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THE GARDEN INDEX

insrr)EX. to "VOLTrnynE xx^lat.

(Illustrations in Italics.)

A.

A place irliere nothing icoald groic, 331
Abies Albertinna, 614 ; canadensis, 74 ; cana-
densis pendula, 541 ; Engelmanni glauca,
13 ; hybrid, a, 308; numidica, 2o7 ; orien-
talls. '^01

; Pattoniana, 74 ; Smithiana, 20
;

Smiaiana, 5ity

Abutilun tirefly, 320 ; Mme. J. Laing, 462
;

vitifolium album, 499
Abutilous, 449 ; propagating, 24ii

Acacia arm. ta, 378 ; dealbita, 125
Acacias in Guernsey, 255
Acalyphas, prop*gating, 5S9
AcanCliofhippnims, 531
Acer rubrum, 'JA'i

Aceras Iongibraeteata, 338
Achillea mongolica, 547
Acineta Humboldci, 250
Aciphylla squirrosa, 524, r-30

Aconites, wiuter, lb4
AcUniopteris radiata australis, 103
Adiantum Capitlus- veneris in a hanging bas-

l-et, 438 ; dolabriforme, 329
;

pedatuni,
105 ; palatum, lOo ; WUliamsi, a fane, 439

Adiantunis for hinging l^skets, 438
Adonis pyreudica, 428
J:;::hmea Marite fulijeDS, 463
Aerides Hughi, 500 ; japonicum, 390 ; Law-

renciie, 4S4 ; Lobbi, 56j ; vandarum, 227
JEsculub rubicunda, 3S3
Agapanthus umbeilatus, 437
Agapetes buxifolia, 30S
Ageracums in pois, 463
Albuca NcUoDi, 499
Alder, Witch, American, 504
Alders in Beddington Park, 362
Aldingbmrne Uuuse, 427
Aldiiu/tiournc //"ti'f, 427
AUamanda neriitolia, 365, 552
Allium neapolitanum, 213, 437
Almond, dwarf, the, 425 ; large-fruited, the,

3(J0

Alum root, scarlet, 522
Alyssum pyrenaicum, 91 ; saxatile, 529 ; ser-

pyllifolium, 524
Amaryllis Acquisitim, 249 ; bvilbs, grubs in,

133; Dark Beauty, 29S ; John Ruskin,
219 ; Master C. Welford, 347 ; Sea Nympli,
394 : Tarentian, 298 ; the, 193, 235, 347

Amaryllises at Chelsei, 228, 281
Amasonia punicea, 002
Anurica, Chri/nanthemuia groicing in, 359 ;

North, Chrysanthemums in, 359
American notes, 27
Amherstia nobilis, 156,181
Amo-phophalluscampanulatus, 425 ; Rivieri,

255 ; virosus, 420
Amphidesmium blechnoidcB, 32S
Amy^dalus nanus, 425
Antc:ochilus Lowi, 532
Amt'ctojhili, 99, 270
Anchistea vifginica, 105
Andromeda fa^tigiata, 517 ; floribunda, 287
Anemone, Apeunin', 405 ; blanda, 87, 210,
250 ; corouaria, 515 ; fulgens gneca, 420 ;

King of The Sea lets, 500 ; palmata aibi,
562; Tivuliris, 613; Roblnaoniaua, 426;
6ul phurea, 563

Anemones, dwarf, 408
Anglia, Eist, weather in, 301

AngTEBcum caudatum, 72 ; citratum, 284 ;

Sandeiianum, 227, 338, 364; sesquipecale,

8, 72
Angnecums, 337
Anguloa Kuckeri sanguinea, 611
AucUjIs, Califomian, 550
Anthericum Hookeri, 503
Anthropodium cirrhatum, 478
Anthurium ferriereuse, 414; Rothschildia-
num, 59 ; Scherzerianum, 403

Anthuriiims, 30O
Anti rhinums, 36S
Aotus gra-illima, 310
Apht-laiidra niteus, 180

Apple. Blenheim Orange, 262, 310 ; Blen-
heim Oraniie seedling, 313; bloom. 4S7

;

Corniah GiUiflower, 102: gruwiog at Pow-
derham, 3 ; L rd Derby, 476 ; Lord Huifitld,

fru'Uiwj branch of. 553 ; Mere de Menage,
200; Newtown Pippin, 404; Newtown
Pippin at home, 690 ; Keinette Gnse, 206 ;

RioHton Pippin, 243; Royal Jubilee, Gra-
ham's, 242 ; thoot", insects on, 229 , stocks
and colour, 49, 102 ; Wellington, fruiting
branch of, 442

Apples, catalogue of, 262 ; early, 553

;

February, 198 ; for use and ornament,
488; in north of Ireland, 243; keepirg,
3SS ; late, 442 ; Madresficld, the, 149, 198,

245; notable, soni-*, 34; propagating by
cuttings, 21; standarJ, for Britain, 4;
storing 104, 222; striking from cuttings,
48 ; well kept, 440

Aquiiegia sibirica alba, 4'J9 ; Stuarti, 499
Aquilegias. 516; seedling, from Chimside, 61

2

Arabia albida, 408; arenosa, 4.6 ; blepharo-
phylla. 421 ; procurrens, 45

Ar^lla Kerchoveana, 279; leptoph\lla, pro-
pagating, 279 ; Sieboldi in Rothesay, 13

;

Veitchi, propagating, 279
Aralias, propagating, 279
Arancaria imbricata in, fruit, S7
Arctotis acaulis, 4 ?5

Arctostaphylos califomicus, 600
Arifaimas, 425
Aristolochia elegans, 450 ; upon a Labur-
num. 580

Arnebia echioides, 502
Atbutus Unedo, 68
Arpoi^hyllum gigauteum, 417
Ar angement, a pretty, 43, 235, 477
Artichoke, Paris, lar;/'-- green, 322
Artichokes, Globe, 322
Artor'trpus inttgrilolia , 465
Anuxdti Cattle, from the meadotr, 25
Arundel Castle, 25
Ash, the, 257 ; the Manna, 5S6
Ash tree, nt'f, on the llu-enden Ball Estate, Ten-

ttrden, 257
Abh tree, larpe, 276
Aspa-agus, common, 378; and Rosea, 370,

398, 518 ; beds, talt for, 537, 599 ; cul-
ture of. 323; culture, expensive, 295 ; cut-
ting. 458; decumbens, 19, 24, SO ; from
old beds, 470 ;

plumosus, durability of,

209 ; plumosu" nanus, 279, 34', 499 ; tcnu-
issimu , 195, 340, 499 ; tenuissimus, propa-
gating, 24 >

A-ploninm Adiantum - nigrum grandicep",
280; Fllix-foemina Frizellia^, 280; Fiiix-

ftemina multi&dura, 2S0 : Filix fieoaina
Victoria, 180

Aster Amellus bessarabicus. 173 ; diploste-

phioides, 253 ;
gramiuif-jlius, 517

Atragene sibirici, 408
Atraj^ihasi* sjjimsa, 13, 75
Atr plex Halimus, 91
Aubrietia Hendernoni, 375; Leichtlini, 394,

420, 449, 475, 502 ; violacea, 420
Aubrieiias, 529, 503
Aucuba japoQica. 91 ;

japonica variegata as a
lawn plant, 309

Auricula, doub'e the. 329 ; the, 316. 576
Auriculas, 81, 271, 430. '*19 ; dlptne, 4yl, 565 ;

alpine, at Bioxbonrne, 375 « olour in,

4t)5 ; edged, 216 ; from seed, 333 ; in the
north. 445; laced, 144; sei-dliug, 271; yel-

low self, 315, 405
Azalra amoena, 528 ; amtena Caldwelli,

479; amoena Colvilli. 228; calyciflora,

211 ; Deutsche Pe^le, 59, 602 ; indica hlba in

Devon, 547; lineaiifolia, 153. 320 mollis,

320; mollis in the »ptn air, 504; Princess
of Wale*, 300 ; iofii«flora, 16, 61

Azalea', hardy, 502 ; Indian, 364

Baccharis halimifolia, 91

Bamboo, a climbing, 256 ; Heavenly, the,

200
Bamboos, hardy, 302
Bambuea Me'ake, S44
Barberry, purp'e-leaved, 586
Barberries, 2t)4 ; flowering, 541
Bark.r, Mr A., •^13

Barking season, the, 472
Bauera rubinides. 475, 482
Beam and Service tree, the, 58
Bean Ne Plus Ultra, 493 ; Negro Lougpod,

356
Bean«, Haricot, 433 ; Runner, 247, 403
Bearberry, Cbbfcrnian, 6(9
Beaufortia tplendens, , 600
Bedding plants, propagating, 98
Beddington Park, Alders in, 362
Bed^, permanent, SI

Beech as a shelter tree. 416 ; for large hedges,
246; the Weeping. tOO

Bees as fruit fertilisers, 441

Beeston, flowers from, 420
Beet, 67
Begonia, a useful, 84 ; corallina, 156, 464

;

Duchess of Teck, 470 ; incarnata, propa-
gating, 200; Mrs. Chamberlain, 507; octo-

petala. 212 ; octopetala Lemoinei, 125

;

(ctopetala L- inoinei, 125 ; Rex, propagating,
206; Bchartfiana, 235; socotrartd, fhoicinrj

habit of plarf, 218 ; sor trani, shoicnuj

^tioicers and leaf, 219; SUmstead Gem\
470; tub'^roiis, 574

Begonias, dividing, 268, 304 ; socotrana, the,
2i8 ; tvibi;)0U8, at hwanley, 550 ; winter-
flowering, propa.ating, 328

Bellrt'iwors. two beautiful, 571

Benthamii frag^fera, 58, 87, 572
Berberi-* Daiwini, 436, 501

;
japonica, 460;

stenophylla, 504
Berkeley Gaslle, Gloucester, 625

B'.rkdey Castle, Gloucestir, 5-5
Biriicd plautp in the s'ove, 181

Berrj' bearing plant-, 57
BetuU n-ua, 350, 490
Bindweeds, greater, the, 215
Bii-ch, BlacE, the, 49b; Marsh, the, 350;

Silver, the, 544 ; the, at Holwood Park,
481

Biit»r Swe t. the, 91

Bladder Sennaf, the, 58
Biechnum Si-iiant pul,\dactylon, £80
Bletia byacmthina. 363, 406, 4j4
Bloodfto t 375
Blutb l.s and P- et'e Narcissi, 516
Blue Gum Tree, the, 383
Bog, pl-uts in a, 517
Bolbopbyl'um birljigerum, 610; lemni*ca-
tum, 010; lanniscatam, OlO ; Lobbi, 53Z

;

panimentatum, 61U ; rhizophone, 610

Books—
" Cactus Culture for Amattur^," 168
'* Cruiee cf ihe Murchtsa," 451
" Les Cypripedi^es," &G
"Manual on Oicuidaceous Plants," 61

"M>,dern Cremation," 371

"Practice of Forestry," 2O
"Report on Insects Injurious to Crops,"

321, 555
" Kos&riau'a Year-Book," 63

"The English Huwer Garden,' 300
" The Origin of Floral Stiuctures," 01

"The Rose Garren,' 13r.

"The Tomato," 411
Boor tree, the, 224
Boruniaheterophylla, 255 ; megasligma, 127,

213, 235; tetraui.ia, 235
Bosnia, Plum cul ure in, 353
Bossieea linophjlla, 360, 4n.4

Bouvardia sports. 347, 380
Bouvardias, S88, 378; uroup of, a, 289; pic-

pagaiing, 116 ; resting, 213 ; teedling,

438
Box, the, 91

Boxwood edgiogs, 295
Brahta niiidn, 28* ; choiring tlotrtrs, £84 ;

shotcing habit of ijroicth, 286
Brassavola Digbyana, 500
Bridges, climber-ctad, 497, 545
Bi isiol, a note flom, 593

Broccoli, a good new, 493; culture of tte,

510; hardy, 321, 350; protecting, 290;
Purple Sprouting, 583

Brodiayi cougesta, 571 ; Leichtlini, 111

Bromtliads in bloom, 124

Broom, Butcher's, in shade, 240 ; Spanish,

dwarf, 499
Broughtonia lilaciua, 251

Buckthorn, Sea, the, 57, 91

Bud-formation, premature, 332

Buds, fruit tree. 80
Bufflchora-wood, 258
Bulboccdium vernum, 164, 228

Bulbous flowers in 1889, SttS, 373

Bulb grounds, Bwrr's, at Tooling, 112

Bulbs, eirly, and bulb soils, 166; at Kcw,
42f^ ; flowering of the, 834 ; uld, dctticy-

ing, 4v0 : paucity of bloom on, 467 ; tpniig,

in 18S9, 398
Bulla.-e, tho. 21. 50
Burbidgc. Mr. F. W., 613

Burchellm capansis, 25S
Burlington'a fragrace, 32, 434
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Burning Butth, the, 459
Buttercup, white, the, 425

Cabbage, Christmas, 296 ; early, a stimulant
for, 297 ; Enfield Market, East Ham, or
FiiUum, 543 ; Savoy, 35G

Ciladiiims at Forest HIH, 525
Calautha Darblayana, 228; Sandhurstiana,

<>2 ; veratrifulia, 502; vestita oculata gi-

gantea, 229 ; Williamn, 300
r;iliQthe3, late-floweriDfr, 137
Calceolaria amplcxicaulis. 522, 580
Ca'ceolaiiia, her>^aceDU3, 573 ; in the flower

f arden, 42tt
;
yellow, 272

Californiaa garden, a, 4SS
Californian U'ative irecs, growth of, 5f*S

Callas, plaiting out, 574
Callistemon rigidus, 575
Caltha palufctris monstrosa plena, 408 ; showy,

u, 4US

Calypso borcalis. 5G5
Coli/nt'Cfla {/ramlijlorii, 215 ; sylvat'tra, 215
Camellia de la I'\rce, 229; Mathotiana slba,

377 ; nt.cultta, 3
Cimellias, 320, 479 ; after blooming, 499

;

071 trellises, 84 ; smut on, 4t>4

Campanula alpina, 406
;
glomerati dahurica,

294; pulla. 565 I

Canini iridiflora Shemanni, 197 ; Paul Bert,
499

Cannas, dwarf-flowered, 551 ; Gladiolus-
flowered, 196

Cannep, a flower show at 2S0 ; a garden at, 9

Canterbury Belle, 613
Capsicums, 511
Cardoon, Arilchol-e-leaved, 381 ; PricUv Tours,

380 ; siiiootk solid, 381
Cardoone, 380 ; cooking, 15
Carlyle on tree plautitjg, 203
Carnation Andalusia, 305; disease, the, 215

;

Mikado, 305; M-s. Liewelljn, 180, 192;
Paul Rnerleheait, 52 ; pestp, 579 ; Souven.r
de la Malmaison, 547 ; Surl's Queen, fi

Carnations, 428. 491, 52H, 564, 603 ; and Pico-
tecs, 407 ; dying, H ; florists', 3i)S, 576 ; for

beds and borders, 392, 407; in pnts, 268,

319; in 1SS8, 130; open air, In January,
19; purple self, 330 ; self, 294 ; soot as a
manure for, 579; sporting, 92, 142, 273, 297 ;

Tree, 320 ; Tree, propagating, 146 ; winter-
ing, 465 ; winter-flowering, 365

;
yellow

ground, 317 ; yellow self, 52
Carpenteria californica, 573
Carpinus Betulu-*, 530
Carrot, Improved Intermediate, 542
Cassandra calyeulata, 343
Cassebeera, 147
Cassia uorymboEa, propagating, 264
Ca'alo^uea, 304
Cata'-etum barbatum pp..boscideum, 348 ;

longifolium 8

Catchfly, alpine, 5S0
Cdtcbflies, Chinese, £0S
Caterpillars, 572, 583 ; a plague of, 5G8
Cattleyablculor Measuresiana, 72; Blunti,394,
587; Bowringtana, 138; Bjymuriana, 566;
cahimoata, 71 ; Dowiana, 313 ; Eldorado,
99, 122; Hirrisona;, 313; Henisiana, 137

;

labiata vera, 8 ; Liwrtnceana, 338, 434
;

leaves diseastd, 100 ; Ma'<saiana, 283
;

31endeli and vare., 460; Mossia-, 532;
Ptrcivaliana, 72, 632 ; Keinti^-kiaua, 566

;

Bchrcederaj, 417 ; Schroiderre alba, 299,

461; Trianse, 62, 100. 299; Trianw alba,

13, 337 ; TriauEB Dayana, 72 ; Triatja;

Ernesti, 270; Trian» tilaeiua, 162 ; Trianw
Meaauresiana, 314 ; Trianai (Mr. Clarke's
variety), 196; Trianse Osmanl, 269 ; Trianaa
virginalis, 283

Cat'leyas at Chelsea, 417
Caucasus, flowers of the, 333
Cauliflower Magnum Bunum, 159
Coanothus azureus, propagating, 522 ; divari-

catuB, 561 ; Gloire do Verf-aillea, 309 ; velu-
tinus, 499 ; white, the, 499

Cedai-, Lebanon, value of British grown,
49ti ; and Weymouth Pine, natural repro-
duction of, 460, 503

Cclerlac, 650

Celery. 433 ; for exhibition. 492 ; large v.

Hmall, 267 ;
planting, 659

Ce'.eries, 56
Conta'irea Clementei, 250 ; cyanus, 218

;

raguftinn, hardy, 407
Centr.deniit roa^a, 819
Ccplialanthora enhifoUa, 523

Cer.w IB Mahdeb, 482

CoiouB C. J. T. Peacock, 426
CaBlrum elegans, 449

(Jeterach aurcum. 462

Chcilaiithos fragranH. 439
ChulranthuH mutabillH, 475

Oborry, Japanoso, 228
Cherries, dwarf, 101

Chicory, culture of, 537
Chillies, 5U
ChimoDarilh'i? fra^rjts, 68 ; frag'ans grandi-

flora, 3'J9

Chionodoxa Lucilise, 336, 369, 376 ; Lucilise,

seedling, 369 ; white, the, 253, 329
Chionodoxas, 250, 300, 305, 367
Choisya ternata, 112, 126, 476, 522 ; not

flowering, 376 ; propagating, 264
Chorozemas, 234 ; in bUom. 95
Chtistmas Poses, 141, 164, 206, 214, 238,

318, 376 ; Christmas and Loiten, 159. 191
;

Christmas, diseased, 6, 191
Chrysanthemum, a new, 307 ; a sweet-

scented, 449 ; Avalanche. 187 ; Baronne de
Prailly, 307, 374; Beverley, ••.!»; Bij.u,

87; blooms, damping in, 70 ; Bronze Mr.
Bunn, 69; Buttercup, ]0 ; conference at
Clii&wlck, 543 ; Cottage Pink; 69; Comtesse
de Beauregard, 374 ; Countess of Lytton,
123, 169; Cullingfordi for market, 543;
Duchefs cf Albany, 92 ; Fair Maid of

Guernsey. 514, 547 ; Fleur de Marie, 37
;

Georgts Sand, 19; George Wermig, 332;
gloriosum, 46 ; Golden Beverley, 69

;
grow-

ing in America, 359; H. bhoesmith, 69]
H Waterer, 69 ; Jane, 70 ; Jersey Nugget,
46 ; lacuatre. 22 ; La Reiuo. 148 ; Leop;nd,
449 ; Lilian B. Bird, 22 ; Lord Wolgeley,
123 ; Medusa, 449 ; Mile. Leoni Latsali,

332; Mme. Depgrange, 92, 322, 516; Mme.
Desgrange grotni in t/ie o-pen atr, 513 ; Mies
Annie Lowe, 10, 92 ; M. A. Le MouU, 46;
MoQS. Astorg, 87; Moonlipht, 10, 4ii ; Mr.
Bunn, 69 ; Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, 2S7, 307,

360, 676; Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, 307 ; Mts.
George Rundle family. 21 ; Ne Plus Ultra,
123; notes on, 46, 210, 612; Pelicin, 10;
show in January, 41 ; shows, 148 ; Snow-
drop, 10 ; Snowflake, 70 ; sports, 259

;

striatum perfoc'um, 92; the blue, 399,
514

Chrysanthemums, Annie Salter family. 210
;

andfoiiape, 169 ; at the mid-winter show,
45 ; Beverley family, the, 69 ; Bouquet
Fait family, 331; Christtne family, 210;
Comle de Germiny family, 332 ; Criterion
family, 287 ; culture of, 259, 359, 399,
542; cutting down in autumn, 69;
destroying aphides on, 514; dwarf, 541;
e.uly-floweriug, 513 ; Eve family, 148

;

final potting of, 546; Globe family, 122;
Guernsey, 19; incurved, 122, 147; insect
Iiests of, 575; in North Americi, 359;
in spring, 1S7, 210, 287; introduction
of new varieties, 374 ; James Salter
family, 3U ; Japanese, SS6, 331 ; Jardin
des Plantes family. 148 ; Lady Slade
family, 147; late, 256; list oE decorative
varieties, 22 ; manu-es for, 169, 259; Meg
Mcrriliee family, 286 ; midwinter, notes
on, 70, 123 ; Mme. John Laing family,
331; new varieties o', 10,22; novelties
amongst, 449; Novelty fam'ly, 122; on
walls, 332 ; pale-coloured foUage in, 374

;

preparation for the final potting. 448

;

Prince Alfred family, 123 ; Prince of Wales
family, 123 ; Princess of Wales family, 9

;

reflexed, 187; seasonable notes on, 187;
show *'. decorative, 22, 70 ; single, 384,
400; fciogle-flowered. cultivation of, 494;
tports, 187 ; summer cuttings, .*>42

; treat-
ment of, 512 ; treatment of, after cutting
down, 575 ; treatment of after potting, 449;
Venus family, 147 ; wliite, late, 112

Chry-obactron Hookeri, 561
Church decorati >n. Orchid flowers for, 426
Chusqueaabibtifolia, 256
Cineraria cruenta, 354
Cinerarias, 155; white-flowered, 377
Cissui discolor, propagating, 475
Cistus, 91; formosus, 565; laurifoliua, 571
Cistuses, 524
Citrus, tbe, 378; /ri../tra, 311
Clare, a note from, 164
Clarkia 2>ulcftella, 557
Clay land, planting, 88
Clematis indivisa, 85, 414 ; indivita lobata,

181, 234 ; Mme. Furtado Heine, 3i7
; pani-

cijla*a, 295
;
propagating, 424 ; the New

Z aland, 85
Clerodendron nutans, 17
Clethra alnifo'ia, 500; arborea, proragating,

522
Clianthus Dampieri, propagating, 145 ; mag-

nificus, 329
;
puniceus, 375

Climberclal bridges, 497
Clint .nla Andrewsiana, 572
Clivia John Laing, 298 ; Lady Wolverton,
249

Clivias, 255. 329 ; at Forest Hill, 378 ; at the
Victoria Nurserie'^. 390

Clove Pink, old, 294
Coal, anthracite, 17, 63, 9I»

Coba?a, wliite-flowered, a, 335
Crca plant, the, 144
Cocoa-nut fibre rofuso, 246
Coelogyne, a wtll (lowered, 354; couferta,
H4; c irrugata, 122; cribtata, 122,256;
luutlginosa, 72, 159 ; ochracea, 5C6 ; tumeu-
tnsa, 434

Coffeabengalensis, 449
Coffee tree, Kentucky, 225
Colchicum crociflorum, 330; lutoum, 228
Colons Eureki, 394
Columbine, a good. 572
Columbine^, 216 ; from Lelghim Court, 571

Colutea arborescens, 91
Colut'aa, the, 58
Combination, pleasing, a, 500
Combretum purpureuni, 574 ;

propagating,
414, 479. 526,550

Comparettia faUata, 72
Coniferte, graftfd, 209
C*^'nife s, a few of the less known, 114 ; from
Eastnor, 228 ; fr.'m seed, 11 ; misused,
257 ; planting tender. 224

Conophallus Titanum 301, 572 ; at Kew, 547
Coprosma Baueriana variegata, 366

;
propa-

gating. 246
Corbularias, 229
Coreopsis lanceolata, 5H
Cork, flowe's from, 112; ihrubs in flower

at, 426
Cornflower. 218
Corouilla glauca, 468
Correas, 60
Corsican Fine for timber, the. 88
Corydalie lutea, 87 ; nobilis, 5«2; solida, (04
Cotooeaster frigida, 87 ; integerrima, 540

;

Simonsi, 87
Cotoneaster^, 58 ; larger, the, 258
Cotton wool nuisance, the, 19, 185, 209, 253,

303, 373
Covent Garden sales, 63, 133
Cowf-lip, Virginian, 376
Crab, Chinefee, the, 504
Crassula jasminea, 438
Crassulas, propagating, 552
Crataegus affinis. 3s ; Carrieti, 586; caccinea,

145 ; oxyacantha semperfloreus, 585 ; Pyra-
cantlia. 92

Crinum amabile, 671 ; Hildtbrandti, 194, 228
;

K^rki, 470
Crocus alatavicuB, 164 ; Balansa^, 251 ; bi-

florus,'^159, 251 ; Chil an. the, .306 ; luiperuti,

87, 92 ; l^vigatus, 46 ; nivalis, 87 ; old
Cloth of Gold, the, 207 ; .susianus, 207

Crocuses, 250 ; from Dublin, 164 ; spring,
293 ; yellow, 336

Crops, arrangement of, 139
;
profitable, for

small gardens, 247
Cross andra undulasfolia, 478
Crotons, notes on, 212
Croydcn Lodge, Orchids at, 12i
Cuckfield Place, 354
Vackjieid Place, Sussex, 355
Cucumber Prescot Wonder, 248 ; Rollisson's

Telegraph, 536
Cucumbers, 659 ; exhibition, 536 ; ridge,

511
Cultui'e, deep, one advantpge o', 325
Cunonia capensis, 4~0

Cupre«BU8 mscrocaipi, 226
Cuproleue, 445
Cuirant, the, 117; golden -leaved, the, 3j0;

ichite, fruitiT.g branctiof, 117
Cu' rants, Flowering, 383
Cutlery, baf^, 156
Cuttings, shading, 169; watering, 54
Cyclamen Atkinsi, 294 ; bulbs, tld, 526

;

eouin and C. Aikinbi, 206; Faust, 298;
persicum, vjgarfeaof, 158 ; Princeof Wales
btraln, 249 ; striatum Empress of India,
29S

Cyclamens, hardy, 250; on rcckories, 294;
Persian, 255

Cydonia japonica, 342 ; Maule's, 57 ; forced,
195

Cymliidium afhne, 8 ; Devoniauum, 417

;

eburncum, 232, 284 ; ehunicinn, 389 ; ebur-
neo-Lowianum. 249 : Lowianum, 2;i2, 300,
461 ; pendulum atro-purpurtum, 2S2

Cymbidiums, 383
Cfiperus alfcrni/oliits, 673
Cyprcsp, deciduous, the, 308
Cypriped'um acaule, ICO ; a new, 62 ; barba-
tum, 425, 611 ; bellatulum, 364, 425, 547

;

Boxalli, 8 ; Boxalli, the Studley House
variety. 337; Buchanianum, 8; Calcoolu^
100, 417; candidum, 100; Curtis*, 461;
ElUottiauum, .228 ; birsutissiniuro, 2S2

;

Hornianum, 314 ; insigno in summer, 589 ;

Lowi, atChfcl8et,3:(8;macrantliniii,lt)0, 138,

19t'«;margaritaccum,31; Mufetersianum, 434

;

nitidiesimum, 394; parvilliiium, 100; pu-
bescens, 100. 417 ; RotliscliUdi^num, 249 ;

Ro'bsch'ld anuniend C. fill ottianum, 269 ;

Sallieri, 31 ; Sanderianum, 5N9 ; Sedeni can-
didulum. 283 ; epectabilo, 100, 547, 579 ;

Stonei, 587 ; tonsum, 315 ; villosum, 8, 100,

22/; villosum auitum, 228; Winnianum,
282

Cjpripediums, 301; at Clapton, 364; from
The WoodUnds, 227 ; in winter, 32

Cjrtanthus lutoBcena 59

Cy tomium falcatuni, 105

Cyrtui-ddiums, 336
Cytisus lanlger, 482; ramosus, propagaUng,
246

DafTodll, Cyclamen-flowered. 228 ; liieh King,
46 ; now, n, 305 ; rot, the, 336 ; Str Watkia,
875 ; To'iby, the, 92, 20^ ; winter, 161

Daffodils, 250, 272 ; at Epsom, 335 ; at Ham,
393 ; double, 339 ; double, seedling, £06,

335 ; flowering of, 214 ; for forcing, 127,

168, 214 ; in England, 427 ; in Ireland, 391,

431 ; in pots. 45 ; Lew, two good, 306 ; •

white, 333, 428
Dahlia, the, 216, 467 ; centcBary of the, 500

Dahhas. single. 334. 406
Daisy, Bush, the, 571 ; frlmsm, a. 354

Ddisies. double, 6; Hima'ajan, 240; Pali?,

500 ; and ma-^gots, 5'/2

Daieth'mpia Roezliana, 285

Danny Park, 1S9

Daphne Blagayana, 540, 562, 604 ; Btcgayai a.

udl-growv, a, 540 ; L'neornm, 476, 529, 66H ;

indica, propagating. 4S5 ; indlca rubro, 16 ;

Laureola, 483 ; Laureola purpurea, 13 ;

Mezereum 268, 3ti2; Me ereum alba, 436

Daphnes, 309 ; for lockwork, 517 ; i-i bloom.

362
Datura sanguines, r05, 366; suaveolens in

Ihe flower garden, 128 ; awxriolns in the

rtoi'-er i/arden, 128

Davallia," a beautiful, 2S0 ; fljietsis p'umosa;

329 ; gibberosa, 16j ; Giiffiihlara, 147

Deal, white, 568
Decoration, foliage for, 279
Decorations, dinner-table, plants for, 154

Delphinium nudicaule, 548; Zili', 191, 492

Delphiniums, 563
Denfirobe, Old Man, the, B38

Dendrobium albo-Kinguineuro. 269; amre-

num, 162 ; barbatvdum, 137. Mto ; Bensmie.
501 ; bigibbum, 270 ;

Cambridgemnni, 282 ;

carintferum. 337 ; ehrysotoxum, 461 ; Co k-

Bonianum, 73, 2i7 ; ciassinode, 300 : crassi-

node album, 250, 298; c assinode Barbfri-

anum, 45; cra^sinode WardJanuro, 418;

crepidatum, 313 ; Dalhous>ianuQ3, 391, 461 :

Dearei, 434 ; Devoniauum. 164, 502 : dixan-

thuiD, 417, 434; Domiuianum, 270; dia-

conie, 566; euosmum leucopterum, 347;

Falconeri, 476; Farmeri, 337; Faimeri

albiflorum, 461 ; Fytchianum roseum, 137;

Goldiei, 6i ; Griffithianum, 461 ; Hdli, 162 ;

Jamesianum. 283; Kingianum album. 99 ,

lasioglossum. 137 ; lituifl' rum, 417 ; Loddi-

gesi, 195 ; luteolum, 122 ; MacCarthia?.

500 ; macrophyllum Riehardi, 283, 337 ;

melanodiacus. ^99; meeuchlorum, 256 ;
ml-

cans, 299 ; mutab le, 566 ; nobiie, 232, 589 ;

nobilc. a curious growth on, 524; nobiie var.

Hcathfieldianum, 390; nobiie, highly cd-

oured, 270 ; nobiie. pruning, 228 ; P^^rishl,

5fi6; Pierardi. 501; Pirardi, 501; P0I3

-

phlebium. 666 ;
primulinum giganteuro.

283 ; senile, 338 ; bpeciosum. 162 ; splendi-

di.ssimum, 72; Stratiotes, 587; Strebloceras.

589 ; superblens. SO ; superbum, 5t6 ;

transparfus, 434 ; Waltoni, 314. 3'.'0
;

Wardiauum, 30, 206, 232, 420; Wardianum
candidum, 196

Dendrobiums at CheUea, 228, 417; at 1' r.

Bull's, 338 ; beautiful, 301 ; from Chelltu-

ham, 313 ; in the Clapton Nurseries, 433

Denne Park. 401; Dmne Paik; Jiortham,

Sussex, 401
Dentaria. 421

Desmodium gi,Tanp, 181

Deutzia crenata fl.-pl., 435 ;
doublc-ftowoied,

the, 435
Deutzias after forcing, 459

Dianella Cierulea, 526
Dianthus alpinusbarbatu», 401; AtkinEuni,

517. 604; cruentus, 580; Fitchcri, t2i;

Grievei, 571 ; neglectus, 571

Dianthuses, 606
Dicenti-a canadensis, 375

Dictamnus Fraxinella, 459; Fraxinella, 605;

in Geneva, 523
Dictyoxiphium pauamense, 589

Didcot, notes from, 497

Dielytra oximia, 603 ; tpoctabillB, 229, 47."»

the white, 425
DimorphanthuB mandfchuricus, 308, 3;0,

34:1. 360, 362, 383
D.placus glutinosns, iropaga^ing, 214

Dipladcnia amabilis, 87, 277 ; amabilis, 377

Dipping plants, 2'9

Dii>teris, 104

Diica palustiis, SCO
Disa Kiccmoea, 532

Dittany of Crete. 112
Doronicutiiplantagineura escelsuni, 421, 565

Doronicuiiis in pots, 29i

,
Draba Lotica, 15S

I Dracn'na australifl in Sussex, 329 ; Doucetti,

i

470 ; Lindoni, 250

I
Droaura cistitlnra, ::05

I

DrOBcras, 463

i

DrCMophylluni hit- itanicum, 61

Dryas lauata, 517

Dublin, a note from. 476

Dutcli bulb waste, Cn;.

Dutch garden, lluwtrs from a, 251, 421, 450,

524
Dutchman's PipOj the, \ipou a Labuinum, 580

Farwigs, destruction of, 208; in gftricn, 256
E.8 I7 la'lsfiud, 70
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EJg; Hal!, floweri from, 449
Edgiiig8, Tlirlft, 612
Eli^c carpus cyaneus, 527
Elieodendrou orienjale, 419
Elder tree, the, 224; bs a nurse free, 520;

scarlet-berried. 25S
Efiu, Eogliah, at Holwood Park, 435 ; Rock,
Amtrican, 252; Scotch, 490; Scotch or
mountiin, at Hnlwood Pjrk, 436 ; Wych,
496

Embothrium coceineum, 476
Fpacris miniata spfcmiens, floicerino shoot oi,

IgO
Epacrises at Guonersbury Paik, 38; notes
OD, 180 ; useful, 250

Epideudrum araabile, 99 ; atro-p'irpureum
i-QSeum, 33S ; biuornulum, 417, 687; uiyrian-
thum. 337 ;

paytense, 566 ; purum, i&Z
;

radicans, 391 ; Raudi, 532 ; sccptrum, 102
;

Stamfordianum, 417
Fpilobium augustifollum album, 613
Epimediums, 206
Epiphyllum Maknyauum, 375, 394 ; truuca-
tum as a basket, plant, 86

Epiphyllums, propagatiug, 419
Eppliig Forest, 64
Equisetum taaximum, 421
Eranthemum ciDnabarinum, 345; puIlIieI-

lutn, 61, 127; puk-hellum, propagating,
169

Bremurus Olga^, 369 ; robiistus, 369
Erica cimea, 309 ; herbacea, 370; luterineilia,

fioicering shoot o/, IDS ; melautheru, 127,

153 ; ,ventricosa corcinea minor, 193; ICi/-

luoreana. jhtcerivg shoot of, 93
Ericas and' Azaleas. 462 ; of the ventricosa

section, 192 ; ui^eful, 256
Erigeron aurantiacum. 449
Eriopborum angubtifolium, 523
Brytbronium amerieanum, 406 ; dens-canis,

306 ; grindiflorum, 4H
Erytbroniume, seedling. 562
Erythrotis Beddomei, 194
Escallonia macrantha, 540
Eseallonias, 91
Eucalyptus camigerua, 114 ; globulus, 343,
3S3

; globulus in bloom, 460
Eucbaria amazoiiica, 86, 94. 104 ; amazonica
at Sboreham Place, ISl ; balbs diseased
of, 298; mite, the, 365

Eucomifi punctata, ISl
Ealophia megistophi/lla, 02
Eulopbias, 62
Euonymus, Japinese, 107

;
japonicus aureo-

marginatum, 430; radicans, 158; radicans
variegatus, 202

Eupatoriuni atro-rubens, 195
Eupatoriums, propagating, 305
Euphorbia capitata, 517 ; ja^minitflor.-,
propagating, 240

; pilosa, 517
Eurya latifolia variegata 321
Euryangium tambul, 369
Eurybia Gunni, 571 ; stellulata, 565
Exacum affioe, 305
Exeter, flowers from, 426

Fair Maids of France, 577
Fair Maids of France, 577
Fareham, a note from, 572
Fendlera rupicola, 2b7
Fernery, the, 29, 105
Fern, Maiih a hair, American, 105; New /i3a-

land, 147
Ferns at Edmonton, 462; hardy, 505; ex-

otic, bardy. 105 ; for a window, 280; for

market, 589; iosects amongst, 508; propa-
gating, 240 ; Tree, Japanese, 7

Ferula eambul, 369
Ferula?, 604
Ficaria, white, a, 428
FlcuB elastica, propagating, 110 ; macrcca^pa,

360; Parcelli, 124; Parcelli, propagitiiit?,

596 ; repens, 280 ; rcpens, propagating, 475

Fig, training tbo, 3
Fi< trees, old, enclosing in wall cases, 33
Ffgs, bush and pyramidal, in temperate
house?, 485 ; pruning on walls, 290 ; work
amongst, 292

Fir, Scotch, as a timber tree, 276, 302; suc-

cessive cropping wirh. 110 ; Silver, bracted,
12 ; Spruce, as a htdge plant, 202

Firj, hardy, in the west of England, 361

Fire Bush, the, 470
Fl-gs. Water, 579
Fleabiue, Georgian, 571 ; orange, 449
Flor de Jesus, 138
Florists' floweis. hardy, notes on, 90, 576,

603; improvements i •, 52
Flower garden notes, 7. 26, 53, 82, 128, 144,

16^, 192, 217, 2:i9, 273, 295, 317, 334, 370, 407,

430, 405. 491, 5.6, 564, 580

Flower girden, the, 238
Fbwtr girdeulng. hardy, a gain io, 129

Flower market, Paria, a, 370
Flower show at (^innes, 280
Flowering pUnts, btove and greenhouse, 94

Flowers, baautiiul, 217; and plants for the

London poor, 548 ; cut, packing, 277, 330
;

for house and room decoiation, 65; from
Wantage, 522 ; hardy, in Paris, 500 ; spring,

in "My Garden," 329 ; spring, in the garden
of Canon Bridges, 328 ; two brilliant, 563

I'oam Flower, the, 420
Fogs, damage done to plants by, 87

Foliage, 480; for decoration, 2?9; plants,

noteworthy, 39
|

Footway, public, nuisance, 422
|

Footways in private i laces, 396 I

Forcing houBcs, work in, 175.291

Forestry, 64, 372, 446, 592 ;in HSmpbhite, 134 ;

in Scotland, 42 ; lectures on, 42 ; sch' ol of,

252, 276 ; the teaching of, 326

Forests, Scotch Fir, thinning, 350
,

Forget me-not, Antarctic, 450 ; the Wa'.er,

as a garden plant, 605 i

Forsythla viridissima, 309
j

Fonythias under glats, 286
Fota Island, notes f/om, 500 ; shrubs at, 572

i

Fothrrgilla alnifolia, 504
Fo.rglcre, a fine type of, 293

Foxgloves, '217, 292, 369

Frames, cold, 109
France, a gardtn in thi: .^outk Oj, 9 ; notes

|

from, 606 ; wild flow.rs in, 576

Francoa appendiculata, 40S

Fraxiuella, 458 ; emitting inflammable gas,

489, 517, 531,603, 013
j

Fraxinus excelsior, 257 ; ornus, 586

Free&ias at Kew, 45 ; in bio m, 1*^7

Fremontia ealtforoica, 572

Fritillaria kamtechatcensis, 143; /^amtschaf-

i-cisis, |143 ; Meleagiis, 406
;

pallldiflora,

562 ; yellow, 3d3
Frcst and the vegetables, 112, 159

Fruit in 1S8S, 2 ; blossomp, protecting, 242 ;

crop, the, 243 ; crops, Jailure of the,
j

554; cullivation in Jersey, 132; culture
|

for profit, 17, 597 ; culture in England, 300 ;

deseert and kitchen, 387 ; fantastic profits
|

in, 157; fertilisers, bees as, 441 ;
growing, I

36, 49, 102 ; notes, 35, 50, SO, 103 119, 150,
j

175, 199, 439, 442 ; packing, wool for, 519 ;

prospe'ts, 262, 386, 441 ; supply, regulating
j

the, 402
Fruit garden, hardy, the, 4, 102, 120, 245,

290
Fruit growing revival : practice v. theory,

243
Fruit houses, vent* latlng, during the night,

452 ; work in, 222, 244, 311, 353,387,606,

554, 581, 597
Fruit tree blossomp, protecting, 342 ; season,

the, 220 ; stems, protecting, 48, 101

Fruit tre^s, aphides on, 261 ; and veg tables,

150 ; in pots, 78 ; maiden, 340 ; manures for,

148; mulching, 441 ;
proitcting, 197;

pruning, 50, 198; raising at Madreefield

Court, 79; roadside, 79; tbinting the

heads of, 243; young, head ng back, 341,

386, 486
Fruits, choice, thinning and colouring, 161

;

foiced, 263,443 ;
growing our own sugar in

our own, 453 : hardy, 311, 103,151, 222 263,

303, 312, 352, 405, 456, 50^, 535, 555, 582 ; new,
rare and desirable, 43 ; uiCer gliss, 199,

311, 404, 455, 487,534
Fuchsia ampliata, 16; Dorothy Fry, 567 ;

splendens, 55 ' ; tie, 39

Fuchsias at Kew, 547 ; coloured leaved,

413
F. mitory, yellow, 87

Fi'itlia i:ieboldi, 466
Funkias. 4ti;

Furze, the, in Ijloorn, 436

(ialanthus caucasicas, 206, 300; corcyrensis,

;00; Elwesi, 300 ; Imperati Atkinsi,

309 ; nivalis Atkinti, 309 ; rivalis poculi-

formis. 335 ; octobrensis, 25i», 253, 256

;

Olgffl Regina^, 300 ;
prtecox, 300

Galax aphylla. 114, 329, 572

Game covert, 184

Garden, a New Zfaland, notes from, 593 ;

insects in, 371; pests, 511; produce, low

price for, 509
Gardeners' Orphan Fund, the, 421

Gardeners* Royal Benevolent Institution, 46,

164. 228. 591
Gardeners, ladies as, 549

Gardening, an elective p'ece of, 612 ; at the

I'ari^ Exhibition. 424 ; wild, at Kew,
305 ; in Sweden, 109

Gardens, public, refreshment liooths in, 548

Garrya elliptica, 92, 159

Gaultheria Shalbn. 308
Genista Andreaoa, 571 ;pi-i«cox, 475 ;radiata,

004
Gcntiana acaulis pallida, 406 ; vcrna, 82,

466
Geonoma H-rbsti, 463
Geranium Henry Jacoby f< r flowering in

winter, 336; platypetalum. 547

Geranixmis, scented-leaved, 280

Gesnera cardinalis, 236
Gladioli, early-flowering, 524 ; in 1888, S3 ;

notes on, 238
Gleichenia Cunninghami, 147
Globe Flowers, 450
Glury of the Snow, 336
Gloiy Tree, drooi)ing, 17
Gloucester, a note from, 303, 425
(.llow-worm beacons, luminous, 419
Gloxinia virginalis, 464
Gloxinia?, oyster shells for, SO

;
propagating,

117
Goniopteris, 163
Gooseberry, golden-flowered, as a hedge
pUnt, 503

Goosebsrries, 175
Gorse, double-flowered, 91

Gourds, 511
Grafting, 111, 173, 174 ; and pe s'mi&m, 251 ;

evils of, 74, 240, 273, 290, 310, 3b5, 402,

454, 486 ; tvih of, 607 ; is it useful to man ?

240 ; is it wrong? 152, 220
Grape Hyacinths in pote, 3.9
Grape, Black Alicante, 542
Grapes, aids to setting, 340, 387, 442 ; late,

Etarting, 101 ; late, thinning, 5,:;3 ; setting,

with the syringe, 494, 440 ; thinring, 219
Grass, Cotton, 523
Grass rides, repairing, 422
Greenhouse plants, grubs in, 371

Grevillea, a grafted, that dies, 186 ; robus'a,
463

Grevilleas in bloom, 403
Ground, neglected, treatment of, 140
Groundsel Tree, the, 91

Guelder Rose, the. 5S7
Gunnera manicata at Trelissick, 522
Gunnersbury House, Acton, 613
Gunnerabury Park, 556
(iunton, notes from, 85
Ciymnogramma gloriosa, 329

Habeuaria albida, 137 ; bifolia, 137, £23 ;

psycoides, 137 ; viridis, 138
Habenarias, 183, 270
Habrothamnus elegaus, 125

Halesia tetraptera, 309, 436, 561
Halimodendron argenteum, 91

Hamamelis arborca, 224, 309 ; Zuccariniana,
309

Hampshire, forestry in, 134

Hampstead Heath, tr.;es on, 384; the future
of, 473

Hardenbergia Comptoniana, 211

Hardy flower, a useful and profitable, 330

Hardy flower gardening, a gain in, 190

Ha'dy flowers at exhibitions, 476 ; at Kew,
421 ; at the Paris Exhibition, 500

Hardy fruits for profit, our future method
of growing, 77 ; work among, 593

Hardy plants, forced, 168; for beds, 106 ;

nrble-leaved, 577; notes on, 82, 91, 428,

503, t04
Hawtiborn hedges, 160

Ilizel, the, and its uses, 203; Witth, the,

224
Heaths, foft-wooded, 93; spring, for the
greenhouse, 347

Uebecltniumatrorubens, 320 ;ianthinum, 320

Hechtiaarg ntei, 574

Hedcra Ra?gneiiana for covering tree

stumps. 436
Hedges, Hawthorn, 160; Quick, early clip-

ping of, 561 ; Spruce for, 88 ; Sweet Brier,

116; Willow for, 302

Helichryaums in pots, 360

Heliotrope President Garfield, 425 ; and
Daffodil, Garlic, 379 ; winter, 46

Hellebore species, 42S

Hellebores at Salisbury. 164 ; from Uevou-
shire, 301 ; hybrid, 3l8 ; seedling, 329

Helleborus fa'tidus, 273

Hemlock, the Carolina, 614

IfemlocL- Fir.'!, the, 73

Htpatica, double white 577

Hepaticas, American, 392, 523 ; the, 206,

369, 429
Heracleums, G'\j

UerbacL-ous plants, notes on, 369

Heruiaria glabra aurea. 604

Hesperochiron pumilum, 428

Heuchcra ribifolia, 191, 604; Ricbardsuui,

505; sanguines, 3-0. 522. toj; aanguinea
and Lily of the Valley, 255

Hibbertia strict i, 319

Hibiscus Denuifeoui, 01 ; Trionnra, 45

Higbgate, spring flowers at, 361

Hippeastrum, the, l"!

Ilippeastrums in America, 38

Hippopha) rhamnoitles, 57, 91

Ilnliy, the, I3;Ht Holwood Park. 430; Japin,

dwarf, 145; Minorca, 91 ; varieties of the,

114
HotlJcs from Handsworth, 207
HollvhoL-k, the, 5

Holwood Park, tiee notes from, 435

Hop Hornbeams, the, 58

Hop plant, the, 541

I

Hornbeam, the, 496, 539

I

Horse Chestnut, red - flowered, the, 383;

I

Ecarlct-Ieaved, the, 5S->

I

Horsetail, giant, the, 421

I

Hotbeds, makhig, 267
House, flowers for, 65 ; unbeatcd plants in

' 60
Humea elegaus, 466
Hyacinth Yellow Bammtr, 299
Hyacinths, exhibii ion of, at Haarlem, 375 ;

floweiing round London, 112; Grjpe, in

pots, 319; on Grass 430; pink and white,

408 ; wood, 517
Uyacinthus azureus, 4!j, £06, 255

Hybrid, an interest rg, 375
Hydrangea hoitentia. 91 ; volubil s, 482

I

Hylobius abietis, 134

I

Hypericum auicum, 503

I.

Iberia gibraltarica, 475
Ilex crenata, 145

Impatiens Ilawkcri, 256
Indian notes, 64''

Indian scenes, pho'ographs of, tOO

Insect powder, 371

Insects and thuLderttoima, 610; in cellars,

513 ; in garden, 371

Inula glanduloea, ^71

Iponia'a Horsfallife, 574; Horf.falli:»\ propa-

gating, 479, 526, 550 ;
paniculata, 5i2

Ipbwiuh, flowers from, 523
Ireland, flowers from, 271

Lis, a good white, 612; Algeiian, 354;

Cbamasiris, 475; charming, a, 475; fim-

briata, 94 ; Gatesi, 523; geimanica atro-

purpurea, 499; germanica var. Fontarabie,

^47 ; laevigata, 6; Mmc. Chereau, 571;

Mcnnieri, 613; Mountain of Fnow, 012;

orientalis, 547 ;
persica, 229 ;

precox, 406 ;

reticulata, 250, 315 ;
reticulata from Gunton

Park, 45 ; reticulata major, 104, i.07 ; retic

ulata and its varieties, 144 ;
reliculata var.

sophonensis, 19, 168 ;
Rosenbachiana, 249,

250, 253, 250 ; Siberian and its varieties,

505; stylosa alba, 256; tcctoium, U35 ;

tbe, 578 ; the German, 606 ; the white

English, 612; tingitana, 475

Irises, a few good, 580; at ChiMnck, 4.5,

English, 612 ; from Hc-kfield. 5,

1

Ible of Wight, note from the, 547

laolomahirsuta, 213
Iv;es, a note on, 113 ; two good, 146

Ivy, clipping, 309 ; G3ld Cloud, 586 ;
scarle.-

fiuited, 13
l>iacrateroides 612

Ixiaa from Holland, 547; in flower, 509

Ixora javanica n&ta, 449

Jack Fruit Tree, 456
Jamesia ameiican , 500
Jasminum nudiflorum, 144, 309, 530

Jessamine, uaked-Qowtrtd, 309

June flowers, some, iu Surrey, 565

Juniper, Chinefo, 860; Swedish. 300

Junii)erus communis sueeica, 306

Justicia speciosa. propagating, 304

Kfempfeiia rotunda, 378

Kalanchoe carnca, 19

Kalmia glauL-a, 483
Kamlschalica, Klii<'h'/sf.ay(t Vod'ano, 451

Kenntdyarubictnida, 438

Kt^alio Canttr''Hrv"na,3\s\ Fo«(< nar.tt, 319

Kcntias as buvise plants, 318

Kerria, white, 561
Keteleeria Fortunei, 17ti ; thorixg concf, l.«

Kew, hardy flowers at, 421 ;
plantain flower

at, J06. 420; K so walk at, 571; Kojftl

Girdens, the, 523
Kitchen Uixniiu notes, 14, 23, £0, 67. 9b, IIG,

140, 179. 204, 226, 243. 260. 2J0, 32». 344.

3.'.7, 382, 410. 432. 4^8. 511, 538, bit

Kciiphofia nalalenti"* 57 I

Ktelrenteiia p,nii:ulal •, 177

Label, a new, 2-9

Laburnum, Nepiul. 503

Laceltja/ Plant. 127

Lachcnalia Nelsoni, 45 ;pendula, 2i0 ; tr.color,

305 •

Lachenaliis in IjoFkets, 345

Ladies as gardcnerp, 549
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Lady'8 Slipper, downy, 100 ; English, 100

;

Siberian, 100 : small yellow, 100 ; stemless,
100 ; the white, 100

Lmlia acumiData, 13S ; albida, 314 ; a'bida
Milphurea, 8; anceps, 24; anceps alba, 72,

100,314,417; cinnabarina, 227 ; Digbyana,
oOO ; Digbyana Mossiie, 4t>9 ; elegane, 434

;

elegans Blenheimensis, 02 ; flammea, 433
;

flava, 269 ; furfuracea, 8
;

grandie. till ;

pumila, 566 ; purpurata, 013 ; euperbiuus,
138; the yellow, 269

Land, drainage of, 64
Lainscape gdrdcuera' plans, 41'.»

Landscape gardeniug, 7
Lirch, the, as a lawn tree, 25S ; Weeping,

245; n'teping, 245
LarLc europaapcndula, 245; europiea pendula,

245
Lastrei Filix-mas BoUindi^e, 280; Sieboldi,

1'5; Squamaria, 429
Lathr^ea claudestiua, 310, 329, 407, 577
Lathyrus rotundifolius, 572
Laurel, the Spurge, 288, 483
Laurels and their uses, 202
Liuru8tinus, the, 91, 2SS
Lavatera arborea varlegata, 294, 336
Lawns and bowling greens, 325 ; hints about,

182

Lebanon Cedar duiability of the wood of, 614
Leeks, large, 583
Leiophyllum buxifolium, 504
Leptospcrmum bullatum, 479 ; scoparium,

258
Le^chenaultia foriuoaa, l.J3

Lettuce, culture of, 558 ; Paris market, 203
Lettuces, cutting, 609; dying off, 381
Leucojum vernum. 205
Libertia formosa, 499 ; ixioides, 580
Ligustrum Qmhoui, 177
Lihc Charles X., V58 ; forcing, 364; Marie
Lemoine, 300, 347

Lilies, 369 ; Arum, in Trelissickj 19, 523

;

Arum, plmting out, 493 ; Bermuda, 575
;

Indian, 54 ; in bloom, 604 ; Peruvian, at
Glasnevin, 671; Water, C03

Lilium auratum, imported, 12ii ; aura'um ia
A'ictoria, Australia, 571; giganteum, 165,
613 ; giganteum seed, 6

;
girjanteum, root of,

shoirin'j the q^t^stts, 165; giganteum hardy
in Roxburgh, s;

;
granditiorum rubium,

571 ; Harrisi, 530 ; longitlorum Harrisi, 235
;

neilgherrense, 17, 301; polyphyllum, 45;
pyrenaicum, 530 ; renuifuhum, 547, 607

;

Thomaonianum, 425; umbellatum, 517, 571
Lily, black, the, 143; hfac/,; 143 ;1 f/iant.

i-'iot of, shoicivg flji'sets, 165 ; jacobsean, 345
;

Rockwood, 500, 526 ; Scarborough, 211,
365 ; ajiiie, 211 ; wood, a fine, 476

Lily of the V 11 v. grub3 on, 183 ; in the
open ground, 4Jl ; Victoria, 530

Lily of the Valley Tree, 287
Limouia trifoliata, 539
Liuaria alpina, 91
Liridfield, Old Place, 281; (;W Ptace, Lindjidd,

281

Liudssea guianensia, 147 ; Lessoni, £8 ; tricho-
inanoidcs, 26

Lindsseas, 28
Linum perenne, 571
Lissochilus Krebsi, 589
Lithospermum graminifolium, 548, 571
Lit jbrochias, 3u4
Littonia modesta, 523, 579
LobcHa?, white 603
Lomaria chilensis, 105; dii^color, 329
London poor, flowers and plants for the,

648
London Pride, 52
Lonicera sempervirens, 377
Lorlnecria areolata, 105
Lotus peliorrhynchus, 449, 479
Love-in-a-mist, 218
f.i"utia oratiasima, 58; Pinceana, 59
Lyca'te ar-mitici, 6U ; Barringtoniic, -15;

fulvosceofi, 338 ; Jamesiana, 502 ; la-io-
glossa, 227 ; macrobulba, 227; Measuresiana,
H14 ; Schilloriana, 300 348; Skinneri, 270,
315 ; Skinneri xanthoglosfa, 250

Lychnis, double, 580 ; viscaria rubra-plcna,
580

Lyciiim barbatum, 91
Lycojjodiums, hirdy, 46
Lygodium scandenp, 280
Lyre Flower, the, 475

M.

AI.i-TroBfifld, raiding fruit trees at, 79
.M idwort, I'yreneau, 91

Magnolia consplcvia, 420 ; fuscatfl, 378, 504 ;

Hallcana, 224 ; stcllata, 209 ; Yulan, 420
Magnolias, 559 ; early-flowering, 459
MahoiilaAnullolium, 202, 809; Holly-leaved,

*, 02
Ma'anthernum blfolium, 420
MnUf w, Venice, 32, 45
Mulva eimi)aniiUta, 571
Manctti» cordifolia and M. micans, 181

Manor House, Gunnersbury, Orchids at, 228
I Manuring, 15
: Mvtplc, the Red, 343
Maples, Ja]'anese, 527
March, rainfall of, 342
Market gardenipg in West Cornwall, 494
Market garden notes, 24 156, 205, 325, 494
Market gardens, out in the, 267
Market plants, 297 ; and flowers, 188
Marrows, Vegetable, 409, 457, 5 0, 511
Masdevallia Chestertoni, 299 ; Shuttleworthi,

417 ; triangularis, 299
Masdevallias, 501 ; at The Woodlands, 461
Maxillaria luteo-alba, 2S3 ; Sanderiana, 338,
417

Meadow Saffron, spring, 164, 228
Megasea Progress, 449
Melon culture on manure beds, 262
Melons, frame, 339 ; judging from appear-

ance, 311, 351, 403, 453
Menziesia empetriformis, 406
Mertcnsia eibirica, 563 ; virginica, 376, 563
Mespilus gi'anditlur.i, 561 ; snowy, 561
Mezereon, autumn-Mowered, 5S, 145 ; white-

flowered, 436
Jficrolepia platyphylla, 329
Mignonette, 218 ; Caraway's double white,

394
Mildew in vineries, 309
Milla uniflora, 251
Miltonia cuneata. 417; Phalcenojisis, 269 ; spec-

tabilis Moreliana, 232 ; vexillaria, 475
;

vexitlaria, 26S ; vexillaria purpurea, 317
;

Warscewiczi, 196
Miltonias, 269
Mimulus grandis, 470
Mimuluses, 464, 515
Mistletoe, a red-berried, 229
Mocas=on Flower, the, 100, 547
Mock Oratige, Mexican 613
Monochietum Lemoinianum, 180
Moth, winter, capture of, 92; protection

against, 543
Moving Plant, the, 181
Mulching, 373
Mullein, Olympian, 522 ; Rosette, 523, 580
Muntham Court, 139 ; Muntham Court, St'ssc-

139
Muscari atlanticum, 406; azureum, 250; bo-
tryoides carneum, 329 ; botryoides and
Lily of the Valley, 207 ; Heldreichi, 330

Mushroom house, the, 56, 63
Mushrooms, 457 ; in hot weather, 558 ; in
old pasture, 325

Myosotidium nobile, 450
Myosotis diesitiflora Perfection, ^91

;
palus-

tris semperfloiens, 431 ; Reehsteineri, 420
Myraiphyllum aeparagoides, 279
Myrtle, Sand, Box-leaved, 504

N.

Name waited, 63
Names, cocfusion of, 164, 207; old fiiends
with new, 306

Nandina domeatica, 206
Nantes, flowers at, 167
Narcissi at Dublin, 476 ; for forcing, 85, 168

;

hybrid, 528 ; in Co. Cork, 207 : in I889'
425 ; old, 397

Narcissus c^'mmittce, 371
Narcissus Bernnrdi, 447, 499; biflorus, 491;

J. G. Baker, 376 ; Corbularia, 82 ; cycla-
mineus, 206, 251, 256 ; Emperor in pots,
255 ; Johnstoni, 294 ; maximue, 255 ; mini-
mus, 206, 216; uobilie, 317; nobilis and N.
variformis, 277; obvalJaris, 206; Paper-
ickite, 272; Paper-white, 272; poeticiis
grandlflorue,420

; Sabinei aLd Backhousei,
426; Sabioei, what is? 407; Santa Maria,
376; Tazelta var. Grand Emperor. 190,
392; unicolor grjndiflorus, 406; Walttr
Kendal, 394

Nasturtiums, garden, 218
Natural beauty, 117
Nectarine tree changing into a Peach tree, a,

152
'

Nectarines on a Peach tree, 198
Nepenthes Dicksoniana, 250
Nejihrodium euspiriatum, 163
Neriume, propagating, 522
Ncwry, notes from, 406, 450
Nowtown Pippins, fine, 77
Nicdtiana atthu«, 21S ; dicurnus, 604
NigcUa damascena, 218
Nurdmannia cordifolia, 82
Normandy, in, 423
Notes fluwer gardfn, Of r. ; kitchen garden,

609 ; marktt gaidoK, f94
NutH, small, 261
Nuttalliacorasiformis, 843

Oak, Bog, 472 ; Burr, 422 ; Evergreen, 520
;

peculiarities of the, 276 ; plantations, 472
;

stools, layerhg, 472; tapering, 326; the.

Oaks, Kvorgroon, 146; seedling, raising, 88

Obituary—
Barker. A., 591
Eversley, Viscount, 19
Howe, C, 19
Jac-ksoD, D., 691
McKenzie, J. A.. 349
Murray, Mr., 275
Peacock J. T., 163
R?i-henbich. Piof., 471
Riffout J., 349
eouthgate, J.,1C9
Wlmseti J. W.. 543
Wood Rev. J. G.. 529

Odontoglossum Alexandras guttatum, 32

;

Andersoniauum, 72, 364; aspersum, 62;
baphicinthum, 270 ; blandum, 283 ; Cer-
vantesl, 364 ; Cervantesi Morada, 232 ; cirr-

hosum, 137, 338; citrosmum, 4,S3, 434;
citrosmum ro.soum, 449 ; crispum flaveo-

leas, 228; Edwardi, 227, 337; egregrum,
469; Halli, 364; hebraicum, 92, 100; leo-

pardinum,92 ; Londinense, 532 ; madrense,
8 ; naevium, 4S4 ; na^vium majus, 99 ; ne-
huloBum, 461; nevadense, 417; CErstedi,

434; Pescatorei Thomsonianum 394
;
poly-

xanthum. 483; ramosissimum, 300, 484;
Roezli, 283, 391; roseum, 416; Ruckeri-
anum, 72 ; Schillerianum, 314, 532 ; tri-

umphans, 415, 475
Odontoglossums, 305 ; at Perrlvelle, High-
bury Park, 99 ; at Studley House, 390

Old-fashioned flowers, a mixture of, 425

Old friends with new names, 306
Old Place, Lindfield, 281 ; Old Place, Lindfield,

2S1
Olearia, 571 ; Gunni, 41, 586 ; macrodonti,

600
Oncidium bifulium, 347 ; cartliagineuse, 5S7 ;

concolor, 364, 375 ; Crce^us, 580 ; cucuUa-
tum, 282,330 ; hasmatochilum, 587 ; Jonesi-
anum fla^eus, 100 ; lamelligerum, 2-S2

;

Marshallianurn, 417 ; nigratum, 587 ; obry-
zatum, 313; Phalaenopsis, 72; sarcodes,

305; splendidum, 71; supcrbiens, 299,

314 ; Wentworthianum, 364
Onions, 323, 537 ; soot for, 356
Oooclea sensibilis, 105
Onopordon arabicum, 431 ; arabicum, 431

Onohma taurica, 530
Onychium auratum, 329

;
japonicum, 105

Orange Flower, Mexican, 476, 522
Orange trees, age and size of, 310

Orchaid, old, treatment nf, SO

Orchard pbntiug at Farnham Royal, 77

Orchid, Butterfly, 137 ; chief, an, 589 ;

flowers, 164 ; flowers from Bath, 314 ;

flowers, durability of, when cut, 270 ;

house, a vrdt - arranged, 416 ; houses,

arrangement of, 416; Lizard, 270 ; new, a
marvellous, 92 ; notes, 138, 206, 282

;
photo-

graphs, 522; purple-fringed, 137

Orchids and llae fogs, 45 ; at Epsom, 338 ; at
Kenwood, America, 196; at Lowfields, 31 ;

at Manor House, Gunnersbury, 228; at Mr.
Bull's, 19, 566 ; at Rosebank, Cincinnati,
207 ; at Stonehouse Court, 72 ; Cheltenham,
588 ; from Warrington, 425 ; from Weston
Grove, fiouthampton, 270 ; from S ffolk
mead >ws, 611 ; from Bexley, 547 ; hardy
32, 100, 137, 363, 390; in flower at St.
Albans, 588 ; influence of fogs on, 32

;

insects among, 298 ; new hybrid, 71
;

cf the Cape Peninsula, tbc, 483 ; ol 1888,
30; on cork, 71, 99. 122, 162, 228, 283;
white, at the Temple show, 532; white-
flowered, two, 303

Orchis, Butterfly, 523 ; foliosa, 425. 547 ; F/og,
138 ; hircina, 270 ; longib acteata. 354

;

longlcornu, 354; maculata dying off, 566;
Mai'sb, 571 ; iu9scu'a, wbite-flowered. 461
Morio from a Suescx pasture, 476

: pallens
354; Robertiana, 2:J3, 338; undidatifolia!
416, 420

Origanum Dictamnus, 112
OrnitliogaUim nutans, 425
Orobus vernus. 375
Orphan Fund, Gardeners', the, 18, 109 207

255, 275, 299, 325, 349, 421, 522, 567 : F6te'
495

Osier culture, 302
Osmanthus ilicifolius, 112
Osmunda cinuamomea, 105 ; interrupta, 105"

palusttis, 3i9 * '

Oso-borry, the, 343
Othonna cra^sifoUa, 652
Ouvira- dr.i fonestralls, 60
Oxaliscernua, 376,420
Oxera pulchella, '.13

Oyster pIk'Hs for Gloxinias, 86
0/othamnu? rusmariulfolius, 572 612

P.

Pieonics from Heckfield, 571; herbacoous,
524

;
Moutan, in pots, 854 ; single, from

Tooting. 475 ; Tree, otst. Gormalns, Paris,
600 ; Tree, under glass, 87?

Palm seeds, 206

Pandanua Veitchi, propagating, 206

Pansy Golden Crown, 470; Golden Queen,
375 ; the, 490; Violetta, 612

Paneies, 239, 530 ; from Rothesay, 476 ; from
Scotland, 613; in Yorkstire, 571; tufted,

499 ; white tufted, 613

Papaver Itevigatum, 164 ;
pyrenaicum, 565

Parhani Park, Sussex, 477
Paris Exhibition, gardening at the, 424
Park, St. James's, 92
Parks, London, 543 ; refreshment booths in,

548 ; Tulips in. 450
Partridge Rerrv in Philadelphia, U.S., 329
Paesifloia Pfordti, 572
Pdssion Flowers, 207
Poxhiil, lindfidd, 549
PdxhlllPaik, 549
Peach, a, from an Almond, 222 ; border, in-

sects in, 371 ; culture in the tpen air, 440 ;

curl and bhster, 553 ; Mignonette, 261
;

Mifinoncite, 261 ; red-leaved, 258 ; trees,
fly on, 342 ; trees in the Jardin des Plantes,
425 ; wood dying back. 441

Peach-s, disbudding and thinning, 241 ;

double-floweied, 425 ; indoors, grafted,
212; pnming and training in the, 260;
unsuitable stocks for, 222 ; 100 years ago,
150

Pea guards, 297
Pea, a late, 557 ; a pretty Everlasting, 613 ;

a valuable, 248 ; Champion of England, 612;
Sweet, forced. 354

Peas, early, 60S ; late, 510, 009 ;
preserved,

203, 324 ; Sweet, 217
Pear Beurr6 d'Amanlis, 50> ; Brockworth
Park, 159 ; Brockworth Park in flower,
111; Chaumontel. 158; Duchesse d'Angou-
leme, 2. 533

;
grafting on the White Thorn,

404; Jargonelle, 47, 103; Jargonelle, 47;
Josephine de Malines, 47, 103 ; Melon, the.
255 ; Ne Plus Meuris, 159 ; Nouvelle
Fulvie, 158 ; trees, cordon, 220 ; renovating
old, 174

Poars, ^85 ; catalogue of, 262 ; cooking, 48
;

early, 48 ; in flower in February, 158 ;

gathering and ripening late, 118; in
north of Ireland, 243; late, 34, 78; late,

ripening of, SO; M. Charles Baltet on, 103;
on Quince stock, 220; ornamental, 411;
perry, 48; standbrd, for Britain, 34, 48,
103 ; 100 years ago, 150

Peat Moss, woodlicein, 587
Pedicularis, 167
Pelargonium album multijioriim, 154 ; Duchtse

of Teck, 602; earh/ jioweriiig, a tmeful, 154;
flowers from Swanley, 228; Gloire Lyon-
nalse, 526 Henry Jacoby, 379; Jubilee,
475; Swanley Double White, 268; Venus,
2C8

Pelargoniums, early - flowering, 154 ; Ivy-
leaved, new, 286; propagating, 552 ; thrte
good, 552

PentatemondiffuBus, 571
;
glaber, 60G ; Scou-

leri, 475
Pentstemons, 143
Peristropho speciosa, propagatifg, 304
Ternettyamucronata, 586
Pernettyas, the, 58. 224 ; on the clay, 587
Pessimism and grafting, 251
Petrrea volubilis, 213

Pet' nias, .seedling, 316

Phajus, 461 ; Bernayai, 227 ; Manni, 449,

502 ; Wallichi, H'O
Phaltenopwds, 255 ; hybrid, 45
Phalanojms amabilis, 362 ; Brush-lipped,

415; gloriosa, 362; inttrmedia Portei, 19;
Manni, 337, 3.54; Sanderiana, 417; Schil-

leriana. 255, 337, 417; Schiilcriana, 303;
Stuartiaua, 251 ; sumatrana, 502

Philadelphus mexicanus, 613
Philesia buxifoha, 572, 586
Phill>T"ea Vilmoiiniana, 426
Phlox Drummondi, fimbriated, 333; stellaris,

562
Phloxea, herbaceous, increasing, 273; i)ro-

cumbont, 529
Phanix canariensis, 'M6 ; rupicola, Sf6
Phyllanthus nivotus, propagating, 590
Ph>lIocactus Ackermanni, -199; crenalus,

626
Phyteumas, the, 548
Picoa bracteata, 12,58; bracteata. dieputid
hardinc s of, 76 ; lasiocarpa, 201 ; (agio-

carpa, 201 ; IMncapo unhealthy. 38 ; pun-
gens, 160; spectabilis, 113; Wobbiana,
113 ; Webbiatia, covt' of, 113

Picotocs and Carnations, 407
Pinielca dotussata in Iho open air, 612

;

dioftnia'folia 575 ; ligustrlna, 476
Pine beetle, the, 88
I'iijo beetles, dosttoying. 422
pine, Cluster, at Hclwood, 27t"' ; C-t. i<un,
Mstory of, 614; Jack, a word for the, 592;
Lord Weymouth's, at llohvood l'aik,436;
Stone, the, 146, 411 ; Weymouth and Leba-
non Coriur, natural roitroduction of, 4tO

Pino forost. a, in Switzerland, 160
pin-) weevil, the, 184
PIno», hardy, in the west of England, 861

;

Mountain, tbp, 8M
Pink, blood, 580 ; Her Majesty, 470, 490, 613 ;

Rose Perpetual, 605
Pinks for edgings, 576
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Plnus Bovirsieri, 326; bro.ctca(a, cone of, 12;

Cembra. 14t} ; contorta, 110, 308 ; iuaignis,

88 insiguis as a seaside shrub, 134 ; Palla-

aiana, 13 ; Pinea, 411 ; Strobus at Holwood
Park, 43 li

Piptanthne nepalensis, 503, 001

Plane, Golden or Corstorphine, 425 ; tree, the,

42

riaatain Lily, Siebold's, 466

Plant, a noble hardy foliage, 612

Plant bouses, work in. 3;\ 85, 96, 126, 105,

182, l;'4, 212, 22f>, 236, 207, 285, 320, 366, 379,

414. 437, 463, 478, 49S, 526, 551, 574, 601

Plantations, filling up, 544

Planting, lailures in, 5si2 ; in exposed situa-

tions, 568

Plants, flowering, for winter, 4S0 ; herba-

ceous, for the seaside, 91, 127 ; herbaceous,

notes, on, 562 ;
newly-received, dying, 579;

raising, too early, i65 ; winter, 6li9

PUtanus orieutalis, 4i

phityclinis uncata, 45

Platylobium formosum, 211

Pleasure gi-ound. the, 288
Pleurothallts gelida, 532

Plumbago cipensis, propagating, 169; rosia,

propagating, 169

Plum culture iu Bosnia, 353 ; Kelsey, the,

150; Kelsey's Japan, in Calif'^rnia, 533;
Kdsei/,fruiUng branch of, 150 ; Kclstt/, shoic-

indfruit, natural size, 151; Myrobalan, the,

383 ; the, as a pot plant, 260 ; the, under
glass, 5C5

Plums from layers, 31

Poiosettia pulcherrima, 19 ; as a wall plant,

16

Polnsettias planted out, 126
;
propagating,

286, 328, 347

Polemonium Richardsoni, 44'.', 571

Polyanthus, Jack-in-the-green, 315

Polyanthuses, 316.; border, 130

Polygonum sachalinense, 612 ; sphiwru-

staohyum, 54S

Polypodium bifido-cristatum, 280

Polystichumangulare acroc'a-ion, 280 ; angu-
lare grandiceps, 280 ; coniifolium, 329

PoDthieva maculata, 313
Poplar, Black Italian, 544 ; Carolina, 246;

Carolina, at Danny Park, Nasser, 189 ;Grey,

at Holwood F^rk, 436; Lombirdy, 446;
White, the, at Holwood Park, 436

Poplars, the, for timber, 134

Poppies, 21S ; annual, 516 ; Iceland, 547

Poppy. Chinese Cyclamen-leaved, 76 ; new,
a, 571

Fopulus alba at Holwood Park, 436;

canescens, 436 ;
grandidentata. 270 ; mooi-

lifcra, 246; monilij'era at Danny Park-,

Sussex, 189

Portlandia pteroppernia, 481

Posoqueria lattfolia, 150

"Potato," derivation of the word, 29; tree,

571

Potatoes, 204, 248, 296 ; early planting, 67 ;

for all soils, 225 ; for exhibition, 178

PrimroBe, blue, the, 161, 191, 218, 250 ; Blue
Gem, 249; Cace, the, 479; common, freak

of, 329, 392 ; destruction. 4SS ; double, a,

5\5, 524; double wild, 450 ; G. F. Wilson,

394; Hose-iuhose, 420; Japan, 500; Mi-
kado, 299; Quakeress, 394 ; snowy, the, 305

;

True Blue, 158

Primroses, 52, 92 ; Bedfont, the. 408 ; border,

130 ; colour in, 332, 406, 429 ; coloured, 425
;

double-flowered, 429, 449 ; early, 112 ; from
Devonshire, 36 1 ; hardy, 418 ; Himalayan,
450 ; in December, 19 ; in pots, 27, 82 ; in
winter, 27 ; on Grass, 375

Primula Beauty, 41 ; calycina, 306 ; cortu-

md(x a)tio:no., 335 ; denticulata, 250, 255,

529 ; denticulata alba, 305; Eclipse, 41;
Emperor Improved, 41 ; floribunda, 45

;

hybrid 430 ; Imperial White, 249
;
japonica,

500, 604 ; marginata, 306 ; nivea. 305, 330,

407 ; obconica, 45 ; obconica poisonous, 368
;

obtu'»ifoIia, 407 ; Palinuri, 375
;
petiolaris,

249,253,255, 330, 376; Princess of Wales,
478 ;

prolifera, 450 ;
pubepccns, 375 ; Heidi,

375, 517 ; rosea, 375, 468 ; rose* splendent,
406; Uusbyi, 450, 517; Sieboldi, 335, 420,

429, 449,467, 476 ; Sieboldi General Gordon,
394; Sieboldi Miss Nellie Barnard 394;
Sieboldi Mrs. Ryder, 394 ; Sieboldi Queen
of the Whites, 394 ; species of, 431 ; euffru-
teaccns, 517, 572 ; viseosi splendens, 394

Primulas, 369, 515 ; alpine, 375 ; blue, 92
;

Chhiese, 59, 125 ; Chinese, from Chelsea,
92 ; Chinese, a fine strain of, 229

Private plares, footways in, 396
Profits, fantistic, in fruit, 157
PromQDi«a UoUissuni, 8

Propagating, 76, 116, 328, 419
Propagating house, 54, 264 ; temperature of
the, 419

Prospects, fruit, 699
Protea nana, 375
Prumnopityselegana, 309
Pruuintf fruit trees, 50
Prunns Piss^rdi in Wales, 3j4 ; triloba, 436
Psomiocarpaapiifolia, 508
Psychotria j.Lsmlniflorft, 258
Ptelea trifoliata, 541
Pterib cretic* nobilis, 439

Puccoon, 375
Pulmonaria arvernenalB, 562
Purslane Tree, the, 91
Puya Whytei, 572
Pyr.'la rotundifolia, 42S
Pyrus Malvis floribunda, 259 ; speotabili?, 504

Q-

Quercus macrocarpa, 422
Quince, Japanese, the, 342

Radishes, too many, 164
Railway rates, the new, 594
Rainfall of March, 342 ; in 18SS, 325
Rains and the Roses, 447
BamoT dia, the, 547

;
pyrenaica, 523, 5S0 ; py-

ren-iica alba, 606
Kan a ii cuius aconitifolms d.-pl , 577 ; am-

plexicaulis, 426 ;"anemonoide', 228, 406;
Lval i, 143, 500, 526 ; rutpefolius, 143

;

Thora. 143
Raspberries, 596
Reeds, Paper. 573
Refreshment booths in public parks and gar-
dens, 548

Reichenbach, Professor, successor to, 566
;

will of, 543
Reidia glaucescers, propagating, 589
Rtiiidjia p(dinicii.hita,fruHiny branch of, 343
Renanthera bilinguis, 610
Retinospora plumosa aurea, 100
Rhododendron arboreum, 22S ; Auckland!,

523 ; Aucklandi hybridum, 475 ; b:il8amaj-

florum album, S50 ; barbatum, 305, 343;
cxia2xinulation, 413; Canadian, 436; Cha-
m^cistus, 420 ; Championi, 479 ; Colletti-

auum, 420; Countess of Haddington, 346;
Countess of Haddington, 206, 346, 380

;

dauriciim atrovirens, 301, 362 ; Daviesi,

479; eximium, 300; Fa'coneri at Water-
ford. 3S ; ferrugineum, 2S7, 539 ; fragran-
tissimum, 354 ; glaucum, 409 ; Her Ma-
jesty, 394 ; Kei/si, 412 ; multiflorum, 195 :

Nobleanum, 258 ; Nobleamim in jloicer, 200 ;

Nuttalli. 425 ; Roylei, 425 ; Veitchi, 354
;

yeitchi,2BT
Rhododendrons, early-flowering, 200 ; from
Lancashire, 420 ; from Scotland, 92

; green-
house, 40 ; Ilimilayan, 412, 482 ; in flower,

95 ; two dwHrf 547 ; white flowered, 237
Rhodora canadensis, 436
Rhndotypos kerrioides, 561
Rbubarb, Hawke's Champagne, 441

Rhus typhiua, 113
Ribes, 460 ; nigrum aureum, 585
Rivie a, a note fr^m the, 112
R aeiscrapings, 197
Rock Cress, 45; rosy-flowered, 421; white,

40S
Rock plants, hardy, 368, 562
Rock Rose, 91
Rock Roses, 571
Rockets, 279
Rockwork, plants for, 529
Rodgersiapoduphjlla, 522
Rogiera gratistima, 95
Room decoration, flowers for, 65
Root-grafting c, budding, 60S
Rootwork. 53
Roots of plants, washing the. 447, 527
Rosa gigantea, 375 ; humilis. 186 ; Regeliana

22 ; rugosa hybrida, 398 ; rugosa, the
white, 613

Rose Abbe Thomaeson, 43 ; Adele de Bel-

labre, 43 ; Anna Ollivier, 594 ; Austrian
Brier, 546, 570 ; Baronne Henriette de
Lcew, 43 ; beautiful, a, 255 ; bedding, Mare-
chal Niel as a, 371 ; best gulden, the,

569 ; Blanche Rubatel, 6{j. 255, 521; blooms,
cxbibltion, 186 ; Bunnert Fridolin, 43

;

button-hole, useful, a, 448; Carmen, 43;
Catherine Mermet, 594 ; Charles de The-
zillat, 43; Cbeshunt Scarlet, 66; Chinese
or Bengal, as a climber, 593 ; Climbing De-
voniensis, 424, 448 ; Climbing Niphetos, 43.

521; l laire Jacquier, 394 ; Clothildo Soupcrt,

66 ; Cloth of Gold, 66 ; Comte Henri Kig-
non, 44 ; Comtesse Bertiand de Blaoas,

G6 ; Comtesse Eranicka, 66 ; Comtesse
d'En, 60 ; Comtesse dcFrigiicuse, 22 ; Com-
tesse dc Roquette-Boision, 66; conference,
Chiswick, 171,570; Due d'Orleans, 66;
Comtesse Julie Hunyadi, 43; Comtesse
Julie de Schulemburg, 6(i ; (.'omteose

O'Gorman, 6ij', cuttings after the frost,

22 ; De Meaux, 172, 210; Dr. Reymont, 06;
Ducher, 18 ;Edmond9abUyrolles,43 ; Emile
VltKburgh, 43 ; Ernest Metz, 43, 521 ; Esme-
ralda, 44; Eugene Pertier, 66; Felix Ribeyrc,
06 ; Ferdinand Jamain, iiO ; Flt)ra, • tt

; Fran-
cesco Ingegnoli, ti6; Franclsci Pries, 43;
Francis'^ue Morel, 43; Qenenil Jacquemi-
not, 305; G. Nrtbonnand, 4^; Gloire de
Dijon, 518, 593 ; Gloire do Dijon, a noble,

569

Rose Gloire de Dijon in the open air, 522;
Gloiro de Margottin, 347 ; Gloire de Poly-

antba, 255; Herodiade, 44; Hom&re, 594;
James Brownlow, 66 ; John D. Pawle, 66;
Joseph Metral, 43; Jules Desponds, 66;
Kai«erin Friedrich, 474; Kobold, 44 ; Lady
Arthur Hill, 66 ; Louise Guillaud, 43 ; Mme.
Alegaiiere, 66,278 ; Mme. Bravy, 594; Mme.
Roeguer, 66; Mme. Chevrier, 6>; Mme.
Etnest Calvat, 66 ; Mme. Gabriel Luizet,

232, 254, 278, 305, 474 ; Mme. Georges
Bruant, 521; Mme. Hoste, 44, 05, 210;
Mme. Jules Cambon, 43 ; Mme. Lam-
bard, 107, 131, 135, 172, 185. 231, 278;
Mme. Magonette, 43 ; Mme. Mantin, 66 ;

Mme. Pitrr« Guillot, 43 ; Marchioness of

Lome, Gd ; Marech*l Niel dying, 398 ; Mare-
chal Niel out of doors, 474, 518, 521, 545,

547, 570, 593, 594 ; Marechal Niel, stock
for, in the open air, 569 ; Marga-et
Haywood, 66 ; Marguerite Boudet, 66

;

Marie Metia!, CO; Marie Pavie, 43, Go ;

Mario Roussin, 43 ; Marquise de Castel-

Jane, 3L'5 ; Marquise de Salisbury, 66

;

JIarquisede Vivens, 146; Mons. Desir, 43
;

Monsieur Tricvoz, 60 ; Moser, G6 ; Mr.^
James Wilson, 43 ; Mrs Jas. Wilson, 475 ;

Narcisse, 521 ; Niphetos, 594 ; notes,

424, 569 ; (EiUet Panache, 66 ; of the
Alps, the, 287 ; Oscar II., m ; Persian
Yellow, 570, 593 ; President Dutailly,

66 ; Prince Cretinertinsky, 44 ; Prince
de Beira, Gd ; Princess Beatrice, 329

;

Princesse Marie de Lusignan, 44
;

Princesse Marguerite d'Orleans, 66 ; P.

Riffaut, 43;Piofesor Jolibois, 66 ; pros-

pects for 1889, 423. 569 ; Rock, Laurel-
leaved, 571 ; Rose Romarin, 43 ; Sappho,
43; Secntai c Pec, 43; shows, arrange-
ment of, 185 ; Silver Queen, 470 ; Souvenir
d'Espague, 43 ; Souvenir de Gabrielle
Drevet, 594 ; Souvenir dc Joseph Pemet,
66 ; Souvenir dc S. A. Prince 44, 507, 613 ;

Souvenir de Victor Gautreau, GG ; Souvenir
du Biron de Rjchetaille, GG; Therese Des-
champs, 44 ; trees, insects on, 448 ; trees

killed by lightning, 593; variegated, 570;
Victor Lemoine. GG; Vierge de Clery, 66;
walk, the, at Kew, 571 ; White Lady, 6G;
White Perle. 136, 521 ; William Allen
Richardson, 279, 570. 593

Rose.-^ after flowering, 474 ; and Asparagus.
278, 370, 398, 518 ; and Musk, 594 ; and
so-called dew, 171 ; and the rains, 417 ;

ants destroying, 474, 518 : arranging
at exhibitions, 277 ; bending down
the shoots of, 231 ; Bengal, 327 ; China,
IS, 327 ; cut, artistic grouping of, at

exhibitions, 370; deep planting of, 180;
early planting of, 398 ; English and
French raised, of reccit years, 107

;

Egyptian, 44 ; forcing in America, 65 ;

hardiness of, 43, 185, 254, 279, 327,

398 ; in high altitudes, 171 ; in March,
255 ; in Scotland, 109 ; iu South Caro-

lina, 136 : in winter, 228, 255, 278 ;

judging, 186, 327, 397; late, 18; Lenten,
159, 376 ; manure water for, 522. 570 ;

Mar-ichal Niel, 135, 546 ; Marechal Niel, as
bedders, 279 ; Marechal Niel, in pots, GG

;

Marechal Niel, two, 448 ; miniature, 209
;

new, 43, 60, 103, 521 ; new, notes on, 131 ;

on multiflora stocks, 135 ; on trees, 593 ;

own-root, 612 ; Polyantha, 278
;
propagat-

ing, 468 ; pruning, 327, 371 ; Scotch Brier,

56>; seedling, 108; selected, 107, 232;
single, 570; standard, in pots, 370, 398;
Tea, 232 ; Tea-6cented,_ at Taunton, 594

;

too close to the glass, 474. 522

Rvibus del'ciosup, 604 ; nutkanus, 524 ; spec-

tabilis, 459

Ruins, sham, 284

SaccoIaMum bellinum, 228, 282, 434 ; coaleste,

283 ;
Harrisonianum, 8 ; Pechei, 532

St. Joseph's WanrJ, 138

Sal*?8, Covcnt Garden, 63

Salix vitcUina, 110, 3(U

Sal]>ichroma rhombjideum, 367 ; i7(0);i-

lioiili'um. 367
Salpigl" ssis, 218
Salvia gesnerajflora, 499 ; Heen, \K\, 300

Sambicus niger, 224 ; racemoius, 258

Sanguinuria canadensis, 375

Saponaria ocymoides, 563

Sarraccnia purpviroa, hardinesi of, 580

Sirracenias, 462; In the open air iu England,
498, 529

Satyriums, the, 363
Savin, tbe, and its varieties, 74

Savoys, 659
Saxi'raga aizoides, 3f8 ; Alzoon, 368 ; Allloni,

368 ; aretioides. 368 ; aretioides precox,
305; aspera, r68 ; bryoido?, 368; Burseri-

ana, 229, 868; Burner! ma praecox. 158;

cajsia, 368 ; Camposi, 392, 431 ; Camposi,

892

Saxifraga ceratophylla. 368 ;
Churchill, 604 ;

crustata, 368 ; cuneifolia, 368 ; elegans,

368; erosa, 368; Fortunei, 294; Kolena^

tiana, 449 ;
ligulata, 127 ; louglfolia, 428,

547 ; luteo-purpurea, 251 ; Malyl, 299

;

oppositifolia alba, 250 pyramidalis, 604 ;

pyramidalis in pots, 510 ;
pyramidal's,

propagating, 522 ; Rocheliana coriophyl'a,

4 a ; sarmeutosa tricolor, 464; Btracheyi,

354 ; umbrosa, 52 ; Wallace!, 420, 490

Saxifrage, pyramidal, the, 523

Saxifrages, 271 ; hardy, 300; in flower, 435 ;

large-leaved, 306; lecture on, 250; Mr.

Baker on, 158

Scab'osa caiicadca, shoiciivj detached flowers,

121

Scibious, Caucasian. 120, 167, 216, 2.3, 316,

563
Schizanthus retusus, 437

Schomburgkia tibicinie, 434

Schubertiagrandifloia, 552

Schubertias. 234, 365

Scientific Committee, the, 45

"Scientists' and others, 45

Scilla bifolia, 229, 273 ; bifolia rosea, 305 ;

c.mpanulata slba, 449; nutans carnea,

449 ; sibirica, 195

Scolopendrium crispum, 2S0 ; Kelwayi, 280 ;

multifidum. 280

Sco'ch Fir fortsts, thinning, 360

Scotch Fir, the, asatimber tree, 160,230, 276

Scotch Fir timber, quality of, 472

Scotland, flowers from, 425

Screens, evergreen. 482

Scutellaria Mocciniana. propagating, 304

Siakale for next winter's forcing, 266 ; Lily

White, 432
Seed hsts. 56

.

Seed sowing, S9, 116 ; under difhciUties, 203

Seeds, germination of, 382 ; Palm, 206 ; sow-

ing, too early, 297; vegetable, covering

for, 203
Scmpervivum dorame, 575

Senecio Ghiesbreghti, 125

Senna, Bladder, the, 9l

Serapias, 363
Seric?graphis Ghiesbreghtiana, propagating.

304
Shelter and shade, 88

bhoitia galacifolia, 253, 29 (, 298, 330

Shruba and trees, Japanese and evergreen

Shrubs at Cork, 426 ; b rried, in Scotland,

92 ; deciduous, 57 ; deciduous in winter, 107

:

for the seaside, 91 ; hardy, for cutting,

504 ; hardy, propagating, 11 ; in flower at

Fota Island, 572 ; new, 1C6 ;
planting, 114 ;

seaside, 202 : summer propagation of, 601

;

wall, useful, 539 ; winter-flowering, 106,

2SS, 309
Siberia, flowers of, 429

Sidalcea Candida, 571

Side-saddle Plants, 463

SUene alpestria, 680 ;
Pumilio, 604

Skimrnia naorans, 480 ;
jiponica, 57 \japonica

of gardens, 4S0 ; oblata and S. fragrans, 106

Skimmia-*. 480 ; are they diceclous, 13 ;
sex

of, 38, 74, 109

Slugs, 495 ; habits of, 325
Smyrna, notiS from, 473

.''nake'sbeard in pits, 321

Snapdragons, 100, 129

Snowbtrry, the, 57

Snow covering, the, 170
Snowdrop, common, the, 316 ; the first, 161

Snowdrop tree, the, 436. 5iil

Snowdrops, 147. 161, 209: ard Primrofe^',

159 ; at Southampton, 87 ; diseased, 183 ;

double-flowered. 367; from N. rthumber-

land, 250 ; from Scotland, 92 ;
hybrid, 200 ;

In flower, 112
Snowtlake, Vernal, the, 206

Societies and Exbibitiuns—
Crystal Palace, 298, 469; Rose show, 612

National Auricula. 395
. ,oo

National Chrysanthemum, IS, 41, 80, 133,

183, 229, 266
Royal Botanic, 349, 470, 590 ;

spring show

of, 274
Royal Horticultui-al, 1, 44, 63,68. 87, 02, 112,

157. M3, 249, 298, 347, 394, 409, 5t.7, 611 ;

annual meeting of, 157; sciemific com-

mittee of, 45 ; Temple show, 518. 522

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi-

dent, 13i, 158
Soils, clayey, treatment of, 14

Solandra graudiflora, 38

Soltrniuit aVndum Poortmani, 81 ; capfciii«s-

trum, propagating, 140 ; crifpum, 671 ;

DulcaTiiara, 91; jas>uinoidcs, 59, 125,233,

25(t, 320, 346, 366, 379
Si)lanuitii, propagating, 99

SjI iaiir'Ias, H7

S(.llya line iris, 550
Sophniiiilts (jrandlri ua, 31

Sp'iniird, Wild, the, 524, 530
Sparuiannia afiicana, 60, 151, 181

SparrowN. 643
Spathoglottie, 281

Spindle trees, ben-y-bearing, 67

Splriea aetilboides, 329, 616 ; astilboldes as a

pot p'aut, 17i ; callo^a, 459 ; confusi, 436 ;

splendens, 60O ; Thunbergi, 436
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Splrjeas. shrubby, management of, 4S1 ;eome
good fchrubby. 75

Spleenwort, scaly, of Teneriffe, 2S0
Sprekelia formofiiesima, 345
Spring of lSSf>, 476
Spring flewera at Highgate, 301 ; afc Vienna,

420; from a Dutch garc'eu, 201.306,354;
hardy, 230 ; .some pretty combinations of,
330

Spnice for large hedges, 246 ; Himalayan,
20 ; Norway, value of the, 3'26 ; Weecing
Hemlock, 541

Spruces hardy in the west of England, 361
Squill, Siberian, 195
Squirrel Corn, 375
Squirrels as pests, 508
Sta7i7ner Park, 595
Staphylea colchica, 347
Starflower, spring, 164
Btarworts, Italian, 172
Statice, propagating, 468
Stauntonia latifolia, 195
Steam, heating by, 03
Stenorrhynchus fei>ecio8us, 72
Stephanotis house [in Messrs. Hawkins and
Buunetts nursery at Twickenham, 551

Stephanotis ripening fruit, 286
Sternbergia lutea, 164
Storm, severe, 500
Straffan, flowers from, 476
Strawberries, 443, 500, 507 ; assisting to ) ipen,
bbZ

; feeding, 554 ; forcing, 223 ; in pots,
595 ; notes on, 49V ; pot, feeding, 596

Strawberry gardeu. the, 5S1
Strawberry plantations, Uttering down, 455
Strawberry Noble, 613 ; Vlcomtease II. de
Thury, 402

Strawberry seaFon, the, 613
Stieptocarpus, 479 ; Watsoni, 207
Streptocarpuses at Kew, 524
Strobilantbes isophyllus, 153
Struthiopteria germanica, 105

;
pennoylva-

nica, 105
Subtropical plants, propagating, 99
Sumach, Stag's-horn, 113
Sundews, 463
Sunflowers, double perennial, 89, 167
Sweden, gardening In. 109
Syniphiand»a Wanneri, 500
Symphiandras, the, 523
Symphoricarpus racemosus 57
yyringaamurcn.sis, (iOO ; -villosa, 58

Tabemaemontana coronaria flore-pleno, 479

;

planted out, 602
Tacsonia Van Volxemi, blue, a, 228
Taxodium distichuiu, 308
Tazu&baccoJaadpressa,Z't\ barcata Docaitoni,
37 ; baccata fruclu luteo, 37 ; baccata. hi-
bet-nka, 36; buci:a'o. varif(jata (nirea, 37

Tecoma capensis, propagating, 264
TecophylEea cyanocrocua, 306 ; in Holland,
425

Teneriffe, Scaly Spleenwort of, 280
Testacella Maugei, 159, 229
Tetratheca verticillata, 613
Thibaudia acuminata, 125
Thorn, Box, the, 58, 91 ; Fiery, the, 92 ; scar-

let-fruited, 145
Thonis, double, in pots, 347, 415
Thrift edgings, 547 ; at Kew, 522
ThynacanthuB rutilans, 319

; propagating,

Taunia alba, 461

Tickseed, lance-leaved, 516
Timber, dry rot in, 350 ; felling, time for, 88

;

homegrown, 252, 302, 350, 422 ; home
grown, prices of, 1S4

;
preserving, 20

;

selling, growing and felled, 950, 446

;

Spruce Fir, SS ; standing, valuing, 372

;

thinning, results of neglected, 396 ; trade
and estate supplies, 208, 230

Toadflax, alpine, the, 91
Tubacco culture discontinued, 331 ; sweet-

Bcented, 218
Todea intermedia, 328
Tomato culture, profitable, 344 ; Earliest of

All, 15 ; Oreevf/af/e, 97 ; Gilbert's Surpasse,
97 ; growing in the future, 115, 179 ; Hors-
ford"s Prelu'Je, 559 ; seed, sowing too early,
323; Ytllow Plum, 97

Tomatoes, 432; against sunny oralis, 511;
Am-rican, 248; American n- tes on, 205,
248; a reduction of soil for, 324 ; ea»ly,205;
in cool houses, 432 ; in pnting houses, 457

;

in the open air, 410, 493, 5U ; malformed,
203 ; new and old, 97 ; one stem to, 324

;

select, 156 ; sowing early, 358
Toothwort, the, 421, 42i
Tournefo tia cordifolia, 223 ; cordifo/ia, 223
Toxicuphlsei spectabilis, 59, 125, 2*^9, 352
Transvaal, gardening in the, 471
Tree guards, 252
Tree notes from Holwood Park, 435, 481
Tree planting, Carlyle on, 208
Tree seeds, collecting, 230
Tree, the Knowdrup, 303
Trees, acclimation of, .'.44, 56S ; deciduous,

57 ; d clduoua, in winter, 107 ; eft'ects of
bad seasons on, 375 ; fdliDg by electricity,

614 ; for planting, agg of, 422 ; neglected,
412 ; new, 106 ; newly planted, ttaking,
114 ; notes on, 585 ; planting, 114

;

planting, near houses, 372 ; planting, ou
mounds, 110

;
planting, for shelter, 177 ;

roadside, 42 ; soil for, 614 ; staking, 446
;

street, planting, 20, 411
;
young, cutting

back, 443
Tremandra verticillati, 268
Trichoglottis fat-ciata, 337
Trichomanes crispum, 163; pennatum, 163;
reniforme, 163

Trichonema bulbocodioides, 406
Trillium grandifloram, 376, 476 ; virginicum,

476
Tri'eleia uniflora, 164
Tritoma caulescens, 405 ; precox, 166
Tropieolum azureum, 475; Comet, 380; tri-

color corms, vitality of, 365
Tropteolums, climbing, 213
Tulipa acuminata, 449; Glusiana, 46 5 ; cor-

nuta, 449 ; Greigi, 375 ; KolEakowekiaoa,
454; LeichtUci, 374, 304; persica, 475;
atellata, 466 ; eylveatris, 449 ; sylvestris
major, 405

TuUp, a black, 82, 89 ; Crimson King, 329

;

early, the, for massing in spring, 516
;

florist's, the, 142, 531 ; flowers, damage to,
5"5

; Turkish, the, 449
Tulip garden at the Castle, Dingwal', N.B.,

489
Tali}) garden at the Castle, Dingwall, N.B., 489
Tulip tree, Chinese, 504
Tulips, 420 ; at Kew, 426 ; early and late,

003 ; florists' at the Temple show, 578
;

from Holland, 426, 449 ; in the London
parks, 450 ; old garden, 167 ; other tlian
show varieties, 514; Parrot, 552; Parrot,
on Grass, 491 : Parrot, origin of^ 515

Turnip, Milan, the, 203

Ulex europtea fl.-pl., 91

Ulmus niontana, 496 ; montana at Holwood
Park, 436

Underwood, 184
Utricularia Endresi, 547 ; montana £47

Vaccinium, 482
Valerian, g.ilden, 250, 317
Valeriana Phu aurea, 250, 458
Vallota pupurea, 211 ;

purjmra magnijica,

211
Vanda Amesiana, 62, 92, 417 ; Bensoul, 434

cjtjruleacens Boxalli, 566 ; concolor, 228
Denisoniana. 338 ; Parish! and its varieties,

121; Roxburghi, 30, 73 ; Sanderiani, 8
Buavis, 72, 433 ; teres, 333 ; tricolor, 433
tricolor Dodgsoni, 415

Vandas, 162 ; at Norwood, 461 ; temperjiture
for, 122, 162

Vanilla, the, 45 ; Humbloti, 338 ; trade of, at

Bordeaux, 33
Vases, outdoor, plants for, 397
Vegetable conference at Chiswick, 357
\'egetable season, a late, 432
Vegetables and the frost, 112; green, 15;

ideal, 115; market value of, 22 ; seedling,
pricking out, 323, 3^6; simple metboda of
forwarding, 178 ; watering, 608 ; winter,
cooking, 23

Vegetation, influence of strong light on, 593
Veitch Memorial Fund, 87
Verbascum olymjiicum, 522, 547, 567, 605
Verbenas, 130
Veronica Hulkeana, 481 ; prostrata, 600
Veronicas, 91 ; New iiealand, 158
Vetch, Pyrenean, the, 500 ; Spring Bitter,

the, 375
Viburnum Opulus, 587; plicatum, 541 ; Tinus,
288

Vicia pyrenaica, 500
\illa Valetta, the, 9

Villa Valttla, Cannes, 9
Vine borders, 149 ; roots, confined or uncon-

fined, 48
Vines, insects on, 349 ; Muscat, extraordi-
nary growth of, 150. 199 ; Muscat, un-
healthy, 445

;
propagation of, 104 ; red

spider on, 556 ; spring planting of, 487
;

syringing, in bloom. 351, 441
Vinery, combined, and plant house, 499
Vineries, mildew in, 309, 5 7
Violet Blandyana, 375 ; Dog's-tooth, the,

306
Violets, 165 ; single, 27
Viscum cruciatuni, 229
Vitis heterophylla, propagating, 475
\'ittadenia triloba, 529
Vriesia brachystachys, 366

w.

Wales, South, the weather in, 228
Wakehurst Place, 233
M'akchur.H Place, .S«w.v, 233
Waldsteinia trifolia, 4.0

Wallflower, Brdfont Yellow, 420. double,
Ewbiuk 8, 375; old double yellow, the,

376
Wallflowers, 490 ; from seed, 466
Walnut, the, 520 ; Black, the, 592 ; cut-leav.d,

the, 4S2
Walls, ustful plants for, 400
Warscewiczella Wendlandi discolor, 8
Water Fairy Flower, the, 190, 392
Water Lily house at Kew, 471
Water Lily Tree, ( hinese, 426
Water margins, planting, 110
Watsonia?, 572
Weather, th^, 136 ; in Ireland, the, 229
Weeds, dettructiou of, 400
Weigela, varietiss of, 430, 460
Weigelas, some new, 3;9
Wellingtonia gigjntea, 520
Whortleberiy, 4^2
Wild flowers in Kent, 528 ; in South-west

France, 576
Willow, Cardinal, the, 4\ 76, 114, 159 : for

hedges, 302; Gulden, th , 110, 361; th ,

as a timber tree, 326
Willow Herb, tlie white-flowered 613
Wilts, the Str<iwherry crop in, 613
Wiudflower, blue winter, 87, 250 ; Robinson's

426 ; the riverside, 613 ; winter, 216
Windflowers, alpine, 10 ; dwarf, 408
Window boxes, tall plants in, 491
Winter, perils of the, 13 ; scenery, 24, 75
Winter Sweet, the, 2l!9, 354
Wistaria, the, 5S4 ; multijuga, 499
Wood-cutting in America, 20 ; how to make

itlast, 47<!; Leather, the, 300; lime a* a
preservative of, 64; margins, 350; eeasr.n.

ing by steaming, 160
Woods for machinery, 252
Woodlice, destroying, 556 ; in peat Moss,
587

Wool, wooj, for fruit packing, 519
Worcester, a note from, 524
Wreath-making, 213

Xanthorrhlza apiifulia, 436
Xylophylla angustifolia, propagating, 589

Yellow deal, American, 592
Yellow Root, the, 436
Yew, common, varieties of the, 36 ; Dorastoa .^,

37; Golden, the, S7 ; Irish, the, 36; Irish
Golden, 13; nhort-leaved, the, 37; at Hoi
wood Park, 481 ; trees, large, 225 ; vdloK-
j'ruit'd, the, 37

York, flowers at. 92
Yucca baccata, 585 ; baccata, 585 ; Treculeana,

585 ; TrecuUana, 685 ; Whipplei, 661
;

WhippUi, 561
Yuccas and the snow, 164

Zalll, Persian, 492
Zygopetalum, 502; crinitum, 72; Mackaji.

72
^ygopetalums, ^37

f-^^^:

':mi
/v ^ '^(
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COLOURED PLATES.

AERIDES LAWRENCLE

ANEMONE ALPINA SULPHUREA

ANEMONE RANUNCULOIDES AND A. THALICTROIDES

ANTIRRHINUMS, GROUP OF

ASTER AMELLU3 AND A. LTNARIFOLU

ASTER STRACHEYI

BEGONIA JOHN HEAL

BERBERIS VULGARIS ASPERMA ..

BOLVARDIAS PRESIDENT CLEVELAND AND MRS. R

GREEN

CANNAS LOUIS THIBAUT AND VICTOR HUGO

CARNATIONS M. BERGENDI AND MLLE. ROUSSELL

CATTLEYA PERCIVALIANA

CHRYSANTHEMUM, A SINGLE

PAGE

485 CLARKIA ELEGANS FL.-PL

10 CYDONIA JAPONICA MOERLOOSEI

408 DAPHNE MEZEREUM AUTUMNALIS .

100 DICTAMNUS FRAXINELLA VAR. ALBA

172 EOMECON CHIONANTHA ...

240 HIBISCUS TRIONUM

218 L^LIA ALBIDA

204 LILIl'M NEPALENSE

I

LYCHNIS HAAGEANA

288 • ONCIDIUM CRGOSUS

1!m; PHAL.ENOPSIS GLORtO.SA ...

838 ROSE MARQUISE DE VIVENS

532 SACCOLABIUM BELLINUM ..

384 SCABIOSA CAUCASICA

PiOE

53G

602

602

458

7i;

32

314

54

508

580

302

140

434

120
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THE HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.

As an old F.E.H.S. I was much pleased with
your leader of the 15th ult. on the Royal
Horticultural Society and Kew. It carries

conviction to the minds of most people, and
should also to those most commented on, viz.,

the Kew and trade members of the Eoyal Hor-
ticultural Society's council. There is little

doubt that these two elements should be
eliminated from the management, as although
both Kew and traders are useful as occasional

exhibitors of their specialties, yet the ad-

vantages gained by the Eoyal Horticultural

Society are more than counterbalanced by
the official, although possibly scientific, methods
of the Kew element on the council on one
hand, and on the other by the jealousy

created in the horticultural trade world by
the belief, doubtless exaggerated, that undue
influence is used and advantage gained by
nurserymen being members of council.

There is no doubt that the seats on the
council should be occupied by men of social

position, horticultural knowledge, business

habits and liberal ideas. There are some
members of the council who possess these

advantages and attributes, but new blood is

required in order to strengthen its personnel.

Whilst on this topic, I may refer to a recent

attack made on the society's Presidwit, and I

have little doubt that the Fellows will appre-

ciate at its true value such undeserved con-

demnation of one who has proved by his

generosity and the time he has given to the
society's affairs how deep an interest he takes
in its welfare.

The society is now being mainly managed
on economical principles, and nearly all ques-

tions are in consequence subordinated to that

of expense. This can hardly be called a broad
or business-like way to manage an important
society, as without enterprise no society nor
business ever did or can flourish.

One reason for the necessity of economy is

the -ivant of Fellows, and the council or their

committees ai'e partly to blame for this want.

No encouragement is given to amateurs to ex-

hibit. Their fruit and flowers, unless shown
on a large scale, as those of nurserymen, are

hardly noticed, unless specially sent for certi-

fication, and usually a worthless " vote of

thanks," conveying no honour, is conferred on
what may be an exhibit of great merit, al-

though shown on a small scale.

The council should change this system, cor-

dially invite amateurs, small as well as large,

to co-operate ; infuse a spirit of generous

rivalry amongst the countless lovers and
growers of fruit and flowers living within a

radius of London easy of approach, and
thereby make hundreds take an interest in the

success of the Eoyal Horticultural Society

and its meetings. Without this interest being

encouraged, and a steady accession of Fellows

thereby gained from the metropolitan district,

the Royal Horticultural Soci<ity, I fear, must
gradually decay, and the present system of

management will alone be responsible for its

decadence and ultimate, even if gradual, ex-

tinction. F. E. H. S.

THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

In reply to " Tlie Sawmill Man." I would observe
th.at he, as well .IS a jircvious writer in The Gaii-
DEN, appears to raiseonceivc. both tlu; functions of

the scientific committee and the objects of science.

The practical man has often an opportunity of dis-

covering many facts which tlie scientific man can-
not, and which he would be glad to know. On the
other hand, there are many scientific faints which
would be inv.aluable to the practical man if he only
knew them. Indeed, again and again has the latter

taken advantage of scientific discoveries when they
could bo turned to account and were found to have
a monetary value. It is a mistake to assume a
spirit of antagonism (which, I may add, is all on
one side). What we ask for is co-operation.

Scientific experts on the committee are willing to

give their time and trouble gratuitously to solve

any difticulty that may arise in the operations of

the pr.actical man. Tliey are not florists, agri-

culturists, nor saw-millers, nor engaged in any
otlier practical work, and they do not profess to be
familiar with such. Their sole wish is to aid the
horticulturist to the best of their power. Take
the case in point. A carriage manufacturer finds

the wood supplied him for wheel-spokes useless. He
cannot—not being a saw-miller—discover any-
thing visibly wrong with the wood. He trusted to
the timber merchant or saw-miller, or whoever the
party may be who undertook to supply him with
the genuine article. To discover whether the
breakage may not have been due to fungi or decay
from some other cause, it was referred to Professor
Marshall Ward, who is an expert in vegetable
anatomy, but not in saw-milling or carriage-build-

ing. The Professor willingly and gratuitously gave
a scientific description of the anatomical structure

of the wood and discovered no fungi. It was not
in his power to tell the age of the piece of wood
sent to him. But it is just that which the saw-
niiUer says he can do, and apparently he alone—
not even the carriage-builder—could solve the diffi-

culty. Wliy, then, did he not at once give his

valuable information as freely and courteously as

Professor Ward ? There is nothing " sad " about
the fact that the Professor—not being a saw-miller

—could not discover the importance of the age of

the wood for wheel-spokes. Surely it is sadder to

hear that, although certain persons do know the
difference between sound wood and wood practi-

cally useless for wheel-spokes, they should have
provided a carriage manufacturer with a large

stock of worthless material for that purpose I The
scientific committee may be regarded as a consult-

ing body. We invite not only horticulturists, but
anyone to communicate with us who has met with
a difticulty, or other unusual fact connected with
plant life. Many such have no practical outcome
at all. but they may be very instructive from a
scientific point of view. Whatever matter m.ay be
sent, it shall be carefully investigated by an expert,

who will give the best opinion that can be had. It

is then for the practical man to experimentise and
utilise as far as he can the scientific knowledge
furnished by the committee. Let practical men
think what science has done for them in the past.

It was entirely due to the scientific discovery of

the sexes of plants that horticulturists are now
enable<l to improve tlieir flowers and vegetables. It

was the scientific investigation into the laws of

growth and the constituents of plant structure that

suggested the use of mineral manures, and enabled
the farmer to abolish fallowing and substituted

the rotation of crops. In scores of ways has the
])ractieal man profited by the slow and arduous

toil of the scientist; and, 1 repeat, the sole ol)ject
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of the committee is to help still further anyone who
will communicate with it, and to solve any difficulty

it it be possible to do so.

—

George Henslow, Hon.
See. Scientific Committee.

*,* We dissent from [the above view in some
re.spects. Great harm ' has been done by the
misuse of the terms "scientific" and "practical."
In philosophical writings it is laid down that
there is no real distinction between " science " and
" practice." There is no difference in kind in human
knowledge, though there is infinite difference in

degree. The mistake made by Mr. Henslow is the
use of the terms "science" and "practice" as if they
were opposite terms. " Let," he says, " practical
men think what science has done for them in the
past." Let, we say, the self-styled scientific men
of the present day think what cultivators have
done for human knowledge in the past I It is quite
a modern habit this of any body of men laying
claim to the ownership of " science "( = knowledge).
The idea that we owe our practice of rotation of

crops to this school is too absurd 1 In the Naples
museum the spades and other garden implements
in use by the Roman cultivators about 2000 years
ago may be seen, the decayed wooden handles in

them saved so long by the dried volcanic mud that
covered Pompeii. The same kind of implements
are in use in Italy now. This is proof, if proof
were wanted, of the vast age of man's knowledge
of agriculture. Look at the many races of animals
developed in our own and other countries ; the pre-

cious fruits of which we do not know the origin, so

lar back in past ages were they originated ; see tlio

Vine pictured in stone in the Assyrian room in

the British Museum—look, in short, at the plain

facts of agriculture and gardening in old coun-

tries, and then we see the value of the claims

that we owe our practice of rotation " to scientific

investigation into the laws of growth "
1 It should

iot be necessary to say here that t/iese laws are not

known yet, and that of such an apparently simple

thing as the flow of the sap there is no clear and
accepted explanation! The things laid down in

Lindley and other text - books, in our own day

even, are now declared to be wrong. The functions

6f the largest organ in the human body are not

known, though men have been dissecting and
observing that body for thousands of years. Tbis

case is worth noting, because man in studying him-

self has advantages he cannot have in any other

case, as he can ask himself and his fellows ques-

tions. In the face of such facts how can anyone

say that we owe the principles of our cultivation to

any but the true source—the observation of tlie

workers themselves? If we, should ever know all

about the life of plants or animals, it would, no
doubt, be an immense gain to the culture of plants

and the nutrition of animals. All who work to that

end should have our thanks and encouragement.

Mr. Huxley explains the word " science " as

'.' organised common sense." Neither he nor any

thinking man would exclude from tliat the vast (and

to human kind precious) knowledge of the fields and
gardens of the world gathered by many generations

of men of all ranks, to which, indeed, we owe
our prosperity and very existence. We repeat, t luit

the application of the term ".scientific" to a body
of men, apart from those wlio pursue horticulture

for pleasure or profit, is wrong and illogical. It is

not courteous to the country gentlemen, the clergy,

and professional men, many of whom are excelUmt
gardeners and keen observers; to the intelligciil

class of gardeners, florists, and culliviUors. If it

were made clear to all these and to everyone tlial

science is not the possession of any one class, but

that the simplest worker migiit add to its stores,

certainly greater j)rogress woul<l be made. But
this is almo.st ho])eless now, owing to tlie confusion

caused by so-called scientific men misusing tl]<'

terms "theory and ])ractice," "science and i)rai'-

tic;e," and so on ; and the secretary of a scientific

committee speaks as if the practical man and tlie

scientific were necessarily distinct 1

.' The new practice of en.silage is very in.stnu'five

in this way. From our own trials in the simplest

Way, witliout mc:clianisni of any kind, during tlic

past wet summer, and from mucli otlicr cvideiu; v

we think this is the greatest improvement effected

in farming within the memory of man. When this

method was introduced it was condemned by the

two leading scientific agriculturists in England,
Professor Voelcker and Sir J. B. Lawes. This in-

valuable practice, which for ever saves the harvest
of the meadows from the dunghill in wet weather,
was originated among farmers. As a matter of

fact, almost all the useful knowledge we have has
come to us through workers themselves.—W. R.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

FRUIT IN 1888.

E.XPRESS .speed to the vigoroiLs, active mind, no
doubt, is delightful travelling, and, notwitli-

atanding the fact that liorticulturists liave liad a

most tantalising and dejiressing season to con-
tend with, there is no que.stion that the pomo-
logical coach during the past year has made
considerable progress. This, no doubt, is patent
to all readers of the gardening papers, wliich

liave chronicled every stage and will continue
the good work so long as gardeners stand man-
fully to their posts in the dual battle with the
elements and foreign competitors. As growers
of hothouse fruits, including Strawberries, in

March, Peaches in May, and Grapes all the
year round, although Pluvius threatens a deluge
and Sol deserts them for weeks together, they
can defy the world, a fair proof that they are

made of the right sort of stuff for doing battle

with short-sighted railway companies and avari-

cious salesmen, and will eventually succeed in

producing hardy fruits ia every respect equal to

those imported iu such enormous quantities

from abroad. Contributors to the pages of

The Garden for some years past have contended
that our soil and climate, treacherous as the
latter is, are capable of producing Apples equal
in appearance and superior in quality to the

dry, chippy samples brought from the colonies,

where too much heat and drought exhaust their

fresh juiciness so acceptable in our own well-

grown Blenheims and Cox's Orange Pippins.

In quantity, as a matter of course, the colonists

beat us, but those who can find time to look
back only one short year will bear us out in the
assertion that we are making considerable pro-

gress, for have we not learned that the demand
exists, and buyers are ready to take any qium-
tity of good fruit at paying jirices. So loud
indeed has been the cry, that producers at tlie

Ci'ystal Palace, dear old Chiswick, and a hundred
places of minor note have shown that they can
rise to the occasion in a sunless summer, whilst

nurserymen have proved that the milliiuis df

trees they have on hand, worked on Doiicin and
other stocks, when planted on good ground are

bound to give satisfaction. Fruit growei's'

associations are springing up iu various parts of

the cijuntry, landlords at last are liecoming

mindful of their own interests, and last, but
ncit least, the Koyal Horticultural Society li.-is

shown its anxiety to pin its reputation on hardy
fruits as well as Orchids.

This society, once so powerful and useful,

after wasting much precious time and money in

catering for the infantile population of the

neighbourhood, within the past ye.ar has left

South Kensington and taken refuge in a de-

pressing drill-shed at Westminster. There,

almo.st deserted by Pomona and Flora, by all,

indeed, save a few advertising members of thc>

trade, the non-horticultural members of the

council have made two very important disco-

veries. They have discovered that fashion will

not follow them ; and further, tli.it the country,

horticultural to the backbone, is ready to sub-

scribe thousands of guineas and half-guineas

annually, jinivided they seek rest for the soles

of their feet on that remaining strip of ground
at Chiswick. A great number of gentlemen and
ladies, and not a few gardeners, have recently

become subscribers, and more are waitmg to

follow suit, so soon as a respectable room is

secured for the weekly West-end meetings, and
j

the restoration of Chiswick for the larger shows, I

horticultural trials, and training is decided

upon. Here we have signs of an awakening

;

let us hrjpe, then, that the society, like fruit

growers for the million, will prove equal to the

great work expected from it, and that a brighter

era for each will start from the year we have
just left behind us.

Yet one more look into the past. What are

private individuals doing for the horticultural

world ? Well, some are teaching us to annihilate

canker in fruit trees, by giving them proper

food in proper quantities, by draining, and by
keeping their roots warm and healthy. Ento-
mologists are making the masses acquainted

with the ways and doings of insects which prej'

upon our plants and fruits ; and actually, in the

year of grace 1888, we heard of farmers applying

ligatures of brown paper, smeared with grease

and tar, to the stems of their Apple trees to

prevent the ascent of the wingless female moths,

whose brood so recently literally stripped half the

orchards throughout the kingdom.

Hybridists have added nothing striking to our

hothouse or hanly fruits, and this perhaps is

well, for uutil they can give us something better

than the varieties we already have, they may be

better employed in assisting us in the reduction

of fat lists which bewilder the private grower
and do more harm than good to the trade. A
sign of the work commenced by The Garden
was plainly visible at Chiswick in October when
choice selections of Apj^les and Pears took the

place of collections and the nomenclature had
greatly improved. This weeding out must be
closely followed up, as there exists not a shadow
of doubt that we might add greatly to our

wealth, credit, and enjoyment by discarding the

inferior and increasing the superior varieties of

every species of fruit grown in our gardens and
hothouses. Last, but not least, the good house-

wife will mark the past as a red-letter year by
the introduction to all country towns of bottled

fruits, if not entirely innocent of foreign saccha-

rine matter, certainly suthciently free to enable

their being taken in tarts and puddings without

fear of acidity or indigestion. Common fruits,

including Goosebei-ries, Currants, Raspberries,

Plums, and Cherries, can now be jireserved with

about one-sixth of tlieir weight of sugar; con-

sequently, whilst relieving growers of gluts,

enterprising meii are now giving the most
humble housekeeper the materials for making
clieap wholesome dishes, reminding ime of

freshly gathered fruit througluuit the winter.

Visitors to the early international exhibitions

in;ule note of the tempting bottled fruits fnuii

America and the Continent, but until within

the past year these articles of luinie growth liave

not aiipeared in small country .shop windows.

We might go on to still greater length, but

surely these notes will brighten our hopes as we
turn round to face tlu^ future, and although all

may not be gold that glitters, we may reason-

ably trnst that we are now entering upon a still

brightta" and more prosperous year.

Duchesse d'AngoulemePeir.—Mr. Bunyard
.mil iMr. Wildsiiiitli bolli speak of this Pear as

""rittv," Init include it iu tlicir selections I This

shows llie enoiu'iMis way in wliicli lists of Pears are

made up for Kngl:ind. in Western I'laiice it is llie

best of autumn I'ears, but it should not be iucluiled
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among English Pears at all. This muddling up of

Pears that are A 1 in warmer countries and no
good in England is one of the causes of our empty
fruit rooms. Can anyone say where the Duchcsse
attains its fine delicate qiiality in England? It not,

why retain it ?—R.

APPLE GROWING AT POWDERHAM.
In the kitchen gardens at Powderham Castle, near

E.xeter, there is to be seen a remarkably well

grown lot of pyramid Apple trees. Out of the .300

trees grown, not more than six are imperfect .speci-

mens, and with very few exceptions all have at-

tained a profitable size. Each tree has been allowed

plenty of space, and crowding of the branches is

also carefully avoided. Altogether there is a col-

lection of 100 varieties, and as these arc all distri-

buted alongside the principal walks, a much better

opportunity is afforded for making a limited selec-

tion than any number of fruit shows could possibly

present. Mr. D. C. Powell, the gardener at this

place, is an enthusiast in Apple culture, and is so

thoroughly conversant with all the good and bad
qualities of Apples and various other hardy fruits,

that his experience is worth recording. Were he
to plant a similar number of trees with the aim of

growing principally for sale, fewer varieties would
be selected, but he is by no means in favour of

going to the other extreme and making a too limited

selection. Nor does he believe in growing Apples
on the dwarfing or Paradise stock, but prefers to

plant fewer trees, the majority of which are on the

more vigorous Crab stock. These certainly, in

some instances, need to be root-pruned now and
again in order to induce fruitfulness, but those on
the dwarfing stock require the most labour ex-

pended on tliem in the long run. and do not pro-

duce more tlian a tenth part of the weight of fruit

obtained from finer, healthier trees. I was much
struck with the quality of the crops at Powderham,
as well as the fine foliage and general fruitful

character of the trees, and this satisfactory state

of affairs was said to be largely due to the free use

of decaying vegetable matter by way of top-dress-

ings. Every autumn and winter a very large heap
of leaves, sweepings, road trimmings, and any rub-

bish that will decay quickly is formed, and this

being well mixed and built up squarely and evenly
is first utilised for growing a quantity of Vegetable
Marrows. During the following winter the whole
of this heap is applied as a top-dressing to the fruit

trees, and probably nothing better could be used.

A mulching of such material appears to keep the

roots near the surface where they form abundance
of fibre, and when trees are in this condition below
ground they invariably form sturdy, fruitful top-

growth. Such mulchings have been found more
beneficial to A'ine and Peach borders both under
glass and in the open, nothing more quickly attract-

ing the roots to the surface. It should be added
that the soil at Powderham is a red gr.avelly loam
and well drained.

The favourite and most profitable dessert Apples
are Mr. Gladstone, this being rather small, showy,

and early; Irish Peach, which forms a handsome,
fruitful pyramid, early, and good in quality ; Red
Astrachan, early and richly coloured ; Worcester
Pearmain, one of the most showy Apples in cultiva-

tion, and of fairly good quality in October, does
well on the Crab, but colours better on the Paradise

stock; King of tlie Pippins, tree li;mdsome and
very prolific, quality of fruit good during October
and November; Margil, good bearer, keeps well, and
is of gooil (juality ; Fearn's Pippin, very handsome
fruit of meiiium size, and keeps good till February

;

Gravenstein forms a beautiful tree, a good bearer,

the fruit being very pretty, and keeping good from
October till the end of November; Cox's Orange
Pippin, a general favourite, probably the most
popular variety in cultivation ; Adams' Pearmain, a
sure bearer, fruit large, handsome, and good from
November to the end of January; Claygatc Pear-

main, moderately vigorous and a sure bearer, fruit

of medium size, and of excellent quality during No-
vember, keeping well ; Ribston Pip])in, an old

^vourite, does not canlcer at Powderham, this also

being attributed to the mulchings given; Court

Pendu Plat, of stiff growth, not very prolific, but

handsome and good, keeping from December to

April ; Cornish Aromatic, one of the best varieties

during October and to the end of the year ; Bau-

mann's Red Reinette, heavy cropper, very hand-

some and good, in season from November to the

spring ; Ross Nonpareil, good in every respect, ripe

during November, and keeps well ; Braddick's

Nonpareil, rather slender growth, sure bearer, fruit

medium size, and of excellent quality from No-
vember to April; Cockle Pippin, one of the be.st

late varieties, in season from January to April in-

clusive ; Rosemary Russet, not often met with, but

considered by Mr. Powell to be one of the best

dessert Apples grown, quality very good, the season

extending from November to Februar)- ; Lord
Burghley, also exceptionally good and deserving of

more general culture, a heavy cropper, of attractive

appearance, quality first-class, and is available from

December to the end of April; and Sturmer Pippin,

a good bearer, and of fairly good quality as late as

June.

The foregoing are essentially dessert Apples, but

there are a considerable number cultivated at

Powderham that are available for either dessert or

cooking. The best of these are Duchess of Olden-

burg, a sure bearer, very handsome, but somewhat
acid, ripe in August and September; Golden
Ducat, of stiff growth and very fruitful, in season

during November and the early part of December

;

Emperor Alexander, a good cropper, fruit hand-

some and fairly good in quality, ripe in October

and keeps to December ; Blenheim Pippin, stiff^

growth, young trees shy bearing, fruit large, hand-

some, and of first-class quality, ripe in November
and keeps to the end of January ; Peasgood's Non-
such forms a good pyramid, very prolific, fruit

frequently extra large, handsome and good in

quality, ripe in November or earlier, and keeps till

late in the year ; London Pippin, a good cropper,

fruit of good quality and in season from November
to April ; Annie Elizabeth, a sure bearer, and of

fairly good quality till late in the spring; Lemon
Pippin, a good cropper, and in season from

November to March ; Lady Henniker does not form

a good tree, but crops well, and is fit for use

during November and keeps to Februarj'; and
Dredge's Fame, a heavy cropper and of good
quality from November to April.

Among cooking varieties the most generally re-

liable are Keswick Codlin, a well-known early and
most profitable Apple ; Lord Suffield, a sure bearer

and may be described as an extra fine form of the

preceding ; Stirling Castle, a good early variety

;

Jolly Beggar, very heavy cropper and fairly good
in quality during September and October ; Golden
Noble, a handsome and good Apple, in season from
October to December ; Waltham Abbey Seedling,

very prolific and keeps good to December; Lord
Grosvenor rarely fails, fruit large, and keeps to

November; Cellini — tliis fails completely on the

Paradise stock, but on the Crab is fairly robust, is

a sure bearer, fruit handsome and in season during

October ; Hawthornden, very fruitful, no canker

apparent, in season during October and to

the end of November, or it can be used much
earlier ; Ecklinville, of free growth, very pro-

ductive, and in season from October to January;

Beauty of Kent, growth vigorous and fruitful, fruit

large, liandsome, and good from October to tlie end

nf January, an exceptionally good variety: ('ox's

Pomona, habit good, productive, fruit handsome,

and availalile during October and the early part of

November; Kentish Pippin, a free bearer, and in

season from October to January ; Loddington. an

exceptionally free-bearing variety, and of slow

growth in consequence, fruit of good size, and lit

for use from October to January; Merc de Manage.

in season at the same time as tlie last named,
highly coloured and serviceable; Tom Putt, an old

favourite, very prolific, of most attractive appear-

ance, and should be largely grown for tlie nuirkets,

in season from October to the end of December
Lane's Prince Albert, of moderate growth, extra

free-bearing, and may be used from Oclolier to

February, strongly recommended for ordiard as

well as garden culture; Small's Admirable, a sure

bearer, fruit of large size, and good in November,
keeping to January ; Warner's King forms a hand-

some tree, a good cropper, fruit large and well

formed, and good till mi<l-winter, one of the best;

Wadhurst Pippin, large and handsome, in season

from October to February ; Galloway Pippin, a very

profitable Apple, keeps" well ; Frogmore Prolific,

vei-j' fruitful, and is available from October to the

end of December; Tower of Glamis, growth sturdy,

good cropper, fruit good from November to Feb-

ruary; Bedfordshire Foundling, a good late variety,

in season from November to March ; Brabant Belle-

fleur, very free-bearing, and much esteemed for

late use, keeps good to April ; Winter Majetin, ex-

cellent for the latest supplies, as it keeps to May

;

Dumelow's Seedling or Wellington, a great favourite,

and one of the most profitable varieties in cultivar

tion, keeps to April ; and Norfolk Beaufin, the best

for the very latest use, being available to June.

W. I.

TRAINING THE FIG.

The Fig is peculiar in its mode of fruiting and
exceedingly prolific wlieu tlie right treatment is

bestowed upon it. Of the various details at-

tending its culture in this country, training in

its several phases constitutes one of the fore-

most points. No difficulty is experienced in

getting it to grow, as in this respect it is free

beyond measure and very accommodating as to

position. This is not, liowever, all that is de-

sired, and if luscious fruit cannot be had yearly,

a broad expanse of Iiandsonie foliage will not

avail much. Many people, who profess to have

a great aversion to green Figs, have exclaimed

upon tasting a fruit properly developed and
quite ripe, how delicious ! from whicli I have
Vieen led to the conclusion tliat the examples

they had previously eaten lacked many of the

essentials of a good Fig. This may be accounted

for in several ways. It is well known to be a

fruit very difficult of transit - none more so,

and for this reason it must be picked in an
under-ripe condition, tlius losing materially in

flavour compared with fruit allowed to ripen

upon the tree and eaten soon after being

gathered. Being a native of sunny climes, the

Fig enjoys a good amount of heat, and yet the

fruits are better when not exposed to the direct

rays of the sun. Its ample leafage provides

this shade naturally ; therefore this point should

not be lost siglit of during its cultivation. Some
fruits, the Peach and Nectarine, for instance,

are mucli improved liy exposure, good cultiva-

tors considering it time well spent in bringing

every fruit fully into the light. Not so, how-
ever, the Fig, the finest fruits of which are to

be found where they receive the rays of the sun

in a subdued degree. The main point, then, to

be studied in the operations of training should

be to regulate the branches and shoots in such

a manner that, while receiving sufficient light to

produce short-jointed, well-ripened growth, the

fruit is not unduly exposed, nor, on the other

hand, enveloped in too dense a shade. The
latter, from the luxuriant habit of the pknt, i.s

the most likely to take place under restriction.

I do not say it can be avoided by the operations

of training alone ; tlie roots, in conjunction,

must be looked after, but as I am now only

concerned with the training, I will confine my
remarks to the branches.

Several forms of structures are adapted to the

cultivation of the Fig, of which I will first

notice the span-roofed house, with a pathway

in the centre. The kind of tree I should re-

commend for this house is that grown in tho

bush form, as it is adapted for trees growing in

pots or planted out in narrow confined borders.

Plants for training in this .shape should be on

clean single stems of a foot or 18 inches in
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height, all the incipient buds having been pre-

viously removed from tlie base as a preventive
against suckering. Having secured from four
to six shoots at the above height, train them
outwards equi-distant in a slightly oblique direc-

tion. When about a foot in length remove the
points of each shoot, which will cause them to

branch out, then select two of the strongest
breaks from each shoot, removing the others,
and train them so as to form the foundation of

a round-headed bush. The size to which the
plant will attain during the first year depends
upon the amount of heat applied. If started at
the beginning of the year, and given a stove
temperature after having burst into leaf, bushes
from 3 feet to 4 feet through can be produced
by the month of August, when more air and less

moisture must be given to promote ripening of

the growth. In the following year a moderate
crop of fruit may safely be taken from the trees,

forcing to any extent, however, being better
deferred until another season. The beginning
of February is a very good time for making a
start, the house having previously been cleaned,
the trees washed with warm soap and water and
tied

; this operation now consisting of tying out
the branches evenly to stakes. Those made of

iron about the thickness of one's finger, and
having three prongs at the base for driving into
the gi'ound are the best, as they will last for

many years, whilst those of wood have to be
renewed every season.

On the first signs of activity the embryo fruits

will be observed swelling towards the end of

last year's shoots, and these will constitute the
crop of fruit for this season. Shoots, which may
be allowed to grow until four or five leaves are
formed, when the point of each shoot should
be pinched, causing it to branch out again, will

also start at the same time. Select two or three
of the strongest shoots and train them in thesamc
manner as before, removing the weak and super-
fluous ones. At this stage the fruits must be
thinned to two upon each shoot. Other fruits

will form and commence swelling upon the
current season's growth, but these are better

removed, thereby contributing towards maturing
the growth early and also strengthening the
young trees, which by the end of the season will

have grown to a good size, capable of perfecting
two crops of fruit the following year. Training
must still follow upon the same lines as before
until the allotted space is filled, when some of

the strongest shoots and those which are be-

coming long and bare must be shcjrtened back
each year. By so doing incipient buds will break,
and maintain the requisite amount of bearing
wood witlKmt greatly increasing the size of the
trees. My reason for advocating this form and
system of training is because a more equal dis-

tribution of light and air is obtained boili for

foliage and fruit, and which has the efl'ect of

greatly improving the quality of the latter.

The trees, too, are more easily managed in re-

spect to keeping them well furnished with bear-

ing wood throughout.
The position I would assign to the trees in a

lean-to house would be the back wall, which
should be utilised to its full extent, occupying
the front of the liouse witli bush trees, where
space permitted, without shading tlioso at the
back. The form of tree known as fan-shaped is

perhaps most suited for walls. In starting witli

young trei^s on clean stems, train tlie sliodts

1 foot apart, surplus breaks )iot re(|uired for this

pur|jose being cut back to short sjiurs—not for

the jiurpose of fruiting, as the Fig cannot be
very succcBsfMily fruited upon sjiurs. These
spurs, however, will ])roduce a succession of

shoots f(jr keeping the body of the tree supplied
with fruiting wood.

Weakly spray should at no time be allowed to

accumulate. Sufficient stout breaks having Vieen

selected, the remainder should be rubbed out so

that the energies of the trees may not be wasted
upon useless growth. When trained to a trellis

under the roof of the house, the fruit, being
pendent, does not often obtain enough light to

bring out its full flavour. Notwithstanding,
fine Figs can bo grown in this way if the shoots
are trained a good distance apart. At Eastnor,
BIr. Coleman, instead of planting the trees

at the front of the house, as is usually done,
plants at the back, and the trees, having reached
the top of the wall, are brought over the path-
way and downwards towards the front. The
growth produced by training them iu this posi-

tion is particularly short-jointed and the fruits

very short-necked, a sure indication of good
quality. The back wall, of course, is rendered
unproductive when the roof is covered, but
instead is occupied with roots, which are en-
couraged to form by packing sods of turf

amongst the branches. This mode of training
is carried out in low houses with rather flat

roofs, for which it is admirably suited. The
principal item of training for trees upon the
open walls is keeping the shoots sufficiently

thin, as if this is not well attended to it is im-
possible for the wood to ripen, failing which
condition the trees cannot be expected to pass
through the winter in security, and in that case

no fruit will be forthcoming the following year.

A. Barker.

STANDARD APPLES FOR BPJTAIN.
1. ALFRISTON.
2. BESS POOL (NEW).
3. BLENHEIM ORANGE.
4. BRAMLEY'S.
5. CLAYGATE PEARMAIN.
C. COX'S ORANGE PIPPIN.
7. DUTCH MIGNONNE.
8. FLANDERS PIPPIN.
9. LANE'S PRINCE ALBERT.

10. MERE DE MENAGE.
11. NORTHERN GREENING.
12. REINETTE GRISE.
13. RIBSTON PIPPIN.
14. STONE'S.
15. STURMER PIPPIN.
IG. WELLINGTON.
17. WINTER QUEENING.

Early Apples.— Cailible Codlin, Keswick Cod'.in, Lord
SuflBeld, Unchess of Oldeubiirg, Devonshire Quar-
lenden, Irish Peach, Oslin, Early Margaret.

Fine-flo*wered Apples.—Emperor Alexander, Haw-
thornden, Lord Nuffield, Hambledon Deux Ans, Blen-
heim Oraupe, Court Pondu Plat, Oranf^e Goff, Kirke's
Incomparable, Sharp's.

Cider Apples.—Fox-whelp, Garter Apple, Woodcock,
Itedetreiik, Underleaf, Cowamc Red, Beat B.ieho,

Skyrme's Kernel, Fore.st Styre, Ilymock Red. Joeby
frab, tJtyre Wilding, Egglotou Styro, Royal Wilding,
Black Wilding, Pym Siiuaro. Muiiuu'h Red, Bran Rose,
Red Styre, Tremlctfs Hitter, Kllia's Bitter, Slack-niy-
(iirdle. Pound Apple or Sweet Buekland, Red Cluster,

Sweet Albert, lluluieote Sweet, Cat's-head, Bweet
Portugal, Red Bosbeiry, White Bosborry, Tom Putt,
Kingston tlaek, CJrcasy.

Little Apples- — Golden Harvey, Pearson's Plato,
BeacliaiMwell, Keddleston Pippin, Ashmead's Kernel,
Pine Golden i'lpjiin, Pitmuston Pine ai>ple, Lucombe's
l*ine-ai>ple, Sam Young, Lodgenioro Nonpareil.

Bri(?htly-coloured Apples-— Incoini«irable, Ilanwell
Sournig, C'ox'b Pomona, Braliant Bolletleur, Baumali's
Ked Relnette, Ityiiier, Red llollaudljury, Alexiuider,
Hoary Morning, Tom Putt, Tyler's Kerne'. Striped
Beauiin, Kcirn's Pippin, Cumberland FlUbasket,
Duchess of Gloucester, Worcester Pearmain, Cellini,

Adams' Pearmain, Scarlet Nonpareil, Red Astraehan,
Norfolk Beau&u.

Frontignan Grape.—The (Jrape I grjw under
Ifiie name is, I teol sure, the true Frontignan, as it is

id«nMcul both iu tltnver anl appcirauco with tliu kii:d

commonly grown in French girJens under that name.
As Mr. Sheppard is aware, the Frontignan is a Frencii
Grape r,u3ed many years ago, and it is as much grown in
the north of France, on open walls, as the Sweetwater
is, or wag, in this country ; whereas Josling's St.
Albans, so far as I am aware, is not cultivated there.
I have been in many gardens in Normandy where the
Frontignan was grown on open walls, and rarely eaw
it free from cracking.—J. C. B.

WORK IN THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The Ja-st quarter of the past year having been un-
usually mild and wet, open-air operations upon our
heavy soil liave been carried on under great diffi-

culties. Indeed, so detrimental to the future work-
ing of the fruit tree borders is incessant trampling,
that we have allowed bush-pruning to fall into
arrear and have kept all hands employed against
tlie walls. Delays which upset the usual routine,
no doubt, are tantalising, but still, mindful of the
serious effect of the drought of 1887. we can but
look upon the steady downpour which is closing
tlie montli as a godsend, for which by-and-by we
may feel truly thankful. Fortunately, in gardens,
large or small, employment for industrious hands
can always be found, for when it is too wet for

nailing or tying, shreds can be cut, sticks and
stakes trimmed and pointed, hook-pegs for the
(lower garden and Strawberry layering can be
formed out of Birch, and new brooms prepared for

summer use. Days, again, baring been so danger-
ously mild, we could send men to the north Morello
and Plum walls without the slightest compunction,
and there the training is pretty well finished, but
our home-made soapsuds, with which we wash out
old nail-holes and faulty joints, is kept in reserve

for application when dry weather favours the dry-
ing o£ the glutinous alkalies upon the branches.
Rain in due time, of course, washes the trees and
walls, but not until this excellent manurial insecti-

cide has done its work, as we find that trees which
at one time produced an annual crop of black fly,

and walls verdant with Lichen and Moss are not
only free from these parasites, but the first shoots
escape the damaging attacks which so often bring
tlie trees to grief. Another important advantage
derived from the annual use of soapsuds, especially

amongst bush fruits and Apples, is immunity from
caterpillar and grub, and, thanks to the soda, com-
plete freedom from canker. Our soil being calcare-

ous and freely dressed with charred refuse early

in the spring, the most tender sorts make bright
downy shoots well furnished with dark green leaves,

while kindred varieties in poor Grass orchards are
eaten up with canker and produce, comparatively
speaking, third-rate fruit. Taking tlic calentlar, if

a running commentary can be called a calendar,

alphabetically, the first tree which claims our
attention is the precocious

Apricot,

wliich upon south walls is swelling its tlowcr-buds

alarmingly fast. Tlie rainfall, it is true, has jmt
matters riglit below the surface of the soil, and
there is no longer any fear of dropping from
drought, but severe frost, unless it comes quickly,

may produce a clieck wliich will maim many
tiranches, it it does not cause the most prominent
Imds to fall. For this there is no help, as prema-
ture iirotection is worse tlian useless, esjiecially if

tlu^ weather contimies moist and mild. If the trees

h.'ive not been pruned and nailed in, the borders
sluuild be well covered with long litter to prevent
treading them into a pasty mass and the work
should be proceeded with, but few. 1 imagine, who
take their trees nietluMlically will now be in

arrear, especially where the old spurs reciuire thin-

ning. When these oi>eratiiuis are biuught to a
eli)S(\ the next question will be the modt; of pro-

tecting the flowers when they begin to exp.'Uid. A
few fortunate indivi<hials can dispense with cover-

ing altogether, and others have their curtains work-
ing upon iron rods attached to the glass coping,
but the masses are obliged to depend upon rough-
and-ieady materials, including the broad coping
lai;u"d. secin\-d to straight Lareli poles U-t inlit tlie

liorder a yard froiii llie foot of the wall, with
two or three folds of fishing net in front for
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catching atmospheric moisture before it reaches

tlie blossoms. The careful gardener, who makes
these materials last for a great number of years,

will soon be fixing his poles some 6 feet apart, but

he will defer putting up his boards and nets until

the flowers are ready to open, possibly this year in

February. I do not like a February blossom, as

the finest flowers generally get some hard hits,

whilst those which are later and smaller, although

they may set, never give such large, handsome
fruit.

Apples.

The pruning of these we invariably leave till all

other fruit trees are finished, a rule by no means
imperative, as Apples, like Pears and Plums, may
be pruned immediately after the leaves fall. In-

deed where American blight or bug is prevalent, I

question if early winter is not the best time, as the

composing emulsion of soft soap and paraffin or

the strong solution of Gishurst can be repeated

occasionally through the dead months when strong

insecticides are comparatively harmless to the trees

and the insects are least active. The bush and
pyramidal forms are the best for gardens, and the

Doucin stock, neither so strong as the Crab nor so

weak as the Paradise, is to be preferred, that is for

forming good sized trees which will remain fertile

for generations. The English Paradise is now to

the front for cordons and smaller trees, which
commence bearing the second year after planting,

and may be planted quite as closely as Grooseberries

and Currants. The proper season for planting

having passed by, nothing here can be said upon
this head, but mulching, training, and pruning may
be carried out whenever the weather is favourable.

A florid writer has divided mulches into two parts,

the passive and the active. The first is applicable

to newly-planted trees, whose roots require protec-

tion from the elements, especially during the pre-

valence of severe frost. The second comes in most
useful when the trees are in active growth, swell-

ing up crops of fruit, and the roots persist in

forcing their way downward into the cool moist

subsoil. The passive mulch may consist of any
light substance that will preserve moisture and
keep out frost, but the active should be feeding if

not stimulating, and heavy enough to stand a good
long spell of summer drought. A dozen materials

might be named, but for general purposes there is

nothing to beat ordinary hotbed or old Mushroom
manure. When this is exhausted, and watering is

contemplated, stimulants in the form of bone-dust,

fish manure, guano, wood ashes, pigeon or fowl's

manure, lime and conmion soda may be sprinkled

over the surface and well washed in.

When we come to the training of Apples, it may
be well to warn the inexperienced, and the experi-

enced for that matter, against the absurd attempt
to twist and contort their trees into fantastic

shapes. Nature in our every-day walks gives us

most perfect examples of training, and, provided

the shoots are judiciously thinned and allowed to

extend, they soonbecome complete cordons of healthy
spur-wood. The shoots of upright growers, it is

true, may be dra^\'n down to give them a horizontal

set, and some may require separating to prevent

crowding in one part and a paucity in another, but

beyond these attempts at training Nature may
safely be left to form most perfect living pictures.

Pruning, again, has been sadly abused in the past,

not that anyone, including the high-and-dry exten-

sionist, candispense with the knife altogether; but,

beyond thinning out and shortening over-luxuriant

shoots to preserve the balance, the less trees on
dwarfing stocks are pruned the better. "But how,"

the sceptical believer in steel may .say, "am I to

prevent my trees from becoming confused masses of

shoots and foliage?" Well, the answer to this

question lies in a nutshell. Pinch in June, July,

and August all side shoots, but so long as the

balance is maintained allow the terminal shoots to

go ; suppress every shoot that is running away with

the sap, and revert to the knife if this mode of

manipulation does not result in the formation of a
profusion of fnut spurs by the end of the year.

Peaches
having been left to take care of themselves since

they were root-pruned in October, must now be
taken in hand without delay. Like the Apricot,

they are getting somewhat forward, but, being so

thoroughly moist at the root, bud-dropping from
fairly ripened shoots need not be anticipated. As
wall Peaches do remarkably well here in a low
damp situation and never miss giving full crops of

fruit, I will give in a few words my management
from the first week in January to the opening of

the first flower. Men, by the time these remarks
appear in print, will have completed the detach-

ment of every tree, great and small. All old shreds

and nails (I always nail) will have been roasted or

scalded, and the paths will be thickly covered

with long stable litter to give a clean, comfortable

foothold. Pruning, so far as practicable, having been
performed immediately after the fruit was gathered,

knife work will consist simply of making rough cuts

smooth, and the careful washing of every branch

and twig with soapy water will follow. When dry.

the trees will be tied in very small sections to light

rods, placed in the border 9 inches from the face of

the wall. The latter will then receive the annual

coat of old red brick wash, composed of quicklime,

sulphur, soot, and Venetian red, mixed with soap-

suds, and winter work will be finished.

Those who anticipate having Peaches ripe in May
will now be getting well over the most trying, if

not the most difficult, part of their work— gentle

excitement into flower without having to reproach

themselves with the loss of a large percentage of

the buds. A temperature ranging from 40* on
cold nights to 50° when mild is quite high enough
for the oldest stagers, which will commence swel-

ling their buds about the same time every year, and
these buds, I feel constrained to say, should always

be found accompanied by a free circulation of fresh

air. It is most difficult to get young men to give

their attention to a regular system of night ventila-

tion, and yet at this particular period, when some
thousands of houses remain open, waiting, as it

were, for the order to close, I must say much annoy-

ance might be prevented by giving the trees a fresh

cool atmosphere through the night and forcing

them forward by day. A moderate rise of 10" to

12° by day of course is imperative, especially when
the trees are coming into flower, and a little more,

always with air, will do no harm when the sun is

shining and the fruit is setting, for after all, fire as

we will, rest as we will, ventilate as we will, we
cannot get good crops of Peaches without the aid

of a flood of light. If anyone doubts this, let him
go back one year to the time when the trees in

hundreds of succession Peach houses opened and
shed their flowers under a leaden sky; let them
make inquiry abo\it London, where the houses are

enveloped in black fog for days together, and they

will endorse my assertion that fresh air and bright

sunlight are of the highest importance ; whilst

close, although by no means high, temperatures are

positively injurious in the successful forcing of

Peaches. The time, of course, comes when a week
or two lost can be redeemed ; but here, again, there

is a way out of the difliculty, or rather a way of

avoiding it. Why not start extra early, allowing a

fortnight or so for dealing with contingencies? If

the time is not wanted so much the better, as it is

always easy, if not decidedly advantageous, to pro-

ceed with caution ; in other words, to dawdle when
the fruit is stoning.

Setting Peaclies.—Growers who have succeeded

in forcing their trees into a sheet of flower by the

first or second week in January do not look to the

calendar for instructions as to setting the fruit, but

those who have travelled with us from the outset

may be glad to receive a few hints u]ion this im-

portant matter. Assuming, then, that bright frosty

weather—by no means the worst for forcing- ]ire-

vails, let 45° form the minimum, 50" the mean
night temperature, run up 10° with fire an<l 15°

with sun heat; give the treesa constant circulation of

fresh air, carefully avoiding draughts, and discon-

tinue direct syringing. Compensate for the with-

holding of water from the branches by moistening

tlie stems, walls, and floors two or three tinu's in

the course of fine days, and maintain a steady cir-

culation in the hot-water pipes certainly from

dawn till night sets in. Under this treatment all

the flowers will open with bold, perfect organs

capable of performing their oflice, most likely

without artificial aid, but knowing the value of

foreign pollen, I would strongly urge the use of the

camel's-hair brush or rabbit's tail from day to day
until a good set is secured. The middle of the day
when the temperature has reached the maximum is

the most favourable time, as the pollen then flies

ofl[ in fine golden showers, and the sap being stimu-

lated by the heat, the application of a single grain

to the stigma produces the desired effect. Where
Royal George Peach and Elruge Nectarine, two of

the best pollen parents, are grown, they should be

passed over first, and when the brush is well

charged, all shy or delicate varieties like Noblesse

should be carefully, but most delicately impreg-

nated, returning from time to time to the male or

pollen-producers as the stock becomes exhausted.

When the pollen stage has reached its height, a

sharp rap on the main branches or springing the

wires is a step in the right direction upon which

not a few Peach growers depend, whilst others

trust to a light dash of spray from the syringe;

but considering the uncertainty of our January

weather, I question if dry fertilisation until the

latest trees begin to drop their petals is not the

best and safest method of setting the fruit in early

houses. 'Vn-ien this stage is reached, syringing, of

course, must be resumed, moderately at first, and

gradually increased as days become longer and

brighter; but at no time, even in summer, should

the trees be left dripping with moisture at night-

fall. Watering, too, upon the same principle is

imperative, for much as the Peach revels in a uni-

formly moist border, a heai^y soaking immediately

after the fruit is set is hardly advisable.

W, C.

Flower Garden.

THE HOLLYHOCK.

The propagation of the Hollyhock by means of

grafting was a method much followed by the

Scotch florists some years ago, and they held that

it was the most expeditious method of getting

up a stock of plants. It was generally performed

in the month of March, and the plan adopted

was to employ seedlings for the purpose, taking

them when the plants were about the thickness

of a pencil or .stouter, and they were cut down a

little below the surface of the pot, taking out

some of the soil at the same time. The grafts

of any particular variety to be increased were

worked upon these seedling stocks, tilling up

with mould so as to prevent the air getting to

the part where the graft was put on. Side

grafting was the one adopted, and when these

preliminaries were performed the plants were

plunged in a gentle bottom-heat, and in two or

three weeks they were ready for their first shift.

I remember one amateur cultivator stating that

he grafted 175 plants in February, and lost but

one of them. Thirty-five years ago wo used to

propagate by grafting at the Royal Nursery,

Slough, but only sparingly so. The chief

methods of propagation were by means of eyes

put in in summer, and cuttings made from the

young growths round the base of the old stem

obtained in the autumn and spring. It is

obvious that if it is desired to increase any par-

ticular varieties of Hollyhock, it must be by oue

of these means.

Eyes were made from the lateral shoots thrown

out from the main stem of the plants. They

were allowed to remain until they were getting

ripe or hardening somewhat, and this was made

manifest by their turning a light brown colour.

A cut was made just below the leaf axil and the

knife passed through about 3 inches above,

leaving on about 3 inches of the stalk. A cold

frame w.as made ready for the eyes, a light Eandy
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compost being mixed for the purjjose, and the
eyes were pressed finuly into tlie soil at the
depth of IJ inches or so. The soil was used
fairly moist, the frame shut down close, and
shaded for a few days when necessary. The
eyes that took root sent_ up a few leaves, and
they were then potted off, placed in a cold
frame, watered through a line rose, and kept
close for a short time.

I well remember when the disease first put in

appearance at Slough. It manifested itself first

in a batch of seedlings that would have flowered
at the end of the summer, and it appeared as if

a firebrand had been thrown among them during
the night, burning the leaves and destroying
them ; then it appeared among the named va-
rieties and spread rapidly, and in order to save
the stock all the eyes possible were made, but
hundreds of them died by the disease, and then
it became almost impossible to grow Hollyhocks
in that famous florist's flower nursery. It is a
singular circumstance, but a kind of disease
aflected the Pansy about the same time, and
hundreds of plants died, and eventually the
cultivation of the named varieties of show Pansies
had to be abandoned also.

The Hollyhock should have a fairly stifl"

clayey loam ; if it is very stifl" and cold, some fine

ballast and chopped-up turf or ashes from a
refuse heap will be useful to keep it open. But
deep trenching is absolutely necessary previous
to planting, and the soil should be moved to
the depth of 2 feet, adding a quantity of well
decomposed manure. This should be done
some time before planting, giving it a fork over
previous to planting. But it should be done
when the weather is drying. In order to give
the plants a chance of doing well, the rows
should be 4 feet apart, and the plants at least a
yard apart in the lines. It is a fgood plan, and
helpful to the young plants, to place some fine

Soil from the potting bench about the roots so as
to give them a start. In dry localities it is a
good plan to plant in trenches, so that drought
shall eflect tliem as little as possible. Some
persons appear to think that the disease afiects

the plants more during a hot dry summer than
during a wet one ; but I have noticed the
disease to be more destructive during a moist
season than one of an opposite character. Each
plant should be carefully staked and protected
from being blown about by the wind.

Time was when spikes of Hollyhock made a
great feature at flower shows. In the days
when Chater, Turner, Paul, Bragg, and others
were the leading exhibitors of Hollyhocks, spikes
3 feet and more in length and gi-andly bloomed
were shown in competition. Special coverings
were made to protect the spikes from becoming
disfigured l)y bad weather, and the task of con-
veying them to a place of exhibition was a
consideralile one. The tliinning out of the
flowers had to be attended to, and those remain-
ing were so disposed as to have tlie spike of
bloom as symmetrical as possible.

It is not necessary to refer to the value of
the Hollyhock for the purposes of garden
decoration. When the strain is of good quality
and the plants well grown tliey are objects of
stately beauty of no commcjn order. Tlie
Hollyhock appears to bo rising in tlio popular
estimation. It is also being improved, for
which there is urgent necessity, so many
of the fine varieties of twenty years ago having
become lost. R. 1).

is the remarkably fine engraving taken from a
painting of King George II. It is solid silver and
weighs over 3 ozs. As regards the age a Car-
nation will be preserved to cultivation, it would
very much depend upon its habit and constitution.
Some varieties can be propagated by hundreds,
notably one raised here some years since named
Orangeman ; indeed, as I mentioned recently in

The Gabden, I think the variety now known as
Paul Engleheart has been in many old places
throughout Munster for thirty years. I know two
ladies who have had it for at least twenty years. One
actually paid 2s. 6d. for a plant, I thiiik, last year,
to find she had been getting but an old lamp for a
new.—W. B. H., Cm-k.

Carna'ion Burls' ftueen. — In answer to
" ]{. v.." y.v^v WW (1,1^1, Volume), tlicre is no error,
as Die jiicdal is [in (he hitrliost .state of preserva-
tion. What makes it most valuable as a work of art

DOUBLE DAISIES.

In what are ordinarily hot, dry districts, where
during the summer Daisies suflEer considerably from
the heat, these favourite hardy flowers did last

season remarkably well, so that plants are beautiful
this winter. Double Daisies should make a pleasing
show next spring, because the plants are strong
and healthy. They were fitted for dividing and
replanting early in the autumn, so that now the
roots are exceptionally strong, even producing
some precocious flowers. We miss the once popular
variegated kinds, ordinarily known as aucubsetolia,
both red and white flowered; not that either were
very highly valued for the flowers, but the foliage
was pretty and effective during the winter months.
These, once so common, have now in many districts

become rare, but green plants are always breaking
into variegation. The greater the colour in the
foliage the less robust the plant. There is little

to choose in habit in the Daisy ; all kinds are dwarf
and compact in growth, and if green-leaved, all are
fairly strong growers. We may produce stocks
from seed, but it is doubtful whether anything is

gained. Now and then a variety of slight diversity

is obtained, but rare indeed is it that anything better
than any of our old sorts is produced. We have had
in ordinary cultivation from a dozen to twenty good
double-flowered kinds, but some once plentiful seem
to have become scarce or to have died out.

The giant red and white varieties still remain the
most in request, the former being quilled and the
latter flat-petalled. The quilled section also gives

a very deep hued variety, which has smaller flowers,

almost crimson in colour, and very striking in a
mass. Still, the larger-flowered form seems to be
the most in request, for even in double Daisies
there is a certain passion for size of flower. All

the crown-flowered kinds, if they flowered more
freely and earlier, would be more grown, as the
blooms are so large. As it is, they do not meet with
much favour. The prettiest intermediate forms
are those which arc pink, or are red and white
mottled, giving a pinkish hue. The prettiest pink
colour is found in the flat-petalled varieties, whilst
the mottled hues occur chiefly in the quilled
flowers. Some of the smaller flowered white varie-

ties are wonderfully free, but the flowers are apt to

become tinged with pink as they deca^', thus de-

tracting from their value in massing. Very few
liardy plants make better carj^ets for bulbs, espe-
cially Tulips, Hyacinths, and Narcissi, than do the
white and red giant Daisies, as their hues may be
easily matched by the flowers of the bulbs. A
cool border is an essential nursery for the Daisies
in hot weather, but tliose are, as a ruli', best oft'

who, having arnpk' stock, hav(! jilenty of young
jjlants (libbltMi out to stinid tlujsuiiinier and become
I'lilly estal)lished by the spring, so that the old
plauts wliicli liave to be traiispl.-uilcd from the
iicds may not of iu'c(\Ksity be retained. Division

m:iy in good cool .soil take place in August and
.again early in November, the ilouble transijlanting

enabling stock to be rapidly increased. A. I).

Carnations dying.— I enclose a specimen of a
Carnaliiin infested «i(h maggots and sliall be glad
if .vo\i can inform me as to the cause of or wlietlier

there is any remedy for it.— E. B. L.

*,* Thcqiliuits liave been .seriously injured by tlie

attack of a maggot allied to that which is destructive

to Celery. Dusting the leaves with soot might have
the effect of preventing the moth from depositing its

eggs in the leaves. When the small maggots emerge
from the eggs and begin their work of destruction,

they are eft'ectually protected by the outer covering
of the leaves, so that no composition of a destruc-
tive character could reach them. It is easy to see
where the pests are at work, and they may be
crushed by pressure with the fingers. I have grown
hundreds of Carnations annually, and do not re-

member seeing it before, nor is it mentioned by any
writers on the Carnation and Picotee.—J. D.

Lilinm g'ig^anteum seed.—An experiment
here with the seed of Lilium giganteum seems
worthy of publication. In July a Lily blooming in

a bed at Wisley had much richer coloured flowers

than I had ever before seen, so I cut the stem and
took it up to the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on the 24th of that month. Some good
authorities there were as much struck with the
colour as I had been, so I regretted that all the
flowers had been cut and chance of seed lost. I

brought the stem home, and, as a forlorn hope, set

it in a bottle full of water. The seed-pods formed
and swelled, and tliough not as large as usual, some
of them were plump. When cold weather came
and the pods seemed damping they were cut oft,

and the ripening process continued. On the 24th
of last month I had the pleasure of sowing a fair

lot of what appeared to be good seed.— Geobge
F. Wilson.

Iris leevigata.- The greatest enemy that I

have to contend with in the culture of this

Japanese Iris is thrips, which great!}' disfigure the
leaves, and cause many of them to shrivel up and
die. The situation in which I grow the plants is

hot and dry, yet I used to succeed perfectly with
the grand varieties of this Iris, which were grown
in a sunken bed, and deluged with water during
the summer. Three seasons ago, however, a few
of the leaves died off prematurely, and an examina-
tion thereof revealed the presence of a great

number of thrips, which the next season were more
numerous, and last summer, despite the wet
weather we experienced for so long, had increased

to such an extent, that the majority of the plants

were affected more or less by them. It seems im-
possible to eradicate them, as the mischief is done
before the leaves expand, the young tender foliage

then adpressed together forming a secure retreat

for the thrips. Their position is, indeed, so secure,

that neither tobacco water nor any other insec-

ticide has an)- effect upon them, as it is impossible

to touch them with it without tearing the plant to

pieces. Now they seem to liave disappeared, but
with the return of summer it is more than probable
tliat they will resume their <lestructive work. The
thrips that play this havoc are the large black
ones, and they seem most voracious.— H. P.

Diseased Christmas Roaes.- Of late there

has been some discussion about diseased Helle-

bores, and some suggestions were offered as to deal-

ing with this jjlague. I would, liowever, rather

adhere to the proverb "prevention is better than
cure." In their wild haunts Hellebores grow in

raw loamy soil among bushes or in shady nooks,

and when they occur in sunny places, they are close

to a few big stones which protect the fleshy roots

and stools from an excess of cold and warmth. The
plants do not get any particidar nourishment, ex-

cept a few decaying leaves from the bushes, and
are nevc-r manured in any w;iy. These jilants are

collected by reckless dealers, (iivided, if possible,

put up in heaps exposed to air and ilrying winds,

and sent away to the mu'.sery. The luirseryman

wislies to keep these Hellebores, and having no
loamy soil, puts them in .sand, and because the

.sand is poor he ha.s a cartload of niamn'e added ; in

fact, evervthing possible is done to ruin tlie ]ilant.s,

111 make them liable to ilisease. The plants are re-

ceived liv the amateur, who in his turn thinks to

benefit them 1)V planting them in ricli nmnured
soil. I'erhaps he has no shady corner, and so the

Hellebores are put in a smmy quarter. Is it a
wonder, then, that such poor plants become weak-
ened and diseased ? There are certainly also many
thousands of plants raised from seed, but to get
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them to form strong plants they are raised in

manured soil, their constitution altered, and when
they come under less favourable conditions they are

quite as open to fungoid attacks as the collected

plants. Let anyone whose plants are attacked
take them up at the proper time, have the roots

cleansed and washed, and replanted in a border
which has at least some shade during midday.
Let the border be dug out a foot or so, fresh loam
put in, and after the plants are in give a good
mulching of some half decayed leaves, and after-

wards let well alone. In nine cases out of ten the

plants will soon recover and the fungus disappear.—Max Lbichtlin, Baden-Bade^i.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
The past se.^son.—The unusual weather condi-
tions should be remembered and noted that, if

needs be, the notes may be available for future ser-

vice. In respect of the well-doing of certain plants
under adverse weather conditions, I consider that
personally I have already profited by having deter-

mined that such plants shall be used more largely

in preference to others that proved unsatisfactory.

I refer more particularly to summer-bedding plants.

Hardy flowers, for the most [art, were more beauti-
ful, and certainly much longer lasting by reason of

the colder weather. It may be remarked by some
that we may not have a repetition of last summer's
weather; hence it is not desiral le to exclude certain
tender kinds of plants from ne.xt season's arrange-
ments; to which I reply tliat, glad as I would be to

have a real summer, the failure of certain plants
last summer was so vexatious, that the risk of

failure in the same direction must at any cost be
avoided. I note first those plants that proved the
least satisfactory, but I wouhl not like it to be
understood that I projiose their entire exclusion,

but only the reduction of them within such limits,

that in case the summer does again prove sunless
their failure should not be so observable because of
their limited numbers. Alternantheras of all kinds
proved nearly a total failure. The plants began to
look a little respectable about the middle of Sep-
tember. Coleuses were as gi-eat a failure as Alter-
nantheras. Iresines did well for the season, but
succumbed to the first frost. Heliotropes grew
well, but did not flower, and were cut down by the
first frost on October 2. Pelargoniums made nothing
but leaves, and if any flowers did open the first rain
destroyed them, and being so green and full of sap,

they were all but killed by the first frost, so that
my estimate of bedding Pelargoniums is a very low
one. Cactus Dahlias grew away splendidly and
flowered moderately well, but want of sun and
damp caused the flowers to rot before they were
fully expanded, so we must reduce their numbers
and grow more single kinds, which were more free-

blooming than ever. The only large-growing sub-
tropicals—seedling plants — that failed were Wigan-
dias and Solanums. The growth of Abutilons,
Castor-oils, Hemp, Tobacccs. Maize, and Cannas
was equal to that of former years. Bedding plants
that, despite bad weather, did well the season
through consisted of all the varieties of tufted
Pansies or Violas, Calceolarias aurea floribunda and
amplexicaulis. Fuchsias were magnificent ; Mar-
guerites and tuberous Begonias the same. Agera
turns, Lantanas, and Verbenas were moderately
good—I might say very good for the season. The
most telling foliage plants were Mesembryanthe-
mum cordifolium variegatum. Gnaphalium lanatum,
Le\icophyton Browni, variegated Geranium Larly
Plymouth, Kleinia repens. Gold Feather Pyrethrum,
and Antennaria tomentosa. Amongst annual flowers,

nothing could exceed the continuous flowering of

Sweet Peas, Zinnias, Stocks, and Asters, but the wet
caused the latter to rot prematurely. From the fore-

going faithful record of the behaviour of the various
plants in a season so cold and sunless, it is just

possible that others besides the writer may gain
some slight knowledge likely to be of service in the
event of a recurrence of so abnormal a summer.

Pruning shrubs.—From years of practice I

have come to regard this work as of the same
iuijiortance as the pruning of a Vine, not that I

mean to say that it is just as necessary as pruning

a Vine, but rather that the results of pruning are,

in some degree, as beneficial. The trees on which
we have operated for years are a contrast with
others not pruned. I instance the Hollies. Those
in the pleasure grounds and in the park have been
regularly trimmed, either sheared or knifed into

form, and are, consequently, thick bushy trees,

whilst the unpruned trees of the same age in the

adjacent woods are long, bare, straggling specimens,

fit for nothing except for use as Christmas decora-

tions. It is the same as regards coniferous trees,

particularly those of a straggling habit of growth,
such as Pinus excelsa and P. insignis. By shorten-

ing back any branches that cause the trees to look

lop-sided, a dense even habit of growth is ensured,

and, as a matter of course, handsome trees are the

result. All our ornamental trees are afforded this

attention every year, and we are just now in the

midst of the work. To write of pruning Rhodo-
dendrons may to some sound very odd, yet it is

necessary, if the plants are to be kept in bushy
form, that straggling growths should be cut back.

That some few flowers may be sacrificed by the

operation is a small matter compared to the

improved appearance of the plants. Portugal and
common Laurels will bear any amount of cutting

or clipping. If they do not get it annually they

soon get naked at bottom, and consequently un-

sightly and useless either as ornamental shrubs or

as hedges. Upright growing Evergreens, such as

Irish Yews, Irish Junipers, and Cyijresses of all

kinds, require no other cutting than the removal of

a strong shoot that sometimes make its appearance

;

but though not requiring pruning, they need
attention in another direction, namely, that of

tying in the branches with tar-cord to keep the

plants in symmetrical form. Evergreen and, in fact,

all descriptions of hedges ought to be clipped hard
back annually, and the present is a good time to do
the work.

Bulbs and tubers,—Tuberous Begonias that

were lifted at the end of October, and after having

been allowed to get partially dried, were placed

closely -together in shallow boxes of moderately

dry Cocoa fibre, now require to be overhauled for

the purpose of removing any that may be decayed,

and giving the sound tubers a fresh supply of damp
fibre to keep them plump till it is time to start

them into growth in frames. Gladiolus roots cannot

well be kept too dry, but the place where they are

stored should be cool, to prevent them starting into

premature growth. Our roots are laid thinly on

the shelves of a dry fruit room, together with a
quantity of Liliums that are closely packed in

slightly moist soil. Anemones and Ranunculuses

have wintered well on the same shelves, and these

have now been put ready for planting as soon as

the ground is sufficiently dry to ensure the work
being done well. A quantity of newly imported

bulbs of Lilium auratum that are required for late

summer and autumn flowering, which it is therefore

desirable to keep dormant for the longest possible

time, have been laid closely together in shallow

boxes with a little Cocoa fibre over them to prevent

the bulbs shrivelling, and placed on the floor of a

dry cellar. A few bulbs have already been potted,

and others will shortly be done, and thus we shall

secure a constant succession of flowers.

General work.—Making new and re-gravelling

old walks, repairing Box edgings, lightly forking

over shrubbery clumiis, and giving fresh soil and
manure to such jilants as require it. Overhauling

be<liiing plants and making note of such as are

required in quantity, that projiagatiou may begin

at once. To sow Sweet Peas in pots, and which
are intended to be planted out soon as the seed-

lings are 3 inches or 4 inches high. To continue the

planting of shrubs whenever mild open weather

favours the work. W. WlLDS.MiTir.

Ijandscapo gardening.—The source of the

.superiority of good landscape gardening lies in the

artist's removing from the scene of his ojierations

whatever is hostile to its elTect or unsiiited to its

character; and, by adding only such ('ircunistanco

as accord with tlie general expression of the scene.

awakening emotions more full, more simple, and
inore harmonious.

—

Uvedale Price, 1796.

To range the shrubs and small trees so that

they may mutually set ofE the beauties and con-

ceal the blemishes of each other ; to aim at no
effects which depend on nicety for their effects,

and which the soil, the exposure, or the season of

the day may destroy ; to attend more to the groups

than to the individuals ; and to consider the whole
as a plantation, not as a collection of plants, are

the best general rules which can be given concern-

ing them.—Thomas Whately, 1770.

It cannot be too strongly insisted upon that

Nature is to be followed, not spoilt at the expense

of labour and ill-employed wealth, not strangely

and violently disfigured in the effort to embellish.

All gardens cannot be planned after some one

pleasing model. The special character of the

ground must be regarded. By attending to this we
shall be more faithful to Nature, and a greater

number of gardens will be beautiful without being

servile copies.—W. S. Gilpin, 1832.

Ferns.

JAPANESE TREE FERNS.

I NOTICE a query in The Garden of 13th October

(p. 34-1) regarding the existence of Tree Ferns in

Japan. In case none of your readers have already

answered the question, it may be interesting to

learn that the desire for a species of Tree Fern

from Japan that will be hardy in England is not

likely to be gratified.

The pieces of Tree Fern stems referred to by him
certainly are natives of this country. It must,

however, be borne in mind that the islands of

Japan embrace many degrees of latitude. Not only

that, but owing to their peculiar geographical posi-

tion the great variation of climate is still further

accentuated by their being placed between two
extreme and contending climatic influences. The
southern shores are bathed by the celebrated Black

Stream (Knro Siwo), a warm current of water

affecting the climate in a similar manner to the

Gulf Stream on the shores of Great Britain. From
the north, again, there are the cold north-westerly

winds that "come from the frozen Yellow Sea and
Behring's Straits, further intensified by the snow-

covered mountains of Central Japan itself. The
climatic changes are thus very great for even short

distances running from the extreme north of Japan
to the southermost part, and having a correspond-

ing effect upon the flora of the country. This fact

must be fully borne in mind when treating of

plants from Japan. In my own garden, which is

about centrally situated between the two extremes

mentioned, I even find plants will not flourish witli

me that grow in 'mountainous places not 80 miles

north. This reminds nie that, another influence I

have omitted to mention is the mountainous cha-

racter of the country. Some of the ranges are very

high, and even in the same latitude many plants

that thrive in a wild state in the mountains will

fail in the plains.

Referring now more particularly to the Tree

Ferns in question, the one your querist inquires

after is the Cyathea spinulosa. It is very abun-

dant in thi^ moist ravines of the Rikiu Islands, the

most southerly possession of Japan; in fact, half-

way between here and the islanilof Formosa. The
climate there is quite tro]iical ; the slightest frost

is not known, and the sweltering heat and tropical

moisture arc not to be eqiuallcd in .any iiart of the

world. In my garden here these 'I'ree Ferns have

to be kept in stoves, the sanu' as you would have to

do in Englanil, the climate of this portion of Jajian

being very similar to that of the southern portion

of Great Brit.-iin. excei)t that the sun is veiT nuich

more powerful, the summer prolonged, and the heat

and moisture very much greater.

The Aerides japonicmn mentione<i docs not, how-

ever, come from so far south as the Ferns, but is

fo\nid principally on the volcanic islands innuc-

diately off tlie coast of this part of Japan, and in
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the centre of the aforesaid warm ocean stream.
The pieces of Tree Ferns to whicii the Aerides are
attached are imported here by the Japanese nur-
serymen to establish these Orchids on previous to
being sold to the foreigners who export the same.
The Aerides japonicum, therefore, requires much
cooler treatment, and a good rest in a greenhouse
during winter will suit it well. Besides Tree Ferns,
the Liukiu Islands support a most luxuriant vege-
tation. The so-called Sago Palm (Cycas revoluta)
is largely exported from there to Europe, and may
be obtained at very moderate prices, and consider-
able profit, I believe, has accrued on the shipments
made by Yokohama plant exporters.

I am sorry to have to dispel the illusions of those
looking out for a hardy Tree Fern, but they cer-
tainly will not find it coming from Japan. The
hardiest Tree Ferns in my experience are un-
doubtedly Dicksonia antarctica, D. fibrosa, Cyathea
medullaris. I have these growing most luxuriantly
in my garden all the year_round, and they stand all

the frost and snow of winter unharmed, and with-
out protection of any kind. The first-named I

obtained from the cool parts of Victoria, Australia,
and the others from New Zealand. Besides these
I have also growing in the open Cyathea dealbata,
and several others from Australia, Tasmania, and
New Zealand, and underneath them all Todea su-
perba luxuriates. The lesson to be learnt from this
is, that it is not altogether a'question of the degree
of cold that affects the hardiness of a plant in any
particular climate. It is more, I think, the amount
of sun-heat that can be obtained in the summer to
thoroughly ripen the growth that ensures the so-
called hardiness of many plants. As I have said,
we have here winters quite as cold as in most parts
of England, but tropical summers 96° and even 100°
in the shade, and for prolonged periods; it is this
that makes the difference.

Again, on the contrary, a great many of my hor-
ticultural difficulties arise from this very fact of
having such hot summers. The Lapageria, for in-
stance, so far is a failure with me in the open. It
stands all the frosts and cold of winter well, but
when the heat of summer comes then the growth is

checked, and it has the utmost difficulty to survive
the ordeal, although placed in a cool and very
shady spot. Similar remarks apply to many ordi-
nary English florists' flowers, such as Fuchsias,
Geraniums, Carnations, &c. If any of your readers
are interested in the flora of Japan, I shall be glad
at any time to give what information lies in my
power. S. Cocking.

Yo/coliama.

*.* Many thanks. We shall always be glad to
publish any notes you may be able to send us.

—

Ed.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWBR.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS.

I HAVE received a very h.andsome box of Orchids
without any letter of reference or name.

Vanda Sanderiana (No. 1).—Now I do not
for Ji moment believe this was sent for a name ; the
plant is too rare to have crept into ;iny collection
promiscuously, and therefore the flowers must have
been sent for an opinion. Well, this flower is

about the best form of this grand plant I have
ever seen. There is only one drawback to tliis

species: it appe.-irs to require more heat than any
othir Vanda witli wljirh I am acquainted.

OTmbidium afflne (No. 2 of the .same lot) is a
grand spike, uniting with the pure white of
Master.si a lip he.avily blotched with rich m.-igenta.

It is a valuable winter flowering Orchid. On the
spike before mo there are twelve flowers, aTul I

would strongly recoiiiineMd it as a winter bloomer
to anyone liaving an oriiinary .stove. The flowers
are just of that size which renders them suitable'

for button-holes, &c. Cymbidiunis require to lie

potted .as ordinary terrestrial ])lant.«, and tlie soil

should consist of loam, pe.at, leaf-moidd, .and sand
in about equal parts. When growing vigorously I

have observed they enjoy an occasional application
of liquid manure. This I have seen practised with
advantage in the finest collection of these plants in

the country.

Cattleya labiata vera is No. 3 in the collec-

tion, and this flower confirms my statement made a
few weeks ago, that the plants I have frequently
seen lately in collections are either not true or they
are inferior varieties. This fine species of Lindley's,
upon which the genus was founded, was introduced
seventy years ago, and it is said that no traveller
has ever been fortunate enough to find it since,

and although we have now quantities of very richly

coloured Cattleyas, there are none which flower at
this particular season to approach it. The flower
before me measures 6 inches across, the petals very
much broader than the sepals, and all of a delicate
soft rose colour ; lip very large, the whole front

portion being of a beautiful shining magenta-purple
colour, which is continued in a broad cexitral line

to the base ; the basal part of the lip on each side
of the dark line is pale lemon colour, whilst the
outer edge is margined with a frilled border of soft

rose. I am glad again to make acquaintance with
this marvellously grand plant.

Warscewiczella Wendlandi discolor (No-
4).—It is a plant of rare occurrence in culti-

vation, and if blue is the supreme colour, this
plant is fast approaching perfection. The flowers,
measuring fully 4 inches across, are pale green
tinged with yellow, the lip being broad and rich
violet-blue, with a narrow undulated border of
white. In addition the flowers are also deli-
ciously fragrant. I do not understand why the
plant should be called two-coloured when there
iire three distinct shades in the flower, but such
is the name by which it is known. It is one
of the plants one too seldom finds in collections of
orchidaceous plants, because it does not grow big
enough to fill a house. The plant does not form
pseudo-bulbs, and therefore if it is required to keep
its leaves through the winter months it must be
kept moist and rather cooler than Cattleyas.

Angrsecum sesquipedale. — This species,
which perhaps bears the largest flower of any
known Orchid, is now blooming in Mr. J.acomb's
garden at Cheam Park, its large ivory-white, long-
tailed flowers being very conspicuous in contrast to
the blue-green of the leaves. Mr. May, the gar-
dener, says he has a variety which blooms in the
spring and which has a large be.ard at the base of
the lip. I have never noticed such a peculiarity in
the blooms of the spring-flowering plants, and shall
wait anxiously to see if it is an unrecognised species.
This plant does not require the immense heat
which it is usually supposed to need, .and I should be
glad to see it more extensively grown.—W. H. G.

Catasetum longifolinm. — I recently observed
this pretty old Orchid flowering in the Burford
Lodge collection, where it obtains the name of the
Monkey's Ear. Of this section Sir Trevor Lawrence
will soon have a large collection, and although they
have been set on one side for some years, they are
singularly beautiful plants. The spike in the pre-
sent species is pendent, bearing nine flowers, each
flower being formed like a little pouch, rich brown
on the outside, deep orange within. I h.ave some
recollection of a plant under this name in Mr.
W. W. Saunders' collection at Keigate, in which the
pouch was flaked with creamy-white, b\it I cannot
find my notes on this v.ariety just now.—W. H. G.

OdontoglOBSum madrenae.— I have recently
notetl tliis speries IliiwerinLC ill sev<'ral collections,
and I havi' often wondered hiiw it is one so sel-

dom sees this plant. I have come to the conehi-
sion th.at it is usu.ally kept too cool, as the plant
is a native of Mexico and not Columbia. This
plant would iijipear to have been nanu'd O. niaxil-

lan^ by Lindley over forty years ago, from a plant
wliieh flowered with Mr. ('. Warner at Hoddesdon,
this gentleman at thiit lime possessing an exten-
sive collection. The native country of the jilant at

that time was miknown. and it w;is not until
twenty-live years afterwards, when the veteran col-

lector Roezl, on his last journey through Mexico,

found the present plant, which Reichenbach did
not consider accorded with the Lindleyan plant, and
thus made the present species. 'Whether there be
one or two species, however, is not of much import-
ance to the amateur grower, and the present form of

the plant is all that is known at this time. It is a
beautiful plant, with narrow oblong bulbs bearing
a pair of somewhat broad pale green leaves ; spike

erect, and bearing from three to nine flowers, each
of which is between 2 inches and 3 inches across

and very fragrant. The sepals and petals are

spreading, nearly equ.al, pure white, e.ach being
blotched at the base with purplish brown, which in

some varieties is deep purple, the greater portion of

the lip being orange-yellow, the front portion white.

Its name is derived from the Sierra Madre, in

Mexico, its native habitat.—W. H. G.

Saccolabium Harrisonianum.—This is a
white flowered form of S. viol.aceum, introduced
upwards of twenty years .ago by the Messrs. Low,
of Clapton, from the island of Pulo Copang. It was
thought to be distinct enough by the late Sir

William Hooker to have a specific name, but there
can be little doubt of its being very closely allied

to S. violaceum. It is a robust growing plant.

The racemes are dense, and many flowered, from 1

foot to 2 feet in length whilst the blooms are
delicately perfumed. It is now in great beauty
with Mr. Tautz at Shepherd's Bush, and is valuable
.as a winter bloomer.

Cypripedium Buchanianum.—This is a beau-
tiful new hybrid, obtained between C. Spicerianum
and C. Druryi. The leaves are very similar to
those of the first-named parent, while the flower
is larger than that of Spicerianum, the dor.sal

sepal being only slightly recurved at the edges
and pure snowy white, with a broad central streak
of crimson, slightly tinged with emerald green at
the base. The pet.als are equally divided by a broad
stripe of brownish crimson, the upper h.alf being of
a bronzy hue, the lower half yellowish green, slightly

dotted with brown, pouch-like lip, large for the
flower, with a wide opening, yellowish green,
bronzy in the upper part, the whole having a
polished .appearance. 'The Interior of the flower is

thickly studded with crimson dots and flushed
with rosy-pink. This very interesting hybrid has
been raised by Mr. Osborne, g.ardener to Mr.
Buchan, Wilton House, Southampton.

Xiselia furfuracea.— This species, introduced
many years ago to our gardens, used to be rare.

For some years past I have noted that a pale form
of L. autumnalis has done duty for it in several
collections. The true plant, however, is now
flowering in Mr. Horsman's collection at Colches-
ter. It is a charming thing, and especially as a
Christmas flower; the sepals .and petals are of a
clear, bright rose colour. The petals slightly re-

curved at the tips, where there is a central streak
of deep rose, which loses itself .about half way down.
The side lobes of the lip are almost white, the centre
lobe bright rose, recurved at tlie tip anil bearing .a

couple of raised lemon yellow ridges, which extend
from the disc to the base. It well deserves atten-
tion from all growers of these Mexican Lailias as it

is so very distinct and pleasing.—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.— ORCHIDS.

Cypripedium villosum and C. Boxalli.—Ihoto
twu liurjuese pliiuW are now flowonii}.,' siijut'jIv iu Mr.
WUIiaina' nursery at Hollnwiiy. Indepuuilenl of thoir larpe
showy flowora, ilioy appear to witbataud the bacuful lu-
tlnoncoa of tho fu^ja, wliicli aro so destructive to Orchid
llowcrs in tho London district during tho \^lnter months.

Laelia albida sulphurea. — Tina la a pretty and dis-
tinct variety, and it is sfK'i-ially notiooaV>lo whcD been wllti
tho tjpical plant. I'ho tlowcra are hw^c, tho sepals and
petals being deep .'^ulpliur-yellow, and the lip manve. An
exeelhnt form ot this variety in now tloworing in the Stnd-
loy House collection at Shepherd's IJush. where numerous
forms of tlds species a]»puar to be jterfectly h:ippy.

Fromensea Roliissonl.— lids is a boautlfvrl small-
growlng vhint which I'lio does not olten find now-adays,
bvit wliich 1 was fortunate to find in bloom recently In tiir

Trovor l.awroiico's garden; the sepals and petals aro pulo
yellow, lip white, with a few trimsoii dots. It was named
to commemorate ono of tho earliest firms of nurserymen to
pros-'cuto tho Imp jrUltlon of orchidaceous plants, *aiid was
figured in tho BotainaU Rtffisttr fifty years ago.— W. 11. G.
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A GAEDEN AT CANNES.
THK VILLA VALETTA.

A NOBLE conservatory scattered over a rolling

lawn ! That is the quickest and best " im-

pression " we can give of one of the noblest

gardens of sub-tropical plants we have ever

seen. The interest of this garden for English

readers is not so great as if we could grow the

same plants in the open air in our own country;

but to the general plant amateur, the Palms,

succulent, and sub-tropical plants generally

are most interesting, nobly grown, and in not

a few cases remarkable for their rarity or the

out, that anyone walking through them would

imagine they were more than double tliat area.

We extract the following jjarticulars from a

recent notice in the Revue Horficole :
—

In the cotirse of a ramble tlirougli the

grounds one is struck with the constant recur-

rence of exquisite eftect.s from the groupings of

fine-foliaged exotics, tlie pleasing arrangement
of the glades, the selection of the trees and
shrubs, and the beauty and rareness of the

specimens. All this is enhanced by the cleverly

designed vistas leading to interesting points of

view in the far distance ; on the west and south

towards the Esterel, the town of Cannes, La
Croisette, and the island of Sainte-Marguerite

;

Mediterranean coast. Turning sharply, a

totally new scene presents itself, ;vs tlie walk
passes through a portion of the grounds planted

on each side with specimens of the strange-

looking, yet ornamental Cactus family. These
are succeeded by a great variety of Palm trees,

amongst which are some enormous specimens of

Phcenix canarieusis.

Near the dwelling-house a very striking scene

is presented by a great variety of large Cocoa
Palms from South Brazil, which are grouped on
a sward running down to the piece of ornamen-

;
tal water, the margins of which are fringed

with rockwork appropriately embellished with

plants. The brook which feeds the piece of

water runs amongst taU Chinese and Japanese
Bamboos, Azaleas, CamelUas, and a variety of

Heaths, and the visitor, following its course,

arrives at a point where groups of Conifers,

Palm trees, and especially huge Agaves, come
into view. When we add that the turf of the

lawns is verdant and close, the plants in the

most healthy condition, and tliat the production

of rare flowers or fruits is contmuous throughout
the year, some idea may be conveyed of the

attractions of this charming place for a lover of

gardens.

The illusion as regards the dimensions of the

grounds is in great part due to the winding
arrangement of the walks, added to the very
variable level of the surface at difi'erent pomta.

The Villa Valetta and its exquisite surround-

ings will soon be offered for sale, and it is to be
hoped that the property will fall into the hands
of someone wlio will be able to appreciate,

preserve, and add to the number of the beautiful

plants which adorn it, and who will also be as

liberal as the late owner, the deceased M.
Doguin, was in permitting visitors to enjoy the

rare scenery of this delightful retreat.

A garden in the south of France ; The Villa Valetta, Cannes.

size of the specimens. A friend who knows
the garden well writes to us:

—

Tliis magnificent place is to be sold by auction
within a few da3-s. If one of your great amateurs
would buy it and keep the present gardener, he
would have the most beautiful and best kept
garden on the whole Riviera !

Visitors to Cannes have an opportunity

of seeing one of the most admirable speci-

mens of landscape gardening in the beautiful

pleasure grounds of the Villa Valetta,

which is situated on the Chemin de la Cali-

fornie. The grounds here, although not quite

5 acres in extent, have been so skilfully laid

on the south-east towards Cape Antibes, and
far away in the northeast the snowy summits
of the Alps. After passing the entrance gate,

the road leads towards the dwelling house

between groups of Chamserops excelsa fringed

with Laurels ; then turning to the right one

strikes into a charming walk around a lawn on

which are seen some large specimens uf Arau-

caria excelsa and groups of Washiugtonia fili-

fera. An-iving at a part which is shaded by
large trees of Magnolia grandiflora, a collection

of tall Tree Ferns, Kentias in shelter, Cycads,

BromeUaceous and various other plants is seen

which shows what judicious management can

effect in the case of plants which are seldom seen

thriving in the open air on this part of the

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

PRINCESS OF WALES FAMILY.
With the addition of two new varieties this

season and a promise of another for the next,

this family promises to become very important,

as it embraces varieties now which are admittedly
second to none in the natural formation of their

flowers. The Princess of Wales family is alto-

gether an exhibitor's family. The tyjie has long
been regarded as the perfection of an incurved
bloom where the form of flower is considered to

be the leading feature. There is no variety

which will produce blooms of the same high
quaUty without any aid from the dresser as will

the Princess of Wales, provided, of course, that

the plants receive the necessary treatment during
then- growth, and I know of no variety which
will resent careless attention more than this.

If I were asked to name one variety in the in-

curved section of Chrysauthenumis which pro-

duces the smallest number of high-class blooms
in proportion to the number of plants grown, I

should have no hesitation in nannng the Princess.

This, in some measure, accounts for the low
position occupied by this variety in the selected

list of incurved sorts in the National Society's

catalogue, for out of thirty-six varieties that are

placed in eight lots, owing to so many of them
receiving the same number of votes, we find the

Princess in the sixth batch, and only two from
the bottom of the list—even behind such va-

rieties as White Venus and Prince of Wales.

I think that the position it occupies in the list

is mainly owing to the fact that it is not gene-

rally well cultivated, and it must be grown well

if its true characters of form and colour arc re-
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quired. When in good condition it is invalu-
able to the exhibitor. To have it in the best
condition it requires a long .season of growth.
Thi.s is at times difficult to obtain, for the reason
that cuttings are protluced so sparingly from the
base of the old stools that valuable time is lost

in waiting for them. If means are taken to
procure a sufficient stock of strong cuttings in
December, a much better chance exi.sts for the
production of the finest blooms. If the cuttings
are late they often get neglected, and such
weakly ones often show a strong persistency to
form iiower-buds instead of growth shoots. This
is a serious drawback, and must be overcome by
careful attention. It is often caused by the
cuttings being taken from the stem of the last

season's growth and not at some distance from
the base of the old stool, as they should be if

obtainable.

When a good start has been obtained with tlie

young plants they should be kept growing freely,

the same treatment required by the general
collection sufficing for this family. Pots 9 inche.s

in diameter are large enough for the final shift.

The best blooms are jiroduced n])on plants that
are grown with one stem from the cutting until
they naturally break into additional shoots during
May, when three of the strongest shoots are
selected. Upon the appearance of the first buds
upon the selected shoots, which form from about
the 15th of August to the 25th of the same
month, flowers developed from these buds are
almost certain to produce blooms of high quality,
all other things considered. While the flower-
buds are swelling the peduncle for a part of the
time remains thin and weak, and it should be
pi'otected by means of a small stake. When
the buds attain their full size, and just before
the petals commence to unfold, the peduncles
gain strength, some of them so mucli so that
support is not required, but those with weak
jjeduncles should be supported fen- fear of acci-

dent. For ordinary decoration grown in bn.sh
form the Princess family is not a desirable type
to cultivate on a large scale. The blooms under
this method of culture are thin, and have a de-
cided tendency to produce an ''eye" which de-
tracts greatly from the beauty of all incurved
varieties. Under good treatment the varieties
of the Princess family are good growers, carrying
a lot of foliage which assumes faint autumnal
tints.

PBrNOESS OP Wales is the original variety, having
been introduced during the year 1864. Its colour
is blush, tinted with rose, and when the bloom is in
good condition the tint is very pronounced, making
the flower very attractive ; tlie petals are pointed
and thoroughly incurved. Sometimes pale-coloure:l
flowers are to be had upon plants which also pro-
duce properly coloured blooms. This is caused
mainly through the too early bud selection. So jjale

in colour are some of the blooms produced that it is

possilile to cut from tlie one plant flowers wliicli

will pass tor bnlh the natural kiuil and Mrs. Huale
also. Wlien such blooms as those last named ,-iie

staged as Princess of Wales and adjudicated upon
by competent judges, they lose weight owing to
their want of colour ; therefore, little is gained by
this manner of stiiging the variety out of charactei-.

Mus. Heale is a sport from the original variety,
and exactly resembles its prototyi)c in tiie forma-
tion of the flower and shape of the petals. It must
also bo classed as of tall growth. The colour is a
creamy white, and it is a variety nuich sought after
by exhibitors.

ViOLKT ToMUN AND Miss M. A. Haogas are
two valuable additions that have been made to tliis

family during the present season. The former is a
violet-coloured sport froui Princess of Wales, which
it resembles in all particulars, excepirig colour.
Possibly this variety will iill a gap when lteful(,'cnce
is not available. It promises to be larger even Ihari
its parent. Miss M. A. Ilaggas is a -sport from Mrs.

Heale, and although it originated two years ago.
it has been seen in better condition during the past
season. The colour is golden yellow, and it will
take the place of Jardin des P'lantes as a yellow
variety when that kind is not available. But Miss
M. A. Haggas mil at all times render good .service

in the middle row of a stand of twenty-four flowers.

During the latter part of the present season I

saw blooms of another sport from the Princess
of Wales, which is of a colour between its parent
and Yiolet Tomlin. Should the fixing of this

variety be accomplished successfully, another
desirable gain will be the result, as we cannot
well have too many' varieties from such a good
stock as the Princess of Wales, especially wlien
the progeny is characterised by thorough dis-

tinctness in colour.

Chrysanthemums, new varieties. — As
showing how few good varieties are produced
annually from the large number which are sent out
every year, I purpose to take into consideration the
set of flfteen varieties sent out by Mr. Canncll in

the spring of the present year as being something
new in their respective sections and forms. All, of

course, are described as being thoroughly distinct,

and many of them superior to any sorts hitherto
announced, that one was led to expect a decided
imjirovement, but I fear many disappointments
have been found. It is a pity descriptions of new
kinds are not curtailed somewhat. I, for one, fail

to see the necessity of describing them in such an
elaborate manner, when a more simple style would
suffice and be less misleading. Having had oppor-
tunities of seeing most of the sorts wdiich 1 will

name, I am able to speak with authority. Siinflon-er

has been named in The Garden as being one of

the best yellow varieties in cultivation, and so it is

when grown as Mr. Beckett grows it. The blooms
staged by him at Sheffield showed the quality of

this variety to perfection. Smanley W/iite is a
capital variety, being large and full, and well
worthy of extended cultivation. Mrs. Douglas, as

grown here, is identical with Swanley White.
£food Tidings and Eclijjse .are both mixtm-cs of

yellow and red and of moderate quality. Yokohama
Beauty.—A mi.xture of bronze and yellow, the
florets deeply serrated, but much too sliort to make
an effective flower. Favoxtrite.—A flat bloom with
Ijroad rcflexed florets, the colour silvery blush,

habit of growth dwarf and sturdy. Onward and
Sunlir/ht.—The former white, faintly tinted rose;

the latter creamy white, tinted lilac. The Intended
is, as regards shape, similar to Balmoreau, but of a

brighter colour. Albert Victor.—A pretty combina-
tion of colours, white, shaded rosy mauve, the florets

narrow and rcflexed; much too small for exhibition

use. Mrs. Goldring.—A combination of orange-
yellow and red. Mary.— Exquisitely formed flowers,

tlie points recurving gracefully; the colour creamy
white, outer petals pink, deepening to rose .at the

points. It will be seen from the descriptions given
of the blooms as grown, that there are only two
kinds which come up to exhibition standard at

present, although another season's growth might
develop some of them more fidly.— S.

rative work. Cut in long sprays, with foliage attaohed,
there is nothing better for specioien vases. A minimum
of trouble only is required to produce blooma of this

variety, as it gro\v3 freely in small pots.

Chrysanthemum Buttercup (syn., Alice
Bird) is one of the prettiest varieties of Chrysanthe-
mum we have in the way of colour, which is an in-

tensely bright buttercup-yellow. It belongs to the
Japanese retlexed section, but being small, I fear it

will not find favour with growers for exhibition. Aa a
decorative variety where colour of this description is

needed it has no equal. Its habit of growth is also all

that can be desired, being dwarf and of a robust
character.—M.
Chrysanthemum Pelican.—This variety is

again ihis season asserting its right to be classed as
one of the best of the .lapanese section for the pro-
duction of late blooms where late Chrysanthemums
are desirable. A good batch of this sort should receive

attention during the summer months, by pinching the
points out of the shoots two or three times, com-
mencing when the plants are but inches high. Plants
are thus obtained which carry several branches, from
which all side growths should be removed as the leaders

progress. What is known as the crown bud should be
selected for the flowers. In this way good blooms
may be had which show this variety in its true form—
incurved florets, pure white, with a faint tinge of pink
around the base as the blooms fade. This variety has
deep green foliage, which i»well retiined late in the
season.—E. M.

Garden Flora.

SnOIlT NOTES.— Clin YSANTHEMl 'MS.

Chrysanthemum Miss Annie Ijowe is ji

welcome addition to the Anemone class, iia it provides

a colour not hitherto obtained in that section. Tt is a

sport from Lady Margaret, which i.s well known fm- its

good form, having a full centred disc, which cannot bo

said of all other varieties. This quality is tlie leading

point to be aimed at in obtaining new varieties.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum Moonlight.— lias any render

of Thk (iAHDEN found a diiliculty in HuecessfuIIy

flowerim^ this vanety P Witli mo it grows well and
produces one or two good flowers, but the majority of

the Imda are either abortive or dcfornied. It is not

the result of the i):i.st Heasoii, as it luis been the case

for sevei'al years in succession.— II. SANitwirii.

Pompon Chrysanthemum Snowdrop. —
This pure white variety, as its name implies, is now
very useful where white tlowers are in request for but-

ton-hole bouquets, sprays, or any otlier kind of deco-

PLATE 6 8 2.

ALPINE WINDFLDWERS.
(with a coloured plate of a. Sl'LPHUREA.*)

The enthusiasm displayed by visitors to the

Rivier.a at tlie grand blaze of brilliantl}' coloured

WiudHowers that star the grouiul in early spring

is very natural, and he must lie strangely biassed

who caunot enjoy the quiet beauty of the alpine

section of this charming class of plants. Some
indeed of the earliest of our spring flowers are

to be found amongst these alpine Anemones,
and when robust and doing well they form some
of the loveliest pictures we have ever seen,

more e.specially when the surroundings har-

monise with their dwarf sturdj' habit. With
onlj' a few exceptions, they may lie successfully

cultivated by anyone having a little knowledge
of the recjuirements of alpines generally, and it

must always be borne in mind that the choice

of position is half the battle. How many of

our choicer alpines are lost or disfigured by the

careless habit of planting tliem anywhere with-

out any thought as to the habit of the plants in

their near vicinity. \\'ith the majority of the

alpine Windflowers their wants as far as soil is

concerned are simple. Peat or leaf-soil, loam,

and lime refuse with plenty of grit form the

cliief ingredients, an'd these in proportion or

separately, as experience and the nature of the

subsoil will soon show, enable the lover of tliese

choice alpines to obtain good residts. The next
question of importance is that of obtaining

specimens of tlie ditlcrent species. Tliesi^ are

often imjiorti'd and sohl direct to tlie grower from
tiieir native luibit.ats, aiul have l.'irge, thick tpp

roots attached to them. On acco\uit of those

tap roots it is <piite imiiossilile to lift the plants

witliout irreparable damage, and, of eoiu'se, the

eliances of their being successfully establislied,

esjiccially in ;udnmn or late sjiring, are very few

indeed. This diiliculty led us to try the raising

of our alpines in general, and Anemoni's in ]iar-

licnlar, from seed, eitlier of our own saving or

inqiortinl, and the success wo have obtained

enables us withotit hesitation to reconnnend it

to others in a simil.-ir position. The rarest and

" llriiwn for TiiK Oardkn in Munsrs I'iuiI'h iiui-frtTy at

UroxlH.urnu, May l.'>, 1S88, by 11. O. Moon. Lithographed and
printed by GuUlaumo Sovoroyns.
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most difficult of the kinds to gfow have been
thoroiiglily established in this way, and all of

them are now quite at home. This question of

seed ivrsus jjlants need not, of course, be con-

fined to Ajiemones, as most plants of similar

habit are usually unsatisfactory when the plants

are old and the habitats rocky, and even if they
live it takes .them a long time to entirely re-

cover, but from seed a young stock coidd be
raised which would also be far more interesting

a;)d cause less anxiety. Small collected speci-

mens of such species as A. vernalis, prateusis,

Halleri, &c. , take some years to attain a moderate
size, so slow are they of increase, but when
raised from seed and the young plants kept in

the cold pit for a year or two, then planted out
say a dozen together, they soon form an attrac-

tive patch, and apparently flower with greater

vigour. In good seasons, if artificial fertilisation

be attended to, seeds of most of them may be
obtained, and these simply sown ronnd the
plants and covered with ordinary garden soil,

gave in our case a very good result, some speci-

mens flowering the second, others the third

year. The Edelweiss is a case in point. Tons
of tliis plant in bulk at least are sent home
annually by tourists with imperfect or no roots

at all. The death of such sjieciniens is a fore-

gone conclusion ; wliereas if a pinch of seed had
been collected, sent home in a letter with in-

structions to sow at once, a great amount of

tlisappointment woidd have been saved.

A. VEENALIS, like the Soldanellas in our gardens,
requires special care when producing its annual
growth, and we have found that a daily bath of

rain water has a desirable effect, and the flowers,

though few, are very large and richly coloured.

A. Halleri, however, is, to our mind, the most
beautiful, and perhaps the largest of this group

;

the huge cup-.sbaped flowers are deep lilac, the
base filled with a large bunch of handsome golden
yellow anthers, which contrast well witli the otlier

parts. It begins to flower towards the latter end
of March and begiiming of April, and, unlike tlie

Kiviera kinds, is impervious to our cold spring
weather.

A. PRATESSis and A. montana are very similar
to each other, although kept distinct in all Conti-
nental floras. A. montana has the larger flowers of

the two, drooping, and of a fine deep violet or wine
purple colour. The meadow Pasque Flower (A.
pratensis) affects dry meadows, and should be
grown on exposed positions. The flowers in some
of the forms are very deep purple, approaching
to almost black.

The Pasque Flower (A. Pulsatilla) is a native
plant, and a charming subject for spring beds, &c.
It requires chalky soil on rather dry positions.

A. PATENS and the variety Nuttalliana, figured
in the Bota?t.ical Magazhie as ochroleuca, are both
charming plants for the rockery, producing large,

dull blue or purple flowers, which may be seen in

the bud state all through the early spring. The
type varies to a wlntish yellow colour.

A. Hackeli, though considered a form of A.
Halleri, seems sufficiently distinct to want a name,
the flower divisions being broader and larger, the
stems more woolly, and the leaves not so finely cut.
A very useful plant tor bleak exposed positions.

The subject of our colotired plate, thougli
rather taller than any of the abo\'e-mentioned
species, will, together witli A. aljiina, bo found
very useful for low beds or borders near the
rockery, the liandsome foliage and the unusually
large and lieautiful silky heads being objects of
admiration all througli the summer and autumn
months. Tliey both seem variable, and these
slight variations have been taken into accomit,
and named by De CandoUe in his " Vegetabilis
Systema," and also in the " Prodromus." We
liave never seen them named in cultivation in
this country ; and indeed the difierences are

really so slight, tliat they are not worth it, being
chiefly based on the size of the flowers. The
varietal names given are major, millefoliata,

micrantlia, flavescens, nivalis, intermedia, and
sulpluirea. We cannot help thinking that the

subject of our plate is entitled to a specific

place, and refuse, at present at least, to believe

that it is the white form, jiossessing a yellow
tint tlirough growing on granitic soils. The
wliite A. alpina is a fine, robust plant, and with
us produces an abtuidance of flowers. We grow
it in a deep, rich leafy soil, with a liberal mixture
of lime rubbish. A. sulphurea we grow in ex-

actly the same position and soil ; its robust

health speaks for itself, and we find both easily

raised from seed if sown as soon as harvested.

At the present time, however, when almost
everything in the alpine way is resting, tlie

Winter Windflower (A. blanda) gave us a plea-

sant surprise the other day. It is be.ginning to

open its charming flowers, and if tlie weather
continues open we expect a fine show about the

new year. It is a near ally of A. apennina, with
larger and deeper-tinged flowers and narrower
rays. It is as hardy as any plant in cultivation,

and continues in fiower from now until late

spring, when A. apennina opens. Others worth
noting are A. baldensis, ranunculoides, palmata
(yellow and white), trifoHa, <S:c. D. K.

Propagating.

Conifers from seed.— In raising the different

hardy Conifers from seed, the treatment given them
will depend to a great extent upon the quantity of

seed it is intended to sow, for where large quanti-

ties of plants are raised, the seed of many kinds
is sown in the open ground, and generally a

sheltered border is chosen for the purpose. But with
small quantities of seeds, or in the case of choice

or delicate kinds, by far the better way, and that

usually followed, is to sow them in pans or boxes,

which are protected by a frame during the earlier

stages of the young plants. In the case of seeds

that are to be sown in the open border, the general

way jis to prepare the soil for their reception by
raking it to a fine and even surface. On this the
seed is sown, gently patted down with the back of

the spade, and then covered with some finely-sifted

soil. The depth at which the seeds are covered will

depend upon their size. For the smallest a quarter
of an inch will be sufficient ; while in the case of

the large kinds an inch is not too much. The soil

prepared for cixering the seeds should be of an
open, sandy nature, and it is an advantage if some
charcoal dust is mixed with it, as this tends to pre-

vent the young seedlings damping off. If there is

none at hand, wood ashes are a good substitute.

The best time to sow seeds in the open ground is

about April, as the soil will then have been nicely

pulverised by the winter's frost and just in

condition for seed sowing. Besides this, there is

aU the growing season before the young plants,

which pass through their most critical stage before

the winter. When the seed is sown, a few
Spruce branches laid over the bed will be of service

to prevent too rapid an evaporation, and thereby

assist the germination of the seeds. By some,

the seeds are sown in drills, but the better way
is to sow them in beds, taking care, however, not to

make them too wide. A very convenient width is

about 4 feet, as from either side it is easy to reach

half way across. The spring following the sowing,

or at most the next year, the young plants must be
bedded out in rows, and afterwards transplanted as

they require it. Great care must be taken where
Spruce branches are employed not to leave them on
too long, as the seedlings must, as soon as large

enough to handle, be at once removed, and if

possible a dull, damp day should be chosen for the

purpose. A sharp look-out must be kept for mice,

which will often do considerable damage, not only

by eating many seeds, but by turning up a
great many more than they devour, and if not

quickly covered the (perl^a,^''^rminati[i^ sfe

soon perishes. Where it is liitendfed to sow' theT

seed under glass it does not mireh matter at what
time of the year the operation is- carried out,

though the spring is the best, but still the principal

thing to consider in this respect is not to keep the

seed out of the ground any longer than is abso-

lutely necessary. Whether pots, pans, or boxes are

used for sowing the seed matters little, butthey should

be quite clean and supplied with ample drainage

in the bottom. Over this may be placed a little

rough soil, and the pot, pan, or box should then be

filled to about an inch of the top with a compost
consisting principally of good open loam, with an
admixture of sand and leaf mould. When this soil

is prepared, that which is intended for covering

should be passed through a sieve with a quarter of

an inch mesh, when the rough portions ot the com-
post will be available for placing immediately
over the drainage material. As in the case

of seed sown in the open ground, a little

powdered charcoal or wood ashes mixed with the

soil is of Eervice. When preparing the soil for the

recjption of the seed it should be pressed down
moderately firm and made quite level on the sur-

face. Then, in sowing the seed, overcrowding must
be guarded against, aLd the soil having been lightly

sprinkled on and watered through a fine rose, the

pans, or whatever is used, are then ready to be re-

moved to a frame. This should have a good bed of

coal ashes in the bottom, as by this means thorough
drainage is ensured, and the worms are also kept
out. This last is a very important consideration,

and it coal ashes are not used, some other means
must be resorted to in order to prevent the ingress

of worms. After sowing, all the attention necessary

is to keep the soil in an eqaal state of moisture, and
to open the lights of the frame a little way in order

to allow of a free circulation of air, and directly

the young plants make their appearance the lights

must be kept off entirely, or, at all events, put on
only in the event of very heavy rains. This last is

especially necessary in the case of some kinds
which are rather apt to damp off during their earlier

stages, and this is, of course, often brought on by
an unusually heavy watering. A sharp look-out

must be kept for the first signs of decay, which are

readily noticed, as the young plants thus affected

fall over, for the seat of the mischief is almost in-

variably just above the soil, at what is usually

termed the collar of the plant. Where large quan-
tities of one kind exist, a good deal may be done to

arrest the disease by keeping the soil rather drier

and still continuing to expose the plants to as much
air as possible, but where the aim is to raise every

available plant, the better way, on the first appear-

ance ot decay among the seedlings, is to prick them
off into other soil. For this the boxes or pans
should be prepared in the same way as for sowing,

except that the soil is only just below the rim, and
the young plants must then be carefully dibbled in

at such a depth that the seed leaves are just clear

of the soil. In pricking off the utmost care must
be taken of the young and fragile roots, and for

this purpose the piece of wood employed as a
dibble must not be too sharply pointed, otherwise

the roots are all pressed together, while they are

better it somewhat spread out. Care should also be
taken that the soil is made firm around the roots, as

a common error is, in the first place, to make the

hole prepared for the young plant deeper than
necessary, and while towards the surface the soil is

pressed lightly together, a cavity is left at the

bottom, which is very likely to cause the death of

the young plant. From the boxes or pans the next

shift should be into sheltered beds in the open
ground, and in every case pot culture should after

this be avoided, as the roots ot most Conifers are

very difficult to disentangle when once they have
been grown in a pot, for they do not ramify to the

extent that those do which have not been curtailed

in this manner, and, consecjuently, even when they
attain the dimensions of good-sized specimens these

pot-grown trees are very liable to be blown over by
the wind. Should it, however, be desired to plant

out a Conifer that has been grown in a pot, the

roots must be carefully disentangled.

Habdv shbubs.—'Where transplanting opera-
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tions ara going on it ia often possible to carry out

a very simple style of propagation, viz., by division,

after the manner of many herbaceous subjects.

0: CDurse this is not available where great numbers

are required, and in the case of many shrubs it is

impossible to increase them at all in this vfay, but

such things as Deutzias, Philadelphus, Lilacs,

many Barberries, Spiraeis, and many others—in-

deed, all that push up a great number of stems from

one common centre—can, if the shoots originate

below the surface, be so increased. In many cases

it is possible without disturbing the specimen to de-

tach a few rooted suckers, which, if planted at once

under favourable conditions, will form good plants in

much less time than if cuttings only were taken. Of

course such suckers as these must not be planted out

at once and expected to compete with established

plants, but treated rather as rooted layers that are

all the better for a season or two in the nursery

before being permanently planted. Many of the

low-growing hardy Haaths may be divided up in

this manner, but in their case any that are insuili-

ciently rooted will be all the better for a little pro-

tection till they become established, otherwise the

drying winds of March will often work havoc

amongst them. Besides this means of increasing

Heaths where they are desired in quantity, the

partially ripeued shoots will strike if dibbled into

pots of sandy peat and kept close till rooted.

plished planters who appreciated and secured

some of these aeedline;s I may mention the late

Earl Somers, Earl Ducie, and the late Mr.
Gainbier Parry, whose collections are now well

known all over the country. I had the plea-

sure of seeing the Tortworth trees once annu-
ally for some years and always thought the best

somewhat taller, but more slender than our own.
AVhat progress they have since made I am un-
able to say, but, judging from the plate in the

"Manual," p. 01, I venture to think the warm
sandstone .suits them quite as well as our heavier

and colder caloai-eous loam.

tree on the contrary keeps pushing steadily

upwards and outwards, gaining in strength and
liealthy vigour as it goes, and now makes about
Ih feet of growth each year.

If this by no means overdrawn description of

Picea bracteata is not enough to induce planters

to add tliis beautiful and perfectlv hardy tree

to their collections, with l\lessrs. Veitch's per-

mission I will quote from their book Mr. Lobb's
words, written in the CaKfornian forests. He

The tree from which I have this day sent jou
a pair of beautifully bracted cunes, the first it

has borne, was planted on a slope facing east,

l)ut sheltered from the early morning sun by a

grove of Oaks, some twenty-four years ago. It

Trees and Shrubs.

THE BRACTED SILVER FIR.

(picea. bracteata.)

Messrs. Veitch, in their excellent manual of

the Conifer;e, say the Silver Firs are cultivated

in Britain almost entirely for ornamental pur-

poses, for which few trees even amongst the

Conifer;e are more suitable or more admired.

This opening sentence has been echoed over and

over again by all planters, but when they con-

tinue their remarks by saying they are less

hardy in constitution than the Spruces, which

they outnumber, as introducers of many of the

best, I think they do themselves an injustice.

This at least is my opinion, based upon prac-

tical experience at Eastnor, where all the leading

varieties have been planted at various altitudes

and facing all aspects. Picea cephalonica some-

times gets cut by spring frosts, and so do P.

Pindrow and P. Webbiana ; but then the latter

are natives of the Himalayas, handsome enough

to justify a trial in an elevated, but sheltered

part of the pinetum, where, if they fail, a score

of others, about which there can be no mistake,

are ready to take their places. No one, I sup-

pose, would think his collection complete with-

out P. amabilia, or something palmed upon him

under that name ; the glaucous P.nobilis glisten-

ing like frosted silver in tlie morning sun ;
the

soft, graceful Vancouver P. grandis ; the full,

flowing P. Nordmanniana ; the self-coloured P.

coneolor, better known as P. lasiocarpa ; the

turgid P. Piusapo, or its softer sister P. cepha-

lonica. Neither would they object to any

number of duplicates on hill-sides or in deep

alluvial valleys, but not on the highest ridges

where these trees get thin and do not look well

against the sky line. These and a few others

of less note formed the planter's stock nearly, if

not quite, down to the memorable and fatal

year IBUO, about which time the first, if not the

only, batch of seedlings of I'icea bracteata, the

subject of this notice, was distributed from the

Royal Exotic Nursery. Wellingtonia gigantea,

coming from the same collector, Mr. William

Lobb, and, as a matter of course, the same

firm, about tho same time, this queen of

the Silver Firs fell into the background and the

big, if not tho over-rited tree kept the lead for

a great number of yean. Amongit tho accam-

This beautiful tree forms here the most conspicuona
ornament of the arboresceut vegetation. On the
western slopes, facing the sea, it occupies deep ravines,

and attains the height of 120 feet to 1.50 feet and from
1 foot to '2 feet in diameter ; the trunk is as straight

as an arrow, the lower branches decumbent ; the
branches above are numerous, short, and thickly set,

forming a long tapering pyramid or spire, which gives

to the tree that pecuUar appear-
ance which is not seen in any
other kinds of the Pine tribe.

When seen at a distance it looks

more like a handsomely grown
Cedar than a Pine. No doubt it

is one of the hardiest trees of the
Cahfomian vegetation, and is

equally well adapted for clothing

the mountain top as the sheltered

valley. The cones, too, are quite as

remarkable as the tree is beautiful.

When fully developed, the scales,

as well as the long leaf-like bracts,

are covered with globules of thin

transparent resin.

Amongst species of still

more recent introduction by
the late Mr. J. G. Veitch
from .Japan must be men-
tioned the true Picea V^eitchi,

a tall-growing, slender, hand-
some tree, which has proved
perfectly hardy near London,
and, judging from the tho-

rough adaptability of all .Japa-

nese trees and shrubs to our

climate, there is no doubt
that it will succeed in all parts

of Britain. Picea Mariesi, a

robust spreading tree, also is

quite hardy, and will occupy

a very prominent position as

a lawn or pinetum tree. Picea

fitma must not be overlooked,

as it is perfectly hardy when
fairly established, whilst the

rich colour of its foliage gives

it a value which artistic

planters fully appreciate.

The timber of the Piceas,

as all acquainted with that of

the common P. pectinata can

testify, is less valuable than

that yielded by the Spruces.

But this fact should not deter

anyone from planting these

is now 40 feet in height, and the dense branches front-row trees extensively, especially upon

which sweep the turf and completely hide the deep free soils capable cf holding plenty of

stem measure 24 feet from tip to tip I! feet from moisture and keeping them well supplied

the ground. Coming from the Andes of Santa with food during their season of growth.

Lucia, a mountainous range running parallel with On dcej) cool soils in valleys or on brashy

the coast in South California, where Douglas limestone, where tho roots can get down
discovered it at an elevation of 0000 feet, and away from the influence of groat heat and

Lobb, the successful introducer, found it at drought, all the Piceas and Abies do best and

:iOOO feet, where it meets Taxodium semper- make fine specimens densely clothed with tho

virens, the lato Mr. James Veitch, always richest foliage ; whilst on dry, hungry soils,

ready to give a useful hint, advised me to select which their numeroiia spongioles speedily

a site where the young growth, which he pre- exhaust, they become thin, poor, and com-

nuBcd would be very early, would be sheltered menco coning at a very early ago, a sure sign

from the morning sun. Upon this advice I that something is not well with them. The

acted, but the tree here is not particularly best growth in l?ritain is made in moist localities

early, and although the upper part now catches where the rainfall is luaviost, or, lacking this,

the first rays as tlio sun rises above the Malvern whore the roots can go down to an immense

Hills, not a singlo tip has been injured. The depth, where tho annual growth varies very

Cone of Picea bracteata. Engraved for The Garden from branch
sent from Eastnor Castle.
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little in wet or dry seasons. Some of our

finest trees ot P. Webbiana, of which I liave

sent a cone, of P. cephalonica, of P. Pin-

sapo, of P. Nordmanniana, and the tall,

graceful Abies Albertiana are growing in a

thin soil resting upon a fractured bed of lime-

stone. The roots of these trees, deeply seated

in the numerous joints and fissures, always find

an abundance of food and moisture, the remark-

ably hot, dry season of 1887 not excepted.

W. Coleman.

THE HOLLY.

The late Mr. A. Downing once wrote :
" The Euro-

pean Holly is certainly one o£ the evergreen glories

of , the English gardens. There its deep green,

glossy foliage and bright coral berries, which hang
on for a long time, are seen enlivening the pleasure

grounds and shrubberies throughout the whole of

that leafless and inactive period in vegetation

—

winter." This statement does justice to an old

favourite. Though considered to be merely a shrab,

yet when left to its natural growth it will attain to

a considerable height. It is not unusual to see it

over 30 feet in height, but some specimens have
been known to reach to 50 feet and 60 feet. The
greatest collection of natural grown Hollies is said to

have been in the Fir forest of Black Hall, on the river

Dee, about twenty miles above Aberdeen. Many of

them were very large. The majority of these speci-

mens were cut down, and the wood fetched a good
price in the London markets.

For hedgerows no other plant is scarcely so well

adapted. It forms in course of time a fence as

tall, as wide, and as dense as can well be wished for

by the most exacting. But it is of slow growth in

a young state; when it has been planted three or

four years, if the requisite attention be given to it,

the advance is more rapid. There are several in-

stances of enormous Holly hedges about the coun-
try. That planted by Evelyn at Say's Coxu-t,

prompted thereto, it is said, by the Czar Peter when
learning shipbuilding at Deptford dockyard, al-

though he is credited by some with having destroyed
it, has an historical reputation. Scotland is famous
for its Holly hedges. There is one at Tyninghame,
the Earl of Haddington's seat in Scotland, which is

said to be one himdred and fifty years old, and
which is both broad and tall. There is a very
large and broad hedge at Keele Hall, Staffordshire,

and it affords a roosting-place in winter for hun-
dreds of birds.

The Holly is a native of the woods and forests of

Britain. There are now a large number of varieties.

The late Mr. A. Mongredien placed the green-leaved
varieties— those exhibiting modifications in the
shape of the leaves— under three primal headings:
I. Aquifolium recurvum, having the leaves curled
back ; I. Aquifolium crassifolium, having the leaves
very thick; and I. Aquifolium ferox, having the
surface of the leaves spiny as well as the margins,
and commonly called the Hedgehog variety or type.

Then the varieties arising out of the colour of the
leaves are very numerous. Some have yellow and
some have white blotches in a great diversity of
proportions, but nearly all of them highly orna-
mental. To both these groups additions are being
made by means of seminal varieties. R. D.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AXI) SHRUBS.

Atraphaxis spinosa.— This very distinct fhrub was
qaite happy in the Uutanio Gardens at Dublin for many
Jiars, but disappeared befoie Mr. llurbidge's tUne. Cau
ai yonc tell us if it is now in cultivation?

Are Skimmias dioecious ?—Would you inform me
through yuur paper whether mfimmias are diceeious? I

htve fceveral varieties, and am anxious that they should
beiry well.—A. (.'.

Aralia Sieboldi in Rothesay.— Referrinpr to
the note in The Garden, Dec. 15 (p.oO.'i), by " K.D."
legardiog this, I have pleasure in seDdinu: you a speci-

men of the infioreBcenue and also a line leaf taken
from a plant to-day (Dec. 2(1), gr.iwing in the open
air in the gardens of Sheriff Orr, Tigboamara, Ritthe-

fay, N.B. I oSserved it when calling on the Slieiiff's

gardener, Mr. DUly,and, remembering the note in The

Gaeden, asked him for a panicle, which I have now
much pleasure in sending to you.

—

^Thos. Robertson,
Rothesay,

*«* The leaves and panicle sent show that Aralia
Sieboldi has a good home in Rothesay. Great use can
be made of this Aralia in flower garden arrangements,
where it dees well.

—

Ed.

Golden Irish. Yew.—There are two or three

variegated forms of the Irish Yew, but one
which I recently noted under the name of fastigiata

aurea is certainly the best that I have seen. In

this the variegation is not limited to a few shoots,

as is the case with some kinds. It certainly forms
a very bright and effective specimen, and is worthy
of association with the golden forms of the common
Yew. Another very distinct golden Yew is that

known as horizontalis elegantissima, a very free-

growing variety of the common Yew, and which
forms a strong leachng shoot, and pushes out the

stout side brandies in an almost horizontal manner.
—T.

Daphne laureola ptirpxirea.—This variety of

the Spurge Laurel forms a pretty and distinct

shrub, for the foliage, instead of being deep glossy

green, as in the tyi^e, is ot a purple hue. It is

rather an uncommon shrub, and is far less vigorous

than the Spurge Laurel, for which in most gardens
a place could be found. Apart from its handsome
foliage, it will flourish under the shade and drip of

trees, and as a flowering shrub must not be passed
over. The blossoms, borne in clusters on the ends
of the branches, are of a yellowish green colour,

and commence to expand early in the season. A
cool place in the American garden is a very suitable

spot for the purple-leaved form, but in any case it

must not be planted in a dry, sandy soil, a-s, like all

the Daphnes, a cool, moist spot is more in accord
with its requirements.— H. P.

Finns Pallasiana.—This is usually regarded

as a form ot the Corsican Pine (Pinus Laricio), but,

as stated by Messrs. Veitch in their '• Manual of

ConiferfB," "it is, in a horticultural sense, quite dis-

tinct, and, as an ornamental tree for the park or

landscape, it should be preferred to P. Laricio, but
never substituted for it if planted for the sake of

timber." It forms a moderately quick-growing,

much-branched tree, with a rather bluntly, pyra-

midal-shaped head, all the branches taking a some-
what upward direction, but more particularly those

on the upper part of the tree, as in the lower ones

this ascending habit is principally confined to the

tips of the branches. A prominent feature of this

Pine is the dense blackish mass presented by a

good thriving specimen, as the foliage is of a very

deep green, and this character is, of course, greatly

intensified by the much-branched habit of this Fir.

It is a native of the Crimea, so that, like all

of its class, it is perfectly hardy.—T.

Scarlet-fruited Ivy.—This Ivy, alluded to on p-

586 (last volume), has now been before the public

some time, yet, as far as I am aware, it has not

fruited in this country. The first time that I saw
attention directed to this variety was by means of a

coloured plate in yie Revue Horticole in the early

part of 1884. The coloured figure showed an Ivy

whose berries were much the colour of those of the

Mountain Ash, the leaves also being rather distinct

by reason of the whitish tinge which followed the

course of the principal veins. The foliage charac-

teristics of the plants in my possession are just as

represented, but the fruit I have not yet seen. The
origin and history of this Ivy appears to be very

uncertain; all that is definitely known concerning it

is, that it was first found in a garden at Cannes,

but from whence it came no one knows. It was, I

believe, put into commerce either in the autumn
of 1S81 or ill the sprini,' of 1885.—H. P.

Abies Engelmanni glauca.—This is one of

the most beautiful of all the Spruce Firs, and at

the same time one of the most distinct, its greatest

feature being the silvery glaucosceiice of the foliage,

in which respect it is surpassed by no other Conifer.

Though said in its native country to attain a

height of 80 feet to 100 feet, this Spruce is by no
means a rapid grower during its earlier stages,

when it forms a stiff horizontal branched specimen

very plentifully furnished with sharp - pointed

leaves, which in some specimens are almost of a
silvery whiteness. When raised from seed there is

of course a considerable amount of variation to be

found amongst the plants, for where a large number
is grown, even if the seed be saved from the

glaucous form, it is possible to trace a gradual

change from the finest variety to the deep green of

the normal type. This is .a Conifer that should

certainly be made a note of by intending planters,

as, apart from its beauty, it is thoroughly hardy,

for the young growth does not make its appearance

early enough in the spring to be injured by late

frosts.—H. P.

THE PERILS OF THE WINTER.

That severe frosty weather is not far distant there

can be no doubt, and we may look for it before

long. Those of us who endeavour to preserve

through the winter some plants in an unhealed
greenhouse always find how difficult it is to do so,

especially during a period of severe weather. I

often hear it said by occupiers of villa residences

that have a small unhealed greenhouse attached to

them how difficult it is to exclude frost. What with

frost and damp, the cultivator has two powerful

opposing forces to fight against, and their advances

can be met and the dangers from them be mitigated

by the employment of all the resources at com-
mand. Much depends upon the situation and
aspect of the house. If it is in a sheltered position

on the south and sunny side of a dwelling, plants

can be presen-ed through the winter with a better

chance of success than in the case of a house

occupying an unsheltered position on a north aspect

and open to all the wintry influences, besides being

destitute of any assistance in the way of sunshine.

It is customary with builders to put up something

in the way of a greenhouse when they build a villa

residence," but I often think when I see these houses

that they are intended to serve any purpose but

that of growing plants. Everything is sacrificed to

ornamentation, and utility appears to be the last

consideration. These houses are very frequently

unheated, and so those who during winter try to

maintain a few plants in them must either dispense

with artificial heat or employ one of the many forms

of paraffin lamps or stoves so plentiful at the present

time. I have, on the south side of my dwelling, a

house of considerable size which is unheated. It is

raised some 5 feet above the ground level, but open

underneath, and, therefore, subject to frosty in-

fluences at the sides, in front, above, and below.

As the frost attacks on every hand, it is very difficult

indeed to keep it out. I have tried various kinds

of stoves in which oil is burned, but they all failed

in some particular ; they soon get out of order

;

they cause a great deal of trouble, and they all

emit a disagreeable smell, though it is said of most

of them they will not do so; therefore, I have given

up stoves as a means of keeping out frost, because

at best the heat they gave out was too much localised, j*
and I set to work in times of frost to mitigate its ^
effects as much as possible.

As a means to this end I put all the tenderest

plants on the back shelf of the house against the

wall where it adjoins the dwelling, because it is

the warmest one. Then as Christmas, or rather

the middle of December, approaches and frost may
be expected, I allow the soil in the pots to become

fairly dry, not dry enough to cause the plants to

flag, but "only sufficiently moist to prevent it. The
effects of frost upon the" roots is thus reduced to a

mininium. Then all the plants which cannot be

placed on shelves, but find a place upon the floor of

the house, are raiseil upon temporary stages or in-

verted flower-pots, so that the pots do not come
into contact with the floor and become frozen to it.

I also ni.-ikc use of old newspapers as a covering to

the plant.s, placing them between the plants and

the glass and allowing them to cover the tops, and

these prove an excellent protection, much belter

than is generally expected. In this way I can keep

Fuchsias. Begonias, and other plants of a similar

character with comparative safety through the

winter. Some losses are certain to occur when a

sustained severe frost lasts through several days,

but the number of tender things that can be
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brought safely through the winter with these

simple precautions is something astonishing. One
great thing is to keep the plants, the shelves, and
the house as dry as possible while frost is about.

Those who have' a greenhouse warmed by
means of an old-fashioned flue or hot-water pipes,

should employ them as sparingly as possible during

the winter. The tenderest plants should have the

warmest part of the house, and consequently the

hardiest the coldest. Depend upon it, one great

secret of successful greenhouse management during

winter is abundance of air on all suitable occasions,

not admitting it on the side of the house
.
open

to the quarter from which the wind blows cold,

but on the opposite side. A close, hot, dry atmo-
sphere is fatal to many plants. So many amateur
cultivators of plants appear to fancy that they

should be wintered in a close and warm atmosphere
day and night, excluding air as likely to be injuri-

ous. What happens after sucli treatment need not

surprise anyone. Let the house then be freely

aired every morning, on all suitable occasions, from
eleven to one o'clock. The time can be extended

or contracted according to the state of the weather.

If the weather is damp, and especially if it be raw
cold, light a fire the first thing in the morning, and
an hour or so afterwards give air, this will dry the

atmosphere and keep it healthy. In frosty weather
the house need not stand above iO° to 45* at night,

but let everything be as dry as possible ; all that is

required in the way of watering. should be done in

the morning, that the floor, shelves, and plants may
become dry or well drained before night, and when
the frost is very intense, it is a good plan to cover

the top and sides of the house with some covering,

if it is practicable to do so. Coverings that keep
out frost are better than fire-heat for plants that

do not need it only as a protection against frost.

It is a great advantage to a house to have a roller

blind that can be let down or rolled up at pleasure,

and which when rolled is protected by means of a

cornice. Such a blind not only wards ofE the sun-

shine when it shines out too brightly, but it also

comes in very useful in frosty weather as a protec-

tion to the root of the house. By means of simple

precautions such as I have sketched, a great many
plants can be carried in safety through the winter.

It is a good plan to occasionally change the

positions of the plants, turning them round, stirring

the surface soil, removing any decaying parts,

dead leaves, &c., and otherwise, by small attentions,

maintaining the healthiest conditions about them.
R. D.

Kitchen Garden.

TREATMENT OF CLAYEY SOILS.

Many who have garden ground cleared of crops

aud not yet dug will be tempted to interfere

with this long before it is wise to do so. Re-

tentive soils or those of a clayey nature during
mild and very wet weather, such as we have e.x-

perienced up to the present time (Dec. 28), re

(juire the mo.st careful treatment, aa these, if

(lug too soon or while yet in a very moist or

saturated state, will be ruined as far as free

working is concerned for several years. Better

not dig at all tlian disturb them now. These
retentive soils are composted of very minute
]iai'ticles, much more so than is the case with

those of a freer cliaracter, aud liy good cultiva-

tion they can be rendered by far tlie most fer

tile. The aim should be to bring about their

thorough disintegratio]!, and if they cannot be
well laid up to frosts, the ])ulverisati()n must be
accomplished later on with tlie aid of the drying

March win<lH, sunshine, and rain. If it is not

possil)lu to wheel on the manure or to dig the

ground without causing it to bind badly, tliey

should be (lut otf until they can be done properly,

the delay lieing a great gain in the end. Clayey
ground trampled (m or wlieeled over in wet
weather binds badly, and no amount of ex-

posure short of a long fallow will restore it to a

more free-working condition. As it happens,

the pasty, congealed surface soil is, during the

process of digging, buried rather deeply or

wliere pulverisation is an impossibility, and

there the lumps remain, first in sodden masses,

and during the summer in hard dry lumps,

which are of no service whatever in supporting

any crops that may be growing over them.

Not till it is possible to walk over ground with-

out causing it to bind badly should it be dug,

and it is certainly not fit to wheel over when it

hangs to the boots badly.

Last winter sharp frosts were experienced

early in January, and it may be we shall be

similarly favoured this season. "When the

ground is frozen quite hard, a good opportunity

is afforded to wheel or cart the manure on to

land prior to digging. Some, in addition to

getting out the manure, also attempt digging

the ground, and this, again, is a mistake. If

the surface is merely broken up or loosened, this

favours pulverisation to a greater depth than

would otherwise be the case. It must be re-

membered that it is the quick thawing that

effects the desired end, this, following the alter-

nate contraction and expansion of the frozen

moisture contained in tlie soil, completely loosen-

ing or breaking up the quite large masses. When,
however, large frozen spits of soil are buried

deeply, this naturally has a cooling effect on

that portion of deep soil surrounding it, and
the thaw is very slow in consequence, the result

being little or no pulverisation. Instead, there-

fore, of digging hard frozen ground, defer the

operation till it is not only thawed, but also

comparatively dry. It is no uncommon prac-

tice to continue digging after much snow has

fallen, and this is even worse than burying

frosted soil. Rain is colder than the ground on

which it falls, and, it is almost needless to add,

buried snow is even more cooling in its effect.

One great drawback to heavy soils is their

liability to become and remain much colder than

those of a lighter nature. The latter, in very

many instances, rest on a gravelly or naturally

quickly drained subsoil, and these are not so

easily injured by haphazard surface treatment.

A perfect .system of drainage and the exercise of

good judgment as to when to dig and when to

let the surface alone will more than compensate
for any disadvantages that apparently dishearten

many cultivators.

There are, however, some clayey soils that

are exceptionally ditticult to manage. Even
these may be got into fairly good working order

and be made to produce good crops of vege-

tables, but not if they were touched when in a

grea.sy state, or say when they cannot be
walked upon without the feet slipping badly. I

have seen such clayey ground dug when water

;uid thawing snow lay on the surface, and
when water actually stood in the trenches, the

process lieing more like preparing clay f<u'

bricks. I have liad some experience with the

lead-coloured London clay, and also with the

yelhiwish fine-grained clay that abounds in the

Wealds of Kent and Sussex, than wliieh there

are none more difficult to manage. Not oidy

do these require to be dug when the svu-face at

least is in a ccunparatively dry stati<, the spits

being laid up like bricks set im edge, so as

to expose them as much as i)ossiblo to the

action of frosts, winds, sunshine, and rain, but

before they can be rendered fit for the recei)-

tion of ])lants and seeds they have to bo well

separated with the aid of Canterbury or heavy
twotined hoes. The Somerset clay is not

nearly so tougli as the Weald of Kent clay, and
can be more rjuickly got into good working
order. It is, howcvci', remarkably retentive,

and it interfered with in wet weather it becomes
very pasty and difiicult to correct. Badly
managed, it fails to get warm in a wet summer,
while should a dry season be experienced it

cracks badly, the crops in either instance being
most unsatisfactory. W. Iggulden.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
FoEciNG Asparagus.

No vegetable is more easily forced than Asparagus,
yet it is the most valuable and the most appreciated
of any in the list that may be daily sent to the
kitchen for the cook to select from. The principal

reason why many families are not kept well sup-

plied with it, say from the early part of December
till Asparagus is plentiful in the open, is the fact

tliat the gardener responsible has either not suffi-

cient facilities for preparing plants especially for

forcing, or he is not in a position to break up an
old bed every winter in order to procure abundance
of roots for a similar purpose. Lifting and forcing
the roots are the only methods of securing very
early produce, say during December and January,
hut after that period good supplies of rather finer

Asparagus can be had from permanent beds with-

out disturbing the plants. In only a few gardens
is there any special provision made for forwarding
Asparagus where established, with the aid of either

fire-heat or heating material of some kind, and this,

seeing how well it answers where tried, is some-
what surprising. When there are a few beds
formed either in the frame ground or adjoining the
Rhubarb and Seakale beds, these having trenches
lietween them with pigeon-holed walls, all that is

necessary is to fill these with stable manure or

other good heating material, and with a covering
of frames tlie beds are quickly warmed through,

active growth soon following. Sometimes a make-
shift imitation of this practice is adopted with
good results. Narrow beds or those about 3 feet

wide are the most suited to the purpose, and I

]irefer .spjin-roofed frames of the same width for

covering them. On each side of the bed a trench
about 2 feet in depth should be cut, some of the

lightest or best of the surface soil being levelled

over the bed to bo forced and the remainder banked
up conveniently near the trenches. The latter

ought then to be filled with slightly prepared
stable manure or a mi.xture of leaves and stable

manure, this being rather firmly jiacked together

and sufficiently high to cover the woodwork of

the frames. It is advisable to cover the frames
with mats and litter every night, and constantly in

cold, frosty, or dull weather, and if the heat

in the trenches declines very quickly, fresh

manure must be added, or the forcing will be very

slow indeed. If a length of about 12 yards or a
short bed were covered at a time, or say at intervals

of about three weeks or a month and duly forced,

a good succession will be secured. Beds might be
cut from for six weeks or even two months without

being greatly injured, but they require a long rest

afterwards, and ought to be forced every second
year only. After the frames are removed, and this

should be done directly cutting is discontinued,

the heatin.g material must be removed from the

trenches and the soil returned. It is advi.sable to

jilaee a light covering of strawy litter over tlie beds,

or late frosts may uijure the crowns and roots,

which naturally are more tender than those not

previou.sly excited.

Cauuots in Frames.
A plentiful sujijily of tender youTig roots is always

appreciiitcd, auci in many gardens they .-ire avail-

able all the year round. The sweetest and most
delicious, however, are obtained from frames during

.\])ril and May, luiil should the weather continue

f.-ivoiu'able, it is ad\isable to pre)iare a bed .and sow
the seed early in this month. A tvvo-li.t;lit fr.anio

will aflm-d quite a long sviccession of roots, and a

scenud sowing maile undiu- very similar cireum-

staiices a montli or six weeks hence will I'e ample
I'or must establishments, the supply la.sting till

fUch time as Carrots in (he open are lit to pull. A
hotbed should be fiu'uu'd facin.g south, with either

well-j)repared stable manure, or leaves and manure
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mixed and firmly put together, the height at the

back being about 3 feet, and 6 inclies less at the

front. If an isolated bed is formed, it is advisable

to have this about IS inches wider than the frame
to be set on it. When the latter is in position, first

throw in a layer of the shortest heating material,

and on this not less than 6 inclies of line and rather

sandy soil, the lights being put on at once. We
use the shallowest frames for these crops, and when
filled the soil is very near to the glass. When it is

found there is no danger of the bed becoming
violently hot, the seed should be sown in sliallow

drills, formed with the aid of the edge of a short

rod, and about 8 inches apart. It the soil is at all

dry, water gently prior to sowing the seed, other-

^vise no water will be necessary for several weeks.

The French Forcing Horn and Golden Ball are the

quickest to form bulbs, and Early Gem and Nantes
Horn are also suitable for frame culture. As these

grow larger they are of better colour than those

first named. Preference should be given to new
seed, this germinating the most surely and quickly,

and ought not to be sown thickly. The frames
ought to be covered with mats and litter till the

seedlings appear, when they must be uncovered
whenever the weather permits, and a little air may
be admitted from the back of the frames on sunny,

mild days. Very little thinning out is needed, this

being delayed till the earliest roots are near the

size of small Walnuts or large enough for use.

When leaves are used in forming the hotbed, small

white slugs are certain to be numerous and trouble-

some, and these ought to be trapped by means of

Cabbage leaves and destroyed. Late-sown Carrots

on warm borders have not ceased to grow, and it

protected when necessary with frames, mats, or

even straw litter, they will be a%'ailable in all

weathers and for several weeks longer.

Early Radishes.
Quickly grown early Radishes are the most di-

gestible, and, in addition, form a very attractive

dish on the breakfast table. They may be either

grown with the earliest Carrots, or, better still, in a
frame separately. In the former case, the drills

should be drawn midway between those intended
for Carrots, the seed being sown thinly so as to

necessitate but little thinning out. It germinates
very quickly, and the frames must therefore be un-
covered before the Carrots are visible, or the

Radishes will be unduly drawn. Not much air is

needed, but all the light possible should be ad-

mitted. If the seedlings are crowded they will fail

to bulb quickly, and perhaps not at all ; they ought
therefore to be thinned out early, leaving them
from 2 inches to 3 inches apart. When a frame is

given wholly up to them, this may be prepared
similarly to that intended for Carrots, and the drills

formed 6 inches apart, the seed being sown thinly

and the bed duly smothered over. We prefer to

sow the .seed broadcast, pressing it down and
covering with a little fine soil. Sound seed being
sown, an even plant should result, and little or no
thinning out be required. There are now a con-

siderable number of early varieties to select from.

The red and white forcing Turnip-rooted are the

quickest to form bulbs, and in close succession

come forcing carmine Globe, rose Globe, violet and
red French Breakfast, and Wood's Frame. The
last-named is the most profit.able variety, but a
mixture of the others, in two or three colours, forms
the prettiest dish.

Spring Salading.
Endive not being much injured by frosts will

keep much better than usual, especially if not

crowded in frames, ])its, sheds, or other storing

places, nor blanched long before it is needed for

use. Continued mild weather has also favoured a
steady growth of those plants raised late, and if

the strongest of these are housed or protected in

some way before the tips of the leaves arc touched
by frost, the hearts will be available as late as

March. A still later supply can be had by moving
the smallest plants from the o]jen to shallow frames
set on warm borders. It transplanted with a good
ball of soil about the roots, disposed about 8 inches
apart each way and duly protected, the growth will

not be much checked, and a serviceable lot of

Endive be available for mixing with the earliest
1

Lettuce. Many of the autumn-raised Lettuce
plants have become too large to be hardy, and in

order to protect them against frost, it is advisable

to protect a portion or all of those requiring it. In

our case, as fast as frames are liberated from En-
dive, Hellebores and other .subjects needing tem-
porary protection, they are set over the forward
Lettuce, and mats also used if need be. Neither
the Cos varieties nor the hardy Cabbage Lettuces

force well, but they may be transplanted to frames
or pits and forwarded somewhat. Early Paris

Market, a quick growing and fairly hardy Cabbage
variet}', is well adapted for either forcing in frames
or in boxes placed in early vineries or Peach houses.

Seed may be sown now, or if there is a stock of

autumn-raised plants, these may be forced from
the present time. What we find answer best are

shallow frames set on gentle hot-beds, about 9

inches of good loamy soil being thrown in ami the

plants put out 8 inches apart each way. Being
duly protected and given air in warm weather,

growth is rapid and excellent liearts the result.

W. I.

Tomato Earliest of AH.—Whether this To-

mato possesses any other superior qualities to those

of other varieties is, no doubt, a matter of opinion,

but that it is earlier than such sorts as Dedham
Favourite, The Trophy, and several others when
grown under exactly the same conditions I had
good evidence last season, for I saw fruits of it quite

ripe when those of the others were only changing
colour. I am quite satisfied that where ripe To-

matoes are required this sort is worth a trial.

—

J. C. C.

Green vegetables.— Never perhaps have these

been so abundant and good at this time of year as

they are this season, and had it not been for the

sharp frosts in October that cut Peas and Scarlet

Runners off, I think we should have been able to

have picked off plenty now, as the temperature all

through November had been very high and the days

bright and sunny, and as pleasant as those of May.

Young Cabbages look very strong, and the chances

are that many will bolt ; and the same with young
Cauliflowers, as both are very forward and are

being forced rapidly on. Early Broccoli, such as

Snow's and Backhouse's, are beginning to turn in
;

but up to the present Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauli-

flower and Broccoli have aiforded a full supply, and
fortunate are those who planted good breadtlis of

these late, for both are flrst-class, and there is

nothing to equal them. Brussels Sprouts have had
a fine time of it, and the sprouts are solid; and

Winter greens are full of growth, as is also Spinach.

But there is another side to all this, for it we get

severe weather after the turn of the year, vegeta-

tion, in its unprepared state, must suffer; but it is

something to havejgone so far and fared so well

with our gardens.

—

Field.

Cooking Cardoons.-'In reply to " C. ^V."

(p. 5G7), a famous gastronomist said that good
cooks were only those who knew how to prepare

Cardoons properly. Cardoons can readily be made
into a good <lish for the table in winter, and
they are largely used in France. If the plants ha\e

been closely bound and earthed up, they will he-

come white and tender inside within a mouth or

even a much shorter time by the following process.

Early in autumn I was informed of tlie visit of

some English friends only eight days before their

arrival, and I wished them to taste French Car-

doons, which were at that time of year still in full

growtli and wide open. Nevertheless, I had one

bound up at once and every day tejiid water poured

between the leaves, and after eiglit days the Car-

doon was fit for use. For cooking it, take the ten-

der stalks, but not the hollow ones, and the large

roots, which are the best part of the plant, (.'ut

these into pieces 3 inches to 4 inches in lengtli,

pare them well, and drop at once in cold water, to

which are added a few spoonfuls of vinegar ami

flour, in order to ju'event the pieces of Cardoun

turning black during the operation ; drip them

well and throw in boiling water with sonu^ salt .-ind

a spoonful of flour. Keep the water gently lioiling

until the pieces give under the pressure of the

finger, then take them out. When well draiu«;l

they are fit for serving with gravy sauce, white
sauce, &c., both of which are well known in Eng-
land.—J. Salliek, St. Gcrmain-en-Laye.

MANURING.
Just at the moment of writing, the atmosphere is

bright and clear ; the frost is keen and will pro-

bably be hard in the morning; and thus is held out

pleasant anticipation of a bu&y day's work, getting

out upon the spare areas of ground the well-cared-

for, but now thoroughly decayed garden refuse of

the past snmmer and autumn. There can be no
doubt but that in clear frosty weather there is

hardly more exhilarating labour than is found in

the wheeling of such refuse over the hard ground.
If ordinary Cire ba taken it could be done with
absolute tidiness, and the work should cease when-
ever, under the influence of sunshine, the surface

of the garden paths begins to soften. It is not
only a source of satisfaction that an accumulation
of garden refuse, thus decayed and prepared for

use by several turnings, gives employment when
frost shuts up other labour, but it also forms a

valuable minure, especially for flowers, or for

those crops which need only moderately enriched
soil. It would be a misfortune in any ordinary

sizsd garden were no out-of-the-way spot set apart

for rubbish accumulation. Some terribly nervous
people are always in a state of alarm lest a small

heap of garden refuse should, in decaying, generate
some frightfully foul gases, elements of disease in the

human frame. People who are always in such condi-

tion of terror, suffering from a mind diseased by appre-
hension, soon bring the body into the same state. This
terror is,however, very absurd and utterly groundless.

Even the most offensive of vegetable mattir, if in

process of decay, can be readily deodorised by the

application of slaked lime, or better still by a thin

dressing of soil thrown over the refuse. Ordinarily,

however, there is little or no offensiveness arising

from decaying garden refuse, especially if such
refuse consist of short Grass, weeds. Couch or Twitch
Grass, Pea haulm, leaves, or, indeed, any descrip-

tion of rubbish such as usually accumulates in a
well-kept garden. In some cases the rubbish heap
is for the summer made to sustain the ordinary

crop of Vegetable Marrows, and at the end of tfce

season, if the soil used for the surface, with perhaps

some manure also, be all turned up well together,

a capital stack of manure is formed. Where it

is not desirable so to utilise the refuse, it is best

to make it into a tidy square heap, and to have
cast over it during the hot weather house slops

or other liquid compounds, which, it impart-

ing little of manurial propertiee, will promote
thorough decay. As in my own case, the refuse is

accumulated behind a wall and adjoining an over-

banging shrubbery. It is quite out of sight, and
gets from time to time a thorough soaking of liquid.

Thus just now, having been twice turned, it comes
out literally a valuable manure, and is very service-

able in fertilising our stiff clay toil. It is a curious

fact, and an instructive one, that whereas in ordi-

nary moist and growing seasons evidences of a good
spring dressing of stable manure soon disappear

from the soil, a liberal dressirg of the garden
refuse so long endures, that when the soil is

turned up a year later ample evidences of its

presence are found. That is because the material

contains so much of woody matter, and is therefore

often richer in phosphates it poorer in ammonia than

is animal manure. All through my gardtning life I

have strictly preserved garden refuse. Some of it

is, perhaps, best burned, especially when it partakes

of boshes or seedy stuff. But even ssedy stuff will,

it left to thoroughly decay in a wet state, soon
become harmless, as seeds invariably deciy also if

left in such a heap. Whenever steds are found
to be germiuating externally, the refuse heap
should be well turned, and with some heat created

the seeds are soon destroytd by the fermentation.

Gravel and other road sweepings are best kept

away from the refuse heap. All the same, it is only

where the gravel is unduly shingly and loose or

the sweeping is badly done that gravel is thus ac-

cumulated. Any good sweeper should long pre-

vion:ly have acquired the art of taking up leaves and
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other refuse frcm walks cleanly without picking
op any gravel. In rnnnirg out the decajtd refnse

now, someEupervision is needed to prevent none too

cleanly labonrers from overloading the wheelbarrow,
or from otbervilse shedding the dirt on the paths.

Garden men, however, as I have often noticed, soon
fall into thtir employers' methods, and if tidiness

be the gardener's dominant feature, the labourers
soon learn to acquire the same taste, and a very
pleasant garden taste it is. The slovenly man, as a
rule, makes for himself double the work that a
tidy man does, and at his best is never tidy then.

The refuse heap once on to the spare plots and
duly spread, the poor birds will find in the manure
much acceptable food, whilst the moment the frost

breaks it can be dug In, and the soil is thus
admirably prepared for another season's cropping,

A D.

Stove and Greenhouse.

THE HIPPEASTRUM,
We commence repotting the Amaryllis in the
second or third week of the new year, and as
there seems to be some difference of opinion as
to the time when this operation should be per-
formed, I can only remark on this point that
our practice results in the production of strong,
well-developed flowering plani-s. In fact, our
collection, for a private one, has taken the highest
positions at the metropolitan flowir shows for
^everal seasons, I write this on the 18th of
December, and I gave instructioin for the
crowns of the bulbs to be cleaned tvin days ago,
and liappening to call at INIessrs, Veitch's nur-
sery in the King's Road , Chelsea, recently , I found
they had started cleaning their bulbs at the fame
time, and were finishing their work in a dense
fog, which I would remark is a foe they have to
fight against evtii more tlian we have a few
miles further from its centre. At all events,
they fight a winning battle, for the bulbs are
the best I have ever seen. I would venture to
prophf sy that at hast ninety-five per cent, of the
bulbs will produce strong fldwer-ppikes. Messrs.
Veitch's collection is undoubtedly the best i>f

its kind in the wor!d, and I may say that the
culture pursued with the Hippeasirums in the
Chelsea nursery is the same as we pursue here,
and is what I have recommtudcd in this journal
for the last ten years. The object of thoroughly
clearing away any loose roattridl from the
crown of the bulb ia to get ri<l at the same time
of any insect pests that may be lurking within
the folds of the downy iciles. After removing
the stufl", we dust the crown with tobacco
jowder, and by the time repotting is com-
menced the crowns are quite dry, If there are
any signs of decay, the whole of it s-hould be
carefully removed, and the exposed part be
dusted with quicklime ; but it may be said that
wheri Hippea.strum bulbs get into an unhealthy
condition, they are not really of much value.
Some varieties are uaturally of a bad coii'^titu-

tioii.aiid it is di.xheartening work coddling them
up into a flowering sv.a, and when once tlioy do
produce a flowering tcape the ellort is too much
for the bulb. Mesfrs, Veitch's foreman eaid
that their main object was to obtain flowcri
<f Iho best f( rm and ijuality combined with
a strong constitution, Thi.s desirable end has
already been obtained, but the end is not yet.
In fact, the fli list does not admit of "any
limit to his work

; his motto is onward, and ho
finds hi,s greatest delight in anlicipatiog the
flowering of his seedling.s. The only new species
they have used in Mes.srs. Veitch'.s nursery as
pollen and seed parents is th(^ long-tubed II.
Bolandriflonim. When I say now sjiccies, I moan
so far as it has been used for seedling purposes

in recent years. Some of the hybrids from it

are very distinct ; the tube has been shortened,
while the green and jellowish white flowers

have been replaced by a glossy purplifh and
crimson-coloured tint in the flowers. But, in

truth, the hybrielibt is just now where Dean
Herbert was sixty years ago, as he used this

long-tubed species freely to hybridise with. He
named his best cross from it H. Carnarvoni, in

honour of his brother, the Earl of Carnarvon.
He also crossed it with H. bulbuloaum, and
named the produce H, Haylocki ; at least it was
so named by Sweet. Another hybrid between
H. solandritiorum and H. stylosum was named
H, Herberti.

It may be well to remark that all Herbert's
hybrids were also named after both parents

—

thus H. Carnarvoni was solandrifloro-Johnsoni,

and H. Herberti was solandrifloro stylosum.

About a score of hybrids were raised in those

early days at Spofl'orth and Highclere, but most
of them passed out of existence a few years

after the death of Herbert, From a horticul-

tural point of view, we are greatly in advance
of anything raised in those early dajs of hybrid-

ising ; and the only object in hybridising with

these old and distinct species is to obtain a new
strain with flowers of a different form ; and new
colours may also be introduced. I believe the

very distinct species H. Rayneri is in cultiva-

tion at the present time as " a blue Amaryllis.
"

We seem to have a blue Rose of a Nemophila
colour ; but the species in question is not a blue
Amaryllis, yet it is distinct in colour, and, as

figured in the Boianical Maijaziue (t. 5883), is a
handsome plant. Its larjje falcate leaves are

distinctly edged with buft' colour. It is also

winter-flowering, having been flowered in No-
vember by a Dr. Rayner, of Uxbridge, in IJSTO,

Subsequent roEearch, however, proved that it

had previously been introduced to the Continent
from South Brazil in 18G3, and was described

by Duchartre in the "Flore des Serres"
(t 2077-8) as Amaryllis procera. It h now given
in Mr. Baker's new " Handbook of the Amaryl-
lideae" as H, procerum. The flowers are from
four to twelve on an umbel, and of a beautiful

pale purplish lilac colour. If this species could

be used as a seed or pollen-bearer, some good
results might follow.

In three or four weeks we will be engaged re-

potting our plants. The soil in tlie pots is

now dust-dry, and no water will be t;iven to the

bulbs until a month or six weeks after they are

repotted. The Hippeaatrums like a moderately

rich compost to grow in ; a fourth part of de-

cayed manure added to fome good turfy loam,

with a small portion of leaf-mould and sand,

answers very well, an addition of good fibrous

peat helping to keep the compost open. In
potting press the material firmly aroimd the

iiulbs, and let them be about half their depth
out of the soil. We plunge all the best varie-

ties up to the rims of the pots in which they are

planted in warm tan, and the temperature of

the house is not kept much higher than 45^^' to

.50^ to start with. There ought not to be much
moisture from evaporation at first, and no water

should be applied until the bulbs have had a

chance to make S(ime roots; this is aleo very

material, as an excess of moisture in any way is

productive of decay. The small .seedlings are

now quite green ; they never lose their leaves in

winter, and some fifty plant.s, or more, are grow
ing in a (j-inch pot. These are carefully laid

out in sizes, and lliree of them are planted in a

y-inch or 41-incli pot according to the sizo of

the plants. It ia also well to urge the import-

ance of haviiiL! the potting soil in goodccmdition.

It ought to be warmed by being placed in the

houae for twenty-four hours before being used,

and should be moderately moist.

J. Douglas.

Fuchsia ampliata.—In the remarkably int«r-

esticg notice of the different species of Fuchsia on
p. 3tJ2 occurs the came of F. ampliata among
" Species not yet introduced into cultivation."

This is certainly an error, for I saw it beautifully in

flower at Kew three years ago, and since then it has
been catalogued by at least one of our leading nur-
serymen, from whom I obtained a plant last year.

It is a remarkably pretty little species, but, as far as

my experience of it extends, not so free blooming as

Fuchsia triphylla, a very valuable introduction, or

rather re-introduction, for it is, I believe, the oldest

known species of Fuchsia, though lost to our gar-

dens for a long period till re-introduced about half

a dozen years since.—H. P.

Azalea rosseflora —One great merit possessed
by this Azalea is the fact that without forcing it

will often produce a few scattered flowers through-
out the latter part of November, and from that

time maintain a succession of blooms till spring is

well advanced. This habit of flowering in such an
irregular manner is different from that of the

numerous varieties of the Indian Azalea, most
of whose blooms expand at nearly the same time,

and consequently when a plant does bloom, it is

simply one mass of colour. Though the flowering

season of A. roea'flora is spread over such a
lengthened period, so free blooming is it, that in the

case of a good sized specimen there will be by April

a great nrmber of unexpanded buds, which with
the brighter weather then experienced will all open
at much the same time, so that even after blooming
in this irregular way for months, it will be at last

densely covered with blossoms. This Azilea forms
a low, much-branched, globular-shaped bush of very

slow growth. The blooms are of a pleasing shade
of bright salmon-pink and very double, the petals

being beautifully imbricated. Just as the flowers

are partially expanded, they greatly rest mble little

Rose buds. This Azalea is by no means a novelty,

for Messrs, RoUisson, of Tooting, were awarded a
certificate for it by the Riyal Horticultural Society

many years ago under the name of A, Rollissoni, but
it is still quite a rare plant. This is no doubt to a
great extent owing to the fact that it makes such
slow progress during its earlier stages. By some it

is grafted on to a strong growing stock of Azalea
indica, and when the point of union is close to the

ground no objection can be taken to such a mode (f

increase; but I have seen plants grafted on clean

stems 1 foot or 18 inches high which were far too

mop-like to be pleasing, I find that the best way
to treat this Azalea is, directly after flowering, to

place it in a warm growing temperature, where it is

occasionally syringed, as by so doing gocd growth
is ensured. Then the plants may be gradually

hardened off till they can be stood out of doors for

a few weeks without injury, but it should not be in

too sunny a spot, and at the same time they mutt
be carefully attended to in the matter of water. As
they are very impatient of an excess of moisture,

care should be taken that they are removed under
cover before the heavy autumnal rains set in. A
coloured plate of this AzJea was given in The
Gahdbn in IHHO. and well it deserved that distinc-

tion. Besides the two names above mentioned, it

is also known under that of A. balsamirajfloa,

—

H. P.

siionr NoTEs.-sTOVi-: and orkeniiovse.

Tho Poinsettia as a wall plant,—It is mt
perhaps gi'iienilly l^iiown tlint tlio I'oinsi-ttia BUCCPods

very well plflntoJ out ii^iiiiipt ii wall in a warm, lij^'nt

hous?. If the wall is slmilod t*n miu-h Ibw bottom
clusters of bracts will Ito proportionately suinll, but up
near tho irlass I liavo cut very larjji' heads of brilliant

ecarU't lirjcts. Tlio boi'di>r shmilil be made ratber

firm, and liquid manure can be given to increase the

ai/,0 of the hoaja.—K, II,

Daphne indica rubra.—Tbie deliciously fra-

grimt subject ia just now an object of groat interest in

tlu" Rose bouse at (iunnorsbury Park, wliorc it is

planted out iu a ra'aed bod with Camellias, Ac, and
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where it liis growu into a, large bash. Tliia position

appears to suit it, for it flowers abuadantly and dif-

fuses sach a sweet fragrance as to completely till the

house. Pruning is not at all n9C3ssary ; the growth is

regulated by the constant cutting to -which the plant

is subjected. It is probably owing to the freedom
the plant enjoyi at the roots that it is in such a vigor-

ous condition and blooms so finely. The form n ow
under notice is one of the most fragrant of winter-

flowering plants.—E. D.

Drooping Glory Tree (Clerodendron nutans).

—This stove shrub, of which a coloured plate was
given in The Garden for May 5, 1888, and which
attracted a good deal of attention when exhibited

by Mr. Head at one of the Royal Horticultural

Society's meetings a little more than a year ago, is

very easily increased by meats of cuttings put in

daring the early spring months, and so free-bloom-

ing is it, that a dozen plants which I struck last

spring, and some of which are still very small, have

flowered this antumn. It is indeed a remarkably

pretty species of Clerodendion, and is so easily in-

creased that the fact of its being lost to this country

after having been in cultivation here is rather sur-

prising, and we are certainly indebted to Mr. Head
for its re-introduction. The fact of the Drooping
Glory Tree producing it3 blossoms during the

autumn months is a great point in its favour.

—

H. P.

Lilium neilgherrense.—This Lily has been

noted in several horticultural journals as being very

finely in flower at Kew, and in an article on the

subject, p. 550, it is stated to require only ordinary

care. Now this is undoubtedly quite correct, as

far as its first season is concerned, for I find that

imported bulbs require only to be potted and given

the general treatment of greenhouse plants to

ensure a good crop of blossoms, provided always,

of course, that the bulbs are sufficiently strong.

My experience of this Lily is, however, that the

second season's crop of bloom will fall very far

short of the first, and that each year will see a
diminution in the floral display. I cannot find that

others are more suocessful with it than myself,

though many have tried, as it is such a beautiful

autumn or winter-flowering Lily. It dislikes pot

culture, for the fl^war-stem will frequently, after

leaving the bulb, proceed in a horizontal direction

for some distance, so that when in a pot it oltan

travels completely round the ball of earth, and
finally makes its appearance at the side of the pot.

I obtained some imported bulbs nearly two years

since, and they flowered beautifully last year, white
this season most of them have bloomed again. While
in the case the majority of them pushed up the

flower-stem. This was especially noticeable in re-

gard to two, one of which bore the finest flower of

any, on a stem not more than 6 inches high, the re-

mainder of the stem being wound round the ball

of eartb, while in the case of the other the flower-

stem did not come to the surfacs, but made its way
through the hole in the bottom of the pot, after

which it took an upright direction and then flowered.

Tnis habit is also common to L. neilgherrense in a
state of nature, for I have had imported bulbs the
buried portion of whose flower-stem measured a
yard in length.— H. P.

Anthracite coal.—In reply to " B." in The
Gabden (p. 5G7) about the value of the above coal

against good coke, I have been using i: for the past
three months, and so far have not found it answer
the purpose so well as coke. It burns very fairly

and is very lasting, but does not give out heat
enough for my purpose, neither is it quick in heat-
ing, like coke. It appears to be best suited for mild
heating or where a regular and gentle heat is

needed, but during a severe frost I should be sorry

to have to rely upon it. The late frosty nights have
proved coke to be the most reliable. I have two
saddle boilers side by side ; in one of them I used
all coal, and the other coke, for the purpose of trial.

With coke the heat needed checking long before
the ether had reached the proper state for com-
parison, though both boilers were allotted as near
as could be tbe same amount of piping to heat. To
get up a bright fire anthracite needs a much sharper
draught than oke; even then it does not give sufll-

cient heat in time to be so reliable as coke ageiinst

a sadden frost. Again, anthracite requires more
frequent attention in feeding the fire. It needs it

a little at the time and often in order to get the
fullest amount of burning or heating power out of

it. I remember many years ago, when living at a

place in Kent, we had a small cylindrical boiler to

every house in which Welsh ccal (very similar to

anthracite, if not the same under another name)
was used, and answered very well, but when the
arrangement was altered to the one-boiler system
it had to be given up, because we could not get
sufiicient heat. With regard to "B.'s" second ques-
tion, it is not so clean as coke, and there is more
fine or dust coal than is desirable made principally

in the breaking up for use. This need not be
wasted, as by being made wet before putting on it

does well for banking up, which operation, if pro-

perly done, will ensure a good fire in the morning.
Anthracite has one advantage over coke, in that it

makes no clinkers and very few ashes, so that
everything can be burnt up. I have no information
to offer "B." in his third question, beyond stating

that one bairowful of coal will last out four of coke,

but then there is a great difference in the price.

—

T. R. F.

In answer to " B.'s" inquiries in The Gar-
den (p. 5G7), having given this a fair trial with
several classes of boilers, I have found that the ad-

vantage is all in favour of coke. Anthracite may
answer when there is a great draught, but if such is

not the case the anthracite coal lies dead and re-

fuses to burn. It also requires frequent attention,

as if too much be put on at once the fire goes out
entirely. Some few years ago in one of the leading
establishments in the neighbourhood of London
there was a house where a fire was only lighted when
there were signs of a severe frost, and this having
suddenly come on, anthracite coal was used to get

up the heat and entirely failed, the frost having
got into the house. Next night was equally severe,

and recourse was had to coke, with which there
was not the slightest diSiculty in maintaining a
sufiicient heat. I have also tried it in saddle
boilers with the same result. I have found a mix-
ture of anthracite coal and coke answer well, the

coke preventing the coal from "caking" and so

checking the draught. I should certainly adv:se
" B ," unless he can obtain sufiicient draught, not to

trust entirely to anthracite. I understand that
anthracite is largely used by some of our London
market growers, and it would be well to have their

opinion of it. The only advantage I could find in

anthracite over coke was that there were no clinkers

nor ashes, but in a boiler kept clean and well stoked,

all the refuse of coke, with the exception of the

clinkers, may be burnt up. The anthracite coal, as

supplied above, costs 163. per ton, delivered at

Brentford Station.—X.

FRUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT IN THE OPEN
AIR IN ENGLAND*

I THINK I miy safely assume that a much larger

quantity of English fruit would meet with a ready
sale if put before the public in a tempting state. I

think I may also assume that there are thousands
of acres of land in Great Britain at present bringing

little or no profit to owners or occupiers which, if

planted with fruit trees, might be made to return a
good profit to both. Not that I think large fortunes

are to be made by the venture, but a fair remuneration
for the outlay of capital, and the application of in-

dustry and skill.

To give these opinions a practical application, I

propose to say a few words on the subject under the

following heads :
—

1. Climate. 2 Soils. 3. Holdings. 4. Sorts.

1. Climate.—A mild equable climate free from
sudden changes of temperature and storms of wind
or rain should be taken in preference. 1 do not be-

lieve in planting Apples, Pears, Cherries, and Plums
in the bottom of valleys. This is often done on
account cf the quality of the soil. Bat it is of little

benefit to the grower to realise a good growth and
* A paper rtad by Mr. William Taul, F.L.S., at the Apple

and I'eu: Confereuco, Chlswick, October 17, ISSi.

abundant flowering if his crop is destroyed in a
flowering state by the spring frosts. Over the last

few years there has been a wonderful show of

blossom on the fruit trees in the valley of the Lea,

but little fruit has followed, owing to the destruc-

tion of the embryo by the severity of the spring
frosts in this low situation. This is the one point

in climate that would seem to render it unsuitable

for culture for profit, as it can be but partially

amended by shelter or any other means.

It seems to me that many important points de-
sirable to secure success, which are well known to
those who are thoroughly versed in these matters,
have not yet taken hold of the general mind, and
they cannot be too often repeated till they do this.

Only a few years ago I was surprised to meet with
an orchard newly planted in the bottom of a moist
vaUey, the climate of which in spring was trying in

the extreme for early buds and blossoms. The
sorts, too, were indifferently chosen. Nevertheles p,

the planter persevered with their culture, until he
found that for three or four years in suscession he
got plenty of blossom, but little or no fruit. He has
recently destroyed them and cropped the ground
with vegetables. But what a waste of time and
money, and what a source of vexation and dis-

appointment.

I believe in planting on slopes or uplands, where
the spring frosts are less destructive, with distant
shelter to be provided, if not already existing. If

cheap, quick-growing trees are planted for shelter

within a few yards of the boundaries of the planta-
tions at the time young fiuit trees are planted, the
former will afford the necessary shelter by the time
the fruit trees come into bearing.

On a farm of 200 acres there may be a difference

of climate that would render fruit culture profit-

able or unprofitable, according to the position in

which the trees are planted. In the valley of the
Lea I find that in some years the crop is mainly or
wholly on the bottom, and in others on the top of

the trees. This I attribute to the frost being more
severe in the one case near the ground, and in the
other at a greater elevation during the period of
floweiing.

2. Soils.—Alight or medium Icamof good depth
and well drained is generally accepted as the most
favourable for the production of an abundance of

good fruit. It matters not it it be poor, provided
manure can be obtained at an easy distance or at a
cheap rate. A bad soil in a good climate often
yields the grower more profitable results than a
good soil in a bad climate. If the ground be wet,
thorough and deep drainage is an essential condi-
tion of land to be employed in fruit culture, for it

improves the climate as well as the soil. Chalk or

gravel would seem to be a better subsoil than clay,

as the latter, especially if wet, favours the develop-
ment of canker.

As to soils for the different fruits, I would prefi r

for Apples a medium loam ; for Plums, Pears, and
Cherries a light warm loam. For Strawberries a
light rich loam, cool and moist, with ready access

to water. For Raspberries a deep, light loam, also

cool and moist. For Gooseberries and Currants a
deep, strong loam. But I would not convey the
impression that these soils are necessary; in well-

drained soils cultivation may be safely extended
even to strong or clayey loams.

Of course, the working of the soil is, or should be,
much more costly than in ordinary farm operations,

and the cultivation of the trees, by pruning and
keeping free from insects, is also an item of cost in

labour which must not be lost sight of. In esti-

mates of profits lately put forward it appears to

me that these facts in connection with the culti-

vation of trees and soil have not been suflioiently

allowed for.

:i. Holdings.— It is often said one should not
plant fruit trees for profit except on his own land.

But this would unnecessarily limit the number of

growers. A long lease, however, is indispensable.

According to calculations I have made, but with
which I need not trouble yon, thirty years is the

shortest lease I should advise anyone to plant under.

If tbe lease be for a shorter pericd, I think the
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tenant should expect from the landlord either a
renewal at the same rent as before, or that his trees

be taken at a valuation.

It may be thought by some that this is asking

too much from the owner of the soil, but I do not
think it is more than it is his interest to concede.

By such cooccsjiicn he may secure a good tenant

and a good rent, and there is ample security for his

rent in the value of the trees on the soil. I will

read a brief extract from a recent number of the

Sussex Adrertiser in reference to land tenure in

Kent, and without cffering any opinion on the

course taken by the tenant, as I know nothing of

the oiee beyond what is here stated, I thick jou
will all agree with me that Buch a state of things is

to be deplored :

—

" Lasd tenuke in Kent.— One of the results

ot the unsatisfactory system of land tenure now
prevailing in this country is to be seen at

Knockholt, Kent. The lease held by Mr. Edwin
Bith, of Curry Farm, in that parish, expires

at Michaelmas, and he is not allowed to renew
his tenancy, nor can he recover compensation
from his landlord for a valuable plantation of

30 acres of Raspberries on the farm. Conse-
quently, the extraordinary spectacle may now be
seen of a reaping machine cutting down, and a
steam plough following it rooting up this plantation,

which has cost a very large expenditure cf time and
money to produce. When it is considered that the

produce of the plantation in question realised in the

present year upwards of £liiflO, and that the planta-

tion was vigorous and in full bearing, some idea

may be formed of the sacrifice of property in-

volved."

Further : It has often struck me that the manner
in which the charges on land are levied is not equit-

able, and is calculated to discourage rather than
encourage the planting of fruit trees for profit. A
few words will, I think, make this plain. A man
plants fruit trees, not looking for any quantity of

fruit for four years. Duting that period he receives

nothing, or next to nothing in the shape of produce,
although rent charges on land and expenses of cul-

tivation are going on and have to be met. Then
when hU crop brings him a larger return than ordi-

nary farm produce would bring, the charges on the
land are raised I Now it would seem only fair, if

the charges on land are calculated according to the

value of the annual crop, the planter of fruit trees

should pay nothing the first four years.

4. Sorts.—Of large fruits grown for profit, Apples
would seem to stand first. Plums next, then Pears,

then Cherries. Of small fraitp. Strawberries, Rasp-
berries, Currants, and Gooseberries are the most
important; Filberts may also be planted to give a
profitable crop in odd sheltered spots where other
fruits would not grow well Bat these different

fruits do not all require precisely the same climate

and soil. The Apple is perhaps the least particular

in these respects, seme vaiieties of which will

thrive and produce large crops of good frnit in

almost any well-drained soil when grafted or budde d

on the Crab or Apple stock—the Paradise stcck I

have found next to useless nnder field culture on
the clayey soils ot Sussex. There aie fifteen sorts

of Apples which I should plant in prefererce to

others in my own county (Hertfordshire), laving an
eye to the disposal of the crop as well as to its pro-

duction. They are: Blenheim Orarge, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Devorsbire Qaarrenden,
Ecklinville, Duchess of Oldenborg, liish Peach,
Keswick. King of tfce Pippinp, Lord ScfBeld Small's
Admirable. Stirlirg Castle, StuimcrPippin.Warner's
K'ng, and Wellington.

I ran speak favourably cf (he Ecklinville from
expeiiments made both in Heits and Scsstx. I

planted in Sussex four years ago 200 Ecklinville
Apples that lad teen cut back as maidens to 2^
feet. The soil (i qnaiter of an acre) was good, and
bad been subscileri IS inches deep a few jesrs pre-
vionsly. They grew well. The Ihiid year they
produced .I bushels, the fourth jcar 17 bushels,

which sold on the ground at fip. per bushel. They
were planted about (J feet by C feet, but strong
growers might be planted II feet by !) feet, and
mall fmits or vegetables might be grown between

the trees for a few years. I estimate the expenses
ot planting and cultivating these 200 Ecklinville

Apple trees on a quarter of an acre of ground in

1884 as follows:—
Cost of trees, SOO at Ma. per 100 .. £5
Planting and digging 15
Four years' cultivation, at 16s. per
year 3

Rent, rates, &o , at lOs. per year 2
£10 15

Rfcturns in 1S88 : 22 busheh of
Apples sold on the ground at 5s.

perbuhel 5 10
£5 5

Next year I expect to get the outlay back, and look

to the future for profit.

In exposed situations pyramid or bush trees are

preferable to standards, because the fruit is not so

liable to be blown down, and in large orchards, it

the trees have stems 2^ feet to 3 feet, sheep could

run under them to feed, and thus help the returns.

Plums.—The Early Prolific, Early Orleans, The
Czar, Belgian, and the Victoria are good ones.

Purple and Pershore Damsons also, of which the

Farleigh is well to the front, are usually a profitable

crop.

Pears want a belter climate and a warmer, richer,

and deeper soil than Apples, and are not usually to

profitable a crop as Apples. They do well as a rule

on a subsoil of chalk. Ot Pears, Aston Town, Eye-
wood, Hessle, Williams' Bon Chietien, Beurrfi de
Capiaumont, and Beurifi d'Amanlis are the most
profitable sorts to grow in Hertfordshire; Louise
Bonne of Jersey, where it will grow, and Marie
Louise, where it will bear freely, are also good
varieties.

Chebbies like a lighter ard deeper soil than
Apples. The May Duke, Bigarrean, Napoleon, and
Kentish are good.

Strawbeeeies.— AMcomtesse Hfiricart de Thury,
Sir Joseph Paxton, Elton Pine, President, Sir

Charles Napier.

Raspbebbies.—Carter's Prolific, Fastolf.

Cdrbants.—Black Naples, Lee's Prolific, Red
Dutch.

GoosEBEBEiES.—Whitesmith.Warrington.Crcwu
Bob, Lancashire Lad.

In selecting sorts of fruits it should not be lost

sight of that some sorts flower later than others, and
the blossoms of some sorts are more frost-proof

than others, and thus the crop is often saved by
late-flowering or frost resisting blossoms. If I were
about to plant fruit trees for profit, I should look

closely to these matters in the selection of sorts. I

would also examine all the fruit trees, and talk to

all the practical gardeners in the neighbourhood
whom I could persuade to listen to me to ascertain

which sorts produced the best and most certain

crops in the district.

In conclusion, let me say that the grower's work
is only partly done when he gathers his crops. He
has to sell them. Like other men of business, he
must besufficiently intelligent, indn8trionp,and ener-

getic to find the best maiket for them, and to pack
them propeily, if packing is needed, or he misses
the reward ot his skill and labour.

Sllum NOTES.—ROSES.

China Roses.— I am much obliged to " U. D." for his

note (p. 5'J4) about the (-iimriion wliite China lloNe. I have,
I think, dipcoverud its wlionubouts, and hope shortly to ob-
tain it, but I have only been able to find it niontloncd in
one solitary Hose catalogue in this country.—T. W. O.

Kose Ducher.—Ah for this Rose, if "li. D." will be so
good as to tell wo where there is an cfTcctivo bed of It in

bloom in sunuiier, I should bo very happy to ro and see it,

anil to rejoice in somf one else's succesB with a Uoso that with
IOC has proved fo complete a failure.—T. W. (.illini.s^STnsF:.

Late Roses —b'ndcr this heading, ".T. C. C." in Tuk
{iAUi>i<;N, Dec. 8 (p. .^^:^), speaks very highly of the old monthly
China Bof^es as being continuous bloomers. I agree with all

he Ins Kald in thiir f.ivour. Tliey have flowered liero

unremittingly for the past eight months, ar.d show every
sign of continvdng if the wtather keeps mild. I am glad to

s(e that the old favo\irite Oloirodo Dijon comes in for a word
of pniise. I may mention two others which aro very free

autumn bloomers, viz., Choshunt Hybrid and Btarie Van
Houtte.— II. Louth, Favfrnha^i, Ki-nl.

Societies.

THE GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
The usual monthly meeting of the committee took
Iilace at the Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi, W.C, on
Friday, the 28th ult., Mr. George Deal presiding,

there being a full attendance of the members.
The minutes of the last meeting having been
read, a communication was submitted from Mr. S.

Knight, announcing the death of Mr. C. Howe, of

the Gardens, Benhara Park, Newbury, a member
of the committee and hon. local .secretary for that

di.strict. The balance at the bank in favour of the
fund is £346 18s. 9d.. and it is the intention of the

committee to fund another sum of £500 at the

earliest possible moment. A letter was read from
Mr. 0. Thomas, the Gardens, Chatsworth, enclosing

the sum ot £31 as the proceeds of the entertain- j
nient recently given at Chesterfield by the gardeners I
of the district on behalf of the fund, and request-

ing that it might appear in the subscription list as

a <lonationof £2 lis. 8d. from the twelve gardeners
constituting the committee of management, as it

was the intention of that body to continue the

entertainment annually, and so add annually pro
rata the proceeds to each man's olonation. It was
pointed out by the chairman that if this arrange-

ment were carried out. the division would not

apportion enough to each man to give a vote at the

next election, as the moneys could only be classed

as donations, and no donation under £5 carries a
vote. It was therefore suggested that the matter

should be referred back to the committee of gar-

deners with the recommendation that they should

ballot among themselves so that six of their num-
ber might be credited with £5 and upwards each,

in order that votes should not be lost, and this was
agreed to. The sum of £42 9s. was announced as

h.iving been received from seven local secretaries,

and £1 Is. was handed in from the Vfest Kent
Gardeners' Society at Bexley Heath ; 13s. Id., the

proceeds of a collecting box at the Chrysanthemum
show at Chiswick, and ISs. 6d. found in the box at

the Chiswick Apple and Pear congress. A dona-

tion of £5 5s. was also received from Mr. McKenzie.

A letter was read from Sir Somers Vine announcing

the intention of the governing body of the Imperial

Institute to contribute the sum of £5 5s. to the

fund, in recognition of the services rendered by
Mr. A. F. Barron, who suggested that it should

take this form. Mr. Thomas H. Barroway, Vicarage

Street Nursery, Warminster, was appointed hon.

local secretary for that district. A letter was read

from Mr. W. Thomson, Clovenfords. Galashiels,

which illustrated the strong prejudice which exists

in Scotland against the fund, it being evidently held

that the orphan children of Scotch gardeners would

have no chance of election to the benefits of the

fund. The usual quarterly allowiuice to the children

on the fund, viz., £35 lis., was ordered to be paid,

:is also some small accounts.

A draft form of ]ietition to the City Companies,

soliciting assistance from their funds for the

Orphan Fund, was referred to the sub-committee

that has this matter in hand. A vote of thanks to

the chairman brought the proceedings to a close.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The
sub-coniiuittci

—

Mcnsvs. C.-isllc. Cicnlon. ;in(l Payne
— ap]iointt'(l by the National Scicicty to make ar-

raiigeinrnts for a conference to be hold in conjunc-

tion with the winter show of Chrysanthemums at

the Royal Aquarium on .Taiuiary !) and 10 next, an-

noniu-e the following prograniiiu\ The confei-ence

will be opened in the Westminster Acpi.-irium at

5 ]).m. on January !l. when it is expeiicd that the

ju-c'sidcnt, Mr. E". Sanderson, will take the ch.air.

Till' subjects of the iiajiers (c.-ich limited to a

quarliT iif an hour) will be as follows : "Manures
for('lirv.<anthcnniins,"byMr. E. Molyneux; "Damp-
ing in" Blooms," by Mr. C. Gibson and Mr. J.

l)oiif,'htv; "Mid-Winter rhry.>i.-inthomunis," by Mr.

Kipling; and "Sports." by "Mr. N. Davis. Each
paper will be followed by discussion ;us far iis time

|icrmils. All iiuiubirs and visitors to the show

will be .admitted to the conference, and the room
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or hall in which it will be held will be annotmced

on the morning of the show.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Chrysanthemum Guernsey Nugget.—This
is a good old kind indispensable to those who growplants

for a quantity of fair-sized flowers. It was the moat
conspicuous and most beautiful kind at Christmas in

the conservatory at Betteshanger Rectory.

Chrysanthemum Georges Sand.— Whilst

many of the new kimls are useless for the open

garden the above-named appears most useful,

and is very beautiful in a mild season such as tliis.

It is an Anemone-flowered variety with niedium-

.sized flowers of a bronzy hue. During Christmas

week we noted this variety in full flower in several

East Kent cottage gardens, especially beautiful

being some plants in a little front garden in the

town of Deal.

Asparagus decumbens is now very beautiful

in Mr. T. Bimyard's Ashford Nursery. It is trained

up a pillar, which is nearly hidden by graceful

spray, which also bears a profuse crop of berries.

'In size and shape these may be likened to those of

Fuchsia procumbens. In colour the berries are

white, as are also the miniature Lily of the Valley-

like flowers which precede them. This is a de-

ciduous species, which dies down in summer, but

when it commences to grow it will soon wreathe a

pillar in a garlaiul of elegant spray, pretty flowers,

and distinct effective berries.

Ealanchoe carnea.—A spray of this compara-
tively new and sweet-smelling flower comes from
Messrs. J. Vcitch & Sons, of Chelsea, who truly ob-

serve " it is a beautiful winter-flowering plant."

and when it is known that it will thrive in a
greenhouse it should become common. Its native

country is doubtful, but it is allied to the scarlet

Kalosanthes, to which it bears some resemblance in

the character of the flowers and the way they are

produced, as they are in dense flatfish corymbs of

the faintest pink, and with a fragrance of Hawthorn
or of Luculia gratissima. It blooms during the

first two months of the year.

Primroses in December.—In the garden at

Betteshanger Rectory the Primroses are flowering so

abundantly as to suggest spring rather than the

last days of December. The tufts of the single

lilac variety are full of flower, and the old double
crimson, of which a plate was some time ago given

in The Garden, is also in bloom. Moreover, whilst

in some seasons Primroses for Easter decorations

have been difficult to obtain, they were sufficiently

plentiful to be used for church decoration at

Betteshanger this Christmas, where we saw Prim-

roses and Christmas Roses displaying their charms
in association.

Iris reticulata var. sophonensis.— This

seems to be the first to bloom of this pretty family,

as a bulb of it sent up its flower without any foliage

around it (although the leaves usually precede the

appear.ance of the flower by a week or more) on
December 23, and opened it next day. The flower

is decidedly inferior in beauty to that of the type,

being destitute of the beautiful clear golden centre

to the lower petal which forms such an exquisite

and conspicuous contrast to the deep purple of the

rest of the flower. The midrib of the lower petal

of this variety is curiously raised, and is of a dull

greenish yellow shade, with distinct green markings
on either side of it.—W. E. G.

Open-air Carnations in January.—Early in

November "H., Sandwich," sent us some Carnation

blooms gathered in the open air, and in the accom-
panying note said that there were hundreds of buds
then unexpanded. I'nharmed by wet and frosts

sufficiently hard to kill Pelargoniums, these Carna-

tions have contiiuied flowering, and a few days ago
we saw a magnificent gathering of blooms and buds.

This kind is a yellow self, and as the yellows are

generally somewhat tender, the characteristic

hardiness and profuse flowering qualities of this

variety should lead to its extended cultivation. In

the previous note it was said that the shoots were

pulled off and put in like Gooseberry cuttings. A
Carnation such as this has two of the most desir-

able qualities for a garden Carnation, namely,

hardiness and a free and prolonged season of

blooming. These late flowers are produced upon

the current year's growth, and are the outcome of

exceptional vigour. This tendency, moreover, is

exhibited by other vigorous selfs of the French

strain, and to such an extent as to favour the possi-

bility of our being able to obtain a new race of

garden Carnations that will materially prolong the

outdoor season of this beautiful flower. The garden

in which the Carnations are still blooming is that

of the Rev. J. Jacquet, at Tilmanstone, near Sand-

wich, Kent.

Orchids at Mr. Bull's.—A list of the Orchids

flowering in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea has been

sent to us, and from this we observe that many rare

kinds besides innumerable commoner species and
varieties are in full beauty, comprising several

genera from Ada to Vanda." Cattleya chocoensis,

the variable Percivaliana, Trianse delicata, and the

beautiful virginalis are in bloom, and also the

exquisite Lslia albida bella and the white form of

anceps. Lycaste Skinneri alba is also flowering,

and Mr. Bull has an excellent stock of this lovely

Orchid. When a good form is obtained it is abso-

lutely pure white, as large as the ordinary type,

and just as massive. Cypripediums, of course, are

well represented. So also are the Odontoglossums,

especially the neglected cirrhosum and its variety

Hrubyanum ; Insleayi leopardinum, a richly col-

oured form of this showy Orchid; hebraicum, grande

and Rossi majus, the "next useful form, perhaps,

to the common O. crispum. Oncidium varicosum,

cheirophornm. the pretty cucullatum, and the hand-

some tigrinum are also in bloom, The great evil

to Orchids in the winter is the fogs, which quickly

affect delicate flowers as these, and at Chelsea they

are, perhaps, as dense and stifling as in any part, of

the metropolis.

Arum Lilies in Trelissick.- Of the numerous
accounts published of late anent the mildness of

the season, I doulit if any of them present greater

evidence of the abnormally mild winter we are in

the midst of than could be found in this place on

last New Year's Day, 1889. We have here a car-

riage drive over an embankment 120 yards long,

crossing the head of a sheltered, sunny creek, with

the sea on one side and a fresh-water pond on the

other. On the salt-water side there is an unbroken

line of Tamarisk, clothing the embankment with a

mass of feathei-y, green foliage from the top to the

beach below, aiid on very high tides it is covered

by the sea to a depth of 2 feet to 3 feet, and seems

to enjoy the briny element. On the fresh-water

side, and growing in the water from 2 feet to 3 feet

deep, are from tliirty to forty luxuriant clumps of

Arum Lilies, many of them immense masses from

10 feet to 12 feet across. There are only two fully

opened flowers, but scores of spathes are showing

above the foliage, and although for three nights in

succession we have had 3", 4°, and 5" of frost, these

South African beauties have not suffered in the

least.—W. S.\Nt;wiN, Trelissick.

Poinsettia pulcherrima.—This lovely Euphor-

biaceous plant has been seen to great advantage

during the festive season of Christmastide, the mild

weather allowing of its being used much more freely

than if we had had cold frosty weather. Nothing

could exceed the brilliancy of the display made in

all the florists' shops, the Poinsettias in all cases

being the most conspicuous. It is a great, pity that

this useful plant cannot be used freely except in

mild weather. In sharp frosty weather it is impos-

sible to make such a display as has been seen this

season, for as soon as exposed to cold the bracts and

leaves droop down, and it is impossible to revive them
again. Although no amount of hardening off will

make these beautiful plants stand at a temperature

approaching to freezing point, yet, if carefully har-

dened off, they will stand much better than if taken

from the high temperature neces.sary for the full

development of the beautiful bracts and at once

exposed to a much lower temperature. As soon as

the bracts are fully developed, the plants should be

removed and gradually exposed ; they will then last

much longer, and will not suffer unless the thermo-

meter falls somewhat below 40" Fahr.

—

A.

Fhalsenopsis intermedia Portei.—There is

now to be seen in Mrs. Perrins's collection, Daven-

ham Bank, Malvern, one of the grandest specimens

of this Orchid that it has ever been my good for-

tune to witness, a single spike bearing more than

fifty of its most lovely blooms. The whole of this

large and varied collection is most promising and
healthy. Phalaenopsids here are grown under a

double' glazed roofs—evidently the most suitable

way, judging liy results.—M.

Covent Garden sales.—Will some reader be

good enough to tell me how to proceed in the fol-

lowing case ? I obtained from an October issue of

The Garden the address of a fruit dealer in

Covent Garden Market, and liaving a surjalus stock

of Apples on liand, wrote and arranged with bim as

to the disposal of same. Subsequently I forwarded

a large hamper of choice Apples which he acknow-
ledged, and placed an insignificant sum to my
credit, which sum I have since asked him repeatedly

to remit, with the empty hamper, but he has taken no
notice of either of my applications.—CoBKWAiL.

Death of "Viscount Eversley.—That charm-
ing Hanipsliire garden, Heckfield Place, has at last

lost its aged and esteemed owner, and our corre-

spondent, Mr. Wildsmith, a kind and generous em-
ployer in the person of Lord Eversley, who died

on "the 28th ult. If he had lived till February
next he would have been ninety-five years of age.

Natural good health and bodily strength have
doubtless helped that end, but we can hardly

doubt but that the deep love for gardening in

general he possessed, and for his own garden in

particular, in which, when at Heckfield, he fairly

luxuriated, helped materially to promote that lon-

gevity, allied as it was to a kindly temper and suavity

of disposition. Lord Eversley did not merely enjoy

his garden, but he took the deepest interest in its

welfare, and every alteration or improvement in it,

however trifling, was with him the subject of keen
attention. When in London for the season, Heck-
field and all associated with it were pre-eminently in

his thoughts. Lord Eversley was from 1839 to 1857
Speaker of the House of Commons, filling that posi-

tion with remarkable dignity, and, as a reward, re-

ceiving a peerage and pension, which he enjoyed for

over thirty years. The title is already extinct, there

being no male issue to continue it, but Heckfield

will be occupied by a daughter, Miss Shaw Lefevre,

for her life, and it is hoped that not only will Mr.

Wildsmith continue his long and honourable con-

nection with the gardens, but that under the new
regime the old glories of the place wiU suffer no
diminution.

Death of Charles Howe.—A gardener of

marked ability in liis jirofcssion and a man who
made many friends by his kindness of disposition

has passed away in Mr. Charles Howe, who died on
Christmas Day, at Benham Park, Newbury, Bucks,

the seat of Sir R. F. Sutton, Bart., whom he faith-

fully served for many years.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" The Englisli in Canary Isles." By S. Frances Latimer.

Simptin, MarsliiU and Co.
*' Notes of Tr.ivel in tlie Islands of Teneriffe and Grand

Canary." By Is;iac Latimer. Simpkin, Marsliali and Co.

ITames of plants.— fr. M"ntin.—1, Dendmbium infun-
dibuium ; 2, Epidcndrum ; 3, Lycaste Skinneri ; 4, Oncidium
Krameri ; r*, IJendrobium; 6, Wanda suavis. J. M.—l,
Cyprfpedium Harrisianum, good type : 2, Cypripedium l>ar.

batum, good form ; 3, C<elogyne bari>ata, true, very good
form. John Bennelt.— Good form of Dendrofjium nobile.

A, E. F.— Your Fern lias been injured by frost

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— ?"*;.« jma-nn! i<

puhllsht'l in madi/ b-nnul Monthly Partx. In this J'oiini tht

coloufed 2>li'hs nrt: htt^l pir.<errril. <rnii it ix ino3t suitubtr for

r'/trtnce I'rniou-^ to th: i^xui of (hi htil/-i/atrh/ votumea. Friri^

la. Orf. ; }i03tfree, U. 0-/.

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — This

joitrnal is puhlishdl in ntotly bound Monthly Parts, in which

form it is most suitaUffor rfftrenre previous to the i»8u€ of the

yearly rolun^es. Prire 5d ; post free, "d.

*' Hardy Flo'WeXS-^—Oivinff descriptions of upwards of
thirtten hundred of the vio.it ornamental species, vith directions

for their arranr/ement, culture, d'C. Fourth and Pojnilar

Edition, is.: post free. Is. 3d.

London: 87, SoiUhatnptcm Street, Strand, W.C.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

THE HIMALAYAN SPRUCE.
(abies smithiana.)

This is said to be the most graceful of all the
Fir tribe inhabiting the Himalayas, for altliough

in a young state it has a rival in the Deodar,
yet as the latter grows up it loses its light ele-

gant habit, which the Spruce in question re-

tains, a fact fully borne out by its appearance in

this country, for where the branches have plenty
of room in which to develop themselves their

disposition is most gi-aceful. The cones, which
are freely produced after the tree has attained
a height of from 10 feet to 15 feet, are very
handsome ; at first they are of a glaucous green
hue and upright, but as they increase in size

they become pendulous, and when full grown
are 6 inches or 8 inches iu length. The leaves
are longer and of a paler green than those of

the common Spruce, to which they bear some
resemblance.

It is freely distributed throughout the Hima-
layas at high elevations, grows there from 100
feet to 150 feet in height, and 15 feet or 20 feet

in circumference, and bears at a distance, when
in masses, the appearance of a forest of Norway
Spruce, but lighter in appearance, and, on closer
insjiection, the beautiful pendulous branches
and the light open character of the tree become
apparent.

This Fir, which is now much planted, gi-ows
freely in this country; but, in common with
many other Conifers, if in a low or damp situa-
tion it commences to grow early in spring, and
often suffers from late frosts. Wien more ele-
vated, however, the gi-owth is retarded until all

danger from frost is past. As regards actual
frost, it has withstood without injury the severity
of two or three hard winters. The name of
Smithiaua was given to this Fir by Loudon, but
it has several others, the most common of which
arc Khutrow and Morinda. The last is that
under which it is now most commonly known in
nurseries.

Wlien scarce it was often propagated by graft-
ing, and also by cuttings, as it roots freely; but
the difficulty of getting it to form a leader was
against such a mode of ]iropagation, and as
seed is now so readily obtainable, owing to its

having ripened in many places in England, and
large quantities of it having been imported, no
other mode of increasing is practised. D.

Planting street treep.— It is a common pr.ac-
tice, in planting shade trees along the borders of
streets, to remove nearly all tlie tops by a single
cut across the stem, converting the trees into blunt-
headed poles, the object being to reduce the mass
of leaves which the mutilated roots must support
and to lessen the action of winds. The operation is

usually successful, but it is a long time before such
trees attain a handsome or symmetrical form. A
much better way. after liaving secured a copious
supply of roots by careful digging, is not to cut
off any large limbs (utUess to give the head a
good form), but to tbin out all thick, small branches
aiul slioots, le.-ivinf,' oidy a i\:w evenly distributed,
and cutting partly back all th.'it remain for re-
ducing the amount of l(;av(;s. In this way we retain
the f(jrm and size of the bead to a greater or less
dejfree,witli little draft on the shortened roots, and
little chance for the winds to affect the trees.

Wood - cutting in America.— It is stated in
the Now II;iiii|i.slii.c p.-ipiLs ihul jireparations have
been made to cut O.OOO.OOO feet of Spruce lumber
this winter from the forests which lie about the
base and cover (be lower .shipes of Mount Wash-
ington, tb(' most ir]ip.ul;iM( and the most fre(|ueMllv
visited of the New England mountains. Six millioii

feet of lumber is not a very large amount. It might
be cut. if proper care was taken in doing it, out of

the White Mountain forests without inflicting ujion

them any serious injury, and without in any way
impairing the value of the White Mountain region

as a reservoir of moisture, or as an agreeable and
health-giving summer resort. But care is never
taken, or only very rarely, in American wood-cut-
ting operations, and it is a foregone conclusion that

in this case it will be followed by disastrous fires,

which will render useless what is now of great

value.

Preserving timber.—Among recent devices

for preserving timber is that advocated by Filsinger,

who recommends impregnating thewood with aweak
solution of aluminium chloride. Another suggestion
is th.at a solution of gutta-percha, obtained by a
mixture of two-thirds gutta-percha and one-third
paraffin heated together until the gum melts, shall

be forced into the cells of timber from which the

air has been previously exhausted. The gutta-

percha, as it cools, hardens and completely fills the

cells. But the latest suggestion is that of Von
Berkel, who proposes first to impregnate wood with
a saturated solution of lime water or milk of lime.

The board is then dried and placed in a vacuum
cylinder and impregnated with a mixture of calicic

acid and mineral oil or some other fatty or bitu-

minous sub.stance, by pressure applied for a consider-

able time, when a process of petrifaction takes
place and a kind of asphalt rock is formed within
the wood cells. The industrial value of this inven-

tion has not been demonstrated yet, although the
possibility of using water gas for these purposes, of

which Von Berkel's plan appears to be only a

modification, has long been recognised.

Books.

THE PRACTICE OF FORESTRY.*

In compiling his book the anther has given large

and extensive extracts and qnotations from other

papers and reports on the same subject. These
will prove instructive and interesting to those who
have not formerly been privileged to read them. In
writing a new book it is quite admiesible to use

quotations from other authors with the view of

giving additional weight and force to any par-

ticular passage, but in this we cannot help thinking
that Mr. Michie has overshot the mark.

Section 1 contains a series of reports from a
number of authors on preparing ground for plant-

ing, draining, fencing, transplanting large trees, &c.

The article on fencing gives instructions as to the
erection of wire fences, turf dykes, stone dykes,

and wooden palings, with a detailed list of prices

and other information which will prove useful as a
reference to those engaged in such undertakings.
In the article on transplanting large trees the

author points out the advantage of lopping and
reducing their tops as a means of attaining success,

but as a great many gentlemen of refined taste will

not allow their trees to be mutilated in this way,
and as large trees of considerable size can be suc-

cessfully transplanted without disfiguring the top if

proper methods are need such lopping becomes un-
necessary except under exceptional circumstances,

The article on successive cropping with Scotch Fir

is from the pen of Mr. William M'Corquodale, Scone,

Perthshire, and is valuable for this reason, that it

shows both failure and success under different modes
of treatment. The plan of burning surface herb-

age is a capital one, as it destroys numbers of

the Pine weevil and the nests of field mice, both
of which are destructive to joung trees. Mr. Michie
says :

"1 am certain it will be found that the beetle

only attacks unhealthy plants, and that is borne
out by what Mr. M'Corquodale states both in regard
to herbage-burning and egg-destroying by fire."

Both writers, however, are in error here, as neither

the beetle nor weevil depotit their eggs in surface

rubbish ; both feed upon healthy trees, and use

' " Tbo Prnctico lit Foruntry." By C. Y. Mii'liio. foroBtor,

Citllon llouMu, Cullun, HautT, LoudoD : Mussra. W. Ulack-
wuud and SoDti.

sickly trees for breeding purposes. The beetle feeds

upon the pith of the terminal shjots of branches

and leaders, and the weevil upon the bark and sap

of the stems and branches of young trees ; con-

sequently it follows that it was the Pine weevil and
not the Pine beetle that destroyed the young trees.

There is an interesting paper on planting the Cnlbin

sand-hill in the vicinity of the sea, but as it has

been reported on by the late Mr. John Grigor and
others, I shall not dwell on the subject. Other

papers on trees suitable for planting in the vicinity

of the sea are given by different authors, and will

be found useful and interesting. An article from

the Journal of Porestry, Nov., 1884, giving infor-

mation on road-side and town planting, as well

as other parts, may be perused with advantage

by all who are engaged in such undertakings.

Section 2.—Thinning,—In handling the matter

contained in this section, the author also supple-

ments his own fund of useful knowledge and prac-

tical experience by giving copious quotations from

other experienced writers in different parts of the

country. The author gives directions for measuring

standing timber, and a table showing the cubic con-

tents of the same by his method, but in testing its

accuracy I find it not altogether correct. As, for

example, a piece of timber 12 feet long and 12

inches to the side of the square gives 12 cubic feet

neat; whereas the table gives 12 feet 4 inches. And,

again, a piece of timber 12 feet long and 24 inches

to the side gives 48 cubic feet as the true contents,

but the table gives 48 feet 9 inches. The difference

is not much, yet it would amount to something in

measuring large quantities. The good effects of

thinning are exemplified by a section of a Larch

tree that was grown in the centre of four others

which had grown within 4 feet of It on all sides.

The united concentric growth of this tree in seventy-

three years, as shown by the rings, is only 3 inches

in diameter. At the above date the fotur trees are

thought to have been cut to afford space and freedom

to the Larch, and the results are clearly shown in

the diagram. It appears that the tree grew in soft,

peaty soil, and probably this had something to do

with its extraordinary growth. In speaking of the

effects produced by thinning advanced Pine plan-

tations, we are told, " When two trees have grown

up side by side for many, or it may be oiJy a few,

years, they have formed such an affinity for each

other that separation becomes a painful and dan-

gerous ordeal, so far as trees can be imagined to

sympathise with or feel for each other," &c. When
compared with the Larch tree referred to, this state-

ment appears to be paradoxical, but the species of

trees and local conditions will perhaps Efford an

explanation. The author's remarks with regard to

starving the roots of surface-rooting trees are

thoroughly original and perfectly correct.

Section 3.—Pruning.—In his introductory re-

marks on this head the author tells us that, " The

leading principle to be observed is never to cut off

a branch from a tree unless absolutely necessary."

When we contrast this advice with his former defi-

nition about the propriety of pruning and reducing

the tops of large trees when transplanted, we find

that this advice is not in keeping with that pre-

viously given. Notwithstanding this, much practi-

cal information can be gathered from his article on

pruning, and we commend the perusal of the paper

to all who are interested in tree culture. With re-

gard to the French system of pruning, as well as that

of the late Mr. Cree, the absurdity of their theory

and practice has been exposed and denounced long

ago, and as it is never acted upon by practical men
in this country, it is a waste of time and space to

notice it at any great length, further than to say

that 1 think the Frenchman was justified in ufing

coal-tar for dressing wounds, as it not only keeps

out water, but likewise effectually kills the spores

of parasitic fungi, which settle on the surface and

thus lay the foundation for rot and decay. Coal-

tar is cheap, recjuires no elaborate preparation, and

can be used by a man or boy at small cost. The
value of the book would have been increased im-

mensely had the author eivjn a chapter on the cul-

ture, management, and discafes of the I.arch.

J. B. Wbbstkb.
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"This is an Art
Which dues mend Nature ; change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shaktsjp^an.

PROPAGATING APPLES BY CUTTINGS.
Whilst tlie orthodox and express method of

increasmcr Apples by grafting in March and
budding in August is patent to all, it may not be
generally known that most fertile little trees

can bo made from cuttings. The method,
nevertheless, is by uo means new, as I recollect

seeing, when quite a boy, most perfect trees of

the far-famed Newtown Pippin wliicli I was
told struck root nearly as freely as Gooseberries
and (Jurrauts, and recently a gentleman living

in this neighliourhuod assured me that the
finest Apples he had gathered this season were
the produce of trees from cuttings. Propagation
by cuttings, as a matter of course, like the pro-

jjagation of Hybrid Perpetual Roses in a similar

way, is too slow for the trade ; consequently the

method will never afl'ect their interests, but
this fact does not lessen the value of one or the

other when fairly established on their own
roots. Indeed, so generally is the value of

own-root trees and buslies admitted by the

trade, that the fruit nurseryman a.ssures buyers
of Pears on the Quince and Apples on the
Paradise that tliese stocks are only the means
to the end, whilst the iMauetti Rose grower
Siys, plant deep enough for the soil to cover
the union, and own-root bushes will be secured
ia a twelvemonth. The well to do amatem'
who thoroughly enjoys his garden, and is never
more happy than when wielding the knife,

delights in putting in a few cuttings of Goose,
ben-ies. Currants, and Roses annually, and in

due course sees a fair percentage of his bushes
yielding fruit and flowers. In like manner,
having the trees close to his hand, I see no
reason why he should not increase his fame by
operating upon Apples. To the tyro in the
propagation of hard-wooded deciduous trees it is

only fair to say some sorts of Apples strike

better, or rather with less trouble, than others.

Also that a fair percentage of nearly all the
varieties may be induced to form roots if taken
at the proper time and jiidiciously managed. If

a professional propagator were asked why some
sorts succeed when others fail, he would most
likely say, all depends upon the n}aturity of the
wood of the current year, for precisely as ripe

flower-buds produce the best fruit, so in like

manner the best lipened slioots form a callus,

and in <lue time roots ; whereas gross sappy
growths fog ofl[ and perish. This reasoning, I

believe, is borne out by the well -proved fact

that the early varieties of Apples, including the
Codlins, the Suttields, the Julieiis, and some
others, root well on warm open borders, whilst
later sorts, which do not ripeir tlieir wood so

well, succeed best iir warm sandy soil and
covered with movable frames or handlights.

Yet another method, well known to successful

propagators of delicate Roses, and by which
much time may be saved, is close dibbling into

spent hotbeds, where the l)ottom heat ranges
about (JO*^, but from which the glass should be
removed to prevent the excitement of the b>ids

and the exhaustion of the storage sap before
the callus is formed at the base. The

Selection of cuttings for tlie did'erent modes
of propagation should be made so soon as the
wood is ripe early in the autumn, but before
proceeding to detacli them, the borders for the
open-air batch should be broken up to the depth
of 18 inches, treated to a layer of rubble* for

ilrainage, and raised somewhat higher than the

original level with free sandy loam made very
firm to exclude air, and, at the same time, to

prevent its holding too much water in suspen-
sion. The best situ.ition for the open-air and
cap-glass batches is a warm, but shady border
protected by a hedge or wall and facing west—

a

position in which the natural rainfall will keep
them quite moist enough certainly through the

winter, if not up to the time of rooting, which
w'ill not take place until after midsummer.
Open-air cuttings will not require shading at

first, but a few Yew or Spruce branches stuck

amongst them in March and changed occasion-

ally may be of service, whilst large Rhubarb
leaves or sheets of paper cast over the south
sides of the cap-glasses will keep the heads of

the cuttings moist and cool. Next, as to the
sort of w-ood most likely to callus and form
roots ; short, stubby pieces 9 inches to 12 inches

iu length and w^ell ripened to the points should
lie preferred, and each cutting should be slipped
ofi' with a heel, or, better still, detached by a
cleair cut with a sharp knife with about half an
inch of two year-old wood adhering to its base.

If not more than a foot in leugtli the cutting

will be made, otherwise it may be shortened to

that length for the sake of uniformity when in-

serted in the soU ; indeed, the jjropagator who
would succeed with Apples must proceed pre-

cisely as he woidd in the selection of Rose cut-

tings by eschewing gross sappy shoots and
adhering to the hard intermediate, well-ripened

growths generally so iilentiful upon spur-pruned
fruit bearing trees. Having made a selection of

cuttings of a given sort, disbud each cutting

from the base upward, leaving three or four, in-

cluding the terminal bud, at the top, and dis-

pose of them by dibbling in 4 inches apart and
a foot from row to row. If the soil naturally is

sandy, the cuttings will take care of themselves;

that is, provided they are made very firm and
well watered home ; the soil, on the other
hand, being of an unctuous or clayey nature,

good sharp grit or washed road sand should
be placed under and around each cutting and
pressed very firm to preserve it through
the winter, and, at the same time, to facili-

tate the emission of roots. Where cap-glasses

or portable propagating frames are at command
and home-grown cuttings are plentiful, the latter

might be put in closer than I have advised for

open-air cuttings ; also they might be much
smaller, provided they were quite ripe, whilst

the facilities thus offered for keeping them moist

and close would favour detachment before the

leaves fall or the cutting bed has hist its summer
warmth, as there is no gainsaying the fact tliat

a warm heel and a cool head are favourable to

the rooting of all hardy deciduous cuttings.

Treated in this way, the lights should be kept
quite close until the stem-buds connnence push-

ing in the spring, when air must be given to

prevent the tops from exhausting the store of

sap before roots are formed. When rooted—

a

condition which no experienced person can mis-

take—gradual e.xposm-e liy tilting, and eventu-

ally by the entire removal of the glass, will

ensure a short-jointed, healthy growth, which
must be supported by occasional overhead water-

ings in dry, hot weather. Early in November a

jiiece of light, rich ground should be prepared
for the reception of the rooted cuttings, which
again must be disbiuldcd, as in tlu! case of

Currants or Gooseberries, to ensure clean sucker-

less stems, whilst those which have formed the

callus only may be re-inserted under the cap-

glasses. W. C.

Leicester, replying to a note of ours says, " The
Bullace is seldom wanted. I generally Work six or

eight when budding my Plum stocks just for local

demand, but which I sell at the same price as

Plums ; but I have no idea where you could buy
100, or even twenty."

The Bullace grows in the hedgerows in

many parts of England, and the best way to raise a
stock would be to sow halt a bushel or so o£ it.s

fruits in nursery lines. It is not uncommon in old

orchards, but I suppose the Damson supplanted it

in most jilaces, just as the Apple and the Pear did

the Service Tree. The Sloe is confined to Europe,

but tlie Bullace extends to (or from) the Himalayas
and North Africa. I should think the Slirabelle

race or the Cherr\' Plums are cultivated descendants
of the Bullace.—B.

The Bullace.—Will any reader kindly say if

this is to be l;ad in nurseries? Mr. Warner, of

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

MRS. GEORGE RUNDLE FAMILY.

If there is one family or type of incurved
Chrysanthonnims which is more fitted for ordi-

nary decoration for both large and small growers,

it is what is commonly known as the Rundle
family. The prevailing rage for size in cut

blooms lias ousted these small -flowered varie-

ties from the exhibition table, for although
blooms of any one of this type are generally

voted pretty little flowers, it is found by exhibi-

tors that something more than mere beauty is

needed to win prizes. Ten years since any one
of this family was considered quite sufficient for

a stand ; now it is only when any other variety

cannot be obtained that blooms of the Rundle
type are admitted into competition. The blooms
of this family are all of good form, and for ge-

neral usefulness there is no type sujjerior to

the one now under consideration. Some so-

cieties, notably the Portsmouth Chrysanthemum
Society at their last exhiliition, with a view to

encourage these varieties for cut blooms, offer

as much as £4 for the first prize for thirty-six

lilooms of the three varieties, Mrs. G. Rundle,
George Glenny, and Mrs. Dixon combined. It

cannot be said that this class was a success, as

only three jiersons competed. The smallness of

the blooms left too much bare space on the

boards, and beside their larger neighbours they
faded in interest. If these varieties are wished
to be seen in a cut state on the exhibition table,

why not stage them in bunches of three blooms
each .' In this manner they wmdd impart a

change to the show tables, and everybody's

favourites would find a place. To )irod«ce the

finest blooms in point of size, form, and lireadth

of petal and richness of colour in the two
coloiu'ed varieties, the ])lants must have good
cultivaticm. The plants grow tall, oftentimes

7 feet and 8 feet high. Pots 8 inches in

diameter are large enough to grow the finest

blooms in, or two plants in a 10-inch pot will suc-

ceed e([ually well. From three to si.x stems to

each plant will suffice. Crown buds must be
selected to develop the best blooms. Plants of

this family are highly jirizcd for growing into

specimens of all ftirms. For producing cut

blooms in quantity the plants of this family are

very useful, while for market or bouquet work
they have no equals in the incurved section.

Strike the cuttings during January or the early

|iartof February, top the shoot at a height of

4 inches, re])eating this operation several times

in some cases as growth lU'occeds ; in others once
or twice is sufhcient, so as to get a succession iif

bloom. Good blooms, and a nundier of them,
may be had with a minimum of trouble by
striking tic cuttings at the time named, after-

wauls i)lanting them out on an open space of

ground, where they will crniphtc their sum-
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mer's growth. During the mouth of September,
according to circumstauce.s, tlie plants may be
lifted with a good ball of soil attached and
laid on the bed of a Cucumber liouse, or other
convenient structure, where they will flower
abundantly, and .succeed those grown in pots.

Mrs. G. Kundle has been in existence twenty
years. Tlie flowers are especially well formed, be-
ing globular, the petals thoroughly incurving to-
wards the centre. The flowers are of the purest
white, hut with age become tinged with pink at
'the base.

Mrs. George Paenell is considered by some to
be distinct from the alxive. but the only difference
I can detect is that the petals are broader in Mrs.
Tamell than in Mrs. G. Bundle. This is possibly
only the result of cultivation.

Mrs. Naish is distinct from the original in the
formation of the petals, which are more erect
and square at the poirrts, not incurving nearlv so
perfectly as those of the tj'pe.

.

Me. George Glenny is a soft primrose, the
exact counterpart of its parent in form.

Mrs. Dixon, of an orange-yellow colour, is very
-effective.

Chrysanthemum Lilian B. Bird.—This va-
riety was reci-'i\eil hxnn Japan with the now famous
Mrs. Alpheus Hardy. It is a flower of the largest
pze, with a fuU, iiigh centre when at its best.
Although it resembles somewhat in form the old
Gloire Rayonnante, it is very distinct in colour,
being tliroughout of that clear and soft shade of
pink^ commonly called "shrimp pink," a tint quite
new to the Chrysanthemum. The florets are all

tubular, or quilled, long and slender, with the ends
scarcely expanded and slightly curved inwards. The
unique colour, large size, and vigorous habit make
thisjone of the most valuable of recent introductions.
-—Arthur H. Fewkes.
' Chrysanthemum lacustre.—When authori-
ties disagree, who is to decide ? Mr. W. E. Gumble-
ton states that the late-flowering Giant Daisy,
.which we know as C. maximum, is not maximum
at all, but C. lacustre or latifolium. Now, there
resides at Smithy Bridge, near Rochdale, a Mr.
D. Percival, who is acknowledged to be an accom-
plished botanist and possesses an extraordinary
knowledge of hardy plants. I sent him what Mr.
Gumbleton regards as C. lacustre under that name,
and Mr. Percival informed me that I was in error,
and that he had sent me the true form of C. lacustre.
This I planted and it has made a strong clump, and
in habit of growth and character of flower it greatly
Resembles C. Leucanthemum, but is later in bloom-
ing, though this latter peculiarity might have been
caused by removal. I confess that between two
such authorities I am in a state of considerable
perplexity. Messrs. Vilmorin & Co., in their " Les
rieurs de Pleine Terre," appear to coincide with
Mr. Gumbleton, and against Mr. Percival. What
" A. D." grows as C. maximum I got originally
under the namo of ('. lanustre.—R. D.

New Chrysanthemums . -According to a con-
temporary, there are ah-eady 241 Chrysanthemums
announced ;is new for the year 1889, and it is more
than probable that tliis number will be considerably
augmented. Now, if tlicre is anyone thing tha't

cm detract from tlu' ]io|:iularity of these beauti-
fjl autumn an<l winter-fluwering phmts it is tliis

practice of .sen(hng out a long list of new varieties
every year, for in nearly every instance tlie

;naiority are inferior to others in ciutivation, while
in a great many cases the name is the only new
tjiing about llic plant. It is a well-known fact
t'aat flowers vary a good deal in colour, according
t3 the treatment which has been given them, and in
s6me of these so-called novelties the descrijition
is quite one of degree only. I should be afraid to
say how many varieties have been put into commerce
as new within the last half a dozen years (especially
among the .Japanese), yet, on referring to the cata-
ioguc of the, N.-ition.-d Chry.s.-mthemum Society 1

And tb.at in the li.-t of tlie best forty-eisht JajKuiese
Clirysantheiuumi ninelceu only have been sunt out
within the last half a dozen, years, and the remain-

ing twenty-nine previous to^ that time. This cer-
tainly speaks more in favour of the discrimination
formerly brought to bear on new Chrysanthemums
than it does of the selection as now Ciirried out. If
raisers could only be brought to understand that
iialf a dozen good varieties would bring them more
credit than twice tliat number interspersed witli a
score of inferior ones, fit only for tlie rubbish heaji,
the pulilic would then feel confidence in pur-
chasing them.— H. P.

List of decorative varieties.—Below I give
a selection of sorts of Chrysanthemums wliicli will
come up to the requirements of the writer of tlie

paragraph on Peter the Great, Dec. 22 (p. 570).
The variety Peter the Great is a free-flowering sort,
with handsome deep green foliage, but its worst
feature when cultivated for decoration is tliat
it often shows an objectionable dark green eye
^yhich mars its other qualities. Jajjanese varieties:
Source d'Or is one of the best sorts we have for
bush form

; Roseum superbum. Bouquet Fait. Mons.
H. Jaeotot, Triomphe du Nord, Madame Bertie
Rendatler, Mons. William Holmes, Tendresse are
good coloured sorts ; while the best white varieties
are Lady Selborne, Mrs. J. Wright, Fair Maid of
Guernsey, and M. Astorg. By adding a few incurved
varieties the list is more representative. Mrs. G.
Rundle, George Glenny. Mrs. Dixon, and Aureum
multiflorum are capital sorts for this mode of culti-
vation

; add to these Culliugfordi and Dr'. Sharpe,
two bright - coloured reflexed sorts, and Sceur
Doroth^e Souille, a free-flowering Japanese Ane-
mone, with a faint blush disc and a deeper outer,
and sufficient variety is obtained to meet the re-

quirements of most cultivators of Chrysanthemums
for the )iroduction of a quantitv of lilooms on each
plant.—E. :M.

Show r. decorative Chrysanthemums.—
In The Garden of January 5, 1889 (p. 10) occurs
the following:

—

It will be seen from the descriptious given of the
blooms as grown, that there are only two kinds which
come up to exhibition standard at present.
This paragraph refers to a list of varieties given
which in the eye of the writer are not of the ideal
standard of excellence, but others may differ from
his views. It does not follow that a Chrysan-
themum if not of exhibition character is therefore
worthless ; but many regard a flower that lacks
the essential characters of a show bloom as fit

only for the rubbish heap. It often, however,
possesses an intrinsic beauty, a grace, elegance,
beauty of form and colour that are totally
wanting in the stereotyped examples that are
dressed with care and placed on the exhibition
table. There are many varieties the frequenter of
exhibitions never sees, simply because they are
not suitable for showing, but rather for the g-reen-
house and house. The intolerable rage for size
seems to have no limit, but such a frenzy never
stands. By all means have exhibition flowers, but
not at the expense of the many beautiful and useful
sorts that are known as " decorative."—X.

SHOUT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rosa Eegeliana.—la not the Rose now offered by
M. Paillet, C'hatenay-le-Soeaux, near Paris, at very
high pricop, the same as the now common and very
cheap R. rugoea?—G.
Kose cuttings after frost.—Many deaths

occur among ciitlings c.f Hcises when planted in the
borders in autumn, from the lifting jiower of the
frost loo.scning the .soil and lotting the air in
around the lia-se when the wound is liealing, and
forming a callus prejiaratory to the cmis.sion of
roots. This might be obviated by pliieing a mulch
of old leaf-monld between the rows as soon as the
cuttings are jilanted. When the mulch has been
omitted, the soil should be made firm around the
cuttings after a frost as soon as the surface gets
dry enougli to tre.-id ujion without sealing up its

pores too much. Tlie mulch can then bo added
and all will bi' safe. -K. 11.

Comtesse de Frigneuse.-This yellow Ten, of
recent introduction, ami of which great things were
promised, has thus far failed to realise, at least for

commercial purposes, the expectations of those who
have tested it. The colour is pretty and it has a
pleasant fragrance, but the flowers "have but little

size, and the plant itself is not very strong in
growth, and thus it is found lacking in two very
essential points. The flattering descriptions of
new Roses, and the unqualified assertions as to
their value made by some of their introducers be-
fore any adequate test of their merits has been
made, must eventually prove an injury to this line
of business. The notable failures of the past few-
years, such as Her Majesty, Princess Beatrice, and,
with a majority of growers Puritan also, has brought
about a much more conservative temper on the
part of the large Rose growers, and in the future
it is highly probable that many of them will test
new varieties by the dozen instead of by the hun-
dred. Experience with novelties in Roses has
proved very costly in some cases.— JAS. Taplin.

Kitchen Garden.

MARKET VALUE OF VEGETABLES.
During the past few years there has been a
marked increase in the number of private
growers who market a considerable amount of

garden produce, surplus and otherwise, and the
contagion appears still to be rajiidly spreading.
]t is nut my intention to discuss the propiiety
or nwrality of owners of private gardens com-
peting with the more heavily rated market
growers, and shall therefore content myself
with the commou-place remark that there is

much to be said for and against tl)e practice.

It has been my lot to be associated thi'oughout
the best part of my gardening career witli jjlaces

tliat market all their surplu.s produce, and this

I do not in the least regret, but, on the con-
trary, consider I have been a gainer thereby,
notably in the way of experience of a useful

kind. In my capacity as a private gardener as

well as a contributor to horticultural literature,

I am frequently asked by owners of gardens
whether it pays to grow vegetables for sale

;

and these are easily answered. Others there
are who wish to koow if it is not possible to

make a garden self-supporting, or, in other
words, whether enough can be grown to supply
an establishment and the surplus realise sums
sufficient to pay all costs attending the produc-
tion of plants, fruit, and vegetables, as well as

the labour expended on the place. Yet
another class of inquirers write to know if it is

jjossible to realise a certain sum annually with-
out being obliged to make a large outlay of

capital in the first instance. In neither of these

instances could I safely or rightly give very en-
couraging replies, and especial!}' do I combat
the idea that it is possible to make a private

garden self-supiiorting. It is only the shrewdest
and most persevering men wlio can nuike any
ri'.'il headway against the excessive competition,
both English and foreign, which is to be met
with in all parts of this country, and even those

have to be content with very small luiifits. 'J'ho

market gardener generally has tlie advantage
of ])osition or nearness to a town or railway
station, and he is also free to do as he wislies.

His houses, cheaply constructed though they
may be, are admirably adaptetl for tlio purpose
designed ; nothing useless or unsaleable is grown,
and regular senders invariably get better return.s

from the .salesmen than do the consigners of fit-

ful supplies. The private gardener, on the

other hand, has to contend with .a variety of

hindrances, being hampered in all his under-
takings, not only by the unsuitaliility of the

garden and many of the hoii.ses for the growth
of saleable produce, but nuuu especially by tho

nucessity of keeping up uppearuucca. If many
thousand summer bedd'ng plants must be win-
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tered or propagated every spring; if conserva-

tories, entrance halls, and the employer's dwel-

ling-house generally must lie kept g;iy with

plants and cut flowers ; if the town house is to

be equally well supplied ; if the same amount of

waste of fruit, flowera, and vegetables is still per-

mitted; and finally, if the best of everything is

expected and tlie rest only sold, the private

gardener is much to be pitied.

Employers who have unfortunately imbibed

the notion that their gardens can be made self-

supporting ought to listen to all reasonable

sugge,stions made by the gardener. Economy,
as most of us are well aware, is absolutely neces-

sary in too many instances, but this ought not

to be one-sided. If a reduction is made in the

staff, and this is usually the first proceeding, let

there also be some relaxation on the part of the

eunployer, as it is. most unreasonable to expect

a gardener to do as much with si.K men as was
previously accomplished with three or four

more. To be 2ilain, if private gardeners are to

compete with the professed market growers,

they ought to be allowed more latitude. Allow
them to lessen labour where this can be done
without disfigurement to a beautiful place ; also

permit them to consign much that is compara-

tively useless to the rubliish heap, anil to culti-

vate only what is saleable or most needed by
employers and buyers alike ; above all, give

them a direct interest in this fresh phase of

gardening in the shape of a commission on sales

effected, and if the garden is not made self-

supporting, it will yet be a very cheap luxury.

Many err in jdacing too great a market value

on the produce of the kitchen garden. Wliat

has to be paid for good fresh vegetables in a

town is no criterion whatever, and, speaking

from experience, I am of opinion that very few

pjivate gardeners olitain anything like remiuiera-

tive prices for vegetables other than Cucumbers
and Tomatoes. The case is somewhat different

when a regular supply is guaranteed, but, as a

rule, private growers can only send to the

markets and shops when vegetables are most
abundant everywhere. At such times they

scarcely pay for collecting, sorting over, and
carting to the nearest town, and certainly not

for the labour and expense previously expended
on them. It does not pay to grow good Celery

that only realises lOd. or Is. per dozen ; Brussels

Sprouts at Is. 3d. per half sieve ; Savoys, 9d. per

doz. ; Broccoli and Cauliflowers at a similar

price ; Carrots and Parsnips, 2s. per hundred-
weight, and other winter vegetables at similarly

low rates ; nor is there much profit attending the

growth of Peas that only realise lOd. per peck
;

runner and kidney Be.ans at the rate of 12 lbs. for

9d. ; LettucesGd.per doz.,and other summer vege-

tables at proportionately low prices. Yet these

prices were given during the year 1888 in this

district for the best samples only, much inferior

produce either fetching lower prices or not
selling at all. Nor were better prices obtainable

in large towns in the western counties, or other-

wise much that was spoilt hereabouts would
liave been consigned to them. London is even
better supplied with fresh vegetables than are

many provincial towns, and only very early or

choice produce ought to be sent to Covent
Garden, commoner vegetables as well as fruit

not realising more than enough to pay incidental

costs. The sooner, then, owners of private

places and intending beginners in market grow-

ing realise the fact that vegetable culture is a

very doubtful mode of gaining money, the better

it will be for all concerned. Especially do I

warn retired tradesmen and other inexperienced

people from risking their capital in auythiiig

connected with speculative horticvdture. The

risks are too many, and the profits, should there

be any, not at all commensurate.

The question may occur, " What, then, does

pay ?" and in anticipation t will state my views

on this important matter. Those who wish to

succeed ought to devote much more attention to

the production of more choice vegetables than

is generally the case. For instance, late Pota-

toes can now-a-days be bought more cheaply

than they can usually be grown ; many more
smnmer vegetables are planted than the home
establishment can make use of, and which, as I

have shown, fail to fetch remunerative prices in

the market ; and in many gardens various winter

vegetables are grown more extensively than

there is any necessity for. It is advisable,

therefore, to devote less space to these, and
j

more to choicer kinds of vegetables that I will

'

name as being much more profitable. There is

always a good demand for forced and naturally

grown Asparagus, and if it is well grown the

profits are high. It pays even to raise plants

specially for forcing. Seakale also finds a ready

market. The best prices, as may be imagined,

are obtained from early forced produce, but the

very latest or that blanched, but not forced, in

the o]ien ground also proves profitable. Rhu-
barb does not pay particularly well, this being

largely due to the more general distribution of

fine samples from the north of England, but in
[

spite of this, I would cultivate it and force it

extensively. Well-grown Horse Radish is a

profitable crop, and Herb growing on a fairly

large scale often proves remunerative. The
earliest crops of Potatoes, Turnips, kidney
Beans, and Cauliflowers, these being grown
principally on warm borders and protected at

the outset, frequently pay well, and so also does

early salading, including Lettuces, Radishes,

and Mustard and Cress ; while a good supply of

Endive during the winter rarely fails to be
profitable.

A kitchen garden, to be profitable, ought to be
well stocked with pits and frames, and forcing

houses are also largely utilised for the produc-
tion or forwarding of certain kinds. With the

aid of these frames and gentle hotbeds, large

quantities of early Potatoes, Carrots, Radishes,

and Lettuces may be grown with advantage, and
the most profitable crops in the houses are

Cucumbers and Tomatoes. The latter will not

often fetch such good prices as they did in 1888,

when disease both under glass and in the open
was so destructive, but early and late crops will

always pay well for growing. Yet one other

remunerative crop remains to be noticed, viz..

Mushrooms. It is surprising how badly country
towns are supplied with these, it being no un-

common occurrence for greengrocers to send to

London, or upwards of 100 miles, for a few
[lounds at a time, and which any ordinary gar-

dener ought to lie able to supply them with. It

is really astonishing what heavy and continuous

crops those ridge-shaped open-air beds will pro-

duce, and if these are supplen)ented with a

Mushroom house, good dishes ought to be avail-

able in all weathers. We hear of numerous
commencements in Tomato culture, but, in my
opinion, those who take to Mushroom culture

are far more likely to succeed in realising a

small fortune. W. I.

then pour off. Another fan containing an equal

quantity of boiling water should be ready to put on

when the first is poured off, In this put salt and

cook quickly until done, but not to rags, as " W. I."

says. I think that it this method is given a fair

trial the one-water system will be dropped ;
besides,

the vegetables are much more wholesome cooked in

this wav.—A. H. T., Thoresby.

Cooking winter vegetables.—Having just

.seen " W. I.'s " article on the above of December 29

(p. 597), may I ask him if he ever cooked the

Bras.sica tribe of vegetables in two waters ? Some
years ago an eminent physician told meto cook all in

two waters, and then no harm, but benefit wo\ddceme
from jiartaking of them every lUiy, The way I have

had them co'jkcd tor some years is to put them on

with ; cold water, let them.oome fairly to the boil,

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES,

KiDXEY Beans,

DUEISG the dull winter months the crops obtained

from a considerable number of plants in pots are

very light, but as they must be forthcoming in

many instances, much room and fire-heat have to

be expended on them. Successional batches raised

during January and the next two months are much
more productive, and it the French Beans do not

actually pay for the trouble taken with them, they

are yet of "great service and are fully appreci.ited

as a" choice vegetable. In only a few establish-

ments can the best portion of one or two low

forcing houses be given up to kidney Beans, and
various makeshift plans of growing them have to

be adopted. Seeing that a few dishes at wide

intervals rarely satisfy the demands for these

Beans, successional batches have to be sown every

fortnight or three weeks from the present time till

gatherings can be made from plants in pits or

frames. Room has to be found for three or four

batches at one time, and it is this that constitutes

the greatest drawback to their culture. Kidney
Beans require plenty of heat, light, and room, and
unless these conditions can be complied with, it is

unwise to sow any seed before March. They suc-

ceed admirably on the front walls of Pine stoves

and forcing houses generally, and also in well-

heated houses, on gentle hot-beds formed either

with leaves and manure, tanners' bark, or Cocoa-nut

fibre over hot-water pipes. If there is abundance

of top heat and moisture in the atmosphere, bottom-

heat can be dispensed with, but the moist bottom-

heat is one of the best preventives of the one great

enemy of kidney Beans, viz., red spider. After

trying different methods of raising and growing

the plants, I have arrived at the conclusion that

the simplest is also the best. Instead of

raising the plants in small pots and shifting

into larger sizes, the seeds are sown direct into

the pots in which the plants are to perfect their

crops. Nor is there anything gained by only parti-

allv filling these pots and top-dressing or filling up

later on. this really being so much labour wasted,

as the roots rarely take possession of the added soil

in time to benefit the plants. We use 9-inch pots

and find about thirty of these sufiBcient for a

batch, and not many more are needed in larger

establishments it justice is done to the plants. The
pots are lightly drained and filled with fairly rich

loamy compost" At this early date especially, new
seed should be sown, about a dozen of these being

placed in each pot, duly covered with soil and

plunged in the hot-bed or set on hot-water pipes

to germinate quickly. If the soil used is rather

dry, a watering should be given, otherwise none

will be needed. Nor must the soil be frequently

or heavily watered before it is well filled with

roots. When the seedlings are well up they ought

to be freely thinned out. six strong plants in each

pot being sufficient. These ought to be supported

early either with a few Birch sprays or light stakes

and' strips of raffia. After they have set a few

pods, liquid manure sliould be ;;i\en frequently,

and this and overhead syringings in clear weather

will materially prolong their productiveness. It is

doubtful if there is any variety to surpass Ne Plus

Ultra for culture under glass, but those who pos-

sess a good selecticm of Sion House will luit err

greatly in relying upon this. Osborn's Forcing is of

quick "growth, and the produce is of exceptionally

good quality, but the plants fail too quickly.

Pkas is Pots.

Peas are not amenable to hard forcing, nor can

they he said to be a very profitable crop under
glass. They may. however, be forwarded consider-

ably, especially when grown in pots, and if the

earijidishes are small they Ecmetiiucs give much
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pleasure. The best positions for Peas in pots are
the shelves in newly started vineries and Peach
houses, or they may be grown on the front staging
in these or other slifrlitly heated houses. Either
9-inch or 10-inch pots are suitable, these being
lightly drained an<l firmly filled with rich loamy
soih About eighteen seeds may be sown in each
pot, and after being pressed in, covered with an
inch of soil. If the majority of the seed germinates,
it is advisable to reduce the number of plants to
about ten, and they ought to be staked early, and
much as advised in tlie case of kidney Beans. A^ery
little water is needed at the outset, and not till

they are strongly rooted should any liquid manure
be given, a too free use of the watering-pot and
stimulants frequently doing much harm. Plenty
of light and air must be given tliem, or otherwise
the growth will be spindly and the flowers fail to
set. A batch, to be of any real service, ought to
consist of from thirty to fifty pots. It one or two
sowings of this extent is made, these will maintain
a fairly good supply till those in pits or frames are
available. American Wonder succeeds well in pots,
but- is not quite so profitable as the more vigorous
Chelsea Gem.

Raising Tomato Plants.

Where no small plants have been kept through
the winter the earliest crops have to be taken from
plants raised from seed, and, on the whole, I am
disposed to give the preference to the latter.
Seedlings are less liable to be infested by insect
pests, and they produce fruit nearly, or quite, as
early as plants from cuttings, and not unfrequcntly
yield tlie

.
heaviest crops. Plants are very easily

raised from seed, but all do not succeed in rearing
.strong sturdy specimens, or such as are best adapted
for fruiting in positions where head room is limited.
What are needed are dwarf healtliy plants that
will produce their first strong cluster of fruit from
12 inches to 15 inches from the soil in the pots,
and these may easily, be raised. We use clean
freely drained 6-inch pots, nearly filling them with
light sandy soil. The seed is sown very thinly and
lightly covered with fine soil, the pots being' then
plunged in a fairly brisk bottom heat, and if the
soil is dry a gentle watering is given. Every sound
seed quickly germinates, and before, the seedlings
become unduly weakened the pots are either raised
well up to the light or else set on a warm shelf
near the glass. If the seed is sown at all thickly,
or the plants have come up more thickly than
anticipated, thin out early, as it is very unwise to
raise many more than are needed, and, perhaps,
spoil all at the outset. When a second pair of
leaves are' partly formed, all may be "turned
out of the pots and carefully shaken clear of
each other. Clean, lightly drained 5-inch or
(j-inch pots should be prepared, and any mode-
rately good and previously W'armed soil is suitable
for them. It is advisable to dn tlie potting in the
house wlu're tlie plants are raised, as a few minutes'
detention in a cold potting shed will cripple them.
Wlien potting, a single plant may be placed in a
5-inch pot and a pair in the larger size, these in
each instance being sunk into the soil up to the
seed leaves. If the soil used is at all dry give a
gentle watering, and tlie plants will recover from
till' clu.'ck given most quiclily when partially or
wliolly phinged in a gentle liot-bed. In any case
they require to Ix; kept rather close and .shaded
from t)riglit sunsliine for a few days. Directly tliey
assume a greener appear.uice root action has re-
commenced, and the plants should again be ex-
posed to the full light and sunshine. Shelves near
the glass are the best iiositions for them, and if

duly sujiplied with water of tlie same temperature
as the house strong jilants soon result, liefore
tliey arc badly root-bound, they ought to be shift e<l

into the fruiting pots. Not till they are root-bound
do the plmts begin to lengthen andbecome spindly,
and tlio.se wlio prefer to first jiut the seedlings into
quite siiKiU pots, ought always to give these an
e.irly shift. Th(;re are a considerable number of
new and old varieties that are suitable for pot cul-
ture, some, however, being more ea.<iily grown than

!

others. The ribbed or corrugated varieties are the
surest setter-', and of these there arc none to sur-

'

pass a good selection of the large red. Dwarf
Orangefield never fails, and the fruits, though small,
are of excellent quality. Perfection, Hackwood
Park Prolific, and Dedham Favourite all jnoduce
heavy crops of handsome fruit, and no fault can be
found with the quality. W. I.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
The new year has opened with more seasonable
weather, as dry, frosty nights and cold, sunless
days have checked vegetation, and will, it is

hoped, harden the growth before any more severe
visitations are upon us. Work is still plentiful, for
as the ground is fairly dry, the work of preparing
it for spring crops is being pushed on rapidly, and
the change to colder weather has already had the
effect of causing both green and root crops to
realise better prices, so that the land can be cleared
more rapidly.

Broad Beans claim the earliest attention as re-

gards sowing, and these are being got in now in
quantity, for market growers do not go in for suc-
cessional crops of these as they do of many other
things. One or two good sowings only are put in,

as consumers soon tire of Broad Beans after Peas,
runners, &c., become plentiful. The early Longpod
and the Broad Windsor for second crop form the
mainstay of market growers' lists.

Peas of early kinds are also claiming attention,
for the land is in such excellent condition for sow-
ing, that growers are anxious to get as much as pos-
sible of the early cropping done lest they should get
a spell of rougher weather to prevent its completion.
The dwarf varieties of Peas that produce good-sized
pods are becoming greater favourites every year,
and for growing without sticks and at moderate
distances apart, it is a great advantage to have
kinds that commence podding near the soil. Some
of the very best kinds for private gardens and that
require stakes G feet high are quite useless to the
market cultivator for field work.

Manuring ground ready for digging or plough-
ing is pushed forward whenever the surface of
the land is frozen or dry enough for carting,
as, the quantity of manure employed in vegetable
culture is enormous, and at this season of the
year when work is not so pressing, many of the
most successful cultivators take time by the fore-
lock and get beds prepared in readiness for crops
that need manure in quantity. Ground having had
one good manuring is made to carry two or three
good crops before another winter's cultivation, and
generally the land that is cleared this winter will
be carrying Broccoli or some winter crop the next.

PnUNiNG all sorts of fruit trees and bushes is now
in active operation, and certainly there has been a
marked improvement in the cultivation of hardy
fruits during the past few years. The centres
of old Apple and Pear trees are being cleared of
useless spray and the outer branches thinned,
as growers are becoming alive to the fact that it is

only good fruit that pays, and this can only be had
by good and generous culture. The stems of the
trees are being dressed with lime to clear them of
Moss and other parasitic growth, and with paraffin
oil tor American blight or .scale. Bush fruits that
never fail, if not so profitable as the larger fruits,

are being pruned and liberally dresse<i with manure,
as they are very gross feeders, and unless the pro-
duce be of good size it is comparatively useless for
market. Birds are the greatest enemies to the
buds, and lime and soot are spread over the bushes
when they are wet, wliile shooting keeps the
featliered enemies at bay in ojien fields where there
are no large trees for them to retreat into, as in

gardens.

STnAWliBRRV IiKDS are being lightly forked over,

just enough to get the weeds out, and a good dress-
ing of manure is then applied to the surface

;

young beds are merely divested of any late runners
and the weeds cleared off the surface ; .a light (he>s-

ing of manure is then spre.-id over the groiuiil and
left rough until spring, when it is uiked over and
the soil trodden firmly around the crowns.

Hotbeds are being made up for forcing, and
seeds of Cuciimbers, Tomatoes, and other early

crops are being sown. Seakale and Rhubarb are
being forced in quantity, and a number of pits and
frames have been planted with early Potatoes.
These get a little bottom-heat to warm the soil and
give them a start into active growth. The old
Ashleaf Kidney and Myatt's Prolific are still grown
largely for the main early crop. A new variety
called Sharpe's A'ictor is now being tried as a rivjd
to these old favourites. Light, rich soil about 1
foot deep is employed for the Potatoes, and a thin
crop of long Radishes is taken off the surface, as
they are pulled up before the haulm of the Potatoes
needs the space. Seed Potatoes for planting out-
side are being laid out in single layers to sprout,
so as to keep the first shoots from getting drawn
up weakly. Mint roots are being taken up for forcing,
as there is a large demand for green Mint about
Easter, and if roots are put on a gentle hotbed they
come up strong and yield a quantity of tops for
cutting. Lettuce and Cauliflower plants in frames
are well covered when frosts prevail, but freely
ventilated on mild days. J. GliOOJl.

Gosport.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Lselia anceps.—Mr. F. Bedford, Straffan House,
Co. Kildare, writes, " Laelia anceps has been nice,
but the flowers are nearly over. One specimen in a
12-indi pan had sixty flowers on twenty spikes.

Flowers in bloom at Cork.—Mr. Hartland,
of Temple Hill, Cork, sends the following note:
•' All the plants mentioned are blooming here out of'

doors : Double red Hepatica, Narcissus corbularia
citiinus, N. minimus, Gentiana acaulis, Christmas
Roses in great variety, double and single Primroses,
and Polyanthuses and Oxlips of sorts. In a cold
house Narcissus Ard-Righ and the white Hoop-
petticoat Narciss (N. corbularia albus) are flowering."

Asparagus decumbens. — How curiouB to
read of this being trained up a pillar (The Ga«DEN,
Jan. 5, p. 19). 1 have seen it frequently very
beautifully grown, but always in a hanging basket,
and when the plant is strong, its decumbent stems
hang down to the length of 6 feet or 8 feet, flower-
ing and fruiting freely. I remember once seeing
two such plants, one on each side of the doorway of
one of the glasshouses at Straffan, and which formed
quite a frame of soft green drapery.—T. SMITH.

Winter scenery.—Few transformation scenes
could equal the one seen in the park at Hull on the
morning of Sunday,the 6th. The registering ther-
mometer told us of 11° of frost. The air was per-
fectly still, not a breath to ruffle the scene. The
fairy-like forms of the trees and shrubs, both ever-
green and deciduous, seemed as if vicing with one
another in beauty of outline. Form and symmetry
were never more conspicuously seen than in their
wintry livery—the work of a single night. The
fringing, indeed, of stem and branch was simply
fairy-like, and the eye could recognise through it

all, so clear was the delineation against a blue and
sunny sky, the rich tracery of each individual tree.

The Weeping Willow was at once conspicuous from
its long pendent twigs. The Birch was not far
behind, the drooping of the catkins adding ma-
terially to the light and shade. The various Hollies
each had a pattern to admire, the .spines exhibiting
their serraturcs to jierfection in rich contrast to the
Mahonias that were of lowlier growth. The Coni-
fers, especially the Pines, had a beauty peculiarly
their own, the needle tufts exhibiting their bosses
of leaves and showing how silently the frost-work
had fringed them. The Wych Elms, beautiful as
they are in their summer ilrcss, were more so, to
my fancy, in their winter one. the apparent stiff-

ness of form ttuiing (h)wn under their lleet^v ci»ver-

ing of snow. The white ;nid yellow Brooms never
lookeil more beaut iful. not even when festooned in
wreaths of bloom in the merry month of May. The
licuub.-u'dy Poplars threw up their shafts of pyra-
mid.-d growth in contrast with the lovely Landscape.
II would be useless to try to tell all. and 1 heard it

rcuiaiked that very .seldom had Nature's winter
]>anorama been seen to such effect as on this Sunday
morning. Peter Inchbald, F.L.S., Belgrave Ter-
race, lliill. -
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ARUNDEL CASTLE.
The visitor to Arundel obtains a fine view
of the castle when approaching the town by
rail. It stands out conspicuously, crowning a

bold escarpment of the Downs, beneath which
nestles the little town. Arundel Castle has an
ancient history extending back beyond authentic

record, although it was known as a Saxon
stronghold in the year 800, our forefathers

readily availing themselves of a position natu-

rally strong, for, unlike the usual easy slopes of

this great Down formation, the ground here

falls away suddenly, so that the castle seems to

stand on the edge of a precipice. Time and
war, for the castle has been thrice besieged,

have long ago left their marks and partly dis-

mantled the original structure, so that much of

the present building is of modern erection, but

the early style has been still kept up and the

very fine Tulip trees are here, one on either side

of the walk, and then we come to a group of

trees planted by notable visitors. A Cryptomeria
japonica planted by the Duchess of Kent in 1848
has made a handsome specimen nearly 50 feet

high. Two Oaks are next seen, one planted by
the Queen and the other by Prince Albert, when
on a visit to the place in December, 184G.
Curiously enough, although both were planted
on the same day, the one planted by the Q ueen
is nearly twice the size and girth of the other.

Close by, a large Deodar is labelled as having
been planted in December, 1830. It has made
a wonderful growth in the time, ana instead of

keeping to one main stem has branched out
close to the ground, and these branches are
now like the great limbs of some ancient
Oak. A fine Manna Ash, 60 feet high, that

had flowered freely, showed what a distinct

acuminata is a large tree 80 feet high, but the

best Magnolias we have ever seen are in what
is known as the dairy garden . Magnolia grandi-

flora, Soulangeana and purpurea have grown
into trees. Of these there are a dozen, one
of grandiflora having branches covering a piece

of ground 10 yards in diameter, the stem of

the tree girthing nearly 5 feet. Some Camel-
lias planted out also promise to grow vigo-

rously. Two very fine Minorca Box demand
special mention. Near these is a Loquat, the

finest probably in the country and growing
fuUy in the open. It was planted some years

ago by Lord Edward Howard and is now
25 feet high, the branches coming down to the

ground. Mr. Burbury said it flowered pro-

fusely in November, 1887, but the flowers

were not so pretty as those of the common
Medlar. For noble-looking foliage the Loquat

AruuJul Castle, from the meadow. EngraveJ for The Garden from a photograph by Messrs. Poulton.

castle is quite as imposing. The now Ivy-
mantled keep is probably the remains of the
Saxon fort. It is a fine example of massive

,

masonry, with walls from 10 feet to 15 feet thick, .

reared upon a mound quite 100 feet above the
fosse beneath. Notwithstanding the great undu-
lations of surface, necessit:iting artificial means
of access, the natural gradation of the ground
has been preserved in its entirety, and the re-

sult is charming. In the more level portions of

the grounds the walks are margined with broad
grassy verges of turf with groups and isolated

specimens of beautiful trees. One walk was
bordered with Pine trees, among which were
noticed fine specimens of Pinus Strobus, P.
Laricio, P. Cembra, and a very fine P. insignis in

the best of health and from 80 feet to '.10 feet

high. Here also was noticed a noble tree

of Abi«s Morinda fully GO feet high. Two

and beautiful tree this ia. Kcelreiiteria panicu-

lata has grown into a great tree nearly 50 feet

high, and last year flowered most profusely.

Close by and fruiting freely, whilst of still

larger dimensions, wa? a noble tree of the

Hickory Nut. The great tree of Ailantus
justifies the supposition that it was one of

the earliest planted ones. It had some mag-
nificent leaves with twenty pairs of leaflets,

and the tree also flowers freely. The Kentucky
Cuffee Tree (Gymnocladus canadensis) was a

grand specimen from 70 feet to 8(1 feet hio;h.

Some fine old Medlars were very beautiful

and showed how in our search for novelty we
have neglected them and overlooked their capa-

bility for making in many places distinct and
pretty effects. We noted a fine old tree of

the Catalpa and an old Judas tree that has

been supported with iron bands. Magnolia

ia distinct, so also was a great tree of the Japan
Sophora that stood near. In some parts

were deep shady dells between great banks
of chalk, and here the natural vegetation was
sufficient in itself. Along these glades, shaded
by large Beeches, Wych Elms, and Yews,
was one of the most beautiful aspects of native

vegetation we have seen. The chalky banks
were but sparsely clothed with Ivy and Grass,

above which the Hart'a-tongue Fern grew in

abundance. There were immense broad sheets

and isolated tufts that sent up fronds nearly a
yard long. Ferns generally do not like chalk,

but the Ilart'a-tongue revels in it. This shady
walk emerging from between steep banks leads

along the side of another steep slope and again

down to where the chalk rises up like a straight

wall. The Polypodium m;iy l>e seen, high on
the trees. It is not uncommon to see it groTi-
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ing around a tree stem or clustering in the

hedgerow, but to see it growing lOU feet up on
the branches of a tree ia certainly unusual.

"We now reach the higher ground, passing into

the flower garden, environed with a flint wall.

In this enclosure is the great pattern flower

garden, but it was indeed a surprise to find it

without a bedding plant, yet gay with flowers.

Mr. Burbury said that the late Duchess of Nor-
folk did not like the incongruous efi'ect produced
by introducing modern flower gardening in

proximity to the keep and ancient castle

walla. The bedding out was done away with,

hardy flowers, annuals or any of the simple

old-fashioned flowers being alone p^^rmitted.

Though the hardy flowers were pretty, they

did not look perfectly at home in a f rmal

garden with pattern beds. It is something we
are quite unaccustomed to to find a garden
without bedding plant.", and this garden was
the most interesting and prettiest we have seen

for a long time. There was plenty of flower

and abundance of colour. The beds of Alstrce-

merias, especially the variable coloured A. chili-

ensis, were moat beautiful. In this garden,

too, were Pyrethrums, Aquileg'as, Pinks, Car-

nations, Phloxes, Clematisep, great bushes of

hardy Fuchsias, summer-flowering and annual
Chrysanihemums, t-'alvia", Day L'-lies, Hya-
ointhus candicang, Liiies of difl'erent kinds,

Pentstemons, and btds of choice annuals. It

was not the usual indiscriminate mixture of

hardy flowers, as usually seen, but each bed had
its distinct kind, provided its own mass of

colour toned down by its own foliage ; some
plants were tal), others short ; each showed its

own individuality, and the picture was one of

simple, quiet beauly, and a striking contrast to

the commonly seen " bedding out."

The park is iudced an ideil English park, 6

miles round and some 1100 aces in extent. It

ia really a great enclosure of the South Downs,
and although there are great masses of wood-
land and Fir-crowned knolls, the trees are not

of extraordinary s'za by reason of the poor

s )il in which thoy grow. There are some
fiae groups of aged and gnarled Hawthorns and
siunted Maples, and the scenery it of the

grandest description. We crossed the park to

view the landscape, and in doing so came to

one of those deep natural glades of which the

"Devil's Dyke" is a good example. From a

plateau the ground tuddenly slopes down, steep,

yet smooth, as though graded by the hand of

man, and carpeted with turf, sloping down and
terminating in a flat, smooth bottom, which
looks almost like an ancient river bed. A herd
of deer, numbering about 1000, were in the

distance. This is essentially a deer park
of sufficient extent to keep the deer with-

out showiug so much of the hideous fencing

which mars the landscape of many an otherwise

pretty park. Looking southwards, the scene is

very pretty; the park suddenly slopes down to

a level plane, through which the little river

Arun meanders, pa.s.sing clo.se beside the park
walls, past the town, and away to Littlehamp-
ton, which is seen upon the sea-coast some
milfs away. A good view is obtained of the

sea and the We of Wight; in fact, all the ele-

ments <jf beautiful Ktiglish scanery here com-
bine to produce an enchanting spectacle.

Swaubourne Lake, a fine sheet of natural

water, is mentiom d in the Doomsday ]5ook, when
probably it was much larger. It is pretty now,
and is bordered on one side by the main road,

flanked on tlie other V>y a steep Beech-clad
slope, making a great bank of foliage which
comes down to the water's edge. At one end
of the lake it a narrow stiip of level ground

backed by chalk walls festooned with Traveller's i

Joy. Fringing the water is a Privet rarely

seen (Liguatrum lucidum floribundum), and
which has here grown into a tree 40 feet high.

Mr. Burbury says it is as pretty in October as a

large bush of white Lilac is in May.
In the glasshouse department the great crops

of Grapes and Pines merit a passing word,

and Melons ara admirably grown. Three
batches of Melons had been grown in the Melon
house last season. To keep up this successional

cropping Mr. Burbury grows the Melon plants

on into 6-inch pots, and when one crop has been
matured the old bed is cleared away, a new
one made, and a few days having elapsed for

the soil of the newly-made bed to become warm,
the plants are put out and soon commence
fruiting.

Flower Garden.

FL0\\T1;R GARDEN NOTES.

Border v.\bieties of Carnations and Picotees.
—The ground is so wet by reason of the abnormal
amount of rain that fell last month, that the present

spell of frosty weather makes us anxious as to the

safety of these plants. The plants made compara-
tively little growth during last summer, and that

was late, so that layering could not be done at tlie

])roper time ; consequently very few were well

rooted at the time for severing them from the

parent plants. We decided, therefore, to let all of

them remain as they were till spring. This will

explain the anxiety for their safety, all our stock

being, as it were, at the mercy of the weather.

Cocoa fibre has been applied for root-protection,

and a light straw covering for the tops. It is only

two years since that these plants were first made a
speciality of here, but they liave in that time done
so well as to gain, it not quite, almost the first

position amongst border flowers generally, and espe-

cially have they been prized for use as cut flowers

and for button-hole and bouquet making. The fol-

lowing are some of the most favourite varieties of

Cloves : The Old Red, known to everybody, if not

so refined a flower as many, is still the sweetest

scented. Also good are Amethyst, another scarlet;

Ducliess of Westminster, white ; Improvement,
purple ; Mrs. Teigner, rose ; Mary Morris, deep rose

;

Prince Imperial, purplish crimson ; Royal Purple
and W. P. Milner, pure white, a good gi'owerand early.

The freest growing border Carnations and Picotees

are Comet, Endymion, Guiding Star, Mirabel, Queen
Victoria, Warrior, Priile of Penshurst, and Sir

Beauchamp Seymour.

Hardy flowering plants of easy propaga-
tion AND CULTURE.— Since increased interest has
been given to hardy flowers, I have occasionally

talked with persons who, whilst expressing them-
selves as being piirtial to hardy flowers, yet fought
shy of their cultivation on the ground of expense
and the time it would take to get up a collection.

One—a lady fond of a garden, yet of limited means
— even went so far .as to tell me she despaired of

ever getting up a collection worth looking at, be-

cause she had recently sent for the liighest priced

collection named in the catalogue of a firm tliat

made sucli plants a specialty, and they had sent lier

the most insignificant bits of plants tliat would
t;ike years (she thought) to grow into good pieces.

I had a good deal of symp;ithy witli licr, as more
tlian once I have been a similar victim, I tliink un-

intentionally though, small pieces h.aving been .sent

simply because tlie demand Ii.ad been so great.

Tlic remedy for sucli .a state of things is, 1 tliink,

mainly in our own hands, and that is to grow ]ilaiits

for ourselves. Exerybody having the most ordinary

i;ai'den ap])liances can do iiiurli in this diroction.

cither l>y niishig fro]u seeds, or by division ul' roots

of any of the foUowint;, all of tliem being aiiu'iKiblc

to the simplest mode of jiropagation and cultivation.

I name them alphabet ically:—
Antirrhinums (or Sn;ipdragons). — Seeds of

these plants sown now in pans and placed in

an ordinary Cucumber frame, where the tempera-
ture ranges between 45° and 65°, will quickly ger-

minate and grow away so freely, as to be ready to

plant out by end of April and flower profusely by
midsummer and throughout the summer and
autumn. Cuttings strike readily under the same
conditions, and when it is wished to retain a fa-

vourite variety this is the only mode of propagation
that should be attempted. Though Snapdragons are

proverbially sun-loving plants, yet throughout the
" wet-winter" summer of last year few hardy flowers

continued so gay as these.

Aquilegias (or Columbines).—The varieties of

these are now immense and from a shilling packet
of seed scores of plants may be raised. Sow the
seed in pans of light vegetable soil, press down
firmly, cover the pans with glass, and place them
in a cold frame. The seedlings come up much
stronger and grow away better than when raised

in warmth. If sown now a few will flower to-

wards the end of the summer, and the second
season they will be equal to the finest plants

that can be bought at any nursery. The best

Aquilegias, I think, are cienile.a, chrysantha, and
glandulosa, but amateurs may prefer to have a
mixture of all the kinds, and this can be obtained
of any respectable seedsman.

Delphiniums (perennial Larkspurs). — These
are amongst the first to make a good show in the

herbaceous department of a garden, and as they
continue for a very long time in a gay condition

and are also invaluable for cutting, I class them
very nearly at the top of the list of herbaceous
perennials. Seeds never fail to germinate well,

and the best way to raise them is to sow in pans and
place them in warmth— say about 55"— till the seed-

lings appear, then transfer them to a cold frame
there to grow on until ready to plant out in the

open borders. It is very rarely the plants flower

before the second season, but after that they grow
away at a great pace, after which division of roots

is, perhaps, the best way of getting up a stock

quickly, as it certainly is of increasing good varie-

ties. Seedlings vary, and cannot always be relied

on to turn out well. Propagation by division may
be done any time between November and February.

I note that old stools are throwing up new growths
already, and no time should therefore be lost in

taking ofl'sets or of transplanting any that are

intended to be moved.

CEnotheeas (Evening Primroses).— This isa class

of hardy perenni.al plants that continues flowering

for a, longer period than any other I can call to

mind, and in addition to this free-flowering pro-

jjcnsity, all the varieties have beautiful foliage,

mostly of a bronzy coloured green, and the colour

of the flowers ranges from what I shall call a
white - sulphur colour through all the various

shades of yellow to deep orange. Seeds are of

easy germination if treated in the manner named
for raising Delphiniums, and division 'of plants is

also just as readily performed. For getting up a
large stock quickly, seed-sowing is best, and, con-

trary to the general rule, the varieties come very
true from seed, or, in other words, rejiroducc them-
selves. The varieties I prefer arc acaulis. Lamarcki-
ana, Fraseri and macrocarp.a. All the varieties are

not only first-rate border flowers, but the growth
being half trailing in character, they are well

suited tor planting on rockwork or other positions

where a pendent liabit is desirable.

PlILOX, perennial.—Perennial Phloxes were last

year the best of the border flowers. They began to

tlower in May and till the severe frost of October 2

there was no waniiii; in their beauty. Add to this

free and continuous flowering, the great range in

colour of the long- busting flowers, and their

use when cut, and an apiu'oximate estimate of

their value will be obtained. They can also

be obtained from seeds, but I have never
known the seed to germinati' well, and do not
therefore advise this plan. Cuttings taken any
time during the summer and inserted in liandlights

on a shailed border strike freely. They should as

soon as struck be ]ilanted H inches or 4 inches

•apart on a warm border and be allowed to winter

there, and permanently iilanted in the borders in
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spring. Division of roots is also a successful way
of increasing stock, but plants so obtained, I always
fancy, produce inferior flowers to those propagated
by cuttings.

RuDBECKiAS.—There are no hardy autumn-flower-
ing perennials that better withstand all the vicissi-

tudes of weather without injury than do the several
varieties of Rudbeckias, and few that make a better
show and none that stand for a longer time when
cut. To those who do not know the plants, tlie

flowers may be described as large Marguerites,
having deep yellow petals and jet-black "centres,
with long stout stems most suitable for vase decora-
tion. They are free-growing, and stock can be
rapidly increased by splitting up old plants, as the
merest particle soon grows into a good plant. The
plants bear removal at any time, but early spring-
time is best. I have never attempted rai-sing any
from seeds; consequently cannot say whether or
not they come true, nor yet advise as to the way of
raising the seedlings. The best variety is Newmani,
but californica and maxima are also good.

General work.—To push along with shrub-
pruning and clipping hedges so long as the weather
continues dry. Dig and sift gravel for repairing
walks and coach roads. Wheel soil and manure to
stations that are to be prepared for tree planting as
soon as frost has ended. Indoors, to look over the
roots of Dahlias and put in warmth kinds that are
to be propagated in quantity, and see that all other
flower roots and tubers are securelv protected from
frost.

"

W. W.

SINGLE VIOLETS.
There is probably more money in good single
Violet flowers now than there is in any other ordi-
narily grown market flower. That is saying a good
deal in face of the fact that Chrysanthemums,
Roses, and many other flowers are grown in large
quantities. But what better flower is there of
which we can gather great quantities from the
open ground through the montli of December, or
indeed at any time during the winter if the
weather is for a few days open and mild ? Then,
let fashion in flowers be what it may, the taste
for Sweet Violets never varies, the popularity of
these humble flowers never wanes. As long as
Violets have sweet perfume, so long will the fancy
for them last. We have been having Violet
flowers in great profusion this winter; indeed, we
have rarely had a better time for them. This
abundance of flowers is most chiefly due to the cool
moist summer, which preserved the foliage and
kept the plants growing, anil it is to some extent also
due to tlie better knowledge possessed by planters
of treating Violets so as to induce them "to bloom
during the autumn and winter. Ordinarily, old
plants are broken up and the side pieces taken off

and dibbled out in the spring as soon as the bloom
is over. Tliat method answers very well when the
summer is cool and rains are abundant, but should
the summer prove bot and dry, growth is slow,
many pieces die, the plants generally suffer from
thrips and spider, and the resulting crowns in the
autumn lack strength. Now, some growers have
taken to breaking up old clumps in the autumn, and
filling up the ground after Potatoes and otiier sum-
mer vegetable crops are off. All such plantings
do well ; they soon make root, grow all the winter,
and are too strongly rooted to suffer from the summer
heat. They then bloom early in tlie autumn,and more
or less all through the winter. It is very easy
to have Violets in abundant bloom in the spring;
ordinarily.the end of March and beginning of April
are the Violet months, when every plant will flower
in great profusion. But just then, because the
market is glutted, the flowers bring but a poor re-

turn, and should the Frencli flowers be good, sale
at any price is often difficult. Growers, there-
fore, do not care to have all their plants blooming
in the spring, neither also do the women pickers.
In all cases, if the gatherings be at all considerable,
the pickers are paid at tlie rate of Id. per dozen
bunches, and in a good season a smart hand will
gather from forty to sixty <lozen bunches per day.
each bunch then, without leaves, consisting of
twenty flowers. The leafing is done later in a shed

or cool room, very often by members of the grower's

family, and after a very hard winter or a very hot,

dry summer, the obtaining of leaves is a matter of

consideraljle difliculty. It is found needful in

some cases to grow plants beneath dense trees to

ensure ample leafage, as in such cases flowers are

not sought for. Generally the best flowers, both
for colour and perfume, are obtained in the
open gi'ound, and where so many acres are grown
any other method would be impossible. This
winter, whicli has been so rich in flowers, finer

blooms and more of them have been found right

out in the open than beneath shelter. When
gatherings begin in September and continue to give

varying quantities all through the winter, it is re-

markable how large a return is obtained ere the

gathering is finally over for the season. Market
prices range from Gd. to Is. 6d. per dozen bunches,
but a fair average price seems to be Is. for the
winter. It is not the moderate quantity of flowers

obtained at but one or two pickings which tells,

but the many pickings regular in open weather and
intermittent in mild weather, which spread over
several montlis, show that money can be made by
growing Violets. A. D.

DOUBLE PRIMROSES GROWN IN POTS.

At the recent committee meeting of the National
Auricula Society I endeavoured to induce the com-
mittee to require that for the future the double
Primroses shown in the class for six pots or pans at

the Auricula show in April should be grown in pots.

At present, as the class stands—and I am sorry to

say as it is to stand for another year—anyone who
has a numlier of plants of the necessary varieties,

can lift tliem from the open ground, place them
temporarily in pans or baskets, and exhibit them in

this class. Thus the leading prizes are at the mercy
of the largest growers who can make up an exhibit
in this way, and the amateur with a love for these
pretty spring-flowering subjects, who may desire to

cultivate a few in pots, is discouraged, and in the
face of such odds makes no attempt. My simple
desire is to encourage the culture of double Prim-
roses in pots, and especially by those who may not
care to touch Auriculas. But I am told this desir-

able state of things must give place to the necessity
for providing a show, and things in bulk are desir-

able in order to secure this. It is a striking fact

that in no other class in the show is more than a
single plant allowed in a pot.

I have also another purpose to serve. I want to
rescue from the obscurity into which they appear
to have fallen some of the delightful varieties of

the double Primroses. Only let a good and well-
bloomed plant of the old double crimson velvet
Primrose be produced at the Auricula show, and
straightway it engages more of the popular atten-
tion than the finest Auricula staged, not only for
its great and distinct beauty, but because it is so
rarely seen. Here, in the south, it is difficult to
grow these plants in the open ground, and even
were it possible, the flowers would scarcely open in

time out of doors so as to be ready for exhibiting
the third week in April, unless cloches or some-
thing of the kind were placed over the plants ; and
even if they did expand early enough, some protec-
tion from frost or rain or vermin would yet he
necessary. Tlie best plan would be to lift them,
place them in pots, and give them the protection of

a cold liouse for a few days.

In April last three collections of six double Prim-
roses were shown. One was the big niade-u])
specimens to which I have alluded, and it being a
recognised principle that bulk is required to m;ike
up an effective show, it is only necessarj- the judges
should favour bulk at the expense of quality, the
latter being necessarily on a much smaller scale.

The other two collections had been growni in pots

—

one by Mr. H. Selfe Leonard, and the otlier by my-
self. Now the hot, dry summer of I8H7 was de-
cidedly unfavourable to double Primroses, as tliey

lost tlieir leaves, and there was great dirticulty in

getting them into growth again. Tlio spring of

1888 was a very late one, and considerable difficulty

was experienced in getting the plants into bloom,

and yet with these difficulties in the way a credit-

able representation of double Primroses grown in

pots was afforded. I am trying to do something
very much better next season, and with good hope
of success. If I can show double Primroses

in pots, the plants having been cultivated in pots

since the early part of September, and if I can pro-

duce these each carrying eight or ten well-developed

and fine blooms, they ought, I think, to carry more
weight than large baskets or pans of plants lifted

from the open ground merely for the occasion.

But this cry for mere bulk will, I fear, prevail, and
the grower of the large collection wiU again take

the highest honours.

I am particularly anxious to see the amateurs
taking up their culture. Despite the fact that

they are seriously handicapped, as against the

large trade grower with his made-up pans, I hope
they will enter the lists as culti%-ators and exhibi-

tors, and by so doing shame the committee into

doing them justice. There is no difficulty in ob-

taining from six to nine distinct varieties of double

Primroses, such as the crimson, crimson-purple,

purple, late yellow, lilac, white, Croussi, and platy-

petala, with which to form a collection for show
purposes. E. D.

Primroses in winter.—Those of your readers

who are fond of Primroses might like to hear of a
simple way of having them on the table all winter.

Wliere any quantity are grown there are always
buds. When those showing colour are picked,

even in hard frost, and put in a deep plate, the
bottom of which has been previously covered with
tall green Moss, they come out well, and even when
tlie stalks are very short, as they are when picked
off a bunch, the Moss supports them so as to keep
the flowers out of the water. The Moss we use is

commonly called Fir tree Moss (being like a minia-

ture tree). There is now on the table a china

plate more than a foot across, and full of Primroses

of all colours, the buds of some of which were
picked after 14* of frost. The combination of

green and bright colours is very pretty.— George F.

Wilson.

AMERICAN NOTES.

A feature of the recent Pomological Exhibition in

Vienna was a special display of fruits ill adapted to

local cultivation and labelled '•warnings."

A MEMORIAL to Alexander Humboldt was re-

cently erected in the so-called Humboldt field, one
of the new parks of Berlin. As a statue of the
great naturalist already stood in the centre of the

town, the new monument was given a very different

form. From all parts of the province of Branden-
burg the largest

.
possible erratic stones (glacial

boulders) were brought together and arranged in

imitation of a terminal moraine. In their vicinity

curious stones of many otlier sorts are grouped, and
one bears a simple inscription telling that the

"monument" was erected in Humboldt's honour by
the city of Berlin. Our correspondent. Dr. Bolle,

has long been actively engaged in forwarding this

movement.

At the late Chrysanthemum show in Philadelphia,

Mr. W. K. Harris exhibited a plant upon which
twenty distinct varieties liad been grafted, and all

were in bloom at tlie same time. This suggests a
new line of work, inasmuch as such plants would
be objects of great popular interest at exhibitions

if a proper selection and arrangement of colours

were made. It may be questioned, however, whether
a plant bearing several different kinds of flowers

possesses any value excejit as a curiosity. Whether
some varieties of feeble gro%vth would be improved
if grafted on a more robust stock can be ascertained

by experiment.

It has sometimes been stated that the worst
monstrosities in the way of formal ]ilanting which
disfigure some of our western parks— figures of men
and animals and even portr.-iits of various cele-

brities—should be charged to the bad taste not of

native American, but of German, gardeners. The
statement seems to find some support in tlie fact that

at a horticultural exhibition held not long ago in
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one of the smaller German tbwns, a portrait of the

Emperor William I., 4§ feet high, was displayed in

bright-leaved plants ; and in the further fact that

none of the parks of our eastern towns, except in

Pittsburgh, where German influence is less strongly

felt than at the West, are deformed by similar

horrors.

Beebeeis E3IAKGINATA.—It is hard to imagine

any shnib with more brilliant or strikingly coloured

foliage than this. Berberis chinensis is very bril-

liant, too, but B. Thunbergi has already lost its

leaves entirely. The fruits will remain, however,

upon the branches bright and unshrivelled until

spring, and considerably later than those of the

last-named species, which on the whole, although

still almost unknown in gardens, is a more graceful

and desirable plant and unsurpassed among Bar-

berries in the beauty of fruit.

The Washington Thokn (Cratajgus cordata)

is a brilliant and beautiful object, with its small,

bright red fruit and orange and scarlet leaves.

This is one of the most rapid growing and desirable

of all our Thorns as an ornamental tree, and it is free

or nearly so from fungoid attacks, which ruin the

beauty early in the season of many Thorns. For-

merly -it was much more generally planted than

at present, especially as a hedge plant, for which
purpose it is well suited. It is one of the most de-

sirable of the smaller North American trees for

ornamental planting. The foliage, however, of C.

arborescens is still more brilliant, surpassing here

this year not only that of all other Thorns, but

nearly every plant in the collection. C. arborescens

is found in the South Atlantic States rather spar-

ingly, and again west of the Mississippi River from
Missouri to Texas. Like many of the other Thorns,

it is most common and most fully developed in the

valley of the Red River; here it is, when in bloom,

a conspicuous feature of the region, bordering the

low, wet prairies and tlie banks of streams, some-
times reaching a iieight of 40 feet, with a round,

wide-spreading top. The bark of the trunk is much
lighter coloured th.an that of tlie other species, and
the flowers, althougli small, are produced in tlie

greatest profusion. The fruit is small, hardly

larger than a Pea, and bright red. It is rather a
surprise tliat this phant should prove hardy here.

So far, however, it grows vigorou.sly and rapidly,

and its further development will be watched with
much interest. Tlie astonishing and unsurpassed

colour of its foliage at this season of the year

should give this Thorn a place in every garden
where it can be grown successfully.— Barden and
Forest,

loss we have sustained by their disappearance

and to induce some Lindssea growers to spring

into existence that I introduce them here.

LinJsseas are Adiantum-like plants, but they

are destitute of tlie black polished stems which
such conspicuous features in the Maiden-hair

Ferns; some of the species are dwarf, whilst

others attain a height of upwards of 2 feet, and
tlie fronds are uiuch-divided, so that there is no

lack of variety. These plants are widely

scattered in the Tropics, and for their successful

culture require strong heat and an atmosphere

well saturated with moisture ; few of our Feru

Ferns.
w. n. aowEE.

LINDS.'BAS.

This genus comprises a large number of exceed-

ingly handsome and distinct Ferns ; they are

dedicated to the memory of Dr. Lindsay, who
in liis time wrote largely upon the genuination

of Ferns and Mosses. Many years ago, when
the search for new Ferns was .as eager as it is

at the present time for Cypripediums, many
species of this family were said to bo in cultiva-

tion, which, however, to this day have never

been seen in English gardens, and one sliould

1)0 careful in looking over lists of names in dic-

tionaries and garden catalogues. It is not

enough to read them there; one should know if

they arc to bo found in cultivation liefore ho
credits the statement. At the present time I do
not suppo.se that many of tlie Lindsasas here
enumerated are to be found alive in this

country, but I have seen them all in a growing
state ; the Messrs. Haekllouse, of York, devoted
iiiuch tiiiK! and spared no ex])ense in searching

for them, but owing to the difHculty experi-

enced in their cultivation .and the taste for rare

Ferns falling away, they tell me at the ]ire.sent

lime none exist in their establishment, and it is

with a view of showhig my readers what a groat

Lindsfca Lessoni. Engraved for The Garden.

houses yield enough, and I therefore recom-

mend a largo Wardian case for them. At the

same time, although such a moist atmosphere is

necessary for their well being, and they also

enjoy a large supjily to their roots, nothing

stagnant must bo allowed to stand abcuit them.

I am under the impression that they do not

like to be overloaded with mould about their

roots, and what they do have should be of the

roughest ; therefore drain well and mix some
stones and broken crocks with the soil, which

should consist of turfy loam and s.-uid, with a

little peat added, whilst the i>iitting should be

very firm. Water freely, and do not allow the

soil to become like; a bog, liard potting being the

best way to jireveiit this. I have nieeived these

plants from thi'ir native homes in a calcareous,

clayey marl, but have n<it found them thrive in

that soil under cultivation. A somewhat light

loam mixed with stones and made firm appears

to suit them best. The following kinds were
all introduced in a living state by the Messrs.

Backhouse, and I do hope the taste for these

plants will again revive, so as to induce them
again to import them. 1 may add that I have
found the young imported plants to thrive

better than the larger examples :

—

L. thapezipokjiis.—Tliis is the finest species of

this family that I have seen ahve, and when esta-

blished it would form a splendid object. The fronds
attain a height of 2 feet or more and bear several

pairs of pinnae, eacli of wliich is some 9 inches long
and thickly clothed with large, flat obtuse pinnules,

the upper edge being rounded, bearing a continuous
line of sorion the upper edge; the stem and rachis

are pale straw colour, and the frond a lively green.

It appears to be common in the West Indies, espe-

cially in the island of Trinidad; it is also distri-

buted over Tropical America, and extends to the

Malayan Islands.

L. PALCATA is a form with fronds a foot long

;

these are simply pinnate, the pinna; large, obtuse,

rounded on the upper edge, the lower pair being
distinctly sickle-shaped. The upper edge bears a
continuous line of sori. This form is thought by
some to be a simjile state of the previously named
kind. This it may be, as it always comes from
Trinidad with tr.apeziformis. I, however, have had
this form growing for two years, and it did not
show the slightest inclination to make more com-
pound fronds. The pinniE are larger than those of

trapeziformis, and the stems are cliestnut-brown.

L. STEICTA.—This is a variable plant. The only

form I have seen living was bipinnate, although it

is not always so highly developed. The frond is

about 18 inches high, bearing from three to six

pairs of side pinna;, whicli are tliickly furnished

witli small rounded pinnules, which do not overlap

each other. The sori i'oi'm a continuous line

round the upper edge. Tlie frond is very rigid and
the colour pale green. It is a beautiful species

from Brazil, &c.

L. GUIANENSIS.—Tliis may be said to resemble
L. trapeziformis in miniature, but the habit of the

plant is more rigid. It grows from 1 foot to IH

inches in height, the fronds varying from liipinnate

to tripinnate, the pinnules being obtuse and of a
lively green. It comes from Tropical America.

L. SAGITTATA.—This is a singular and distinct

plant from French Guiana. The stem is ebony-

black, about 6 inches long, and it supports a simple

frond, which, in the specimen before me, is 4 inches

long and 2 inches wide. The texture is coriaceous

.and the colour deep green, while the sori form a
continuous band on the edge. A somewhat similar

plant is

L. BENIPORMIS, which also has a shining dark

black stem and a somewhat reniform simple frond,

and in size resembles the preceding. It is a native of

Guiana.

Besides these I have also had the following

species in oultivati<in ; the New Zealand kinds

were largely imported by the late Messrs. Kol-

lisson, of Tooting, and found a ready .sale, but 1

fear very few examples could now be found in a

living state :

—

L. TBiCHOMANOlDES, of which WO here give an
illustnition, is a very pretty species, but not of

large growth, as it seldom attahis to more than a

foot in height; the fronds are biiiinnate, the pinnie

b(<ing variously lobed and bright green in colour.

It is plentiful in Now Zealand.

L. Lessoni. — This, figured in The Gaudkn
Oct. 15, p. 31!l, uiuler the name of L. Irichoma-

noides, is by some authorities considered a variety

only of the'preceding, but for garden purposes it

is distinct. As will be seen from lun- illustialion, the

fronds are simply pinnate and dci'iily lobed ; these

are of a lively green. It is I'ound in New Zealand.

L. iMiCKOi'UVljLA.—This, with the two previously-

named kinds, thrives well in a cool house. It grew

well at Tooling with the Todeas and Filmy Ferns

from New Zealand, and was by no means dillicult
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to grow. The fronds are about a foot long, lanceo-
late in outline, three times divided, with triangular
lobes, and the colour bright green. It comes from
North Australia and New Zealand.

L. LiNEAEis.—This is an elegant little species,

which appears to be very abundant in New Zea-
land, and one which grows very freely in this

country. It is said to attain a height of 18 inches,
but I have never seen it so large. Tlie fronds are
linear, pinnate, the pinnse being small and bright
green, the stem purplish.

L. WalkeeJ..—Perhaps this plant is valued by me
for its rarity more than for its beauty, and I never
have had but one example of this species. It is a
plant with a slender creeping rhizome, clothed
with short brown hairs. The fronds as grown by
myself did not exceed 9 inches in height. They
are simply pinnate, the pinnse being linear, some-
what distant, the stem and rachis deep shining
brown. The plant in question was sent home by
Mr. Tliwaites, when director of the Botanic Gar-
dens in the island of Ceylon, and I believe the
species is also found in some other of the Indian
Islands.

L. CULTEATA.—This is a species of dwarf habit
from Northern India, and indeed would appear to
be widely distributed, as it has been found in
Japan, and I have also received it from North
Australia. The fronds are erect, about 6 inches
high, pinnate, the pinnse curved upwards and more
or less lobed on the upper edge. This species
emits a fragrance resembling^ new-mown Grass,
and it retains the odour for years after being
dried.

- L. BOTETCHioiDES, by some said to be a variety
of L. guianensis, and by others of L. stricta, but
still a beautiful and attractive Fern. In a growing
state I have had the fronds a foot long. They are
simply pinnate, the pinnae being closely set together,
but they do not overlap, each frond bearing some
four dozen pairs of pinnse. These are recurved on
the lower edge, the upper edge being wavy, and
the colour bright green. It comes from Brazil.

THE COLD FERNERY.
To the several instances of the extraordinary mild-
ness of the season which we daily receive from
various jiarts of tlie country, and which are ren-
dered manifest by the abnormal flowering in our
woods of Violets, Primroses, and other wild flowers,

as also by the flowering out of doors of Roman
Hyacinths and other early flowering plants, of
which our market growers yearly secure a large
stock for forcing, may be added the summer-like
appearance of cool and hardy ferneries in and
around London. These unheated structures, whicli,

according to the severity of the weather usually
present at this time of the year a more or less

desolate appearance, have this season preserved
their freshness to a most surprising extent. On
account of its situation being in the midst of a
populous district which, through its close proximity
to the river and also to extensive gasworks, is par-
ticularly liable to the pernicious effects of London
fogs, the hardy fernery at Messrs. J. Veitch and
Sons, at Chelsea, is, perhaps, at the present
moment the most conspicuous and interesting of
these structures. Thougli built some twenty-five
years ago it may still be shown as a model in con-
struction of rockwork, one of the very rare examples
existing where the comfort of the plants is con-
sidered of primary importance, and not in any way
sacrificed to the appearance of the rockwork itself,

as is too frequently the case in ferneries of more
modern construction. In this case the most has
lieen made of what, compared with many other
places devoted to the' same object, may be termed
a small space ; and by the art and taste displayed
in its original disposition, no less than through the
judiciuvis selection of Ferns with which it is

jilanted, this remarkable house, only 36 feet long
by 20 feet wide, may be said to rank as one of the
very prettiest and most attractive ferneries now in

existence. Here no reflecting mirrors are brouglit
into requisition to provide for optical illusion; nooks

and comers cleverly managed in so small a space, a
centre-piece not too high, yet of sufficient elevation
to break the view from whichever of the four doors
with which it is provided the entrance is efliected,

are quite sufficient to give this truly charming
place much greater dimensions than it really pos-
sesses. In its construction the natural style, as may
at once be noticed, has been most carefully observed,
not only liy the arrangement of the whole place, but
also in the details which show us that no regular
pockets have been provided for the reception of the
Ferns, all of which areplanted in amost natural way,
either on the sloping sides which thus enjoy an equal
amount of light, or on some little mounds made of

turfy peat carefully and strongly held together by
means of wooden skewers and covered with a layer

of common Moss, whicli in such positions rapidly
grows and firmly binds the whole mass together.

The advantages derived from such a position are
manifest. In the first instance, it does not necessi-

tate in the building of the fernery such a great

Lindsiea trichomanoides.

quantity of stone material as is otherwise required,
and wliich, hoviiever pretty in itself at first sight,

soon becomes monotonous, while a greater bulk of
earth generates a greater amount of natural liumidity
not obtainable from the stone, even when this is

very porous, which is not always the case. In the
second instance, which is of quite as much con-
sequence, the Ferns, not being planted in pockets,
which, after all, are nothing but substitutes for
jiots, have more freedom of action allowed to tlieir

roots, which, as a rule, have a roaming propensity
much greater than they are generally credited with.

Another benefit derived from this mode of planting
consists in the total absence of sourness in the soil

through the air having free action all around tlie

surface of the earth— a state of comfort to which
the plants camiot as]iiro wlicn j)lanted in ))Ockets,

liowever spacious and well drained these maybe.
The planting of a fernery is frequently spoilt by the
use of specimens of too large a size, as it also is

soinetinies made very tame by the excessive use of

small-growing kinds planted in profusion. The
plants employed should be selected according to

the size of the place, and a most pleasing effect is

produced here by the happy combination of Ferns
and other plants, such as Aspidistras, Ophiopogon,
Begonias of the Rex section, Aralia Sieboldi and
its variegated form, Saxifraga sarmentosa, &c., all

of various sizes, and placed in positions most suit-
able to their respective sizes and habits. In the
original plantation of the Chelsea fernery, British
Ferns were almost exclusively employed, and it is

only some twelve or fifteen years ago that, consider-
ing the deciduous nature of many of these kinds
and their consequently ragged appearance during
six months of the year, these were gradually re-

placed by thoroughly evergi-een sorts, mostly natives
of Japan and New Zealand. These having proved
as hardy as our own native kinds, it was decided
that, for the summer at least, a certain quantity of
warmer exotic sorts should have their place along
with the others, and thus impart quite a tropical
aspect to the fernery. The experiment was quite a
success, and we have now the curious and interest-

ing spectacle of beholding in a structure deprived
of any artificial heat, but simply protected by a
glass roof, which in severe weather only is

covered with mats. Ferns from nearly all parts
of the globe growing luxuriantly together. Here
the glorious Tree Ferns of Australia and New
Zealand, the beautiful Silver Tree Fern (Cyathea
dealbata), the gigantic C. medullaris, Dicksonias
antarctica and squarrosa are found in company
with the curiously crested and variegated forms of
the Japanese Ribbon Fern, Pteris serrulata and P.
cretica, the latter of which is represented by a giant
form named P. Ouvrardi; while the equally hand-
some and useful, though softer, Australian P.

tremula and its garden forms, flaccida, crispa, and
foliosa, are quite at home with our own Scolopen-
drium or Hart's-tongue Fern, many forms of which
are well worthy of special attention. Here, again,
are seen in perfection the two most beautiful Ferns
native of Madeira, the curious Balantium culcita,

l-ietter known perhaps under the popular appella-
tion of Cushion Fern, and the gigantic Woodwardia
radicans with immense fronds, producing at their
extremity one or more young plants, which freely

root into the Moss with which the surface of the
ground is covered as soon as they reach it. The
extremely curious and pretty Woodwardia orientalis

from Japan is also seen here in all its glory, with
each one of its long flatfish fronds completely
covered witli hundreds of young plants. Ja]ianese
kinds, such as Cyrtomiums, Onychium lucidum,
Lastrea Standishi, opaca, and Sieboldi, flourish by
the side of Asplenium lucidum, A. biforme, and
other New Zealand kinds, which are intermingled
witli tropical American and East Indian forms of
Neiihrolepis tuberosa, N. exaltata, and N. philippi-
nensis. Again, the Australian Stag's-horn Fern
(Platycerium alcicorne) and the Australian Maiden-
hair (Adiantum formosum) side by side with our
own A. CapiUus-veneris and the lovely East Indian
Pteris argyrea, the useful Todeas Vroomi and
arliorea, the splendid Lomaria platyptera, and a
host of other kinds too numerous to mention here
are all doing equally well. Wlicn the Chelsea
fernery was created, it was with the object of
showing what could be done in London without
artificial heat, for the difficulties experienced by
owners of small places in the metropolis are very
great indeed. If, as is frequently the case, the
fernery is heated by pipes connected with the
kitchen, then during the day the heat is unbear-
able; whereas at night, when most wanted, it is

conspicuous by its absence. When, on tlie other
hand, a boiler is specially devoted to such a struo
ture, its small .size makes it extremely tedious and
difficult to manage with success the regulation of

the temperature, which in a small house fluctuates

much uKU'c tlian where there is a greater bulk of
air. That the luuise above described has been a
complete success there is little doubt, forilsjircsent

appearance amply testifies to the foresight dis-

played by its original designer. Visitob.

Derivation of the -word "Potato."—Can any
reader inf'irni me what aie tlio rent derivation ami meaning
of til's woiiis " rotalo" and "

'I'eiiiato " ? I snppose tlloy arc
niudification.s of similar Indian woids. Wbiit is the original

meiniug of the terms?- J. ii IIh;ve.
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Orchids.
W. H. GOW'ER.

VANDA ROXBURGHI.
This is a lovely dwarf-growing kind, and it is

the type of tliis genus, which is remarkable for

so many truly beautiful flowered kinds. The
majority of the plants are objects of great
beauty, even when not in flower, and deserve
more attention at the hands of the Orchid
growers than they have obtained for some few
years. Vandas lost their popidarity to a great
extent soon after the introduction of Odonto-
glossum Alexandne and other popular plants
from Columbia and Peru ; indeed, every one
almost went crazy upon cool house Orchids,
totally ignoring the fact tliat Vandas do not
require tlie amount of heat which is usually
accorded them. I have grown many Vandas,
and flowered them well also, with a winter tem-
perature of ()0°, the summer heat running up
with the sun ad lih., and having no injurious
effect if a thin shading is used during the hottest
part of the day, the atmosphere at the same
time being well charged with moisture. Venti-
lation is very essential, and, saving in frosty
weather, air was continually admitted night
and day during the whole year. The plant in

question is a native of various parts of the
Bengal Presidency, and is found somewhat
plentifully on the Mango trees. It is a dwarf,
erect plant with two-ranked leave.s, which are
leathery in texture, channelled, and deep green,
the ends terminating in an oblique treble point.
The flower-spike is erect, and bears numerous
blooms, the usual number being from six to
twelve, each ol which is about 2 inches across.
The sepals and petals are china-white on the
exterior, ground colour of the inner surface pale
yellowish green, tessellated with bronzy -brown

;

the lip is three-lobed, lengthened behind, and
forms a short straight spur of a rosy-pink
hue ; the side lobes are erect and wliite, whilst
the obtuse middle lobe is of a rich deep violet-

purple. It blooms at various times of the year,
and when growing vigorously will frequently
flower twice in the season. There are several
forms of this plant, or, perlia])s better, several
Vandas bearing the name oH lloxburglii, which
upon better acquaintance will be found distinct
kinds ; but there is one plant whicli apparently
grows with it which has obtained the name of
Roxburghi rubra. This form produces a denser
spike ; the ground cohjur of the sepals and petals
is olive-brown tessellated with greenish-yellow,
and the front lobe of the lip is rosy-pink or red
instead of violet-purple. The flowers of both
species yield a powerful and agreeable odour,
and remain in full beauty for upwards of a
month without the slightest injury to the plant.
Both forms are beautiful, but I prefer the typical
plant with its beautiful blue or violet lip. I
hope to see these plants restored to that [lopu-
larity from which they were dethroned without
a reason, and, to assist beginners, will from time
to time refer to the most beautiful kinds in the
genus.

Dendrobium Wardianum.—This fine .species
is now plc-iiiil'ul in I his I'uniitry, tlijinks to tlie

Messrs. Low, of Clapton, wlio have so frequentlv
imported fine ma.s.ses of it from liuniKili.and a very
fine example of the Burmese forjn is ikjw flowering
in tlio Wilton House eolleetion at iSimtlianipton.
This plant grows freely duriiig tlie simuner nioiillis

if .suspended near the glass in a moist alninsjiliore,
and it also fl(jwers ])rernsely if properly rested.
This is best elToeted by removal into a cool, <lry,

and airy liouse after growth is finished, at the -sanie
time k-eeping the plant quite dry. When the
flowers begin to apjiear from the sides of the bijlbs.

remove the plants into heat and water moderately
at first. If a succession of plants is maintained,
the blooms can be enjoyed from the new year un-
til May.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium superbiens.—This fine North
Australian species is just now very fine in Mr.
Williams' nursery at Holloway ; indeed, it is such
a profuse bloomer that, one can scarcely ever visit

this establishment without finding some plants in
bloom. It is a most desirable species, and I am
informed by a friend at the Antipodes that it is

more difficult to obtain there than it was a year or
two ago. Orchid growers at home should take care
the plant does not become extinct.—W. H. G.

ORCHIDS OF 1888.

The year just closed enables us to record many new
and valuable additions to the long list of Orchids,
but it is worthy of notice that the results are mainly
due to the hybridiser. A careful perusal of the
novelties of 1888 will at once convince the reader
of the truth of our assertion ; and if one cannot fail

to notice the paucity of foreign productions, on the
other hand the constantly increasing number of
home-raised hybrids is as healthy a sign as could
well be brought forward in proof of the vitality

of horticulture in this country. The majority of
the imported Orchids are mostly sub-varieties.
Exception, however, must be made in favour of
the wonderful Cypripedium EUiottianum, which
must head the list of new-comers. It is of noble
habit, with long and broad deep green leaves,
and a slipper which is very similar to that of C.
Stonei as regards both shape and colour—ivory-
white, suffused and veined with very delicate
pink ; the dorsal sepal is ivory-white, overlaid with
about fourteen or fifteen dark crimson stripes of
various lengths. The petals, however, are tlie

most conspicuous portion of this singular and
beautiful flower ; tliey are long and narrow, like
those of C. Sanderianum, also white, but their
upper part, which is wavy and ciliated, is orna-
mented with crimson spots, disposed in three or
four lines extending to the points. The fact of its

producing as many as five flowers on the same spike
greatly adds to its value. C. Rothschildianum.
though somewhat similar to the one just described,
is a sufficiently distinct novelty to hold its own. As
in C. EUiottianum and C. Sanderianum, the petals
are of unusual length, rigid, and stand almost
at right angles ; they are yellow in the centre,
shading to a pale lilac colour at the edges. The
dorsal sepal resembles that of the two above-named
species as regards colour, and it is also rigid,

and the lip is of the same peculiar shape as
that of C. Stonei, but of a deeper shade.
This new introduction bears three flowers ou the
same spike, resembling in that respect some of its

congeners with which we are better acquainted.
They all come from the Philippine Islands. Excep-
tionally good also is Catasetum Bungerothi, a nati\'c
of Ecuador, and by far the best representative of the
genus to which it belongs. An excellent plate of
it lias been published in The Garden, Vol.
XXXIII., p. 388. This Catasetum is as beautiful
as it is interesting. The quaint flowers, when at
first they open, are of a creamy colour, but beeonie
pure white with .age; the sepals and petals :ii-e

somewhat narrow, and tlie two erect sepals form .-i

hood to the flower, thus showing the spoon-slia]ied
lij), which is beautifully serrated on its m.argins
and ornamented with a spot of orange colour
situated at tlie orifice of the thickened sac. These
flowers are disposed on long drooping sjiikes spring-
ing from the Ixittom of the bulbs, and spikes of
seven to nine flowers are not unusual, while their
beauty is gre.-itly enhanced by the glistening white-
ness of the cohimn and their fmgr.-inee. Xext to
the above-named thoroughly distinct species, we
have among the new On^liids which we owe to the
importer some which, on account of the doubtful
character of their origin, have justly been termed
supposed natur;d hybrids. Foremost among tliese

is the superb Oneidium Mnntini, a supposed iialiinil

hybrid between O. Korbesi and O. Marsli.-illianum
(among which it w.-is inqiorted from Brazil), a suji-

posilion which is fully warranted by the ch;inicters

of the flowers, which are of a good size and shape,
with sepals and petals of a reddish brown colour

margined with bright yellow, while the labellum is

bright yellow copiously spotted with reddish brown.
These handsome flowers, which appear intermecUate
between those of the two supposed parents, are
produced in medium-sized panicles. Lajliaporphy-
rites is another supposed natural hybrid of dwarf
habit, belonging to the L. marginata section, to

which species, as far as size and shape are con-
cerned, its flowers bear some resemblance. They
are produced in pairs and are of medium size, the
sepals and petals being of a curious rose-purple
colour and tinted with fawn, while in the lip a
splendid contrast is shown by the dark amethyst-
purple colour of the front portiou with that of the

throat and lateral lobes, which are much lighter

and pencilled with crimson. In Odontoglossum
Humeanum we have a plant closely allied to the
justly popular O. Eossi, and possibly a hybrid be-

tween that elegant species and O. cordatuui. The
flowers, which are large and tinged with yellow,

seem to point to that conclusion ; the lip is broad,

white or light sulphur in colour, while the petals are

sjiotted with brown, and the sepals are narrower
and almost entirely covered with chestnut-brown.

Our collections have also during the past yet.r

been enriched by some half-a-dozen kinds or so

which are particularly striking on account of their

originality, such as the South African Disa race-

raosa, known also as D. secuuda. The flowers are

comparatively small, but what they lack in size is

amply compensated for by the bright rosy colour-

ing of the whole flower, which is of singular ap-

pearance on account of the upper petal being hol-

lowed and surrounding the lip. The foliage is nar-

row and of a bright green colour. Thetwo Angnc-
cums, A. Sanderianum and arcuatum, are curious,

and tlie former deseiTes, and no doubt will receive,

general cultivation, for though belonging to the
small-flowered class it is particularly graceful, its

racemes bearing from twelve to eighteen flowers

each, pure white, nearly If inches in diameter and
furnished with a long straight spur. Angnecum
arcuatum, though a distinct species, is more curious

than beautiful. Its small white flowers, crowded
together, are disposed on a short, stiff raceme. Its

petals and sepals are very narrow and revolute, but
it differs from all other Angnecuras, as the flowers

are of delightful fragrance. Spathoglottis Kimbal-
liana may also be classed among remarkable new
Orchids. It is a pretty terrestrial plant with flowers

over 2 inches wide, and disposed on scapes
2 feet long. With the exception of the small lip,

which is dotted with red at the base, the whole
of the flower is of a bright and pleasing yellow.

Then we have a certain quantity of accidental
variations, from which, selecting only the most
striking forms, we note, in the first place, Cypripe-
dium bellatuhmi, to which the name of ('. Gode-
froya; var. bellatulum would have been much more
apyiropriate, since it is evident that tlu; good forms
of C. bellatulum are identical with the equally

good forms of C. Godefroya;. Not long since, a
nameless flower was shown for identificaticm to

one of our leading orchidists, who, without hesi-

tation, pronounced it to be a good form of C.

bell.-itulum. Yet the plant which proiluced that

flower, and many similar ones befor(>, had been
in tlu^ hauils of the grower for u]>wards of four

years, being one of the fir.st .specimens of C. Gode-
froyix! which were sold, and cert.-iiuly long before

C. bellatulum was even known to exist. It is true

that all varieties of C. Godefroyae are not of the

same iiuaiity ; far from it ; but the same variations

exist in regard to the new-comer. We have in

Ly(':iste Skimieri var. Inqierator one of the best

known forms of this pojiular species, with bold

flowers measuring from 5 inches to ti inches from
tip to tip of the sepals. Its broad jietals are of

an intensely deep velvety crimson colour, the lip,

of the same colour, being oniaiiiented by white
mottlings; the sepals, which are of a light lilush

tint, form a beautil'id background to the flower.

Dendrobiuni Cooksoni is a very interesting jilant

of tlie nobile type, wliieli it ri'si'uibles in general

ap|ieaiaiice, but the lower half of each of the

broad petals is of a rich purplish crimson shade,
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the expanded portion white, with the tip mafrenta

;

the sepals are rnse-raa^enta at the apex and suf-

fused with a similar tint. Several handsome forms
of the deservedly popular Odontoglossum crispum
have also made their appearance, the two prin-

cipal ones being 0. crispum pardalinum and the

Charlesworth variety. Both forms belong to the

section with heavily blotched flowers ; in the

latter one, indeed, the flowers, which are well

formed, show scarcely any traces of white, ex-

cept at the margins of the petals, which are very

broad and slightly fringed. The whole of the flower

is of a rosy-crimson hue and heavily blotched with
reddish-brown. The flowers, disposed on a long

raceme, are about 20 inches long. The variety

pardalinum is undoubtedly one of the most striking

of the numerous forms known, and is characterised

by the bold spots and bars with which the petals

and sepals are ornamented. They are of a deep
brownish-crimson colour on a naturally white
ground. The beauty of the flower, which is of

medium size only, is further enhanced by the bright

yellow colour of the crest. Poe's variety of Odonto-
glossum Pescatorei must, however, not be omitted,
for it is a striking variety of a species which is not
much given to variation. The flowers are of ex-

ceptionally handsome form and excellent outline,

the sepals and petals being of firm texture and
marked with rich spottings of the deepest purple-

crimson imaginable. The lip is pure white and
ornamented with a bright yellow crest. S.

Cjrpripedium Sallieri.—My note upon this

plant in The Garden of December 22 (p. 587),

in which I noted the fact of an imported seedling
Cypripedium, flowering in Mr. Shuttleworth's nur-

sery at Clapham, being exactly like a good form of

C. fSallieri, thus tending to prove that if not a
species it is a natural hybrid, has brought the fol-

lowing note from M. Sallier fils. He says

—

For the sake of truth I must say we never made the
supposed cros3. Twenty years ago, at a time when
Orchids, and especially Cypripediums, were not ao

buu'ed for, we had many large plants of insigne;
amongst them two plants were noticed and labelled as
good varieties, and these years, after we named C.
Sallieri,

so that this statement would lead one to suppose
the above were imported plants, and the appear-
ance of Mr. Shuttleworth's seedling confirms the
supposition that if is a hybrid form, it is of natural
origin. This, however, does not in the least detract
from its beauty. M. Sallier fils says further that
The two original plants were not al ke, find that

probibly the variety now called Hyeauum is from one
of tlie-e plants.

This, however, I cannot agree with, as it is so
very distinct, and we have two forms bearing the
name of Sallieri besides it in our gardens. For the
means of clearing up the origin of this species or

variety called Sallieri, I have to thank M. Sallier

fils, who thus prevents the supposition of its garden
origin from being spread erroneously.

—

W. H. G.

Cypripedium margaritaceum.—This is a re-

markable species, figured in the December number
of M. Godefroy-Lebeufs " L'Orcbidophile." It has
not yet been introduced to Europe in a living state,

but I have little doubt but that this ardent horti-

culturist will spare no pains to introduce it to his
establishment at Argenteuil. I observe in a con-
temporary a notice of this plant in which it is said
" it is reported to grow on trees." This is, how-
ever, incorrect, as M. Franchet, in describing the
plant in " L'Orcbidophile," says :

" This curious
plant grows under large trees in a soil of debris
and leaves." It is thus plainly seen that it belongs
to the terrestrial section, but of such a distinct

type as to induce M. Franchet to form a new sec-

tion, which he calls Trigonopedi.a. It is curious to
observe that C. japonicum from Japan and this

Chinese plant both differ from eacli other, and also

from the \orth American and European terrestrial

kinds to which they are allied. C. japonicum was
grown in quantity in the nunseries of the late

Messrs. Ilollisson at Tooting with the North Ameri-
can .species, but I have not seen it lately. I hope
it is not lost, or if so, that it will soon again be im-
ported, whilst this Chinese species introduced to

our notice by M. Godefroy-Lebeuf will be anxiously

looked for by our Cypripedium-loving amateurs.

Judging by the plate, it is a very handsome flower
;

the leaves are profusely spotted with dull reddish

purple on a light green ground. The flower is

represented to be 3 inches across, and the sepals

and petals of a reddish violet hue, ornamented
with dark purple spots arranged in lines between
the veins; the lip is reddish black, dotted all over

with black wart-like spots, whilst its form is very

curious. In shape it is said to resemble a boat,

but to me it appears to more resemble the frame of

a guitar, and it has the same circular opening with

a frilled edge. It is figured in the Chinese En-
cyclopaedia under the name of Lau-houa-Chouang,
which name, however, will certainly never become
popular in England for this beautiful and distinct

species of Lady's Slipper, which we sincerely trust

M. Godefroy-Lebeuf will soon introduce to us in a
living state.—W. H. G.

ORCHIDS AT LOWFIELDS.
Mr. Dougla.s alluded, recently, to the homely
contrivance used here for avoiding high heating

of the jiipes in Orcliid Iiouses, on frosty nights,

by sheets of sacking drawn over the glass out-

side. The idea is not so brilliant but that it

may have occurred to more experienced growers
than myself ; though, as Mr. Douglas believes,

it may not be usual to let Orchids sleep under
both panes and counterpanes. I am, liowever,

sure that there is a kindlier and less exciting

warmth obtained iiy checking loss of heat

through r.adiatiou than is jMssible by keeping
up the temperature with pipes alone under the

naked glass. The difference is jserceptible, if

difficult to describe, between one and the same
temperature maintained under bare or covered
glass. The nature of the heat, in the former
case, feels liard and forced and feverish ; in the

other it seems of a softer, gentler, and more
restful character. The one is dry and wakeful,

and of less equal distribution, while the otlier

has a dewiness, mildness, and equability that

make it feel the cooler, and that is something.

There are few nights thronghout the year on
which 1 do not make a round througli all the

liouses ; and I noticed how the sharp frosts or

biting winds of winter nights so chilled the bare

glas.s of the heated hou.ses, that faint njists of

condensed moisture w(juI<1 ste.-d tihnily along the

wet glass inside, and wreathe themselves rcnnid

any plants suspended near the light Now
these ghostly vapours lay no clammy touch u]ion

the foliage, and the plants have been fatter and
glossier for being no longer haunted by such

sap-curdling apparitions.

1 think the atmospheric moisture in the
Orchid quarters here might be considered high
for winter, though distinctly below that main-
tained in summer. However, there is no stag-

nation of air or water, and no nnscliief

comes. In a much mixed collection a number
of species will be growing through the winter,

and 1 cannot keep these to themselves; but 1

find if those at rest are kept dry in jiot or block

or basket, they do not dislike, but rather enjoy

an atmosphere congenial to growing plants.

Thunias, Cycnoches, Mormodes, Catasetums,

some Dendi'obes and others of like habits that

resent dampness when at rest are dry enough
on shelves over the pipes and near the glass.

I think a well mixed collection is the nicist

enjoyable form of Orchid culture—the most
interesting, the most changeful, and the most
educational. Over the Orchid house door might
be written for a motto: "Ne quid nimis—Too
much of nothing !"

I rejoice in having no flagged or tile-])attemed

floors nor any surfaces (except one length of

shelf for dry rest) that may quickly dry and re-

quire to be suddenly "damped down." AVith the
exception of a hardened pathway, the floors are.

of the native earth, slightly covered with bright

coke siftnigs, and almost uniformly moist. Here,
again, there is a kindlier and mcire fragrant

moistness given oft' than that which is produced
by periodic splashiugs upon hard, unsjunpa-

thetic flooring.

Non-ten-estrial as so many Orchids arc, they

yet all seem so far to love and look to mother
earth as to delight in the sweetness that earth

gives off. One valuable result of a soft, rich,

equable moisture is that I have had no trouble

with red spider. Even those two Dendrobes (jf so

suscejitible leaf, D. Falconeri and D. Devonia-
luini, to which a red spider will resort if he can ex-

ist at all, are not visited by one. With this free-

dom gained, 1 have iio difficulty withthem,thougli

Falcnneri is worth any further care. A practical

old fellow, who grew it siilcndidly, said that in

summer-time he tossed it into the water-tank

before breakfast and picked it out when he came
back. It does well with frequent baths in dry

summer weather, and 1 keep it close to the glass

(roof and side) at the brightest end in an inter-

mediate terajjerature. In this way it forms nodes

that swell and ripen well. Narrow little knots,

with feeble foliage soon shed, cannot bloom. I

do not dry it oB' as long as it chooses to grow
freely. Young growths retain their foliage and
some growth through the winter, but the fat

little ripened nodes lose theirs when matured,

only a few bright leaves remaining at the end
for continuations. The ueedle-like stems, on
which the buds are carried, are easily rubbed off

when young, and hence the plants should not

be exactly " tosEcd ' into the tank at that

stage.

Mr. Douglas will know I did not mean to be

vague when I said of Cattlcya citrina that I did

not know what 1 did particularly with it. All,

however, I can say is, that I do not grow it so

cool, or so bare, or so dry as I have seen it in

collections where it certainly does not thrive.

In a sense not evil, it is a very restless plant

with me, and I let it have its own way. It

starts into fresh growth not long after the bloom
is over, and always will grow vigomusly through

the winter. It seems to Tause awhile just after

the tips of the flower-spikes .apjiear, which are

showing on some of the plants now. It is kept

as close to the glass as the blocks will go. 1 have
the most of it of any Orchid. None are more pro-

gi'essive or more vigorous ; it was in bloom in

four successive months last season, and there is

no credit in growing it. It remains in a full

Cattleya temperature. The bulbs retain their

foliage till the third year, and the young growths

are liable to spot or damp oft" if, after being

dipped, any pearly drop of water is left lodged

in them. The whole habit of the plant is well

adapted for throwing olf water. Natvirally

thatched, so to say, by its downward growth,

the leave.s also have a surface that turns rain

as readily as those of the Nasturtium. But
the leaves, that are jroof against any natural

rainfall, are not arranged to meet the adventi-

tious deluge of a dippuig, and may UHjiiire

help-

There is a largo pod on one C. citrina which 1

fertilised with a line form of C Mossia^, and a

still larger one from the reverse cross. I do
ho] e that some seed may germinate ; for, to s;iy

nothing of a joy so distant as that of seeing a

hybrid seedling bloom, great would bo the

reward, along the way, of seeing what arrange-

ments of their own the seedlings would adopt

between parents of one family so ditierent in

habit as the.se two Cattleyas. One thinks the

more of such wayside jileasure because it may
be all that we m.iy live to see. Yet, let not the
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thought, tliat oftentimes "another reapeth,"
deter the hand tliat can sow.
Bwion-in-Lonsdale. F. D. Horkee.

HARDY ORCHIDS.
The •wavy-leaved Orchid (Orchis undulatifolia)
succeeds admirably as an outdoor plant ; indeed,
next to 0. foliosa, I consider it one of the most
valuable for gardening purposes. I have grown it

for many j-ears and found it to be perfectly hardy,
of very free growth when suitably placed, and a
most ornamental and desirable species. There is a
beautiful form of this Orchid having mottled
leaves, but it is extremely scarce, and in which the
flowers are individually larger, of far brighter
colours, and of better substance, lasting nearly half
as long again as those of the normal green-leaved
plant. It flowers at the same time, but so distinct
and superior is it to the typical form, that I have
frequently been tempted to describe it as a distinct
species. I have succeeded best with the wavy-
leaved Orchid when planted in limy loam and in a
partially sheltered position, but I do not think that
it is at all a mifty plant to deal with, for I flowered
for four or five years a clump of half-a-dozen plants
that, for want of space elsewhere, were planted out
beneath a big Corsican Pine. The plants start into
growth in late winter, so one would naturally con-
clude that they would suffer in consequence ; but
not so, for nearly ten years' experience of them has
proved that they are quite hardy. A top-dressing of
good leaf-mould and sharp sand is highly benefi-
cial, and it is quite interesting to watch the thickish
rootlets strike directly upwards to the freshly-
applied compost. In planting I always surround
the tubers with rough sand.

0. GLOBOSA I consider an easily managed and
highly ornamental plant. It grew well with me in
ordinary red loam, mixed with about one-third of
its bulk of rough boggy earth—not good peat. The
flower-head is globular in shape, about 2 inches
long, and of a most attractive shade of red, while
the flowers are of great substance and last well.

It has pea-green, stiff foliage, and with me attained
to fully 18 inches in height. A clump of three or
four plants when in full flower has a distinct appear-
ance, and from their bright shade of red and peculiar
spherical shape they are sure to attract attention.
Rarely have I seen this species under cultivation,
and the " more's the pity," for it would charm any
flower lover when seen in good form during early
June. Both this and the latter species increased
with me under outdoor cultivation, which speaks
much in their favour.

The Beown Man Oechid (0. fusca) is one of
our handsomest native species, and one that is by
no means difficult to manage if well-rooted plants
or sound, uninjured tubers are at first procured. It
is di.stressing to see the poor, dwindling, cut-
rooted specimens of Orchids that are sent out
to fulfil orders ; indeed, it is not the first time that
I have thrown on the rubbish heap a tenth of the
plants that have been sent me and for which I paid
dearly. Let everyone remember that there is per-
haps no tribe of bulbous plants that so keenly re-

sents maltreatment as terrestrial Orchids, for, cod-
dle them as you will, you cannot resuscitate their im-
paired faculties. We must not, however, be too
hard on Orchid collectors, a truth that was forcibly
brought liome to me the other day when striving to
lift a few plants of Cephalantliera grandiflora.
Silky loam of the very best quality, not too deep
planting, and a fair supply of moisture are about
the main requirements (jf Orchis fu.sca. For its

quaintly sh.-ipeil and richly marked flowers, every-
one who can command a specimen should en-
deavour to grow this pretty native Orchid. I do
not know if there are now any plants of it really
wild in England. I hope so, but I have not met
with one in the Orchid county of Britain—Kent.

TiiK.siiovvYOEC'iiin(0. spcctabilis) I have grown
well from plants kindly sujiplied me on more th:m
one occasion by Mr. Ellw.-iiiger, of Hochoster, N.Y.
He alw.-iys speaks liif;hly of it as ;m ornamental jilaiit,

and of how well it does on liis rockwork. It de-
lights in loam and leaf-mould, but the latter should

be in greatest quantity and freely intermixed with

clean sand. The flowers are almost a bright pink,

occasionally purplish pink, and borne in rich pro-

fusion. In its native Canadian wilds it is found

growing beneath Beech and other trees, but it will

succeed perfectly well in the open. In growth and
habit it is remarkably stiff-set and stout of scape,

with green leaves and a neat habit.

The Elder-scented Oechid (0. sambucina)
does fairly well in the open border, but it wants a
sunny, dry summer to perfect the yellow blooms.

It is a sweet little plant of robust growth, and puts

one somewhat in mind of a flower of the Butterfly

Orchid (Haberaria bifolia) placed on the stem of

Orchis ustulata. The flower-head is big in propor-

tion to the plant's height, compact, and unusually

gay when fully developed. I grew it weU in very

sandy leaf-mould and where partially screened from
the mid-day sun and hard-blowing winds. That it

is a very satisfactory outdoor Orchid I will not say
from my own experience ; at least, it cannot in this

respect compare with any of the fore-mentioned
species. 0. sulphurea or pallens, 0. Stabiana, 0.

pauciflora— a most ornamental Italian species—and
0. Robertiana I have repeatedly tried, but they
bloom well enough for two or three years, but are

then worked out, and I defy all the coddling and
best of management to bring them up to their

original vigour. To anyone who can afford to buy
an annual supply of these four species, I would say
by all means do so, as their flowers are pretty

and of distinctive character.

Amongst our native species, as well as 0. fusca
already spoken of, there are several that are very
satisfactory subjects for the outdoor garden, fore-

most amongst which the early purple Orchid (0.
mascula) and the spotted-leaved (0. maculata)
are conspicuous. They are easily managed when
good, uninjured plants are at first obtained, of very
free growth if planted in a rational and common-
sense way, and remarkably handsome wlien clumped
in good broad masses, as they always should be for

effect. Some years ago a friend in Edinburgh
asked me for a few tubers of 0. maculata ; I sent
them, and on visiting the friend some years after-

wards was shown such clumps of the Orchid in full

flower as quite surprised me. No extra care had
been expended on planting ; they had been put in

holes without any addition to the ordinary garden
soil, which was a peaty loam. The roots of O. mas-
cula are readily enough raised, but when we come
to the palmate section, and of which O. maculata
is an excellent type, then the trouble begins, for the
wandering rootlets get nipped and broken.

The Maesh Orchid (O. latifoUa) I never could
manage, but perhaps I had not the swampy bed
that it so delights to send out its stringy rootlets

into. It is a lovely plant, the well-packed head of

deep port-wine flowers being particularly attractive.

For several years a friend of mine has flowered it

well as a pot plant, the soil being almost wholly a
roughish peat. The pot is occasionally stood in the
slate cistern where the Cape Pondweed and white
Water Lily are grown. A. D. Webster.

destruction wrought by this unmerciful fiend, and
during the last days of December and the first few
days of January the destruction done has been
something sad to contemplate. I cannot help
thinking but if some efforts were made to exclude
the murkyfumes fromenteringthe planthouses, that
it might be done, and no doubt the double roofs,

which were tried some few years back and found
unsuitable for the growth of Orchids might avert

the damage wrought by the fog. These, however,
are now not available, and I think the next
best thing would be some sackcloth to fit close

down to the glass and close the laps. I know from
experience that plants in flower set on the floor

under the stage remain comparatively unharmed,
and I think for those in the neighbourhood of

London and other large cities something might be
done to avert the calamity. What effect does the
the fog in country places have upon the blooms of

Orchids 1 As far as I have seen, very little damage
accrues, but in London it is not Orchid flowers

alone that suffer, but eveiy plant under glass is

more or less affected. The question should be
token in hand, as the benefit to be obtained is so

immense, that the expense necessary would be well

laid out if some antidote could be found.—W. H. G.

SBOUT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Odontoglossum Alexandras guttatum.—A plant
uf ttji.s variety in nnw iu tlower in Mr. Jacumb's gardou at
Obe.im Faik. It in a vtry lieavily spotted fonn, and tlie

spots of choculate are very rielily coloured. The blooms will
last several weeks iu water.

Sophronitis grandiflora.—I recently noted the
finest variety of tliis plant which it hag boon my good
fortune tn nhserve fJowcring with Mr. lionny in his
nursery at ili^xtable, Swanley. The flowers measured
fully 3 inches across, the petals being very broad,
whilst the colour was a. brilliant scarlet.—W.
Cypripediums in winter.—These plants are

excellent winter bloomers, and whore a fair collection
is maintained, flowers will never be wantingat any time
in tlio whole season, I noted some eighteen kinds iu

matiy oxamjili's llowei'Ini,' in Mr. Wifliams' nursery at
Holloway during tho Christmas week.—G.

The Fog: Demon.—This is mw. of tho most
aniioyin;; cxiicriciiiTs fur London Orchid growers,
nothing yet having been discovered to avert tlic

Garden Flora.

PLATE 683.
VENICE MALLOW.

(with a coloitked plate of hibiscus trionum.*)

When seen at its best, few annuals are more
admired or more worthy of careful cultivation

than that represented in the accompanying
coloured plate. Those of our readers who are
well acquainted with the typical H. Trionuin
as commonly found in old-established mixed
borders, beds, itc, and rarely absent from good
collections, will at once see the immense im-
provement in our present plant. H. Trionum
appears to be an extremely vari.able species, aiul

little wonder, seeing the length of time it has
been cultivated in gardens, and also the fact of

its being so widely dispersed over all the
warm regions of the Old World. It is usually
described as a common sub-tropical weed, found
plentifully in cultivated fields in Afghanistan.
Specimens of it, which, however, were \ery small-

flowered—indeed, not so large as what we look
upon as those of the iyps iu gardens—were col-

lected near Khorasan by Dr. Aitchison, of tlie

Afghan Delimitation Commission. It is found in

several places iu Cliina, and is a very couimon
weed in waste garden ground and rich damp
soil throughout the Capo Colony. It lias given
rise to almost innumerable varieties, a few of

which are so distinct as to have at one time
been considered species. In Harvey and
Sonder's "Flora Capensis,'' however, they are all

placed as varieties of H. Trionum, and seeing it

is a polymorphous species, this is doubtless

the most sensible conclusion. Tlie order iu

which the above authors give them is as follows :

II. Trionum, t\'pe, var. hispidiis, lower leaves

deeply three-lobeil, upper three to five ]iarted,

incised ; var. 2, ternatus, leaves mostly trijijir-

tite ; var. 3, cordifolius, lower leaves roundish
cordate, upper tripartite ; var. 4, hast:efoIius,

loaves hastate, throe-lobed, the middle lobe

very long ; var. 5, cordatus, all tho leaves

roundish cordate, obtuse, dentate ; var. (>, lau-

cecilat us, all the leaves ovate-lauceolato, serrate.

The above varieties of course include nume-
rous synonyms which need not be dotaileil hero,

with tho exceptions of vesicariiis and .•ifricaniis,

both of which names are frequently used for thu
common H. Trionum.

" Drawn for Tue Garden in tho Itoyul Gardens, Kow, by
H. O. Moon, September 4, 1S88. Lithogrspbed and printed
by GulUaumo Sovcreyus.
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The present plant was introduced by the

Royal Gardens, Kew, seeds having been re-

ceived last year from tlie Orange Free State and
Zululand, but chiefly from the Spitzkop Moun-
tain, 11,000 feet high, and Drakeusberg, 8000

feet high. It is probably a cultivated form, as

none of the dried specimens from any other

part of the Cape quite agree with it in size of

flowers, &c. The great objection to the type

(figured in the B(jtanical Marjaziiie, tab. 200) is

the short-lived flowers, which Gerard says open

at eight in the morning and close at nme, and

which supposed fact gave rise to the cui-ious

appellations, "Flower of an hour," "Goodnight
at noon," or " Good night at nine." The popular

name of Venice Mallow is the one commonly
used in gardens, with the addition of Bladder

Hibiscus by Alton. The time given above is

hardly correct in the case of the type as we know
it ; the flowers do not quite close, and, from

above, anyone can see the beautiful effect caused

by the rich purple ring against the creamy-yel-

low petals. In the plant figured, however, this

objection is quite done away with, the flowers

opening in the morning, and, on bright days,

remaining so until late in the afternoon. Indi-

vidual flowers do not last very long, but there

is such a succession on a well-gro^vn plant as to

always ensure plenty of blooms open at one

time, and these are so large and beautiful as

to entitle the plant to a place in the greenhouse,

its effectiveness in pots having been already

proved. It is for open-air culture we would,

however, most strongly recommend the above

variety. It is quite as hardy as the one usually

grown, seeds as freely, and withal is so much
more striking and beautiful, the effect of large

clumps of which would certainly not fail to

attract admirers. Like other hardy annuals, it

needs no care in sowing in spring—the seeds

simply scattered in the open on the spots where

they are intended to gi'ow, thinning, where too

close together, to 6 inches or 1 foot apart, and
leavmg the sun, &c. , to do all the rest. It will

even sow itself, the seeds coming up in plenty the

following spring if the winter has not been un-

usually severe, but sowings should be made at

ditterent periods to ensure bloom all through

the summer and autumn. There are, we believe,

several annual species of Hibiscus found at the

Cape, but the above is the only one to our know-
ledge in cultivation, although the others are said

to be equally beautiful. D. K.

The Vanilla trade ofBordeaux.—The United
States Consul at Bordeaux in a recent report states

that one of the most interesting and delicate articles

of trade in the Bordeaux market is Vanilla, which
is imported from the coast of Vera Cruz, the west

slopes of the Cordilleras, Java, Mauritius, Tahiti,

the West Indies, and other places. Vanilla belongs

to the Orchid family, and is a sarnientose plant,

furnished with thick, oblong, glauoous-gi-een leaves.

The vine sometimes attains aheiglit of 45 feet. It

begins to bear the third year after planting, and
continues bearing thirty years. Each vine annually

produces from forty to fifty-five capsules or seed-

pods, which are gathered before reaching complete

maturity bet%veen April and June. For one method
of preparation they are gathered after they have
lost their green tint, and are then exposed to the

sun in woollen sheetswhich have previously been tho-

roughly heated. Theyarethenputinto bo.xes covered

with a cloth, and are again heated in the sun, twelve

to fifteen hours, after which they should assume a

coffee colour. If this is not obtained they must
again be covered and again exposed, the whole
process lasting about two mouths, after which they

are packed securely, fifty each, in tin bo.xes. By
the second method about a thousand jiods are tieil

together and plunged into boiling water to bleach

them, after which they are exposed to the sun, and
tlien coated with oil or wrapped in oiled cotton to

prevent them from bursting. During the drying

process the pods exude a sticky liquid, which is

expedited by gentle pressure two or three times a

day. By this process the pod loses about a quarter

of" its original size. The best quality pods are

7 inches to 9 inches in length, and large in pro-

portion, and possess in greater abundance the

characteristic and agreeable perfume which gives

Vanilla its value. The vine is sometimes covered

with a silvery efiiorescence, producing an essential

salt similar to that found in the pod, and this is

diffused on the outside of the capsule. It is called

Vanilla rime, and is in great demand in the Bor-

deaux market. Vanilla is used in perfumery and

in flavouring confectionery and cordials. It is

supposed to possess powers similar to Valerian,

while it is much more grateful. Its production in

R(5union has increased in the past forty years from

a few pounds to nearly half a million, and that

colony is now the principal rival and competitor of

Mexico. The total import into France rose from

about 200.000 pounds in 1880 to about 2(10,000 in

1886, but the annual import fluctuates considerably.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAH.

ENCLOSING OLD FIG TREES IN WALL
CASES.

A SHORT time ago, when walking through one

of the finest walled gardens in the west mid-

lands, I was told by the able superintendent

that the noble owner contemplated enclosing

with glass a wall some 70 yards in length and

10 feet in height, already furnished with Fig

trees, from which catch crops are gathered late

in the autumn. Having had some experience

in turning very old trees to profitable account,

with or without fire heat, I strongly urged him
to lose no time in getting to work, as these use-

ful structures springing up in many gardens are

now forming missing links where this wholesome
and delicious fruit is appreciated from the end

of April to the end of October. There are, I

have no doubt, hundreds of old Fig trees un-

pruned and almost uncared for, occupying shel-

tered walls and lofty buildings in various parts

of the country, which yield heavy crops of fruit

almost every year ; but then, on the other

hand, a still greater number do not pay for

pruning and training, and yet very few con-

servative owners care to destroy semi-barren

trees, which carry them back to their boyhood.

But why allow trees to remain unproductive

when cheap glass and timber will convert them
into full bearing in a year or two ? and the inex-

pensive wall cases .are worth all they cost iis

winter storehouses for half-hardy plants, choice

.salads and vegetables.

Where large old trees of the prolific Brown
Turkey, the Black, White, or Brown Ischias,

White" Marseilles, or the large, but less luscious

Brunswick, which improve with age, are enclosed

with glass, the first cultui-al operation will be

the re-arrangement of the drainage, if it exists,

root pruning and renovation with fresh com-

post. Autumn is the proper season for this

work, gre.at care being exercised in the selec-

tion of compost free from animal manure—in

fact, poor rather than rich, otherwise the

gi-owtlis will run gross, and the fruit, without

the aid of fire-heat, will be late in ripening.

The heads of the trees placed in a climate ecpial

to that of Penzance and the limited root-run

made satisfactory, the ne.xt important point will

be the dislodgment of insects from their old-

established colonies in the hoary stumps and

the mouldering walls. Winter, when the sap

is down, is the best time for this ; therefore,

when all danger of continuous frcjst has p.assed

aw,-iy, detacli the branches from the walls, sc.ild,

point, and limewash the latter, run stout wires

along every third or fourth course, the closer to

the joint the better, anil see that the studs are

strong enough to bear the strain that the old

branches will place upon them. Leave well

alone until the spring ; tlien towards the end of

March cut out all the superfluous inferior wood,

retaining, as a matter of course, the short, weak,

spur-like pieces which look most like carryiug

fruit and producing an even spread of foliage.

If the preceding season has been good enough to

ripen the shoots, the young points will be fur-

nished with embryo Figs, which must not be

injured, as they will be the first, if not the only,

fruit to ripen in the following August. Any-

thing, however, larger than a small Pea may be

rubbed off, as figlets which commence swelling

in the autumn rarely survive the winter check

and hang to ripen. When the trees are pruned

and well washed, tie in the main branches

oMiquely or horizontally, still further reducing

superfluous shoots by cutting back to a single

eye for close-at-home breaks, which, if they do

not ripen fruit in September, will most certainly

produce the main crop the following season.

Trees upon open walls and in cold houses do

not, it is true, produce more than one crop in a

season, but, considering that the examples under

treatment have been checked by root-lifting and

rather severe branch-pruning, moreover, that

they can now be treated to tropical heat and

moisture by the early closing of their new glass

house, it is by no means improbable that a large

percentage of the spring shoots will form a

valuable autumn succession. This class of trees,

again, rarely requires summer pinching, but,

assuming that naked parts require filling up,

why, then, fruit-bearing shoots may be pinched

at the fifth or sixth leaf to increase the size of

the swelling Figs and at the same time to secure

short, stubby spur-wood. Once the skeletonised

trees are laid in, the next question will be the

future mode of training ; if on the thin, but

let-alone principle, the short spurs must be

allowed to grow out at right angles from the

wall ; if on the long shoot extension jjrinciple,

then they must be tied in to the wires, great

care being observed that no part of the wall is

crowded with or destitute of foliage.

Stakting the trees into growth is a matter

which must be governed by the absence or

presence of hot-water pipes. If the former, ven-

tilate very freely to prevent them from break-

ing early, but if possible make the case useful

for a thousand occupants in winter by the in-

troduction of pipes from an existing boiler, or a

slow combustion apparatus which can be let into

the thickness of a 14-inch back wall. To those

who h.ave not tried these little boilers, which

require no setting, I can safely say their quick

action and power are truly astonishing, whilst

the fuel they consume may be summed up in a

few barrowloads of small coal and cinders. For

argument's sake I will assume that this provi-

sion for getting the most out of the glass case

has been made ; and, further, that a good broad

shelf ne.ar the front has been provided. Fill the

latter with Strawberries in pots, back them with

a row of Tomatoes in pots, and commence gentle

coaxing forward early in April. The Figs after

the severe ordeal they have passed through

will be weak at first, biit rest through the night

and early closing with sun heat by day will

soon show how they hixvnlato in a slight ap-

proach to their natural climate. Mulch the

roots and give them liberal supplies of teiiid

water ; also, if space admits, introduce a few

heaps, or a ridge of warm loaves, which will

render .syringing on dull days i|uite unneces.sary.

Otherwise, defer syringing "until the point-buds

begin to break, then give them the warm bath

pretty early in the day. As days increase in
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length and brightness, fires may be gradually
discontinued, and more air may be given to

prevent the young slioots from becoming drawn,
but, never forgetting that the Fig delights in

light and heat, do not neglect early closing, as

elongation of the joints, not only of Figs, but
of ail forced fruit trees, is due to a high night

temperature and insufficient ventilation before

the sun reaches meridian. If all goes on well,

the trees by the end of May will be in full leaf,

and the fruit upon the points of the past year's

shoots will be swelling freely. Blanks, too, in

some parts will most likely be conspicuous by
the absence of foliage, but seeing that old
shoots can be notched to induce the breaking
of dormant buds and young ones can be trained

in any direction, these spaces can be completely
filled up by the end of the first season. When
the inciijient buds have started and midsummer
is nigh, red spider which may have been lurking
in ambush may be expected to attack the
foliage, but this enemy can always be kept in

check by copious syringing up to the changing
period and liberal watering, a most important
matter, as half the losses from dropping are

due to checks from partial drought when the
leaves are perspiring freely. From this time
forward the trees may be forced in the ordinary
way, or they may be treated as first-class wall
trees to meet the period when the fruit is most
likely to be wanted ; always, be it understood,
that a high dry temperature and plenty of fresh
air are essential to colour and good flavour.

When the main crop is gathered, rub ofl" all

half-swelled fruits at once, cleanse the trees of

spider by syringing, of scale by the use of a
hard stumpy ]iaiut-brush, and give a little dry
fire heat in dull weather to ripen up the young
wood. Continue this treatment until the foliage

shows signs of ripening, and when the leaves
begin to fall naturally, not by hand picking,

withhold water and check the roots by digging a
narroiv trench a given distance away from the
stems. Shorten all thong-like roots, refill the
trench, ramming it firndy with poor calcareous
soil, and mulch well for the winter.

STANDARD PEAKS FOR BRITAIN.
Under this heading a list of Pears mo.st suit-

able for Britain has several times appeared in The
Gaudem. While fully admitting the high quality
of most of them, the order in which they are named
is objectionable, as it not tliat of their order of
ripening after No. 4 is reached, as then comes
Josephine de Malines, which is one of the very
latest ; and then follows Emile d'Heyst, an Octo-
ber Pear; after whicli Glou Morceau is mentioned

;

then Thompson's, Berganiotte d'Esperen, Alexandre
Lambre, Nouvelle Fulvie, Olivier de Serres, and last,

Comte de Lamy, which is an early autumn kind.
To be of real use to buyers and planters of trees,

the sorts should, I think, be classed, as their
growers in a small way, who do not want, or cannot
fniil room for all, would be able to pick such as will

give a supply through a long season. The list referred
to, as it stand.s, contains too many varieties that
come in during October, and one of them, Eraile
d'Heyst, may well Ik; dispensed with, as, good though
it is, it is too quickly in and over by going wrong at
the core. But Marie Louise and Doyeniifi du Cornice
are quite indis))ensable, and when they are ripe
there are none others that will bear any comparison
with them for (l.-ivonr. Not only is this so with
regard to these two Pears, bvit both have size and
fine appearance to reconnnend them; and Doyennfi
du Cornice remains sound an<l riglit for live or six
weeks, till Glou Morceau and Winter Nelis follow
and carry on the supply. Alexarjdre Lanihre is, I

considcT, jioor at its best, and as Glou Morceau
beats it ont and out, why have it, as the two are in
season together?

What is wanted are Pears equal to Doyonnfi du
Cornice to come in during February, March, and

April, but till we get them we must be satisfied

with Josephine de Malines and Bergamot d'Es-
peren, unless we can give south walls to such as
Easter Beurr^ and Beurr6 Ranee, as without some
very warm sunny aspect to favour the fruit, neither
they nor Olivier de Serres, Ne Plus Meuris, nor any of
the latest kinds can be had fit for dessert.

It I may presume to give a short amended list,

it would stand as follows, if the very earliest are
left out: 1, Beurre Saperfin ; 2, Marie Louise; 3,

Doyenn6 du Cornice ; 4, Glou Morceau ; 5, Winter
Nelis ; 6, Josephine de Malines ; 7, Bergamot
d'Esperen ; S, BeurrS Ranee ; and those who go in
tor these will have the cream of all that are culti-

vated. J. SUEPPAED.
*,* As we have said before, the list was never

arranged in the order of ripening of the fruit, our
aim being to get the names of the most suitable
varieties.

—

Ed.

SOME NOTABLE APPLES.

I COMMENCE with the new dessert variety. Beauty
of Bath, distributedafewyears agoby Messrs. George
Cooling and Son, of Bath. It is a very early variety,

ready in July and August. It was raised from a pip
of the Juneating more than twenty years ago, and
so some time has elapsed before its merits have
been recognised. In August it always takes the
leading prizes offered for dessert Apples at West of

England shows. It is an excellent cropper, and
the fruit is very handsome. Chatley's Kernel is, I

think, a Worcestershire Apple not known, or only
slightly known, in the south. It is a cooking
Apple of good quality, said to keep as well as
the French Crab, and is in use from Christmas to
June. The fruit is of medium size, the skin green,
with patches of red on the sunny side. I cannot
say whether it is new or not, but it is evidently
scarce, as a good price is being charged for
maiden trees. I cannot find it under this name,
but if a distinct variety, as I have every reason
to believe it is, I think it is worth looking
after as a late market variety. I saw a dish of
it at the Derby Chrj-santhemum Show, and it

had all the appearance of a good keeper. I notice
Duchess Favourite, or Duchess of Gloucester, for the
purpose of stating it is a variety that appears to be
coming to the fore. It cannot be very new, because in

188() I saw in a Lincolnshire orchard some large
trees of it, the branches of which were laden with
small brilliant-coloured fruits. As the tree has

i

a handsome pendent growth, probably caused by
being a constant heavy cropper, I thought what a
charming variety it would make for planting in

shrubberies or on lawns, for it would be a delightful

tree when in flower and again when in fruit. It is

a dessert variety of small size, and said to be a
"free bearer of upright growth, ripe during August
and September." The rich colour of the fruit is

something remarkable. Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling,

or Glory of England, is a variety that appears to be
making way in public estimation. It appears to

have originated in East Kent. It is very handsome
and was admired at the Edinburgh Conference
in 1886. Mr. G. Bunyard states that it is worthy of

garden culture on account of its agreeable flavour
;

it is a great bearer, useful for dessert or cooking,
and is in season from October till Janu.-iry. A well-

known American variety. King of Tomkius County,
is being put forward in catalogues on account
of its large size, handsome appearance, and fine

flavour, but it should be planted oiUy in warm
situations. It somewhat resembles Beauty of
Kent in .appearance. One of the coming Apples
is undouotedly Lady Sudeley. which is .said to have
been found among .some unnamed Ap]ile trees

bought from a luirserymnn by Mr. Jai^obs, of P<'t-

worth, Sus.sex, and originally nameil Jacobs' Straw-
berry. The name was changed to Lady Sudeley.
It is a second early variety, connng into use in

August and lasting imtil October. It is a dessert
AppU^ of the highest qnalily, and as a market fruit

it jjroniises to take a very high place. It is recom-
mended that it be kept on the tree .as long as
possible, gathering the ripcNt lirst, ;is if stored, it is

apt to beconu! mealy, which is tlie case with some

early virieties. I close these notes with a brief
reference to The Sandringhara, a large and hand-
some fruit adapted for dessert or cooking ; in use
from November until January, of good flavour,

hardy, and a free bearer.

Some new Apples are announced from the north
of England .as being suited to the severe clim.ate of
Cumberland and that district. They are : John
Peel, a good-sized fruit adapted for kitchen and
dessert purposes; Brayton Hall; Lowthcr Castle,

said to have the fine quality of Ribston Pi|ipin for

dessert purposes, a sure bearer, and the tree blooms
very late in the season ; and Cumbrian, a fine dessert
variety. R. D.

LATE PEARS.
The fruit room at the present time, at least thai
part of it which is devoted to Pears, presents a
widely dilFerent appearance to what it did a mouth
or si.\ weeks back, both in the quantity and qua-
lity of the fruit, reminding us forcibly of the weak
point in our Pear culture in this country. All

are agreed that we have an abundance of autumn
and early winter kinds possessing every essen-

tial of a first-class fruit ; when, however, the

new year arrives and we t.ake stock of our
supply, it is, compared with that of a short time
previously, very meagre. Information touching
upon any varieties likely t(.) be of service for

improving our supply during the three first

months of the year, also cultural hints in refer-

ence to the best stocks for grafting upon, the

best aspects and modes of training, will, I feel

sure, prove valuable to cultivators of this fruit.

Many kinds, in fact almost all, have with us
ripened earlier than usual this season, remaining
but a short time in good conditicin after we
commenced using from them. Long before

Christmas the varieties we rely upon for

giving a supply at that date, namely. Clou
Morceau, Winter Nelis, and Passe Colinar,

were over, .and Josephine de Malines, which
is not often fit for use before January, was the

only kind ripe in any quantity to take their

place. One or two new varieties possessing all

the good qualities of this fine Pear wcndd indeed
be a great gain to oiu' ])resent list. No kind
that 1 am acquaiided with remains longer in

good condition after becoming ripe than this

does. I have in some seasons sent it to table

during a period of nearly three months ; of course

not from the same tree, but from trees grown in

dift'erent aspects, those horn trees against a south

wall commencing to ripen first. Generally about
the beginning of January these are the finest

and best flavoured fruits ; the flesh is very fine,

juicy, and melting, with an entire .absence of

grit and always ilelicious. Other gatherings

from cordons .and liorizontal trained trees against

west walls continue the su|)ply througli Feb-
ruary. These fruits are smaller, but still retain

their characteristic good flavour. Jumjiliiiie du

Miiliius succe(Hls e((ually well upon the tjuince

and Pear stock, bearing freely, but never uuvking

much growth. Bvriiiimottc (I'Bspemi is gener.ally

ripe about the beginning of February, aiul is a
very valuable late Pear. By placing tlu: fruits

in a warm room, a few at a time, their season is

greatly prolonged and the fl.aviuir of tlie fruit

improved. Wluui v,-ell grown tliis Pear attains

to a good size and becomes verj' sweet and juicy.

Tlie best position for it is against a siuith wall.

It will also do well on a west asjiect, except in

very bad seasons, but is never so fine in this

])osition. The Pear is tlic best stock for it,

altliough it will grow and bear freely niiou the
Quince for sever.al years, iifter which tlio

branches begin to die from the points. This

evil is most noticeable in cordon traiiu^d trees.

OUricv lie Surfer mucli resend>lrs Bcrg.'uiiotto

d'Esperen in size and .shape, but the colour is
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quite fliflereut, tlie latter being greeu, while the

tiirmer variety is nissety brown. Althougli of

somewhat recent introduction, this Pear has

become widely distributed, owing to its good

flavour and being late in ripening. The tiesh

is white, melting, and excellent. It ripens in

February and JIarch, succeeding well and bear-

ing very freely upon the Quince. The above

three Pears, if grown in snflicient quantity,

may be relied upon to give a supply during the

first tliree months of the year, when Pears arc

so much appreciated. They must, liowever, be

well grown, by giving them tlie best positions

in the garden, and attending to watering,

mulching, itc. ; if not, they will lack size and

substance, and consequently fail to ripen pro-

perly in their season. Much space is often

occupied upon walls with varieties which would
grow well without such protection. I refer to

those that ripen in the autumn, such as Doyenne
du Cornice, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, ifec. ; these, and many others ripening at

the same season, can be successfully grown as

bushes, pyramids, and cordons in many parts

of the countiy. Whilst the walls should be

ojcupied with late kinds, at least one half of

the wall space at our disposal should be devoted

to really late varieties if we wish ti.i improve our

supply ; whereas now they are planted in the

same proportion as others, that is, one ortwo trees

of a sort. For instance, where one or two trees of

Doyenne du Cnniice would yield an ample supply,

four trees of Bergamot would not be too many,
because other good kinds would be ripe with the

f irmer, when the latter variety perhaps would
lie the only one in use at the time. The advan-

tage of following this manner of selection when
planting woidd soon become evident in the in-

crease of quantity and quality of our late Pears.

It is not so much the lack of late varieties

which is at fault as their sparse representation

in our gardens and comjiarative neglect in cul-

tivation, for late kinds require better treatment

than mid-season varieties do, and the}' will well

repay for it when their season of ripening comes
round. A liberal sujiply of water with the ad-

dition of manure, either in the !orm of nuilch-

ings or in a liquid state, will make all the di'-

ference between dry, hard fruit, which refuses

to rijien and shrivels instead, and sound, pro-

perly developed exunple-i which will not fail to

come to perfection. True, they are not so large

and handsome as many of the mid-season kinds,

this, jierhajis, having the effect of keeping them,

to a certain extent, in the background. Too
luuch importance, however, must not be at-

tached to appearance by those whose object is

to obtain a continu'us suppl_y for as long a

season as possible.

The date of gathering has much to do with

the future behaviour of late Pears ; many a fine

cr(q5 is injured, and often spoiled, by gathering

it too soon. The end of Octolier is quite

early enough ; fro.sts severe enough to injure the

fruit whilst hanging upon the trees do not

occur during this nnmth, and if there are any
signs of dropping or danger from rough winds, a

thick layer of hay placed at the foot of the trees,

or the net g.ithered up at the bottom will catch

the fruit before it reaches the ground and pre-

serve it from injury. The skin being thick and
the Pears hard, they are not readily bruised if

a soft substance is provided for them to fall

upon, and they will ripen as well as those

gathered from the tree, that is, if fully de-

veloped. When dropping connnences, which is

a characteristic of some varieties, it does not

follow that all the fruit on a tree showing this

tendency should be gathered forthwith. After

a certain portion has dropped, the remainder
will often stay upon the tree for some time.

and be improved by being left. Although the

above three varieties may be considered the

best, there are a few others worth growing

where room can be found for them. Easier

Beurre is generally represented in most collec-

tions ; very seldom, however, is it worth eating

when ripe, too frequently being dry and mealy
;

this is attributed to not catching it at the right

time, but I have never yet been able to discover

a time when it is juicy and melting ; its period

of ripening, however, makes it useful. Duijeiiiie

d'Alciifon, sometimes confused with the aljove,

I have found a more reliable kind ; it is smaller

and rounder, with a rough skin ; the flesh is

melting, juicy, and fairly good flavoured; it

grows well upon the Quince. I have some
horizontal cordons which generally produce a

nice crop every year. Victoria (Huyshe's) in

some seasons is good in January, but December
seems to be its proper season ; it is a Pear of

great excellence. Monarch is a valuable late

kind where it .succeeds ; but so frequently is its

propensity for dropping its fruit developed, tliat

many have discarded it after giving it a trial.

Marie BcnviM is a large Pear of good flavour,

ripening in February and March. When more
widely known, I think it will find a place in all

late selections. It is a very dist'nct fruit, de-

serving a good position to bring out its good

qualities. Bcurre Sterckmans is a late Pear of

more than ordinary merit ; the flesh is very

tender and melting ; it is, moreover, a hand-

some fruit, and grows well upon both Pear and

Quince. The above are the best late kinds I am
acquainted with. All are not equally good

every season, but they may be taken as reliable

kinds where attention is paid to their cultiva-

tion. A. Barkek.

FRUIT NOTES.
Pines.

Private growers who wish to keep up a continuous

supply of fruit from a limited stock of plants will

now be busily engaged in their preparations for a

fresh start. Where bottom-heat is obtained from

tan or leaves and the bed in the fruiting house is

in good condition, say 80° to 85°, the addition of

fresh material may be deferred until after tlie plants

are plunged and the result of increased fire-heat and
moisture becomes apparent. If, on the other hand,

the bottom-heat does not touch 80°, why, then,

some well-worked material must be added, and
when the house has been thoroughly cleansed, a few

of the most promising Queens may be selected and
plunged without delay. A quick succession to

winter fruiters being the main object, the young
beginner must not be carried away by the idea that

a mean of 85° may be exceeded with impunity or

advantage, as a slight mistake in this respect may
prove f.atal to the delicate roots now close to the

sides of the pots and thickly matted in the lower

parts of tlie balls. Growers, on the other hand,

who have bottom-heat pipes lying in rubble or

chambers, with about 18inches of plunging material

above them, have nothing to fear, as the opening or

shutting of a valve will regulate the temperature of

the bed to a nicety, and by these means, which

every man who is expected to have ripe Pines in

June should demand, the labour, the anxiety, and

the uncertainty attending the fluctuating bed may
be avoided. From these remarks the inexperienced

will gather that a brisk, steady bottom-heat is the

pivot upon which success or failure turns. Now
for the selecti(m of the plants most likely to respond

to the application of warmth and moisture at tliis

dead season of the year. Pines, as a rule, make a

grow-th before they throw up their fruit, but this

small batch, if possible, must be prevented from

doing this — first, by a good three months' rest ; and
.secondly, liy fixing upon those with tlie thickest

stems or collars and the greatest number of sm.all

sharp-pointed leaves clustering in their centres. A
few of these, it is probable, will start into growth,

but the majm-ity of them will throw up at once,

when those which miss will form a most acceptable

succession in July and August. As each plant is

drawn from the resting bed, it must be divested of

a few of the bottom leaves and loose surface soil

preparatory to top-dressing with good fresh loam,

which cannot be pressed too firmly round the collar,

for the twofold advantage of keeping it steady and
preventing the stem roots from receiving too much
water when overhead syringing becomes necessarj'.

Plunge the plants deeper shallow, according to the

condition of the bed, allowing not less than 2 feet

from centre to centre. Keep those with stout,

stubliy leaves in the back now nearest the path, the

tallest in the second row; then graduate to the

smallest near the front, and run a string round to

prevent leaf breakage where path space is limited.

When plunging is finished, water them with guano

water or clear diluted liquid 80° to 85°, giving

sufficient to moisten the whole of the ball, but not

to saturate the bed immediately beneath the pot.

Let the temperature range from 65° at night to

70° by day when dull, and 80° when bright
;
give a

little air at 76°, if only for half an hour, close at

S0°, and maintain a moist-growing atmosphere by

damping the paths and walls two or three times a

day.

Succession houses.—The general stock from which

the preceding have been drawn may now be regu-

lated by partial re-plunging, but without the addi-

tion of" fresh material, as they have yet another

month for rest. The preparation, nevertheless, of

fermenting material m.ay be proceeded with, as it is

hardly possible to overwork fresh tan and leaves.

Compost, crocks, and clean pots, too, may be pre-

pared and placed where they will become dry and

warm by the time they are wanted for the general

sliift in "February. No change as yet need be made
in the night heats, but a rise of a few degrees on

bright, sunny days after the middle of the month

will do no harm, whilst plants in small pots imme-

diately over the hot-water pipes must be watched

and carefully supplied with water.

Melons.

Where compact, efficiently-heated pits will soon

be ready for the reception of plants, a few seeds of

good early varieties may now be sown singly or in

pairs in small pots or cubes of turf, and placed

where thev can have a bottom-heat of 80° with the

fullest exposure to light. When the young plants

have developed the seed-leaves pull up the weakest

of the two, protect those retained from midnight

marauders, and push forward preparations for their

final destination. A good start with everything

fresh, sweet and clean being more than half the

battle, scald the pits, cleanse the glass and wood-

work, get in a good body of well-worked ferment-

ing leaves or tan for aiding in the production of a

sharp bottom-heat and moist atmosphere. Make
up the compost and place it where it will become

thoroughly warm by the time it is wanted. If the

plants are to be grown and fruited in 14-inch pots,

plunge thera where they are to remain, or, better

still, set them on iiiverte"d pots to prevent sinking

and strangling the vines when tied to the trellis,

.and place the fermenting material round them.

Crock well ; fill the lower half of each pot with the

roughest of the compost, consisting of heavy loam,

old lime rubble, and a dash of bone-dust ; ram it

firmly, and upon this foundation form small cones

of finer soil with their crowns on a level with the

rims. When thoroughly warmed through and the

young plants require a shift, transfer them direct

"to the cones, slightly disent.anghng the roots to

set them free; press the soil rather firmly, but

carefully .avoid bruising the stems
;
place a slight

stick to each, and, unless the compost is very dry,

defer watering for a day or two. Where very nar-

row pits or troughs are at command, and jilanting

out is preferred, the same compost placed upon

sods of turf. Grass side downwards and raised up in

the form of a shiirp longituchnal ridge, will answer

ccpially well, but unless the hot-water )ii]ips are

equal to the m.aintcnance of a bottom-heat of 80°,

the pot pl.auts will be the first to ripen their fruit.

Wlien tboroughlv establi.>;hed, pl.ace a stouter stick

to each plant. t"ie it to the trellis, train upwards,

pinching out all biteials without injuring the main
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leaves, and defer stopping the vine until two-thirds
of the wires are covered. Keep a stock of compost
on hand, use it little and often as the roots pro-

trude until the pots or pits are full, when very
firm ramming will be necessary. Maintain 66" to

70" through the night, 75'' to 80° by day, allowing
a run of 10" from sun heat, and secure a moist
growing atmosphere by frequent sprinkling, but
avoid wetting the foliage, and then only on bright
days, until the plants commence covering the

trellis.

Figs.

As these heat-loving trees will stand and thrive

under Muscat treatment, we always make the same
code of temperature serve for the two houses. The
Fig, moreover, being so subject to spider, fresh
fermenting material plays a prominent part, not
only in keeping up the heat, but also in maintain-
ing a continuous stream of atmospheric moisture
when the weather is unfavourable to copious
S3Tinging. The syringe, nevertheless, must be very
freely used from the time the point buds burst into

leaf, especially for damping the walls and washing
out all dry, suspicious comers. If the trees are in

pots and plunged in bottom-heat, a mean of 75°

must be maintained by frequent turning and reno-
vation from the reserve, and the roots must not
feel the want of clear diluted liquid at a tempera-
ture of 80°. As growth proceeds, pinch the shoots
at the fifth or sixth leaf for the benefit of the fruit

and to secure a second crop for succession ; remove
all useless spray and tie out or down to the wires
where absolutely necessary. Figs do not, however,
rejoice in laboured training, neither do bush nor
pjTamid trees in pots require it. Trees started
in November will now stand G0° to 65° on mild
nights with a chink of fresh air, 70' to 75° by day,
and 10° higher after closing with gleams of sun,
say about 1 p.m., when the warm bath will prove
most advantageous. If the second house contain-
ing trellis trained trees is still open, it may now bo
closed, the borders top-dressed and watered with
water at 80° and regularly syringed. Keep late
houses cool by abundant ventilation, unless the
weather is very severe, and avoid the introduction
of plants which necessitate the constant applica-
tion of fire-heat when a few degrees of frost
threaten danger. Introduce young pot plants to
temperate warmth, shake out or reduce and repot
when the buds commence swelling. Crock well,
use light, rich loamy compost, and plunge in bottom-
heat to secure a quick growth, which will be quite
ripe by the end of August. Short stout pieces of
wood with good point buds may now be put in as
cuttings. Disbud the lower parts to prevent sucker-
ing, and plunge the pots in bottom-heat.

HARDY FRUITS.
Apple.s.

I stated last week that a little delay in pruning
was preferable to treading the ground into a pasty
mass. A change for the better with a rising
barometer now favours pushing on the work, and
forthwith, so soon as the Peach trees are detached
from the walls, all our garden Apple trees will be
pruned, or, strictly speaking, thinned, as I do not
believe in cutting away in winter the external
shoots which have been made during the past sum-
mer. Where slioots are wanted, they are allowed
to extend where they start, but where not wanted,
thej pre checked by summer pinching, an opera-
tion which checks an exuberant flow of sap and at
the same time exposes the fruit to the influence of
sun-heat, light, .and fresh air. When the trees are
jiruned, tliose touched by American or woolly aphis
receive 'a good scrubbing with soapsuds as a pre-
liminary to painting willi an emulsion of Gishurst
compound and ];araffin; wliilst others, wliose worst
enemy is Moss or Licl]cn, are well syringed with
soapsuds and dusted witli quicklime.

GoosKnuituiKS.
Tlie olil si'liiiiil gardener .-ilrnost invariably de-

ferred pruning liis Gooseberries until the bull-
finches had finislied their dainty rep.ast on the buds,
and then, to Iiis annoyance, found they had re-
warded his lilieralily liy taking those lie mo.st
wished to preserve. Modern growers now prune

early, and trust to an occasional dash with thin

limewash strained through a sieve and plied with
an old syringe. The result is not, however, alto-

gether satisfactory, as the finches seem to have dis-

covered the fact that calcareous matter is not fatal

to life. This wash, toned down with a little soot,

answered well here for some years, but finding a
thoroughly deterrent wash sometimes injurious to

the buds, I now run a length of 3-foot aviary wire
round the blocks of bushes and cover the whole of

the quarter with square-meshed tanned netting.

The side netting attached to stout stakes is a fix-

ture, but the string netting, put on when the buds
commence swelling, is removed as soon as the
fruit is set and out of danger. Insect-eating birds

then have full play, and caterpillar rarely [jiuts

in an appearance. In pruning Gooseberries, the
centres of the trees should be made sutficiently

thin to let in light and air and to admit the hand,
first, by the removal of any old branches past their

best ; and, second, by spurring those best placed to

two eyes. Another important matter is the reten-

tion of a few clean, straight, well-ripened young
shoots where space admits, as these not only main-
tain the vigour of the bushes, but they also give
very fine fruit. When all the trees are pruned, the
loose soil near the stems should be drawn out with
a rake and burned to ensure the destruction of

lurking enemies ; a dusting with quicklime will

then settle the account with any larvie left behind,
and a good top-dressing with rotten manure or

fresh soil will add greatly to the quality of the
crop. Deep digging amongst bush fruits is neither
necessary nor advantageous, but shallow forking
between the rows, whilst burying weeds and pre-
serving the richness of the manure, gives the final

finish to a section of the fruit garden but too often
proverbial for its untidy appearance. If cuttings
have not been put in, suitable pieces of wood should
be selected, disbudded from the base upwards to

within four eyes of the top .and dibbled firmly into

light rich garden soil free from stagnant moisture.

The Oechard.
If not already done, no time should be lost in

giving aU standard trees the annual thinning and
cleansing, in grubbing up old stagers of which we
have some thousands of useless examples in the
country, and making preparations for spring plant-

ing. When the prunings have been cleared away
and reduced to ashes for future use, advantage
should be taken of the first frost for carting out the
m.aterials collected from various sources for top-

dressing. Poverty, unfortunately, is the prevailing

malady in this part of the country, and good rotten

manure, it is hardly necessary to say, is the best

remedy, but, lacking this, anything fresh and stimu-

lating will tell in the future. Let young thriving

trees be thinned and allowed to extend upwards
and outwards, and on no account overlook the

stakes and ligatures in i"ecently planted orcliards.

Wind-waving is bad enough, but when faulty or

useless ligatures favour the chafing of the stems,

time and money in a short period are wasted. Suit-

able wood of the best sorts may now be selected

for grafts, and trees intended for grafting must
shortly be beheaded. W. C.

your correspcndence this moniitiB (Jan. .1) it is stated
that £120 (Mr. BernarJl, tiO (Mr. S. Morgan), £90
(Jlr. H. Clari), £05 (Mr. A. Fuller) can be secured per
Ecre by fiuit growint:. Are not these figures £omf-.-

what misleading ? Have any deductious been made
on account of rent, rates, taxes, labour, replacement
of trees, charges involved in sentlirg to market, &c.?
Woidd it not )ie more helpful to the general publin
for the advocates of fruit culture to give the actual
profit realised on pn average, say, of five years?

—

ElciIAiiD MiLNEIi, Slocl: Oaylardllcctorii, Slierhorite.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE VARIETIES OF THE COMMON
YEW.

The varieties of the common Yew (Taxus bac-

cata, Lin.) are numerous, and half a dozen of

them at least are popular favourites, namely,
T. b. adpressa, which was erroneously considered

a species ; T. b. bibernica, which has a majestic

columnar habit ; T. b. Dovastoni, which has its

branches staged in pendent whorls ; T. b. varie-

gata aurea, which has the leaves variegated with
yellow ; T. b. v. argentea, leaves variegated with
white ; and T. b. fruclu-luteo, of which the fruit

is yellow. The other forms, many of which are

handsome or interesting, are more larely met
with in cultivation ; still a pretty considerable

number of them might be enumerated. Loudon
described six. M. Carriere reckons up twenty-
six, of which he gives descriptions and synonyms.
The catalogue of M. A. Lavallee mentioned
eighteen, and in some collections several varie-

ties are to be found which are not included in

any of the works cited. Now the question

arises. Can a selection be made from amongst
the numerous ornamental varieties of the old

Yew of cur mountaics .' Undoubtedly it can
;

Wall tree branches too close.—I notice in a
great many gardens that the brandies of the wall
trees are much too close; some of them are not
more tlian 6 inches or 8 inclies apart. When
lliese are clothed with foliage hardly any of the

wall can bo seen. Much of the fruit is shaded
under the leaves .and it has no oi>i)ortuiuly of

gaining its characteristic size, colour, or flavour.

It is only near the extremities of these branches
that good fruits are secured, and if half or every

other one of the branches were cut out .iltogelber

tlie trees would soon become more I'obust and tlie

fruit of a very superior type. This api>lics in jiarti-

cular to Pe.-irs, Plums and Apricots, and in some
cases to Peaches. The present is :ii good time lu

undertake the remcdysuggostcd,a-nd tlie advantages
would be experienced lieforo (be end of aiiollier

year.— .1. Mrii!, Marijam Parli, A', ^^'alcs.

Fruit growing.—The following puragraph rela-

tive to this subject we take from tlio Times : "In

The Irish Yew (Taxus bacoata Ijibernici;.

all of tliem have not an equal claim to our
favour. In addition to those wliich I have just

mentioned as being most geiurally pl.anted, and
which deserve a place in every garden, the
following varieties may bo recommended with
C(mlidence ; T. b. crecta (pyrainidalis or stricta),

which has an elegant, fastigiate, closo-braiiclied

habit, slender, erect branches, and straight,

slender, deep green, and pliortpointed leaves.

T. b. cheshuntinsis, which originated at

Cheshuiit, has a close-branched habit, but the

branches are not fastigiate. The leaves are
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dark green on the upper surface, glaucescent

underneath, slightly curved and long-pointed.

Over and above their more or leas elegant

habit, these Yews possess another source of

ornament in theix fruit. Everyone knows the
pretty red berries which adorn these trees in

autumn, and which continue to do so until the
frosts come on. Some particular trees are

sometimes profusely laden with them ; others
seldom or never bear any, which is chiefly the
case with the cultivated varieties, and this is not
surprising when one remembers that the tree is

dioecious, besides the fact that certain forms
which have been established by means of graft-

ing or budding are only capable of being pro-
duced with male plauts.

Towards the end of last autumn I observed
in several parts of France that the Yews were
bearing an unusually great abundance of fruit

In the nurseries of BI. Louis Leroy at Angers,
this abundant fructification was observable even
on the youngest plants, which were growing in

beds, and most of these if they had been potted
would have formed charming ornamental sub-
jects for the drawing-room or the dinner-table.

It occurred to me to gather a few branches and
closely examine them. At first the forms and
colours appeared identical, with the single ex-

The yellow.fraited Tew (Tuxus baccita fractu-luteo).

ceplion cf the pretty ycllow-fiuited variety

;

but I was soon struck with diilerences of cha-
racters which at tirat sight I had not noticed.

These differences were not confined to the
fleshy cup which forms the coloured and pulpy
part of the fruit, but also extended in a remark-
able manner to the nucule or seed itself. The
fruit gathered from difl'trent plants exhibited
fixed charac'ers, and I thought it might be use-

ful if I described them more minutely than any-
one had previously done. In order to show
these fixed diversities plainly I had the accom-
panying illustrations drawn, and they will give a

very clear idea of the differences of characters,

especially as regards the uucu'esor secdj, which
are represented as of double the natural size.

These illustrations and descriptions may prove
useful to anyone who undertakes a monograph
of the genus, and also may assist growers in
identifying forms which are difficult to dis-

tinguish fc m others. I intend to continue
them next year in the case of any othor varieties

that 1 may find bearing fruit.

Taxus baccata (type).—EaiUy distinguished by
its spreading habit, horizontal branches, linear sub-

distichons leaves, which are more or less carved and
terminate in a sharp or slightly blunted point.

The golden Yew (Taxus baccata variegata aurea).

Frnit cherry-red, cap pitcher-shaped, with a rounded
oiifioe and enveloping the greater part of the seed,

which is ovoid in thape, brown or msset-colonred
on two-thirds of the upper part, reddish on the
lowcr part, blunt at the apex, with slight ribs, and
finely dotted on the surface.

T. B. VARIEGATA ADREA (see figure) —Habit ard
foliage similar to those of the type, sometimes more
compact. Leaves more or lefs margined with 3 el-

Dovaston'a Tew (Taxus baccata Dovastoni).

low. Scales at the base of the cup imbricated,
blunt, of a straw.yellow colour tinged with violet.

Cup like that of the type. Nncule or seed oval
roundish, slightly or not at all angular, pointed at
the apex and wit'a a triangular or quadrangular
scar or h lam.

The silver-variegated variety (T. b. v, argentea),

which is very distinct, by its white markings, from
the preceding variety, is easily mistaken for it in
autumn, when the silvery variegation takes on a yel-

lowish tint.

T. B. FEUCTU-LUTEO (see figure) —Habit erect;
branches more or less divaricated ; leaves short,

linear, short-pointed, deep green on the upper sur-
face, pale underneath, and slightly carved. Scales
obtuse, lemon-yellow in colour, tinged with violet at
the top. Cup oblong, of a fine golden-yellow colour,
very much hollowed out in the inteiior, with an
oval or slightly angular orifice and completely
enveloping the seed, which is seated at the bottom
of the cup. Seed oval, compressed, of an olive-

green colour, and having a large oval hilum, the
circumference of which is finely plaited ; apex of
the seed obscurely keeled, depressed, and with a
blunt point. This variety is in some collections
erroneously grown under the name of T. cuspidata,
a Japanese variety which some authors consider a
species.

T. B. Dovastoni (see figure).—Habit pyramidal
;

branches sub-verticiilate, spreading, reflexed at the
extremities. Leaves large, distichous-scattered, very
much curved, cuspidate, dark green on the upper
surface, pale underneath. Scales obtuse, of a straw

The ehort-leavtd Ytw (Taxas biccata adpreisa).

yellow colour, edged with violet. Cap oblong, rather
short, of a lively cherry.red colour, and with a square
orifice. Seed very deeply sunk in the cup, of an
oval, compressed shape, and having an oval hilum
with a plaited circumference ; top of the seed
bluntly square, scarcely pointed; surface of the
seed rough.

T. B. ADPRESSA (ece figure) —Habit spread-
ing, sub-horizontal; branches short. Leaves dis-

tichous, short, linear-obtuse, very short-pointed,
deep green on the uppsr surface, pale underneath.
Scales obtuse, of a straw-yellow colour, tinged with
violet at the top. Cup vermilior-red, very broadly
shaped, not covering the seed, which is ovoid, de-
pressed, terminating very abruptly in small points
at the top, which is twice or thrice keeled, and has
a depressed centre with a projecting point; Lilum
heart-shaped. This variety was considered a species
by some authors, and ha\ also been described as a
Cephalotaxos (C. tardiva), but it has frequently
been clearly proved that it is a spc rt from T baccata.
At the present time, in the paik of Megaudais
(Majenne), which belongs to Count G. de Crony, a
Yew may te seen, ssveral large branches of which
exhibit the characteristics both of the type and
of T. b. adpressa very clearly together, and this is

probably not the only exisiing case which might
be instanced.

T. n. HiBKHNicA (-eo figure)—This is the pyra-
midal Iri?h Y'ew, whi;h bears the same relation to
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the common Yew which the spiry Cypress of the
South does to Capressns sempervirens. Habit fas-

tigiate; branches short, stout, close growing, erect;
leaves stout and long, linear, aciculate, more or less

straight or curved, deep green on both sides.

Scales obtuse or slightly acute, of a straw.yellow
colour tinged with violet. Cup of a lively cherry-

red colour, slightly oblong in shape, with an angular
orifice and half-covering the seed. Seed oblong
and ovoid ; hilum sunken, triangular or quadran-
gular, margined with furrows and folds ; apex of

seed mncronate.

The variegated form of the same variety (T. b. h.

variegata) has the same habit, with leaves more or
less margined with yellow.

—

Eerue Uorticole.

*^ It is very well to possess the^e varieties

and interesting to study them, but the common
Yew is far more valuable than any of them.

—

Ed.

Crataegus affinis.—The most striking berry-
bearing shrub that I have seen during the present
winter is the one above-named. It occupies a
prominent position on a sloping bank in Dr. Pryor's
garden at Halse House, near Taunton. The plant
in question is growing in the form of a bush,
about 7 feet high, with a proportionate spread of
branches, and a beautiful sight it was at the end
of December, for every branch and twig was ter-

minated with a large bunch of coral-red berries.

From the appearance of this plant I should say
it is quite hardy, but if it is not quite reliable iii

all places it is well worthy of a wall to protect it.

—J. C. C.

Rhododendron Falconeri at Waterford.—
I enclose a photograph of a Rliododendron which
I have gi-owing in my garden in the south of Ireland.
It is a specimen of Rhododendron Falconeri,
and it is planted out in the open ground, where it

has been for the last twenty years or more. I do
not know the exact age of the plant, but it was quite
a large shrub when it was brought here, over twenty
years ago. For the first few years it was protected
by glass and did not bloom, but for the last four
or five years all the glass has been removed, and it

stands totally unprotected. It blooms splendidly
every second year. This summer I counted over
130 blooms out on it at once, and now it is ripening
seed. It measures 12 feet high, 44 feet round, and
13 feet tlirough. I fancy this is an unusually good
specimen.— J. M. P. M.

*,* Yes; certainly a very fine specimen of this
Rhododendron.— Ed.

The sex of Skimmia.— In reply to "A. c'
(p. 13), it may be said that a dicccious habit may
be confined to particular species, and need not
extend through a whole genus. Skimmia japonica
is certainly monoecious. Skimmia oblata, however,
is dioecious, the plant sold by nurserymen under
that name producing only female flowers. It is

said that the male plant of it is the shrub known in
nurseries as Skimmia fragrans, and that the so-called
" hybrid" Skimmia, lately certificated by the Royal
Horticultural Society, and said to be S. oblata x S.
fragi-ans, is nothing but a seedling from a male and
female of the .same species. Bentham and Hooker,
in "Genera Plantarum," limit the genus to four
species, but in nursery catalogues we have about a
dozen with specific botanical names. If "A. C."
has S. oblata, he shoulrl buy a plant of S. fragrans
to plant near it ; he will tlien get berries on oblata.
^C. WOLLEY DOD.

Picea Pinsapo unhealthy.—I enclose pieces
of Pic-ea Piii.s.-q«i in the lii.pe tli.at you may be able
to explain tlic cause of decay wliiu'li you will see is

setting in. You will see from enclosed that the
outer shoots are first attacked, the decay then
spreading down the branches to tlu; trunk, Thc^
tree in question looked jjcrfcctly lieaKliy until a
few months ago, when first one shoot and then
another began to die ofT on the .same side of the
tree, which is about twenty years old, and planted
on a liank with gnod drainage and in alight soil. I
may add that I have already lost one Pin.-iapo in
the same way, lail have not found any otiier silver
or other Fir attacked in the same way. If you can

tell me the cause of decay and suggest any remedy
you will greatly oblige.— A. W. N., Fort William.

*,* In reply to the above, I have examined
your shoots of P. Pinsapo very carefully under the
microscope and cannot find any traces of insects
inside or out, nor can I see any signs of fungus.
Were the young shoots caught by any late frosts or
very cold winds ? It is quite possible that though
there are no insects on them now, there may have
been earlier in the year. Keep a sharp look-out in

the spring and early summer, and see if there are
any insects on the young shoots.—G. S. S.

Stove and Greenhouse.

HJPPEASTRUMS IN AMERICA.
The article on p. 489 of The Garden on autumn-
floweriiig Amaryllids is very interesting. Mr.
James Douglas i.s doubtless correct when he
says that a race of autumn-flowering Amaryllids
Las been in existence for six or eight years. I

had no opportunity to see Messrs. Veitcli's

hybrids of this race, but Mr. Williams' are very
beautiful ; so far as I am acquainted with tliem.

Mes. Garfield (not President Garfield) is the re-

sult of a cross between Hippeastram reticulatum and
the garden form, A. DeSanoe. The leaves are very
finely variegated, with a white stripe, and are very
robust, 12 inches to 18 inches lorg by 2 inches to 3
inches in breadth ; flower-scape about 2 feet high

;

groundcolour rosv pink, veined with darker red, white
stripe through the centre of each petal; flowers fl

inches in diameter. This hybrid was figured beauti-
fully in The Garden, April 7, 1883.

Mrs. William Lee is similar in growth, but the
flowers are larger and richer in colour.

CoMTE DE Gekminy is a strong-growing, very bfan-
tiful kind. Although resembling in growth tlie two
foreg' ing hybrids, tl'.e ground colour is a rich ropy
carmine, shaded with crimson and veined darker, with
a white band running through eaeli petal.

G. FiRTU is a cross between Mrs. Lee and Crimson
King. Flowers are 5 inches across ; sepals cherry -red
with a faint white stripe down the centre

; petals dark
crims'in, suffused with brown at the base.

All these hybrids have very fine evergreen,
strong leaves, strijied with wliite, and arc also

vei-y ornamontal when not in flower. They
usually flower in October and November.

There are otlier evergreen Amaryllids, espe
cially Hippcastrum aulicum and its varieties,

that flower profusely in autumn and early win
tor. The variety A. aulicum robustum (also

known as Amaryllis Tettani and A. Rougieri) is

indee<l a gorgeous flower. The first Vuilbs were
sent in 1848 to Berlin by Dr. JBlumenau, who
found the plant growing wild in Santa Catharina,
South Brazil. With me it flowers genei'ally at

Christmas, every bulb usually sending up two
very strcuig flower-scapes, with two brilliant

red flowers to each.

It will probably surprise Mr. J. Douglas when
I say that many of my Amaryllids, such as

Empress of India, Soutliey, Enchantress, Sir
Garnet Wolseley, Thomas Moore, Dr. Masters,
Exquisite, Williamsi, laiique, &c., usually
flower with me in the spring and aiituniii. Tlicy

all liloomed during. March and April. (In tlic

1st of June they were planted out in tlie gar-

den, where they flourislied almost like weeds.
During the first days of October they were
potted again. I did not water them, and the
iiiliago .soon died down. When I examined
th(un a few weeks ago, the flower-scajies liad

grown a few inches high. They now occupy
their old place in the l)ay window, wliere they
will soon open tlieir magnificent flowers. En-
chantress and several others arc throwing iij)

two flower scaiies. The ]ilanls receiv(^ nos]H!cial

treatnu'iit:, and tho t<'miicratureof tho room ri.ses

during tlie day t<> TO' and falls to tiO°, and even

50°, in the night. When at rest the plants are
placed on shelves in a very warm room, but
they receive no water until they show signs of

growth. Thrips and mealy bug never attack
them ; whereas Fuchsias, Pliyllocacti, Epijihyl-

hims, and .several other plants are very difficult

to koe]) clean. In the same window where the
Amaryllids grow I have a tine specimen of Hy-
menocallis speiiosa, H. macrostcphana, and
Urceolina pendula in flower. Imantophyllum
(Olivia) miniatuin, cyrtanthiflorum, and Lindeni
also flowered finely.

I find that the Amaryllids raised by Mr.
Williams and Messrs. Veitch are the finest in exist-

ence. Souchet'shybrids of Hippcastrum vittatuni,

such as Perle, As] asie, Baffin, Etoile, Phoebe,
Atalante, are not hardier and not so beautiful
as Empress of India, Mrs. Burludge, Dr. Masters,
Mrs. Garfield, Triumphant, and others.

All Hippeastrums are true tropical American
plants, H. vittatum included. None of them
are found in a wild state in any other tropical

country. The true Amaryllis, of which A.
Belladonna is the type, grows wild in South
Africa. Hippcastrum vittatum is found in the
Andes of I'eru, where also grow H. pardinum,
Leopoldi, miniatum, &c. Others of the genus,
for instance, H. solandriflorum, aulicum and
vars. , organense, proceruni, calyptratuui, eques-
tro, reticulatum, stylosum, rutilum and vars.,

are more delicate, being found in abundance
only in the more level regions of Brazil, Guiana,
Venezuela, Columbia, <fec.

The blue Amaryllis of which Mr. Douglas has
recently heard and read is H. procerum {\.
Rayneri), which was figured years ago in " Flore
des Serres" (pi. 2077-8). It flowered for the first

time in the Luxembourg Garden in 1803, and, I

believe, in the same year at Kocquencourt, and
since that time at many other places. The
colour of the flower is lilac or dark lavender-

blue and not showy. The bulb is large, ovoid,

with a long neck. I think this species might bo
used with good results as a parent pjlant for a
new race of Amaryllis. H. Nehkling.

Milwaukee, Ji'is , U.S.A.

Epacrises at Gunnersbury Park.~A large

house of these is an object of great interest at

Gunnersbury Park just now, and so varied in colour

are tlie flowers and so free-blooming the plants,

that they are among the most useful of winter-

flowering subjects. They are subjected to such
se\ere cutting, for cut flowers are always in great
demand, that little cutting back is really required,

but what is necessary is done after flowering is

over; in the autumn any that need it arc potted,

Imt it is not Mr. Roberts' practice to sliift every

year. For over three months tlie Epacrises remain
ill flower, and more serviceable siilijects can hardly
be imagined. Among the best varieties are those
found under the head of E. hyacinthiflora, vi?..,

white, carmine, and pink ; Sunset, deep reddish
jiiiik; alba odorata, white, late flowering; Lady
I'anmure, white, tinted with piink; A'esta, white;

delieata, blusli, very pleasing; Fireball, glowing
rosy red, very luigiit and showy; Premier, rosy

pink, one of tlie short-tubed varieties; tricolor,

earniinata, ardent issinia, exoniensis, with its long-

tubed rcsy red blossoms; Diadem, short -tubed,

very Ihie; Mrs. Storey, Princess Royal, ami ]iictum.

Sliould it be thought siune of the v.arieties .are very
old, it can yet be s.aid tliey are very ]irelty and
sliowy, and pcrha]is one of the charms of tliis house
is the nii.Kture of old and new sorts.—R. D.

Sclandra grandiflora. Tins plant, which has
lierii rei-riitly iioleil as Ihiweriiig Very finely ill tlie

svieciih'iit liouse at Kew, seems to blooni at dilVerent

periods of the year, for a plant which was under
my charge some half a. dozen years since produced
its large trumpet -shaped flowers during the month
of Jlay. Our jilant h;i<l been grown for a number
of wars in a large liot. Imt no Idoonis IkuI ever
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been produced, when I resolved to try what could

be done towards inducing it to flower. Early in

the spring I planted it out in a small square space,

where the roots would be as much confined as in a

tub, and throughout tlie summer the plant was cn-

cour.aged to grow as freely as possible. The result

was the production of long vigorous shoots, which
were trained to the roof of a w-arm greenhouse in a

sunny position. In the .autumn the supply of water

was diminished, and throughout the winter the

pl.ant w.as kept almost dry, just 'enough water, in

fact, being given to prevent the shoots from shrivel-

ling, though the greater part of the leaves fell off.

In the spring the water supply was increased, when
the plant again started into growth, and about May
produced a number of blossoms. Before another

year circumstances occurred to prevent me experi-

menting with it any more, but from specimens

which have since come under my notice, it appears

to me too shy flowering to be of much value.—H. P.

NOTEWORTHY FOLIAGE PLANTS.

Op the various classes into which plants may be

divided, none have of later years shown such a de-

cline as the one containing fine-foliaged plants.

Only a few years ago each successive season saw
the appearance of new Caladiums, Begonias, Aralias,

Coleus, Dieffenbachias, DracKnas, Crotons, &c.

Now-a-days these charming plants appear to have

decreased consideriibly in popularity, and this is to

be deeply regretted, as, besides being of easy propa-

g.ition and of comparatively rapid growth, all these

kinds are exceedingly ornamental, being very in-

teresting as long as their foliage remains fresh,

while some of them have it in full beauty all the

year round. The scarcity of new kinds of foliage

plants of real merit has been particularly noticeable

during the last year. The most beautiful and at the

same time the most interesting novelty in that

section is the striking Nepenthes Dicksoniaiia, the

result of a cross between N. Veitchi and N. Kafflrs-

iana. It partakes of the singular habit of growth
peculiar to N. Veitchi, but possesses an additional

vigour derived from the parentage of N. Rafflesiana.

Its beautifully shaped pitchers, which attain very

large dimensions, are intermediate between those

of the two species above named. Through their

bright crimson mottlings, as also through their

broad flask-sliaped orifice they show their affinity

to N. Rafflesiana, but they are much more elon-

gated, and in that respect they claim a sort of re-

lationship to those of N. Veitchi, and, like those

of that slow-growing species, are ornamented with

a broad rim of ii peculiarly bright colour. The plant

is an excellent grower, and each one of its vigorous

leaves is furnished with <a pitcher, a character

which is much more observable in N. Rafflesiana than
in N. Veitclii. We have in Caladium Comte de
Germiny a comparatively dwarf variety, and whose
particularly compact habit is of itself a great re-

commendation ; its large leaves, of a less sagittate

form tlian those of most other varieties, have a
dull red-coloured ground, upon which are disposed

numerous veins of .a very rich bright carmine-red
and greyish white flakes of various sizes, the whole
forming a most pleasing contrast. The new Croton

Aigburth Gem, which belongs to the interruptum
section, will prove a most v.aluable addition to the

list of decorative plants, and especially where table

subjects are in requisition. Its somewhat narrow,

but gracefully drooping leaves, which aver.age about
15 inches in length, are produced in great abund-
ance .and closely set, while the beautiful combina-
tion of yellow, red, and green observed in their

colouring is most attractive.

Next to the .above-named foliage plants, there

are sever.al very good novelties in Ferns, the mojt
meritorious among them being undoubtedly Gyr.'.-

nogr.arama Pe.arcei robusta. a strong-growing for.i

of the idegant, but very delicate G. Pearcci, iul re-

duced from Peru some twenty-five years .ago. Tliis

beautiful species, on account of its delicate consti-

tution, has remained very scarce, and very few,

indeed, .are the collections where it is to be found
at the present day. The new-comer is decidedly a
h.andsome acquisition to the genus, for, w'hde it

retains .all the beauty of the original species, its

vigorous growth renders it more adapted for general

cultivation. Like the origin.al type, it has some-

wh.at tall, most elegantly dirided lace-like fronds

with ultimate divisions linear and light green, form-

ing a pleasing contrast with the dark stalks, the

lower ])art of which, as well as the crown, is covered

with white powder. Another advantage which it

possesses over the species consists in the multi-

plicity of crowns, which are disposed in a tuft at

the summit of a short caudes, from which numerous

stalks are produced, thus giving the plant a more
dense habit. Novelties in Adiantums consist this

year of three forms of A. cune.atum, viz., elogans,

Wrighti, and Waltoni diffusum. The first of these

is evidently a very good decorative form, and already

some of the market growers have taken it in hand,

as the plant is of capital habit and its fronds more
finely divided than those of the common A. cune.a-

tum. A. Waltoni diffusum is a very elegant and
particularly striking form, through its robust form

and diffuse habit, as well as on account of the larger

size of its fronds, while the pinnae are much finer and
apparently of a very lasting nature. We have in

Pteris ti-emula elegans a variety very distinct,

through its slender fronds bending gracefully and
giving the whole plant a particularly elegant aspect.

One of the most promising Ferns of this year is

Pteris crctica nobilis, a crested form difllering from
all other known varieties by its bold habit, and by
the particularly light green colour of its robust

fronds, which are heavily crested, and disposed in

the form of a shuttlecock. As a market plant, it is

very likely to supersede other crested forms, espe-

cially if, as is to be hoped it will, reproduce

itself true from spores, for the only other form of

similar beauty—the Chiswick form of P. serrulata

cristata—has until now been propag.ated only by
division, which process is very slow in these d.ays of

rapid production of ornamental plants. Notho-

chtena Mulleri is a very distinct species, belonging

to a genus that ought to be gi'own more extensively

tlian it is at present. Its pinnate fronds, from G

indies to 8 inches long, are furnished throughout

with pinna; of ,a bright green colour, which, however,

is not very noticeable at first sight, on account of

the minute scales of a brownish colour with which
both upper and under surfaces are partially clothed.

Although simply forms of British Ferns, and
consequently hardy in most parts of the country,

the new Scolopendrium cristulatum and Lastrea

montana ramo-coronans deserve to be included in

the list of greenhouse foliage plants, for in order

to retain and to derive all benefit from their

beauty, it is advisable to give these plants green-

house treatment. The Scolopendrium is one of

the most densely crested forms of Harfs-tongue
known, of a compact habit, and particularly

striking, through its regular crestation. Lastrea

montan.a r.amo-coronans is all the more interesting

from being a form of a species which has been

very sparing in producing varieties, plentiful

enough in other species. The elegant crestation of

its fronds, which extends to the pinna;, is very

constant and remarkably unlike anything known
in the genus. This list could not well be closed

without reference to the charming Polypodium
Picoti, figured in The Garden, December 22,

where all particul.ars as to its value as a decora-

tive plant, its discovery and introduction, are

given in full. S.

Perhaps just now we may say the same in regard to

Fuchsias. But the latter defect may soon be remedied
if all possessing species or good varieties would
send pl.ants to Chiswick for cultivation, and then
in 1890 a Fuchsia conference in celebration of the

centen.ary of the plant's first introduction into this

country could be held, and what with the stocks of

all kinds of Fuchsias grown there, a fine exhibition

of specimen plants, a display of illustr.ations of

Fuchsias of all kinds, and some good papers read

.about them .also, a most desir.able gathering miglit

be well and admirably furnished. A Fuchsia cen-

tenary conference offers a fine opportunity both to

botanists and florists to do honour to a beautiful

flower. If at the same time we could resuscitate for

it some of its old popul.arity, there would be good
cause to rejoice.—A. D.

The rach.%ia.— It is rather odd that, amidst
the prevalent rage for conferences, we should have

I omitted tlnis to honour th.at be.autifuland favourite

plant the Fuchsia. It is pleas.ant to be reminded
. th.at it has now been with us 100 years, but it is

I

not so pleasant to find also tliat, but for the

interesting paper on Fuchsi.as and their centenary,

we might have .absolutely forgotten all .about so

I

iinjiortant a nuttter. But it is not too l.ate yet to

celebr.ate the centenary of the Fuchsia, nor will

I

it be so for the next two or three years, as mathe-

matical exactness to date is not of the greatest

importance. We are to have a Rose conference at

Chiswick during the ensuing sunnner, that will be

a pleasant and an interesting gathering, no doubt.

, Chiswick h.as in Roses, however, few attractions.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Stove.—At the present day when bottom-heat is

seldom used, except for special kinds of plants, it

often h.appens th.at no provision is made for fer-

menting materials. Yet no plant stove is com-
plete unless it contains .a pit that will hold .a good
body of tan or leaves. The v,apour that is thrown
ofl: by the fermenting body charges the atmosphere
of the house with elements that .are more conducive

to healthy growth than anything th.at can be done
in this direction by other means. Though experi-

ence proves that bottom-heat is the reverse of a
gain to f.ar the greater number of heat-requiring

plants, on the score of economy it is advisable to

use fermenting matter, as wdien the body is large

enough it effects a saving in fuel that more th.an

counterbalances the cost of procuring it. The
best time to renew the tan is at this season, as

then it will be in <a condition to give off the most
heat during Janu.ary and February, the two coldest

months, though at the expir.ation of the latter

month the heat in the bed will be only a little re-

duced if the pit that holds the materials is from 3J
feet to i feet deep. Tan can often be had at a
nominal price, and it is best to clear out all the old

and put new in its place, as the old material, whether
of tan or leaves, will in most cases be full of

worms, which it is better to get rid of, as even if

the plants are not plunged they will get into the

pots through the holes in the bottoms, unless more
th.an ordinary care is taken to keep them out.

When possible, the tan should not have been longer
out of the v.ats than a week, as that will be time
enough to allow the w.ater it contains to drain off.

Advantage should be taken of the old material

being cleared out to limew.ash all the brickwork,

and at the same time to scrub and clean .all the
wood as well as the glass, both inside and out.

EpiPHTLLUMS.— E. truncatum can be h.ad in

flower .at any time during the winter, provided the
plants have had their growth well matured and
tliey .are put in heat long enough before tliey m'e
required to be in bloom. In most cases about the

end of January or the beginning of February will

be early enough to have them in, as flowers are

then scarcer than at other times. Where there is

a sufticient stock it will be well to start them at

three or four different times, allowing about three

weeks to intervene between each set of plants being
jjut into heat. A portion may now be started. A
cool stove temperature will be best. The flowers

of Epiphyllums generally, including the truncatum
varieties, are naturally short-lived, and wlien the

' plants are kept very warm whilst being brouglit

into bloom, it makes them so soft in texture that

they do not keep fresli long in a cut st.afe. To
correct as far as possiljle tlie fugacious nature of

the flowers and to make them stand well in water,

tlie plants should be stood well u)) to tlie light

whilst (lie bloom is coming on. No more atmo-
spheric moisture tlian nece.s.s.ary to keep the air in

a genial condition should be used. Be careful not
to make the soil too wet, especially before the roots

have had time to move. Whether on their own
roots or grafted on the Pereskia, Epipliyllums dis-

like the soil being too wet.

. Hyacinths.—More bulbs of the large-flowered

varieties of Hyacinths should now be put in heat.
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Where a regular succession of these flowers is

n-anted a large stock is reqnirerl. and though the
bulbs should be potted before this time, if enough
have not been already provided, it is not too late to

make the necessary addition. The bulbs that are

potted after this time should consist of tlie latest

flowering kinds. It often liappens in selecting these

bulbs that sufticient consideration is not given to

the early or late habit of flowering of the varieties,

through which tliere is a difficulty in getting them
to bloom at tlie time they are wanted.

BuNCn-FLOWEBED Nakcissus.—The flowers of

the different kinds of buncli-flowered Narcissus are
better adapted for using in a cut state than are
those of Hyacinths, and are little if anything in-

ferior to them for greenhouse or conservatory de-

coration. In the case of these plants it is also

necessary to use the earliest flowering sorts for the
earliest supply.

Naecissus POETICUS.—Since it has become
known that several of the varieties of this section

will answer for forcing as well as the bunch-
flowered sorts, so long used for the purpose, they
have gradually come into favour. The purity of

colour, fragrance, and effective character of

their flowers are such as to entitle them to a first

place amongst forced bulbs. The variety ornatus

is not only one of the best, as far as the character
of the individual flower is concerned, but, in addi-

tion, it naturally blooms early, so that there is no
difficulty in having it in by the beginning of Feb-
ruary if the bulbs have made enough roots to admit
of their being put in heat now. If, as advised
some time back, a sufficient quantity were put in

shallow boxes, these will give less trouble than
pots, as the boxes can more readily be stood well up
to the light in the way that it is necessary to have
them, and without which the flowers become weak
and dravra.

TuLlPS.^Though these flowers are less enduring
than those of most other bulbs that are used for

forcing, still the fact of their being cheap and
showy requires to be taken into account. To make
the most of them witli a view to the endurance of

the bloom the plants should be moved from the
forcing house two or three days before the Uooms
open, as in this stage tliey are little less effective

than when fully blown. The Van Thol varieties

ai-e the best for early work. A sufficient number
to keep up the requisite supply should be put into
heat at intervals of ten days.

Gesneeas.—G. zebrina and the allied kinds are
not now so much grown as formerly, wliich, to
some extent, may be accounted for by their not
being so suitable for cutting as some things. But
it is a mistake

, to discard plants that bear
handsome flowers simply because they do not
happen to be especially adapted for cutting. In
addition to the handsomely marked velvety leaves
of these Gesneras, their flowers are extremely
brilliant, and last for a considerable time. Few
things are so effective wliilst in bloom when dis-

persed .about a warm Orchid house, or associated
with the Orchids tliat h.appen to be in flower, as
the colour of the Gesneras acts as a foil to tlie

more delicate tints of the Orchids. Tlie plants
should now be kept in a warm house, such, as is

adapted to the warm section of Orchids.

Begonias.—The newer .sorts that have come info
cultivation are a great improvement in the habit
of growth on those which alone were known at a
comparatively recent date. Tlu^y also liear larger
flowers, and more of them in proportion to the size

the jilnnts atlain. The section of liegnnias that is

generally known as greenhouse kinds will do through
the winter if k(^pt in ordinary greenhouse warmth,
say with a night temjierature of about 35°, but fo
have the plants in the condition that admits of
their giving the best return, in the shape of the
full complement of flowers they can yield, the tem-
perature shoulrl be i'l" in the night, willi a rise in
the day in accordance with the state of ( he we.ather.
A little over the warmth named will do no harm,
provided the yilants are in a liglit house and .are

kept sufficiently n(^ar the glass. Treated in this
way they will make more growth than when they

only have enough heat to keep them healthy, and
it is needless to say that the amount of bloom that
is forthcoming will be proportionate to the growth
that is made. When the plants are under-potted
they should have manure water once a week, by
which means the necessary vigour will be kept up
through the tvinter and spring to enable them fo
give an uninterrupted succession of flowers.

Zonal Pelaegoniums.—These plants, like the
Begonias, can be kept in a healthy condition in
greenhouse warmth, but, so managed, the flowers
are few and far between during the winter, as their
rate of blooming is ruled by the growth that is

made, and when the plants are kept cool the growtli
is too slow to admit of many flowers being pro-
duced. The latter also do not come up to the
requisite size when the plants are kept too cold,
and they are alike wanting in colour. In a tem-
perature of 50° by night, with a few degrees more
in the daytime with air given for a considerable
portion of the day, the plants will flower almost as
freely as they do out of doors in summer. If the
pots are full of roots there will be no disposition
for the shoots to become drawn. Manure water
given once a week will keep up the necessary
strength to ensure the plants keeping on blooming
until spring, when their place will be filled by other
things. T. B.

GREENHOUSE RHODODENDRONS.
These have become very extensively cultivated
during the last few years. They are so well adapted
for greenhouse and conservatory decoration, that
one cannot conceive of any well appointed garden
being without them. Their rich and varied colours
are more valued and attractive in the late autumn
and winter season than at any other time. For
horticultural purposes they may be arranged in
two divisions: 'the small -flowered varieties, of

which R. javanicum and R. jasminiflorum are the
tyi^e, and the large-flowered section represented by
the Himalayan group, of which R. Dalhousis; and
R. Edgworthi are distinct types. Both .sections

have been taken in hand by the hybridist, and
many beautiful garden varieties have been raised,

but it is with the Ja\a and Malacca species that the
most important work, taken in its horticultural

aspect, has been accomplished. The Javanese
Rhododendron (R. javanicum) is now in flower in

our gardens, where it has been cultivated for u]>
wards of forty years. Blume and Dr. Horsfield
both found it before Mr. Thomas Lobb sent it to
Messrs. A'eitch and Sons. It was found at an ele-

vation of 4000 feet above the sea, on a volcanic
range of mountains. It is well figured in the
Botanical Magazine, t. 433G, and is there described
as "one of the finest things ever introduced into

our gardens." The handsome orange - coloured
flowers are very distinct in character, and the
plant itself is of vigorous growth, flowering freely
nearly all the year round.

Two or three years later R. jasminiflorum ap-
peared in cultivation, having been sent to Messrs.
Veitch by Lobb, who found it on Mount Opliir.

The flowers themselves, were the foliage absent,
might at fir.st sight be mistaken for those of some
s])ccies of Jasmine. It is also figured in the Bofan'wal
Maf/azinc, t. 4524, where it is stated that it was ex-
hibited for the first time. " At the first and truly
s]ilendid exhiliition of flowers at the Chiswiok
Gardens of the present year (1850), few plants ex-
cited greater attention among the visitors most
dislingui.shed for taste and judgment." No one
could at that time have dreamt of the revolution
presently to be (tarried out in this genus of plants
by tlie introduction of these two remarkalilc! and
distinct .spoeies. They were found to be of easy
culture from the first, and well adajited for warm
greenhouse cult ure. Messrs. Veif cli also introduced
another distinct species through Mr. Lobb. It

was named R. Lobbi, the flowers being of a bril-

liant crimson colour. It was more trojiical in

character than tli(> others, and seems fo have gone
out of cultiv.-ition, as it is not mentioned in

Messrs. Yeitch's catalogue for the present year. I

fancy it never was a very vigorous growing species,

but it was the parent of several garden varieties

much more vigorous in constitution than itself.

The work of hybridising these fine plants was begun
by Mr. Taylor, one of the foremen in Messrs. Yeitch's
nursery, and the first garden hybrids were placed
in commerce by the firm in 1877, and it may be
worth while to record the fact that the species "used
l)y Mr. Taylor were R. javanicum, R. Lobbi, R.
Brookianum, and R. Princess Royal, the last-named
itself a hybrid. The varieties sent out in that year
were Duchess of Edinburgh and Taylori. The first-

named, in its brilliant crimson-scarlet flowers, shows
unmistakably its descent from R. Lobbi. It must
not be supposed that all the yellow varieties are
from R. javanicum, because, amongst other plants
introduced from Borneo, R. Brookianum flavum had
clear yellow flowers paler than those of R. javani-
cum ; but, like the other Bornean species, it succeeds
best in a hothouse temperature. I have found that
in practice all of them make the most satisfactory
growth in a warm house, and they may be placed
in the greenhouse while they are in flower, and
under such conditions the flowers last a long time
in beauty.

In 1879 R. Duchess of Teck and R. Prince Leopold
were sent out, and it was then stated that R. jasmini-
florum was used as a species to hybridise with.
Duchess of Teck is a very beautiful variety, light
buff, shaded with orange-scarlet. Prince Leopold
is buff-yellow, faintly tinged with rose. In 1883
Duchess of Connaught was introduced, and it is of
the same type as Duchess of Edinburgh, the flowers
being of a rich deep vermillion colour. Queen Vic-
toria was sent out in 1884 ; the flowers are pale
yellow, tinged with a soft rose colour, and the
stamens purple. With it were also sent out Maiden's
Blush and Princess Frederica. In 1886 two hand-
some varieties were introduced, viz.. Favourite,
pleasing rose, tube white ; and Lord Wolseley, pale
buff-yellow, the flowers forming a large handsome
truss. In 1887 two of the handsome double-flower-
ing varieties were sent out, viz., R. balsaminsflorum
var. album and aureum. The rose-coloured form,
carneum, was sent out in the spring of the present
year. President, a very fine variety with buff-coloured
flowers, was sent out in 1887. In 1888, R. jasmini-
florum carminatum, R. La Belle, and R. Princess
Christian were sent out. The above selection com-
prises all that have been introduced up to the
present time. In looking over the large collection

in Messrs. Veitch's nursery the other day I noticed
in flower, besides the above, Ophelia, rosy

salmon, flowers of good form and large hand-
some truss; Thetis, j'ellow, reddisli centre, very
fine variety ; Empress, salmon - red and rose

;

Gloria Mundi, reddish salmon, produced twenty
flowers on a truss ; Aphrodite, pinkish blush, deeper
coloured stamens ; Excelsior, salmon-buff, large

flowers of good form; Indian Yellow, a very fine

variety with beautiful cup-shaped flowers ; Bril liant,

rich scarlet ; R. Teysmani, yellow reflexed petals
;

and R. Curtisi, small crimson-scarlet flowers, dis-

tinct liabit. The last -mentioned two species are

those that have been recently introduced. As the

name of Mr. Taylor has been mentioned as having
begun the hybridising of these Rhododendrons, it

is only fair fo add that all the recent introductions

have been raised by the present foreman, Mr. John
Heal, who has had charge of this department for

many 3'ears. The more recently introduced varie-

ties are quite as vigorous as the varieties of the

ciunmon ponticum. They seem to grow best during
winter in a temperature of 55° to tiO", and they are

also so easily propagated from cuttings, that small

branches inserted in pots of sandy peat form roots

freely plunged in the Cocoa fibre refuse over wliich

tli(^ plants are jilaced. Their after culture is simple
enough

; I find they like a little fibrous yellow
loam in the turfy ]>c'at, about a fourth part of jieat

to one of loam. They grow very freely indeed in

this compost and need no manure, as the decaying
organic matter afl'ords sufficient nutriment for the

plants.

The best time fo repot them is when they are

about to start into growth. Most of these iilants

when they have been exhilpited in Londim for flic

first time have had tall naked stems with few or

no lateral growths, hut this is not really the natural

habit of the plants, nor that which they assume
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under good cultivation ; the tall habit has been in-

duced by crowding the plants together in their

seedling state and not stopping the leading growth,
so that they might come into flower as soon as

possible.

It is only right to add that the species grown as
E. Curtisi has been 6gured in the liotanical Maga-
zine as R. multicolor, and has been found of two
colours, yellow and bright deep red {liotanical

Magazme, tab. 6769).

R.Teysmani is also ^^xe(\ii\t\\c Boianiral Maga-
zine, t.ab. 6850, <as R. jav.nnicum var. tubifloni; both
of them were introduced by Messrs. Veitch. through
their collector, Mr. Curtis ; they are natives of

Sumatra. A most distinct Rhofhiilendron with
deep rose-coloured flowers is figured in the Botanical
Magazine, tab. 6972. It is Japanese and seems to

be as much like an Azalea as a Rhododendron. The
large-flowered type, of which the old well-known R.
Dalhonsianum is the best representative species,

has been greatl}- improved by Mr. Davis, of Orms-
kirk. Some very pretty varieties were sent out
about ten years ago, but the work does not seem to
have been followed up - at least, if it has, they have
not been brought into verj' prominent notice. They
are all excellent plants for a conservatory border,
some of the Himalayan species having more of the
tree than the shnd) character. Edgeworthi is a very
distinct and handsome species that flowers freely

in pots, but one must go to Kew and inspect the
Himalayan Rhododendrons in the temperate house
before it is possible to realise their noble appearance
even when they are not in flower; the amjile leafage
is ornamental in itself without the aid of the large
handsome flowers, some of them lirilliant rosy-red,

others delicately tinted cream}- white and inter-

mediate paler tints. J. Douglas.

Societies and Exhibitions.

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW IX JANUARY.
A FEW years ago it would have been thought as
absur<l to have a show of Chrysanthemums in
January as in September, but we now have them
in both these extreme seasons, the flowers in some
varieties approaching closely the quality of those
seen in November, when the Chrysanthemum is in
its fullest splendour. The exhibition of the present
season naturally shows a falling oS from that of
last j-ear, not through any lack of energy on the part
of cultivators or those who have the management
of the exhibition, but simply through the weather,
which has this season tried plants of all kinds.
They have had to fight against a peculiarly change-
able temperature and dense fogs, which to the
grow-ers around the metropolis have worked untold
mischief, not only in the destruction of the flowers
themselves, but in many cases of the plants also.

With such disadvantages that no human power can
prevent, it would have been beyond reason to have
expected a good display, but tliere were sufficient

exhibits to give the Royal Aquarium the appear-
ance of a flower show. There was great sameness
in the stands. Gloriosum was often repeated, so
was the violet-scented Progne, Meg Memlies, Mme.
Cabrol. and W. & G. Drover. What beauty, growers
can detect in the Japanese variety W. & G. Drover,
or Mrs. F. Thompson, as is the proixT name, it is

hard to conceive. It is as coarse in January as it

is in November, varies considerably in character,
and is seldom in the least attractive. A yellowish
centre, weak colour, rough outline, and total want
of symmetry or beauty are the characters of the
majority of flowers, in the stand of twenty-four
Japanese blooms from Mr. J. Kipling. Tlie Gardens,
Knebwortli, Stevenage (who was first), it showed a
jjhase we have never seen it in before. J t had there
the a.spect of Comte de Germiny. medium in size,

with the broad jictals rosy pink on tlie upper sur-
face, silvery beiu'ath. In this class Mr. Sullivan,
gardener to Mr. D. B. Chapman, Downsliire House,
Roehampton, was second.

There were several entries for a collerliun of cut
flowers, any varieties, and a good show v\as made
by Mr. J. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Waterlow,
Great Doods, Reigatc. Tlie flowers were fresh,

in good variety, and of fair colour. There were
such kinds as Mrs. J. H. Jones, Fulton, Beaute de
Jardin. Golden Gem, Martha Harding (orange
occasionally splashed with red), Fanny Boucharlet,
and Reve d'Or. There was also an interesting collec-

tion put up liv Mr. F. Tavlor, gardener to Sir John
Lubbock, Bart.. The Gardens, High Elms, Farn-
borough. who was second. Mr. Kipling was again
first in the class for twenty-four blooms, and
the flowers were fairly good, especially those of

Belle Paule, Meg Merrilies, Comtesse de Beaure-
gard, Progne, Boule de Neige, Golden Gem,
Rosetim superbum, and Mme. Cabrol. The flowers

of Mr. R. Falconer Jameson, Hessle, Hull, who was
second, deserve a note for their freshness and good
quality, also those of Mr. Sullivan ; in truth, this

was the best class in the show, ami contained a
few fine flowers. Mr. J. Kipling hcade<l the li.st

in the class for twelve blooms, and also for twelve
flowers of any Japanese varieties, Mr. R. Phillips,

The Deodars, coming second, and Messrs. H.
Cannell & Sons, of Swanley, third. Mr. Phillips

gained the first prize for six blooms, showing
Gloriosum, Meg Merrilies, Mme. C. Audiguier, Ralph
Brocklebank, Thunberg, and Belle Paule. Extra
prizes went to Messrs. J. Brown and R. Miller,

Shoreham,

In a mid-winter exhibition like this, as much aid

is sought from Chinese Primulas and Cyclamens as

from Chrysaiithenuims. The bank of Chinese Pri-

mulas from Messrs. Cannell and Sons, of Swanley,
was suflicient evidence, if any were necessary, that

this gay winter flower has undergone marvel-

lous changes since the tvpe was introduced from
China. We have every shade of colour almost, aiul

especially in the pinks is there a delightful range of

hues; the whites are purer than ever, and the crim-

sons are richer. Pigmy, deep maroon-crimson
;

Beauty of Kent, white, with a few crimson flakes
;

The Queen, lovely blush tint; Princess Beatrice,

pale rose ; Duchess of Albany, white ; Swanley
White. Swanley Blue, and Canuell's Pink are

amongst the best of this superb strain. Three cer-

tificated kinds are described below. The plants

are of strong growth, which is of as much import-

ance as purity or brilliancy of colour in the flowers

themselves.

Cyclamens were well shown by Mr. John May,
St. Margaret's, Twickenham, who was first in the

class for a collection, Mr. John Odell. Gould's Green,

Hillingdon, second. Both strains were of great ex-

cellence, but it seems unnecessary to name varieties

in the way that is now becoming common. Many
of the named wdiite Cyclamens are almost identical.

If a flower shows some marked difference, then it is

proper to give it a name, but not otherwise. Mr.
Phillips showed twelve good plants in the class for

these ; also Mr. David White, Redlees Gardens,
Isleworth, who was second. The Chinese Primulas
of Mr. A. Carter, gardener to Aldermaii Evans,
Ewell, and of Mr. Newell, gardener to Sir E.

Saunders, Wimbledon Common, were a mass of

flowers, both of single and double varieties. Blooms
of Primulas and Cinerarias came from Mr. James,
Farnham Royal, Slough.

In the miscellaneous department, besides the

Primulas of Messrs. Cannell, foliage plants were ex-

hibited by Mr. B. S. Williaius, A'ictoria Nurseries,

Upper Hollow.'iy, Mr. Wm. Holmes. Frani|iton Park
Nurseries. Harkney. and Messrs. J. Laing and Sons,

Forest Hill.

Floral committee.— There were very few
plants or flowers licfore this committee, which was
held on the first day of the show. Chry.santhtunmn
Jersey Nugget canu! from Mr. H. Elliott, Jersey,

and was commended. Mes.srs. Cannell and Sons
received a first-class certificate for each of the

following Chinese Primulas ;
—

Eclipse.—A single variety of great beauty, the

colour of the well-shai)ed flowers being of a rich

crimson shade ; the eye greenish. It is a ^.ariety

that deserves to be recommended I'cu' its self

colour.

Empeuou LviruovEi).—The finest coloured va-

riety amongst the single Chine.se Primulas. It is of

a striking carmine-salmon shade difficult to describe

with any accuracy ; the bold flowers are borne in a
large triiss, and the plant is a sturdy grower.

Beauty.—The perfection of a pink-coloured

single variety, the flowers resembling those of The
Queen and of a soft shade.

A general committee meeting of this society took

place at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on Monday
evening, when, owing to the absence of the presi-

dent, Mr. E. C. Jukes occupied the chair.

After reading the minutes of the foriuer meeting,

Mr. Holmes, the hon. sec, announced that he had
received a letter from Mr. Sanderson, in which he
intimated his desire to resign the presidency of the

society. The letter, after referring to the length of

time—more than forty years— that he had been

connected with the society, his increasing years, for

he had now long passed the age of seventy, and his

need for ceasing to take an active part in the affairs

of the society, was received with the profoundest

regret by every member present. Much discussion

ensued as to the probability of the venerable chair-

man being induced to alter his decision, but it was
thought that there was little likelihood of his so

doing. Upon the motion of Mr. R. Dean, the hon.

sec. was empowered to write to Mr. Sanderson in

the following terms :
" That the committee had re-

ceived with great regret the letter announcing his

desire to retire from office, and most earnestly press

him to reconsider his decision." It was resolved

that a special committee meeting be held on Monday
next to receive his reply, and in the event of an
unfavourable one. to make some arrangements to

.appoint his successor on the occasion of the

January meeting of the members of the society.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Bea\an for

the admirable display of fruit and flowers that he

had got together to decorate the tables with at the

annual dinner. Mr. Beavan replied in suitable

terms, and stated he was much indebted to those to

whom he had applied for help in the matter.

The election of new members and Fellows was
then proceeded with, the number now being 641.

The Street (Somerset) Society was readmitted in

affiliation. A list of special prizes for vegetables,

offered by Jlr. Deverill for competition at the next

November show, was read.

The provincial show for 1889 had given rise to

much correspondence with the local societies at

Brighton, Hull, and York. It was considered im-

portant that the question should not be delayed

longer than necessary, as societies were anxious to

proceed with the compilation of their schedules,

and a sub-committee, consisting of Messrs, Beavan,

Castle, Dean and Geo. Gordon, with the officers,

and having the same powers as the sub-conunittee

had last year, was elected to carry through all de-

tails and report in due course. The settlement in

connection with the provincial show at Sheffield

was announced as being almost concluded, and it

was expected that the result would prove to be a

small financial advantage to the National Chrysan-

themum Society.

Mr. Holmes next moved that, owing to appli-

cations from local .societies to know the date of

the national sluiw in November, the meeting should

decide when it was to be held, instead of deferring

it, as is usual, to a later period of the year. It was
resolved that it be fixed for Tuesday and Wednes-
day, the 12th and 13th of November.

Olearia Gunni.—The plant tl.at goes by this

name is O, stollulata. The true (1. Gunni is a silvery-

leaved plant with a more c\ipped flower. It is not so

hardy.—W. E. (J.

Names 'of plants.-ft. r. R. i,— PyroU rotundifolU.
~ J. Wilson.— 1, Cupreasus macrocAtp.i ; 8, Thnj i oci't-

dentalis. J. r«o7'//.—Lyc;is'o gi.indis. IL 11 —It Ins

the appearance of a Uicbo^i, but it is difficult to toll without
flowerd. (I. 7>.ir.--l. Ornitliidium coccineum; L'.CaLtnlho

vestita luteo-oculata : :i, Vanda lamcUata Bosalli. T. ^f.

— 1, Oelogyno I'andurata, quite out of scison ;
•_'. a very

jiale form of I.a'lia anceps ; 3. Dcudrobiuni biglbbuni ; 4,

Mlltonla UusaelliiDa Ai'nie,—\, Odoutoylc.ssniu Ilalli

;

'_', (). Ruckeriaiuini ; 3, O. (Kretcdi m-jus ; 4, O. Curadliici

;

5, ( ). aspersum.— '/. />. (slt'ithlJ) — Yovir flower ia the true

Cypripcdmm Maulei, and all your a-guiug will not make it

anylhiDg else. £xccU,o>\— 1, Cypiipeiium Lcc.inuiu, a
nice form, but we koow of plenty bitter ; 2. 0. nit na

; j our
tecdliug appears to lo C. cardinale ; 3, C. BoxalU.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
THE PLANE TREE.
(I'LATANU.S OEIEXT.VIJS.)

In many parts of tlin country this fine tree is

confounded witli the common Sycamore, but

the resemblance is so unlike in many important

points, that it is not easy to understand how
the two could be mistaken. The genus contains

two species, namely, the Eastern and Western

Plane, botli tif wliicli are cultivated in this

country, principally as ornamental trees. The
Eastern species, P. orientajis, is indigenous to

the east of Europe anl other parts, where it

is said to attain a large size, and is found in the

greatest perfection on deep alluvial soil on the

banks tif rivers and small streams. Although it

has been cultivated in this country for many
years, yet it has never been planted to any
great extent a.s a timber tree for profit, and this

arises in a great measure from the fact that in

many parts of the country, more especially on

high exposed elevations, it is found to be

deficient in hardiness. When planted, how-

ever, in deep rich soil and under favourable

conditions, it makes rapid progress, attains

a large size, and occupies a high standard

as an ornamental tree. When fully developed

the branches are wide-spreading and well

clothed with large five-lobed leaves of a

glossy light green colour. Under favouralile

cfinditions the tree occasionally matures its seeds

in this country. The seeds ai'e contained in

small globular balls which hang from the

branches or twigs like ornamental tassels, and
as they are enveloped in a soft cottony sub-

stance they should be e.xtracted and sown
broadcast on well worked sandy soil.

After the seed is committed to the soil, should

a spell of di-y weather set in, 1 have found it to

be an ;idvantago to moisten the surface of the

Sfied-bed. In good soil and inider favourable

conditions the plants should be removed from

the seed-bed wjien one year old and ]ilanted

into nursery lines, about 24 inches asunder and
aVjout 8 inches from each ()ther in the rows.

lii early life the tree is of rapid growth, and
in cases where strong specimens are wanted
the plants had better be moved a second time,

or even oftener as circumstances may direct.

When the tree is cut down it produces suckers

from the root left in the ground, and as these

are capable of being used as layers it is also a

f.peedy and successful w'ay of jiropagating the

tree. The timber of the Plane being of a hard

firm texture when fully matured, is used for

similar purjioses to that of the Sycamore, and
when clean grown and of average size brings

equally as good a price as that species. Few
trees are better adapted for planting as speci-

mens upon the lawn or elsewhere when the site

is moderately sheltered. It delights in a deep
rich soil, ni< derately danjp, lint free from stag-

nant water. When planted under such ecjtidi-

tions the Plane soon establishes itself, and from

the large size of its foliage and wide-sjireading

liabit it foims a very attractive and highly orna-

mental specimen. It is a capital subject for

planting in smoky districts about large towns,

and from its spreading habit crf growth aS'ords

an agreeable amount of shade and shelter along

tin? sides of streets and public roads. When
planting it in such places particular care should

be taken to have the ground properly prepared
by removing any stiff plastic clay or poor, hard,

inorganic matter where it occurs and substitut-

ing good rich loamy soil in its place. Trees in-

tended for standards should always be prepared

and trained as such during their nursery career

by frequent transplanting, removing the side

branches to a distance of about one-third the

height of the tree, cutting ofi' rival leaders at

the top, and pruning back any rambling branches

The Western Plane (P. oocidentalis) is in<li-

genous to North America, and is said to have

been introduced into Britain about the year

1630. The contour and general appearance of

the tree are very similar to those of the eastern

species. In its native country it grows in deep

rich alhivial soil on the banks of rivers and
lakes, where it attains the size of a first-class

timber tree. In this country it is not so hardy

as the Eastern Plane, yet some fine specimens

are to be found here and there throughout the

country, and in Ireland it appears to be (juite

at home and attains a large size. When fully

established the outer bark gets gradually de-

tached from the stem, thus imparting rather a

rustic appearance to the tree. In this country

it is generally propagated by cuttings and layers
;

the former should be inserted in autumn in

sharp sandy soil, the general nursery treatment

being similar to that reconnnended for the

former species. Although this species is liable

to be occasionally seared by late spring frosts,

yet in places where it succeeds 1 have found it

to be of a more rapid growth than the eastern

species, and planters who are fond of variety

should give it a trial. J. B. Webster.

of forests in Victoria and New Zealand had
awakened the attention of the Colonial Legislature,

and Acts for the encouragement of planting were

passed, bonuses being given ; schools of forestry

were established ; the further cutting of timber

had been stopped : and in place of cutting, planting

went on. He did not see why our Legislature

should not take up this subject again, and why
they should not spend money in establishing

schools of forestry, and in promoting the planting

of waste lands. Another aspect of this question

was this, that if they could create a profitable

industry they would provide healthy employment
to an enormous number of working men going at

that moment in the towns with their hands in

their pockets. Our social system had come to

this, that unless new outlets were found for the

labour of the country, there would be serious

danger to the Conmionwealth.

FORESTRY IN SCOTLAND.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society of Aberdeen, the chairman, Mr. James
Murray Garden, made some interesting remarks,

from which we extract the following: " Regarding

arboriculture, he said it had not been so profitable

as market gardening, and consequently during the

last twenty years tlie area in nurseries had scarcely

increased at all, and at the present moment there

were only 12,000 acres in cultivation. The cultiva-

tion of trees was one of the most delightful occu-

pations they could possibly indulge in, and this was

a question also that ought to occupy their attention

as one of national importance. In Germany they

had 30 per cent, of the area of that great empire

in wood ; they had a forestry department of the

State; they had trees cidtivated in rotation as if

they were crops; they had a vast army of scientific

men trained in efficient colleges devoted to that

purpose alone. If they went to France they would

find the same thing on a smaller scale. He should

also have mentioned Austria, where 30 per cent, of

the country was under wood. In this country we
had not 4 per cent, under wood; and he was per-

fectly satisfied that if Government were to take the

question up— if instead of quarrying, as they always

did, down to the foundations of the Constitution

to see what like they were, if in place of constantly

amending the Legislative machine, they were to

take the machine they had, and set to work to

adorn and beautify the face of the earth, they

would do a great deal more good than by con.stantly

talking of more men and more votes. Scotland at

one time was not so far back, and Parliament in

former times did pay some attention to this ques-

tion—the forestry of the country. So long ago as

14.57 the landowners were ordered to plant trees

and to sow Broom. Sixty years later P.-irliament

had to record, in l.")03. tliat the wood of Scotland

was entirely destroyed, and a tine of £5 was im-

posed on anyone wlio dared to cut a tree. Thirty

years later, apparently, this deterrent or coercive

measure had not the desired efl'ect, and a nujrc

specific order was issued to landowners who
posse.ssed a certain size of estate to plant no less

than 3 acres yearly, while the penalty for the third

offence of cutting a tre(^ was deatli. In IGlil the

last legislation on the subject took place. A larger

area was required to he planted by landowners,

and, as an inducement for them to do so, the land

so planted was free from taxation for nineteen

years. From that day to this there was not nnotlur

Act of Parliament on tlie subject. Our own coloiucs

had got before us in this matter. The destruction

It appears from a recent issue of the i^o^it/iern

Lumberman, published in Nash\ille, that the soft,

spongj' wood of the knees, peculiar growths upon

the roots of the Southern Cypress (Taxodium dis-

tichum), is sometimes manufactured into razor

strops, which are pronounced more effective than

the leather-covered, stiff strops in general use. It

is necessary, however, to keep them protected from

dust, which adheres readily to the soft wood, and

soon becomes embedded in the grain, ruining it for

this purpose.

Mr. C. S. Burt, president of the Bourbon Lumber
Company, of Baton Rouge, La., lately informed a

correspondent of the St. Louis Lumberman that his

company are at present dragging, from a swamp to

one of their mills, a number of C>-jiress logs felled

liy General Jackson's army in 1S12, and used at the

time for closing the Manchac River. Mr. Burt says

tlie bark and sap have rotted off from the logs, but

that the heart wood is as good as ever, and the finest

quality of lumber is obtained from these logs. The
St Louis Lumberman has on exhibition at its office

a Cypress picket top from Baton Rouge. La., which
was" exposed to the weather sixty-three years

without showing marked signs of decay.

Lectures on forestry.—We understand that

during the Lent term Professor Boulger, F.L.S.,

F.G.S., will deliver at the City of London College,

Wliite Street, Moorfields. E.C., a course of ten

lectures on forestry on Friday evenings, com-

mencing January 11, at 8 o'clock. Practical de-

monstrations in the country will be given during

the spring.

Text beok a recommended: Hough's "Elements of

Forestry," Crosby, Lockwocd ; Brown's "Forester,"

Blackwood and Son ; Baprneris' " Elements of Sylvi-

culture" (Ttanslated by Fernandez and Smythies),

W. Kider and Sons. Sijllahux : Climate and Tteep,

Land Suitable for Arboriculture. The Draining .and

other Preparation of the Land, Nurseries and their

Management, Planting Operations, Thinning and

Maintenance, Felling and Barking, Timber Measure-

ment, Management of Coppice, The Distinctive Cha-

racters of the varioua British Timber Trees.

Roadside trees —In answer to J. L. Mansell in

Tub G.\ht>en, Dee. L'2 (p. B1I2), slunild there be a

prospect of the trees attaiuiuj; aiiytbir>g like a tuir

size, 15 feet apart, I think, would bo rather close. The
trf es should be planted at :i distauoe apait of IS feet,

which will all( w a space of li feet for eueh tree tn de-

velop its side briiiiclu'.', and thus foim tine well-fur-

nisbed specimens for ornament, shelter, and utility. I

hive sometimes pluntid tuch tieis at n. distance apart,

of 20 feet, ard in cases where tl e soil was of a rich

texture the results in everyway proved highly satis-

fdctorv.— J. B. WKnsTER.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts- rAi.» >io>in( is

pt'UUJ.td in mutbi boinnt Muttfilif l'uit.<. In thu J'oinil tkt

colound pltilcs are tnt pifsiriitl. iind il i« viost suitable /or

reffr<nce prnima to Ih- issue 0/ the half-inurhj volumes. Price

Is. i)d. ; post free, Is, {Vl,

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts. — 7"Ai«

journtil is intblishid in watly bound Mmithly Parts, in which

form it is most suHoMcjor rrjircnce ) rrrious to the issue 0/ the

'yearhl roluncs. Prictd .linslfnf,ld.

" Hardy Flowers."— f'oi"!) descriptions r/upvards of

thirt<tn hunildd of the most ornamental species, uith dircctiont

for thrir arraninvunt, culture, d'C. Fourth onci Popula.'

Sditioit, Is.,- post free, la. 3d.
''

london; 87, Southampttn Sirctt, Strand, W.C.
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" This is an Art
"Vniich does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."— Shak^.^jicare.

NEW, RARE, AND DESIRABLE FRUITS.

The above is the heading of a new catalogue

now before me, but, considering tliat a great

number of practical borticulturist.s at the present

time are endeavouring to reduce the size of fat

lists by weeding out the inferior and making
prominent superior species and varieties, it is

just questionable as to whether we should re-

cant or pray for protection from kind friends

ready and willing to speed our way to fortune.

Our new catalogue starts with an outdoor black

Hamburgli Grape, hardy enough to produce
hundreds of tons of luscious fruit even in tlie

north, whilst in the south, planted and trained

upon tlie French system, it will form splendid

vineyards wliich will throw our miserable cider

orchards into the shade and convert our barrels

into wine-pipes. Where raised or when certifi-

cated the vendors do not say, but this is a small

matter, and should not check for one moment
the jubilant time which Grape consumers have
before them.

Passing over Pomegranates, the Date shrub
or Jujube—whatever that may be—and the

Grape fruit, a fruit much larger than an Orange
and smaller than a Shaddock, we come to a dead
stand at the crimson Orauge, a seedling from
the Moragne Tangerine, which produces fruit of

a deep red colour and about the diameter of

a cup ; it has leaves nearly the size and shape
of those of the sweet Orange, but is easily

distinguished from the Mandarin. The stock

being limited, would-be purchasers having half

a guinea or a guinea to spare should lose no
time in ordering plants, if only for comparison
with the old-fashioned Mandarin. Hardy Grapes
having thrown a cider Crab Apjile .and Erio-
botrj-a japonica out of the running, they may
be left to their fate ; not so the black Goose-
berry, a cross between a Gooseberry and a Black
Currant, and so productive that a three-year-old

plant will produce 30 lb. of fruit the size of

small Clierries. I should like to s.aymore about
this sable mule, but having so many grand
things ahead, I must rush forward to a new
novel Orange having a transparent green skin
when ripe, and jiink pulp that can be seen
through the skin. Independently of the fact

that it is so delightful to be able to see through
a green transparenc}', cultivators must be in-

formed tliat this Orange at one time was held
in such high esteem, that anyone found growing
it without permission from his chief was liable

to decapitation. How grateful the jiresent

generation of horticulturists should feel when
they learn that this cruel chief and his Orange
may be shunted to Jericho, for have we not a
black Apricot, somewhat resembling a Plum,
neither an Apricot mir a Plum, but principally

tlie former, hardy, early, lirst class, and a novel
addition to our English dessert fruits. Still

moving amongst novelties, a black Raspberry, a
white Black Currant, and a coreless Blackberry
must have a line, especially as the latter

persists in bearing heavy crops every year,

no matter whether tlie season be hot, cold, wet,

or dry. Pioneer and Perpetual Beauty, two
perpetual bearing Strawberries, first in and last

out, meet a long-felt want, but .stock of the
latter being e.xtremely scarce, it is to be feared
that some time will elapse before the sujiply

equals the demand for an article calculated to

throw Beach into convulsions, whilst giving to

the good housewife a joy that shall last for ever.

This small list of novelties should satisfy the

collector of soft fruits, but as yet nothing has

been done for the orchardLst, always ready and
willing to invest in an Apple that will beat an
Orange Pippin or a Pear superior to a Josephine.

Well, here they are : a Sultana sort of Apple
which very wisely does not trouble about having

a core, simply because it has no seeds to put in

it ; but what a treasure to the housekeeper who
has to prepiire Apple jelly or is tied to time

when manufacturing Apple dumplings. This

seedless Apple, we are assured, should be in

every collection, for not only is the sub-acid

flavour first class, but it keeps good until late in

the season. Last, but not least, comes that

grand Pear, Christmas Number, fortunately not

too late to enable the editor to convert his list

of twelve sorts into a baker's dozen. Each fruit

is 6 inches long and about 4 inches in diameter;

flesli melting, sugary, with no acidity ; skin

green, with a lovely red check ; tree vigorous

and prolific. All who like a superior eating

Pear at the Christmas festivities will find this

more enjoyable than the general run about this

time. Specimens of the preceding will be sent

to Chiswick when Mr. Barron has put the gar-

dens in working order. W. C.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIBDLESTONE.

NEW ROSES OF 1888-9.

The new Roses for the coming season have

once more been announced. The list does not

difler much in point of length from its prede-

cessors, and appears likely to prove of average

interest. Several raisers whose seedlings are

now generally purchased, as a matter of course,

are represented, and some of our native growers

are sending out new Roses which, as far as they

have been seen at present, wOl not fail to main-

tain the well-deserved reputations of their re-

spective raisers.

The following list of Tea and Noisette varieties

is a tolerably complete one, and includes the

productions of nearly all the well-known raisers.

The varieties are all described as vigorous

growers with large, full, and well formed flowers,

except where otherwise specified :

—

Teas.

Abbe Thcmasson (Veuve J. Schwartz).— A
climbing Tea ; flowers of moderate size, in clusters,

salmon colour, paler at the edges, coppery centre.

Adele de Bellabre (Ducher fils).—A variety

of erect habit ; flowers peac-h colour, shaded with

deeper red and with yellow base to the petals, re-

verse of petals pale rose, veined with bright rose.

Certificated at Lyons.

Baeonne Henriette de L(ew (Nabonnand).—
Flowers of moderate size, in clusters, of a delicate

rose colour, shaded with golden yellow towards the

centre, reverse of petals brighter rose.

BuNNEET Feidolin (Bcrnai.x).—A climbing Tea

with fresh carmine flowers, shaded with brigliter

red, the petals having a pale yellow base.

C.\PITAINE Lefoet (Bonnaire).—A plant of erect

habit ; flowers extremely large, in colour purple, re-

verse of petals China rose.

Caeiien (Dubreuil).—a Dijon Tea with flesh-

coloured flowers passing to straw colour, the petals

being crumpled or wavy at the margins.

Charles de Thezillat (Nabonnand).—A va-

riety of erect habit, the large-petalled flowers being

of a creamy yellow colour, shaded with cbamois-

j-ellow towards the centre.

Climbing Niphetos (Keynes, Wifliams and Co.).

—A vigorous climbing sport from Niphetos, but

with flowers identical with those of the tyjie.

First-class certificate of the Koyal Horticultural

Society.

CoMTESSE Julie Huntadi (Soupert and Net-

ting).- Flower Naples yellow, shaded canary ;
petals

margined with rose-lake.

Edmond SABLAYBOLLES(Bonnaire).— Habit very

erect ; flowers of medium size, peach-yellow in the

centre with orange shades, bordered with bright

rose, the whole flower becoming suffused with rose

colour when fully expanded.

Emilie Vlcebeeghs (Soupert and Not ting).—

Flowers of medium size, straw-yellow, shaded with

rose-madder.

Eenest Metz (Guillot).—Flower solitary, carried

erect, stiflt-stemmed, opens well ; colour tender car-

n.ation-rose, brighter in the centre, deeper on the

reverse side of the petals.

Feancisca Pbies (Pries).—Flower rosy white,

centre coppery, outer petals washed with rose; of

fair size, cup-shaped, very fragrant and tree.

Feancisque Moeel (Liabaud).—a Dijon Tea,

seedling from Mme. Berard; flowers of fair size,

cupped, white, with yellow centre.

G. Naboxxand (Nabonnand).— Tender rose,

shaded with yellow, very large petals.

Joseph Metbal (Bernaix).—Petals wavy and

recurved at the margins, crumpled and crimped in

the centre, of a dark magenta colour, passing to

cherry-red, shaded with purple.

LouisGuiLL.«D(Nabonnand).—AclimbingTea;
flowers imbricated, pale rose with yellowish base.

Mme. Jules Cambon (Bernaix).—Of moderate

growth; flowers fresh carnation-rose colour, mar-

gined with variable shades of carmine.

Mme. Magonette (Soupert and Netting).—

Flowers of medium size, chrome-yellow, tinted with

red.

Mme. Pieree Guillot (Guillot ).—Flowers gene-

rally solitary, erect, opening well: colour coppery

orange at the base, becoming paler towards the

margins of the petals, which are bordered with

rose, the reverse yellowish white, very fragrant.

Maeie Pavic (Nabonnand).—a globular rose-

coloured Tea, the reverse of the petals shaded white.

Maeie Koussin (Nabonnand).—A Dijon Tea

with erect, clear chrome-yellow flowers, said to be

as free as the parent.

Monsieur Desir (Pemet pere).—A Dijon Tea,

with crimson flowers, nearly full, often shaded with

dark violet.

Mes. James Wilson (Alex. Dickson).- A very

beautiful Tea, with deep lemon-yellow flowers

margined with rose, and highly fragrant. The

habit is vigorous and branching, the flowers being

carried erect on stiff stems, and lasting well owing

to the great substance of the petals.

Nardy (Nabonnand).—a Dijon Tea. with globu-

lar salmon-yellow flowers, apparently much in the

way of the parent.

P. RiFFAUT (N.abonnand).—Flower bright rose,

imbricated; a climbing Tea.

Eose Romarin (Nabonnand).—An immensely

vigorous climber, in habit resembling Cloth of

Gold, from which it is said to be a seedling;

flowers large, semi-double, erect, colour bright red

with coppery base.

Sappho (Wm. Paul). -A vigorous and hardy Tea

that produces a profusion of fawn-coloured flowers

of great substance and of good form ; tlie petals are

of a deeper vcllow at the ba.se. and sometimes

suffused cxteriiallv with a rosy lint. This hand-

some Tea was iinely exhibited at tlie Temple show

of the Royal Horticultural Society. Two lirst-class

certificates.

Secretaire Poi; (Nabonnand).—A climbing Tea

with solitaiy. erect, globular flowers ;
colour bright

red, with yellow base.

Souvenir d'Espagne (Fries).—Flowers reddish-

orange, on an orange-yellow ground, margined with

rose, of medium size, cupped, veiy fragrant, and

fairly vigorous.
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SoL'VENiB DE Saeah Prisce (George Prince).—

A pure white sport from Souvenir d'un Ami, retain-

ing all the good qualities of vigour and freedom of

the type, but appearing, as exhibited in June, 1888,

even finer in form and finish, and likely to take

rank as one of the most beautiful white Tea-scented

Roses. Several first-class certificates.

Thbeese Deschamps (Nabonnand).—A red Tea,

sometimes margined or lined with white, the

flovrers large, semi-double, and produceil in clusters.

Noisettes.

Hehodiade (Brassao).—Flowers of good size,

colour chamois, darker in the centre, and sometimes
lighted with shades of bright rose ; very free.

Peince Ceetweetinsky (Nabonnand). — A
climber producing freely large, well-formed flowers

of a clear straw-yellow colour, deeper in the centre.

Peincesse Maeie de LusionAn (Perny).—Of
dwarf habit, producing flowers of medium size, but
well formed, colour straw-yellow; a pretty bud Tea.

Htbeid Teas.

COMTE Hesei Rignon (Pernet fils, Ducher).

—

Of vigorous, erect, though not tall, habit, flowers

solitary, stiff-stemmed, of good size, in colour

coppery-yellow, centre salmon-rose, with a golden
shade passing to flesh-white ; very free and per-

petual. (Said to be raised from Baroness Roth-
schild and Ma Capucine, and, judging from a good
coloured plate in the Journal des Rotes and from
the description, the no%'elty seems likely to prove a
variety of much the character of Gloire Lyonnaise,
but of a different colour.)

EsMEEALDA (Geschwind).—Flower flesh-white,

with a lilac shade, cup-shaped, erect; moderate
grower.

KoBOLD (Geschwind).—Flower bright crimson,
shaded purple, medium size, cup-shaped

;
growth

moderate.

derived from Italy, Greece, or Asia Minor, where
R. gallica grows wild. The only native Rose in this

part of Africa is one that grows on the mountains
of Abyssinia, R. abyssinica, and which is held to be

a variety of Rosa moschata. Dr. Schweinfurth
adds, in a note to M. Cr^pin, that the tombs from
which the Roses were obtained are referable to

dates between the second and the fifth century
after Christ. They are the same tombs in which
were found the encaustic jjortraits which have lately

been the object of so much attention. The Roses
were threaded on wire as in a garland, and were
discovered by Mr. Flinders Petrie.

Tea Kose Madame Hoste.—This is a Rose of

great promise, .'Uid, judging from our own experi-
ence, it will take rank with the most valuable of its

class. It possesses a good constitution, is strong,

but not coarse in growth, and has abundant dark
green foliage. The bud is larger than th.-it of Perle
des Jardins, and of rounder, yet finely pointed
form, while its beautiful lemon tint is most pleasing.

Not the least of its charm is its beauty when fully

open. Within the past few days flowers have de-
veloped here which rival the largest and most per-

fect Marechal Niels. There is little doubt that it

will prove a valuable bedding variety ; and as to its

suitability for forcing imder glass there can no
longer be a question. M. Guillot, to whom we are
indebted for this magnificent variety, has once more
placed the lovers of fine Roses under grateful ob-
igation to him.— Garden and Forest.

Egyptian Boses.—At the meeting of the
Royal Society of Belgium, on Nov. 10, 1888, a paper
on the remains of Roses discovered in the cemetery
of Arsinoe, F.ayoum, Egypt, was read by M. Crepin.
Nine flowers were examined by M. Crepin, all more
or less imperfect, but all belonging to one species.

So far as the imperfect nature of the material
permitted M. Crispin to form an opinion, these frag-

ments were most nearly allied to a Rose cultivated
in Abyssinia in the vicinity of religious buildings.
and descrilied by Acliille Richard under the name
of Rosa sancta. Rosa sancta, it appears, is very
similar to R. centifolia or R. gallica. M. Crepin
considers that Rosa sancta was not an aboriginal
native of Al>y.ssinia, but a cultivated form intro-

duced at a very remote period. So faras Jl. Crepin
knows, tlierc is no form of R. gallica now known
which corresponds exai^ly with tlie Rosa, .sancta.

As to the Roses found in th(> Egyjiti.-in tombs, M.
Cr6pin thinks tlicy may have been derived from
plants cultivated in Lower Egypt, perhaps near tlic

place where their remains were discovered. Tlie
Egyptians are known to have grown Roses, and
even to have supplied them to Rome. No Rose
grows wild in Egypt, and the Rose found in the
tombs was, in JI. Cr^pin's opinion, no more wild
than the Aljyssiniau Rosa sancta, but was probal.ily

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Having recently retired from official coiiuection

with the Royal Horticultural Society and taking

an interest in its welfare, I give you my views

of its position and prospects. There is a good
deal of truth in the recent comments you have
published, but I believe it will require more
decided action than any yet suggested to put

the society into a permanently sound financial

position, if such a consummation be possible.

If ever a corporation or society required

management on the one - man principle, the

Royal Horticultural requires it. King Solomon's
maxim, that '

' in the multitude of counsellors

there is safety," certainly does not apply in

the case of the Royal Horticultural Society. If

the Royal Horticultural Society were under the

firm guidance of one able man who would insist

on having a free hand and no trifling, and who
could upset the 'ptcaewi regime oi "red tape,''

there would be great hope for its future, espe-

cially at the present moment, and in view of the

past year's successful financial result—a result

mainly obtained by the accession of nearly 700
new Fellows, whereby an equilibrium for the

first time for many years has been established

on the year's working.

I should think that in tlie halcyon days of the

society when the Prince Consort was president,

ihe present ile faeto managers of tlie Royal
Horticultural Society and those who most
loudly assert themselves in connection with it

woidd have played a very small part in its aft'airs.

The Fellows of the society have hitherto been
much too supine ; they have allowed their aft'airs

to be mismanaged. It may possibly be diffi-

cult to obtain gentlemen interested in horticul-

ture to take a practical interest in the society and
serve on its committees, but more endeavour
should be made to obtain them and more en-

couragement given to them. The present

disproportion on their committees between
nurserymen and gardeners as distinct from
gentlemen, properly so called, is very marked.
At present the meetings of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's committees are more used
as mediums for big advertising than for any
other purjjose ; it is tiuite certain that this was
not the original aim or raisoii d'etre of these

meetings, but as there is hardly any inducement
for any jiersoiis liut nurserymen to send their

flowers, A'c. , amateurs have practically ceased

doing so, tho notable exceptions being Orchid
growers.

Some people are now endeavouring to get

up a siiuriouH excitement about tho society's

greatest incubus -Chiswick, and to indulge to

tlie fullest extent tliis liobl)y, tliey would de-

prive the London Fellows of any advantages in

the way of floral meetings unless they were pro-

pared forsooth to go to Chiswick - a most in-

convenient and melancholy locality -where it is

proposed to concentriito all the society's work

!

A meeting of tlie Fellows was specially called

lor the considei'.'ition of tlie Chiswick ([uestion

and gave no uncertain decision. The move-

ment in consequtnce has been for the present

"scotched," not killed, the party interested

being a noi.sy and persistent, if not an influential,

one. If the point be eventually carried, it will

inevitably result in a large secession of Fellows.

There is no doubt that Chiswick requires to

be treated, and promptly, in a much more
liberal manner, otherwise the sooner it is handed
over to the tender mercies of Kew the better.

At present it is in a pitiable state, decay and
dilapidation being on all sides too visible, not
by any fault of its weU-known superintendent,

who does his utmost with the limited means
placed at his disi}osal, which means, however, as

they already represent an annual dead loss to

the society of about £1000 per annum, cannot
well be much increased, the society being still in

too precarious a position to indulge in much
beyond actual necessaries.

In regard to this question of expense, an impor-

tant decision was arrived at by the Fellows this

year which maybe of serious import in the future.

It was decided to admit Fellows to most of the

privileges on payment of one guinea, and this

reduction, although it has so far brought an
accession of new members, will also be the

cause of future loss, as many of the existing

Fellows have illiberally taken advantage of the

new bye-lav/s to reduce their subscriptions.

Now, bearing in mind that it is proposed again

to incur the expense of issuing the Journal, and
that other proposals, all of which mean ex-

l>ense, are in view, it may be found that this

payment of one guinea will barely cover the ex-

pense per head of all these scliemes and addi-

tional advantages, so that there will in all

probability be no surplus from guinea Fellows

to meet other outgoings, which are considerable,

and tlie consequent result must be a gradual

return to the financial position of 1887. What
will have to be done then '. Chiswick will have

to be dropped, as it is the "privilege" of the

society which gives the least satisfaction to tho

general body of Follows for the heavy expenses

associated witli it.

Finally, what the society at present is most

urgently in need of is a spirit of enterprise in

its management. It requires to be judiciously

advertised. Splendid meetings, such as that

held last year, and which, probably, will beheld

annually in the future at the Inner Temple
Gardens, are of more value in keeping the

Roy.al Horticultural Society before tlie world

than dozens of meetings at the Drill Hall,

where the greatest uncertainty at all times

exists as to whether there will be any dis-

play of flowers -worth a visit. More practical

men, and of high business as well as social

standing, should be on the council— men
whose constant aim would bo the advance-

ment of the society and the interests of horti-.

culture, not the ventilation of [ict hobbies.

The (piestion to bo solved is not " what can we
save?" ,as that-, is neither the (nd nor aim of

either life or of the Roy.al Horticultural Society,

but, " How can we attract attention to our

society, and thereby, gcttiug a large accession

of Fellows, make money, and thus be enabled

to benefit horticultural interests .'" These (lues-

tions would be more easily, rapidly, and satis-

factorily answered and results acconqilished by

one man in control- as at Manchester, wliero

Mr. Itruce Findlay lias sliown the llojal Horti-

cultural Society an excellent example - than by a

system of management sucli as the present and

past has been ; and this tho Fellows and council

will probably discover in tinu', but possibly too

late to bo of any practical u.se.— C. .1. (iRAHAME.

There is no doulrt whatever that this society

has of late years been a failure, and its only chance
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of success is for us to go back to first principles, and,

while welcoming the trader and the botanist, the

management must be vested in the hands of gentle-

men and their gardeners, as was originally the case.

The idea of granting medals and other awards to

nurserymen for attending to their own business is

a wrong one altogether. The very modern practice

of allowing tradesmen to solicit orders and to

annoy visitors with their lists and catalogues at our
floral exhibitions is a disgrace to any horticultural

society, and should not be for a moment tolerated

by the Royal Horticultural Society of England.
If the Horticultural Society cannot hold its own
as representative of the gentlemen of England and
their gardeners, it can do nothing. H it cannot lift

up and refine the gardener, its functions are past.

Its true mission is with garden owners and gar-

deners first and always, and if it can do these any
true service, the traders may safely be left to take

care of themselves.—A Gardener.

The Scientific Committee.—Kindly allow
nie to sa.v, in response to Mr. Henslow, that ray

former note had no reference to science generally,

but only to the " scientific " committee of South
Ken.sington, although it is not a bad move on Mr.
Henslow's part to attempt to identify his com-
mittee with the achievements of science and then
defend it from that point. The committee clearly

did not know the common fact that under certain

ch-cumstances of age and situation Oak timber gets

disintegrated, as it were, in its tissues, and becomes
unfit for purposes where strength and elasticity are

wanted, and Professor Wai'd was in the same fix,

although he was getting near it, but the " granular "

appearance so common in sawn-up old Oak and
other timber appeared to be new, even to him.

—

S.iWMILL M.\N.

"Scientists" and others.— It is all very

well for Mr. Henslow to claim the art of hybridising

on the part of the scientists (Grew, 1628—1711), but
the Arabs knew it centuries before, and it was
their usual practice to cut the male spadices of the
Date Palm and carry them long distances to their

groves of fruit-bearing (female) trees. The " scien-

tific " botanists actually opposed hybridising, and
even in our own time, too, an Exeter surgeon,

Mr. Harris, put Dominy up to the method only
thirty or forty years ago. Even then many
botanists threw cold water on the practice, affect-

ing to be afraid of the confusion that would ensue.

Scientists, as a class, oppose all truth and light

unless they come through windows of their own
contriving. No science, no philosophy, no human
understanding can have any real aim beyond the
one great question of what is right and what is

wrong, i.e., between truth and untruth.—CuR.iTOE.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

A pretty arrangement is pink Hyacinths and
Lilies of the Valley. Such an eifect may be seen in

the greenhouse at Kew.

Laehenalia Nelsoni.—Flowers of this beau-
tiful Lachenalia come from Mr. Allan, of Gunton.
The colour is a clear golden yellow. It is the finest

of its class.

Irish King Daffodil comes from Mr. Hartland,
(f Cork. He has it flowering both under glass and
out of doors. It is a trumpet variety with a rich
yellow chalice, paler segments, and sweet fragrance.

Dendrobium crassinode Barberianum is

a well-marked form of the type, over which it has
great advantages. Its flowers are largt r, more
massive, and the stems stouter. The colour ia also
richer. We have few more beautiful DendroVen than
crassinode and its progeny. The type and Barberi-
aanra are in bloom at Kew.

Freesias at Kew.—A'i'iitors to Kew should n^t
miss feeing the group of F. refracta alha and P.
Leichtlini in the greenhouse at Kew. The plants are
well grown, and produce a mass of flowers that
set nfc the house. We should like to see more of the
easily grown Freesias in private gardens. A cohtured
plate of them was given in The G.vrhen for July 29,

1882.

Orchids and the fog.—A curious efieot of the re-

ceot fogs is seen on a large spike of Phala;nops;a Schil-

leriana at Kew. The fog came when the flowers were
in bud, and just caught the sepals. These are all pale

brownish in colour, and have a singular appearance
against the unharmed petals and lip. The damage to

Orchids by fogs this season has been enormous.

Daffodils in pots.—We are reminded of the

beauty of Daffodils when grown in pots by a small
collection now flowering in the alpine house at

Kew. The varieties comprise the early pallidus

prfficox, incomparabilis, aurantius plenus, double
Golden Phoenix, obvallaris (Tenby Daffodil), Leedsi,

Campernelle Jonquil, N. gloriosus, and the lovely

white Hoop - petticoat Narcissus (N. corbularia

monophyllus).

Platyclinis uncata is one of the finest of its

genus. Dcndrochilum uncatum is perhaps the name
under which gardeners will know it best. It re-

minds one of P. filiformis, and has a decided grace,

especially when the plant is well furnished with
the numerous slender greenish yellow pendent ra-

cemes. It is in bloom at Kew, and is one of the

introductions of the Messrs. Low, who found it in

the Malaj-an Archipelago and Philippine Islands.

Iris reticulata from Gunton Park.—Mr.
Allan, of Gunton Park Gardens, Norfolk, sends a

few blooms of the A'iolet-scented I. reticulata,

gathered from plants grown in pots with little or

no forcing. The colour was far richer and the

fragrance more powerful than in those flowers from
the open. At Gunton the netted Iris is also planted

largely in the grounds, and found proof against

rabbits. Why do not more use it in the wild

garden ? It is the most beautiful of all early Irises.

Lycaste Barringtoniae is a species introduced

from Jamaica as far back as 1790, and figured in

the B. R., 120(j, under the name of Maxillaria

ciliata. It resembles L. lanipes, and is one of

those handsome Orchids that have become as rare

as if only recently introdviced. A plant now in

bloom at Kew has large deep green pseudo-bulbs, at

the base of which rise the flowers on a single stem.

They are about as large as those of lanipes, greenish

yellow in colour, with broad sepals and less con-

spicuous petals and lip. It is worth growing, and
is stated in some books to flower in spring.

The Vanilla is fruiting well at Syon House,
Brentford. In a house devoted largely to Bananas
there is a specimen that has covered the glass par-

tition between the compartments. One plant

that is less shaded than the others fruits most
freely, although the Vanilla does not as a rule

bear well, and it is essential to artificially fertilise

the flowers. Several bunches of the long Bean-
like pods have been recently gathered for flavour-

ing. This Orchid reminds us of the late Mr. John
Woodbridge, who knew well how to manage it.

This cannot be said of everyone who has at-

tempted its cultivation.

Chrysanthemums at the National Chrysan-
themum Society's mid-winter exhibition onWednes-
day and Thursday week were not, as may be seen

from our report, of much account ; but nobody
expected any other results, as the fogs and cold

have done their work of destruction. There was a
marked absence of incurved flowers, and this was
surprising, as Princess Teck is exceptionally late,

nor were there many flowers of such varieties as

Fulton and others we know. There was a pre-

ponderance of Gloriosum and the ugly W. and G.

Drover. Considering what the plants have had
to undergo the last few weeks, it is astonishing

that an exhibition of so large an extent could have
been got together. The coming year promises to

be as interesting to the Chrysanthemum grower as

the past has been, and the centenary of the flower

to be celebrated in Is'.lO ought to be a great event

in the history of horticulture.

Hybrid Phalsenopsids are now five in number,
and not the least beautiful is P. Rothschildiana

that was shown last Tuesday at Westminster. We
have to thank Mr. Scden, of the firm of Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, for this and the remain-

ing four. It is a hybrid between P. Schillorian.i

and P. aphrodite (amabilis, Lindl.), and shows the

character of its first-named parent in the lip, and

the amabilis type in the white sepals and petals.

The first to appear was P. Harrietae, then Roth-

schildiana, intermedia, F. L. Ames, John Sedcn,

and, lastly, Leda. One of the most beautiful of all

is Harriets;, a cross between grandiflora and viola-

cea, two distinct parents, more so than in the case

of Rothschildiana. The flowers of P. Harrieta;,

though small, have retained the exceptional beauty

of violacea, and we hope to have similar crosses that

will produce distinct results. Hybrid Phalfenopsids

so far are few in number, but we prize what there

are, and anticipate still richer treasures from the

Chelsea nursery now that the early crosses are

commencing to bloom.

Rock Cress (Arabis procurrens).—Both the

green and variegated forms of this are extremely

useful winter plants for the rockery. I find them
quite indispensable, the green one for flowers, and

the other for the bright little patches of colour. The
common green-leaved form is certainly a remark-

able plant. I never remember seeing it without

flowers, and though these may be rather insigni-

ficant, still 'they are produced in such quantities as

to attract attention. The other we grow chiefly for

its foliage, which is very handsome. We never

allow it to flower, as this seems to affect the varie-

gation, and the plants sometimes become grefu

altogether. It creeps over the stones, &c., making
fine silvery drapery, which is always welcome in

dull weather.—K.

The Venice Mallow (Hibiscus Trionum).

—

This very beautiful plant seems widely distributed

or naturalised everywliere in tropical and subtropicf.1

lands. I saw it in great beauty growing on the hot

shingly reaches and on old river beds in Bormo
some years ago, and its beauty, as seen under a

blazing sun, could not well be described. Celosia

argentea now and then bore it company, and I have

no doubt but that the seeds of both were washed
about by the floods which occur during the rainy

season, especially in the vicinity of the great moun-
tains. I also saw it growing with a species of

Datura on rubbish heaps near the Dusan villages,

and with it Rubus rosajfolius fruiting luxuriantly

—

the single-flowered type, not the double form now
often met with in greenhouses, and even in the open

air in Ireland near the sea.—F. W. BuRBIDGE.

liilium polyphyllum. — In July, 1887, you

printed a note from me on this Lily then bloom-

ing in our Wisley garden with thirteen flowers and
buds on a stem 5 feet 5 inches high. I asked for

information from any reader who had seen the Lily

flowering at home in" India. Several of your readers

were good enough to give their experience. 1 have

just received some additional information on a card

from Mr. Grifiith, of Kotagiri, Nilgiris, who says :

" You mention having thirteen blossoms of L. poly-

phyllum on one stem. I have never here had more

than three, but another correspondent to whom
I sent bulbs tells me he has had nine fine blooms

on a stem. L. polyphyllum likes to be covered

with snow for two or three months in the year, and

here it only blooms, as it wore, under protest,

though it grows well if protected from sun. Mr.

Huftelen, of New York, tells me also one of my
L. polyphyllum bulbs gave him nine blooms on a

stem.'"—George F. Wilson.

Primula obconica and floribunda.—When
these plants wltc first introduced, it was thought

that they might prove hardy in the open air, willi

or even without a glass co\ering. After two years'

trial, however, it is a waste of labour and a certain

method of getting rid of the plants to try them
at least within the area of the London fogs. P.

obconica is much hardier than floribunda, and weie

the atmosphere in winter not so damp and stagnant it

might survive, but, so far. it has been quite a failure.

The very least of their requirements is a_dry house,

such as suits Cape plants, with just suflicient hii.t

to keep frost at bay. We also tried them in a cold

frame, and these vvere. if anything, in a worse con-

dition than those in the open, owing, doubtless, to

the closer atmosphere: the flowers, as w(dl as the

leaves, get covered with nuudd, and damp off in

great numbers.—K.

Hyacinthus azureus.—This fine bulb, though

of only recent introductiiui, has got fairly well

spread" through gardens, but v.'ill probablyl^hardly
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be appreciated as it truly deserves until it can be
had in quantity. It is just now beginning to throw
up its lovely spikes of azure flowers— a welcome
sight out of doors just now when most things seem
dormant. It forms a connecting link between the
Hyacinth proper and the Grape Hyacinth, and is

known in some few gardens still under the name of

Muscari lingulatum. The flower-stem is about the
same length as the broad, strap-shaped, reflexed

leaves; the head dense and conical, the individual

flowers large, and of a very pleasing tint. Bulbs of

this plant were first introduced by Kotschy to the
Vienna Botanic Garden about 1856, and from thence
found their way to our own gardens. It increases

quickly, and as it seeds freely, there can be no
reasonwhy this charming addition to our early spring
flowers should not be as common as the Squills.

Hardy Iiycopodiums. — In summer these
plants are usually overlooked, so common-place do
they appear among their gaily dressed neighbours,
but just now they are not only full of interest, but
are really beautiful as they carpet the ground with
their snake-like branches. These Mosses are easily

grown on peat beds amongst the dwarfer Rhodo-
dendrons, Kalmias, &c., and in such positions one
finds them wild, nestling close up to stems of low
bushes, and in the case of L. alpinum, L. clavatum,
and others, we have found the strongest always in

the very hearts of dense Heather bushes. These
plants are both beautiful and interesting now, and
are very much enhanced at flowering and fruiting
time by their cones of golden pollen.

The cardinal "Willow.—One of the brightest
bits of colour we have ever seen during winter was
lately observed in the nursery of Mr. Slocock at
Woking. In a low-lying and wet portion of the nur-
sery a large breadth of the cardinal Willow is grown
for the supply of shoots for tying. The bark of
this Willow exceeds in brightness that of our native
Dogwood, and the effect of a mass is very telling.

From all parts of the nursery, and from the hills

above, quite half a mile away, the cardinal Willow
was conspicuous. Apart from its use, this Willow
should certainly be largely planted for ornament.
It should be planted wherever there is a lake, and
for fringing a small stream it would be equally
as useful. Probably it would not be so effective in
a large state, but even if planted for ornament the
shoots could be cut annually, as they would prove
very useful for tying.

Crocus ISBvigatus.—A pretty species near to
C. Tourneforti, but abundantly distinct in the
flowers, which vary from white to lilac, variously
and distinctly feathered with purple markings. It
usually flowers with us from about the end of
October to near Christmas, but just now, with the
present open weather, it is as gay as ever, and will
last some time yet. This is a very hardy species,
and well worth planting in quantity, as with every
spell of open weather the fresh blooms shoot up
like Mushrooms, and give no end of pleasure even
in midwinter. Near to this is the rare C. Cambes-
sedesi, a smaller plant, but so free-flowering as
to warrant its being grown in qviantity if corms can
be had. It flowers usually from October to No-
vember, but those ]jlanls play all kinds of freaks
under cultivation, and we are now just having the
first of the Cambessedesi flowers. C. Korolkowi has
also made a mistake. It usually flowers about the
middle of February, but this year the flowers opened
about Christmas, and are now in full beauty.—K.

.
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.—Tlie liftieth annual general meeting was held on

Wednesday last jit Simpson's, Strand, for the elec-
tion of otfiecrs for tlio present year and to receive
th(! report of the committee. The report and balance
sheet were read by Mr. Cutler, the seci'etary, and
both show that this institution is in a healthy con-
dition. Fourteen pensioners more will now benefit
by the fiinds, five l)eing placed on by ri'ason of
their having subserilied from seventeen lo forty
year.^. They were Mr. John Allen, of Comiitoii
Bas.sctt; Mrs. E. K. Amos, of Widmore, Bromley;
Mr. W. Binder, of Kugeley

; Mr. .7. Harris, of Lich-
field; and Mr. J. Milcliinson. cjf Truro. Tlie eleeted
candiilates were .John Slowe, W. llolah, Helen W.
Lessells, Margaret Malcolm, George Head, C. Robin-

son, Elizabeth Kcmber, Sarah Naylor, and Charlotte
Newell.

Winter Heliotrope.—This fragrant flower is

almost the only thing in the garden that one can
gather for the house, if we except a few straggling
Christmas Roses or a bloom or two of the blue
winter Windflower that the mild weather of the
last two or three days has tempted out. Petasites

fragrans is an excellent plant for naturalising in

the wild garden, as it is too coarse for the border
and increases rapidly to the injury of other subjects
of a less vigorous constitution. The purplish white
flowers are delightfully fragrant, more so than
those of the plant from which it takes its popular
name. It is the best plant now in the Royal Horti-

cultural Gardens at Chiswick, where it has been
establi.shed for many years.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.
Cuttings that were inserted during last month
and are intended to be grown for the production of

large blooms or otherwise will now, for the most
part, be struck. Attention should now be given
them to prevent them becoming drav\m up weakly,
as this is most injurious to their future welfare.

Weakly grown, attenuated plants cannot make such
strong specimens as those well attended to in the

earlier stages of growth. The results, if caused by
inattention at this stage of the plant's growth,
cannot afterwards possibly be satisfactory. It is at

this time that careful attention reaps its own
reward. Cuttings have not struck so readily this

season as in the past one, owing to their weak state

in many instances when severance from the jilant

took place. In many instances they present a

sickly appearance far from healthy ; the dull, sun-

less weather, too, is all against their rapid recovery.

Therefore any attention that can be given them
now will be time well spent. The cuttings where
inserted singly in small pots and placed under
hand-lights or a propagating case in a cool house
should be turned carefully out of the pot, and if

the roots are visible around the side of the ball of

soil they should be stood in a light by themselves
to receive more air. Those in which the roots are

not visible should be placed by themselves, that

they may be kept close for a few days longer until

roots are more freely formed. The lights should
be taken off these latter every morning for an hour
to dispel condensed moisture, again wiping the
glass dry in the evening ; this treatment preserves

a sweet atmosphere and prevents to a great extent
d.'imping of the points of the shoots and leaves.

Those cuttings placed together in a separate light to

receive air daily should be watered carefully, suiBcien t

only being given to keep the soil moist. The frame
should be tilted a little, increasing the air daily if the
leaves of the plants do not flag until the lights can
be removed altogether. Allow sufficient space
between each jjlant that the leaves of one do not
overlap those of the other. Some growers strike

the <'uttings in a. cold frame pricked out in sandy soil

over a layer of dccomi^osed leaves, first filling the

frame nearly full of leaves to bring the cuttings

near to the glass. This is a capital plan where
provision can be made to exclude frost and when a

suitable place in a cool house is not available or

h;md-lights are otherwise engaged. This method
of striking the cuttings may b(^ pnietised more
largely in the .south of England than in the
northern parts, as usually the frosts .at this season
of the year arc neither so keen nor so long con-
tinued. As the cuttings show signs of growth air

should be gradually given them until the lights can
be entirely removed feu- a short time in the middle
of ,a fine day.

Where the cuttings are struck lliree or four
together in a ])iit — this jiracUice, Jiowevi'r, I do nnl

recommend—they, as soon as well rooted, should be
sejiarated .and ])olted singly into small pots and
kept close fiU' a few days until the roots commence
to run into the new soil. I notice I hat a goodly
number of cuttings this season look a.s if they
would soon develop a flower-bud, and where this

occurs the point of the cutting should be removed
at once, giving an opportunity for new growth to

spring from the eyes below. When the cuttings
develop this early bud formation it is much better
to discard such if others of the same sorts are
.avail.able, as there is a likelihood of such forming
better plants than those which form buds so early.

This early bud formation is often caused by taking
the cuttings direct from the stem of the old plants.
Provision will shortly be needed for the plants
near to the glass directly they will stand the lights

being taken off entirely without flagging. No
better place can be found for them than on a shelf

suspended from the rafters of the house from
which the frost is excluded. In this way, the
plants being nearer the top of the house, more air

is able to play about them than if they were stand-
ing on the stages, .and consequently some distance
from the glass. In such a house as that described
they are much better than in one where much heat
is employed, growth being more steady and solid.

If the house is not provided with shelves, temporary
ones can easily be put up by suspending them from
the rafters by means of stout galvanised wire and
screws or nails. The shelves may be about 9 inches
wide, according to circumstances, and on each side

there should be a groove to run the water off to one
end. Any plants standing underneath the Chrysan-
themums are not then splashed by the water given
to those overhead. On the shelves the plants should
not be crowded, as it is far better, instead of growing
so many that overcrowding has to be resorted to, to

confine the number to a reasonable limit. A daily

examination of each pot should be m,ade to ascer-

tain if water is needed ; the pots being small and
the plants receiving more air, they become dry
sooner than when standing in the handlights;
therefore extra attention is needed to supply them
with water as required.

Chrysanthemum gloriosum has proved the
best late variety this season, and occurred more
often at the recent National Chrysanthemum
Society's show at Westminster than any other. It

was first shown by Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons,

Chelsea, at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, Nov. 9, 1886, and certificated. It is a
flower of true Japanese character, average size, and
with long, slightly twisted florets of a clear yellow
colour. Everyone who grows late Chrysanthemums
should h.ave a, few plants of gloriosum.

Chrysanthemum Moonlight.— I am afraid
" H., Sandwich "

(p. 10), is by no means alone in

his experience with this variety. At one time I

fully expected it would prove to be a very service-

able late variety, lasting, say, for .another month or

two. At Christmas we cut several fine blooms fit

for exhibition, and these were much admired, both
in wreaths and on the dinner-table, but all the late

buds are either "abortive or deformed," and the

plants wall be cut down accordingly. It is very
doubtful if Moonlight will ever be nuich grown
either for exhibition or for conserv.atory decoration,

and certainly not for marketing pvirposes.—I.

Chrysanthemum Jersey Nugget.—An idea
seems to have gained currency that Jersey Nugget
and Temple of Solomon are one and the same va-

riety. Such, however, is not the ease, as they are

dislinct both in colour and also in tlie form of

the flowers. Jersey Nugget is ,a fine, full, regularly

recurved Japanese variety, but Tenqile of Solonwn,
as I have alw.ays seen it and also grown it, is an
ordinary refle.xeil variety, with tlu^ jietals in the

eentreot the liloom, and very erect when the flower

is fully grown. Another distinction, and one that

m.akes Jersey Nugget a decided gain, is that it is

a grand late variety, for when subjected to similar

treatment it is quite five weeks later than Temple
of Solomon .and keeps in good condition well into the

new year. -HuilBEUT I'.\RKEU, La Ilmufite Jiot'K,

St.. John's, Jersey.

Chrysanthemum M. A. Le Moult.—I am
not ill a po.sitioii t*) say if this variety numoJ on
p. ."lill (Vol. XX.XIV.) is the same as that scut here in

1885. i'oaeibly it may bo. The present is the first

season that it has uome imdor notice in a manner
worthy to be claieel amongst the new varieties.—E. M.
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PEAK JARGONELLE.
We give an illustration of a Pear that is uni-

versally admitted to be one of the most agreeably
flavoured of all the early varieties. It is in-

cluded in our list of "Early Pears,'' and
ample evidence of its value will be found in

The Garden of 1888, Vol. XXXIII,, where
growers from Scotland, Ireland, and England
write of its merits. Mr. Barker, Hindlip Gar-
dens, Worcester, says: "No other variety can

be compared with Jargonelle in its season.

Some take exception to it on account of its

tendency to decaj- at the core before ripening.

No early Pear is exempt from this fault, and
the Jai-gonelle is not a greater delinquent in

this respect than many other August and Sep-
tember varieties. We have a large tree of Jar-

gonelle on a south wall, and in some seasons I

have noticed this disposition to decay before

ripening. The Jargonelle succeeds best when
trained to the side of a house, or on the gable
end of a building where there is ample room

1600, and without doubt before, it bore this name
at Orleans, as may be seen from the catalogue that

was publislied in 1628 by the Procurcur du Roi, Le
Lectier, of the trees of its remarkable orchard,

established towards the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury at Orleans. At page 4 of this small treatise

may be found, classed among the fruits ripening

during July or at the beginning of August, the Pear
" d'Espargue." But even before 1600 one can prove

the existence of this Pear in another part of France,

at the port of Dieppe. The following passage taken
from an article, inserted in 1842 in the second
volume of the Bulletin dc la Socicte d' Horticulture
de Itouen, shows that it had been already propa-
gated there in 1580 :

—

" There exists in the garden of M. Mengnot, at

PoUet, outside thetown of Dieppe (Seine-Inferieure),

an espalier Pear tree, the oldest and largest that

probably can be found in Eurojie. This is a tree

of the Pear Cueillette or Epargne, grafted on the

free stock ; it is planted against a wall 8 metres
high and in a clayey soil. The stem is 1 metre in

thickness ; each lateral branch is 70 centimetres in

diameter ; it is 30 metres in width, and is in a

southern exposure. Its growth is vigorous, and the

tree bears each year from 3000 to 4000 Pears. Its

date of planting, written on a stone placed in the

corruption of Poire d'Espagne (vol. xi., p. 142). This

opinion has recently influenced one of our pomolo-

gists, w-ho, adopting it, has supposed that this Pear

came originally from the north of Spain. To us

these two opinions are inadmissible. The Pear

that since 1628 Le Lectier called 'Espargne'—

a

word then synonymous with treasure—must be of

French origin, and have come either from Orleans

or Normandy, its common name in the last men-
tioned province being Cueillette. Our idea is also

that of M. Jahn, one of the most competent Ger-

man authors on the same subject (see ' Illustrirtes

Handbuch der Obstkunde,' 1860, vol. xi., p. 195,

No. 86). No Pear tree better deserved than this

such flattering names which in our day it still fully

justifies, since in 1858 M. Decaisne wrote in the

first volume of his -Jardin Fruitier du Museum,'
' L'Epargne is very abundant in the Paris markets,

where choice fruits of it are generally sold at

25 francs the hundred ; ' and in 1866 M. Mas, pub-

lisher of the ' Orchard,' said, in describing it, ' I

have known a tree of this variety the crop of which

often realised as much as 120 francs.'

"

Let us add, in conclusion, that among the other

names of this Pear, Grosse Cuisse-Madame is one

of them. We have described the name Grosse Cuisse-

Madame among the synonyms of Epargne, this

I'ear Jargonelle. Eugraved for The Garden, from fruit sent by Mr. Barker, Hindlip Oardons.

for extension, for, being a strong gi'ower, it is

impatient of the knife, and not until the tree

has covered considerable space and the spurs
have become ohl will good crops result. By far

the finest samples of this variety which I have
seen were from two very old trees in a Sufl'olk

garden. I have assisted in gathering bushels of

tine Pears from these grand old trees. This
kind when grown in difl'erent aspects will pro-
duce a good succession. Only once have I seen
it growing as a standard, and in this instance

the tree was carrying a good crop. We have
two bush trees here which bear freel}', but the
fruit is smaller thau from those grown against
the walls. Our trees are all on the Pear stock.

Judging from the number of dishes of Jargo-
nelle exhibited at the horticultural .shows in this

locality, it is deservedly popular." The follow-
ing particulars from Leroy's " Dictionnaire
de Pomologic" may be interesting to many :

—

This Pear has good right to be considered one of
the oldest in the French pomology. Our gardeners
have cultivated it for about four centuries. Its

first name appears to be that under which it is still

known in France to-day—Poire d'Epargne. Since

wall, was 15S0, in the reign of Henry III. The
property whore it was found planted was formerly

a hospital. This venerable tree is taken care of

by the owners, so that even now a long life is

assured it."

Evidently we have here the origin of the Pear
Epargne, and also jjrobably one of the first fruit

trees that has been grown as an espalier. At the

same time it is believed that if it was really planted

in 1580 on the wall on which it now grows, it was
only towards 1600 that it was trained in the form

of a true esp.alier, of which the origin in our country

goes back only to the beginning of the seventeenth

century; thus it appears in the lists given in our

first volume, p. 57, of the history of the Pear. Tliis

tree was found exactly in the province where the

espalier was well known, since the Abb^ le Gcndre,

Cur^ of Henonville, near Rouen, was, as we have

stated elsewhere (vol. i., pp. 57, 58), the oldest and
most celebrated advocate of this method of tree

culture.

Poiteau, w-ho died in 1854, said in his "Cours

d'Horticulture," edition of 1853:

—

"After having looked for a long time for a reason-

able meaning for the word Epargne in the ' Poire

d'Epargne,' I have thought that this word was a

Pear having borne it for a long time and in diffe-

rent countries ; but here we ought to inform the

reader that in 1600 there was cultivated at Orleans,

according to Le Lectier (catalogue of 1628, p. 17),

a Pear tree originally of Moulins, and called Ccr-

teau-Madame, or Grosse Cuisse-Madame. Nevei-

theless, as its fruits ripen in December, said this

author, it was proved that it was entirely different

from Epargne ; our efforts to find it again have

been futile. Let us also remember that for a

number of years L'Epargne has been grown in

Aujou as La Cuisse-Mad.-uue, and we refer those

who wish for more detailed explanations on this

subject to pp. 606, 608 of vol. i., where this last-

mentioned variety is described.

Pear Josephine de Malines.—I do not think

there is any late keeping Pear that is more deserving

of extended cultivation than this, for it is one of

the hardiest trees that we have, and grows, if any-

thing, too freely in poor soil, where many other

sm-ts make but I'ittlc progress. Although it prows

freely it does not make coarse wood, but of the

light size for making fruit buds, and what is of

the utmost importance is that it succeeds just as

well as an open bush or pyramid as on a wall,
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which is more than can be said of many other late

kinds. In fact, we get the best flavoured fruit

from our bush trees. There is yet another reason

why we prize the kind highly, as the fruits hang
so tightly on the trees, that even our October gales

do not dislodge them, and as they must be left on
the tree as late as possible, this is a great advan-

tage. If the frosts keep off we leave this kind out

until November, and a slight frost will not harm
the fruits, as the trees are remarkable for their

full leafage, and on bushes they are well covered.

In pruning we leave a good many of the small

twig-like shoots, for tliey form bunches of flowers at

the ends, and generally set clusters of fruits that

need thinning to allow them to swell up to a full

size. It is not a large Pear, but of fair medium
size, and when fully ripe is of delicious flavour. The
great point is to get tliem fully ripe, as they turn

yellow and look ripe weeks before they are fit for

the table. If the fruit room is very cold at this

time of year, put a few in a box and set them in a
warm house to finish off.—J. G. H.

STANDARD PEAKS FOR BRITAIN.

1. BEURRE SUPERFIN.
2. MARIE LOUISE.
3. DOYENNE DU COMICE.
4. WINTER NELIS.
5. JOSEPHINE DE MALINES.
6. EMILE D'HEYST.
7. GLOU MORCEAU.
8. THOMPSON'S.
9. BERGAMOTTE D'ESPEREN.

10. ALEXANDRE LAMBRE.
11. NOUVELLE FULVIE.
12. OLIVIER DE SERRES.
13. COMTE DE LAMY.

Early Pears.— Citron des Cannes, Doyenn^ d'Ete, Wil-
liams' Bon Cliretien, Beurr6 Giffard, Jargonelle, Seckel.

Oookin? Pears. — Catillac, Uvedalc'a St. Germain,
Gilogil, Bcllissime d'Hiver.

Perry Pears.—Taynton Squasti, Thorn Pear, Barland,
Yellow Huffcap, Moorcroft, Longlands, Chiseley Green,
Aylton Red, Red Pear, Rock Pear, Dymoek Red, Oldfleld
Butt, Holmer, Red Fear, Rock, Bosberry Bcarlet, Lumber-
Bkulls Marden.

PROTECTING FRUIT TREE STEMS.

Wherbvbe hares and rabbits abound and have
access to orchards or plantations of young fruit

trees, it is necessary to in some way protect their

stems from the injury which is almost sure to be
inflicted upon them by these animals as soon as

severe or wintry weather sets in. Although hares

and rabbits are now much less numerous in most
localities than was formerly the case, still one
hare gaining access to an orchard of young Apple
and Pear trees will in a single night manage to re-

move the bark from the stems of a large portion of

the trees. It is not an unusual practice to paint or

smear the stems of such trees with some noxious

mixture of various ingredients which may for a
time afford the necessary protection to the bark of

the stems, but this in tlie course of time wears or

gets washed otf liy the rain, and the stems are con-

sequently left exposed. The stems of the trees are

also often smeared with gas tar, but this, as may
be .supposed, inflicts serious injury upon the trees,

and may be regarded as a cure little, if at all,

better than the disease.

A plan I have found to be very effective, and
whicli will last for several years, is that of sur-

rounding tlie steins witli a thin covering of reeds or

carefully drawn wheat or rye straw, this being
secured to the stems to the necessary height and
fastened in several places by strong string, which
together with the reeds or straw simuld be well

smeared with tar, taking care that tliis <lo(;s not in

any instance come in contact with tlic linrk, nor
should the application of this to the straw be sucli

as to entirely cover tlie surface, and tlnis exclude
the air from the stems. As has been said, tliis pro-

tection will last for several seasons, but in order to

keep it perfectly effective, it is advisable to annually

re-smear the straw or reeds, and the best time to

do this is towards the commencement of winter.

Another plan is that of wrapping hay-bands around
the stems to the necessary height, and to daub or

smear them with tar. P. G.

VINE ROOTS, CONFINED OR
UNCONFINED.

In an article upon Grape culture (p. 593, last

volume), "J. C. B." speaks of the simple way
in which this fruit is now cultivated as a "dis-

tinguishing mark," and goes on to say tliat " the

drainage, &o., of Vine borders may still lie

practised in some private gardens, but that the

modern method of culture does away with such

cumbrous devices." Now, does "J. C. B.
'

mean to say that tlie necessity for draining and

Xireparing Vine borders has ceased to exist in

the majority of private gardens, and that the

Grape can be cultivated as well, and brought to

as great a state of perfection, without such

expedients I I for one wish that it were so, but

from experience and observation, I must ditt'er

considerably from such a view of the case.

There is, I admit, a wide dift'crence between the

market gardener and the gentleman's gardener,

that is, in the conditions under which he culti-

vates his crops. Before embarking his capital

in such a venture as Grape growing on a large

scale, the grower for market, as "J. C. B.

"

truly observes, looks about for a suitable

locality, where the soil and subsoil are of the

right nature, and likewise tlie position one of the

best. If he be fortunate enough to obtain what
he desires, his system of culture is, no doubt,

simple enough. If, on the other hand, he

is unable to secure a soil and situation in every

respect adapted to the requirements of the

roots of the Vine, he will do well to provide a

staple of the right character, and efficiently

drained, for their reception. If not, the chances

are that his crop will prove a failure, in which

case he can then replace the Vines with Roses,

Tomatoes, and other remunerative crops, and
probably fare none the worse in the end.

The private grower, however, is liandieapped

by various adverse circumstances over which he

has no control. In the first place, lie takes

cli.arge of a garden, very rarely of his own
designing or making, very often situated in one
of the worst positions for fruit growing, and
badly supplied with water and other necessaries.

Nevertheless, liere he is expected to produce

all kinds of fruit in perfection, the most im-

portant generally being Grapes, and if one

method of culture fails he must adopt another

until he succeeds. Fortunate, indeed, is he if

placed in a locality where Vine borders need no
draining and concreting, as his labour will then

be greatly diminished. Unlike tlie market
grower, he cannot substitute another crop, as

Grapes are all-important.

I am fully alive to the fact that Grapes of

the highest quality are produced by Vines

wliose roots are rambling at their own sweet

will, but these instances occur more by chance

than design, and against them must bo set

down numerous failures, for the roots of the

Vine aro'of such a rambling character, that tliere

is no limit to their extension. A large porti<in

can, no doubt, be induced to remain at home
and near to the surface by paying strict atten-

tion to tlnur requirements in the matter of

watering, manuring, iVc. The main i ts, liow-

cvcr, will still strike outwards and downwards,

and in nineteen ca.ses out of twenty in time

disastrous results will follow. I liave known
many instances of Vinos being jilantod witlicuit

any arliticial bottom to the borders. All went

well with them for a time until the irresistible

subsoil is well tapped, when signs of mildew,
shanking, yellow and thin foliage and other
evils have manifested themselves. The cause
having been searched for and discovered, the
roots have either to be lifted and the operations

of draining, itc, which ought to have preceded
planting taken in hand, or else the old Vines
have to be uprooted and new ones planted in

their stead, proper precautions being taken
against a repetition of the same evil conse-

quences. Tlie oft recurrence of such cases

should compel intending planters to hesitate

before committing the roots of their Vines to un-
confined borders unless the soil and situation

are above suspicion. From experience I am
convinced that better results are obtained
when the roots are con6ned and under the full

control of the cultivator. I should certainly

prefer having them growing in 50 yards or 00
yards of soil than rambling over an area of half

an acre. Tlie feeders will always be at the ex-

tremities of the roots ; tlierefore, they will be as

numerous in a small, well-managed border as

they wiU when growing without restriction.

Coming to the details of concreting and drain-

ing a space of gi'ound sufficient for the base of a

Vine border, the operations are of the simplest

character, although involving considerable labour
in some places in the beginning. A handy man
can make excellent concrete for the purpose
with fresh lime, broken bricks, or stones, which
should be broken into pieces about an inch
square, and mixed with the lime when newly
slaked and rendered of the consistency of paste.

This mixture should be evenly spread to a thick-

ness of 3 inches or 4 inches upon the bottom of

the border immediately it is well mixed together.

When this has firmly set, a laj'er of rougli mate-
rial, consisting of broken bricks, clinkers, or stone,

should be placed upon it for drainage, the whole
then forming an efl'ective barrier to the descent

of the roots. In regard to the sides of the
border, it matters little whether they are formed
of bricks or turves. I prefer the latter, as they
are easily taken down and re-made. The roots

can then at all times be examined and their

whereabouts determined. Such borders also

offer facilities for renewing a part of tlieni as

occasion requires. The cultivator then never
loses touch of the roots, the whereabouts of

wliich, I contend, to be fairly successful in the

production of good Grapes in the majority of

gardens in this country should be as well known
to the grower as the tops. A. B.\rker.

Striking Apples from cuttings.—Although
not generally practised, there are a good many va-

rieties of Apples that strike root freely if good-sized
liraiiches are cut oft' at this season of the year and
[ilanted rather deeply in the soil, choosing a rather

sliaded place for inserting them. Wlicn we are

winter-pruning our trees, we frequently cut off

good-.sized shoots that, from the upper ones crowd-
ing down upon them, have no longer any chance of

bringing fruit to perfection. Tiie.sc are just the

sort of shoots to insert for making fruiting trees in

a short time ; in fact, they have the necessary buds
already on them, aiul only need the roots to make
a start as fruiting trees at once. We dig (Hit a
trench from 1 foot to 2 feet deep, according to the

size of branches that we have got to insert, and
set the ba.se right on the hard .soil at the bottom of

the trench, then return the soil, treading it very

flrmly. The tops are left full length if not very

long and straggling, aiul if (hey strike they can be
planted out at wider intervals tlu' next autuTiui, but

if not, they are pulled up and used lor lirewooil, so

that there is little loss by tlu^ transaction. Some
v;nielies, especially those of the t'odliu tyjie, soon

strike root, and generally those with a rough bark

iu'c more suitable than those with a clear, shiny
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skin. I have a good many varieties on their own
roots, and hope to get a good many more. If Roses
liave become so common on tlieir own roots, why
not try to get tlie king of fruits on its own roots

too ?—"j. G. H.

APPLE STOCKS AND COLOUR.
In suggesting that there may be on the part of

certain stocks some intimate connection with the

production of colour in Apples, Mr. Crump opens up
a very interesting question— one in reference to

which some of our trade growers might probably

have something to say. But it is certain that we
have almost a wealth of Apples which show high
colour on any stock and under any form of growth
or of culture. All such kinds are naturally outside

the subject of the discussion. What we want to

learn is, under what conditions of culture, as well

as kind of stock, can colour be best obtained in

sorts not habitually given to colour freely. It will be
remembered that I referred to the remarkably high

colour found in Mr. Crump's samples at the Apple
congress of Cox's Orange and Ribston Pippins —sorts

not accustomed to colour; hence these Madresfield

Court examples proved to be so noteworthy. Now,
if Mr. Crump's theory be the correct one, viz., that

seedling Crab stocks from high-coloured sorts pro-

duce the richest colour in the fruits borne on them
after grafting, we ought to find even better colour

produced were we to use Duchess Favourite or

Worcester Pearmaiu as an intermediary stock, work-
ing those on to the high-coloured seedling Crabs
first, and then our Cox's, Ribstons, Kings, &c., on to

those deep-coloured sorts again. But perhaps that

kind of experiment has already been tried, and if

so, will those acquainted with the results give it ?

It is not worth while travelling over beaten paths

experimentally in gardening, but it does seem
doubtful whether we have utilised the method of

double grafting in relation to Apples, especially as

regards the production of colour. But Mr. Crump
gives some details as to culture in relation to prac-

tical root-pruning which lead to the inference that

the checking of deep rooting on the part of the
stocks and the development of surface roots has
very much to do with the production of that rich

colour found in his Apples. But in the west, myriads
of cider Apples are very rich in colour, and many
of these kinds doubtless have been beheaded and
re-grafted with superior varieties not remarkable
for colour production. In all these cases uninten-
tionally experimental, ample evidence should be
found, if sought for, as to the merits or otherwise of

double grafting for the securing of certain desired
results. It may be that the influence of the stock,

whether primary or secondary or both, is seen more
fully on young trees than on old ones. That is a
matter upon which information would be of value.

But we need still a lot of proof that colour is not as

freely produced on Paradise and Doucin stocks as

upon Crab stocks, even if these be seedlings from
liigh-coloured sorts.

When at Mr, Bunyard's nursery last autumn, the
most noticeable feature amongst young breadths
of Apples was found in the new Bismarck, the
fruits of which, thickly studded on the two-year-
old dwarfs, were full of colour and glowing like a
rich sunset. That sort is naturally a good one to

colour, but it was hardly possible to conceive its

being more richly hued on any other stock. Gene-
rally, I think the trade regard the dwarfing stock
as being the best colouring medium, and if it be so,

it does but bear out Mr. Crump's own experience,
that shallow rooting helps in the production of
colour. After all, it is evident that warmth, both
in earth and air, is essential to colour production.
Roots which have struck deep are out of the reach
of sun-heat, but if by the nature of the soil or by
artificial aid they are kept near the surface, then
the sun-heat becomes an important factor in colour
production. We should like to learn from the
North American Apple growers, whose fruits are
so superbly coloured, whether they have so much
of heat atmospherically that they can afford to

permit of deep rooting, or whether they cultivate to
secure shallow rooting also. Perhaps their soils

are better heat-absorbers than our stiff soils are :

perhaps the roots may go to a considerable depth
and still find abundance of virgin loam, for which
we here may look in vain. In any case, the Ameri-
can growers do beat us in the production of colour,

which may be wholly due to climate or only partly

so, the rest being due to methods of cultivation.

We may not ignore the market value of colour—in-

deed, it is the colour which sells inferior Newtown
Pippins, Wealthy, and other American Apples.
There is open before raisers of new Apples, as well

as of growers of Apples generally, an interesting

field of inquiry and of experiment in relation to

the production of colour, but not necessarily of

colour in common colouring kinds. The colour
needed should be found in choice or high class

sorts, in which the richest hues and the finest of

quality should be equally blended. A. D.

FRUIT GROWING.
As this subject is at the present time engaging
attention, the following letter (which appeared
in the Thncs, Jan. 5) from one engaged in the

cultivation and sale of market garden produce
will, no doubt, be interesting: "During the
past ten days I have noticed considerable corre-

spondence in your columns on fruit growing,
more particularly a letter of Mr. T. B. Potter's,

dated Penzance. As Mr. Potter has alluded to

the produce grown in that neighbourhood (about
which, I believe, I have more actual knowledge
than that gentleman), and being the largest

receiver of English and foreign fruit and pro-

duce in this country, perhaps some remarks of

mine of jiositive experience will be more accept-

able to your readers than the theories of many
who have contributed to your columns.

"I have been in business in Covent Garden
Market for twenty years, but have been con-

nected with the market gardens in Cornwall all

my life, and at the present time I carrj' on an
estate there of which the growth of early vege-

tables forms an important item. Now, what
are the actual facts concerning the growth of

vegetables in Cornwall this season I That at

present there is simjjly no outlet for the pro-

duce ; that in many cases it does not realise the

cost of carriage, which is now most reasonable
—35s. per ton for a distance of 320 miles ; that

to my knowledge scores of acres of Broccoli in

Cornwall this season could not be marketed for

the simjile reason that the public would not Iniy

the produce ; in some cases it had to be given

to the cattle, in other cases it was sold to the

pickle makers at whatever price they chose to

give—3s. to 4s. per cwt. Taking the net
weight of the Cauliflower as grown in Cornwall
at from 2 tuns to 2J tons to the acre, this leaves

the ' fine ' sum of about £8 per acre, when the
actual laliour and manure expended on that

acre of Cauliflower amount to more than the

gross result, leaving a loss of rent, rates, and
taxes. I am in a position to state that vege-

table growing during the last four or five yeai'S

has not proved remunerative to anyone con-

cerned in it. And, as regards the ' higher cul

tivation under glass,' had there been ten such
vineries as Mr. Boddy's in the neighbourhocjd

of Land's End, I question whether they would
not have met with the same fate as the Cornish
Broccoli this year. The supply would be greater

than the demand, and the proprietors in en-

deavouring to clear out would be underselling

one another ; there would not be a suthcient

number of tourists (who are the principal

customers at Mr. Boddy's vinerici) to consume
the extra growth ; and to send those Grapes to

this market from that district would prove a

poor speculation. Time was when thousands of

baskets of the Dutcli Hamburgh Grapes came
into this port by each steamer, and were sold

wholesale to the trade at from 6d. to Is. per lb.

At this price it paid the producer to grow the
Grapes ; ljut,Ott'ing to the increased supply from
the Channel Islands and elsewhere, prices have
fallen to from lid. to 4d. per lb., and that in-

dustry in Holland is now becoming extinct. A
few years ago Channel Island Grapes were sold

hero at from lOd. to 2s. Od. per lb. , but, owing to

the increased supplies, prices have this season
fallen to 4d. and 9d. per lb., except for very
choice sorts that have realised lOd. to Is. 3d.

per lb. Even this price does not pay the grower.

"Many of your correspondents who have had
no actual practical experience fancy it is easy to

cultivate all kinds of produce, and that they
have only to put the seed, or the tree, or the
plant in the ground, and IxiuntLful Nature sup-
plies the rest ; and tliat they have only to send
the fruit to market to obtain high prices and
good results. I am afraid, in the first place, if

they started in j^ractice with tliese theories, they
would find their crop a poor one. In the second
place, they would discover they cannot command
a market nor compel the public to purchase.
They forget that markets are governed by the

supply and the demand, and that when the
supply once exceeds the demand, prices imme-
diately fall. They would then be in the same
position as the Cornish market gardener is in at

present—they would not realise sufficient to pay
the labour. Much has been said about foreign

fruit, and comparisons have been made between
that and English fruit. Some people fancy they
have only to send English fruit to market and a
ready sale at high piices follows as a natural

consequence ; but what are the acttial facts ? I

have at the present time in my warehouse
Apples from Herefordshire which cannot be sold

at Is. per bushel ; I have also Apples from Berk-
shire and Oxfordshire which cannot be sold at

2s. 6d. per bushel ; and yet a fortnight ago I

sold American Apples as high as 18s. per bushel,

though I think it only fair to say that plenty of

American Apples are being sold at 3s. per
bushel, and that during the past month of

December I have received no less than 10,500
barrels, representing 50,000 liusheks of Apples
from America. Some of your correspondents

will say that this proves tlieir contention that

these can be grown iu England. Permit me to

inform them that they could not be grown in

England, and that the worst Apple I am at

present receiving from America is superior to

the best of any I am getting from the home
country.

" Your correspondents in this morning's issue

do not seem to be of the same opinion. Mr. H.
Clark, of The Cedars, Denmark HUl, says,
' that as a fruit grower his average rarely falls

below £90 per acre.' I am curious to know
how many acres he grows, and where his

orchards are situated. Mr. Clark states that he
utilises the space between the trees for Straw-
berries and Tomatoes. Does Mr. Clark know
that the actual result of the out-door crop of

Tomatoes in England last season was an entire

failure ?—many places not gathering more than

1 cwt. per acre ; and this has been, more or less,

the experience for several seasons whenever
there h.as been wet in July. And as regards

Strawberries, I am also curious to know the

kind Mr. Clark grows, the quantity, and to what
market he sends them.

"Your correspondent Mr. A. Fuller does not

mention his address, but according to his state-

ment of his two-acre orchard giving a fair crop

for the past nine years at an avi rage of £05 per

acre, I am only remark that I am surprised Mr.
Fuller has not increased his acreage from 2 acres

to 20 acres or even to 200, acres, when such sijlen-

did results accrue. Mr. W, Paul, of Waltham
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Cross, seems to have hit the mark when lie to tlie new large or Essex BuUaoe, as it is termed,
says: 'There is no greater fallacy than to I do not know why it is termed "new" now, as it

suppose that anyone can make a fruit farm '''is been cultivated in Essex gardens for half a
pay ;

' and further on, ' Special knowledge is century at least. It was quite new to me when I

as necessary in the one case as the other ; ' and I entered the service of the late Mr. Whitbourn at

think he is also on the riijht track when he savs ^oxford Hall. There were about forty fine bearing

'that our landowners "should be our fruit
*™es in the large kitchen garden. I ordered some

growers.' It is a weU-known saying among .['r^f, f .'' f "^

".""l
""^^ garden but the ordinary

fruitgrowers that 'the man who plants Pears ! '^'fJl^^.fVT^^
""^^ ?°^'y ^' ^''^' "/^

''f^
iJants for his heirs.' To plant Plums or Apples ' roo s of tle old tre^e?^^lhP ^

'"'''' %T "i„„ 1 J. , „ . . ' 1 r I. i' 1
I

™o''» or tue old trees. Ihey grow very rapidly and
an.l to expect a fair return before the orchai;d soon come into bearing. The fruit lasti on the
IS htteen years old is an expectation that is

,

trees well into November and after the leaves have
iiuite beyond the mark. Any planter of fruit
is aware of this, and to plant fruit trees indi.s-

criminately in land, whatever it may be, would
lie suicidal. I could take your correspondents to
many parts of England and show them districts
where the Plum will not grow. Even in the
far famed west of England and the neighbour-
hood of Penzance they will not grow ; only in
one district throughout the whole of that county
is the cultivation of Plums profitable.

"Mr.Sampson Morgan,with a hardiness worthy
of a better cause, in writing about his small
fruit farms, alludes to the petits adtimdeuis of
Meaux, Seine-et-Mame, and says : 'Not only do
I speak from personal experience, but I refer to
M. E. Bueler, late of Meaux, Seine-et-Marne,
one of these petits cultioateurs,' &c. Pa.ssing
over Mr. S. Morgan's personal experience for
whataver it may be worth, I would point out
that the early vegetables, the primenrs, not
iinly on the London market, but throughout the
whole of the continent of Europe, are all grown

dropped off. The fruit is not nearly so acid as
that of the common variety, and the tree bears
quite freely. There is also a variety named the
Koyal Bullace, which also bears freely. It is a free-
stone of good flavour.—J. Douglas.

PRUNING.
Dense fog allied to thick hoar-frost on the trees
are elements not conducive to comfort when en-
gaged in pruning. StiU, it is a time when little
else can be done amongst hardy fruits, except get-
ting some form of dressing on to the soil. But
amidst bushes and where trees are thickly planted,
the work of pruning and thinning must be done
before the dressing can be applied, much less dig-
ging be carried out. Therefore, fog or hoar-frost,
the pruning and thinning must go on. But whilst
such elements soon pass away, a good deal of sharp
dry frost remains, and as frost is usually of an
exhilarating nature, there is much that is very
enjoyable in pruning and thinning, especially
amongst thick orchard tree;es. Of course, were this

.
. . „ thinning done with regularity, dense growth would

by these pctits cidtivateurs, and they are forced never be found on trees, but few forms of labour in
expressly to come into the markets at a period
when no other country is able to supply them
at that particular time. These petits cultivateurs
have a system of their own, in which they are
g'eitly favoured by the method adopted in Paris
of dealing with the sewage a 5 compared with
the means in use in London. No doubt many
of your readers in passing through Paris have
noticed how the manure is collected and taken
away to the various suburbs where this/jr^/tfur
cultivation is carried on ; whereas the London
sewage is directed into Davy Jones's looker.
Such cultivation could not take place in this
country— (1) because we have not the manure
available which this particular cultivation re-
quirej

; (2) we have not the same climate. I
liave tried to gi'ow these salads in Cornwall en
as neir the same principle as possible, but it

proved a decided failure. If we had the Eame
climate and similar means for cultivating the
produce of this country as they have in otlier
countries, we could do without foreign irnporta
tions

; but until this climate alters, the theories
as set forth by these faddists will never be suc-
cassfu'. No doubt Mr. Morgan almost believes
in the statement he has made, and I should
imagine him to be a very sanguine man. I can
(juite understand him to be capable of biasing
even his own mind

; but up to the present 1
fear his succesi has not been e<jual tu, nor has
it anywhere nearly approached, his expecta-
tions." W. N. White.

Cijvent Garden Market.

The Bullace.—This is a very valuable Plum—
nt least in the south of England. "The I'ruit
Manual" states that "tlie Bullace is Pruiuis insititia
of botanists, and is found wild in many parts of
Great Britain. It and the Damson originated froui
the s;ime source, and the <lifTerence between these
two fruits is little more than in the name, the round
ones being called Bullacca and the oval ones Dam-
.sons." The author must allude to the black Bullace,
but this is not grown in gardens, at least so far as
I know. The small while Bullace i< worth ^'row-
ing, as it bears most abundantly, but is far inferior! should

orchards seem to be more often shirked than do
regular prunings of old trees. In the case of young
trees or of dwarfs which are convenient of access t he
work is generally regularly done, but in the case of
large standard trees there is much shirking. On
starting to thin a dense standard head it seems as
if it were impossible to do so with any benefit. The
thinning must be limited to those branches which
seem to be undesirably placed and are the weakest
or show least evidences of fruit-production. But
after some few branches have beem removed
a path seems to be opened for the free use
of the saw, and a way out of the difficulty
discovered. As branch after branch is removed
the work takes shape, the tree assumes a duly
thinned and properly fruitful appearance, and when
the thinning of the head is completed, even though
a cartload of branches encumbers the ground, it is

wondered why so much was made at the first of the
difficulty. Most standard trees throw out on the
main stems some neat straight shoots. These
should be removed first with a small saw, the edges
of the wounds being pared smooth by means of a
sharp knife. These shoots should be collected and
bundled separately ; then when a wet day comes
they furnish profitable occupation in sizing and
pointing them, placing them in bundles of sizes
ready for use in the summer. Some few hundreds
of such neat sticks .as these shoots give are most
useful amongst pot plants and in the flower garden
during the ensuing summer. A light Ladder and a
small sh.arp saw set into a handle some 4 feet in
length are most useful aids in a heavy job of
pruning. A big iron hook made with a piece of
stout iron wire is an .admirable aid in the tree, as
l)y fixing one of the turns on to a bough, the other
can be used to hold one saw, large or small, whilst
the other is being employed. A good pruner keeps
a watchful eye upon the extremities of the boughs
which surround him, to note whether they are well
furnished witli fruit buds, or to see whether they
caimot profitably be spared; also the pruner will be
careful not to thin too severely lest the strong rusli

of s<ap into the greatly reduced boughs should de-
moralise the bloom and develoj) shoots tliat are soft
and co.arse. A moderate thinning of a dense lie.atl

one winter, with a further thinning the following
winter to make the pruning complete, is the wisest
cour.se to follow. Great rebounds in fruit trees

has been completed, a scrubbing of the main
stems of the tree with a hard dandy brush is at

once good exertion and good for the tree. If after

that the stems also be roughly painted with a dress-

ing of soft-soap, clay and parafiin, a moderately
thin mixture, no doubt insects and confervffi will

alike be destroyed. Considerable thinning of trees

renders needful much bundling or fagoting of the
loppings. Apple and Pear trees seldom give
branches suitable for Pea sticking, but where branch-
wood is scarce the best of Apple and Pear branches
should not be despised. Then all the refuse should
be cut into lengths of about 4 feet and tied into
bundles to be carried away to the refuse ground and
stacked, so as to render good fire-wood a few months
later ; with that duly accomplished the work of
pruning may be said to be over. Then comes the
opportunity to assist the roots in their work, and
enable them to make afresh start in life with the
renovated tree heads. Usually with old standard
trees, the soil can be forked about them to a depth
of 10 inches without injuring the roots. A dressing
of decayed manure or decayed vegetable refuse

well forked in is most advantageous in bringing
the younger roots to the surface. A dressing of

crushed bones, bone-dust, or soot or salt, or of any
form of guano also serves to stimulate the sluggish

roots into activity. The greater the activity of the
roots near the surface the better for the tree, as the
sap so produced will create the best ripened wood,
the stoutest of fruit-buds, and eventuallv the finest

of fruit.
" A. D.

ever be .avoided. After the thiiiniii"

FEUIT NOTES.
CUCUMBEES.

The mild weather which prevailed down to the end
of the past year having been highly favourable to

progress without the aid of excessive fire-heat,

autumn plants are now looking extremely well, and
will, no doubt, give a plentiful supply of fruit when
Cucumbers are most valuable. A profusion of fruit

throughout December is easily secured, but a fair

continuance through February and March even
from the best appointed houses greatly depends
upon the way in which the vigour of the plants has
been husbanded and the foliage has been preserved
from insects. The worst of these, no doubt, is reil

spider, as it spreads rajiidly at a time when the
syringe is laid aside, and tlie only antidote is an
insecticide of some kind, which not unfrequently
aids and abets that destructive element—dry firc-

lieat. This being so, and prevention better than
cure, I must again draw attention to a continuous
and liberal use of sweet, well-worked fermenting
leaves, not only as an economiscr of fuel, but also

as a health-maintaining insecticide, and the best of

all substitutes for moisture from the syringe. Those
who would get the most out of Oak leaves must
keep a good supply in a state of fermentation con-
stantly on hand, and the more they are turned to

set free injurious gases, the better will they answ-er

when added little and often to the bottom-heat
bed. The syringe, of course, may be used for

damping the walls, avoiding the pipes when highly
he.ated, and scrupulous cleanliness, by the remnval
of .all decaying matter, limewashing the walls, top-

dressing with fresh, sweet maiden loam, and scrub-

bing the floors will tell in the right direction. The
plants as }'et should not be jiincOu'd, unless it be at a

joint in front of a fruit intended to swell, but young
vines may be laid in thinly and divested of super-

fluous female and all niali' flowers. By daily atten-

tion to these trifling matters of detail, liy good
feeding with warm diluted liquid and sound top-

drossing as often as the roots appear on the sur-

face, insects and mildew will be ]>laecd ;it a dis-

count, and growth, tluuigh weak for some little time
to c<uno, will l>e fresh, sound, ,-uul healthy. Last,

but not least imjiortant, the boat from the pipes

and bed combined should range .'SU° about the roots,

(It)" to 7t)° by night, 75° to 80° through the day,

and the liighest figure that can be touched when
the sun is shining.

Spring Cucumbers.—AVhere winter plants have
gone wrong or are not grown, an early start with
stout young plants is of great importance. The
experienced grower, wliose iiraefiee exteni's back
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to the time when fermenting material formed the

sheet anchor, about Christmas-time makes up a

good hotbed, a yard or so square, in a snug corner

of his hot-water pit. When raised to within a

foot of the glass he covers it with old tan or leaf-

mould, introduces a few large bell-glasses, a dozen or

two of small pots or cubes of turf, a little light rich

compost, and when the heat has permeated one and
all he goes to work by sowing a few seeds of his fa-

vourite varieties. When up in full seed-leaf he

takes the glasses off by day, but returns them at

night, especially where crickets and cockroaches

abound, and in this way and most likely upon this

small bed he r.aises a good stock of Cucumber and
Melon plants, pending the cleansing of the house

and the preparation of the fruiting pots, ridges or

hills.

The Cucumber delights in a compost of rich turfy

loam, a little leaf-mould and rough lime rubble,

good drainage, as it must have an abundance of

water, and a bottom-heat of 80°. It does well in

lints plunged in a fermenting bed, but. heat being

satisfactoiy, it gives the best return .and lasts longest

when turned out upon ridges of good compost
somewhat heavier than that recommended for use

through the winter. I never use manure in the

compost or for mulching, as it only encourages

worms and does not maintain the steady growth

secured from constant supplies of warm diluted

liquid, soot and guano water. If the different pre-

liminary operations are well timed, the fruiting pots

or hills will be warmed through by the day on which

the first rough leaves become perceptible; there-

fore, as root-bound seedlings are of little use, plant-

ing should not be delayed by a single hour. Treating

of young Melons, I stated that the cones or ridges

should be on a level with the rims of the pots,

;is these plants resent earthing, but Cucumbers, on
the contrary, may be earthed to any height up
the stems. Therefore, in the preparation of fruiting

pots the latter need not be made more than half

full, whilst hills at the outset may be of the smallest

dimensions. If the pots are deep and the ferment-

ing material is likely to sink, the pots or hills

should be placed on a solid foundation of inverted

pots, drain-pipes on end, or bricks ; othermse when
secured to the trellis, dragging and strangling are

sure to follow. Having placed a straight stout

leading stick from the compost to the trellis, and
seen that the tiny balls are thoroughly moist, turn

them out, liberate the roots, avoid the slightest

pressure on the stems, cover lightly with fine warm
soil, and at once water home.

The Vineries.

As early Vines will now be found in various

stages, from bursting their buds to elongating their

bunches, tlie multifarious operations, next to being

performed well, must be carried out at the proper
time. If confined to well-drained inside borders,

another good watering, in the case of very old Vines
with warm diluted liquid, and in that of young ones
with pure water, will help the development of the

bunches, and most likely carry tliem on until the

Grapes arc set. Syi"inging. too, wlien all the buds
liave started may be discontinued, but the walls,

floors, and borders must be moistened two or three

times a day, and some portion of the fermenting

material must be turned over every morning. As
growth proceeds, disbudding and tying down will

require daily attention, and in due course each
shoot must be pinched at the second or third joint

beyond the bunch. In tying down the young shoots,

the afternoon when they are slightly limp will be
found the best time, and then, being so liable to

snap, the pressure should not extend beyond keep-

ing the points clear of the glass. As the bunches
become priuuinent, all save one, and tliat the most
comp.act, even in the Mustcat liouse, should be
pinched out, and then enough aiul to spare will be

left for the crop. When in free growth, the tem-

l^erature may range from 5G° to 110° at night, or a

little h igher when mild, 70° to 75° by d.ay. and 80°

after shutting off the chink of air from sun and
fire-heat combined.

Succession and early Muscat houses, started to-

gether about the end of the year, must be well

syringed twice a day, when the temperature from

the hot leaves ami a gentfe circulation on the

pipes may range 60° to 65°, according to the state

of the weather, and during a continuance of fog and
frost quite 10° lower through the night. If any of

the young canes have been pruned extra long and
an even break is doubtful, the points should be
drawn down until they form anarch immediately
over the fermenting material, where the warm,
but invisible vapour constantly rising will prove
more effectual than the most careful syringing. If

grafting or inarching any of the Vines in the suc-

cession or mixed house is contemplated, the scions

or young pot Vines should now be placed in a tem-
perate house to set the sap in motion. Bottle grafts

are often attached when in a dormant state,

but slight excitement facilitates the union,

which, by the way, may be made at any convenient

place near the base of the Vine or upon a strong-

side shoot which does not start from a spur. The
best time to attach bottle grafts is when the Vine
is in full leaf and numerous channels are open to

the first flush of sap, which otherwise might flood

and choke the scion. When the scions have started

into growth and made a few leaves, the stock Vines
should be kept closely pinched and eventually cut

down, not bodily, but piecemeal as the young canes

progress and are able to take the extra sap thus

diverted into the new channels. Those who h.ave

not been very successful in bottle-grafting and are

afraid of failure m.ay succeed by adopting Mr.

Barker's plan, namely, that of cutting down dor-

mant Vines and inarching the green wood of a pot

A'ine upon that of the stock when the latter has
started into free growth in the spring.

Late houses.— It all the Grapes have not been cut

no time should be lost in getting them transferred

to the store room, otherwise there will be some
danger of the Vines bleeding ; indeed, under any
circumstances all Vines pruned in January should

be carefully dressed with styptic, if not at once,

certainly before the inside roots receive their first

supply of water. When pruned and cleansed, the

house may be kept dry and cold until the first

week in March, and outside borders protected by
a good layer of fresh stable litter may have full ex-

posure to the elements. As few Vines, not even

the early forced ones, work so hard as those from

which the Grapes are cut iu December or January,

two months' perfect rest is of paramount import-

ance ; hence the advantage of throwing open all

ventilators and setting one's face rigidly against the

introduction of a single plant that will not stand

this bracing treatment. Bedding plants for many
years were the forcing gardener's bane, but, fortu-

nately, improved taste now prevails, as many of our

most pleasing flower gardens are now furnished

with hardy subjects.

Tlie Grape room.—If each bunch of Grapes was
carefully relieved of every faulty berry as it was
cut from the Vine, and the room, previously heated

to expel stagnant moisture, has been judiciously

ventilated, the scissors as yet will hardly be wanted.

Each bottle, on the other hand, must be carefully

examined and filled up with soft water, as the

quantity of this element taken up by the wood and
bunches within the first fortnight is really astonisli-

ing. Once their thirst is slaked and all the cells

are filled up, bunches borne upon ratherlongpieces of

wood will take care of themselves for many weeks,

but those attached to shorter lengths should be ex-

amined and filled up at short intervals. To facili-

tate this w-ork and to avoid mishaps it is a good

plan to place all bunches attached to extra

short pieces of wood close together, say in tlio

lowest tier, where drip from the most careful hand
when filling up will not disfigure or ailect those

above them. Tliese short-stemmed bunches, it is

liardly necessary for me to say, no matter how
plump and promising they look, should be first

taken for consumption. The Grape room in damp,
foggy, or frosty weather, of whicli alrcaily we have

had a taste even in the salubrious co\nitry, should

bo kept close, dark and dry enough to prevent

incnild, .and the less fire-heat to maintain 40° to 45°

the better for clusters intended to hang till April.

There prevails an opinion that Muscats require a

somewhat higlier figure, but mine tliis year, never

abovs 40°, are quite as fresh, sound and plump as

when cut from the Vines early in December.
White Gros Colman and Mrs. Pearson are keeping

to my entire satisfaction. The latter should have
a jilace in every late vinery.

Cherries.
These pi'ecocious trees down to the end of the

past year had a most jubilant time for swelling their

budsj and we began to fear that the dark, but un-

seasonably mild weather might have a prejudicial

effect upon the flowers. These forebodings have
been summarily dismissed by sharp frosts and
dense fogs which have so completely shut out the

sun and lowered the external temperature, that fire-

heat to maintain a mean of 40° has become abso-

lutely necessary. How long this is to last it is

quite impossible to surmise, but one thing is cer-

tain: the Cherry forcer who wishes to have ripe

fruit early in May must exercise patience for the

present and push forward when solar heat favours

steady forcing. Vfhen the buds begin to swell the

mean temperature may range 40° to 45° at night

and 50° to 55° by day, always with a little fresh

air and atmospheric moisture in proportion to ex-

ternal conditions. As days increase in length and,

let us hope, in brightness, more air, top and front,

must be given, especially when the pipes are warm,
but the heat for the present must be shut off at

night unless the mercury falls below 40°. By
working upon the give-and-take principle and mak-
ing hay when the sun shines, the very early sorts

will make good progress, and so most likely will

insects to which these trees are subject. Green and
black fly, no matter how carefully the trees are

cleansed, generally put in an appearance, but these

easily succumb to two or three mild smokings with

tobacco paper, the last of which should always pre-

cede the opening of the first flower.

As Cherries do so well when planted out in nar-

row inside borders, the majority of growers con-

fine themselves to two or three of the best sorts

which ripen in succession, but this catering for a

sure supply does not prevent the amateur who de-

lights in a selection from growing a dozen or a

score varieties, when pot culture, or planting out

and lifting annually, will best answer his purpose.

Well-managed pot trees on the Mahaleb stock last

a great number of years, increasing slowly in size,

but improving in fertility as they grow, that is, pro-

vided they are not allowed to exhaust themselves

by overcropping. To prevent this self-destruction

it is a good plan to thin the spurs and blossoms

pretty freely every year, and, considering that the

CheiTy is inipatient of fire heat, a body of mild fer-

menting leaves placed amongst the pots, whilst

forming the main factor in forcing through the

early stages, will render direct syringing a secondary

consideration. When the trees come into flower,

dry steady fire heat, with plenty of air to raise the

temperature to 65° or 75° with the aid of the sun,

will not only ensure a good set of fruit, but the

most fragrant and enchanting mass of inflorescence

seldom met with in any garden.

Plums.
Although forced Plums lag behind Cherries at

the finish, the two start kindly together and run

.abreast until some time after the fruit is set and
swelling. This being the case, their treatment as

regards fresh air, a low temperature, and great

patience, is in every way identical. In the selec-

tion of Plums for forcing, none but the very best

dessert sorts should ho chosen, and these, for my
own use, I prefer having in pots, as they can be

turned out of doors as soon ,as the cropisg.athered.

When the house can be used for other purposes, the

plants can be moved to a cool fruit room when the

crop is approaching ripeness, but one thing they can-

not be coaxed or coerced into, and that is the

double quick m.arcb .-it the finish. In this respect

they are very stubborn, but, like all other .stone

fruits, they respond cheerfully and satisfactorily

when started early and carried quickly tlirough the

different stages of their growth. W. C.

Plums from layers.— I have long been under the im-

proeslou that Btone fniits were difficult to root from cuttings

or laycis. but on visiting a cottager's garden a few days ago

I was ehown [ome excellent jouug plants of Victoria Plums
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which the owner had raised by bringing down the points of

the lowest shoots of a wall tree and layering them like Carna-
tions. It was not a new pastime with the owner, for he
had got trees up to full fruiting size by this means.— J. G.,

Hants.

Flower Garden.

IMPROVEMENT IN FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

It is interesting to observe the vast improvement
which has taken place in various families of plants

during the last halt century, and this improve-

ment is due to the careful perseverance of culti-

vators, as well as to the energy of plant collectors.

It is said to be now one hundred years since the

first Fuchsia was introduced into this country,

when botanists of that period named the plant

Fuchsia coccinea, and this was doubtless regarded

as a valuable addition to the somewhat limited list

of ornamental species of plants at that time cul-

tivated in this country. Few other species appear

to have been introduced until about the years 1823

and 1824, when numerous species were introduced

from the mountain regions of tropical America and
elsewhere. But it was not until cultivators began
to hybridise, and so raise plants from seed, that

great improvement became apparent, and as few
species of plants submit more readily to fertilisa-

tion than the Fuchsia, the advance became some-
what rapid, and many greatly improved varieties

were secured. Some growers of these plants may
yet remember the raising of varieties possessing

the pure white corolla, double as well as single

;

these flowers created great enthusiasm at that

period. The varieties of this beautiful plant are

now very numerous, and most, if not all, of them
may justly be considered as improvements upon the

early introduced .species.

The well-known Dahlia is another plant which
was introduced to this country from Mexico, about
the same time as the Fuchsia. The early introduced
varieties were of tall and straggling growth, while

the flowers were single, or, at the most, only show-
ing a slight tendency to become double, but they
were of very little merit. Attempts were, however,

made to improve the character of the flowers, and
these attempts were ultimately rewarded with suc-

cess, and large flowers of nearly all shades of colour,

blue excepted, and of the most perfect form, were
the result. Not content with this, however, culti-

vators from time to time induced further de-

Ijartures, such as that of the Bouquet or Pompon
section, and these proved a very valuable class of

plants, distinguished by a profusion of miniature

flowers of various shades, form and size. Anotlier

type or section of these plants is known as the

Cactus varieties, from the blooms bearing a striking

resemblance to the flowers of some species of Cac-
tus, while a greatly improved strain of varieties

producing single flowers has also more recently

been secured. The plants of this section are more
dwarf and compact in habit of growth, and produce
flowers in great abundance.

The Ciiuysanthemum was introduced to this

country from China as early as the year 17(J4, and
according to Loudon's " Hortus Britannicus " (2nd
edition), published in 1832, there were at that time
upwards of forty distinct varieties grown in the

gardens and greenhouses of this country. Chry-
santhemum societies now exist all over the country,

and the plants are grown in almost every garden.
These beautiful plants are divided into various

sections, and the different varieties in each .section

have been Ijroiight to a high degree of perfection

by skilful cro.'is-hreeding and selection. The Pom-
pon .section consists of plants of ample leafage and
small, but beautifully formed blooms, wliich usually

appear earlier than on those plants forming the

larger-flowered sections.

The Pklauoonium is another family of plants

which has of late years been vastly iin]iroved. It

is divided into various .sections, but nearly all are

indigenous to the C.'ipe of Good Hope, and have
been introduce<l to tliis country at v,-irious periods.

They are allied to the Geraniums, and are frequently
confounded with them, but are, nevertheless, per-

fectly distinct. The Geraniums arc mostly indi-

genous to Europe and are hardy, while the Pelar-

goniums are all more or less tender. Many im-

proved varieties have originated in this country,

but the most marked advance has been made of late

years in what is known as tlie zonal section, and
among the h'y-leaved varieties. Pelargonium zonale

and P. inquinans were introduced about the year

1710, and it is from a blending of these, with pos-

sibly other species, all of little or no merit as deco-

rative plants, that the modern zonals are supposed
to have descende<l, and which are now an extensive

family of highly ornamental plants, presenting

finely formed flowers of nearly all shades of colour,

from pure white to the most intense scarlet and
the richest purple, with flowers double as well as

single; the plants can also be induced to bloom
during winter as well as in summer. Varieties

have also been originated that have foliage of a

highl_y ornamental character, and these are known
as the gold and silver tricolors. From Pelargonium
lateripes, or the 1%'7-leaved Stork's-bill, which was
introduce<l about 100 years ago, a race of exquisitely

beautiful jilants has of late years been produced,

many of which have double, others single flowers,

and all this has been accomplished by judicious

hybridising.

Begonia tubekosa, a plant of but little merit,

appears to have been introduced from one of the

East Indian Islands about the year 1810, and from
this plant, and possibly other species of the

Begonia, within the last few years a highly decora

five race of plants known as tuberous Begonias has

been developed, and every year these plants

continue to improve, so that it is hard to say

where this development may cease. Even at the

present time the flowers of many of the varieties

are of immense size, and in addition to numerous
varieties producing finely formed and highly

coloured single flowers of great size, others

produce exquisitely formed double blooms of

nearly all shades of colour, while all are most useful

for the decoration of the greenhouse and con-

servatory throughout the spring, summer, and
autumn months, while many of them are found to

be well adapted for bedding plants in the flower

garden.

The culture of these plants is exceedingly simple.

The tubers should be kept during the winter in a

dry shed, or where frost can be excluded, and
may be potted up early in February in light soil,

with their crowns just above the surface of the

soil. They should be placed' in a warm pit or

other structure, where the temperature will not

fall much below tiO°, while those plants intended

for flowering under glass should be shifted into

larger pots, as may be required. Those intended

for beds should be put in the flower garden early

in June, where in favourable seasons they will be

found to produce a very remarkable and pleasing

effect throughout the summer and autumn months.
Many other races of decorative plants, too numerous
to specify, have also of late years been vastly

improved. P. G.

less known varieties of great promise mention may
be made of Ernest Bull, citron-yellow, and Mme.
Benarj', both likely to be of value, the latter especi-

ally being of good constitution. Edith can be
added, and there is thus a half-dozen of yellow
selfs. Yellow grounds edged and flaked with various

colours are now very numerous, and I think we
shall see some very pretty things during the coming
season.—R. D.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

London Pride (Sdxifraga umbrosa). — Few gardens
are withuut a coruer where thi^ old-faehioned flower could
iM.t hi used with aivantago ; it is a capital plant to form an
eduin? round partly shaded borders, or to plant in masses
in dark corners, or in tlie neighbourhood of trees. It is

alwa.vsa tidy-looking plant, and for si.x or tisht weeks in

-spring will be cr.vercd with flowers which, if not highly
coloured, are light, elegant and beautiful.— E. 13. L.

Carnation Paul Engleheart. l/i»t ycjir, owing to

the ghjwing itccounts given of I his Carnation. I ordered half

a dozen plants ; aonie of the advantages claimed for it over

tho old crimson Clove were size of flower, biiahtncss of

colour, and dwarfness. The last chajactetibtic it certainly has,

otherwise it does not dilVor from the okl crimson Clove. The
two wore planted oucto^'elhfr for comparison. Tho piico

charged (l.'ts. half a dozen), with carriage, packing, Ac, go
to make up quite a fancy price for a border Carnation.—
E. 1). L.

Yellow self Carnations. — In Pride of I'eiis-

hui-st .-nid its iiupriivc'cl fiirius —Will Threlfall and
Germnnia — we undoulitedly get tliree very line

self Carnations. The last two are so strong in

constitution that they promise to do as well in the

open griumd .ms anyone can desire. Of lu'wer and

PRIMROSES.

Steictly speaking, of course, there is only one
Primrose, for no species (except Primula vulgaris)

of the group of plants to which botanists have
given the generic name Primula is entitled to this

designation any more than the Auricula, the Cow-
slip, or the Polyanthus is, all of which are species

of Primula. Nevertheless, it is permissible and
even convenient to employ the word Primrose
generically, because very few out of the large num-
ber of species of Primula have trivial names, and
such denominations as Chinese Primrose and Abys-
sinian Primrose are in common use. The Evening
Primrose is an altogether different plant, belonging
to a totally different Natural Order, and doubtless
received its name in consequence of the colour of

its flowers.

The Primrose of Primroses is so generally dis-

persed over the L'nited- Kingdom, from Sussex to

the northern islands, except in the neighbourhood
of large towns, where like most Ferns, it has been
extirpated, that every person knows it, and, one
might add, every person loves it. This unusually
mild season it is already anticipating spring, and
putting forth its flowers on sunny banks in the
south. But the Primrose has a wider range than
the British Islands, and is equally familiar in

nearly all the countries of Europe, from Scandi-
navia to Spain and Portugal, Greece and Southern
Russia; and it also occurs in North Africa, though
in the southern part of its area it is essentially a
mountain plant. The Primrose gives a name to its

peculiar shade of yellow, yet it affords a proof that
there is nothing absolutely constant in organic
nature by occasionally sporting into some tinge of

red or even into white, and, by selection under cul-

tivation, it has yielded multitudinous varieties,

both in colour and fulness.

Besides the Primrose, there are four species of

Primula in Britain, namely, the Cowslip, the Oxlip,

the Bird'.s-eye Primrose, and the Scotch Primrose,
tliough the two latter are book names rather than
popular names. As for the "Scotch Primrose," it

is equally at home in Norway, Sweden, and Lapland

;

while the Bird's-eye Primro.se has an exceedingly
wide area of distribution, belting the northern
hemisphere in cool and cold regions, and reappear-

ing in the southern hemisphere in abundance on
the shores of Magellan's Straits and in the Falkland
Islands, being separated from the Ixmie of its

nearest congener in New Mexico by 90° of latitude.

This is the only representative of the genus Primula
in the southern hemisphere, but the geiuis is s)uead
all rouiul the northern hemisphere, and numbers
about 150 described species, recently monographed
by Dr. Pax in "Engler's Jahrbiicher" (vol. x.).

They mostly inhabit mountainous regions, and there

are three principal centres of develojunent, viz., the

Alps of Europe, the Himalaya Mountains, and the

miiuntains of Central and Western China. Perhajis

the two last might be regardeil as extensicuis of

oiu". Five or six are found within the aictic circle.

They are least numerous ii\ North America, where
there are only eight or nine species, six of which
ext end to some part of the Old World, and they are

ennfined to northern regions, except in the Rocky
Mountain range and tlie Sierra Nevada of Cali-

finiiia. Oin' of the pei'uliar species, rrinuila Parryi,

a native of the liocky Mountains, is one of tlu'

handsomest of a beautiful geiuis, and lias been in

cultivation in this country ever since 1875, though
it was first discovered no longer ago than 18G().

Until within a comparatively recent period the

number of species of Primula in cultivation was
small, though these were rich in variety. Turner,

Geiaid and Pai-kinson, the fathers of botany an(l
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flower gardening in England, give us a record of

what was known of them in their time. Turner in-

cludes in his " Libellus " (1538) only the "Pryme-
rose," but at that date flower gardening had hardly

commenced. Gerard's catalogue of plants culti-

%ated in his garden at Holborn in 1596 contains
" Primroses, Birdseies, Paigles, Cowslips, and Beares

Eares." The last, the Auriculas of the present day,

had increased to an indefinite number of varieties

by the middle of the seventeenth century, as we
learn from Parkinson's " Paridisi in Sole, Paradisus

Terrestris." Paigle, or some modification of the

word, is another name for the Oxlip, and in some
parts of the country it is .applied to the Cowslip.

In a history of the cultivated Auriculas, Shirley

Hibberd states that many artizans, driven from the

Netherlands, settled in this country in 1570, and
brought with them their favourite flowers, among
them the best of their Auriculas. The parentage

of the cultivated Auriculas has been variously ex-

plained, but, whether two or more wild species have

been concerned therein, their coiiinion home is in

the Alps, to which region the section of the genus

Primula, to which they belong, is almost exclusively

restricted. Persons wishing for full particulars on

this subject, and concerning Primroses generally,

may be referred to the report of the great Primula

conference held .at Kensington in 1880, which forms

a part of the seventh volume of the new series of

the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Auriculas are quite alpine pl.ants, and the cultiva-

tion of the finer varieties requires skill and constant

attention; consequently they are comparatively little

grown except by specialists.

In 1819 the Horticultural Society obtained,

through Mr. John Reeves, a resident in China, a

drawing of the beautiful Chinese Primrose (Primula

sinensis). He also forwarded a living plant and a

quantity of seeds, but the former perished on the

voyage, and the latter failed to germinate. A
Captain Rawes was more fortunate, and succeeded

in bringing home a living plant in 1S20, which he

presented to Mr. T. Palmer, of Bromley, Kent. It

soon grew apace, and produced flowers in profusion

in the spring of 1821. A drawing was made and
published in Lindley's ' Collectanea Botanica."

About the same date it was figured in the ' Botani-

cal Register " (plate 539) under another name, and
it speedily became a great favourite. Being easily

propagated, it was soon spread over the country

;

new varieties were raised from seed or imported,

and now probably no greenhouse plant is raised in

such large numbers. Like so many other Chinese

plants in our gardens, it had long been cultivated

in China before it was introduced into England,

and the native countiy was unknown to Europeans

till two or three years ago, when the Abb6 Delavay,

who has enormously enriched the Paris herbarium

with dried plants from Western China, discovered

it growing on calcareous rocks in ravines near

Ichang. Since then Dr. A. Henry, who lias almost

equally enriched the Kew herbarium, has sent

excellent wild specimens from the same province.

In a note accompanying them, he states that it

grows on the ledges of limestone rocky cliflis,

where there is no '• soil and practically no moisture."

Among hundreds of other novelties, the Abbg
Del.avay discovered some thirty new species of

Primula, chiefly in the lofty mountains of Yunnan,

and Dr. Henry has also sent two or three new ones,

and about a dozen new species of the allied genus

Lysimachia. Among the Yunnan Primroses are

some of the finest and most curious of the genus,

yet there are none so small as some of the Hima-
layan species, which grow in tufts like Mosses, and
are, when in flower, not more than an inch high.

Remarkable among the Chinese species are two or

three having their flowers scattered along the stalk

in.stead of rising singly from between the leaves, or

being borne in a cluster at the top of the stalk.

Some are identical with Himalayan species, or so

closely resemble them that they must rank as

v.arieties, whilst others have no counterparts in the

Indian region. None of these Chinese species of

recent discovery are yet, so far as I am aware, in

cultivation, but it will probably not be long before

they are, as well as some of the numerous new
Rhododendrons of the same region.

Curiously enough, one species of Primrose (Pri-

mula verticillata) inhabits South-western Asia,

reaching the vicinity of Aden, where the climate is

anything but favourable to herbaceous vegetation,

or vegetation of any kind that is pleasant to the

eye. The same species is also found in Abyssinia,

which is the southern limit of the genus in Africa.

Similarly in the east, the genus is not known to be

represented south of Java. A Himalayan species

recurs on the mountains of Java, and hitherto no
intermediate station for it has been discovered.

These widely-separated localities of the same spe-

cies afliord a striking illustration of the great

changes vegetation must have undergone at diffe-

rent perioils.

At the Primula conference and exhibition

alluded to above, held at South Kensington, there

were some very fine collections of living plants,

notably one from Kew, comprising about fifty spe-

cies, besides many hybrids and seminal varieties,

and since then much attention has been bestowed

upon this very ornamental genus. Perhaps it may
not be out of place to mention a small selection of

the most beautiful among the free-growing species

—P. sikkimensis {Botanical Magazine, pi. 4597), a

yellow-flowered species of the Oxlip type, with

flower-scapes as much as 2 feet high. This inhabits

wet, boggy places on the mountains of Sikkim, at

elevations of 12,000 feet to 17,000 feet, covering

large areas, and presenting a very beautiful sight.

P. rosea {Bot. May., pi. G437), a lovely species, of

the stature of a small Auricula, with very bright

rosy-red flowers, produced in great profusion in

spring ; a native of the mountains of Western India

and Afghanistan. P. mollis {Bot. Mag., pi. 4798),

having soft hairy leaves on distinct stalks, and
clustered flowers of various shades of red ; from

the mountains of Bhotan. P. cortusoides {Bot. Mag.,

pi. 5528), a native of China and Japan, similar to

the last, but having longer Fern-like leaves, and a

broader, flatter inflorescence of pink, purple, or

white flowers. P. japonica {Bot. Mag., pi. 591(i),

the Japanese Primrose, and one of the most stately

of the genus, having large leaves similar to those of

a Polyanthus, and a tall scape of flowers arranged

tier above tier, and offering a great variety of

colour. Finally, P. prolitera {Bot. Mag., pi. 6732),

the one mentioned above as inhabiting the moun-

tains of Northern India and Java. I have seen

dried specimens of this upwards of 3 feet high, and
it is certainly a most striking plant, upon which the

Dutch botanists bestowed the name imperialis. It

is similar in habit to P. japonica, but the flowers

are yellow.—W. BottingHemsley, in Field.

Rootwork.— It appears to me that none of

the recent writers upon this subject have fully

grasped it. I have seen many "rooteries," but

never one that was at all satisfactory. Tree roots

turned upside down are not natural, and tree roots

piled one upon another, no matter how artistically

done, are not natural either. Given a suitable posi-

tion and abundant material of the proper kind. I

see no reason why a rootery should not lie made
beautiful. The best position would be cither a

sloping piece of gi-ouncl or an irregular \alley with

sloping sides, and the tree roots should Ije so ar-

range :1 as to appear as thougli the trees had all been

blown down by the same gale, all in one direction,

here and there. The whole or part of the head or

stem might be left, and upon this various climbers

could be trained. The soil in every ca.se sliould be

left amongst the roots. I have in m_y mind sundry

jjrostrate trees, the upturned mass of wliosc soil

and roots measures 5 feet or G feet high. I'lKm

such a mass a whole alpine garden could be made.

Of course to transport and arrange such huge

masses is quite out of the question. I just mention

them to illustrate what I mean, but tree roots aiul

soil attached would afford very congenial homes
indeed fen- many charming plants, and Scdums,

Saxifrages, Phloxes, and many similar things would

not only quickly clothe every exposed part, but

would li'nd all tlieir sustenance. Not imly ujion the

parts above ground would homes for plants l>e

found, but there would be every aspect of light aiul

shade around the bases, and there appears to me

to be no limit to the accommodation that could be
provided in a well-arranged rootery, and if made
with substantial materials it would last a good
many years.—T. Smith.

FLO"VO;R GARDEN NOTES.

Vaeiety in gaedbns.—I fear that I may find it

difficult to express all I mean by this term, because

of the many directions my thoughts take when I

begin to study the subject. Everyone knows that

for continued" interest to be maintained with regard

to gardens and gardening generally, there must be
something fresh, something new to look at. In my
case, such desire grows keener every year, and one

phase of it (and the origin of this note) was forcibly

brought to my mind whilst superintending the

clearing out of Brambles and coarse Grass from a

large plot of Heather that covers a bank in a semi-

wild part of the pleasure grounds -the planting of

the bank having had its origin in the desire to

practice what previously had only been a theory,

namely, that in every part of a large garden there

ought to be some distinctive phase of gardening,

or, in other words, in no two parts of the same
pleasure grounds should there be the same manner
of grouping the plants, nor yet even a repetition of

the same kinds of plants whenever it is possible to

avoid it. This bank of Heather, consisting of several

varieties, was formed by digging out the roots of

Bracken, which of itself was very beautiful, espe-

cially in winter, but which, what remains of it now,

is still more beautiful by contrast with the dark

green of the Heather, not to mention the additional

interest created by the two sections of plants and
colour over that of Bracken only. A short distance

away from this plot of Heather, the soil being of

the same peaty nature, a group of Irish Heaths

(Menziesia) was formed, and as these grow taller,

are a much brighter green, and have larger foliage,

the two plots, in colour and habit, are as different

as any grouping could well be with plants requiring

the same description of soil. With reference to

Menziesias, they cannot surely be well known, as it

is very seldom that one meets with them. It may
be that their fondness for peaty soil hinders their

general culture, but this should not be a drawback

in all places, because, though peat is their natural

soil, they do very well in a dry or well-drained

loam ; in fact, in any soil except clay, chalk, and

lime. But going back to the question of variety in

gardens, I may instance that of thegrouping together

of a large number and variety of Japanese shrubs,

principally Retinosporas, which have now grown

into fair-sized trees, and which, when seen for the

first time by strangers, call forth great admiration.

One friend was .so pleased with the way in which

they had been arranged, or, as he called it, the
" careless way in which they were thrown about,"

and vet made a distinctive garden, that he suggested

we should call the spot the Japanese garden, and

this would be by no means an inappropriate name.

At present, however, it goes by the more pretentious

name of "sub-tropical garden,"andthegrouping of the

shrubswas done with a view to winter furnishing the

spot, which they effectually do, the bare sub-tropical

beds being but "little noticed because the shrubs at-

tract attention far more so than they do in the sum-

mer, as then the surrounding deciduous trees are in

full leaf. I hope 1 have now made clear from the fore-

goinginstanceswhat I mean by varietyin gardens. It

really consists in grouping together various sections

of plants. Of course, I do not mean to the exclu-

sion of a mixed manner of planting, as that must
continue to be the way of arranging shrubs and

trees in gardens of small extent, for the obvious

reason that there is no room for the formation of

groups of distinctive kinds of plants, but where

unlimited space is at comnuvnd. Then, in addition

to mixed planting, there also should be the forming

of groups—distinct gardens, in fact, of the same

.species or genera of sln'ubs. Azaleas, Hollies,

Rhododendrons, Pernettyas, &c., all make grand

groups of themselves. Nor need the practice be

confined to shrubs and trees. It is, in a more

(U- less degree, equally well suited to other pl.-ints,

as, for instance, what looks more beautiful than

larce masses of Snowdrops, Daffodils, wood ,\ne-
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mones, Primroses, or wild Hyacinths? and just

now we have a grand colony of the winter Aconite,
and another of Christmas Roses that well illustrate

how, in a smaller degree than that of shrubs, we
can have distinctive features of any given species
of plants in various parts of pleasure grounds and
gardens.

Haedt flowbhs.—If the question be asked,
What constitutes hardiness in a plant ? I answer,
any flower that at the end of the first eight days
of this new year, with the mercury almost continu-
ously at freezing point, and on several nights as
low as 18" or 14° of frost, is unharmed. Such
flowers and plants must assuredly be entitled to

be classed as hardy. Of these, now that the thaw
is complete. Wallflowers must be given the first

place, their blossoms being as bright as if there
had been no frost. Winter Aconites and Christmas
Roses are almost as fresh ; of the latter, some had
the protection of hand-lights, but the flowers of
those that were unprotected are just as good.
Limnanthes Douglasi is flowering as freely as if

there had been no frost, and on some large plants
of Snapdragons that are sheltered by overhanging
branches of fruit trees are flowers as good as they
usually are in September. Violets and Violas, or
tufted Pansies, are always more or less in flower,

but the first make such a poor show in the open
border, and the latter at this season only throw up
a few flowers here and there, that I must not be
understood as recommending them to be planted
for winter flowering, and I only name them now to
show how hardy the flowers are. That the plants
are, is well known. Daisies, Polyanthuses, Prim-
roses, Myosotis, Silene, Nemophila, in fact, all

autumn - planted hardy, spring -flowering plants
would be the better for being well pressed down

;

Hyacinths, Tulips and Narcissi, too, for I note,which
is rather unusual, that the late frosts have heaved
them up as well as the preceding, this, I expect,
being due to the unusually advanced state of growth
of the bulbs, by reason of the wet and mild weather
that continued to the end of the old year.

Sweet Peas being special favourites, we strive

to have flowers as early and as late as possible.
Our first sowing in the open was made to-day
(Jan. 10), and a sowing in pots will follow, these
to be planted out on a warm border when 8 inclies

or 9 inches high, and by afllording good shelter,

more especially from cold winds, we shall hope to
gather flowers quite a month before we do from
those sown in the open air. I have tried more
than once to grow Sweet Peas indoors in a cool
Peach house, but utter failure was the result.

There was plenty of growth, but it was weak, and
though abundance of flower-stems showed, not a
flower ever opened, but turned yellow and dropped
or withered on the stem. I should be glad to learn
from anyone who may have succeeded in forcing
this flower of his mode of culture.

W. WiLDSMITH.

Propagating.

The peopagating house. —This may be con-
sidered the mainspring of the plant department.
I am afraid that, in many cases, the importance of
propagating young stock annually is not fully recog-
nised, and consequently suitable provision is not
made for successfully keeping up or increasing the
stock of many of the most useful and beautiful pot
jjlants. It is not necessary to go to a great ex-
pense to jirovide a suitable place for propagating
the most difficult subjects ; indeed, with a little

contrivance, a good propagating case m.-iy be fitted

up in any establishment, from the smallest to the
largest. I have seen various contriv.ancos where

in two divisions, should be about 10 feet wide, of
whatever length may be considered necessary, and
just high enough to walk through comfortably.
One side should be fitted with close cases, subject
to a good brisk bottom-heat, say four 4-inch pipes
running through the first division next to the
boiler and two in the second division. On the
other side the same quantity of piping should be
used, but not closed in. The stage on this side

should be covered with some material that will

retain moisture for standing or plunging the
pots in. A structure somewhat after tlie above
will be found a most useful adjunct to any
establishment both for propagating and rear-

ing any tender subjects which may require a
little extra care. It is also advisable to have
suSicient room for the accommodation of stock
plants of such subjects as are benefited by
being placed in a little extra warmth for a short
time previous to the cuttings being required. It

must be borne in mind that the most complete
structural arrangements will be of little avail unless
careful and regular attention is paid to everything
connected with this department, for success de-
pends more on the regular attention to the various
requirements of the inmates of the propagating
house than to the most perfect accommodation.
As this will be the commencement of the busy
season, the first thing that should be seen to is that
everything is thoroughly clean and sweet. All old
plunging material should be removed and rejilaced
with new Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, but before doing
so, all the walls should bo whitewashed, using fresh
lime and adding a little sulphur ; the glass and
woodwork should also be washed. Another matter
of importance is that the compost used for propa-
gating purposes should be perfectly free from
worms and other insects ; also, that it should not
contain anything favourable to the growth of fun-
goid matter. Pots, drainage, and, in fact, every-
thing connected with propagating should be clean
and fresh. Careful attention to all these minor
details goes a great way towards success. Ventila-
tion and watering are also points of importance.
The cases should be opened every morning, and
only remain open long enough to sweeten the
atmosphere, or rather not long enough for the cut-
tings to flag.

Watering.—While it is of the greatest import-
ance that cuttings should not be allowed to suflier

for want of water, the other extreme must also be
avoided. It is my belief, however, that cuttings
more often suffer from want of water than from
over-watering, for the reason that after being a
little too dry they get withered, and when water is

given they cannot absorb it, and consequently
what is called damping sets in. Damping when
once it commences will soon destroy a batch of
cuttings. While the cases are open in the morn-
ing all the occupants .should be examined, and any
signs of decay carefully removed. It requires a
sharp eye to detect the first appearance of damp-
ing, especially when it is caused by a fine thread-
like fungus, which is often very destructive. The
progress of this deadly enemy may be checked if

taken in time. On its first appearance the pots of
cuttings should be removed, some hot ashes stirred

into the plunging material, and some hot sand
shaken over the surface of the pots after the cut-
tings affected have been removed. If this form of
damping shoidd be very troublesome, it is advis-
able to clear the case, thorouglily cleanse it, and
use fresh plunging material. With good manage-
ment a prop.agating house maybe kept filled fairly

well throughout the year. By good managonuMif , I

mean that care must be taken to always keep a
little in advance rather than to get beliind with
any work ccumected with this department, and to

attend, whenever the room can be best spared, to

the first appearance of damping, or to check it

after it has been discovered. Another point of im-
portance is to take care to remove the cuttings
from the close case as soon as sufficiently rooted,

and gradually harden them off until it is quite safe

to expose them. Although it may seem a little

tedious to attend to all these minor details, yet I

believe in the long run it will be found to be of

great advantage, and will save a great deal of vexa-
tion and disappointment. A.

Garden Flora.

proper accommodation had not been provided, such,
for instance, as a box i)laced on the pipes clo.sc to i those subjects which may be i)ropag;ite(l at any
the boiler, and covered with a sheet of glass, with season of the year. The busiest time will be from
just sufficient Cocoa-nut filu-e refuse in the bottom

,
the beginning" of l'"ebru,ary to the end of May, aiul

of the box to plunge the cutting pots in, and under ' as it is during this ])eriod that the most feiulor
such and similar conditions the most difficult .subjects have to lie dealt with, it is necessary to
subjects have been propagated Here, however, I i

work with caution. No advanf.-ige will be gained
intend to deal with the propagating house as it by overcrowding; on the contrary, this is fre-
should be in every establishment of any pre-

[

qucntly a source of evil, as when cuttings arc put
lensions. My idea is that the propagating house, in too' closely togetlicr, it is impossible to detect

PLATE 684.
INDIAN LILIES.

(with a coloured plate of lilium kepalekse.*)

Few plants during the past year attracted so

much attention at any meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society as did this rare Himalay.an
Lily when exhibited by Messrs. Low and Co.

on September 11. The reason of this was, in

the first place, because it had never before
flowered in England, but more particularly

from the fact of its being quite difi'erent from
any other in cultivation. With respect to this

being the first time of its flowering, I may
mention that there is a record in the Ganleiicm'

Clironicle of the blooming of L. nepalense iu

1855, but the description of it would lead one to

suppose that some mistake was made, and that

L.polyphyllum was the species intended. Again,
Mr. Elwes, who in his "Monograph of Lilies"

was so careful whenever possible to illustrate

living specimens, was in the case of this species

obliged to fall back on the specimen in WaUich's
herbarium. The flower as tliere shown is difl'e-

rent from that of IMessrs. Low, for in the mono-
graph in question the flower resembles that of

a partly-opened L. Szovitzianum, being of a

yellowish colour, with the centre stained red.

Again, Mr. Baker gives L. nepalense as a white
flower, sufl'used more or less with purple on the

outside towards the base. AVith such conflicting

opinions concerning tliis Lily, it is not to be
wondered at that when really exhibited, and
proved to be so distinct and beautiful, it sliould

attract a very large amount of attention, for it

must certainly be put down as one of the finest

introductions of the year. Tlie general appear-
ance of L. nepalense is w-ell shown in the accom-
panying plate. The bulbs of Messrs. Low's
plants are somewhat globular iu shape, and
composed of rather large scales of a deep, almost
blackish purjile. They are not unlike verj' dark-

tinted bulbs of L. neilgherrense, and tliere is

also a good deal of resemblance between the two
in the lower part of tlie flower-stem (just as it

leaves the bulb), which is of a linn, almost woody
texture. Concerning the cultural reciuiremcnts

of L. nepalense little can be said, but it will

undoubtedly prove to be rather a ditKcult Lily

to cultivate. Messrs. Low's plants were }iotted

in a compost consisting of a large proportion of

fibrcuis peat, and grown, 1 believe, in a cool

greenhouse. That treatment such as this suited

them was shown by the success they met with
;

still, 1 question if it will ke jiossible to keep
tlieni in health and flower them year after year
in this country. The Nepaul Lily seems to nie

a good deal like L. neilghcrrenso, which flowers

freely enougli from imiiorted bulbs the first

season, but after that the floral displa)' will be
inucli less. About half-a dozen j-ears ago 1 liad

:i few bulbs of L. neii.-ilense sent me fnuii Nepaiil,

and not being large enough to flower when re-

ceived, I tried hard to induce tlium to grow, but
iu vain. They pushed up weak stems freely

' Drawn for TiiK (! vrpfn by U. (i. Moon, from fpeclmocs
HLiiit hy McKHra. nii>,'li Low unci Co.. Septcmbor 11, 1SS8.

LlifcogrHphcd and inintcd by Liuilltuunc >?cvcrojns.
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enough the first season and promised to do well,

but the bulbs did not gain in strength and gra-
diuiUy dwindled away. L. nepalense is, by Mr.
Baker, placed in the sub-genus Euliriun, or
funnel-flowered Lilies, but from the .specimen

exhibited, its place therein would, I think, have
to be reconsidered.

The Lilies that are natives of the Himalayan
region are very limited in number, there being,
besides L. nepalense, L. Walliehianum, L.
neilgherreuse, L. poljiihyllum, and the distinct

L. giganteum. Of these, L. Wallichianum was
also awarded a certificate by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society a fortnight later than L. nepalense.
The blooms of this are pure white, very long
and narrow, opening somewhat abruptly at the
mouth, while the segments usually retiex in a

marked manner. The bulb of Lilium WalUchi-
anum is very compactlj' built, being composed
of a large number of rather long and pointed
scales, closely adpressed together, so as to form
a firm, solid, and somewhat pointed bulb, the
colour of which is generally whitish. The
flower-stem, which is usually about a yard high,

is slender, and clothed with long narrow leaves

of a rather light green tint. This is essentially

a greenhouse Lilj'.

Ij. NElLGHERr.ENSE may also be grown in a
greenhouse. A coloured plate of it was given in

The Garden, August 18, 1.S85. This is the best
known of the Himalayan Lilies, for a considerable
quantity of it is often imported during the early

months of the year, and it is then possible to

obtain good bulbs at a very moderate price, that is

to say, when compared with the price of a few years
since, but still, of course, much higher than that
of such Lilies as auratum and longiflorum, which
are imported in great numbers. The Neilgherry
Lily varies considerably in many particulars, Ijut a
thriving specimen usually reaches a height of
'1 feet to 4 feet, and is clothed with scattered dark
green leaves of a stout, firm texture, of, generally
speaking, a length of 3 inches to 4 inches, but
often somewh.at shorter. The blooms are very
massive, and from the time at which they expand
last in perfection longer than those of the species

which flower during the summer months. Where
a number are grown together many points of

difference may be observed in the flowers, some
being much longer than others ; in some the tube
gradually widens from its base to the mouth of

the flower, while in others the tube remains about
the same length, and expands abruptly at the end.

In these last the segments usually reflex more than
tliey do in the shorter and broader flowers. The
colour, too, ranges from almost white to deep
prinn'ose, and I have had plants with the exterior

of the bloom and the edges of the petals suffused

with purple, which gave a very unconmion appear-
ance. This character, however, I find, is not con-
stant, as some that I flowered and which showed
this peculiarity in a marked manner quite lost it the
following year.

L. POLYniYLLUM is much hardier than any of

tlie preceding, and forms a very pretty and distinct

Lily. It belongs to quite a different class, being by
Jlr. Baker placed in the sub-genus Martagon, and
having as its nearest relatives L. monadclphum and
L. carniolicum. In the first place, the bulb is

peculiarly long and pointed, reminding one some-
what of that of the little bright-coloured Siberian

L. tcnuifolium, while the prettily reflexed and
drooping blossoms are usually of a pale greenish

yellow shade, sometimes almost white, and dotted
more or less profusely with purple. 'When planting

this Lily thorough drainage is very essential, for if

too moist during the winter the bulbs are liable to

decay just at the base, and while the scales con-

tinue fresh the whole bulb will drop to pieces when
moved. Of this Lily a coloured plate was issued

with THK Gaede.n for February 12, 18SL The
finest example of Ij. polyphyllum that has come
under my oliservation was from Mr. 'Wilson at Oak-
wood, who succeeds so marvellously witli many
members of the Lily family. According to a note

from Mr. Wilson, the stem reached a height of 5

feet 5 inches, and bore thirteen flowers.

L. gigaxteum, the last of the Indian Lilies to
be here mentioned, is very distinct from any other
kind, unless it is the small-growing Japanese L.

cordifolium. The leaves of L. giganteum are large,

heart-shaped, and of a beautiful glossy green colour,

especially when first expanded. This Lily may be
either grown in large pots for the decoration of the
conservatory or planted out where somewhat
sheltered, such, for instance, as in a Rhododendron
bed. It gradually increases in size till the flower-

ing stage is reached, when the stately flower-spike
starts direct from the centre of the bulb and com-
pletely exhausts it. After flowering, a few offsets

are generally produced, which take three years or

more to become strong enough to bloom. A good
specimen of this Lily will push up a spike from
7 feet to 10 feet high, and, when terminated by ten
or a dozen of its long tubular-shaped blossoms, it is

truly a grand Lily. The individual blooms are
about (! inches long, white, tinged with purple on
the inside and with green on the outside. L. gigan-
teum, which is hardy only in the southern counties
of England, will well repay greenhouse culture in

the colder districts. It was introduced into this

country in 1852, but is by no means a common plant

in gardens. H. P.

Kitchen Garden.

SEED LISTS.

By this time nearly everyone owning or in

charge of a garden, one acre or upwards in size,

will have received a considerable number of

seed catalogues from various sources, and fe\y

will venture to disagree with me when I assert

that both the nursery trade and the gardening
profession have good reason to be proud of the

excellent manner in which these are prepared.

Having at different times criticised the contents

of these catalogues, more especially as to the

bewildering and fast increasing number of va-

rieties of nearly every kind of vegetable included,

it is only right that I should take an early

opporttinity of giving praise where it is due. It

seems to me they have nearly reached perfec-

tion ; at any rate, only the most ingenious or

the most enterprising firms will be able to much
improve either the interior or the attractive

exterior of the catalogues distributed. At one
time there was a growing tendency to exagge-

rate, this being most apparent in the illustrations

given of growing or newly-lifted crop.s—notably

in the way of Peas and Potatoes. Whether the

ridicule cast upon these has, or has not, been the

cause of the withdrawal of some of them is im-

material, the fact remaining that this season

they are less frecjuent than usual. A few there

are to be seen, and most glaruig exaggerations,

too, and these, for the credit of the firms re-

sponsible, I hope will not be repeated. Truthful

illustrations of growing crops, such as may be

given by photographs, are most instructive and
acceptable ; but those representations of mar-
vellously enlarged crops of Potatoes that closely

cover a great breadth of groitnd, those rows of

Peas with a dense surfacing of pods, and
those wonderful crops of Tomatoes and Cu-
cumbers are, to say the least, most mis-

leading, and in the end do more harm than

good. If they lead to numerous (uders for

seeds or roots, it not unfrequently hapjiens

that those who purch.ase and give these novelties

a trial fail to discover any great merit in them.

A feeling akin to disgust is thereby engendered,

this being followed by a resolution to "fight

shy" of all subsequent introductions till it is

found they are nearly or quite all that those

responsible state them to be. There is really

no necessity to exaggerate the merits of any new-

variety or improved form that is honestly con-

sidered valuable. If superior, the}- are not
long in gaining popularity, as there are always
plenty of gardeners able and willing to testify to

their merits.

As far as the woodcuts of single specimens or

small groups of fully grown vegetables are

concerned, I am of opinion that the majority

of them are truthful and good. This apjilies to

the catalogues of both metropolitan and i^ro-

vincial seedsmen, who in many instances oVitain

their "electros" from much the same .source.

Even quite local seedsmen have adopted tho

pLan, probably from compulsion, of issuing lists

with showy wrappers, and the engravings are

also numerous and fairly truthful. They have
also tliought it wise or necessary to follow

another very common practice in vogue among
numerous leading provincial seedsmen, as well

as a few near London. I allude to the custom
of prefixing the name of the firm to one or more
varieties in each section. At the present time

I have before me fuUj- a score of catalogues

distributed by what I may, without any dis-

paragement, term second-rate seedsmen, and in

nearly every instance this reprehensible practice

has been largely adopted. Sometimes this is

apparently an excuse for charging rather higher
prices for the seeds ; in others, most ] robably
it is due to a resolve not to be outdone.

This cheap method of gaining a little notoriety

may answer well at first, but the time will

come when the least experienced will discover

that Blank's Giant Prize Cos Lettuce is only

another name for Paris White, the only diffe-

rence being the former costs sixpence per packet,

which probably will weigh a quarter of an
ounce, w-hile the latter can be bought from the

same seedsman at just half that price. Mr.
Blank not unfrequently gives an illustration of

some of his novelties, but, unfortunately for his

reputation for veracity, the same engravings are

to be seen in other catalogues with quite a diffe-

rent prefix. Some may argue there is no
great harm in these proceedings, but if we
]iut the morality of the questi' n on one side,

the fact 3-et remains there is little or no sense

nor wisdom in these shallow attempts to mislead.

By all means make the catalogues as attracti\-e

and serviceable as possible, but let them be so

framed that criticism may be defied. Especially

should exaggerations be avoided, .-.s these vex
amateurs, w-ho cannot succeed in producing simi-

larly marvellous crops and are injurious to

professional gardeners, w-ho have to give some
explanation of a similar failure to their em-
ployers.

It may be a fancy of mine, but I cannot help

thinking there is a tendency on the ]>art of

compilers of catalngues to curtail the lists of

varieties in many instances, and this I hold to

be a step in the right direction. W'e are some-

tiuu'S told that many v.arieties, new and old, are

retained on the seed.smen's lists siinjily because

they are asked for and appreciated by some of

their customers, and in this case there is Eonie-

thing to be said in favour of the practice. If

there are some \vho prefer the old Essex Rival

Pea to the much superior Telephone, Laxton's

Supreme Pea to Stratagem, Walchertn Broccoli

to Veitch's Autumn Protecting, tho Aigbuith
Brussels Sprouts to Ne Plus Ultra, Battetsca

Cabbage to Ellam's Early, James's Internujdiate

to the New Intermediate or Jlatchhss Carrot,

IMarquis <if Lome Cucumber to either Telegraiih

or Canlilf Castle, and the Custar<l ^'egetable

Marrow to IMuir's Penj-byd, these are to be

pitied, but nmst, presumably, be studied all

the same. Some of the leading seedsmen men-
tion a considerable number of varieties, inti-

mating that tliey can be supplied, but do not
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describe them, and when this is done with a
view to gradually withdrawing them from cul-

tivation this also is right. It is very certain
all do not merit the eulogiums passed on them
by the framei's of the lists, and it is equally
evident tliat a considerable number when
ordered are not unfrequently drawn from the
same bag. Most of the catalogues contain a
notice to the effect that the season of 1888 was
most unfavourable to the ripening of seeds
generally, and this no one need be surprised at.

We shall have good reason to be thankful if one
half of the seeds sown germinate.

W. I. M.

CELERIES.
Except those persons who grow Celery for seed,

very few probably grow it unblanched. There is

little use for Celery unblanched ; indeed, it is

doubtful whether there is a more undesirable form
of salading than is Celery in that state. But natu-
rally grown Celery, when the plants are got out
fairly early and they thrive well, presents the best
method perhaps of testing varieties as to distinct-

ness and habit of growth. The process of earthing
or blanching always develops in Celery unnatural
character ; whilst natural culture permits the
characteristics of habit to be seen effectively. In
all tests of varieties, plants should be left to make
natural growth, and should also be earthed. In
that way all the various points in varieties, or
assumed varieties, are brought out, and a truer
tone as to the character of each sort is obtained.
That there are many distinct varieties of Celery
there can be no doubt, and each one finds somewhere
numerous admirers. Still, the sorts most widely
grown are comparatively few. Take the London
market trade, which confines itself to a fine red
variety known as Covent Garden Red, and is rather
stronger and coarser tlian Leicester Red. No
doubt the former kind is known in seed lists under
diverse appellations ; but if the market growers be
applied to, tliey will say that it is the old Market Red
grown by them for any number of years. Its merits
are hardiness, solidity, good flavour, and it gives per
plant considerable weight. Both Leicester Red (or
Major Clarke's Red) and Sulham Prize are fine-col-

oured kinds, the former perhaps the most favoured
because it is so solid and compact. Perhaps it

is the most compact grower of all red Celeries,

although it may not be the dwarfest, but it will be
hard to e.'ccel it. The giant Celeries find favour
with those who want specially huge samples for
e.xhibition ; but here in the south I find judges
rather determine in favour of smaller samples of
exceptional quality and solidity, and at the same
time cleanly and thoroughly blanched.

The Lancashire exhibition Celeries are, according
to name, presumably different from those ordinarily
found in seedsmen's lists. In the north Celeries
are grown to great size, and are wonderfully
blanched, but the treatment given is of a more
careful kind than f,'-ar(lencrs generally can bestow.
There nuiy be soinethiuf^ in the kinds or they may
be, after all, but well-known kinds with striking
local appellations. I have a few of these Celeries
growing natur.-illy, and .some of them are evidently
very roliust growers, the finest whites ap])nrcnlly
beiiif; Claywdrth Prize; and Ijancasliire Prize, wliilst

tlie finest reds are Big Ben and Blackpool Prize.
The const.ant recurrence of the appelliition "prize"
shows tliat Celeries are regarded for the exhibition
qualities in the north chiefly. Jl may lie that sonu;
of them, iiowever, ;ire very meritorious sorts, as
there can be no doubt but that the Lancashire
judjxe requires solidity, crispness, and flavour, as
well as bulk, in the prize .s.-unjiles. Our ordinary
best white Celeries .seem to be Incoiiqiarable Dwarf
White, of which there are yet sonu: true strains to
be got; Grove White, and Matchless. A good batch
of the true Dwarf Inconii)arable, often sold under
other ajipellalions, is hard to beat for flavour,
solidity, and keepiiif; quality, for whilst the tops
are so dwarf, little leafage is exposed to t be frost, the
plants are very hardy, and, further, are very late in
running to seed. Perhaps for that reason it is one

of the safest kinds to grow for very early planting.
The production of show samples of blanched Celery
is not much encouraged in the south apparently,
except perhaps at cottagers' shows ; but cottagers
seldom exhibit very fine samples. Such grand ex-
hibits as may be seen at the Lancashire shows
would surprise southern growers. The best samples
of Celery seen in the south are usually found in collec-
tions of vegetables in the autumn and winter, when
their value as salading is invariably recognised and
appreciated. A. D.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
The Musheoom House.

One very frequent cause of failure in Mushroom
houses is the maintenance of too high a temperature,
especially during cold or frosty weather. It is when
the fires are burning most briskly that much harm
is done in plant and fruit houses, as well as in
those devoted principally to Mushrooms. A little

extra heat may be necessary to keep out the cold,
or to prevent the beds cooling to an injurious ex-
tent, but rather than raise the heat in a Mushroom
house to 60° and upwards in frosty weather, I

would much prefer it to drop to 45°, and even
lower. Where much fire heat is given, this is apt
to rapidly exhaust both the atmosphere and beds
of moisture, and thereby act most prejudicially to
the crops. The beds in overheated houses are
quickly exhausted, and the crops puny and poor
in quality. To counteract these influences it is the
usual practice to daily damp down the walls and
floors of the house, and the beds are also freely and
frequently damped, but this is of little avail. The
most productive beds are those that longest
retain sufficient moisture in the manure to en-
sure steady decay accompanied by slow generation
of heat, and the first to fail are those that rapidly
dry throughout. If a bed requires a good soaking
of water after it has commenced to produce Mush-
rooms, it will soon fail, as if enough water is given
to moisten it, this will also cool it to an extent de-
structive to the spawn. In most instances too
much moisture is the cause of the tiny Mushrooms
turning brown and soft, and refusing to make any
further progress. Low temperatures will check
growth, but not prove destructive. If only suf-
ficient fire-heat is given to keep the tempe-
rature up to 50° in cold weather and only
5° higher when it is warmer outside, the loss

of moisture will be much less marked, and it

will not be necessary to damp down often. Then,
supposing the beds are surfaced over with a good
depth of strawy litter, the soil, should it become
dry at any time, may safely be motstened through
a portion of this litter. A gentle syringing with
tepid water, slightly impregnated with common
salt, is all that is needed, or the salt may be dis-

pensed with, after which the portion of dry litter

removed may bo returned to its old place. In
reality a well-built and carefully sheltered thatched
or ceiled Mushroom house requires but little fire-

heat, especially when fresh beds are made every
month. When no fire-heat is employed, no syring-
ing nor damping down is necessary or adNisable,
the beds not unfrequently remaining in full bearing
for two or three months, with scarcely any attention.
We sometimes find it necessary to change that por-
tion of the litter touching the soil, substituting":

some tliat is drier, and occasionally a .slight liotbed

is formed under .-i bed that has either cooled too
rajjidly or produced Mushrooms too slowly. No
doubt a well-lii'.'ili'd house is of thcfireatcst service
in forwarding tSeakale and Hhul)arli, but the Jlush-
rooms are by far the most profitable and ought to
be most studied. Comparatively high temperatures
at this time of the year are only injurious when
caused hy firc-he;it, and if the latter is applied in

cold weather it ou>.dit to be discontinued when it

is milder. We rarely take any notic(M)f the tlier-

mometers, and if failure to m.-iintain a constant
sujiply ever occurs it is principally due to an in-

sufficiency of material for making successional
beds.

Icn Hk.M's.
A short spell of frosty weather has, doulitless, in

very many instances lasted quite long enough for

the ice house to be nearly or quite filled with
good ice. This is an important matter, and those
responsible are always glad when it is completed.
Not a few experienced gardeners consider it

advisable to supplement this supply with an
additional heap formed on the surface of the
ground, this keeping surprisingly well, and ob-
riating the necessity of early visits, with their
attendant waste, to the ice house proper. In some
instances these heaps have been found to keep even
better than the ice stored in the more orthodox
manner ; in fact the experience gained plainly
indicates that there is now no real necessity to
construct the old-fashioned sunk egg-.shaped wells
for storing ice, these, in addition to being very
expensive, not answering so well as those formed
above ground. I do not propose to discuss the best
forms and methods of constructing the above-
ground ice houses, but wish rather to point out
plainly how ice may be cheaply stored, and in such
a manner as to quite dispense with the necessity
for any great outlay at the present time. Many
who possess an ice house do not, now that a com-
paratively cheap supply can be had from the
nearest fish merchant, go to the expense of GDing
it, especially when the extensive carting has to
be paid for. In very many instances the ice house
is located conveniently near the dwelling house
rather than the source of the supply, but an ice-

heap may usually be formed at a short distance
from the water. What is needed is a well drained,
shady position, nothing being better than a clear
space among trees on a northern slope. The first

proceeding should be to mark out a clear breadth
of ground say 20 feet by 10 feet. This should be
enclosed by stout stakes or posts and rather closely
fitting rough slabs, such as may be procured from
many private sawmills or pits, to a height of about
5 feet, the most convenient end only being left

open. The enclosure may be either roughly paved
or covered with faggots, this both keeping the ice
clean and facilitating the egress of the water or
dissolved ice. The next proceeding sliould be to

fix movable boards all round at not less than 18
inches from the sides, this space being filled in

with fine sawdust according as the ice is thrown in.

It is advisable to break up the ice before throwing
it in, and this can be most quickly done with the
aid of mallets and a temporary pavement formed
close to the enclosure. According as the fine ice is

levelled over the interior and rises to near tlie top of

the movable boards, these must be drawn upwards,
taking care, however, to fill up the space outside of

them as firmly as possible with sawdust. The open
end also must be gradually boarded up, and after

the ice is level with the top of the enclosure, it

should be gradually narrowed off in much the same
manner as a liay-rick is formed, a slight sprinkling
of salt serving to run the exposed surface together
into a solid mass. A thickness of about 18 inches
of fine sawdust should cover this ridge, over this

being placed a thatch of straw or Bracken, this or
some such contrivance being necessary for keeping
the sawdust together, and also assisting in exclud-
ing warmth. A heap thus constructed during the
next sharp frost experienced, if not opened too often
or in a reckless manner, should be a%ailable for
fully twelve months. If only a temporary supply
is needed, to last say to midsummer, an enclosure
may be dispensed witli, and it is po.s.siblc to do
without stakes or boanls. A cool, shady, and well-
drained site is, however, very essential. A .space

IL' feet by li feet, or considerably larger, according
to circumstances, may lie staked out and a wall all

round formed with squarely cut blocks of ice, the
interior being filled in at the same time with
crushed ice. Without the temporary assistance of
lioards, some skill will be needed in building the
sides especially, but the mass is soon glued to-

},'ether. The heap, when 4 feet or u]iwards in

height, nuist bi; gradually narrowed off, a sharj)

ridge being necessary, this being duly smootlud
over preparatory to the mass being enveloped in a
thickness of 12 inches or more of line sawdust. It

is a good practice to cover the sawdust with about
18 inches of fresh leaves, but as these are scarce
and very wet this season, ,a similar thickness of
strawy litter or Bracken is the best substitute.
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Unless a good thickness of some of these non-con-
ducting materials is banked over the heaps and
roughly thatched, the ice fails to keep, everything
depending upon the exclusion of warm air and rain.

Each time the heaps are uncovered at one end for

the purpose of removing some of the ice, the cover-
ings ought to be quickly and carefully returned to

their old position. W. I.

Trees and Shrubs.

DECIDUOUS TREES AND SHRUBS.
While all trees and shrubs of a deciduous
character have a very different appearance in

winter to what they have during the summer
mouths, yet there are some kinds which, when
devoid of foliage, stand out in a marked manner
from all their associates, either by reason of

their liabit being more pronounced when leaf-

less, through their bright coloured bark, or .some

other noticeable feature. Of deciduous trees,

the Birches are very conspicuous throughout
the winter months, and of these the common
Birch is, 1 think, if possible, more beautiful in

winter than in summer. Just now, where
associated with other trees, the shining white
trunks of the Birch are conspicuous for a very
long distance, and closer inspection reveals the
elegantly drooping spray, so different in outline

from tliat of the Oaks, Elms, Beeches, and other
forest trees. Birches olten differ from each
other considerably, either in the colour of the

bark, arrangement of the principal branches, or
pendulous character of the shoots. Of the many
varieties of the ctmimon Birch now in cultiva-

tion may be selected two. The first, fastigiata,

may often be met with as upright as the Lom-
bartly Poplar, while the Weeping Youngi, with
its long, thong-like branclilets, is a striking tree

at all seasons. Another distinct species is the
black Birch of the United States (Betula nigra),

which is very distinct from its European con-

gener, but is at the same time equally as note-
worthy. This American representative forms a
free, bold, but somewhat slow-growing tree,

often divided into several branches at but
a little height from the ground. The small
spray does not show the drooping cha-

racter so much as that of the common
Birch. The bark of the black Birch is most
marked in winter. It peels off" and hangs in

flakes from the main stem and principal branches,
thus giving to a tree of this species a wild and
picturesque appeai'ance. In this the bark is

reddish, and for this reason it is often called the
red Birch. Of Elms, the most conspicuous
when devoid of foliage is the Winged Ehn (Ul-

mus alata). This derives its name from the
peculiar corky excrescence with which either

side of the branches is furnished, and as this

character is common even to the minor twigs,

the whole of them appear to be of unusual
stoutness, wliich is owing to the corkj* ridges of

the bark. This tree is a native of North
America, but the cirk-barked variety of our
English Elm, especially that kno^^ni as the

Dutch, is most singular. The weeping variety

(jf Ulmus muntana is very distinct even when
leaQess. Among the many varieties of the com-
mon Ash the golden-barked kind stands out
conspicuously from all the others. In this the

yellow-coloured bark is, of course, more notice-

able in the winter than at any other time.

There is a form of this as pendulous as the ordi-

nary Weeping Ash. In another variety (jas-

]ii(lea) the bark is striped instead of being of a
uniform clear yellow. The cork-barked Elm
has its counterpart in the Ash, a variety of

which (verrucosa) hivs the bark as rugged as

that of the Elm. An Ash more curious than
ornamental is cristata, a dwarf variety with

fasciated Cockscomb-like branches. There are

many species and innumerable varieties of

Oaks, but none so grand and picturesque
when devoid of foliage as a fine old speci-

men of our English Oak. The fornrdable
spines with which the branches of the North
American Gleditschia triacanthos are studded
give it a very unconunon appearance, which is

heightened by the rather rugged character of

the specimen. Another tree whose bark is

especially noteworthy is the striped Maple
(Acer striatum, or pennsylvanicum, as it is often
called). This forms a good- sized tree, with
usually a somewhat regular shaped head, and
the bark, even from the trunk to the minor
branclilets, is greenish, clearly stripe<l with
white.

Of shrubs remarkable for theu' bright col-

oured bark, which causes them to be especially

conspicuous at this season of the year, must be
mentioned the Golden Osier (Salix vitellina),

which might almost be classed as a tree. This
is very distinct by reason of the rich yellow
colour of its bark, and when lit up by the rays

of the winter's sun its beauty is greatly enhanced.
The Dogwood (Cornus alba), with bright led
bark, is another shrub worth a note just now,
and of this there is a variety Csibirica) not so

vigorous in growth as the type, the bark of

which is of a lighter and brighter hue than that

of the other. To these may be added the Hima-
layan Bramble (Rubus biflorus), whose stems
present the appearance of having been white-
washed, and Lonicera xylosteum, the bark of

which is of a greyish tint. The trees and shrubs
above mentioned include most of the strongly

marked forms. T.

BERRY-BEARING PLANTS.

Nevek before can I remember so abundant a

crop of Holly and other berries as during the ijresent

season, and this is always joyous and welcome news
about Christmas and the new year. Often has the
thought struck me, how neglected and uncared for

are the majority of our handsomest fruiting trees

and shr\ibs, and how well they could be substituted
for many of the commonly grown, and I might
almost say invaluable, occupants of three-fourths

of our country shrubberies and gardens. It is also

a somewhat strange fact that many, perhaps the

majority, of our berry-bearing trees and shrubs are

such as can, either for beauty of foliage or flowers

— both in many cases—well hold their own with
any of the plants commonly cultivated for floral

show alone. Even the Holly, when well set with
flowers, is by no means an uninteresting plant, and
what can come up to it as a berry-bearing subject

!

What may likewise be said of a score of others, to

wit, the Strawberry tree (Arbutus Unedo), the Beam
tree (Pyrus aria), Cotoneasters, many kinds ; the

Box Thorn (Lycium europieum), Skimmias, Roses
(Rosa nigosa, R. villosa, and R. cinnaniomca), and
a full half hundred of Thorns.

By carefully thinning out our shrubberies and
]:ilaiitiiig, instead of the many commonly grown
rubbish (covert plants in the majority of instances),

a few ornamental berry-bearing shrubs and small-

growing trees, the ajipenranee created at Yuletide

would, in the majority of instances, be very difTcrent

to what it is at i>rescnt. There is no excuse, for

h,'i])]iily tlu: in.'ijcir )Mirti(Ui of tlu'.^e plants are such
as will exist and tlirive as well in the shade as the

s\mshine. are inexpensive, readily cultivated, and of

great, almost una]ipreciable, value for Christmas

and new vear deccu'ation of churches, houses, and
halls.

Tllli COMMON HoLLY.as well indeed as the \arie-

g.'itcd forms, are just now particularly attractive,

they being, in most instances, thickly studded with

their ruddy berries.

In the yellow fruited form we have a most dis-

tirujt and handsome plant, particularly when in

full fruit, and I cannot help wondering why so

ornamental and useful a shrub is not more com-
monly cultivated. If anything, the foliage in this

variety is even of a more intense and lustrous hue
than that of the normal plant, while it is equally
fruitful, quite as easily grown, and of great value
for the contrast it afiords.

The Sea Buckthobn (Hippopha; rhamnoides),
as <a bright and distinct fruit-bearing shrub of

moderate proportions, is to be highly recommended.
The silvery leaves are borne well into the winter
season, and contrast so markedly with the pinkish
yellow berries. To say that the berries are thickly

prodticed gives a stranger but a poor idea of what
a fiur-sized plant appears like when seen in its full

fruiting stage and towards the close of the year.

I have measured twigs of nearly a foot in length
thickly studded with berries; so thickly indeed
were they packed, that no trace of the wood was
to be seen. Sandy soil and a maritime site are

perhaps preferred by the Sea Buckthorn, but that

it will likewise succeed well where ozone is wanting
in the air we have ample proof.

Skimmia japosica is another extremely useful

lierry-bearing evergreen shrub. It is of modest
growth, rarely exceeding a yard in height, with
dark glossy Laurel-like leaves and rather incon-

spicuous greenish white flowers which are suc-

ceeded by myriads of deep red berries. The
berries are of good substance, lasting well in a cut

state, and are set off to perfection by the dark Yew-
green shining leaves. I have found this pretty

plant to succeed best in a shady (north) border and
in a mixture largely composed of peat with just

sufficient loam to render it friable. S. oblata is

another nearly allied form that is well worth a fair

share of notice. S. fragrans I find to be another
desirable member of the family.

Op the Spindle Tree, two species at least,

Euonymus latifolius and E. europajus, are bright

winter shrubs, for if left unmolested by birds they
are usually thickly studded with their curiously

formed and curiously marked berries. The red and
pendulous capsules open when fully ripe and reveal

the bright yellow or orange-coloured seeds. Good-
sized specimens frequently attain to a dozen feet

in height and spread proportionately. As a shade

tree the Euonymus does fairly well, but to be seen

in perfection it must be planted on the outskirts of

a wood or shrubbery, and where sunshine is freely

admitted. Loamy peat and a dampish situation

suit them best, but they are not at all particular if

the soil is fairly good. Birds are fond of the berries

;

therefore, if wanted, they must be preserved.

Maule's Cydonia, with its large quantity of

red-eheeked yellow berries, is certainly a plant of

which the possessor of a good-sized specimen may
well feel proud. Unfortunately, and for some
reason or another that I cannot well explain, every

plant does not seem to produce fruit in sufficient

quantity to become attractive. To see, however, a
fair-sizeil plant thickly sturlded with its bright

gcilden fruit, tinged with red on the outward side,

makes one almost cry out that this Cydonia is one
of the handsomest berrT.--bearing plants in cultiva-

tiim. A warm and rich loam, sunny situation. and an
iiecasional thinning out of the too abundant slioots

go far in the cultivation of this handsoiuc shruli.

The Snowbeery (Symphoricarpus racemosus)
everyone knows, although it is perhaps not a first-

class ornamental plant. It, too. like the last

]ilant, cannot always be relied upon to produce a

good cro]) of berries, but this is, in my ojiinion,

maiidy owing to want of proper odtivation, for one

far nun-e frequently .sees the shrub in a poorworkcd-
out soil amongst natural Thorns and Briers than

gracing, as it well deserves to do, at least .a second-

rate position on the lawn or in the shrubliery. So

very few of (uu- ornamental berry-bearing plants

])ro'(luce jun-e white fruit, that the greater interest

aiul value should be attached to those that do.

For mixing with some of the deep red and black-

fruited shrubs the .snow-white berries of the Sym-
phoricarpus are of great value, and as they remain

in good condition for .a considerable length iif time

are certainly not to be despised for slirubbery

planting. Any soil will grow the Snowbeny, but
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to inoduce fruit in greatest quantity it is all the
better for a free loam or loamy peat and warmish
shady situation.

The Pehsettyas, though of dwarf growth,

generally speaking, are yet amongst the most
showy of fruiting shrubs. The ty]3ical P. mucronata
is not one of the most showy in this way, although
there is something peculiarly pleasing about a

couple of the arching twigs, well berried, when
placed amongst other occupants of the vase or

china bowl. To describe the many forms (hybrids)

of the Pernettya would be a task of no mean pro-

portions; suffice it to say that from white to black

every colour is represented. Of dwarf growth, for

they do not usually reach a couple of feet in height,

these Pernettyas are excellent rock plants, but they

must be placed in cool peaty soil, and in juxta-

position to a plant of the normal species before

their beauty is fully revealed. The berries last for

a great length of time ; indeed, I have frequently

noticed them remaining in perfection on the plants

for nearly three months. P. mucronata is a big,

straggling shrub, of frequently 7 feet or 8 feet

in height, with thickly-set, small shining leaves,

and it flowers freely, although, individually, the

blooms are by no means conspicuous. To any
person who possesses, or can possess, a peat bed,

these Pernettyas should certainly come in for a fair

share of attention. P. speoiosa I grow as a table

plant, the great quantityjof red berries, as also its

neat habit, rendering it highly attractive for such a
purpose.

CoTONEASTERS must On no account be omitted

from our list, for, beyond doubt, amongst them are

some of our brightest berry-bearing shrubs. C.

frigida during the winter months is usually a plant

of great beauty, the bright, almost crimson, berries

being produced in the richest abundance. It is a
straggling bush, of often nearly a score of feet in

height, and one that is not often seen in cultiva-

tion, but withal a plant that well deserves extended
culture it only for its bright and long-lasting fruit.

C. Simonsi and C. macrophylla are two other of

the most useful kinds, they being of very easy

growth, fruiting freely, and being of fairly rapid

growth. There are many other useful and highly

ornamental kinds of Cotoneasters, but the above-

named are some of the best.

The Box Thorn (Lycium europmum), when seen

in full fruit, is a by no means unattractive plant.

It is of scrambling growth, has Privet-like stems
and leaves, and bears yellowish crimson fruit in

some quantity. As a seaside shrub, the Box Thorn
])erhaps does best and fruits most freely, but it also

succeeds admirably in inland quarters and where
sand— its favourite soil— is almost entirely wanting.
At Khyl, in North Wales, this plant prows with un-

usual luxuriance, and is there used in the forma-
tion of hedges, and with very good results. One
fence that I measured was fully 50 yards long,

nearly 6 feet wide, and K feet high. The Box Thorn,

which is of ratlier trailing habit, was kept upriglit

by a double bar fence rini along the centre of the
hedge.

Thk common Yew, as seen to-d;iy, just reminds
ino that it must not be expunged from our list.

Never before have 1 witnessed this tree with greater

numbers of berries or these of larger size. In tlie

yellow-berried form we have a most interesting and
beautiful .shrub, but one that, unfortunately, is not

half enough appreciated. The berries are quite as

large as those of the normal plant and as plenti-

fully produced.

TiioKN.s of various kinds are not one wliit beliind

any of the foregoing as licrry-licaring ]ilanls. 'J'ho

lovely Crata;gus Fyracanlha Lielandi is one of tlie

Ijest, and well worthy is it of more than a passing

notice, which may, to a less extent, certainly be
said of the typical C. Pyracantha. The Tansy-
leaved Thorn(C.tanacctifolia), with its bigyellowish
berries, and C!. coccinea, with scarlet fruit, as.sociate

nicely wlicn planted side by side in the shrubbery.

The Beam and Service trek (Pyrus Aria and
P. Morbus), when laden with their l;irge and showy
fruit, are small-growing trees that look well when
placed along the margins of woods and plantations.

Birds soon devour the berries of both species, so

that, unless in extremely mild winters, the beauty

of either is rarely fully set forth.

Benthamia fragifera and Arbutus Unedo
(the Strawberry Tree) are perhaps too well known
to require description, the latter in particular. For
their large and brightly coloured fruit both trees

are of great value in an ornamental sense, and
should find places in every collection of shrubs and
trees.

The Bladder Sennas (Coluteas) and Hop
Hornbeams (Ostrya) produce curious and pretty

pods and catkins, and for which they are largely

grown and greatly appreciated. The inflated pod
of the Bladder Senna is peculiarly attractive in

early autumn, while the Hop-like catkins of the

Ostrya render the plant one of great interest.

Numbers of other fruit and berry-bearing trees

and shrubs might be recalled to mind, but amongst
those above named at least a few of the best and
commonest will be found. A. D. Webster.

Daphnes, the autumn is the best time for the work,
as the new leaves on the points of the shoots are

often pushed out soon after Christmas.

—

Field.

Stove and Greenhouse.

Syringa villosa.— This beautiful Lilac is a

native of Northern China and is a vigorous and very

liardy shrub, now 5 feet high here, by as much
through the branches, with stout, erect, pale brown
shoots, marked with white spots, broad and ample
pale green strongly reticulate-veined leaves, and
narrow and rather obtuse, often interrupted clus-

ters of pale rose or flesh-coloured flowers, which are

decidedly less fragi-ant than those of the common
Lilac. They appear here towards the end of May.

S. villosa is a valuable and desirable addition to

gardens. The only drawback which it has yet

developed as an ornamental plant is found in the

fact that its leaves fall very early, or after the first

frost, without any change of colour.— (Tarde7i and
Forest.

Picea bracteata.—I was pleased to see in The
Garden, January 5 (p. 12), the engraving of the

cone of Picea bracteata sent by Mr. Coleman. I

planted a fine plant from the same batch

of seedlings, but it did not succeed so

well as Mr. Coleman's specimen. Al-

though the plant grew away well and
was nicely established, the severe frost

of 1861 killed it down to the snow-level,

so that Mr. Coleman's expression as to

its hardiness is rather misleading. The
thermometer at 14° below zero showed
that the frost would have killed the plant to

the ground ; fortunately, a branch 2 feet long
was preserved under the snow. This branch was
carefully tied up and in time became the tree, but
for some years very little or no progress was made.
The tree afterwards started into rapid growth, and
is now about 25 feet high, althougli not so well

furnished to the ground as many of our coniferous

plants are. The plant is a star of tlie first magni-
tude among the other trees; our Wellingtonias

bear no comparison to it for beauty. Taxodium
sempervirens shared the same fate in that terrible

winter ; it grew out from the bottom, and is 40 feet

high, a very beautiful specimen.— Wm. Ci.'LVER-

WELL, Thorpe PerrnWy Yorkshire.

The autumn-flowered Mezereon. — This

Dajihnr is a very liivnitiful shruli a>. indeed, are all

the other varieties, among whieli may be mentioned
that usually met with in ninseries under tlu; Tiiiincs

of rubra, atro-rubra. or purpurea, whieli lias Dowers

of darker colour than those of the ordinary fcu-ni ;

alba, in which the blosscuns are pure white; •ind

fiore-pleno, a double-flowered fcu'ni of the last. The
berries, that are Ijorne in considerable luimliers, are

as showy as the blossoms and remain on for a con-

siderable period. In the white-flowered variety the

fruits are yellow, and thus afl'nrd ;i jileasing change
from those of the ordinary kind. Daphne Meze-
reum and all its varieties will not thrive in liot,

.sandy soils ; indeed, so situated they will scarcely

exist, but they all delight in a cool, moist, but well-

drained spot. A good, open, loamy soil suits them
perfectly, and when once establi.shed they are

very impatient of being disturbed. Should it be

intended, however, to transplant any of these

LUCULIA GRATISSIMA.
I RECENTLY Saw a very fine specimen of this

plant flowering profusely on a wall, its large

trusse.s of fJesh-coloured flowers filling the house
with a delicate and pleasing odour. This plant

has now been an inmate of our plant houses
upwards of sixty years, and yet one rarely sees

it. What can our gardeners be thinking about
to let all these fine old plants slip through their

liands ; the plant I here allude to was planted

by myself some five or six years ago, so that

instead of a dirty bare wall there is all the year

round an abundance of rich green leaves, and
through the autumn and winter a profusion of

deliciously sweet-scented flowers, which may
be cut and used in glas.ses in the dwelling house,

or kept upon the plant in the greenhouse.

When a truss or trusses of bloom are cut the

Luculia gratieeima.

stem should be cut long enough to include some
of its fine leaves, wliich contribute largely to

the ert'ect i)roduced b}' the flowers. Moreover,
this is a plant whieli a lady may cut as she
likes without injury to Die plant, as ladies

usually act sensibly and ctit their Cowers witli

long stalks so that they produce a tasteful efl'ect

wlien arranged in a va.se. This system, liow-

ever, must be avoided in hard-wooded grcen-

Iiduse plants, for with them tlie obt:.ining of a
long stem would in many instances necessitate

tlie destruction tjf one or two jears' growth, and
therefore destroy the plant ; such kinds, how-
ever, should not be used for cutting flowers

from. Of the Luculia I have seen plants ranging

from 1 foot to 18 inelies liigli grown in pots,

and bearing on the top a large truss of blooms.
How are these obtained ? I imagine they are

struck or layered after the flowers arc set. I do
not think they are grown from yiuing cuttings.

Tho iilant, howm-er, is not satisfactory when
grown in pots, but thrives well in a greenhouso

wlien planted out against a wall or in the centre

of a lumso and treated as a shrub. Another
kind which is an excellent companion to the
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above is named Piuceana, after a celebrated

grower of greenhouse plants who livetl at Exeter

;

its flowers are jjure white. When planted in the
open border, neither of these plants requires

much warmth in winter, and I would strongly

recommend anyone having a blank wall in a

cool house to plant against it one or both of

these varieties. The border should be amply
drained and filled with a mixture of fibrous

peat and turfy loam mixed with s(mie sharp
sand. W. H. G.

CHINESE PRIMULAS.

The superb collection of Chinese Primulas which
Mr. Cannell exhibited at the Westminster Aquarium
last week evidenced that we have in these beauti-
ful winter flowers reached quality added to size and
robustness which admits of no gainsaying. They
were j'earling plants in about 6-inch pots, showing
very varied forms and hues of foliage, and .all won-
derfully robust and healthy. Were it not that the
flowers carried on the plants were so superbly col-

oured and so very fine, it might have been thought
that the foliage showed almost too gross a culture.

Perhaps the plants had been well fed, or it may be
that the soil was only fairly good and that the strong
growth formed came as much from ample pushing
trom seedling to flowering as to any other cause. It

must not be imagined that Chinese Primulas need ex-
ceptional pot room. Few similar plants perhaps have
fewer roots and are so e.xceedingly fine in texture
proportioned to the luxuriance of the leafage which
Chinese Primroses have; hence they do not so much
need ample potroom as fitting soil and quick growth.
The very fineness of the plant's roots proves often a
reason why plants apparently looking so robust yet
bloom so poorly. The roots have become parched
with heat and drought at some moment of inatten-
tion.'orhave with even greater probability been too
heavily saturated with water, and have damped.
Perhaps they have become too old or set and fail

to act as feeders. In any case many Chinese
Primroses sadly fail to bloom well when the
season comes, and growers are wondering why
such should be the case. There can be no doubt
whatever that one of the great secrets of Mr.
Cannell's success in Primula culture is found in

the rapid growth of the plants from the seed-
ling state, and whilst giving only just enough
of pot space also furnishes the best of soil. And
here we find that, assuming it to be free from
fnngus or insects, there is no soil so good for

Chinese Prirm-oses as is well-decayed silky loam.
A stiflE clayey loam is, on the one hand, just as
obnoxious as is a compost of all porous mixture,
such as peat and leaf-soil. If a proportion of about
two-thirds of this sweet, silky, turfy loam be pro-
vided, with the other third of good, clean, old hot-
bed manure, well rubbed through a sieve, unci a good
proportion of sharp silver sand, a suitable mixture
is obtained in which the plants cannot but thrive.

The plants do well with about three pottings—
first into 3-inch pots, then into 4J-inch pots,
and finally into ti-inch pots. If some plants
show exceptional strength or have been sown very
early, they may get a further shift into 8 J-inch pots,
in which size plants might well become from
18 inches to 20 inches across, and carry huge
heads of bloom. To what size plants must ulti-

mately develop into chiefly depends upon the time
of sowing, but from the 1st of March till the end of
May is found suitable, according to the space at

disposal and the requirements of the grower. Mr.
Cannell is breaking some new colours in flushed
or shaded forms ; these pale towards the eye.
deepening outwards. One flower of a rosy hue was
especially beautiful. Delicate tints are terribly
killed under the hon-id yellow light of the Aquarium
gelatine roof, but rich blood-reds are very effective.

These Mr. Cannell has finely developed, indeed
they are almost perfect. The lovely salmon, car-
mine, magenta, and scarlet forms, also flaked, mar-
gined, and speckled flowers, show how varied and
beautiful is the Swanley strain. All this visitors
to the Aquarium could judge of for themselves.

The exhibiting of this grand lot of Primulas happily

served to save the midwinter exhibition from com-
parative failure. A. D.

Anthurium Bothschildianum.— Whatever
may have been the opinion of some growers of

plants respecting this variety, I cannot but express
my unqualified approval of it, the more so since

seeing a very handsome form of the plant flowering

in Messrs. Seegar and Tropp's nursery at Dulwich.
This plant is well figured in TiiE Garden, Nov. 13,

188G (p. 454).-W. H. G.

Toxicophlaea spectabilis. — This beautiful

memljer of tlie Di>g-I)ane family was introduced
some few years ago by Mr. Williams, of Holloway.
I have frequently seen it flowering, but never in

such a superb manner as I saw it recently, thus

proving how much one loses who discards such
plants. It is a compact, much-branched shrub of

somewhat slow growth, and the flowers, w-hich .are

pure white and delicately fragrant, .are borne in .a

terminal corymb, and also in the axils of the leaves

for some 9 inches or a foot down. These flowers

may be cut for placing in glasses in the dwelling
house, and the trusses of bloom may be used with
much effect as sprays if mi.xed with fronds of

Maiden-hair Fern. When used as a coat flower,

Luculia Pinceana.

however, I prefer its own deep green leaves.

—

W. II. G.

Cyrtanthus lutescens.—This seems to be as
free-flowering as its better-known relative Cyrtan-
thus McKeni, and I do not know of two plants
more likely to please the amateur who possesses
only a greenhouse than these two Cape bulbs. C.
McKeni forms a bulb about the size of that of a large
Snowdrop, and produces long. Grass-like evergreen
leaves, while the flower-spike reaches a height of
9 inches to 1 foot and is terminated by a cluster of
blossoms. The individual blooms, which are tube-
shaped, about 2 inches long, and of a curved out-
line, are of an ivory-white tint and agreeably
scented. From its shallow rooting properties this
bulb does better in rather deep pans than in pots,
and no doubt the same treatment would suitC. lutes-
cens, but of that I have had but a limited experience.
This l.Tst-named seems to be deciduous, while C.
McKeni is evergreen and should never be sub-
jected to any drying-oft' process.—T.

Azalea Deutsche Perle.—Like most of the
Indi.-m Az.aleas, this is of continental origin, but
when first put into commerce I am unable to say.
At all events it is a very beautiful variety and there
is a great demand for it. The flowers are pure
white .and the petals very massive, the whole
bloom reminding one of that of a Gardenia. It can
be readily forced, and will no doubt l>efore long
supersede many of the older varieties. Tlic growth
is free, which is a great advantage when required
for cut flowers, as a good length of stem can be

taken with the blossoms. Like other Azaleas that

are forced annually, this will gradually flower earlier

than at first, as the growth is completed sooner,

and consequently the buds are ready to start earlier

in the season than those that have not been forced.

A coloured plate of this Azalea was given in The
Garden for May 19, 1888.—H. P.

SOLANUM JASMINIFLORUM.
There is one objection common to many of the
plants that can be used as greenhouse climbers,

which is in their being naturally so vigorous
that when the root room neoessaiy to keep them
in health i.s given, they make so much growth, as

to seriously interfere with the plants that are

grown in the body of the house bcneath them. This
difficulty might, no doubt, be got over by devoting
houses principally to subjects of twining and
climbing habit, confining the things grown
under them to some of the coarser growing
Ferns, with a few of the hardier species of

Palm and other fine-leaved plants that can keep
up a struggling existence with little light. An
arrangement of this sort is occasionally met
with.

Amongst the climbing plants that will do
with ordinary greenliouse warmth there are few,
if any, that interfere so little with whatever is

grown under them as Solanum jasminifloruni.

It has comparatively small leaves, and its spare
rambling shoots extend far, and though it

makes suflBcient growth to take oft" the bare-
ness of the rafters to which it is trained, it is

not dense enough to do much mischief to any-
thing that is grown beneath it. The flowers are
(if the purest white, and are produced in loose

Inmches for a long period during the summer.
They are not too large for using in the smallest
arrangements of cut flowers, such .as s]u-ays, nor
in the small stands now so much in fashion, that
liold a spray or two of bloom and a bit of

greenery. For choice bouquets they afl'ord a relief

from things like Stephanotis, Bouvardias, and a
few others, which, however beautifid in their
wa}-, are so much used that a change to some-
thing diflerent is at times desirable. The plant
can be groivn in a large pot or tub, or it may
be planted out in a border. Where there is the
means of giving the roots room in the latter

way, it will make more growth and produce pro-
portionately more bloom, and as there is no
disposition to over-luxuriance in the plant, it is

best planted out.

It can be propagated by cuttings made (if the
shoots. These should consist of young growths
such as arc produced from the eyes immediately
below where a branch has been cut back, and
which are generally obtainable in spring after

the plant has made some growth subsecjuent to

its having had the branches shortened. This
shortening is necessary more or less during the
latter part of winter, as from its spare habit, if

not cut in, it gets bare and devoid of young
growth for a considerable length almve the base.
'I'd keej) the plant furnished with young flower-

ing wood, it is best to shorten the branches at
diflerent lengths from the collar. Jf the cut-

tings are taken ott' with a heel, there will be
little difticidty in getting them to root; whereas
if severed at a joint when more length of growth
has been made, they are liable to decay instead
of rooting. Put them singly into small ]iots, witli

a few bits of crock in the bottom and a little

Sphagnum or other fibrous matter over the
(.Irainage ; half till the pots with a mixture of

sifted peat and sand, the top all sand. Confine
them in a striking frame or under propagating
glasses; keep moist, and give no more air than
necessary to prevent the cuttings damping. A
temperature of 75" will be sufficient ; in tliis
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roots will be formed in a few weeks, after which
give more air, increasing it gradually until the

little plants will bear full exposure to the air of

the house ; stand them in a light position, and
encourage growth by a temperature approaching
that in which they have been struck. With a

mixture of peat in the bottoms of the pots in

the way recommended, there will be no necessity

to give a shift until the pots are njoderately full

of roots and some top growtli has been made.
In the case of things of this character that do
not like to be disturbed till they have made
some progress in both top and root growth, it

is better to give the cuttings sijmetliing that

will sustain them for a time better than sand

aloue. When, as already said, the pots are

fairly full of roots, move into others two or three

sizes larger ; now give them good turfy peat

with some rotten manure, both of which should

be broken finely by hand ; add enough sand to

keep the material porous. Where good fibrous

peat is not available, turfy loam may be used

instead, but I have found that this Solauum
grows more freely in peat when it can be had
of good quality. When the top growth has ex-

tended 15 inches or 18 inches, pinch out the

points of the shoots to induce them to break

back ; this, if necessary, must be repeated so as

to secure three or four branches before too

much length of growth has been made. A stick

or two must be put to each plant for support.

As the sun's power increases, shade will be re-

quired during bright weather ; syringe overhead

in the afternoons, and gradually reduce the tem-
perature to that of a greenhouse as the summer
comes on. But if there is the means, the plants

shouldbekept in a moister, closeratmosphere dur-

ing the first season than established greenhouse

stock requires. In tliis way more growth will be
secured, and as the object will be to get the

plants up to a flowering state without delay, it

is better to push them on. During the summer
another shift will be required

;
give this as

early as the condition of the roots will warrant,

so that the plants may get well hold of the soil

before the end of the growing season. Long
slender sticks will now be needed to support the

tops, or the shoots may be trained to strings

run up under the roof.

As autumn comes on give more air and less

water, reducing the latter .still more as winter

ajjproaches. A warm greeidiouse temperature,

say of from 40° to 45° in the night, will be

better for the plants than cooler quarters. As
soon as a little growth has been made, move
into pots two or three sizes larger than those

tliey occupy if the root progress is such as to

warrant this ; if not, a less shift will suffice.

Treat as during the previous summer, except

that more air and less moisture in the atmo-

sphere will now answer. The plant is a free

flowerer, and may be expected to bloom for a

long time througliout the summer. Strings

or wires under the rafters will now be required

to train the shoots to ; if necessary, one plant

may be made to furnish two or three rafters.

Syringe overhead freely in tlie afternoons, with

a view to help the growth and keep the foliage

clean and free from insects. Water must be

given liberally to tlie roots, never allowing the

soil to get too diy wliilst active growtli is going

on. As autumn advances give more air and
reduce the water supply as liefore, giving still

less through the winter. In sjiring, additional

pot room must be given, unless tin; |>lants .are

to be turned out in a bed, in which case the

space occupied need not be so large as would be

necessary f<ir things of a more vigorous nature.

In making the bed or border, it is re((uiRito to

see that it is well drained, and that the soil is

open. The soil should have a good portion of

turfy matter in it, and ought to be in a more
lumpy state than when intended for potting, as

when once the plants are turned out there is

not the means of renewing it that there is when
they are in pots. In addition to the re(iuisite

amount of sand, some broken charcoal or crocks
should be mixed with the material. Turn the
plants out just as the roots begin to move, but
d(j not di.sturb them uunecessaril}-. If the new
soil is made as solid round the balls as that
of whicli tliey consist, there will be no dan-
ger of the water passing oft' through the new
material and leaving the roots diy. Do not
give so much water for a time after plant-

ing out as the soil will bear when the roots
have begun to move freely. Frfim this time the
general cultivation required will be such as

already advised. Each spring before the growth
has begun to move, 2 inches or 3 inches of the
old soil may be taken off the surface of the bed
and replaced with new. Previous to this the
tops should be shortened more or less, accord-
ing to tlie condition of the plants and the
space to be filled. Weak manure water will

help the growth if given once a fortnight or so

during the summer. T. B.

Ouvirandra fenestralis, the Lace-leaf plant
of Madagascar, is exceedingly fine now at Burford
Lodge, indeed finer, I think, than I have ever seen
it. I am specially interested in this plant, having
received a large mass of it from the hands of Mr.
Ellis soon after he first introduced it. I have myself
grown this plant well, indeed, Mr. Ellis told me, to

.a much larger size than he had ever seen it in its

native country, but I think Sir Trevor Lawrence's
plant has larger leaves. I never had much ditficulty

in growing the Lace-leaf plant, and the plant at

Burford Lodge is a striking example that it does
not require any extra care ; then why have the ma-
jority of plant growers discarded it .' I look upon
it as one of the most wonderful plants in the whole
vegetable kingdom.—W. H. G.

Sparmannia africana.— This old-fashioned

plant is rarely seen, yet it is very suitable for a
large conservatory, where it will yield a profusion of

flowers from January onwards. When planted out
it grows very rapidly, but does not flower so freely

as when the root room is limited. Though it attains

almost tlie dimensions of a tree, yet it will flower

freely even in a small state, and its pretty blossoms,

wliich are borne in good-sized clusters well above
the mass of foliage, will always attract attention.

The individual blooms are pure white, except the

dense and showy mass of golden and crimson
anthers. There is a variety with double flowers

which by some is considered superior to the type,

though I much prefer the single form. The latter,

however, certainly possesses one great advantage
over the double variety, and that is its greater

freedom of blooming, for the double kind rarely

flowers well.—H. P.

Correas.—This genus of plants belongs to Aus-
tralia, whore the English settlers have christened
the various kinds the " Native Fuchsia," which is

not an in.apt comparison. Notwithstanding the

fact that these plants flower through the winter
and spring months, liow very seldom one meets
with them in the gardens of the present day. I

was the more pleased, therefore, to find a few kinds
of this genus in .a garden some distance from
London. These plants specially reminded me of

my young days, when they were well and largely

cultivated. The plants in quest ion had been grafted
u]ion the kind known as magnilica, which is a bold
strong grower, and it was claimed for this stock

that it appeared to produce more vigour in the

plants than tlie old .alba, which is usually used .as

a parent for all the kinds. Tins was particularly

noticeable in the t;asc of V. cardinalis, a. iilant. with
bright scarlet tubular flowers, tipped with light

green. It is a profuse blooming species, but usually

fails to produce the effect its bright flowers should
show on account of the thinness of the foliage. In

this plant, however, the leaves were plentiful and
the specimen produced .a beautiful effect ; in fact,

I may say it is the only time I have seen a plant of

this kind which could be called handsome, the
improvement in its appearance being ascribed to

the stock. C. ventricosa, another kind flowering
profusely, was very leafy. It is a much-branched
kind, with tubular, rich crimson flowers, the lobes
being tipped with green. Brilliant was another kind
equally beautiful, the foliage being very deep green,

and the long pendent flowers wholly deep rich

crimson. I may add that these plants were flowered
as grown ; they were compact, but not mop-headed
specimens, neither were the shoots trained upon a
trellis. I certainly should like to see the Cape and
New Holland plants return to favour, the bright

colours and delicious odour vielded by a house full

of these plants in spring being one of the happiest
reminiscences of my early days in the garden.—G.

PLANTS IN AN UNHEATED HOUSE.
I HAVE ijreviously alluded to the best method of

excluding frost from an unheated house, and en-

deavoured to sketch some means th.at might be em-
pliiyed to mitigate, if not wholly ward off, its

effects. Damp, as well as frost, are foes that need
to be kept at bay, and damp will sometimes destroy

more plants in an unheated house than frost, and
especially so if the house be on the north side of a
residence where little or no sun falls. The
builders of suburban villa residences appear in

many instances to regard the plant structure, to

which they give the appellation of conservatory,

however small, as a mere ornamental appendage to

the house, and its adaptability for the growth of

plants is the last consideration. In sucli structures

many persons attempt to grow a few plants with
varying success. They are often very defective in

the matter of ventilation, which can only be given
by means of side windows, which in winter time
admit cold draughts of a hurtful character. If air

be altogether excluded, then damp does its destruc-

tive work, and when damp is present the killing

efliects of frost are more severely felt.

In the case of a house on a north aspect, very

little water is required during the late autumn
and mid-winter months, and what is given

should be given with great care. This is .a

grave ditficulty with many villa gardeners. Not
long since a neighbour brought me a plant (Ficus

elastica) which maintained a healthy condition dur-

ing the summer, but in the beginning of November
was losing its leaves and had fallen into a sickly

condition. The fact was, the soil about the roots

was sodden and sour, and it was no wonder the

plant sickened. It had been watered too much,
and on my saying so, the reply was, " 1 was told to

water it frequently in summer, anil I concluded
that it would be necessary to do this every day."

This reply may provoke a smile, but among many
persons who attempt to grow plants there is an
impression that plants need a meal of water eveiy

day, .and administer it accordingly quite irrespec-

tive of the state of the soil. Is it to be wondered
at that plants so treated die?

At this time of the year plants in a cold house
might be regarded as undergoing a period of re.st;

the functions of growth are almost, or quite, at a

standstill, and they will bear the soil becoming
nearly dry. Tlie grower should watch the weather,

and it w.ater is necessary, give it when the weather
is open, mild, and drying. It is best to take the

plant to the scullery sink, water it well with
chilled w.ater. and then allow it to drain thoroughly
before it is returned to the house. This is one way
of preventing damp from gathering upon the

sh(>lf of the house, and so spreading to the plants.

Plants in a state of inaction will go for a long time
without water, Imt as soon as they besiii to show
signs of suffering by the fl.aggiug of the leaves

or shrinking of the wood, tlu-n water should be

f,nven, taking care to soak tlie ball of soil tlionnif,dily.

To ensure this licing done, it is well to stand the

pot in a ves.sel of water until the .soil is quite

saturated with moisture. If water is administered to

the plants in the house, let it be done on the
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morning of a day that promises to be a drying one,

so that any moisture on the shelf or floor of the
house may dry up as quickly as possible.

Damp soon shows itself upon the leaves of a
plant, and any so afiEected should be picked off as

soon as discovered. The surface soil should be
occasionally stirred so that damp should not gather
there ; the outsicie o£ the pots also should be kept
as clean and dry as possible. These are simple
precautions, but they have a great deal to do with
the safe keeping of plants through the winter.

On all occasions of mild sunny days, when the
wind is in the south or west, let air be given.

Sunny, genial days occur up to the beginning of De-
cember, and if they are few and far between during
that month and January, they occur again in the
middle of February and onwards. But it is always
well to close the house as soon as the sun begins to

shine, thus consening the warm air as much as
possible.

By means of such precautions many plants of a
tender character can be brought in safety through
a trying winter. Anyone making pets of plants
will not find it irksome to give the small
attentions suggested, and they may fairly look
forward to bringing many in safety through the
winter. R. D.

Hibiscus Dennisoni.—This is an elegant
member of a family of plants all of which have
been much neglected. The plant in question, how-
ever, is not showy as far as colour goes, as its

flowers, which are large and freely produced, are
of a soft creamy white, and contrast admirably
with the leathery, cordate, dark green leaves.

Judging by examples which I recently noted, it is

well suited for pot culture, and produces quantities
of flowers which continue to make a display
for a long time. This plant is a native of the
Pacific Islands, and thrives in an ordinary stove.

It should be potted in a mixture of loam, peat, and
leaf-mould, with a little sharp sand added. Drain
the pots well, give plenty of water to the roots, and
syringe the leaves frequently, before the flowers
appear, to keep away the red spider.—W. H. G.

Eranthemum pulch.ellum.—This is an easily
grown, free-flowering plant for the stove during the
winter months, and is among the most ornamental
of the genus to which it belongs, the flowers being
of a beautiful shade of rich bright blue, and borne
in the greatest profusion. The plant is of very
easy culture, all that is needed to obtain good
flowering specimens being to strike the cuttings
either in the spring or early summer, and grow
them on somewhat cool during the hot weather,
and when autumn sets in remove them to the stove.

By this means good healthy foliage is maintained,
as if kept too close during the summer the leaves
are very liable to become infested with red spider,

which soon destroys the beauty of the plant. The
individual flowers do not last in perfection very
long, but a succession is kept up for a considerable
period. When the pots are full of roots an occa-
sion.al stimulant will be of service in lengthening
the flowering season.—T.

Azalea rosseflora.— I was both pleased and
interested on reading " H. P.'s" remarks on the
above Azalea. There are, however, one or two
points in addition which I venture to make re-

specting the plant: (1) its perfect hardiness
; (2)

its h.abit
; (3) positions best suited for its full de-

velopment. This Azalea has been grown in a shady
position on the rockwork at York for several years
without protection and without injury, and there-
fore may safely be said to be hardy. To see the
many plants, both large and small, of this Azalea in

the York Nurseries one would scarcely speak of
them as "globular," but rather as irregular, strag-
gling bushes from G inches to 2 feet or more high
(not grafted plants). Now a word about the posi-
tions in which it evidently thrives the best. This
was brought to my notice in the following manner :

At the Saltaire Exhibition nearly two years ago
Messrs. Backhouse exhibited some very fine speci-
mens, one plant especially being fully a yard in
diameter. This was left there the grc ater part of

the summer and I quite expected to see weak,
puny growths, owing to it being in a sunless and
dark place. This, however, was not the case, for

the plant made far better and stronger growth
than those which had been nursed, syringed, and
cared for in the usual way at Y'ork. To all intend-

ing cultivators I would say. Grow it in shade.
Treated in this way, and with proper material at

the roots, it will not be found so slow as heretofore.

It would be most interesting to know more of the
history of this plant, its native habitats, and n hether
there is a single form of it. or one of any other
colour besides that of the type. What a treasure a
white variety would be !—K. Potter.

Drosophyllum lusitanicum. — This novel
member of the carnivorous .section of plants I re-

cently noted in excellent health in the garden of

Sir Trevor Lawrence at Dorking. It is a native of

the sandy shores and dry rocks by the seaside in

Spain and Portugal, and differs from our own Sun-
dews (Droseras) in having ten stamens to its

flowers
; and we are also told that in the manner of

developing its leaves it is different to any other
plant, inasmuch as they are rolled in a revolute
manner. It forms a soft, but woody stem several

inches high, and the leaves on the summit are some
6 inches or 8 inches long, quite narrow, and taper-

ing to a point. The base of the leaf immediately
joining the stem is smooth, but every other part of

the plant, except the surface of the petals, is covered
with reddish purj^le viscid glands, which are stalked,

and under a microscope somewhat resemble button
Mushrooms in shape. The flowers, of a soft bright
yellow, are borne in a somewhat lax corymb.
Sundews receive a considerable amount of attention
at Burford Lodge, where numerous plants are to be
found which are, unfortunately, neglected by the
majority of plantsmen.—W. H. G.

Books.

MANUAL OF ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS.*
We h.ave before us part 4 of this work, which deals
exclusive!}' with Cypripediums, and its issue at the
present time is all the more welcome on account of
the light which it throws on plants belonging to
this ju.stly popular genus, which has of late at-

tracted a great amount of attention. It is only
right to st.ate here th.at the greatest credit is due to

Messrs. Veitch and Sons for t.aking in hand and
making perfectly clear and comprehensive a sub-
ject so exceedingly intricate as that relating to the
various positions of species, varieties, and sub-
varieties of the plants composing the genus C}-pri-

pedium. The authors, fully aware of the arduous
task before them, candidly state (p. 9) that

—

The variability in the size and colour of the flowers
brought about by cultivation has been the moat fruit-
ful source of the existing sub-varieties, whose number
is becoming practically unlimited The consetiuence
of this has been the creation of an overwhelming Cy-
pripedium nomenclature, often so confused and per-
plexing that it is found impossible to deal with it in
its entirety within the limits of the present work.

Notwithstanding the above statement, it m.ay be
safely said that no other work has done so much to
simplify the genus as the new part just issued. All
the known species and varieties are described, each
.accompanied with an historical note in which the
origin, as far as it could possibly be ascertained, is

given, together with the date of introduction and
the name of the discoverer. In the compilation of
this p.art, the same order as followed in the parts
previously published has been preserved. After
pointing out the superficial differences between the
Cyjiripediums proper and the group originally
called Selenipedium by Professor Reichcnbacli, who,
however, afterwards abandoned that name in his

subsequent articles in the Gardeners' C'/iro7iicle.

and expressing an opinion shared by inmierous
speci.ali.sts th<at "this dismemberment of the Cypri-
pedia is not fin.al," the authors describe the numer-
ous species and v.arieties already in cultivation.

* *' M.^nUi-il of Orchidaceous Plantfl." P-irt 4 : Cypripe-
dium. By Jamee Veitch and Sons, Ra;al Exotic Nursery,
King's R<»d, Chelsea.

This is followed by a complete list of the hybrids
artificially r.aised and a schedule of their proposed
classification into groups, headed by the species to
which each of them bears the greatest analogy.
This new feature is a decided step in the right
direction, as a purely alphabetical nomenclature
gives no clue as to the relative positions that these
seedlings occupy towards each other or towards
their parents. An able review of " Hybrid Cypri-
pediums" will be found at p. 70, in which the
authors reproduce minutely the history of the pro-
cess of hybridisation, and after noting its effects on
that class of plants, defend with complete success
and perfect right at p. 72 the simple English no-
menclature, which they have been the first to adopt
and to which they have adhered since the hybrids
have become so numerous. As in the former parts,
the use of the Fahrenheit thermometer is secondary
to that of the centigrade, which is undoubtedly the
most rational way of measuring the temperature,
and which ought to supersede a system which pos-
sesses no definite basis. The care in the pre-
paration of the work shows a masterly hand
throughout, and it is only just to add that neither
trouble nor expense have been spared to render this
the most complete as also the most accurate book
on the subject.

THE ORIGIN OF FLORAL STRUCTURES,*
The author has felt impressed by what he regards
as the inadequacy of the theory of n.atural selec-
tion to account for the diversities of form and
structure in the veget.able world.

As generally understood, the Darwinian theorv
recognises (1) the fact that organisms vary froiii

generation to generation, the descendant differing
more or less from its progenitors in some way or
other; (2) that more descendants are produced
than can, under existing circumstances, possibly
come to maturity, and (3) that of the Vcariant forms,
those will, of course, stand the best chance of
coming to maturity which are best fitted to meet
their surroundings. In other words, N.ature selects
the fittest, and these survive. But the question
natur.ally arises. May not the surroundings have
played an important part not merely in selecting
advantageous variations, but in originating all

variations? This question has presented itself to
the minds of many investigators in the Old World,
and it has been thoughtfully treated by Cope.
Hyatt, .and Ryder in this country. This is the in-
quiry which Professor Henslow places before the
reader in the work under consideration, and he
employs in some cases the terms which had been
previously used by the American students above-
mentioned, whose works were doubtless unknown
to him.

At the outset we will say that the book appears
to be a useful contribution to the subject. It is

attractive and readable throughout, but to us it h.as

1.ICC71 unsatisfactory, or, rather, unsatisfying. The
lack does not arise so mucli from the method of
reasoning or of statement of observed or cited facts,

as from the author's use of terms. This may be
illu.strated by a reference to the beginning of the
book. After assuming the ideal tj-pe of floral

structure, he proceeds as follows: "We may at
once consider the ' Principles of Variation,' as I

propose to call them, in .accordance with wliich the
different members of flowers can be altered."
" There are five principles which require special
consideration. They are usually designated by the
terms number, arrangement, cohesion, .adhesion,
and form." "The above iive j>rinc>j>/e.i ronMitute
Xbc. most important, in accordance n-ith irhich Xa-
ture lias hrovglit about the infinite diversity which
exists in the floral world. There are minor disfific-

tiotis hereafter to be considered, such as colours,
scents, &c. ; but they are of less importance in in-
vestig.ating the causes at work which h.ave evolved
specific and generic differences amongst flowering
plants." This sentence, in which we have placed
italics, appears to indicate that the author m,akes

• " Tlie Origin of Floral .Structures throiicli In»cct nnd
other Agencies." By the licv. Ocorge Henslow, Professor
of Botii-y, Queen's College. 34t» pages, and numerous illus-
tiatloQS. 1). Appleton and Co., New York. 1888.
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no clear discrimination betwoen a principle and a
distinction, since the lirst is said simply to be more
important than the latter. In other words, he em-
ploys the term principle to express distinctive

character or distinction, and yet having appro-
priated it for this purpose, as he perhaps had a
perfect right to do, makes it do double duty as a
law or mode of action '• in accordance with which
Nature has brought about the infinite diversity

which exists in the vegetable world." The author
has probably not felt that any ambiguity can arise

from such use of terms, but the casual reader and
the careful student alike, who take up the book for
the first time, will be liable to entertain a distrust

which is not wholly warranted. The book ought to

do good service in stimulating observation and in

exciting intelligent inquiry even among those who
are not botanists.— Garden and Forest.

*f* From the above it will be seen that even the
sympathetic editor of Garden and Forest is struck
with the loose use of words of some of our self-

styled " scientific " men.

—

Ed.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

EULOPHIAS.
This very extensive genus is widely distributed,

chiefly in India and Africa. It is a family

which lias not gained much favour witli Orcliid

growers, chiefly perhaps because the dull-

coloured, small-fiowered species have been the

first ones introduced.

E. GUINEEN'SIS and its variety purpurata, how-
ever, take rank with the most showy of tropical

Orchids, the variety differing only in colour from
the typical plant. It is a somewhat strong grower,
with oblong or pyriform pseudo-bulbs, which are
stout and some 2 inches high, bearing a pair of
broad and strongly ribbed dark green leaves. The
flower-scape rises from the base of the bulb, and
attains a height of from 2 feet to 3 feet, bearing
from one dozen to three dozen flowers, which indi-

vidually are upwards of 2 inches across. The
sepals and petals, nearly equal, standing togetlicr,

and erect, are purplish green ; lip large and spread-
ing, white, with a crimson blotch at the base, from
which proceed numerous radiating lines of the
same colour. In the variety

PuEPUEATA the sepals and petals are deep rosy
purple, whilst the large lip is rich magenta with
a crimson stain, from which radiate numerous
deep crimson veins. It is one of the most .showy
Orchids known, and is a native of Western Africa.

E. MACROSTACHYA is an Indian species, found on
the Madras Hills and also in Ceylon. It has a rich

yellow lip, streaked with purple, and is well de-
serving attention, although far less showy than the
previously named kind.

E. ENGLOSSA and Saundersi are two West Afri-
can plants, similar in growth, but diflfering very
much in tlieir flowers. Both, however, are hand-
some, and deserve more extended cultivation.

All the above require a warm, nioLst atnio-

.sphere.

The following notes on Eulophia megisto-
]>hylla, of which an illustration is given, are from
the licrue IIuHkulc:—

This new plant, which was introduced from the
Comoro Islands, in 1885, by M. Humblot, appears
to attain large dimensions, judging from the shape
and length of the pseudo-lndbs. II lias recently
flowered in a warm house at the Museum in Paris,

under the care of M. Loury. The following is a
brief description of it : A plant of a very vigorous
growth. Pseudo-bulbs very much elongated, almost
caulescent in shape, not much swollen, and termi-
nating in leaves which resemble those of a Phaius,
the limb being leatliery, strongly nerved, ;ind at-
tenuated for some distance at both ends. Inflores-
cence stiff, erect, 'A feet or more higli, branching,
with alternate ramifications, wliich stand closely
erect. Flowers numerous, slightly fragrant, closely

set on ovarian peduncles, which are alternate, hori-
zontal, between 1 inch and 2 inches in length; lip
spreading, internal divisions more or less united,
forming a hood, the deeply-lobed base of which
bears on its lower part a short spur. All the parts
of the flower are of a greenish yellow colour, strongly
marked with brownish red lines. Without being
what may be termed a handsome plant, Eulophia
megistophylla (Rchb. fils) is not devoid of merit,
as, mdependent of its fine leaves, the plant is free-
flowering, and produces a succession of bloom for
three or four months.

The genus Eulophia (Robert Brown) was
placed by Liiidley in the Vandfe section of the

Eulophia megistopbylla,

Orcliidaceae. Tlie species under notice requires

the temperature of a warm house.

LBBlia elegans Blenheimensis.—This is the
provisional name given by Mr. Sander, of St. Albans,
to a superb new form, imported by him, and which
I recently saw in flower. It is truly a grand v.-iriety,

tlui flowers being very large, of a superb rich colour,

and pi'csenting a more massive appearance than
those of any other variety known to me. The sepals
and petals are broad and spreading, very deep rose-

coloured ; li]) exceptionally broad (for L. elegan.s):

middle lolje frilled round tlie edge ami wliolly deep
rosy purple. It is one of the best of the dark forms
of elegans which Mr. Sander has been so fortunate
in introducing of late.— G.

Calanthe Sandhurstiana.—This is a beautiful
hybrid, somewhat stronger in growth and deeper in

colour than tlio grand C. Veitchi. It has al.>io a
dark spot on the lip. Besides its rich colour and
length of spike, it appears to withstand the ravages

of a London fog better than other forms of this

,
genus, which is a decided gain. We recently noted

!

this plant in Mr. Williams' collection at Holloway
flowering in great perfection.

Odontoglossutn aspersum. — A somewhat
curious form of tliis phmt was recently flowering in

;
the nurseries of Messrs. Seegar and Tropp, Lordship
Lane, Dulwich. The flowers were of good size ; the
sepals and petals of a rich creamy yellow, the former
mottled all o%-er with cinnamon-brown; the petals
much the broadest, and wholly of a rich creamy yel-
low, saving a few marks of cinnamon-brown at the
base. In the normal form the large spreading lip

' is creamy yellow, but in the variety now noted the
lip is of the purest white. Such a form we have not
previously observed.

Dendrobium Goldiei.—If X mistake not. this
beautiful plant was introduced by Jlr. Williams, of
Holloway, from the neighbourhood of Torres Straits.

It is by no means a common plant, and I was much
pleased to see it recently flowering with Mr.
Measures at Camberwell. 'it appears to have a
close relationship to D. superbiens, yet the flowers
are quite distinct both in form and colour from
those of that species, being of a rich claret colour.
Coming from such a warm district, it naturally
requires considerable heat to maintain it in good
condition. A figure of this rare plant appeared in

Vol. XIV. of The Garden (p. 244, t. 145).

—W. II. G.

Vanda Amesiana.—This superb new
plant, introduced recently by Messrs. Low,
of Clapton, is now flowering in the Wilton
House collection at Southampton. It is a
beautiful species and thoroughly distinct

from any other Orchid in cultivation. It also

appears to be a profuse bloomer, but not a
strong grower, the plant having more the

appearance of an Aerides than a A'anda, to

which genus it has been assigned by Prof.

Reichenbach, whose knowledge of this order
of plants cannot be questioned. Its leaves

are distichous, ligulate, rounded beneath and
channelled on the upi^er side, and gradually
taper to a fine point. They are thick and
leathery in texture and very deep green.

The spike is erect, upwards of a foot high, and
bears from six to twelve flowers, which are

,^ very agreeably scented. The sepals and
V\ Jietals are pure white, with a faint tinge of
" -^ flesh colour, whilst the lip is rich rosy-

magenta. This is another of those beautiful

small -growing Vandas which deserve the

attention of all growers of Orchids. We
cannot say from what part of the East this

species has come, as the eager competit ion in

trade necessitates the withholding of the

name of its habitat, but it appears to thrive

well with" our other kinds. It is the first

plant we have seen flowering in a private

establishment.

Cattleya Trianse.— Numerous fine va-

rieties of this plant were recently flowering

in Messrs. Seegar and Tropp's establishment

at Dulwich, where there is a laige quantity of

this species. Many flowers have been cut off by

the fog, but should we be favoured with clear

weather, there will be a gi-and display in this

nursery shortly.

A new Cypripedium.—This is a new hybrid,

which I recently niiled ill the establishment of

Messrs. Seogar and Tropp, and is, I believe, from

the same batch of seedlings from which they re-

c. ntly rai.sed C. Seegariaiium and C. Savageaiumi.

Tlir plant in question is the result of a cross be-

tween C. Ilarrisianum and C. Spiccrianuiii, and the

habit of the plant partakes of the first-named

parent , wliieli guarantees it to be a free grower. The
leaves are light green, tessellated with a deeper

shade of the same colom-. The flowers, however,

are more like those of C. Spicerianum ; the dorsal

sepal is white veined with red, and the whole

of the surface between the veins is sulTused witli

bright reddi.sh violet ;
petals somewhat short,

bronzy-green, profusely spotted with dots of claret

colour; lip large, same colour as the petals without

I
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the spots. A charming and thoroughly distinct

form and a vahiable addition to a genus wliich,

I am assured by numerous growers of Orcliids, is

the most satisfactory of all, especially for growers
in London or in any of the large towns.—W. H. G.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Jaxuaby 15.

The' first meeting of the year was held last Tuesday
in the Drill Hall, Westminster. The following were
the best things shown:

—

First-class certificates were awarded to the follow-
ing plants :

—

Vanda Amesiana.—There have been several
notes upon this beautiful Vanda in The Garden
from time to time, but we believe this is the first

time on which it has been exhibited. It is one of

the introductions of Messrs. Low, of Clapton, from
the East Indies, and is a small-growing evergreen
species of undoubted distinctness and beauty. The
grooved leaves are narrow, leathery, and deep
green ; the flower-spikes erect, and carrying very
delicately-coloured fragrant flowers, the sepals and
petals of which are of equal size, white suffused
with blush, the lip being deep rosy-magenta, a
rich contrast to the paler tint of the sepals and
petals. It is stated in one work to bloom in May
and June. One specimen sent home to Messrs.
Low, but which unfortunately did not survive the
journey, was said by the collector to have borne
1.S5 flowers. This seems to show that this Vanda
has the great merit of free blooming, in addition
to the intrinsic and delightful beauty of the flowers
themselves. From Mr. Hill, gardener to Lord
Rothschild, Tring Park, Tring.

Chinese Pkimula Swaxley Mauve (single).

—

Those who like a rich mauve colour will find a gem
in this new variety of Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons,
Swanley. The flower is about 2\ inches across, of
great substance, and of a wholly mauve colour except
the greenish yellow eye. The constitution of the
plant is apparently most robust.

Awards of merit, to be a kind of substitute for
the second-class certificate, were given to Chinese
Primulas Miss Inez, double white, from Mr. John
Knight, The Oaks, Epsom, and P. Princess Mary,
delicate rose, from Messrs. H. Cannell.

Beyond the above there were few other things of
any note. An interesting exhibit was the hybrid
Phatenopsis named P. Rothschildiana, from Mr.
Hill, Tring Park Gardens. It is a hybrid between
P. Schilleriana and P. Aphrodite, the accepted name
for P. amabiUs (Lindl.). It is intermediate between
the two, and has the sepals and petals pure white,
the lip being dotted with crimson. A note will be
found respecting this in "Notes of the Week" of the
present number. Mr. Pollett, Fernsidc, Bickley,
showed Odontoglossum crispum rubro-maculatum
and O. Bickleyense. The former is a strik-

ingly marked variety, and carried a spike of nine
flowers which are snow white, except that the sepals
and lip have large blotches of deep chocolate-
maroon. The other was far more robust, the
flowers large, creamy white, blotched boldly with
brown. The specimen of it showed wonderful
growth. A well - grown specimen of Eucharis
amazonica came from Mr. A. Newell, gardener
to Sir E. Saunders, Fairlawn, Wimbledon Com-
mon. Cypripedium Savagcanum, a hybrid re-

cently described in The Gaedex, was shown
by Me.'srs. Secger & Tropp. of Dulwich. The best
of the Swanley Primulas besiiles those named were
Her Majesty, white, and Punctata carminata ele-

gans, rose. Messrs. Cannell also sent the double-
flowered Bouvardia flavescens, a yellow variety,
apparently very free blooming. An interesting

I
exhibit was Billbergia decora from Mr. F. Ross,

! of Pendell Court Gardens, Bletchingley. It is

a very free winter-flowering Bromeliad from the
Amazon valley, and has pale scarlet bracts. Eng-
lish growers have never seemed to take to the
bromeliaceous class of plants, though the Bel-
gians consider them in almost the same light as

we do Orchids here. In Kew Gardens there is a
fine collection, but in very few other places. Mr.
Ballantine, gardener to Baron Schrceder, The Dell,

Egham, sent four kinds of Laslia. They were La^lia

anceps Dawsoniana, petals broad and with the
sepals white, lip lined inside with deep crimson,
front portion deep magenta ; Sanderiana, very
beautiful, pure white, lip deep magenta, large, and
of great substance; Percivaliana, blush, lip ma
genta; and Stella, a grand form, with narrow petals

and broad sepals, white, and with a stain of yellow
on the centre of the lip, but beyond this no other
colour.

Fbuit comprised samples of Doyenn^ d'Alen^on
Pear from the Rev. W. Wilks, Croydon ; Grape Mrs.
Pearson, in excellent condition for January, from
Mr. Allan, Gunton Park Gardens ; and Apple Boden-
ham from Mr. J. Davies, gardener to Rev. H.
Arkwright, Bodenham. It is something like Bra-
bant Bellefleur, but we cannot speak of its quality.

The Rev. W. Wilks, before the business com-
menced, made a few remarks with respect to some
alterations the council had made in the arrange-

ments of 1889. The principal alteration was that

the votes for and against certificates should be
counted, recorded, and published; the other, that

an award should be given to plants or fruits that

were not sufficiently new or distinct for a first-class

certificate, this to be called an "Award of Merit."

The opinion was much divided as to the value of

this award, but the majority of those present con-
sidered it an advantage.

The Chrysanthemum conference. — This
part of the National Chrysanthemum Society's mid-
winter e.xhibition should have proved to have been
a complete success. The authorities of the Aqua-
rium had, however, provided no better place for the

gathering than one end of an open gallery, where
the light was bad, the seating accommodation
limited, and the noise going on in the building se-

riously interfered with readers and hearers. The
acoustic properties of the place were so bad, that

many of the some 200 growers present, num-
bers of whom had to stand through the whole
time, could hardly hear. For that reason a general
wish was expressed that the very admirable papers
read should be published. It is very evident that
the National Chrysanthemum Society will be simply
a shuttlecock so long as it holds its gatherings
at the Royal Aquarium. Mr. Holmes, the secre-

tary, in the absence, through illness, of the veteran

president, occupied the chair. Mr. Molyneux read
the first paper, handling with much ability the
subject prescribed to him, " Chrysanthemum
Manures," and Mr. Gibson, of Mordcn Park, gave a

capital jiaper on " The Damping of Blooms." Dis-

cussion was taken on these two papers. In relation

to manures, one grower preferred bone dust to bone
meal or dissolved bones for stiff soil, as also did
Mr. E. Beckett, but Mr. Molyneux preferred tlie

bone meal. With regard to the latter paper, Mr.
Gibson was asked to define scalding as distinct from
damping, which he did as clearly as possible.

Mr. Kipling, of Knebworth, then read a meritorious
paper on "Late Winter C'hry.santhemums," which
practically admitted of little discussion, as none
resulted, and Jlr. N. Davis, of Camberwell, con-

cluded the series with a somewhat speculati\e paper
on " Chrysanthemum Sports." Mr. G. Gordon re-

ferred to the value of sports on the show table.

Cordial votes of thanks were given to the readers

of papers and to the chairman.

Name wanted.—Your correspondent J. H. Reeve
(p. oil, latt volume) wishes to know what Puelcy is.

A few extracts from the Departinpnt of Agriculture
report for 188" will give about all the facts requisite :

" Purslano or Pusloy, a low prostrate animal with
thick fleshy leaves." Prof. Gray states it is a native

of Europe. Cobbet say.s it is a vile wescl, anJ only (it

for pigs and Fronchmen. I have seen it cultivated

for salad in Kngland. To cont'nue the report, it states

that it is troublosorr-e from its prolificacy and early

maturity, and from the fact that it will retain its

vitality and mature its seeds after being detached
from the soil. The amount cf seed borne, and
under favourable circumstances will grow, may be
judged from the fact that 250,000 have been counted

on a single plant. I forgot to mention the botanical

name (Portulaca oleracea). It ia fortunate that
Pusley is not included among English weeds, for if so,

in a moist summer it would want hoeing up every day.—Jas. Taplin, Mayicood, N.J., U.S.A.

Anthracite coal.—With reference to anthra-

cite coal, perhaps our experience of it will be more
encouraging to "B." than that of " T. R. F." and
" X." We have used it last winter and this. We
have a No. 3 tubular boiler, which has to heat
about 400 feet of 4-inch piping. My man says he
finds that anthracite coal raises the heat more
quickly than coke, and that it gives a greater heat.

The other day, when there were from 18° to 20° of

frost he found the coal reliable, and did not use quite

a bushel in the twenty-four hours. He mixes the
ashes, cinders, &c., from the dusthole. He gives

hardlyany draught at all even to get the fire up when
fresh lighted. He makes the fire up at 5 o'clock in the

afternoon, and that, with the addition of a shovelful

of coal next morning, lasts till five that day. Mixed
with ashes, the coal does not cake. On the coldest

night the coolest part of the conservatory (which is

80 feet long, the rest of the piping being laid on to

the house) was not below 38°, and the fire was not
made up to its fullest extent.—N. W.

*,* The anthracite coal may answer in your case,

where it only seems necessary to keep up a moderate
temperature. You do not say whether any forcing

has to be done, or whether you have a stove wherein
a high temperature must be kept up.— Ed.

Covent Garden sales.—Seeing in The Gab-
DEX of January 5 "Cornwall's" experience of

Covent Garden dealers, I feel it is only fair to warn
others not to send either flowers or fruit to any of

these people w'ithout very good security for the

cash. My case was this : In the early part of De-
cember I saw that a certain man advertised in The
Garden for good flowers and fruit, and as I had
a great many Chrysanthemums, WTote and asked
what be would give per dozen. In his answer
which I have before me he says, " I can offer you
from Is. to Is. (id. per dozen." I happened to be
going to town that week, so I went and saw him.
He seemed most anxious I should send him a good
supply up at once, and I brought down with me five

empty boxes. Not feeling inclined to send up a
large quantity the first time, I packed nine dozen
good blooms, size from 2^ inches to 5 inches or 6

inches across, sent them ofl" and paid the carriage.

For days I heard nothing, and 1 had to wTite several

times before I could get an invoice, which had on
it simply, "one box of Chrysanthemums, 3s. Bd.,"but
I can get no explanation from the man as to the
very small return ; neither can I get the 3s. 6d. I

know that week that blooms such as I sent

him were selling from Id. to 2d. each, as I bought
some on purpose to see the price. 1 cannot help

thinking that " Cornwall" and I have been cheated
by the same man.

—

Gloucester.
Heatinp by steam.— I propose erecting a set of g'ass

houses about loO feet loDg. Can any of your eorrespondents
give me their experience in heating with steam from a ver-

t'eal boiler which would run a dynamo for the dwelling
house?—Oak.s.

Mushroom house-— T propose building a Mushn'om
house about SOfett by 10 feet, 6 feet by s feet in height,

walls to be of brick, roof cf matctboards thatched over,

and thall be glad to know what thickness of biick is

necessaTy, whether ventilation ia wanted, north or south
feite preferable, hot-water boiler and pipes indispeneable. &c.
There being plenty of thick etoce walling, with a north or
south aspect at baud, could I make a lean-to house?— G. Li.

HOOK RECEIVED.
" Rosarian's Year-llook " for I.SSO. Published by Eemroso

and Sons, 23, Old Ilailey, London.

Ifames of plants.— ^'if«"o».— Maxillaria ]>icta.

/, /'.— I, Cypripedium cardinale ; 2, C. venaixium ; 3, C
bellatuJum. C M. M'.— 1, Erantbenmm pYilchehum ; 2,

Aphelandra faseinhtor ; 3, Erica brunaides ; 4, E. elegans.
yi'il/i' ni.— \. Adiantum fulvum ; 2 Lomaria tluviatilis ;

3, Doodia caudata ; 4, Aspleuium bulbifeium ; 0, Doryopterls
palniata; 0, Selligu'iacaudifonuis. (,'. Zf-/'.— 1, Ilypolepla
oiataoa ; 2, Peilaja hastata ; 3, Platyloma Browni ; 4', Adian-
tum Wileslanum. F. //.—I, Odontoglosaum hebraicvim ;

2. Catlleya Trianas var. ; 3, Cymbidium Lowianum ; 4,

L.'clia autumnalis. — /. yo/</'.*«*!.— Rliipsalls Ealicornioidea.
M. /;— Palo form of Catlleya Mosei^e. //. J. I< —1,
Cuttleya Percivaliana

; 2, Cypripedium insigne (good foini)

;

3. Calanthevstita luteo-oculata ; 4 and 5, C. vestita igneo-
oculata ; 6, C. Veitchl alba, apparently. .v,'/.,*<-, ,'»/-.-

1,

Cattleya Walkeriana, ijuite distinct from C. nobllior ; 2,

Calanthe iSandhurstlana ; 3. Lselia anceps Hllliaua 4, I*en-

drobtum superblena.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
FORESTRY.

Proprietors' of woodlands will be glad to learu

that the prices of timber have been gradually
rising for some tinie back, and from the general
appearance of trade we have every reason to

expect that the rise in price for some classes of

timber will not only be maintained, but even
exceeded before long. Home wood props for
some time back have been realising 2s. per
dozen of 72 feet for 3-ineh stuff, and 4s. 2d. for
5-inch crowns f.o.b. This shows an advance
of 2d. on the former and lid. on the latter.

Scotch Fir sleepers have been selling at Is. 8d.

and Larch at 2s. Cd. The former for some time
have realised from 3d. to 4il. and the latter

from 7d. to Od. per cubic foot, according to

quality ; but from the notes in a paper before
me on this subject I am led to believe that
present jjrices will at least keep firm for some
time. In order to show this the following
quotation may prove interesting. Messrs.
.41d3on, Cousland, and Co., in their annual
timber leport, say :

—

The important record of this year is that the long-
looked-for good trade has come, and this has been
patent in the timber trade for the last five months.
.... Mechanics and manufacturers have increased
their demands for wood, while pattern and box
makers have been for some time very brisk.

Cabinet-makers and workers in hard woods have
boen recently well employed There is almost
a certainty that trade will continue good during
tlie ensuing year. The stocks here, excepting
deals, are low, and if the demand is maintained
sufficient to keep the stock from accunmlating
prices will remain steady. . . . Yellow Pine deck
wood and board wood have touched the highest
prices on record. . . . This year tlie railway com-
panies are pressed for rolling stock ; therefore it is

expected that the market will be bare of logs
before June.

On the same subject Messrs Edmiston and
Mitchells, in their yearly timber circular, say :

—

In our last report we jjredicted that the tide had
at last turned and ventured to anticipate a brighter
state of things. In this, we arc glad to say, we
have not been disappointed, and it may safely be
asserted that the general trade of the country has
vastly improved, and is not without promise of
further development. . . . It is not surprising,
under all the circumstances, that we are able to re-
cord a much more cheerful report on the values of
every description of timber imported into the
Clyde than we have been able to do for many years
past.

It will therefore be seen tliat the new year
is far less glonmy than some of its predecessors.
The first impulse given to the timber trade
at Glasgow was the building of the house for the
great International Exhibiticm at Kelvingrove,
where upwards of 700,000 cubic feet of timber
were used for the principal building alone.

Owing to the fine open weather which we have
experienced for some time back, planting, felling

timber and other estate improvements have not
only been carried out to the best advantage, but
also at a moderate outlay. I may hero remark
that in all my experience as a planter I have
never seen better weather tlian the jiresent f<n'

such operations since the winter of 18,^)8-0,'when
I planted about .'fOO acres from November till

March. Although the elevation above sea-level
ranges from about 1000 feet to 1400 feet, yet
verv few blanks occurred, thus showing the ne-
ces.sity of pushing on such undertakings when
the weather is open and propitious.

But although the weather is favourable for
planting, yet this is the best .sea.son for felling
timber, and when such is requisite it should not

be lost sight of at a favourable opportunity.
When timber is felled before the sap begins to

rise, it can be seasoned with less risk of damage
by fungi than if felled during the growing
season when loaded with sap. There is no
time durmg the year so favourable for seasoning
wood as the month of March ; consequently I

have found it a good plan to cut up as far as

possible a sufficient quantity of the difierent

sizes of scantlings for the requirements of the
estate in early spring, in order to take advan-
tage of the drying winds of March. On the
other hand, when trees are felled and cut up fur

use when in a state of active growth, there is

always a risk of the wood being damaged by
black inky spots, and as these spots during
damp weather often become covered with a
fungoid growth in a single night's time, it shows
that the wood is impregnated with the seeds of

rot and decay, and therefore should be avoided
as far as possible. In order to avoid this state

of things, 1 have found it to be an advantage to

place the newly-cut-up wood under cover in an
open shed in such a way that a free current of air

can pass through it from all quarters. This is a
point of much importance in preparing wood, as

inspectors of works and builders will not pur-
chase wood cut when full of sap but at a reduced
price, and a great many of them refuse to have
it upon any terms. The felling of wood at the
proper season and having it thoroughly pre-
pared are important branches of the forester's

duty, and should always be attended to.

J. B. Web.ster.

EPPING FOREST.
Mr. McKenzie, superintendent, sends us the fol-

lowing regarding Epping Forest :
•' A great deal of

nonsense is written annually about the manage-
ment of Epping Forest, and I lead much too busy
a life to reply to everyone who fancies he knows all

about forest management.
" At the time the rights of assignment and of

lopping ceased the pollards stood on an average as
many as 530 per acre ; it was therefore clear that the
trees intended to remain should have room to de-
velop their heads. In order to do this the den.sest
places were first selected, and the most promising
trees were given the necessary room for spreading,
not with a view to making timber trees of them—
that was imijossible — but with a view to making
picturesque trees, and getting rid of the scar under-
growth which was a danger to the forest on account
of the numerous incendiary and accidental fires

which occur every summer, and also with a view
of allowing the Grass and iimumerable wild flowers
to grow in profusion where there was previously
neither a blade of Grass nor a wild flower to be
seen.

_
" If the self-constituted preservers of Epping

Forest would spend one-tenth of the time they oc-
cupy in writinj,' to the Press in looking at the por-
tions of the forest ilealt with in this manner in pre-
viousyears. and would do so on a Bank holiday, they
would see thousan<ls enjoying these portions for the
tens tlicy would sec in the portions yet uncleared,
and the way in which such jiarties enjoy themselves
would be instructive.

"To attain this hapjjy result has been the great
object of llie conservators, to whom I am alone re-
sponsible, and whose confidence I po.s.scss to the
fullest extent, and 1 challenge anyone to say that
.•iny attempt has ever been made to convert Epping
Forest into a Victoria or any other jiark. Tlie
mnn.'igement of some (iOOO acres of a, long-neglected
and misused fore.st is no easy task, but I hnw: the
satislaction of knowingthat I have the support and
apiirov.-d of everyone who.se experience in such
matters is worth haviner."

The tmstces of the Maaeachusetts Society for Pro.
moting Agriculture apreod, at a recent meeting, upon
the request of Mr. B. K. Fercow, to contribute

£20 towards thecott of the exhibit, which the officers

of the Forest Division of the Department tf Agricul-
ture are preparing, to illustrate the forests and forest
products of the United States at the Paris Exhibition
of 1889.

THE DRAINAGE OF LAND.
The draining of land being an expensive operation,
it is necessary that it should be carried out econo-
mically, and in a manner calculated to attain the
best results. This cannot be effected by any hap-
hazard system, or by adhering strictly to any given
rule, as it is often found, even in fields adjoining
each other, that to do the work efficiently the depth
and distance apart at which the drains may act in
the once case, would be but imperfectly performed
if they were placed in a similar position in the
other. It is therefore necessary, before proceeding
with draining operations on land that requires a
regular system of drainage, that a definite plan,
and one that is likely to prove effective should be
first decided upon. The chief points on which this
plan should be based are the position of the main
drains, the depth and distance apart of the minor
or secondary drains, and the direction in which
they are to run.

The firstrconsideration is the position of the main
or carrier. This .should be placed, all circumstances
being favourable, in the lowest portion of the field,

aiul in such a position as to have a sufficient fall.

Sub-mains may be run into this where it is im-
practicable to carry all the minor ones into it.

The depth of the mains will depend on that of the
smaller drains, but in all cases they should be half
the diameter of the pipes intended to be used,
deeper than the latter, so that the low edge of the
openings for the small pipes may be in the centre of
the large ones, and unless there be a heavy run
of water no interruption will take place with the
inflow.

Various opinions exist as to the direction in
which the minor drains should run, but where
sufficient fall can be obtained they seem to act
most efficiently when placed at an acute angle
to the direct inclination of the ground. They
are thus in a position to intercept the natural
gravitation of the water that may arise from
springs or that which falls on the surface.
The depth of the minor drains and their dis-

tance apart should be regulated by the nature
of the soil. Thus in an open or porous soil a
depth of from 3 feet to 85 feet, with a width
between of about 24 feet, will prove effective

;

while on stiff or clay soils a depth of 3 feet,

with a distance of about 18 feet apart, will be
required. There are, however, occasions when
it is desirable to go to a greater depth so as to

reach a sound bottom. l)ut otherwise, owing to the
excessive cost of deep drainage and the impeifect
manner in which it has hitherto acted, the depth
at the present time seldom exceeds 3i feet.

A. S.

Lime as a preservative of wood.— Lime is

said to be a good pre.-^erver of timber. Ships
and barges used for the tran.sport of lime last

longer than others. A small coasting schooner,
laden with lime, was east ashore and sunk. She
was raised aiul set afioat once more, and renuained
sound for thirty years. Again, a platform of nine
planks was used to mi.x lime on during t hree genera-
lions; then, being no longer required, was neglected,
and at length bidden by (bass that grew over it.

Sixty years afterwards, on clearing the ground,
it was discovered sound and well preserved.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— r*i» joumni i$

riihi;.<lf„l ill niiilhi 1,01111,1 Miiill.lji I'luls. In lliix jonii tht

rotounil pliil'-A I'Vf Inul jiriNtivnt. tnul il js most sititaOlr for

rff-rnice iirtvii'iiA to lli*. Usui 0/ t/it liolf-ijii'i'llf volttiitct. rrice

la. Od. ; ]ii)st r'rtt't Ijt. \>il,

"Farm aid Home" Monthly Parts. — Mi»
Jouriniil is jnililialm/ in n atlf/ bonjiti Mo'tfily Forts, in irAiVA

/oi-iit it is most suittihte for Trj\reiire I'Verious to the issue 0/ the

yrarlij vol lines. Price tid : post free, 7d.

'* Hardy FlovfGTS-^^— f'it'infi itescriptiong 0/ uptrixnts of
t/iirtten humlral of the most ornamental speries, rcitk direclions

for their iirninittmtnt, eiilture, ttc. Fourth and Po^iutar

Edition, Is. ; post free. ' s. 3ti.

London. 37, Southa-fr.flon Street, SIretnd, W.C.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shal-espeare,

\ FLOWERS FOR HOUSE AND ROOM
DECORATION.

Flowers now form such an important addition

to the decorations of the house, and are, more-
over, used in such profusion, that the gardener's

resources are often taxed to the utmost to meet
the still increasing demand. Not only are

flowers in request for the dinner table, boudou"
and sitting-room, but entrance halls, landings,

and bedrooms are all enlivened by their

presence. Notwithstanding the fact that flowers

lend a charm to all apartments of the house
when judiciously used, there is, I think, a

danger of overdoing it in tlie present system of

using flowers. A few glasses or jars placed in

advantageous positions, and naturally and
gracefull}' furnished, are, I consider, far more
pleasing to the eye than a large number placed

upon almost every available table, ledge, or

cabinet top. Crowding is invariably the evil to

be guarded against in all our floral arrangements.
When large vases and epergnes of mixed flowers

were in vogue, four times the requisite quantity

of materialwas used in filling them, and now that

the mixed vases are happily being superseded by
simple glasses tilled with flowers and consisting

only of one or two kinds, there arises a similar

danger of too greatly multiplying the bowls and
glasses until they become a confused mass, ex-

hibiting neither form nor beauty. One certainly

has the idea and feeling of being surrounded by
a host of flowers, and to some people this is

all they desire, but to others—and I would fain

think they constitute the majority— there are

evidently a want of tas'te and a total absence of

any definite idea in such lavish use of flowers.

Unless when entering into any forma! arrange-

ment for a particular room, dinner table, &c.,

when they are often requued of one form or

colour, flowers, where vised in rooms for the

pleasure and enjoyment of those who frequent
them, are more pleasing and attractive when
simply, though artistically set up, and when the

idea of the artist is apparent.

Much also depends upon the selection of

glasses, which should be of diflereut sizes and
shapes, but always of plain or simple pattern,

. clear glass being the best. Jars and bowls are

. suitable for some things. Whatever description

of receptacle is used, it should be chosen with a

. view to show the flower in its proper character.

Roses, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums are not suit-

able flowers for small flat glasses, as their stems
have to be so much shortened as to be scarcely

visible. They should have glasses tliat will

accommodate from 4 inches to 6 inches of stem,

otherwise they are shorn of much natural beauty.

Small glasses are better suited for I'rijiiroses,

Snowdrops, Violets, and Squills. Open-mouthed
glasses somewhat like a tall tumbler are well

adapted for arranging such flowers as Carnations,

Tea Roses—especially those that bloom in clusters

—Dattbdila, and Sweet Peas. Orchids should
always be displayed to the greatest advantage,
and as near to their natural position when
growing as possible. Lilies, Amaryllids, Nerines,

and similar things also deserve special attention,

for no flowers are more valuable and lieautiful

for rooms than these are. Flowering shrubs of

all kinds look well in jars and bowls, as also

some of the larger hardy perennials.

As much, if not more, depends upon the

thought and judgment exercised in cutting the

flowers as the taste displayed in arranging them
when gathered. Flowers indiscriminately col-

lected cannot be well set up ; therefore, the

decorator should carry in his mmd, when col-

lecting his material, the purposes for which he

requires it, the size and shape of the glasses and
jars he intends filling, thereby greatly reducing

his labour, as he knows where each handful of

flowers is to go, and waste through cutting too

many is avoided—no small consideration at some
seasons of the year. To find a suitable com-
panion in the form of foliage when their own is

not available is often a difiicult matter. More
range, however, is desirable in this respect.

Many fear to go outside Ferns and Asparagus

stems when numbers of beautiful things may be

found in the shrubbery. Amongst the Bar-

berries are found several useful forms. Ivies,

too, there are without number admirably adapted

for mixing with flowers, besides many Conifers

and others. Hardy perennials furnish us with

much valuable material. Acanthuses, Aqui-

legias, Spirseas, &c., are most suitable ; then

there are the Bamboos and Grasses. All these

things have long lain out of the beaten track of

the flower gatherer ; however, when once their

value is discovered, they will not long remain

so, but become indispensable.

In warm weather the best time for gathering

is in the early morning, the stems, leaves, and

petals at that time being charged with moisture,

and when placed in water soon after being cut,

remain in a fresh condition much longer than

when picked in the daytime and allowed to droop

before they can be arranged in the glasses.

Flowers that stand well are always most in

favour with those who require them largely for

cutting, for however beautiful some kinds may
be, if they do not possess in addition lasting

powers, tlieir value is considerably diminished.

Nor is this to be wondered at, seeing the

time and care which are bestowed upon them.

Where the means for producing them are

limited and the demand at the same time great,

the gardener is compelled to select only those

possessing this long-lasting quality. More par-

ticularly is this selection necessary with those

grown for prodiicing a supply during the

winter months, when the blossoms unfold so

slowly. It requires a considerable amount of

forethought to be able to maintain a continuous

supply of flowers during the winter season in

private establishments where the other and

various departments all claim attention, and

where, perhaps, the houses are not particularly

well adapted for the production of cut bloom.

When the Chrysanthemums are done, there is

a considerable falling off, and the value of really

late-flowering varieties of this flower should be

borne in mind when propagating a stock for

another year. Amongst those I have found to

be good late kintls are, Boule de Neige, Princess

Teck, Hero of Stoke Newington.Mrs. N. Davis,

Ceres, Mons. Lemoine, Meg Merrilies,. Boule

d'Or, Mrs. Charles Carey, and two single varie-

ties, one called America, and the other Master

Charlie. Calanthes are valuable for winter

cutting, and are easily grown by those possess-

ing a stove. Azaleas are good things for forc-

ing. Tea Roses yield quantities of bloom if

the plants have been well cared for in the

summer and the roots are in good condition ;

whilst besides Marguerites, Callas, zonal Pelargo-

niums, Primulas, and Cyclamens, there are many
other things not fo well known, but which

should be grown to give variety. Among these

are Habrothamnus Newelli, Crassula lactea.

Primula obconica, Freesia refracta all-a, not to

mention the many Dutch bulbs which are now
so cheap and so well adapted for cutting.

A. Bakkpr.

Rose Garden.

FORCING TEA ROSES IN AMERICA.

Thinking our method of forcing Tea Roses in

this country would be of benefit to English

growers, I will endeavour to give a few leading

points. The plants are propagated the second

week in February, potted into 2- inch pots and
kept growing, a shift into other pots being given

as they require it. By the first week in July

they are good plants in 4-inch or 5-inch pots,

from which they are planted into the benches

in the houses, the benches being made to hold

5 inches to 6 inches' depth of soil, which is com-

posed of good turfy loam and about one-fourth

part of thoroughly decayed manure. The plants

require all the air that can possibly be given

them while at rest in the summer and frequent

syringing to keep them clean and healthy.

During the autumn they receive the same treat-

ment, only they are more closely watched, as

cold winds are sometimes very destructive and
should not be allowed to blow in upon them. I

am greatly in favour of ample ventilation to let

the warm close air escape. Great care is

needed in watering during the dark days of

November and December, as it the soil once

gets soaked with water the plants are injured.

They should be kept at a day temperature

of 60° to 65' and a night temperature of 50°

to 55°. Painting the pipes here and there with

a paste made of sulphur and lime is a good way
to eradicate mildew. To keep green-fly down a

good syringing is preferable to fumigating, as

the tobacco smoke is sometimes veiy destruc-

tive to the buds, depriving them of their colour

as well as deforming them. The plants should

not be given a top-dressing of rotten manure till

spring, as it excludes the air from the roots at

the very time it is most needed. If they want a

little nourishment before that time, some bone-

meal worked into the soil will be found veiy

useful.

The varieties we grow are Lady Catherine

Mermet, The Bride, Perle des Jardins, Papa
Gontier, Bon Silene, and Niphetos. They are

all excellent Roses, the last three being very

free, whilst Lady Catherine Mermet and The
Bride are the two most lovely Roses in cultiva-

tion, being of superb form and great purity of

colour. A vase filled with some three or four

dozen flowers of the two last-named varieties

arranged loosely and artistically is exceptionally

beautiful. The plants are propagated from a

single eye. Good solid wood, such as that from
which a bloom has been cut, is the best. The
cuttings are struck in clean sharp sand in an

open bench in the propagating house, with a

top heat of 50° and a bottom-heat of 65°
; they

root in about four weeks and are potted when
the roots are about an inch long.

R. H. C. Baird.
Eoclicster,N.Y., U.S.A.

Tea Kose Kadame Hoste.—InTiiE Gahden,
January 1!) (p. 44), tliere is some account of this

Hose which 1 think desirable should not pass un-

challenged ; I allude particularly to tlie .statement

(copied from the (larden and Foral) that within

the past few days flowers have developed in America
wbich rival the largest and most perfect Mar^chal

Niels. Madame Hoste is undoubtedly a cliarming

Itose, and one tliat will rival many of the most pro-

minent favourites. I am growing it largely, but

buyers must not expect it to be either in colour or

.^ize 'a rival to Marfchal Niel. It is a yellowish
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white, base of petals deeper yellow, large, fuU, and
perfect form, a good grower, and abundant bloomer.
In the bud state, when half expanded and fully

developed, it maintains its beauty to the finish.

—

Benjamin R. Cant.

NEW ROSES OF 1888-9.

In continuation of this list, which was last week
suspended after the Hybrid Teas, we come to

the Bourbons, which constitute a well- recognised

link between the more obvious and direct pro-

geny of the Tea-scented Roses and the univer-

sally accepted Hybrid Perpetuals. The additions

made to the Bourbon class are not now-a-days
very numerous, but this year Madame Schwartz
.-lunounces a sport—Mme. Ernest Calvat—from
that hardy, free, and rampant variety, Mme.
Isaac Pereire, and if the sport combines the

good qualities of its parent with a distinct and
more pleasing shade of colour, it will be watched
with great interest. M. Allegatiere also con-

tinues his work with the myriad-flowered Roses,

and appears this year to have obtained a fresh

break, which it may be hoped will prove
valuable.

Bourbons.
Mme. Chbveier (Vigneron).—Flower of fair

size, erect, colour flesh-rose ; extremely free-bloom-
ing.

Mme. Ernest Calvat (Veuve Schwartz).—

A

sport from Mme. Isaac Pereire, which it differs

from only in having flowers of a transparent china
rose colour, base of petals yellowish.

MULTIPLORA.
Francesco Ingegnoli (Bernaix).—Vigorous

climber, flowers small, round, semi - double, in

large trusses, colour bright red, white tip; not
perpetual.

Polyantha Roses.

Blanche Rebatel (Bernaix).— Dwarf plant

producing immense trusses of miniature flowers of

a bright red colour.

Flora (Veuve Schwartz).—Dwarf plant, with
large trusses of flowers, cream colour, passing to
pure white ; fragrant.

Marie Pavi^ (A116gatifere).—Dwarf plant, flowers
large for the type, the colour of Souvenir de la

Malmaison.
Hybrid Polyantha.

Clothilde Soupebt (Soupert and Notting).

—

Raised from a cross between Mignonette and Mme.
Daraaizin (T.). Vigorous plant, from 15 inches to

18 inches in height; flower large, very full, imbri-
cated ; outer petals pearly white, centre deep rose.

Very free and fragrant.

Dr. Reymont (Allegatiere).—Raised from a cross

between General .lacqueminot and Polyantha. Very
perpetual, flower of fair size, colour crimson.

Madame Allegatiere (Allegatifere).— Raised
from a cross between Jules Margottin and Poly-
antha. Plant ever-blooming, flower bright rose, of

moderate size, and lasting well.

Provence.
President Dutailly (Dubreuil).—A perpetual

variety, with erect velvety crimson flowers, cup-
shaped, and very fragrant.

VlERGE DK Clery (Baron—Veillard).—Flowers
large, pure white, very fine, but not peri>etual.

Moss.

ffiiLLET PanaciiiJ (C. Vcrdier).—Flowers of me-
dium size, full, well formed ; calyx well mossed

;

Ijetals rosy-white ground, flaked and striped with
bright red.

Hybrid Perpetuals.
Cheshunt Scarlet (George Paul).—A most

vivid scarlet-crimson flower, semi-double only, but
beautiful in the bud. First-class certificate Royal
Horticultural Society as a decorative Rose.

Co.MTESSE Bertrand db Blacah (E. Verdior).—^'Flowers globular or cupped, bright rose; fragrant.

CoMTESSE Branicka (Lfiveque).—Flower large,

silvery satin rose.

COMTESSE DE ROQUETTE-BUISSON (Leveque).—
Clear rose, shaded deeper.

CoMTESSE d'Eu (E. Verdier).—Flower globular,

bright cherry-rose colour, shaded vivid red.

CoMTESSE Julie de Schulenburg (Soupert
and Notting).— Crimson-purple, shaded velvety

maroon.

Comtesse O'Gorman (L6veque).— Bright red,

shaded poppy-red and purple.

Due d'Obleans (E. Verdier).— Brilliant red'

lighted with shades of brighter red and carmine.
Shape of Annie Wood.

Edouard Michel (E. Verdier).— Bright carmine
sliaded with currant-red ; margins of petals reflexed.

Eugene Pereier (Perrier). — Seedling from
Geant des Batailles. Flower solitary, erect ; colour

carmine, reverse of petals nearly white ; fragrant,

free, perpetual.

Felix Ribeyee (E. Verdier).—Deep rose, bor-

dered silvery rose.

Ferdinand Jamain (Lfiveque). — Colour the

brightest red, very free.

James Brownlow (Alex. Dickson). — Raised
from a cross between Marquise de Castellane and
Paul Neron. Flowers very large and fragrant, with
very smooth petals of great substance, colour bril-

liant carmine
;
plant very vigorous, free, and per-

petal.

John D. Pawle (George Paul).—Velvety crim-

son, shaded maroon, cupped ; very perpetual and
distinct.

Jules Desponds (Liabaud).—Flower globular,

scarlet-red, shaded purple.

Lady Arthur Hill (Alex. Dickson).—A seed-

ling from Beauty of Waltham, producing very

distinct flowers of a rosy lilac colour. The plant is

vigorous, very free blooming, and has most hand-
some foli.age.

Mme. Ecegneb (Vigneron).—Flower erect, bright

red, fragrant.

Mme. Mantin (Vigneron).^Petals bright sal-

mon-rose, with silvery margins ; very perpetual.

Marchioness op Lorne (Wm. Paul).—Flowers
cupped and very fragrant, colour full rose, shaded
with carmine ; habit very perpetual.

Margaret Haywood (Haywood).—A bright

rosy pink sport from Madame Clemence Joigneaux.

Marguerite Boudet (Guillot).— Plant fairly

vigorous, flower large, erect ; colour tender rose and
lilac, shaded with silvery white, very fragrant.

M.4-RIE Metral (Liabaud).—Flower salmon-rose
colour ; habit of General Jacqueminot.

Marquise de Salisbury (Leveque).—Rosy flesh

colour, deeper centre, very large and well formed.

Monsieur Trievoz (Veuve Schwartz).— Bright
rose, shaded carmine, very perpetual. An improved
Victor Verdier.

MoSBB (Lfiveque).—Flower blackish purple,

lighted with scarlet and crimson.

Oscar II. (Soupert and Netting).— Colour bril-

liant carmine, with silvery reflex ; verj' fragrant.

Prince dk Beira (E. Verdier).—Flowers bright

rose, shaded with red.

Princesse Marguerite d'Orleans (E. Ver-
dier).— Soft rose sliaded deeper, m;irgincd almost

with white.

I'ltdi'ESSEUR JoLinois (E. Verdier).— Flowers
cupped, deep red, shnded with carmine.

Souvenir de Joseph Pebnet (I'ornet pfere).—

Flower amaranth-red, margined with blackish

crimson and purple ; very perpetual.

Souvenir de Victor Gautreau (Gautreau).

—

Flowers of medium size, deep red, shaded with
velvety carmine.

Souvenir du Baron de RocnETAiLLiiE (Lia-

baud).—Flowers globular, colour cinnabar-red.

Victor Le.moine (LfivCquc).-Dark red shaded
with purple and brown.

White Lady (Wm. Paul).—A creamy white
sport from Lady Mary FitzwilUam, less full than
the type, but with immense petals. T. W. G.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSES IN POTS.

When looking through a moderately sized garden
the other day I was somewhat surprised to see a
number of plants of Marechal Niel Koses in 7-inch

pots. Some had just been placed in an early

vinery that had been started, but the majority

of them were at the time mentioned in a cool

house. The plants were of only one year's growth ;

indeed, the gardener made an annual practice of

growing plants in 7-inch and 8-inch pots for the
purpose of forcing into bloom during the months of

February and March. They are usually struck from
cuttings of young wood taken from an old plant in

March. Six or seven are inserted in pots filled with
a sandy compost. As a rule, the cuttings rooted
best when placed close to the outside ; indeed, in

the case mentioned no cuttings were inserted in the
centre of the pot. This, however, is, in my opinion,

a matter of no importance, provided other points

are judiciously managed. The cuttings inserted

and well watered with tepid water, the pots are then
plunged into a brisk bottom-heat, say .about 85° or

M0°, and covered with a bell-glass. Treated thus

they will root in the comparatively short space of three

weeks or a month, when they are potted into small

pots and encouraged to grow as much as possible

by being placed in a warm house and kept well

syringed. When necessary they are repotted into

the flowering pots, this usually taking place about
the beginning of June. For the final potting a
rough compost of fibry loam, Mushroom manure,
and half-inch bones is usually used, and special care

is taken to make the soil very firm, the cultivator

referred to being under the impression that the
Marechal Niel, especially when on its own roots, as

in this case, does best in firm soil. As soon as the

final potting is done, every encouragement is given

the plants to make growth. They are generally

placed between the Vines in a warm vinery, and
the gfrowths tied to the wires up the roof of the
house, and running parallel with the Vine rods. No
stopping is done, so most of the plants are in

reality one long stem, similar to a young Vine rod,

though it frequently occurs that at about 18 inches

or so from the base a natural break takes place ; if

so, all the growths are encouraged to grow. When
well established in their flowering pots and growing
vigorously, the plants are watered with liquid

manure three or four times a week, and by this

attention and keeping the growths free from green

fly by a free use of the syringe, the}' not unfre-

quently make growths 10 feet and 12 feet in length

and as thick as a child's finger by the end of August.

At this period they are generally removed to a south
wall, against which the shoots are temporarily

tied, in order that they may become thoroughly

well ripened, this being considered the chief

point in their culture. Towards the end of Sep-

tember or early in October the plants are re-

moved to a cool house, usuall.v .a Peach house or

vinery. Three or four stakes are i)Ut in each pot,

and the stem twisted around them. The surface

of the old soil is scraped off and a top-dressing of

loam and horse manure given, after which the

plants need no further attention until they are

placed in heat to bloom. Plants of this description

would produce an inmiensc (juantity of bloom, and
at the same tinu^ form neat specimens for em-
licllishing the conservatory or room. C.

Rose Cloth of Gold.—My nephew, wlio Is travulling

in Ceylon, writta mo as follows :
' Vou hnvo no idea at

humo of how UoscB grow hero. \t a ftieiid's estate close by
there are two Cloth of Gold biishts. the stems of which arc

each IS Inches and "J-l iiiclics in cirtvniifcri'nco. I always
heard at homo that this Kuse wjia a shy bloomer. Tlieso

bushes have hundreds of lovely blooms on them. They are

9 feet in height. "—C. J. O.

" The English Flower Garden."—Replying

to various corresjiondents wlio have been unable to

obtain copies of this book—long now out of print

—

we beg to say that it is luiw, after m.any changes

and additions, being reprinted, and that it w'ill be

ready about one month hence.
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Kitchen Garden.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Cauliflowers.

Where plants have bolted owing to their being

raised too early or if they are scarce from any
other cause, it is advisable to sow seed now of both

early and successional varieties. The Extra Early

Forcing is the quickest to heart in, and this being

of neat habit, renders it one of the best for culture

in frames, rough pits, or handlights. Either Dwarf
Erfurt, Mammoth, Mont Blanc, or Early London may
be sown at the same time, these being a week or ten

days later than the Early Forcing, while Magnum
Bonum and Pearl are still later. The seed should

be sown thinly in pans or boxes of fine soil and be

set near the glass in gentle heat. Overhead syring-

ing must be avoided, this breaking down the very

brittle seedlings, which ought to be either given

plenty of air when the weather permits, or be trans-

ferred to a warm greenhouse or other shelves for

a few days prior to their either being pricked off

thinly into boxes of good soil or in pairs into 4-inch

pots. They ought never to be placed far from the

glass, nor be allowed to become dry at the roots, this

invariably ending in premature hearting in. Being
duly hardened off, they ought to be finally planted

before they become drawn or much root-bound.

These early-raised plants are suitable for planting

under glass,andalso at the base of sunny walls and
on warm borders. In the latter case they must be

roughly protected with either mats or branches of

Spruce Fir or other Evergreens. It is yet too early

to interfere with those plants wintered with the aid

of glass or other protection, but those under hand-
lights especially ought to be thinned out early in

order that the reserved portion may be forwarded
somewhat. The plants should be given abundance
of air in order to keep them dwarf and hardy,

and unless frosts prevail, the thinning out and
transplanting may be done during the second or

third week in February.

FoRCisG Lettuces.

Up to the present time very little harm has re-

sulted to late-raised unprotected Lettuce plants,

but even if these escape later frosts, they will not

heart in so quickly as will January-raised plants of

the Early Paris Market gi-own in frames. Tliis

variety, in addition to being of very quick growth,
is also of excellent quality. To have it at its best,

however, it should be gently forced. The seed
ought to be sown at once thinly in pans of fine soil,

and either set on a gentle hotbed or on a shelf in a
forcing house. While the seedlings are growing, a
slight hotbed ought to be prepared for their recep-

tion. On this set a two-light or larger frame, and
if this is deep, partially fill it with some of the

shortest forcing material, on this placing about
.S inches of fairly rich loamy soil, finishing off with
a thin surfacing of fine light soil. If there is no
likelihood of the bed becoming too hot, prick out

the seedlings direct from the seed-pan and before

they become drawn. The plants may be disposed
5 inches apart each way, the aim being to cut half

the plants for early use and when not more than
half grown : the remainder are left to grow to

their full size. If preferred, they may be put out
K inches apart each way, and none cut before
they have formed hearts. Gentle forcing only
should be resorted to, air being given whenever the
weather is mild. The plants should bo kept well

supplied with tepid water,and the frames be matted
over or otherwise protected every night. A good
supply of this Lettuce may also be had from boxes
of rich soil set near the fronts of gently-forced
vineries and Peach houses. The earliest Lettuces
grown in the open air are usually rather tough, but
our forced plants are so tender as to require very
careful handling and packing.

Potatoes in Pits and Frames.
Gentle hotbeds formed of leaves, or leaves and

manure, are of the greatest as.sistance in forcing
Potatoes, and where deep heated pits are available

their culture is much simplified. Where only one
or two frames, or two or three lights in a pit can be

devoted to the early crops, it is not, as a rule, ad-

visable to commence forcing yet, most employers
expecting a constant rather than a fitful supply.

We find deep heated pits admirable for forcing

Potatoes, these being cleared off early or before

Easter, and either kidney Beans or Potatoes planted

in close succession. The successional supplies of

Potatoes, some of which are started now or early

in February, are also followed by Beans, &c. Leaves

are scarce this season, and many that we have col-

lected are already half decayed; consequently we
and all others similarly situated wall have to depend
principally upon stable manure for the hotbeds.

This must be well prepared by frequent turnings, a
violent or rank heat proving destructive to the

Potatoes. Sufficient must be introduced into a pit

to bring the soil up to within 6 inches of the glass,

while for the frames the beds may be about 42

inches high at the back with a gentle slope to the

front. If the manure is rather hot, delay soiling

for a few days, otherwise it may be done at once.

First face over the bed with a layer of short ma-
nure, on this placing not less than 9 inches of fresh

loamy soil, such as old Melon and Mushroom beds,

to which is added some sandy mould obtained by
sifting over old potting-bench refuse. A 6-inch

potful of superphosphate to every light, this being

well mixed with the soil, will benefit both the

Potatoes and succeeding crops. The sets, which
ought not to have lost their first strong sprout,

should be set closely and uprightly in boxes or

trays and placed in gentle heat to commence active

growth. All side shoots ought to be rubbed oS,

and when the central or reserved sprout is about

2 inches long the tubers ought to be planted. This

is found a much better plan than planting direct

from the storing place. The drills for them, which
may well be opened with the hand, should be about

!> inches deep and from 12 inches to 15 inches apart,

according to the width of the lights. Dispose

the sets not less than 6 inches apart, and carefully

mould over with the hand. Radishes are frequently

sown over the surface of the beds, but unless very

thinly grown they do not attain a serviceable size

in heated pits, but succeed in unheated frames or

where the Potatoes grow more slowly. The frames

require to be closely covered every night with mats

and also litter in severe weather, and all should re-

ceive a little air during the warmest part of the

day, this being increased as the days lengthen and
the haulm advances. Very little water is needed

at the outset, unless given for the benefit of the

Radishes, but when growing strongly, the Potatoes

must not be allowed to become dry at the roots. No
subsequent moulding up is necessary or advisable.

Old Ashleaf, Mona's' Pride, Veitch's Improved Ash-

leaf, Victor, Early Border, and Eclipse are all suit-

able varieties of Potatoes for forcing, the two
first-named, if obtained true to name, being the

best.

Onions for Exhibition.

Before the secret leaked out, many skilful gar-

deners could not understand why they failed to

produce such fine specimens of the white Spanish

type' as were shown by a limited number of compe-

titors at the leading shows. In some few instances

these were really the result of sowing seed in the

autumn, but it soon became an open secret that

the finest and best-shaped bulbs were obtained by

sowing seed in heat early in January, the plants

thus obtained being far ahead of any raised later

in the open. This practice is now largely followed

by numerous exhibitors, and it is startling to some
and amusing to others to see fine bulbs, 5 inches

and upwards, staged early in August as "spring

sown." The morality of this proceeding is of a

doubtful nature, but as they are not disqualified,

others must adopt the same system if they wish to

equal or surpass their more enterprising rivals.

Rousham Park Hero, Anglo White Spanish, and
Banbury Improved are all fine for exhibition, the

first-named, perhaps, being the best. Sow a pinch

of seed in a pan of fine soil, well pressing it

in prior to covering, and set it on a gentle hot-

bed or on a warm shelf till the seedlings appear.

They must not be dr.awn up in heat, sturdy, not

spindly plants being needed : but if first set on a

greenhouse shelf and gradually hardened off, they

will be ready for dibbling out some time in March
or early in April where they are to mature.

Onions thus raised may be transplanted readily,

and if given heavily-manured, deeply-dug, yet firm

ground and otherwise liberally treated, growth is

rapid, and fine, well-ripened bulbs will be obtained

for the August shows. W. I.

POTATOES, EARLY PLANTING.
The soil is so thoroughly soaked with heavy rains,

and the frost has rendered it so soft and retentive,

that it will be needful to think twice before com-
mencing to plant early Potatoes in the open ground.

There are many non-piractical gardeners who rush

hastily to the conclusion that with the incoming of

the new j-ear come also the sowing and planting

seasons. It would be far wiser in most cases, and
especially so with the soil in its present sodden,

cold condition, were March to be regarded as the

beginning of the season, and all sowing and plant-

ing of tender or semi-tender crops deferred till

then. Seeds generally will be of doubtful quality

this year, for we had last season one of the worst

seed-producing seasons ever experienced ; there-

fore, it is most evident that early sowing, so far

from being helpful to growth, may but serve to

prevent it. In many cases seeds which ordinarily

are sown in March would be safer if not sown un-

til April. Indeed, under any circumstances it is

doubtful whether the seasons do not more and more
favour deferred sowing. Growth, if begun late,

wiD be all the more likely good and rapid, because

the solar heat is greater, and there is far more of

daylight than is the case a month sooner. Then
we always find that plants from seed once checked

or stunted by frost or excessive rain rarely recover

and become -so robust as plants from a later

sowing and which have not been checked. Pro-

bably all seedsmen will this year very specially

advise cautious late sowing of seeds, both because

the soil is wet and cold, and samples are of indif-

ferent quality. Potatoes come into a diverse cate-

gory from seeds, but then if the tubers are sound

and" fully matured, they will break as strongly

as during previous years. Very possibly some
of the disease which so terribly devastates our

Potato breadths is occasionally assisted by our

method of planting the Potato so early, and thus in

treating it as a hardy plant we only weaken its

constitution and its power to resist the disease.

Soil in a cold, wet condition, as it is now, is about

as bad a bed in which to place Potato tubers as

can well be found. The sets would be far better

off on the shelf, and may then be kept and planted

safely in proper seasons, with the certainty that a

good crop will result in due course. Grubs and
slugs do early planted Potatoes great injury in wet
soils. Not only do these pests prey upon the tubers,

but they devour the young shoots also. Later,

when the soil is both drier and warmer, growth is

more rapid, whilst insects have other food or are

less active. It is easy to get Potato tubers for seed

so advanced in growth, that some two or three

weeks may be gained if the sets be started in a
moderately mild temperature a month before

being planted. It is better to get this sprouting

done and an inch or so of stout growth put on to

all the sets in good time, so that the tubers may be

in a cooler temperature, and be partially hardened

off before the sets are placed in the soil. Everybody
knows how to effect the sproiiting, but it is a pity

so few take the trouble to bring it about. The
method will this spring specially repay for the little

labour involved in getting several pecks of early

tiibers duly sprouted as advised. A. D.

Beet.— It presents an admirable example of the

comparative mildness of the winter so far that

Beet roots stand out in the open ground not only

quite unharmed, but fresh and vigorous in leafage.

That is seen in no specially sheltered place, but in

rather cold soil. Beets are, without doubt, by far

the best flavoured when left in the ground as long

as possible, as none of the juices of the roots are

then lost. Even when lifted for the winter, I have

always found storing by laying the roots in thickly

beneath overhanging trees and throwing a few
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leaves amongst and over the roots to give all

needful protection, whilst the roots may be taken
from the soil so sheltered in the hardest of weather
and are quite plump and fresh. Carrots and Par-
snips also keep well in the same way. A gardener
at Mettisfont Abbey some years ago kept all his

roots in this way beneath his nut trees during the
winter. Whilst Dell's Crimson, or any of the selec-

tions from Dell's, such as Elcombe's, Pragnell's,

and others, seem to be the favourite Beets for ex-
hibition, not a few growers and market gardeners
who like good-sized roots as well as rich colour
and soft, pleasant flavoured flesh, prefer the Pine-
apple or the Selected Covent Garden. This latter

is a fine robust Beet, and the foliage is more erect
than is that of the old and favourite Pine-apple.
Beyond these, perhaps the most popular is the red
Turnip-rooted kind, a variety happily of which so
far it has not been easy to make synonyms, for
the Turnip-rooted Beet remains what it is, let the
selection be ever so carefully made. Those who
have to meet a demand for early Beets find this

kind a welcome aid. It is not without its value in

the market for early work also, but the tapering-
rooted kinds will always retain their position in

popular esteem, because the flesh gives when pro-
perly prepared such delicate salading.—A. D.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY-

I HAVE read a letter in your last issue from Mr.
C. J. Grahame on the affairs of the above
society in which my name is mentioned, and it

is on this account that I venture to send a few
lines, and at the outset I liave to say that we
have no " one-man-rule " here. It is my good
fortune to serve a council who take a lively in-

terest in the proceedings of the society. Take
an illustration. A few years ago we wanted to

raise a considerable .sum of money for the erec-

tion of new glasshouses. The present chairman
of our council (Mr. Joseph Broome) made a
proposal for securing the needful. The council
met, resolutions were adopted, and circulars is-

sued, but had the matter rested here the result

would have been practically nil. On several
days in the week, for several months, Mr.
Broome left his warehouse and called upon gen-
tlemen in the city pleading the cause of (our
then) poor society, and I believe that the result

exceeded his expectations. On these occasions
it was my good fortune to accompany liini, and
the training I received has, I venture to think,
been of some service to our society since. We
have issued tliousands of circulars during the
last few years setting forth the principles of

membership to our society, but it has been in

the main owing to the personal call which has
brought about a better state of things. Whether
the Royal Horticultural Society can adopt a
similar plan I know not, but I think that the
council might give the i>ro])Osal a trial. There
is one officer in connection with institutions
which I have no hesitation in saying does
much more harm than good, namely, that of

hon. secretary. If the paid secretary is a man
of energy and fertile in resource, he will very
often bo bringing some proposal under the
notice of tho governing ijody ; but it m.ay
happen, and very often does liajipen, that the
proposal <loes not meet with the approval of the
lion, sec, and perhaps no action is taken, and
thus a feeling of restraint is engen<lered, the
result being unfavourable to tho institution.

I observe that the Royal Horticultural Society
has recently appointed its committoea. I would
suggest that they ajipoint a canvassing com-
mittee con.sisting say (jf tliirty members, and
tliat these mondjcrs go out in couples in likely

localities, and Jay the claims of tho society
before the community. Mr. (Jrahanie is quite
right in saying that horticultural intiu-csts can-
not be served without money. To an outsider

like myself it seems a most extraordinary step

the holding of horticultural meetings in a drill

hall. The surroundings of a place like this of

necessity shut out an expansion of the social

element, which is an important factor in con-

nection with horticultural demonstrations. Wish-
ing that the old society may yet have a long

and prosperous career.

—

Bruce Findlay, Man-
chester.

WUl you allow me, as an old stager, to

make a few remarks on Mr. Grahame'a note on
the Royal Horticultural Society (page 44). I

entirely agree with the first paragraph on the

importance of a good paid secretary. I long

urged the necessity ot one ; indeed, it was only

from the fact of influential members of the

"special committee of Fellows " being strong on
this point, that I continued on the council when
my friend, Major Mason, and others left it.

The words in the special committee's report

of 14th of February, 1888, are :

—

The committee urges the paramount importaDce of

appointing a well -qualified paid secretary ar, as early a
date as possible, the services oP such an officer being,

in its opinion, indispensable for the adequate discharge
of the work involved in the re-organisation of the
society.

Mr. Grahame speaks of an accession of nearly

700 new Fellows in the past year ; about 250 of

these joined in answer to my appeal during the

few months during which I felt justified in

making it. One or two of these were £i 4s.

,

some £2 2s., and the rest£l Is. Fellows. Their
names were given to me directly, or through
friends or others who adopted the appeal.

Mr. Grahame speaks of the difficulty of getting

amateurs to serve on the committees. During
the long time I was chairman of the floral com-
mittee I felt very strongly that those who
owned and took an interest in gardens should be
well represented as well as tho?e who supplied

and cultivated them, and did my best to get ama-
teurs to join, also asking those of my colleagues

on the council who were Orchid growers to find

one of their friends to come on. It was in an-

swer to an appeal made in The Gakden of

29th December, 1883, that the energetic hono-
rary secretary, Mr. Wilks, sent mo his name,
through a friend, as one wUling to serve. The
floral committee has just lost the services of an
amateur. Dr. Lowe, one of the best and most
successful rock-plaut authorities in the country,

and has gained those of Mr. Marshall, who adds
to his many otlicr qualifications the important
one that he has considerable knowledge of the

past history of the society. I entirely believe

in Chiswick and in Mr. Barron, but not in its

being a good place for the bi-monthly meet-
ings. I believe its cost is now less than £1000
a-year.

I doubt the cost of anew Fellow being £1 Is.,

or even half that sum, and think th.it it should

be remembered that if some have taken advan-

tage of tho power to reduce their subscriptions,

others have joinc^d as £4 4h. and .£2 2s. sub-

scribers, on account of their considering the

lower subscription to be a good move.

Tlio Royal Agricultural Society of England
lives and [lays its way principally on £1 sub-

scriptions. I am too recent a member to have

received any " proceedings," but I believe full

ones are issued.

One efl'oct of tlie new regulation, that no one
can judge on the committees williout being a

Fellow, will be to put amateurs in a more hope-

less minority at the general meetings than even

they were before. Two committees of forty

eacli, almost all witli ])rofes.".ional sympathies

and acc\i»tiimed to attend, will bi', and anvoue
with the po'.vcr of nifiuencing them v ill be, com-

pletely masters of the situation.

—

Geokge F.

Wilson, Eeatherbank, Wei/bridge.

Mr. Grahame, the ex-secretary, I presume,

of the Royal Horticultural Society, in his remarks

and criticism, evidently Kensingtonian to the

backbone, says some people are endeavouring to

get up a spurious excitement about the society's

greatest incubus, Chiswick, and to indulge to the

fullest extent this hobby, they would deprive

the London Fellows of any advantages in the

way of floral meetings unless they were prepared

forsooth to go to Chiswick. The movement, he

says, has been "scotched," not killed, the party

interested being a noisy and persistent, if not an

influential, one. Strong language this ; but is it

true that the practical horticulturists would deny

London Fellows the pleasure of attending floral-

meetings in London 1 I hope and think not, as

I believe all who have the society's true interests

at heart, whilst restoring Chiswick to its proper

position as a laboratory and going back to the

old lines, would insist upon having a bright,

cheerful room in London, not only large enough,

but conveniently situated for the fortnightly

meetings. If this noisy party is too weak to

hold its own or too pliant to persist in its good

fight not only for the retention, but the restora-

tion of Chiswick, why, as Mr. Grahame says, the

sooner it is handed over to Kew the better.

Kew surely has enough to do at home, but it it

has not, what does Kew know about practical

horticulture i Why, just enough to go on with

the dabbling which already has brought the

society to the verge of bankruptcy. If it is to

be lilted out of the slough, gentlemen like Mr.

Harry J. Veitch, in touch with employers and

their gardeners, must still handle the ribbons,

and if they fail we must affiliate with local

societies.

Turning from this letter to intelligence which

has just reached me,l have pleasure in inform-

in" the persistent jiarty that in the Chis^vick

Gardens the trials for the year 1889 will com-

prise artificial manures, Muscat and Frontignan

Grapes, fruit trees in pots, typical varieties of

vegetables, also Broccoli, Cauliflower, Brussels

Sprouts, Broad Beans, and Gourds. The collec-

tions of flowers will include Gloxinias, Pelar-

goniums, Chrysanthemums, Dahlias, Cannas,

hardy herbaceous plants, alpines, Carnations,

Picotees, Pinks, and Poeonies.

If Mr. Barron carries out these trials well, as

I am quite sure he will, the society as well !is

the contributors will get something for tho

" annual dead loss of about i'lOOO,'' and if tho

fruitists who go to see the Frontignan Grapes

and pot fruit trees, the florists to admire the

wealth of beauty placed within their reach, do

not become siibscribors or increase their present

subscriptions, the true friends of the society will

bo greatly disappointed. Mr. Barron already

has°a splendid collection of Figs in pots, but

more varieties, it is reasonable to hope, will be

sent. Then what a grand opportunity for correct-

ing our Peach and Nectarine nomenclature and

for reading papers on these fruits actually grow-

ing on the promises. Last, but not least, let us

h.rpe the trade will enable Mr. Barron to put

his own teaching into practice by seiuling the

jiick of their Muscats and Frontignans in fruit-

ing iHits, as it is very impm-tant that tho latter

be^brought prominently before the rising gone-

ration of young gardeners.—W. C.

Chimonanthus fragrans.— It is inJood sur-

piisinglliat a shrub like tlio above, perfectly hardy

and llowm-in? at the iliillest time of tho year, shoiild

rcfoive such scinty attention from planters. The

Stent ot the fiowers is .lelightful. .\ few pprays are

cje.ite aiflicient to scent a whole room.
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Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

THE BEVERLEY FAMILY.

A FEW years ago the difl'ereiit varieties of this

family of iucurved Chrysanthemums were looked

upon most favourably, aud were considered

essential in a prize stand of blooms, but now

they are seldom met with at the leading! shows

and hardly ever in the winning stands, owing to

their rough appearance, the petals being much
too erect to form neatly incurved blooms.

More especially is this the case since the

introduction of the variety INIr. Bunn, which is

a decided improvement, both in the form of

the petals and colour on Golden Beverley, from

which it is a sport.

As proving the decline in poiuilarity

of Golden Beverley since the advent of

Mr. Bunn, an audit, recently published

in a coutemporai-y, of the number of

blooms shown in the first prize stands at

the leading exhibitions shows that Gol-

den Beverley was only shown three times

in first prize stands at forty leading ex-

hibitions while the variety Mr. Bunn was

shown thirty-four times. This fact proves

the superiority of Mr. Bunn over its

parent. Beverley was shown only fifteen

times at the same number of exhibitions.

Two new sports have appeared during the

past season, and no doubt in time this will

become an extended family. During the

past season we had here on trial a sport

from Beverley which the year previous

possessed some curious features in cidour-

ing, the ground colour being of the

original Beverley type, creamy -nhite,

which sometimes is slightly coloured. In

the case under notice each petal had a

distinct rose-coloured stripe down the
,^

j

centre, which rendered it a novel as well '~i;

as a pleasing freak. Unluckil}', it re-

verted liack to the original colour, and
for that reason it was discarded. The
Beverley family is in much favour

amongst amateur cultivators and other

growers in the north of England. Especi-

ally well suited are the f.irms of this

family for the amateur cultivator, as he

can generally depend upon the jilants pr< i-

ducing a good percentage of bh^jms, no ;^;

matter what the season may be, this not '
'•

being the case with many others of the

incurved section. Plants of all the Bever-

ley type grow tall when cultivated for

large blooms. Owing to their v.eak,

drooping habit of growth, they are not

well adapted for growing in any other

fc.rm, the ]ieduncles being so weak that

tlie flowers do not show themselves excejit

when numerous stakes are employed. The
plants being weakly in growth, the employment
< if large pots is a mistake. Pots of cS inches in

diameter are large enough for single plants of

any varietj' of this famil}'. A somewhat ligliter

and less rich soil, with ample drainage, will be
found an advantage. This and careful water-
ing will prevent an early loss of the leaves from
the plants, a weakness this family is subject to.

At present there are five varieties now belong-
ing to this family.

Bevkrlev.—The orifrinal form, I learn from the
National C'lirysantlicniuiu Society's ("italogue, was
introduced in the year li^liS. The colour is a creamy
wliitc, sonictiines splashed or faintly striped witli

pink, but more often not than olhei-wise; the
blooms are romid, of {?ood form, but the petals are
too erect, not incnvvin<r sutticicut-lylo rcnilci- them

compact enough to rank amongst the leading \arie-

ties in the incurved section.

GoLDEX Bevebley was introduced three years
later, and is. I ]iresurae. a sport from tlie original,

being, as it is, the exact counteipart of Beverley
except in colour, which is pale yellow.

Mb. Eunx was introduced in the year IS.Sl as a
sport from Golden Beverley, upon which it is a
great imiirovenient in form of the jictals, which
incurve neatly and are broader in fcirm than tlmse
of its parent ; the colour is bright golden-yellow,
which under tli(^ best treatment is almost orange-
yellow. The variety Mr. Bimn supplies a colour for

the earliest shows not obtainable in any other sort.

Nowhere in the soiith of England have I seen such
fine examples of this variety as in the northern
counties, where it generally assumes a deeper tone
of colour. The petals are broader and incurve
more regidarly, owing possibly to the fact thjit

CHRYSANTHEMUM COTTAGE PINK.

There can be no doubt about the merit of this

capital flower as a truly hardy out-door Chry-

santhemum. The eugraxing sliows a bunch of

it, gathered from the open garden in the

middle of November, when its cheerful light

pink flowers, with rosy centres, are about at

their best. The stalks are stiff' and strong, and
the leaves almost leathery. After the first

frosts the leaves acquire a brilliant eolonringf,

being edged, and splashed, and marbleil with a

strong crimson that adds much to the beauty of

the plant. No rain hurts the flowers, whose
petals on first oi)ening are quilled, but after-

wards become lu'oid and fat. It is almost, if

not quite, identical with Emperor of China, but
possibly the plants tliat bore the flowers en-

Chrysanthemum Cottage Pink. Engraved for The Gakden.

growers there arc enabled to select crown buds of

this variety; whereas in the south many growers
are conqielled (o de|)enrl iqion terminal buds, the
crown buds Vicing tonoarly bir the shows in tlie south.

H. Shoes.MITII is saiil to be a. sport from the
previously-named variety, but in my ojiinion it more
closely resembles the Beverley type. Tlu! colour is

a dull bronze and not quite the colour sought after.

No doubt it will meet with many admirers for the
early shows.
Bkonze Mr. Bunn I have not .seen, but from

those who saw it at the late Hull show I learn it is

an improvement, and likely to])rove .an acquisition,

the colour being decided and the form of the llower

good.

Chrysanthemum H. Waterer. -Tli's Is a fine late-

flowering orange-.vellnw vaiiety. Oa the slst<f Oucember
la**! wc saw t^ome blomns of it, wliich were l;iri-c, frot^ti, very
full, the petals being Itmg :inii Pat; a'togt-tlitr it is a tiuu
sort fur midwinter tloworin-.,'.

graved ni.ay liave a hardier constitution than
the Emperor as grown under glass, from having
been grown for generations in tlie ojien in

cottage gardens. G. .1.

Cutting down Chrysanthemums in au-
tumn.— It is quite true, as stated by " E. .M.." t hat

t'lirys.-iiitlieiuuiiis have this year shown great
reluctance to throw up cuttings. Many of my
plants have produced no suckers at all. and when
one has to wait for stem cuttings, the ])rojiagatiiig

time is thrown back considerably, As a good many
of the best kinds, nof;ibly the various members of

the Teck family, are ;dways more or less shy in

tbniwiiig up suckers, I this season ailo)iled a method
rccoiiimended last 3'ear by a corres|)oiident in TllE
tiARDEN. and the results are so good, that all

Chrysanthemum growers wouli) do well to make
note of il. In the beginning of .Tunc I phtnted < ut
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a few specimens of several kinds in good ground,

and in tlie autumn tlioy were cut down to within
6 inches of the ground. Later on tliey were taken
up and platited in liglit soil, and they are now full

of nice cuttings. Plants of the same kinds that were
allowed to bloom are only just beginning to make
cuttings. Where the latter are required early for the

formation of specimen plants or for the production
of large blooms, the cutting back of a few plants

in autumn is probably the best waj' of making sure

of them.—J. C. B.

NOTES ON MIDWINTER CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
At the recent exhibition of midwinter Chrysanthe-
mums held at tlie Aquarium, by far the best exliibit

was that from Mr. J. Brown, Great Doods, Reigate,

not that the blooms were the largest, but from their

being arranged in neat bunches of about six blooms
to each bunch. The blooms were fresh and the

colour good. In striving to set up twenty-four
single blooms on the ordinary stands ,at this late

date, exhibitors are often compelled to insert a few
very stale and often small flowers to make up the
number. From a decorative point of view, I think
that bunches of blooms are more effective now
than shabby single blooms. The plants had been
grown on what is termed the natural method,
allowing most of the buds to develop on each
shoot. The stand in question was made up almost
entirely of Japanese varieties ; indeeil, throughout
the show there was an absence of good blooms of

the incurved sorts, showing well the superiority

of the Japanese forms as producers of late flowers.

In the stand named, Beaut6 des Jardins was
especially fresh and rich in colour; so was Martha
Hardinge, while amongst the light-coloured sorts,

Fulton, Pelican, Meg Merrilies, Reve d'Or, Mons.
Yvon (pale jirimrose centre), and Mrs. C. Carey
were most noteworthy. In other stands occurred
good blooms of Thunberg, fresh and rich in col-

our; Lowe's Bronze, which bears a great simi-

larity to Mons. Lemoine ; and Mme. Rozain, bronze
buff, a very fresh flower of the Japanese reflexed

type. Gloriosum was especially lu it iceable, showing
it -i adaptability for producing late flowers. Countess
of Lytton is said to be a sport from Ralph Brockle-
b:ink, but the flowers, as shown, were very similar

to those of that variety. Boule de Neige, one of

the best whites, and Roseum superbum were note-

worthy. Le Centaur (Anemone) much resembles
Marguerite Villageoise both in form and colour
Guernsey Nugget was especially fre.sh ; so also

were Progne and Comtesse de Beauregard., W. G.
Drover (syn., Mrs. F. Thompson) showed difl'erent

colours, according to the age of the blooms staged,

some—the large-st—being very "wa^hy" in appear-
iiuce ; the younger and much smaller blooms showed
a pleasing fresh colour. A few fairly good blooms
of Mrs. N. Davis were staged. From the appear-
ance of many of the blooms exhibited, it could be
saen that green fly had been very troublesome to tlic

late blooms. Suocessional fumigation of the plants
with tobacco paper will kill the fly and will not
injur(^ the Uooms of any colour it carefully done

;

therefore, growers need not be afraid to use the
smoke for the destruction of aphides, which hasten
on the decline of tlie Ijlooms of Chrysanthemums
more quickly tlian will the age of the flowers.

" E. M.

Show V. decorative varieties.—Tlie article

coatainiiig the ]iaragrai)h referred to by "X." on
pa:,'e 22 of TriE G.MiDEN was written with a view
to give Information lo those persons who wish to

adil to their collections for exhibition, and not
wltli a view of disparaging the varieties as decora-
tive kinds. Some of them which are named are
re;;ommended as exhibition varieties. Why then
was it wrong to judge and descrilie them in that
way ? Much better would it have been to descrilie

them accurately tli.an to allow (Miltivators to grow
them a year .solely from the vendor's re('ommenda-
tlon, and in the end be dl.sa,))pointed, as many are
by the enormous long lists of "ne'w" varieties sent
out each year and said to be improveini^nts. I

liavo no doubt others will ditfer from my views on
the varieties iKimed, but the opinions 1 gave re-

specting the qualities of the varieties for the
purpose named cannot be disputed as being accurate.
I venture to say that I have quite as deep a love

for decorative varieties as has " X.," and I have
not the slightest hesitation in saying that it is only
by thorough development to its utmost capacity
that we learn in many cases what certain varieties

are capable of producing. There is no comparison
between sliow and decorative varieties purely.
Take, for instance, the variety whicli is the most
telling of all in colour of the present day— I mean
Edwin Molyneux. Can "X." develop tlie same
qualities in a decorative plant of this variety—for

instance, colour and density of the petals—as is

shown by the blooms cultivated for show purposes ?

I take it the method of culture which lirings out
the true character of any variety, whether it is

good or bad, is the surest means of testing any
new variety. After that the culture can be so

modified as to bring the same variety within the
scope of a decorative plant. Any variety which
is considered good for decoration is not spoilt by
being treated as an exhibition plant also. Writers
against size in the Chrysanthemum have been
agitating now a long time, but I think the truth
must ere this have dawned upon them that rather

than be diminishing it increases yearly, and seems
to point to the fact that tlie " frenzy " still stands,

and is more likely to increase than revert to the
purely decorative taste.— S.

DAMPING IN CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS.*
Damping of the blooms is one of the greatest

annoyances Chrysanthemum growers have to con-

tend with, for in a severe case damp steals over the
blooms so suddenly as to do irreparable mischief in

a few hours. What makes it more vexatious is that
it does not occur in the early part of the season
when there might be time to secure fresh plants

and so in some measure recover the loss, but after a
season's labour and care have been bestowed on the

plants, and those in charge are looking forward for

satisfactory results to reward them for their Labours.

There are few cultivators of the Chrysanthemum
whose experience extends over two or three seasons
who have not felt the annoyance and perplexity

which this damping causes, and as all good culti-

vators are enthusiastic and devoted to their plants,

it naturally leads them to try and ascertain the

cause of this my.sterious evil. Everything is thought
of to try and find where in the past treatment of

the plants cause may have been given for such bad
results. The sujjply of stimulants, chemicals, the

drainage of the pots, and ventilation are all reviewed
in order to find where culture may have been wrong
or unsuited to the plants, in order to avoid those
bad results in the future.

In my own experience I have not suffered mere
than others. I consider there are two forms of

damping. One form damps from the base and centre

of the florets, gradually stealing over the bloom until

it is useless; and in the other the bloom is suddenly
affected at the upper part and presents tlie appear-

ance of having been scalded with hot water.

In the first form my opinion is that it is chiefly

caused by o\'erfeeding and overwatering. To ob-

tain the highly developed blooms we meet with in

the prize stands at the exhibitions, it is necessary

to assist them with manure, either in a liquid state

from the farmyard, or some of the various chemical
compounds to be had at the present day. While
the jiliints are growing, manure judiciously applied
Is of great benefit lo build u|i vigorous |ilaiits, es-

jiecially when the jiots are full of roots and there is

little danger of turning the soil in the pots sour.

At the approaidi of autumn —say the middle of

September- the buds have all been taken, some
lierhaps five weeks, and the wood has biurome hard
up to the buds, a few of the earliest of which will be

showing colour. Owing to the heavy dews we have
at this season the jilaiits are unable to take up so

mucli water as they have been accustomed to, and
also jiartly because they arc not making growth.

* Uoad by Mr. C. Oibaon, Modoa I'ark GardoDS, Slitcham,

at thu National Chryiaatboiuum Bocioty'a Couforouco,
Januiry il, ISSS.

But strong manures are continued at this stage to
obtain size and suUstance in the florets. In my
opinion they are necessary to bring the blooms to

perfection, although we may lose a few, especially
in the case of varieties that are esjiecially suscep-
tible to damp. But I think care in watering the
plants will reduce the evil to a minimum. By care-

ful watering, I mean by applying water only when
needed. If water is applied at this .stage when the
soil is wet, and especially if the air is charged with
moisture, the plants cannot find an outlet for the
superfluous moisture except in the most tender
])art of the plant—the bloom— hence the first ad-
verse weather causes decay of the florets called
" damping."

In the second form of ' damping " the worst case
I remember occurred about three seasons ago. We
had a few days very hot and bright, succeeded by a
sudden change to wet with a little fog; it was
about the third week in October, and the early
blooms damped most severely at the time: I well
remember there was a general lament amongst the
growers at the floral committee meeting we had a
day or two after. But having another favourable
change in the weather damping stopped, and, in

fact, I may say we were free from it for the rest of

the season. As a grower I have had to guard
against earliness, my plants having a tendency that
way. Consequently, when housed, I use no fire-

heat while the weather keeps favourable. When the
atmosphere was not overcharged with moisture the

blooms appeared all right, but when rain or fog

suddenly set in then damp occurred. The fire would
then be lighted and the pipes kept constantly warm,
more or less according to the weather, but the fire

was out at no time except on the morning of a
bright day, to be lighted again in the afternoon.

From the time the firing was commence<l there was
a reduction in damping. This leads me to conclude
that the atmosphere and the sudden changes of the

same have much to do with the damping, and espe-

cially where the blooms are suddenly aft'ected. Fire

heat dispels the stagnant moisture and causes a
buoyant motion in the air favourable to keeping
the blooms. When fire heat is first applied and
blooms are opening, great care must be taken to

keej) the house well ventilated, and to let the pipes

warm gradually, or the sudden heat miglit cause a
great quantity of moisture to ascend, and then be
condensed on the blooms, thus aggravating the evil

it is intended to cure.

Numbers of early blooms were lost this season

through a kind of damping of the lower floret.s,

which faded in the way a bloom would through

age, although these had. perliaps, not finished their

centres. I believe this is attributalile to the foggy

weather we had at the time, for with dryer weather

a great improvement at once became apparent, al-

though, 1 think, blooms generally did not have the

staying powers of an average season when we had
more sun. I think this season the Chrysanthemums
have suffered with most other plants. As the past

season has been so very exceptional I need not

dwell on this matter, for alter all our efforts are

feeble without tliat |iriiiie agent the sun. In con-

clusion, whilst 1 think where high feeding is carried

on for the ]iroductlonof high class blooms damping
will be present to some extent in most seasons, I

think the best safeguards against damp are careful

watering and ventilating, a dry and airy atmosphere,

avoiding as much as possible all sudden changes,

a nd t he frequent use of stimulants rather than strong

doses occasionally.

Single ChrvBanthemum Jane or Snow-
flake.—Late in December soma pretty white floweiM

were cut from ji'imts i.f tlii.s VMiity grown in lie

following manner: When the blooms were cnt from

the main ttems iinj side shoots, other growths coni-

menceJ to push from the nodes on the main or ceDtroI

fclems. These wi re allowed to grow, resulting in tVo

production of the flowers above-iiaaitd, which wore <.t

good form and pure whit 3 in colour.

Easily satisfied. Mr. Ellis Lever shows his

.•i]i]iri'ciati(iii of natural beauty and all the lovely

tilings in England by the roUowing obsiTvatioiis in

the I'ourse of a lelti'r to the Times: —
The Crystal I'ulice, us it uow existe, ij aJiniialjly
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adapted fjr ropeiting; the Hyde Pari; show, and the
lovely gardens belonging to it could be utilised and
enjoyed to the fullest extent. There is not, in thi?
conntry, anything so grand or beautiful as the Crystal
Palace and its turrouodings.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWEE.

<»NOIDirM SFLENDIDUM.
This gi-aiul species is now very tine in the St.

Albans Nursery, und, judging by the numerous
fidwer-spikes wliich are rising, it promises to be
a great source of attraction for a long time to

come. The plants now flowering are some from
amongst a large importation received by Mr.
Sander in the e;iily part of last year, and thus
has been dispelled the idea of this variety being
shy-blooming. It is said to be a wild plant br.th

in Mexico and Guatemala, but from which dis-

trict Mr. Sander's plants were obta ned has not
1raDsi)ired, although I am given to understand
it is found growing on the ground amongst the
rank herbage, which dries up, leaving the ( )nci-

diums bare in the dry season. He assured me
that these plants had co-t him a lot oF time
and money to obtain, and when they did arrive
they were so very strong and in such excellent
couditicm, that the general public could not be-
lieve them to be true. Their ilnwering, how-
ever, has proved them to be what they wer*
offe-ed for, and also shows it to be a grand
species. The flowers, at first sight, very much
re-emble those of ( ). Barkeri ; they are, however,
thicker in texture, the fepals and jjetals are all

reflexed, which doei not occur in Barkeri, and
the yellow in the lip is much deej^er. More-
over, the lip in splendidum is not unguiculate,
as in Barkeri, which has a distinct narrow claw
between the side lobes and the front lobe,

while it is distinct in the crest. The flowers
lack [he beautiful odour of Violets which is

given oflf by the last-named species. Were it

not for this, any<]ne mij^lit mistake the flower for

a fine variety of Baikeri ; but having once seen
the growl h of the plant, I cannot understand
how anyone can assign it a place ,as a variation
in form only of that species, for no two plants
can bj more distinct in appearance. The flrst

plant known of this species was lirought to Eng-
land by Mr. B. S. Williams, he having obtained
it, I believe, from Messrs. Thibaut and Kete-
leer, of Paris, and this remained the only
Jilant in England for some years. From Hol-
hiway it |iassed into the then famous col-

lection of Mr. Sam Mendel, of Manchester,
and when the plants were sold at tliat establish-

ment it was purchased by Mr. Williams, I
believe, for the sum of .sixty guineas. I do not
remember exactly the next destination of the
plant, but I think it must liave passed into the
gardens of Lord Londesborough, for I find it

figured in the But. Mmi. (t. 5874) in January,
1871, having been drawn from the plant in

the February of tlie previous year, then flower-
ing in Lord Londesborough's collection, and in

this place Dr. ILjok^r (now Sir Joseph) <-alls

the plant a variety of O. tigrinum (Barkeri), and
gives as its native country the Irapseau Moun-
tains, near Valladolid and Paracho, and of

Mechoacan, which are in Mexico. The plant
had been previously well figured by M. Louis
Van Houtte in the Flure di-s Seircs (t. 1825),
and its native habitat given as Guatemala. In
this figure the sjiike is simple, whilst in the
Butaiticiil Magtainc figure the spike is much
branched, in this latter respect resembling the
I)lants now flowering at St. Albans. The bulbs
of these are somewhat orbicular, short and com-
pressed, with blunt edges, deep green, tinged
with a bronzy hue ; they bear upon the summit

a single, stiff, thick and fleshy leaf, which
is deep green, becoming brown with age, as if

in its native 1 abitat it was fully exposed to the

sun, and I have observed that tlie leaves made
in this country are not so tinged with brown.
The spike is about 3 feet long, the upper third

(or more) is occupied with numerous branches,

which are many-flowered ; flowers closely set

(not lax, as in O. Barkeri) ; sepals and petals

waved at the edges and recurved at the tips,

yellow or greenish-yellow, transversely barred

with brown, more or less bright in the ditt'erent

varieties ; lip bright yellow, flat, lateral lobes

small, deflexed, with a chestnut- brown stain on
the edge, middle lobe sliglitly notched in front.

In the specimen before me the front edge is

bright chestnut-brown, the column short and
furnished with small wings at the side, which
are also edged with chestnut-brown. The plant

j

appears to enjoy the warmth of the Cattleya

house, and a fair amount of water to its roots
[

when growing, but care must be taken that the

drainage is perfect. When growth is finished,

judging by its thick fleshy leaves and ps udo-

bulbs, I should imagine it would enjoy a short

and sharp dry season.

coarsely toothed on the edge. It is a charming
jilant. and when grown well flowers twice in the

vear.-W. H. G.

Orchids on cork.—Having lately noticed re-

marks on tlic cultiu'e of Orcliids on cork, for the

benefit of amateur growers, I wish to give my
experience in this direction. During 1X87 I im-

ported a batch of Lffilias from Kio. Having a
supply of cork, and flunking how natural plants

would appear on it, I fixed about a dozen plants

on appropriately selected pieces, and the remainder
1 planted in pots, pans, and baskets. Those in pots

have not succeeded so well as those in j)ans having
vertical slots rmmd the side, but the plants in

baskets have done well, making good growth and
giving plenty of flowers. The kinds referred to are

Lajlia Dayana. L. cernua, and L. pi'testans. My
La;lia albida ami varieties of anceps on cork have
been a lamentable failure ; whilst others on teak
rafts have flowered nicely. I had also a ])lant

of Miltonia cuneata on cork, which never flourished

until basketed with its fellows. I have been, and
am now. engaged in removing all my Orchids from
the cork. I put the three first named Orchids in

baskets in a mixture of peat fibre and chopped
Sphagnum, intermixed with small nodules of char-

coal, and surfaced the whole with Moss. 1 may
remark that growing the first species alluded to in

the coolest treatment, i.e., with Masdevallias and
Odontoglossunis. is not an article of my belief.

—

E. Beettelle. Xen-ton-lc- Willmvs.

Cattleya calumnata.— This lovely French
hylirid Cattleya was recently flowering in the Cam-
bridge Lodge collection, where Mr. Simpkins is very

successful with all the plants of the Aclandise

section, these amongst Cattleyas even being ex-

ceedingly handsome, and. as a rule, difticult to

maintain in health for any length of time. The
system of inanageuiont in Ml'. Measures' g.arden is

to haug the )>lants up near the glass in a house in

which Cypri)iediums are grown. During the winter

they get no water, but the moisture in the house is

suflicient to keep the short slender bulbs from
shrivelling'. This is specially neces.sary. During the

period of g-rowth, freqiu'nt aiijilicitions of water
arc necessary with a free circulatinn of air. The
]ihint in question is the result of a cro.ss between C.

Aclandia; and C. intennedia, and. naturally enough,

there are some variations in the jilants, the one
under notice being one of the finest forms. In habit

calumnata resembles Aclandiiv, the short liulbs

being even more slender than those of its parent.

The flower retains the shape somewhat of th.-it of

Aclandia?. Its other jiarent would appear to h.ave

produced the white sepals and petals, and also to

have increased the size of the side lobes of the lip.

The flower is upwards of 4 inches across, the sepals

and petals nearly equal, white, tinged with flesh

colour, and profusely spotted with magenta. The
side lobes arc white, sulTused with jnirple; front

lobe wholly rich [mrpli.sh-niagenta, and siuuewhat

NEW HYBRID ORCHIDS.
Besides a long list of seedling C'ypripediums, the
only merit of many of which consists in their hav-
ing been artificially produced, a good series of hybrid
Orchids, due exclusively to the skill of the specialist,

and all of the utmost interest, is also to be includeil

among the novelties of 1888. Thus, for instance,

there are the two .splendid Phala3nopsids, the pro-

duction of which wo owe to the perseverance of

Mr. Seden, who for years past has paid special

attention to the intercrossing of various members
of this most lovely genus. One of these two new
forms, and indeed a gem amongst the numerous
C'helsea productions, has most deservedly been
dedicated to this skilful and patient raiser. Phalse-

nopsis John Seden is not only very attractive, but
it is idso the most distinct of the several hybrid
Phala^nopsids artificially raised. It is the result of

a cross between the popular P. gi-andiflora and
the beautifully coloured P. Luddemanniana, and
the characters of both parents are jjlainly shown in

the offspring, whose leaves are plain gi'een, and
whose flowers, about 2 inches in diameter, are white,

but freely dotted all over with piu'ple, while the
three-lobed lip is tinged with reddish-puqile. Phalse-

nopsis F. C. Anie.s, although, perhaps, less showy
than the one just described, is, nevertheless, a very

interesting and valuable acquisition to the genus.

It has been produced by the crossing of P. amabilis

and P. intermedia Portei. Its foliage is uniformly
green, and the flowers are of mediimi size and pure
white, with the excejjtion of the throat of the lip,

which is ornamented with a reddish tint. In Cypri-

pediuui Tautziamun we have perhaps one of the

most noteworthy of the many garden hybrids be-

longing to the genus. As might have been antici-

pated, this splendid novelty, being the result of a
cross between C. niveum and C'. barbatum, is of

particularly rich and distinct colour, which in the

petals is shown by veins and spots of deep crimson
on a white ground, the lower edge being uniformly

white, and in the dorsal or upper sepal, which is

equally white, veined with crimson. Besides the

peculiar, yet very pleasing combination of its colour,

the flower is rendered very attractive by its neat
shape, the lip being in the way of that of C. niveum,

white on the under surface, and of a bright rosy

crimson tint on the upper part. Dendrobium
chrysodiscus is a hybrid of undoubted merit : it

ii]>]iears to be free-growing and free-fiowcring, mid
is the result of a cross eft'ected between two strik-

ing parents—D. Ain.sworthi and D. Findleyanuni.

Though possessing to a certain degree the beauty
of both parents, the Ainsworthi parentage predo-

minates in the characters of the flowers, which are

of the same size and delightfully coloured ; the

greater portion is white, with a dense bronzy-red

and yellowish blotch at the base. Anguloa inter-

media, also raised at Chelsea, is the result of a cross

between A. Clowesi and A. Ruckeri. and has flowers

of moderate size and of the usual cup-shajied form,

but entirely covered within with salmon-pink .spots,

wliich harmonise well with the ]iale buff colour of

the exterior.

The Cattleya section is equally well re]ircscnted

by new home-raised varieties. The one named C.

Lamlicrhurst hybrid is undoulitedly one of the most
interesting hybrid Orchids, and one which, although

not a bigeneric production, can. however, be classed

with such as Sophrocattleya and Zygocolax; for if

the ]iarents in this case do not belong to separate

genera, their mode of growth and also their w:iy of

flowering are so very ditTcrent, that their intercross-

ing had for many years juovcd very difficult. It is the

result of a cross bct\v<'cii two wiilcly sejiarated spe-

cies, (.'.intermedia and C.citrina. The pseudo-bulbs,

intermediate between those of both jiarents, are

rounder, like those of C. citrina. but more elon-

gated; their growth is almost upright, but the

flower-.spike has, nevertheless, a ])endulous habit

very like that of C. citrina. The flowers resemble

in shape those of C. citrina. and are very fragrant,

but have lost all traces of the bright yellow colour
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peculiar to that species; the sepals and pet.als are
creamy white, faintly tinted with pink, while the
lip is of a delicate rosy colour, with veins of the same
shade extending into tlie throat. L^lia Amesiana
is anotlier beautiful illustration of what can be
XJroduced at home by careful crossing; its petals
and sepals are of a blush colour, and the broad lip

is beautifully fringed, the pure white lower half
forming a nu)st striking contrast with tlie Aoep
crimson colour of tlie terminal part. Tlie plant
shown from The Dell on July the 24tli bore nine
flowers on three spikes. "We have in C'attleya

Harrisi a most interesting hybrid, resulting from a
cross between C. Mcndeli and C. Leopoldi, and
presenting a most happy combination of the cha-
racters peculiar to both parents. The jiseudo-bulbs,

like those of C. Sieboldi, are slen<ler. and in the
young plant shown at the meeting of the Royal
Horticutural Society. October 23, they had attained
the height of abinit 12 inches. The greatest re-

semblance to both parents is, however, shown in

the flowers, whose broad lip, of a brilliant amethyst-
purple, shows the side lobes rolled o\er the column,
as is the case in C. Leopoldi. while the rosy lilac

colonr of the wavy sepals and petals, which are of a
semi-transparent texture, resembles that of t'. Men-
deli. It is also very fragrant. Epidendrum James
O'Brien also deserves a special notice, being the first

viiriety of that interesting genus artificially raised.

It is the result of a cross made at Chelsea between
E. evectum. pur]Je, and E. rhizo])horuni. brilliant

scarlet. The colour of the flowers is intermediate
between th.at of the two parents, and may be de-
.scribed as a bright rosy crimson or carmine. The
growth of the plant is straggling, like that of

E. rliizo])horum, but the general appearance of the
flowers is tliat of E. evectum, and they show the
same peculiarly projecting lip as those of that
species. S.

SHORT NOTES.— ORCHIDS.

Zyg'Opetaluni crinitum. —An old, but beantirul plant,
descrvma far more attention cban it usually obtaiu.s. la now
very i)rttty in Mr. Jacouib's garden, Cheam Park, Surrey.

Laelia anceps alba —This pure white form is very
p etty just now io Mr. Tautz's garden at Shepherd's Bush,
where several of the whits varieties of anceps are showing
flower.

Oneidium Phalaenopais.—This is a charming
little gem, which I now see ia many places round
London, its bright flowers being sppcially welcome at
this season of the year ; niorwover, it thrives well under
the coolest treatment.—W. II. G.

Dendrobium splendidissimum —The nur-
saries of Messrs. Seeger and Tropp were quite giy with
this variety when I called just after Christmas. It is

an early flowering hybrid of great beauty, and a great
advancj on its near relative, D. Ainsworfhi.—6.

Odontoglossum Andersonianum.—A very
pretty form of this plant ia bearing a Epike of eight
blooms in Mr. Smee'a garden ; the sepals and petals
are creamy white, bearing large spots ami blotches of
brii^lit ehestnut-hrown. It is a charming form, which
has lately become more coraumn than when first de-
ecribed by Keichenbach in ISfl.'^.

Angraecum sesquipedale.— This species is

fluwv.'ring freely with Mr. IJuchan at Wilton House,
Southampton, several examples being row in bloom,
the exact measurement of the flower from the tip of
the upper sepal to the end of the spur being nearly
1(1 inches. The flower is e.vquisitely white and very
fins.

Odontoglossum Ruekerianum.—There are
many forms, or at least so-called forms, of this plant;
now in cultivation, but the true plant is always beautiful
and distinct. Ttie sepals and petals are margined with
a band of rosy-purple, and are all spotted at the base
wit 'i chestnut-hrowii ; the lip, white in front, yellow at
the base, is sparingly spotted with bright brown. It is

now flowering in Jlr. Williams' nursery at HoUoway.
Zygopetalum Maokayi is a fine old jjUnf, and

its flowers at thi;; season of the year are especially
welc'ine, the broad lip streiked with blue being
very c jnspicnous, especially as recently noted in the
Studliy Ilouee collection, where a plant was bearing
nejrly twenty flowers. Zygopetahims are not cool
house plants, however, as they enjoy the temperature
of the intermediate house. I

VandaBUavis.- Anelegauthghtnoloni-ndformof
this spi'ric.s wa^ r {'ently lloweriiig in Mr. Jiorsman's
cullec'iou at Col.hcstir, the 8 paJB and p Uds loing

pui-ecbiaa-white, the spotting thick and continuous on
the borders, the lip at the bass being much lighter than
is usual in this species. The exquisite perfume of the
flowers should make these plants general favourites,
independent of the graceful hibit of the pUnts when
not in flower.

ORCHIDS AT .STONEHOUSE COl'RT.

At Stonebouse Court, Gloucester, a capital collec-
tion of Orchids is being formed, .and of which
Major F. B. Chapman has every reason to be proud.
This gentleman takes great interest in Orchids,
every plant being under his own personal super-
vision, and their cultivation appears to be well
understood. There are many valuable species and
varieties to be seen in the different houses devoted
to Orchids, the praiseworthy aim being to form a
very choice rather than an extensive collection.
Late in December the East Indian bouse was quite
gay, the most noteworthy occupants being sever.al
good plants of Dendrobium fonnosum growing re-
markably well on blocks suspended near the glass
and flowering beautifully. Dendrobium Dearei was
represented by two good plants, one h.aving two
strong spikes, each carrying respectively twelve
and fourteen blooms. Dendrobium bigibbum was
flowering freely, and mixed among the foregoing
white Dendrobes was efl'ective. and this serviceable
species also remains fresh for many weeks. Phala;-
nopsids in the same house are thriving admirably.
One plant of P. amabilis was carrying a grand
spike of bloom, and P. Schilleriana has good spikes
forming. Angraicum sesquipedale is equally liealt hy.
one strong plant having two spikes, and another
one strong spike of bloom. A plant of Angrascum
citratum has borne three exceptionally fine spikes.
Cypripedium Spicerianum, C. Haynaidianum, and
C. biflorum all deserve mention, these being among
the best mid-winter Orchids. Cypripedium Sedeiii
and several well-flowered plants of Cypripedium
insigne were worthy of note. Coelogyne cristata,
including the Chatsworth variety, jiiaxinia, and
Lemoiniana. are extensively and well grown and will
soon present a beautiful sight, a few" flowers being
already open with hundreds to follow. In the
same house are several good plants of Lycaste
Skinneri. and there is also a grand specimen of
Dendrobium nobile showing hundreds of buds.
In a warm conservatory there .are sever.-d good
plants in flower, including Oneidium ornithorrhyn-
chuni, with thousands of its tiny blooms, and .also

well-flowered plants in baskets of Odontoglossum
Rossi. A magnificent specimen of La;lia anceps
growing in a 5-inch basket is carrying four good
spikes of bloom, one having live blooms, and the
others four each. '

i.

Cattleya bicolor Measuresiana. -This is a
variety of this line (ild species, with olive-brown
sep.-ds and petals, the rich miigenta-purple lip being
broadly bordered with white, which adds materially
to its beauty. It is a beautiful autumn-blooining
plant which is again becoming popular, and de-
si^rvedly so. It requires to be kept in the warm
end of the Cattleya house, and thrives best with
guild exposure to the sun,

Angraecum caudatum.— This plant, although
intriidiiced to cultivation ujnvards of half a cen-
tury, has always remained rare, and still remains
so to the present day; it li;is always been regarded
as one of the finest of the genus to which ii

belongs, but some of the introductions of Kills,
Veitch, and Samler have removed it from the high
position in which it w.as formerly held. It winild
appear Io be a somewhat rare phiiit in its native
habitat (West Africa), as so very few travellers
find it.

Comparettia falcata.—This is a member of a
small family with riiUily-coloured flowers, the jire-

sent kind being a native of Peru and Columbi.-i. and
therefore it thrives best in the cool house. It is a
dwarf-growing evergreen pl.ant which hits always
been a favourite with Orchid growers, who have not
been very fortunate in its cultivation, the cause, in
my opinion, being too much heat and too dry an
atniosiihcre. 'i\\U plant bears a raceme of eight or

nine flowers of a pleasing shade of purplish crimson
and they continue long in beauty.

Coelogyne lentiginosa. — This charming,
>howy, an<l somewhat small-growing species we re-

cently noted flowering in the Studley House collec-

tion at Shepherd's Bush. The flowers are nearly 2
inches across, the sepals being broader than the
petals, which are pale yellow when the flower first

opens, but become almost of an orange colour with
age. It is a rare and pretty species, which should
be grown in a shallow pan or basket near the glass

in the warmest house.

Stenorhynchus speciosus, a fine old Orchid
which now-a-days is too seldom seen, is now flower-
ing ill great beauty in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collec-
tion at Burford Lodge, the bright sepals and large
bracts rendering it very attractive. It is nearly
allied to Spiranthes (Lady's Tresses)and is s.aid to be
common in the West Indian Islands, whereit is found
growing in shaded moist woods and near the margins
of streams at some considerable elevation, so that
although it loses its leaves annually and takes a
decided period of rest, its roots never become dry,
and from this fact not being known, or not being
t.aken into consideration by the cultivator, the plant
is too frequently much weakened at this season
by drought, this ultimately leading to its death.
The plant in question has stout fleshy roots, and
supports broadly-oblong leaves, which are pale
green and soft in texture ; the spike is erect, many-
flowered, and bears numerous coral-red bracts

;

the sepals are long and tubular, with long pointed
ends, and of the same coral-red colour as the
bracts, the petals and lip being pure white.
With this species are also numerous examples of
the variety maculatum, which differs in having the
leaves marked with large pearly spots. This
plant will succeed well in a stove with ordinaiy
stove plants, and it requires to be potted in a like

manner. It grows strongest and best in good turfy
loam, which should be well drained. During the
growing season it requires an abundant supply of
water, and when at rest the soil should be kept just

moist, and the plant removed into a somewhat
lower temperature.

Cattleya Percivaliana. — Numerous readers
of The G.^rden send me flowers of this species, all

of which are fair varieties, some very good, but the
finest of all. and really the finest f(uni. which I

think has come under my notice is that from Mr.
Osborne, the gardenerat Wilton House. Southampton.
It does not excel in the size of the flower, but its

colour is intense ; the sepals and pet.als are broad
and deep rose colour, the front portion of the lip

being purj>lish crimson, behind which is a very deep
crimson patch, which is Inu'dered with dee]) orange
colour, the inner side lobes being also profusely
veined with orange, the whole making up an exceed-
ingly rich flower. From Mr. Bedford, gardener at

Straffan House, Kildare, also comes a flower. '• The
plant," he says, •• came to me as an imjiorted Mossia?,

the growth lieing like that of Triana'. but the flower
is not, neither will it fit into C. Percivaliana." In
spite of this statement, however, it is a veritable

form of Percivaliana; the petals are fairly broad,
but the sepals are very narrow and of a blush
colour throughout ; lip deep crimson, stained with
orange behind, with a few (U'aiige veins on the side

lobes, whilst the front portion of the lip is broadly
m.argincd with blush. The other contributions of
this species are all f.'iir exanqiles of this variable,

but be.'iuliful plant, its Mowers being specially

welccune at this uncongenial season of the vear,

W. II. G.

Cattleya Trianae Dayana.—This is one of

the uio.st gorgeous of all the varieties of this siieeies

1 recently noted in Mr. Smei^'s charming garden at

Carshalton, where, in sjiife of tlie terriiile fogs we
have exiierienced, it has stood unharmed for a

month, having expanded its flowers mi tlie20lh of

December, a superb Christmas ornament. 'i'l'.e

flower ill question is nearly 7 inches acro.-^s llie

sep.'ds and iictals, lilac, flushed with rose ; the side

lobes of the lip are bright rose, the margins of

these and thi^ whole front lobe being of a very deep
rich magenta-purph', and the Ihroat bright m-ange;
the petals are very broad, measuring 2^ iiiclies
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across. This most beautiful and variable species

was namert by Professor Eeichenbach in compli-
ment to Dr. Triana, a botanist in Columbia, and it

is one of the most showy of the whole family.

—

W, H. G.

VAXD.l EOXBURGHI AND OTHERS.
I WAS pleased to read the account of this Vanda at

page 30 by Mr. Gower. It is a very beautiful
species, but not quite so easily grown as some
others. I have always a kindly recollection of it,

as it was the first Vanda I had under my care from
imported plants, all of which did remarkably well

in a rather lower winter temperature than that
which Mr. Gower advises. He says, "A'andas do
not require the amount of heat that is usually
accorded them," and then proceeds to say that tiO^

is enough in winter. I fancy that most of the
Vandas will do well in a winter temperature of 10°

lower than this.

Mr. W. Thomson grows Vandas well in his large
establishment at Clovenfords, near Galashiels.

When I saw his plants a good many years ago they
were in excellent health, well furnished from base
to summit, and I fancy this exuberant health was
attributed by him to growing them in a winter tem-
perature of 50°, and even lower sometimes. Our
own plants were grown in a much higher tempera-
ture at that time—1)0° to 65°, and they were at
once placed in a lower one. which would average
about 50°: indeed, on very cold nights it would fall

to 45>' in the early morning, but this not often, and
the plants certainly did better. Some of the Indian
Aerides, such as A. crispum and its varieties, A.
Fieldingi, &c., and all of that group, succeed better
in the lower temperature ; indeed, we have them in

this lower temperature now, and several times during
the present season the temperature has fallen below
50°. The Indian Vanda caerulea likes a restful

temperature after flowering, and we place tlie plants
in the very coolest part of the house, where they
almost touch the upright glass end open to the
cold, and at the point furthest removed from the
boiler. In its native habitat it delights to grow in

open positions, such as on the top branches of Oak
trees, tossed by the winds and scorched by the
sun, while it must not be forgotten that sometimes
the nights are very cold and hoar-frosts are not un-
known where A'anda csrulea grows.

The first Vanda to flower in England, I believe,

was V, Roxburghi, in the garden of Lady Banks at
Spring Grove in Xovember, 1820. Tlie plant was
grown in Sjjhagnum Moss in an ordinary wicker
basket suspended from the roof of the stove house.
There is a drawing of the plant in the Boianical
Magazine for 1x21 (tab. 2245). It is also well
figured in the " Orchid Album " (tab. 59), and this

does not differ in its markings from the early speci-

men. Mr. Gower omits to mention a veiy distinct

variety of A'. Roxburghi named unicolor figured in

the Botanical JIagaiine (tab. 341t;). The upper
sides of the petals of this variety are of a uni-
form glossy chestnut-brown colour, and the middle
lobe of the lip is of the same colour. It flowered
in the collection of Lord Fitzwilliam at AVentworth.
I do not know whether the singular-looking X. teres

was the next introduction, but it appears on tlie

scene in 1844, and flowered in the spring of that
year at Kew. It was discovered about the same
time l>y Dr. Wallicli growing on trees in Sylhet,
and by Mr. Griffitli in Burmah. It was figured by
Lindley in the Bolanical Iteijisler (tab. 1S09), and
by Hooker in the Botanical Magazijie H:\h. iWi).
It is unlike any of tlie otlier A^anflas. and requires a
totally different treatment from tliem. It grows
very freely here. Close to the glass and exposed
to the sun in the warmest bouse during summer
in a steaming atmosphere it will grow 18 inches
in a year. In winter it is again placed in the
Cattleya house with Vanda ca?rulea. and receives
no water for six weeks at a time. AVith this treat-

ment it flowers freely in June and July.

Next we have A'anda cristata, a very singular-

looking species which was found by Dr. Walli<^h as
early as 1818 in Nepaul. and which flowered in

Messrs. Rollisson s nursery at Tooting in March, is 12.

two years before A'anda teres flowered at Kew. It

was described by Wallich as •' a flower of exquisite
beauty," but, when compared with the beautiful
Orchids now in cultivation, this description scarcely
applies.

In 1848 Messrs. James A'eitch and Sons, of
Chelsea, flowered in their nursery in December of
that year A', tricolor (the true Vanda insignis of
Blume had been discovered earlier). This was
found by Mr. Thos. Lobb in Java, and is well figured
in the Botanical ^fagazi7le{t.a.h.i^'A•2). A'anda suavis
was figured in the same publication in 18G0 (tab.

5174), but it is not stated who introduced it or

where it flowered. In April of that year Messrs.
A'eitch flowered A', gigantea for the first time in

this country, and many truly handsome species
have been introduced during the last quarter of a
century. No less than forty-nine species and va-
rieties are described in the ' Orchid Grower's
JIanual," the latest being the truly distinct and
handsome A'. Sanderiana, which is well grown in

some collections and not so well in others. Mr.
Horner seems to have hit the right treatment for it

in his little house at Lowfields. where it does not
seem to have such warm treatment as it obtains in

some houses. Perhaps Mr. Horner will let us know

delicata. Those forme are extremely haudpome, but
they cannot compare with alba for purity.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE HEMLOCK FIRS.

Abies Albekti.\n.\ (Prince Albert's Fir).—
This rapid growing tree, with a bole as straight
as an arrow, and long pendulous branches well
clothed with soft green foliage, stands in aliotit

the same relation to tlie better-known Hemlock
Spruce (Abies canadensis) as the Atlantic Cedar
does to the Cedar of Lebanon. In a young
state it so closely resembles this highly orna-
mental, but too sparingly-planted Fir as to be
often taken for it ; but when growing side by
side they are quite distinct, as A. canadensis
forms more of a round or flat-headed tree,

whilst A. Albertiana sends up its leader and
soon overtops it. Introduced b}' the Oregon
Association of Edinburgh, through their col-

lector, Mr. J. Jeffrey, in 18.51, and named in

ConiBg branch of Albert's Spruce Fir (Abies Albertiana). Engraved for The Garden from specimen grown
at Eastnor ('astle.

what is the temperature of bis house, and how this

plant is treated. It would be also interesting to

know if any cultivators have been successful in

growing the Indian A'andas in a temperature of

50°. J. Douglas.

Dendrobium Cooksonianum.—This is a form
of, or a sport from the old 1). nobile, dift'ering in having

the petals marked at the base with a large doop velvety

maroon blotch; indeed the petals maybe saidto be

converted into lips, as thi>y are marked exactly in the

same manner, and which has the effect of producing

a gorgeous display. Although this variety has ap-

peared in several collections in the country, it still re-

mains rare. It roiiulres the same treatment as nobile.

Cattleya Trianae alba.— .V very tine form of

this plant is nnw flowering in Mr. Hranketon'.^ collec-

tion at Blacklieath. This is perhaps the most
beautiful of all the varieties of this diverse species;

the flower is broad, compact, and pure white, sav-

ing a faint stain of lemonl in the lip. Many plants

are in cultivation under this name which, however,

are not alba, being more or less sufi'used with flesh

colour, which brings them cloee to the varietj named

honour of the late Prince Consort, patron of the
association, it forms one of a small section well
known in this country as the Hemlock Firs, in

Jap;in as tlie Tsug;e, and being perfectly hartly,

all tlie five or six species, with the exception of

one from the Himalayas, deserve extensive cul-

ture, not so much for their timber, wliich is of

little value, as for their remarkable habit and
charming colour, when judiciously jjlanted, in

contrast with the more sombre and golden spe-

cies in the piin'tuni. Indeed, independently of

the fact that the list of Hemlock Firs is neitlier

too large nor free from the usual botanist's con-
fusion, I know of no family of Conifers so

ailmirably adapted for giving grace and softness

wlien well handled by tlie landscape planter, or
for forming unique .specimens in the fiiiallest

villa garden.

The tree from which tliebranchlet, the subject

of the accom]ianyiiig engraving, was taken was
planted in 1862, and is now a very beautiful
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specinion, but the grouml beiiia rather too thiu the severe frost of 18GO-01, there leniaiiis one
a:;d dry—for all Hemlock Firs like a Jeep, raoist more gem of the first water which 1 must re-

soil— it is not (luite so robust as others growing commend, not only to the owner of the villa

on lower levels only a few feet above the margin garden, but also to the landscape planter engaged
of the lake at Eastnor. It has borne its dimi- in giving the finishing touch to the largest

nutive pendent cones for some years, but never arboreal pictures. This is the true Abies Tsuga,
so fi-eely as at the present lime, a circumstance the Japanese Hemlock Fir, introduced by the
which may be put down to the hot, dry summer late Dr. Siebold in 1853. The enterprising firm

of ]^<S7, as Conifers of all kinds, I am sorry to at Chtlsea describe it as

—

have tosay, were unusually fertile last season.
I Amn'.l, buteleg,)nttree,having(hehabitandgeneral

Hiving been so short a time in the country, A.
Albertiana, sometimes called A. Mertensiana,
has not yet assumed very large proportions, and
yet there are some most promising specimens in i

a few places. When at Normanhurst, in Sussex, '

the seat of Lord Brassey, thvee years ago, I was
deliglited with some scores of trees growing
there in tlie rvidest health. But every pleasure

has its alloy, for they had been planted much
too thickly, and I was obliged to sympathise
with Mr. Allen, the gardener, whose painful and
immediate duty lay m the direction of felling or

transplanting.

Abies c.a.nai)EN.si.s, introduced in 1736, al-

though too well known to need description, ij

not so frequently met with in the form of a
really line .specimen as it should be. Its growth
for the fir.-it few years, unless it stands quite
clear on the open lawn, is pyramidal, but after-

wards it tlu'ows undue vigour into one or two of

the largest branches, when it becomes round or
flat-headed and the leader loses its straightness.

Its general habit then changes, but this spread-
ing character does not detract from its beauty,
a? I never yet saw a large healthy Hemlock
Spruce with which all artistic planters must not

appearaLce of tlio Canadiai Hemlock Fir, with foliiige

of a blighter and more cheerful colour. Height 25 feet

to 30fo;t. Habitat .lapin, CDmmon in the mountain
forests ; 3U0U feet to GUdU feet ( t eleva'^ioD.

It is likely to prove quite hardy in England,
and is a beautiful tree for small lawns or for

grouping in front of the stately Abies Douglasi

;

in fact, anywhere, from the rocky point, over-

hanging water, to the most diminutive garden,
where the larger Conifers would be inappropriate.

The great American continent, Canada, and
Japan having contributed to this small section

of beautiful Conifers, the Japanese, in addition

to the preceding, as usual, have furnished a

grotesque member of the fauuly in the form of

Abies Tsuga nana. It is a s'ow-growing variety

with small leaves ; in fact, it is small in all its

parts. Consequently, it is well adapted for

rock or root-work, as it does not attain more
than 4 feet or 5 feet in Japan, where it origi-

nated. W. Coleman.

appearance it bore the characteristic features of

the male, only that the flowers were few and very
short set. By crossing this plant with pollen from
S. fragrans, a species of vigorous habit and pro-

ducing pyramidal spikes of sweet-scented flowers

(S. Foremani) was obtained. This latter has in-

herited the robust qualities of the male parent as

regards foliage, and surpasses in a marked degree
its female progenitor in the size of its fruit bunches,
which are prominently thrown up from the foli-

a,t,'e, and which in some cases measure 3 inches to 4
inches from the base to the rounded point. Two
other varieties were obtained from the same cross,

the one a very fine male form ; the other, with dis-

tinctive features in foliage from either of the fore-

going, has not yet flowered. These facts, therefore,

testify to S. Foremani being something different

than a seedling from the male and female of the
same sjjecies. and is evidence of its being more
the result of a cross between two species. Of
its value there can V)e no question, as it is doubtless

unrivalled in the class of berry-lieariug shrubs. I

may also add that in the one instance where I have
proved them, the seedlings of S. Foremani were uni

sexual, and produced six per cent, of females to

males.- -F. FOREMAN, lisliianli Nursery, Mid-
loth iaii.

The Savin and its varieties.—The Savin
(Juniperus sabina) is a highly ornamental low-
growing Conifer, but it is rarely planted, yet I know
of no more beautiful object on a lawn than a healthy
specimen of this when allowed to assume its natural

K' enraptured Trees here on the open lawns character. The branches will then radiate from
form perfect globes of soft grey pendent branch-

I the centre, and in time extend for a considerable
lets which completely hide the stems, whilst the distance, while the utmost height will probably
cones, which are smaller than those of any

\

be not more than :! feet or 4 feet, the lower
other Fir, hang gracefully from the tips and re- branches brushing the turf all around. Perhaps it is

main perfect throughout the winter. Older more beautiful in early autumn than at any other

trees, sheltered, but the reverse of crowded by
,

ti^ne, as then the heavy dews form on the foliage

other Conifers growing on a deep ca'careous \

i"to pearl-like drops and stand out conspicuously

marl, have as^ulned a very fine cliaraoter, and
having been set perfectly clear, their partly ex-
posed trunks and irregular branches now show
to great advantage. The finest trees in Britain,

agaius? tire deep green background. On slopin

banks, too, the Savin often does well, and as a rock-
work shrub it is surjjassed by none, while I have
seen it planted on some graves in an old church-
yard, and very beautiful and appropriate it seemed

Messrs. A^eitcli .state, are growing at Norbury
|

i-^iike manv of the smaller c:oni'fers, it does not
Park, near Working, and a graml group, no after a time get naked and shabby, but remains
doubt still standing, might be seen thirty years

^
fresh and green in its old age. Besides this.

winter makes no impression on the Savin, as it i

quite frost-proof. There are a few well-marked
varieties, chief among which are tamariscifolia,
whose branches are more plume-like, the leaves of

a deeper green, and the whole plant somewhat

ago in the gi-ounds at Carton, near Mayni
Ireland.

AniEs Pattoniana, also introduced in 1851
by Mr. J. Jeffrey, to whom we are indebted for
the true long-shcatlied Finns JetTreyi. is so ^ore upright in growth: while in prostrata the
closely allied to Abies Uookeriana.tliatplant-rs branches are quite procumbent, and will spread
who have the one need not trouble about the

|

along the ground for a considerable distance, but
other. It is described in Messrs. Veitch's there is usually a. good length of naked stem, the
"Manual" as "a tall strictly iiyrainidal tree, ' principal portion of the foliage being gathered to-

]00 feet to 150 feet higli and 2 feet to 4 feet ,
wards the ends of the branches. There is also a

tlinuigh ; in higli altitudes, only a slirub, of '
v.ariety in which foliage of a creamy white colour

graceful habit, with slender pubescent branch- '^ interspersed with that of the normal hue, and
lets and bright green foliage; bark thick, much
cracked, and inclined to[scale off', reddish grey,
leaves closely set, lialf an incli long. Habitat,
the higlier regions of the Sierra Nevada; alti-

tude, SIJOO feet to 10,000 feet ; from Ebbefs
Pass to Britisli Columbia." A most beautiful
specimen, planted here in ]8(i2, bears out tlie

above description, but, judging from its slow
rate of growtli, i fear the young(,'st child will
never live to see it attain 150 feet, much more
three times .'50 feet in lieight. It is, nevertho

though few variegated Conifers are worth growing,
this is one of the best.—T.

Sex of Skimmias.--In The Gakuen of Jan.
12 (p. :iS) I ii.iiicc ;i contribution on the above
from Mr. C. WoUey l)od. in which he observes that
S. obl.-ita is dicecious and produces only female
flowers, and that such is the plant sold by nursery-
men under that name. This statement i-s 1 fear,

somewhat misleading, anil may ])ossilily induce
• A. C." and olhcrs to .-icI on the siigticstiiui nivcn
further on, viz.. to buy S. fragrans iind ]ilant near

, it and they would then get berries on oblata. Tollie
less, <me of the mo.st lovely liglit grey Conifers bestdf my knowledge, the S. oblata catahvued
we have at Eastnor

; hence my remark that some and sold by nurserymen under that name is a dis-

of the Hemlock Firs are admirablv adapted for tinctly male ])lant, and therefore not berry-bearing,

lawn specimens in the smallest villa gardens, 1''^ probably many have already experienced who
r> • .1 II- 1 ,T , ,

'„. bouLihl it with the idea that it would bearfniil.
Passing over the Himalayan Hemloek Fir

|
The f al,. parent .,f S. F,u-emani cam,, to m,-

(Abies Brunoniana), planted here .-ind killed by un.ln- Ihr luune of oblata bendna, and cerlainlv in

EVILS OF GRAFTING.
We doubt if there is a greater nui.'iance in the whole
practice of gardening than the art of grafting. It

is very clever, it is very interesting, but it will be
no great loss if it is abolished altogether. It is for

the convenience of the nurseryman that it is done
in nine cases out of ten, and in nearly all instances

it is not only needless, but harmful. Grafting en-

aliles the nurseryman to supply more quickly than
he otherwise could do stock of a certain variety.

It is not only detrimental to the tree itself, but the

trouble occasioned by the continual removal of

suckers is considerable. If we made the nursery-

men give us things on their own roots, they would
find some quick means of doing so. At first layers

of some things are slow, but once started they make
up in vigour. Then they are not confused, as the

poor grafted sbrul> is, in struggling with an enemy
below them, like the fjrafted Rhododendron, with

the multitude of shoots that come up around it—

a

struggle which often ends in death.

Not only are distinct species put on each other,

but the most incongruous things, as the Medlar
upon the Hawthorn, and the Pyracantha upon the

Quince. While, no doubt, many things are ditflcult

to propagate, it is ridiculous to suppose that such

things as the common Medlar and Pyracantha,

which afford seed in abundance, and which could be

easily raised from seed, require to be grafted.

We have seen many a Plum orchard, left to it-

self for a time, become one forest of shoots of some
common stock that sucks the life from the graft.

We bouffht a lot of Jledlars for ornament, and were
surprised to find thorns coming up from their roots.

We had a lot of the ]U-ickly Pyracantha feu- fencing.

The plants came, and we took some trotdile with

them, but towards the end of last summer Quince
shoots came up fnun each ! The Quince being

vigcu-ous in moist soil, the Pyracantha, which is only

an evergreen trailing shrub, has a poor chance. The
nurseryman, whilst saving himself trouble, gives us

something we do not want, and a lot of trouble into

the bargain.

The beautiful Hose Acacia we never see in its

natural condition. It is often stunted and distorted,

and in a strong wind the head is blown olf. Layer-

ing would no (liuibt give miuv trouble to nursery-

men I h;in the expeditious ]ivoccss of grafting, but

then it is their liusiness to take trouble. Hoses are

often sold sinqily to die. We bought a batch of

plants of Catherine Mermet, and planted them in a

rich loamy border, and altera time found they were

on theManctti stock. After three years the plants

had hardly grown at .all. It is greatly to lie re-

gretleil that such .a stock as the Manetti sluuild be

ri('(|ucntl\' used. I'lvils in fruit gardens from graft-

ing are abundant.

—

Field.

*,* We invite luir rc.-iders' opiniiuis on the above

sulijret. While it is ahviiys assumed that gralting
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of sdinp sort is the only safe way with fruit trees,

it will hardly be maintained that it is necessary for

the inanv trees and shrubs for which it is used.

—

Ed. "

Atraphaxis spinosa.—It you do not know the

plant, yuu will be surprised (from its name) to see

no spines. But the fact is it has none, but the tips

of the branches are apt to die beyond the leaves

and look spinose. It is perfectly liardy, and wlien

in full flower is a pretty shrub. I grow it on the

north side of rockwork, but I think it will grow
anywhere and in any soil. It is a favourite in

French gardens. I saw it first in a garden at

Chartres, where it was almost a weed, and I think

my plant came from the Paris Garden.—H. N.

Ellaco.mbe, mtton.

Winter scenery.—Mr. Inehbald (p. 24) strikes

a good note here. Few persons fail to admire the

beautiful manner in which hoar-frost variegates

every twig and branch, and this effect ought to be
taken into account by every gardener and owner of

a garden. But I suppose that many years will elapse

before the winter aspect of a garden comes to be
considered as a thing of beauty. The regular

practice of clearing away in the autumn every dead
leaf, stem, and frond, and showing as much bare

ground as possible, has, no doubt, had much to do
in preventing the beautiful winter pictures a well

furnished garden is capable of showing from being
appreciated as they ought. Apart from hoar-frost,

my contention is that every stem and leaf and frond
should be left standing for the sake of the varied

shades of brown and russet they present, and there

is no reason why we should not admire these tints

as much as we do the varied shades of green, &c.,

in summer. Leaves and stems not only mark the

position of tlie plants during winter, but afford

them protection, besides adding so much to the

garden landscape. From an artistic point of view
there is no sort of comparison between a garden so

furnished and one reduced to a dreary waste of

bare earth. Only the other day I heard a person,

himself no mean judge of beauty, say, when stand-

ing in front of a well-developed mass of Polygonum
Sieboldi (dead stems), that he was not so sure that

some of these things were not better dead than
alive. In the case of this plant, not only are the

beautiful curves of the stems and the fine spray

seen to full advantage, but the purplish Plum-like

bloom upon the stems is quite conspicuous.

—

T. Smith.

Disputed hardiness of Picea bracteata.
—Jlr. t'ulverwell (p. 5y), bearing testimony to the

beauty of this Conifer, states that it was killed

down to the snow-line in Yorkshire in 1860-1. That
winter was remarkable, not only for its severity,

but also for the cold wet svmimer which preceded
it, and last, but not least fatal, for the moist mild
weather wliich kept trees in active growth up to

the eve of the frtist, when the thermometer with us

marked 34° on Christmas morning. So severe,

inrleed, was the frost, and so badly jirepared the

trees, that of Pinus insignis we lost over 150, and
of C'u|iressus macrocarpa over 100. not tiny trees,

but fine specimens from 20 feet to 40 feet in height,

consequently thoroagldy establislieil in tlie soil.

How Picea bracteata would have fared I am. I

must admit, unprcjianvl to assert with any degive

of certainty, luit. con>idering that I .'ifterwards

]planted it above tlic death-line, and in close

pro-\imity to three line .specimens of t'upressus

Lambertiana whicli had escajied, I am inclined to

believe it would not have been injured. Oaks and
other indigenous trees were injured by thebur.sting

of the cells literally full of flowing sap at the time,

and yet I believe we have a right to say these

monarchs of the forest are hardy, and so I believe,

practically speaking, is Picea bracteata. Facts, of

course, arc; stubborn things, and so is a reailing of

the mercury 14° below zero. Then, ;igain, tlu^se

readings may be rejieated, but unless the wood, as

in IsCid. is unripe an<l growing up to the eve of the

frost. I am unwilling to believe that any of tlio

Californian high-altitude Conifers can be killed

1() the ground. One grain of comfort, at any rate,

lies in the fact that Mr. Culvcrwell's tree appears to

have stood bravely the frosts of thepa.st twenty-eight

years. Therefore, in the hope that the memorable
summer and winter of 1860-1 may not be repeated,

I must still ask all planters to give this charming
Conifer a trial. Trees are cheap enough now, and
everyone who reads knows where to select a suit-

able site. If killed once in twenty-eight years,

what then ? Why, plant again. The majority of

planters did not venture on Pinus insignis a second

time. We crowned our highest points and clotlied

the hill sides in 1862, and we have had twenty-six

years' enjoyment out of cone-bearing specimens

quite ns tall as those which escaped, as it must

be understood that our losses were below, not

above, what I have termed the death-line.—W. C.

SOME GOOD SHRUBBY SPIR^AS.

Ajioxu the great numbers of flowering shrubs that

we possess, the Spiraeas occupy a prominent posi-

tion ; still, the genus is such an extensive one that

in most cases a selection is necessary, and where a

few only are required, I should be inclined to name
the following as affording good variety, and also

extending the {lowering season over a considerable

period. The first to unfold their blossoms are the

Japanese S. Thunbergi and the beautiful double-

flowered S. prunifolia fl.-pl. Of these, the first, S.

Thunbergi, forms a much-branched bush, with

slender arching shoots, clothed with bright green

lanceolate leaves. The flowers are something like

those of the Hawthorn, hut smaller: still, they .are

borne in such profusion, that the principal shoots

are completely wreathed with them. This species

generally flowers during the month of April, when
the clusters of tender green leaves make their

appearance simultaneou.sly with the blossoms, so

tliat it is a charming shrub at that season, and not

then alone, for even when the flowers are over the

bright green lanceolate leaves retain their freshness

till late in tlie season ; indeed, it is often sub-ever-

green in character. This Spir^a is one of the

easiest of hardy shrubs to force into flower under

glass, but so treated the blossoms do not last long.

S. prunifolia fl.-pl. is usually rather later than the

last-named in unfolding its flowers, but it is alto-

gether a larger and more showy kind. It forms

a large spreading bush. 5 feet or 6 feet high, with

lone, slender, gracefully-disposed shoots, wreathed

throughout their upper portion with small clusters

of pretty double pure white blossoms. The foliage

of this dies off in the autumn the brightest tinted

of all the Spiraeas. The sprays last a long time

in water it they are gathered just as the tiny

rosette-like blossoms are on the point of expanding.

Spira?a aria?folia, which flowers about the end
of June or July, is one of the largest growing

of the whole genus, reaching as it does a height of

8 feet to 10 feet, and forming a somewhat erect,

liut branching shrub. The flowers are creamy
white, and are borne in open plume-like panicles,

which from their abundance render this species

one of the showiest of summer-flowering shrubs.

S. Douglasi is another North American species,

anil the only shrubby Spiraea of which a coloured

])late has appeared "in The G.\eden (March 17.

iss:!). It is a remarkably handsome shrub, of

rather erect growth, and when in a thriving coii-

ditiiui it forms a large clump of den.sely packed

shoots clothed with foliage of a more or less to-

mentose character, and terminated by a dense

erect ]i;;nicle of rosy red blossoms. This Spinea is

very variable in the colour of the blossoms as well

as in the amiumt of down on the leaves. Some of

the forms are known under the names of tomen-

to-sa, Xoblcan.a, and Menziesi, but the be.st and tlie

one that should be principally sought after is the

sturdy growing, deep coloured form, under what-

ever name it may be found. Spinea c.allosa, or ja-

ponica, as it is sometimes called, as a rule does luit

flower till after midsummer, but from that time a

succession is kept up for a considerable time. In

this the deep rose-coloured blossoms are arranged

in large flattened corymbs, while the unopened buds

being deeper in hue than the expanded blooms

form a very pleasing feature. Besides this the

voung shoots and leaves are brightly tinged with

red. There are several varieties of S. callosa, one
of the most distinct being alba, which forms a low,

dense bush not much more than a foot high, and
which when in full bloom is thickly studded with
its corymbs of white blossoms. Besides this a few
scattered blooms are often produced till late in

the autumn ; indeed, it is with me the last of the

Spiraeas on which a bloom can be found. There is

a very handsome kind, sometimes classed as a va-

riety of this last and sometimes recognised as a
distinct species, under the name of Spiraea splendens,

which is a very beautiful shrub. It forms a dense
growing mass about a yard high, and bears its

blossoms in terminal flattened corymbs. The col-

our is a rich carmine-pink, so that a large mass
of it in full flower is remarkably bright and telling.

It generally blooms about July, but after the princi-

pal crop of blossoms is past, a scattered succession

is usually maintained for some time. S. salicifolia

is a good deal like S. Douglasi. except that the

blooms are mostly white, suffused more or less with
pink, so that it forms a good companion to Douglas's

Spira;a. One of the giants of the genus is S. opuli-

folia, so called from the resemblance of its leaves

to those of the Guelder Rose (A'iburnum Opulus),

and the flowers are arranged a good deal as in the
sterile form of that shrub, although in not quite such
globular clusters. In colour they are white and
produced in June and July, the flowers being
succeeded by inflated seed-pods of a reddish hue.

There is a variety of this smaller in all parts, in

which the young leaves are of a bright golden col-

our and very showy in spring when they first un-

fold, but as the season advances the foliage becomes
green. S. hypericifolia attains the dimensions of a

good-sized bush, composed of slender, gracefully

arranged shoots. The flowers are pure white and
arranged in small corymbs disposed thickly on short

laterals throughout a great part of the branch. So
thickly are the flowers arranged, and along such a
length of shoot do they extend, that they form bea\i-

tiful floral wreaths. There are sevend forms of

this, one of the best being known as flagelliformis.

S. confusa or media is a very free-blooming kiiul

with pure white blossoms. This generally flowers

soon after midsummer. S. trilobata is one of the

earlier flowering species of Spiraea, for it can often

be seen in bloom in the middle of May. It forms

a low bush from 1 foot to 2 feet .in height, while the

flowers, which are borne in little flattened clusters,

are pure white. The smallest of all the shrubby
species of Spiraea is S. buUata or crispifolia. which
is far more suitable for the rockwork than the

shrubbery border, for when associated with other

shrubs, it is liable to be overgrown and quickly

succumbs, while on the rockery it forms a compact
little bush, less than a foot high, with small neat

foliage and flattened clusters of blossoms, crimson

in the bud state, but a deep shade of carmine-pink

when fully expanded. It blooms in August, and
will often keep up a succession of flowers till stopped

by the frost. A very distinct, and at the same
time beautifid class of Spirals is the pinnate-

leaved section, the oldest of this class being the

Siberian S. sorbifolia. This reaches a height of H

feet to (J feet, and has large pinnate, bright green

leaves, the small white flowers being borne in ter-

minal p.anicles. There is a variety of tliis kiu)wn as

grandillora, Palla.si or alpina. which is well worth a

]ilace. This is characterised by a dw.arfcr habit of

growth and larger llowcrs than the type. Both

these flower in Jidy. while the finest of this cl.ass

—

8. Liiulleynna— does not bloom till at least a month
Later. This species will, in a good free soil, reach a

height of 10 feet to 12 feet, and if planted as a

single .specimen, push up a number of stems, so that

it soon forms a good-sized mass. The flowers arc

borne in large, loose terminal panicles, and as every

shoot is crowned with these waving plumes, a

specimen in this stage is a very beautiful object.

This Spira'a is a native of the Himalayas, and
though occasitmally injured during severe winter.^,

owing to its rapid growth, it quickly recovers.

The cultural requirements of the shrubby

Spirieas are few. the principal consideration being

to plant them wdierc the roots are supplied with iit

least a fair amount of moisture during the summer,

as in hot sandv soils thev h.ave a starved and un-
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happy appeMvaiice. They are also greatly bonefiteil

by an occasional dose of stimulants, either in the
shape of a top-dressing in the winter, or some
liquid manure two or three times in the summer.
No attempt must be made to prune them into

regular shape by shorteningback the long branches.

as when the pruning knife is used it should be
for the purpose of cutting out any old and ex-

hausted wood, in order that the young, vigorous
shoots may have room for their full development.
as upon such as these the finest flowers are generally
jiroduced. H. P.

The cardinal Willow.—Having planted this

and the red Dogwood for ornamental purposes,

the latter by the thousand, I agree with nil that

has been said (p. 4B) in favour of the Willow, but,

taken as an all-round tree, I cannot allow that it

beats the Dogwood. Each is good, indeed unsur-

jjasscd. in its way from Noxember through the
hardest winters—the harder the better—until the
sap begins to rise in the spring, when the colour is

swallowed up in leafage. The lake at this place at

the present time, especially on bright days, repre-

sents an irregular-shaped mirror, 22 acres in extent,

framed in broad masses of Dogwood. The cardinal
Willow has been pretty freely used for backing up
and forming telling points, and, notwithstanding
the fact tliat bright colour is flashed from each, it

is so thoroughly distinct that the contrast is most
charming. Many of our cardinal Willows have
formed handsome trees from 20 feet to 40 feet in

height, and to-day, January 19, when the sun was
shining upon them, they looked like streaming
Ijyramids of flame, whilst the Dogwood represented
the solid mass of glowing embers. From these
remarks your readers will gather that the Willow is

admirably adapted for growing into a good-sized
tree ; but where a dense mass of colour is the main
object, this and the Dogwood should be planted
6 feet to 9 feet apart, and made to ramify into a

great number of vigorous young shoots by cutting
over occasionally. Mr. Holtord, of Westonbirt,
Gloucestershire, adopts this plan, and his Dogwood
(Cornus alba), from t lie colour of its flower and fruit,

is a sight worth travelling many miles to see during
the winter. Then he has another variety, which, I

think, he calls Cornus sibirica, a deep bright
jjurplish red, but it is not quite so free on his soil

;

whilst at Eastnor it gradually dwindles away, and
has been given u)j as a failure. The cardinal is a
good Willow for tying jHirposes; butaliright golden
Osier, sent to me by Mr. Warner, of Broomfield,
most handsome for forming low masses, is tougher
and better.—W. C.

Propagating.

Plants I'OE stock.—By this time some of the
most useful winter-flowering plants will be pretty

well over, and a sutticient number of the most
suitable plants for stock should be selected. By
selecting a sufiicient number and taking proper
care of them, clean healthy cuttings will be more
easily obtained than if a greater number of old
plants were kept and allowed to be somewhat
neglected.

PoiNSETTlAS.—Those with the hardest and best
ripened steins should be selected, taking care to

save a sutticient number to allow of a few failures.

The best phace to store them is under a stage in a
house where the temperature is not too high, but it

should not fall below 40° Eahr. The pots should
be laid on their sides, so tliat the soil in them is

kept quite dry. The jilants may remain in this

position until they show signs of starting into
fresh growth.

Eui-iioitlMA .lACQUlNl.KFLOUA.— This beautiful
plant is rather more ditticnlfc to manage than most
subjects, being very liable to die off, especially

just after the flowering period. These plants re-

quired for stock should l)e kept in a stove tempera-
ture, giving I lu-ni jusl sutticient water to ]ucvent
the wood slirivelling. while they should be well ex-
posed to the light so that they may break out
freely and make short sturdy shoots, whicli will

roof freely under projier treat iiiciil .

C'ENTKOPOGON LucYAXus.—This is another very
useful plant which should be looked after. A few
plants properly cared for will give a lot of cuttings,

the chief thing being to see that they are properly

cleansed from all insect pests, so that when they
start into new growth there will be no danger of

the young foliage being damaged, either by the

insects or by the process of cleansing them.

Salvias.—These are very easily managed, and
make a bright display during the early part of the

winter. It is, however, important that a few plants

should be well cared for, so that clean healthy cut-

tings may be obtained at the proper time.

Begonia insignis.—This is another old favour-

ite which has not found a rival in all the beautiful

sjiecies and varieties which have recently been
added to this family. By taking care of a few
plants, so that good cuttings may be obtained in

April, good plants may with ordinary care be esta-

blished by the autumn, and will produce a great

profusion of pretty pink bloom which is well shown
otf by the bright green foliage, and which from
October to Christmas, or even later, is very service-

able for conservatory work.

JusTiciA SPECIOSA, Eupatoriuras and any other
soft-wooded winter-flowering plants should all be
looked to so as to ensure a few good stock plants.

I intend to refer to the above and similar subjects

later on, but it will be of no avail to write of how
things should be propagated unless material is at

hand to work from. And I believe it is just this

point which often causes disappointment. It is of

the highest importance that good material for

propagating from should be obtainable at the
proper time. Weakly cuttings especially, if infested

with any kind of insect pest, will not only be more
dirticult to deal with at first, but they rarely grow
away satisfactorily afterwards ; while clean healthy
cuttings give far less trouble to the propagator,
and are much easier to manage after they leave
the propagating house.

Stove foliage plants.— During the winter
months many of the most useful stove plants may
be propagated, and will succeed better than if done
luring the summer time, as while strong flres

have to be kept up there is more bottom-heat and
at this season there is not so much danger of
cuttings sufllering through getting withered.

Ceotoxs.— Cuttings of these should be selected
from the best coloured growths, and should be taken
after theleaves are well developed andbefore another
growth has commenced. If taken after young
leaves have begun to develop they will often be
lost, or if they do not fall ofl: they do not attain to

their natural size, and consequently symmetrical
plants, suitable for table work, are not obtained.
For cuttings, either small tops or large pieces which
will be fit for use as soon as well rooted may be
taken, but in either case care should be taken that
they are not allowed to get withered ; everything
should be ready, so that they may be taken off

and put into the close case with as little delay as
possible. For rooting the cuttings in I like to use
sand and jicat in about equal parts, putting a little

sand at the b,ase of the cuttings, and using pots
according to the size of cuttings, but always as

small as possible. It is also desirable to see that
the cuttings are quite free from all kinds of insect

pests; even if there is no appearance of anything it

is advisable to sponge the leaves before tlie cuttings
are put in. Beautiful as Crotons are when well
managed, there is little tliat is attractive about
them after they have been neglecteil in anyway,
and it is, perhaps, on this .account that they have
not been so popular as tliey deserve to be. They
appear to be coming into favour again now, and 1

think that if all who 1ak(! them in hand were to

propagate young stoi'k periodically, and to take
care that they are kejit free from insects, and
grown in a liglit sunny position, Crotons would
again be among the most popidar of foliage plants.

Drac.enas. - Any of these that have lost tlieir

bottom leaves, or have become too tall, should have
the tops taken olV, and these will root frei-ly

enough if treated similarly to the Crotons. The
old plants will .-iIm) break out ;igain and Inrni nlhrr

good cuttings. Stock may also be obtained either
from the underground stems, or "toes," as they
are called, or old stems may be cut up into short
lengths, and either be put in the Cocoa-nut
fibre refuse in the propagating case or in shallow
pans of sand and peat and plunged. A good brisk
bottom-heat is essential. The pieces of .-tem should
be potted up as soon as they are well started into
growth, and may be kept in the close case for a
few days. A great point is to avoid exposing them
in any way ; either roots or tops suffer very quickly
if exposed in a dry place. When once the plants
receive a check it is tedious work getting them
into a healthy condition.

DiEFFENBACHlAS may be treated in a similar
way, but as the stems are very succulent they arc
more liable to rot oft at the bottoms. Plenty of

dry sand should be used to dry up the sap. and no
water given for the first day or so. The DiefEen-
bachias require a good rich compost and a liberal

supply of water. When grown on freely many of

the sorts are very distinct and efilective. A.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 685.
CHINESE CYCLAMEN-LEAVED POPPY.
(with A COLOUKEIl PLATE OF EOMECON CHIOX-

ANTHA.*)
There are very few plants of the Poppy tribe
that may not find a good place in the garden,
and few families of plants so extensive as the
Poppy-worts yield such a large quantity of sub-
jects suitable in every way even for the most
select collections. The old gardens in which
collections of curiosities of plant-life formed the
chief attraction are now things of the past.

"Something useful" is the watchword uow-a-
days, and in the present instance we have a
Poppy-wort that is likely to have a great future
before it when once it gets fairly launclied into

commerce. Unlike the Poppies, the Eomecon
holds its individual flowers for many daj-s to-

gether, and indeed, when doing well, produces
them in such abundance from May to Sejitem-
ber as to merit a first place in all good collec-

tions. It has flowered between these dates
with little, if any, interval, and forms such a
picturesque group, with its yellow-green, Cycla-
men-like leaves and snowy flowers, that it never
fails to attract attention. It is quite a no\'eltj',

having been found, in 18S4-, at Kwangsi, China,
by Dr. Henry, and described in the Journal nf
Butaiiij, 1884 (p. 34(i) and 18S5 (p. 254), by Dr.
Hance. It is the only species belonging to the
genus, and is nearly iuterniediate between
Styloi)horum and Sanguiuaria ; from both, how-
ever, it diSers widely in its scapose habit and
racemose flowers, and also by the sepals being
united into a membranous, boat-shaped spathe,
and, observes Dr. Hance further, from Stylo-
phorum, in liaving only four petals, long
style and stigmatic lobes alternating willi

the placenta-s. In (he BuiunU-id Magazine,
where it is figured (tab. liSTI), it is stated to
be probably half liardy ; but for tlie last two
winters, which have been a very severe test

for all kinds of liardy plants, tho Eomecon
has passed through them unscatlicd, and, to say
the very least, it is (jiiite cajiable of standing our
ordinary winters. The soil most congenial we
lind is a mixture of stirt loam and I'oat, in

wliicli it luxuriates, and does not take long to

fill the allotted s]iace by reason of the numerous
runners it produces, rooting as it goes along,
and making fresh crowns in every direction.

.\s a pot jilant, and where these runners maybe
checki'd, it forma lineeoiiqiact specimens, whicli

Pruwu for TiiK ti.MtiiKN bv JIiHS Hurr, hi tlio Hoyal tiar-

clcus, Kow. Soptonlbur I'.i, IsSS l,illi"(,"iii hcd and "i lint cii

iiy Gnilhinnic Sevoivyus.
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if anything flower more freely than those
allowed to grow without restraint. The golden
yellow anthers against the pearly white petals

have a jiretty etlect ; the leaves yellowish green.
and when bruised, like most Poppy-worts, giving
olf abundance of orange juice. The flower- stem
is a foot or more in height, reddish, and usually

much-branched, but in rich soil it attains a m\icli

greater height. It inhabits the bank.s of rivers

in the j^rovince of Kwangsi to the west of

Canton. No difficulty will be found in its pro-
pagation, as by means of its numerous runners
it may be increased to almost any extent.

D. K.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

OUR FUTURE METHOD OF GROWING
HARDY FRUITS FOR PROFIT.

Pessimists assure us that the British farmer will

never give his mind and attention to the protec-

tion of stocks, much more to the cultivation of

first-class fruit ; that owners of the soil may
plant good selections of trees, but in nine cases

out of ten they will be ruined by live stock, by
hares and rabbits, or by chafing against the
supports before they come into bearing. This
is a serious indictment, not altogether untrue,
but still, let us hope, greatly overdrawn, as it

is simply imjjossible for anyone to believe that
nine out of ten of the millions of standard

•
trees which go forth every year are so wan-
tonly allowed to perish. If it is true, nay,
more, if it is not true, the very pertinent
question arises : Is this method of plant-

ing standard trees in large pasture and araWe
fields open to .stock and deep tillage the best

mode of piocedure .' I think not, for if we make
use of our eyes we need not go far out of

our way to iliscover that scores of acrt s of land
literally cumbered with old and useless trees

can never be restored to ]iro(itabIe fruit culture.

Draining, manuring, grafting, thinning and
pruning, of course, will work miracles amongst
sound, aged, enervated trees, and being too old

to suffer from the browsing of cattle they will

give some fairly good fniit until such time as

miidern plantations can be worked forward into
bearing. The orchards in America, not so many
years ago, were in a condition s'milar to our
own, but there a great and paying change has
been bniught atciut, not by proceeding ujion
the old lines, but by dueji cultivation, by plant-
ing suitable sort^, and giving them their first

consideration. Market gardeners about London
adopt the same plan, as anyone driving out
south or west can ttstify, but they do not de-
pend upon Grass or stock lor a moiety of profit.

Nothing of the kind ; they niauuro anil cultivate,

taking crops of vegetables, bush fruits, or mar-
ket flowers for a time, but eventually the trees
have the ground to themselves— a fair proof
that their produce pays. Rents, rates, and
labour within the metropolitan circle are high

;

in the cnuntry, away from suujke and fog, they
are low

; virgin land is jilentiful, and few estates

are minus a field or fiekis admirably adapted for

fruit culture. If owners and agents are not suffi-

ciently skilled in the selection of suitable land
for Ajiples, Pears, Plums, Nuts, and small fruits,

they shnuld strengthen the hands of the Royal
Horticultural Society, now struggling for life,

by becoming members, and by this means, with
Iileuty of practical horticulturi.sts on the council,
skilled men might be sent out to make the selec-

tion for them. Assuming that a scheme of this

I

kind could be oiganiseil and a clever practical
fruit grower put in an appearance in Hereford-

I

''^"'

"":

upon which he would not find good land, well

sheltered, and capable of growing all the fruits

I have enumerated ; but, contrary to the hap-
hazard method of jiutting square pegs in round
holes, he would select warm, sandy loams for

Nuts and choice Pears, deep red sandstone
loams for Apples, and sheltered, but elevated
sites above the line of frost and fog for Plums
and Cherries, which expand their flowers so

early in the season. Then, again, instead of

lending his countenance to digging deep holes

in old pasture fields for standard trees to serve

as rubbing posts for sheep and cattle, he would
advise the enclosure of a few acres, more or less

according to the size of the holding and the
quality of the land, to be well drained, manured,
and trenched for the fruit or fruits most likely

to succeed iqion it. If foul or in any way un-
kind, a summer fallow, a green or a Potato
crop might put it right for jilantiiig the following
autumn. Old trees might be spared to give the

half loaf for a time, but the spot or spots selected

should form the fruit garden in the future. The
garden, if practicable, should be near the dwel-
ling of the occupier or someone who might be
appointed as caretaker. It should be well .sup-

plied with water and girdled round with wire
netting to keep out those destructive rotleuts,

hares and rabbits. The planting should be per-

formed by the landlord, and the tenant should
be bound by a clause in his lease to keep up the
stock and manage the trees to his satisfaction

afterwards. The question as to the percentage
of land devoted to fruit culture is an open ques-
tion, but on a farm, say, of 100 acres, I am in-

clined to think 5 acres would be enough to start

with. This would be sufficient to keep a skil-

ful working foreman empkiyed, precisely as

farmers now employ shepherds and cowmen,
and in the event of his making it pay, the gar-

den might be extended. This, as a matter of

course, would depend upon certain conditions,

such, for instance, as long leases, the certainty

of a good market, a judicious selection of fruits,

and last, but not least, the skill to manage and
cidtivate those fruits jiroperly. It is all very
well for Mr. Gladstone or any other lociuacious

speaker or writer to advise farmers and cot-

tagers to go in (or fruit farms, but would those

gentlemen feel rpiite happy were all the elections

now going on to result in the return of farmers
and cottagers only as the future managers of our
local allairs ? I think not, and yet it is quite as

reasonable to expect .such men to start as perfect

administrators as to find them overflowing with
the jiractical skill so essential to success in hardy
fiuit culture. The cottager in this part of the

country beats the farmer as a garden manager
and cultivator, but were a score of the most
energetic and intelligent of either class given

the choice of any five acres in any large parish,

not five per cent, of those men would know
where to select or how to prepare the land for

planting. A sharp laliourer employed in a
gentleman's garden might go the right way to

work, but the farmer who ploughs 5 inches deep,

leaving the wealth of the soil untouched, would
make a very poor start. The selection of sorts,

the form of tree, the proper planting distance,

the best stock, and the mode of pruning would
form a still gieater enigma, and yet every

country paper is now teeming with extracts from
misleading lectures by men wlio pose as leading

lights in the horticultural world. A profit

auKiunting to £120 an acre is a tempting bait

for buyers of trees, but it might be well to

knock off' the .£1C0, and then fruit would ]iay

better than com. Meantime, gentlemen who
wish to benefit their fellow creatures, instead of

setting class against class, aiul trying to dis-

memlier the United Kingdom, might employ

themselves in starting training fiuit farms for

ORCHARD PLANTING AT FARNHAM ROYAL.
The excellent results which came during last sea-

son in the way of growth from Mr. James' experi-

ment in orchard planting induced him to complete
the entire six acres of Clover ley during the past
winter. He has now planted ilOO standard trees.

Cherries, Damsons, Plums, Apples, and Pears, the
last named in the least number. Although in a
district where water is abundant and undiained
soils are like morasses, yet tliis orchard, owing to

good drainage and to natural character, liaving a
good slope to the south, is so dry even in the

wettest of weather, that not a drop of water re-

mains in hollows on the surface. The soil also has
in previous years been moved deeply, so that it is

comparatively soft and yielding: hence the roots of

the trees have every facility offered them to run
freely. Judging by the good appearance of trees

in other parts of the locality, canker is not in evi-

dence, wliilst many ha\e lived apparently as long
as the usual human span of years. This fact, one
which intending fruit tree planters should not over-

look anywhere, not only shows that the subsoil is

sweet and good, but it also served to encourage Mr.
James to plant. A tall wood of Larch and Oak on
the northern side of the orchard affords the desired

protection from the north, and the east side of

Burnham Beeches shelters somewhat from fierce

westerly winds. The trees are planted about 18
feet apart each waj', being angled. The rows run
north and south, and obliquely also in two other

directions. If the trees for orchard standards seem
somewhat close together, at least they will have
ample space for the next twelve or fifteen years, and
then kinds which do not thrive or fruit so well

as others may be removed. The sorts planted are

of a general character and are all on tall clean

stems. Blenheim Orange Apple, which is both a
favourite in the district and does remarkably
well, is of course largely included in the young
trees. Sweet Cherries also do well in the di.strict.

Oil some of the slopes and high lands which abound
in this irregular part of Bucks, old orchards of

Sweet Cherries may be seen, the trees being of

great size and wonderfully clean, evidencing the

fact that Fariiham Royal is a Cherry-growing
country. The now well-known Farleigh Prolific

Damson is largely ])lanted also. It will, however,

lie wiser to wait a few years and see what sorts of

fruit seem to thrive best than tn give a list of what
are now plantetl. lest some slmuld fail. It is as to

what sorts succeed that planters desire to learn.

Naturally in a locality where co\er abounds
rabbits are abundant, and to keep these vermin
from attacking the stems of the trees presented a
difficult problem unless the whole six acres were
enclosed with wire netting. The coating of tl;e

stems of the trees some 3 feet high with various

compositions of a deteiTent nature hardly proved

successful in all cases, and therefore a plan which
was last year suggested at one of the lueetings of

the Apple and Pear Congress Committee by Jlr. S.

Kord, of Lcoiiard.slcc. viz., enclosing the stem of each
t vco with a guard of loose wire netting, was adopted.

Wireof about l.\-incli mesh and 30 inches in height,

when cut into lengths of l.S inches and brought

round the stem and the ends secured, furnishes a
loose revolving guard G inches in diameter, which
lias jiroved to be absolutely protective against the

rabbits, and will, if not injured, endure for twenty
yi-ars. None of the trees are staked, neitlier. so far,

do they seem to need support. If requireil, how-
ever.the localitv can furnish stakes in abundance.

A. D.

Fine Newtown Pippins. — The Newtown
generally is frequently a poor-looking Apple,
though always, when true, excellent in flavour.

This season, however, we have seen some very

liiautiful spccinien Ncwtowns in Miss Solomon's
j-liop in Covent (iarden— tlie finest, we tluuk, we
have ever .seen, and they have the true exquisite

flavour which makes the Newtown the king of

dessert Apples^. There is a curious diversity about
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the identity of the Newtown, because some of the
cleverest people in tlie market were of opinion tljat

these specimens were the true kind, and nearly as
many held that they were not. We certainly be-
lieve in their being true, and the reason of this

diversity of opinion is the fact that there are two
forms of the Newtown in America, one yellow and
another green, both equally good in flavour.

LATE PEARS.
Though we have such an enormous variety of
Pears to select from, we cannot complain of
being overburdened with t<io many wood late

ones, and when tliese ripen weeks and some-
times months before their proper, or what is

considered thi-ir proper season, it not only
upsets one's e.ilculations, but in some cases, the
loss of sui)erior Pears at a time when they are
most appreciated, .say from the present time
onwards, is veiy serious, especially to those who
are expected to meet large demands for dessert
fruit. At the present time we have naturally a
limited stock to work upon, and substitutes for
good Pears are not easily found. Seeing that
good late Pears are so valuable, 1 think no
apology is needed for growers often referring to
the subject of their cultivation, with the object
of solving some of the peri)lexing p:-culiarities

met with. Not the least of these is jireraature
ripening. I quite agree with Mr. Barker in

The Oariien of January 12 (p. 35), that great
quantities of fruit are spoilt in this country by
being gathered too soon or before tliey have
fulfilled their jiroper function. In the autumn,
when cold and sometimes wet weatlier sets in,

the grower lias naturally a strong inclination to
see the fruit harvest safely stored away. After
waiting patiently the whole summer, the very
object that he has been working for may be
destroyed by his anxiety to gather the fruit. A
few days may not seem much, but I believe
these are really the most critical during the
whole season. Thougli not visible, the fruit is

slowly,but surely jierfecting the previous month's
growth. To gather fruit before this is thoroughly
completed Ijrings about ]iremature ripening,
while the Pears do not possess the qualities
which constitute a first-class fruit. This has
been noticeable here during the jiast season with
tliat good late variety Bergamot d'Esperen,
which, grown against a wall, aiul though
generally coming in very late, was ripe and over
by Christmas. The same variety grown ujiona
pyramid was allowed to remain upon the trees
much longer, in fact, as long as jiossiblu, with
the result that the fruit will not be ripe for
several we ks.

So long as we have to contend with a fickle

climate, so long shall we be able to trace more
or less its varying influence upon our fruit
crops. This shows clearly liow neces.sary it is to
watcli closely tlie different varief/es in the .sea-

sons. By doing .so, 1 believe much fruit may be
saved which would otlierwise be lost if left to
cliance If Pilars that develop kindly in a warm
genial summer are ready for gathering the second
week in October, I do not tliink the .same would
he ready till the end of the month in a season
like the past. Fruit generally last season lacked
the proper full flavour, and Pears did not es-

cape. The l)est, 1 believe, wo have ha<l here
were Fondanti; d'Aiitomne and Winter Nclis

;

the former, of coursi;, is naturally an early
variety, thougli Winter Nelis followed close
after it and was over weeks ago. Mc Plus
Meuris and Easter Beurr6, tlie last of which I
have sent for your inspection, have served us
through Deciiiibei- up to now. They are a fair

average of the wliole crop as grown on a west
wall. I ,1111 sorry to see Mr. Barker does not

.speak very liighly of Easter Beurr^. Here it

is generally appreciated, and, considering the
past season, I think it very passable, if not
first-class. Monarch, growing on the same
wall, never fails to produce a full crop of vei-y
large fruit, and I do not find the fruit dro]., as
it does in .so many gardens. The soil here is of
a heavy marly nature, but the roots of all fruit
trees are kept near the surface by lieavy water-
ing and mulching in hot, dry summers, with-
yearly dressings of loam and crushed bones.
Impney. B. Parker.
*** Good fruit of the Easter Beurre such as

are often sold at a franc ajiiece in Paris. It is

an excellent Pear when well grown, but nothing
except good wall culture secures it in its best
state iii eilhcr Eiiriland or France. But wlien
good it is a true Pear in flavour—neither musky
nor "washy." From the above and other evi-
dence it is clear that this noble Pear may be
grown well in parts of England at least.— Ei).

FRUIT TKEES IN POTS.

Although stone and kernel fruits of every kind
do well in pots when judiciously managed under
Hlass. the Peach and Nectarine hitherto have been
awarded the premier rank, not that their produce
is of more value than choice Pears or the finest
varieties of forced Plums, but simply because the
forcing gardener who starts a score or two of tlic

earliest sorts in December can defer closing his
first Peach house proper until after the turn of the
year, whilst orchard house culture is the only
course open to the amateur whose garden does not
boast a gooil south or west wall. The detailed
management of these fruits lia\ing been given o\er
and over again in the pages of The Garden, the
few remarks I am nowabout to offer will be more of a
general than a minute cultural character. Some
fruits, as a matter of course, force better than
others, but if properly prepared and treated upon
rational principles, the capricious Apricot and the
precocious Cherry may be induced to yield ripe
fruit long before synonymous varieties can be olj-

tained from the best of walls. Two of the cardinal
points in pot fruit culture include light well \'enti-

lated houses, with at least one 4-inoh hot-water
pipe running round the interior, and healthy trees
thoroughly established, that is with balls literally

matted with roots at the time they are taken iii

for the mildest forcing. Once started, experienced
gardeners with every convenience at command buy
in maiden trees annually, pot and grow them oii,

and in this way not only maintain, but increase
their stock to any extent. Amateurs lacking the
conveniences need not despair, as any good nur-
seryman who devotes his attention to orchard house
trees can supply them with the most perfect bushes
and pyramids thickly studded with flower -buds
at reasonable prices. Autumn, when the wood
is ripe, is the best time to lay in a .'itock, but this
is not the only period, as I have seen truckloads of
trees sent hnndreds of mifcs in perfect safety at
different times from the ripening of the wood to
the first movement of the liuds in the spring. In
tlie selection of trees, stout. Init not over strong
short -jointed shoots foriiung handsome well

-

balanced heads on bright, clean stocks, free from
gout or gum at tlic working, should lie prefened,
and the pots, 9 implies to 12 inches in diameter,
should be quite full of bright brown feeders ready
to make a luuirty meal upon fresh calcareous lo.'ini

and bone-dust. The style of tree most in favour is

the pyramid, as it exposes the greatest external
area to suii and liglit. an iiuporlant niatter in lay-
ing on colour and ]iutling in or bringing out flavour,
but much depends upon the shape, height, and
aspect of the structure. If low and flat the bush
tree may pri'domiuate, whilst In the onliiiary sjian-

roof or lean-to liuill at fairly sharji angles, the
arrangement cannot be made complete willioul the
aid of the two, the pyniniid for the cenlreand back
rows, and the dwarf for those parts which offer

least head room.

All orchard houses should be fitted with shelves
along the front or over the paths for Strawberries
in pots, and if properly ventilated the inside tem-
perature should not exceed that of the out.'-ide air

on the hottest day in summer. Where a separate
compartment is devoted to each species of fruit

and all are alike heated and ventilated, there can
be no mistake in the arrangement of the trees, but
assuming that a happy famify is to have a home
under one roof, why then, commencing at the
warmest end, the heat-loving Fig or the pot Vine
shoufd stand first, the Peach and Nectarine second,
choice Pears third. Plums and Cherries fourth and
fifth, Apricots sixth, and Apples last.

Collections having given way to selections, none
but the very best of their kind should have space
under glass. Therefore, instead of choosing a great
number of varieties, the grower will do well to

confine himself to a few which may be duplicated
to any extent until the allotted space is filled uji.

Taking the different fruits in the order named for

giving a succession adapted to the daily require-

ments of a family, my selection would be—
Figs.—Early Violet, Osborn's Prolific, White Mar-

seilles Brown Turkey, and Negro Largo.

Vines. — Black Hamtur^h, B'ack Frontignan,
Madresfield Court lluecat, Koyal Muscadine, Golden
Hamburgh, and Foster's Seedling.

/'cnfJie-s.-Hale's Early, A Bee, Early Grosee Wig-
nonne. Dr. Hogg, Stirling Castle, Bellegarde, Dymond,
Alexandra Noblesse, Violette Hative, Royal Gf orge,

Bariiniton, Raymaker's and Walburton Late Adniir-
ab'e.

Xtctaiines.—Advance, Lord Napifr, Rivers' Early
Orange, Elruge, Pitmaston Orange, Violette Iliitivp,

Hardwicke Seedling, Pine-apple, Humboldt, acd
Victoria.

Pears.—Bsnire Supeifin, Marie Louife, Doyenre
du Cornice, Brown Beune, Glou Mnrceau, Knight's
Monarch, Winter Nelis, Josephine de Malices, Ejster
Beurre, Olivier de Serrfs, liergaiuot J'Espeien, Jean
de Witte.

P/iims.— Coe's Golden Div.p, Denniston's Superb,
Green Gage, Jeffereon's, Kirfeo's, Transparent Gage,
Ickworth imperatrice, Lite Rivers, Reine Claude de
Bavay, De Montfort, Huling's Superb, McLaughlin's
Gage.

Clierries.—May Duke, Black Tarta'ian, Bigarreau
Napoleon, Early Rivers, Belle d'OrJean?, Elton, Early
Red Bigarreau, (Jovernor Wood, and Late Duke.

y|j)7-i'a)(s.— Moorpark, Peach, Kaisha, Large Early.

Apples for dessert.—Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston
Pipp'U, Margil, Old Nonpareil, Adams' Pearmain,
Cockle Pippin, White Calville, Newtown Pippin,
Golden Harvey, Kerry Pippin, Re nette du Canada,
Northern Spy.

.\lipIesfor s!(Ou\—AJexatder, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Saltmarsh's Queer, Washington, King of the Pippins,
Liidy Henniker.

Figs, Vines, Peaches, and Nectarines are best
adapted for the forcing (u-chard liouse, and Straw-
berries of course can be grown with them. The
first week in January is a good time to start the
forcing orchard house, as a judicious selection of
trees will keep up a supjdy of fruit untilthe earliest

varieties in the general house are ready for use.

Plums and Cherries have been most successfully
forced for a great number of years, and I ques"-

tion if any trees give more pleasure when in flower
early in the spring or when the first dish of fruit

finds its way to the table. The secret of success in

forcing these trees rests in tfie .-ivoidancc of a high
and close fempeiat ure when the weather is fine,

and the prevention of a descent befow 40^ when
very severe. In fact, all tlmt is needed is the main-
tenance of the fresh warm airy temperature so
enjoyable in front of a. .south wall on a bright day
towards the end of March. Anyone wlio can mair"-

taiu these conditions without letting Ihc trees feel

tlial they arc in a close confinement will siu'-

ceed in forcing them successfully, but the steed
must not be hurried out of its natural paces.
Apricots are still more impatient of any attcmjit at
coercion, but being naturally early, the shelter of
gla.ss alone with ]ileuty of fresh air circulating
throiigb .-1 niodi'i'atcly heated orchard bouse, whilst
producing but a poor .suhstitute for their luilivo

eastein home, protects their flowers from frost and
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ensures cro[)s of fruit in every way superior to the
flavourless examples imported from the south.
When in full leaf the Apricot under glass and
against south walls evaporates a great deal of
moisture ; indeed, no fruit with which I am
acquainted droops so quickly under a limited
supply of water; hence the importance of mulching
or, better still, of plunging prior to mulching and
watering copiously.

Pears on the Quince stock are quite at home
under glass, and produce fruit of enormous size and
superb flavour. With many there prevails an
impression that they will not, stand heat at any
period of their growth, but this is hardly borne out
by facts, as the finest fruit sent from France and the
Channel Islands is grown where the temperature
ranges much higher than it does in this country,
where, as a matter of course, the trees are grown
in the open air, whilst with us. although the mean
of our orchard houses is much lower, they fail under
an excess of stagnant moisture and an insufticient

supply of fresh air. A temperate house in which
one can feel a volume of sweet fresh air mov-
ing suits Pears in good bright average seasons, and,
notwithstanding the fact that all the ventilators
are kept open day and night, the fruit will set and
swell perfectly, but once the kernel is formed speed
may be increased b\- closing for three or four hours
on fine afternoons. Some gardeners in the north of

England and Scotland plant and train cordon trees
under glass and obtain exceptionally fine fruit

from them, the main points in their management
being gentle warmth from the hot-water pipes,

good feeding, and a profusion of fresh air.

W. C.

R.^ISING FRTIT TREES AT MADRES-
FIELD COURT.

Thocoh notes have recently appeared in these

pages on the gardening so well done by Mr.
Crump at tliis place, very little has been said

about the wholesale manufacture of fruit trees

that is being made a special feature, not for sale

purposes, but solely for the siipjily of the
Madresfield garden and the tenant fanners on
Earl Beauchamp's extensive estates that are

.wishful to commence or extend their fruit grow-
ing. This is a truly noble example which it is

hoped other wealthy landlords will cojiy. At
the time of my vi'it (end of November) Mr.
Crump was busy lifting and .sending trees off to

several of the tenantry, not ]iuny specimens,

but trees three and four years from the graft,

and with such a mass of roots ("wigs," Mr.
Crump calls them) that I there and then in-

sisted on his telling ino liow he managed to

secure such a wonderfully fibrous mass of roots

and which fully exjjlained the unusual and re-

markably clean growth, in some instances shoots

over 7 feet iu length, and th(jSo made in the un-
kindly season of last year. Befc_)re proceeding
further, I ought perhaps to say 'hat the soil at

Madresfield is a rich loam inclined to adhesive-

ness, but it is made to work well bj' tlie con-

stant addition of ashes, leaves, and otlier suit-

able manures. I saw the men lifting the trees,

and the way in which the soil turned up made
me envious. With such a soil and the atten-

tion given, it is not to be wondered at tliat fruit-

tree raising and cultivation are so successful.

Now as to the answer to my queries. How do
you get your stocks 1 Where do you grow
them ( When do you propagate and how ? by
seeds, cuttings, or from the wildings of the
hedgerows ( Answers were soon forthcoming,
for on walking some 300 or 400 yards into an
adjoining plot of ground the men were busy
planting stocks one year from seeds, and as Mr.
Crump attributes a great part of the success to

the manner that this first transplanting of

stocks from the seedling bed is dune, I shall de-

scribe it as nearly as possible in his own words.
" These plants that you now see being planted

are from pippins obtained from the ' must,' or
refuse from cider making, which we wash and
then mix with sand to separate them one from
another. They were sown here in shallow drills

in December, 1887, and at once covered with
netting to protect them from birds. This is im-
perative, otherwise when once the birds have
discovered the pips, they clear the lot in a very
short time. In lifting the plants, vou will note
that we are careful to preserve the tap-roots in

tlieir entirety, and in planting them we are just

as careful to lay them in as perfectly a horizon-

tal form in the drill ; and it is by this procedure
that we get such 'wigs' of roots as you just

now saw in the nursery.'' Here, then, is the
whole secret ot the immense root-formation,

namel}', the preservation of the tap-roots, and
their enforced production of small rootlets by
the check they get owing to the hinuzontal form
of bedding the seedlings in the drills. It should
be added that the drills are 10 inches apart from
each other. Twelve months hence these stocks

are again lifted, and are then allowed a space of

30 mche.s by 18 inches, and the top shoots or

growths are cut back to 20 inches. These plants

are then ready for budding the following July
and August, and anj' of the trees in which the

buds fail to " take '' can be grafted the following

spring. Some of the stocks do not, of course,

grow so freely as others, and the weak ones are

therefore given a year's grace and are again

lifted. There can be no doubt but that this fre-

quent removal of the stock conduces to the

formation of masses of fruitful rootlets, and to

st>me extent renders root-pruning unnecessary.

After budding or grafting, as tlie case may be,

the plants are not again transplanted till ready

to send out, most of them at three years old

and some few at four j'ears, according as the

variety is a weak or strong gi'ower. Of course,

at that age, even if the trees are not in request,

they are transplanted, and move all the better

the following year. Referring to stocks made
Ironi cuttings, Mr. Crump observed that he had
raised some iu this manner, but they lacked the

vigour of seedlings, though he sometimes used

them for Plums. ISIr. Crump, in reply to my
question as to whether he gave preference to

any variety of Apple or Pear pips over another

for the raising ot stocks, remarked that the

choicer varieties of Apples did not make good
stocks, being liable to mildew and making
very puny gi-owth—another of the many gar-

dening puzzles that is difficult to solve, as

naturally one expects the best trees from the

best varieties of fi'uits. If clean, vigorous,

healthy growth, not a pai-ticlc of canker, mildew,

or American Vilight, is indicative of success, then

Mr. Crump, by the aid of a generous employer,

a kind soil, and his own exertions, has attained

the very highest degree of it.

All other departments of the gardens and
grounds are well kept, the one antl only blot

of the place being the over-planting, or what
I call meaningless planting, of shrulis, which

hide Ijeautiful views and prevent the many
gland trees there are in the gr<junds being

seen to advantage. The plant houses at the

time (if my visit were gay with Chrysanthe-

mums. The vineries were also well stocked with

fruit. IMadrestield Court (irajie, as a matter

of course, does tirst-rate, as it ought to in its

own home, "cracking"' beiugunknown. Another
Gra]i3 grown largely, and which from appearance
would jiass muster as Madresfield, is tlie Konip-

sey Alicante, one of the parents of Madresfield.

I tasted the two varieties, and I liked the

Kcmpsey Alicante best. I was much struck by
the grand appearance of one Vine carr3-ing

about a dozen fine bunches of fruit, and though
I tasted and examined it closely, I could not

tell what it was. It was Alnwick Seedling

grafted on Madresfield Court, but so totally

changed had it been by tlie stock that it was
quite unrecognisable. The bunches were long,

like those of Madresfield, .and the berries oval

and just a little more pointed than those of the

Madresfield Court variety, but not at all like

those of Alnwick Seedling. The flavour was
superior to that of Alnwick Seedling, and not so

sprightly as that of Madresfield. I have never
seen a greater change in any Grapes from graft-

ing on another variety. W. Wildsjiith.

ROAD-SIDE FRUIT TREES.

Several articles have appeared in The Garden
on growing fruit trees on the highways. Having
been a resident in a country where fruit trees, both
in gi'eat orchards and also on highways, are grown
and cultivated, a few notes regarding them may bo
interesting to some of the readers of The
Garden.

"

The country I speak of is the kingdom of Saxony.

Fruit culture was started under one of Saxony's

best rulers. Duke August the 1st, who ruled about
lt:0 years ago. His habit was to drive through his

country (then much larger than it is now), and dis-

tribute trees and give advice as to their cultivation

gratis to peasant farmers and others. That was
the beginning of Saxony's fruit -grow'ing period,

and since then thecultivation of fruit has beentaken
in hand both by the States Government and all

landowners.

I will now give the kinds of fruit trees grown in

certain districts that I am well acquainted with.

In the vicinity of Dresden, the capital, mostly

Cherries are grown, and further up the river Elbe
the whole face of a hill is planted with Peach trees

which both when in blossom and full of fruit are

worth a visit. The.se are on private ground. In the

neighbourhood of Lomatch, more commonly called

Saxony's corn magazine, on account ot its exceed-

ingly fertile soil and high state of cultivation gene-

rally, there are fruit trees of every kind. Certain

parts ot the diaussee. or highway, are exclusively

planted with Cherries, some two and three miles

along the road. Other parts are devoted to Apples

alone, and more often Pears and Apples are planted

alternately, or opposite each other. Plums are

seldom planted on the highway, but on the bye-

ways, or communal roads, which are, of com-sc,

narrower and owned by peasant farmers whofc
land a<ljoins. tliere are to be found Plums, or

German Prunes, but seldom any other kind of

fruit trees, as farmers, both large and small, have
their orchard attached to their farm-steading.

Some of the orchards are very extensive. As to the

quality. I do not think the fruit grown there is be-

hind the British grown, as Saxony, not being very

large and over-populated, can spare no room for

inferior fruit.

Cherry trees grow from 2H feet to 12.") feet high
;

Apples the same ; Pears often exceed that, and the

lowest branches are so far up, that very few men
could reach them, except by climbing the tree; and
as to stealing fruit, the law in Saxony is very severe,

and fruit being so cheap in the season it is never

stolen. The trees, wliich are planted by the State,

are under the control of the Minister of Agriculture,

and under the supervision of the road-keepers.

When the fruit has set. and the possible yield can
be calculated, it is then let to, of course, the

highest bidder, who has permission to cut out all

dead wood and otherwise keep the trees in good
order during the time they are under his care.

Such men appoint helpers who guard and gather

the fruit. Any chance wayfarer seeing fruit lying

on the road may pick it up and eat it ; no man will

hinder him ; but he is not alloweil to put any into

his pocket or otherwise carry away. The crop is

generally very heavy (of course there are bad
seasons) ,and is stored up in long pits, the same as

farmers now store their Potatoes. All fruits that

have f.allen, and consequently will not keep, are

peeled, quartered, and baked in large ovens built

for the purpose. Women are employed for such
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work. Pears and Plums are baked whole, and a
great deal of jam is made from Plums.

The soil where the fruit trees are planted is

mostly alluvial deposits, but I have seen Apples
and Plums growing on soil almost gravelly.

C. T.

FRUIT NOTES.
STE.iWBEERIES IN POTS.

Although a few Strawberry forcers introduce
their earliest batch of plants before Christmas, the
majority make their first start with the new year,
and a bad time they have had, for notwithstanding
the fact that we had eight sharp frosty mornings,
the sun never once penetrated the fog. Londoners,
of course, are used to a combination of black or
yellow vapour, carbon and sulphur, which soon
settles the account with the delicate inflorescence
of their forcing houses, but a general fog which
en.shrouds the whole countiyand encrusts the trees
with ice for days and nights together is so excep-
tional, that I cannot forbear chronicling the event.
Dry fire-heat, as a matter of course, has played an
imperative part in maintaining the very moderate
temperature of 40° to 15° by night and a few de-
grees higher by day, but sweet moist heat, never
more acceptable, from fermenting leaves, let us
hope, has not been wanting. This ammonia-laden
moisture, whilst gently stimulating the roots of the
plants and sparing the sjTinge, will have prevented
spider from moving, although the introductory
bath of soapsuds and sulphur may have been ne-
glected. The lesson, nevertheless, should not be
lost, as we never know the extent of the damage
which may follow the introduction of foul plants
to Peach houses and vineries. Where the earliest
plants are throwing up their flower-stems and
young leaves are pushing freely, water of a slightly
stimulating nature may be more liberally gi\en,
especially where the pots, 5 inches to 6 inches in
diameter, are literally bursting with swelling roots.
Many people have an idea that Strawberries cannot
be over-watered, but this is a mistake, as I have
seen very fine batches completely ruined by be-
coming waterlogged early in the year. The "mis-
chief, no doubt, generally proceeds from an oppo-
site cause, and this fact strengthens the belief that
a deluge when water really is not wanted can do
no harm. An experienced person can tell by the
appearance of the plants when they want water,
and then, without wetting the crowns, the warm
water should be given with a liberal hand. As the
plants come into flower they should be placed
rather thinly in the lightest part of the house,
where fresh warm air can circulate freely amongst
them, and in the event of minor blooms being
numerous a percentage may be pinched oft with
great advantage before they open. Another im-
portant matter at this early season is daily pressure
with the hand upon the growing foliage, as by this
simple operation the scapes have tbebenefit of every
ray of light and the petals are kept free from con-
densed moisture. This daily mani])ulation tends
to the distribution of the pollen, but,indei)endently
of this aid, the camel's-hair brush or rabbit's tail

should be lightly used when the temperature has
reached the maximum. When set, complete the
thinning, syringe well, and remove the plants to
shelves close to the glass in Pino stoves or the
hottest houses at command, and feed well until the
fruit shows signs of changing, then resume plain
water, and gradually reduce the supply when the
berries are well coloun'd. As red Strawberries,
like black Grapes, have not reached their l.iest on
the day the colour is perfect, they should be re-
moved to a dry warm liou.se for forty-eight hours at
least before the most forward berries are gathered.

,Siir(:essionj>lanti of (he leading kinds in some-
what larger pots sliould now be placed in light pils,

the closer to the glass the better, wliere, aided by
a solid bed of fermenting leaves, tliev can be kept
at a temperature of -1:)° to 50° on mild nights and
a few degr<'es higher by day, but on no account
must they be hurried; tlicrel'orc give lliem plenty
of air whenever this clement can lie admitted with-
out creating a cold or cutting draught. As early
batches are moved forward, the most promising

may be drawn to fill up the shelves or Strawberry
house proper, and in this way the succession, be it

large or small, will be maintained until the plants
in cold pits begin to ripen their fruit. Should any
of the earliest forced plants of Yicomtesse H§ricart
de Thury or La Grosse Sucree miss fruiting, as not
unfrequently happens after a cold, wet, sunless
summer, they may be returned to a cold house or
pit to bide their time for planting out on a warm
sunny border in the open garden, where they will

flower and bear freely in the autumn. These plants,
I may say, should be protected from frost in severe
weather; they should never feel the want of water
or fresh air, and the balls should be thoroughly
soaked before they are turned out in the spring.
A thoroughly good mulch at the outset, an occa-
sional soaking through the summer months, and
the removal of runners and weeds will form the
sum and substance of their management.

THE HAEDYiFRTJIT GARDEN.
The frost, which extended over a good working

week, having favoured the wheeling or carting of
rotten manure, advantage should be taken of dry
weather for spreading it over the roots of fruit trees,

either as a moisture-retaining mulch or for forking
in so soon as the pruning is finished. As the roots
of pyramids and bushes in well-cultivated fruit

gardens are kept close to the surface, a good mulch
spread over a radius equal to the spread of the
branches and very slightly covered with a few
spadefuls of fine soil answers much better than
digging or forking in. The ground between the
roots of trees, as a matter of course, must be deeply
forked and left rough to pulverise, but before this

finishing stroke is put upon the quarters, a good
syringing with soapsuds and dusting with quick-
lime, whilst destroying the larva"^ of insects, will

free the branches from Moss and Lichen, often so
troublesome in low damp localities.

The pruning and nailing of all fruit trees. Figs
and Peaches excepted, being now finished, the
materials for protecting the blossoms should be
got ready for use when actually wanted, but not
before, as it is questionable if non-protection in

many cases is not jjreferable to forcing the flowers
or rendering them tender by premature shelter. In
this garden, where spring and autumn frosts are ex-

ceptionally severe, killing plants which a mile or

two away escape altogether, we never hoist a
thread until the flowers begin to open, and then our
heaviest covering is a triple thickness of herring
netting or a double piece of pilchard netting, secured
to the coping board at the top, but 3 feet away
from the base of the wall. A covering of this kind
does not perceptibly raise the temperature, neither
does it injuriously impede light, but placed at such
a very sharp angle the threads of tanned twine filter

the moisture out of the air. whilst the broad coping
boards check the upward draught, with the natural
result that the flowers nestling against the wall are
kept dry and hardy, two conditions which render
a few degrees of frost harmless. Our work against
walls during the past week has been the detach-
ment of Peach trees, the removal of all shreds and
nails, careful washing with soap and water, and
luakiug the branches and twigs secure from injury

by wind or snow. The young wood jiroduced liv

age<l trees which are root-ju'uned every autunui is

not .so ripe as usual, but 1 do not desjiair of an
aliundant blossom, which must be retarded until

the last moment by kcejiing the brancOu'S 6 inches
;uvay from the wall imtil they begin to open.

Propagation.—Where prunings from Goose-
berries and CiuTants have been .selected and laid in

for conversion into cuttings no time sliould Ik; lost

in getting thcui made ready for in.sertion when the
weatlier is dry and open. Autumn is the best time,

but th<' majority of gardeners who grow just a fi'W

liuslies defer tliis work until after the ju'uniiig is

linislicd. Slicirt, firm, well-ripened (lieces, !1 iuclies

to 12 inches in length, taken with a lieol or a bit

of two-year-old wood answer best, and make nice
liltl(^ fruit-bearing liuslies in about tliree years.
Clean stems free from suckers, whilst giving proof
of the master-hand, are secure<niy t lie removal of

all the bnds from the base iipw:ird to witliin almnl

3 inches of the top of each cutting, which should
be firmly dibbled in to the depth of 6 inches where
the soil is light, rich, dry, and open to light and
air. We jjlace our cuttings 6 inches apart, 12
inches from row to row, and, having a weakness for

extra tall stems, a leader is trained upward from
the point bud, the side shoots are kept pinched the
first summer, and eventually cut away when the
foundation of the head is formed 12 inches to 18
inches above the surface of the soil. This method
keeps the young trees an extra year in the nursery,

but this really makes no difference to the output,

as we put in a given number of cuttings each
autumn, transplant, trim and size them annually.

Red and White Currants are treated in a similar

way when the formation of bushes and pyramids is

the object, whilst single, double, or triple cordons
for walls are formed by training the requisite

number of shoots in the way they should go, and
pinching out the points when the strongest show
signs of gaining the ascendancy. W. C.

Ripening' of late Pears.— I wish to thank
you for the prominent way in which for some time
you have drawn attention to the sorts, culture. &c..

of Pears. There appears to me, however, one or

two aspects of this question upon which further

light and guidance are needed by many of us.

Rules which should regulate the gathering, particu-

larly of the late kinds.

After-treatment as regards the ripening process; how
this can best be retarded ; how hastened ; what de-

grees of temperature will produce the best results.

On page 34, third column, fifteen lines from the

bottom, in the article on late Pears, there are a few
words :

" How to prolong the season and improve
the flavour of Bergamotte d'Esperen." These are

suggestive, but a fuller knowledge of how to pro-

ceed on the points I have named would. I feel sure,

in some instances at any rate, be very helpful.—

A

Leabnee.

Fruit tree buds.— So far as my observation

goes, 1 fear that the long spell of dull, cold, sunless

weather, associated, as it has been, with much rain

or fog. is proving detrimental to tlie buds or spurs on
hardy fruit trees. Tlie wood is not being hardened
or matured so well as could be wished, and, indeed,

as would be the case were the soil drier and the

air frosty with clear bright skies. We so often*

refer to the f.avourable conditions under which in

the summer time Canadian fruit growers produce
their crops of wonderfully finished ami coloured

fruits ; we have not quite enough gi\en credit to

the maturing influences on wood and buds of the
clear dry nature of the Canadian winters, Were it

not tliaf the atmosphere there during the winter is

so dry .and pure, it would be almost impossible for

English people to exist through spells of some 50°

to Ii0° of frost. But that dry exhilarating atmo-
sphere renders winter life, if the frost be intense,

yet comparatively ]ilcasurabl<'. whilst we at home
with the tliermnmeter possibly .'it ,'W° are shivering

and miserable because of the fug an<l damp air.

By this time the fruit-buds should be more pni-

mincnt and stout. Of course. I do not mean
thereby showing, as it were, inqiatience to burst,

but a plumpness which indicates a good bloom-
producing capacity, .'ind gives hope fur fruitfulness.

In spite of the exci'cding rainfall of last s\iiiiuier

the trees nowhere made exceptional growth, and
there was abundant bud or sjmr ]u-oduction. So
far tliat should indicate a good crop of fruit next

season, but if the buds fie not stout now, it is

diflicult to look with certainty for very productive
results later. It is better that buds should swell

during the winter gradually th;in plump up suddenly

in the spring.—A. D.

Treatment of old orchard.— 1 have recently

a('(|uirrd alKiiit :iii acre of orch.-iid .'lud kitchen gar-

den whicli lia-i I'een allowed to run wild for some
ye;irs, and is a, thick mass of Grass, Nc'tlles, anil

weeds of all kinds. 1 have thought of iiloughing

in everything at imce. ;iud later (m planting the

orchard gro\ind with Potatoes and trying to culti-

vate the garden. I should be iiiuch obliged if you
would answer through your v.duable jiaper what
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j-ou think uf my proposal, ninl what I ouaht to pay
per rod or aci'c for ploughing and planting: with
Potatoes, with or without seed, if done by the job.

—D. W.
*,* It is impossible to advise without seeing the

ground, and if the trees or anything else are worth
keeping, and without particulars as; to what your
future aims are as to the ground. It is hardly
worth your while to give ground presumably of

more than agricultural value to Potatoes. If you
wish to make a good garden it will be best to
trench it all well, but even how this should be done
would be governed by the nature of the soil, of
which you sav nothing.

—

Ed.

Flower Garden.

SOLANUM ALBIDUM POORTMANI.
This magnificent species, which was discovered
in Ecuador, iibmit fourteen years ago, by M. E.
Andre, and whicli lias since then been grown
by him in France from seed sent by M. H.
Poortman, is tlius described by him in the
Hevue Horficole

:

—
Both on the Cordilleras, where it is found at an

altitude of from 4875 feet to 6500 feet above tlie

sea-le\'el. and growing in my grounds at Lacroix
(Indre-ct-Loire) the plants form actual little trees

from 6h feet to 13 feet high, with stout, smooth,
green branches, tinged here and there with a metal-
lic blue, and armed with strong broad-based spines.

The leaves are of a handsome lively green colour,
smooth on the upper surface and downy tmder-
neath, about 2 feet in length, and deeply lobed like

the leaves of an Acanthus. The noble beauty of
their contour and general aspect is well representeil
in the accompanying illustration. Towards the
end of the season, numerous cymes of small white
flowers make their apjiearance on the downy young
branches. These flowers often do not expand un-
less the plant is brought into a house. The fruit,

which is at first yellow and finally black, is about
the size of a lladeleine Grape berry, and is neither
ornamental nor edible. As a fine-foliaged plant,

however, this Solanum takes rank with the finest.

The treatment which it requires does not diifer

from that given to other ornamental Solanums, such
as S. macranthum, S. Warsceniczi, S. robustum, S.

marginatum, &c., that is, the plants should be pro-
pagated every year by winter-budding on a stock
which has been housed before frost comes on. In
the beginning of the following May the plants are
planted out. either as single specimens in beds or in

groups with a distance of about 5 feet from plant
to plant in onler to afford full space for their sum-
mer develojiment. The soil should be light, deeply
dug, and well manured beforehand, and the posi-
tion should be a sheltered one, but not in the shade.
A thick mulching of horse manure should be applied
to the surface aroimd each plant, which shouM
also be staked as a protection against injury from
high winds. Water should be given pilentifuUy and
liquid manure should be supplied during the period
of most active growth. Under these conditions the
plant attains the fullest development of its beauty.

Permanent beds.—The gradual aliandoningiif
the geometrical garden for the freer ami. to my
thinking, preferaljle plan of bold isolated beds,
scattered here and there at intervals over the lawn,
has had the effect of greatly increasing the variety
of plants used in the embellishment of the flower
garden, for whereas with a formal design particular
shades and lines of colour are necessarily used, the
isolated beds are naturally not restricted in this
way. ;ind may be varie'd at the will of the
planter. Thus' it is that a class of plants is

rapidly coming to the fore, which I may per-
haps call herbaceous bedding plants, jjlants which
both in flower and foliage seem to lend them-
selves as readily to the summer decoration of the
flower garden as Geraniums, Calceolarias, Lobelias,
and the like, and po.ssess the merit wanting in the
latter of being as useful for the indoor vase as the
flower bed. I am gradually working this class of

plants into many of the beds, and find they are
more appreciated than the short-lived and tender
summer bedding plants, any of the last-named, if

associated with the perennials, being used sparingly.
As the selection of the permanent plants for a dis-

play in the summer of 18S9, and the site they are
'

to occupy, may be considered at any time when the
weather is favourable, it may not be out of place to
draw attention to a few useful things. Hydrangea
paniculata grandiflora is a capital subject for a
large bed. and makes a splendid show during the
greater part of the summer. The whole of the bed
may be filled with it, or perhaps the better plan is

to have large clumps of the Hydrangea interspersed
with smaller groups of some taller and lighter
flowering plant, as Galtonia candicans, the Sweet
Tobacco, or Gladioli in variety. The Hydrangea,
which requires rather hard annual pruning, weakly
growths cut clean out, and the stronger shootJi

eyed or other variety of Pink, whilst other large
beds can be treated in a similar manner with blocks
of Sisyrinchium californicum, and a groundwork of

Countess of Kintore Viola, or some dwarf Veronica.
Irises, Phloxes, and summer-flowering Chrysanthe-
mums are all amenable to similar treatment, and
the jjlanter will have no difliculty in finding plenty
of dwarf herbaceous plants that will associate with
them.—E. Buekell, Clarenumt.

AURICULAS.
Boeder Auriculas appear to have grown all through
the autumn, and not a few of my plants have made
hearts of prodigious size, and consequently by
Christmas the plants were leafy and soft. I have
endeavoured to ward off the effects of frost by
giving the bed a top-dressing of rough soil from
the potting bench. So long as the hearts of the

A fine plant for sub-tropioal bedding ; Solanum albidum Poortmani.

headed back to a good bold eye, can be increased
from cuttings of the ripe shoots firmly inserted in a

cold frame in a mi.xture of leaf soil and sand.
Another plant that makes a good bold bed .and is

very conspicuous in the flower garden is Yucca fila-

mentosa, which should not be planted too thickly,

anil is seen to the best advantage in a dense carpet

such as Stonecrop or Camomile. It can be readily
increased from side shoots or suckers, and a
supply should ahv.ays be at hand in nursery beds to

fill up any g.aps that occasionally occur; indeed,

these nursery beds are almost indispensable
to the herbaceous flower garden. The blooms
of the majority of the double Pyret brums are
highly ornamental, besides being very useful in a
cut state, and a bold and effective beil can l)e

formed with large blocks of these Pyrethrums, the
intervening spaces being filled with the Pheasant

-

plants are sound, one need not mind their losing a
few leaves. My own plants in the ojien air stand
frost much better than they do coM rain and fog
in combination. If the soil and atmosphere are
fairly dry, then frost carries with it no terror it

the plants are well established, but if rain and fog
are followed by sh.arp frost before the plants and soil

have dried a bit, then the outdoor .Vuriculas liave

a bad time of it. My neighbour. Mr. Kobcrts. at
Gunnersbury Park, tells nw. that he finds the cold,
danqi. raw fogs, which come across London from
the east in dense waves, or rather in the form of a
submerging sea, d\iring the winter do more
harm to ])lants. and especially to those in bloom,
than ilo the frosts, and however close a house
m.ay be kejit. they seem to find their way into it in
st)me way or other.

Under glass, Auriculas are held fast in the grip
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o£ winter. So lon-j as the .soil about the roots is

pretty flry the plants can take no harm, and there

is space for air to circulate above and below. In

another month or so a change will commence and

.signs of growth appear, and it is then the florist

begins to anticipate something of the blooming

time that is not far distant. If the cultivator can

get among his plants he can remove any decayed

foliage and signs of damp and stir the surface soil,

and so keep things as comfortable as possible aliont

the plants.

Seeds sown in August as soon as rijie have

germinated and tlie plants are above the soil, which

is a decided gain in point of time as compared with

sowing in spring. It is a plan that I have adopted

for years, and by April and May the larger plants

can'be carefully lifted and pricked ofE into store

]5ots, which, while it gives them a good start,

affords space in the seed pots for the others to

develop. Those who have a little bottom-heat and

have seed to sow can do so at the end of the month,

but on no account should seedlings be allowed to

become drawn. Artificial heat can be employed as

a help to germination only, the growing warmth of

the spring-time bringing the seedlings on after-

wards. Thin sowing should be followed. It is

better to divide a pinch of seed over several pots

than to sow it all in one and have the young plants

so thickly together that it is difficult to remove

any without doing injury to those which remain.
R. D.

tinct in habit from most of the large-leaved Borage-
worts, in that, the plant spreads moderately. The
big leaves form neat spreading masses, among
which the peculiar, but beautiful racemes of blossom
nestle. I finil I have a note made two summers ago
about the charming effect of the rich blue flowers

when cut. 'J'he stems and racemes may be about
8 inches or 10 inches long, the former of a succu-

lent nature, the latter bending and one-sided.

Mixed with Grass, bold leaves resembling their own,
or almost anything, they are simply grand in bowls
or glasses. When we remember that the ]ilant will

grow almost anywhere and look happy, and that it

produces plenty of flowers of a class that cannot

fail to please as cut blooms, I think one is justified

in describing it as truly u.seful. and this is more than
can be said for many more largely-grown plants.

Plants which look cosy and verdant in January out

of doors are not to be despised. J. Wood.
Woodpille, Kirli^tall.

we are ever to see a thoroughly black Tulip, I think

it will be in the form of a bizarre, or possibly of a
bybla;men breeder. - R. D.

PRIMROSES IN POTS.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Heuchera sanguinea.—In some gardens this

has a bad habit of turning black and going to

decay in the woody parts of the root-stock, and it

is reasonable to believe that this accounts for the

continued scarcity of this desirable and brilliant

plant, otherwise it is a most rampant grower, and

it may be increased as readily as a Daisy. I have

found the same kind of grubs in the crowns that

one often finds in the hardy Primulas ; but I have

also found decay going on when the grub has not

been present and when there were no cavities. It

is always better when we can fairly make out a

cause, but even when we cannot, to have a remedy
ready, or at least a means of saving the plants

attacked is desirable. It is mostly about September

and October that the older parts suddenly turn

black in the crowns, and the leaves curl and

wither. As soon as these signs are visible, cut off

the affected crowns with a part of the root-stock.

The severed parts are rarely decayed in the imme-
diate crown, and if the dead portions are cut away
and the crowns inserted in fresh soil without any

manure, they will make c.-iiJital young plants before

winter sets in.

Gentiana verna.—This is still in flower here

(.Tan. 12). as it has been since last April. I do not

wish til convey tlie idea that a plant will flower for

so long under any conditions, but where many
plants are cultivated under various conditions and
increased in different ways, especially by seed, some
flowers are likely to exist nearly all the year round.

We have not had much hard weather in Yorkshire

yet, but still it has been of a trying character. So
far as my experience goes, the vernal Gentian is

not at all hard to grow when once it is properly set

in a dc'cp rich loam that cannot bake in summer,

and its position cannot be too sunny provided it is

liat and moist.

Narcissus corbularia. -The variety called

citriiia was in (lower here in the first week of

December. The bulbs were in the same pots that they

flowered in last winter; then they were in ;i cold

frame, but all the pa.st summer Ihey were plungeil

in .sand fully exposed, in whicii jiosilion they li.ave

just ddnc llipwering. I find this flowers nuire regu-

larlv .ifler tliu first year than the common form.

Nordmanniana cordifolia. -I wonder that

such useful lldwers as tliis |ilant i>roduces for a long

time in sumTiu,'r are not taki'U advantage of. Much
could be said for it as .a hardy |)l,ant, as it will

thrive almost .anywhere, and will certainly do well

in the more ojien spaces of the shrulilicry, when^ in

both winter .'mil suMimcr tlic large conl.'ilc foliage

in big patches imparts a verdant ellect. It is dis-

I AGREE with "R. D." th.at when Primroses are ex-

hibited in pots it should be in a way that gives the

small growers a chance of comjjcting successfully.

This, of course, they cannot do if it is permitted to

cram a number of plants taken up from the open
ground into large pots, pans, or baskets. In this

way it is evident that he who grows the largest

number of plants has the best ch.ance. liut I do not

see that ' R. D.'s" proposal, that the plants should

be grown in pots, is absolutely needful. Woulil it

not be suflicient if exhibitors were restricted in the

size of the pots? If it were required that say

(j-inch or K-inch pots should be employed, the

small grower would get as good a chance as it is

possible to give him. It is true that the large

grower would have the greater quantity of plants

to pick from, but he would have a similar advan-

tage if he choose were they gi-own in jiots. I hope
that "R. D." will keep to his intention of show-

ing how the double forms of the Primrose can be
grown in pots, because under certain circum-

st.ances it might b? advisable or necessary to keep

them in pots all the year through, and I think

that these charming hardy flowers .are not nearly

enough employed fiu' indoor decoration. I shiuUd

like to see them used more in windows, as there

are frequently rooms with a cool aspect in which
they would bloom a<lmirably, and it ought not to

be difficult even in a very small garden to find

one cool spot where half a dozen pots of them would

find congenial suninu-r quarters. At the same time

I believe tliat generally it will be found more satis-

factory to plant them out after they have done
blooming, and to repot them at the end of October. It

is certainly a saving of labour to do so, and all know
how much a free root run in good soil is helpful in

counteracting the effects of an arid atmosphere,

uu'loubtedly the greatest foe to the welfare of

the double-flowered Primrose. That they can be

grown in tlie south of England is jiroved by the

fact that OIK' of ci\ir large London nin-scrynu'U lias

during the last few years worke<l u|i .-i large stock

of the Pompadour Primrose. J. Cornhili,.

A black Tulip.—A writer in one of the daily

pajiers recently stated that a black I'arsee is as

gi-eat a rarity as ;i black Tulip. As the great rarity,

nay the almost im)>ossibility, of a black Tulip is

occasionally the theme of writers, I in.ay remark
tli.-it the presence of black in the Tulip is not un-

usual by any means. In the case of rectified

bizarresand bybhcmens the edges of both are black,

and especially so in the case of tlie latter. That
beautiful feathered byblccnien, Mrs. tlackson. has

an edge of shining black "Black as the raven's

wing," says Mr. Samuel Barlow. But probably it

is a self form in which the ide.-il lilack Tulip is to

appear. There are some bizarre breeiler Tiiliiis that

;ire almost blai'k. I liave seen Sir J. Paxton breeders

of a dull (lark mahogany colour that was almost

black, and the colour is jierliaps more manifest in

some seasons than in others. Whctlier we shall

ever see .a Tulip with its petals c(unpletely sufi'useil

witli the black-hbic or iUmosi black colour found

in the b;isc of T. gesneriaua remains lo bo seen. If

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

SUEFACE-DEESSINC. SHRUBS AND TREES.—We have
a large number of young trees and shrubs that were
planted so that each should make the best speci-

men of their respective kinds that it is possible for

them to make in such a light, hungry, sandy soil as

this. Although the best of preparation — deep
trenching and manuring— is made for the plants

when first put out, the first dressing becomes quite

exhausted at the end of three or four years. If the

plants are expected to continue in vigorous growth,

new soil or manure or both must be given as top-

dressing at least once in three years; two years

would be better. This being so, and having visions

of the perfection we should like the various trees

to attain, an open winter is always welcomed, be-

cause we can then make progress with such work
without other departments of the garden being ne-

glected. This winter thus far is therefore after our

heart, there having been not more than one week
when it has not been possible to continue open-air

work: consequently favourite shrubs are having
more than an average share of attention in the way
of top-dressings of fresh soil, and in some instances

of manure. The last-named is scarce with us, or

most of the plants would have a supply. I am con-

vinced that shrubs of all kinds relish manure, no
matter what the nature of the soil may be. This

was :ny expression to the workmen the other day
on moving a moderate-sized plant of Thujopsis dolo-

brata. The manure that was given when the plant

was first put out had not been well broken up and
mixed with the soil, but left in clods, these now
being just a hard mass of roots, whilst in the soil -

a peaty loam— the roots made were not nearly so

numerous nor of such a vigorous character. I note

exactly the same partiality for manure tliat we
used mixed with soil as a top-dressing to a tree of

Pice.a Pinsapo some three years since, and which
we have again just renewed. I have mentioned
these instances as showing the error that many fall

into— myself once amongst the number—namely,

that of supposing that to give manure to such kinds

of trees is really a waste of material ; whereas the

contrary is the fact. But then, as was just now
observed, manure is scarce with us ; therefore

the next best thing is to top-dress with such mate-
rial as is available. The old soil from fruit tree

borders, when these are renewed, is a first-class

renovator for valuable deciduous trees, such as

Maples, purple Beech. Thorns and scarlet Chestnuts.

The chalk and lime that are generally present in

such soil is not relished by any of the Fir tribe, ex-

cept Yewsand common Spruce,and for these, instead

of manure, we make use of decayed leaves mixed
with loam, or, indeed, any refuse garden soil.

Specimen ornamental trees and shrubs are generally

and, I will add, unfortunately planted on turf, this

being allowed for neatness sake on pleasure grounds

to grow right up to the stems of the trees, and in

park lands, worse than that, coarse Grasses being

permitted to rob the trees of part of the nutriment

of the soil, the whole of whicrfi shoulil be kept for

them. In respect of specimens on the lawn, the

evil is not so much tlic impoverishment of the

ground by the turf, liut the part p:-evcntion of air,

heat and moisture to the soil, and, of course, in

some degree a less vigorous growth than would
otherwise result. Turf covering biing inevitable,

the next best thing is to top-dress the most highly

valued .specimens as frequently as labour and
material are available, and in relaying theturf only

beat it down sullicieiitly hard to make it sniootli

and even. We make it a rule that if the gnnnul
tlial li.-is been top-dressed seems a* all dry, not to

lay the turf till there has been a soaking r;iin sutfi-

cieiit to have readied every root of the tree. With
regard to small shrubs, such as Rhododendrons,
Azale.-is, and Kahiiias, (liat seem in a jioor state of

liciilth, the best way to renovate them is to take the

plants entiri'ly u|i, add fresh soil and niaiuire and
trench as deeply as till' nature of the suljsoil will

admit of; then replant, working in and pressing
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the soil well about the roots. This pressing is of the
utmost importance, because of the minute character
of the roots, which must suffer if there is the
slightest cavity between the balls—roots of the
plants—and the soil of the bed.

Wild gabdenixo.— It is due to the editor that
our first attempts at this were made, and, I am
bound to confess, failed, not wholly so. but largely,

not from lack of will, but from lack of labour, as
wild gardening w-ill not quite take care of itself

—

at least, it did not in our case, for the Bracken that
we flattered ourselves had all been dug up, except
plots that we wish to preserve, sprang up and
smothered the Primroses, gi'eatly damaged the
Daffodils, and spoiled the effect of the masses of

Foxgloves by killing some and intercepting the
view of all. Only Snowdrops and wild Hyacinths
managed to hold their own, and this the Snowdrops
did by stealth, or rather by flowering before the
Bracken had begun to grow, and as the summer ad-
vanced, Bracken, Brambles, and Thistles competed
for the mastery. Thus ended our first attempt at
wild gardening. Bracken is very well in isolated
plots in the wild garden, but if allowed to ramble
at will, it is destructive to all other vegetation.
Recognising this fact by reason of this failure, a
more successful attempt at eradication of Bracken
and Brambles was made last year, and this season
we are likely to be repaid for our pains, there being
immense masses of Foxgloves (seeds sown broad-
cast last spring), Primroses, and Cowslips collected
from the woods. Snowdrops in huge masses, and
Daffodils and wild Hyacinths just peeping through,
and later there will be good masses of wood Ane-
mones and Buttercups. Our variety of plants is

very limited, yet ample for a start, and we hope to

add to them, as time affords us for collecting from
the meadows, such plants as common Scabious, wild
Orchis, Ajuga reptans, Poppies, and Chrysanthemum
segetum.

Gexebal wobk.—The digging or trenching and
manuring of vacant beds and borders, and also the
forking over of beds containing herbaceous plants,

and adding fresh soil to any plants, the roots of

which are exposed to the atmosphere through
the washings by heavy rains. Dig up Box edgings
that have got too large or are otherwise in

bad condition and relay, and next should follow
the repair and re-gravelling of walks. As regards
plants, propagation of scarce kinds should laegin

forthwith, and slow-growing kinds that are to be
raised from seeds should be sown now. I prefer to

sow all in small pots, because they are handier to
shift about. Besides, as a rule, a small jjot of

seedlings is ample for all requirements. The
weather for a long time past has been of the very
worst description for the well-being of plants in

frames, and as their safe preservation depends
largely on the frequency of their being freed
from damped-off leaves and abundant ventilation

in suitable weather, no opportunity of using such
precautionarj- measures should be lost.

W. WiLDSMITH.

GLADIOLI IN 1888.

It is hardly possible to conceive two more opposite
seasons than those of 1 887 and 1888. and on nothing
in my own garden has tlie effect been more mani-
fested than on the Gladioli, and thus one can arrive
at a tolembly fair e.-itim.-ite as to the effect of dry
and wet seasons on the plants and bulbs. As
the hybrids of purpureo - auratus and the early-

1

flowering kinds have been recently noticed, a few
notes on the more popular and numerous hybrids of
gandavensis may not be out of place. I must pre-
mise that my beds were in both years in precisely
the same situation and that the soil was alike. I

have a good-sized piece of ground at the bottom of
my garden where the soil is somewhat stiff and
cool, but well drained ; this is divided into four
beds, and I use them in alternate years, giving them
one change. I believe that this is nearly suliicient,

especially as the beds which are not used for
Gladioli are cropped with vegetables, and the bulb
thus obtains a complete change. I think it is ne-
cessary to mention these things because very
frequently comparisons are made which arc mis-

leading. I might, for instance, have planted my
bulbs this year in a portion of my garden where
the soil is totally different from that I used last

year, and any comparison between the two seasons
would have been valueless. I am quite aware that
it would be better in every way if I could give my
bulbs a more complete change, but one cannot do
impossibilities.

My judgment then with regard to the two sea-

sons is that the dry one is more congenial to the
flowers and better for the maturation of the bidbs,

on which so nmch depends for their future well-

doing ; and, seeing this is what might be expected
of natives of Natal, as were the progenitors of the
]5resent race, it is evident they liave somewhat re-

tained (however highly cultivated and improvedthey
may have become) a little of their native character,
and so revel in the drier seasons. This view is, I

think, confirmed Ijy the result of the culture at

at Fontainebleaii and at Mr. Burrell's, in both of

wliich a somewhat drier climate is found than that
which ])revails in these parts, although all are drier

thr.n other parts of England.

The season of 188S will be remembered by all

Gladioli growers as one of ,a verv disappointing
character. The liulbs were put into the ground in

good condition, and there were no heavy rains which
would ma6e one anxious about their safety, but
then came that long cold, cheerless, sunless time
which we endeavoured to persuade ourselves was
summer, with the terribly wet July, and it then
became evident that we should have a late season

;

still the plants looked beautifully green and healthy,
but they pined for sun. I did not venture to mulch,
for I felt that it would only tend to make matters
worse, the ground being thoroughly soddened. The
spikes were very slow in showing themselves, even
the earliest sorts, and it was not until August 24 -
nearly a month after its usual time—that Shakes-
peare, which I h.ave always flowered by July 2ti

.showed its colours; while of those what are marked
in Vilmorin's catalogue with C. and D.— implying
degrees of lateness - some never flowered at all

;

they threw up flower-spikes, but'these never got be-
yond the green state. I think that it is most pro-
bable, had it not been for that nipping frost on
October 3, many of these would have bloomed under
the influence of the fine weather that afterwards
supervened; but that one night destroyed all one's
hopes. I did indeed cut some spikes after that,

but they were not in character, and few would have
recognised them by the names they reputedly bore.
Tlie effect, too, on the bulbs was of course felt.

It was very late before I could lift those of many
of the varieties ; the plants kept on growing, and
these could not be taken up; consequently there was
so nmch of vital force taken away from the bulbs.
The result of this was. that the bulbs were, in many
instances, neither so large nor so heavy as in former
years. Some of the later sorts were, as might have
been expected, very small, as they had less time to
mature their bulbs, and I have found greater difli-

culty in the drying off this year than usual. I attri-

bute this to the fact of the bulbs l)eing so saturated
with moi-sture. that when this dried up. by the water
passing away in some form or other,tlie bulbs shnmk
accordingly. It cannot, of course, be seen until next
year wliether this affected the permanent vigour and
flowering qualities of the plant, just as there is in

many minds some doubt as to what will be pro-
ductive this year owing to the immaturity of the
seed, so we may r<>gard our Gladioli roots with
some degree of doubt

.

I was at the Crystal Palace show in September
last introduced to an American lover and grower
of these beautiful autumn flowers. M'e had an in-

teresting talk about the flower, and I could gather
from him that their very fine dry autumn is

very favourable for maturing the bulbs. He pro-
mised to send me a dozen bulbs of liis seedlings

;

this promi.se he has .since fulfilled. They are ex-
ceedingly fine and well ripened, but not finer tluin

some I had last season myself and many that I

have seen with Mr. Bun-ell, and it will be a matter
of interest to see how they will compare at the
flowering season with the best of the English and
French \arieties.

I have no sympathy with the complicated and
troublesome ways of planting and storing which I

have seen advocated. I have tried most of these
and found them of very little use in warding off

the losses which every grower of the bulb has
experienced, for as I believe a malady for which
there is neither prevention nor cure, and by neither
potting in small pots before planting out or lifting

them up with a large portion of soil attached to
them, these plans, while very troublesome, are, as far

as I can see, of very little use, except in very cold
and backward <listricts where it may be desirable to
give them a start before ]ilanting out. In such a
sea.son as the last mulching is out of the question,
;is it would have still nu)re soddened the ground

;

I therefore did not attempt it. The experience of
1888 has confirmed me in two opinions; (1) that a
dry season is more favourable to the successful
culture of the Gladiolus than a wet one, and (2) that
they very much prefer a stiff soil to a light one.

With regard to new varieties. I have been enabled
to judge of a few, both French and English, in my
own garden. The French growers let theirs out
much sooner than they used to do, and charge
much more for them. Nearly every year now we
have one or two marked as high as 20s., and in some
cases I think the price is not warranted by the
quality of the flower. Take, for example, Tlierese
(le 'S'ilmorin, one of these high-priced flowers. It
is doubtless of a pretty creamy w'hite colour, but
the flower is small and the bulb has a tendency to
send up several shoots, so that it is difficult to get a
good spike, and it is in no way equal to Cygnet, a
new flower of Mr. Burrell's, exhibited and awarded
a first-class certificate at Bath in 1887. This high
price prevents one seeing the newer French varieties
as soon as one would wish, and I consequently have
no notes of any later than those of 188G. Amongst
these I think the finest are

—

Enchanteesse.—A very large flower of great
substance, colour a creamy white, becoming clear
white afterwards, and one who can recollect the
size of the flowers cultivated yeai's ago, the ad-
vance in this respect is very great, probably until
lately not so great in white flowers as others.
For a long time Mme. Desportes and Norma held
the foremost places, but the former has such a bad
constitution that it is as high priced now, although
sent out twenty-five years ago, as some of those
sent out a year or two ago, while Norma is so small
that it is never seen now on an exhibition stand.
Enchantresse is apparently of the same strain as
Therese de Vilmorin, and while undoubtedly a fine

flower, there is a question whether it will ever open
a sufficient number of flowers at once to make a
good spike.

Magnificus is a fine flower of brilliant colour-
ing, and forms a grand spike of large, well-
formed flowers; colour vermilion-red with large
white blotch, and with violet markings on the
edge. I think this is likely to jirove a good exhi-
bition flower.

Pollux. — Another high-coloured flower, car-
mine, flaked with red, and brownish red on the
edge; it has sometimes the fault of being semi-
duuble, which spoils its symmetry.

Pasteue.— Soft rose, large, round. weU-sha])ed
flowers, slightly shaded with orange, white blotcli
with scarlet lines ; a very pretty and attractive
variety.

Splendkns.—A deep vermilion-red flower, with
pale yellow blotch on the lower divisions.

Minos.—A sahnon-rose flower, flamed and striped
witli vermilion-red, centre amaranth, edge marked
with same colour.

Magicien.—Deep rose centre, passing into pale
rose and white.

Mr. Kelway sent out amongst his varieties some
beautifully coloured flowers, tlu^ best of wliich
seemed to me to be—
LoBD Caknaevon.—Abriglit scarlet flower, with

a white centre and scarlet feather.

Clarence.— Maroon strcakeil with purple, and
shaded red ; a dark flower.

Aner.—Mauve shaded and streiikeil with purple.
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SiLEX OS.—Crimson with a violet striiie; a good

spilje of fairly sized flowers.

I received also from Mr. Burrell some of his seed-

lings which I believe he has not sent into com-
merce, but which have some of them obtained a

first-class certificate, and I may here say tliat 1

think the finest white Gladiolus 1 have yet seen was

a seedling exhibited by him and certificated at the

Crystal Palace.

Snowdon is of very good size and substance,

and forms a good spike.

Of those which I have flowered I have been well

])leased with the following :
—

Ctgn'ET. — I have already alluded to this flower

as being superior to Th6'^se de ^'ilmorin. and some-

what in the same style, creamy white, with large

flowers, and forming a good spike ; as exhibited by

Mr. Burrell at Bath and at the Aquarium, it at-

tracted much attention.

GAENET is another good flower, of n beautiful

cerise-red and large ivory-white blotch on the side

petals, streaked with deep crimson ; a fine bold

spike.

Olivette is a beautiful soft rose-coloured flower

with white throat and white lines on the centre

of the jjetals ; it forms a good spike and ought to

be a good exhibition flower.

lOLANTHE.—Soft rose, with scarlet stripes, white

throat ; a very pleasing flower.

The Mikado.—Bright scarlet with white blotch
;

very pure and bright in colour.

Cantab.—A very prettily marked flower, some-

what in the style of Corqueruont. Delta.

Stove and Greenhouse.

new growth, sometimes even before they Iiave

ceased flowering. Then go over the plants and
trim in any shoots that spoil the neatness of the
specimens. As for soil, it is found that tliey do
well in turfy loam, peat, and sharp sand, and it

is necessary to give plenty of water to tlie roots

at all times, with sometimes a little soot-water to

preserve the glossy greenness of the leaves. Of
course, the plants will be in the border, and so

there will be no shifting into the open air in

summer, and as they remain in the house all the

year round, it is essential to keep them free

from insects, which not only injure the plants

themselves, but will also do irrepai-able mischief

to other things with which they are associated.

or indeed at any other season, as it is almost per
petual blooming. In many respects it resembles
the Mexican B. Lynchiana, still met with occa-
sionally under its original name of B. liuezli. B.

semperflorens gigantea carminea is. liowever, more
free in growtii than B. Lynchiana—that is to say,

it naturally forms a more bushy specimen than
does the Mexican species, which is somewhat liable

to run up t.all and naked at the bottom. It is,

however, a grand Begonia f(U- the winter, producing
its large bold heads of bright-coloured blossoms well

above the foliage, remarks which also apply with
equal f(U'ce to the hybrid variety. A good form of

the pure white B. semperflorens is also very useful

at this season, and to those who do not possess it I

would say, save a pod or two of seed from the plant

CAMELLIAS ON TRELLISES.

There is another way of growing Camellias than

in pots or as bushes, and that is training them

on trellises (as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration) in the conservatory or temperate hou.se.

There is no evergreen shrub more useful in its

way than the Camellia. It is green at all seasons,

the leathery leaves as lustrtjus as if varnished,

and the growth of the plant regular. Within

the past few years there has been a distaste for

Camellia flowers, and so they have not come to

the front so much as many things that have a

greater elegance. But whatever the fashion is,

it is a shrub that will always be grown, either as

a pot plant—the least satisfactory method—or

planted out to train over back walls or against a

trellis. In the gardens of Syon H<juse there

are plants on trellises which are ag.ainst the

back wall of the Peach house. It might appear

at first sight that such a position would be too

shady, but the Camellia loves shade, and will

not suffer even if it has but little or no direct

sunlight, as may be seen from the robust, free-

flowering, and noble specimens that adorn many
corridors, passages, and conservatories in our large

gardens, as at Chiswick House, the present resi-

dence of the Marquis of Bute. It is not usually

found that the Camellia does well as a pot

plant, but those at Messrs. W. Paul and Sons,

Waltham Cross Ntirsery, are an exception to a

general rule. The specimens ;ire of ditt'erent

heiglits, some abotit 2 feet, others 15 feet or Ki

feet, and in a larger collection we can liave an
infinite variety, as the Englisli, Italians, Ameri-

cans, besides otluM-s, have had a share in raising

the Camellia to the ]ierfection we see it in at the

present day. Camellias, when grown on trellises,

as here advised, will need regulating so as to jiro-

sorve an even surface of glossy foliage, or the

plants will have astraggling.ill-cariHl-for appear-

ance that will not tend to beautify any house.

The best time for any |iruniug, if such is con-

sidered necessary, is when the |il;u]ts are just go-

ing out of bloom, as tlien they commence to make

Camellias on a trellis.

As regards the best varletlts, there is an al-

most unlimited range, but t.lie old double wliito,

fimbriata, the deep crimson Malhotiana, lieali,

Chandleri, the crimson -.scarlet C. M. Hovey,

Cup of Beauty, Marchioness of E.\eter (brilliant

rose), and Commandatore Betti (rich [link) still

remain the finest.

A useful Beg-onia.—This is a variety sent out

by M. L<-iiioiiii', 111' Nancy, some few years ago
uridcr the name of li. senipcrllorcns gigantea car-

minea, and thougli it is in genei-al characters

widi'ly removed fr<un B. senipcrllorcns, it is a useful

Begonia for tlowering during (lie winter numlhs,

wliosc blooms ai-e the most promising, and it is

very ]u'obablo that when the se<-dlings tlower you

will he able to select one or two good distinct

forms. This winter-niuvering class of Begonias
certainly .seems to be g.-iining in popularity, and no
wonder, for they are very beautiful thnnighout the

dull days of wintet-, and by no means require any
very great ainoiuit of care and attention. The
remarkably fi-ee-blooming B. Cari-ieri with white

blos.soms is still in tlower. while among others the

cm-ious B. manicalM stands o\U cons|iiciious. The
blooms of this arc not ]iarlicularly showy, being

small and of a ))inkisb lint, but they are borne in

large heads aiul in the greatest profu.-ion. One
good plant will pu-.li uji a great inimlicr of flower-
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spikes, but even in a mass they have a light and

open appearance. B. nitida, with pinkish blossoms,

and B. odorata, in which they are -white, are also

two of the very best, while the distinct B. socotrana

is valuable, not only for its own winter-ilowering

qualities, but also from the fact that it is one of

the parents of that beautiful variety John Heal,

which stands forth as one of the most successful

hybrids yet obtained.—H. P.

NOTES FROM GUNTON.

Lilies of the Valley, Iris reticulata, and Lachen-

alia Nelsoni make a very charming combination of

colour at this dull period of the year. The Iris can

be easily had in flower in January, a temperature of

from 45^^ to 50° during December being quite suffi-

cient. Bulbs so easily managed should be more
generally cultivated. If they are potted up in

August and plunged in a cold frame till the end of

November, and then introduced into the above-

named temperature, a nice display will result.

Having a delicate perfume, something like Prim-

roses, they are much appreciated. Some bulbs of

this Iris, planted out with Snowdrops in the Grass

three years .ago in a sunny nook by the side of a

shrubbery walk, have established themselves well,

and, unlike those of the Crocus, they are quite

rabbit-proof, proving themselves in that respect fit

companions for the Snowdrop .and Narcissus. Also,

before the Snowdrop has time to become snowy
masses, this Iris is opening its purple .and golden

buds. The Lilies are what is known as the German
variety, and are from home-grown roots. Having
been told repeatedly on good authority that roots

grown in this country would not force so early or

so quickly as the imported, I resolved to give them
a trial, and with the result I am perfectly satisfied.

Having placed my first batch in a temperature of

80° on the 17th of November, I was able to cut my
first bunch in three weeks, and was cutting freely

before the month was up. They are equal in every

respect to the imported roots, many of the spikes

having thirteen and fifteen bells or flowers, a better

average than I have had sometimes from imported
crowns.

Nelson's Lachenalia gets the same treatment as

the Iris, which accounts for it being in flower so

early ; although I am bound to state the finest I

have ever seen are grown by Mr. Oclee at Blickling

H.all. He grows them in a cold frame until the

flower-spike is m.aking its appearance, when they
are removed to a shelf in a cold Peach house. They
are marvels of good culture. The compost he uses

to grow them in is somewhat unique. The pots are

well drained, then filled three parts full with de-

composed cow manure, and finished off with pure

sand, in which the bulbs are placed. The result is

so good that I think this is worth knowing. I.xias,

Freesias, Sparaxis, &c., would, I have no doubt,

like this generous treatment. Wm. Allan.
Gunton Pari.

The New Zealand Clematis (Clematis in-

divisa).—In any selection of climbing plants for

the greenhouse this must certainly be included, for

its beautiful pure white, star-like blossoms are

borne not only in the greatest profusion, but at

this season of the year, when the climbers in flower

are very limited, being principally confined to this,

the golden-flowered Hibbertia dentata, and the

bright red Kennedya Marryata;. The Clematis is

seen to the greatest advantage when draping the
roof of a good-sized structure, as it is rather too

vigorous for a small house, unless the root space is

curtailed, though I have seen it grown and flowered

well even in li-inch pots ; but it is when draping
the roof or supports thereof in the same manner
that the common Traveller's Joy festoons our
hedgerows, that the beauty of this New Zealand
Clematis is most marked. It may be propagated
either by cuttings of the young growing shoots

during the spring, or by grafting them on to

pieces of the root of one of our native kinds in the
same manner as the many beautiful summer flower-

ing hardy varieties are increased. This Clematis
grows readily in any good soil, and the principal

enemies to contend against are aphides, which

attack the young growing shoots in the spring and
quickly cripple them, while in some situations the

foliage is often disfigured by mildew during the

winter. I once had a plant lose the whole of its

leaves from this cause, and of course the blossoms

were thereby sacrificed, but I managed to prevent

this occurring again by keeping up a circulation of

air whenever possible, and checking by means of

sulphur the first signs of mildew. There is a

variety of this (lobata) in which the leaflets are

lobed and somewhat undulated, but the flowers are

much the same.—T.

NARCISSI FOR FORCING.
" T. B." alludes to the several varieties of Narcissus

poeticus being as easily forced as the garden forms
of N. Tazetta. The varieties of N. poeticus are

excellent for forcing, and should not be hurried on
too rapidly. The variety omatus is certainly the

best for forcing. There are many more kinds of

Narcissi that may be forced quite as easily as the

above, and which will come in much earlier. I

have grown many species and varieties in pots, and
have failed with none of them. They are apt to

degenerate if grown in pots year after year, but if

fairly well looked after they will do well for three

years. I do not grow any of them in boxes. This

is done probably by all or most of the growers for

m.arket. The bulbs are placed in very thickly,

and when in flower are removed from the boxes and
put in pots, and probably most of them are

destroyed when the flowering period is over. This
would be a very wasteful method with expensive

bulbs. Most of the Narcissi do best if allowed to

remain undisturbed for three years. The one I

like best for pot culture is N. bicolor Horsfieldi, as

it is both early and free-flowering. If grown in a
frame iind pl.aced in an ordinary greenhouse it

will bloom about the third week in March. I have

more than once exhibited it at the Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park. My plan of growing it is this: five

or six bulbs if planted in an 8-inch pot will flower

well the first year, but we carefully repot them
when they have done flowering into 10-inch pots,

and they will bloom well the next ye.ar, but do
best of all the third year, when they make a

gorgeous display in 12-inch pots. After that time

the bulbs should be separated and be planted out

of doors. Maximus, with its distinct rich yellow

flowers, also succeeds well in pots treated much in

the same way. Emperor and Empress are now
both becoming very plentiful, and may be grown as

pot plants for early forcing. General Gordon
(or spurius coroniitus) is also a very beautiful variety.

I might name other good v.arieties which I have
not tried, but which will doubtless do well for

forcing—Ard-Righ (syns., Irish King and Yellow
King) one of the earliest; moschatus and its variety

tortuosus, which would most likely do well, and
would be very distinct. Obvallaris (the Tenby
Daffodil) and the well known variety priuccps 1

have grown for forcing and they do well. The
Barri incomparabilis and Leedsi groups would be

excellent, and I h.ave no doubt they could be

forced. Those belonging to the Bulbocodium
group I grow in pots, and think very highly of

them, but the yellow Hoop-petticoat I do not find

so free in flowering after the first year, and they do
no good out of doors, so it is necessary to purchase

a few fresh bulbs every year, but they are not

expensive. Monophj-llus or Clusi, or the white-

flowered Hooji-iietticoat, does much better in pots,

and improves annually ; and I also raise plants of

it from seeds sa\-ed from the plants grown in frames.

I need not say that the Paper-white Narcissus

should be grown in every garden. There is one va-

riety which has larger flowers than those of the

other, but both of them may be purchased annually.

I do not find that they are so good from home-
grown plants. In time all the most popular of the

Daffodils will be imported from Holland with the

Dutch liulbs. They seem to have the advantage of

us in soil and climate ; but no one in England
seems to have taken the same pains to culti\ate

bulbs as the Dutch have done. The cultural

requirements are most expensive, and cow manure,

which seems to be the best in their sandy soil, is

much more expensive in Holland than it is in

England. The ground is easily trenched, but no
good results are obtained without painstaking

cultivation. J. Douglas.

•WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Stove.—BotrvAEDiAs.—Where young stock has

mainly to be depended on for flowering next

autumn and winter, it is a matter of the first im-

portance that the plants should be propagated as

e.arly as possible. Plants that were dried off, as

advised in The Garden some time back, should

now have aU the soft immature ends of their shoots

cut away ; the soil should then be well soaked with

water, and the plants at once put in a brisk heat.

Syringe overhead once or twice a day, and let

them have plenty of light, so that the young
shoots which will start immediately from .almost

every eye may not come drawn and spindly. It is

well to bear in mind that though weakly cuttings

will strike, still with the best attentionthat can

afterwards be given them the plants will not over-

take those that are raised from stout short-jointed

cuttings. The shoots of Bouvardias when so

treated come as quickly as those of Fuchsias, and
in a very short time will be ready for putting in to

strike. The cultivation of these plants hiis much
increased in recent times, but they are not yet so

much grown as they deserve to be. There are no
plants that I know of which will give such an
amount of bloom proportionate to the room they

occupy, whilst the flowers, independent of their

agreeable perfume, are not too large to admit of

being used in bouquets, button-holes, wre.aths, and
the small specimen ghasses that are now t.aking the

place of the large cumbrous stands that used to be

in fashion.

ViNCAS.—The principal merits of the stove kinds

of Vinca consist in their continuous habit of

flowering, as from the time the pl.ants begin to

bloom in spring they keep on uninterruptedly all

through the summer. The individual flowers do
not last long, but when the pliints are grown near

the glass and not kept too hot, they come in useful

for cutting. Plants that bloomed last summer
should now be cut close in. Shorten the branches

to within 8 inches or 9 inches of the collars before

cutting them in. allow the soil to get into a half-

dry state, and do not give much water until the

young shoots have got 1 inch or 2 inches long, as

the roots are somewhat impatient of moisture for a
time after the tops are removed. When the young
shoots have made a little progress the plants may
be turned out of the pots, and have most of the old

soil shaken .aw.ay. Give them others several sizes

smaller than those they have been in. It is better

to do this, and then give them more room after the

new roots have made some progress. Stand the

stools near the glass, where they will get plenty

of light, and syringe overhead slightly once a
d.ay. Yoimg plants that were struck from cuttings

towards the end of summer should have their tops

pinched out to induce them to branch back, and
as soon as the young shoots have got 2 inches or

3 inches long, they should be tied out horizontally;

by this time they will bear putting into 6-inch or

7-inch pots.

Bekbt-bearing Solanums.— To have these

plants with their berries fully coloured early in

autumn, when they come in so well for standing

amongst the early-flowering Chrysanthemums, the

cuttings must be struck during the present month,
otherwise, despite all thiit can be done in pushing
them on afterwards, the plants will be too b.ack-

ward in spring to flower early enough to give time
for file berries to grow and ripen. These Sol.anums

should always be propagated from cuttings r.ather

than from seeds. When the stock is raised from
seeds there will be a great difference in the free-

dom with which some of the plants produce berries

as compared with others; whereas when cuttings

are used only the freest berried plants can be
selected to propag.ate from. Plants tliat h.ad tlieir

berries coloured early in autumn will now h.ave

made sufficient growth at the extremities of the

shoots to afford cuttings in right condition for

striking, especially if they have been stood where
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there was a little more warmth than in an ordinary
greenhouse. Where room is not limited, it is best
to put the cuttings separately in little pots, as then
they need not be disturbed until after they have
been stopped and the subsequent growth has made
some progress. The cuttings will root best in

moderate heat, keeping them close, as there is not
usually much inclination in the leaves to damp.
See that the shoots used are quite free from aphides,
with which the plants are liable to be affected,

particularly if they have been stood amongst other
things of various kinds. When affected with these
troublesome insects, it is better to dip the cuttings
in tobacco water, as by this means the eggs as well
as the living insects will be killed. But when
dipped in this way the cuttings should be washed
in clean water before being put in to strike. I

have never found cuttings of any kind root so
freely if any trace of the tobacco water is left

upon them.

Geeenhouse. — Winter-flowering Cahna-
TIONS.—These flowers are now held in such general
esteem, tliat they threaten to run Roses very
closely, especially during the winter season. To
have a regular supply through the winter and
spring up to the time when they can be had out of
doors requires a sufficient stock of plants, with the
necessary amount of forethought in the treatment
during the previous summer and autumn, so as to
have them in the right condition for blooming at
the time they are wanted. In the absence of this

it is useless to look for flowers. These Carnations
are less able to bear lire-heat than any plants with
which I am acquainted. No matter how strong
the plants may be, unless the flower-stems are well
up and the buds far advanced in the latter part of
autumn, there will be few flowers before spring.
Plants that now have their earliest buds plump and
showing colour may be kept in a temperature of
45° to 50° during the night, provided they are
in a light house or pit and are stood with their
tops close to the glass. It is better not to use
more heat than this, as if kept warmer, the succes-
sional flowers will come poor and of little account.
Where a light span-roofed pit can be devoted solely
to the plants for winter blooming, there is a better
chance of having an unbroken succession of flowers.

Where this cannot be done, the next best thing is

to give them one end of a house or pit.

SucCESSlONAL, PLANTS. — Plants that were
stopped later in the latter part of the summer and
are only now pushing up their flower-stems must
be kept cooler ; 40°, or 2° or 3° more, is warm enough
for them. Give air every daj', except during severe
frost, and keep them close to the glass. See that
the stock is quite free from aphides, for though the
insects do not increase so fast or thrive so well on
Carnations as they do on things of a more succu-
lent nature, yet they are much more difficult to kill

than when they feed on plants that are more suited
to their tastes. For this reason it requires stronger
applications of tobacco smoke than ordinaiy to
destroy them. If a good look-out is kept, and the
insects are taken in hand when only a few plants
are affected, it is best to dip them in strong tobacco
water, as this will kill the mature insects and their
eggs as well. In the matter of water, it is necessary
to be more careful in using it with Carnations than
in the case of things that grow quicker. During the
winter months es]iecially no mure water must be
given than will keep the roots in a healthy moving
condition. At the same tinu!, the soil must not be
allowed to get too dry. Plants that have been
flowering througli the la.st months of the year and
liaveyet some buds to open will be bcneflted by the
application of manure w.-iter once a fortnight. If

a little soot is added it will be better, particularly
if the ])lants are in pots and have any worms in
tliem. Keep a good look-out for mildew, on the
detection of which, dust with flowers of sulphur.

T. 13.

Epiphylliim truncatum as a basket plant.
—Not t)ie leiLst effective manner of cultivating tliia

Epiiihyllum is as a basket plant. Plnnts upon tboir
own roota (trown from cuttings anawer well for this
method. The plants nhould be grown to a good
size before being transferred to tlie baskets, which are

best made with galvanised wire and of the Bize of the
plants to be grown in them.

—

S.

Oyster shells for Gloxinias.—Having a quan-
tity of oyster shells pounded ready for mixini; with
Chrysanthemum soil, I should be glad to know if a
Httle mixed with the soil for Gloxinias would be bene-
ficial

—

Constant Reader.

Eucharis amazonica.—Beautiful as are some
of the smaller-flowered kinds of this genus, they all

fall far short of the beauty of this grand species,

especially as seen in the splendid condition in which
I recently saw it with Mr. Brankstone, St. Germain's
Place, Blackheath. I think I am right in saying
there are ten plants in all. These ten plants were
carrying eighty-five spikes, each bearing five flowers,
so that we have here upwards of 400 flowers, and
all extra fine in quality—truly a grand sight, and
one of the finest which has come under my notice.
This, I was told by Mr. Hall, the gardener, was a
successional crop. I was told that the plants had
bloomed in October. Mr. Hall took them in hand
in November, and he, noticing that the plants
had made younger bulbs than those which had
produced the former flowers, gave them a fresh
start, and soon new spikes began to appear. From
this time the plants were fed with liquid manure
from the stable (which is here accumulated in a
large tank— a happy store for those who know how
to use it) in a weak state at first, gradually in-

creasing the strength until the supply was heav'y.

I shall watch these plants with some interest to

see how they behave after such a heavy crop. Some
say the Eucharis will not continue to produce a
double crop of blooms annually, but I have had
plants do so for several years, and I am of opinion
they require to be somewhat short of pot room, or
what is called just nicely feel their pots. I do not
think a heavy supply of liquid would suit them in a
quantity of unused soil.—H.

Books.

LES CYPRIPEDIEES.*

Under this title has just been published by M.
Godefroy-Lebeuf, of Argent euil, near Paris, part 1

of a work exclusively devoted to the beautiful and
deservedly popular genus Cypripedium. The
appearance at the same time of Messrs. Veitch and
Son's eminently practical treatise on the same
subject fully testifies to the favour in which
these plants, as curious as they are beautiful, are
held at the present time. Although the two works
ai>peared almost simulta,neously, they are so totally

diti'erent, that the one does not in the least interfere

with the other. Messrs. Veitch's book, described in

these columns last week, requires no further com-
ment. The present publication is of an inter-

national character, being in French and in English,
besides retaining, whenever practicable, the original

Latin description given by Reichenbach or ;uiy

other .luthority at the time of flic introduction of

each kind. The scientific description in English,
which is the work of Mr. N. E. Brown, of Kew, has
been made as clear as possible, and in the main
coincides in the description of the plants witli that
of Messrs. A'oitch's work.

We, however, notice an innovation in the new
publication which consi.sts in the total suppression
of the sub-genus Selenipediuni. for in it, SeliMii-

pediuni caudatum lias liecome ]>lain ('ypri])i'clium

Cimdatum, a classinc;ition whi<'h, we remark with
s.'itisfaction, the authors intend ret.-uning through-
out their wiu-k. The cultural directions attached
to each species are prec(!ded by historical notes, in

which the discovery, origin. Sic.., of (be plants are
treated at gre.-it lenglli, and with all the accuracy
possible under the circumstaiices. The principal
attraction, however, of this new addition to Orchid
literature undnubtedly consists in the lieauti-

ful set of colo\ncd plati'S, in which the drt;iils

not only of the flowers, but also of the foli-

.'ige iind the habit of the plants !iro most carc-

^ "A History of the CyiiripudlunDH." IJy A. Godofroy-
Lobtut and N. E. Bretwn. Frani'o : A. Godcfroy-Lobeuf.
Argentoull. BoK'tand : James Veitch nnd Sons, Clielsca.

fully worked out. Anyone acquainted with each
species or variet}- cannot fail to recognise it at
first sight. With a view to future classification,

and so as to enable subscribers to this highly
finished and most interesting work to ultimately
arrange the illustrated and described species and
varieties either in alphabetical order or by sections,

as they may prefer, neither plates nor pages have
been numbered. This mode of procedure is all the
more necessary when it is mentioned that these

plates can only be prepared as the plants flower. The
idea of showing side views as well as front views
of the flowers is excellent, and the interest in the

work is further enhanced by the black illustrations

representing the sectional divisions of each flower.

Societies.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

The meeting of the general committee called to

consider the subject of the president's resignation

was held on Monday, Jan. 14, at Anderton's Hotel.

Jlr. E. C. Jukes was, in the absence of the president

and vice-president, elected .as chairman for the

evening's proceedings.

The hon. sec, Mr. W. Holmes, stated he bad
communicated the resolution passed on the previous

occasion of their meeting to Mr. Sanderson, who
had replied, regretting he could not alter his de-

cision. It was thereupon moved that the office of

president, subject to the approval of the annual

January meeting, be offered to the vice-president,

Mr. Ballantinc, who had for many years worked
earnestly and well for the society's good, and in

case of his refusal that a sub-committee, consisting

of Mr. B. Wynne, Mr. E. C. Jukes, and Mr. Castle,

be formed to" draw up a scheme revising the consti-

tution of the society.

Mr. Holmes reported that the provincial show
committee recommended that he be empowered to

accept the invitation of the Hull Society to hold the

provincial show for 1889 in thtit to-rni, provided the

under-mentioned terms can be arranged with them,

viz. : That the N.C.S. provide a sum not exceeding

£50, and that amount to be expended in prize-

money in the open classes, the Hull Society to con-

tribute a like sum. In the case of all the prizes not

being awarded the amount not expended shall be

equally deducted from the guarantee of each

society. That the N.C.S. shall allow the Hull

Society to fix all prizes in the local classes as

they "may think best. The National to be en-

titled to one-third of the profits on the whole

year's working of the Hull Society, and a sum
of £10 from the joint account to be allowed

the N.C.S. for printing and other expenses in con-

nection with the preparation of the schedule for

the provincial show, Tlie show to be styled the

Provincial Show of the National Chrysanthemum
Society. The judges are to be ajipointed half by

the National niid half by the Hull Societies, the

judges to appoint their own umpire. All members
of the National to be allowed to compete free of

cliarge. and free admission to be allowed to its

memliers. Prizes will be jiaid by the secretary

of either .society as may bo found most convenient.

Any further q\iestions to be referred to a joint com-
mittee consistingof the secretaryand one memberof
each society. In the case of the refu.sid of the con-

ditions by the Hull Society it was moved that the

offer be liiade to the society at York for considera-

tion by them.

Applications from the Devon and Exeter Butnni-

cal and Natural History Society and the Lewes and
District Chrysanthemum Society for affiliation were

agreed to.

Seven new members were elected, making the

total now 648.

With regard to the Dahlia classes at the Sc]it(in-

ber show, it was resolved that in eonsequeiu'e of

the wislies expressed by some of the competitoi-s

for a re-arrangement of "the sehoilule, the matter be

referred to the National Dahlia Society for adjust-

ment. Lists of siu'cial prizes were read from

Messrs. Webb and Son and Mr. Fidler, of Reading,
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for vegetables. Mr. H. Cannell also gave notice

that he would offer £5 for prizes open to amateurs
in the Primula classes at the next January show.
The appointment of judges for the November show
was then considered, the following being the result

:

Messrs. Donald and Prickett for plants, Messrs.
Douglas and Gordon for incurved blooms, Messrs.

Molyncux and Beckett for Japanese, Messrs. Castle

and Head for miscellaneous classes. Reserve Judges
in each class were also elected.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Chrysanthemum Fleur de Marie, sometimes
also called George Hock, althoogh geneially looked
upon as an early rather than a late flowering variety,

is now producing some lovely pare white blooma.

Royal Horticultural Society.—We learn that
the committees will recommend awards to be made to

very superior seedlings or novelties, or to recently in-

troduced, re-introduced, or very rare objects, or to
highly decorative plante, according to their merits.

Chrysanthemum Mens. Astorg is at the
present time pure white and most useful in a cut
state. Its flowers, with the graceful drooping habit
of the petals, and yet having a full centre, are now
vfry useful. This vaiiety is worthy of extended culti-

vation where late blooms are desired and appreciated.

SnoTvdrops at Southampton.—On Jan. 19 the
first Snowdrops burst into bloom. The pa5t few days,
which have been very mild, no doubt tended to pro-

mote an early growth. Flowers of Galanthns Elwesi
appeared here quite a fortnight ago in a sheltered nook
on the rockery.—E. Moly.veix.

Blue winter "Windflower (Anemone blanda).
—This earliett of all alpines has been very beautiful
during the past week, although some of the growths
have been destroyed by birds io quest of food. A piece
of wire netting would no doubt protect it, but it would
also lessen the beauty of this charming deep blue
Windflower.

Crocus nivalis.—This is one of the best early
blooming species and is now in full flower. It is of
vigorous growth, in this resppct resembling C. vernus.
The flowers, of a rosy lilac colour, are freely produced.
It and C. Imperati now form bright patches of colour
in the borders. Iris reticulata opened its first flowers
on the 11th inst.—T. Smith.

Chrysanthemum Bijou is one of the older
varieties of the large-flowered Anemone section and
very valuable for producing late flowers ; the colour
when in its proper character is really rose-purple, but
as late as the present date (.Tan. 19) it is much paler

—

in fact, a deep lilac; the flowers keep fresh a long
time, and altogether it is one of the best late flowering
Anemone varieties we have.

Veitch Memorial Fund.—At a meeting of

the trustees, held on AVednesday, the 16th inst.. Dr.

Robert Hogg in the chair, it was resolved that
three Veitch Memorial medals be awarded at the
Temple Gardens show on May 30, 1889; that two
medals be placed at the disposal of the Royal Cale-

donian and the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Horticultural

Societies, and one each to the Northampton, Tib-

shelf, and Chiswick Horticultural Societies respec-
tively. Dr. Maxwell Masters was elected a trustee,

and Mr. A. H. Kent was elected secretary in

place of the late Mr. Thomas Moore. All com-
munications should be addressed to the secre-

tary, 13, Kempson Road, Fulham, S.W.

Benthamia fragifera.—With this note I send
fruit and also a spray with flower-buds of the above-
named shrub. The fruits will show how mild the

season is, as the birds have not yet touched them,
although we have tens of thousands of the feathered
tribe around us, and which generally take most of

the ornamental fruit before this time. Like many
other fruit-bearing trees of last year, the crop on
the Strawberry trees was very thin, and conse-
quently they have not been so ornamental as usual,

but the wet and cool season of 1888 was most
favourable to their growth, as I never remember
having seen them so healthy as now. I have seen
this Benthamia growing in Cornwall and the Isle of

Wight, but nowhere have I seen it half so
flourishing as here, and yet it has no special

care or culture. Locality, I am certain, plays a far

more important part in the successful growth of

plants generally, and especially edible fruit-bearing

trees, such as Apples and Pears, than soil or any
other thing.—W. H., Fata, Cork.

Liliiim giganteum hardy in Roxburgh.—
In your account of Indian Lilies in The Gakden
(p. 54) it is mentioned "Lilium giganteum is hardy
only in the southern counties of England." It may
interest some of your readers to know that it is

quite hardy in this county. It has for five or six

years been growing in my open border, and I have
seen it growing quite freely under similar con-

ditions in another garden. I enclose a photograph
I took last summer of this Lily as it flowered out

of doors with me, the stem being 8 feet high and
bearing eleven flowers.—RoxBUEGHSHIEE.

Dipladenia amabilis.— I send you a photo, of

a. specimen of Dipladenia amabilis which I exhi-

bited last year at the Sevenoaks Horticultural

Show, as I am sure you will appreciate it. My gar-

dener, Mr. Gibson, tells me that the plant com-
menced to bloom on May 9 last year, and on August
21,when it was exhibited, it had 147 trusses of bloom.

Between May 9 and August 21 he had picked from it

5S2expandedblooms, and theplant still continued to

bloom tiU October, when it was cut down to IS in.

The plant is twelve years old, and is as vigorous as

ever it was. During the whole twelve years it lias

always been in continuous growth, never being
allovred to rest.—T. F. Bubxaby-Atkins.

*,* An excellent photograph of one of the finest

of the Dipladeuias. We hope to present an en-

graving of it at an early date.

—

Ed.

Araucaria imbricata in fruit.— Mr. A. D.

Webster sends fruiting branches of the Araucaria

imbricata. a familiar tree in many gardens by reason

of its striking character. It is not uncommon for

it to bear cones in this country when it is favour-

ably placed, and several instances have been
recorded from time to time in The Gabden.
When ^the tree is bearing heavily it has a tropical

aspect, which cannot be said of the poor specimens
that struggle for existence in many small suburban

gardens. An aged specimen stands on the Grass

turf near the greenhouse at Kew. It is one of the

original seedlings brought home by Mr. A. Menzies.

There is an interesting history attached to its intro-

duction. Mr. Menzies was dining mth the Governor
of Chili, when Araucaria seeds were brought in for

dessert. Instead of eating the luxury, Menzies

obtained permission to keep his portion. He sowed
the seeds, five germinating on the voyage home, and
one of these is the now historic plant at Kew. It

is fast decaying and a positive eyesore, but its in-

teresting associations prevent its destruction. This

Araucaria forms immense forests on the slopes of

the Cordilleras of Chili, and there the tree attains

a height of 150 feet.

Crocus Imperati.—This is one of the earliest

spring-flowering siiecies and is a native of Italy,

being perfectly hardy in the open air. It increases

with more rapidity than most of the others, and
may be left in the ground almost indefinitely. A
few placed in iJOts in a cold frame in autumn are

now in full flower, making a lovely picture on clear

days, and something unusual at this time of year.

The flowers are very variable in their markings,

the outer surface of the three outer segments being

of a rich buff, suffused with purple markings, the

inside lilac. Theyare attractive whether open or half

closed, as they usually are on dull days. A self-

coloured white variety is said to occur near Kavello,

but we have never seen it in cultivation. When
used for the rockery, a sheltered position (especially

from east and north) should be chosen, where it

will bloom much earlier and with less chance of

being hurt by the spring winds, which now become
prevalent.

Cotoneaster Simonsi and C. frigida.—
These two charming ]>lants are very ornamental at

the present season, as the berries have been un-

touched by the birds ; whereas the greater portion

of the Holly hemes were destroyed before Christ-

mas. C. frigida makes a splendid standard or

single specimen, and when well developed cannot

but attract admiration. C. Simonsi .should be

planted in a clump of shrubs, as it Ls a more
straggling grower. The plants are now one mass

of scarlet, and the small ill-placed shoots are very

useful for cutting and filling large vases in the

house, &c.—W. A. Cook.

Damage to plants by fogs.—At a recent

meeting of the Royal Botanic Society the secretary

reported that the recent fogs had done much
damage to the plants in the conservatories, causing

many of them to shed both leaves and flower buds
;

more especially had this been the case with Aus-
tralian plants, which, from enjoying in their own
country a large amount of sunlight, were found less

capable than any others of contending against the

^cissitudcs of London weather. Mr. G. J. Symons,
K.R.S., .said he believed that fogs were increasing,

not only in London, but generally. Plants, how-
ever, suffered not only from the absence of light,

but from the pores of their leaves becoming filled

up with the sulphurous, sooty matter contained in

Lon<lon fogs.

Yello'w Fumitory.—How rarely one sees this

lovely plant now-a-days, and yet we know of few
plants so readily established or so charming when
allowed its own free will. Old walls would seem
to be the spots it affects most, and when once esta-

blished it will increase rapidly by means of its

seeds, which are shed in all directions, germinating
in the most unlikely spots. To establish it, in the

first place we simply mix a few seeds with stiff

soil and pack firmly on the old ruin, wall, cr other

likely spot, and leave alone, when a good crop will

be almost sure to follow. It is also an excellent

subject for poor bare slopes, and even where the
chances of a supply of moisture are limited we
have seen it in the greatest luxuriance. It should
never be allowed to associate with alpines or where
there is much good soil surface, as here it will be
found troublesome, not unusually smothering plants

of low growth. The tufts or masses of much cut

Fern-like foliage from which the numerous yellow-

spurred flowers appear are very effective. Its

botanical name is Corydalis lutea.

Soldanellas.—These minute plants are now
beginning to throw up their flowers in cold frames,

and in sheltered places outside they will doubtless

be just as advanced. As this is the stage when
they suffer most, a word of warning m,ay not be
amiss. We have tried them many years in the open
and failed, because they were always caught with

spring frosts, the young flower buds when beginning

to uncurl being very tender, and unless protected

they invariably get destroyed. This may be remedied
by protecting with squares of glass now. If the

protection, as is usually the case, is commenced in

early winter, they throw their flower-buds much
earlier and with less chance of success. The plants

should rather be kept back as much as possible,

using glass or other protection only when absolutely

necessary. We find less trouble and certainly much
advantage by growing them in pots in cold frames.

As soon as they show signs of growth they are

watered freely overhead twice a day, and this is

continued with rare intervals until they are in

flower. I believe that many of our .alpines suffer

more for want of sufficient water in the growing
season than anything else.—D.

BOOK RECEIVED.
*' Cbrysanihemums and their Culture.'' By Edwiu Mo].y-

neux, gardener t^ W. H. Myer.'^, Swacinore Gardens, Bishop's

Waltljain. 171, Fleet Street, or from the author.

Names of plants.—/. L —1. Dendrubium luteolum ; 2

I). Wardianum. tine form ; 3, D furmosum giganteum : 4, a

pale form of D. nobilfi ; S, a form of D. aiireum. J. M. II-

— 1, Cocbliofetcninia Jacobianvuii ; 2, Peperomia arifulia varie-

gatk ; 3, a very pale Lapageria r.^sca, not a desirable foun
;

4, Adiantum Pacotti ; 5, Asplenium cicutarium. (/. 7'.,

liri'jhtim. 1, Adiantum pedatuni ; it is quite right for it to

lose 1*8 leaves inwinur; 2, Cjrtomioin falcatuni, is ever-

green, hut ihe fr^st causes it to hang its bead ; 3, a fcrm of

Asplenium flaccidum ; 4, Lomaria discolor. J. II.—A very

fine foim of Cattle> a Tiianffl, which comes near to the

variety figuied ucdcr Ihe name of splcndidissima

J. Majir^U.—'[, agoodO. Fefcat'-Tci ; 2. Cymbidium Devoni-
anum ; 3 Saccolabium bellintnn, pale coloured form ; 4,

I endrobium cupreum. Constant i(i>i>/. >.—The fruit is

Psidinni ])omiferuni, one of the Guavas. It is a native of

Tiopical America. Treat as for Oriinges. (>. W. II.— 1,

Asplenium vivipaium; 2. Adiantum foimotum ; 3, A.

Pacotti ; 4, A. decorum ; 5, A. concinniim ; (J, next week

;

please send better spccimena of the others. fS. Mtinlin.

1. Epidendrum tp. ; V, possiljly a Masdevallia, but if y' ii

wi'-h us to nam" Orch:d-» properly, you must tend fiesb,

cjirefuby packed flowers, not dried .tcrsps.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

PLANTING CLAY LAND.
When large plantations of newly-planted trees

are thrown out of the ground and killed by the

frost, one is naturally led to investigate the case

in order as far as possible to point out a remedy.

Clay land in its natural condition absorbs and
holds water to a large extent and parts with it

slowly, and as the rain water in many cases

lodges upon the surface the ground cannot

be easily drained, air is excluded, and the

whole mass is naturally cold and waterlogged.

The first step in preparing such ground for

planting is to have it drained as well as the cir-

. cumstances of the case will allow. In addition

to the common drains I have found it of

great advantage to cut small tracks a few inches

deep, to run off the water from surface pools and
hollow places into the principal drains. If this

class of ground is planted during autumn or

winter, as soon as a spell of frosty weather sets

in the wet adhesive clay gradually swells, be-

comes loose and pulverised, and when fresh

weather sets in the roots of the newly inserted

plants are apt to be left bare and exposed on
the surface ; hence the great failures which we
often see recorded in the formation of such planta-

tions. In order to counteract this state of

things the planter should be on the alert, and
when the ground becomes soft and free of

frost, he should send all hands that can be
spared to set up the plants, draw a little

fresh soil over the roots where necessary,

and have it pressed firmly in order to keep
the plant in its proper upright position.

Young trees planted in this class of soil are

never safe until the roots take to the ground.
Young trees newly planted in nursery rows are

frequently loosened in the ground by frost in

the same way, and I have often found it neces-

sary to make the ground firm .around the base of

the stems as soon as fresh weather set in.

When this is attended to at the proper time
very few failures take place, and when mmibers
of young trees are thrown out of the ground and
killed by frost, I cannot help thinking that a
good deal of blame is attached to the planter.

Prevention is, however, better than cure, and
for many years my practice, as far as possible,

has been to plant this class of giound in spring
after the severe weather is past, and thus the
roots of the plants have time to take hold of the
soil by the following winter, and the risk of

damage by frost is lessened to a large extent
Owing to the press of other spring work it some
times occurs that the planting cannot be conve-
niently put oH' till that time, but, at any rate,

such should be the aim of the planter. Another
advantage to be gained by planting clay land
in spring is, that it can be prepared for the re-

ception of the plants in a superior manner. No
class of ground is so much benefited by the influ-

ence of frost as heavy clay soils ; consequently
the pits for the plants should be dug in autumn
or winter, and the soil excavated left uijon the
surface to be broken up and ameliorated by
frost till spring, when it will then be in a

better condition for the roots. Some planters
have tried deep planting as a means ot keeping
the plants in their position and from being
brought to the surface by frost, but I have
never seen the system turn out a success. I

have always found the best results to follow by
keeping the roots .-is ni^ar the surface as is con-
sistent with the stal)ility of the plant, and in

jilaco of deep jilanting 1 prefer having the ground
at the spots where the trees are inserted a little

above rather than below the general surface
level. In order to do this the surface sod should

be broken up and placed in the bottom of the

pit, which will not only be the means of raising

the ground a little higher, but likewise rendering

the clay porous and adding to the fertility of the

soil. Scotch Fir and Oak are very suitable trees

for this class of ground, as both are hardy and
attain a good profitable size. The plants used

should be stout and stocky, free of bug, scale or

the coccus insect, which sometimes appears on

the leaves, branches, and stems in the shape ot

small ticks of a whitish colour. Trees that

have been once or twice transplanted are

the best, as they are generally well furnished

with fibrous roots, and if properly planted

scarcely ever fail to prove satisfactory. In

cases where the surface herbage is of a close,

rank character, plants about 18 inches high

should be used, but in ordinary cases they may
be about a foot high. J. B. Webster.

The Corsican Pine for timber.—I strongly

recommend extensive planting of the Corsican Pine

in woods and plantations with a view to profit, for,

unquestionably, it is one of the most valuable of

all the Conifene, and succeeds well where many
others would fail. Near the sea-coast, for instance,

it grows with a vigour equalled by few, but in such
situations there should be plenty of other things

planted with it to assist in breaking the force ot

the winds, and, when thinning is done, it should be
gradual, as those left get cut about through sudden
exposure, and sometimes completely uprooted. It

seems a pity that so much ground should be occu-

pied throughout the country by the growth of so

many trees that are quite worthless for their

timber, and more particularly so as we are depen-
dent, in a great measure, for our supplies from
abroad. Somehow or other, Spruce appears to h.ave

been the favourite vrith our foresters, but why this

should have been so I am at a loss to conceive, as

it has no special merit beyond its symmetrical
shape ; while in other respects it is almost worth-

less, except for fuel.—D. S.

Time for timber felling.—Often the in-

feriority of timber, such as its tendency to decay
.and dry rot, is wholly due to the timber having
been felled at improper seasons, and to its subse-

quent injudicious treatment. To fell trees in

March, April, and even in May, as is now often

done, is absolute folly. Timber intended for

builders, or for the use of coopers and wheelwrights,

sliould never be cut except in December or January,

when the circulation of the sap is arrested. No-
vember, even, is too early, and February too late to

ensure its durability. Its subsequent treatment,

too, greatly influences the quality of the wood.
The tree should be freed from all branches and
shoots immediately it is cut down, and sawn into

planks as soon as possible, so that these may at

once be seasoned by exposure to the air. In this

way alone can we obtain wood that will keep well,

and every purchaser of timber should insist upon
its being prepared in accordance with these direc-

tions.— X.

Raising seedling Oaks.—Acorns should be
gathered as soon as ripe, whicli is determined by
their hold on the tree. If readily sh.aken off, they

must be collected at once, and placed in compara-
tively dry sand, that is, with a very slight ;unount

of moisture. They germinate more easily than thosi'

of almost any of our native trees, especially in some
instances, where I have noticed them sprouting

while attached to the limb of the parent tree.

When this is tlie case, the .'i<-orns nnist be cautiously

dried somewhat before being placed in snnil. It

docs not matter about the end of the yo\nig root

becoming either .shrivelled or decayed, as the fibres

will start out fresh from the base of the seed-

leaves. In the spring prepare level beds, say about

4 feet wide, and after sowing tlie seed thinly over

the surface, cover sliglilly with sand, when a few
warm days will luing the young plants through.

The plants should be left in these beds for (wo years

and. the ground kept very clean. The first year

they make but little top, but plenty of roots, and

afterwards the top grows rapidly. The rare forms

not propagated from seed may be increased by
means of grafting, as the Oak is not difficult to

work. Side-grafting is preferred close to the

ground, and then the soil is drawn up and pressed

around the whole, allowing only the top bud to be

uncovered.

—

J.

The Pine beetle.—Wlien it is desired to plant

immediately after a crop of Scotch Fir is cut down
and cleared away, it should be proved -whether the

ground is in a foul state or not. This can be done
by keeping a quantity of the branches when burn-

ing up all the brush, and spreading them over the

ground in spring, when it will soon be seen if Pine

beetles are there, and if they are, they should be

gathered and destroyed during the spring and
autumn.—J.

Spruce Fir timber.—The Norway Spruce will

thrive and produce useful timber on boggy ground,

where few other trees will succeed. In Scotland

and in Ireland the thinnings of Spruce sell as

readily as those ot Larch for fencing purposes and
for pit props. For roofing: farm buildings. Spruce

has long been used in Scotland. I need hardly

spe.ak of the value of imported Spruce timber for

scaffold poles, sp.ars, masts, &c.—C.

Shelter and shade.—Shelter in winter and
shade in summer are important points for considera-

tion. Evergreen trees and such deciduous ones as

retain their foliage until a late period of the year

—

the Hornbeam, Beech, and some varieties of the

Oak—afford much greater shelter inwinter and the

early spring, when it is most required, than those

which lose their leaves early in autumn, and should

be planted wherever shelter is desired. Shade is

best aflordted by trees, such as the Oak, Beech,

Chestnut and Elm, which rise with naked stems to

a considerable height, and then send out a pro-

fusion of branches, which can be readily trained by
a little pruning, while their spreading branches and
umbrageous foliage are greatly superior for this

purpose to those of the Ash, Sycamore and Plane.

—B.

Spruce for hedges.—The common Spruce

makes an excellent hedge. Tlic gracefulness of its

habit may perhaps be doubted, but in brightness of

colour and denseness it can hardly be surpassed. I

liave seen it much used in France, Bavaria, and
Austria for forming garden hedges, screens, and
railway fences. To ensure the success of a Spruce

hedge, care should be taken to select thriving

plants, say 2 feet high, that have been several times

transplanted, and have branches at the base of the

stem. They should be planted in a double row on
well-trenched soil. In the annual pruning or trim-

ming of the young plants it is requis-ite that the

top of the hedge be left narrower than the base for

an even admission of light ; neglect of this particu-

lar invariably checks and eventually destroys the

under branch growth—an irremediable evil in the

case of all evergreen Conifers. I should say that

a period of five years is too short in which to expect

the full growth and perfection of any Conifer hedge.

—E. D. T.

Pinus insignis.—Rich and beautifully green as

is the colour of this Pine where it succeeds, it is

in many places one of the most disappointing of

Conifers, and sliould never be planted unless in

sheltered situation.s, as, where the wind gets at it,

or it is exposed to severe cold, its foliage gets veiy

much browned and its growth stunted, a condition

in which it is anything Imt ornamcnt.al. No doubt

it will do well in the soutlicrn or south-western

counties of Kn'rland.— S.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— r*is journal is

pnhlishfd in lutttlf/ hoinul Moiitlilj/ Paris. In tkis /orlll tits

colnurcd plaits arc l"Sl preaerrnl, and it is most suitable for

reft mice prcrinus to the issue oS the hal/-i/(arli/ volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ; post free, is. M.
" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — This

journal is piihlislud m nialli/ Imund .Mtmtltli/ Paris, in tc/iick

form it is tnast sitilahirlnr rrurrnre prrrioits to the issue of the

yeartt/ rolimcs. Pnrr't>d. ; posl/rre, 7d.

** Hardy Flowers."— ffii'iitp dfscHptim\s o/upwards 0/

thirteen humlred of the most ornamental species, tcilh directions

for their arranntmcnl. culture, dc. Fourth and Popular
BditUm, 1».,- post free, \s. 3d.

London : 37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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"This is an Art
Wliich does mend Nature ; change it rather

;

The Art itseu is Nature."—SAoiespeare.

Flower Garden.

but

THE TULIP—THE BLACK ONE ! I

I wcixiiER lio\T ofteu I liave been asked whether
I have got the black Tulip or not, as thoiigli it

were an imperfection to be without it. It is,

alas, hopeless to ask the rosarian and the
Dahlia grower for a sight of their queen of

flowers in blue ; and it is only in dreams and
visions j'et that the Chrysantheniuniarian (I)

sees a blue sport. But the black Tulip is

expected of us, and the question about it is

jiopularly supposed to be the proper "poser"
to put to any professed Tulip grower. To him
it is counted as certain discoraliture and abase-
ment not to produce it ; and while he loses by
the admission that he has it not, the inquirer
feels exalted at what must appear a S3Tnptom of

his own perfect knowledge of thatwhich the Tulip
in her most consummate loveliness should be

—

black ! Scarlet and white, crimson and gold,

feathered and flamed, are well as far as they go,

but wliere is your black Tulip ]

It is refreshing to say that there is no black
Tulip, and that even if there n-ere, it would not
be worth a tig as a classical florist's flower.

It woulil take but the rank of a fancj' thing,

like the white or yellow selfs we sometimes raise

among our seedling Tulijis, and that either

never break at all, or only pass into some form
of toy Tulip streakiness.

Black, true and glossy, does occur in the
florist's Tulip, but never as a ground colour.

There is no black breeder—that is, no black
self. When a breeder breaks or rectifies into
the finished and permanent state, the breeder
or mother colour in it is bound to go out ; and
where the black would go to, and of what
rectified colour black could be the breeder state,

is past imagining.

This wondrous breeder form is, so far as may
be, the analogue of the larva stage in insect life.

It must pass through it and beyond it. The
seedling Tulip may do this in the bloomless
years of its childhood (five to seven years), and
so appear rectified at its maiden bloom, when
we say it has no breeder, because we never
shall have seen or shall ever see it. The breeder
is truly the lar\-a (mask) condition in the Tuliij's

life. By the ground colour, and that of the
.base, we know to what class the perfected flower
will belong, though we cannot foretell the new
modification that will arise, for no two Tulip
seedlings are alike, or the exact image of their
jmrents. But such a floral black beetle as a
black Tulip has not yet come within the range
of practical floriculture. If it ever does, no
doubt there will .-dso come the anxious inquirer
again, asking to see it, while he has already a
bloom of it in his button-hole I

In the jierfected Tulip the ground colour is

either of tlie ]>uresl white or tlie richest yellow
;

and then our black, in feather or flame, in pen-
cilling or beam, constitutes one of the higliest

types of colouring upon that ground.
" R. D.,' h(jwever, does not mention the

darkest flowers we have in the lireeder state.

Very much darker than Paxton is William Lea

;

and several of Hepworth's seedling luzarres,

known only by the late raiser's private num-
bers, are darker than Paxton too. Neither

have seasons anything to do with breeder
colours, which are always the same tint, unless
the flowers have been unduly shaded. Colours,

however, are stronger in a good locality than in

a bad one, but they do not change in any one
locality, unless it first change for better or
worse. The lovely lavender of Alice Gray, in

her seedling form, is always the richer in a pure
air and light.

Breeders are not wanted except in their full

natural colours, but in the rectified form I have
seen one variety do duty in two distinct classes,

and colourably in character for each. Li>rd

Denman, in the natural light of day, is a flamed
byblremen, but, under a flower-pot extinguisher,

maybe produced as a rather clever "rose," espe-

cially in a feathered strain. Mrs. Pickeril, in

her youtliful days, has been shown as a feathered

bizarre, and at another show, the same indivi-

dual bloom, in her old age, has come forth as a

feathered byblcemen—in the one case as a yellow
ground, in the other as a wliite ground flower !

(_)f course, she was not very strong in either

character. Such versatility is but weakness in

the Tulip.

I never saw the breeder form of this variety,

but it can be a flower of no worth, having a base

colour belonging to the bizarres, and a ground
or body colour related to the bybloemens. This
is an inadmissible combuiation, residting either

in two ground colours in the rectified flower,

with its markings in one of the two classes, or

confused between them, or, as in the above
variety, an ever-changing blend, from a thin

bizarre yellow to a poor byblcemen white.

Among bizarres true black occurs aa the

feathering of Masterpiece (which breaks from a

brimstone-and-treacle coloured breeder!), and
also in Commander, William Lea, and William
WUson.

In the byblcemen class it appears in David
Jackson, Mrs. Jackson, and in Talisman. I do
not know whether black be lovelier on a golden
or a lily-white ground, but it is rarer on the white
ground bybkemens, and so the more prized.

Colours are densest on the petal edges, and
hence the wondrous beauty in the character of

the purely feathered flower.—F. D. Horner, i

Burion-in-LonsdaJe.

The black Tulip which " R. D." in The
Garden of Jan. 26 (p. 82) supposes will appear
exists already in a great variety of forms in my
new collection of breeder Tulips. These all belong

to the byblcemen class, and vary from brownish
black to bluish black, while some of them swamp
up in blackness all that formerly was seen in Tulips,

and of whicli can be said, " black as the r.aven's

wing." These Tulips will flower about the second
week in May, and can then be seen at my nur-

sery. A certain number of these are also planted

at the Trooadero Park of the Paris International

Exhibition, and will be in flower there about the

same time. The black in broken Tulips, even if it

is very dark, does not always prove that the

breeders from which they originated are equally

dark. It seems a rule that a pale colour in breeders

becomes much more intense in the broken variety,

and darker in the same proportion as the pure white
or yellow in the ground colour increases.— J. H.
Krelaoe, Haarlem.

Double perennial Sunflowers.- We appear
to be threaleneil witli quite an inundation of these

{ride the advertising colunms of various horti-

(ultnral journals). For some weeks ".a new jilant to

English gardens, Helianthns inultitlorns grnmli-

plenus (Hartland's double quilled)," lias been otTcnd.

This, so far as the description goes, is no other than
the old plant, pretty common it these parts, having
some of the central florets quilled, of ,a deep yellow
colour, and without guard petals. This week sees

the advent of another "new plant to English gar-

dens"— Hartland's golden quilled Sunflower, Soleil

d'Or. This is illustrated by a woodcut, but, by a
curious omission, the florets are not quilled at all.'

There can be no doubt about this being a valuable

and most interesting plant, inasmuch as its intro-

ducer states that it has taken bim twenty years to

work up a stock. A plant of such slow growth
must be quite unique amongst the Sunflowers, as

from a single specimen of any form I know in the

same time a girdle might be planted round the

earth, 'tt'bat treasures there are existing in Irish

gardens, no one really knows !—T. Smith, Nenry.

SEED SOWING.
Rai.sing flowers from seed has become such an
important operation to tho gardener, and is,

moreover, so generally adopted as the best and
quickest means of obtaining a good stock of

many tender and hardy plants, that perhaps a

few hints relative to the mode of sowing and
after treatment, so as to secure their successful

germination, may be of service at the present

time.

By means of careful selection, combined with

the persevering labours of the hybridist, many
plants have been so greatly improved, both in

the habit of the plant and the quality of the

blooms, that seedlings may confidently be relied

upon to yield a large percentage of good flowers

of their respective kinds. Therefore, propagation

by seed is almost entirely depended upon now,
in the place of raising plants from cuttings, as

seedlings invariably possess a more robust habit

and constitution than the stock propagated by
the older methods.

Seed growing, too, is now quite a fine art,

being so carefully carried out in all its details,

that it is a rarity to find a bad or inferior sample
sent out by our seedsmen. Notwithstanding,

thousands of packets of seed are annuallj- sown
from which not a single plant ever appears, the

seedsmen being frequently blamed for their

non-appearance. The soil may be carefully pre-

pared, the pots or pans filled, and the seeds

sown according to the instructions which usually

accompany each packet, and yet the seeds fail

to germinate. This lack of success often occurs

through placing the pots in unsuitable positions,

where the atmosphere is either too damp or too

dry—usually the latter.

Now, assuming the soU to be in a proper state

as regards moisture when the seed is sown, the

character and composition of the seeds are very

soon entirely changed ; they commence swell-

ing, and also undergo radical chemical changes.

When in this stage, if the soil becomes dry, it is

almost sure to prove fatal to the seeds. When
failure results from too much moisture, it is often

brought about through insufticient drainage, as

the soil, having no roots to keep it in a sweet

condition, soon becomes sour and brings about

the decay of the seeds, more especially those of

slow growth.

Before sowing any seeds which are not well

known or which have previously proved difticult

to raise, a knowledge of the plant shoidd be
iic(iuired, and the prob.able length of time that

will elapse before germination takes place.

Each kind of seed requires some special atten-

tion to raise it successfully. It therefore fol-

lows that, when tho practice, so often adopted,

of sowing a quantity of dift'orent seeds at the

same time .and treating them afterwards in like

manner, many fail ; whereas, if a little thought

were exercised in treating the difl'ereiit kinils

according to their natural requirements and
placing them in po-vitions best suited to their

germination, a greater amount of success would

follow. For the purposes of sowing, seeds may
be divided into two classes, those tl\at succeed
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best when sown upon the surface of tlie soil, great many other varieties of the genus. As an

and those which require covering more or less ,

isolated plant on the lawn it would form a most

accoi-diug to their size and shape. Surface sow-

ing should be adopted for all very minute seeds,

such as those of the Begonia, Lobelia, Gloxinia,

ibc, also scale-like seeds as.Diauthuses andLilies

;

in fact, many seeds which fail to germinate
when covered can, if very carefully managed,
be raised successfully when sown upon the sur-

face of the soil. In preparing the pots for this

mode of sowing, they should be nearly half

filled with crocks, over which a layer of partially

decayed leaves should be placed, the remaining
space being then filled to within an inch of the
top with fine sandy soil, which may consist of

either light loam, leaf-mould, and sand, or peat
and sand, according to the kind of seed to be
sown. After making the surface level and
smooth, give all a good soaking, either by dip-

ping the pots into a tub of water or applying it

through a fine rose water-can, immediately
afterwards sowing the seeds thinly upon the wet
surface.

Whether the seeds be those of a hai-dy plant
requiring cool treatment, or belonging to a
tender subject of the stove, they are best placed
in a position where the atmosphere can be kept
moist, as germination depends more upon the
moisture contained in the air than that in the
soil. A sheet of glass placed over the pot is of

great assistance—in fact, it is almost indispens-

able. It is not, however, sufficient, unless the
pots are placed in a moist atmosphere.

For seeds that need covering, much the same
preparation of pots and soil is necessary, only
the latter need not be so fine ; sufficient covering
only should be used to just bury the seeds under
the surface, as numerous failures can be attri-

buted to deep sowing. Watering in this case

can follow sowing instead of preceding it ; if then
the seeds are visible, a little more soil can be
sprinkled over them.

Darkness promotes germination, and it is

well to shade the pots with brown paper for a
time, which must be removed upon the first

signs of life ; in fact, with seeds that appear in

the course of a week or so, if daily attention
cannot be given to them, they are better with-
out it ; the sun, however, must not be allowed
to shine upon the glass. Seeds that are known
to remain a long time in the ground before germi-
nation takes place are best placed by themselves
in a jiosition naturally shaded it possible, where,
if theyhappen to be overlooked at times, no harm
will come to tliem, as, independently of the fact

that age makes a gi-eat dift'erenee in the period
of germination, many kinds are naturally of slow
gi-owth. Never be in a hurry to throw seed-
pots away, as patience will often, when least

expected, be rewarded for retaining them.
A. Barkjbe.

beautiful and interesting object. Being a deciduous
species, it should not, however, be planted in sight

of windows, as the trellis on which it should climb
would be bare in winter. We have planted several

strong plants of it in our wilderness garden, and
hope in time to have a grand pillar of it. We are

doubtful though it it will do so well in our cold

soil as it docs in the much lighter and warmer soil

of the Garden of Plants.—J. Kipling, Kiiehiwrth.

*,* We shall be glad to hear the result of your
experiment.—E D.

Asparagus decumbens.—The mention of this
tr.-iiliug Asparagus in 'J'liu (jAnmoN, Jan. 5 (p. 1!)),

recalls to my mind a collection of this family of
plants which I saw in the Jardin des Plantes, Paris,
in the early part of last Jvmc. In the collection
was th(! above variety trained on a low frame-
work of wire, pillar fasliion, and very beautiful it

looked. But as a pillar plant it paled into insig-
nificance beside the more [robust (-'.aucasian variety
(verticillatus), which completely covered a tripod
framework of iron some 11 feet high, .and formed
the mo.st beautiful pillar of gossamer-lil^e drapery
it is possible to conceive. Its grac^eful and drooping
fe.athery-like liranclilets glistened in tlie sunshine,
and at a little distance .away appeared mori,' like
the misty spray of w.-iter from a fountain than
a pillar of living vegetation. Its beauty was,
however, a good deal marred by being necessarily
confined in the narrow strip-like liorders with a

NOTES ON HARDY FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The flowers of the florist are that interesting class

of hardy garden favourites which have been im-
proved through many years of careful culture and
selection from seeds. The treatment of the Auri-

cula depends much upon the weather during
the first and second months of the year. Those of

us who have been attending to our plants year after

year for a quarter of a century know for a fact

that no dependence can be placed on the weather.
It may be quite mild one day, and the next .a cold

east wind, enough to destroy any new growths ex-

posed to its influence. The Primula is one of the

earliest of these favourite flowers to claim attention,

and to obtain perfectly developed trusses it is neces-

sary to ventilate carefully. It has been found al-

most impossible to do this when the plants have
been grown in unheated frames ; we therefore re-

move our plants from frames not later than the
first week in February into a house sufficiently

heated to keep out frosts at least. The plants are

quite close to the glass, and the lights are arranged
so that they may be drawn quite ofl: if necessary.

In mild calm weather, the plants are all the better

for being freely exposed to light and air. They
must also be fumigated at this time as a preven-
tive. Some of the plants may have become unduly
dry at the roots, and may require to be watered
many times before the soil is sufficiently moist. It

will be necessary to see that all the plants are uni-

formly moist at the roots. Some growers have
asked me when they ought to sow their seeds. I

have sown the seeds at various periods, but per-

haps it is best to sow them when the seeds ripen

in July. Failing that, they may be sown in January
or very early in Februaiy. Sow them in 5-inch

pots or pans, using light sandy soil, and place them
in a shady corner of the Auricula house, lay-

ing a square of glass over each pot in order to pre-

vent evaporation. The plants will appear in three

or four weeks. If the flowering plants have to be
grown in frames, it is not safe to leave them with-
out the protection of mats over the glass at nights,

and in severe frosts the mats should be double.

We carefully look over the Carnations and
Picotees in frames to remove decayed leaves and
brush off green-fly. I have noticed that some
gi'owers of considerable experience allow their

pl.ants to become rather dry at the roots in winter;
this, I think, is an error. I do not overburden
the plants with water, but none of them are

allowed to become dust-dry before water is

applied to them. They are treated, as re-

gards watering, much as Pelargoniums are. M'e
are now getting the soil re:idy for potting them.
This, conq30sed of good loam of a hohliiig cha-

racter four parts, one of leaf-mould, one of decayed
manure, and a good sprinkling of chum sand, is mixed
up well together a month before being used. Plants

out of doors require looking over after the alter]i:ile

fro.sts and thaws we have had. Tlie .seedlings

plantcul nut in June .and July have a firm bold of

the ground, and cannot be moved by climatic in-

fluences, but those planted in October become
looseneil,and in .some cases are thrown quite out of

the ground. Press the plants down firmly with the
fingers, afterw.ards stirring the ground lightly with
a Dutch hoe. It is better not to distufb the ground
when very wet. I'inks require mucli the same treat-

ment as Carnations, luid they are quite as liable to

be at Lacked by what gardi'ners call the leatlier-

ooated grub, becau.se of its tough skin. It eats

voraciously, feeding on the leaves of I'inks and Car-

nations by night and concealing itself by day under
ground near the plants. Sparrows ha\e already
attacked our plants, but we keep them at a dis-

tance by stretching rows of crochet cotton over-

head, 'this seldom fails to scare them completely.
Some of the most successful growers of Pinks, Car-

nations, and Picotees do not use any pots, but trust

entirely to out-of-doors culture. I'nder those con-
ditions it is difficult to avoid losing some of the
more tender and often choice varieties by the in-

clemency of the weather. In Durham there are

some good cultivators amongst the working classes,

and I find that they preser\e their more tender
Carnations by placing a bell-glass over them. This,

of course, involves considerable trouble, .and also

expense. In the case of the above, and including
Pansies, I plant one or two specimens of each va-

riety in pots or boxes and shelter them in cold

frames for the winter.

The Pansy is one of the choicest of our favourite

flowers, and the plants have up till now stood

well out of doors ; even yet we may h.ave a decided
change, as frosty winds do much mischief. Our
collections of Pansies in boxes will be ]ilanted out

about the end of March. The plants like a rich

deep soil, and cow manure gives a rich depth of

colour to both flowers and foliage. Those who have
never planted a bed of Pansies raised from good
seeds should try one. I once planted a bed (50 feet

long and 6 feet wide ; all the classes of what are

termed show and fancy vai'ieties were mixed up in

it, and the display of flowers was gorgeous in the

extreme. The seeds were sown in August, and the

ground where they were planted was deep and
rich. The Pansy, amongst all our favourite flowers,

exhausts the soil most quickly in the immediate
vicinity of the roots, and continues longest in

vigorous condition where the ground is well en-

riched with manure and worked up to the depth
of IS inches. When the plants show signs of ex-

haustion by the production of inferior flowers, place

about 2 inches of a compost composed of half

loam and half decayed manure over the surface.

Peg the shoots into this and the stimulant will

soon take effect by producing a better growth and
finer flowers.

The Polyanthus seems not to have had even a
short period of inactivity this winter. The laced va-

rieties are difficult subjects to deal with in the south

of England. In Durham some of the best growers,

at least the most successful conqictitors. grow two
sets of plants, one set out of doors and another in

pots, 'rhe object in planting them out of doors

is to give them a chance to recover after hav-

ing been grown for a season in pots. The old

Pearson's Alexander succeeds well under this

treatment in that county, while .after several

trials I h.ave had to give up the attempt even to

get it to live. Last year was cold and moist ; there-

fore our plants did better than I had ever seen

them do before. They are growing very

vigorously in pots in a cold frame, and have been

more or less in flower since October. I might aild

hero that one of the most sticcessfid griiwiTs in

the midlands is Jlr. Brockbank, ot Brockhurst,

Didsbury, who, instead of jiotting iqi his Poly.-in-

thuses, plants tluiu out in ]iifpared soil in a frame,

or at least a sinqile arrangement <if glass lights.

The weather being fine, we have lu'ejiared a bed

for Ranunculuses. 'J'he soil of our g.ardcu is a reten-

tive loam, which sints these gay flowers admirably.

They not only flower profusely, but increase at a
very r.apid rate. We merely double dig the soil,

giving the ground a good dressing of jiartly <lecayed

stable ni.-uune. We are not very particular about

the time of planting. 1 used tu fnt a little if the

weather was such that they could not be planted

before the advent of Maicii ; but I have planted

them in April and had an excellent display. If

the weather continues fine we shall jilant out the

Anemones on the 21st of the present month. These

are .so easily r.-iisi-d from .seeds lliat il is not worth

while to cultivate named varieties, but we cnntinue

to grow a few old sorts. 'NVIiat are termed the

French do\ilile Anemones are the best; they h.ave

large distinct outer petals, while the Chiysanthe-

nnini-lliiwi-n'd kinds are quite as double, hut they
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lack this distinct outer row of guard petals. An-
other interesting group we have grown for some
years is the single Anemone of the Riviera. Tliis

is A. stellata. the flowers .of which are very pretty
and varied in coloir. Anemone fulgens has esta-

blished itself in the rock garden, and formed
compact masses, the dazzling vermilion-scarlet
flowers having an excellent effect on a bright day in

spring.

.The Tulips are not above ground yet: but there
are no instructions to offer, except that we shall pro-
bably cover the bed over with a dressing of short
stable manure as soon as the plants are seen dis-

tinctly above the surface. Our Tulips have always
been grown quite hardy, and they have never failed
to flower well. The continual covering with mats,
straw hurdles, &c., is a great trouble, and even in

the period when the Tulip was fortune's favourite
it had to be banished from the flower garden be-
cause of the continual covering and uncovering;
and the untidiness of laths placed lengthwise and
crosswise, or iron hoojis bent over tlie Ijcds, or
other parai^hernalia which the ingenuity of the
cultivator might devise. Plant out in the open
flower garden and let them take their chance : never
mind about exhibiting them. If this is thought
of, shading must be used. J. DouoLAS.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
The nomenclature of hardy Cyclamens, which are
always admired when seen in good condition, seems
to be very mixed, .as everyone appears to have a
standard of his own, and at various places we have
lately visited different names are applied to iden-
tical plants. The coum section appears the most
confused, and one has often a difticulty in getting
this species pure. The Atkinsi varieties, raised by
Mr. Atkins, of Painswick, resulted from crossing
C. coum with C. ibericum, or rather allowing these
two species to grow together in the same patch.
If kept separate, they can be raised from seed per-
fectly true; but when brought together, the result
is a series of seedlings of the Atkinsi breed, all,

however, affecting the stronger parent, ibericum,
with large marbled leaves and large flowers. The
true C. coum has very small leaves, of a plain dark
green colour on the upper side, and deep purple
underneath; flowers small, reddish purple, darker at
the throat or mouth, where there is also a wliitish ring.
C. hedcKefolium, or more properly C. neapolit.anum,
is perhaps the most useful of thehardy species. It
flowers just before the foliage appears, about the
end of August, the leaves, which are v.ariously
shaped and beautifully marked, being very effective
all through the winter months. It is naturalised in
various places in England, from one of which we
have seen tubers over 1 foot in diameter. If the
surface is kept free from weeds, the seedlings will
be found coming up in great abundance, and in a
few years will flower if left undisturbed. A near
ally is C. repandum, vernum of some growers. It is

quite distinct, however, as it flowers in spring
instead of autunm. C. europieum and the nume-
rous forms of C. hedeiTefolium, such as grax'um,
gi-andifolium, kc, many with beautiful marbling,
are all worth a place on the rockery, and rarely fail
when given plenty of lime debris and coarse gritty
soil.

The Alpine Toadflax (Linaria alpina), from
the moraines and debris of the Alps and Pyrenees,
is a handsome plant for a small rockery. Treated
in the same way as the ordinary class of alpines, we
have found it do vei-y well, but to see it at its best,
establish it on a piece of old brick wall, and you at
once get the glaucous tint to the foli.age so peculiar
to these plants at home, and the flowers are also
brighter coloured. In such positions it rarely grows
more than 4 inches to 6 inches high, with a neat,
not spreading habit, and it will also be found to
flower more freely. Cuttings taken off in autumn
and kept in a cold frame will be ready for pl.ant-
ing out by the end of March. It ripen.s'seed freely.
This may either be sown in pots, or out of doors
where intended to remain. The plant should he
thoroughly exposed, shade of any kind liaving a
tendency to cause weakly growth.

The Pyrenean Madwort (Alyssum pyren-
aicum), we are glad to see, has been again intro-

duced to our gardens. It is a gem amongst alpines.

and one of the easiest to cultivate. It was shown
at the Drill Hall last spring from the York Nur-
series, and was greatly admired. Its scarceness
hitherto may- be accounted for by the difficulty

with which it is procured in the Pyrenees. It grows
in crevices of inaccessible rocks, and the only way
to obtain seeds or cuttings is, we are told, to shoot
them off with a fowling-piece. It forms dense tufts

of woody stems and plenty of hoary grey foliage,

surmounted by large bunches of fragrant white
flowers, resenibling May blossom. We gi'ow it in

open strong soil, and find it flowers more freely
when fully exposed. Readily propagated by cut
tings or seeds. D.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS AND SHRUBS FOR
THE SEASIDE.

In The Ct.\kden of 29th December (p. fiOO).

"A. W. N." asks for a list of hardy herbaceous
plants and low-growing shrubs which would be
likely to flourish in a rock close to the sea on the
west coast of Inverness-shire, the spot in question
being well sheltered from the north, and peat easily

obtained. The list of plants and shrubs suitable

for such a place is by no means a short one, and
includes some of the most distinct and desirable

of our hardy garden subjects. Amongst low-grow-
ing shrubs we have the pretty and distinct

Bacchaeis H.\LiMiFOLlA'(the Groundsel Tree),

a plant that will succeed admirably down even to

high-water mark and where fully exposed to the

salt-laden wind. Usually it does not exceed fi feet

or so in height, with coarsely toothed, roughish
leaves, and abundance of small yellowish flowers.

The double-flowbebd Goese (Ulex europaia

flore-pleno) has few rivals as a bright and hardy
plant of small and neat dimensions for the seaside

garden. It wants a warm and light soil and to be
placed in a sunny site, and then its golden flowers

will be produced in rich abundance.

Htdkan'GEA hoetensis when planted in good
bold masses is a most effective and desirable shrub
for the seaside. True enough it will not succeed
in all parts of the country, but along the sea-coast

in most parts of England and W.ales it does ad-

mirably, and soon forms good masses of rich foli-

age and flowers abundantly. It should have a

shady nook and where cold, cutting winds are not

allowed to enter. Of the

Rock Rose (Cistus), several species grow with
the utmost freedom along the sea-coast; and then
they are highly ornament.al when in flower and re-

quire but little care or attention after becoming
thoroughly established.

The Sea Buckthoen (Hippoplue rhamnoides)
can ill be sp.ared from the list of seaside plants, for

it is not only one of the most accommodating, but
grows stout and strong even where its branches are

at times lashed by the salt spray. The silvery

tinted foliage is at all times inviting, while the

neat habit of well-developed plants never fails to

give satisfaction. As a berry-bearing shrub, too,

the Sea Buckthorn is not one whit behind some of

the choicest that we possess in this way, the thickly

set fruit being of a distinct and pleasing orange-

yellow. It will succeed in very poor soil and where
this is mainly composed of sand.

The Minoeca Holly has few equals as an ever-

green seaside shrub, for it grows with the greatest

freedom, and that even in cold and wind-swejit

situations. On the sea.shore in various parts of

Yorkshire are many noble examples of this par-

ticular Holly, all of which clearly point out that

it may with the utmost confidence be relied ujion

as a suitable subject for windy and cold maritime
situations.

Aucura .lAroNicA is another excolleni shrub

for the seaside ; indeed.it may well be consid<'reil

as one of the best. Then it thrives well in

the shade, grows with great freedom, and is iiiglily

ornamental.

Escallonjas of various kinds are luidoubtedly

of great value for the marine garden, as they all

start away freely and soon form dense, thickly-

leaved specimens. They are not very particular

about soil if it is not too stiff or wet.

The Laueustixus and Box, too, we have used
with every success in the ornamenting of the sea-

side garden. Both grow with great freedom, even
down to the seaside, and can battle with the cold
winds and ozone-laden atmosphere in a remarkable
way.
Veeonicas are excellent maritime shrubs, they

taking but little harm however exposed and cold
the situation may be. Then, both in foliage and
flower, they are highly ornamental.

The Box Thoen (Lycium barbarum) is largely

used as a seaside shrub, and, indeed, few plants
seem to thrive better or have the same recuperative
powers after being subjected to a storm. It forms
a tall, straggling bush as usually seen, but may, by
an annual trimming, be made of more pleasing

contour, and soon spreads about to a considerable
extent. Both foliage, flower, and fruit can well

hold their own with those of any indi\idual shrub,

the leaves being a pleasing, glossy green, the
flowers many and of an uncommon lilac or violet

hue. Few situations come amiss to the Box Thorn,
and it succeeds in soil that is of the poorest descrip-

tion.

SoLANUM Dulcamaea (the Bitter - sweet), a
near ally of the Lycium, may often be found bravely

holding its ovm on the wind-swept crag beside the
seashore. Like the Lycium, it is of a free, strag-

gling growth, and delights to clamber amongst the
branches of some stronger growing shrub or tree.

The flowers are quaint and pretty ; indeed^ the
whole plant has a decidedly taking appearance.

The Teee Pueslane (Atriplex Halimus) has
proved itself to be another excellent shrub for

planting along the sea-coast. It is totally indiffe-

rent to the salt spray, and soon forms a bush of great
beauty with bright silvery foliage.

Halimodesdeon aegentetjm we have used
with perfect success in the seaside g.arden. This
shrub has a most distinct and very pleasing appear-

ance from the conspicuous silvery down with which
the leaves are thickly covered.

The Bladdee Senn.4. (Colutea arborescens)

seems to be quite indifferent to the cold winds and
saline atmosphere of the seaside. If only for the

curious bladder-like pods, which well-established

plants produce thickly enough, and pretty yellow
flowers, the Bladder Senna is well worthy of ex-

tended cultivation.

To the above list may likewise be added the
White Broom, Lilacs of varimis kinds, the Barberry
(Berberis vulgaris). Mountain Ash. White Beam
Tree (Pyrus Aria), the Myrtle, Pittosporum, and the
lovely Fabiana imlivicata. To see the latter at

Rhianva, on the ilenai Strait, where it grows stout

and strong and to fully (i feet in height and as

much in spread of branches, iloes one good, and
akes him wonder why so liardy and free-flowering

a plant is so seldom seen. Then Buddleia globosa
does remarkably well in tlu^ seaside garden, which
may also with equal force be said of various sjjeeies

of Ribes and Spii-asa, .Spartium jnnceum, speci(\s of

E|>hedra, Coronilla Emerus, the Dogwood, Rhani-
nus, and many others.

Amongst herbaceous )ilan1s that have been fcnmd
to be well suited for planting within the influence

of the sea, particular note may be made of the
Phlox and Pink, Tree Piconies, Chrysanthemums.
Polyanthuses, and Lobelias. Alyssum saxatiledoes
unusually well along the coast, as does also Araliis

albida. Saxifrages, and Sedums, and the Tlirift

and Statices. Various species of Eryngium might
also be mentioned, they being plants of stately

proportions and of great beauty.

In planting any of the above-naniid ]ilants or

shrubs preferi'iu'e should lirst be giv*'n to such as

are of a tough, wiry nature fur (ilacing in rlircct

contact with the first brunt of the blast ; allir that

tliere is .scarcely <a limit to the number of species

that may be safely planted. Shoulil tlu' soil be of

poor quality, it is a<lvisal>le to sut'stitule other and
better, for the plants have quite sufficient to cope
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against, particularly if the coast be bleak and cold,
without being handicapped with poor, worn-out
soil. A. D. Webster.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Vanda Amesiana.—This rare and beautiful
species is now flowering in the Stndley House collec-
tion, Shepherd's Bush.

Khododendrons and Snowdrops from
Scotland. — Dr. Paterson, Bridge of Allan, sends
flowers of hardy Khododendrons and Snowdrops from
the open to show the mildness of the season in Scot-
land.

Garrya elliptioa is blooming more freely this
season than I ever remember having seen this useful
ehrab. Sianding singly among JIahonias, Ketinos-
poras, Boxes, and Laurels, kept dwarf, the Grarryahas
a most pleasing appearance, and as an ornamental
hedge plant it is striking, and being very hardy it

can bo grown in any position.

—

Scot, Stirling.

Flowrera at York.—Owing to the weather being
so mild the spring flowers are already beginning to
push forth. As an illustration of this we noticed a few
days ago in the York Nurseries a number of blossoms
of the pretty Cyclamen-flowered Daffodil fully ex-
panded in the open nursery beds. This little Daffodil
is a most welcome addition to our choice spring flowers.

Odontoglossum leopardinum. — This is a
very handsome form of O. crispum, which was recently
flowering in Mr. Pollett's collection at Bickley. It is a
large, well-formed flower, and profusely and heavily
spotted. It is one of the many rich forms which have
been first flowered in Mr. Pollett's collection.

Odontoglossum hebraicum.—A very pretty
form of this supposed natural hybrid comes from Mr.
Buchan's garden at Southampton, where it is highly
esteemed for its fragrance. This form was originally
introduced by Mr. Bull, of Chelsea. The flowers are
pale yellow, spotted and marked on the sepals and
petals with reddish brown; lip bright yellow at the
base, streaked with red.

Royal Horticultural Society.—We under,
stand that the fruit and floral committees will recom-
mend awards to be made to very superior seedlings or
novelties, or to recently introduced, re-introduced, or
very rare objects, or to highly decorative plants ac-
cording to their merits. In the case of plants commonly
grown from seed every year, the award will be made
to the strain and not to individual plants.

Chrysanthemum striatum perfectum is a
good late blooming variety. At this late season this
Japanese kind is almost wholly white, with a few faint
splashes here and there, just enough to show what a
variation can be had in blooms of this variety under
various methods of culture in different locilities.
Vigorous side shoots produce neatly shaped blooms,
which are extremely useful at this season of the year,
even if they do not come up to exhibition size.

Berried shrubs in Scotland.—Among the
shrubs bearing bright berries, Cotoneaster Simonsi
is fruiting very freely this winter. We have it
doing well trained against old buildings and stand-
ing singly in borders among other shrubs. It is
not particular as to position, as behind a very high
wall the shrubs are loaded with bright berries.
Hollies are a dense mass of scarlet berries, and
plants of them which have been cut well in, lifted
and planted in rather poor soil, are pictures of
bright scarlet. Tlie variegated Silver Holly is well
adapted for this purpose, and does not fail to be
admired when in full fruit.—ScOT, Siirllng.

The Fiery Thorn (Cratajgus Pyracantha).—
Some specimens of this Thorn growing against
villa residences in Ibis district are laden with berries
to such an extent that the foliage is (iiiitc hidden
by them. Here we have a deep lied of fertile lo;im
resting upon the gravel which iippears to suit this
plant exactly, and it flowers and fruits very
abundantly. The most striking specimens arc on a
full south exposure. A south-east or south-west
aspect will also suit it, but, as far as mv own ex-
perience goes, the more norlh or east (he plant is
placed the less probability is thiTe of fruil Tlie
liirds do not apjiear to touch tlu' herriiw

; the result
is that they hang on for a very long time. In this
district tlie liirds cleared away the haws, Mountain
Ash l)crries,an<l others that they lake for food long
ago, but those of the red I'vracaiillia remain I

know one garden near here where there is a tall

west wall 12 feet in height covered with plants of
the Pyracantha, and for some reason it is each
alternate one only that fruits. This is curious,
and I hardly know how to account for it.—K. D.,
EaMng.

Chrysanthemum Duchess of Albany.—
The bronze-yellow variety which is best known as
Jackson's, although naturally of a late-flowering
habit, is especially so this season. Medium-sized
flowers, quite full in the centre and very fresh, are
valuable throughout the month of January either
for cutting or conservatory decoration.

The Tenby Dafifodil is about the first to
appear in the London markets, and always finds
plenty of customers. This is not to be wondered
at. There is no trumpet-flowered Daffodil that has
a better and neater shape and more decided colour
than this early variety. It is used with the best
results in bouquets, owing to its exquisite form. It
has as large a sale as the Paper-white Narcissus,
which is now plentiful in the markets.

Blue Primulas.—There is no such thing as a
blue Primula, although one might, from the descrip-
tions in catalogues, suppose that the hybridists
highest hopes had been realised. What the florist
or whoever he may be calls blue and what is strictly
that colour are two different things. The flowers
that are called blue are invariably of a mauve shade,
sometimes pale lilac, never self "blue. That we are
approaching closely to the long-wished-for shade
we cannot doubt, and the hybridist, if he perseveres,
will doubtless attain his object ; but to call those
Primulas blue that go under that name is mis-
leading. When we do have a blue Primula we shall
have a prize indeed, such as will justify high
praise and commendation.

Primroses have been very beautiful this season.
Long lines of them forming edgings to walks, borders,
and herbaceous beds have been for weeks flowering
freely, and dense clumps of them placed among
shrubs to cover vacant spaces have had a cheering
and pretty appearance. Polyanthuses of the various
types have bloomed more or less since autumn, and
some very useful spikes have been cut for glasses.
These are well deserving a place in a greenhouse or
other cool structure, and when they are well
attended to and not coddled they give due reward
for labour. Double Primroses in pots along with
Primula obconica are blooming very freely and are
very valuable.

—

Scot.

A marvellous new Orchid.—This is the head-
ing to a note on a new Miltonia in Le Moniteur
d'Horticulture. The writer says :

" M. Bleu, of
Paris, our clever French raiser of Orchids, has accom-
plished a veritable tour de jorce, which up to the
present English Orchid lovers have not been able to
do. He has obtained and flowered a hybrid
Odontoglossum, a cross between O. Roezli and 0.
vexillarium, two species now grouped with the
Miltonias. It is intermediate between the two
parents, and the seed was sown four years and nine
months ago. The flowers are large, white, with the
centre of a violet colour. This superb novelty is
named Miltonia Bleueana."

Capture ofwinter moth—Mr. G. F. Wilson in-
forms lis of an elTei-tive met hod of catching this moth.
He observed that the Agricultural Gazette of Oct.
l."), 1888, recommended that in neiglibourhoods
where the winter ninth was .•ilnindant, a ring of
cart grease and Slockhulm tar, or of cart gro;ise
alone, should he daubed rounil Hie stems of fruit

trees near the base. Last year his Apple trees at
Wisley had their leaves eaten by cater|iill.-irs

; he,
therefore, tried tying a strip of the green scrim of
the Willesden Paper Co. round the bottom of tlie

stems, and smeared this with cart grease. This
was done in Nciveiiiber ;iiid December. Tliestri)i
w;is (^oveled with wingless females interspersed
with several winged males, proving the effectiveness
of the iiietlidil .•iiloptccl.

Chinese Primulas from Chelsea.—A bo.xful
of Primula, llowers is sent by Messrs. Veil eh and
Sons, Chelsea, ;wlio have a varied and remarkably
I caul if ul strain. The pinks, crimsons niid white's

are clear and strong, especially the flowers of The
Queen, which are somewhat rough in form, but have
a true pink tint. ChelseaBlue is not blue, nor have
we any true blue Primula. It, however, approaches
almost as near that colour as any we have seen.
Double White and Double Crimson are two beauti-
ful kinds, and the single alba magnifica is pure
white, broad and robust. We have in this strain a
rich assortment of colours that tells of the great
strides made with this easily grown and showy
greenhouse flower.

Crocus Imperati.—This Crocus was started
prematurely into growth by the wet of last summer,
and, encouraged by the mildness of the autumn, it

began to flower in my garden in the open air about
December 20. It is now in full flower in many
parts of the garden, having suffered no damage
even from 10° or 12° of frost for several nights
in succession. Whenever a few gleams of sunshine
come the flowers open wide and show their full

beauty. The bulbs of this lovely species may be
bought so cheaply, that it may be recommended for

.

all gardens. It multiplies very fast, both by in-

crease of the bulb and by seed, which may be left

to sow itself, and germinates in that way better
than if stored and dried. Mr. Maw mentions and
figures a variety with rose-coloured petals and an-
other with pure white flowers ; of this 1 had a fine

bunch which flowered beautifully last year, but
soon afterwards some malignant influence— I never
could discover the cause— destroyed nearly every
bulb when the leaves were about half grown.

—

C. WoLLEY DoD, Edge Hall, Malpas.

St. James's Park is undergoing improvement
Much of the ground has been raised, flower-beds
abolished and green turf substituted, with groups
of shrubs and trees in some instances. It has been
carried too far where large deciduous trees have
existed previously, as these have a half-buried
appearance, the result of the raising of the ground.
The lower island is apparently to have a kind of
rockwork, but the masses of artificial rocks are ugly
and out of place. Hardy flowers were plentiful
throughout last summer, and pretty effects secured
by the use of subtropical plants. A bed of blue tufted
Pansies and Fuchsias last season was the best thing
of the kind we have seen in a London park. It is

a break away from the stereotyped carpet-bedding.
Early-flowering Chrysanthemums, Sunflowers, tufted
Pansies, Carnations, and other hardy flowers were
exceptionally good last year. The clumps of old
Clove Carnation in the Embankment gardens at
Charing Cross were magnificent. Nothing in a
country garden we have seen has ever eclipsed
them for size of flower, colour, or freedom. This is

only one example of what may be done with
hardy flowers even in the heart of the great
metropolis.

Sport ftom Chrysanthemum Lord Alees-
ter.—Mr. J. Lambert, Onslow Gardens, Shrewsbury,
with whom this sport originated, and which I spoke of
when writing on the Queen of Knglaud family lately

in The Garden, says "the colour is similar to that of
Golden Queen of England in the lower half, the re-

mainder being like its parent." He also adds, " it

has a splendid constitution, being more robust than
its parent. So far, it is quite constant, as I have had
it two seasons." No doubt a variety of this description
will prove a decided acquisition, especially as it comes
from a stock so good as Lord Alcester.

—

E. M.

Chrysanthemum Mme.Desgrange.—Instead
<'f throwing away the old stools after suHicient cut-
tings are taken, they should be planted out of doors in

all open space, as such plants will supjily flowers freely
the following autumn. Allow from six t^ ten shoots
to grow from each, aud these in time will multiply
into mimeroiis growths. Kemove any other shoots
beyond the number named. During tlie summer tie

the growths loosely to stakes, and when the flower-

buds are formed ili^' uji the plants, and either pot them
or pIucM them on the bed where Cucumbers have been
growing during the suinnu'r. .\u abiuidauceof blooms
will bo produced by this motlioj.—E. M.

Carnations sporting:.—Will somo reader of Tub
Gahdkn wlio h;LH hiul t xiHjrlonce in the t-iiltiviitiun of tlio

Ciiruatiun l<indly Kivo hi« opinion as to tlio riiueo of somo
ports sptM-ting h-wV. to selfs, anri whether aiich will in courbO
of time come tnio sgalny— Yorksiiihk.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

SOFT-WOODED HEATHS.
The family of Heaths (Erica) is a reiy large

one, all being natives of the Old World, and
found mostly at the Cape of Good Hope. For
many of the kinds which have enlivened and
beautified our plant houses we are indebted to a
collector named IMason, who sent vast numbers
of these plants to England, and who is de-

servedly commemorated in the species named
Masoniana. These plants w-ere eagerly sought
after by everyone some years ago, and English
gardeners established a reputation for them-
selves in their successful management of this

family of plants, and the hybridisers found it to

their advantage to produce quantities of seed-

lings. The majority of the kinds raised in our
gardens were of far greater excellence than
those varieties which had been introduced from
the Cape. During the last two or three decades,

however, these beautiful plants have not been
grown, so that at the present time the cultiva-

tion of Heaths is confined to a few of the large

trade growers round the neighbourhood of Lon-
don. These plants appear in the various flower

markets, and ultimately pass into the hands of

amateurs who cannot resist their beauty, but
who have no means of keeping them in health

after the flowering season, and consequently
have to purchase annually when in flower from
the emporiums already quoted. A few kinds

only of those easiest to manage are grown in

these establishments, some kinds being culti-

vated by tens of thousands in one place. I do
not think it now possible to find a good collec-

tion of Ericas in a private establishment in a

day's march through the country. I have heard
it said that the atmosphere of the London dis-

trict has become too bad to allow of Ericas

being growni, but in the few places in which
they are to be found they do well enough, so

this can be but a poor excuse. I believe the

only home these plants still have mth us is in

the famous nurseries of the Messrs. Low and
Co., of Clapton, an establishment in which fine

plants have been retained for years after they
had lost their piipularity, with the hope that

English plant gi-owers would return to their old

loves. One by one, however, these jilants have
passed away to make room for more fashionable
things, but the Heaths appear to remain the
longest, the last relic of an almost forgotten art

in the gardener's profession. From time to

time, however, of late there appears to be a re-

actionary feeling going on in the gardening
world, and many of the trade round London
begin to work up stocks of these plants, and I

myself should much like again to see Heaths
grown as they were in the palmy days of

Chiswick. To this end, then, we introduce the
.subject here, beginning with the easily grown
kinds, for with these most of the gardeners of

the present day will need to commence before
they can expect to achieve the success which
attended the efforts of those who in the past
days devoted themselves to the culture of Ericas.

Tliese plants are not more difficult to grow than
many others, but they re(iuii'e a greater amount
of care and attention than any other plants with
whicli I am acquainted ; their wants must be
anticipated, and their wants must be supplied
at the proper time, and it is this attention which
requires to be cultivated in the young British
gardeners of the present day.

Ericas require good peat earth to grow in,

with a fair admixture of sharp sand, and the
drainage must be thorough. The peat for
Heath growing should not be of the kind which
finds favour with Orchid growers, but fibrous

gritty peat ; this should be chopped down from with the soil. The degree of fineness must be
the stack with a spade, so that the fibre is mixed determined by the size or sizes of the pots for

which it is intended, but a sieve
must on no account be used.
In potting, the soil should be
made very firm, as the fine roots
of Heaths work more freely into

the firm soil than they possibly
can when it is loose ; moreover,
if not made very firm, it retains
the moisture too long, and soon
becomes unsuitable for the roots
of Heaths to live in. It is often
said that Heaths do not like much
water, but having had consider-
able experience with these plants
for a number of years, I have
found that they reqture a great
deal of water, but it must be
fresh and soft, and the drainage
must always be kept open and
free to enable it to pass rapidly
away. In potting, a sufficient

space should be left to hold a good
quantity of water, as a ball of

peat made very firm cannot be
wetted thoroughly with a small
quantity of liquid. I do not ad-
vise the use of liquid manure t f

any sort whatever to Heaths. 1
know it is used by some, especi-
ally growers of soft - wooded
Heaths for market, but plants
that have been brought up on
.such treatment are not long-lived,
and having had under my care
some of the finest and the oldes,,t

specimen Heaths in the country
which never had anything but
pure water, I am perfectly satisfied

they do not require it. During
the summermonths Heatlis should
be grown in the 0])en aii' fully ex-
posed to the sun, but in the case
(if specimens in large pots it is

well to use some contrivance to
shade the pots, which otherwise
become heated, to the detriment
of the young roots wliich are on
the outside of the ball of earth.

During this period they will re-

i|tiire looking over twice in the
(lay to prevent over - diyness

;

especially is this necessary in

'Udl, moist weather. In the win-
I i/r season, after their removal to

t he house, keep them cool and the
.itmosphere of the house as dry
as possible ; fire-heat applied to

Heaths is ruinous, and I woidd
much prefer a degree or two of

fr(.)st in the house at night to

using artificial heat. After a spell

'f dark, heavy, moist weather,

however, I use it in the daytime,
and at the same time give plentj'

• >{ air, as this dries up all moisttire

and prevents the attack of mil-

dew. I have found mildew occa-

sioned by want of air and drought
at the root with a moist atmo-
sphere more than from any other

cause. This drought ari.ses from
g.-irdeners being afraid of water-

ing their plants in dull weather
;

thus the plants suffer, and whilst

they are in tliis tcmiiorary un-
healthy condition the germs of

(lie mildew find a suitable rest-

ing place, and the mischief is

i'loweriag shoot of Erica Wilmoreana. ^1""«- Soft- wooded Heaths were
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not very frequently grown into large speci-

mens, and at the present time I think cer-

tainly less frequently is this the case, but if

properly treated they make handsome bushes.
In order to achieve this, the plants, after

flowering, require hard pruning, and when
this is not done they soon become lank)' and
unsightly. Heaths are propagated by cuttings,

but this is a difficult operation ; indeed, it is

almost an art by itself, and I would not by any
means advise gardeners to attempt it. Buy
your plants as young as you like and grow them
to suit your own fancy, but leave the striking

business to those who are adepts in the art.

The following kinds are amongst the easiest to

grow, and produce handsome plants in small
pots :

—

E. COLOKANS produces long spikes of tubular
flowers, which are red and white ; late spring and
summer.

E. GBACILIS.—This and its variety autumnalis
flower through the autumn, winter, and early spring
months

; the foliage is deep green. It produces
long dense spikes of small reddish purple flowers.

E. HVEMALls.—One of the prettiest Heaths grown,
producing long elegant spikes of tubular flowers

;

the bell-shaped blooms are rosy pink at the base,

white at the mouth. Within the last few years a
pure white form of this plant has been obtained.

At first I supposed, with others, that this would be
a grand variety, but upon further acq\iaintance it

has, however, somewhat decreased in favour with
me. E. hyemalis usually flowers from about the
end of the year up to the end of February.

E. INTERMEDIA, as will be seen by our illustra-

tion (p. 108), is a large-flowered and dense-spiked
kind, the flowers being of the purest white, and
produced through the early autumn months.

E. PERSOLUTA. — A somewhat small-flowered
variety, but what it lacks in size it makes up in

quantity, for it producers spikes a foot or more in

lenirth and densely covered with elegant little bell-

shaped blooms of a deep blush. Another form of

this plant, named alba, has snow-wliite flowers,

and another, named rubra, has red flowers. All

these forms flower through March and April.

E. PBOPENDENS.—This plant is similar in habit
to hyemalis, but it blooms at midsummer, its flowers
being open, liell-shaped, and soft purple.

E. PYEAMIDALIS is a lovely spring bloomer, its

very long racemes being laden with long, bright
To.sy pink flowers. I think this plant requires a
little more warmth tluin the majority of Heaths.

E. REGEBMINANS.— Somewhat similar to per-
soluta, yet quite distinct, jiroducing long racemes
of globular pale red flowers in tlie late spring
months.

E. SCABRIUSCULA.—A handsome free-growing
plant and a profuse bloomer. The flowers are
camjianulate and pure white, appearing during
Ajjril and May.

E. SCARIOSA is a summer-blooming pl.ant, pro-
ducing its flowers in great abundance; these are
pure wliitc, with the black stamens exserted.

E. SULPHUIIEA.—This is rather a rare plant, but
I cannot understand why it kept so when Heaths
were pojiular. It is a free-frrowing plant, but 1

think ratlu;r shy in fl(}wering; it forms long
racemes of flowers whicli are tubular and slightly
curved, and of a clear sulphur-yellow. It blooms
in scunmer.

E. WfLMOHEANA.—A.s will be Seen from the
accompanying cut, this is a noble jjlant, and when
well grown with numerous spiUes, such as are here
shown, it is extremely handsome ; the flowers, about
half an inch long, rich p\ir]jle at tlie base, the iipjier

half white, are produced rluring the early s[)ring
months. W."H. O.

Iris limbriata.—This Chinese species of Iris is

a most l>c,-iutiful flowering plant bir the greenhouse
at this .sc^ason of tlie year, yet it is quite rare, and
one that might in vain be sought for in many trade

establishments. It is essentially a greenhouse
plant and evergreen in character. It succeeds
best when grown in large masses, such as may be
seen in the Cactus house at Kew, where it flowers
finely every year. Tlie flowers, which are of a
beautiful pale mauve colour, blotched with yellow, are
about 4 inches across. The specific name fimbriata
is derived from a kind of fringed crest, which forms
a conspicuous feature of the flower. Its cultural

requirements are simple, the principal considera-
tion being in potting it to use only such soil as will

stand for some time without renewing, as, like

many similar things, such as the Agapantbus and
the pretty New Zealand Arthropodium cirratum,
it flowers best when pot-bound.—H. P.

EUCHAEIS AMAZONICA.
Though the Amazon Lily is more easily managed
and gives the best results where it can have the
advantage of stove culture or a fairly high tempe-
rature all the year round, vet a good crop of flowers

may be obtained from plants grown in ordinary
vineries if early and late Grape-growing be carried
out, and one house at least is kept warm enough in

winter to caiTy tender bedding plants througli
safely. In this case, however, the cultivator must
not strive to emulate growers who have well-heated
houses to work with, and who by judicious manage-
ment can produce three crops of flowers a year from
the same plants. He must content himself with
one good crop, which will come in just when the
dull days of November make them very valuable,

and if there are about a dozen 10-ineh or 12-inch
pots of bulbs, there will probably be some good
flowers left to welcome Christmas or even new
year's-tide. I will give a few of the most essen-

tial points of management, attention to which will

command success.

As the plants go out of flower, or say from the
middle to the end of December, remo\-e them to tlie

warmest liouse at command, and put tliem on the
pipes nearest the boiler, with just a thin plank or a
few slates under the pots if the pipes are likely to

get very hot at any time. Allow the ]>lants to

become as dry as tliey can bear without injury, and
let them remain here till the early vinery has a
night temperature of from 58° to 60°, when they
can safely be taken into it and started into growtli.

Assist them with occasional doses of manure water
to grow as strongly and rapidly as possible. They
will take plentiful supplies of water wlien growing,
and should not be stinted. When the Grapes begin
to colour and the bouse is freely ventilated, remove
the Euchariscs to a successional or late vinery—if

a Muscat house, so much the better—selecting the
least draughty position for them. About the middle
of August reduce the supply of water somewhat to

assist the ripening of tlie bulbs, when, if the pro-

gress during the summer has been satisfactory, the
earliest flower-spikes will soon sliow. When the
first buds are about to open, the plants may, if de-

sired, be taken to the conservatory, where they will

be grateful for a little fire-heat on cold nights, and
with careful treatment they will last in beauty for

a long time. If the bouse gets too cold or the
plants are stood in a draught, tliey will resent it

by producing imdcrsized flowers, the crowns or ciijis

of which will be pencilled with yellow instead of

the lovely green markings seen in well-grown
flowers. This comparatively cool treatment of the
plants gives more trouble and necessity for care

than the ordinary stove-grown .specimens need, but
good Eucharis flowers are worth having, as there

is no sulistitute for them.

Willi regard to potting the bulbs, it is time
enougli to think .ibimt tliat wlien the plants show
.signs of poverty, for tliey will do well in the same
))ots for several years, provided tliey get plenty of

manure water in the growing season. If, however,
the necessity arises for potting them, get at them
soon after tliey have done flowering. Drain the
pots well, use good soil, llie bulk of which should
1)0 good fibrous loam, with plenty of sand addi-d;

put the bulbs in d(('|)ly, and do not be in too great

a hurry to start them afterwards, but keep them
going when they arc fairly on the move.

Though I have grown Eucharises on this cool

system for j"ears, I have never had an attack of the

Eucharis mite—for the advent of which cool treat-

ment has been often blamed—nor any other form
of ill health ; on the contrary, the plants have

always looked healthy, the leaves have been large,

robust, and leathery, and the flower crops good.

J. C. Tallack.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE FLOWERING
PLANTS.

The novelties of the past year, with very few ex-

ceptions indeed, are almost exclusively due to the

untiring exertions of the hybridiser. The enumera-
tion of novelties in stove and greenhouse flowering

plants will no doubt serve to stimulate the energies

of all engaged or interested in their production.

In the greenhouse Rhododendron class of the

Javanese type, which has been treated extensively

by Mr. J. Douglas in The Garden of January 12,

we note some very important additions. These beau-

tiful plants most deservedly increase in popularity

every year, their comparatively easy culture and
the beauty of their flowers being sufficient qualities

to render them popular ; but when it is added that

their flowering takes place naturally in the dullest

season of the year, and also that the flowers are

unharmed by fog, it is not surprising to find them
grown on a larger scale every successive season.

In the section with white flowers we have in R.

Purity a most marked improvement on all the

white-flowered kinds already known, as besides being

of the purest white and not show-ing when fading

away the least tinge of pink, the corolla is large

and the lobes are rounded and substantial. It

is also interesting on account of its parentage,

since there can be no doubt of its being the result

of a cross effected between a rosy-carmine variety,

R. Taylori, and a yellow-coloured species, R. Teys-

manni. The section with yellow flowers has also

received several additions, the most valuable of

which are R. Primrose, a beautiful variety with

large, well-fonued flowers of a clear yellow colour,

distinct from all other javanicum hybrids ; and R.

Yellow Perfection, one of tlie best of all varieties

artificially produced, and the result of a cross be-

tween R. Teysmanni and R. Lord Wolseley. In

this instance "the flowers, which are of a pure trans-

parent yellow, deeper in the tube, measure nearly

3 inches across ; they are of great substance, and
their lobes are particularly round and broad.

Among many other novelties of various tints

there arc also R. Imogene and R. Souvenir de

J. Mangles, the latter of whicli has bold, brick-

red flowers disposed in handsome and massive

trusses; the tube is purplish, while the broad and
rinmd lobes make up a flower as perfect in form as

could be desired. The former is remarkable for the

unusual dimensions of its bold flowers, of excellent

shape and good substance, with the lobes of the

corolla broad, rounded, and showing also a new
departure in colour, which is of a lovely clear buff,

on which the stamens, of a pinki.sh tint, are most
conspicuously shown, and form a most agreeable

contrast. But the most distinct of all the new Rho-

dodendrons is undoubtedly the one called R. Ruby,

a most appropriate name, since its flowers, tliough

somewhat smaller than in most kinds, are of a very

ricli crimson colour. In this case the character of

R. multiilorum Curtisi has been substituted for

that of the purely jasminillorum orj.-ivanicum types,

and with the most encournj^ing results, for, besides

the brilliancy of colour, the liabit of growth lia«

been greatly improved. It promises will to bo

the forerunner of a race of dwarf, bushy, and

extremely free-flowering liliododendions into which

various other colours will no doulit be infused by

cross-fertilisation in course of time.

Very bright-coloured forms of tlie popular Fla-

mingo" Plant (Antburium Scherzerianum) have

made their appearance under the resjicctive names

of sanguineuiii and iitiosnnguineum, while in An-

tliuriuni De Siuettianuni we have a new form in the

wav of A. Andrcanuiu. in which the coniiiaratively

siiiiill diiiiensions of tlie spathes arc compensated

for by the very deep crimson colour. In the Azalea

indica section we note particularly A. Louise
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Vervaine, Theodore Reimer, Ami du Coeur, and
especially Vervasneana, a very good habited, double-

flowering variety, with substantial, well-formed
petals striped and suffused with pink and spotted

with crimson on the upper half, the ground being
white. The Gloxinias Madame Bleu, Meteor, Rose,

and Nabis, white spotted with purple, also form a
small, but most welcome contribution to the list of

new flowering plants of 1888. while in the [iroduction

of the gorgeous Amaryllis we also note some marked
improvements on the older forms and additional

new ones, foremost among them being A. Conqueror,
a variety of great beauty and which fully deserves

its name. Its extremely handsome flowers, which,
though measuring nearly 9 inches in diameter, are

neither rough nor gaudy, are of perfect shape, the

colour being of a bright uniform crimson, rendered
more brilliant still by the greenish white centre
with which it is ornamented. A. Finette is almost
a white flower, with just a suspicious tint of green
and some slight scarlet venations on the upper
segments. These are undulated at the edges, and
although the whole flower is not so open and
spreading as in most of the finest t\-pes, it is, how-
ever, sufficiently so to show its great beauty. In A.
Rodney we have a bold, striking and part icularly well

expanded flower of excellent form ;ind of a briglit

crimson colour, whose broad petals are ornamented
with a white band extending their whole length

;

mottlings of the same colour are also elegantly dis-

posed on each side. The variety Miss Roberts is

thoroughly distinct and novel through the curious
mottled colour of its large ojjen flowers, which
are of excellent shape. These are white slightly

tinged with green, deepening towards the centre
and covered all over with a close network of rich

scarlet veins ; wliile A. Emperor Frederick is a
robust variety with scarlet flowers showing a broad
white longitudinal band extending down the lower
half of the segments.

The hybridiser has also been busily at work lat-

terly among Cannas, and his labours have resulted

in the production of an entirely new race of plants
deserving general cultivation on account of the
beauty and brightness of the flowers. Cannas had
hitherto been grown exclusively for the decorative
qualities of their foliage when planted out of doors,

but this new French race will undoubtedly prove
most useful, as it contains plants with purple as
well as with green foliage and with flowers of

various colours, which are particularly bright in

autumn, when specimens in pots are of service

for the conservatory. Among the many varieties

which have been sent out during the last two years,

the following six are about the most handsome, as

also the most distinct, and form in themselves a
very effective group. C. Ulrich Brunner is a very
handsome and beautiful variety, through the deep
reddish tint of its foliage, and on account of

the brilliant scarlet-crimson colour of its flowers
which, like those of several others, are of large
dimensions, and produced in finely developed spikes.

which are produced in succession, the lateral

branehlets gradually developing into fully grown
flower-spikes. C. Capricieux is an exceedingly
beautiful form with fine orange-scarlet flowers, with
the edge of the petals bordered and fringed witli

deep orange. In C. Francisque Morel tht^ dee])

crimson flowers are very effective ; those of C. Mine.
Just are orange-yellow, of very large size, and pro-
duced abundantly. The variety Admiral Courbet
h.as handsome foliage and large spikes of bright
yellow flowers with brownish markings, while the
very large flowers of C. Geoffrey St. Hilaire are of
a very deep rich scarlet.

Among the few new flowering plants which
we owe to the exertions of the collector, Oxer,a
pulchella ranks first. This ]ilant, which is a native
of New Caledonia and was recently figured in
the Hotanical Magazhie (t. 6938), is closely re-
lated to the Clerodcndron, and its naturally
climbing habit, as well as the beauty of its

CaiiiclUa-lIke fnlinge wouM be sufficient to ni;ike
it a viilual>le plant. But it is essentially a winter-
flowering suliject, as has been proved by the plant
in Pendell Court Gardens, Bletcliingley, whicli
flowered in December, 1880, and again in December,

1887. The flowers are of considerable substance

and ivory-white. Individually, they are somewhat
similarto thoseof aClerodendron, withabell-shaped,
but deeply-cut corolla, and with stamens protrud-

ing from the body of the flower. It requires the

temperature of the intermediate house or warm
greenhouse, and will be found a most valuable

addition tc_i flowering plants. It may be grown with
gi-eenhcuise Rhododendrons, Lasiandras, Monoch.t^-

tons, Linum trigynum, &c., and will lie found most
useful for covering unsightly rafters, pillars, &c.,

producing in abundance its white flowers .at a
time when these are most needed. In Ardisia

mamillata we have a stove plant introduced from
Hong Kong, and belonging to a large genus of very
widely distributed habitats, as representatives of it

are found in America, on the islands of the Indian
Ocean, and in India. Its deep green elliptical

leaves, 4 inches to 5 inches long, by 2 inches to ii

inches broad, are covered with stiff hairs. It is

not, however, for its foliage that this pretty plant

deserves cultivation, but on account of the clusters

of deep red. Holly-like berries, which are produced
in profusion and hang below the crowm of leaves,

against the dark green colour of which they form
a rich and most pleasing contrast. The list of

the most meritorious of new flowering plants closes

with a pretty little gem called Haberlea rhodo-
pensis, a very interesting plant of dwarf and
tufted habit, with pretty, Streptocarpus-like flowers,

bright pui-ple outside, but slightly tinged with
lilac on the lip. S.

Rogiera gratissima. — As a cool house
shrub to associate with Luculia gratissima.

Daphne indica, and similar subjects, this Rogiera
is well suited, and when in a healthy state it will

flower throughout the winter, at which season its

Laurustinus-like clusters of soft pink blossoms are

especially welcome, not only for their attractive

appearance when on the plant, but also for use in a
cut state where flowers in this form are in request.

It is a plant for whose welfare pure air is very
necessary, as it suffers greatly around London from
those dense fogs so prevalent during the winter
months. Apart from a pure atmosphere, the other
conditions necessary to its well-doing are thorough
drainage, a good open soil (such as a mixture of

fibrous loam, peat and sand), with, if possible, a
good sprinkling of nodules of charcoal in the com-
post. Besides this the plant must not be grown in

a close structure, but rather in a light airy house.

If the plants are kept too warm, thrips are very liable

to effect a lodgment on the leaves, and when once
established they are difficult to get rid of.

—

T.

Chorozemas in bloom. — The Chorozemas
stand forth among the most robust of New Hol-
land plants, or rather, I should say, some of them do.

for such kinds as C. caudatum and its variety

splendens are of quite a vigorous habit of growth.
This last is seen to great advantage when employed
as a pillar plant trained up the end of a gi-een-

house, or for a similar purpose. In any case they
should not be stiffly tied, as if this is done one
half of the beauty of the plant is lost. The same
remarks apply with equal force to specimen plants,

which are often spoilt by too rigid a mode of

training. If medium-sized plants are trained around
a few sticks, and after tliat .allowed to grow at will,

the .slender branches arrange themselves in a loose

and graceful manner, while a well-flowered specimen
grown in this form is vastly more pleasing than one
tied into a stiff and formal shape. The pretty
little Chorozema Honchmanni, with its deep green
Holly-like leaves and bright coloured blossoms, is

more particular in its cultural requirements than
are the others. For this, good sandy peat is a very
suitable compost, while the others will do well with
the addition of some fibrous loam. lake most of

the hard-wooded class, they need to be potted
firmly, given good drainage, and nmst not be
allowed to become dry. If the atmosphere of the
structure is too close and warm, the leaves are

liable to bo attacked by red spider, which soon
destroys their beauty. In addition to those above
mentioned there ;ire others, viz., C. varium and its

variety Chandler! and C. flavum. which differ from

all the others in their blossoms being yellow. Besides

their effective appearance wlien on the plant the

blossoms of the Chorozemas are very useful where

flowers are required in a cut state, as they can be

employed for button-holes and similar purposes.

—

H. P.

RHODODENDRONS IN FLOWER.

The article on p. 4U by Mr. Douglas relating to the

many beautiful hybrid Rhododendrons that flower

at this season leaves little to be desired, unless it

be to refer to a few additional words in favour of

one of the parents from whence some of the earlier

hybrids were obtained, viz., R. javanicum, which
we have now flowering together with many of the

better-known varieties, and even though all are

beautiful, the original species certainly attracts the

greatest share of attention. In this the leaves are of

a rich glossy green hue, as much as 6 inches long,

and about S'inches in width. The flowers, which are

borne in clusters, are of a beautiful rich reddish

orange colour, and in some blooms the entrance to

the throat is heavily suffused with crimson, which
imparts to the plant quite an additional feature.

The individual blooms are almost 3 inches in

diameter, so that even when sparingly produced

they make a goodly show, and at this season of the

year remain in beauty much longer than in the

warmer weather. The specimen now in bloom was
last May equally as free, and after the blossoms

were over it started rapidly into growth, the shoots

then produced being those now bearing flowers.

That it is unnecessary to attain a large size before

flowering is shown by a small plant struck from a
cutting and now about a foot high, which has

divided into three branches, each of which is termi-

nated by a cluster of blossoms. A gi'eat merit

possessed by these Rhododendrons is, that in the

temperature of an intermediate house they will

flower more or less throughout the year, some
varieties, however, being in this respect more
noticeable than others. The most prominent as

far as I have obser\-ed are the oldest of these hybrids

—Princess Royal, as well as Princess Alexandra,

Maiden's Blush, Prince Leopold, and, above all.

Duchess of Edinburgh. This last is generally one

of the most unsatisfactory when growing on its own
roots, and consequently the better way is to graft

it on a more vigorous variety, a good kind for the

purpose being the blush - coloured Princess Alex-

andra, which, claiming as its parents R. jasmini-

florum andPrincess Royal, is, singularly enough, more
vigorous than either, besides which the long Willow-

like foliage is very distinct. Next to this Princess

Royal itself is a very good stock, or seedlings may
1)0 "raised and employed for the pui-pose. So freely

do these Rliododendrons flower, that I have often

had to pick off the buds in order to .save the

life of the plant, and this is especially noticeable in

the case of Prince Leopold and Duchess of Edin-

burgh when on their own roots. It was this that

led me to try the experiment of grafting them on

to more vigorous stocks, and with perfectly satisfac-

toiy results. Grafting may be done at almost any
season provided stocks and scions are in a suitable

condition for the purpose.

The scions selected should be shoots of the

cuiTent season when about three parts ripened, and
the stocks must be establisheil in small pots an<l in

a good healthy condition. Whip or side grafting

as close to the groun<l as possible is the better

method, and if tied securely in position, all that is

then necessary will be to keep the plant close till a.

union is complete. Raising these Rhododendrons
by means of seeds is a very interesting process, and
though it is probable that one may not get a single

pl.ant equal to those which rejiresent the selection

of years, as carried out by Messrs. Veitch, still, the

interest of watching the development of the diffe-

rent individuals is very great, added to which there

is always the hope of something good. I recently

saw a large number of .seedlings, and that it is not

necessary to wait so long before the cliaracter

of some of them can be determined was shown by
little plants only three years old. and in a few cases

not mui'li more than '.\ inches bigli. wliirh wore

bearing a cluster of bloss-)ms. On the otlur hand,
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some were mounting upward, .and promised to

reach double the age and more tlian treble tlie

height above mentioned before they would flower.

These plants were the product of the intercrossing

of many of the best-named varieties, and the pro-

geny was .as variable as the parents from which
they had sprung. One thing to be particularly ob-
served where the raising of seedlings is attempted
is, that when the seed-pods are ripe they often with
little or no warning burst, and scatter their contents
to the winds. So light are the seeds, that they
are almost certain to be lost if this happens, and to

guard against such a thing they should be examined
occasionally and surrounded with a bit of muslin
if this appears likely to happen. One point gre.atly

in favour of these Rhododendrons is the fact that
they seem to be quite impervious to the fogs that
overspread the neighbourhood of London, of which
there have been several visitations Lately, for while
nearly .all blossoms either expanded or in the bud
state were destroyed and their relatives, the Indian
Azale.as, have lost their leaves wholesale, owing to

the baneful influence of the atmosphere, these Rho-
dodendrons have continued to flower throughout
the whole period, and neither the blossoms nor the
very youngest leaves seem to have suffered in the
least. Of course, in towns occasional sponging is

necessary in order to remove the sooty deposit from
the leaves. H. P.

CUT FLOWERS OF ZONAL PELARGONIUMS
FOR MARKET.

A VI.SIT to Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett's nursery
at Twickenham enables anyone interested in tlie

matter to see the work done, not only thoroughly
well, but also very extensively. The process of
marketing commences as earl}- as possible in the
year, and is carried on all through the spring and
summer according to the demand. As a matter of

course, thousands of plants have to be cultivated, and
they are grown on in relays so as to afiord a suc-

cession. It is worthy of note that single varieties

are much more largely grown than double ones, and
the latter are almost entirely represented by one
variety, F. V. Raspail, deep scarlet, with fine large

pips, and an excellent compact habit of growth.
This is a variety largely gi'own by gardeners gene-
r.ally for a supply of cut blooms, especially during
the winter .ind spring months.

The single varieties must have bold symmetrical
trusses of attractive shades of colour and stout
well-formed pips. One of the most popular is

Henry Jacoby, scarlet shaded with crimson, a
variety that is as useful and extensively grown as
was the old Tom Thumb, and one that will be grown
for years to come, because of its adaptability for bed-
ding and pot culture. De Lesseps is another most
useful scarlet, and so is Vesuvius ; both are very free,

and produce large numbersof trusses of bloom ; and
notwithstanding the introduction of so many fine

pink zonals, anyone visiting the Lily Nursery will
find the old Christine and Master Christine largely
cultiv.ated there, because they are so free, and the
re.ady manner in which they sell proves they are
favourites in the mirket also. White flowers seem
to be in great demand, and the leading varieties
grown are four in number—Eureka, Queen of
Whites, Jeanne d'Arc, and Niphetos. The well-
known Ivy-leaved variety, Madame Crousse, is also
largely grown.

The trusses of bloom are carefully gathered, then
they arc carried into an apartment wliere young
girls deftly pl.ace in the centre of each flower
a drop of gum, which serves to keep the petals in

tlieir pl.ace. The trusses are then put up in
bunches of a dozen or so, carefidly placed in shal-
low bo.xos, and sent away to market.

Mcssr.-. Hawkins and Bennett have a double
zon.al which is in all prol)ability a selection, or
sometliing iu the w.ay of .asporl, from F. V. l{aspail,

the flowers being of similar colour, but botli larger

and fuller; the habit is especially good, .and it is

very line in all respects. It has received the name
of Jubilee. it. 1).

Salvia Heeri.— On I).'comber .31 Ust I saw a
capital plant "( this Salvia flowering freely at the base

of a south wall in the gardens at Rooksbury Park,
Fareham. It had etood aU through the past severe
froats without any protection except that afforded by
the wall, and seemed none the worse for it. The
growth was short-jointed, the flowers especially of good
colour and produced in abundance.—M.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Geeenhouse.— Gkafting Camellias.— Where
there happens to be any large plants of inferior va-

rieties of Camellia, provided they are in a healthy
state, it is worth while to re-graft them with good
sorts. There are no flowering subjects that can so
easily and in such comparatively little time be
made into fine specimens by re-grafting, if, as
already said, they are in vigorous health. Plants
that are defective at the roots or are in any way
weakly, are better left until they have been brought
round into a satisfactory condition, otherwise it is

more than likely the work will not be successful
through the new growth not making headway.
Where the operation in question is to be carried
out, there should be no time lost in heading the
plants down. Pl.ants that are turned out in beds
or borders can be grafted in this way as easily as
those that .are in pots or tubs. As will be readily
understood, the more vigorous they are the sooner
they will form handsome heads, provided the stop-

ping is duly carried out. This is necessary, as

when the scions begin to move freely they will

make slioots much longer and stronger than are
produced by plants in an ordinary condition.
Pl.ants that are to be grafted should be headed
down to within 8 inches or 10 inches of the collar;

afterwards they should be kept cool, so as to dis-

courage any disposition to make growth for six or

eight weeks.

Camellias of good varieties, sometimes, through
the balls below the surface getting too dry for the
roots to keep up their wonted activity, get into a
straggling state, thin of foliage, and with often a
disposition to drop their buds. When in this con-
dition, the best way is usually to he.ad them
down. The tops should be removed low enough to

admit of the future specimens getting fully fur-

nished down to the base, without which they will

be defective in appearance. Plants that arc to be
thus treated should also be headed b.ack .at once.
Before heading down, the soil should be allowed to

get drier than under ordinary circumstances is

necessary, and afterwards until the stools show
signs of breaking it sliould be kept in th.at coiuli-

tion.

EpACKiSEg.—The early-flowering varieties of

Epacris that bloom during the autumn up to the
end of the year .are .all more or less erect in habit
of growth, with little disposition to branch out.

On this .account it is necess,ary to cut them back
freely each year when they are out of flower ; this

sliould be done .as soon as they have finished

blooming. If this is not attended to regularly, the
plants get too tall and have a straggling apijcarance,

as however long the shoots are left, only a few eyes

at the top will break. Pjiints th.at came into bloom
early will now have .about done flowering ; last

year's shoots should be cut back to within G inches

or so of the base. Epacrises are at all times im-
patient of any excess of moisture at the roots, and
at this season in particul.ar, when both the top and
root growth are dormant, it is requisite to see that
the soil is not too wet. Before shortening the
shoots the ]}Iants .should be allowed to get half

dry anil no more w.ater be given till some new growth
has been made than will keep the roots in lliis

state. If the pl.ants when cut in can be stood in a
house or pit that is kept at a little above an
ordinary greenhouse temperature, s.ay about 4.'j°,

it will help them to bre;ik more readily, and there
will be less d.anger of t lie roots feeling tlie efi'ix'ts

of the tops being ri'iiioviMl. 'J'lie late-bhioiniiig

kinds, of wliich E. ininiat.asplendens and E. graiidi-

flora rubra may be taken as representatives, are
much stronger growers than the early flowerers and
more bushy in habit, .and though they require to

liave their shoots sluu-feneil after lilooming, they
need not be reduced so much. The time these late

flowerers bloom can be regulated so as to have

them in succession from the beginning of March up
to the end of spring by keeping those that are
wanted to come in first G° or 8° w.armer than those
that .are to flower the latest. The latter will do
with no more heat than will keep the house a little

above the freezing point. One of the advantages
attending the cultivation of Epacrises over most
hard-wooded greenhouse subjects is that they do
not suffer from mildew if kept iu a low tempera-
ture during winter. Epacrises, even when their tops
are not in any way reduced, should be watered
carefully through the winter ; the soil ought to be
allowed to get drier before water is given than
most plants require it to be.

New Holland plants.— Several species of
hard-wooded pl.ants that come from this part of the
world are liable to sufifer from mildew during the
winter months if they .are kept cooler than they
like, tliough they will not take h.arm under such
conditions in other w.ays, provided the roots are
not too wet. Amongst the difllerent species that
are most affected in this w.ay are the Boroniiis,

Hedaromas, Leschenaultias, Gompholobiums, Pime-
leas, RocUa ciliata, and others that are somewhat
tender in their leaves. The parasite is the most
likely to put in its appearance on plants that were
not exposed in the open air long enough to admit
of their leaves getting hardened up sufficiently

before the time for taking them indoors in autumn
arrived ; and even where the necessary ripening
process has been secured, the plants mentioned will

require to be closely watched. Those who have not
had much to do with these things often do not
notice the pest until the leaves are so much affected

that they afterwards fall off in quantities. When
this happens, it induces a delicate condition of the
roots, which not unusually causes the plants to go
oft during the following summer, and under any
circumstances the loss of the leaves spoils the
bloom and weakens the ensuing season's growth.
As soon as a plant is at all affected with mildew,
it ought to be well dusted all over witli flowers of

sulphur, for though the p.arasite may not be de-

tected all over the leaves, it is still more than likely

to be present in the incipient stage, so that if only
the part where the parasite in a mature st.ate is

visible is dusted, the remedy will only be partial

and the work will li.ave to be repeated. As has
liefore been stated when speaking on this subject,

the plants should be Laid down on their sides and
turned round .as the .sulphur is .apiilied, so that it

may reach the whole of the leaves lui their under as
well as their upper surface. It should be allowed
to remain on for several days, and great eare must
be taken that none of the sulphur gets down into

the soil, as if this occurs to any extent it will de-
stroy them .and kill tlie phants. To prevent this,

when the powder is washed off they must be laid

down on their sides so as to admit of the whole
being syringed away, .at the same time, whilst the
jilants are in this position, removing carefully all

that has reached the surface of the ball, and
scraping away any of the soil th.at has got affected

with it. The pl.ants must then be let rcm.ain laid

down until the leaves .are quite dry. When plants that

are .aft'ected with mililew are dipped in or .syringed

with water that is impregnated willi sulpliur, or

water to which .any of the preparations of sulphur
sometimes recommended have been added, it is

necessary to be careful that none reaches the soil,

or the roots will be more or less destroyed.

Heaths.—Heaths suffer greatly from mildew.
The dull, moisture-laden .atmosiihere, witli its long-

cnntinued fogs, that lias prevailed through the latter

months of the year, following a sumnua- more than
usually moist, conseiiuent on which the growth
was insufficiently matured, has made the plants

more than ordinarily siisce])lible to the attacks of

the p.arasite. Heaths should be looked over every
week, so as to discover the jiest before it has time
to get much hold, or more injury will be done than
can be set right. It is necessary to use the
same amount of caution in apjilying sulphur to

these plants as to the New Holland kinds already
mentioned.

GlviNCl AIU.— An idea often prevails that unless

greenhouse plants. New Holland and Cape species
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as well as Heaths, have the air blowing: freely

through them every clay when it is not freezing
they will not do well, and on this account it is

allowed to reach them in full force when the state

of the weather is such that it will not absolutely
freeze them. It would be difficult to make a greater
mistake than this, or to follow a course that is more
certain to end in failure. Even the hardest wooded
varieties of Heath will not stand a current of cold
air coming directly in contact with them without
their feeling its effect, and also showing it after a
time in the discoloured leaves that turn brown and
ultimately die and fall off long before they other-
wise would, leaving the lower branches bare and
unsightly, and, what is still worse, reducing the
strength of the plants proportionately with the
premature loss of leaves. Plants of all kinds do
not require nearly so much air in the winter, when
they are more or less at rest, as they do in tlie

summer. In every plant house there should be
the means of giving air on both sides, so that
the lights or shutters through which it is let

in can be opened on the opposite side to that
from which the wind is blowing, and in winter,
unless tiie weather is calm, side lights that are on
a level with the plants should not be opened at all.

Enough air can then be given at the roof ventilators.

T. B.

Kitchen Garden.
TOMATOES, NEW AND OLD.

DuEiNtt the year 1887 Tomatoes simply grew
anyhow, the crops both imder glass and in the
open being exceptionally heavy and good, or
much as they are annually obtained in America.
The exactly opposite happened last year, the
crops under glass failing to set properly, disease
also being rampant ; while the plants grown in

Tomato Yellow Plum, or Greengage.

the open air were in most instances a complete
failure. In spite of this serious check to the
wide-spread and rapidly-increasing love for this
fruit, there is little likelihood of any falling oft'

in the numbers who cultivate either for sale or l.iasket has not become popular. If supplied
home consumption, and not a few will now be true it should prove a hea\'y cropper, the fruit
studvLQg the catalogues before deciding wliich of ' being of medium size, firm, and of good quality,
the old or new varieties to order. In this they When last I tried it the packet of seed contained
ought to be guided either by what will prove quite a mixture of varieties, the result being
most profitable, or which will best meet the most disappointing. Chiswick Red, King Hum-
requirements of private establishments. As a bert, Tick's Criterion, Nisbet's Victoria, and
rule, however, the class of fruit that most readilj' other somewhat simUar varieties produce
finds a market is also the best for private numerous clusters of fruit, usually egg-shaped,
growers. The ordinary rule with market pro- but they are too small and the quality rather
duce is somewhat inverted in the case of Toma-

^

inferior ; they belong to the more ornamental
toes, as it is not extra fine fruit, half a pound section in fact, and are not recommended for
and upwards in weight, that is in most demand,

!

general culture.
but rather medium-sized to small fruit, six to I Large-fruited sorts may be divided into two
eight of which scale a pound. The woodcut

|

classes, one including those that produce a good
given of Gilbert's Surpasse may be said to be an ' proportion of handsome fruit, and the other
adrnirable illustration of a typical or model principally very coarse and ugly fruit. Perfec-
fruit, being large and handsome enough for any tion, perhaps the most popular of the smooth
but exhibition purposes. Judging from the

|

round-fruited varieties, is largely grown for ex-
reports I have received from different sources,
including the extreme north of England, this

variety is likely to become very popular, espe-
cially for pot and house culture. Appiarently
it is the result of a cross between either
Nisbet's Victoria or The Queen and Perfection,
and unites the good qualities of both. It

is of moderately strong growth ; the fruit sets

I'reely, being usually borne in clusters of sis to

hibition piurposes, and the quality is also su-

perior. It was raised by Mr. R. Philips, Meo-
pham, Kent, and from whom I had seed twelve
years ago. Hackwood Park Prolific varies

slightly from Perfection, but Livingstone's Per-
fection and Mayflower are nearly or quite iden-
tical with it. In each case if the extra large

and much fasciated bloom is early removed
from each bunch, the rest will become much

stronger and be followed by fine

handsome fruit. Exhibitors there-

fore may safely select either of the
four last-named, and if still heavier,

though less handsome, fruit are ac-

ceptable. Trophy, or Stamfordian, as

it is called, may be gi-own. In a

Continental catalogue this is said to

be " large, early, and sweet." Large
I it certainly is, but it is neither early

I
nor sweet. Sweetness in a Tomato

j

would be objectionable, as it is a

want of acidity in some varieties that

I militates against them. The Mikado
also produces some exceptionally

large and ugly fruit, but if these

^ are prevented from forming, the rest

^^ ^ wiU bo very fine, of good form, and
the quality first-rate. The colour,

\ pale red, is somewhat against it, and
^^ in time most probably the old form

'^
!Es=ssA will be superseded by a selection

from it, known in America as Tur-
Tomato Gilbert's Surpasse. Engraved for The Gakden. ner Hybrid. The latter succeeded

with me capitally under glass last

eight in number, and no fault can be found with season, but Mikado failed, and it is only suitable

the colour or quality. Horsford's Prelude, re- for open-air culture. Dedham Favourite, pre-

cently certificated by the Royal Horticultural viously mentioned, does well in the open air,

Society, is also a comparatively small-fruited
; where it produces much larger fruit than under

variety. Dodhani Favourite, which I consider i glass. Conqueror, another pale red and sonie-

a good form of Acme, is perhaps the heaviest ' what ribbed variety, is a heavy cropiier, but it

cropper under glass I have yet tried, and this is not needed. Large Red may be included in

also is mtich piraised by various friends wlio

have favoured me with a report of trials. The
fruit is of good size, form, and qualit}', but the
colour (cornelian -red) is not in its favour.

Dwarf Orangefield, identical witli Vilmorin's
Dwarf Early, is of neat habit, a sure setter, and
the fruit iif excellent (juality, but much corrij-

gated and light, and not, therefore, so attractive

and profitable as either of the foregoing.

Sutton's Abundance grows rather too strongly,

but if not very liberally treated at the roots at

the outset, will set large clusters of handsome
medium-sized fruit ; colour rich crimson, and
quality good. The old Hathaway's Excelsior,

which was, I believe, the forerunner of quite a

new type of Tomatoes, is still one of the most
generally serviceable. It is well adapted for

either category. W'hen a good selection is

grown and the first ugly flowers removed, the

remainder set very freely and the fruits are

medium-sized and, though corrugated, by no
means ugly. The colour is good, the quality

fairly so, but the fruits do not weigh well. With
me it was the only variety that did not fail

either early or late under glass or totally in the

open. Large Yellow is equally as productive in

tlie 'open especially, but it is often very ugly

and the quality is wretcliedly bad. For coarse-

ness and ugliness the jialm must be given to

General Garfield, although the quality of this

monstrosity is by no means despicable. Hepper's
Goliath is also coarse and ugly, and I fail to

see the necessity for including either of them in

any lists. These extra large varieties seem to

culture either under glass or in the open, rarely
;
please both the Canadians and Americans, but

failing to produce profitable crops of handsome i they enjoyed a comparatively short nni in this

fruit of good quality, and also of the right size ' country, smaller, perfectly shapcil fruit being
for home use or for marketing. Tniillinni Fill more to our taste.
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A few yellow-fruited varieties have been
recently introduced, but as yet none of them
have given general satisfaction. They are either

not sufficiently productive, or else they are flat

and insipid when eaten. Carter's Green Gage
(see illustration), though by uo means a novelty,

is the best I have yet tried as far as flavour is

concerned, bnt it is not profitable . Golden Queen
is handsome, but of little value compared with
red-fruited varieties, while Golden Nugget is

more remarkable for its productiveness and orna-

mental appearance than for any other good
([ualities. None of the yellow-fruited varieties

will sell, and that is a bad sign. W. I.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Celeey.

A SHORT spell of frosty weather acted as a deter-

rent to early bolting, but this will only be tempo-
rary, and the best course to pursue with any plants

that are beginning to run up in the centre is to

completely lift and bed them in closely in a conve-

nient and cool position, or say on a north border.

All the blanched portion of the stems should be
again well covered with soil, this being made very
firm about the roofs. In the event of a severe

frost being imminent, the Celery ought to be lightly

covered either with mats, dry sti'aw, Bracken, or

Fir branches. An early clearance of the ground is

also frequently advantageous, this admitting of its

being well prepared for successional crops. It is a
common practice to follow Celery with Onion and
other root crops. In this case no fresh solid ma-
nure is used, and in many instances the only pre-

paration needed is merely the levelling of the sur-

face prior to the seed being sown. This will not be
sufficient where the soil is of a heavy or clayey
nature, the frequent trampling on the ground dur-

ing a wet autumn and winter leaving it in a some-
what pasty condition. Under such circumstances
advantage should be taken of a dry time to well

fork over the ground. Those who need early

Celery, or say in August, whether for exhibition or

home consumption, must sow seed now, and for

these early crops either Sandringham Dwarf White,
White Gem, or Wright's Grove White are suitable,

the last-named being the best for exhibition pur-

poses. Seeing that Celery obtained by sowing tlius

early is liable to bolt prematurely, it is unwise as a
rule to raise a large batch of plants. Sow the seed
in a pan of fine soil, cover lightly, and place on a
gentle hotbed till it is germinated, when a shelf

near tlie glass, still in heat, is the proper position

for it. The seedlings should eventually either be
potted off singly into small pots and given a shift

before they are badly root-bound, or else be pricked
off about 1 inches apart in boxes of rich soil. They
must be kept growing without a check in heat for

a time, and subsequently in a cool house or frames,
in order to have strong plants ready for the trenches
about the end of May.

Leeks.
These usually keep very late, not running to seed

till hot weather sets in. They ought to be re-

served as much as possible, as there will be a de-

mand for them when Onions fail, which they most
probably will do niucli earlier than usual owing to

their ripening liadly. Leeks may also be lifted

with a ball of .sciil aliont the roots and bedded in

closely and deeply, but tliere is no necessity for

this unless the ground they now occupy requires

manuring and digging. If extra fine Leeks are

needed for exliilntlon, a pinch of seed ought
now to be sown as advised in the case of early

Celery, the .seedlings being also similarly treated.

Leeks require very liljeral trcitment anil a rather
long period of growth if they are to weigli 4 lbs.

and upwards when lifted. The Lyon is jjerhaps
the most popular variety for exhibition.

BlIO.M) BlOANS.

Should the we.'ithcr ('ontinue open .and dry, those
who have to deal with warm light soil nuiy venture
to sow seed on a warm border, or on a- simny o]ien

po.sition. Such early sowing is not advisable in the
case of heavy soils, .as, .should it be attempted^

there is every probability of much of the seed

perishing. For the earliest crops either Early
Longpod or Beck's Dw.arf Green Gem are suitable,

the last named being of compact branching habit,

prolific, and good in quality. Sow the seed thinly,

either in double drills 3 feet apart or in single

lines 2 feet apart. If preferred, the seed may be
dibbled in, but in any case it ought to be covered
with about 8 inches of soil, and allowance made for

failures, the plants being eventually thinned to

G inches apart. The middle of February is quite

early enough for sowing on heavy soils, but if Beans
are wanted extra early it is a simple matter to raise

a batch of plants under glass and plant these out

when sufficiently hardened off. Sound seeds being
placed singly into 3-inch pots and set in gentle

heat soon germinate, and strong plants result in a
few weeks. Transplanting the extra fine-podded,

but more shy-bearing Seville Longpod and Levi.athan

from pots to the open has the effect of making
these more prolific, and it is also advisable to raise

plants in pots to make good any blanks there may
be among the thin rows of autumn-raised Beans.

When the latter are thick in places, the vacant
spaces may be filled by transplanting some of these

with a trowel.

Peas in Pits and Frames.
Where rough pits, with or without glass cover-

ings, can be spared, these answer well for forward-
ing dwarf early Peas, and large frames can be
similarly utiUsed. Large gatherings must not be
expected from the few short rows grown in this way,
but if only two or three early dishes are obtained
these are always appreciated. The best results

usually attend the practice of raising the plants

either in small pots, turves or boxes of fine soil, the

slight check given in transplanting causing them to

be dwarf and prolific. We find shallow boxes such
as are used for bedding Pelargoniums serviceable in

preparing Peas for planting out either in pits or in

the open ground, the seed being sown not too

thickly in these, and set either in very gentle heat
or a cool house to germinate, the aim being to have
a number of sturdy plants ready by the time the

site is in a fit condition to receive them. A pint of

seed should yield ample plants for a three or four-

light pit or frame, and a quart be enough for furnish-

ing sufficient plants for a sunny border. A shallow
hotbed should be formed in the pits or for the

frames, this being faced over with a tliin layer of

short manure, finishing off: with not less than
9 inches of good loamy soil. If this is prepared a
fortnight hence, all will be warmed through by the

time the Peas raised in heat are fit to transplant.

The best way to put out the jilants is to open deep
drills with a spade, and the Peas, being duly and
carefully shaken out of the light soil in which they
are rooted, may have their roots laid in to their full

depth, these being rather firmly covered with soil.

As a quick crop is most needed, the plants shoidd
be put out rather thickly in rows about 15 inches

apart. Between these may be planted a single row
of Early Paris Market or some other quick-growing
Cabbage Lettuce, or, if preferred, Radisties may be
sown. If glass coverings are available, these ought
to be put on after a. gentle watering has been given

and kept rather close for a time ; and it is also

advisable to cover the lights with mats or litter

every night. Thatched hurdles and other contri-

vances by way of substitutes for glazed lights are

necessary, liut the latter ought to be,afforde<l where
possible for at least a fortnight. When the Peas are

growing strongly they ought to be lightly staked,

and in w.arm weather receive plenty of air, the
lights being eventually dispensed with. Occasion.-d

waterings are all that is further needed. Eitlier

(Uielsea Gem or American Wonder are suitable for

frame culture, the former being the most produc-
tive of the two.

Peas on Warm Borders.

As pointed out in the case of Broad Beans, llicre

is .always a risk attending the very early sowing of

Peas, espeoi.ally on heavy soils. This season, owing t o

the unfavourable character of the summer of J888,

the .seed is not well riiiened, .and is therefore more
liable to decay r.ather than gcrndnatc in cold
ground. Especially careful ought all to be with

the wrinkled Marrow varieties, these being more
delicate than the round-seeded sorts. The sturest

way of obtaining strong even rows is to sow the
seed, as just advised, in boxes at once, and to set in a
cold house, pit or frame, where most of the seeds will

germinate strongly, and better plants result than
would be the case it raised in heat. Where the
soil can be got into good working order thus early,

the first or second week in February is found to be
a good time for sowing seed of Earliest of All,

Selected Extra Early, Dickson's First and Best,

First Crop, and Sangster's No. 1. Either of these

are slightly in advance of William I., but it is not
advisable to grow more than one of them, a good
sowing of the last-named being made at the same
time ; the drills to be drawn with a broad hoe,

3 inclies deep and not less than 42 inches apart,

and the seed sown rather thickly, none of the va-

rieties named being of a very branching habit.

Very dwarf early varieties m.ay be either sown at the

foot of sunny walls or raised under gliiss, and even-

tually planted in such fiivoured spots. These
would closely follow those in frames and keep up
the supply till the taller varieties were ready for

use.

Spinach.

The weather hitherto has been favourable to the

growth of winter Spin.ach, and there is little like-

lihood of a scarcity before the spring or February
sown crops are avail.able. At the siime time, the

first opportunity should be taken of sowing a few
rows on a warm border. There is no necessity for

devoting a breadth of ground specially to Spinach,

as it succeeds admirably between the rows of early

Peas. Sow the seed rather freely in a shallow drill

drawn midway between the drills intended or al-

ready sown with Peas, and if this is repeated as

often as successional sowings of the latter are

made, a constant supply should be the result. The
summer or round-seeded Spinach is the most suit-

able for these early crops. W. I.

Propagating.

Bedding plants.—The stock of all kinds of

bedding plants that have to be propagated during
the spring should now have attention. The stock

plants should be cleaned and placed in <a little

extna warmth. By commencing early, the first

batch of cuttings will give extra stock, and the
cuttings obtained from the young plants are often

more satisfactory than those obtained from the old

ones. Verbenas often give some trouble, but if

the stock plants are placed on a shelf close to the

glass in a good growing temperature and only a
few good cuttings obtained, these, if rooted and
grown on freely, will provide plenty of stock, and
thus the trouble of looking after the old plants,

which are liable to die ofli, is avoided. Alternan-

theras should have the warmest position avail.able,

both for starting the plants into growth and for

rooting the cuttings. A good, liglit position is

more essential for Lobelias than nuich warmth.
Harrison's Musk, which is now so much UK>d for

bedding and window-box work, and wliicli is also

a valuable plant for the conser\atory, may be pro-

pag.ated freely under similar treatment to that

adopted for Lobelias, but may have a little more
heat for starting the stock plants. Cuttings of

Marguerites, if now ju'opagatcd, will make good
plants for bedding purposes. The cuttings root

freely where there is a little Ixittom-hrat, and
should be ke]it close, for if allnwcd to get rather

withered they will be much longer in making a
start. All the Pelargoniums of tlie zonal section

may be increased at this season of file year, and
will nuike good plants in time for planting out,

though of course most of the slock will have been
projiagatcd in the aulnnin. ('uttin};s shindd not
lie allowed to get withered, for altli(iut,'h those

taken in (he autumn will lie r.ather b(au'lileil th.an

otherwise liy letting them become a little dried up,

:it thi.s season of the year it is better to kee)i them
quite fresh. It will be better not to water them
dirc<'tly they are put in, but they should not be left

long enough to wit her, and tlie .soil should lie kept
fairlv moist until the cuttings are rooted. Thev will
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strike best where there is a good brisk bottom-heat,
but they should not be put into a close case. Al-
though good varieties of both single and double
Petunias may be obtained from seed, yet it is ad-
visable to propagate some from cuttings, especially

of the best double varieties, which are useful for the
conservatory as well as for bedding. Petunias like

a rather moist place, and will root best on a
cool bottom, or .they may be transferred to where
there is a moderate bottom-heat after they have
stood on a cool bottom long enough for the
cuttings to get well callused. Ageratums, Helio-

tropes, Tropajulums, &c., should also be looked to,

but if the stock plants are in good condition, there
will be no need to increase the stock until later on,

when most bedding plants may be propagated on
hotbeds. It is rather early for hotbeds yet, as it

will be difficult to give proper attention, especially

if we get cold winds and frost, but the material for

making them may be prepared. I like to use good
stable manure and leaves in equal parts, shaking
them well together and turning them over two or
three times before the beds are made up. How-
ever, leaves are not always to be had, and if the
beds have to be made of all stable manure, care
should be taken that it is not too new, or the heat
will be too virulent.

SuB-TEOPICAL PLANTS that are propagated from
cuttings require early attention, as they should be
grown on to a fair size before being planted out.

Plants of Polyrania grandis should be placed in

warmth, and as soon as they have made a little

growth the tops or side shoots may be taken off.

The cuttings, cut off quite close to the joint and
none of the leaves taken off, should be put in singly
in small pots ; the base of the cuttings should be
only just below the surface, and each should have
a stick to keep it firm.

SoLANUMS.—Several species belonging to this

genus are very desirable in the sub-tropical gar-
den, and most of them may be obtained from seed,

but such sorts as S. marginatum, S. macranthum,
and other sorts of similar habit may be propagated
from cuttings, which, if put in now, will make
good plants. Cuttings from side shoots, taken off

close to the old wood, will strike best. Light sandy
soil should be used, and the cuttings must not be
crowded or they will be liable to damp off. The
cuttings from plants of Wigandia caracasana of

moderate growth are better than those from plants
that are growing vigorously, as they will not take
up so much room and are not so likely to damp
off. This beautiful foliage plant may also be pro-
pagated from roots in the autumn when the plants
are taken up from the ground.

The above and other vigorous-growing subjects
suitable for the same purpose generally require
similar treatment, viz., the cuttings should be taken
before the plants have made too much new growth.
Short cuttings fairly firm at the base are tlie most
desirable. When the cuttings are taken off, a little

dry sand should be applied to the base to dry up
tlie juicy sap. In most instances it is better to put
the cuttings in singly in small pots, and in plunging
theui in the propagating case the leaves should be
kept free from the plunging material. Provided
the cuttings have not been allowed to get withered
during the operation, they may remain for a day or
so without being watered, and thus they will not be
so liable to rot off as when water is given directly
they are put in. A.

gardeners in my neighbourhood who make up tlie

fire only once a day, and when they come home at

night they put some coal on. They hardly have
any refuse, and if it is coming on a cold night they
give more draught underneath the fire.—Tnos.
Christy, Sydenha/ni.

My experience of this coal is that by the
use of half coal and coke a good steady fire is

maintained for a longer period than with coke
alone, especially when the damper is partially

closed. I have burned all coal with good results in

some boilers. Hero we use with but little atten-

tion coke and coal in equal proportions in the
Trentham and Gold Medal boilers, these two to-

gether or separately heating from 1800 feet to 2000
feet of -l-inch piping, including houses that require

forcing temperature and others comparatively cool.

A supply put on once after the men leave work is

sufficient to keep the temperature right till 7.30

next morning. I think in many cases more de-

pends upon the stoker than the fuel he has to burn,

—W. A. Cook.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

EPIDENDRCM AMABILE.

Anthracite coal.—When we come to the ques-
tion of whether the same fire-stove that is used for
burning coke in and where you can hardly have too
slow a draught is the best fireplace for burning
anthracite, I should then doubt the advisability of
using it without making a wider space between the
bars. Naturally if you have a high chimney with
a good draught you can easily regulate the influx
of cold air underneath the bars. Another point is

that the less anthracite coal is stirred once it is

put on the fire in a tliin layer the better; in fact, it

wants no raking about at all. Your correspondents
admit that they find no clinkers; then why is there
any necessity for raking it about as inexperienced
gardeners invariably do? I know of some amateur

A L.4.RGE quantity of this plant has recently

been sold by auction by Mr. Sander, of St.

Albany.. The plants were in excellent condition,

and appeared to me like those of E. dichronium
amabile of Bateman, wliich was imported by
the jMessrs. Low, of Clapton, somewhat ex-

tensively about twenty-four years ago, and
many beautiful varieties flowered from amongst
that importation. Since then, liowever, ver}'

little has been seen of the species, the fact being
that this Orchid is one of the few which are

difficult to manage. It has not been lost through
keeping it too hot, for this plant requires a great

deal of warmth. I have not ascertained from
whence Mr. Sander's plants were obtained, but
Lindley, in " Folio Orchidacea," p. 25, gives

Pernambuco as the habitat of E. dichronium,
whilst the Messrs. Low's plants of amabile and
dichronium were derived from near Bahia, or at

least they were sliipped from that port, the
plants having lieen found growing low down on
straggling bushes on the river banks. Their
long roots bang down and jienotrate the sand
beside the stream, and the tops of the plants

are much exposed to the sun. It appears to

grow well and flower freely in its native habitat,

and I cannot but think, with a little care in its

management, we ought to be successful with

this last importation. Its pseudo-bulbs are

some 3 inches or 4 inches long, in large examples
about inches, oblong, round and smooth, bear-

ing upon the toji a pair, sometimes three ligulate

leaves, which vary from inches to 9 inches in

lengtli. In the case of those received by
Messrs. Low the spike is erect, some 3 feet

high, and bearing a raceme of many flowers,

these being 2 inclies across, and varied very

much in colour. But all the varieties were exceed-
ingly beautiful ; in some the sepals and petals

were soft clear rose and others were pure wliite,

whilst others again were rich deep rose, the

form more particularly designated amaliile

having a border of white to the dark rose, the

large three-lobed lip being rich deep crini.son

with a rose-coloured liorder, the side lobes white

outside, the reflexed tips pale purple. From
this it will be imagined it is a beatitiful species

well deserving a permanent position in our

collections. This plant retjuires very strong

heat during the growing scasim, with full

exposure to the sun, and an atmosplicre heavily

charged with moisture. At the time I had
jilants of this sp'jcies under my care they gi-cw

well, but dowered sparingly, and when T left

them the sj-stem was altered, and they soon
died. My plants wei-e fastened upon a long
piece of wood (resendiling what is now called a
raft), the plant at one end and the other end
inserted in a potful of drainage material, the

latter being surfaced with living Sphagnum
Moss, and tlie pot was placed in a saucer, the

whole being hung up near the glass in the Ea.st

India house, water being given twice during
each day to the surface of the pot. This
maintained the plants in a fresh condition, as

they rooted well, and the roots jienetrated tho
crocks beneath the Sphagnum, nearly tilling the

pots. In winter the plants were removed to

the Cattleya house, where the atmosphere was
lower and drier, but the roots of the Epiden-
drums were never allowed to become dry,

although the saucer was kept empty. This wUl
explain my system of treating the plant to

those readers of The Garden who were pur-

chasers the other day and inquired bow to

manage it.

Anaectochilus.—A small importation of these
beaut iful-lea\ed Orchids was sold by auction last

week. This 1 look upon as a sign of the times. It

is a long time ago since I saw any imported plants

of this genus, but from inquiries I hear from time
to time after these plants, I feel sure they would
become popular again if there were means of satisfy-

ing the present demand for them. This is a matter
which concerns our Orchid importers.

—

W. H. G.

Odontoglossums are very good in the garden
at Perrivelle, Highbury Park. In the middle of

January there was quite a show, which is a factworth
recording, for although these plants are sometimes
enveloped in fog when growing naturally, they
are never visited with such an atmosphere as we
experienced at the close of 1S.SS and the beginning
of 1889. The kinds most notable were O. crispum
in variety, O. cordatum, 0. Pescatorei in variety,

the beautiful and useful O. Kossi majus, 0. grande
and its near relative O. Insleayi, and O. gloriosum.

Dendrobium King-ianum album.—A beauti-

ful variety of tliis old Australian species first ap-
peared, I believe, with Mr. Smee, in •• My Garden,"
some two years ago, and I recently noted it flower-

ing in the fine collection at Cambridge Lodge,
Camberwell. It produces much longer spikes than
tlie typical plant, the raceme being upwards of 6

inches in length, dense, and the flowers are wholly
pure white. The plant thrives well in the Cattleya
house fully cxjiosed to the sun.

—

W. H. G.

Orchids on cork.—These plants do not thrive

well on this material, although I have tried it very
many times for a number of years. The roots

never become firm on it, and it harbours dirt and
insects. 1 would strongly advise cork never to be
used for any kind of Orchids, for although some
Orchids are said to grow upon Oak trees in New
Grenada, they do not appear to thrive upon the
bark when it comes to us in the sli.'ipe of cork.

—

W. H. G.

Cattleya Eldorado {II. M'aiMns).—A box of

flowers comes from the above-named gentleman
asking fur name. They are the flowers from some
plants which a friend cullectud in the Rio Negro
district of Brazil and sent home to him. They are

a very nice lot of varieties; the white one is C.

Wallisi, sometimes called virginalis. The flowers

are late for the species, but we have seen them in

January this season in several collections. When
growing, this plant requires more warmtli than the
majority of Cattleyas. It first flowered in this

country about twenty years ago.

Odontoglossum nsevium majus.—Although
January is a very unusual montli lor this plant to

flower, we recently noted a very nice exanqilc of it

in bloom. Although found by M. Linden u]iwards

of forty years ago in New Grenada, it is still one of

the rarest Odontoglossums, the flowers coming
nearest in shape and colour to those of O. cirrhosum,

from whicli, however, it is very distinct. Tlie

flowers are wliite. heavily spotted with rich purple.
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It has frequently been said that this plant requires

more heat than such kinds as 0. Alexandres, but

we have seen them growing well together. More-
over, as it grows naturall.y in New Grenada and
Venezuela at between (5000 feet and 7000 feet ele-

vation, it would not appear to require more heat in

this country.

HAEDY ORCHIDS.
The Mocassin Flower (Cypripedium specta-

bile) needs little description, for it is perhaps

the most commonly cultivated of all hardy Orchids.

A well - established mass when in full flower

and suitably and conspicuously placed is truly

a floral treat, for the great pinky pouch and grace-

ful pose of flower are very unusual and strik-

ing amongst our garden occupants. It likes a

dampish situation, fully exposed if you like, and a

soil largely composed of peat or decayed vegetable

matter freely incorporated with sand or any gritty

substance. During the flowering season the plants,

I have foand, are much improved by allowing each

clump a large canful of soft water each day, and
this may best be applied in the evening or early

morning. Amongst decayed or decaying leaf-

mould largely incorporated with rotten wood and a
fair application of rougli sand I have got this

handsome Slipper Orchid to do best, but that it

will succeed in free garden loam, though never,

perhaps, attain to the same dimensions as in the

other, I am quite convinced. Position has a good
deal to do with its condition, and one thing
should be remembered, and that is it cannot live

in a wind-swept and dry situation. It must have
constant moisture, and this in an ordinary garden
is best brought about by planting tlie roots fairly

low in the ground, and not filling the pit or hole

up to the top or general ground level. By this

means a sort of receptacle for moisture is allowed.

A good deal of difference in the colouring of the
flowers of this Cypripedium is noticeable, but there

can be little doubt that the typical rose colour is

the most showy and distinct of the many forms.

For growing in pots this plant is extensively used. It

forces well, although it is apt to get drawn up
under greenhouse management, and the roots

increase rapidly under such treatment. On a
raised spot the Mocassin Flower looks best, such
as that afforded by the sheltered and shady as well

as damp side of a moderately raised rockwork.

The small yellow Lady's Slippee (C. parvi-

florum).—Next to C. spectabile, I have been most
successful with the present plant, single crowms
having increased to fully a dozen in half as many
years. In one instance I obtained a well-rooted

plant with two flowering stems, and in the fifth

year after being planted out it bore no less

than sixteen flowers. I do not know that tliis is

unusual, for if properly planted strong roots multi-

ply in a surprising manner. To obtain the be.st

results, I would suggest planting the roots in a
compost of half leaf-mould, half sand, and in

a shady situation, where ample, but not stag-

nant, moisture is afforded. The flower-stems are
stout and wiry, rarely getting twisted or broken
about even during rougli weather, and bear some-
times two blooms each. Strikingly quaint and
pretty are the flowers, the lip being bright yellow,
and the chocolate-coloured sepals long and twisted.

C. parviflorum is not unlike our native C. Calceolus,
but of ranker growth and more easily managed.
The flowers are also individually smaller, but of
the same Calceolaria hue and with longer appen-
dages. Less <lamp is require<l for this tlian tor C.
spectabile.

The ENfiLiair Lady's Slippeu (C. Calcoolu.s) is

a pretty plant, and.wlien its rather pecidiax require-
ments are fully taken into account, is of fairly easy
management. Unlike tlie former, it wants hiani iii

wliich to grow, and I have done it well by adiling
a quantity of broken up limestone cliips to the .soil.

Usually it is didicult to get good specimens, those
newly sent ovin- being for the greater part rendered
useless by careless lifting. 1 have not found that
particular situations are of paramount inqmrlance
in the cultivation of tills Lady's Slipper, aKlioiigh
my finest and strongest flowering specimens were

fully guarded from the midday sun. It is a plant

of strong growth when fully established, and in-

creases at the rate of about one eye each season, so

that single crowns increase slowly, but steadily. I

have no experience of it as a pot plant, and I fancy,

from its nature and long straggling rootlets, it is

best planted out. I have noticed very little varia-

tion in the colour of the flowers, the labellnm usually

being of the Calceolaria yellow, and the sepals

rather short and chocolate-green in hue.

The downy Lady's Slippee (C. pubescens) can-

not otherwise be regarded but as one of the hand-

somest of the genus. It is, however, by no means
easy to cultivate—at least, such is my experience,

and though it may hold its own, it rarely increases

to any great extent. The following I have found to

be one of the best methods of culture : Sink in the

ground a decayed and crumbling log, and on this

plant the downy Lady's Slipper in a compost of

decaying, not fully decayed, leaf-mould and sharp,

gritty sand. The flowers are of a brownish yellow

colour, not unlike those of our native species, but

much larger.

The stemless Lady's Slippee (C. acaule) is

just as difficult to cultivate satisfactorily as is the

last plant. The log system of planting I have
likewise found the best for this species. The pair

of large ovate leaves are of a nettle green and
somewhat hairy, and from between them comes tlie

flower on a slender stalk of perhaps half a foot in

height. Individually the flowers are large and
particularly handsome, being of a bright rose,

shaded more or less with white. In some instances

the flowers are almost white ; indeed, the inclina-

tion to assume varying tints is somewhat marked
in this species. I have flowered it well for several

years, but it requires more coaxing and coddling

than any of the fore-mentioned kinds.

The white Lady's Slippee (C. candidum)
succeeded weU with me when planted in sandy
peat and loam equally mixed, but I fancy that it is

all the better of plenty of shade, my finest plants

having been grown at the north side of a low Holly

hedge and where sunshine rarely reached the foliage.

Plenty of moisture is likewise indispensable in the

culture of this plant. It is an uncommon species,

having a fair-sized flower, with the labellum an un-

spotted white and the sepals and petals a dirty white.

The above half - dozen kinds of hardy Slipper

Orchids have, I may say, done well with me under
outdoor culture ; but it might be just as well to

bear in mind that they are arranged in this paper
as I have found them easily managed, the first on
the list giving no trouble whatever, but as the

number increases, so do the troubles of getting the

plants well established.

The Siberian Lady's Slippee (C. macranthum)
and the Eam's-head (C. arictinum) I could never

manage out of doors; but I quite believe that if

good healthy, well-rooted plants were put under my
charge I would have to report more favourably on
their growth and wants. They are both rare plants,

rare in their native wilds and rare in the trade,

and, therefore, to get fat crowns and long fibrous

roots is almost out of tlie question. 'With the

Ram's-head I did pretty well when placed in a pot
under glass, but then it is perfectly hardy, and
should need no such treatment.

What my plants throve well amongst was decayed
pins of the Douglas Fir, mixed with sharp river

sand, and I hear from a friend tli.'it in its native

country it frequently grows beneath the shade of

Pine trees. Both are plants of great beauty, and
well worthy of more than an average amount of

trouble to cultivate successfully.

A. D. Wkbstee.

ravages of the fog. We noted a good example, bearing
twenty flowers, in the establishment of Messrs. Seeger
and Tropp, in Lordship Lane, Dalwicli, where very
severe and dense fog haa been experienced this

season.

Cattleya leaves diseased (tV. F.).—The leaves
are not diseased, but they are ttrribly infested with
thrips. You must be a beginner in plant culture ; if not,

anyone who has had charge of thes-i plants and let them
get into such a state deserves severe censure for down-
right carelessness and neglect. Fumigate the house
every week, and wash your plan':s daily with eoap and
tobaTco water until the insects are eradicated. The
leaves will never get clean.

Oncidium Jonesianum flavens is a distinct

and pretty variety of this epecies, which was first in-

troduced by Mr. Horsman, of Colchester, from Para-
guay; the variety has pale jellow sepals and petals

spotted with a deeper jellow, the lip pure white, with
ail orange crest. Many fine forms of this plant have
appeared in our gardens, but the plant has not proved
satisfactory ; in fact, it has been treated too cold ; it

enjoys an abundance of heat and moisture.

Cattleya Trianae.—Some very fine forms of

this grand Cattleya are now opening with Mr.
Horsman at Colchester, and there will evidently be
a fine display for some time to come. Such are the
advantages of living without the radius of the
London fog. In cne or two collections near London
all the flowers have been ruined by fog.

Odontoglossum hebraicum.—This is a beau-
tiful kind introduced from New Grenada, and sup-
posed to be a natural hybrid, and although not
rare, it is not frequently seen; moreover, it is

usually considered a summer flowerer; but I re-

cently noted a fine spike bearing twenty flowers in

the Studley House collection. The sepals and
petals are pale yellow, profusely and curiously

marked with chestnut-brown, the lip being marked
with a deeper colour. Flowers of this same plant
we also received from the Wilton House collection

at Southampton.

Garden Flora.

Lcelia unceps alba.—This chaste and beautiiul

variety is now Uoworing in Mr. JiulTs nureory at

Chc'l.sca, and in well dosorviiig attention, tho flowers

being absolutely pure white, saving a etnin of pah'

yellow on the disc of the lip. J iiin (|uito rerhiiii

ihat thoBi' forme of L. nricops with white ihnvciM

will ilower freely enough when they have l)oen In culti-

vation :i: little time.—U.

Cypripedium villosum.—In this we liave an-

other good jilaiit wliifh appears to withfltand the

PLATE 686.
SNAPDRAGONS.*

The accompanying coloured plate of Snapdragons
shows what a variety of self colours may now
be had from the Antirrliinums. There is an
unlimited range of colours, some, and the best,

purely self, as those shown in tlie plato ; others

striped and variegated in ricli tints, pleasing to

a few, but very often weak from the crude mix-
tures. Now that hardy tiowers in general are

grown more Largely than they ever have been,

tlie old-fashioned Snapdragon has received its

share of attention, and beautifies not onlj^ the

cottage garden—the only place in wliicli it was
seen in years gone by—but many largo gardens,

and in.ay be occasionally seen tlourishiug on an
old wall, where it makes a picture of unusual
beauty. An ongi'aviiig of Snapdragon White
Swan was given inTuK Gakhen, Vol. XXXIV.,
p. 203, and if we could only have plants as full

of Ilower and licaltli as the ono there repre-

sented, our gardens would bo brighter spots

tlian they often are.

Snapdragons may be bad in flower all tlirough

tlie suiiiiiier and autuiiiii iiioiitlis, and among
the varieties arc soiiio witli th)wers of the most
beautiful self colours. Snapdragons are best

wlien treated as hardy biennials. A pincli

of good seed sown in a box or pan in a house
(U- fnuiio during the month uf Jlavcli will

furnish almudanco of plants for any ordinary

garden ; and when thi'se seedlings aro o inclios

or 4 iuclies high they may lio placed in the
box or jian in which they are growing in the

Drawn for The G vudkn lu Messrs. Vilmorin's ^n-ouuds at
VcrrioTos-k'-iUlisson, Juno 10. ISSS, by H. (1. Moou. Litho.

priipiicfl :uid ]irinte(l by OniHiinnio fSoveroyns.
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open air until the stems have become hard and
wiry, and afterwards transplanted into what-
ever position they are to occupy ; and by mid-
summer, or soon after, they will begin to bloom,
and will continue to do so until the end of
November. As a rule no other liardy border
plant flowers more continuously or more freely
than the Snapdragon, and the side shoots that
come so abundantly after the centre spike has
done blooming afl!brd most useful material for cut
bloom at a time when flowers are of great value.
If seed be sown as soon as the earliest pods are
ripe, which on old plants will be about the end of
June, a batch of seedlings should be raised from
it sufliciently strong to stand the winter, and
which will flower early in the ensuing summer.
The best plants and the finest spikes are pro-
duced from those plants that have bloomed the
previous autumn, as, if the tops have been
partially cut down duriug the winter, an abund-
ance of strong, robust growth will come up
early in the spring from the base of the plant,
and these shoots will furnish splendid spikes of
flower, varying from 6 inches t(3 9 inches in
length, and all open at once. These would be at
their best probably about the middle of June,
but if a goodly number of plants be grown there
would be little difliculty in getting good spikes
for the house all through the month. The
Snapdragon is a very easily cultivated plant,
and if horticultural societies could be induced
to encourage its culture by oft'ering good prizes
for the best eight or twelve self-coloured spikes,
it would doubtless receive more general atten-
tion than it does at present.

A few very showy forms of the Snapdragon
are those with flaked and striped flowers, and
these come very constant from seed. It is

noticeable that seedling plants of this striped
strain have stripes or flakes on the under sides
of the leaves, and the stems are also sometimes
marked in the same way. The flower markings
are so diversified, that out of a batch of 100 plants
scarcely two have flowers exactly alike. Many
of them are also bizarre in character, having a
coloured ground, and two other diverse colours
flaked upon it. In securing a collection for
any purpose, the beauty of some of the self-

coloured flowers, or those that have white
throats with rich coloured mouths, and especially
those that have deep coloured mouths and
orange or white lips must not on any account
be overlooked. Most of these colours are
found in the greatest perfection in the tall-

growing strain ; and ai these, when in the
second year of growth, will rise to a height of
30 inches, they should be planted several feet
from the front of the border, in order that dwarf
plants be not obscured. There is a dwarf or Tom
Thumb strain that is perhaps best adapted for
pot culture. These dwarf forms will grow to
heights from 10 inches to 15 inches when in
flower, and, in addition to a verj' free blooming
habit, have colours that do not exist amongst
the tall kinds. This dwarf strain is as hardy
as the other, and requires the same cul-
tivation ; but if planted in the open border
the plants should be kept it the front row
If seed of these be sown in the spring mider
glass, plants will be produced that will flower
during August and September ; and if potted
up into 6-inch pots will make a rare display in
windows at that time. There are a few double-
flowered forms of Snapdragon, but these do
not seed, and have to be propagated by cuttings.
The flowers are very large and massive, and
have a curious appearance, but are not worth
growing when we h.ave the pretty single kinds.
It is always ea.sy for the grower to perjietu-
ate any kind by means of cuttings, wliicli

should be taken from strong side shoots in the

summer, and struck under a hand-light in some
shady or cool situation.

Fruit Garden.

STARTING LATE GRAPES.
Late Grapes are now grown to such perfection
and so well preserved after they are ripe, as to
practically do away with or considerably di-

minish the necessity for early forcing. Well
preserved old Grapes are firm, sweet, and well
flavoured ; they are consequently, witli few ex-
ceptions, preferred to new ones which have
been forced in all stages of their growth during
the dullest period of the year, and when ripe
lack both sulistance and flavour. This change
in the practice of cultivating this much esteemed
fruit for maintaining a supply all the year round
is a considerable gain to the gardener in several
ways, as the production of his stock of Grapes
for the year is accomplished during the summer
season. There is, then, a saving in fuel, his
Vines are not debilitated through constant
hard forcing, and fruit of superior quality is

produced.

The cultivator who moves with the times ami
is ever on the look-out for any hints and im-
provement in the cultivation of the subjects
under his charge, and is ready to adopt them as
far as circumstances will permit, is becoming
more and more convinced that first-class flavour
cannot be produced without the aid of sunshine,
not necessarily as a direct agent to colouring
and perfecting the berries, but indirectly, by
more highly elaborating the sap in the leaves
during the ripening process. He, therefore,
now starts his early Vines later and his late
Vines earlier, by these means improving his

early kinds by bringing their season of growth
into a more genial time of the year ; likewise
the late ones by securing for them a longer
season of growth to develop their keeping
qualities, as perfection can only be obtained in

some late varieties by making an early start.

The generally inferior flavoured Gros Colman,
the taste of which I have heard compared to that
of Ivy, has been altered in character, and become
eatable as well as saleable. No Grape illus-

trates and confirms the opinion that improved
flavour accompanies good colour better than this

variety. Berries deficient in colour are very in-

ferior ; the improvement, however, which takes
place when the .same Grape is thoroughly well
coloured and matured is surprising ; but this

improvement can only be obtained by starting
the Vines early, and by this means redeeming
the character of this noble - looking Grape.
Lady Downe's is another variety requiring a
long season of growth to produce it in its best
form and develop the rich flavour it is noted for,

but which, under the system of late starting,
was not often obtained ; also to enstire its keep-
ing plump until the month of May. Mrs.
Pince, West's St. Peter's, and Trebbiano are all

improve<l bj' a long season of growth.

The advantages of an early start are apjiarent
in a season like that of 1888. When Vines
which have started almost of their own accord
stand little chance of maturing a crop of Grapes
possessing any very higli qualities, many try
to promote colour and flavour in backward
Grapes by applying fire heat late in the autumn,
but tho foliage has then lost its assiniil.-itiug

powers, and no amount of fire heat will produce
good Grapes when once the leaves bi\giu to
decay. Tlie liest time, no doubt, to apply liiu

heat is at the commencement of tlie season,
wlien little suflices to start the Vines into
growth. Moreover, should the summer prove

hot and dry no hami will foUow, as artificial

heat can then be almost dispensed with during
the remainder of the season. The middle of
February is quite late enough for starting a
vinery in which really late kinds predominate.
I do not assert that all the varieties which are
classed as late require quite so long a season
as this would give—Alicante, Gros Maroc,
and Alnwick Seedling being of this class. Mus-
cats, however, are best st<arted at the be-
ginning of February to ensure their ripening
about the end of August, and these I have
found remain plump longer than those wanting
a month's firing after the above date to finisl]

them. To be prepared, then; for starting the
houses at the above dates, they must be cleared
of fruit and the Vines pruned before tho end ot
the old year. The well-known system of bottling
Grapes enables us to do this easily, and by start-
ing early, the Grapes are ready for cutting in
December, and the house can be c' eared and
thrown open for a short period of complete
rest. This operation conduces to a strong and
even break when the Vines are again started,
and if exposed to several degrees of frost so
much the better. The roots of late Vines are
generally growmg in outside borders, which of
necessity become very dry by the time the
fruit is all cut, water having been withheld for
some time previously. It is important then to
make sure of thoroughly saturating the borders
immediately the Grapes are all cut and bottled,
not being content with a single watering, but
having first loosened the surface with a fork,
repeating the operation two or three times, the
last time with liquid manure if possible. Vines
that are dry at the roots always fail to break
and come away satisfactorily ; therefore dryness
at the roots must be guarded against. A sur-
facing of fresh material is also of great benefit.

After the house and Vines have been thoroughly
cleaned, the surface soil must be removed and
replaced with a compost consisting of one-third
loam, one third wood ashes, and one-third
pigeon's manure, and failing the last, one of the
excellent artificial fertiUsers now so plentiful
may be used. Pigeon's or fowl's manure, how-
ever, is a most valuable fertiliser, and where
either can be obtained it is much preferable to
wet and heavy farmyard manure.

A. Barker.

Dwarf Cherries.—Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-
worth, replying to a query of ours re dwarf Chcmes,
writes as follows :

" 1 have tried to find all I can
about the dwarf Russian Cherries, but at present I

can hear nothing. The dwarf Cherries which I

know of are Cerise InduUe, Gros Gobet, Gobet
H:Uif, Amarelle jX Bouquet, Griotte d'Ostheim,
Montmorency, Jeiirey's Duke, and Duchesse de
PoUuau. The first six named are varieties of acid
Cherries grown in France and Germany for ecmi-

pi'ites and preser%ing; the two latter are varieties
of the May Duke."

Protecting the stems of trees—From my
experience 1 do not think there is any better
or cheaper way, in the long run, of protecting the
stems of trees from the ravages of hares and rabbits
than by using fine wire netting, which may be pur-
chased at a cheap rate, and be cut into lengths
and fastened round by giving the loose ends a
hook-like bend after they have passed through the
meshes opposite, when they will hold together and
last for many years without any furtluir trouble or
attention. This is more than can be said of hay-
liands smeared or smearing the liark, tlio first of
which soon rot and come off, and the last is not
durable and very risky as regards the health ot the
trees. 1 have sometimes applied three or more
tliin strips ot split Oak such as are genenilly used
for paling, and .secured them by passing jiieccs of
wire round. I liave tried Gorze and Whin in the
same way, but neither are equal to the wire, which I
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should strongly recommend all who have trees whose
stems it is necessary to protect to use, as there is

little or no obstruction to light apd air, and no
small animal can get at the bark.—S. D.

FRUIT GROWING.
Mb. W. N. White, in The Garden, January 19

(p. 4'J), writing from Covent Garden Market, brings
forward strong arguments against the extension of
fruit growing in this country but I think those
who contemplate embarking in it will look a little

deeper before they give up the job as a hopeless
one. I grant that there are faddists in this, as in
otlier things, who go to extremes, but that does
not in the least alter the main facts of the case.
No one would, I suppose, expect to clear from £60
to £100 per acre by fruit or would keep on culti-

vating Broccoli to feed sheep on. These are very
extreme oases, and I suppose Covent Garden sales-
men meet with as many extreme cases as anyone.
But we who are practical growers keep plodding on
quite content if we can make a living by the mean
average returns. We know all about Tomato
failures out of doors last year, for if we cannot
ripen them here we know it is useless to expect
them further north.

I can speak from my own personal experience.
During 18SS vegetables of all kinds were abundant
and cheap, but our local growers do not complain,
as they do not depend on London, but local
markets, and good vegetables realised a ready sale.
Every year some of our large vegetable growers
who are farmers and sheep owners turn their sheep
over the remnant of their green crops to clear
everything off and leave the ground in good con-
dition for ploughing or digging up for the next
crop. Fruit growing is not going to suffer because
Cornish Broccoli does not pay, and I have not heard
anyone advocating the extension of open-air vege-
table culture as a means of making anything more
than a living.

But as regards forced vegetables that realise high
jjrices, I see no reason why we are to accept Mr.
White's verdict as conclusive that such things can-
not be produced in this country simply because he
failed to grow salads in Cornwall. Englishmen,
as a rule, are not deterred from trying again by
one or two failures, and wliy manure cannot be
obtained here as well as in France passes my com-
prehension. As to climate, with cheap glass and
fuel, we are certainly not going to give up as a
hopeless task the production of anything except
tropical fruits that can be brouglit and sold at a
Ijrice that we could not hope to compete with.

It is in the cultivation of liardy fruits that I fail

to follow him, for he says, "I realised as much as
18s. per bushel for American Apples, but cannot
sell the Englisli ones I have on hand at Is. or 2s.

per bu.shel." Now the question is this, Did the
buyers purchase the American Apples because they
were American, or because they were the best ?

for if he alone can sell 50,000 busliels in a few
weeks, all we have to do is to grow them equal to
the American fruit, and we can sell ours as well.
There is no prejudice against, but a decided prefer-
ence for, tlie English grown fruit if it can l)e got,
for I liave between :i acres and 4 acres of mixed
fruits, mostly Apples, and they are certainly the
most prolitable fruit I grow. My trees are mostly
bush specimens, the majority having been planted
five or six years, and the price the fruit realised
averaged from .''js. to 10s. per tree. They are by no
means the oidy crop I get, .as they are planted in
rows about 15 feet apart and about 8 feet to 1(1 feet
in the row. Between the rows we have room for a
pood bed of Roses, A'iolcts, bulljs, or any kind of
flower, vegctalile, or shrub we want to grow. The
Ajjples from these bushes were of large size, and I

sold them readily at 8s. per busliel. 1 have to pay
£10 an .acre for land tliat is not so good as I could
get f(u- £2 per acre in the country, for I live in
(he suliurbs of a populous distri('t wlierc every scrap
of land is being bought up for liuilding, and if I

had to s(md my fruit to (Jovent Garden it would
mean .W per cent, taken off, and I should h;ivo to
give up Apple growing liere. 1 should have no fear

of the results out in the open country if I could get
land on a long lease or with reasonable compensa-
tion for improvements. It is quite true that orchards
of standard trees take a long time to become profit-

able, but they are only fit for landowners. Wiat
one does another can surely attempt to do, and I

am fully convinced from my own experience that
hardy fruits, and especially Apples, can be grown
and sold in this country at a good profit.

Gosport, Slants. James Ghoom.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
We have just finished going through the Straw"
berry beds and removing any few runners that may
have been missed or that have grown since early
autumn, and I could not help thinking during the
operation what a large return one gets from this

favourite fruit for a small amount of labour. The
system may not answer in stiff, heavy soils, but
here, in West Surrey, with our light, sandy loam, it

is invariably the custom to get at the plantations
as soon as all the fruit is over ; remove everything
in the way of runners, fruit stalks, dead foliage, &c.,

and give immediately a heavy top-dressing of half
rotten manure, which remains until removed with
other superfluous matter the following summer.
No other mulching is necessary, for by the time the
fruit requires a clean resting place the loose part
of the manure will have assumed the character of a
surface dressing of short straw quite sufficient for

all the requirements of the fruit. I am aware that
some growers object to this early autumn mulching,
and suggest that it has a tendency to encourage a
sappy and partly unnatural growth that is peculiarly

susceptible to winter frost, but I have not found
this effect produced, at any rate on the class of land
to which I refer. My idea is that it rather seems
to accomplish just what is required in the building
up anew of the plant after its energies have been
exhausted liy the production of fruit. The above
observations apply also to the Raspberry, both as

to the early removal of all superfluous canes, whether
those that have fruited or those not reijuired for

another season's supply, and also to the surface
mulching; indeed, it seems to me, that with both
the above-named fruits one cannot too soon clear

away everything that is not wanted for another
year, and it is interesting and instructive to note in

the case of the Raspberry how very quickly the
remaining canes will ripen up when they have
plenty of light and air. Except in cases where the
planting has been thoroughly well carried out at

the outset, there is often work to be dune in the
Gooseberry and Currant quarters during the winter
months. In the matter of the first-named fruit, I

have more than once called attention to the ad-
vantage of the trellis system of culture for dessert
fruit : there is very little trouble attaclied to it when
the trees liave once covered the trellis, and if care
has been taken to plant for a succession, a supply
for the dessert is ensured from these trees as long as
Gooseberries last. A certain amount of method
should also be shown in the planting of the regular
Gooseberry quarter, as it is not advisable to mix
the varieties indiscriminately, but rows should be
respectively devoted to large varieties for early
picking, for bottling, for later cooking purposes,
and for preserving. This may seem ratlier a tri\ial

matter, but it is a decided saving of labour, as tlie

picker knows exactly where the several sorts arc to

be found without hunting all over the quarter, and
it is also a gi-eat advantage where netting has to be
practised, rows are clearetl regularly, and tlierc is a
great saving of netting. We always prune early,

dust with lime .after a .syringing with a strong mix-
ture of soft soap and water, mulch a yard from the
trees, and lightly fork over the remaining ground.
I have found a similar method of jilaiiting very
serviceable in the case of Itcd Currants. Short
stretches of wall respectively south-west and north-
west furnish a, supply for early and 1,-ite kilclien

purposes, wliilst the regular (|uarU'r is left cnlircly

for j)reserving. and a siii,-dl ])iecc of wall is .-dso

reserved fur the White Currant. This .syslcm of
wall culture has, however, its drawbacks, (lie trees

requiring nearly .'is muchattcnti(mas stone fruit. I

find the Pliini riphis very troublesome. ;iiid unless

this is kept well in check the fruit gets very dirty

and practically unfit for picking. A quantity of

very fine fruit is, however, obtained in this way
from a limited area, and the little extra labour is

amply compensated for. E. Bl'REELL.
Clare7iwnt.

APPLE STOCKS AND COLOUR,
ly " A. D.'s" interesting article on the above he ap-
pears to think that stocks exercise a great influ-

ence on colour in Apples, but I am of opinion that

they have little or nothing to do with it, and that

sun, light, and atmosphere are the agents that put
on or bring about the ro.sy cheeks of the fruit.

This is pretty clearly shown in those we get from
America, the skins of which are so waxen and
beautiful in finish, as to make one quite dissatisfied

with the appearance of most English grown fruits,

while the contrast it affords is the chief reason for

the demand there is for the American supplies. If

stocks did exercise any of the supposed influence,

we should only have to grafton highly coloured sorts,

such as Red Astrachan in preference to Crabs or

other stocks, to add to the rich tints of certain sorts.

But if we want these tints at their best we must
obtain them through the agencies mentioned above,

together with healthy root action and foliage.

Trees, too, must be kept thin and open, or the solar

rays will not reach the fruit fully, and the difference

between such as are exposed and those which are

shaded may be seen at a glance. This is very

striking in the case of Apples on cordons and those

on buslies or trees growing more naturally with
many shoots or branches, which in some measure
obstruct the sun and light and cast a shade on or

over the fruit. I am the more persuaded that we
must not look to stocks for colour, as black Grapes
come just as black when grafted on white varieties

as on their own roots, and rioe versa. Roots do, no
doubt, have something to do with colour, and the
nearer they are to the surface, in reason, and the

more fibrous they are the better, as the food
they supply is more in accordance with the plant's

requirements, and less ci'ude than that which they

get from below. Feeling that this is so, I should
not regard the Crab as the best stock for Apples,

as its tendency is to strike down, while it is not

adapted for light soil, in which Apple stocks make
plenty of fibres. J. Shepp-\ed.

Apple Cornish Gilliflower.—There is no
Apple with which 1 am acqu.'iintcd that is more
influenced in its flavour by soil and climate th.an

this. I ha\e just come from a fruit-room in which
a quantity of this Apple is stored, the fruit being
even in size and as plump and fresh as when first

taken from the tree. What struck me as the most
remarkable feature was the powerful aroma of the
fruit when cut in half. I am, of course, aware that

this is one of tlic characteristics of the sort, but for

several years I have been a stranger to this quality,

as the fruit which has been produced by a jiyra-

niid tree possessed this feature in only a limited

degree, and, what is equally as renuirkable, the
richness of flavour for which this sort is so well

known has also been absent. During the past

few years the flavour has been so poor, that I

could not send the fruit to the table. The fruit

which I have just seen was produced by trees

growing in a ricli and deep loamy soil in a well shel-

tered garden, and as regards size, I'olour and flavour

left nothing to be desired. Tlic pyr.-iniid tree to

which 1 have referred as pro<hicing inferior flavoured

fruit is growing in a heavy cold undrained soil,

and it is quite clear that to this cruise the bad
(|uality of the fruit can be traced. If that is not
the case 1 do not know any other reason, seeing

tliat the two gardens are in the .sanu' neighbour-
hood and tlicrefiu'<' subject to the .same climate.

My experience of the l)earing cajiacity of this sort

of Apple is that although not a hea\y croiiper it

bears pretty regularly. There is not a ihuibt but
that it is better suited for a r.atlier light, well-

draineil soil th;iii a heavy one. There is no better

dessert A|iplc in its season—Ai)ril and May— than
this. We sonuMiuu's hear oomjilaints of the fruit

shrivelling, but this arises through its havii g been
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gathered too soon. To get the fruit properly matured
it should hang on the trees until the end of Oc-

tober.-J. C. C.

STANDARD PEAES FOR BRITAIN.

1. BEURRE SUPERFIN.
2. MARIE LOUISE.
3. DOYENNE DU COMICE.
4. WINTER NELIS.
5. JOSEPHINE DE MALINES.
6. EMILE D'HEYST.
7. GLOU MORCEAU.
8. THOMPSON'S.
9. BERGAMOTTE D'ESPEREN.

10. ALEXANDRE LAMBRE.
11. NOUVELLE FULVIE.
12. OLIVIER DE SERRES.
13. COMTE DE LAMY.

Early Pears.— Citron des Carmes, Doyenne d'Ete, "Wil-

liams' Bon Chretien, Beurrt^ Giffard, Jargonelle, Seckel.

Cooking Pears- — Catillac, Uvedale's St. Germain,
Gilogil, Bellissime d'Hiver.

Perry Peara.—Taynton Squash, Thorn Pear, Barland,
Tellow Huffcap. Moorcroft, Longlands, Chaseley Green,
Aylton Red, Red Pear, Rock Pear. Dymock Red, Oldfleld,

Butt, Holmer, Red Pear, Rock, Bosberry Scarlet, Lumber-
skulls Marden,

M. Charles Baltet, of Troves, France, who
has a most profound knowledge of hardy fruits in

France, and whom we have seen stage hundreds of

sorts in first-rate condition, wTites us as follows

about the best winter Pears :
" According to your

request, I indicate the four best winter Pears as re-

markable for first-class quality as for the hardiness

and vigour of the tree: 1, Nouvelle Fulvie; 2,

Doyenne d'Alenijon; 3, Charles Cognfie; 4, Berga-
"motte d'Esperen. I have placed them in the order

of maturity. These varieties are good for all forms.

They are suitable for the climate of the north of

France and Belgium, where they are very much
appreciated." The above was sent in reply to a
letter of ours, in which we impressed on him that

the first question was quality attainable in the

north of France and presumably in England. These
Pears lie gives for the present and coming months,
and therefore most important, as coming at a time
when tliere are so few Pears in garden or market.

Having for many years seen evidence of M. Baltet's

knowledge of fruit culture, we submit these names
to our readers' consideration, asking for their ex-

perience of these kinds in this country.

Pear Josephine de Malines.—Icanfullyagree
with all that "J. G. II.," in TiiE Garden, Jan 19

(p. 17), says in favour of this fine Pear, which with-

out question is the very best for this time of year,

as when left out on the trees as long as it will hang
in the autumn, it always comes good and finishes up
well for the talile. We have a lot of it now mostly
from trees grown as pyramids and bushes. I cannot
say that I like the style of growth, which is loose

and irregular, and tlie foliage always narrow, small

and sparse, and quite unlike that of any other
Pear, whilst " J. G. H." states that tlie trees are re-

markable for their full leafage which keeps the
frost off the fruit. This is not the case here, and
from what I mention above, I need hardly say that
the fruit of no other variety of Pear is so exposed.
This, however, is an advantage, as the fruit is of
course benefited by full light and having tlie sun's

rays hitting right on it. and it i.5 all such that have
the best colour and richest flavour. We always
endeavour, by timely removal of young shoots from
the spurs, to shade the fruit as little as possible.

—J. SiiEPPARD, Woolverstmie.

Pear Jargonelle.—In the .article on the Jargo-
nelle I'liir ill The Garden of Jan. lit, the writer
states that he lias only once seen a standard tree.

Should he have oi'casion to be in Edinburgh he
may see another in my garden. I regret I am un-
able to give the age of the tree, but, judging from
the dimensions and the little change during the
la^it forty years, it must be of a great age, although

perhaps not quite so old as some of those referred

to. The girth of the trunk at the ground is 4 feet

10 inches, and at 9^ feet up where it begins to

branch 4 feet 7 inches, the two main branches being

each 3 feet and 2 feet 7 inches in circumference.

The height of the tree I find is 32i feet and the

spread of the branches 31 feet. The tree is in per-

fect health and every year a sheet of blossom, and
in favourable seasons carries a heavy crop. Its

great enemy is the March biting east wind, of

which we have usually a good share, and which
frequently tells severely upon it. Six or seven

years ago it escaped the frosty wind while in blos-

som, and upwards of 4000 Peai'S were gathered
from it. They were, of course, mostlj' small that

year, but generally there ai'e many good-sized fruits

of excellent flavour.

—

Alex. Feasek, Canonmills
Lodge, Edinburgh,

FRUIT NOTES.
Early Vines.

Pay daily attention to tying down, stopping, and
regulating, also remove superfluous bunches, leav-

ing one only on each shoot, and be well pre-

pared with Hamburgh pollen for fertilising pur-
poses when shy-setting varieties come into flower,

Hamburghs do not often receive this attention, but
drawing the brush lightly over the bunches does
them no harm, especially in the event of the A'ines

being young and extra strong, or, on the other hand,
too weak to perform this office for themselves. All

the Frontignaus and Swectwaters, of course, should
be looked after, and Muscats, when they come into

flower, can be greatly assisted by drawing the
points of the bunches up to the light. Having
strongly advocated a low temperature throughout
the past dull, sunless weather, especially during
the night, I must now advise a gradual and steady
increase to a minimum of 60° to G,5° and 10° higher
through the day by the time the first flowers open,
also a slight diminution in the supply of atnio-

spheric moisture, as Grapes always set best in a
brisk temperature with a circulation of fresh air

v.'armed by some contrivance before it reaches the
foliage. Draughts at this season are very dangerous,
and often do serious mischief in chilling the foli-

age and rusting the berries before their existence
is susjjected. The best preventives are a chink of

night air on the apex, to prevent the gathering of

vitiated vapour and the admission of air along the
front through a sheet of rough canvas, little and
often as the temperature rises, but never in

quantity likely to result in a depression. The top
ventilators on dead calm days m.ay be opened a
little, but .sparingly, when keen cutting winds are
likely to create a vacuum by carrying away the
heated air the moment it is generated.

Succession houses containing mixed varieties may
be syringed with warm water two or three times a
day, more or less according to the state of the
weather and the quantity of fermenting material
used for softening the atmosphere. Aim at a
temperature ranging about 5(j° at night and C5° by
day until the bunches are prominent, then dis-

continue direct syringing, but damp the floors and
walls, and run up well on sunny days to draw out
the clusters. Muscat-flavoured Grapes should have
the warmest part of the house, and in order to

secure the highest attainable flavour in Gros Col-
man, a Vine or two should have a pl.ace in this Inng-
season compartment.

Late Houses.

As the Vines in this comjiartment have been
pruned and cleansed and are now resting, the most
important point is a firm determination to keep
pot plants of every kind out of it. If outside
borders are satisfactory, a light covering of fresh

stable litter for keeping out frost may lie placed
0%'er them, but beyond this, the usual rainfall and ex-
posure to the atmos|ihere will have a beneficial in-

fluence. The inside borders to .some are an enigma I

which they hardly know how to unr.avel. Renova-
tion, it is quite certain, cannot be undertaken so
long as the Gnipes .are hanging, and disturbance of
the roots immediately after they are cut often
paralyses them to an extent past recovery, and yet

there is a suitable time for carrying out this work
in a most satisfactory manner. Patience, then, for

the present must be the watchword, but so soon as

the sap begins to move and the buds to swell, steel

forks must come to the fore, for no time must be
lost in removing the old and bringing in the new
compost. Advantage may be taken of dry or

frosty weather for making up the material in an
open, airy shed where it may be stacked in long,

narrow ridges and well packed with hot manure or

leaves to induce fermentation. When the time

comes for using the compost, the fermenting

material must not be included, but the addition of

a little fresh manure or leaves will form an inv.alu-

able mass for filling in that part of the border area

unoccupied by soil, when the gentle warmth thus

imparted will start the roots into immediate action

and the Vines will hardly look behind them.

Pot Vines.

Yearlings cut down to the lowest bud last month
and kept dry in a cold house may now be placed in

heat, where they must be gi'aduaUy moistened to

excite growth before they are shaken out for re-

potting. If cutting down was succeeded by a

dressing of styptic, bleeding will hardly set in, but

prevention being better than cure, a second dressing

before they are taken in maybe advisable. When the

buds havegrown from 1 inch to 2 inches, the strongest

and most promising plants should be selected

for shaking out. Meantime clean pots, not larger

than those in which they have been grown, crocks

and compost should be made ready for use, espe-

cially the latter, as all composts in which bone-dust

and "other highly concentrated stimulants form a

part are greatly improved by lying for two or

three weeks in a dry, warm potting shed or early

vinery.

HABDY FRUITS.
If the phanting of fruit trees was cut short in

the autumn, advantage should now be taken of dry

days not only for preparing the stations by throw-

ing out the soil and putting in the drainage, but

also for wheeling to the diflierent spots the neces-

sary supply of fresh compost. A crisp frosty

morning is most suitable for this work, but instead

of tipping it at once into the holes or trenches, it

should be laid loosely by the side to get thoroughly

pulverised by the time it is wanted. We sometimes

plant as late as April, but should the weather be

fine and open and the compost in good dry work-

ing order, I should not miss the opportunity in

February. Next to having the soil diy enough to

bear treading and firming over the roots, the ruost

important matter is jirotection from wind-waving.

Stakes for standards and dwarfs should be driven

into the solid subsoil before the trees are planted
;

indeed, where mathematical precision is important,

the stakes should be set and driven to the line

before the spade is put into the plot or bordiT.

If gi-afting is contemplated, now is the time to

cut the scions, also to head back the stocks, as half

the battle depends upon the performance of this

work before the sap rises. The shoots intended

for scions should be dipped to ensure freedom from

insect pests, and then laid in under shady trees or

hedges. In cutting back the heails of large trees

each branch should be left long enough to allow

for a second cut, say a foot lower down, when the

time arrives for grafting. Then, again, to prevent

too severe a check, a goodly number of medium
shoots, capable of carrying one or perhaps two

grafts each, should be left for this purpose. Old

trees grafted last year also shoidd be examined and
dive.stcd of any clay that iiuay be adhering to them
prior to cleansing with soap.suds. strengthened by
the addition of Gishurst compound, not less than

eight ounces to the gallon. If American bug has

got into the incisions this mixture will destroy it,

when re-claying, esjiecially over the crowns of large

branches, will hasten the spread of new .s.ap-wood.

If the majority of the .scions have made a good
growth, the strongest may be sliortened back to

cause a lireak near home, that is, where more
slioots arc wanted to form the framework of the

free. The removal of spray from the stocks must
be regulated by their vigour, as well as that of
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the grafts. If the latter are very strong and
capable of taking the full flow of sap, the
spray may be removed. If weak and likely to be
overpowered by the spray, then the latter may be
well shortened back, but not entirely removed until
next autumn. Trees that were grafted two years
ago, the scions, several on a crown, having taken
well, may now be thinned to let in light and air, as
too many growing scions, especially in the centres,
often work irreparable mischief the third year. If

cut clean off with a chisel just above the union,
they make the best of scions for future operations.

Work in the walled garden should now be slack,

especially where all training has been kept well up
to date. Peach trees washed and resting a few
inches from the wall may remain in this position
until the flower-buds begin to swell freely and
show colour, when the time for laying in will have
arrived. Young trees which made strong wood, it

is to be feared, have ripened badly, and most of the
shoots will require extra shortening, but not at
present, the middle or end of March being quite
early enough for pruning and training. If the walls
have not been washed with the old brick-red colour,
now is the time to do so. A fine day when the walls
are dry should be chosen, and the more the wash is

worked into the joints and nail holes, the more
effectual the destruction of insects. Apricots on
south walls will soon be on the move, but as yet
they are not too far advanced to admit of another
washing with soapsuds through the garden engine.
This excellent and invigorating insecticide suits
stone fruits quite as well as it does Apples and
bush fruits ; in fact, I question if it does not convey
to the soil in old gardens the very elements for
which so-called worn-out trees have long been lan-
guishing, and yet, the thrifty cottager excepted, it

is to be feared the masses of horticulturists allow
this solution of soap and soda to run to waste.
When the trees have been washed for the last time,
at least for the present, the poles may be fixed and
the coping boards and nets got ready, but on no
account must they be put up until the flowers are
on the point of opening. Trees on west walls, of
course, will be more backward, a most decided ad-
vantage where spring frosts are troublesome ; this,

however, is not the only gain, as trees facing west
get thawed by a general rise in the air temperature
before the sun touches the flowers. A good crop
of Apricots is the main point, whether the fruit
ripens in July or August is a matter of secondary
importance. W. C.

PROPAGATION OF VINES.

Although tens of thousands of pot Vines are
sent out annually by the trade, being so easily
propagated by means of single eyes, cuttings, and
layers, there is hardly a Grape grower in the
kingdom who does not endeavour to set the Phyl-
loxera at defiance by striking a few for his own use
every year. In the selection of wood for supplying
single eyes, the great secret of success consists in

having thoroughly ripe wood, neither too strong nor
too weak, but the best of the spur prunings with
hard, plump buds perfectly formed. The next point
is a brisk, but steady bottom-heat from good tan or
the ordinary hot-air chamber common in propagat-
ing houses, where Cocoa-nut fibre forms an excellent
plunging material ; nay, more, cuttings or eyes will

strike freely enough in this material without tlie

aid of .soil, but being liable to go off immediately
after they are lifted and potted, the safest and best
pl.'in is to insert them .singly in 3-inch pots or cubes
of turf .-md to shift them on as they re(|uire more
room for their roots. Nurserymen who convert
single eyes into fruiting canes in the course of a
season put in the first l>atch in December or early
in January ; but then their pits and houses are
specially prepared for the work, whilst jirivate gar-
deners whose aim— often under great difliculties—
is tlie produc'tion of good planting Vines succeed
best liy deferring the start initil the middle of Feb-
ruary. This being so, now is the time to commenc-e,
first, by securing a steady bottom-heat of 80° in a
close, hut light, propag.-iting pit; second, by tilling

rather firmly tlu: requisite nunilxT of suudl pots
with sandy loam dry enough to bear pressure with-

out becoming pasty. The eyes may be prepared
by a clean cut half an inch above and below the
bud or by taking them out with a sharp knife, as
the budder of fruit trees extracts his buds in

August ; but so accommodating is the A'ine, that it

matters little how the eyes are prepared provided
the top and especially the bottom-heat are steady
and lasting. The pots or cubes of turf and buds
being ready, the ordinary method is to take out a
little soil, replace it with silver sand, and press the
bud firmly down until it is just level with the sur-

face, when a slight sprinkling through a fine rose
will be necessary to consolidate the sand and the
bud. When dry, the eyes will be ready for plunging,
not necessarily in strong heat at once, as some
propagators prefer placing them in a close tem-
perate house for ten days or a fortnight to favour
the formation of the callus, when the roots and
shoots start simultaneously into growth. When
the young plants have exhausted the sap contained
in the bud in the formation of the first one or two tiny
leaves, very steady top and bottom heat will favour
the formation of the first set of roots, and when
they touch the sides of the pots, as will be indi-

cated by the fresh healthy appearance of the foliage

and the elongation of the shoots, the amateur's
ordinary stumbling - block will have been left

behind. From this time forward the sjTinge may
be used rather more freely, but an excess of water
in the tightly compressed soil being fatal, the
lightest dewing over from the time the eyes are
inserted until they are fit for the first shift into

5-inch pots should suftice. When the young plants
are transferred to larger pots, the compost, consist-

ing of sound loam, a little old brick rubbish, and a
handful of bone-dust, should be thoroughly warmed
before it is used, and, considering that they must be
replunged in moist tan or fibre, the supply of water
must be extremely limited. As days increase in

length, and brightness and solar heat become
more powerful, rapid growth will justify an occa-
sional root-watering, and the spread of the young
leaves wiU necessitate rearrangement, when very
loose or half-plunging will form the first step

towards getting them out of the bottom-heat, but
not off the warm bed so long as the close pit affords

head room.

Hardy or outdoor Vines in wine-growing countries
are increased by cuttings a foot or more in length,

and being thoroughly ripe when put into the
trenches where they are to remain, they strike as

freely as Willows. In this country, on the contrary,
imperfect maturation renders them extremely un-
certain, hence the importance of selecting young
wood from old Vines having a full south aspect.

When wood of this kind can be procured, the cut-

tings after being disbudded should be planted on
warm sandy borders or against walls, and treated
precisely as we treat Gooseberries and Currants.
The result then, even, is uncertain, but unless a
great number of young plants are wanted the diffi-

culty can always be got over by inserting short bits

of wood, 4 inches in length, in sandy soil, leaving a
single bud exposed and covering them with cap
glasses. Early autumn, immediately .after the
fall of the leaf, is the best time to put in the
cuttings.

Layering Vines is the oldest mode of increase

known in this country, .and being extremely simple,

those who cannot command ripe cuttings m.ay
readily obtain good canes in twelve months by
pegging down suitable pieces of wood during the
.autumn or winter. Indeed, so accommodating is

the Vine that old rods of any length laid down flat

and pegged into the surface of any good garden
.soil will form a complete gridiron of roots, whilst
shoots from each bud allowed to grow well form
fruiting A'ines by the end of the summer. When
flic wood is ri|ie, these old root-stocks may lie caif

into as many piei'cs as there are rods, when the
Latter may be lifted for potting or planting.

This mode of increase, I m.ay say, is equally .ap-

jjlic.able to Vines in hothou.ses, ;is we h.ave laid

down old canes 15 feet to 20 feet in length within
a few inches of the front w.all plate, wlien young
rods f.aken up 3 feet ap.art have filled the house
with superli fruit -bearing wood by the end of llie

season. The inside borders, it is hardly necessary
for me to say, should be made of new compost as
for planting canes, and aonnection with the parent
stool should be cut off when they are thoroughly
establisheil. Mr. Miller, of Coombe Abbey, some
years ago adopted a very simple and ingenious
mode of manufacturing fruiting pot Vines by filling

a number of pots of suitable size with good com-
post; these he ranged in single file along the front
of the house and placed a long strong rod over
their centres. By means of stout hooked pegs this

rod, with a good bud immediately over the centre
of each pot, w,as made secure; roots in due course
struck down into the compost; all growths from
superfluous or intermediate buds were restricted or
destroyed, whilst those which emanated from the
special buds were trained and manipulated in the
usu.al way. Nicking or notching layers is not abso-
lutely necessaiy, as canes, young or old, pegged
firmly into warm moist soil throw out a profusion
of roots. W. C.

Ferns.
W. H. GOWER.

DIPTERIS.
Thih is a small family of beautiful plants ; in-

deed, I do not think that more than three
species are yet known. Two of these h.ave long
been in my possession in a dried state, and for

years I have been anxiously looking for their

introduction alive, but up to the present time I

liave not been rewarded. At tlie present time,

however, when Ferns are again becoming popu-
lar, there is a possibility of getting them, and
as they are so entirely different from anytliing

we have in the w.ay of Ferns, their introduc-

tion woidd assuredly well repay the trouble.

Dipteris belongs to the polypodiaceous Ferns,
and is still by some retained in the genus Poly-
podium, from which, however, in its restricted

form it is totally distinct in its venation. Dip-
teris comes vei-y near to the genua Diynaria,
which indeed I look upon as its nearest relative,

but this it difiers from in its manner of growth.
From the rhizome, which is creeping, much
branched, and woody in texture, rise slender

stems, supporting large, leathery, fan -like

fronds.

D. HOBSFIELDI.—This is an exceedingly pretty
plant, the stem being slender, and from 3 feet to

4 feet high. The fronds, v.arying from 1 foot to

3 feet in length .and as much in breadth, are fan-

sh.aped and coriaceous in texture, with deep lobes
and deeply toothed edges, the main veins very pro-

minent, the sori small and very numerous. The
upper side is deep green, beneath deeply glaucous,

which lends an additional charm to the pl.ant. It

.appears to be common in the South Sea Isliinds,

and it is found in Fiji, from whence someone
should send it. It is .also found in the M.alacca

Islands. Will not some of our Orchid importers
instruct their collectors to send this j)lant home?

D. Wallicjii.—This is a very distiiu-t plant

from the previously named one, and, judging from
the specimens, it is not glaucous on the under side,

consequently not so pretty. It is a nuieh stronger

growing plant than Horsfieldi, and being a native

of Northern India, it is curious that no collector

has ever sent it home. The stem is stout, of a deep
chestnut-brown when dry, 3 feet or nu>re high;
the blade of tlu- fronil is ujnvards of 3 feet long,

fan-.shaped, and from 3 feet to 4 feet broad; it is

deeply lobed, the edges being ))lain; it isverythiek
.and cori.aoeous in texture, the principal veins very
]ironnncnt, wliile the small sori are very numerous.
The upper side is of an intense deep green, but
underneath the colour is of a somewhat rusty

brown.

These two plants only require to be known
to 1)0 highly aii]ir(eiated, and 1 think some of

the numerous collectors who are now scoviring

the eastern regions in search (pf new plants
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should turn their attention to these two Ferns,
which liave never yet appeared in this country
in a living state.

HARDY EXOTIC FERNS.
A EEAHER, " G. J.," whose question on cool

stove Ferns I answered a few weeks ago, also

asks for information upon exotic hardy Ferns.
This I will attempt to give, but at the same
time I hope "G. J." wiU allow me to remind
him that there are hosts of varieties of our
British kinds which would afford him excellent
variety without touclmig the foreign ones at all.

I do not know if " G. J." is a botanist, but if

lie is, in all probability he would scarcely think
I shoidd take notice of these, for I know per-
sonidly how some of the leading botanists of the
day have passed them over as not fit to be grown.
Though some of the varieties of our native
Ferns are not beautiful, there are yet many
hundreds, far more so than the acknowledged
species, and many of them so distinct, that had
they been found years ago, we should have had
them described a.s much-admired species. How-
ever, my mission is now to enlighten " G. J."
on some of the most beautiful of the exotic
hardy Ferns suitable for planting in a large
fernery in the woods. This recalls my younger
days when I had several ferneries so situated
under my charge. My favourite Fern then,
and has been for thirty years, is the American
Maiden-hail',

Adiantum pedatum (see illustration).—I do
not tliink there is another Fern to equal it in
beauty. The fronds grow from 1 foot to 2 feet in
height, stems jet black, supporting a large broad
frond, the pinnules being large andlight green. It
is a deciduous plant, and in exposed situations I

used to peg its own dead fronds over the crown in
winter, but in ordinary situations I do not think
this is necessary. It is at once the most charming
of all hardy Ferns.

LoMARiA CHiLENSis is another grand Fern for
the open-air fernery, and I have had it with fronds
a feet long. The fertile fronds are mucli contracted
and die off in the autumn, but the sterile ones in
ordinary winters remain green. It is a Chilian
plant wliich is referred to L. procera, from whicli,
however, it appears in cultivation to be distinct.

Anchistea vibgixica is a very handsome
Fern from Canada and the United States. The
fronds, each from 2 feet to 3 feet high and
about 9 inches broad, are of a pale green colour,
the sori being copious and very attractive. It is a
deciduous kind, its creeping rhizome requiring
during winter a little protection, which can be
afiforded by its fronds.

Onoclea sensibilis.—This is another beautiful
and distinct Canadian Fern, which is also widely
distributed in North America. The fronds, each
varying from 1 foot to 24 inches in height, are of
two forms ; the sterile ones are deeply lobed, the
segments broad and bright green, the "fertile ones
contracted into berry-like segments. It is de-
ciduous.

OsMUN'DA cinnamomea is another deciduous
Fern, which produces fronds of two kind-s, in which
it differs from all the other Royal Ferns. The
barren frond, which is from 1 foot to 2 feet in
height and longer than the fruit-bearing one, is
twice divided, arching at the top and liglit glaucous
green. The fertile ones, which rise in the centre,
are hairy, and of a deep reddish brown. It is a
native of North America, &c.

OsMUNDA interuupta, also known by the name
of O. Claytoniana, is a most interesting.'handsome,
and distinct kind. When well grown" it attains a
height of some 3 feet ; the fronds are twice divided,
broad, and deep green, some few of the middle
pmna; being contracted and bearing the sori, by
wliich character it mny be easilv recognised. It is
plentiful iu Canada and the United States.

STBUTHIOPTEEIS GERilANICA AND PENSSYL-
]

VANICA, the Ostrich-feather Ferns, are noble hardy
plants far too seldom seen in private collections

;

their rhizomes creep under ground and spread
rapidly, soon forming a dense grove, and upon that

account they require a space set apart, for them.
They produce fronds of two kinds ; the sterile ones
are twice divided, some 2 feet or 3 feet high, plume-
like, and deep green ; the fertile ones rise up in the
centre of the barren ones, are much contracted and

j

erect, the American plant resembling the German I

one, saving in its larger size and more erect habit.

These two plants produce a very tropical effect in

an open-air fernery.

Cyetomiuii falcatuji.—This is a Japanese
plant of great beauty, which thrives well in the
hardy fernery, but it never attains the dimensions
of the previously named kinds, and should be used
iu the front rows. It grows from 1 foot to 2 feet

high ; the fronds are pinnate, about 6 inches long,

and dark shining green. It forms a large scaly

crown, and I have usually given it the protection of

some old Fern fronds in winter.

Ontchium japonicum is another plant from
Japan which I have found thrives well in the open

be expected to produce any great display. There
are many of these, however, which can be
planted in suitable nooks after the main plant-

ing is done, and this work should be pushed on
now so that the plants may be removed before

root action sets in, as I know from experience

how much Ferns sufler from injury to the young
roots.

THE FERNERY.
It is rather early yet to commence repotting esta-

blished Ferns. Young plants or any that require

shifting on into larger pots may be potted at any
season of the year, provided they are grown in a
temperature high enough to keep them in active
growth. But where the plants are in a dormant
state they should not be disturbed at the root dur-

ing the winter months. Any plants that have got
into an unhealthy condition and require to have
the old soil shaken from the roots should not be
disturbed until they begin to start into growth, and
the same remark applies to those that are to be
divided or are to have their roots reduced. A great

deal may be done, however, in the way of pre-

^^

American Maiden-hair Fern (Adiantum pedatum).

air, but I have always accorded it the protection of

some dead fronds of the common Brake Fern. It

is an elegant front row plant, producing fronds from
1 foot to IS inches high.

Lastue.a Sieboldi, from Japan, is a plant with
fronds from 1 foot to 2 feet high, and, therefore,

suitable for a front place only ; the fronds are once
divided, with very long and broad leathery pinna:

of a light green. It is a charming distinct species.

LoHlNSERlA aeeolata.— A handsome, bold-
growing Fern which should iind a place in every
large fernery. It grows some 18 inches or more
high, producing fronds of two kinds ; the barren
ones are once divided, the lobes being broadly
lanceolate in shape, toothed at the edges, and bright

green; whilst the fertile fronds are much contracted.
It comes from North America.

The above are some of tlie showiest hardy
foreign Ferns, selected because of their distinct

appearance from our native kinds. Of course

there are a host of others suitable for the situa-

tion you name, but many of them are similar in

appearance to the English kinds to a casual

observer, whilst the small-growing sorts cannot

paring plants for what is to be done later on. In
the first place, it is necessary to take care of any
deUcate species, especially if they happen to be
over-potted. Although I do not believe in drying
Ferns off too much, yet it is necessary to water
very sparingly those that have lost most of
their fronds. Many Ferns which are considered
evergreen lose a great many of their old fronds
just before they start into fresh growth in the
spring. It will be all the better to preser\-e the
old fronds as much as possible, but all that are
too far decayed should be removed, and dense
growing sorts should be cleaned to prevent
anything coming in contact with the young fronds
an<i which may cause them to damp ott" while
they are in a young and tender state. Much will
depend upon careful attention to Ferns just at this
season of the year. If thoroughly cleansed from
any insect pests while they are in a dormant state,

it will save a lot of trouble later on, and will also
prevent the fronds being damaged while in an
immature state either by the insect.s or by the
cleaning. Of insect pests, scale and black thrips
arc the greatest enemies to Ferns. In cleansing
them from scale great care should be taken that
the .spawn is not left behind, and the plants
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should be held over a pail or some other receptacle

to catch all the insects as they are brushed off.

After the plants have been cleaned, the surface

of the soil in the pots should be removed. It is

very difiicult to thoroughly eradicate thrips. Most
of the sorts that are subject to this pest can be

sponged, but this requires to be done three or four

times, allowing only a day or two to elapse between
each operation. Green-fly will often make its ap-

pearance in the .spring, e.'ipecially on Adiantums,
but if the plants are in a healthy condition they
will not sufier, and the fly will disappear as the

growth of the plants becomes matured. Where
Ferns are planted out, a little of the surface soil

should be removed after everything has been pro-

perly cleaned, and replaced by a good covering of

fresh compost, taking care to work it well round
the stems of such sorts as the Pterises, Aspleniums,

&c., which as they advance in growth produce roots

above the surface. I believe that Ferns frequently

get into a weak state through the exposure of that

portion of the stem whence young roots are pro-

duced. Under natural conditions this want is pro-

vided for by the accumulation of leaves, &c., a
point which is not always borne in mind by those

who cultivate Ferns. A.

Trees and Shrubs.

WINTER-FLOWERING SHRUBS.

First and foremost among liardy slirubs that

flower at this season of the year nmst be placed

the winter Jasmine (Jasniimim nudiflorinn),

whose bright gi-een, but leafless branches are

wreathed with golden yellow blossoms, and
in this state are often objects of beauty for

months together. Whatever support be accorded

it, whether it be a wall or fence, by far tlie most
pleasing way of training this Jasmine is to

secure the principsil branches in position and

then allow the plant to grow at will, ns tlius

the long flexible shoots dispose themselves in a

very graceful manner. In .addition to its other

desir.able qualities, this Jasmine is a first-rate

town plant, for it will both grow and flower

well in smoky districts. If the sprays are cut

just as the earliest blossoms are on the point of

expanding, they will open well in water, and a

few twigs of this, with the coral berries of

Cotoneaster Simonsi, furnish a pretty winter

:iosegay. Another shrub whose blossoms must

be sought for on a south wall is Chimonanthus
fr.agrans, which is remarkable not so much for

its showy .as for its deliciously fragrant blossoms.

So pronounced is the perfume of the starry

flowers of this Chimonanthus, that a few of

them will scent a good - sized room. There

is a variety of this (grandiflora) the blossoms

of which are larger, and consequently more
showy than tliose of the type. Two other

sweet-scented wall shrubs are the winter Honey-
suckles (L. Standishi and fragrautissima), the

blooms of which are, as a rule, rather later

in expanding than those of tlie two shrubs

previously mcntioniKl. With regard to the

Honeysuckles, \j. Standishi is of quite shrub-

like habit, forming a somewh.at erect-growing

busli, with h^ivi'S that are hairy on both surfaces

when young, but wlien mature, almost smooth
on the upper side. Tlie foli.age of this is de-

ciduous. Tlie flowers .are white, borne during

tlie winter months, and are deliciou.sly fr.agrant.

Though it will cover a considerable si)aco if

trained to a wall, this Honeysuckle is, strictly

speaking, a slirub, wliile, on the other hand, L.

fragrautissima is more or less of a climbing

habit. Besides this, it difl'er.s from the first-

named in the leaves being broadly ovate, quite

smooth on botji surfaces, and retaiiu^d on tlu'

phiiits to a greater or less extent tlimugliout

the winter, so much so, indeed, that unless in

the case of very severe weather it can on a wall

be regarded as an Evergreen. The flowers of

both are white, very sweet-scented, and freely

produced. The North American Witch Hazel
(Hamamelis virginica) be.ars a profusion of its

peculiar yellowish flowers late in the autumn or

early in the winter, while the J.apaiiese repre-

sentatives of the genus do not flower till the

first or second month of the year. The
showiest is the Tree Witch Hazel (Hamamelis
arborea), which, by the way, is seldom met
with more than feet or 8 feet high. The
flowers, which are borne in great jirofusion on
the leafless branches, are of a jieculiarly starry

shape, being composed of a number of curiously

twisted petals of a bright yellow tint, while the

crimson-coloured calyx stands out very conspi-

cuously. It is a shrub that will no doubt in

time be more griiwn than at present, but it is not
easily propagated, and besides this does not

make very rapid progress during its earlier

stages. The other species, H. japonica, is of

smaller growth than the last, and besides this

the flowers are of a paler colour. Botli are,

however, remarkably pretty when in bloom,
but from the season of the year at which they
flower the expanded bhissoms sometimes get cut

ofl' by sharp frosts. The buds, however, are

seldom injured, so that another crop of flower.s

appears sliould the weather be favourable.

The earliest blossoms of the Japanese Quince
(Cydonia japonica) often serve to cheer up a
dull winter's d.ay, while in many cases a succes-

sion is kept up for mouths. There are now a

great many varieties of this favourite shrub,

but a good crimson form is the showiest of all,

and an unusually good variety of this class is

princeps, wliile should a contrast be needed, the

pure white niv.alis will supply the desired tint.

They .are all first- r.ate subjects to train to a wall,

and indeed are equally ornament<al when .al-

lowed to assume then" natural shape of a much-
branched bush, but, of course, so treated, they

are later in blooming than when protected.

The fruit, which, by the w.ay, is not often pro-

duced, possesses a very agreeable fragrance.

The Mezereon is also another shrub that flowers

very early in the year, and where the situation

is not too hot and dry it is very ornamental,

for the bright-coloured berries are equally as

showy as the sweet-scented blossoms. The
Corncli.an Cherry (Cornus mas) usually flowers

about February, and the still leafless branches,

thickly studded with tufts of bright yellow

blossoms, are very attractive when in this

state. Besides these, the stately growing Ma-
honia japonica will in a mild winter often flower

soon after Christmas, but in the event of severe

weather it is, as a matter of course, much later

in expanding its blossoms. The pretty little

bright-coloured Erica carnea or herbacea will

soon be in flower, and besides this many blos-

.soms will be found on the Laurustinus, and I

have sometimes even seen Darwin's Barberry
flowering freely during the winter montlis. In

Garrya elliptica the long pendulous catkins form
a very prominent feature, and when uninjured

by frost they retain their freshness for a eon-

.siderable time. T.

getting berries on S. oblata will be disappointed. I

do not think they will if the two flower together
;

but let them try. Mr. Foreman also says that the
plants of S. oblata sold in nurseries are generally
male. I asserted that they are always female. I

may be wrong, and I wish to learn. Can he tell

me of any particular nursery where I can get a
male plant of S. oblata as distinct from the so-

called S. fr.agrans ? As for the so-called S. Forc-
maniana (these Latin names for garden varieties

are confusing and objectionalile). if it is a moniccious
plant and can produce its berries independently, it

is .a valuable, acquisition ; but can it ? This is a
point of great importance on which Mr. Foreman
has given no inform.ation in his note to The
G.YEDBN.— C. WoLLEY DoD, JSdi/e Hall, Malpas.

Eetinospora plumosa aurea.—Tu the mixed
shrubbery at this aea on (.f the ytnr no plant produces
a better ctlect ia colouriag tliaii the above-named
Retinospora. The colour Is now more interne thiiii at

any other time of the year on either hirgp or small

plants. An annual clii)pinfl; of the pinnta of the shoots

keeps the plants well tnrnislied witti growtli, whicli is

not nearly so dense when the shoots are allowed to

grow «i'hont any elipping. The inside iiaickly gets
thin without the annual clipping.—M.

i

Skimmia oblata and S. fragrans.— Mr. Fcnc-

iiiaii says (|i. 71)lli:il Ihiise wlio t.ikeiiiy advice and
plant these two shrul)s t.ogetlier in tlic liojic of

NEW TREES AND SHRUBS.
In this class of pl.ants, the novelties of last year,

instead of being limited chiefly to varieties or

forms of already known kinds, are, in the majority
of cases, species whose introduction into our gardens
will prove most welcome on account of the de-

corative qualities of their foliage or of their flowers,

and in some instances through the combination of

both. Foremost among those most valuable for

the beauty both of their foliage and flowers

alike is Ciesalpinia japonica, a leguminous shrub
of scandent habit, which is a native of Jap.an, a
country to which we owe the greater part of our
hardy exotic decorative shrubs. The light green
colour of the foli.age of this handsome shrub, which
resembles th<at of Robinia Pseudacacia, renders it

exceedingly ornamental, and the pale yellow colour

of its numerous and large flowers, on which the red
tint of the long branched stamens contrasts

admirably, also adds greatly to its value. These
flowers, which are produced very freely, are dis-

posed on erect racemes measuring from 8 inches to

10 inches long. This new shrub has proved per-

fectly hardy in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Coombe
Wood, where it grows in a fairly exposed situ.ation,

.and where it is allowed to ramble freely over sticks,

and its hardiness in many districts of England may
reasonably be expected. In Stuartia pseudo-

Camellia we have another Jap.anese shrub with
leaves of a dark green colour above and lighter

underneath ; these when only partly developed are

tinged with a very pleasing brown colour. In this

case the handsome cup-shaped flowers are large and
formed of five rounded pet.als, white, of a silky

nature, and slightly fimbriated on the m.argin. It

has proved quite hardy and very free. Styrax

obassia is another beautiful flowering slirub whose
Snowdrop-like flowers of pure white are disposed

in elegant racemes, and produced in profusion from
amongst the abundant and pretty foliage. We have
in Phillyrea decora A'ilmoriniana another excellent

addition which cannot fail to be greatly appreci.ated,

as it is a shrub of compact habit, and particularly

recommended for town decor.ation, .as it is said to be
most suitable for smoky districts. A very ple.a-sing

contr.ast is formed by its small white flowers dis-

posed in clusters and produced from the .axils of

narrow leaves of leathery texture and of a very rich

green colour, which, it is said, they retain even under
the influence of the most unf.avourable atiiios])here.

One of the most beautiful summer-llowering shrubs

of recent introduction is Escallonia rhilipjiiana.

It is of dwarf, comp.act h.abit, yet its conqiaratively

long and slender branches covered with dark, shin-

ing leaves of good substance are laden with small,

but numerous white flowers.

Among the new .shrubs of value for their foli.age

only, the most notewcu'thy is nndoubteilly another

very distinct and most valualile .ac(|uisition from
.Japan, named Dapliniphylliim glauce.scens. It is

of very luxuriant appearance, has liliododendron-

like foliage, ami is parliiaihirly bushy and compact
in h.abit. Its leaves, elliptical in form, are about

(i inclies long and nearly :! inclies wide .at the

centre; their colour is of a soft jiale green .above

.and glaucous bene.alh, while the jietioles and mid-'

ribs are of a deei> red colour, which ricli lint is also,

to a certain degree, sliown in the b.aik. In its

native country. Central and North Japan, this truly

handsome .shrub attains it feet in height, .and is
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therefore well suited for planting in shrubbery
borilers, where it produces the most pleasing effect.

In Eulalia japonica grr.acillinia we have an exceed-

ingly graceful variety of the common Eulalia, with
narrow, but elegantly arching green leaves averag-

ing between 3 feet and 4 feet in height. Its nar-

row, slender foliage bends like a reed, and it is

best adapted for growing as an isolated specimen
on tlie lawn, or by the side of a lake, where it

forms a most beautiful object. Prunus domestica
variegata is a brightly variegated form of the com-
mon Phim, and in this instance the foliage is

broadl}' margined with gold, in contrast to the

bright green colour of the centre of each leaf.

A new Lilac, which certainly is very handsome,
is called Marie Lemoine. It is an exceedingly fine

form with pure white flowers, each single pip

measuring close upon 1 inch in diameter, and dis-

posed in large and somewhat massive trusses.

S.

DECIDUOUS TREES AND SHRUBS IN
WINTER.

I WAS much pleased to notice " T.'s " admirable
article on this subject on page 57. It is one that I

have long held strong opinions upon, very similar

to those so well expressed by j'our correspondent.

Even in summer most landscapes are very heavy,

unduly weighed down through a superabundance
of evergreen trees and shrubs. The fashion for

Pines and Spruces declined so much some twenty
years since as to threaten to e.xtinguish most of the

lightness and variety of our landscapes. Pine
forests are magnificent in their density and black-

ness, but they are hardly the proper setting for the

enrichment and adornment of our homes.

And winter-time is gloomy enough without en-

shrouding it in a still more gloomy night-cap of Firs.

These, doubtless, bring shelter and warmth as well

as darkness and gloom, but the former is almost
too dearly purchased by the latter.

Tlie best antidote, however, to excessive shadow in

landscape is tlie liberal use of Birch, Beech, Elm,
Lime, Larch, Thorn, and other deciduous trees and
shrubs such as those specified by your correspon-

dent. The most telling of them all are, perhaps,
the Birches, the Golden Osier and the Weeping
Larch—the last a very telling form all too little

employed in the formation and enrichment of

landscapes.

Laburnums, wild Cherries, or Geans, Bird Cherries,

and some of the more fast and slower-growing
Poplars have a light and graceful effect in winter,

and introduce specially valuable elements of colour
and form during the spring, summer, and autumnal
months. The faster some of these trees gi'ow, the
more graceful they become.

For use on a large scale there are no two species
of deciduous trees so readily available as the diflfe-

rent varieties of Birch and the Wych and other
sorts of semi-weeping Elms. When the hoar-frost
veils all these over from summit to base is the time
to take note of their transforming, uplifting charms
on landscapes and to decide on how, where, and to
what extent to plant them to ensure the richest
and most graceful results.

But for the stupid practice at one time so common
of forming most landscapes of rare and choice trees
to the exclusion of most or all of those grown for
cover or timber, mainly Birches, Osiers, Elms,
Beeches, Limes, Oaks, Thorns woulil liave formed a
far larger percentage of the bulk and beauty of most
of our modern landscapes. D. T. Fish.

The Japanese Euonymus.—This is one of
the most accommodating Evergreens that we
possess, for in a general way it flourishes whatever
may be the soil, situation, or atmospheric surround-
ings. For instance, it vies with the Tamarisk in
its power or love for the sea spray, as it may
be often seen along the south coast growing
vigorously with fine deep green foliage wliere but
few slmibs could even exist. It is also a first-rate

Evergreen for smoky towns, in proof of vvhicli tlie

numliers that flourish in London uiuler very adverse
conditions may be pointed out. Tlie ordinary

green-leaved form is the best of all, as the variegated

varieties, beautiful though they may lie where the

air is pure, are in London soon disfigured by the

smoke, and being less vigorous in constitution than

the type they more often succumb. Besides this,

cuttings of it root so easily that there is no difficulty

in getting a large stock, and, what is more, the

young plants grow away rapidly even during their

earlier stages.—T.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIRDLESTONE.

SELECTED ROSES.
Mad.«ie Lajibard.

The demoralisation, so to speak, of the Christmas
holidays has caused the admirable su<;gestion

made by " M.," on p. 549 of Vol. XXXIV. in

the issue of The Gakden for the l.")th of Decem-
ber last, to remain too long unnoticed. It may
be hoped, however, that "M.," who probably
knows the press of work that is liable to arise

at the end of a year, will believe that the delay

has been entu-ely unavoidable, and not in any
way owing to lack of interest in the proposal

itself.

" M." points out the objections to a Rose
election, and these were felt when that sugges-

tion was made, and they were the reasons for

stating very precisely the basis upon which alone

such au arrangement could be advantageously
carried out. Moreover, a Rose election has

been done before, not infrequently.

A discussion or inquiry, however, on the lines

suggested by "M." will have the charm of

novelty, in addition to being of the greatest

general interest.

There are now a good many Roses wliich are

almost universally regarded as indispensable in

every Rose garden, and an expression of opinion
on the part of practical growers as to the most
important qualities of individual varieties, and
as to the means by which in most cases the best

results may be obtained, will be of the utmost
value.

Such a Rose is Madame Lambard, and it will

be hardly possible to make better trial of

"M.'s" suggestion than by asking for brief

replies to the following inquiries respecting

Lacharme's beautiful Tea :

—

1. Wlial, in your opinion, are the distinctive

excellences of this Rose both as a plant and as a

flower ?

2. On the other hand, in what respects do you
consider that it falls short of what a perfect Rose
should be '

3. As compared with others of its class, would
you regard it as hardy, moderately hardy or tender ?

4. In what soil or situation would you prefer to

grow it ?

5. What stock do you find suits it best, or docs
it do better on its own roots 1

G. How should it be pruned to secure extra fine

flowers, and how for general garden decoration ?

7. Is it well adapted for forcing or pot cultiu'e ?

8. What is its value as a market Rose ?

The inquiries are purposely expressed in

somewhat general terms in order that they may
apply to any variety tliat may from time to time
be selected for discussion ; and it has l)een

thouglit well to add numbers 7 and 8, because,

on tlie one hand, the cultivation of Roses under
glass continues to extend immensely, and many
gardeners seem to be under the mistaken iiu-

pre.ssion that any Rose will do to force, while,

on the other hand, tlie ridiculously small iniiii-

ber of Rcses generally visible in the (lower

markets, and the very poor quality of the ma-
jority of those that are to be seen there, would

seem to indicate that the qualities essential to

the value (jf Roses in the cut-flower market are
not fully appreciated by many growers, who
thus waste time and space in producing varieties

unsuited to the purpose. Perhaps on this

point some hints from America may be forth-

coming, and in any case it may be hoped that
con-espondents, specialists, perhaps, will not be
deterred from sending notes on particular

points by any disinclination to answer all the
inquiries.

It is hoped that corresjiondents will sign their

notes, adding also their address, as the character
of many Roses varies so greatly in difl'erent

localities that the consideration Of the behaviour
of any particular variety, especially a Tea like

Madame Lambard, in regard to its situation in

various parts of tlie country, will be of the
utmost importance.

FRENCH AND ENGLISH ROSES OF
RECENT YEARS.

The dictionary defines ingratitude as " a want
of a due sense of favours." Is it, then, possible

that by becoming inured to tlie pricks of Rose
thorns the rosarian may become callous to the
prick of conscience .' For cultivators of the
queen of flowers do not generally seem altogether
possessed by imle-faced Fear; yet "conscience
does make cowards of us ali," and that the in-

gratitude of tlie rosarian is such that a properly
equipped conscience should be able to make him
afraid of his own shadow may be clearly demon-
strated.

It is notorious that every new Rose is perfect.

There is never a novelty that is not the moat
vigorous, the most Irce-bloomiug, the largest-

flowered, the most brilliant, and the most dis-

tinct variety raised jnsqn'a cf jmn: The colour
is invariably j'((i'(S,«oif(', unique, the form sf(ptrhr,

the size enonne ; and tlie raiser magnanimously
tosses them to tlie Rose public for a paltry
twenty-five francs apiece. This is a matter of

daily experience. Everybody that knows a Rose
from a Rosemary knows that this is so. And
yet this Rose public, how it neglects its glorious

—its annually glorious—opi:)ortunities of acquir-

ing the perfection of all that is roseate. What
can be thought of peojile who, when raisers, by
unremitting toil, painstaking selection, and un-
erring judgment, have been enabled to oflfer

them perfect Roses—sometunes a liundred of

them in a season—for a trifle of five-and-twenty
francs apiece, display their lamentable " want of

a due sense of favours,' ' by ignoring their chance of

emancipation from the cultivation of old-world
mediocrity ! Guilty of foolish, if not criminal,

ingratitude must inevitably be the verdict, and
no wonder can any longer exist that raisers

should regard the amateur Rose grower as the
absolute impersonation of the "marble-hearted
fiend." From what other cause can it be tliat

90 per cent, of tlie new Roses annually ofl'ered

are either consistently ignored, or else appear
only to be acquired with a view to att'ordiug an
inflammable basis to the autumnal rubbisli heap >.

The suggestion that Hcccssitij is tlie reason for

the retention of so few' of tliese absolutely per-

fect Roses, in order that literature generally

may not have to be suspeiiiled for lack of epithets,

since otherwise the majority of the adjectives

and the whole of the superlatives in the language
would be appropriatetl by the Rose catalogues is,

of Course, frivolous ; not less absurd wmild be
the idea that any new Rose was less perfect tliaii

alleged by the raiser ; and certainly no one
would dream of I'aisiiig the questiim of expeii.so

in the matter.

Tlie true explanation must be sought for in
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the theoiy of rosariau iiigratitiule, and jierhaps

some light may be thrown upon tlie mysterious

phenomenon by tlie following table of varieties

sent out during the last few years :

—

a a

InlSS3-4-
From the Contioent-
In EDgland
From Americi -

InlS84-5-
From the Contiaent-
In England

In 1885-6—
From the ContineLt-
In Englind
From America • -,

In 1&86-7—
From the Continent-'

In England
From Americi -

Total for 4 years—
From the Continent-,

In England • -|

From America -

72
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there which will be heard of in English gardens or

even on the exhibition table some two or three
years hence ? Will Mr. Girdlestone kindly keep
his eyes upon these novelties, which he has so

obligingly catalogued, and report at the end of the

season how many of the new Roses have proved to

be worthy of introduction; in what respect they
are improvements upon other kinds ; and also what
sort of figures they cut on the exhibition table ?

We may expect that even if amateurs cannot get
plants of these new comers at present, the trade
will be able to do so. Roses are rapidly increased
and put into commerce ; hence it should be pos-

sible equally soon to learn something of their respec-
tive merits. Mr. Girdlestone intimates that the list

of new kinds for the season is about as large as

usual. If that be so, it may be possible to inform
readers of The Garden as to the percentage of

novelties of the two preceding seasons which have
best borne out all the commendations of their

raisers. I do not make these queries in a captious
spirit, but feel curious to know what percentage of

new Roses really turn out to have superb merits.

—

A. D.
*,* " A. D." will find information as regards

" New Roses " on page 108 of the present number.
—Ed.
Roses in Scotland.—The season of 1888-9 will

long be remembered in northern counties for the

abundance of flowers on hardy plants, and Roses
especially have flowered very freely. Hybrid Per-

petuals have opened their buds freely, and at the
present time (end of January) many buds formed
and half open may be seen. Gloire de Dijon may
be considered as one of the most serviceable Roses
known for northern gardens especially. In most
seasons there are numbers of late blooms, but this

season flowers of Gloire de Dijon have been very

common outdoors, and the dwarf plants have
flowered more freely than standards, or even those

on walls. For archways this fine kind is verj' suit-

able, as by removing yearly a few old shoots and
training young growths in their place, the vigour

of the plant is maintained. When archways are

not wanted too high, they are very useful when
furnished with vigorous Hybrid Perpetuals. These
can be formed partly by spurring in the previous

year's growths and allowing a number of young
ones of the current season to remain. How the

plants fail on archways is generally by allowing

the roots to suffer from want of wholesome nourish-

ment, or by cutting the young shoots too hard.

An archway to have a good effect should stand
singly, so that the individual Rose may hang down-
wards and show its beauty. When the plants are

entirely spread over the top of a wire screen and
become a dense mass, the flowers get smothered
and are not seen from below. Arcades of Roses
seldom give satisfaction, because their beauty is

hidden by the plants forming a canopy overhead.
Single rods of galvanised iron or wood allow the
growths to droop downwards and hang in graceful

masses. Ordinary climbing Roses of robust growth
often defeat the object by their being crowded,
so that they cannot develop themselves.—M. T.

Gardening in Sweden.—Prof. L. H. Bailey
recently contributed to the American Garden some
" Rural Notes from Scandinavia," from which we
extract the following passages: "In ornamental
gardening the traveller finds much to admire, par-

ticularly in Sweden. There is not that richness of
finish and variety of plants which one sees in Eng-
land, but there is usually a most excellent and
tasteful use of materials. The Slots Park at

Christiania is an admirable example of the adapta-
tion of common plants to ornamental gardening
of a high character. The greater part of the plant-
ings are Birches and Elms, trees which everywhere
clothe the adjacent hill-sides. Perhaps the very
contrast of this simple park with the ornate and
burdened ones of England and other parts of
Europe may heighten its charms in tiie mind of
the traveller. Yet one nmst feel that the absence
of effort and artifice and the repose which conves
from the very simplicity of its design and details
give this park an intrinsic merit. Parks arc usually

burdened with accessories, mere display, a feature

of gardening—if gardening it can be called—which
is supported and often demanded by the popular

desire for show and curiosities. One extreme in

this direction now holds rule in America—the craze

for carpet bedding, which is so generally and so

unfortunately denominated landscape gardening.

It is said that American carjiet bedding ' beats the

world,' and my own observation thus far sustains

the boast, much to the credit of other countries."

COLD FRAMES.
The uses of ordinary frames are so many, that only

those accustomed to raise something of everything,

or to utilise them for the wintering of plants ordi-

narily kept in houses, can tell how varied are the pur-

poses to which they may be put. Frames are of

diverse forms, from the ordinary movable frame of

wood to one of a substantial erection of brick.

Many useful structures are composed of turf alone

with a rough framework of wood laid over the top

of the turf walls and secured to them. Some have
frames of concrete, the walls of which, unless

well faced, usually offer many crevices into which
insects can winter or breed. Still a thick coat-

ing of hot lime white will help materially to

remedy that evil. Frames of rough slabs of

wood are useful enough for hardy things, especi-

ally if the joints be protected on the outside

by leaves or litter. Perhaps the most useful of

all forms is a frame of stout wood well put to-

gether and removable to any place or position.

'These, however, if enduring, are, all the same, rather

costly. Makeshift frames are usually formed of

cheap materials because not required permanently,
yet such things often present valuable aids to gar-

deners in many ways. The market grower seems
to prefer very low brick frames, the backs perhaps

about 15 inches and the fronts about 6 inches from
the ground. In these, the soil being always nearly

close to the glass, large quantities of seeds are raised,

such as early Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Celery, Brussels

Sprouts, Wallflowers, various flowers of useful kinds,

such as Stocks, Pansies, &c., the raising in frames
facilitating germination as well as early growth.
Cauhflowerssownin November will give strongplants

to put out early in April, or Lettucessown at the same
time, or perhaps in October, will produce a quantity

of plants for planting out early in the season. In

the case of Lettuces raised from September sowings,

the plants will ere now be thinned and dibbled out

into other frames, and thus go out about the end
of March exceptionally strong. Cold frames are

useful for the raising of successional crops of early

Potatoes, and very often a crop of breakfast

Radishes may be pulled before the Potato tops are

through. Early Horn Carrots may be got from
frames through an early sowing. Parsley may be
sown and raised early, and be ready for dibbling

out into the open ground some time before the

plants in the open ground have put on the rough
leaves. Mustard and Cress, as also Radishes, may
be raised in succession. Flower seeds, especially

tender annuals, such as Stocks, Asters, Balsams,

&c., are better raised in a cold frame than any-
where else. Dahlia roots placed in the soil will

break strong, and may be neatly divided before be-

ing planted out. Marrow seeds sown in cold frames

soon germinate, and if the seeds be sown in pots are

thus readily transplanted to the open soil. Tender
forms of Auriculas, Carnations, Picotee.s, &c., are

all the safer if wintered in a cold frame, and cut-

down Chrj'santhemums are best if stood thickly

in a frame under glass until the needful stock of

cuttings has lieen secured. Double Violets are far

better wintered in a frame than exposed to frosts

and heavy rains; in fact, the uses to which cold

frames of every form and st3'le can be yiul in

a garden are illimitable. A frame should during
the winter never be empty. Its uses are then of the

most important kind, and will increa.se in value as

the spring advances. It is doubtful whether a cold

frame should be idle at any time, for with a north

aspect it is during hot weather the best [jossilile

position for Chinese Primroses, Cinerarias, Cycla-

mens, &c. Even if no other use is found durimr

hot wetither, the frame may hold a Cucumber

plant for the production of summer fruits. Amateur

gardeners who have largely to depend upon cold

frames for plant production, learn fully to under-

stand their value in the garden economy.
A. D.

THE GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.

A LARGELY attended meeting of the committee

took place at the Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi, on the

25th of January, Mr. George Deal in the chair.

From the financial report made by the secretary, it

would appear there is a balance of £391 12s. 7d. in

favour of the fundat the bank, and contribution boxes

and collecting cards are answering well, as Mr. J.

Hughes sent from Birmingham £7 6s. lOd. taken

from thirty boxes placed in different parts of the

town. Mr. W. H. Divers sent £2 7s. 8d. from a box

at Ketton Hall Gardens, obtained from visitors, and

Mr. Rose, of Lockinge Gardens, sent 5 guineas, the

proceeds of a concert given at Wantage on behalf

of the fund. Mr. Fulbrook, Streatham Hill, sent

£1 8s. 6d. ; Mr. Crawford, Coddington Hall, £1 12s.,

both sums collected by means of cards. A special

donation of 5 guineas from Mr. A. K. Barron was

announced, and one of £5 from Mr. Macmillan, the

publisher. A further statement showed that during

the first half of the present financial year which

closed on December 31, the sum of £549 3s. 6d. had

been received, which is decidedly in excess of that

obtained during the corresponding period last year,

while the expenses for the same period are rela-

tively less. A further sum of £10 9s. lOd. was also

announced from local secretaries. It was reported

that entertainments in aid of the fund are increas-

ing. Mr. Harris, manager to Miss Grace Hawthorne,

lessee of the Princess's Theatre, will allow a dis-

count of 50 per cent, upon all tickets sold by the

members of the fund for admission to the per-

formances on February 6, 7, 8, and 9, and these can

be had from any members of the committee and

secretary. It is"gratifying to know this came as an

unsolicited offer. Miss Swanborough is also pur-

posing to give a theatrical entertainment for the

same purpose. Other offers of local entertainments

were also announced. The committee wisely came
to the conclusion that in no instance could they

undertake to make up any deficiency arising from

one of these entertainments. A petition to the City

Companies, praying for a grant to the fund, has

been approved and signed by the president. Sir

Julian Goldsmid, Bart., M.P. It was also resolved

to hold another floral fete in the WTiolesale Flower

Market on behalf of the fund, and a memorial will

be sent to the Duke of Bedford requesting that his

permission may be granted. By way of showing

how local horticultural societies can help the fund,

it was stated that the Croydon Horticultural Society

will hold their summer show on July 3, and a Rose

fair and sale of Roses will take place for the benefit

of the fund.

Mr. Peter Barrhas, we learn, taken a nursery at

Surbiton, where he proposes to grow the choicest hardy

flowers. We heartily wish him every success.

Sex of Skimmias.—With reference to the

correspondence under the above heading, allow me
to say that many years ago I planted a S. oblata in

my garden at Nant-y-glyn, C'olwyn B.ay. This was
a "female plant and never fruited, till after a few
years (having seen it stated in Van Houtte's cata-

logue that S. fragrans was the male plant) I planted

one of the latter alongside of it, having bought it

under the name of S. fragrans. This was a nude
plant, and since it was planted S. oblat.-i has borne

nearly every year fine crops of siarlet licrries, from

which 1 have raised seedlings of both .se.xes. I

have never had the slightest doulit of these two

plants lieing nuTcly the two sexes of S. oblata, and
thought that tliis ha<l long been known.—ALFRED
O. Walker, Chfster.

The death of John Southgate occurred at his

residence. Selborue, Leigham Court Road, Streatham,
on the I'ith ult. He was well known as one of our

most enthusiastic Orchid amateurs, aud his coIlectioD,

disposed of recently, was oae of the richest in the
country.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

SUCCESSIVE CROPPING WITH SCOTCH
FIR.

Thi^ is a subject of miicli importance to tlie

planter, and as considerable dift'erenoe of opinion
is entertained by practical men upon the subject,

it is even on this account rendered the more com-
plicated and interesting. Some writerstellusthat

in course of time the soil becomes exhausted
and incapable of producing a second or third

crop of the same species of trees without allow-

ing it to lie unoccupied for a series of years in

order to give it time to recruit. As this asser-

tion is not borne out by actual experience and
observation, I shall briefly glance at a few facts

which I have noticed in connection with the
subject. That rotation of crops is desirable

when it can be attained I do not deny ; but that

is not the question. The jioint I mean to discuss

is whether the ground is capable of producing
successicinal crops of Scotch Fir. In answer
to this I maintain that it is. Some of the
largest and finest natural 'Scotch Fir forests in

the Mar district of Aberdeenshire I thinned
and sorted abovit thirty-five years ago, and
the trees are all the produce of standard trees

h;ft here and there upon the ground when the

former crop was cut down. As the ]ii-esent

trees are models of beauty and health, this fact

proves conclusively that the ground is not
exhausted ; and as I have found the remains of

old Fir trees in many parts of the forest,

it would be difficult to tell the number of

crops of Scotch Fir which some parts of the
ground had produced. The old forest of Glen-
tanar on the Aboyne property is considered to

be a remnant of the old Caledonian forest,

and no one can tell for how long the ground
here has been carrying a crop of Scotch Fir.

One thing is certain, that there are some
people still alive who remember some parts of

the forest having been cut at least twice within
a century, and as the quality of the wood pro-

duced at the present time maintains the high
character for which the (ilentanar wood has
always been famed, I think this is strong proof
that the ground is not exhausted, and that it is

still capable of being used ibr growing forest

trees. When a crop of Scotch Fir trees has
been cut and removed, the surface of the ground
is always, to a certain extent, covered over with
dead leaves, iVc, and as the seeds of the Fir re-

fuse to germinate in such material until it is

tlioroughly decomposed. As this takfes a series

of years, some people conclude that the grovnid

is exhausted and requires a rest, and that
this accounts for the non-appearance of the
seedlings. After the removal of a crop of

Scotch Fir trees there are two methods of

stocking the ground with 3'oung trees, namely,
by sowing the seed on patclies of ground dug
over with a spade at the desired distance apart,

and by insetting young trees at the spots. The
first preliminary step to be taken, however, is

to see that the grcjund is thoroughly drained,
and all surface rubbish, as far as pos.sible,

l)urned, in order in some degi-ee to destroy the
Pine weevil and the nests of field mice. In
cases where the weevil is known to l)e plen-
tiful [ liave found it nccessai-y to scarify the
bark from tlie stumps and surface roots left in

tlie ground to prevent it from using them for
breeding purposes.

Tlxr pits for tlie young trees should be opened
in autumn or during winter, and tlie stuff ex-
cavated left cxpo.sed to the iiifhii-rico of the
weather until )ilanting operations areeommenced
in spring. The size of the pits may lie about
15 inches in diameter and one spado deep. Tho

surface sod should be laid on one side of the
pit and the clean soil dug from the bottom of
the hole left by itself on the otlier, and any old
roots that may be found should be cut with a
mattock and picked from the soil, in order to
render it pure and clean for the roots of the
plants. When planting the trees in spring the
surface sod should be broken up and placed in
the bottom of the pit, and a spadeful of clean
soil laid on the top of the broken turf to form a
congenial bed for the roots of the tree. By
this mode of inserting the trees the fresh ground
at the pits will usually stand rather higher than
the general surface level, but this "is an ad-
vantage at the outset, as the ground generally
subsides a little through course of time. Another
advantage to be gained by this plan of prepar-
ing the ground is that it receives all the benefit
of trenching, and as the surface around the base
of the plant is cleau and free from herbage or
rubbish of any kind, it does not harbour insect
pests which are injurious to Pine trees. In
place of breaking up and using the surface sod
as food for the roots, some planters cut it into
halves and place it Grass side down on the
top of the pit after the tree is planted, with the
view of keeping out drought from tlie roots

;

but as such a sod so placed forma an excellent
shelter and protection for the Pine weevil, the
plan should never be practised.

J. B. Webster.

Pinus contorta.—This is one of the most
distinct and beautiful of the medium-sized Pines,
and particularly suitable for planting in limited
areas. The foliage is short, of a bright green
colour, and arranged thickly on the branches. It
belongs to a section of the genus having its leaves
in pairs, and which includes nearly the wliole of
the European as well as some American and Japa-
nese kinds. The specific name is derived from the
peculiarly contorted branches, which twist in such
a manner that the diameter of their spread is less

than tliat of most other kinds. When from 15 feet
to 20 feet high, it forms a dense tree of narrow
pyramidal habit and of a very eifective shade of
green. This tree is a native of the western part of
North America, and ajipears to be perfectly hardy
in England. Even when in a small state it freely
henrs cones, which are about the size of those of
the Scotch Fir.—W. 'I'.

The Golden Willow (Salix vitellina).—This
^Villow has a very ornamental appearance when
planted in large groups. The masses of waving
golden branches in winter, when the leaves are
off, have a pretty appearance in the rear of masses
of Evergreens, especially when associated with
clumps of tho Ecd Dogwood (Cornus .sanguinca),
another low-growing deciduous shrub that might
be advantageously used forgiving life and colour to
masses of dark-leaved slirubs in winter, in orna-
mental game coverts or large shrubberies. The
pliable twigs are most useful for tying, and otlier

purpcses, and after all tlie twigs that are required
for use have been taken off, the remainder, in the
spring, just before growth commences, should lie

cut well back. This kc>e))s the (ilants dwarf, and
stiumlates the further iiroduction of plenty of young
clean slioots. Cuttings of strong shoots, about 15
inches long, planted firmly in the ground, about
two-thirds of their length, will soon nuike good
pl.'uits, E.

Planting trees on mounds.— It is somewhat
reiniiik.iblc lli,-\tcNcn practical men of ex]ierience
advocate tlu' planting of trees uii mounds, I main-
tain that it is altogether unnecessary as far as
success in planting is eoncerneil, altliough it may
with advantage be carried out on a nuxlilied scaler

on naturally wet, stiff, clay soils. On dry, light

soils, mounds, especially abriqit, high ones, are
wholly unnecessary and detrimental r.ather than
othervvi.'ie by encouraging tin; ev.'ipor.-ition of mois-
ture from (he roots, which, prob.'ilily, during an
extremely dry, burning summer, woulil sulTer so

much from drought that the trees would die out-
right. There is no better plan of planting orna-
mental trees and shrubs than turning the soil and
subsoil to a depth of at least from 18 inches to 24
inches, and a yard or two more in diameter than is

required for the roots when planting, clearing out
stones, roots, or very bad subsoil, and replacing
them by fresh soil or turf, well chopped up and
stirred in with the original soil. On stiff clayey
lands inclined to be wet, the trees should be
planted on the surface, the roots covered with
fresh soil, so that a slightly raised mound may be
formed over the roots, and outside or beyond the
latter, not less than a yard or so. The method of
surface-dressing trees every few years with turf, leaf-

mould, or other enriching material and gradually
forming easy mounds is preferable to planting on
mounds at the outset.—F.

PLANTING WATER MARGINS.
Trees and bushes .are indispensable embellish-
ments to water. They are important for concealing
its real extent, besides producing light and shade.
In planting near water, however, we must not
interrupt the best and most lengthened view of it,

as seen from the house and the principal parts of
the park; neither must we entirely shut out from
view the whole of the ends or boundaries of the
outward prominences, or some of those parts which
project into the water. At the same time caution
must be used not only to prevent the eye from
catching the various bends of the outline of water
from any one point of. view, but also to afford
variety in the grouping of the trees and shrubs;
indeed, the wliole plantin,g must be so effected as
to leave the extent of the water undetected, and
even unimagined, from any one position.

The following may be named as suitable for

planting in the neighbourhood of water. The
Alder, kept low by occasional cuttin,?, makes a fine

fringe, and forms a stron,? barrier for the margins
of lakes where the current is liable to wash away
the banks. The common Whitethorn, Bramble,
Hedge Hose, Red Dogwood, Honeysuckle, and
Blackthorn are also very useful for planting by the-

sides of lakes, &c. Trees best adapted for positions

nearest the water, where the ground is liable to be
moist, must consi.st of the common Alder, various
kinds of Willow (including the Weeping and Rose-
mary - leaved forms). Alnus cordifolia. Norway
Spruce, deciduous Cypress, and Hemlock Spruce.
Such trees are also suitable for the islands; but in

order that the roots may not lodge too mucli in the
%vater, the parts of the island to be planted should
be raised irregularly, or in a natural manner, with
stones, root.s. sods, &c., mixed with suitable soil,

and a few feet higher than the level of the water.-

The five last-named kinds of trees are most apiuo-
priate for beautifying water in well-kept grounds.

Amongst the larger trees employed, not exactly
for fringing the margin, but at a moderate distance

from the water, the Wych Elm is the most eleg.ant,

and should always be pl.'inted in extensive places,

its elegant massive twigs and pendent branches
entitling it, above ;ill other large trees, to this dis-

tinction. Nevertheless, the English Elm, Einic,

Beech, Weeping Birch, and Larch would be appro-
priate. Every kind of Po])lar should be excluded,,

except, indeed, the Lombardy. of which two or

three may be planted so as to rise out of the midst
of m.a.sscs of other trees. In planting, room should
be allowed for walking near the water's edge,

sometimes close to it, and at other times with a
bush or group of shrubs intervening. W.
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature. "—SAaJ-esjjearc.

GRAFTING.
As the nurserymen are those most interested in
the question raised, it devolves upon them to
defend a position that is certainlj' not quite im-
preunable. From the remarks jou quote, it is

quite evident that you do not agree that grafting
is an "art which doth mend Nature," and I am
sure many jJanters could tell us of the numerous
disappointments it has caused them if they
would kindly do so.

In the first place, grafting is unnatural ; it is,

moreover, an awkward makeshift wliich should
be employed only wlaen all other methods of
propagation fail.

Writing some ten or twelve years ago, I
pointed out that grafting was tolerated, because
we had not as yet learned the art of raising
seedling fruit trees suitable for our variable
soils and climate. It seems now pretty fully
proven that "own-root Roses" are the best, and
some of us would like to try own-root fruit trees,

such as Apples, Pears, and Plums. Only the
other day I read with surprise the statement of
a nurseryman that he worked or grafted the
common Bullace, a plant wild in many of our
hedgerows, and readily raised from seeds (stones)
by the thousand if necessary, and supposing any
particular variety desirable, surely an old stump
" hillock-layered " would give rooted suckers by
the dozen. All own-root fruit trees are readily
increa-sed by pollarding near the ground and
covering up the young shoots with earth. As
an instance of grafting flowering shrubs, I may
say that years ago, seeing a plant of Prunus
triloba (Amygdalopsis Lindleyana) in flower at
Kew, I resolved to have the plant in my garden,
and wrote for two dwarf plants. They came
from the nursery on stems 5 feet high, looking
like two demoralised mops, and when I com-
plained I was told dwarf plants were "not in
stock." The heads in botli cases died away the
first year, and several similar failures took place
until I at last obtained a dwarf plant, and by
plunging it deeply in the soil and barking its

shoots here and there before covering them uj), I
at last have it growing well on its own roots.

Apart from the dii-ect evils of grafting, there
is the question of the enormous indirect in-
fluence it has exerted against the raising of fruit
trees from seeds. Of course I know that many
of the seedlings would be wortldes?, but, on
the other hand, gi'afting does not enable us to
make any real advance on existing varieties;
indeed, as often happens, it actually fails to
enable us to hold our own. Even suii])Oting
that grafting was all that the trade believe it

to be, there is no reason why we should trust
entirely to its aid for the replenishing of the
orchard and fruit garden. Granted that some
Pears when grafted on the Quince do better on
some soils than when grafted on the Pear stock,
we are yet left in uncertainty as to whether the
Pear itself would not be better and more fertile
on its own roots. The mere knack of setting
one plant to do part of another plant's business
is absurd on the face of it, unless the points to
be gained are indisputable, which in the case of
grafted fruit trees is by no means the case at
the present time. Enhanced fertility, or rather
precocity, may be in certain cases induced by
grafting on dwarfing stocks, Ijut we have to pay
the penalty by a shortened period of life and a

much restricted area of fruition. In the long
run, the best way of obtaining plants most suit-

able for any particular soil or climate will be to

rear seedlings of the best varieties already suc-

cessful there, or from varieties which succeed in

a worse soil and in a more severe or ungenial
clime.

Even the a b c of grafting ia very often mis-
understood, the common idea of working a

weakly scion on to a vigorous growing stock
being idtogether wrong, and the reverse of this

is by far the better plan. Nothing rejuvenates
an old, decrepit fruit tree so quickly as grafting

a few scions from a strong growing variety on to

the extremities of its branches, as these act like

the valves of a pump, and by exciting root action
benefit the decaying tree. But although this is

true, the upholders of grafting must not take it

as an example on their side, because ten to one
the reason that the tree was decrepit arose from
its being originally a grafted one, and instead

of renovating it by " a hair of the dog that had
bitten it," &c. , the better plan would have been
to grub it up and plant a tree or two of the

same sort elsewhere on their own ro(5ts. That
grafting is a convenient way of getting up a

stock in a nursery or garden is admitted, but no
one who really knows its effects and results

can be so bold, I imagine, as to assert that graft-

ing is the best way.— Scion.

In The Garden, Jan. 26 (p. 74), you in-

vite your readers to give their opinions on the sub-

ject. I agree with the writer, and consider his

assertions correct. Graftingis an impediment, and
although at first a useful discovery, it is at present

only suitable for nurserymen to propagate quickly.

But now that it is generally admitted that all trees

on their own roots are preferable, why should
the nurserymen in all countries not follow the ex-

ample of the Americans, who propagate their fruit

trees by grafting on small pieces of roots, the con-

sequence being that the graft after a short time

throws out its own roots. I received per sample
post from Pennsylvania in March last a parcel of

twelve Apple trees grafted on roots. I potted them
and put them in my greenhouse and they were grow-
ing in April. By the end of October I shook them
out, the grafts having their own roots. I took off

the small pieces of roots on which the trees had
been grafted and put the plants into larger pots until

I could plant them out. They are now about

1 foot high. Besides, everyone must admit that

all trees on their own roots maintain their natural

form and beauty, which is not the case with grafted

ones.

—

Jean Sisley, MmiplaUir, Lyons.

I think that the correspondent whose ar-

ticle you quoted has not given grafting a fair trial.

How can he expect it to succeed when he does not

carry out in its entirety everything connected with

it? Why did he allow the shoots of the stock to

come up around the graft \ A\Tiy did he not rub
them off ; Indeed, he admits neglect, for he says

that a Plum orchard left to itself will become one
forest of shoots of some common stock. The fault,

I maintain, rests with him in not carrying out in

its entirety everything connected with grafting.

Whether grafting be as necessary in the case of

trees and shrubs as it is in the case of fruit trees,

I hope to learn in future issues of The Garden.—
II. Gielixg.

*,* Mr. Girling forgets that people who plant

on a large scale have something to do besides

removing suckers from many plants and hardy
trees, which should be as little in need of such
attention as an Oak tree. Even those who plant

Rhododendrons on a large scale have no wish
to be troubled with a host of suckers—veiy difficult

to deal with when the bushes get large.— Ed.

Most of your readers will, I imagine, be
inclined to sympathise with the writer whom you
recently quoted, even if they are not quite pre-

pared to accept his dictum that " it fgrafting) will

be no great loss if it is .abolished altogether," The
evils of .f^rafting arc everywhere apparent, there be-

ing few gardens free from large crops of suckers of

stocks far more vigorous than the scions which they
rob, and rooting out such suckers only aggravates
the difficulty. This is only one form of evil aris-

ing from grafting, budding, &c. ; others are plentiful

if less noticeable. Your query embraces a very wide
sphere, and the number of replies, bearing on fruit

trees, that may be depended on is unfortunately
sure to be small, for no one could speak with
authority and from practical experience, unless the
trees, grafted or otherwise, have been under his

immediate supervision for at least twenty years.

Few, I suspect, have had a fairly wide experience
with unworked trees for such a length of time, and
the well-doing of two or three trees could not be
accepted as conclusive evidence in favour of such a
drastic measure as the abolition of grafting. It is

a pity that some enterprising nurseryman does not
come forward with an offer to supply clean-rooted

cuttings of our best fruits, so that all who wish to

try them could do so ; the next generation, at
least, could then solve the problem. Something
could be done at home by raising trees from burred
branches, as recommended for Apples by "J. G. H."

(p. 48), or even by striking small cuttings, but
a thoroughly fair trial would demand a start with
clean stock. If the demand for own-root trees

was made, the trade would scarcely stand in

its own light sufficiently to refuse the supply,

especially if buyers were determined to get

what they wanted. Progress would be slow for

a time, but once the first batch was ready the rest

would be easy, and the future of the departure from
the orthodox method of production would be
governed by results. Grafting has the strong point

of usage in its favour, and if this system of pro-

duction is to be broken down, it must be in con-

sequence of the merits of trees on their own roots.

Home grafting, unless special efforts are made, is

apt, from scarcity or poorness of stocks and un-

skilled workmanship, to be the worst of its kind,

and would scarcely count in any discussion.

The influence of stock on scion may be used to

advantage in cases where a weakly, but otherwise

good variety of fruit tree or other plant could
scarcely be expected to do well on its own roots in

certain soils and situations, but which succeeds
well on another stock. Grapes often show this in-

fluence in a marked degi'ce, and many other in-

stances might be given where, in the case of delicate

plants, grafting would seem to help us towards the
desired end; but whether it is of general utility, or

whether we could not do as well without such
weakly things, is an open question. Undoubtedly
grafting in its various forms has been abused and
overdone as an illegitimate means of quick produc-
tion, which has led in many cases to disaster.

—

John C. Tallack, Livermere.

Brodisea Leichtlini is now very bright. It

seems to be .a very scarce bulb, and although not
particularly showy, it is worth growing on account
of its early flowering, which usually takes place

about the end of January. The flowers are as large

as a shilling, white, with a permanent brownish
line down the centre of each division, and have
bright orange anthers. The flower-stalks are short,

rising from the midst of a bunch of bright green
leaves.

Brockworth. Park Pear in flower.—When in

Ledbury to-dny, Feb. 4, Mr, G, Piper, the well-

known poniologist, invited me to examine two
standard Pears growing in his garden. Every
flower-bud bad pushed, a few blooms being open,
and liad we not experienced a most decided change
on the 2nd, the trees would have been in full flower
by St. Valentine's Day, if not earlier. The variety is

Brockworth Park, and the two trees stand side by
side quite out in the open. This year's crop cer-

tainly is lost, as I could not detect a dormant bud,
and how trees, which have gone so completely
wrong, will succeed in righting themselves is a
matter for future observation. In the .=ame garden
I noticed a remarkably fine standard Jargonelle,

which together willi other varieties showed no sign
of (;ctting out of order. The aee of this tree may
be 1 50 years or more, as Mr. Piper told me it was
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as large sixty years ago as it is to-day. It bears
freely whenever Pears in the locality are not a com-
plete failure. The fruit Is of medium size, clean,
bright, and all that can be desired in point of
flavour. This makes the third standard tree which
has been unearthed, and many more I have no
doubt will be found by contributors to the pages of
The Garden.—W. C.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
In reply to your correspondents on page 68, and
partly to prevent misunderstanding, I beg to say
that I did not infer, when writing of Mr. Findlay,
that the secretary of the Manchester Botanic
Society is an autocrat, but I did mean and do say
that he and his council have shown a most
praiseworthy and excellent example to all similar
councils and societies. As far as regards Mr.
Findlay's remarks on honorary secretaries, I have
little doubt he is correct in principle, but most
rules have exceptions which serve to accentuate
their general correctness. As far as regards the
Royal Horticultural Society, it at present possesses
in the Rev. W, Wilks an admirable honorary secre-
tary, and I can honestly say I never received any-
thing but support from "him whenever I suggested
anything which I considered would be advantageous
for the society's welfare

; nor are his ideas warped
by narrow considerations of finance or based on
what I certainly would call " penny-wise-and-pound-
foolish principles."

Mr. Wilson has called attention to the number of
Fellows he introduced " while he was justified in
doing so." I ^can confirm Mr. Wilson's statement,
and, moreover, am confident that, in allowing him
to retire from the council, the society will suffer a
loss the extent of which will only be fully appre-
ciated at the end of the current year.

In reply to "W. C," I deny absolutely and in toto
that I am " Kensingtonian to the backbone," or
even to the very smallest extent. I never believed
in South Kensington, and knew it to be too far
west for the convenience of most persons wishing
to attend the society's meetings. I resigned my
Fellowship partly for that reason in 1875. For
similar reasons, inconvenience and unsuitability of
locality, I disapprove of Chiswick for the fortnightly
meetings. Surely " W. C." can hardly expect busy
City men to go down to Chiswick, and fashion has
long since deserted it

!

" W. C." is entitled, as everyone is, to an opinion
as to who are the best " whips " for the society's
coach, but he naturally looks at the question with
the bias of one belonging to the same business and
having the same interests as the gentleman he
refers to. I cannot say that the list " W. C." gives
of the proposed flower work at Chiswick in 1889 is,

to me, very imposing. Could not an attempt have
been made to grow Roses in this year of the con-
ference, and are Lilies quite unknown to the
Chiswick management ? As regards another matter
which affects the interest of the Fellows, there
are at present supposed to be six vacancies on
the council. This information was comparatively
recently sent to the garden press ; but why was not
the fact also then made known that by new Bye-
law No. 82, unless on or before the 10th January
there were nominated by the Fellows other fit per-
sons for these vacant seats on the council, such
nominations or suggestions would after that date
be practically valueless? The effect of such want
of knowledge by the Fellows is that the council
again have nominated persons to fill the vacancies,
and if tlie council liad nominated no successors, by
Bye-law No. 89, the present holders of office could
have remained in office till the next annual meeting
in 1890. Where certain things happen to be every-
body's business, they generally result in being no-
body's business, and to that happy condition of
affairs may be attributed wliat appears to be
very grave neglect in regard to the rights of the
Fellows.

°

In regard to these new nominations to the
council, the remarks on p. ,5-47 in the number for
December 1.5 seem to have been lost on those wlm
arrange such matters at the Rnval Horticvdtural

Society. There is an old French proverb, Vajjpetit

vient en mangeani, and the " traders " seem to have
gained such confidence by success, that for the six

vacancies three nominations have been arranged
for representatives of the gardening and nursery
trade interest; one gentleman (and a first-rate

nomination this is) will represent the Covent Garden
interest, and the remaining two are of country
gentlemen ; at this rate of progress it will not take
long for the Royal Horticultural Society to become,
not almost, but entirely a trade society.

Charles J. Grahame.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Flowers from Cork.—I send a gathering of
flowers from the open air and two blooms of Ard-Righ
Daffodils and some blooms of Christmas Rose (River-
ston) from a houpe. Narcissus cyclamineus and N.
minimus are beautiful on rockwork. The Christmas
Roses are from seeds sown in 1887.—W. B. H., Temple
Hill.

Hyacinths flowering in London.—In proof
of the unusual mildness of the past month, it may
interest some of your readers to know that I have had
Roman Hyacinths in full blossom for the last ten
days. These I planted in the middle of September in
a window box facing due east and they have not been
in any way protected.—Cecu.ia Yorke, 103, Eaton
Place.

Early Primroses.-On Feb. 5 we received a
bright variety of coloured English Primroses from
Mr. G. F. Wilson, Weybridge. These varieties of
our lovely native Primrose are at last beginning to
take their due place in our gardens. Mr. Wilson
has a simple and excellent way of having them on
his table in the winter, and it will be found de-
scribed in The Garden of Jan. 12, 1889 (p. 27).

Osmanthua ilicifolius.— I saw a large plant
of this in the grounds at Bradford Peverel, Dorset-
shire. It was a bush many feet through and
covered with berries. It was not placed in a fav-
ourable position, or no doubt it would have given a
better effect. Such useful shrubs as this and its

varieties should be more planted, being far more
valuable than many things equally as expensive and
not half so useful.—J. C. F.

Vegetables and the frost.—The last wet sun-
less summer is showing its effects on green vege-
tables already. I saw recently in the gardens at
Elvetham, Hampshire, a large patch of green curled
Borecole, or Scotch Kale, destroyed by the frost-
in fact, killed to the ground, and many of the Broc-
coli had suffered severely. I have seen in other
gardens large ' patches of old Cabbage stumps
almost killed. It is to be hoped th.at severe weather
will not now come, or I fear there will be few green
vegetables in spring, judging from the effect of
the recent frost.—J. C. F.

A note from the Riviera. — Mr. E. H.
Woodall, writing from Nice, Jan. 25, says: "One or
two days have been warm enough to enjoy picnicing
in a lovely little bay near here where the ground
under the green Aleppo Pines is pink with the
lovely Erica mediterranea. 1 am delighted to see
how much better Carnations are grown now-a-days,
that charming Enfant de Nice, with its delicate rose
flush on tlie white petal, and AUgatifere being most
grown of all. This coast has lost almost all the
charm it once had for me ; no country is now to
be found; all is villa and nursery gardens or flower
farms, and boulevards and new roads or quarries
have destroyed most of one's favourite old haunts."

Royal Horticultural Society. — If the
weather should be mild it is anticipated that the
next meeting of the Koyal Horticultural Society,
on Tuesday, February i2, will be an interesting
one, as a l.'irgc number of Fellows are expected to
be in London to attend tlie annual meeting, and
several persons lioth amateurs and imrserynien,
have already signified their intention of sending
exhibits. The fruit .and floral committees will
meet in the Drill Hall, James Street, Victoria
Street, at 11 a.m., after which the hall will be open
to all Fellows at 12, at which hour also the scientific
committee will meet. At ;H ii.m. the annual meet-
ing will be held in the library at 117, ^ictoria

Street, when the council will present their report

for the past year, together with the balance sheet

and revenue account of the society. The Fellows

will then proceed to ballot for members of council

and officers for the year 1889-90, and also to elect

new Fellows. Any persons wishing to join the

society should send in their names to the hon.

sec, 117, Victoria Street, S.W., on or before Mon-
day, February 11.

Choisya ternata. — This beautiful white-

flowering shrub appears to be quite at home at

Bournemouth judging from a large bush I observed
in a villa garden on the East CUff. This bush was
from 4 feet to 5 feet high and almost as much
through. I was told it was planted there about
four years ago. Although the plant is not hardy in

many places, it is a useful cold greenhouse shrub
either for forcing or otherwise. Mr. Roberts, of

Gurmersbury, used to use it with good effect in the

spring mixed with other plants.

—

J. C. F.

The Crete Dittany (Origanum Diotamnus)
is a very useful plant for a cold house or cor-

ridor. Although when in flower it is very curious

and highly ornamental, it is at all times interesting,

and just now, as the flower-stems are breaking away
from the hoary, green and white-flaked oval leaves,

it is particularly so. It may be grown easily in

pots in sandy loam, with small pieces of sandstone
round the neck to keep the branches from the soil.

It stands out in the south, but we are afraid it

would suffer in severe winters north of the
Tweed.

Snowdrops in flower.—It is always difficult

to make selections of such groups as the Snowdrop,
but for our own part we would begin with the

Imperati group, which includes all the fine forms
raised at Dunrobin Castle and which are known
as Melvillei varieties. They are truly handsome
forms, easier if anything to manage than G. Elwesi,

G. globosus, or the curious forms of G. nivalis, such
as virescens, lutescens, &c. G. poculiformis is a
truly wonderful ^variety, and, we are glad to say,

easily managed ; the inner segments, instead of

taking the usual form of a tube or cup, are in this

case produced to about the same length as the
outer ones, making a nearly formal flower. It is not
so plentiful as the others, but should be sought
after.

Barr's b\Ub grounds at Tooting are now
very gay with spring flowers, the Crocus in parti-

cular, of which a large number of species are grown.
Amongst the most noticeable was E. reticulatus, a
charming purple-striped species. C. Imperati, of

course, was in great beauty, and C. chrysanthus, as

well as the. varieties fusco-tinctus and fusco-line-

atus. Perhaps the prettiest of all, however, was
the well-kno%vn C. susianus, with its curious rctlex-

irig habit, showing its richness in colour. A large

break of Chionodoxa, Scilla bifolia, and Snowdrops
was also very interesting, showing how much earlier

foreign-ripened bulbs are to those grown in this

country. A few Daffodils nearly allied to pallidus

pra^cox were truly welcome.

Late white Chrysanthemums.—Mrs. Charles
Carey is a grand late bloomer. Early in February
1 saw a lot of this kind at Didlington Hall.

The plants were grown in bush form, and judging
from their appearance, there will be a supply of
flowers well into March. These plants consisted of

from six to twelve shoots, each bearing from three

to four flowers. Another good kind is Princess
Blanche, a late Japanese variety with |)ure white
flowers. White Ceres is also a good lati' kind, and
was well grown at Leiulesfearn, Bourncmoutli. I

noticed, in addition to these, the following kinds:
Dr. Masters, Golden Gem, Duchess of Albany, and
Mrs. C. Carey. There was a large batch of these in

a cold vinery. Hero of Stoke Newington appears
lo be very late this .season. A batch of it was fine

early in the year at Didlington H.all, Norfolk. I

notici'<l good blooms of the following for cutting
the first week in February: Ethel, Magnum Bonum,
Meg Merrilies, Princess Teck, and Mons. Moussillac.

These were grown as bu.sh plants and had never
been staked, havnig been placed in a moist, open
situation and allowed to grow naturally.— J. C. F.
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Trees and Shrubs. p. Pindrow. Planters willing to give P.
Webljiana a trial should select a sound, deep,
moist, but the reverse of wet soil, at a good
altitude—if facing west, so much the better, or
at any rate where, whilst in a young state, it

will be sheltered from the niornins; sun. The

PICEA WEBBrANA(.SYN.,P.SPECTABILIS).
Were this noble tree perfectly hardy in all

parts of Britain, no collection of Conifers would
be complete without one or more specimens. It . .

is a native of the Himalayan Mountains, where ;

t™t>er m the Himalayas, where the tree attains

it forms immense forests at elevations of 10,000 ' ^^ feet to 90 feet m height and 5 feet to G feet

feet to 12,000 feet. It persists in making an i

tnrougu. i? of great economic value, being

early growth in this country ; consequently, the ^ ^l*?'
straight-gi-amed, and full of turpentine,

young shoots, when an inch or more in length, ''''^™ makes it very durable. The cones, too, are

are liable to be cut oil by spring frosts. The :

very valuable, yielding in a young state a most

old wood, nevertheless, appears to be jjerfectly beautiful purple dye. As these qualities are

hardy, trees at Eastnor having withstood 34° of ,
never likely to be of any use to us, planters in

frost in 1860-Gl. Such being the fact, it

is much to be regretted that it cannot
be recommended for general planting in

flat inland districts, and yet so stately

a tree certainly should have a chance
in aU maritime counties, especially in

the south and west of England, as well

aa in Ireland, where Pinus insignis

grows so freely ; indeed, wherever this

remarkable Pine succeeds, Picea, I sup-
pose I ought to say Abies, Webbiaua
should have a fair trial. The tree from
which the annexed cone (considerably

reduced in size) was taken is planted at

an elevation of 380 feet above sea level,

and, exclusive of the shelter .afforded

by other Conifers, it is fully exposed
to the north and east winds. The soU,

a heavy calcareous loam, resting on
shattered limestone, is cold and late,

and it is to this, or rather to these re-

tarding influences that I attribute our
success, as the young growthshave never
once been caught by late spring frosts.

The cones of aU kinds of Conifers, <in-

usually plentiful last year with us, did
not reach their average size, and those

of P. Webbiana were no exception to

the rule. In good ordinary seasons they
average inches and 7 inches in length.

At first they stand pei-peudicular, but
towards the end of the summer they
sometimes lean over and get broken by
the west winds. The cones produced
by this tree are of a deep, intense pur-
ple colour and very full of turpentine,

which exudes freely, whilst the leaves,

which are more than I5 inches in length,

are deep green above and silvery-white

below. These, I believe, are the true

characteristics of the best variety, if

more than one can be found in this

country. At any rate, we have two
younger trees, supplied by a well-known
firm, rather more dense in habit and
with leaves deep green above and paler

green below. The silvery colour being

absent, they are not so bright and lively

when moving with the wind, but still

they are very distinct, and, like the

original tree, they escape spring frosts.

Each of them, owing to the hot dry summer (jf this ccuntrj- in the most favoured spots should
1887, I am sorry t(^ say, has produced a few cones not introduce more than one or two specimens.
very dark, almost if not quite black, and appa- W. C.
rently, for I have not been up to them, not more i

than 3 inches or 4 inches in length. For some ' A note on Ivies.—Those who wish for a few
few years I thought these two seedlings might Ivies will find the early part of February a good
be those of Picea Pindrow, also a native of season for purchasing plants in pots, which are
the Himalayas, but this species, not more than always the best, as they are the most vigorous and
100 yards away from them, on a slightly higher therefore more quickly clothe the wall. It is in a

level, makes very slow growth indeed; its
gi'eat mea.sure due to planting mere scraps that the

leaves are more silvery, but not so white as those J^^
'^^'^ obtained a bad name for slow prowth.

of the best P. Webbiana, and it never bears • ?,'\ ^''^''^ ^ moderately light soil fairly en-

cones. Thus tested, 1 believe the seedlings
"'''"'''

"^'l^^
manure, not forgetting also deep dig-

Web) i
8i"K. as the Ivy loves to send its roots into well-

>*eDm.ana, worked ground. Purchase only strong plants of
tlie true the respective varieties, and these should be for an

Cone of Pice.T, Webbiana. Engraved for The Garden
from specimen grown at Eastnor Castle.

ordinary garden the beautiful, rampant-growing
Emerald Gem, or Green, as some call it, the better
known canariensis, the large-leaved E.'cgneriana,

and atro-purpurea, which in the winter has a very
richly polished purple foliage. Marginata grandis is

a good variegated variety, and madeirensis varie-

gata is eclipsed by none if the soil is fairly light

and the position not too exposed or cold; but it for

a small garden it is better to keep to the strong-
growing green types than the too frequently weak
silvery Ivies. When the ground is prepared, plant,

and this must be done thoroughly, not in the care-
less manner that some seem to think suits the Ivy,

but which it assuredly resents in a poor growth.
It is better not to train the shoots at once, but
rather peg them down in the soil in two or three
places if they are long and straggling, so as to en-
sure a plant of bushy, even growth. The young
vigorous shoots that come from these peggcd-down
joints cling quickly and tightly to the walls, and
soon make an even covering. If it is found that
a particular variety makes a weakly start, it is

better to cut the stems to the ground and let

stronger growth shoot up to take its place.—E. C.

to be
and

those of a bad form of P.
much hardier than those of

STAG'S-HOEN SUMACH.
(EHUS TYPHINA.)

Though leafless during the winter, the Stag's-horn
Sumach is by no means devoid of interest at that
season, as a striking feature is furnished by the
large rusty-looking masses of inflorescence with
which many of the shoots are terminated. The
rugged aspect of a specimen, when not more than 10
feet high, is also most marked. It forms also a highly
ornamental shrub during the summer months, be-
ing usually seen with a clear stem and a head of
branches few in number, but furnished with large
pinnate leaves that give to it quite a sub-tropical
appearance. It flowers during the summer months,
and is then very attractive, for the blossoms are
borne in the shape of dense velvety-like spikes of a
crimson colour, and being produced from the points
of the shoots, they stand out very conspicuously
above the noble pinnate foliage. Besides its orna-
mental qualities, the bark of this Sumach is em-
ployed in America for tanning. It has the ad-
vantage of growing fairly well even on hot, sandy
soils, and the bright tints which the leaves assume
in autumn cause it then to stand out conspicuou.sly.
Another species of Rhus is R. glabra, which is

smaller than the last-named, but still very orna-
mental, especially by reason of the bright shining
green of its large pinnate leaves. The cut-leaved
variety of this (laciniata) attracted a large share of
attention when first introduced, and a very beauti-
ful foliage plant it is, the leaflets being much
divided, which give to the plant a light and elegant
appearance. It is seen to great advantage when
about a yard high and confined to a single stem,
when it rivals any of the tropical fine-foli.iged

plants. The Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cotinus) is a
very old inhabitant of our gardens, but it still

stands out as one of the most remarkable shrubs
we have, and is especially v.aluable from the fact that
its most attractive stage, viz., when in flower, occurs
about the month of August, at which time there
are few other shrubs in bloom. The inflorescence
is in the shape of dense wig-like masses, which
surmount the entire plant, so that, viewed from a
little distance (especially if lit up by the mvs of
the declining sun), the specimen appears to be en-
veloped in a cloud of red. The leaves die off a
very rich reddish yellow colour, and in another
species (R. venenata, the Poison Sumach of the
United States) they acquire a brilliant scarlet tint.

This species is, however, in common with another
North American kind (R. Toxicodendron), far ton
poisonous to be recommended for ornamental plant-

ing. The Japanese Rhus succedanca. a small-
growing, pinnate-leaved species, is veri* brilliant in
autumn, but I am not sure of its hardiness ; any-
how it is worthy of being treated as a conservatory
plant, where the bright-coloured leaves will remain
on the plants for .a long time. The whole of the
Sumachs can be propagated by root cuttings, which
is the readiest method of increasing them, all that
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is necessary being to cut tlie roots up into lengths
of from 3 inches to 5 inches and dibble them into

some sandy soil, and if protected by a frame so

much the better, as an excess of moisture can then
be guarded against. T.

A FEW OF THE LESS KXOWX CONIFERS.

I THINK the charge of lack of variety often laid I o

the account of planters of deciduous trees might, in

many cases, be aptly applied to Conifers. True, there
are establishments where the latter are to be seen
in great variety, but in the majority of cases this is

not the case, Wellingtonias, Arauoarias, one or
two Spruces, and Lawson Cypress being largely
in the ascendant. This is more to be deplored, as
Wellingtoni,is are not, as a rule, good subjects
for the landscape. As the planting season is at

hand I may, perhaps, call attention to a few of

the less known Conifers that are preferable for

many sites to those above-named. (Jf the Silver

Firs, Abies brachyphylla is, perhaps, one of the
very best, and is, in fact, one of the coming Coni-
fers. It lacks the stiffness and formality of the
old Pinsapo or the newer polita, and yet forms a very
shapely tree, and, given a favourable site (in our
case a sheltered, low-lying spot), it grows at a great
pace, its leader averaging an annual growth of more
than 24 inches, whilst it is well furnished through-
out. I cannot recommend the new polita so strongly
as brachyphylla, as it is much slower in growth
and very stiff and formal in habit. " However, it

may be included in large collections, as it is a novel
tree, and well merits its name of Tiger Spruce,
for a thicket of young specimens would be almost
as impenetrable as the well-known Wait-a-bit
Thorns. Both these Firs, natives of Japan, are
comparatively new to this country, and there are as
yet no large specimens. The Himalayan Spruce
(Abies Smithiana. or morinda) is. I consider, one of
the handsomest of its class, and one of those trees
that harmonise well with almost any surroundings.
It is seen to great advantage on a slope, with its

graceful feathery outline backed up by some large
deciduous trees, and it is almost impossible when
viewing it in such a position to realise its close affi-

nity to such formal Spruces as nigra, pungens, and
polita. Cedrus atlantica var. glauca is another tree
not often met with, but it is a highly ornamental
subject for the small lawn, and the silvery hue of
its foliage is almost as bright as the underneath
view of the Silver Firs. It is difficult to say to
what dimensions this tree is likely to att.ain in Eng-
land, as it was not introduced until 1843. The few
specimens I have seen are of comjmratively slow
growth. Sequoia sempervirens, although intro-
duced about the same time as gigantea, never seems
to have attained the popularity of the latter tree

; it

is, however, a magnificent Conifer, and promises to
rival in this country the dimensions of the largest
Silver Firs. The best specimen in the grounds
here was planted about l.SEiO, and is now over
80 feet high, and 12 feet in girth at 2 feet from
the ground. I certainly think it might be planted
more freqiiently as a specimen tree instead of gi-
gantea, as it has not the stiff appearance of that
variety. One of the few deciduous trees classed as
a Conifer (Taxodiiim distichum) is not only an or-
namental tree for the lawn, but a very useful one
for decoration, its light feathery foliage being
very accejitable for many purposes. It is rather
tender in a young slate, a'nd is a long time in nuik-
ing headway ; it is. however, with its delicate foliage
quite a unique tree, .and should be included in .all

good collections. E. BuitUELL.
Clareviont.

The cardinal Willow.—What is it? It is

highly praised fortlic brilliancy of its red bark at
p. 4(;, where it is stated to be specially grown at
Woking for tying. Then "W. C." (p. 7<;) follows
on also in its praise, but does not apjiear to
have got hold of the right thing, as he states
it is not so good as others for tying. For years
a rerl-barked Willow lias been circulating under the
name of Salix liasfonllana, of which there is a m;Ue
and fema'c form, (liffering, as might be expected.

from each other in vigour and colour. This is un-

doubtedly S. vitellina var. rubra, and a brilliant and
fine thing it is, and one of the best I know for

tying purposes ; so good, in fact, that you may tie

it into knots like a piece of string. However, this

is not so much the point as its bright winter colour.

I have lately procured a Continental variety under
the name of S. Britzensis, evidently a form of S.

vitellina, but brighter in colour than S. Basfordiana.

The sunny skies of France may have something to

do with this, and after a season's growth in this

climate it may be no better than the other. How-
ever, I should very much like to know what the

cardinal Willow is. I have been told that it is of

a brighter colour than what I grow as Basfordiana
(S. V. rubra) ; if so, I should much like to possess it,

and so, I am sure, would many more. My own im-
pression so far is that there is only one red-barked
Willow, viz., S. vitellina rubra, and that the cardinal

Willow is merely a newlj- invented popular name
for it.—T. Smith, Nerery.

PL.VNTING TREES AND SHRUBS.
That was excellent advice the late George Glenny
gave gardeners when he advised them in the act of

planting not to dig holes below the good soil on a
clayey subsoil, for such holes only become recep-

tacles for water, and he added to this the caution
never to turn shrubs or plants of any description

out of pots into the open border without previously

breaking the ball of earth and roots and separating
them somewhat and spreading them out in a natural

position. As a great deal of planting is going on
now, these .are seasonable remarks, and it may be
added that, as a rule, the planting of raised spots

or mounds should be avoided unless in exceptional

cases, such as low, damp, swampy parts. There
are cases where it is necessary to raise mounds and
plant them for the purpose of shutting out from
view unsightly objects, &c., and then clay should
form a good part of the substratum so as to assist

in keeping the surface cool and moist. Some of

the finest and most striking specimens of the
Golden Elder I ever saw were growing on a raised

mound in the county of Herts. On the other hand,
stony mounds through which rain can run as

through a sieve cause tho death of a great many
shrubs in a time of drought, for unless in very wet
seasons very little of the rain will reach the roots

if the surface has become hard or the sloping sides

carry it away. All mounds so far as possible

should be made level on the top, and if slightly

concave so much the better. It is an advantage to

scoop a kind of shallow basin round newly-planted
trees. In this way the rain as it falls inclines in-

wards and so benefits the roots.

When a tree is planted on a lawn or any other
grassy site the herbage should not be allowed to

grow close up to the stem, though it is often allowed
to do so. This, if it might be termed a precaution,

is of more importance in the case of newly-planted
than that of old-established subjects. One writer
has remarked that, "as a rule, the roots of a tree

extend as far as the extremities of the horizontal
branches, and that should be, until a tree has grown
Large, the measure of the circle that is to be bared
of turf and left open to the beneficial Influences of

the air, rain, and sun." It is a common practice

with numy who grow standard Roses in forecourt

gardens to ]iile the soil up in high mounds over the
roots, which are kept aw.ay from these beneficial

influences, and it is not to be wondered at that the
plants become sickly and die. In thi^ case of trees

and. shrubs plantccl in unturfed soil, an under-
growth of tall and rank weeds is .allowed to grow,
.ind many a young pl.antatlon has been gre.atly

injured In this way, as it monopolises the nutri-

ment in the soil, ]ircvents the access of rain and
sun-light, and actually chokes the foli.age of the
lower branches of the trees.

In the case of choice and dolictite trees and
shrubs, .and generally those which .arc ll.able to

injury from the cold of our climate. It is not wise
to select, as some do, the lowest and most .sheltered

spots to plant them In. and for this reason, that In

valleys and enclosures they are likely to sutVer more
from frosts than they would in more elevated posi-

tions and open situations. The protection required
by plants that are subject to injury from climatic

conditions should rather be in the direction of

screening them from our bitter and cutting north-
east winds in spring than in excluding them
from invigorating summer breezes. One invariable

result of secluding them to some extent in nooks
and dales is that they are stimulated Into growth
early in spring and encouraged to make a late

growth in autumn, and in both cases the tender
shoots are unable to resist and are injured by frosts.

In more open and exposed situ.ations the growth is

shorter, but then the wood of the shoots is much
better ripened. R. D.

Hardiness of Eucalyptus umigera.—We
have recently mentioned the hardiness of this spe-

cies of Eucalyptus, and our remarks on this subject

are corroborated by the following note from the
Lyon Ilorticole : In the year 1878 M. Tabus, a
nurseryman at Ahais (Gard), sowed in a pot some
seeds of Euc.alyjitus urnigera, from which he raised

one seedling, which was left neglected in the pot

for five years in a comer of the garden. Ih the

year 1883, when he planted this seedling out in the
open ground, it was only about 5 feet high. Close

by it were planted, under exactly the same condi-

tions, some Euonymuses and Lauiaistinuses. The
latter were all cut off by the frost of last winter,

and .along with them some plants of Eucalyptus
globulus, E. coriacea, and E. amygd.alina: while
the plant of Eucalyptus urnigera was not injured in

the least. This specimen now measures nearly

18 inches in circumference at SJ feet from the

ground, and it has never needed a stake to keep it

straight.

—

Heme Jlortirole.

Varieties of the Holly. —While the common
Holly stands forth .as one of the finest of .all h.ardy

evergreen trees, there are among the vast number
of v.arieties some very distinct and beautiful forms,

but perhaps the best of the green-leaved varieties

are the large, bold-habited kinds, represented by
such as scotica, platyphylla, alt.aclarensis, and
Shepherdi. They, especially the two last, are

equally as vigorous as the common Holly, and
under suitable conditions will form magnificent

specimens if planted singly on the lawn or in any
isolated position. So treated, the leading shoot

will grow rapidly, and the plant naturally assume
a somewhat pyramidal shape, the lower branches
in most cases resting on the ground. Other varie-

ties worthy of special mention are the weeping form
of the common Holly, and that in which the berries

instead of the normal hue are yellow. The variety

known as Donningtonensis is a free, dense-growing
form with leaves of various sh.apes, some being
plainly lanceolate without spines, while others are

more or less furnished with prickles. This belongs

r.ather to those of medium vigour, with which must
also be included BessonI, whose leaves are quite

spineless ; crassifolia, an extremely curious, thick-

leaved form ; and ov.ata, a v.ariety with rather small,

flat, ov.ate leaves, .and the spines arranged thereon

in .a very regul.ar manner. A great merit possessed

by all the Hollies is the fact that where space is

limited they can be readily kept within the bounds
allotted to them, and that without the specimens
having anything of a sheared-up look, for in cutting

back, all th.at Is necessiiry is to shorten the princi-

pal branches to the extent required, .and the only

effect of this will be to Induce a denser liabit of

growth.—H. P.

SHORT NOTHS—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Qalax aphylla.—The leives of (ialax aphylla at

tills season are remiirkably beautiful, and they are now
gathered in con-iJer.ilile ijuautlties on tho niouotains

of Western North Carolina and Bent north to be used
in winter decoration. I'lorlsta might make good use

of them in certain arraiigemonts. 'I"he leavOB range in

colour from a bright gloa-iy groen to deep crimson,

maroon and dark liron/.e, and are often riuhly variegated.

Staking newly planted trees.— It cinnot b.'

too often incuKated that tho operation of staking

newly-trauBplanted tvoes which have tall stems should

be carried out immoJiately after each tree is planted.

For this purpose, M. Km. Rodigas recommends in the
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BidlcHn d'ArhoricuUure of Glienfc the use of stakes
which will be only long enongli to have about 2 feet
over-ifround after they are driven home in the soil.

This short stake being firmly attached to the tree
permits the upper part of the stem to yield freely to
the wind, while the lower part, neck, and roots of the
tree are not liable to sutler any appreciable disturb-
ance.— ifsi-iie HortlcnJi'.

Kitchen Garden.
IDEAL VEGETABLES.

Of late years many have tiimetl their attention
to the improvement of vegetables, the result
being a considerable addition to the lists, and
in some instances decided advances have been
made. I cannot help thinking, however, that
too mucli importance has been attached to the
production of forms and varieties most pleasing
to the exhibitor or the lover of sensational
vegetables and too little notice taken of the re-

quirements of private establishments and tliose

who want the best of everything on the dining
table. It is the views of the latter I wish to
advocate, and venture to think I have a groat
majority on my side. What may be considered
ideal vegetables and which bybridisers and
others should strive to obtain I will endeavour
to state, taking the various kin<ls alluded to
somewhat in alphabetical order. Tliese com-
ments are not meant as a mere tirade against
coarseness, but will include in each case my
ideas as to what would constitute the most gene-
rally serviceable forms, good table quality being
the most important desideratum.

Globe Artichokes are largely grown, and as
far as my experience goes, tliey are stUl gaining
in popularity. Unfortunately, in some positions
they are liable to be killed by frost.s, and the
renewal of the stock is a slow and rather la-

borious proceeding. No plant is more easily
raised from seed, but, as it happens, seedlings
vary surprisingly, a great percentage being
worthless. Is it not possible to save seed in a
district, or under glass where it will not be
spoilt or poisoned by Cardoons? Those Car-
doon-Like seedlings that are invariably obtained
from a packet of seed are wonderfully produc-
tive, but quite uneatable. Seedlings are natu- I

rally more robust and more prolific than plants
raised by dividing old stools, ,and a reliable
strain of the Green Globe would be a boon of
the greatest value to the majority of kitchen
gardeners. One of the latest additions to the
Varieties of Beet is much too coarse, but in the
old Dell's Crimson or its various synonyms we
have a model root, both as regards size, colour,
and quality. The Egyptian or Turnip-rooted is

serviceable for an early supply, but soon grows
far too large. Crimson Ball is an improvement
on it as far as colour is concerned, but what is

wanted is a naturally much smaller variety, and
which in all but shape would resemble Dell's
Crimson. In some gardens nojie but the Tur-
nip-rooted can be successfully grown, and this
is anotherreason for attemptingthe improvement
of Beet. Several new or improved f ( )rms ( if Broc-
coli could be named, the qiiality of the hearts
in some instances almost rivalling the best
Cauliflowers. These are also fairly self-protect-
ing, but in spite of this they are not nearly so
hardy as they ought to be. It is the length
of the stems that is to blame for this, and
we want more sturdy forms, as the less of the
most vital part of the plant that is exposed the
hardier the plant must be. There are certainly
exceptions to this rvile, notably the dwarf grow-
ing Purple and White Cape and Osborn's Winter
White, but if varieties were forthcoming as
dwarf and hardy as Miller's Dwarf Late White
with hearts equal to those of Leamington and

Model, there would be fewer complaints of

failures. In the case oi Brussels Sprouts 1

believe we are progressing in the right clirection.

The Aigburth was at first welcomed as being a
very [productive as well as a large variety, but it

is gradtially being superseded by good and
reliable improvements on the old Imported. I

wish I could speak equally as favourably of

what is being done with Cabbages. Those
varieties producing enormous hearts are not
the best, by any means, for private gardens.
Ellam's Dwarf Early Spring is a model variety,
and any finer than this must approach coarse-
ness. The good old Wheeler's Imperial is

slightly hardier, but scarcely so good in point
of quality, while Hill's Incomparable is smaller
and of neater growth than either, and no fault

can be found with the quality. These small
varieties can be grown thickly, and certainly
best please the cooks.

Carrots are greatly improved, the coarser,
bad-coloured varieties having been supplanted
by superior forms. Early Nantes and Scai-let

Model are both excellent Horn or stump-
rooted varieties, being of quick growth and
good quality. They also keep well, and a
constant supply could be maintained with
these alone, or the first-named only could be
depetided upon for all purposes.

Coarseness in Cauliflowers is most objection-
able, the best for the table being those that are
close and neat, and which can be cooked and
sen-ed whole. The Extra Early Forcing or
Snowball is quite a model, this being of neat
growth and producing close lieads of the best
quality. Later varieties grow more strongly,
and are apt to produce large and, unless closely
looked after, badly coloured hearts. The com-
paratively new Magnum Bonum is a noteworthy
exception, this Ijeing of compact habit and form-
ing really good hearts. A still later variety of
the same habit would be appreciated, both
Eclipse and Autumn Giant being of strong
growth. Celery will be alluded to only in terms
of commendation, both the white and red
varieties now available Vieing as near perfection
as possible. The White PJume was doomed to

failure from the first, and it is my belief we
shall never have a variety that can be prepared
for the table without undergoing a blanching
process. Cucumbers are not much improved,
none as yet being found capable of superseding
the old Telegraph. What we want is a variety
possessing a stronger constitution, but in other
respects much resembling Telegraph. For home
consumption smaller rather than larger-fruited
varieties are most suitable, Cardifi" Castle being
the best of the kind yet available. Veitch's
Perfection, if it answered to the description
given of it, would meet all recjuirements, but
when tried here it was a failure, or at any rate
not equal to the other varieties just named.
Varieties that produce four or more fruit

at a joint are to be avoided rather than
selected, over-cropping being a very frequent
cause of early failure, even in the case of
moderately productive sorts. If any further
improvement of Endive is attempted, it should
be in the direction of effecting a cross between
the Green Curled and Round-leaved Batavian—
the latter, in my opinion, being the best in

point of quality, and an earlier form would be
acceptable. It is doubtful if any further pro-
gress wOl be made with Lettuces, both Cabbage
and Cos types being well varied and excellent
in every respect.

There are plenty of good varieties of Onions
to .select from, good keeping as well as exhibi-
tion forms having been added to the list. The
white-skiuued Tripolis are most appreciated for

cooking whole, being tender and very mild in
flavour. Unfortunately, when these are sown
in the spi-ing they are very liable to mUdew,
and in any case do not keep weU. We want,
therefore, a good keeping white skinned Onion,
but this, I am afraid, is an unattainable ideal.

The number of varieties of Peas have been
and still are rapidly increasing, but the tendency
of raisers is all in favour of showy pods and
extra large Peas. These may suit the exhibitor
and market gardener, but are neither the most
suitable nor the most profitable for home con-
sumption. William I. is a model variety in all

but quality, and Gladiator is a step in the right
direction, this only needing a better constitu-
tion to make it perfect. It should be added, for
the benefit of those unacquainted with this

variety, that it is of medium height, very pro-
ductive, the i>ods being long, curved, thin, and
closely packed with comparatively small, green
and fairly sweet Peas. Unfortunately, it is not
proof against either a wet or dry season. Surely
it is possible to endow this variety with a more
robust habit, or else to communicate some of its

good qualities to the more reliable Princess
Royal. Ne Plus Ultra is undoubtedly the
most popular variety in cultivation, yet it is by
no means perfect. It frequently attains a height
of "feet and upwards, and, all things considered,
is not particularly productive. In Criterion we
have a somewhat dwarfer habit, but this is

suitable only for second early and successional
crops, and we want a later form possessing a
better constitution than Omega, the dwarf Ne
Plus Ultra. Chelsea Gem is a model early
variety, and numerous owners of small gai'dens
would welcome later forms of much the same
type. Much that has been said of Peas is also
applicable to runner Beans. The new varieties

of these are fairly productive and the pods are
very fine, but the good old common Scarlet is

yet the best for the non-exhibitor and also the
market grower. A good perpetual bearing
kidney Bean, or one say that would climb to a
height of about 3 feet, would be welcomed by
many, none of those recently introduced of a
somewhat similar character giving satisfaction.

With such a number of good Potatoes to select

from, all ought to be able to find what they
want. I am afraid a reliable disease-resisting
Potato with other than tall strong haulm will

not be forthcoming. Nor shall we be favoured
with a disease-resisting Tomato. It ought,
however, to be possible to impart good flavour
to some of the smaller-fruiteil varieties of the
liitter, thus rendering them fit for dessert.

W. looii.iiEN.

TOMATO GROWING OF THE FUTURE.
WHATE^•ER may be the future of Tomato growing,
the experience of 18S.S as regards its cultivation
cannot but be of great service to those who intend
to embark in or extend the growing of it for market.
It will be remembered that many cultivators failed
altogether to secure a satisfactory crop even in

well-constructed houses, while very few bad any
ripe fruit at all from open walls. This failure w.is
clue to too mucli rain and lack of sun. Those who
failed with them under glass may draw a useful
lesson from ];ist season's experience, because there
is no doubt that they failed in supplying the requi-
site amount of heat "to keep the plants healthy, .and
also at the same time gave the roots more water
than w.as good for them. In every successful case
that I saw last season the ])lants had been assisted
by (ire-heat up to the end of June, and the roots
had l)epn kept too dry. In my own case, plants
grown in pots ;md placed on a stage fully cxjiosed
to all the sun with an aver.age night temperature of
about .').'>'' supplied ripe fruit by the end of May in
.abundance, and continued to do so all the summer.
But the most productive plants I met with were
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grown in a rather large span-roofed house, with the

plants occupying the centre bed and trained to

straight sticks. The staple of the border was deci-

dedly poor, and as it had but little water given it,

the soil at the end of the summer was dry and hard.

Further observations show clearly that, except in

very hot and dry summers, the crop is more reliable

on gravelly or sandy soil than where the staple i.s

heavy and the lower stratum of earth of the same cha-

racter when they are grown against walls. Further
than this, my observations during the past season

lead me to believe that in average seasons, when pre-

paring the soil for open-air culture, it will be better

to use coarse gravel or small stones than manure to

mix in the border, in the same proportion as stimu-

lants would be given. The result of my experience

goes to prove that a dry, warm soil is better than a

rich one. And I am quite sure that when they
must be planted against walls, that it will be better

to substitute some open material that will increase

the warmth of the border rather than to attempt
to grow them in a rich staple.

I do not think that Tomato culture will decline
;

on the contrary, there is every indication that it will

extend, at least under glass. But to be successful,

the cultivator must keep up the temperature by the

aid of fire-lieat, even at midsummer if it is required.

If a period of dull weather should occur, fire-heat

will not be so necessary if the water supply is care-

fully regulated according to the weather.
J. C. C.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

Seakale.

Wheee a number of roots are lifted and forced

every winter, fresh plantations, as a matter of

course, have to be formed each spring. Seakale is

Very easily raised from seed, but this is the least

satisfactory, because the slowest method of propa-

gating the requisite stock. Plants may be most
readily raised from root cuttings, and these by good
culture can be grown to a serviceable size, or quite

strong enough for lifting and forcing in one season.

With this end in view, all strong young thongs or

roots that are broken off when the crowns are forked

out of the ground should be preserved, and many
more can be cut from the old stems after they have

been forced. Those that form the best cuttings

are quite young roots about the size of a man's

little finger, and these should be cut into 3-inch

lengtlis, a piece being sliced off the smallest end,

or otherwise this, the wrong end, might be inserted

uppermost. It is yet too early to trust these root

cuttings in the open ground, as both slugs and
frosts might injure them. For the present they

may be buried in sand or fine mould and kept in a
cool shed, a better plan, however, being to dibble

the cuttings rather thickly in boxes of good soil

and set them in frames till the early part of May.
By that time they will have formed roots and buds,

and wlien planted out in rich soil will be well in

advance of those not started into growth before

they were dibbled out. Up to the present time
the weather has been most favourable to open-air

forcing, those crowns early covered with pots and
forcing material yielding extra fine succulent

growth. It is a mistake to force a second supply
of shoots from established roots, unless the latter

are to be destroyed, and to avoid thus weakening
them tlie manure and leaves ought to be early

cleared away, enougli only being left over the

chimps to protect them from frosts until tliey are

sufficiently lianly to dispense with this covering.

The forcing material with jicrhaps a sliglit addition

of fresh manure, ought to be further utilised for

forwarding later supplies. As a rule, the very

finest produce is olitained without the aid of ma-
nure, and pots may also be di.sjjcnsud with. A
portion of tlie jilants, or say a single row, ought at

once to be well mounded over with either leaf soil,

decayed tan, or light mould to a depth of not less

than it inches, over tliis being banked a good thick-

ness of garden soil obtained from between the rows.

More crowns may be similarly covered a fortnight

hence, and the remainder before they commence
active growth. In this manner a succession will be

ensured, cold winds and frosts retarding those
longest exposed.

Rhubaeb.
This also forces rapidly at tliis season and it

ought to be plentiful in most gardens. It is still

necessary to cover up more roots with boxes, tubs,

or other contrivances, and to surround these with
a bed of leaves or leaves and manure, taking care

to guard against over-heating. A screen or i-ough

covering formed witli the aid of stakes and strawy-

litter will materially forward Rhubarb, a difference

of a fortnight being a good gain, especially when
the produce is marketed. Many market growers
cover the bulk of their early Rhubarb with a rough
mound of strawy litter only, and this being kept
loosened does not decay rapidly, as it otherwise
would, and with the aid of such protection a com-
paratively early supply of rather short, but profit-

able stalks results. Should the weather remain
open and the gi'ound in good working order, nev?

Rhubarb beds may with advantage be formed
rather earlier than usual or before other matters
require attention. Three important points or aids to

success are a good selection of varieties, abundance
of solid manure, and deeply dug ground. Royal Albert,

Linnjeus, and Johnstone's St. Martin are all early

and of excellent colour and quality, and for the

later supplies Myatt's Victoria is the best. Good
roots for planting can be purchased from most
seedsmen, and those who have a few strong old

clumps to spare may split them up into numerous
offsets, each having one or more good crowns at-

tached. Rhubarb may also be easily raised from
seed, this being either sown in the open ground or

in heat and eventually transplanted to good, well-

prepared sites. Unfortunately, seedlings cannot be
depended upon to come true to name. In all cases

it is advisable to plant Rhubarb as much as possible

in convenient quarters outside of the garden walls,

or to where the heaps of forcing material may be
readily carted and not prove an eyesore. The
ground ought to be double dug to a depth of 2 feet,

solid manure being freely mixed with each split.

If this has already been done, so much the better,

as unless it has settled considerably it wiU be ne-

cessary to trample it down, a loose root-run being
unfavourable to a quick strong growth. The divi-

sions may be put out in threes, these groups being

not less than 3 feet apart, a distance of 4 feet

separating the rows, or strong single pieces may be
planted 3 feet apart each waj'. In fact, they may
be grouped in any form to suit the method of

forcing adopted, but in every case loss rather than
gain results from crowding. The old stems ought
to be completely buried, only the buds or crowns
showing just above ground, and some of the finest

soil should be firmly disposed about them. A good
mulching given now and renewed if need be next
summer will complete the operation. Well-esta-

blished clumps that give signs of failing vigour

will be much improved if the soil is forked away
from the uppermost roots, these being given a good
dressing of solid or partially decayed manure prior

to returning the soil.

Jerusalem Aetichokes.
These very often will succeed where other vege-

tables fail, and as they are very serviceable, if only
by way of variety, when the list is rather limited, a

few or many, according to circumstances, may well

be grown in every garden. If properly cooked and
served, tlicse roots are by no means to be despised,

and it is surprising tliat so few amateurs cultivate

them. Although it is quite true that they succeed
fairly well with but little trouble expended upon
tliem, this is no excuse for leaving tliem to grow
on the same ground year after year, merely lifting

some of the I'oots and leaving the rest to i;row

again. In reality tlioy pay for good culture and
cliangc of soil, and this is accorded them in most
well-managed gardens. They are much h;irdier

than the Pot:ito, and should the weather and
ground be favourable for the operation, there is

no reason why the planting should not be com-
pleted now. Owing lo the great heiglit the

stalks attain and the shade they cause, we assign

our Artichokes a place outside of the walls. They
succeed best in deeply-dug, well-worked ground,

or such as best suits Potatoes, very little manure
being used, a rich root-run causing strong top-

growth and the formation of coarse tubers of the
poorest quality. Our usual plan is to open drills

running from north to south, these being drawn
5 inches deep and fully 3 feet apart. The pre-

ference is given to small whole sets with a sprout
intact, but if these were scarce large tubers would
be cut up, much as Potatoes are treated, every
little piece gi'owing. They may be disposed
10 inches apart, and should be carefully moulded
over, or otherwise the sprout might be snapped
off. One good moulding up and occasional clean-

ing is all that need further to be done to them.

Turnips.
Apparently these are very plentiful this winter,

and hereabouts there will be an abundance as long as
old roots are needed. Late-sown crops of Snowball
and Red Globe have scarcely ceased to grow, and
both these and Chirk Castle Black Stone will, most
proijably, keep well. Where, however, there is a
prospect of an early scarcity of roots, and seeing

they are always in demand, it is advisable to at-

tempt forcing a few, or any rate forwarding a small
breadth on a warm border. A very slight hotbed
is needed in the former case, on this being set a
good-sized garden frame and partially filled with the
shortest of the heating material, on this being
placed about 9 inches of loamy soil. A firm root-

run is desirable, as being best calculated to induce
early bulbing, and the soil should therefore be
trampled prior to being levelled over and the seed
sown. Early Milan is the variety that should be
sown, and if the seed is new it ought to be distri-

buted broadcast and thinly and covered with a
little fine soil. Cover closely till the seedlings ap-
pear and protect every night subsequently. Air
ought to be given in mild weather and freely when
the plants have attained a good size. At the out-

set a little thinning out may be necessary and this

may be more completely done when the earliest

bulbs are as large as good-sized Turnip Radishes,

or as soon as they can be used. Sown very early

on open borders and not protected they rarely suc-

ceed, but if either covered with frames or mats
capital crops may result. W. I.

Propagating.

BouVARDIAS.—To obtain good plants for autumn
flowering, the cuttings should be propagated as

early in the season as possible. Stock plants
should be placed in a warm position and kept fre-

quently syringed, but they will require very little

water at the root. The cuttings may be taken as
soon as the shoots are 2 inches or 3 inches long.

It is not necessary to cut them close to a joint,

as they will root freely from any part of the
stem, provided they are taken from fresh, healthy
growths, not hard or stunted wood. For propagat-
ing Bouvardias I like to use 5-inch pots, filling

tliem with a compost of loam, peat, and sand in

equal parts. Give plent}' of drainage, and surface

them over with sand. The cuttings should not be
crowded, about twenty in a pot being quite thick

enough. They should be kept quite fresh, and
watered as soon as put in. The pots may be plunged
in a close case where there is a good brisk bottom-

heat. Bouvardias are rather liable to damp off if

not carefully attended to.

Ficus elastica.—The cuttings should be taken
from well-ripened tops while they are in a dormant
state, or from single eyes taken when the wood-bud
begins to start. To prevent bleeding, dry s;ind

should be apjilicd .'is soon as tliey arc cut off. The
cuttings should be put in singly in small pots, and
sandy loam used for soil. They sliould have the

warmest part of the projiagating pit. A good
bottom-heat is very essential. If put in a close

case where the plunging material is moist, they
may stand one day before water is given, but it is a

mistake to allow them to get too dry.

SowiNO SHEDS —The second wi'ok in February
is a good time for sowing seeds of a few very useful

subjects for keeping up a bright display during the

summer months. There are various opinions ivs to
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the best method of raising seedlings of various

tender subjects. Light sandy soil, plenty of drain-

age, and a shady position are too frequently recom-
mended. With regard to soil, which is the first

consideration, my experience is that a more reten-

tive soil is preferable, and for seeds which germi-
nate within a reasonable time it is not advisable
to use mucli drainage, as by having a larger body
of soil in the pots, when once properly watered suf-

ficient moisture will be retained to keep the surface
in a moist condition until the seeds begin to ger-

minate. I am much in favour of using loam for

seeds. Of course, it must be soft mellow loam, and
not inclined to form a crust on the surface after it

has been watered. A little well-prepared leaf-

mould may be added, and also sand if the loam
does already contain sufficient to Iceep it from be-

coming too close. It will be all the better if the
compost can be prepared some time before it is re-

quired for use. If this is done, and it is spread out
thinly and moistened, it will give a chance of any
seeds of weeds germinating, and thus get rid of one
great nuisance. It should also be properly cleansed
frem worm.-i. &c. In filling pots for small seeds the soil

should be pressed moderately firm, and a little that
has been sifted through a fine sieve spread evenly
over the surface, but not pressed. After the seed
has been sown the soil may be pressed lightly, and
in case of very small seeds no extra covering will

be necessary, but, in some instances, a slight

sprinkling of fine soil may be shaken over the sur-

face. In watering I like to give only a very slight

surface watering, using a fine-rosed watering-pot.
and then well soak the under soil by dipping the
pots, taking care that they are not dipped deep
enough for the water to flow over the surface. Select
a light open position for the seed-pots at this season
of the year. A shelf where the pots will be close

to the glass is about the best position. A piece
of glass should be laid over each pot during the
day and removed at night, and although placed in

such a position the seeds will require a little

extra attention, and will not germinate quite so

quickly, the seedlings will be much stronger, and
not so liable to damp off as when they are
raised in a close shady position. All seedlings
should be pricked off as soon as large enough to

handle. They will then require a little shade for

a few days.

Gloxinias.—Such good varieties may now be
obtained from seed, that it is hardly worth keeping
named sorts. If the seed is sown now, good plants
may be obtained for flowering the same season, and
these come into bloom in time to succeed those
grown from corms saved from the previous season.

It is, however, advisable to select a few of the best

and most distinct varieties each year and propagate
them from leaves, and by so doing a much healthier

and better stock may be maintained than by propa-
gating old named sorts year after year. Seedlings
require very careful treatment while in a young
state. They must be pricked off as soon as large

enough to handle, and potted off singly before the
roots have got too matted. After they are fairly

established, they may be grown on with little trouble,

and they do not require such a high temperature as

is often given them.

TuBEEOL's Begonias.—These also make good
plants in one season. The seed should be sown not
later than the second or third week in February.
It may be sown and the young plants started in

heat, but they should be removed to a cooler posi-

tion before they become drawn ; and after they
are well established, a cold pit will be most suit-

able, as they do best where they can be kept up
close to tlie glass and have plenty of air. A slight

shading only is required during the hottest part of

the day.

TOEENIA FOUENIEEI AND T. Bailloni may also
be sown now. These are both very pretty and
useful plants for the conservatory during the
summer. A.

to our fellows, only oscusable because of ignorance, to tons find their Way to large towns where they
mar that natural beauty which is the property of all have a ready sale at paying prices. Another very

important point in favotir of the Red Currant
men.

—

Morkis.

Natural beauty.—There is one duty obvious to
us all ; it is that we should set ourselves each one of

us to doing our best to guard the natural beauty of the
earth ; wc cught to look uf ou it as a criire, an injury

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

THE CrRRANT.
If the Gooseberry is the king, the Currant cer-

tainly is the queen of bush fruits ; indeed, taken
comnpercially and for domestic purposes, I ques-
tion if tlie C'urrrtnt is not the more valuable of

is the certainty of the crop, for whilst we see

Gooseberries cut off or sadly decimated by late

spring frosts, it rarely liappens that the fruit of

this species, which is later and perhaps better

sheltered by the leaves, is even a light crop in

fair average seasons.

The Wliite Currant is less hardy and commer-
cially less valuable than the red or black, whose
colour gives them the ascendancy for cooking
purposes, and yet the wliite variety, soft, sweet,

and delicious, is invaluable for the dessert. In-the two. Currants embrace two species, the
black and the red, whilst the white, the subject deed, next to' the Gooseberry, the White Cur
of the accompanying engraving, is only a variety rant is pre-eminently popular with all levers of
of the red. Indigenous to this country, it is fresh ripe bush fruits, who not unfrequently
perfectly hardy, and being most accommodating retain more costly dishes of hothouse pro-

duce for tlie gratification of another sense.

The white variety, then, should be planted in

all good gardens, notonlyas a bush or pyramid,
b\it also as a single, double, or treble cf)rd(in

against north and we.st walls, where, by means
of brfiad copings and good nets ca])able of

keepmg out wet and bii'ds, most delicious fruit

may be preserved well into November.

The Black Currant, of which we now liave

several improved varieties, is grown more
or less in private gardens for making jam,
jelly, cheese, and bottling, and occasionally

for cooking fresh from the tree. For eating

fresh, the harsh and, to many, disagreeable

ilavour is prohibitive, and yet wlien well

boiled in a good beef-suet paste, or stewed
with a few Raspberries, it forms a most
wholesome and delicious dish for daily u.se.

As a market fruit the Black Currant is more
valuable, and possibly in greater demand
than the red ; hence the immense quantities

now grown by market gardeners and thrifty

cottagers, not only near large towns, but far

away in the country, where railways offer

fair, but I am sorry to say the reverse of

cheap, facilities for quick transit t(j ready
purchasers. The market gardener who plants

an orcliard frequently puts in intermediate
rows of Black Currants, not only on account
of their partiality for shade and a certain

amount of moisture from well-drained, deejily

tilled ground, but also to secure quick re-

turns, as bearing trees are easily manufactured,
transplant readily, and soon yield very fine

fruit. Cottagers in this part of the country,

equally alive to the great demand and good
prices, plant rather extensively in proportion
to their garden area, and not unfrequently a
score or two of good buslies settle the account
at rent day.
Propagation.—The propagation of Currants

being so very simple, it unfortunately happens
that too many persons, penny-wise-and-pound-
foolish. persist in taking cuttings from old varie-

ties; whereas a few shillings expended in im-
proved sorts, now plentifid and cheap, whilst

as to soil and situation, there is not a parish in securing change of soil, would most unqucstion-

the United Kingdom in which certainly the red ably prove a paying investment. In the selec-
- - tion of wood suitable for cuttings, ripe shoots,

neither gross nor weak rind 12 inches to Is

inches in length, are to bo preferred. If taken
with a heel or half an incli of old wood early in

the autumn, disbudded from the base to within

Fruiting branch of White Curratit.

and black, if not the white, are found growing
and fruiting in every cottage and ducal garden.

The Red Currant (Ribes rubrum) commer-
cially is not quite so valuable as the Black (R.
nigrum), but for all-round domestic purposes, a few inches of the point, and lirmly inserted one-

especially amongst the middle and upper classes, third of their length in good friable soil, ninety— - per cent, will root and forma few small shoots by
the end of the first season. Cuttings may bo put
in as late as February; autumn, however, is the

best time ; at least I have found it so, and liavinga

liking for bushes on extra tall stems, my cuttings

are lined in with a spade, 9 inches apart and 12

inches i'rom row to row. The leaders are stopped

when they have made about 9 inches, and all buds
that start within 1 foot of the ground are pinched

it most certainly heads the list. Fit for use
when fairly coloured, the first gatherings mixed
with Raspberries, to which they give a i)iquant
sharpness, are in daily demand for tarts and
other dishes. Then, as they roach maturity,
enormous quantities .are used for bottling, for

jams and jellies, and for adding colour and
brisknes.s to preserved Strawberries. Btiug
gold travellers when picked dry, hundreds of ! and eventually removed. A little time is lost the
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first season, but it is more than repaid the second,

when plenty of roots force from four to six shoots

from each crown. These are trained to form
the foundation of the ordinary bush or pyra-

mid, whilst those most promising are allowed to

grow into cordons. If aU goes well, the young
plants may be lifted and lined out in the nursery at

the end of the first year, but by giving a little extra

room in the cutting bed this work is quite as well

deferred until the end of the second, when all latent

stem-buds will have started and suckering in the

future will be less troublesome.

Peemanent planting.—Although bush fruits,

as I have observed, are very accommodating, the
soils which suit tliem best and give the finest and
brightest fruit are well-drained, deeply-tilled loams,

rich enough to produce stout shoots without the

aid of manure at the outset. Lacking this quality,

good rotten manure, road-scrapings, burnt earth

and refuse—anything fresh, may be added .and

thoroughly incorporated as the work of preparation
proceeds. In old gardens teeming with humus,
moist, but not wet. the Currant is quite at home

;

but in this case even I would use a little fresh soil,

free from manure, for giving the roots a start. The
situation, considering that fine bright Currants can
be grown on north walls, to many may appear a
matter of secondary importance, but the fact that

there are Currants and Currants must not be over-

looked ; therefore, if we would have them sweet
as well as bright, we must plant where they can
have full exposure to sun and light. The distance
from bush to bush is a matter which must be
governed, first, by the variety, as some of the large

red grapes grow very strong, whilst the whites
assume a neat and compact form ; secondly, the
form of the plantation, which may consist of a
series of rows, or a single row only near the margin
of a walk. Upon the block system all Red Currants
should be planted 6 feet apart, white ones 1 foot

closer ; in single file, the first may run 4 feet, the
second 1 foot closer—be it understood with liberty

to grow upwards and outwards, as Currants, like all

other fruit trees, rejoice in extension. Cordons
against walls or fences may be planted 1 foot apart,

but unless head-room is abundant, it is best to place
them 4 feet from stem to stem, and carry four shoots
equi-distant up from each.

Pruning and tbaining being so closely con-
nected, and my space limited, I must treat of the
two under one head. Assuming that clean-stemmed
bushes with four to six shoots each have been
formed in the nursery, the knife the first spring
after planting must be kept in the sheath, but the
ordinary spreading bush or vase form being the
ideal, the framework may be set by tying or pegging
them out, and by pinching the points out of any
unduly taking the lead. Early in the autumn the
year after planting, the centre .shoots may require
cutting back to within a foot of the collar, but
those pegged out may not require shortening,
especially if the young growths have been once
pinched during the summer. Once the proper set

is secured, each of the original shoots will send out
another from near its base, and this in like manner
must be pegged down to increase the size of the
bush, but on no account must the centre become
crowded with robbers, a condition which may be
prevented by pinching all in-'iile growths through-
out the summer. As Red an<l White Currants at-

tain size and become furni.shed with fruit-buds,
each loader must be shortened back to about 6
inches every autumn, and the older parts be closely
spurrerl to .-i single bud. In this way, by mounts
of about inches a year, very large bushes may
soon be made, but in course of time unfruitful
branches may die olf or recjuire rcmov.-il, when
vigorous young growths here and lliere sliould be
idlowed to run up, not only to take their i)laces, Ijut

.•dso to rejuvenate the bushes; for after all there is

nothing like a free growth of young wood for keep-
ing fruit trees healthy.

Mulching.—The Currant being so fertile, I need
hardly .say mulching and wat(^ring play a very im-
Iiortant part. The first mulcli inirjii'diiitely "after

planting need not be- rich, neither must anything
in the form of s'iniulaling liquid be used for wash-

ing the soil home about the roots, but the mulch
must be heavy enough to keep in moisture and the
water plentiful enough to settle them in their new
home. When in full bearing an annual dressing
with good rotten manure and copious drenchings
in dry seasons with liquid and house slops, includ-

ing soap-suds, will tell wonderfully upon the weight
and quality of the crop.

The Black Oueeant being as distinct in habit

as it is in colour, I have left it until last. In the first

place, it never does well on a single stem; there-

fore the striking of single cuttings and keeping
them disbudded is quite unnecessary, not that
the Black Currant will not strike as freely as the
Red, but once larger pieces of the branches have
rooted in light, moist, rich soil, they may be
allowed to form suckers to their fullest extent.

In the second place, the fruit in loose irregular

bunches being borne almost entirely upon the
young shoots, the method of pruning is equally dis-

tinct. In gardens where the old varieties have
been grown for generations, large stools furnish an
abundance of well-rooted fruit-bearing branches,
but this is bad practice, for independently of the
fact that they may become soil-sick, these layers,

which cost nothing, keep the improved varieties in

the background or out of the garden altogether.

By way of a start, the grower who would have the
finest and sweetest fruit should invest in such sorts

as Lee's Prolific, Blundell's Black, and Black
Champion, plant well, and give them plenty of

good food and moisture. Drought, indeed, is fatal

to size and juiciness of berry; consequently, taken
weight for weight, jam made from a maximum of
small, dry, husky berries is inferior to samples
made from varieties now in favour with growers for

our principal markets.

Planting. — Having prepared the ground as for
Red and White Currants and provided a good stock
of the best sorts, the bushes, when planted in

blocks, should stand at least 6 feet apart each way,
and considering that they do not object to slight
shade, they should be encouraged to develop until
every inch of ground is covered with the half pen-
dent branches. If planted in single rows, the
bushes or stools may be placed somewhat closer
together, and this perhaps is the most paying way,
as boundary or dividing lines G feet in height and
as many through can be formed in a few years.
When thoroughly established and suckering freely
they will stand any amount of mulching ; they will

also require top-dressing and feeding.

Pbuning.—A most simple operation, for knowing
that the fruit is borne principally upon young wood
and not upon aged spurs, it consists in the annual
thinning of the heads to let in light and air as well
as the hand. The shoots or branches which should
be taken away are those which have either become
old and bare, cross each other or have found a resting
place upon the soil. The removal of those allows
young growths which do not require spurring to de-
velop and force their way outward, and in this way
a constant relay of the best fruit-producing wood
is secured.

If space allowed, one might go into special modes
of growing and training Currants as pyramids,
standards, and espaliers, but culture for the greatest
profit being to the fore, this part must stand over
for another occasion.

Varieties, fortunately, are not numerous, and
yet purchasers who exhaust the best catalogue lists

will find themselves in possession of some dupli-
cates, especially of the red varieties. The follow-
ing for some .special qualities, including earliness,
lateness, size, or sweetness, are worthy of general
culture: —

//erf. —Scotch, or Knight's Early, bunches short,
berries large, growth upright: Dutcli. sweet, rich,

and good, an improvement on the old Red; Cherry,
fruit very large, deep red, and early; Mammoth,
very large and fine; Warner's Grape, bunches long,
berries large, line for e.\liil)ition: Uaby Castle, large,

rather acid, ripens ;in<l hangs late, growth strong:
La Fertile, large, and a iirodigious crojiper: La
Hativc, a coiilincnial variely, said to be very early
and excellent : Wilniot's Long Bunched, very fine,

bunches (i indies long, line fur exhibition.

\V/i ife.— Old Dutch, the good old variety gene-
rally met with in gardens ; Old Dutch Cut-leaved,
fruit much larger than that of the preceding, the
finest for dessert and exhibition ; Wilmot's Large,
possibly a duplicate of the preceding, very fine.

Black.—Lee's Prolific, fruit very large, richly
flavoured, prolific, a great advance, should be grown
in all gardens; Naples, or Green Bud, a great
favourite for market; Baldwin's, much grown in

Kent, and highly recommended; Prince of Wales,
very hardy and prolific; Champion, berries very
large, quality excellent, should be largely grown

;

Blundell's, very prolific and fine, name local.

GATHERING AND RIPENING LATE
PEARS.

There jirevails au impression that lack of fla-

vour in late Peais is due to premature detach-
ment from tlie trees. A great number uf growers
undoubtedly gather their Pears, e.specially the
keeping varieties, before tliey are ready, but
there comes a time when the trees lose their

influence for good, and, notwithstanding the
fact that the fruit may be allowed to hang until

it drops, unless the dry wanntli of the autumn
has converted the crude water into saccharine
matter, tlie result cannot be satisfactory. By
gathering the Pears a few at a time as they part
freely the season may be prolonged, but unless
by good cultivation the fruit as well as the wood
have been properly matured, hanging till

doomsday will not improve the equality. I

recollect many years ago learning from the late

Mr. Rivers that he had been tempted by an
exceptionally fine autumn to allow some
late Pears grown under glass to hang until the

first week in November, and quite recently,

when turning over the pages of the ninth
edition of his " Orchard House," at page 91 I

came across the following remarks :

—

Pears under glass must not be suttered to hang
too long, for in 18.54, and again in 1855. I had Pears
on my trees of fine size and most beautiful appear-
ance, having clear skins of a fine golden colour,

which never became soft. Again in 1855 I allowed
some Louise Bonne, some Passe Colmar, and a few
others to hang in the open air until November, but
these never ripened.

From these notes "Learner" (p. 811) will

gatlier that the vagaries of Pears, always most
prominent after bad sinnmers, were as great a
puzzle to tlie veteran, even in the tine climate of

Sawbridgeworth, neatly forty years ago, as they
are to us to-day. The secret of success in grow-
ing the fruit may be summed up in a few words :

Keep the roots of the trees near the sm-faee of

warm, well-drained and copiously fed liorders,

crop lightly to ensure full development, and let

the fruit have all the sun and air po.ssible tlirough-

out the summer and autinnn. (Jrapo growers
know quite well that Lady Duwne's and other
late sorts must be ripe before the Vines put on
the sere and yellow leaf, otherwise their watery
juices will evai>oratc, tlie berries will slirink,

and the flavour will be very poor indeed. Pears
are no exception to this law, I may say, of

Nature ; therefore, those who would have late

Pears worth eating must make jirogress whilst

the sun shines, and not trust to gathering at

any jiarticular date, as a king's fruit room can-

not turn crude sap into saccharine matter. Rut,

supposing that Rergamottc d'Esperen and Easter
Beuriv have been well matured upon tlie trees,

that the density of the saccliarine matter at

gathering time is equal to tliat of fruits grown
in Franco and .Jersey, how are they to be kept .'

and under what treatment must their fullest

flavour be develojied I Well, following Mr.
Barker's advice (p. 'M), the grower should

gather all the fruits that jiart on the touch or

the slightest turn U|)wards, convey them caro-
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fuUy to a dry cool fruit room where the tem-
peratui-e neither fluctuates nor varies much
above or below 40°. If it does fluctuate, or the

atmo.sphere is too dry, he may cover them with

some light, inodorous, non-conducting material

to prevent evaporation, or, better still, he may
place themin singlelayers in close-fitting drawers,

marking each gathering, as first in must be first

out again. Extra fine fruit again may be folded

in silver paper and stored away in shallow,

close- lidded boxes, in large clean flowerpots,

or pipkins with lids to them. \\Tien the time
for use approaches, the grower, knowing his pro-

bable consumption, must remove the first batch

to a dry airy room in which the temperature
ranges from 50" to temperate, but the fruit must
not be unnecessarily disturbed nor handled.
The length of time allowed for softening and
bringing out the flavour wiU depend upon the

condition of the Pears when the cool store is

opened. If quite hard, very late friiit being
now the cry, they may be left alone for some
time longer. If showing signs of softening, ten

days should put the flavour and aroma into

them. When Grape rooms were kept warmer
than they are now we placed a given quantity in

this structure weekly, but 40° to 45°, the
orthodox temperature in these daj's, is much
too low for choice Pears which do not ripen

until February.—W. C, Eabtnur.

"A Learner" (p. 80) suggests that further

and more particular information concerning the
proper time for gathering, with the best methods
of keeping and ripening late Pears, would be of

service to many, and as he refers to a sentence in a
recent article of mine, I will endeavour to render
the operations relating to the above important
points in Pear culture as clear as I can, and no
doubt others of your correspondents will be in-

duced to give the details of their practice.

Gathering.—The time for this operation will,

of course, vary in different localities, while the
season as well as the positions in which the trees

are growing will have to be considered. Generally
speaking, for late varieties—that is, those which
usually ripen after Christmas— from the middle of

October to the end of that month is the period
during which the Pears will arrive at the stage
when they are ready for picking. The exact time,
however, when a certain variety will be fit for

gathering can only be determined upon the spot by
examining the fruits. When quite ready for pick-
ing they will part easily from the tree at the junc-
tion of the stalk with the fruit spur. The fruits

should be taken in the hand and gently raised iu

an upward direction, when, if fit for gathering, they
will, when raised to a horizontal position, part from
the tree at the point above indicated without any
further effort to detach them. The whole crop
upon the tree may not always be ready at the same
time, in which case those that appear at all firmly
attached should be allowed to remain a week or so
longer, and they will often in this short space of

time improve perceptibly, as the tree being re-

lieved iif the greater part of its load, concentrates
its energies u]ion the remainder. Upon looking up
my memoranda relating to the time of gathering
the latest Pears. I find dates varying from the 2(lth

of October to the beginning of November for such
kinds as Josephine de Malines, Eergamotte d'Es-
peren, Easter BeurrS, &c., thus showing that no
definite time can be given for gathering any par-
ticular kind even hi the same garden, but that the
cultivator must use his own judgment in the matter.
A fine day should if possible Ije chosen for the
operation, tlie fruits being very carefully handled
iu the process, placing them one at a time in the
baskets, which must not be too large. The fruit

should then be conveyed direct to the fruit room
and placed upon the shelves with the same care.

Storing.—This is a point of the greatest im-
portance, for if the Pears are placed in a position
exposed to currents of air, or where the atmo-
sphere is very dry, all the juices are absorbed before
the fruits arrive at maturity ; whiUt a super-

abundance of moisture in the air causes insipidity

The most elaborately constructed fruit rooms are

not unfrequently ill adapted for preserving Pears

in the best condition, and quantities of valuable

fruit are spoiled through being exposed upon open
shelves in these rooms to currents of air and a
fluctuating temperature. A dry cellar or cool

cupboard would often prove far more suitable.

However, when a fruit room is a\-ailable one

generally likes to make use of it, and much may
be accomplished by judicious management in

rectifying its defects. The e.ssentials to preserving

the fruits satisfactorily are an equable temperature

of about 40° during winter, darkness, and a rather

dry atmosphere. Without at the present time

entering into the construction of the fruit room, I

may say that these conditions are best secured

when the roof is thatched and the walls are con-

structed hollow. Such a room, when closed and
the doorway packed with straw or mats, is frost-

proof, unless in exceptionally severe weather. If

not so constructed, external coverings are preferable

to artificial heat for excluding frost and regulating

the temperature. The room should only be entered

for the purpose of examining the. fruit and obtain-

ing a su]:)i)ly for the table. Those selected for early

use should be placed in a temperature of about 55°

for a week, or longer if needful, before they are

required. A dry atmosphere is better than a moist

one, as this often impairs the flavour. The tempera-

ture of a living room, which usually ranges, or

ought to, between 55° and 60° during the winter,

is most suitable for ripening Pears. More heat

than this, however, may be used if desirable, but it

is not wise to do so except in cases of emergency.

Where the fruit room does not fulfil all the above

needful conditions, I can strongly recommend the

plan of storing in clean flowerpots; those 10

inches or 12 inches in diameter are useful sizes,

and new ones are preferable. After having been

gathered the Pears should be conveyed to the fruit

room and placed upon the shelves for about a

fortnight to allow them to part with some of their

moisture. Then have some flower-pots ready with

wooden covers, into which the fruits should be

very carefully placed, taking care to put in only

those that are quite sound. Wlien nearly full, place

the covers on the pots, and arrange them upon the

floor of the fruit room, or remove them to some

other cool dry place. No further attention will be

required until their season for ripening approaches,

when a pottul at a time can be brought out into

warmer quarters and the ripening process finished

off.—A. Barker.

FRUIT NOTES.
Pines.

If we except the Early Queens, placed in heat at

the beginning of January, work in this department

does not become pressing before the middle of the

present month, and then even the state of the

weather, as well as the condition of the plants,

should be the guide, as it is much better to defer

the potting of these succulents for a few weeks

than to rush into a general disturbance of plants

and beds should the elements prove unpropitious.

Years ago all operations, from sowing Onions to

potting Pines, were performed to date, but this

horticultural red tape business, fortunately, has

been given up, and no one can say that growers and

consumers have not great reason for satisfaction.

In those days renovation of the beds in the autumn,

burning off "the roots during the winter, and making

a fresh start with lanky plants in the spring with

too many was a trieniiial affair, resulting in fruits

which modem growers call " crabs." Inthe.se times

they pot up large suckers, give them one shift, and

cut Queens weighing 5 lbs. or lbs.. Cayennes .and

Rothschilds 2 lbs. or :! llis. heavier, if not in

twenty months, certainly within the two years.

This surely is a step in the right direction, but in

what wav has the advance been made ? Why,

simply by a careful selection of suckers, by eschew-

ing dates, by giving the necessary aid at the right

time, and growing the plants right on, not only to

showing, but to the ripening of their fruit. Express

speed it mav be, but then we have made consider-

able strides in building, heating, and ventilating,

and the gardener is not the man to lag behind the

engineer.

From these remarks the young beginner will

gather that I do not set much value on dates or

hard-and-fast lines as to temperature, but prefer

giving rest in bad weather and making full speed

when the sun shines brightly. Such being the

case, we will now look in upon those early Queens

introduced to extra heat and moisture more than a

month ago. If well watered with weak guano

water at a temperature of 80°, and the heats have

ranged tl5° at night, 70° by day, with an extra run

of 10° from sun, that about the roots being 80°,

the opening of the centres of the plants will tell

whether theywere properly prepared and judiciously

selected. If growth has set in it is all over with

ripe fruit early in June. Otherwise, the most for-

ward shows will be visible by the end of the month.

AMien this stage is reached, a gradual rise of 5° by

night and day, unless the weather is very bad, may
be made, the bottom heat remaining about the

same, say 80° to 85° from pipes and fermenting

material combined. Direct syringing having been

very light, a general examination of the soil in the

pots also must be made, and if this is found on the

dry side, watering with weak guano or clarified

hquid will be advantageous. The evaporating pans

must be regularly replenished with the same, the

beds and walls 'moistened, but not one drop of

water must pass into the hearts, as this element, if

only a drip from condensed moisture, frequently

mars the finest fruit or crown. Air should be given

at 7.s° or 80° and shut off early, whilst a chink at

night, be it never so small, will tend to the health

and vigour of the plants. Night covering is a

great help, not only in economising heat through

the pipes, but also in maintaining a soft, moist,

steady atmosphere. The second or general stock

of fruiters still resting may be started about the

end of this month, the treatment being precisely

the same as that recommended for the earliest

batch, and as some of these may start without

making a growth they will follow close upon the

heels of the others, or growers being too numerous

in the early compartment, an exchange, not just yet,

but later on, may be advantageous.

Successions.—Former notes having been observed,

well-worked fermenting material, pots, and com-

post, the latter in a dry warm place, will now be

ready for use when the plants are in a fit condition

and "the weather is favourable. Assuming that

September suckers have nicely filled their pots with

white healthy roots, the sooner they are shifted the

better; whilst those, on the other hand, which have

not reached this stage must be allowed to stand

over for a short time, as shifting a rootless plant is

quite as fatal as leaving the general stock to

become root-bound. As it is not wise to shift a

dormant plant, especially if it is at all dry at the

root, early in February the temperature of the pit

should be slightly increased, the walls and dry

corners regularly syringed, and the balls thoroughly

moistened. As this predisposing to growth of roots

and plants will extend over a fortnight at least,

this period should be devoted to the preparation of

the bed and the cleansing of the house. A steady

bottom heat of 80° is quite high enough for a start,

and if there is danger of exceeding 85°. the pots

nmst be plunged lightly. The one-.shift system

being the best form, all the strongest plants may go

into 12-inch pots, the second size into pots an inch

smaller. Firm potting in light, rich, turfy loam,

enriched with bone-dust, but innocent of animal

manure, is now the general practice, as rather tight

ramming facilitates root action and ])revents water

from hanging in suspension. As the plants come

to hand they should be divested of a few of the

short stem leaves, crocks, and loose soil, and

.slightly pressed or picked with a pointed stick to

set the" coiled roots at liberty. When transferred

to the fruiting pots, the layer of rough compost

resting upon the drainage should admit of the tops

of the balls being at least 2 inches below the level

of the rims, otherwise the latter will barely be

covered, as one clear inch must be left for the

reception of water. When all the best plants are

shifted, if space admits, they should be plunged,
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light or otherwise, according to the bottom heat,
not less than 2 feet apart, and kept close until the
roots begin to work in the fresh compost.

Suclier plants of second size, including any that
may have been found too dry, too wet, or badly
rooted, should be left on one side until last, and
treated according to their requirements. The first,

say in 6-inch pots, may be transferred to 9-inch
pots, whilst the others will be the better for shaking
out and repotting into pots of the size they have oc-
cupied through the winter. When potted, they
should be kept close and moist in a sharp bottom-
heat of 80° to 85°, receiving no water until new
roots have permeated the soil. If loss of roots is

the only fault, sound fresh suckers which have been
shaken out and put in light fibry compost should
be fit for shifting on early in April, but unless they
are thoroughly sound and satisfactory, the sooner
they are destroyed the better.

Melons.
Although the winter on the whole has been mild,

it has been dark and almost sunless ; consequently,
forced growth is weak and deficient in colour.
Young Melon plants, it is hardly necessary for me
to say, are no exception, as they seem to feel the
absence of sun more, perhaps, than any exotic fruit
we grow. In such seasons, no matter how powerful
the artificial heat or how suitable the house or pit,

the plants persist in remaining weak-kneed or dis-

appearing altogether, but seeds, fortunately, are
plentiful enough. Therefore the best mode of
meeting mishaps is by putting in a few every week,
as it is better to throw away batch after batch
of seedlings than to feel the want of them. Once
young plants have taken to the soil and the bottom-
heat is good, they improve as their heads approach
the light, especially after they have turned the first

wire of the trellis. Their 'wants through these
early stages are small, but attention they need
every hour, and this they must have ; otherwise,
April Melons are best left alone. Their require-
ments are a steady bottom-heat of 80°, and an air

temperature ranging from 66° to 70° at night, 75°
to 85° by day ; moisture moderate, a breath of
sweet fresh air, and a house quite free from the
impurities brought about by the presence of decay-
ing matter. The compost, heavy calcareous loam,
made pervious to the passage of water by old
lime rubble or charcoal, should be given in very
small quantities and made very firm as the roots
require it ; and although the Melon under burning
skies will stand daily flooding, in our winter hot-
houses it requires very careful watering. The
manipulation of what may be termed cordon Melons
is as simple as is that of the Tomato. It consists
in the removal of every stem lateral from the hill

or seed leaf to the first wire of the trellis, and
pinching at the first leaf, thence onward until
the female shows are plentiful. Wiien these arc
ready to open, the point is taken out of the vine,
each fiower in due course is fertilised artificially,

laterals bearing the young swelling fruits are
stopped at tlie first joint in advance, and two or
three of uniform size are selected for the crop.
These are supported on small squares of board or
cradles of wire netting ; every old leaf is carefully
preserved from injury, and laterals are persistently
pinched out to husban<l the sap and to prevent
crowding. 'J'o keep up a continuous supply of ripe
Melons, long ranges should lie divided into several
small compartments, as fruits which set within a
few days and start evenly in the race do not main-
tain a long succession. This drawback, however,
can be correlated by having a set of succession
plants, a foot or two high, always ready to go in on
the day the last fruit is cut from a compartment.
Frame .Uekins.^Vihcre this good, but rather

antiquated mode of growing Melons is still in force
the first week in .lamiary is a good time to make a
start, by building a substantial bed for a one-light
running frame. The prejiaration of the materials
being well understood, I may assume tliat they are
now ready for use if not actually put into form,
that the bed i.s very solid, barely an incli larger th.-ui

the frame, whicli sliould be filled to within a foot
of tlie glass with clean old tan, decaying Ic.-ives, or
Cocoa-nut libro. When thoroughly warmed through

and the heat of this plunging and rank-steam-inter-
cepting medium touches 80°, like the beds it should
be made very firm, as an extra preventive of tlie

entrance of dangerous gases. Into this frame the
amateur who has not a hot-water pit to call his own
must introduce a small quantity of suitable compost,
a few 3-inch pots, sundry bottles of soft water, and
a thermometer. Thus equipped, he may sow a few
seeds of some free, fruitful variety, and proceed
forthwith to put up another bed for the frame which
is to receive the plants when they are ready for

transplanting. The nursing frame, of course, will

be well covered with mats through the night, and
if, with a chink of air at the back just to let out
steam, it does not stand near 70° in the morning,
the next operation wiU be the addition of good
external linings.

Figs.
If a steady bottom-heat of 75° has been main-

tained about the roots or trees growing in pots or

cubes of compost, and the temperatures given in

Jan. 12 have not been relaxed, the foliage will be
fully developed and the young fruit swelling freely.

As days increase in length and the sun gains power,
the syringe may be used twice when the weather
is bright and fine, the first time when the tempera-
ture begins to rise, the second about 2 p.m. or im-
mediately after closing. On dark, cold days un-
favourable to ventilation, it may not be wise to wet
the foliage, but a moist growing atmosphere must
be maintained by syringing the stems and walls,

especially dry corners, and turning the fermenting
material. The pots being plunged and the cubes of
compost surrounded by moist feriuenting materi.al

will not readily become dry. Still, these conditions
will not justify trusting to apj^earances, as any fall-

ing off in the supply of warm diluted liquid may
result in serious consequences. Another very im-
portant matter is the removal of superfiuous fruit.

It is a very common practice to; allow the most
fertile trees to carry all the fruit they show

;

whereas the only rational mode of preventing dro]3-

ping is judicious thinning before ,they come into
flower. Brown Turkey, one of our most prolific

and best forcing Figs, may be fed up to the ripen-

ing of two distinct crops of unthinnecl fruit, but
why the break or interlude, when by timely thin-
ning a tree whioli shows at every leaf may be nia<le

a perpetual bearer ? The pinching and tying in of
the most forward shoots will now require attention,
especially upon trees which have attained full size

and cannot extend without becoming crowded.
Pot trees we pincli at the fifth or sixth leaf ; others
upon trellises are branch-thinned in winter to make
room for continuous growth in summer. The night
temperature may still range about 65°, 75° through
the day, and 80* to 85° after closing, with sun-
heat and moisture.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The work in this department is still of a prelimi-

nary or preparatory character, but Important
nevertheless, as every operation performed now
will save time when all hands are busily occupii'd.

The weather at the present moment is dry, but
sunless, and the grotmd is in the best possible con-
dition for the resumption of planting where this
work was cut short unusually early last autumn.
All wall trees, as a nuatter of course, were rearranged
in October, and young ones are 'biding their time
for shortening back and nailing in. I say sluu-teii-

ing advisedly, as I do not apjirovc of cutting bac'k

the shoots before the roots have taken to the luw
compost; but liiuling that young trees, rc.-ichcs

and Nectarines especially, which have made any-
thing approaching to strong growth, will die back
if they are not cut back, consequently the knife
must be used when all danger of frost has ]inssed
away. The trade, who never put ofl' until to-morrow
work they can perform to-day, cut over wholesale in

March, but .after such an extraordinary summer the
private grow<'r will do well to defer until llic nicil>

.and buds are moving freely. Young t rees I h.il were
planted a year or more ago and left full length to
recuper.ate do not come iiniler this trcatuu'nt. as
their roots and the little growth they madeare ripe
enough to stand deea|iitation. The pl.-inting of
standards and liuslies in orchards will imw 'jn on

well, especially where the ground has been trenched
as all new ground should be, and the trees are ready
to hand upon the premises. I have been accused of

advising all private growers to establish a home
nursery, and I plead guilty to the impeachment ; but
those who have followed me closely will find that
the young stock is to be obtained from the trade
not only on the score of cheapness, but also on that

of the fitness of the stocks and the clever work
turned out by professioniils. Once on the pre-

mises, the gardener can grow and train and trans-

[ilant annually, and he can take advantage of a few
fine days for transferring his trees from the home
nursery to their permanent quarters. If, on the
other hand, a fine time induces him to send an
order to a distant nursery, his bundles of expensive
trees may be overtaken by frost and snow, when
the nurseryman's advice to defer packing may land
him in very late spring planting. If still in arrear,

the mulching of all newly-planted trees should now
be brought to a close ; and the same remark applies

to the manuring of old-established trees which
show signs of weakness and require stimulants.

Materials for the first need not be particularly rich,

<as they have to make new roots before they can
feed, and the fresh compost will be found quite

good enough, but they should be capable of keeping
in moisture throughout a dry spring. Heading back
for grafting and the cutting of scions, too, must be
finished, <as every day now lost lessens the chances
of success, particularly upon aged trees. Last year
we cut down a great number of old Apple trees

early in January, and .although the winter was
severe, the profuse flow of sap convinced me that

many apparently unaccountable failures may be set

down to delay in heading back the stocks.

A'INES against walls and lofty buildings should
be pruned and trained this month, otherwise they
will bleed and much of their strength will be lost.

The seasons of late have been unfavourable to the

ripening of outdoor Grapes, but we never know
when a cycle of better summers may set in ; there-

fore we should endeavour to deserve, although we
cannot command success. A few good cultivators

who pay every attention to their Yines succeed in

good average seasons, but the m.ajority court failure

by laying in in winter three shoots when there

should not be more than one. .and lay on the last

feather by allowing the summer growths to become
a t.angled mass before they think of stopping and
thinning. W. (.'.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 687.
THE GREAT CAUCASIAN SCABIOUS.

(with a C'OLOUKEll rL.\TE OF SC.\BIO.SA

C'.\IX'.\SU'A.*)

An extensive genus of annual, biennial, and
perennial plants, forming by far the largest pro-

portion of the Teazle family cultivatctl in 'our

g.ardens. The old English ii.ame of Pincushion
Flower, from the resemblance of the flower-

heads to that useful .article, is perliaps a little

more ajipropriate than it is elegant, altlioiigli it

serves its purpose very well, and, indeed, wo
have been told these plants are known by no
other name in the country. Altlioiigli eompri.s-

ing a large number of species, very few are
fciund outside the bot.auie garden, anil were all

the known kinds hunted up, tlie .sorts really

wiu'thy of the gardener's attention would cer-

tainly not amount to a dozen. By far the most
coniiiKUi is tlio Sweet Scabiovis, which when
grnwn in distinct varieties, as it is now sold hy
(Uir llorists, contributes imniensely to the beatity

of our mixed flower biu'ders, as well as being
largely used f(U' greenhouse antl conservatory
decoration. 'J'he normal colour is said to be
deep crinisim, but under cultivation all slnides

of crimson, purplish-yellow, wliito, A-c, may

Drawn for TuK tlARUF.N in tlio Huynt tijirdeus, Kow,
July II, isss, by H. 0. Mocu. l.ltlingmi lied und printed
l»y GuUluumc Sevorcyns.
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be seen. Many varieties liave double flowers

and are preferred by some growers, but I think

the single varieties are best, and they are also

extremely useful for cutting, etc. Under the

name of Saudade the flower-heads of the Sweet
Scabious (S. atropurpurea) are used for funeral

wreaths by the Portuguese and other nations
;

indeed, the white varieties have attained such

purity that they miglit well be employed in our

own country, as they may be had at almost any
season of the year by being sown and grown
under glass. Those desirous of having gay
groups for the flower borders can order mixed
packets from their seedsmen, and the seeds

should bo sown in the reserve groun<l along

with other annuals in Maj-, or even later, to

bloom the following year. If sown earlier,

however, the Scabious will bloom tlie same
year, for though considered a biennial by many
growers we have always looked upon it as a

hardy annual. By sowing the seed in the open

The C.iaca3ian Scabious (Scabiosacaucasica), sliowiug

detached flowers.

towards the end of March and thinning out as

required, the plants will blooui well towards the

latter end of sunnner. To get earlier bloom,

those sown the previous autumn may be trans-

planted in early sjiring to their flowering

quarters ; the succession w ill thin be con-

tinued from early summer until late au-

tumn. The Scabious is a native of South-

western Europe, and was known to Clusius,

Parkinson, Miller, and indeed all the old gar-

deners. AU seem to have had doubts as to its

native country. Clusius received the seeds from
Italy under tlie name of Indian Scabious, which

doubtless led Linnreus to gi\c its native country

as India with a note of doubt. ]iut after all,

there may be some doubt as to whether this is

the same plant as those veterans cultivated, as

Parkinson, who is invariably accurate, describes

the flowers as scentless, while the plant we

grow, as everyone knows, is very fragrant.

Another species near the above is the Sea

Scabious (S. maritima) ; it is equally beautiful,

a perfectly hardy annual, yielding abundance of

purple-crimson flowers, which we have found

invaluable for cutting.

The Caucasian Scabious (S. caucasica), the

subject of our coloured plate, is by far the

handsomest and most useful to the gardener. It

flowers from early summer to late autumn, a

true perennial, and is usually of a robust, though

neat and compact habit. It seems, however, to

be a variable plant, although all the specimen?

we have seen in England belong to the same
form. In De Caudolle's "Prodromus," the Cau-
casian Scabious lias leen separated into two
botanical varieties—(a) heterophylla, in which

the stem leaves are divided, and (6) elegaus, in

which the stem leaves are entire, and a reference

given to the Botanicid Magazine (t. 886). The
latter figure answers entirely to the description

given of elegans ; the stem

leaves are entire, and the

flowers smaller than on our

cultivated plant. In the Oar-

trvjinni, however (t. 1212),

our plant is also figured as

variety elegans, but the stem

leaves are divided, and in

that case it answers better to

the other name. In the

same work (t. 1081), (u)

heterophylla is figured, the

flowers being represented as

pink or pinkish, and the

leaves much divided ; indeed,

it would be easily mistaken

for another species. The
easiest way out of the diffi-

culty will be to let well alone

and call the plant S. cau-

casica, a name by which it is

known all over the gardening world.

S. caucasica is undoubtedly a most charming

plant, deserving a place in every collection of

hardy plants. It forms dense masses, which

annually yield immense quantities of bright or

pale blue flower-heads, each usually from 3 inches

to 4 inches in diameter. They are produced on

long foot-stalks, and are invaluable for cutting,

as they last a very considerable time in a warm
room. A native of the Caucasus and perfectly

hardy.

The Gkass-le.wed Scabious (S. graminifolia)

is the species ne.ircst to the above. It grows from
11 feet to 2 feet high, with pale blue flowers and
silvery white lance-shaped entire leaves; it is very

useful for the rockery, owing to its neat compact
habit. Southern Europe. June to October.

The Wing-headed Scabious (S. pterocephala),

known also as S. Parnassi and Pterocephalus Par-

nassi, is a very dwarf-tufted hardy iicrcnnial, rarely

exceeding 1 inches or G inches in height even wlien

in full flower and robust health. Tlie flower-heads

are numerous, pale purple. Its worst fault, however,

is its readiness to grow away from the centre,

which can always be remedied by transplanting.

We find it very useful and less troublesome than

most of the other species. Native of Greece; flower-

ing all tlirough the summer months.

S. Webbiana is another useful species for the

rockery or border, forming nent little mas.ses of

oval-shaped honry leaves, wliich arc always attrac-

tive, especially wlien the pl,-int is grown in poor soil.

Its creamy yellow flowers, borne on long stalks, are

pretty when in a mass. It flowers from July to

August.

Other varieties are succisa, arvensis, Portoe,

.suaveolens, Columliaria, graniuntia, &.C., but

the .above will be found a fair selection for

most gardens. Jn addition to tlie annual species

given above, S. stellata will no diuibt tind a place

in many gardens. It grows about 2 feet in

height, the large florets spreading open like a

star, of a pale purple colour, perhaps more
curious than beautiful. A near al'y of the

above is S. patestina. It grows a little taller

than the above, flower-buds larger, but paler

;

both are hardy annuals, but not to be compared
with the Sweet Scabious and its varieties.

D. K.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

YANDA PARISHI AND ITS VARIETY.

I AM induced to draw the attention of the

readers of The Garden to this comparatively

little-known Vanda from recently noticing the

largest plant I ever saw of it in splendid health

and showing flower in Mr. Tautz's collection at

Shepherd's Bush. It is one of the small grow-

ing Yandas which I recently spoke of, although

it is a slow growing plant, and not so elegant

when out of flower as many others of the

tricolor and suavis section, but when seen

in bloom it is massive and beautiful, while it

commemorates one of the earliest and most inde-

fatigable searchers for and importers of new
Orchids from Burmah. This plant was first

found by Mr. Parish about the year 18G2, and I

have some dim recollection of seeing a letter

from that gentleman in which he stated that

after a long and tiresome journey, and having

collected a host of Orchids both new and rare,

on the return journey his elephant, laden with

these treasures, ran a-muck, cast ofl' his load,

and trampled them under foot, and if I mis-

take not, this very plant was amongst them.

It was not until some eight years afterwards

that it was again collected, sent home safely,

and put into commerce by Messrs. Low and Co.,

of Clapton. It is a stout, though dwarf grow-

ing plant, and totally different from any other

Vanda with which I am acquainted. The leaves

are thick and fleshy in texture and light green,

spike ascending, stifl', and bearing numerous large

flowers, which as well as the plant are distinct

in character; sepals and petals nearly uniform,

although the latter are somewhat the broader,

cuneate-oblong in outline and thick and leathery

in texture. The ground colour is pale or

greenisli yellow, prettily and boldly spotted all

over with bright reddisli browni, the base white,

the column also being white. The lip is pro-

duced behind into a short swollen spur, the

front lobe being of a soft pale magenta, narrowly

bordered with white, whilst at the base are a

few faint streaks of deep yellow. The flower has

a powerful odour, ami I have heard some expre: s

a dislike to it, but there is nothing absolutel}-

disagreeable to anyone in the perfume. The
flowers of this plant, like those of all other

seedling plants, present a somewhat diversified

appearance, some being finer and otliers joorer

than those described above. In the variety

named Marriottiana, in compliment tn Sir W.
IMarriott, with whom it first flowertd, we have

a .striking and beautiful deviation from the type,

and the flowers of the variety are, moreover,

entirely destitute of fragrance. The plant does

not difl'er in habit from the type, saving in hav-

ing the leaves somewhat clo.ser set on the stem,

but the flowers bear not the slightest resem-

blance in colour, for instead of being spotted, the

sepals and jietals are of a bronzy hue, sufliised

with magenta, except at the base, where they

are white ; lip slightly larger than that of the

type, and of a ricli deeji magenta, destitute of

the white margin as seen in the species, it is

truly a superb plant. 1 believe this plant conies

from near the frontiers of Siam. It is mostly
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treated to basket culture, in which position it

can perhaps be better grown, although in the

Studley House collection it is grown in a pot.

It appears to like shade at all seasons saving the

winter. It enjoys a copious supply of water to

the roots, but during winter vei-y little is neces-

sary, and on no account must it be allowed to

become dry or it will speedily slirivel, and from
its fleshy nature it is a somewliat difficult plant

to restore to health. I trust we shall soon see

the two plants more frequently than has hitherto

been the case.

Coelogyne cristata.—These plants have come
through the fog well in the garden of Mr. Larkin,
Highbury Park, wlicre we noted tliat the ordinary
variety, the form called maxima, and the Chats-
worth variety were blooming well in the middle of

January. It is a superb Orchid which cannot be
too highly commended as a winter bloomer, the
flowers being as white a.^ snow.

Orchids on cork.—There can be no doubt that
the treatment of growing Orchids on cork is

very varied. No doubt Mr.Brettelle (p. 71) has not
been successful, but as we seldom or never hear a
reasonable cause assigned why cork should not do
as well as a piece of Teak wood or charred deal, we
may reasonably suppose that with proper treat-

ment cork will answer as well as either. I believe
from experience that it is advantageous to have
the cork quite new and clean. I use cork largely
for La^lias, Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Dendrobiums, &c.,

and it is pleasing to see how the fleshy roots thread
their way through the interstices. The advantages
of cork are lightness, durability, and neatness. It

is important to well secure the plants, use perfectly
new cork, and dip frequently in sunny weather.
With this treatment, and giving positions close to
the glass, I have not only proved for years that
cork is the handiest material that I have yet tried,
but especially so for starting all newly-imported
plants. My experience in Orchid culture extends
over 15 years. In th.at time I have heard many say
that they do not like cork, but I could never get a
reason why. I have also seen many plants thriving
on cork in other places than my own. -J. Wood,
WimlriHc, Kiristall.

Temperature for Vandas.—In answer to
Mr. Douglas's question in The Garden, Jan. 2(i

(p. 73), as to whether any cultivator has been suc-
cessful in growing the Indian Vandas in a tempera-
ture of m°, I have succeeded with them in this
temperature. Of course, I infer that the tempera-
ture stated is for the winter months during the
resting season. V. cicrulea I have kept during the
resting season in a cool house that in cold nights
fell to 45°, the plants being kept perfectly dry at
the roots. V. tricolor and V. suavis will pass the
winter comfortably in a temperature of 50°. In
Mr. James's nursery at Norwood I saw V. tricolor
in excellent condition grown in a house that often
touched as low as 40° in cold weather. Where a
house is set apart entirely for this class of plant
my practice is to aim at a temperature of 57° as
a maximum, and 53° as a minimum, with fire heat.
The reason why 'Vandas are often met with in bad
condition is not so much the cause of high or low
temperatures as it is to the want of proper .-ittention
to moisture. The heat of the Cattleya house and
the moisture of the Odontoglossum house combined
all the year round will Ije found a safe guide to all
who grow this ben\iliful cla.ss of plants. Vanda
Sanderiana I find thrives best kept well up to the
glass in the Kast Indian hous<! all the year round.
— K. ('. KuASHU, Arihlai-roch.

Coelogyne corrugata {C.J. /'.).—This plant
wjLS siuit to Knf,'land, 1 Ix-liove, in lH(;2-3, and it

first (lowered with iiic in IMlJt. It ajipears to grciw
freely, but flowers very rarely in cultivation, an<l
this I attribute to its being kept too warm. I know
it w.as kept by me in the coolest house. A friend
of mine who has collected it on the Neilifherry
Hills .s;iys that it grows at alnmst the highest
elevations, and always on the north siile of the
hills. This should teach growers that it docs not
require much artificial heat. I have seen it fre-

quently grown side by side with C. cristata, but

corrugata does not flower so treated, and, curiously

enough, I cannot persuade growers of this species

to put it with their Odontoglossums. Many growers
ignore the fact that there are cool Orchids in India
as well as in South America. If " C. J. P." will act

upon this advice he will be successful, but I think
it very doubtful if the plant will flower upon the

growth now made. I am under the impression it

will require to make a growth in the cool house
first, and, therefore, flowers would be forthcoming in

the spring of next year. One mistake is frequently
m.ade with this plant as well as with many other
Orchids. It is usually overloaded with peat ; natu-
rally it grows with the smallest covering to its roots,

and" this a little Moss.—W. H. G.

ORCHIDS AT CROYDON LODGE.
This charming garden, the residence of Mr.
Stevenson-Clarke, although fast gaining a reputa-

tion for an excellent collection of Orchids, is by no
means devoted to this class of plants, as in it

almost every branch of gardening is practised, and
the details are carried out skilfully and well. Hardy
plants are largely grown, special attention being
given to Lilies and Violas ; shrubs and trees receive

their due share of attention, fruit is extensively

grown indoors and out, and the cropping of the
kitchen garden is well managed. Stove and green-

house plants are largely grown ; Ferns are in quantity
and remarkably good, and so also are the Orchirls.

Another favourite flower, the Chrysanthemum, is

both largely and well gi'own. The Orchids are all

in tirst-rate health, and being grown with the col-

lection of stove plants and the Ferns have not,

therefore, that stiff and ungainly appearance that

La4ias, Cattleyas, Oncidiums, and many other

Orchids have when grown by themselves and when
not in flower. Foremost amongst these I must note
Ccelogj'ne cristata, the ordinary form of which is re-

presented by a magnificent specimen bearing some
300 flowers, and which, on approaching the house,
has the appearance of a mound of snow. The
plant is well elevated above the rim of the pot, thus
affording a greater surface for the creeping stems
and roots to spread over, and, therefore, the flowers

are disposed in a far better manner than when so

closely packed together ; there are also smaller
plants of this form, as well as some of the Chats-
worth and Trentham varieties Grand as these are.

they have been finer, and the flowers now are fast

passing away, the fog: even here showing its bane-
ful effects. I should have thought Croydon was
sufficiently distant from London to have escaped
this pest. La^lia albida was in great beauty. This
Mexican species appears to have been conquered at

last, and may now be said to flower annually in

most places. Formerly, it was much avoided by
Orchid growers on account of its uncertainty. Den-
drobium nobile is always well done here, and the
plants this year have plenty of flo%vers, but they
appear somewhat small. This, I think, comes
about from the excessive crop of bloom borne last

season, and which in all iiroljability was ke])t upon
the plants too long. In Cattleyas there is the last

remains of the pretty warm-coloured C. Percival-

iana bearing numerous flowers, and a magnificent
large specimen of Mr. Clarke's variety of C. Triana\
which was originally bought as an unflowered
imported pieci^ from the Tooting nurseries of the
late Messrs, Rolli.sson, and proves to be one of the
very finest forms of this kind extant at the present
time ; the fiowers ,are larger th.an those of the va-

riety Dayana, sepals and petals broad, pale lilac-rose,

li|) very larj^e, of a dee]j crimson-magenta. Dendro-
bium Wardianum is also a very beautiful early-

flowering species, but I do not find it "ood any-
where at present this year. Lye.aste Skiimeri is

•also flowering in v;iriety, a sui)erb fiu'm c;dleil

delieatissima being very noteworthy. Saccola-

bium gigantcinu is also grown here largely, and ils

numerous handsome |iendent racemes of flowers

are delicately scented and very beautiful. Calanthe
Veitchi has been a striking feature, but the flowers

are fading fast
; many of the plants indeed are now

resting before the growing season conunenees.
Nearly all these plants have carried spikes 3 feet

and more long. Here, also, I find it the rule that

the straighter the bulb the brighter is the colour of

the flowers. I do not lay this down as an absolute

rule, but I feel sure it will be found a useful guide to

observe in purchasing. Beside the above, there are

hosts of plants pushing up flower-spikes, such as

Cattleya amethyst oo-lossa. bearing five flowers on a
spike, Oncidium splemlidum which has thoroughly
established its free-flowering character, and many
others. W. H. G.

Cattleya Eldorado.—"G. M." sends flowers of

this. It is late for this species. The flowers are

remarkably well coloured, but they are small, and
have the appearance of having been starved. It

should be borne in mind that this plant comes
from a much warmer district than most of the
Cattleyas, and requires more heat ; indeed some of

the very finest examples I have ever seen of it

were grown in a temperature which never fell

below (i5°.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium luteolum.—This is a very desir-

able plant for early flowering. It is a profuse

bloomer, the flowers, from two to four in number,
being borne upon the upper part of the erect stems
on short racemes. The flowers appear whilst the

foliage is green. They are a soft primrose-yellow,

with a slight fragrance. I believe this species is

one of the introductions of the Messrs. Low, of

Clapton, from Burmah. The variety chlorocentrum
is said to have been introduced from Moulmein,-
where in the dry season heavy dews prevail, and
this coincides with my idea of the requirements of

the plant under cultivation, viz., that it is not good
to thoroughly dry it, but that an occasional water-

ing through its resting time is necessaiy, whilst

now when in flower it must perforce require some.
The variety difl'ers from the typical plant in its

larger flowers, in the deeper yellow of its throat,

and in bearing on its lip tufts of woolly green hairs.

It thrives best as a basket plant.—W. H. G.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

INCURVED CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Novelty family.—Last season a lilac- coloured

sport, named Alfred Lynes, originated from
this variety. As a rule. Novelty is too early

to be of much service to exhibitors, the blooms
generally being past their best before the shows
come on. Neither is it to be depended upon to

produce good blooms, as the plants seem to

suffer as much from wet and cold summers as

from very dry ones. Tlie petals are narrow and
much pointed, wliile the flowers keep badly.

Two or three good blooms were seen during the
late exhibition season. Only six bUioms were
shown at forty of the leading shows in the first

prize stands, which does not speak much in its

favour. The best blooms of this variety that

I have ever seen were staged by Sir. J. Moor-
man, at Southami>ton, nine years since. Owing
to the weakness of its peduncles, this variety is

not of much value for grow ing in bush form, as

the blooms droop too much to be efl'ective.

Novelty is blush in (•olour, the lower part of the
flower, soon after the blooms are thoroughly
developed, (piickly changing to pink. Alfred
l.yues was sliown last season by Mr. Lynes,
Wimbledon, with wliom it originated. In form
of both (lower and petal it very nnich resembles
the parent, the coh>ur being deep lilac.

Gloue family.—This family is only repre-

sented by two varieties, wliich are seldom seen
now-a-days, being considered too coarse to take

a leading position among the list of varieties

usually seen at exhibit icuis. When in good
condition, the jietals of the two varieties named
lu-low are very large, being thick and nia.ssivo

and lending to coarseness, as the petals do not
incurve nicely, being much too erect in form.
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White Globe is one of the old varieties thought
highly of some years ago, the colour being pearl-

white. Yellow (ilobe, a pale yellow sport from
the above, introduced in 1886, has not been
favourably received owing to the coarse, stiff

habit of the petals.

Prince of Wales family.— This family,

also, is composed of only two varieties, neither

of which are of much importance either to

growers for exhibition or for home use. Good
specimen plants of this variety might have been
seen some few years since. Some few blooms of

Prince of Wales are annually seen at the exhi-

bitions, but they do not take a high rank, being

too thin, and generally showing au objectionable

eye. This variety takes much too high a posi-

tion in the selected list of thirty-six varieties in

the National Chrysanthemum Society's cata-

logue. Prince of Wales was introduced as long

ago as 1865. The colour is deep purple, the

petals being broad and incuning neatly, but
they are too few to make a good bloom. Mr.
Cobay is a sport from the above, bronzy red in

colour. This variety is seldom seen in cultiva-

tion now, although it used to be well grown
a few years since.

Pkixce Alfred family.—To exhibitors of

cut blooms this family is an important one,

supplying them with what is an item toward
success, viz., back row flowers, in some instances

where the cultivator is situated so far south, that

none but the latest blooms can be retarded

sufficiently to be available on a given date, even

in the early part of November. Everybody
knows of wliat poor quality such flowers ai-e as

compared with the first flowers when produced
from crown buds. The advantage gained by
northern cultivators with this family' is of much
service to them over that of their southern

brethren. Given reasonable treatment, no
family that I am acquainted with is so certain

of producing good blooms. Plenty of cuttings

are, as a rule, available, strike readily, grow
vigorously, and are certain to set eitlier crown
or terminal buds freely. When the plants

are allowed to grow naturally, this being the

best form for the plants of this family, tall

growth is the result. In some seasons, notably

the last, the tallest plants measured from 8 feet

t<j 9 feet high. Some of the best sjjecimen

plants are produced from this family, notably

at the Birmingham e.xhibitiiins. Another use

which these two varieties are often put to is the

production of small single-stemmed plants in

3-inch and -t-inch pots, each carrying one bloum,

the vigor(.>us growth, accompanied with fine

foliage, being all in favour of small decorative

plants. During the siuumer growth, plants of

this family need, i)erhaps, rather more care than
those of any other type to prevent the break-

ing of the shoots by heavy rains or strong wind.

The growth being succulent and the leaves

heavy, and having a tendency to drocjp at the

points, the shoots are more liable to break, than

those of any other variety. Prince Alfred was
introduced liy Mr. Davis during the j'ear 1863,

but it is being gradually superseded by its spurt

Lord Wiilseley, which jiossesses a firmer build,

the blooms having more scdidity. Tlie coloiu*

of the original is a peculiar one to describe. In

the National Chrysanthemum Society's cata-

logue it is given as a rose-carmine, shaded
purple, but I think it has some bronze or chest-

nut in it as well.

Lord Wolseley during the year 1883 was
noticed as a spt)rt in two widely separated

places at the same time. Its habit and general

characteristics are identical with those of its

parent. The colour is bronzy red, assunung a

paler hue with iige. The blooms possess more

quality also, being larger in diameter, fuller in

the centre, and deeper in build. The flowers

of both varieties keep well. Immediately the

buds are formed the peduncles should be sup-

ported by sQiaU stakes fastened to the stem, to

which the peduncles should be tied.

CHRYSANTHEMUM COUNTESS OF LYTTON.
Ix my notes on the blooms staged at the midwinter
show in the Aquarium on January and noted in

The Garden, January 2fi, in referring to the above
variety, which I stated was a sport from Ralph
Brocklebank, of which I was assured by a person in

whose company I then was, Mr. Kipling, Kneb-
worth Gardens, writes me correcting this statement,

and says " it is a sport from Meg Slerrilies, and
originated with me in 1886." In this same year
Ralph Brocklebank was introduced. Mr. Kipling

says that Countess of Lytton is, when well grown,
about three sb.ades lighter in colour than Ralph
Brocklebank, and altogether a fuller and better

formed flower. Mr. Kipling also states that he
does not know how the sport originated, as it was
not a sport from the stem in the usual way. All

the blooms on the plants of Meg Merrilies showed
not the least sign of departure from those of the

normal type during the blooming period of 1885,

yet three plants from the batch of that year's cut-

tings and which flowered the next season (1886)
sported so much that every bloom was distinct from
those of the original type. Mr. Kipling thinks this

variety therefore originated as a root sport. This
fact, therefore, opens up the question of sports

originating from the roots. According to Mr. Davis,

in hispaper on " Sports " at the last conference, sports

from the root never fix themselves. It would be
interesting to know if Mr. Kipling has ever found
flowers of Countess of Lytton revert back to those
of the original Meg Merrilies. Mr. Kipling, in

another part of his letter, says, '• Regarding sports

generally, an interesting question seems to open up
respecting the colour of the blooms, or rather the

depth or density of the colouring matter arising

from each kind of sport. Is it known whether a

root sport, as a rule, gives the lighter shade of

colour, and that from a branch the deeper shade !"

He also says, " Countess of Lytton is much paler

than Ralph Brocklebank, which is a branch sport,

as I saw the plant of Meg Merrilies from which the

above variety sported the year following which the

sport appeared. Mr. Winkworth grew it on as a
curiosity another season after the advent of the sport

and its fixing to see if any more blooms of the

sported variety would appear on any other branches
of the same plant. As far as I have heanl there

were not." If we could ascertain whether Golden
Empress was a branch sport from Empress of India,

and if Lord Alcester was a sport from the root of

the same variety, we should arrive at a more definite

conclusion. At pre.sent it is all supposition as to

the origin of the various shades of colour. If the

varieties referred to did sport in the manner named,
the variation in the colour of each would be
accounted for. At the present time we have here

on trial a variety that showed .a remarkable de-

parture in colouring in all the blooms upon the

plant, while other plants produced entirely difl'erent

flowers, though all were grown from cuttings coming
from one plant the year previously. The curiosity,

as I term it, was in the centre of the bloom ; there

was a clear light purple-coloured ring covering quite

half of the blooms, while the outer ring was pure
white. The growth, leafage, and branches of this

novelty in every way resembled those of the

others, but the blooms on the other plants were
dull white, with here and there a faint splash of

colouring in the florets. To thoroughly test this

variety plants are being cultivated in other localities

besides this one; therefore. I hope to gain some
information on root sports, which I believe this one
to be, provided it retains, when it flowers this

season, the same peculiarity. E. M.

Chrysanthemum Ne Plus Ultra— I came
across a plant lately which bore the above name.

The blooms were of medium size, full and neatly

incurved, the colour being orange-yellow, that

around the outer florets being bronze, presumably

from age. On the whole, the flowers were fresh for

this late date (January 19). I fancy some mistake

had occurred in naming. I cannot find an incurved

variety under this name. The National Chrysan-

themum Society's catalogue describes this variety

as Japanese. Have any of the readers of The
Garden seen a variety resembling the one de-

scribed and of the same name 1—E. M.

MIDWINTER CHRYSANTHEMUMS.*
So nmch has been said and written on the general

cultivation of the Chrysanthemum by eminent

^Titers and growers, that it is not necessary for me
to refer to it. There is. however, one phase of the

culture of the flower which has received but little

.attention, and is, consequently, the least understood

by the majority of growers. I allude to what is

now usually known as the cultivation of midwinter

Chrysanthemums. A quickened and increasing in-

terest is being taken in this branch of the cuUure

of Chrysanthemums, and rightly so, considering

that it" enables us to have the flowers in perfec-

tion for at least two months longer than formerly,

and at a time when there is a great scarcity of

other flowers. By establishing the midwinter ex-

hibition and the" very liberal prizes offered, the

National Chrysanthemum Society has no doiibt

done much to briug about and foster this new in-

terest in late cultivation with the view to prolong-

ing the season and decorative usefulness of this

increasingly popular flower. Growers who essay

the cultivation of midwinter Chrysanthemums will,

by selecting the naturally late-flowering kinds, by

l.-ite propagation, and by suitable treatment of the

plants, find it a comparatively easy matter to pro-

long the blooming season to a much later date than

at one time was considered possible. They will no

longer be satisfied to see, as in the past, the greater

part of their Chrysanthemum blooms pass away
with the dying year. They will find it is possible

to prolong the se;u;on, and to have blooms in quan-

tity up to the end of February, into March, or even

into April. Indeed, the production of mid and late

winter blooms is only in its infancy. We have, so

to speak, only just crossed the threshold of

knowledge as "to what can be accomplished in

the direction indicated. Having been fairly suc-

cessful in the cultivation of midwinter Chrysan-

themums, I will, without troubling to give the

minor details, describe the plan by which I have

been en.abled to span the year with Chrysanthe-

mum blooms. Referring first to the cuttings. I

would state that they are taken mostly from jjlants

that have bloomed "in November and December.

After they have bloomed the stems are cut down,

all weakly shoots removed, and the stools placed in

a cold pit to keep them back. The cuttings are

struck at three different times— namely, February,

March, and April, in the last week of each month.

Those struck in February are put underhand-lights

in a cold pit, and those struck in March and April

have the assistance of a slight hotbed. The cut-

tings selected are the latest sucker or root growths,

preference being given to those that are stout anil

short-jointed. As soon as the cuttings are struck

they are carefully hardened and placed in a franu^

with a north aspect. When sufficiently advanced

the cuttings are ]>otted and returned to the frame,

kept close till the roots begin to run freely, and

then gradually exposed. As soon a.s the weather

will allow, the jilants are stood out of doors on a

bed of ashes, and before they liecouie rout-biiund

they are shifted into G-inch pots and stood in a

north as])ect. with a view to keeping them back.

By the middle and end of July respectively most
of the plants are ready to be transferred to their

flowering pots. Those "intended for the supply of

cut flowers are shifted into 9, 10, or 12-inch pots,

three plants in each: and those intended for deco-

ration are shifted into 7-inch or 8-ineh jiots. When
all liave been potted they are ready to be placed in

their summer quarters, to the proper selection of

which I attach niueb inqiortauci'. as im this jioint

* Read by Mr. J. KlpliDg, Knebworth Gardens, at the Chry
santhemum conference, Royal .\qu.iTium, January P.
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will depend in no small degree the success in pro-

curing very late blooms. It will be seen that my
practice diiiers somewhat from the generally ac-

cepted " full exposure to the sun " course of pro-

cedure.

In growing Chrysanthemums for late flowering it

is necessary to defer to the latest date possible the

formation of the crown bud. This can be done in

two ways—first, by the constant pinching back of

the shoots or cutting down the plants at a certain

date, so as to produce late growths, and thus delay

the production of the crown bud, which practice I

find weakens the plant too much, and is the cause

of poor blooms. The second method is to place the

plants in such a position through the summer that

the ripening of the wood is delayed, and the pinch-

ing back of the shoots reduced. It is well known
that Chrysanthemums which are placed where ex-

posed to the sun's rays throughout the day have the

maturing process of the wood begun and finished

early, and in consequence of this the early for-

mation of the crown bud takes place ; it follows

then that if plants are placed in such a position as

to have less direct sunlight on them through the

day the ripening process will not begin so early,

and will proceed more slowly. As a result the pro-

duction of the crown bud is greatly retarded, which
is exactly the result desired In growing them for

late blooming. My plants are placed on the north-

east side of a Laurel hedge, but are not over-

shadowed by it. They have the benefit of the
morning sun up to ten o'clock, when, through the
intervening of some trees, it does not shine on them
again till tliree o'clock in the afternoon. In this

position they grow slowly, the wood ripens late, but
sufficiently to ensure a good crop of flowers. I may
here state that a partly shaded position might not
be suitable in very late or northerly localities ; nor
is it possible by this practice to have huge, or even
very large blooms. But very large blooms are not
wanted at the season of the year to which I am re-

ferring ; smaller blooms, or trusses of blooms, are

more serviceable for the various purposes of deco-
ration, and also for personal adornment. They are

certainly more appreciated by the majority of those
who love the Chrysanthemum. In my case cut
bloom is the principal requirement, and conse-
quently but little attention is paid to the training
of the plants, my object being to have good strong
bu-hes with stout shoots, from nine to twelve on a
plant, and containing plenty of stored-up reserved
force. Shoots of this description will give a second
crop of side flowers after the first or leading-

blooms have been cut. The plants which are grown
principally to cut from are stopped only once—
namely, at the second potting, and those intended
for pot or specimen plants are topped three times,
the final topping taking place in the last week in

July.

Tlie plants are carefully attended to as regards
watering, tying, &c., but very little liquid manure
is given them. If satisfactory progress is made,
the crown buds will begin to show at the end of

September, but principally through October. These
buds I retain on one-half of the plants, while on
the other half they are rubbed out, an<l the termi-
nal bud .selected later on instead, for the purpose of
keeping a]> a succession of bloom. The ])lants arc
loft outside to as late a date as is considered safe.

They are then taken in and arranged in an unheatcd
Peach house, from which the frost is excludeil l)y

two paraffin stoves. In this house they continue
their growth and swell their buds very slowly, the
terminal buds appearing at the end of November
and through Diiccmber. About the end of No-
venilier I licgin to draft the plants as required to

a very light and airy vinery, where, with the assist-

ance of a little artificial heat and supplies of liquid
manure the flowers gradually expand.

As f;ust as the blooms are cut from each set, the
flower-stems are slightly shortened, and the plants
are encouraged to make side breaks or shoots,

which some varieties do very freely, especially
those with not over-rijiencd wood. Tlipse side
growths give us a goodly sui)iily of small flowers
through March and April. From the side and
basal shoots of cut-back plants I cut a quantity of

flowers on the 20th of April last. My notes show
that the last blooms were cut on the 29th of May,
and at that date I had blooming in pots, under
glass, the early pompons, St. Mary, La Petite Marie
and Nanum, of which varieties I usually pot a good
stock in the early autumn to propagate from for a
summer display. These pompons carried on the

blooming period, and shook hands, as it were, with
similar kinds which bloomed outdoors on June 20.

Such w.'is the manner in which I was enaVjled to

wreathe the year with Chrysanthemum blooms.

With reference to the varieties which are best for

growing for late blooming, I would say that there

are sorts which naturally bloom late, and are in-

valuable for the pui-pose. But there are a few of the

mid-season varieties, which, as I have proved, can-

not be excelled by any, especially for giving second
crop flowers. They all, or mostly all, belong to the

Japanese section. I have found very few of the

incurved kinds worth the time and labour spent on
them for giving late blooms. They are not free

enough ; the blooms open indift'erently and do not

keep well ; at least, such is my expereince of them.
Of the Japanese varieties, I have found the follow-

ing to be the best : Belle Paule, Ka;mpfer, Etoile

du Midi, Ethel, Mrs. C. Carey, Ceres, Mile. Cabrol,

Gloriosum, Cry Kang, Comtesse de Beauregard, Meg
Merrilies, and its sports Ralph Brocklebank and
Countess of Lytton, the last-named sport having
originated with myself. M. D. B. Chapman and
W. G. Drover are also proving very late, but not
over-free in blooming. For pot specimens I find

the best to be Pere Delaux, Virginale, Miss Margaret

,

Snowdrop, Golden Gem, and Boule de Neige. The
two last named cannot^ be surpassed by any that I

know for late pot work. There may be others quite

as good for late blooming, and if there are, I hope
those who have grown them will give us their

names.

Stove and Greenhouse.

BROMELIADS IN BLOOM.
It is. strange tliat bromeliaceous plants sliould

be so popular througliout the Continent, while
in this country they are almost ignored, and
certainly from no lack of interesting forms to be
found amongst them, nor from a dearth of

blossoms, for they include among their number
many wltose flowers are remarkably sliowy, and
in most cases retained for a considerable period.

One that usually flowers about the early part of

December and remains in full beauty for three

or four moutlis is Vriosia brachystachys, whose
bright green leaves are arranged in a vasiforui-

like manner, while the flower-scape reaches a
height of about a foot, and stands well above
the foliage. The blossoms are arranged in two
opposite rows on the upper part of the stem,
and eacli bloom is subtended by a large keel-

shaped liract, wliich forms the most conspicuous
feature of the flower. The bracts at tlie base

are of an intensely bright crimson, sluvdcd more
(,ir less with purple, which gradually merges
into the orange colour of the u]iper part. The
blossoms themselves do not renuiin li>ng in per-

fection, and though of a j'ellow colour they are

at no time very conspicuous, as they jirotrude

but a short distance beyond the bracts. The
beautiful Tillaiidsia Lindeiii vera in one respect

resembles this last, ami that is in tlie floral bracts

which retain their beauty huig after the blossoms

are past. Still a succession of flowers is kejit up
for some time, in proof of which 1 may mention
that a plant here has been flowering for the l.-ist

montli, and is not yet over, while tlie beautiful

pink-tinted bracts (so wi<lely did'erent from the

ricli purple blossoms) are still (|uite fresh. A re-

markably graceful growing plant now in bloom is

Uillbergia nutans. The leaves of this species are

narrow, gracefully arching, while tlie droo[iing

blossoms bear a certain resemblance to those of a
Fuclisia. In this the segments of the flower are

prettily reflexed and of a pea-green colour, mar-
gined witli blue—a most singular combination.
It is one of those that can be depended upon to

flower every year. In this species the bracts

are of a bright rosy tint, while in another
Bromeliad now very conspicuous they do not
play any part whatever in the embellishment of

the plant. This is ^cliniea fulgens, a bold-

looking plant with deep green leaves and an
erect branching panicle of blossoms. The in-

dividual blooms are roundish, of a bright

coral-red colour, tipped with blue and black.

The NiJulariums are a very showy class,

one of the finest being N. Meyendorfi, the

flowers of which, however, are by no means re-

markable for beauty. They are arranged in

dense terminal heads, which do not rise above
the leaves, and are, therefore, scarcely seen ;

while the innermost leaves (that is, those imme-
diately sun'ounding tlie head of bloom) are of a
deep crimson colour, and retain their beauty for

a lengthened period. The Pitcairnias are a

numerous class, the most of them having rather

long, arching leaves, generally of a green hue
and long spikes of pendulous blossoms. P.

staminea is the only one we have in bloom.
The flower-spike reaches a height of about 18

inches, while the tubular-shaped pendulous
blossoms are of a bright crimson colour.

The bolder growing Pitcairnia fulgens is

also a showy kind, larger in all its parts

tlian the preceding. Tillaiidsia or Vriesia

splendens, known also under the names of

Tillandsia picta, speciosa, or zebrina, usually

blooms during the summer months, but a plant

here has been in flower for some time—in fact,

throughout all the dull winter days. Even when
out of bloom tlie foliage is very handsome ; the

colour of the leaves is a bright green above, and
underneath they are of a lighter tint, trans-

versely b.arred with blackish brown. The
flower-scape stands well above the foliage, the

whit'sli flt)wers being hid<len beneath the large

fiery-coloured bracts, which are arranged in two
rows and closely imbricated. The above include

but a small jiroportion of those that might now
be had in bloom where a large collection is

grown, but they include among tlieir number
some of the most distinct and beautiful. It is,

indeed, difficult to account for the apathy with
which these plants are regarded in this country,

for, in addition to their beauty, they are oi very
easy cultivation, and may be kept in health

witli less than one-half the trouble often be-

stowed upon inferior stibjects. Where they are

grown ill pots, good filirous peat is a veiy suit-

able compost for them ; and the roots may often

be kept in perfect health in a comparatively
small ])ot; indeed, over-potting must be avoided
in the cultivation of Bromeliads. The cup-
shaped centre of many of them will often

be found full of water, and this should
always be allowed to remain, though it is fre-

quently emptied out to prevent its injuring tlie

plant, of wliicli there is really no danger, for

the plant itself is greatly benefited by it. The
soil of most of them should be kept fairly moist,

and then, given heat and a good light jiositioii,

Bromeliads will grow well. The only insect

pests that trouble them are the ditl'erent forms
of scale, and they can be removed by means of

a soapy sponge. H. P.

Ficus Parcelli (Cficster).—lt is not always
possible In iiauu' ])lants from leaves only, Imt tliose

sent by you of this Fig arc so striking, that it is

not pos.siblc to make a mistake. The plant requires

strong heat, and slundd be potted in good lojuuy

.soil. It is, I believe, a native of some of the Pacific

Isl.'inds. You say, " Are not the leaves beautiful .'"

In this I cannot concur, for it is one of the few
viiriegatcd plants that I dislike. The leaf gives one
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the impression that it has been splashed with a
whitewash brush. It grows to a large size, and
produces small inedible fruits, which are also

marked like the leaves.—W. H. G.

Senecio Ghiesbreghti. — Whether known
under the above name or that of S.grandifolius, this

Mexican species o£ Groundsel is a valuable plant for

the greenhouse or conser%'atory, as if planted out in

the latter structure it will form a large specimen
8 feet to 10 feet high and flower profusely; while,

as may be seen in the greenhouse at Kew, it is

equally free when less than 2 feet in height. It is

a stout-growing, arborescent species, whose pecu-
liarly warted stems are clothed with large leaves,

sometimes as much as 1 foot wide, while the densely
packed heads of blossoms are as much in diameter.
The individual blooms are about half an inch across,

with rich yellow rays, the disc being of a still deeper
hue. This Senecio is very easily propagated from
cuttings at almost any season of the year, and it

will grow freely in any ordinary potting compost.
It is also useful for bedding out in sub-tropical

gardening during the summer.—H. P.

Cliiiiese Primulas.—These are fine just now at
Croydon Lodge, the colours being exceedingly rich

and the flowers well fringed. Mr. Carr tells me
that he has been some years in obtaining these. He
began with crossing Chiswick Red, which, although
bright, is a somewhat thin flower, with albo-mag-
nifica, and this year has produced some wonderful
results, the flowers being large, well fringed, and
richer than those of the first-named parent, and the
plant has the good habit of that of the seed-bearer.

There is also one or two plants of a rich bright
purple which are very beautiful and very distinct

from other flowers. It appears to me quite a new
colour ; blue appears to be the worst form to im-
prove. This, I believe, is receiving Mr. Carr's

attention, and I hope success will attend his efforts,

as a well-fringed blue Piimula would be an acquisi-

tion.—W. H. G.

Thibaudia acuminata.—This South American
plant is an ornamental evergreen shrub that requires
the protection of a greenhouse, and is especially
noteworthy from the fact that it flowers more or
less continuously throughout the year. It is a
vigorous, loose-growing shrub of almost rambling
habit, and may be trained to a pillar or employed
to furnish a wall. The leaves are from 2 inches to

3 inches long, or more on very vigorous specimens,
ovate in shape, and of a deep green colour when
mature, but when first expanded they are prettily

suffused with pink. When well exposed to the
light this pinkish tinge is very noticeable. The
flowers are borne principally on the ends of the
shoots in short racemes, and when in the bud state

they are covered by large, bright-coloured bracts.

The individual blooms are of a thick, wax-like tex-

ture and tubular in shape. The outside of the
corolla is bright red, tipped with whitish-green.
Like most other Ericacese, this Thibaudia needs a
soil princijially composed of peat, and if planted
out care should be taken that the soil is well drained,
as the plant needs a copious supply of water
when growing, but is very impatient of stagnant
moisture. Cuttings of the growing shoots put in

during the summer months are in no way diflicult

to strike if inserted in pots of sandy peat and kept
close in a temperature rather above that in which
they have been growing until rooted. So free is it,

that I have a few small plants struck last summer,
and consequently but a few inches high, that are
now each bearing a cluster of blossoms. Besides
the name of Thibaudia, this is also known as
C.avendishia acuminata.— H. P.

Toxicoph.l8ea spectabilis.—This stove plant
lias white fragrant flowers, that are produced in
closely-packed corymbs from the axils of the leaves.
The usual habit of the plant is to produce a few
long shoots, and if required to be kept as bushy as
possible, it must be freely pinched during its earlier
stages, and pruned back severely after the flowering
season is past. Besides this, it may be trained up
the end of a structure or employed as a roof
plant, a purpose for which its loose habit fits it. It
is easily struck from cuttings, and I find that
pieces of the branches, a foot or more long, will

strike root in a close propagat ing case, and flower

as freely when the season comes as if they were
still attached to the parent plant. There is a second

species—Toxicophlica Thunbergi—whose leathery

leaves are of a bronzy hue, and for this reason it is

very distinct, but it is not so showy as the first

named.—H. P.

BECxONIA OCrOPETAL.A. LEMOINEI.

Amoncst the many achievements of M. Le-

nioine, of Nancy, is the crossing of the

white-flowered Begonia octopetala with, as

described in his note, the "finest of the tuber-

ous section." An engraving of the variety

Lemoiuei we are enabled to give, and this will

show that a new race has been institiitetl which
will, or ought to, interest English gardeners.

Begonia octopetala Lemoinei. Engraved for The
Garden.

We let M. Lemoine speak for himself as regards

this novelty :
—

" I beg to send you a photograph taken from a

specimen of a new race of autunm-floweriug
tuberous Begonias, and which may, perhaps, be
of some interest to your readers. It is the

result "f a cross which I made some years ago
between tlie white-flowered siiecies B. octo-

petala i'Heritier and some of tlie finest of the
tuberous section. As you may judge from tlie

photograph, the new B. nctojietala Lemoinei is

one of the handsomest that 1 liave raiseil. Tlie

root is somewhat irregular, lengthened, black,

and intermediate in form between the long

root of B. octopetahv and the spherieal-sliaijed

conn of a tuberous sort. The herbaceuin stem
is very short, st> that tlie leaves seem to be
radical. These are broad, undulated, of a

glossy gi-een, and with round hairy stalks.

The plant bears six to eight erect hairy flower-
stalks, which are large, 2 feet high or less, and
each supporting from five to seven flowers.

These individually attain the size of 3 inches
or more across, and are composed of six to

eight large oval petals, which have some-
what the shape of those of Anemone japonica
or Anemone fulgens. A great range of colours,
from pure white t ) scarlet, with various shades
of pink and carmine, is already to be found in

this new class, which produces a beautiful sliow

of blooms at a season when the brightness of

the tuberous Begcjiiias is over. The photograph
was taken on November 10, 1888, in my nursery
from a variety with pink flowers ; they are one-
sixth natural size." V. Lemoine.

Nancy.

Habrothamnus elegans.^This old plant
has been very line all the winter in Mr. Clarke's

garden at Croydon, where its long festoons of

flowers still hang in the greatest profusion.
It covers the back wall of a large greenhouse,
and I would strongly recommend it to every-

one having such a wall. It does not require
much care, yields an abundance of lovely deep
reddish purple blooms throughout the winter
months, and succeeds much better when planted
out than as a pot plant. The kind known as
aurantiacus, with deep orange-yellow blos-

soms, is an excellent companion, and affords

a cheerful contrast when the two are in flower
together.— G.

Acacia dealbata.— Next in its season
of blooming to the peculiarly flat-stemmed
Acacia platyptera comes this, the Silver Wattle
of Australia ; but as far as appearances go,
they are very distinct from each other, for
Acacia platyptera will flower freely in the
shape of quite a small specimen, while the
other is of tree-like habit, and needs a very
large structure to be seen at its best. The
temperate house at Kew affords ample scope
for its full development, and there every year
it blooms in the greatest profusion, and besides
this, the beautiful silvery Fern-like foliage is

scarcely less pleasing than the blossoms. A
good deal may be done by continually propa-
gating from cuttings to induce this Acacia to
bloom in a smaller state than usual, but it is

as a large specimen that its beauty is best
seen.—H. P.

Solanum jasminiflorum.— I was glad to
note "T. B." in Tub G.\edex, Jan. 19 (p. 5!l),

drawing attention to this old favourite. I take
it for granted that it is the same variety as
used to be grown under the name of S. jasmin-
oides. It is not fragrant, rather the reverse,

but the odour is not so strong as to prove
offensive, and it is readily extinguished in a
mixture of sweet Bouvardias, Stephanotis,
Jasmines, Gardenias, kc. In fact, I once

made hand and bosom button-holes for a lady who
could hardly wear the more fragrant flowers unless

toned down and also rendered more graceful by
bunches or elegant fringes of this Potato-wort.

We grew two large plants, one on the roof of a cool

orangery, and the other on the roof of a Camellia
house, .and between the two we were seldom witli-

out a liberal supply of flowers for bouquets, vases,

small b.askets, wre.aths, and dinner-table decora-

tions. I can hardly, however, agree with Mr.

Baines that the flowers are of the purest white

;

they may be or they may not, according to circum-
stances. In the open on a warm w.oll there is a

large dash of blush-purple in them. This also not

infrequently occurs in a very light house glazed

with large sheets of clear glass. In a more
shady position and especially in a higlier tempera-

ture, the blooms of this Sol.anum will be pure white.

It would be as impertinent as superfluous to attempt
to add iinything to Mr. Baines's full and perfect

instructions on propiigation. cultiv.ation.and general

and special treatment. I m.ay, however, add that

green .and bUck fly are especially parti.al to this
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plant, anrl increase on its slender shoots with

amazing rapidity. These pests soil .and so rain the

flowers almost as soon as they appear, and hence

they must be at once destroyed so soon as the first

is seen if the flowers of this useful plant are to be

had in quantity .and of the purest quality.—

D. T. Fisil.

IMPORTED LILIUII AURATL'M.

Despite the report one sometimes hears of this

beautiful Lily becoming naturalised, many of the

Imported bulbs die every year ; in proof of which

one h.as but to look at the notices of the various

auction sales to see them sometimes offered by tens

of thousands. Gener.ally speaking, they now arrive

here in very good condition, th.anks to the way in

which they are packed. E.ach bulb is hermetically

enclosed in a ball of clay, which, of coursCj must

be moistened sufficiently to allow of its being

manipulated. The advantages of this mode of

packing are, first, its .air-tight character, and

secondly, the fact that each bulb is entirely isolated,

so that should one be affected by decay it is not all

liable to affect its neighbours, luiless too much
moisture is present, as then the clay yields and the

decay often spreads. In the case of bulbs just

imported they should be put in soil as soon as

possible after receipt, but an excess of moisture

must be especially guarded against, as the bulbs

are often somewhat exhausted, and if kept too wet

they are apt to decay. While the treatment will,

to a great extent, depend upon the conveniences at

hand and the purposes for which the plants

are required, it is a good plan to lay the bulbs in

a frame out of the reacli of heavy rains, and

just cover with some sandy soil for two or three

weeks before potting or planting them. By this

means the partially exhausted scales if there are

any become gradually plump and firm ; whereas if

planted in the open ground directly on receipt,

much mischief might occur by very heavy rains

just then. Besides this, two or three decayed

scales will often infect the whole bulb, and when
laid in for two or three weeks before planting in

the manner above described, an opportunity is

then afforded of removing any signs of decay that

might not h.ave been noticed when first received.

In potting or planting drainage is a very important

consideration, and I find very good results from
surrounding the bulb with sandy soil, as it prevents

any great accumulation of moisture. Notwithstand-

ing the many beautiful specimens of L. auratum
that one sees, we have much to learn from the

Japanese as to their successful culture, but most
probably the climate has much to do witli it ; at all

events the fact remains that the Dutch bulb

growers, successful as they are with many Lilies,

do not succeed with this. The golden-rayed Lily

is by no means the only one imported from Japan
as above described, for some varieties of it are also

sent, prominent among them being platypliyllura,

of which huge bulbs are sometimes met with at the

auction sales, rubro-vittatum, pictum, and the

charming spotless virginale. There are also other

species now imported from Japan in considerable

numbers, such as L. longiflorum, of which a very

good variety is usually sent to this country; L.

Batemaiiniic, whose bright apricot-coloured flowers

make a goodly sliow in the open ground, but it will

not succeed in pots. Besides these the white L.

speciosum Knctzeri is sent in gi'eat numbers, .as

well as a good dark variety, usually disposed of as

L. speciosum rubrum. L. Kramcri, wliich also

arrives in large quantities, is a ditticult Lily to

cstiiblisli, and Ijesidcs all these there are ;i few
usually imported in limited numbers, such as L.

Leichtlini, the curious L. cordifolium, numerous
varii:ties of (he Tiger Lily and of L. elegans

or Thunbergianum, <and the rare sweet-scented Ii.

odorum, usually sold under the name of L. japoni-

cum Colchesteri. 11. P.

rately, but I think I observed this plant in quantity
last year in flower about this time in Messrs. Laing's
nursery at Forest Hill, but I have not observed it

this year anywhere. It produces large, Ixora-Iike

trusses of pure wliite, sweet-scented flowers, which
are always appreciated when seen. It is a Mexican
plant, and is, I believe, hardy in sheltered spots.

—

W. H. G.

Poinsettias planted out.—In a narrow border
at the back of a low narrow lean-to Melon house I

lately saw a very healthy plant of Poinsettia pul-

cherrima. Two years since it was put in as a
single stem, which grew 3 feet high and flowered.

This year it has produced fourteen large, highly
coloured bracts which are much improved by the
deep green foliage with which the plant is

clothed. All the shoots being trained to face one
way, the effect when they were in bloom was very

fine. Provided a suitable position can be obtained
for planting out the Poinsettia, the plants so

treated will produce a greater number of heads
than can be obtained from specimens grown in

pots, while the attention required is far less.—M.

Choisya ternata {H. W.).—The above is the

name of your jiretly greenhouse shrub, whicli forces

well, and should be borne in mind by garileners,

who are at a loss to know what to force to pro-

duce white flowers. I do not remember accu-

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—Clekodendeon Balfodei.—This Clcro-

dendron is so superior to others of the section to

which it belongs that most growers confine them-
selves to it. By starting it early it will bloom early

in spring, and there is no difficulty in keeping it

back until the summer is far advanced. So long as

the roots are quite dry tlie plant remains completely
dormant even wlien subject to a temperature high
enough to excite growth, which is necessary to

keep it in health. When quite dormant with the

soil dust-dry, the roots are liable to perish if sub-

mitted to so low a temperature as some stove plants

will bear. Clerodendron Balfouri is such a free

bloomer that it will flower in a G-inch or an 8-inch

pot comparatively as well as when it has attained a

large size, providing always that the preceding
season's growth has been well ripened. Plants that

were dried off in .autumn, after having made the

requisite amount of growth, will have cast all their

leaves. The extremities of the shoots, more or less

according to their strength, will be wanting in

solidity. These must be cut back to the plump
wood. The shoots should then be trained regularly

round an ordinary wire trellis, or sticks inserted in

the soil just within the rim of the pot will give the
necessary support. To ensure the soil being evenly

moistened through, the ball should be plunged for

several hours in tepid water. Small examples that

are required to be grown larger may have a shift

now, before they begin to grow, in place of repotting

them after blooming, but there must be no dis-

turbance of the roots or it may interfere with the

flowering. This Clerodendron will bear the he.at of

a warm stove, in which it will be in bloom in about
eight weeks from the time of its being st.arted.

Where the plant is required for conservatory deco-

ration, or to afford flowers for cutting, it is well to

grow several medium-sized specimens, liy which
means, if they are started at different times, a long
succession of bloom may be secured. As soon as a
little growth has been made manure water should

be given regul.arly. This Clerodendron does well

as a roof climber planted out, but it is the most
useful when grown in jiots, in whicli way the time
of flowering can be much better regulated.

BoUG.\iNViLLEA GLABEA.—Though this j)lant

cannot produce such a quantity of flowers when
the roots are confined to pots .as when planted out,

there are advantages connected with its being
grown in jjots that are not obtain.able under the

pl.anling-out system. Under pot culture it can be

induced to give three distinct crops of Howcrs in a

season, but to give the requisite time for this the

plants nnist be started early and be ])ushed on in a

brisk lii^at. The best w.ay of wintering this species

is to keep the roots quite dry. This causes the

whole or nearly the whole of the leaves to fall

off. Previous to starting, all the weak shoots

should be cut away, leaving nothing but the
strongest br.anchcs of la.st season's growth, as it is

only the eyes that proceed from them that will

make shoots strong enough to bloom. See that the

soil is thoroughly moistened previous to starting the

plants ; if this is only partially done the growth
will be weak. Train the branches evenl_v round the

trellis, keeping them low enough down to furnish

the bottom. 'This Bougainvillea will bear a brisk

heat, but the young growth must have all the light

tliat can be given. Syringe overhead once a day.

From the time when the shoots attain some length

until the formation of the flowers, they should be
supported in an erect position. If the ends are

allowed to hang down it often prevents their ex-

tending freely and causes the production of laterals

that do not bear nearly so many flowers as the first

shoots are able to do if they are kept in a position

that admits of their drawing all the sap.

Gloxinias.—To keep up a succession of flowers

during the summer, the tubers should be started at

about three different times. The first portion ought
to be put in heat at once. Give pots proportionate in

size to that of the tubers; large old roots will require

8-inch or 10-inch pots. They would bloom with

less room than this, but if too much confined at the

roots the first lot of flowers will exhaust the plants,

so that little in the w.ay of a succession will be forth-

coming. In potting, see that the crown of the

tubers is kept well above the soil. Small roots,

such as were raised from leaf-cuttings l.ast summer
or from seed, will not require pots more than 6 inches

or 7 inches in diameter. A light compost suits the

plants best, such a,s one composed of equal parts

loam, peat andleaf-mould, with some rotten manure
and sand added.

Sowing Gloxinia seed.—Fine varieties of

Gloxinias, quite good enough for ordinary use. may
be depended on from seed, provided that the seed

has been saved from selected plants of a good strain.

But to give time for young stock to attain sufficient

size to bloom well in the autumn, it is necessary

that the seed should be put in without delay. Large-

sized seed-pans should be used if a considerable

number of plants are wanted, for the seed ought to

be sown thinly enough to prevent the little plants

becoming weakly before they are large enough to

pot off. If they get weak through being crowded
no after treatment will remedy the injury. Soil of

a like description to that recommended for growing
the old tubers will answer for sowing the seed in ;

it should be passed through a fine sieve. When the

p.ans are filled, press the surface smooth and water,

allowing time for the water to pass off, and then

sow the seeds about an inch apart, cover them very

lightly, and .again smoothe the surface. If sheets of

glass are laid over the tops of the jians it will keep
in the moisture sufficiently for watering to be dis-

pensed with until after the seedlings appear.

Stand in an ordinary stove temperature as soon as

the seed vegetates, remove the glass and put the

pans close to the light. If there happens to be .a

shelf over the path of the house where they will be
near the roof, it is tlie right pl.ace for them.

Azalea mollis.—Amongst the hardy shrubs

that are used for forcing, these Azaleas stand in the

front rank. The size and colours of the flowers are

such as to make them suitable alike for bouquets or

for any of the many arrangements in which cut

flowers are now used. The prevailing colour which
many of the varieties possess— yellow or yellow

suffused with red—meets the jiresent fashion to an

extent that few plants atTord. If pushed lui with much
heat, the flowers will not stand many days either

when .allowed to remain on the pl.ants or when cut.

To some extent this applies to most hardy subjects,

but these Azaleas are more affected by .any excess

of heat than most things with which I am ac-

quainted. Plants that were forced last year, and
th.at, after blooming, were allowed to remain under
glass until they had made their growth and set their

buds, will in many eases bloom more profusely than
such as were grown out in the open ground. These
Azaleiis may be flowered at the beginning of the

year, but those that are sl.-irted now will generally

be found to answer better than if they were pushed
on at an earlier perioii.

Ghent A/.ALKAS. —This .section of Azaleas must
not be forgotten, as they flower remarkably freely,

and in addition have a gicat variety in the colours of

their flowers. In many cases the plants are not so
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well set with buds this season as usual, the past
sunless summer being unfavourable for the ripening
of the wood ; it therefore becomes necessary to

select only those plants that promise to bloom
satisfactorily. Like the mollis varieties, these
Ghent Azaleas produce flowers of a much more
lasting character when they are brought on slowly
and receive all the light that can be given them.

Andeomedas.—A. japonica and A. floribunda are
two of the most useful hardy subjects for bloom-
ing in pots. The former kind is yet not much
known. It is a remarkably free bloomer, and when
brought out under glass the flowers are more pure
in colour than they are in the open air. It is .an

early-blooming shrub, that often gets injured by
frost out of doors. It requires little forcing ; if a
few plants are put in a greenhouse or cold pit they
will succeed those that are now started in heat.

In the forcing of hardy shrubs, the reeking, moist
atmosphere sometimes kept up and supposed to be
necessary should be avoided, for though under such
conditions the flowers will come on quicker, the
excess of humidity weakens the texture so much
that they are short-lived. With a view to avoid
a like result, the syringe should be used moderately

;

once a day is often enough to moisten the plants in

this way, and the syringing should be done suffi-

ciently early in the afternoon to allow the plants
to get dry before nightfall. T. B.

Freesias in bloom.—These charming and very
fragrant plants should become the most popular
subjects that we have for the embellishment of the
greenhouse during the early months of the year.

During the last two or three years large quantities
have been imported into this country from tlie

Cape of Good Hope. They are generally very fine

bulbs, and will flower freely if potted in good open
soil as soon as received—that is, if they come to

hand about August, which is the usual season. When
potted, the temperature of a greenhouse is quite

sufficient for them, and after the plants make their

appearance above ground theymust be kept in a posi-

tion well exposed to the light, otherwise the foliage

will become drawn and weak. Freesias are readily

forced, but, in common with many other subjects

so treated, they must not be shifted into a warmer
structure till they have made a certain amount
of progress, as if forcing is attempted directly they
are potted it will end in failure. Few bulbous
plants can be grown as readily from seed as the
Freesia, for it does not take long to germinate and
the young plants make rapid ju'ogress, so much so

that from seed sown in the spring I have obtained
flowers before winter ; while the bulk of them
bloomed in about a year from the sowing of the
seed. The blossoms are very fragrant,—H. P.

SHORT KOTEH.-STOVE AND QREESHOUSE.

Saxifra^a lig'Ulata-—This is a plant one seldom sees
forced. I, however, saw it beautiful a short time since,

its flowers producing quite a contrast in colour, and re-

minding one of spring.—W. H. G.

Lace-leaf plant (3/. S., Bounumouth).— I have no
Isaves of the Lace-leaf plant of Madagascar. It will grow in

an ordinary etove, a-jd no donbt can be supplied by any of
the principal nurserymen.—W. H. G.

Boronia megastigma.—This ia remarkably well

grown in the gardens at Croydon Lodge. The plants

were not large, but they were better furnished, and
more bushy than usual, and they were floweriug freely.

Its delicious perfume shoulii commend it to everyone
having a greenhouse.

Erica melanthera is one of the prettiest winter
Heaths, and is very distinct from all the other varie-

ties. The flowers, which are very freely produced, are
very small, like tiay wax bells with black anthers.

The habit of the plant is very neat, as exuberant
growth is checked by its free-flowering qualities. The
flowers last a long time in good cndition.

Eranthemum puleliellum.—At thii time of

the yeir small specimens of this plant bearing half a
dozjn spikes of lovely blue flowers are exceedingly
useful for house decoration, especially when they
are grown in pots 3^ inches in diameter. Such plants
are much more appreciated than larger ones for many
purposes.— il.

Flower Garden.

DAFFODILS FOR FORCING.

Mr. Douclas, at p. 85, tells us that

—

In time all the most popular of Daffodils will be

imported from Holland with the Dutch bulbs.

They seem to ha\e the advantage of us in soil and
climate ; but no one in England seems to have

taken the same pains to cultivate bulbs as the

Dutch have done.

This seems to me to be a most misleading view

of things, and perhaps, on second thoughts, Mr.
Douglas may modify his ideas, or at least try

and prove the latter part of his statement. As
a fact, all Daffodils grow better and are perma-
nently healthier and more vigorous in well-

selected spots in the British Islands than they

are in Holland. Again, is it not a fact that

Mr. James Walker has taken ecjual pains to

grow these bulbs well, and lias he not succeeded

with DatJodils quite as well as any Dutch grower I

In the Scilly Islands, as a rule, flowers of

Narcissus Tazetta even are being cut and sent

to Covent Garden Market almost before the

bulbs have shot their leaves aljrive the soil in

Holland ; and Mr. Hartland, of Cork, certainly

has a better soil and climate for these fion-ers,

and grows them as well, or better, than any I

ever saw in Dutch soU. By carefully selecting

suitable spots in the British Islands, not only

Dattbdils, but even Tulips, Hyacinths, and many
other bulbs miglit be grown as well as ever they

are, or were, by the Dutch growers. As Mr.
Douglas knows better tlian I do, the florist's

Tulip, as grown near Sheffield and other towns

in Northern England, has never been excelled,

not even in the native country of the Tulip

itself. This is saying a great deal, but it is,

nevertheless, true.

Those who wish for early Daflbdils or bulbs

for forcing will look to Italy or Spain for their

bulbs rather than to Holland, where these

flowers do not bloom much, if at all, earlier than

with us in the latitude of London. The earliest

of all Dattbdils to flower here are always those

from Italy and Portugal or Spain. Even N.

pallidus pnecox, from Bayonne, is equalled or

exceeded in precocity by N. Umberto I. as im-

ported from near Naples.

I am glad to know that Messrs. Dammaiin
and Co., the great bulb growers of Italy, are

collecting all the wild forms of Italian Dattodils,

and also importing the finest of all the forms

not wild in Italy, for the very purpose of sup-

plying bulbs for early blooming in the more
northerly parts of Europe and America. Tlie

earliest of Narcissi to bloom in our greenhouses

will be those grown and ripened early in Italy,

Spain, or Southern France, where their growth

becomes finished almost before they flower in

the open air in England—at any rate, long

before those of Holland. These bulbs we sliall

receive in .July, or early in August at the latest,

and they will flower with but little forcing (juite

early enough to succeed the Chrysanthemums,
just as the Paper-wliite and the double Roman
Narcissi from Italy do now.

Of all the bulbs grown in Holland the Datt'cidil

is the least satisfactory, being in all ways in-

ferior til bulbs grown in the best soils and
climate of our own land. When we come to

speak of white Dafi'odils, the Dutch growers are

not in the race ; indeed, no finer flowers are to

be met with than those from Irish grown bulbs.

I should say that Daffodil bulbs are <iuite as

well grown in Lincolnshire and in Surrey as

ever they are or can ever be in Holland. Of

course the Dutch have a system of culture, but

even in UoUaud the soil that will grow good

Hyacinths and Tulips is very Hmited, and unless

great care is taken. Hyacinth grounds sicken and
the bulbs become diseased. Hyacinths and early

Tulips may perhajjs be grown better in Holland

than elsewhere at the present moment, but

Snowdrops, Crocuses, and Daffodils certainly may
be and often are stronger and healthier as

grown in the British Islands. As I have said,

the bulb growers of Holland have hereditary

traditions and a system of culture wliich, until

recent years, was almost unknown to us, and we
have become accustomed to buy bulbs from the

Dutch without calmly weighing over the possi-

bilities of growing them at home. Miller, 140

or 150 years ago, in his "Gardener's Dictionary,"

lamented the supiueness of the British gardeners

in not growing Narcissi from seeds at home :

—

The not practising this method has occasioned

our sending abroad annually for great quantities of

flower roots, which have been kept up to a great

price on account for the great demand for them in

England ; whereas if we were as industrious to

propagate them as our neighbours, we might soon

vie with them, if not outdo them, in most sorts of

flowers.

It is pleasant to think that Mr. James Walker
has set a very good example by growing many
bulbs in Surrey quite as well as they are grown
elsewhere, and the land culture of Scilly has

within the past few years been revolutionised

by the systematic culture of Narcissi, &c., for

their bulbs and blossoms. F. W. Burbidue.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS FOR THE SEASIDE.

Little fault can be found with the selection of

herbaceous plants and shrubs made by Mr. Webster
on p. 91 of last week's Garden, but there is one

strange omission, the beautiful Tamarisk, t hat is fresh

and green, even when so close to the briny ocean as

to receive the full force of the salt spray. It is in

luxuriant health at Brighton and many other of our

southern watering-places, but has apparently only

been planted there, and is not a native, as many sup-

pose. Its feathery, Heath-like foliageand bewitching

grace are never better seen than on the bare sea-

coast, where the spray from the sea proves fatal to

flowering plants of many kinds. II has small pink

or white flowers, which cover the graceful branches

and make a cloud of colour when a group is planted.

I saw a beautiful effect of this kind last season at

Kew. Turning into a kind of glen in that part of

the gardens known as the Wilderness, several of the

Tamarisks were in their finest character—one mass

of flowers, that had the same beautiful aspect as a

pink Thorn seen from a distance between a veil of

foliage. This was evidence that the Tamarisk is as

useful inland as by the sea : and this remark ap-

plies to the Sea Buckthorn (Hippophsrhamnoides),

that more should plant by the ponds and lakes. I

saw this at the edge of "the Round Pond in Kew
Gardens last autumn, and from a distance it seemed

as if on fire, an effect produced by the Dogwood in

tlie hedgerow or the cardinal Willow. The twiggy

stems were a mass of yellowish scarlet berries.

It is a native shruli, but local in its habitats,

.-uid one that " A. W. N." may well try, as advised

by Mr. Webster. Of the Euonymus nothing need

be said, except that there are few better seaside

slirubs, and the Box Thorn (Lycium b;ubarum)

should also most certainly come in the category.

Escallonia macrantlia I have saen flourish near the

sea, not, however, sufficiently close to feci the salt

spray, and I have no knowledge as to whether it

would do in exposed positions. It was at Battle

Station, the one before St. Leonard's, that I saw a

very fine specimen of this Escallonia high \i\)

among evergreen shrubs overlooking the pl.atform,

and as full of health and flowers as a shrub could

be in its r.athcr cramped .situation. Passing to

hardy flowers, there need be no lack by the sea. as

C'hry.santhemums, Statices, Arabises, and Pinks will

flower abundantly, almost, if not quite, as well as

in the village or town. Thrifts revel by the sea, and

I he common Armeria lives in sand that is some-

times covered witli salt water. If the common kind
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would succeed, there is no reason why cephalotes

and some of the finer types should not be liberally

planted, and we may say the same of the com-

mon Sea Holly (Eryngium maritimum). There is

an untold wealth of beauty in the Eryngium. I

have never seen amethystinum, giganteum, Oliveri-

anum, planum, Bourgati, alpinum or any of the finer

types close to the sea, but as our common wilding

lives on the sandy shore, exposed to the full blast of

every storm, there is no reason to suppose the ad-

mittedly more beautiful European kinds would not

also do weU in exposed seaside gardens. A few of the

Roses will succeed, and Carnations will certainly do

well. Iremember the schoolmaster's garden at a little

town called Seaford, between Eastbourne and New-
haven. It was near the shore, and nothing to inter-

cept the wind or spray except a small fence that

marked off the garden from the road. There the

Carnations (self kinds) flowered as strongly and

freelv as inland, where they have shelter and

warmth. These few notes may perhaps be of some

valuetC'A. W. N." E. C.

bloom, and were found very useful indeed for

blooming early in a warm conservatory. I

have referred to this practice of Mr. Stewart's

beciiuse the Datura is a plant that can be used
witli good effect in tlie flower garden during
summer, as may be seen by the specimen re-

presented in tlie annexed engraving.
R. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Dahlias.—As the propagating season is at hand,
a note as to the varieties and ways of arranging
Dahlias in beds and borders may prove helpful to

those desirous of obtaining the best efl'ects with the

fewest plants, and, I will add, with the least labour

as to tying, staking, and pegging. Having used
only the single, pompon and Cactus varieties

for some years past, my notes will only include

these. Like all new plants and phases of garden-
ing that are new and striking, and especially in such

a case as that of single Dahlias, that, as a rule,

reasons, namely, because there is no autumnal
flowering plant that can produce the gorgeous and,

when well backed up with plenty of greenery, grand
effect that single Dahlias do. Granted that the

manner of arrangement has much to do with their

effectiveness, this is not difficult work ; say, for in-

stance, that (from my point of view) the least de-

sirable mode of arrangement has to be carried out,

namely, the planting of whole beds, or massing for

colour eilect. In such a case I would advise that

toning down of the necessarily loud colouring be
effected by using a central standard plant, and
specimens, if need be, equi-distant over the beds of

Acacialophantha, Giant Hemp, Gibson'sCastor-oil, in

fact, any graceful foliage plant that grows tallerthan

Dahlias. I have sometimes got over the difficulty

of the standard plants being too short by pegging
down the Dahlias. What is known as the gracilis

section are well adapted to this mode of treatment,

because they are naturally dwarf and of a branch-
ing habit of growth, and, what is more, they bear
pinching well, and the lateral growths resulting

DATURA SUAVEOLENS IN THE FLOWER
GARDEN.

Some years ago at Nuneham Park, Oxford, the

seat of Colonel Harcourt, Datura suaveoleus

used to be employed with good efl'ect in the

flower garden during summer and autumn, and,

indeed, when it was not in flower it was a

stately and eflective plant. It is probable that

tlie style of bedding which prevailed in those days

is now not nearly so popular as it was then ;

but tlie Datura can be employed for outdoor

decoration In suitable localities, and always with

good eft'ect.

Mr. Stewart, the gardener at Nuneham Park,

used to raise young plants annually by striking

cuttings in autumn. They struck readily in

bottom heat, were then potted as soon as rooted,

and kept growing gently in a warm green-

house all through tlie dull winter months.

About the end of February it was the practice

to shift and jjlace the plants in an atmosphere

of about 55°, when they were watered freely

and encouraged to gi-ow. Being free-rooting

plants, as soon as the roots appeared above

the surface they were treated to good doses of

liquid manure and sometimes to a t(jp-dressing

of old cow manure. They were kept growing

on in this way until the middle of May, wlien

tliey bad attained a size of 2^- feet, after wliicli

they were gradually hardened until they were

able to bear exposure, and during a dull time

the plants were taken out of doors, placed in

a sheltered corner, and screened from the sun

preparatory to beuig planted out.

The change would be certain to hurt the

plants to some extent, the leaves sliowing its

efieots, but when planted out recovery soon

sets in. Mr. Stewart always treated his plants

in the most generous manner. When they be-

came firmly established and a generous growth

set in, the roots would soon begin to appear

on the surfjice, wlien if the weather was dry the

plants were treated to a good .soaking of water,

and a little liquid manure was given tliree times a

week. The result was tliat the plants flowered

with remarkable freedom, and a.sweetperfume ex-

liale<l during the evening. Plants treated in this

way began tcj flower in .July or early in August,

and continued to do so until early autumn frosts

impaired their usefuhiess. But wlien disfigured

in tliis way they liad not ceased to be useful.

They were dug u]) and the roots trimmed, so

that the i)lants would go into 12-inch pots,

and instead of l)cing potted they were stored

away under a stage in ime of the groenlnmses,

or any temjiorary place whole tliey could be

]irotected from frost, and potted in the si>ring.

Tliey started into growtli and soon came into

Datura Buaveoleas in the flower garden.

flower profusely in all seasons, the rage for them -

amounted to a craze, and when this happens the

reaction is sure to extend to the other extreme, and
end in the denunciation of the entire family. That
this stage has been reached in respect of single

Dahlias, I had proof last year. Whilst admiring the

grand array shown at the National Dahlia Society's

show at the Crystal Palace, a friend said, " I have

done with single Dahlias ; thoy take up too much
time to keep them free of seed-pods, and they eati-

not be left on, or they cease flowering directly." My
ri'jily was, " Nonsense ; what bedding plant is there

that does not rc(|uiic as much attention, either in

picking oil bad flowers, pegging, or staking." An
answer was attcinplcd, but it is needless to say that

I did not accept it, simply because the bestowal of

an hour's labour once a week will rid the Dahlias

of all .seed-i]c>(ls in the largest bedded-out garden.

This, .at any nite, is my experience. From the fore-

going it will, I think, be seen tliat single D.aldias

are .still in favour here, and that for the best of all

from that operation quickly break into flower.

There is no more telling way of arranging them
than that of intcnnixing them in largo beds with

other plants that grow about the same height, as

do Abutilons, the strongest growing forms of Mar-
guerites, the perennial forms of doul)Io Sunflowers,

and others, the names of which will occur to

readers. Where flower borders are bounded at the

back by Evergreens, nothing better of a flowering

description can be used, but an entire line of them
oven in such a position .as that is objectionable,

because of its furnialily, and, therefore, thoy should

be altcrnaled with plants of less gaudiness. Plants

of massive foliage, as ('a.-itor-oils, would be suitable,

being of a totally dilTerent character. Colour h.as

most to do with the question of what I call "quiet"

or refined beauty. Of white, scarlet, and rose it is

hardly possible to have too mueli, but yellow and
liurple of every shade should be very sparingly

used. Varieties .arc now so numerous that 1 think

it best to mention colours only. The Cactus sec-
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tion is very beautiful, but unfortunately the plants
do not flower well till very late in the season, and
are so susceptible to injury—damping oS—from
rain, even before they are half open, that I have
nearly given them up, as they are unworthy of being
classed as bedding plants where plenty of flowers is

a first consideration. In the hot, dry autumn of

1887 nothing could be finer, and last year nothing
was worse in the garden. The flower-buds were a
rotten mass ere the flowers were half open. They
are, however, so beautiful in a good season that I

shall continue to use them, but in reduced numbers,
and only in such positions that if they should fail

their loss would not be conspicuous. The bouquet
or pompon varieties were at one time in great
favour, and^ for large beds where colour and free-

flowering were required they did very well as a
change, but their stiffness was sufficient to make
their popularity of short duration. The least ob-
jectionable way of arranging them is that of dis-

persing them in single file at irregular intervals

over mixed flower borders, which they brighten up,

and amongst such a mass of other totally different

types of plants that their formality is not observable.

For use as cut flowers they are valuable, and few
flowers retain their freshness so long. The propa-
gation of all the sections should now be commenced.
They are something akin to Chrysanthemums in

respect of young or newly-struck plants being
superior to the old. Of course the latter (old
tubers) will flower very well, but not produce the
quality of flower that spring-struck plants do. A
bottom-heat of 60° will cause the growths to push
slowly, but strong. A bottom-heat of 75" or 80°,

as often recommended, is fatal, because the growth
being so rapid the shoots come weak, are longer in

rooting, and consequently do not make the same
rapid growth as do plants raised by the cool treat-

ment.

A'ABIEGATED EUONTMUSES FOB THE FLOWER
GARDEN.—These look so beautiful in the beds
planted for winter effect, that we intend to use
them in the same way in the summer garden. The
small-leaved white variegated Japanese variety,

E. radicans variegatus, will, by a little manipulation,
grow in any form desireil, that is prostrate, up-

right, or spreading, according to the will of the

operator. In the prostrate form it makes an ex-

cellent undergrowth plant for Aralia Sieboldi and
Grevillea robusta, and as small bushes it may be ap-

propriately intermixed with scarlet or rose-colour-

flowered tuberous Begonias. The broad glossy-

leaved Japanese 'varieties, aureus marginatus,
aureus variegatus, and latifolius variegatus, would
be effective as standards among flowering plants of

any kind. At the present time we have them
planted as standards in blocks of Mahonia
japonica, and nothing could be more beautiful for

the winter season. As the variegation in the sum-
mer is still more distinct, I feel sure that they will

be just as beautiful and serve the same purpose as

do variegated Abutilons. The half-ripened points

or shoots of the small-leaved variety radicans strike

in heat with the same freedom .as do ordinary bed-
ding plants, but the others are more difficult and
slow to strike. Cuttings of these should be taken
in autumn and be inserted in cold frames or hand-
lights. They will strike root in the following

spring, and as soon as well rooted they may be
transplanted to a sheltered border, or, better still,

to cold fr.ames, for the sake of shelter the following

winter.

General work.—Propagation of bedding plants,

potting of those in store pots and boxes and the

sowing of such kinds of flower seeds as are of slow
growth

;
pinch out the tops of Calceolarias in frames

to induce a branching habit, and if Violas and
Pansies cannot yet be planted out, these may be
served the same. Other plants in cold frames will

need an occasional picking over to prevent decay
through damp and mildew; this and surfacc-.stirring

of soil, to prevent the growth of Moss, and the free

use of sulphur will ensure safe preservation. Out
of doors complete all new work and alterations that
the final touch of neatness may be given to the
walks—a fresh surfacing of new gravel. After
this, roll as frequently as time affords, as a solidly

I

made gravel walk is inimical to weed growth and
comfortable to walk on. W. Wildsmith.

SNAPDRAGONS.
The coloured plate of the homely Snapdragons
which appeared in last week's Garden should do
much to bring the fine self-coloured varieties for-

ward. There are many named kinds of the common
Antirrhinum majus, but an endless selection can be
obtained from seed, especially if this is gathered

from a well-assorted strain of flowers. It is sur-

prising the apathy that still exists in regard to

hardy flowers. The Snapdragon, or Rabbit's-mouth,

as the children call it, is common, and therefore

not fit to have a place in the garden ; so moralise

those who see no beauty except in a flower that

has cost them much to obtain. The Antirrhinums
may be grown in many spots, reserving a few seeds

for the old and crumbling wall where the plants

can find a foothold and flower freely. These are

the kind of places where seeds of many of our

simple flowers can be scattered— the common
I'umitory, for instance—and left to chance. I know
an old wall where the yellow Fumitory, Snap-

dragon, Toadflax, and other gems bloom with their

wonted beauty and freedom. It does not occur to

many, however, to try and obtain beautiful effects

such as these, and that give a more lasting pleasure

than all the geometric patterns, corkscrews, or

paltry imitations of common objects that can be
crammed into the garden. One thing the plate

should teach—the superiority of the self varieties

over the striped and bizarre kinds that seem to

please some. There is a certain beauty in them,

especially as grown in the north of Scotland

;

but they should never be grown to the detriment

of the selfs, as is the case with the Carnations.

The crimsons of many shades, pure whites and
yellows are clear and rich, and give a much finer

effect in the garden than the too often exceed-

ingly weak striped varieties that are usually ex-

hibited at country shows. The great point is to

secure a good strain—that is, a fine selection of

colours, with the additional advantages of a robust

bloom and a strong habit in the plant. When this

is done a lasting show of flowers is obtained, espe-

cially when the plants are two years old, as they

are then in the full vigour of both leaf and flower.

Unless seed is required, the flowers should be cut off

after they have faded, as this encourages continuous

blooming and the bushy plants that may be some-

times seen in gardens. It is notoften the Antirrhinum
is killed, but a severe winter sometimes proves too

much for it, though unless killed outright the plants

shoot up .again and seem to flower more freely from
the trial they have undergone. It is the second-

year plants that flower the strongest, and from
which the largest crop of seed can be obtained,

though older clumps will give unusual beauty.

This is evident from the plant of the 'White Swan
variety figured in The Garden of Sept. 20, 1888.

This is shown in its third year and at its greatest

height, and in its second year, according to the note

upon it, it flowers densely when about a foot high.

The engraving presented shows the Snapdragon in

its truest and best character, growing apparently

in an odd corner with an Ivy-covered wall as a

background. It is smothered with its pure white

spikes of flowers and full of leaf. Those who wish

to see what Snapdragons will attain to when pro-

perly grown should refer to this delightful engrav-

ing of garden beauty untrammelled by inartistic

and formal creations. The spring will soon be here,

and many have already obtained their seeds ; then,

if not already done, add a packet or two of the best

Antirrhinum seed, and if sown in March, the plants

will bloom the following autumn, and a sowing
made in the open ground in July will give plants

that will flower early in the following summer. A
long list of named kinds will be found in the cata-

logues, but unless strikingly distinct it will not be

worth while to trouble about these, as from mixed
seed a fine selection of colour is obtained.

The Tom Thumb varieties are dwarf and compact,

just the kind of plants to edge beds with, and the

colours are decided. It is the selfs that we wish to

bring more into cultivation. Avoid the liizarre

and striped varieties, as every lover of hardy self

Carnations would the flakes and similar types, as it

is not from these that the greatest amount of rich

beauty is derived. Personally, I would not have a

striped kind in the garden. But, of course, every-

one has not the same tastes or the same conceptions

as to what constitutes beautiful colouring.

T. 'W.

A GAIN IN HARDY FLO'WER GARDENING.

One distinct gain in hardy flower culture, which all

interested should realise, is leaving the stems of

plants all through the winter instead of cutting

them down in the old and orthodox way. Every-

body knows how gardeners used to treat the mixed
borders, which are very, very poor representations

of what hardy plants would do. The plants were

snicked and cut down often early in autumn, and
the borders left raw all the winter, with a conspicu-

ous array of sticks and labels. When the finer

things are selected and grown in quantity, but

naturally grouped, it is a decided improvement to

leave the stems of the plants all the winter, only

to remove them when there are signs of fresh growth
in spring. This is not only worth doing as an aid

to cultureand arrangement, but it is decidedly worth
doing for the beauty and the colour of the plants.

Anybody having an eye for good colour and form
will enjoy the plants' brown and sere stems in win-

ter. Some kinds of plants are very pretty when
dead. In a garden in NewTy the other day, be-

longing to Mr. Hoey, we were pleased to see groups

of large and favourite tall herbaceous plants looking

nut-brown, and more beautiful dead than alive.

We mean such things as the Japan and Sachalien

Knotweeds, the Michaelmas Daisies, Ferns, and
hardy plants generally. A single stem or two in

the mixed border would not be noticed, but when
plants are put in good ground in picturesque groups,

either alone or naturally mingled with others, and
relieved by evergreen or other shrubs, groups in that

way are telling and most delightful. 'They give

quite a new aspect of vegetation, helping to make
winter in the garden more interesting and beautiful.

We should not remove the foliage from any hardy

plant till early spring, however poor the foliage

might be. Among the good hardy plants that occur

as the most striking in winter are the Royal and
other bold native and hardy Ferns, the great Knot-
weeds above mentioned. Sea Hollies, the Starworts

or Michaelmas Daisies, the bolder Grasses, of which
there are not a few, and the larger composites, such

as the Cow Parsnips,

The p.aradox above mentioned is true of these

last, as they really are in some cases more beautiful

dead than alive, theirdelicate browns andgreys being

so pretty. Hosts of other things might be men-
tioned, but we leave out all things evergreen and
enduring in winter, such as the Yuccas, Bamboos,
and Pampas Grasses, referring only to summer-
leafing plants.

In addition to the pretty effect we gain, we have
to count upon the great advantage of knowing ex-

actly where the plants are in winter and spring, in

case we want to move, exchange, or give away. The
place is exactly marked, and there can be no mis-

take made by anybody with the slightest knowledge
of plants. A plant's whereabouts cannot be better

indicated than by its own stems.

Moreover, leaving the stems tends to destroy the

old notion of annual digging in \\inter—a murderous
and stupid practice, which should never be adopted.

In really good hardy plant culture there ought to

be not infrequent removals. Sc me things are better

for being annually removed; groups arc constantly

being changed and new ones made. We must
never hesitate to remove, replant, or fill a vacant

space at any time, but the more visible the plants

arc during the dull time of the year the simpler the

work becomes. It is easy to see where things are

crowded ; when lifted, the plants are more conve-

niently handled; and, after dividing, when replant-

ing, the stems are a useful guide towards grouping
naturally.

When a plant is plentiful in the borders, a

delightful thing to do is to make a group in good
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soil in the shrubbery. The plants may either be
thinly placed in open spaces between newly-planted
shrubs, or may occupy a little bay or recess in an
older and denser plantation. In either case, during
winter, the brown stems have a pretty effect, re-

lieved by the Evergreens. In borders filled with
hardy flowers in that way we get two forms of life,

the evergreen and herbaceous, and by leaving the
dead stems in winter, we have the delightful con-
trast between their soft browns and greys and the
verdure of the shrubs around.

—

Field.

BORDER POLYANTHUSES AND PRIMROSES.
We ought to have an unusually fine display of
bloom on Polyanthuses this coming spring. I liave
never seen the plants so robust nor throwing up such
fine leafage. They have literally had no check
since last winter, and the summer proved to be for
them a time of unusual growth. Not only should
there be a large show of flowers, but the bloom
should be early. We have had a fairly good late
autumn bloom, and it might have been thought
that so much of flower at that season would have
weakened the plants for a spring show ; but such is

not the case. Not only are the last season's crowns
crowded with embryo bloom heads, but the winter
crowns are so robust, that the later flowers must be
fine and abundant unless injured in any way by
adverse weather in April. All flower stems thrown
up in the autumn, even though all the buds have
not yet opened, are best picked out, as any flowers
from them would be imperfect. Did Polyanthuses
bloom only from the previous year's crowns the
blooming period would be a short one, though early.
The finest and most characteristic show is usually
found on the late or winter crowns, as then Poly-
anthuses show what they really are, whilst the
early or previous season's crowns usually give us in
the first bloom very many Primrose flowers, thus
exhibiting that form which has led to their being
termed by some Polyanthuses or Primrose Polyan-
thuses. Happih', just as the bulk of any good
strain of Primroses still maintain their proper
characteristic of producing Primrose flowers only,
so also will any good strain of Polyanthuses adhere
to the correct Polyanthus form, but in each case
seed must be saved from the truest forms to keep
the strains as perfect as possible.

Putting aside all concern as to intercrossing of
Polyanthuses with Primroses to produce this ten-
dency to run out—and no doubt there is some of
that intercrossing going on naturally—there can be
no doubt but that constant cultivation of strains ab-
solutely apart from each other, by raising them from
seed, will tend to the same direction. The Prim-
rose verges somewhat towards the Polyantlms habit,
and the Polyanthus apes tlie manners of the Primrose.
But whilst my own tastes run in favour of true
strains of each form, many persons think that this
variation of character tends to greater blooming
power and more e.^tended flowering seasons. I

cannot say that I have ever obtained from any
Polyanthus strain a Primrose which I cared to seed
from for own sowing, because, not so good, on the
whole, as the best true Primrose forms always are.
On the other hand, I have found some wonderfully
fine Polyanthuses come from out of Primroses, the
flowers or pijjs being of the largest kind. Still,

these, as a rule, lack that sturdy stiffness of stem
whicli is essential in any good Polyanthus. During
tlie niontli of March, when Primroses are witli me,
as a rule, at tlieir best— and should the season prove
kindly they will be so this sea.son — nothing belong-
iiig to the great Primula family seems capable of
giving so much of bloom and beauty ; certainly at
that particular time no other secticm can approach
them in variety of colour and markings of flowers,
in quantity, or in effectiveness. But a month later— for Ajiril is the usual time for Die liest showy
Polyanthuses—then the mass of bloom tlirown up
so well aljove the foli.-ige, giving even more variety of
hue tlian tlie Primroses do, seems to be unequalled
for beauty and attractiveness. Tlic Polyanthus
gives to us now a we.-ilth of rich yellows, both single
and duplex, tliese latter being because of theirtwin
pips very effective in the mass ; wliilst the Primrose
does not afford that hue readily, although some are
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content to regard washy sulphur hues as yellow.
Buff, brown, and salmon tints do not ordinarily
appear amongst Primroses, whilst in Polyanthuses
we find many of these novel colours. But, then, we
get in Primroses many pure mauves and almost
blues, colours found less frequently in the Poly-
anthus. The dominant hues in Primroses are white,
sulphur, mauve, red, crimson, and purple, or varying
shades, such as rose, magenta, and blue.

The truest and best rose-coloured Primrose I have
seen came last year in the form of Hose-and-hose,
and, to my mind, a lovely tiling it is, and as I

have numerous seedlings from it, I hope the form
may be perpetuated. Seed saved from Primroses
growing indiscriminately with each other give on
the whole about 60 per cent, fairly true to colour.
No doubt were plants grown in distinct blocks of
colours remote from each other, fairly true re-
turns from seedlings would result ; but still I

think any such result would be a misfortune, as
to me, at least, one of the charms of Primrose
culture is found in watching the expanding flowers
of seedling plants which are so varied, because
the parent plants were grown in contiguity to
others. Whilst the duplex form is common in
the Polyanthus section, it very rarely presents it-

self amongst true Primroses. The habit is a bad
one in a seed-saving sense, as, like those oddities the
Jacks-in-the-Green, the flowers have tubes from
half to three-fourths of an inch long, and as the
anthers are remote or the style is very low down,
fertilisation is uneven, and often fails altogether.
On the whole, duplex Polyanthuses do not produce
more than one-fourth the quantity of seed which a
similar number of ordinaiy Polyanthuses will. The
wet season of last year proved to be exceedingly
harmful to fertilisation amongst the duplex varie-
ties. We get every colour in the duplex forms
which the ordinary Polyanthus gives—white, sul-
phur, yellow, orange, lilac, red, magenta, crimson,
buff, brown, salmon, and purple, with all sorts of
markings ; indeed, except in the case of whites
and other light hues, it is difficult to find two
alike. The old florist still thinks his gold-laced
Polyanthuses the gems of the family. They are
refined and pretty, but small, miffy as a rule, and
afford little variety. A bed of them, however,
finely flowered makes a poor show after all as
compared with the fine flowers, large bold heads,
and rich hues found in the border Polyanthuses,
which also give an abundance of perfect thrum
eyes and fine form in the pips. I find no plants
of either Primroses or Polyanthuses to bloom more
freely than do those which are raised from seed sown
in boxes or pans, or in a frame—as soon as ripe,

the seedling plants being, if strong, dibbled out
into the open ground in the autumn, or, if not
strong enough, kept in a frame through the winter
and dibbled out in the following spring. Then
during the second spring, if full of vigour, they
bloom in rich profusion. A. D.

VERBENAS.
The absence of the Verbena from the flower gar-
den is much to be regretted, for there is hardly a
single flower amongst the list of bedding plants
that accommodates itself to so many styles of
planting. There is nothing that will present a more
dense mass of colour if planted in bulk and kept
closely pegged, or it will l'<irm interesting clumps in
an old-fashioned border or semi-wild garden if

allowed to ramble .at will. The Verbena can .also

be .associated in its ditTcrcnt shades of colour with
many other summer plants, and running amongst
them and intermingling with other flowers and
foliage it is invariably much admired. A sandy
soil is adminibly adapted for the 'N'orbena, but
where this is not available I li.ave found a mixture
of road-scrapings and leaf soil in the pro]ior-

tion of two to one necessary to its successful
culture. This may bo put on to the beds some vj

inches in thickness and well mixed with the n.-itural

soil just before planting time. It is a great point to
.strike early; cuttings inserted in the beginning of
February will l>r ready for shifting liy the end of
the month. The rooted cuttings should bo put
into boxes, sufticient space being allowed for their

development, and grown on quickly until they re-
quire hardening off. By this time, if they hiive
been pinched once or twice, they will be nice bushy
plants, with quite a liost of good shoots that will
rapidly furnish the beds when the plants are put
out. This is, again, a special feature, for if the
cuttings are put out without being shifted they are
a long time in making headw.ay, and are not at
their best much before the end"of the season. If
the weather is at all dry at planting time,a mulch-
ing of Cocoa fibre or leaf soil will be highly bene-
ficial and tend greatly to the rapid growth of the
plants. Of viirieties suitable for bedding, there is
nothing in the way of scarlets to equal the Hamp-
ton Court Scarlet," .as it combines in itself all the
qualities essential in a good bedding Verbena.
There is nothing, at least I know of nothing, among
named varieties in the purple and white shades
equal to this kind, but the colours can be obtained
by sowing a pinch of seed each year and carefully
selecting varieties of vigorous constitution, sturdy
habit and decided colours. Stock plants of Verbenas
that are kept through the winter are very suscep-
tible to many garden enemies, and fall victims to
mildew, red spider, and thrips unless carefully
watched; an application of sulphur and keeping
the plants on the dry side will, however, generally
effect a cure in the case of mildew, and thrips will
succumb to repeated fumigations. For spider a
capital remedy is to dip the pLants in some of the
many insecticides now recommended. This is, in
fact, advisable under any circumstances before cut-
tings are taken. E. Bl'REELl.

Claremont.

CARNATIONS IN 1888.

We quote the following, by Mr. Rowan, from the
report of the Carnation and Picotee Union for
1888:—

"Another long winter, remarkable like its two
predecessors for its length rather than for its actual
severity, was followed by a season differing widely
from either of them. Instead of the genial spring
rains, so much needed after the long dry winter, to

start the plants vigorously on their way, both the
spring and the early summer were dry and harsh—

•

all but rainless, in fact—so that at the beginning of

June growth was very backward and in many in-

stances seriously checked. Towards the middle of

June commenced a time of almost incessant rain,

which, with its lack of sunshine and low prevailing

temperature—which on one July d,ay gave us snow

—

might well be called a second winter. The July of
1888 will, in f.act, be remembered for the heaviest

rainfall and lowest temperature for this month
hitherto recorded. Wo had got well into August
before we emerged from this miserable period.

Such a succession of adverse influences seemed
little promising for the production of fine flowers,

but in the end the blooms, though fully a fortnight

later than an average, were the finest seen in the
south for many ye.ars. The flowers developed very
slowly, coming, as a rule, in fine character, attaining

.a greater size than usual, and showing a lasting

power, whether on the plant or in the cut state,

quite remarkable. This last quality it was, next
after the lateness of the season itself, which enabled
southern growers to show at Oxford on such a d.ate

as the l-lth of August, fully three weeks beyond
the time when, in a normal season, the flowers are

at perfection.

"Of the more rei'cnt introductions, Robert
Houlgravc, S.li., more than held its own at Oxford,
taking ]iremier there together with all the prizes in

its class. Alis-monde, S.F., and Thalia, R.K., were
ag.ain in fine form this .season, as was Amy Robsart,

H.P.P., the heaviest purple edge, and perhaps the
most effective flower in its class. Emma Lakin was
the finest self and Maestro the best fancy of the
year. Old favourites worthily iii.-iiiitaiiied their

])ositions. Tom Power, .S.B., and Muriel were premier
C.-irnalion and Picotee in London; Mrs. Payne,
premier Picotee at Oxford : Sportsman and Muriel
taking the honours at M.anchestcr. New flowers

cevlilii'.-ited this season were fi'W. Silvia, L.P.P.

(Doiiglas\ John Ilanison, C.B. (Hewitt), Emma
Lakin, White Self (Lakin), were the best, and all
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were of high quality. Run flowers were with me
much less numerous, and the bloom generally was
purer in the ground and more refined in the mark-
ings than during the hot season of 1887. Com-
plaints, as might have been expected after so wet
and cold a summer, have been general as to failure

of the layers in rooting ; and another unpleasant
feature has been the reappearance in force of the
' maggot,' which has again been very destructive,

for the most part among plants in the borders, those

in the pots being but little troubled with the pest.

The fine autumn has done much to make amends
for the unfavourable influence of the cold spring
and summer on the growth of stock, the young
plants, both since layering and potting up, having
improved both in size and vigour to a degree which
in many cases seemed at one time scarcely to be
hoped for."

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIKDLESTONE.

NOTES ON NEW TEA ROSES.

The notes that have recently appeared in the
columns of The Garden about the new Tea-
scented Rose Mme. Hoste (Guillot, 1887) all

tend to confirm the good opinions formed of it

during the past season, although Mr. Benjamin
Cant rightly enough demurs to its description

as a rival to Marichal Niel. Nevertheless, that

so good a judge as Mr. Cant should express his

unqualihed approval of Mme. Hoste, as re-

corded on jip. 65-0, will dispose many rosarians

to make trial of Guillot's seedling. The blooms
of it exhibited by Mr. William Paul, when a
first-class certificate was awarded to it by the
Royal Horticultural Society, were of great

beauty, and the vigorous growth of the plants

on which they were produced was also noted
with satisfaction. Out of doors during the past

season, in spite of the wet, some good blooms
were produced on the young plants, especially

late in the year, when several very beautiful

examples managed to develop between tlie

showers. That the variety has achieved a suc-

cess in America is also satisfactory, as there the

propagation of a promising Rose takes place on
a scale sufficiently extensive quickly to find out
the weak points in the character of a flower.

The tendency of American growers seems to be
not to grow a great number of varieties, but to

grow an immense number of plants of a few
good sorts, so that if a Rose is found to be
worth propagating on a large scale over there,

it must at any rate be a good forcing or pot
Rose. The flower is well described on p. 66 by
Mr. Benjamin Cant, except that he does not
draw attention to two important qualities, viz.,

the great size and depth of the individual petals

and the close pointed centre of the flower. The
sustained beauty, however, of the lemon-tinted
blossoms from the bud state until fully de-

veloped has not been overlooked either by
growers in this country or in America.

Another of the half-dozen most conspicuous
Teas of the past season is the last contribution

of Lacharme, Henriette de Beauvan. Tliis

Rose is a climber, and therefore not likely to be
valuable to cultivators " on the other side,"

where most of the Rose growing seems to be
done under glass ; consequently reports about
it from America will probabl}' not be fortlj-

comiiig. But favourable opinions have already
been expressed by good growers in this country,
Mr. Cant among them, not only on its character
as avignrous climber, which is obvious, but also as

to tlie quality of its flowers, wliioli seem quite
likely to prove useful for exhibition. Tlieir

colour is almost that of Perle des Jardins, while
the habit and entire appearance of the plant
strongly recall Mme. Eugene Verdier (Levet,

I

1882), though, unlike that very distinct variety,

which is liable to be very considerably injured

by frost, Henriette de Beauvau appears quite

hardy, the plants having withstood the recent

cold unharmed, while the shoots of Mme.
Eugi'nc Verdier were, as usual, killed back for a
considerable distance from the tips. There is

need of a good yellow climbing Rose that shall

be hardy. Marechal Niel is too susceptible of

chills ; most of the Dijon Teas are two tawny in

colour to be described as yellow ; while Cloth of

Gold, in spite of " C. J. G.'s" note on p. 00 as

to its beauty in Ceylon, may for aU practical

purposes be ignored as a climber out of doors
in this country. Of course, there is Mme.
Barthelemy Levet, very beautiful in colour, but
very small and by no means free ; and there is

also Belle Lyonuaise, but the colour is very
pale, the flower often quartered or malformed,
while the plant is tender and generally loses its

foliage early in autumn. So that if only Hen-
riette de Beauvau's flowers are as freely and con-

tinuously produced as they are well formed and
clear in colour, the last seedling that Lacharme
sent out will, like so many of its predecessors,

supply a long-felt want.

Another Tea whose handsome flowers have
already won golden opinions is Lady Castle-

reagh (Alex. Dickson, 1888). Here there is no
question about the quality of the blooms, which
are large, well formed, and of great substance,

and which open freely. In colour they are of a

soft yellow at the base, suffused externally with
a rosy shade. Probably many rosarians, even
if they have not yet grown the plant, have
seen the flowers exhibited at various shows, at

which they have already been awarded three

first-class certificates ; but it may be of interest

to add further that the plant proves to be a good
sturdy grower, with exceptionally handsome
foliage, which is very persistent, and the wood
does not appear in the least damaged liy the
frost.

Some pretty flowers were developed in the

autumn of Mme. Philemon Cochet (S. Cochet,

1887), which was figured in December in per-

haps the best coloured plate ever published in

the Journal dcs Eases. The flowers are of a
delicate pale rose tint, full and freely produced,
though ])ossibly with hardly sufficient depth
to take first rank ; but their stems being .stiff

and erect, they are displayed on the plant to the

best advantage. The same good habit cha-

racterises Princesse de Sagan (Dubreuil, 1887),
which produces in the utmost abundance flowers

of the brightest velvety-crimson colour. If

these can only be obtained as good in size and
fulness as they are in form, the raiser of Mar-
quise de Vivens will have made a most striking

addition to the Teas. Of the freedom and
brilliancy of the novelty there is no doubt,
every little plant blooming directly ; but the
flowers, partly perhaps owing to their immediate
production on diminutive plants, have been
small, though well shaped. In colour, however,
at any rate, Princesse de Sagan is not one of

the conventional (and generally deservedly
despised) red Teas, but is a genuine brilliant

crimson.

Tlie sixth of the new Teas w-hich has attracted

immediate attention is Nabonnand's climbing
L'Id6al (1887), which has been recommended as a
bud Rose. The raiser, attempting to describe its

shades of colour, declares them indefinist<ahlc.'i,

and he is not far wrong. It has been called an
autumnal Fortune's Yellow, a climbing Ma
Capucine, and sundrj' other things, to evade the

description of tints of rose and yellow so blended
and commingled as to render their analysis a

seemingly hopeless task. The raiser's attempt

reads, " Yellow with shades of metallic rose,

lighted with touches of bright gold," and, in

spite of the allowance that it has sometimes

been supposed to be necessary to make in con-

verting the flowery language of the south into

our colder northern modes of expression, this

ROSE MADAME LAMBARD.
At the request of Mr. Girdlestone, whom I re-

gard with that proud affection which a father of

limited abilities entertains for a talented son, I

send the results of my experience in reply to his

inquiries concerning that Lady Beautiful and
Lady Bountiful, Madame Lambard.

1. Wliat, in you)- opinion, are the distinctive

excellences of this Eose, both as a plant and a

flower ?

As a plant, its vigorous growth ; as a flower,

its certainty, beauty, and abundance.

2. On the other hand, in what respects do you

consider that it falls short of what a perfect liosc

shoidd he ?

As a rule, with glorious exceptions, in sym-

metry and size.

3. As compared with others of its class, imitld

i/ou reijard it as hardy, moderately hardy, or

tender ?

One of the hardiest Teas in cultivation.

4. In what soil or sittiation would you prefer

III (jroxo it
'!

rhe best soil I could get, a rich deep loam

preferred, on a wall looking south or east.

5. What stocks do you find suit it best, or docs

it do better on its oivn roots ?

My experience is limited to the seedling Brier

as a stock. The Rose should, of course, bo

budded, to that it may have roots of its own,
and, like a conscientious and dutiful offspring,

do something for its own maintenance.

0. How shoxdd it he pruned to secure extra

fine flowert, and how for general garden decora-

tion ?

" Cut boldly," said the augur, " if you desire

Roses large and few, disbudding also. Leave

five or six eyes, amputate all that is weak and
moribund, and be no Herod to those baby buils

if you desire multitude."

7. Is it well adapted for forcing orpolcullure 't

Yes.

8. What is its value as a marhet Rose ?

I cannot say, I have a stall in Rochester

Cathedral, but not in Covent Garden Market.

—

S. Reynolils Hole.

This beautiful Tea is certainly one of those

Roses that ought to be in every garden in which
Roses will grow. As an exhibitor I have a

special affection for her, as I well maj', con-

sidering that flowers of this variety were
staged by me in over thirty winning stands

during last season (1888), while at the same time

I was unable to stage a single flower of many of

the Teas, greater numbers of which I grow
than of the kind now under discussion.

From the notes I add herewith it will be seen

that Lacharme's red Tea is valuable as a pro-

ducer of flowers for adorning the house or

supplying the markets of our manufacturing
towns :

—
1. As a plant it is a sturdy grower, making

large, well-shaped bushes with handsome foliage,

which it retains till late in the season. The colour,

although variable, according to the season or

jicriod of blooming, is always distinct from that

of every other Kose, and the wonderfully erect

manner (for a Tea) in which the Dowers are

carried makes it a most desirable garden plant.

2. Being one of the first to come and the last to

go, good early and late, opening in sunshine or
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showery weather alike, it would, if slightly

larger, be a perfect exhibition Rose, as it certainly
is a perfect garden flower.

3. One of the hardiest of aU Roses.

4. Wherever I wished to have a good Rose.
Growing here it does well on both tlie soils of the
district, the warm red sandstone and the cold yel-

low Silurian clay resting on a bad limestone, in both
instances at an altitude of 500 feet above sea level.

a. The longest-lived and best stock for this and
all other Roses is undoubtedly the cultivated seed-
ling Brier. But this Rose also gives fine blooms
in considerable quantity wlien grown on moderately
short standards. Although I have not grown it on
its own 'roots, from its healthy, vigorous style of

growth, I have no doubt but that it would do well
grown in this manner, when in all probability the
growth would be more slender and not quite so
erect as on the Brier.

<!. To obtain large exhibition flowers I prune
rather hard, but if quantity be the main object in
view, have the growths somewhat long, cutting out
the older wood immediately after the first bloom is

over.

7. For forcing or pots, I can give no experience,
and as mere opinion in this discussion will not help
us to the attainment of " M.'s " excellent suggestion,
I therefore refrain from giving one.

8. As a market Rose I believe that it will pay the
cultivator of Roses in the open ground better than
any other Tea now in cultivation, being hardy, a
good grower, a free and continuous bloomer, with
the additional advantages of having a beautiful
pointed form and being distinct in its various shades
of colour from any Rose now under cultivation.

—

W. J. GnANT, Hoj/e End Farm, Ledbury, Here/urd-
sh ire.

Apart from its large finely-shaped flowers,
the chief merits of this beautiful Rose are its per-
fect habit of growth and great freedom of blooming
during the whole of the summer and autumn
months, in this respect equalling tlie freest of the
dwarf China Roses. The colour of the flowers is

quite di.stinct from that of any other variety, and
charming in the combination of shades of rose,
bronze, copper, and salmon, no two flowers being
exactly alike in colour, and perhaps more variable
in this respect than those of any other variety. As
a cool season Rose it is of the very highest merit,
either as an exhibition or garden variety, and, un-
like many of its class, it is seen to the greatest dis-

advantage during hot, dry weather, the flowers then
being much inferior to those produced under cooler
conditions. Compared with others of its class, it is

one of the hardiest, good alike as a standard or a
dwarf. It succeeds best as a dwarf wlicn budded
on the seedling Brier, and being of such quick
growth, requires hard pruning for exhibition pur-
poses, but for garden decoration its great freedom
of blooming makes it a matter of indifference
whether short or long pruning be practised. If
allowed to grow at random with little or no pruning
it quickly forms large bushes covered with blooms,
which, however, are not equal to those produced on
carefully pruned plants. Like all Roses having a
combination of several shades of colour, Madame
Lambard has less value as a pot and forcing Rose
tlian those of a more decided or self colour, whicli
comes clearer and brighter under glass than in v.a-

rioties of mixed shades of colour, the self or posi-
tive-coloured v.arieties being of higher market value
than those of mixed sliades. It is in the cool
autumn months that Madame Lambard is seen in
its highest state of beauty, as then the flowers lose
niucli of tlieir rose and bronze colour, and assume
ricii and delicate tints of copper and sahnon, Wlien
>uan in this stage, there is no more beautiful Rose
in the garden at that season tiian M.adamo I,aml)ard.
— J. BunnKLL, Cambridge,.

In reply to Mr. Girdlestonc's queries with
regard to this Itoso in Tiiic Gauden, February 2

(p. 107), I give the following :

—

1 and 2. 'J'he National Rose Society's catalogue
calls Madame Lambnrd " The best and hardiest of
the light red Teas." It is almost too daring after
t hat. to depreciate, but such is hardly my experience.

I have not Mr. Morley's list to reftr to, but should
have thought Mme. Lambard was going off and not
so much shown now. Roses seem to deteriorate. ^Vho
ever now sees those wonderful boxes that used
to be shown of twelve Baroness Rothschild and so

forth ? It may be superseded, but I think it is not
so good ; so for the last two or three years I have
been disappointed in Madame Lambard. I seldom
get an exhibition bloom, and I should put Jean
Ducher before it in almost the same range of

colour. Its principal charm is its extreme un-
certainty. I doubt whether any Rose varies as

much in colour.

Changeful as the changing breeze.
Sometimes friendly, somet'mes coy.

Yet she never fails to i lease !

3. Moderately hardy.
4. Strong soil, against a paling.

5. Seedling Brier.

G. Prune hard for extra fine flowers; very
moderately for general garden decoration.

7 and 8. On these two I am unable to give an
opinion.—Alan ChbALES, Brockham Mcarage
Surrey.

1. Its great freedom of bloom, good habit'

fine foliage, and distinct and beautifully coloured
flowers.

2. Rather deficient in size and substance. Some-
times comes quartered.

3. Hardy.
4. South exposure on walls and raised beds. Soil,

good turfy loam and plenty of manure.
5. Catting Brier.

6. Prune hard and thin out well for fine flowers.

For general garden decoration, cut out all weakly
shoots, and shorten tips of those that are well
ripened.

7. Well adapted for forcing, and a first-rate pot
Rose.

8. We have a great and growing demand for this

variety in a cut state, and get many orders for

bouquets and sprays to be entirely made up of this

Rose.—James Cockeb & Sons, Mornmnfield Mose
Nit/rseries, Aberdeen.

1. Its beautiful colours and profusion of

bloom.
2. It falls short in substance and form. It gene-

rally comes with a double centre in my soil.

3. Quite hardy.
4. For exhibition it should be grown ingood strong

Rose soil. In light soil it is very thin, and stands
but a short time when cut.

5. I have only grown it on seedling Brier and
Brier cutting, but believe it would do well on its

own roots.

6. Severe pruning does not suit it, either for

extra fine flowers or garden decoration, for which it

is one of the best.

My soil being light and situation sloping to the
south, I never cut an exhibition bloom off it.—F.

Page Robebts, Soole Jtectory, Norfolk.

1. In my opinion the Rose in question is

excellent as a plant, from its free and vigorous
habit and almost evergreen tendency. As <a flower,

excellent, being a very free bloomer and delight-

fully changeable in colour. Much paler in the

autumn.
2. I hardly know in what respects it falls short of

what a perfect Rose should be, except, perhaps, as

an exhibition vaiiety it is rather apt to give way
at the wrong moment.

3. It is one of the best and hardiest of the red

Tea section.

4. With me it h.is flourished in every situation,

the soil being ;i light loam. 1 have never tried it on
a stiff soil.

5. 1 grew it on the Brier cutting, seedling lirier,

dwarf standard, and full standard, and find it

succeeds equally well on all four stocks. I have
never grown it on its own roots.

(i. I always prune it tolerably hard for exhibition

purposes, slightly for garden decoration.

7. I know nothing of its value as a pot Rose, as I

do not grow Roses in pots.

8. As the Rose is a free bloomer it ought to be
invaluable for the market, and to my mind it would
be refreshing to see some of its blooms on the

market stalls in the place of the utter rubbish one
usually notices.

The above notes on Mme. Lambard are my ex-
periences of the Rose as grown on the North
Cotswolds.— F. R. BUKNSIDE, Birch Mcarage,
Ilereford.

1. It is a hardy, vigorous, and free-flower-

ing Rose.

2. It very often loses its colour after it has been
cut.

3. Hardy.
4. Rich sandy loam, and as a climber on a south

wall.

5. Undoubtedly thrives best on seedling Brier,

strikes readily from cuttings, but is not so strong nor
long-lived as on the seedling Brier.

<;. Prune back hard for exhibition, but not so hard
for garden purposes.

7. Yes, one of the best.

8. A valuable Rose for its colour, but a bad one
to pack for travelling.—Alfred Peince, Oxford.

FRUIT CULTIVATION IN JERSEY.*

The island of Jersey, being so noted for the growth
and cultivation of fine fruit, especially Apples and
Pears, I venture to offer a few remarks upon the
modes of culture, and the varieties cultivated,

thinking they might be acceptable to the com-
mittee, and also to the general body of horticul-

turists interested in the production of these health-
giving and palate-pleasing fruits.

Jersey being the most southerly of the group of
islands in the Bay of St. Michael's, and the slope
of the land being from north to south-west, enjoys
a very favourable climate, the general moisture,
owing to its position and the saline air, which
almost always may be felt blowing over its surface,
renders it peculiarly adapted to the growth of

Pears. The soil is a good loam, upon a substratum
of clay retentive of moisture, which suits the
Quince stock, upon which most of the Pear trees
are budded or grafted. There are localities along
the coasts of which the soil is much mixed with
sand, owing to the continuous drift in stormy
weather, whilst some parts of the western side of

the island are so much exposed to the Atlantic
Ocean as to be entirely unfit for fruit culture, and
scarcely worth cultivating, the cereals and root
crops growing upon them being very often subject
to serious injury from the force of the westerly
gales. Now it is easy to understand why the most
protected and best sheltered situations are selected
tor the growth of the finest and best kinds of

fruit. Apples are grown on the higher and drier

parts of the island, where the land is .stiff cnougli
and the drainage good ; hence the orchards, where
the more ordinary kinds are grown for the manu-
facture of cider and general consumption, are
generally s\nrounded by hedgerows from 5 feet to
s feet high, and ]ilanted with Elm and other
descriptions of forest trees. The Apple trees in

these orchards are generally grafted (i feet from
the ground, and have spreading circular lieads,

which .are very beautiful when in bloom. Very
many of us can recollect when the Weigela was
Ih'st introduced that the great recommendation of

the flowers was that they were as "beautiful as
Apple blossoms." Were not Apple blossoms beau-
tiful before then ?

These orchard trees, which m;iko such a beautiful
display of flowers arid ]U"od\ice in fa\oui"alile seasons
siu'h an abundance of fruit, are nnich neglected,
and allowed to grow in a confused mass of branches.
It seems a jiily that, where Nature does so much,
man should do so little in the way of pruning, .so as
to give the trees a more regular form and better

iil>pearance. You will, I think, agree with me that
judicious )U'uning— ( c. removing weak and super-

fluous branches— woidd have the good elTects of im-
proved appearance, more heallliy growth, and finer

fruit. The general character of the growth is so
vigorous as to render it unnecessary to prune the
extremities of the shoots, except for the sake of

• A paper re;iil at tlie Chiswlck Conference t>y C. B.
I Haunders.
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shaping the trees and balancing the heads, but
"thinning out" is the style of pruning requisite.

The finer descriptions of Apples are grown in

gardens sometimes against the walls, on espaliers,

or on the long cordon system. The dwarf cordon
is not much practised, nor is it desirable, inasmuch
as the growth, in spite of the Paradise stock upon
which the trees are usually worked, becomes so

strong that it requires constant cutting back to keep
it within the desired limits, and this constant
repression of growth is not conducive to fruit-

bearing.

The finest Ribston Pippin Apples are grown upon
south walls in sheltered gardens and trained upon
the fan system, the strong radiating shoots being
selected to form the frame of the trees, and the

lateral and weaker branches being pinched and
pruned off so as to get fruit spurs to form. It is an
excellent system, barring the disadvantage of the

early maturity of the fruit. Very few otlier sorts

are thought worthy of wall culture. The dwarf
bush, the open standard, the rider or tall standard
trees are all acceptable forms of garden trees where
the space is sufficient, and such varieties as Early
Stibberd, Red Astrachan, Lord Suffield, Hawthorn-
den, Red Quarrenden, Hooper's Seedling, Downton,
King, Golden and Walton Pippins, Grand Alex-
ander, Cox's Pomona and Orange Pippin, Court of

Wick Pippin, English and Dutch Codlins, &c., are

grown freely on Paradise as well as other stocks,

and take but little space. It is not unusual to see

crops of fruit considerably above the weight of the
trees producing them. Planting Apple trees on
Paradise stocks in rows 6 feet apart, and the trees at

3 feet apart in the rows, suggests a system of cul-

ture which might be made remunerative, and were
it not for the constant changing of tenants from
one piece of land to another, might be advan-
tageously practised. It is not so here ; most of the
fine fruit is produced on accidental trees, either

found in gardens on taking possession, or planted
by incoming tenants. Taking into consideration
the time necessary to get a stock of trees into

a good bearing state, few tenants would care

to adopt any system of planting or training
from which they would not derive some immediate
advantage.

The cultivation of the Pear has been so very
remunerative for years past, that it has been made
a subject of more general study and system. Many
of tlie old gardens, established half a century or

more ago, offer evidence of the walks having pali-

sades on both sides for the purpose of training Pear
trees upon them, and in some cases the palisading
has been double, so as to admit of trees being
trained on both sides, 1 foot or less being the inter-

vening space between the rows of palisades. Trees
planted in this way are generally productive ; the
main lateral branches being trained and supported
horizontally, a regular and continuous supply of

sap is provided during the growing season for tlie

development of the fruit. The system has and does
answer well, and as long as the trees continue
healthy they bear good crops of fruit, the size of

which much depends upon the amount of thinning
practised. Against walls, both horizontal, fan,

and cordon styles of training are practised, all of

which answer well in the hands of careful atten-
dants. Dwarf bush and pyramidal trees are also

grown, many acres of ground being devoted to tlie

cultivation of the celebrated Chaumontel Pear.
The great number of excellent varieties grown, and
tlieir exquisite, though varied flavours, make the
Pear a fruit of general acceptance, though few va-

rieties are much grown. Citron des Carmes, Jar-

gonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne,
Conseiller do la Cour, Beurr6 d'Amanlis and B.
Diel, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Doyenn6 du Cornice,

Chaumontel, Glou Morceau, and Easter Beurr6 are
more often met with than other varieties ; an<l

amongst cooking Pears, the Belle de Jersey (syn..

Belle Angevine) and Catillac, or Pound Pear, arc
considered the best.

A rich, strong loam suits the Quince stock best,

a lighter soil suits the free stock for Peiirs. The
advantage of growing Pears on the Quince as a
stock is early fruiting; whereas, the generally

accepted axiom respecting Pears grafted on the
free or Pear stock is, that

—

He who plants Pears,
Plants for his heirs.

There are but few large Pears on the island ; occa-
sionally one or two are met with towering above
tlie Apple trees in the orchards, but such trees are
the exception ; and land is so expensive in Jersey
that no room can be spared for unproductive trees

(which is the case whilst the tree is growing).

The Jersey farmer, cultivating 20 acres of land,
and making a comfortable living off so small a sur-

face, cannot afford to allow a single perch of it to

remain unproductive, and every square yard is

made to contribute towards the general expenses.
The space allotted to kitchen gardening and fruit

culture is generally near the homestead, the path-
ways being planted on either side with bush Apple
and Pear trees, Currant and Gooseberry trees filling

up the intervening spaces in the rows until the
trees have grown sufficiently large to cover the
whole space. These highly-cultivated and riclily-

manured pieces of ground are made to produce
crop after crop in rapid succession. No sooner is

one crop off the ground than another replaces it

(organic, and not artificial manures being used).
The trees get the benefit of these repeated dress-
ings and the manipulation of the soil.

Societies.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
The annual general meeting of this society was
held on Thursday, the 31st January, at Anderton's
Hotel, Fleet Street, when a large attendance of

members was presided over by Mr. R. Ballantine.

The first business of the evening was to receive
and adopt the report and the balance-sheet for the
past year. From the reading of the latter it ap-
pears that the society has received for subscriptions

£201 6s.; donations,"£110 Ss. 6d.; from the Royal
Aquarium Company for prize money at the three
exhibitions, £215 Is.; and from other sources, such
as the Hull Society on account of the provincial
show, affiliated societies, advertisements, &c., an
entire income of £851 15s. lid. On the other side

of the account tlie society paid £70 in prize money
at the September show, £222 6s. 6d. at the grand
fete in November, £82 Us. 6d. at the provincial
show, and £56 2s. 6d. at the late flowering exhibi-
tion held last month. The arrears due to the
society, which amounted to upwards of £200 three
weeks ago, are now only £34 Is. 6d.

A lengthy list of donations to the special prize

fund was read, amounting to a considerable sum.

Mr. E. C. Jukes referring to the length of time
and valuable service of the late president, Mr.
Sanderson, moved the following resolution :

" That
the members of the National Chrysanthemum
Society have heard with the greatest regret of the
intention of Mr. E. Sanderson not to offer himself
for re-election, and desire to convey to him their

deep sense of the invaluable services which he has
rendered to the society and their assurance that he
carries with him into his retirement their heartiest

good wishes, also that a copy of this resolution be
sent to him." The motion was seconded by tlie

hon. sec, Mr. W. Holmes, who paid a feeling tribute

to the abilities displayed by Mr. Sanderson during
the long term of service he had devoted to the
society, and it was carried with acclamation.

The report of the committee appointed to recon-
.sider the constitution and rules of the society was
received. Mr. Jukes in calling attention to pro-

posed Rule No. 3 observed that it was considered
that the society ought now to have for a president
and vice-presidents some well-known nobleman and
titled gentlemen of standing in tlie country, and
that the committee were in correspondence with
some for the purpose of obtaining their consent.
At present it was not possible to mention names,
and it was resolved, as the election of officers was
the next business on the agenda paper, to defer the
election of president and vice-presidents to an ad-

journed general meeting to be held on Thursday
the 28th inst.

The new rules having been previously discussed
and adopted, the following nominations and elec-

tions were proceeded with: Treasurer, Mr. J. R.
Starling; chairman of committees, Mr. R. Ballan-

tine; vice-chairman of committees, Mr. E. C. Jukes;
honorary secretary, Mr. Wm. Holmes; foreign
corresponding secretary, Mr. C. Harman Payne.

In the course of returning thanks for his re-elec-

tion Mr. Holmes stated he had had the curiosity to

have the letters counted which had reached him
during the year 1888, and found they numbered
3037, which would show the members that the work
of secretary was by no means a sinecure.

According to the rule, one-third of the members
forming the general committee retire in rotation
every year. There were sixteen candidates nomi-
nated, and the following gentlemen were elected

:

Messrs. Addison, Beavan, Owen, Drain, senr.. Swift,

Kendall, Prickett, Langdon, Cannell, Shoesmith,
Wm. Taylor, and Kemp. Mr. John Laing and Mr.
E. Sanderson were also elected to fill two other
seats vacated by Mr. E. C. Jukes and Mr. Harman
Payne taking office.

The representative of the Brighton Society moved
that a meeting be held at or soon after the Novem-
ber show to invite other societies to arrange tlie

dates of their shows, so as to avoid clashing, but
the proposition fell through. The hon. secretary
announced that all arrangements for holding the
next provincial show at Hull were completed, and
that the National Dahlia Society had expressed
their willingness to settle the points requiring ad-
justment in the September schedule of prizes.

Applications for affiliation were acceded to from
the Scottish Horticultural Association and the
Westerham Chrysanthemum Society.

Mr. E. C. Jukes will offer for competition at the
provincial show at Hull a cup value £5 5s. in the
class for Anemone blooms.

tlnited Horticultural Benefit and Provi-
dent Society.—We learn that the annual meeting of the
above society will take plice at the Caledonian Hotel,
Robert Street, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, on Monday
evening, February 11, at 8 o'clock.

Covent Garden sales.—We are advised to re-

commend senders who are defrauded by market
salesmen to communicate in confidence with the
Superintendent, at the Market Office, Covent
Garden.

Grubs in Amaryllis bulbs.— I enclose a bulb
of an Amaryllis containing a large grub, and should
be glad to know what the grub is and the best
means of preventing it, or them, attacking the
bulbs, as I have lost manv fine Amaryllises in this

way.—E. D. 0.
*^* In reply to the above, the grubs which

attack your Amaryllis bulbs are those of the Nar-
cissus fly (Merodon equestris, or narcissi). There
is no means of killing the grubs without destroying
the bulbs, for in their position in the bulbs no
insecticide would reach them, and were they cut
out of the bulb the latter would be of little or no
use afterwards. Whenever you find a plant flagging
or not starting into growth as it should, examine
the bulb carefully, and if attacked by this insect it

h.ad better be burnt. When full grown the gruLs
leave the bulbs and become chrysalides in the soil,

from which the flies emerge in April. The flies,

which are black and yellow in colour, and some-
what resemble small bumble-bees, .are nearly tlirec-

qu.arters of an inch long, and IJ inches across the
wings when expanded. "They lay their eggs probably
near the base of the leaves. I doubt if any at-

tempt to catch the flies would be of much benefit.

-G. S. S.

BOOK RECEIVED.
Bulletin of MisceUaneoua Information. No. 26.— List of

Seeds of Ilerbaceoua Plants. Koyal Gardens, Kew.

Names of plants.— (V.fslci-.—Ficus Parcelli. 0. F. 0.
— Dcndrobium finibriatum oeulatum.—

—

1{. Fii.^b;/, Preston.—
Uhododendron Nobleanuna. J. 11. Hti/noldA.—We do not
name floiists' flowers. (J. Taiilor.—Oncldium cartha-
gincnse (fine fomi). T. Rei-ord.—l, Denirobium chryso-
toxum; 2, D. suaTlssinium ; 3. decayed. //. W, -Choisya
temata. (?. 3/.—Cattleya Eldorado.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

FORESTRY IN HAMPSHIRE.
The following extract is taken from a paper
read before the Soiitliampton Chamber nf Com-
merce by T. W. Shore, F.G.S., F.C.S., on
"The Proposed National School of Forestry
considered as a Hampshire Commercial Ques-
tion " :—

"I think that most people will agree that
Hampshire is capable of f;rowinga much greater
value of wood of various kinds than is now pro-
duced, and in view of the agricultural depres-
sion our landowners are beginning to recognise
this, and more trees and coppices are being
planted. In some parts of Hampshire at the
present time Chestnut coppice wood of seven
years' growth sells at from £13 to £17 per acre,

for hop poles and hoop making. At the end of

the nineteenth century to secure good com-
mercial results people must not use the same
means which succeeded centiu-ies ago, but as

regards tree planting consider the probable re-

quirements of the twentieth century. In several

manufactures at the present time there is a de-

mand for new woods, which are now imported,
but which might be grown here. For example, in

the cabinet manufacture American Walnut and
Sequoia arc in demand. I have lately heard of

a landowner making extensive plantations of

American Walnut. At the present time this

wood fetches from 6s. to 7s. per cubic foot in

the market, and the tree is quick-growing. I

will give you a few other instances. Alder
wood is imported for making gunpowder, and
yet I imagine it could be grown at homo to any
required extent and very quickly. Box wood,
again, which is so much in demand for wood
engraving and other purposes, and which grows
well on limestone soils, is lai'gely imported
from the Caucasus in billets 3 feet to 8 feet long
and .3 inches to 18 mches in diameter, and
fetches from £4 to £15 per ton. I could show
you in Hampshire as fine Box timber as these
billets, and our neighbouring county of Berks
is believed in ancient times to have had so much
of it as to have got its name from it. Box
could certainly be grown in Hampshire, and
although a very slow growing tree it is orna-
mental and fetches a good price.

" As an illustration of the possibilities of ex-

periments in tree culture in Hampshire, I may
remark that Mr. S. J. A. Salter, F.R.S., of

Basingfield, Basingstoke, has 120 species of

Willows growing in his private grounds. As a
possible economic use <jf the Willow and other
similar woods it may lie mentioned that char-
coal from its wood is in demand for gunpowder,
and the Aspen aii<l other light woods aft'ord a

valuable pajier pulp. Another of the WiUow
family, the common Osier, has been shown to

be very valuable in connection with sewage
farms. It is a quick-growing wood and rapidly
abs(jrlis sewage matter, .and has thus produced
good economic results. With a properly orga-
nised forestry school lirought into touch with
(i\ir manufacturing industries and requirements,
and having connected with it men able to make
any investigations that may bo required, I can
imagine that the po.ssibilities of commercial
economic results would be great.

" Lastly, I again ask, what other part of

England could otter such advantages for a
national undertaking of this kind as Hamp-
shire? For experiments in the acclimatisation
of trees of economic value from warmer
countries, it is clear that aomo area in the
Boutheni counties of England must be chosen
if sucli experiments are to bu conducted with

the greatest chances of success. To acclimatise
the Eucalyptus globulus or Blue Gum Tree
alone would be an economic result of consider-
able value. This tree produces a most valuable
timber, unsurpassed for building purposes, tele-

gi'aph poles, and railway sleepers. Its nature
is such that owing to the extremely rapid ab-
sorbing power of its roots, and the equally re-

markable evaporating jjower of its leaves, it

quickly improves damp soils and ameliorates a
damp climate.

'

' At present the forestry of the New Forest
concerning which so many conflicting Acts of

Parliament, either in the interest of the Crown
or in that of the commoners, have been passed,
is, in my opinion, a national disgrace. Look at
the many thousands of young trees choked by
their nursing Pines in all parts of the New
Forest, a condition of things becoming annually
worse, in ray opinion, instead of better, and yet
we are told that all this is strictly regulated by
Acts of Parliament passed within comparatively
recent years. One of these Acts, we are told,

says that the expenses of making and preserving
the plantations are to be paid by the sale of

decayed and other trees, ' other than ship timber
trees,' so that I suppose if such sales do not
produce money enough, the plantations cannot
be properly thinned out and preserved. This
is presumably the reason why we see so many
young trees killed before they are grown, and
see the Pines growing so large and thick in

many parts of the forest as to be at the present
time actually killing each other. This is a sad
state of things, considered from a national point
of view as well as from our local point of view.
Does not this make it all the more desirable
that the national school of forestry for Eng-
land should be established here, where forestry
could be practically taught and the greatest of

our national forests saved from decay by its

means ? The area of the existing plantations,
or perhaps half that area, would, if judiciously
used, be ample for such experimental work as

would be required by a national forestry school
to be conducted in the New Forest. Other ex-
perimental work could be easily carried out in

the other Crown forests of Hampshire, and be
adapted to the particular soil of each. A national
school of forestry for England could nowhere be
established so advantageously for the nation as
in Hampshire. It would be both a direct and
an indirect cause of prosperity to Hampshire,
and 1 hope this subject will receive the atten-
tion of our new County Council."

The Poplars for timber.—The Black Italian
Poplar (Populus monilifera) is perhaps the most
rapid growing tree we have in cultivation, and will
produce in a given number of years more available
timber than any otlier tree yet introduced. This
Poplar is now very extensively cultivated, and its

wood is now used for various agricultural purposes,
as well as for railway wagons, &c. The wood of
the Black Italian Poplar, as well as that produced
by some of the other species, all being equally free-

growing, is worthy of being experimented on for
railway sleepers, so as to ascertain its duration
when compared with the ordinary sleepers now in

use. If prepared and laid on broken metal, as
sleepers generally are, it may last a very long time.
— J

.

Pinus insignis as a seaside tree.—The gre.at

merit of this as a seaside tree is well shown at

Bodorgan, in Anglese.a, where many specimens are
in perfect health within a few y.arils of the sea.

There is perhaps nowhere a more wind-tortured
district than Anglesca, judging by the a]ii>i'ar.ance

oC the few .-stunted native trees tlwil withstand the
blast. Plants of the most beautiful kinils are, how-
ever, established almost on the seashore. On the
margin of the shore the Sea Bucktborq, Furze, and

Darwin's Barberry first meet the south-western
gales and almost continual winds. A few paces
behind these the first plants of Pinus insignis and
the common evergreen Oak appear, and soon with
the aid of these excellent shore trees almost any
kind of evergreen planting may be carried out.

The whole place is most instructive as regards
planting near the sea. The contrast between the
wind-swept surface of the island and the noble
avenue of evergreen trees leading from the entrance
lodge to the house is ver}* striking.—V.

THE PINE WEEVIL.
(hylobitjs abietis.)

THiSinsect(CuroulioPini of some authors) appears to

be often confounded with the Pine-destroying beetle
(Hylurgns piniperda), but the two species are so

unlike in size, colour, shape, and mode of attack,

that one is at a loss to know how they could be
mistaken by practical men. It is a well-known
fact that the beetle and weevil are both winged in-

sects, and I have had the leaders and branches of

trees of considerable size destroyed by both insects.

That the weevil delights to crawl about and conceal
itself among surface herbage is certain, and I have
found it of great advantage to keep the ground clear

of surface weeds and rubbish around the plant. As
the Hylurgus piniperda never attacks plants by
eating the bark on the stems and branches, and as

there appears to be considerable confusion regard-

ing the habits and modes of attack of the Hylobius
abietis and the former, 1 shall give a brief descrip-

tion of the two species.

The Hylurgus piniperda is of a jet-black colour,

from two to two and a half lines in length, and
feeds upon the pith of the terminal twigs and
leaders of Pine trees. They generally pair about
the beginning of April, and use for breeding pur-

poses unhealthy Pines, recently felled trees and
branches lying upon the ground, as well as fresh

roots and stumps left in the ground. At first they
bore a hole through the bark, and then form a sub-

cortical tunnel some 8 inches or 9 inches in length,

along both sides of which the female deposits an
egg here and there as the work proceeds. The eggs

are hatched in May, and the larva eats its way in

an opposite direction from the original tunnel. In
June it turns to the pupa state, and by the end of

July or August it is generally completely formed,

makes its escape, and attacks Pine trees in the way
specified. The larva is of a whitish colour with a
yellowish head, and as it requires a certain amount
of sap to feed upon, I have never found it in trees

or stumps that had become thoroughly dried up.

The Pine weevil (Hylobius abietis), on the other

hand, is generally from seven to nine lines in length,

dark brown in colour, with bright yellow lines

across the back; legs, six in number, and very

powerful. The female is rather smaller than the

male. They pair in March and April, and select for

depositing their eggs the roots of sickly Pines and
the roots and stumps of recently felled Pine trees.

1 have likewise occasionally found their nests under
the b.ark of recently felled trees lying on the grotlnd,

liut never in the stems of trees before they were cut

down. The insect goes through its different transfor-

mations and attains a perfect state in August
and September. The weevils lul:ernate in surface

rubbish and the roots and stumps of coniferous

trees of different species; hence the propriety of

burning surface herbage in spring with the view of

destroying them. As the weevil, however, deposits

its eggs in the solid timber below the bark, this

burning never affects the eggs. I have found that

nothingsbortof aroasting fire of branches on the top

of the stumps was capable of penetrating the spot

and destroying the eggs. This fact appears not to

be taken into account, or perhaps imperfectly

understood by some planters, who tell us about

burning surface herbage to destroy the eggs. In

addition to eating the bark around the stems of

young Pine trees, the weevil often attacks trees of

considerable size of the Spruce tribe by eating the

bark around the loaders and terminal points of

twigs and branches, ai\d I have likewise known it

to attack deciduous trees in a similar numncr.
J. B. Webstkb.

/
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"This lean Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Nattre."—Shakespeare.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIRDLESTONE.

TEA ROSES ON MULTIFLORA STOCKS.
By multiflora is not here meant the garden
variety known by the name of De la Grefferaie,

which is of no value as a stock for Roses ; only
some of the Dijon Teas do at all well upon it,

and these no better than upon Brier, while for

moderate growers it is a complete failure.

The species itself, however, Rosa multiflora,

more generally known in this country by the
name of Rosa polyantha, under which it was re-

introduced from Japan by Siehold and Zuccarini,

makes a most useful dwarf stock, particularly

for the Tea-scented Roses and their hybrids.
Its merits are that it strikes root as a cutting
more quickly and more certainly than almost
any other Rose, not even excepting the Ma-
netti ; that it makes a mass of vigorous liealthy

roots; that it will grow in any soil even of the
sandiest description ; and that it is as easy as

the Manetti to bud. Some people, when its

employment as a stock was first suggested,
prophesied that it would sucker so much that it

would be of little value. This has not in any way
proved to be the case. Among some 200 plants

of Teas and hybrids of Victor Verdier race

budded on multiflora which have now passed
successfully through their fifth season, there

have not been so many suckers as amongst an
equal number of plants on dwarf Brier stocks.

At the same time the plants are e<iually fine,

their vitality as well maintained, and the

flowers as handsome and as abundantly pro-

duced. The finest plant of Coratesse de
NadaUlac in the garden is one that has stood for

the past five years in the open, exposed to every
wind that blows, on poor soil, and budded on
Rosa multiflora. Other Teas, budded at the
same time, that are also doing well are Marie
Van Houtte, whose flowers during the last two
seasons have been thought to come larger on
the multiflora stocks than ou the Brier, Hon.
Edith Gift'ord, Etoile de Lyon, also ailmirably

suited, and Jean Ducher. Of each of these

varieties there are between twenty and thirty

plants that have now been grown for five years,

and a good many others have since been added,
including Mar6chal Kiel, of wliich the plants
look well and have carried good blooms the last

two seasons. In fact, the experiment has been
considered so satisfactory, that not only have
many sorts been budded on multiflora during
1888, but there is a good batch of stocks ready
to be planted out next March or April for bud-
ding in the ensuing summer of 1889.

Now there is no intention of attempting to

prove that Rosa nmltiflora is a better stock than
the dwarf Brier, but there are many districts in

which very few wild Roses are found, and where
there is consequently a lack of heps from which
to raise seedling Briers. Again, it is a matter of

three years at least from tlie sowing of the seed
to the time when tlie seedlings can be budded,
and also the fact remains that,

Iq spite of all temptation
To pooh-pooh the operdtion,

the budding of seedling Briers requires more
practice and jiatience for its successful accom-
plishment than that of any other kind of stock.

To those, therefore, who cannot readily obtain

a supply of dwarf Briers, or who have not the
patience to wait until Rose seeds become Rose
stocks, or, again, who do not for some reason or

another succeed with the budding of seedling

Briers, the employment of Ro.sa multiflora as a
stock is likely to prove a boon, especially for

the Tea-scented Roses. For these the Manetti
out of doors is notoriously useless, but upon
the multiflora, which has all the conveniences
of the Manetti, the stocks being just as easy to

make and to bud, the Teas thrive well.

If in September well-ripened cuttings about
9 inches long of Rosa multiflora be put in out

of doors in sand, leaving only 2 inches

of the cutting appearing above the surface,

about 95 per cent, of serviceable stocks will be
ready for transplantation by the following
autumn.

As an indication of the rapidity with which the

cuttings of this Rose strike root, it may be men-
tioned that one season cuttings inserted in Sep-

tember in the open ground were found to be
rooted by the end of the year. They were trans-

planted the following March, and budded in

July—within ten months from the time of their

insertion as cuttings.

This rushing of the manufacture of stocks is

not to be commended as a general practice, as

the result is liable to be a certain thinness of

bark which involves great care in budding ; but
an insuflicient number of stocks ha\'ing been
provided this expedient was resorted to, and in

spite of the slight tenderness of their bark,

causing some little trouble at the time they

were budded, the Teas worked on them, now
four years old, are all flourishing.

In addition to the Teas, all the smooth-
wooded Roses of Victor Verdier race, which have
probably a large proportion of Tea blood in

their veins, appear to like Rose multiflora as a

stock. These Roses, including Marie Finger,

Victor Verdier itself, Hippolyte Jamain, Ma-
dame Bois, and such like, will not thrive upon
Manetti, biit upon multiflora they do well.

Other Hybrid Perpetuals have not been at all

extensively tried, though from what has been
seen, the impression exists that for smooth-
wooded kinds clearly showing some Tea parent-

age, such as La France, Captain Christy, or

the Victor Verdier family generally, Rosa mul-
tiflora may be most successfully employed as a

stock.

It has sometimes been suggested that Rosa
rugosa might make a good stock for Teas, and
owing to the success that has so far attended

the employment of Rosa multiflora, a consider-

able number of seedlings have been raised of

Rosa rugosa, and also of Rosa lucida, in the

biidding of which a further experiment is con-

templated next summer.

In the meantime, those who liave any diffi-

culty in obtaining, in propagating, or in working

dwarf Brier stocks, knowing the inutility of

Manetti and De la Grefferaie for the Teas and
the smooth-wooded hybrids, may well make trial

of Rosa multiflora (.syn., polyantha), which will

be found easy to grow, easy to propagate, and
most easy to bud.

Marechal Niel Roses.—When visiting a well-

stocked market we are sometimes astonished at the

enormous quantities and variety of flowers, kc.
oflfere:! for sale, and naturally wonder whence they

come and how they can l)e produced at the price

they are sold for. An illustration of tliis may be

seen at Derby, where in the spring after a little

extra sunshine tlie market is glutted with Marechal

Niel Roses. It is hardly the locality in which one

would expect to find one of the largest plants in

the country, yet such is the ca-se at Chellaston, a

place noted for its line gypsum pits. The plant in

question, I am told, was budded on the common Brier

some eighteen years ago, and planted in stiff marly
loam on a raised bed in a dilapidated greenhouse,

trained to a single rail along the centre of the

house, and allowed to grow into a dense thicket.

By its appearance pruning has never been at-

tempted, and being such a dense mass, the growths

are of moderate size and flower freely, as may be

imagined from the fact that the blooms from this

plant alone realise some £30 or £40 annually.

The blooms are never very large, but good in

colour and substance of petal. They are gathered

for sale when about half open, as this is the favourite

size with the public. The whole house is devoted

to this one plant, and very little, if any, fire-heat is

used. I am unable to say whether the gypsum soil

is of any advantage in Rose culture, but this plant

is remarkably clean and healthy. Some difference

of opinion exists as to which is the most suitable

stock for this Rose, but nothing could succeed

better than this one does on the common Brier from
the hedgerow.—J. H. Goodaceb.

ROSE MADAME LAMBARD.
There may be, I think, a good deal of interest-

ing opinion, if not of information, elicited by the

course proposed to be adopted with regard to

description of Roses. In former years, when Mr.

Hinton, of Warminster, used to conduct the election

of Roses, it was always a matter of considerable in-

terest, made stiU more so when the selection was
tested by the experience of exhibitors. It was
found then how very little discrepancy there was
between the two, and that the Roses which stood

highest in the elected list were those also which
stood highest in the exhibition list. There may
then be, in lieu of a revival of this, an equal amount
of interest by collecting the opinions of Rose
growers and exhibitors on individual Roses.

I am not an exhibitor. I grow Roses for two
purposes—my own gratification and that of my
friends, for he must be a churl who does not wish

to share such pleasures with others ; and, secondly,

to (as the cant phrase is) keep me in touch with the

new Roses. I am so frequently called upon to

judge, that I feel that this is necessary, for I think

Mr. George Paul is quite right when, in the

"Rosarian's Year-Book" for 1889, he says a judge

ought to be, if not an exhibitor, a grower of Roses,

so that he may know them by home inspection, and
also keep up his knowledge of the novelties that

from time to time claim the love of the Rose grower,

so that I do not look at Roses exclusively from the

exhibitor's point of view, and perhaps my estimate

of them may be different from those who are in

the thick of the fray. With regard to Mme.
Lambard, there are many points of great excellence

about it, while at the same time there are defects

which prevent it, in my mind, from taking a place

amongst the choicest Tea Roses for exhibition.

1. One great point in its favour is its great hardi-

ness, and here let me say that I think que.-tions

1 and 3 run very much into one another. I have

had it for years in the open (in the south-east of

England), and in some years it is almost evergreen.

Our severest winters do hot seem to affect it, while

there is no Rose on which one can more confidently

rely for autumnal blooms. Another great charm
about it is its exceedingly variable character, ami

this in a decorative Rose is especially pleasing. I

liave gathered not from the same tree only, but

from the same branch, a bloom of a very bright red'

and .another pure yellow, and it conies oftentimes

with all sorts of intermediate shades between these

two extremes.

2. It is not a perfect Rose either in shape or

colour; it is very apt to come witli a confused

centre. It has not, for example, tlie beautifully

regulated form of Souvenir d'Elise or Catlicrine

Mermet, and this seriously detracts fnuii its value as

an exhibition Rose. Moreover, there is a w.-mt of

steadfastness (so to speak) in its colouring; it very

soon begins to have a dirty look, and I have often

seen a box of Teas very greatly lessened in its posi-

tion by this defect of Mme. Lambard. While some
other Teas and Noisettes seem to gain in point of
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colour as they fade, this unquestionably deterio-

rates. Marfichal Niel, for instance, gains, usually

the brilliant rich yellow being developed as the

flower becomes older.

3. As I have said, the reply to No. 1 seems to

me to embrace this also.

4. I do not think that it is at all particular. Every
soil is not a Rose soil, and consequently I can say

but little on this question. My garden is mainly

composed of a rich alluvial mould, and where I

grow my Roses I have added, from time to time,

good strong loam, but I should never think, had I

the opportunity, of coddling up Madame Lambard,
as she will, I think, accommodate herself to any
soil in which Roses will at all grow. In the same
way, I can give no answer to

5. I grow my Teas exclusively on the Brier seed-

ling or cutting, and, therefore, can give no opinion

of the value of other stocks ; but if there is any Tea
Rose that would be likely to prefer Manetti (which
I do not think there is), it would be such a vigorous

and hardy variety as Mme. Lambard.

6. As far as a plant for decorative purposes is

concerned, 1 think that it need not be pruned
hard ; it will bear a good quantity of blooms
without any injury. As to 7 and 8, I must
plead total ignorance. I never grow pot plants,

and I know nothing of its value as a market
Rose ; but this I do know, that I do not recollect

ever to have seen it well exhibited in a collection

of pot Roses, and that in my walks through Covent
Garden Mme. Lambard is not often seen.

—

Delta.
1. In our opinion the distinctive excellences

of Tea Rose Madame Lambard as a plant and as a
flower are its vigorous branching habit, handsome
foliage, and profuseness in [lowering. Here it flowers

almost as continuously as the old blush China,
while its vagaries in colour are wonderful.

2. The only imperfect i VI we find with it is its

disposition at times to come "quartered."

3. We have always found it thoroughly hardy.

4. It succeeds well here grown in bush form in

beds. On walls it is fairly free, and does well in

almost any soil provided it has been liberally

manured.

5. We prefer the seedling Brier as a stock for it.

6. For exhibition blooms we would prune very
hard, and do not think that for garden decoration
we would vary tlie pruning much owing to its

growth being so free.

7. It is an excellent pot Rose.

8. We have no experience of.—ALEX. Dickson
AND Sons, The Hotjal Nurseries, JVe>vtow7iards, Co.

Down.

1. Vigorous constitution, free - flowering'

good foliage; lovely variation of colour, ranging
from cream to light vivid red.

2. In hot weather it opens prematurely, and is

useless for exhibition.

3. Hardy.

4. On ordinary strong Rose soil suitable for
Hybrid Perpetuals, and in the best available situa-

tion exposed to the morning and shaded from the
afternoon sun.

!>. Seedling Brier.

6. Close pruning is most suitable.

7. Not especially.—E. B. Lindsell, Hitch'm,
Herts.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Mr. Oeobuk Prim e, of Oxford, writes to pohit out that
tho niiino of lits new whita Tea.ficented Rose Is "fSouvonir
de 8. A Prince," not " Souvenir de Satuli Prince," as printed
in t!ie list of new Teas on page 41.

Hose White Perle.—One mnro now Tea lio o has been
announced, since the compilation of tlie list on pages 43-4. by
Messrs. Win Paul, of Walthaiii Cross, under the ranie of
White Pcrlo. It is described as a wliito sport from Perle des
.Tardins.

Roses in South Carolina.—Mr. liorckmans, writing
to US from Aognsti, Oeorijia, .Jan. '.;.>, says :

" My friends in
Houth Carjlioa are llie most advanced in horticultural
matters of any s'jction of th'i South. Their Rose sinews in
April and their Clirysantheniunis In the winter are an evi-
dence of most rapid progress in Ilorlculturo."

Books.

THE ROSE GARDEN.*
A NEW EDITION—the ninth—of Mr. William Paul's
" Rose Garden " proves, elaborate as were the pre-

vious editions, to be even fuller, better arranged,

and more complete than any of its eight prede-

cessors.

By the introduction of fresh matter, the com-
plete revision of descriptions and selections of

varieties, and the suppression of the least interest-

ing of the earlier plates in favour of portraits of

more recent favourites, this standard work has been
brought up to date (even to the inclusion of a full

list of the new Roses for the current season 1888-9),

and now more worthily than ever fills the promi-

nent position that has always by common consent

been accorded to it in English Rose literature.

In Division 1 the amateur will find, upon every

point and process of importance in the successful

cultivation of the Rose, the most minute and care-

ful instructions, which may be almost unreservedly

recommended, although, of course, here and there

some matter of detail may call forth a difference

of opinion. As, for instance, in the advice given as

to the treatment of seedlings (p. 127), "Do not

disturb any of the seedlings the first year," an in-

junction condemned by the very next sentence, as

well as by the description on the following page of

the fate of many seedlings left in the open beds
throughout the winter. For it is just because the

germination of many seeds takes place so early in

the second spring that it is desirable to remove the

stronger seedlings late in October or during the

November previous, according to the season, when
the momentary disturbance of the soil of the seed-

bed will do no harm, while the removal of the

smaller and younger seedlings is essential to the

prevention of their being drawn out of the ground
by the frost, and so perishing during the winter.

When the seedlings are all taken up in late autumn,
the soil of the seed-bed can be at once pressed

down firm again, so that still dormant seeds may
germinate safely without risk of disturbance just at

the critical time in March or April, and the seed-

lings themselves can also be laid in safe out of

reach of winter frost.

It is, however, to the propositions laid down in

his chapter on Tea-scented Roses (pp. 175-7) th.at

Mr. Paul will find fewest adherents at the present

time. That the Teas must be grown under glass to

ensure the perfect development of their flowers is a
contention which cannot, e.xcept in a phenomenal
season like that of 1888, be maintained. Indeed,

in the case of certain varieties the converse is more
true, for the flowers of such Teas as Marie Van
Houtte and Madame de Watteville, whose petals

are margined with some shade quite distinct from
the base, are rarely, if ever, seen in the most per-

fect phase of their beauty—that is to say, with
their characteristic two colours clearly defined

—

when grown under glass. The colours of such
flowers become confused and indistinct when the

plants are forced at all, and in the case of almost
all varieties ,a certain paleness and uniformity of

tint, very different from the rich glow and variety

of blooms developed out of doors, is rarely dis-

sociated from Roses expanded under glass early in

the year.

Again, the remark that " those who have a mild
climate, dry soil, or sheltered situation may grow
the Tea- scented Roses fairly well out of doors,"

sounds ,as though it might be just possible in the

Isle of Wight or in Devon.shiro to keep Teas in

existence during the winter; whereas it is notorious

th.at there is hardly a county in the United King-
dom, or at any rate us far nortli as Aberdeen, in

^ "The Rise fiardcn." In two divisions. Divleion 1.

—

•

Embracing the history and poetry of tho ilose, tho forma-
tion of the rosarium, and a detailed aecovnit of the various

f)ractices adopted in the successful cultivation of this popu-
ar flower ; illustrated with nximcrous engravings on wood.
Division 2.— Uontainiug an arran^'oment, in natural groupa,
of the most esteemed varieticH of Kosos recognised and cul-

tivated in tile v.vrious iioso gardens, English and foreign,

with full descriptions and remarks on tlieir origin and
mode of culture. Ily William F'aul. I'M.S, .'ic. Ninth
edition. Loudon: Kent and Co., 2:J, PaternoBtor Row.

which Tea-scented Roses may not be, and are not,

grown in the utmost beauty and perfection in the
open.

Mr. Paul concludes his chapter by saying, " If

Tea Roses must be grown out of doors, bud i hem
plentifully every year ... it is here the lover

of Tea Roses should look for the chief supply of

these flowers out of doors." Now it may safely be
asserted that almost every rosarian who has made
a special study of the culture of Tea-scented Roses
would be prepared to contest this statement. When-
ever any exceptionally fine Teas are seen, other
Tea men may generally be heard remarking that

the grower "must have some fine old-established

plants to get such blooms," for it is a matter of

common experience that the maiden blooms of Teas
are liable to be small and lacking in character, and
the plants are not infrequently less free in autumn
than cut-backs of some standing.

Among the most valuable additions to the present

edition is the account of the growth and develop-

ment of mildew and orange fungus, with admirable
marginal illustrations by Mr. Worthington Smith,
and Mr. Paul's remarks about stocks (p. 167) are

also of great interest, his conclusion being that the

native Brier or Dog Rose is the best stock, that the
seedling Brier is the "best suited for light, dry
soils," and that, though "the plants grow more
vigorously on the Manetti ihe Jirsi year, their sub-

sequent decline is also more rapid " (the italics are

Mr. Paul's).

There follow very full and careful selections of

varieties of Roses specially adapted to particular

purposes, in which it is only to be regretted that

Mr. Paul should employ so many unnecessary and
consequently confusing prefixes. For instance, why
should there be printed " Madame S. Fropot " and
" Mademoiselle T. Levet " instead of the customary
and far more pleasing Sophie Fropot and Thferfese

Levet ?

Division 1 concludes with a useful calendar of

operations in the Rose garden, and Division 2 con-

sists of a descriptive list of the principal varieties

of Roses in general cultivation, arranged in groups

or families, but also displaying the same incon-

veniences of nomenclature above noted.

Of the plates, the best likeness in the book is, as

it always has been, that of Baroness Rothschild—

a

plate on which the artist's name does not appear;

.and Catherine Mermet is also good. Among the

new additions, a somewhat ruddy presentment of

Comtesse de Nadaillac gives a good idea of the

character of the flower, and it may be hoped that

the figuring of. clinophylla duplex and of the

Copper Austrian Brier will be the means of obtain-

ing for these two beautiful Roses a greater share of

the general recognition that they so well deserve.

The Duchess of Bedford's portrait, on the other

hand, does not do .anything like justice to the most
beautiful of .all Mr. Postan's seedlings, and the

same may be said of the plates of Pride, Queen, and
Star of W.altham ; while it must be candidly ad-

mitted that the full-page wood engravings, of

which the best is that of tho charming Polyantha

Pcrle d'Or, are utterly unworthy of their position.

The appendix contains two very valuable papers,

one on the botany and one on the entomology of

the Rose ; and also a useful and com]irelieusive list

of works published during the last ninety years on

the subject of Roses and Rose growing.
T. W. G.

The weather.—The sudden ch.ange from mild

to severe, but pleasant weather withal, has not

come a wliit too soon, as buds and spring flowers

were getting rather forward. The gl.ass on Satur-

d.ay night marked \T>° of frost, .and (1° on Sunday
morning. About 11 a.m. snow commenced f.alling,

and continued without intermission until about

5 p.m., when tho ground w.as covered to the depth

of 10 inches. We had V^ of frost yesterday morning,
19° this (Tuesday") morning, and, judging from ap-

pearance, llune is a lair pros]iect of its continuance.

One of those intense fog frosts, which .sometimes

chill the marrow, alter such a cold wet summer
may prove fat.al to our fruit trees, by no means too
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well ripened, but this sudden depression pervading
the whole kingdom finds wood, foliage, and vege-

tables perfectly dry, whilst the deep covering of

snow and absence of cutting winds justify the

assertion that this check is a blessing, for which
gardeners should be thankful.—W. C, Eastnor
Castle, Feb. 12.

named nivalis, are all now just opening their

flowers at HoUoway.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWEK.

LATE-FLOWERING CALANTHES.

In my early days among.st Orchids, Calanthes

of the deciduous section were seldom seen ; in-

deed, they were new and rare, for C. vestita

was first exhibited in England in the year 1848,

before I knew anything of Orchids. In 1850,

the first year 1 worked amongst Orchids, LLma-
todes rosea was introduced from the same
country as the Calanthe, viz., Burmah. Some
time after this, Mr. Dominy, by crossing Lima-
todes rosea and Calanthe vestita, raised C.

Veitchi, a beautiful hybrid now well known and
largely grown in gardens, and which takes the

highest rank as a mid- winter bloomer. Both it

and C. vestita have produced many varieties

which bloom together about Cliristmas time,

making a rich display of colour in the houses.

These plants in the collections round London,
however, suffered severely from the fog this

season, but in the country they escaped this,

and now, in tlie second week in February, even
these have passed their beauty. This being the

case, I wish to call attention to a few kinds
which are of more recent introduction, and
which invariably open their flowers when the

other varieties are over, thus serving to prolong

the season of the display of this family. I think
these varieties are not so generally known, or if

known are neglected, through its not being

generally understood that they bloom late. This

fact, however, is fully exemplified by the grand
lot of them which are now opening their flowers

in Jlr. B. S. Williams' establishment, where this

family in particular are held in the highest

estimation, aod are especially well grown. The
treatment for these late-flowering varieties is

the same as that required for the earlier flower-

ing kinds. In flower at the present time are

—

C. VESTITA WiLLI.lMSl, a plant, I believe, found
in the Siamese or Cochin China territory, with

bulbs resembling those of Limatodes rosea or Cal-

anthe Veitchi in shape. This varietyproduces a spike

2 feet or more in length, and bears from fifteen to

twenty-four flowers, which are of an entirely diffe-

rent colour to those of any form yet in cultivation.

The sepals and petals are spreading, some 2 inches

across, white, more or less densely streaked with
rosy-crimson ; lip in shape more resembling that of

C. vestita than C. Veitchi ; the whole of it being
of a deep, bright rosy-crimson, which is paler on
the margin.

C. TuBNEEl is another handsome form of the

genus from Burmah, and though known for many
years it has never been plentiful. Its colour is

white, saving the eye and the base of the lip, which
are suffused with deep rose.

C. Regsieei.—Another kind from the Cochin
China district, for the introduction of which we
liave to thank the horticulturists across the Channel.
I believe it flowered first in M. Regnier's establish-

ment in Paris. In growth it resembles C. Tumeri,
but the flowers are very different, being white with

a distinct and beautiful blotch of bright rosy-pink

in the eye.

The above, and a form of C. Regnicri named
fausta, with a very deep eye, C. Stevensi, which
appears to be somewhat between Turneri and
Kegnieri, and a pure white form of Turneri

Dendroblum Fytchianum roseum.—This
variety was discovered by Major-General Berkeley
in Burmah some two or three years ago, and sent

by him to Mr. B. S. Williams, in whose niu-sery we
recently noted it flowering profusely. It is a slender

plant, seldom growing more than a foot high. The
racemes are dense, and the flowers are clear rose col-

our, with the addition of a deep purple shade at the

base of the lip. It is said to grow at a great distance

from the typical plant, which occurs upon low trees

overhanging water, and thus a supply of moisture

is ensured all the year round. The typical plant,

whose flowers are pure white, usually blooms
some three months later. It should be grown in a
similar manner to D. barbatulum, previously

noted.

Cattleya Henisiana.— I am at a loss to under-

stand this plant, as it certainly has not proved
itself to be according to description. It was intro-

duced and sold publiclyabout twelve months agofor
a yellow-flowered Cattleya. I have seen it several

times with abortive flowers, from which one could

scarcely obtain a fair impression of its beauty.

From a plant, however, which I recently saw in

Messrs. Seeger and Tropp's establishment at Dul-
wich bearing a few flowers, a better idea could be
obtained, but certainly there was not the faintest

tinge of yeUow in them. The flowers are not large,

measuring slightly under 3 inches across; the

sepals and petals are spreading, the latter double

the size of the former and pearly white ; lip rolled

round the column at the base, the anterior lobe

spreading and ovate in shape, beautiful soft reddish

violet in colour. It is very distinct, and if it pro-

duces a quantity of flowers on a spike, it will be-

come a desirable plant, more especially if this

should prove to be the correct season for it to bloom,

although it has not fulfilled expectations as to

its shade of colour.—H.

Dendrobium barbatulum.'— This species,

though an old inhabitant of our gardens, has appa-

rently been much misunderstood, as two other

nearly allied species, viz., D. Fytchianum and D
chlorops, have at various times been figured under
this name. The present plant, though seldom seen,

I have recently noted in one or two collections, and
its slender raceme of delicate flowers should endear

it especially to lady growers of Orchids. The
raceme varies from 5 inches to 10 inches in length

;

the Bowers dense, each a little more than 1 inch

across and pure white, saving a small tuft of green-

ish yellow hairs at the base of the lip. A single

raceme, backed -svith Maiden-hair Fern, forms an
elegant spray without any stiffening or making up
in any way. The flowers, which are freely pro-

duced, last long in full beauty. This is a small-

growing plant, seldom attaining more than a foot in

height, and would appear to be common in Western
India, where it is mostly found on small trees and
fully exposed to the sun. When growing, I have
found it thrive best on a block of wood with very

little Moss upon it. It should be kept in a moist

atmosphere, suspended near the roof-glass, and
taken dovm frequently and dipped in water. After

growth is finished, less water and a cooler tempera-

ture should be given it. The spikes are produced
from several joints simultaneously and produce a

pretty effect, and as it blooms in the early part of

the year, it becomes specially useful for the pur-

poses noted above.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium lasioglossum.—This plant first

flowered in English ganlens some twenty years ago.

It is a Veitchian production. This firm, I beheve,

receive<l it from Burmah, but it has somewhat
dropped out of cultivation. This is much to be

regretted, as it is a very pretty species and it usually

flowers about this season. A very well-flowered

specimen which I saw recently quite surprised and
pleased me. It grows to about 18 inches in length,

and tlie delicate flowers are produced with the

leaves. The flowers are produced on short spikes,

two or three together from the joint opposite the

leaf, and form quite a raceme of white, ornamented

with green leaves ; the sepals and petals are broad
spreading, waxy white, and measure each about IJ
inches across ; the lip is also white, the side lobes

streaked with reddish-brown, and it bears a tuft of

yellow hairs on the disc. One bunch of these

flowers forms an elegant coat ornament. It is best

grown as a pot plant, and although it enjoys

abundance of light and air, it requires shading from
the midday sun in summer.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum cirrbosuin.—I was pleased

to see this plant in flower again in Mr. Williams'
nursery at Holloway, where it appears to be re-

ceiving the attention it really deserves, and why
it ever became so neglected it is difficult to

tell. It is a very free bloomer, its white and
chocolate spotted flowers, approaching more in

shape those of 0. na;vium than any other I know, be-

ing very attractive. As this Odontoglossum blooms
during the winter, it should meet with general

favour. Many less ornamental and useful kinds in

this genus are highly esteemed. It thrives well in

the cool house ^vith 0. Alexandne.—W. H. G.

HARDY ORCHIDS.
The genus Habenaria contains some most lovely

species, nearly all natives of North America, and
remarkable for their showy spikes of variously

coloured flowers. Unfortunately, although perfectly

hardy, they are diificult to manage, and have puzzled
the most ardent admirers to cultivate successfully.

Somehow, from watching their behaviour in our
gardens, I am led to believe that our summers are

not sufficiently warm and sunny to ripen off the

tubers. They usually do well enough the first

year, and sometimes the second, but afterwards

they begin to decline and gradually dwindle
away. Mr. EUwanger, of Rochester, gets many
of them to take well to his borders and rock-

work, and he has more than once sent me the

finest of plump, well-ripened bulbs, but only, I am
sorry to say, to dwindle away and die. That they
were planted as carefully as my friend's I have not

the least doubt, but we may imitate soil and site,

but we cannot climate.

The pubple-feixged Orchid (H. psycoides) is

a gem with deep crimson spikes of deliciously

scented flowers. H. fimbriata is not one whit be-

hind; which may likewise, though in a less degree,

be said of H. ciliaris with its long spikes of bright

orange flowers and curiously divided or fringed

sepals. Professor Macoun, of Ottawa, told me that

he found these in greatest quantity on the edges of

quagmires, and that they imitated nearly in choice

of site our native marsh Orchid (Orchis latifolia).

H. blepharaglottis I have had recently sent to

me from North America, and the appended note

that it is as easily grown in the garden border

as is the early purple Orchid (O. mascula). I hope
so, for it is a rare and pretty plant.

The Btjtteefly Oechid (H. bifolia), though
a native plant, must not be excluded from our list,

for when properly grown and in full flower it is

certainly a most ornamental plant. Then it is so

deliciously fragrant, particularly after a shower of

rain, that one feels tempted to linger long beside

the plants.

Many persons have reported unsatisfactorily of

their ability to cultivate the Butterfly Orchid, but

such is hardly my experience, for by lifting with a

sod of earth strong plants at almost any time of the

year, I have got them to do well. From my own
experience, I think that the good loamy sod brought

from the fielder mountain-side,and which encircles

the Carrot-shaped tubers, acts as a magnet for

wireworms and other injurious Orchid pests, parti-

cularly when the garden soil in which tlie fresh

turf is put is of poor quality. To show off the full

beauty of the Butterfly Orchid, I would suggest

that it be planted in clumps of not less than six or

eight, single specimens, be they ever so good, giving

but a poor idea of what the plants appear when
fully established in good bold masses.

The little white H.\bekaria (H. albida).

—Another native (Jrcliid I am always duliglited to

meet with, but, somehow or other, I always consider

it a rarity, though there be a score of plants to the
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square yard. By the side of some high-banked
mountain rivulet and wliere the soil inclines to peat,
one finds this pretty gem in greatest quantity ; but
occasionally, too, along with the Lady's Tresses
(Spiranthes autumnalis), on the outskirts of some
shady scrub Oak woodland. By lifting half a dozen
of the strongest plants just as they are about to
burst into bloom, and potting them carefully in a
small-sized flower-pot, they usually do well and
bloom freely, but I have also grown them very
successfully when planted in the herbaceous border.
The Fkog Oechid (H. viridis) is a rather in-

conspicuous plant and one that is easily overlooked,
both flowers and leaves being grass-coloured. For
its ornamental qualities it is hardly worthy of the
trouble required in cultivating. Dampish loam
amongstshort Grass would seem to be its favoured re-
sorts, but it is rarely found in quantity, and is usually
very locally distributed. It is of low growth, rarely
exceeding half a foot. A. D. Websteb.

ORCHID NOTES.
At p. 588 of last year's volume will be found some
notes as to the work necessary to be done at that
season of the year. We are now into February, and
work which was held back at mid-winter presses
heavily upon us. We have been at work in the cool
Orchid house since the last week in January, repot-
ting every plant in it, except, of course, those that
might have been repotted in the autumn. I fancy
it is an error in culture to allow an Odontoglossum
or Masdevallia growing all the year round in a cool
house to remain more than one year in the same
pot. My principal reason is this: that owing to
the plants being quite wet for at least six months
all the material decays rapidly, the result being
that it becomes unfit for the roots to live in. Some
growers say do not disturb the plants as long as
they do well. The arswer to this is, that if we
wait until a plant shows signs of declining health
or vigour, it may be too late to put it right again.
Good cultivators do not allow their plants to show
signs of waning vigour at any time. Repotting is

done in a careful manner, and in this is contained
all the elements of success. The roots of most
Orchids are exceedingly brittle, and when the
points are snapped oti they do not readily form
new ones, and thus a check which will take some
time to get over is given. Sometimes a plant may
look fairly healthy, but when it is turned out of
the pot the whole of the roots will be found in a
state of decay. A radical remedy is necessary in
this case ; the whole of the decayed roots are re-
moved with the old potting compound, and the
plant itself is repotted in fresh, sweet material,
using a very small pot, and treating the plant alto-
gether as if it were just imported. In fact, I would
rather have a newly imported Odontoglossum than
one that has been debilitated by the loss of its

roots. The details of potting are simple enough.
The pots are filled about half full of drainage
material and the potting compost of picked well-
washed Sphagnum, to which has been adde<l some
tough fibrous peat, is carefully worked in amongst
the roots, pieces of clean poLsherds and nodules of
charcoal being also added. The temperature of
the house has been kept rather low up till now—
about an average of 45° at night, with the atmo-
sphere not too moist. Now that the plants have
been repotted the atmosiiheric moisture will be in-
creased, and the temperature will range 2° or 3°
higher. Of course, as the days lengthen, the in-
creased light is very beneficial, and the plants,
which, owing to fogs and dull, cold weather, do not
look blight, begin to steadily improve in appear-
ance. The distinct-looking Odontoglossum Edwardi
is an excellent addition to the cool-house section.
It likes tlio coolest treatment, and is the more
useful, as the plants produce their flowers in a
mass during the montlis of Felmiary and March.
The lovely violet-purple flowers have an excellent
effect among.st th<: others. Two important species
of the genus Odontoglo.s.sum have found a home for
the present in the Cattleya house, viz., O. vexil-
larium and O. Harryannni.' The plants of the first-

named species have been carefully looked over to
see that they are quite clean, some of them being

repotted, others only surface-dressed. Those who
have unflowered plants from recent importations
should look out for the dark-coloured varieties with
a very dark blood-red triangular blotch in the centre.
One of these has flowered in the most recent im-
portation in the St. Albans nursery of Messrs. Sander
and Co. The blotch seems as if it had been laid on
thickly with a brush, and a spot of colour on the
lower petals suggests the idea that a careless artist

had dropped some of the colour on it. This variety
is rare and of great value, but more of it may be
found in the same importation. O. Harryanum
does not seem as if it had yet settled down into a
seasonable period to flower, as, like 0. crispum, it

seems to flower at any time. It appears to require a
little more warmth than 0. crispum. My experience
with it led me to believe that it might be rather
difficult to establish, but a whole houseful of it in

the St. Albans Nursery in vigorous health proves
that it can be easily established, and that it is a
vigorous growing plant under cultivation. Another
Odontoglossum always kept in this house is 0.
citrosmum. This will soon be starting into growth,
and with the growth of the new pseudo-bulb
come the flower-spikes. These are an attractive
morsel for slugs, and the latter must be watched
for. By far the best way to grow this species is

to plant in teak baskets, and allow the flower-spikes
to hang over the sides. Yet another excellent
species that should be kept in the Cattleya house
all the year round is O. hastilabium, which throws
up tall branched spikes which produce their flowers
in May, June, and July ; indeed, the value of this

species is in the long time a spike will continue to
produce its flowers. I remember a strong spike
continuing to produce flowers to its point for a
period of nine months. I like the strong perfume
of the flowers, while their distinct form and colour
make them interesting to cultivators. It is best to
repot all these species when they are starting to
grow. I may allude to Cypripedium caudatum,
a species that should be grown all the year round in
the Cattleya house. It does not always do well, as
the leaves have a tendency to die ofl: at the tips
under the usual treatment of peat and Sphagnum

;

whereas I saw the other day a whole houseful of
plants in Messrs. Sander's St. Albans nursery, and
every leaf perfect. The plants had been potted in
loam and leaf-mould and plunged in Moss, the
Moss being kept green over the surface. It was an
interesting sight to an Orchid grower to see a span-
rooted house full on both sides of this one species,
looking like two beds of Scotch Leeks, as the pots
were kept out of sight by the green Moss on the
surface.

We spent some time during the month of January
in the warmest house, repotting all the Cypripe-
diums that were not done in the autumn. The same
remark applies to these as to the cool house Odonto-
glossums. The plants are never allowed to become
very dry at the roots, and in a sliort time the pot-
ting compound becomes thoroughly decayed, more
like powdered bog earth than the mixture of
light brown fibrous peat and Sphagnum it was at
the first. Of course, in this substance the roots
cannot live, and the sooner it is removed from them
the better. It also requires some experience to
know what sized pots to use. It is easy to overpot
some of the more weakly growing species and
hybrids from them, and, in truth, the culture of
these hybrids is becoming a matter of considerable
importance. Hitherto they liavc been in the hands
of the raisers and a few wealthy amateurs only, but
many of them increase freely, and as the few liave
all that they require, the plants gradually pass into
the hands of those of more moderate means. It is

fortunate that most of the hybrids are of free
growth

; many of them in fact are more vigorous
than the parents from which they were raised ; in-
deed, the only weakly-growing varieties are those
that have C. nivoum for the seed parent; even
seedlings of the iiiill'y-growiiig C. Fairieanum, sucli
as C. vexillarium and C. Arthnrianum, arc vigorous
enough. Some of tlie newly iiitriMhicerl siiocies,

such as ('. S;inderianuni and C. Elliottinnuni, when
well established, are likely to be very strong-grow-
ing. Tlic last-named will jirobably be the most
vigorous of the two, and when these remarkable

introductions have become hybridised with some
of the fine things we already possess, some wonder-
ful varieties may result. J. Douglas.

Cypripedium macranthuiu. — Mr. A. D.
Webster, in The Gaeden, Feb. 2 (p. 100), speaks
of Cypripedium macranthum being difficult to
manage out of doors. My experience with this

charming Lady's Slipper is that it is almost as
hardy and easily grown as C. Calceolus, with this

exception, that, as it starts growing early, it re-

quires a little protection. We have a clump of C.

macranthum here at Tottenham planted about five

years ago on a slope facing west in heavy clay,

mixed with a few pieces of limestone (oolite).

This seems to increase in size and beauty every
year. We also grow C. macranthum with some
success in pots. C. pubescens does well here in

peat and protected during the early spring against
severe frosts.—G. R.
Flor de Jesus (Laelia acuminata).—This is by

some considered a white variety of Lslia rubescens,
but it is rarely seen. It was originally found in
Guatemala, and extends into some parts of
Southern Mexico, but it is nowhere plentiful. It

is highly valued by the residents where it grows,
and who know it by the vernacular name given
above. It roots but sparingly, and should be
grown upon a block or in a small shallow basket,
and very little material should be placed round
about its roots. In my early days, amongst Orchids
this was a difficult plant to grow, and one seldom
sees its cultivation now-a-days attempted. Judge
of my surprise, then, when I saw it the other day
bearing seven spikes ; the flowers are pure white,
with a stain of yellow on the lip —W. H. G.

St. J'osepli's 'Wand (Lselia superbiens).—This
plant has been much despised by Orchid growers
on account of its reputed shy-flowering habit, but
either a free-blooming variety has been introduced,
or gardeners have learned better how to treat the
plant, for I have observed for the last few years
that it flowers in various collections round London,
and again I notice with Mr. Carr, gardener at
Croydon Lodge, a medium-sized plant bearing two
strong bold spikes, each about 4 feet long, and
bearing a cluster of flowers at the end. The sepals
and petals are rosy mauve, the three-lobed lip

being rosy purple in front, streaked with purple on
a yellow ground in the throat. The large mass
that hung years ago in the conservatory at Chiswick,
in the days when the Horticultural Society had
collections of their own, has indelibly fixed it in

my memory. It was originally one of Mr. Skinner's
discoveries, who says he found it growing on the
open rocks, but in places which were sheltered
from the north wind he says it had flower-stems
12 feet long. This is another reason why I fancy
we have another variety in cultivation at the
present time, as the spike is seldom half that
length.—W. H, (i.

Cattleya Bowringiana.—We have, I suppose,
nearly or quite seen the last for' a year of this

beautiful introduction of the Messrs. Veitch's, and
I think no more useful ]ilant could have been in-

troduced than this, flowering as it does at a time
wlien sonu^thing was required to nuiintain the
Cattleya display all the twelve months. But it

is curious how the enormous flowers of those of

the labiata section have distorted the minds of

some growers. Only last week ii friend wrote to

nie, sending two flowers of an excellent form of

this species. He said: "The enclosed are two
flowers of a Cattleya you strongly reconnncnded
me to invest in. and through you 1 ex]iected a fine

thing. Is this what you call a good thing :' or

perhaps it is not true." Well, I must answer, the
plant is true enough, and as it i)ecomes strong, it

will compel you to alter your cry. As a iilant with
one or two flowers, it makes a mean appearance,
but as I have seen it this season with frcuu one
doziMi to two dozen flowers on .a spike, it is simply
superb; the deep purple-maroon of its lip is charm-
ing. As a species, il may be said lo re(iiiire nunc
warmth than th<! majority of Cattleyas. It should
be potted very firmly, and given an abundance of

water during tlie growing sea.'<on, and even when at

rest after flowering it enjoys moisture.—W. H. G.
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MUNTHAM COURT.
|

The beautiful seat of tlie Marchioness of Batli

'

at Muntham is situated in the very midst of some
of the best Down scenery. Muntham nestles in a

natural basin, the liouse being on the side of the

hill, witli wooded slopes rising up behind, its own
grounds sloping away to the sides and in front.

The house is a noble-looking edifice, supposed
to have been buOt about the thirteentli century
by one of the Viscount Montagues. It was
originally constructed of the old Roman red
brick, but in 1872 it was faced with flint and
Bath stone, the original style of architecture
being preserved. Only those who know the
great chain of hills or downs running through
the entire length of Sussex can imagine
the natural charms which surround Muntham.
From the Weald of Sussex or from the sea
these hills seem at times quite precipitous,
so suddenly do they rise above the level, either
by unclimbable cliffs or steep Juniper and
Furze, or Beech and Yew-clad slopes. Standing,
however, where Muntham does, the Downs

is very healthy, and when measured a few years
ago was 30 feet high.

}

Nearly all the choicer kinds of Conifers
may be seen thriving in various portions of the
grounds. Some isolated tufts of Erica mediter-
ranea, 4 feet higli and 5 feet through, were note-
wortliy. This fine Heath seems well adapted for
planting in this manner. The Cornish Heath
was seen in broad masses fringijig the native
woodland trees and creeping out into the Grass.
Near at hand Rosa rugosa flourished in a state

of semi-wildness, but unfortunately the birds
are too fond of its beautiful fruits. In a great
mass were the pink and wliite forms inter-

spersed with the rose-coloured kind. About
the grounds there are some very fine speci-

mens of tlie Californian Redwood Tree, also

of the Ailantus, one of which near the house
on the west front appeared quite a distinct

variety, the growth being denser and the leaves
shorter and lighter in colour.

Standing at this front of the house upon a small
tiled terrace, hidden by the beautiful wall
shrubs clustering against it, and looking down

The kitchen garden is quite picturesque. A
Grass walk runs down the centre, and is prettily

arched over with Apple trees, even the Blen-
heim Orange being sufliciently old to carry good
crops of fruit imder such restricted conditions.

Hardy flowers fill the borders on either side of

the walk—Day Lilies, Finikias, Tritomas, and
Sea Hollies having been \eT-y fine in their season.

At right angles to this walk is one bordered
by Fig trees. The trees, which are old and very
large, and form bushes 12 feet to J 5 feet high,

usually carry and ripen good crops of fruit annu-
ally, but the crop of 1888 was a failure. Close to

the kitchen garden is a hardy fernery, in which
the American Maiden-hair (Adiantum pedatum)
and many of the choicer Athyriums thrive

well. Calycanthus floridus does well here, and
upon a little rockery, the Edelweiss, simply sown
and left to take care of itself, thrives admirably,

while broad sheets of Saxifrages creep over the

face of the rocks. Growing in a little Grass

recess in the pleasure grounds are two tine

healthy specimens of the Chusan Palm. Tliey

were planted in 1881, and are clothed with

Muntham Court, Sussex. Engi-avcJ for The Garden from a photograph by Francis Tato, Worthing.

appear as a vast tract of pasturage, broken up
into hill and dale, with here and there a farm
orcottage. The average height of this vast upland
tract being 500 feet, the l(jftier hills, which rise

to 7(»0 feet and 800 feet above the sea level, do
i

not appear more than slight elevations when
compared with their surroundings. Although
the comparative scarcity of woodland is a
marked feature of the Down country, yet at
Muntham wherever trees have been planted,
they have done well. Behind the house are
sloping stretches of turf which merge into
groves of Beech, among which wind quiet
woodland walks. The carriage drive, which
leads up to the north front, winds between
woods of Beech, but the nearest portions have
been cleared, and Grass verges, backed up
by Pines and other Conifers, formed. Along
this drive Piuus insignis is a feature. There
are many trees, and all are fine specimens from
30 feet to 40 feet high, and in fine health.
Their dense dark green growth is lightened by
the background of native tree verdure. Near the
north front, isolated on the turf, is a fine speci-

,

men of the Judas Tree (Cercis siliquastrum). It
I

upon the Dutch garden, the contrast bttween
its clipped formality and the natural grace and
beauty of the trees and shrubs surrounding it

is very marked. Scrolls, stars and diamonds of

Box and Yew, clipped to geometric evenness,
prim and severe, present themselves to view.

Curiously enough, the Acanthus, tliat clusters

against the walls of Italian terrace gardens, was
the most beautiful thing here. Frost had a
few days previously destroyed all the tender
plants used to fill in the scroll-work, but four
masses of Acanthus remained conspicuously
beautiful in their inharmonious surroundings.
This is the prettiest front of the house, and if

the spot occupied by this geometric garden had
been a simple Grass plot it would have been
much better. Close to this formal garden was a
large mass of Escallonia interspersed with
Monthly Roses.

Photinia serrulata does well at Muntham, and
frequently flowers. There are some very old
Yew hedges here that must have been in exist-

ence some centuries. Cupressus macrocarpa
makes an enormous and very dense hedge 12 feet

to 14 feet high.

foliage down to the ground. There is a male
and female, the male specimen having a sturdier

habit of growth, with a shorter petiole to the
leaf. A. H.

Kitchen Garden.
ARRANGEMENT OF CROPS.

A SYSTEMATIC rotation of crops, although
theoretically correct, is very rarely practised,
for the simple reason that it is freiiuently
impracticable. Nor, after all, docs it much
matter if the gardens connected with most pri-

vate places are not crojipcd in an ap)}rovcd
manner so long as those responsible succeed in

maintaining the rei|uisitc continuous sujiply of

vegetables. "When there is no scarcity of ma-
nure, good land can be made to grow or do
ahnost anything th;it any reasonable person
ought to expect, and there is therefore no reason
why those in charge .should attempt to close'y

imitate farmers who cannot be constantly
manuring ground, and must as a consequence
carry out some system of rotation. If it were
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not possible to restore to land both the mineral

and organic suljstances absorbed by one crop

previous to re-cropping it with nearly, or quite,

the same class of vegetables, then strict rota-
'

tion, which we read about and very seldom meet
witli, would have to be practised and fewer

,

vegetables grown. This may appear to be a

bold assertion, but as far as my experience goes

it would be an almost utter impossibility to

utilise a small garden to its fullest extent if

strict re itation were absolutely necessary. Wlien
the garden consists of several acres of ground,
all of much the same depth and character, a

systematic change of crops may be more easily,

and it must be conceded to a certain extent
advantageously, practised. Such gardens, how-
ever, are few and far between, and most gar-

deners have a totally dift'ereut state of affairs to

contend with. In many instances the garden
varies surprisingly in the character of its soil

and its conformation generally ; while there are

other local circumstances that do, or ought to,

materially affect the system of cropping. When
it is found tliat tlie heaviest crops of Onions can
always be had from a certain quarter, that

another breadth invariably produces the best

supi^lics of Peas and Beans, that the most pro-

fitable crops of Strawberries are obtained from
certain positions, and that abundant crops of

Potatoes of the best quality can generally be
grown in particular quarters, and this for many
years in succession, no notions about the neces-

sity for strict rotation of crops ought to be
indulged in. At least such is my opinion, and
I have long ceased to trouble about the matter,
preferring rather to arrange the crops more as

they are found to succeed best or as vacancies
occur, preparing the ground and manuring
accordingly. I may further add that we have
neither a superfluity of manure nor^^labour, and
economise both wherever possible without appa-
rently much injury to the crops.

With a clear course and plenty of space, a
scheme might be mapped out on paper, and a
fairly good system of rotation possible, but
after the first season so many of the quarters or

plots, into which small gardens are so freely

divided, will, when they ouglit to be clear, be
found partially or wholly cropped with some
kind of vegetable, that confusion sets in, and the
would-be votary of rotation, if he is wise, will

give up the attempt. There are, however, a few
simple rules which may frequently be adopted,
some of which I will enumerate. Supposing
there is an " upper part'' in a garden, as well as

the sunny wall borders, it would be a decided
mistake to assign these to late vegetables. Such
ought generally to be devoted to the iiroduction

of the more profitable early vegetables and Straw-
berries. A few or many r<jws of Ashleaf or
other early Potatoes would do well, and could
be cleared off in time to be succeeded by early
Strawberries, Cauliflowers, or salading. A like

space could be devoted to early and second early
Peas, th(!Se being removed comparatively early,

and without any digging or much other prepara-
tion be at once followed by autumn Cauliflowers
and the earliest Broccoli. The latter could also

succeed Strawben-ies, which ought not to be
allowed to be.ar more than two seasons, earliness

ratlier that; w<;igbt of crops being the principal
consideration. Kidney Beans, as well as White
Tripoli Onions, these in their turn being
succeeded by winter Spinach, might also bo
grown in these warm (juarters. It the Straw-
berries ari! gradually moved all through the
quarter, there is bound to be a ciTtain amount
of rotation, but, as before stated, this need not
be studied if i)lenty of manure is used at least

once a year, the crops being located wherever
the most suitable vacancy occurs. Wall bordyra

are usually cropped with early Peas, Potatoes,

Kidney Beans, Carrots and salading, and the

first-named only fail to do well when repeatedly

sown on the sanies sites. Even this can be
rectified by the application of light surfacings of

phosphates and potash in a C(uickly soluble form.
All the foregoing may annually be closely suc-

ceeded, without the ground being either manured
or dug,byAutumn Giant Cauliflower, Endive and
Lettuce in quantity for early winter use, these

being cleared ott' and the borders well manured
and dug before midwinter.

If strict rotation is not recommended, if does

not follow that I am an advocate of scattering

the crops in a somewhat promiscuous fashion

over the rest of the garden. On the contrary,

I always keeji the main crop and late Peas and
runner Beans all together, and as close to the

water supply as possible. Very frequently

these succeed Celery, and as they are all cleared

off the ground in the autumn, this gives a good
opportunity for manuring, trenching, or diggrng

in time for frosts to well pulverise the ground.
A quarter thus prepared could be either sown
with Onions, Carrots and other root crops,

which would monopolise the ground for one
season, or Potatoes might be planted. We
grow rather large breadths of Ashleaf and other

short topped, early maturing Potatoes, Brussels

Sprouts and comparatively late Broccoli being

planted between these. The greater portion of

our Celery is grown in succession to the two
last named-members of the Brassica tribe, the

trenches being dug directly the latter are

cleared oS', and the ridges cropped with Lettuces

and kidney Beans. Cabbages do well in close

succession to Onions, no preparatory manuring
or digging being necessary, and if they remain
a whole year on the ground. Potatoes are fre-

quently planted in succession. Leeks on a cool

border or a strip of well-manured ground may
be succeeded by Savoys. After the Savoys,

summer and autumn Turnips may be sown.

When these have been cleared off, the ground
having been manured is again ready for Leeks.

We utilise the north - east borders, which are

unsuitable for various other vegetables, for

these crops, and they never fail. The bulk
of the Potato crop is frequently either grown
outside a walled-in garden, or is purchased,

only the quick-growing varieties being given

these positions. With or without the assist-

ance of solid manure of some kind and
with that of superphosphates, soot, or special

Potato manure, profitable crops can be grown
without any change of site or even of seed for

many years in succession. W. I.

TREATMENT OF NEGLECTED GROUND.
Whatever " D. W.," in The Garden, Jan. 26

(p. 80), may ultimately wish to do with the old

orchard and kitchen garden, he must in the first

place thoroughly clean it. In ground that has been
left some time in a neglected condition there is

sure to be a lot of C'ouch Grass, so that if " D. W."
carries out his implied intention of simply plough-
ing in the weeds and planting Potatoes lie will in

all probability create for himself a deal of trouble

in cleaning the land later on. Moreover, the soil,

especially if of a holding nature, is sure to have
come into a more or less close condition, .-md o\ight

to be well worked about before it is fit for any
kind of vegetable crop. It is equally important to

do .so it any of it is to be trenched, for no greater
mistake can be made than in turning down soil

that is not in a free, sweet condition. Grounil that

has been neglected should have a season's cultiva-

tion before it is trenclu-d. Were it the bofj;inuing

of November in.stcad of I'cbru.'iry, " I). W." could
liave done, as farmers often do with land that li.'is

been cropped the prei^eding summer. The Coucli
Grass could have been forked out, carted off, and

the rest of the weeds ploughed in. By spring they
would have rotted, and once more ploughing would
have brought the land into good condition for
planting. The season being so far advanced, the
weeds will have to be got out by means of harrow-
ing after ploughing and raking them up. Should
the weather in March be fine and drying, the weeds
may be collected into heaps and burned, and so
save the expense [of carting off. This cleansing
process will bring the ground into a nice mellow
condition, and then manure can be put on and
ploughed in. Taking all things into consideration,
1 think that planting with Potatoes will be the best
thing to do, although, of course, any kinds of vege-
tables can be put on it. For ground, however, that
has not been broken up for some time, I think there
is no crop so good as Potatoes. The operations
connected with the culture of this esculent are
peculiarly adapted to prepare the ground for

another crop. The planting, hoeing, moulding up,

and digging of the crop have each and all a sweeten-
ing influence, so that nothing more is required to

be done to it.

It is mainly for this reason that Strawberry
growers are also Potato growers, as it is found that
the best preparation for a Strawberry plantation is

by means of a crop of Potatoes. I should plant
Magnum Bonum and Beauty of Hebron in the pro-
portion of say one-fifth of the latter, which coming
off early will allow of getting in winter greens and
Onions and making Strawberry plantations. There
is no better time to plant Strawberries than early
in September, as they get good hold of the ground
by winter, and being well established they grow
avfay and make grand stools the following year.

As regards trenching, the nature of the soil must
determine the necessity for it. Little in a general
way is gained by trenching stiff moisture-holding
soils, but they are much benefited by turning it

over one spit deep and well loosening the subsoil.

Heavy land does not so easily feel the effects of

drought, as the particles lie closer together, but
light porous soils ought to be trenched to a depth
of 18 inches, so that roots can run down out of the
way of the drought. If this is not done, subsoiling,

as agriculturists practise, should be resorted to.

The cost of ploughing land here in Surrey is

about 12s. per acre, and the cleansing would" be
about as much, but the price for such work varies

according to locality. Manure at the rate of ten
loads to the acre at least is required. The custom
here is to kill two birds with one stone by plough-
ing in the manure and planting the sets at the
same time. The furrows are run at 9 inches apart,
and in every third one the Potatoes are put about
2 feet apart. Very good crops are grown in this

simple way. J. C. B.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Tomatoes.

Early crops are generally appreciated, and if not
needed for home consumption they realise good
prices when sold. In some instances old plants, or
those that perfected good crops in the autumn and
early winter months, are also depended upon to
yield early fruit, or, say, during April and May.
A few fruits may even be gathered in February and
March, but, as a rule, the flowers o]ien badly during
the dull days of December, and they do not set well
till February. There is very little to be said in
favour of retaining old plants, as these are liable to
be infested by insect pests as well as fungoid dis-
eases, and they never yield such heavy crops of
fruit as can be obtained without much trouble
from young plants. Any that are preserved ouglit
to have much of the old foli.age removed, so as to
admit light and air to the young shoots laid in
wherever there is space for tbem. The latter will

have already shown bunches of flower, and these
when opened, ought, when the pollen is quite dry,
to bo fertilised with the aid of a camel's-hair brush
or a rabbit's tail. It is also advisable to remove
some of the surface soil ami replace this with fresh
loamy ccmipost. Keep rather on the dry side till a
crop is .set, then water freely and give plenty of
liquid manure.

Wliere young plants were raited last autumn
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either from seeds or cuttings, it is possible to have
them in full bearing in April and May, or when the
fruit will fetch Is. 6d. per lb., and .sometimes more,
in the markets. Those raised in January will also

ripen fruit in May—that is to say, if properly
treated. The former may be shifted direct from
the pots they were wintered in, and the latter from
those they were recently placed in, into either
fruiting pots, boxes, or narrow borders, and this
ought to be done before they become badly root-

bound. The size of pots used may depend upon
the positions in which they are to be set. For the
back shelves, the plants to be trained up the glass,

10-inch pots are large enough, but where the plants
will have good head room, or where they are to be
grown on the pit walls and beds of forcing houses,
12-inch pots or those of a larger size may be
used. One plant in each of the smaller sizes

is ample, and a pair may be fruited in the larger
pots ; the pots to be lightly drained, the few crooks
used being covered with rough turfy loam. Any
good loamy soil will grow Tomatoes, "but we prefer
to use for pot culture a compost consisting of two
parts of turfy loam to one of old Mushroom bed
manure. It is warmed before potting, and is

rather firmly packed round the ball of soil and
roots. It is advisable to resort to deep potting, the
pots not being more than three parts filled, thus
allowing good space for subsequent top-dressings.
Where the roots will not be much confined, nothing
but good fresh loam should be used at the outset, a
richer compost favouring a gross, unfruitful growth.
If a number of plants are to be grown on a central
bed in a forcing house and trained in an upright
fashion, they ought to be placed 2 feet apart each
way. Those intended to cover a root may be
planted 1 foot apart, the plants being confined to a
single stem in each instance. Only sufficient water
should be given at first to keep the young plants
from flagging badly, and even when growing strongly
they ought to be sparingly supplied with moisture.
This treatment, coupled with free ventilation when-
ever the weather permits, favours a hard and
woody rather than a gross habit of growth, and is

the best calculated to ensure fruitfulness, as well
as immunity from disease. A high temperature or
a moist atmosphere is not desirable at any time,
and ought specially to be guarded against when the
flowers are opening. The temperature may safely
range from 55° to 60° by night, and 10° higher in

the daytime, air being freely given whenever
possible without unduly lowering the temperature
of the house. During the spring months artificial

setting, as advised in the case of the old plants,
ought always to be i^ractised. After the lower
bunches are set, a moderately rich top-dressing
may well be given, and also liquid manure fre-

quently. Keep all side shoots closely pinched out
and do not top the plants while there is good head
room for them.

Mushrooms.
Mushroom houses are rarely roomy, and by this

time the majority of them will have been utilised

to their fullest extent. More beds will h.ave to be
made if a good succession is to be maintained, and
rather than break up any not exhausted, a fresh site

should be chosen. This winter has been especially
favourable to the growth of Mushrooms in well-
sheltered, unheated sheds, wliile the open-air beds
have never cea-sed to be productive. Those who
have not tried either of these alternatives may make
the attempt now, and with care the results are
almost certain to be satisfactory, if not actually sur-
prising. Ridge-shaped beds are the best for sheds
where there is room enough for them, and are the
only form of bed suitable for the open air. When
the manure for the ordinary flat beds is being pre-
pared, nearly .all the straw is forked out of it,but a dif-

ferent mode of preparing manure for ridge-shaped
beds must be adopted. All the manure and litter

wheeled out from a stable in the course of a week
or ten days ought to be sorted over, that portion of
the straw only slightly stained being thrown on
one side, and the rest well shaken up into a heap
to ferment. Fully one half of the bulk intended
for a ridge should consist of short straw, this, in
addition to keeping the manure together, also con-
tributing a Lasting heat. As soon as the centre of

the heap is quite hot it ought to be turned inside
out, this process being repeated about every three
days. By these means much of the rankest heat
and noxious gases will be got rid of without nmch
impairing the heating properties of the manure.
Should the heap become excessively hot or dry
from other causes, it must be well moistened
when being turned, as it is quite useless to form
a bed of material that will neither decompose nor
generate heat. It takes from a fortnight to three
weeks to properly prepare manure for a Mushroom
bed, and this may safely be done in the open air.

A dry floor in a shed and a well drained bottom in

a sheltered position for the open-air beds are neces-
sary. On these mark out a space 3 feet wide, and
in length to suit the amount of manure prepared,
and gradually form the bed, taking care to well
separate the manure as it is thrown together, and
to either trample or beat it down as firmly as

possible. The bed should be about 3 feet high,
and gradually narrowed till it is eventually 6 inches
wide at the top. If there are no hollows, and the
surface is raked over so as to give it a thatched
appearance, rain will not affect it. and trial stakes
being duly thrust in and frequently examined will

prove the readiest index to the state of the bed as
regards heat and moisture. Not unfrequently the
bed heats violently, and in this case holes ought to

be opened with stout rods from the top of the ridge
to near the bottom, this permitting the escape of
injurious heat and steam, which would otherwise
quickly spoil the bed. Novices are, as a rule,

in too great a hurry to spawn the beds, and a
partial failure is the result. When the trial stakes
can be comfortably held in the palm of the hand
and denote a fall in the temperature to about 80°,

the time has arrived for spawning the whole bed,
including the ends, but not the apex, though if

preferred, the much older plan of spawning the
lower half of the ridges may be practised while yet
the centre is too hot for the upper portion to be
done in safety. The preference ought to be given
to fresh spawn, this being broken up into pieces
about 2 inches square. These nmst be inserted
flatly with the hand, and just below the surface,

8 inches apart in rows a similar distance apart,
and a good beating with the back of a fork given.
Should the heat have declined rapidly, or say to

about 65°, the bed may be moulded over directly

the spawning is completed, otherwise it cannot be
done with any degree of safety for another week,
confined heat and steam being most destructive to

the spawn. Experience is the best guide in this

matter, and I can only advise generally. In any
case the central holes ought not to be too quickly
closed. A surfacing of not less than 2 inches of

fresh fine loam, well beaten down with the back of

a spade, but not watered, is necessary. Still keep
stakes plunged in the bed, and when it is found
the heat is declining considerably, cover the ridge
with not less that 6 inches of the long litter first

separated from the manure, an additional 6 inches
on the open-air beds not being too much. If this

is neatly distributed over the beds rains rarely

penetrate through, and if all goes on well. Mush-
rooms should be plentiful in the course of .about

six weeks.

A Good Bboccoli.

The Sandringham selection of Snow's Winter
White Broccoli has fully borne out the estimate I

have previously ventured to give of its character.

Snow's Broccoli has long been a favourite variety

with those who .are called upon to maintain a con-

tinuous supply of either Cauliflowers or Broccoli,

princip.ally, however, owing to its hearting in very

early, or when no other varieties are .availal)le.

Raised and planted early, a great number of the
plants developed into monstrosities, and sowing in

M.ay only to a certain extent obvi.ated this diffi-

culty. We have grown sever.al hundred of the

Sandringham selection, .and there is not a rogue
amongst them. The heads are rather small, and
not so good in quality as those of Autumn Pro-

tecting Broccoli, but they were plentiful by the

middle of J.anu.ary, and have done us good
service since. E<arly Broccoli require to be looked
over daily, any showing a heart being cither cut

or covered with leaves, and we find it .advisable

to lift a considerable number and lay in either

under glass or in a sheltered shed. W. I.

Flower Garden.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.

There haa been rather an ominous silence this

season as far as these popular flowers are con-

cerned, and the reason of this silence is not
difficult to account for, since we have rarely of

late years experienced so bad and unsatisfac-

tory a season. On .all sides the report is tlie

same, and eveti in Devonshire and .at Bath,
in Scotland and Ireland alike, the plants have
not been so poor in healthy leafage and in flower

lor many years. This bad season, coming as it

did after an exceptionally good one, makes the
disappointment all the harder to bear. The
hot, dry summer of 1880 suited the Christmas
Rose?, and their profuse blos.soming during 1886
and 1887 will long be remembered with pleasure.

Naturally, the Hellebores may often grow in

shade, but in nur gardens it seems pretty cer-

tain th.at they thrive better during a liot and
dry season than they do during a cold, wet and
sunless one. During the year 1888 the Helle-

bore disease was generally rampant, .and this

was especially the case, of course, on soils and
in situations more or less unsuited to the plants.

The disease it.self is a fungoid one nearly allied

to the Potato disease. Naturally it makes lit.s

prey of the lesser Celandine, but is in6nitely

more destructive when it attacks the Hellebores
of the H. niger section. It is named Perono-
spora ficarise, and appears as a whitish mildew-
like mould on the under surface of the leaflets.

Spreading as it does with groat rapidity, tlie

tissues of the leaves and petioles become in-

fested with it, and they ultimately become
covered with blackish spots and blotches, and
now and Ihen these extend to the root-stock,

and in extreme cases the wliole plant perishes.

Good culture is the best p.alHative, but any
actual cure is unknown. Dusting with sulphur
might jiossibly check the fungus, but, as a rule,

the mischief is done long before it becomes
evident, so that the best plan would be to dust

the young leaves at intervals of a few days, com-
mencing as soon as they unfold their leaflets in

the .sj)ring. The thorough manner in which this

Peronospora spreads to every phiut in a barge

garden is very curious, and even strong two and
three-year-old seedlings which last year were
m.aguificent in leafage and in bloom have this

year a most dil.apidated .aspect. Mr. Walter
Ware, of Bath, one of the largest growers of

these pl.ants in Europe, tells mo that the flowers

this season were half a f.ailure with him.

Last spring I planted some hundreds of col-

lected mots from Lower Au3tri<a. Considering

that the plants had been months out of the

ground, .and th.at their roofs were broken and
de.ad, it is perh.aps not surpiising that, h.aving

had such a chilly season to contend with, a largo

proportion of them died, and the remainder .still

living do not present a very happy appearance.

Even if these Austrianfornis were of the freshest

and best, they are very much inferior to those

found on the Italian side of the Alps, so that if

we are to imjiort Hellebores, we may as well

procure the Italian v.arieties in preference to

those from Austria. These Italian forms liavo

dark spotted stems .and narrow, long glaucous

leaflets, being more like those of Miss Hope's
variety than any other knowu to me. I do not

think we shall ever be.at H. niger altifolius as a

re.aUy vigorous-growing and free-blooming va-

riety ; but tlie best of the It.alian forms come
pretty near it in good soils. In Devonshire, H.
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altifolius is the Christmas Rose, attaining a

height and floral luxuriance rarely seen else-

where. Like a good many others of our best

garden varieties, the origin of this Christmas

Rose is shrouded in obscurity. It is quite distinct

from the figures, etc., said to represent the H.

altifolius of Heyne, which some of the plants

found in Italy more nearly represent.

This loss of winter blossoms is a serious one

in some gardens, and so disappointing, that any

information as to the fungus and its prevention

or cure would be valuable. Here in Ireland we
do not find that these flowers like shade.

Shelter from high winds is beneficial, but in

deep moist soils the full sunshine seems an

advantage. Even in England a hot dry season

suits these plants much better than a cold and
sunless one. It would V)e very interesting to

know under what conditions anyone has secured

a good harvest of Christmas Rose flowers this

season. The Riverston variety, H. altifolius

(maximus), and H. St. Brigid were the most

satisfactory of all our many forms this year,

but none were up to their usual standard.

F. W. B.

CARNATIONS SPORTING.
" YoEKsniEE's" query in The Garden, Feb. 2

(p. 92), What is the cause of Carnations sporting !

touches rather a sore spot with Carnation growers

who, with a perhaps too recent memory of some
peccant new and expensive sort, may feel themselves

tempted to reply simply, " cussedness." Some of

them, indeed, indignant at the repeated "rogueries"

of the Carnation, have transfen'ed their devotion

wholly to the sister flower, the Picotee ; but there

is a harshness in this attitude towards the erring

one that scarcely becomes the true florist, and I

own to a certain sort of satisfaction in thinking

that instances are not wanting of even that pattern

of propriety, the Picotee, herself going utterly

wrong.

It used to be thought that an over-rich soil

—

that is, a soil with an undue proportion of the

manurial element—was the cause of Carnations

running. But experiments made with every kind

of soil, from pure loam to manure alone, have given

much the same results, and the soil theory is now
generally discarded. Many think that an unfavour-

able season, by which is usually meant a cold, or

wet summer, is mainly answerable for the trouble.

Speaking from my own experience only, I am in-

clined to think but little of this either, for I have

never had so many run flowers as in the droughty

season of 1887, nor so few as in the wet one of last

year, and if there are others who had a contrary

experience last year, it only goes to show that there

i.s little to hold by in the wet-season theory one way
or the other.

In one of Mr. Douglas's papers on the Carnation,

I think he said tliat he could during tlie winter
often <liscern a plant that would bear run flowers

by the colour of the grass being deeper than usual

to the variety. If tliis be so, it is important, as

showing that the cause, whatever it Ije, which de-

termines the sport is at work at an earlier stage in

the growth of the plant than u.sually suspected.

A run Carnation will often come true the next
season, and some growers say that after its return

to the orighial type it will not stray again. I can-

not say of my own knowledge whether this is abso-

lutely so, but certainly my best flowers of John
Ilarland, c.b., the last two years were on plants

propagated from run stock of 188G. My best
flowers of Master Fred last year were similarly

from layers off run plants of tlie year before. But
ttiough run flowers will often revert in tliis way
to the highest form of their original purity, I

have never known tliem to llower again as selfs in

the .same richness and beauty as in the first season
of the sport. They are always thinner and duller.

It is curious to note the constant inconstancy of

aome v.arietics, and luiw .some will liavc a sjiotloss

reputation in one locality and bear a positively bad

character in another. I see Mayor of Nottingham,
p.f., shown every season in fine character at Oxford,

but though I "have tried it several times I get

nothing but run flowers from it. My friend, Mr.

Hewitt, of Chesterfield, the raiser of Master Fred,

c.b., told me at Oxford, last year, he had never seen

a run flower of tliis variety. I am but too familiar

every year with them. On the other hand, I was
surprised to hear from localities so wide apart as

Reading and Todmorden that friends in both these

places had given up the beautiful rose flake Jessica

through their plants having all run. This sort

being an especial favourite with me, 1 always have
a good deal of it, and yet after gi-owing it five

years, I have only in that time had one case of a

run flower. Instances of this variability could no
doubt be cited endles.sly.

Running in Carnations is one of those things we
cannot cure, and, therefore, have to endure. We
put up with it as patiently as we can in a variety

of greatmerit. until there comes anew candidate for

favour with all the sinner's good parts and greater

constancy.

The solution of the mystery, why Carnations run,

is a task for the vegetable physiologist of the

future.—M. Rowan.

This is the term the florist has for years

employed to designate those fiowers which are what
" Yorkshire," on page 92, describes as sporting, that

is, breaking away from the bizarre or flaked charac-

ter and becoming either self-coloured, in wliich form
they are designated selfs or Cloves, or else having
the white ground entirely suffused with some colour,

but having flakes of some deeper tint laid upon the

ground. These are now known as fancies. Mr.

E. S. DodweD in his book on the Carnation devotes

a chapter to the question, "Why do Carnations

run 1 " but it appears as diflicult to reply to it in a
satisfactory manner as it is to say definitely why tlie

breeder or self form of the florist's Tulip breaks or

rectifies, or breaks into a feathered or flamed cha-

racter. Nearly thirty years ago Mr. Dodwell, who
is a keen observer in all that relates to his favourite

flowers, as well as a successful cultivator, observed

in reply to a question :
—

I regret that I am unable to otTer .any satisfactory solution

of the problem proposed, the t unnlng of Carnations tjoing one
of those subjects which seem to defy explanation, and
hitherto experiments have been so loosely conducted, or under
sucli varying circumstances, that ui positive deduction can
be obtained from them. My inipresfcion ts that Carnations
are run more frequently by the use of crude material than
from any other cause. For instance, the loam has not been
sufficiently amelior.ited by the action of the atmosphere, or

the manure not sufficiently decomposed, or the mechanic il

arrangement of the soil has prevented a proper drainage, and
the removal of the fibre is likely to lead to this.

And now at this distance of time Mr. Dodwell
makes the avowal that he is not aware that any
new facts have been accumulated warranting other

conclusions than there given. I think that some-
thing in the physiology of the Carnation, which for

the sake of a better term we speak of as chance,

and which we cannot control, governs the pheno-

menon of running. One cultivator writing a quarter

of a century ago .said that he had an undue propor-

tion of run flowers from plants grown in rich,

middling, and poor compost, both in the open
ground and in pots. I think this subject is one the

scientific committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society miglit take up with advantage, and carry

out .a series of experiments at Chiswick ; say the

effects of different composts; whether the whole of

the flowers on a plant partook of the run charac-

ter, the effect of shading, and the absence of shad-

ing from the sun; whether there arc more run

blooms during a dry, hot summer like that of 1.HS7,

or a wet, cold one like that of ISSH; and whether
the pnijjorticm of run flowers is greater from

plants grown in pots in the ordinary way for

exhibition as compared with those grown in the

open ground.

Run fiowers will sometimes hark back to tlieir

original character, biU. they cannot be relied upon

to do so. A nurseryman marks all the run ]>lants

in his collection, and though he layers them lie

does not sell them but as run flowers. They are not

nearly of so little value as they used to be, because

they come in very useful for garden borders, and

they can now find a place upon the exhibition table

among the selfs and fancies.—R. D.

THE FLORIST'S TULIP.

When speaking to a company of gardeners a few
evenings ago about this Tulip, one of them remarked
that he had grown the early varieties in pots and for

spring bedding, but he had never to his knowledge
seen a florist's Tulip, and there is great danger,

from the fact that there is scarcely a southern
cultivator of this once popular flower, that it may
be dying out of the knowledge of many who in the

south love and cultivate flowers. My neigh-

bour, Mr. Roberts, has this season planted a bed of

florist's Tulips at Gunnersbury Park. Mr. Barlow
kindly sent him a collection, the overflow of his

Stakehill beds, and from another .source he obtained
some 100 bulbs, which came from a midland grower
who had unfortunately lost the book which con-

tained a record of his bed. These have been
planted in a well-prepared bed, planting having
been done early in November, and I hope a good
display of bloom will reward Mr. Roberts' efforts.

Last spring twelve months, or probably a year

earlier, a Dutch or Belgian florist sent over to one

of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society

a number of what be called breeder Tulips, but his

conception of a florist's Tulip differed greatly

from the estimate held by a Lancashire florist, for

in nearly every case the flowers had a dark base.

Now the dark base is opposed to all the traditions

of Tulip growers and exhibitors. They were pro-

bably the progeny of T. Gesneriana, perhaps from
a flower fertilised with the pollen of some broken

variety.

That the Tulip came originally from Persia is

generally admitted. From thence it reached Con-
stantinople, and passed into Western Europe about
the middle of the sixteenth century. Conrad
Gesner states that he first saw it in the year 1559

in the gardens of John Henry Hawart, of Augsburg,

a man very famous in his day for his collection of

new exotics. It is said that both in Persia and
Turkey the word Tulip signifies a turban. It is

supposed to have reached this country in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth, probably about the year

lUOO.

It would appear that the Dutch florists took the

Tulip in liand and popularised it, and so much did

its reputation increase, that it was deemed a proof

of bad taste in any man of fortune to be without a
bed of Tulips. It was soon after this th.at what is

known as the Tulipomania set in, and the interest

which centred about the flower during that stirring

period may have had something to do with its

being taken in hand by English fanciers ; but any
chronological account of its gradual develo]uucnt

and improvement in this country appears to be

wanting.

Berkmann, in his " History of Inventions," paints

the Tulip with much claim to fidelity, but still with

perhaps a little poetic license. He states :
" There

are few plants which acquire, through accident,

weakness, or disease so many variegations as tlie

Tulip. When uncultivated and in its natural state

it is almost of one colour"—here he, no doubt,

refers to the self or breeder form— "has large

leaves, and an extraordinarily long stem. When it

has been weakened by cultivation, it becomes more
agreeable in the eyes of the florist. The jietals are

then paler, smaller, and nuu'e diversified in hue,

and tlie leaves acquire a softer green colour." Here
allusion is made to the breeder form becoming
broken or rectified into the final .stage of the flower's

development. "Thus this masterpiece of culture,

tlic more beautiful it turns, grows so much the

weaker, so that with the greatest skill and most
careful attention it can scarcely be transplanted, or

even kept alive." That the iilant as well as the llower

undergo changes when they pass from tlie seedling

into the broken state is iiuite certain. In one of

his pleasant papers on tlie Tulip, the Rev. F. D.

Horner states that when the bulb is about to pro-

duce a rectified flower the foliage is less vigorou.s,

and slunvs long before the bud colours a mot t ling and
streaking witli lighter green, the habit of rectified
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Tulips, and is a certain sign that such a bulb, whe-
ther it flowers that year or not, has passed from the

transient to the permanent stage of Its existence.

The act of breaking invariably affects the height

that the flower grows and reduces its stature. Let

anyone look over a bed of Tulips in which seedling

breeder and broken flowers are growing together,

and they will find that the former are of taller

growth than the latter.

It almost invariably happens that the breeder or

self-coloured stage is the first in which the bloom
appears. Very rarely indeed does an instance

occur in which a seedling Tulip flowers for the first

time in its broken form, missing the breeder stage

altogether. A case occurred a few years ago at

Middleton, Lancashire. An old florist there, by
the name of David Jackson, raised some seedling
Tulips, and one of them, at the first time of bloom-
ing, was found to be broken ; it was in the character
of a feathered byblcemen, the ground white, the
petal edges beautifully pencilled with black—

a

shining raven's wing black—the contrast being
charming in the extreme. Mr. Samuel Barlow and
another Lancashire grower purchased the stock
between them, and though scarce at present, it

appears likely to become a leading exhibition

variety.

This breeder or self state of the Tulip illustrates

a very curious occurrence in vegetable physiology,
and it is scarcely known in any other flower. It

takes from five to seven years to get a seedling
Tulip into the blooming stage, and having appeared
in the breeder or self form, it may keep to this stage
of its floral life for three or four to nine or ten
years. Thus a Tulip raiser needs to be a man of

great patience. But it is not the final stage, and
that is why his patience is fortified by hope. But
what law regulates the changes from the self or

breeder to the broken or rectified form is simply
a matter for conjecture. Season after season, now
one and now another, in no order of rank or age.

will break or rectify either into feathered or flamed
flowers or some mixed attempt at either. A Tulip
may be lovely in the breeder state, but break into

a flower of great ugliness and quite worthless.

Some colours, especially in bizarre breeders, are

accordingly dull, but we have it upon the autho-
rity of the Rev. F. D. Horner that, as a rule, the
plainer and weaker colours in the breeder flowers

generally produce the richest in the rectified state.

It seems a pity that some breeders should become
broken at all, for the change is for the worst from
a decorative point of view; but the grower can-
not hasten the process, neither can he prevent it.

Mr. James Thurstan, of Cardiff, who has had con-

siderable experience as a raiser of Tulips during
the past ten years and more, states that some of the
very brightest rectified Roses have broken from
breeders having light blue or violet shades, which
approach very nearly to the byblcemen character.

The transformation is remarkable, because it is

"additionally strange that the breeder or mother
colour is not simply driven or collected into beauti-

ful markings on the rectified petals, but that it dis-

appears from the flower altogether, as a mist or

veil lifted off." The base colour, whether yellow,

as in the case of the bizarre, or white, in the case
of the rose or byblcemen, floods the whole flower,

and a new and marvellous colour strikes in to

feather or flame the petals. But this is not all

;

the new floral revelation may represent a flower

feathered only or flamed in addition. Either the
colouring is laid on in beautiful styles of feathering
round the edge only of the petals, or else the pen-
cilling is joined by bold beams of colour that rise

like fire flashes up the petal centre, and strike

into the pencilling or feathering on the edge witli

their sharp tongues. One more curious fact in

regard to the Tulip might be mentioned. It is not
uncommon for a variety to flower one year in the

feathered and the next yearin the flamed character.
The Rev. F. D. Horner states that "sometimes a
flower that has bloomed in a feathered st:ite for

years will, without a note of warning, come fl.'imed.

Then in a year or two, or longer, it may pass back
(o the feathered stage again. Flamed flowers will

idso change to the feathered character, but the in-

stances are not so numerous as those in which the
change is from the feathered to the flamed cha-

racter." R. D.

THE BLACK LILY.

(fRITILLARIA KAMT.SC'IIATCENSIS.
)

Thi.s is one of those plants about which opinicms

differ. Some people call it a Lilium, and as

such it has been described by several botanists,

but it is now best known and widely distributed

under the name of FritUlaria, which name
Serene Watson gives it in his revision of " North
American Liliaceae." Although not very beau-
tiful, it is a highly interesting and curious plant,

the flowers on well-developed specimens being
nearer to black than those of any other flower I can

The Bhiok Lily (Fritillaria kamtsob;itc:eU3is).

Engraved for Thk Garden.

at present call to mind. It is a native of Alaska,

North America, an<l Eastern Siberia, and of

course entirely hardy in our gardens. It has

often been spoken of as difficult to maintain in

a thriving condition, but we lielievo this in a

great measure is due to a misunderstanding of

its requirements. It isciuite true that in certain

positions it will gradually dwindle and disappear,

but when grown in a shady position, due north

if possible, and in a thoroughly drained soil

composed of sandy peat, we have never had any
trouble with it. It must, however, be watched,

as it has a habit of going together in clusters,

the small bulbils apparently strangling the

larger flowering ones, or at least impeding their

usefulness by taking up the surrounding

nourishment. We transplant every two or

three years, leaving the flowering bulbs in the

most important position, and taking away the

small ones to grow on under similar conditions.

The woodcut shows the habit well, though it

hardly does justice to the size of the flowers,

which are usually three on fairly strong speci-

mens. The plant grows about a foot in height.

Mr. John Horsley, 0, Selwood Place, South

Kensington, S.W., by whom the plant from

which the engraving was made was gro-mi,

writes us as follows regarding his treatment :

—

The (so-called) Black Lily of Kamtschatka is at

present somewhat rare in this country. The bulbs,

which are rather small, were potted in October in a

mixture of loam, sand, and leaf-mould, the pot

being plunged during the winter in a box of leaves.

In the spring they were taken into the greenhouse

and grew rapidly, coming into bloom on May 20.

The reverse of the petals is a purplish brown, the

inside being a dark brown with stripes of a lighter

colour. It has a strong odour, but, unlike most

Lilies, it is not of a pleasant nature.

D. K.

Ranunculus Thora.—G. Edwards sends a

specimen of Ranunculus which he says was gathered

last year in Austria, asking what it is, and if it is to be

found in English gardens. The name is given above,

but I have never seen this plant alive. I should

imagine, however, the most likely spot to find this

beauty is in the rich collection of alpine plants at

York. It is a plant which grows some 4 inches or

5 inches in height, producing a single reniform leaf,

which is almost U inches across and deep green,

prettily toothed "on the edge, flowers produced

singly or in pairs, not large, but bright yellow. It

is a veritable gem for the rock garden.—W. H. G.

Ranunculus rutaefolius. — This, gathered

near the former plant, also comes from G. Edwards.

This I have frequently seen in our gardens. It is a

dwarf plant with spreading leaves, which are

several times divided, and remind me more of the

fronds of the Moon-wort (Botrychium Lnnaria) than

Rue leaves. It grows about (5 inches high, and

produces white flowers with a rich yellow centre.

The flowers mostly come singly, but sometimes more

are produced on a stem. This little beauty can-

not be too strongly recommended.—W. H. G.

Ranunculus Lyalli.—In a letter written on

December 12, Mr. Matthews, of Dunedin, says, "I

have a quantity of Ranunculus Lyalli now in full

bloom. It is a noble plant, attaining with me a

height of 3 feet, the heads of flower measuring

15 inches in diameter. It is a grand plant, with

large peltate leaves, and the flowers, which measure

from 3 inches to i inches across, are of the purest

white. It grows in moist places at some 300 feet

altitude or more, and from its flowers it has

obtained the vernacular name of the White Lily,

and it is also called the Rockwood Lily." This

superb plant should find a home in moist places in

our wood gardens, where it would undoubtedly

form a conspicuous and beautiful ornament. A
coloured plate of this appeared in The G.4.RDEX,

Dec. 31. 1887 (p. GOC).-W. H. G.

Pentstemons.—There is much satisfaction in

finding on January 31 that plants of these good

border flowers have stood so well. It does not follow

that they will look so well some two months hence

as they do at present. The bleak winds of March
often prove more destructive to half-hardy )ilants

tlian sharp frosts, but, on the othcrhand,if the things

have often suffered from frost attacks, they are less

capable of withstanding the eft'ects of the March
winds. Now the plants are so vigorous and to some
extent so seasoned by low temperature that they

should stand March weather unusually well. Old

plants which pull through the winter send up such

fine spikes of flowers early in the summer, that

Pentstemons then really become attractive border

flowers. The colours found in them now ai-e very

bright and cheerful, whilst the blooms of the best

strains arc very fine and richly marked. Some tofs
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taken from selected seedlings and put in as cuttings

during the month of September rooted freely, and are

now making strong plants in a frame, where they

are safe from all contingencies. Such plants would

do admirably for pot culture, but Pentstemons like

to root deeply and widely]; hence ample root'space

is desirable. If the soil be deep and good the

quality of the flowers is also correspondingly good.

The newer strains gave to us far more compact-

habited plants and denser, stouter spikes of blooms
than used to be found. No one will care to grow
the old loose-spiked forms once they have enjoyed

the better qualities of the later ones. Seed sown
now in a greenhouse or frame will give strong

plants to dibble out in May and which will bloom
profusely ami in great beauty during the autumn
months.—A. D.

IRIS EETICULATA AND ITS VARIETIES
I. CYANEA, MAJOU, C^BULEA NELSONI.

Having recently described in your columns another

variety of these pretty and early blooming little Irids

under the name of I. reticulata var. sophonensis (see

The Garden for Jan. 5, p. 19), I have thought that

some description of the three other varieties men-
tioned above may be interesting to the readers of

The Garden. The varieties rank in order of their

opening. The first named opened about the middle

of January, and, compared with the type form, is

decidedly inferior both in size of flower, depth and
brilliancy of colour, being of a dull leaden shade of

blue with a prettily marked lip, which is by far

the prettiest part of the flower.

The second named is a really lovely flower and
by far the most desirable variety that I have yet

seen. It came into bloom at end of January, and
the flower was considerably larger than that of the

type form, with broader sepals and lip and the

colour was a rich, bright velvety purple, with the

beautiful bright golden midril) specially distinct. It

also exhaled the delicious odour of Violets in so

marked a manner as to be perceptible to anyone ;

whereas in the ordinary form this perfume is only

perceptible to those possessed of keen olfactories.

This variety will doubtless prove an additional

attraction to all lovers of sweet-scented flowers.

Where this charming variety originated I have
never heard.

The third named variety originated in the garden of

that well-known and much esteemed florist, the late

Rev. J. Nelson, of Aldborough, and came into flower

on February 6, about simultaneously with the first

blooms of the common type form, with which I was
able more accurately and closely to compare it.

The flower is about the same size as that of the

type form, and the markings of the lip are identical,

but the ground colour of the flower is of a much
lighter shade of blue ; it is quite a distinct and
pretty variety. There remains still one more va-

riety nameil Mrs. M. Foster, raised, I believe, liy

Max Leichllin, of Baden-Baden, and which I hope
to bloom within the next fortnight. This should
be the most distinct and beautiful of all, if its cost

bears any fair proportion to its beauty.

W. E. GUMBLETON.

defined markings, which some people think are

hardly less pleasing than are those found in the

laxjed Polyanthus. It might have been supposed that

a National Auricula Society, delighted with any
probable expansion of Auricula form and cultiva-

tion, would h.ave been only too pleased to take up,

encourage, and even offer some prizes for the new
laced section. Not so, however ; indeed, these

laced forms seem to be regarded as a nuisance.

Perhaps the double-flowered forms are put into the

same category, but as raisers of show varieties from
seed invariably get in their seedlings a lot of weird

incongruities which they cannot retain as show
forms, they have made a class specially for them.

The laced forms have sometimes been staged in

the alpine class ; therefore, so far, have been tolerated

as alpines. If, therefore, they really be alpines,

why degrade them by classing them with degraded
shows yclept fancies t Laced forms are very hardy

;

they seed well, and give really good true form from
seed. They may be grown with ease, and they have
much of beauty as well as of quality. Why, there-

fore, not have a class among the alpines for them ?

—A. D.

,
Jasminum nudiflorum. — This Jasmine is

grown in various ways. Although I have seen it

in many po.sit ions, I never have .seen it look so beau-

tiful as at Torquay last December. It was growing
in tufts on tlie side of a hill or bank facing the sea.

These plants were about 2 feet high and about as

much through, and planted in a natural way. This
.Tasmine was a blaze of yellow flowers every shoot
being covered to tlie tips with bloom, thus showing
the good eflecis of well-ripened wood.—J. C V.

Laced Auriculas.— I am an.sious to draw the
attention of I lie ronunittee of llic National Auricnila

Society to the position oc^cupici in their schedule

of prizes by laci'd Auriculas. There tliey are simply
tolerated as abnormal forms, and may be shown,
says a foot-note, with those floral monstrosities

called fani^ics. That is, indeciil, putting the beau-

tiful laced forms into odd company. Laced flf)wcrs

have very bc'tiitiful characteristics; the flowers are

of the best form, have pleasing colours and clearly

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Permanent bedding plants.— By this term I

mean plants that can be left in the flower beds both

winter and summer, and from year to year, until

they get too large and need to be replaced by
smaller plants. This is a phase of bedding out

that, by reason of a greatly reduced staff of work-
men, we have lately had to make a special study of,

and the following are amongst the plants intended

to be used in this manner. As a matter of fact we
have long used them to a limited extent. Several

varieties of Yuccas are very suitable for planting in

small beds, one in each, and the ground beneath car-

peted either with Sedum glaucum, Antennaria to-

mentosa, or Herniaria glabra. The varieties recurva,

filamentosa variegata, and gloriosa look well when
planted in this way. If used with flowering plants

they should be planted on a mound. A central plant

and four others at the four central angles of a
large square bed would greatly enhance the effects

of the flowers. Several of the small, dense-gi'owing

varieties of Retinosporas are just as beautiful as

the Yuccas are when planted in the same positions

—Retinospora plumosa aurea, R. pectinata alba, R.

leptoclada nana aurea, and R. squarrosa. Spiral-

habited shrubs may by some be preferred for using

in conjunction with flowering plants, and in beds
arranged after a strictly geometrical fashion they
are, perhaps, more appropriate than the foregoing.

The best are the Irish Juniper (Juniperus hibernica),

J. stricta, J. virginica, and J. rigida ; Cupressus
Lawsoniana erecta viridis, C. argentea variegata, and
C. aureo-variegata. All the varieties of variegated

Euonymus and Osmanthus may be used in the same
way, and as these can at will be made into stan-

dards, or pegged down to cover the'ground, they are

doubly valuable for use as permanent bedders.

Another direction in which I purpose to lessen the

labour of bedding out is that of planting some of

the beds thinly with small shrubs, and filling out

the remaining space with Violas in mixtures of

white, blue, yellow, purple, and lilac. The partial

shade that the shrubs will afford will suit the Viola

to perfection. Calceolarias and Verbenas will

probably be used in the same way, as both these

like a little shade, as well as Violas.

Seeds to sow.—The sowing of the seed of

Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, Everlastings, Phlox Druni-

mondi, and other annuals and biennials for summer
flowering seldom takes ])laoe before March, liut

this, I think, is too late. I prefer to sow about the
middle of Feliruary and give the .seedlings cool

treatment from the first, and thus bring them up
sturdily. The only covering our seedlings ever
have is thai of old lights tliat are put over the seed
bed till gerriiin.-Uiiin has taken place, and after tliat

;i few slicks are laid o\er the bed, upon wliich

mat coverings are ]int on cold nights. As soon as

the seedlings are sullicicntly large to htindle llu\v

.are pricked out in a prepared lied of liglit loam anil

leaf soil in any sheltered nook, the mat coverings
still Ijcing uscft as occiision requires; but they arc

seldom necessary after the middle of April.

Early in May the plants should be ready for trans-

ferring to flowering quarters, which work should be

carefully performed, each being lifted separately

and with as much soil adhering to its roots as

possible, and there need then be no anxiety about

losses by transplantation, because there will be
none. Hardy annuals for summer flowering are

not so popular as they were twenty years since,

probably because they are thought to be of little

account, or because they will not continue in good
flower the season through, nor for the matter of

that does any other flower. Granted that there are

many annuals that are comparatively worthless,

there are also many of an opposite character, and
a few of these I have sown and grown as regu-

larly as the seasons have come round. The follow-

ing are amongst the favourite varieties : Larkspurs,

Lupines, Candytufts, Silenes, Sanvitaha procumbens,
Saponarias, white and pink ; Eschscholtzias, Clarkias,

Nemophilas, Godetias, Virginian Stocks, and
abundance of Mignonette. All of these we prefer

to sow in small patches in the open ground from
March onwards, careful sowing, which includes the

covering of the seeds with fine light soil and the

protection of the seedlings from being devoured by
slugs, being really the only essentials to the securing

of a good display of flowers.

General work consists of completing altera-

tions and the planting of all kinds of trees and
shrubs, the trimming up of shrubberies, and, if

needs be, young plantations in particular should be

given a good dressing of fresh soil or manure, which
lightly fork in, taking care not to mutilate the roots.

W. WiLDSMITH.

The Coca Plant.—A recent issue of the Seiv

Bulletin contains a long .article on Coca, a plant

which has received much attention in recent years

on account of the valuable anajsthetic properties

ascribed to cocaine, one of its alkaloids, while Coca
wine and other preparations from its leaves are also

largely in use. As far back as 1580 it was described

by a Spanish botanist, whose work found its way into

English under the title "Joyfull newes out of the

newe founde worlde, wherein is declared the
virtues of hearbes, trees, oyles, plantes, and stemcs."

The uses to which Coca is put by the South Ameri-
can Indians are referred to by the author. When
travelling they chew a paste made of the leaves

mixed with lime, or the leaves alone, and this, he
says, removes both hunger and thirst, " and they
say that they receuive substance thereby, as though
they did e.ate meate." It was supposed until quite

recently that the leaves were merely a source of

stimulant to the nervous system, employed by the

inhabitants of Peru and Bolivia as betel and oiiiimi

are used in the East. The fact appears to be esta-

blished th.at its use by the inhabitants of the

Andean region enabled them to accomiilish sexere

labour sucli as no European could perform. Tra-

vellers and scientific observers agree in ascribing

to it marvellous sustaining power; it assists respi-

ration and enables one to ascend the highest

mountains witliout fatigue, but used in excess it

produces highly inj\n'ious effects. Its true liome

in South America lias never been cle.arly defined,

Init .at present it is largely cuHiv.aled in the Andes
of tlie Argentine Re] mblic, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador,

and New Granada. The larg<>st plantations are at

La Paz, in Bolivia; tlir total prodiirliuii is estimated

at, forty million iiouiuls, valued at aliout .t;2,tX)(l,00O.

Almost the whole of the jiroduce is consumed in

Siiutli America. It succeeds best in tlie mild, but

very moist, climate of tlie lower mountains, at an
elevation between 2000 feet and ,'JOOO feet abo\-e

the level of the sea, and tlie care and cultivation

necessary .are those suitable for the growth of tea

and coffee. It is a leaf crop, and in favour.able

localities two or three crops may be gatliered in

tlie year ; but, dillVring from tea. tlie largest and
most matured leaves are sought, as they contain

most of the alk.aloids wliich render them a market-

able product. The leaves, wlieii uiiliioken. .are of a
fine green colour, .and possess a delicate, agreeable,

and somewhat aromatic odour, wliich has been

compared to the combined odour of hay and choco-
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late. Since the discovery of its anesthetic pro-
perties the demand for export in South America
has increased ; but it has been noticed that during
transit to this country there is a distinct loss in the
alkaloids generally, as well as in cocaine, and con-
sequently it has become the practice to extract the
alkaloids from the leaves in South America and
export a crude preparation, which is largely taken
up by manufacturers of cocaine. The production
in South America is so enormous that, without
further extension of the cultivation, one-eightieth
part of it would be sufficient to swamp the cocaine
markets of the world.

Propagating.

Tkeb Carnations.—The varieties included in this

section are those which may be flowered at any
season of the year. They are sometimes termed
perpetual-flowering, but this is misleading, as the
same plants will not keep up a succession of bloom
for any considerable length of time. By growing,
however, the plants on and stopping some at diffe-

rent times, a succession of bloom may be obtained.

It is for winter flowering that they are most valu-

able, and for this purpose good plants may be
grown in one season. The best time for propagat-
ing is from January to the end of March. The best

cuttings, or pipings, as they are usually termed, are
those obtained from short side shoots. Good mate-
rial can generally be obtained at this season of

the year, but in any case where the plants do
not branch out freely, a few plants should be
stopped back and placed in a little extra warmth.
They will then soon produce good pipings. In tak-

ing the pipings off they should be pulled out, not
cut, and with a little practice they may be taken
out very clean. It is sometimes recommended that
they should be taken off close to the old stem with
a heel, but I prefer pulling them out at a joint or

so from the stem. These do not take so long to

root, besides which the old plants do not suffer so

much. If the pipings are taken out clean at a Joint

they will not require any making, except to take off

the tips of the leaves. I use 4J-inch pots, good drain-

age, and fill them with loam, peat, and sand in

equal parts, and put a little extra sand on the sur-

face. The pipings should be put in only just deep
enough to keep them firm. They may be watered
as soon as they are put in, and should be kept
fairly moist until rooted. The best position in

which to root Carnations is a close case where there
is a moderate bottom-heat, and the surface should
be kept as cool as possible. The case should re-

main open rather longer than for most subjects that

are propagated in a close case, but must be closed

before the sun gets too powerful, and should be
kept well shaded. In the case of damping making
its appearance, the plants affected should be re-

moved from the case and the pots thoroughly
cleansed.

SolanUM capsicastbum.—This very valuable
plant, the bright red berries of which are so at-

tractive during the winter months, may be pro-

pagated either from seed or cuttings, JIany prefer

the latter method, as these generally form more
compact plants, and produce berries more abun-
dantly than do seedlings. Cut-back plants placed
in heat soon produce good cuttings. The latter

may be taken off as soon as the young growths
are a little over an inch long, and treated similar

to those of Bouvardias. As soon as sufficiently

rooted they .should be potted off singly, and gi%'en

every encouragement to make as much growth as
possible early in the season, stopping tliem as
they require it until they have formed good bushy
plants. Plenty of heat and a moist atmosphere
will suit tliem well during the early Jiart of the
season, but later on they may be more exposed.

Clianthus Dampieri (the Australian Glory
Pea) is one of the most beautiful of all the Pea
tribe. It is easily obtained from seed, which may
now be sown at once. It is sometimes recom-
mended that the seed should be sown in the pots
the yare to remain in for the seasou, but I have

several times succeeded in establishing plants, and
have treated them somewhat as follows : Sow the
seed thinly in pots fiUed with light peaty soil,

giving the seeds a fair covering. They generally
germinate freely, but it is afterwards that they
are a little difficult to manage. The roots are
exceedingly brittle; consequently, they require the
greatest care when pricking them off or repotting
them. As soon as large enough, prick them off

singly into small pots, taking care not to bury
the stem too deep. They should be grown on in
a cool position, but not in a dry, draughty place.
A cool, moist bottom suits them best. As soon
as they are well rooted they may be potted into
4w-inch or 6-inch pots, using coarse fibrous loam,
leaf-mould, a little rough peat, and plenty of sand.
In potting the plants, the balls should not be
broken, and may be kept up nearly level with the
rims of the pots ; if kept well up in the centre of
the pots it will prevent the water settling round
the stems. They require great care in watering,
over-watering being sure to prove fatal, but the
other extreme must also be avoided. If the seed
is sown early the plants will generally flower the
same season, and the curious parrot-like blooms,
which are of a brilliant crimson colour, are very
attractive. A.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE SCARLET-FRUITED THORN.
(CRAT^OU.S COCCINEA.)

Where the ornamental qualities of the speci-

men are the planter's principal consideration,

this North American Thorn certainly deserves
more than a passing notice, for both flower,

fruit, and decaying leavf s form a prominent
feature of the tree at their respective seasons.

The Scarlet-fruited Thorn is a native of a con-
siderable tract of country in North America,
and thougli known here for tlie last two cen-

turies, its merits are not sufficiently recognised.
It is a free, vigorous growing tree, reaching a
height of 20 feet or thereabouts, and is amply
furnished with large, bright green, shining foli-

age. About the end of May tlie clusters of

large white blossoms are borne in great pro-
fusion, wliile the berries which succeed them
are, when ripe, of a bright coral-red colour, and
in this state are remarkably conspicuous. In
autumn before the leaves drop tliey become
riclily suffused with yellow, and liere and there
occasionally a flusli of scarlet. Tlie sjjines of

this Thorn are long a:id formidable, but in most
cases are but sparingly produced. As a medium
growing tree for an isolated position on the

lawn, the Scarlet-fruited Thorn is well suited;

its ornamental qualities are then brought
prominently forward. From the frequency
with which it occurs in its native country,

and tlie readiness vvitli wliich it can be raised

from seed, it is obvious there must be some
well-marked varieties ; still none of tliem are

superior to the ordinary form, and scune not
equal to it.

Besides this, several other North American
Thorns are very ornamcintal, pmniineMt amongst
thein being being the Washingtcui Thorn
(Cratiegus cordata), especially noticeable on
account of its lateflowering habit, in wliicli

rcsi)ect it is even more tardy than the Eumpcan
Cratiegus tanacetifolia, which is usually regarded
as one of the veiy last, but I have seen tlie

American species in full bloom wlien tlie Euro-
pean one was over. C. cordata forms a small

tree, rather compact and regular in outline, with
daik green shining leaves and large clusters of

wliite blcissonis. The berries are deej) red, but
no larger tlian those of the common Hawthcirn,
and are seldom borne in any great profusimi.

Thorns of tlie Cockspur class, represented by

the typical species (C. Crus-galli) and several
varieties, are all handsome, while among them
are to be found some well-marked forms. lu
the typical Cockspur Thorn the leaves are
bluntly ovate, of a bright shining green, and
the whole aspect of the tree low and spreading.
A fine bold variety is arbutifolia, in which the
leaves are larger and the whole plant more
vigorous than the type ; wliile quite a curiosity

is furnished by linearifolia, or salicifolia, as it is

sometimes called, tlie leaves of which are narrow,
while the branches extend in a horizontal
manner, so that if grafted at a height of 4 feet

or 5 feet from the ground the plant forms a
flattish head, which renders it very distinct.

A near ally of the Cockspura is C. macrantha,
whose most prominent feature is the large

curved .spines, which in size surpass those of all

the others and present a most formidable ap-
pearance. The greenish yellow fruits of C.

ttava stamp it as a distinct North American
Thorn, but it is certainly less ornamental than
any that precede it, while the same remarks
apply to C. spathulata, a low, but neat-growing
kind with peculiarly shaped leaves, which are
retained till late in the season, so that it is

often quite sub-evergreen in character. The
flowers are not particularly conspicuous, while
the sealing-wax-like berries, though bright, are
too small to be very showy. From a fruiting

point of view, one of the most distinct of North
American Thorns is Cratfegus Douglasi, which
attains the dimensions of a small tree. It be-
longs to the early flowering section, and though
pretty when in bloom, its most interesting stage
is when laden with haws, which are freely pro-
duced. The berries are of a deep, almost
blackish purple, and larger than those of the
European C. nigra, the berries of which more
nearly approach a black hue than do those of

the American species. All the Thorns herein
mentioned are perfectly hardy, ami in no way
particular as to soil or situation. T.

The autumn-flowered Mezereon. — This
Daphne is a very beautiful shrub, as, indeed, are
all the other varieties, among which may be men-
tioned that usually met with in nurseries under the
names of rubra, atro-rubra, or purpurea, the flowers
of which are darker than those of the ordinary
form ; alba, in which the blossoms are pure white

;

and flore-pleno, a double-flowered form of the last.

The berries, which are borne in considerable numbers,
are as showy as the blossoms, and remain on for a
considerable period. In the white-flowered variety
the fruits are yellow, and thus afford a pleasing
change from those of the ordinary kind. Daphne
Mezereum and all its varieties will not thrive in hot,
sandy soils ; indeed, so situated they will scarcely
exist, but they all delight in a cool, moist, but well-
drained spot. A good, open, loamy soil suits them
perfectly, and when once established they are very
impatient of being disturbed. Should it be intended,
however, to transplant any of the Daphnes, the
autumn is the best time for the work, as tlie new
leaves on the points of the shoots are often puslicd
out .soon after Christmas.—T.

Dvsrarf Japan Holly (Ilex crenata).— This is

ilitTi'i'cnt in gincial ,T]i|ieaianco from tlic other
riicmliprs of the genus, as its usual character is

that of a dwarf, very dense, twiggy evergreen
bush, with deep green leaves about an inch long.

Its liranclu'S grow in rather a horizontal manner,
so tliat the upper part of tlie plant is usually some-
wliat flattened. It is naturally of slow growtli,
anil is very seldom met with a yard high, the limit

generally being from 1 foot to 2 feet. It is one of
the most beautiful evergreen shrubs that we pos-
sess, for it is bright and elieerful at all seasons, and
is never injured by severe frosts. The slow rate of
growtli, no doubt, prevents it being cultivated to
the extent that its merits as a perfectly hardy little

Kvcigreen deserve; still it is one that nurservuien
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who make a speciality o£ such subjects would do
well to devote a little attention to. There is an
extremely pretty variegated variety, in wliich the
small deep green leaves are variously mottled with
a rich golden colour, some being nearly all yellow,

others almost green. There is yet a third form
known as Fortune! or major, which is rather more
vigorous in gro^\'th than the others, the leaves also

being larger and rounder, while the habit of

the plant is less spreading. The propagation of

these Hollies is best effected by means of cuttings,

which strike readily enough if kept close in a frame
till rooted. The cuttings may be put in at almost
any season, but the best time is early in the year
before the young growth commences, or about
August, that is when the current season's shoots
have lost their succulent character and become
woody. In the case of cuttings put in now, they
will root during the coming summer, while those
inserted in August will strike by the following
spring.—T.

EVERGREEN OAKS.
The common Evergreen Oak (Quercus Ilex) is

the largest evergreen tree exchisive of Coniferce
that is hardy in this countiy. For planting as

a lawn tree the Evergreen Oak is well adapted,
and when standing out thus singly in a good
loamy, well-drained soil, an unusually severe
winter makes far less impression upon it than
when the specimen is in a sheltered position.

This may be often noticed in the case of many
other subjects, which in rather a low-lying
position and sheltered by neighbouring trees

fall a prey to frosts, which leave unscathed the
same species or varieties growing in an elevated
spot. Such a result is, of course, owing to the
fact that in the case of the sheltered plants
the season's growth does not get thoroughly
ripened, while the more elevated specimen,
though it may not make quite such rapid
progress as the other, is altogether more sturdy,
and better able to withstand any unusual strain
put upon it. The iact that condition and
situation have a great deal to do with the hardi-
ness or otherwise of a specimen deserve more
attention than is usually bestowed upon them, for
many a plant of doubtful hardiness is killed in

a snug spot through the season's growth com-
mencing before the spring frosts are past. I

especially noticed this in the case of the Ever-
green Oaks during the unusually severe winter
of 1859-60, and again in 1860-07, while the
same thing was observed in the intense frost of
1837. A peculiar feature about the Evergreen
Oak is that occasionally after very hard frosts

it will lose a great many of its leaves, while
those that remain appear to be dead. When in
this state it is often looked upon as past
recovery. I once saw a fine specimen sacrificed
owing to an idea that it was irreparably injured,
while some close by that were not interfered
with, in the course of the summer pushed out
young shoots from all parts, even from the large
branches, and tlie succeeding winter lieing mild
they continued to grow away rapidly, so that
no trace of damage could be seen. Thi^ only
noticeable feature was the increase<l density of
the Hjiecimens, owing to the ailditional number
of young shoots. Evergreen Oaks ai'c es]iecially

liable to be broken during hc^avy falls (,f snow,
and even when young they are often injured in
tliis way. Probably owing to the fact tl'iat they
grow but slowly, especially during their earlier
stages, the Evergreen Oaks are rarely mot
with to any great extent in nurseries, but as
there has been much attention directed
towards them wilhiii the last year or two,
it is probablo that ere long it will bo more
easy to obtain good plants from nurseries
than it is at present. Their traMsi>lanting
requiroa a considerable amount of care, and

this, no doubt, prevents many from growing
them. Besides the typical form, there are some
well-marked varieties, but the common kind is,

from an ornamental point of view, quite equal
to any of them. The best variety is Fordi, the
leaves of which are narrower than in the type,

and of a deep glossy green above and whitish

underneath. It forms a much more compact
specimen than the common Evergreen Oak,
growing naturally into a pyramidal - shaped
plant. Besides this, the other most distinct

varieties are latifolia, with very broad leaves,

thick in texture, and almost entire ; crispa,

leaves curiously twisted ; and integrifolia, serrati-

folia, and laurifolia, whose distinctive characters
are indicated by their respective names. Besides
these, there is a group of Japanese Oaks of an
evergreen character, with several of which
Messrs. Veitch have made us familiar, and
which are somewhat largely grown at their

Coombe Wood Nursery. Among these Japanese
Oaks may be especially mentioned Quercus
Buerger! or acuta

; Q. cuspidata, of which there
are two or three forms, notably one with varie-

gated leaves
; Q. glabra, and Q. salicina or

bambussefolia. The North American Live Oak
(Q. virens), though it does not appear likely to
attain the dimensions reached in its native
country, forms a very distinct specimen ; while
the little South European Kermes Oak (Q. cocci-

fera) is a remarkably interesting little bush. It

forms a dense much-branched shrub, thickly
clothed with small, somewhat crisped leaves,

very hard in texture, and more or less furnished
with spines. It is, indeed, a formidable shrub,
and almost as prickly as the Holly. A very
distinct Oak of an almost evergreen character is

Q. glandulifera, known also as Q. austriaca
sempervirens. This is naturally of a much
branching habit, forming as it does a close
roundish-headed specimen. It is very bright
and pleasing at all seasons, except for a little

time in early spring, when the old foliage is

often a little rusty. The Luconibe and Fulham
Oaks also turn rusty during the spring, and the
same thing usually happens to the South Euro-
pean Cork Oak (Q. Suber). Turner's Oak (Q.
Turner!) is very Ijriglit and cheerful, the foliage

being of a much lighter hue than that of the
common Evergreen Oak, which last, however, I

think, is fully entitled to be considered the best
of them all. T.

foliage, it is very dense and somewhat formal in

habit. The foliage is of a light glaucous green, and
valuable as a contrast to that of the deeper-hued
ConiferiE. The limited spread of the branches fits

it for planting where a subject that will not soon
outgrow its bounds is desired. It is thoroughly
liardy, and does well in elevated and exposed posi-

tions where but few other species of Pine will

thrive. To the same class as this, that is, with five

leaves in a sheath, belong such widely dissimilar

species as the two above named, and also the Sugar
Pine (P. Lambertiana), an enormous North Ame-
rican tree ; P. Ayacahuite, whose huge cones are a
well-marked feature, but it is too tender for general

planting ; P. monticola, flexilis, and koraiensis, as

well as the Weymouth or White Pine of the United
States (P. Strobus), which is valuable both for its

timber and its ornamental qualities. There is a
variety of this (umbraculifera) which will commend
itself to the lovers of miniature Conifene, for ^it

assumes the shape of a close, compact little bush,

seldom more than a yard high, and I have seen it

bearing freely when less in stature. The cones

were in shape just like those of the species, but in

size they corresponded with the plant on which
they were borne.—H. P.

Two good Ivies.— I lately saw Hedera Haigro-
riana and palmata growing together on the north side

of a church tower, and the eiiect was very fine, the
two sorts beiog evenly mixed. The leaves of Riogne-
riana, owiug to the poor Boil in which the plant was
growing, being small, coutraated better with those of

palmatum than if they had been of the usual size, and
being of a fine bronzy hue were rendered all the more
handsome when mixed with the lightly striped leaves
of palmatum.—M.

Sweet Brier hedges.—The common Sweet
lirier is so valued for its frjigrance and is so well

suited for forming those screens or hedges that
often serve to divide one jjortion of the garden
from another, that the wonder is that it should not

be more frequently employed for such a purpose. I

know a garden where it is much used in this way,
and very pretty the neat little bodges look when
covered with flowers and al.so in autumn when in

fruit. In summer after a shower the fr.-igrance

they give off is most refreshing.

—

J. C. B.

The Swiss Stone Pine (I'inus Cembra).—The
fine-leaved suction to which this belongs is repre-

sented liy such dissimilar forms as Pinus cxcelsa

and the subject of this note, Pinus Cembra, which
during its earlier stages, say from C feet to 2(1 feet

in height, forms a remarkably handscmic .specinu'ii.

This Fir when young a^sunles llie shape of an
elongated )>yraniid, while from the numljcr of its

branchc.>- and the persistent character of the

Garden Flora.

PLATE 688.
ROSE MARQUISE DE VIVENS.*

Some years ago it would seem to have been
generally held that a Rose must either be very

large and full, or else not be worth growing at

all. More recently, however, other merits than

mere size and doubleness have come to be

recognised in Rosesj especially amongst the Tea-

scented varieties, and now-a days not a few

Roses whose expanded flowers are hardly more
than semi double have attained a wide popu-

larity on account of their unique and beautiful

colouring, or for the grace of form of their buds

and partly opened blossoms.

Such a Rose is Mai-qu!se de Vivens (Dubreuil,

1885), charming and most distinct in colour and
exceptionally attractive in the half-open state.

The three blooms here portrayed give an excel-

lent idea of the varying shades that distinguish

the variety, although perhaps it is rather the

exception, until late in the season, to find a

flower so far expanded, and at the same time so

pale in colour as the exquisite " back view " at

the top of the plate. Externally the petals are

alnio.st white, with a yellow shade at the base,

but on the inside they are margined with rose,

deepening at times almost to lake which gradu-

ally spreads through the flower, until eventually

the petals arc entirely suflTused with rosy carmine.

In all probability, even six or eight years ago

this ]U-etty Tea would have been promptly

discarded as worthless, in spite of the novel and

telling shades of its long buds and handsome
petals ; lut now that the value of the bud Roses

is \hMvv estimated, Manpiisi^ de Vivens is not

likely soon to bi^ hist sight of.

Rose b\ids have always boon amongst the racst

popular of all flowers for bouquets, especially for

1 louq nets to wear in button holes and upon di esses,

and the conviction has at l.ast conio home to

most people that the bud of a fully double Kose

of the conventional type is too round, too heavy
— in a word, too "lumpy" for the purpose.

For their suceessfid emidoyment in bmiqucts

intended to be worn. Rose bu<l3 must be long

and tapering in form, and must also at an early

stage display their charm of c<dour, for many
beautiful Koscs whose buds even have a nu)st

graceful outline are otherwise singularly un-

Pniwn for TiiK Oariiks at Oravetyo Manor, Suesot, by
H. 0. Moon, August 20, liSS. L'.thoginphed anJ irlntcd by
Uutl'iiumo S vmojus.
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attractive until too far developed for employ,
ment in small bouquets, generally because their
characteristic colour exists only on the inside of
the petals, and is therefore no addition to the
beauty of the bud. The most conspicuous in-
stance of this in the Rose garden is the copper
Austrian Brier, the back of whose petals, and
consequently whose bud, is of a pale buff tint,
the characteristic brilliant scarlet colour existing
only on the inner surface of its petals. In the
case of Marquise de Vivens, however, a charge
of unattractiveness on account of the pale ex-
terior of its buds cannot be maintained, for
though it is true that the back of the petals is

nearly white, yet their margins recurve ju^t as
the bud opens, as is well indicated in Mr.
Moon's central flower, and the effect then of the
carmine bordering to the pale petals is very
striking. In order that Rose buds may be of
graceful form, they must not contain too many
petals, but at the same time, to gain length of
bud, these petals must naturally be large and
deep; and, consequently, in the selection of bud
Roses it will be necessary to look for flowers not
of too great fubiess, but of great delicacy and
dl-stinctness of colour. In addition to Marquise
(le Vivens, other beautiful bud Teas, which,
like the subject of the accompanying plate, are
aho equally charming in the cut state and in the
garden, where they make most attractive groups
on account of their free-flowering qualities and
tellhig shades, are

—

Ma Capucine (Levet, 1871).—One of the most
beautiful colours amongst all the Teas ; flowers not
large, but of a rich orange-yellow, pervaded by
warm rosy shades.

Mme, Chedane Guinoisseau (Guinoisseau,
sent out by Leveque, IS.SO).—A lovely clear yellow
llower, almost an ideal bud, the colour being as
bright on the outside of the petals as on the inside.

LucioLE (Guillot, 1886).—A bud of great length
and of shades of rose and yellow, so mingled as to
be difficult to describe.

Camoens (Schwartz, 1881).—Generally classed
a> a Hybrid Tea, but really almost entitled to rank
as a China

; flowers of the brightest pure rose
colour with yellow base.

Mme. Ferny (Nabonnand, 1879).—Buds of a rich
tawny yellow, becoming paler as they expand.

Naucisse (Crozy, 1859).—Rather over-full, but
so free and so delicate in its pale lemon tint, as to
be valuable.

William Allen Richaedson (A'euve Ducher,
l.'<78) is generally recommended, though the buds
are rather too thick and short ; but it has the
recommendation of retaining its striking colour
when forced under glass.

LTd^AL (Nabonnand, 18.'i7), however, is a climb-
ing variety, whose wonderfully coloured buds,
more of the shades of Fortune's Yellow than any
other Rose, seem likely, in addition to being pro-
duced iu the utmost profusion early and late, to
prove what its name implies, as a bud Rose of the
greatest charm.

Anybody growing good plants of the above-
named Roses would never lack a supply of the
most exquisite Imds throughout the sea.son, and
even if the flowers were not required in the cut
state, all are most beautiful as they grow in the
the garden—none more go than Marquise de
Vivens. T. W. Girdlestone.
*** The legend of the coloured plate reads

"Marquis de Vivens," but this is incorrect, as
it should be " Marquise de Vivena. "

—

Ed.

forms come up strong for a year or two, and then
dwindle away almost completely. Both the single

and double forms of nivalis are most useful, and
give no trouble.

The Snowdrops are very charming just now
in the wild garden with here and there a winter
Aconite peeping up to give variety. The common
nivalis is doubtless the best for planting in
grassy places. It increases, and in time makes
nice little tuCts

; whereas kinds like Elwesi and its

Ferns.
W. H. OOWER,

CASSEBEERA.
This genus includes two or three species of

pretty Ferns, which in their technical characters

have little to distinguish them from Pellaea,

from which it will be understood that it belongs

to the Cheilanthese group, and is closely allied

to Adiantum. The genus, although familiar to

some Fern growers as the C'heilanthes farinosa,

is frequently to be found in gardens under the
name of Cassebeera farinosa, but the true repre-

sentatives of the genus I have never seen grow-
ing until a short time ago, when I observed a

charming little specimen of C. trijjhylla grow-

ing in the collection at Kew. Only three plants

are included in this family ; they are all natives

of various pans of Brazil, and they vary con-

siderably in habit, and when cultivated they
may exhibit characters which wUl lead to their

separation. Plant collectors shoidd have intro-

duced them in a living state before now, more
especially as Brazil is a country which has been
so frequently visited. I believe these plants

should be potted in a rough stony soil, and the

drainage must be good. They do not appear to

care for much soil about their roots.

C. TRIPHYLLA, the plant previously named, as its

name implies, has its fronds dix-ided in a digitate

manner into three pinnse, although it is said in

some instances to develop five. The stem is slender,

jet black, and some 3 inches high, upon the top of

which is borne its trifid frond, the segments being
narrow and oblong ; the texture is coriaceous, upper
surface deep green, beneath paler. It is a charm-
ing plant, suitable for the summ it, of a jutting

boulder in the naturally arranged fernery. At
present I cannot determine if it thrives best in the
cool or warm fernery, but as the plant is a native
of Southern Brazil, I should think the latter would
suit it best. At Kew it is growing in the temperate
house.

C. pinnata is a stronger growing plant from the
same country, and, I believe, has not yet been seen
in our gardens, but the increasing love for Ferns
should induce someone to introduce it ; the fronds
attain to the height of a foot, the segments being
about 3 inches in length, the edges incurved, and
the texture stout and leathery.

C. GLEICHBNIOIDES.—This is a remarkable plant,

found by the collector Gardner nearly fifty years
ago near Ciudade Diamantina, in the diamond dis-

trict of Brazil, where it grows in stony, rocky places,

which should be an indication for its treatment
under cultivation. It is a distinct and pretty Fern,
with something the aspect of an Australian Glei-

chenia, and entirely different to any other Fern
hitherto cultivated. Its rhizome is creeping and
furnished with blackish hairs. The fronds, which
attain the height of a foot or 18 inches, are pinnate
on the upper part, but the lower piuuie become
again divided.

The above plants constitute the genus Casse-
beera, the last two still being desiderata in our
gardens, and I hope some readers of Tue Garden
may have both the will and the opportunity to

introduce them in a living state.

SHORT NOTES.—FERNS.

foot to 18 inches high. It is a native of Northern
India, and is a most desirable plant in a collection of

choice Ferns.

Lindasea guianensis.—It is quite refreshing to
find memberi of this family in cultivation, and they
weU deserve record when found. The above-Darned
species is now ia fine condition in the Kew coUectioD,
growing in a large Wardian case. It is a native of

Guiana, Jamaica, and is widely spread iu Tropical
America. The plant in question appears to represent
the normal conditicn of the species.

New Zealand Fern (ir. Johnmn).—The speci-

men sent is that of Gleichenia Cunninghami. It

is one of the most difficult plants to establish that

I have ever had to deal with. I have just received

a most kind and interesting letter from a Mr.
Matthews, of Dunedin, who says it grows plenti-

fully in a spot about a day's journey from that

town. He calls it the Umbrella Fern, and says

that he has succeeded in establishing a good quan-
tity of it, and he also says that my description of

it does not accord with the plant as found by him,
inasmuch as I described it in The Garden, June 25,

1887 (p. 586), as having two whorls of fronds,

whilst the plants he has have only one whorl. I

have now a similar form to that of Mr. Matthews
gathered at Waikoko—if I read the name aright.

Other specimens gathered years ago by Mr. Watson,
of St. Albans, at a locality which he gives as the
Pacriti Hills, have two well-developed whorls of

fronds, and they agree in other respects with
G. Cunninghami. It certainly is not G. flabellata.

Perhaps Mr. Matthews or your friend who sends

you the specimen will give us some information

respecting this beautiful Fern, which unhappily is

an extremely rare plant here, if indeed it is now to

be found in English gardens.—W. H. G.

Chrysanthemums.
e. molyneux.

Davallia GriflBthiana —This is a pretty mem-
ber of the Hare's-foot Ferns, which wo recently noted
at Kew. It has somewhat stout rhizi>mes, clothed
with white chaffy scales, and in this respect reminds
one rather of D. Tyermani; the fronds, however, are
neither so stiff nor so deep in colour, and grow from a

INCURVED CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Lady Slade family'.—Two varieties only con-

stitute this family, the only quality they possess

being their extreme neatness in their natural

growth. The blooms of these varieties are re-

markable for the manner in which they incurve

without any assistance from the dresser. A few

years since they were both in much request for

front rows of stands, but now they are seldom

seen, being much too small both in diameter

and depth of bloom. Both varieties must be

classed as of dwarf habit, growing as theydo
about 4 feet high. The two kinds composing

this family are not of much value as decorative

varieties, their stiff habit of growth and shyness

to bloom debarring them from taking a high

rank in the decorative class. The type, intro-

duced during the year 1864, is lilac-pink in

colour, the blooms being very thin. Angelina

was brought out during the year I88I as a sport

from Lady Slade, and preserves the character

of its parent in the form of the blooms as well as

the growth of the plants. The colour is amber,

shaded orange. Another variety. President

Sanderson, was thought to be distinct from this,

but was found to be the same.

Venu.s family.—This family, which con-

sists of only two varieties, was held in high

esteem a few years since, especially iu the

north of England. Nowhere have I seen blooms

of this family so good in quality as those Mr.
Tunnington used to grow in the neighbourhood

of Liverpool. At that time the two varieties

were looked upon as indispensable to a collec-

ticm, but now, owing either to the inability of

growers to produce them iu proper condition lu-

because the public are more used to fuller and

more compact blooms of other varieties, these

sorts are little cultivated, as compared to what
they were a short time since. The difficulty

with plants of the Venus family is to get them
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to swell their buds freely so that the proper

development of the petals follows. This is

found to be so much a defect that the majority

of the blooms usually seen are very thin and

only fit to be included in a good collection when
many other varieties fail. Both sorts are free

growei'S and easily distinguished from other in-

curved varieties by the close manner in which

the leaves turn back to the main stem at their

points, while the leaves also have remarkably

short leaf-stalks. In the north of England

crown buds of these varieties should be de-

pended upon to produce the best blooms, while

in the extreme southern counties terminals are

the best. From 5 feet to 6 feet high is an ave-

rage height for their growth when cultivated to

produce large blooms without topping the plants

in their early stages of growth. The white form

of Venus does well when grown as a standard,

the habit of growth being especially suitable

for this method of training. As long ago as

1863 this variety was brought to light, being

introduced by Mr. J. Salter ; the colour is lilac

suffused with pink. Nine years after this date

White Venus came before the public, and in my
opinion it is far the best of the two varieties.

Neither of the two forms is well adapted for

bush form of growth, as an olijectionable eye is

generally noticed in blooms which are grown
from side shoots or from branches which have
been several times stopped.

Jakdin des Plantes family.—This family,

like the two preceding ones, is composed of two
sorts only, but it contains one especially imjior-

tant variety. In no other variety in the inciurved

section do we get the same tone of colour as is

produced in .Jardin des Plantes. It is at once

conspicuous amongst all others, its rich orange

shade of yellow being very telling. The form

of the blooms is most perfect when they can be

had in the finest condition, which is unfortu-

nately seldom. When the blooms are expand-

ing the lower florets are apt to decay before

the centre is fully developed. When this occurs

the blooms are sure to be "thin," which, of

course, depreciates from their value. Crown
buds are the best to select for good blooms

;

early propagation is advisable also. For grow-

ing in bush form to produce late blooms the

yellow form is very useful, as the dense green

foliage is especially suited to this form of culture.

The bronze form does well when trained as a

standard. One of the best plants I have seen

during the last season was this kind shown at

Bristol, and carrying about a score of really

good blooms, each one fit to cut for exhibition.

Jardin des Plantes must be classed as an old

variety, as it has been known close upon thirty

years. Indeed, there are not more than five of

the lea<ling varieties that can boast of a longer

existence than can Jardin des Plantes. The
colour is a rich orange-yellow, the petals inclined

to be narrow, incurving regularly towards the

centre under good cultivation. In some in-

stances, owing to a check in the growth, the

blooms develop irregularities which are kn(jwn

as "ribs;" these are exceedingly difticult to

remove. Bronze .lardin des Plantes came out

in ]^i(i8 as a sport from the above. It is the

exact counterpart of its parent iu all respects

except in colour, which is che.stnut-lirown, one

of the least desirable colours we have. The
blooms of this variety sometimes come larger

than tliose of its parent.

Evu FAMILY.—Ten years since many Chrysan-

themum growers pinne<l their faith on this va-

riety for jjroducingpi'rfectly fciinied Mikoms, but

n(jwtliat the rage is for larger fluwers with liro;ul

petals. Eve has declined in puiiularity consider-

ably, ciwing as much to the dilliciilty experienced

in obtaming perfect blooms as to anything else.

True it is that the petals of Eve are very narrow

and much pointed, rendering it less attractive

and showy than many of the broader- petalled

kinds. Still when it can bo presented in the

best condition it tellswith good judges, who know
the difticulty experienced in obtaining such.

()ne fault it has which is a drawback. AVhen

the blooms are developing, as many as four ribs

will show, dividing the bloom, as it were, into

quarters. No doubt this deformity is caused

through a check to growth or mismanagement
at some time, and seldom do such blooms

develop into perfectly incurved specimens.

Plants of both varieties of this family are easily

discerned from any other of the incurved sec-

tion, as the bark of the wood in the young
state shows a bright gi-eentint and is almost free

from veins or other discolorations. When the

growth is matured a smooth pale brown colour

is the result. The leaves are set upon short

footstalks and are blunt in shape, of a dense

green, and only slightly cut at the edges. An
upright stiff growth prevents this variety from

being used for any kind of training. So few in

point of numbers and of so poor quality are the

blooms when the plants are grown as bushes,

that the varieties of this family are not worth

the trouble and space required to cultivate

them for that purpose. When the specmiens are

allowed to grow until they make their natural

breaks this family will run up to a height of from

G feet to 7 feet. Even then the best blooms

are not produced always. The best way to ensure

good flowers of this family is to grow the plants

with one stem till the middle of May, then top

them. Select three of the best shoots resulting

from these throe branches, rub off all side

shoots as fast as they appear, and take the first

buds produced, which are early crowns. Plants

grown by this method range about 4 feet in

height and carry splendid foliage. Eve, which

has been in existence twenty-three years, is

creamy white in colour, the flowers being of

medium size. Mabel Ward is a buff-yellow

sport from Eve having exactly the same cliarac-

ter in both flower and growth and should be

treated in the same manner as its parent to ob-

tain the best results. At one time it was
thought by some that another variety, Bendigo

by name, was in existence as a sport from

Mabel Ward, but after repeated trials it was
found that they were identical, the only difl'e-

rence ever existing being a greater breadth of

petal, which was no doubt the result of cultiva-

tion.

(he representative of another provincial society,

the proposal fell upon deaf ears. No favourable

response was given by anyone, and provincial

societies are left to suffer from what it seems
obvious is a perverse and arbitrary arrangement.

We see how badly the present system works close

at home, from the fact that shows of such an im-

portant kind as Kingston and the National are this

year to be held on the same day.

That there will be plenty of exhibitors and blooms
at both shows there can be no doubt, but there can

be no concentration of quality, and the hope of

finding some one or another formidable competi-

tor absent from some of these exhibitions may
lead to the sending of tlowers o£ inferior quality

which otherwise would be left at home. Judges
cannot, of course, be at two shows on the same
day, but there are plenty of men who can serve in

these positions. Perhaps there has been of late rather

too much avariciousness shown in some directions

to pick up all the judges' crumbs possible, and the

clashing of shows does very largely check plurality,

in fees at least. The press, always sufficiently

engaged during the Chrysanthemum show season,

will find it more difficult than ever to discharge

the onerous duties which are looked for in some
quarters respecting shows. Everybody seems to

want the best days of the week, to the exclusion of

Saturday and Monday. A. D.

Chrysantlieinum, Japanese early-flower-
ing.—One of the best early-flowering Chrysanthe-

mums I have grown is the variety La Reine. It

was sent over from the Continent, amongst other

varieties, about three years ago. In colour it is a

bright orange-buff, and the shape of the flowers is

much in the way of that of Belle Paule, although,

of course, the individual blooms are not nearly so

large as those of that variety. It is a plant of

dwarf and sturdy growth, requiring no sticks, with

foliage like that of Edouard Audiguier, and if grown
on the decorative principle, tlie flowers are so

numerous as to cover tlie plant. It is, however,

quite worth being disbudded. I can only find it in

one nurseryman's catalogue, although I do not

think it synonymous with any other variety. If

any of your readers have tried La Reine as a Sep-

tember flowering plant I shall be glad to hear as to

its behaviour.— George Wall Duek, Chard,

Somerset.

Fruit Garden.

CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOWS.
It seems odd that Brighton, with its southern posi-

tion and climatic advantages, should not. be in the

production of Chrysanthemum blooms at lea.st a few

days earlier than tlie locality of the metro])olis

;

yet, at a meeting of the members of the Nalion.-d

Chrysanthemum Society, the representative of the

Brighton Society urged that a conference of secre-

taries of societies shoidd be held annuiiUy for the

[lurpose of arranging shows in such a way that tliey

should not clash, because this year the lirighlon

sliow, as well as the important ones of the Nalioiial

and Kingston, all fall on the same day. Southanqi-

ton, which lies in about the same position, relative

to climate, as Brigliton, almost always holds its

show during the week jireceding that favoured in

the metropolis. It might therefore have been ex-

]iected that Brighton and even Portsmouth would

do the same. So far from that being the case, the

latter town is sometimes ten days later with its

show than is Southampton; hence it would seem
that the length of time overwhich Chrysantliem\nn

lilooms may be found at their best in one locality

is gri'aler than is usually admitted to be the case.

I !ut in .spite of the reasonableness of the proposal

uf the Brighton representative, backed as it was by

MANURES FOR FRUIT TREES.

TiiK time and means of applying stimulants to

fruit trees are subjects deserving of more care-

ful consideration than is often bestowed upon
them, as without artificial aid of this nature

gciod and continuous crops of fruit cannot be
secured ; wliereas, if, on the other hand, thoy are

wrongly applied, injury will follow.

There are hungry soils and rich soils; some
that are called warm, others cold, and others

with various characteristics, all iT(|uiring difl'e-

rent treatment in the application of stimulants.

Some soils seem capable of swallowing up
any quantity of food at whatever season it is

applied, when others would be soured and
poisdued if treated in a like manner. The
nature of the soil should not, however, alone

rule the supply of stimulants, as the condition

of the roots is as much, if not more to be con-

sidered. The mere a])i)lication of a certain

kind of manure, although its beneficial effect

will soon be manifest if the roots are all right,

is not sufficient of itself to produce crops of

fruit if these niendiers are disorganised and
diseased. Therefore, stimulants slmnld not bo

regarded, as they sonietimt's are, as a iianacea

for all evils. Considering, then, that niantire

in some form or other is desirable tii the i)ro-

duction of satisfactcuy crojjs, when ought they

to bo used to obtain the best results f Trees
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that are inclined to produce fruit instead of

growth depend in a great measure for their

continuance in this state upon artificial aid and
its mode of application, because if erratically

and injudiciously applied, the even balance be-

tween fruiting and growing may be again dis-

turbed ; whereas, neglect of feeding will result

in scabby and worthless fruit. Such trees when
growing in a naturally light and poor soil may
receive liberal supplies of both solid and liquid

manure at all seasons of the year, whUst if

growuig upon a heavy soil tlie supply should be
limited to their period of growth. In the
former case, what I should consider a good
course of treatment in this particular for the
year would be—commencing when the fruit has
all been gathered— is if the soil is then dry, to

give it a good soaking with clear water, to be
followed in a few days with one of liquid ma-
nure, which may be again repeated in the course
of a fortnight.

When the trees are dormant a good dressing
of manure from the farmyard should be given
immediately over the roots after these have
been bared, returning the soil again upon the

manure. If a stronger fertiliser, such as fowl's

manure, is used, it is safer to mix it with the
soil before applying it. This should suffice

imtil the fruits commence swelling, when further
assistance is needed. The grower is often

puzzled to know which to select of the many
stimulants that are now recommended, from the
simple drainiags of the manure heap to highly
concentrated sulphate of ammonia. As a rule,

however, it is well to avoid highly concentrated
and quick acting manures ; they are safe only in

the hands of the most experienced. I would
also advise a cautious use of all artificial fer-

tilisers until their strength and nature have
been proved upon a small scale. Soot, though
less expensive, is, nevertheless, a very valuable
manure. A mulching of rich farmyard manure
is an excellent stimulant during the growing
season, and liquid manure made from the same
material is one of the most generally used. Two
points should, however, be always observed
when applying the latter, namely, to use it in a

clear state and well diluted. If at all thick it

clogs the border, and when too strong the roots

are liable to injury. Over-feeding is an evil at all

times to be carefully avoided, notwithstanding it

is an error many fall into in their anxiety to

obtain size. Not only does it impair the
flavour of the fruit, but produces grossness, en-

gendering disease ard decay. Licjuid manure
should not be applied when the soil is diy, as

the roots then absorb too mucli ; it should
follow, in a day or two, an application of clear

water.

Where the soil is of a retentive nature, I

prefer dispensing with mulchings to a great

extent, and depending more upon liquid manure
and stimulants which can be sprinkled upon the
surface and washed in, because in treating

heavy soils it is well to avoid the use of any
material tending to clog the surface. Therefore
winter dressings of manure are replaced by root-

producing materials, such as charred refuse,

crushed bones, &c. ; neither woidd I mulch
heavily in summer on such soils, unless for the
purpose of checking evaporation during a time
of drouglit.

Where trees, however, show signs of weakness
and disease a cautious use of stinudants i; to be
preferred

; in fact, in some soils their use only
aggravates the evil they are intended to dis-

perse, and they are better disi)enscd witli alto-

gether, with tlie exception of those of slow
action, until health has been restored by means
of a renewal of the sod, draining, <fec. , as may

be required. When weakness is the result of

exhaustion and the trees in other respects pre-

sent a healthy appearance, mild stimulating

manures will, of course, prove very beneficial
;

but they should be applied with moderation at

first, afterwards increasing their strength and
bulk as the trees exhibit signs of improvement.
In the case of trees of vigorous habit, greater care

is perhaps requisite in applying stimidants. I

fear nurserymen cannot always be absolved from
blame in the matter of exciting at too rapid

a rate the growth of their young fruit trees.

Young trees furnished with stout shining shoots

do not often make the best progress after being
transplanted, because their vessels having been
overcharged in their production, they are not so

well prepared as those of a more solid, though
less vigorous growth to withstand the shock of

transplanting. The trees may appear to greater

advantage in the nursery quarter, but, judged
by the start they wiU make after removal, those

of more moderate and natural growth are the

best.

It must not be inferred that I prefer a stunted

plant, which I look upon with equal disfavour,

the one being as obstinate to start into healthy
growth as the other. Trees of vigorous con-

stitution must be allowed to reach a fruitful

state unaided by manure of any kind, and
this they will in time do if not restricted too

severely. A. Barker.

A'INE BORDERS.
In reply to Mr. Barker I may state that I had no
desire to deny the necessity for the careful con-
struction of Vine borders in gardens generally. I

simply mentioned the fact that market growers
avoid the expense o£ having to do such work by
selecting a suitable soil and situation. Mr. Barker
knows better than I can tell him that it is easier to

grow good Grapes in some places without having
to take any great pains in making the borders than
it is in others with the expenditure of much labour.

The great difference between Grape growing in

private and in market gardens is, that in private

gardens the soil and situation vary to such an ex-

tent, that in some places only by means of con-
siderable expense can good Grapes be obtaineil,

whereas the market grower takes care only to

select a spot where the soil is suitable. Grape-
growing for market is not so profitable as to war-
rant the formation of borders in the elaborate man-
ner that is often practised in gentlemen's gardens.

It is only by a more simple method that profitable

results are obtained.

The principal thing that the market grower has
to guard against is a close, heavy soil, in which the
water is apt to lie during the winter. It is suoh
soil that gives the greatest trouble to the Grape
grower. It occurs frequently in private gardens,
and it is in such cases that the resources of the
Grape grower's art are called into play. In the
case of light, well-drained, and poor soils the only
thing to do is to well enrich them, and take care

that in after years nourishment does not fail. In
such soils an abundance of roots is made, and the
nature of the soil allows of flooding them with
water.

Mr. Barker must also remember that the root-

run for Vines in market gardens is now-a-days
almost always under cover, thus preserving the
roots in a great measure from the effects of cold

drenching rains. This, in conjunction with tlie

regular waterings, keeps the roots, by bringing
them nearer the surface, from striking into a cold
subsoil, which the concreting, draining, and aera-

tion, so much discussed a few years ago, were
intended to prevent. If we do not grow Grapes
better than our forefathers, we certanly grow th(^ni

more simply.

As before mentioned, the ability to cultivate the
Vine with good results in this manner depends
entirely upon having an unlimited control of water.

Once the roots are driven down by a dry season or

t wo, neither feeding nor mulching will bring them
up again in quantity. I have just taken up some
Vines that were planted about twenty years ago,

and the condition of their roots forcibly illustrates

the necessity for not allowing the upper portion

of the border to become dry. The Vines were
planted on a back wall, and during the first

few years were not regularly attended to with
watering. I tried later on to remedy this by well

feeding from the top and well soaking the border

when needful, but it was surprising to see how few

roots were in the top 2 feet of soil. The roots had
all gone down in search of moisture, and in many
instances had gone quite out of the border. In

the majority of gardens where the borders are out-

side, the grower trusts entirely to rainfall to supply

the requisite amount of moisture, and as we from

time to time get very dry summers, the roots go out

of the border. J- C. B.

THE MADRESFIELD APPLES.

Having frequently seen the fine trees raised by

Mr. Crump, I quite agree with all that my friend

Wildsmith has written respecting their superior

quahty. Mr. Crump's method of preserving the tap

roots and placing them in a horizontal position

when transplanting his stocks is, however, new to

me, as I never happened to be there when this work

was going on, neither do I recollect having heard

Mr. Crump speak of it. I am aware of the fact

that he sets great value upon the Crab as a stock,

and thinks frequent transplanting is an important

factor in laying on the fine colour which brought

his Apples into prominent notice at Chiswick in

October last. This being so, one paragraph in Mr.

Wildsmith's notice rather puzzles me, and yet I

have no doubt he or Mr. Crump can easily put me
right. He says Mr. Crump obtains his Apple pips

from the must, that is, the refuse or waste from the

cider mill, and further, that stocks raised from the

finer varieties of Apples are weak, subject to mil-

dew, and unsatisfactory. Now, having spent a

great number of years in a cider district, I know
for a fact that Crabs, kernel fruits, dessert and

culinary fruits find their way to the mill, where

good, bad, and indifferent are all ground down to-

gether. This general practice may not prevail at

Madresfield; if it does, I am at a loss to understand

how Mr. Crump manages to separate the seedlings,

as it is quite impossible for anyone to make a selec-

tion of Crab pips from the must once all sorts are

mixed together. Nurserymen in the three cathe-

dral counties raise millions of stocks annually from

pips turned out of the cider mills and call them

Cra):)S, but a large proportion of them, taken from

kernel fruits, if allowed to bear would reproduce

themselves; therefore, the parents never having

been grafted, they cannot, in the true sense, be

called Crabs. I do not for a moment assert that

these pell-mell seedlings are unsuitable for stocks,

as I have always recommended them, and now begin

to think the stocks I approve of and Mr. Crump
uses differ in name only. In every bed of seedlings

vigorous, intermediate, and weak examples will be

found. The first and second, as a matter of course,

are selected as being the fittest, but .still they may
have Blenheim blood in them, whilst the miffy,

mildewed weaklings may have originated from

small, half-ripened, inferior varieties, or possilily

from Crabs pure and simple. I may be told that

seedlings from fine grafted varieties revert or hark

back to the stock; if so.it is rather strange that

the Madresfield Crabs should exert such an extra-

ordinary infiuence over the colour of the fruit.

Sun, light, fresh air, and an abundance of active

roots on warm borders, in my opinion, are very itn-

portant factors, but not the only agents, as soils in

certain districts are literally teeming with every

element essential to colour and quality. The soil

at Madresfield— indeed, right along the east side of

the Malvern Hills—is deep, ricli, and good, and I

am inclined to think theiletritus from those masses

of igneous rocks may have a great deal to do with

the colourin.s; of the fruit—more, indeed, than any
p.-irticular stock, be il never so well rooted, as I

know another garden half a mile below the Abbey
Church, and not more than two miles from Madres-
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field, in which Cox's Orange Pippins on the Doucin
stock as well as the Crab are marvels of beauty

;

indeed, so fine and highly coloured are 1 hese Apples,
that the judges at a good November show not only
refused the first prize, but actually <lisqualified

them, and yet I am quite positive that they were
true Cox's. Moving twenty miles west, I know an
orchard noted for the large size and high colour of
the Blenheim Orange Apples, which invariably beat
all the examples tabled against tliem. Other
growers in the locality prune and cultivate quite as
well, but the soil on this particular knoll produces
not only fruit of the largest size, but of the brightest
colour. One more instance of the peculiar effect of
soil, not upon fruits, but upon flowers, may be
familiar to exhibitors who have staged Roses against
Cranston, of Kingsden, near Hereford. Mr. Cranston's
stocks in no way differ from those used by other
nurserymen, and yet his blooms, especially in hot,
dry seasons, are very large, and seem literally aflame
with iron pyrites. This brilliant colouring is not
due to a profusion of surface roots, as the only
complaint made by purchasers is sparseness of
fibres. W. c.

EXTKAOBDINARY GROWTH OF MUSCAT
VINES.

Herewith I send for your inspection a piece of
wood of Muscat of Alexandria. The Vines made
rods 26 feet long, and the piece enclosed, cut about
8 feet up the cane, is a fair specimen. Is there
anything uncommon in Muscats making such
growth, as I have not seen any like it before I The
Vines were planted late in the spring of 1887, as
the house was not ready before, therefore they did
not do much till this year. They were cut back to
the bottom wire in the December of 1887.—W. C,
Avening Lodge, Stroud.

*,* The piece of young wood taken from a cane
which^ made 26 feet of growth last year, although
short-jointed and well ripened, is by no means
satisfactory. It measures exactly 6 inches from node
to node, and is 2i inches in circumference midway
between the two, but owing to the great vigour of
the Vine or the premature loss of its fohage—no
uncommon event in cases of abnormal growth
both the main buds have started and ripened
laterals the thickness of a good ordinary fruitino-
cane. 'Without seeing the Vines it is quite impos"
sible to judge of their general condition, as the
buds below the part from which the section was
taken may be plump, perfect, and in good order for
showing enormous clusters of Grapes, of which
" W. C." may feel proud if he succeeds in fertihs-
ing the berries properly. If, on the other hand, all
the main buds have started and he has pruned hard
home, as in the .sample now before me, then the
rods, reduced to builless sticks, are simply useless,
as there is nothing left to produce fruit or foliage!
In this case he must again cut back to a good dor-
mant bud, when, taking into account the strong
root-hold, a series of shoots, in addition to the main
rod, must be laid in and trained along the front
wherever space can be found for the development
of laterals and foliage. Indeed, notwithstanding
the fact that the lower 8 feet may be all right I
would suggest a free growth of young wood for
carrymg off exuberant sap, and most certainly 1
would retard breaking until solar heat starts tlie
buds naturally. Meantime, arrangements should
be made for having a good supply of Hamburgh
pollen ready for use when the Muscats come into
flower, and with tliis. cross-fertilisation must be
lollowed up from day to dav until the Grapes are
properly set. But, 'considering that " W. C." does
not ask advice, and seems more jubilant than de-
pressed, I am willing to hope and believe he is quite
equal to the anxious ta.sk he has before him atul
v/ill .accept these remarks in tlie kindly spirit in
which they ;ire tendered. M«intimc, I may .s.iy a
brief outline of his border, its constituent.s, and
general detailed management of the Vines will be
iicceptable to readers of The Gakden —W
Coleman.

nursery gardener, finds the fact interesting, that among
the thirty varieties of I'each and sixty-one of Pear are
found all the best and most popular varieties culti-

vated to-day, with the exception of those of American
origin.

THE KELSEY PLUM.
Thi.s Japanese Phini, which has for some years
past been rather extensively grown in Cali-

fornia, appears to possess qualities which should
strongly recommend it to the notice of the
British fruit grower. For the following parti-

culars respecting it, as well as for the accom-
panying illustrations, we are indebted to the
Becue Horticoh :—
The Kelsey Plum is a wonderfully productive

kind, not surpassed in this respect by any other
known variety. It commences to bear fruit in the
second or third year after grafting, and very often
shows some flowers in the first year. The fruit at-

Peaches and Pears 100 years ago.—

M

Andr.:', commenting in the lievno. llnrtimU upon the
rsprint of a ca'alogue published in 1790 by a French

Fruiting branch of the Kelsey Plum.

tains a very large size, sometimes being nearly
9 inches in circumference. It is also very pleasing
in appearance, being of a lively yellow colour
tinged with deep red on the side exposed to the
sun. In form it is licart-shaped. The flesh is of

excellent quality, melting, and very juicy. The
fruit is firm in texture, and so can be sent in good
condition to distant markets.

The Kelsey Plum also appears to tlirive in Flo-

rida, judging from tlie account given by Mr. Taber
of Glen Saint Mar)''s, in ihc Florida Dispafch of 1887.

In February, 1885, Mr.T;i,berplanl(:d six very we.-ikly

specimens which had been grafted in the preceding
year. In June, 1887, tliat is, two years after trans-

planting, one of these trees was carrying 47(1

Plums as big as hen's eggs. The illustration here

given represents a branch of one of these young
trees laden with fruit. Another branch bore six-

teen Plums, the average weight of which was nearly
5 ounces. One of tliese Plums weighed 5^ ounces,

.and measured 7J inches in circumference. This
Plum is represented in the illustration, page 151. It

has been observed by Mr. M. T.-K. Godbey, another

cultivator in Florida, that the Kelsey Plum proves
more vigorous and productive when grafted on the
Plum stock than it does when grafted on the
Peach.

From the foregoing it may be gathered that
the Kelse)'- Plum is a very desirable variety,

and as it i.s largely and successfully cultivated
in California, there seems to be no reason why
some of our own fruit growers also should not
give it a trial. W. M.

FRUIT NOTES.
Winter Cucumbers.

The plants, thanks to a minimum of fire-heat,

having wintered extremely well, are not only grow-
ing, but fruiting very freely, two good points which
will necessitate frequent top-dressing and copious
supplies of warm diluted liquid at every watering.
It is not yet too late for a long spell of bad weather,
but under any conditions we must now expect a few
hours' sun, which, together with increasing day-
light, will tell greatly in favour of a rapid spread of

fresh, healthy foliage. As this process goes on,

and young growths take the place of old leaves,

stopping to induce fresh breaks as well as to swell

up the fruit will be necessary, whilst the syringe,

for some months laid aside, may be more freely

used. The best compost, little and often, for top-
dressing old plants with is rough turfy loam of me-
dium texture, rough lime rubble or plaster in equal
parts, and one-twelfth of bone-dust, thoroughly
mixed when dry, and kept warm ready for use when
wanted. A little old soot may be added if worms
are troublesome, but not otherwise, as this strong
stimulant sometimes bums the surface-roots, whilst
its application in a weak, clarified form, twice a
week through the syringe, fulfils the dual part of

mild stimulant and safe insecticide. If well
drained, as all winter plants should be, they will

take frequent and heavy soakings of liquid at a
temperature of 80° to 85°. They will also stand a
good syringing with pure soft water, equally warm,
at least once a day, possibly twice when the weather
is very fine, and the temperature ranges from 70°

at night up to 85° or 90° after closing. Their
season, in fact, being short, as in many places they
will soon have to give way to Melons, winter plants
should be pushed on at express speed, for the
twofold advantage of getting quantity and quality
out of them. Soft, sweet bottom-heat from fer-

menting material being such an important factor,

not only in securing this speed, but also in saving
fuel and keeping the foliage free from insects and
mildew, this mu.st not be neglected. Like the top-
dressing, the leaves or tan (leaves being the best)
should always be kept on hand in a well-worked
condition, ready for taking in whenever the beds
require renovating ; and here again the little-and-

often process, which prevents checks and fluctua-

tions, best answers the purpose. Next and last, at

least for the present, a word as to the manipulation
of the plants may be acceptable. Whilst aiming at

full crops of fruit, at the best but a poor apology
for the pictures so frequently met with in seeds-
men's catalogues, never allow them to carry more
shows to the flowering stage than they can mature.
Ret.ain just a few male blossoms for fertilising ]iur-

poscs and pinch off tlie bulk, also all weak, useless

spray. Train thinly, and pinch fertile laterals at
tlu^ first joint beyond tlie fniit, to prevent unneces-
sary crowding. Cut the fruit e\crv morning, never
.allowing it to become quite full size or to form
seeds, and place each Cucumber stalk ilown\\ards
in a saucer filled with clean water.

Spring Oiiviniiliers.—A very important matter in

tlie m.anagement of spring-sown plants is getting
them into their fruiting (juarteis before they be-

come pot-lxiunil. Tliis end may be attained in two
or tliree w.ays, viz., by shifting from IMncli into (1-

incli pots, or by sowing weekly and throwing awjiy

the oldest batch until such time .as tlie hills are
ready for them; but tliese me.a.surcs represent time,

trouble, and loss of seed, which may be avoided by
commencing preparations in tlie Cucumber limise

on the very day the first seeds .are sown. If .all

goes well, the plants, coming into rough leaf, will
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be right for turning out as soon as the hills are

warm ; they will take to the soil at once, and spider,

which so often originates in tlie seed-bed, will be
avoided. Assuming that this step has been taken
and the plants are approaching the trellis, all laterals

from the base up to the first wire must be pinched
close to the main leaves, which must be preserved,

as accident to these may result in canker. As each
of these cordon-like plants ascends the trellis, each
lateral must be pinched at the first joint, and when
the vine is within 2 feet of the top the point must
be taken out of it. By this check extra sap is forced

into the side growths, and the next set of laterals

will most likely show fruit, but unless the demand
is pressing, not more than one or two on each plant

should be allowed to swell to maturity. By pinch-

ing the other laterals still at the first leaf and tying
in, a good framework will soon be formed, the roots

will be gaining a firm hold, anil healthy fertility

will be established. When plants reach this stage
and a moist bottom-heat is brisk and good, they
will stand 66° to 70° by night and 75° to 80° by
day, and 5° to 10° higher after closing with sun
and moisture. The latter, it is hardly necessary to

say, should be abundant, especially on fine bright

consisting of old turf, bone-dust, or Thomson's
Vine manure, made up in quantity for use as wanted
and feeding with weak diluted liquid, must be relied

upon for sustaining the Vines, as the soil originally

used will by this time be pretty well exhausted.
Syringing the walls and surface of the bed and
keeping t he evaporating pans replenished with clear

diluted liquid from day to day will also be highly
beneficial, always provided these stimulants are by
no means powerful enough to injure the delicate

roots they are intended to feed. When all the
shoots have been tied out and regulated, the laterals

produced by those carrying the bunches may be
pinched and re-pinched at the first leaf ; whilst

laterals from the remainder must be allowed a little

more scope, as every leaf fully exposed to the sun
and light will aid in the development of the berries.

If, as sometimes happens, a pot Vine misse.s fruit-

ing, this miniature extension of the laterals and
multiplication of the leaves may be carried out by
its removal and giving those left a little more space.

Ventilation here, as in the early vinery, will require

hourly attention, as anything approaching a check
or chill may result in rusted berries or scalded
foliage. Commencing, say, at daybreak, the chink

Kekey Plum (showiug fruit natural size).

days, as Cucumbers, like Pines, revel in warm
vapour, the best of all being that obtained from the
fermenting material. As days increase in length
and solar heat improves, the foliage may be well

bathed twice, but for the present the walls and
other surfaces, including the bed, should be damped
in the morning, direct syringing with very warm
soft water or soot water being reserved for the
2 o'clock closing. Growers who syringe early on
bright mornings find shading necessary— a practice
when once begun is difficult to leave off, but by
adopting this plan and giving a chink of air as
soon as the temperature touches 70°, plants may
be carried through the summer without the aid of

canvas.

Pot Vines.

If the bunches were reduced to the requisite

number for the crop before they came into flower
and those retained have set well, they should be
thinned without delay, as every day lost detracts
from the size of the berries — never too large in this

department. When the Grapes are thinned and
swelling freely, top-dressing with rich compost,

of night air should be shut off to favour a rise be-

fore the pit is syringed ; then, as the mercury
ascends, a little top air may be given at 7G°, and
gradually increased or reduced, as the case may be,

until the temperature stands full and steady at
80°. As the sun wanes, reducing and final closing
must be elTected in tirae to secure a run to 85",

when atmospheric moisture, aided by gentle warmth
in the pipes, will favour rapid development of the
foliage and berries.

Cut-hacks.—If Vines that were cut down in De-
cember have had the benefit of gentle bottom-
heat they will now be pushing one or two shoots
each, which must be strengthened and encouraged
by an occasional dewing over with warm water,

care being taken that the plants do not become too
wet at the root. When these shoots have made 2

inches of growth and tlic compost is thoroughly
warm, the plants must be shaken out and re-

potted in G-inch or 7-inch pots, sizes large enough
to give them a good start. If the compost, sound
turfy loam, bone-du.st. and ,a little lime rubble, is

dry, a little water may be given just to settle it

about the roots, otherwise they may be re-plunged
in a steady bottom-heat of 75°, when daily syring-
ing will keep them quite moist enough until fresh
rootlets are formed. This stage reached, the weaker
of the two shoots, where two have started, must be
rubbed off, when a light stick will shield the future
cane from accident until the time arrives for the
final shift into the fruiting pot. As these Vines
must be strong, short-jointed, and quite ripe by
September, their principal requirements will be an
abundance of light, plenty of atmospheric moisture,
and good feeding with liquid stimulants when
thoroughly established in the fruiting pots and
growing freely. Pure soft water, however, for the
present will suffice, as it is very important that the
final shift be made before they become pot-bound.
Eyes inserted in 3-inch pots in January will re-

quire a very steady bottom-heat of 75° to 80° and
a close humid atmosphere, but on no account must
the soil be made wet before the tender roots touch
the sides of the pots and the young shoots formed
out of the stored sap begin to elongate. When this
is observable, and a few joints and leaves have
been made, the most forward may be shifted on
into pots two sizes larger. The compost, as for the
cut-backs, should be warm and on the dry side, as
water in excess is ruin to pot Vines of any class,
from the tiny cutting to the fruiter, that is, before
roots and leaves get into full action. When re-
potted the young Vines will require a steady bottom-
heat until such time as they are ready for the final
shift into 7-inch pots, quite large enough for plant-
ing canes, but by degrees they may be drawn up
until finally they stand upon the declining bed
which forced the dormant buds into life. A few
whose facilities are very good get all their eyes in
before Christmas and turn out fruiting Vines the
following autumn, but the millions propagated
annually are kept in 5-inch to 7-inch potsforplaut-
ing purposes.

The Geape Room.
A very mild damp winter following a cold wet

summer has not been favourable to the keeping of
Grapes, those clusters especially of extra large size,

sparsely thinned, and not too well ripened. Bunches
of large size, I stated some time ago, should be kept
in the driest and most airy part of the store, where
they can be carefully and frequently examined, and
last, but not least, they should be the first selected
for use or market. Where in many places a goodly
number of the bottles have been lightened of their
load, these should be emptied, well washed, and
refilled with sweet soft water, not in the room, but
outside, as the spilling of water is detrimental.
When replaced in the most favourable part of the
rack the transfer of the bunches left may be made
with twofold advantage, as each cluster can be
thoroughly examined, and the glutinous callused
end of the wood can be cut a trifle shorter. A
temperature ranging from 40° to 45°, provided the
atmosphere can be kept dry, will be liigh enough
for Lady Downe's, Mrs. Pince, .and Alicante, but
Gros Colman, always subject to mould, may be kept
5° higher. If fire heat is needed, early morning is

the best time to warm the pipes, but beyond the
expulsion of stagnant moisture the less of this the
better.

HARD"5r FRUITS.
Strawberries.—The mild winter having been so

favourable to the formation of surface roots, the
compost, cast loosely and roughly amongst old-
estiiblished plants last autumn, may now be raked
down whenever the weather is dry. We always
reserve old compost and mulching from Vine and
Peach borders for this purpose, and give the beds
from 2 inches to 3 inches as soon .as the weeds and
runners are cleared away in October. This is left
very rough, generally until March, by which time
the largest lumps are thoroughly pulverised and fall

under the rake in the finest p.articles amongst the
old crowns, which, .as all Strawberry growers now
know, throw out fresh .active siirf.ace feeders
annu.ally. Our soil being heavy an<i cold, a dressing
of this kind suits the plants unich better than
manure, which forces too much foliage and retards
the ripening of the crop. By way of keeping down
slugs and snails, so troublesome on heavy calcareous
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soils, and at the same time adding a warm fertiliser,

all our beds, before they are touched with the rake,
receive a thorough dressing of the oldest soot in
stock, or, lacking this, charred refuse, burned princi-
pally with rough wood and pnmings, is substituted.
It is not good practice to dig or even to hoe amongst
Strawberries in the spring; neither are these opera-
tions necessary, as we put every particle of soil out of
sight by the application of short in preference to
long stable manure before the weeds push, or young
leaves emerge from the crowns. This last covering
keeps in moisture, so essential to the full develop-
ment of fine crops, and, having time to get tho-
roughly washed and bleached, it saves the usual
expensive littering down with straw when the
berries are swelling to maturity.

Yoiniff j)lantatio>i.s a.\so in dry vfeathev should be
cleansed of weeds and latent runners, as a prelimi-
nary to a thorough treading or steady ramming
round each plant, and filling up from the reserve
where any of them have perished. This work com-
plete, and considering that the young spring growths
suffer most on smooth, rain-beaten surfaces, it is a
good plan to rough-cast the beds with the remains
of an old Mushroom bed or short, fresh stable ma-
nure, where the latter is plentiful. If spring plant-
ing is contemplated, although yet too early to lift

the young plants out of the store bed, this is not a
bad time to fork and re-fork the ground, especially
when the weather is dry. On light, warm soils,

more likely to be affected by drought than wet, the
beds may be firmed and possibly planted, but on
land specially suitable for Strawberries we find the
end of March or early in April the best time for
spring planting.

Primmg.—Assuming that Filberts and Cobs are
the only bushes resting intact, the forward or back-
ward condition of the catkins will decide the ques-
tion as to when and how they shall be pruned. I

thought at one time that the male flowers would be
very forw.ard, but, judging from present appear-
ances, they will be late and not over-plentiful;
therefore I shall defer pruning until the beginning
of March. Those who j^refer taking time by the
forelock, of course, may do so, but they must be
careful to leave a good quantity of catkin-bearing
twigs on the bushes, otherwise they will have to go
to the copse for catkin-laden branches to act as
fertilisers. The pruning of nuts consists in keeping
the main branches thin to let in sun and air, in
shortening back the leading shoots to prevent the
buslies from getting too large, and in leaving plenty
of short lateral twigs to produce the crop. Thin-
ning and shortening may be performed in February,
but the twigs should be left intact until the month
of March. The male flowers or catkins will then
have performed their office, and the opposite sex
being very prominent, all infertile twigs may be
pruned back to one or two buds nestling close to
the main branches. These remarks apply to the
orthodox bush, as grown in Kent, upon a single
stem, which, by the way, should never be allowed
to produce suckers, or at any rate to retain them
after the winter pruning. Where nuts are well
done and sub-cropping between the rows of bushes
with vegetables is practised, the manure forked in
annually sustains them, but otherwise it is a good
I)lan to rake out the loose inert soil and replace it

with light rich compost or farmyard manure. In
Kent, according to Mr. Bunyard's little book, -'Fruit
Farming for Profit," which everyone should read,
the favourite manure for fruits is waste rags,
shoddy, waste wool, refuse fish, and London ma-
nure, an article or commodity most difficult to
define. W. C.

A Nectarine tree changing into a Peach,
tree.—An interesting fact has lioen (H)mmunicaled
to the Comiti d'arhuricultuTe fruitiire of the
National Horticultural Society of France by M.
La]>ien-e, nurseryman, of Montrouge, namely, that
last year aLonl Napier Nectarine tree in his grounds,
insti-.-i.d (jf prcjduciiig Nectarines, bore nothing but
Peaclics, Making ,an oljservatitm on this report,

M. Ferdinand Jamin mentioned that a similar
occurrence took place a few years since amongst
his own fruit trees, when a Newington Early Nec-

tarine tree, without any assignable cause, all at once
became transformed into an ordinary Peach tree.
The dividing line between the Peaches and the
Nectarines is so faintly defined, that sometimes we
see Nectarine trees bearing a Peach here and there
amongst the Nectarine fruit proper ; and, moreover,
when the stones of Nectarines are sown in any
quantity, some Peach trees are invariably produced
amongst the seedlings.— iiei^j/e Jlorticolc.

IS GRAFTING WRONG?
It is very curious to ob.serve how faitlifully a
fallacy is followed if hy any chance whatever
it should liave become customary or fashionable.
Beaconsfield observed long ago that "Custom
was religion in the East," and we may add that
it is very often a fetish in our gardens. This
seems especially true so far as grafting is con-
cerned, since one can rarely take up a gardening
journal without the fact being made apjiarent.
For example, at p. 0.5, " H. P." tells us that
Rhododendrons Prince Leopold and Duchess of
Edinburgh " nearly flowered themselves to

death on their own roots, which led him to giaft
them on to more vigorous stocks and with jier-

fectly satisfactory results." I am quite sure
" H. P." believes what he writes, but there is

no greater error extant in gardens to-day than
this same notion that a more vigorous growing
variety of Rhododendron or any other tree or
shrub necessarily makes a more vigorous stock
when a weakly scion is stuck on tiie top of it,

and all its own branches and leaves are pruned
away. The most elementary knowledge of

plant life ought to protect us from errors of this

kind. A Plum tree is naturally stronger and
hardier than a Peach tree in our climate, and so

it is used as a stock for Peaches and Apricots, the
result most evident being a gouty or ugly bulged
excrescence at the union, and the more or less

delicate and diseased or fruitless state of the
trees. We have gone steadily on in our failure to

grow open-air Peaches as grafted on Plum stocks
for half a century instead of boldly adopting
Nature's plan of sowing Peach stones and select

ing the strongest and best varieties for our various
soils and climates. A Peach tree on its own
roots grows as freely as a Willow, and if its

vegetation becomes too rampant, we may plant
it in poorer soil, or resort to root-pruning, or
"ringing," instead of the usual disea.se-pro-

ducing stock. Tlie eternal perpetuation of

delicate varieties by grafting is surely not the
best, nor the only way. The so-called "strong-
growing stock " as used in grafting is a mistake,
and one that has done, and is doing, English
gardening much harm. It is difficult to imagine
a stronger or more vigorous growing Rose than
the common Dog Rose as seen in Leicestershire

or Warwickshire, overtopping old Thorn hedges
or bushes 20 feet high. No frost, nothing on
earth, can injure the Dog Rose as a hardy plant,

except we dig it up, out ofi' its head, and bud
our seedling Roses on it ; then it is killed by
frost very often, and if we cut of!' its own shoots,

the more delicate of Roses very soon starve it

to death. No matter how strong-growing or
hardy .-i plant may be—Plum, Rose, or Hhodo-
dendron they ce.ase to be vigorous the moment
we cut off all their own growth and graft or bud
them with other plants more delicate or tender
than themselves, or otherwise dift'erent in n.atural

constitution. Is it not a little ridiculous and
illogical this notion of making onc^ ]>lant tlie

slave of another / Tliat it is unnatural is past
all doubt, .and in.stead (jf the so called reci]irocity

between the stock and the .scion, there is far
nuiro often a life-and-death struggle between
them. If there is any tnith in tlio little that is

known of vegetable life to-day, all that little

goes to prove that the so-called strength and

vigour of stocks are gone when we cut oflf their

branches and leaves and work buds from other
plants on them. Delicate scions on " strong "

stocks is without doubt a " strong weakness,"
in which but few ought to believe for a moment
longer.

The other side of the question is only a little

less open to objection, viz., the grafting of

strong or vigorous forms of plant life on to

dwarting or hardy "restricting" stocks. In
the "Dictionary of Gardening," under " Graft-

ing" (p. 88), we are told that "the natural

vigour of the stock and scion should be some-
what similar for inducing a steady growth."
Of course, in this case there is really no reason
for the stock to e.xist as such at all, since the
scion being naturally as vigorous, would of

course do as well on its own roots. We are

told more, however, "but at times it is pre-

ferable that the scion slniuld be the hardier and
more vigorous of the two. This is exemplified,

and the desired results attained, in many cases,

by gralting various strong-growing varieties of
Apples on the Paradise stock, Cherries on the

Mahaleb, and Pears on the Quince. In these

and other instances the stock is restricted in

its root-growth, and the supply of sap trans-

mitted to the grafted portion is consequently
limited. This latter condition tends to en-

courage fruit-bearing instead of vigorous wood,
and proves by results the modifying effect of

the stock and the superior results in productive-

ness thereby secured."

If limiting the supply of sap is the main
object in inducing precocity or fruitfulness

then I say the object may be gained by ringing

or root-pruning quite as well, if not better,

and more cheaply than by grafting on foreign

stocks. Every fruit grower is well aware that
" superior results in productiveness '' are not

secured by the use of those dwarfing stocks.

The trees may fruit earlier, but trees on their

own roots also could be induced to fruit as

early and as well, indeed most probably much
better, by other cultural methods than are at

present attained by grafting.

The erroneous notion that a tree compara-
tively tender in our climate, especially in the

north, as is the Peach, is rendered hardier or

healthier or more fertile by being badly joined

to a Plum tree, is one to be at once abandonetl.

Without a dotibt a tree that will not succeed on
its own roots in England can never be relied on
as worked on any sort of sttiek whatever, be it

vigorous or hardy or restricting, and the sooner

we recognise this in jiractice the better. But,

as "Scion" has already pointed out in these

columns, grafting, apart from its direct and
immediate evils, has actually been the means
of sui>i)ressing attempts iit creating or raising

improved or more suitable varieties of fruit

trees from seed. Stones of Peaches, Apricots,

and Plums, and seeds of all other fruit trees

should be carefully selected and sown in every

English garden worthy of the name, tirafting

at its best e.an onlj' perpetuate; it cannot create

fi>r ns new and l)ctter forms of vegetation, and
it has yet to bo jiroven that j>ro]>agation by other

moans, such as by cuttings or layers, would not

yiehl infinitely bettor results. There nuiy be a

few BuiT-knot or Codlin Apple trees rooted from

branch cuttings here and there, but we )ntist

remember that, as a fact, there are practieally

no fruit trees of the Pome and Drupe families

existing in English ganlens on their own roots

to-day. We have hitherto been so satisticil by
the jugglery of grafting and budding that wo
have not as yet actually and fairly compared the

practice with any other.

As has been already pointed out, the nursery-
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men practise grafting mainly because it is con-
venient to enable them to get up stocks of par-

ticular tilings rapidly. It is not their fault that
fruit trees on their own roots are not procur-
able to-day in any fruit nursery in England, or
perhaps not in Europe. Until now, there has
been no demand, nor will the demand come sud-
denly perhajis, but that grafted fruit trees are
in all ways the best is a view that cannot much
longer hold its own. Now that we have to

compete with the fruit growers of Europe and
of America, we cannot toddle like children along
the old byeways and lanes of Arcady. Toy
games, such as grafting and budding, wUl have
to be abandoned, and real work must be begun
on some sound and sensible plan. Complica-
tions and perplexities must give way to a clear

and simple system of culture as easily adopted
by the cottager as by the squire.

The present state of success attending the
culture of own-root Roses ought, and no doubt
will, open our eyes a little as to the pcssibi-

lities of growing more and better fruit on trees

on their own roots. Owners of gardens and
their gardeners cannot undertake a better work
than this of rearing and comparing fruit trees
on their own roots with the same kinds grafted
iu the usual way. This actual trial of the
same varieties grafted and not grafted side by
side is the most practical way of settling the
question, and it is the only method that will

convince myself and others, who look upon
grafting in all its forms as a sham, very often
a fraud, and nearly always a delusion.

F. W. B.

Stove and Greenhouse.
LESCHENAULTIA FORMOSA.

LESfHENAULTiA FOKMo.sA is placed at the head
of this article by reason of its being more gene-
rally known than the other species that bear red
or orange flowers, not that it is superior to them.
The natural habit of growth common to this and
the other red-flowered kinds is half procumbent.
In this they differ from the blue-flowered species,

L. bOoba, whioli is such a persistently erect
grower that it is difficult to induce it to form a
spreading bush. The leaves are small and
Heath-like in form, and are closely packed on
the shoots. They are persistent, retaining their
vitality for several years. The plants are almost
continuous bloomers through the growing sea-
son, especially L. formosa, which keeps on
flowering so long as any growth is going on.
They do not attain large dimension.s as com-
pared with 11.any greenhouse species. A speci-
men that is from 2 feet to 2J feet through may
be looked upon as much above the ordinary
size. The flowers, which are borne on the ex-
tremities of the shoots of all the species, are
scarlet in L. formosa, bright scarlet and a little

yellow in L. Baxteri, whilst those of L. inter-
media are orange-scarlet. All the kinds are
easily propagated, striking readily from cuttings
made of the half-ripened shoots, wliicli form
roots in a few weeks at any time in the spring
or summer. The plants are never (luite at rest,

as even in the winter the shoots kee]) on moving
slowly, unless when they are kept cooler than
is good for them. Tlie cuttings should be made
about an inch long. If these are put in about
midsummer, the wood will then be in the condi-
tion that will enable it to strike most quickly,
and there will be time to get the little plants
established before winter. The leaves must be
taken off the bottom of the cuttings. They may
be put in about an inch apart similarly to Heaths
in 5-inch or 6-iuch pots. Small projxagating
glasses that will lit inside the rims of the pots

will be required ; the glasses must be kept close,

but the cuttings must be looked over from time
to time to see that they are free from mould, for

if this appears and the attected leaves are not at

once removed, it will cause the cuttings to damp
off. The pots should bo stood near the glass in a

house or pit where an intermediate temperature
is kept up. A hot striking frame, with the cut-

tings far fi'om the light, will not answer, as the

heat would be too much, causing them to be-

come drawn up weakly, if even it did not bring
decay. Keep the sand moist and shade regularly

from the sun. A piece of newspaper over the
glass in the form of a cap is the best means of

shadingtheseand cuttings of other plants of a like

character, as it does not darken them too much in

the way that occurs when any dark-coloured
material is used. As soon as the cuttings are

rooted, gradually tilt the glasses, ultimately

dispensing with them altogether ; but still con-
tinue to shade when the sun is bright. When
they get established, put them singly into small
pots, drained and filled with sifted j^eat, to

which enough sand must be added to keep it

open. The best brown peat, such as contains
plenty of fibrous matter, should be used. The
close, hard black peat, or the still worse boggy
stuff which is sometimes supposed, after it has
been dried, to be good enough for use, must be
avoided, as nothing will thrive well in it, no matter
what attention is given. The pots should be
stood on moisture-ht>ldiDg material of some
kind. Dry shelves or dry stages are wholly un-
fit for small stock of these and other hard-
wooded subjects, as on them there is an absence
of the moist air moving about, which is so ne-

cessary to i>romote growth. A temperature
similar to that in which the cuttings were struck

should be kept up for a time until the little

plants have gained some strength.

When an inch or two of growth has been
made, pinch out the points of the shoots.

Unless more than ordinary progress has been
made it will be best to let the plants remain
without larger pots until spring. In the autumn
give more air and discontinue shading. If

possible they should be kept through the first

winter in a temperature of from 45° to 50° by
night, and under such conditions they will go
on moving. If, as already advised, they are

stood near the glass, the growth will not be
weak. Early in the season, say about the
beginning of March, move into pots 2 inches
larger than those the plants have so far occupied.

Use similar .soil to that given at the first potting.

Drain well, and make the material firm in the
pots. The shoots will most likely again require
stopping. When this is necessary it should be
done early iu the spring, but when once a suffi-

cient number of branches to furnish the base of

the plants is secured, little if any more in this

way will be wanted, as the balance between the
side branches and the leader will generally con-
tinue without further interference. As the
shoots extend, train the strongest of them
out horizontally, and as they lengthen, their

weiglit will bring them down so that they will

rest on the rims of the pots, keeping the base
1,'f the plants fully furnished. As solar heat
increases, again shade with thin material in the
middle of the day and give air, but avoid the cold
cutting winds that often continue up to the
middle of May or later. Still stand the pots on
a moist bottom. It is better to continue this

through the spring and summer until the jilants

have attained some size, as it will greatly assist

their growth and tend to keep down .aphides.

By midsummer a shift into (i-inch pots wUl
be required. Now break the peat by the hand in

place of sifting it. A small stick will bo needeil

to support the leading branch and one to each

of the side branches. During this summer and
in succeeding summers ordinary greenhouse
warmth, such as obtainable by solar heat, will

be enough, but if a temperature of 45° can be
given in the nights through the winter it will be
an advantage in several ways. It will keep the
plants moving, so that they will sooner attain a
useful size, and afterwards as they get older it

will tend to preserve them in vigorous health,
provided always that the reiiuisite amount of

light is afibrded them. Treat as in the pre-
ceding autumn and winter, and in spring, if all

has gone well, the plants will bear moving into
pots 3 inches larger. Now use the peat in a
more lumpy state than it has been advisable to
give them hitherto. Drain well and pot firmly,

and after each potting keep the atmosphere a
little closer than usual, shading for a few weeks
when the weather is bright. After the plants
have attained their present size no shade is

necessary, except, as already said, immediately
after potting.

In potting, the old crocks may be removed,
an operation which L. biloba will not bear.
Each of the red-flowered kinds re:)uires more
pot room than many plants that attain greater
size.

L. Baxtbri is an exceedingly bright-flowered
kind, the flowers being considerably larger than
those of L. formos.a.

L. INTERMEDIA is also a desirable kind, with
paler coloured flowers. Both these require similar
treatment to the commoner species L. formosa.

All the species are natives ot New Holland.

T. B.

Azalea linearifolia.—This is one of the most
singular Azaleas that we possess, the leaves on
strong vigorous shoots being as much as .i inches
or 4 inches long, and about a quarter ot an inch in

width. Still more singular, however, are the
blossoms, the petals composing which are as narrow
in proportion to their width as the leaves, and
being borne in great profusion at the ends of the
branches, give to a specimen the appearance of
having its terminal leaves of a bright carmine-
pink colour. It is a native of Japan. I am not
certain it it is quite hardy in this country, but
have kept it for many winters in an ordinary cold
frame.—H. P.

Erica melanthera.—This is a Heath of easy
culture, and one that may be depended upon to

flower in great profusion year after year. It is a
free-growing, but very twiggy-habited species, and
is just now so densely laden with bloom, that little

is to be seen except the tiny pink blossoms with
their conspicuous black anthers. The blooms have
a rather uncommon, but pleasing perfume. This
Heath may be grown into a good sized bush if

simply treated as a greenhouse shrub, and no prun-
ing whatever is needed, as the habit of the plant is

dense and bushy, while it never gets naked at the
base, as many Heaths do. Potting every year is by
no means necessarv. as I have seen plants that
had not been potted for halt a dozen years keep in

good health and flower well.—T.

Strobilanthes isophyllus.—Wliere a supply
of flowering plants has to be ra.aintaiiicd through-
out the winter this is a very useful subject for the
purpose, as in a warm greenhouse, or in a structure

kept at at an intermediate temperature, it will

flower for months together, and th.at, too, during
the dull season of the year. It is a plant ot rather
erect bushy habit, while the lanceolate leaves are
dark green and the flowers of a lavender-mauve
colour. The blooms are elfective only on the
plant, as if used in a cut state they quickly drop.
It is of e.asy propagation and culture, tlie best time
to strike the cuttings being during the spring
months, when they root in a few days, and if grown
cool throughout the summer they form good flower-

ing stuff by winter. Plants ot a quick-growing
character that are intended for winter blooming
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are most satisfactory when grown under cool treat-

ment, as the growtli is then sturdy, and llie leaves

have far more substance than if kept in a close

structure.—H. P.

PLANTS FOR DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.

Although we may perhaps be disposed to question

the taste that demands an elaborate arrangement

of flowers and foliage on the dinner table, there is

no doubt that this particular branch of gardening

is becoming a very important feature. I have

found the double tuberous Begonias, especially

the scarlet-shaded forms, most useful summer
plants for the purpose. A pinch of seed from a

good strain should be sown every year, the seed-

lings planted out in a good open soil as soon as the

weather will permit, the colours selected and bulbs

saved for the following year. Size of bloom is not

necessary or even advisable so long as the colour is

good and the strain free-flowering. One batch may
be started in gentle warmth in February, and the

other allowed to start naturally to secure a succes-

sion. I think those who have not already tried them
will be disposed to admit after a first trial that a

thoroughly well - flowered plant carpeted with

Selaginella is one of the best subjects for a centre

bowf or vase that can well be chosen. Gloxinias

are also highly appreciated when used in a some-

what similar manner. We sow a packet of these

every year, transfer the seedlings to a pan as soon

as they are large enough to handle, and eventually

shift into 3-inch pots, using a mi.xture of fibrous

loam and dry cow manure. If artificial feeding is

resorted to, these small plants will throw four and

five good flowers, and a few such plants raised in a

large bowl or centre group, and filled in with Ferns

or any light-foliaged plant, have a very pretty and

graceful effect. Small Cyclamens may also be used

in a similar manner. If the seed is sown at once

and the young plants are grown on without check,

they will make very nice stuff by the following No-

vember. Crassula jasminoides is another useful

plant, as it strikes very readily and flowers very

freely. Plants of this in 3-inch pots do well for

small vases ; a little foliage may be arranged at the

base of the vase, and the heads of bloom allowed to

droop over the side. Two more easily grown plants

that are useful for the decoration of the table are

Anthericum latifolium and Rivina humilis. The
first-named is nearly as bright as the variegateil

Pandanus, and possesses the merit of being quickly

and easily grown ; even the tiny plants which spring

from the flower-stem will speedily develop into very

serviceable plants. A pleasing arrangement . for a

large bowl can be obtained with four or five plants

of this Anthericum carpeted with Nertera depressa.

Rivina humilis is very useful when flowers are rather

scarce, and its light, graceful berried branches

show to advantage on the table. It can be easily

raised from seed, and three or four plants in a 6-inch

pot will furnish a nice bunch of berried plumes. The
above half a dozen plants, all of comparatively easy

culture, can be thoroughly relied on for table work,

and they will in their several seasons furnish a

supply for several months of the year.

Claremont. E. Bubeell.

last two winters. It may be grown readily in pots,

and will bear being put into strong heat to bnng it

into flower.— J. C. F.

EARLY-FLOWERING PELARGONIUMS.
The Pelargonium is not regarded with the same
afl'ection as a few years ago, when at every show
the leading features were trained specimens of

the several sections. It is to this formal manner
of growing Pelargoniums that prevailed then,

and does even now to some extent, that we
can attribute its comparative neglect at the

present time, when all the care of the gardener

the late spring and early suunner months, and
this at no great expense or trouble. If a
beginning is to be made now, purchase strong-
rooted plants. The great point in obtaining
well-flowered specimens is to see that they are
placed early— not later than the end of August
—into the pots in which they are to bloom.
The best soil is good hjam, rotten manure, and
sand, which should be made moderately firm, at

the same time giving good drainage, as without
this it is impossible to succeed.

The winter temperature during severe weather
may range from 50° to 55°, and give plenty of

Sparmannia africana.—This is a good plant

for training to )>i liars or walls in large houses or

conservatories. There are some good plants grow-

ing in the conservatory at Fen Hall trained

against the wall, and they were in full bloom in

January. Mr. Wells speaks very highly in its favour

and of its usefulness when grown in this way.
Perhaps there are others as well as myself who are

not aware that this plant is more hardy when it is

generously treated. Kecentlyl saw asfrong,healthy

plant growing against a wall in a cold house at a

villa at Milbonie-Port,and I was told that it had been
in this house for four or five years, and had never

had the least protection. It is growing against the

wall of the dwelling-house, planted out with nothing

but a lean-to house over it. This j)l,ant had grown
to the top of the wall, which is 10 feet high, and at

the time of my visit it w.as beginning to tiowcr. It

must be fairly hardy, or it could not have stood the

A useful early-flowering Pelargonium (Pelargonium album multiflorum).

seems centred upon the tuberous Begonia.

While the show type of I'elargonium lias

declined in favour, the early-flowering kinds

have always kept their grotind to a certain

extent, and the accomjianying illustration of

the old white early-flowering market variety,

album multiflorum, may give an impetus to their

culture. Early-blooming PeLargoiiiums are the

most useful, especially to amateurs, whose green-

houses at the time they are in bloom generally

lack eok)Ur and variety. Here the early-

flowering kinds may be used with the best

eflect.

If amateurs were to grow a few of tlicse

varieties they could have a show of flowers in

air on sunny mornings to disyel damp. In

February, soot water, than which nothing is

better for the flowers and foliage, may bo used

with advantage. Care must .also bo taken

that the plants are supplied with sufficient

water, as if they get dry, the lower leaves

turn yellow, fall oti', and spoil the appearance

of the i)lants.

The way to get them to bloom well the second

year is to cut tluun back early, say the first week
"in August, liefore doing tliis, turn them out

in (he full sunshine to ripen the wood. After

cutting them down no water must be given

until they break, « hen they may have a good

soaking. When the growth is about 1 inch long
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repot the plants and treat as advised for the
first year.

As regards sorts to be groivn, the best way is

to visit Coveiit Garden Market and pick out the
best kinds when in flower, but as tliat cannot
always be done, the following varieties may be
relied upon as being well tried, reliable, varied
in colour, and useful both for pots or to cut
from, viz.. Chameleon, Chimene, Decorator,
Defiance, Duchess of Bedford, Duchess of
Edinburgh, Emilie Everard, Etna, Gold Mine,
Improvement, Kingston Beauty, Lady Blanche,
Lucie Lemoine, Mme. Thibaut, Maid of Kent,
M. Rouillard, Mr. John Hayes, Mrs. John
Hayes, Mrs. Lewis Lloyd, Mrs. William Davis,
Queen Victoria, Scarlet Gem, Triomphe de St.
Mande, Venus, Virginals, and William Smith.

Where the propagation of Ferns by division of
the crowns is to be carried out, no time should be
lost, as many species will shortly begin growing.
The plants to be operated upon should be turned
out of the pots and have all the soil shaken away

;

disentangle the roots carefully, as the fewer that
are broken the better. Put the pieces in pots pro-
portionate to their size. It is not well to give too
much room at first, as when the crowns have made
some progress they can have a shift.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Fbens, division op the plants.—Most of the
Ferns that have creeping stems (rhizomes) can be
increased by division. Each crown with a portion
of roots attached will make a separate plant.
This method of propagation is usually adopted
with the sorts that do not increase readily from
spores, and it is often followed with those that
do, such as the commoner species of Adiantum,
like the old A. cuneatum. There is one peculiarity
connected with the propagation of this species,
which is, that though large or medium-sized ex-
amples may be cut in two or more pieces, each
piece comprising a number of crowns, still, when
the specimens are completely broken up so that
each piece consists of only a single crown, the
plants grow away much more freely. In all cases
where Ferns are to be increased from pieces of the
creeping stems or by division of the crowns, the
work should be carried out when there is no growth
going on, as if there are any partially developed
fronds these will either die off altogether or be-
come so malformed as to be useless and un-
sightly. In dividing the plants, the larger the
pieces are the sooner they will grow into a useful
size, and as many unbroken roots should be
secured to each as possible. Such species as the
creeping kinds of Davallia often push a consider-
able length of stem before any roots are formed.
In cases of this sort division must be effected so as
to secure enough of the back portions of the stems
as have a sufficient quantity of roots attacheci,
without which the pieces will perish, or be a long
time before they make any progress.

Gleichbnias.—Species with exceptionally hard
wiry stems like the Gleichenias seldom succeed,
even if a sufficient length of rhizome is taken to
include roots, as the disturbance that takes place
in getting the pieces away from the parent plant
usually has the effect of stopping the roots from
making further progress. With such Ferns as
these the division must consist of large pieces, the
larger the better. Specimen Gleichenias in iH-inch
or 20-inch pots do best when cut into about four
pieces than when further divided. Respecting
these beautiful Ferns, it is a mistake to allow them
to remain long in the same pots after their creep-
ing stems have got outside the balls. I have known
large examples that have been kept in exceptionally
large pots or tubs for too long a time to do much
good after they have been divided. Gleichenias can
be increased by fixing small pots, drained and
filled with soil, round the rims of the pots
or tubs in which the specimens are growing, and
securing the stems as they extend with small
hooked sticks in the soil in the little pots, into
which they will push roots. When these are fully
established they may be cut away from the old
plants. But in all cases where this method of pro-
pagation is followed, the separation must not be
effected until the layer-like stems have got tho-
roughlyrooted. It usu.ally takes nearly twelve months
to get theyoung plants into a condition fit for separa-
tion from the old specimens. This is a good time to
propagate Gleichenias in this way, as then there is

the whole of the spring and summer for the young
stock to get well rooted.

Potting Ferns.—Before commencing to repot
see that the stock is free from thrips, for if these
are present, now is the time when the fronds are
matured and in the best condition to bear the
syringing and dipping necessary to kill the in-
sects ; whereas when the young fronds appear
they are almost certain to be injured in the
attempt to destroy the thrips. Even if there are
no living insects to be seen, if the plants were
troubled with them last summer, it is desirable to
give them a good washing, for there will be plenty
of eggs ready to come to life with the return of
warm weather. These can be destroyed by dipping
in or thoroughly syringing the plants with strong
Tobacco water, to which should be added about
2 oz. of Gishurst compound to each gallon. The
mixture should be allowed to dry on, as if it is

washed off with clean water in the way that is often
practised, many of the eggs will escape destruction.
Whatever repotting is required should now be
proceeded with before any, or much top growth
begins to move. This is especially necessary with
the different tree species. In growing Tree Ferns,
as with most other kinds, except those with creep-
ing stems, it is a mistake to give them more root-
room than is absolutely necessary, as they can be
kept in a vigorous healthy state with much less
root space than is usually given. By the use of
manure water, applied at short intervals during
the growing season, the plants can be kept up to
the desired size and condition in smaller pots than
at one time were supposed needful. Another
advantage attached to restricting the root-
room is that by keeping the plants within
reasonable bounds many more can be accommo-
dated in the same space, and there is less likeli-
hood of the large strong growers smothering the
weaker ones, which are often the most interesting.
Most Ferns delight in an open porous soil that is

largely composed of vegetable matter ; consequently
peat answers best for them, and where this is

obtainable of fair quality it is the right material to
pot them in. But in all cases avoid the hard close
black peat that is sometimes regarded as good
enough for Ferns. In like manner soddened boggy
peat should be rejected. The large amount of
water that nearly all kinds of Ferns require ne-
cessitates provision being made for its passing
readily through the soil, for though the roots
like to be always moister than those of most
things, they will not keep healthy in water-logged
material. In addition to the pots being well
drained, a good amount of broken crocks or coal
cinders should be mixed with the soil. Cinders,
though not so often used as crocks, are just as
good ; a sprinkling of sand should also be added.
In potting, do not attempt to loosen the roots that
lay thickly curved round the outside of the ball

:

all that is necessary is to get away the old drain
age. Be sure that the new soil is made quite as
solid as thiit of which the ball is compo.^ed, for if

this is not done the water that is given will pass
off through the new material, leaving the ball too
dry to admit of healthy root action. See that the
soil is not too wet when used, as if it contains too
much moisture it forms a solid impervious mass, in
which nothing will grow. Water moderately as
soon as the potting is completed and keep the
house a few degrees warmer, giving little or no air
for a few weeks, except by opening the roof
ventilators slightly when the weather is favour-
able. These conditions will help to set the roots
in motion without delay, and it is advisable to
secure this before the top growth begins.

Stove.—D1PLADENIA.S.—In stoves where there
is the means of maintaining much heat through the
winter, Dipladenias that have had a short rest late

in summer can be cut in and repotted during the
autumn, and then be kept growing slowly in the
winter. Treated in this way, the plants come much
more quickly into bloom in the spring, there being
no diificulty when so managed in having them in
flower by the end of April, which consequently
gives them a longer season of blooming. But
where there is not sufficient heat kept up, it will
be found better to defer the cutting in until the
present time. Large, full-sized specimens may
have their branches shortened to within a few
joints of where they were cut back to last winter.
In repotting Dipladenias, it is necessary to shake
most of the old soil away, as if this is not done it

often gets sour. This being the case, it is best to
either shake out the plants at the time they are cut
in, or immediately they have made fresh growth

;

for if the young shoots grow any length before the
shaking out takes place, a good many of them will
not extend further. The best fibrous peat should
alone be employed, with most of the earthy matter
taken out. A liberal quantity of sand should be
added. D. amabilis is still the best variety in cul-
tivation, all the others that have appeared and
that were expected to be improvements on it having
turned out inferior in some respect or other. D.
Brearleyana and D. Williamsi are both distinct and
desirable sorts, the last-named being a seedling
raised from D. splendens, and an improvement on
that species. The old D. crassinoda, a smaller-
flowered species than any of those mentioned
before, is now seldom met with, yet it is a beauti-
ful kind and a very free bloomer. The flowers are
of a vivid shade of rosy-pink. The above remarks
apply to plants that are grown in pots. In potting,
make the soil moderately firm. The shoots should
be trained to strings run up imder the roof of the
house. It is best to grow them in this way, even if

the plants are put on trellises after they have begun
to flower, as if the branches are trained in the first

instance to the trellises, they keep breaking back
instead of continuing to extend until the bloom
appears. When Dipladenias are turned out in a
bed, in which way they rarely do well, as much of
the old soil should now be got away from the sur-
face of the bed as can be done without disturbing
the roots much, replacing it with new material such
as advised for the pot plants.

D. BOLiviENSis is a distinct habited sort, and
one of the best of all stove plants for giving a long
succession of flowers for cutting. This species does
best when turned out in a moderate sized bed. The
roots are less tender than those of the other species
or varieties, and consequently are less liable to

perish when planted out. The surface of the bed
where this kind is planted should now be removed
and made up with new soil. Whether Dipladenias
are grown in pots or planted out, great care must
be taken in watering until the new roots have
begun to move. At all times these plants require less

root moisture than most other kinds. T. B.

CINERARIAS.

soft-wooded plants are equalFew .soft-wooded plants are equal to these in

general usefulness, as not only are they exceedingly
showy, but they bloom at a time when flowers are
scarce, and are of great value for adorning the
greenhouse. To have them during the dead of

winter and to keep up a succession, it is necessary
to sow e.arly in March for the first batch, and again
about a month after. The seed being small, much
care is required in raising it, and the best way of

dealing with it is to drain the pots or pans well
and fill up partly with light soil, finishing off with a
finer compost. Aft era good watering through a line-

rosed pot, the pots or pans should stand a few hours
to drain. This watering before sowing I regard as

an important matter, as if done after the seeds are
sown it is a frequent cause of failure, as the water-
ing either w.ashes the seed away or brings it to the
toj], where it becomes exposed or wets it to such a
degree that much of it rots. None of these mishaps
t.-ike place if treated in the way referred to, as
with attention afterwards sufficient moisture may
be maintained in the soil till the seed germinates.
The way to keep it in this desirable condition, after
sowing and sprinkling fine silver sand over, is to
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cover with a sheet of glass, which prevents evapora-

tion, and as darkness is essential to germination, a

piece of brown paper should be laid on the top and

kept there for the first three or four days, when it

will be necessary to remove it, as the tiny plants

will then be showing themselves. The most suit-

able place in which to raise them is on a shelf in a

warm house, and as soon as the seedlings can be

seen, the glass should be taken off and a gentle

sprinkling given and the glass returned, but it

must be tilted to give a little air, and in the course

of a week removed altogether. As soon as the

plants are large enough to handle, the next pro-

ceeding will be to prick them out into other pots,

pans, or boxes, so as to give them the requisite

room, when they should have a nice light position

in a warm pit or frame, where a continuously moist

atmosphere can be kept up. After they have had

a month or so in such a situation, the plants will be

ready for potting singly into 6-inch pots, the most

suitable soil at this stage being good fibry loam

and leaf-mould, in the proportion of two-thirds

of the former to one of the latter, with a

dash of sand to keep the whole open. The pot-

ting completed, the plants should be stood in a

cold frame in a half-shaded position and then

watered, the natural shade or that afforded by

a building or tree being far better than putting

mats or other material over the glass, as they

exclude the light, and the foliage does not come so

stout and fine. During summer the great point

in the management of Cinerarias is to maintain

sufficient atmospheric moisture to keep away red

spider, an insect to which in hot weather they

are rather subject. The most sure preventive is

regular syringing or sprinkling overhead, and using

enough water, when doing it, to well wet the floor

the plants are standing on, as a damp bottom is very

congenial to their welfare. As soon as the plants

have filled the pots with roots, the final shift into

f)-inch pots should take place, this sized pot being

quite large enough to flower them in, as they can

always be fed with liquid manure. The time to

begin to administer this is when the plants com-

mence to show flower, but it must be applied

weak and frequently. Cinerarias do well during

the winter in any pit, as a low temperature

agrees witii them, if frost can be excluded by means

of a hot-water pipe, so as to avoid covering, and

tlie light low modern houses just suit their require-

ments.

Besides being raised and increased from seed, it

is often desirable to save and perpetuate some
good kind, and this can always be done by keeping

any plant having special merit, and when it has

done flowering standing it under the shade of a

wall, or preserving it in a cold frame till it breaks

at the base, where suckers will issue forth. These

suckers if taken ofl! with some roots may be potted

and treated the same as the seedlings. S. D.

body, helped to drive the shafts home by protesting

against the bad quality of the steel supplied tliem

in ttieir implements of peace. High prices are

charged for knives which are supposed to be of tlie

best ware, but 75 per cent, of these are simply

frauds, which only succeed in spoiling our fruit

trees and our tempers. This would matter little if

the highest price charged would command a really

good article. My own experience is that three-

fourths of the knives which find their way into my
hands are radically bad, and that a thoroughly good

one is indeed very rare, and which, when found,

should be jealously treasured and worn to the back-

bone, rather than discarded in favour of a new one,

fair perhaps to look upon, but whose fairness, alas I

is delusive. I think most gardeners will agree with

me that a good knife is a good friend, pleasant and

easy to work with, while a bad one leads to long

snags, bits of bark left half an inch beyond the

wood, or wedge-shaped cuts, perpetual sharpenings,

and despair. Many a case of canker in fruit trees

and general ill health might, I think, be easily

traced to bad knives, though these seldom get the

blame that is their due. If my experience in tliis

is not singular, and I feel sure that it is not, there

should be no difliculty in awakening sufficient in-

terest in the matter to bring about a better state of

things.—J. C. Tallack.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND OREENHOVSE

' Amherstia nobilis.—Will any reader kindly give me
information as to the cultivation of this rare and beautiful

tropical ebriib?— iNyiiRER.

Begonia corallina.—I saw this plant in excel"

lent condition in one of the plant houses at Ilsington

House, ni'ar Dorchester, last January. It was
growing in ;i large pot, and trained to wires up the

roof of a span house. The coral-red flowers arc

like those of Begonia nitida in shape. It makes
largo, strong shoi>ts fnmi the bottom of the plant as

in the case of B. nitiilaand B. ascotensis. Mr. Powel,

the garden(^r, told mo they used to have it planted

out when it was much stronger in growth and the

blooms l.nrger. This is a Begonia that is but little

known, although I was told recently it used to he in

the gardens at Cliiswick many years ago. I must
say it is to be regretted it is not more grown, as I

liave never seen a soft-wooded plant more deserving

of culture.—John Crook.

Bad cutlery.—Now that protests against the

bad steel used in war implements are rife through-

out the country, it would be well if gardeners, as a

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

Seasonable weather having prevailed of late, the

work of preparation for seed-sowing and planting

of various crops has been pushed on vigorously.

The remaining portions of root crops, such as Par-

snips, Artichokes, &c., which are best left in the

soil as long as possible, ought now to be lifted be-

fore growth commences again, as this soon spoils

their quality, and in most cases the land is needed

for otlier crops.

Cabbages from autumn-sown plants that have

stood in the seed beds ought now, when the

weather is favourable, to be put out, the plants

being in excellent condition, as the winter has

been very favourable for them ; the ground is

lieavily manured for this crop, then ploughed up

deeply, and the plants are put out in the furrows,

thus giving a little shelter from wind. As soon

as the plants have become established, the land is

broken down fine by means of the hoe. Soot is

largely used for dressing beds of Cabbages, as it

not only acts as a powerful stimulant to growth,

but also keeps off slugs and other vermin.

Jerusalem Artichokes are planted early, and

to be of any use as a market crop, they must be

well grown. If planted in good open land, deeply

cultivated and well manured, the tubers come of

large size.

Horse Radish ought now to be planted. All

the slender pieces that are not large enough for

use, when the crop is lifted for market are laid

aside and covered with soil until deeply cultivated

land is ready for them. The pieces are then put in

at full length with a crowbar and make fine growth

by the end of the season.

Asparagus beds are now being lightly forked

over to mix the manure with the surface soil. The
manure was put on roughly at the commencement
of winter, and now breaks down with but little

labour. A little soil is put over the crown of

the beds from the alleys to make suflicient depth

of soil for blanching "the Grass. In this locality

seaweed is used in place of manure by niany

growers, and it answers well when it can be obtained

cheaply.

Broccoli of excellent quality is still being sent

to market, the winter having been favovu-alile for

this crop. The winter protecting sorts are the ones

that are now yielding the su])p]y. Snow's well-

known old sort and Veitch's more recent addition

are exceedingly useful for this critical season of

the year. The early spring varieties, such as

Adams' Early White, are nearly fit for cutting and

promise to be extremely fine this year. 'J'he I'urple

Sprouting kind is nearly fit for cutting, and is a

most useful vegetable.

Turnips of both white and yellow-fleshed sorts

are unusually fine and mild in fiavour, the season

having favoured a rapid growth. It is only at this

time of year that yellow-fleshed Turnips find a
ready sale in this locality, there being a decided

preference for the white ones. As regards flavour,

I think the yellow varieties are quite equal, if not

superior to the white.

Leeks are in demand now, and, like other

vegetables, are unusually fine. They are grown
in open fields on the level soil, large holes being

made with a crowbar, and the plants dropped
in so that only the tips of the leaves appear above
the soil.

Seakale and Rhubarb are now being largely

forced, both with roots lifted and placed in heat,

and also in permanent beds, where the crowns
are covered with pots or tubs surrounded with

fermenting manure. As most growers use a
large quantity of manure, a good deal of

which is procured from neighbouring towns ui

a fresh littery state, they use it first for forcing,

and thereby get it in better condition for the

land.

Pits and frames are now being filled with

early crops of Potatoes, Radishes, Carrots, Mint,

and salading, and the sowing of seed under glass

now claims daily attention. Cauliflowers, Lettuces,

Tomatoes, and all tender things are sown in boxes

on a gentle heat and gradually hardened off. The
frames are well covered with mats and litter at

night, and fully opened to the daily increasing

influence of the sun's rays. Cauliflower and
Lettuce plants that have been wintered in frames

are fully exposed by day to the atmosphere, so as

to get them well hardened for planting out next

month.

Pruning of fruit trees and bushes is now being

completed, and the trees dressed where any insect

pests exist. The late change to colder weather

has been very beneficial to the fruit trees, which, as

a rule, are not unduly forward for the time of year.

Gooseberry and Currant bushes have been much
injured by small birds, the sparrows being the worst

offenders in this district. All sorts of remedies,

such as dusting with lime and soot and running

threads across the top of the bushes, have been

tried. J. Groom.
Gosport.

Fruit trees and vegetables.—Now that an
interest is being awakened in hardy fruits, the

question is often asked whether it is possible to

grow good vegetables and fruits on the same land. I

need hardly say that anyone can see it being done

every day if he will only take the trouble to

walk through the market gardens in suburban dis-

tricts, where it is carried out largely with good

results. In many cases the growers crop the ground

too close up to the roots of the trees, and thereby

defeat the possibility of getting first-class fruit,

as it is impossible for trees to mature heavy crops

if more voracious rooting plants are grown close up

to them. I lately saw an example of how fruits

and vegetables could be grown well together.

Rows of Apple trees were planted at a distance of

at least 40 feet apart, and between them, but quite

clear of the shade of the branches, beds of Aspara-

gus were planted, and excellent crops wore secured

from both, as the liberal manuring for Asparagus

helped the trees greatly, which in addition to

having a wide space on both sides of the rows

could send out their feeding roots into the Aspara-

gus beds. This is quite a different kind of cro]iping

to that generally seen, and is only one of m;iny

crops that can be grown well with fruit trees.

Asparagus is generally very remunerative, and in

soils naturally suited to it, it might be grown to

any extent without much fear of that dread of

market growers, viz., a glut.— J. G., Hants.

Select Tomatoes.—Of late you huyi- published

some interoetiuK notes on these, but I miss one n;\mo

which, in my ojiiuiou, flioulJ bo prominent. Tliis ia

the sort I luivo fjrown for several yoiirs as ScuBiition.

It has proved distinct from the sixty or more sorts I

have grown from time to time. It is very prolific.
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The fruits are qtute smooth and perfectly ronnd ; in-

deed, exceptionally so, and they attain a large size. I

have cut scores of them, averaging 1 lb. 2 oz3. and

some 1 lb. 4 ozs. in weight, and faultless in form. The
flavour is very pleasing.

—

Cambrian.

FANTASTIC PROFITS IN FRUIT.

Writing on fruit culture, Mr. Morgan, in the

Nineteenth Century, describes the Pitmaston as the
" queen of Pears." This shows us he is not hard to

please in Pears. He also says that the third

year after planting an orchard—but we will let

him speak :

—

Exceptional cases are misleading, so I arn simply

going to furnish an illustration of what is being done

every day by men of ordinary capacity. Let U3 take

1 acre of land. On this 300 pyramid trees can be

planted—Apple and Pear in equal proportions. The
former are Blenheim Orange, Stirling Castle, Cox's

Orange Pippin, and Warner's King. The 150 Pear

trees are made up as follows : Pitmaston Duchess (the

queen of Pears), Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, and Marie Louise. In the third year from
planting the produce of each tree will, on the average,

yield 4}., or at the rate of £60 per annum ; from the

third to the sixth year, £70 ; and afterwards from £70
ti £85.

We have seen some good growers who did not

always gather 4s. worth of fruit an acre " the third

year after planting;"' but no doubt Mr. Morgan
would denounce them as ignoramuses. Yet we are

sure he would have been as happy to see Blenheims
worth 4s. on each little tree as anyone would be.

Mr. Morgan says nothing about the many bad
springs that sweep the flowers off even the old

trees, but he is fertile in good results. Lest anyone
should begrudge the trees the ground, even to get

£liO to £.S5 per acre afterwards, he tells us:—
While it is true that up to that period the trees bear

bttle, it must not be imagined that the land lies idle.

i'oT these three years the spaces between the trees can

be utilised much more profitably by growing choice

early productions than if the acre were entirely de-

voted to corn. During this period from £20 to £30
annually per acre can be thus obtained.

If this were true, and for ordinary men too, we
poor laniiowners would be the happiest of cre.-itures,

and the richest, if not for our stupidity. Well, as

there is plenty of good land in England, the free-

hold of which is to be bought for less than half

Mr. Morgan's year's profits for an acre, we hope he
will be a large grower himself. Banking will be a
very modest business compared to his orcharding, if

all goes well.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Morgan, who speaks of

his way of growing fruit as a novelty and of great

merit, has no way of his own at all. The ways of

successful hardy fruit culture—of the Apple, to

which he particularly refers—were perfectly esta-

blished long ago in England, France, and of late

years in America. Certain important facts con-

tinually stare us in the face. One of these is the

enormous sum paid yearly for imported fruit. We
have nothing to say as to this, so long as it concerns

purely exotic fruit—the more sent at reasonable

prices, which our people can afford, the better; but

when it comes to a hardy fruit like the Apple, ab-

solutely hardy, thriving in the best possible way in

the soiith, midlands, and west of England, then it

becomes a serious question, the paying so much for

what we could without doubt grow at home. There-

fore we welcome anybody who advocates improved
modes of culture, provided it is done without ex-

aggeration, and without leading people to indulge

in false hopes, as we think this writer does. Any-
one who has the slightest acquaintance with the

facts of gardening, farming, and Hop growing, &c.,

knows that gambling itself is not more uncertain

than the restilts which we arrive at, owing to bad
weather and seasons. There is no more certain

way of injuring the cause one wishes to help than
by making ill-considered statements about it. The
true cause of our mistakes in fruit culture, and of

tlie fact that America supplies our markets so

largely, is the dreadful English way of growing a
multitude of fruits, instead of a few, well chosen
and well grown. It is against the interest of

growers, of nurserymen, and of the country.

—

Field.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Febeuaey 12.

A SEVERE frost and snowstorm prevented a large

show of flowers at the Drill HaU on Tuesday last,

and if it had not been for a few collections there

would have been little to interest visitors. The
absence of novelties or rare plants can never be

atoned for by collections of Apples, a bank of

Daffodils, two large groups of Persian Cyclamens,

or any display of flowers with which all who have

any interest at all in horticulture are quite familiar.

No first-class certificates were given by either com-

mittee—a most unusual occurrence, but it is a

wise policy to adopt not to certificate plants unless

they really have merit of a distinguished kind.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea, showed
Rhododendrons of the javanico-multicolor section,

and which they are developing to the utmost ex-

tent with benefit to our gardens. The fact that

the flowers are proof against fogs is a great point,

especiaUy to those who live in the suburbs. Cypri-

pedium T. B. Haywood also came from Messrs. J.

Veitch, and it is diflicult to understand why no

award was made to it. It combines the characters

of both parents and is finely coloured, both sepals

and petals having a suffusion of dull pink, and

the central longitudinal band of a purplish colour so

marked a feature in C. Druri ; the pouch is also

lightly coloured. Every break away as this from

the monotonous brown shadings of the majority of

Cypripediums should be encouraged. Mr. Latham,

of the Botanic Gardens, Birmingham, sent a hybrid

Cypripedium named C. Lathami, a cross between

C. villosum and Spicerianum. It has the petals

and lip of the first-mentioned parent and the dorsal

sepal of the distinct C. Spicerianum, which has

been used by the hybridist with golden results.

Mr. G. C. Raphael, Castle Hill, Englefield Green,

had Dendrobium undulatum, a curious Australian

species, brown in colour, relieved only by a lilac

base to the lip. A dingy form of Odontoglossum
nebulosum came from the same exhibitor. Mr. Ross,

gardener to Sir George Macleay, Pendell Court,

Bletchingley, brought a flowering shoot of Thun-

bergia laurifolia, known in gardens also as T.

Harrisi, and of which a coloured plate was given in

The Gaeden, Sept. 25, 1888. It has large blush-

purple flowers, finely pencilled in the throat. Mr.

Ross also showed the almost hardy and beautiful

Acacia verticillata, one of the finest Acacias of pen-

dulous growth. Hardy Primrose True Blue, ex-

hibited by Mr. R. Dean, of Ealing, had flowers of

an almost true blue, but not quite. The name
True Blue is misleading. The flowers are more of

a French ultramarine blue, with a tinge of purple

in them. It deserved a certificate, as the colour

is strong and telling. Messrs. Paul and Son, the

Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, showed Lenten Roses of

various kinds and a few other choice hardy flowers,

the best of which are described in " Notes of the

Week" of the present number. A bronze medal was
awarded. Messrs. Paul also showed flowers of

Cielogyne cristata (Chatsworth variety) and C.

cristata (Wollen's var.), and the latter has flowers

purer, Larger, and handsomer than those of the well-

known Chatsworth form. Messrs. J. R. Pearson and

Sons, Chilwell, Notts, exhibited plants of Yucca
fil.amentosa fol. var., which makes a showy pot plant,

the leaves being finely variegated. It is, however,

a slow grower, and certainly not so hardy as the

green-leaved type. A warm house is necessary to

bring out to the full its striking character. A most

interesting exhibit was cut flowers of the earliest

English Daffodil, Narcissus pseudo-Narcissus var.

TroUius, from the Rev. W. Wilks, Shirley Vicarage,

Croydon. A note described it as introduced and
distributed by the Kev. W. Wilks. These flowers

h.ad been grown without any heat in a cold frame.

The trumpet is short, as in the Tenby Daffodil,

deeper in colour, and the petals i>ale yellow.

We should like to know more about tliis form.

A plant of La^ia elegans Blenheimcn.sis was

shown in full flower by Mr. Whillans, gardener

to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim. It was
well grown, and carried several blooms of a

dull brownish rose tint in the sepals and petals,

the lip bright purple. Mr. H. Batchelor, The

Gardens, Catton Park, Norwich, exhibited flowers

of Cypripedium insigne, and from Mr. C. J. Rowe,

gardener to Mr. W. H. Scott, Nunfield, Dumfries,

came La;lia anoeps var. Scottiana, a richly coloured

form, but scarcely worth a varietal name. A.

flower of Cattleya Trianse Yatesi, from Mr. T.

Rawlings, The Gardens, Birches Green, Erdington,

Birmingham, showed this to be a variety with an

especially richly coloured lip.

Large groups of Cyclamens were shown both by

the St. George's Nursery Company, Hanwell, and

Mr. J. May, St. Margaret's Nursery, Twickenham, a

silver medal being given in both instances. Mr. J.

James, Woodside Nursery, Croydon, showed flowers

of his remarkable strain of Chinese Primulas, and

Mr. Owen, of Maidenhead, also had a similar ex-

hibit, the strain receiving a commendation as it

well deserved. The colours were strong and varied.

The double forms were of unusual beauty.

Messrs. Barr and Son, of Covent Garden, had a

large group of Daffodils in pots, and from the

variety represented there is no lack of good kinds

for this mode of culture. A silver medal was

awarded. Messrs. Barr also had flowers of Ins

reticulata and its variety Krelagei, with a few other

choice early blooming hardy plants.

An award of merit went to Mr. J. T. Jackson,

Bourne Place, Bexley, for a spotted form of Odon-

toglossum Pescatorei. It might have been certifi-

cated without harm, as it is a choice variety, richly

spotted with crimson-chocolate, and only needs

good culture to secure a strong spike, when the

flowers will doubtless come larger and fuller.

Fruit Committee.

There was as much fruit as flowers on this occa-

sion. Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone;

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley ;
and Mr. Smee,

Wallington, staged large and representative collec-

tions, in each case a silver medal being given.

Mr. T. F. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, had a collec-

tion of Apples and also Oranges and Lemons. A
pot plant of the Bijou Lemon, which carried nume-

rous small pale lemon fruits, was extremely orna-

mental. There were also fruits of the St. Michael's,

Maltese, common oval, Seville, Maltese Blood

Oranges, and of the Taringo Shaddock, and White

Lemon. Thirty-five varieties of Apples came from

Mr. W. Roupell, Harvey Lodge, Roupell Park.

Mr. J. Clayton, Grimston Park, Tadcaster, had a

good selection from Telegraph Cucumber named

Yorkshire Telegraph; and Mr. Howard, Bridge,

Canterbury, a firm, large, and heavy Onion named

Canterbury Prize. Messrs. John Cranston sent

Apple Bietingheimer Red, and Mr. W. H. Divers,

The Gardens, Ketton Hall, Stamford, Apple Carlton

Seedling, which is said to be a good cropper.

Mes.srs. J. Veitch and Sons had seveial varieties of

variegated Kale, dwarf, curled, and bright in colour

in some instances. An award of merit was given to

this useful strain.

Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting was held at 3 p.m. on the

same day in the society's rooms, 117, Victoria

Street, and there was a large attendance of Fellows

to hear the results of the year's work. The chair

was taken by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P.,

who, after the minutes h.ad been read and signed,

gave a brief review of the work that had been done

in the past year. He mentioned that the society

met under much more favourable circumstances

than in 188.S, and those who looked at its financial

position would have every reason to be gratified

with it, as the debt of 18«8 (£1152) had been

removed. This improved condition of things

was in no small measure due to the honorary

secretarv, Rev. W. Wilks, and the honorary

treasurer, Mr. Morris, of Kew, both of whom had

sacrificed much time for the society's welfare, and

wliose services had been of the gre.atest value. He
said that the council are most anxious that the

resources of Chiswick should be developed to the

greatest ))ossible extent. .£100 was lost on the

Temple show owing to the wet weather, but he
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said a similar show would be held this year, and
if fine weather favoured it, should bring in a
good return. Further encouragement would be
given to the market growers, whose display on the
last occasion was large and interesting. Sir

Trevor LawTence considered that the society would
not be doing its duty unless it published its journal
and placed it in the hands of its Fellows, and it

would meet the wants of some of the country
Fellows who thought they did not get enough for

their money. While the society endeavoured to do
its duty there was no reason to fear that it would
not receive hearty support from horticulturists.

The chairman said twenty-nine new members had
been elected that day. Mr. Houghton, a former
treasurer of the society, thought the items seemed
intermixed, but as far as he could see there is

a surplus of £200. Mr. R. Dean mentioned
that the date of the proposed conference on
Chrysanthemums was fixed for the day of the
National Chrysanthemum Society's Exhibition at

Westminster and other important shows. Sir

Trevor Lawrence said the date of the conference
was fixed before the dates of the others had been
determined on, but it had been changed to the 5th
and lith of November, so as not to clash with other
exhibitions.

The report was then adopted, and it was sug-

gested that more encouragement should be given
to country members who could not in many cases
attend the London shows. Six members of the
council having retired, their places were filled up by
the appointment of Messrs. J. R. Bourne, W.
Coleman, S. Courtauld, H. J. Pearson, T. F. Rivers,

and Sir Charles Strickland, Bart. A hearty vote of

thanks to the retiring members of the council and
to the chairman closed the meeting.

During the year 1888, 657 annual Fellows have
been elected, representing an income of £924 4s.

On the other hand, 81 Fellows have resigned and
48 died, representing a loss of £242 lis. The net
increase of Fellows is thus 528, representing a net
increase of income of £685 15s. The total number
of Fellows on the society's books on Jan. 1, 188'.),

consisted of 556 life Fellows, 1080 annual Fellows,
and 6 associates.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of this society took
place at the Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi, on the 11th
inst. The report of the committee alluded to the
rapid growth of the society during the past year,

showing that there are now 276 members, 53 having
joined during the past year. The publicity given
to the society's work is engaging the attention and
attracting to it the sympathy and support of the
younger members of the gardening community.
The amount of sick pay during the year just closed
was £35 12s. 8d., a trifle over half of the sum paid
in the previous year. This amount was divided
between 15 members, the highest amount received
by anyone being £4 14s. 6d., he having been paid the
sum of 10s. 6(1. for a period of nine weeks. The
highest rate of pay is Kis. per week, and the lowest
10s. 6d., according to the sum subscribed monthly,
there being a higher and a lower rate to suit the
circumstances of gardeners. The sick payments
arc met by a deduction of 3s. tid. and 2s. 4d. each
during the year from the amount subscribed by
each member. At the present time there is only
one sick member upon the fund ; no death has
occurred among the members, nor have any pay-
ments been made from the Benevolent Fund during
the i)ast year. The balance in favour of the Bene-
volent Fund is nownearly£1300,so that the increase
during the past twelve months is ,£K1 17s. .Id., de-
rived mainly from subscriptions, and by £34 10s. M.
received as interest. The balance in favour of the
Benefit Fund in January, 1HH8, was .£2077 7s. 6d.

;

it is now £3(158 3s. Id., sliowing an increase of
nearly £400. (Jn the exi)cnditure side, interest has
been credited to members to the amount of
£69 3s. 3d., which is more than covered by the
interest received on tlie balance at the (U)mmcncc
ment of the year, namely, £78 Is. 2d. The Manage-
ment Fund is similarly satisfactory; the total

receipts for the year amount to £83 6s. 4d. ; this sum,
added to the balance in hand in January, 1888
namely, £19 7s. 9d., brings the total income to

£102 14s. Id. ; the payments to £82 lis. 9d., leaving
a balance of £20 2s. 4d. to carry forward. The
receipts from the annual dinner amounted to

£42 9s. Od., and the expenditure to £35 13s. 3d. In-

cluded among the receipts is a sum of £10, as a dona-
tion from Dr. Hogg, and one of £5 from Mr. William
Paul. The treasurer's balance sheet is a record
of the most gratifying financial progress. It shows
that the year's income from all sources was
£850 13s. 6d., including a balance in hand of

£91 Os. 7d. The expenditure amounted to £714
19s. lid., including the purchase of £528 Govern-
ment Istock of 2| Consols ; the treasurer is able to

carry forward a balance of £141 13s. 7d. During
the past year the trustees withdrew from the funds
£4000 value of Government stock bearing interest
at 2J per cent., and re-invested it in stock of the
corporation of Nottingham bearing interest at 3

per cent., guaranteed on the security of the borough
rates ; this will add an additional one quarter per
cent, to the amount of interest received. Four
new honorary members have been added since the
beginning of January, 18S8, bringing the total up
to 36 who subscribe 1 guinea annually, and one new
life subscriber of 10 guineas (Mr. W. Sherwood)
has been obtained. The adoption of the report
was followed by the re-election of Mr. W. Collins
as the secretary, and by the vote of the members
the sum of £20 was presented to him from the
management fund for his services during the year.

Messrs. F. Coates, E. G. Wheeler, R. Scott, G. W.
Cummins, and W. Woods were elected on the com-
mittee for the present year. Votes of thanks were
passed to the trustees, treasurer, and auditors, and
it was decided that the annual dinner should take
place in October next.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Pears in flower in February.—We have two
standard Pear trees—one Brockwortli Park, the other
Thompson's—that were well in bloom in the early part
nf this month, hut a heavy snowstorm on the 10th and
14"^ of frost immediately afterwards have destroyed the
flowers.—J. MuiR, ilarfiam, S. Wales.

Brighton Chrysanthemum show.—We are
asked to state that at a recent meeting of the above
society it was decided to alter the dates of the next
show from November 12 and 13 to November 5 and C,

owing to the National and the Kingston shows coming
on the same dates.

Draba bcetiea.—This is a charming alpine for
early flowering. It is in fine flower now in a cold
frame, its large yellow flowers making (juite a plea.sin?

variety. Its nearest ally seems to be D. lasiocarpa,

which is well known in gardens, and which somewhat
resembles the still more common D. aizoide.s. I).

I)a3tica has, however, more pronounced rusettfs (tf

leaves, larger flowers, and is altogether a more desirable
plant.

Vagaries of Cyclamen persicum.—A three-
year-old plant of Cyclamen, which has always be-
fore borne pure white flowers, is this year throwing
a small proportion of rose-coloured self blooms, as
well as several parti-coloured ones. The parti-

coloured have the ground colour white, with broad
longitudinal stripes of rose down each petal.
About a score of the flowers are pure white, three
are rose-coloured, and there are still many buds of
each colour to open. The plant itself is in robust
health.-J. C. T.

Pear Chaumontel.—While on the subject of
Pears, I would venture to express my surprise that
not one of your correspondents has liad a good
word to say for this sort, at least as an English
grown fruit. That it wcmld not find a pl.-icc in

your list of Pears suitable for all parts of Engl.aiid I

can readily understand, but that amidst your
numerous observers from all the counties of Eng-
land, not [one (as far as I have seen) should have
said a kindly word for the Ch.-iunumtol passes my
oomprehiuision. It may ri|)cn imly against a. .s( uth
wall .and only in the .soutli-western distric^ts, but I

can answer for it tliat it docs in Somersetshire, for
instance, and there is no Pear to come near it (in

the early months of the year) for high flavour and
sweetness.—G. T. Blompield, Norton lUctory,

Stolte-under-Ham, Somerset.

Euonymus radicans.—The variegated form
of this makes good edgings for large beds, and is

generally seen in a dwarf form, but when esta-

blished it will sometimes develop a climbing habit

where allowed to do so. A plant at the foot of a
wall here has grown in this way quite through a .

Pyracantha, which covers the wall for about 7 feet
J

in height, and is now about 2 feet higher than the 1

latter, and with every appearance of making rapid

growth. It makes a very pretty object ; the varie-

gated leaves peeping everywhere through the

sombre - looking Pyracantha. Close by, a large

clump of the purple Aubrietia is already flowering,

and helps to form a good winter picture.— J. C. T.

Primrose True Blue.—The nearest approach
to a blue Primrose we have ever had the pleasure

of seeing was shown at the Drill Hall by Mr. Dean,
of Bedfont. It much resembles our common P.

vulgaris in habit, the flowers being almost blue with
a small bright yellow eye. It seems rather curious

that Continental botanists should still keep calling

our Primrose P. acaulis, while we are taught to call

it P. vulgaris. There must be some very narrow
point somewhere, or why this difference of opinion ?

We have never yet discovered the origin of the

double forms, and would very much like to find out

whether the development took place here or on the

Continent.

Mr. Baker on Saxifrages.— It seems rather

unfortunate that the Royal Horticultural Society

should have chosen Mr. Baker to demonstrate on
Saxifrages at such an unseasonable time of year.

This genus is of the utmost importance to gardens.

It is utterly confused, almost every garden having

a different nomenclature, and if Mr. Baker is to

help the gardeners, he could best do so while the

majority of the species and varieties are in flower.

The 12th of March will find very few except the

Megaseas in a state for exhibition. The lecture is

two months too early if the intention is to assist

gardeners in nomenclature, and if this be not the

object of the Royal Horticultural Society, then
what may it be ?

New Zealand 'Veronicas.— Of all the New
Zealand Veronicas we have yet seen, few surpass

V. carnosula as a pot plant, but perhaps that may
be because we have not seen all the others under
equally favourable conditions. The majority of

them have a sturdy, compact habit, and are all

amenable to pot culture. Such species as V. epa-

cridea, V. diosmajfolia, buxifolia, pinguifolia, cu-

pressoides, Haasti, and many others will be found
to strike readily from cuttings, and in the course of

a very few months will be ready for placing in the

greenhouse. [It may be mentioned that the flowers

are highly ornamental by reason of their quantity

more than their individual quality.

Saxifraga Burseriana prsBCOX, as shown by
Messrs. Pa\il, of Bro.xbourne, at the Drill Hall on
Tuesday last, is very much like a \ariety sent out
by Messrs. Smith, of Worcester, under the name of

macrantha, and is certainly no earlier in bloom. It

is, however, an .advance on S.B. major, as it blooms
as early and the flowers are more numerous ami
less liable to damp, which seems to be one of the

chief failings of S. B. m.ajor, especially in the south
of England. All the forms of major are charming
additions to the alpine garden in early spring, and
if kept in pots, where they do very well, clean,

pure white flowers may be hail at least a month
earlier than they could be from the open air.

Pear Nouvelle Fulvie. — I am doubtful
whether this Pear deserves a place among the
twelve standard Pears of Britain. The area over
which it will ripen in the British Isles (judging from
my own experience of it) will, I think, be found too

limited. It is undoubtedly a fine late Pear grown
where the climate will bring it toperfection. I saw
it first at Rendlesh.am, in Suffolk, some yciirs ago.

Mr. Mill, the then gardener, spoke highly of it as
licing a v.'Uuable late kind, alw;iys nulting and
delicious. Rendlesham, I ought to adil, has a per-

fect Pear soil, and although not far from the east
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coast, it is exceptionally well sheltered on the north

and east sides with its own and the fine timber o£

an adjoining estate. On the contrary, both here

and at Blickling neither Mr. Oclee nor myself have

ever succeeded in growing it fit for dessert. The
conclusion I arrive at is, as the majority of Pears

do exceedingly well in this district (an any rate on
walls), that if it will not ripen in North-east Norfolk

it would be useless to growers further north. The
specimens sent were grown on a south wall. They
are as ripe as I can get them ; therefore I send this

variety to the kitchen for cooking.—\V. ALL.4.X,

Qnntoii Gardens, Aorrvich.

Snowdrops and Primroses.—For some weeks
past my children have been bringing me handfuls
of common Snowdrops and variously coloured wild

Primroses. They gathered them in the unculti-

vated parts of the pleasure grounds, and in such
positions they are exceedingly attractive in the

winter and spring months. Everything is now
hidden with snow.—J. MuiK, Margam, South Wales.

Ccelogyne lentiginosa.—An extremely hand-
some and out little-known species, which I recently

noted flowering nicely in the Kew collection. The
plant is dwarf; the spike erect, bearing several

flowers ; the sepals and petals white, inclining to

yellow ; lip white, with a broad, somewhat tawny
orange blotch in the centre of the anterior lobe

;

the three raised lines on the disc are brown, as also

are the edges of the side lobes. It would appear
to have been an early discovery of one of the

Veitchian collectors in Moulmein, and, I believe,

introduced later to cultivation by the same firm,

but it still remains somewhat scarce.

—

W. H. G.

Brockworth Park Pear.—Allow me to add
my testimony to the vagaries of this Pear. I have
an espalier tree of this kind, every bud of which
has fully expanded, and had it not been for the
severe weather of the last few days it would have
been in full flower by this time. It is in the open
garden, and therefore there is not the smallest

prospect of the flowers setting, if they even ex-

pand now. I should be glad to know if this is a
common habit of this Pear af cer a mild autumn, as

if it is, its peculiarity had better be noted and its

planting avoided. — G. T. Blomfield, Xorton Rec-
tory, Stoke-under-Ham, Somerset.

Pear Ne Plus Meuris after a good season is

excellent, large, melting, and has the true Pear fla-

vour, its only drawback being somewhat gritty at

the core. In the list of standard Pears I would
substitute either Ne Plus Meuris or Passe Colmar
for Nouvelle Fulvie. The late Kev. J. G. Nelson
used to say, " There is no Pear to equal a well-

ripened Passe Colmar." A Pear with a similar fine

flavour is Soldat d'Esperen. It is a good bearer
and ripens here from a standard or pyramid tree.

I think the good flavour and hardiness of this Pear
have been overlooked by those who have recom-
mended additions to the twelve standard Pears of

Britain.—W. Allan, Gunton.

Crocus biflorus is a far more useful plant for

pots than we were aware of previous to its being
shown by Messrs. Paul and Son last Tuesday at

the Drill Hall. The name given to it was C. b. var.

argenteus, but it appeared to be the same as the type
as described by Maw in his Crocus monograph.
However that may be, it has proved a most useful

free-flowering species in pots, and its prettily striped
flowers are sure to commend it to growers of spring
flowers. C. Imperati was also shown in pots, and
the delicate buff" ground and the purple featherings
of the segments mark it as a most useful subject
for the greenhouse or conservatory. It seems a pity
that these Crocus species are not taken up more
by growers, as they show more diversity, and, as a
rule, last longer than the Dutch varieties. If pro-

perly handled they flower annually, which is more
than we usually expect of the imported kinds.

Lenten Roses.—Though beautiful and attrac-
tive in form, the Lenten Roses want to be thoroughly
understood before much success can be obtained in
tlieir culture. They grow well in the open air, but
in such weather as we are having now they must
be protected. They do well in pots, but for one
year only, as we have just found to our cost. The

only successful way will be to treat them as we do

H. niger, that is, keep two sets and plant them out

as soon as they have flowered, lifting the strongest

set for the year's blooming, and leaving the other

to gain strength for the following year. The no-

menclature is becoming very mixed, and is like to

become more confused still by the hundreds of

hybrids raised on every hand, chiefly from colchicus,

guttatus, abschasicus and orientalis, four types

which I would not wonder if future botanists do

not consider mere varieties of the old H. caucasicus.

FEOST AND VEGETATION.
I FIND differences of opinion among gardeners as to

the forwardness or otherwise of vegetation. One
will say there is the promise of a very early spring,

while another is of opinion that trees and shrubs

are quite backward. Things did begin to move with

considerable rapidity in the early part of January,

when the weather was mild, but frosts have inter-

vened and the wintry character of the first week in

February is maintaining the check. It is when
vegetation is unusually forward and the earlygrowth

is tender and the root sappy, that frost is so pecu-

liarly destructive to vegetation. During its con-

tinuance all vegetables seem to fall into a state of

decay, and even a moderate amount of frost is suffi-

cient to destroy many of the more tender kinds.

Frost is always destructive when it succeeds copious

rains. The plants are then saturated with moisture,

which, expanding in bulk as it passes into the

solid state, produces the rupture of the vegetable

fibres. A continuance of cold rainy weather is

also very harmful at times, when the temperature

is very low and the leaden skies shut out all warmth
from the sun. Fruits are also greatly injured and

even destroyed by frost. I have frequently seen

its effects in my own garden. I have some Pear

trees that face the east, and in early spring when
the blossoms and incipient fruits are covered with

hoar-frost, the rays of the sun directly it emerges

above the horizon fall upon them, with the result

that the blossoms are scarred as by fire. Very

sharp late frosts destroy the fruit at a later stage ; their

watery portion is changed into crystals of ice,

which, occupying more space than the fluid from

which they were produced, burst the small vessels

in which they are formed ; hence, the fruit, when
a thaw takes place, decays.

The hoar-frost, or, as it is popularly termed, the

white frost, which appears in the mornings, chiefly

in spring and autumn, is simply frozen dew. It is

generally the result of a sudden clearing up of

the weather after rain, when a considerable degree

of cold is produced by the rapid evaporation. It

will be noticed that after a fall of rain the wind
shifts into the north and the atmosphere sud-

denly clears up. When this takes place during

the night or early in the morning, a strong radia-

tion of heat from the earth commences, the cooling

effect of which is increased by the copious

evaporation from the wet surface of the plants

and the Grass. It is obvious from tliis that

the moisture which appears in the form of

dew before sunrise is often changed into rime

or hoar-frost on the appearance of that luminary.

The reason is that as the atmosphere begins

to be warmed by the sun's rays, the evaporation

is accelerated, and consequently the cold on the

wet surface of the ground augmented. Hence
we see the reason why frosty nights are so much
more prejudicial to the tender shoots of plants

when they are succeeded by very bright mornings.

Hence, also, hoar-frost is formed on Grass or plants

when the thermometer placed a few feet above

the ground indicates a temperature 3° or 4° above

the freezing point.

Various projects liave been proposed at different

times to avert the disastrous effects of the morn-

ing frosts on vegetation in spring ; but, unfortu-

nately, it is only on a very limited scale that any

means can be adopted for the purpose. Whatever

prevents the formation of dew will protect plants

;

hence it is that a covering of nets or gauze will

protect the blossoms on fruit tree walls. But the

most effectual means is to check the radiation by

screening the plants from the chilling aspect of the

clear sky. I can, as a youngster, remember my father

syringing the buds of the Tree Peonies when covered

with hoar-frost before the sun could fall upon

them. This operation was always done so that

the sun could fall upon and dry them before the

moisture could be again turned to hoar-frost.

R. D.

Testacella Maugei.—In a contemporary, I ob-

serve, " A. D." is somewhat in doubt as to the habits

of this species of slug, and says that it is plentiful

in his district. I should be glad if " A. D." would

send me one or two examples. I have found T.

haliotoides in various places in the suburbs of

London, but nowhere else. This, however, may be

accounted for through the habits of the Testacella

being subterranean, wliere they feed upon earth-

worms, and they seldom visit the surface at any

other time but during the night, but then, I am
satisfied, thev do not feed on vegetable matter,

having tempted them with all sorts of toothsome

vegetable food, but it was never touched. They

certainly should not be killed. I look upon them

as one of the gardener's friends. There appears to

be but three species of this slug, distributed in

the south of Europe, the Canary Islands, and

Britain. They are said, however, to have been in-

troduced into Britain.

—

W. H. G.

The cardinal "Willow. —In reply to Mr. Smith

(p. 114), " What is it ,'
" I beg to say I believe it is

a good form of Salix vitellina rubra, differing very

slightly from Salix Basfordiana, which in our soil

produces a brownish red twig not nearly so bright,

but if anything tougher than that of S. cardinalis.

This toughness may be imaginary, or it may be due

to the youth of the" bushes, as shoots from either of

them can be tied into knots, a property which

makes them specially valuable. Cardinalis, a very

good and pretty name, is not, as Mr. Smith suggests,

newly invented, as the WiUow was sent to the late

Earl Somers by the Marchioness of Waterford, Ford

Castle, Northumberland, about twenty-five years

ago. How long it has been grown there under this

local or popular name, I am unable to say, but

knowing her ladyship to be a great lover and

planter of ornamental trees, it is by no means im-

probable that she introduced it from Mr. Smith's

section of the United Kingdom. Upon receipt of

the cuttings under a name which I knew must be

local, I at once referred to Loudon, who neither

gives cardinalis nor Basfordiana, I believe, as synor

nyms ; consequently, while giving away cuttings

pretty freely, I resolved to test it by the side of

others, and this is my conclusion, that the man
who owns and admires a good tree of S. Basford-

iana, " has seen the cardinal." I am indebted to

Mr. Smith for unsolicited kindness in sending me
some beautiful blooms of Michaelmas Daisies, and

shall now be pleased to show my appreciation of

his courtesy by sending a bundle of cuttings of the

cardinal Willow, that is, if he will accept them.

One stipulation, however, I must make, and that is,

for S. vitellina rubra to retain the appropriate name
of cardinal.—W. C.

Garrya elliptica.—This Evergreen is quite hardy

here, growing in the common soil of the kitchen gar-

den. It has attained large proportions on a wall

facing the north. Throughout the greater part of the

year its appearance is very much like that of an Ever-

green Oak, bat at midwinter and daring the spring it

bears a profasion of droopiag catkins, many of which

are 1 foot in length. These are very ornamental, and

give the plant quite a distinct character.—J. MiiR,
ilarijain, S. Wales.

Cauliflower Magnum Bonum.— 1 find Mr.

Iggulden places this variety amongst ideal vegetables,

but amongat latn varieties. It may not be quite so

early aa Extra Early Forcing, but it comes in with

Early London, and is far superior to it. As I have

grown Magnum Bonum on our clay soil in Essex, I

cannot conceive of anyone looking round for a better

variety. I would like to hack up Mr. Iggulden in

recommending the following trio : Extra Early Forcing,

Magnum Bonum, and Autumn Giant.—J. Douglas.

Posoquerialatifolia.—Will anyreader of TiirGABDES
give me any hints as to the cultivation of this pliint ?— G.

Names of plants.-.W". .S..„.<..«.— The yeUow and
iliocol;ite flower is that of ( )dontoglo88um luteo-]iurpurenm

(well marked form) ; the other a poor variety of 0. Alex-

andrie. Q. 0.—Specimen iusufflcient.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
THE OAK.

Tins interesting tribe of hard-wooded trees

occupies a wide geographical range, and exhibits

great variety in size, shape, and colour of foli-

age. The genus comprises about 150 species,

many of which are highly ornamental ; some
are evergreen, otliers sub-evergreen, and al-

though such are veiy attractive as ornamental
trees for embellishment, yet for general utility,

massive contour, and grandeur of outline the
British Oak (Quercus Robur peduncidata) stands
at the top of the list. In the natural Oak
forests of Britain and Ireland I have found
several varieties of this tree, one of which,
namely, Q. R. seasiliflora, is considered by some
botanists to constitute a distinct species, and as

I have found a considerable dift'erence in the
rate of growth and quality of the wood, in-

dependent of the foliage and fruit of the two
kinds, I think we are warranted in recognis-
ing them as being distinct. The principal
characteristics of the two species are that
the fruits of sessiliflora are sessile, while those
of pedunculata are produced upon long foot-

stalks. In early life Q. R. pedunculata makes
slower growtli than Q. R. sessiliflora, but when
fully matured the difference in size is not per-

ceptible, and the quality of the wood of Q.
pedunculata is of a harder, firmer texture
than that of Q. sessOiflora. When collect-

ing the acorns it is also important to select

such as are plump, well filled, and of full

size, as they produce by far the strongest and
best young trees. The tree is sometimes pro-
pagated by digging or trenching patches of

ground in the forest at the desired dis-

tance apart and sowing the seed on the
spot where the trees are to remain until
they are matured, but as young Oaks raised
in this way are veiy ajit to be cut over and
eaten by vermin of different species, the better
plan is to raise tlie plants in a nursery and
plant them out in the forest after they have
attained the size of stout stocky specimens. The
aconis are ripe and ready for collecting in
autumn, when they should then be sown at
once, but in cases where there is any great risk

of them being eaten by rats or mice during
winter, they had better be kept in a dry, airy
loft till spring, when they should then be sown
on well-pulverised nursery ground. The seed
should be sown broadcast and not too thickly,
and covered over with fine soil to a depth of
nearly 1 inch. Two years' seedling plants should
be removed from the seed bed and planted in
nursery lines 18 inches apart and about 6 inches
asunder in the rows, and in doing so the tap
root should be cut back with a sharp knife to
induce the formation of fibrous roots. When
plants are handled in this way they are in prime
condition for i>lanting out where they are to
remain after standing in the lines two years,
and as they are generally well furnished with
fibrous roots very few failures occur. In cases,
however, where plants of an extra large size are
wanted for making up blanks, the i)lants had
1)etter be tran8]il:intud a second time, thus pro-
moting root growth and tlie hardiness of the
plant. Although the Oak is a hardy native
tree, yet shelter in early life is beneficial in
promoting its growth and healthy development;
lience the origin of the word "nurse" as
applied by foresters to hardy trees of other
species planted along with the Oak to afford
shelter.

In tlio early stages of its growth the Oak
requires special protection from vermin and
iiutect peats. Hares and rabbits are apt to bark

the stems of young trees if not protected, and
for this purpose I have found a few small
branches or Heather tied round the stem a very
cheap and efficient protection. Although the
Oak likes shelter, yet it is impatient of a close,

damp atmosphere, and when growing under
such conditions the stems and branches are apt
to become covered over with different species of

Lichens, one of the largest of which is Ricasolia
amplissima, whose lobes are large and spread-
ing, of a whitish or greyish colour in dry
weather, but when wet they assume that of a

vivid green. Another species to be met with
under such conditions is the Lacanora tartarea,

which gives the stem a wliite appearance as if

coated over with hoar-frost. Pannaria plumbea
is of a leaden colour and corky texture, and is

found on different .species of trees as well as the
Oak. The best plan to check the ravages of

these pests and promote the healthy develop-
ment of the trees is to have the plants gradually
thinned in oi'der that air may cu-culate freely

through the plantation. The Oak likewise occa-

sionally suft'ers considerable damage from the
ravages of different species of caterpillars. The
progeny of the small green Oak moth (Tortrix
viridana) is very plentiful during some seasons,

and often commits serious damage to Oak trees

by eating ofi' the foliage ; but the lackey moth
(Olisiocampa neustria) is often the most de-
structive, and in some seasons defoliates
whole plantations. The Oak is likewise liable

to suffer considerable damage from different

species of gall-flies, who deposit their eggs on the
twigs, buds, and leaves, and thus to a certain

extent retard the growth and formation of

wood in the tree. The Currant galls of the
catkins .are produced by the Cynips querciis
pedunculi, and present the appearance of a
pendent bunch of Currants attached to the
twig. Again, Cynips quercus foUii deposits its

eggs in irregular groups on tlie back of the leaf,

and is thus a means of destroying its natural
and useful functions. These galls are about
the size of a Currant, green in colour, and
tinged with red. Another Oak gaU which I

have often found is of a larger size than the
last -mentioned, yellow in colour, and the interior

composed of a soft spongy substance, in the
centre of which I have found the perfect insect

in June and the beginning of July. The fly

is of a slender shape, jet-black in colour, with
pretty long wings, which are folded up when it

emerges from the interior, but on exposure to

the heat of the sun it soon assumes its

natuial shape .and full development. The best
remedy for these pests is to collect the galls and
bvim them.

The price of Oak wood varies to a large extent
according to size, shape, and quality. Large
clean-grown bends, when sound and thoroughly
matured, generally command the highest price,

and in order to attain this, foresters often take
great pains in 7)runing their trees in such a w.ay

.as to promote the form.ation of natural bends fit

for boat and sliiii-building jiurposes. Tlie Oak
is a useful thrifty tree at all stages of its growth,
and suckers produced from tlie roots after the
trees are felled soon attain a size suitable for

fencing, hurdles, hoops, crate-work, and a va-

riety of other piirijoses. It is fine of the best
coppice woods we have, and at thirty years old,

even on inferior ground, it will often realise

from .£25 to £30 per acre. J. B. Webstek.

A Pine forest in Switzerland.—There is a
wondrous ch.arni about tliese illimitable forests of
Pine which for miles .and miles clothe the huge
buttresses of th(> Alps. Tlie charm is iuteii.sificd al

early morning, when a delicious fragrance steals up
from innumerable wild flowers in the various open-

ings among the trees and from the green Moss
which clothes with such velvet softness the rocks
lying half hidden in the rich verdure.

Seasoning wood by steaming.— It is as-

serted that timber can be successfully seasoned by
means of steam, the plan being as follows: A boiler

for the generation of the steam is so constructed as

to allow of the escape of the steam at several points

%vhere required, so as to envelop the wood which is

to be treated. The timber is heated gradu.ally by
the steam up to boiling point, when the sap mois-
ture is expelled from the wood by reason of the
expansion it undergoes, viz., to the extent of li'i.'iO

times its bulk.— P,

Hawthorn hedges.—These should be planted
upon the level in fairly dry soils, and upon a raised

bank or dyke on clayey lands. The Hawthorn does
not flourish upon very light sandy soils, and when
planted upon these a compost of part clay should
be well worked into the land, and it may be desir-

able to mix a few Beech plants with the Haw-
thorn, Upon heavy clay soils an admixture of lime
and ro.ad-scrapings will be found advantageous to

the young Quicks, Three-year-old plants which
have been two years transplanted will generally be
found strong enough.—A,

The Scotch Fir as a timber tree.—Now.
when the subject of profitable planting is being so

much discussed, I should like to raise the question of

the value of the Scotch Fir as a timber tree and the
conditions under which it grows to the greatest

perfection. The Scotch Fir is extensively dis-

tributed throughout the north of Europe, and in

some countries produces the famous red deal used
for so many purposes. In England, Hugh Miller

noticed that the Oak was commonly used for joists

and beams in the houses, even of the luimblest,

and that in Scotland the Fir was almost as lasting,

under some circumstances, as the Oak, The Firs

in the Highlands produce timber of f.ar superior

quality to that produced in the south of Scotland
and in England, where, although this Fir attains to

large dimensions and becomes a fine looking tree,

its timber is almost worthless. This Fir is used
extensively as a "nurse " in growing plantations, is

planted for sheltering purposes and for cover, and
it is supposed that the timber differs very much in

different situations ; but we h.ave no reliable in-

formation on that important point. There are

also superior and inferior varieties of the tree—
the Braemar variety being considered much the

best. The Highland timber is, I believe, equal to

the best red deal imported from abroad, and I

learn that planks, 5 feet and over, have been cut

out of trees from Scottish forests. In many parts

of England it grows fast and freely, and one

would im.agine its timber would not be so much
inferior to that of the Highland Fir, difference

in climate not being so remarkably great in any
respect, I notice that in the low sandy lands

in Nottinghamshire it grows into a fine tree—push-

ing out strong horizontal limbs, the characteristic

of this Pine, and h.as beautiful clean bark; but in

Yorkshire, on high and exposed situations, it grows
slowly and does not appear to be very long lived.

The tree loves shelter, and appears to thrive best in

plantations of its own kind, although exposure is

said to improve the timber. Can any reader furnish

any useful particulars on this subject ?—Y.

Picea pungens.—Dr. Kosel call? attention to the

interesting fact that ricca puugeus, the so-callod

Colorado or Blue Spruce of the Central Itocky Moun-
taius, is by far the hiirdiest nnd most desirable of all

the Spruces in the very severe and trying climate of

St. Petersburg.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— rAi's journal it

publisfitd in 7uaCtif bound Monthly I'arts. In thi* /orvi tlu

coloutrd iilulfs are Uat preserval, and it is most sxiitatile for

reference previous to the issue 0/ the half-yearly volumes, Prict

Is, 6d, ; 2^^l f^'^t J*. ^''.

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — This

journal is pul/tished in neaHy bound Monthly Parts, in v/ticfi

form it in most suitaldrfor re,f'trence jnTi-ious to the issui 0/ tht

yearly volun,es. Frwe bd. ; post/rce, Id.

" Hardy IPXovreTS.^^— Giving descriptions of upwards oj

ihirtteyi hundred of tht vwst omanuntal species, with directionl

for their arrangement, culture, Jce, Fourth and Petpular
Editum, Is. : post free. 1«, StL

Lvndon : 37, aou:>ui.mpton Street, Strand, W.C.
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is 'Sature."—Shakespeare,

SNOWDROPS.
I SExn to you a handful of Snowdrops. There
are more representatives of the difl'erent species

in blossom just now in my garden than is gene-

rally the case. You will know- them all at once
—Galauthus lutesceus, Sharlocki, Imperati,

poculiformis, plicatus, plicatus major, Elwesi,

ivitli viresoens and Redoutei soon to follow.

Oalanthus nivalis var. corcyrensis has retired into

the dim distance of last year, and G. nivalis,

pure and simple, is almost too abundant in this

part of the world for mention. Galanthus
lutescens is a great beauty and very singular.

The yellow ovary and yellow markings upon the

petals put it quite by itself. It is a Snowdrop
all over, but of rather a delicate sort. Though
it does well enough in the Isle of Wight, it may
be doubted if that would be everywhere the

case. Galanthus Sharlocki differs from it ia

every respect. It is a queer, odd representative

of the family to which it belongs, and its split

spathe stands up on either side of the drooping
bell in a very inelegant fashion. I have heard
it compared to donkey's ears, but it seems to me
to resemble the pictures of Mr. Gladstone's

shirt collars as we know them in Fnnch more than
anything else. So far as this goes, it might be
a true Gladstonian flower. Galanthus poculi-

formis, with the inner segments of the corolla

elongated and closing inwards, is, as you said

quite lately, a flower which is well worth grow-
ing. The others speak for themselves. I am
very fond of Galanthus Elwesi, and I think it is

a most pleasant addition to the treasures of

spring. Its largo size and the shape and ex-

treme whiteness of the outer petals give great
attractiveness to it. Mr. Boyd, of Melrose,
N.B., was so good as to give me some bulbs of

G. plicatus major last year, and I am looking
for their flowering with great interest and
curiosity. This ought to be a Snowdrop of no
common account, and I shall be able to judge
for mj-self in the course of a few days. Galanthus
Imperati is, of course, to be very much prized.

I also enclose a specimen of Galanthus lestivus,

as it is called. It baffles me rather, for I was
told that it would carry me well on towards the

summer, but I suppose a Snowdrop's instincts

have prevailed, and it is in full blossom now.
One likes to have them all coming on one after

another, and they tend to cheat us into the
fallacious belief that the year is not passing
away ; but all the settings of a Snowdrop, so to

say, would be out of place in April or IVIay. A
Snowdrop to be a Snowdrop should come out
much sooner than that. Galanthus vireseens is

treading on tlie heels of all the rest, and is just

now breaking the ground. According to Mr.
Allen, it will be more singular than lieautiful.

But the beautiful sorts liave not all been men-
tioned yet. Galanthus Redo\itei, or, as I be-
lieve it should be more properly called, latifolius,

has a warm jilace in my att'ectiuus. It diflers

from the whole sisterhood in the colour (jf its

gr.ass-green leaves, and on this account some
iray perhaps .say that it should take a liigh rank
in it.

There is one Snowdrop which I cannot get
hold of at all, try as I may. The number of

letters which I have written about it is legion. It

eludes me, and slips through my fingers when I

hope I have obtained it at last. I refer to

Galanthus octobrenais. If it were not the case

that I have once in my life been in its company,
and I believe I have seen it with my own eyes,

I should begin to think that its existence is

apocryphal. The mere mention of its name
carries me back to the time when I used to bend
over the frames of my deeply lamented friend,

Harpur Crewe, and when he used to discourse

to me on their contents. I have also seen the

flower in Herr Max Leichtlin's tempting lists,

but though he has been most kind and liberal

to me on all occasions, it has never been in his

power to let me have this Snowdrop, and so it

has gone on. I have heard of it here, and I

have heai'd of it there, but never once has any
small box come to me with Galanthus octo-

brensis for its contents, and I fear now it never
will come. May I say that I am hungering and
thirsting for this particular bulb, and if any of

your correspondents should by chance have a
single specimen to spare, I should be greatly in-

debted to him for it, and would offer anything
in my power in exchange ? I saw the other day
that a correspondent of yours who signs himself
'

' Jay Aye '' seems to possess this particular

Snowdrop. I hope his eye may see these lines

and his heart be relenting towards me.

I should just append to the others the name
of Galanthus nivalis var. corcyrensis, which does
very well here, though its constitiition is tender.

That began the Snowdrop dance with me a long
time ago. It should yield the first place to

Galanthus octobrensis and be content with the
second. I have only to say that the reason why
I possess so many different sorts of Snowdrops
is that I have a great many very kind friends.

The names of Mr. J. Allen, Herr Max Leichtlin,

the late Rev. Harpur Crewe, Mr. Boyd, M.
Krelage, and of others are written all over
my garden in characters which are as pure and
tender as the driven snow—Snowdrops in full

blossom tell of them. H. Ewbaxk.
St. .Jdhis, Byde.

THE FIRST SXOWDROP.
Is aught more perfect than the driven snow.
Like angel's garments spread on earth below,

Like diamonds sparkling with reflected light,

In winter sunshine—pure and dazzling white .'

Yet e'en in sunshine snow is cold and drear,

We think of homes that have no warmth to cheer,

And as we watch the cold blue shadows lie

On snow-clad fields, we wish that spring were nigh.

But when the modest Snowdrop lifts its head
Upon the Grass or in the garden bed,

Hope dawns—we fancy spring is near.

That in the copse the blackbird's note we hear.

As white and cold in winter-time it blows

(And lacks the fragrance of the summer Rose),

From arched and slender stalk the pure brave

flower

O'er Nature's wreck droops down—a living power.

The crystal snow is pure and knows no strife,

The Snowdrop breathes of spring and teeming life.

Fears not, though frail, with wintry storms to cope,

Speaks to the heart of cheerful trust and hojie.

Feh. 0, 1SS9. S. LvDi.v Ewisank.

A blue Primrose.—The really blue liardy

siugU^ Primrose which I exhibited at the Westmin-
ster Drill Hall last week, though it failed curiously

enough to receive honour at the hands of tlie lloral

committee, yet by all others was admitted to be the

very bluest in colour of its kind ever seen. I regard

this novelty as marking a very distinct advance in

Primroses. I have but the one seedling plant which
has such blue flowers, but others are of the same
strain. They have grown from out of the mauve or

lilac-tinted forms. Flowers of the blue Primula

so-called compared with those of the Chinese

Primrose were found to be several shades lighter.

I do not think that among the members of the

floral committee there are many who know much
about Primroses, but if some Orchid having an ad-

ditional spot upon its flower is shown, a certificate

is granted at once.—A. D.

THINNING AND COLOURING CHOICE
FRDITS.

Although many pages quite recently have been

written upon soils, stocks, and roots in their re-

lation to colour, but little has been said about

thuming, and yet I believe this operation exerts

a powerful influence, as colour is rarely perfect

where quality is second-rate. If we over-crop

an Apple or a Pear tree, the fruit is small,

flavourless, and deficient in colour. If we walk

through a neighbour's vineiy, furnished say

with Hamburghs, in which the Grapes year

after year have coloured well, but at the time

of our visit are as red as foxes, our friend apolo-

gises by saying the Vines were extra strong or

the bunches have developed beyond his expec-

tations, and he finds, now it is too late, that he

has over-cropped them. In the Peach house

the same result follows over-cropping. The
fruits go on fairly well until stoning time ;

they

are rather small, it is true, and lack that dense

dark colour the initiated grower likes to see.

In due course they commence dropping, and

drop they will mitil the outraged tree is sparsely

furnished with less than half a crop of puny
Peaches. These surely will finish well, but

alas ! the mischief has been done ; the tree has

received a check at a critical stage. The wood
may have become gross, but the fruit remains

small ; it does not lay on brilliant colour, it

goes through the second swelling and ripens

prematurely.

Forced Figs play the same pranks, only in an

intensified form, for, Like a certain animal, they

have become obstinate and perverse by years of

bad treatment. If the wood of the Fig is

roasted and thorouglrly ripened, e.ach shoot

shows fruit enough for three, but knowing its

capricious character, tlie grower says leave all

to swell, as a large percentage are sure to

fall when the time arrives for the last swelling.

He is quite right, for sure enough they do drop,

and no power can stop them . But why do they

drop ( simply because he is hoist with his own
petard ; he has lost all when a full crop might

have been secured by timely thinning.

Melons are no exception to the rule. They

set 'plenty of fruit which swells kindly for a

time, but when the roots feel the strain they

remain small—they never ncf. They are de-

ficient in colour, flavour, and that delicious

aroma which should pervade the garden. The
mischief with these denizens of the btu-ning

plains of the East does not always end here,

for not unfrequently, like Jonah's Gourd, the

plants, apparently right at sunrise, are dead

before the evening. Bad culture may have

something to do with this collapse, but in many
instances it is due to over-cropping.

One might multiply instances of loss of quality

as well as of colour, but enough has been said to

remind the young beginner that lie must bo

merciful if lie would have his trees and plants

generous ami grateful. <^)uantity alone in these

times is of no use ; we must have quality also.

A new season lias just commenced; thnining as

yet is in its infancy, but soon the Viues, the

Peadies, and otlier hothouse fruits will require

this attention. Wall fruits. Apples, Pears, and

Plums w ill follow in due course, and all, I ven-

ture to say, will pay for judicious thinning. It

is not my intention to go into details, as every

man competent to grow fruit should be cap.ablo

of thinning to an extent that wiU ensure a full

crop of the finest quality without distressing tlie
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tree on the one hand, or allowing it to become
gross on the other.

The advantages do not, however, end here, as

one reads year after year in the annua) reports

that hardy fruits in tlie garden are a full aver-
age, whilst crops in the orchard occasionally are

a failure. How does this happen ? Well, the
first are close to the hand and eye, consequently
they get well thinned ; the latter are beyond
"reach. Thinning is impracticable ; the crop
exhausts the trees. They require one season at

least to recuperate, and this is tlie secret of

gluts and failures. \V. C.

Orchids.
W. H, GOWEK.

DENDROBIUM SPECIOSUM AND D.

HILLI.

There would appear to be several readers of

The Garden unable to flower these plants, and
for the benefit of such I tender these few re-

marks. D. speciosum was sent to this country

by Allan Cunningham in the year 1823, and I

do not think it has been lost to cultivation

since, so that, although the management of Or-

chids at that time was quite in its infancy, the

plant was sufliciently hardy to maintain its

existence through all changes. I do not think

it is seen in flower so often as it deserves, espe-

cially as it blooms at this season of the year.

D. speciosum is a native of New South Wales,
where it has obtained the name of the Rock
LUy. The pseudo-bulbs are very stout at the

base, tapering upwards, and bear on the top

two or three broadly oblong obtuse leaves of an
intense, deep shining green on the upper side.

At this season of the year it should push out ita

racemes of flowers from between its leaves. The
flower-spikes usually reach from a foot to

18 inches in length. The flowers, though not
large, are very numerous, wax-like, creamy
white, and very fragrant, and last a long time
in full beauty, and at this season of the year

are a great acquisition. Now, this being an
Australian plant, many amateurs imagine that

it can be grown in an ordinary greenhouse with
Camellias, itc. , and so it may, for it is very
difticult to kill the plant, but in such a struc-

ture few flower it. I always like to give the
plant the heat of the Cattleya liouse during the

time it is making new growth. When the bulbs
are finished up, I remove the plant to the green-
house, and after being there for about a fort-

night I place it in the open air, setting it in the
full sun and witliholding water. A shower of

rain will not harm it, but should a continuance
of wet weather ensue, the plant sliould be either

laid on its side, or be removed to an open shed
until the weather becomes settled again. Two
or three months of this treatment will do
wonders towards the production of flowers in

the following winter. The plant should be re-

moved in the autumn, when the summer
weather has gone, and be placed for a time in

the greenhouse, and from there be removed into

warmer quarters in the month of December,
when the flower-spikes will soon begin to push
out at the before-mentioned joints. At this

time a little water must be given, increasing
the quantity as the spikes grow ; after flowering
is over, the treatment given above should be
repeated. The jilaiit, handled in the above
manner, will not fail to produce flowers annu-
ally, the mistake made by most people being in

not getting the growth made early enough, and
consequently it cannot be ripened sufliciently

to produce fluwers.

D, IIiLi.i.—This plant was named by the lato

Sir WUliam Hooker after an old friend of mine,
who was superintendent of the Botanic Garden in

Brisbane, and who sent many new and beautifid

plants to this country, amongst which tlie Bow-
enia spectabilis I look upon as the most remark-
able plant of the age. D. Hilli, although re-

duced to a variety of D. speciosum by many, is

yet a thoroughly distinct plant ; its identity can-

not be mistaken either in or out of flower. It

is of the same coriaceous texture in its leaves,

but its pseudo-bulbs are more than double the

length of those produced by D. speciosum,
whilst they are not half the size in circum-

ference ; the leaves, moreover, are longer and
narrower, whilst the spike is double the length of

that of the preceding plant, and pendulous in-

stead of erect ; the flowers are more loosely set and
longer, whilst the sepals and petals are longer

and narrower ; the flowers are waxy in texture,

creamy-white, the lip in addition being trans-

versely streaked with purple. It is a much
freer flowering plant than speciosum and re-

quires similar treatment. Care, however, must
be taken that in the ripening process the

bulbs do not shrivel, as I do not like in any
case to see plants too much distressed. This

plant flowered with me for the first time in

England early in the year 1861, and it con-

tinued in full beauty for many weeks.

to be the Dalkeith form of tricolor, the sepals and
petals being similar in colour to those of the last,

Ijut the lip is of a rich magenta hue. It is excep-

tionally sweet.- I repeat here what I have proved,

tliat to keep these plants healthy and in good colour
(10'' is low enough for them in winter. A'andas do

not require much rest, and it one has a house a
little warmer even than this, flowers can be enjoyed

all the year round.—W. H. G.

Epidendrum purum ( W. M. B.).—I believe
this to be the name of the flowers sent, and if I am
not mistaken the plant originated in M. Linden's
establishment some years ago ; nay, further, it

was a long time back collected by that gentleman
in Caraccas. The flowers have a pale green tinge,

whilst in plants which I saw years ago in Belgium
the flowers were white and, I think, fragrant.

—

W. H. G.

Orchids on cork.— I was much interested in

the letter of Mr. Wood, in The Gaeden, Feb. 9,

on this subject, as I have a number on cork, some
of them doing better than similar plants in pots
and baskets, but I have principally used old rough
pieces in preference to new. I hope to hear the
experience of others on this subject, and trust if

they condemn cork they will be able to give a
reason, as that material is so easily made up in

various ways by amateurs, and appears by my ex-

perience to be very suitable.—Orchid Amatbue,
Jiristol

Cattleya Trianae lilacina.—From Mr. Fraser,
gardener to Mr. K, B. White, of Arddarroch, Dum-
barton, comes a superb form of this variety, which,
notwithstanding its delicate beauty and distinct-

ness, does not appear to have ever been recorded.
The flower measures 7 inches across ; the petals are

3 inches across and beautifully undulated on the
edges ; the lip is large and bold, 3J inches in length
and 2-k inches across, the anterior lobe deeply
fringed ; the whole flower delicate lilac-mauve in

colour, with a stain of yellow approaching to orange
in the throat. It is one of the very best forms of

this variable Cattleya which has yet come under
my notice.

Vandas (P. MrLaren).— Your three Vanda
flowers duly to hand are very fine, and fill the room
with their rich perfume. They are all varieties of A',

tricolor, and I quite believe you when you state that
they have not been frrown in a temperature of ,50°.

No. 1 is certainly V. tricolor Patersoni, a coloured
plate of which appeared in The Garden, Feb. 10,

lK8:i (p. Ili4). It is a very h.and.some form, ,ancl

flowers very freely even in a young state. Tlie

.sepals and petals are broad and f\dl. while or

creamy-white, profusely marked with rich brown,
and the lip rich magenta. It is one of the very liest

anil liand.somest forms of this fine species. 2, V.
tricolor insignis. This is the form that was so long
grown in our gardens for tlic true plant of Blume,
until the Jlcssis, Vcitch, of Chelsea, iiitrodurecl the

true plant and disi)elled the illusion. It is aslroiif;

grower. The flowers are tawny yellow spotted with
reddish crimson, and the lip is soft lilac. 3 ajipears

TEMPERATURE FOR VANDAS.
Me. FeAsee's letter at p. 122 tallies with my ex-

perience exactly as regards the temperature for the

Indian Vandas. Mr. Moore, of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Glasnevin, writes that A'andas will do well

in a night temperature of 55°, occasionally lower.

Aerides Brooki, A. AVarneri, and A. Fieldingi will

do with A'andas, but Mr. Moore adds that A. quin-

quevulnerum and A. suavissimum will stand great

heat. I would not insist on great heat for Orchids

of any kind, especiaily in winter. Our warmest
house is seldom above 60° at night for at least four

months in winter, and this morning, there being

a keen frosty wind, it has dropped to 55°. This is

an exception, but our houses are very much exposed
to the north and east, and we have to hang mats on
the exposed side to break the force of these frosty

winds. Mr. Gower, at p. 30, says that the winter

temperature should be 60°, the summer heat run-

ning up with the sun ad lib., and that A'andas

flower well under the treatment. It would, of

course, depend very much upon the cultivator's

definition of ad lib. It is a vague term ; but will

the plants retain their lower leaves with such high

temperatures ? I doubt it. Mr. Fraser's remark about

A'anda ca;rulea is useful. I have no doubt that a tem-

perature of 45* at night would answer well for this

species in winter. I cannot say that we have suc-

ceeded with this species to my satisfaction. It suc-

ceeded very well for four or five years, but the plants

which gave glorious spikes with over a score of

flowers on each now only produce about half this

number, showing that they have lost vigour. Some
eight or ten years ago a remarkable specimen of

A'anda caerulea was exhibited in London. It had
four grand spikes on it, and was sold by auct ion

for eighty guineas. It had been grown in one gar-

den for twenty-flve years in an ordinary Cucumber
house, and, as far as I could learn, the gardener hit

on its culture by chance, but grown with Cucumbers
it must have been warm. I agree with Mr. Fraser

that dryness at the roots is essential in winter. It

is singular that some Orchid growers have houses

full of Odontoglossums and Cattleyas and not a

dozen A'andas. Amongst the newly introduced

varieties there are some very fine forms, the most

recent being A'. Kimballiana (Reich, f.), and de-

scribed as " a glorious grand novelty." A'. Amesi-

ana is now well established, and is also a lovely

new species. A'. Sanderiana is quite a marvel

amongst A'andas. A', cinrulescens is a lovely species,

the flowers being bluer in colour than those

of V. cierulea, and the variety Boxalli is distinct.

Indeed, in the " Dictionary of Gardening " fifty-

seven species and varieties of Vandas are described.

J. Douglas.

Dendrobium amoenum.—For the introduolicm

of this pretty .species, which I recently noted in

great beauty, I believe we are indebted to Mr. AV.

Bull, of Chelsea. Its stems are tufted, pendent, and

some 2 feet or nunc long. The Mowers are borne

two or three together on a short spike from each

joint, and thus form a long raceme. The sepals

and petals arc pure white, bearing a. broad blotch

of purplish violet (Ui each tip ; the lip also is white,

tipped in front with the s.ame colour as the petals.

The throat is orange wilh a few streaks of reddish

[jurple. The flowers are very fragrant. It is some

few years since I saw this planf, but 1 had looked

upoii it as a I.ate sjiring and summer flowcrer, and

was surprised to see it blooming so cariy in the

season. Its sweet odour, however, renders it wel-

cnmv at any time. The plant is a native of Norllurn

India, at some .'iOOO feet elevation.—W. H.G.

Epidendrum sceptrum.—This is an unusual

lime to see lliis pielty species in flower, as ils
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flowering season is the late autumn months, but it

is so exceedingly handsome that one cannot pass it

hy whene\cr seen, and that is but rarely. It has
compressed, pyriform pseudo-bulbs a foot or more
long, and hears upon the top a pair of deep green
leaves, from between which the raceme is produced.
In the specimen before me this reaches a length of

18 inches, and bears numerous flowers, which are

small, but richly coloured ; sepals and petals rich

bright yellow dotted with deep purple ; lip rich

purple, passing into white at the base. It deserves
more attention than it usually receives. The plant

is found about Pacho and Ocana at some CillOO feet

or 7001) feet elevation, and therefore it should be
grown in the cool house with the Odontoglossums.
—W. H. G.

Ferns.
W. H. GOWER.

GONIOPTERIS.
Thi.s is a handsome family of Ferns included in

the large old-fashioned genus Polypodiuiu, from
which, however, it is easily distinguished by its

venation. In this, however, it resembles the
Nephrodiums in general habit, but is distin-

guished from them by its want of iudu.sium. It

contains a goodly number of species, all of which
are very ornamental if judiciously planted, .some

being suitable for baskets, others for a Wardian
case ; whilst the strong-growing kinds are telling

objects when planted out in prominent positions

in the naturally arranged fernery. Some of the
largest gi-owing and most vigorous kinds, how-
ever, liave not yet been introduced to cultivation.

There is nothing peculiar in the management of

Goniopteris. I have grown them well in a com-
post of equal proportions of peat, loam, and
sand. The kinds, however, suitable for baskets
I have found thrive best with a much smaller

quantity of loam. The majority of the Gonio-
pteris are natives of various parts of the East
and the West Indian Islands, as well as Tropical
America, and these require stove heat. A few
members of the familj- are natives of New Zea-
land and Japan, and thrive well in the cool

house fernery.

G. EEPTANS.—This is a small-growing plant and
very efl'ective when grown in a small hanging basket.

In this way it may be used in the open fernery or

in a Wardian case. The fronds are slender, vary-

ing in length from 6 inches to 1 foot, and at the
points bear young plants. The pinnK are blunt,

rounded, and light green. It comes from the moun-
tain districts of Jamaica.

G. GRACILIS very much resembles the previously
named kind, but it is altogether larger in all its

parts. The fronds vary from 1 foot to 18 inches in

length, and from 1 inch to 2 inches in breadth. It

is also a native of Jamaica, and may be a local

form of G. reptans. It is very pretty when grown
in a hanging basket.

G. REFRACTA.—This is a bold-growing and ex-
tremely beautiful plant, producing fronds from 1

foot to 2 feet in height, and some i) inches or 10
inches across. The fronds are pinnate, the pinnse
opposite lobed and tapering to a point. The lower
two or three pairs appear to be turned backwards
or set on the reverse way. The colour is bright
shining green. It comes from Brazil.

G. GniESBREOHTi. — A bold-growing species
from Mexico, with fronds varying from a foot to

2| feet in height, of which nearly one half is naked.
The fronds are pinnate, the pinnai being nearly
opposite, and from 7 inches to 9 inches in length,
prettily lobed on the edges, pale green in colour.
The underside is densely covered with short white
woolly hairs, and this has given rise to the name of
G. mollis.

G. PENNiGER.i.—A pretty, erect-growing plant,
native of New Zealand, and, therefore, admirably
adapted for a cool house. It produces fronds from
1 foot to 3 feet in length, about a third of which is

naked stem'; they are pinnate, the pinnie being
deeply and obtusely lobed. The sori are confined
near to the mid-rib

; colour of the upper side a rich

deep green.

G. TETRAGONA.—This is an exceedingly hand-
some and distinct plant, and when well grown at-

tains a height of 4 feet or more, by 9 inches or a
foot wide, the stem being naked for upwards of a
foot. The fronds are pinnate, the pinnas narrow,
deeply and bluntly lobed, sori copious, upper side

deep rich green. It comes from Brazil.

G. CBENATA.—In a young state this kind is

very effective in a Wardian case. When strong, the
fronds attain a height of 18 inches or more. The
fronds are pinnate, the pinnfe some 6 inches long,

and between an inch and 2 inches broad. Native
of Mexico, itc.

G. SCOLOPESDROIDES.—A dwarf plant suitable

for a Wardian case. The fronds are simple and
deeply lobed, so as to become pinnatifid ; they vary
from 6 inches to a foot in height, lanceolate in out-

line and deep green. Native of Jamaica.

G. SEEHDLATA.—This is a bold-growing plant

from Jamaica.'with fronds 2J feet high and a foot

broad. The sori are large and conspicuous, almost
intramarginal, the colour soft light green ; one of

the prettiest of the large-growing kinds.

G. ASPLENioiDES.—An erect-growing plantwhich
forms an elegant little specimen in a Wardian case,

attaining a height of about 6 inches and a width
of an inch or 2 inches ; when growing vigorously
in the stove, however, it exceeds a foot in length
and 3 inches in breadth, and in this state it be-

comes drooping in habit. It comes from Jamaica.

The above are a few of the handsomest from
amongst the members of this genus, all of which
will be fountl to add materially to the interest

of a fernery, want of variety being amongst the
worst features of the majority of the present

time.

Triohomanes crispum.—A species which is

widely spread in the Tropica. The plant in its normal
condition is thriving well iu the stove fernery at Kew
,inst now. It is elegant, yet somewhat formal in

shape, and the colouris a vivid sea-green. This belongs
to a class of plants that should have more admirers than
appears to be the case at the present time.

Triohomanes renifox'me.—This beautiful New
Zealand Fern is now growing into magnificent
masses in the Kew collection, its distinct form and
the very vivid green of its fronds rendering it a
conspicuous object. It is curious that although
growing so freely there does not appear to be any
signs of fertile fronds, whilst all the specimens we
have received from its native country have con-

tained fertile fronds. The sori, forming a thick

fringe all round the edge, add materially to its

beauty. Why does this Fern remain infertile under
cultivation ?

Trichomanes pennatum. — This beautiful

variety is now in good condition at Kew, and it is

well deserving the attention of growers of warm-
house Filmy Ferns. The fronds are pinnate, the

pinnje long, narrow, and bright light green. The
sterile frond is broader, and the end is produced
into a long tail, which roots at the point and
becomes viviparous. It appears to be a common
species in Trinidad. Of this plant I should much like

to see the variety vittaria in cultivation. The form is

said to be sometimes found on the same rootstock

as the typical pennatum, otherwise it would cer-

tainly never have been thought to be a variety

of that plant. It consists of a long simple frond^

and in the specimen before me it is upwards of LS

inches long, tapering at each end, whilst in the

broadest part it is about 1 inch wide, furnished on
either edge with a dense mass of exserted spore

cases.—W. H. G.

Davallia gibberosa.—This handsome plant is

a native of tlie Polynesian Islands, and not of

Madeira, as I have seen it recorded. I believe it

was introduced to cultivation by Mr. Williams, of

Holloway, in whose establishment I recently noted

it in superb condition. The rhizome is stout and

creeping, and the fronds many times divided into

narrow segments of a rich green. It is admirably
adapted for a hanging basket.—W. H. G.

Nepbrodium cuspidatum.—This is a very
pretty Fern, not frequently seen. I recently noted
it growing in the Holloway Nursery, where it is

stated to have been received from New Zealand.

This, however, I think must be a mistake. I have
several times received it from Ceylon, and also a
very similar plant from India under the name of

Polypodium elongatum. The plant is scaly at the
base, the fronds varying from 1 foot to 2 feet or

more in length, serrated at the edges of the pinna?,

and bright green.—W. H. G.

Actinopteris radiata australis.—We noted
recently in the Holloway nursery of Mr. Williams a
good stock in excellent health of this pretty and
singular Fern. It is very rare, and quite different

in appearance to the equally pretty species, A.
radiata, inasmuch as its fronds are longer and less

fan-shaped, the long narrow segments being entire

at the points, while in the tyjiical plant they
are bifid. The plant in question is usually about
G inches in height, seldom exceeding 9 inches. It

is a very rare and exceedingly interesting plant. It

does not like much soil about its roots, and those

who have succeeded in growing our native As-
plenium septentrionale will understand the treat-

ment required by this plant. It likes stove heat,

being a native of Mauritius, Bourbon, and various

other places.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—I am constantly asked about the Royal
Horticultural Society, and why I left the council

and the chairmanship of the floral committee.

My horticultural friends and allies read The
Garden ; I should therefore be obliged if you
would let me answer the last question in it. As
you are aware, I had long been chairman of the

floral committee, and believe that I thoroughly
knew its work, its difficulties, and its defects,

and having no professional interest to serve, was
perfectly unbia-ssed.

The council appointed a sub-committee con-

sisting of four of the professional members of

its body and myself, the only amateur, though
the officers of the society might attend if they
chose. I was, unfortunately, unable, owing to

a previous engagement, to attend the first meet-
ing of the sub-committee, and so could only
refer them to a printed paper showing my views
and the reasons for them.

Among the recommendations made by the

sub-committee to the council were these : That
all members of the judging committees should
be Fellows of the society ; that the grotips

should be judged at the same time as the ex-

hibits which came on the table ; tliat the num-
bers of those Voting each way should bo taken
down ; and that the names of the voters should
also be given.

I objected to the first on the ground that wo
should losethe services of some first-cl.ass judges,

who could not afford or would not pay a sub-

scription in addition to giving their time and
paymg their e.\pcnsos. To the second, that

nothing preventetl the group-judging bt'ing per-

fectly done after the table exhibits had been
judged, and that as the chairman was respon-
sible as much for the one as the other, he ought
to be iible, when he chose, to see the judging of

both. To the third, that as long as the experts
in each class of plants gave their opinion, it was
wrong to put pressure on any members of the
committee to vote on plants they knew little

about, especially as to the question of novelty,

(Ui wliich judgments often turn. To the fourth,

that, considering the m.any relations of almost
all the cominittec to other professionals outside
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it would destroy all independence in the com-
mittee ; the sub-committee ceased to press this

last, or I beUeve it would have been carried.

The answer to myargximents was, the committee
have considered the cjuestions—vote—and the

recommendations were earned. It then only re-

mained for me, as I could not be expected to

carry out regulations which from practice and
experience I knew to be wrong, to retire from
the committee and from the council, which I

accordingly did. A large number of garden

owners and others joined the society in answer
to my appeal, among them fifty-one owners of

gardens within a walk of my house. I owe it

to all, especially to the last, to show that after

having pressed them to join the society, I was
not unreasonable in retiring from office.

I should have given this explanation before,

but as some of the new Fellows joined on ac-

count of personal friendshij), they might have
sent in notice of withdrawal last year, and as I

know that some of my late colleagues have
really the good of the society at heart, I wished
that they should not lose subscriptions at any
rate till this year's work had been shown.

G. P. Wilson.
neatherbmd; Weyhndge, Feb. J 3, 1889.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
—Wo leara that the Jubilee Festival of this institu-

tion will take place on Thursday, the 1.3th of June
isxt, upon which ocoaaion Leopold de Rothschild will

preside.

Winter Daffodil (Sternhergialutea) thrives well

in the gardens at Bradford Peverill, Dorset. I ob-
served large clumps of it recently when visiting this

place. They were growing at the foot of a large Pear
tree facing north. I was informed that they bloomed
extremely well in this position every year.—J. C. P.

Crocuses from Dublin.—Enclosed are a few
early Crocuses for your table, includinR the last of C.

speciosus (very small), C. Sieberi, C. Aucheri, C.
vemns var. and C. Cloth of Gold. The Crocuses are

all from the open.—Greenwood Pim, Monkstown,
Dublin.

Eucharis amazoniea.—I have a plant of Eu-
charis araazonic-a in a 12-inoh pot, and carrying nine
spikes with fifty flowers of large sine and substance.

Five spikes have six blooms on each, and four spikes

have five blooms each.

—

David Tl'Lly, TIte Gardens,
Broriknianti Pari;, Hatjicld, Herts.

Dendrobium Devonianum.—I enclose a flower

of Dendrobium Devonianum for your opinion. The
plant wa? imported last March.

—

Geokge Walker,
The lk:eches, St. Ji:hn's Wood.

*»* A good form of one of the most beautiful of

Dendrobium?.—En.

Iris reticulata major.—I send jou Iris reticu-

lata major herewith. It is a fine form, much larger

and bluer than the type; unfortunately, most of the
buds have been injured by the severe weather we have
justhad.—T. S.

*»* The flowers received were larger than those of

the type as usually seeo, but there is not sufKcient
distinction between the two to warrant a varietal

name.

—

Kd.

A note from Clare.—The spring here so far

has been one of extreme mildness, but it has been
moist, and garden work, such as digging, trenching,

&c., has to be postponed consequent on the wet
state of the soil. I have made small pickings con-
tinually since Christmas of Cowslips, Primroses,
and Pulyanthiises, which have bloomed well and
promise a still greater percentage of blossom later

on. I have also gathered some Violets. During
the past few days the Snowdrop and Crocuses
(yellow) have reared up their tiny bells of white
and golden hued cups, while outdoor bulbs, such as
Tulips, Hyacinths, are also peeping through the
ground.—M. T. O'C.

Confusion of names.— In tljo (larteiijlora a
colciiircd illustration of anewfoimof t'onvallaria

called C. maj;dis prolilicans (Wittmack) is given

Mr. Ware writes us that this plant in his new cata-

logue for this season is offered as Spiranthes con-

vallarioides, this being Baker's name. This will

avoid confusion and possible disappointment.

Flowers from Exeter.—We send you, picked

from our beds in the open ground to-day, a few

flowers of Anemone fulgens. Narcissus pallidas

pneoox, and Iris reticulata, the latter sheltered.

For early flowering these are well worth growing.

You will observe tii.at the Iris is not only of a very

beautiful shade of colour, but deliciously scented

with a perfume as of A'iolets. The Narcissus, with

its soft shade of primrose-yellow, is quite a gem
among flowers at this season. If the present mild

weather continues here we shall soon have plenty

of Daffodils in bloom in the open.—R. Veitch &
Son, E.reteT.

Spring Starflower (Triteleia uniflora) is a

charming flower for early spring, more especially

when grown in pots and given the protection of a

cold frame. It always produces an abundance of

leaves which well clothe the pots, and from amongst
which rise the very numerous star-like bluish-tinted

flowers, which just now are very beautiful in large

masses. It is quite hardy in the open air, but

flowers much later, and is all the better for a little

protection from the cold winds. We have planted it

in Grass, but it proved a complete failure, although

every means was tried to establish the bulbs. In

pots or favourable spots it increases very quickly,

and no trouble will be found in growing these young
bulbs to a flowering size.

Storing Apples.—Enclosed I forward two fruits

of Blenheim Orange, one of Wellington, and one

of Prince Albert, which have been stored in barrels

instead of shelves—the orthodox way. At page 355,

Vol. XXXIII., I called attention to this method of

storing, which cannot be too widely known. The
barrels were taken to the trees, tilled carefully,

returned to stores, and not interfered with again

until required for use! Not 1 per cent. loss.
.
You

will perceive the Blenheims are as sound and fresh

as in October, although the flavour may be less

luscious and perfect.—W. Crumt.
*t,* Excellent specimens for the season. The

common way of keeping Apples is very much in

want of change.

—

Ed.

Crocus alatavicus.—One of the most lovely

Crocuses I have ever seen is C. alatavicus. The
last few mild days have brought this hardy species

out in perfection, beautiful beyond comparison

with any of the others open just now. In one

clump the flowers were extremely varied, some
white, others buft', and again some feathered and
freckled, while a few were quite grey, and the

older flowers a very rich purple. It is about the

hardiest of all the Crocuses, and comes from the

Alatan Mountains of Central Asia, the furthest

north of any known species, with the exception of

C. Korolkowi, an orange-yellow species from Samar-
cand and the Caspian Sea, and a fine subject for

spring gardening. It is to be hoped the time is

not far distant when these CJrocus species will be

taken up and grown instead of so many of the

Dutch varieties.—K.

Orchid flowers.— I send you a few Orchid

blooms, and should like your opinion of the Lycaste

Skinneri which you will find amongst the others

sent. We have Coclogyne cristata very line just

now. Cypripedium Spicerianum has been in flower

since Christmas, and is very popul.ar here. C.

Ilarrisianum is a very free-flowering variety, flower-

ing with us more or less the whole season through.

The flowers of 0. Rossi majus are from recently

imported plants. I also send a spray of Thunbergia
Harrisi, a very showy stove creeper. It requires

plenty of room, as it is a very strong grower, flower-

ing on the current year's growth. The flowers of it,

however, are of such a transitory character as to

make them quite u.selcss for cutting.— J. G. M. G.

•,* An interesting giithcring. The form of Ly-

caste Skinneri sent is certainly a good one, liut not

better than some that we have in cultivation. C.

Spiccri.tnum .and C. Il.arrisianum ,arc two of the

most useful Lady's Slippers we have, notwithstand-

ing the tremendous numlicr nf hybriils that have

been raised. Your form of 0. Hossi nwijus is

exce'.lent. A coloured plate of Thunbergia Harrisi

or T. laurifolia was given in The Gaeden for Sept.

25, 1S86.-ED.

Winter Aconites are naturalised at Didlington

Hall, Norfolk, a garden in which many bulbous

plants are grown naturally and with good effect.

These early spring flowers are very showy in a mass,

especially when associated with the Snowdrop. A
coloured plate of these two flowers was given in The
Gabden of July 21, 1888.

Yuccas and the snow.—It is very sad to see

the Yuccas after the heavy fall of snow we have

just had has cleared away. Most of the large-

headed plants have suffered more or less, but speci-

mens of Y. recurvifolia have been very badly

dam.aged, and in many instances are quite beyond

recovery. The young growth in the centre has, of

course, suffered, and even if those plants most

damaged recover they will have lost much of their

beauty.

Hellebores at Salisbury.—My experience

with Hellel)orcs may be interesting, as H. niger

did thoroughly well on our moist soil on the junc-

tion of chalk and clay. In 1885 I obtained roots

of altifolius, orientalis Dr. Moir, and caucasicus

punctatus. They were planted under the shade and

drip of a large Laburnum, and orientalis and alti-

folius have iiever failed to give me each year a

splendid crop of flowers. H. caucasicus punctatus,

however, had a hard struggle to live, but two ye.ars

back I put a bell-glass over it, and now this year it

flowered for the first time. I mislaid its label, but

the dark, firm, pointed leaves, sparsely produced,

seem to assure me that I rightly name the one that

has failed up till now. The plants came from

Messrs. Parker, of Tooting. I have never had any

disea.se on any of the plants.

—

W. F. L.

Spring Meadow Saffron (Bulbocodium ver-

num) is a perfectly hardy European bulb, and one

of the most beautiful in the open air at the present

time. It hardly ever exceeds 4 inches to G inches

in height, and although the flowers appear without

the leaves, thev are packed so closely together as

to make the latter hardly missed. The flowers

are larger than those of the Crocus and usually

rosy purple, being quite distinct in colour from any

of the Crocus species and a worthy companion.

Several of the flowers appeared before the snow,

and when that finally disappeared were left un-

harmed. The bulbs should be planted in medium-

sized clumps, and will be found extremely useful

for the rockery, but only in positions where they

will get the sun to ripen them during summer.

Papaver Isevigatum. — This is one of the

novelties of the year, and if it is as beautiful as

described in the various trade lists it should be

well worth having. It is said to be a very showy

novelty from Persia, and was first introduced by a

German firm from whence our supplies were ob-

tained. It grows from 2 feet to 3 feet in height,

and has deeply cut leaves. The large brilliant

scarlet flowers have each a black blotch at the base

of the petals, which are margined with white or

grey. Another of last year's introduction, P. pavo-

ninum (the Peacock Pnppy), is also well worth a

place in the collection. It is very handsome, not

too robust, and most .suitable [icriiaps for a second

row in the mixed border. The Shirley Poppies are

also very beautiful, many of them double, and of

all shades and tints of scarict, pink, &c. They are,

of course, of annual duration only, like our com-

mon field Poppies, but will sow themselves readily.

Christmas Eoses.-Tho fluwors which Chriftmna Rosea

,ruJuc., tlid lir»t su,i.o.i after beiog plautod iire rarely strong.

uimur. us, or ):i.stliig. but tliu'sccoud .vcar !vi,;i onwards they

L'tneruUv Kivo the gieatuit satis'actiu... ^^ u h.ive Bomo

,.kmt»,liat have bo i. in the .an.e portion f;.r tun yea e,

au,i ihey are as vlg.^rou, as ovtr and uvariubly tlowtr so

freely, tiiat a close udhorouce to the lo.iVO uluuo ttjle ol

culture teems to be tlio busc— Casidiuan.

Too many Eadishes.-Wc l.*vo far too many varlell"

<f ItidHh 1 c.iui.ot uii.lei-atJiud wr.at Katn it is to culti-

vat. r« to no ou muKii.lylug tl.cm. Any tl.at show an extra

Bpotontbo tip or some flight varlatiou in the leaf are at

once sent out as new, dlstiuct. and superior, but very few ,

them verify the selection, and if all the kinds in oultivatioi

were grown and mixed together, tbe raisers of three parts of

them would find it Impossible to select their own.-J. Jlun,

.V.O:jiU,i.
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Flower Garden.

LILIUM GIGANTEUM.
A FEW weeks back I inquired in The Garden
what became of the bulb of tliis Lily after flower-

ing, and what chance tliere was of finding offsets,

as I wished to plant a new clump. I received one
or two answers privately, which encouraged me to

lift the ones that had flowered. This I did on De-
cember 1, and as no answers have appeared in

the paper, and other growers of this magnificent
Lily may wish to have the same information, I

send my experience. I lifted three plants that

had flowered strongly, the stems to the top of

seed-pods [measuring from 8 feet to 9 feet 3
inches, and found from two to five ofi"set3 on
each root—the root looking like that of a tree,

with no remnant of its original bulb left. Some
of the young bulbs grew t'ght on to the under

slightly vinous, with a bitter after-taste. The
pods are still green, but showing signs of ripen-

ing, perhaps in three weeks time or so, in which
case there would be some for distribution among
a few of your correspondents, should they wish
for it. It is curious to look up the inside of the
newly-cut stem—a luminous golden tunnel of

interminable length! G. Jekvll.
Mil listead, Godalmimj.

VIOLETS.

No flower seems to be so popular as the Violet, and
there are few gardens belonging to either rich or

poor in which they are not to be found, while the

land under cultivation for them to supply the

market demand is somethinfj astonishing. The
past winter, having been mild, has been very

favourable for them, and this season promises to

be a K markably busy one for the pickers, as not

only hive the plants escaped severe frost, but the

act on it, and thus sweeten and break it down,
when all that will be needed at the time
of planting is to level with a coarse rake,

or just prick over the surface if weeds are

beginning to show through. The best plants

are those obtained from runners, which form
freely as soon as the old stools go out of bloom and
begin to grow, and if the weather is favourable

they quickly strike root. As soon as this takes

place they are fit for removing, and in frames, or

with small quantities, this rooting may be accele-

rated by scattering a little fine light soil among
the plants, so as to partly bury their base. The
old crowns will then root afresh, and in making
stock these may be used as well as the runners.

The way to prepare them is to pull each apart so

as to get separate plants, and trim them up by re-

moving dead leaves at the bottom. The most suit-

able time to i^lant is when the weather is dull and
showery, as then the plants get hold without flag-

ging. Where stock is required in private places, it

is a good plan to start by putting the fresh divided

Root of Giant Lily (L. giganteuni), showing the offsets. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph.

part of the root, but the largest were attached
by a connecting piece from 1 inch to 3 inches
long, while a few were of quite a different pat-
tern, looking like a condensed piece of Bamboo,
with two or three bulb-like swellings at its

short lower joints. The largest of the oflsets

are good-sized bulbs, about 2 inches in diameter
by 3 inches long. One amateur of great experi-
ence with this Lily advised me to pull uj) the
flower-stem when it is beginning to decay, when
the offsets will come up with it. A Lily !) feet
high with tree-like roots takes a good pull,
but up it came, and with it the fine young bulbs.
I was surprised to see how near the root was to
the surface, the tops of the young ones being
only just under the ground. I send a pho-
tograph of the newly-lifted root ; the stem was
sawn off' at about the ground level, where it

measures 21 inches in diameter. The hollow
stem of the largest contained a good pint of

water, smelling sweet like cider, and tasting

last cool, moist summer just suited them, and they
grew strongly, making very fine crowns. In this

lies the whole secret of success in Violet culture,

for without large crowns few flowers are pro-

duced. The great point with Violets, as with other
garden operations, is to make a good start, and the

most important matter is to prepare the ground
properly, for whether the plants are to be left to

bloom where they are grown, or he lifted after and
placed in frames, they must have a rich soil. In

private gardens, where only a limited quantity is

required, a border facing east or west is, perhaps,

the most suitable place for the plants, :is sun, un-

less it is too fierce, does good. In cases where the

soil is light, the most suitable dressing is fresh cow
manure, which should be obtained at once and
dug in. Should the border be inclined to be stiff

or heavy, then old rotten manure and decomposed
leaves will be best, which give the soil requisite

enrichment, correct the stiffness, and bring it

into a condition to agree with the plants. To
assist in this the surface should be left rough,

so that the little frost we get after this may

;
crowns and young runners in shallow frames, where
they can have the protection of glass and be kept
close till they start. To aid them in this a syring-

! ing or sprinkling overhead should be given during
the afternoons of fine days, and the same if the
plants are planted out in the open. The proper
distance at which to plant is about 9 inches in

rows, and this should be done with a trowel, that

the roots may go in without being bent or ciippled.

;
After the soil is returned a watering will be neces-

sary to settle it about the plants. As soon as this

> takes place, or before, it is a good plan to mulch
between the rows by using the spent manure from
a Mushroom bed, or a dressing of partly decom-
posed leaves, which is a great help in preventing
evaporation and keeping the ground shaded and
cool. Not only is ,a, mulching beneficial in the

ways referred to, but it prevents washing of the

soil when watering, and assists in maintaining the

foli.'ige of the plants free from splashing during
heavy rains. It also in some measure prevents

attacks of red spider. Soot is an e.icellent anti-

dote against this enemy and a fine stimulant for
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the plants if sown on during a showery time, or

steeped in water and given in that way.

As to sorts, the best for frame work are the

double kinds, and the hardiest and finest among
these is Marie Louise, which is very free blooming,
the colour of the flowers being a dark mauve with
a light eye. This variety seems in a great measure
to have replaced the old Neapolitan, which at one
time was such a favourite, but the latter is tender

and not very distinct from the above-named.
Comte de Brazza is a pure white kind, of similar

habit and constitution to the Neapolitan, and will

soon be largely grown now that it is well known.
Among the single kinds, the old Russian is about
the first in, but the stalks are too short, and The
Czar has, to a large extent, driven it out of cultiva-

tion, but this kind will probably give place to the

one named Victoria Regina, which is an improve-
ment even on that.

In preparing frames for winter-flowering plants.

It is important that they be well placed to catch
what little sun there is during that dull season, or

pits are better if facing south, as in them the plants
may be more easily protected from frost, and they
are less liable to damp in a brick structure. The
way to prepare either is to put rough fagots in the
bottom, and on them some iresh leaves and stable

manure mixed, just to give a gentle warmth, which
will be a great help in starting and re-establishing

the plants. These should be lifted with good large

balls, so as to disturb them as little as possible,

and in placing them in the frames or pits it is

essential that they be kept well up to the glass, as

there they receive the full light. During winter it

is necessary to give plenty of air, which should be
done by tilting the lights at the back, and to pre-

vent damping, a stirring of the surface of the soil

will be needed now and then, also the removal of

any leaves that show signs of mould or decay. If

water is required at any time, it should only be given
during a bright sunny day when the lights can be
left ofi: to dry a bit, as top moisture is often fatal

to the blooms. A'iolets make valuable pot plants,

and the old double Russian used to be grown as a
tree, with stems several inches high and bushy
heads or crowns which flowered with great freedom.
When required for this kind of work the treatment
required is just the same as that for frames, as the
plants may be grown out in the open during sum-
mer and lifted towards the end of October, being
potted up in 6-inch or 8-inch pots according to size.

When tins is done they should be stood under the
foot of a north wall for a week or so, or in some
other shady place, and there kept sprinkled to pre-

vent any flagging of the leaves, after which time
they will bear more exposure, or may be removed
at once to the greenhouse. S. D.

Early bulbs and bulb soils.—Having lived

so long in Ireland that I claim to be a native, I

protest strongly against any attempt to run down
either the fertility of its soil or its climate. Mr.
Burbidge (p. 127) draws attention to a very im-
portant matter, that of obtaining early Daffodils

and other bulbs from none but the best sources, yet
he, while he mentions certain places (Holland, &c.)
as not the most desirable from which to draw sup-
plies, does not, I think, point out with .sufficient

force that one which is evidently far and away the
best. In The G.veden of J.an. 12 (p. 24) it is re-

corded that Narcissus citrinus and N. minimus were
in flower in the open air at Cork, and on Jan. 19

(p. i!>) that Daflodil Irish King was flowering both
out of doors and under glass at the same place.

Now, as this intimation must have been posted in

Cork at least four days previously, or the 15th, it

follows that the variety in question was in flower
in the open air in the middle of January, and as
this p.articular kind has not yet commenced to
come to us (.so far as I know) from a warmer clime,
the bulbs which produced these most abnormal
flowers were home grown. This being so, Ireland
is shown (unless there is something very extra-
ordinary in the variety) to have the most wonder-
ful climate to be found throughout Kuro|ie, for I

take it that no other trumpet DalTodil in any other
place could beat this record. An open-air soil and

climate that can in the first month of the year run
a neck-and-neck race in the same garden with
another under glass stamp)s it at once as unique.
In such an one glass seems to be altogether a sujier-

fluity and waste of capital. On Feb. 1) (p. 112) it

is stated that two blooms of Ard-Righ (I presume
this to be identical with Irish King) were sent from
a house in the same garden. It would appear from
this that the house was winning ; but probably at

this early period the blooms Last better under glass

than in the open air. At the same time, it is stated
that N. minimus and N. cyclamineus were beautiful
on the rockery. Neither these nor any other Nar-
cissus here are more than just showing their buds,
and as many kinds of spring flowers are, as a rule,

very early in this neighbourhood, an enormous
difference of climate is shown to exist between the
two ends of this island, and points to the warm end
as a veritable Eldorado for bulb culture, and clearly

shows that Surrey, Holland, Lincolnshire, &c., are
"not in it," and that Italy is simply nowhere.

—

T. Smith, Newry.

GOOD HARDY PLANTS FOR BEDS.
Hitherto the chief objections raised against the

employment of hardy plants in beds has been their

short period of flowering, together with a too tall,

and straggling habit. Of late, however, since hardy
plants have again risen in favour, and their value,

mode of propagation, and culture are becoming
better understood, many kinds have proved equal

to producing masses of colour in the flower garden
for no inconsiderable length of time. Moreover,
as they are less liable to injury from wet and
periods of rough weather, their display, although
with some good kinds coming rather late in the

year, is less interrupted when once it commences.
The numbers of spring-flowering plants, too, suitable

for beds have in a great measure been excluded from
the garden, or else, if used, torn up when in their

beauty to make room for the monotonous array of
" bedders " for producing a short summer display.

The employment of spring-flowering plants in con-
junction with those which bloom later in the year
ensures the longest period of beauty in the garden,

and no flowers are better adapted for this purpose
than tufted Pansies, which, commencing to bloom
in March, are at their best during the months of

May and June, continuing in some districts till late

in autumn. It is, then, I think, altogether wrong
to clear all these plants out of the garden to make
room for any system of pattern or carpet bedding
when there are many hardy plants, such as Gladioli,

perennial Phloxes, perennial Asters, Rudbeckia
Newmani, Sedum spectabile, &c., which, if properly

arranged with them or amongst them, would come
into flower as the Violas were getting past their

best. The demand for cut flowers has recently

produced a great change in the flower garden
arrangements in many places, and plants are now
selected as much for their merit of furnishing

flowers for cutting as for the attractive display

they produce in the beds. Moreover, those of a
hardy character, from the fact that the cost of

raising them is comparatively small .and their re-

quirements of a simple kind, are entitled to pre-

cedence over those of a more tender nature;
considering, too, that many of them are quite as

beautiful and useful for our gardens. The follow-

ing are a few things deserving of a prominent
place :

—
Harrison's Musk compels me again to speak a word

in its praise. Last year from the time the bed was
planted until its beauty w.as destroyed by the early

frosts it was a ma.ss of yellow blossom, filling the
air with its perfume. Many use it only as .a carpet-

ing plant, but I like to give it more prominence,
making it the chief feature of the bed, simjily using
a few suitable plants interspersed .amongst it to

break the even surface. Some tufts of Ageratum
h.ad a very pretty effect used in this way last

year. Light-coloured Fuchsias also look well, .as

do Begonias. The best plants for beds are those
raised from cuttings, which are produced in quan-
tity from the old roots. The cuttings will soon
rout in a frame, in wliieh they can be grown on
for .a time, and from thence be transferred to the

beds ; no heat need be used, unless the stock is

required to be increased much. The variegated
Jacob's Ladder (Polemonium ca^ruleum variegatum)
is an excellent hardy foliage plant, and very
beautiful when well grown. It resents coddling;
therefore, its propagation is best effected in the

open. The old plants should be lifted and pulled

to pieces in the autumn, and planted on a bonier
where the soil is light, or else placed in boxes and
sheltered in a frame. In spring they will be ready
for planting in the bed they are intended to occupy,
where they should be used as a groundwork, leav-

ing spaces a yard apart all over the bed for good
plants of Lobelia fulgens A'ictoria. A bed planted
in this way is very attractive. As a white flower-

ing pl.ant, I have seen nothing to equ.al a white
Snapdragon, similar to the one figured in The
Garden not long since, under the n.ame of White
Swan. I saw some plants of it last year com-
pletely smothered with flower. The habit, too. is

compact and branching, and such a valuable plant

should not be long in finding its way into every
garden, being easy of propagation either by seed
or cuttings. The latter are, perhaps, the best, as

then the whitest forms can be selected and the

stock kept true. To ensure its continuous flower-

ing, however, all through the season, the seed-pods
require to be kept picked off as they become
formed. Amongst the Qinotheras are two or three

varieties, which, from their dw.arf habit and free-

dom of flowering, are well suited for beds. The best

are (F,. Fr.aseri, (E. macrocarpa, and 03. speciosa. The
flowers of speciosa are white, those of the other

two being yellow'; they all commence flowering in

June, and continue in beauty three or four months.

Carnations have long been used largely in the
garden. Of late, however, since seedlings have
been discovered to be so valuable and reliable,

their culture has considerably extended. In their

season they certainly are not, taking .all points, ex-

celled by any hardy plant for beds. Some objec-

tions may be raised to them as being rather late

blooming, but if a good broad band of tufted
Pansies is planted round the beds, this defect— if

defect it can be called—is not noticed, .and the
foliage of the Carnation when healthy and free is

ornament.al of itself. I raise a batch of seedlings

every yeiar, the seed being sown in April. The
beds selected for them to flower in the following

year are, as soon as cleared of their occupants in

the .autumn, well prepared by digging in some new
soil and manure. The Carn.ations .and Pansies being
pLanted .as soon as the soil has settled .a little, they
always stand the winter well .and flower splendidly

the following year. For large beds Anemone
japonica .alb.a is one of the best subjects. To en-

sure a good display of its beautiful white blooms,
however, during the first season, the young plants

should be prepared in the reserve garden liy jilant-

ing young crowns in the spring. During the summer
they will m.ake nice compact pl.ants, whicli can be
lifted without causing any great check. If desired

in bloom as early as possible, they may be potted
up in the autumn and wintered in <a frame, bring-

ing them on .a little in this structure in spring before
planting them outside. We filled a bed with this

Anemone last year and treated the plants in the
above way, .and they succeeded well. In tlie centre
was <a large plant of the Flame Flower (Knii)ho-
fia nobilis), whilst .a broad band of Pelargonium
Henry J.acoby occu]>ied the margin. W.allflowers

now t.ake the place of the Pelargonium, ami Tulips
are thickly planted amongst the Anemones for

spring flowering. In the Pentstemon we have an
admirable hardy plant for beds, embracing .a gre.at

variety of colour, graceful haliit, and free flowering

properties. A good_ stniin of seed will produce
v.arieties equ.al to named ones. It should be sown
in 'the autumn, the seedlings being jiricked out,

wintered in a frame, and planted the following

spring. Aquilegias succeed undca' the same treat-

ment, and many other ]ilants of similar character,

if the custom of employing them in small patches
is departed from, will not fail to give stitisf.action.

A. Barkidb.

Tritoma preecox.—This species, belonging to

tlie group of T. Uv.aria.of which it in other respects
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possesses the general characteristics, is particularly
remarkable and distinct by reason of its flowering

much earlier than the rest of this group. While T.

Uvaria, T. Burchelli, and T. glauca seldom commence
to bloom before August, T. pnecox flowers in the be-
ginning of June, and produces a succession of bloom
for some months ; last year it was finely in flower

on the 10th of October. The plant forms strong
tufts. The leaves are numerous, narrow, erect,

triquetrous, not serrulated, green ; flower-stem at-

taining a height of from 2 feet to over 2i feet, of a
rusty reddish green colour; flower-spike "oval, com-
paratively short ; flowers of a lively light orange-red
colour. This species does not produce seeds—at

least at Mirecourt (Yosges), where we have seen it

in the grounds of M. Pagot, President of the Horti-
cultural Society. As it flowers more than a month
earlier than most of the other species, perhaps it

could be crossed with some of the very early ones,

especially with T. caulescens. It is perfectly hardy,
and is cultivated and propagated in the same way
as T. Uvaria, T. Burchelli, T. glauca, &c. We have
not been able to ascertain how or whence it has
been obtained.

—

lienie HoriicoJe.

Old garden Tulips.—Will Mr. Burbidge give

a few particulars of the cultivation of Tulips in
English soil .' As I ride through some of the remote
parts of the west of England, I find in old undis-
turbed gardens very fine specimens of Tulips of the
once rare and now popular kinds, and such as I am
sure for perhaps the last twenty years had never
been touched or cared for.—C. E.

*,* The beautiful old-fashioned Tulips are often
the glory of English cottage gardens in May, and are
so hardy and enduring in all suitable soils.that they
should find a place in all gardens large or small.
A bed of Moss, monthly or other Roses pegged down
and thespaces between the RosesplantedwithTulips
makes a satisfactory arrangement. A deep, well-
drained and rather sandy soil suits them best,

and I have seen them for years very strong
and happy in old Box edgings. Messrs. Krelage
and Sons, of Haarlem, offer a remarkable collection
of breeder Tulips, including some with petals " as
black as a raven's wing." A very showy collection
of these flowers may be obtained by purchasing 1000
(price 30s. to 40s.) of mixed byblcemens and bizarres.

now offered every autumn in the bulb lists. Seed-
lings are also easily raised and bloom in three to
five years. They like good rich fresh soil and
should not have any rank or crude manure near
them, and they thrive best by themselves in beds or
narrow borders.— F. W. B.

Bouble perennial Sunflowers.— It is to be
hoped that Mr. T. Smith, of Newry Nurseries, will
take as much pains as I have done in convincing
his English and Scotch trading friends of the
identity of his plant with the one I designate
Soleil d'Or. I am still convinced that double
perennial Sunflowers of the multiflorus type may
have variety as dissimilar in character as Dahlias
or Chrysanthemums. I could not do more than go
to the expense of giving illustrations of two exist-
ing varieties, in the one of which I took no interest,

and I do not think I would bother the London press or
occupy their space so much by private notes or public
advertisements if we had either a local horticultural
journal or an exhibition where committees could
settle matters of such interest. I believe the plant
Soleil d'Or to be distinct. The authorities at Kew
admit it, as I have presented the Royal Gardens
with one. Chiswick shall have one. The English
and Scotch tourists passing through Cork, seeing
flowers in my show.house, admit it. The Ameri-
cans landing at Queenstown on their way to Glen-
gariffe and Killarney admit it. Travellers from the
London and Scotch nurseries visiting Temple Hill
admit it. My own judgment consents. I find the
one I take no interest in, as I have no supply to
work from, nearly as much asked for as the quilled
flower.—W. B. H.\btl.ind, Temple Uill, Cork.

Mr. W. Baylor Hartland, the well-known
horticulturist, of Temple Hill, Cork, has asked me
to send you a line in reply to Mr. Smith's (of Newry)
rather unfair note in your issue of the 2nd inst.
(page 89). Notwithstanding Mr. Smith's sarcastic
humour, I can say something for what I believe to

be a genuinely and distinctly new Helianthus.

I have had this plant in my own small garden
for some years, and can say confidently that it

is invaluable to me and would be to others

from its free-flowering character, erectness, and
decorative qualities from July to November.
I have never seen it shown at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's meetings, except by Mr. Hartland,
nor have I seen it in any of the many gardens
I have visited from time to time. Moreover,
when Mr. Hartland sent flowers of this plant for

a certificate I brought up some of my own to

place beside his, and, notwithstanding that the

Royal Horticultural Society's floral committee with-

held a certificate, there were several persons of

authority (notably Mr. Ware's representative)

present who agreed with me that the flower was
distinct and deserved a certificate.— Charles J.

Gr.\hame.
*,* The controversy must now cease until the

flowers can be seen.

—

Ed.

PEDICULARIS.
We possess two very elegant native species of

this genus, which really deserve more attention

than they usually obtain. The vernacular name
of Louse-wort is derived from a supposition that

sheep which feed much upon these plants be-

came infested, but their had condition would be
more likely to arise from the boggy condition

of the ground in which the Pedicularis grows, and
the allusion to this fact will at once give the clue

to the position these plants should occupy in the

garden. Besides calling attention to our indi-

genous plants, I would also remind those readers

of The Garden, who may spend some of their

time in the Swiss and Austrian mountains,
that these districts contain numerous large

growing plants, beautiful relatives of our own
more humble species, which are well deserv-

ing the attention of everyone possessing a bog
garden or a cold frame. These plants should not
be disturbed in their native habitats, as this

would not only rob the locality of its beautiful

ornament.'*, but in the hands of an amateur they
are almost sure to die. The best plan for

visitors to these countries would be to search

for them and gather seeds when ripe ; the seed
will not take much space, and it should be sown
as soon after gathering as possible amongst some
Sphagnum INIoss which has already been grown
in some peat soil. These plants grow at con-

siderable altitudes, and would perhaps be better

for the protection of a frame for the first winter
at least. I append brief descriptions of a few
European species which are decidedly worth
introducing, and which would become beautiful

ornaments in the bog garden, large or small.

P. INCABNATA is an Austrian plant, which grows
from 9 inches to a foot or more in height. The
leaves are delicately cut, somewhat resembling the
fronds of a small-growing Asplenium, and the
raceme of bright flesh-coloured flowers is 3 in. long.

P. RECUTITA.—This is another erect-growing
plant from the Austrian mountains, producing a
stout stem and finely - divided Fern-like leaves.

The flowers are large, dense, and woolly, of a purple
hue ; the raceme is somewhat short, being about
2 inches long in the specimen before me and as

much across.

P. PROBOSCIDEA is a native of Switzerland, and
grows to the height of x inches or 9 inches, the
leaves being very elegant, resembling the fronds of

Asplenium fontanum, whilst the flowers are yellow
and deep purple, with a beak-like appendage,
giving rise to the name.

P. atro-rubens.—This is a beautiful bold-grow-
ing plant, from 1 foot to 15 inches high ; the stem is

stout, clothed for its whole length, as well as at

the base, with elegant Fern-like leaves some 4
inches or 5 inches in length. The flowers are large,

rich deep purple, and borne in a raceme some 3

inches long. It is found in Switzerland.

P. ScEPTRUM Caeolinum (the Sceptre of King
Charles) is a native of Sweden, and grows from
1 foot to 18 inches high ; it is said to grow taller

;

the leaves remind one of the fronds of Ceterach
ofEcinarum ; the stem is destitute of leaves, stout,

and bears a long whorled raceme of large rich

yellow flowers.

P. FOLIOSA is a plant about 1 foot high, a native

of the mountains of Austria ; as its name implies,

it is very leafy, the leaves being very Fern-like

and delicate. The flowers are yellow, but it does

not appear to be such a profuse bloomer as those

kinds previously named.

P. ADSCENDENS grows about 8 inches high, the

leaves being mostly radical, upwards of 3 inches

long, finely divided, and resembling the fronds of

Cystopteris fragilis; the bright red flowers are

large and capitate. It is a native of Switzer-

land.

P. VEBSICOLOE is a more decumbent plant, but it

attains to 6 inches or more in height; the stem is

stout, producing on the apex a long raceme of

yellow flowers. Switzerland.
P. TUBEROSA is another yellow-flowered kind

from Austria, growing from 6 inches to a foot high

;

the leaves are slender and Fem-Uke, and the flowers

bright yellow.

P. VERTiciLLATA is an Austrian plant, some 6

inches or more high, bearing a dense, whorled ra-

ceme of rose-coloured flowers.

P. JACQUINI.—This is an exceedingly pretty and
showy plant, with leaves resembling the finely-

cut fronds of Asplenium viride, whilst the flowers

are larger and rich purple. It is a native of the

Austrian Tyrol.

P. ASPLKXIFOLIA is a small-gTowing species from
the same district as the last ; the leaves are small

and Fern-like, the flowers large and rosy purple.

The whole plant is some 3 inches or 4 inches high.

The above are some of the beautiful members
of this genus with which I am acquainted, but

there are quite a number more. The above kinds

are in flower during the months of June, July,

and August, and seeds of these can be obtained

in about a month from the time of flowering.

I hope some of the more enthusiastic tourists

this season will endeavour to enrich our gardens
with some of these gems of the alpine flora.

W. H. G.

The Caucasian Scabious (Scabiosa caucasica).

—Will "D. K." kindly tell me how to treat this

plant so as to make it flower freely ! I have grown
it for years in a sunny aspect and a deep, light, rich

and somewhat dry soil, and although it appears

healthy, I cannot induce it to give more than two
or three blooms at a time, and not a dozen in the

whole summer. The bed where this Scabious

grows is admirably suited to most herbaceous
plants, except the moisture-loving Irises and
Spineas. Two florist friends tell me Scabiosa

caucasica is a difficult subject to flower well.

—

J. H. W. Thomas, Belmmtf, Carlorc.

Flowers at Nantes.—For many years past we
have not had so mild a winter in Nantes, as, except-

ing two or three sharp frosts in the beginning of

October vegetation was not checked at all, and
never were vegetables so plentiful and so cheap
as at the end of December. The following list of

plants that I noticed in bloom in the open ground
on Christmas Day, 1888, may prove interesting:

Ageratum mexicanum, tall and dwarf ; Anemone
coronaria, single and double; Anemone fulgens,

Aralia Sieboldi, Aubrietia dcltoidea, Bellis perennis

fl.-pl.. Camellias of various kinds, Calluna vulgaris,

Chrysanthemum, late sorts ; Chrysanthemum fra-

tescens, white and yellow ; Corchorus japonicus,

Coronilla glauca, Crocuses, Dapihne indica. Erica
lusitanica. Erica mediterranea. Chelone barbata.

Geraniums, Ivy-leaved ; Gaillardia Lorenziana fl.-

pl., zonal Geraniums, single and double; Heartsease,

Hyacinths, early white; Iris stylosa, Laurustinus,

Marigold Meteor, Mignonette, Primula acaulis, all

sorts; Pyrethrumparthcniumaureum.Pyrusjaponica,
Tea Roses, Salvia patens. Salvia coccinea. Snow-
drops, Sweet Sultan, white and purple ; Stocks, Ten-
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week; Stocks, Brompton ; Sasifraga ligulata, Scilla

sibirica, Tropa;olum majus, Heliotropium peruvi-

anum, Veronica speciosa, Vinoa major and minor,

Illex europaius, Violets, the leading varieties;

"Wallflowers, Cliristmas Roses, Winter Aconites,

Helleborus foetidus, Cyclamen europium, Cycla-

men coum. As a rule, annuals and soft-wooded

plants are out of bloom by the middle of November

at the latest. Some of the many plants that will

stand the winter out of doors in Nantes are de-

stroyed in other localities. I should be glad to

know of any other plants in bloom in the open

ground at the above date in England.—D. Guihe-

NBUi', Xanies.

much to a feeling of contempt for them. This

method of culture does the plants an injustice,

and it is not possible to see what benefit horti-

culture obtains from it. The forcing of really

hardy plants for show is a practice which should

be discarded.—A. D.

DAFFODILS FOR FORCING.

I AM very pleased indeed that Mr. Burbidge writes

so hopefully of the Daffodil as it is cultivated m
England. I have not seen Mr. Hartland's Daffodils

at home, and perhaps not so many collections in

England as I ought. I wrote of what I saw in

Holland during the last blooming season, and the

large breadths of such varieties as Horsfieldi,

maximus, princeps, and, in smaller plots. Emperor,

Empress, &c., were wonderful as regards vigour of

plant and quality of bloom. I have not seen the

collection so well grown by Mr. Walker in Surrey,

but I hope to visit it next spring. I know

the Dutch climate is quite as bad as our own, or

perhaps worse. The varieties of Narcissus Tazetta

were sadly crippled by the frosts in March last year,

but the large-flowered varieties were in perfect con-

dition. I must disagree with Mr. Burbidge when

he says, " Of all the bulbs grown in Holland the

Daffodil is the least satisfactory." I write only

of what I have seen. It is not worth while quoting

Miller in this connection. Miller said the Hyacinth

could be as well grown in England as it could in

Holland. Even his "worthy ingenious friend,

Mr. James Justice, living near Edinburgh, succeeded

so well in the management of these flowers, as to

equal any of the Dutch florists, and he has raised

great quantities of flowers from seeds of his own

saving, from amongst which he has this year ob-

tained a most extraordinary fine one, which he calls

the Royal British Star. The height of its stem was

20 inches, upon which were twenty-three bells or

flowers, placed in a pyramidal order, very large

and very double, of an extraordinary white colour

on the upper part of the petals, but the lower part

or centre of the flower of a very deep violet colour."

This variety was thought to exceed all the finest of

the Dutch raised kinds.

Since Miller's time it has been stated over and

over again that Hyacinths and other Dutch bulbs

can be°grown as well in England as in Holland,

but the fact remains that it is not done. I fancy,

too, Mr. Burbidge is in a minority when he says

Crocuses are often stronger and healthier as grown

in the British Islands. He is even reluctant to

admit that Hyacinths and Tulips are better grown

in Holland, and time will show whether or no I am
right about the Daffodils. I would like to see all

classes of bulbs and roots grown in our own country,

but while they grow them better on the Continent,

dealers will go there for them. J. Douglas.

Forced hardy plants.—Some Hellebores,

Saxifrages, Cyclamens, and other hardy plants

shown at the Royal Horticultural meeting recently

served to illustrate the ease with which really

beautiful hardy flowers may be spoilt in coddling.

It is a curious fact, but such is the case, that really

hardy flowers almost always look poor and sickly

when subjected to a little house culture, and espe-

cially when given the assistance of heat; whilst out-

doors the same things are striking and bcautifid in

their proper season. Very few hardy plants come
into bloom earlier in an unhealed house or frame

than they <lo outdoors, but when grown in heat

they soon become demoralised. There were amongst

the Hellebores referred to a miserable specimen of

colchicus, for instance, and yet I had it in bloom at

the same time outdoors in spite of the snow.

Remembering these, 1 could but )>ily the )>oor pot-

grown specimens at tlic Drill Hall. I fear Ibis

coddling up of really liardy things tends very

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Pebpabation of bedding plants.-Though the

disposition to lessen the work of bedding-out by a

more free use of hardy flowering and foliage plants

is becoming general, the change can only be ac-

complished very slowly, because of the time re-

quired to work up a sufficient stock of hardy

flowers, and till this can be done, provision .should

be made to continue the summer effectiveness of the

bedded-out garden by timely preparation of the

necessary plants. AVe are now in the midst of this

work, and as our aim is the eventual exclusion of

tender plants from the summer garden, Alternan-

theras, Coleus, Iresine, and such like are only being

propagated in small numbers, and thus cariy, so

that we may have good plants to put out by the end

of May. Alternantheras we propagate in manure

frames, the cuttings being inserted in about 3 inches

depth of light sandy soil and from 2 inches to 3

inches apart. This space admits of their making

plants sufficiently large for removal from the pro-

pagating bed direct to their permanent positions by

the end of May. The lights are kept closed up till

the cuttings are struck, but air is given after they

are well rooted. Abundance of cuttings can be had

in about three weeks time from those cuttings now
being inserted, and once sufficient stock has been

inserted the plants should have their points pinched

out about every ten days so as to promote a bushy

habit of growth. The only kinds that grow freely

with us are paronychoides, paronychoides aurea,

amabilis, latifolia and magnifica, and these there-

fore are the only kinds we grow. Iresine WiUiam
Coleman, a great improvement on the varieties

Lindeni and Herbsti, is the only kind we have, and

this we also like to propagate early in order to have

large plants that will make a show as soon as put

out. They strike well in manure frames also, after

which we pot singly into 3-inch pots and grow on in

any house having a temperature of 00°, and the

points are occasionally pinched out to keep the plants

bushy. Coleus we have discarded from the bcdding-

out list, as they are the most tender of bedding plants.

Pelargoniums are gradually being superseded by

flowering plants that better withstand rain and

storms, a few scarlet, pink, and rose-coloured

flowering varieties being all that we now use, and

the largest plants of these are being potted singly

into 3-inch pots, and the smaller into 5-inch pots,

three plants in each. Marguerites, Heliotropes, and

Fuchsias are all potted singly, as being amongst the

most valued of bedding plants. Tuberous and

fibrous-rooted Begonias v/e plant out in frames on a

slight hotbed made up entirely of leaves, and from

which position they are transplanted direct to the

beds. They virtually need no labour, a good water-

ing once a"wcek, and air as weather permits, being

all the attention required till they are planted in

the beds. Verbenas are still favourites. They have

never once failed us -a fact attributable to the

preparation of the beds by deep trenching and

manuring. Unlike most flowering plants that, as a

rule, flower most freely in comparatively iioor soil,

A'erbenas cannot well have too mui'h, and a good

use of it is the only way to keep the plants free

from mildew and in continuous flower till sharp

frost cuts them down. Cuttings put in now will

make fine plants fen- planting: in May. A manure

fi-amc is the best yilace for raising plants from seed.

Wo have raised each year a number of sceillings

for planting in the mfxed flower borders, and few

plants are more admired or continue for so long a

time in full bloom. There is ample time to raise

single Daldias from seed and have good plants by

the time it is safe to put them out. I am bound

to add, however, that it will not do to depend on

seedlings only, because a large jiercentagc of them

are sure to "be worthless. A single 1ri;d proved

sufUcienl for me. 1 got plenty of pkmts and good

ones, too, but when the flowers opened not one in

ten was fit to be seen. Roots placed in any warm
place, potted or planted out, will soon throw up

cuttings that strike freely in a bottom-heat of 70°.

These cuttings ought each to have a separate pot, so

then when potting the roots do not get mutilated

by division of the plants, as happens when they are

entangled together. They should be grown on

without check and without bottom-heat, and if it

is desired to have them dwarf, the points may be

pinched out when the plants have reached 1 foot in

height. I know it is unorthodox to recommend
such stopping, but I do so because having practised

it and been successful, others may do the same.

Eaely flowers.—Could we have foreseen the

severe frosts-from 14° to l.s°—that followed on

the heavy snowstorm of the 10th inst., instead of

grumbling at the inconvenience it caused,we should

have welcomed it because of the protection it

afforded to early flowers, which for some time past

have been so abundant, and, thanks to the snow, still

are now that the thaw is complete. Snowdrops,

Violets, Primroses, Winter Aconites, and Wall-

flowers are as fresh and as beautiful as if there had

been no break in the mild weather. The only re-

gret that one feels in respect of them is, that they

are not grown in larger quantities. It may safely

be predicted that they will be as the cultivation of

hardy flowers increases. At the present time they

give colour to our mixed flower borders.

Pansies and Violas.—Through neglect of pro-

pagation our stock of these plants is this season

very limited, and so we are obliged to eke out supplies

by splitting up the old plants. The youngest

growths are the portions selected for replanting,

the long old shoots being cut clean off and thrown

away. I have frequently known plants obtained in

this manner do quite as well as those from autumn-

struck cuttings, and I think that to early plant-

ing must be attributed part of this success. Being

impatient of drought, the plants have time to get

well established in the soil before the drying harsh

winds of March and April set in. The fancy

Pansies make the finest display and are most

robust ; in fact, this is the only section I care to

grow for a floral display. Some of the tufted

Pansies (Violas) are even more robust and free-

flowering. They vary greatly, some kinds that

succeed in our district doing badly in others

;

hence it is desirable that each grower should learn

for himself what kinds do best in the district.

W. W.

Early Narcissi for forcing.—Would Mr.

Burbidge add additional value to his interesting

.article on Daffodils for forcing by saying where the

Italian, Spanish, and French D.affodil bulbs may be

obtained ?—C. E.

*,,* For Italian-grown Narcissi and other bulbs for

forcing, " C. E." should apply to Messrs. Dammann
and Co., San Giovanni ;l Teduccio, near Naples,

and there may be other Italian growers of whom we

should be glad to hear. We do not know the names

of any bulb growers or dealers in Spain or Portugal,

most of the bulbs of Narcissi sent from those

countries during recent vc.ars having been discovered

and privately distributed by Mr. A. W. Tait, of

Oporto. For bulbs of Narcissi, &c., grown in

Southern France try some of the leading French

seedsmen. It is to be hoped that our own bulb

dealers will specially import and offer bulbs of Nar-

cissus, &c., for forcing grown in warmer and earlier

localities than Holland is known to be. One of the

most easily grown and earliest of "bunch Nar-

cissi" {i.e., N. Tazetta) is the Chinese Grand

Emperor, which develops splendidly in a warm

sitting-room, and flowers in from three to six weeks

after its great roots are immersed in a vessel of

water and stones. This variety is grown and im-

ported to America from China, but has not as yet

been introduced by the English trade. No douM it

could be obtained from Messrs. Knamer and Co..

of Yokohama, Jaiian, or direct from China.— F.A\ .B.

Iris reticulata sophonensis.—In The Gar-

den Jan. ,5 (p. 111). 'I'^'''' '^ •' statement abiuit this

Iris
'

which is evidently made from incomplete

material. The first bulbs of this plant were intro-

duced about three years ago, .-uid their flowers were
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similar to those which " W. E. G." describes. Last
year, however, another consignment was received,
and the flowers of these bulbs not only show various
shades of colour in different individuals, but also in
general a much brighter colouring. The claw
especially is very beautiful, shading off from
its mid-rib, where it is deep bright blue, to
pale purple on the borders, this giving a strange
lustre to the whole flower. I consider this variety
quite as welcome as the type, its earliness also
adding to its charms.—MAx Lkichtlin, Baden-
Baden.

Propagating.
Shading.—It will now be necessary to use shad-
ing for some subjects in the propagating house. I

do not like to expose tender cuttings too much,
yet, on the other hand, shading should be avoided
as much as possible. Provided a moist, close at-
mosphere is maintained, most cuttings will bear a
fair amount of sunlight, and so long as they do not
show any signs of suflEering from the effects of the
sun, shading should be kept off altogether. As soon
as it is necessary to begin shading, it should be put
on before the sun gets too high. I like to put the
shading on early in the day, and remove it before
the sun is quite off the house, as by so doing,
everything will keep fresh through the day. If the
sun is bright enough to cause a few of the most
tender subjects to wither a little v.-hen the shading
is first taken off they will soon revive again as the
sun goes off. As much daylight as possible is

equally essential both for cuttings and young
seedlings. Over-shading is a great evil not only in
the propagating department, but in the after treat-
ment as well. If plants, then, are treated from the
commencement in a proper manner, they give
less trouble afterwards, and may be exposed with
greater safety.

Plumbago capensis. — This pretty flowering
plant, which is usually grown as a climber, may
also be flowered well as a dwarf bush, and it also
makes a very useful pot plant. The beautiful soft
azure-blue flowers are always acceptable. Cuttings
put in now will make nice plants for flowering the
same season, and by placing an old cut-back plant
in a little extra warmth good cuttings may soon be
had. The soft young shoots will root freely if

placed in a close case where there is a brisk bottom
heat. The cuttings may be taken off close to the
old wood, and should be put in light sandy soil at a
sufficient depth to keep them firm. As soon as suf-
ficiently rooted they should be potted off, and may
then be grown on in a warm temperature. They
will require stopping from time to time until they
have formed good bushy plants. After the final

stopping the plants should be grown in a light open
position, and they may be flowered well in 5-inch
pots. The pure white variety, P. capensis alba, is

a good companion for the above, differing only in
the colour of its flowers, and it therefore requires
the same treatment.

Plumbago rosea.—This distinct species is very
useful for winter-flowering, and should be much
more extensively grown than it is at the present
time. During the summer it may be grown in the
same temperature as P. capensis, but it requires a
stove temperature to flower it well. It may be
propagated by cuttings from side shoots, which
should be rather firm before being taken off. They
should be put in singly in small pots, and kept
quite close in the warmest part of the propagating
pit. A'ery little water should be given until the
cuttings are callused, after which they may be kept
fairly moist. The plants should be potted on as
soon as well established, using a light and fairlv
rich compost.

Erantiibmum pulchkllum is another very
pretty stove flowering plant for winter and early
spring use, the dark green foliage and bright
blue flowers being very effective. Cuttings put in
now will make nice bushy plants for flowering dur-
ing the following winter. It is a very easy subject
to manage, cuttings from young shoots rooting
freely in light sandy soil if placed in a close case
where there is a moderate bottom-heat. In grow-

ing the plants on, the chief point is to keep them
close up to the glass, so as to secure a short-jointed
growth. They also flower better when grown in a
light open position. A.

Chrysanthemums.
CUT CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND

FOLIAGE.
The leaves of indoor Chrysanthemums are
seldom satisfactoiy, contrasting unfavourably
with those grown out of doors, whose foliage is

always Iiealthy and of a deep green, or some
rich bronzy colour. In arranging the cut fluwera
one must therefore find a substitute. To ac-
company tlie rich yellows, oranges, and reds,

Chrysanthemums and foliage.

there is notliing better than small branches of

Berberis A(inifoliuni, but for white and pink
kinds, sprays of Cineraria maritiuia, as shown
in the engraving, are much to be recom-
mouded.

Chrysanthemum Countess of Lytton.—
I am much obliged to Mr. Molyneux for liis correc-
tion respecting the origin of the above-named Chry-
santhemum sport in The Garden, Feb. '.) (p. 12H).

Regarding bis query whether I liave ever found
flowers of Counte.'-s of Lytton, &c., revert back to

Meg Mcrrilics, I may say that up to the present it

has remained steadfast, and at no time have I seen
in any of the flowers the least sign of reverting
back ; if anything, the colour has become a little

deeper. An interesting fact concerning it is,

that in the blooming season of 1887 it showed
signs of sporting again, and this time from a
branch, the colour of the flowers being a pale lilac.

On one branch of a plant of that year were three

blooms, all the petals of which were distinctly
striped with a pale lilac colour. Unfortunately, in
cutting the plant down, the man in charge cut by
mistake the sporting branch, which had been
marked for preserving for the purpose of propagat-
ing cuttings from it, and we were thus deprived of
the opportunity of trying to perpetuate and fix the
sport. Although we saved the old stool and grew
it on another year, not one of the flowers on it last

season had the least tinge of lilac in them, thus
showing that branch sports must be perpetuated
from cuttings taken off the sporting branch, and
cannot be reproduced by cuttings taken from
the stool. According to Mr. N. Davis's paper on
" Sports," a sport from a yellow ought to be to a
golden colour, and not to a purple shade, as the
Countess of Lytton sport was inclined to be.

Lancashire and Herts are wide apart, yet it would
appear that Meg Merrilies sported at the same time
in these two places. It would be interesting to

know if Mr. Bolas has seen any signs of his sport,

Ralph Brocklebank, again sporting, and if so, to

what colour.—J. Kipling, Knehn-orth.

MANURES FOR CHRYSANTHEMUMS.*
This is a subject of a very complex nature, as it is

difficult, if not impossible, to lay down rules of

guidance that will be equally applicable for all dis-

tricts. The best manures to apply to produce the
highest results in Chrysanthemum culture can only
be obtained by a wide series of experiments con-

ducted by growers in various parts of the country
using the same kinds of manures each in the same
manner, noting their effects at different stages of

the growth of the plants, and reporting the actual

results at the conclusion of the season. It would
then be seen how far each kind of manure was
suitable for the soil in the different localities, as

much necessarily depends upon the natural soil in

determining how best to increase its fertility by
adding those constituents which it lacks. At the
outset I may say that I do not mean to treat the
subject of manures in a scientific manner, but to

detail facts as they have come under my notice in

my own experience, with the addition of the
opinions of some of our leading growers as founded
on their practice.

Fortunately for Chrysanthemum growers, prepared
manures are numerous and easily applied, while
many are inexpensive. In conversation with diffe-

rent cultivators of the Autumn Queen in various
parts of the country, I have noted an almost entire

absence of reserve in discussing this matter. The
days of supposed "secrets" are over, and I am
pleased to say that I have found men generally
willing to assist each other by giving their opinions
freely on the merits or demerits of any particular

kind of manure that has been tried. Mr. Gamett
makes a suggestion that might prove of much ser-

vice to growers : That the National Chrysanthemum
Society procure samples of wood from plants which
have produced the best blooms in all the sections

in, say, a dozen localities widely spread. By special

analysis of each sample of the growth we shouM
get at some basis as to the best manure to apjily to

the soil to produce the best results in culture.

Chrysanthemums, for whatever purpose they are

cultivated, have such a short season of growth that

they must have all the supjjort that can be usefully

appropriated by them, and before the roots have
exhausted the nutriment contained in the soil

stimulants must be afforded, or a check will be re-

ceived by the plants. What best to give and how
best to apply it is what we all desire to know, ;Mid

to that end we are searching for information.

Manure for mixing with the soil is the fir.-^t con-

sideration, as this is (^onnnencing at the fomidn-

tion, ^o to speak ; tlic>iqn-rstniclure or full (leveloji-

men( of the plant lo its utmost capacity is an after

consideration, and perhaps the most inqxirtant.

Ammoniacal manures promote quick growth, but
their excessive use must be avoided, in a wet
season especially. The chief of these arc sulphate

• A paper road by Mr. E. Jlnlyneux, Swanmore Park
Gardens, Bisliop'a W;iltlmni, at the National Chrysanthe-
mum Soc'ety'8 confeicrvc.
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of ammonia and nitrate of soda. Phosphatic

,

manures (bones in different forms) contribute to

firmness. Natural soil varies so much, that a know-
ledge of its constitution is necessary to enable the
cultivator to know what ingredient to add for the
full development of the Chrysanthemum. Loam,
as it is called, composed of the top spit of pasture,

is considered to be the medium for the roots. The
constitution of this is the all-important point to

study. For instance, to soil that is of a light or

sandy nature, additions should be made which
will not be needed in soils of a heavier nature, and
consequently containing less sand or other lighten-

ing matter. Crushed oyster shells are considered
by some beneficial to a light sandy soil, containing
as they do carbonate of lime, this assisting in the
maturation of the wood. Ground bones are bene-
ficial to the plants when used with the soil in

potting, especially in light soils, but in the case of
soil of a close retentive nature they should not be
used so freely, as they have a tendency to clog the
soil and create pale, sickly-looking foliage, which is

not the kind to be desired. This is especially
noticeable in wet seasons. Soil of a heavy nature,
in which the fibrous parts quickly decay, does not
require so much manure mixed with it ; first,

because it is not needed in the early stages, and,
later, is apt to bind the parts more closely together.
Soil of this nature is much worse to deal with than
that lighter in character, as stimulants cannot be
given nearly so freely as where the soil is more
porous. Soil that is liable to " run together " when
the fibre decays should have more lightening
materials added, such as charcoal, wood ashes, and
old mortar ; the two former are especially good for
this purpose.

Natural manures are no doubt of great service
when used in a proper manner. The best for mix-
ing with soil of any kind is horse droppings, as
they contain ammonia. They should be prepared
as if for a Mushroom bed ; in this manner the ma-
nure is sweetened while much of the ammonia is

retained. At the final potting horse manure should
be used in the proportion of two parts to four of
light soil, and one part to three of heavy loam.
Cow manure is not good for mixing with the soil

on account of its pasty nature when fresh, and
when decayed the qualities have departed. Some
use it fresh mixed with soil for top-dressing the
plants, but where the loam is stiff I think cow
manure too heavy also, and liable to keep the
soil cold. Soot is a valuable manure in the growth
of Chrysanthemums, cither for mixing with the
soil or for using in a liquid state. When used
with the soil in potting it should be done in a
cautious manner, as too much is liable to injure
the roots. A 6-inch potful to i bushels of soil is

a safe quantity to mix with any kind of soil.

Artificial manures are now largely used by Chrv
santhemum growers, owing to the easy manner in
which they can be applied ; the convenience with
which they can be obtained by those persons %vlio

have not the opportunities to obtain animal ma-
nures ; and lastly, for the reason tliat they are so
efficacious. Thomson's Vine and plant manure is

one deserving notice, po.ssessing qualities well
suited to the growth of these plants. In jxjttiiig

the plants to 1 peck of .soil we add one 4i-in('li

potful of manure. For top-dressing the plants
during August this mrmure is excellent, encourag-
ing free root action on the surface of the soil.

For stimulating during the summer, especially
in wet weather wlien it is not possible to give
liquid manure, this manure is good— one tc.-i-

spoonful to a, 10-inch jmt. .say once a fortniglit.
Mr. McKenzie, Mnton Park, "and Mr. Doughty
speak very highly of this manure. Beeson's
is another of tlic arlilieial iriauures !,-irgely em
ployed in the growth of Chrys;inthenuims ; it

creates good firm growth witliout Ijeing too gross,
preserving a healthy tone to tlie foliage. Surface
roots are freely made when the plants are top-
dressed with it in the proportion of a rj.^-inchiiotful
to 1 peck of soil. For mixing with the soil .at pot-
ting we use 2 llis. of manure to 1 busliel of soil. In
the nortli of England t his manure is largely used and
highly spoken of )iy Mr. T. B. Morion, I)arlington,

who is a successful grower. Standen's manure is

highly valued ; some of the best blooms we have had
were grown by the aid of this manure used at the
rate of 1 lb. to 1 bushel of soil, also used afterwards
at the rate of 1 teaspoonfulto a 9-inch pot once in ten
days. Mr. Mease, who has cause to be satisfied with
his successes, speaks highly of Standens. Ichthemic
guano is favoured by many growers, and with good
cause, as their productions testify. When this manure
is used the plants retain a healthy colour without the
growth being too gross, a sure sign that the manure
agrees with them. For potting, to 5 bushels of soil

add one-quarter j eck of guano; for use in a liquid

state, give a 5j-inch potful to 36 gallons of water.
Jensen's guano is highly approved by some growers,
used at the rate of a 10-inch potful to 15 bushels of

soil, also applying the guano in a liquid state once
a week at the rate of 1 teaspoonful to 1 gallon of

water. Clay's fertiliser is another manure used with
good results, as Mr. J. Doughty can testify by the
blooms staged by him at the recent show in the
Aquarium, as they were some of the best seen during
the season ; he sprinkles it on the surface occasion-
ally to be watered in, commencing in August.

There are other kinds of manure which need
further trial for completing experiments before I

can speak with accuracy as to their merits. Nitrate
of soda is the quickest in action of any manure
that I have tried. It is useful once or twice in a

season should the plants not appear to be making
free growth after their final potting ; in that

manner nitrate of soda excites and prepares the
plants for other food, which will tend to solidify

the growth thus made. Should the season promise
to be a wet one, nitrate of soda must not be used,

as there would be a greater difficulty in ripening
the growth. Half a teaspoonful to a 10-inch pot,

crushing the soda finely, spreading it on the surface,

and watering it in once or twice at the most, ac-

cording to the season, will be beneficial, but on no
account must it be used if the plants are not well
supplied with active roots. Sulphate of ammonia,
in careful hands, is an excellent manure, perhaps
unequalled as a stimulant, but it must be used
carefully. My experience of it is that it imparts
colour to the leaves of the plant and richness to

the blooms. The cultivator should be guided by
the state of the weather at the time of applica-

tion, and also by the state of the roots of the
plants ; indeed, this is the all-important point to

consider.

Sulphate of ammonia should not be given to the
plants until they are well furnished with roots.

Used in safe quantities in a liquid form is the
correct way to apply it. Some growers say that
sulphate of ammonia tends to make the blooms
(lamp, and I think they are right when it is used
injudiciously ; for instance, too strong doses often
kill the roots, not only on the surface, but half way
down the soil in the pots; especially is this the

case when the suljihate is put on the soil in a dry
state and watered in. From experiments made
during the past season I can say that plants of

all the sections in our collection were supplied witli

water which contained sulphate of anniumia CN'cry

time the plants required water, from the time the
buds were swelling frt-ely until the blooms were de-

veloped, with tlie result that there was less daiup-

ing of the blooms, including those of Empress
of India, which is a notoriously bad "dauiiier,"

than upon other plants treated differently. Of
course, the plants were in good condition fm-

receiving so uuich sulphate of aninumia, the jiots

and surface being full of roots, wliilt^ tlie growtli

was not .sapjiy. This was an experiment purely to

test tlu^ elFecf of this stiuudaiit on tlu: damping of

the blooms, but I cannot say that the blooms wi're

of the best quality; the flowers in the incurved sec-

tion showed a. tenilency to coarseness and hollow-
ness in the centre. The best way to apply suliihale

of ;uiimouia is by dissolving .'i quarter of an ounce
in 1 g.allon of weak liquid manure fnuu the farm-
yard tank, commencing as soon as the llower-bucls

are swelling freely, increasing the strength gr.-iilu-

;Uly until half an ounce is reached to each gallon
of water; to be given once a week. Dissolved
bones are perhaps lietter in some soils than ground

bones, as they act more quickly. Especially are
they preferable for heavy soils. Mixed with turfy

loam, two parts to one of the bone-meal, and applied
as a top-dressing early in August, the roots quickly
find their way into it, while the continued water-
ings wash the richness down among the roots.

Animal manures used for making liquid food for

the plants are much approci.atcd when they can be
obtained. Sheep manure forms a capital liquid by
placing it fresh from the fields into a bag to prevent
the manure dissolving and mixing with the water,
which renders it too thick. By placing the bag in

a tub or tank of water, allowing it to soak for

twelve hours, the water will be ready for use.

Cow manure used in the same way is good. Drain-
ings from manure heaps are also good. They
should all be applied weak and often rather than
strong and seldom, in the latter form the roots

being more liable to be injured than in the other
method of application.

Having named the manures which have come
under my notice, I will now state the time when I

think they ought to be commenced and how
applied. It is not intended that one person should
use all those named. Experience only will teach
accuratel}' those best suited to each locality. Some
people consider the plants ought to be supplied

with stimulants when they are in small pots pre-

viously to being finally potted, but my experience
does not lead me to adopt this plan. I think the
proper time to commence the use of stimulants is

when the roots have taken full possession of the
soil, after the last potting. Some say that feeding
should not commence until the flower-buds are

formed. This I think a mistake, because in some
cases they do not form until the middle of Sep-
tember. From this time until the plants are in

bloom is too short a space to allow them a chance
of deriving much benefit from applied stimulants.

The plants ought to be fed before they form their

buds, so that they will be strong at the critical

period. During the time the buds are forming the

plants should not be excited by giving them
stimulants, these being better reserved until after

the buds are set and commencing swelling. The
applications may be increased in strength as the

buds swell satisfactorily. The character of the
season must be considered as to the amount of

stimulants the plants shall receive and the nature
of the soil, be it heavy or light. In a wet
season the manure given should be on a small scale

compared to that needed in a dry one, as wet sum-
mers are inimical to the maturation of the growth,

and an excess of stimulantswould aggravatethis evil,

and the plants fail to produce flowers of the finest

quality. We commence with soot water first. One
bushel of soot in a bag will be ample in a tank
holding 100 gallons of water. We give this every

tinu! the ])lants require water for a week, then
withhold it for three weeks, when it is again used,

this time with liquid i'nun the farmyard tanks, or

from that made from sheep manure. After the first

course of soot water we give clear water for a day
or two, then an apjilication of liquid made from
cow or sheep manure about the colour of brown
In-atidy, varying the sort every second or third day,

when "clear water is given, say once, returning then
to the liqinds. After the buds ,-irc fonui'd .and

swelling freely, stimulants should be given regu-

larly, varying them constantly, as a change of food

is desiralile. Whatever sort is >ised, it sluudd not

lie continued beyond three or four days at a time.

The weakest growing jilants should not have it so

strong as those of a more vigorous habit. During a
s]icll of wet weather, it is not jiossilile to use liquid

made fnun animal manures : a small portion of .-iny

ol' the arlilieial kinds should tlu'U be s])riiikled on

the surface of the .soil. By this nu-ans the plants

receive nourislnnent ; whereas if liquid manure
were entirely depended upcui, tlu' plants would not

be in a state to receive intervening waterings. Any
of the artificial manures nami'd.when sprinkled on

the soil and watered in acciu-iling to the instructions

given, make a good change of food for the plants.

The snow covering.—Rarely have we had a
snowfall so light, so protecting, and so harmless

to vegetation as was that of the 10th. Its dis-
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appearance under the inflaence of the cold yet
thawing rain of the 13th was almost remarkable,
for on the following morning the whole of the sur-

face of the soil was clear and vegetation looked so

fresh and bright that it seemed as if the snow had
been but a nightmare. I have never seen plants

after the departure of the snow looking prettier or

less injured. Ordinarily we ba\e with snowfalls
fierce cutting winds, and then as every leaf becomes
exposed it is cut and withered in the blast. Then
snowfalls leave behind unpleasant memories. I do
not hold to the theory that snowfalls are Nature's
protectors of plants. As a rule, they do plants more
harm than good. The recent heavy snow has proved
to be so friendly, that it merits a word of special

praise.—A. D.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIRDLESTONE.

ROSES AND SO-CALLED DEW.
In reply to the question, Whetlier Roses last

Ijetter when cut in the early morning or when
cut the previous evening / the advice lia.s been
.so often given to cut in the early morning
before the dew is oft' or the sun upon the
flowers, as to amount almost to a commonplace.

Tlie Dean of Rochester in his fascinating

book about Roses suggests that the blooms
should be cut in the morning "when they
awake with the sun, refreshed with gracious

dews." In the "Rose Garden," Mr. William
Paul says :

" In gathering the flowers, choose the
morning for the purpose ere the sun has risen

upon them ;" anil Mr. Cranston, in his " Cul-

tural Directions for the Rose," counsels the
amateur " when cutting blooms, to choose, if

possible, the early part of the morning before

the dew is ofl'."

Yet, notwithstanding such distinguished au-

thority, it has often been experienced tliat Roses
cut over-uiglit have lasted lietter than similar

blooms cut in the early morning, and there are

a considerable number of practical rosarians

who would support the statement that generally,

in fine summer weather. Rose blooms cut be-

tween five and six o'clock in the evening will

have a better appearance at noon the next day
than if their cutting had been deferred for twelve
or even ten hours.

That such should be the case always appeared
somewhat incongruous, in consideration of the
accepted convention of the refreshing dews of

night ; but practice takes little note of senti-

ment, and perhaps an explanation is to be
found in Mr. Aitken's discovery, or rather defi-

nite proof of what had been previously guessed
at, that "all is not dew that glitters.''

Dr. Wells, Musschenbroek, and Dr. Mool
seem to have suspected that plants exuded
moisture through their leaves otherwise than
by the evaporation i->f water through the stomata
during the day, but it appears to have been re-

served for Mr. Aitken to demonstrate clearly

that the diamond drops, which in the eirly

morning after a clear, still niglit bedeck the
margins of growing leaves, giving them the
a])pearance in the brightness of the rising sun
of being set with the most dazzling jewels, are
not really dewdrops at all, but are simply the
natural juices exuded from the leaf itself, the
true dew—the moisture deposited on bodies
cold enough to cause the condensation of sur-

rounding a(iueous vapour—being only the in-

conspicuous humid film which co\ers the surface
of the leaves.

Mr. Aitken spared no pains to verify this con-
clnsi(m, making innumerable experiments, of

which one of the most interesting and convinc-

the pressure of a column of water, the water
having been previously coloured with anQine
blue. A leaf so treated showed that the spark-
ling globules of moisture were not deposited
from without, but were exuded from the
leaf's own inner tissues, by the fact that in

this case the "diamond dewdrops," which were
soon visible along the margin, appeared as pale
as sapphires.

Now is it not conceivable that a part of a
plant which is liable to lose so much water be-
tween sunset and sunrise will be likely to endure
better when cut overnight than when the cut-

ting is deferred till the morning .'

The freshness of a plant or of a part of a
plant cut oS' depends simply upon its turgidity,
and after any considerable waste of the water
contained in its tissues, it might reasonably be
expected that a somewhat rapid loss of freshiess
would ensue.

It is true that the difference between the last-

ing powers of Roses cut over night and Roses
cut early the following morning is not constantly
apparent

; but then it is ol.iservable that the
amount of water exuded by any given plant is

by no means invariable. For Dr. McPherson
expressly points otit that, as in the case to a
gi-eat extent of real dew, "the formation of
drops on plants that exude moisture depends on
the rate of supply, the humidity of the air, and
the velocity of the wind "— all three factors
which are constant only in their incessant vari-

ability.

It is also interesting to note that the amount
of exuded moisture found upon plants in the early
morning is a direct indication of their health
and vitality, the marginal globules being less in

proportion as the growth is less vigorous, while
unhealthy, sickly leaves are found practically

dry, but for possibly a moist film of real dew.

Thus Mr. Aitken's discovery will induce a
twofold interest of novel character in the close

observation of what has so long been regarded
as dew

; for every rosarian's first consideration
is the health of his plants, and any additional
means of estimating their condition is of value

;

while the question of the lasting powers of cut
Roses, whether intended for the hou.se, for ex-
hibition, or for market, is one of the most
general importance to all growers, and it may
confidently be hoped that during the coming
season means may be found for comparing the
endurance of blooms cut at various times
with direct reference to the amount of exuded
moisture observable on the plants during the
night subsequent or prior to the time of cutting.

vite variations of these arrangements. Why should
Roses, which have not to be judged either indi-
vidually or collectively, be arranged at this con-
ference in the stereotyped ugly boxes, giving lines
as devoid of beauty or of effect as it is possible to
conceive ? Who can doubt but that some new and
charming method of staging cut Roses would not
be welcomed by Rose societies and exhibitions
henceforth. The show box for the finer flowers
may still be tolerated, but classes for pleasing
effect in arrangement would become very popular.
—A. D.

The Kose conference at Chiswick.—The
Royal Horticultural Society has published a long
list of names of high rosarian fame as being the
general committee of the proposed July Rose con-
ference. That the exhibition which will accompany
the conference will be of a very diverse n.ature from
those usually seen under the auspices of the
National Rose Society there can be little doubt, as
myriads of flowers may be looked for which are not
acceptable in prize collections. Attempts to reform
or vary our present methods of showing Roses
seem so far to have failed as without doubt being
difficult to .adopt at Rose exhibitions. But this

Chiswick exhibition, in association with which
there will be no prizes nor practically any competi-
tion, seems to offer speci.-illyfavourable opportimity
for the introduction of diverse methods of arrang-
ing Roses for effect, .and it would have been

I

specially valuable had the promoters of tlie con-
ference provided a, class for the most artistically

arranged group of cut Roses. I am told that the
conference is not an exhibition in the ordinary
acceptation of the term, but for that very reason it

ing was the substitution for root pressure of 'seems to offer the very opportunity desired to in-

1

ROSES IN HIGH ALTITUDES.
The growing of Roses in the more favoured
parts of the United Kingdom is a very different
tiling to attempting it up here, between 900 ft.

and 1000ft. above sea-level and in a very exposed
position. Here the wind sweeps over the hills

and charges through our Rose gardens like a
squadron of cavalry. It is a bad case for any
shoot which has happened to be left untied when
one of our south-westerly gales bursts upon us.
A bad job, too, for the opening blooms, full of
promise and beauty, perhaps, some still summer
evening just when the sun goes down. How
many a time have I retired at night with the
thought " How glorious the blooms will be to-
morrow," and how many a time have I looked
out the next morning on a scene of desolation, to
see the trees and shrub.s bent nearly to the ground,
to hear the wind whistling through the windows
and doors, and to see the beautiful buds of the
night before all liattored and beaten to pieces.

Ill winter, too, the plants get sadly used. I
have seen, after a cutting wind in mid-winter,
the shoots dead as if burnt on the side next the
wind, while the opposite portion of the branches
remained alive and green. And yet we have
our advantages, in one respect particularly, and
that is in the matter of foliage. I think this
ill the north is finer and cleaner than it generally
is in the south, at least it seems si i to me. I do not
think that dreaded pest orange fungus will ev'er

make much progress here. I have noticed it

occasionally on French seedling Briers, but it

never makes any he;idw.ay, for which f.act I am
extremely thankful. My exposed situation, too,
gives me practically an immunity from mildew,
anothergreatblessing, though I must confess that
1 have had some these last two seasons. I know
a sure cure for this disease, but it is difficult to
work it. It is to keep our plants always perfectly
healthy ; if we can do this we shall have no
mildew, but how to do it is the rub.

Our seasons are veiy short ones, for our Roses
are not really in bloom before the second week
in July, and autumn follows so closely on the
heels of summer in these parts that we rarely
get a second crop of l)loom worth anything.
However, by means of our cutbacks, whicli

come into bloom first, ami our maidens, which
follow iind keep up the supplies while sun heat
and fine weather continue, wc man.age to get a
pretty fair return for all our trouble.

Our pruning is of the severest descrijition.

We go down as far as we can with the scisstirs

and get strong breaks from underground. In
the books, by-the-bj-, one reads a great deal

about pruning to a ]ir(Pinineiit bud and so on.

Now if anyone will take the tremble to cut down
his plants as low as he can, (juite irrespective of

buds, prominent or otherwise, he will find in due
time that from the collar will issue forth fine

strong slioots, the points of which were before
ipiitc undisceruible, and whidi, were it not for

this hard cutting, would probably nevt-r li.ave

grown out. Our pruning is a rough and ready
system then, no searching for buds, but a simple
cutting awaj' of everything. In the case of such
growers as Charles Lefelvro, tliis system must
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be somewhat modified ; here we leave a few
inches above the ground. To return for a mo-
ment to the close-cuttiug system, there is no
knowing where a bud will start out. The plan

may be well tested in the case of a standard,

which being cut right back to a very stump,
will push out a number of fine bold shoots.

Were a miracle to happen, or, in other words,

could anybody persuade or convince me that long

pruning were the proper system to practise, I

fear Dame Nature, to whom we must all give

way, would step in with her frosts and snows
and do the bulk of the pruning on her own
account in many seasons. As a matter of fact,

an extra severe winter, liy destroying every-

thing down to the snow line, and in some cases

—too many to l)e altogether pleasant—consider-
ably below it, taught me my present system of

pruning, for the return of spring brought up a

grand show of strong shoots crowned with fine

blooms.

The stock we love is the Brier, and given

that we do not care much if it be the seedling

or the cutting. Here may I pause to remark
upon the amount of claptrap talked about tap

roots in connection with the former. The
French growers, and some English, too, grow
the seedling in a rough and ready way, by sow-
ing the seed and budding the stocks when large

enough as they stand ; result, a long straight

root something like a whip-lash. This is not as

it should be, for the Brier should be trans-

planted and the tap root removed liefore being
replanted in the place where it is to be budded.
If this, the proper plan, be followed, there will

be no tap root, but a fine lot of fibrous roots

such as we see on a well-grown plant on the

cutting Brier.

We are compelled to use the Brier as a stock,

for the simple reason that no other will do. To
plant Roses on Manetti here would be near
akin to madness. I have had a most disastrous

experience of this stock, every spring showing a
quantity of gaps and dead ones, which were
most disheartening, and which almost drove me
to giving up the attempt . to grow Roses al-

together. But the Brier, or rather a trial of

it, put new life and hope into me, and now I

rarely have any losses, no matter how severe the
winter may be. One so-called advantage claimed
for the Manetti is that it commences to grow
so early, but for this neighbourhood this is one
of the principal reasons why it should not be
used, because the late spring frosts are pretty

sure to destroy the young growths.

Our land being simply sand and stones, and
our subsoil, if it may be in anyway termed soil,

millstone grit full of clefts and cracks, we are

compelled to make beds of the best soil we can
prooire, and mix therewith a liberal allowance
of good cow manure. Dressings of lime are
also applied, and also clay, both being placed on
the surface in autumn or winter, and dug in

when pulverised.

Our caterpillars are few and far between as

a rule, but I must plead guilty to having a fair

crop of them this season. Our earwigs, too,

swarmed everywhere, and not content with the
Roses, invaded the house, the rooms, the furni-
ture, tlio beds even. Wo do not in ordinary
seasons have any green-fly, but this year we
liave had a goodly number. Wo enjoy abnost an
imuniiiity from .-lU insect and fungoid posts in

most seasons, and f ascribe this to our exposed
position and ovir hard pruning. The latter

consigns the bulk of the insect eggs and fungus
germs to the rubbish heap with the brancbe?
and shoots pruncil away, and the former allows
the free access of the pelting rains to our plants
to scour and wash away all impurities and drown

out the young newly-hatched caterpillars. The
fresh air and constant currents prevent the germs
of mildew from lodging on the leaves. Our
manuring is done annually in the winter ; we
use cow manure. If it is rank, we let it lie on the

surface for a short time, but it is always forked

in tluring spring, generally when the pruning is

completed, and the beds are made tidy for the

beginning of the season.

Our beds are arranged on a lawn, open to the

south, sheltered by shrubs from the north and

east. The sun shines on them all day. We
make the beds 12 feet long and 3 feet wide,

with 3 feet of Grass walks between. We plant

only one variety in each bed. We began with a

great many sorts, but gradually abolished a

number of them, and now we have five or six or

more beds together all containing one variety.

La France, Baroness Rothschild, Charles Le-

febvre, Fisher Holmes, B. Y. Teas, Senateur

Vaisse, and others figure largely. Last and

best comes Merveillo de Lyon, the best of all

white Roses for beds on lawns, or for anywhere
else. When some ten or twelve years ago I

began to grow Roses here, my friends confi-

dently predicted failure, and though possibly and
probably my Roses are not so fine as those grown
in the more favoured parts of the kingdom, I

cannot say that I am disappointed with the result.

One thing I have proved conclusivel)', that is,

that if we have sunshine and pure air, no matter

how cold the climate, no matter how bad the

soil, we can, provided we plant them on the

Brier stock, grow Roses anywhere.

I hope the day will never come when I must
cease to grow Roses, for each succeeding year,

even in this bleak spot, finds me more " eager

for the fray," and more and more in love with

them.

—

Duncan Gilmoub, Jr., Shcjfidd, in

" The Rosarian's Year-Book."

7. 1 have never grown it in pots or under glass.

8. I do not know anything about its market
value.—A. Cheistv, Jliil Oreen Mouse, Stochbury,

Sittinffiourne, Kent.

Rose De Meaux.—It is very desirable that we
sliould have it authoritatively stated what this

really is. A'arious opinions exist upon the point.

My first acquaintance with a Rose under this name
was made many years ago, and occurred in a garden
where Roses were largely grown, and which con-

tained beds of BaronnePrevostandsimilarkinds.and
all edged with dwarfer-growing sorts, amongst
which was one called De Meaux, and which might
be generally described as a dwarf Provence Rose.

It only showed a tendency to grow 18 inches or so

high, but, if I remember aright, was annually cut

over with the shears. The foliage was small, other-

wise similar, and the flowers medium or small-sized,

of a rosy pink colour, opening to a flat outline, and
sweetly perfumed as the old Provence is, and this 1

have all along looked upon as Rose De Meaux. An-
other kind now doing duty under the name is much
smaller in all its parts, of very deep bushy habit,

with small and very pretty foliage and full double
flowers which arenot more than 1 J inches or 2 inches

across, and are of a sort of lilac-rose colour. This

is also known as the Burgundy Rose. Of the latter

I only know the one kind ; of the former there is a
white form, a choice morsel, and one or two others

differing slightly in colour and stature. Can any
reader of The Gabden clear up this matter?

—

T. Smith.

Garden Flora.

ROSE MADAME LAMBARD.
I HAVE found Madame Lambard a splendid—most
splendid—exhibition flower now and then. I do not

think that she should be pruned in a cruel fashion,

but rather be fed very well and always be top-

dressed. This alone, from my experience, is the

secret of getting fine, well-formed blooms of what,

about this district, next to Anna Olivier, is the most
popular Tea Rose.—T. A. WILLIAMS, Alderminster,

Stratfnrd-on-A von.

As a pot Rose for early forcing this is the

best of the bright red Teas. The early flowers arc

usually much brighter than those produced later on.

The plant being of a vigorous habit of growth, with

foliage of good substance, it will force better and is

not so liable to lose its leaves as are many ot the

Teas when subjected to a slight change ot tempera-
ture. 1 shoulil certainly class it as the best re<l

Tea Rose for forcing. This Rose is remarkable for

the great variation in its colour, as the bronzy
tinted blooms of the autumn can hardly be recog-

nised when compared with the bright red flowers

produced in spring.—A.

Mr. Girdlestone has requested me to answer
the queries in The Garden of Feb. 2 about the

Tea Rose Mme. Lambard, which I now do to the

best of my ability.

1. The beautiful and varying colour, and the line

dark, glossy foliage are quite distinct from those ot

any other Rose.

2. If it has any fault, it is that it is not quite full

enough.

3. I regard it as hardy of its class.

4. I have grown it in a poor, light soil al Sid-

mouth, in Dcvonsliire, anil in a good loam at Stock-

bury, in Kent, and found it did well in both.

5. I have grown it on the half standard Brier

and on the lirier cutting, both of which suited it

well. I have never tried it on its own roots.

6. 1 think it should be pruned hard for good blooms.

PLATE 689.
ITALIAN STARWORTS.

(with coloured PLATE OF ASTER AMELU'.S AN'D

VARIETY LINARIFOLIUS.*)

The time and attention given to the improve-

ment of the North American portion of this

genus have been well spent, and although we
have not by any means reached the desired

haven, we will certainly leave these useful

plants nearer the florist's ideal than they were

when we found them. There are several

workers in the field now, and their mode is to

select from the seedlings which are being raised

by the hundred, many of them being crossed,

and carefully watched. This, however, is rather

precarious if the plants are grown in close proxi-

mity, as they certainly hybridise on their own
account, i:i proof of wliich one has only to raise

seeds of numerous Novi-Belgii forms growing

together and carefully note the result. The
species that most concerns us at present, how-
ever, is Amellus, which also ripens seeds, and

the improvement of which seems to have lieen

sadly neglected. It lias been for generations

increased by division and cuttings, which if taken

ott' in spring root freely, but we have seen a few

cases of its having been raised from seeil. For
ordinary gardens it is certainly the best of the

genus. It grows well in almost any soil, never

fails to produce flowers in the gri'atest pro-

fusion, is not troublesome by means of root-

runnors, and is of such a dwarf, compact liahit

as to make it suitable for any position. As an

autumn-border plant it has few equals, and
when the clumps are large the masses of purple-

lilac flower heads are always very attractive.

A.sTKR Amellus, the subject of our coloured

illustration, is by far the best of the numerous
Michaelmas Daisies now in cultivation. A large

luunber of them are doubtless extremely useful

in their way, and could bo ill dispensed with

from till! mixed and shrubbery borders ; but for

a generally useful plant, suitable alike for the

rockery, tlower garden, and mixed border, there

• Druwii for Tun Gardbn October iO, ISSS, by H. O Moon.
Lithogr:i[ihcil mid priutcii by Guilliuiiuo BovcioynB.
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are none to equal this. As an old English
garden plant it is known by everybody, and we
are told that there is every likelihood of its

having been cultivated here since the time of

Virgil. There can be little doubt of its having
been known to Gerard, 159G, and Parkinson
tells us that in his time it was known under the
title of "Aster atticus italorum flore purpureo,"
which may in some measure account lor Ge-
rard's name of Italian Starwort. However in-

teresting this historical matter may be to the
reader, the cultivation and improvement of

such a truly handsome subject is certainly of

more moment to the gardener, and the only

way to look for improvement in Aster Amellus
will doubtless be from seed. It is somewhat
remarkable that a plant cultivated from the

earliest times should show such a small range

of variation as does Aster Amellus, but such a

state of things could easily exist where the

increase has been usually by division, cuttings,

&c., instead of by seed. In warm, dry summers
seeds ripen very freely on the plant, and the

seedlings, if carefully raised and watched, would

type, with leaves perhaps a little narrower

;

indeed, the plant is not unlike one we recently

saw under the name of Amellus amelloides,

which gi-ows from 3 feet to 4 feet in height
and flowers very freely, the flowers being of

deeper colour and smaller than those of the type.

The best variety, everyone will tell you, how-
ever, is bessarabicus (see illustration), and two
plants are found in gardens that answer to the

name— one with a large semi-double flower, with
broad rays and somewhat prominent disc. Mr.
Baker in his notes on the cultivated Asters,

gi ves bessarabicus, ibericus, tinctorius and pseudo •

Amellus as synonyms ; this is no doubt in-

tended in the broad sense, and means to the

gardener that these names have been given to

nearly allied plants. A. Amellus roseus is, in

our opinion, the least desirable of all the forms
of this plant. It differs from the type chiefly in

its reddish purple flowers, and is certainly less

pleasing as a border plant.

A. A. c'AS.suBicu.s.—Under this name we some
time since had a plant from Messrs. Smith, of

Worcester, but we are unable to find the name
anywhere except in their cata-

logue. The flowers have a very

broad bright golden disc, the

,, rays regular and deflexed, and
;\ /"

., rather larger than in the type.

In the notes referred to above
by Mr. Baker it is stated that

pseudo- Amellus, a species from
the Western Himalayas, diflers

from Amellus mainly by its

large outer bracts, which exceed

the inner in length. It is pro-

bably a variable species ; at any
rate, seeds lately received by us

from the Himalayas were sown,

and the result is a dwarf plant,

producing plenty of flower.=, it is

true, but so small and of such a

dingy purple withal, as to tempt
us to mark it as a plant to bo

avoided. D. K.

Aster Amollas be:<siir.iblcus, sliowing detached flowers.

Boon give the desired variation. In an old

book I have, mention is made of a white variety,

but I have never seen it, nor heard of its

ever having been cultivated in English gar-

dens. We have at present about half-a-dozen

varieties in catalogues, although it seems to me
very difficult to fix the names with certainty.

The names chosen are not always ajipropriate,

as may be seen by the form linarifolias in our

ciilnured illustration, which must not be con-

founded with the North American species of

tliat name, wliioh is always under 2 feet in

height, with stems very leafy clo.^e up to the

heads, the leaves narrow, linear, and the rather

small flowers with deep violet rays. There is,

of course, no comparison between the two
plants, but names are often misleading when
people do not know the circumstances. The
Amellus liuarifolius grows rather taller than the

Fruit Garden.

GRAFTING.
This art of late years has been sadly abused, but

I fail to see how it is to be entirely dispensed

with. In getting up stock of new plants or

trees, or perpetuating any particular variety,

the nurseryman can hardly keep pace with the

times without having recourse to grafting ; but,

once he has a good stock, other modes of pro-

pagation by cuttings or layers should be prac-

tised. There is hardly a plant or tree which

the professional propagator cannot increase by

cuttings, and where these fail, the good old

method of layering from stools, as practised

many years ago, nught be resorted to. In some
good old nurseries which I could name the stool

ground formed not only the most important,

but the most interesting department, and once

good stools were established, the output of

young plants as hardy as the parents was con-

siderable. In these express days, hardy plants

like Roses, Clematises, Conifers, and a thousand

other things are reduced to a soit pulpy state,

and stuck on bits of stocks in 2i-incli pots

plunged in or over bottom-heat. The union

soon takes place, but with what result ? Well,

a large percentage, imperfectly hardened, are

as good as dead by the time they reach the pur-

chaser. He, unless he is acciuainted with the

nurseryman's mode of stewing, treats tlicm .as

hardy and settles the business. Taking Hoses

alone, which any hantly labourer can propagate

in his way, the grower gets a dozen or a hundred
direct from the grafting house, and thinks him-

self fortunate in securing a pair oi buds from

each—new variety, of course—before it gives up

its short life. A perfect bloom is out of the

question. It is this prostitution which has done

so much harm ; but nurserymen alone must not

bear all the blame, for so long as buyers of this

cheap ready-made rubbish are to be found, the

trade in the neck-and-neck race are bound to

produce it.

The remedy, in my opinion, rests entirely

with the owners of private gardens, who should

set their faces against cheap hot-house grafted

stock, and insi.st upon having all hardy plants

I'rom the hardy propagating ground. It is just

possible they would have to pay a Uttle more
per dozen, but they might make a smaller num-
ber of these sturdy plants suflice, and the trade

would very soon accommodate them. Not so

many years ago, in a conversation with the late

Mr. William Osborn, I learned that the only

stock upon which Acer polymorphum atro-

purpureum could be induced to take was too

expensive, as it must be imported from

Japan; but tliis difliculty did not put the

nurserymen, especially the introducers, out of

their way, as they knew the owner of eveiy

garden would insist upon having a Red Maple.

But how did they proceed >. Did they send to

Japan for stocks which cost as much as the

genuine kind ] Nothing of the sort ; for the

first time I looked through the Coombe Wood
Nursery, temperate houses were full of stools,

and propagation was going on splendidly. In

this one example lies the kernel of the whole

afiiiir. Deprive the nurseryman of suitable

stocks and he will make plants from roots,

cuttings, seeds, or leaves. Decline his grafted

stutt'. and leave him to find his own way out of

the difliculty. So far good ; but will it be wise

to set our faces against and condemn every-

thing that is grafted >. Will it be just to en-

courage inexperienced purchasers to decline all

grafted plants or trees ofl'ered to them ; I

think not ; othei'wise the consumer, as well as

the producer of nursery stock, will suft'er for an

idea. The ancient art of grafting must and

will be continued, if only to get up stocks of

choice plants or fruits, or to hasten the fruiting

of some new seedling by attachment to a tree

in full vigour. The conversion of our old cider

orchards again must come to a dead stand if

we throw away our grafting tools, and the

strengtbening of weak-growing varieties by

grafting on vigorous stocks, or rice rersa, will

be at an end. This, I think, would be going

beyond the bounds of wisdom or reason, and

yet we must draw the line somewhere, it i.s

quite certain. Why not invite all conscientious

and thoroughly practical nurserymen to express

their views upon this important matter, for

really and truly it aft'eots them quite as much
as it does their customers, and I think the

extravagant mistake gardeners have fostered

and encouraged may soon be rectified.

Instances in which grafting has been a great

gain to the country might bo cited, such, for

example, as the magnificent specimens of Picea

nobilis argentea or glauca at Castle Kennedy
and Madrcsfield Court. Picea bracteata, again,

of which we have but one batch of seedlings in

the country, has lieen grafted most extensively,

and whilst asserting that my trees worked on

the common Silver Fir (P. pectinata argentea)

equal the seedlings, I can bear out the late

Mr. Fowler in his statement made a good

many years ago, tliat the beautifully frosted P.

n(il)ilis succeeds perfectly on this stock, whUst

in Eonie places on its own roots it is a com-
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parative failure. These trees, as a matter of

course, can be grown from cuttings and layers,

but well chosen stocks in tliese two instances

have saved many years in giving thousands of

perfect specimens to the country. This is a

case in which grafting is of use to man, but it

does not weaken my aversion to it when applied

to soft cheap plants like the Rose and the

Clematis.—W. Coleman.

Having always taken a great interest in

grafting, and having practised it in a variety of

ways, I cannot agree with the notes that have
lately appeared on this subject in The Garden.
I have no doubt that, as grafting is a very ready

means of manufacturing plants, it is more often

made use of than is needed, and frequently to the

subsequent detriment of the plant. But then,

on tlie other hand, it cannot, T think, be gain-

said that the use of a suitable foster parent has

enabled the gardener to cultivate and bring to

a greater degree of perfection many plants and
fruits which he would otherwise have experi-

enced great difficulty in growing, not to men-
tion the numbers of flowers and fruits which
through its agency have become common in our
gardens. I therefore should consider the aboli-

tion of grafting from our gardens as a calamity

to horticulture.

Many of the evils complained of are simply
the results of bad work, such as a wrong selec-

tion and careless prepar<ition of stocks, grafting

in the wrong place, <fec. The scion is best in-

serted, if not immediately upon, as near to the
root as possible. With stocks that are raised

from seed there is a portion of the stem desti-

tute of incipient buds where the union can be
effected, and those raised from cuttings are

easily denuded of all the buds below ground
without interfering with their rooting. When
the stocks are carefully prepared in this particu-

lar, suckering is reduced to a minimum. There
are, however, some plants which will throw
suckers as freely when propagated from cut-

tings or layers as when grafted. The Plum is

one of tliese, and I should be surjjriscd if a
Plum orchard on its own roots would not when
left to itself as soon become a mass of suckers
as one planted with grafted trees, as the strong
kinds would in time over- run the weaker ones.

It is a mistake to imagine that grafting is

confined to nurserymen. Market gardeners and
fruit growers practise it largely on their own
account, and they are not the class of men to

neglect the best and most profitable means of

propagation and culture, or to adopt anything
detrimental to the success of their crops, be
they fruit or flowers.

With regard to Koses, far be it from me to

say a word to discourage the propagation of

own-root Rosea ; nevertheless, it is a fact

well known to those who have tried this

means of jiropagating them, that many are im-
satisfactory, while others are free and good.
Some will say, then, discard the former, and
stick to those only which strike and grow freely.

The I'osarian is iidt content to do so, but tries

each Ro.se in various ways until h<: finds how it

succeeds best. Tea Roses will root readily, and
under glass, with few exceptions, will grow and
bloom freely upon their own rocits, whilst if

planted outside; ihey would dwindle and die.

By calling in the aid of the Brier and budding
upon its roots. Tea Roses are rendered more
hardy and vigorous.

Many fruits, too, by the ojieration of graft-

ing are iiiii)roved in flavoiir and rendered mure
prolific by reason of the extra strength wliich

is infused into them. Others, again, would
never become trees of any size unless grafted.

Take Rivers' Early Prcjlific Plum, for instanoe.

To raise a stock of standards of this variety

from cuttings or layers would, indeed, be an

endless business ; so precocious is it, that

growth would be arrested while the trees were

yet small. It might certainly be grown as

a bush, but then this form is not adapted to

everyone's requirements ; whereas when grafted

upon a free-growing stock it soon forms a good

head. After all, grafting is only substituting

the roots of our native plants, or those which

have been thoroughly acclimatised, to sustain

and develop varieties of the same order or

species which, in the process of improvement
and refinement in one sense, have lost in another

—that is, stamina. Thus we employ the Crab

for the Apple, the Brier for the Rose, the

Traveller's Joy for choice Clematis, .and so on,

because they possess roots in greater quantity

and of a more hardy nature than choice varieties

of fruit and flowers would be likely to form of

their own.

It is a fact well known amongst gardeners

that the smallest and weakest seedlings in-

variably produce the best varieties, and this

rule, 1 think I may say, has a general applica-

tion ; therefore, I see nothing absurd in setting

one plant to help another if by such means we
can more readily propagate and more success-

fully cultivate them.— A. Barker.

Grafting is at the present day undoubtedly

carried to a very great excess in the propagation of

plants, but, at the same time, I should not be in-

clined to vote for its entire abolition. A form of

grafting that perhaps scarcely comes under the

scope of the present discussion, but still a very

useful one to the horticulturist, is that of grafting

a small branch on to a piece of root. This is avail-

able for the increase of many plants, and as the

point of union is below the surface of the soil, the

scion soon pushes out roots of its own, .and becomes
established in this way. Should stock and scion be

the same, of course suckers need not be troubled

about, but where the root of some allied kind is

employed, suckers, in the case of a plant prolific in

their production, are often an intolerable nuisance.

It may be employed with advantage in the case of

the two beautiful stove climbers, Ipom.'ca Hors-

falliai and Combretum purpureum, neither of which

can be struck from cuttings, and yet a union is

readily effected between a growing shoot and a

piece of root. In the case of these two, grafting is

undoubtedly an advantage, while, as a set-off to

this, I may mention that some Lilacs once came
under my observation that had been grafted in this

manner, and the continual production of suckers

became such a nuisance, that at last the plants were

taken up and the foreign part of the roots removed.

The plants had, to a greater or lesser extent,

roots of their own, and in time became again esta-

blished, yet the check was very severe and valuable

time lost. Grafting the many varieties of Clematis

is, again, not an unmixed good, and I am inclined

to think that plants on their own roots will in time

supersede grafted ones. In the case of trees and

shrubs planted not for fruit, but for ornament alone,

the watching for and removal of suckers need

to be continuous, and surely much of this could be

avoided by propagating as far as possible by means
of cuttings or seeds. It is, indeed, very dis-

couraging to purchase some now tree or shrub and

receive a tiny shoot perched on the top of a broom-

stick-like stock, ,and which prevents the plant

showing its true cliaracter, even should it grow.

I have )iad esjiecial trouble from purchased plants

of the various double-flowered Peaches, Pyrus,

several kinds of Cerasus, and especially some of

the v.arietics of Prunus, including P. triloba. They
were grafted or budded on the Sloe, and this

shrub, so prolific of suckers when in its native

hedgerow, was doubly so when used as a stock for

a weaker growing scion. The evils of suckers

aiiHuigst Roses is well known to cverycmc, a con-

tinual watch liaving to be kept for their removal,

and if neglected for a little while a bed of these

Roses becomes little else than a mass of wildings.

An illustration of this came under my observation

in a bed of the Japanese Rosa rugosa, which had
been allowed to run wild. Some of the plants

raised from layers had made handsome specimens,
while others budded on some strong stock had not
made such satisfactory progress, as the suckers

almost smothered the original plant. Azaleas,

again, though nearly alwaj's grafted, can be just

as readily struck from cuttings, and though they
m.ay not make quite such rapid progress during
their earlier stages as grafted plants, still, I prefer

plants on their own roots, and have propagated a
great number in this way. For several hard-
wooded pl.ants grafting is very valuable, as they
will make far more satisfactory progress when
grafted on some allied kind than when on their

own roots. Among plants to which these remarks
will apply may be mentioned Crowea saligna,

which does far better when grafted on to one of

the stronger growing Eriostemons than when pro-

pagated by means of cuttings. The same may be
said of the weaker growing Eriostemons, Correas,

Boronias, and others. In none of these are suckers

pushed out from the stock, and consequently
objections to grafting on that score do not apply.

—

H. P.

RENOVATING OLD PEAR TREES.
It often happens that Pear trees after attaining

a certain age and size cease to prove as productive
as is desirable. This reduced fertility is caused
in several ways, over-cropping, neglected pruning
and training being the chief causes. The fruit

spurs become large and knotty, the growth is weak,
and the fruit buds are reduced to a few upon the

youngest parts of the tree, which has now become
altogether unprofitable. The question therefore

arises, whether is it better to destroy the tree and
plant a new one in its place, cut off the limbs and
re-graft them, or make an effort to renov.ate the

spurs? Those who know the years it takes to form
a good trained tree are loth to uproot and start

afresh even with cordons, which provide a quick
means of replacing it.

Re-grafting has much to commend it when a
different variety is desired. When, however, a
ch.ange in this respect is not required, the variety

being good, if the tree is toler.ably healthy it may
be restored to a satisfactory state by cutting all

the old gnarled spurs clean off and forming a fresh

set, proceeding in the following manner : September
is a good time to commence the operation ; if not
done during this month, it is best deferred until

March or April following, as when carried out dur-

ing winter, the trees then being dormant, there is a
greater possibility of decay setting in than it they
are cut off when the sap is in motion. A sharp,

fine-toothed saw should be used for the purpose,

removing the spurs only from every alternate

branch the first year. I have known this method
of renovation to be successful when the whole sur-

f.ace of the tree has been cleared of the old spurs

at the same time, but I consider it safer and more
likely to be attended with success when only one
h.alf of the tree is taken in hand at one time.

AVlien growth commences, numerous rudimentary
buds will be excited into action u]ion the branches
which have been bared of s]mrs. 'When these

shoots have grown about 4 inches long pinch out
the points, and where the breaks are too numerous
remove some altogether, Init not the short ones, as

those are (he most likely to form fruit buds. Little

will then lie required at the winter pruning besides

shortening the longest shuuts a little. The other
half of the tree should now be ojieratcd upon in

,a like manner, when at the end of the second year
the brandies will again be provided with a clean
set of shoots and spurs, which will soon develop
fruit buds in quantity, leaving clean, good fruit.

The roots will also need .attention. When the tree

has again become furnished with new slioot.s,

take out .a circular trench J feet from the stem. ;i

feet wide, and dee]) enough to touch all the roots.

As many of these as iiossible must be saved un-

injured and rcliiiil into new comiiost. the surface
soil also being removed at the same time down to

the roots and replaced with fresh. It is wisest to

avoid the use of manure with the soil, excepting.
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perhaps, upon the surface. A liberal admixture of

crushed bones, however, will considerably add to

its recuperative powers. In regard to unhealthy
trees, it is hardly worth while attempting their

restoration, the better plan being to root them out
and plant new ones in their place. I'nless it is

particularly desired to restore a tree of this de-
scription, the roots must then have precedence,
with the object of restoring healthy action, with-
out which it would be useless to attempt a renewal
of the branches.

Ee-grafting, although perhaps not quite so ex-

peditious as the preceding, is, nevertheless, an ex-

cellent method of renovation. By its agency the
variety can also be changed, if desired, sometimes
with advantage.

The method of grafting I prefer for this purpose
is that known as crown grafting, or, as some call it,

sap grafting. It is performed in April or May,
according to the earliness or otherwise of the
season, as it is important that the sap be well in

motion at the time. Tlie stocks, however, should
be headed down in March and the scions nearly
buried under a north wall until wanted. The size

of graft I like best is about the thickness of one's

little finger, and consisting of well-ripened wood of

the previous year's growth. Older may be used if

it is clean and furnished with buds. In preparing
that part of the stock intended for the reception of

the scion, pare the newly-cut end to form a slightly

sloping surface. Then, commencing at the top of

the slope, make a longitudinal cut through the bark
downwards about 3 inches in length: then take the
scion and cut it in an oblique direction, commencing
at about 3 inches from the bottom end on one side

;

bring the knife out at the bottom on the opposite
side, thus forming a tapering spathula-shaped
tongue; pare off the bark on one side of this tongue,
then raise the bark on one side of the cut on the
stock and insert the scion, at the same time taking
care that the bark on the other side comes in con-
tact with that on the pared edge of the scion. The
graft is now ready for tying in, which should be
lirmly done without causing injury to the bark,

employing soft matting. Cover the newly-cut sur-

faces with grafting wax, and as an extra precaution
against drying winds, encase the whole, except the
top of the scion, in clay daub. A re-grafted tree

will, if successful, bear fruit in three years' time.

Sometimes partial restoration only is needed. The
ends of the branches or the leaders, from the in-

fluence of wet seasons, on heavy soils especially,

often die back, or growth is frequently arrested

from allowing fruits to mature too near or upon the
terminals, causing bare spaces upon the walls or

trellis. In such cases the branches should be cut
back to sound wood and grafted with scions from
another tree of the same variety. An effort should
also be made to re-furnish with shoots or spurs
any spaces upon the branches which have become
bare. Several plans are in vogue for accomplishing
this object. The one I prefer is bud-grafting in

August, either with a single bud or a short spur,

prepared in the same manner as for shield budding.
It should be performed when the bark will run
freely, and although some difficulty may be ex-
perienced in placing the buds when the bark is

rough, with care they can generally be inserted
with every chance of success. A. Bahker.

Gooseberries and Currants.—As Mr. Cole-

man holds that Currants are commercially more
valuable bush fruits than are Gooseberries, I put
the matter the other day to one of our market
growers, who grows both fruits largely and remark-
ably well. He, however, gives a diverse verdict and
favours the Gooseberry. This iiardy bush fruit

enjoys its pride of place as a market commodity
specially Vjecause of the long sea.son over which the
fruits may be marketed—fully ten weeks ; whilst

Currants are linuted to about four weeks. Goose-
berries are, indeed, far more largely sold in a green
state than in a ripe condition, and tlie fruits in that
state have a better market value relatively, because
they are much less perishable. Ripe Gooseberries
or Currants will sometimes, and especially in bad
weather, spoil if left in the baskets a couple of

days ; but green Gooseberries in a cool, dry place

will keep sound for a week. Growers of bush fruits

for market generally put down two-thirds of Goose-

berries to one-third of Currants of both kinds.

That fact strongly illustrates the value of the

Gooseberry in themarket. Then Gooseberries, on

the whole, perhaps, bear heavier and more constant

crops than do Currants. The practice of gathering

two-thirds of the crop whilst green relieves the

bushes early and assists in promoting bud-produc-

tion for the following year. Bushes of considerable

age prove very fruitful if they be well thinned every

winter, and by regularly removing the old wood
almost new bushes are eventually formed. These,

when well manured and lightly dug about, carry

large crops of fine fruit, and thus prove wonderfully

profitable.— A. D.

HARDY FRUIT NOTES.
The Gooseberry.

To prune or not to prune is a question upon
which a great number of fruit growers deliberate

until the sap is in motion and the buds are swell-

ing freely, when the birds are down upon them, and,

independently of the state of the weather, they are

obliged to push forward the work. If this wavering

procrastination ensured the crop, one might put off

until the last moment the pruning, manuring, and
tidying up of the Gooseberry quarters, but it does

nothing of the kind, for, independently of the loss

of hundreds of buds by the hand of the pruner, we
invariably find these bushes, pushed forward by
shelter from a profusion of twigs, affording the

first toothsome morsels when bullfinches put in an

appearance. I have given up this putting off now
for some years, and have good reason for being

satisfied, as I ilnd very early pruning long before

the buds commence swelling retards the bushes, no
important matter in low-lying gardens subject to

spring frosts, and makes them hardier and better

able to resist inclement weather. Under the old

system we pruned late, dusted with quicklime and
soot, syringed with thin limewash, and then lost a

large percentage of the buds. Now we prune

early, put the quarters in order, and watch the

arrival of our feathered friends or foes. As these

birds invariably work in pairs and are exceedingly

jubilant, we soon learn that the time for protection

has arrived. Having each quarter permanently

surrounded by wire netting set on edge and secured

to Larch stakes, with threads of galvanised wire

running breast-high right across the squares,

enclosing the top is as simple as it is expedi-

tious. 'Thin twine nets are always at hand for

use, and these we draw over the bushes until the

crop is safe, when they are removed to let in

insect-eating birds. The wire netting round the

outside of course remains, and the square-meshed

twine netting is put back again when the fruit is

ripe enough to attract the wary blackbird. Tliese

nets cost about .Sd. per yard, and being elevated

3 feet at the sides and 5 feet in the centre of the

squares, they are out of the way of the pickers of

the fruit ; consequently, under ordinary care, they

last a great number of years. But why use a

perishable article for the roof when axiary wire

netting is so cheap and durable ? and why take it

off in May to be restored in July or August ? Well,

these questions are easily answered, for some
years ago I paid a visit to a grand garden in which
not so much as a tomtit could enter the Gooseberry

quarter from New Year's Day to the end of Decem-
ber ; but what a sight for the misguided owner and
possibly a joy for the poor famishing grub-eating

birds.
" Not a leaf w.as to be seen ; caterpillars in-

numerable liad made a clean sweep, and tliis wreck

decided me in favour of a light pliable net for protect-

ing first the buds, then the ripe fruit, and giving the

small birds a clear course when enemies worse than

liullfinches are on the warpath. In the neighbour-

liood of towns where birds are scarce and

' Caterpillars are an annual pest, preventive

mea.sures of anotlier kind must be put in force, not

only amongst Gooseberries, but amongst Currants

also. But first of all it may be well to know some-

thing about the habits and movements of these in-

sects, otherwise much timeand trouble may be thrown
away upon them. Late broods of the grubs, we
learn, find their way into the ground, change into

the cocoon state, and remain dormant through the

winter. If left alone these change to the chrysalis

in the spring. In due time the saw-fly emerges,

ascends the bush, lays her eggs on the young leaves

of Gooseberries and Currants, and so the work of

destruction goes on. When this pass is reached

half measures are of no avail ; therefore, some of

the well-known remedies or preventives must be

put in force. Extermination by preventing the

females from ascending to lay their eggs is the

proper course. Nature sometimes does this work
for us, but we may do it for ourselves, first by re-

moving all the loose soil from beneath the bushes

immediately after they are pruned, and second by
syringing and soaking with soapsuds, followed by
a" good dressing of quicklime. The pruning must

be performed early, for the twofold purpose of

catching the grubs" before they get deeply seated

amongst the roots, and preventing a check by the

use of the fork or spade in the removal of the soil.

As this soil will contain most of the cocoons, it

should be wheeled away and buried in the waste-

yard, a good fresh turfy compost, to which soct

and lime may be added, replacing it. Owners of

gardens near towns boasting a tan-yard sometimes

place a thick layer of tan beneath the bushes, and
the tannin no doubt destroys the flies ; but I do not

care for raw tan, especially when the first plan is

effectual as a preventive and beneficial as a top-

dressing. Copious washings with soapsuds as soon

as the bushes are clear of fruit is a most excellent

manurial preventive; in fact, I feel satisfied that

repeated use of this laundry waste will very soon

make a complete clearance of cocoon, fly and cater-

pillar. Its use as a wash when the bushes are in

fruit is out of the question, but as an underground

root stimulant and insect destroyer all the year

round it is invaluable.

WORK IN FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.

L'arhj Vhirs.— The shoots h.aving been tied down
and stopped at the second joint beyond the last

bunch, it will now be necessary to proceed with the

pinching-of the laterals, at the same time retaining

intact one nearest the extremity for laying in

wherever there is room for extension. In the

manipulation and laying in of these laterals great

judgment is needed, as laterals which at first appear

thin may be sadly crowded when the foliage is

fully developed ; therefore, in order to avoid waste

by subsequent cutting out, followed by bleeding, it

is" better to extend by degrees than to retain more
leaves than can have full exposure to light and air.

The adept at this work with finger and thumb
takes out each point when it is no larger than a

pin's head. There is no carrying away of wasted

laterals by apronfuls, and yet when each leaf is

fully developed the trellis is evenly covered with

foliage, which can move freely and allow glints of

sunshine to pass down into the body of the house.

PertiUsatUm.—A constant circulation of semi-dry

warm air being essential to a good set, the tem-

jierature when the flowering stage is reached should

be raised to 65° by night for Hamburghs and 70°

for Muscats; that 'by day may range 10° higher

from fire-heat, and 80° to 8.'j° or 90" when the sun

is briglit and the external air is soft and balmy.

The intense heat and arid atmosphere once in.sisted

upon are detrimental to setting, as the anthers get

dried up before the pollen is properly developed,

the Vines suffer, and not unfrequently the first out-

break of red spider may be traced to this unnatural

treatment. Vines when in flower, on tlie contrary,

sliould have just enougli fire-licat to raise the tem-

perature to the above ligures with a circulation, not

a cold current, of air, and the floors and w.alls

should be damped witli warm, pure water to feed

the foliage and prolong the perfection of the

myriads of flowers. Hamburghs—in fact, all

Grapes, I believe— are improved by artificial fer-

tiH.-iation, although tliey do not always receive this

attention. Muscats, "Swcetwaters. and others

known to be shy may be greatly assisted in two

ways— first, by drawing the points of the bunches
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up towards the glass; and, second, by charging a
camel's-hair brush with Hamburgh pollen and run-

ning very lightly over the clusters every day at

noon or whenever the temperature has reached the
maximum. The first half of the day, when the
Vines are fresh and vigorous from the night's rest,

is the most favourable time for setting ; hence the
advisability of giving that rest through the hours
of darkness.

Thinning.—A pamphlet might be written upon
the thinning of the different varieties of Grapes,
but my remarks here must be confined to a score

of lines. Hamburgh, Madresfield Court Muscat,
Buckland Sweetwater, and Foster's Seedling gene-
rally come first to the scissors, and as these consti-

tute the gardener's sheet anchor, the capabilities of

each Vine are pretty well understood. Like all

other operations, thinning should be commenced
before the superfluous berries have time to rob
those which must remain. Free setters may be
thinned pretty freely when the berries are about
the size of swan shots, and the nearer the approach
to the retention of the exact number the larger will

they be when ripe. Muscats and shy setters should
be perfectly fertilised before they are taken in

hand, as nothing so injuriously detracts from the
appearance of an otherwise perfect bunch as a
sprinkling of seedless berries. If these are taken
first, perfect berries somehow continue to fill up the
space, but once a few of the latter are taken and
seedless berries, apparently where most wanted, are
left, their ultimate removal leaves a gap which
time fails to fill up. As Grapes—Hamburghs, for

instance—vary so much in closeness of bunch and
size of berry, a sharp journeyman on the spot knows
better than I can tell him how many berries he
must leave'; but this I may say, when ripe, each
berry should be perfect in form, and yet the bunch
must be full enough to retain its form when cut
and laid upon the dish.

TemperaUinre and rentilatimi.—When the Grapes
are set and thinned, making allowance for increas-
ing length of days, there need be no great reduc-
tion in the maximum mean when the weather is

bright and mild, but that by night may go back
some 4° or 5°, or a range of 60° to 65° on cold
mornings. Night air is a great help, even if it is but
a small chink, but this should be shut ofiE at day-
light to ensure the full benefit of the vapour bath
from damping the walls and floors. When tlie tem-
perature begins to rise air should be given at 70°,

and steadily increased as the mercury ascends to
80° or possibly 85°, but the moment the sun begins
to wane, the house must be closed and again filled

with atmospheric moisture. The great secret of

ventilation at this critical season is the mainten-
ance of a steady rise and early closing to ensure
progress, as no amount of solar heat will scald the
foliage or elongate the shoots after the house is

shut up for the day.

Succession Vines now breaking may bo well
syringed until the bunches are prominent, when it

must be discontinued, vapour from damping the
walls and floors and the lower parts of the stems
being substituted. Fermenting material, consist-
ing of Oak or Beech leaves, to wliich a few fresh
horse droppings may be added every morning, is a
powerful aid, as it keeps the house moderately
charged with ammonia and economises fuel. Out-
side borders do not require fermenting material,
but they should be kejit covered with a good layer
of leaves or lJrack(m to prevent the surface roots
from becoming chilled by snow and cold rain. K
the inside borders have not been watered since the
house was closed, a good Ru]iply of weak liquid to
old Vines anrl pure water to young ones, at a tem-
perature of 80°, should keep them going until
the Grapes are set. When t he Vines are disl)udded
and tied out, a ri.sc to 60° by night, and 70° by day
from fire heat, and 5° to 10° more under liright

sun, will draw out tlie bunches, which, by the way,
should be reduced to one on each shoot, and that
naturally the best. 15y the best I must not be
understood to mean the largest, as compact sliows
of medium size, and a reasonable number of them,
always grow into the most pleasing crop when ripe.

Late Graj/es.—U these are not on the move, with

theexperience of the past cold, sunless summerfresh
on our minds, they should now be coaxed forward
by moderate supplies of tepid water and early clos-

ing with sun-heat and moisture. I assume that the
Grapes were cut by, if not before Christmas, and
the Vines have been fully and freely rested since
the beginning of November. If they have not, and
the penny-wise-and-pound-foolish system of saving
fuel in the spring and wasting it in the autumn
has been adopted, why then they must be kept
quiet well into March. This method of stealing a
march upon bad summers, and running in with
Gros Colman fit to eat as well as to look at, I have
advocated for more than twenty years, but as yet
the economy of burning a ton of coke in the spring
to save two in the autumn is not fully appreciated.
All the late Grapes require time as well as heat

;

hence the importance of an early start, Muscat
treatment, and early rest.

Peaches.
Early houses in which the fruit is beginning to

swell freely must be well syringed with tepid water
twice a day when the weather is fine, and once
when it is cold and cloudy. As no one waters
Peaches during the flowering stage, a liberal supply
at a temperature of 70° should be given to inside

borders when the young fruits have attained the
size of small Peas and the trees are forward enough
for disbudding. As it is rather doubtful if Peaches
in well-drained borders under glass can be over-

watered, whilst a great number of trees suffer from
the want of this element, the surface should be
pricked up and mulched to ensure its even and
steady descent until it passes into the rubble.
Vigorous young trees do not require feeding ; in

fact, they may be seriously injured by stimulants,
but old stagers which set every flower and carry
heavy crops annually derive great benefit from weak
diluted liquid or pure water passed through a
generous mulching. Disbudding must be regulated
by the vigour or weakness of the trees and the
crops of fruit they are carrying. If the former, the
young shoots may be taken off with a liberal hand,
but not to an extent that will produce a check

;

whilst weakly trees may be coaxed into a free

growth by delay and the exercise of patience. As
this process is carried on, the set being good, all

inferior fruits may be rubbed off, triples and doubles
reduced to one, naturally the best, an abundance,
point upwards, being reserved for future operations.
If green-fly puts in an appearance, fumigation with
tobacco paper on a calm, dull afternoon when the
foliage is quite dry must not be neglected.

Succession houses started about the beginning of

the year must be well supplied with atmospheric
moisture, not so much from direct syringing as
from damping the walls and floors and turning the
fermenting material placed upon the borders. A
nice syringing once a day is beneficial, but the old
method of keeping the trees constantly moist is

detrimental now soft moist heat from fermenting
leaves and hot-water pipes has taken the place of

that obtained from the parching flue. As the
trees approach the flowering stage, green-fly

must be destroyed by one or two moderate
smokings, otherwise this pest, so easily killed,

will mar the trees if it does not ruin the crop
of fruit. A temperature of 45° to 50° at night
and 60° to 65° by day from fire-heat will ensure
a strong perfect bloom, which after this date
will set freely enough provided the pipes are kept
warm and the house is carefully ventilated. As
few, however, care to leave a single stone untunu'd,
and tliorough cross-fertilisation increases the size

of the fruit and minimises dropping at stoning
time, the brush should be passed over the flowers
every day. Although Peaches set very well on
walls without the aid of artificial heat, they always
succeed best when l>right sun raises tlie tempera-
ture to 70° or 80° and the atmo.sphcre is moderaloly
charged with moisture. These, tlien, are the con-
ditions, minus the ri?.ks from storms and frosts, we
should endeavour to produce in our forcing houses;
and although we cannot compel the sun to shine,

we can maintain a brisk, buoyant tem)ieraturc
by increasing the warmth in the pipes and the
admission of plenty of fresh air.

Late houses in which the best midseason, and
perhaps one or two late varieties are allowed to

come on very slowly must have an abundance of air

whenever the weather is favourable, not only by
day, but, also through the night. Water, too, must
be plentifully supplied to the roots, especially
where the whole of them are inside and the
drainage is good. Tepid soft water, no doubt, is

best, but lacking this, that from springs or under-
ground pipes may be greatly ameliorated by passing
through a good mulch of fresh short stable manure
on its way down to the roots. As the buds approach
the opening stage, a dash with the syringe on a fine

bright day will do them no harm ; whilst smoking,
still more important, must not on any account be
neglected. These late houses in almost every garden
have become crowded with plants of various kinds,

including forced Roses and pot Strawberries, carry-
ing about them a colony of green-fly wherever
they go. Their presence, no doubt, is an unavoid-
able evil ; but forewarned, forearmed, the grower
may benefit the plants as well as the Peach trees

by repeated fumigation. When retarding has lost

its charm and the trees begin to expand their

flowers, gentle fire-heat, equal to the maintenance
of 45° to 50° by night and 60° to 65° by day, will

facilitate the setting of the fruit. W. C.

Trees and Shrubs.

KETELEERIA FORTUNEI.
Thi.s coniferous tree, a native of South-eastern
China, has been by various botanists considered
to be a species of Abies, a Picea, a Pinus, and
a Pseudo-tsuga. Mous. E. A. Carriere, how-
ever, finding that it possesses certain charac-

teristics quite distinct from those of any other
Conifer, considered these diflerences sufMcieutly

great to call for the establishment of a new
genus, which he has named Keteleeria, in honour
of M. Jean-Baptiste Keteleer. In the lierue

Horticolc he describes the tree as having the
spreading habit of a Podocarpus, while the
heavy branches resemble those of a Torreya
grandis. Its cones also, although borne erect,

like those of an Abies, have persistent scales

and remain entire on the tree for several years.

The largest specimen of Keteleeria at present
existing in Europe is to be found in the nur-
series of Messrs. Rovelli at Pallanza, by Lake
Maggiore, in Italy. This was planted in 1859,
and now measures nearly 40 feet in height and
over 8 feet in circumference at the base. Tlie

bark is very thick, furrowed, and corky, like

that of Quercus suberosa. The spread of the

branches is about 40 feet across. For some
years past this tree has fruited, the cones and
seeds attaining a normal development of size,

but the latter, although very largo and appa-
rently well formed, are destitute of kernels, and
consequently incapable of germinating. Tho
following precise description of this tree will

show how far M. Carriere was justified in class-

ing it as the representative of a new genus:

—

A tree of erect growth, forming a loosely spread-
ing pyramid. Bark ashy grey, often split and fui-

rowed, constantly increasing in thickness, at first

soft and full of coarse fibres, afterwards becoming
firm and corky in texture; bark of the young shoots
of ;i rusty red colour and covered with short down.
Branches in whorls, s(uiu'limes alternate or scat-

tered in young plants r.vised from cuttings, layers

or grafts, at first obliquely erect, afterwards
spreading loosely, sometimes slightly divaricated

and deflected like tlie branches of a Cedar of
Leban(m. Leaves tliiek, flat or slightly convex,
socm becouiing stilV and very hard, gi-ecn, some-
times glaucesceiil on the under surface, especially

in youngplants, acutely pointed, from 1 inch to 2

inches long and about one-sixtli of an inch broad.

Young cones (see illustration) erect or nearly so,

generally close together on the sides of the bnmches,
more rarely solilaiy, having a stout foot-stalk and
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short scales, ovoid in shape, abruptly obtuse or

truncate at the apex, and attenuated towards the

base, at first of a grass-green colour, soon changing
to a reddish violet with a hoary glaucescence

;

bracts somewhat prominent, especially towards
the base of the cone, where they are refiexed, soon
disappearing, or at least most of them, either from
being pushed off or else covered over by the advanc-
ing growth of the scales below them. Full grown
cones (see illustration) about 3i inches long and 2

inches across, continuing for several years persistent

on the tree with all their scales attached ; scales

woody, thick, broadly roundish on the upper margin
(which in old scales is sometimes split, these old

scales being of a chestnut-red colour and often

slightly hoary), stalked or clawed, varying in shape
according to the position which they occupy on
the cone, and having at the base a bract which is

sometimes overgrown and covered by the scale

immediately below it. Under each scale two seeds

are produced ; these are about five-eighths of an

Keteleeria differs entirely from any other Coni-

fer of either the Fir or the Pine tree family.

Ligustrum Q,uihoui.—This is a pretty and

distinct species of Privet, forming a low, much-

branched, but spreading bush, with small, deep

green leaves and a great profusion of loose terminal

panicles of white blossoms. It forms indeed a very

pretty flowering shrub, and is especially notable

from the fact that it is at its best after all the

other Privets are over. Pretty though some of the

Privets are when in bloom, notably this and the

Chinese Privet (Ligustrum sinense), they must not

be planted in immediate proximity to dwelling

houses, as the heavy odour of the blossoms is to

most people very disagreeable. L. Quihoui is, I

believe, a native of China, but it is at present a

somewhat uncommon shrub.—T.

Kcelreuteria paniculata.—This is a very

ornamental, small-growing tree, well adapted for

which grow as readily as those of the different

kinds of Rhus. A notable feature in the case of

the Kcelreuteria is that it grows well in a chalky
soil, which cannot be said of many of our hardy
trees.—T.

PLANTING TREES FOR SHELTER.

As regards planting trees for shelter, I am satisfied

that more lasting satisfaction would be obtained"

if, instead of selecting the fastest growing trees,

which not unfrequently lose their lower branches
after a few years, more attention were paid to those

subjects which do not make such rapid progress,

but which are hardier and closer growing. Quite

recently I have been engaged in advising what to

plant for shelter to a garden that is much exposed

to the north and east. As it was necessary that

the protection provided should be of a lasting

character, I have had planted a double line of the

Evergreen Oak (Quercus Ilex), and behind these

Keteleeria Furtuiiei, showiug young ones. Keteleeria Fortunci, showing cono, natund size.

inch long and about five-sixteenths of an inch
broad ; wing persistent, more or less broadly rounded
on the ventral side of the seed, to which it adlieres

firmly, almost straight on the opposite side where
it is attached near the end of the seed from whicli
it is prolonged sometimes Ijeyond the margin of the
scale, this characteristic being very variable both
in the same cone and in different cones.

A feature which distinguishes the Keteleeria
ill a remarkable manner is the ditliculty, or
rather tlie impossibility of propagating it by
means of grafting. Sometimes scions took wlien
grafted on Abies pectiiiata, chietty when the
method of grafting by approach was employed,
but none of them continued alive for any lengtli

of time, so that besides raising plants from seed
(when this is obtainable) the tree can only be
multiplied by means of layering or cuttings,
and even these are very slow in taking root.

In this repugnance to " the art of grafting " the

planting on a small lawn, or where there is a wide

expanse of turf, half-a-dozen or so in a group forming
a pleasing feature. The value of the Kcelreuteria

in this respect is enhanced by the fact that it does

not blossom till towards tlie end of the summer, at

which time nearly all flowering trees are out of

bloom. The Kcelreuteria, as a rule, grows witli a

clear stem, not very straight, and a rather open
head of branches, clothed somewhat thinly with

very handsome pinnate foliage. The flowers are

yellow and borne in large terminal panicles, at

which time a specimen is very handsome. The
blossoms are sometimes succeeded by rather curious

inflated seed-pods, and when they are present in

considerable numbers (which, by tlie way, does not

always happen), they have a very uncommon ap-

pearance. In autumn tlie decaying foliage assumes

a rich yellow colour before it drops. Tlie Kiclreu-

teria is a native of China, and though quite hardy

in this country it is seldom planted. Propagation is

readily effected by seeds, or by cuttings of the roots,

another double row of Pinus Laricio (the Corsican

Pine). I should mention that the Oaks are intended

as a permanent shelter, the others to be removed at

some subsequent date, or as soon as those which
are intended to remain have grown of sutflcient

height to give protection. The Oaks are planted

in rows feet apart and the same distance

between the plants, the latter in the last row
being put midway between the others. The Pinus
is planted three rows deep at 3 feet apart each
way.
Of the ultimate success of this piece of planting

I have not a doubt, providing the plants are well

cared for and the Firs not allowed to encroacli on
the others. Of the value of the Evergreen Oak to

afford permanent shelter when it has attained to

moderate height, no one can question who is con-

versant with its hardy character and the density of

its growth. Its slow growth tells against its general

use. In the instance I have referred to it was not

a question of waiting, because there was sufticient
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space available to plant behind them a more fast

growing tree to give the necessary protection until

the others provided it. I know of a long line of

trees that was evidently planted for the purpose

of affording shelter that must be considerably more
than a hundred years old, and the trees are now in

perfect health.

There is much less difficulty in planting for

shelter when there is plenty of space beyond the

boundary line. In the case I have referred to it

did not exceed 35 feet. Where there is plenty of

space I prefer to plant a fringe of Evergreen Oaks
on the inner side, and to fill up the remainder with

such fast-growing subjects as the Lombardy Poplar,

Wyoh Elm, Horse Chestnut, and the Silver and
Austrian Firs, planting them in equal proportions

moderately close together in the first instance with

a view of the subsequent removal of some as they

become crowded.

If I were confined to one form of deciduous tree

to plant for shelter for the protection of fruit

orchards, I should select the English Elm, and
plant trees about 5 feet high. The.-^e I would plant

in a line 4 feet apart, and allow them to grow
their own way for five or si.ic years. If space is

restricted I should shorten back the side branches

so as to cause them to grow thicker, still leaving

the leaders to extend until they had reached the

desired height, when both the leading shoots and
side branches may be annually cut back. Under
this treatment this Elm will make one of the most
reliable and lasting forms of shelter that anyone
can desire. The great merit of this Elm is that it

will thrive in almost any kind of soil, and will bear

severe pruning. If annually pruned, the growth

gets so thick that a single row of trees will atford

good shelter whether they are in leaf or not.

J. C. C.

Kitchen Garden.

SIMPLE METHODS OF FORWARDING
VEGETABLES.

Those who have abundance of heating material

and numerous pits and frames at their disposal

are in a position to force a good variety of vege-

tables, and also to forward many plants for

stocking the kitchen garden, but these are in a

minority, a.s there are numerous gardeners in

charge of small places and a considerable num-
ber of amateurs who do not possess such facili-

ties. These must perforce adopt some simple

method of attaining the same end, or otlierwise

fail to produce an early supply of much appre-

ciated vegetables. Of the many contrivances

adopted by persevering gardeners for forwarding

vegetables, there are none which give better

returns than a spring bed or slight open-air hot-

bed formed late in February or early in March.

Not only in it possible to raise a good supply of

early Carrots, Radishes, and Mustard and Cress

without the aid of glass, but with these also

may be raised sufficient Lettuce, Cauliflower,

Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, and Celery plants to

stock a small garden. The value of strong early

jilants of the dillcrent vegetables last named
cannot well be over-estimated, these alone more
than comi)ensating for tlie labour and expense
entailed in tlieir preparation.

All that is needed at the outset is a heap of

lieating material, a few stout stakes and strong

boards, and some kind of protecting material,

such as mats, strong canvas, or even fish net-

ting. The owners of or those in charge < if places

where there are no staliles usually purchase the

requisite supplies of manure, and there is no
reason why a portion at least of this should not

at first do duty as a hotbed. Two tons of nearly

fresli stable manure, and wliicli ought to Ije

delivered at no more than 5s. jier ton, would,
with the addition of an equal bulk of loaves,

sweepings, and other elecaying rubbish, be sufii-

cient for a small, yot most serviceable spring

bed. All should be well mixed and thrown
into a heap to ferment (or a few days, and if

the stable manure pi-eponderates, at least one
turning and a further delay of four or five days
would be necessary to properly sweeten the
mass. A sheltered well-drained position ouglit

'

to be selected I'or the bed, and the latter should
be made not less than 2 feet in depth, flat, and
rather firmly put together. What shall be the
exact dimensions of a bed must be determined
on the spot, but to be of good service it ought
to be not less than (i feet by 4 feet, and )V)r these
four common deal boards or some substitute 9
inches or more in depth are needed. These should
be fixed inside of tall and fairly stout stakes driven
into the sides of the bed, their purpose being to

enclose the needful depth of soil, while the
stakes, with perhaps a few cross pieces, will

support the mats or other protecting material
clear of the bed. Rather fine and sandy soil,

such as may be obtained by sifting ovei- a heap
of old potting-bench refuse, is the best, and of

this or the lightest soil procurable there ought
to be a depth of about 6 inches, the surface
being made quite smooth. Unless nothing but
stable or farmyard manure is used in forming
the bed, there is little danger to be anticipated
from over-heating, and in most instances the
seeds may be so^vn at once, or, at any rate, as

soon as the soil is warmed through. About one-
half of the bed may be thinly sown down with
either Scarlet Hi_ rn or Nantes Horn Carrot, and
with the Carrot a thin sprinkling of Wood's
Frame and Fi-ench Breakfast Radishes, or, if

preferred, the early forcing Turnip-rooted va-

rieties may be substituted. A patch 2 feet by
18 inches may be thinly sown with one or two
varieties of Celery, a white sort being included
if an early row is desired, otherwise the jjrefer-

ence should be given to either Sulham Prize,

Standard-bearer, Major Clarke's Solid Red, or
some other good pink or red variety. With the
Celery may be sown a pinch of Early Paris
Market Cabbage Lettuce and Paiis White Cos
Lettuce. A patch similar in size may be de-

voted to raising Brussels Sprouts, an early antl

late Cauliflower, Dwarf Erfurt and Autumn
Giant being suitable, and, if particularly needed,
a pinch of Cabbage seed may be sown with them,
each vaiiety being kejit quite distinct. After
the various seeds have been evenly and very
lightly covered with fine soil, tlie Mustard and
Cress may be sown, an end strip 18 inches
wide being available for forcing this, one-
half to be sown at once and the other
in a week hence. These ouglit to be kept
apart and sown very thickly, the seed almost
hiding the soil. In this case no covering should
be applied, but the seed should be evenly
pressed into the surface and covered with stout

brown paper. If small birds are numerous, it

will be necessary to cover the bed with lish

netting, and if this is doubled or trebled it will

also aHord some protection from cold winds and
late frosts. If mats or other heavy coverings

are used, these may be left over the bod till the
Radishes are showing above ground, after wliich

they must be left on during the nights onlj-.

Supposing the Radishes were sown thinly, no
thinning out will be needed, and those will be,

or ouglit to be, cleared ofl' the bed before the

Carrots are far advanced. The latter, again, if

the plants come up about 3 inches a]>art each
way, should commence bulbing without any
attention, the thinning out commencing directly

they are about tlie size of small Walnuts. All

the Lettuce jilants should be pricked out early

on a warm border before they smotlicr the
Celery plants, and it will lie also necessary to prick

out the Caulidovvers and other plants before they
spoil each other. The Mustard and Cress ought

to be uncovered directly the seed is sprouted,

and if a little extra shelter can be atlbrded the
growth will be more rapid. When a space is

cleared of it, cleanly shave ofl' the surface soil,

replace with fresh, and re-sow.

Should this heap of manure not be required
for Celery and other late crops, it may be fur-

ther utdised for the production of a crop of

Vegetable Marrows. The plants of the latter

may be raised iu pots under glass early in May
and planted during the first week in June, or

seeds may be sown where the plants are to grow.

Three plants are sufficient for such a heap, and
one of these may well be Pen-y-Bydd, the Long
White being also a favourite variety. In dry,

warm weather an occasional gentle watering

may be necessary while the seedlings occupy the

bed, and the Marrows should be attended to till

they commence active growth, after which they

are quite capable of taking care of themselves.

W. I. M.

POTATOES FOR EXHIBITION.
Although less is heard now about the growing of

Potatoes for exhibition, yet there seems to be no
cessation of the production of new varieties. Only
a few years ago the exhibition fever was credited

with the introduction of so many varieties into

commerce. Now that very little is heard about
show Potatoes, the production of new varieties gees

on just as rapidly as ever. Very possibly now a
score of new ones are put into commerce eveiy

year, it may be that very many more are offered,

but their fame does not reach to the press, hence
they are unknown outside their respective locali irs.

However, it is enough to know not only that the

production of new kinds goes on, but that the elimi-

nation of inferior kinds from trade lists and fioni

general cultivation goes on also. During the past five

or six years trade lists of Potatoes have undergone
a great change ; and as old kinds are unasked for,

orare replaced by superior vaiieties, so do the formt r

disappear as rapidly as the new varieties come I o

the front. It is of no use to complain that we
have too many varieties. All the complaints in tie

world will not check production, whilst production

of novelties, even it but a few out of the whole
number prove to be worthy of permanent existence,

is well justified with such a resulr. We tave now a

finer lot of Potatoes in commerce tb; n we ever

before possessed, but, unfortunately, very many of

these fine kinds are unknown to the great ma^s of

Potato growers, as each trade house has its own
special selection, whilst the whole of the good
varieties are heard of by very few. It is well,

therefore, for opinions of novelties to be pronounced

by those only who have had the privilege of grow-

ing them. We miss very much now the inter-

national Potato shows, because they did very

largely indeed serve to educate people in Potato

knowledge. Not only were samples of every good
kind in commerce usually represented, but fair

estimates of their respective merits could u.sually

be gleaned also. It is not enough that a variety

should be good in one place ; it should be found

good in many places and soils. Especially is it

most unfair to condemn a variety from an isolated

trial. Not only do Potatoes differ very largely in

quality and in cropping from year to year in tlie

same soil, but nearly all dilTiT in v.-irious soils. No
other vegetable is so variously afi'ccted ; therefore it

is well to show wide charity before any variety

is thoroughly condemned. A worse season for

Potatoes generally, and for early ones in particular,

than was last summer has hardly been known,
wliilst the exceeding drought of the previous year

in bringing growth to an •ibrujit conclusion was
almost equally adverse. We seldom gel an ideal

Potato season; therefore in estimating the qualities

of any variety it is well to allow a wide margin for

diversities of seasons.

In really good soils where Potatoes usuallydo well,

such, for instance, as the soils about Banbury, from

whence come the most beautiful exhibition tuliers

seen for several years, almost any sort will give
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handsome samples, but necessarily some kinds give

beauty of form in greater proportion. Tlius, whilst

every variety may be said to be a show sort, there

are some kinds to which the term is more fitly ap-

plied, because the tubers are more invariably even
and handsome. It seems odd that beauty should

be regarded by some as evidence of lack of quality,

but the estimate is an absurd one. We find the

Lapstone, one of the best flavoured of Potatoes, to

turn out in suitable soil the very best of samples,

and if not so often seen on exhibition tables, that

absence is due to the indifferent constitution of the

Lapstone, its common tendency to disease, and very

moderate cropping qualities. Our worst exhibition

varieties were found in the Americans, with which,
when bad seasons prevailed for English varieties,

our show classes were often crowded. These,

however, are now fast disappearing. They did

crop up again somewhat last year because we had
sucli a bad season, but it was probably but a tem-
porary appearance. No grower for exhibition will

prefer the American as long as he can set up supe-

rior home-raised varieties. It was remarkable that,

adverse to the Potato as last season was, there

should have been produced chiefly from the mid-
lands some of the finest exhibition tubers ever

seen ; but these were, nevertheless, exceptional, for

over large areas good clean samples %vere rare in

deed. Without doubt one of the secrets of secur-

ing fine clean handsome tubers is found in quick

growth. Potato breadths which are long about, are

perhaps planted too early, or receive checks from
cold or frost, rarely turn out the wonderfully bright

samples produced under quick growth. Generally,

therefore, it is wiser to plant in April than earlier,

but planting must of course lie guided by general
conditions of climate and position. Then the tubers

planted are invariably carefully selected, and those

of medium size and handsome, which have further

been set up in shallow boxes and carefully sprouted,

the eyes being reduced to but one or two. and before

planting carefully hardened, always produce later on
the handsomest and most even samples of tubers

Sets well sprouted and hardened, jilanted at the

end of April, in rich light deep soil, will accom
plish wonders in the way of growth and tuber-pro

duction.by the endof July. Of course sets planted

specially to produce exhibition samples should

have plenty of room. Growers too often grudge
space, and yet the resulting crop invariably repays

for the ample room afforded to both tops and tubers.

In deep rich soils 4 feet between the rows is none
too much, as the tops expand wonderfully if they
have ample room to do so.

Coarse fresh manures are not good for Potatoes
under any circumstances. That from Mushroom or

spent hotbeds or good rotten leaf soil is better than
raw manure. Soil well dressed for Peas or Cauli-

flowers as previous crops is quite good enougli for

Potatoes, especially if some phosphatic artificial

manure be added. Phosphates add to the starchy
quality of the tubers and to the brightness of their

skins. In the same way a sandy soil promotes bright-

ness, because in the rapid swelling of the tubers
there is active friction. The beautiful skins found
in tubers lifted from the best sandy soils provoke
bolli wonder and doubt in many minds, but they are
real. All the rubbing and scrubbing in the world
will fail to give to the tubers that bright polish
which quick growth in good sharp soils produces.

Some little care is needed in lifting the roots of
Potatoes when specially fine clean samples are
required. A careless workman will disfigure many
fine tubers. With really enthusiastic growers for
exhibition this lifting is almost a labour of love,

and is done personally with all possible care. As
each root is thrown out, the experienced eye detects
at a glance which of the tubers are worth selection,
and these are at once carefully set aside. Then
when tlie entire row is up, the selected tubers, now
quite dry, are carefully gathered up into a basket
and re-selected, are placed into bo.xcs or bins in

sawdust, or are well papered up and put away
safely until needed. It is of the highest import-
ance, for the preservation of freshness and purity of
colour of the skins, that tlie tubers should be ex-
cluded from light and air as soon as possible.
Even if simply buried in sawdust, the covering

should be a thick as well as a dry one. The fol-

lowing present a good selection of twenty-four

kinds, all as handsome as can be found, good

croppers, and in quality the best perhaps of their

respective sections. Most of those named are very

familiar to exhibitors ; some few others are newer,

and will find favour at exhibitions in the course of

a year or two :

—

White rotmds.— London Hero, Schoolmaster,

Satisfaction, Ab\indance, Prime Minister, and
Prolific.

Coloured rounds.—The Dean, Purple Perfection,

Reading Russet, King of Russets, Conference, and

Blue Eyes.

W/iife kidiiei/s. — Snowdrop, Governor, Clian-

cellor. Cosmopolitan, Magnum Bonum, and Reading

Giant.

Coloured kidneys. — Edgcote Purple, Mottled

Beauty, Beauty of Hebron, Reading Ruby, Prize-

taker, and Blue Beard.

Of the coloured rounds, Conference is a seedling

from Radstock Beauty, white blotched carmine,

and is a very superior Potato. Blue Eyes is from

the same parent, and has blue blotches on a white

skin. Mottled Beauty resembles a Lapstone, but

has stripes of purple on a white skin. Blue

Beard is a light purple kidney, of great size and
fine quality. Magnum Bonum and Reading Giant

are somewhat alike in tuber, but are still distinct

in growth and both fine croppers. A. D.

TOMATO GROWING OF THE FUTURE.

I QUITE agree with the remarks of " J. C. C." on
this subject in so far as they will tend to temper
enthusiasm with prudence and discretion. But we
must not run into the opposite extreme, and come
to the too sweeping conclusion that the culture of

Tomatoes in the open air is doomed. For as one. or

even a few swallows do not make a summer,
neither does one season with hardly a summer in it

make or fix a climate. Hence, it is likely enough
that this year, 1889, will bring us back our normal,

or, probably, even an excessive measure of sun

heat, and witli it, of course, also our ability to grow
Tomatoes in the open with equal success to any we
have yet attained. Success will, however, be ren-

dered more certain by the adoption of " J. C. C.'s
"

starving regimen, for there can hardly be a doubt

that a semi-tropical plant like the Tomato may
be fed into abnormal tenderness, as well as starved

into unnatural hardiness, and the cultivator for

profit should strive to steer such a middle course

Ijetween these two extremes as shall ensure the

most profitable return at the least risk of failure

either from faults of climate or of culture. Some-
thing may also be done to produce hardier varie-

ties. In the eager pursuit after improved forms

and more attractive colours and finish, it is to be

feared that the primitive vigour and hardiness of

the older varieties have suffered very considerably.

Hence, no doubt, in part, the return of not a

few growers to the old red, or improved forms of

it. The yield from these has been heavier and the

crops more certain than from many of the more
modern and highly-finished forms.

Possibly even these hardy and robust strains

might be further improved in these most desirable

qualities by careful selection or cros.sing. The de-

mand for Tomatoes is so enormous and is growing

so rapidly, that it seems hardly possible to supply

it at such reasonable prices as shall not greatly

check or choke it off unless it continues possible to

grow large quantities of Tomatoes in the ojjen on

walls and in unheated houses. Some of my earliest

attempts at Tomato culture in the open wore by

the use of warm banks, with a sharp pitch to the

south, and on raised ridges, warmed by about a

yard of hot manure and leaves in the same manner
as for ridge Cucumbers, Marrows, i^c. Good crops

were ripened thus ; but as the seasons improved or

Tomatoes became hardier, capital results were ob-

tained on walls, and so the main ridge methods of

culture were generally abandoned. Tomatoes as

standards in gardens and fields and as ground

crops also began to be more or less common ; and
though last summer gave a severe check to these

venturesome modes of culture by dooming all such

to absolute failure, it is more than probable that

with the return of our normal climate, especially

if accompanied with hardier strains, all these

rough-and-ready modes of growing Tomatoes will

not only be resumed, but greatly extended, while

their culture under glass --heated as well as un-

heated— may possibly equal, if not exceed, that^ of

the Grape Vine itself.
t^ ^ x'D. T. F.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

Hotbeds for k.^isixo tl.^xts.— A frame or

frames set on a mild hotbed will be found

of the greatest service in raising a large or small

number of plants as required for stocking the

kitchen garden. When the seed is committed to

the open border, any that is not quite sound

or somewhat old will fail to germinate, wliile there

are birds and numerous pests to prey on both the

seeds and tiny plants. Moreover, those plants

raised under glass will be a long way ahead of any

reared in the open, and in many instances this is a

great gain. We form a hotbed about 30 inches in

depth of well-prepared leaves and manure, on

this setting two or three frames. The latter are

half filled with the heating material and faced over

with about G inches of fine light soil. The latter

is made quite smooth and watered if at all dry,

the seed being then sown rather thinly in properly

separated square patches and duly labelled, a light

covering of fine soil completing the operation. The

frames are kept closed tiU the seedlings appear,

when air is given freely on mild days, and more

sparingly when cold winds prevail. The seedlings

must be protected from frost and also be kept

as sturdy as possible, being eventually pricked out,

with few exceptions, on a sheltered border prior to

being transplanted to where they are to mature.

The following may be sown now :

—

BEUS.SELS Speouts.—It is important that these

be raised early, as they require a long season's

growth. When the seed is sown under glass at the

present time, and the plants duly pricked out, they

are available for their final destination in June, or

by the time breadths of early Potatoes are moulded

up. Ne Plus Ultra is a good variety, for the more
southern districts especially, but the more robust

Exhibition, Perfection, and Matchless strains are

hardier, and are the best for colder districts.

Broccoli.—It is a mistake to sow much Broccoli

seed now, as sufficient plants to form a close suc-

cession to the Autumn Giant Caulifiower is all that

is needed. We rely principally upon the Self-pro-

tecting Autumn, a long succession being secured by

raising more plants a month or sis weeks later in

the open ground. Failing this variety, I would sow

either Michaelmas White or Autumn White, these

varieties hearting in from September to December.

Cauliflower?. — If there is a scarcity of

autumn-raised plants, either the Early Forcing,

Erfurt Mammoth, or Mont Blanc may be raised

under glass. As a rule, spring-raised plants of

such varieties do not pay for the trouble taken

with them, and we prefer to raise and grow the

somewhat later, but much superior Pearl, King of

the Cauliflowers and Magnum Bonum. In addition

to one or more of the last-named, it is also advis-

able to raise a few score plants of Eclipse and

Autumn Giant, an unbroken succession being there-

by secured.

Cabbares.—There is not often much demand for

late Cabbages or those obtained by sowing seed now,

but if thev must be had, a pinch of either Ellam's

Early, All Heart, or any other quick-growing variety

may"be sown. If the plants are pricked out and even-

tually transplanted to rich ground they will form

good" hearts in succession to those that have been

kept in the seed beds all the winter and put out

this spring.

Celery.- If very early Celery is needed, a good

white variety ough"t to have been sown last month

or eariv in February, and the pans set in a brisk

heat. For seconil early and main crops, the pink

or red-stalked varieties "are preferable, these, if they

do not blanch so quicklv, usually being less liable

to bolt prematurely, the quality also being superior.
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Those who may wish to try a white variety should

sow either White Gem, Superb White, or Sandring-

ham Dwarf White, but the White Plume is worth-

less. Good pink or red-stalked varieties are Major
Clarke's Solid Red (Leicester Red being synony-

mous), Sulham Prize, and Standard-bearer. The
last is suitable for either the main or late crops,

and is a good exhibition variety. If there is no

frame room available for either Celery or the other

kinds above mentioned, the seed ought to be sown
in boxes and set in gentle heat.

Lettuces.—A batch of plants raised early under

glass is valuable for planting at the foot of sunny
walls, on warm borders and in the open, these

forming a clo.se succession to any raised in the

autumn. Of Cabbage varieties, the earliest will be

found in Early Paris Market, this hearting in

quickly ; cither Golden Queen or Golden Ball, and
All the Year Round will follow closely, and Perfect

Gem is also good. There are no extra quick-grow-

ing Cos varieties, and we are content to sow a good
stock of Paris White.

Onions, Shallots, and Gaelic.—We usually

defer transplanting autumn-sown Tripoli Onions till

the state of the ground admits of the summer crops

being sown. Where the ground dries quickly

the seed-beds may safely be thinned out earlier, the

thinnings being replanted on good ground in

shallow drills 1 foot apart, a distance of 9 inches

dividing the plants ; any left in the seed-bed are

usually available for early use. Those who still

grow the Potato or underground Onion ought

always to plant these early in the year. The bulbs

may be put out on rich ground from 6 inches to 9

inches apart in rows 12 inches apart, burying them
about half way in the soil. Shallots and Garlic

ought also to be planted early, or as soon as the

ground can be got into good working order. Give

the preference to quite sound dormant bulbs, the

largest of these eventually splitting up into several

smaller ones, while small bulbs swell to a good size.

These do well on borders recently planted or only

partially shaded with fruit trees. The ground
should be moderately rich, well worked, and made
lirm. The bulbs ought to be pressed into the soil, but

not quite buried, 6 inches apart, in rows 12 inches

apart. All that is subsequently needed is to keep the

ground free of weeds, and to well harvest the bulbs

as soon as the tops die down.

Parsley.—We have now abundance of Parsley,

and allwho are similarly situated have good reason to

be thankful, as it is very certain a scarcity is vexa-

tious to both the gardener and cook. Should there

be a likelihood of a failure later on, it is

advisable to lift a number of old roots,

planting these rather thickly in frames set

on a mild hotbed, or else in pots or boxes,

placing these in a forcing house. A service-

able crop of leaves soon results. If there

are no old roots available, the next best

plan is to sow the seed in a frame on a

hotbed prepared as for Carrots. The seed

may be either sown broadcast or in drills,

and being duly thinned out, those re-

served will yield a quantity of fine leaves

long before any raised in the open air

are fit to gather. In some gardens it

is somewhat difficult to grow, the tiny

seedlings being destroyed by grubs or

pests of some kind. In this case especially it is

advisable to sow seed in fine soil on a gentle hot-

bed, with or without the protection of a frame.

When the seedlings have formed two or more strong

leaves they can be lifted and transplanted readily.

Our best beds are invariably obtained in (liis num-
ner, the seedlings being dibbled out (i inches apart

midway between the rows of Shallots and Garlic.

The latter crops mature and are cleared ofi" before

the Parsley covers the ground, and a fine bed of

the latter is obtained. This transplanting checks

early running to seed, but we make another sowing
in the open in May, the plants resulting proving

hardier than those raised earlier. Those who ex-

perience no dilliculty in growing Parsley where
.sown, usually sow seed in February or as early in

Marcli as the state of the ground [lermits. The
rows ought to be quite 10 inches apart. W. 1.

Stove and Greenhouse.

NOTES ON EPACRISES.
The different varieties of Epacris are at the

present time among the showiest of flower-

ing plants, and are especially valuable where a

display has to be kept up at all seasons. The
want of fragrance in the blossoms is an ad-

vantage, for they can often be employed where
such heavy smelling subjects as Hyacintli:,

would be inadmissible. If the demand for

hard-wooded plants of this class continues to

increase as it has done for the last two or three

years, we may expect to see Epacriaes take

their proper place in most gardens, for they are

among the least fastidious of hard-wooded
plants, and will flower well even during winter

in an ordinary greenhouse temperature. In
common with their allies the Heaths, all the

Epaorises dislike more fire-heat than is absolutely

Flowering shoot of Epacris niiuiiita spleudens.

necessary to keep them safe from frost, and at

the same time air shoukl bo given whenever
possible. If the long sprays are cut just as the

flowers expand, they retain their freshness for a

long time in water. Though the plants are not

difficult to pro|iag;ite by cuttings, yet it is

a delicate operation, and one that needs skilled

hands to carry it out successfully. In com-
mencing tlieir culturi^, tlie most satisfactory way
is to purchase a few neat bushy plants in 5-incli

pots. Messrs. Low's nursery lias been for years

noted for its hard-wooded ijlants, and a visit

there about the end of the siunmer will show
the growing demand for tlie variotis kinds of

Epacris. After the newly-purchased j>lants liave

flowered, they should be cut down by shortening
back the long shoots, and thus keeping the

specimen dwarf and bushy. As soon as growth
re-commences after this operation is the time to
pot the plants, using for the purpose good sandy
peat, and taking care that the pots are thoroughly
drained and not too large. In this way the plants
will grow freely, and during the latter half of

the summer may be turned outdoors. A good
bed of coal ashes should be prepared on which
to stand the plants, and tliey must be carefully

attended to in the matter of water, taking
especial care that they are not allowed to be-

come too dry, as, like their .allies the Azaleas,

their delicate hair-like fibres are sadly injured
if they once h.appen to get parched. There is a
great number of varieties, a few good ones being
Lady Panmure, white ; Eclipse, scarlet and
white ; miuiata splendens, rosy red ; salmonea,
light salmon

; alba odorata, white, sweet scented
;

Fireball, bright red ; Vesta, white and pink
;

Model, pink ; with the difJerent varieties of E.
niiniata and E. hyacinthiflora. There is a very
singular Epacris known as E. onosmaeflora or
purpurascens, which is not particularly showy,
but is remarkable from the fact that there is a
pretty variety of it with double flowers. This

has the upper part of the shoots wreathed with
little rosette-like blossoms, which when first

expanded are pure white, but become slightly

tinged with pink before they die off.

H. P.

Monocheetum Lemonianum.— This is especi-

.ally valuable from the fact th.at, given ordinary

greenhouse treatment, it will flower throughout the

winter and early spring months. A dry atmosphere
is essential to its well-doing, <as in a moisture-laden

structure it will not thrive during the winter. In
this species the flowers, which are about li inches

in diameter, are borne in great profusion, their

colour being a very pleasing shade of deep rose.

These plants are well worth more attention than is

bestowed upon them at the present day. Monochse-
tum sericeum multiflorum is another pretty winter-

flowering kind with mauve-coloured blossoms. A
soil principally composed of sandy peat meets the

requirements of this class of plants.—T.

Aphelandra nitens.—When in flower this is

very bright by reason of the intense fiery-scarlet

colour of its blossoms. They are borne in a close

terminal spike in the same way as in most of the

other species of Aphelandra, ne.arly .all of which have
the foliage more or less marked with a silvery tint,

while in this the leaves are of a deep metallic

green ; in fact, quite of a bronzy hue. These Aphe-
l.andras flower freely even when quite small ; in-

deed, they are seen to greater .adv.antage in this

w.ay than if allowed to run up tall, as they then
usually lose their bottom leaves. When small

they may be grouped in a pot or pan if a large

specimen is required, or if kept in small pots they
are available for many purposes where larger sub-

jects would be in.admissible. Showy as the blooms
of Aphelandras are when on the plant, they are of

no use for cutting, as they drop so quickly. A few
old pliints will yield a supply of cuttings, while seeds

are often produced even on sm.all plants, and these

if sown at once will quickly gcrmin.ate.

—

T.

Carnation Mrs. Llewellyn.—This winter-

llowcriug Carnation is one of the best of its

class, and has all the points re(iHisite in a good
flower. The habit of the plant is so dw-arf and
sturdy, that it cannot be called a Tree Carnation.

Its flowers are carried erect and on strong foot-

sl;dk.s, .and come in earlier than tho.se of .any other

variety similarly treated. The colour is rose, striped

with a darker shade, but seen at a little distimceolT

it h.as the appearance of being self-coloured, so

nearly .alike .are the shades. The scent is not strong,

but decided, and scented winter Carnations arc not

numerous. Pipings struck during this numth will

make good blooming plants in about eleven months
if they are ])lantcd out on a south border during

Ihe summer months, .and lifted and potted in Sep-

tember or early in October. Where labour is plenti-

ful the best results may be obtained from plants
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grown on in pots, but they need much less attention
when planted out, and are safe from neglect in the

matter of watering. The plant from which the en-

closed bloom was cut is growing in a 5-inoh pot.

There ai'e nine other buds in different stages on the

centre spike. No other flowers last so long in per-

fection during the winter as Carnations, provided
the surroundings are right.—J. C. T.

BERRIED PLANTS IN THE STOVE.

At this season of the year there are many stove

plants whose principal beauty cousi.sts not in

flowers or in foliage, but in their brightly coloured

berries, and though one seldom sees more than
Ardisia crenulata and Rivina humilis so em-
ployed, these two by no means exhaust the list,

as will be seen by the following notes. Ardisia

crenulata, with its bright sealing -wax -like

berries, is not the only one of its class wortliy

of a place, for there is a whitish-fruited variety

of it, whOst a comparatively new species

—

Ardisia mamillata—is a very desirable acquisi-

tion. It is a dwarf, compact-gi'owing plant,

with oblong spreading leaves, the upper surface

of which is thickly studded with small teat- like

elevations, and springing from the centre of

each is a stout whitish hair that imparts a hoary

aspect to the foliage. The berries are of a rich

coral-red colour, borne in great profusion, and
will retain their freshness for months. Rivina
humilis, so well known, is usually grown as

dwarf as possible, but it has also a very pretty

efi'ect when allowed to ramble up the end of a

structure or in some such position. The next

to mention, Psychotria cyanococca, is a stove

plant of a half-shrubby character, with clusters

of insignificant whitish blossoms. These are

succeeded by berries about the size of small

Pea', and of a beautiful rich bright blue colour.

There are often as many as two or three dozen
berries in a bunch. It is a plant of easy propa-

gation. The Indian Callicarpa purpurea will

succeed in .an intermediate house, yet it is

equally at home in the stove, and has been an
object of beauty therein for some time. This is

a shrub of rather loose growth, and to be seen

at its best requires to attain the dimensions of

a faiv-sized bush, as then the long flexible

branches dispose themselves in a graceful

manner. The individual berries are small, but
they .are borne in Large, closely-packed clusters,

and often for more than a yard along the slender

shoots. The colour is a very pleasing shade of

bright purple. Another very pretty plant just

now is Coccocypselum repens, an easily grown
subject, whose procumbent habit fits it for use

as a basket plant, or for dr.apiug the edges of

stages, very large pots, or tubs, or in similar

positions. When suspended, the shoots will

hang down for a consideriible distance, and
when studded, as tliey are now, with berries

the fcize of large Peas, and of a beautiful

indigo-blue colour, they form a very pleasing

feature. I have also seen this Coccocj'p-

selum trained round a few stakes. The
flowers are blue, but very small, so that the

berries are the principal feature of tlie plant.

Columnea Schiedeana, a subject well worth
growing for the .sake of its flowers, is also

very pretty when in fruit, and distinct from
any previously mentioned. This forms a stout

growing herbaceous plant, whose peculi.arly varie-

gated flowers are succeeded by white berries,

not unlike those of the Snowberry (Sjinphori-

carpus racemosus), and nestling as they do in

the red star-shaped calj'x they present a verj'

pleasing feature. Palisota Barteri is a most
uncommon plant, but very showy when in

fruit. It is a herbaceous subject, forming a
stout, steniloss plant, with deep green leathery
leaves, while the flowers are borne in a dense

spike. The blossoms are whitish and not
showy, but the berries which succeed them are

bright scarlet in colour when ripe, and last

fresh a considerable time. It is a plant of

simple requirements, and one that does not

often need repotting. I have also seen it grow
freely and produce an unusual number of berries

when planted out in the stove.

In noting Rivina humilis with its deep red-

coloured berries, I omitted to mention R. tinc-

toria, which is of a lighter and brighter hue, and
R. flava, the fruits of which arepure yellow. They
are both of ranch the same habit as the first-

mentioned form, and may be grown under
exactly the same conditions. Among berried

plants that require only the temperature of a

greenhouse the different forms of Solanum
stand out conspicuously, and the finest v<ariety

of all is that which is usually grown for the

London market. Though seeds of this are, as a

matter of course, produced in the greatest

profusion and germinate so readily that they

will sometimes commence to grow while still

within the berry and suspended on the plant,

still where small bushes full of fruit are needed
the better way is to strike them from cuttings,

which root easily enough. By so doing the

very best variety only need be propagated, and
when raised from seed the product is often

somewhat vai'iable. Should, however, standards

be required, seedlings are the best, as they

grow much more quickly than plants raised from
cuttings. H. P.

Eucharis amazonica at Shoreham Place.
— 1 recently saw some very fine specimens of this

at Shoreham Place, Kent. Mr. Cliffe, the gardener

there, devotes a span-roofed stove entirely to them,

and the fact that he thoroughly understands their

requirements is demonstrated by the immense
masses of dark green foli.age and the profusion of

flower-spikes seen here. Mr. Cliffe's treatment is

very simple. He does not believe in the old drying

system. The plants, most of which are large speci-

mens in 18-inch pots, are grown in a temperature of

70°. They are copiously syringed with clean, soft

water and shaded from the hot sun. They are only

potted once in five or six years in good sound loam,

with sufticient broken charcoal and sand to render

the soil porous. This, together with an occasional

watering with manure water when making growth
after flowering, seems to meet their requirements

exactly. I would advise all intending growers to

obtain good, sound, healthy plants to commence
with, and by following the above treatment, I

think they cannot fail to be successful.—F. Y.

The Bloving Plant (Desmodium gyrans).—

A

lady writes me, saving th.at a friend had told her

there was a plant that moved spontaneously. She

says, is this so, or is it a fable '.' If such a plant

exists, tell me where it can be procured, and how
to grow it. By this I presume the above plant is

the one referred to. The plant belongs to the

Pea family, and is also known by the name of

Hedysarum gyrans. It is a native of the East

Indies, where it rejoices in the name of Burram
Chandali. It is a somewhat slender plant, seldom

exceeding 2 feet in height ; the leaves are not large,

but trifoliate, the two leaflets at the base being

much the smallest, and these comprise that portion

of the plant which appears to be continually on the

move, but the movement is very irregular, although

rapid. It has been said that the plant does not

like sunshine, but from my own observation the

plant moves more rapidly on a bright summer's day
than at any otlicr time. The texture of the plant

is somewhat tliin, the colour of the leaves being a

bluish green, and the constitution appears some-

what delicate. I believe it to be a biennial, but

h.ave found it difficult to keep tlie plant alive

during the winter months ; therefore .seeds should

be carefully saved whenever attainable. Seeds can

be obtained from the principal seedsmen, and next

month will be an excellent time to sow them. The

soil may consist of about equal parts loam, leaf-

mould, peat, and sand. Drain well and pot
firmly, but avoid large pots. The plants become
characteristic as soon as the first leaves next the

seed-leaves are formed, and the eccentric moving
powers are developed. It does not like cutting, and
the best plan to produce a bushy plant is from time
to time to pinch out the extreme point of the shoot.

It enjoys strong heat and a moist atmosphere. It

is one of the most extraordinary plants in the whole
vegetable world, and upon that account is well de-

serving attention, but it does not possess any beautv.

—W. H. G.

MANETTIA CORDIFOLIA AND M.
MICANS.

I KECEXTLY noted these two plants flowering in

the stove in an out-of-the-way garden, and it

really surprised me that the plants had gone out

of memory through being so seldom seen ; and
I would here specially recommend them to

amateur Cattleya gi-owers. These plants, by
furnishuig the rafters, would produce a small

amount of shade without being obtrusive, and
contribute their quota to the decoration of the

house by the production of an abundance of

elegant and brilliant flowers.

M. MICANS is a truly beautiful plant, and was, I

think, introduced upw.ards of twenty-five years ago
by the Messrs. Veitch, through Pearce, who was then

collecting plants for them in Peru. It is a toler.ably

strong-growing plant, and is said to attain a height

of 20 feet, but I have never seen it so large. If it

does attain these dimensions, it is all the more
valuable as a stove climber; but about half that

size wiU better represent the height of the plant I

am now referring to. The leaves are from 2 inches

to 3 inches long, opposite, and bright green, the

flowers being numerous and brilliant reddish orange

in colour.

M. CORDIFOLIA is an older plant in our gardens,

and is a native of Brazil. Its root is used in that

country as a cure for dysentery. It does not grow

so strongly as the previously-named kind, but it is

exceedingly beautiful, the tubular flowers being

some 2 inches in length and bright scarlet in colour,

pendent on slender stalks 3 inches long. These two

plants certainly desen'e more attention from our

plant growers. W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.

Sparmannia africana.— I have never known this to

succeed in the open air for aiy length of time, but cuttings

rooted in March will make fine bushy plants in ti Inch and

S-icchpots by September, and there is no difficulty in in-

ducing them to bloom profusely from November until

April in a temperature ranging from 65° to 70°.— J- MuiR,

M.ir.in.tt.

Eucomis punctata.—Have any of your readers

ever tried tri propagate thia from seed, and with what

result f Will the seedlings vary in foliage or hlnom

from the parent ? Last year I had a flower-spike 2 ft.

lonp, and it remained in condition almost two months.

I have a few seed.pods ripened in this couniry,_but I

presume, even if the seed ripens sufficiently, it will

take some years for the seedlings to flower. It U a

curious, (asily grown, and almost hardy Cape bulb,

suitable for the open garden, cool greenhouse, or

window.—W.J. Ml nniv, i'lnnnwl.

Clematis indiviea lobata.—Thia ia a splendid

subject for flowering in a warm conservatory in the

early spring. Its long slender branches are most

gracefnl, and the little star-like, pinkish white flowers

ara beautiful. A friend of mine in Edinburgh who
attended the last meeting of the Scottish Horticultural

Assicia'ion in that city writes in praise of a branch of

this Clematis that was submittfd for the inspection of

the members by Mr. Maoiinnon, of Melville Castle. It

was 11 feet in length and carried 15U0 blojsoms.—

J. MflR, Margam, S. Wales.

Amherstia nobilis.—In .answer to "Inquirer"

in The Gauden, Feb. IG (p. 1.1(1), this magnificent

leguminous Indian tree, I think, flowered in this

country for the first time in 1S19 in the g.ardens of

the l.ate Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing Park. Middlesex.

The soil best adapted for it is good light fibrous

loam, with a liberal addition of sand. The plant.
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after being potted, should be placed in bottom-heat

of about 80°, and the temperature of the house
should range from 85° to W, or even 100° by
sun-heat, the house being kept moist and shaded
from the hot sun. The way we cultivated the Am-
herstia nobilis at Ealing was in a large slate tub

about 6 feet over and 3 feet deep. This was set

18 inches above the bottom of a tank that was 5

feet deep and 10 feet wide, and filled in, for the pro-

duction of bottom-heat, with tan, which was turned
and renewed several times a year. As far as I

can remember, the plant, which occupied the centre

of the East India house, was about 12 feet high and
12 feet wide.—W. Chapman, Han-liesyard, RugeUy,
Staffs.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—The greater number of stove plants do not

require nearly so long a season of rest in winter

as they are often subjected to. The prevailing

opinion is that if enough heat is maintained to

keep plants moving during the short winter days
the growth must necessarily be weak. This is

simply a question that is ruled by the description

of the house in which the plants are located and
their arrangement in it. When the house is con-

structed on modern principles so as to admit all

the light that is possible and the plants are stood
well up to the glass, there is no danger of weak
growth, unless the heat kept up is greater than
necessary. In stoves such as indicated, a night

temperature of nearly 70° will do no harm, allowing
it to rise more or less in the day, according to the

state of tlie weather. In dark, old-fashioned houses
the light is intercepted by buildings or trees if no
attempt is made to get the plants up to the glass.

The leaves and wood made during winter will, no
doubt, be deficient in substance, but under any
circumstances it is a mistake to subject stove

plants indiscriminately to so low a temperature as

will stop all growth. The difference between main-
taining the amount of heat which the plants like

and following the cool starvation course means
many weeks' difference in the length of the flower-

ing season in all stove plants that either bloom
continuously during the summer and autumn or

that produce successional crops of flowers.

THUNBEitGiAS.—Plants of T. laurifolia that have
flowered through the autumn months should now
have their branches cut in freely. With strong

free-growing climbers of this description it is

necessary to remove much of the preceding season's

growth, as without this the tops take up too much
room, and, in addition, get thin of foliage. If the

plants are in pots, as soon as they have again
started into growth they should be turned out and
have a good portion of the old soil removed, re-

placing it with new and giving larger pots

where necessary. The plant under notice is a
free rooter, and exhausts the soil completely in

a single season, no matter how much manure
is put in it, even when manure water is used
freely during the time of active growth. Fresh
turfy loam that contains a good deal of vegetable
fibre, mi.xed with a liberal quantity of rotten

manure, say one-sixth, and some sand, is the best

material to grow this Thunbergia in. In potting
make Van soil moderately solid. When the plants

are turned out in beds or borders these should be
limited in size, or there will be a ditliculty in keep-

ing the growtli witliin bounds. As much of the

surface soil as can be removed witliout disturbing

the principal roots should now be got away, and re-

placed with new of a like character to that recom-
mended for the plants grown in pots. Young
e-xamples struck from cuttings last spring, tliat

have been pushed on since, and tliai are intended
to be planted out, may soon be put in tlieir perma-
nent positions, as it is better that the disturbance
of their roots .shcjuld he got over before nmch young
growth lias been made. In planting, the roots, if

much matted, may be partially disentangled, so

as to admit of their lieing spread out in their

natural position. In tlie case of young plants, one
year olil, that are to Ije grown on in pots, they
may soon Iiave a shil'l. Tlieir naturally vigorous

habil is sur.li that tliey may be at once transferred

to the iiots in whicli they are to flower. Such as

are 16 inches to 18 Inches in diameter will not be
too large. Afterwards they should be stood in the

position where they are to be grown, and the

branches trained to the rafters or under the roof

they are intended to furnish. These Thunbergias
extend a long distance in the course of a single

season, and are not well suited for positions where
the tops have not room to spread. They look far

better when allowed to ramble freely, with the

shoots hanging down loosely.

Ahistolochias.— These also are among the

quickest growing stove climbers. Plants that were
struck early last spring and have been well attended

to may be supposed to be now in 10-inch or 12-

inch pots, and should soon be moved to those they
are to flower in. Fresh turfy loam, with about
one-fifth of rotten manure and leaf-mould in equal

parts added, and enough sand to make the whole
sufficiently porous to admit of the water passing

freely through it, is the right compost for all the

different kinds. The strongest growers, such as A.

gigas and A. ornithocephala, require much larger

pots than the less vigorous sorts. The species

named are most suitable for training to a rafter or

to a wire over a path, in which'lway their singular-

looking flowers are best seen. The weaker growers,

of which A. floribunda is an example, do not need
so much room either for their roots or their tops.

This kind is one of the most desirable stove plants.

It can be grown as a trained specimen, in which
form it is very effective ; but when managed in this

way the branches should be allowed freedom, and
not confined to the sticks or trellis more than is

necessary. This species will do very well in a

12-inch or 13-inch pot ; whUst the stronger sorts

should have two or three sizes larger. Where
Aristolochias are to be turned out in a bed, it is

better not to give them too much room, especially

as there is no need for keeping the plants until

they get old. One or two years is enough to retain

them, as they are quickly grown to a reasonable

size, and when they are replaced in this manner at

short intervals, the soil can be entirely renewed.

The bed into which they are to be planted should

be well drained, as copious supplies of water
must be given during the season of active growth.

The soil should be of a similar description to that

advised for the plants when in pots, except that it

may be used in a more lumpy state. When the

specimens are to be kept on for another year, the

surface of the bed should be removed, and renewed
witli soil made rich with rotten manure. Aristo-

lochias are gross feeders and soon exhaust the soil

;

to keep it up to a condition that will maintain the

necessary growth, in addition to the solid manure
that is mixed with it, manure water must be given

in summer. To have the plants in good condition,

they should be grown in a warm stove with a mode-
rately humid atmosphere, and should be syringed

freely every day, otherwise they are liable to the

attacks of red spider.

TuBEEOUS Begonias.—Tubers that were dried

off after they had flowered in autumn should now
be started. They will require pots proportionate

in size to that of the tubers. In the case of large

old roots, the pots should be quite 3 inches larger

than the tubers, or the soil will get exhausted bo-

fore the summer is over, and it is not well to repot

after the plants have begun to bloom, neither is

there any necessity for this if enough room isgi\en

in the first instance. Six-inch or 7-inch pots will

in most cases be large enough for tubers that were
raised from seed last year. Fresh loam with some
leaf mould, rotten manure, and sand is the right

kind of soil for them. The crowns of the tubers

should be kept slightly above the soil, and in this

way I have always found them do better than when
entirely below the surface. There has been a
marked improvement in the varieties of this sec-

tion of Begonias within the last two or three years,

both in the single and the double forms. The
large coarse flowers are being superseded by
those that are smaller, more refined, and altogether

better in appearance, whilst the character of the

growth is less straggling, and in many eases the

bloom-stems are stronger, so th;it the flowers

are held more erect, and in this way they come

more directly under the eye, though they may be
somewhat less elegant than the drooping-flowered
varieties. These Begonias mostly keep on bloom-
ing from the time the earliest flowers begin to open
up to the end of the summer, but unless the plants

have the habit of pushing up successional shoots

the branches become far too long, ha\e a straggling

look, and require more support in the shape of

sticks and ties than is desirable. Raisers of these

Begonias should still further direct their attention

to securing this habit of producing successional

shoots from the crowns of the tubers, and those

who save their own seed would do well to only

gather it from plants that possess this habit. Where
a long succession of bloom is wanted it is a good
plan to start the tubers at two different times,

giving the earliest a little warmth. The second set

of roots may be kept unpotted until they begin to

push growth, after which they should be potted and
allowed to come on slowly in a cool greenhouse,

where, if they are stood close to the glass and have
a moderate amount of air given them, the growth
will be strong and sturdy.

Tuberous Begonia seed-sowing. — No time
should be lost in sowing seed. It is not well to

sow the seed too thickly, and the little plants

should be pricked out from the seed-pan whilst

much smaller than in the case of most things, as

they have a disposition to form strong roots that

descend straight down, and these roots are liable to

get injured if the seedlings are allowed to remain
long before being pricked ofl". They are all the

better for being pricked out a second time before

they are put separately in pots. A genial growing
temperature should be maintained from the time the

seed is sown until there is enough sun heat to

keep the plants moving freely. T. B.

HINTS ABOUT LAWNS.
Strictly speaking, the term lawn is applied to a
natural opening, of limited extent, clothed with
low verdure (Grass or small bushes) and surrounded
by woods dense enough to confine the eye. Its

essential qualities are openness, breadth, seclusion,

and repose, together with a subtle combination of

contrast (Ijetween its openness and the shady
mystery of the wood) with harmony (the sense of

seclusion being common to both).

In creating a lawn, considerable variation from
the natural type is permissible, provided its essen-

tial qualities are preserved. For instance, the ele-

ment of contrast with the wooded borders is height-

ened if the lawn is covered with an unbroken sweep
of finely clipped turf, even though the lawn loses

something of its charm of naturalness thereby.

Likewise, it is not essential that the inclosing wood
should be composed solely of large, tall trees,

showing their trunks and with dark shadows under
and behind them, nor that it should present a
simple mass of foliage faced out or bottomed out

with smaller trees and bushes, so that the interior

of the wood is invisible; both of those conditions

are common in Nature. Other minor features of

woodland scenery may partially border a lawn,

such as herbaceous plants, rocks, steep banks, or

even water, but all sucli features should appear
natural and subordinate. A lawn should have a
moderately undulating surface, because a dead
flat would be suggestive of artificiality. If a
lawn is to be smoother tlian is natural, the turf

must be kept short, preferably by the most
natural means, as by the grazing of sheep. The
ditliculty of adjusting the planting of the bor-

ders of a lawn so that it will not be injured by the

browsing of sheep or cattle has, however, led to the

general use of the .scythe and the lawn mower, but
the more natural way .should bo kept in mind and
reverted to when practicable. A lawn is often used,

in connection with a house, as the foreground of a
more extended, park-like o])ening or distant view.

The extreme neatness usually dcsir.able immediately
about a house suggests that that part of the lawn
sliouhl be clipped, leaving those parts further away
to be grazed. Such an arrangcuient is, in fact,

comiuiiii abroad, the |iasliiivdgniiiiid being cU'verly

sejiarated from the cli|ip('d ground by a sunken wall

(called a ha-ha), or Ijy a ditch with turfed slopes,
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deep enough to conceal a fence placed in the bottom,

or by a river or elongated pool simulating a river.

Even though the means of separation be visible, the

disadvantage of the division in breaking the ap-

parent continuity of the view may be, in a great

measure, compensated for by the economy of pas-

turing over, clipping, and by the greater naturalness

of the pastured lawn. However intricate and irregu-

lar in shape a lawn may be, it should, as a general

rule, have a predominating, central, unbrolcen area

in order to give it its characteristic qualities of

breadth and repose. The element of openness is

essential. It is not uncommon to leave many exist-

ing trees scattered over a lawn or a singletree in

the midst of it, or to plant trees promiscuously over

it.
" This is usually done either from a love of trees

as beautiful objects, or from the dread of a bare,

unfurnished look. No greater mistake could be

made.

It is with a lawn as with a picture. The subject

of a picture should be at or near the centre, the

composition should be such as to direct attention

toward the subject, other subjects shown should be
subordinated to the subject, and there should be a

border or frame to assist in confining the eye to

the picture itself. So in a lawn, the eye should

rest at or near the centre instinctively and easily,

and since the turf is the characteristic and valuable

thing, no other object should be allowed so near the

centre or be so conspicuous as to distract the mind
from receiving the impression which the lawn is

calculated to produce. It would be as reasonable

to put a large yellow star in the middle of a picture

as to have a fountain or bed of flowers or a speci-

men tree in the midst of a lawn.

While there certainly is, in the long run, a more
refined and lasting enjoyment to be obtained from

• a lawn, the borders of which are so planted as to

appear absolutely natural, and which makes a com-
plete scene in itself, yet a good deal of the value of

a lawn—its suggestion of simple breadth and repose
— may be retained, while a certain amount of gaiety

of foliage and of flowers, of interest in specimen
plants, and of beauty of constructive art, is asso-

ciated with it in the same view as a foreground,

hut not as a part of the lawn. There would be a

contrast which might enhance the effect of gaiety,

but at the expense of the lawn, because the sensa-

tion of gaiety and the interest in the artificial

objects would overwhelm the milder, shyer feelings

properly to be derived from the contemplation of

the lawn. The one tires, while the other refreshes,

the mind.

A lawn is at its best when there is no evidence of

the handiwork of man—no formality in the grading,

none in the planting, no exotic plants, no fountain-

jet or basin, no vase or statue, no nicely trimmed
path, no fence nor formal terrace. Such a lawn
conveys the purest impression and gives the most
lasting satisfaction. One who cultivates a taste

for formality and things evidencing the skill of

man is apt to tire of any one object or composition
of that kind. It is true that there is a certain

kind of refreshment to be obtained from variety in

sucli things, but it is a stimulating, nerve-consum-
ing kind of refreshment, the opposite of that which
is encouraged by repose. But to one who culti-

vates a taste for the beautiful and picturesque in

Nature, a single, purely natural scene is never tire-

some if seen again and again. The infinite variety

in the details and in their disposition, the differ-

ences of aspect caused by clianges of weather and
by the seasons, by the growtli of plants, by birds

and other animal life— all are harmonio\is witli the
natural scene, are not conspicuous enough to injure

any artistic impression which the scene may give,

and yet make the scene endlessly interesting.

Too often a lawn is spoiled for the gratification

of tastes and pleasures that have nothing to do with
the true source of the enjoyment to be derived from
looking at it. And it is usually done, too, under the
mistaken idea of decorating or improving the ap-
pearance of the lawn. That is the pity of it. For
instance, it is not ,an uncommon thing to see a form;d
bed of scarlet Geraniums in the midst of a lawn
that would otherwise have had much suggestion of
a natural breadth and repose. The bed of flowers

|

may be a good thing in itself.^ It is bright and gay,

enlivening and stimulating, and it is well set off by
the surrounding turf, but the lawn is sacrificed to

it—that which has a permanent worth is made to

give way to that which has but a passing value, a

source of endless satisfaction to a pretty toy of

which everyone soon tires. Again, consider the

case of a lawn " decorated " with statuary. A
beautiful nymph splashing in a fountain, were it

not a very hackneyed idea, and where it is the work
of a true artist, would be a most enjoyable and valu-

able possession ; but a poor, cheap, painted, cast-iron

imitation of such a piece of sculpture, placed so as

to dominate a fine lawn, is a barbarism which it is

hardly conceivable that any intelligent person

could be guilty of. The same thing might be said

of almost all the usual so-called " decorations " of

lawns. To decorate the face of a beautiful woman
with painted ornaments would not be one whit more

savage. Our civilisation is spotted all over with

the relics of barbarism
;
good taste is always striv-

ing to get rid of them, and they should be parti-

cularly avoided when we set about making a natu-

ral lawn.—J. C. Olmsted, in Garden and Forest.

*^* If landscape gardening were as true and
clear as tlie above sketch, that art would not now
be the horror it is to sensitive men.

—

Ed.

Societies.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

A MEETING of the general committee of this society

was held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on

Monday evening last, Mr. R. Ballantine presiding.

The hon. secretary read a letter from the late presi-

dent thanking the society for its vote of thanks

passed on his retirement and for electing him a

member of the general committee. After the read-

ing and approval of the new exhibition regulations,

which will be found fully set out in the new sche-

dule, it was resolved that the usual exhibitions of

early and late flowering varieties be held, the dates

of the former being fixed for the 11th and 12th of

September, and the latter the 8th and 9th of

January, 1890.

One-third of the floral committee having to be re-

elected, the retiring members again put up for

office. There were "eight nominations in all, the

votes recorded being in favour of Messrs. Castle,

Kendall, Swift, Wright, and Sanderson.

Mr. E. C. Jukes stated that Lord Brooke, eldest

son of tlie Earl of AVarwick, had consented to be

nominated president of the society, and that his

name would therefore be proposed at the adjourned

annual meeting on the 28th inst. upon the recom-

mendation of the general committee.

The hon. sec. announced that he had been in

communication with several gentlemen of position

to accept the oflice of vice-presidents. Favourable

replies had been received from Sir Guyer Hunter,

Jlr. Sanderson, and Sir Edwin Saunders, who had

given a donation of £10 10s. to the society and

promised an annual subscription of one guinea.

These and probably several other gentlemen will

be recommended as vice-presidents at the adjourned

annual meeting.

The Tottenham and Edmonton Society, recently

formed, was admitted into affiliation, and several

new members elected. The September schedule,

so far as the Dahlia classes are concerned, lias been,

as previously reported, placed in the hands of the

committee of the National Dahlia Society for re-

vision. As the result, Mr. Holmes stated that the

draft was now in his hands, and that the committee

had kindly nominated the following judges, all of

whom had expressed their willingness to act in an

honorary capacity : Mr. Douglas and Mr. Glasscock

for sliow Dahlias; Mr. Harry Turner and Mr.

Wyatt for fancy Dahlias, and Mr. Girdlestone and

Mr. llenshaw for Pompons and singles.

Withregardtothegencralschedule of the National

Chrysanthemum Society, it was arranged that a.

sub-committee, consisting of Messrs. Castle, Rundlc,

Bevan, Mardlin, Ge<i. Gordon, Dean, Addison, and

Stevens, be appointed to carry the work through.

An interesting report was read from the secretary

of the affiliated society in Australia. Mr. Ballantine

also reported the safe delivery of t he challenge trophy

into the hands of the Weald of Kent Society. In

consequence of the reply from the authorities at

the Mint that medals could only be struck there by
permission of the Lords of the Treasury, it was
resolved that the hon. sec. be empowered to co-

operate with the Rose Society. A query being

raised on the price to be charged to affiliated

societies for the official catalogue, it was moved
that they should be entitled to purchase it at the

rate of 10s. a dozen, on application for not less than

that number.

Tlie hon. sec. read some correspondence on the

subject of the forthcoming Chrysanthemum con-

ference at Chiswick. The question as to the

National co-operating officially with the Royal

Horticultural Society was discussed at some length,

and it was finally resolved not to entertain the idea.

Grubs on Lily of the VaUey (U. B,).—The
grubs you sent are the caterpillars of the common
ghost moth (Hepialus humuli). I do not think that

there is anything to be done when the plants are

attacked but go over them carefully and try and find

the enemy. Any insecticide which would alfect the

caterpillars would, I am afraid, injure the Lilies. Keep
the garden free from Nettles and Burdocks, which are

favourites of the caterpillars.—G. S. S.

Snowdrops diseased.—When the snow dis-

appeared last Thursday (Feb. 14) morning, I was
dismayed to find many of my choice Snowdrops
dying away through being attacked by some kind

of fungus. I sent specimens to Mr. Worthington

G. Smith, who has made a study of this kind of

disease. He supposes the mould to be Polyactis

galanthina, and states that the disease is very

prevalent this season. Unfortunately, Mr. Smith

is unable to suggest any remedy. Can any of your

readers help me in this matter ? I have a very

complete collection of Snowdrops, besides a large

number of very fine seedlings, many of which are

hybrids, and it is most depressing, to see the work
of the last eight or ten years perishing in this way.
—Jay Aye.

Habenarias.— I was highly interested in

"A. D. W.'s" note last week respecting these lovely

plants, and from experience feel satisfied he will

have but a poor measure of success if he plants

them in the ordinary border. I have been for many
years trying these hardy Orchids as a wliole, and
have never yet met with anyone who has fully

succeeded. " A. D. W." assuredly struck the key-

note of the whole question when he said that a
great deal depended on climatic conditions, as here

lies the secret, and try how you will, if the climatic

conditions are not favourable, success will only be

partial. When M. Correvon, of Geneva, was over

in this country a few years ago, I asked his advice

aljout hardy Orchids. His answer was, plant them
in the Grass and you will have no trouble with

tliem ; and he was right, for the second year there

wore none left to trouble about. If "A. D. W."
will take the advice of one who has tried and
succeeded, he will grow his North American H.abe-

narias in pure Sphagnum. Simply dig out a large

liole in a shady spot, fill with Sphagnum, plant the

Hal-ienarias, and keep them always damp.

—

K.

Death of Mr. J. T. Peacock.—We have to

announce the death of Jlr. J. T. Peacock, of Sud-

bury House, Hammersmith. His gardener, Mr.

W. Vicary, writes :
" His garden was a source of

great delight to him." Sudbury House has fur

years been famous for its collection of Orchids and
Cactus plants, the Orchids comprising large quan-

tities of a few well-tried species rather than new or

rare species and varieties. A few years ago at the

summer exhibitions .at South Kensington the groups

of Cactus plants from the Sudbury House collection

were a source of unusual interest. Mr. Croucher

had charge of them at that time.

Names of plants.—/. ". M. G.—Cielogyno Jtassan-

geana. M'. B., L ia'sf. r.—Retinospora squarrosa. J. Lin-

iiariL— Dcndrobiuiu fimbriatum oculatum. Idiu'j'rm.—
Dendrobium fimbriatum oculatum. (/. Mo rsft . ~ Tlio

Phaliunopsis is P. amabilis ; the Dendrobium is a form of

lasiocarpum. Ji. .Vifitr.—Ordinary form of C. Skiimoti.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
UNDERWOOD AND GAME COVERT.

Before the Inirry of the spring work commences
it would be well to have the game coverts ex-
amined and renovated where found necessary by
cutting out all dead wood, cutting back any
strong rambling branches to keep the bushes in

proper form, removing dead plants where they
occur, and filling up the blanks with properly
prepared stuff from the nursery. In cases where
it is desirable to plant new groups of underwood
the ground should be thoroughly drained by
cutting open ditches as may be required. The
ground should likewise be trenched to a depth
of about 18 inches, and in cases where the soil is

of a poor, hard, thin texture, a good dressing of
leaf-mould, bog earth, or fibry turf well broken
up and mixed with the staple will prove bene-
ficial. The size of the different groups may be
regulated in a great measure according to taste
and the open spaces to be filled up. In cases
where the mixed system of planting is to be
adopted, the tallest growing species should be
planted in the centre and the dwarf kinds
around the margins. This is very necessary
not only to show off tlie plants to the best ad-
vantage, but likewise to afford to pheasants and
other game easy access to the interior when in
quest of shelter. As a general rule, but more
especially among deciduous trees, evergreen
shrubs should be used, as they not only afford
covert and slielter for game when the trees are
bare, and Ferns and otlier surface herbage laid

prostrate on the surface, but also relieve the
monotony of such plantations at this particular
season of the year. Preference as far as possible
should also be given to such species and varieties
as are not apt to be cut over and destroyed by
vermin. The common Juniper, the different
varieties of Laurel, Rhododendrons of S(.)rts,

Daphne laureola, common Yew, Privet, Mahonia
aquifolia, Berberis Darwini, St. John's-wort,
Gaultheria Shallon, Box, Aucuba japonica,
Ruscus aculeatus, Kalmia latifolia, and C<itone-
asters of sorts make good covert, and although I

have had some of them occasionally nibbled by
rabbits during a time of hard frost and snow,
yet I have grown them for many years without
being protected with wire netting.

I have planted the common Holly and its

varieties below trees, where it thrives well, but
requires protection. This can be done in a very
efficient manner by simply tying a few small
branches or a handful of Heather around the
stem to a heiglit of about 18 inches from the
surface level. In cases where the plants can be
seen from roads and drives they should be pro-
tected with a piece of wire netting, which has a
tidier appearance. The size whicli the different
species of plants attain under ordinary circum-
stances will be a very good guide to the planter
as to the distance a])art at which they should be
grown. It is a mistake to plant covert so
thickly that in the course of a few years it be-
comes a mere jungle. As a general rule, game,
and especially pheasants, prefer open runs
througliout the plants, so that too close planting
should be avoided, otherwise the pruning knife
will require to be used pretty freely to keep the
bushes within due bounds. As a means of attain-
ing success it is important that the surface of the
ground be occasionally broken u]i with a hoc dur-
ing the growing season, .-uid even in cases where
no surface weeds apjiear I have found it to bo very
beneficial to break the surface crust occasionally
with tlio hoe and rake for the lirst few years of
the pLants' growth, and until they got thoroughly
established. It is sometimes desirable to raise
a covert of Whins and Broom on rough places

unsuitable for the growth of many other covert
plants used for that purpose. When such is the
case, the best plan is to sow the seeds in the
month of April. The dwarf Mountain Pine
(P. Pumilio)may be grown as a covert plant
with advantage. 1 have used it with perfect
success on high exposed places, where the soil is

poor and thin, as well as on ground of a damp,
boggy nature. It only attains the size of a
straggling bush, but makes fine covert in such
positions. The seed may be sown on the spot,

or the plants raised at first in a nursery, and then
planted out where they are to remain. This
latter plan is the surest where vermin is

plentiful. J. B. Webstee.

PRICES OF HOME-GROWN TIMBER.
The prices of home-grown timber have not in-

creased during the past year ; indeed, they rather
show a downward tendency. This is much to be
regretted, for the quantities of excellent timber
that are lying about in many an English woodland,
in some instances rotting on the ground, and that
cannot be sold at a price that would compensate
for the cost of felling and conveyance, are certainly
far from small. The thinnings from young wood-
lands are in the same state ; and as for coppice
wood, the quantities that may be seen within a
radius of twelve miles of London show but too
plainly that the demand for this is very small.
Hop-growing, in Kent at least, seems greatly on
the decline, the consequence being that poles for
supporting this once favoured crop are not nearly
in such demand as they were even half a dozen
years ago. Firewood, too, hardly pays for cutting
and carting, letting alone the rent of the ground on
which it was produced ; while fagots, both large
and small, are so cheaply contracted for now-a-
days that one needs to economise in both time and
wood to make both ends meet. The small profit to
be got from these bye products of the woodland,
as we will term firewood and fagots, is, however,
as nothing when compared with that from large
and well-grown trees of from fifty to a hundred
years old. When one has to sell superior Oak
timber at from Is. 6d. to 2s. per foot, and Elm and
Chestnut (Sweet) at less than those prices, and
Pine wood at about (id., how can the cost of labour
in planting, felling, and carriage be paid for and
leave any margin whatever for the rental of the land .'

Less than fifty years ago, the prices to be ob-
tained for some of these afore-mentioned woods
were more than double, and we may now well ask
the question. Why is this great falling off in the
value of home-grown wood ? The question is,

happily, readily answered : First, Canadian and
Norwegian supplies can be so cheaply delivered at
our very doors, that they liave driven the home
timber trade from amongst us. Second, foreign
timber arrives seasoned and squared up— at least
such is usually the case—and ready for immediate
use, this giving it a great preference over our home
supplies. Thirdly, and this I have frequently
pointed out, proprietors and their agents are greatly
to blame for tlie low prices that are at present to
be got for home timber of the best quality. There
are few estates in the country where foreign timber
has not been used in preference to tliat of home
growth, and where the latter would liavo served tlie

purpose equally well. I do not say that home
timber is fitted for all estate purposes, but tliat

there are legions of ways in wliich it miglit take
the place, and serve the purpose equally well, of

foreign importations I am quite convinced. Tlie

fact is this: builders and joiners— I am referring
to those employed on an estate—cannot and will

not be at the trouble to season and convert our
native logs wiien they can get foreign sjiars and
battens already sea.soned and of the requisite size.

I have sent in to tlie s.-iw-iiiill logs of Uritisli grown
trees of as good quality as ever wen' .sent from
Norway or Canada, but the fault-finding and ob-
jections against those poor native trees were too
great for a second consignment to be risked. The
fact is, tlie seasoning and cutting up to various
sizes of home-grown timVicrare so troublesome, tliat

it is neglected, and so of necessity that of foreign
growth has to take its place.

Were proprietors and their agents to issue a decree
that no foreign timber was to be used on their
estates where that of home growth would serve the
purpose equally well, and see that the order was
rigidly carried out, the prices of English timber
would soon be in the ascendancy, and a check to
foreign supplies quickly brought about. I know an
estate where Pitch Pine fencing posts are used, and
on the same estate the finest Larch can hardly be
sold at Is. per foot. On another, more than
£1000 are expended on the timber used in quarry-
ing, and not one-fourth of that sum comes back to
the forester, who, at the same time, can hardly get
rid of his pit props at 2d. the fineal yard.

If a proper method of timber seasoning and con-
verting into the sizes usually required on an estate
was instituted, I have not the slightest doubt that
the greater portion of our home timber could be
used, to the exclusion of that from abroad. The
value of the wood of Spruce and Silver Fir for
covering outdoor buildings is weU known, yet how
seldom is it used, and that, too, on estates where
these very trees cannot be sold and are lying rot-

ting on the ground. Were the planks as readily
obtained just as wanted, as are those of foreign
wood, the case might and would be different. The
same case applies to the wood of our tried and
valued Oak and Elm, not to speak of the Ash and
Chestnut. Why, might I ask, was the timber of
the Highland Pine so valued in the last century ?

Is not it as good new? No one knows, for it is

never tried, foreign balks of untried character
filling its place. But the low prices of British
timber are not the only evil, for a direct con-
sequence of it is that, unless for the purpose
of ornament or perhaps shelter, landowners are
most reluctant to engage in planting operations.
Even, too, in the case of those who heretofore
have shown considerable appreciation of the benefits

to be derived therefrom both in a direct and in-

direct manner. I am perfectly safe in saying that

during the past ten years not a hundredth portion
of the trees has been planted that formerly was
in any otlier ten years of the past century. Where
lands are being bought in, planting on a small scale

is usually found to be a necessity, whether for

shelter or to improve the landscape beauty of the
property, but in the case of reclaiming or planting
waste mountain or lowland ground of any great
extent the work has become a thing of the past
amongst us. That the low prices of timber have
much to do with this, every keen observer must
notice ; although that it is the sole cause would be
a grave mistake for me to admit—the long period
that elapses before a young plantation recoups
even halt of the expenses connected with its forma-
tion alone, and which rarely falls to the actual

planter, but his successors, being a powerful motor
against clothing our bare country with thriving

woods.

Following hard in the wake of the non-planting
policy comes yet another evil, and one of great

magnitude, in tlie non-employment of labour

throughout the country, for there can be little

question that if even a tithe of the planting was
engaged in which almost stern necessity for the good
of the community at large demands, employment
might be given to hundreds of our poor starving

fellow men.

The evil is hard to mend, and to strike at the

root of the matter we must begin by utilising more
of our home-grown wood, thus raising its value and
decreasing foreign inqiortatioiis, inducing land-

owners to plant more largely than at present, and
giving much needed work to the great number of

unemployed. A. D. Webster.
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" This is an Art
WHch does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Akt itself is Nature."—Sfw.keiipmn:

THE COTTON WOOL NUISANCE.

Nearly every day examples come before us

of the misuse of this material. As a pack-

ing material for cut flowers or living plants,

cuttings, scions, &c., it is the very worst if

employed in immediate contact with vege-

table tissues. I saw some young plants of the

rare pink-flowered Banksiau Rose the other day
which had been swathed up in dry cotton wool,

and the stems were blackened as if by fire

wherever it had touched them. Flowers packed
with this wool around them arrive limp and
drooping, and over and over again have we
seen Peaches with all their freshness and beauty
destroyed by this substance. If fruits are

wrapped up each separately in tissue paper, the

wool may then be used with advantage as a soft

padding, but if it comes into immediate contact

with either flowers or fruit, they are always
more or less daiiiaged by it. The rule to observe
in using cotton wool is to wrap everything in

paper before using it. It is most useful in

packing fruits if this rule be observed, but for

flowers and living plants and cuttings of all

kinds, fresh, clean wood Moss is infinitely better

in all ways. We have received boxes of flowers

packed in living Moss, and have admired the

packing almost as much as the flowers them-
selves. Of course, very delicate white blossoms
should also be wrapped in tissue paper before

the Moss is placed near them, but as used in

any way there is no better and safer packing
material for flowers and plants than the fresh

Hypnum Moss of our woods, and there is really

no comparison between it and cotton wool.

I have been told that Nepenthes seeds packed
in green Moss in a clean glass jar arrived in

London alive and growing after a three months'
voyage, and it is a well-known fact that soft-

wooded cuttings grow well in fresh Moss for a
considerable time. In a word, while Moss is

congenial to all plants when used for packing,

cotton wool is often most injurious, especially if

in actual contact with the growing tissues.

F. W. B.

Rose Garden.

ROSE MADAME LAMBARD.
This interesting discussion on the merits and
demerits of one of the most distinct, popular, and
provoking of all Tea Roses reminds me of the
friendly exchange of experiences which invari-

ably takes place whenever a railway carriage

fuU of rosarians is on its way down to some
distant Rose show. More often than not these
lively debates are carried on at midnight, and it

is after tliis pleasant f.ishion that many a weary
hour is whiled away. As Mme. Lambard
happens to be one of those Roses which I have
myself seldom managed to flower satisfactorily,

I had hoped Mr. Girdlestone would have
allowed me this time to stand out, while other
experts who had been more successful with it

were week by week supplying valuable hints as
to how the smiles of this capricious beauty
might best be won. In fact, I rather wanted to

imitate the conduct of that young enthusiast
in the corner of the railway carriage above
referred to. He is evidently too modest to
take any part in the debate that is going on,

but sits there with parted lips, eagerly devour-

ing every word that is uttered by his com-
panions, I dare say with the view to picking up a

few wrinkles for his own future guidance. As,

however, Mr. Girdlestone refuses, and I think

rightly, to listen to any such cowardly, selfish,

or indolent excuses, I will at once proceed to

answer his inquiries as best I may, for after

aU we are simply asked for our individual

opinions and experiences of "the best and
hardiest of the light red Teas." There is also

some comfort in knowing that some of the most
valuable contiibutions to " T. W. G.'a" Lam-
bard monogi-aph wiQ doubtless come from those

who, like myself, fancy they have nothing worth
relating as to this particular variety. Having
come to this virtuous decision, I venture to

suggest that Mr. Girdlestone might with ad-

vantage circulate among all competent Rose
growers the following lines which I came across

recently in an old portrait album :

—

Come look at my album, and learn ere you look
That all are expected to add to my book.
You may quiz as you please, but the penalty is^
That you also leave sometliing for others to quiz.

1. The distinctive excellences of this Rose as a

plant consist in its vigorous and hardy consti-

tution, excellent habit of growth, and great free-

dom of flowering. In these respects it more
closely resembles one of the Chinas than any Tea
Rose with wliich I am acquainted. As a flower,

it is valuable for its great range of tint. Indeed,
I do not know any other Rose which appears
at different times and under difterent condi-

tions in such an endless variety of shades of

colour. Moreover, altogether unlike most
Teas, its blooms stand wet weather remarkably
well. Something may, perhaps, be learnt

respecting the requirements of this Rose from
the following facts : At the National Rose
Society's metropolitan exliibition Mme. Lam-
bard was in 1887 set up in only two winning
stands ; whereas last year it was staged in no
fewer than fifty-one of these stands, and with one
exception (Marie Van Houtte) more frequently

shown than any other Tea or Noisette what-
ever. Now tlie summer of 1887 was very hot
and dry, the exhibition day being also unusually
warm. On the other hand and in complete
contrast, in 1888 the summer proved cold and
wet, and the day on which the Society's show
was held remarkably cool. This would seem to

teach us that a rather moist position, screened
from the mid-day sun, would suit it better than
a more sunny, dry, and open one. In other

words, its blooms, although less full than those

of many other 'Teas, require to be leisurely

built up, and, like the inhabitants of those sunny
climes from whence at least some of its ancestors

originally came, detest being in any way hurried.

Should this conjecture prove correct, Mme.
Lambard might appropriately adopt as her

motto that of the Onslow family

—

Festina Iciifc.

2. Its chief defect as a plant is that, un-

like such Roses as Souvenir d'Elise Vardon
and Niphetos, it has a tendency to run to leaf

and wood rather than to concentrate its best

strength on the complete development of its

flowers ; consequently its blooms are seldom
large enough for exhibition. They also too

often come with split centres, while their

colours under anything like trying circum-
stances soon become dulled.

3. Even in this cold climate I have found it

to be fairly hardy. Indeed, it must be here

classed as quite hardy, for there are few Teas
whose shoots are able to resist a severe winter

as well.

4. I have grown it on a light yellow loam
over .sand, and in a mixture of clay and flints

over chalk. In both soils it has done well, but,

as might have been expected, rather better on

the cooler soil and subsoil. Under No. 1 I have

indicated the soil and situation I consider would

suit it best.

5. I have it on the seedling Brier and Brier

cutting, and am now trying it on dwarf standards.

With me it grows equally freely on both the

dwarf stocks I have mentioned, but lam hoping

the dwarf standard if liberally treated may
enable it to supply me with finer flowers.

6. When the winter frosts have allowed me
any choice in the matter, I have always pruned

my Mme. Lambards moderately hard, but, last

year excepted, have scarcely ever had any extra

good flowers. I have now and then come acroi s

grand specimens at the shows, and I have in-

variably wondered how these had been obtained.

For garden decoration all the old and weak
shoots should be cut away, while those that are

left need only be pruned back to sound wood.

In my opinion Mme. Lambard is a splendid

type of what a garden Tea Rose should be.

Unless, however, this series of valuable notes

throws, as it is to be hoped it may do, sufticient

light upon the subject to enable us to under-

stand the peculiar idiosyncrasies of this variety

better than at present, it must, I fear, ever re-

main a very uncertain exhibition Rose.

7. It has not proved itself with me so well

adapted for pot culture as many other Teas,

and yet there is scarcely another Rose among
my small collection th.\t I would not more
unwillingly part with. It is the first and last

to flower, while its pleasing and unique shades

of colour render it always acceptable. A
strong plant brought into a cool greenhouse

before its growth is checked by frost will con-

tinue to supply neat flowers up to Christmas.

BeMiamsted, Herfs. Edwakd Mawley.

Arrangement of Kose shows.—The remarks
of "A. D." in The Garden Feb. 23 (p. 171),

though intended only to apply to the approach-
ing Rose conference, yet afford scope for general

discussion. This condemnation of the stereo-

typed ugly boxes is well timed. Who that has
visited a Rose show has not heartily lamented the

use of so much timber in the display of a subject

that readily lends itself to freedom, grace and
beauty ? Art has done a little too much for us here.

Nature should be allowed more play ; indeed, a
Rose show should give us, so far as is practicable,

the idea of a Rose garden, and the National Rose
Society would earn the well-deserved thanks of

eveiy lover of the queen of flowers were it to en-

courage originality of idea in the arrangement of

our Rose exhibitions. Some charming effects are

capable of being produced. WTiat says the Dean
of Rochester, who has done so much for the national

(lower by his briUiant writings on this important
subject 7—J. B.

Hardiness of Tea Roses.—In reviewing Mr.
W. Paul's new edition of " The Rose Garden," Mr.
Girdlestone takes exception to the autlior's state-

ment when he says that Tea-scented Roses are too

tender to be cultivated successfully except in the

most favoured districts of England. I have no
hesitation in saying that the author of " The Rose
Garden" is by no means in error, so far as my ex-

perience and observation of the behaviour of this

class of Roses when cultivated in the open air in the

west of England go. There may be some places in

which the soil is rather light and dry and the situa-

tion sheltered where Tea Roses may be found doing
fairly well, but these places are wide apart. Only a
few days ago I was looking over a large collection

of Roses in Mr. Fowler's garden, near Taunton.
Mr. Fowler is an enthusiastic amateur, and he
pointed out to me two long lines of Hybrid Per-

jietuals wliich had been recently planted, where
Tea-scented varieties had stood two years, but
whicli had to be removed because they refused to

grow. The refractory Teas, along with many others

recently purchased, have now been planted in
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another part of the garden, and a close fence is

being built to protect them from cold winds, as

the owner of this garden, as well as many others,

have found out, that, as a rule, it is not the severity

of the frost that injures these Roses, but the cruel,

piercing wind of spring just as the young growth
begins to start. I therefore maintain that when it

is necessary to provide a close wood fence to protect
Tea Roses in the Vale of Taunton, that the author
of " The Rose Garden " gave sound and reliable

advice to his readers.—J. C. C.

DEEP PLANTING OF ROSES AND SHOW
BLOOMS.

This heading was written during the planting
.season, but unfortunately the article was neither

written nor finished ; hence it may now seem
out of season, though anything relating to the
vigour and beauty or longevity of Roses can hardly
be out of season at any time in the pages of The
Gabden.
The first point is to determine whether there is

any correlation between deep planting and show
blooms. Probably there is, though, perhaps, the
qualityof theroot-runshas a more potential influence

on the quality of the flowers than its mere mass or

depth. Still, qualities being alike, it may almost
be taken for granted that the deeper the mass of
good soil the better, and the longer it would be
before it could get exhausted.

It must be admitted, however, that this mode of
putting it somewhat savours of begging the ques-
tion ; for Rose roots may be fed from the sides

and the surface as well as from below. In other
words, the roots rise surfacewards and spread
horizontally, as well as dig down vertically in

search of food.

No rosarian can question the power or instinct of

Rose roots to find the larder, place the jjlant where
and how he may. But our question really turns
chiefly on the further one. In which direction do
Rose roots travel with most ease and rapidity ? The
answer of those most conversant with Rose modes
of rooting and growth must surely be, downwards.
Brier men from all districts will bear out this state-

ment. The Dog Rose, whatever may be true of
other species of the great Rose family, possesses
a boring root. It is so intent on getting down that
it seldom stops to form any, or many, fibres by the
way ; and the latter when formed are in hot haste
to follow the vertical course of the main roots.

Hence it may almost be inferred that deep rooting
and deep planting, different things, however, would
be likely to suit all Roses onthecommon Brier stock.
It may also be affirmed with tolerable certainty
that not a few failures in Rose culture have arisen
from attempting to grow Roses too near the surface
and in shallow tilths.

Taking a yard as a good average depth, another
practical question is the depth at which Roses
may be planted in it. To render this part of our
inquiry practical, shall it be 3 inches or (i inches
under the surface roots? It may be taken for
granted that unless in the case of old Rose bushes
little injury comes to the growth or blooming of
Roses through the burying of their collars, a prac-
tice that proves so injurious to the longevity of so
many of our fruit trees.

It may also be said in favour of deep planting
that the deep larder not only lasts longer than a
shallow one, but is preserved at a more uniform
temperature and in a more uniform state of ful-
ness [in regard alike to food and water. There is

far less risk of seasons of dearth .-ind excessive
abundance than in fleeter, shallower tilths. Now,
it is constancy and regularity of food sup])ly that
firmly base, surely build up, and complete the
quality eitlier of foliage, bloom, or fruit ; and hence
there may be a close and .sure correlation between
the deep planting of Roses and prize blooms.

D. T. V.

Rosa humilis, next to Rosa cnroliniana, is the
mipst <-ommon Rose in the elevated mountain region
of Virginia, Eastern Tennessee and Carolina. Here,
unlike our other Roses, wliich frequent open

situations, it is found growing only in the shade of

the forest, generally on steep slopes, and usually in

very rich soil. As it appears growing in such

situations it is one of the most distinct of all the

American Roses, with its very slender stems, sparse,

open foliage, and few long, slender spines.— (iarden

and Forest.

JUDGING ROSES.

I DO not know whether a few observations on
the knowledge wliieh qualifies a person for tlie

office of a judge should come at the end or at

the beginning of these remarks. It is, I hold,

essential that he be an active or practical grower,
growing his Roses as well as, situation and soil

permitting, they can be grown. I do not lay it

down as an absohite rule that he should be also

an exhibitor, but at least lie should be a fre-

quent attendant at the best Rose shows, and
should be a careful and painstaking observer of

the flowers shown. I hold he should be a
grower, as the timely examination of flowers at

their best on the plants alone gives him the
necessary knowledge of the fittest condition of

each individual variety, more especially of its

right colour and moat perfect form. He ought
to keep his collection up to date in order to

know what changes are occurring in the several

classes—for example, in Tea Roses, a class in

which flowers developing much higher qualities

of colour and of form are being produced. Such
experience must be supplemented by the careful

observation of each novelty as it makes it mark
in the boxes, by learning its power of retaining

colour and form. One essential point, the diffi-

culty of presenting certain kinds in perfect con-

dition at the show, can be known only to the
judge who is both a grower and exhibitor. It

is on these lines that the executive committee
oi the Rose Society have chosen its judges for

its exhibitions, and, as I think, with marked
success.

Ten years ago Mr. Cheales prepared the rules

for judging then adopted by the National Rose
Society. In his article introducing in the
" Year-Book " the rules, he gave a concensus of

opinions upon the points in judging of twelve
then exhibitors, mine amongst others.

They were, and I see no reason to change
them or their order, of relative importance.

1st—Size, when with form.

2nd—Colour.

3rd—Evenness of stand (i.f., of flowers in

stand).

4th—Foliage and vigour.

The business of judges (three if possible, and
with no power of appeal from the decision of

the majority) is to find out the stand of flower.s

which is the be.st in all these points.

The first two points are must decisive, points

3 and 4 being more often of use in the final de-
cision between two otherwise equal stands.

In judging a class with numerous entries, a
very cirisful selection of tlie best five or six

stands should bo first made by going through
the stands, noting in each stand tlie good blooms
and any bad ones. This eliminates the stands
with the least good qualities. Kacli selected
stand is tlien carefully examined. Three points
aro given for each full sized l)looni of jiorfect

shape and of fresli liright colour. In all proba-
bility only to flowers of tho very finest Hoses,
such as Marie Bauniann, arc tliree ]ioiiits given

;

and I think tlireo points should bo reserved for

flowers of th(! highest (lualify only, of real per-

fection in form and colour. Two points repre-

sent, or should represent, good flowers of tlie

finest sorts, or very good flowers of sorts which
only give niediuin-sizod blooms, the higliost

award that is for good average flowers of ex-

hibition qualities ; the three points, I would
repeat, only being given to exceptional flowers.

One point should be given to flowers of good
shape and of fair colour, or to flowers of varieties

usually small.

Probably few stands of twelve realise more
than

—

2 or 3 flowers of 3 each ...

5 flowers of 2 each ... 10
4 flowers of 1 each ... 4

Total ... 23

Deductions from these points must be made
for any imperfect flowers, should there be any
such in the stands. The defective points of such
flowers are

—

1st— ITndersized, say a Charles Lefebvre the

size of Duchesse de Caylus.

2nd—Past colour or faded, say an Alfred

Colomb, still good in shape, but with faded
colour.

3rd—Bad shape, say Perle des Jardins, with
folded split at the side of the flower.

4tli—An over-open flower, say Thomas Mills,

showing its eye.

Up to the present time one point has been
struck off for any such defective flower. I think

two should sometimes be deducted.

No special favour should be shown to Teas
because Teas. The flowers of Teas .should be
judged on the same principle, for size with form
and colour.

Judged on these principles, point 4, foliage,

will be mostly found to go with size of flower,

but in case of two stands being equal in points,

the judges should consider and weigh the even-

ness of flowers in the stands, and finally the

general effect of the whole of the flowers, the

even distribution of colour, and its harmonious
arrangement ; and I should even feel inclined

to allow at least one point for variety of colour.

It is in this final decision of comparatively
even stands that the value of matured knowledge
in a judge is seen.

In judging trebles there is a diversity of

opinion. Some judges consider each treble

should be a perfect trio, counting each treble as

one flower, one imperfect flower in the bunch
causing the whole treble to be counted as bad.

I difl'er from this, and see no reason why a

single bad flower in one case should count
against the stand more than another. It is,

however, a matter for discussion, but until a
rule be added to the existing ones to the effect

that one imperfect bloom makes tho whole three

bad, judges should deal with the merits of each
individual flower.

In the Tea and Noisette classes the standard

of flowers may bo raised to that of flowers in

mixed classes. The detection of duplicates is a
judge's duty and should not be shirked ; but to

enable him to do this properly too much work
must not be given him to do. In cases of

duplicates, other judges or officials may bo
called in to strengthen tho judge's decision.

—

Georce Paul, in "Rosariau's Year-Book."

A grafted Grevillea that dies.—Grcvillea

M.'inglesi is one of tlic most graceful habited

plants th;it can be grown in a greenhouse or con-

servatory. 11 grows 1(1 feet or 15 fcot high and
its thill and slender branches droop as gracefully as

tlio.se of the Weeping \Villow, e;ich now tipped by
little clusters of lace-like while flowers. It grows
freely and quickly from seeds which are often pro-

duced, and soon attains a flowering size, but the
nurserymen nearly .-ihvays giaft it on to seedlings

of G. lobusta .as a stock, and the consequence is
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that the plant grows well for a time, and just when
you are delighted with its graceful beauty and
filagree-like delicacy of blooming, it suddenly dies I

As we have shown, there is no real necessity for

grafting this plant, and yet it is done at the cost of

its life and beauty. Of all Grevilleas, this is I think
the one that most people admire when they see a
plant at its best, and yet it is veiy rarely seen on
its own roots. Can anyone say where natural, i.e.,

ungrafted plants can be purchased in England
now 1—V. B.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYUEUX.

SEASONABLE NOTES.
With the weather of a milder nature, the days
longer, and the sun more powerful, the plants
which have been previously transferred to pots
3A inches in diameter will bo hetter now if they
occupy a favourable position in a cold frame,
provided the roots are running into the new
soil freely. The frames should be so placed
that all available sun be obtained, as this will

much strengthen the plants, which they sorely

need this season. I have never seen the plants
so weakly in appearance at this period of the year
before, nor do I remember a season whtn the
cuttings required so much time to form roots.

Both these failings are attributable to the
weather of last season. Immediately after the re-

moval of the plants from the house to the frame
they should be carefully attended to, avoiding
the admittance of air in quantity to produce a
draught which is a precursor of mUdew in many
instances. Upon the first appearance of this

pest dust the leaves with sulphur when dry.
Plants in pots of the size named should be at-

tended to carefully in the matter of applying
water, which should always at this time be tepid.

Draughts, intensely cold water, and too much
of it at a time when the plants are only just

removed from the house to the frame will in

many cases produce sickly-coloured foliage.

(Jwing to a scarcity of the best kinds of cuttings

this season, recourse in many cases had to be
had to stem cuttings, some of which are now
showing a bloom bud. If the intention is to

cultivate the plants with a view to produce the
bestquahty of flowers in each section, the single

main stem must be encouraged to gi-ow away
freely without interruption. Therefore if a

flower-bud .'hows in the point of the new growth,
promptly remove it. Some of the earliest

potted plants will shortly need transferring to

larger pots. At this season of tlie year when
the plants are growing freely, roots are made
in proportion, and to delay the potting of the
young plants when once they are ready is a
great mistake. More than this, plants which
have grown freely have their pots full of roots
and more readily sufler from want of water, which
results in a loss of many of the bottom leaves.
This may not take place at the time, but some
weeks afterwards when least expected. Chry-
santhemums grown for the production of exhi-
bition blooms should not have their free growth
checked in any way, but should be kept steadily
growing. Where it is intended to flower the
plants singly in pots, those 9 inches in diameter
are large enough ; indeed, some can be grown
very well in pots an inch less, especially the
weak-growing varieties. But it is not wise to
attempt to cultivate successfully the more robust
kinds, especially such as the Queen family, in
pots so small as 8 inches, as they entail so much
attention to watering during a dry summer. The
size of the pots at this stage should be .")i inches
in diameter, and from these they will go direct to
those they are to bloom in. The pots should
be properly drained. The soil for this potting
may be composed as follows : three parts fibry

loam, one part leaf-soil, one part of Mushroom
bed material, adding a small portion of charcoal,

some sand and dissolved bones. To each 4
bushels of soil add a 5-inch potful of soot. The
soil should be pressed firmly into the pots at

this potting, which induces a growth gradually
rendered solid as it proceeds, which is much
better than depending upon a hot autumn to

ripen the growth all at once. The cold frame
after potting is the best place for the plants,

keeping the lights nearly close for a few days
tnitil the roots commence to run into the new
soO ; afterwards more air should be given gradu-
ally until the lights can be removed entirely

during the middle of the day. In this manner
the plants will gain strength.

ARE CHRYSANTHEMUMS' IN SPRING
REQUIRED?

At the Chrysanthemum conference, held at the

Royal Aquarium on Januaiy 9, it was intimated

that Chrysanthemums could be had in flower not
only in spring, but all the year round. Yet in the

face of this startling fact and the efforts of those

who are at present endeavouring to induce Chry-
santhemum growers to try their skill at such a feat,

the question arises. Are they required in spring,

much less all the year round ? I unhesitatingly

say they are not; indeed, they require more care to

produce flowers late in spring than they are worth.

True, we have now many late-flowering varieties, yet

few can deny that the flowers of these, beautiful as

they usuall.v are, are interior to those of numerous
kinds of spring flowering plants. Of course everyone
will admit that Chrysanthemums in autumn and
winter are indispensable in every garden

;
yet all,

I am afraid, will not take the same view of matters

with regard to having them in bloom all the year
round. It is far from wise to follow that course.

The specialists in Chrysanthemum culture had
better turn their attention to the production of

dwarfer-growing varieties. This would, in my
opinion, be more serviceable to the majority of

growers than varieties that will bloom in .\pril.

Most people would gladly welcome such grand
autumn and winter-flowering varieties as we now
have were they but in a dwarfer form. No doubt
some might say there are plenty of ways of modify-

ing the growth. Perhaps so
;
yet these means are not

within the reach of all ; and as the majority of va-

rieties are at present, that is when large blooms are

grown, it is beyond doubt a difficult matter for some
growers to find house room for the plants, with

their 9 feet and 10 feet, or even more, of growth.

Thus it would be more creditable to make a step

in this direction than in the production of varieties

that bloom when we have a supply of flowers that

are more easily grown. Then, again, the late-flower-

ing varieties require shelter during the winter, and
it is in very few places where this would be forth-

coming, as all available space under glass is at that

period generally occupied. Therefore, I cannot
but come to the conclusion that in endeavouring to

give us Chrysanthemums to bloom in spring, it is a

mere waste of time and labour, and the sooner the

idea is abandoned the better. Early-flowering

varieties sometimes prove an acquisition, though
even these are not really necessary, seeing that we
have plenty of flowers of all descriptions until the

beginning of October. C. C.

Reflexed section.—Perhaps in this section the

least interest is taken by the general body of culti-

vators. The reason is not far to seek, as lack of

variety and a scarcity of colours have much to do
with it. Although a few varieties rank high as

decorative kinds on account of their brilliant colours,

notably Cullingfordi, they are not, as a whole, so

well adapted for growing in bush form, mainly
through the weakness of their peduncles, which are

not self-supporting. For growing in specimen form
varieties of the refiexed type are especially valu.ible,

most of them being of a free branching habit of

growth, the flowers, as a rule, developing perfectly

under this method of cultivation. A specimen of

such a brilliantly coloured sort as Dr. Sharpe carry-

ing 200 perfectly formed blooms is a sight to be
remembered. At present, with very few exceptions,

this family contains the sweet-scented varieties.

The best of aU in this section is Progne. For out-

door decoration, such as the covering of blank walls,

the reflexed varieties are specially to be recom-
mended, the form of the blooms being of the right

kind to throw o£E the moisture from the petals

caused liy rain or dews, so much so that the flowers

last longer than those of any other class. When the

best blooms are intended to be grown, the plants

must have liberal treatment from the first stages of

their gi'owth, or the results will be blooms which
are destitute of the main point in a typical speci-

men of a reflexed flower, namely, depth. The
presence or the absence of this essential is quickly

noted by all persons, perhaps sooner than in any
other section of Chrysanthemums. Great difference

of opinion exists as to what constitutes a properly

reflexed flower. At present there are several va-

rieties which cannot be strictly classed amongst
reflexed blooms, for the reason that in some stages

of their development they show too much of the

incurved character. In Mile. Madeleine Tezier,

Felicity, Garibaldi, and Alma, the points of the

petals show such a tendency to incurve as to make
them out of place as reflexed varieties. A true re-

flexed flower should have the petals thoroughly im-

bricated, allowing little space between the points

of each. I regard King of Crimsons as a good
type of the reflexed section. It is also one of the

oldest varieties we have, having been introduced by
Mr. Salter in the year 1845, but it was subsequently

lost sight of for many years ; indeed, it was not until

the year 1880 that it was again brought promi-

nently before the public and made for itself a last-

ing name as one of the best sorts of its class. In

growth it is all that could be desired, being vigorous

and a free bloomer.— E. M.

Chrysanthemum sports.—It will perhaps
appear very strange to some persons to hear that

in sporting, Chrysanthemums of one section or

family produce blooms of an entirely opposite cha-

racter, as, for instance, a true reflexed bloom results

as a sport, from an incurved variety, while from re-

flexed varieties a partly incurved form and an
Anemone-flowered kind have sported. It would,

indeed, be hard to account for the reason of these

freaks, but if this sort of thing goes on increasing

it w-ill be difficult to say where we shall arrive in

the matter of sports. This phase of the subject

opens up an interesting point. If we could know
the exact cause of sports and how to obtain them at

will, we should then have no difficulty in obtaining a

much greater variety in some sections than we have

at present. I fear the cause, &c., of sports is all

a matter of sheer fancy, and we appear to be as yet

very much in the dark as to their origin. We have
here under trial a reflexed sport from the incurved

variety George Glenny. The new departure is

exactly like its parent in the colour of the flower

and habit of growth. For exhibition in a cut

state I fear that this variety will never rank very

high amongst growers of this class on account of

the smallness of the blooms ; but for growing in

bush form for conservatory decoration where num-
bers of flowers are needed this new departure ought
to prove valuable. In another locality King of

Crimsons has produced an Anemone variety of the

same colour, and which should bo an acquisition to

a class at present not over-burdened with colours of

a deep hue. I hear that the sport has been fixed, and
will be introduced next autumn. I shall be inte-

rested to see this novelty brought out in perfection.

The other variety referred to in the early part

of this note is a partly incurved variety from Mrs.

Forsyth. The growth is exactly like that of the

parent, but the colour is nearer a pale lemon than

tliatof Mrs. Forsyth, which is a dull white. Un-
fortunately, the flowers of the sport do not preserve

their incurved form ; the florets reflex after the

flowers have developed.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum Avalanche.—This Jainiinso

variity is a pioil latr-flowi.Tiiii; kind. To-iliiy (Fob-

ruiu-y 23) we cut useful hluoins i'rum pkuts which were
jrrown from cutting.s inserted in August, pinched once
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about 8 inches high, potted into 4i-inch pots, aud given a
cool position in the house. Being regularly fed with
stimulants, the result is very encouraging. This variety
does not, like many other good new sorts, always pro-
duce few cuttings. In the case of the present variety
there is always plenty to be had, and generally they
WQ of the best quality.—S,

Books.

CACTUS CULTURE FOR AMATEURS.*
Mb. Watson has done well to reproduce in book
form the series of articles contributed by him to
the Bazaar in 1885 and following years, as he has
given us a dainty, well illustrated volume that
deals exhaustively with the strange, interesting,
and easily grown Cactuses. The author has a right
to speak on this subject, as at Kew he has abundant
opportunities for thoroughly studying the various
kinds, and that be has made a golden use of them
we can judge from the present book. There are at
Kew 500 species and varieties of Cactus, a unique
collection, equalled by no other in the three king-
doms, although the late Mr. J. T. Peacock, of Sud-
bury House, Hammersmith, who made a specialty
of these characteristic plants, also had a number of
the finest and rarest kinds, which at one time Mr.
Croucher, liis head gardener, had charge of. His
picturesque groups at the summer exhibitions of
tlie Royal Horticultural Society were as much a
source of interest and wonder as the gay banks of
flowering Orchids. The title of the book is some-
what misleading. It is not sufficiently compre-
hensive, as it would satisfy the requirements of
those who would scarcely feel flattered if called
amateurs. There are eighteen chapters, \ lie second
dealing with the botanical characters of the
Cactuses, and that will prove interesting read-
ing to those who wish for something more than
mere routine in cultivation. They are grouped
into two tribes, the first comprising those in which
the calyx tube is produced beyond the ovary, and
the stem covered with tubercules or ribs, bearing
spines, as the Melocactus, &c., and the other in
which the calyx tube is not produced beyond the
ovary, and the stem is branching and jointed, as
Ehipsalis. This arrangement, says the author, is a
key to the genera on the plan of the most recent
botanical arrangement. The genera Echinopsis and
Pilocereus are, however, for horticultural purposes
kept up. The chapter on cultivation is of the
greatest service. It gives advice on growing them
in separate houses, with a sketch of the most suit-
able structure, in Wardian cases, window recesses,
greenhouses, frames, and out of doors, so the ama-
teur will have no cause to grumble at a meagreness
of detail, although he might find fault in a book
that is especially written for him at the wordy de-
scriptions of the several species. The chapter on
propagation is one of the best. It deals exhaus-
tively with the various ways of propagating Cac-
tuses by seeds, grafting, and cuttings, illus-
trated by an interesting, though none too well
executed engraving of a specimen of Pereskia Bleo,
with Epiphyllum and Cereus flagelliformis grafted
upon it. The majority of the chapters are naturally
devoted to the various genera, each genus occupying
one chapter, in which the varieties, modes of culture,
peculiarities, and other matters characteristic of
the several species are described and fully ex-
plained for tlie benefit of those readers for
whom the book lias been written. There is a
chapter on tlic dealers in Cactuses, that those who
intend taking up their culture will find of some im-
portance, and a selection of kinds suitable for cool
house, stove, and outdoors, so that the intending
cultivator can at once find out which are the best
suited to liis own special case without wading
through a m.ass of detail. In the list of growers
of these curious plants it is singular that there are
now no collections in the United Kingdom. A few
of the illu.slrations are good portraits of (he jilants
they represent, especially those of Echinocactus

* "Cactus Culture for Amateurs." liy W. Wiitson, Asslstivnt
Curator of tho Iloy.al liotanic finrdoue, Kew. rubli'lud bv
I.. Upcott GUI, 170, Strand, W.C.

scopa (p. 118) and its singular variety, or rather
monstrosity, oristata, and Khipsalis sarmentacea, a
curious creeping plant that is always found on the
branches or trunks of trees in its native home.

" Cactus Culture " certainly deserves a corner on
the book-shelf of every horticultural library as much
as a book of reference respecting the many kinds of

Cactuses, as in the words of the author, "no species
or variety is omitted which is known to be in culti-

vation or of sufiioieut interest to be introduced " as
for the valuable cultural hints which it gives to
those who are novices in the matter. It is the hope
of the author that this book will do something to-

wards bringing Cactuses in favour, and it is of the
right character to fulfil this wish. There is no race
of plants that offers so many singular characters as
the Cactuses. Their home is on the burning plain
or the bare rocks, exposed to the fiercest of tropical
suns and deluged with the heavy periodical rains

;
yet

many of the flowers are of the richest colours, from
the softest to the most brilliant tints, deliciously
fragrant, and, in some instances, offering additional
interest by appearing only at night. Then their
strikingly grotesque characters are sufficient in

themselves to warrant increased attention. If

this book is the means of adding to the present
handful of cultivators, it will have performed a use-
ful service to horticulture. C.

MARKET PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
A VISIT to Covent Garden Market during the early
hours of the morning is always of interest to the
horticulturist, if for no other reason than to see the
comparatively large and finely developed plants
that are grown in the regulation 5-inch or 48-sized
pot. Besides this, though the bulk of the plants
offered for sale are limited to a few kinds, some
plants that are not so commonly met with and con-
sequently possess a greater amount of interest are
occasionally seen. On February 2, the bulk of
plants in flower was limited to Hyacinths and
Tulips, and a goodly show they made. Of Tulips,
the favourite seems to be the scarlet Due Van Thol,
which was offered in boxes closely packed full of
bulbs, in pots containing five or more bulbs in a
pot, and also in various combinations, such as four
Tulips with a Fern springing from the centre, and
a few spikes of Lily of the Valley peeping up
through the foliage of the Fern. In others the
arrangement was much the same, except that
Roman Hyacinths took the place of Lilies of the
Valley. These last were extensively offered in pots
containing about a dozen spikes. Nearly all I
noticed were from single eyes, that is to say, those
usually known as German crowns, which are princi-
pally employed for early forcing. In these the
bells are far more open than those produced by the
clumps or masses imported from Holland, which
are valuable for late blooming, as being established
in a mass the roots are to a great extent undis-
turbed, and consequently the spikes do not flag so
quickly when the sun grows stronger as those from
single eyes do. Cyclamens, Primulas, and Cinerarias
were, of course, represented, and in the case of all
of them the improvement within the last few years
both in colour and form is most noticeable. Spineas
were abundant, but very few Deutzias, beautiful as
tliey are when well grown, were to be seen. Of
Azaleas, the best is Deutsche Perle, whose massive
Gardenia-like flowers are very easily recognised
when associated with the thin papery blooms of the
older varieties. While there ;ire a great many
Azaleas with blooms more or less splashed and
striped, they do not seem to find favour witli market
growers, all of whom assure me that plants witli
blooms of this character are far more difficult to
di.sposc of, not only in tlie case of Azaleas, but also
Camellias, Primulas, and other things. A few
Epiphylluiiis gr.afted on Pereskia stocks about .-i

foot high and profusely laden with bloom were a
very pleasing feature, and Echeveria retusa might
also have been .seen in quantity. This succulent is

a valuable winter-liuwering plant, whose bright red
blossoms are borne in great profusion, and remain
in beauty for a long period. Other flowering plants
noted include Acacias, Genistas, Narcissi of diffe-

rent kinds, a few Heaths, and Marguerites. Strange
to say, I did not see a single Bromeliad, thus show-
ing a marked difference between us and our neigh-
bours across the Channel.

The foliage plants mostly consisted of Palms

—

Areca lutescens, the ever popular Latania borbonica,
Cocos WeddeUiana, Seaforthia elegans, a few pretty
little Geonoma gracilis, Corypha austral is (the Palm
that will thrive in a sitting-room better than any
other), and various Kentias comprising the bulk of

this class. A few years ago it was quite a rarity to

see any Kentias, while now they are met with
everywhere, thanks, no doubt, to the large importa-
tions of seeds that have been disposed of in this

country within the last few years. Kentias are
certainly very beautiful Palms, easily grown, and do
well in the dwelling-house. For the dwelling-house
nothing is better than Aspidistra lurida, which,
with its variegated variety, finds a ready sale. Of
Ferns in -li-inch pots, the common Maiden-hair was
largely represented, and among Pterises the two
most extensively grown are P. tremula and a large,

bold form of P. serrulata, known sometimes as
major, which is now principally grown to the ex-

clusion of the ordinary species. Aspleniums of the
flaccidum class also make nice well-furnished speci-

mens ; and there was also a quantity of Cyrtomiums,
whose handsome dark green foliage looked as if

thrips— so troublesome in many places— were un-
known to them. Small Ferns, too, are disposed of

in large quantities. The common Selaginella

Kraussiana is grown in enormous quantities, and a
number of good bushy specimens of S. Martensi
presented a very pleasing feature. Aralia Sieboldi
is such a first-rate town plant that it is nearly
always to be met with ; while the genus Cyperus,
of which alternifolius has been so long the only
species, is now represented by another— C. distans
—the foliage of which is broader and not of so

deep a green, while the inflorescence is more con-
spicuous than in the older kind. C. alternifolius,

however, does not seem likely to be ousted liy the
new comer. Ficus elastica and different Dracaenas
were, of course, present, and various evergreen
shrubs, such as Euonymus, Aucubas, Box, and
several of the smaller Coniferaj ; but the principal

demand for such things is during the autumn and
early winter months. With the exception of many
of the Ferns, which are disposed of in 2|-inch pots,

most of the plants sold in Covent Garden Market are
grown in 5-inoh pots, as those of this size are very
convenient for transport and also for furnishing

purposes, as they can be dropped when required
into the different ornamental pots, many of which
would not contain one of a greater diameter than
5 inches.

Cut flowers of subjects other than those
above mentioned as blooming in pots were prin-

cipally represented by the following : Violets,

Primroses, Snowdrops, various Narcissi, especially

the Paper-white, and Anemone fulgens. Allium
neapolitanum is a first-rate plant for forcing, as it

is remarkably pretty, bears its flowers on good,
long, sturdy stalks, and the blooms are wanting in

the disagreeable smell common to many of the
Alliums, though it is present in the roots to a
certain extent. Of course, such things as Garde-
nias, Camellias, Callas, Roses, double Primulas, and
Bouvardias were represented in quantity, and wiiile

the Bouvardias were numerous in a cut state, I did
not see ;i single plant. Christmas Roses, tlie spot-

less purity of whose blossoms showed that tlicy

must have been protected under glass, were also
very common ; while the large sprays of Acacia,
principally imported, seem to meet with a ready
sale. Zonal Pelargoniums, of course, furnish some
bright bits of colour, and of the.sc the double-
flowered varieties predominate. I should, perhaps,

have said double-flowered variety, for the bright-

coloured F. P. Kasp.iil seems to be grown almost to

the exclusion of others. It is ccrt.ainly a beautiful

kind, and shows the length <if time a variety may
be in cultivation before its merits arc fully recog-

nised, as this was sent out by M. Ijcmoino, of

Nancy, in 1878, ,and was that year grown in this

country by a few who make a speciality of such
things.

" U. P.
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DANNY PARK.
Danny Park is situated a little to the west of

Hassock's Gate. The house stands in a magui-
ficent park which forms a part of the estate of

Mr. W. H. Campion. Here, again, we find

another of those historic old Elizabethan man-
sions which stud the county of Sussex. The
one under notice is built of brick, and although
erected by one of the Gorings in 159.5, it was
preceded by another mansion which stood in

the park, Royal permission to enclose which
had been granted in 1355. The same sLmpli-

city of style and tlie many-gabled windows cha-

racterise this old house. The drive through
the park is picturesque and beautiful. The
Beech trees are very conspicuous, and though a

few noble Oaks, with split .stems and gnarled
branches, show signs of decay, yet the majority
of them, although enormous specimens, are quite

vigorous. About halfway along the drive, on the

cimens and groups are conspicuous all over the

park

.

The greatest marvel among the trees of

Danny is the one which forms the foreground

in the engraving. This i.s probably the finest

specimen of the Carolina Poplar in England,

and it also shows one of the (juaiutest forms of

tree growth ever met with in this country. Not
only do the branches rest upon the ground, but

some of them have rooted, and the new roots,

infusing fresh vigour into the branches, have
caused rival leaders to shoot up, some of which
have now attained a lieight almost equal to that

of the parent tree. If these upstarts put out

branches like the parent there will be some day
a forest of stems, like those of the Banyan trte,

wliich spreads and covers acres. But the Banyan
supporis its head upon straight stems, which are

,

like a great array of pUlars upholding some mighty
i dome, the ground being left free and scarcely

that in which the tree is shown, gave the greate.it

diameter of ground covered as exactly 50 yards.

If, instead of winding in and out, the branches
had all grown out straight from the stem, mucli
more ground would have been covered, for the
longest branch, though confusedly interwoven
with the others, is 45 } ards in length, that being
only 5 yards less than the greatest diameter of

the branch spread. The tree also makes a large

mass of distinct and noble-looking leafage, for

the broad ovate leaves are nearly all about the
size of one's hand. This wonderful tree is just

on the outskirts of the lawn. Between it and
the house is a fine expanse of turf forming the

lawn. A few large beds of Rhododendrons and
Azaleas, with some flower heds, diversify its

surface. The lawn here passes into the park,

which, in front of the mansion, is but a fore-

ground, the Downs being so close that their ever
varying charm of light and shade is enjoyed.

:-^!v.v^_,,,i,^tclVn:£Sf

The Carolina Poplar (Populus monilifera) at Danny Park, Sussex. Engravcil for The Garden from a photograph by Mr. Pattison, Pett, Worthing.

left, the ground suddenly rises into a huge bank
of sand, and upon this knoll is a tine group of

Scotch Firs. Terminating as abruptly as it

arose, there next spreads out a pretty sheet of

water which runs back to masses of wood, the
tree branches waving upon the water's surface,

while but a short distance oif the turfy slopes and
cre.st of Ditchling, the highest of southern hills,

suddenly rise to a height of 858 feet. The park
landscape charms the visitor long before the
house is reached. After passing the water the
drive becomes still more striking, for it is lite-

rally hemmed in by gigantic stems of Elm trees,

which, though not forming a forma! avenue,
yet in a long irregular line fringe the drive
on either side, the greater number being on the
riglit. In none other of the beautiful Sussex
parks may be found so many great Elms as here,
for in addition to fringing the drive, noble spe-

obstructed. The Poplar does otherwise. Its

branches form a confused labyrinth of stems,

crossing an<l recrossing one another, entirely

impeding the i)rogress of anyone who would
walk beneath its shade. Is this a freak of this

specimen only, or do all the Carolina Poplars

exhibit the same peculiar habit of growth ?

ITnfortunately, there is no record to show when
or by whom this tree was planted, but we may
safely presume that more than one century has

been necessary to produce such a unique example
of tree growth. The stem at 2 feet from the

ground girths 13 feet, the first branch starting

about 9 feet up the stem, while most of the

others are found about 2 feet higher up. The
greatest spread of branch is not that shown in

the engi'aving, for a tape passed through the ci>n-

fused mass which covers the ground to the left of

the centre stem, and in an opposite direction to

Two other trees upon the lawn worthy of

note are a fine Tulip tree and a noble specimen
of the deciduous Cypress, 70 feet to 80 feet

liigli, with branches down to the ground. This

tree is so distinct from all other Conifers in

habit of growth, and especially in the light and
fresh green tint of its elegant sprays of foliage,

that it is surprising how sparingly it is planted.

A little to the soutli-west of the house, but
forming part of the ground.s, is a wood inter-

sected by numerous walks. Here, again. Oak,
Elm, and Chestnut are striking in tlu^ir magni-
tude. Two of the walks .are especially beautiful.

Tlicre are broad grassy glades, and one runs tlie

whole length of the wood on the soutli sitle,

comnianduig a view of a long range of the

Downs ; the other intersects the wood and forma

a cool retreat from summer heat.

The glass department is not e.Ktensive, but
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Strawberries, Grapes, Peaches, and Tomatoes
are largely and well grown. In winter tbese

houses are filled with Chrysauthemums, of which

many hundreds are grown, and in tlie most use-

ful lorni as lar^e, bushy, dwarf plants, bearing

a number of medium sized flowers, which do not

require any neck-stretching or ladder-mounting

in order to see them. The kitchen garden is of

fair extent, and is surrounded by good walls

devoted chiefly to Pears and Plums, as Peaches

will not thrive. In spite of the walls, however,

the south-westerly winds sweep along the Downs
and cause much damage in the garden. Herein

is seen tlie beneBt of the previously mentioned

wood, which shelters the house from the line

of prevailing winds. Doubtless this was the ob-

ject its planters had in view, for even the most

casual observermusthave noticed that everything

done by our forefathers about these old places

received the best consideration, was well carried

out, and in realising as we do such pleasure from

the successful results of their handiwork, we
cannot but regard these old places and all about

them as memorials of the forethought, skill, and
ability employed. A. fl.

Flower Garden.

THE WATER FAIRY FLOWER.

(narui.ssus tazetta vab. grand empbrok.)

On the 28th of December I received a bulb of

this plant which a friend in New Jersey had

sent to me, and a very large rough-looking bulb

it was, with several offsets standing out from the

main one at all sorts of angles. As a bulb it

was ugly enough to make a Dutch grower feel

quite angiy, for it had not a single good feature

about it from a bulb growers point of view. I

was told that these bulbs are imported from
China in little bamboo buckets, and that they

are accompanied by cultural directions in the

langviage of the Celestial empire. The donor

also told me not to plant it in soil or earth in a

]iot, as is the rule with i\s in Eur<.ipe, but to place

tlie bulb in a bowl, and to pile little stones on
the top of it to prevent its floating, and then to

fill the bowl wilh tepid water so as to cover it

entirely, and then to place the bowl in a sunny
window and await the results. Tliis I did,

changing the water once in twenty-four hours,

as I was also directed to do. When the bulb came
to hand it was (juite soft and shrivelled outside,

but after about a week's total immersion the

bulb coats swelled out, and it began to feel quite

])lump and firm to the touch. In another week
green points appeared and growtli became more
rapid, the first flowers opening in aliout six

weeks after the bulb was planted in the bowl.
The tallest leaves and flower spikes are now
20 inches high. There are in all eight growths
from the bull), five of which have yielded a sjiiko

eacli, and eaci] spike bears from four to six tine

flowers. The perianth segments are white and
the cups briglit yellow, having an orange tint,

an<l tliey are deliciously fragrant. Altogether,

there are five flower-spikes and about thirty

leaves, and the whole now (February 14) forms
a very beautiiul ornament, and has been a source
of much interest to myself and friends.

Tliis Narcissus is very highly valued by the
Chinese, who strive with each other as to who
can grow the finest specimen for tlieir new
year's festival, and it was the emigrants to tlie

United States from China wlio first imported
the roots to America. They are now, liowever,

imported by some of the seedsmen of New
York and San Francisco, and are oU'ercd at

from 40a. to 00s. per hundred. The finest roots

fetch more and are said to yield from seven to

twelve spikes each.

The Chinese name of this plant is Water
Fairy Flower, bnt whether it is a native plant

or an introduction I cannot say. It may probably
be a native, as N. Tazetta, in its varied phases

or forms, is known to extend in a more or less

unbroken line from the Canary Islands, through
North Africa and the broad Mediterranean
region, through Persia, Cashmere, and Northern
India, and the mainland of China, and ending
in Japan. It is a plant very often illustrated

in Chinese and Japanese drawings, as may be

seen by any visitor to the splendid collection

now exhibited in the British Museum at Blooms-
bury ; indeed, the only species of Narcissus

figured in Chinese or Japanese works on botany
are N. Tazetta and N. Jonquilla. It would be

very interesting to be assured that the la^t

named is really a native of either North India,

China, or Japan, as it is more often considered

a rare species confined to Europe. N. Tazetta

is one of the so-called sacred plants of China,

and is illustrated by three original sketches in

" Reeves' Plants of China," a series of native

drawings now in the botanical department of

the Natural History Museum at South Ken-ing-

ton. It would be interesting to know what are

the sacred ideas attached to this flower by the

Chinese or Japanese people, and I hope some
visitor or resident in those parts of the world

will kindly enlighten us on this point. The
Japanese artists often give most spirited

sketches in colour of N. Tazetta, showing its

flowers and leaves as blown on by the wind, and
very often— so often that one suspects that the

constant union has a meaning—the little dusky
wren (Troglodytes parvus-fumigatus) is asso-

ciated with the flower.

Evidently there are more varieties than one
found in China, or at least cultivated there. In

the Reeves' series of drawings there are two
single kinds, a larger and a smaller white with

yellow cups, and a double-flowered form very

similar to that we know as the double Roman,
but which really seems to be a cultivated phase

of a N. Tazetta found wild in the island of

Cyprus. This originally came to Europe from
Constantinople in the sixteenth century, and our
more modern supplies being mainly grown in

Italy may account for its popular name as nsed

to-day. One of the most puzzling of all the

peculiarities connected with double -flowered

Narcissi is the fact that out of the two or three

hundred varieties or phases of N. Tazetta now
known only one should Lave yielded double-

flowered forms.

No matter whether the Chinese Narcissus, or

Sacred Lily, as it is also called, is really a native

or not, one fact is clear, viz., that as grown in

China the plant is very readily amenable to

water culture, and as it grows at the rate of

h.alf an inch or more a day, or rather day and
night, after its roots appear, it is just the kind

of plant to interest invalids .and children, or

people who, knowing but little of plant growth,

are impatient to see tpiick results.

Of course, bulb culture in water is no new
thing, as it was quite usually practised in Eng-
land nuiuy years ago, and no doubt well-grown

bulbs of all kinds, esjiecially Narci.ssi, Tulijis,

Hyacinths, iVc , may quite readily bo so grown ;

but the two points in which the Chinese metlunl

dill'ers from our own is the total immersion of

the bulli and the total change of water every
twenty-four hours. Bulbs of N. Tazetta as

grown in Holland, France or Italy and grown
in pots of earth in our gardens are conqiaratively

very slow in their development, and rarely jiro-

duco more than two or threo spikes of flowers

each, and it seems probable that the Chinese

cultivators may consen'e the energy of their

bulbs by not allowing them to produce flowers

for a year or two, and so induce the formation

of more growth and flower-producing centres

than is usnally the case.

I have for many years had this Chinese Nar-
cissus in my mind's eye, but never before had
an opportunity of actually seeing a bulb .and

testing its rapid growth and profuse flowering

character for myself. A very good and faithful

account was long ago published in The Garhen
by a New York correspondent (see Vol. I.,

1872, p. 543).

It appe.ars that the Chinese have a very in-

teresting fable connected with their favourite

Water Fairy Flower, and it is good enough
to be repeated here :

—

Thus once upon a time a father left his property

to his two sons with the underst<anding that it

should be equally divided ; but the elder son seized

all the tillable land and left the younger nothing but

an acre covered with rocks and water. The
younger son, failing to obtain justice, sat at the

water's edge bemoaning his misfortune. A bene-

volent fairy appeared and giving him these Nar-

cissus bulbs told him to drop them into the water.

Shortly aftarwards their flowers were developed,

and the neighbours crowded to see the fairy's gift.

In the course of a few years the badly-treated

brother accumulated a fortune by the rapid increase

and sale of his bulbs. Then the elder brother, en-

vious of the prosperity of the younger, bought up
great numbers of the bulbs—hoping to get a mono-
poly by getting all of them—at so heavy a price,

that he was obliged to mortgage his property to

procure funds for the purpose. He planted all his

good land with bulbs, but they soon began to die,

as they cannot live long out of w.ater. He was
ruined, while his brother, who had bought tlie

mortgage, foreclosed it, and became possessed of

the whole estate in time to replant some of the

dying bulbs in the w.atery acre.

The Chinese call their variety Grand Emperor,

and it bears some resemblance to the Staten-

General of the Dutch growers, but is, I think,

distinct from that variety, which I have never

yet seen with five spikes from one and the same

bulb.

So far as I know, these Chinese-grown roots

have not as yet been introduced into England,

but now that an experiment has been made and

the most successful results recorded, perhaps

more credit may be given to our brother flower

grower, " the heathen Chinee," and an importa-

tion of bulbs next November or December would

be sure to meet with a ready sale. Two or

tliree of these roots in a glass vessel such as is

used for gold fish, \c., would produce a cliarm-

ing effect when their fifteen or twenty spikes

were laden with flowers. The New York bulb

dealers offered them this season at .fl8 per

1000 roots, but no doubt they are much cheaper

in the Chinese markets.

The bulb I tried so successfully was kindly

forwarded by Mr. John N. Gerard, of Elizabeth,

New Jersey, a well-known amateur gardener,

whose cultural instructi(Uis .as related above I

carried out to the letter. .\n illustration of a

double-flowered N. Tazetta growing in a bowl

of water, is given from a photograph in (itirden

and Fdirst, March L'l, 1888, but my specimen

is a much finer one in every way.
F. W. BURBIDOE.

A gain in hardy flower gardening.— In

Tliu Uaudicn of Keh. !•, i«Wl (p. 1211). occurs a

very interesting article (juotcii from the Field. I

reail it carefully, so should everyone who is in love

with the flower garden. It advocates leaving the

stems untouched of certain hardy pl.ants-Japan

and Sachalien Knot weeds, the Michaelmas Daisies,
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Ferns, and a few others. This is good advice.

Winter is as beautiful in its way as spring, summer,
or autumn, but it is sliorn of much of the beauty it

would have by the annual clipping of every stem as

soon as the first frost has withered the foliage.

I was much struck with a bed of the Japanese
Knotweed in St. James's Park the other day. All

the stems had been left, and their rich brown
colour gave almost as much pleasure in the weak
sunshine of that December day as when the plants
were full of leaf in July. This is only one instance
of how much we lose by haphazard cutting down
in the autumn.—T. Vf.

CHRISTMAS AND LENTEN ROSES.

The last sentence in "F. W. B.'s" interesting article

on Christmas Roses (Feb. IG, p. 141) helps to confirm
an opinion I have formed with regard to H. n. alti-

folius, viz., that this variety wiU succeed with less

sunshine and more moisture than the dwarfer va-
rieties of Hellebore. I have never seen this kind
do so well anywhere else as it does on well-drained
soil in the moist climate of Cornwall. Given good
drainage, it did equally well in sunlight or in partial
shade, and the best plants I ever had were grown
at the north side of a large Oak tree, but quite clear
of the branches. Some flowers from this clump
reached in 1883 5 inches in diameter, and were
borne on stems 18 inches in height. Very small
bits of Helleborus niger altifolius grew well in par-
tial shade here last year, but the typical H. niger has
been a comparative failure, as in other places
though grown in full sunshine on a well-drained
border and in light, sandy, fairly rich soil. Another
Hellebore which has done remarkably well this
season is H. fcetidus. This has grown fully 3 feet
high, and is now opening its first flowers. It succeeds
almost anywhere, and is so thoroughly robust and
hardy that it holds its own in any company, amongst
ground Ivy, under deciduous trees, and even under
the common Laurel. Seedlings spring up here and
there vrith tolerable freedom and at considerable
distances from the parent plant, so that it should
not be scarce by reason of its delicacy or fasti-

diousness. H. fcetidus is a much neglected plant,
but it should have a good time before it now
that flne-foliaged hardy plants are coming into
greater favour. The handsome palmate foliage
on tall, woody stems being in its greatest per-
fection in midwinter would make it specially valu-
able for winter groups.—J. C. Tallack, Liv'ermere,
Sufolk.

Writing in The Garden, Feb. Hi (p. 141),
" F. W. B." requests information respecting the
behaviour of these plants during the past season.
I visited several gardens in the neighbourhood of
Taunton during the months of November and De-
cember for the purpose of noting the conditions of
the early-flowering varieties of Christmas Roses.
The most interesting lot of plants I met with was
at Flook House, where there is about a score of
very large clumps of the variety maximus growing
in a variety of positions about the grounds, some in
the shrubbery borders partially shaded by trees,
others in positions where they get all the sun. The
condition of these plants left nothing to be desired,
the foliage being large and healthy, and the blos-
soms of large size, pure colour, and freely produced.
I should perhaps say that the majority of the plants
have not been disturbed for several years, and that
they are growing in a deep mellow, loamy soil with
a decidedly moist bottom. The condition of the.se
plants was such that it is quite evident that they
like a deep holding soil, and the less the roots are
disturbed the better. E.xcept in places where they
are made a speciality of, I question if anyone ever
saw grander clumps of this variety. In another
garden I met with a fine e.xample of the niger va-
riety growing in a tub about 2 feet over. This
plant had about 3U0 flowers and flower-buds upon
it, so that I do not think that the cold and
damp summer of 18S8 was altogether unfavour-
able for Christmas Roses in the west of England.
—J. C. C.

The climate of Germanv is less favourable
to the cultivation of Helleborus niger and its va-

rieties than that of England. We had this year
long-continued frosts and no protective snow.
Lately we have had heavy snow and 1° F., and in

consequence of this the flowers were not so good
as usual. With reference to the article on page 141,

I beg to state that H. niger lacteus has proved most
satisfactory. I cannot too strongly recommend this

variety. A bed of two-year-old seedlings is quite a
show just now, and the plants have been in flower

since November. The flowers, as a rule, are not so

large and not so well shaped as those of the River-

ston variety, but this is compensated for by the

quantity and the robust constitution of the blooms.
Messrs. Paul and Son are in possession of plants of

this variety. As to altifolius (niger maximus), I am
led to suppose it will be eclipsed by seedlings com-
ing on in a few years.

—

Max Leichtlin, Baden-
Baden.

DISEASED CHRISTMAS ROSES.

What can be done to remedy the disease which

has lately become so prevalent amongst Christ-

mas Roses, especially the best and large-st va-

rieties of them ? Mr. Burbidge has raised tliis

question (p. 141), and anyone who can should

answer it. Max Leichtlin has told us that pre-

vention is in this case, as in most similar cases,

easier and better than cure ; but is there no cure,

at least in the earlier stages of the disease >. It

is caused, as Mr. Burbidge tells us, by a minute
parasitic fungus (Peronospora ticaria;). Two
other kinds of Peronospora are very destructive

to certain crops; the one is P. infestans, the well-

known Potato blight, the other P. Schleideriana,

which in some countries destroys Onion crops.

In the case of the Potato blight, the nature of

the crop and the season at which it (the disease)

appears make it hopeless to eft'ect any cure

when it is once established. But concerning tlie

Onion blight we have a most interesting

memoir by Mr. Arthur Shipley, published in the

Kew Bulletin of October, 1887. Remedies are

there recommended which would probably be
equally efficacious for the Hellebore blight, and
they certainly should be tried. The first is to

spray the diseased plants with a weak solution

of sulphate of iron, the proportions being three-

twentieths per cent., or about 1 oz. to 5 gallons

of water. The second remedy is to mix
powdered quicklime witli flowers of sulpliur and
to dust the diseased plants with it. Another
expert in plant diseases advised me to try a

solution of sulphate of copper in the propor-

tion of about 3 ozs. to a gallon of water

and to spray the plants with it. This solu-

tion seems very strong when compared with

the small quantity recommended in the case of

sulphate of iron, but I have tried repeated

waterings with it without any bad efiects. At
the same time I shall proceed cautiously with

it. The Peronospora is more difticult to deal

witli in the perennial Hellebore than in the

annual Onion or Potato, as the spores no doubt
fall in large numbers on to the herbaceous crown,

and are carried up by tlie new leaves in spring to

germinate and infect them, but the crown may
be dressed with sulphur and quicklime, to wliich

a little finely powdered sulphate of U'on may be

added, for Mr. Shipley informs us that sul-

phate of iron in the proportion of od lbs. to the

acre makes an excellent top-dressing for a Potato

crop, and may be expected to act as a preventive

of the blight to which that crop is liable.

Edije Hall, Malpus. C. Wolley Don.

Heuchera riTjifolia.—This Alum root has
handsome foliage and is always attractive. In the

growing season the darker shades of the velvety

leaves are toned down into the rich green, giving

a beautiful harmony of qiiiet colours. In autumn
these colours change to red, and remain so through-

out the winter. A large group with the sun
shining on it on a winter's day, seen with a side

light and from a distance, looks very bright

indeed, and rivals the brightest hues of the

Mahonia. Such a group should not cover less than
2 yards of ground, or the effect is lost. Where
room is plentiful, a large group should be grown
in a raised position for winter effect, taking care

to place it where it can be seen from east or

west. This matter of position is important, as

when seen from the south the effect is greatly

lessened. It is a good thing when properly placed.

-J.C. T.

A blue Primrose.—"A. D." at page 161 refers

to the blue Primrose exhibited before the recent

meeting of the floral committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and seems to suggest that

everybody else saw its great merits, as the very

bluest of blue varieties, except the responsible

body before whom it was placed. I pass no opinion

on it, as my object in writing is merely to give my
experience with blue varieties flowered so early in

the year as January and February. I flower

annually hundreds, perhaps thousands of these

coloured Primroses, some of them from seeds I

have saved, and some from seeds sent by Mr. Dean,

and amongst them blue varieties, or at least what
is termed blue, for they are all purplish blue. I

have found that the cold atmosphere and dark days

of January cause the flowers to be of a deeper blue

than they would be if they opened in April. In fact,

I had a blue one last year which I thought would
come in at the Auricula exhibition in April, but the

later flowers changed so much that they became
more red than blue. I would like to hear from

Mr. Dean whether there is any ch.inge in colour of

the flowers that open in April. I lifted the plant

that I allude to and the flowers opened in a frame,

but the lights were often drawn off. The frame

culture might, however, to some extent have in-

fluenced the colour.—J. Douglas.

Whilst I regret that my appellation of

True Blue to the hardy Primrose I exhibited at

the Westminster Drill Hall last week did not

meet with your approval, I am consoled by the

reflection that you thought so novel and striking a
colour in the Primrose merited a certificate. But
with respect to the real colour of the flowers, some
considerable allowance must be made for the very

bad light of the Drill Hall, which invari.ably kills

blue and converts it into a purplish shade. Even in

the middle of summer I have seen blue Lobelia

flowers turned to violet when the plants were stood

in a tent. But out in the clearer atmosphere of the

country blue flowers (and some other coloured ones

also) look very much brighter than they do in

London at any time. For that reason I think the

appellation of True Blue to the Primrose was not

such a grave impropriety after all. The flowers of

this plant are the very bluest we have ever seen in

the hardy single Primrose. I have great hope that

by eventually securing some seed, this Primrose,

despised by the floral committee as it w.as, may
none the less prove to be the progenitor of one of the

loveliest, because bluest, races of the Primrose. I

fear were we to invite in floral colours a discussion

on the proper tints of a true blue, we should find

it would be interminable. All the same, blue covers

a very wide range of tints, just as green does. To
remove criticism, however, I will find a less em-
phatic name for my blue Primrose.—A. D.

Delphinium Zalil.—I observe that this plant

(seed of which is offered in the catalogues of most
of the hardy plant nurserymen) is invariably spoken

of and offered as a hardy perennial. Is there the

smallest reason or evidence for supposing this to be
the case ; If I recollect right, there was a note

about this plant in The Gaedbn some time last

summer, in which its biennial character was spoken

of as pretty well .Tscertained, and certainly from

the growth and habit of the specimen that I saw
Last year flowering in the .alpine house at Kew, I

had and have no doubt myself that it is merely a

biennial. A yellow perennial Larkspur with a
good constitution would unquestionably be an
acquisition to collectors of hardy plants in search

of novelties. Even if the yellow, as is the case
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here, were not particularly good, but yet another
yellow biennial is, to say the least, quite another
thing. There is no class of plants which have to

"show cause "for their permanent adruission into our
already overcrowded gardens which have so much
difficulty in getting the "rule made absolute " in

their favour.—J. C. L.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Fine foliage c flowers.—It has long been a
question with me as to whether or not in orna-

mental gardening we do not over-rate the import-

ance of flowers and not sufliciently value fine foli.ige,

whether in tree or shrub form, or in that of a
dwarfer description, such as Phormiums, Yuccas,
Grasses, Reeds, Bamboos, Funkias, and the like.

As a matter of course, in the summer flower garden
one expects a preponderance of flowers, but, taking
into account the long series of bad seasons, wet,

cold, and sunless summers—weather in which the

hardiest flowers cut a very sorry figure—I think
that a reduction of numbers might be made with
advantage, certainly with a greater prospect of

more permanent beauty, because foliage better

withstands both rain and wind storms, and there is

no labour of picking over flower beds to keep them
trim. Then, again, there is the additional advan-
tage of all-the-year-round beauty that is obtainable
from many plants, as, for instance, the Yuccas,
Phormiums, Japanese Honeysuckle, Bamboos,
Arundos, and suitable graceful evergreen shrubs,

and for the summer season in particular there is

an immense wealth of good hardy foliage plants,

as, in addition to the above, there are the grand
foliage forms of Bocconia cordata, Meliantbus
major. Acanthus (several varieties). Ferula com-
munis and F. gigantea, and last, but not least, the
many varieties of Funkias. Of the latter we have
a large quantity of plants, some of which are being
planted in the flower beds, and others in groups on
the turf. Their only fault is that they begin to die

away a little too early—a remark that applies to

the Ferula also.

Perennials.—I have just had a good look round
the borders, and the one great regret is that they
are so full of plants. The work of collection has occu-

pied a long time, but in all my gardening experience
nothing has given me so much pleasure. I have
already visions of the grandeur of the flowers of,

for instance, Pseonies that are now just throwing
up their crimson shoots. The following are now to

be planted: Gladioli in clumps of about seven corms
each ; Hyacinthus candicans in clumps of three
bulbs each ; Lilium auratum the s.ame

;
giant French

Anemones in groups of about nine corms ; Spanish
Iris in groups of five, and at the backs of borders
as space admits Sweet Peas will be sown. Did
labour admit of our doing it, we would carpet the
whole of the borders as soon as planting was fin-

ished with Sedums and Saxifrages of various
kinds. This, to my mind, completes the ideal of
what a really beautiful herbaceous garden ought to

be. As it is, we are compelled to be content with
the planting of a few patches of these plants here
and there near the front margins of borders.

PlILO.XES AND PeNTSTEMONS FROM CUTTINGS.
—I am aware this is not a new departure, but as
propagation by cuttings is not so general, I would
like to say a word in favour of making it more so.

First as to Phloxes. The raising of plants from
seeds is an expeditious one, but as the str.-iin can-
not always be relied on, I prefer to jjropagate either
by division or by cuttings. If the sorts be good, pro-
pagation by division of the roots gives, perhaps, the
least labour, but the innumerable small shoots that
spring from the base of tlie plants militate against
the shoots lliat gain the mastery, producing such
fine flowers as do shoots that arc, so to speak, un-
weighted by tliem, and for this reason alone I prefer
prop.ig.'ition by cuttings that arc lakcn at the end
of the summer, and inserted in handlights or cold
frames, and tliere left to winter. We have numbers
of such now ready to phant out, each of which
during the coming summer will ]iroduce a line head
or two of flower, .and next year will be in perfection
and can be used to replace the positions vacated by
the destruction of the old plants. In addition to

the reason given for preferring to increase Phloxes
from cuttings, there is, as regards Pentstemons,
another reason, namely, that of less hardiness of

plants, it being no uncommon occurrence for old

plants to die even though the winter is not
severe. Hence propagation by cuttings taken at the

end of the summer, inserted and wintered in frames,
makes us indifferent as to the loss of the old plants.

Seeds saved from a good strain come fairly true, and
by sowing now in warmth and pricking off as soon
as ready and growing them on in frames, good plants

may be had that will flower well from next August
onwards through the autumn. The time and bother
of labelling have long since caused me to eschew the
growing of named varieties of either Phloxes or

Pentstemons. There is in fact nothing to be gained
by the practice, seedlings being so invariably good.

Phlox Drtjmmondi.— By selection these annual
Phloxes have been so much improved of late years,

that perhaps it is not too much to say that of the
m.any good species of annuals there is not one that

excels Drummond's Phlox either for massing for

colour effect, or, as regards the compact section, for

edgings to taller flowering plants. The colours are

simply marvellous, there being almost every con-

ceivable shade between pure white and deep m.aroon,

and great as has been the improvement as to the

colour, form and size of flowers, the habit of growth
has been also improved. The compact section r,arely

exceeds G inches in height, and I have measured
plants 10 inches across literally covered with flowers

to the ground line. The larger-growing section are

also much improved in habit of growth, and not be-

ing quite so free-flowering as the other section is, I

think, an advantage, as the green of the foliage

helps to show off the beauty of the flowers. The
various colours may if desired be bought separate,

.and they come very true, but personally I prefer to

see the colours intermixed, the separation as to

colours partaking too much of the red, white and
blue style of bedding out th.at was in vogue .a few
years since. Seeds sown at once in pans and placed
in gentle warmth till germinated, then taken out and
afforded space in a cool, airy pit till ready for prick-

ing out in a cold frame, will make large plants for

planting out about the middle of May. The soil for

these annu.al Phloxes should be deep .and highly
manured ; in poor soil they will exist all the sea-son,

but free growth and good and abundant flowering

can only be had by high cultivation.

W. WiLDSMITH.

TREE CARNATION MRS. LLEWELLYN.
I HAVE grown this variety since the year it w.as sent

out from the Roviil Nurseries, Slough. The flowers

are clear deep rose colour, freely produced, exceed-
ingly pretty, andvery sweet. It is not of such adwarf
habit as some varieties, but much dwarfer than the

usual run of English raised sorts. I have never man-
aged to obtain the very best results from plants set

out in the open ground. If they can be planted out in

a favourable position, they are likely to grow freely

enough, but however carefully they are lifted, the

plants receive a considerable check, from wliich

they do not speedily recover. The result is that

the flowers do not develop perfectly ; whereas
if the plants are grown in pots all through the sea-

son, and placed under glass about the end of Sep-
tember or early in October, they are well esta-

blished and re.ady to develop good flowers from the

buds th.at have been formed out of doors. I find

much depends upon the propagation and early cul-

ture of tlic plants whether they will be of great

excellence or the reverse. If they are neglected or

badly managed in the early stages of jiotting .and

inuring the plants to a cooler aljnosphere at first,

the results are seldom satisf.actory. The small side

growths are the best to select for cuttings, and
they can re.adily be slipped out from the axils of

the leaves with the finger.s, and should be taken

when quite full of s.aji. Some things, such as Pe-

largoniums, do best when the cuttings are taken

from a jiliint that has been kept very dry at the

roots for some days previously. Carnation cuttings

do best when taken from a ]ilant that has been
kept fairly moist. A dozen niiiy be inserted

in a 5-incli pot in sandy soil, and if the pots arc

plunged in bottom he<at in the forcing house the
cuttings soon form roots. They dobetterif covered
with a handlight, but not kept too close. The im-
portant point is to get them repotted as soon as roots
are well formed. Each little plant may be put
into a small pot, and the plants will grow away
freely at once if placed again over the hotbed, but
they must not be left there long, because they are
likely to be drawn up weakly. They would do
better after the first week or ten days if placed on
a shelf near the glass roof. The only object in
taking so much care with them at first is to get
them started into growth early and well, so that
the whole season may be .available to develop the
l-ilants into large flowering specimens by the time
they have to be removed into the house in the
autumn. They are really not kept under glass
longer than merely to inure them to the open air,

but it is not safe to place them out of doors before
the month of May. Of course, it will be assumed
that the plants are shifted into larger pots as they
require it, using good loam, decayed manure in
safe quantities, and some light peat or leaf-mould.
It is also necessary to place sticks to the jilants

in the early stages of their growth, as only veiy
dwarf varieties will stand upright without them,
and green fly is a constant source of trouble. If

it is not kept off the yoimg shoots, they will not
be able to develop healthy glaucous leaves, and
the plants are sadly crippled by the pest. Dip-
ping in soapy water, or fumigating if they are
under glass, is about the best thing to do. The
cut flowers of Carnations are more valued than
those of Orchids. J. Douglas.

Stove and Greenhouse.

ERICAS OP THE VENTBICOSA SECTION.
Ekic'AS of the ventrieosa section are a very
beautiful class of the Heath family, and, like

the majority of the genus, are quite destitute

of fragrance. About a liundred years have
elapsed since the first ventrieosa was introduced

to cultivation, and I am happy to say this

section of the family still finds favour amongst
gardeners, who have absolutely turned their

backs upon this beautiful genus of greenhouse
plants, under the plea that they are difficult

to grow. The forms of E. ventrieosa, howe\er,
are not difficult to grow, the majority of them
being dwarf and bushy in habit, their foli.age

ample, and of a rich shining green colour,

whilst our illustration gives a fair and by no
means .an exaggerated idea of their freo-

flowerLng character. Their flowers are all tu-

bular, the length of tube varying in the dif-

ferent forms, and they are all destitute of the

gumminess which is peculiar to many of the

kinds of hard-wootleil Heaths, so that the

flowers of E. ventrieosa are ahv.ays clean, hav-

ing a shining iiorcelain-like appearance. The
pl.ants of this section are free in grnwtli, and
will not re(iuire cutting back at .any time, but
the jioints of the shoots should be pinched out

occasionally, or whenever it is tlmuglit neces-

sary to increase the density of the specimen.

The general treatment of these plants may be

gathered from our details upon Heaths given in

The Garden, February 2 (p. !»3). Ericas enjoy

an aliundanee of light and air, and sliould iu)t

be subjected to fire-heat, saving in frosty

weather, although I do think tliat the forms of

ventrieosa are a little more delicate than many
otlier Heaths. The following are a few of the

best kinds, beginning witli the stibject of our cut.

K. VENTUICOSA COC'CINEA IVIINOU is at ouco one

of the dwarfest growing and freest flowering kinds

we have, and its leaves are of an intense deep

green. As will be seen, the flowers are tubular,

with a spreading reUexed limli. When the plant

is grown indoors the tubes are of a delicate china-

white and the limb is bright red, hut if the pl.-mt
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has been grown in the open air the tubes are

tinged with red. It blooms during the months of

May and June, and beautiful examples may be
produced in 4J-inch or 6-inch pots.

E. VEXTEicosA CARNEA.—This form has longer
tubes than the preceding and they are swollen at

the base, whilst the colour is more delicate, being
pale pink or flesh colour. June and July.

E. VESTEicoSA TKICOLOE is a later flowering

variety, the end of July and August being the usual

time for it to make a display. The flowers are

similar to those of the last-named plant, but the
limb is white, deep pink at the neck, and the tubes
creamy white.

E. VEXTBICOSA BEE\aFLOEA.—This IS another
spring-blooming kind, flowering through May and
June; it is a somewhat taller and more robust

plant. The flowers, which are disposed in large

umbels on the points of all the shoots, are large,

globose, and wholly deep rose.

E. VENTBICOSA SPLENDEXS is also a strong-

growing form with hairy foliage and large flowers,

THE AMARYLLIS.
Although the cultivation of the Cape Lily, un-

doubtedly one of the most gorgeous flowers used for

springandearly summerdecoration, has made steady

progress during the last few years, the plants be-

longing to that beautiful genus are not found in

private collections nearly as plentifully as they de-

serve to be. They are of comparatively easy cul-

ture, in spite of all that is said to the contraiy, and
well repay the grower for his trouble. With the

exception of A. aulica and A. reticulata, and of the

hybrids raised from the latter species, such as

Autumn Beauty, Mrs. Lee, &c., which flower natu-

rally in the autumn, most of the other kinds are

found to do best when managed with a view to

their flowering at anytime between April and June.

As is the case with most, if not with all other

bulbous plants, their flowering season depends not

only on the treatment to which they are subjected,

but also on the time of the year at which they are

started, so that with a certain quantity of bulbs,

flowers may be produced in succession from the

beginning of March to the end of May, and even

A well-flowered Erica (E. ventricosa coccinea minor).

which are inflated in the middle, the tubes being
china-white, the spreading limb rose and white.

June and July.

E. VENiBicosA GEANDIFLOBA.—A strong grower,
producing large flowers, which continue long in

beauty ; the colour deep rosv purple. June and
July.

E. VENTEICOSA MAGNIFICA.—This is an erect-

growing plant which requires more pains bestowed
upon it to form a handsome specimen. No sticks are

necessary for training the forms of ventricosa, and
consequently they present a more natural appear-
ance. The flowers are large and rosy red. June
and July.

E. FASCICULATA BOSEA.—The flowers of this

form are much inflated, the tubes being rose colour,

and becoming deep purplish red at the neck. July
and August.

E. VENTRicos.v ALBA.—A dwarf-growing, free-

flowering plant, the tubes being slender and porce-
lain-white. May and June.

The above are a few of the most distinct

forms ; more migh bo added, but they differ

onlyiu colour. W. H. G.

later. When wanted in flower, say, during the first

fortnight in March, they should be started into

growth not later than the middle of January

;

whereas to be in perfection in April or May, Ama-
ryllises require starting only from about the middle

of February to the middle of March; for, although

there is no positively stated rule as to the length of

time they require for the expansion of their flowers,

a period of about six weeks is the time generally

allowed for their development. Where a sutticient

quantity of these handsome plants is grown to

allow of their occupying a house or a pit all to

themselves, their culture is naturally easier, but it

cannot be too often repeated that this is not a

necessary condition. Amaryllises may be, and are,

grown very successfully in several private places,

where their treatment is partly subordinate to that

of other plants. In this case it is found best to

devote a comer in the intermediate or warm house to

them where their special wants as regards w.atering,

syringing, shading. &c., may be attended to without

interfering with the welfare of the other plants

grown in the same house. It is necessary to point

out here that, far from being the delicate plants

which some writers represent them to be, requiring

special attention, without which nothing can be

done with them, the Amaryllis, on the contrary,

mav be grown under various conditions all equally

satisfactory in their results. This was demonstrated
beyond all doubt on the occasion of the Ghent
Quinquennial Exhibition last April, when Messrs.

J. Veitch and Sons showed a most remarkable

group of these plants, which won the admiration

of aU who saw it, and which will long be re-

membered as the most magnificent floral dis-

play ever staged at a Continental flower show.

The group on that occasion comprised over lOuO

plants, each one a different variety. Among these

all the sections were well represented, the colours

varying from pure white to the brightest scarlet

and the darkest crimson, with all intermediate

tints possible, so that what are usually termed

delicate kinds, which, according to some writers,

"struggle for existence and require a different

course of treatment," had been treated exactly like

those with a vigorous constitution, and were in an

equally satisfactory condition. Despite the ex-

ceptionally bad weather which we had to contend

with from" February to May last year, the flowering

of aU these bulbs was brought on in a singularly

short space of time. They were only started in

the middle of March, and kept under a specially high

forcing temperature. Their flowers expanded in four

weeks, which, considering the absence of light and the

existence of cold winds, which totally prevented the

ventilation of the house in which they were, may
be considered a very short period. These flowers,

though produced by treatment in which artificial

heat and copious watering at the roots throughout

formed the most prominent part, lasted, however,

all through the show, and did not exhibit any signs

of weakness, their petals being of good substance

and their colours most brilliant. Now, the most

remarkable point in connection with these flowers

is the fact that all the bulbs then used were in

their rough state ; none of them had even been re-

potted; they were all started into growth in the

pots and in the soil in which they all had grown,

and some flowered the previous year. This is

certainly contrary to the principles expounded by

various authorities on the subject, yet the pub-

lished results perfectly warrant the assumption

that, though a great deal simpler, this mode of

culture is as satisfactory as that which entails a

greater amount of labour and which is in itself

suflicient to deter any amateur with ordinary means
only at his command from giving these worthy

plants a fair trial. In the (rardeners' Chrmiicle of

January 19, for instance, J. Douglas referring to

these plants says :

—

Repotting Amaryllids Is rather a tedious woik, as every

bulb has to be examined in order to see that no decayed
portion is left to spread and cause the death of the bulb at a

time when life and beauty are expected, and to make sure

that no insect pests have made for themselves a home under

the scaly covering round the crowns. This is removed, and
the part dusted with tobacco powder. We also require at

hand a small portion of pow.lered lime, newly slaktd, to

dust on to the portion from which decay has been removed.

I find all this makes potting rather tedious work, but it is

best to do it thoroughly as you proceed, &c.

The foregoing quotation may possibly be con-

sidered good and sound advice to growers who
have to deal with diseased bulbs, which I have

never seen, but sound bulbs, such as are produced

by a rational treatment, certainly do not require

such tedious attention. If such were the case, it

mav safelv be inferred that places like say Veitch's

in England, De Graaffs in Holland, Van Houtte's

in Belgium, in each of which establishments

Amaryllises are grown by the thousand, would re-

quire more labour than is really bestowed upon

them. The above remarks apply to one special

case, a striking exception to the general rale in

which, however, a treatment at high pressure has

been applied with complete success; but though

beneficial in that instance, it does not follow that

such great heat or such amount of moisture is at

all necessary under other circumstances. Far from

it; for, besides several private places on the Con-

tinent, I well remember seeing Amaryllises largely

and well grown in E. G. Henderson's nursery at St

.

John's Wood, in B. S. Williams' at Holloway, an<l

at all these places the plants after the annual re-

potting were started into growth and allowed to

develop their flowers much more slowly, yet the
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results were identical. Nothing is so detrimental

to the extension of the culture of certain plants,

however beautiful or interesting they may be, as the

belief that they require separate houses devoted
exclusively to them, and a treatment which is

not applicable to other plants among which one
would like to grow them. In fact, the principle

of mystifying the culture of a plant, or of a
class of plants, or of applying to these a series

of tedious operations, is radically wrong, and
cannot be too strongly condemned. The cul-

ture of Amaryllises may be summed up thus : six

months' active growth—two months' partial and
four months' total rest. The six months of active

vegetation may be said to last from February to

July inclusively ; during that time, if the plants

have not been re-potted, they require abundance of

water at the roots, and occasional applications of

liquid manure are then beneficial to them. If, on
the contrary, the plants have been subjected to an
annual potting, which it has been conclusively proved
is not strictly necessary, then the watering must
be withheld until the root action is fairly started,

which seldom takes place until a month, or even
six weeks, after the operation has been performed.
Until then they should be kept moist by occasional

syringings, as well as through frequently damp-
ing down of the walks, side walls, &c.—a state in

which they are all the more easily kept if the pots
can be plunged in old tan or other suitable mate-
rial. After the flowering is over, and when the
roots have taken a good hold of the new soil, it is

well, with a view to favouring the development of

the bulbs, to water liberally, and there'need be no
fear of wetting the foliage, which by that time has
attained its full size. The best material generally
used for potting Amaryllises is a mixture of two
parts good loam, one part fibrous peat, one part
sand, and one part, of partly decayed cow manure,
the whole to be heaped up for about six months
previous to its being required. In potting them it

is also advisable to use a little silver sand, which is

put at the base and round the bulb, with which it

should be in immediate contact. As has been pre-
viously stated, the temperature to be given entirely
depends upon the time allowed for the production
of the flowers, and must be regulated accordingly.
Daily ventilation, whenever practicable, strengthens
the flower-spikes, as also does sunlight, which
should not be kept from the plants until they are
in flower, when to keep them longer it is found
more expedient to shade during the hottest part of
the day and dispense with moisture in the house.
During the two months of partial rest, August and
September, the grower's attention should be divided
between gradually 'lessening the watering and
fumigation, keeping the foliage free from thrips,

whicli are likely to make their appearance as the
atmosphere is kept drier. During the four months
of total rest, from October to February, the bulbs
require no attention. Gantois.

Crinum Hildebrandti.—A beautiful Crinum
was recently flowering in Mr. Wliite's establish-
ment at "Winchmore Hill. I am not sure that it

was C. Hildebrandti, but it seemed very mucli
like that kind ; the flowers are produced in a
dense umbel, the tubes being very long and .slender
and the segments of the i)erianth narrow, spread-
ing, and creamy white, witli long stamens. The
flowers yield a delicate fragrance. It has been im-
ported by Mr. White, and may probably prove to
be new.— \V. II, G.

Erythrotis Beddomei.—This is a pretty ob-
ject in a stove planted in the natural manner, and
also for growing in crevices in a stove fernery, as I

recently observed it. I believe it was originally
found by Colonel Beddome, whose name it bears,
about fifteen years ago, somewhere in the Malabar
Mountains. It is a trailing i>lnnt with closely .set

leaves, arranged in a two-ranked fashicm, and im-
bricating at the base. The leaves are upwards of
an inch in length, somewhat lieart-sliaped, green,
very hairy aliove, tip|ied with reddish purple, the
under side bright red. The brilliant colour of the
reverse side of the leaf renders (he plant a conspi-
cuous ornament if jilanted above the eye or when

treated as a basket plant. I am told, however, that

the colour of the under side of the leaves is more
intense in the summer months than during winter
and spring. The flowers are small, red, the stamens
tipped with blue. It is an exceedingly interesting

member of the Commelynea;, and should be more
grown.—W. H. G.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—Achimenes.—Where Achimenes are re-

quired to flower for a length of time during the
summer, it is better not to start all the stock at

once, for even when the plants are well managed
they will only retain a presentable appearance for

a certain time. There are few things that are so

efEective when grown in baskets. When hanging
over the paths, alternately with Ferns, such as the
freer growing species of Adiantums, Davallias,

Pterises, and others of a like characteralso in baskets,

the Achimenes have a very telling efl^ect. Where
the intention is to have a succession of bloom up to

the end of summer in the way mentioned, a portion
of the tubers should now be started. They will do
either in large pans or shallow boxes ; where the
plants are grown in quantity boxes will be the most
suitable. The tubers should have room enough, as

if crowded, their delicate roots will suffer by removal
when they have to be put in the baskets or pots in

which they have to be grown. The soil in which
they are started should be of a loose, open nature,

such as a mixture of sifted loam, leaf-mould, and
sand; the tubers ought to be put in about 2 inches
apart, covered with an inch of the compost, and
stood in a house or pit where a temperature oif 60°

in the night is kept up. The soil must not be too
wet, neither should much water be given until the
growth has begun to move. When a few inches
of top growth have been made, the plants should
be put in the baskets or pots they are to occupy

;

here, again, they should have plenty of room. If

a second lot of tubers are put in about three
weeks after these, and a third portion still a little

later, a long season of bloom may be looked for.

Gesneras.—The section of Gesneras that form
solid tubers, of which the brilliant-coloured G.
Cooperi and G. Donckelaari may be taken as ex-

amples, are not now so much in favour with plant
growers as they used to be ; and yet they are
amongst the most beautiful of all stove-flowering
subjects that are limited in size. These Gesneras
are amongst the easiest of all plants to manage, so

that with little attention the tubers will last for
many years, increasing in size, and proportionately
so in the quantities of flowers they are able to pro-
duce. Roots that were started a few weeks ago
by subjecting them to an ordinary stove tempera-
ture, and moistening the soil in the pots in which
they have been rested when 2 inches or H inches of
top growth has been made, should be potted, giving
larger pots if necessary according to the size the
tubers have attained. Very large roots will do with
pots 10 inches or 12 inches in diameter, for though
nmch may be done to maintain the growth by the
use of manure water, it is still a difficult matter to

get a full head of bloom if the roots have not
enough soil to support them. Good loam, mode-
rately free in texture, with some leaf-mould, rotten
manure, and sand, forms a suitable compo.st'for
these Gesneras. In all cases it is well, when pot-
ting plants cf this description during the cold
season, to warm the soil before using it, and to see
that it is not too wet. Through inattention to this

or allowing the tubers to remain for a <lay or so in

a cold potting shed at the time of potting, many are
lost. Drain the jjots well, and do not put the
tubers too deep, as the crowns should be ju.st ;ilHive

the surface of the .soil. When tliey are potted,
stand them where they will he fully exposed to the
light. If this is not attended to, the tops directly
become dniwn to an e.Ntent that is both detrimental
to their flowering and general appearance. It is

necc.s.sary to use the water-])ot with care until the
roots h.avo begun to move in (he new soil. 'Where
an increase of stock is requirc<l, tliis can be had by
striking the young shoots. They should be taken
off when about :! inches high; remove them by a
clean cut at the base where they spring from the

tops of the tubers
;
put them singly into small pots

filled with sand ; cover with propagating glasses,

but do not confine them more than is requisite to
prevent their flagging, as if too close they will

damp. If kept in a temperature of 70° by night
the cuttings will soon strike ; shade from the sun.

When well rooted, move the plants into pots two
sizes larger, and grow on through the summer in
ordinary stove heat.

Gloriosas.—These very distinct flowering sub-
jects are well worth a place in the stove. Their
elegant flowers come in at a time, viz., during the
latter part of the summer, when the bulk of the
flowering plants are over. It is now time to pot the
bulbs, which will have been kept through the winter
in dry earth, sand, or other material. When the
roots are strong they may be put at once into the
pots they are to be grown and flowered in, or they
can be started in smaller ones, and afterwards,
when they have made some progress, be moved into
large ones. Full-sized roots should have 15-inch
pots. With sufficient room, these plants attain
more size, and are proportionately more effective.

In the case of roots that have not reached their
full size, two or three may be put in a pot. Loam
of good quality, with a little leaf-mould, rotten
manure, and sand, is the right soil to grow Gloriosas
in. Though the plants may be trained as roof
climbers, they are better grown in pots than planted
out, as, in common with most things of an her-
baceous habit, they like the soil renewed every
spring. When grown as pot specimens provision
should be made for training them; this may consist
of ordinary wire trellises, or several sticks inserted
within the rims of the pots. Care must be taken
that the shoots are kept regularly trained.

PoiNSETTlAS.—The plants that were grown for

late blooming will now have done flowering, and
should be dried off and stored away where there is

a little more warmth kept up than in an ordinary
greenhouse, otherwise there is danger of the roots
perishing.

Euphorbia jacquini-^flora. — When well
grown this is one of the best of all winter-blooming
subjects. The brilliancy of its flowers, combined
with elegant foliage, make it suitable for arranging
amongst other cut flowers, and as a decoratixe
plant in the stove it has few equals. To grow this

Euphorbia well it requires to have warm stove
treatment, especially during the spring months,
until the plants get well established. Whatever
young stock is wanted should be struck early, so as
to admit of a long season of growth. The plant
often gets the character of being ditlicult to strike,

which is the case if the cuttings are taken off in the
ordinary way, as the soft sappy shoots are liable to

decay. But if they are taken off with a heel when
from 4 inches to 6 inches long, few will fail to make
roots. Plants that flowered early, and that have
been kept in stove heat, will now be furnished with
plenty of serviceable young shoots. These should
be severed with the base of firm wood attached.

Lay them on the potting bench under a propagating
glass for a few hours, so that the milky sap may
dry up. Then strip off' a few of the bottom leaves.

Three or four cuttings may Ije put in eai'h jiot

;

3-inch pots are a suitable size to use, and these
should be half filled with sifted loam to which a
little rotten manure and sand have been added

;

the remaining half ought to be all sand. Cover
with propagating glasses or stand in a propagating
frame, but if in the latter ami it ha]ii>ens to be far

from the light, as such contrivances often are, it

must not be kept too close
; yet the cuttings must

not bo allowed to flag in the Iciist. Keep the si\nd

quite moist. A temperature of 70° will .-mswer, or

if a little more no harm will follow. Shade from
the sun when the weather is bright. Managed in this

way, the cuttings will strike in about tliree weeks.
When they are well rooted tilt the glasses, gradu-
ally giving more air until they may be dispensed
with altogether. Encourage growth w-ith.more
heat as the days get warmer. This Eu]iborhiaMs
naturally a spare, erect grower, and, if rcquired'to
Ix' bushy, the jilants will lu'ed stopping; but where
there is enough head-room it is better to let them
run up with single stems. The roots do not like
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disturbing, and when the plants require shifting it

is better to move them together just as they have
been struck rather than separate them in the
usual way. It forms fewer roots than many plants

:

6-inch or 7-inch pots will be large enough. Later
on, about the beginning of June will in most cases
be the right time to repot. One shift is all that will
be wanted. From the time that the little plants
are well established they should be stood with
their tops close to the glass, lowering them as they
extend. When sufficient cuttings have been ob-
tained, the old plants may be turned out of their
pots, and have as much of the soil taken away as
can be done vrithout much disturbance of the roots.
The plants should then be put in pots a size or two
larger, giving them new soil, and afterwards treating
them in a similar manner to that recommended
for the young stock.

IxoRAS.—Early in spring is a good time to strike
Ixoras, as then the plants have the whole season
before them to gain strength. To grow them well
they should never be allowed to stop growing, for
if this occurs they never move freely afterwards.
Needless to say, they do not make so much pro-
gress in the winter as in summer, but they should
always have enough heat to keep them moving;
this is especially the case with I. coccinea, which
for the size and colour of its flowers, their dura-
bility, and the general appearance of the plant
when it is well managed, is still by far the best
kind. None of the other species or the numerous
varieties that have been raised are equal to it. The
tops of the stout shoots that have sprung direct
from the collars of the plants make the best cut-
tings. These should consist of about three joints

;

remove the bottom pair of leaves, and trim the base
so as to leave the joint entire. Put each cutting in
a small pot filled with sand. If a bottom-heat of 80°
or 85° can be given, with top heat of about 70° in
the night and a proportionate increase by day, the
cuttings will root in three weeks. The bottom-
heat can be dispensed with, provided the tempera-
ture of the house is kept at something like that
named. When the cuttings are well rooted, move
them into 4-inch pots, using good brown fibrous

peat with enough sand added. Young plants struck
last year should nov/ be moved. If they are strong
and have plenty of roots a large shift may be given.
If now in 7-inch or 8-inch pots, they can be put into
others 12 inches or 13 inches in diameter. Give
them the best peat, using it in .a lumpy state, with
sand in proportion to the nature of the peat; drain
well, and pot moderately firm. Keep the stock,
both large and small, well up to the light. Syringe
overhead each afternoon, and keep the plants free
from insects. T. B.

Eupatorium atrorubens. — This plant is

better known under the name of Hebeclinium atro-
rubens than that of Eupatorium atrorubens. The
Eupatoriums and Hebecliniums are, from a garden
point of view, quite distinct from each other. H.
atrorubens bears large, widely-branched clusters of

purplish-lilac flowers, the stalks and young shoots
being also thickly covered with reddish hairs, that
impart to them quite a velvety appearance. The
otlier species, H. ianthinum, is in general appear-
ance a good deal like the preceding, except that
the shoots are wanting in the velvety character and
the colour of the flowers is pale lavender. Both are
easily grown, quickly attain a good size, and re-

main in flower a considerable time. Treatment
such as that given to Salvias and other winter and
spring-flowering subjects will suit them perfectly.
They are easily propagated by cuttings at any time
of the year that young growing shoots are to be
procured.—H, P.

"

Stauntonia latifolia. — This Himalayan
climber is fairly hardy in the more favoured parts
of England, but it is most at home when treated as
a cool house plant, and being of strong and vigorous
growth it is suited for large structures. Tlie dark
green leatliery foliage renders it a liandsome plant
at all ,season.s, while just now the flowers impart an
additional feature. They are borne freely in loose
clusters from the axils of the leaves, and though
their colour (a kind of greenish-purple) does not

render them in anyway conspicuous, their delicious
fragrance will at once attract attention. There is

another species, S. hexaphylla. which has orna-
mental foliage, and the flowers are borne as freely
as in S. latifolia, but they are not so agreeably
scented. The blooms of this last are whitish-green.
S. latifolia is also known as Holboellia latifolia.—T.

Rhododendron multiflorum.—This is an ex-
tremely useful Rhododendron for flowering in a
small state, as little bushes not more than (> inches
or 8 inches high are quite covered with blossoms,
which are borne in comparatively large clusters.
The colour of the flowers is a pleasing shade of
blush and the edges of the petals being crisped give
to it a somewhat uncommon appearance. There is

another variety. Pixie Queen, which in appearance
is very like multiflorum, except that the flowers
are white. With very little forcing they may be had
in bloom by February, and when subjected just to
the ordinary temperature of the greenhouse, they
will flower by the early part of March. E. multi-
florum has been employed by the hybridist in con-
junction with the large white-flowered Edgeworthi,
the result being such valuable varieties as Countess
of Sefton, Duchess of Sutherland, Mrs. James Shawe,
and Ladv Skelraersdale.

—

H. P.

Siberian Squill (Scilla sibirica).-Subjected to
the treatment usually given to Tulips to induce them
to bloom early in the season, the Siberian SquiU may
be had in flower by Christmas, but the blooms are not
so fine as those borne by bulbs that have not been
subjected to such severe forcing. To induce them
to bloom, however, by the early part of February,
little more than the protection of a frame is

necessary, and at this season pots of the Scilla in
full flower form a very conspicuous feature in the
greenhouse, the colour of the blossoms being so
generally admired. Scillas also remain in beauty a
considerable time, and if planted after flowering in
a sheltered spot, they will, unlike many bulbs,
bloom again the following year. Chionodoxa
Lucilia3 will also flower under similar conditions

;

but though knowing that many readers of The
Garden- are of a different opinion, I still prefer the
Scilla to its newer rival.— H. P.

Cydonia Maulei forced.—When forced into
bloom thus early in the season Maule's Pyrns is ex-
ceedingly pretty, and in colour very distinct from
most shrubs employed for the purjjose. When
plants are required for forcing they should be
grown in a light position and well exposed to the
sun, in order that the shoots may be thoroughly
ripened. The lifting and potting should be done in

the autumn just before the leaves fall, as the plant
gets somewhat established before winter sets in. In
common with aU other shrubs that are induced to

bloom prematurely, the most satisfactory results

are obtained when the forcing is carried on gently,
as if the blooms open in a very high temperature
they do not last nearly so long as when they expand
under cooler treatment. A well-flowered specimen
will have the slender shoots closely packed with
its chstinct orange-red blossoms, while the tender
green of the unfolding leaves supplies another very
pleasing feature.—T.

Asparagus tenuissimus.—This is a pretty
kind, somewhat in the way of A. plumosus, but it is

altogether lighter in texture—so light, indeed, that
after syringing, when the moisture is hanging in

countless little drops from all parts of the plant, it

seems like a cloud of mist. It is an extremely
pretty plant for furnishing the rafters of a small
house, as it clothes them with its beautiful delicate

masses of greenery, which from their slender cha-
racter do not obstruct the light in any way. Like
the other species, the sprays of this are very useful
in a cut state, as they retain their freshness for a
considerable time, and if a piece is cut otT, other
shoots are rapidly pushed forth, so that a few
plants will f\irnish a great number of cut sprays.

One point in favour of A. tenuissimus is that it is

less heavy than A. phimosus, and can be readily in-

creased by cuttings, which the beautiful A. plu-

mosus nanus cannot be. Small plants of the first-

mentioned Asparagus, which are veiy useful for

many purposes, can be obtained by putting about

pot, when they soon root if kept close in a propa-
gating case in the stove, and after being hardened
off they may be shifted into pots a size larger, when
they form globular-shaped masses of delicate bright
green foliage. When growing strongly the plant
will acquire a climbing cliaracter, but in small pots
it retains the dwarf bushy habit for a very long
time. It will grow very well in a greenhouse, but
makes more rapid progress in a structure kept at an
intermediate temperature.— T.

Orchids.
W. H. OOWER.

DENDROBIUM LODDIGESI.
This is a lovely little plant, introduced to this
country upwards of fifty years ago by the then
famous nurserymen at Hackney whose name it

bears, and to whom it was dedicated in 1887 by
Rolfe, of Kew. Tliis plant up to that time had
been known in English gardens by the name of

D. pulchellum, but now one seldom sees it at
aU. I was, therefore, pleased to find last week
in my rambles a plant just coming into flower
and bearing as many as fifty-four blooms,
which will all be open in a few days. This
plant well bears out the name of D. pul-
chellum, by which it is still generally known.
Upwards of thirty years ago tliis plant was
figured by Sir William Hooker under the name
of pulchellum, but evidently under doubt, as
he says :

" This is the Dendrobium pulchellum
of our gardens, and of Maund and Loddiges,
there can be no manner of doubt, but 1 am by
no means clear about it being the t>. pulchellum
of Roxburgh andLindley." The plant has now
been found not only to be distinct from Rox-
burgh's plant, but not even a native of India,

as it has been gathered in the Chinese island of
Hainan by Mr. Ford, of Hong-Kong. The
history of this plant having been cleared up by
Mr. Rolfe, we now must know it as D. Loddi-
gesi, and still live in hopes of seeing the true
D. pulchellum introduced by someone from
Northern India. Tlie particular plant in

question filled a Teak- wood basket and has been
grown in the Cattleya liouse for some years
during the summer season, and rested in a
cool house where zonal Geraniums were
grown for winter blooming. There it ripens
up its bulbs and sets its flowers, during
wliich time it is kept without water at the roots,

and the dry atmosphere of the Geranium house,
which is kept at a temperature of from 45° to
50°, suits it admirably until its flowers begin to
push up, when it is removed to a warmer house
and water given carefully until the blooms are
fully developed. This treatment appears to be
quite congenial. This plant is, unfortunately,
rare in collections, although some thirty 3'ears

ago it was largely grown by several of the
Loudon nurserj'uien, the Messrs. Jackson and
Suns, of Kingston, especially holdirg a large
stock. It is a small plant, bearing slender bulbs,
which seldom exceed C inches in length ; these
are clustered, nearly uniform throughout in size,

striated, and leafy to the base ; leaves small,
fleshy, and deep bright green. The majority of

these fall away during tlie resting season. The
flowers, which are produced singly from the
joints, are some 2 inches across ; sepals and
petals spreading, soft lilac, the petals being
much broader than the sepals ; lip large, deep
orange-yellow in the centre, which is narrowly
bordered with white, the margin being bordered
with purplish lilac. The edge of the lip is also

beautifully fringed with long fine hairs. The
above is a description of the plant now flower-

ing, but years ago I used to have a variety in

half-a-dozen cuttings around the edge of a ,3-inch which the sepals and petals and the marginal
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border of the lip were of a rich deep rosy purple.
Biith forms, liowever, are very beautiful, and
well deserve cultivation.

Phajus Walliclii.—A fine spike of this useful

old Orchid comes from " Inquirer, Manchester,"
who says he bought it for graudifolius, and asks if

it is true. It is not true, and you reap the advan-
tage by its not being so, as Wallichi is a much
finer species. Both these kinds are extremely use-

ful for winter blooming, and being terrestrial plants
they are easily accommodated in an ordinary stove
with other plants.

Dendrobium Wardianum candidum.— A
beautiful flower of this choice and rare variety
comes from Mr. R. J. Measures, Ladymead, East
Harting, Susse-^s. The flower measures 3 inches
across, the sepals and petals being broad and
flat and pure white ; the lip is also white in front,

the base stained with orange, and bearing the
customary two deep crimson eye-like spots. It

is a great beauty, and was, we believe, introduced
from Burmah by the Messrs. Low, of Clapton.

Cattleya Trianse (Mr. Clarke's variety).—

A

flower of this grand form comes from Mr. Carr, the
gardener at Croydon Lodge. It is a superb flower,

the petals measuring upwards of 7 inches across,
each petal being nearly 3 inches wide, and together
with the sepals of a uniform rosy lilac; lip 3 inches
long and 2 inches wide, rose colour, the anterior
lobe bright crimson-magenta extending up to the
throat, and there cut off in a straight hne by bright
orange, which extends to the base of the throat, the
margin beautifully frilled all round. This grand
form is one imported by the late Messrs. RoUisson
and Sons, of Tooting, who in the year 1876 received
a consignment of this species, said to have been
selected in their native country with great care.
This one certainly verifies the statement.

Cypripedium macranthum.—I am delighted
to learn from "G. R." that this rare and lovely
Slipper Orchid is readily managed out of doors, and
that he has been so successful in its culture. Why
it should not be so I cannot understand, but I much
fear that my non-success as well as that of nearly
a dozen other persons I could name, has been owing
to miserable roots having been supplied. More
than once I have purchased roots at a big figure, but
they never did well, and I have this consolation at
least that they were well and naturally planted.
Home people confuse this Orchid witli the com-
moner C. spectabile— it was shown as such at a
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society last

year—but there are marked differences between the
two.—A. D. Webster.

Mr. Webster is the very last man I

should think of disputing with upon the manage-
ment of hardy Orchids, but I cannot help think-
ing he has been somewhat strangely circum-
stanced with this fine species. I used to grow
it with other hardy kinds at the Tooting nur-
series of Messrs. Rollisson and Sons, and never ex-
perienced any trouble with it. I well recollect
being astonished some years ago in Russia at see-
ing it forced and flowering in the month of May,
which was just at the time of the break up of the
winter, so that I would advise Mr. Webster to give
it another trial—W. II. G.

Miltonia Warscewiczi.— This plant was, I
beli(:ve, first sent to this country by Mr. O'Reilly
about the year 18()8, and it obtained in gar-
<lens the names of Oncidium fuscatum and O.
Weltoni. Since that time various forms have ap-
peared, but one which was recently sent me liy Mr.
Bonny, of the ilextable Nurseries, Swanley, is by far
the finest form wliich I have yet seen. He .says :

" My plants were collected by Mr. Carder, and
from time to time I have flowered some excellent
forms, but this one is by far the largest and most
beautiful whicli has yet opened." As in tlie typical
plant, the sepals and petals are small and prettily
undulated. 'J'hey are in this form dull ]iiii-pli!

tipped with white, the lip large, consiileraljly over
an inch long and as niiich broad, fringed at (lie

edges and bi-lobed in front. The base is bright
velvety maroon. In front of this is the charac-

'

teristic broad, shining patch of brown, and in front
of this is an irregular band of rosy purple, the
outer edge white, whilst a small bright yellow spot
appears on the disc. It comes from New Grenada,
and thrives well in the cool house with the Odonto-
glossums.—W. H. G.

ORCHIDS AT KENWOOD, AMERICA.
The Orchid houses at Kenwood are now very showy.
Nearly 200 species and vars. are in flower, many of

which are grown in large quantities for cut flowers.

LEelia anceps, of which there were about 400 spikes
of bloom, are now all over, excepting a few albino
varieties, notably Hilli and Veitchi. These usually
bloom much later than the type—of course, by
keeping the plants very cool the flowering season
may be prolonged to early spring, but we find them
most useful early in the season—those that are in

flower now being the commoner kinds of Phala:-

nopsis, Ccelogyne, Lycaste, and Calanthe ; the two
latter are by far the most useful and best for general
house decoration. Phatenopsis flowers do not last

long when cut, unless allowed to float for a few
hours in water, when they seem to absorb sufficient

to preserve them for a long time. This should
also be done to the large branching spikes of 0.

Pescatorei and the Chimfera section of Masdevallia.
Phalicnopsis Schilleriana, Stuartiana, amabilis, and
about a score of other kinds, notably Harriett i:e,

the most remarkable hybrid yet produced; inter-

media, and its two forms Brymeriana and Portei,

the last much the strongest bloomer, also P. casta
and leuchorrhoda, with the pale var. alba, which
has large branching spikes of bloom, are carrying
hundreds of flowers. Denticulata is one of the
newer kinds, and is in the way of sumatrana, but
is not nearly so good. Gloriosa is in fine form
but one plant is enough. Veitchi is very attractive

and strongly betrays its origin. Of Sanderiana
there are several forms, one of them being as dark
as Schilleriana, and another called marmorata is

very near casta, but not nearly so striking as Day's
variety of amabilis. In the same house with these
there is a nice batch of Odontoglossum Roezli in

full bloom and evidently at home. It is in company
with Phajus tuberculosis, which will soon be in

flower, having six flowers. This Orchid grows like

a weed with us, the roots not only filling the pots,

but rambling in the gravel of the shelf. The
maximum of heat in summer is 110°, and the
winter minimum about 65° with a syringe overhead
at least three times a day. The Bollea, Pescatorea,
&c., section (now classed with Zygopetalum) like

this treatment ; also Dendrobium McCarthia;. An-
grjecum descendens and A. Chailluanum are in

flower on the posts. Among the Vandas the con-
spicuous kinds are cserulea (now on the wane) ; also

the handsome Sanderiana, which has been in per-
fection about two months. Gigantea is bearing two
immense racemes of its fleshy yellow and chocolate
flowers. Several plants in bloom of Saccolabium
giganteum give a pleasant fragrance to the house.
In the same structure are large plants of Angnccum
sesquipedale and A. eburneum finely in flower.

These plants require more liberal treatment in re-

spect to soil than is usually recommended. The
craze for Cypripediums is becoming worse on this
side of the Atlantic, and I am sorry to say, in some
instances, to the neglect of other and far superior
Orchids. There are over 200 kinds here, with about
fifty in bloom; some of these are really excellent
Orchids, and of which too many can scarcely be
grown for cutting. Leeanum superbum is among
the best, comljining the merits of two grand kinds.
Microchilum is a splendid hybrid, very free grow-
ing, and produces two (lowers to a scape. Orphanum
is very attractive. Artliurianum grows as freely as
insigne, but is probalily not so attractive as its near
relative vexillarinm. Amandum is a spotted form
of Crossianiun, and an improvement. Two large
plants of nitens and marmorophyllum are blooming
freely. Anumg those of tlie Selenipedium type,
cardinalc and candiilubiiri, which have large many-
branclied sjiikes, are proinirieiit. In another hoiuse

a large batch ol Phajus Wallichi and grandillurus
will soon be in flower; also plants of the superb
hybrids irroralus and i. purpureus. Maculalus and

its green-leaved form intermedins are very showy in
bloom. The Cattleyas are a little backward with
us this year, the flowers of C. Percivaliana being
almost over, and a few good varieties of Trianse
may be noted, such as alba nivea, Penelope, very
distinct both in flower and leaf; the large-flowered
Russelliana; also the pretty and fragant bogotensis.
La;lia Gouldiana proves a free-giowing kind and
quite an acquisition. (I read lately that Crawshayi
is not a hybrid, but only a highly coloured form of
albida. I strongly doubt this.)" A large plant of
the useful Epidendrum prismatocarpum is blooming
freely

;
this plant is in active growth all the year

round. In the cool house several plants of Cym-
bidium Lowianum, also the rare and pretty Hookeri-
anura, are in full bloom, and will probably last
nearly four months. Odontoglossum Insleayi is a
fine Orchid for this season of the year. Hundreds
of O. Pescatorei and crispum are also in flower and
in great variety. The large form of pulchellum is

carrying a score of spikes, and we have several
forms of mulus in bloom, that of Bocket's being
probably the best. O. baphicanthum is a finely spotted
formof Andersonianum, and O.Coradinei,though not
showy, is quite attractive, and some forms are good.
The unique plants of Shuttleworthi and Shuttle-
worthffi are both in bloom, the former with bold,
handsome flowers of the Wilckeanum type, while the
latter combines the best qualities of Pescatorei and
triumphans. O. luteo-purpureum produces the
strongest spikes with us, many of them 4 feet long
and abundantly flowered. Several Masdevallias are
in flower, notably a large plant of Carded.

F. GOLDEING.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 690.

GLADIOLUS-FLOWERED CANNAS.*
This name has be 3n suggested for a remarkably-
beautiful class of Cannas, whose blossoms are
almost as large and showy as those of the
Gladiolus, while besides this many of them
flower freely when quite dwarf, and are con-
sequently well adapted for pot ctilture. These
Cannas have within the last year or two become
very popular in tliis country, and were exhibited
several times last season by some of our leading
nurserymen. Their merits also met with recog-
nition at the Ininds of the floral committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society, as no less than
seven of them were awarded tirst-class certificates
during the year 1888. The merit of the great
improvement eft'ectetl in Cannas as flowering
plants within the last few years belongs to M.
Crozy aln6, of Lyons, in France, who has devoted
a considerable amount of time and attention to
them, and indeed makes quite a speciality of
their culture and distribution. In addition to
the certificates bestowed upon these Cannas in
this country, they have also gained a number of
dilierent awards from various horticultural
societies in France. One great merit jiossessed
by them is the lengtlt of time over whicli their
flowering sea.son extends, for though the in<Iivi-

duid blooms do not last very long in perfection,
a succession is kept up (w a considerable period
from the same panicle, as the laterals develop
after the expansion of tlie earlier blossoms, and
in tlie case of a large established plant shoots
stiliiciently strong to flower are i)ushed up one
after another thi-dugliout tlie gmwiiig season.
All of this class of Ihiweriiig Cannas will tlirivo

ill the open ground during tlu' simimer nuuitlis,

but it is wlien treated as greenhouse ]ilaiits that
they are especially valuable, as the blooms are
soon injured by wet weatlier. Of cnurse, tliey

may bo more etl'ective during a warmer summer,
but last year was very trying to plants of tliis

* Drawn fiu- Til kGakdicn by II. G. M.vui, at Mi'ssr.^.

Veit.-li'.s iiui-.-*ery, ()cl.>her2r, i8sH. Lit lingrapUeil and
printed by Guilluunie Severeyns.
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character. The finest blooms are, as a rule,

borne during the months of July, August, and
September, but the plants will continue to flower
long after that time ; indeed, right on into the
winter months. Where intended for very late

blooming a temperature above that of an ordi-

nary greenhouse is essential to success, but we
subject our.s to about the same treatment as a
Fuchsia requires. No artificial heat is given them
throughout the summer mouths, and they both
grow and flower beautifully. When iu bloom
they are greatly admired, presenting as they do
features totally distinct from those of the other
plants employed for the embellishment of the
greenhouse. Cannas are, as is well known,
gross feeding subjects, and consequently when
grown in pots they need very liberal treatment
to secure the best results. They are all easily

increased by division, while seed, from which

orange-red flowers. Madame Just, rich orange-

yellow flowers. Paul Bert, very deep-coloured
foliage, while the flowers are of a yellowish amber
tint. Ulrich Brxmner, deep red foliage and scarlet-

crimson-ooloured flowers. Revol Mas.iot, the first

of this class that I s.aw in flower; this has green
foliage and very bright glowing crimson-coloured

flowers. This variety, as well as Geoffrey St. Hilaire

and Capricieux, was sent out as long ago as 1885.

Pictata is an exceedingly pretty variety, the flowers

being yellow, thickly spotted with light crimson.

,
M. Crozy sent out twelve new sorts last spring, but
they are not seen to the same advantage the first

season after distribution as they are later on when
stronger.

There 13 also another section of Cannas re-

markable for their beautiful blossoms, one of

which has been already illustrated by a coloured

plate in The Garden, Oct. 21, 1886. I allude to

C. iridiflora Bhemanni, a bold, stately-growing

Cannu iridiflora Ehemanni.

young plants can be quickly raised, ripens

readily enough iu this country. Tlie seeds

grow much more rapidly if soaked for twenty-
four hours before they are sown, as the outer
Coating is so very hard. I find that seedlings

raised from this large-flowered free-blooming
class retain the peculiar characteristics of their

parents. M. Crozy publishes a very long list

of varieties, but it is certainly difficult to dis-

tinguish the points of difference between some
of them ; indeed, it is necessary ti> make a se-

lection rather than grow a collection, though all

are very beautiful. Some of the best varieties

would include, besides those represented in

the coloured plate, the following, viz. :

—

Admiral Courhet, handsome deep green foliage

and bright yellow flowers, spotted with red. Ca-

pricieux, flowers bright crimson, edged and flaked

with yellow. Francisijiie Morel, t\c\\ green ioWaf^e,

and flowers of a deep crimson hue. Genft'roy St.

Hilaire has handsome dark foliiige and very large

plant with drooping clusters of large deep car-

mine-coloured flowers. It forms, indeed, a

splendid object in a warm structure, but re-

quires more heat tlian the class of Cannas pre-

viously mentioned. I saw a splendid example
of this at Pendell Court in the time of the late

Mr. Green (see ilhistration). Tho plant there

was growing on the margin of a large tank,

planted on a mound of earth, in such a position

that the roots had free access to the water, and
these conditions seemed to suit this Canna.

H. P.

Road-scrapings.— In country districts these

are generally obtained during the winter months,
and for certain purposes are most valuable. In the

case of old vegetable gardens and orchards a dress-

ing of road-scrapings would very often do far more
good than two or three applications of manure.
For close moisture-holding soils, which are ditticult

to work after rain, road-scrapings are excellent, as

owing to their gritty character they render such soils

more friable and porous. More valuable than the

scrapings, however, are the parings, which consist

of grassy particles, and therefore contain a con-

siderable amount of organic matter. If these

parings are liberally supplied to poor, light soils,

they improve them in a wonderful manner. Gene-
rally the scrapings and the parings can be bought
at a cheap rate, and I would recommend all who
intend using the former to obtain the first lot col-

lected, as this contains a large amount of manurial

matter, which during the summer months has been
ground down into powder.— J.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAK.

PROTECTING FRUIT TREES.

The pruning and trainuig of all fruits, the

Peach and Fig excepted, having been brought
to a close, the most pressing and important
work in this department is the protection of the

blossoms from spring frosts. Applied at the

right time—that is, just before the flowers begin

to unfold and light enough to admit fresh air,

or upon a principle favourable to full exposure
of the trees through the day—protection, no
doubt, is of great use, especially in low, damp
situations. Applied at the wrong time and
hea\'y enough in bulk or texture to exclude
light and air, protection not unfrequently does

more harm than good, as keeping the young
growths and flower buds close, warm, and in a

state of semi-darkness renders the latter too

weak and tender to set, no matter how mild and
favoiu-able the season. When to apply protec-

tion, then, is a question which each person must
decide for himself ; how to apply it or what to

use will depend upon the facilities and materials

at the fruit grower's command and disposal. If

gardeners of the present day could select the

site for the fruit garden, nine out of ten would
pitch their tents where concrete and drainage

might be dispensed with, and their fruit trees

would rebel against protection. But it unfor-

tunately happens that nearly all the best old

gardens lie below the line of frost and fog where
fruit growing is carried on under the greatest

difficulties ; hence the necessity for retarding the

flowers in early spring and hastening the matu-
rity of the wood iu the autumn. The man
whose lot it is to labour in these death traps,

unlike his more fortunate brother perched on
the hillside, soon becomes master of the art of

retarding, of thin training, of perbirming every

operation at the right time, and although no one
outside the craft gives him credit, he frequently

comes off' victor in his many battles with the

elements. One of his most important manceuNTes
is keeping his trees not only late, but hardy by
drawing the branches away from the walls, by
deferring nailing in until the last moment, and
last, but not least, by shading from bright sun
until the flowers begin to open. When this

stage is reached, as a matter of course they must
have sun, light, and fresh air ; couse(iuently his

tactics are changed, and he protects on bright

frosty nights when frosts are pending. In many
well-appointed gardens curtains formed of non-
conducting materials working up<ui iron rods are

drawn at nightand thrown back in t he morning, but
in others the broad coping board checks radiation,

and two or three thicknesses of fishing net per-

manently fixed during the flowering stage form
the front coveruig. Tanned netting made on the

scpiare mesh now is cheap ; it is easily and ex-

pediti(iusly fixed, and only half its utility is ex-

hausted when the crop is safe, as it comes iu

later on for jirotecting ripo fruit from birds and
other marauders. Whore light jiolos of home
growth are plentiful, these prepared in winter
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can be fixed C feet apart at leisure, but tlie nets

should not be suspended until they are actually

wanted, for open as this labyrinth of twine may
appear, one has only to get between it and the

wall to realise its sheltering power in wet,

windy, or frosty weather. If poles are scarce,

double slating laths answer equaUy well, if not
better, as they are free from knots and snags,

and a single thread of stout twine running from
end to end with one turn round each keeps
them in position. But why not, some may
say, drop the nets close to the walls ? Well, nets

in this position, whilst affording less protection

to the flowers, prevent our getting to the trees

when close examination or picking the first

apliis- curled leaves become necessary. My
poles are let into the border 3 feet from the foot

of the wall, and they are kept a foot away at

the top by short pieces of stout lath nailed to

tliem and fitting tight under the stone coping.

A single nail passed through the coping boards
into the top of each jjole keeps all safe from dis-

turbance by wind, and we can pass along the
enclosure at pleasure. When the time arrives

for reducing this protection, like the Chinaman
who wears half-a-dozen thin silk shirts, we
throw off one thickness at a time, and in this

way inure the foliage and fruit to the weather.

Where nets, in my opinion the best of all

protectors, are considered too expensive, some
gardeners resort to small twigs of Yew or Spruce
which they stick neatly into the trees tips down-
wards, and crops of Peaches, Apricots, and
Plums are often saved in this way. These, in

due course, part with their leaves, and gradu-
ally the fruit becomes exposed, but the most
skilful adejits olten lose a great number of

flowers by friction in windy weather. Pears,
•which throw their loose clusters of flowers

further away from the wall, should not be pro-

tected with twigs ; indeed, where the varieties

are good and the walls are well furnished,
tliey are well worth the protection we accord
to Apricots and Peaches.

November. Mr. Smce's Apple house is so placed as

to enjoy a cool and very equable temperature.

Amongst less known kinds in the various collec-

tions the following seemed to be fine keepers:

Hormead's Pearmain, Grange's AVinter Pearmain,

Bismarck, Tyler's Kernel, New or Winter Haw-
thorndcn, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, Gospatrick,

&c. The severest test of our capacity to keep Apples

well V, :il be shown at the Temple exhibition in

May next, but still it must be very difficult indeed

to preserve the juicy freshness of the fruits for a

period of eight months. We ought now to be well

on the road towards combating the trade in foreign

Apples.—A. D.

Nectarines on a Peach tree.—It would be
interesting to learn something of the after conduct
of Peach or Nectarine trees in which a change from
one to tlie other has taken place, as such informa-
tion would help to show whether the change is in

consequence of failing health or not. At Highnam
Court, Gloucester, a healthy out-door Peach tree
bore in 187H a good crop of fine Nectarines on two
of its branches, the other portion of the tree bear-
ing the usual crop of Peaches. These branches
were watched, with the hope of a repetition of the
freak, but a disappointment was in store, for dur-
ing the following spring one branch died outright,
and the other never grew satisfactorily, or bore
fruit of any kind ; in fact, it had, when I hast saw
it. every appearance of shortly following the other.
This case was not, I think, recorded at the time.

—

J. C. T.

February Apples.—It was mucli to be de-
plored tliat tlie fine and interesting collections of
Apples staged at tlie Westminster Drill Hall on
the 12th coulil not have been seen by the ordinary
consumers of American Apples. 'J'he varied and
wonderfully kept samples, including .all the best
kinds grown, served to show fully that not only
have we plenty of fine keeping or winter Apples,
but also tliat we can produce them and keep
them. Whilst with some the production is a matter
of ditliculty, their safe and sound keeping arc not
less so. What wjis so remarkable was the f.act that
of Messrs. Cheat's and Bunyard's collections, many
dishes had travelled l.argely, and had been exhibited
several times. Perhaps because th(^y were not so
much exposed, the e.\tremc beauty and fresliness

of the samples from Mr. Smee's garden at Ilack-
bridg(! were very apparent . Cox's Onirgi^ Pippin .and

Golden Noble, to name two well-known sorts (inly,

were as fresh and juicy as usually they are in

THE MADRESFIELD APPLES.

I CANNOT but admire " W. C.'s" (GARDEN, Feb. 1(5,

p. 149) fair, honest criticisms upon Mr. Wildsmith's

article (Gaeden, Jan. 2G, p. 79) respecting the

wholesale raising of Apples and other fruit trees at

Madresfield, for such criticism is calculated to prove

interesting and beneficial to the many concerned,

and as I have the management of these trees, I am
able and pleased to supply the explanation sought.

My text should be, that an ounce of practice is

worth a pound of theory, and I hold and have

proved, to my own satisfaction at all events, that

the stock does exercise certain influence over the

scion, notwithstanding Mr. Sheppard's opposite

views (Garden, Feb. 2, p. 102). I consider the

proper preparation of the stocks to be an important

factor, and I should prefer those that have been

twice transplanted. It should be noted that nearly

all Crab seedlings have each a long, straight tap

root, varying from 12 inches to 18 inches in length,

and it at the first and subsequent transplantings

this tap root is replanted in a horizontal position,

a better and preferable stock will result than if the

tap root had either been replanted in a perpendicular

manner or cut off. This applies more strongly to

dwarf bush and cordon trees, although standards

may be safely included. To plant these stocks two

men are required—one man holds the stem in one

hand, and with the other hand bends the tap root

to the horizontal position, the other man covering

with soil and treading.

The paragraph that perplexes " W. C." is how we
manage to separate and distinguish Blenheim and
other pips from those of the cider and coarser

sorts. This is easy enough, simply because in our

case they are never mixed together. A small

quantity of best cider is specially required, and
sorts of cider Apples that are most approved of and
known to have great density are selected by hand,

and afterwards allowed to become mellow and kept

dry till the cider is made, all the other sorts, as

also all decayed and very rubbishy, doubtful fruit,

being discarded. It is the " must" from these that

have proved the best stocks in our case ; besides,

the Blenheims are considered too valuable for other

purposes, as well as otherwise objectionable to the

manufacture of best cider. From a cartload of

the above "must" a bushel of plump, healthy pips

can be washed out—a process we follow for con-

venience more than necessity. I once held the

opinion that Blenheim would possibly prove a good

stock with necessary vigour; consequently I saved a

goodly number of pijis from the fruit room stores.

These were sown under precisely the same con-

ditions, but out of the whole tliat came up, less

than half a dozen possessed the nci'essary healthy

vigour, came up milfy, took mildew very early,

and ultimately proved a failure.

What is wanted is a good, kind, vigorous stock,

the said vigour to be properly developed into fruii-

forming roots by these recommended transplant-

ings, my idea being that a perfect wig of surface

roots to a Crab stock is preferable to those of any
Paradise or otlier foreign slock. My experience

with such stocks, if the he.ads of the trees be kept

denotes ripeness, and if my experience is worth

anything, who can gainsay or prove that this mul-

tiplicity of surf.ace roots, in addition to something

trifling perhaps from the high-coloured cider Crab
stock, are not helps to high colour? and if not helps,

how is it that none of our general pyramid or

stanilard trees growing hard by did not develop this

desirable high colour ?

My faith is so strong in the system, that I am
making provision to enl.arge the operations, which
will enable me ultimately to speak with still greater

certainty in favour or the opposite if needs be. I

admit Madresfield possesses a grateful and suitable

soil, but I fail to see any assistance from the igneous

rocks of the JMalvern Hills, which we are told are

an upheaval through the limestone, and from which
we are some two or more miles distant. On the

other hand, I quite agree that there are certain

spots to be met with far more favourable in their

character than others for the high cultivation and
colouring of Apples. William CBUMr.

Madresfield Ccmrt.

open to sun and nir, is that they will produce large,

high-coloured fruit of the very best quality with

as tolerable certainty as can be exiiecteil in .so un- ' neighbours. Ttie stumblii

certain a climate; in fact, it was from these bush very many fruit growers

PRUNING FRUIT TREES.

It may in a general way be stated that extremists

are always wrong. The do-nothing system of the

non-pruner is as much at variance with common
sense as is the practice of the rule-of-thumb man,
who slashes away right and left at everything. The
Apple tree in the orchard, or the Gooseberry bush

in the border, if left unpruned, will in course of

time become too crowded with branches to bear a
full crop of fruit. The air and sunshine are the

chief factors of fertility, and if these agents are

crowded out by dense growth, whether it arises

from over-pruning or no pruning at all, the effect

is pretty much the same. The orchard tree, after

it has been headed back to get a suflnciency of

branches to make a well-balanced head, only re-

quires a little annual assistance to keep the

branches thin enough to allow the sunbeams to

glimmer through to ripen the wood and fill up the

buds. If this is done annually, not much pruning

will be required ; only the branch whicli is robbing

its neighbour either by crossing its legitimate

course, or crowding it unduly, should be taken out.

The longer such branches are left on the tree the

more mischief they do and the larger the wound,
and at last the conviction dawns upon the mind
tliat thinning must be done, as sooner or later it

will. If the pruning of orchard trees were done
upon common-sense principles, there would never

be any fagots to tie up from the prunings, and the

trees would not suffer from tlie cun'ent of cold air

which always happens when a severe thinning has

taken place. I look upon it as absolute cruelty to

thin severely any neglected fruit tree as is some-
times done. The cold wind rushes in and the tree

is injured for years. The true remedy for neglect

is to spread the work over several years, to

minimise the check. Perhaps the best season for

pruning orchard trees by those who are unskilled

in the work is as soon as the fruit is gathered le-

fore the leaves fall, as the foliage-laden tree when
examined closely is itself the guide as to where
thinning is required. But tliere are drawbacks to

doing tlie work at that season. The leaves are often

an obstacle to the proper tracing out of the branches
when the trees have been neglected, and on the

whole I prefer to do what pruning is re(|uired in

November as soon as the leaves fall, wliun every

branch can be traced clearly from its source to its

extremities. Those wlio are .accustomed to look

closely into the brandies of iill fruit trees and study

the growth, do not. rciiuire a canopy of leaves over-

head to tell them how to )irunc. Every tree has its

own inilividuality. 1 might pcrh.aps .say that no two
trees are exactly alike, either in size, sulist.ance, or

in the work which they arc able to perform, and
this lieing so, it will be readily granted tfiat in tlie

matter of pruning every tree should be regarded
from :\ distinct standpoint without reference to its

lildck in the path of

their inaliilily to dis-

trees that the highly coloured fruit alludcMf to liy tiiiguish Ijetween the requirenienis of the different

"A. I)," (|i. .'illi, Vol. X.X.XIV.) were gathered and trees when pruning tlieni. Assuming tfiat tfie free-

sent to the Chiswick conference. It is said colour bearing tree requires but little pruning, the diffi-
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I,culty is in some cases to get such a tree to make
;

lation than the quality of the border. When very I very prevalent ; it floes sometimes neverthelesswoodenoughtocaiTy out Its destmy and,2TOW into strong canes force their main buds, this mishap
j

produce large gaps in old, heavily cropped trees,
and this leaf shelter is the best, as it is Nature's

a full-sized specimen. I have a tree of Lord Suilield generally is due to the loss of the premier leaves or
Apple which for the last twenty years has never

' the destruction of the laterals, by pinching below
missed a crop, and the fruits are always of large instead of above the first leaf. How near the edge
size, but the tree makes so little wood that there is

no necessity to prune any of it away; in fact, I

of a precipice the grower has been travelling may
be gathered from his own statement to the effect

have been very often tempted to pull all the fruits that " the main buds did not start on any of the
off and give the tree a rest, so that it might
make an effort at growth, but covetousnessprevailed,
and the usual load was left on, though compensa-
tion was offered to it in the shape of rich top-
dressings.

There are several systems of pruning even so
common a plant as a Gooseberrj- bush. One man
takes the shears and just cuts oil the ends of the
shoots which usually carry the most fertile buds.
This system generally ends in very small berries,
which are exceedingly difficult to get at. The rule of
thumband the symmetrical person bares the branches
and spurs in all the young shoots which grow in-

wards, and most of those which grow outwards also,

so that the tree when the pruner has done with it is a
mere skeleton, without leaves enough to shelter the
young fruits from the frost and cold spring. The
rational system of pruning a Gooseberry bush, if we
want bushels of Gooseberries in a small space, is to
thin out the wood sufficiently to let in the air, but
to shorten but little. It is always advisable to open
out the centre. This should be done first. At the
same time, any dead branches should be cut out,
and any branches which hang so near the ground
as to touch the soil when the crop is on, or to be
likely to get splashed when heavy rain comes in
summer. When these preliminary matters are
settled, go regularly round the bush, thinning out
the shoots which cross, and where they are too
numerous topping a shoot here and there for
the sake of uniformity. This is mending Nature,
for there is no reason why a bush cayiable of bear-
ing a bushel of Goosebenies should not have a
graceful outline. The Black Currant [should ;.be

treated pretty much as the Gooseberry, but the
Red and White Currants may, with advantage, have
all their weakly shoots spurred pretty closely in.

The leading branches should be allowed to make a
reasonable annual extension, as no bush nor tree
which is not allowed to do this can have a long
life. E. H.

EXTRAORDINARY GROWTH OF MUSCAT
VINES.

In compliance with Mr. Coleman's suggestion in
The Gaeden, Feb. l(j (p. 150), I will give a brief
outline of the A'ine border here and its constituents,
with management of Vines. I did not prepare the
border, as it was done in the spring of 1887, and I

took charge the following August, but I have ascer-
tained its constituents, which are two-thirds turf
from old pasture and one of garden soil from site

of vinery, with the addition of a quantity of bones.
The border is 40 feet long, 15 feet wide and 3 feet
deep, with about 9 inches of stone rubble for
drainage. The front wall is arched to let the roots
outside at some future time, if necessary, but the
arches are built up for the present. The 'Mnes
were started on the 28th of January, with a night
temperature of 50°, with 5° higher by day and
rising as the growth advanced. The Vines are
syringed twice a day till they come into flower,
after which syringing will be discontinued, the
walls being kept damp. I may add it is a mixed
house, being planted with Black Hamburgh, Madres-
field Court, and Muscat of Alexandria. Last year
the Hamburghs did equally as well as the Muscats,
but the Madresfield Court did not do so well. The
lower parts of the Vines, from one of which the
piece was taken, are all right, as the main buds did
not start on any of the lower parts, but 8 feet or i)

feet up some of them did and were allowed to go
their own way. At the present time, however, all

the buds appear to be breaking satisfactorily.—W.M.
Chipp, Avening Lodge, Stroud.

*,* The piece of wood forwarded for my examina-
tion and opinion was extra strong, short-jointed, and
well ripened, but the two main buds having started,
I was more anxious to ascertain the mode of manipu-

lower parts, but 8 feet or 9 feet up some of them
did and were allowed to go their own way." This
is rather close sailing, as many extension Grape
growers would have left quite 12 feet of such strong
wood for fruiting, but the grower having saved
about 8 feet, upon which the buds "appear to be
breaking satisfactorily," he may be congratulated
upon his prospect of a crop of remarkably fine

Grapes, provided he succeeds in setting them' well.
—W. C.

HARDY FRUIT NOTES.

The Peach.
Where Peaches are extensively and well grown
upon open walls the training of the trees is one of
the most important operations undertaken by the
gardener, generally towards the end of March.
Unlike other fruit trees, the Fig excepted, which
may be taken in hand as soon as the leaves have
fallen, the Peach must be kept away from the
walls until the swelling flower-buds are considerably
advanced and laying in can no longer be delayed.
In very late seasons we sometimes manage to
delay the work untU April, but it is not wise
to run too near the edge of a precipice, as the
flower-buds, especially where the trees are very
large, are apt to get bruised or knocked off during
the arrangement of the main branches. These
remarks, of course, apply to Peach trees which
were detached in January, stripped of every shred
and nail, washed and tied out a few inches,
possibly 1 foot from the wall, to retard the open-
ing of the flowers until a portion, if not all the
danger from spring frosts has passed away. A
great number of growers, I know, do not go this
length, but my argument is this: if an operation or
a system is worth anything at all, it is worth carry-
ing out to the very letter. Therefore, knowing the
precocity of the Peach and its liability to aphis
and spider, I maintain that this battle with the
elements and insects, from the labour point alone,
is much the cheapest in the end. Assuming, then,
that the trees were trimmed and dressed up with
the knife before they were washed, and the wall
has received its annual dressing of old brick red,

two skilful persons on a fine, calm day should
detach from the stakes and lay in all the main
branches, tacking them very slightly at first, as
some alterations may be necessary. When these,
radiating in straight lines from the centre, are
satisfactory they may be made secure by nailing
or tying to wires. . I prefer the old-fashioned
method of nailing. The master of the art will see
at a glance whether he has more small shoots
than he can dispose of. If he has. he must cut
them out, as those furnished with blossoms should
be quite 6 inches apart, with space for going ahead
without crossing or being crossed by those above or
below them. The fan shape of training the Peach
is best, as the loss of a large branch or limb can
always be made good by a little alteration

;

whereas such loss from a tree trained to a straight
leader means disfigurement for years afterwards.
There is a system of training known as Seymour's,
which, like many of the fantastic .systems adopted
in France, looks very pleasing upon paper, but
whilst admiring good straight work, I have a great
objection to geometrical precision, as it cannot be
maintained in this country. I would, nevertheless,
borrow from Seymour, first, in training all the main
branches quite straight, or where the walls are low-

in regular curves ; and .second, in .allowing, if pos-
sible, all the bearing wood to emanate from the
upper sides. By .adopting this plan, at least so far

as practicable, all the foli.age produced by the
young shoots on each main branch are in the best
possible position for creating sh.ado in hot. dry
seiisons. Paralysis on open walls, especially under
the modern system of mulching and flooding, is not

mode of preventing it. In forcing houses, on the
contrary, not only branches, but the main stems get
scorched; hence the wisdom of tying young shoots
upon or quite close to them for leaf shade through
July and August. A well-trained and perfectly
manipulated tree under glass should not show a
single foot of bare branch from the outside, and the
same rule should pervade our management upon
open walls. In laying in the shoots no more ties

or shreds than are absolutely necessary should be
used, and these in every instance, whilst loose
enough to allow for expansion of the shoot, should
be placed where they will be kept tight by its pull-
ing away from the nail. This is a very important
matter, as many a fine branch has been ruined in
its youth by pressure in the first instance against a
nail or stud; the injury at the end of the first sum-
mer may appear trilling, but the small black wound
in the bark in due course develops into canker,
when the work of several seasons is thrown away.
Another bad practice in training cannot be too
strongly deprecated, and that is tying a piece
of matting to the point of a shoot and drawing it

very tight before the intermediate shreds or ties

are put in. This mechiinical straining makes the
shoot or branch appear as straight as an arrow, Ijut

the tight tension ruptures the cells, which soon
become gorged, whilst the wood-bud at the point is

ruined bv strangulation.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
The Okchakd House.

Where Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, and Straw-
berries were started before the end of the past
year, the two first will now be approaching, if they
have not reached, the flowering stage, young figlets

swelling, and the last throwing up their flower
trusses. Daily details \\-ill include regular water-
ing with tepid water, damping the walls and floors,

and dewing overhead with the syringe when the
weather is bright and fine. The temperature for

the present should not exceed 50° through the
night, (iO° by day, and ()5° to 70°, with plenty of
,air when the sun is shining brightly. If fermenting
material has been introduced, this should be regu-
larly turned and renov.ated to ensure a steady
bottom-heat about the crock roots when the trees

are in llower. This need not—nay, must not—be
strong, as the most gentle warmth will keep the
roots of these excitable trees active—the best of all

.aids to the securing of a good set of fruit. As the
flowering stage approaches, the house must be
moderately fumigated two or three times in the
course of eight days, no matter whether green-fly

is perceptible or not, as neglect of this simple
operation is sure to end in trouble before the Straw-
berries and Peaches h.ave set their fruit. Fire-heat,

as a matter of course, will be necessary, but it must
be very mild and steady, as Peaches and Straw-
lierries are very impatient of this element from the
time they are started until after the fruit is set.

The best time to turn on fire-heat is early morning
when the house is syringed and the ventilators are
.about to be opened, and this circulation, unless the
weather is unusually bright and mild, may be kept
on all day, especially when fresh air is passing
freely through the house. Towards evening it may
be reduced, but not entirely shut off, as the mini-
mum temperature can always be regulated by in-

creasing or reducing the night air. Figs occupying
the warmest end will now stand good syringing
with tepid w.ater twice a day. and tlie .same, tinged
with liquid, must be given pretty freely to the
roots, which, by the way, must never be allowed to

become dry or anything ajiiiroaching that condi-
tion. If fruit is abundant, it must be well thinned,
whilst the shoots m.ay be pinched at the fifth or

sixth leaf, more or less according to the size of the
trees and the space at command.

FertiUsation.—When the Peaches commence
opening their flowers direct syringing must be dis-

continued, but atmospheric moisture, especially cjn

bright days, may be maintained, .and the tempera-
ture through this stage may range 50° to 55° at
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night, 60° to r,5' on dull days, and 70^ when the

sun favours liberal ventilation. In a house heated
in this way, and with the most gentle warmth at

the base of the pots, the pollen will ripen and per-

form its office freely enough, but for all this I would
suggest daily cross-fertilisation with the brush
when the temperature reaches the maximum. If

Koyal George Peach and Elruge Nectarine have
been introduced, these cannot be beaten for serving

as pollen parents, but lacking these, other small-

flowered varieties, like Bellegarde or Violette

Hative, will answer equally well. Wlien Straw-
berries approach the flowering stage, profuse varie-

ties like the Vicomtesse, which throw a quantity

of medium-sized fruit, may have a number of the

smallest buds pinched off, and possibly a few of
j

the weak scapes also. Light and fresh air being
[

the main factors in setting the fruit, the plants

must be kept close to the glass, and the better to 1

prevent condensation of moisture on the petals, it

may be well to press down the foliage every day
with the hand. This constant moving amongst
the plants is a great aid to setting, but a gentle

previously advised, should be plied little and often,

fresh supplies being given as often as the old is

exhausted or washed away. From the setting of

the fruit to its attainment of full size is the proper

time to top-dress, also to feed with weak diluted

liquid, the latter coming in most useful when the

stoning process is reached.

Tub Genkhal House,

containing a mixed selection, arranged in accord-

ance with my remarks early in January, will now
present an interesting appearance, especially where
the flower-buds are plentiful and dropping has not

marred the prospect of a good crop of fruit. Having
Pears, Plums, and Cherries, three species which will

not stand hard forcing, in this gathering, the house
must be liberally ventilated every day, and night

too for that matter, a good all round crop ripened

under the influence of summer heat being the

primary consideration. A temperature ranging

from 40° to 45° at night and 50° to G0° by day
with plenty of air will bring forward a bold, per-

fectly formed blossom, which should set freely

Aji uarly tluvveriug Rhododeudruii (R. JS'obleauuni) at Dumbarton.

touch with the brush or rabbit's tail on fine days
'

should not be neglected.
'

Thinninti a/nd dhhudding.—When the Peaches
have set and the remains of the flowers have been
wa.shed olF by the syringe, which may be freely used,

any shoots left too long may be shortened back to

a good wood bud, as the best fruit is always
obtained from the boldest flowers near the base.

Thinning and disbudding may then be carried on
conjointly, first by the reduction of triples ami
doubles, and the removal of gross foreright shoots,

and so on, little and often, until two or three
Peaches, point upwards, occupy eacOi shoot, and
two good growths, one from the base the other
from the point, are left to draw the sap and furnish

the bearing wood for another year. All inter-

mediate shoots in due course may be rubbed oft,

but for some little time to come, close pinching,
especially where there is a fruit, is the safest

course to pursue.

Top-dressing, as a matter of course, is a very
important matter, ;is it is simply impossible for

trees growing in a cubic foot nf soil to mature a
crop of fruit without its aid. This, prepared as

enough without the aid of fire-heat, but mindful of
the fact that a damp, stagnant atmosphere when
Plums and Cherries are in flower is quite as in-

jurious as dry frost, I may say, hot water should
bo at command for ensuring a brisk buoyant tem-
perature. The trees must be regularly watered
every morning for the present, but as the season
advances and the sun gains power this operation
may be performed after the house is closed for the
day. At the same time the trees may have their

.stems and pots well moi.stened willi tlie syringe, the
overhead bath being reserved for fine mornings up
t,o the time they come into flower. Wlien this

stage is reached, a drj' atmosphere and a low tem-
perature should be secured through the hours of

darkness, but ;i somewhat brisk heat with a free

circulation of air by day being favourable to ferti-

lisation, the hot-water valves should be opened
every morning. Daily attention with the brush
will aid the process, and wlien the fruit is set

safe progress may be made by good syringing and

j

early closing. Having so often drawn attention to

the ravages of green-ily, it is hardly neces.sary for

me to say the house should be well fumigated before
the trees come into flower.

Stran-herries in j>uts.—Where a fair start with
good plants was made about the 1st of January, the
first batch will now be coming into flower, whilst
possibly in a few places the fruit will be set. Taking
the flowering stage first, I may say light fresh air

and genial warmth are the main factors in securing
a good set. The roots of the plants must never feel

the want of water; at the same time it may be well
to repeat precautions against saturation of the balls.

A temperature ranging from 45° to 50° at night,

and 50° to 60° by day, suits Strawberries when they
are in flower, but a higher figure under bright sun
will do no harm, provided they are ventilated accord-
ingly. If trusses and flowers are very abundant, it

is a good plan to pinch off a quantity of the weakest
before they open ; then, as they expand and pollen

becomes plentiful, a light brush about noon will

ensure perfect fruit. When eight or ten of the best

berries begin to swell, the others, naturally the
poorest, may be pinched off ; the trusses, propped
with forked sticks or bits of Birch, must then be
well syringed with tepid water, and they will be
ready for removal to a shelf in the hottest house at

command to ripen. From this time forward they
will stand good syringing and bountiful feeding

with diluted liquid, but the moment the berries

show signs of changing colour pure water must be
substituted, and in due course this must be con-
siderably reduced. Very early fruit is too often

picked as soon as it is well coloured, but those who
would have high flavour should remove the plants

to a warm, dry house where they can be carefully

ventilated until the dehcious aroma of the berries

perva<les the compartment.

Successional plants of later varieties started with
the earliest may be moved foi-ward to the shelves

lately cleared, where the same attention to water-

ing, thinning, and fertilising must be followed up.

Others will take their quarters, and so on until

finally another batch, well cleansed and top-dressed,

is brought in from the reserve. W. C.

Trees and Shrubs.

EARLY-FLOWERING RHODODENDRONS.
There is a small group of Rhododendrons repre-

sented by the natural species R. dahuricum and
varieties raised between it and the Himalayan
R. ciliatum, all of which are remarkable for

their early flowering qualities, as if uninjured
by frost they may be often seen in full bloom by
the end of Februaiy, or, in the case of more ad-
verse seasons, by the middle of iVIarch. The
fully expanded flowers are, however, liable to lie

injured by late spring frosts, though the buds
will jjass unscathed through even a severe winter.

R. dahuricum itself is a somewhat upright-
growing shrub, a yard or more in lieiglit, with
small deep green leaves, whicli are retained to

some extent during mild winters, but should
the weather be severe the ]ilant bec<imes de-

ciduous. These remarks ajipl)' to the ordinary
form, for individuals vary considerably, espe-

ciivlly in the size of the leaves, in the waj' they
are retained throughout the winter and in tho
colour of the blossoms, which are usually of a
bright rosy purple shade. Tho Himalayan R.
ciliatum, so well known as the parent of many
beautiful greenliouse varieties, when crossed

with R. dahuricum jiroduced tho now well-

known variety R. jiriecox, raised many years
ago liy Mr. Davies, of Ormskirk, wlio has since

identified himself with many beautiful green-

liouse varieties. R. precox, which is also per-

fectly hardy, is of a free, much-branched habit,

witli clusters of ro.sy lilac-coloured flowers, borno
in such profusion that the whole plant is (luito

a m.'vss of bloom. The plant assumes the cha-

racter of a roundish bush in shain', and is alto-

gellier more vigcninis in habit than li.daluirienm.

Hesides these, there is anotluu' beautiful hybrid
variety, viz., Early Gem, raised, 1 believe, in
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Messrs. Veitcli's nursery at Coombe Wood from

intercrossing R. precox and R. dahuricum.
Early Gem is quite an Evergreen, and the large

pinkish Idac-coloured blossoms are very showy.

One of the best marked varieties of R. dahuri-

cum is that known as atrovirens, the foliage of

which is of a very deep green, and retained

throughout the winter. The flowers, too, are

much deeper in colour than are those of the

ordinary form. Where shrubs are used for

forcing, these Rhododendrons are especially

valuable, as they flower naturally so early

in the season that very little forcing is re-

quti'ed to have them in bloom soon after

Christmas. In the open gi'ound they are all

first-rate shrubs for the larger arrangements
of rockvvork, as if untouched by frost they

furnish a bright and clieerful featiu-e when
flowers are none too plentiful. Planted in the

open shrubbery border, it is an advantage if they

are so situated that there are some Evergreens
in proximity thereto, in order to shelter them
somewhat from spring frosts, or at all events to

prevent the early morning sun from reaching

them. Like all the rest of their class, peat soil

was at one time considered necessary for the

cultivation of these Rhododendrons, but while

they grow well in such a compost, they at the

same time will flourish in other kinds of soils.

A stifle clayey soil is, however, rendered more
acceptable to them if some well-decayed leaf-

mould is incorporated with it. The propa-

gation of these dwarf-growing Rhododendrons
is in a general way an easy matter, for where a

plant has been buried rather deeply in the

ground most of the branches will have formed
rootj of their o^vn, and all that is then neces-

sary is to split up the plant after the manner of

a herbaceous subject. Should any of the young
plants be insufficiently rooted, it is an advantage
to give them a little protection till they become
established. In addition to the Rhododendrons
above enumerated, we have some of the large

sho\vy flowered kinds that bloom sometimes
quite early in the year. The best known of

this class is Nobleanum (see illustration), whose
bright-coloured blossoms are often seen soon
after Christmas. There are several forms of

this differing from each other in the colour of the

blossoms, but all valuable for their early flower-

ing ((ualities. Besides these there are several

othei's that bloom before the bulk of the Rho-
dodendrons, among them being altaclarenso,

Broughtonianum, caucasicum, Russellianum,

and others. With regard to the situation best

suited to protect these Rhotlodendrons from
spruig frosts, Messrs. Veitch in their catalogue

say:—
The shelter of some trees and shrubs is generally

enough for tliem ; elevated sloping ground, with

some tall deciduous trees to protect them from the

north and east winds, and a good screen of Hollies

between the deciduous trees and the Rhododen-
drons is an admirable situation for them. Indeed,

in such a place in eight seasons out of ten they
would not fail to open their magnificent flowers.

T.

Abies orientalis.^Among the Spruce Firs, of

which the common Norway Spruce (Abies excelsa)

may be taken as the type, there are a great number
of different forms, but one of the most handsome
of all is the Eastern Spruce (A. orientalis), which
is a native of a considerable tract of country in the
Caucasian region. The general appearance of the
tree is that of a slender-branched, densely habited
form of the Norway Spruce, for it usually assumes
a pyramidal shape, but is neither stiff nor formal.

The mature foliage is of a rich bright green colour,

against which the soft tints of the young shoots
stand out very conspicuously during the growing
season. Though well suited for planting as a lawn
tree, especially in places of limited extent, it is

rarely met with, this no doubt being principally

owing to the fact that it is of very slow growth,

more particularly during its earlier stages. On this

account it is not a very profitable plant to the nur-

seryman. The Eastern Spruce grows well in a dry,

sandy soil, where the common Norway Spruce will

barely exist. It is also thoroughly hardy in this

country, being proof not only against our most
severe winters, but the spring frosts have no effect

upon it, as it is rather late in starting into growth.

—H. P.

PICEA LASIOCARPA.
Of all the thoroughly hardy North American
Conifers now growing in this country, there is

not one more charming or better adapted to

our parks and lawns than the Silver Fir which
produces the cones now before us. This Picea

(lasiocariia of gardens, I suppose I must say)

was introduced by Messrs. Veitch in 1851,

through their collector, Mr. W. Lobb, under
the impression that it was P. grandis, but

which it has been involved by adopting the
botanical name of P. concolor, given to it by
the late Dr. Lindley. If it is harder to unlearn
than to learn, plodding planters in this Picea
have a stiff lesson, as we learned a week or two
ago, from a very high living atithority, that

j

P. lasiocarpa henceforth should be called P.
Lowiana. These corrections are quite right and

' proper, and horticulturists owe a debt to

those gentlemen who devote their time to

[ these matters, but what a comfort it would be if

I

all these duplicates of good things could be

I

thoroughly examined before they are named by
private individuals.

Picea concolor, the self-coloured Silver Fir,

or P. Lowiana, no doubt will be taken up by the
rising generation of planters, but the old ones
who planted some of the original seedlings will

stick to their P. lasiocarpa of Veitch, the name
by which all the finest trees in the country are

known, precisely as they do to their Thuja

Picea lasiocarpa (seedling). Engraved for The Garden from specimens sent from Eastnor Castle.

finding the young seedlings showed a marked
difference from the P. grandis of Douglas, they
sent it out under the above designation. Col-
lectors about that time were scouring the forests

of Colorado, California, New Mexico, and Ore-
gon, in all of which they found this splendid
tree growing at altitudes ranging from 3000 feet

to 7000 feet, and tinder varying conditions as

to soil and climate. As these enterprising men
sent home specimens and seeds from such an
extensive area, needless to say several of our
nurseries soon became furnished witli trees
difl'ering so slightly, that we now find we have
a long list of synonyms. A great number of

planters, myself included, secured these as they
came out, and, finding the .synonym varieties

so good, no one grumbled.

In due course it became known that the .species

introduced by Messrs. Veitch was not tlie original
Picea lasiocarpa of Sir W. Hooker, and now in

the Kew herbarium ; hence their determination
to free this beautiful tree from the confusion in

Lobbi, now called T. gigantea, and their Thuja
gigantea changed to Libocedrus decurrens.

The Silver Firs, as I have liefore stated, are
more ornamental as lawn or park trees than use-
ful for timber, and this Picea lasiocar]ia of
gardens, one of the hardiest, is especially beau-
tiful, the double rows of stout broad leaves
more than 2 inches long giving it a full, grace-
ful appearance, whilst its conical habii as it

towers upwards at the rate of 2 feet in a j'ear
renders it peculiarly aiiplicable for lawn and
park planting.

The soil whicli best suits tlie Silver Fir is a
moist sustaining loam, free from stagnant water,
not necessarily deep, as it roots near the sur-
face, but deep enough to give good anchorage
to the roots and heavy enough to retain mois-
ture in hot, dry summers. On light sandy soils

it grows equally well whilst in a young state,

but in course of time as tliis light staple becomes
dry and exhausted the leaves fall, the lower
branches become thin and weak, and one feels
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that lie would like to give a tliorough top-dress-

ing of rotten manure by way of a reviver. As
all the North American and Japanese species

attain a large size, ranging from 80 feet to 150

feet in their native habitat, they should be

placed from 40 feet to 50 feet apart iu the pine-

tum, the early growers in the highest parts, but

not where their slender leaders are likely to cut

the sky line, whilst P. nobihs, Nordmanniana,

grandis, and other well-tested species may
occupy lower levels. Although most of them

in a dormant state will stand very severe frost,

I have found stagnant moisture injurious to the

lower branches ; lience the importance of drain-

ing thoroughly to free the subsoil from cold,

stagnant water. Another point in the prepara-

tion of the ground for a pinetum, especially for

the shallow-rooting Silver Firs, is regular

trenching, double or single digging, according

to the nature of the subsoil, as the roots then

run and ramify a few inches below the surface,

and the danger of losing fine specimens during

gales of wind Ls considerably lessened in exposed

situations. ^- C.

pinnate leaves of a stout leathery texture render it

a very imposing shrub, while the bright lemon-
coloured blossoms are borne during the early

months of the year ; indeed, in a mild winter they

may be often seen soon after Christmas. The large

purple berries covered with bloom, like a black

Grape, are also very ornamental. H. P.

THE HOLLY-LEAVED MAHONIA.

^MAHON'IA AQUIFOLIUM.)

This is so often regarded as a shrub that will

lioldits own under very adverse conditions, and is,

tlierefore, planted in spots where few other shrubs

would live, that its high ornamental value when so

situated as to admit of its full development is fre-

quently overlooked. One great merit possessed by

this Mahonia is the fact that it will thrive in shady

spots ; indeed, it is one of the best of all Evergi-eens

for the purpose. Perhaps it is seen to the greatest

advantage when several plants are grouped together

in a bed, taking care in planting that the specimens

are not overcrowded, for this Mahonia is especially

happy when so situated that it can push out its

suckers in all directions till it forms a large mass.

For this reason it should be planted in the shrub-

bery border; the best spot for it is just on the edge

thereof, as then the suckers can progress in an out-

ward direction, and thus form a prominent feature

when jutting out from its fellows. Apart from the

ornamental value of its bright shining leaves it also

passes through several phases of beauty during the

year, for in April or May the beautiful rich golden

yellow blossoms are borne in great, profusion, while

the berries which succeed them are, when ripe, of

a rich purple colour, and covered with a distinct

glaucous bloom. Besides this, in autumn the leaves

change to a beautiful bronzy hue, and are then

largely employed for mixing with cut bloom
;
in-

deed, they are, during the winter, almost as invalu-

able as the blooms of the Chrysanthemums them-

selves. It is one of those plants that are hawked

about in London during the winter, but its habit of

growth is such that the roots are greatly mutilated

to get them into ])ots, and, consequently, most of

them soon die. This Mahonia is by no means par-

ticular as to soil, but it does best in rather good

loam, and so situated that it is never parched up

during summer. As above-mentioned, it is a good

shrub for shady spots; indeeil. it will thrive fairly

well e\en under the drip of trees. Its value as a

cover plant for game is well known and fully recog-

nised. As such numbers are raised from seed every

year, it follows, as a matter of course, that there

are some distinct varieties to be found in cultiva-

tion. A few well-iiuirked forms are gracilis, rotun-

difolia, crassifolia, .and erecta, whose iTouiinent

characteristics arc indicated by their respective

names. It is, however, iiossiljlc to pii'k out a few

very distinct forms from almost any bed of seed-

lings, and tlie dilVerence is in many cases more

pronounced when they grow up. There are several

others of these North American Mahonias, such as

M. repens, fascicularis, and nervosa. Tlie rei>resenta-

tives of this section of Mahoiuas which are natives

of the Himalayas are bold, stately-growing kimls,

but all of them are more or less tender. Tlic

hardiest Asiatic species is M. japonica, whose long

LAURELS AND THEIR USES.

This is a most useful class of Evergreens, which it

would indeed be most difficult to plant in the wrong
place, growing where many other plants will not

thrive. A stock of plants can be quickly procured

by almost anyone who has the smallest means. L.

caucasica is fast taking the place of the common
type. It is more handsome in appearance than

any other sort that I am acquainted with in sm.all

or large plants, and the foliage is of the deepest

green. The leaves are about 7 inches long, 2i inches

wide, the habit of growth being dense. It flowers

freely, plants 3 feet in tUameter being smothered

with flower-buds. By annual pruning, shortening

the leading growths to a few inches where
spreading bushes are required, large plants are

quickly obtained. We have some from 4 feet

to 5 feet high and as much as 10 feet across. These

were planted in a small state half a dozen years

since. Owing to the density of its growth and

deep green colour of the foliage, this variety is the

best for covering a large space quickly, such as

a sloping bank. Rotundifolia is a splendid variety

for almost any position, a single shapely bush in

the shrubbery being not an unworthy subject to

have, but it always does best when forming a hedge

or covering sloping banks where not required to

grow beyond 2 feet high. Its short-jointed habit

of growth fits it well for the purposes named. It

m.akes a particularly neat hedge, and does not re-

quire nearly so nuich pruning as other sorts, as it

is naturally of a dwarf habit of growth. Colchica

has a more noble appearance than any of the

family when growing freely. It makes vigorous

shoots, the leaves of which are 10 inches long, 34

inches wide in the centre, tapering towards each

end. This plant forms an excellent screen where

quick tall growth is needed. The common variety is

still one of the best for some purposes—for growing

under almost any kind of trees, or for forming a

screen quickly to shelter Rose beds, for instance,

it is capital, as it grows fast, and can be pruned to

suit any position or style of hedge. The great

point with this variety and all others where thick

growth is required is to commence to prune when
the plants are first struck from cuttings. If they

are allowed to grow tall at tirst without any prun-

ing, it is difficult to induce them afterw^ards to

form a thick base. Fairly well-grown plants of this

kind produce leaves 7 inches long by 3 inches wide

;

excepting where highly cultivated, the leaves dur-

ing the winter assume a pale green colour, which

detracts somewhat from their appearance. Laurels

of the sorts named will grow well in almost any

soil ; the only exceptions that I know is where

only a thin covering of soil overlies chalk. Under

such conditions the leaves quickly turn yellow, and

eventually the plants die. Stagnant moisture about

the roots of Laurels during the winter is not a con-

dition they enjoy. A\'liere so planted and severe

frosts occur the points of the leaves often die,

which causes a disfigurement of the plants. Getting

rid of the stagnant moisture by draining is the

remedy in that case, or where this is not practic-

able, the ground can be thrown into ridges, plant-

ing the Laurels on the top of each. The furrows

will .serve to drain off the water. A deeply trenclicd

strong-holding soil is best for Laurels of all sorts, but

it nmst not, however, be forgotten that although

they will grow and flourish in almost any ground, a

little extra attention at i)lanting time in the shajie

ot manure mixed with the soil and a heavy mulch-

ing afterwards pays for the trouble where the best

results are required. Under timber trees, such as

Cliostnut, Beech, Larch, or any otlier sort, it is

dillioult to get evergreen slirubs to grow. Planting

nuiy be done at .-uiy time from tlie beginning of Seji-

tember until the end ol' Marcli under trees or other

dry positions. If the first named date is selected,

the plants should at planting time be well watered
in and the soil trodden firmly about the roots. I

prefer the month of October to any other when
choice can be taken of dates for planting. AVhen
late planting cannot be avoided, the plants often

suffer from parching winds during April. All the

varieties may be increased by cuttings inserted

during the month of October under a north wall or

hedge, choosing sturdy side shoots slipped out with
a heel of old wood attached. The great point is to

make the soil firm at the base of each cutting.

S.

Variegated Euonymus radicans. — This
shrub is, as mentioned iu The Garden, Feb. lO

(p. I'lS). a, very ornamental subject for clothing a
wall, and when in this position it will often attach

itself to the wall by roots from different parts of

the stem after the manner of the Ivy. In this position

the stem will sometimes thicken out after it has
attained a height of 6 feet or 8 feet, and produce
much larger leaves than are ever seen when the

plant is in a dwarf state—in fact almost as large as

those of the shrubby-growing variety latifolius

albus. In addition to its value as an edging plant,

the ordinary form of the variegated Euonymus
radicans forms a pretty little bush, and is well

suited as a rockwork shrub, while it is most
useful for winter bedding. I have seen a very

pretty effect produced by planting a bed entirely

with this Euonymus, which soon formed a dense

mass of bright and cheerful appearance, through
which in the spring the flowers of Scilla sibirica

pushed up in all directions. The Scillas were planted

at the same time as the Euonymus, and especially

towards the edge of the bed where the foliage is

less dense they did well and increased quickly.

This variegated form of Euonymus radicans is

easily increased, for where there is an established

bush or two they may be pulled up into as many
pieces as there are roots attached to them, while

cuttings put in a frame will root quickly at almost

any season.—H. P.

The Spruce Fir as a hedge plant.—As an
ornamental tree the common Spruce is hardly worth
planting unless as a nurse to afford shelter for a
time to more valuable species. On deep boggy soils

or in damp hollow situations, good specimens of

the Spruce Fir may, it is true, sometimes be seen of

good colour and retaining their lower branches, but

on light soils, or soils with a gravelly, or, what is

worse, a chalky sub soil, the Spruce generally be-

comes unhealthy, and anything but ornamental by
the time it has attained to the age of ten or fifteen

years. Its timber is thin, of little value, being much
inferior to that of the Larch of a similar age, which
also grows more rapidly. One thing may, however,

be said in favour of tlie Spruce, and that is, that it

can be made to form a very good evergreen hedge,

and for this purpose it has been found to succeed

on land where even the common Wliite Thorn failed

to grow, and where the Scotch Fir(l'inussylvestris)

had been extensively tried, but faileil. The Spruce,

on the contrary, submits to clipping or trimming
much better tlian the Scotch Fir, this operation ap-

pe;iriiig to have the effect of assisting tlie plants to

retain their foliage as well as their lower branches.

If strong, healthy, well-rooted plants are carefully

planted at about 2 feet apart in rich soil which has

been prepared by deep digging or trenching, and
properly attended to in tlie matter of trimming, an
effective and even oniamcutal fence will in a few

years be formed. This fence at a sliort distance

ii.is the appearance of a Yew hedge, and has the

advant.age of the Yew in being less likely to be

eaten by game or stock. Spruce liedges may bo

made to assume any desired form. The clipping

should bo performed once or, what is better, twice

during tlie season, and if tills is attended to there

will belittle danger of the plants losing tlieir lower

branches.—P. G.

Seaside shrubs. Among otlier slirubs I noted

l;ist sunuiier as growing luxuriantly in uiiu'e than

one spot along our southern coast, and fully exposed

to the spray from the sea, were the remarkably free-

flowering Ole.-iria Haasti and several different forms

of the New Zealand Veronicas. All were flowering
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profusely, and the appearance of t lie foliage showed
that they were in as robust health as they would be
far inland.—T.

THE HAZEL AND ITS USES.
The wild form of the Hazel is indigenous to most
parts of Southern and Middle Europe, and even
extends along the Swedish shore of the Gulf of

Bothnia to as far north as lat. 63°. It is also a
native of the temperate regions of North-western
and Central Asia. In our own islands it is found
growing naturally from Land's End to John
O'Groats, and from its abundance in some places

has given its name to towns and villages, as Hazel-

mere or Haselmere in Surrey, Hazelbury in Wilt-

shire, Hazelinglield in Cambridgeshire, &c. It is said

to be not now found in Shetland, but that it once
existed there abundantly would seem to be proved
from the fact of the nut shells being found in bogs,

as they are also in places throughout Scotland.

When left to itself the common Hazel forms a
large straggling shrub or small very much branched
tree, but it never attains a sufficient size to afford

useful timber, though its wood, which is light both
in colour and weight and of even grain, is used by
turners and other manufacturers of small wares, toys,

kc, and on account of its elasticity for the handles
of blacksmiths' chisels. It is commonly grown in

copses, and its young, extremely tough and flexible

shoots are used for making crates, hurdles, hoops,
whip-handles, and walking-sticks ; for this latter

purpose there is at the present time a very large

demand, the bark of some varieties when
polished having a peculiar silvery appearance, so

that it is known in commerce as the silver barked
Hazel. The trunk of the ordinary form is covered
with a grey or ash-coloured bark, whilst that of the
branches is reddish brown, more or less marked
with white blotches.

The Hazel flowers in February and March before
the appearance of its leaves, and the plant is

rendered conspicuous by the numerous greenish
yellow pendulous male catkins from Ih inches to

3 inches in length, hanging in clusters of two,
three or more from the points of short side shoots
and scattering an abundance of sulphur-yellow
pollen. Tlie female flowers, on the contrarj', are

inconspicuous, the scaly buds in which they are

situated being distinguishable at first sight from
leaf buds only by the crimson stigmas which pro-

trude from them. Each of these buds produces a
cluster of two, three or more nuts of a form vary-

ing from roundish to egg-shaped, and each nut is

enclosed in a bell-shaped, leafy, glandular husk
about as long as itself, the upper part of which
spreads out and is much jagged.

A considerable number of varieties of the' Hazel,

all differing more or less in the size and shape of

their nuts and husks, have arisen in cultivation,

and have been described from time to time under
both Latin and English names.

The principal value of the Hazel is, of course, for

the nuts which it produces. The sorts which appear
in our markets are known chiefly as Filberts and
Cob Nuts grown in this country, and Barcelona,

Spanish, and Turkish Nuts imported from foreign

countries.

The great Nut-producing county of England is

Kent, the chief varieties being there carefully cul-

tivated, particularly about Maidstone, where Nuts
form an article of considerable trade.

Barcelona Nuts, though so-called in the English
market, are neither grown near nor exported
through Barcelona, but are brought from places
in the interior of the province of Catalonia, and are

exported through Tarragona, the chief port of that
province. Very large quantities of Nuts are pro-

duced in Asiatic Turkey, and part of the.se are no
doubt furnished by Corylus Colurna, but it is im-
possible to say what proportion. This species,

which is a native of Turkey and Asia Minor, grows
to a much greater size than the common Hazel, and
when left undisturbed in favourable situations
forms a tree 50 feet or more high. The nuts are
rounder than our Hazel nuts, hard shelled, and have
their husks deeply cut into narrow curved segments.

Though long since introduced into this country,

the Turkey Hazel is not cultivated with us for its

nuts. They are chiefly obtained in the vicinity of

Trebizond and Kiervasond. They are exported via

Trebizond, considerable quantities being sent to

Russia, Great Britain, Constantinople, Smyrna, and
Egypt, but from Smyrna they are re-exported to

the United States and other countries. It will be
seen that though the Hazel is a valuable plant for

the sake of its strong elastic wood, by far its greatest

importance is for the production of nuts, of which
no accurate records can be obtained, but of which
enormous quantities are both produced in this

country and shipped from the Continent.

John K. Jackson.
Musemn, Iloijal Gardens, Ken-.

Kitchen Garden.

SEED SOWING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

Last season was most unfavourable to the

harvesting of vegetable seeds, and all that were
grown in the open must necessarily be of a

somewhat inferior quality. Even those saved

on the Continent did not ripen so well as usual,

and we may, therefore, safely conclude, with-

out any disparagement to seedsmen generally,

that tlie bulk of the seed distributed this year

is either old, or not so scrund as could be

wished. In tlie former case, vitality is impaired
in a more or less degree, as it is very certain old

seed never germinates so quickly and strongly

as that which is sound and new, while badiy

ripened seed is even worse to deal with. Warmth
and a finely divided soil are most essential to

the germination of seeds of doubtful quality,

and these much-needed conditions are not gene-

rally met with this season. On the whole, the

winter has not been severe, sharp frosts being

few and far between and of short duration.

Nor have we had many drying days, but, on the

contrary, the weather has been dull and the

atmosphere moist without much snow or rain-

fall to vary the monotony. Heavy or clayey

land, as a consequence, is not sufficiently pul-

verised to be easily got into free working order,

and it will be very difficult to prepare for the

reception of fine seeds. To commit the seed of

choice Peas, Onions, Carrots, and other vege-

tables to cold, wet, and badly prepared ground
is simply so much labour and expense wasted.

Better by far to delay seed-sowing in each in-

stance at least a fortnight later than the ortho-

dox date, and be a gainer thereby in the end.

A few days may make a great difi'erence in the

state of the ground, especially in March. In

that month wind and sunshine combined soon

dry the surface of the ground, and the latter

can then be trampled on and otherwise well

worked without becoming pasty. Should it lie-

come too hard to cultivate, those in cliarge must
either wait for rain, or small breadths may be

watered, and then easily broken down with the

aid of forks and rakes. There are some naturally

heavy bad-working soils wliich by long cultiva-

tion have been changed for tlie better, and in

tliLs case it sometimes happens a delay of one

day may render it necessary to wait a week or

longer before they will again be fit to trample

on. My advice to those responsible is to " strike

while the iron is hot," or, in other words, to

.sow the seed directly the soil is found to be in

a tit state to receive it. The lighter gravelly or

chalky soils may be worked at almost any time,

or a day after a lieivy rainfall, and in such

cases there ought to be no difficulty in securing

good and even rows or beds of plants from seeds.

The foregoing are trifling difficulties compared
with what some gardeners have to encounter.

Some of the most fertile soils in tlie country are

also the most difiicult to cultivate, especially

during the first few years after they are broken
up. Not unfrequently frosts fail to have much
effect on these stift" clayey soils, and nothing but
a free use of two-tiued Canterbury hoes, or,

failing these, heavy half mattocks will separate
them sufficiently for either planting or seed-

sowing. It is very certain that one-half of the
gardeners in this country do not comprehend or
make any allowance for the difficulties the other
half have to contend with, nor do all eiiipli>yer3

fully realise the fact of some gardens requiring

much more labour expended on them than do
others of much the same extent. This season,
in all probabUity, there are many instances
wliere it will be impossible to break down tlie

soil sufficiently to render it fit for the reception
of seeds generally, and unless extra ti-ouble is

taken, gappy seed-beds will be the consequence.
Where this state of affairs prevails, I would
strongly advise, first, the use of either forks or
hoes for breaking down all the lumps of soil

both on the surface and to a good depth below,
and also a free use of fine light soil for surround-
ing and covering the seeds. \\'heii rows of
Peas, Beans, Onions, Parsnips, Carrots, and
siicli like are to be sown, drills deeper than
usual should be opened, in these being distri-

buted a surfacing of sifted soil from the frame
ground, more of this also being placed over the
seeds. Lumpy gi-ound for small beds of seeds
ought also to be similarly coated over and the
seed covered with fine soil, and other conditions
being favourable, a good phut should result.
It has fallen to my lot to cultivate lantl that
was too lumpy for Potatoes even, but by stirring a
quantity of fine light soil obtained from various
sources into the drills, I was able to lift good
crops of tubers, many of which were exhibited.

Inferior seeds and a bad seed-bed are not the
only causes of failure, as there are numerous
living enemies to contend with. Mice are espe-
cially destructive among Peas and Beans,
while small birds have a liking for the seed of
Radislie'', Turnips, and the Brassica tribe gene-
rail}'. Neither chopped (iorse nor immersion
in petroleum will prevent mice from spoiling
the rows of Peas and Beans, but if tlie seed of
these is, prior to being sown, first damped and
then rolled in powdered red lead till well coated,
the mice soon cease to burrow after it. The
smaller seeds may be rendered distasteful to
birds in exactly the same way, this being a far
simpler plan than covering the beds with fish-

nets. We prefer to moisten small seeds in a
damp cloth, as should tliey be much wetted
they are liable to stick together in the red lead,
and cannot, therefore, be jjroperly sown.

W. loOULDEN.

SHORT yOTES.-KIlt'IlEX.

Preserved Peas.—Will any reader of The Gar-
den say what the variety of Peas is which is generally
iisi'd by the French firins who preserve Peas, and sell
them iinder the t'tle nf PHiU I'oisi'—'M.

Lettuce Paris Market.—This Lettuce is note-
worthy un ace,mnl (if il.s beini; the curliest variety we
have ever been able to secure. Jt is of tlie CabbaKO
ty]ie, remarkably tiuiclc in growth, form.s tine heads,
and is excellent in cinality.—J. Muiit, Maiyam.
The Milan Turnip.—For some time the Purple-

top .Munich was regarded as the earliest of all Turnips,
but of late it lias been <juite eclipsc'd in this respect by
the Early .Milan Strap-leaved variety. This is un-
doubtedly the earliest of all Turnips by at least ten
days. - C.I.MHR1AN.

Malformed Tomatoe'.— I havenoticcil that the
fruits of 'rnniatocs in a damp close atniosphei-c are
miii-li more liable to lie wrinkled and ill-formed tinui
those in a dry, airy position. Where a large majority
of quite smooth round fruits are desired the atmo-
sphere .should lie kept dry w hen the [ilaiitsare in bloom,
— J. JIuiK, Miii'iaiii.

Covering for vegetable seeds.—.\3 at present
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indicated, the soil will be cold and wet for a consider-

able time, aud where small seeds are beiue put in the

kitchen garden they will be immensely lienojited by
being covered over with dry. rather liirht soil. The
kind that ie generally found in jjottiu'^-sheds at this

time of the year is most suitable.—J. M.

POTATOES.

Eaelt In the planting season of 1888 a question

was, I remember, raised in The Garden .is to the

advisability of selecting a list of the best Potatoes

for different soils. Nothing definite was done in

the matter, and we .are now again on the eve of

another planting season. I venture to raise the

question in the hope that it may be more fully

discussed, especially as new varieties are yearly

increasing in number and are annually catalogued,

irrespective, in many cases, of the consideration as

to whether they are superior to older sorts. I have

been led more particularly to the consideration of

this matter from the fact that last year nearly all

the new, or comparatively new, varieties failed.

They came out well in the dry summer of 1887, but

failed in 18S8, and, with the exception of Early

Puritan and Sutton's Seedling, were not nearly so

good as the older varieties. The best cropi^er in

1888, and the best in quality at the present time, is

the old Red-.skin Flourball. What we really want
in the matter of Potatoes is the selection of a few

first-class varieties adapted to diilerent soils, and
that will carry us well throughout the year.

Naturally, if a new variety that is highly recom-

mended appears, one likes to give it a trial, but

when so many novelties are weighed in the balance

and found wanting it seems about time to protest

against their retention in catalogues. I shall con-

fine myself this year to four varieties : Early

Puritan, Beauty of Hebron, Sutton's Seedling, and
Bed-skin Flourball, and dispense with two of these

another year, retaining the best early and the best

late. Early Puritan is in our light sandy loam the

best early Potato of modern introduction. Planted

with the best types of Ashleaf, it comes in quite

as early, skin and flesh quite white, of good
flavour and a very heavy cropper. So far as late

Potatoes are concerned, there are few better all-

round sorts if you have them true and the soil is

suitable than Magnum Bonum and Flourball,

although the latter is the better of the two with us

both in yield and cropping qualities. I have dis-

carded theMagnum in its favour. Magnum Bonuni
deteriorates wonderfully in unsuitable soil, as I

found to my cost two or three seasons ago, when
I was relying on this Potato for the main crop and
had to ijurchase some seed. They were an ugly-

looking sample, coarse and misshapely, and had evi-

dently come ofl: stiff, heavy land, but we were
almost obliged to put them in as time pressed.

The result was not satisfactory—a crop of tubers

in every respect like the seed,'and as bad in quality

as appearance, the majority only flt to be thrown
to the pigs, and yet these Potatoes were sold as

true. Unsuitable soil was thus answerable for

this state of things. It would be interesting to

know it a careful selection of the best of the

tubers would have given us back say in a couple

of seasons in our lighter soil the true form, or is

the degeneracy perpetuated when once established .'

There can be no doubt that the Potato does

not receive in the majority of cases one half

the attention it deserves, and most gardeners

can testify to this fact when they have to purchase

for the sujjply of the kitchen. Given a light, fairly

good soil and an open sub-soil that is never liable to

be water-logged, the Potato is at home, and such
ground requires nothing except a thin dressing

of thoroughly well-rotted manure. Tlie ground
should, if pos.sible, be deeply dug or ridged as

early as possible in the autumn to allow for the

decomposition of the manure before planting

time, and also that by receiving all the frost it may
break down when the jihanting season comes on.

Perhaps aliout the best spot for late Potatoes

is a quarter that has carried an early crop of

Brussels Sprouts or autunm Broccoli, and which
has been heavily manured for tlie latter; such

ground requires only a deep working with tlie fork

before the Potatoes are planted. Where the planter
has stiff heavy soil to contend with, he is handi-
capped in the production of good quality Potatoes,

and I have found it advisable in this case to re-

serve a special piece for the principal planting and
wheel on to this early in the autumn a surticient

quantity of leaf-soil, to represent when spread a
depth of 3 inches. Add to this a thin coating of

ashes and a few bushels of soot. Dig as soon as

possible, taking deep thin spits, and leave the
ground quite rough. The heaviest ground will

partially succumb to this treatment and produce
tubers of very good quality, for the Potato naturally

makes its early start in the lighter material that has
been incorporated with the natural soil. This ap-

plies to garden cultivation, as nothing but naturally

light soil, manured and worked early and deeply,

is to be recommended in field culture. Given this,

we should hear less complaint than at present

exists as to the general good quality of the Potato.

One more word. What is the remedy in a season

like that of 1888 '.' I s.ay a good cropper and keeper
that may be planted early and lifted before the

disease has time to make headway. Have we
found the variety in Early Puritan ? To advertise

any Potato at present as disease-resisting (whatever
we may hope for in the future) is evidently sheer

nonsense ; the so-called disease-resisters were last

year more afl'ected than the older varieties.

Clmemmit. E. Bueeell.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

AsPAEAGUS.—Judging from the state of the roots

recently lifted, and which when gently forced pro-

duce good shoots, 6 inches long, in about ten days,

it will not be long before active growth com-
mences in the open ground. I have long held the

opinion that it is unwise to heavily mulch the

beds in the autumn, especially when the soil is of a
heavy nature. Such coverings, if they do not

actually destroy the majority of the roots, have a
veryweakening effect, as they keep the beds cold and
wet, the produce, as a consequence, being both late

and poor in quality. During the winter the roots

best retain their vitality if kept somewhat dry, and
in any case they are not in a position to derive any
benefit from the rich soil in which they are located.

It is after cutting has ceased, and the plants are

laying the foundation of a future crop, that they

stand most in need of manure and moisture, and it

is then they are generally most neglected. I doubt
if any manure that reaches the roots during the

winter, or while the beds are being cut from, has

the slightest effect upon the quality of the current

crop of shoots. As manure is most easily applied

now, or before any top growth hampers our move-
ments, I advise its immediate application. Sup-

posing the beds were not much disturbed last

autumn, beyond perhaps a light cleaning, the sur-

face would be unbroken, and not, therefore, unduly
moist. This may now be carefully forked and
manured. If the crowns and roots are very near

the surface it is advisable to lightly fork in a dress-

ing of partially rotten manure, but if this cannot
be done without disturbing many roots, a top-

dressing only should be given. The juices from
good farmyard manure especially find their way
down to the roots, while the less soluble parts act

as a mulching when most wanted, viz., during the

summer months. In no case would I rake down
the beds that were manured or top-dressed in the

autumn. If these are li.able to do harm it is too

late to prevent it, and to much bare the surface

spoils the quality of the shoots and exposes the

roots to sunshine and drought. Now is the time to

mound over the crowns with fine soil if valuable,

long, blanched shoots are required, and this is a
comparatively simple matter where the plants are

grown widely apart on the level.

Special manuues for Asparagus.—In many
instances the Asi}aragua Ijeds never receive a dress-

ing of solid manure, nor any special manures other

than salt. A liberal surfacing of the latter, say at

the rate of a quarter of a hundredweight to every

I.') square y.anls, acts beneficially where the soil is

of a light sandy cliaracler, but it is by no means a

perfect manure, while if used on heavy clayey land
it is ruinous. Were we to use it freely it would
render our naturally heavy land still more pasty
and cold, and in my opinion hundreds of Asparagus
beds have been either much injured or destroyed
by frequent applications of salt. If common salt

is mixed with either native or imported guano at

the rate of one part of the former to four of the
latter, a capital manure is formed for Asparagus on
almost any land. A light surfacing of this mix-
ture may be given now and another when top

growth is rapidly forming, the ground being lightly

loosened with forks each time.

Capsicums and Chillies.—These are not so

much grown for home use as they used to be, but
home-grown pods are still preferred in many esta-

blishments. From these can be made cayenne
pepper much superior to that usually sold, and both
the green and ripe pods are useful for mixed pickles.

The heaviest croppers are the common Chilli and
Long Red, Long Yellow, and Red Cherry Capsi-

cums, these also being the hottest in flavour; while

the Red and Yellow 'Tomato-shaped, Golden Dawn,
and Prince of Wales Capsicums are more showy
and milder. The seed may be sown now thinly in

G-inch pots, and these being plunged in a gentle

hot-bed, it will soon germinate. Before the seed-

lings become drawn they ought to be set on a shelf

near the glass in a warm house, and when of good
size may be potted off. A single plant may be

dibbled into the centre of a lightly drained 5-inch

pot, or three can be placed round the side of a G-

inch pot, any good loamy compost suiting them.

The plants require to be kept in heat till well rooted,

after which greenhouse shelves are suitable posi-

tions for them. During the summer they may be

plunged in a sunny position, where they will form

sturdy, fruitful growth, the crops ripening after the

plants are housed. Capsicums and Chillies also

succeed well when planted out in heated pits and

frames in succession to Potatoes and other forced

crops. Those kept in pots will require occasional

supplies of liquid manure, but it is not advisable to

stop any of the shoots, all the varieties branching

naturally.

Potatoes foe planting.—The mildness of the

winter has had the effect of starting the seed Pota-

toes into growth earlier than usual, even those left

undug, and which are generally the latest to sprout,

also being more forward than desirable. The loss

of the first sprout is very detrimental to Potatoes

of the Ashleaf section especially, but as it is yet too

early to plant extensively, all with shoots upwards
of 3 inches in length may well have these removed.

If the tubers have not shrivelled badly, owing to

having been stored in a warm, dry place, they will

soon start afre.sh, and it the shoots are reduced to

two or three in number, they will become fairly

strong by planting time. We much prefer that

each set should be furnished with one stout sprout

only, but if this is lost, leave two to grow. Victor,

Puritan, Beauty of Hebron, Sutton's Seedling, Early

Border, Eclipse, Midsummer Kidney, and other

early and second early varieties are liable to sprout

long before planting time, and these, again, ought

to be sorted over and cleared of any shoots too long

to plant. Scotch Champion and Laxton's Reward
also require to be retarded, or otherwise they much
weaken themselves by premature sprouting. Many
err in storing their crops without first sorting them
over. Those intended for use ought to go in licaps

together, all light being excluded from them, but

the medium-sized or planting tubers should be

stored more thinly, and, if possible, exposed during

mild weather to light and air. The most even rows

are obtained by planting sprouted sets, and for this

reason, as well as the ]irevention of the weakening

effects consequent upon prem.ature growth, all

should be sorted over at once. Those wlio recog-

nise the advantage of a change of seed, or for ot her

reasons intend pureha.sing Potatoes for planting,

ought also to order early, so that the sets may be

sprouted prior to being planted.

Two METHODS OF HoESE RADISH CULTURE.

—

Nothing pays better than Horse Radish if well

grown, yet few necessary garden products are so

much neglected. It is quite unreasonable to expect
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clean, thick, and straight roots from the same piece
of uncultivated ground year after year, but in all

probability many gardeners never think of paying
any attention to the crop. It is possible to have
clean, straight, and tender roots about the size of
well-grown Salsafy in twelve months from the time
of planting if only the necessary labour is expended
in their culture. In the first place, a strip of good
ground not recently cropped by Horse Radish is

necessary, this being either trenched or deeply dug,
solid manure being freely mixed with the soil, and
not buried at the bottom of the trench. After the
ground is ready, or, better still, in anticipation of
this, an old bed of Horse Radish should be broken
up, the ground being thoroughly trenched in order
to iind all the roots. All the thin roots about
13 inches long ought to be selected, these being
cleared of all fibres to within 2 inches of their
smallest end, and if not wanted for immediate
planting these should be bunched up and stored in
moist sand. The ground intended to be planted
should now be measured out into beds 3 feet wide,
with 1-foot alleys between them. A line may then
be stretched lengthways of a bed, and about U
inches from the edge." Then with the aid of a
trowel or spade bury the selected roots across the
bed and 12 inches apart, the smallest end in the
centre and the thick end near the line, a covering
of 3 inches of soil being ample. Two such rows
for each bed, and facing outwards in each instance,
are sufficient. Early in the summer examine the
base of the leaf-stalks and remove any roots there
forming, as these are apt to become stout and much
weaken the main root. A mulching of manure
ought to be given before dry, hot weather is ex-
perienced, and the beds may well be occasionally
watered during the summer. The foregoing prac-
tice is mostly favoured by market growers, and
having given it a good trial I can truthfully assert
it is the best that can be tried. A commoner method
of growing Horse Radish quickly and well may
perhaps better meet the means of some gardeners
as being the least expensive. In this instance the
ground should be trenched deeply, manure being
freely mixed with the bottom spit. For planting,
select straight young roots with or without a crown,
and after rubbing off fibres with a coarse cloth,
dibble them in 12 inches apart each way. Short,
thick lengths with crown attached may also be
planted, but these should be dropped into holes
made with a dibber and about 12 inches deep. The
shoots will soon find their way to the surface, the
underground portion developing into a stout clear
stem such as cooks delight to handle. A bed will
remain fairly profitable for two or three seasons,
but the best results attend the practice of annually
clearing and replanting. W. I.

There are quite a number of promising new va-

rieties in the different catalogues for 1889, among
them being Matchless. Having seen this new va-
riety grown, I think it is well worthy of its name,
and doubtless it will make a popular variety, as it

has all the qualities of a good Tomato ; fruit large,

smooth, and of fine flavour. The Shah, a new large
yellow Tomato, is said to be a sport from the Mikado
(Turner Hybrid). An old variety called The Peach
is weU worthy of its name, both in form and flavour,

and is very prolific. The Lorillard claims to be a
superior variety for forcing, and from the numerous
testimonials of well-known American gardeners who
have grown it, it ought to prove a valuable acquisi-
tion for England.

As regards the yellow fruited varieties, they are
not grown very much here, as the fruit is not equal
to that of the red kinds.

It would probably surprise some of the English
gardeners to see the way we cultivate Tomatoes
here, especially in the State of New Jersey, where
the crop is mainly grown for canning, tons of this
vegetable having been grown on many farms. At
the height of last season Tomatoes were sold as low
as_3d. and 5d. per basket wholesale.

An Ameeican Subsceibee.

must be avoided. Three parts of loam or soil to
one of half-decayed manure will make them short-

jointed and fruitful. It is not necessary to fer-

tilise the blossoms to make the fruits form, and if

the soil is kept moderately moist the fruit will

develop without further assistance. Surface dress-

ings or liquid manure should only be given after

the plants have produced a considerable quantity

of ripe fruit. Cambeian,

AMEEICAN NOTES ON TOMATOES.
'

In The Garden for Feb. 2 I noticed an article by
' W. I." on Tomatoes, and thinking you would like
an American opinion on the subject, I submit the
following :

" W. I." is somewhat wrong in his de-
scriptions of the Turner Hybrid and Mikado, which
are one and the same thing, the difference being
only in name, the Mikado and Turner Hybrid
having been introduced simultaneously under the
former name by Henderson and Co., of New York,
and under the latter by Burpee and Co., of Phila-
delphia.

Last year we had quite a number of new Toma-
toes introduced for the first time. Among them
were some quite wortliy of general culture. Among
the new ones, I would mention the following : The
Dwarf Champion, which is of very compact growth,
and which on this account will, I tliink, make a
good forcing variety. The fruit is of a dark red
colour, quite smooth, and of good flavour. The
Volunteer, which is highly commended for can-
ning; fruit smooth, flavour fair, and of a bright red
colour, and early for a smooth variety. King of
the Earlies, a new early sort, but not very good, as
its sole quality is in its earliness, the fruit being
small, rough, and of poor flavour. Livingston's
Potato Leaf, a fair-sized Tomato witli foliage
similar to that of the Turner Hybrid (Mikado),
but fruit not so large.

EARLY TOMATOES.
Tomatoes in March and early April are always
appreciated, and as a market crop they are more
valuable than many things more difficult and
expensive to cultivate. In this respect they will

compare favourably with Cucumbers and Grapes,
as they may be grown at less expense in the way
of fire-heat and accommodation, and many whose
skill and experience would not enable them to

grow early Cucumbers and Grapes would find no
difficulty in maturing Tomatoes abundantly. I am
leaving professional market growers out of the
question, and .although in some private gardens
many glasshouses are entirely devoted to Tomatoes,
the majority of growers try to mix them up with
other crops, or grow a few dozen plants in vineries

and pits. It is in cases of this kind that I advo-
cate low pits, slightly heated, as excellent places
for early Tomato culture.

Where Tomatoes can be planted in pits, a narrow
ridge of soil should be put on the stage or in the
bed, and the plants should be set in this at a dis-

tance of 1 foot from each other. The nearer the
glass and light they are the better. As soon as
they begin to grow break off every side shoot that
forms and confine the plant rigidly to one leading
shoot. If this plan is carried out closely, the plants,

although only 1 foot from each other, will develop in

a most satisfactory manner. They will also begin
to fruit very near the soil, and the fruit will come
in clusters close together all up the stem. Some of
our plants treated in this way last spring grew to a
height of 12 feet. They began to bear ripe fruit in

March, and had not ceased when thrown out in

November. Where they cannot be planted out the
pot plan of growing them should always be
adopted. The plants need not all be grown
together, but if one is placed here and another
there in the houses, they will soon produce qu,an-

tities of fruit. We sometimes place them at the
ends of houses to keep them near the light, which
is a great point, and we have stood the pots upon
back shelves and trained the tops down under the
rafters with good results. Those who have no
plants from cuttings should sow seed at once. It

will germinate in a week in a temperature of 05° or
70°. A pinch of seed may be sown in a (S-inch pot,

and when the plants are about 3 inches high put
them singly into 3-inch pots. Keep them in the
same temperature after this, very near the light,

and confine them to one stem from the first. As
soon as they attain a height of 10 inches or so

transfer them to their fruiting pots, which
should not be more than it inches in diameter, as
the plants fruit sooner and more profusely in a
confined root space than otherwise. Indeed, if

there is a secret in producing early Tomatoes it is

in limiting their root room.

A very rich mixture for growing Tomatoes in
I

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

FOECING VEGETABLES, SALADS. — This is noW
occupying a good deal of attention, for during the
spring months better prices are obtainable than
during the depth of winter, and far better results

can be had, now that the lengthening days and
brighter skies m.ake the work of forcing easier.

The glass structures are filled to their utmost capa-
city, for although the demand at seaside towns
may not yet require all the forced vegetables that
are grown in the neighbourhood, choice products if

sent to the London markets are sure to find a ready
sale. It is the bulky crops of common vegetables
that do not pay for transit. The following crops
.ire at present finding most favour with growers,
and we may therefore assume that they are still

profitable.

Asparagus is being forced in quantity. The
roots are raised by sowing the seeds rather thickly
in large beds in the open fields, on well cultivated

and enriched soil. The plants are allowed to stand
one year, lifted just as they start into growth,
and then planted out in rows IJ feet apart. After
two years' growth they make fine clumps for

forcing. Asparagus is generally forced in large

frames, heated with hot-water pipes for both top
and bottom heat, althongh some people still adhere
to fermenting material for the bottom heat.

French Beans are grown in low sp.an-roofed

houses or pits with sufficient heat from hot-water
pipes to maintain a temperature of 65° at night
and a good rise by sun heat by day. They do well
either in pots about 8 inches in diameter or planted
out in beds of rich soil. Pots are in most favour
for the earliest crops, and planting out when solar

heat gets stronger. Few crops suffer more quickly
from dryness at the root or in the atmosphere than
these, and plenty of atmospheric moisture is indis-

pensable to keep down insect pests that soon destroy
all hopes of a crop.

Cucumbers are being planted out in span-roofed
houses, and successional plants brought on for pits

and frames. Plenty of heat and moisture is indis-

pensable for these. A good tank of tepid rain

water and plenty of good top spit pasture soil

appear to form the main items of successful Cucum-
ber growing.

Mint is grown in quantity in frames, the roots
being lifted in large masses and set on gentle
bottom-heat, which induces rapid growth, and when
about 6 inches high it is cut off, tied into bunches
and sent to market.

Musheooms, when well done, are amongst the
best crops that can be grown. The Mushroom
house is generally built on the north or shady side
of the lean-to glass houses and close to the heat-
ing apparatus. Market growers favour large beds
with a good depth of material. I lately saw a
splendid lot of beds just coming into bearing, the
.atmosphere of the house being kept moist by means
of an open tank of tepid water, with hot-water
pipes running through it .and giving off a fine

v.apour. The lowest tier of this house w.as filled

with Seakaleand Rhubarb; these are raised in large
quantities in the open fields. The Rhubarb that is

obtained in a totally dark Mushroom house is of
very superior quality, and of far better colour than
that obtained by placing the roots under stages in
forcing houses.

Potatoes of the earliest Ashleaf Kidney type
are grown in large heated frames or pits, with one
flow .and return pipe running along the front. The
usual plan is to put enough stable manure in the
bottom to give a nice bottom-heat to start the Po-
tatoes well into growth. The sets are started in
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boxes preparatory to being planted, and when put out
in rows in light rich soil they are co%'ered sufficiently

deep to require no earthing up. A crop of Radishes
is obtained before the Potatoes get much top
growth by sowing the seed of the Scarlet Forcing
Radish, which becomes fit for use in a very short
time. As soon as the Potatoes are lifted, plants of

ridge or frame Cucumbers are ready to put out,

while sometimes the earliest crop of Vegetable
Marrows follows the Potatoes. J. G.

Gosjiprt.

Propagating.

Palm seeds.—Palms of all sizes are among the
most useful of foliage plants, and perhaps for no
other purpose are they more serviceable than for

table decoration. They must not exceed a certain
size ; therefore it is necessary to have young plants
to succeed those that are growing too large. Where
only a limited number of plants are required, it is

hardly worth while to attempt raising them from
seed, but where they are required in large quanti-
ties it becomes very expensive to purchase small
plants annually. There is very little difficulty in

raising seedling Palms. The most important point
is to obtain good seed, and to sow it while it is

fresh. Although to all outward appearances the seed
may remain in good condition for a con.siderab]e
time, that of many of the sorts loses its vitality

very quickly, especially if kept in a dry place.
The seeds of various sorts are imported'at different

times of the year. Cocos Weddelliana, Geonoma
gracilis, and other sorts should now come to hand.
If they cannot be sown as soon as received, care
should be taken that they are not put in a dry
place. The best way to store them is in some moist
Cocoa-nut fibre refuse under a stage in a warm
house. For most of the choicer sorts it is best to
use small pots for the seed, and only put one seed
in a pot. The pots should be filled with good
mellow loam, to ; which a. little sand should be
added. The seed should hardly be covered with
soil. The pots may be plunged where there is a
good brisk bottom-heat and kept fairly moist, but
not saturated with water. Palm seeds often germi-
nate very irregularly. Some may start into growth in
the course of a week or so, while others may remain
dormant for months and then start ; therefore it is

necessary to keep them about for a considerable
time. In no case should the seed pots be disturbed
until it is evident that the seeds are decayed. In
the treatment of young Palms it is essential that
they should have a warm, humid atmosphere and
plenty of shading, but not too much water at the
roots. They should be potted firmly in good mellow
loam and restricted to small pots. I believe that
Palms are often ruined through over-potting them
in light, spongy soil and giving them too much
water.

Pandanus Veitchi.—This is a mo.st useful
plant for table decoration. To obtain good plants
for the purpose they should be propagated from
the small side shoots of slender growing plants.
These have quite a different aspect to those
taken from vigorous growing plants, which
produce broad stiiV leaves ; while the small
weakly shoots will form symmetrical little plants
with narrow, recurved leaves, the variegation also
being Ijctter. The cuttings may be taken oS close to
the old stem. They should be put in singly in
small'pots filled with light sandy soil, and placed in
the warmest part of the propagating pit and kept
rather dry. As soim as the plants are established
they .should be removed to a light open jiosition,

and as close to the glass as possible. If jiotted in
light sandy soil anil kept moderately dry. they
will retain I lie light, slender habit of growth, bu"t

when treated too liberally they soon grow out of
character.

Begonia Ricx.—There are now a great number
of varieties of this section, although the old form
is not much grown at the present time. Some of
the varieties are very desirable, especially those
with red in the foliage, such as Louise Chretien,
Zenobia, Mme. H. Cache, &c. These, like the type,
may be propagated from leaves, but a much

quicker method is from cuttings. Sutficient stock

can generally be obtained, and it carefully treated,

cuttings from the strongest shoots will root freely.

The old plants should be kept rather dry previous

to the cuttings being required. Dry sand should be
used to absorb the moisture as soon as the cuttings

are taken off. They should be put in singly into

small pots filled with sandy soil, and very little

water should be given for the first few days. The
warmest part of the propagating case will suit

them best, but they must not be kept too close or

they will be liable to damp.
Begonia incarnata.—The dark-leaved variety

of this species is another very useful foliaged plant,

and when grown in an exposed position the leaves

have a bright bronzy red shade, which shows up
well under artificial light. This may also be pro-

pagated from cuttings under similar treatment to

the above. In the culture of these fine-foliaged

Begonias a great ppint is to grow them on in a light

sunny position. The colours will then be much
brighter, in addition to which the plants will be
more serviceable, for when grown in the shade
they soon wither if in a dry atmosphere. A.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Mere de Menage Apple.—Mr. Barker seuds
fruits of tills kind, which lie eunsiders one of the best
lat.' A]iplcs.

Reinette Grise Apple.—Mr. Barker sends us
fruits of the iibove. It has a distiuct, pleasant flavour,

and is very useful at this season when really first-class

Apples are scarce.

Cyclamen coum and C Atkinsi.—Good ex-
amples of these. Avhicli have ln'ou iu flower since No-
veiiilier, are still lookiup: fresh and bright. They arc
grown in pans in a eiild pit.

NarciBBUs cyelamineus.—A tine patch ai this

charming little Dafibdil is now iu i'ldl flower in ]\Ir.

T. S. Ware's nursery, Tottenham. It is growing iu

the open ground and protected from he rough weather
by a hand-light.

GalanthUB caucasicus.—The Kev. H. Ewlmnk,
Ryde, Isle of Wiglit, writes us: "Another Snowdrnp
((Talanthus caucasicus) has come out this morning
(Feb. 20) which is (juite new and distinct. I got it

from Mr. M'are."

Hyacinthus azureus. Tliis lovely Hyacin-
tlnis (U- Mnsciiri is flowering'^t'rccly under a haucl-glass

on the bull) Imrdcr at Kcw. It is known also as Mus-
cari lingulatum. An interesting note appeared on it

iu The Garden, Jan. 19, 1889, page 45. We hope to

figure this winter gem.

Narciesus minimus.—The first to bloom in the
open air. We saw a flue clump in full flower the otlier

day close to a south wall, but the appearance of snow
again will doubtless make the flowers hang their heads.
It is quite hardy, and should be planted in (piantity in

every garden.

Rhododendron Countess of Haddington.
—A specimen of this well-known Kiiodoileiidron is in

full flower in the greenhouse at Keu'. lis presence
can be detected by the sweet fragrance of the large,

hell-shaped, and pinkish wdnte flowers. It is a charm-
ing variety for the greeidiouse at this season of the
year.

£pimcdiums placed in a gentle bottom heat
make pretty plants lor a. cool liouse at tliis time of

year, and when gradually lianleiied olf it is surprising
how much cold they will stand ^vithont Vicing injured.

Kven withfiut, their flowers Kpiniediunis an- win-tli

growing in ]iots for I heir \ariously tinted foliage, which
in a young state is \'ery lieautifnl.

Christmas EoBes.— 'J'liis has been a wondevl'u'
season for Christmas Roses with us. From the last

week in November to now— last in February— lln-y

have never ceased. The individual flowers 1 have seen
better, but never such a supply, or lasting so long. .My
fonii is a fairly good one, otten nearly \ inches across,

nearly |colourIesH outside, stems well dotted with reil
;

foliage large, but dwarf in height.

—

Greknwood.

The Tenby Daffodil (N. ohvallaris) is certainly
among tlie very best for early fiu'cing ; it stands heat
better than many of the largertrnnii»et-flowered I'ornis.

We find tliat it, wants almndaiice of water alter

the roots are fairly starti'd, gi-ailiially withholding it as

the buds advance. N. Cynosure is also good among
the incomparabiUs section, and if taken into a cnol

house just as the flowers are opcniug, the colour of the
orange eup is almost as intense as when grown in the
ojien air.

Dendrobium "Wardianum.—Enclosed are a
few flowers of Dendrobium Wardianum from a small
plant carrying eight flowers. I purchased it from the
Liverpool Horticultural Comiiany about eighteen
months ago wdth several fithers. Is not this a very
good variety, as none of the others I have cau compare
with it !'—\V. Clark, The Gardens, Eversley, Heme
Mill.
*»* Certainly one of the best forms of this Orchid

we have seen. The flowers are large, full, broad, and
richly coloured. A plant in full bloom must be of un-
usual beauty.

—

Kd.

The Heavenly Bamboo (Nandina domestica).
—I send you a sketch of a fruiting branch made
from a fresh specimen Sir R. Shaw has just sent me
from Pau. It is very lovely with its clusters of

red berries, and its leaves take on all sorts of hues.

We have two varieties of the plant here, this and a
form with finer leafage, and their autumnal colour-

ing is exquisite, but they have never fruited with
us. It wants bright sun, no doubt.—F. W. BuR-
BIDOB.

*jf* A bold, and pretty drawing of a distinct and
charming shrub, bearing a graceful, though massive
bunch of red fruit.

—

Ed.

Hybrid Snowdrops.—I send you herewith
some Snowdrops undoubtedly hybrids between G.
nivalis and G. plicatus, and others which appear to

have a slight cross of plicatus. I should be glad if

you could inform me if these crosses are common.
I cannot find any seedlings of G. plicatus pure.

The original patches are quite defined, with no
seedlings very near, the hybrids being all near
clumps of G. nivalis; they are taller and hand-
somer than G. plicatus. with decidedly stronger and
sweeter scent than either parent.— K. 0. B.

*,* An interesting series of crosses, the flowers

very strongly and sweetly scented.

—

Ed.

The Hepaticas, very many of which have re-

ceived garden names, are a very useful class of

plants for flowering indoors during the early spring.

Although jjerfectly hardy, they require to be grown
in sheltered spots on account of their flowering so

early. A few may also be grown in pots, and these
placed in a, corridor or cold house make a pretty
display all through February. The double red is

very sweet and amongst the hardiest ; then there

are the single blue of various shades, pink, white,

and the form known as variabilis, which is veiy

fine and free. The double blue, lilac, mauve, and
other forms make a very useful group.—K.

Orchid notes.—I sent you this morning a few
sprays of Phalienopsis Schillerian.a cut from dift'e-

rent plants and a spray of P. grandillora. The latter

is just going off, but not so much but that you may
form an idea what it has been. The same spike

would have produced a similar spray if allowed to

remain, which we always do. Of Schilleriana we
have quite tiOO blooms open, one spike measuring -1

feet long. You will see from flowers sent how they
vary in form and colour, making them still more
interesting. All .are lovely, aiul they make a showy
mass of bloom. They make a beautiful di.sphiy at

this season, and remain in flower until ijuite the

middle of April. Some plants are carrying leaves

(juite 18 inches long. Gardeners and all Orchid
lovers within reach should not miss the opportunity
of seeing them, and no doubt they would find

other things quite as interesting at llenliam.

—

G. W. Eden, Henliam Park Oardcns, Siip'ollt.

*,* We thank you for the beautiful gathering of

Phahenopsis Schilleriana and 1'. grandiflora. The
spike of grandiflora was the finest we have seen for

some time. Of .-dl the Orchids in flower at the pre-

sent season Phahenopsids are the most lovely.

—

El).

The Vernal Snowflake (Leucojnm vernum) is

i\ow in great beauty. 1 think it is even more
licaiitiful than the Snowdrops, the common va-
rieties of which look small beside .such giants as
Melvillei, Iiiijieiati, ami others of tlic newer kinds.

The Snowllake is just as easily dealt with as the
Siuiwclrop, and rarely fails to jirodueean abundance
of its snowy green-tiiiped flowers. The latter form
is, to my mind, much better than the yellowish-
tijiped one, which only .«hows its distinctive eha-
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racter at close quarters. We have planted the
Snowflake in a bed of mossy Saxifrage, and the
effect is quite be_yond our expectations ; the soft

green carpet studded with drooping bells produces a
very fine effect.

Narcissus in Co. Cork.—Mr. Hartland writes
to tell us that he gathered 100 blooms of the white
Narcissus (N. cernuus) on the 2-tth of February.
Prunus Pissardi, he says, has been in flower for
a fortnight—in the open air, of course. He claims
merit for Ireland for her climate, allowing all these
fair things to be seen in the winter in the open air.

Muscaribotryoides and Lily ofthe Valley,
—A group of these two beautiful flowers in the
greenhouse at Kew is worthy of note. The rich
tilue of the Muscari and the tiny white bells of the
Convallaria make a rich picture. It is astonishing
how many effects of this kind can be produced
with a little forethought and judgment.

Iris reticulata major.—When "T. S." sent
to you bruised blooms of Iris reticulata major you
were unable to judge them fairly. The name major is

not only justified by the size of the flower, but
principally by its different appearance, all parts of
the flower being more spreading. In the type the
falls are often pendent or recurved

; in the variety
they are even and flat, and its entire shape presents
a considerably larger surface of colour to the eye.—Max Leichtlin, lladen-Baden.

Streptocarpus Watsoni, a hybrid raised by
Mr. Watson, of Kew, after whom it is named, is

the brightest flower in the stove in the Koyal
Gardens at the present time. The plant is bearing
a number of rich rosy blooms, that are almost white
in the tube, except for a pencilling of chocolate-
crimson. Such beautiful hybrids should be in

every stove house in the country. The flowers are
not only produced freely, but the colours are ex-
ceedingly bright and pleasing.

Hollies from Handsworth.—The birds have
left a fair crop of Holly berries of the varieties sent.

Some of the other kinds were cleared off during the
storm. 1 wish to draw your attention to the Holly
Marnocki. One peculiarity of it is that it bears
freely on the old wood. I have seen branches 2
feet in length covered with berries, which remained
in condition far longer than those of any other va-
riety, and the trees of it when in full berry are a
sight. The orange-berried Holly is one of our
seedlings.— Charle.s Fisher, Hanitsn-orth, Shef-
Jield.

*,* We hope these fine forms may be increased
by layering, so as to get rid in their case of the ill

effects of grafting. The seedling forms raised

at Handsworth are .admirable ; we mean those not
named.

—

Ed.

Confusion of names.—In your last week's
issue appeared a note of mine, referring to a plant
recently figured in Kegel's Gartenflora under the
name of Convallaria majalis prolificans ( Wittmack).
I stated that the name was incorrect, and that it

should be Speirantha convallarioides. I am sorry I

made the assertion, as I have evidently made a
mistake, the plant being correctly named, and the
name I have it under in my catalogue is wrong. I

think it better to at once make this admission, and
thus prevent the pulilic from becoming acquainted
with the plant under a wrong name.—T. S. Wabe,
UaU Farm JViirsericx, Tottenham.

*,* As will be seen from the above note, Mr.
T. S. Ware has corrected his mistake of last week
in tlie " Notes of the Week "

(p. 164). Our readers
may be interested in what we give herewith : A
coloured plate of Convallaria majalis var. prolificans

(Wittmack) appeared in the Oartenjiora for Feb-
ruary, fig. 1292, and Mr. Ware appears to liave taken
it for granted that this was identical with Speiran-
tha (not Spiranthes) convallarioides (Paker, Linn.
Soc. Journal, vol. xiv., tab. 17); whereas the two
plants belong to entiiely different divisions of this

large Order. Speirantha belongs to the Poly-
phyllous division, tlie flowers of which are some-
what like those of an Anthericum. the six oblong
obtuse spreading petals being quite free to the
base. It was introduced as early as 1854 by Capt.
Garden, and is figured in the Botanical Magazine,

\

t. 4842, as albuca .' Gardeni (Hook.). The Conval-
laria belongs to the Gamophyllous division, with a
campanulate corolla, the small divisions at the
mouth of the cup usually reflexed. The figure in

the Gartenflora shows clearly enough that the

plant intended to be represented is a Convallaria,

although it may be a monster, and we are told by a
correspondent that Mr. Ware a few years ago dis-

tributed a nearly allied plant under the name of

Convallaria ovata. The above only shows how easily

mistakes are multiplied and perpetuated.

—

Ed.

The old Cloth of Gold Crocus (C. susianus).

—This is perhaps one of the most charming spring

Crocuses, because of its curiously reflexed flowers.

It was in cultivation probably previous to 1613, at

which date it was figured in the " Hortus Eystet-

tensis " under the title of Crocus vernus aureus
vari'egatus. It is also figured by Redoute in "Plantes
Liliacees," plate 293, and is described in "Trans-
actions of the Royal Horticultural Society," vol. i.,

p. 136, as revolutus, and again by Don in the fourth

edition of "Hortus Cantabrigiensis" (1807) as re-

flexus. All the names are characteristic, unless the

one we call it by now. We have found it to be a
most suitable species for naturalising in the Grass.

Corms were planted several years ago, and jthej'

increase, though not so rapidly as those of many of

the other varieties. It is the only Crocus that re-

flexes in this peculiar way, and when the flowers

are open the brownish purpleoutside harmonises well
with the deep orange of the inside of the segments.

Passion Flowers, &c.—Some weeks ago

—

about Christmas, I think— a correspondent men-
tioned that Passiflora princeps had been in flower

with him since July. I have a small plant in an
intermediate house, an<l it commenced to bloom at

the end of March, 1887, and never ceased till about
October, 1888. During all that time it had either

open flowers or large, fat buds, just as ornamental.
I feared it would flower itself to death. It is, in

my opinion, one of the best species we have in cul-

tivation, as even when not in flower its foliage is

most ornamental, while few things can surpass the

beauty of a tiny raceme, of perhaps forty or fifty

buds and blossoms, mingled with the rich polished

green bracts and leaves. Its depth of colour varies

with the amount of light. Racemes frequently

start near the ground, and flower under the benches,
when they are almost white, while those produced
in dull autumn weather are so washy as to be nearly

useless. In this neighbourhood (South Dublin) P.

Cierulea is thoroughly evergreen against south, east,

or west walls, rivalling Ivy in its density and ver-

dure, and continues to bloom till far into winter.

About the middle of December last a plant against

a house near here had numerous perfect flowers. I

am now trying it on a shady wall, facing a little

north of west, which Ivy refuses to cling to, and
will report result, if any. The white form, Con-
stance Elliott, though more free-flowering than the

type, is not at all so deliciously evergreen, nor is it

nearly so deep in colour of foliage. It seems to

enjoy a warm, sunny year like 188" much more
than a dark, damp one like 1888. Even against a

south wall its flowers did not expand so well, nor
did it continue in liloom, like P. cicrulea, to nearly

Christmas.—GREENWOOD.
Orchids at Rosebank, Cincinnati.—I here-

with send a list nf Orchids in flower and bud
in the coUectinn of Mr. F. T. McFadden, Rosebank,
Cincinnati, U.S.A., thinking perhaps the readers of

The Garden interested in Orchid growing would
like to hear of the rapid growth of Orchid culture

in the United States. We have a good collection

of Cypripcdiums at Rosebank, including all the lead-

ing hybrids, and are still adding to our stock. We
have fiuir large houses devoted to the culture of

Orchids, and are building nuire. We have a
fine lot of plants of Lycaste Skinneri in flower at

the present time, amongst them being some fine

varieties. We have about 100 flowers open <m
specimens of Cattleya Trianos, scarcely two flowers

being alike. Among tliem is the white form. Triana^

alba. Phajus grandiflorus is represented liere, one
plant carrying five spikes, with as many as twenty-
flve flowers on a spike. A fine spike of Oncidium
ampliatum raajus is carrying over 100 of its large

yellow flowers, Oncidium Caxendishi having
seventy flowers on a spike. We have also two fine

spikes on a plant of Catasetum Bungerothi.

—

John
t-)RMSBy, Rosebank Gardens, Cincinnati, U.S.A.

*,* We thank you for your note, and are pleased
to hear of the appreciation shown to Orchids in
the United States. Such news is always welcome.
In the list sent of species and varieties in flower we
note such Oncidiums as Cavendishi, ampliatum
majus, with other well-known kinds ; also the beauti-
ful Phajus Wallichi, Phalamopsis amabilis Dayana,
Angnecum Leonise, A. Sanderianum, Calanthe vera-
trifolia, Turneri, and nivalis; Cattleya amethys-
toglossa, labiata Warneri, Trianse alba, and T.
Atalanta, Ccelogyne flacoida, and Catasetum Bun-
gerothi. There are many kinds of Cypripcdiums and
Dendrobiums mentioned as being in flower.—Ed.

THE GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
A MEETiNfi of the committee took place at the
Caledonian Hotel on the 22nd ult., Mr. George
Deal in the chair, there being, as usual, a good at-

tendance of members. The minutes of the last

meeting having been read, the secretary reported
a balance at the bank of £435 10s. 4d., also that
the share of receipts from the beneflt performance
at the Princess's Theatre was £21 4s. 6d., less a
sum of 20s. for printing, &c. A cordial vote of

thanks was passed to Miss Grace Hawthorne, the
lessee of the theatre, for her kind co-operation.
Mr. Hodges, of Lindfield, Sussex, sent the sum of

£5 10s., the proceeds of a concert held on behalf of

the fund, and a donation of £5 5s. was announced
from Mrs. Wills, Onslow Crescent. In reference to

the Covent Garden Floral Fete, a letter was read
from Mr. J. R. Bourne, informing the committee
that his Grace the Duke of Bedford will feel much
pleasure in granting the use of the flower market
for a second fete, and the Duke suggested that a
price should be put upon the tickets, but on the
distinct understanding that the money so obtained
would go to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and not
to the market accounts. Mr. Bourne stated his

willingness to afford every facility for successfully
carrying out the scheme. It was therefore resolved
that the committee should convene a meeting of
the market growers at the Hummums Hotel, Covent
Garden Market, on Friday, March 8, at 9 p.m., to

request their co-operation in carrying out the fete,

and for the appointment of a committee from their

body to work in conjunction with the committee of

the fund. The chairman laid upon the table a
careful computation of the capacities of the in-

come of the fund in relation to placing children
upon it which had been prepared by Mr. A. H. Smee,
and it appeared from the computation that the
committee would not be justified in placing upon
the fund more than five children at the coming
election in July next. A hearty vote of thanks
was passed to Mr. A. H. Smee for his valuable
report. Authority was given for the insertion of

advertisements announcing the intention to place
six children upon the fund in July next and invit-

ing applications from candidates, the annual
meeting and election to take place at the Cannon
Street Hotel on Friday, July 19, subject to the
hotel being axailable. Several details of the

Covent Garden Fete were considered, and it was
unanimously resolved that the tickets of admission
should be f>s. each. A hearty vote of thanks to the
chairman concluded the business.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" List of Seeds for Exchange, 1889." The Royal

Bntauic Gardens, GlasneWu.
" List of Seeds Available for Distribution, 1881>."

The Botanic Gardeus, Cambridjfc.
" Cactus Culture for Amateurs." By W. Wat.sou,

Assistant Curator of the Royal Gardens, Kow. Up-
cott Gill, 170, Strand, W.C.
Names of plants.—G. 7?a/aT.—Cattleya Triause

dt'licata. T. B. Parker.—Dondrobiuin Wardiauum
(poor variety). 0. H.—Azalea is iiarcissiflora ; the
Orchid, Zypopetalum Maekayi ; and the scarlet flower,

yEschynauthus spooio.sus. T. Wonci. — Cattleya
Triana), the flower richer in the lip than usual. This
species varies considerably. J. W. li. Ba.rendale.—
The Oak is Quercus ccrcis Lucombeana ; the Fern
Onoclea sensibdis.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

THE TIMBER TRADE AND ESTATE
SUPPLIES.

In a paper read by so many landed proprietors

as The Garden, the exaggerated statements of

Mr. A. D. Webster regarding the present prices

of timber and prospects of trade should not be

allowed to pass. It is not the case that prices

are either going back or at a standstill, as he

seeks to make out, but quite the reverse. The
same writer asserted the same thing not long

since in a contemporary in the face of the most
cheering accounts of actual timber sales (in the

same paper) that have appeared for years. The
timber trade has during the past two years

shared fully in the improved state of business.

Oak bark last year rose from 2s. Cd. to 3s. 6d.

per ton, the first sensible move for a good while.

We disposed of 150 tons at that rise, and this

year 1 fully expect 43. or 5s. more, while all

sorts of timber, except Beech and Elm, have

risen in price from 3d. to Gd. per foot according

to quality, and in some cases more. At one
representative sale near here lately. Oak—good
sized trees—sold for 23. 6d. per foot in the

wood, standing, against Is. 'M. and 2s. last year

and is. 3d. and Is. 6d. the year before, and a

lot of it went south about 100 miles and had to

ba carted 4 miles to a .station at this end. Both
in the trade journals and in the trade better

prices are admitted all round. I know we have,

ourselves, sent out considerably less timber for

the same money these last two years. Small

Oak poles are the worst to dispose of, but tliey

now realise more money, and when old stocks

are worked oif prices will still rise. For the first

time for many years we have sold a whole fall

of Oak of all sizes, perhaps 10,000 feet, to one
coal and iron works. The great rise in freights

for foreign timber and consequent rise in deli-

veries of timber here have brought this about
more than anything else. As to estates improving
the timber trade byseasoning and using their own
timber, the idea is quite fallacious, principally

for the reason that we have not the kind of

timber mainly in use for estate purposes, and to

substitute Oak or Ash in its place would be
simply suicidal, as can easily be shown. First

of all, on all properly conducted estates, and at

present more so than has ever been the case

perhaps, a strict separate debtor and creditor's

account is kept of what is generally called the
" estate " idepartmeut, and of the farm, the

woods, the stables, and the house. Those re

sponsible for the expenses or income in any of

those departments have natiirally an interest in

giving as good an account of their stewardship

as possible at the end of the year, and this is

how it works. If the woods and the estate or

the farm can work advantageously together, well

and good, but when every transaction between
them is a (juestion of £ s. d., this is out of the

question. Take an actual example that I know
of. An agent required fully 1000 feet of timber
for .scaffold jkjIcs, jirops, and fencing [lurposes,

&c., and inquired of the forester at what price

ho could deliver the same at the saw-mill.

Larch and small Oak were the only two kinds
the forester could sujiply of the required dimen-
sions, and these he offered to deliver at the

lowest market price, viz., Is. 2d. and Is. 3d. per
foot at the time. The agent declined the oiler,

stating that lie coidd buy Norwegian poles, A'c,

clieaper, and these he got, had them deli-

vered (about half a boat load) and sent iidand

seventy miles—saving .about i,'2() by the trans-

action to his dejiartment—while the forester

delivered liis L,arch elsewhere for another pur-

pose. Next, take a colliery. I know estates

where scores of thousands of cubic feet are used
annually, and although the pits are in the pro-

prietor's own hands, the whole of the pit props
and much of the other timber are foreign, for

the reason that he could not deliver his own
Larch (of which he has plenty) at the same price

as the foreign without loss. For finer joiner

work, home carpenters assure me that they can

neither, as a i-ule, deal so cheaply nor so con-

veniently with the home timber as with what
they can get ready sawn and seasoned for their

purpose at the timber yard ; while, when any
extensive alterations are gi'ing on about a man-
sion, the work is probably let to a London firm,

who, having their own stock already prepared,

will not even entertain a forester's offers.

And wherever care and economy are exercised

on an f state from which an income has to be
derived, the strictly commercial principle of

conducting each department is by far the best

and most reliable. The different heads of de-

partments may fall out occasionally about over-

chargfS, <fec. , but my experience is that the plan

works well for both the proprietor and his

agents. Sell in the dearest market and buy in

the cheapest wherever these are.

I know some few estates where the proprietor,

having a good income from some independent
business source apart from his estate, can afford

to make experiments such as Mr. A. D. Webster
suggests, but they are extremely like the farm-

ing experiments of the rich Loudon alderman
who some years ago undertook to show how high
farming would pay fabulous profits, but which
were never realised.

—

York.shireman.

Mr. Webster's weighty and thoughtful
article on the above (p. 184) deserves the most
serious attention of the owners and managers of all

landed property throughout Great Britain and Ire-

land. These, as Mr. Webster shows, have to a nuich
greater extent than is generally supposed the con-

trol of prices in their own hands.

Within the memory of comparatively young niern

the practice now almost universal of using foreign deal
for estate repairs has sprung up and over-run the
greater part of the country. Cheap as foreign deal

and other kinds of imported timber are, more is

mostly paid for them tlian is received for the home-
grown timber. A double loss is thus incurred,

much to the impoverishment of landowners and to

the unfair depreciation of a most important liome
industry.

Year by year the home-grown timber, unless of

the largest size and of the finest quality, is be-

coming more and more unpopular in the buikling

trade. No doubt its difficulty of transit and the
cost of conversion into useful -sizes h.as had much
to do with the depreciation of home-gi'own timber.

But in certain districts it almost seems that other
and less legit imate causes were at work—something
in the form of timber rings— to create and sustain

a prejudice against it.

But were strict orders given to use home-grown
timber for all estate and farm repairs and build-

ings, as far as practicable, tlu! home consumption
would speedily use up the m.ajor portion of the liiinu'

produce as well as greatly raise its selling value.

Consider.able experience in the use of home-grown
limber alike in Scotland and Kngland enables me to

agree with all that Mr. Webster so well .says of

its durability and v;ilue. After .all, in the matter
of timber tiuying or selling, as in so many other
matters, a "penny saved is a penny gained," .and it

matters little at the end of the year whether £101)

has been taken for timber sold, credited to timber
used at home, or not paid to the timber merchant
for foreign stuff prnbably inferior to the home-
grown.

Mr. Webster scores .another good point in regard
to the use of home-grown timber, viz., its not being
sawn and sorted into handy sizes and kept in stock
in well-seasoned condition. On not a few estates

jobs might almost be done with foreign timber be-

fore the home-grown could be sawn and sorted for

use ; while the employment of unseasoned and un-
suitable timber has ruined its character for dura-

bility. On other estates only the worst home-grown
timber is retained for home consumption, all the
best being sold. No policy could be more ex-

travagant or unwise or certain to reduce the selling

price of home-grown timber all round.

The country at large suffers almost as much as

the home growers through the depreciation of home-
grown timber by means of these and other preven-

tible causes. Foreign competition will necessarily

keep down prices ; and this furnishes an additional

reason why we should not voluntarily assist in

beating down the prices of our home supplies beyond
the limits of profitable production ; for there are

few home industries that employ more labour for

the capital involved than the growth, preparation,

and use of timber in the building trade and other

manufacturing industries.—QuEECUS.

CARLYLE ON TREE PLANTING.
That the late Thomas Carlyle had at least some
interest in tree planting is quite evident, not

only from the excellent and very truthful article

that he contributed to the Nation exactly forty

years ago on tree-planting in Ireland, but like-

wise from the number of thriving young Oaks
that were "raised from seed and planted for

Mary, Countess of Derby, by Thomas Carlyle,"

and now growing on various parts of the Hol-

wood property. These Oaks, which now average

about 7 feet in height, were planted by the great

writer in October, 1&75.

Pot culture, for the first half dozen years of

their existence, sadly crippled the perfect de-

velopment of root and branch, but now that

they are planted out, a inixly good annual gi-owth

is produced, and the trees seem in a fair way of

attaining to goodly proportions.

At the close of a tour in Ireland Carlyle

wrote as follows :

—

Many Irishmen talk of dying for Ireland, but be-

fore dying for your country think, my friends, in

how many quiet strenuous ways you might bene-

ficially live for it. Every patriotic Irishman (that

is, by hypothesis almost every Irishman now alive)

who would so fain make the old country a present
of his whole life and self, why does he not, for ex-

ample, directly after reading this and choosing a
feasible spot, at least plant one tree ? Tliat were a
small act of self-devotion—small, but feasible. Eight
million trees before the present generation ran out,

that were an indubit.able acquisition for Ireland,

for it is one of the b.arest, ruggcdest countries now
known—far too rugged a country, with patches of

beautiful park and fine cultivation, like shreds of

bright scarlet on a beggars clouted coat—a country
that stands decidedly in need of shelter, shade, and
ornamental fringing, look at its landscape where
you will. . . . Eight million trees, and I rather

conjecture eight times ciglit nullion, would be very
welcome in that part of the empire. . . . "Trees
of liberty" h.ave not succeeded well in these .ages.

Plant your eight million trees of shade, shelter,

ornament, fruit ; th.at is a symbol much more likely

to be i>ropbctic. Each man's tree of industry will

be, of a surety, his tree of liberty, and the sum of

them, never doubt it, will be Ireland's.

IJiihrood Pari; Kent. A. D. Wehsteu.

The Garden" Monthly Parts.— r»ij journal it

published in neatly bound MonOili/ Ports. In this form tJtt

coloured plates are best preservat. and it is most suitable for
refertnee previous to the issue o/ the half-r/earti/ volumes Price
Is. Gd. ; post free, Is, 9d,

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — Wu
journal is pnibtished in ntatly bound Monthly Parts, in tchich

form it is most suitable /or rij'erence previous to the issue of ths

yearly volumes. Price bd. : post free, 7ti,

" Hardy 'S'\eyv&C9."—(.iivin<f descriptienxs oj up^eards oj
thirteen hundred of the most omatncntal species, icith directions

for their airanffeitunt, culture, <tc. Fourth and PoptUar
Edition, It.: pott/ree, It. 8<L

London: 87, Sovlhampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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" Tliis is an Art
Wliicli does mend Nature ; change it rather

;

The Art itself is Nature."—Shakcfpco.rc
but

SNOWT)ROPS.

Mr. Ewbaxk's interesting article on Snowdrops

in your issue of February 23, and his inquii-y

about Galanthus octobrensis, brings back

memories of a much valued correspondent, the

late Rev. Harpur Crewe. It may be of interest

to some of your readers to know the origin of

the Galanthus named above. In a letter from
Mr. Harpur Crewe of date September IG, 1878,

I find the following reference to this Snow-
drop :

" Tliree years ago my friend Lord
Walsingham collected at random for me some
bulbs in Albania, Greece, and the Ionian Isles.

Amongst them was a Galanthus bulb, which
flowered last year for the first time in October,

and it is now again pushing up the second
time. " It would be interesting to know if any
more of this variety has been imported from
the sources named, or if the bulbs in cultivation

at the present time are the progeny of the bulb
brought home by Lord Walsingham.

Mr. Ewbank refers to another Galanthus
which dees well with him, viz., Galanthus
lutescens, which he says " is a great beauty
and very singular." In The Garden of March
13, 1880, Mr. H. H. Crewe in an interesting

communication says :
" This delicate little

variety was found a few years ago in the ancient

garden of an out-of-the-way farmhouse in

Northumbeiland. It is very dwarf and delicate

in all its parts, and has the ovary and markings
on the inner petals yellow instead of green; it

should, I think, be called Galanthus lutescens."

Another variety, viz., Galanthus n. poculi-

formis, mentioned by Mr. Ewbank, I believe

originated here. I sent bulbs of this variety to

Mr. Crewe and other friends in 1878, and in

the communication to The Gariien of Mai-ch

13, 1880, named above, he says :
" One of them

has the inner segments of the corolla elongated

and closing inwards in a remarkable manner. I

have named it G. poculiformis. '' Another
variety I sent him he refers to as being

'a tiny late-flowering variety, quite a little

gem in its way," and which he calls G. serotinus.

Galanthus n. Melvillei he describes as being at

that time "in great beauty in his garden."

It is satisfactory to see by the note at p. 112
of your issue of February '.) of the current year

that the latter -(ariety of Galanthus maintains

its good qualities. Here it always shows its

superiority over the common form. It has
with me only one fault : it is scarce, and is

likely to remain so. The common form of G.

nivalis is in great beauty here at the present

time. We have about 2 acres of it in bloom
under the old trees near the castle, making a

fine bit of spring gardening, which renews
itself every year without labour or trouble.

D. Melville.
Dunrobin Castle Gardens.

thick and carrot-like, and they have not grown

20 inches in ten years. No plants have suffered

more from the grafting knife than have the Coni-

fers, which in many, if not in most, cases are quite

altered in habit and character by the operation. If

we cannot obtain liealthy Conifers and other orna-

mental trees naturally without grafting, depend

upon it our gardens in the long run will be much
better without them altOEjether.—OB.SERVEE.

Grafted Coniferae.—Mr. Coleman (at p. 173)
teUs us of :i fi \v specimens of these which liavo

(lone well at t'astle Kennedy and at Madreslield
Court, but he does not tell us of the thousands tliat

liave died out in the British Islands, nor of the

thousands that are now dragging out a miserable
existence in many gardens far and wide. I was
looking at some grafted plants of Picea nobilis and
its varieties to-day dwarfed and gouty, and which
have branched out a little, but their leaders are

THE COTTON WOOL NUISANCE.

"F. W. B. " in The Garden of last week, p. 18.'j,

has struck a right note in condemning the

present loose way of packing flowers and fruit.

Airy material, whether it is cotton wool or dried

AIoss, is used imliscrimiuately for packing tender

things as flowers and fruit, and sometimes the

latter is packed Ln hay, one of the very worst

materials that could be irscd. It gives the fruits,

especially Pears, a distinct musty flavour that

quite destroys Iheir characteristic aroma and
delicacy of flesh. Last year I received samples

quite uneatable from this cause ; but I scarcely

know which is worse, cotton wool or dried Moss.

Last spring a box of Strawberries came to hand,

and the " careful " packers had swathed them
up in cotton wool. The result can be better

imagined than described. The fruits were a

mass of pulp, stuck over with bits of cotton

wool. It is almost the same with Peaches,

though these have a thicker skin, and it is not

oirly that the flavour of the fruit is spoilt by
such apparently suitable packing, but it is utterly

gone. The fruit tastes of cotton wool, and if

packed in hay or dried Moss, distinctly of this

material. In sending fruits, especially if they are

soft kinds, as Peaches, Grapes, or Strawberries,

very little packing is necessary. " F. W. B."

is correct when he says that if the fruits are

wrapped up separately in tissue paper, the wool

may then be used with advantage as a soft

padding. This is good advice. The fruits and
flowers should not touch the material at all ; the

soft padding is only required to keep them in

their place. Very frequently it is not necessary

to use any cotton wool at all, simply a little

tissue paper, especially when there is a large

qtrantity to be packed into as small a space as

possible. The Hypnum Moss of the woods is

one of the very best things to use for packing

flowers. It is fresh and damp, giving the

flowers just that moisture they need to keep

theui from flagging. A good way, if it is a

spike or raceme, as in the case of Odon-
toglossums or Phalienopsids, is to fasten it

securely in the box by making two holes in the

bottom and passing the twine through these,

and thus tying the stem firmly down, so as to

make its removal very unlikely. By this simple

plan I have had the choicest racemes come to

hand as fresh as when gathered. No cotton

wool, Moss, nor any substance is required, except

a little tissue paper placed between each flower

to prevent injury by the jolting of the box.

There is need for a little reform in the way
flowers and fruits are packed ; and it Ls Iroped

the leaders of The Garden who have mucli

packing to do will give their experiences and

the best ways of sending flowers and fruit. A
little paper and careful arrangement of the

several things in the box are aU I have ever

found needful. C.

gretrjhouse, and aUhough it stands a little forcing,

Growers will do well to guard against overdoing it.

In the open air it flowers from March to May. Na-
tive of Japan.—K.

The Starry Ifflagnolia (M. stellata).— Tliis

when planted outside develops into a tree, but in

a small state as a pot plant we have hardly ever

seen arything to equal it. The flowers are produced

without tlie leaves, and when well grown the starry

white fragrant flowers make a charming and unique

specimen. To get it into bloom towards the end of

FebruaiT, it only requires the shelter of a cool

Rose Garden.
T. W. OIBDLESTONB.

MINIATT^RE ROSES.

At one time the term "Miniature Rose'' ap-

pears to have been employed as an equivalent

for Miss Lawrence's Rose, Rosa Lawrenceana,

the dinrinutive form of the China J^ose which

first came to this country nearly eighty years

ago, but though the term has now been ex-

tended to include all Roses which are short of

stature and tiny in flower, whatever may be

their race or origin, it is rather a pity that the

original miniatures should have been so gene-

rally neglected.

Formerly, in addition to the type, there were

several varieties, of which Mr. Rivers describes

Gloire des Lawrenceana as one of the prettiest,

with flowers of a dark crimson colour
;
La

Desiree and Bijou as two bright-coloured and

pretty Roses ; and Pallida as having flowers that

on first opening are nearly pure white, but soon

change to pale flesh colour. Where, however,

these little Roses are now to be met with, it

would probably not be easy to say, as in spite

of the fact that their compact habit and freedom

in blooming rendered them available for border-

ing groups or beds of larger Roses, and also

made them singularly pretty subjects for grow-

ing in pots, they have somehow practically dis-

appeared from gardens.

There are, however, other diminutive Roses

easily obtainable, among the most generally

popular being the pale pink Spong, the Rose de

Meaux, and its mossy counterpart, Moss de

Meaux. Mr. T. Smith in his note on p. 172

about the Rose de Meaux would appear to have

just transposed the names of this and the Bur-

gundy Rose. The Rose de Meaux has flowers

of a tolerably full rose colour, deeper than those

of Spong, but paler than those of Burgundy ;

they are aho smaller and perhaps less flat and

circular than the Burgundy flowers, which open

quite flat, though very double, the outline then

forming a perfect circle. Moreover, of the Spong

Rose tliere is but one variety, while the White

Burgundy is a very distinct and attractive little

thing, though, unfortunately, of delicate habit.

The Burgundy Ro.se is, perhaps, the best of

all the summer-flowering miniatures, the flowers

being the richest in colour, well displayed, and

freely produced, and the plant, although diminu-

tive, being perfectly hardy and a free and sturdy

grower. In addition to the Moss de Meaux
there is one other little Moss Rose, which,

though not qtrite so lowly in stature, has per-

fect nriniature flowers. 'This is Little Gem, a

variety that produces in abtrndance its rich

crimsorr and wellmossed flowers, and is one of

the prettiest of its race.

The Scotch Roses are sometimes included

amongst inirriatures, but some of the varieties

have flowers of considerable size, and their

habit of growth also lacks the compactness of

the best of the little Roses. In the same
way the flowers of the yellow Banksian, the

Mrrsk Roses, and rn.any elusti'r Roses are often

described as miniature, as indeed they are ; but

the climbing habit of growth of the plants

procludtsthe a<hiition of such varieties to the

miniature Roses.

An entirelj' moderrr race of little Roses has,

however, now S]:irung up, which bills fair to

supersede altogether tlie old fashioned summer-
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bloonung miniatures. No one, probably, would
have prophesied that the ofl'spring of one of the
most rampant climbers would prove to be verit-
able pigmies of the Bose garden. It is one of
the most curious facts in Kose raising that the
crossing of Rosa multiflora and the Teas should
have resulted in a tribe of Roses retaining the
myriad-flowered inflorescence of the climbing
species practically unchanged in fomi and
dimension.s, but produced on a plant rarely
exceeding 1 foot or 18 inches in height.

The first of these diminutives was sent out
in 1875 by Guillot, under the name of PSque-
rette. Paquerette is the French name for
the white Easter Daisy, a point only worth
mentioning in the hope of securing the right
spelling of the word, generally much too varied
and overdone in the matter of r's. Guillot has,
so far, sent out the best of the Polyanthas, as
these dwarf ofispring of Rosa multiflora are
caUed, PSquerette being followed in 1881 by
Mignonette, the best of all the pinks, until
surpassed by its own seedling, Gloire des
Polyantha, in 1887. All these varieties make
the most beautiful masses of flower throughout
the season, throwing up immense trusses of
bloom literally "from June to November."
They are not troubled by mildew or red rust,
and for planting on the margins or foreground
of Rose beds they are unsurpassed. When
grown in pots, too, they are very charming, and
may without difliculty be had in bloom com-
paratively early. Perle d'Or (Dubreuil, 1883)
has very gracefully shaped, tawny orange buds,
which are attaining great popularity for employ-
ment in bouquets, the freedom and facility with
which they are produced under glass rendering
the variety especially valuable. It is also
the best of its colour for cultivation out
of doors, unless Golden Fairy (Bennett,
1888), which much resembles it in flower,
should suipass it in compactness of habit.
Another very good white variety is Anne-Marie
de Montravel (Rambaux, 1880), every blossom
of which is a perfect rosette ; and pretty coloured
sorts are Floribunda (Dubreuil, 1885), of a pale
rosy shade ; Georges Pernet (Pernet fils, 1887),
bright rose with yellow base, very fresh and
distuict ; andCecileBrunner(Ducher, 1880), light
pink, and, except in colour, very like Anne-
Marie de Montravel.

In the current issue of the Journal des Roses
a coloured plate is given of Blanche Rebatel
(Bernaix, 1888), which appears likely to prove
the deepest coloured variety of the kind yet
raised, the flowers being de.scribed as "bright
carmine shaded darker." Hitherto white and
pink have predominated among these Polyantha
Roses, and a brighter coloured variety will be a
welcome addition.

There are two other Roses which must not be
overlooked amongst miniature Roses, namely,
the small-flowered Chinas VVliite Pet and Red
Pet. Both are vigorous of their stature, both
bloom with amazing freedom and persistence,
and both, Uke their cousins the Polyanthas, are
most pretty and easily flowered in pots. The
one, as its name implies, is white, but the other—its exact counterpart in overytliing but colour—is a good deal more tlian red, the jietals being
of a ricli crimson, shaded, in autumn particu-
larly, with velvety maroon.

Rose de Meaux.—I cannot attempt to authori-
tatively clear up the point in connection with this
old Kose that Mr. T. Smith desires at p. 172 of
The GAltDEN, Feb. 23, but I may say that I know
two varieties of Koses under this name. Tlie va-
riety wliicli I have under this name is unquestion-
ably the same as that which Mr. Smitli tlescribcs
in his communication, as my plants have the dense

close habit of growth and the small double, rosy-
pink flowers. Mr. Smith makes no mention of a
Moss Rose of the same name, and which is a
counterpart of the other, except its mossy flower-
buds ; this variety Is sometimes sold as the Pom-
pone Moss. The history of this Rose is given in
a book which I have before me, and which states
that it was found by Mr. Sweet, of the Bristol
Nursery, in a garden at Taunton, Somersetshire.
He obtained the stock and subsequently distributed
plants at a guinea each. It is supposed that it

originated by an accidental sport from the old
Rose de Meaux. Mr. Smith refers to another Rose
as sometimes doing duty for de Meaux, and which
he says is also known as the Burgundy Rose. But
the one he refers to cannot be the Burgundy Rose,
which has larger leaves and also larger and darker
flowers. The little beauty which Mr. Smith so
correctly describes I also possess, having found a
single plant of it in a cottage garden a few years
ago, but I have never been able to ascertain its

name. With reference to other old Roses, I hope
that the beautiful, sweet-smelling, strong-growing
China variety that is in Mr. Smith's possession will
soon be distributed. It is undoubtedly the grandest
of all the dark Roses of that section.—J. C. C.

Rose Sladame Hoste.—In your issue of Jan.
26 (p. 65), Mr. Benjamin R. Cant takes issue with
the statement relative to the size of the Rose Mme.
Hoste. The writer of the note in (rarden and
Forest insists that he did not over-state the size of
this magnificent Rose when he declared it equal in
dimensions to Marechal Niel. On receipt of The
Gakden to-day, I with others went to a bench on
which some plants of Mme. Hoste were finely in
bloom in the forcing houses of Hill & Co., and by
actual measurement many of the half - opened
blooms were found 3J inches in diameter, and two
flowers were respectively 4 inches and 4,'- inches in
diameter, these two being slightly more" than half
open._ If Mme. Hoste does not equal Marechal
Niel in size, then we are unacquainted with the
Marechal in his best state. The colour is quite diffe-
rent from that of Marechal Niel, and the comparison
made in Garden a,nd Forest was only on the points
of size and contour. The Roses measured were on
plants propagated from green wood cuttings in
June last, and are now strong bushy specimens
about 2 feet high ; there is no doubt but that the
plants will produce still finer blooms two months
hence. The writer realises the tendency to ex-
aggerate and over-estimate the relative importance
of new varieties, but it does seem as if Mme. Hoste
is deserving of all that can be said in its favour as
to size, form, finish, and freedom of bloom. We
Americans are often justly accused of a lack of
that carefulness which should characterise our
descriptions, but in the note copied the writer was
exact in his statements.—E. G. Hill, Itichmmid,
Indiana, U.S.A., Feb. 16, 1889.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYKEUX.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.
Christine f.\mily.—This family is the most im-
portant in point of numbers of any in the incurved
section. The varieties known by this name,
to the number of four, are more generally culti-

vated than those of any other family in the sec-
tion. From Mr. Davis wo learn that the pink
form was a sport from the variety Peach, and
from Pink Christine he also tells us that tlie

white form, so often called Mrs. P'orsyth, was
obtained as a sport, and from the original variety
Peach the golden type was produced, wliieli Mr.
Davis pr(!fcrs to call P.ronze Sport. Certaiidy
the colour is more bronze than yellow, espe-
cially when gi-owth lias taken pliice under favour-
able conditions. It is only badly grown flowers
that show much yellow. All the varieties of
tills family, with the exception of the golden
variety, are much used for growing into
specimens. Perhaps the most useful of all,

especially for .supplying cut blooms, is the
white variety.

Aknie Salter family.—Annie Salter is a
rich golden yeUow, the flowers being small,
coinpact, and freely produced, but owing to
their small size this variety is not much in re-
quest. Orange Annie Salter is a sport from the
original Annie Salter, and is the exact counter-
part of its parent, except in colour ; it is not in
much request. The remainder of the varieties
in this section cannot be classed in families by
me, as I do not know their origin. The leading
varieties besides those named are CuUingfordi,
the brightest of all Chrysanthemums, and im-
mensely appreciated by all either in a cut state
or when growing on the plant. Cloth of Gold
and Chevalier Domage are varieties having
yellow flowers, the former pale and the latter a
rich orange shade, a colour much appreciated in
any section. Julia Lagravere, although it has
small blooms, is considered by some people to
possess qualities very desirable in a plant when
cultivated with a view to conservatory decora-
tion ; the colour is dark crimson-red, the blooms
freely produced and well formed, being full in

the centre ; the growth of the plant is all that
can be desired. Emperor of China is a colour
seldom seen, best described as a silvery pink on
the surface, the reverse being a faint lilac or
light pink. The reason it is not more freely

grown is on account of the smallness of its

blooms. Phidias, rose-blush, is not often met
with, yet the flowers are of good quality, being
fu'l and of good form. Temple of Solomon is

said to be an old variety re-introduced ; the
colour is a bright yellow, the flowers medium in

size.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN SPRING.

"C. C," on page 187 of last week's Gabden, strikes

a keynote as regards Chrysanthemums in spring.

These flowers are certainly not wanted all the year
round, neither are they in spring, when we turn our
thoughts to the Snowdrop, the Daffodil, and other
blossoms of the opening season. To have the Chry-
santhemum always with us would be the best way
of creating a certain distaste, if not contempt, for a
flower that, though beautiful, would become tire-

some. The Hyacinth, the Crocus, the gay succes-

sion of hardy flowers would lose half of their

present charm to us if they could be seen every
day in the whole year. It is the variety, not the
abundance of one thing that makes our gardens a
pleasure, and it is not helping forward this end by
attempting to force a flower to appear in every

season of the year when Nature allotted it the

dark days of November. The exhibition of late

varieties by the National Chrysanthemum Society

was a display of very inferior flowers, ragged,
colourless, and wanting in variety, save Mr. Kip-
ling's. Why, then, extend the season still further,

when it is evident that to get them even in January
is Ji difficult task? If we had taken away Gloriosum,

the rich yellow Japanese variety, there would have
been very little worth seeing. "C. C." advocates
dwarf plants, and he is certainly right. The Chry-
s.-mthemum is more distorted, for the sake of pro-

curing a flower as Large as a cricket ball and as in-

elegant, than the specimen Azaleas .'ind hard-wooded
plants of years gone by. But there is a crumb of

comfort. The "cutting-down" system is on the in-

crease, and by its jiid we can have strong, well-

foli;igcd plants of a meiiium lieight, say between
3 feet and 4 feet, th.it can be seen without the use of

steps. Sufticient has been written respei-ting dwarf
plants in TllK Gauden to warrant further com-
ment unnecessary. It is to be hoped that the un-

fortunate predilection shown for big flowers will

receive a check. It hiis its parallel in t he once com-
plete exclusion of hardy flowers by the bedding
out, but things h.avc clianged in this respect, and
so it will Willi (he present methods of growing
Chrysanthemums, if only the evils of monstrous

flowers and lanky plants are pointed out. T.W
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Stove and Greenhouse.

THE SCARBOROUGH LILY.

(VALLOTA PURPUREA.)

Ix how many gardens is the Vallota grown ? To
many horticulturists it is practically unknown,
a good many more do not trouble to grow it,

and others grow it, but do not have much suc-

cess with it. Notwithstanding this, it is the

queen of the African Amarj-llids, one of the
most beautiful of all bulbous plants, easOy cul-

tivated, needing only protection from frost, and,
given certain simple requirements, as free-flower-

ing as an Agapanthus. It has been in English
gardens more than 100 years. The plate pub-

which is certainly the finest I have ever seen or i

heard of.
I

Vallotas should be in every greenhouse, and
{

in large conservatories they should be in dozens.

Even cottage windows aflbrd suitable conditions
for their successful management. It may be a

vulgar taste, but I confess to a love fi-ir these
large scarlet trumpets, produced in clusters on
the ends of erect, stout stalks, and I have tlie

same feeling for another glorious child of Africa,

the Belladonna LUy. MTiat the latter is to the
sunny liorder in November the Scarborough

,

Lily is to the greenhouse in autumn. They are

everybody's plants, and everybody should have
them.

There is only one species of Vallota, but there

engraving was made, sends the following notes

concerning it :

—

The Vallota figured is the plant which caused
sucli a sensation at the flower show at Brighton on
September 14 and 15, 1887, when shown by Messrs.

Knight, of Hastings. It is considered far superior

to any other variety. The plant when photographed
liad fifty-three spikes of bloom, with from five to

seven blooms on each.

Wiat have these plants to do with Scar-

borough ? They certainly would not grow out
of doors there. Whatever the origin of the

name, however, it is a safe anchor for horticul-

turists, Vallota being, according to some autho-

rities, only a substitute for Cyrtanthus ; others

say the plant is a Gastronema, and once it was
called an Amaryllis. But no one
says it is not the Scarborough
Lily. W.

Azalea calyciflora.— This is a
remarkably curious, yet beautiful
little Azalea with small blossoms
(somewhat larger than those of A.
amoena) of a bright salmon-red col-

our with an orange shade. Their
principal peculiarity consists in the
caly.x segments being greatly enlarged
and coloured like the corolla, so that
the flower has the appearance of being
what is familiarly called " hose-in-
hose.'' This character is also present
in A. amcena, but not to the same ex-
tent as in the other. A. calyciflora
was introduced from Japan by Messrs.
Veitch, and no doubt will in time
become a general favourite. While
on the subject of Azaleas a word may
well be said for the small, but bril-

liant red-flowered A. obtusa and its

variety, in which the blooms are
white. These three Azaleas just men-
tioned, with the double -flowered A.
rosa^flora, form four of the most at-

tractive subjects for the greenhouse
it is possible to have at the present
time, as they are all different from
the ordinary type of Indian Azaleas.

—

H. P.

Platylobium formosum.—Ten
years ago, when the late Messrs.
Rollisson's plants were dispersed, this
beautiful New Holland plant was
amongst the number, many of the
beautiful Pea flowers of the Anti-
podes having there found a home,
waiting for their popularity to return,

which, alas ! has not come round yet.

I fear that should it do so, many hand-
some kinds which were common in
our gardens years ago could not be
found. The above species, however,
still exists in our gardens, for I re-

cently noted one of the Tooting plants
of fair size and showing a mass of
flower. It is very early in the season
for it to bloom, I think, as if I re-

member rightly, it used to flower

lished in The GariiEX, September, 1880 (p. 244), are also several varieties, not very diflerent during late spring and summer. The leaves are

should be turned to before one attempts to form from the type, though just sufficiently so to be rich green, the young stems slightly hairy, the

A fine Scarborough Lily (Vallota purpurea magnifica). Enaraved for The Garden from a photograph sent by
Mr. G. Humphrey, Nash Court, Faversham.

an idea of the magnificence of such a specimen worth naming. V. purpurea has a flower-stalk

of Vallota as that represented in the annexed \\ feet long, bearing from three to six flowers,

engraving. The treatment of Vallotas is very each 3 inches across, trumpet-shaped, and of a
simple ; keep them fairly root-bound, u.se good bright red in colour. The variety major is

loam when you repot them, and do not break taller and the variety minor sliorter in the fiower-

\ip the mass of bulbs and roots if you want a stalk. Eximia is a handsome variety, with
large specimen. They should be grown in an flowers 4 inches across, almost scarlet, with a
ordinary greenhouse in full sunlight, giving p.ale feathered eye. Magnifica, which form
them plenty of water in summer, and keeping the plant figured is supposed to be, is larger
the soil just moist in winter. A little assistance in the flowers, which are 5 inches across and
to fresh growth should be afforded by giving brighter and more uniform in colotir than
manure water now and then. Such treatment any at present known. Mr. Humphrey,
will in time produce really good examples, gardener at Nash Court, to whom we are

flowers in the bud beicg rich purplish crimson,

but somewhat duller when they expand. The
interior of the large flowers is rich orange, with a
crimson rayed, horseshoe-shaped mark at the base
of the standard. It is one of the most beautiful of

all tlie New Holland Pea flowers, and should be
carefully protected from extermination.—W. H. G.

Hardenbergia Comptoniana. — This ex-

tremely pretty greenhouse climbing plant is now in

flower. It is one of the New Iloll.and plants once
so popular, but now almost gone out of cultivation.

It is a slender climber with the leaves divided into

leaflets three or five in number, while the small
IV:i-shaped flowers are borne in crowded racemes.

perhaps not quite £o good a.s that figured, indebted for the phf>tograph from which the They are of a rich purple colour. This Harden-
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bergia is by no means difficult to increase, for

cuttings of the small short-jointed shoots strike

fairly well, while under favourable conditions seeds
are often produced, which germinate readily and
grow away quickly afterwards.—T.

*»* This pretty climber is flowering freely in the
greenhouse at Kew, Its Pea-like flowers are rich violet-

purple. It is far more suitable for a greenhouse thau
the strong - growing Passion flowers, Habrothamnus,
&c., that frequently crowd the roof to tho injury of
the plants beneath.

—

Ed.

NOTES ON CROTONS.
When well grown and highly coloured, Crotons are
undoubtedly the most beautiful of all fine-foliaged

plants, but when in a semi-starved insect-infested

plight, they are far from being worthy of the room
they occupy and the heat wasted on them. In
many instances plants are kept year after year that
ought long since to have found their way to the
rubbish-heap and their places taken by plants of

greater value. Sometimes varieties are cultivated
that ought now to be obsolete, especially as
there are so many beautiful, though not necessarily
new or expensive forms that really pay for good
culture. I cannot claim to be well acquainted with
the various novelties of recent introduction, and
must, therefore, content myself with the remark
that all I have seen are very beautiful, and appa-
rently might well supersede many of the older
varieties.

Strong young growth invariably produces the
most handsome foliage, and the earlier in the season
this is made, the better prospect there is of its ma-
turing and colouring properly. After the plants
have done good service either at shows or for house
decoration, for which they are available up to mid-
winter or later, it need be, they ought to have a
short rest. During January and the whole or greater
part of February, or while they are resting, a high
temperature ought not to be kept up, from 55° to
65° being quite hot enough, while enough water
should be given to prevent the plants from flagging.
Those who require their specimens for exhibition
in August, and are in a position to maintain high
temperatures during the coldest part of the year,
rest their plants earlier and prune soon after mid-
winter. In any case, it is advisable to use the
knife freely, cutting back the growths formed in
the season previous to a third of their length, more
or less, according to the shape, or required shape,
of the plants. With or without the aid of a brisk
bottom heat and plenty of atmospheric moisture, a
strong break is certain to result, and before the buds
or shoots begin to run out repotting ought to be
completed. This .should be done thoroughly, as in
the case of large plants especially a second potting
or shift will be unwise. All .should have their balls
reduced to about one-halt their original size, and be
then returned to the same sized pot in which they
were previously growing. A suitable compost
consists of three parts of good fibrous loam, roughly
broken up, to one of brown fibrous peat, freely add-
ing sharp sand and charcoal. If the loam available
is of a heavy or clayey nature, a much smaller pro-
portion of it ought to be used, but more peat and a
part of good leaf soil substituted. Add no manure
to the compost, as this can be more safely and
effectively applied in a liquid state. It is almost
needless to add that the compost should be warmed
through with the aid of heated bricks buried in it,

that clean, well-drained pots are necessary, and the
work of repotting be carried out in the house where
the plants arc grown. Repot firmly, being espe-
cially careful not to damage the young shoots. 1

1'

thrips, red spider, or mealy bug abound, carefully
sponge the old leaves left on tho plant with soapy
water, and hunt out any solitary bugs hiding on the
old stems. A good start will be m.ade if the pots
can be plunged in a moderately warm hotbed of
leaves, or leaves and manure, and whether plunged
or not, a brisk top-heat, or say from 65° to 70° by
night to 80° and upwards in the daytime, is neces-
sary. Very little water should bo given at the
outset, but frequent overhead syringings are advis-
able.

Many of the cleanest and best of the tops re-

moved from the old plants, if they have not com-
menced active growth, may be quickly rooted, and
will form very serviceable plants by the autumn.
Cut to a length of 4 inches or thereabouts, trim oft

the lower leaves, and place each separately in the
centre of quite small pots. Plunge in a brisk

bottom-heat and cover closely either with bell-

glasses or hand-lights. In some instances it will

be necessary to support the leaves with the aid of a
short stake and matting, and if there is much steam
in the heating material the glasses covering the
cuttings ought to be wiped dry every morning,
otherwise they may be kept quite close, shading
from bright sunshine being needed in every case.

These and. any other plants in small pots may dur-

ing the summer be given one or more shifts, accord-
ing to the habit and vigour of the varieties. As
a rule, unstopped young Crotons are the most
ornamental, those with one strong single stem
forming fine bold foliage, the narrow-leaved varie-

ties also branching freely. It is no uncommon
thing to meet with in G-inch pots unstopped plants
from 2 feet and upwards in height in perfect health
and colour, and such are invaluable for grouping
and house decoration.

Crotons, whether large or small, ought never to

be crowded, nor be kept far away from the glass.

They should be shaded from bright sunshine, but
cannot well have too much light and heat. Ours
are grown in a house that is rarely opened, a little

air only being given during the very hottest days of
summer. When thus treated,' frequent overhead
syringings must be given, the walls and floor of the
house being moistened at the same time. After the
pots are well filled with roots, plenty of water should
be given, varied with supplies of soot water or other
liquid manure, or light surfacings of some artifi-

cial manure may be substituted for the latter.

Over-potting and consequent sourness of soil are the
most frequent causes of failure with Crotons, low
temperatures also being most injurious.

W. I. M.

BEGONIA OCTOPETALA.
In The Garden for Feb. 9 I see you have given
an illustration from a photogragh of Lemoine's
new hybrid form of Begonia octopetala, and
from liaving made the same cross myself and
grown tlie plant for several years, I feel much
interested in it. I am glad it has now been
tried again by such an e.xperiencod hybridist and
raiser of many sterling novelties as M. Lemoine,
who po.=isesses a special advantage over any
grower of this variety in England, inasmucli as

at Nancy he will have the opportunity of getting

it to produce its seeds and ripen them in the
open air. Our liability to frosts early in October
has hitherto baffled me and caused me to lose

all the plants I had successfully cultivated for

several years with the object of getting a bed-
ding Begonia hardier iu constitution tlian

the ordinary tuberous one, and with larger

flowers also well tlirown above the foliage, and
no inclination to form stems. About ten or
twelve years ago I crossed B. octopetala witli

the best tuberous varieties then grown. I used
the pollen both ways, but when octopetala was
not tho seed-bearer, tho plants seemed to have
no strength of coustitutiim and never grew
kindly, so I soon discarded tliein. Tlieothers were
exactly identical witli the form you illu.'-trated,

and with the very miiuito and most accurate
description you give, in Mnns. Lemoine's words,
of the shape of tho blooms, foliage and tubers.

I liope that he may be able to still further
improve tliis variety, and that when it becomes
better known both iu Knglaiul and France it

may prove a lirstclass ornament to our gardens
in autumn, anil bo all but hardy.

I will now mention tho dilliculties 1 experi-

enced witli it, and why at Nancy it is likely to

succeed, wliilst I failed witli it in Kent.
Octopetala, being the seed or feuialo pareut,

gives its character to the foliage as well as to

the tuber, though both are modified by the
pollen of the male parent used. I found that the
plants from the first cross were too coarse in the
foliage, as the leaves, like those of octopetala,
were big, and inclined to resemble those of

Rhubarb, while at the same time the spikes
were few. I tried a second cross, which pro-

duced better shaped foliage with more substance
in it, and at the same time a freer flowering
habit, and the colours more decided. If, then,
I had had the brighter colours and the better
shaped flowers of the tuberous forms of the
present day, I should, no doubt, have had
deeper shatles. After a couple were crissed
with the tuberous section, I should have tried

these with the pollen of octopetala again to

have secured some of its hardiness, which might
have worn out after four crosses. Further ex-
perience might have modified these ideas had I

managed to retain my plants, but they inherited

this peculiarity, that they were impatient of pot
cultivation, and only grew strongly wlien bedded
out. They also could not be made to start till

they chose to grow themselves. Treated like

other tuberous Begonias, the tuberous forms
would be in bloom before the crossed plants
appeared above ground. They certainly did
then grow most rapidly, but if things only come
up in the middle or end of July—it may be even
in August— it is far on in September before you
have the chance of bloom, and so it was that

mine got cut down early in October before they
could possibly make an eflective show, and once
touched with frost there was no use in lilting

them to try them in the greenhouse. After
surviving two winters out of doors the plants

became so weak, with having no time to renew
their tubers, that I lost them. At Nancj', how-
ever, they sliould get no check till the end of

October, anil perhaps if kept rather dry in a
cool frame they might be induced to start sooner,

but this late habit is their drawback here, for

they ought to bloom in August to show their

true character and give them time to seed.

Tnnbridge IFelh. C. B. Powell.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Haed-wooded greenhouse plants. — Young
plants may now be potted, and it is better to defer
the work until later in spring, when the weather is

hotter and the air proportionately drier, as the dis-

turbance of the roots that takes place then is more
trying in its effects. With plants that have more
or less delicate roots repotting is an operation that

is always attended with some danger, and when the

work is put off till the weather is liot the danger is

increased. In the case of healthy vigorous plants

that require more room the roots are invariably

found in the greatest numbers down in the drain-

age, amongst which they are so closely packed that

it is impossible to remove the crocks without break-
ing many. It is safer to repot whilst the weather
is cool with a view to giving no more water than
necessary, as the damaged roots arc always liable

to decay if much water is applied until they have
time to recover. With (ilants that have attained a
size that makes their flowering during the present

spring a matter of the first consideration, it will be
best to defer the potting until they have bloomed.
In all cases see that the roots are sufficiently moist
before the plants are potted, so as to admit of their

remaining as long as possible without water. With
strong, vigorous-rooted plants like Chrysanthe-
nuim.s, Veronicas, .Salvias, and others of a similar

nature, watering immediately after tliey arc re-

potted will do no harm, but with delicately rooted

subjects it is a dangerous operation. In the case

of all plants that require peat it should be of good
quality. The brown-coloured peat that is full of

tile roots of the CJrasses and Ferns that have been
growing in it is the right material. The best jH'at

lor the plants in question is of medium texture,

neither too heavy nor too light ; if such as imswcrs
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this description is not obtainable, a mixture of a
portion that is light and some that is a little close

may be used. The brown peat in question has not
usually much sand in it, but enough should always
be added to keep the soil sufficiently porous, for

with the species and varieties under notice there

should be no attempt to shake them out with the

object of repotting them in new material. In re-

potting plants of all sizes it is necessary to make
the new soil as solid in the pots as that of which
the balls are composed. After potting, a little side

air should be given for several weeks, except in

very mild weather when there is not too much
wind. The roof ventilators must be opened when
the weather is bright to keep down the tempera-
ture. Plenty of water should be thrown about the

house, on the floor as well as under and upon the

stages. All this tends to prevent the soil drying
up, and correspondingly delays the necessity for

giving water until, as already said, the broken roots

have had time to heal.

Heaths.—What has been said respecting hard-
wooded New Holland plants applies to Heatlis.

Where small stock, or medium-sized specimens
require more room they should be moved at once,

even in the case of those that are likely to flower.

The advantage of the roots having new soil and
more space early in the season will be apparent in

the extra growth that will be made before the end
of summer. The best peat for Heaths is of medium
texture, neither too hard nor too spongy. The
slowest growing varieties like it a little harder
than the sorts that annually make more growth and
that attain a larger size. In the matter of admit-
ting air and of keeping the atmosphere of the house
a little moist when the sun is bright, it is quite as

necessary to be careful with newly potted Heaths
as with other greenhouse plants. The sun is at

times very powerful in the present month, when
a thin shade will be of use for any hard-wooded
stock, including Heaths, that have had a shift.

Air-giving.—Mistakes are often made in March,
and also during the March-like weather that we
usually get more or less of in April, by opening the
side lights too wide, through which a rush of cold
cutting wind comes directly in contact with the
plants. There are few plants that can bear cold
currents at any time, and the harsh winds that so

often occur in spring are much worse in their

effects than those at any other time of the year.

Even Heatlis, that are rightly supposed to require

more air than other things, cannot stand these cold
blasts. When exposed in this way, whether the
plants have been newly potted or not, the older

leaves, which should still retain their vitality for

years, turn brown and fall off during the summer. It

is much better to allow thetemperatureto rise higher
than one likes during the sunny days when there
is a cutting wind than to open the side lights at all.

WlKTEB - FLOWERING HEATHS.—E. hyemaHs
and other autumn and winter-blooming Heaths
should now have their branches shortened well
back. Most of the varieties that flower during the
winter are erect growers, that if not cut in freely

each year, soon get tall and naked at the bottom.
E. hyemalis should ha%'e from one-half to two-
thirds of the tops of the strong branches made last

year removed, the smaller shoots being left un-
touched. Before the cutting in, the soil should be
allowed to get a little dry, and care must be taken
not to over-water for five or si.x weeks subsequently
so as to allow time for the new growth to begin
moving. The freest-growing varieties of winter-
flowering Heaths when procured from the usual
source—those who cultivate them for sale—are
difficult subjects to deal with. In most cases their
growth has been developed as far as the plants
would bear by the use of artificial stimulants,
from the effects of which many are not able to
recover in a way that admits of their surviving
through the spring following. But it is worth while
to try them ; if they go on, a more satisfactory
course of treatment will enable them to do service
for years to come.

Camellias.—Plants that flowered in the latter
months of the past year will now be pushing their
young growth. They should be encouraged by .i

moderate amount of fire-heat. It is best to give
them a house to themselves where this can be done,
failing which the plants may be stood in a vinery
that is at work. Syringe overhead two or three
times a day and see that the soil is kept sulh-

ciently moist. To make sure of this they should
be closely examined from time to time, as tlie re-

peated syringing makes the surface of the balls

moist, which is so far deceptive that lower down
the soil is often too dry. No plants can long remain
healthy that are in this state, especially Camellias,
which, when growing, like their roots kept more
moist th.an many things will bear. From the
time growth begins to move well until the buds
set is the time to give manure water or to apply
surface dressings of concentrated manure that will

be washed down to the roots in the ordinary course
of watering. In all cases it is well to see that
whatever is used is not given in a stronger state

than the plants are able to bear. Except in the
case of any plants that are so much under-potted,
that it is evident the season's growth will be
seriously affected unless more room is at once given,

it is well to defer the potting until the buds are

just beginning to form. In this Camellias differ

from most things. It is almost impossible to repot
them without injuring their roots. The young
fibres are in a fully active state some time
before the top-growth begins to move, and they are
so exceedingly brittle, that it is not possible to

remove the old drainage without breaking quan-
tities of them. This naturally interferes with the
current season's top-growth ; whereas if the potting
is not done until the buds are just beginning to

form, little harm will follow. Where, as already
said, it is absolutely necessary to repot, no time
should be lost in getting the work completed, as

when the shoot buds are bursting any interference

with the roots will cause more injury. Previous to

the plants beginning to grow the whole stock should
have an extra cleaning from scale. White scale is

much more difficult to contendwith than the brown
species; the former establishes itself in every crack,

and clusters thickly about the buds when these are

set, and sticks so closely that it cannot be moved so

easily as the brown insect. A tooth-brush is the

best implement to remove white scale with, being
careful that if applied to the leaves it is used with
caution, or they may be injured. After going over

the plants with the brush, both wood and leaves

should be well sponged with soapy water.

T. B.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND OREENHOUSE.

Oxera pulchella.—An excellent coloured plate

of this climber is given in V Illustration Horticole
of Feb. 15, 1889. A coloured plate of it was also

civ(?n in The Garden, June 2, 1888, from specimens
sent from Pendell Court.

Resting Bouvardias.—Bouvardias are much
benefited by bein^r rested for six weeks or two mouths
every winter. They may be dried off like Fuchsias,
kept in a cool house or shed in that condition for a
time, and re-started in a gentle heat and moist atmo-
sphere. They should be allowed to make growths
1 inch or 2 inches in length before repotting.

—

J. MuiR.

Isoloma hirsuta.—The subject of this note ap-
pears to be liut little known or cultivated. I have never
seen it cultivated witli such success as at Bourne-
mouth. It was growing well in the gardens at Lindis-

farne. It was in a narrow house in 6-inch and 82-ineli

pots, and had spikes of flowers from 2 feet to 3 feet

h)ng. A good grower, which cannot be said of all

gesneraceous plants.— J. V. F.

Allium neapolitanum.—This is one of the best

of the Alliuiiiy,as the flowers are devoid of the dis-

agreeable smell common to many of the Onions,
(irown in pots it is well adapted for greenhouse decora-

tion at this sea.s()u of the year, and is also very useful

in a cut state, the flowers lasting a long time in water.
Large quantities of the blossoms are sold in Covent
Ciarden Market during the spring months.—H. P.

Boronia megastigma.-This fragrant shrub is

now in its flowering season, when a good, healthy spe-

cimen will have its slender brandies thickly wreathed
with blooms. These arc by no means jnirtieularly

showy, being small, Kdl-shaped, and of a dull bi\>nzy

exterior, while tlie inside is yellowish. Still, lliey are

borue in such profusion , that a plant in full flower is

very pretty. This Boronia is a native of Australia,

and, consequently, requires ordinary greenhouse treat-

ment. It is one of the few hard-wooded plants that
are still grown in consideral'le numbers.—H. P.

Climbing Tropseolums.—These present a very
bright and cheerful appearance during the winter and
spring months. Some years ago they were largely

grown for Covent Garden Market, but the improve-
ment effected in winter-flowering zonal Pelargiiuiums
has caused the Tropaeolum blooms to be in less demand
than formerly. They are good rafter plants for the
greenhouse, one of the best for the purpose being Fire-

liall. a brilliantly-eoLiured variety.—H. P.

Petrsea volubilis.—This fine climbing plant
was introduced to our gardens upwards of 150 years

ago, having been found wild in A'era Cruz. There
are, however, few gardens at the present time in

which it can be found. In my early days it occu-
pied a prominent position amongst other climbers,

but for the last ten years I have not seen it in any
garden. It is a most desirable and beautiful climb-
ing plant, with opposite oblong-ovate leaves, which
are deep green, and very dry and harsh to the
touch. The raceme is long, dense, and particularly

showy. The deep lavender calyx, which is con-
siderably enlarged, five-cleft, and very conspicuous,
is persistent, and stands out much beyond the
corolla, which is deep violet-purple and somewhat
fugacious, whilst the calyx remains, forming a
beautiful effect for a long time. Independently of

this, however, the plant will continue blooming for

fully three months during the summer. It appears
to have first flowered in this country some eighty-

six years ago. It is well deserving the attention of

those having bare rafters or pillars in the stove
and who delight in beautiful blue-coloured flowers,

a colour which, by the way, is less frequently to be
seen than many other shades. The plant is easily

managed, and is one of the few climbers which
thrives well under pot cultivation. The pot should
be well drained, as during the summer this plant
requires a liberal supply of water to its roots, as
well as overhead from the syringe. Loam and peat
in about equal parts, with a fair proportion of sand
added, suit its requirements.—W. H. G.

^VREATH-MAKING.
An inquiry into the various methods of getting a
livelihood in association with flowers found amongst
the poorer classes in our large towns would doubt-
less reveal much that is interesting, and perhaps a
good deal that is unexpected. I met with a phase
of this matter the other day when on seeing

a decently clothed man carrying on his back a
large basket filled with hardy green foliage, I

inquired of him the purpose to which he was about
to apply his load. He had, it seemed, purchased tho
right to cut the leafage from a considerable breadth
of Mahonia aquifolia growing near here, and com-
plained somewhat that because the shrubs were old,

very foul, and, of course, also very much starved,

the foliage lacked the breadth, brightness, and
value found in the foliage of younger and more
robust bushes. Then, he said, " I am a wreath maker,
though not a finisher. Keally I make the bases of

the wreaths, chiefly used for funerals, at so much
per dozen, and sell them to the florists, who com-
plete them by dressing with flowers as ordered.

We employ various things for frames, but the

cheapest and best are the small wooden hoops from
butter tubs. The price now p;dd for these wreaths
is comparatively small, and it is needful to purchase
all the material as cheaply as possible. The hoop
frames are coated with Moss, which is secured with
twine; then follows a dressing of foliage, and none
suits better, because of its stout glossiness and
hardness of texture, than that of the Mahonia.
•Sometimes a good-natured gardener will give me a,

barrow-load of trimmings of Laurel, Box, or other
suitable evergreen shrubs, but generally I have to get

ray foliage where I can. You would be surprised

to see what broad wreaths we can make from a
small hoop by setting the foliage outside. Still,

the width or otherwise of a wreath is very much a
question of price. Now I do not know what the

tiorists get .as a, rule when the wreaths leave their

hands, but, of course, the qu,ility of the flowers has
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much to do with the price. Some years ago I

could get from 12s. to 18s. for a dozen of dressed

frames. Now 4s. a dozen is thought to be a good
price. We liave got to sweating even in our trade.

Why, I met a man just now going up to London
with a load of dressed frames in his baskets, which
he makes by the woodside down in the country.

He gets only 2s. 6d. per dozen for his, but he cuts

lissom sticks from the woods, makes his own hoops,

then covers them with Moss, Ivy leaves. Ferns, or

anything whicli looks a bit fresh and green. You
would be surprised to know how fashion changes
in some things. Grasses are an instance ;

why two
or three years ago you could sell any green or dried

Grasses, no matter how common, but now people

will not look at them. I bought a lot of choice

Grasses in the hope of making a good thing out of

them ; but I lost by it, for hardly any of them sell

now. I get a little work in the churches sometimes,

and that helps a bit." This is almost a verbatim

report of my informant's story. If we could get at

the experiences of those who trade in Violets, Wall-

flowers, Daffodils, in fact, in the myriads of cut

flowers which get into our markets or of those

traders who dabble in roots of the cheaper kind or

deal in greenhouse plants, some very curious tales

might be heard. It is well to remember that garden-
ing can carry food as well as joy into millions of

small homes. A. D.

Flower Garden.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.

"P. W. B.'.s" article in The Garden, Feb. IG

(p. 141), on the causes of tlie general scarcity of

blossoms this season of this very popular winter

flower, has a serious import for those who grow
it in quantity, and who mainly depend on it to

furnish white flowers during the dull months of

the year.

The Hellebore disease appears to have been
more than usually rampant during the past

year, and in some measure is the cause of the

scarcity of bloom. The summer of 1888 was a

very cold, wet, and sunless one, which may
have in some degi'ee lielped the spreading of

the disease among the jjlants, in the same way
that a wet summer favours the Potato fungus

;

but the latter disease is mostly rife among
Potato crops when the weather i.s close and
muggy, and not so mucli when it is cold and wet.

From what I can gather from several of tlie

gardeners in this neighbourhood, tlie Hellebore
disease has not been generally prevalent in this

district, and some of them assure me that they
have never liad such a crop of Christmas Rose
flowers as they have this season. This agrees

with my own experience, for Barely have 1 seen

plants so full of robust and liealthy leafage ; and
for quantity of tine flowers, I cannot call to mind
a season during the last twenty years in which
the Christmas Rose flowers were so numer-
ous. I commenced to gather them a fortnight

before Christmas, and have gathered tliem in

more or less qu.-uitities up to the present date,

February 27. We grow only the two varieties,

H. niger and H. niger major. Maximus wc
have given up growing, as it was not appreciated

on account of the petals being tinged with
purple.

Experienced cultivators of Christmas Roses
will, no doubt, differ in their ojjinions as to the
mo.st suitable position in which to grow the
plants, some preferring a shaded position, and
others will aver, like " F. W. \'.," that an open
and sunny position agrees with tliein the best.

My own experience and success in the growth
of these Hellebores lead nie to prefer a shaded
position for them ; but not a position whore the
plants would bo shaded and overhung by troe.s

or shrubs, and subjected to constant drip, and
the ground below impoverished by the roots of

the trees, but simply a position where the plants
would be shaded from the sun's rays for the
greater part of the day. Such a position is to

be found at the foot of a north or north-west
wall. It is by growing the plants in the shaded
position indicated, and by the rich treatment,
that I attribute their almost entire immunity
from the Hellebore disease and the plentiful

gatherings of flowers for the past ten years.

At one time I grew the greater part of my
plants in open borders fully exposed to the sun's

rays throughout the day, and they rarely proved
satisfactory, especially after very hot and dry
summers, wlien they had been subjected day
after day and week after week to the drj'ing

influence of the sun's powerful rays, every leaf

lying limp and flat on the ground. From a
close and constant observation of the growth of

the plants, 1 noticed that they invariably made
a weaker leafage growth the season following a
hot and dry one than they did following a wet
one. I have, therefore, come to look ujion

strong sunshine as one of the banes to the
welfare of the Christmas Rose, and I should in

a great measure rather attribute this season's

failure of the plants in many places to the hot
and dry summer of 1887 than to the cold and
wet one of 1888. The hot and dry season of

1887 left the crown buds of the plants enfeebled,

and as a consequence the leaf gi'owth of 1888
was much less vigorous, rendering the plants an
ea.syprey to the disease.

Another fertile cause of the failure to grow
Hellebores satisfactorily is the too frequent

disturbance of the plants. If a suitable

position is chosen for them and the site pro-

perly prepared and enriched, the plants—for

be it understood that though the Christmas
Rose will do fairly well in almost any kind of

soil, it, like every other jjlant, resjjonds most
quickly to and gives the best returns by generous
treatment—should be left undisturbed, and they

will give good and constant gatherings of flowers

from the same position for at least eight to ten

years if occasional doses of liquid manure are

given the plants every season during their

growth.

For the purpose of keeping up a supply of

flowers over as long a period as possible we
gi'owour plants in beds of a size tosuit some rough
frames and spare lights, and in three difl'erent

positions. Those tliat are to furnish the earliest

flowers are planted in a position with a southern

exposure, but shaded from the afternoon sun.

This set of plants always gives u.s the least satis-

factory returns, and tliis we put down to too

much exposure to sun. The other two sets of

plants occupy positions at the foot of a north

wall ; one lot in the northwest angle gets not

a blink of sunshine on them, and the other lot

in the north-east angle gets a little of the after-

noon sun, but if it is very hot we shade the

plants witli mats. The plants from these two
positions always give us the best returns, and
are most satisfactory in every way. We have

this season cut from them over 2000 flowers, as

many as 500 blooms at one cutting. There are

twenty-four stools in all, each averaging about

18 inches in diameter, and they have been esta-

blished from four to six years. Hellebores are

deep-rooting jilants ; in some cases wo have

found roots 18 inches long, .so that we take

care in preparing new sites to give the plants

a deep and rich root run, trenching the

ground 2.v feet deep. Wo use spent Mushroom
bod manure and plenty of charied refuse from

a smother with a little I'resh loam ad(le<l to

enrich the soil. Tlio charred mfu.so apiiarently

suits the plants bett(T than anytliing we u.se,

helps to keep the soil porous and sweet, and

prevent} stagnation—an evil to be avoided in

growing the Hellebores. We have tried plant-

ing at various seasons, but on tlie whole prefer

to make new plantations in the spring, when
the plants are making new root.s. We have
also had success in planting when the Hellebores
have completed their growth in the early
autumn. J. Kiplixo.

Knebworth.

DAFFODILS FOR FORCING.
Pbople may go to the Continent or to Holland for

Daffodil bulbs as long as it pleases them (see p.
lljS), but their doing so is not a proof that Daffodil
Ijulbs are better grown there than they are in Eng-
land and Ireland. Habits are contracted by the
trade, as by other people, and it has so long been
considered the correct thing to go to Holland for

Dutch flower roots, that the fashion may exist for
some time longer. But the fact most apparent to

all who know anything of Daffodils to-day is that
they grow in Scilly, in the south of Ireland, and
even in some parts of Surrey and Jliddlesex f.ar

better than anywhere else in the world.

I am glad Mr. Douglas is to visit Mr. Walker's
grounds this spring, and he should have done so

before telling us of the Dutch grown Daffodils, as

his judgment would have had more weight; but
when he does go there I think he will see more
Daffodils and quite as well grown as any he saw in

Holland or anywhere else. I have tested a great
many Narcissus bulbs as grown in Holland, and have
always found them liable to fail more or less after

the first year. I fancy the cow manure so freely

used in the bulb fields there is tlie cause. Last
year I had some of the finest bulbs of Narcissus I

ever saw from near Hampton Court, in Middlesex,
and I take it to be a significant fact as to the suit-

able soil thereabouts that Mr. Peter Barr has
recently taken a new nursery ground in that

locality. We want a little of the Continental con-

fidence and enterprise, and I do not think, but am
quite convinced, that sound healthy Daffodil roots

can be grown as successfully in the British Islands

as in any other country. At any rate, the Scilly

cultivators have shown that they can more than
equal the Dutch growers in Daffodil and Narcissus

culture.

Until within the last few years no seedling Daffo-

dils were reared in Holland, and Jlcssrs. De GraaS
are the only Dutch growers in the field with seed-

lings, their Glory of Leyden, Madame De Graaff, and
a few others being certainly of the very finest

quality. But it is to English cultivators that all

our finest seedlings are due, to the work of Herbert,

Leeds, Backhouse and Ilorsfield, and not to the

Continental growers. The one bulbous garden
flower of which English and Iri.^h growers alike

may feel legitimately proud to-day is the Narci.ssus,

and that it is one of the most popular of all flowers

is entirely due to the cultural powers of the Siixon

.and to the soil and climate of "Merry Engl.and,"

from the days of Elizabeth until the reign of

Victoria.

Is it not a fact that more Daffodils have been
cultivated in England and Ireland for the past two
or three centuries than anywhere else in Europe ?

The Dutch growers never grew many N.arcissi, other

than N. Tazett.a, until witliin the past twenty years,

and most of their stock went over from England.
V. W. B.

Flowering' of white D.affodils. -With regard

lo the discussiiiii lielweeii Messrs. ,I,as. Douglas
and F. W. Burbidge, it may be worth noting

that I h.ad half-a-dnzen fair-.sizcd bulbs of N.
cernuiis grown in Holland, each of which w;v3

put into a G-incli put on the :!rd of October la.st.

At the same time I i)otted upfr(unthoopen ground,

.a sunny south border, another half-dozen of N.

cernuus. At all events they were grown and ripened

tlic two previous years from where they were lifted.

The latter comiueiieed blooming four days since

(Feb. IS) and the former cannot, lo all appearance,

bloom for a fortnight. 1 may say that they got no
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forcing, being simply brought into a cool con-
servatory attached to my house. The soil was
loam without manure.—W. J. Mukphy, Clonmel.

THE GREATER BINDWEEDS.
The ii.troduction of either of the greater Bind-
weeds (Calystegia sepiuni and C. sylvatica) to

the well-kept garden is always fraught with
danger, but, uu tlie other hand, they are both
far too beautiful to be discarded altogether.

There is a place for everything, and when the
Bindweeds have plenty of room in a semi-
neglected spot where they can clamber over

gardens when fairly established, so it is with
the above varieties ; they are a nuisance if

ever introduced to tho mixed border or the
rockery where they cannot be kept within
bounds. When supported, however, and allowed
to ramble at wUl, they are not surpassed for
grace and beauty by any other climbing plants
we know. The plant figured is often called

C. grandiflora in gardens. D. K.

THE CARNATION DISEASE.
The past summer was peculiarly favourable to the
spread of the Carnation disease or spot, as it is

sometimes called, and I often hear complaints of

one of the finest stocks of it I ever saw, has not a
plant left. He told me that they went ofE in a
week. My stock was affected at the close of the
autumn, but I thought the season being so far
advanced I should not suffer much. I find, how-
ever, that the disease continued to spread all

through the winter, favoured in an exceptional
manner probably by the long spell of stagnant,

misty weather. I now see that nearly every plant
has the plague spot on it more or less. Had I

thought that the disease was going to spread
during the winter I should have grappled with it

by laying the plants in in frames, keeping off wet,

and well dusting them with sulphur. I have no
doubt but that I should have thus staved its

trellis-work, old tree stumps, bushes, <fec., a
more beautiful picture can hardly be imagined.
In the nortli no cottage garden is quite furnished
without a few roots of tlie Bindweeds, and to

see the delicate curtains formed by their slender
twining stems and wealth of foliage, copiously

studded with large wliite and pink flowers,

leaves little to be desired in the way of a screen.

The common form (C. sepium) is the one most
usually seen, but its near ally, C. sylvatica,

wliich is a variable plant, is certainly the best,

on account of its much larger flowers and greater
wealth of foliage. The character relied upon to

distinguish this form from C. sepium is the un-
usually large bracts. This does not, however,
appear to be constant, as may be seen in

the cut, where we have the large flowers of C.

sylvatica without the bracts. There is no
hard-and-fast line between the two plants, which
may also include C. americana and repeng, of

the North American floras. The Calystegias

are widely distributed through Europe, Siberia,

North Africa, North and South America, and in

Australia and New Zealand, the leaves varying
fr&m hastate to sagittate, blunt or sharp-pointed,

the base cordate, and the lobes rounded or
angled. Tlie flowers aro from 2 inches to 4
inches in diameter, wliite or pale pink, and
usually produced in the greatest profusion from
June until tho end of Augu.st. .lust as it is

with the double form called pubescens fl.-pl. in

Calystegia sylvaticii (syu., C. griUidifloi;i).

the damage it has done. The old Crimson Clove

is one of the tirst to suffer, and this is, I suppose,

one reason why such an old favourite, and endowed
as it is with such exceptional fragrance, should be

less frequently met with than a few years ago. I

seldom see it now in gardens in large clumps,

although it was often to be found a score of years

ago, and I expect that virulent attacks of the

disease are the cause of its comparative scarcity.

A friend who has grown this old Clove for upwards
of twenty years, and who up to this last season had

ravages. I do not know what the experience of

your readers may be, but I have never yet known
the ilisease to be formidable except in prolonged
damp weather. It appears to be brought on by
conditions identical with those that favour the

spread of the Christm.T-s Rose disease. The finer

and drier the summer, the stronger is the growth
I and the more capable it is of resisting tlie

' attacks of this terrible foe to good Carnation

I culture. Good culture may help to render its

attacks less deadly, but given the right atmo-
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spheric conditions, it will be sure to spread.
When I say good culture, I do not mean that
which induces a very rank growth. The more
succulent the foliage, the more liable is it to suffer
when attacked. The plants that suffered most with
me were on ground that was well manured a year
ago and had lain fallow. A fairly good loam re-
quires no manure, and in it the plants make a stout
growth that matures early, and which better resists
the attacks of the fungus. Very light, poor soils,
of course, require a little enriching, but, contrary to
the general rule in flower culture, in the case of
the Carnation I would rather err on the side of
poverty. Position has much to do with the disease-
resisting power of the Carnation, and this is un-
doubtedly one reason why this fine flower can in
some places be scarcely kept alive, whilst in others
it will with perhaps less care thrive remarkably
^yell. In low-lying situations, where in a damp
time the moisture hangs round the plants for days
together, disease is certain at times to work much
mischief, whilst others growing on a breezy slope
will quite escape. For this reason, the sunniest
and most airy place in the garden should be selected
for Carnations, for they cannot get too much sun
when growing. I do not doubt that the application
of black sulphur would check the disease if applied
in time. I do not know any fungoid growth that it
will not destroy, but the difliculty is to keep it on
the foliage long enough in rainy weather to do
good. When growth is completed the affected
plants may be put under cover and dressed. For
the future I shall make a point of doing this.

J. C. B.

THE DAHLIA.
We had a very fair display of Dahlias in our garden
last year, notwithstanding a most excessive rainfall
at the time they were coming into bloom ; however,
the rainfall and the rather low temperature to-
gether must have had an injurious effect upon the
tubers, for they were very small when taken up and
shrunk considerably afterwards, and when examined
about half of them appeared to be dead. We shall
lose some varieties altogether, and those that are
alive will not be likely to produce many cuttings.
Those who have not examined their tubers ought
to see to them at once. They ought to be carefully
examined and all decayed portions removed, the
tubers either being placed in boxes of fine soil, a
number of them in one box, or planted singly in
pots, according to the size of the tubers. The roots
must be planted in moderately moist soil, and water
applied rather sparingly at first. Under such con-
ditions as we have to deal with this year, it is of
some importance that a goodly number of pot plants
should have been propagated the previous season.
These are obtained by merely planting the side
shoots thinned out during the summer months.
These shoots strike freely enough in ordinary gar-
den frames, and may be kept until the spring in
3-inch or 4!-inch pots. They may also be started in
the spring, but they do not usually produce more
than two or three growths, and propagation of
these is usually effected by dividing the plants,
leaving one growth attached to each portion. Of
course they may be propagated by cuttings in the
same way as the ground root growths are treated.
Cuttings continue to be produced freely and rapidly
from a large, healthy ground root, and the produce
of one root would be sutRcient to give ample stock
for any private garden, but the object of having
pot roots to fall back upon is easily seen to be
necessary when the ground roots of some varieties
are totally lost. The cuttings produce roots very
freely either in a ])ropagatiMg house with bottom-
heat or in an ordiiuiry hotbed, and as fast as they
are rooted they must be romovcMl to a more airy
place. Tlu; cuttings having been strark singly in
small pots may be left in them until they have well
filled them witli roots, when the liest [jlan is to re-
pot them into 5-incli or (i-inch pots, and in these
they must remain until it is time to plant them out
ill the open ground. Prcijaration of the .soil in
which to |)lant tlii' Dahlias about llie end of May is
of more iinportnncc Ihaii some ciilliv.-ifors imagine.
The nature of the soil and the quantity of manure
necessary to produce certain results are different.

For instance, all the varieties that are likely to

produce large and coarse flowers, if such a term may
be used, require a moderately rich soil only, while
the varieties with medium-sized flowers require it

richer, and the smallest - flowered varieties can
scarcely have too rich a soil to grow in. I am allud-
ing now to the show and fancy section, and espe-
cially so in the case of those who compete for
prizes at the exhibitions.

One leading point in judging a stand of Dahlia
blooms is "evenness," to use a term sometimes
applied by the judges ; that is, the flowers in the
different rows should be all as nearly as possible of
one size. It is evident that they cannot be arranged
in that way unless they are managed well during
the growing and flowering seasons. Something
may be done by the application of surface-dressing
and of liquid manure during the summer and up
to the time of flowering in the autumn. Even
in the thinning out of the shoots a point or two
may be gained, as some varieties require to be
thinned out much more than others ; and here,
again, varieties that have a tendency to produce
large and coarse flowers must not be over-thinned,
and ought also to carry a larger number of flowers.
The minor details of the cultivation of the Dahlia,
as well as those of any other plant, cannot be
learned all at once, or, indeed, at all, from merely
reading an article upon the subject. We may fairly

assume that the greater part of cultivators even of
the Dahlia are not growers of it merely for the sake
of taking prizes at a flower show.

I can well remember the excitement caused
when the late Dr. Lindley, some thirty years ago,
said that hardy flowers such as the Phlox were
more charming in the garden than the lumpish
Dahlia. The word lumpish was like a bombshell
thrown into the midst of the group of exhibitors.
At that time there were practically no other forms
grown but the large-flowered show and fancy
varieties. We have broken away from these now,
and the Dahlia exhibitions are becoming yearly
more popular, doubtless because this uniform
sameness has been broken up, and a greater variety
of form and colour has been placed before the
flower-loving public. I called in at a large public
garden the other day and was told that great losses
had occurred amongst the Dahlias, but I found the
gardener pricking out seedlings, of which he had a
very large number. A packet or two of seeds liad
been sown early in February, and the result will be
hundreds of fine plants which will flower this
autumn. When Loudon published his " Encyclo-
paedia of Gardening " some forty years ago, single
Dahlias were grown to a certain extent as well as
double-flowered varieties.

It will thus be seen that if we compare the work
of the floriculturists of half a century or more ago
with that of the present time, we have not much
to boast of. We have grown the exhibition
varieties to a higher state of perfection than
they ever were. I allude to the double forms
of D. variabilis ; the flowers approach more nearly
to a perfect ball, the petals being better formed
and more regularly arranged. We have also a
very handsome Dahlia grown under the name of D.
Juarezi, but it is not an. English raised plant, hav-
ing been introduced from Mexico. There is a sport
from it with flowers more of a crimson tint, but all

the seedlings supposed to be raised from Juarezi
and ditTcring in colour are not exactly like it in
form of petal. The single Dahlias are now very
numerous and of the most diverse colours, hut tlie

best way to obtain a good stock of plants is to raise
.seedlings. J. Douglas.

SHORT NOTES.—^FLOWER.

Winter Windflower (.Vnomone blaiulu) wii.s in
bloom on tlii> Kew nii'kory the other day. At the time
of our visit it was nlmost the only pliuit in flower.

Narcissus minimus.—This small-flowond Daf.
foilil w;is in full ll,>\vi'r a fow days ago on the roolicry
at Ki'w ill a slu'ltiTcil recess away from cnttiiie winds
and other harmful influences. Itia the first Daffndil
of the year, anil enjnya shelter from cold wind.s, wliieli
cripple the beautifully shaped aiul riili self-coloured
flo^^•crs.

EDGED AURICULAS.
As every piece of evidence as to the date at which
the edged forms of show Auriculas first appeared
has its value to those who are interested in the
question of their origin, I would mention, at the
risk of re-stating a well-known authority, a work on
botany in Latin and German, containing a series of

copper-plate illustrations of sixty-two pips of garden
Auriculas, hand - coloured, besides two pages of

illustrations of trusses and leaves of Auriculas,
published in the year 1737.

The title runs :
" Phytanthoza Iconographia,

sive Conspectus aliquot millium plantarum a Joanne
Guilielmo Weinmanno Dicasterii Ratisbonensis
Assessore coUectarum, quorum denominationes
explicantur a D. Joanne Georgio Nicolao Dieterico.

—Ratisbonfe, MDCC.xxxvii."

The Auriculas illustrated show selfs of yellow,

crimson, and brown colours with well-deflned circu-

lar white paste. Several of the pips are most
irregular in outline and have angular pastes. A
large number are brindled, that is to say, the body
colour is variegated in a radial direction, in lines,

spots and dashes, the colours being mixed of red,

yellow, green, and white. Among these there is

but one edged flower. This is a green-edged flower

of large size. The edge is wide and clean, the body
colour being crimson. There is no grey or white-

edged flower among the whole sixty-two, although
many of the selfs are shown to have the body
colour thinly sprinkled with meal, chiefly about the
inner edge.

Apparently the white and grey-edged Auriculas

were not known at this date in Bavaria, although
so near to the probable original source of the garden
Auricula. The book above mentioned is in four

large folio volumes. The arrangement of the

plants is alphabetical. There is also an interesting

series of Pinks, wild and uncultivated.

Philip J. Woksley.
Engadine, February 19.

The Caucasian Scabious.—In common with
J. H. W. Thomas, I should also like to ask " D. K."
how to grow it so as to make it flower freely. In
fact, my difticulty is greater than Mr. Thomas's, for

I can hardly keep my plants alive at all. I have
had plants, two or three at a time, from different

sources, and I have planted them in various aspects

and in almost every conceivable variety of soil, but
I can do no good with them. We are told it is a
true perennial and grows into strong tufts. 1 doubt
both of these statements. I have two friends, both
above the average in their love for, and skill in

growing, herbaceous plants. Neither of them can
grow this Scabious with any success, though one of

tliem is more fortunate than the other, treating it

as a biennial. I have several other sorts of Scabious

and they all do well with me, so I am inclined to

think that neither I nor my soil is at fault. While
writing about S. caucasica, may 1 ask why a yellow

Scabious—which you in your book on hardy flowers

call ochroleuca— is so little grown ? I can find it in

no trade lists, and yet, to my mind, it is a lovely

thing. The colour (very light .sulphur) is un-

usual, though beautiful. The flowers are nearly

as large as those of caucasica. The habit is good
and robust. Is it uncommon? With me it does
well and is always admired.

—

Walter Butt,
Minety Mcarage.

Columbines.—Many of the hyhrid Aquilegias

are \eiy beauliful. ;iiid all seed freely. Aqiiilegia

chrysanlha and A. cierulca are the best, and both

may be obtained from seeds. They are well adapted
for the rockery, or to grow on the slopes of any
alpine mount where the soil is deep, and soon create

a specially interesting feature. They are also good
border jilants under like conditions as to soil. The
seeds may either be sown as soon as ripe or in tlic

spring, in the latter case, sow in jians and place

in a gentle heat. If sown in autumn, place the

pans in a cool frame kept close. They make beau-

tiful pot )ilants for a cool house, and they will even

bear a little forcing, but the night temperature
should not exceed 50°. The flowers are nice for cut-

ting, especially when produce<l under glass early in
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the season. I was once asked by a gentlemir, who
saw a group in the conservatory early in the season,
what new plants I had there, and he was surprised
when told they were only hybrid forms of Colum-
bines. The seeds may be sown in the open air,

but it will be as well to place a handlight over
the choice varieties. The hardier, commoner forms,
such as glandulosa and the varieties of vulgaris,

will seed as they stand, and grow in due time into
sturdy tufts of elegant leafage and blossom. The
common forms of the Columbine are very desirable
for naturalising with Foxgloves and the common
Evening Primrose (Oenothera biennis), &c., on
banks, in the wilderness, or with Ferns in the deUs.
—Field.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Haudy Heaths.—There are so few hardy winter-
flowering plants, that it is right we should value
very highly any species that do flower at this sea-

son, and amongst such that deserve a foremost
place are the varieties of hardy Heaths, or, to be
more exact. Ericas. We have a border of such now
in full bloom, the varieties being Erica herbacea
(light pink) and E. herbacea carnea, a darker shade
of the same ; and, apart from their beauty as border
flowers, there are at this season no flowers more
appreciated for the furnishing of small vases and
shallow dishes for room decoration. We sometimes
lift the plants and put them in small vases for use
in the same way, and also in the centre of a
large shallow vase. The outer margin is furnished
with Snowdrops lifted from the border. This being
a district for Heaths, all the varieties do exceed-
ingly well without any artificial preparation of soil.

Though the soil in which ours are growing is loam,
it is so light and free from chalk that the plants do
perfectly without peat, the special soil universally
supposed to be requisite, but which is really not
the case, provided the loam is of light texture.

For furnishing with flowers the front margin of

Rhododendron beds there are no plants better
suited, and, of course, soil in which Rhododendrons
do well is in every way suited to these Heaths.
Besides the two varieties named and that are
now in fall flower, there are two or three other
kinds that will soon be in bloom and that are of such
a beautiful green, that, apart from the production
of flowers, they are worthy of cultivation. These
are the varieties mediterranea and mediterranea
alba. The flowering season of the varieties of Irish

Heath—Menziesia polifolia, polifolia alba and poli-

folia atro-purpurea— is supposed to be July and
August, yet I have known them to be in bloom al-

most all the year round. There are no flowers just

now, but their foliage is so beautiful as to justify

their being clas.=ed amongst the best of hardy plants
for winter. The position in which they flourish

best is on a peaty bank facing east. As rockwork
plants for shady nooks they are extremely effective.

Roses and bulbs.—The Rose beds being the
only place we have for a display of spring-flowering
bulbous plants -at least, in quantity—we have to

study how best to combine the two without injury
to either, and think we have managed this mode-
rately well for some years past. I note the manner
of our procedure, and first, I may say that no
pains is spared to have the soil of the very best
description. The Roses are lifted each alternate

year, for the double purpose of trenching and en-
riching the soil, pruning roots, and of freeing the
plants from suckers. This done, replanting takes
place, and after this the bulbs are planted in the
intermediate spaces, the beds being at once heavily
mulched with Cocoa fibre—a protector at once of
the roots of the newly-planted Roses as well as of
the bulbs. These latter consist of beds of Hyacinths,
Tulips, and Narcissi, and are now from 2 inches
to 3 inches above the mulching, and, compared with
the same kind of bulbs planted at the same time
in groups on the borders, but not mulched, there
is a marked difference in favour of the former
both in strength and height of growth, positive
proof of the value and importance of mulching.
If it is of such benefit to the bulbs, it follows that
it must be so to Roses, and though it has never
occurred to me to make the comparison before.

the difference in the bulbs mulched and unmulched
led to this being done in respect of Roses under
the two different conditions with results just as

marked as in the case of bulbs. The main bulk of

Roses are now being pruned. A few on a north-

east border, that we strive to flower at the end of

July and August when Roses for cutting are some-
what scarce, will not be pruned for several weeks,

because, as a rule, late pruning conduces to late

flowering. At this season. Tea and Noisette Roses

on walls and trellises are often injured by harsh
easterly winds much more than by frost, and canvas

coverings for keeping out the air are undesirable

except at night. Close mesh netting is a good
protector, and lacking this a loose threading of

Bracken secured between the branches effectually

protects the tender foliage from injury by cutting

winds.
Hardy plants for the lawn.— Flower garden-

ing is gradually undergoing a change, or rather

changes, because there are many branches of it. A
very few years ago if one spoke of flower gardening,

nearly everybody understood that " bedding out

"

was meant, to such an extent had that branch of

flower gardening grown. Happily, however, we
have now got beyond that, and the words flower

gardening are now understood to be comprehensive
of all and every description of flowering plants and
shrubs that can be used for the embellishment of a

pleasure garden. The one phase I now wish to

notice is by no means the least of the many and
various ways of arranging flowering and foliage

plants with a view to ornamental effect. The group-
ing of hardy flowers and foliage plants in suitable

positions on the lawn is, I think, one of the most
natural, as it certainly is one of the most beautiful

ways of growing many kinds of plants; that is to

say, they look least out of place if grown in any
other way than on turf. I have on several

occasions made allusion to the grouping of

handsome small-growing shrubs—New Zealand
Flax (Phormium tenax). Pampas Grass, and Bam-
boos, all of which we have done here in a greater

or lesser degree, and now, as opportunity offers,

it is intended to do the same with suitable

flowering plants, and more particularly such species

of hardy perennials as resent frequent removal,

the usual annual dressing of manure being given

them. Amongst the best of these for planting in

nooks and recesses on the lawn and in front of

shrubberies to break the formality of angular lines

are Tritoma Uvaria, in groups of about|seven plants,

and Acanthus latifolius, the best of all fine-foliaged

perennials, and in rich deep soil it throws up im-

mense spikes of flowers. Great depth and rich soil

and a damp position are necessary to flower this

plant well. Bocconia cordata is a tall, graceful-

growing plant, requiring a sheltered position, both

by reason of its height and soft foliage, which is

liable to be torn by the wind. It is diflicult to

establish the roots, as they are so woody, but when
once it has got a firm hold of the ground it makes
up for loss of time by rapid growth. Spiraea Aruncus
is a grand plant for a moist adhesive loam, the best

bush I ever saw of this being grown in pure clay

almost water-logged. I took the hint, and gave

our plants free supplies of water whenever the

weather was dry, and the flower-spikes were more
than double the size of those of the previous year.

The variegated Arundo donax variegata is another

excellent lawn plant. It looks most at home when
planted in close proximity to water, being in ap-

pearance closely allied to the Sedges, Water Reeds,

and Pampas Grasses. As foliage plants, there are

three varieties of Yucca that when in groups are

as beautiful as it is possible for any plant to be.

The best is the stout, upright -growing variety

gloriosa, which not infrequently throws up the

most gigantic flower-stems, and branches out freely.

The variety recurva is of a drooping habit of foliage,

not nearly so free-growing nor so tall, and on that

account is better suited for grouping in more con-

tracted recesses. Old plints flower rather fre-

quently, and this flowering is desirable, because

from tlie base of the flower-stems there invariably

st.art numbers of new shoots, which give to the

clump a more imposing appearance. The other

variety (filamentosa) is a slill smaller grower, but

spreads rapidly, and besides being a good lawn
plant, it is useful for rockwork. We have it as

such in conjunction with Cotoneasters and the

variegated Periwinkle, and the combination ig

perfect. W. W.

BEAUTIFUL FLO^\'ERS.

A GARDEN of annuals we never wish to see, but
such fleeting, though beautiful flowers should

be used liberally in the hardy garden, in the

borders, the margins of shrubberies, and odd
spots where they give pleasure either by the

profusion of their flowers, their brilliant colours,

or their fragrance, which in many cases is sweet

and refreshing. In the reserve garden, that

portion set aside purposely for the growth of

hardy plants to give flowers for cutting, many
annuals, as the common Cornflower (Centaurea

cyanus), Mignonette, Sweet Pea, Sweet Sultan,

and a few old-fashioned favourites of this cha-

racter may have a good place witli profit.

Everyone appreciates a posy of these simple

flowers, far more so, in many instances, than of

the gaudier and often less beautiful indoor

plants. Annuals liave been slow in making way
in our gardens, and their failure to give good

effects was not Iiard to account for when the

seed was sown so thickly that it was impossible

for a healthy growth to result. How can plants,

crowded together in the way annuals were and
often are at the present day. Hewer freely,

strongly, and continuously ? No plant, more
than a human being, can exist without proper

air, and it is only by allowing annuals plenty of

space, at least 6 inches apart for those of fairly

strong growth, that a good eflfect can bo ob-

tained. Many are now oidering their seeds, eo

it will be opportune to bring to the notice of

readers of The Garden a few of the more useful

and striking annuals or biennials. It is impos-

sible to mention many in a short article as this.

Foxgloves need no describing to those who
have seen an English wood in spring. A mass of

Digitalis purpurea in a ferny brake is as beautiful

as a bank of Primroses or Cowslips, and still the

Foxglove is kept out of many gardens. There are

several strains, that of Messrs. Vilmorin, of Paris,

in particular giving flowers of all colours,

some spotted, others quite self ; but the most

delicate are the whites, spotted with some rich hue

within the bell. The Foxglove has been immensely

improved in recent years, the spike being of

great length, solid, and laden with large flowers.

In The Garden of Nov. 24, 1888 (p. 488), a

coloured plate of a spotted Foxglove is given, and

this is drawn in the Messrs. Vilmorin's grounds at

Verrieres-le-Buisson, showing that in sunny France

the Foxglove has been greatly improved in the

fulness of spike, great variety of colouring, and
strong habit of growth. Accompanying this plate

an engraving is given of "Foxgloves in the wild

garden," and this will suggest a use for these

simple, beautiful flowers to those who wish for

interesting gardens. We are accustomed to see

the glory of our native wilding in brakes and dells,

and yet chary of bringing it into our own gardens,

where it will "grow as freely as in its native haunts.

The seeds soon germinate if sown in a sheltered

comer in the garden in Juno and kept free from

weeds, slugs, and other small marauders. Plant

out in the following autumn in bold groups where

they are likely to look most natural, and never

forget if there is a wild garden to plant a few

there. Some, when the seedlings are fit to handle,

prick them out in beds, transferring them to

their permanent places in the autumn. This is

certainly best where the seed has been sown
thickly, as is generally the case with annuals or

biennials.

Swekt Peas are of greater use than even the

Foxglove, as they are better suited for indoor de-

coration when ctjt. Sweet Pea flowers are always

expected; they have the same pleasant associations

as the Mignonette, the Cornflower, and the Sweet
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Sultan, and their fragrance is deliciously sweet.

Since also they have received the hybridist's atten-

tion we have a rich assortment of colours, larger

flowers, and a stronger habit of growth. It is to

Mr. Eckford that much of the credit is due, as by
careful selection he has raised a strain of flowers

that are of unusual beauty. Scarlet Invincible,

Butterfly (white and lavender), Beatrice (carmine-
rose). Princess of Wales (mauve). Imperial Blue,

and a few of this type are the finest of the Sweet
Peas. It is scarcely necessary to suggest a use for

this fragrant flower in the garden. Its graceful
habit and freedom of blooming point this out. If

there is an unsightly spot to be hidden, a flowery
screen can be made witli it, and a row or two should
certainly be allotted in the reserve garden, where
we look for the flowers for cutting. A sowing may
be made in March in the open ground. The stak-

ing of the plants and other matters of detail need
no comment, except that the seed must not be
sown so thickly that a severe thinning out has to

take place. Sometimes in the press of work this is

neglected; the plants grow weakly, and though
given plenty of space afterwards never properly re-

cover.

Poppies during the past three or four years have
been grown largely in gardens, and with good efi'ect.

The Papavers offer great variety from the gaudy,
coarse growing P. orientale to the frail and beauti-
ful Iceland Poppy, the former suitable for the border
or to form clumps by itself, the other to margin
flower beds or to make small groups on the rockery.
Papaver orientale is a rich beauty, but it can be
used too much. To have a surfeit of such a bold-
growing perennial is a mistake. There are now
several varieties, bracteatum, of course, being the
best known, but Blush Queen, blush-pink, and some
of the newer additions might have a trial, though
it will be difficult to rival the richness in colour of

the type. Nudicaule and its varieties album and
miniatum are easily raised from seed sown in the
spring, and such annual Poppies as Danebrog, Pea-
cock, P;oony-flowered, Carnation-flowered, French,
Shirley, and umbrosum are beautiful garden flowers.
Of the Shirley Poppies sufficient has been said
already in The Garden; they are exceedingly
beautiful, both in the shape -and colours of tlie

fragile flowers.

NicoTiANA AFFINIS (the Sweet-scented Tobacco)
makes an excellent pot plant, and flowers freely in
the border. It can be easily raised from seeds sown
in March, and makes a quick growth.

Salpiglossis is an annual that bears a profusion
of quaint, variously coloured flowers. It makes a
handsome bed, and a mixed packet of seed will
give great variation in colour of the flowers, which
are beautifully pencilled, as in tlie Alstrcemeria.
The seed may be sown under glass in IVIarch

or April, and placed in heat to induce quick
germination if the seedlings are required for
pots. Wliile under glass keep them hardy and
stocky by ventilating the frame whenever the
weather will allow of it. This annual was usually
grown remarkably well in the C^hiswick Gardens of
the Royal Horticultural Society. There were long
lines of il an<I also beds, the seed being sown in tlie

open.

Lo\-e-in-a-Mist (Nigella damascena) should be
sown in preference to N. hispanica. Jt is an annual
easily raised from seed sown in tlio spring, and a
short row might be sown in the kitchen or reserve
garden to supply cut flowers. Tliough il is not
fragrant nor showy like the Sweet Pea, it is a
singularly beautiful annual, the bluish llowers
nestling in a bed of mossy growth, and suggesting
the common Englisli name. It is one of tliose old
favourites tliat with the increased attention given
to hardy plants and annuals has not been over-
looked.

Nastuetiums or Tropieolums are annuals that
always have been grown largely, and arc good sub-
stitutes for the zonal Pelargonium. Their great
failing is tliat after July is over they quickly lose
their beauty, a fortniglit or three weeks turning a
gay block of colour into a flowerlc>s patch. This
was evident in the year 1887, when the trial of

Nasturtiums took place in the Royal Horticultural
Gardens at Chiswick. In that memorably hot and
dry July the Nasturtiums were at their best, but
after that month they quickly lost their former
beauty. It is here that the zonal Pelargoniums
have an advantage. They show no such ephemeral
character as the annuals. A few years ago, when
the gardens were worth seeing for the many in-

teresting features of flower gardening, there used to
be a long line of a Nasturtium named Bedfont Rival,

a scarlet-flowered variety, and one of the freest we
ever remember. The rich mass of flowers quite hid
the abundant leafage. I cannot find its name in
the one or two catalogues I have looked through,
but it should not be dropped out. Unfortunately,
it never came true from seed, and so cuttings were
resorted to for perpetuating it. These struck very
freely in a little warmth. Last year, of course, can
be taken as no criterion of the value of the
Nasturtiums. The plants made an extraordinary
amount of leafage and produced very few flowers,
thus showing what, of course, was well known be-
fore, that the Nasturtium revels in sun and a dry
soil. As many are now purchasing seeds, it may
be useful to give the names of those varieties that
proved the best of those on trial in the Chiswick
Gardens. Nine sorts were selected, and these were
Empress of India, very compact in growth, the
flowers rich scarlet; Tom Thumb Peari, pale yellow;
caeruleum roseum, reddish purple ; Tom Thumb
Beauty, scarlet; Tom Thumb, crimson ; Tom Thumb,
yellow; and Crystal Palace Gem, yellow, blotched
with crimson. To amateurs who have no glass, the
Nasturtiums, both dwarf and climbing kinds, are of
immense value. They are as showy as bedding
plants, and easily raised from seed.

CoENPLoWEE (Centaurea cyanus).—The Corn-
flower has been used in many beautiful arrange-
ments in the flower garden. Its lovely blue flowers
can be worked into the choicest wreaths, bouquets,
or posies, and the plants can be easily raised from
seed if this is sown in the open ground in April.
If it is desired to have extra strong plants and early
flowers, a sowing should be made at once under
glass in heat and the seedlings potted on. Harden
them well previous to planting out. The bright blue
variety should be grown in preference to the rose,
purple or striped kinds, but the white is indispens-
able. A sowing should be made in an odd spot for
the supply of flowers for decoration to prevent the
plants in the flower garden being spoilt by con-
tinual cutting. As we are mainly dealing with
annual flowers, it is almost out of place to mention
the perennial C. montana, but we do so to bring it

into notice. It and its several varieties flowered
magnificently last year.

Mignonette should also be sown in quantify,
as it is always in demand for tlie drawing-room.
Reseda odorata pyramidalis, one of Messrs. A'il-

morin's strains, is a splendid type, the spikes strong,
bold, and the flowers very sweet. A bed of stan-
dard Roses, where there is unfortunately any of
these in the garden, may be made less ugly "by a
carpet of Mignonette. Clumps in the border, 'by
the margin of the shrubbery, or a bed wholly de-
voted to itwill not be too much of a flower every-
body loves.

C^arkias, Candytufts, Night - scented Stock,
Godetias, and Viscarias are a few more annuals
that are of unusual beauty when grown properly,
which, unfortunately, in many gardens is not tlie
case. A row of the Night-.scented Stock near the
windows of llie principal rooms will exhale a
pleasant fragrant^' in the evening wlien the flowers
arc fully open. ('.

up those they have at home and let the committee
accept no man's declaration, but judge for them-
selves.—A. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 691.
THE SOCOTRAN BEGONIAS.

(with a coloukei) plate of b. .JOHN heal.*)

When Begonia socotrana flowered for the first

time in England in 1881, its probable useful-

ness as a garden plant was at once perceived.
Botanically, this species is interesting from it.s

occurring in such an out of-the-way place as the
island of Socotra, thousands of miles removed
from the haimts of any other known Begonia.
It also possesses characters of an exceptional
kind in the form of its tubers, of its foliage, and
the persistence of its flowers.

In The Gabden, 1882 (Vol. XXI., p. 1G2), a
coloured plate of B. socotrana was published,
and it was then stated that, from the wide
difference between the characters of this and
the Andean species of Begonia, a cross between
the two, however desirable, seemed at least doubt-
ful of achievement. No cross had been eft'ected

between the evergreen and tuberous kinds, nor
yet between tlie latter and the South African
tuberous species, of which B. cafl'ra is an
example. The distinct B. Martiana (gracilis)

has since thtn been crossed with one of the

The blue Primrose.— Mr. Douglas cxhil.ils
his customary generosity of spirit and large-heart cd-
ncss in his recent reference to my blue Primrose.
Nothing can be more unfair on the part of members
of the floral coiiiniiftce than to declare they have
quite as good at home as the subject exhibited be-
fore them, and thus discount the greater honest v
of other members who regard this, that, or the other
a.s a distinct and beautiful novelty. As I shall ex-
hibit the Primrose again at the meeting on llie 12lli
inst., I invite Mr. Douglas or anyone else to bring

Begonia 50i;uUiiria, .sLuwuig liabit cl plaut.

Andean seedlings, notably by Mr. Cooper,
gardener to the Ivight Hon. .Joseph Clianiber-

lain, M.P. , in whose garden some distinct and
pretty hybrid Begonias have been raised. How-
over, nothing is so likely to liappen as tlie un-
expected, and in tlie pretty Begonia figured in

the accompanying plate we have the iir.st un-
doubted hybrid raiscil from B. socotrana and
one of the Andean seedlings.

B. socotrana, illustrations of which we liero

give, was discovered by I'rofessor Bayky
Balfour in the island of Socotra in 1860, and he
sent a few bulbils of it to Kew, along with other
jilaiits collected in that island and at Aden. A
batch of about twenty jilants of tho Begonia
was raised. Tlie.se flowered in Hie winter of

1881, wlien a figure was prepared for the
llntdniciil M(iii<i'.iiu' and for Tin-: Ci.\iu>i;.\. Tlie

plants then passed into the Lauds o{ tlio Messrs.
Veitcli, who distill lilted thcui the year follow-

ing. But B. sucotiiviia lias not become pojiuhir

in gardens, notwitlistanding its many excellent

* Ihiiwii forTHK Gahdex in Messis. Veitch's nur-
sery by H. G. Moon, November 20, 1868. Lithe-
grnphed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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qualities as a winter-flowering plant. At Kew Adonis is more robust than B. John Heal, the foliage
it has continued to be grown in quantity, and being larger, and the flowers, which are all male,
during mid-winter its bright rosy flowers are

' are almost as large again, or 3 inches in diameter

;

very attractive. It is easily grown, is dwarf, they are of a pleasing soft rose colour, paler towards

the leaves are a healthy green, and it blossoms ''^"^ centre, and arranged on graceful arching pe-

very freely, the flowers lasting several weeks ^uncles. This variety was certificated by the Royal

Cut and placed in water they have been known Horticultural Society in 1887.

to keep fresh more than a fortnight. T^ulike all

other Begouias, this species retains its flowers
even after tliuy liave withered, a character
which cultivators of Begonias well know how to
appreciate.

The success of the Jlessrs. Veitch in plant-
breeding has been most marked, not only
amongst Orchids, but in almost all horticultural
departments in wliich hybridisation has been
efl'ected. Mr. John Heal, to whose skilful

manipulation we owe many beautiful seedlings

B. Winter Gem is the best of the trio, and is a
most beautiful flowering plant, possessing all the
attractions of the best of the Andean race, with the
useful habit of flowering in winter. It was obtained
by hybridising the flowers of B. socotrana with
pollen from a crimson-flowered Andean variety. In
habit it is not unlike the first-named parent, but it is

more compact ; the peduncles are not so lax, and
the flowers are large, of good substance, and of a
deep carmine, almost crimson, colour.

No doubt these three hybrids will form the
nucleus of a race of Begonias which is certain to

and hybrids, and to whom we are indebted for prove of the greatest possible value. The accom-
the following particulars, fertilised the flowers ! plishment of this is now only a matter of time,
of B. socotrana with pollen ^

!' '''''"'
' '

from a tuberous variety called

Viscountess Doneraile, and
obtained as a result one seed-

ling. This flowered iu 1885,
and was named John Heal.
It was awarded a first-class

certificate at South Kensing-
ton in the same year. All the

plants distributed under this

name liave been raised from
cuttings of this one plant, as,

curiously enough, no female
flowers have been produced
by this hybrid, so that seed-

lings of it have been impos-
sible. Mr. Heal suggests that

no doubt the absence of female
flowers accounts for the length
of 'time the male flowers re-

main on the plants. He also

states that after exhibiting

the first plant at South Ken-
sington he cut ofl" all the

flowers and kept them in

water till the next fortnightly

meeting, when they were
again exhibited and were
quite fresh. This suggests

the usefulness of the flowers

in bouquet - making and for

vases, &o.

In habit B. John Heal is

intermediate between its two
parents, attaining a height of

about 9 inches, branching
naturally and freely, the

leaves obliquely heart shaped
(not peltate, as in B. soco-

trana), and bright green.

The flowers are borne loosely

on graceful peduncles well

above the foliage, every stem developing ' We have already several very distinct and useful
flowers. Strong plants bear as many as twelve races of Begonia, viz., the Rex section, a glorious
flowers on each peduncle ; they are aljout \\ race of ornamental-leaved plants now very much
inches in diameter, elegant in structure, their neglected; the tuberous or Andean section ; the
colour being bright rosy carmine. Each flower semperflorens section, a group which promises
continues fresh about eighteen days and then to soon become valuable for the stove in winter

Begonia socotraua, showing flowers and leaf.

shrivels. No stakes are required fcir the sup-
port of the plants, which is a relief to those
who know what a disfigurement stakes often are

iu the summer-flowering Begonias. The plants
commenced to bloom in the second week of last

September, and were gay with flowers till the
middle of January. In gardens away fnun
London some plants bloomed up till thi^ middle
of Februai'y.

B. Adonis was Mr. Heal's next success. This was
the result of fertilising flowers of a large-flowered
Andean variety with pollen from B. John Heal. B.

—indeed, we have already several first-rate

flowering plants in this section ; the octopetala
section, the first of wliich was lately figured in

The G.MiDEN (see p. 125); .-uid the Soccitran

section. We are gradually tiiuling out tlie im-
mense value (if many of the Begonias as garden
plants.

The culture of B. Joliii Heal and ils two
allies is simple enough. The plants go to rest

as soon as the flowers are over, and they remain
dormant till July, when growth I'eeommenccs.
The tubers are then shaken out of the old soil

and repotted, 5-inch pots being used, and one
tuber is placed in each pot. The soil should be
the same as that used for ordinaiy Begonias.
If a stock is wanted, the shoots, if removed and
treated as cuttings as soon they get long
enough, wiU soon root, and make nice flowering
plants the same season. Even the smallest
plants bloom when the flowering time arrives.

A warm greenhouse or intermediate house suits

them, and they should have all the light possible.

W.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAJT.

THINNING GRAPES.
Resuming my remarks (p. ICl) upon judicious
thinning not only for quality of fruit, but also
for the preservation of the health and vigour of
the tree, I may say there is not under high culti-

vation a single genus which does not require
this attention. It is not a little amusing, when
turning over the pages of an illustrated cata-
logue, to find the chief recommendation of some
particular fruit centred in its extreme fertQitj'

;

in the tree's ability to set in one spring as much
fruit as any sensible man would allow it to carry
to maturity iu twenty years. Without going
out of my way, I will take the Kelsey Plum,
figured the other day in The Garden, as an ex-
amijle. It may be a very good variety and
worthy of extensive cultivation in this country,
but its great fertility does not enhance its value,
as we frequently see the Victoria, the Per.»hore,
and other Plums quite as thickly studded, whilst
some of the Damsons completely break down
with the weight of fruit clustering upon their
twigs and branches. Peaches, again, sometimes
set two or three dozens of fruit on shoots 2 feet
in length, and half a dozen on a single spur, but
no good gardener thinks of accepting Nature's
lavish gift; therefore, he reduces the crop to an
extent that will ensure quality and maintain the
vigour of the tree. This wonderful fertility is

met with every year both under glass and in
the open air, and as many people take this great
wiDingness as an extra quality, a few seasonable
hints may not be lost upon those given to over-
cropping. The thinning of bush fruits is hardly
ever practised, and yet we know (juite well that
half the quantity would result in equal weight
and finer quality, whilst over-cropping in old
orchards has been of the greatest benefit to our
colonial rivals.

Grapes, again, now grown by thousands <it

tons, must bo up to the highest mark, other-
wise they are quite unsaleable. Sound, liealthy
Vines which have not been over-cropped in pre-
ceding years frequently show about six times
the number of bunches they should be allowed
to carry to maturity, and set best when at least
three-fmirths of them are takeu ofl' before the
most forward come into flower. Indeed, st)

fruitful is the Vine and so unwilling the hand
of the c/u/, that in many instances the most
careful over-crop and repent at leisure. It is

impossible to say how many bunches a Vine
should carry to keep it iu hi'althy vigour, for
we iiuist not overlook the fact that under-
cropping, next to over-cropping, if po.ssible,

should be avoided. Some (irape growers make
a start by reducing the clusters to one on each
.spur, but this is a very heavy crop indeed, and
out of all proportion to the foliage, no matter
how good and plentiful it may be. Therefore, in
the case of free setters, one-third of these at
least shoulil ho removed, if not before, certainly
so soon as they are out of flowr and the best
clusters can be decided upon. The great ten-
dency on the part of young beginners and
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aniateurh, mistrustful of themselves, is the

postponement of work which they know quite

well must come, and this waste of strength tells

upon the Vines throughout the season. Grapes,
moreover, so treated often shank or fall short in

bloom and colour, two points for which size

cannot compensate, though they be larger than
those of the islands of the Archipelago or
Damascus. This, however, is not the only
drawback, for, independently of the fact that a

great number of bunches left on the Vine
whUst reducing the quality to second-rate, do
not in the aggregate weigh more than half the
number swelled and finished to perfection.

Light cropping, on the other hand, particularly

in the case of vigorous j-oung Vines, is not good
practice, as they are liable to become gross,

when the ripening of the wood and buds
becomes difficult. I know a very clever grower
who allows IJ lbs. to each foot run of rod the
first year and increases the weight as the Vines
attain age—his guide, a very good one, being
their ability to make jilenty of laterals through
the stoning period. The stoning stage is rather
late for reducing the crop, but finding the laterals

have come to a stand, better late than never, I

would make the attempt, coupled with the
resolve to crop lighter in future. When the
bunches have been reduced to the proper num-
ber, there comes the process of

Thinning the berries, a tedious and delicate

operation, or art, which can only be attained by
great practice and a thorough acquaintance not
only with the diflerent sections, but also with
certain Vines of the same variety. As no two
sections require precisely the same style of

thinning, whilst not unfrequently two Vines of

some particular variety growing within a few
feet of each other differ widely in structure of

cluster and size of berry, the first qualification

on the part of the operator is a thorough ac-

quaintance with their capabilities. If we take
tlie Hamburgh as met with in three or four
vineries, we find some producing loose bunches
of medium-sized berries which require moderate
thinning, others producing large shouldered
bunches which set thickly and swell their

flattened, hammered berries half as large again
as their neighbours. As uniform manipulation
in these two cases would residt in the bunches
on the first being made too thin, or tho.'e on the
second too crowded, I need not repeat, the num-
ber of I'erries retained nmst be considerably
greater in the first than in the second.

The proper time to thin is immediately after

all free-setting varieties are out of flower and
the berries are about the size of swan shot.

Muscats and others which require artificial fer-

tilisation should have a little more time, and
when the perfect berries take the lead those left

behind should, as far as practicable, be removed,
as stoneless berries never take the second swell-

ing. A few small berries, it may be urged, are

better tlian a blank or gap, but I have found
that a bold attack on tliese generally leads to a
thinly set bunch of Musciits becoming qiiite full

j

enough. Lady Downe's, Alicante, Gnjs Colman, !

and Gros Maroc should be thinned initil there is

no danger of binding, otherwise, the fir.st three
being essentially winter Grapes, their keeping
tliruugli the dark, danqi montlis will be ex-

tremely doubtful. Early and summer Grapes
that are uu(ler-thinne<l do not suffer so much as

tlic preceding, but these, when thoroughly ac-

quainted with their peculiarities, a good practi-

cal hand will thin to a berry.

When well thiinied a bunch of Grapes should
contain as many perfectly feriilisitd berries as

will form a conqiact cone, neither tight enougli

to bind, nor loose enough to spread and expose

the stalks when cut and placed upon the exhibi-

tion board or dessert table. If tying up the
shoulders to increase the size of the bunch is in

favour, this operation should precede thinning,

at least this is my experience, and I have built

up Hamburghs until they have weighed 4 to

lbs. a bunch when ripe, and I have been
obliged to pass a piece of string round the buried
stalks before I could venture to detach them
from the Vines. As Grapes should never be
touched by the flesh or hair, either of whicli

may destroy the bloom and produce rust, the

operator should use a short forked stick about
(5 inches long for keeping the bunch steady and
lifting the shoulders ; then with his scissors,

guided by a deft hand and a quick eye, he must
trim and shape if necessary, sweep away all

stoneless berries, and well open the centre.

The outside berries, left until last, may then be
regulated to a nicety, and the first thinning will

be finished. Having shown that the bunches
and berries vary, I cannot advise as to the num-
ber of the latter which should be taken or left,

but from a well set cluster of the large-berried,

short-stalked Hamburgh containing say 100, I

have taken sixty, and the forty left have formed
a perfect bunch. These figures must not, how-
ever, be taken as a guide, as much depends
upon the structure of the bunch, the mode of

shouldering, and the high or ordinary degree of

cultivation. The tyro, therefore, having his

spurs to win should commence early, proceed
with caution, and go overall good-sized bunches
tliree times, the first, immediately after they
are set ; the second, after they are stoned ; and
finally when they commence the last swelling.

Early in the morning and towards evening,when
the body is cool and free from perspiration, are

the best times for thinning. Morning, how-
ever, is to be preferred, as the house as well as

the body at that time is cool and free from
moisture.

Pears on the ftuince stock.— I quite agree
with tlie opinion quoted from Mr. Saunders's paper
read at the Chi.swick conference as to the desira-

bility of growing Pears on the Quince stock, espe-

cially with a clay subsoil if early fruiting is ex-

pected. To enlarge the axiom, I add a couplet of

my own which lieads my Pear book :

—

That thope who plant Pears
Grow frviit for their heirs,

Is a maxim our grandfathers knew
;

But folks have learnt since
If you gnift on the Quince,
The fiuit will develop for ym.

— G. J. Blomfield, Kortmi llectory, Stolte-undcr-

Ilam, Soiiienet.

Cordon Pear trees.—The demand for these
has been very good this year. That is good news,
as it shows tliat not only are various Pear growers
desirous of testing more varieties, and perhaps
better ones than they can wlien only large trained
trees are grown on walls, but they also wish to

furnish a wall more quickly. The removal of some
huge trained trees, perhaps forty years old and
thoroughly worn out, leaves a big gap whicli it is

desirable to fill speedily. A young trained tree

will lie long in doing it, and if a cou])le of riders be
added, they jnove rather costly witliout being ]iernia-

nent. But a dozen or so of pood cordi>n trees al-

most furnish the wall at once, and give also, perhaps,
three or four or even more varieties. No wonder
cordon trees have l>eeonie so popular.—A. D.

The fruit tree season.—Very good business
seems to liave been done by the nursery trade in

trees this winter, favoured no doulit to some ex-

tent by the comparatively open nature of tlie sea-

son, and hi'lped .-ilso l)y tlu' enecuiragenient given
by the thorough soaking with nioislure tlic ground
has received. We need not fear drought again for

a year or two at least, and ncwiy-plantod trees will

almost certainly make good growth. It is interest-

ing and pleasant also to learn that the chief trade

has been done with old customers. That shows
that the old growers have still ample faith in fruit

culture. If new growers are few, it is better that
they should come in slowly than in a rush. Fruit
growing is not learnt in a year or two, and behind
fruit growing there lies the not less difficult rock
of selling fruit profitably; hence, it is best that new
growers for market should be both slow and sure.

—

A. D.

IS GRAFTING WRONG '.

Is reply to this question, three correspondents

(pp. 173, 17-1) are finite unanimous that it is at

all events, if not always, at least very often

wrong. This is after all a great gain. Mr.
Coleman (p. 173) frankly acknowledges at the
outset that grafting has " of late years been
sadly abused." Again, Mr. Barker (p. 174) says

"it is more often made use of than is needed,
and frequently to the subsequent detriment of

the plant ;

'' while " H. P." (page 174) says

"grafting is at the present day undoubtedly
carried to a very great excess;" in a word, all

condemn grafting to some extent, but we are

not told how we are to improve. Let us frankly

get rid of the notion that the magic of grafting

has any ennobling or improving power, as the old

authors pretended to believe. If this were
really the case, as Mr. Barker states (p. 174),

we, in order to be logical, should graft our
Gooseberries and Currants just as we do our
Plums and Pears. But there can be no proof
of grafting adding to the flavour or abundance
of fruits, unless own-root fruit trees are grown
side by side with the engrafted ones for actual

comparison. I have never said that grafting

shoukl be totally abolished, but I firmly believe

that if it were abolished to-morrow, other anil

better methods of plant propagation and fruit

tree culture would be the result. Of course I

know that no custom, however bad it may be,

can be sudelenly done away with without serious

inconvenience and loss at the time, and after all

those changes are best which come slowly, but
it is something to have our eyes opened to the

fact that grafting, if not altogether bad, is

neither the best nor the only way. One point

in Mr. Coleman's defence of grafting is more
eloquent than all else beside. Of cour.se, if

grafting is of any real "use to man" in the
garilen it is in fruit culture, and yet Mr. Cole-

man relies on its results as shown by a few
merely ornamental coniferous trees— trees that

are comparatively useless in our gardens.

Looked at from the beautiful only point of

view even, they are very poor beside our native

Oaks or Scotch Firs, which really fit perfectly

into our landscapes. After all, of what real
" use to man " are a few ornamental Fir trees

compared with the Apple crop of England or of

America or Northern Europe f What a blessing

it is that some at least of our be»st fruits, such as

Grapes, Pine apples. Gooseberries, Currants,

Rasjiberries, and Strawberries, are never, or
need not ever be grafted ; and when we consider

tropical fruits, scarcely any (except the Mango)
are grafted, and yet their liixuriauee, profusion,

and delicious flavour arc all there. In .Tam.iica

and in many otiier tropical lands eastward as

well as westward, the Mango sows itself, and
|

the result is an infinite variety. Is it not a
'

blessing that sueli noble fruit trees as Date
Palms, Cocoa-nuts, I'ine-apples, and Bananas
cannot lie grafted ?

Mr. Barker is evidently still a believer in the

hardy or vigorous-rooted stock, foigetful of the

f.act that a headed-otf stock, liowever naturally

vigorous, is eiitirelj' over-ruled by the scion

wiu-ked upon it (see p. lo'J), and that of the two
evils the lesser one is produced by grafting a
strong-growing scion on a stiick more dwarf
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growina; or finer textured than itself in habit.

When he asserts that " many fruits, too, by the

operation of grafting are improved in flavour

and rendered more prolific by reason of the extra

strength which is infused into them,'' he forgets

that the reverse of all this is far more often the

rule (see conclusions Nos. 3 and 4). How
"extra strength infused into them" can improve
the flavour of any fruit it is difficult to see, if,

as he says further on, " the smallest and weakest
seedlings invariably produce the best varieties."

The vigour of a headed-oft' stock is almost, if

not entirely, regulated by the leafage of the
scion, and the notion that excellence of any
kind is the result of weakness is one I do not
believe, my own idea being that all weakly
habited plants are better on the rubbish tire

than causing trouble, expense, and ultimate loss

in the garden.

But granted that grafting is not all bad,

where are we to draw the line, as Mr. Coleman
says, and how are we to get the attendant evils

of " bad work " and " unsuitable stocks," &c.,

remedied / I say by employing grafting as

little as possible, and ultimately 1 believe it will

rarely be employed at all. Here is an example
of the manner in which stocks and grafting are

upheld by the best authorities. We are told

that, "An impoi-tant factor in the successful

culture of the Pear, as gathered from the

returns, is the use of the Quince stock, which
from its surface-rooting character is more
directly amenable to the attentions of the

cultivator " (Pear Conference Report, p. 9). Of
course it does not follow that the Quince stock

is thus proved to be the best and only way to

grow good Pears. Quite as good Pears are

grown on free or Pear stocks as over were
grown on Quince stocks, and the weak logic in

the above extract is in attributing to the stock

that which ought, of course, to have been
credited to the other " attentions of the culti-

vator.'' Reckless statements about stocks of

this kind, or truisms like the following : "The
best fruits are produced where the greatest

care is bestowed " (Pear Conference Report,

p. !t), are not calculated to advance or stimulate

thought or inquiry. What can we expect if

this is the best teaching as advanced by the

Royal Horticultural Society of England .' If

ever we are to improve and advance tlie garden
practices of to-day, we must at least be logical,

and not attribute effects to the wrong cause.

When we come to Apple stocks, it is as yet

quite an open question as to the best stock, i.e.,

whether "gribbles" (i.e., seedling Apples from
pips), the Crab, or the Paradise or D.ouciu.

And as in the case of both Apples and Pears, no
one can say whether trees on their own roots

would not be better than either. If, as Mr.
Coleman says, we could deprive the nurserymen
of their stocks for a few years they would soon

give us trees on their o«-n roots, which might or

might not, in some instances, be better than

grafted trees, but at any rate we should really

know the facts of the case, which at present we
do not know. By all means let us use grafting

in the best known way until some better way
is discovered, but do not let us sit down and
placidly accept grafting in any of its phases as

the best and only way.

I am inclined to think that of all the forms

of grafting now practised in Europe and America,

what is known as " root-grafting " will be ulti-

mately recognised and found to be the best plan,

as has been before suggested by M. .lean Sisley

(p. Ill), and corroborated by " H. P." (p. 17-1).

It has many advantages, and tlie main one is

that it allows the scion the option of rooting

and shifting for itself. In America it is, I

believe, quite a common thing to splice-graft

Apples on young and small seedling stocks cut

off near the root. This is done at the fireside

during winter, and after the grafts are tied on,

they are buried in sand in a cellar until sprmg
and then planted out, the top of the scion with

a bud or two only appearing above the ground.

Van Mons, who did so much for fruit culture

on the Continent, long ago considered root-

grafting the most complete of all methods, be-

cause (1) the smallest quantity of the stock is

used, (2) because the lower part of the scion

being planted in the ground throws out fibres

from that portion, and so at last is actually

growing on its own roots 1 As a rearer of seed-

ling Pears, Van IMons was well known fifty

years ago or more, and it is recorded that Pear
trees reared on his plan fruited the third year

from seeds. After this one need not heed the

silly old proverb that " He who plants Pears,

plants for his heirs.' One of the good points of

root grafting is that, as a surgical operation,

it seldom fails. This is partly due to the

burial of the grafted portion in the soO, where
it is kept in a moist and genial state, and not so

subject to alternations of heat and cold, or of

drought and wet, as are scions grafted in the

ordinarj' manner.

Our position now is this :

—

1. Grafting is very often badly done, unsuit-

able stocks are frequently employed, and so far,

at all events, grafting is wrong.

2. Of all form.s of grafting, root-grafting is

most successful and the best, as it allows the

scion ultimately to throw out roots of its own.

3. The old notion of grafting a weakly or

delicate variety on to a more vigorous headed-
off stock is wrong in principle, and very often

leads to bad results in practice, for reasons

above stated.

4. The least of two evils is to graft strong-

growing scions on dwarf, closer grained, or sur-

face-rooting stocks, as Pears on Quince stocks,

Apple on Nonsuch, Paradise or Doucin, Cherry
on Mahaleb, cfcc, such trees, however, requir-

ing more constant cultural attention than the

same varieties as worked on seedling Pears,

Apples, or Gean stocks.

5. Granting that grafting is in some cases ex-

pedient, yet it remains an unnatural makeshift
or i-ham, and has led, and still leads, to an
enormous loss of growth force or energy in our
gardens.

6. In a word, while grafting is, so far as mere
.stock raising is concerned, very convenient, it

may also under its best conditions (viz., suitable

stocks and root-grafting) be expedient and u.se-

ful, yet at the present time it is by no means
proven that in many cases own-root fruit trees

would not equal or surpa.<is grafted ones in

fertility and durability. At any rate, is it not
in.structive to find that root-grafting is the best

plan, assuming for the moment that gralted are

better than own-rooted fruit trees !

For the present let us agree to limit the ques-

tion to fruit trees, and it is yet open for anyone
to prove that grafting Iruit trees is the best, or

the only perfect way.

—

Scion.

A few pessimists have lately thought proper
to condemn wholesale the pnnciples of grafting

upon grounds contrary to the true and lasting inte-

rests of the subjects operated upon, but until

stronger evidence is published than that at present

offered, and practical results can be pointed to from
other superior methods of propagation, I for one
decline to accept these unproven theories—that is, so

far as hardy fruit trees are concerned. That there

are abuses in grafting as in everything else human
I freely admit, but this wholesale and sweeping
condemnation is ridiculous, and, judging from gene-

ral and every-day residts, it is safe to say that

grafting will never be as defunct as these pessimists

prognosticate. Take, for instance, standard Apple
or other fruit trees as prepared by budding or graft-

ing and sent out from any good nursery ; follow

these trees through the hands of skilful and ex»

perienced cultivators (the adjectives are important)
for say twenty years or more, and compare the re-

sults with any other known or adrised methods of

raising (budding excepted, the sameprinciples being
followed), such as layers, cuttings, or seedlings. The
latter are well known to generally produce 99 per cent,

little superior to Crabs, besides taking many years to

prove. Of course it is advisable to experiment to a
moderate extent with the hope of raising superior

varieties. The trees above recommended will be
found to grow vigorously, to fruit fairly, climatic

influences permitting, and to live to a good old age.

In fact, I have found no plan superior to grafting in

all my experience, the great desire being to work
up by any and every best possible means for perma-
nent planting a large stock of the most select

kinds. Our American competitors having been al-

luded to, will some correspondent kindly give their

methods of expeditious raising '. — W. Cbump,
Madresjield, Cmirt.

In The Garden, Feb.l6(p.l52),"F.W.B."
says, "Grafting, apart from its direct and immediate
evils, has actually been the means of suppressing
attempts at creating or raising improved or more
suitable varieties of fruit trees from seed. Stones of

Peaches, Apricots and Plums, and seeds of all other
fruit trees should be carefully selected and sown
in every English garden worthy of the name.'
There can be no doubt as to the Peach and other

fruit trees succeeding as well or possibly better

upon their own roots than upon the roots of any
other plant. Supposing the above advice was
acted upon and new and improved varieties raised,

the next question which presents itself is, which is

the best and most expeditious method of increasing

the same, in order that they may be sent out or

distributed to the public ? Should the usual mode
of propagating such trees, that is, budding and
grafting, be discontinued, the only other methods
of increasing the same would be by means of layers

or cuttings, and these modes of increase, it is to be
feared, would be found somewhat slow, and one
result would be that nurserymen would not be able

to offer to the public fruit trees at anything like

the present price.

I think that the entire discontinuance of the
operations of budding and grafting would be an
extreme measure, which is not likely to take place

very soon. The discussion of the subject in the
columns of The Garden may tend, however, to

desirable results, inasmuch as it may lead to more
careful and judicious selection of stocks fcr the
various kinds of fruit trees. Instead of, as at pre-

sent, as stated at p. 149, using as seed for the pur-

pose of raising Apple stocks the waste or refuse

from the cider miUs,&c., let the most suitable stock be
used for each variety of fruit tree. Where this is

strictly adhered to, we may see less of the unsightly
bulged excrescences which indicate only too truly

the ill assorted union of the stock and the scion.

The Peach (Persica vulgaris) came originally from
Persia, while the Plum (Prunus domestica) is a
native of Britain, so that it is not unreasonable to

suppose that the robust and hardy Plum may not
be well suited to imite with the more delicate and
tender Peach or Apricot. As to the expectation of

securing improved varieties of fndt from the pro-

miscuous sowing of seed, this would most likely

result in a considerable amount of disappointment,
as after growing and training seedling plants for

several years, before their merits (if any) could be
ascertained, it would often be found that they are
comparatively worthless, or, at all events, inferior

to existing varieties.

In endeavouring to secure improved varieties,

success would be more likely to attend the judicious

fertilising of even a few blooms, and the careful

sowing of the seeds produced by the same.— P. G.

A wrong issue is raised by this question,

which, if anything, should read, " Is standard graft-

ing wrong .'
" It may be in some catcs, but why
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object to grafting in toto if it affords a ready

means of getting desirable varieties of fruit trees

on their own roots (if sucti are preferred) by
collar-grafting the scion, as own-root Koses are

obtained by budding low down on the stock ? It

seems rather late in the day to question the utility

of a practice that has been universally adopted and

approved of from the times of Pliny, Columella,

Cicero, and Horace.—W. M.

STORING APPLES.

r WAS pleased to see a note on this subject in Tjie

Gabden, Feb. 23 (p. 164), advocating the packing

of Apples in barrels direct from the tree. The
old-fashioned way of storing is, doubtless, one of

the worst that can be devised for keeping a supply

for spring use. It answers very well up to Christ-

mas or a month after, but when the most difficult

time for gardeners to keep the supply up arrives,

owing to the scarcity of all other home-grown
fruits, the stock of Apples is either exhausted or so

much dried up and shrivelled as to be worthless

for either cooking or dessert. It is true that a few
sorts like Northern Greening and Norfolk Beaufin

are so hard that they defy the drying effects of the

atmosphere, but the delicate skinned Apples cannot

stand the single layer plan on airy shelves, which
is certainly not the way to keep the juices of the
fruit from wasting. If Apples are ever to be grown
in sufficient quantity for home consumption, it is

obvious that they must be carefully stored.

In Kent, where Apple and Hop growing are

carried on by the same farmers, the usual plan is

to dispense with Apple stores altogether and
utilise the Hop-drying houses that are standing
empty in winter, and on the floor of these the

Apples are put in large heaps and covered with
soft straw. The most beautiful Wellingtons I have
ever seen have been stored in this way, and when
taken out at this season invariably realised good
prices, no matter how plentiful or cheap they had
been in the preceding autumn.

In Hampshire there are large gardens attached to

some of the old cottages in rural districts with fine

old Apple trees of such kinds as the Deux Ans that

has a local reputation, and in good Apple years

the trees bear large crops, but owing to lack of

accommodation for storing in the orthodox way, the
owners usually sell the whole crop to dealers who
buy them up at gathering time for half their value.

A friend of mine residing in that locality advised

his workmen to get barrels and treat the fruit the

same as Mr. Crump does, viz., by filling the barrels

under the tree and then placing them close to-

gether in a shed and covering with straw in severe

weather. The result was that the owner got the

profit instead of the dealer. What is the use of

growing early, mid-season, and late Apples if all are

picked and sent to market direct from the tree?

The result is that the price is ruinously low for a few
weeks, while Apjdes that ougVit to fetch 8s. to 10s. per

bushel are being hawked about on costermongers'
barrows at less than half tliat price, and when the
time comes for them to sell well they are not to be
had for love or numey. J. Groom.

Gosjiort.

Peach having been used with which to fertilise the

flower. The record is in Hort. Trans., vol. iii.,

p. 1, where a coloured illustration of the resulting

fruit is given. Mr. Knight, in his letter which

accompanies the plate, says he long before had

entertained the opinion that the common Almond
and the Peach tree constituted only a single species,

and that the Almond might, under proper culture

through successive generations, be ultimately con-

verted into a Peach or Nectarine. The late Mr.

T. Rivers, on whose shoulders the mantle of Knight

seems to have fallen, raised several early Peaches

from the stones of Nectarines, and at least one or

two Nectarines from the stones of Peaches. There

are several authentic records of Nectarines or

smooth-skinned Peaches having been borne on the

same branch with Peaches, and your extract from

the Jlexme Hortlcole is interesting, as showing that

the converse also takes place.—F. W. Bukbidge.

Unsuitable stocks for Peaches.—Mr. John
Webster, writing from Gordon Castle to the Gar-
deners' Clironiele, page 213, .sends a sketch of a
gouty Noljlessc Pea('h as grafted on a Damson
.stock. A glance at Mr. Webster's sketch and letter

bears out to a great extent the argument of
" F. W. B." in 'J'liE Garden (page l')2), and in this

and many similar cases not brought to light quite
so clearly there cannot be much doubt as to the
answer to the query, la grafting wrong ? It is

wrong, and often wrongs the gardener ;is well as
his unfortunate fruit trees.—Scio.v.

A Peach from an Almond.—In reference to

tlie mile (in a Neclarine tre(; suddenly bearing ;i

cro]) of I'eaches (page !'>-), kindly allow me to

point out that Thomas Andrew Knight, when presi-

dent of the Horticultural Society of London in

1817, reared a now, soft, and melting Peach from
the stone of a sweet Almond tree, the pollen of a

HARDY FRUITS.
Stbawbeeries.

If established beds from which full crops of fruit

are expected have not been cleared of weeds and
latent runners, advantage must now be taken of

dry days for hoeing and hand-weeding, but on no

account must the fork or spade be introduced. In

a preceding paper I advised the use of soot as a

stimulant to the roots and a destroyer of snails

;

also a liberal dressing of rich vine border soil or

compost for catching the young roots formed
annually and upon which the swelling of fine fruit

mainly depends. If this work was performed a

month ago the beds may be well trampled and
raked down, when they will be ready for the fruit-

preserving layer of litter as it is obtained fresh

from the stable yard. Although we have had a

mild open winter, it is reasonable to hope that we
have done with protracted frost, and may now
venture to tread firmly round the young plants put

out last autumn. This of course may be delayed,

but upon the good old principle of driving the

work, no one should put off until to-morrow the

most trifling operation that can be performed to-

day. This, however, is not a simple operation, as

the Strawberry delights in a solid resisting medium
and seems to be much benefited by the consoli-

dation of the soil.

Plant'mff.—Gronuii that has been well manured
and deeply trenched for spring planting, with strong

runners put out into reserve beds in September,

should now be levelled and drilled one way ready

for their reception. Cross drilling, very shallow of

course, is the proper mode, as the line .set longitu-

dinally then forms the exact spot for each plant,

whilst one or more rows of each sort can be p\it in

in succession. Deep heavv- loam, plenty of room,

and firm planting are essential points, and the more
new soil placed about the roots the better the pro-

gress. When beds are formed upon the block

method, that is in consecutive rows, the plants

should be placed quite 2 feet apart each way, whilst

robust varieties like President and Paxton will not

be the worse for an extra 6 inches between the rows_

RASPBERKIE8

left full length when staked and tied may now be

shortened back to the orthodox height. From
3 feet to 4 feet on light warm soils is quite sufficient,

as fruit a safe distance from the surface derives

great benefit from moist exhalations from the

mulching. Extra strong canes on cold, heavy

loams may be left quite 5 feet and less numerous,

as good ipiality depends upon the free admission of

solar Ileal and fresh air.

The Orchard.

Pla7ifiiif/.— An open winter having been so

favourable, the preparation of the ground for spring

planting should now be in an advanced stage.

Early autumn, no doubt, is the iiest time for )>utting

in fruit trees, as th(^ roots lake to the soil at onee,

and, provided tliey are well protected by a mulch

of manure of good ordinary nmisture-rctaining

power, they require very little attention in the

spring,

clearin,

preparatory work has occupied the dead months,
and planting necessarily has been postponed until

the spring. December and January being con-

sidered the worst months, a dry, mild February
tempts a great number of planters into activity,

but unless the newly disturbed soil is well pul-

verised and in thorough working condition, I have
found the early part of April, just when the buds
are beginning to swell, but little, if at all less suit-

able than October. Indeed, in planting deciduous

or evergreen trees the dormant season, if possible,

should be avoided. Shallow planting, especially

on newly broken ground, is good practice, and
securing to stakes, not only standards, but dwarfs
an<l pyramids, is equally important. We define our

stations by driving the stakes first and planting to

them, as we then avoid bruising the roots, whilst

each tree can be made to sit comfortably against

its support.

Mulchhig.—If this work is still in arrear, no
time must be lost in pushing it to a close. Feeding
mulches should be composed of rich, stimulating

materials, but, like all other diet, two or three meals

at stated intervals as the season advances will be
found preferable to one early heavy dressing, which
may keep the ground cold and wet when solar heat
and air are essential to the bold development of the

flowers and the setting of the fruit. Moisture-hold-

ing mulches, most applicable to newly planted or

strong, thoroughly established fruit-bearing trees,

may be light and comparatively poor, but suffi-

ciently abundant to resist wind and drought until

the foliage produces a certain amount of shade.

Grafting may now be commenced in mild, open
weather, the most forward stocks having prece-

dence. Plums, early Pears, and Cherries claim first

attention. Late Pears and Apples often take best

when grafted in April.

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
Early Fins.—When the fruit upon early pot trees

has completed the first swelling, outward progress

for a period extending over about three weeks will

be imperceptible, but the roots being right, we may
assume good work is going on within. The fiowers,

unlike those of other fruit trees, are confined to the

internal surface. They are male and female, but

whether fertilisation ever takes place is extremely
doubtful, as the best authorities assure us that

English seedlings are unknown. Further, they stale

that the stamens not unfrequently are imperfect,

and yet the fruit swells and ripens. This being the

case, the fruit forcer need not trouble about fertili-

sation or the mythical process of caprifioation,

but the trees, nevertheless, require the greatest at-

tention, as anything approaching dryness at the

roots or great \icissitudes of temperature is sure to

be followed by dropping, when this semblance of

setting is at an end. In dealing with the.'ie tanta-

lising fruits, the first step, as I have pointed out, is

liberal thinning ; then a night temperature ranging

about GO" shouUl be maintained, whilst that by day
may average 70" from fire-heat, and fully 8(i° on
bright days with fresh air anil plenty of atmo-
spheric moisture. Where fermenting material is

used for keeping the roots about 70° or 75°, forcing

not only is safer and easier, but more rapid, as an
extra 5° through the night will do no harm, whilst

that by day may run up to IMi° after closing, not
later than 2 p.m., with tlie shower bath. Being
gross feeders, jiol trees enjoy plenty of rich top-

dressing in tlie form of large rougli ]iieces of

new turf of a light filny nature, bone dust, and
rotten m.anure, not packed tightly, but the reverse,

for much as they revel in warm diluted liquid, it

must ji.ass as freely as it is administered to the roots.

Succcssimis.—Houses in which the trees are

growing in restrictive borders with warm material

packed round the turf walls may be kejit at G()°

to (iO° by night and 10° higher by day, that is from

lire-heat, but the .season being pretty well advanced,

considerable progress witliout hurting lliem may
now be made by closing very early witli sun-heat and
moisture. Syringe well with tepid water and occa-

sionally with sool water twice on fine days, once

But of late, esiiecially since grubbing, ' when the weather is dull, and on no account allow

and renovating came "to the front, this the roots to feel the want of good liquid 5°
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warmer than the mediam in which they are grow-
ing. Stop or cut out all superfluous side shoots, as

nothing can be more b.aneful th.an overcrowding,
at the same time looking well to the proper fur-

nishing with spur wood, that is short pieces with
good points, and laying in all leaders full length,

as these should produce a continuous succession of

the finest fruit thoughout the season.

Cucumbers.
If plants which have been in bearing all the winter

must be retained well into the summer, the time
has now arrived for commencing a course of reno-

vation, by the removal of the old foliage, cutting

back old vines to good breaks, and getting the

trellis covered with fresh healthy shoots free from
insects. This work, as a matter of course, will take

a little time, as it must be performed piecemeal,

and the better to expedite a return to a bearing

condition, the plants, if only one or two at a time,

should be divested of all fruit with the exception
of shows as yet in their infancy. Conjointly with
this manipulation it will be necessary to give the

roots a fresh start, by the replacement of old soil

and top-dressing with fresh compost of a rich rough
turfy character, and thorough renovation of the

fermenting bed. If the weather is anything like

seasonable, a few hours' sun may now be expected
almost every day, and as this is the great talisman

which helps all tropical plants forward, its warmth
should be shut in very early, when plenty of water
at a temperature of 80° to 90° syringed over the

walls and other surfaces will produce conditions

most favourable to rapid progress. If spider has
gained a foothold, it must be taken in hand with a
steady resolve to settle the account quickly, as it

is simply impossible that the plants can support

this pest and produce good fruit. Insecticides are

plentiful enough, and not unfrequently finish up
the work commenced by spider, not because they
are bad, but owing to the e.xtreme tenderness of

the plant, through being used too strong, or, equally

fatal, at the wrong time. A very mild solution of

soft soap, a piece the size of a walnut to 3 gallons

of warm soft water, syringed under and over the

foliage every night for a week, is quite safe and
efficacious, and so is the same quantity of Gishurst

compound, especially when good culture and light

cropping are brought to bear upon the enemy
through the roots and stems. As Cucumbers will

stand strong heat, I would suggest a bottom tem-
perature of 75° to 80°, a night heat ranging from
(35° to 70°, whilst that by day should touch 80°

under gleams of sun, and 85° to i)0° after closing.

Some growers never ventilate, but I like giring a
little air at 7G° if only for half an hour, and grad-

ually increasing it when the temperature can be

maintained at fully 80° at mid-day. Ventilation at

this early season in high exposed situations, I

know, is a most troublesome business, but cutting

wind can be softened by means of a piece of canvas

strained over the openings, whilst hit-and-miss

ventilators close to the ground line and immediately

in front of the hot-water pipes not only are safe,

but the best preventives of canker in the stems.

Spring plants.—Where these were given a good
start in clean houses well furnished with top and
bottom heat from fire and fermenting material

combined, they will now make very rapid progress,

it they have not already touched the wires. If

planted out upon sharp narrow ridges or small

cones of compost, they must be ste.adily supplied

with fresh materials, consisting of light turf, lime

rubble, or charcoal, as the young roots creep through.

A stout, but by no means gross growth being best

calculated to give lasting results, manure should be
avoided and stimulating liquid but sparingly used,

but once they get into bearing, the latter in a mild
form and thoroughly warm may be given alternately

with pure water. The same also may be used for

damping the surface of the bed and for filling up
the evaporating pans after the house is closed for

the day. If all the laterals as they emerged from
the main stems have been pinched at the first leaf

and early fruit is in demand, the second breaks,

which are sure to show, may be allowed to retain

their fruit until one or two of the most promising
can be selected for swelling to maturity, when all

the others, together with male flowers, must be re-

moved. A brace of fruit on each plant is quite

enough for a start, and these should be cut before

they attain full size, as nothing can be more
damaging than allowing them to form seeds. As
growth proceeds, remove all superfluous growths,
lay in the others, and pinch incessantly at the joint

beyond the show, or, space being limited at the

show itself, the moment it can be seen. To carry

out this close stopping well, the plants req\ure

going over every other day at least, but I do not, I

must admit, approve of the plan, as I have always
found thin planting and semi-extension training

not only the most profitable, but the most simple
mode of growing good fruit.

Frame Cucumbers.—I stated some time ago that

the sowing of the seeds in the nursing frame and
the building of the fruiting bed are operations
which should be performed, if possible, on the same
day. If this has been acted upon and the com-
post, in the form of a narrow ridge resting on turves

Grass side downwards, has been put into the frame,

the plants may be put out as soon as it is warmed
through to a temperature of 80°. Years ago clumps

aud better fruit than it would have been passible to

obtain had they been started into growth four, six, or

eight weeks ago.—J. MuiR, ilargam.

Trees and Shrubs.

TOURNEFORTIA CORDIFOLIA.
The genus Toiirnefortia (so named by Linnaus
in honour of the celebrated naturalist Tourne-
furt) is one of the richest in species of tlie natu-

ral family of the Boragineaj. Fully a hundred
of these have been already described, most of

them being natives of the warm regions of botli

the Old and the New World. They all have an
arborescent or shrubby habit, by wliich most of

them can be distinguished at first sight, while

their seeds or fruit are more decidedly drupa-

ceous in character than those of the Heliotropes.

Among the species most frequently met witli

in South America are T. hirsutissima (L.) and
T. polystaohya (Ruiz and Pavon). These form

Tournefortia cordifolia ; natural size.

of these plants were formed in the centre of each

light, but by placing them equi-distant on ridges,

the same number in each light, the frame can be

more quickly filled, as it is not absolutely necessary

to stop the plants at the third or fourth leaf, whilst

the even distribution of the roots is favourable to

better growth and freedom from canker. Steam
from rank manure in the bed or external linings

being the most subtle enemy, as it cannot be seen,

the frames, in the first ]ilace, should be well jointed,

and those parts of the bed not covered by the ridge

should be faced with thick sods to prevents its

entrance. Linings—certainly necessary—may then

be built up with a large degree of safety, but then,

by way of an extra string to the bow. the frame,

when covereil up with mats, should never be left

without a chink of air under each of the lights

throughout the night. W. C.

SIIOUT NOTE.—FRVIT.

Forcing Strawberries.—The present is a good
time to introduce Strawberries to force, especially in

the case of those whose uppliauces are not of the best,

as the rapidly leugtheiiiug days and increasiug sun

heat will cause them to grow freely, aud produce more

tall velvety slirubs, with long leave.s and
rather pretty, large sized corymbs or panicles of
white flowers. Tlie last-named sjieeies is not
uncommon in tlie soutliern jiarts of Eoiador at
an elevation of from SOW feet to 9750 feet

above the sea-level. Closely allied to tliese two
species, but yet distinct from botli, is a third

)
one, discovered by mo in 187(1, and wliicli forms

' the subject of the present notice. 1 did not
succeed at the time in bringing home witli me
any living plants of it, but 1 have since then
grown it in the open air in my garden at La-
croix, Touraine, from seed sent to mo by
M. H. Poortnuin in 1882. The ))Iants flowered
last year, growing vigorously all througli tlie

summer aud attaining a heiglit of upwards of G.}

feet. The species may be described as follows :

—

TouBNEFOBTlA C0RDIK0U.\ (Ed. Andr^), a new
species, forms an erect, very vigorous -growing
slirub, with a stout stem, tlie herbaceous parts of
which, as well as the branches, leaves and iullorcs-

cencp, arc covered with short, stiff hairs. The
Inanchcs ;ire angular, roundish, sliglitly compressed
or faintly furrowed, and, when young, are of a
whitish colour. The leaves are almost all opposite,
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long-stalked, oval-acute, lieart-shaped at the base,

very entire, veined and '^Tinkled, and broadly un-

dulated on tlie margins. Inflorescence very branch-

ing, in terminal and lateTal corymbs ; spikes very
numerous, scoq^ioid, many-flowered ; flowers alter-

nate, sessile. Calyx covered with sliort, stiff hairs
;

tube very short, almost wanting ; divisions lance-

shaped, very narrow, and more than one-third of

the tube of the corolla in length. Corolla

white, with rough hairs on the outside, smooth on
the inside; lobes short, obtusely rounded.

The species which come nearest to the present

one are T. hir.stitissima (Lin.), T. loxensis

(H. B. K.), and T. polystachya (Ruiz and
Pavon), from all of which it is distinguished by
its leaves being heart-sliaped and not attenuated

at the base. One very remarl<able charac-

teristic, almost without parallel in the genus, is

that all tlie leaves of T. cordifolia are opposite,

at least in all tlie plants of it whicli I have
raised ; in tlie otlier species the leaves are alter-

nate, or, in very rare exceptional cases, sub-
opiposite. From this I was almost tempted to

name the species " oppositifolia," but that I

feared my plants might have merely exliibited

an accidental development which it would be
imprudent to regard as a constant specific cha-

racter.

The handsome foliage of T. cordifolia, which
is characterised by a very vigorous growth in

the open air during the summer, entitles the
plant to a good place amongst fine-foliaged sub-
jects. I have measured leaves 16 inches long
on a young i^lant about 5 feet high, and this was
the growth of a few months only. Tlie great
flower-clusters also, which are composed of

corymbs of very numerous small, scorpioid

spikes of white flowers (see illustration), are not
devoid of interest, both from an ornamental
point of view and from the use that might be
made of them for liybridising with the genus
Heliotropium and thus obtaining a progeny pos-
sessing the arborescent habit of the Tournefortias
in combination with the Vanilla - perfumed
flowers of the Heliotrope.

—

Revue Horticole.

Witch Hazel (Hamamelis arborea).— I have
had a cut spray of this Japanese Witch Hazel in

water for the last three weeks, and it is still as
fresh as ever, and forms a very beautiful object in

the dwelling-house. It is equally attractive o>it-

doors. for the frosts we have had during the month
of February have not been sufficiently severe to

injure the blooms, with which the still leafless

branches are thickly covered. The individual
flowers are very curious, being composed of a
number of strangely twisted petals of a bright
yellow tint, while the crimson - coloured calyx
stands out very conspicuously. Though tree-like

in habit, it does not appear likely to attain the
dimensions of a tree. Young plants less than a
yard high will flower freely.—T.

The Elder or Boor tree (Sambucus nigra).

—This is one of the hardiest and most accommodat-
ing of our native plants, growing freely and luxu-
riating even at high altitudes and in exposed situa-

tions, where few other shrubs could exist. Few,
indeed, are the positions in which it cannot live, be
it on the wind-swept hill-side, or where almost
constantly exposed to the saline blasts along our
roughest shores. As a fence and screen plant for
high-lying farms and farm-buildings, the Elder is

of great value, as it grows in such elevated sites
with the greatest freedom, and affords an amount
of shelter that is quite surprising. On the wind-
ward sides of the Welsh moimlain farms, at
nearly 100(1 feet altitude, it grows stout and strong,
and defies the hard-hitting storms to which it is

almost constantly subjected. I'l.-mlcd at .'i feet
apart in partially prepared ground, the plants be-
ing .stout and stocky, and from IS inches to 2 feet
in height, the Boor tree soon forms an excellent
fence, but it requires an annual pruning and trim-

ming to maintain that close and compact habit that
is so desirable. l''or planting on the wind-swept
sea-coast, the Boor tree is an invaluable shrub, as it

grows in such a situation stout and rampant, and
affords just the necessary shelter. Few are the uses
to which the wood of the Boor tree may be applied,
but for skewers it is much in request, and when
fairly dry burns with a clear and steady flame, and
sends out a strong heat. Around the Kentish coast
this plant is in great request on account of the
almost invaluable shelter it affords to more ten<ler-

growing trees and shrubs. From St. Margarets to
Dover it may be seen as the principal fence plant
around the pretty sea-side gardens along the coast.
—A. D. Websteb.

PLANTING TENDER CONIFERS.
While a great many Conifers are quite hardy
in this country, wliatever the soil and situation
may be, there are, on the other hand, some,
and particularly among the Silver Firs, that are
proof against even our most severe winters, and
yet are very liable to be injured by late spring
frosts, in consequence of the season's growth
commencing so early in the year. Abies Webbi-
ana, Pindrow, braoteata and cephalonica may
be named as examples ; indeed, nearly all the
Silver Firs are, to some extent, liable to be
injured in this way. The beautiful Himalayan
Tsuga Brunoniana will scarcely exist in many
parts of England, owing to the injury inflicted

on it by spring frosts. In planting trees of this

character, the jiosition assigned them should
receive due consideration, for they may be often
seen flourishing in one spot, while in another
perhaps not a mile away they will barely exist.

Such being the case, it is evident in planting
these Conifers that the position assigned them
should be such as to retard their growth as much
as possible ; in fact, till the spring frosts are
past. The best situation for such as these is on
well-drained rising ground with a northern
aspect, as there the growth is sturdy and far

better ripened than is the case if the plants are
growing in low warm valleys, which are by no
means desirable spots for tender plants, snug
and warm as they are often supposed to be.

The aspect occupied by the specimen has also a

good deal to do with its hardiness, for on a

southern or eastern exposure, irresjiective of

the growth being more forward tliere, the sun
on rising shines directly on the plant and totally

destroys the frozen shoots, which would have
been little if at all injured if the jilant had been
shaded from the direct rays of the sun till all

traces of frost were past. This can often bo
.seen in the case of a large plant, which on its

sunny side has lost every shoot, while on the
other it is fjuite uninjured. In planting, too,

due regard should also be paid to the conditions
under which the specimen has been previously
growing, for if sheltered and parajiered when
young, the wood altogetlier lacks firmness and
solidity, as well as the frost-resisting qualities

of one whose earlier stages were passed under
conditions conducive to thorough hardiness.

Again, in planting any Conifer a very important
consideration is to avoid as far as possible a
jilant that has been grown any length of lime in

a i)ot.

These remarks do not apply to the first jiot-

ting off from the seed-pans, as in the case of a
scarce kind the risk is less than if they are at

once planted out in the open, but they need not
be left long enough in these pots for the|ball of

earth to become hard and the roots closely

]iacked together. Ag.ain, in planting, the roots

should be carefully disentangled .-uid spread out,

so that there is no opportunity for them to be-
come cramped. The evil of planting out from
pots is more especially noticeable when the

specimen has attained a good size before it is

planted ; indeed, I have seen trees upset by the
wind which, when examined, showed that the
circular mass of roots remained compact, and
but few had broken away from the hard ball

into the surrounding ground. An error very
frequently made in planting trees, and, indeed,
shrubs, is that of overcrowding, or not consider-

ing the space that the specimen will require

after the lapse of a few years. This mistake
may be met with almost daily, yet it is an ex-

tremely serious one, necessitating as it does the
removal or mutilation of a specimen just as it

develops its true character. The effect of such
planting may be very good at first, but then as

the plants grow up they are perhaps much ad-
mired, and there is consequently a disinclina-

tion to interfere with them, but directly the free

circulation of air is checked, all the branches
deprived of their natural invigorator become
weakened, and when it is at last absolutely neces-

sary to remove one specimen, the other is often

irreparably injured by having been for so long
in too close proximity thereto. Again, trees are

often planted far too close to dwelling houses or

walks, more especially in small or medium-sized
gardens, and with a little forethought this need
not be, for we have a very large variety of trees

and shrubs from which selections may be made
for any position. T.

Magnolia Halleana.—This Magnolia, with
no more than the protection of a greenhouse, can
be had in flower by the end of February, as may
be seen in the case of a specimen now in bloom
in the temperate house at Kew. It is also a very

desirable shrub for the open ground, being per-

fectly hardy, but it flowers naturally so early that

its beauty is often marred by spring frosts and
heavy rains. The Magnolia in question forms a

much-branched, compact shrub, whose flowers are

borne before the expansion of the foliage. They
are produced on the tips of the branches, and com-
posed of over a dozen narrow, drooping petals. The
blooms are about 3 inches in diameter, and they
last a considerable time in beauty when in a cool

structure. The pinkish tinge which is visible in

the bud state disappears directly the flowers open,

being limited to the outside of the petals. This
Magnolia is a native of Japan and is thoroughly
hardy, but not sufficiently vigorous to be crowded
up with strong growing subjects. It is also known
under the name of M. stellata.—H. P.

The Pernettya.—This interesting tribe of

small evergreen berry-bearing shrubs is well

worthy of the attention of amateurs and planters

generally. Pernettyas are natives of South America,
and, with few exceptions, are all quite hardy and
very suitable for planting on grounds of limited

extent, as well as in mixed shruliberics. rockeries,

&c., and are not particular as regards soil, provided

it is thoroughly drained and well broken up. It is

one of the best evergreen shrubs for planting in

smoky districts about large towns, and this of itself

is no mean recommendation. The narrow-leaved

Pernettya (P. angustifolia), a native of Chili, and
said to have been introduced into this country-

about the year 1840, has proved to be quite hardy
in open places, as well as under the shade of

large trees, but in such positions it docs not yield

its pretty white flowers ;uul rich phik fruit so freely

as in the open. It attains a height of about ;! feet,

well furnished with branches and narrow leaves of

a glossy green colour. The spiny-le.aved Pernettya

(P. mucronata) is found in quantity at Cape Horn
and elsewhere. It is .said to have been intro-

duced into this country about the year ISL'S, has

proved to be quite hardy, and, like the former,

thrives in any average texture of soil and under
trees when not too densely shaded. It attains a
height of from 2 feet to :i feet, and is of a liense haliit

of growth. In autumn .and winter when loaded

with its pretty redilisb, purple, and pink berries, it

is very attnictive. Any of the Pernctty.as makes a

fine specimen for a small Grass plot or for the lawn
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of a small villa garden. There are several interest-
ing varieties of Pernettyas, some of which are well
adapted for pot culture, and as they produce a
greater wealth of flowers and berries of various
colours than the type, they are highly worthy of
the attention of the cultivator.—J. B. W.

THE KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE.
Gtmnocladus dcoiods, although occupying a
comparatively wide area in North America, is no-
where common. The most northern limits of its

distribution are in the province of Ontario and in

Southern Minne.sota ; it is found from Western New
York and Southern Pennsylvania as far west as
Eastern Nebraska and the Indian Territory, although
east of the Mississippi River it has not been noticed
anywhere south of the central part of the State of
Tennessee. It is always found scattered among
other forest trees, upon rich hillsides, or on the
bottom-lands of rivers. The trunk is erect and
rather slender for its height, rarely attaining a
diameter of 2.i feet, and is covered witli dark, grey-
brown, conspicuously furrowed bark. The branches
are all erect, not spreading, giving to the tree, even
when old, a narrow, ovoid outline ; the branchlets
are unarmed, very stout, covered with thick, coarse
bark, and entirely destitute of spray—a peculiarity
which led the French botanist Lamarck to give to
this tree the name Gymnocladus.
The wood of the Kentucky Coffee Tree is quite

heavy, although not very hard, strong and coarse
grained, the layers of annual growth being strongly
marked by one or two rows of large open ducts. In
colour it is light rich brown, tinged with red, the
thin sap-wood, which turns into heart-wood gene-
rally at the end of tive years, being much lighter.

It is very durable when placed in contact with the
ground, and is therefore sometimes used for posts
and fence-rails. It is occasionally used, also, in

cabinet-making, as it works easily and can be made
to take a good polish. It is liable to .shrink, how-
ever, in drying, and the grain is rather coarse for
tine work. The seeds were sometimes used as a
substitute for coffee before and during the Revo-
lution by the inhabitants of the then remote regions
west of the Alleghany Mountains— a fact which has
given to this tree its popular name. It is said that
the fresh leaves, macerated and sweetened, are
sometimes used to poison house-flies, but I have
never been able to substantiate this statement to
my satisfaction.

The Kentucky Coffee Tree has a good deal of
value in ornamental planting. It is an excellent
street tree, possessing the merit for this purpose of
not putting forth its leaves until late in the spring.
The foliage is light and graceful, and in winter this
tree is always a conspicuous and interesting object,
with its upright branches and thick branchlets. It

requires a deep, rich and rather moist soil. It is

never a fast growing tree, but this peculiarity is

not a disadvantage in the case of ordinary street-
planting.

The tree from which the very fine specimen log
in the Jesup collection in the American Museum of
Natural History was cut grew in Missouri, not far
from St. Louis, and, although only 18 inches in
diameter, was 105 years old. This, perhaps, should
be taken as above the average rate of increase of
this tree growing naturally in the forest, although
the Verplanck specimen, which was probably several
years old when it was planted in 1S04, has grown
much more rapidly.

It was believed for a long time that the American
species was the only representative of the genus
Gymnocladus, but 15 years ago a second was dis-
covered in China, and is now known to be widely
distributed through the central part of the Empire.
It is the G. chinensis of botanists, the Fei-tsao-toa,
or Fat Black Bean of the Chinese, the seeds of
which are largely used by the Chinese women in
w.ashing their hair and heads. Very little, however,
practically, is yet known of this tree, which has
not been introduced into the United States or
Europe.— (rarden. and Forest.

nificent specimens of the Yew, and which from
their old and gnarled appearance betoken having
braved many a storm. The largest girths 28 feet

2 inches at 1 yard from the ground, and has a
branch spread covering a diameter of 57 feet. For
20 feet up the main stem is clean and straight, but
after that it ramifies into four huge limbs, the stem,
as is usual in such fine specimens, being hollow.
The other girths 27 feet 8 inches at 3 feet from the
ground level, the branches covering a spread of 47
feet in diameter. The main stem is hollow and
forms a large cavity of 6 feet in length by 5 feet in

width. From its appearance it was easy to judge
that the hollow stem had been put to some use,

probably by the village boys, but now the entrance
is guarded by an iron railing. Rarely indeed is it

that one meets with two such giant specimens in

so close proximity, for the branches almost meet

;

and as they are in perfect health they may be
expected to adorn their rather exposed position for

many years to come.—A. D. Wbbstee.

Cupressus macrocarpa.— It is stated that
shelter-hedges of this species are being planted in

Australia, and some can be seen 20 feet in height,
the trees being closely furnished with branches
right down to the ground. It is further said
that in the New World it can be trained as high
as 40 feet if necessary. Along the coast in South
Hants it does finely, gi-owing freely and of a bushy
thick character, affording an excellent shelter, and
it does not appear to mind a full exposure to the
sweeping winds that come in from the Solent.
There it is one of the most beautiful of Ever-
greens

; it is very hardy and of remarkably rapid
growth. A single plant forms a compact cone-
shaped specimen thickly clothed with heavy massive
branches and foliage of a bright grassy green
colour. Some authorities say that it is impatient
to exposure from high winds, but I have not derived
that impression from what I have seen in the south
of England. C. Lambertiana is now ackowledged
to be but a synonym of this. It would appear that
with age the tree changes its character somewhat,
and mature trees on the Californian mountains are
described as having a " far-spreading, branching
flat top, like a full-grown Cedar of Lebanon."
Plants raised from seeds obtained both in California
and Europe are found to vary very much in habit,

and forms intermediate between the spreading
habit of C. Lambertiana and the fastigiate growth
of C. macrocarpa are of frequent occurrence.—R. D.

Kitchen Garden.

Large Yew trees.-Growing in the church-
yard at Culham, a pariah in Kent, ara two mag-

POTATOES FOR ALL SOILS.
Never, probably, were there more complaints
anent the quality of Potatoes than has been the
case during the present season. In many
instances I feel confident a faulty method of

cooking is much to blame for this unsatisfactory
state of afTairs ; but the best cook in the world
would fail to render some Potatoes fit for the
table. Those who have to purchase most or all

of tlieir supplies are to a certain extent helpless

in the matter, but only to a certain extent, as

they have a remedy, and it is this ; If they can-

not procure good Potatoes in their immediate
locality tliey ought to have samples from a dis-

tance, and continue to order from tliose who
can supply what are needed. In the case of

those who grow the greater portion of, or all

the Potatoes required during the year tlicre

is no reason whatever why they shoidd not liave

them of the best quality. In the first place, no
greater mistake can be made than that of cling-

ing to any varieties that have faUed to give satis-

faction in either a bad season or a favourable
one. With .so many excellent new and old

sorts to select from it must be a very peculiar

soil indeed that would not grow any of them to

perfection. There is no necessity to try every
variety in cultivation in order to discover those
that best meet the requirements of the esta-

blishment, as tliis would be an undertaking that

anyone might well shrink from. What I advise
is that a limited number should be tried every
year, and when the riglit variety or varieties are
discovered to grow these largely till something
better is found to replace them.

Some soils suit almost any variety of Potato
grown on it, but these are few and far between.
Others there are on which the greater proportion
of varieties cultivated have been conspicuous
failures. Those extremes may be found in one
district, the most marked divergencies I have
noted being in the county of Wilts. In the
chalky soil that abounds on or near portions of
the Wiltshire Downs, these being naturally of a
light warm nature, Potatoes of American origin
proved by far the best in every respect. At
Heytesbury House, for instance, the only two
varieties relied upon are Beauty of Hebron and
Peach Blow, the former being the earlier.
Both are very heavy croppers, rarely fail from
disease, and are always of excellent quality.
This year a trial, at my suggestiim, will be
given to Puritan, apparently a white form of
Beauty of Hebron, and which should replace it.

Neither of the foregoing, nor indeed any variety
with a similar constitution, would succeed at
Longleat, or within driving distance of Hej-tes-
bury, the clayey nature of the soil being alto-
gether unsuited to any of the American varie-
ties. What is needed for heavy soils are Pota-
toes witli a good constitution, these rarely fail-

ing to do well. At Longleat, a few years since,
the only varieties planted were old Ashleaf,
Myatt's Ashleaf, and Scotch Champion. Old
Ashleaf is always good lor early use, while
Myatt's proved a good succession, the tubers
keeping well. Both of these are liable to
succumb to di;5ease, but not so the Scotch Cham-
pion, this good servant revelling in a showery-
season, and, what is even more remarkable,
when lifted early or long before the haulm is

ripe is excellent when cooked. Nor does it, as a
rule, fail in this respect till the spring.

The soil here is constituted much the same as
that at Longleat, but wo prefer for several
reasons a little more variety, and this we have,
and still keep up a good supply of excellent
Potatoes. If the old Ashleaf were not available,
I would unhesitatingly plant either Ringleader,
Mona's Pride, First Crop, Victor, or Eclipse,
a good succession being obtained with the aid
of either Veitch's Improved Ashleaf, Myatt's,
Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, or Ashtop Fluke. As a
third early, if I may class it as such, I find none
to surpass Cole's Favourite, this being thought
highly of here. It is of sturdy, compact growth,
crops heavily, matures early, and there is no
waste. Sutton's Seedling, Early Market, and
Early Regent are .all good for lifting compara-
tively early, and the quality is generally satis-

factory. For main and late crops we have a
very serviceable variety in King of the Russets,
this also resisting disease. Satisfaction bids fair

to become popular, this and Imperator cropping
heavily, the tubers being of good size, form, .and
(juality. Scotch Champion never fails here, but
there is rather too much waste with the <leep-

eyed tubers, ,aud we are gradually replacing it

with the superior Laxton's Reward, which is of
much the same habit .and the tubers of better
sh.ape. Rew.ard is a yellow-Heshed variety, very
floury and mild in fl.avour. Abundance, a strong
grower, a good cropper and disease-resister, also
succeeds well on heavy soils, the quality of the
tubers when cooked being excellent. Chis-
wick Favourite is a most reliable disease-resist-

ing variety and crops heavily, while the quality
is good very late in the season. Magnum
Bonum we have not yet done with, this being
disease-resisting and the tubers excellent at the
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present time, but it does not crop so heavily a3

those just named. I do not recommend those

in charge of rather heavy, chayey soils to culti-

vate all the varieties named, but if they are not

satisfied with the sorts they have already grown,

give some of them a trial, and thereby discover

which are the best for their respective soils. The
experience of one season is not enough, though

nearly all the varieties I have mentioned as

having been grown in the gardens under my
charge are as good in most respects during a bad

season as iu a good one.

No ditBculty whatever ought to be experienced

in finding varieties suited to medium or natu-

rally free-working fertile soils. For these,

acain, I would still recommend varieties raised

in this counti-y- Those of American origin will

in a favourable season produce very heavy

crops, and in an exceptionally hot summer they

are unequalled as regards cropping, the table

quality also being good.

American sorts, however, fail conspicuously in

such a season as that of 18S8, and for this reason

should be discarded. There are so many good

disease-resisting varieties to select from, that it

is, to say the least, very unwise to plant any

main-crop or late sorts that are not more or less

disease-resisters. Scotch Champion is not, as a

rale, profitable on medium and light soils, but

all the rest I have named for heavy land are

still more profitable on free working ground.

To these may be added, as being well worthy of

a trial, Masterpiece, Snowdrop, Vicar of Lale-

ham, Surprise, Advancer, and Empress.
W. Igguldex.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

Cropping Warm Borders.

Well-EATSED early borders usually dry quickly

and can be sown down or planted at almast any

time in March, and seeing that quick rather than

heavy crops are required from these, tlie first favour-

able opportunity ought to be taken advantage

of for getting some of them in. Before frames

were so plentiful, these positions were more
esteemed than they are at the present day, but

the good old custom of raising early crops of Peas,

Beans, Potatoes, Cauliflowers and Lettuces at the

foot of the walls has still much to recommend it.

By all means utilise hotbeds, frames, and pits

to their fullest extent, but do not neglect to main-

tain a close succession by the aid of sunny walls.

It is useless to put out plants or sow seeds at the

base of walls without some preparation of the site,

such positions usually being dry and poor. There

should be no digging, but instead of this carefully

fork back some of the surface soil, returning' this

on the top of a good tliickness of solid manure. If

some good fresh loamy soil can be added to the

surface, so much the better, the aim being to have

a flat ridge of manure and soil 18 inches wide and
about 6 inches above the ordinary level of the

border. In this may be planted a row of a good

early Ashleaf Potato, the sets being buried S inches

apart, 5 inches deep, and the soil made level. With
these may be thinly sown seed of any variety of

early Radish, the old Wood's Frame still being un-

surpassed, lightly covering this with line soil. The
Potatoes need not bo moulded up, but the haulm
should be protected from severe Irosts either with

hoops and mats or branches of Evergreens. The
dwarf early Peas, such as Chelsea Gem, American
Wonder, ;md Lightning, also produce early and
nmch-appreciated crops when either phmtcd or

.sown in these positions. A single row 9 inches

from the wall is all that should be grown, and in

front of these, near the edge of the ridge, may
be planted a row of Early Paris Market Cabbage
Lettuce or any other early variety. We find a
double row of Lettuces, grown at Hut foot of a west
wall, heart in at a time wlien this salading is

usually rather scarce. CauliUowers in ii i-ingle line

at the foot of a sunny wall heart in very early.

These should be put out not less than 15 inches

apart and must have abundance of manure under
them. Later on these ridges may in some instances
be utilised fortheproduction of Tomatoes, Capsicums
and Chillies,or the preparation of winter-flowering or

berried plants, and that too without any detriment to

the roots of the fruit trees near them. Carrots sown
on a warm border, clear of, but sheltered by the walls,

usually prove a profitable crop, this extending over
many months. We prefer Nantes Horn for this

position, but Early Scarlet, Early Gem, and Im-
proved Scarlet Horn are all suitable. The seed
should be sown thinly iu shallow drills, 9 inches
apart, some of the finest soil being used as a cover-

ing. It is very doubtful economy to sow Radish
seed over a Carrot bed, and it pays better to devote
a small portion of a warm border to the production
of early supplies of the former. A small sowing
may be made now, and more seed every fortnight
or so. A breadth of short-topped early Potatoes
may also be planted now with advantage. We
devote one long border to these, and no crop pays
better for the trouble taken with it. The drills are

drawn about 5 inches deep and 20 inches apart,

the sets, each with one strong sprout attached, be-

ing disposed 8 inches apart, and carefully covered
with some of the finest surface soil. As fast as the

haulm shows through the soil it is moulded up, and
it also pays to further protect it, if need be, with
branches of Fir or Evergreens.

Early Peas.

If from any cause no rows of early Peas have
been sown ere this, or if those sown either in the

autumn or winter fail in any way, it is advisable

to raise a number of plants under glass and in

gentle heat as soon as possible. A pint of seed of

either of the extra early varieties, or William 1.,

sown rather thickly in boxes filled with fine light

soil, or, if preferred, either in 3-inch pots or turves,

will produce sufficient plants by the middle of

April for forming one long row or several short

ones. The crops from these rows, though not heavy,

will be fit to gather at jleast a week before those

produced by plants raised in the open ground. Not
unfrequently large rough frames and pits are used
for storing Strawberry plants in pots during the

winter, and these might soon be utilised for the

culture of dwarf early Peas. Seed of either Chelsea

Gem, American Wonder, or Lightning sown at

once in boxes and set in an early Peach house or

vinery would soon germinate, and when the plants

are .3 inches high they may be shaken out and re-

planted on a bed previously prepared for them.

We form slight hot-beds in a rough pit, on this

being placed about 9 inches of good soil. This

having been well warmed through by the time the

Peas are fit to transplant, deep drills, 13 inches

apart, are opened with a spade, and in these the

plants are disposed rather thickly and deeply. Be-

tween the rows of Peas a single line of Paris Market
Cabbage Lettuce is planted, these alone more than
compensating for all the trouble taken. The Peas

and Lettuces being duly watered in, the lights are

put on, kept close, and matted over during cold

nights ; no great check is given, a quick growth soon

following. Subsequently the Peas will require short

stakes and plenty of air, the lights, or other cover-

ings substituted, being eventually dispensed with.

Peas for Succession.

When the earliest rows of Peas of medium licight

are either sown or jilanted on a warm border, there

is often a slight break in the supply. In order to

avoid this, the first favourable opportunity should

be taken for sowing a row or rows of Williiiiu I. or

some other e.arly %'ariety in the open ([uarters, and

from these heavy and comjiar.atively early crops

ought to be obtained. Essex Rival, Dickson's

Favourite, and La.xton's Supreme are heavy crop-

ping second early varieties, but the two first-named

especially are of poor (juality, while Advancer and
Day's Sunrise do not possess good ciuisti tut ions.

We rely principally upon Telejihonc for alVording

heavy crops of Peas of the best ([U.-dity in close

succession to William 1., but Paragon and Tele-

graph answer equally as well. Those who prefer

varieties of medium height ouglit to grow either

Stratagem or ^Vordsley Wonder, while the good old

Hail's Dwarf Manmiolh is yet one of the best

second early varieties. On heavy soils espe-

cially it is yet quite early enough to risk sowing
seed of the wrinkled Marrow varieties above-named,
but at least one good row may well be sown with
William I. Directly the plants from this sowing
are peeping through the ground, the time has
arrived for sowing more seed of second early and
such successional varieties as Criterion, Hunting-
donian, Dr. McLean, and Royal Jubilee. It is most
unwise to crowd Peas in any way. The early

round-seeded varieties and which do not branch
freely may safely be sown rather thickly, but even
in this case a pint of seed is ample for a row IG yards
long. A pint of the more delicate second early

wrinkled- seeded varieties may also bespread over a
similar length, as in this case the seeds are larger,

some, too, failing to germinate. When the plants

are crowded in the rows they come into bearing

rather more quickly, but the crop is of much shorter

duration than in the case of those given more room
and which branch strongly. We invariably sow
the seed in wide drills from 2 inches to 3 inches in

depth and cover with fine soil. The rows should

not be crowded, much the heaviest crops being
always obtained from those either well isolated or

disposed quite as far apart as the known height

of the varieties. To be plain, if a variety under
favourable conditions attains a height of 6 feet and
upwards, the rows ought to be fully G feet apart

.and may with advantage be given .another 2 feet.

Cauliflowers, Cabbage, Spinach, Turnips, Cilery,

and other crops being grown between them. As a

rule. Peas require a deeply dug, freely manured
site, as they collapse quickly on poor ground, espe-

cially in a dry season.

Herbs.

Although there is less demand for a great variety

of herbs than formerly, it is yet necessary to culti-

vate a few of the most serviceable kinds. More
often than not the herb border is in anything but

a flourishing condition, many of the kinds being

represented by worn-out or half dead plants.'which,

if closely gathered from, soon fail. This is not

the only "drawback, as not unfrequently a wall bor-

der with a west aspect is devoted to herbs, which,

when left undisturbed for several years, completely

impoverish the more valuable fruit trees rooting

near them. The herb borders ought therefore to be

overhauled at least every other year, and the present

is the time to attend to this. If a fresh site can-

not be chosen, the least that can be done is to

manure freely, and add some fresh soil prior to

dividing and replanting any of the herbs requiring

this treatment. Mint is always in demand, and so

also is Tarragon. A bed of these being broken u])

at the present time, a good proportion of the roots

may be reserved for forcing in boxes, the rest bein?

planted in rows 12 inches .apart, or else thinly all

over the bed, a mulching of manure being beneficial

in each case. Sage, another popular herb, is raised

from seed, this being sown now in boxes and placed

in gentle heat, the plants being duly hardened olT

and eventually planted out in rows 1 foot

apart. Seed will also germinate when sown in the

open ground, or cuttings may be taken oit old

plants in May and rooted under hand-lights. Old

plants may be lifted, divided and replanted, but

these divisions never equal seedlings. Conmion and

Lemon Thyme are also best propagated by seed,

tliis being sown at the end of JIarch in shallow

drills t; inches ap.art and covero<l witli line .sandy

soil, the seedlings being thinned <Hit when large

eiujugli and repl.-mted if need be. Pennyroyal rarely

fails. This will grow in any cool position and may
be divided readily. Kennel nuist be raised from

seed, sowing it at the present time in shallow drills

l."i in'chesapart, thinningout andreplanting the seed-

lings so as to have all 12 inches ajiavt in the rows.

Winter Savory can be divided and replanted in vows

1 foot ap.art, or a stock may be raised from seed

sown in the open boi<ler caily next month. The

Summer Savory is an annual, and the seed should

be sown on a warm border in shallow drills !l inches

apart, the seedlings being duly thinned out and

left (i inches apart. Sweet Marjoram ^llOuld be

raised and ti-eated similarly to the hist named, or,

better still, raised underglass and duly planted out.
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while Pot Marjoram can either be raised from seed,

or old plants may be lifted, divided and replanted.

Sweet and Bush Basil should be sown now in gentle

heat, the plants being transferred to a warm border
early in June. Curled Chervil ought to be sown
frequently on sheltered borders in drills 6 inches
apart, while Borage should be sown now, in May
and again in July, a good succession being thereby
maintained. It requires plenty of room, and the
plants ought eventually to be thinned out to about
15 inches apart each way. In many gardens there
is no necessity to sow Borage, seedlings coming up
annually in various quarters. W. I.

Orchids.
W. H. OOWMU

AERIDES V'ANDARUM.
Thi.s is a very elegant plant, and one, moreover,
that has always been rare in collections and
but little known. It cannot lay claim to novelty,

as Sir Wm. Hooker figured it in 18.")7 in the

Botanical Magazine (t. 4982) under the name of

Aerides cylinclricum, having there confounded
it with the cyUndricum of Wight. Some ten

years afterwards Professor Reicheubach dis-

covered the error, and gave it its present name.
The matter, however, does not appear to be well

understood by gardeners, for wherever I find

the plant, vandarum is usually looked upon as

simply a synonym. This, however, is incorrect

in a sense. True, the cylindriciim of the

Botanical Mafiazme Ls identical with the van-

darum of Reichenbach, but the name cylindricum

was given by Wight long before Hooker's figure

appeared, so that A. cylindricum (Wight), curi-

ously enough, cannot yet be reckoned amongst
our cultivated plants, so that we know of another
treat in store when the collectors shall have
found its hiding place. When Hooker figured

thLs plant, upwards of 30 years ago, it was
flowering in February, and in February of the
present year I noted it flowering in the Studley
House collection at Shepherd's Bush, so that it

may be reckoned amongst the winter bloomers,

thus rendering its pure white flowers all the

more acceptable. The plant iii question has

been likened to Vanda teres, but although its

leaves are terete, they are both longer and
more slender than those of that species of

Vanda, and in my idea it bears a more strik-

ing resemblance to Vanda Hookeri in its habit

of growth. The leaves are alternate and some
6 inches long. The spike is short, issuing

from the joint opposite the leaf, and seldom
bears more than two flowers, and sometimes only

one. The flowers, which measure nearly 2 inches

across, and as I have before remarked are white,

and in addition have a delicate tinge of rose

along the base of the column which is very
charming, continue in fuU beauty for two or

three weeks. They are well adapted for button-

holes, and last a long time when cut and placed

in water. Aerides vandarum is a small-growing

plant, seldom exceeding 2 feet in height, with-

out getting bare of leaves at the bottom.

When this is the case, as it roots freely along

the stem, it may be easily reduced and replan-

ted. It may be gro'\vn in either pots or baskets,

the latter system being preferable. It should

be kept near the roof glass, as the plant enjoys

plenty of sun and light, and during tlie summer
season strong heat and moisture. During
winter it should have a decided rest, but it

should not be allowed to become so dry that

the leaves shrivel. Of course being a winter
bloomer, it must be given sufficient moisture to

nourish and develop its flowers, and a slight

increase in the temperature will materially

assist in this operation. During late autumn
and early winter a temperature of about 00°

with free circulation of air on all possible

occasions will be found to suit it admirably.
It is well deserving of more attention, and if

its roots are not overburdened with Moss, it

thrives all the better. A. cylindricum is a
native of Coiambatore, in the presidency of

Madras, but I am unaware of the habitat of

A. vandarum.

Lealia cinnabarina. — This charming old

Orchid is more grown now than it formerly was
but even now it is not so frequently seen as it

deserves to be. An extra good form of this species

is now flowering in Mr. Goodhart's collection at

Beckenham. The rich reddish-orange of its flowers

renders this kind very attractive, and when cut

the blooms last in good condition a long time.

Phajus Bernaysi.—This very handsome and
rare plant is now flowering in Mr. Bull's establish-

ment at Chelsea. It is a strong-growing species,

with very much the same habit as the older P.

grandifoUus, with long and broad plaited dark
green leaves. The scape varies from 2 feet to 3

feet in height, and bears long racemes of flowers,

which in the sepals and petals are china-white on
the outside, pale yellow within. It comes from
Queensland.

Lycaste lasioglossa.—It would appear that

the cultivation of this genus is extending to a con-

siderable extent, although this species is yet very
rarely found. The flower sent to me by " R. M. G."

measures upwards of 5 inches across the sepals,

which are dull brown or olive-green, narrowly
oblong, and acute; petals much smaller than the

sepals, erect, recurved at the tips, rich yellow ; lip

also rich yellow, the anterior lobe being clothed

with long silky black hairs. I believe this plant

was introduced from Guatemala some eighteen

years ago by the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea.—G.

Dendrobium Cooksonianum.—This remark-
able variety of nobile is now flowering in the

Cambridge Lodge collection at Camberwell. Un-
fortunately, this plant has not yet been seen of any
size, but when it attains the size of some of the

large specimens of D. nobile, the effect will be very

grand on account of the extra amount of colour

developed by the petals. It requires just the same
treatment as the species. The same form has ap-

peared in several collections in the country, which
would lead one to suppose it has been imported

and is not of garden origin.

AngrsBCum Sanderianum.—This is acharming
small-growing plant which improves with cultiva-

tion. I recently noted some examples with spikes

nearly 1 foot long, and densely laden with elegant

flowers of the clearest white. The flowers, which
have a slender, pure white spur upwards of 2 inches

long, coming in at this season of the year, are

specially desirable. The plant appears to enjoy

heat and moisture, and the only fault growers

have with Angrsccums—if it is a fault— is that

they do not yield a diversity of colour like the

Saccolabiums. We may yet, however, be enriched

by coloured forms.

—

W. H. G.

Cypripedium villosum.—" T. W." sends me a
flower of this species for an opinion. I may say

it is without exception the finest variety of this

plant I have ever seen. The flower is nearly 7

inches across ; dorsal sepal large ; from the base to

the apex there is a band of mahogany-brown, with

a broad margin of green ;
petals nearly 2 inches

across, divided with a central stripe of dark ma-
hogany, the upper half deep orange-red, the lower

halt yellow ; lip 2^ inches long, the point of pouch
yellow, the remaining portion orange-red, but less

brilliant than in the petals ; this colour extends over

the large horns at the side of the mouth. It is a
remarkable and grand flower.

—

W. H. G.

Odontoglossum. Edwardi.—It is just turned

nine years ago since this plant first flowered in

England, causing great surprise by its colour. It

was then, and still remains, the most distinct

species of the genus yet introduced. Its colour

makes one long to see some larger flowered kinils

of the samehue, and no doubt there are yet plenty of

fine fresh forms which have not yet been seen in our

gardens. But too manytravellerswho visit the moun-

tains of Columbia and Peru either keep upon the

beaten tracks, and consequently do not obtain new
varieties, or else do not collect their plants at all.

In these days we sadly want a few more collectors

of the stamp of Warscewicz, the brothers Lobb,
Douglas, Pearce, Roezl, and others who have joined

the majority. Good representatives of these men
are Blunt and Boxall, the latter a most successful

collector, still sending new plants home to the

Messrs. Low, of Clapton. O. Edwardi, named in

honour of Edward Klaboch, its discoverer, is a

strong growing plant, which produces a tall spike

upwards of 3 feet high, laden with many deUciously

scented flowers, which are purplish mauve, except

a yellow crest on the lip. These flowers are not

large, scarcely more than 1 inch across in the best

varieties. It exists in the best collections of cool

house Orchids, and during the past fortnight I

have seen it blooming in several gardens.— G.

CYPRIPEDIUMS FROM THE WOODLANDS.
I HAVE pleasure in sending you herewith a few

Cypripedium blooms. Much has been written and

said about what is sometimes termed the Cypripe-

dium craze, but when we consider the good return

that we can obtain from these Orchids, I for one

fail to see much " craziness " in the predilection

that is manifested by so many for this genus.

Commencing in the month of October, I counted

no less than 870 buds and blooms, and since that

date to the present, at no time have we had less

than 380, and this at a time when flowers are so

much in request.

The leaves also, as well as the flowers of many of

the Cypripediums are exceptionally beautiful. Take,

for instance, the various hybrids, such as Dayanum,
Lawrencianum, &c., raised by Veitch, Warner,

Cookson, and others. What can be more beautiful

than the foliage of a well-grown pair of either ?

They can also be easily grown. This is another

virtue that enhances the'value of Cypripediums. In

the box I send, you will find amongst others Sedeni

candidulum (Veitch's variety), also the same
(Drewett's variety), and Sedeni porphyreum (which

has been in bloom for over a year and nine

months) ; insigne (Lord Londesborough's variety),

which is an old and well-known flower ; also nitens,

grande, tonsum, Hartwegi, Harrisianura elegans,

Dauthieri, conspicuum pictum,conchiferum, Argus,

plunerum, Hookerianum, Dayanum, villosum, Box-

alli, also a batch of Warner's seedlings, such as

meirax, marmorophyllum, melanopthalmum, calo-

phyllum, barbatum Wameri, superciliare, and by

way of comparison Amesianum.—A. Abrahams.

*,* Mr. Abrahams, gardener to Mr. Measures,

The Woodlands, Streatham, has kindly sent us,

from his rich collection, a large and beautiful series

of Cypripediums. The interesting note above

quoted will show how useful this genus is, as at all

seasons, whether in the depth of winter or height

of summer, some species or varieties are sure to

bloom. The majority of the kinds sent have bright,

and in some instances showy flowers. The great

drawback to the Cypripediums is, in the eyes of

many, their dull colours ; but the browns and dreary

purples are being in part eliminated by hybridising.

It would be ditficult to find a softer or more

pleasingly coloured flower than Drewett's v.ariely of

C. Sedeni candidulum ; it has a brighter coloured

and more contracted lip than that of Veitch's

variety, and though smaller is richer ; the petals

and dor.sal sepal are both suffused with rose-pink ;

C. S. porphyreum is another gem, with petals curled

like a bull's horns and with the lip deep rose-

purple. Mr. Abrahams writes us that it has been

in bloom for one year and nine months. C. con-

spicuum pictum has a highly polished flower, the

lip rich brown. C. Hincheanum, an excellent form

of villosum, grande, and barbatum Wameri, a very

neat, shapely flower, were also in the gathering.

Separate notes on many of these Cypripediums have

appeared in The Gabdbn.—Ed.

Lycaste macrobulba.—I have received from

Mr. JIoss, of Western Grove, Southampton, a beau-

tiful flower under the above name, but which I am
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under the impression is that of L. macrophylla.
The flower measures nearly 4 inches across ; tlie

sepals are spreading, greenish yellow
;
petals large,

erect, increasing in size upwards, reflexed at the
tips and rich yellow, with a faint medial line of
pale brown spots; lip of the same colour as the
petals. It is an exceedingly handsome flower. The
plant was picked up promiscuously by a sailor in
Brazil, and brought home by him a few years ago.

ORCHIDS AT MANOR HOUSE, GUNNERSBURY-
There may be fewer large collections of Orchids
at the present day than there were a few years ago,
but the roll of growers has been greatly increased
by those who, while not wishing to have every
species and variety in cultivation, yet cherish a
love for this class of flowers. This is evident at
Manor House, Gunnersbury, where an excellent
collection of Orchids has already been formed,
although a start was made but two or three years
since. A few days ago a specimen of Dendrobium
Devonianum had seven spikes, which carried
upwards of 240 flowers. This is not a rare species,
but one of the most beautiful and delicate of its

genus. The pendulous stems carry a profusion
of lovely flowers, the sepals of which are cream
colour, shaded with delicate purplish pink, the
petals finely ciliated, tipped with magenta, and
the lip white, enriched with a spot of orange on
each side of the column. It is growing in a small
teak basket hung up from the roof, in which
position it always does well. D. aureum, of which
an engraving was given in The Garden of August
13, 1887, is known in gardens generally as D.
heterocarpum. It is not so frail and beautiful as
Devonianum, but it has a sweet fragrance, and has
been used as parent plant in many beautiful crosses.
From D. aureum, crossed with the well-known D.
nobile, have resulted such noble varieties as Leechi-
anum, the better-known Ainsworthi, and splen-
didissimum. The sepals and petals are usually of a
cream-yellow tint, the lip recurved at the apex, and
veined with soft crimson on a yellow ground. It is

not often seen in collections, but it is worth grow-
ing. Of course Odontoglossum Rossi majus was in
full bloom, one plant having fourteen flowers.
This is becoming almost as popular as 0. crispum,
and in good varieties its flowers are rich, if not
striking. Dark-coloured forms of Lycaste Skinneri
abounded, and a considerable variation was to be
seen in the varieties of Cattleya Triana3. Some
were excellent, others so poor as not to be worth
house room. All Orchids vary, but C. Triana; is

especially changeable. A very good form of 0.
amethystoglossa was in flower. The sepals and
petals were freely spotted. Several notes have ap-
peared upon this Cattleya in The Garden. Vanda
Cathcarti was in bud. Mr. Gledstanes, the proprietor,
has done well to take up such kinds as he has in
his collection. It is those named that give lasting
pleasure and provide plenty of cut flowers.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Cypripedium ElliottiaDumisflowcrinK iutlio
iiurwry of JIcbki-s. Vcitr-li M.t f'hi/Isrii. This noblu jjlaiit

is one of the introductions of Mr. Sunder, aud a fully
descriptive note is given in The Garden, Nov. 3,
1888, p. 40.S.

Calanthe Darblayana, raised by M. Muron,
head Kiirdi'niT at M. lJarl>lay'K, at Corboil, is worth
mentioning. Tliin fine plant, whoso white or jialo rose
flowers, shaded with carmine in the centre, make it a
valuable novelty, is the result of a cross lietween C.
vestila liitia ami ('. Hef;ni.Ti.— II , Mabti.nkt.

Cypripedium villosum aureum.—The best
form of this plant wliielj has yet come nriiler my notice
is jnst now flowerinj; in tin' Stmlley House collection

;

the jilajit in its ;;rowlli is typical, hut the large flowers
are wholly of a soft ami pleasing yellow hue. It is a
very ilistirirt and desirable variety.— (i.

Orchids on cork.—liefening to "On-hid Ama-
teur's" not,, in 'I'liK (iAKDEN, Feb. 2:! (p. 1fi2). it
woul.l be interestinglto know tlio names of the (Jrcliiils

tiiat lia-vedono well with him on cork. As far as my
limited experience goes as to its use, I find that out of
about a dozen kinds blocked on that material only two

have made themselves completely at home on it, these
being ScuticariaSteeli and Cat tieyacitrina.—J.G.M.G.
Odontoglossum crispum flaveolens.—This

is a good yellow form of the species, but the flowers
are not large. It accords with the plant named
by Reicheubach, but it is destitute of the red spots
on the lip. It is a pretty' distinct form, now flower-
ing with Mr. 'I'antz.

Vanda concolor (W. J. M.).—This, we beheve, is

the name of the flower sent, and it is a kind very seldom
seen.^ It is a welcome addition, being a winter bloomer,
but its flowers are not particularly showy, the sepals
and petals being of a uniform cinnaiiioTi-brown, without
tessellations; side lobes of the lip dotted with rose on
the inside; front lobe yellow, streaked with cinnamon.
Lindley says it is a native of China.

Pruning Dendrobium nobile.—Mr. Hudson
makes a practice of cutting down the stems of D.
nobile as soon as they cease flowering. Young
strong shoots soon start again and bear larger,

richer and stronger flowers than would h.ave been
borne on the old stems. By this method very stout
healthy plants are obtained. Mr. Hudson was once
quite opposed to the practice of pruning Dendro-
bium nobile.

Dendrobiums'at Chelsea.—There are a num-
ber of Dendrobes flowering now in the nursery of
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, and amongst them a
large plant of D. Ainsworthi, a beautiful cross be-
tween D. aureum and D. nobile. The sepals and
petals are of the purest white, the large stain on
the lip being magenta-purple. It is a lovely va-
riety. Hard by the showy D. Cambridgeanum was
in full bloom. It only wants a few specimens of
this to make a house gay. The flowers are large
and of the richest orange-yellow, save a blackish
purple spot at the base of the lip. D. cariniferum,
though not so handsome as the preceding, is an in-

teresting variety, the flowers dull white and reddish
at the entrance to the throat of the lip. D. Brymeri-
anum, that has a lip like delicate lace ; D. Jamesoni,
Wardianum, fimbriatum, the small-flowered, but
very free and beautiful barbatulum

; D. nobile, D.
n. nobilius, and D. crassinode album were also in
bloom. The latter is a chaste variety of a beautiful
Orchid, of which we might see more. D. Sybele is

the result of a cross between nobile and Findley-
anum, and has much of the nobile character. It is a
beautiful flower.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Roses in winter.—Mr. Roberts, of Gunnersbury
Park, regards Bouijuet d'Or and Cheshunt Hybrid as
two of the finest indoor Roses.

Amaryllises at Messrs. Veitch's Chelsea nursery
are sliowing flower, and ivill bo in their fuUest beauty a
fortnight hence. We anticipate rich treasures amongst
the seedlings.

Gardeners' Hoyal Benevolent Institution.
—We learn that the late Mr. John Rylands, of Loiig-

foi'd Hall, Manchester, has left a legacy of £'500 to this
institution.

Saccolabium bellinum is one of the prettiest

of its genus. It is very dwarf, and has ricldy spotted
flowers, which are borne in a compact cluster. We
hope shortly to give a coloured plate of this gem.

Azalea amoena Col'villi is a Ilose-in-hose va-

riety of a. rich magenta -purple colour. A large plant
of it in the nursery of Messrs. Veitt-h at C-helsea sliow-s

its worth. The flowers are larger than in A. amauia.

The -wreather in South "Wales.— All last week
we had from !^' to I.'i' of frost nightly, and to-day,

Mar(-li -1. snow has fallen in twehc hours to the dejitli

of 13 inches. Until February the winter was remark-
ably mild ; now it is the t)pposite.—J. Muiii, Marijam.

Single Japanese Cherry.— Flowers of this

come froTii Mi'ssrs. (lordon, of 'rwiek-enhairi. They
are soft jjiidc in colour, and like the ojiening flowers of
the Dog Rose. The Japanese Cherry is well worth
growing under glass, as at this season there is a lack of
variety in our greenhouses.

Pelargonium flo'wers from Swranley. —
Messrs. II. Cannell and .S{»ns, .Swanli-y. send us tlo\\ers

of a few of their In-st kinds of Relargoniums. The
flowers are very varied iu colour, large, and well
formed. The Pelargoniums at Swanley are a mass uf

biotjm through the winter.

Cyclamen-flowered Daffodil.—Tlnre i-an hi-

110 question now- aliout the value of N. cyeliimineus as

a garden plant. It has proved a decided acquisition ;

we find it as hardy as any of the others, and earlier

even than pallidus prascox. Its lovely flowers opened
a. short time after those of N. minimus, and in spite of
tlie severe frosts they do not seem to suffer in the least,

Colchicum luteum is another channing spring
bulb, perfectly hardy in the open, and adding nmch to
the interest of the bulb garden. The leaves are from
4 inches to 12 inches long, bright green, and abtmt half
an inch wide. The flowers, one to two to a ladb and of

a fine pale yellow colour, are produced from DecendK-r
to Jlay, and do not sutTer in tlie least from the cold.

Azalea amoena.—In the conservatory this plant
makes a charming picture just now, covered as it is

with its bright purple-red flowers. It may not be
generally known that this plant is perfectly hardy iu
the south at least, and flowers towards the beginuiug
of May as freely as it docs indoors. We have grown it

in the open air for many years, and have never known
it to Ije to\iched with frost.

Eanunculus anemonoides is now in full flower
in a cool frame. It is very early considering the late

season, but the flowers are large and very fine not-
withstanding. The blooms are rather over an inch
in diameter, white, tinted with pink, and very attrac-
tive. For the rockery it is amongst the most choice of
alpines, and loves an exposed spot in rich loamy soil.

The leaves are finely cut and glaucous. Native of the
Styrian Alps.

A blue Tacsonia Van Volxemi.—The world
has waited long for the blue Rose, and may well
be startled this week by the presentation of the
brilliant Tacsonia ^'an "N'olxemi -with blue flowers

and blue leaves ! The plate is issued in a garden-
ing paper for the present week. The comic journals
must not rest on their laurels if this sort of " col-

oured illustration" is to become a "feature "of
garden journalism.

Conifers from Eastnor.—We had no idea of
the beauty of Abies Smithian.a until we received a
branch from Mr. Coleman, of Eastnor Castle. This
branch was loaded with cones of a beautiful brown
colour. It was the finest specimen we have ever
seen. We also received a branch of Finns insignis

from Mr. Coleman. It shows how well this Finns
grows in some parts of England. There were also

sent very fine coning branches of P. Jefl:'reyi, P.

Edgeriana, and C'upressus Govaniana.

Crinum Hildebrandti.—"W. H. G." was right

(p. 194) in not fixing positively the name of the
Crinum flowered by Mr. White at^Winchmore Hill

as this species. It is a form of C. erubescens,
wdiich is widely distributed over S. America, from
whence Mr. White's plant came. C. Hildebrandti,
however, belongs to the same section, but it is a
Tropical African species. I>et us hope that the day
is not far distant when these lovely bulbous plants
will again return to the favour they once enjoyed
in gardens.—James O'Brien, Uarroir-on-the-Hill.

The Spring Meado'W Saffron (Bulbocodium
vernum) is nearly at its best just now, making a
very useful plant for the rockery or bulb border.

Though not by any means fastidious, it thrives

better and flowers more freely in a good sandy soil

than in any other. It is amongst the earliest of

the spring bulbs, and unique in its rosy-purple

colour. It rarely exceeds a few inches in height,

and on this account should never be planted where
the blooms are likely to get spl.-ished with spring

rains. We lately received the variety versicolor un-

der the name of B. ruthciiicum. It docs not difl'er

much from the type, but it is well worth a place in

the border.

Rhododendron arboreum.—Where accommo-
dation can be spared in tlie conservatory even for .a

limited number of these Himalayan Rhododendrons
they form a very interesting feature all through the

early spring months. R. arboreum is just now a
picture, being covered with fine bunches of red or

deep rose flowers which nestle amongst the foliage,

giving a fine elTeet ; the leaves are laiice-shapcd,

jiointed, bright green above, silvery underneath,

li. iiilagiricum, from tbe'Neilgherrics, is also very
fine and extremely free flowering. The flowers are

produced in large bunches, deep rose in :i bud state,

cluuiging as they become idder to pink or nearly

white. The elVcct of the variously shaded flowers

is most striking, and this is heightened by the
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numerous deeper red spots on the inside of the
flowers. Almost all these species flower in a com-
paratively small state, and a selection could be
easily accommodated in an ordinary greenhouse.
The best results are always obtained by planting
them out.

The weather in Ireland.—Mr. Offler, writing
from Newry this week, says, " A great many half-
hardy plants have been damaged by frost this
season

; even Rose Marechal Niel is killed with me
to snow line, also Gloire de Dijon damaged to 6
inclips and 9 inches from buds. This is rather new
in this locality."

Dielytra spectabilis, now in full flower, is

one of the most beautiful subjects to be met with.
Although quite hardy, it is rarely seen in the open
border in such fine condition as when grown in
pots under glass and subjected to a little warmth.
The plants referred to have been grown in a light
open position, with just sufticient warmth to en-
courage growth without drawing them up spindly.

A fine strain of Chinese Primulas is that
which Mr. Manning, gardener to Mr. Gledstanes,
Manor House, Gunnersbury, has succeeded in

raising. The flowers are of the Chiswick red type,
deeper it anything in colour, larger, fuller, and of
greater substance. All the seedlings are very much
alike in merit. We advise Mr. Manning to preserve
the purity of this selection of Chinese Primulas.

Calanthe vestita oculata gigantea is along
name for one of the most bsauiif ul of late-flowering
Calanthes. It has the great advantage of blooming
when most of the other Calanthes are quite over.
Mr. Hudson, of Gunnersbury House Gardens, has
an excellent specimen bearing four spikes of the
large flowers, which are of the purest white save a
crimson stain at the base of the lip. Jlr. Hudson
finds it more inclined to be evergreen than the
ordinary vestita oculata, which blooms in autumn.

Winter Sweet (Toxicophlsea spectabilis) is well
named. It has small flowers, but they are pure
wliite, deliciously and powerfully fragrant, and
crowded close together in compact corymbs. Some
years ago it was cultivated in a few places, but was
afterwards lost to cultivation, and was re-introduced
by Mr. Williams, of Upper HoUoway, wlio exliibited
finely flowered plants of it. This Toxicophlrea is

well worth growing, as it comes into bloom when
flowers are scarce. A coloured plate of it was
given in The Garden, July 7, 1S77.

A red-berried Mistletoe (Viscum cruciatum).
—At the last fortnightly meeting of the Paris Hor-
ticultural Society, the above-named interesting
form of this well-known parasite was exhibited
by Monsieur ^H. Luiseau, and attracted much at-

tention. It is a native of Portugal, and is there
usually found growing on the branches of the
Olive tree. Its leaves are cuneiform in shape, and
are smaller than those of the common Mistletoe
(Viscum album), and it produces berries of a beau-
tiful carmine-red. If this new MLstletoe should
turn out to be as hardy as the common white-fruited
variety, it should prove an interesting and valuable
acquisition to our gardens.—W. E. G.

Scilla bifolia.—Of all the varieties of the early
Squill, none in our opinion equals the pretty form
called taurica. The plant is more robust, and
usually produces more than the usual two leaves,

while tlie flowers are much larger than those of the
type. Such varieties, however, as pallida, pnccox,
rosea, Candida, and carnea are all well worth add-
ing to the bulb collection. Scillas require little or
no attention, and give a flne display in early spring.
The Siberi.an Squill (S. sibirica) is also beginning to
flower now. It is quite different in character from
the above, and is a useful bulb for planting on the
margins of shrubberies, &c.

The Persian Iris (I. persica), by far the most
attractive .and distinct of the early blooming kinds,
is well deserving of a place in all good collections.
It is perfectly hardy in the open, and m.ay be grown
even in the most exposed positions. Its dw.arf
habit is a fault with it, however, as the delicate
p.ale lilue flowers are so liable to damage from
the heavy rains splashing up the soil; a layer of
Cocoa-nut fibre prevents this, and shows the flowers

to better advantage. As a pot plant for the con-

servatory it is unequ.alled at the present time. The
pale blue-tinted flowers, blotched with velvety

purple and emitting a sweet fragrance, are certainly

unique in early M.arch. A native of Persia, requir-

ing light sandy soil.

Camellia de la Force is a single-flowered

Camellia, quite white and exceptionally chaste. A
plant was flowering a few days ago in the Chelsea

Nursery of Messrs. Veitch. It is very much like the

single white, of which a coloured plate was given

in The Gauden, August 22, 1885, where also will

be found much interesting information on this class.

Corbularias.—In the open air Corbularia nivalis

is the earliest of all the Bulbocodium group. The
flowers, though small, are abundantly produced
and of a fine deep orange-yeUow, with the style and
stamens exserted. It is a native of the mountains
of Central Spain and Asturias. It may be repro-

duced true from seed, which takes about four years

to make flowering bulbs. C. citrina is neither so

early nor so hardy as the above, yet it is a most
1-ieautiful plant for the greenhouse. Corbularias

stand a little heat very well, but are liable to be-

come drawn and weakly, when much of their beauty
is lost, although the size of the flowers is not inter-

fered with. C. monophylla is by far the best, and
has been in flower for the last month. Home-grown
bulbs, doubtless owing to the wet season, did not

flower so well as usual.

Saxifraga Burseriana, as we now h.ave it in

varieties such as major, macrantha, grandiflora, &c.,

is hardly equalled by any of the vernal species of

this popular family. The first to flower is the va-

riety major about the middle of February, and a
succession will be kept up for perhaps a month.
The variety macrantha, which we saw last year for

the first time, is very charming in bud, the deep
red stems and pure white medium-sized flowers being

very attractive. We saw the other day just open-

ing a form called S. B. var. Boydi. It hardly looks

like a form of Burseriana, although said to have
been raised from that species. It is, however, too

early to j udge fairly. The variety grandiflora is very

near to major, but rather later in flowering, while the

blooms are somewhat larger. S. aretioides and its

varieties pnecox and primulina are also beginning

to flower. All these are extremely pretty and verit-

able acquisitions to the alpine garden.

A new label.— 1 enclose you samples of my
patent plant labels. The label has been seen and
tested, and I have been myself working for several

years to get .a really indestructible label which
shall be durable, easily used, and when put on the

plant shall not be inartistic, as the ordinary white

labels are. An ordinary pointed black lead pencil

will indent on the surface of the label better than

an agate style. The label is made of prepared

copper, extremely thin and pliable and cut to suit-

able form, with tag end or attachment of the same
material and substance, the whole being one piece.
—Alfred Chandler.

*„* We have seen so many patent and clever

labels, that we are rather suspicious of the family

generally, but the above look promising, and they

are not expensive, as so many labels are.—El>.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The
adjourned annual general meeting ot the members
of this society was held on Thursday, the 28th ult.

Mr. E. C. Jukes occupied the chair. The object of

the meeting, it will be remembered, was to elect a

president and vice-presidents in accordance with

the altered constitution of the society. Mr. Castle,

after explaining the correspondence with Lord
Brooke, M.P., proposed, and Mr. Wynne secondeil,

that his lordship be president of the society. The
motion was carried. The hon. sec, Mr. W. Holmes,

then moved that the following noblemen and
gentlemen be elected vice-presidents: The Earl of

Lytton, Lord Ebury, Sir Guyer Hunter, Sir Edwin
Saunders, Or. Hogg, and Mr. E. Sanderson, all of

whom had signified their willingness to accept the

position if elected. ,-ind Sir Louis IVlIy, Mr. Lco|m)Ic1

de Rothschild, and Mr. J. Wormald, subject to their

approval. The election was carried unanimously.

On the motion of the foreign corresponding secre-

tary, Mr. J. N. Gerard, of New York, U.S.A., and
Monsieur Pfatzer, of Roubaix, France, were elected

foreign members of the society. The sum of two
guineas was voted to the Royal Aquarium em-
ployfo' annual dinner fund.

Destroyers.
Insects on Apple shoots.—I shall be obliged

if you Can give me the name and cure for the

black fungoid-looking growth which has attacked
and appears to be killing the young shoots sent,

—J. M.
*j,* In reply to the above, " the black fungoid-

looking growths " are the eggs of an insect, I

think of one of the aphides, or green-flies. They
are easily crushed. Rub the shoots with a stiflisb

brush dipped in tobacco water and soft soap, or

if your tree be too large for such a remedy to be
used, syringe with the same mixture. Keep a
sharp look out later on, and syringe the trees

again on the first appearance of the hatching of the

eggs.—G. S. S.

Woodlice in plant-houses.—Can any reader
of The Garden suggest effective means of get-

ting rid of woodUce in plant-houses ? A friend of

mine with a fine collection of Orchids stands a
chance of having the greater part of them ruined

by these nocturnal pests. It is a great mistake
to suppose they prey upon decaying vegetable
matter ; that is their habitat ; but their favourite

food is tender shoots, buds, and seedlings just

germinating, as many a gardener knows to his cost.

My friend has tried every means he could think of,

even going so far as to have plants. Orchids, &c.,

turned out of pots, whitewashing the house, and
replacing the Derbyshire spar. Potato slices and
handpicking are his last resources—very much like

Mrs. Partington trying to mop out the Atlantic.—

A

Subscriber.

Testacella Maugei.—" W. H. G." shall have
some specimens of this interesting slug as soon as

we are digging ground which it frequents. It is not
common to all our soil, but only to a portion, al-

though it is nearly all of a stiff clayey nature. I

was much amused the other daywhen a labourer dig-

ging a piece of ground in the Testacella quarter re-

marked that he thought the " yaller uns had eaten
all t'other slugs up." Probably the non-exist-

ence of the common garden slug was due to the
fact that there was little vegetable food for it

to prey upon, and therefore had for the winter
gone below and become torpid. The Testacella

Maugei, on the other hand, being of a carnivorous

nature, finds earthworms in plenty all through the

winter. I have not asserted that I am unfamiliar

with the habits of this peculiar slug, except as re-

lates to the devouring of its own kind. On that

point I sceptical. Earthworms, however, they
devour greedily, and very likely also wireworms.
If tliey do feed upon these latter pests readily, there

should be found, by planting .a colony of Testacellas

in a wireworm-infested garden or field, useful means
of getting rid of one of the gardener's greatest insect

enemies. I am not sure that any good is done
in the destruction of e.arthworras, but if the carni-

vorous slugs eat real pests, some more succulent

food in the sh.ape of earthworms cannot be denied
them. This particular slug is of a buff colour, and
when crawling about quite 2 inches long, and beyond
its colour may be recognised by having on the top of

its tail end a tiny hard shell.—A. D.

The death of the Rev. J. O. Wood, the
jiiipular writL'r ttii Natural Uisti try. '^oourrod recently.

Horticulturists will best rumomber him by his " Garden
Friends and Foes."

Snowdrops.—Will "R. 0. B.," who sent somo
Siinw.ln.i.s to The Garden otfiee hist week, kiudly
.^i.u.l liisa.I.lirss.

Names of plants.—M.—Your Lycaste very nuicli

rcsfiiilili's b, iiiacri ipliylla. J. N.—Uondnihiuiii
lu-iiiiuliniiiii, Ouridiiini sarcodes. T, and ./. Rotjers.
— I. Oncidiuiii O'Hrii'uianniii ; 2, Maxillaria sp. ; 3,

Kpidoudrum virens ; *4 and .5, f(»rius of Cypripodium
harbntum ; 6. Cattleya Trianse.
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THE SCOTCH FIR AS A TIMBER TREE.
The above is the heading of an article in The
Gakden, Feb. 16 (p. ICO) by " Y." The writer

wishes to see the merits and demerits of this

tree discussed, and asks if any reader can furnish

some useful particulars on this subject. The
timber of the Scotch Fir when thoroughly ma-
tured has long occupied a high position, but
that the growth of the tree and quality of its

timber are affected to a considerable extent by
exposure, elevation, and the texture of the
ground in which it is grown there can be no
doubt. In illustration of this I shall give a few
examples. Having been engaged for a series of

years renovating natural Scotch Fir forests and
cutting up the wood of the same for large and
extensive building pxirposes in the Braemar
Highlands, I had a good opportunity of com-
jjaring the timber as found on different classes

of soils and at various elevations. That the

pure bracing mountain air, coupled with the
inorganic nature of the soil in the locality,

promotes the formation of hard, firm wood, I

have abundant and conclusive proof. The best

wood which I have ever cut in that district was
produced upon thin blackish soil a few inches

deep, and resting upon an open subsoil of sandy
or gravelly clay, and naturally so dry that no
draining was required. On sending a qiiantity

of logs from this part of the forest to be cut up
at the sawmill, the workmen could tell what part

of the forest the wood was from as soon as their

saws entered the logs, and I think this pretty con-
clusive proof that the soil has a decided influence

on the quality of the timber. Any difference in

the texture of the wood produced here could be
clearly traced to the difference in the age of the

trees, and trees of the same age that had
matured their growth were found to be of a

uniform texture throughout. In another part

of the forest, where the surface was of an un-
dulating character, I found the hollow places

to consist of rich black soU of various depths,

resting ujion shingle and clay finely mixed,
while the higher mounds and ridges were com-
posed of the same class of soil, with this

difference, that the surface soil along the top of

the ridges was only a few inches deep. Now
on felUng trees and cutting up the timber
grown in this part of the forest I often found con-

siderable difference in the quality of the wood
even of trees of the same age, as ascertained

by the number of concentric rings which they
contained, and which was the only way I had
of comparLag them in this respect. Trees grow-
ing upon deep rich soil in hollow places were
often found to be of a softer texture than sucli

as were gi'own upon thin soil on the ridges, and
this in a great measure explains the reason why
trees growing within a few yards of each other
have been found t(j be so dissimilar in quality

that they have been pronounced by some people
as belonging to a bad form. Now in this case

the trees could not have degenerated, for the
simple reason that they wore all the progeny of

old specimens of tlio true Highland Pine gi'ow-

iiig here and there in the forest and left there
as mother trees to stock the ground with fresh

plants by natural reproduction. I can well
understand the plausibility of the argmnent
that trees raised in a public nursery from seed
of doubtful origin may turn out to hv. deticient

in hardiness and quality of timber, but in the
present case this was by no means tlio case.

Throw a log of the hai'dest and best class of

Scotch Fir timber down upon a hard road, and
it innnodiately recoils and produces a sharji,

metallic ring, bo that the experienced forester

can tell to a certainty by this test alone if the
wood is of the hardest and best quality. On
the other hand, subject a log of the softest

class of Pine timber to the same test, and it

will be found to fall upon the ground with a
dull, hea^-y sound, so that the difference can
be ascertained in this way before the timber
is cut up with the saw at all. As a general
rule, soft, deep soils rich in organic matter
produce a soft, inferior class of timber, while
pure Moss ground produces the softest of any.
In Grigor's "Arboriculture" (p. 166), the au-
thor, speaking of the Scotch Fir, says ;

—

Of all soils common in waste lands, pure bog is

most uncongenial to its growtli ; and although the
plant sometimes lives in soil composed almost
wholly of this vegetable substance, yet it requires
a mixture of inorganic matter, in order that it

may produce timber.

This statement corroborates what I have
said, and as I consider Grigor to be one of

our best authorities on the native Pine, I at-

tach the greater value to his remarks. Chalk
and calcareous soils are likewise inimical to

the growth and full development of the tree,

except in cases where there is a considerable
depth of soil on the top of the chalk, but
in all cases where the latter is only covered
with thin poor soil, the trees never reach
a great size, and the wood is of a soft, in-

ferior quality. Climate also influences very much
the growth of the tree and the formation and
quality of its tunber. When cutting up and
manufacturing the timber of the Scotch Fir in

some parts of Ireland, I found that where the
trees were gi-own upon the class of soil most
congenial to their growth and the formation of

the best class of timber, the wood was of a fair

texture, but certainly not equal to that of the
same species of trees which I had formerly cut
up in the natural forests of Braemar. Now in

this case I attribute the difference in the texture
and quality of the wood entirely to the influence

of the climate and the difference in the elevation

above sea-level. In Ireland the trees which I

refer to were grown at an elevation of some-
thing less than 100 feet, while the trees in the
natural forests of the Highlands of Scotland
were all produced upon ground upwards of

1000 feet above sea-level. The chief difference

in the wood of the trees grown under such
conditions is that the timber produced at the
high elevation is harder, firmer in texture, and
more thorougldy inqiregnated with resinous
matter than that grown on a lower elevation.

I may, however, state that trees grown upon
soft mossy ground, althoughdeticientin hardness
and firmness of texture, are generally of a

tough pliable nature. I have extracted the
surface roots of these and found them capable
of being used for making baskets, creels, and
hampers, and although not in use now, yet many
years ago these roots were used in the Highlarids

and inlands of Scotland for making ropes, Ac.
J. B. Webstrr.

cember. This, however, is not good practice, as the
seeds have not been thoroughly ripened by frost.

Nature never extracts the seeds from the cones till

April and May. The alternate bursts of sun-heat
and April showers are Nature's mode of extracting
the seeds, and the nearer we can follow her un-
erring laws, in like proportion will our efforts be
crowned with success. The seed collector should
be very careful to gather his cones from the finest

and healthiest trees, otherwise the progeny will be
of small size and weak constitution.—J. B. W.

Collecting tree seeds.—The .spell of keen
frosty weather which we experienced some time
ago has been very lieneficial in retarding too early

vegetation. In many cases the buds of trees and
Inislies ot different species had begun to expand,
and if tliis liad gone on for any Icngtli of time, the
probability is that later on they would liave been
cut up by cold, frosty weather. The cones of

Larch, Scotch Kir, and otlicr coniferous trees are

now thoroughly matured by frost, and may be
(M)llccted at any time during dry weather. Some
fifty or sixty years ago nurserymen generally
collected their cones in February and March, V)Ht

this rule seems not to be very strictly allended to

in this respect, as I have seen large quantities ot

Larch seeds in nurserymen's eBtablishmeots in De-

TIMBER TRADE AND HOME SUPPLIES.
Permit me to supplement my last week's note on
this subject with a few more remarks I had not
then time to send. The proposal to " boycott

"

foreign timber on gentlemen's estates would have
scarcely a perceptible effect on the trade, so little

timber comparatively goes in that direction, while
it would without doubt send the supply into the
open market, where English timber growers as well

as foreigners have to dispose of their main stock,

and the result would be a corresponding deprecia-

tion of prices all round. It would be " cutting off

the nose to spite the face." So long as we have to

deal with free imports, let trade take its natural

course. You may as well tell farmers to kill their

own beef and mutton, but they do not do it. In-

deed, plenty of farmers who have a good few men
and servants to keep buy imported meats and
American fresh meat for home consumption while
selling their own. Where there are quarries or

mines on an estate, as suggested by Mr. A. D. AVeb-

ster, a clause could be inserted by the proprietor

enforcing the use of home-grown timber, but the

lessee would take it off the rent, for having to com-
pete with others not so bound he could not get any
better price for his produce. The whole idea is a
narrow one and quite impracticable. As to the
stress laid upon the necessity of seasoning timber
and making extensive provision for that purpose on
estates, it may surprise some to know that not

above a fractional portion ot the English timber
disposed of is ever seasoned in any way. One ot

the biggest firms in the midlands has 2000 wagons
on the road, and builds as many at its own yards as

it can. Within eighteen months I supplied about
20,000 feet of Oak for this purpose mainly, every

foot of which was converted as fast as it came out
of the wood from which it was supplied as the saw-
mill could take it. 1 once said to the manager,
" Seasoning does not appear to be of any conse-

quence to you," and his reply was, "Oh no; the

timber only shrinks a little sideways, never length-

ways, and the wagon frames are so constructed that

we can screw them up when they shrink." For
almost all colliery, railway, &c., purposes the prac-

tice is the same, and dealers in Ash fell it at any
season of the year and convert it into shafts and
for a great variety of purposes. As to prices,

accounts to hand are more cheering than ever, both
in the home and foreign timber. The following

slip, from among numerous references to the sub-

ject, expresses the position of affairs. It is from
the Thnhcr Trades Journal, but I know it to be
true, as at almost every sale 1 have heard of or been
at the attendance has been much better, bidding
brisker, and prices higher:

—

III the homo tinilKT tnulo tlio only item worth ro-

oordinp: is tho incvoiisod iiuiiilior of lota of stundiug
tiiulior lioiup put into the niarkot. Luiullords liiivo

oonioti) the coiicliisiiiii tliiit this Is tlioir tiino to take iid-

v;iiit;iKe of the iniprovod position tlio trade has as-

suTiioil, and iiiiito an almndniit supply for tho yoiir's

wants is now in prospect.
YORKSniREMAN.
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Sdition, It.; post free, \s. id.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Natdre."—Shalcspeaj-e.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIRDLESTONB.

ROSE MADAME LAMBARD.
Several points of interest have been brought
out by the recent discussion on Lacharme's beau-
tiful red Tea. Notes have been contributed

from vai'ious parts of the country, beginning
as far south as Rochester—from the metropolis

of Roses I had almost written ; the Metropolitan,

perhaps, would be nearer the mark—and Surrey

;

coming from as far east as Norfolk, as far west
as Herefordshire, as far north as Aberdeen, and
coming also from the north of Ireland.

There is considerable unanimity as to the

chief merits of the plant, everybody testifying

to its vigour and freedom, as well as to the
beauty of the glossy foliage, retained so late as

often to render the plant practically evergreen
;

but only Mr. Grant draws attention to the valu-

able quality of erectness, which is so e.ssential to

tlie efl'ectiveness of any Rose in the garden, and
which so usefully distinguishes Mme. Lambard.
The attractiveness also of the innumerable vari-

coloured flowers, whose shades of rose and
yellow are so fancifully mingled and rarely twice

ill exactly the same way, is incontestable ; and
Mr. Biu'rell justly lays stress upon the special

beauty of the blooms in autumn or in a cool

.season. Indeed, it would seem that it is just

in such a sunless season as that of 1888 that

Mme. Lambard is seen at her best, to judge
from the evidence given with his usual admir-
able precision of facts and tigures by Mr.
Mawley in his genial article on p. 185. The
difl'erence between 2 flowers staged in the
heat of 1887 and 51 in the cold of 1888 aflbrds

an unmistakable indication of the kind of

simimer in which fine blooms of this Rose are

to be looked for, particularly when so able an
exhibitor of Roses of all sorts as Mr. Grant
states further that he alone exhiliited it during
1888 in upwards of thirty winning stands.

It is, consequently, perhaps only to be ex-

pected that the defects most generally insisted

upon in this flower in an ordinarily hot summer
are lack of size and fulness, and it is to be feared
that these are defects which no grower will con-

scientiously be able to do otherwise than
endorse. Personally, I ha\e not experienced to

any noticeable extent the lack of symmetry in

the flowers of Mme. Lambard that is complained
of by some of the most able growers. Want of

depth and substance has been a constant trouble,

but the "quartered" or double-centred flowers

have not been very conspicuous on my own
plants. On the other hand, I tliink Mr. Prince
puts his finger on a weak place when he points
out that the flower is liable to lose colour after

it has been cut. It might be tliought that this

is a peculiarity of the variety at Oxford, where
we have reason to know that some Tea blooms
lose their colour even before they are cut, but
that it is also referred to by "Delta" and Mr.
Mawley, and is, unfortunately, too common an
experience. There can be little doubt that this

dulness of colour is attributable to the shades of

red in the petals, which are constantly under-
going subtle changes until the whole colour of
the flower becomes confused and presents a
"dirty"' appearance. Red seems a singularly
unstable colour in Roses, compared, for instance,
with yellow. Hardly any red Rose, or Rose

with red La it, remains exactly the same colour

for many hours in succession ; and in the case of

Tea- scented varieties that have red shades in

them the change is rarely for the better, such

Roses as .lules Finger, at times very beautiful,

becoming under unfavourable circumstances

almost livid in luie.

Everybody appears to find Mme. Lambard
one of the hardiest of the Teas, and this im-

portant quality contributes to render the variety

one of the most valuable of all garden Roses.

There is also a general unanimity in favour of

the Brier as the best stock, the seedling Brier

being most commended, but owing to its gi-eat

vigour and freedom, Mme. Lambard makes a

handsome standard, and succeeds well gromi in

this form. It is perhaps natural that in the far

north of Aberdeen the Brier cutting should be

preferred as a stock, as its roots keep nearer the

surface than those of the seedling, and it may
be a matter of importance in a cool climate to

keep the roots as much within reach of the in-

fluence of the sun as possible.

As to the best soil and situation in which to

grow Mme. Lambard and how to prune it, the

correspondence aflbrds an answer which might

be summed up almost in a "Thro'-the-Looking-

Glass" kind of phrase, "Any, anywhere, no-

how, contrariwise !"

While no doubt it is desirable, wherever

possible, to grow Roses in good rich loam, I am
quite convinced that the Teas in general, and

Mme. Lambard in particular, are far less aftected

by the consistency of the soil than by the supply

of manure. Mme. Lambard will grow and

flower freely in any soil or situation in which

Roses maybe grown at all, but my experience does

not tend tosupport Mr. Page-Roberts' theory that

the flowers come thin because the soil is light.

I have grown the Rose on very strong clay, and

there the tendency to run to wood and leaf com-

plained of by Mr. Mawley was conspicuously

apparent ; but the flowers have always been as

thin and undersized as any in the garden, more

so than those on plants growing in what is

literally nothing but sharp sand ; and Captain

Christy expressly states that growing it in poor

light soil and also in good loam, he has found it

to do well in both. Mr. Cocker lays stress on

the supply of manure, and Mr. J. A. Williams,

I believe, gives the soundest advice in recom-

mending that Mme. Lambard be fed well, and

be always top-dressed, (.^wing to the too great

rapidity with which the flowers open in the sun,

a situation considerably sheltered from its rays

would seem likely to aflbrd the best chance of

obtaining fine flowers, and, consequently, it is a

little surprising to find that the Dean of

Rochester gives a south wall as the situation

on which he would prefer to grow Mme. Lam-
bard— a choice in which he is followed by several

other growers. In the hope of preventing the

too rapid and premature expansion of thoflowcrs,

complained of by Mr. Lindsell.I have even gone

so far this autumn as to plant Mme. Lambard
on a north wall, having found the other aspect

mentioned by the Dean of Rochester, namely,

east, to be too hot in an ordinary season, al-

though probably the best that could be selected

in a season like that oi 1888. The question of

aspect, however, is only of importance where

exceptionally fine flowers are required, since as

a garden Rose Mme. Lambard will grow, as has

been said above, practically anywhere.

The question of pruning is probably a far

more important factor in obtaining fine blooms

of this Rose than either soil or situation, and

on this point there is a direct conflict of opinion

—a very unequal conflict as far as numbers go,

the proportion being something like six to one.

Nevertheless, my own experience leads me with-

out hesitation to join the minority. Nearly all

the contributors to the discussion say that they

would prune hard to obtain tine blooms, yet it

does not appear that by this means they attain

their end, for they almost without exception

refer to the flowers as generally "uncertain,"

"lacking in size," "disappointing," "unreli-

able," or in some such doubtful terms. On the

other hand, Mr. Page-Roberts says boldly,

"severe pruning does not suit it, either for

extra fine flowers or garden decoration," and
Mr. J. A. Williams expresses a similar opinion,

which I firmly believe to be the correct one.

Mr. Mawley tells us that he has always pruned

his plants pretty hard, but without obtaining

particularly good flowers, and this has been

exactly my own experience. Finding that hard

pruning answered so well with the majority of

the Teas, I continued for several years to prune

Mme. Lambard severely, thinking that the in-

dift'erent flowers were probably the result of

.some accident of the season. At last, however,

I got tired of growing magnificent plants that

alone of all my Teas never gave me a creditable

flower, and I began to jn-une them less, with

the result that the flowers improved, though, of

course, the hot seasons of 18SU and 1887 were

much against so thin a Rose. Last spring I cut

half the plants hard back, as formerly, and left

the rest entirely unpruned, with the result that

from the unpruned plants I obtained the best

blooms that I have ever grown of the variety.

Of course I shall be told it was the season, but I

do not think that would be suflicient to account

for the fact that the flowers on the severely

pruned plants wore as indifl'erent and under

sized as ever, although the plants were splendid

At any rate, my own conviction that hard prun

ing is not a certain means of securing excep-

tionally fine flowers is such that I intend this

year to leave all my plants of Mme. Lambard
entirely unpruned and await the result, follow-

ing Mr. J. A. Williams' plan of manuring

heavOy and mulching during the summer.

The evidence in Mme. Lambard's favour as

a pot Rose seems to indicate that it makes an

excellent plant and blooms most ireely under

glass, but that when forced the colour of the

flowers is liable to be unsatisfactory, as is the

case with all Teas that contain two or more
distinct shades, such as Mme. de Watteville and
others in addition to the variety in question.

The two colours in the flower are not distinct

and clear as when grown out of doors, but, as

it were, run together, which gives the bloom a

very muddled, not to say muddy appearance.

This, of course, would be against its value in

the cut-flower market, although it is interesting

to note that Messrs. Cocker, of Aberdeen, re-

cord a great and growing demand for cut blooms

of the variety. Nevertheless, it is probable that

the chief value of Mme. Lambard to the grower

for market will iirove to be as a hardy Tea that

may be profitably grown in the open ground for

the supply of beautifully coloured buds and
blossoms late in the season, when Roses good
enough for bouquet-work are more scarce than

at almost any other time of the year.

It is to be hoped that contributors and Rose
growers generally may be able to note the be-

haviour of their plants in reference to the way in

which they are pruned during the coming season,

with a view to seeing wliat prospect there may
be of establislung the system of pruning by

which the best results m.ay be obtained Irom

the beautiful Mme. Lambard.

Bending down thie shoots of Roses.—

I

have for several \ears pvactijcd i-ucccfslully the

plan of bending down long and strong shoots of
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Koses for the purpose of inducing them to flower

more freely. In the majority of cases the plan
answers admirably. My first attempt in this direc-

tion was with a vigorous plant of Climbing De-
voniensis, which if left alone woidd only have
flowered at the points of the shoots, but by bring-

ing down the ends to a horizont.al direction a fair

proportion of the lower buds break, and if once
they start into growtli they are sure to flower.

There is a great difference in the behaviour of some
Boses with regard to their flowering all along the
shoot. The Marechal Niel, as a rule, will do so

without any attention, but Gloire de Dijon does not,

although it generally flowers so freely that most
people are satisfied with it. In the case of a very
vigorous plant, however, that has made long, strong
growth, the number of blooms may be increased
quite one-third by bending down these long shoots
in a horizontal direction until the buds are started,

when they may be taken up to their j'proper place.
Some people cut back these long shoots for the pur-
pose of making them flower lower down, but bend-
ing down is preferable. Heine Marie Henriette is

another Rose that flowers cliiefly on the points of
the strongest shoots, especially late in the summer,
but if the shoots are trained in the way suggested,
there will be blossoms at nearly every bud along
the shoot instead of a large bunch of them at the
end.—J. C. C.

favourites in spring and early summer is to grow
them in pots. I cut a number of very beautiful

buds and half-opened flowers on February 1-1 this

year. We will from two dozen plants continue to

cut Roses up to the time they come in out of doors.

Their culture is very simple, but they must not be
neglected, more especially just as they have finished

flowering. Wlien the bloom is gone the plants are

very often pushed aside, to make room for some-
thing else that is in flower, either on to a back
stage away from light and air, or out of doors where
they lose nearly all their leaves and require half

the season to recover themselves. Tea Roses in

pots are better if they are never placed out of doors,

b\it if this is necessary, they ought not to go out

until the end of May. When under glass the plants

ought to be in a light, airy place, and be kept quite

free from insect pests and mildew.—J. Douglas.

SELECTED ROSES.
MADAME GABRIEL LUIZET.

It is proposed to ask for the experience of readers
of The Gaeden and of Rose growers generally in
the cultivation of Madame Gabriel Luizet (Liabaud,
1877), a very beautiful Rose, in dealing with which
several somewhat perplexing points not infre-
quently arise.

The questions to which answers are requested
having been slightly altered in one or two details,
it is thought better to print them again at length,
to save confusion and the trouble of referring back
to the issue for the 2nd of February ; they now
stand as follows:

—

1. What have you found to be the distinctive excel-
lences of this Rose both as a plant and as a flower ?

2. On the other hand, what do you' find" to be its
defects ? .

,

,'',.'
3. As compared with others of its class, have you

found it hardy, moderately hiirdy, or tender ?

4. In what soil or situation have you grown it witli
most success ?

. , .

5. What stock do you find suits it best, or does it do
better on its own roots ? .

6. By means of what system of pruning have you
succeeded in obtaining (1) exceptionally fine flowers,
(2) the most effective general display in the garden ?

7. Have you found it to grow well in pots, and may
it he forced easily ?

8. Have you observed any peculiarity of character in
this Rose, or any alteration in character as an autumnal
since it was first distrihufod ?

It is hoped that the substitution in No. 8 for the
former question may be tlie means of obtaining
some valuable information as to the position as a
Perpetual that is now occupied by Madame Gabriel
Luizet.

Tea Roses.—The Tea Rose has been brought
into very prominent notice in the pages of The
Garden, and at p.nge 1 85 it is stated that tliis

beautiful class of looses is not perfectly hardy in
the Vale of Taunton. In our Essex gardens we
had considerable difnculty in growing the Tea Roses
satisfactorily out of doors. I mentioned this to
Mr. G. Paul, of the firm of Messrs. Paul and Sons,
Cheshunt, and lie .advised planting tliem on raised
beds, the sides of which are formed liy a sloping
bank of green turf. This was done and the result
has been most satisfactory. We now have abundance
of beautiful Roses in summer, and also quite late in
the autumn, but, as "J. C. C," suggests, we cannot
protect them from east winds in M.-iri'li and April
in that way, but I fancy (lie jilantsdo not suffer so
much on the raised beds as they do on tlie flat ones.
The only way, however, to have a supply of our

Orchids.
W. H. OOWER.

DENDROBIUM WARDIANUM.
This beautiful plant is now very fine in many
gardens round London, but more especially in

country gardens. The fogs in the metropolis

this season have so destroyed its flowers, that

very few good blooms opened in London before

the last week in February, and these I saw with
Mr. Cowley, gardener to Mr. Tautz, at Shep-
herd's Bush, where numerous examples may be
seen heavily laden with large flower.s measuring
more than 4 inches across, and with Mr. Laing
at Forest Hill the show of this species is superb.

This plant flowered with myself for the first

time in Europe in the month of March thirty

years ago, and passed into the Ruckorian col-

lection. It was figured in the Botanical

Magazine in the same year as Dendrobium
Falconeri var. sepaUs petalisquo obtusiaribus.

This abominable name drove the Orchid growers
of that time nearly frantic, and deep were the

vows made that so fine a plaut should not be so

designated. Some few years afterwards a plant

from the same imported batch flowered with
Dr. Ward, of Southampton; and another from
the same importation, which afterwards flowered
in Mr. Day's collection at Tottenham, was figured

and dedicated to Dr. Ward,and thus was obtained

a name for this—one of the most beautiful of all

the Dendrobes. D. Wardianum remained a
rare plant in gardens for a long time, but about
fourteen years ago it was again imported, and
this time from Burmah, by the Messrs. Low, of

Clapton ; and only a few days ago I noted a

grand lot of this species just to hand from
the same district in Messrs. Low's establish-

ment. This form of the plant is a robust

and free grower, flowering in abundance, the

blooms in many instances being large and
massive, one before me at the present

time measuring nearly 5 inches across, the

sepals and petals being stout, broad, and
waxy white, broadly tipped with amethyst-

purple ; lip large, tipped with the same colour

as the petals, with a broad blotch of soft yellow

at the base, where there are two large oyo-liko

spots of rich velvety maroon. This is now the

most popular and showy plant, and certainly

takes the load of the Assam plant, whicli is

mucli nifrre slender in its growth, and, as a rulo,

produces smaller flowers, whicli, liowover, .still

maintain their reputation for brilliancy of

colour. This .species should bo grown by every-

one having a warm hcnise, from which, liowever,

it requires to bo moved to a lower t^'uiperaturo

wlien growth is completed. Itslnmld be fully ex-

l)osed to the sun and ke]>t dry, in order to ripen

its growth, f(ir it must be boriio in iniml that

D. Wardianum flowers upon the ouo-yearolil

growtli. Notwitlistauding tlio strong habit

of the Burmese form of this plant, I have had
several proofs that to compel the plant to grow

.

erect is wrong, not that it does not produce
fine bulbs, because in this respect I see no
difference, but in flowering I obsers-e that in

every instance the plants when grown in baskets

and their pseudo-bulbs allowed to hang down in

a natural manner produce fully two-thirds more
flowers than those plants with their stems tied up
straight. This is a fact well deserving the atten-

tion of growers, whether it be those who grow for

a display only at home, or those who grow for

profit, whilst at the same time the plant when
grown in a natural manner invariably produces
the finest display. D. Wardianum does not

appear to have been very successfully used by
the hybridiser, one kind only, D. micans,

being recorded as the result of a cross between
it and D. lituiflorum. In the form named
crassinode Wardianum, a supposed natural hy-

brid, said to be well attested, 1 am an utter un-

believer, that is if the flower given me from
Mr. Tautz's collection is true. In this plant

the growth more resembles the Assam form of

Wardianum ; the flower now before me does not

show the slightest affinity with that of crassi-

node. In shape it is exactly like tliat of Wardi-
anum ; the sepals and petals and the lip are

tipped with amethyst, the base of the lip is

light yellow, and the .'ame two maroon-purple
blotches ornament the base of the lip. I can-

not but think Mr. Tautz's plant is not true,

but if it is, I should like to know from whence
the inference is drawn that this is a hybrid

between the two forms named, my opinion

being that it is simply a poor form of Wardi-
anum. If any grower has a flower which con-

firms the hybrid origin of the plaut, and can

spare it, I would be very thankful if he wiU send

it to me.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Burlingtonia fragrans is an old BraziHan
species, which is remarkable for the powerful odour of

its white flowers, which are staiued on the lip with
vellow. The perfume resembles that of the White
Thorn.

Cymbidium ebumeum.—This beautiful large-

flowered species still retains its position as the finest

of all the white-fiowcred section, and since the more
sensible treatment of keeping it cool it has flowered

very freely, and in such condition I recently noted it

in Mr. Laing's nursery at Forest Hill.—W.
Miltonia epectabilis Moreliana is a well-

known Brazilian Orchid. The sepals and petals are

iutense deep purple, the very large broadly obovate lip

being rich deep rose. It is an extremely beautifm
plant, and easily cultivated with ordinary stove plants.

.'V coloiired plate of this variety was given in The
Garden, April 23, 1887 (p. 37'1).

OdontogloBBum Cervantesi Morada. —
Amongst ninncrous I'xamplcs of this beautiful plant

now flowering in Mr. Ta\itz's garilen at Sheplierd's

Bush this variety is conspicuous, the whole flower

being of a rose colour instead of white, otherwise the

markings are .similar to those of the tj'pe. It is ii

beautiful varii'ly, aiul is a worthy compauion to O.

Rossi majus ami ntluT ciiol house plants.

Cymbidium Lowianum.—A bold and hand-

some Orchid, wliicli is grown well in Mr. James's

nursery at West Norwood under quite cool treat-

ment. Large plants are llowcring well, and many
plants of Messrs. Low's last importation have grown
well and are also pushing up spikes. It produces

enormous racemes of showy flowers which continue

for many months in full beauty.

Dendrobium nobile.—Very fine forms of this

plant are now flowering in the Devonshire House
collection at Sliiniford Hill. I believe the.se are

from recently imported plants, and the intense rich

colour of some varieties proves that there are many
superb forms yet to come from fresh localities. This

old sjiecies still stands high in publii^ estimation,

and 1 doubt if any other species could be named
in tliis large genus which is so generally useful.—H.
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WAKEHURST PLACE.

During the time of Queeu Elizabeth Sussex

became faii'ly studded with manorial residences,

many of which remain to this day as beautiful

and substantial as ever, though hoary and grey

with age. Such a house is Wakehurst, the

residence of the Dowager Marchioness of Down-
shire. It was formerly the seat of a family of

the name of Wakehurst, passing from them into

the hands of the Culjiepers, by one of whom the

present house was erected in 1590. Each age

has its distinguishing characteristics, especially

in architecture. The prominent features of

Elizabethan erections in Sussex are picturesque-

ness of outline, many-gabled ends, and general

irregularity of form. The materials used were
always the best, the natural sandstone for the
walls and the thinner layers upon the roof

composing the buildings. Tlie walls and roof

are covered over with the growth of many
Lichens, j'et as storm-resisting, element-defying
erections, they are quite fresh and substantial,

and will probably outlast the harsh-looking red

brick and tile mansions which are springing

up upon the fair Sussex landscapes.

Wakehurst is in the Hayward's Heath dis-

trict, and situated upon a sandstone ridge of

exceptional beauty. The whole country round
is one vast series of hill and dale, meadow and
wood, stream and river. The scenery very much
resembles that around Tunbridge Wells, and
the comparison is a true one, for here, as there,

occasionally huge masses of sandstone rock
emerge from the ground and rise up like walls

or lie scattered in large masses. Everything
tends to show that the whole of this district

was at one time a great expanse of forest. The
flat hill crests have been partly cleared, the
houses erected and surrounded witli many acres

of greensward, which is diversified to such an ex-

tent that in some parts level ground is a thing
unattainable. At Wakehurst the park falls away
into deep masses of wood, principally of Oak.
Along the sides of the wooded vales, the rocks,

overshadowed by hanging masses of trees and
always kept moist by the trickling water oozing
from countless little springs, are draped with
Hymenophyllum tunbridgense. Safe from the
hands of the ruthless Fern collector grows this

transparent and most elegant gem of BritLsh

plant life, while on the sandy surface of the
ground large masses of Blechnum are con-
spicuous. From the house, which stands in

an open, airy situation facing south, a fine view
across the park is obtained.

The engraving is from a view taken in the
pleasure grounds on the offside of a small piece

of water, in which Typha latifolia luxuriates.

This oblique view conveys the impression that
the beaiitiful specimen of Cuprejsus macrocarpa
and other masses of shrubs interrupt the fore-

ground scene from the house, but in reality they
do not, for, as before said, the front view is due
south and extends across the park. There are
a I'ew creepers on the house, but the softness

of these old walls harmonises so well with the
surrounding vegetation that they need no screen,

and, moreover, it would be a pity to effectually

conceal their lichened beauty. A beautiful

Garrya ellii)tica clusters against one of the
windows, while a Myrtle nestles beneath another.
A Wistaria, Escallonia, Banksian Rose, and an
Ivy (Riegneriana) conclude the list of things
upon the front wall. There is more Ivy on the
walls of the carriage front, whilst the porch
itself is ^vreathed in a cluster Rose. To the
east of the lawn are masses of trees and shrubs,
with a quiet walk between. This walk is

bordered with Grass verges, and on these are

now flourishing young specimens of the best

and choicer kinds of coniferous trees. Ivy is

used for clothing the stems of dead trees,

and surely there is no better way of utilising

some of our best Ivies, provided it is done in

moderation.

Occasionally surprise nooks occur between

the trees. One noted had a centre arbour of

Hops and some simple beds filled with annuals,

such as Love-in-a-mist and Godetias. Another

surface is lost, and choice Pears predominate.

Pears do remarkably well, and among the best

are Doyenne du Comice, Marie Louise, and

Louise Bonne of Jersey.

The glass erections are not numerous, but

suflicient to supply the needs of the place.

Grapes and Peaches are well gi'own, one vinery

being especially noteworthy. It contained

Black Hamburgh in one half and Madresfield

Court in the other. The Madresfield Court

surprise is aborder in which the old and beautiful ' Vines had an enormous crop of fair-sized, nicely

plants, unknown to many modern gardens, find a

home, and which, whilst giving little trouble, as

each season comes round spring up and flower.

finished bunches without cracked berries. The

border is an outside one and the treatment the

same as for the Hamburghs. Late Grapes were

Wula'liurst Place, Sussex. Eiigravoil for Tin-: Gakhen fruni ;i pliotogr.ipli by Messrs. W. and S. Fry, Bri;.,'lit.)ii.

Upon a wa'l near this border Jasmine, Ceano- well finished, and chiefly comprised Lady

thus, Pyrus, and the Sweet Verbena display Downe's and Black Alicante. In a stove tilled

their charms, the Jasmine being a special with useful decorative plants Cypripedium in-

favourite, and deservedly so. Choisya ternata signe and Coelogyne cristata were represented

is splendid on one of the walls, against which by large pieces grown chiefly for cut flowers. On
it clusters. Its gi-owth is not restricted and it the rafter of the greenhouse was a Marechal

flowers freely in spring and in autumn when
the season is favourable. There was a fine lot of

rooted oittings of this desirable shrub under
a handlight in the open border of the kitchen

garden . Another and almost general accompani-

ment of these old residences is a good, well-

waUed-in kitchen garden. That .at W-akehurst

Niel, which, planted out in 1887, made a shoot 29

feet long. This shoot was only shortened by G feet,

and in 1888 the laterals )iut forth flowered so

freely, that as manyas five (kzen blooms were cut

at one time. It is worked (m the Brier, but own-
root Marechals are a'so being tried. Violets

are well grown in frames, the kinds found most

13 no execption. Not an inch of sp.ace upon its ' s'litab'.o being Marie Loui e, Ncapr-litan, and
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Swanley White. In the cool coiiservatoiy the
old Vallota purpurea was flowering freely.

A. H.

Stove and Greenhouse.

SCHUBERTIAS.
Though these plants were introduced more
than lialt a century ago, they are seldom met
with. The genus is a very limited one, only

two species being in cultivation—S. granditlora

and S. graveoleus. Both come from Brazil
;

consequently, they require stove heat to grow
them. Schubertias may be grown in the form
of a busli, or as climbers trained to a pillar or

rafter, for which latter purpose their natural

twining habit renders them suitable, and in

which they are most advantageously seen. The
leaves are opposite, the flowers being produced
in umbels, and they are fleshy in texture. Those
of S. grandiflora are white, whilst in S. graveo-

lens they are pale yellow or creamy white. The
time of flowering varies according to the manner
the plants are treated in the matter of heat. In

a warm stove, where enough lieat is kept up
through the early months of the year to start

them into growth early, the flowers usually

appear in the latter part of summer. Where less

heat is used they come in during autumn, at

which time in most cases they will be found tlie

most iiseful, as flowers are leas plentiful then

than earlier in the season. Both the species are

less rampant in their growth than the majority

of stove cliaibers. In small or medium-sized
structures, it is a common occurrence to meet
with such plants as Allamaudas, P.-i.ssifloras,

Thunbergias and Bougainvilleas, that naturally

require a good deal of room ; whereas, if kinds

that require less room, like Combretum pur-

jjureum, Clerodendron splendens, IpomseaHors-
fallise, some of the Hoyas, or the Schubertias

under notice, were used, they could easily be

kept within the space allotted.

Schubertias are easily struck from cuttings,

but with them, as with many other plants tliat

have an abundance of milk-like sap, some dis-

crimination is required in the selection of the

cuttings. Those that are the most certain of

rooting readily consist of young shoots that

have been produced from eyes immediately

below where a branch has been cut back. If

these, when from 4 inches to G inches long, are

taken off with a heel, tliey rarely fail to strike.

Cuttings of this description can generally be
had in spring, sooner or later according to

the time the plants have been started into

growtli. As in the case of other stove species,

it is an advantage to get the plants struck early,

for it gives them a longer time in which to gain

strengtli. The ciittings should be put singly

in small pots in .sand. Stand them in a pi'opa-

gating frame or under propagating glasses

with bottom lieat, if this is available ; if not,

they will do without it. An ordinary stove

temperature will suffice, say from 70° to 80°.

Shade closely from the sun, and keep the sand
quite moist. Tn^ated in this way tliey ought to

strike in about six wiicks. As soon as they are

fairly rooted expose them to the full air of tlio

liouse, .and wlien tlie pots are moderately filled

with roots move the plants into others from
4 inches to inches in diameter. The soil that

answers best is brown jieat of good (|uality with
plenty of fibrous matter in it, sand being added
in projiortion to that whicli it contains. For
the first potting tliu ]ieat should be ]>assed

through a fine-meshed sieve, or broken small

by the hand. Keep tin; plants in a similar tem-
perature to that in which tliey were struck.

Oontinue to shade with thiu material when the

weather is bright during the summer. Stand
where they will get a fair amount of light, and
give air in similar quantity to that wliich an-

swers for the generality of stove subjects, be-

ing guided by the state of the weather, but
never admitting it in such a quantity as to dry
the aimosphere too much. Whilst the plants

are small they should be stood on a moist bot-

tom, under which condition they will make
much more progress than if on dry shelves or

stages. In all cases shut the air off early in the
afternoons, so as to run the temperature up
high, and syringe overhead at tlie same time ;

the accumulation of sun heat obtained by tlius

closing the house early, combined witli the
humid atmosphere, produces more growth dur-
ing the time that intervenes before darkness
comes on than is made during the rest of the
twenty-four hours.

When the plants have made 8 inches or

10 inches of growbh, pinch out the points of the
shoots, for it is better that they should consist

of several branches than be confined to a single

stem. About July give pots 2 inches larger
;

u.se soil of a similar description to that in

which the plants were first placed, but not

broken quite so fine. As the autumn comes on
cease shading, admit more air, and use less

atmospheric moisture, by which means the

growth will be discouraged and the wood will

attain its wonted soliflity. During the winter

a temperature such as is usually kept up for

stove 23lants that require medium heat will suf-

fice. If in February a few degrees more heat

is given, it will help them to get an early start,

and in this way time wUl be saved, as the ob-

ject is to get them up to a size large enough to

fill the space they are to occupy without delay,

and by securing an early .start they will make
proportionately more progress before autumn.
But where stove plants are pushed on in heat

early in the manner advised, it is necessary

that the house in which they are grown should

be so constructed as to admit all the lioht that

is available, and that they be kept well up to

the glass, otherwise the growth will be weak.

Where the stove happens to be deficient in light,

from whatever cause, it is better not to start

the plants until March.

As soon as the roots and the top growth
are fairly in motion, move the plants to pots

3 inches or 4 inches larger, according to the

size they have already attained and the con-

dition of their roots. Now use the soil in

a little more lumpy state than before, being

careful to see that the peat is of a lasting

character, for the plants under notice should

not be shaken out nor have the soil taken away,

so as to interfere with their roots, for years,

being treated in this respect much in the

way that Stephanotis usually is. The plants

.should now be placed so that their shoots can

be trained in the space they are to occupy.

Though they may be planted out in a bed or

boi-der, pot culture is better adapted for them.

The treatment in respect to air, water and shade

will require to be similar to that which was re-

commended for the )ircviou3 season. If all goes

well, the plants will flower nicely during the

summer, after wliich the shoots maybe shortened

more or less according to the space they have

to fill. Treat through the winter as bef(U-e.

Early in Sfiring, give pots a size or two larger
;

when the roots liave got well hold of the new soil,

manure water may be given once a week. This

season tliey may be expected to flower well.

The management rei[uired afterwards is of a

routine nature, such as already advised. A little

more root room may be given as it seems neces-

sary, but much may bo done to keep up the

requisite vigour by manure water alone, or by
surface dressings of concentrated manure that

gets washed down to the roots in watering.

Sometimes the plants are discarded after flower-

ing once or twice, young stock being grown on
to take their place.

When these Schubertias are required to be
gr(jwn in the form of a bush, it is necessary to

resort to frequent stopping during the early

stages of growth, and to secure the shoots to

sticks inserted in the soil. In this way they will

flower nicely, but are not seen to such advan-
tage as when trained as climbers. T. B.

CHOROZEMAS.
These plants, I hope, will again come into favour
as greenhouse ornaments, and I, for one, shall be
extremely glad to welcome them ; but I think
"H. P.," in The Garden, Feb. 2 (p. 93), has fallen

into some error in his remarks upon these New
Holland beauties. I do not object by any means
to his praise of these plants, as he has by no means
over-rated tlieir merits, for they are exceedingly
beautiful and cheerful in the greenhouse at the
present time, while their flowers are well adapted
for cutting, their elegant sprays enlivening other

things in a glass or vase upon the table. These
sprays can in most instances be cut full length
without injury to the plants. I object to "H. P."

describing C. Henchmanni as a plant with deep
green Holly-like leaves. This species always was
the rarest of the genus, and I have not seen it, now
tor several years, but I always found it to require

more care and attention than any other kind, and,

moreover, it was the only Chorozeraa that gave me
trouble with mildew through the dull days of

winter. Nevertheless, I used to have in the old

times some handsome specimens of this species,

and the C. Henchmanni of those days used to be a
plant witli alternate, entire, needle-shaped, or very

narrow leaves, more or less downy, which gave the

plant a somewhat hoary appearance. This cer-

tainly does not correspond with the description of

the plant given by " H. P.," but perhaps he has
confounded some other plant with it, or perhaps in

tlie new arrangement of Australian plants it has

been re-christened ; but it it has, I shall always con-

tinue to call my old pet by the name under which
I knew it so well and for so long a time. I find

that "H. P." maintains the popular idea that peat

only should be used for growing Chorozem.as, but I

can assure him and others of my readers that some
of the finest plants which have ever been grown in

this country had fully one-fourth of fibrous light

loam mixed with the peat. I recently noted several

kinds of Chorozemas flowering with Mr. Laing ,at

Forest Hill, and also with Mr. Williams at Hollo-

way. W. H. G.

Clematis indivisa lobata.— I do not think

half our gardening friends are aware what a beau-

tiful cool greenhouse climber we have in Clematis

indivisa lobata. Having received a pressing invita-

tion, I called upon the gardener at Norwood Park,

the beautiful residence of JIv. fj.K.SIavkey.tosee his

splendid plant of the above in full flower. The
plant is only three years old with shoots 5 feet long,

and covered from etui to end with sprays of beautiful

starry flowers. On several sprays 1 counted twenty-

four blooms. I consider this iilant one of the best

of ourgreenhoH.'ie climbers, for at this time of the

year I never h.ave seen a more lieautifiil sight . 1 have

also seen it used with good elTect for decoration, the

pl.ant h.aving been grown in a (i-inch pot, and the

shoots twisted round stakes or wires. Great care

must be taken to have the wood thoroughly ripened.

For cut flowers it is inv.ahiable, as it can be used to

great advantage where a light spray of white

llowers is required.—llKNUV MlsiUiYWEATUISlt, The

.Xiirscrlfs, Sinilli well.

Few know the beauties of this New Zea-

land climber, or we should more frequently

find il in our gardens. A large plant in a pot,

covering a large part of the roof of a green-

house in Mr. Laings nursery, is now bearing
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thousands of its pure white starry flowers. It con-

tinues in full beauty for a great length of time.

Even plants in small pots are covered with flowers.

Tliis plant would thrive well in an amateur's un-
healed house, and to such I would strongly recom-
mend it.—W. H. G.

THE AMARYLLIS.
I DO not know any reason why "Gantois" should
have dragged my name into his article on Ama-
ryllis. The information I have always furnished to

these pages and to the Gardeners' Chroiiich'., from
which he quotes, has been founded on practical ex-

perience, and tlie result of my work can be seen

in the garden where I have held the oflice of chief

for upwards of a quarter of a century. I have also

exhibited my plants at the London exhibitions

against those of all comers, and I fancy the plants

grown by me have not often been beaten in competi-
tion ; nor do I ever write under a nom <le j'hiine or

hide my light under a bushel. I tell the gardening
community exactly what I doandhowl doit. Kefer-

ring to the quotation from the (iardenrns Clironicle,

I may say that I use freslily slaked lime to rub on
the parts that have been injured or from which any
decayed portions have been removed. The tobacco
powder is used to dust the crowns of any liulbs that

may be supposed to be infested with thrips or a
species of mealy bug that sometimes lodges upon
them. If the bulbs are perfectly sound and free

from insect pests this would not be required.
" Gantois " cannot have any practical knowledge of

the subject, or at least his experience cannot have
extended over a long series of years, or he would
know that no large collection contains only sound
healthy bulbs if it is composed of named varieties

propagated through a long series of years.

As to the remarks about potting, your correspon-
dent is certainly in error. The bulbs in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery are repotted every year in January,
exactly as I recommended, and if any bulbs
amongst them were partly decayed they would also

be treated as I have stated. I can voucli for the
correctness of this, as I frequently consult with
Mr. Heal, Messrs. Veitch's foreman over this de
partment, and he is not above consulting with me.

The remark about copious waterlogs before the
flowers open is a rash statement to make. Mr.
Heal and I are quite agreed on that point. To
apply water copiously to the roots at that time
would carry ruin and disaster in all directions. All

our bulbs were repotted the first week in January,
and although I do not know it as a fact, I

venture to say that the whole of Messrs. Veitch's

collection was repotted two weeks later. They
alway.s pot their bulbs ten days or a fortnight later

than I do, and I can say that some of our bulbs
have not been watered at all, and none of them
more than twice. I have gone to Chelsea in March,
and Mr. Heal has told me that not a bulb had been
watered up to that time. I can also inform
" Gantois " that they can be forced into flower in a
high temperature and with perfect success, but I do
not care to do it; 55° to t;0° at night is much better

for the plants than 65° to 70°. IJurirg the present
cohi weather the bulbs have been in a house kept
aboat 50° at night, and I expect a few of the
flowers to be open about the middle of March. I

want to get a few good ones by March 20, and I will

have to raise the temperature to 55° as a minimum
on cold nights and G0° when the nights are warmer.
I may say further that I know of one large grower
who tried to grow his bulbs on the system of

biennial repotting, but found when too late that
he had committed a grave error. The manner in

whicli the bulbs are grown in the summer does
not admit of their being repotted biennially

;

nearly all the best roots are produced over the
rims of the pots, and what to do with tliose roots

if tlie bulbs were not repotted is quite beyond my
comprehension. J. DOUGLAS.

Solanum jasminoides.—Some reference has
recently been made to this plant in The GAnDEN,
but I do not remember seeing any mention of its

behaviour iii the open air in South Devon. On

several occasions and in different gardens I have
seen it thriving and flowering in the most satis-

factory manner upon open walls in a south aspect;

notably so in one garden at Dawlish, and the

further west one goes the more vigorously it grows.

As might be expected, when the climate is favour-

able the growth is much stronger, and the indi-

vidual blossoms larger in the open air than under
glass. As this plant is not very particular about
soil if only the climate be suthciently warm, I

believe it may be grown in sheltered positions in

many gardens along the south coast. Seeing that

it often reaches a height of 10 feet to 12 feet in

Devonshire, I see no reason why it should not

reach at least half that height in other favourable

localities. I do not think it would thrive in the

open air near London or in the midland counties.

—

J. C. C.

Boronia tetrandra.—This fine old New Hol-
land plant, seldom seen in our gardens, is now in

great beauty in Mr. James's nursery at West
Norwood. The large flowers, produced from the

axils of the leaves, are of a delicate soft pink,

whilst the pinnate leaves are deep green. Many
other fine old-fashioned plants will soon be flower-

ing in this establishment, which is noted for the

forgotten beauties of a bygone age.—W. H. G.

Begonia Scharffiana.—This is a fine plant

which I recently noted in Mr. Laing's nursery at

Forest Hill. It is a robust, yet neat grower, the
leaves being almost pilose on the upper side and
pale green, whilst beneath they are of an intense

deep red; the scape is erect, and bears a largo truss

of beautiful pure white flowers. It is an imported
plant, and one of a set that a few years ago largely

enlivened our plant houses in winter; now, how-
ever, they are gone, and we have nothing to replace

them.—W. H. G.

Boronia megastigma. — Large quantities of

this plant are now flowering in Mr. Laing's nursery
at Forest Hill. The plants are very much branched,
and form neat little bushes. Many might imagine
this was a matter of growth entirely, but I was as-

sured by Mr. Laing that such was not the case,

but that this fine compact form has been obtained
by selection, and as the plant originally distributed

by the Messrs. Rollisson was raised from seed,

it would seem to be very feasible. There does now
appear to be a chance of obtaining good specimens
of this deliciou.«ly fragrant plant, which should be
grown in quantity, so that a spray might accom-
pany every bunch of flowers arranged on the table.

—W. H. G.

A charming arrangement.—In a stove house
in Mr. Darnell's garden at Devonshire House, Slam-
ford Hill, I recently noted a combination ot plants

which produced an elegant effect worthy of note,

and that is now-a-days far too seldom seen. The
plants were not large, but just nicely suited to the

size of the house in which they stood. For
greenery, there were various Kentias of (lie Fos-

teriana and Canterburyana type, the latter, I be-

lieve, called the Umbrella Palm by its discoverer,

Mr. C. Moore,' director of llie Sydney Gardens.
Other plants' used were Cocos Weddelliana, Geo-
noma gracilis, Davallia pallida (better known
perhaps by the name of D. Mooreana), Dicksonia
.squarrosa, Cyathea Smithi, and C. dealbata; these

three last being New Zealand Tree Ferns, how-
ever, the temperature, as the season advances, will

be found too high, I fear. With the above plants

are arranged various liighly coloured Crotons, dark-

leaved Dracaenas, and a beautiful example of the

charming Dractena Lindeni ; its leaves are recurved

and broadly banded with creamy yellow; Heliconia

aurea striata, its green Musa-like leaves profusely

streaked with golden yellow ; various Anthuriums
and Alocasias. Among the Alocasias, A. Thibau-

tiana, metallica, and crystallina were conspicuous,

and tlirough and amongst these are arranged nice

examples of Adiantums, A.spleniums, and Lomarias.

In hanging baskets were numerous specimens of

the Gold and Silver Ferns. This system of hanging
them near the glass during the winter monllis is

by far the best method of bringing these tender

plants through the dull weather. The colours are

nicely arranged and diversified, so that the house
has a specially gay appearance.—W. H. G.

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM HARRISI.

Very few plants have given rise to so much
controversy within the last few yeara as this

Lilium. When attention was first directed

towards it by our American friends it was re-

garded by some as the same as Wilsoni or

eximium, but it is now, I think, generally

acknowledged that it is distinct. The bulbs im-

ported from America are best, for as grown in

this country they are not so amenable to early

forcing as the American ones are. The reason

of this is not far to seek, for the first importa-
tions reach this country while the leaves of our
plants are fresh and green, that is to say, about
the end of August. The first time this Lily was
exliibited in England was in June, 1883, a fine

spike bearing five flowers having been shown by
Mr. O. F. Wilson, who succeeds so well with
the various members of the Lily family. Tlie

plant in question was exhibited under the name
of the Bermuda Lily, large numbers of bulbs
being grown in that island, and for a season or

two most of the imported bulbs came from there,

but now nearly all are sent by nurserymen of

the Ignited States. This variety of L. longi-

florum difl'ers from all the otliers in the readi-

ness with which it can be forced, in the number
of secondary stems wliich are pushed up after

flowering, and in the rapidity with which it can
be propagated by means of scales. The flowers

are especially valuable during the spring, and
in order to have it in bloom at the present time
the bulbs should be potted as soon as received.

The largest bulbs will recjuire a pot 6 inches in

diameter, but for all the others an inch less will

suffice, that is, if they are to be limited to one
bulb in a pot. If masses or clumps are required,

several bulbs must be put together, and a
corresponding increase allowed in the pots.

The soil should consist principally of good loam
with an admixture of leaf-mould, well-decayed
manure, and sand. The pot should be well

drained, and sufficient space left for a liberal

top-dressing when the growing shoots are snfh-

ciently advanced. After potting, care should be
taken that the bulbs are not over-watered, espe-

cially at first, as tlie roots have not then begun
to push forth, and an excess of moisture at that

time might prove injurious. An ordinary garden
frame is a very good place for them after polting,

as they are protected from the heavy rains

often experienced about that time, and in this

way they will not be excited by any heat, as,

like all other bulbs, forcing must not be
attempted till the roots are in active operation.

With a mat or two to protect from severe frosts,

these Lilies may be left in the frame till De-
cember, at which time most of them will have
commenced to push up their flower-spikes ; then
a good place for them is in a light situation in

the greenhouse, from whence after Christmas
those that are recjuired to blocun the earliest

may be moved into a structure the temperature
of which ranges from 50° to 05°. They quickly
grow in this heat, and it is essential that a light

spot be assigned them, as if at all shaded they
run up far more rapidly, and are also greatly

weakened thereby. Occjvsional doses of liquid

manure are of great service, as the pots get full

of roots, the leaves being richer in colour and
the blooms more massive where assisted by some
stimulant. It is important to see that the
jilants Jire not attacked by aiihidcs, for these

insects increase rapidly on the .soft foliage and
flower-buds of this Lily, and in a few days will

so cripple the flowers that they will not open
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properly. Either immersion in tobacco water

or fumigating may be employed, this last being

preferable, as the leaves, though so very soft,

are not injured by the smoke, while in dipping

the foliage is apt to be bruised. If the plants

are just protected by mats in a cold frame and
removed to an airy greenhouse when too tall for

the frame, they will not flower till June, or

even later, so that it it easy to spread the

flowering season over a lengthened period ; in-

deed, it is possible to have flowers of this Lily

for the greater part of the year, as those that

bloom in June push up secondary stems, the

most forward of which flower again in about a

couple of mouths, while in some of the later

ones the blossoms do not expand till October

and November, thus contesting the right of L.

neilgherrense to be regarded as the latest flower-

iu'' of all the Lilies. H. P.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Stove.—BouvARDiAS.—Cuttings that were put in

some weeks ago will by this time be well rooted,

and should be at once potted off. A mixture of

sifted loam, with some leaf mould, rotten manure,

and sand is the best soil for them. Let the plants

have a similar temperature to that in which the

cuttings were struck, with a moderately moist

atmosphere. It is a mistake to give newly-struck

stock o£ any kind cool treatment at this time of the

year. No time must be lost in pushing Bouvardias

on, so that they may have a good start early in the

season, as without this they will be too small at the

end of the growing season to flower properly. As
soon as about two joints of growth have been made
pinch out the points of the shoots. It is necessary

to attend to this early so as to get the plants

sufficiently furnished at the bottom. Another

reason for early stopping is that the earlier in the

season the requisite number of shoots are secured

the better, so that there may be no need for stop-

ping later on in summer, as when this is done the

branches that are intended to flower are deficient

in size and strength. Much better results are

obtainable from a limited number of strong

branches than a quantity of weak ones. Any old

plants that were cut in recently, and that have not

yet been repotted, should be attended to before the

young shoots since made have got too far advanced.

As much of the old soil will have to be shaken

away, the destruction of the roots consequent on
this would interfere with the growth if the repot-

ting was long deferred. Eight-inch or 10-inch

pots will not be too large for one-year-old plants,

provided they are strong and well rooted, unless

for any that are to be planted out in pits' or frames

during the summer. In the case of these much
smaller pots will do, as the plants will not have to

remain more than six or eight weeks in them.

Gardenias.—Where it is necessary to increase

the stock of Gardenias no time should be lost in

getting the jiropagation completed, so that the

Ijlants may have time to gain size and strength

before autumn. Wlien the plants from which cut-

tings are to be taken have been kept through the

winter in stove heat, the wood will be in better

condition for striking than where they have been
subjected to cooler treatment, as the sap will be
moving freely. When in this state good sized

pieces of llic branches with scvenU shoots attacliod

may be put in, as the mature wood will root readily

and in a way that comparatively few things would
do. Cuttings of this description should be put
separately in 3-inch or I-inch pots according to

their size. Tlie pots may be half Idled with a
mixture of peat and sand, or lo.am and saiul. In a
temperature of from 70'^ to 80° they will strike in

a few weeks, after which push them on in a brisk

stove lieat, giving additional root -room as it is

needed. Little stopping is required, as the plants

if stood where they get enough light seldom fail

to branch out freely. When kept warm and
liberally treated they will fdl 12-inch or 13-inch
pots before autumn, forming dense bu.shes over

2 feet in diameter. O. intermedia is the best sort

to grow. Where the stock is infested with mealy
' bug, the insect gives more trouble than it does on
I most things, the peculiar sheath-like coverings of
the branches affording secure hiding places under
which the bugs shelter. An effort should be made
to get rid of the pest before the hot summer
weather comes.

SoLANUMS.—Where young plants of the berry-
bearing varieties of Solanum were struck at
the beginning of the year they should now have
additional root-room given as is required. Rich
soil, consisting of turfy loam, rotten manure, leaf-

mould, and sand, is the best material to grow them
in. Give them enough heat to keep the growth
moving freely, for on their getting a good start
early in the season depends their flowering soon
enough to allow the berries time to gain their
colour before the end of summer. These Solanums
are the most useful where large numbers of plants are
required for conservatory or hall decoration, when, as
usually happens, the plants have to be crowded
together in dark positions, and where it is a pity to
sacrifice things of more value and that take longer
to grow to a serviceable size. It is a good plan to
strike a second set of cuttings that will ripen their
berries later ; they will come in to succeed the
earliest. Old plants that, after supplying cuttings,
were cutback will now have started into fresh growth

.

They should be partially shaken out and put in

pots 1 inch larger than those they have been in. If

kept in a little warmth they will grow apace,
and be in flower by the end of April, so that
their berries will be coloured before the close of
summer.

Pandanus Vbitchi.—This kind is more in de-
mand for room decoration than the other varie-

ties. When the plants have been properly pre-
pared for keeping in cool quarters, they will bear
standing in an ordinary sitting-room through the
summer without showing any ill effects, provided
they are not too near an open window. This is a
good time to take off suckers, as the growth will

not yet have made much progress ; consequently the
check of removal from the old stool will not be felt

so much. Choose only those suckers that have
their leaves sufficiently coloured ; those that are
now too green will, in most cases, remain in this
condition when they get larger. The suckers do
best when treated similarly to those of Pines ; in a
bottom-heat of 80° or 85° they will soon make
roots. When the pots they are struck in have got
full of roots, the plants should be moved into
others a size or two larger, but it is well not
to give larger pots than necessary. Plants that
were struck last spring, and that are to have a
shift, should be moved now. During tlie spring,
if there happens to be a shelf over a path in

the stove, it will be a good place for them, or the
pots may be hung by wires to the rafters, so that
the heads will be close to the glass. When grown
in this way the leaves are stouter and shorter, and
the plants are able to bear keeping cooler when
they are used later on. The middle of May is early
enough to remove them to a room. After this
time they will keep in good condition until the
end of September.

Caladiums.—It is now time to stai't Caladiums
that have been at rest in cooler quarters througli
the winter. The tubers should be put in pots pro-
portionate in size, so that they may have enough
soil to support the rootsthroughthesummermontlis,
as it is better not to give another shift. For
ordinary decorations, small or medium-sized plants
arc the most useful. Stock of this description can
easily be kept up by annually taking oft suckers
from large or medium-sized examples when they
liave made (J inches or 8 inches of growth. Suckers
of this size will u.sually have jiushcd a few roots or
be about forming roots. Put them singly in I -inch
or .'j-inch pots—these will be largo enou^di for the
strong-growing varieties. If kept moderately close
and a« warm as usual for cuttings, they will get
established in a few weeks. Shade from the sun,
as it is desirable that the partially developed leaves
should not be injure<i. In all cases Caladiums
should be grown near the glass, and with no more
shade than is necessary to keep their leaves from

being injured by the sun. Where this course is not
followed the plants get drawn, with the leaves so
wanting in texture that if they are moved out of
the stove for even a short time, they flag in a way
that makes them useless. A good stock of the
small C. argvrites should be grown by everyone who
has a stove. It is one of the best of plants for

cutting, the leaves being effective when used in
any of the various arrangements of cut flowers,

provided the plants are treated in a manner that
will enable the leaves to keep fresh for a reasonable
time. This distinct kind appears to do with less

heat than most of the others, and it is not advis-
able to give it more than is requisite, as, in common
with other things, if grown warmer than necessary,
the leaves are less enduring.

Roses.—Tea Roses that have had sufficient heat
since autumn to keep them flowering will now be
getting somewhat exhausted. To do justice to
them they should be put in a house or pit and have
no more heat than will prevent their being chUled
in the frosty nights that may yet be looked for.

The plants will have many leaves on them that are
soft and tender and not in a condition to bear hard
treatment, such as being exposed to cmrents of
cold air, on which account the side lights or side
shutters should not be opened for some time.
When the weather is warm the ventilators in

the roof should be opened. These will let out
the superabundant sun-heat and let in as much
air as the plants will require. Water should be
given regularly as needed, and a look-out must be
kept for mildew and aphides as well as red spider.

A daily use of the syringe, applying it carefully so
as to get the water to the undersides of the
leaves, will help to keep down the last-named
insect as well as aphides, but should these
be troublesome, fumigate or syringe with tobacco
water. On the detection of the least mildew,
flowers of sulphur must be applied at once. On
the plants being well cared for now when they have
flowered depends the work they will be able to

do next autumn and winter. If well treated, they
will not only regain the strength that has been ex-

pended in blooming, but they -null become still

more vigorous and increase in size, so that when
autumn comes round they will be in a condition to

do even better than hitherto. Plants that were
put in to force later, and that have produced more
or less flowers, should have their strength main-
tained by frequent applications of liquid manure.
The mistake that is commonly made by those who
have not had much to do with forcing the Tea
varieties of Roses is that they neither use enough
stimulants nor begin to apply them soon enough
after the plants are in heat. The number of suc-

cessional flowers that are produced depends on
the strength of the young wood that is formed after

the plants are started, as if it is too weak at lirst to

bloom, no amount of feeding afterwards will make
good the defect. T. B.

Gesnera cardinalis.—This is, I believe, the
correct name of the Gesnera better known a.s G.
m.acrantha, which is certainly a very bright and
telling plant for the stove or intermediate house at
this season of the year. It is a tuberous species .and

starts into growth in the autumn. It flowers during
the early spring months, and rests in the summer.
This Gesnera forms a stout stem from 8 inclics to 1

foot high, clothed with bright green leaves, .and

terminated by .a cluster of tuhular-sh.apcd blossoms
about 3 inches in length .and o[ ,a rich vermilion

colour. Tlic leaves, stems, aiul blossoms are all

thickly covered with luairs, which, in the case of

the flowers, give to them quite .a velvety appear-
ance. The cidtur.al requirements of this Gesncr.a

arc but simple, for, in the case of flowering plants,

they only require (o be watered when neees.sary,

till the leaves show signs of the plant going to rest

by turning yellow, when the supply of water must
be gradually lessened, and when the stems die down
the tubers should be kept almost dry. Then in the

autumn the pl.ants must be turned out of their old

soil and repotted, using for the purpose an open
cciui|iost, such .as equal parts of loam and leaf-

mould, with an aduiixture of sand and well decayed
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manure. The tuber should be potted at such a depth
that the upper part is about half-an-inch below the
surface of the soD. When a considerable number of
tubers are on band, it is a very good plan to make
two or three pottings at intervals of a fortnight or
three weeks, as by this means the flowering season
is spread over a longer period than would be the
case if they were all potted at the same time.—T.

WHITE-FLOWERED C4REENH0USE
RHODODENDRONS.

Among the large number of tender hybrid Rho-
dodendrons now in our gardens (excluding the
javanicum group) there are a great many with

couple of strong-growing varieties with very
large highly fragrant blossoms are Sesterianum
and fragrantissimum, both claiming as parents
R. Edgeworthi and R. formosum. To get good
specimens of these it is necessary that they be
frequently stopped during their earlier stages,

in order to ensure the foundation of a bushy
plant. They may be also trained to the wall of a
greenhouse or employed for covering a pillar, and
under such conditions I have seen them in a very
thriving state. The oldest hybrid of this class

is Princess Alice, obtained by crossing R. Edge-
worthi with the little blush-coloured R. cihatum.
This is a very popular plant, and one that may

and Lady Skelmersdale. The Moulmein E.
Veitchi (liere figured) is a most beautiful

species, somewhat straggling, it is true, when
young, but as it grows up this drawback dis-

appears. The leaves are thick in texture, bright
glossy green on the upper surface and more or
less glaucous beneath, but in this latter respect

individuals vary considerably. There is also

much difference in the blooms. In the best form
they are of a pure waxy whiteness, with a
lemon stain in the centre, while a conspicuous
feature is the prettily crimped edges of the
petals. There is a variety of this (Itevigatum) in

which the edges of the petals are quite smooth,

blossoms either pure white or relieved l)y just a
central blotch of a yellowish hue, nearly all of

which have been obtained by the intercrossing

of the Himalayan Rhododendrons—ciliatum,

Edgeworthi, and (iibsoni or formosum, as well

as the Moulmein R. Veitchi. One of these,

R. Edgeworthi, is remarkable for the dense
woolly tomentum with which the undersides ol

the leaves and the young shoots aie covered,
while, singularly enough, though this species is

the parent of several hybrid varieties, none
of them have this character to any great
extent. R. Edgeworthi is rather stniggling in

habit, as also arc some of the hybrid kinds,

while others are more compact in growth. A

Rhododendron Veitclii.

be grown into a handsome specimen. R.

Forsterianum is the largest flowered of this class

that I am acquainted with, the parents being

R. Edgeworthi and R. Veitclii, two very

handsome large-flowered species. There is

another group of varieties raised between R.
Edgeworthi and multiflorum, and characterised

by a dwarfer habit of growth than most nf

the preceding, by freedom of flowering, and
by their delicious fragrance. They are Countess

of Derby, Duchess of Sutherland, Countess

of Sefton, Mrs. James Shawe, and Lady Skel-

mersdale. Of these, Countess of Derby is

of rather too delicate a constitution, the best

of them in my opinion being Countess of Sefton

ni

was given
A hybrid

but though distinct it is certainly inferior in

beauty to the type. Rhododendron Veitchi
is by no means a new plant, having been
first shown in flower by Messrs. Veitch
July, 1857, and a coloured plate of it

in TuK Gai:iikn, September 18, 1880.

between this and R. ciliatum is exoniense, one
of the most useful of all fiir growing into small
buslies, being naturally of a dwarf, mucli-
branched h.abit, with foliagi' that bears a greater

resemblance to that of R. Veitchi than it does to

that of R. ciliatum. It flowers so freely that the
plant is quite a ma.ss of its beautiful w.axy white
blossoms. A couple of desirable varieties with
whose parentage I am unacquainted are Lady
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Alice Fitzwilliam and Suave, this last being
remarkably sturdy in growth. Besides all these

above-mentioned Messrs. Veitch sent out a

new variety last year under the name of La
Belle, announced as the result of a cross

between R. ciliatum and the hybrid kind
Forsterianum. It is a plant of very good
habit, being well furnished with neat deep
green foliage. The flowers, which are borne
in large compact trusses, are of the purest white,

with the exception of a small yellowish blotch

at the base of the upper segment. Like most
of the others, the blooms are deliciously fra-

grant. There is yet another section of white-

flowered greenhouse Rhododendrons, repre-

sented by tlie diflerent species R. calophyllum,

Jeukinsi, Maddeui, virginale, and tubulatum,
through all of which there runs a strong family

likeness. Generally speaking, the foliage is dark

green above, more or le.ss feiTuginous beneath,

and of a leatheiy texture, while the flowers are

pure white, and produced rather later than

those of the others ; in fact we always look upon
our plant of R. calophyllum to finish up the

Rhododendron season under glass. The dif-

ferent species of this section vary a little from
each other in the shape of the leaves, and
blossoms, while some are much looser in growth
than others, but the difference is by no means
well marked. Seedlings of this class do not as

a rule flower freely till they attain a fair size,

but plants raised from cuttings will bloom when
much smaller. As far as my owii experience

extends, the varieties of the R. calophyllum
group will strike root more easily from cuttings

than those of any other of the Himalayan species.

They are also more tender than those of the

arboreura class. All these Rhododendrons are

of easy culture, for the larger growing kinds

can be planted out in the greenhouse or con-

servatory, and will require but little attention

atterwai'ds, while if grown in potj or tubs the

principal consideration is to see that they are

at all seasons carefully attended to in the

matter of watering.

one who has a large bed to fill plant one dozen
Rose of Castile or Mme. Cornellissen Fuchsia and
fill them in witli crimson tuberous Begonias or dark
Petunias, and they will have a bed that will be
very difficult to beat. The above - named and
Annette are probably about the three best bedding
Fuchsias, although the old golden and the tiny-

leaved silver variegated variety make a very pretty

bed, and may be associated with bronze or green-

foliaged plants. Plants intended for bedding should
be kept in a pyramidal form, as these show to the

best advantage when isolated in large beds.

Amongst other things to be sown in February are

Tobacco plants in variety, especially Nicotiana
ailinis, the Canary Creeper, crimson Beet, and the

silver-foliaged Centaureas and Cinerarias. Another
interesting feature in the summer flower garden for

which provision should be made are beds of scented

plants, and a really pretty efEect can be produced by
gro\iping together some of the Eucalypti, Aloysia,

Heliotropes, and such Geraniums as Unique in its

several varieties. Fair Ellen, Lady Plymouth, Phea-
sant's-foot, odoratum, &c., and the foliage of the

last-named will furnish a splendid supply of mate-
rial for summer bouquets and vase work ; indeed,

where there is much of this work to be done, a

good stock of these elegant finely-cut foliaged

Geraniums is almost indispensable.

Claremont. E. Buerell.

H. P.

Flower Garden.
THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Under the new order of things that demands so

many more subjects for the summerfurnishing of the

flower garden, and which has substituted an almost
endless variety of diflerent things for the old

ribbon border block or chain pattern, the months
of February and March are fully occupied in making
provision for the same. Cannas in variety, Sola-

nums,Acacialophantha,Grevillea,Eucalyptusglobu-
lus, and tuberous Begonias have all been sown, and
will soon be ready for shifting. All these are use-

ful where one has large beds or big outlying borders
to deal with, either planted in masses or the large
subjects dotted at intervals and filled in with the
Begonias or with a carpet of Verbenas, dark and
light Petunias, Heliotropes, or any similar thing
which when once planted requires little more
attention. No large garden should be without Glare
of the Garden Dahlia. It is a very useful variety for

cutting and, planted in a bold clump in rather an
elevated position, it is one of the finest features in

the summer garden. Tlie small-flowering Mar-
guerite comes in very handy for a large bed.
Cuttings struck at once and shifted into a fair-

sized pot may be planted out a yard apart, and will

be a dense sheet of white all through the summer
months. In the golden sliades for large borders
the dwarf .Sunflower and the African Marigold can-
not well be l)eaten, the immense hlooms of lemon
and gold of the latter being nuich admired. An
editorial note drmv attention to the value of tlie

Fuchsia as a bedding plant, and I quite agree with
all that was then said therein, for, given an ordinary
favourable season, they will be about the most
attractive features of the flower garden. Let any-

CHRISTMAS ROSES.
" F. W. B." would not have to lament the loss of so

many of his imported roots had he given them pro-

tection during the winter instead of putting them
at once into the open ground. The first lot of im-
ported plants I had did very badly, a large per-

centage of them rotting, while the remainder were
so weakened that very few made really good speci-

mens. Were this not the case, Christmas Roses
would be almost, or quite, as common as most hardy
flowers, seeing that enormous quantities of them
annually come to us from their native wilds. It

seems a pity that so many thousands of good
plants should be brought into this country with
such poor results, for one may safely assume that

not one-tenth of them ever get established in

English gardens. It cannot well be otherwise with
ordinary treatment, as the plants are torn up with
more or less roots, many of which are mutilated
and packed in large quantities together, probably
undergoing some degree of fermentation on the

journey. To make matters worse, the plants remain
exposed to the atmosphere for some time before

coming into the hands of purchasers. There is con-

sequently considerable loss of vitality, and it is not

to be wondered at that in such a debilitated con-

dition they decay wholesale when put into the

ground at a time when the temperature is very low
and heavy rains have made the soil sodden. Christ-

mas Roses are at the best ticklish subjects to trans-

plant. Few hardy plants bear removal so badly,

and in their case I like to see them in tlieir new
homes as early in the autumn as it is safe to move
them. A Christmas Rose planted early in October
will soon lay hold of the new soil. It is at that

time that new roots push from the crown, and once
they grasp the soil the plants are safely anchored
in their new quarters. So far as my experience
goes, the old roots do not throw out new roots until

spring; therefore, when new ones cannot come from
tlie crown, tlio jilants are not in a position to resist

the trials of our winters in tlie open, more espe-

cially as the (-lose packing necessary for transport

causes the foliage to decay. Another thing that is

even worse is that the fermentation caused liy their

being packed so closely together stimulates tlicm a
little, the consequence being that voung growtlis

an inch or so long and like blanched Chicory are

jjroduced. These are almost sure to die off during
the winter, and thus wet settles in the crowns and
rot sots in. liy spring, according as the winter is

wet or otherwise, tliosc plants an; more or less

decayed. These I'vils, however, may be avoided to

a great extent. By guarding the roots from extreme
wet, not five per cent, of them will go off. One
thing is important, and that is getting the plants
home as soon as they arrive in this countrv. The

longer they lie in the importer's warehouse the
more they shrivel, and the more difficult it is to

restore the crown and roots to their normal plump-
ness. Instead, too, of putting them into the soil at

once, whether they be potted, planted out, or laid in

in frames, it is better to spread them out thinly,

sprinkle now and then, and cover them with old
mats. Many plants of delicate organisation are
permanently crippled by being watered heavily
after they have got very dry at the roots, and the
change that the partially shrivelled roots of an
imported Christmas Rose experience when put into

very moist soil is too great. By keeping tliem out
of the ground until the roots plump up a little the
plants are brought back more gradually to their

natural condition. The principal roots being mostly
broken, every plant should be gone over carefully

and all bruised parts cut av.-ay with a sharp knife.

A good plan is to well dust them with dry silver

sand, which if the roots are in a moist condition
will help to keep them sound. I find this an excel-

lent plan in re-potting or planting any kind
of fleshy-rooted plant that has got into a bad
condition. The sand not only acts as a preservative

against excessive moisture, but promotes the for-

mation of new fibres.

There is as much diversity of opinion as to the

best time to transplant Christmas Roses as there is

in the case of Evergreens. I used to be in favour
of spring planting, and in soils of a heavy mois-
ture-holding nature this may be the safest time,

but in those of a light character I am now
of opinion that autumn planting is best, and
that even the early portion of the winter is

preferable to waiting until April. I find that

when Christmas Roses are set out so late, unless

they get the advantage of shade and every atten-

tion in the way of watering, they are apt to make
but puny growth. Put out in autumn they get

hold of the ground well, and when the weather im-
proves they at once start into growth. Neither do
they need so much care later on. I transplanted

some about the middle of October, and I find that

the new roots then being made have taken so firm

a hold of the ground, that the plants will start

into growth at tlie proper time. If early autumn
planting were practised, Christmas Roses would not

require a couple of years to come into a good
blooming condition again. I know a large trade

establishment where many thousands of plants are

annually sold, and warranted to give good satisfac-

tion as regards bloom production, and yet the great

portion of the stock is transplanted every year.

But the time taken to do this is during October,

and thus the [ilants do not suffer even ,a temporary
diminution in vigour. When plants are taken up
and potted for the production of bloom under glass

a serious check is inevitable if the plants are again
put into the ground, but I do not see that this need
be the case if they are kept that year in the pots.

Plants potted up in autumn are now, I find, making
roots, fibre formation being favoured by keeping
the soil only just moist till luigliterdays come. By
looking after them well in the summer they will

make good growth, not so strong as established

plants, but good enough to save them from any
serious loss of vigour. J. C. B.

Notes on Gladioli.—The improvement that
has been etlci'teil in these of late years is little

short of marvellous, as witness the magnificent
siiikes of beautiful flowers of nearly all shades of

colour and lovely markings that are to be met with
at laic summer and autumn shows, wliere they
always attract mucli notice and command admira-
tion. Most of those above referred to are hybrids
from gandavonsis, but liesides those largo-blooming
varieties there are others of smaller growtli, which
though not quite so varied in colour are equally de-

sirable and even of more value for cutting, as their

spikes are quite Large enough, and may be used for

vases, &c. These belong to tlio Colvilli section, of

which there are many kinds, The liride lieing ]iuro

white .and very frce-tioweiing. Tliis ami the other

sorts of Colvilli as well as Queen Victoria and No
Plus Ultra, arc well adapted for pot culture, and as

the conns are small, several may be grown in a
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6-inch pot. If put in early they will bear gentle

forcing, but to lit them for this it is necessary for

them to have time to make roots first. If potted

now, they should be stood in a cold frame and
allowed to come on gently, and after they have

done blooming every care must be taken in the

way of watering till the corms ripen and the leaves

die away naturally, soon after which the bulbs

should be shaken out and repotted again. The
soil best suited for this purpose is rich loam,

leaf-mould, and sharp sand, the proper depth for

burying the corms being about an inch, but when
stood in the frame it is advisable to cover the pots

with Cocoa-nut fibre, which prevents the soil be-

coming dry. Before planting out in beds and bor-

ders, the ground should be deeply stirred and have

a good dressing of rotten manure worked in below,

as there it will not come in contact with the corms.

To keep these clean and healthy, it is advisable

when putting them in to surround them with sharp

sand, which affords free drainage without distress-

ing the roots. The large-flowered Gladioli look best

in clumps of three in borders, and are well adapted
for dotting in among Roses in beds, or placing in

groups in the foreground of shrubs, while the

smaller kinds make fine masses in narrow borders

along the fronts or ends of houses or low walls,

where if covered in the autumn with leaf-mould

they may be left to take care of themselves.— S. D.

PANSIES.

Some 20,000 sturdy plants of Pansies of different

kinds present a very interesting feature to all who
have a fondness for a favourite hardy flower. It is

true few of the plants are yet in bloom, but still

there are enough to show that here is a big block

of yellow-flowered varieties in two or three shades,

and also of purple, white, and blue sorts. There

are also various good hardy selections of yellow and
white ground forms, not good enough perhaps to

command the respect of the Pansy florist, but they

are eminently favoured by those who like bold showy
flowers let the markings or colours be what they

may. Thus we find here self or bedding forms in

variety, and belted forms in variety, whilst in

another place may be found a huge breadth of

capital Pansies, a fine strain, the big blooms rich

with deep blotches and aglow with striking colours,

creating for the plants a ready sale. These latter,

being raised from seed, have the advantage of the

named varieties in bulk and robustness. Hundreds
of jjlants as big as tea saucers, if not larger, when
presently carrying a score of blossoms each, will

make a very tine show. So well do these fancy

varieties like the soil, which is of a blackish nature

and yet on gravel, that last autumn they made too

much growth. Some thousands probably were lifted,

divided, and replanted, and have again become as

big as at the first and substantially rooted. What
a difference do these clumps present to the small

stuff sometimes sent out as plants in the spring.

But were any special plants from this big batch of

seedling fancies to be selected, named, and propa-

gated by means of cuttings, probably some pur-

chasers would have to put up with very small stuff.

One trader in thousands, however, does not trouble

with cuttings. It is too slow a method of pro-

cedure for liim. Selected plants are in the spring

lifted and pulled to pieces; each piece is dibbled

out into good soil and is well watered, perhaps

topped once to induce breaking up from the base or

roots. Thus when about the end of August the

weather will admit of yet a further lifting and
division, a good quantity of rooted stock is formed
and the dividing and planting are repeated. It will

perhaps be possible, should good growth be made,
to yet lift and re-divide, and plant the stock a
third time in one year, and thus it is rapidly

increased.

BEDDixa VARIETIES.— It is very obvious that

the uniformity of growth and colour essential to

bedding effects can only be obtained by propaga-
tion by division. When there are 5000 of one kind
the stock may be reilviced by sale to ."jQO, and yet

in a year the needful number is made up again.

The production of a big stock of any kind is not

difficult once a good reserve is secured. Blues and

yellows are chiefly asked for, these colours being

the most popular, and without doubt the most
attractive. Our growers are not specially tied to

named varieties, as found in the florists' lists. Any
well-marked and strong-growing seedling, wliether

yellow, blue, or purple, put aside soon produces

a stock, and will do as well for Cloth of Gold,

King of Blues, Royal Purple, &c., as any other.

Of named varieties which have a wide reputa-

tion, none are in greater favour amongst blues than

Blue King and Archie Grant. This latter figures

usually in the lists of Violas, but it is a very large-

flowered form, and goes with all other large-flowered

sorts as Pansies. Yellows, whites, and purples have

no such assured individualities. All the same,

they are excellent, and the various breadths when
in bloom produce very striking effects in colouring.

Of course, all these plants suffer when lifted and
offered for sale in the spring. They have to submit

to enforced transplanting just as the bloom is

coming to its best, and when strong root action is

essential. Pansies cannot be sold from the dealers'

carts and barrows except when in bloom ; hence

the necessity imposed upon the growers of tearing

the plants from their beds at the very moment they

are putting on their chief beauties. Could pur-

chasers who invest in half a dozen or in several

dozens but be induced to purchase and plant in the

autumn, the gain to the plants as well as to them-

selves would he considerable indeed. With so many
thousands of plants it is obvious that very little

soil can be allowed to each. Were too liberal an

allowance to go with the roots, the land utilised

for the growth of these cheap Pansies would suffer

very material robbing.

Seedlings.—Whilst no trouble is taken to save

seed from selfs, because no reliance could be

placed on the product coming true to colour where

so many diverse colours are grown, seed is largely

saved from both fancy and belted flowers. These

sections are dependent for favouritism chiefly

because of the rare and attractive markings of the

flowers. And when a big batch of seedlings first

comes into bloom, those which open one or two

flowers early are lifted and carried off, so that

hundreds from a big plantation of seedlings will

have been removed before the general batch is

in bloom. Then when thousands are in flower

the purchaser usually selects his own plants,

naturally picking the finest flowers. Later on the

inferior smaller-flowered plants go at reduced

prices. The same is the case with the line fancies,

but as the strain is so good there is little need for

picking and choosing. Of course seed-production

to maintain the strain is not left to chance ;
that

would never do. The grower keeps a sharp look-

out for the very best, and as these present them-

selves they are lifted with good balls of soil, and

planted up together specially for seed-production.

A sowing may, jierhaps, be made at once of half a

pound of seed saved of course the preNious year.

This is sown in shallow drills drawn on good soil,

the surface of which is well puherised. Towards

the end of April is the best time for sowing, and

the seedlings are stout enough for dibbling out

during the summer. Of course, in dry seasons

watering has to be liberally resorted to, but because

of the texture of the soil and a liberal infusion of

well-decayed stable manure the plants soon make

root, and then they arc safe enough. When, as

last year, the season is cold and moist, growth may
be almost too robust, but that rarely happens to

Pansies so far in the south even as the locality of

London. There seems to be no fear that the

popularity of the Pansy will ever wane, at Jeast

among tliose who have but small gardens. Those

more highly favoured find formidable competitors

now for favo\ir in Orchids, Begonias, Dahlias, Car-

nations, &c., but still the love for the Pansy is very

general. We cannot down here in the south, as a

rule, utilise Pansies and Violas for the production

of gay masses of flowers all through the summer, as

is done in the north, but if plants be got strong

and planted out early in tlie autumn, we may be

assured of some three months' abundant gaiety

from tliese from April onwards. Very often, also,

they will flower freely in the autumn. Still it may
be thought that three months of successive bloom

from one kind of plant in the garden is, with our

wealth of flowering hardy plants, enough to satisfy

the most exacting. A. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Sowing seeds of fine foliage plants.—One of

the simplest, yet most effective arrangements of

foliage and flowering plants combined that I have

ever made consisted of single Dahlias and Giant

Hemp (Cannabis gigantea). The bed, which was

circular in shape, was 15 feet in diameter, and the soil

was well thrown up above the turf line, thus giving

it a more imposing appearance, and, of course, a

greatly increased depth of soil, so essential to the

well-doing of all large and quick-growing plants.

The Hemp was planted as a kind of standard, there

being one plant in the centre, three plants as an

inner line, and six for the outer, these latter being

planted a suflicient distance from the outer edge of

bed to admit of a whole row of Dahlias being

planted next the turf, the whole of the mtervening

space being filled out with single Dahlias in va-

riety, white and scarlet being the prevailing colours.

The dwarf scarlet variety, gracilis perfecta, was

used for the outside row, and White Queen, Duchess

of Westminster, another white, Nora, pink and

rose, and Faust, dark crimson, for the main part of

bed. The Hemp grew to a height of 6 feet, and

the Dahlias were kept to about 5 feet, the outer

row to i feet, and the enclosing band—edging

—

Gnaphalium lanatum, was 9 inches high and 6

inches wide. As it is now time to sow the seeds,

any arrangements of this character should at once

be decided on, so that the necessary plants may be

prepared. The Dahlias can, of course, be raised

from seeds, and there is yet ample time to have

good plants by the time it is safe to plant

them out. But as a very moderate percentage

of seedling Dahlias turn out good, I always raise

good varieties from cuttings, and as a stock

of tubers of well-known kinds can be bought at a

very cheap rate, these, if potted and put in warmth

at once, will produce cuttings freely, and these will

make fine plants by the end of May; of course,

supposing that the necessary appliances are at

command. The Hemp plants are about as easy to

raise as any that can be used in fine-foliaged

bedding. Sow the seed in light soil, which should

be kept constantly moist, and place the pans or pots

in a temperature of 65° or "0°. Bottom-heat is un-

necessary, but a glass covering is desirable till

germination takes place; then place the seedlings

on shelves and near the glass, and pot them

off when about 1 inch in length. Castor-oil plants

can be raised under exactly the same conditions as

to heat, moisture, and soil,'but the seeds should be

put singly in small pots, because by division of

roots when sown in pans they are so susceptible of

injury, that, no matter how carefully the roots are

parted, they sustain a serious check, and in careless

hands die outright. Besides these two—Hemp and

Castor-oils—the following are also easily raised,

quick growing, and effective foliage plants, either

for grouping by themselves or for intermixing with

other foliage plants of like habit, such as Sun-

flowers, Abut ilons, the stronger growing Marguerites,

Marvel of Peru, and the tall-growing perennial

Lobelias. Amongst the best of these are several

varieties of Solanums, S. giganteum, marginatum,

robustum, pyracanthum, all of them being readily

raised by ordinary manure-frame treatment, and

after be'ing potted off they require a frame to

themselves, so that the necessary condition as to

moisture and airing may be maintained. Damp
is their only enemy at' this stage ; hence dry

warmth is d'esirable, and if convenience affords,

the plants do best under the same conditions

as recommended for Hemp. Shelves in warm
houses are preferable to frames, unless these are

heated by hot water. Acacia lophantha, Eucalyptus

globulus, Grevillea robusta. Tobaccos— particularly

Nicotiana aflinis and variegata—can all be succe.'s-

fully raised in the same way, and they constitute

the'cream of the many species of plants that can

be made for a comparatively small outlay to do

good summer and autumn duty in the flower garden.

Sunflowers can be easily raised, no heat or other
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protection being required. The giant gaudy varie-

ties have but little charm for me, and if it were

not for their immense foliage, which so effectually

relieves the showiness of the flowers, they would
be unworthy of the place they have lately taken in

flower gardens. The variety known as Miniature

is, however, very beautiful. The plant has a branch-

ing habit and grows 4 feet high, the foliage small

and glossy green, and the flowers of the size of

those of large Marguerites with deep yellow petals

and black centres not much unlike the flowers of

Rudbeckia Newmani, only that they are finer and
of a better shape. This is a grand variety and
should be grown in all gardens. It makes a splen-

did bed of itself, is fine for use as cut flowers, and
continues to bloom till severe frost cuts it down.

Haedy pebennials fob the bbdded-out
GABDEN.—To me it has always appeared very

difficult and out of character to attempt to use

these in a formally designed garden, and the most
potent reason I can give in justification of this

opinion is that the plants are not readily adapted
for use in this way, owing to their irregularity of

growth and season of flowering. In gardens ar-

ranged on geometric principles, the planting should

be done after a set rule, that is, there should be a
regular balance of vegetation—shrubs and flowers—
throughout the whole. The soundness of this rule

all will, I think, admit, and further that these con-

ditions are best attained by confining the planting

of such a garden to the ordinary bedding-out

fashion. I do not mean " ordinary " in the strict sense

of that term, but rather the best and varied forms
of bedding-out with purely and solely what are

known as bedding-out plants. But whilst believing

that this is the best and most appropriate way of

treating such a garden, I have, of necessity, had to

devise other ways of planting at least part of our
formally designed beds with permanent plants with
the idea of lessening the labour of keep, and here

follow the ways and modes of my procedure. Hav-
ing a large collection of perennials, and therefore

some to spare, it occurred to me that by using

these we might to some extent reduce the labour of

propagation, potting, &'c., as well as the labour of

having to plant the beds at a time when every hour
that could be spared from such work would be
more profitably expended in other parts of the

garden. A beginning was made on two of our
largest beds. Large clumps of Galega oflScinalis

alba form the centre, then six large masses of

Japanese Anemone Honorine Jotert, and next
twelve plants of Rudbeckia Newmani. All these

were selected because of their well-doing in all

weathers, and for their continuity of flowering. In-

termediate amongst these we have planted me-
dium sized clumps of Funkia Sieboleli variegata,

and presently it is intended to edge the beds with
Euonymus radicans variegatus. To complete the
planting of these beds at the end of May all that

will be required will be the intermixing in the open
spaces between the hardy plants, flowering plants

of any kind. The most probable sorts will be yel-

low Marguerites, pink-flowered Geraniums, and He-
liotropes.

Two other beds have been planted as follows

In the centres are gootl plants of Bambusa Metakoi
then six plants of the dwarf double Helianthus
(nearly always in flower), next six plants of a large
purple-f!owered Thloy, and the same number alter-

nated Willi them of a pure white Phlox. The
edging is variet-ated Thyme, and over the entire

bed are dotted Gladioli and Hyacinthus candicans,
and as soon as these emerge from the soil the whole
of the remaining space will be filled out with blue
and white Violas, so that not a single bedding
yjlant will be required. I hope to further extend
this system of planting. It may be at tlic expense
of s-how, but W(' shall certainly gain as much as we
shall lose, as besides a greater variety of foliage we
shall also be gainers ia novelty and of time for

other work.

Genehal woiiK.—The sowing of all kinds of

flower seeds for the .summer display, to pot oil' all

kinels of bedding plants that have been wintered in

store pots, to sow flower seeds. A.stcrs, Slocks,
Zinnia-^, Phlox Drummondi, and Everlastings should

all now be sown, and Sweet Peas and Mignonette in

the open borders. Complete the pruning of Roses,

secure to stakes all standards and peg down dwarfs
that need it to prevent them being moved by the

wind. Cut Ivy on buildings, walls, and trellises, and
trim up all hedges that have not yet been done.

Well roll the lawn whilst it is wet, and that opera-

tion will not again be recjuired before the autumn.
Apply a surfacing of fresh gravel to walks, and roll

these as frequently as time will allow till dry

weather sets in. They will then be firm the summer
through. To some, much rolling of walks may seem
useless labour, but my opinion is that such labour is

well spent. W. W.

Ferns.

PROPAGATING FERNS.
Most of the ordinary sorts, such as are ex-

tensively grown for market, may be propagated
at almost any season of the year, but early iu

the spring is the best time, especially for all the

choicer sorts. Those from spores make the best

plants ; therefore this methoel should be aelopted

in all cases where the spores can he obtained.

It often happens, however, that although there

may be every appearance of properly developed
spores, from some cause or other they prove un-

productive.

Sowing spore.s.—The first thing is to be
careful to select the fertile fronds of each

species from plants that are growing iu such a

position as to have had the best chance of

properly maturing the fertile fronds. They
should not have been growing where they could

come in contact with the common sorts which
produce spores in great abundance and ger-

minate very quickly, for these will prove
troublesome weeds, which will overgrow anel

destroy those sorts which take longer to ger-

minate. The most troublesome Fern weeds
are Nephroelium molle, Pteris longifolia, P.

tremula, Polypoilium trichoides, etc., and some
of the Gymneigrammas, especially G. Martensi.

It is not always possible to obtain fronds from
plants thathave been quite isolated, but itisagood
plan to have a soft brush to clear oS' any spores

that have settled on the upper side of the fronds.

In preparing the pots they may be filleel to

within half an inch of the top with good loam,
which should have been thoroughly cleansecl

from worms, etc. It should be pressed elown
firmly, and a slight sprinkling of light sandy
peat may be used on the surface, or a good pre-

paration of powdered charcoal, peat, crock-dust,

and sanel sifteel through a fino sieve. After a
gooel watering the pots will be ready. No
surface watering shoulel be given after the
spe)res are sown, but the pots should be stood

in saucers auel each should be covered with a
piece of glass. They may be placeel iu any
warm shady position, anel the saucers may bo
filled up with water as they require it, but sliould

not always be kept full, for whilst the pots arc

moist outsiele it is evident that the soil is wet
enough.

PRicKiNf! OFF.—Tills shoulel be elono .as soon

as the little green prothalia liave covereel tlie

surface of the pots. The pots for the rce'cption

of tlicse should be jirepared with goeid drainage

and filled up with light peaty soil. The seed-

lings may bo taken out in little patches and
lightly jirrjssed on tlie .surface of tlie soil. <.)uly

the forwarelcst should lie taken out tho first

time anel tho seed jiots ki']it, as the first crop of

Kccdlings maycontain mostlycommon sortswiiich

will overgrow tlii^ sort that is most elesired.

A.s soon as tlic secelliugs In^giii to make the first

tiny fronds tliey may bo divideel again. Afte^r

thoy arc pri'-kcd i^ll tlif> will i-r(|uire to be ke'pt

in a close, rather moist situation for a time. In
raising Ferns from spores a great point is to

save all that make an appearance, and not de-

stroy the seed pots until it is evident that the

right sort has been obtained, or that there is no
further chance of getting it. Surface water-

ing should be avoided as much a.s possible until

the seedlings are well established ; if standing

on a moist bottom and kept well shadeel they

will require very little watering. If well

watered, once in three or four days will be often

enough. It is better to water thoroughly tliaii

to be continually sprinkling the surface.

DivLsiONs.—Some of the Adiantums, the

Davallias, Nephrolepises, Polypoeliums, and a

few of the Pterises may be readily increaseel

by dividing old plants. It is sometimes recom-

mended that this should be done wliile the

plants are in a dormant state, but I have gene-

rally found it best to divide the plants after

they have started into active growth. If done
carefully the young fronels will not sufter, and
the plants start again much better than wheti

disturbed while they were inactive. A great

point is to prepare the plants beforehand. Those
that have been standuig long and have become
pot-bounel should have the surface soil removed
and some good fresh soil aelded. If this is elone,

some new roots will be maele on the surface,

which will be a great help in giving the divisions

a start. Another important point is that when
the elivisions are made, care should be taken that

it is done where the plants are not exposed to

colel draughts. Everything should be in readi-

ness, so that no delay occurs. They should be

potted, watered, anel placeel in a close shady

position as quickly as pos.sible, A.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 692.
HIMALAYAN DAISIES.

(WITU A COLOURED PLATE OF ASTER STR.VCHEVI.*)

It is only within the last few years that any of

tho Himalayan species of this popular genus

have been cultivated in our gardens, and al-

though not more than half of the varieties have

yet been introduced, they form an extremely

interesting gremp, and are certainly a decided

acquisition to those we already have. The
dwarf habit of thefe Himalayan Daisies makers

them valuable for the rock garden, whore they

fit iu so harmoniously witli the alpines anel

other dwarf plants. They are all found in the

temperate regions of the Himalayas, a few at

very high elevations, and all have jiroved as

hardy as our native plants. Over their new
American allies they have a dceideel advantage,

and that is their habit of flowering early. This

takes place during tho summer and early

autumn, tho best of the flowers being p.ast long

before there is any fear of autumn frosts. To
the ardent lover of hardy flowers it is, to say

the least, tantalising to get all his flowers de-

stroyed iu a single night and almost before ho

has hael any return whatever for labour, i*ic.

,

ho lias bestowed upon them. These late Ameii-

can species can only bo grown successfully in

nice sheltered spots, where the chances are all

in their favour, instead of in the bh'ak beirder,

where tho first frost leaves them a total wreck.

The Indian kinds certainly have an advantage.

They are just as easily managed anel increaseel

from division or seeds as Their American con-

geners.
A. niPLosTEPiiioiDES.—As a show ]>lanl for tlic

(lower border or rockery, this species is by far the

* Diiiwii tor TlIK (Iari)KN by 11. G. Moon in the

linyal (liinlc'iis, Ki'w,.lum' I, If^MS. Lithnjjviijihe'd auel

priiil'"! I'V (liiilhiuni'.' Se've'ro.viis.
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most beautiful of the Indian section. It was recently
introduced into cultivation by Mr. H. J. Elwes, and
since then by various collectors, so that at present
it is fairly plentiful. In a shady border in rich

peaty soil, and when well established, it has a noble
appearance, more attractive even, if possible, than
the charminfj Amellus varieties. The stems are
erect, from 6 inche.s to 2 feet in height, leafy ; the
leaves sessile, broad, lance-shaped, and entire. The
flower-heads are solitary, from 2 inches to 4 inches
in diameter, and rich bright lilac, with a golden
disc. Alpine Himalayas, 112,000 feet elevation, and
flowering throughout the summer.

A. PsEUDAMELLUS.—This is Said to be a most
beautiful species, resembling A. Amellus of gardens,
but the forms we have seen so far have been very
poor, and not to be compared with the above popular
species. It is of bushy habit, from 6 inches to 18

inches in height, the stems bearing numerous
corymbose heads of medium-sized bluish purple
flowers, from 1 inch to IJ inches in diameter;
leaves oblong, blunt, and obscurely toothed. It

differs from Amellus chiefly in its smaller flowers

and leafy bracts. Western Himalayas, 13,000 feet

elevation, and flowering August and September.

A. Stbaciieti.—This pretty little species is of

very recent introduction, the seeds having been re-

ceived at the Royal Gardens, Kew, from the Saha-
runpore Botanic Garden, about four or five years
ago. It is as yet a rare plant in the trade ; at any-
rate we have not met with it outside the gardens at

Kew, although a veritable gem for cre\-ices on the
rockery. It is certainly one, if not the most remark-
able of the whole Aster tribe, and, as may be seen
from the accompanying characteristic illustration,

is of a rambling ilisposition, and plentifully sup-

plied with Strawberry-like runners. The majority
of the Asters, as cultivators well know who have
them in cramped borders, have underground stolons

or ruimers which are always a source of trouble.

The corresponding stolons or runners in the above
species, however, proceed from the rambling or

branching rootstock, exactly in the same way as
Strawberry runners, and form independent plants

at the point of contact with the soil. An established

plant, owing to these stolons having crossed and
recrossed each other, presents a curious intricate

network of brown stems, more especially noticeable
in winter, when the leaves have died off. After a
short time these stolons may be cut from the
parent, and the young plants, if carefully lifted,

will make strong flowering specimens for the fol-

lowing year. It is a ready means of increase, and
disposes of the objectionable, yet often necessary
and disastrous, method of tearing a plant to pieces
to get a small piece for a friend. The whole plant
is more or less hairy, and rarely more than 1 inch
to 3 inches or 4 inches in height, the lower leaves
oval, spathulate, with a few distinct teeth on their

margins. The flowers, produced in the greatest

abundance from estaVilished plants, are about the
average size of those of the Michaelmas Daisy, the
involucre Ijracts few, scarcely overlapping, all

about one length, and usually narrow and pointed.

Native of the Western Alpine Himalayas, Kumaon,
&c., 13,000 feet elevation, flowering with us in

early summer. It is perfectly hardy in the open
air, and forms a charming rockery subject where it

thrives best in semi-shady spots.

A. Thomsosi is pretty common in the temperate
regions of the Himalayas, and is a charming plant
either for the rockery or the mixed border. It was
first, we believe, known in the trade as a Calimeris,
until identified as something new to cultivation by
the Rev. W. Dod, who obtained the above name
from the Kew herbarium. It is one of the most
distinct and interesting species from those regions,

and may be distinguished chiefly by its broadly
oval, coarsely toothed foliage and neat dwarf
habit. The stems are herbaceous, 1 foot to 2 feet in

height. We apparently have the dwarf form in

cultivation, as some forms attain 3 feet in their

native habitat. The leaves are of medium size,

thin in texture, and cla.sping the stem, oral, with
coarsely serrated margins, the lower leaves 3 inches
to 4 inches long, and half as broad ; flower-heads
few, in some forms in a lax corymb, but usually

solitary, from 1 inch to 2 inches in diameter ; ligules

broadish, bifid, lilac, disc yeUow; involucre leafy,

hardly overlapping, narrow, and pointed. The
whole plant is more or less hairy, giving it a whitish

green appearance. It flowers from July to the be-

ginning of October, and may be increased by divi-

sion or seeds.

A. teicephalus is also a comparatively new
species, resembling in habit A. pyrenrcus and sibiri-

cus, but a more useful species for the flower border.

It is most nearly allied to A. himalaicus, a curious

species, which we only once had the pleasure of

seeing; indeed, A. tricephalus was at flrst con-

sidered merely a more developed form of A. hima-
laicus, but this view is not held by the author of

the name. We learn that it has been in the collec-

tion at Kew for some years, and although very

beautiful, it is also very troublesome in a restricted

area. The stems from the creeping rootstock,

varying from I foot to 3 feet in height, are leafy,

and bear one to four large showy flowers. The
ligules, varying from forty to fifty, are of a rich

purple-blue, and the flowers are produced freely

from the beginning of July to the end of August;
leaves oval, spathulate, usually hairy, with entire

margins. Sikkim Himalaya, 14,000 feet elevation,

and quite hardy in the open border.

A. TBiNERVins.—This is an old friend under a
new name (it having been known under all the

following : A. scaberrimus, Benthami, asperriraus,

Galatella asperrima, and Diplopappus laxus). It is

a near .ally of the well-known A. sikkimensis, and a
much more desirable plant for the flower border, as

the habit is neater, the flowers larger, and more
numerous. The stems vary from 2^ feet to 4 feet

in height, and bear large, loose, corymbose heads of

white or pale bluish purple flowers over an inch in

diameter; leaves about 3 inches or 4 inches long,

lance-shaped, the margins coarsely toothed. Native

of the Central and Western Himalayas, Sikkim,

&c., at 7000 feet; the Khasya Mountains at 0000

feet elevation; and also Japan and China. The
name is apt to be confounded with that of another

species known as A. trinervis, belonging also to the

Galatellas ; the plants, fortunately, are totally dis-

tinct. Flowers from the end of August to October.

D. K.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

DISBUDDING AND THINNING PEACHES.
When experience has taught us that Peaches
often set as thickly as Blackberries, and fruit-

bearing shoots produce as many buds .as leaves,

we at once realise the importance of relieving

the trees, not only of tlieir superfluous fruits,

but also of tliree-fourths of tlieir young growths.

Thinning and disbudding are operations which
demand our attention early in the spring, and
falling so closely together, tliey are carried on
conjointly and piecemeal until every fruit re-

tained can swell to maturity, and each shoot left

will have ample room for the full development
of its foliage. Although fruit equal to the finest

in the world is grow in tliis country, our uncer-

tain climate compels us to p.ay most careful

attention to every trifling detaU, but time and
labour would bo thrown aw.ay were we to neg-

lect the two I have tacked together as the heatl-

ing to this jiaper. It has been proved over and
over again that the plain simple system of fan

training is the best, that perpendicular leaders

are out of place in Peach trees ; also that the

fr.auiework of the young tree can only be formed
by most careful and judicious disbudding. Un-
like all other trained stone fruit trees, the crop

from Peach spurs cannot be relied upon ; conse-

quently, no matter how large or old the tree may
be, it is still necessary to keep it evenly furnished

with young shoots fur succession. As m.any of

these are cut out immediately after tlie croj) is

gathereil, the cultivator is const^vntly engaged in

the management of two distinct sets of slioots,

and a3 crowding would prevent their develop-

ment and proper ripening, his most important

annual operation is timely disbudding. The
next point to be considered is the time to disbud,

the conditions which should be our guide, .and

the mode of procedure when the tree is suffi-

ciently advanced. If, from overcropping or

root-pruning, it breaks weak and the growths do
not start away freely, disbudding should be de-

ferred until the roots and s<ap become more
active, as defoliation whilst it Ls in this condition

increases the check, if it does not jeopardise

the crop and permanently injure the tree.

Robust healthy trees, on the other band, are

always fit for disbudding by the time the young
fruits have thrown ofl the remains of the de-

caying flowers, but in this case even it is not

well to be too venturesome, as three weeks may
be devoted to the performance of the operation.

Occasionally, I may say frequently, a few fore-

right growths m.ay be rubbed off gross leading

shoots before the fruit is free, especially where
they are likely to rob the we.akest parts of the

tree.

The little-and-cften system being the best, the

shoots the first time over may be removed with

the finger and thumb, but later on they should

be taken off with a sharp knife, whilst those

which must ultimately come away, having fruit

nestling ,at their base, must be pinched back to

three or four leaves. As many of these fruits

in due course will be removed, these sap-draw-

ing leaves or embryo spurs can then be taken or

left at pleasure. When trees are grown on the

restrictive principle—tliat is, the shortening of

all intermediate fruit-bearing shoots to half their

original length—two growths from each, as a

rule, wiU be found quite sufficient, one from
the point, the other from the base ; the first to

draw the sap and increase the size of the tree ;

the second for fruiting the following year. The
base shoot, if possible, should be trained above

in preference to below that from which it

emanates— a system which simplifies training

.and gives the trees a neat appear.auce, whilst

growths from branches laid in at low angles and
near the ground receive the sap freely and
quickly. This old method of throwing away
good wood and fruit by a too free use of the

knife is now fortunately giving way to extension

training,but where it is still practised .an average

of two breaks from e.ach shoot will keep the

trees quite full enough. As extension trees

frequently make shoots from 2 feet to 5 feet in

length, tliey should be well thinned at the

autumn pruning ; tlien when the time arrives

for disbudding, it will be necessai-y to leave a

good break on the top side near the base, others

15 inches to 18 inches apart, and the termiiual

bud for further extension. All intermediate

growths may be taken off piecemeal, the fore-

right shoots first, then those sheltering and
supporting fruits may be pinched, and last of

all, the remainder. As the s.ap iuv.ariably

forces its way to the extremities ol the

tree, especially the highest part, disbudding

should always be commenced at the top anil

gradually extended downwards towards the

base, where the flush is less powerful, the

growth weaker .and later, as in aged trees, where
we sometimes find failing limbs which produce

more flower than wood- buds, whose life and
safety cannot .always be preserved by deferred

disbudding. Indce<l, it often happens that

liealthy old trees set such a profusion of blos-

som, th.at we find ourselvi^s going pretty freely

into thinning, as in tlie case of bunches of

Grapes, long before the flowers open. In these

cases wo draw the linger down tlie under sides

of the thickly stutldcd shoots, carrying away all

the drooping buds from which we do not care to
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select fruit for the crop, if we can secure a
plentiful supply from those standing point up-
wards, the best position for colour and flavour.

I have often drawn attention to the fact that an
extremely free-tlowering condition or a profuse
set is no advantage, and nowhere is this

opinion so strongly verified as in the Peach
house, where shy varieties like Noblesse and
Walburton Late Admirable often set every
flower and carry their fruit to maturity. From
these remarks the tyro will gather that disbud-
ding and thinning are (operations which must
bo Carrie 1 on together, and then in due course
he will find healthy trees, although divested
of hundreds of inferior fruits, carrying much
heavier crops than they can ripen. The first

thinning in the ordinary way is made as soon
as the tiuy fruits begin to emerge from the de-

caying blossoms, and those most perfectly ferti-

lised are seen taking the lead. If triple buds
have set two or three, these are reduced to one,
invarialjly the best ; then all that are small or
badly placed below the wood or near the wires
are rubbed off, a goodly number being left for

choice at succeeding thinnings. This relief

under good syringing is followed by a leap for-

ward, and when the Peaches attain the size of

Hazel nuts they are still further reduced, a fair

percentage being left to compensate for dropping
at stoning time. If a tree under my own care
is intended to carry .say twelve dozen fruit, I

should leave two hundred to choose from, cer-

tainly not more, otherwise the strain of stoning
might produce a check, which would cause the
tree to cast half its fruit, and in this way my
own greed or want of judgment would defeat
my object. AVhen stoning is finished the final

thinning should be performed, preference still

being given to the finest on the upper sides of
the shoots, as they are in the best position for
coloui'ing perfectly.

As yet I have said nothing about the quantity
of Peaches a healthy tree should l)e allowed
to carry to maturity, and considering the diverse
opinions which prevail, I greatly question if my
experience will please heavy croppers. Years ago,
when anything in the shape of a forced Peach
fetched a good price, growers cropped heavily

;

but those days are gone by, and our aim now is

quality first, the greatest quantity we can get
afterwards. Someleave one Peach to eveiysquare
of 10 inches, but having failed in the attemjit to
finish this quantity and keep my own trees in
health, for we have to look ahead, I thin down
to one Peach to every square of 12 inches ; that
is to say, to every 100 feet of trellis covered
with foliage I leave 100 Poaches, if I have
them. Vigorous young trees possibly might
carry a few more, but tlieir lives would be
shortened and the weight of pulp would be
less, as they would have a greater number of
stones to form, whilst the smaller size and in-

ferior flavour would tell on tho wrong side in
Covent Garden. An extra good Peach weighs
10 ounces : a crop that averages 9 ounces is very
fine indeed, and at the rate of one to a square
f(jot, a credit to the nicjst accomplished grower.
Nectarines, which average G ounces or possibly
7 ounces, may be left closer than Poaches, but
quality and conmiercial value being the first

))oints, each fruit slumld have a square of 9
inches.

Graham's Royal Jubilee Apple—This new
A[i|ile ilescrvcs atlcution rnini llu: f;irt tliat it is

conlidently slated that lliougli an autumn Apple,
it is yet a good keeper. Autumn Apples, as a rule,
are .-ioft and tender, ;uid consequently tliey require
to be got into tlie market at once ; besides, tliuy
travel badly ; but in tbe case of tlie above new
variety we get an early Apple of firm texture, as

well as heavy and handsome in appearance, so that

if there is a glut and prices in October run low, it

will keep until Christmas, a season of the year
when Apples command a good price. This is a va-

riety raised in Middlesex, and came from seed sown
at Cranford by Mr. John Graham more than twenty
years ago. It is said to be a free-bearer, the

habit of growth compact and at the same time
free, and the wood being stout .and firm the fruits

do not fall so much when the weather is windy as

in the case of other sorts. Then it is late in flower-

ing, and so getting to a large extent out of the

reach of the frosts, can be depended upon to crop.

In appearance the fruit is like that of Golden Noble,

but more conical in shape, and the skin is of a clear

lemon colour. It is regarded as the market Apple
of the future, and it is anticipated it will oust Lord
Suffield, Ecklinville, and Keswick Codlin from the

field.—R. D.

GRAFTED PEACHES INDOORS.
In tlie " EncyclopfcdiaBritannica" (vol. xii., p. 213)

we are told that the object of grafting is " to expe-

dite and increase the formation of flowers and
fruit," and further, " scions from a tree that is

weakly or liable to injury by frosts are strength-

ened by engrafting on robust stoelis. Lindley has

pointed out that while in Pcrsi.i, its native country,

the Peach is prohahly best grafted on the Peach, or

on its wild type, the Almond, in England, the

summer temperature of whose soil is much lower

than that of Persia, it might be expected, as ex-

perience has proverl, to be most successful on stocks

of the native Plum." The fallacy of the " robust

"

stock has been exposed over and over again in these

pages, since a headed-ofi stock is only as robust as

the scion can induce it to become byits leaf action.

The italics are my own.

Of course, grafting on restricting stocks may and
does expedite the production of flowers and fruit,

but how by restricting the food supply of a tree

and the area of its branches we " increase the for-

mation of flowers and fruit" is not so easy to

comprehend. Acceleration certainly may take

place, and that word represents the facts better

tlian does the word " increase." By growing Pears

on the Quince and Ajjples on the Paradise we get

fine fruits earlier than from more nearly related

scions and stocks, or from seedling trees, but the

results, taking an average of, say, ten years, would
be very much in favour of those trees grafted at

the same time on Pear or Apple stocks, as most
market growers are aware ; indeed, by the use of

the so-called dwarfing or restricting stocks early

fruiting may be induced, and a limited quantity of

fine fruit may be obtained. Could not these re-

sults be far more easily obtained from own-rooted
or root-grafted trees .and by cultural methods well

known to all practical gardeners! In its native

country every fruit tree is stronger, healthier, more
productive, and limger-lived on its own roots than
as grown in any other w.ay. For all I know the

Persian gardeners may graft their choicest Peaches,

but trees in the warmer States of America m.ay be
reared from stones by the thousand, .and these fruit

freely the third or fourth year from the stone, and
unless budilod, which is only a form of grafting,

of course, they grow as freely and .as healiliy as do
the seedling Apricot trees on the hillsides and
valleys of Thibet. Has it ever occurred to the

American growers that the disease so well known to

them as " the yellows" may h.ave bad its origin in

their pr.actice of budding? The sudden ilyintr off

of branches in the case of the Apricot in English

gardens may, no doubt, lie .attributed to a similar

cause.

Even if it were true that a Peach tree is really

hardier in our open-air clim.ate on .'i I'luni stock

than when on its own roots—an assumptiiui that is

extremely iloubtful—even then there can bo no
reason for the use of hardy Plum stocks for Peaches
grown under glasshouses from which .ill liarmful

frosts are cxc1u<1(m1.

In growing Pe.achi^s indoors, do wc not very ciflm

act by the nde of contrary .' For example, wc first

restrict tho natural vigour of the tree by grafting

it on a Plum, or Mirabellc, or Damson stock. Then

we plant it in a rich border and give manurial
stimulants, liquid and solid, as the case may be,

and yet, all this notwithstanding, we wonder why
the fruit fails to set properly, or why at stoning
time it falls by the bushel.

Let us ask ourselves the question. Can all this

stock restriction, on the one hand, and heavy
manuring, on the other, which goes on year by
year, be the right and best way ? Is it im-
possible to grow Peaches on their own roots indoors
in England ? It the Peach is naturally such a gross

growing tree that a restiicting or starving stock is

necessary for it at first, and then litjuid stimulants to

induce fertility, why cannot we simply plant the
Peach on its own roots in deep, fresh, unmanured
soil, or even in poor, gravelly soils at once, instead
of starving it with one hand and feeding it with
the other? Is our present method of cultivating

grafted Pe.ach trees only the best and only way, or

is there not a better and more logical plan to be
found somewhere between the extremes we now
adopt ?

In the Gardeners' Chronicle, JIarch 2, p. 278, is

a note as to Pe.ach trees which proved defective

through bad grafting, i.e., unsuitable stocks, and
the consequence led to the uprooting of the trees,

and, of course, a serious loss of time and energy

—

lifting, root-pruning, and top-dressing notwith-
standing. If Peach trees are to be grafted, why
not root-graft them, and let the scion have the
chance of rooting on its own account ? In a house
there can be no good reason for grafting Peach
trees at all. Amtgdalus.

PROTECTING FRUIT BLOSSOMS.

Blossom-buds are .abundant upon .all kinds of fruit

trees this year, and .at the present time do not seem
to be far from their normal state. How far they
are prep.ared to withstand the rigours of our climate
during the next two or three months remains to be
proved. The period during which fruit trees bloom
in this country is .always an anxious one to the
gardener and fruit grower. From the opening of

the first Apricot flower until the latest Apple blooms
unfold the grower is kept in a state of doubt and
uncertainty as to the chances of .a crop, and when
the promise is fair, as .at present there seems every

probabiiity of its being, this anxiety is very much
increased. A single night's frost when the trees

are in full bloom often proves so destructive .as to

reduce the crop to a minimum, while a week of

cold, biting wind is equally dre.aded.

The question of protection alw.ays suggests itself

at this season, although the desire to do with as
little as possible is, I fancy, generally predominant
for various reasons. Protecting materials are con-
sidered expensive, and no doubt they are when re-

quired in quantity, and thus we are inclined to try

and m.anage without them. The knowledge, too,

with those experienced in fruit culture th.at protec-

tion, if not carefully and judiciously employed, has
a debilit.ating inUuencc upon the trees, .acts as a
deterrent in its use. Experience, however, has
proved this state of hesitation to bo unwise, result-

ing in the loss of many a v.aluable cro[) which might
have been saved by a little timely protection.

Jl.atcrials for affording all the shelter it is ad-

visable to give can be found witlunit having re-

course to expensive wall-copings, blinds, and other
fittings. A mov.able wooden coping, consisting of

a single bo.ard or two joined together, is, I think,

preferable to one of gla.ss, being .a better non-con-
ductor of heat, and thus preventing radiation at

night. I have never ob.scrved any ill-effects follow

the exclusion of light fnun the top of the w.all,

which at no time is very great it the coping does

not project more than II inches or 15 inches, which
is .ample.

Apricots are the fir.st to cl.aim attention, stand-

ing more in need as they do of shelter from
cold storms than .any oilier fruits flowering later

on. Tho best material for the purpose is hexagon
netting or shading (No. .'!). It gives the

greatest amount of protection, while at the same
time it admits sufficient light and air to prevent
injury to the trees from remaining constantly
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fixed, which is preferable to a movable covering.

The mode of fixing it is to let some smooth poles

into the ground about 2 feet from the wall. They
should be high enough to reach nearly to the top,

when they will meet the wooden coping, this being
secured to them by nails. The poles will also need
steadying, which can be done by passing a stout

wire round them near the top, and screwing the

other end to the wall. The shading can now be
stretched along the outside of the poles, securing it

in place with tacks, and thus forming an effective

shelter from cold winds and storms, as well as a

protection from frost. The ends should be en-

closed to prevent draughts. If the shading is con-

sidered too expensive, fish netting is an excellent

protection. The hexagon netting, however, is pre-

ferable, and if taken down at the end of May, comes
in very useful for shading, protecting lipe fruit

from wasps, &c., and thus compensates for the extra

outlay in the first instance. Peaches will do with
less protection than Apricots. A coping board and
two or three thicknesses of fish netting are ample
for securing an abunbant set in the worst of sea-

sons, provided, of course, the trees are in a healthy
and fruitful state.

The same may be said of Pears and Plums, where
protection is accorded to these fruits, and certainly

they are not less deserving of assistance when in

bloom than Peaches and Apricots, althouglj, per-

haps, they stand less in need of it. To make sure

of a good crop, however, it is well to be prepared,

and if a coping board and poles are provided, nets,

canvas, or mats can be easily attached to them
when the necessity arrives.

Locality and position make a great difference in

the amount of protection required, and the culti-

vator, on becoming well acquainted with the gardens
under his charge, soon finds out where it is most
needed. Trees growing in the open are not so

easUy screened as those against walls ; neverthe-

less, it is often desirable to protect some choice or

somewhat tender kinds. To accomplish this in the

case of pyramids and bushes, drive some long pliable

stakes into the ground, about a yard apart, round
the outside of the tree, then bring the tops together

and tie them securely over the centre of the tree,

thus forming a framework for some light material.

Tiffany, or scrim canvas, I have found answer very

well. Some may say, "Not much protection in that;"

but then it must always be remembered that it is

not the actual frost which does the mischief so

much as the sun shining directly upon the frozen

blossoms ; therefore, shade from the early rays of

the sun is as essential as shelter from frost. Such
being the case, destruction of the blossoms, when a
frost lias come upon us unawares and found us not
prepared, can often be averted by shading them
from the sun until thoroughly thawed and dry
again. Espalier trained trees and horizontal cor-

dons are easily protected ; the former by erecting a
temporary framework over them to be afterwards

covered with tiffany, the latter by bending some
sticks over them in the form of arches for support-

ing the covering. Whatever kind of material is

used for protection it is important that it be firmly

secured, as much harm is often done by allowing
mats and other coverings to whip against the trees.

Branches of Evergreens are open to objection on
this account, and it is questionable if the protec-

tion they afford is not more than counterbalanced
by the quantity of bruised and broken l>lossoms and
leaves tiiey often cause during strong winds.

A. Baekbr.

Apple Ribston Pippin.—This fine old dessert

Apple appears, from a recent correspondence in tlie

Gardeners' ClirimicU to have been originally raised

from seeds imported from Normandy about the

year IIJS.S or ITOO, according to good authority.

The old tree was seen in August, 17.87, by Har-
greaves, who, in his " History of Kn.'iresborougli,"

says that tlie tree was evidently on the decline

in vigour, although it bore a fair crop of fruit As
a seedling tree it was never grafted, and to that
fact is due the corollary that a sucker from the
original seedling is alive to-day. Hence, if our facts

are correct, we have to-day alive in an English gar-

den a seedling Apple tree two centuries old. This
is in itself not at all a bad argument against the

eternal propensity for splicing every plant on some-
thing else as a stock, wliich has now become a sort

of innocent, but not harmless mania. No doubt
there are old seedling Pears near old religious

foundations equally old or even older but where
shall we look for grafted fruit trees two centuries

old like the Ribston Pippin Apple ?—F. W. B.

"THE FRUIT GROWING REVIVAL.
PRACTICE V. THEORY.

As the cultivation of fruit is at present engaging
the attention of growers for market, the following

from the South Eastern Gazette may be of interest

to our readers :

—

" I notice that in a recent issue of your journal you
have, under the above title, a leader in which refer-

ence is made to a recent article on the subject in

the Nineteenth Century, and you rightly express

your doubts as to the profits named therein.

" It is a pity that such misleading statements are

published, as many may be induced to invest their

money in hope of getting good profits, only to lose

it if they are inexperienced in fruit growing. In

the article referred to, Mr. Morgan makes the extra-

ordinary statement tliat Apple trees in the third

year from planting will yield 4s. a tree, or £lJO an
acre, if planted 300 to the acre, which is too thick

for trees to remain. Now out of over thirty sorts

which I have tested, and which include the prin-

cipal varieties, and also include three out of the

four sorts he names (the one not included being

Blenheim Orange, because it is notoriously unfruit-

ful when young), out of these sorts not one pro-

duced on an average quite 2d. per tree the second

or third years, and this was the gross price, out of

which had to be deducted cartage and railway

carriage, commission, manure, rent, taxes, picking,

and labour cultivation. Certainly, prices were low,

as they frequently are, and they are never very high,

for foreign competition prevents this even in un-

favourable seasons, when there is scarcely any crop.

This year prices were better, and trees of the sorts

he named, and which are now some six and seven

years planted, made as follows : Cox's Orange
Pippin, 8d. per tree (this is the best dessert Apple)

;

Warner's King about 2d. per tree, and Stirling Castle

5d. per tree. I have sorts which pay better, and
I have grubbed up and replaced Stirling Castle,

because it bears so much that it will not grow into

a large tree, the Apples on it being like ropes of

Onions most years. It is suitable for small gardens
where a dwarf tree is desired. Small trees mean
small profits.

My figures are reliable, for every year I add up
the amount received for each variety of fruit and
divide it by the number of trees that I have of each

sort, and so I know exactly how much each variety

produces. By this method, though troublesome to

attend to in the busy season of the year, I know just

which varieties are the most profitable to plant.

I do not know any other market grower who does

this. Tlie prices are taken from market returns, and
not from fancy prices. It is easy to make these

things appear very profitable on paper.

" Of the four sorts of Pears that Mr. Jlorgan

names, Louise Bonne and Marie Louise canker too

much on most soils to be profitable. Williams off

standard trees in England, although of a very fine

flavour, do not come large and clear, and in compe-
tition with heavy arrivals from France they fetch

low prices, and this sort must be discarded in favour

of improved varieties. Of the remaining variety,

Pitmaston Duchess, a large Covent Garden sales-

man informed me a few days ago that he had seen

half sieves of large and fine English Pitmastons

sold at very low prices. Pears have sold very badly

this last season, but all these things have to be

taken into account, and fruit when grown has to be

sold even if it is at a loss. I may add tliat tlic soil of

my fruit farm is very suitable for fruit growing, and
that it is well manured and cultivated. It is a matter

for regret that those who take upon themselves the

office of being 'teachers of babes and instructors

of the public' should make such wild and unguarded

statements as have been made during this winter,

and the remark that you make, ' We are afraid that

many who plant under these conditions wiU be
rather disappointed,' is quite true. There is not
much prospect of improvement in the profits of

fruit growing until agriculture, as a whole, is more
profitable, for directly any one fruit pays at all well,

even for a single year, immense quantities of that

sort are immediately planted by farmers in this

district, who are anxiously looking out for some-
thing that is profitable to grow, and in a few years

the supply is so large that prices fall. A few years

ago it was Black Currants that were planted, and
prices have fallen to about half what they were.

Last winter it was Cob Nuts. This, it is large

Apples and Gooseberries. Apples sold very well at

the commencement of the season, but now have fallen

very low. I believe I read in the South Eastern
Gazette that Mr. Bunyard said that £110 per acre

was made by Apple growing. I should be very glad

to have proof that anything like that sum has been
made on an average during the last seven years,

even by a single acre. If it is true, I wonder Mr.
B. does not plant his many acres with Apple trees.

I suppose raising trees for sale is more profitable."

Yen- Tree Farm, Leeds. Waltbk Keusb.

The fruit crop.—It is rather early to say much
respecting the prospects of a crop of fruit. Apples,

Pears, Plums, and Cherries promise well, but I can-

not say the same for Peaches and Nectarines, the

buds on which on open walls look very small and
pinched, showing clearly that last season was too

cold and wet for the trees. Not only are the buds
unsatisfactory, but the wood is green, and should
the flowers be perfect when they open, of which I

am very doubtful, it is to be feared that they will

not set. Bush fruits look all right, and Straw-
berries have good crowns—that is, those that were
planted in 1887; but young ones of last year are

not strong, neither are those in pots, as they made
little headway till the autumn. Our stock, both
for indoors and out, consists almost entirely of

British Queen. We only have Keen's Seedling and
Vicomtesse for early work, and Waterloo and Elton
for late use.—S. D.

Apples and Pears in north, of Ireland.—
I, with many others no doubt, am much interested

in yourremarks relative to the best sorts of Apples to

grow. I think your list is a very good one and ought
to satisfy any reasonable grower. But now-a-days
the catalogues are so nicely got up, and contain so

many new names with plausible de.scriptions, that

the new hand cannot refrain from adding to his list

of varieties. The only sensible way to plant an
orchard that may turn out satisfactory is to find

out the Apples or Pears that do best in the neigh-

bourhood in which the new plantation is to be made,
choose as few sorts as possible and stick to them.
Surely, it is better to have a dozen trees of one
good bearing kind than to have a dozen difiierent

ones that bear only moderately, or not at all.

Reinette du Canada grows well wilh me, and bears

most plentifully every year (and this in the cold

climate of the north of Ireland), yet I hardly ever

see it mentioned. It is a pretty Apple, of very good
size, keeps well, eats and bakes well, and in my
case is a most abundant cropper. I planted the

tree a few years since, and it never misses. I got
some Golden Pippin grafts sent to me from America
last year ; they are growing well, and I believe will

fruit this year ; but if, as some of your correspon-

dents aver, this sort does not come true from a graft,

I shall be disappoiutcil. Still I have the best three

sorts in the world—the Irish Peach, Cox's Orange
Pippin, and the Blenheim Orange Pippin. One
follows the other to perfection.

—

Richard Nivek,
I'hrome JliU, Lhlnini, in Field.

Thinning the heads of fruit trees.—" E. H."
in Thk Garden, JIarch 2 (p. IWs), says:—

If i\w in'unini; of orchard trot-s \\'oro dono upon
poinmfm-si'u.so principli'S, tliori' wuuld nm'iT hi-' any
fairots to tie up from tlu> iiruiiiuix.'j, and tlio iroos

would not suffer from the currt'iit nf cold air wliich

always liajipcns when a severe tliinning lias taken
]»laci'. T look upnii it as absolute cruelty to tliiu

severely any iieplected fruit tree us is sometimes done.

The eold wind rushes in and the tree is injured for
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years. The true remctly fur neglect is to spread the
work over several years, to miuimise the check.

I do not believe that any such terrible results as
are pictured would happen. Nay, I am sure they
would not. And so far from advising persons who
have dense-headed fruit trees to be careful in

thinning, I should advise hard thinning whilst
about it rather than doing the work by halves. I

ha\e done plenty of hard thinning, and have seen
plenty of it done, but never found other than good
to result. A tree which by reason of its shock-
headedness has become stunted in growth needs
a vigorous restorer, and none is better than a hard
thinning. The encouragement given to make new
growth helps to develop now root action. The tree
will rarely bear appreciably the first year after such
drastic treatment, but the second year usually sees
a good crop of fine fruit, and very moderate thin-
ning will suffice henceforth.—A. D.

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.

Assuming that all the early Queens which have not
started into growth are now throwing up their fruit,

and the soil, hitherto kept on the dry side, has been
carefully, but not elaborately watered, it will be
necessary to help them forward by daily attention
to the most trifling matters of detail. March and
the early part of April being so changeable, no
fixed day and night temperatures can yet be decided
upon, but, provided the weather is fairly good, the
minimum should range about 70°, not less, unless
nights are very cold, and the temperature by day
from 80° to 85° when sun heat favours ventilation.
As some of the most forward fruits will now be in
flower, a little air should be put on early in the
morning and shut off early in the afternoon, whilst
atmospheric moisture from damping the walls,
floors, and surface of the bed must be regularly,
but moderately produced, as these succulents do
not set kindly when the air is charged to satura-
tion. Once tlie flowering stage is passed the roots
will take more frecjuent supplies of tepid liquid
guano or soot water, and light dewing overhead
with pure soft water about 2.30 on fine afternoons
niay be practised. If the sun is bright and the
pipes are moderately warm, this syringing should
be preceded by quick closing in time to run up to
90° for an hour or two, and as this is the period of
progress the evaporating pans should be filled with
clear liquid, not too strong, or guano water, and a
little of the same, still further reduced, may be
syringed into the axils of the lower leaves in which
stem roots are now working. These figures, of
course, apply to fine, genial days and mild nights,
when growth may be accelerated without drawing
the leaves or crowns, but during spells of less
favourable weather, the temperature all round
should range a few degrees lower. As the young
fruits swell, it may be necessary to keep them up-
right by means of sticks carefully inserted into the
soil, as nothing looks worse than a ripe Pine with
its crown out of the perpendicular; gills, too, must
be removed, and if more than two suckers appear
on each or any of the plants, they must be reduced
to this number, those left naturally the strongest
and best. Dry fire-heat being baneful to the roots,
foliage, and fruit, the last, but not least import-ant
point to which I must draw attention is the fer-
menting niat(!rial used as a plunging medium. The
heat from tliis should range about 85° at the base of
thcpols,but not unmindful of the fiict tliat hot-water
pipes lying in rubble have a drying tendency, I

would suggest close examination by lifting a pot
here and tljere, and if it is found that the leaves or
tan have Ijeen robbed of their sweet, invigorating
moisture, it should be restored, not by turniiig tlie

bed, but by the aiijilication of tepid water or dilntcd
liquid at short intervals until the lowest stratum is

as moist as the soil in the pots.

Surres.i!imjrui/i:rs from which the first batch of
fruiting jilants were selected, quickened by in-
creased bott om heat and moisture early in February,
will now be on the move, and although the m.ajority
of them will make a growth before they throw up,
they may be treated precisely the same as the early

Queens. Days having increased in length and
brightness, it is just possible the plants may re-

quire more water at the roots, and atmospheric
moisture in proportion to solar heat must be in-

creased. If any of the plants start without making
a growth, and a corresponding number in the early
compartment have missed, now is the time to make
an exchange, that is, where this step is thought
desirable. Otherwise there is no reason why they
should not remain, as these non-growers form a sort

of connecting link between the two batches, a very
important matter where a constant supply is im-
perative.

Strong successions transferred to fruiting pots last

month having been kept rather close and moist,
will now be taking to the new soil, a condition
easily perceptible to the practised eye. If the
bottom heat from moist tan or leaves has ranged
about 85° and atmospheric moisture moderate, they
will hardly yet require water, but they must be
examined, and if found dry a few inches below the
surface, a little pure water at a temperature of 80°

will do them no harm. Growth of root being of
more importance than that of the leaves, at least

for the present, the air temperature should range
60° to G5° at night, 75° to S0° on fine days, and 85°

for a short time after closing, when atmospheric
moisture will be found preferable to overhead
syringing. Air may be given with a rising glass at
70° and gradually increased up to 80°, when it

should be diminished and shut oflE altogether in

time for the rise on fine afternoons.

Melons.

If all has gone well, the earliest plants, divested
of their leading points, will now be showing fruit

at every lateral. Of these, not more than two, or

at most three, will be allowed to swell to maturity,
but knowing how important is an e\'en start, all

should be fertilised in order to secure the choice of

the requisite number that will run evenly through
the early stages. If plants in 12-lnch pots are

lounged close together, space for laterals will be
extremely limited ; consequently very close pinch-
ing will be necessary. We sometimes pinch each
lateral close home to the tiny fruit the moment it

can be seen, and in this way prevent crowding, as
so often happens when this operation is deferred
until the Melons are set and swelling. To the un-
initiated this sharp practice may appear fatal, but
really it is not, as another lateral is found growing
from the base of the fruit by the time it is ready
for fertilising. This lateral later on is pinched at

the first joint, all succeeding spray is removed, and
in this way the true cordon form is retained, as we
have but two primary leaves attached to each fruit-

bearing side shoot; whilst those from which super-

fluous fruits have been removed are kept pinched to

the first joint from the main stem. Where space is

abundant and each plant has plenty of room, we
allow all the laterals to grow until the fruit is set,

and tlien shorten to one joint in advance; but
taking into account the check and waste of force,

the gain in size is imperceptible. These remarks
apply to plants from which very early fruit is the
leading object, but are altogether out of place
where Melons are grown upon the extension prin-

ciple. When Melons commence opening their flowers

the heat should be slightly increaseil to 70° at night
and 80° by day ; no w.ater should touch the plants,

but atmospheric moisture should be regularly sup-
plied when bright sun favours ventilation. A sharp
bottom-heat also is an important factor ; hence the
advisability of renovating the fermenting m.atcrial

some time in advance of the flowering stage, when
the olil-fashioned method of drying tlii^ roots and
ushering in red .spider is quite unnecessary. When
tlic fruit Is swelling ireely, each Melon should be
sujiiiorled on a small [jiece of lattice wire or board
fastened to tlie trellis ; heat and moisture may be
given ad lib, ; toi)-dre.s.sings of stifT loam and bonc-
ilust must be .applied in thin solid layers, and warm
diluted liquid, soot, and guano water, without
wetting the stems, must be given freely and alter-

nately.

Successions from later sowings may be jiut out in

pots or upon ridges for keeping up the supply as

often as compartments become vacant. Good tropi-
cal heat top and bottom, plenty of moisture and an
abundance of light are the main points ; but these
will not suffice unless the house is kept free from
filth and insects and proper attention is paid to
ventilation. Manipulation under the different
methods of culture is always the same, but the
soil as the season advances may be heavier than
that recommended for early plants put out in
January. A stiff calcareous loam enriched with
bone dust, old mortar, burnt refuse, or charcoal
used in a dry state and made very fine answers
best for pots or hills ; but lighter soils may
be made useful by the addition of marl and a
little very old cow manure free from worms or the
larva3 of insects. If the presence of any of these
pests is suspected, the manure may be baked or
well dusted with soot before it is added to the
compost.

Manure beds lor pits and frames.—If the beds
made up last month are still very hot, and the
plants in the nursing frame are quite fit for turning
out, a few 4-lnch or 6-inch drain pipes laid across
the centre and left open at each end will prevent
the scalding or burning of the soil forming the
lower parts of the ridges, which, by the way, can-
not be made too narrow at the base at the outset.

When these pipes are laid and the whole of the
surfate has been faced with 2-inch sods or turves to
keep down steam, the plants may be put out as soon
as the soil is warm enough. As frame Melons do not
require one-fourth of the soil frequently given to
them. It is a good plan to fix two rough boards a
foot or more in width on their edges, and about 18
inches apart, before the roots require soiling. The
drain pipes, by this time having served their pur-
pose, may be buried, but the sods must remain to

prevent an influx of steam when the linings are
renovated. Good covering with dry mats every
night Is imperative.

Cherbies.

If the trees in the earliest house are not already
in flower and setting they will soon be approaching
that stage, when direct syringing must be dis-

continued, but the house being light, airy, well

ventilated, and properly heated, the floors and walls

may be moderately moistened early in the morn-
ing and again about three p.m. on fine days. The
roots, too, must be examined, and if at all on the
dry side a nice watering with clear water quite

equal to the maximum temperature of the house
will put this matter right until after the fruit Is

set. Another preliminaiy operation is fumigation,
no matter whether green-fly is perceptible or not,

as no amount of attention to fertilisation and other

details can prevent a serious check where a single

aphis is in ambush when the first flower opens. As
all stone fruits, the impatient Cherry included, set

best under a slightly increased maximum tempera-
ture, that by day may range about G0°, with gentle

warmth in the pipes and a free circulation of air.

On bright sunny days it may run a little higher,

but the fixed figure 45° should be touched through
the night. It is not a good plan to commence
artificial fertilisation too early, but when the trees

are in full flower and pollen is plentiful the brush
may be advantageously used about noon on fine

days. When the fruit is set the trees may be
syringed twice a day, the first time when the tem-
perature is rising and touches 50°, and again about
three p.m., when the ventilators are closed. If the

trees are of full age, and a good set has been
secured, the borders may be well uuilched with
rotten manure or the remains of an old Mushroom
lied, which must be copiously washed in with tepid

water, diluted liquid, whilst the manure is fresh,

being reserved for the evaporating jians and floors.

Young trees will hardly re(|uiro stinuilants until

•after the fruit is stoned, l)ut once tliis trying stage

is got over, weak liquid soot or guano water passed
througli a moisture-retaining covering of fresh

stable litter will tell f.-ivourably \ipon the quality

of the fruit. Disbudding and thinning in due
covirso will require attention, and conjointly with
these operations a sharp eye must be directed to

the detection of grub. All insecticides being lost

upon these destructive crcatmes, the oidy mode of
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saving tlie crop is catching and killing or piiicliing

the closely folded leaves.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The buds upon Peach trees being somewhat later

and, I am sorry to have to say, less prominent and
plentiful than usual, we have not forced forward
the nailing in, but this work is now nearly finished,

and we are hoping almost against hope for a full

set of fruit. Trees of mature age, which bear well
and are root-pruned every year, are carrying an
abundance of flower-buds, but young ones, which
annual lifting barely restrains, held leaves on their
points till Christmas, and now look more like

making wood than fruit. So far there is no sign
of bud-dropping, a fact which goes far towards
proving that immaturity is not the invariable cause
of this distressing defect in Peach houses. A very
clever old Scotch gardener, with whom I once
lived, often told me dropping was caused by over-
ripening the wood, and this theory to a certain ex-
tent was right, but it would not have been had the
trees under glass been abundantly supplied with
water. When trees get too high a temperature,
too little air, and not enough water, the buds, as in

1888, ripen before they are properly formed, when
dropping in due course follows. Buds, on the other
hand, which have not had sufficient heat to perfect
them, favoured with a kind winter like the past
and a good spring, not unfrequently set fairly well,
but they must not be hurried ; hence the import-
ance of retarding until danger from sudden checks
is left behind. The spring so far is in our favour,
and, provided this calm, dry, seasonable weather
continues a little longer, I see no reason why fair

crops of fruit may not be secured from well-
managed trees in all fairly good gardens. The
main factor now undoubtedly is time for steady
development, and this to some extent may be pro-
longed by light shading on bright sunny days, but
once the flowers begin to open, the walls must be
allowed to absorb all the sun heat possible, for the
two-fold purpose of ripening and setting the pollen
at liberty and repelling frost through the night.
Protection from wet and the prevention of radia-
tion being powerful aids, the copings of glass or
wood, i.e., broad boards, this year should be fixed
with the greatest possible care.

General work.—The protection of trees of
various kinds, from the noble Royal George Peach
on the south wall to the humble bush on the open
quarter, will of course require daily attention, and
materials of the rudest kind calculated to prevent
radiation will be brought into play, but beyond
these matters work for the next few weeks will be
comparatively light. Planting, staking, and mulch-
ing of course must be brought to a close, and the
preparation of sticks, st.akes, and shreds for summer
use will give employment on wet days. Straw-
berries may still be planted when the ground is

dry and friable, and rather long stable manure as
it can be obtained may be placed amongst old
plants for the twofold purpose of keeping in

moisture and protecting the ripe fruit from grit.

If well charged with ammonia, so much the better
for the plants, as there is ample time for washing
and bleaching, when this less valuable material
becomes quite as sweet as new straw. If the
jiruning of Filberts has been deferred, it may
now be taken in hand, care being observecl in the
retention of a fair sprinkling of male catkins for
fertilising purposes. Last, but not least important,
is the weekly collecting of soapsuds from the
laundry for syringing over the various kinds of
fruit trees whose flower buds are compar.atively
dormant. Here this che.ap manurial wash has been
used for a great number of years, and we find it

most effective in the destruction of Moss, Liclien,
and the larva: of insects, whilst the soda carried
down to the roots supplies a want much felt in fruit-
sick soils.

The grafting of young stocks of Apples and
Pears must now be pushed forward, but ageii trees
need not be taken in hand before April. The heads
of these, as a matter of course, were cut back some
weeks ago, and suitable wood for scions has been
laid in on a cool shady border. Some people graft

Cherries and Plums, but budding in August answers
best, and forms the neatest union. Whichever plan

is adopted with these or kernel fruits, the young
stocks should be worked close to if not below the

surface of the soil. W. C.

finest varieties, Including the far-famed Ribston
Pippin.—W. C.

The Madresfield Apples.—Having read Mr.

Crump's interesting and instraotive remarks (p. 198)

upon his mode of selecting pips or kernels as well

as the manipulation of his stocks, I lose no time in

thanking him for his courtesy. Whether soil,

situation, stocks, or their preparation sepai'ately or

collectively, produce the satisfactory result, I must
say brighter, finer or kinder young trees cannot be
met with in any trade nursery in the kingdom. To
Mr. Crump's guiding hand an<l head, as a matter of

course, this success is due, and I hope he will long

Trees and Shrubs.

THE WEEPING L.-VRCH.

(lAUIJC EUROI'.EA rEXIiULA.)

Few trees are so seldom used for purely orna-
mental purposes as the common Larch. Yet
in the weeping form, that is so well depicted in

the accompanying engraving, we have certainly

one of the most distinct and desirable of hardy
Conifers. As a lawn specimen, and particularly

when associated with such stiff and somewhat
formal trees as the Lebanon Cedar and Swiss

Weeping Larch (Larix curopasapendula).

be spared to produce highly coloured fruit equal to

that shown at C'hiswick last October. Of this 1 do
not entertain the shadow of a doubt, ,as last ye.ar

was the most unkind not only for ripening, but col-

ouring fruit th.at I have experienced since 18(iO.

His failure with the Blenheim Orange as a stock or
ungrafted seedling is, I think, due to some local

cause or defect, as I believe there are in the country
a goodly number of seedling trees which produce
fruit of the finest quality. Be this as it may, the
ball having been set rolling, I hope others will now
give us their experience, not only with Blenheims,
but with other sorts of Apples on their own roots,

be they seedlings or cuttings. Some sorts of .Vpples,

I have positive proof, will strike root and m.-ike

healthy fertile trees, and I shall be disappointed if

we do not hear of successful attempts with the

Stone Pino, the pendulous or weeping Larch is

at all times an object of admiration. More so
than perhaps any other Conifer, the Weeping
Larch recpures plenty of room for its free and
perfect development, for if lieninied in Ijy

equally robust subjects or oversliaded by taller

trees, that free and easy outline, for wliicli it is

so remarkable, is quite lost. I would certainly
in phuiting this Larch assign to it a shelter.'d

situation ; not a .spot where never a blast of
wind can rufHe its elegant foli,age, but where it

will be preserved from what I might term hard
and long-blowing gales.

One would fancy in reading up the few notes
that are bo found concerning the Weeping
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Larch that it is a scarce and low-growing tree,

but this is by no means the case, as specimens
of almost equal proportions to the majority
of those of our normal type are to be met with.

Not a dozen years ago Cambria could boast of

perhaps the finest, certainly the largest, speci-

men of the Weeping Larch in this country, but
unfortunately, owing largely to ignorance and
caprice, this unique tree was laid low. After
it was felled an opportunity occurred for me to

measure the straight and well-rounded stem,

and it contained rather over 00 feet of wood,
this being iu no wise difterent from that of any
other Larch of the thousands I have seen cut

up. It must be borne in mind, however, that

this particular tree was not the so-called Ameri-
can Weeping Larch (L. pendula macrocarpa or

americana), but simply a pendulous form of the

European tree. Young trees of the American
Weeping Larch are certainly, when well grown,
very beautiful, and there are several notable

examples in tliis country ; but in my own
opinion the one just described can compare with

it very favourably.

Soil would not seem to be a potent factor in

the cultivation of these Larches ; but in order

to prevent heart-rot and "pumping," avoid

that of a gravelly or sandy nature.

In the best forms of the European Weeping
Larch the foliage, or rather branchlets, is long

and pendulous, often hanging for fully 30 inches

from the main branches, and the tree is then
most interesting, but particularly at the time
when the cones assume that ruddy tinge that

associates so nicely and markedly with the

almost pea-green foliage.

A. D. Webstek.

Spruce and Beecii for large hedges.—To
form a massive evergreen hedge with not too much
formality about it, nothing is more suitable than
the Scotch Fir when planted on soil that suits it.

Two hundred yards or so of this, fence off part of

the high road between Bury St. Edmunds and
Thetford from a portion of the Easton estate, and
show what may be done with it when properly

looked after and trimmed, for the hedge is now
about 9 feet high and 6 feet through, very dense,

and feathered down to the ground. At intervals

plants of the common Elder have been put between
the Firs. These are cut down level with the

rest of the hedge during the winter, but rise

considerably higher in summer, and have a good
and unique effect both when in flower and in berry.

Tbis bit of hedge is near some cottages, and pro-

bably it is well guarded, but farther along towards
Thetford, another stretch of road lias been hedged
in a similar manner, minus the Elder, and the result

is bad, for gipsies frequently camp on the common
near and have taken the lower branches for fire-

wood, besides maliciously setting fire to the hedge
itself in several places, so that it is not allowed to

develop. A good native tree like this planted in

hedge form, and not kept too formally cut, would
form a far better approach to a pinetum tlian the
avenue of lanky Araucarias sometimes seen. The
Beech is another native tree which cannot well be
beaten for forming a large hedge, and it has prac-
tically all the value of an Evergreen for purposes
of shelter, as when planted in good ground and
properly clipped it carries the majority of its leaves

quite through the winter and until the new leaves

form. Such a hedge is a great feature here. It is

over 10 feet liigli and 4 feet through, and forms a
completi^ shelter to a portion of the kitchen garden.
—J. C. Tallack, Licermcre.

SHORT NOTES—TREES AND SHRUBS.

The Carolina Poplar (Populus moniUfera).—
Was tluTi" not a i]iist:il;<' in The Garden, March 3

(p. 189), where tin- CamHiia J'i)plar is spoki-n of as P.
monilifera? 1 always thought that was the botanical
name for the Black Italian Poplar, and supposed it

different to the Carolina, which 1 think they grow
much in Picar<ly.— K.

Butcher's Broom in shade.—Among the
small number of plants that will succeed in much
shaded situations is the Butcher's Broom, which
will grow even under Beech trees. The quality of

the soil, too, does not seem to have much infiuence
upon it, although in that which is dry and sandy it

is usually smaller in all its parts. Besides its value
as an evergreen bush, the bright red berries are
very ornamental, but the flowers are inconspicuous.
There are a couple of other hardy species well
worth a place in gardens, one of which is the
Alexandrian Laurel (Ruscus racemosus), a native
of Portugal, and R. hypoglossum, which is larger
than either of the others, and remarkable from the
fact of its bearing flowers and a small leaflet about
the centre of the leaf.—H. P.

Propagating.

lEvilB ofgrafting.—I should like to add my voice

in depreciitioli of the too ]»r.*v:ileiif habit iiiiiojij^ nur.
Heryinen of gniftiiii;. In 1.H.SI I onlere(l from w iiur.ser-y

twelve choice Oaks, after reading an article in your
paper, anil only alnjut three survived the sliift from the
nuruery.—W. ¥. h.

Cocoa-nut fibre refuse. — This material is

most useful in the propagating house, but there is

a limit to its value. It is frequently recommended
for rooting cuttings in. It may be used for some
subjects with advantage, but I like to avoid using it

as much as possible, for the reason that roots made
in such material are soft and fleshy and do not
readily take to the soil most suitable for growing
the plants on in afterwards. Another point is that,

being of a spongy nature, it holds moisture, and if

cuttings are potted with some of the fibre, or rather

fibre refuse, about the roots it will be detrimental to

the plants later on, as it will form a wet mass just

where it is most essential that the soil should be
sweet. Objections are sometimes raised to the use

of fibre refuse for plunging in the propagating
house, but I know of nothing better, especially if it

can be renewed from time to time. It should also

lie turned over from the bottom frequently, for

if it gets dry and pressed rather firmly it will

act as a non-conductor of heat. It is best to use

only sulhcient for plunging the pots in, and if this

does not bring the pots sufficiently close to the

glass, some rough open material should be used for

filling up underneath. One great point in favour

of fibre refuse is, that when obtained fresh from the

factory it is clean and free from fungoid matters,

but it is favourable to the growth of some of the
most destructive forms of fungi if once they get
established.

Abutilons.—These are very useful for various

purposes. Some of the free-flowering sorts form
very pretty pot plants, the variegated varieties also

being very ornamental. A. Sellowianum, which has
large leaves beautifully marbled with yellow and
various shades of green, is the most showy for pots,

and A. Thomsoni is the best for bedding. Tlic

strong - growing flowering sorts are also useful

for the sub-tropical garden. The present is a good
time to propagate Abutilons. Cuttings may be
taken from free-growing plants, and the more vigor-

ous the former are the more quickly they will make
good specimens. If the cuttings are taken before

the plants have made much new growth, the wood
will be moderately firm at the base. The best

position in which to root the cuttings is in a close

case where there is a moderate bottom-heat.

It they are large it is best to put them in singly,

using pots of proportiimate size. Light sandy soil

should be employed, and only sufluaent water given

to keep them from flagging, but more water may be
given after the cuttings are well callused.

CornosMA Baueuiana vauikgata.—This is one
of the prettiest variegated foliage plants for the

cool greenhouse. It may be projiagatcd from cut-

tings at this season of the year. Short cuttings

succeed best, and they should bo cut off close

under a joint, only one pair of leaves being taken
off. Light peaty soil with a good surfacing of

sharp sand shii\ild be used for the cutting pots.

The base of the cutting should not go below the

sandy surface. A close propagating case is the
best place in which to root the cuttings.

Asparagus TENUissiMUS.—This is equally pretty,
though not quite so popular as A. plumosus nanus,
and wliile the latter can only be propagated by
divisions or seeds, which are not produced very
freely, A. tenuissimus may be easily increased
from cuttings. Small side shoots taken ofli with a
heel make the best cuttings. They will root freely
in sandy peat, the best position for them being in
the close case where there is a good bottom-heat.
If about three plants are grown on together in a
pot they form a nice compact mass of feather-like
foliage which is very efl'ective. Older plants are
very useful for cutting, the long feathery sprays
being serviceable for decorations.

Euphorbia jacquini.eflora.—I have before
alluded to this useful plant, cuttings of which
should now be ready. Various modes of propagat-
ing are recommended. I have always succeeded
well by taking the young shoots ofE when about
3 inches long, having some quite dry sand at hand
to put them in to stop the milky juice from flowing,

fuse small pots filled with peat, leaf-mould and
sand in equal parts, and put three or four cuttings
in a pot. Everything should be ready so that the
cuttings can be put in and placed in the close case
before they get withered. They may have a slight

sprinkling of water, but not sufficient to reach the
base of the cutting. About the second day more
water may be given.

Cytisus ramosus.—This useful flowering plant,
which is very extensively grown for market under
the name of Genista, may be readily propagated
from cuttings, which if put in at once will make
nice little plants for flowering the following spring.

To have really good bushy plants, two seasons of

growth are necessary, and it is not then necessary
to propagate quite so early in the season. Soft
young shoots from plants that have been cut back
make the best cuttings. They should be taken oflE

close to the old wood when about 3 inches long, a
few of the bottom leaves being taken off and the
cuttings put in rather firmly in sand and peat in

equal parts, with a little extra sand on the surface.

The best position in which to root the cuttings is

in a close case where there is a good brisk bottom
heat. They require careful attention, being very
liable to damp off, and should be removed from the
close case as soon as rooted. After they are
sufficiently hardened off they should be potted
singly in small pots. During the early part of the

season they may be grown in a rather warm position,

and should be kept fairly moist, otherwise red
spider will be troublesome. The plants will require

stopping from time to time, and those that are

intended for flowering the following spring should
be stopped for the last time about the end of

August. Those that are to be grown on for another
season may be stopped later, and again early in the
spring. For growing Cytisus in good loamy soil

may be used and the plants potted moderately firm.

During the early part of the summer the plants

may be grown in pits, and later on they will be
better if stood out in an open jiosition. They
should remain until frost is expected, when they
should be removed to where they can be protected
from frost, but kept as much exposed to light and
air as possible. A.

Is grafting useful to man ?—Some of us are

a little taken aback by Mr. Coleman having selected

a few specimens of grafted I'ir trees as illustrative

of the good eft'ects of grafting. Now surely, if

grafting is of any use to us at all, it is in the hardy
fruit garden and orchard rather than in the pine-

tum. Practically speaking, all our hardy orchard
fruit trees arc grafted ones. In America the Apple
crop is also from grafted frees, liut they are grafted

on very dwarf stocks and the union is below the

earth level at jilanting time, as I understand;
where.as our fruit growers allow the sciim lui

(haiu^e of rooting on its own account. If this is

true. I .should tiay a good many of the so-called

grafted Apple trees in America are on their own
roots to-day, and that may account in some measure
for their success. If grafting is of any use what-
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ever, it certainly is so in the orchard ami fruit

garden, and I think Mr. Coleman should enlighten
us as to its peculiar advantages in fruit culture-
— Seedling.

Kitchen Garden.

PROFITABLE CROPS FOR SMALL
GARDENS.

As a rule, the proprietors of small gardens, or
say those of about one acre in extent, do not
derive .so much benefit from them as they ought
to do. In many instances they are cropped to
tlieir full extent, but the fault lies more in the
quality than in the quantity of tlie products of

these gardens, more judgment being needed in
selecting the most suitable kinds and varieties

of vegetables for each particular establishment.
When a breadth of ground is given up to a crop
not esteemed by the employer of the man
responsible for the arrangement, or when gluts,

that might easily be avoided, occur, this must
be considered so much valuable time and space
wasted. Too often much ground is devoted to
crops of inferior varieties of vegetables to the
exclusion of superior sorts that, perhaps, are
left in undisturbed possession of the box or seed
bed in which they were raised. In other cases
false economy prevails, and the gardener has to

be either content with the cheajiest seeds pro-
curable, or, what in some respects is even worse,
lias to save maTiy of his on-n seeds, the almost
inevitable result being in each instance crops of

inferior quality. Very few really good vege-
tables can be bought extra cheap, while a con-
siderable amount of judgment U necessary to be
succe.ssful in seed-saving, or otherwise deterio-
ratii.m of stock will be rapid. It is the best of
everything only that ought to be saved, but if

the owners of small gardens follow this practice
correctly, they must be prepared for short crops,
especially of fresh Peas and Beans.

A frequent mistake is made in the choice of
Potatoes for cultivating in small gardens. If

there is gr(_iuud sufficient for the production of
enough Potatoes to maintain an all-the-ye^r-
round supply, then the stronger growing late

varieties, and which are also tlie best disease-
resisters, ouglit to be extensively grown. More
often than not, however, at least one ha'f the
Potatoes consumed on the place has to be
bought, and in all such cases the preference
should be given to early and second early
varieties for planting. These are the best adap-
ted for any system of double cropping that may
be tried, as they form short or comparatively
short hauhu, and can either be cleared oft' in
time for successional crops, or cropped between.
Late Potatoes take more out of the ground, are
slower in maturing, and, what is of tlie greatest
significance, can usually be bouglit more cheaply
thai! they can be grown. Peas are appreciated
by nearly all owners of small gardens, but gluts
rather than a steady supply usually fall to their
lot. If the rule of waiting for one sowing to
he peeping through the ground before another is

made were attended to, there would be far less

likelihood of a glut. A few well-isolated rows
liberally treated at the roots will produce more
Peas of better quality than double the number
crowded together andstarved. If suitable stakes
are available, tall varieties are very profitable,
but when stakes 4 feet high are put to varieties
tliat attain a height of C feet and upward.^, the
result is anything but satisfactory. Such medium
height varieties as William L.Wordsley Wonder,
Stratagem, President Garfield, Prince of Wales,
Gladiator, Veitch's Perfection, gucen, and
Sturdy are all excellent for small gardens, and
might well be more generally grown. Very

early and very late rows are rarely profitable,

and no attempt to grow the latter at any rate
ought to be made in gardens of a much limited
area. Runner Beans are among the most profit-

able vegetables that can be cultivated, and one
or two long rows might well be sown in every
garden. If given fairly rich and deeply dug
ground, and not crowded in any way, the plants
commence bearing in June, and continue ser-

viceable till frosts intervene. Kidney Beans
being earlier than the runner Beans should
also be grown more often than they are, as not
being continuous bearing they can be cleared
off in time for other vegetables to succeed them.
Broad Beans are not so popular as either of the
foregoing, and, as a rule, one long row or a few
short ones each of an early long- pod variety

and a successional broad-pod are ample.

Sufficient winter Onions or those obtained by
sowing seed in the spring are usually grown,
but as far ai my experience goes, more of the
white-skinned Tripoli varieties might well be
sown every autumn. The^e bulb in early, and
being of mild ilivour form an excellent vege-
table and are the best for eating as a salad.

Leeks are very hardy and good either for soups
or as a vegetable. There is no necessity to sow
a great breadth of large-rooted Carrots, as the
smaller Nantes Horn, Model, Early Gem, and
other improved stump-rooted varieties take
up much less room, are also of better quality,

and keep well. Turnips are frequently given
a too sunny position, especially during the
summer months. They succeed well on the cool

borders and ground between, but not badly
shaded by fruit trees. No large breadths should
be sown before August. Not half enough Beet
is grown, and what few roots there are to be
seen are usually much too coarse, this being the
result of Sowing very early or before the
month of May. If an early supply is needed,
a small packet of either Crimson Ball or
the ordinary Turnip rooted may well be sown
early in April, but these if left long on the
ground also frequently become v ery coarse. Par-
snips are worthy of culture, but not many rows
ought to be sown unless they happen to be
much in demand. Salsafy and Scorzonera are

not both needed, and the former being the
least liable to run to seed prematurely ought to

receive the iireference. A competent cook can
convert these roots into acceptable dishes, but
if badly served they are not a.sked for a second
time. In any case, it is rarely advisable to sow
a large breadth, as I have known inexperienced
amateurs do, one or two rows eiiual to a length
of about 40 feet usually being ample. Jerusalem
Artichokes are not to be despised, and are very
easily cultivated. An outside plot of ground is

most suitable for these.

I think that the taste for Globe Artichokes
is on the increase, and seeing that a dozen
strong clumps will produce a good succession of

heads, room should be found for them. They
ought, however, to bo well grown or not at all.

A few rows of Seakale might well be found in

all gardens. If there are no facilities for

forcing it, late dishes of superior quality can be
had by simply closely covering the crowns with
pots, or better still with fine light mould.
Asparagus is simply indispensable, and one or

two lieds ought always to be grown. Rhubarb
is to be found everywhere, but more often than
not inferior varieties are cultivated instead of

the earlier and well-coloured Koyal Albert,

Linnaeus, and Johnstone's St. Martin.

Saladiug is often much neglected liy tliose in

charge of small gardens. Fitful supplies of

Lettuce are not satisfactory, nor are the summer
months the only season for this salad to be sent

to the table. An attempt should be made to
winter a number of plants, more seed also being
sown under glass early in the year. Then, instead
of raising too many plants at one time only to
spoil in the seed-beds, small sowings should
be made at intervals of from fourteen to twenty-
one days. An open piece of ground, and not
poor and shady borders, ought to be devoted to
Lettuce. Abundance of Endive sliould also be
grown, this with a little rough protection taking

^

the place of Lettuces during the winter.
Cucumbers are cultivated in most gardens, and
so also ought Tomatoes to be. Radishes should

j

be sown frequently and on good ground, old
roots and those grown on poor soil being hot,
tough and indigestible. Celery is common
enough, but holders of small gardens err when
they buy their plants in an open market,
these rarely turning out well, being also most
liable to bolt prematurely. The few hun-
dred plants needed ought to be raised on the
place and put out in the trenches without re-

ceiving a severe check. Much depends upon the
choice of varieties, some being much more solid
and crisp than others.

In thousands of gardens not a Broccoli has
yet been cut, but in April and May large
quantities will be spoilt. A better selection of
varieties is necessary in most cases, a moderate
number of each only being grown. Early Cauli-
flowers are usually appreciated, the plants in
this case being autumn-raised or obtained by
.sowing seed early in the year. In the hot
summer months they are very liable to be
destroyed by caterpillars. The same remarks
apply to Cabbage. A good breadtli of Autumn
Giant ought always to be grown. Prominence
should certainly be given to Brussels Sprouts,
these, if raised and planted early between
widely disposed Potatoes, proving exceiitionally
profitable. A few rows of Borecole, notably
tlie Green Curled Scotch, and Asparagus Kale
may well be grown, these being hardy and pro-
ductive. Sprouting Broccoli is equally hardy
and serviceable. Savoys are frequently repre-
sented by the late Drumhead only ; wdiereas an
equal proportion of this variety, Early Ulm, and
Dwarf Green Curled ought to be planted, a suc-
cession being maintained thereby. Chou de
Burghley sown in April or early in May would
be most profitable at the present time.

W. I.

Runner Beans.—Very frequent are the queries
put this year by small gardeners with respect to
the price and_ quality of Runner Bean seed. We
had such a dreadful season for the ripening of the
seeds last year.and the early October frosts wrought
such havoc among.st the pods, not then fully
matured, that myriads who invariably have plenty
of seed left for own sowing the following spring find

that their cherished savings from last year's crop
have gone mouldy or are soft, and give poorpromise
indeed of making growth. One of the best courses
to take with soft or even with old h.ard seed (for a
good deal of old seed will be offered this year) will

be found in sowing in boxes thickly or into frames
direct, or even lacking other room in pots and
standing them in a frame, greenhouse, or even in a
warm window, and thus giving the seed encourage-
ment to germinate, which they will certainly lack in

the cold ground. Tran.splanting of the young plants
need not be a laborious matter if the ground be
previously prepared, and if put out fully 9 inches
apart there will be little cause later te complain of
the thinness of the crop. In large gardens where
there is plenty of glass, 200 or 300 small pots may
well be utilised with good .advantage, .as then the
I)Irmts can be put out tow.ards the end of May with-
out being checked, and cort.ainly there will be no
blanks in the rows. The .soil so far does not
jiromise to be very helpful to poor seed, as it is cold
and wet. Where the sowings of Runner Beans are
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made out in the open ground, it will be well to
defer the matter for a week or so later than usual,

also to sow rather more thickly, as blanks seem
otherwise inevitable.—A. D.

POTATOES.
In setting out in search of the most suitable

varieties of Potatoes, Mr. Burrell makes the some-
what sweeping assertion that last year nearly all

the new, or comparatively new, varieties failed.

Before putting that remark to paper he should have
been prepared with a list of the new, or com-
paratively new, varieties he has grown and which
failed with him last year. Perhaps he will also give
us the names of the older varieties which failed with
him. Unless Mr. Burrell grew some fifty or sixty

kinds, old and new, he was quite out of court in mak-
ing such an assertion. As I do grow so many, and
know as much as most persons about the respective
merits of old and new varieties, I am justified in

declaring that so impartial was the season last year,

that it treated old and new ones alike, the only
exception being the very strong tall growers, most
of which were little affected by disease, but all the
same, because the season was so late and the strip-

ping of the stems of their foliage so general, the
resulting crops were moderate and of poor quality.

In all my experience of Potato seasons I have
never met with a worse one than was last year, and
I believe every impartial gardener will agree with
me in saying that a more unfair thing than to

gauge the merits of Potatoes by that season could
not be conceived. If I were to do so, I should have
to decry the merits of kinds which in the preceding
year were of the highest order. A wonderful soil

indeed must Mr. Burrell have, or else a remark-
ably odd taste that he should place Eed-skin
Flourball in such a prominent position. Why,
except apparently at Claremont, it is almost out of
cultivation, and never, at its very best, had it any
reputation for quality. Prior to the introduction
of Magnum Bonum, no Potato was more strongly
recommended as a disease-resister than Red-skin
Flourball. I do not say improperly so, as it did
resist the disease appreciably ; but whilst declaring
so strongly in favour of the Flourball Mr. Burrell
winds up his Potato paper with the assertion that
" so-called disease-resisters were last year more
affected than the older varieties." What disease-

resisters, and what older varieties ? Name and fact

would be a great deal fairer than sweeping conclu-
sions of this sort. All about this neighbourhood,
where Magnum Bonum is grown by hundreds of
acres and in all sorts of soils, very few diseased
tubers were found, but they ran smaller than u.'^ual.

Chancellor, another robust white kidney, out of a
large bulk gave no disease, neither did Abundance
nor the new and very handsome true kidney Gover-
nor. Early Puritan was diseased here, so also was
Beauty of Hebron, whilst the white form Duke of
Albany suffered less. Coloured varieties of such
fine quality as Reading Russet, Vicar of Laleham,
Radstock Beauty, Prizetaker and others suffered
more, relatively, than white forms. As to measures
for combating the disease, it is easier to write
about them than to prove them to be successful.
It is very easy with warm borders and light garden
soil to get Potatoes to ripen off early, but the same
varieties out in the open field grown in bulk will be
perhaps three or four weeks later. A. D.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCHEN.

Cucumber Prescot Wonder is a stmnR, froo
RDwiT mill a liiiwt imililic biMivr, Hwi'llinn tin' fruit
iiuicldy ;uiil i-i|iuLlIy, witli :i K<««l,il;irk lin^lit culnur,
ami Inmi IG im/lica tn 18 iiiclic's Icjiig. 'J'hi.s is cciii-

siiluri'd the huHt iiiiirkot Cuuumliur in JjiiiiciiHliiri', and
w:w last year vory sueci'ssful on the oxliiliition talili'.

Ill till' lirst vvi'i'k of April last yt'ar I. saw a house SOO
yanls loiiu in full Iprarinj;. The produeo for quantity
and quality surpasHfil any Iiouho of CnculiiljL'rH I over
saw.—James .Smith, W''itcrdale, fit. Helens.

A valuable late Pea.—Our hocJ order of tliis

year inchnlcd .'! qnaris of Lynn's lilack-cyrd Marrow
Pea, as we liavr foiiiul this oM and littlc-inown variety
the best of all for the very latest crop. Jjiist autumn
was nouo of the best, but we had plent.y of I'uas froin

this variety until the middle of November. I was
induced to try it through its boiug recommended as the
best resister of mildew that could be found, and I was
agreeably surprised to find its disposition to fruit late

so conspicuous,

—

3. MuiR.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Spring-sown Onions.—A heavy fall of snow has
much delayed garden operations, but if the seed is

sown during March, or not later than the first week
in April, this will usually be found quite early

enough. In any case it is a mistake to attempt
this work before the ground is sufficiently dry to

admit of its being freely trampled on and finely

broken down. Not only do Onions require deeply-

worked, well-manured ground, but this must also

be made as firm as possible, without making it

pasty, or otherwise the crop fails to bulb and ripen

properly. Early digging and laying up the ground
in rough spits are frequently very beneficial to Onion
ground, and also, to a certain extent, act as a
preventive of the destructive Onion grub. Where
the latter is troublesome, soot ought to be freely

forked into the ground previous to the sowing of

tlie seed, this both acting as a preventive of the

grub, and also as a fertiliser. The same remarks

apply to common salt, only in this case care must
be taken not to apply too much. A very light

sprinkling only should be applied and stirred in

with flat hoes, a dressing sufficient to just whiten

the ground, or as much as may frequently be safely

spread over an Asparagus bed, destroying the

Onions directly the seed germinates. Salt applied

to clayey land causes the surface to run, and sub-

sequently to crack badly. Some soils, notably

those of a light character, are improved by a good
surfacing of road grit. This also serves to make
the ground firm, and the best formed and most
brightly coloured exhibition Onions have been

taken from ground into which a surfacing of road

grit has been stirred. More soluble manures xjught

to be reserved for surface dressing the ground after

the Onions are well up in the rows. An Onion bed

should, prior to being sown, be made firm, level,

and smooth. The surest way of securing a good

plant is to sow in drills, this also favouring the

necessary hoeings and cleaning later on. The
drills, which should be very shallow, or not more
than half an inch in depth, should be disposed not

less than 10 inches apart. Sowing thickly is not

only a waste of seed, but it also entails much extra

labour in thinning. One ounce of seed ought to

be sufficient for a number of drills equal to a length

of 70 yards. The less thinning out needed the

better in every respect, especially where the Onion

grub is troublesome. We always cover in the seed

with the feet prior to raking over the surface. Some
of the best varieties for present sowing are Ban-

bury Improved, White Spanish, Veitch's Main-

crop, Giant Zittau, Brown Globe, James' Keeping,

and The Wroxton. The three last-named are

the best keepers, and one of these and either of

the first five named would be sufficient for most

gardens.

Onions fob pickling.—It is unwise to delay

sowing seed for the purpose of obtaining a good

quantity of pickling bulbs, late raised plants failing

to mature and ripen. What are needed are small,

well-formed, and perfectly ripened bulbs, and these

can only be obtained in quantity by sowing rather

thickly on very poor ground. Market gardeners

find pickling Onions a profitable crop, and their

method of culture is the best that can be suggested.

A large breadth of ground, never previously deeply

dug, is trenched, the bottom spit of very poor soil

being brought to the surface. Some time in March
or early in April this is heavily trampled and the

seed sown thickly in drills !t inches apart. The
subsequent treatment consists merely of surface

hoeings to kee)) down the weeds, no thinning out

being done. Tlio Queen and Silver Skin are white

and mild in Uavour, wliile if straw-coloured bulbs

are preferred, any of the White Spanish varieties

may be sown.

Tkipolt Onions.—These, whether autunm or

spring sown, tail to keep well, and arc therefore

jirincipally grown for summer and autumn use.

The pretty little Queen variety sown now bulbs very
quickly, and any of the larger white-skinned varie-

ties may also be sown if needed, these being the
mildest in flavour. In addition to being bad
keepers, Tripoli Onions generally are mostliable tobe
over-run and much crippled by mildew, and for this

reason it is advisable to keep them well away from
the White Spanish varieties. Now is also a good
time to thin out and transplant the autumn-raised
Tripoli varieties. Those left in the beds are the
first to mature, but those transplanted frequently
form the finest bulbs. The ground for the latter

may be prepared as advised for the spring-sown
Onions. The plants should be carefully drawn or

raised from the ground with the aid of plunging
forks, as many of the roots being preserved as
possible. Shallow wide drills ought to be drawn 12
inches apart, and in these the Onions should be set

6 inches apart, the roots being spread out and
firmly covered with fine soil.

Leeks.—If extra fine Leeks are required, the
seed ought to be sown early in pans or boxes,
placing these in heat, or the requisite number of

plants may be raised with Celery in a frame on a
hotbed. For ordinary purposes abundance of plants
can be most readily raised on an open and rather
rich border, this doing away with the necessity for

pricking out. One ounce of seed will furnish suffi-

cient plants for a large garden, and this should be
sown at once thinly in drills drawn G inches apart.

Paesnips.—Very large roots of these are not
desirable, medium-sized, cleanly-grown samples
being the best in every respect. To avoid coarse-

ness, and yet not go to the other extreme, it is

advisable to sow the seed on land that was well

manured for a preceding crop, and which has been
deeply and roughly dug since the ground was last

cleared. If manure is used for the Parsnip ground
it ought to be buried at least 12 inches deep, as

should it be nuxed with the top sjjit the tap roots

that come into contact with it will fork badly.

The seed ought to be sown on the first favourable

opportunity in this month, in drills drawn 1 inch

deep and 15 inches apart. It may either be distri-

buted very thinly or two or three seeds may be
dropped every 9 inches, this being the distance at

which the plants may finally be left apart in tlie

rows. The Student is our favourite variety and
nothing better can be recommended.

Early Beet.—Where there is any likelihood of

the store of old roots being exhausted long before

any young ones grown in the ordinary manner will

be available, the attempt should be made to forward
some on warm borders. When the plants, raised

during March or April in gentle heat, are duly
hardened off and pricked out on a warm fairly rich

border, they bulb quickly, or quite a month in

advance of any obtained by sowing the seed now
or early in April in similar positions. The Crimson
Ball, or, failing this, the older form of Turnip-rooted

Beet are the best for early crops, and the seed

may be sown either in pans or boxes, the warmth
of an early vinery or Peach house being suflicicnt

to ensure quick germination. From these pans or

boxes, after being hardened oft', the plants may be

transferred direct to the borders, being dibbled

out (i inches apart in rows 12 inches apart. The
first week in April is quite soon enough to sow seed

in the open, and then only a portion of the crop

should be got in, a month later being more suitable

for the main supplies. W. I.

American Tomatoes.—"An American Sub-

scriber" (page 20,">) asserts that I am wrong in

describing Mikado and Turner Hybrid as two dis-

tinct varieties, but is ho quite sure uf his facts?

They evidently originated from the same cross,

but I am under the impres.sion the true Mikado
is a pale pink variety, wlierea4* Turner Hybrid is

of a deep red colour, and, as far as appearance

goes, must be considered the best. According to

information received from American correspondents,

Turner Hybrid wjis selected from Mikado by Mr.

Burpee in 1881, the original packet containing

the two forms having been received from Mr.

J. W. Turner, Iowa. The selection was sent out

during the following year. If this should prove
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to be incorrect, the question arises, which form is

to be considered the true Mikado, synonym Turner
Hybrid? In this country the pale pinlc form is

known as Mikado, but I received my stock from
New Jersey and Ontario. Among the plants grown
in 1887, I found one with fruit of a deep rich red
colour, the foliage not differing from that of the
type. This I have fixed, and propose sending
plants for trial to Chiswick this season. Shall I

be justified in attaching what name I please to
the undoubtedly valu.able selection, or must a new
name be found for the pale pink form ? This
(the pink form) grown in the open air in a
favourable season produces very heavy crops of
exceptionally large fruit which good judges pro-
nounce of very superior quality. My selection is

equally prolific in the open, does well under glass

where Mikado fails, while the fruits are of better
form and nearly as fine in size and quality.—W. I.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Maech 12.

The meeting at the Drill Hall, Westminster, on
Tuesday last, was thoroughly spring-like and worthy
of the month of March. Halt the pleasure of such
an interesting and beautiful exhibition is thrown
away by the gloom and coldness of the hall. It

was a positive discomfort to remain long in it on
Tuesday, although there was much to see.

First-cla^s certificates went to the following:—
Peimeose Blue Gem.—In our report of the

last meeting we expressed an opinion that this

Primrose ought to have received a certificate. This

was given to it on the present occasion. Since

then its name has been wisely changed from True
Blue to Blue Gem. It is not true blue, if we take

a Nemophila as typical of this colour, but it is the

very bluest we have ever seen. It is more of an
ultramarine-blue, with a distinct shade of violet,

made richer and more striking by the orange centre

and very thin margin of white to the whole flower.

Scott Wilson is a pretty variety, but not so decided

in its shade of blue as this beautiful novelty of

Mr. R. Dean, the exhibitor. It is free, hardy, and
apparently very robust.

Am.^etllis John Ruskix.—A noble variety,

with a flower almost as perfect, if not quite, as that

of the variety Nonpareil. It has the breadth and
firmness of petal, strength of habit, and free-

dom of the finest types of the florist's Amaryllis.

The colour is of a scarlet shade. From Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea.

CyjIBIDIUlI EBURNEO-LOWIANUM.—This is the

awkward name of a garden hybrid, a cross, we pre-

sume, between C. eburneum and Lowianum. The
result is a flower about the size of that of eburneum
and of a 'soft buff colour, brighter and more
pleasing than the somewhat dreary olive-brown of

Lowianum, the rich colouring in the lip of which is

in part retained in the variety. The tip of the

column and the front of the labellum are both of a

dull crimson.'and two rich yellow ridges run into the

throat of the lip. The spike bore three blooms,

and a well-flowered specimen should be unusually

showy. The growth is similar to that of eburneum.

From Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

CliviaLadyWolverton.—This strikingly hand-

some variety should prove a valuable stove plant.

The specimen shown had two immense umbels con-

taining a number of well-shaped, spreading and
light scarlet flowers, each of which was unusually

large. From Mr. Davidson, Iwerne Minster House
Gardens, Salisbury.

Chinese Peimula Impeeial White.—An ex-

cellent variety of the Chinese Primula, as far as

can be judged from two or three plants, and more
useful even than the old double white. It is just

as free, has large flowers, which are pure white save

a suspicion of blush, and of perfect sh.ape. The
growth is robust, though not at the expense of

flowers. .': From Mr. Owen, of Maidenhead.

Cypril'EdiumRothschildianum.—This magni-
ficent Lady's Slipper is finer than the more recently

introduced EUiottianum, to which it may be com-
pared, though the flowers are much larger and hand-
somer. It first flowered, we believe, last year in the
nursery of Mr. Sander,who imported it. A descriptive
note'was given in The Garden of March 17, 1888.

The plant shown has leathery, deep green leaves
and an erect scape bearing bold showy flowers, in

which the dorsal sepal is fully 2 inches across,

broader than in EUiottianum, and banded with
comparatively wide lines of rich chocolate from
base to apex on an almost transparent greenish-
yellow ground. The lower sepal is similar in colour,

but smaller. The petals stand out rigidly, almost
at right angles, and are broad at the base, but taper
gradually to a point. They are yellowish in the
centre, passing to pale lilac at the margin, which
is sparsely edged with hairs. The deep crimson
lip is like that of C. Stonei, but the [most pecu-
liar portion of the flower is the staminode, which
is like a bird's beak and quite bent down, being
bifid at the apex and covered over with a fur of

bluish-grey. It is a striking companion to C.

EUiottianum. From Mr. Hill, gardener to Lord
Rothschild, Tring Park.

Iris Rosenbachiana.—A coloured plate of this

and three other spring-blooming Irises was given in

The Garden of June 1(5, 18S8. Albert Von Kegel
found the beautiful bulbous I. Rosenbachiana one
or two years ago in Turkestan, where it grows on
the mountains at an elevation of 6000 feet to 7000
feet. There are two varieties of it, we believe, one
having blue and the other violet flowers. The lip

is very rich in colour. From Mr. J. Douglas and
Messrs. Barr & Son, Covent Garden.

Awards of merit went to the under-mentioned:

—

Primula petiolaeis.—A beautiful Himalayan
Primula, of which several synonyms and varieties

are given in Mr. Dewar's carefully compiled synony-
mic list of Primulas. It is a rare gem, quite dwarf,
and has large rose-pink flowers of a delightful
shade. From Prof. Michael Foster, F.R.S., Shel-
ford, Cambridge.

Amaeyllis Acquisition.—A showy variety,

scarlet, with a central band of white down each of

the segments. From Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons.

Cyclamen Prince of Wales strain.—This
we have before described as one of the finest

strains of Cyclamen in the trade. The flowers are
large, robust, and freely produced.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons sent a group of Ne-
penthes, mostly hybrids, such as Chelsoni, the rich-

coloured Mastersiana, and the new Dicksoniana,
a hybrid between Veitchi and Raftlesiana, the
pitchers large, freely spotted and mottled with red.

Dendrobium Schneiderianum is a beautiful cross

between aureum and Findleyanum. The sepals

and petals are tipped and shaded with rose-magenta,
the upper portion of the lip orange, the front mar-
gin magenta. We have several beautiful hybrids
in which aureum is one of the parents. The
Amaryllids from Messrs. Veitch promise well for the

season, the two best shown receiving awards. A
silver medal was awarded for the Nepenthes.
C!ypripedium EUiottianum was exhibited by Mr.
Whillans, gardener to the Duke of Marlborough,
Blenheim. Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nur-
series, Upper HoUoway, had an interesting

group, comprising the white form of Lycaste
Skinneri, double-flowered variety of Sparman-
nia africana, Lielia albida bella, Cypripedium
Measuresianum, and C. hirsutissimum. There
were also exhibited Odontoglossum baphicanthum.
yellow, spotted with chocolate ; O. Huraeanum, O.

facetum, the white Coelogyne cristata alba, and
Ochna multiflora. The best thing was the lovely

Azalea Princess of Wales, a double-flowered variety

with large, full flowers of great substance, and
white, with just a tint of rose. Mr. Williams also

showed a fine pan of the perpetual flowering Pri-

mula floribunda. Japanese Camellia blooms and
Azaleas came from Mr. Gordon, of Twickenham.
The variously coloiircd flowers of the Camellias are

exceedingly quaint and showy. A large specimen
of Dendrobium nobile Wallichi, a brightly coloured

form of the type, was exhibited by Mr. C. Beckett,

gardener to Mr. T. B. Bryant, Juniper Hill, Dorking.
It was a mass of bloom and i feet across. The

flowers are brighter than those of the t3rpe. A
silver medal was given. A well-grown i)lant of

Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum cristatum, a rather

poor form of the type, came from Messrs. Heath
and Son, of Cheltenham, who also showed a hybrid
JIasdevallia. Mr. Ross brought from the PendeU
Court Gardens flowers of the pretty Harden-
bergia Comptoniana, Mutisia Clematis, and Canarina
campanula, a greenhouse perennial, with yellowish

]iuri>le or orange flowers, veined inside with red.

It is from the Canary Islands, and introduced as far

back as 1696. Mr. Ross also showed flowers of the

Brazilian Calliandra Tweediana, which has beautiful

bunches of long, silky, rich crimson anthers. It

is a beautiful warm house plant. A stem of Aralia

Veitchi, to show the advantages of planting out and
a cool temperature, was interesting. It is evident
that this graceful plant is spoilt by stove heat.

Hardy flowers, principally Daffodils, were shown
plentifully. A most interesting group came from
Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.
It comprised the early-flowering Saxifrages in

several varieties, Chionodoxa sardensis, the tiny

Androsace Laggeri, Ranunculus anemonoides, and
Saxifraga Frederici-Augusti. Messrs. Paul also

showed Roses The Bride, Puritan, Colonel Felix

Breton, and Lady Alice. There were several varie-

ties of the charming Polyantha Roses and standard
specimens of such delightful and well-known kinds
as Paquerette and Mignonette. A silver medal was
awarded. Messrs. Barr and Son, of Covent Garden,
had a number of Daft'odils in pots, principaUy of

the trumpet kinds, and pans of Crocuses, the kinds
comprising such gems as biflorus, Weldeni alba

(pure white), Imperati, aureus, Olivieri (orange),

bannaticus (deep purple), and Sieberi (lilac)

(bronze medal). Mr. T. S. Ware, Tottenham, had
an excellent collection of Daffodils and Anemone
fulgens ; N. Horsfieldi, maximus, spurius, Ard-
Righ, Leedsi, Golden Spur, and triandrusalbus were
exceptionally fine. A silver medal was awarded.
Polyanthuses in baskets were shown by Mr. May,
Edmonton ; the plants were strong, well flowered,

and rich in colour. Mr. Owen, of Maidenhead, had
flowers of Pelargonium (Ivy-leaved) Victorious, a
rich salmon-rose single variety; Genista Oweni-
ana, very rich yellow; and Chrysanthemum Mrs.

J. N. Gerard, an American variety. If it flowers

now, it is not wanted. The beautiful Hyacinthus
azureus came from Mr. Douglas ; it is quite a gem.
Mr. Manning showed plants of his fine strain of

Chinese Primula, to which we referred in " Notes
of the Week" of March 2. Two or three boxes of

Violet flowers were shown by Mr. W. C. Leach,
Albury Park Gardens, Guildford. There were the

true Parma, a very sweet double Violet of rich

lilac colour; Neapolitan, paler in colour; Marie
Louise, deep violet, very fine; and Swanley White,
white. Mr. Hay, gardener to Mr. J. Nicholay, Iver,

Bucks, showed a seedling Cineraria of bright colour.

Mr. E. Coleman, Dorking, had a sport from the old

double white Primula, but we could not discover

the distinction. Mr. R. Dean showed, besides

Primrose Blue Gem, a rich lake-crimson-coloured
self named Cardinal, the eye deep yellow ; and
Lady Pandhurst, a purplish magenta variety.

Saxifrag.i Burseriana came from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick. Mr. Fore-

man, Eskbank Nursery, Dalkeith, showed a plant

in bud of Skimmia macrophylla. A bronze medal
was awarded to the St. George's Nursery Company
for their group of Cyclamens.

The finest feature of the show was the boxes of

Camellia blooms from Messrs. Wm. Paul and Sons,

of W.nltham Cross. The collection of this firm is

unique, and one can judge from it of the splendour
of some of the Italian kinds, and the two Ameri-
can varieties C. H. Hovey and C. M. Hovey, while
Mr. Chandler's seedlings well hold their own.
Augustine superba, rose-pink ; centifolia alba, pure
white; elegans, fine carmine ; candidissima, one of

the finest of the whites ; conspicua, scarlet ; imbri-

cata, rich crimson ; II Commandatore Betti, fine

!i:dmon, one of the best of the Italian Camellias ;

tlie single Donckelaari, Marchioness of Exeter, and
Adelina Benvenuti are exceptionally beautiful. A
silver medal w;is awarded. Mr. A. J. Manda, Barry
Ro.ad, East Dulwich, agent to the I'nited States
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Nurseries, showed a coloured drawing of the new
Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy. We must
see flowers before we give a delinite opinion regard-
ing this apparently surprising novelty.

There was little fruit. Mr. Blair, of the Trent-
ham Gardens, showed fruits of Apple Calville
Blanche, and a small collection also came from Mr.
Diver.s, Maidstone. Ribston Pippin, Winter Haw-
thornden, and Stone Pippin were in excellent con-
dition for the season.

Lecture on Saxifrages.—In the course of the
afternoon Mr. J. G. Baker, of Kew, read a paper on
Saxifrages, followed by cultural hints on the family
by Mr. George Paul, of Cheshunt. A paper, written
by Mr. Reuthe, was taken as read. A large number
of visitors were present to hear Mr. Baker's re-

marks.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Muscari aziireum.—A very pretty and curiou.s
blue spL'fics, hroufflit by Mr. Douglas; in rtower thi.s

week.

Iris Roaenbaehiana.—A delicately pretty early
Iris from Mr. Dougla.s, grown in a pot in a cool house.
It is a llardylriud.

Croevi ses, comprising the finest of the species with
many of their varieties, were a mass of bloom in the
opsn in Messrs. Barr and Son's Tooting Nur.sery a few
days ago.

Golden Valerian (Valeriana Phu aurea) has
bright yellow foliage when young, but it gradually
deepens to a normal green colour. It is very showy in
January, and useful for giving colour to the garden in
winter.

Centaurea Clementei, though not in flower, is
yet worth a note for its strikingly silvery foliage,
quite Thistle-like in character, and covered with a soft
down. A few clumps in the garden would look very
rich and bright during the winter.

Dendrobium crassinode album.—The white
form of D. crassinode i,s a plant seldom met with. I
recently had cni oj,]„,if unity of seeing it in flower at
lercy Lodge, Winchninre Hill. An imported plant
was blooming for tlie first time.—Ja.mes Bkown.
Snowdrops from Northumberland.— Here-

with I enclose you a gathering of double Snowdrops.
I think them very large. —R. Elliott, Harbottle
Castle, Rothhury, Northiimherland.

*»* Very plump, and large, and pretty.

—

Ed.

Blue "Winter Windflower (Anemone blanda)
18 a gi'ui amongst WijidHowcr.s. A patch in the Toot-
ing Xnrsery the other day was delightful. Clumps of
this iu the garden would make a" thoroughly spring
picture. The flowers vary much in density of colour ;

the deepest of all are the best.

Lycaete Skinneri xanthoglossa.—Tliis is a
novelty wliicli we recentlynoted in bloimi ; the flower is
of fair size; the sepals and petals are pure white, Imt
the tongue-like lip is nuite yellow in tlie front. It
affords a charming varioty among the pure wliite and
highly coloured forms which are now very gay.

Aeineta Humboldtl.—This plant was in flower
recently r^it Percy Lodgi', Winclimore Hill, its pen-
dulous flower-seaijc hearing a dozen tine flowers, whicli
are, unfortunately, very sliort-Iived. Jlr. Craig, the
gardener, tells me he has had tliirteen on a .scape on
the same plant. Cattleya Tria.na? \va.s well reju'esented,
as was also Dendrobium nobile and I). Wardianuni —
.lA.ME.s Bkown.

Galanthus octobrensis.—In one of his valued
letters the liev. Mr. ilarpur Crewe stated that Galan-
thus octobrensis was an accidental sport, and search
at the place where it was collected was in vain. No
more could he obtained. On the oth.T hanil. 1 have
the decided assiTtion of an excellent authority that
this variety is iilentical with (I. Olgjc He 'i'„iu of
Orphaiiidis.—JIax Lekiitlin-, ISaJen-Badnt"

Nepenthes Diehsoalana.— One of the most
handsome examples of the tropical Pitcher Plants is
this recent aciiuisititui. It is a hyhriil raised liy Mr.
Lind.say in the Kdinburch Botanic Garden bc'lwr'Vii N.
Voitchi and N. Ralllesiana. The iiitchers are the
largest of any a1 jn-csent to be seen in Messrs. Veileh's
nursery at Chelsea. They are also of handsome form,
beautifully spotted and mottled with deep red.—J. I).

Primula denticulata.—This has flowered earlier
with us this ycnr thnn we hnve ever known it. The

plant in question was in the open air, although in a
somewhat sheltered spot, but even where the plants
are ftilly exposed their coming into bloom is only a
question of a week's good weather, as already the
flo\ver-stems are 2 inches above ground. The white
variety of this species is a great novelty, and although
we do not like it so well as the type it is a decided gain
to our early sjiring-flowering Primulas.— K.

Lachenalia pendula.—A number of panfuls
of this old favourite just coming into flower is a
feature at Gunnersbury House. The bulbs are kept
in frames through the winter and brought into a
cool house to flower. Those who want cut flowers
of a lasting character will find this Lachenalia useful.

Hepatica triloba and its several varieties were
very beautiful on Wednesday last in Messrs. Barr
and Son's Tooting Nursery. They are planted under
a hedge and in large masses. It is a delightful
surprise to come suddenly upon a mass of this blue
flower. The larger H. angulosa was also very fine.

They are generally too much "cultivated" in gar-
dens to grow well.

A specimen Dracaena Lindeni.—One of the
largest plants we know of this noble Dracasna is in

the conservatory at Manor House, Gunnersbury. It

stands fully 6 feet high, is of excellent proportions,
and has plenty of fine healthy leaves, which are
yellowish green, except down the centre, where the
colour is more pronounced. Small plants are also
exceedingly handsome.

Hardy Cyclamens are very beautiful just now
in the nursery of Messrs. Barr and Son at Tooting.
C. Atkinsi and its forms roseum and rubrum are
very rich in colour against the mottled leaves. One
form has very dark-coloured flowers. C. coum is

also in bloom. This has plain green foliage. Hardy
Cyclamens are lovely flowers for naturalising, and
especially should the autumn-blooming kinds be
made a note of.

Chionodoxas are amongst the best features of
interest in Messrs. Barr and Son's Tooting Nursery.
There are five beds of the deeply-coloured C. sar-

densis and three of Luciliiv, each 100 feet long and
about i feet wide. At a distance this shimmering
mass of blue is like a breadth of Bluebells, espe-
cially when lit up by the sun. C. Luciliai varies
much in its flowers, some being larger than others
and a few white. Though a white variety may be
considered rare, it is weak. Both C. Luciliie and
sardensis are equally as hardy and free, the former
perhaps the most vigorous. C. gigantea is also in

bloom, but there are only a few flowers on not well-
established plants, so it is unfair to judge yet.

Hard by w.as also the new C. Timolusi, a native of
Mount Timolusis, in Asia Minor. Both are de-
scribed in glowing terms in the catalogues, but
they will have to be surprisingly good to eclipse C.

Luciliie and sardensis. Chionodoxas, like the
earlier flowering Scill.a bifolia and other early bul-

bous flowers, might well be planted in masses in the
London parks.

Early spring flowers.—Those who lay out
part of their garden for early .spring flowers are
well rewarded for doing so. At Oakwood we have
a number of beautiful flowers in bloom notwith-
standing the late very trying weather. Early Cy-
clamens have been in great beauty, but are past
their best. I am now sure that they thrive best in

full sun. Narcissus minimus has been out for more
than ,a month; a large Hoo|i-petlicoat, I believe
Corbularia sulphure.a, is in fine (lower, and also a
smaller pretty one. Hybrid Hellebores of many
shades of colour ;iie finer th.an we ever had them
before; these have .a rough shelter in hard frost and
in very rough weather. Some Hcllcborus nigcr I

had from Bath, and jdanted late, continue to throw
up good flowers. Scill.as are beginning to bloom

;

also Chionodoxas. Some species of Snowdrops are
out; Galanthus plicatus, G. Imi>erati, G. Redoutei,

G. Elwesi, and some others. Some varieties I

had given me before I knew the best places to

grow thcin in are lost. Many of the species of

Crocus are most beautiful ; one .a ]iurple, much
richer in colour than any of the garden varieties

I know. Hep.'iticas are coming out well ; some of

our best are on a uio.s.sy bank, which adds to their

beauty ; the single pink and blue have endless

shades of colour. Primroses of all shades have been
beautiful: many of the descendants of "Scott
Wilson " have beautiful shades of plum, blue, and
blue-purple, and some are of a pale greyish blue,

more like the colour of the old blue Primrose. Iris

reticulata cairulea, agem, is nearly over, but the type
is in beauty. A few hardy Heaths, both pink and
white, are out, and large plants of Andromeda
floribunda. Petasites have not much beauty, but
look well in a mass. Snowflakes also are especially

beautiful in large clumps. Anemone buds are slow
in coming out. I have enumerated all the flowers

I remember, but not writing on the spot some may
have been left out.

—

Gkobge F. Wilson, Heather-
ianli, Weyhridge.

TJseful Epacrises.—The Epacrises were finely

in flower the otlicr d.ay at Gunnersbury Park, and
it would be difficult to find now-a-days such a
collection as is to be seen here. Alba odorata,
the flowers white, with narrow tubes, and very
sweet ; Impressa, rich rose-red, compact in growth

;

Lady Panmure, white; and Devoniana, rich scar-

let, were a few of the handsomest of the many kinds.

Rhododendron balsamasflorum album is

a double-flowered greenhouse Rhododendron with
white blooms, which in shape resemble those of a
Balsam or Gardenia. From the same pod of seed as

produced this also came double yellow, rose,

salmon, and flesh-coloured varieties. The double
white is very free-blooming and ought to be gene-
rally grown, especially for cut flowers. It is in

bloom at Messrs. Veitch's, being one of Mr. Heal's

raising.

Daffodils show the mildness of the season not
only in Ireland, but in England, by flowering freely

at the present time in the open air. The fairy N.
minimus, N. Bulbocodium and its variety citrinus,

N. cyclamineus, pallidus priecox, Johnstoni, Ard-
Righ, Golden Plover, nobilis and minor are in full

bloom in the open. Messrs. Barr and Son have
had Narcis.si in flower for the past six weeks in

their Tooting Nursery, which is exposed and on a

cold soil. Such miniature Daffodils as N. cycla-

mineus and minimus should have, however, a little

shelter if possible.

Iris reticulata.—This charming early-flower-

ing variety is now in bloom in the open air with
Crocuses, Hepaticas, and Squills. Anyone having
a warm sunny nook under his windows should
plant a few bulbs of this Iris and allow them to re-

main permanently in the ground. They soon in-

crease to good-sized clumps, and when in bloom
at this early date they give an interest to the
garden that few other pl.ants can do. Three years

igo I put in a few bulbs in <a vinery border close up
to the front lights, and they have now formed
good-sized clumps and come up stronger every year.

-J. G. H.

Saxifraga oppositifolia alba.— This variety

is this year almost a fortnight earlier than the
purple varieties, which are only now showing bud.

We are not certain that we do not like the white
form even better than the large-flowered splendens,

maxima, and jiyrenaica. The starry white flowers

in a setting of the darkest green leaves are very
charming, the more .so as the plant is of a compact
habit, and lilooms rather more freely than those
mentioned above. S. Burseriana is now in full

flower in the open .air, the loveliest of its group,

and .second to none of the early .spring-flowering

species. \\'licn birds are troublesome and the

owners too merciful, the chances are all against S.

Burseriana making a show. Birds seem to be vciy

fond of the buds, and unless we net the plants over

the pleasure of seeing perfect Mowers would be a
very rare one. The Megascas are beginning now to

flower, and if the weather remains mild we are

promised a fine sight in a fortnight or so. As a
rule, they are destroyed when at their best.

The blue Primrose.— I cannot conceive why
" A. D." should ill his reference to this or any other
Primrose m.-ike soniclhing in the nature of a per-

sonal attack upon me. The reason for his rather

ill-natured rem.arks seems to be .a supposition on
bis part that 1 said when his Primrose was ex-

hibited that " I had as good at home." As a matter
of fact, I never made anv remark of the kind.
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either in the Drill Hall or anywhere else. I ex-

pressed my belief that the bluish tint in Primroses
that flowered very early in the year lost this bluish

shade when the flowers opened in April. I found
from my experience last year that this was so.

This was an interesting and important query, but
perhaps •' A. D." did not notice it. At all events,

if it had not been from my experience with these
Primulas, I would not have thought it worth while
to have noticed " A. D.'s " remarks at all ; as it is,

they have not elicited any useful information.

—

J. Douglas, Ilford.

Fhalaenopsis Stuartiana is one of the best of

aJl Phatenopsids. It is sturdier than P. Sohilleriana,

its nearest ally, it blooms at a time of year when
fogs are not dangerous, and it lasts a long time.

There are several fine examples now in flower at

Kew, one arching spike bearing over fifty flowers,

each 2 inches in diameter, full, pure white, spotted

on the lower sepals and lip with cinnamon-red.
The leaves vary in oolonr, some being spotted as in

P. Schilleriana, others being wholly dark green.

As a winter-flowering plant this is certainly the
best Phali-enopsis, P. grandiflora being equally good
as a summer-flowering kind.

Milla uniflora.—This lovely plant is surely

deserving of more notice than it appears at present
to receive. Although it may be called hardy, we
have never seen it do so well in the open air as we
saw it the other day in the alpine house at Kew in

pots. The flowers were large, clean, and prettily

shaded with pale blue. We believe that when
grown in the open air, the result would be much
more satisfactory if planted in positions where the

leaves and young flower-stems could be protected
from cold winds. The best lot we ever saw were
growing on the south side of a large dense clump
of shrubs, and here they had been for a number of

years undisturbed. However it may appeal to

growers of hardy bulbs, there can be no question of

its claim as a subject for cool conservatories,

corridors, &c. If grown in much heat the flowers

become washy, and the plant is altogether out of

character.

Crocus biflorus.—This is perhaps the most
prolific in varieties of all the lesser-known species

of Crocus. From a bed of the typical form I

have selected several forms well worth garden
names, and notably one with pure white flowers

minus the usual yellow base and tube. It most
nearly resembles the var. Pestalozzte, a sub-variety of

nubigenus from Constantinople, but that form is

much larger, and has the yellow throat showing
through the base of the segments. Another form
which comes very near micranthus, not cited by
Maw in his monograph, is about half the size of

typical biflorus; the segments are bright lilac, the
three outer feathered or pencilled with brown on
the outside. Another has blunt segments more dis-

tinctly marked on the outside than biflorus, and
may be pusillus of Tenore, which Maw has included
in the species. No species, says that authority, has
a wider range of variation in size and flower-colour-

ing. Perhaps the most beautiful of them all, how-
ever, is C. b. Weldeni ; the segments are white,

freckled or tinged with bright purple on the out-

.side. A native of Trieste and Dalmatia.— K.

Pessimism and grafting I
—I do not know

why Mr, Crump should call me w pessimtst because
I object to a common wild Plum coming up and
killing my pretty Prunus triloba that I bought in a
Surrey nursery of the highest class ! Rather surely

an optimist, because I am looking to a world happy
with trees on their own roots .and that never
" sucker." The place for a pessimist is surely a
garden full of suckers, where every good thing is

choked and killed by hungry wild suckers, as my
little double Chinese Plum is being killed by many
suckers of a wretched common Plum. So many of

them indeed are round every bush, that it is hopeless
to fight against them. In any case if I buy beautiful

distinct trees from the best nurseries in England,
and in three years find them dead or dying, I will

continue to cry out at the risk of being called by
hard names; I will do more, and call selling me
such trees a fraudulent transaction. I am now
speaking of ornamental trees only, such as those I

name. Until I made a plantation of the finest

flowering shrubs myself, I had no just idea of the

degree to which our gardens are injured by this

practice, and I maintain that that which mars our

gardens is injurious to the trade also.

—

Stock.

Broughtonia lilacina. — This interesting

Orchid is now in flower at Kew. It is identical

with the plant known as L^eliopsis domingensis,

wliich Lindley described and Paxton figured in his
" Flower Garden " (t. 105). The latter stated that
" It \^ a Cattleya in all respects, except that the

flowers are membranous and the veins of the lip

bearded." It may be called a large edition of B.

sanguinea with large, rosy-lilac flowers. The pseudo-

bulbs are ovate, 2 inches long, and they bear at the

apex two leathery leaves 8 inches long by \\ inches

wide. The scape is 1 foot long, erect, wiry, with a
cluster of nine flowers at the end. Each flower

has a stalk 1 inch long, narrow sepals, broader

petals 1 inch long, and a folded, funnel-shaped lip,

the front margin recurved and slightly toothed,

colour rosy-lilac, with darker lines and deep red

veins on the front of the lip, whilst the throat is

white. This species is a native of the West Indies,

no doubt the island of St. Domingo being one
locality. It is rare in gardens. The late Mr.

John Day flowered it at Tottenham a few years ago.

Narcissus cyclamineus. — Last autumn I

planted a number of these charming little Narcissi

which had been collected in Spain, and alongside

them an equal number of those collected in Por-

tugal, covering them during severe weather with a
frame, although they have been proved to be quite

hardy. I have also noticed that the bulbs were
stronger after a year's growth in this country. It

has been interesting to watch their development,
and on closely examining them, I find that in every

case those from Spain are smaller in size, and have
also the trumpet more after the form of that of N.

muticus, viz., a straight tube of equal width through-

out and cut off clean at the end ; whilst all those

from Portugal have a trumpet much broader, vary-

ing in outline, and also reUexed at the mouth. It

is also remarkable that the edge of the trumpet is

divided into six projecting parts as regularly as the

perianth. I have not as yet seen any observations

of these variations of form in N. cyclamineus, and
should be glad to know if any of your correspon-

dents have had a similar experience.— J. T. Poe,

HirerStoil.

Spring flowers from a Dutch garden.—
Herewith I have much pleasure in forwarding for

your insjjection some choice spring flowers which
are now in bloom here. From the open I gathered

the following: Narcissus cyclamineus and minimus.

—The former, though found in such a warm country

as Portugal is. proves to be quite hardy here, and
did not sutler in the least from the extraordinarily

cold and inclement weather we have had here

during the last three weeks. It unfolded its

curiously formed blossoms a few days ago, when
the weather changed and became a little milder.

Anemone blanda and Muscari azurcum are also

first-rate spring flowers. I had them in bloom here

more than four weeks ago, and they have continued

flowering till now in spite of cutting winds and
sharp frost, his Rosenbachiana and reticulata

major are splendid novelties. None of the spring-

flowering kinds are so powerfully fragrant, so

brightly coloured, and so beautiful as the one first

named. When it becomes more plentiful and
better known, no Iris will be more highly valued
than this one. You will perceive the flower of I.

reticulata major to be a good deal larger than that

of the ordinary variety; the foliage also is very

strong, and the whole plant much superior to the

type. Korolkowia discolor cannot be termed a

showy plant, yet the fact of its being perfectly

hardy and opening its flowers so early in spring

will give it a place in any collection of spring bulbs.

Merendera ruthcnica is a pretty bulb, resembling
the well-known Ilulbocodium vcrnum ; the (lower is

broader in tlie jietal and more deeply coloured.

Colchicum luteum and laocifloruiii are very in-

teresting, being spring-flowering Meadow Sall'ions.

The strong spike of Orchis Robertiana has been out

from a lot of plants standing in an unhealed cold

frame ; the foliage is bright green and luxuriant

;

the spike large and well set with its quaint brown
and white flowers. Lacheualia pendula.— This most
beautiful species, with its bright coral flowers and
strong flower-scapes, is now one glowing mass of

bloom in one of the frames, and presents a unique
sight at this time of the year. A few spikes of

this arranged loosely in a vase with some Snow-
drops form a charming bouquet that cannot be ex-

celled for grace and beauty, the pure white of the

Snowdrops and the rich red of the Lachenalia set-

ting off one another in an extremely elegant way.
I also enclose an early flower of Tecophyla^a cyano-

crocus, the deep blue of which is almost unique

among flowering plants at this time of the year.

—

C. G. VAN TuBKKGEN, JR., Zicaiienhurg, Haarlem.

*,* A brilliant little crowd, for which we thank
the sender. The Irises are lovely, and so are the
fairy Narcissi.

—

Ed.

Saxifraga luteo-purpurea.—With a few ex-

ceptions, the loveliest of the Saxifrages in flower

now is the hybrid between aretioides and media,
called luteo-purpurea. It was introduced by Messrs.

Paul, of Broxbourne, under the erroneous name of

S. Frederici-Augusti, and as such received a first-

class certificate from the Royal Horticultural

Society last year. It has a freer and more robust

habit than either of its parents, and produces
flowers all through the early spring months in

the greatest profusion. The flowers are produced
in sub-corymbose heads twice the size of those of

S. sancta, and of a very rich primrose-yellow. This
plant clearly leans to aretioides, which was probably
the seed-bearing parent. It is the easiest of this

group to increase. Cuttings put in early in autumn
strike readily, and, if properly cared for, will make
nice flowering plants for the following spring. The
slugs are very fond of it, and if not closely watched
will strip the plants of all there is above ground.
The only remedy we find is standing the pots on
coke broken up into pieces the size of marbles.

Since adopting this we have never seen a slug. It

is now in flower in the alpine house at Kew.

Crocus Balansae.—This is a charming and
unique little species, comparatively new to cultiva-

tion. It is limited in its distribution to Western
Bithynia, in the neighbourhood of Smyrna, flower-

ing in cultivation from the beginning of March, a
month later thanC. vitellinus, underwhich Mr. Baker
placed it in his monograph of the genus. The
flowers are smaller than those of C. susianus, the
segments bright orange, entirely suffused on the

outside of the three outer segments with bronze or

brown, and forming a perfect little picture when
just a little more than half open. The leaves, un-

usually persistent, often remain green until the

middle of July. Unlike such species as parviflorus,

Fleischeri, Danfordia;, this is easily increased, and
does well in the ordinary garden soil, but it is all

the better for protection from east winds, &c. C.

Malyi, producing numerous large white flowers, is

very beautifid, and should become a great favourite

when better known. It was discovered by Herr
Maly in the mountains above Cattaro, Dalmatia, and
under cultivation begins to flower about the begin-

ning of March.
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Woods & forests.

THE AMERICAN ROCK ELM.
(UL!«US RACEJIOSA.)

This tree (says Professor Sargent in "Notes on
Trees and Tree Planting ") is found growing
with the common American Elm, and in situa-

tions similar to those selected by that tree, from
the south-western county of Vermont westward
to Illinois, and from the Ohio northward into
Canada. It is conmion in New York, along the
banks of the Mohawk and its tributaries, in
Yates County, near Penn Yan, and occurs in
many parts of Ohio and Illinois ; but it is in the
southern peninsula of Michigan, Wisconsin, and
the jirovince of Ontario that the Rock Elm is

most frequently met with. This species will be
readily distinguished by the disposition of the
flowers, whicli, unlike those of other Elms, are
borne in racemes 1 inch to 2 inches long, and
composed of several clusters of from two to four
flowers together. It may be distinguished also
from the common American Elm, at all seasons
of the year, by the thick corky ridges which ex-
tend along the young branches.

The wood, too, will be found to be very dis-

similar from that of the American Elm. Its

specific gravity is -832, while that of the Ameri-
can Elm is but -049, or 22 per cent, lighter.

It is almost as heavy as the best Eastern
Hickory, 4 per cent, heavier than the best San
Domingo Mahogany, and 26 per cent, heavier
than second growth Eastern White Oak. The
wood is fine grained, compact, and shows but
little of that inclination to splinter which renders
the wood of the American Elm unfit for many
purposes of construction. The heart-wood,
which is of a buff colour with reddish tints, is

susceptible of high polish, and is warm and
agreeable in tone. Architects and cabinet-
makers, to whom specimens have been sub-
mitted, speak of it with unqualified praise for
furniture-making and interior decoration, for
which purposes its hardness, strength, and
beauty seem to particularly adapt it. The wood
of this tree is unknown in the Eastern markets,
but considerable quantities of what is called
Canada Rock Elm are annually exported into
Great Britain from Canada; but, judging from
the descriptions of it, I am inclined to think that
this is nothing but American Elm, or perhaps
a mixture of the two, as lumbermen do not well
distinguish this species, calling all Elms grown
on high and dry land Rook Elm, and all that are
produced along the river banks and in damp
situations Bastard Elm.

Although still unknown in the East, the wood
of Ulmus racemosa is highly valued in those
portions of the Western States where it is

abundant enough to form an article of commerce.
It is very largely employed in the manufacture
of heavy agricultural implements, such as
ploughs, mowing and threshing machines, and
similar articles, in the construction of which
the best White Oak is used in the East. In
spite of its weight and strength, this wood is

very lloxible, and, when properly seasoned, re-

tains any shape into which it has been bent, a
quality which finds for it important employ-
ment. In some parts of Michigan, Rock Elm
is largely usiid for the frame-work of chairs,

and for the hubs of wheels, while for the
heavy beams of stump pullers it has no equal.
It is u.sed for the slats of stock-cars, and for
this and many otiier jiurposes large quanti-
ties are anuiially consumed. Indeed, the wood
of this tree is generally employed wherever it

can be procured, and where a material combin-
ing at once strength, toughness, and solidity is

required. Should it reach the Eastern markets,
the qualities which have caused it to be eagerly
employed wherever it is known will find for

Rock Elm a ready sale here ; while, unless the
opinion of those experts to whom specimens
have been submitted is a mistaken one, it wiU
be one of the most valuable, as it is one of the
most beautiful, of American woods for the
architect and cabinet-maker.

Taking the standard of weight as the best test
of the heat-giving quality of any wood, and of
the length of time it will continue to burn,
Rock Elm is barely surpassed as fuel by Hickory
itself. The specific gravity of Eastern second-
growth Hickory is '838, that of Rock Elm "832,

and that of second-growth Eastern White Oak
C62 ; so that, applying the test of weight. Rock
Elm as fuel is worth only 1 per cent, less than
Hickoiy, while it is worth 2G per cent, more
than White Oak, the best fuel which now ever
reaches this market in any quantity. Actual
experiments show that this wood burns slowly,
with a bright, steady flame, and without snap-
ping

; ash equal to sixty-seven hundredths of

1 per cent, of the dry wood consumed is left

after burning. As is to be expected of a tree
yielding such heavy, close-grained wood, the
Rock Elm grows very slowly. Never a common
tree, the Rook Elm is fast disappearing from
even those parts of the country where formerly
it was most abundant, and steps should be at
once taken to propagate and plant it.

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY.
This is a very important subject, and there can be
no doubt that foresters as well as others have yet
a great deal to learn. In illustration of this, I may
refer to an article in The Garden, Feb. 9 (p. 134)
on the forestry of Hampshire, where the writer
exposes the conflicting Acts of F.irliament regard-
ing the management, or rather mismanagement, of
the Crown lands in the New Forest. Here we are
told that many thousands of young trees are choked
and killed for want of judicious and timely thinning,
but as things are conducted and regulated by recent
Acts of Parliament, no one, however well versed in
forestry and tree culture, has the power to manage
things in a rational and practical manner ; conse-
quently, according to the information contained in
the article referred to, the trees are being gradually
destroyed by the acts of those who should see to
their proper care and culture. Now, if Parliament
is to continue to direct things in this way, it would
be a matter of no great moment if the forester or
person in charge had no practical knowledge what-
ever of tree culture, seeing that lie must follow
the directions of his superiors, whether right or
wrong. It is clear that there is great room for im-
provement and a better system of management, and
if the establishment of a school of forestry can
meet the requirements of the case, the sooner it is

established the better. It is very proper and neces-
sary that landed proprietors should have a know-
ledge of tree culture and rural affairs generatl.v.

The fact is that the great majority of estates in
Great Britain and Ireland are of such a size that the
proprietor cannot afford to keep a first-class forester
to look after his plantations, and this of itself

accounts for the neglected state in which many of
the plantations throughout the country are to be
found. In order to remedy this state of things, I

tliink a school of forestry should embrace the
teaching of agriculture ;is well, so that young men
would have an opportunity of acquiring a know-
ledge of both branches, and thus by their training
be enabled to meet the requirements of the country.
A gro.-it. many pl.antations are laid out in such a way
,-is to surround the farms, &c., under the nianage-
nicnl of the steward, aiul tluis they may he said to
li(^ under his eye in every-d;iy life, and can there-
fore lie looked after ;md attended to without incon-
venience. A good many country gentlemen .-ire

already working their estates upon these lines, and
some of our leading agricultural societies, notably

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
encourage the system by offering premiums for re-
ports on a variety of subjects in connection with
the planting and management of woods in all their
details, as well as general estate improvement and
farm produce of every description. As these pre-
miums are open to competitors from all parts of
Great Britain and Ireland, it may justly be said
that a school of forestry combined with agriculture
is in actual existence already. Thissocietyalso grants
first and second-class certificates in forestry to
candidates who pass an examination on the manage-
ment of woods and kindred subjects. Now in view
of these facts, it may be questioned whether a
school of forestry was so urgently wanted as some
writers on the subject would have us believe. As
a general rule I have always found that woods and
plantations were best managed where the proprie-
tor himself took a personal interest in their culture.

J. B. Websteb.

Home-grown timber.—Your various corre-
spondents find fault with the non-use of home-
grown timber, but in doing this they do not specify
what kind, and by their remarks leave it to be in-

ferred that it is that from Fir trees, and if so, it is no
wonder that there is little or no demand for it, as
everyone knows how much superior foreign deals
are to any that are grown here, and builders are
not foolish enough to use timber that will cost
them as much as fine foreign wood that is seasoned
and ready for use. Of what value, I would ask, are
Spruce and Silver Firs that are only too common
on most estates ? But if Abies Douglasi were
planted, we may by-and-by have timber that will

successfully compete with that brought from
abroad. Oak, Ash, Sweet Chestnut, and Beech
command a ready sale in most places and fetch
good prices, but then, except for church work and
other like uses. Oak and Chestnut are too heavy
for roofing, but they come in for so many other
purposes, that the market seems never overdone
with one or the other. Of course, the use of iron

for shipbuilding has made a vast difference in the
demand for Oak, and yet good prices may be ob-
tained now. Oak bark, again, is not so valu.ible

as it was, as it is not so much used for tanning
purposes.— J. SHEPrAED.

Tree guards, whether made of wood or iron,

should be close enough to prevent damage being
done to the trees by mischievous persons. Circular
guards are handsomer than angular ones; they
should be ample, and not less than 7 feet out of the
ground. I may add that the expense of planting
is, of course, materially diminished where the soil

is sufficiently good not to necessitate further exca-
vation than that which is needed for the trees. In
such cases the soil should be removed to a fair depth,
say at least 3 feet, and in every instance good
drainage must be assured. The after-management
appears to be a disputed matter, authorities dis-

agreeing as to how far pruning and thinning should
go, and in what manner they should be done. Trees,

however, do not, as a rule, grow with any extraordi-

nary vigour in London, and therefore it is, perhaps,
best to leave them very much to themselves, unless

someone thoroughly conversant with the matter is

consulted.—C. D.

The woods most prized for machinery and mill

work are classed as follows : Frames—Ash, Beech,
Birch, Pine. Flm, JIahogany, and Oak; rollers, &c.

—Box, Lignum-vit;o, Mahogany, and Service tree
;

teeth of wheels—Drab tree, Hornbeam, Locust, and
Service tree; foundry [latterns—Alder; Pine, Poplar,

Walnut, and Mahogany.

"The Garden" Monthly 'Pa.rtB.—This journal u
puhliihtd in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this fonn the

coloured plates are best ]yresen'e<l, and it is most sttitabte for

reference pi-cvious to the issue of the hall-ijearly volumes Price

Is. Gd. ; post free, \s. %l,

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts, — Thi»
journal is piiblishtd in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in vhich
form it is most suitable/or reference previous to the issue 0/ tht

yearly volumes. Price 5U. : post free, Id.

*' Hardy Klowers."— Giving dcscnptions o/uptrards 0/
thirteen hundred of tlu most ontanienlat species, with directions

for their arranyemcnt, culture, lic. Fourth and Popular
Bdiiian, \i.; post free, \s. id.

London: 37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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"TMslsan Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Natdee."—SAaAespeore.

NEW OR RARE HARDY PLANTS.
There are several plants mentioned in The
Garden of March 10 in which I am interested.

Primula petiolakls.—This, shown by Prof.
Michael Foster at the Royal Horticultural
Society's meeting, is a winter-flowering plant in

Sikkim, and will require some care to keep it,

which I think it well deserves. I found it first

on the Singalelah range at about 11,000 feet,

where sharp frost prevailed at night, in March,
1876. I found it again with ripe seed (from which
Prof. Foster's plant came) in June and July,
1886, on the same range of hills at from 9000 to

11,000 feet, always in shaded places with an
eastern aspect. From May to October it must
be kept damp and shaded, and seed should
certainly be sown as soon as ripe. It is a very
free-flowering and variable species.

Aster diplostephioiues, with the introduction
of which I am also credited, was really first

raised, I think, by Herr Max Loichtlia, to

whom I sent seeds some five or six years ago.

As I have failed to grow it myself and have not
seen it in flower, I should be glad to obtain a
plant from anyone who has it, and also to know
how to grow it.

Iris Rosenbachiana is mentioned as being in

flower with Messrs. Douglas and Van Tubergen.
Is it really as hardy as Iris reticulata ? My
plant in a frame is gone, but this may be owing
to want of sun rather than cold, as Iris reticu-

lata cyanea has shared the same fate.

Galakthus octobren.sis.—This is one of the
most valued legacies I have from my deceased
friend Mr. Harpur Crewe, but it seems a tender
plant, and does not increase at all. I am cer-

tainly inclined to think Max Leichtlin is right

in supposing it to be a Greek form. I have
another small Snowdrop, sent to Mr. Harpur
Crewe from Corfu, I think, by Lord Walsing-
ham, which flowers, when the frost allows it,

between octobrensis and nivalis, generally about
Christmas. G. Elwesi seems to diminish rather
than increase with me. Have others found the
same, and is it owing to the absence of summer
and extremely bad spring of last year, or has it

really a tender constitution ?

I should also like to know what is the autho-
rity for the name of Chionodoxa Timolusi in

the " Notes of the Week." Is such a thing de-

scribed >. Is it distinct from C. Lucilise ? Is

there such a place as Mount Timolusis ! I doubt
all three statements, and I expect it is a name
given by a trade collector in order to sell C.

Lucilise, which is abundant on the Bozdagh,
above Sardis, of which the ancient name was
Mons Tmolus. It is just this sort of loose,

unscientific use of Latin names which gives rise

to confusion and disappointment, and I should
not advise their use in any trade catalogue until

the plants are properly described by a competent
authority. According to Boissier (" Flora Orien-
talis," vol. v., p. 311), there are but two or per-

haps three species of Chionodoxa, namely, C.

Lucilise, of which sardensis, Forbesi, cretica,

and gigantea are, I believe, inconstant varieties

or synonyms ; and C. nana, from Crete, which
I introduced and lost, but which was at Kew
when I last looked for it.

Shortia oalacifolia, from the Alleghany
Mountains, is now flowering with me for the

first time in Europe, I think. I can strongly re-

commend it as a very distinct and pretty plant

for a cold frame. H. J. Elwes.
Preston, Cirfncesfer.

THE COTTON WOOL NUISANCE.
The editor of The Garden has done well in open-
ing its pages to a discussion as to the merits of

various packing materials and the different methods
of packing in vogue, as this cannot fail to be most
instructive to numerous readers. It is not my in-

tention to condemn the use of cotton woo], as I

consider it is the abuse and not an intelligent use
of this material that needs correcting. One of the
greatest secrets of success in packing either flowers

or fruit to travel either by post or rail to any part

of the United Kingdom lies, not so much in the

choice of packing materials as in the absolute

necessity for firm fixing of the contents, so that

rough usage, which they are certain to experience,

will not unduly shake them about. It is also

equally important that the boxes be suificiently

strong to withstand pressure, and yet not too heavy,
or the cost of transit will be materially and un-
necessarily increased. The use of boxes much
larger than is needed is also another blunder often

committed. In this case either not nearly enough
packing material is used, or else if sufiicient is em-
ployed to well fill the box, it unduly presses against

the delicate contents. Horticultural sundriesmen
supply light yet strong paper boxes in various sizes,

these being the be.<t in the long run for packing
flowers, and capable, if duly returned, of making
several journeys. We also occasionally see adver-

tisements of cheap, light wooden boxes suitable

for sending fruit in. While on this portion of my
subject, I venture to express surprise that these

boxes are not more advertised than they are, seeing

how largely the Parcel Post arrangement has in-

creased the number of persons who frequently

avail themselves of this boon.

I have repeatedly sent Peaches, Strawberries, and
other soft fruit, as well as choice flowers, to various

parts of the country, and during a portion of the

season almost daily to London, a distance of 120

miles, and as often by post as by rail, and not a

single complaint concerning the packing has been

made. We use more cotton wool for fruit especially

than any other material, for the simple reason that

it is clean, light, and, on the whole, fairly sweet.

Clean soft Moss is not nearly so plentiful as some
people imagine. It may be procured in some
districts readily enough, but generally it is very

difficult to find, only those who have the range of a
well-wooded estate being able to get it. The best

kind of Moss we can procure is that obtained by
raking a mossy lawn with an iron-toothed rake.

This when dried is suitable for packing both fruit

and flowers, and we use it in most cases where the

boxes or packing material will not be returned.

Rough dirty Moss is not at all suitable for packing,

as if either delicate flowers or soft fruit come into

contact with it they are sure to be bruised. Tlie

common Lycopodium or Selaginella Kraussiana is

frequently used for packing purposes, but the stems

of this are too hard and damage tender flowers.

Xor is it wise to wet the packing material, especially

when paper boxes are used. Postmasters can give

numerous instances of the arrival at their respective

offices of a portion of a box and the label, the rest

having melteil away— thanks to the mistaken

notion that much moisture was necessary for the

contents of the box.

Some judgment must also be exercised in the

choice of flowers to be packed. For instance, it is

simply a waste of time and money to pack full-

blown Eoses, as these, if not actually fallen to

pieces when they arrive at their destination, arc of

little real service. Half-opened blooms are what
should be cut, and before they are hot and dry.

Other flowers, such as Violets, Lilies of the Valley,

Eucharises, Gardenias, and Stephanotises, are best

cut directly they are nearly or quite fully expanded.

As a rule double flowers travel best, the single

Primulas, Cinerarias, Pelargoniums, and Azaleas

especially being useless for packing purposes. In

any case, I believe flowers keep fresher when cut and
placed in pans of water in a cool room for a few hours
prior to being packed. When packing, all that is

necessaiy at this season is to place a thin layer of

either Moss or cotton wool over the bottom of the

box. this being well covered and the sides of the

box lined with soft tissue paper. A layer of

greenery, such as Fern fronds, young Asparagus,

8pira!a leaves, or sprays of Cupressus, may be laid

in the bottom, on this being closely packed a
layer of the heaviest or best travelling flowers

;

then another layer of greenery if this is plentiful

or required, and finally a layer of choicer or lighter

flowers. These we cover with tissue paper and
finish off with a layer of cotton wool, on which the

lid presses down rather tightly. If we are sending

Eucharises, Pancratiums, or Stephanotis in quan-

tity shallow boxes are used, in these being placed a
thick layer of fairly moist Moss covered with paper.

The stalks are pushed through into the Moss and
the flowers, with the exception of the Pancratiums,

packed closely and upright, covered with thin paper,

and finally with cotton wool. The lid closing tight

on the latter, the box may be thrown about without

damaging the contents. It is the bold, not nervous

packer that succeeds best, too much room and con-

sequent friction doing most harm. The packing
ought to be varied somewhat in hot weather, a
mass of flowers being liable to become heated, and
a body of Moss with them aggravates rather than
prevents the evil. In cool and moderately warm
weather close packing is best, there being little or

no evaporation going on, and the flowers keep each
other fresh much as they do in a bouquet. Cotton

wool certainly should not come into contact with
either flowers or fruit, and this all experienced

packers will admit, but if comparatively dear, it is

yet the best packing material generally available,

and ought not therefore, to be wholly condemned.
It is the faulty methods of using it that are to

blame for many failures.—W. I. M.

Having read with interest in The Garden
the notes on " The cotton wool nuisance," it

may be interesting to some of your readers to

know the mode of packing flowers here. I find

that blotting-paper made damp and placed at

the bottom of the tin or wooden box is far

before green Moss. Fill the box with flovv-ers as

closely and as firmly as possible, place another

piece of thoroughly wetted blotting-paper over the

flowers, and close the lid. I believe you can send

them any distance and the flowers will turn out

almost as fresh as when cut. This plan I consider

better than using green Moss, which " C." in The
Garden (p. 209) advocates, as Moss is often dirty

and would spoil good white blooms, and it often gets

dry and dusty before reaching its destination; and
as" to dried Moss, I should think no right-minded

gardener would think of using it for either packing

flowers or ripe fruit.— N. Fullegab, Eastbury
Manor, near Gvildfurd.

*,* The flowers referred to in The Gaeden,
March 16 (p. 251), as having come from Holland,

were packed in damp Moss, and they came to hand
quite fresh and clean and not in the least bruised.

We have tried wetted blotting-paper, as in your

case, and failed, while by using the common white

packing paper in the same condition the flowers all

reached their destination quite fresh. For packing
tender fruit, we consider nothing so good as well-

beaten elastic Moss. Wool should certainly be
avoided, as it is liable to sweat, preference being

given to short, well-dried Grass from the mowing
machine.

—

Ed.

The white Chionodoxa.—In The Garden,
March lU (p. 2ot)), you speak of this Chionodoxa
being weak. Such is not my experience. Some
four years ago I was so fortunate as to find a

flower of the white form amongst some collected

roots which I had bought. This I at once trans-

planted, labelling it carefully, and every spring

since I have been gladdened by its most lovely

flowers, which always call forth remarks and ques-

tions from visitors to my garden. The outside of

the flower is tinted with pale blue, but the inside at

pure white, and the habit of growth is all this
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could be desired. Many of the Cbionodoxas are
worthless, being poor in colour and of sprawling
habit, and it may be that some of the white forms
belong to this class. I can only speak of my own
variety, which I consider perfect. Seedlings from
it, 80 far, have not come true.

—

Jav Aye.

Rose Garden.
T. W. OIRDLB8T0NB.

HARDINESS OF TEA ROSES.
It will require very much stronger evidence

than that quoted on p. 185 by "J. C. C." to

shake the firnily-establislied truth that Tea
Roses may be grown out of doors witli complete

success anywhere in England except in the im-

mediate vicinity of large manufacturing towns.

The absence of any details renders commeut
impossible on the case given by " J. C. C. ," but
it certainly wUl not go far against the expe-

rience and constantly expresst-d opinion of all

the best known growers, both amateur and pro-

fessional, throughout the country, north, south,

east, and west.

The midlands, generally the coldest part of

the country, have frequently been described as

the least favourable districts for the cultivation

of the Tea-scented Roses out of doors ; but only

so recently as last August the president of the

National Rose Society wrote in the columns of

The Gakdex as follows :

—

As one of the fii-st who grew (the Tea-scenteJ) the

most beautiful of all Roses esclusively out of doors,

aud this for years in the clay soil of a midland county,

without any loss whatever even in the terrible winters

of 1880-1-2, I would assure the amateur novice that Tea
Roses, budded low on the Brier and well covered with
farmyard manure during the time of frost, will bloom
as abundantly as other Roses, having the advantages
which all Roses ought to have of situation and of

culture.

Such being the evidence of the Dean of

Rochester as to the practicability of the .success-

ful culture of Tea Roses out of doors in that

part of England which is admittedly least well

adapted in climate for the purpose, the proof of

the proposition for the whole country follows

naturally. Nevertheless, there is abundant
evidence of other good growers that Tea-scented

Roses may be well grown out of doors from
Lancashire northwards ; excellent Teas may be

seen in Scotland planted out on Brier seedling

or cutting stocks, and thriving admirably in

Stirlinushire and many other parts as far north,

at any rate, as Aberdeen ; while the success

with which Tea Roses are cultivated throughout
the west, south, and especially east of England
is notorious.

"J. C. C." admits that, "as a rule, it is not

the severity of the frost that injures these Roses,

but the cruel, piercing winds of spring just as

the young growth begins to start." Now there

is little doubt that anyone disliking what is

unpleasant might be very willing, if possible,

to dispense altogether with east winds in spring,

but that these are sufficient to cause the Tea-

scented Roses to "refuse to grow " seems rather

difficult to reconcile with the fact that the

home of the Tea Roses, namely, the eastern

counties, is likewise the home of the east wind.

In his article in the " Rosarians Ycir-Rook"
this year on "Tea Roses in East Anglia," Mr.
Page-Roberta expressly contests the prevalent,

but mistaken notion that the east wind is parti-

cularly injurious to the Tea-scented Roses, and
he also makes it clear that their liardiness and
welfare are not de])endent upon light soil, the

Teas growing well in Norfolk in either " sand
with a gravelly subsoil, or clay with a clayeyer

subsoil.

"

Ii; East Berksliirc, precisely the same thing

is experienced, namely, that whether grown on
sand or clay, exposed not only to the east

wind, but to every wind that blows, the Tea-
scented Roses continue to thrive entirely with-
out protection. In the winter of 1886-87

several hundred dwarf Teas on Brier seedlitig

and cutting stocks growing on a piece of strong
clay soil were left wholly unprotected in any
way, the plants being neither covered with
Fern, nor earthed up, nor mulched. The winter
was a cold one, 25° of frost being registered

4 feet from the ground on two successive nights,

yet in the following summer those jilants car-

ried as fine blooms, and as many, as any of

the Teas in the garden, and in the whole bed
the only plants killed were four or five of

Mme. Bravy. It is further worthy of note
that not one of the Roses in the bed was
planted with the junction of stock and scion

below the surface, so that the Tea scions had
not even the protection of a covering of soil at

their base.

All risk of damage to the young growth of

Tea-scented Roses by cold winds in spring may
generally be obviated by deferring the pruning
of the plants until the middle of April, and then
cutting them back to a dormant eye in every
case. Thus treated, the young growth will not
be sufficiently advanced to be liable to injury

much before the end of May, and by that

time in an average season all serious risk

of damage from cold is past. Although growers
who have not tried the experiment of pruning
dwarf Teas late in the spring—as late even in

the south as the third week in April—might be
inclined to think that the plants so treated

would be very late in flower, yet as a matter of

fact the growth of Teas when they once start

is so rapid, that it is a common and pro-

bably a general thing for the plants to be in

bloom before the hybrids that were pruned a

month sooner.

Mr. Douglas records on page 232 the success

which he has found to attend the employment
of the plan advocated by Mr. George Paul, of

growing dwarf plants of Tea Roses on raised

beds, and there is little doubt that the arrange-

ment is an admirable one, especially in low-lying

eituations or in districts where the rainfall is

exceptionally heavy, as it is veiy desirable that

the plants should lie as high and dry as possible

during winter.

Perhaps the garden to which "J. C. C."

refers lies low or beside water—the situation

most inimical to Tea Roses, as to the majority

of plants, in case of unseasonable cold
;
yet

there are many gardens where, in spite of such

disadvantages of position, Tea Roses arc grown
with complete success out of doors, and one

instance in particular, not far from Stratford-ou-

Avon, may be cited as an example, in which

the garden slopes towards the water's edge,

being actually bounded by the river. Never-

theless, in this garden may be seen, cared for

with afiectionate zeal by a genial rosarian,

admirable examiiles of all the most beautiful

Teas, including as fine a bush of Marie Van
Houtte as could probably be found in the

country fiouriahing exceedingly, though only

protected in winter by a few ironds of Bracken

or a little dry straw.

Of course, after a wet and sunless summer
like that of 1888 nmnbois of ill-ripened shoots

of Tea Roses will be found presently to have

been killed back lialf their length and more by

the winter ; but the early and longest riiiened

wood will be l(i\ind to have sutlered compara-

tively little, and all the plants will throw up

strongly from the base next month. It will

not be cojitcsted that the Tea-scented Roses are

hardiest when grown as dwarfs, whether on
Brier seedUug or cutting, on light soil in a dry
situation ; but it is also the case that they may
be cultivated out of doors with complete success

in practically any soil or open situation, and if

the pruning of the plants (cutting back each shoot
to a dormant eye) be deferred till the second
or third week in April, there need not be much
fear of the young growth being injured by the
bitter east winds of spruig.

ROSE MME. GABRIEL LUIZET.

I HAVE much pleasure in answering your questions
concerning the above Rose.

1. Wliat hare you found to he the tlistinctire

excellences of this Rose both as a plant and as a
flotrer ?

Nearly always comes good and is a hardy grower.

2. On the other hand, what do you fnd to be its

dejects ?

The only defect 1 know of is, if caught by early

frosts (being a forward Rose to make growth), the
long buds snap off short when the blooms try to

expand. 1 lost one year nearly all my buds.

;!. As compared with others of its class, hare yoic

found it hardy, moderately hardy, ur tender.'

Very hardy, and will grow in almost any part of

my garden.

4. Inwhatsoil or situation have yougron-n it tvith

most success ?

Both in a snnny situation and also in a bed where
the Rose trees are shaded part of the day. In both
positions the flowers are equally good. My soil is

rather stiff, but well drained.

5. What stock do you p'nd suits it best, or docs it

do better on its own roots .'

Some on Brier, Jlanetti, and own roots ; all do
equally well.

ti. Sy means of what system of pruning hare

you succeeded in obtaining (1) exceptionally tine

flowers, (2) the most effeetive general display in the

garden '.'

The stronger you can get your wood, the better

the flowers. Always cut back rather hard, say

to two or three eyes, except shoots from the

base of your tree. These should be cut to about
the sixth or seventh eye.

7. Ilarcyoufnind it to grow well in pots, and
may it be forced easily

'

Never tried it in pots, but have seen it grown well,

but with rather small blooms.

8. Uare you observed a7iy peculiarity of character

in this Rose, or any alteration in character as an
autumnal since it wasflrst distributed /

If a sunny autumn, you get finely-shaped flowers

very late in a sunny dry spot, but they rarely come
to perfection if the season is at all wet.—R. E.

West, Ilrth Dene, Reigatc.

In reply to the queries about Mme. Gabriel

Luizet H.P. Rose, I reply—
1

.

Beauty of colour, vigorous growth, excellence

as a show flower, and free blooming.

2. Its defects are not being sufticiently free-

blooming in autumn. Still it continues until

November. It is too subject to mildew, though

either from invincible ignorance or rank heresy I

think mildew does little or no permanent injury.

After pruning hard in spring I find i\lnie. Gabriel

Luizet blooms just as freely and beautifully as in

the previous year before mildew appeared.

;!. I find it perfectly hardy. The two Roses

which made the most vigorous wood with me last

year and appear unharmed by the last winter are

Ulrich Brunner and Mme. G. Luizet.

4, My Rose garden formerly consisted of forty

poles o'f the Hilcliin Sewage Farm. The soil was

loamy clay, but the situation was loo cold and wet,

froni'tlie trenches beside the Rose border being kept

full of sewage water. The l)ed, however, was so well

(irain<>d that the water was never stagnant about

the roots. The situation was, further, too exposed

to the north, and the railway embankment made

the wind pour down as through a funnel. Stlil
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Gabriel Luizet grew vigorously and gave good
show blooms.

5. With me it does equally well as a dwarf or a
standard on Brier.

6. As a rule I prune hard.

7. I grow no Koses in pots.

8. I have observed no alteration in its character

as an autumnal since I first possessed Mme. Gabriel

Luizet.

My Roses were all moved in the autumn of 1887

to my present rosery, part of an old nursery garden.

The ground was trenched ;! feet deep, yellow

loamy clay, turfy loam and manure by cartloads

being also added. The plants being now well esta-

blished, I hope to have better blooms this summer
than ever.—F. H. Gale, Hitchui, Herts.

I send you the following brief answers to

the queries put relative to this Rose :

—

1. As a plant, it is here decidedly free grow-
ing ; as a flower, a good blooming Rose, and one
hardly ever absent from the exhibition box.

2. It is particularly subject to mildew, more so

than any Rose in my collection.

3. It is very hardy. I have'never lost a plant.

5. I have always grown it on the seedling Brier,

(i. My rule is to prune it hard back.

8. It is not here a good autumn bloomer,
chiefly on account of mildew.—C. Fuller, The
Viearage, BexUy, Kent.

In reply to the questions about the Rose
Mme. Gabriel Luizet, I beg to state

—

1. Its splendid colour, fine form, and easy culti-

vation.

2. Subject to mildew.
3. One of the most hardy.
4. I grow it in rather heavy soil on a very open

high situation.

5. It grows well on both the Manetti and Brier

cutting stocks.

t). By severe pruning I obtain the finest flowers.

7. I have not found it a good variety to force.

8. The first two years I had this Rose I did not
find it bloom a second time, but since that time it

lias produced an abundance of autumn flowers.

—

F. N. Flight, Comstiles, Twyford,7u'ar Winchester.

1. Mme. Gabriel Luizet here is one of the
" always-good-alike " Roses. As a plant it is hardy,
with great vigour and very free-flowering, while the
flower at its best is of magnificent globular shape,
with high centre and very sweetly scented. The
colour is a distinct shade of silvery pink.

2. Its great defect is its liability to mildew in

all seasons, while it is essentially a summer Rose.
3. It is perfectly hardy.
4. It has done equally well in garden soil and

broken up meadow, in south and east borders, and
in the open.

5. Seedling Brier is requisite here as a stock to

get bloom from maiden plants.

6. It is so free-flowering that, notwithstanding
the vigorous growth, very close pruning should be
resorted to for exhibition purposes. For garden
decoration light pruning and thinning out as for a
pillar Rose would be preferable.

8. By a careful selection of buds from the top of

flower-bearing shoots, this Rose will now flower as

a maiden on seedling Brier, but all efforts have
failed to induce it to bloom in the autumn. It is a
magnificent summer Rose, but nothing more, and
the more favoured, or probably more skilful,

growers who can con\ert Gabriel Luizot into an
autumnal bloomer are much to be envied.—E. B.

LiNDSELL, Bearton, HitcMn.

character of the flowers does not increase their beauty.

It is Olio of Messrs. Paul and Son's new acquiBitions in

this section.

Gloire de Polyantlia is one of the best of the

Polyautha Roses. Its flowers are of a delightful

shade, similar to those of Mignonette, double, and
produced freely. In any selection of Polyautha Koses
we should include this, though some might regard it

as too close in tint to the charming Mignonette. It

has been well exhibited this season by Messrs. Paul
and Son, of Cheshunt.

Roses in March.—A delightful exhibit at the

March meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

was the Roses from Messrs. Paul & Son, of Ches-

hunt. The soft coloured flowers of The Bride and the

purer white of The Puritan were fresh and welcome.
Colonel Felix Breton is a strikingly handsome Rose,

the colour velvety red, while the variety Lady Alice,

Mr. Paul's sport "from Lady Mary Fitzwilli.am, was
well shown. The beautiful Paul's Single White, 1!.

rugosa and its white variety, the tiny Golden Fairy

Roses, and such lovely Polyantha kinds as Gloire

de Polyantha, Marie de Montravel, pure white,

very free, and beautiful; Paquerette, double white,

very lovely ; and Mignonette, a perfect rosette,

small, pretty, and of a delightful shade of soft rose,

made a beautiful gathering for March.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

A beautiful Rose wlien furced is Sultan of Zan-
zibar. It preserves its splendid colour and sweet fra-

grance well wlicn subjected to heat.

Roses in winter.—Two of the best Roses for the
winter are Cheshunt Hybrid and Bouquet d'Or. Mr.
Roberts, Gunnersbury Park, finds these two very use-
ful for winter work.

Rose Blanche Rebatel is a new Polyantha
variety of quite a distinct purple-crimeon shade, al-

most as deep a« in the H.P. iSultan of Zanzibar. It

is very free, sweet, and showy, but the scnii-doubie

Gardeners' Orphan fund.—Mr. Ban-on in-

forms us that from the coucert recently held at Ed-
monton under the direction of H. B. May and his

brother florists, a sum of .1'.51 Os. 6d. has beeu handed
over to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund.

Narcissus maximus is exceptionally fine this

season. The flowers are large, rich in colour, and
robust. This and bicolor Horsfieldi are two of the

best Daffodils for early flowering, and there is always

a good show of them in the market.

Heuchera sanguinea and Lily of the
Valley.— T'hesc make a rich di.^play in the greenhouse

at Kew, the scarlet flowers of the Heuchera contrast-

ing well with the pure white bells of the Lily of the

Valley. In the greenhouse many such arrangements
may be made at this season.

Phalsenopsis Schilleriana.—This is prover-

bially a very tree-flowering Phalaiuopsid. A plant in

a basket at Messrs. J. Veitch and Sous' Chelsea nursery

was bearing a panicle of 180 flowers, and one spike

accidentally broken off had forty-two flowers. This is

a very respectable number of flowers for one plant.

DSTarcissus Emperor in pots.—This is now
particularly tine in llie grecnliouse at Kew, and well

shows its adaptability fur flowering in puts. The pots,

which contain three bulbs each, bear flowers of rich

colour and large size. The foliage is remarkably
healthy, whicli is not always the case with forced

bulbs.

Acacias in Guernsey.— I am sending you a

spray of Acacia asparagoides in flower. It is now in

full bloom, but has had flowers on it since the begin-

ning of February in the open air. With it are some
sprays of Heath.— J. A. S.\UMAKEZ, Guernsey.

*,'* The Acacia is very beautiful. Two pretty kinds

of tall Heatli and ether flowers also came.

—

Ed.

Primula denticulata is very showy, flowering

profusely, unaS"ccted apparently by the past wet season.

The heads are large, well formed, and the flowers

bright and clean. We saw the other day a fine speci-

men of the white variety, which, we believe, is a rare

plant as yet. Large bunches of snowy white flowers in

March will certainly be an acquisition, especially if

borne in the same profusion as the purple ones are.

The Melon Pear.—Thinking a fruit of the Melon
Pear would lir of .<!oine interest to you, I enclose one

herewith. I have been getting fruit from my plants

during the last two months. Yira will readily perceive

the flavour of the Melon, and will also, I think, agree

with mo that it somewhat resembles that of the Pear.

—R. H. A^ERTEGANS.
%* The fruit has a delicate smell, hut in flavour is

simply watery rubbish. If cultivated, it ought to have

a distinct name.

—

Ed.

Primula petiolaris.—This is one of the loveliest

of the lliinaliivaii spccios we have seen for a long time,

flowered for tlie tirsttinie in cultivation, and only given

an award of merit. The large bunclies of lovely

rich pink flowers with white centre formed a picture

one does not often see. Th<> leaves are spatlmlate, the

margins being shai-ply and irregularly serrated. It is

said to he one of the most variable of the Himalayan
species. "I'he seed, we believe, was sent to this country

by Mr. Elwes.

Hyacinthus azureus.— This lovely early spring

bulb"is now at its best, and a more beautiful sight we
have rarelv seen in the border in early March The

heads are "larger than those of the Muscari, which they

very much resemble, but the individual flowers, instead

of being contracted at the mouth, are open, as seen in

the ordinary Hyacinth. The heads are bright azure

blue, tinged violet-purple as they get old, making a

charming picture. This is the first of this class of bulb

to bloom outsiile, and it is perfectly hardy.

Phalsenopsids.—These plants appearto be ex-

ceedingly well done at Hutton Park, Brentwood,

the residence of Mr. G. H. Baxter. One plant of P.

Schilleriana in particular was exceptionally beauti-

ful. It had four large and massive leaves, and bore

two spikes, which together carried 140 blossoms of

large size and beautifully coloured. The plant in

question bore out my previous assertions that very

little soil or Moss is necessary, as it was growing in

a small basket, and had quite a mass of roots on

the outside. When seen in such condition this

species is at once a lovely and marvellous object

and well deserves notice.

—

H.

Boronia heterophylla. — A batch of this

beautiful plant was in full flower the other day in

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons' Chelsea Nursery. It is

very easily grown, and is smothered with rich

purple bells, that are produced in twos, even from

the very lowest shoots. The plants do better in

the country, as the flowers frequently open very

badly in a London atmosphere ; B. tetrandra and

the graceful megastigma are also beautiful, but

heterophylla is vastly superior. It does not require

many plants in a house to make a show. A coloured

plate appeared in TuE Gaedes of November 12,

1887.

Persian Cyclamens have been very fine this

season, but there is a strong tendency to infuse a

kind of ashy grey, or what, perhaps, some would

caU a shade of purple into the flower. It is no

improvement, the flowers looking as if singed by

fire. We have a similar instance in the self Auri-

cufa. Those flowers that are of one decided

colour, or some beautiful shade, are far more showy

in the greenhouse than dusky tints as grey, or

something akin to it. The Persian Cyclamen has,

however, undergone great changes. We have now
strong sturdy flowers, of handsome shape, excellent

colours, and a robust, free-blooming plant, quali-

ties of no mean value in a florist's flower.

Amorphophallus Rivieri was shown at the

recent show of the Royal Botanic Society by

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea. It is an
interesting Aroid with a scape about a yard in

height, and a large spathe and spadix, the latter

projecting several inches. It bears a resemblance

to Arum Dracunculus, especially in the colour of

the spathe and spadix. The scape appears before

the leaves, and a few small Ferns grown in the

pot help to hide its bareness. The outside of the

spathe is blotched with green on a greyish

white ground. The decompound leaves are about

4 feet across. It is synonymous with Proteino-

phallus Rivieri. A truly giant Amorphophallus is

A. Rivieri. It is a remarkable plant, and its huge

stem a perfect study in colouring. It is the same
as Conophallus Titanum.

Olivias, or Imantophyllums as they used to be

called, are now in full flower, and it would bi! difli-

cult to find handsomer stove plants. C. miniata

used to be grown exceptionally well in the

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at Chi.swick,

and at the present time there is a great display

both in the nurseries of Mr. B. S. Williams, of Hol-

loway, and Messrs. J. A'eitcb and Sons, Chelsea.

There arc many named varieties, but it only creates

unnecessary confusion to name every kind that

shows a variation from the type. Many we see

now under varietal names are simply the tyjic well

grown, or with flowers with a little more colour in

them than usual. Two good varieties in bloom at

Chelsea are Mme. Van Houtte, which has a large

truss of bright flowers, and Excelsior, another fine

type. Mr. Williams had excellent specimens of

splendens, one ot the best of the varieties of C,
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miniata. It is not only for the huge trusses of

.flowers that the plants are invaluable, but also for

the abundance of foliage, which is as handsome as
• that of Agapanthus umbellatus.

TTseful Ericas.—There are a few Ericas of

great use for the greenhouse in the spring months,
and these are E. ventricosa coccinea minor, a

dwarf, bushy variety, with rosy flowers ; v. per-

spicua, which has tall, slender stems wreathed with
flowers ; and perspicua nana, a dwarf form, the

flowers pinkish white. E. Cavendishiana is also

very liandsome as a pot plant.

Coelogyne cristata.—A grand display of this

fine Orchid (most of the plants being of the large-

flowered section) has adorned the Orchid houses of

Mr. Crawley at Waddon House, Croydon, nearly

800 spikes of bloom being open at one time. This
Orchid is well grown by Mr. King, as the numerous
spikes of bloom upon plants in small pots amply
testify. It is a charming plant, and it is not to be
wondered that it is so highly appreciated.—G.

Impatiens Hookeri.—A large plant of this

Impatiens is in flower at Manor House, Gunners-
bury. Although its flowers are both large and rich

in colour they are less freely borne, and the plant is

also of more straggling habit than the beautiful

I. Sultani. If we had to choose between the two,
our choice would be Sultani. We believe the
floral committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
refused to certificate this now popular plant until

the fourth time it was shown before them.

Dendrobium mesochlorum. — From Mr.
Bonny, of the Hextable Nursery, Swanley, comes
flowers of a plant under this name. They do not
well accord with the description of tlie Messrs.
Veitch, as the flowers are pure white, except the
disc of the lip, which is pale green, but they possess

the pleasant fragrance of Violets peculiar to the
typical plant. The plant was originally discovered
by Thomas Lobb some forty years ago, but has not
been in cultivation until lately. It very much re-

sembles D. monilitorme (japonicum) in general ap-

pearance.

Late Clirysantheniunis.—I send you six Chry-
santhemum blooms, similar to what we are at pre-

sent cutting here. Will you kindly give me your
opinion of them? I am decidedly of opinion myself
that they are well worth a little extra care even for

spring use, when other flowers are more jjlentiful

than in the winter months. Here they are at all

times appreciated.—James Jbffbey, The Garde^is,

Cyfwrthfa Castle.

*t* Very fresh and beautiful, but scarcely wanted
now,—Ed.

Narcissus cyclamineus.—Last year I noticed
that there were two distinct strains in N. cycla-

mineus, and this season I have a dozen each of the
Portuguese and Spanish roots planted in a box, and
the difference between the two lots is very marked.
The former are much larger and stronger in growth,
besides possessing the distinct form of trumpet
noticed by Mr. Poe. One of the Spanish roots has
given me a very peculiar flower, the trumpet being
only three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter. The
Portuguese variety seems to be as hardy as the
common form, and defies frost, snow, and wind,
but my present impression is that the Spanish
form is somewhat delicate and will be useless for

outdoor purposes. Seedlings may perhaps develop
a hardier constitution. One great recommenda-
tion of the Portuguese variety is that it is quite as
early as N. minimus, which heretofore lias been our
first Daffodil to flower.— Jay Ave.

Galanthus octobrensis.— I tliink my old
friend Herr Max Leichtlin must liave somewhat
misunderstood the late Kev. Harpur Crewe's ac-
count of the way in wliich G. octol)rensis came
into his pos.se.ssion. In December, 1.^80, at my
request, Mr. Harpur Crewe wrote to Lord Walsing-
ham asking for full particulars as to the spot where
the bulb was found, and he very kindly sent me his

lordship's reply, whicli was as follows :
" I am glad

that my in-signifioant contributions to ynur garden
have by accident included something of value. It

must have been in March that I gathered the bulbs,

not in October, and in taking up things which

showed some leaves or flowers I may have taken up
several which did not. The bulbs, as far as I re-

member, came from Scrofitza and Conchi, in Al-

bania, from 40 to 60 miles north of Corfu, one day's

march inland. I cannot give e.xact localities, but

they are from the first high range of mountains

near the Albanian coast north-east of Corfu. I

fear the country is scarcely safe for botanists any
longer. I will try to get more if possible." (De-

cember 30, 1880.) Besides this, we have record of

another autumnal Snowdrop found on Mount
Taygetos by Orphanides (G. Olga; Regina?), which

is, unfortunately, lost, and yet another found on

Mount Hymettus by Dr. Mahaffy, of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin. Through the kindness of a friend I

am the fortunate possessor of a root of this. In

the first and last cases only single bulbs were found,

and these quite by accident. I do not know
whether it was the same with G. Reginre Olga;.

Whether these three findings belong to the same
variety or not I cannot say. One thing is pretty

evident, and that is that in the mountains of Greece

and the neighbouring countries there are to be

found early flowering Snowdrops. G. corcyrensis,

flowering in December, comes from Corfu. All

these autumnal Galanthi seem to be somewhat
delicate in constitution.—James Allen, Park
House, S/iej)to}i Mallet.

Solanum jasminoides.—In The Gaeden,
March 16 (p 23.')), "J. C. C." writes on the thriving

and flourishing character of this beautiful climber

in Devon, and he says that it is not very particular

about soil, if only the climate be suflSciently warm.
He, and probably others, may be interested to learn

that on the old walls at Kew, some years ago, there

were two splendid examples, which did as well as

any in Devon or elsewhere. They were killed one

severe winter, but were of good size and full de-

velopment when I first knew them, and they must

have passed a number of winters with the moderate

protection that was afforded them. It is thus clear

that it does thrive near London, and is well worth

planting. A mat over the top, with some ashes

over the roots, will carry it safely through all but

the most severe winters.—R. Irwin Lynch.

Iris stylosa alba is a most charming plant,

and a great rarity in the open air at this time of

year. The flowers are as large as those of the type,

pure white, with a small yellow blotch on the fall,

and were it not for their fugacious nature would
doubtless be in request as subjects for cut flowers.

There seems to be something antagonistic in the

London climate to this species, as one rarely sees

eitlier the type or variety flowering as they do else-

where. It is a really desirable hardy plant, and
should be tried in every conceivable way until

success 1)6 obtained. We have seen it in several

gardens in a south aspect growing very well, and
although flowers were rather scarce, the luxuriance

of foliage in a measure compensated for this.

Iris Bosenbacbiana.—This appears to be ex-

tremely variable, and in the hands of one of our

florists may turn out as charming a plant as the old

favourite I. reticulata. The variety with the dark

lilac falls and the bright purple blotch was the most
admired ; while the other was of a very pale washy
lilac, ami not by any means beautiful. I. reticulata

varieties are about played out, if we are to look in

future for descendants from that dingy, ugly variety

called purpurea shown at the Drill Hall last

Tuesday. It is a pity that such a form should be

allowed to exist, especially when we have such

beautiful kinds as Krelagei, cyanea, sophonensis,

&c., all emitting the fragrance of Violets, and
charming as cool greenhouse or out-of-door bulbs.

—D.

A climbing' Bamboo (Chusquoa abietifolia).

—Healthy exaMii>lcs of this interesting plant arc in

the Kew collection, having been introduced from

Jamaica, where it is confined to the mountains,

climbing the loftiest trees, upon whicli its penilu-

lous branches form feathery masses of great beauty.

The .stems are very thin, wiry, much-branched; tlie

branchlcts clustered, from 4 inches to 8 inches long,

drooping, and clothed with small pale-green leaves,

scarcely an inch long and about one-twelfth of an
inch wide. The grace and elegance of the branches

are certain to win favour for this species as an
appropriate plant for covering pillars, &c., in large

conservatories. It will thrive in an ordinary green-

house almost as well as in a stove. Its only draw-

back is, that like many of the Bamboo family, it

dies after flowering ; still, as this does not occur

until the plant is many years old, this character

has not much significance. A plant of it flowered

at Kew in 1884 ; the flowers are very small, in

racemes, yellowish, with purple bracts.

National Chrysanthemum Society.— On
Monday evening last a meeting of the general

committee of this society was held at Anderton's

Hotel, Fleet Street, under the presidency of Mr. R.

Ballantine. After the usual opening formalities,

the hon. sec. announced that Sir Louis Pelly had
consented to act as a vice-president of the society.

It having been arranged that special prominence
be given to exhibits of horticultural sundries, and
that a certain number of the society's medals be
granted to meritorious articles coming under that

head, Mr. Herbst was elected judge for the purpose.

With regard to the suggested co-operation of the

National Chrysanthemum Society with the Royal
Horticultural Society on the occasion of the con-

ference at Chiswick in November next, a letter was
read from Mr. Veitch expressing regret at the de-

cision arrived at by the National Chrysanthemum
Society not to entertain the proposal. Mr. Holmes
informed the meeting that a conference would be

held at the society's provincial show at Hull. A
few new members having been elected, applications

were then received from the Derby Chrysanthemum
Association and the Green Street District Cottage

Gardeners' Association for affiliation, both of whicli

were acceded to. The schedule sub-committee .sub-

mitted their report to the meeting, which, after

much discussion on several points, was passed.

The Hull schedule, which will be incorporated in

that of the National Chrysanthemum Society, was
also laid before the members. Resolutions were

passed as to conferences to be held at the society's

exhibitions in September and January next. The
question of issuing a supplement to the official

catalogue, thus bringing that work up to date, was
considered, but as some little difference of opinion

existed, the hon. sec. moved that the matter be

left to the discretion of the catalogue committee.

With regard to the proposed centenary show and
conference to be held in 1890 by the National

Chrysanthemum Society, the hon. sec. proposed

that a sub-committee be elected to arrange a

scheme and submit the same to the next general

committee meeting. Mr. Holmes was requested to

make the necessary arrangements for the annual

summer outing of the members. A vote of thanks

was accorded to Mr. Owen for a pretty collection

of Primulas, and also to Mr. Kipling for an ex-

cellent display of late-flowering Chrysanthemums,

which were clean, bright, and very attractive

Destroying 'WOOdlice.—In nnsnor to "A Sub-
scriber" (Garden, March !», p. 22!)), I have used

phosphorus paste ^vitll the prcatost success for dostroy-

iiiR wooJlicc. I have ii small pit, which was built for

the iiuri)oso of supplying Cucunihors Jiirinp; the winter,

hut they completely failed this sca.'iou owinc; to the.w

pi'sts. After trying every means 1 could think or read

of, I tried the plioaplinrns past<? a few times, siirtMid in

hoUowed.out pii>ces of Potato, and have cxteriuiuatoJ

the woodlice.—W. (J.

Earwigs in garden.—My small garden in Liver-

pool was lu.st year entirely ruined by earwigs, which
literally ate up everything. I destroyed them as much
as I coiild, hut tincl "tliis spring, on digging it over, that

tlie soil is perfectly swarming with their young. Can
yon tell me what to do to get rid of them 'i' It is

jierfectly hopeless endeavouring to have any flowers

whore tjieae pests exist in siieli numbers. It has been
suggested to me that diluted paratlin, if poured over

the ground with a ro.se, would kill tliem; but it seems
tliat in any event this would take an immense amount
of i)arnftiTi,and also only kill those on tlie very surface.

( In digging they are to he found at a depth of up to a

foot hi'low the "surface. 1 have very few perennials,

—

lioKPEK.
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Trees and Shrubs.

THE ASH.
(feaxint's excelsior.)

Whether as regards its form or the emerald
green of its ample foliage, the common Ash can
well hold its own with any other of our forest

trees ; indeed, when all its merits are justly

weighed, I question much whether any other,

excepting perhaps the Oak, is of greater value.

It is a tree of very rapid growth, one that

succeeds on a great diversity of soils and at

varying elevations, a valuable timber-producer,

and when suitably placed imparts during the

summer a richness and beauty to the sylvan
scene such as no other tree can if we except the

Walnut and one or two others. Usually the

Ash attains to giant proportions, specimens of

fully 20 feet in girth and coutaining upwards of

200 feet of timber being not at all uncommon.
The accompanying illustration shows well the

huge size to which this tree attains, and like-

wise clearly points out the spreading nature of

the massive limbs, the well-rounded, slightly

fluted trunk, and gracefully pendent branches.

It is growing on the Herenden Hall estate,

Tenterden, and is certainly a conspicuous and
noble object, the well-rounded stem girthing at

the smallest part exactly 18 feet, while the

branches cover a spread of 105 feet in diameter.

Many other trees of equal and a few of larger

dimensions might be pointed out, notably one
that was felled at Aber, not far from the old

castle, which was once the residence of Prince
Llewellyn. This ti-ee girthed at 3 feet and 5

feet, 10 feet inches and 15 feet 5 inches, and its

stem contained a little over 200 feet of timber.

Contrary to what is usually expected in the
Ash, the stem of this line tree was clean and
straight, while the head at a considerable dis-

tance from the ground ramified to a great ex-

tent, although destitute of what might be de-

scribed as heavy or unwieldy limbs. Another
Ash on the same property as the former (Pen-
rhyn Castle) is 20 feet in girth at 3 feet up, but
the stem is short, and at no great distance from
the ground is divided into several large limbs,

thiis forming a head of unusual size and singular

beauty. In Scotland, at Darnaway Castle, there

was until lately a specimen whose dimensions
almost equalled that of the one here figured.

If we except the Oak, perhaps no other of our
British forest trees attains to so large propor-

tions as the Ash, while for the value of the

timber it produces it is certainly second to

none.

Amongst forms of the Ash that are well worth
looking after I would mention angustifolia, with
very narrow leaves, which give to well-developed
specimens a very distinct and pleasing appear-

ance. F. heterophylla laciniata has the leaves

beautifully cut up and is a most interesting and
desirable variety ; while in F. heterophylla varie-

gata the major portion of the leaflets are united
so as to form one large leaf. Who does not know
the Weeping Ash (F. excelsior pendula) / When
suitably placed it is an object of general admi-
ration, but how often do we find this the case t

There is a curious, though not very ornamental
form called cristata, with fasciated or Cocks-
comb-like branches ; but it does not usually
attain to large proportions, although a tree near
Saltburn, in Yorkshire, is of goodly size, and
seems to attract considerable attention. Then
there are golden and irregularly variegated
forms, some of which, particularly luteo and
aureo-variegata, can ill be spared from our list

of handsome specimen trees.

Invariably amongst giants we find dwarfs,
and such is the case with the Ash, to wit. that

curiously depauperate shrub dimorpha, and the

prettier, but equally low-growing weeping form
of F. lentiscifolia that has been sent to us from
Asia Minor. A. D. Webster.

Abies numidica.—This Algerian form of the

Silver Fir will succeed in a light gravelly soil better

than most of its class, and it does not start into

growth till all danger from spring frosts is over.

It is a bold, free-growing species, generally pushing

up a vigorous leader, and when allowed space for

its full development, it usually forms a broadish

pyramid of rather a dense character. The leaves

are about an inch long and of a rich deep green

varying charm of light and shade which add much
to the beauty of gardens generally. A group of

Lawson's Cypress, judiciously placed, is one of the

prettiest features to be found iu a garden; but

when we see them and a few others only slightly

different in habit scattered over the lawn, fringing

the walks and roads, and dwarf forms filling huge

beds, the result is a poor one. The collection may
be interesting and comprehensive, but to furnish a

garden with this class of tree only shows a disre-

giird for natural beauty. A careful use of such

trees as these near the house improves the winter

aspect, and seems to add warmth and shelter to the

garden; but to use them exclusively, paying no re-

gard to summer leafing trees, is to deprive our gar-

An old Ash tree on the Herenden Hall Estate, Tenterden. Reproduced for The Garden from a photograph

by F. Skinner, Tenterden.

colour. Though, as above noted, it will succeed in

a gravelly soil better than most of its class, a good

well-drained loam is, of course, more conducive to

success in its culture. The tree, said to reach a

height of 45 feet to 60 feet, w.is first intro-

duced into France in 1SG4, but it is not much culti-

vated in this country. It is also known under the

name of Abies baborensis.—H. P.

Conifers misused.—Among the Conifers arc

some striking and beautiful trees, but their use in

the adornment of the garden and pleasure gnmnds
needs some careful consideration. There are pl.ices

quite overdone with trees of this kind. All the

grounds are dark and sombre, and have none of the

dens of one of their greatest charms—the changes

of the seasons, as seen in the budding and falling

of the leaves. I recall to mind a nice house in a

pretty country where Oak woods abound, and the

landscape is beautiful. The drive leading to the

house is between an avenue of Wellingtonias whose

branches interlace. The trees .are unchanging the

whole year through. Beyond tlie drive the grounds

are studded witli groujis and specimens of other

Conifers, which, whilst themselves monotonous,

conceal the true beauty. Such a mistake as this

arises simply from want of consideration as to after

elTect. Another way in whieli Ccmifers are fre-

ijuently misused is to dot them .along the roads or

walks fringing the natural woods. In such posi-
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tions the efEect cannot be otherwise but bad. They
impart a foreign aspect which belongs more to

the mountains than to our richly wooded plains.

Where Oaks and Elms abound, there can be no ob-

jection to grouping near by some of the best new or

improved kinds of Conifers now to be had. To put
Wellingtonias in such a position is a sure way to

spoil natural beauty. Meadows and parks are also

disfigured by the unwise dotting about of Conifers.

The marked contrast between their dense spiral

habit and the free branching forms of native trees

is too great. The whole system of dotting trees in

pastures is wrong, but the bad results arising from
it increase with the use of coniferous trees.— The
Field.

Psych.otria jasminiflora.—This is a beauti-

ful flowering shrub that blooms during the winter
and early spring months, but it is quite a rare plant

in gardens, doubtless owing to the fact that it is

more particular in its requirements than many other
stove plants. It forms a neat-growing evergreen
bush, while the flowers, which are borne in clusters,

greatly resemble those of a very pure white-flowered
Bouvardia. The plant blooms very freely, and lasts

in beauty for a considerable time. It is also known
under the name of Glonera jasminiflora. The most
successful way of inducing it to flower is to encou-
rage the plant to grow freely during the season,

then after that allow it to rest a little.

—

T.

Scarlet-berried Elder (Sambucus racemosus).
—This differs from our common Elder (Sambucus
nigra), especially in the colour of the berries, which
instead of the purplish black colour of our British

species are scarlet, and consequently make a goodly
show when a specimen is laden with them, as may
be seen throughout a considerable district of the
Alps, of which it is a native. In this country it

rarely produces its fruit in quantity. Conditions
most favourable to fruiting are a cool, rather moist
soil and a sunny position, as where the soil is

at all dry and sandy, berries may be sought for

in vain. In general appearance it resembles the
common Elder, differing, however, besides its ber-

ries in the flowers being borne in a more racemose
manner, in the bark being smoother, and the leaflets

more serrated. There is a variety of this (lacini-

ata) in which the leaflets are quite jagged.—H. P.

Buffleh.orn-wood (Barchellia capensis).—This
South African shrub is by no means a novelty ; in-

deed it was at one time more cultivated than it is

at the present day, when it is but rarely met with,
though its merits as a flowering shrub are superior

to many subjects for which a place is found in

most gardens. Its general habit is that of a freely

branching bush, clothed with oblong leathery leaves

of a dark green hue. The flowers, which are borne
in clusters on the ends of the branches, are about
an inch long, urn-shaped, and bright scarlet in

colour. They are fleshy in texture, reminding one
to a- certain extent of those of some of the Vacci-
niums. It is a plant of easy culture, succeeding
well in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and sand,
but it is by no means a vigorous rooting subject.

The cool end of the stove or the temperature of an
intermediate house will suit it perfectly, and it

flowers best when encouraged to grow freely, and
then induced to rest somewhat when the growth is

maturing.—H. P.

The Larch as a lawn tree.—Taking the
whole season tlirough, I doubt if there is a more
interesting or beautiful tree in the whole family of

those which bear cones. It is not evergreen, other-
wise we should lose one of its greatest charms. Few
trees are so beautiful as this when budding, and the
f/esh grecm leaves are quickly followed by numerous
rosy red cones, which kust in beauty for some time.

. The graceful form, liowever, is the greatest recom-
mendation of this tree. The stem shoots up straight
and clear, and tlie branches grow out horizontally
and slightly depend. Although a wood of Larch is

beautiful, a single well-developed tree is much
more so. A grove of noble specimens somewhere
near the pleasure grounds would be a most delight-
ful feature. It is tlie fate of the most usefid fruit- ._

bearing or timber trees to be overlooked when
planting for ornament alone is under consideration

;

but because the Larch grows into a marketable

tree, or the Apple produces a crop of most useful
fruits, that is no reason why each should not have
due attention as ornamental trees in the truest
sense. There are two distinct kinds of Larch,
known respectively as the common and the Tyrolese.
The Tyrolese is claimed to be hardier, but it is

certainly more graceful, as all the twigs bang from
the under side of the branches, appearing in a full-

grown tree as a tangled cluster a yard in length,
suspended in the air. When the Larch is bare in

winter, those who love beauty of form will find in
this tree something to study, and the pretty colour
of the wood is then most noticeable.

—

Field.

THE LARGER COTONEASTERS.
Nearly all the Cotoneasters are natives of the
Himalayan region, and while the low-growing
C. microphylla and its numerous forms are
strictly evergreen, the larger species are either
deciduous or under very favourable conditions
sub-evergreen. The most ornamental of the
whole are undoubtedly the two allied kinds, C.

frigida and C. affinis, whose large cluster.? of

bright-coloured fruits form such a conspicuous
feature during the winter. None of them are
at all fastidious as to soil or situation ; in fact,

they will thrive in sandy spots better than many
other shrubs, and will also grow well in soil

largely composed of clay. Thougli some of

them attain the dimensions of a medium-sized
tree they are seldom confined to a single stem,
and the habit of the plant is therefore that of a
large slirub rather than a tree. The principal

larger- growing Cotoneasters are C. frigida,

wliich forms a vigorous growing, much-branched
specimen, reaching a height of about 20 feet.

The habit of the plant is rather loose and open,
while the smaller branches are pushed out nearly
at right angles with the stem, tluis forming two
marked points of difference between it and C.

affinis, with which it is often confounded.
There is a considerable variation in the shape of

the leaves, but those of C. frigida are generally
smaller than those of the other, and conse-
quently more numerous. Its most showy stage
is when laden with fruit, but still its flowers are
not withont merit, for about the early part of

May when laden with panicles of small white
blossoms it is certainly very ornamental. The
flowers are succeeded by berries which ripen in

the autumn, and when in this state they are of

a bright crimson colour. Sometimes the birds
quickly rob this of its berries. According to

Loudon, this Cotoneaster was introduced in
1824. C. affiiiis is so called from its affinity to
the last-named, but it forms altogether a more
sturdy specimen, with fewer branches, and is

more tree-like in habit. The leaves are also

larger, but the flowers and fruit are much the
same as in C. frigida. As in the last, the birds
sometimes take a great fancy to its berries ; in-

deed it has been recommended for extensive
planting in game preserves, pheasants, it is sup-
posed, being fond of its fruits. C. acuminata
is very ditlereut from either of the preceding,
being more like an enlarged form of the well-

known C. Simonsi, and, as in that kind, the
berries are of a bright orange-red colour. This
species assumes the character of a stifle, upright
growing shrub, which readies a height of

about a dozen feet. The leaves are, as its

name implies, sharp-pointed. This s(>ecies re-

tains its foliage till late in the year, but it

becomes then totally deciduous. C. bacillaris

has berries dull in colour compared with those
of any of the preceding. This sjiecies ia w
bold, free-growing kiml, generally pushing up
several slems from the base, which .at first have
a somewhat erect teiulency, but after a time the
upper part of the i)lant assumes an open cliarao-

ter. The flowers of this kind are of a whitish

hue, and though individually by no means
showy, they are borne in such profusion that
the whole specimen appears to be a mas3 of
blossom. It is just as free, too, in the produc-
tion of berries, which are rather small and
brown in colour, but the whole tree is frequently
so densely laden with them, as at a little dis-

tance to appear entii-ely of a brown hue. The
leaves are ovate in shape, while those of C. num-
nmlaria are almost round. The merits of this

last as a flowering or fruiting specimen do not
rank high, for the blooms are not large, nor par-
ticularly numerous, while the berries arewhen ripe
almost black. This species forms a large bush
of an open spreading habit of growth, the long
slender arching twigs being, when clothed with
foliage, very light and frond-like in appearance,
as the leaves, Which are from 1 inch to IJ inches
in diameter, are alternately arranged on either
sides of the stem at regular distances from each
otlier. It is easily distinguished from all the
others by its more spreading habit and smaller
almost round leaves. A part of the foliage of

this is retained occasionally throughout the
winter. While this completes the Mst of large-

growing Cotoneasters, the small evergreen onej
form a very interesting and highly ornamental
class. They consist of C. buxifolia, C. micro-
phylla, C. rotundifolia, with C. thymifolia and
its variety congesta, as well as other less clearly

defined forms. The European C. vulgaris is

not often seen ; indeed it is less desirable than
any of tlie preceding. T.

The red-leaved Peach.—Within the last few
years Prunus Pissardi has monopolised nearly all

the attention bestowed upon purple-leaved shrubs,
and very beautiful it is, but the season when its

distinctive features are most strongly marked is

towards the end of the summer, as the leaves when
first expanded are by no means purple. On the
other hand, the Peach is seen at its best when the
leaves are young. The Peach is a free, vigorous
grower, and on the strong bold shoots the leaves

are richer in colour than on the weaker ones. This
particular variety originated in America, where it

is said to have been found wild on, or near the
battlefleld of Fort Donelson, in Kentucky. It is

propagated either by means of budding or from
cuttings, this last being the best, though the other
is usually practised.—T.

Lilac Charles X.—The list of Lilacs offered in

difllerent catalogues is a long one, but this old
variety is still one of the best, either for forcing
into bloom or for growing as a garden shrub. When
forced early in the season the blooms are pure
white, but out of doors it is among the darkest
tinted varieties, and is remarkable for the dense
massive appearance of its clusters of blossoms. It

is largely grown for supplying neat little plants for

forcing, as dwarf bushes not more than 2 feet high
will flower freely. To obtain these dwarf plants

they may be potted and plunged outside during the
summer, or if planted in the open ground (which
is far less trouble), a sunny spot must be chosen for

the purpose and plenty of room allowed between
the plants, otherwise they will grow up tall. In the
shrubbery border, Charles X. is as vigorous as any
of the Lilacs.— II. P.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Rhododendron Nobleanum.—The one grout
ilruwlsick tu lliisi oarly-HowiTiiiK KluHlodendnm out of

doors JH that it in si) lial)le to bo out off by frost. A
luiyo buwh of it in our iiardon was oovv'rod with flowers

duriii); tlio last wook in .lunuary. 'i'Iu> flowors wore
!i8 frosli and good ns it oj>t'ii('d in May, luit tlio sovore
woatluT in flio oarly part of Fobniary di'stroyi'il ovory
flower, and al«o a few unoponod buds. The safest way
with small plants is to pot them aiul.put tliem uuder
oovor.—K. U. L.

Leptospermum scoparium.—The Leptosper-
mums are members of the great Australian Myrtle
family, to which the Gum trees (Eucalyptus) also
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belong. A coloured plate of Leptospermum lani-

genim was given in The Gaeden, January 8, 18S1,

and between this kind and the species under notice

there exists a general resemblance, both being of a
much-branched, twiggy habit of growth, and both
bear their small white flowers in the greatest pro-

fusion. L. scoparium is also known as Captain
Cook's Tea plant, the leaves of this being sometimes
used for making tea. It flowers very freely even in

the shape of small bushes, and forms a very pretty

object in the greenhouse just now. It is, however,
along our southern and western coasts that the

Leptospermums are seen to the greatest advantage,
as being there quite hardy they form large bashes.

—T.

Pyrus Malus floribunda.—This is a shrub
that bears forcing well, for when thus treated the
shoots are simply long wreaths of blossoms, which
when fully expanded are almost white, but coral-

tinted when in the bud. It is very distinct from most
subjects employed for greenhouse or conservatory
decoration, and retains its beauty a considerable

time if gently forced. It is, however, as a hardy
shrub that it is seen at its best, for where room is

allowed for its full development this Pyrus forms a
most beautiful and graceful specimen, the smaller

branches having all a drooping tendency. In the

open ground the flowers, both when expanded and
in the bud state, are very much deeper in colour

than in the case of specimens flowered under
glass. This Pyrus can be increased by cuttings of

the roots, but, besides this, it is readily propagated
by cuttings of the ripened shoots put firmly into

the open ground during the autumn or early winter
months.—T.

Chrysanthemums.
B. MOLYNEDX.

NOTES ON CULTrRE.
PoilPON, Anemone Pompon, and single varie-

ties, the cuttings of which were inserted singly

at the end of January or early in February,
will now be rooted and ready for potting off.

Let the operation be performed as carefully as

possible. The object in not disturbing the cut-

tings more than is absolutely necessary is to en-

courage a quick, Ijut firm growth at this time of

the year. It is not wise to repot the plants

into larger pots than need be. Those whicli

will accommodate the roots comfortably are the

best, for the reason that were a larger size

used, the soil would not be entirely tilled with
roots. It often liappens at this time of the

year that cuttings of the ki]ids named are struck

in vineries which have just been started. In
this position tlie cuttings obtain some warmth,
and consequently grow more quicklj-. After
the plants are potted they should be returned
to the same position as previously held, giving

them as m\ich light as possible, but on no
account should they be allowed to remain in

heat longer than is requisite for the formation
of new roots. After this the plants must have
cooler quarters, which will prevent tlieir be-

coming drawn up weakly and otherwise crippled.

Plants like those in question need more care

when removed to frames or cool houses from heat
than do those which have been growing under
cool treatment aU through their existence, as

j

they are more liable to receive checks which
i

would render the growtli of a stunted charac-

ter ; therefore avoid draughts of cold air blow-
ing over the plants. When the plants have
grown 4 inches or 5 inches high, which may be
before they were placed in single pots or after-

wards, is the time to determine the method
they shall be grown under, whether it be for

the production of large individual blooms or for

the quantity each plant shall develop. It is

only in the case of being required for exhi-

bition that the first-named method should
be adopted. Certainly the two objects are

widely different. Even with Pompons and
single varieties it is useless to expect to compete
with blooms which have been procured from
plants grown with the object of supplying cut
blooms in quantity against those which are had
from plants specially grown for exhibition.

Cultivators have the remedy in their own hands,
viz. , either to grow tlie plants with a full inten-

tion of being successful or give up the idea iif

exhibiting. WTiere jilants for exhibition are in-

tended, two plants of each variety will be ample
to provide blooms sufficient for the largest re-

quirements in that direction, especially where a
goodly number of sorts are cultivated. These
plants should be grown on without stopping,
restricting them to the single stem which they
had as cuttings until the plants break iuto ad-
ditional growth, which they do when forming
their first flower-bud. It is at that stage when
the number of blooms each plant is intended to

carry must be determined, because then the
energy of the plant should be restricted to the
number of shoots retained. It is proposed to

treat the whole three sections in the same man-
ner, as the same details of culture are applicable
to one and all. The most useful way to culti-

vate these sections of Chrysanthemums is as

bushes, keeping them as dwarf as possible, as in

this manner they are so much more useful for

conservatory decoration. The plants for this

purpose should be stopped by pinching out the
point of each at the height previously named.
When the shoots have grown another 4 inches
long, they should be again topped to produce
more growths if large plants are wished for.

Tlie flowers of single varieties are increasing in

favour, so useful are they in a cut state for

fiOing vases. For producing late flowers the
single-flowered varieties are especially valuable,

as the plants throw out side growths very freely

after the blooms from the points have been cut.

At the end of January I saw neat blooms of

Mrs. Langtrj', one of the best of the single

varieties. At that late date the blooms were,

of course, highly prized.

In the northern counties of England these
sections of Chrysanthemums are not nearly so

much cultivated as they are about the metro-
polis and the more southern parts, the attention

of the cultivators being more centred upon
the incurved and Japanese sections. We have
just completed the potting of the rooted plants

which were struck in cold frames. Owing to

the weakly cuttings of some sorts and the ab-

sence of sun since their insertion, roots have
been but slowly made, the foliage, too, for the
same reason being pale in colour. The plants

have been returned to the cold frame, which
will be kept rather close for a time until the
roots liave taken possession of tlie new soil.

Cuttings of Sieur Melanie may now be put
in. These, if flowered in 7-inch pots, form a
capital edging to groups of the larger kinds, or

for the production of suitable plants for room
decoration. Indeed, in any form this variety

is appreciated. With nothing but t>rdinary

treatment, the foliage is at all times good, while

the flowers are of the purest white, rendering it

one of the most useful varieties for decoration

that we have.

In some parts the early-flowering varieties,

such as Mnie. Desgrange and its yellow sport

(G. Wermig), nanum, Mignon, Mme. Jolivart,

ic, are much appreciated for bedding, either

by themselves or mixing with other plants, such
as Lobelia cardinalis or Aster Amellus bessara-

bicus. With both these jilants the fii'st-namod

Chrysanthemum gives a capital eft'ect. Now is

a good time to insert cuttings for the purpose
named. It is necessary, even in this case, to

grow the plants well before planting them out.

Stout cuttings should be inserted in sandy soil

three or four together for convenience, placing
the pots under handlights in a cool house,
or in a partly spent hotbed will do. Directly
they are well rooted, pot them off singly, re-

turning them to the frame to obtain a stout

growth, and when 4 inches high top them to in-

duce strong bushy plants available for planting

out in May.

In some places beds are entirely occupied
with these early types of Chrysanthemums year
after year. To produce yearly a good effect the
plants need some support, which is best given
by annual replanting. Now is a good time to

set about this work. Commence by taking up
the old roots, removing nearly all the soil from
them and trenching the bed to a depth of 2 feet,

adtling plenty of spent Mushroom lied manure
as the work goes on. If the plants show any
signs of weakness in the centre they had better

be divided before being replanted. A thin

mulching of manure may be laid on the bed with
advantage.

Manures for Chrysanthemums.— I notice

that Mr. Molyneux, in a paper on "Manures for

Chrysanthemums," published in The Gaeden for

Feb. 25, recommends that Standen's manure should
be used at the rate of 1 lb. to 1 bushel of soil.

Surely this must be a misprint for 1 oz., and even
then the dose would be excessive. A concentrated
artificial manure, to produce the best results, is

never applied to land by agriculturists who have
bad the greatest experience in the use of such ma-
nures in larger proportions than 10 cwts. to the

acre, and such a large dose is rarely given. Assum-
ing a bushel of soil to be equal to a square foot of

surface, 1 lb. per foot would represent more than
19 tons to the acre. We must suppose, from its

high price, that Standen's manure is as concen-
trated as any manure used by agriculturists; there-

tore the application of a dressing more than
thirty-eight times the strength of that which
experience has shown to produce the best results

must, considering the energetic action of artificial

manures, be destructive to .^n}- jjlant to which it

was applied. Then as to the economy of the use

of Standen's manures in such proportions, consider-

ing the retail price is 42s. per cwt., but assuming
it would be sold for much less per ton, say £30,
then a dressing of 10 tons to the acre would cost

£570.

—

Edmund Tonks, PaoJiivood.

*f* We submitted the above to Mr. Molyneux,
and in answer to it he says that there is no misprint

;

and he .also informs us that the blooms of Chrysan-

themum E. Molyneux, shown by him at the

Aquarium, were grown in the mixture in which
1 lb. of Standen's manure to 1 bushel of soil was
used.

—

Ed.

Chrysanthemum sports.—The subject of

Chrysanthemums sporting must always be an in-

teresting one, and as the variety Ralph Brocklebank
(noted m The G-^^kden, pp. 128-1G7) originated

here, a word or two from me will, I trust, be per-

mitted. The plant of Meg Merrilies on which it

showed was one of three. It was allowed to carry

three blooms—two were of the normal colour and
one yellow. This was in the blooming season of

1885. I propagated aU the cuttings 1 could get

both from the sported branch and from the others,

as well as from the base, but w.as careful to label

each one, as I was anxious to see whether any other

part of the plant was affected. When the flowering

season of issd came round, I found that all the

cuttings taken from the sported stem produced

yellow flowers, while all from the other parts were

of exactly the same colour as those of Meg Jlerrilies.

When taking the cuttings from the old plant, I

took care to leave some breaks on all the three

branches, as well as some on the single stem (for I

may s,ay that the three branches sprung from a

single stem about 2 feet from the pot). I kept the

plant two years longer—that is, until it had flowered

in 1S87, but as the sported branch was the only
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part affected, and as the old tree-like stems were
getting weak and feeble, I discarded it. Mr. Kipling
wishes to know (Gaeden, Feb. 23, p. ICSl) whether
the variety Ralph Brocklebank has .sported again.
I am glad to tell him it did'so in 1887, this time to
a bright golden yellow, which I have named Mr.s.

B. Edwards, and which I hope to distribute next
season. It was not on the old plant of which I

have written that the sport appeared, but on one
of about twenty plants, which were growing in

t)-inch and 7-inch pots, each jjlant being only
allowed to carry one flower. A.s all were propa-
gated from our own stock of Ralph Brocklebank, I

cannot say whether it was a root cutting or one
from a stem. If from a stem, it must have been
from one which did not flower in 1SS6, or I should
have noticed the flower, as I quite expected that
sooner or later the primrose-yellow bloom would
develop into a golden colour, Mr. Bunn and Golden
George Glenny being examples of deeper develop-
ments of colour from Golden Beverley and Mr. G.
Glenny respectively. With respect to flowers re-

verting to their original colour, 1 may say that not
a single instance has come under my notice of
Ralph Brocklebank doing so, and up to date the
same remark applies to its new departure, Mrs.
Bevan Edwards.

—

Tho.mas Winkwoeth, ChUdtcall
Hall, Liverpool.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

THE PLUM AS A POT PLANT.
When well grown and carefully finished,

that is, with perfect bloom, the Plum, like

the Cherry, forms a much appreciated addi-

tion to the dessert. Like its companion—for

fruit forcers generally run the two together—it

requires very little forcing ; indeed, as compared
with Grapes and Figs, it succeeds best where
incessant attention is devoted to preventing it

from becoming too warm. Early in flower, even
in the open air, all that is needed in the Plum
liouse is a temperature ranging a few degi'ees

above freezing as a minimum and temperate,
60'^ as a maximum from the time the trees are

introduced until the fruit is stoned. The owner
of every orchard house for the last thirty or

forty years has cultivated pot Plums most suc-

cessfully, and a few gardeners have forced them
;

but, barring these two classes of fruit growers,

hardly anyone has thouglit of introducing these

cheap fertile trees which only recjuire shelter

from extremes of lieat and cold, and accommo-
date themselves to any light, airy glass struc-

ture, always provided they are allowed to breathe
freely. For planting out in corridors and
lobbies, wherever a cubic foot of earth can be
given to them. Plums are deliciously fragrant,

ornamental, and useful ; for greenhouse or
conservatory decoration, as dwarf bushes or
pyramids, but more especially as standards
established in pots and tubs for filling space

first with bloom, then with fruit, they are equal
to Deutzias and other deciduous shrubs now
forced by the thousand ; and last, but not least

important, for supplying the dessert-table with
delicious bags of juice known as fJolden Drops
when otlier stone fruits have passed away. The
grand Engli.sh seedling which has immortalised
the name of Coe should be gi'owu by the
houseful. This and Goes Late Ked, which is

not HO good, Rivers' Late, a good Plum, and
Ickwortli Inijiuratrice require a summer above
the average to give tliem the true finish on open
w;i11h, but established in jjots, tubs, or narrow
borders in well-ventilated glass liouses they
fruit profusely and furnish perfect sweetmeats.
These, aided by 21 uy.. glass, do not really

require fire-heat, as they have the whole of

the summer in wliich to perform tlieir work
;

but there are two periods over which the grower

should have command of dry hot-water pipes,
not necessarily to raise the temperature, but to
prevent an accumulation of stagnant moisture.
The first of tliese is the flowering stage, naturally
early, when raw fogs and morning frost.s pre-
vail and the low temperature condenses moisture
on the thin petals of the flowers, and, unchecked
by gentle fire heat, reduces the pollen to a
pasty mass quite unfit for the performance of its

delicate office. A spell of bright, genial weather
during the time the trees are in flower renders
fire heat a superfluity, but north of London the
flow and return pipe attached to a small boiler
should be provided for use when absolutely ne-
cessary. When this fertilising period is bridged
over ordinary solar heat will carry the fruit on
to maturity. Then, like late Grapes, the Plums
will require a modicum of dry fire heat, not
always, but under certain climatal conditions
from the beginning of September until the end
of their season.

Selection.—In the selection of trees for forc-

ing early or coming in late, none but the very
best sorts should be chosen, such, for instance,
as theGages, .Jefterson, Kirke's, Huling'sSuperb,
Denniston's Superb, and the October varieties

mentioned above. Trees established in pots can
be bought ready for fruiting, or root-pruned
pyramids, bushes, and standards studded with
blossom-buds may be selected, potted at home,
and plunged the first year in the open ground
or a cold house, where most likely they will set

plenty of fruit the first season. Duplicates of

these to any extent may bo grown, but those
who would establish a Plum house divided into
early and late sections might safely select the
following score of dessert sorts for following
each other in their order of ripening. ] , Early
Green Gage ; 2, July Green Gage ; 3, Eivers'
Early Prolific, or Early Apricot ; 4, De Mont-
fort ; 5, Oullin's Golden Gage ; 6, Denniston's
Superb ; 7, Mommelonne ; 8, Old Green Gage

;

9, Huling's Superb ; 10, McLaughlin's ; 11,
Transjiarent Gage ; 12, Jefferson ; 13, Kirke's

;

14, Angelina Burdett ; 15, Washington ; 16,
Coe's Golden Drop ; 17, Coe's Late Red ; 18,
Reine Claude de Bavay ; 19, Ickworth Impera-
trice ; 20, Late Rivers.

Culture.—A good start being important, the
trees and pots should be well washed, the first

with soap and warm water, before they are in-

troduced. Each pot, placed upon two bricks on
the raised centre bed or floor, must tlien be well
top-dressed with rich compost and properly
watered with pure tepid water from the internal

tank. The earliest trees in the forcing section

must be kept at 45° on cold nights, oO^ when
mild, and 50° to (>5^ by day, with gentle warmth
on the pipes and a free circulation of air. Under
tliese temperatures, aided by steady syringing
with warm water, the flower-buds will swell

very fast, and when they begin to show the
colour of their petals, the time will have arrived
for fumigation to ensure free<lom from aphis
until after the fruit is set. When in full flower

the trees will present a most charming sight,

but fruit after the fragrant bloom being the
object, tliey nmst bo fertilised in the usual way
on fine days. When the fruit is set, it will be
necessary to syringe the trees every morning
when tlie temperature is rising to or a little

above 5()'\and again in the alteruoon when sun-
lieat fav(mrs a moist, genial, growing heat of
(id' to 05°. This does not sound like a high
temperature, but for these excitable trees it is

quite high enough, and this must be tempered
by plenty ol' fresh air. As Plums fruit best

upon spurs, disbudding, or, i)rop('rIy speaking,
pinching, must bo commenced and folhjwed up
with the view to keeping the shoots well fur-

nished and to let in light and air. If a heavy
crop of fruit has set, thinning and pinching may
be carried on together, care being devoted to
the retention of the best fruit where there are
plenty of leaves. Should Hack fly—a gratuity
from many a nursery—put in an appearance, no
time must be lost in dipping the parts affected

over-night in tobacco water and syringing early
the following morning. Grub, too, will require
watching from the time the fruit attains the
size of small peas. A closely folded leaf is its

home, and this must be pinched or removed
before the young fruits are pierced and made
the home of the next generation.

The late section intended to come on under
the influence of solar heat oidy may have air

night and day until the trees come into flower,
when gentle fire-heat, as suggested at the com-
mencement of this paper, if only for a fortnight,

may be the means of securing a crop of fruit.

Ordinary attention to watering, syringing, and
ventilation, to thiiuiing and ilisbudding, and last,

but not least, to the destruction of grub and
aphis, will form the summer routine, and a crop
of delicious late Plums will well repay the
trouble.

PRUNING AND TRAINING PEACHES IN
THE OPEN AIR.

Tub pruning should be done as soon as the wood-
buds can be distinguished from the blossom-buds,
the blossom-buds being round and the wood-
buds pointed, these characteristics becoming more
marked with the first upward movement of the sap.

Sometimes the buds form in triplets, a wood-bud in

the centre and a blossom-bud on each side. There
need never be any hesitation in cutting to these at
any time, as the wood-bud invariably breaks away
strongly; in fact, when three buds form in a cluster

it is a sign of well-ripened wood. It is necessary
to prune to a wood-bud, for without a leader the
fruits on that bi-anch would not grow and ripen.

Some varieties, especially it a little out of health,

are sometimes deficient in wood-buds. The No-
blesse and Walburton's Late Admirable are of this

class, and in some cases it may be necessary to

leave these trees to the last to be quite sure of

having the requisite number of leaders. Before the
trees are pruned, all the nails should be drawn
out if nails and shreds are used, or the ties cut

away if the trees are trained to wires. The old
shreds are regular hiding-places for insects, and
though it takes a little more time than if the trees

are only thiimed and the shoots nailed or tied in,

1 am sure the time is much more than saved by
the less labour required to keep down insects in

spring and summer it the trees do not get as clean

a start as possible. Besides, there is no waste of

material, as all the sound shreds may do again
if scalded with boiling water. I generally use

new shreds at this season ; the old one.s, liaving

been sorted over and scalded when there is

leisure, come in for training in the young wood
in summer. When the trees are unloosed from
the wall, if it is necessary (as it is sometimes) to

cut out an old branch to encourage the production
of young wood in the middle of the tree to keep all

parts furnished with bearing wood, it is a very easy
matter indeed to give the proper balance to the

brandies to encourage the even How of sap to all

]iarts. There is a good deal in this in keeping the

w;dl well furnished. More and better Peaches
would be oht.ained from a given surface of wall if

the branches were not so crowded This refers not

only to Peach trees, but all fruits would be more
fertile if the branches were trainc<l far enough
apart for the sunlicams to get through the foliage

to warm the wall behind. 'I'he wall will absorb the

warmth during the day and give it olT again when
the tcnqierature falls at night, and this will be of

immense advantage in ripening the wood in autumn.
If the young .--hools arc iraincil say (i inches apart,

instead of half that ilislance, or sometimes even
less, the wood will be stouter and shorter-jointed and
the foliage of thicker texture, denoting that better
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work is being done, and the result will be stronger
buds and more perfect flowers, and tliere would be
fewer complaints of frost destroying tlie blossoms.
Less covering is needed to protect a vigorous, well-
ripened blossom-bud than one that is puny and the
petals thin and weak.

After the pruning is finished, the wood should be
washed with insecticide. Gishurst compound is

still largely used, 3 ozs. to the gallon dissolved in
soft water and applied with a sponge to the young
branches, drawing it towards the ends, so as not to
disturb the buds. A brush may be used for the
trunk and the old branches. AViiere the trees are
in perfect health and free from insects, perhaps a
good syringing after the training is completed with
home-made soapsuds, with some sulphur and a
wineglassful of paraffin oil added, and frequently
stirred when being used. In cold districts it may
be advisable to leave the trees untrained till the
blossoms are on the point of expanding in order to
retard their blooming as long as possible. In train-
ing, leave room enough in ties and shreds for the
branches to swell, and there is no necessity to use
so many nails as is commonly done. Avoid injuring
the branches with the hammer or by placing the
nails too near them.

"

E. H.

APHIDES ON FRUIT TREES.
Tub annual battle with these destructive pests has
commenced in our fruit houses, and the time is

close at hand when its appearance outside must be
watched for. I do not mean to say that our efforts

to combat this enemy should cease at any period of
the year, but I refer now more particularly to the
insect in its perfect or active state. I do not think
the destructive power of this insect is realised in
many instances, especially by amateurs, or if it is,

only when too late to avert the mischief it causes.
What I wish, therefore, to impress upon all fruit
growers is the importance of adopting preventive
measures or else attacking and exterminating the
vanguard upon its first appeanmce, instead of wait-
ing until the enemy has obtained a firm footing
before attacking it, for no insect causes such sure
and rapid destruction.

There can be but one opinion as to its baneful
efi'ect upon the young shoots of the Peach, Plum,
Cherry, and other fruits when we observe the
crippled state of the leaves and shoots, resulting
from the presence, if only for a few days, of these
insects. The points of the shoots suddenly stop
growing and curl round, the leaves become dis-
torted, and in the short space of a week the whole
growth of the trees is arrested, just at the very time
when uninterrupted growth is most desirable.

I believe I should not be far off the mark when I

say that more failures with the Peach outside in
this country are attributed to aphides than to cli-

mate, grafting, or any other cause. Under glass
we have an effectual remedy in fumigation. This
operation, if performed once or twice immediately
before the flowers expand, again repeating it

gently as occasion may require after the fruit is
set, will generally make all secure for the season,
unless where black fly is troublesome. Fumigation
strong enough to kill black fly often proves injurious
to the trees when the leaves are young and tender

;

therefore in this case it is better to rely upon
tobacco powder or tobacco water for destroying it.

Outside, however, other means must be employed
for combating it. Amongst them winter dressings
and washings form no unimportant part. The eggs
having been laid in the autumn upon or near to the
trees, if not destroyed during the winter are hatched
with the warm spring sunshine. By means, then, of
winter dressings we destroy great numbers of these
eggs, and are thus better able to cope with those
which escape and develop, for some are sure to
escape; at least I have not yet been fortunate
enough to pass a season without discovering the
enemy upon the tender shoots about the time the
trees are passing out of bloom.

At this stage a diligent search should be made
every few days, with the object of discovering the
small colonies which rapidly spring into existence
as soon as the eggs are hatched. A sharp eve will

soon detect their presence, and wherever a curling !
suits, and far more often there are none to gather,

shootor crumpled leaf is observed they may be taken
I

Such results would hardly do under market treat-

as a sure indication of the fly, and the spot should I
ment, and as that seems to be pretty successful, it

be at once attacked, either with tobacco water or is obvious that if we want small nuts in private

tobacco powder. I prefer the latter, because it is
|

gardens we must prune to produce them. All the
always ready to hand, and is, moreover, very effec-

i

same, it does seem as if later blooming kinds would
tive. Dust the affected part thoroughly; the even- ;

be very helpful. We have not so many varieties

ing is the best time ; the following morning a as it is, about a dozen composing those that may
forcible application of water will remove the in- be considered good. A couple of the best of each,

sects and the powder. These attentions may take such as the Kentish and Prolific Filberts and the
up some time at a busy season when perhaps it

,

Kentish and Webb's Prize Cobs, will satisfy aU
can be ill-spared, but it is well spent, and compared ordinary requirements.—A. D.
with what is required to cleanse the trees when the

.

fly is allowed to become general, it, indeed, bears

but a small comparison, not to mention the ad-
vantage to the trees.

Black fly sometimes attacks the Peach, although
the Cherry seems to be its especial favourite. It

attacks this fruit with such virulence that irre-

parable injury quickly follows, and the trees often

succumb after two or three visitations. This kind
is more hardy than the green one, and consequently
more difficult to kill, and it is only by taking
prompt action upon its first appearance that it can
be successfully resisted. I have found individuals

alive outside during all the winter months ; con-

sequently I am led to believe that the black fly

often passes the winter in a perfect state ; there-

fore, where trees are subject to its attacks, winter

dressings are particularly needed. Black fly usually

makes its appearance upon the ends of the shoots,

and if these are then long enough to be bent down
and immersed in tobacco water contained in a
shallow saucer, this is, no doubt, the best means of

destroying it. It is not often possible to devote so

much time to the Plum as is given to the Peach

;

nevertheless, it is particularly subject to aphides,

and when left unchecked the crop is often ruined

and the trees much damaged. The Plum, however,

resists its attacks better than most fruits, this fact

often leading to its comparative neglect. Where
this fruit is valued for dessert, much superior fruit

in every way is produced upon trees free from
green-fly. The mode of training the Plum facili-

tates the destruction of the insect, as it is re-

moved in great numbers with the points of the

shoots upon the first stopping. If this is then

followed by a good washing with the hose a great

check is given to the pest, but in most seasons

other washings will be required to keep the trees

clean, as the fly is very persistent in its attacks onclean, as the ny is very persistent in its attacKS on \

the Plum. Soft soap and Quassia chips, 1 lb. of each \

to a 4-gallon can of soft water— the Quassia chips ».

will require boiling to extract the strength—make
an excellent wash for syringing on the trees. Soap-

suds from the laundry are also very serviceable

when their nature is well known, as where much
soda or other bleaching substances so much used

now are present, they become dangerous and require

using with caution. Apricots, Apples, and other

fruits often affected with aphides require the same
treatment as the Plum. A. Baekbb.

PEACH MIGNONETTE.
The name "Mignonette," indicative of the
small size of the fruit, has been very appro-
priately given to this variety, which undoubtedly
is the smallest of all known Peaclie.s, in which
respect it may be considered analagous to the

Small nuts.—Our nut bushes have had a rough

time of it so far as the bloom is concerned. The
precociousness of character which causes the tiny

red flowers to display themselves during the ordi-

narily ungenial month of February can hardly be

helpful to fertilisation. It is true we get during

that month some fine days, but how many cold,

cheerless ones, with frost, rain or snow ? After the

ordeal to which the trees have been subjected, it

will be a matter for surprise, indeed, if any nuts

should result in the summer. No doubt small nut

culture would be much more popular in ordinary

gardens could greater fertility be ensured. Garden

culture is usually of a primitive order. The hard

thinning, which is really pruning, indulged in by

the Kentish growers has a very practical basis, and,

it may be, tends to check too early blooming. In

gardens nuts are regarded almost invariably as a

haphazard crop, and we hardly honour them with a

garden place. Possibly they are planted to make a

break or a summer shade beside a walk, or in some
out-of-the-way corner beneath orchard or other

trees and left very much to shift for themselves;

and thus it happens that now and again a crop re-

Peach Mignonette ; natural size.

Brugnon Cerise or Cherry Nectarine. It may
be described as follows : The tree is of mode-
rately vigorous growth, with somewhat slender

branches, which are covered with pale green, or

even yellowish bark, very seldom slightly

shaded. Leaves narrowly elliptical, usually

curved from the mid-rib to tlie sides, thin in

texture, of a glistening green colour, and faintly

serrated on the margin. Glands reniforni, very

small, generally situated lUi the leaf-stalk at the

base of the leaf, and dccasionally on the edge of

the leaf. Flowers bell-shaped, vei-y rosy col-

oured. Fruit spherical or nearly so in sliape,

about IJ inches in diameter, scarcely furrowed,

pointless, or having a very short point at the

apex ; cavity around the stalk broad and regu-

larly round in outline, and of comparatively

large size ; skin covered with very sluu't down,

red, greyish, and having a mealy appearance on
the part which is fully exposed to the sun, and
of a dull white or slightly tinged with pink on the

part which is more or less in the shade. The
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flesh, not adhering to the stone, is of an opaline

white colour, delicate, meltint;, slightly wavy in

texture, and of an agreeable, although not very

pronounced flavour. Stone elliptical in shape,

appreciably pointed at the end, convex on the

sides, and deeply jagged or furrowed. The
fruit ripens in the beginning of August.

The Peach Mignonette (see illustration) was
raised from seed by M. Lahaye-Mathurin at

least thirty years ago. It has always been very

rare in cultivation, and at present, so far as we
know, is only to be found in the hands of the

raiser, M. Lahaye-Mathurin, and with M.
Henin, a private gentleman living on the

Boulevard de FHotel de Ville, Montreuil. The
fruit is of pretty good (iuality, and although it

is of very small size, the variety is one that

should be grown by amateurs, and should be

included in all collections of any importance, in

which it is quite as worthy of a place as the

Cherry Nectarine, which it so closely resembles

in the singularity of the diminutive size of the

fruit.

—

Renic Horticolc.

and the first stage of the affair is therefore a fine exer-

cise fof patience. It may properly be contended by
any thick-and-thin advocate of grafting that the seed-

ling trees are not "true," and it must be admitteil

they are not. The quicker and scarcely less valuable

Dumolow's Seedling is much grown in the same way,
and proves very serviceable by reason of the health and
vigour, and fruitfulness of the own-root trees. And it

is observed by experts in these fruits that they vary

much in different places, and are often so far removed
from the famihar types as to be difficult of identilica-

tion. This is just what might be expected, and is a

fact of much interest. But it is of much more interest

that the differences are of no practical consequence,

for the more important characters remain. Like has

produced like, and tlie fruits that differ are not much
unlike and are every way serviceable, and acceptable

for domestic use, and for market profit. Mr. London
proposed in the first volume of his Gardener' k Maga-
zine, pubhsbcd in 1828, the sowing of the stout pips of

Apples and Pears as a safe business, the thin pips being

untrustworthy; and it was no new thing in his day.
*,* Will any reader of The Garden say if this

is the case ?

—

Ed.

Fruit prospects.—"I am very well satisfied

with the general promise of the trees," said one of

my neighbour marketgrowers the other day, and cer-

tainly the outlook in his large orchard was excellent.

In almost every direction the buds were stout and
plump, full of promise, and looking as well as in

any previous season. The soil of the orchard is

rather stiff and perhaps cold, but everything looks

wonderfully healthy. Intending planters of fruit

orchards would do well to take stock of this example
of market fruit culture for bushes beneath and
trees above. Some planted over twenty years can
hardly be excelled in the district. The whole area

is now covered with bushes and standard trees.

There is no room even for Violets. All the pruning
has been done, all the bushes manured, and the

whole of the soil lightly forked over. Presently

when the surface becomes dry and weeds show, the

hoe will be applied, and that implement alone will

suffice for the summer cultivation. The top trees

comprise Wellington, Manks Codlin, Lord Suffield,

Yellow Ingestrie, King Pippin, Cox's Orange, Blen-

heim, Cockle Pippin, Duchess' Favourite, Worcester
Pearmain, and other Apjiles ; also Williams, Cale-

basse, Hessle, and other market Pears, with various

Plums, sweet Cherries, &c. ; and of bushes nearly all

Lancashire Lad Gooseberries, Raby Castle Red, Lee's

Prolific, and Black Naples Currants of various ages,

but all full of promise so far as buds are concerned.

If this one orchard be a sample of the promise of

the district, then that promise is great. Some Pears

have begun to show the white buds, but develop-

ment is happily slow.—A. D.

Fruit prospects in Hants.—Although we have
had a very mild winter, the bloom buds on fruit

trees are by no means forward ; in fact, present

appearances indicate a late rather than an early

spring. Some few Pear trees showed an inclination

to expand their bloom very early, but the majority
have made very little progress even yet, and, thanks
to the change to colder weather in February, those

that had then made a start have kept nearly dor-

mant ever since, and we shall have April here be-

fore there are any expanded blooms even on
walls. Unless we get exceptionally severe weather
late in spring wc ought to get a good fruit croji, as
after the very light <:ri)p of last year the trees are
full of healthy young wood and strong flower-buds,

all kinds of stone fruit lieing exceptionally promis-
ing. Bush fruits, where they have not sulTcred

from birds, are looking well. We do not cut our
bushes at all until the buds arc bursting. Straw-
berries, which arc largely f,'rown in this part of the
kingdom, .'iro lookin;; very ijmniising.— J. G., Ifaiits.

The Blenheim Orange Apple. — In the
Gardener's Maijazine it is stated that :

—

That slowest of Apples, the famous Blenheim Pippin,
is largely propagated from seeds, and innumerable
own-root trees <tt it are Hcattered about In tie' gardens
of the midlands. It is the eustoln with eottagiTS tii

sow the ]iluinp pii)S and wait for the trees to fruit

MELON CULTURE ON MANURE BEDS.
Tins is an economical way of growing Melons when
horses are kept on the place, as virtually the heat

costs nothing beyond the time taken in turning and
mixing the manure during its fermentation. But
in many places tree leaves can be had for the

raking up, and these added to the manure, to the

extent of from one-third to one-half, will do away
with the necessity for much turning or mixing.

If the heap is throvm together and left for a few
days till it gets warm and then turned over and well

shaken, the beds may be made up at once. To
make up a hotbed that will retain the heat for

some time requires a little experience. The great

thing is to give just the requisite amount of pres-

sure in building the bed up, which should be done
in layers of 1 foot or so at a time, and then trampled
sufficiently to give it the necessary firmness, but
not more. Beds made up say by the middle of

Jlarch should not be less than 4i feet high at

the back and about 1 foot less at the front, as

the frame will have an inclination from back to

front, and there should be a margin of 1 foot wide
outside the frame, so that a frame 5 feet wide
would require a bed 7 feet across, while the same
allowance should be made in the length. It is

important that the plants should be strong and
healthy. I would rather insert two or three seeils

in each hill of soil as soon as the warmth from the

bed belowhad penetrated it, and pull up the weakest,

than set out plants that had been starved and in-

jured by standing about in small pots. I have often

planted seeds in a frame for late work, and have had
the plants up in less than a week, but at this early

season it is better to raise the plants in a warm pit

or house and get them ready or nearly so before

the fruiting beds are built up. One plant is enouj^h

in each light unless the frame is more than the

usual width, then two will be better. Some-
times it may be desirable to make up a small bed
for raising the plants three weeks or so before t be
fruiting bed is prepared, and this bed will be useful

for raising other things as well, as one never has
too many hotbeds at this season. The best soil for

Melons is a good sound loam, hea\'j' rather than
light, at least so far as regards the bed in which
the plants are intended to fruit. Soil of rather a
lighter character will do for raising the plants,

though very rich light .soil even for this work will

be better avoided, as the firmer the growth is built

up, even in the seedling state, the earlier they will

show fruit, and the fruit will set better than if the

growth is soft and gross. From the first. Melons
sliould be grown in the full sunshine, so that the

foliage may be vigorous and yet firm of texture.

Pinch out the terminal bud of each plant when a
couple of rough leaves have been made and select

four of the shoots which start away after the leader

has been removed an<l leave one to each corner of

the frame, stopping each shoot when about 6 inches
or 8 inches from the boundary. Top-dressings of

loam may be ^dven during growth wlien necessary,

liut the final earthing up should lie done when the

main shoots have made some progress. These main

shoots should be pegged down on the bed as soon as

the earth has been made firm. Melons like a
firm root-run ; it gives solidity to the growth and
makes the plants more fruitful. The plants should
be set out on the fruiting bed as soon as the heat
has become steady at about 80° to 85°, and if at

any time the heat declines through cold winds or

any other cause, a lining of warm manure should
be placed along the back. If at any future time
more warmth is required, put a similar lining along
the front and round the ends, but if the bed has
been properly made at the first it is not often

that the lining will be required all round the

bed at the same time. The Melon beds should
occupy a sheltered situation. Cold winds blowing
against the back or front at any time will lower the
temperature.

Never use cold water to damp either foliage or

the surface of the bed. Even in summer this is better

avoided by standing the water for the afternoon
damping in the sunshine a day before using it. Of
course damping or sprinkling should only be done
on bright, warm days early in the afternoon. This
requires some judgment, and unless the heat is

properly kept up it should be omitted. Give a
little ventilation early in the morning ; it hardens
the foliage and strengthens the plants against the
attacks of red spider. If the frame is kept close

till the sun is high in the heavens it has an injurious

effect in more ways than one, and if it does not
actually lead to the presence of gangrene on the

stems, it certainly aggravates the attack when it

does appear. A fresh, sweet, buoyant atmosphere
is necessary to obtain the best results in Melon
culttne. It is better not to set the first female
blossom which opens unless others are ready to ex-

pand within the next day or two, as to secure a
good crop of well-developed fruits the whole should

be set nearly together; if one fruit is set several

days before the next blossom opens the chances are

others will not set in consequence of the first fruit

obtaining such an ascendancy over the plant as to

monopolise the nourishment. After the crop is set

and fairly swelling, remove all laterals and male
blossoms. Melons require a good deal of moisture

at the root, especially when the fruits are set and
swelling, but when they begin to ripen discontinue

watering, or the flavour may be injured. As re-

gards varieties, Eastnor Castle and Gilbert's Victory

of Bath are good examples of green-fleshed Melons,

while Scarlet Gem and Read's Scarlet Flesh are

excellent varieties. E. H.

A catalogue of Apples and Pears.— The
degree to which the injurious mode of cultivating

too many kinds now prevails is well shown by a
catalogue which has just come into our hands. It

is a foreign one, of a house of high standing, in

which S58 kinds of Pears are enumerated and
described. Probably so many do not exist in Eng-
land, where very much fewer are wanted. If on
the Continent of Europe there is so much variation

of climate, and so many climates better than our
own— for the Pear at least—a greater variety of

kinds may be indulged in, or may indeed be neces-

sary ; but anything like the number here mentioned
is ridiculous. In the next section of the same cata-

logue there are .O.IH kinds of Apples. English

people, unfortunately, get hold of these catalogues,

and often select from them not only too many kinds

for their own comfort, but kinds unsuitcd for our

country. Our own really standard Apples are

swamped in the mass of ruldiish which is brought

out as new, and imported from all parts of the

world. People liave no time to attend to the culti-

vation of the really best lOnglish kinds. Of course,

there is no end of ciu'iosity and interest about such

a development as this. One may go on for ever

grouping them into classes, and raising and
christening new kinds. But to cultivate one-

fiftieth of them in any one district is niiulness. It

is the very opposite way— that of cultivating one,

two, or three really well— that is the source of all

success in market fruit culture. Fruits that are

not known should be banished altogctlier, unless

their quality is very high. That many kinds of

wliich no one knows the name should be grown in
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a garden is ridiculous ; but this is very frequently
the case. It would be better to risk the rejection

of a very good kind than to incur the penalty of

having a great number of interior sorts. We
receive every year in the fruit season hundreds of

applications to name fruits, often of the most
ordinary and inferior kinds, so that we have the
best proof of the misuse people make of their

gardens in this way. What is not worth knowing
is not worth growing.

—

Field.

HARDY FEUITS.
The low temperature which prevailed through the
early part of March having retarded tlie opening of

the blossoms. Apricots and Peaches are later than
usual, a point possibly in favour of a good set of

fruit, provided the wood buds do not become
robbed by getting too forward. When this happens
one often hears the remark that the leaves will

protect the flowers, but this, I think, is a mistake,
as our hardiest fruits, including the Apple, never
come out well when a bold blossom—the best indi-

cation of ripe wood—does not run in advance of

the foliage. Flower-buds generally, some choice
Pears excepted, seem pretty plentiful, and fruit in

good localities may be plentiful, but knowing how
seriously a cold, wet, sunless summer affects the
next year's crop, I feel bound to say those who live

in unfavourable localities must not be too sanguine.
The check has been favourable to pulling up arrears,

and now, -nith the exception of unceasing attention

to protection, a short rest in the fruit department
is given to the most tardy operator. Disbudding,
however, will soon be upon us, and when it is borne
in mind that the formation of handsome trees de-

pends upon the way in which this work is per-

formed, young ones not bearing fruit should receive
the earliest attention. Peaches, Apricots, Plums,
and Cherries are specially adapted to fan training,

and should be disbudded with the view to the
maintenance of an even balance of main shoots or

leaders running at all angles, save the perpendicu-
lar. All foreright shoots should be rubbed off first,

then, where they can be spared, those which start

from the lower sides of the leading and sub-leading
shoots, as advised in my notes on house Peach
trees. Fruit-bearing trees must be treated in a
similar way, but disbudding here should be deferred
until the fruit is well advanced, and then, to avoid
a check, it should be performed piecemeal. Strong
foreright growths upon gross shoots, of course, may
be taken off before they gain the lead, but the body
and lower parts of the trees are best left intact
until the bad weather has passed away and the sap
is flowing freely. Sudden alternations from bright
sun by day to sharp frosts at night not unfrequently
result in severe checks in early spring, and when
these are intensified by haphazard disbudding in all

weathers the cultivator handicaps his trees by un-
wittingly increasing their burden.

Figs

on open walls at present are quiet enough, and,
judging from appearances, they are likely to re-

main so for some lime to come. This dormant
condition, no doubt, is favourable to the safety of
the crop, that is, where fruit in embryo is waiting
for Nature's signal to advance into active life.

When this move is perceptible, be it early or late,

the trees must be pruned or thinned, and trained
or left untrained in accordance with the taste and ex-
perience of the owner. In high and dry and warm
districts a great number of successful growers do
not protect their trees in winter ; they thin out the
inferior shoots in April, and leave those best fur-

nished with young figlets growing at right angles
from the walls. Others less favoured protect with
straw and Fern and gradually inure their trees to
light and air when they think and hope severe
weather has passed away. Where the first succeed
in securing good crops of fruit they may be con-
gratulated ; where the second score well, they may
be complimented. Having myself lived in protect-
ing and non-protecting districts, whilst taking part
with neither, for of course the Fig forms the foun-
dation of a friendly feud, I am inclined to say the
exponent of each system is right. The great secret
of success in either case in my opinion lies more

beneath than above the surface of the border, for

if this is not well drained, moderately poor, and the
root-run limited, the ripening of the wood and the
preservation of the points of the shoots are ex-

tremely doubtful. The past summer, cold, wet,

and sunless, was most unfavourable, but the early

part of the winter, fortunately, was mild, and the
few sharp frosts which ushered in March were dry.
lender these conditions, the wood, ripe or unripe,
fertile or infertile, so far is safe, and the best step

that can be taken is root-pruning where this work
has been neglected, the arrangement of the shoots
where they will obtain most solar heat, and syste-

matic cutting back to a single bud all superfluous

shoots to secure a relay of young growths for

another year. Members of the protecting school
should draw out the covering bit by bit, and when
the trees are clear they may ward off shai-p morn-
ing frosts by keeping them dry under a broad
coping of rough boards or glass. The most unsuit-

able position for Fig trees is a low wall in a fruit

garden where the borders are deep and rich, the
best, a lofty wall or building, forming a dry, hot
cover facing south and west.

FORCED FRUITS.
Cucumbers.

Where a range devoted to Cucumbers and Melons
is divided into several small compartments and
spring-sown plants are coming into bearing, the
oldest batch of Cucumbers, recently fed up to the
production of a heavy flush of fruit, may now he
cleared away to make room for a successional crop
of Melons. We always adopt this plan of ringing

the changes by following winter Cucumbers with
Melons, of which we take two and sometimes three

crops off pot plants during the summer and early

autumn. Under this arrangement the pits become
vacant twice a year, when advantage is taken of

these favourable opportunities for a thorough
clearance, cleansing, and painting, if the latter is

considered necessary. Independently of cock-

roaches and crickets, which descend to the lowest
depths of the pits, red spider, green fly, and fun-

goid growth or mildew, more or less, in the best

regulated houses are met with. These, as a matter
of course, everyone at these times professes to

annihilate, and the very fact of scalding and scrub-

bing no doubt produces the desired effect, but the
great advantage does not end here, as the compost
and fermenting material, rich, sweet, and fresh, are

as acceptable to the occupants as a spring-cleaned

house is to paterfamilias on his return from a fort-

night's holiday. The main factors in express cul-

ture are heat, moisture, good turfy loam, old lime
rubble, and fermenting materials, plenty of light,

of course, and skill on the part of the cultivator.

With these items to his hand, spring plants grow
into fertility so quickly, that it is hardly worth
while to trouble about renovation'; but lackingthese,

or, more fatal still, the several small compartments,
his only course lies in patching up his old winter
fruiters. In cases of this kind it matters little

whether the roots or tops are taken in hand first,

but, provided they are fairly clean and healthy, I

would advise the removal of the old fermenting
material and a good quantity of the sour, inert soil,

which should be replaced with fresh, the latter in a
thoroughly warm condition. When the roots have
taken to it, the plants may be divested of all their

fruit, the worst of the old foliage and vines, also, as

a matter of course, of insects, not so much by the

use of insecticides as by high culture, when tliey

vrill give excellent fruit for a long time, certainly

until frame Cucumbers are plentiful.

Spring plants.—As these mount the trellis they
should be manipulated at least three times a week,

but the cheapest and quickest method is a run over

them every morning. Wasted growth and bleeding
take a great deal out of neglected plants, but tliis

never happens where every point is pinched at the

earliest moment and superfluous fruits are taken oil"

before they open into flower. Light cropping, as I

have so often pointed out, is equally important, and
on no account slmuld the fruit attain its fullest >ize,

a fresh young fruit of Telegraph 15 inches long with

bloom attached being more useful and valuable than
older fruits more or less seedy.

Plants in pits and frames now growing freely
nmst be earthed little and often as the roots pro-
trude. The compost for these may be somewhat
heavier than that used in the formation of the
original hills or ridges, but Cucumbers in all stages
like an intermediate fibry loam, not too fine, whilst
old lime rubble is a host in itself, not only for keep-
ing the compost open, but also as a top-dressing for
fruit-bearing plants. If fermenting material is the
only source of heat, the linings (back and front)
should be renovated every week. The alternate
.system answers best, as fluctuations of heat and
sudden depressions by this means are avoided.
Covering at night throughout the season is an ad-
vantage, and for the next two months is imperative.
Oiled canvas, which throws off rain and snow and
can be secured by means of strings pa.ssed through
eyelet holes, is excellent for pits and frames, but
it is not so warm as dry mats, an older, rather
littery, but withal invaluable non-conducting cover-
ing. As the plants grow away from the centre of
each light they must be regularly pinched and
trained, not too thickly, as crowding in these close
places fosters canker, damping off, and the produc-
tion of crooked fruit. If possible, the heat of the
bed should be maintained at 80°, and the air tem-
perature of the frame from 68° to 70° at night, 80°
by day. and as much higher as it will go after clos-

ing with sun heat and moisture, not later than
3 p.m. on the brightest afternoons. When the
London market gardeners adopted this mode of
culture the glass lights only could be seen, every
particle of woodwork being buried in fermenting
manure. Each light was tilted through the early
part of the day, but by 3 o'clock the plants were
shut up in a hot vapour bath, and by 5 o'clock they
were tucked up under comfortable dry mats for the
night, where the temperature would range quite 75°

the following morning.

Pot Vines.

If the old and new Grapes are to shake hands,
the latter will now be safely through the stoning
and taking the last swelling, if not actually colour-
!• g, and proving by the size and density of the
berries how grateful they can be for moderate
cropping. The best test of this in permanent
vineries, as I recently stated, is the persistent pro-
duction of laterals, but with pot Vines whose roots
are confined to a cubic foot of soil this growth may
be very weak, and yet the foliage being healthy,
they may finish well. It is now too late to do
much good by cutting off superfluous bunches ; not
so to go over them with a pair of finely pointed
scissors with the view to giving relief where the
berries show signs of binding. As every new leaf
assists the roots and black Grapes colour best under
the shade of healthy foliage, laterals should still be
allowed to grow so long as space can be found for
tying them down to the wires. The top-dressing
for some time to come must be regularly supplied
and well washed in with warm diluted liquid guano
and soot water alternately, but when the Grapes
get further advanced these stimulants must give
place to pure water, atmospheric moisture must be
reduced and fresh air increased whenever the ele-

ments favour free ventilation. When perfectly
coloured and approaching ripeness water may he
given less frequently, but on no account must the
foliage be allowed to suffer, and the temperature
must gradually be lowered by an increased circula-

tion of dry, warm air. If Madresfield Court Mus-
cats are amongst these pot Vines and cracking is

dreaded, the attendant must guard against allowing
the roots to feel the want of water before the
berries have attained their full size, as a check
from drought followed by a flush is almost sure to

result in the loss of some of the finest Grapes.

Cut-hachs which were shaken out and placed in

fi-inch or 8-inch pots last month should now be
2 feet in height, and fit for tlie final shift into

others about 12 inches in diameter. As the roots

they will make must remain sound and licalthy

until the Grapes are ripe, too much care cannot be
devoted to the performance of every operation
forming part and parcel of the transfer. Pots and
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^ -crocks, for instance, should be quite clean and
,." thoroughly dry, and the latter, placed convex-side
^'-upwards and covered with finely crushed bones or

broken oyster shells, whilst allowing water to escape
freely, should be impervious to the entry of worms.
Tlie compost—good rough turfy loam of a fibry and
slightly sandy nature, crushed bones and rough
charcoal or old lime rubble—also should be dry, as
it will require firm ramming with the potting stick,

and if mixed a fortnight in advance of use so much
1 16 better. No animal manure should be used, as
it encourages, if it does not breed, worms, and in

due course under constant watering becomes sour
and objectionable to the roots. Bone meal, on the
other hand, rather freely used will improve the
compost, as it dissolves and is absorbed by the
lumps of turf through which the roots will force
their way and remain sound when liquid stimulants
are administered. When this compost has been
thoroughly warmed through by artificial heat, if not
by natural fermentation, the young Vines should
be carefuUy watered to ensure moist balls at the
time of repotting, otherwise no amount of after-
watering, whilst washing the virtue out of the com-
post, will restore them to a healthy growing con-
dition. As each Vine is turned out of its pot, the
whole of the compost being new, care must be
taken that the ball, only a few weeks old, does not
fall to pieces, but all roots visible must be liberated
with a pointed stick and it will be ready for its

final position, which should be just deep enough
for the base of the young cane to be covered with
soil when repotting is finished. If a close warm
potting shed is not available, this work should be
performed in the pit, and the Vines should be at
once plunged in bottom-heat to give them a good
start. But little water will be needed at first,

especially if the plunging bed is moist and the
young canes are lightly syringed once or twice a
day. Shading, if possible, should be avoided, cer-
tainly after the roots have taken to the new soil,

the main points being a short-jointed quick growth
and firm leathery leaves on short foot-stalks. The
trade train their pot Vines in an upright position,
but the best plan with private gardeners is plung-
ing near the front of the house and training to the
wires of the trellis precisely as they train young
rods in ordinary vineries. As growth proceeds, each
lateral must be pinched at the first joint, but on no
account must the main leaf be injured, and when
the canes are 6 feet to 8 feet in length, they will
require stopping to throw strength into the lower
parts and plump up the buds. The Vines, once the
roots touch the sides of the pots, will take liberal
supplies of weak, clear liquid guano and soot water,
and the latter may be used once or twice a week
for syringing purposes. At other times pure warm
water must be pretty freely used about the walls
and floors in the morning, and overhead when the
house is shut up warm in the afternoon. When
the pots are well filled with roots and the canes
are formed, renovation of the plunging material
may be discontinued, and that which has done good
service may be drawn away by degrees from the
sides of the pots.

yearli7t!/s.—Single eyes put into small pots or
squares of turf early in February and plunged in
bottom-heat in a close compact pit should now be
fit for a shift into <J-inoh or 7-inch pots. It is not,
however, well to be in too great a hurry, as the
exhaustion of the sap stored in the small piece of
wood is followed by a dead .stand, and any disturb-
ance or check from declining lieat at this critical
stage is sure to put an end to their existence. This
stand is more apparent than real, as roots during
the whole of the period are working steadily away
from the eye, .and when they touch the sides of the
pots the tiny canes begin to elongate, joints and
leaves form, and t hey are fit for potting. An air
temperature ranging from "t>° to 85° is not too
high, especially wliere good plants are wanted for
turning out into new borders in May and June, but
the prime factor in Mic [iropagaling pit, and th(^ one
in which private g,-irdeners most frei|uently fall
.short, is a steady bottom-heal of 7.'j° to 80°. When
the eyes for planting are struck in thin sods of
turf resting on the top of a sharp bottom-heat,
they are best kept out of pots until the border is

ready for them. For growing into good stores

either for cutting down or planting the following
spring 7-inch pots are quite large enough. The
soil for these, like that recommended for fruiters,

should be rather dry and thoroughly warm, and
the pots should be plunged to the rims in bottom-
heat to give the Vines a good start. Once this is

secured and the roots begin to coil, they may be
drawn out of the bed and placed thinly on the sur-

face. W. C.

Propagating.

The phopagating house.—As the sun gets more
powerful, it is necessary to be careful that a moist
atmosphere is maintained, especially while the cases
remain open. On all favourable occasions a little

ventilation should be given early in the morning,
and if the top ventilators are opened only for a
short time it will sweeten the atmosphere and be
generally beneficial. Of course, cold winds and
draughts must be avoided. In giving ventilation,

&c., a great deal will depend upon circumstances.
I like to avoid all extremes and to keep everything
as clean and sweet as possible, more depending on
this than is at first apparent. Another important
point connected with propagating is that in pro-
pagating such things as are liable to suflfer if

allowed to get withered, the cuttings should be
taken early in the morning while the plants are
fresh and full of sap. In most cases it is much
better to keep cuttings fresh, and avoid using water
directly the cuttings are made.

Tecoma capensis.—This may be used as a
climber or it will form a neat compact pot plant,
and the terminal racemes of bright orange-scarlet
flowers are very showy. This species, though not
often met with in really good condition, deserves
to be extensively cultivated, and when properly
treated it is one of the most attractive plants that
can be grown for the cool conservatory during the
autumn. Cuttings from young shoots taken off

close to the older wood will root freely in a cool
part of the propagating house. To "form dwarf
compact pot plants they must be grown on in a
cool open position, but if subjected to a dry atmo
sphere red spider will be troublesome.

DiPLACus GLUTINOSUS.—This is a very desirable
plant for greenhouse culture. Although now in
eluded in the genus Mimulus, it is very distinct
in appearance from the ordinary Mimulus of gar-
dens, being of a shrubby habit with narrow leaves.
The flowers are of a peculiar bronzy yellow or buff
shade of colour. When well cared for, it forms a
very pretty pot plant, and in a light sunny position
flowers freely. It may be readily propagated from
the young shoots in the spring. Cuttings will
succeed best if taken off before they have made
too much new growth. As soon as well rooted the
cuttings may be potted off singly or grown three in

a pot, and if stopped once or twice they will make
nice plants for flowering late in the summer.

CnoiSYA ternata.—This very pretty Mexican
evergreen flowering shrub is a very desirable plant
for the cool conservatory, or in sheltered positions
it succeeds well out of doors and produces its pure
white blossoms in great abundance, these being
shown off to great advantage by the pretty bright
green foliage. Cuttings from young shoots fairly

firm at the base will strike freely in the ordinary
propagating pit. The cuttings should be selected
from shoots that are not too vigorous and put in
sandy peat. The plants may be grown on in good
mellow loam, to which may be added a little peat
and .sand, or some leaf-mould may 1)C used. The
plants should l)e grown on in a cool position and
where the atmosphere is not too dry.

Cassia cobymbosa. — This pretty flowering
shrub is a useful subject for the cool conservatory.
It may also be used in tlie flower garden during
the summer, and succeeds well if planted in a
warm sunny position, the bright green foliage
and pretty yellow flowers being very attractive. It
may be propagated from cuttings during the
spring. The cuttings should be taken after the
plants have made a little new growtli, selecting

those that are not too vigorous. The plants should
be potted in good loamy soil, and may be grown
on in an intermediate temperature, but to flower
them well they should have a light, airy position.
When properly treated, bushy flowering plants
may be obtained which will be found very useful
for various purposes. A.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 693.
THE BARBERRIES.

(with a coloured plate of berberis
A.SPEK.M.i.*)

In scarcely any other genus of garden plants is

there such complete confusion in nomenclature
as in Berberis. A large number of so-called

species have been described—doubtless from in-

dSviduals—and apparently without their authors
having taken the trouble to study the genus as

a whole. The natural variability lias not been
taken into account, neither has the aptitude of

the plants for liybridisation been considered.
Under these ciixumstances it will not be found
strange that catalogues and books are crowded
with a host of useless names. Even after study-
ing the original type specimens of Schrader's
monograph, and also living plants received

direct from the GiJttingen Garden, the late Karl
Koch in his " Dendrologie " states that it would
have been better had the monograph in ques-
tion never been printed, and that he, for his

part, considers it well to ignore the work alto-

gether.

According to some books, there are upwards
of 100 species of Berberis, but in all probability

there are less than fifty whicli have good claims

to specific rank. The genus is distributed

throughout all north temperate regions and ex-

tends to sub- tropical Asia and almost tlie whole
length of the Andes. Indeed, no less than
thirty species are enumerated in the " Cata-
logus Plantarum Vascularum ChOensium " by
PhUippi, whose name is familiar to English
gardeners through the handsome and free-

flowering Escallonia Philippiana, figured and
described some years ago in these columns.

As the space available is insuflicient to enable
me to give an account of all the Barberi'ies, the
evergreen ones (of wliicli B. Darwini may be
taken as a representative) and the pinnate-

leaved ones (Mahonias) are omitted. This
paper is therefore confined to B. vulgaris and
its numerous forms, together witli a few nearly
allied members of that group.

Many of the [ilants mentioned in these notes
are amongst the most handsome of hardy orna-

mental shrubs, and are worth a place in the
shrubbery or pleasure ground for the beauty of

their flowers. What splendid objects some are
when laden with fruit, a glauco at the accom-
panying coloured plate will sulliciently prove.
B. vulgaris makes an excellent hedge, but, says
Loudon, "there exists a prejudice against it

among .agriculturiets, from its supposed iiillucnee

in producing blight or mildew on the corn ad-

joining it. This oi^inioii is of unknown anti-

quity, but it is now considered to bo an erro-

neous prejudice." Duhamel in his fine work
expresses himself in a similar strain. " We
very unjustly accuse it of licing the cause of

that nicltc funtstc which infects cereal crops.

Wo do not allow it in hedges by ono of those

prejudices which a study of Nature Wi)uhl easily

dissipate." Similar statements could bo quoted
to an .almost indetinite extent, but in spite of

all, tlio farmers who maiiitaineil the connection

* Drawn for Thk (iAKDKN by 11. G. Moou, October
12, 1888, from spt'cinions si'ut by Mr.-i. Rohh, Lii)hook.

Lithographed and printed by (luilltuuno Sevoreyne.
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between the Barberry Cluster Cups— the bright
red spots so frequent on the leaves, stalks, and
fruits of the Barbeny in the spring and summer
months—and the Corn mildew wliich attacked
their Corn crops in autumn, and ruthlessly de-
stroyed the Barberry bushes in the hedges sur-
rounding their cornlields in consequence of that
belief, are now admitted by the best authorities
to have been thoroughly right. The Cluster
Cups are merely the spring condition of the
dreaded mildew ; the life history of the fungus
and figures of its various stages are given in

Bennett and Murray's recently published
" Handbook of Cryptogamio Botany."

B. VULGARIS.—This species, our native Barberry,
is too well known to need description. It is found
in a wild state throughout Europe, North Africa,
and temperate Asia, and varies very materially in

aspect in different countries. The readiest mode
of propagation is by seeds, but those forms which
do not come true when increased by this method
can be readily grown from cuttings or layers.

Loudon states in his " Encyclopedia of Trees and
Shrubs" that the common Barberry will live for
two or three centuries without increasing much in

size. The wood is hard and brittle, of a yellow
colour, and but little used except for dyeing. The
rate of growth when the plant is young is rapid,

and in consequence in five or six years it will attain

the height of 7 feet or 8 feet, but it grows slowly
afterwards unless the suckers are removed from it

as they are produced. It is seldom seen above 10
feet high, but there are examples of trees of it 30
feet high probably of thirty years' growth. The
leaves are agreeably acid, and, according to Gerard,
were used in his time to season meat with and in-

stead of a salad like Sorrel. The berries are so acid
that birds seldom touch them. They are not eaten
raw, but are excellent when preserved with sugar
in syrup or candied. They are also made into jelly

and rob, both of which are not only delicious to the
taste, but extremely wholesome, and they are
pickled in vinegar, when green, as a substitute for

capers.

The following names represent forms which
are not worth characterising, and which, in-

deed, cannot be distinguished from the type :

B. globularis, B. sangumolenta, B. arborescens,

B. declinata, B. laxidora, B. actinacantha (the

true plant of this name is a Chilian species with
evergreen leaves, somewhat like B. DarwLni),
B. lucida, B. elougata, B. crenulata, B. macro-
carpa, B. chrysantha, B. angulizaus, B. chi-

nensis, &c.

B. V. ASPEKMA, which is represented by the
coloured plate, is one of the most desirable forms.

It has long been known in cultivation, and although
common enough a century or more ago, does not
now appear to be so much grown as its merits en-
title it to be. It is mentioned by Philip Miller, and
Duhamel gives the following account of it :

" In a
wild state it occurs in the neighbourhood of Rouen
and in many other places in Northern France.
When, however, a bush is transplanted into gar-
den ground, it develops strong shoots and bears
fine fruit, but each berry contains two seeds. In a
few years it grows less vigorously, and then each
berry contains but a single seed. When the bush
is old the berries become seedless, as they were be-

fore the plant was removed from its wild habitat."

The delicious preserve, conjitures d'epine rinette, for

which Rouen was celebrated in Dubamel's time,

was, according to that author, made from the fruit

of B. vulgaris asperma.

B. V. ruRi'URBA.—The leaves of this form are a
deep purple, and the berries are also purple. When
planted in a mass, allowed to establish itself, and
cut down annually, strong shoots are developed,
which when young are a fine rich red-purple. Under
such conditions there is no better deciduous shrub
for beautiful foliage effects. In gardens this is also
known under the names of B. sanguinea, B. atro-

purpurca, and B. violacea.

B. V. ALBA.—The only real difference between
this variety and the ordinary red-fruited type is in

the white fruit, which, however, is not produced
very freely; consequently the white-fruited Bar-
berry is only worth growing as a curiosity. The
same remarks apply to B. v. lutea, a form with
yellow berries. Of neither of these have I been
able to ascertain the history or origin.

B. V. DULC'LS.—The first account of this form I

have met with is in vol. iv. of the " Transactions
of the Hortioultmal Society," February 8, 1 820. " In

a letter received this day from Baron Jacquin, of

Vienna, addressed to the secretary, information is

communicated of a variety of the common Bar-

berry, which may become an agreeable addition to

the table fruits. It was discovered wild on a
mountain bordering on the Austrian Alps by the

late Mr. Henry Schott, gardener to the Emperor of

Austria. Its fruit is perfectly sweet and of a
pleasant flavour. A plant of it is now alive in the

garden of an eminent nurseryman at Vienna, but
he has not yet succeeded in propagating it." The
synonyms of this form are B. mitis, B. eduiis, B.

esculenta. I am not aware whether this interesting

plant is now in cultivation in this country. The
plants I have met with under the names quoted had
fruits just as acid as the common Barberry, but
they were probably raised from seeds, and Loudon
tells us that the seedlings raised from the original

plant had acid fruits.

B. V. VABIEGATA.—This has roundish yeUow-
margined leaves otherwise similar to the type.

B. V. AMURENSis.—The very large, somewhat
papery leaves and less branched habit are the only

points of difference by which to characterise this

Barberry. A native of Amurland ; somewhat recently

introduced to this country from Russia.

B. V. -iSTNENSis.—The berries of this variety .ire

oblong, bluish black when ripe. The bush is dwarf,
much branched, and the zig-zag twigs are clothed
with stout spines, from three to five in a cluster, as

long as, or longer, than the leaves. The flowers

are in very shortly-stalked, few-flowered racemes
hardly longer than the leaves. In a wild state B.

:etnensis occurs from South Europe to the Hima-
layas.

B. CANADENSIS.—The American Barberry is a
native of the Alleghany Mountains from ^'irginia

southward, but according to Dr. Asa Gray is not
found in Canada, as would naturally be concluded
from its name, nor is it mentioned by Professor

Macoun in his recently finished " Catalogue of

Canadian Plants." The teeth of the leaves are

less bristly pointed, the racemes bear fewer flowers,

with notched petals, and the berries are oval; in

other respects the American Barberry is like our
common European species. Now and then met
with under the name of B. caroliniana.

B. Lyoium.—This is a very handsome Himalayan
plant with sub-persistent leaves. Even when out

of flower it is readily recognised by its narrow,
generally quite entire, leathery leaves, pale green
above and glaucous beneath ; the erect rigid

branches, too, are clothed with whitish liark. I'he

golden-yellow flowers are borne in drooping, simple
or compound racemes longer than the leaves, and
the flowering period is later than that of all the
numerous forms of the common Barberry. The
berries are violet in colour. The only drawback to

this beautiful shrub is the fact that in a young state

it appears to be a very shy flowerer. An old bush,

(i feet or 8 feet high, is a grand sight when ladeu

with its deep yellow flowers, and in this state is

more showy than any other member of the B. vul-

garis group. It is, moreover, perfectly hardy.

Several garden plants must be referred here, among
them B. elegans, B. aurahuacensis (the true plant

of this name is a Mexican species introduced long
ago to the Horticultural Society's gardens, but per-

haps now lost), B. glaucescens, and B. aristata.

The last - mentioned name rightly represents a
varialile Himalayan plant very different from li.

Lycium, a figure of which will ere long be publislied

in the Botanteal Maijazine.

B. SINENSIS was found in Northern China during
Lord Macartney's embassy to China, and was intro-

duced into England in 1800. The true plant seems
to be not so frequently cultivated as it ought to be.

by far the larger number of plants grown under the
name being simply B. vulgaris. Tliere is, however,
no mistaking the distinctness of B. sinensis when
once seen. The flowers— smaller than those of any
of the Barberries hitherto mentioned in these notes
—are borne on slender, long-stalked pendulous
racemes ; the somewhat small berries are bright red.

The species is well figured in the Botanical Maga-
zine (tab. 6573), and in the accompanying letter-

press Sir Joseph Hooker says "this is the most
graceful of all the numerous species of Barberry
cultivated at Kew, the branchlets from the base to

the crown of the plants weeping and being loaded
with blossoms in the spring." In some gardens this

is grown under the name of B. monosperma.
Kciv. Geo. Nicholson.

Kitchen Garden.

RAISING PLANTS TOO EARLY.
When jilanta of various kinds of vegetables are

raised long before they can be finally put out,

a very bad start has been made. This is

discovered sooner or later by all observant gar-

deners, whether professional or amateur. In
order that the inexperienced may not have to

pay too dearly for their learning, I will endea-
vour to point out some errors that may be
avoided.

It is no uncommon practice to sow the seed
of Tomatoes intended for fruiting in the open
or against sunny walls and fences durmg the

early part of March ; the consequence is the

seedlings are either left much too long in the

seed-pans or pots and become drawn and weakly,
or else when duly potted oflf they have to remain
so long in the pots prior to the weather being fit

for transplanting them to their fruiting quarters,

that they become leggy and starved, much valu-

able time being lost before they partially recover
from this severe check. The first week in April

is early enough to sow seed, the plants by ordi-

narUy good culture growing to a good size by
the end of May, or by the time it is safe to put
them out. Not being raised too early, they soon
recover from the temporary check given them
when planted out, and the first strong bunch of

bloom being preserved, there is eveiy prospect

of ripe fruit being gathered early in July.

Vegetable Marrows and ridge Cucumbers
ought never to be raised long before their

summer quarters are ready for their reception.

In some catalogues and calendars it is advised

that the seed be sown in March ; in others early

in April ; the plants to be grown on till the end
of May. These early raised and "grown on"
plants prove very unsatisfactory when finally

put out, and not unfrequently are eventually
surpassed by others raised from seed sown on
the beds early in May. If handlights or frames
are available for giving Marrows a good start,

then sow about the middle of April, and transfer

the plants to the beds as soon as the pots are

well tilled with roots. When nothing but a

temporary covering of some kind of protecting

material can be atlbrded, be content to sow the
seeds about the tirst week in May. They germi-
nate quickly, the plants are soon of a good size,

and if not badly starved will not be long in

arriving at a bearing state.

Very many failures with Celery may be traced

to early raising. If a row or rows are needed
extra early, or say during August and Septem-
ber, then the jilants must be raised early in the

year in a ratlier strong heat ; but such early-

raised Celery is often not tit to eat, and not till

October is it nearer perfection. As a rule, the

tirst week in March is quite soon enough to sow
a pinch of seed of a white Celery, and plants

raised thus early in heat require to be pricked
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out into frames or coddled somewhat. The
bulk of the plants ought not to be subjected to
much heat at any time, aud it is far better to
raise the required number on gentle hotbeds
with or without a frame covering, sowing the
seed late in March or during the first week in

April. Without much trouble a sturdy lot of
plants may be prepared for the trenches, and
which will do well from the first, these also
being the least likely to run to seed prema-
turely. Poor weakly plants raised early and
thicldy in pans or boxes are generally the most
difficult to deal with, and are usually the least
satisfactory in the end.

Late in March or early in April large quanti-
ties of Broccoli, Borecole, Chou de Burghley,
and Savoy seeds are sown in the open borders,
some of the plants thus raised being intended
to succeed any that may have been raised earlier
in heat. Where there is a possibility of the
former being put out as soon as ready not much
harm is done ; indeed a longer period of growth
might be a gain. But, as a rule, the plants are
raised early only to remain crowded until the
ground can be cleared of other crops or be pre-
pared for them. By all means raise a good
early batch of Brussels Sprouts, Eclip.se and
Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Autumn Protecting
and Michaelmas White Broccoli, and, if much
needed, some Cabbage, but these must not be
neglected in any way, or early sowing will be
detrimental rather than advantageous. In late
or very cold districts it may be advisable to sow
seed of mid-season and late Broccoli, Borecole,
Savoys, and Chou de Burghley during the first

week in April, but in warmer localities from
the middle to the end of the month is quite
soon enough, and we not infrequently defer
sowing till the first week in May. Sown at
these dates the seed germinates and the plants
grow quickly. Market growers who raise many
thousands of plants in the open fields and on
poor ground may always safely sow the seed
earlier than private gardeners, as there is little

or no danger of their stock becoming prema-
turely tall and weakly.

If the seed of Salsafy and Scorzonera is sown
much before the end of AprU the plants are
liable to run to seed prematurely, while early
raised Beet is apt to attain the size of Mangold
Wurtzel. The best Carrots for storing are
usually obtained by sowing seed late in April.
Comparatively late sowing of any of tlie fore-
going is usually attended with a more even ger-
mination of the seeds. W. Iggulden.

SEAKALE FOR NEXT WINTER'S FORCING.
Seakale in its requirements differs from all other
plants. If by good summer culture a strong crown
has been formed at the top of the long under-
ground stem, forcing this crown to make suitable
growth is only a question of proper treatment in a
dark house or frame. In gardens where there is a
Mushroom Iiouse one or more of the bays are
usually reserved for Seakale, relays of prepared
crowns being planted therein somewhat closely
together at suitable intervals to produce a regular
succession. But though in large gardens the
Mushroom house is commonly utilised for forcing
Seakale in winter, any other dark place with a
genial temperature and an atmosphere free from all
taint of ammonia from the fermentation of manure
will do. When the crowns are lifted for forcing in
November or December, as the case may be, the
roots are trimmed in pretty closely, the crowns,
with about 8 inches of main-root stem attached,
being laid in thickly together on the north side
of a hedge or fence to be in readiness when
required, and the pieces trimmed off, or thongs, as
they are sometimes called, .-ire sorted .-md the
strongest and best are cut to about 4 inches in
length by the removal of the thin end. They are

then laid in damp sand till March or April, when
they are planted with a dibble on land that is in
good heart in rows 15 inches apart, and about the
same distance, or a little less, from each other in

the rows. This I have found to give ample
room for the production of good strong crowns.
If the thongs are laid in damp sand in Novem-
ber or early in December, buds will probably
be shooting from the thick ends in March, and
when the roots .ire planted, these little crowns
should be placed just level with the top of the soil,

or, at any rate, only a little fine soil should be
crumbled down over them. If they are covered tliey

will work their way through. The one thing remark-
able about Seakale is the impunity with which one
may cut away its roots without injuring produc-
tion. I do not trim so closely as some, but all

roots are trimmed in within a couple of inches of
the main stem, and thus give us a good su]iply of
thongs for selecting cuttings from for raising a
stock of roots for the following season's forcing.
Seakale is a maritime plant, and a top-dressing of
salt applied to the land before planting or imme-
diately after will be beneficial. All flower-stems
must be cut away, and if more than one crown
forms on a root, all but the strongest should lie

taken away, as one strong crown is better than two
weakly ones.

Where root cuttings in sufficient quantities cannot
be had, seeds may be sown towards the end of
March or beginning of April in drills 2 inches deep
and 15 inches apart, the plants to be thinned when
large enough. The best way of sowing the seeds is

to drop say three seeds at intervals of a f.ot or so.

As the seeds are somewhat expensive, this prevents
all waste, and yet gives a good opportunity for
selection, which it is very desirable to have. Slugs
and snails are very fond of the young plants, and
when they first appear through the soil a dusting
of soot and lime should be given occasionally for a
week or two till the plants get strong. E. H.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Potatoes.

A CHANGE from winterly weather to warmth 'and
sunshine has tempted many to commence planting
Potatoes extensively, but it is possible to be too
hasty in the matter. In low-lying districts, and
which are most liable to be troubled with severe
late frosts, it is unwise to do much of the planting
in March, nearer the middle or end of April being
a more suitable time. Very much ought in all

cases to depend upon the state of the ground. Pota-
toes should not be puddled in, and if the ground
will not work freely when tested, it is advisable to
delay planting till it can be done properly. The
surface may be well pulverised and dry and yet
immediately below, the soil be cold and wet, and
this is certainly not a favourable state of aflairs for
planting. Where a con.siderable space of ground is

annually cropped with Potatoes, it is frequently
necessary to commence planting in March, and if

the latest varieties are first got in, then the second
earlies, and finally the bulk of the Ashleafs and
other early sorts, not much haulm will be above the
surface till it may reasonably be considered out of
danger from severe frosts. We prefer to plant
medium-sized sets, each cleared of all but one
strong sprout, but if scarce, large tubers of all but
the Ashleaf and Lapstone types may safely be out
into three or four pieces, each with one or more
good eyes or sprouts attached. It is advisable to
snip off the smallest ends of the Ashleaf Kidneys to
ensure an early decay of the tubers, as when planted
uncut these are apt to turn up sound when the crops
are raised. All cut sets should have the wounds
dipped in slaked lime, or otherwise grubs and in-

.sects may feed on them before tliey have done their
work. When it is desirable to ra|)idly increase the
stock of any scarce variety, the tubers may bo jilai^cd

in pans or boxes, and after being lightly covered with
fine mould be placcnl in gentle heat to sjiroul.

Every .sound eye will ]iush out one or more sprouts,
and these when about 2 inches long may be pulled
off the tuber, divided if need be, and placed singly
into 3-inch pots filled with light loamy soil. Being

already furnished with roots, these shoots, if kept
on a shelf in gentle heat, will soon recommence
active growth and develop into strong plants. The
old tubers ought to be returned to their previous
ijuarters and covered again, a second, and if re-

quired a third crop of sprouts being thus obtained.
It is really astonishing what a number of plants
may be obtained in this manner from 1 pound of
tubers, and if all are transferred early to cool
houses or pits to harden o£E prior to being planted
out on good ground, each, it duly protected for a
time, will produce nearly or quite as heavy a crop
as those sets put out in the usual manner. The
days for fancy prices, however, are past, and there
is now less need than formerly for this method of
propagation.

Methods of Planting Potatoes.
When the ground is at all lumpy, it ought to be

well stirred to a depth of about 9 inches and the
lumps separated, this being done either by the
aid of forks or two-tined hoes. In many districts

the practice of digging in the Potatoes finds favour
as being the quickest, and if the work is not
" scamped " it answers well. Unfortunately, la-

bourers are much given to study the surface of the
ground rather than the state of the soil about the
sets. When the drills are opened with a spade, the
soil is apt to be made too close and impenetrable
to the delicate tuber-bearing roots. The latter ought
not to be much obstructed, the best crops being
obtained from finely-divided, well-worked ground.
If, therefore, the method of opening drills is followed,
this should be done with forks. It is done in this

way: A drill is opened across one end, the sets at

once put in and carefully covered with the next spit

of soil, a space of ground according to the distance
to divide the rows being next dug. Then with the
aid of a line stretched across, another drill is opened
and planted, this being repeated till the whole
breadth is finished—all the ground will be thus left

in a loose condition. Drawing the drills with the
aid of heavy half-mattock hoes is the surest method
of well breaking up the soil that is to surround the

sets, and this plan answers well when exhibition

tubers are needed. The previously sprouted sets

may first be carefully covered with fine light soil,

brought, if necessary, from the frame ground, and
the rest of the soil drawn over the rows with hoes.

This is the most laborious method of all, as, in

addition to the extra trouble of covering the sets,

the spaces between the rows also require loosening

with forks or hoes. Potatoes may be most expe-
ditiously planted with the aid of a broad dibber,

but this is recommended for light, free-working

soils only. With the dibber and a line stretched

across the ground, holes may be made as fast as sets

can be dropped into them, these being closed again

with a hoe. On medium and light soils the sets

may well be buried to a depth of (5 inches, but on
he.avy land it is advisable to plant very much nearer

the surface, the crops resulting in this case being
heavier and the quality very much better than is

obtained by deep planting. This holds good with
all varieties, but no general rule can so easily be
given as to the distances apart to arrange the rows
and sets. As a rule, the strong growers, which are

principally late disease-resisting sorts, ought to be
not less than ii feet .apart, another (i inches being
allowed on extra good, well-manured land; while
the sets maybe disposed from Id inches to 12 inches

apart. Modcnitely strong growers, among these

being included the greater portion of second early

and main crop varieties, may be planted from
2 feet to 30 inches apart, a distance of 9 inches
dividing the sets in the rows. The rows of Ashleaf
and other comparatively short-lop]ied varieties,

grown on good open ground for jiroducing succes-

sional supplies, ought not to be less than 2 feet

apart; but on warm borders whore they arc usually
]il;uited early the rows may be 18 inches ajiart and
the sets 8 inches asunder. If any kind of artificial

manure is used in .addition to a liberal dressing of

half-rotten farmyard or st.ablc manure didy dug in

rather deeply, this should be a]i])lied in moderation,
or more harm than good will result. It may be
sown in the drills, and ;igain among the rows,
prior to hoeing or loosening the ground about these
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the first time after the sprouts are through the

surface.

Potatoes and Double Chopping.

Where a system o£ close cropping is adopted
Potatoes play an important part in various economic
arrangements. In the more favoured southern dis-

tricts especially the earliest crops can be cleared

off the ground in time to be succeeded by autumn
Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Strawberries, winter Spinach,
Tripoli Onions, late Carrots, and winter salading.

Some of the foregoing are not unfrequently grovra

in succession to the second earlies, and also late

Turnips and spring Cabbage. Very few attempt
to plant anything in close succession to late ma-
turing Potatoes, nor do I much approve of the

practice of planting between these, as unless the

rows are very widely arranged, indeed, the haulm
is liable to overrun the intermediate crops. There
is much to be said in favour of planting between
the varieties of moderate growth, and also for

growing quick maturing varieties between the rows
of runner Beans, late Peas, or other crops that do
not unduly shade the ground till July or August.

In the latter case the Potatoes ought to be planted

somewhat early, a good space at proper intervals

beingallowed fortherows of BeansorothertaU-grow-
ing vegetables to be sown or planted. Supposing,
for instance, the rows of Beans or Peas are 6 feet

apart, at least two rows of early Potatoes may be
grown between them, extra good crops resulting.

Winter Broccoli grown between rows of Potatoes is

rarely hardy enough to be of any value, but there

is no reason why all the Brussels Sprouts and
Borecole, as well as autumn Cauliflowers and
Broccoli, should not be planted in these positions.

When it is intended to plant these crops between
the Potatoes, the rows of Ashleaf or other short-

topped varieties of the latter must be not less than
3 feet apart, and the rather stronger growers should

receive from 6 inches to 12 inches more space,

according to the strength of the ground and the

known habit of the variety. After the Potatoes

are finally moulded up, the other crops may be put

out as soon as ready, these in their turn having
soil drawn up to them after the Potatoes are

cleared off the ground. Land thus closely cropped
ought to be well manured prior to being dug, and
any special manure sown wUl benefit all alike.

W.I.

Out in the market gardens.—The big areas

of land now devoted to the cultivation of vegetables

for the London market are rapidly assuming a
barren aspect. Breadths of Brussels Sprouts,

Savoys, Kales, Coleworts, &c., have either been all

sent to market or, as in many cases, have furnished

food for sheep or, perhaps, where fruit trees

abound, have been chopped up and ploughed in

as manure. Potatoes, chiefly Early Rose and
Beauty of Hebron, are now rapidly being got in,

although the soil is yet cold and in places wet.

But where so much has to be done practically by
the end of April an early start must be made. The
earliest sowings of Peas are well tlirough, but
growth is very slow and not much seems to have
been gained by such early sowing. The soil has, of

course, in most cases run together somewhat closely,

and plenty of surface stirring will be needed later

on. Nearly everywhere seeds of winter stuffs have
been sown, the breadths of these in tlie beds cover-

ing a large area. Spring Onions also have been

sown. Spinach has proved to be one of the most
profitable crops of the season and still yields leaf-

age, but not equal to the demand. It is a vegetable

which ordinarily sells well. Much of the Cabbage
type of green stuff has been absolutely unsaleable

at times, not because it was indifferent, but because

the market was glutted, and yet in the suburbs of

the metropolis greens of all kinds have been as dear

as ever. Beds of autumn-sown Onions look very

fresh and green. On the warmer soils large areas

have been sown with Radish seed, the beds being

protected from birds by clean litter. Greater

warmth is now sadly needed to assist seeds in ger-

minating.—A. D.

Large v. small Celery.—I am greatly in favour
of small Celery. It is all very well having huge sticks

a yard or more in length and half that in circumference,

but when it is remembered how very Kttlc of this is

really fit to use either for the table or for salads,

the great waste connected with large Celery becomes
apparent. In a stick weighing 61hs. , 2 lbs. might
probably be used and 4 Ihs. thrown away ; whereas in a

small head, such as is typical of Wliite Gem, of 3 lbs.

2 lbs. at least would be usable and not more than 1 lb.

superfluous. The latter can be grown in less space,

with less attention in earthing, &c. Heads of small

Celery are also less disposed to become pithy or soft in

the stems than those of large ones, and being compact
they suffer less in muter, while nothing can be said iu

favour of the large ones, excepting that they appear to

afford an abundance which is not necessary.—J. MniR,
Margam Park, South Wales.

MAKING HOTBEDS.
The old-fashioned hotbed, where the materials for

its construction can be easily obtained, still holds

its own as a forcing medium. The warmth from

fermenting substances is so genial, and, when the

beds are rightly constructed, so regular in its action,

that aU plants grow vigorously in the hotbed. In

large gardens the hotbed comes into use early in

winter for forcing Asparagus, early Potatoes,

Carrots, Radishes, Seakale, &c. Formerly, the hot-

bed was in many gardens the only means employed
for raising the early Cucumbers, but in those days

Cucumbers were not required much before Easter,

and it was considered very good work to cut

Cucumbers in March. Now, Cucumbers are re-

quired all the year round, and in this instance, so

far as regards the winter supply, hot water has the

field all to itself. But to supply Cucumbers from

the end of March on through the summer the liot-

hed is a most economical institution. The fuel

costs nothing where trees abound and horses are

kept, and the worn-out hotbed forms a valuable

compost for the garden or for potting purposes.

The best materials are tree leaves and stable manure
in something like equal parts. Later in the season,

almost anything having a vegetable basis will do to

mix in the heap to make hotbeds. Grass from the

lawns, weeds, spent Hops from a brewery, or, in

short, any kind of waste matter which ferments

when laid in a heap may be usefully employed,

but for the early hotbeds "the best materials only

should be used, and these are tree leaves, prefer-

ably from the Oak, and fresh stable manure. Mix
the two together in a large heap, for the hotbed at

this season must not be stinted in material ; shake

out aD the flaky pieces, so that all may thoroughly

blend together. In less than a week the heap will

be getting warm, and if the leaves and manure are

in sometliing like equal quantities the beds may be

made up at once. If the manure largely predomi-

nates, the heap should be turned over and shaken

up again, to drive off some of the rankness which is

present when much fresh stable manure is used

;

but the leaves, if used freely, neutralise this

tendency to violent heat and absorb any noxious

gases which are evolved from the manure. Set

out the bed by driving down a stake at each corner.

The size should be 2 feet longer and wider than the

frames, so that when the frames are placed on the

bed there will Ije a margin a foot wide all round.

For Cucumbers at this season, the bed at back

should not be less than 4-^ feet to 5 feet high, and

3J feet to i feet at front.'

In building it up, place the materials in layers

1 foot or so thick, giving the requisite pressure by

treading as the work proceeds. This treading or

pressing together is the key to the whole business.

As regards temperature, if a bed is put loosely

togetlier, the fermentation is rapid and soon spends

itself, and the bed becomes cool before it has

finished its allotted work. On the other hand, if

the bed is trampled too much, the air, which is the

main source of fermentation, is forced out, the heat

rises slowly, and perhaps never can be made to no

useful work. I grant it is not often a bed is

trampled down so much as this. Still, it the

materials are damp when put together it may be

done; at any rate it is possible to do it, but tlic

medium way is best. Give just enough pressure to

prevent rapid and unequal settlement after the bed

gets fairly into work, and whether used for

Cucumbers or Melons, or for propagating plants

for their flowers, much useful work may be done. The
sides of the bed should be built up straight and true.

Inside the frame is placed or thrust a watch stick

in the centre of the light, and when the heat has
become steady, at about 85° to 90°, the soil, or the

plunging material, may be placed inside and the

plants set out, or the cuttings or seeds placed

therein, as the case may be. When the drops of

water which have condensed on the inside of the

frame are perfectly colourless, it may be taken as a
sign that the bed is perfectly safe for tender

cuttings or plants to be placed therein. E. H.

Stove and Greenhouse.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Lilies.—Where there is a large greenhouse or con-

servatory that has to be kept attractive all the year

round. Lilies should form an important feature

during the spring or summer months. Where a

sufficient number of plants of L. Harrisi are grown
they will now be in bloom. L. eximium will come
on to keep up the succession, whilst the common L.

candidum will follow. Though this kind will bear

bringing on in the same heat, it is not well to hurry

it ; consequently, it is better to be content with

having it in bloom after the other two sorts men-
tioned are over. If snflicient stock of I-. candidum
is grown it may be had in flower until the first of

the auratums are in bloom. With judgment in

timing the blooming of this Lily, it will give a

succession from the end of May until the close of

summer. When the bulbs are well established they

will bear gentle forcing, and some of the innumer-

able forms in which it appears naturally flower late

in summer when kept cool. To make the most of

this useful decorative Lily, the different forms, early,

mid-season, and late, should be labelled to guide the

grower as to the way they require to be dealt with

so as to have them in bloom in a continuous succes-

sion. The imported bulbs that come to hand now
do not succeed so well as those which came first.

Possibly the low price which it fetches now has the

effect of making both importers and growers more
careless in its treatment than they used to be. L.

speciosum will bear considerable bad usage and
still thrive after a fashion, but this kind well repays

for being well treated. The plants must not be

kept during their early stages near other things of

any kind that are at all affected with aphides ; the

insects are sure to get on the Lilies and destroy the

bloom, and it is almost impossible to kill the aphides

by fumigating, as they are down in the newly-

formed fiowers and hidden by the young leaves,

where the smoke cannot reach them. I find nothing

so effectual as dipping the tops in tobacco water and
letting them remain for a moment or two in it.

Through inattention to this matter I have known
tlie flowers of some thousands of plants of L. can-

didum completely ruined. L. speciosum and other

sorts that are now about breaking through the soil

should be placed close to the glass in a pit or frame,

where they can have air in the daytime and the

frost be kept from them when the nights are sharp.

If ever the growth of these or other Lilies is at all

drawn, the leaves are sure to be so far wanting in

substance as to be unable to retain their vitality

until the plants have done flowering.

Early fouced Lilies.—Plants of the different

kinds of Lilies that have been forced should, when
done flowering, be at once moved to a cold house
or pit, where air and water can be regularly given,

and where also care in keeping them free from
aphides can be taken. Where this is done the plants

will again do good service. When neglected it is

useless to expect them to be of much further use.

Stove.^Alocasias.—The different species of

Alocasias, such as A. metallica, A. Veitchi, A. Lowi,

and others of like ciiaracter, should be repotted

annually. The best time to do tliis is in spring

wlien the plants are about to make active growth.

Strong examples push up their flowers about this

time; it is advisable to remove them as soon as they

can be got hoUl of, as it is a loss of strength to the

pi I nts and of time if they are allowed to come to

maturity. These Alocasias require a good deal of
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water during the growing season. This naturally

causes the material in which they are potted to

decompose quickly, and necessitates its being re-

newed yearly. Where this is not done it is liable

to get sour. The different species named do best

in a compost consisting of the best fibrous peat
such as answers for Orchids, chopped Sphagnum,
sand and broken crocks or charcoal. If some dry
flaky manure, such as has been used for mulching
a Vine border, is added it will help them. Into this

the roots will push apace, and the top growth ex-

tend proportionately. Most of the old soil should
be taken away. Alocasias are surface rooters and
do best when the pots have a greater depth of

drainage in them than is used for most things. The
Alocasias in question, when strong, produce tubers

underground from which they can be propagated.
At the time of potting these should be taken off

and either grown on singly in small pots or several

together in larger ones, giving them similar material

to that advised for the general stock. In potting
press the soil moderately firm and at once give some
water. From this time onward through the summer
the plants should have a warm stove temperature,
and be carefully shaded from the sun. They ought to

be well syringed once a day. If this is done tho-

roughly it will keep the foliage free from insects,

such as thrips and red spider, both of which are
liable to be troublesome. These Alocasias bear
dividing, and in most oases moderate-sized examples
will be found more serviceable than large specimens.
When well grown the distinct forms and colours of
the leaves, and their metallic lustre, render them
effective amongst other plants.

A. MACEOUBHIZA VAKIEGATA is one of the most
noble and distinct of all variegated-leaved sub-
jects. It is a quick grower, and suckers taken off

last summer and that have since been growing in a
warm stove will make full-sized specimens during
the present season. This species does best in loam
with a large quantity of dry shaly manure added ; if

this is used to the extent of one-third it will not be
too much. A good sprinkling of sand should be
mixed with the compost. In other respects the
treatment recommended for the others will answer
for A. macrorrhiza variegata.

Anthueiums, fine-leaved.—The ornamental
foliaged section of the Anthuriums, such as A.
crystallinum, A. magnificum, and A.Warocqueanum,
rank amongst the finest and most distinct of the
plants that are grown for their leaves. When well

managed they form a leading feature in a collec-

tion of stove plants. They thrive in peat that is

light and that contains plenty of fibre ; some sand
and broken crocks should be mixed with it. These
also ought to be repotted each spring about this

time. All the old soil that is found to be much
decomposed should be removed. These Anthuriums
are best for ordinary decorative use when confined
to one or two crowns. Being free growers, they re-

quire a good deal of root room ; the pots should be
one-third filled with drainage, as the roots mostly
keep near the surface. Give a plentiful supply of
water as soon as growth begins to move freely,

and S3rringe overhead once a day. To preserve the
silky gloss natural to the leaves, the plants must be
kept shaded in bright weather.

Crotons.—These plants may be propagated at
almost any time of the year when suitable shoots
to make cuttings of are obtainable. But if struck
now they will have time to make nice decorative
stock before autumn. In choosing the cuttings,
strong shoots that are deficient in colour must be
avoided. They are best put singly into small pots
half filled with a mixture of sand and loam, the
surface all sand. If they can have a temperature
of 75° or 80° in a propagating frame they will root
in tliree weeks, after which gradually expose them
to the air of the house. As soon as llie pots are
moderately full of roots move them into others
about inches in diameter. Good yellow loam
with some sand added is the best soil for Crotons,
as the foli;ige usually comes better coloured in it

than in peat. In the case of large specimens that
require their branches shortening, this should
always be done early in autumn. By this means
they have time to break and the young growth to

make some progress before spring, which gives a
better chance of the shoots attaining the desired

colour early in summer. When Crotons are cut in

hard a considerable portion of the leaves that are

first formed afterwards come too green, so that

when the cutting in is delayed until spring, much
of the summer passes before the foliage gets of the

right colour. Most of the species come from the

South Sea Islands; this points to the high tempera-
ture they like. To do justice to them, they should
have a night temperature through the winter of not
less than 65°. If 70° can be kept up all the better.

They require no shade at any time, unless the glass

is found to burn the leaves. The plants should
also be stood well up to the roof. During the time
they are growing freely they should have manure
water ; this likewise helps to put more yellow colour

into the leaves, though at first sight stimulants of

this kind might be supposed to have a contrary
effect. Plants that require more room should
now be repotted. To keep Crotons free from the

small white thrips with which they are often

so much troubled, they should be well syringed
daily.

Drac^nas.—However well these plants are

treated, in time they get bare of leaves at the

bottom in which condition they do not look well.

Tremandra verticillata.—This is a remark-
ably pretty hard-wooded plant. It is also known as

Platytheca galioides, and is a very ornamental
plant for the greenhouse, forming as it does rather

a free-growing, many-branched specimen. The
shoots, which are long and slender, are clothed

with small narrow leaves, and thickly studded with
delicately poised, drooping blossoms, about the size

of a shilling and of a pleasing reddish-violet colour.

A succession of bloom is kept up for a considerable

period, and this, combined with the fact that it is

not a difficult plant to cultivate, are all points in

its favour.—H. P.

Carnations in pots.— Last year I potted a few
plants, but have not been successful with them. I

potted them according to the instructions of an au-

thority on the subject, but still I did not succeed so

well as I should like to have done. I think I have
discovered one point at least where my instructions

were at fault. I was advised to pot them very firmly.

The plants all through the summer showed there

was insufticient root action, and on turning the

plants out of the pots after blooming I found the

roots had not taken full possession of the soil. My
potting compost consisted of four parts fibrous

loam, one manure, and one leaf-soil, with a little

sand and crushed charcoal. I used 8-inoh pots. My

Miltonia vexiUaria

Where in this state the present is a good time for

heading them down, as when the work is done at

this season the stools have all the summer in which
to form new heads, and the young stock also

that is propagated from the tops will make nice

plants before the end of the season. Let the roots

get a little drier than is usual before heading

down. The heads should be severed about G

inches above the collar; the hard portion of the

stems may be cut into bits 2 inches or 3 inches long,

divesting them of their leaves. Put the cuttings

2 inches apart in pots filled with sand. The tops,

consisting of three or four leaves, should be put

singly in 3-inch or 4-inch pots and treated in the

way that answers for onlinary cuttings ; these

will soon form roots, and will make nice young
plants before the end of the year. Tlie cuttings

made; from the harder wood will take longer to

root and to push their buds. When two or three

small leaves have been formed the plants .should

be moved .singly into pots and encouraged to

make growth in a brisk stove heat. Shade when
the sun is powerful. Syringe freely so as to kcc]!

the foliage quite free from red sjiider, thrips, or

aphides. When the old plants have started, turn

them out of the jiota and remove the stout ter-

minal root, which if treated as a cvitting will soon

make a plant; repot in peat with some sand in it.

T. li.

opinion is that where the loam is inclined to be
hea\'y (as mine is) the compost should have more
lighter material added and not be rammed so firmly.

Any information on the subject will be very accept-

able ; also, would the plants do better in larger or

smaller pots?

—

Yorkshire.

SHORT NOTES.—STOYE AND QREENHOUSE.

Pelargonium Venus.—This is a jiuro white
variety tif tlii.' ilccoral i\i' .^t'l-ti^m vtf Pelar^<>!uiims, antl

it is hir^rcly ^r()\vn l>y Mchhts. IFi-nry Caimcll ami
Suns at Swanli'y tor t-uttiiiLT. 'I'ho habit of ^'i-uwtli

is dwarf and cunipact, and tlnwcring hrant-lios burst

out m every direction ; the tlowors are whitt', with
a ylit^ht carmin(> blotch on tlio upper petals. It is

n line variety for every pnriiosi', and especiully for

tlowerinn at mid-winter.— H. I).

Dividing tubei'ous Begonias.—It i.s a ^ood
way of inereasini^ tutierons liei^onias, especially for

flowi'r beds, to cut tile \\\v^v tmlbs into tVnir or iivo

pieces and nndie a, plant of each. 'I'lio t)uil) should ho

cut uj) with a shoot attached to each as soon as this

can be seen, and the divisions may at'ti-rwarvls lie potted

sin^dy into small pots, or planted a few inches apart in

shallow boxes and allowed to rennun in those until

planted i>nt.—.l. Meiu, iUn;jinn.

I Double Pelargonium Swanley Double
White.—Of all the double white zonal IVIarRoniums
this appears to me to be much the best. It has the
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peculiarity of beino: always in flower. It was fouiid in

Paris and eventually came into the hands of the
Messrs. Cannell. Mr. Cannell calls it a perpetual
bloomer, and I do not think he is far wrong. The
flowers are pure wbit^ ; they are persistent, and there-
fore last some time. It can be strongly recommended
for cutting from at mid-winter, and indeed at that
season of the year it can be seen at its best. This
variety appears to be also known iinder the name of

Comtesse S. Disermer.—11. D.

The durability of Asparagus plumosus
when cut.—In November last 1 gave a lady frioii<l a
few sprays of the above, with the understanding that
she was to put them in water and try how long she
could keep them. I saw the same fronds the other
day, and they were almost as fresh as they were
when I cut them. They have been kept in a sitting-

room with their ends in water, which has been changed
weekly, and their power of vitality seems almost in-

credible.—J. MuiR, Margam.

Orchids.

MILTONIAS.
Taken altogether, the dozen species of Miltonia

at present known form as select a genus of first-

class garden Orchids as one need wish to have.

They liave variety enough in habit, foliage, size

and form of flower, and colour ; they are all

large-flowered, the blossoms remain fresh a
month or more, and with scarcely an exception
none of the species fails to bloom annually if

anything like fair treatment be given. There
is, however, one drawback to the genus as a
whole, namely, the ^vide difierence in tempera
ture required by the several species. We can
not, therefore, grow all Miltonias in one house,
nor can some of them be grown at all, except in

stoves. We read of M. Koczli and M. Phalie-
nopsis thriving in a Cattleya house, even in an
Odontoglossum house, but my experience with
these plants suggests that where the Miltonias
named are grown with (Alontoglossums, one or
the other must suffer. The species whicli will

thrive in an Odontoglossum house in summer
and in a temperature not lower than 50° in

winter are M. spectabilis and its varieties, M.
Moreliana (a good garden kind), M. anceps,
M. Candida, M. Clowesi, and M. Warscewi. zi.

The last-named is perhaps the coolest of all,

but it grows well and flowers freely if trea'ed
with the others. The species named are every
one of them easy to get and easy to kee-,
which cannot trutlifully be said of many easily
got Orchids. They thrive best in shallow pans
or baskets, M. spectabilis and M. Moreliana
being perfectly happy when fastened on a teak
raft with an inch layer of Sphagnum about the
roots. The large clustered kinds, such as M.
Candida, require more root room and a mixture
of peat fibre and Sphagnum. Plenty of water,
daily, in fact, all through the summer, with a
dash overhead from the syringe in the evenings
of hot days, should be given to all the above-
named. M. spectabilis was one of tlie first in
troduced of garden Orchids. It was grown and
flowered by Viscount Milton, who, fifty years
ago, had one of the most famous of Orchid
collections, and it was in compliment to him
that Dr. Lindley founded the genus Miltonia.
There are few of the smaller Orchids that sur-
pass M. spectabilis in its best forms ; it re-
mains still the beautiful ililtonia. I have read
that the yellowish hue of the spectabilis section
of these plants is a sign of ill-health, brought
about by wrong treatment. This is as absurd as
the statement made by someone not long ago
that the coppery hue of Odontoglossum crispum
and O. Pescatorei was a bad sign I Miltonias,
or some of them, are naturally yellowisli in
colour as a negro is black. One might get the

foliage green by a change of treatment, but it

would be at a sacrifice of flower, and probably
of the plant. One of the quaintest and prettiest

of Orchids is M. Warscewiczi, better known as

Oncidium Weltoni or O. fuscatum, the tall,

branching scapes crowded with flowers, each
2 inches in diameter, with recurved sepals and
petals and a pufl'ed-up lip like a glorified Bee
Ophrys, the colour rose-purple, with a central

blotch of yellowish brown and a marginal band
of white—exactly the kind of flower which the

uninitiated are delighted to see, and in this

respect almost rivalling that of the Butterfly
Oncidium or the marvellous Stanhopeas. If the
majority of Miltonias have a fault, it is in the
flatness of their flowers. I am afraid to tell

admirers of M. vexillaria how not a few people
of taste call it an ugly, formless flower. Such

from four to eight large flowers, in which the
sepals and petals are dark chestnut and the lip

white, turning cream-coloured witli age. The
flowers open in February and remain fresh a
month or more.

All the Miltonias are Brazilian except M.
Warscewiczi, which comes from Peru. In a
collection where all the species are grown there
is scarcely a month in the year when some of

them are not in bloom. W.

Miltonia Phalaenopsis.

people do not know any better. They have
never had to grow this and its pretty rivals, M.
Phahenopsis (see illustration) and M. Roezli,
But there are many good cultivators who fail with
M. PhaL'enopsis, and M. Roezli is oftener weak
and infested with thrips than it ishealthyand pro-
mising. The best ])lants I have seen were grown
in a Phahenopsis house—not big specimens, but
clean, healthy, well flowered plants in 4 inch
pots. They were watered overhead daily with a
rose-pot, and shared with the Phalajnopsids the
moisture of the atmosphere, heat, and shade.
M. vexillaria (see illustration) has been mastered
by many, and one often meets with large quan-
tities of it as vigorous and healthy as Leeks.

M. cuneata and M. Regnelli do better when
grown in the same house as the Vandas and kept
well supplied with moisture. The former is a
very fine Orchid, with dark green strap-shaped
loaves and an erect spike, a foot long, bearing

Cattleya Trianse Osmani. — This, perhaps
one of the grandest forms of this variable Cattleya,

is now flowering in Mr. Measures' collection at

Streatham, where it stands out conspicuously
amongst a very fine lot of varieties now in bloom

;

tlie flowers measure upwards of 7 inches across,

the sepals and petals being broad and of a deep
magenta-rose, whDst the largebold
lip is broadly marked with intense
deep crimson, flushed with ma-
genta, the colour reaching back
into the throat, where it is stained
with yellow. It is a well-marked
and distinct variety, and the true
form still continues rare.

The yellow liSelia (L. flava).

— Whilst the bright - coloured
Lrelias, such as cinnabarina and
harpophylla, have appeared some-
what frequently in collections dur-
ingthe past year or two, this beau-
tiful species is yet rarely to be met
with in flower. Upon two occa-
sions, however, in the past week
it has been my good fortune to
see it in bloom, its striking col-
our causing it to stand out con-
spicuously from everything else.

It is nearly related to cinnabarina,
close to which indeed it would
appear to be found, in the pro-
vince of Minas-Geraes, in Brazil.

The spike is erect and bears on
the top a clustered raceme of
bright yellow flowers (a colour
which, I think, is only found in

this species of the genus) which
last several weeks in full beauty.
This species, on account of the
distinctness and brilliancy of its

blossoms, produced at this early
season of the year, ought to be
sought after by all Orchid growers.
It requires good drainage, and
I do not think it likes much soil

about its roots, otherwise I know
of nothing to prevent its being
flowered annually.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium albo-sang'ui-
neum. — This is a magniticent
large-flowered species which I re-

cently noted flowering well in Mr.
Darnell's collection at Stamford

Hill. This form is too seldom seen. It was
introduced nearly forty years ago by the Messrs.
Veitch from Burmah, where it is said to grow
on the tops of the highest trees—an indication
that it enjoys an abundance of sunshine and
light. The flowers, produced from the old bulbs,
mostly in pairs, are nearly 3 inches across, the
sepals and petals being soft yellowish buff, the lip,

in addition, bearing two large velvety maroon
blotches at the base. The flowers are very showy
and distinct and last long in beauty.—W. H. G.

Cypripedium Rothschildianum and C.
Ellidttianurn,— It seems to me— but I am only
judging of the two flowers as I see them tofretlier,

knowing nothing of their history— that Elliotti-

anuni is but a variety of Roth.schildianum, and not
a very good one. C. Rothschildianum is unques-
tion.ably the finer of the two, the flowers larger,

stronger, and in every way more striking. The
niMrkings in the two kinds are very similar. Klliotti-

anum has the same distinctive chocolate bands
from base to apex of the two sepals, the same
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peculiarly shaped lip, and the same singular beak-

like staminode, covered with bluish down, or rather

dense hairs. The upper sepal in the flower of

Elliottianum that I have seen was much smaller,

though strikingly similar in colour to that of Koth-

schildianum, but even if they are both distinct,

there is scarcely room for the two in the same
collection.—T. W.

Dendrobium bigibbum.—One usually ex-

pects to find this species flowering in the autumn
months, but I have been agreeably surprised to see

this beauty in several collections this spring, and,

indeed, where the mastery has been obtained over

it, it would appear to be an almost perpetual bloomer.

The flowers are round in shape, almost resembling

those of a Phalsenopsis, whilst the soft magenta-
purple colour is quite unusual. Like all the species

from North Australia and the neighbourhood of

Torres Straits, it enjoys very strong heat.

—

G.

Tbe Lizard Orchid (Orchis hircina) is now
almost if not quite extinct as a British plant. It is a

shameful thing that the writer of to-day's British

flora would have to expunge fully half a dozen
plants from the list of fifty years ago. Rarely in-

deed is it that this very interesting Orchid is seen

in flower in this country, but some beautiful spikes

were forwarded to me last year by Mr. Odell, of Pin-

ner, who wrote that he had found it readily enough
managed in the Iierbaceous border. As proof of

this, two unusually fine plants were kindly for-

warded to me, and I am glad at last to be able to live

in hopes that this August I may flower so curious

and rare a native Orchid. Stiffish loam with some
calcareous matter would seem to suit it best.

—

A. D. Webster.

Lycaste Skinneri. — From Mr. Sherwood's

garden at Brixton comes the most intense coloured

form of this plant I have ever seen, and Mr. Jones,

the gardener, tells me this is the second year of

its flowering, so that it may be reckoned as a per-

manent variety. In my own estimation it is not so

handsome as the type, for I consider the thick,

fleshy, half-white sepals such a glorious back-

ground for the deeper coloured petals and lip. As
a coloured variety this is a wonderful form, the

flower measuring 6 inches across, the sepals being

broad, well formed, and wholly reddish crimson,

not flaked nor flushed in any way, as one may
occasionally see them. The colour is equally

spread over the whole surface ; the erect petals are

deep crimson, whilst the lip is intense deep velvety

crimson. The front lobe is margined with cream
colour, the column being the only portion of the

flower which is white. It is a truly magnificent

variety.—G.

Habenarias. — I recommend the following

method of growing these pretty hardy Orchids

:

Select a well sheltered position facing south or

west, dig a hole about l.S inches deep and about

2 feet across and fill it up with Sphagnum, in which

the roots of the Habenarias should be planted not

later than April. The young leaves should be pro-

tected during the early spring against frost, and later

on shaded, but after flowering the plants should be

exposed to the sun. During the growing season

Habenarias should be treated as bog plants. I

have grown and flowered with great success

Habenaria fimbriata, H. psycodes, H. Hookeri, H.
ciliariii, II. blepliaropliylla, H. tridentata, H. orbicu-

laris, 11. odoratissima, and others. When planted

in peat or any other soil, they rarely flower after

the second season and dwindle away. I wish I was
as successful witli the pretty stemless Lady's Slip-

per (Oypripeiliuni acaule); I have never succeeded
in flowering it afler tlie lirst year.— G. II.

Cattleya Trianae Ernesti. — All forms of

Cattleya Trian;i; are beautiful, and several are now
flowering in tlie large Cattleya house at Cam-
bridge ]/odgc, (Jamberwell. Mr. Simpkins, the

gardener, tells me this is the finest lot of t'. TrianiR

he has been able to preserve from the fog for

the last three years. London growers must either

adopt means to exclude fog from the Orchid houses,

or they nmst endeavour to prevent the plants llowt'r-

ing so early. Amongst these were numerous highly-

coloured forms, and also some extremely delicate

and pure white kinds. The most striking, however,
was a variety named Ernesti, which has a very
broad flower, the front portion of the lip being very
richly coloured, while the petals have a large

wedge-shaped lip of the same colour. These marks
appear to be permanent, as it has flowered several

years in succession and remains constant.—H. G.

AN.i:C'TOCHILI.

In " W. H. G.'s " short note on these interesting
warm house plants in a recent number of Tub
Garden he expresses the hope that importations
will probably be the means of restoring them to

popularity. Doubtless if plants can be obtained
at a cheaper rate many will be vrilling to give them
a trial, but it must not be forgotten that one cause
of their declining in favour was the difficulty

that so many experienced in their culture. Twenty
years ago they were frequently met with, but in

the majority of cases complaint was made of their

not growing away freely. I doubt if any family of

plants has balHed growers generally more than this.

What seems strange is that after doing very

well for a time in some particular place they all at

once refused to thrive, although the treatment was
unchanged. I have known this to occur repeatedly.

The position and construction of the house in

which they are placed and probably the water may
alone suffice to determine the amount of success to

be derived in their culture. With plants so hard to

please, any deficiency in the quality of the latter

would probably alone suflice to render successful

culture impossible. I think this the more likely,

as 1 have known cases where men who had
previously grown the various species very well quite
failed with them in another place. A skilful plant
grower in the neighbourhood of London was some
twenty years ago noted for his exceptional success
with Ansectochili. He used to laugh at the idea
of their being diflicult to grow. " Too much fuss

made about them," he used to say. " All that is

wanted is a little common sense, and they will grow
as well as anj' other warm house plant."

It happened that later on he took charge of a
garden in another part of the country, and his

failure there to grow Anrectocliili was as signal as
his success had been hitherto. It is almost inex-

plicable that, with command of the requisite

warmth and means for supplying the necessary
atmospheric conditions, so many really good plant
growers should fail in the culture of Ansectochili,

and it is no wonder they should in a great measure
have gone out of cultivation. One of the best
grown collections existed, I believe, at Black Rock,
near Dublin, at the time that Mr. O'Brien was
gardener there. If I was rightly informed, they
were not grown in the orthodox manner, which
consists in keeping them the year through under
bell-glasses or in tight cases. They were, I believe,

exposed to the same atmospheric conditions as the
general occupants of the house. I was told that
they gave no particular trouble, forming nice bushy
specimens. It may be that we have been on the
wrong tack in the culture of these little gems, making
the mistake of over-coddling, that has been made
with scores of plants that it was later on found did
not require so much confinement or warmth. In the
earlier days of Orchid culture thousands of plants

were thus ruined, and I remember the time when
it was thought impossible to grow such a Filmy
Fern as Todea pellucida in any other way than in

a close case in a warm house ; wliercas luiw oiu;

may frequently see good specimens of it doing well

under ordinary treatment. I do not know tlie exact
conditions under which the Aniuctochili grow
naturally, but now that we are likely to get impor-
tations of them, some useful information on this

point may come to hand that will help to guide
cultivators. I'lant.s, too, will undoubtedly bo ob-

tainable at a cheapcir rate than formerly. When
small specimens of the best kinds with two or three

leaves are not to be bought for less than half-a-

guinea each, there is but little inducement to em-
liark in the culture of plants so notoriously ditlicult

to manage. I have a notion that they winild do
better if exjjoscd to the full atmosphere of a house
specially adapted to them than shut up in close

cases. A house with a low roof and sunken path,
where atmospheric moisture could be easily main-
tained, would probably better meet their wants
than any other form of structure. J. C. B.

Dendrobium Dominianum.—If I am not
mistaken, this is the first hybrid obtained in gar-

dens of this large and beautiful genus of Eastern
Orchids, which are widely distributed in India, but
which have not contributed largely to the recog-
nised forms of natural hybrids. In various gardens
I have recently observed some finely coloured forms
which deserve attention at the hands of the Orchid
cultivator as perpetuating the name of the first

raiser of seedling Orchids at home. The plant in

question is the result of a cross between D. nobile

and D. Linawianum, the latter plant being perhaps
better known by the erroneous name of D. monili-

forme, by which appellation it was for years known
and grown in English gardens. D. Dominianum
is particularly bright in colour, especially in some
examples which I have recently seen. The sepals

and petals are white at the base, broadly tipped
with bright rosy purple ; the lip is marked in the

same manner, the disc being of a much deeper
shade of purple. It is an exquisite variety, espe-

cially for early blooming.

—

W. H. G.

Orchids from Weston Grove, Southamp-
ton.—From Mr. Smith, gardener to Mr. Moss, at

the above address, comes a beautiful gathering of

Orchids, the bright colours showing clearly that

the flowers have opened in the country. Amongst
them are a nice series of the old, but beautiful

Dendrobium nobile. No. 1 is a light form with a
very dark lip, flower large and bold ; No. 2, flower

larger than No. 1, the sepals and petals large,

heavily marked with rosy crimson, with the base

white, lip very long, round, and bold in front,

the blotch of velvety crimson large and deep, a
beautiful form; No. 3 is a handsome form, the

flowers large and midway between those of the

other two for colour, whilst that sent as Wallichi-

anum is exceedingly deep in colour, the lip being

more pointed in front and not recurved. Many
highly coloured forms appearing amongst the

recently imported plants are decided improve-

ments and are highly prized. This species is

very fragrant. There are also two good forms

of Cattleya Triana:, the sepals and petals of

one being unusually dark, whilst the light form is

undoubtedly that figured some years ago in the

Floral Magazine as Cattleya RoUissoni. Of
Sophronitis grandiflora there were two very fine

forms upwards of 2 inches across, the petals being

round and of good substance. No. 1 is of an
intense deep blood colour, whilst No. 2 is scarlet—as

bright as a soldier's coat—these two forms being

good representatives of the varieties called grandi-

flora and coccinea, if it were possible to obtain any
other than colour for distinction. Flowers of a
good variety of Epidendrum Stamfordianum and
of a very pretty white Cttdogyne, the name of

which we must give next week, were also amongst
this gathering.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

The durability of Orchid flowers when
cut.—A lumiher of blooms of Cj'prijKMlium villosuin

cut and iiUiced ill glasses on .liinuiiry I- Inst aro iiinv

almost as frosli and nttraetivu as they woro tliou.

Tlioy are in an ordinary sittinK-rnum ; the water lias

bot'u changed twice weekly, anil 1 think it woultl lie a
ilitKeult matter to fiiul any other elan.s of Howera that

would ri'iiiain perfeet for ciKht weeks after being cut.

—.1. MriK.

Odontoglossum baphicanthiim.—A well-

flowered plant of this was .shown by Mr. B. S.

Williams, of Upper llolloway, at the March meeting
of the Royal llorlicultiiral Society. It is a sup-

posed natural hybrid between O. crispum and O.

odoratum. The flowers have the form of those of

crispum, and a pointed lip as in O. Andcrsoninnum.
The colour is soft sulphur-yellow, spotted with rich

chocolate. It is a beautiful Odontoglot, though
scarce, and comes from New Grenada.

Highly- coloured Dendrobium nobile.

—

From Mr. C. King comes a fine form of this grand
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old Orchid. He says it is from a recent importa-
tion from Assam. The colour is very deep and
rich, but we do not think more so than many others
which are now flowering from similar importations.
The plant is widely spread, and perhaps the collector

has selected the plants to send home ; it so, the re-

sult is eminently successful and pleasing—one of

the nicest series of flowers yet to hand, we have
already noted, as having been sent by Mr. Moss, of

Southampton. Although this species flowered with
the Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, upwards of half
a century ago, it is still held in the greatest esteem.

Flower Garden.

SAXIFRAGES.
The genus Saxifraga, which formed the subject
of Mr. Baker's lecture at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's meeting on Tuesday, March
12, is one of vast importance to all lovers

of alpine plants. Mr. Baker did not, of course,

even pretend to grapple with what are known
aa garden forms, his cliief aim being to lay a

foundation in a language we all understand as a
basis for the cultivator to build upon. Mr.
Baker has apparently based his classification of

groups on much tlie same lines as those laid

down by Dr. Engler in his " Monographic der
Gattung Saxifraga," 1872, the notes and histori-

cal matter of which are very interesting, but
written in German, and consequently a closed
book to the general class of cultivators. The
lecture or paper, which, we believe, is to form a

part of the new journal, is a decided gain to

English horticultural literature, although gar-
deners want much more before they can even
begin to see through the haze of confusion that
at present exists. How plants and plant names
get confused, as we know tliem to be in this

genus, is a mystery, and can only in a small
measure be accounted for by the great popu-
larity Saxifrages enjoy. The mossy section,

whicli includes all the hypnoides forms, de-
cipiens, aphylla, muscoides, &c., carries the
palm for confusion of names, and is closely
followed by the Aizoon group, which includes
most of the crusted varieties, well represented
by S. Aizoon itself. Take, for instance, S. de-
cipiens as defined by Dr. Engler, under which
you get 14 synonjnns, 10 of which are by botani-
cal authorities, and the remainder garden names.
The variety Sterubergi has 7 synonyms, S. quin-
quiflda IC, all, with the exception of 3, by
botanical authorities. The synonyms of S.

Aizoon would fill a page, and when we consider
that most of those names alluded to above, with
many additions from the dealer's fertile brain,
are more or less in daily use in gardens and
nurseries, a faint idea will be got of the amount
of work to be accomplished before the nomen-
clature is cleared up. Nothing short of a con-
ference will do much good in this direction, and
that, too, on very broad principles. Lectures
and notes are, no doubt, very beneficial, but
" seeing is believing," and this old adage seems
to be rigidly acted up to by many of our nursery-
men, and we do not blame them much, as no
one likes to alter a name when once he has be-
come used to it. One could hardly object to a
few synonyms, but when they reach such alarm-
ing proportions as given above and are being
supplemented annually, it is more tlian the
cultivator bargains for, and is the cause of no
end of strife. When the package of supposed
new plants is opened, the grower finds, to his
great chagrin, old friends under, what are to
him, new names, and which should have repre-
sented new plants.

As we have already stated, the paper has laid
the foundation, but who is to build the house >

So far as we can judge, it will require an

immense amount of time and patience, which
can ill be spared by the busy men in the trade,

who are doubless best able to do it. Whoever
takes it up will perform a great work, to the
lasting benefit of his fellow men. Mr. Maw's
work on the Crocus and that of Mr. Elwes on
LiUes, the Narcissus by Burbidge, and numerous
other works well illustrate this. The hybrids,

of which there are fewer than one would suppose
in a genus so largely cultivated as the Saxi-
frages, are mostly natural, being found in a wild
state usually growing in close proximity to their

parents. Those for the most part have been
taken uj^, named, and described by Dr. Kerner
in Oest. Bot. Zeit., 1870, and although doctors
differ a little in the matter of their parentage,

it matters little to the grower. We have the
plants and all are agreed about their specific

names. Very few cases of garden hybrids in

this remarkable genus are known, and I think
the only really authentic one is the Megasea
raised by Mr. Smith, of Newry. S. Macnabiana,
we are told, is a cross between Cotyledon and
some form of .A_izoon, said to have been raised by
the late Mr. Macnab, of the Edinburgh Botanic
Garden. I do not doubt Mr. Macnab having
raised it, but I question its being a hybrid, and
consider it merely a garden form of S. Hosti,
and anyone taking the trouble to compare and
examine for himself will see an exact counter-
part of S. Hosti, with the exception of the
larger, deeper-coloured spots on the petals, and
which is demonstrated every day b^ selectifm.

Another case is that of S. Camposi. This plant
was said to have been raised (from a cross or
otherwise we do not remember) by Mr. Wallace,
of the Dean Cemetery, Edinburgh, and was sent
out under the name of S. Wallacei. Tt has been
proved beyond doubt, however, to be none
other than S. Camposi of Boissier, a species we
have been told that has been in cultivation at

Kew and elsewliere for many years. These
instances will suffice to show how easily mistakes
are made and perpetuated, and also in a measure
show the nature of the difficulties to be sur-

mounted before we get everything into apple-

ine order. On'y last year a plant was certifi-

cated under the name of Frederici - Augusti,
having been sent over as such by a Continental
nursei-yman. This, we are told, is none other
than our old friend luteo-purpurea, and which
is a hybrid between aretioides and media (caly-

ciflora). Then, again, seeds were distributed by
Dr. Aitchison of what was supposed to be S.

afghanica. This new species is allied to S.

Kotschyi, an ally of the aretioides group. The
seedlings turn out to be S. ligulata, and althougli

this fact has been often pointed out, the plant is

still being sold as S. afghanica. These are only
a few examples of the troubles that are con-
tinually annoying the cultivator, who, naturally,
is ever on the alert for additions, and until he
finds out from hard experience, supposes every
new name to be such. If nurserymen ami
others would first submit a plant for the correct

name previous to asking for a certificate, this

crying evil would be to a very large extent
modified, and might possibly be altogether
averted. D.

Flowers from the open air in Ireland.

—

The other day I received a gathering of Daffodils
from Mr. Hartland, of Cork. They were a great
surprise even to us so far south as London, and
show most clearly how much more congenial the
Irish climate is than ours, and how suitable it is

for bulbs of this class. The blooms were large

;

indeed, a few of the sorts were larger and more
highly coloured than I had ever seen them before.

Mr. Hartland tells me they were all gathered from
the open air. The names are as follows : N. maxi-
mus, Tenby Daffodil, Golden Plover, variiformis,

minimus, cyclamineus, in bloom since the middle
of January; cernuus, very fine white, the segments
almost as long as the trumpet ; nobilis, apparently
a large form of variiformis, and presumably not the
nobilis of Redoute, which, we believe, has not yet
been found ; scoticus, pallidus-pnccox, very fine

;

Hartland's Leda, apparently mid-way between
Bishop Mann and cernuus, a fine trumpet, the
segments twisted, as in Bishop Mann, and the
edges reflexed, not flat, as in cernuus

; princeps,
Henry Irving, Bishop Mann, the flowers of which
have much the habit of cernuus, more dog-eared,
flowers larger, and the trumpet open ; Rip Van
Winkle, and nanus. What was most surprising,

however, was a form of N. poeticus, almost as fine

as ornatus, and near angustifolius ; the bulbs, we
are told, were received from Italy four years ago,
and have been out of doors ever since ; the leaves
are now 14 inches high. This promises to be an
acquisition if it retains its early flowering habit.

—K.

AURICULAS.
In answer to an inquiry, I gave in The Gaeden,
Nov. 24, 1888 (p. 487), a list of stage seLfs which I

said were good varieties and could be had at com-
paratively low prices ; and added the remark that
it was useless to give such lists as Mr. Douglas had
given, as the varieties could not be got except at
very high prices, and some of them not at all.

In The Garden, Deo. 29, 1888 (p. 605), Mr.
Douglas disapproves of both my selection and my
remarks. In doing so, he says he,would rather have
two he names—Mrs. Potts and Heroine—than all

the dozen I named. Now, I did not condemn these
varieties ; I said they were scarce and dear as yet,

and this is true. In connection with this, Mr.
Douglas said Stadtholder he had not seen for years.

I did not mention Stadtholder as one of the dozen
just because it was so scarce ; I mentioned it be-
cause of its colour—the only good yellow. I did
not then know that there were other two yellows in

the market. One of them. Sunshine, Mr. Douglas
says he has had more than once too much stock of.

I have made inquiries with the view of purchasing
tliis variety, and find that Mr. Douglas himself has
not any of it, or at least none of it to spare, and no
one else has any. As to the other variety. Buttercup,
I find there are only two plants of it in existence,

and they are not to be bought. True, Mr. Douglas
did not put these two in his list ; but, notwith-
standing what he says, most in his list are scarce
and dear as yet.

Another point I would like to notice in Mr.
Douglas's remarks. He says he would " take two
good varieties and raise seedlings from them, and
so be abreast of the times." Towards the end of
his remarks (p. 60ii) the following sentence occurs
about seedlings, and it is true :

" It is necessary to

raise an immense number of plants before any
good varieties can be .'^elected. But a prize may be
found in a hundred, while a thousand plants may
be searched in vain for one." Now I am far from
advising growers from raising seedlings, just the
opposite, but to advise a beginner who wishes to

grow Auriculas to get two good varieties, and under
these circumstances to raise seedlings to stock his

frames or houses, appears to me absurd in the ex-

treme. It would take him ten years to get a hun-
dred presentable plants. It would be interesting

to know whether the inquirer will in this follow
Mr. D.'s advice or that of " W. S. B." and go into

the market and buy good varieties at moderate
jirices. Perhaps when he thorougldy knows the
points of the flower he may thirst after and pur-

chase the newer, though not always belter varieties.

W. S. B.

Seedling Auriculas.— I always make a point
of sowing some seed of Auricula directly it is

ripe, and some again in early spring. The pots are
well drained, some rough soil is laid upon the
crocks, and the pots are filled up to within three-

quarters of an inch with a fine sandy compost. The
seeds are then sown very thinly, and a very slight

sprinkling of silver sand placed over them. Then
the pota are stood on a shelf in the greenhouse,
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kept well shaded from the sun, a piece of glass be-

ing placed over each, and a newspaper over this for

shade. Directly signs of germination appear, the
pots are stood in earthenware pans of water which
are about 1 J inches in depth, and shade is dispensed
with. The pans are kept full of water until frost

sets in, and then the water is poured away. The
seedlings are now nearly ready to prick off into

store pots. I should do it at once had I a -little

bottom heat in which to place the store pots ; fail-

ing this, I have to wait till line weather. A good
many of the seedlings will flower in the autumn of

the present year.—R. D.

Daffodils.— The short discussion between
" V. W. B." and myself on the Narcissus may do
good, and cannot do any harm. I merely wrote
of what I saw in Holland, and the discussion may
be the means of stimulating our home growers. I

have no bias one way or the other. Mr. Murphy's
remarks also at page 214 may require explanation.
His trial was not a fair one. He planted six bulbs
of N. cernuus grown in Holland on October 3, one

words on this subject might fancy that I had given
some preference to the Dutch growers over the
English in this respect. Moreover, "F. W. B.," un-
consciously no doubt, says much the same as I did,
but he puts it in another way. He says : "We—
that is, Irish and English growers—want a little of
the Continental confidence and enterprise." As a
buyer of bulbs myself and not a seller, I purchase
from the English trade firms, and leave it to them
to obtain for me the bulbs from where they think
best. It is to their interest to supply their customers
with a good article, and I fancy that in this respect
they are not behind the Dutch in confidence or
enterprise.—J. Douglas.

PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS.
What a misfortune it is that English bulb
growers have not, so far, been able to check their
Continental friends in the importation of the
Tazettas'in general, and sucli kinds as the Paper-
white in particular, of which there are hundreds

the adjacent fields, IjuHxs of this species continued to
live and increase during all the seven years of my resi-

dence there, with no protection but the dead leaves
thrown over them in autumn. This proves that it can
he grown in our island, and I have no doubt in many
situations, by covering the bulbs with lontr straw during
winter, advantageously for the market ; it would pro-
bably require no protection whatever close to the sea.
A deep sandy loam, rather moist than dry, and free
from all manure whatever, is tlie soil I should recom-
mend tor it.

South of London we liave seen this Narcissus
do well and flower freely against an east wall
with no other protection, and if this can be done
with Paper-white the difficulty is much lessened
in the case of the other Tazettas. N. T. aureus,
lacticolor, patulus, Staten-General, and many
others we grow annually as border plants, and
find them as .satisfactory as the other classes

of this genus. N. papyraceus, or Paper-white
(see cut), is certainly by far the most useful and
lieautiful of the early-floweriDg Tazettinoaj, en-

Karuissus Paper-white

in the centre of a 6-inch pot. It would have been
better for the bulbs if he had planted three or even
six bulbs of N. cernuus in a 6-inch pot. Mr.
Murphy must be aware that these bulbs were three
months out of the ground. Then he goes on the
same day in the month to a "sunny south border"
and digs uj) another half dozen of N. cernuus and
pots them at once. Surely he does not call this a
fair trial 1 The Irish buU)S had three months' start

of the Dutch ones ; nor do the Dutch growers
plant their NarcLssi on sunny borders. I take it

they were all potted in the same way, one bulb in

the centre of a 6-inch pot. Our Irish friends must
not be illogical. A trial of Irish, Dutch, and Eng-
lish bulbs, to test their value as forcing plants, if

conducted fairly, might be of some value, but I

would .avoid the evil of over-potting if the best re-

sults are expected. In my fir.st note on this sub-

ject I said not a word on the raising of Daffodils

from seeds. " F. W. B." has introduced this on his

own account. Ilcaders wlio missed njy first few

of thousands brought annually to this country.

In the case of the Paper-white, Scilly White,
and a few others, the diflicult-ies are doubtless

very great, but many of the Ta/.ettinca; grow
with remarkable freedom in the southern dis-

tricts, and there seems no reason why such
varieties as Staton-Genoral, Oloriosa, tkc, , should
not be sui>plied from the home market. There are

ni.any otlier bulbs, such as Tulips, Hyacinths,
Crocuses, Scillas, Ak^ , that could be grown at

home in sullicient quantities to supply the do-
j

mand of the Pritish market, it having been
proved beyond doubt that,08]iecially in tlio case

of Tulijis, home-grown bulbs arc far siiperinr to

those annually imported from the Continent.

Mr. Salisbury, writing in tlio Trans.actidns of

the Hort. Soc, vol. i., says of PaiJer-whito :

—

At Mill Hill, under the shelter of a Laurel on the I

terrace, where the soil was deep Inani thrown n]i from

hanced by the fact of its being had so early in

flower as Christmas, even in an ordinary green-

house. We are told that tons of these flowers

in a bunched state are sent to Covont Garden
Market annually chiefly from the Continent.

There are several forms, all of which are desir-

able for the greenhouse in early spring. K.

Yellow Calceolarias.—Those useful plants

will now need nuuv sp;u'i', as they will be growing
freely, and unless one gcl.s them finally pl.nnted out
early in the season tlicre is great danger of con-

siderable losses if hot ami dry weather sets in be-

fore they get well established. The way we treat

them is to spread about (1 inches of good soil .such

as would come from old hotbeds, or rotten tnrf and
manure well mixed together on to a firm bottom of

co.al ashes, and in this the plants are put out about

C inches apart and co\crcil with spare liglils for a
week or two, and then nets or tiffany arc sullicient.
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Calceolarias when they get well inured to the air

will stand a few degrees of frost without injury,

and by the end of April they may be safely planted
out. The points should be pinched out to induce
a well-branched head of shoots, and in planting
out we cut down right through the soil to the
ashes, and each plant can then be lifted with a
good ball of earth. If replanted at once and one
good soaking of water given to settle the soil, no
farther watering will be necessary for several weeks.
If the soil is shallow and liable to dry quickly, a
coating of short manure or Cocoa iibre on the sur-

face will help to keep the roots free from drought
and keep them safe from going off suddenly, as

they are liable to, just when the.v are in full bloom,
and thereby make unsightly gaps in the flower
garden. After trying many sorts, I do not think
there is any to surpass Golden Gem either for

habit or freedom of flowering.—J. G. H.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Hardy spring flowers.—The cold sleet, rain,

and sharp frost that continued for three weeks have
been succeeded by real spring-like weather, and,
consequently, hardy flowers are beginning to bloom
most profusely. Primroses—hybrid seedlings—that
before the cold weather set in had been in flower
more or less the whole of the winter are now in

splendid blossom, the old plants especially. Young
strong plants—seedlings of last year—produce the
finest flowers, but for making a display the large
tufts three and four years old are best. Our main
batch are planted on a narrow border having a
northern aspect, and, consequently, get little sun-
shine throughout the summer, and, as a matter of

course, never get so dry that growth is checked.
To this fact I attribute their early and free habit
of flowering. The seedling plants of the last few
years that we have saved have all been self-sown,

and it appears to me that they come just as good
as if much labour was expended on seed-saving and
sowing. For spring bedding it is necessary that

they should be planted in the autumn as soon as

summer-bedding plants are taken up. They then
flower superbly by the middle of April, but if planted
later than the date in question they will most likely

be in their best form about the time that they
ought to be removed to make room for summer-
bedding plants. I have planted many of these
hybrid varieties in the woods amongst common
Primroses, and already there are a great number of

coloured flowered self-sown seedlings amongst the
common Primrose, but none that can be called

good, a dingy brick-red being the prevailing tint.

Crocuses are in their best form now. We have a
number of clumps under old fruit trees in

the kitchen garden that have occupied the

same spot without being disturbed for many
years, and they are grand in the extreme.

Why should not our orchards be garnished
with Crocuses .' They are just as good for that

purpose as Daffodils, Snowdrops, Cowslips, and
Primroses. I certainly give preference to planting

them in clump fashion in orchards, or in front of

shrubs on the lawn and on rockwork, rather than in

straight lines, the form in which they are most
generally used. On some rough rockwork at this

place, mainly planted with hardy Ferns, and which
for the most part are now frondless, we have a few
clumps of Crocuses, supplemented witli clumps of

the winter Aconite (just out of flower). Snowdrops,
Scilla sibirica. Primroses, Daffodils, wild Hyacinths
and a few other plants that carry on the display

till the Ferns again fill out the space. But amongst
them all none are more beautiful than the Crocuses
in small clumps of various colours. On the rock-

work proper, Aubrietias, Iberises, and the prostrate

Phloxes will very shortly make a fine show, and we
have recently been adding to this section of early

flowers the white variety of Viola cornuta. The
yellow and blue we had previously, and also a few
tufts of white Viola Mrs. Grey and Cliveden Purple
Pansy. We have no beds that are wholly devoted
tg spring flowers. Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi

we plant in mixtures amongst Roses, and these all

being dwarf and now pruned, protection to the

flowers on frosty nights can readily be applied by

stretching tiffany over the Roses. The frost had
loosened the soil from about most of the plants, so

that it was necessary to press it firmly about them
again, and this having been done, a fresh mulching
of Cocoa-nut fibre was applied, and now all looks

neat and trim. The extra layer of fibre will, it is

hoped, prove sufficiently protective, so that the
pressing operation will not again be required.

Flowering shrubs.—There will shortly be
a number of species and varieties of these in flower,

but at present I mean to note only three that for

some time have been flowering most freely, and
therefore, though common and well known, are

deserving of greater attention, especially by those

who have to produce flowers of some kind or other

all the year round at as cheap a rate as possible.

The first is Laurustinus (Viburnum Tinus). Our
trees are now literally clothed with blossom, and
have been more or less in flower all the winter
through. The plants that are sheltered from
north and east are much the best ; the flowers, being
large and pure white, are found invaluable for

cutting. If cut with a good length of stem and
foliage attached they make a good foundation for a
large vase or basin on which to thinly ari-ange red

Camellias, and for small upright specimen glasses

nothing can look more chaste than a single spray
and a red Carnation or a small double-flowered pink
Geranium. Andromeda floribunda is flowering in

perfection. It is a very slow-growing shrub and
sometimes shy of flowering, more especially if at

all overshadowed by other trees and shrubs. An
open, even an exposed position appears to suit it

best. It is a most suitable plant for Heath beds

;

three or four well-flowered bushes planted here and
there in a large mass of Erica herbacea purpurea

—

now in full flower—would be a grand sight. I

think it is deserving of as conspicuous a position

amongst flowering evergreen shrubs as Kalmias or

Rhododendrons, and not the least of its merits is

early flowering. Yellow-flowered Jasmine (Jasmi-

nium nudiflorum).—We have a north wall, trellised,

which is completely clothed with this plant, and
except during the sharpest frosty weather we have
been gathering flowers almost daily, for weeks past,

and it is still a sheet of yellow. I know no early

flowering plant that is so well suited for clothing a
north or east wall. The best variegated Ivies are

perhaps better all-the-year-round plants for that

purpose, but those who have a preference for

flowers should grow this Jasmine. Our plants were
planted at least a dozen years since, when the soil

was specially prepared for their reception by heavy
manuring and deep trenching, since which time not

a particle of fresh soil or manure has been given
;

in fact, the border is turfed over. It will be seen

by this that the plant does not require much atten-

tion as regards cultivation and in respect of training

or pruning ; the trellis having for years been well

filled, the first is not necessary, and pruning is ex-

peditiously performed by clipping with hedge shears

to within about 6 inches of the trellis as soon as the

flowering season is over. W. Wildsmith.

SHORT NOTES.—FL WER.

SciUa bifolia was very fine early in March in

Messrs. Barr and Son's nur.sory at Tooting. It is ono
of the most beautiful of early spring flowers, coming in

just before the hlue-flowereJ Chionodoxas, C. sardeusis

and C. Lucilise.

Helleborus fcetidus.— The strong spikes of

greenish flowers of this Hellebore are not very orna-

mental, but it is worth gromng for its large masses of

deep green foliage. A few clumps of it- were very
striking the other day in the Touting Nursery.

Increasing herbaceous Phloxes. — Esta-

blished plants of these are already active, and if it is

desired to increase them by division no time should he
Inst in doing so. Tlie whole clumps may be dug up.

divided hiU> two, three, four or more pieces, and re-

l)lant<;d, or part of each may be taken away and the

other allowed to remain undisturbed. In replanting

abundance of manure should be givi'U at the roots, as

fiiie Pldoxes are never obtained from poor soil.—J.

MuiK.

Carnations sporting.—Allow me to express my
thanks to M. Rowan and K. Deal for their answers to

my nueries on the Carnatiou sporting. I have not had

a long experience in the cultivation of these flowers,

hut they are my special favourites, and a few hints

from some of your correspondents respecting their

culture are very helpfiU. The purple bizarre is the

class in this district that sports more than any other.

I do not know whether this class is generally more
disposed to .sporting than the others.

—

Yorkshire.

The Caucasian Scabious.—Referring to the

remarks of Mr. Butt in reference to this plant on p.

21(j, there is no doubt that on some soils, perhaps

not on heavy or wet clay lands, this plant is a true

perennial. My garden is a light decomposed granite

soil, not far from the rock, about 300 feet above sea

level, in the County Armagh, and quite exposed to

aU the winds that blow. I raised this Scabious from

seed, obtained, if I remember aright, from Thomp-
son, of Ipswich, the year it was sent out as a

novelty, and now the plants which I retained have

grown into strong clumps, which give a large number
of flowers every summer and are highly esteemed

for cutting. I heard some two or three years ago

of a variously coloured strain of this plant which
had been raised in the south of Ireland, but have

failed to learn anything further about it.—W. J. W

EVILS OF GRAFTING.
" Scion," speaking on this subject (Garden,
March 9, p. 221), says :

" By all means let us use

grafting in the best known way until some better

way is discovered, but do not let us sit down and
placidly accept grafting in any of its phases as the

best and only way." Certainly ; when a better way
is proved to cultivators, rest assured they will not

be slow in adopting it; but, as yet, it is not proven,

viewing the question as a whole. " Scion," at the

commencement of his article (page 220), quotes

from three recent papers passages, which, he says,

" all condemn grafting to some extent." To some
extent, yes, when the best way is not followed.

The advice in the original article which gave rise

to this discussion, however, was the total abolition

of grafting. I cannot conceive of a practice which

is so radically wrong, as "Scion" and "F. W. B."

would have us believe grafting to be, gaining such

universal favour and maintaining its hold so long.

The wonder is, if such is the case, that it has not

long ago been consigned to oblivion. Gardeners

must, indeed, be very slow of comprehension. I

would not write a word in support of grafting did

I not believe that in every garden greater proofs of

its utility exist than can be advanced to the con-

trary. Surely if own-root fruit trees are so much
superior to grafted ones, one orchard or plantation

could be found in support of the assertion. As it

is. Damsons are the only fruit at present cultivated

to any extent in this way.
'• Scion " says :

" I am evidently still a believer

in the hardy or vigorous stock, forgetful of the

fact that a headed-ofi stock is entirely overruled

by the scion worked upon it"; and by referring me
to page 152, seems to infer, after what is there ad-

vanced, that I should not have hinted at such a

result. I am fully alive to the fact that the scion

exercises a great influence over the stock, having

frequently observed it. I did not, however, confine

grafting to working a weakly scion on to a strong-

growing stock, but only spoke of it as one of its

phases. Still, I cannot accept the theory that the

scion thoroughly dominates the stock; if so, how
is it that dwarfing stocks produce miniature trees

and the Quince adapts the Pear to cold, heavy soils

by rooting upon the surface, and thus avoiding the

cold subsoil J

I must, therefore, still adhere to the opinion

that it is the hardy and vigorous character of the

roofs possessed by the stock which benefits the

scion, when we graft with th.-it object in view. I

do not say the stock will so change the character

of tlie scion as to convert a Hybrid Perpetual Ro.se

into a rambling wildling like the Dog Rose it is

worked upon ; neither do we desire such a result,

but only endeavour to utilise its hardy roots. The
act of digging up a Brier from the shelter of its

native hedge and sticking it in the middle of an
exposed garden and there grafting if is, I admit,

one of the abuses of grafting; but this does not

prove that the Brier cannot be advantageously used
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as a stock for Roses ; on the contrary, abundant
evidence can be adduced in its favour.

It is, I think, beside the mark to introduce

Mangoes, Bananas, &c., into this discussion in sup-

port of the method of raising fruits from seed.

I cannot help thinking that " F. W. B " (p. 152)

draws an ideal picture when he speaks of raising

Peaches from stones, and selecting the strongest

seedlings for cultivation. I very much fear it

would bo the strongest which would prove worth-

less, and that they, and not the weak ones, would
find their way to the fire. Nature's plan may
answer very well in a climate where the Peach
grows naturally, but I think those who have had
experience of its culture in this country will

agree with me that it is totally unsuitable for us.

When we compare the thousands of seedlings

which have been raised in this country and in

Europe to the small number of really good va-

rieties in cultivation at the present time, some
idea can be formed of the unreliable character

of the seedling Peach. Messrs. Rivers, better per-

haps than anyone in this country, are aware of

the very large percentage of inferior and worth-

less kinds in a batch of seedlings, and although
this firm has raised and introduced into cultiva-

tion several Nectarines equal, if not superior, to the

then existing kinds, they would, I have no doubt,

be the last to admit the superiority of their

Peaches over Royal George, Bellegarde, and Grosse
Mignonne. A grafted Peach tree will yield a
crop of fruit the third year from the graft or bud,

and if properly cared for will last a lifetime.

What more do we want ?—A. Baekek.

"Scion " (Garden, March 9, p. 221) may be
interested to learn that the practice of root-grafting

for fruit trees is not new in this country. I used
to see it practised by an old gardener more than
twenty years ago, near to Southampton. He would
sit by the fire in the winter evenings with his

basket of roots on one side and his bundle of scions

on the other. After grafting, tying securely, and
making the plants into bundles, he planted them
next day. I saw bushes, for they never became
trees, which were thus produced, and I am not sur-

prised that the practice of root-grafting was never
utilised here by the nursery trade. Had we been
tied during the past hundred years to root-produced

trees or to own-rooted branches, we should indeed
have been in a miserable position as to stocks of

fruit trees, whilst the trusting to the production of

trees from seed would have been quite a failure.

All this hubbub about the evils of grafting arises

from the fact that here and there some graft or

bud unions, for it comes to the same thing,

have turned out badly. In budding and grafting

the percentage of mishaps is very small, whilst

no stress is laid by pessimistic -ivriters upon the

enormous majority of successes which have resulted

from the practice of grafting. If some few Conifers

have turned out badly, and it would not have
mattered if myriads of Conifers had never been
raised in any shape, there are to be seen vast quan-
tities of deciduous trees. Thorns, Ash, especially

the weeping forms, as well as all other weeping
trees, variegated trees, flowering trees of many
beautiful kinds. Rhododendrons; indeed, myriads
of trees and shrubs have done wonderfully well,

and have thus grafted been cheaply and abun-
dantly multiplied. But "Scion" (Gakden, March 9,

p. 221) is for limiting the range of the discussion

to fruit trees at present, and submits certain pro-

positions which he evidently regards as unassail-

able positions.

1. " Grafting is often badly done. Unsuitable
stocks are frequently emjiloyed, and so far at all

events grafting is wrong." Now that is absurd
argument. Because grafting is sometimes badly
done the fault does not lie with the system, but
with the operation. On the other hand, grafting is

in ninety cases out of the hundred well done, and
I challenge " Scion " to prove such is not the case.

If unsuitalile stocks are employed tlie fault lies

witli the stock, not with the graft. The term " un-

suitable," admitted in the proposition, practically

admits the whole thing.

2. " Root-grafting is best, as it allows the scion

to throw down roots." Now, I want proof, and con-

clusive proof also, that scions when thus root-grafted

do throw down own roots. It is a familiar phrase
in the mouths of rosarians that Roses budded low
down on the Manetti will cast down own roots. Is

that satisfactorily proved ? and even if so, is it also

satisfactorily shown that such plants are better or

stronger than are those not so rooted ? However,
"Scion" limits us to fruit trees ; from whence, then,

are illustrations of the theory put forth to be
drawn ? The proposition has no value until it can
be proved.

3. "The plan of grafting weak growers upon
strong-growing stocks is wrong," &c. Suppose it is,

and it is only asserted, does that show that grafting

on stocks which have aflinity of habit is wrong ?

Take the dwarf Apple trees at Chiswick, for in-

stance; how wonderfully have we seen Cox's Orange
Pippin, Stirling Castle, and other Apples, the names
of which I cannot now recall, producing crops
from year to year, because worked on Paradise and
Doucin stocks, with which the sorts have affinity.

Again, note how many millions of examples we
have in the country of strong - growing Apples
worked on strong-growing Crab stocks, and which
have developed into grand trees, and now form the
backbone of our fruit crop. In this neighbourhood
I can in a day's run find 10,000 Apple, Pear, Plum,
and Cherry trees all grafted or budded, and all

sterling successes. Is not such grand proofs as to

success worth a thousand bare assertions ?

4. In this proposition we find the full principle of

grafting recognised with small qualifications. Our
nurserymen are so alive to the needs for supplying
the most satisfactory stock for everything they
send out, that every care is shown in the selection.

5. This proposition requires proof. How it can
be shown that grafting has led to a waste of

force in gardens, remembering all the enormous
benefits we have derived from the practice, I can-
not perceive. Absolutely and fully I decline to

admit any one item in this proposition. Its sugges-

tions have no foundation in fact.

G. Is a mild sort of climbing down from previous
propositions. "Scion" is alarmed at the structure

he has erected, because he finds the foundation is

so insecure. It is a terribly involved proposition,

and seems to mean anything. What is meant by
this: " It is by no means proved that in many ca.ses

own-root fruit trees would not equal or surpass
grafted ones in fertility or durability." Just so

;

it is not proven, nor do I see from whence the
material is to come to afford the proof . But "Scion"
does not mean that by any means. He thinks proof
can be furnished, yet words his phrases so mysteri-

ously as to show that he knows the proofs would
fail.-A. D.

Having spoken a few weeks ago of the nume-
rous evils arising from this practice, we thought
we should perhaps succeed in getting some common
things in France which had not come under the
baneful sway of the rapid propagator. But so far

we have not succeeded. Here are a few words from
the proprietor of one of the most extensive and in-

teresting nurseries in France :
—

It is here nearly as in England. Many eliruba are grown In
the nurseries grafted, becjiuse they can be raised more cheaply
In that wiiy, and people do not know enough to appreciate
the plants on their own roota, and be willing to p.iy more for
them. We could not supply Prunus triloba and Medlars
otherwise than grafted.

We really are in the clutches of an enemy to

progress. 'I'hc beauty of many of our fine shrubs is

marred by this distorting if convenient practice.

But we doubt very much that it is anything but an
apparent gain to the nurserymen, because, although
the vigorous common stocks they use may at first

pu.sh growth, in the end it cannot be so vigorous,

we think, as on the roots of the things themselves.

Certainly it cannot be so natural, and it is no ad-
vantage to h.-ivc a plant distorted into a more
vigorous growth than it would naturally sliow. We
feel this particularly when such pretty little shrubs

as the double Chinese Plum are grafted on the
common wild Plum. The nur.scryrncn will not even
take the trouble to give us good liealthy plants of

Roses on their own roots. We failed to get them
from the best Rose nurseries. People would begin

to counteract this evil themselves by getting their

gardeners to layer plants in the old-fashioned way,
and also strike cuttings, so as to really judge of the
difference of plants on their own roots and those

grafted in the usual way. Our houses are not made
for the convenience of the housemaid, nor are our

gardens to be sacrificed to the supposed convenience
of the propagator.

The interests of the public are the true interests

of the trade. The people who practise this method
are always ready to say that the other will not

answer. For instance, we tried several nurserymen
to get a plant of the Ribston Pippin on its own
roots. To a man they said it would not do ; but
being asked if they had ever seen the Ribston on
its own roots, they said they had not.

—

Field.

Had anyone asked me. could own-root
Medlars have been got, I should have replied right

off, yes ; but on receipt of your note to-day I

turned up several lists in which I quite expected to

have met with them, but was disappointed and
surprised. It seems that in this case grafting on
thorn has been followed so long, that no one has
thought of doing anything else—not even sowing
seeds ! However, I fail to see what advantage an
own-root tree in this case would have over a grafted

one. I am pretty well acquainted all round, and
generally know where to lay my hand on any
special thing required, but this is a puzzle. Curious

thing if there is not an own-root Medlar in Rivers'

nursery, if they would only look!—T. Smith.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

A SHOW of spring flowers has a freshness and
beauty essentially its own. It can be made the

most enjoyable of the season when encouragement
is given to hardy and alpine flowers, Hyacinths,
Tulips, and Orchids, and thus at the exhibi-

tion in the Royal Botanic Society's gardens on
Wednesday last there were many really good
plants to be seen. There were certain ex-

hibits that would be better removed. The pots

crammed with Crocuses were undeniably vulgar,

and had not a single redeeming feature to re-

recommend them, except it may be the block of

colour they made. Such eyesores should be done
away with. The Hyacinths, Tulips, and other

spring-flowering bulbs were scarcely so good as

last year, although the exhibition, taken as a
whole, was infinitely better. This is evidently not

a bulb year, and from various quarters we have
heard complaints that the Hyacinths and Tulips

are not up to the average. There were so many
certificates given, that we cannot give a detailed

account of each plant so honoured. We should

heartOy approve of a reform in this direction.

The Orchids from Messrs. Sander and Co., St.

Albans, were choice and well grown. There were
several beautiful varieties of Cattleya Triana;, one
of the best being the very delicately coloured

ampliata, the lip of which is very large and of the

softest pink imaginable, set off by the shading
of orange in the throat. Splendens is also finely

coloured, the broad petals and sepals just touched

with pink ; the lip very large, purple in front

and yellow in the throat. Grandis and excel-

lens are also well-marked forms. Oncidium
bifolium majus has a large liii of rich yellow,

the plants very free flowering. Besides these

were such Orchids as the almost perpetu.al flower-

ing Odontoglossum Rossi majus, the beautiful

Cattleya Loddigesi, the orange-scarlet Lailia cin-

nabarina, the pure white form of Lycaste Skinneri

alba, Bnassia picturata, Odontoglo.ssum Edwardi,

Dendrobium Brymerianuni, 1). tliyrsiflorum, D.

nobilesplendidissinunu.and Ncottiacorallina (silver

mcd;U). Mr. Douglas, llford, slunvod a wcU-
fiowercd plant of the deep violet-iiurple-cohnired

Odontoglossum Edwardi ami also of the excep-

tionally free .and useful pure white Angiiocum
S.anderianum, an Orchid th.-it has fulfilled the

bright promises expected of it. Messrs. J. A'eitch

and Sons, Chelsea, showed an interesting group,

of which the Amaryllis formed the best part.
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One named Optima is the finest variety that has
come from the Chelsea nursery. The flowers are
fally 9 inches across, rich scarlet, massive and even

;

Finette, a light-coloured variety feathered with
scarlet

; Mirabella, very neat, white, feathered and
veined with scarlet ; Julius, scarlet ; Scipio, white,
feathered and veined with scarlet ; and Lustrous,
scarlet, a very even flower, completed a rich series
of the florist's Amaryllis. Messrs. Veitch also showed
the curious Amorphophallus Rivieri, described
in _" Notes of the Week ;" Azalea obtusa alba, a
white-flowered variety from Japan

;
greenhouse

Rhododendron Princess Beatrice, the flowers buff-
yellow

; the new Nepenthes Dicksoniana ; and Cal-
anthe vestita oculata gigantea, a noble late-flowering
Calanthe, described in "Notes of the Week," (p.
229) ; Dendrobium endocharis. a hybrid between
aureum and japonicum, a deciduous variety, the
narrow sepals and petals white, with a fur of dull
crimson, surrounded by a cloud of greenish yellow
in the throat of the lip ; D. splendidissimum gran-
diflorum scarcely justifies its high-sounding name

—

it is a cross between aureum and nobile, and has more
of the nobile character in it ; and D. Sohneideria-
num, which was described in our report of the March
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society. There
was also exhibited plants of the beautiful Boronia
heterophylla. One of the best plants in the ex-
hibition was the splendidly-flowered Rhododendron
Veitchi, from Mr. Banks, gardener to Mr. E. Gotto,

.
Hampstead

; it well deserved the cultural certificate
given it. A coloured plate of this Rhododendron
was given in The Garden, September 18, 1880;
and an illustration of it was also given in the
number for March 16, 1889 (p. 237).

There were the usual exhibits as in previous years.
Mr. Douglas's twelve Hyacinths were excellent,
strong, well grown, and not rough. Such self
colours as King of the Blues, Souvenir de J. H.
Veen, and La Grandesse are much more efl'ective
than the pale tints. He was first, and Mr. H. Eason,
gardener to Mr. B. Noakes, Hope Cottage, Highgate,
who exhibited well, second. The twelve Hyacinths
from Messrs. H. Williams, Fortis Green, Finchley,
were also worth noting. This firm were first, and
also in the trade class for Tulips. Mr. Eason had
the best twelve Tulips, and in all the classes the
richly-coloured Kaiser Kroon, Vermilion Brilliant,
and the pure white Pottebakker showed their im-
mense value at this season for the greenhouse.
Messrs. H. Williams & Sons had the best twelve
pots of Narcissus Polyanthus. It would be well if
amateurs grew more of such varieties as Her
Majesty, Princess of Wales, Jaune Supreme,
Bazelman major, Sir Isaac Newton and Gloriosa.
We may dismiss the pots of Crocuses by
condemning the style adopted of exhibiting
these spring flowers. A very interesting exhibit
was for twelve bulbous plants, and a beautiful
group of remarkably well-grown plants was put up
by Messrs. Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.
We have seldom seen the spring Snowflake, Iris
reticulata, Bulbocodium vernum, anil Chionodosa
LuciUse finer. Mr. T. S. Ware, of Tottenham, was
second. A fine pan of the white Scilla bifolia alba
was shown, and a plant of the beautiful Iris Rosen-
bachiana. It is strange more interest is not centred
in the Freesias. There was no exhibit in the class
for them. They are amongst the easiest grown,
most fragrant, and beautiful of spring flowers. Mr.
H. Eason had the finest specimens of Deutzia, and
Mr. Douglas came first for twelve Amarylli.s, with
good varieties, Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt,
being second. The latter had a variety named
Dark Beauty, the colour very rich. The best twelve
Cyclamens were shown by Mr. D. Phillips, Langley
Broom, Slough, who was first in both amateur and
open classes. The pots of Lily of the VaUey ex-
hibited by Messrs. H. Williams and Sons were full
of flower, and the same remark applies to the six
plants of Chinese Primula from Messrs. H. Cannell
and Sons, of Swanley.

The cultivation of greenhouse Azaleas in speci-
men form has almost run its course. No first prize
was awarded in the trade class, though there was
an improvement in the class for amateurs. Mr. H.
Eason showed six excellent specimens, the principa

varieties being Model, bright rose ; Roi d'HoUande,
rich scarlet; and the well-known ApoUon.

Two very interesting classes were for hardy Pri-
mulas and hardy herbaceous plants. Mr. T. S.

Ware was first in the last-mentioned class. The
group contained fine plants of the noble Lilium
longiflorum Harrisi, Narcissus Empress, N. maxi-
mus (the finest we have seen this season), llors-
fieldi, and Dielytra spectabilis. . Messrs. Paul and
Son were second for a very choice series of hardy
flowers. Androsaoe Laggeri, Saxifraga luteo-pur-
purea, Sisyrinchium grandiflorum album, Hepaticas,
and Narcissus lobularis were well flowered. Mr. J.

Douglas had a good assortment of hardy Primulas
in the class for these. There were such kinds as
the snowy white \-iscosa, pubesoens, and cash-
meriana, besides a self variety named Marcus
Aurehus, deep purple, with white paste. Messrs.
Paul and Son were first for six plants of forced
Roses.

There were several miscellaneous groups. Messrs-
W. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, had a bank of
Hyacinths and other spring-flowering bulbs em-
bedded in Moss, so as to hide the pots. A silver
medal was given. The group of Roses from Messrs.
Paul and Son was fresh and beautiful. Such stan-
dard kinds as Violette Bouyer, Celine Forestier,
Alphonse Soupert, and Innocente Pirola were
excellent, and the lovely series of Polyantha
kinds with the single-flowered, though showy ber-
beridifolia Hardyi were exceptionally welcome
(bronze medal). Mr. R. Scott, gardener to Jliss
Foster, The Holme, Regent's Park, showed ex-
cellent specimens of Imantophyllum miniatum, and
the group of Lily of the Valley from Mr. T. Jannock,
Dersingham, Norfolk, is worth a note for its uncon-
ventional, pyramidal style of showing it, a vast
improvement on the usual method adopted (bronze
medal in both cases). Messrs. H. Williams and Sons
had double Daffodils. Tulips, Azaleas, and a crowd
of other spring flowers, for which a silver medal was
granted. The group from Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria
Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, contained splendidly
flowered specimens of Imantophyllum (see "Notes
of the Week " of the present number), giant strain
of Cyclamen, Chinese Primulas, Amaryllis, and the
old, but beautiful Camellia reticulata (silver medal).
Cyclamens were shown by Mr. Hibburt, gardener to
Mr. W. Clay, Kingston, and Chinese Primulas in
several varieties, together with Cineraria blooms
representing their fine strain by Messrs. Carter
and Co., High Holborn (bronze medal). A very
fine group of Cyclamens was that from the St.

George's Nursery Company, Hanwell. The plants
were strong and full of flower (bronze medal).
Such remarks may also be made with respect to
that from Mr. John Odell, Goulds Green, Hilling-
don. A variety named striatum was certificated.
It was of a novel colour, but we object to striped
flowers of this kind; they are weak and not
decided in colour (bronze medal). Mr. J. James,
Woodside, Famham Royal, had a display of his
superb Cinerarias, to criticise which is needless.
Advance, white, with a magenta margin, and
Sybil, blue, white centre, are of good colour.
The same exhibitor showed Cyclamen Faust, a dark-
coloured variety (bronze medal). Mr. Phillips had
Cyclamen Avalanche, white, and Princess Teck,
rose, purple base—two promising types. A Cine-
raria named Emperor Frederick, the petals fluted,
and forming a handsome di.stinct flower of rich
purple-crimson colour, came from Messrs. J. Carter
and Co., of Holborn. It is quite a break away from
the ordinary type.

Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, ex-
hibited six boxes of cut Camellias, representing
many beautiful varieties (large bronze medal).
Messrs. II. Cannell and Sons, Swanley, showed
flowers of their Ijeautiful strain of Cinerarias and
Chinese Primula, rich crimson. A delightful dis-
play of Daffodils was made by Mr. T. S. Ware, and
an exceedingly interesting group, consisting of
Crocuses, Hepaticas, Chionodoxas, and Colchicums
in rich variety, also Iris Rosenbachiana and the
compact and pretty Puschkinialibanotica compacta,
was shown by Messrs. Barr and Son, Covent Garden
(bronze medal in both cases).

THE GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND.
The committee of the above fund called a meeting
of growers and stand - holders of the wholesale
flower market to confer with them in reference
to the proposal to hold a second Covent Garden
fete in aid of the fund, and the gathering took
place at the Hummums Hotel, Covent Garden, on
the 8th inst., at 8 o'clock, Jlr. George Deal pre-
siding, there being a large attendance both of
growers and committee. After an opening address
by the chairman, in which he set forth the points
of the programme the committee were desirous of
carrying out with the consent of the growers, the
following resolutions were unanimously passed

:

" That this meeting, consisting mainly of growers
and stand-holders of the wholesale flower market,
Covent Garden, cordially agrees with the proposal
to hold a second evening floral fete in aid of the
Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and having heard with
pleasure that his Grace the Duke of Bedford has
kindly granted the free use of the market for this
purpose, hereby pledges itself to render the best
assistance in its power to successfully carry out the
same, and to co-operate in general with the execu-
tive committee of the fund." Proposed by Mr.
Messer, of Edmonton, seconded by Mr. Hawkins, of
Twickenham. "That the following gentlemen be
appointed as a committee to represent the growers
and stand-holders for the purpose of co-operating
with the officials of the Gardeners' Orphan Fund in
organising and assisting to carry out the necessary
arrangements of the fete." Proposed by Jlr. Assbee,
of Covent Garden, seconded by Mr. Stroud, Leyton.
It being arranged that ten representatives of the
growers should form this committee, thirteen of
their body were nominated for the purpose, and the
election being taken by a show of hands, the fol-

lowing were declared duly elected : Messrs. Messer,
Lewington, Hawkins, H. B. May, E. Rochford,
T. A. Dickson, Geo. May, J. W. Baker, Cattaneo,
and G. Poulton.

" That a special badge be granted to each stand-
holder or his representative admitting him to the
market, and that a ticket be also given admitting a
friend." Proposed by Mr. Clark, and seconded by
Mr. Lewington.

Some discussion then took place as to the most
suitable date

; eventually it was decided by a large
majority that the fete should take place on Wed-
nesday, May 8.

The chairman read a letter from the president of
the fund. Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bt., who stated that
he is happy to hear his suggestion as to a charge
for admission is approved.

It was suggested that the tickets of admission
should be limited to 2000, but that is a point to be
further considered.

Death of Mr. Murray.—We regret to hoar of
the tloatli of Mr. Murray, whioh oocurrod at Froj;-
nioro, Windsor. He workoj iu tlie Royal Garileiis
for many years, aud had lately beeu peusioued by Her
Majesty. He was 70 years of age.

Names of plants.—.(4jaa;.—l, Lomaria Spicaiit;
2, Ceterach otKcinarum ; 3, a Lastrea. specimen iu-
sutiicient; 4, Asplenium mariuum ; n. Poly.stichum an-
nulare ; 6, Asplenium Trichomaues. T. F. W.— 1,
Cieloityiie cristata Leniiuiiana; 2, C. flaccida; 3, An-
gr;ecuin Samlerlaimni ; 4. IMialajiiojisis Esmeralda.
il/i)»i ;(,•!.—l,Neckera erispa; 2, Polytrichum commune;
3, Grimmia pulviiiata ; 4, Splaehnum ainpullaceum ; 5,
Trichostomum piilyphylluiii ; (i, Tortula subulatu

j 7,
Dieranum glaueuni; ,S, Bryum rostratum; !», liartraniia,
an-uata. T. B.— 1, Coeloijyue barhata ; 2. \'anda
cuTulesceus. Co)i(/o.— Aunnecum subulatum.
T. H. A. if.—Lastroa rccurva. 3[arl'.—1, Cypri-
pediuiu tonsum, more spotted than usual; 2, C. par-
diniiiii—two flowers on a spike was the style of the
orii.'inal plant; 3, C. Sedeni candiduhiin {Veitch's
furin). C. W., Ri'i:j(tte.—l. Cadogync llaecida ; 2,
C. lenti.einosa. 11'. W. W.—1, Adiantum peruvi-
annni ; 2, Nothocldiena rufa ; 3, Pt^ris filosma ; 4,
liitoViroebia vespertilionis. TUmouiie,—1, .Aeaeia
Iilatypliylla; 2, Boronia totraphylla; 3, Kriea barbata;
4, K. seabriuscula. Fritz.—Your specimen ajipears
to be Triehonianes pyxidifcrum, but being witliout
fruit, cannot say more.
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WOODS & Forests.
THE SCOTCH FIR AS A TIMBER TREE.
In a furmer paper upon tliis subject I briefly

glanced at a lew facts in connection with the
quality of the wood of the Scotch Fir as found
on different classes of soil as well as at diflerent

elevations above sea level. I will now show-
that the wood of the tree when properly ma-
tured, cut up into scantlings, and seasoned is

capable of being used by builders for all the
purposes for which the best class of foreign Pine
timber is used in this country. When supplying
this class of timber for large and extensive
building purposes in the Highlands of Scotland,
the contractor was bound to use the best of
foreign Pine timber for the making of doors,
windows, flooring, Arc, but in course of time
it was clearly shown that the timber supplied
by me from the natural forest was equal and in
some cases better than a great deal of the
foreign stufl' used for various purposes. AVhen
the Scotch Fir is thoroughly matured and
seasoned before being used it is all that can be
desired even for the finer sorts of work in con-
nection with house-building. Acting upon a
suggestion of the late Prmce Consort'.s, the whole
of the wood required for building one of the
new cottage houses upon his property was
supplied from the natural forest, and as I took
particular pains to have the wood thoroughly
seasoned before being used, the work proved in
every way to be highly satisfactory. This was a
step in the right direction, and if proprietors
would copy and follow the example as here set
forth, I have no hesitation in saying that it

would be to their advantage in more ways than
one.

I could give further examples where the wood
of the Scotch Fir has been successfully used for
house-building, but this, I think, is unnecessary,
seeing that the character of the wood for dura-
bility is admitted by the majority of people to
be of a high standard. In cases where this is

denied, any defect that has been found may be
traced either to the texture of the soil in which
the trees have been grown, the locality, using
the wood before the trees were matured, or want
of proper precaution in having the wood well
seasoned before being used. There are a great
many purposes in house -building where the
timber can be used without being seasoned, but
in all cases where the wood is used for the finer
class of work, thorougli seasoning becomes indis-
pensable.

In order to show how durable the wood of the
native Scotch Fir has proved to be, I may state
that in course of repairing roads and bridges
where the wood of this tree had been used for
the construction of the latter, I found the beams
and the principal timbers as fresh and resinous
as when placed in position. Further, I have
actually had some of these old beams carted to
the sawnuU and cut up for other purposes. I
regret that I am vmable to give the exact number
of years during which tliis old wood had been in
use at the bridge, but I take it for granted
that it mast have covered a considerable space
of time, from the fact that none of the in-
habitants of the place could give me any
reliable information ujjon this head. In the
course of carrying out estate ira])rovemeuts both
in this country and in Ireland, I have occasion-
ally had to pull down and remove old dilapi-
dated houses, and in idl cases whore the roof
consisted of Scotch Fir timber it was generally
found to be of a hard firm texture, and although
in many cases it had bcxome of a black or
brownish colour through age, yet it retained its

freshness. Now if wo contrast the cuiality and

durability of its matured timber with the hardi-
ness of the tree and its capability of growing
and attaining a useful size on bleak, exposed
situations, upon inferior soils, and shelving rocks
in mountainous districts of the country, it is

evident that the Scotch Fir occupies a high
standard of perfection for ornament, shelter and
general utility. There can be no doubt that
locality, independent of elevation above sea
level, and soil are patent factors in promoting the
formation and quality of its timber ; and in dis-

cussing the merits and demerits of the tree this
is a point which in a great measure has been
overlooked by many writers upon the subject.
Although this tree when planted in many parts
of the south of Scotland and in England upon
congenial soil suitable for its healthy growth
and full development, often attains a large size,

yet as a general rule the produce even of fully
matured trees in these parts is inferior to such
as is produced in the far north. This difl'e-

rence in the quality of the wood I attribute
altogether to locality and not to soil, and this is

borne out in a great measure by the trees them-
selves, for had the soil been unsuitable for their
growth many fine specimens to be found here
and there in the south could never have attained
the size which they now present. Even in the
north of Scotland, which may be said to be the
natural home of the Scotch Fir, we tiad that
not only are the growth and healthy develop-
ment of the tree influenced by locality, but like-

wise the quality and texture of the wood
produced. In many cases where the mixed
system of planting has been carried out on the
sea-coast, from the fact of the climate or locality
being unsuitable, the Scotch Fir has never been
profitable, yet Larch and Spruce Fir in the
same plantation have attained a fair average
size, thus showing that the Highland Pine is not
adapted for planting in all localities alike.

Examples of this may be seen along many of
the sea-board pai'ishes in the north, but in cases
where the face of the country is of a hilly un-
dulating character better results are obtained.
In flat districts the influence of the sea air is

apparent on the trees at a distance of some ten
miles from the shore, while in hilly parts a few
miles inland the Scotch Fir often attains the size
of a profitable timber tree. J. B. Webster.

The Cluster Pine at Holwood.— Rarely,
indeed, have I seen either so many or so large
specimens of the Cluster Pine (Pinus Pinaster) as
are to be found in the woods at Holwood. In one
of the plantations, of perhaps seventy or eighty
years' growth, it would almost seem as if this Pine
was intended for the permanent crop, so many
specimens occur at stated intervals. Giant speci-
mens, too, they are, for not one, but the majority
have clean straight boles rising without a branch to
fully 50 feet in height, andoontaining on an average
711 feet of timber. Generally one sees the Cluster
Pine planted as a lawn tree, and then the stem is

rough, crooked and uneven, and usually well clothed
with branches, but when grown as a forest tree
and in close contiguity to other fast-growing sub-
jects, the appearance, as in the specimens just
quoted, is quite different, the trunk being tall

and straight and with smoother bark, and usually
but a tuft of branches crowns the head. Valueless
commercially though the fUuster Pine is, yet for sea-
side pl.anting and using in sandy .soil where few
other trees could eke "out an existence, it is of
great value, and has been largely used for this pur-
pose both on the Continent and at hoiuc. The
timber is of little value save for very ordinary pur-
poses, such as the making of packing boxes and
for firewood

; indeed, for the latter use it may only
be termed .as second or third-r.ate. Some of the finest

specimens of the Cluster Pine to be found in this
country are growing in deep sandy or gravelly soil,

or at least where a large percentage of such is pre-

sent, and I do not think that it is a tree that is at
all tender, for it may frequently be seen growing
stout and strong and throwing out its largest

branches right into the teeth of the blast.—A. D.
Webster.

Peculiarities of the Oak.—We have no tree

in England more sensitive of exposure to wind than
the Oak, and the best and fastest growing woods
are those in sheltered positions, well inland. There
is a tract of country in the south-east of Sussex,
lying between Battle and Hailsham, the soil of

which is well adapted to the gi'owth of Oak, but
which, from its nearness to the sea—about 10 miles
as the crow iiies - fails to produce, except in some
places, other than short stumpy trees with bushy
boughs, evidently thrown out as a protection against
the south-west wind. These trees, I observe, pro-

duce knotty and unsaleable timber. About thirty

or thirty-five years ago the planting in St. Leonard's
Forest was begun with Larch and Oak, the propor-
tion being about five of Larch to one of Oak. After
the Larch trees were seven or eight years old they
were gradually thinned out, and, though in no case

have they thoroughly disappeared, the land is fairly

planted with straight-grown silver-rinded Tellars,

which bid fair in due time to become a fine Oak
forest. This land is ordinary forest land. My ex-

perience is that Oak will grow in almost any de-

scription of clay, from the poorest and stiffest to a
good deep loam. As the Oak, in its earlier stages
of growth, has a long tap-root, a deep soil, free to a
certain depth from rock, is necessary to its rapid

development. Oak will grow with considerable
luxuriance in a gravelly soil, but, on arriving at a
size fit to be called timber, it becomes what is

termed shaky, and it will be found when felled to

be little more than a bundle of laths, and quite

unsuitable for the uses to which Oak timber is

generally put.—R. W. C.

Populus grandidentata.—Loudon justly con*
sidered the "Large-toothed Aspen" the most orna-

mental of all the Poplars, on account of the deep
purplish red colour of the young leaves as they un-
fold in spring. The foliage is not unlike that of

the British Aspen, but the teeth are much larger

and more irregular than in that species. As a rule

P. grandidentata forms a medium-sized tree, but it

sometimes attains a height of 70 feet or 80 feet,

with a trunk 20 inches to 30 [inches in diameter.

Whether it will attain such a size in this country
or not I am not able to state definitely, but it is

perfectly hardy, and grows freely enough wherever
I have seen it planted. The wood is white, very

soft and light. According to Professor Sargent's

catalogue, large quantities have of late years been
ground into pulp in Northern New England and
Michigan, and used as a substitute for rags in the

manufacture of paper.—N.

A school of forestry.—One of the writers to

The Garden of Jlarch IG hiu-iiig urged the advantages
of a sc'liool of forestry in an article which escaped the
iiiitice of the editor, he thinks it well now to express

his own view in this matter—that is, that any school

of the kind would he a mistake, us schools of iigriculture

arc a mistiike. These things, no doubt , tiiul places for

ntticials and prufes.surs, but they are not the places to

learn either forestry or agriculture.

Large Ash trees.—In this parish, on Sir F. L.
Kubiiisoii's property, stands au Ash tree considerably

larger than any at present named. 1 hud it mea-
sured to-day by a professional carpenter and timber
merchant, who made it : At the base, 28 foet

;

.") feet friun the ground, 22 feet ; 11 feet from the

grouiul, 24 feet 4 inches; height, f)8 feet. The tree

innlains a little over GOO feet {cubic) of timber.

—

Wvur.KV P. HiRCH, Cranford , near Kftterimj. .Vni/Zi.

ants, in Field. ^
" The Garden " Monthly Parts.— r*i.' journal u

pvblUlml in neath/ Ifound MmUhly Parts. In this form tht

C'llourcd jilates itr'e Inst preserved, and i( is most suitable for

reference prerious to the issue of the halt-yearly volumes. Price

Is. Crf. ; post free, Is, '.hi,

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — ThU
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which
form it is most suitable/or reference previous to the itiui o/ tA<

yearly volumes. PHce bd. ; post free, Id.

** Hardy Flowers."— Giving dfs(riptuyt\s of upwards o'

thirteen hundred of thi most ornamental species, with directions

for their an-angement, culture, d;c. Fourth and PopxUat
SditUm, 1>. , post free, Is. ad.

London: 37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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" This Ib an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Natdre."—Sftateprare.

WHAT ARE N. NOBILIS AND N.
VARIFORMIS i

Perhaps hardly any of the English nurserymen
who sell Daffodils by these names could tell us
more about them than that " they are collected

for them in the Pyrenees." The Pyi-enees are

very wide hunting grounds, and the Daffodils

found there are very various, and the two names
are used very loosely. No line is drawn be-

tween them, and though one name is indefinite

enough, the other ought to be applied to a very
definite variety, as there is only one portrait of

its type. Both names are presumed to belong
to Pyrenean Daffodils. The name nobilis was
adopted by De CandoUe as a varietal name of a
form of Narcissus pseudo-Narcissus, which
Redouto selected to figure in his "Liliaceie,"
published about the beginning of this century.
De Candolle gives no description of the variety.

The description which accompanies the plate
refers, I think, to N. pseudo-Narcissus as a
species, and I am not sure that he tells us
where this particular variety was found. If

this is so, we might find it in some other part of
France. For instance, five Daffodils not yet in-

troduced to our gardens are found in the moun-
tains of Auvergne. I received flowers gathered
there on July 8 at an elevation of 7000 feet,

but when they reached me they were too much
dried up to recognise their characters. Mr. Barr
often tells me he has never yet seen a nobilis

after Redoute's type. Amongst the many
Pyrenean forms which pass under the name,
some may come sufficiently near to it to justify
their being classed with it ; but how are we to
sepaiate these from the mixed crowd of varieties

at present included in the name variformis I

Some of these, though difiering widely from
Redoute's nobilis, have large and elegant flowers.
I have nearly matched both Horsfieldi and
volutus— a beautiful citron self—from amongst
them, but as sure as I extract a selected form
from a mixed bed, it disappears before the next
year.

Parkinson is the firot authority for the name
variformis, which he intends to mean "of
various form," so perhaps it ought to be written
variiformis, but I spell it as its author has done.
He tells us that in some parts of the Pyrenees
bastard Daffodils grow, amongst which hardly
any two are alike. He then enumerates the
different characters of the varieties. Before
considering what these were, let us briefly re-
view the known forms of Daflbdils in the
Pyrenees.

First there is N. muticus (Gay), perhaps the
most widely spread of any, and reaching the
greatest altitude, though found also at moderate
elevations. In some extensive districts it pre-
vails abundantly, to the exclusion of all other
Trumpet Dattbdila. For instance, in the Valley
of Gavarnie, where it grows in profusion over
several square miles, no other Daflbdil is found.
Its characters are well defined. Its leaves erect,
thick, and broad, with bluntly rounded tips

;

its flowers, with a narrow cylindrical crown,
never deeply lobed or much reflexed, with a
perianth large and heavy, but flabby in substance,
flowering late. It varies much in difi"eront spots.
Haworth enumerates and describes six species,
though he had never seen one. In cultivation
it ranges from nearly the size s)i the Emperor to

that of the typical English wOd Daffodil, biit

variable as is the variety, it varies within well

defined limits. I feel no doubt that this is the

original wild type of all our garden bicolor

class, including Horsfieldi, Emperor, itc, though
we may still find some wild development of mu-
ticus nearer to our cultivated forms. Next to

this we have the Daflbdils which Mi-. Barr
classes together as pallidus pr;ecox. The
variations of these are great, even where they
are most uniform ; but there are several moun-
tain forms, accidentally similar to them in colour,

which are quite distinct in habit and other cha-

racters, and have no right to be classed with
them at all. Of the third class, the white
moschatus, I will not say much here. I

believe they have as yet been found only on the
Spanish side of the lidge of the Pyrenees in

several places. The collectors who dig them up
sort them for the market into major and minor,
guided by notliing but the size of the bulbs,

for I am assured that both grow mixed together,
I can find no difl'erence except that major dies

out in my garden rather more rapidly than minor.

All Pyrenean DaffodOs which do not come
under one of these three names Mr. Barr calls

indiscrimin.ately variformis. But this name
should only be applied to Daffodils of various
forms which grow mixed together in a native
habitat. I found and made selections from
such a mixture a few miles from Luchon. The
upper slope of the mountain was occupied by
N. muticus (true), the lower part by another
constant form of Pyrenean pseudo-NarcLssus

;

the intermediate variform flowers seemed to me
obviously the result of cross upon cross between
the upper and lower extremes, and answered in

every way to Parkinson's description of vari-

formis.

We must observe, however, that there are in

the Pyrenees many Dafibdils diS'ering on one
mountain from those on another, but really
uniform amongst themselves. I have collected
from several such constant forms, and planted
them separately for comparison, and I am every
year trying to get new forms from new places.

I got two or three novelties last autumn, one of

them from near Lourdes, perhaps as much like

Redoute's portrait of nobilis as any I have seen,
but I cannot judge them till next year. This
year they flowered precociously, as Daffodils fresh
from the South are siire to do if dug up before
they are ripe. These constant Daffodils have
no right to be classed amongst variformis, as

they have hitherto been classed. To conclude,
I may say, in illustration of the natural history
of variformis, that I had flowering this year a
bed of 300 or 400 seedlings raised from seed of

Horsfieldi saved in my own garden. They are
mostly a disappointing and shabby lot of mon-
grels, hardly any of them bearing any resem-
blance to the seed parent, and giving me little

encouragement to repeat the experiment of

growing from home-saved seed.

Ediir Hall, Malpus. C. Wolley Dod.

Packing cut flowers.—The excellent remarks
of "W. I. M."j^(p. 253) on the packing of flowers
induce me to add one more by way of supplement
to them. I send away many boxes of flowers, and
I believe they travel successfully. I think the
main secret is to pack them firmly, and yet to

le.ave some elasticity in tlie packing. My proceed-
ing is this : I first lay a slight substratum of Moss,
with a mere suspicion of dampness in it ; then on
the top of this a piece of waxed paper, on which
the flowers are carefully placed and packed. The
box being quite full, I place another piece of waxed
paper, and over this (here is my secret) a piece of
the corrugated brown paper so much in use now for

sending bottles by Parcel Post. It is very elastic

and very cheap, keeps everything snug with the

least possible pressure. I have found nothing to

beat this, and I have the authority of one of our

first nurserymen for saying it is the best packing

he ever saw. In the case of such flowers as

Gladioli, Narcissi, and such like, I find it is better

to put neither Moss, nor woo], nor any other pack-

ing, but I send them in shallow boxes, and lay

them in layers at the bottom; take a strip of strong

paper or ribbon, draw it tightly over the stalks and
tack it to the bottom of the box ; they are immov-
able. It may be said, all this is troublesome and
tedious, but if flowers are worth sending at all

they are worth sending well. Above all, avoid

using the Letter Post for flowers; always send by
Parcel Post. Boxes by the former come "a caution

to look at."—A, R.. Windermere.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIEDLESTONE.

ARRANGING ROSES AT EXHIBITIONS.

The suggestion made in the columns of The
Garden some time since, that the great Inter-

national Rose Conference to be held next July
in the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens at

Chiswick should be made the occasion of an
attempt to introduce fresh and more artistic

methods of arranging the cut Roses exhibited, is

a good one, and has almost ever since the pub-
lication of the schedule of the conference been
a subject of consideration by several probable
exhibitors.

Perhaps a better expression to use in this

comiection than " more artistic methods ''

would be " more natural methods." No doubt,

both should mean the same thing, but conven-
tion has brought it about that to many people's

minds the two words convey very different

ideas. To a natural arrangement of the flowsrs

in many classes the wording of the conference
schedule tends directly in asking for " Roses
in bunches'' not to exceed a maximum size of
" six trusses in each bunch,'' a limit which it

may be hoped will preclude too great " bunohi-
ness,' the common failing when flowers are
asked for in bunches at exhibitions ; and it may
also be hoped that the bunches will be staged
sufficiently long-stemmed. This, of course,

involves that the boxes in which the flowers

travel to the show should be provided with lids

aft'ording considerable head-room, and it is to be
feared that the consequent increase of bulk will

materially augment the inconvenieuce of trans-

porting the boxes to the exhibition.

No doubt, a slight difficulty of this kind will

not weigh much with exhibitors who are in

earnest to make the conference not only the
event of the Rose year, but also one whose
record shall be worthy of the united efforts of

the Royal Horticultural Society and of the
National Rose Society in the first season under
its Royal patroness, her Royal Highness the
Princess of Wales ; nevertheless, it mutt be
borne in mind that the conference takes place at

the height of the Rose-showing seasim, the
brevity of which involves the crowding together
of exhibitions on to almost consecutive days for

about three weeks, so that exhibitors who can-

not command an extensive "plant" may not be
able to aflbrd time or material to liave boxes
altered or made for a single show.

For it is to be feared that "J. B. 's" protest

against the " stereotyped boxes "—not always or
necessarily "ugly," by the way—will be unavail-

ing, for the simple reason that in view of the
distances to which Roses have to be conveyed,
of the hot weather which ought to prevail at the
time of the shows, and of the cost of transit,

practicability and simplicity must always be the

chief cousideration of the exhibitor.
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It is very easy to find fault witli existing ar-

rangements, but to do so witliout suggesting any
alternative is not of much use. It is essential that

cut Roses should be exhibited in water, or their

beauty would be gone before the show opened
;

but if the conventional Moss-covered boxes that

mask the convenient zinc tubes of water are to

be dispensed with, wherewith are they to be re-

placed ! There must be vessels of some kind
;

should they be bottles, jars, vases .' If so, the

cost and difficulty of conveying without break-

age a sufficient number to stage a collection of

200 or 300 blooms would effectually exclude

most exhibitors.

It is obvious that the present system of exhi-

biting cut Roses, which has gradually developed

during a long series of years, has been adopted

because it has been found in practice to work

best, and the practical difficulties of effecting

any radical alteration are admitted by "A. D."

in The Garden, Feb. 23 (p. 171). His point,

however, that the unique nature of the ex-

hibition anticipated at the conference should

afford an opportunity for a trial of effective

methods of staging Roses deserves, as it will

doubtless obtain, the consideration of exhi-

bitors, and there is little question that many of

the so-called garden Roses, including Roses that

bloom in clusters, single Roses, climbers, and
others, will be boldly grouped with great effect.

Unless, however, without stopping to enquire

whether Nature is the converse of Art (pace, the

Shakespearian motto which heads the page on

which his note appears), " J. B." has a practical

plan to propose, but little alteration can be

expected in the arrangement of ordinary Rose
shows, in regard to which all the difficulties

incident to competition, transport, space and
time, both in staging and judging, must be taken

into account.

Kose Madame Lambard.—Too much cannot

be written in praise of this lovely Tea Rose. For
supplying button-hole flowers at this time of the

year it is almost unequalled. In a small state

when the petals are just showing colour it is charm-

ing, whilst in a half expanded state when the real

beauty of its colouring is exposed, it is a great

favourite. I find it has one fault, viz., the foliage

is somewhat liable to be early affected with mildew,

which disfigures the leaves slightly. Cuttings

strike freely on a slight bottom-beat and quickly

grow into nice plants.—E. M., Hants.

T. W. Girdlestone's last remarks about this

Tea Rose tempt me to add my little quota to the

mass of observations. 1. This Rose is certainly one

of the hardiest Tea Itoses. 2. If anything, it pre-

fers a strong soil, when dry and well drained, to a
more sandy one. 3. As is the case with most Tea
Roses with us, it is best not to jirune at all, generally

speaking, but after a very severe winter, or if the

trees have got very straggling, a severe pruning
back to old wood is advisable ; this should not be
done more frequently than once in three years. 4.

Not being an exhibitor, I prefer this Rose on a
south wall for the sake of its beautiful early and
late blooms. In a hot year the blooms are so dull

and muddy in colour when in the open that I

should think other Roses better worth growing. G.

In a very exposed and cold situation on the north-

east coast, the only Tea Rose that is decidedly
hardier and more vigorous, is Anna Ollivier, a Rose
which has not lieen mentioned, though it is, to my
nund, the best Tea Rose for general cultivation.

—

E. H. W.
Polyantha Roses.—The note in The Gauden

of March 'l'.\ Cji. 2rir)) rosiiecting Ihc Polyantha
Roses cxliibited by Messrs. P;inl and Hon .should be
the means of popularisinf; these beaiitilul fairy-like

sorts. Tliey are so well suited for pot culture and
can be brought into llower so readily liy gentle
forcing, that the wonder is that they have so long

been unrecognised, ^ selection of the principal

varieties of these miniature Roses came into my
hands a few years ago. It was in the month of
March, and they were in 6-inch pots and bristling
with yount,' growth. Not liking to risk them in

the open air, I placed them in a fairly warm green-
house. The result was that in about a month they
were in full flower, and were so much admired that
instead of transferring them to the open ground I

had to cultivate them in pots. With the aid of a
little forcing I had no difficulty in having them in

flower early in March.— J. C. C.

ROSE MADAME GABRIEL LUIZET.
The distinctive excellences of this Rose are:

—

1. As a plant, its free growth both as a maiden
and cut-back ; as a flower, the clear soft colour and
perfect form, always pleasing and acceptable as an
exhibition bloom or specimen for room decoration.

2. The greatest defect with me is that as a
maiden plant it grows too strong to bloom freely,

often making shoots 4 feet to 5 feet in length.
:!. Hardy.
4. Have found it do well on both light and heavy

soil, but it flowers more freely when growing on
the former.

.5. Cutting Brier or Manetti. Have not tried own-
root plants.

I). Hard pruning for fine flowers, but by leaving the
shoots longer and bending them down, a large quan-
tity of smaller, but very pretty blooms are produced.

7. As a pot Rose I have found it far and away the
best Hybrid Perpetual Rose of the colour. It will
force more easily than any other Hybrid Perpetual
I know, and it makes a splendid specimen plant.

8. Although classed as a Hybrid Perpetual, it

can hardly, to my mind, be called perpetual, as I

never remember seeing a second growth or bloom
as a maiden plant, and only very occasionally late

blooms on old plants.— S. G. RuMSEr, Rose Farm,
Wrotham, Kent.

1. Robust grower, free-flowering, and beau-
tiful colour.

2. No defects with me, except that it sometimes
buttons in the centre.

3. Hardy.
4. Heavy soil ; due south.

5. Manetti,

6. (1) Moderate pruning
; (2) long pruning.

7. Very weU and easily forced.

8. I seldom cut a bloom in autumn, and when I

do it is nearly always without colour.—S. P. BuDD,
8, (fay Street, Bath.

1. I find it a very good grower and a free

bloom ?r.

2. The blooms are sometimes rather thin.

3. Hardy.
4. In the open, on stiff loam.
5. Brier cutting or seedling Brier.

G. Hard pruning.

7. I have never grown the Rose in pots.

8. I have not noticed any alteration in character
since first distributed ; it has never bloomed in the
autumn with me.

—

Robebt N. G. Bakek, Heavi-
tree, Devon.

1. This Rose grows freely and makes a neat
bush. The blooms, of a bright clear colour, as a
rule are well formed and produced singly on an
upright stem.

2. It is very subject to mildew and seldom
blooms in autumn. '

3. Hardy.
4. Loam ; but will grow and thrive anywhere.
.'). Seedling Brier ; also does well as standard.
II. Hard pruning for show blooms ; light pruning

for garden decoration.

7. No experience.

8. No.— ,T. T. Stu.vnoe, Aldermaston, Berks.

SnORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rose Madame AUegatiere.—McHsrsi. I'aul ami
Sim, of Clu'Hliunt, I,i(ully Hi'liil us a truss of Madame
.Vllt'patii^rt', (iin- of flu- ii(>w Hybrid I'ltlyantilas raised

by Alleifatii^p' fnim .hiK's Marj;(ittiii. fortilist'il liy

i{»iHn Pulyanfha. Tho plant appears of vifforous Kniwth
with thorny wood, but tlio inflorGscouco has tnuoli of tho
character of the Polyauthii Roses, the round buds being

produced in a considerable corymb. The flowers ore of
medium size, bright rose in colour, and very fragrant.

Roses and Asparagus.—Hoses, for want of
space elsewhere and also for shelter, are frequently
grown in kitchen gardens, and they generally do re-

markably well. Some of the vegetables are not very
appropriate associates for them, hut Aspar.igus is an
exception, as when this is planted between the rows
of Roses the rich ground suitable for them suits it, and
the graceful growths of the Asparagus have a very
pretty effect in combination with the Koses when they
are in blossom. All who have seen this arrangement
have been struck with it, and some have been induced
to try the Asparagus with their Koses outside the
kitchen garden.—J. MuiR.

ROSES IN THE PAST WINTER.
The winter, though long and, on the whole, cold,

has [not been one of exceptional severity, the
frost in East Anglia seldom exceeding 16°, though
in several localities lying low and close to water
I have heard of exceptional readings of from 20°

to 25°. Such readings, if true, will doubtless have
left deep scars among the Roses. Practically, the
majority of Hybrid Perpetuals and our hardier Tea
Roses are safe against U)° or 15° of frost. Beyond
that the majority begin to show signs of distress, the
signs multiplying in number and growing in in-

tensity in the direct ratio of the degree of cold.

On the whole, however, the Roses seem to have
wintered so far (March 7) tolerably well. This is

the more satisfactory, as they were in very indif-

ferent condition, for, notwithstanding any extra
severities of temperature, seldom was Rose wood
later or more immature than during the autumn of

1888. Few plants suffer more from lack or normal
measures of sunshine than Roses, and neither

bloom nor wood were up to an average last year.

Hence we find, in pruning the hardier Roses, a
great excess of pith and a lack of hardness in the
wood, and should the temperature at the latter end
of March, as not unfrequently happens, run down
to anything like zero, such a depression would
doubtless play sad havoc among the more soft and
sappy Roses. While, therefore, hoping for the
best, it is as yet quite premature to write of the
safe wintering of our favourites : for bitter expe-
rience teaches us that while all the months of

winter may slay their thousands of Roses, March
slays its tens of thousands. This probably arises

from the fact that the sap is more active in March
than in any or all the other preceding months be-

tween March and October. As the sap becomes more
active and excitable the plants become more tender
and susceptible to cold, or, in other words, more
easily injured, and hence the potency of March
weather to injure or destroy our Roses.

There is yet another reason for this, and that is,

the biting force and penetrating power of March
winds. Still [frosts are, as a rule, less vigorous than
what are termed black or wind frosts. This state-

ment, however, must be accepted with certain limi-

tations. In lowdying valleys, where a series of hills

form the sides of natural basins that cabin and
confine the air with something like absolute still-

ness, the destructive force of cold is frequently felt

the most. A mere fracture or break in the sides of

the basin suflicient to agit.ate the air would baulk
the energy of radiation, and so save many Rose and
other plants from destruction. But such mild
agitation of the stillness of the air is about as

different as can well be from the cooling power of

March winds, cooled almost to freezing point on
the iced steppes of North-eastern Europe. In

writing, too, of the comparative warmth of still

air, the heat-husb;mding jiower of hoar-frost nmst
not be overlooked. This is very much greater than
is generally supposed, and is mostly wholly absent

during the month of March. Doubtless it is to

this fact mainly, as well as to the greater activity

of the sap, that so many Roses and other semi-

tender plants are crippled and destroyed during

this hardest and bleakest month of the twelve.

The winter now happily drawing to a close bears

powerful testimony in favour ot own-root Roses.

While not a few budded and worked Tea and
other Boses have perished, it is pleasing to fmd
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that Roses on their own roots are safe. In
the case of dwarf Teas, earth up more or less

freely. Even a good early bloom is still not only
possible, but almost within sight. So far, the Roses,
as well as fruit trees and all other vegetation, are

abnormally late this season. D. T. F.

Hardiness of Tea Roses.—Mr. J. Burrell,

of Cambridge, writing on the hardiness of Tea
Roses says :

" Anyone interested in this question
should take a turn round the Rose nurseries, and
see the Teas in the open fields. We have not pro-

tected a single dwarf Tea during the winter, and
do not think we have lost half a dozen plants,

though all are right in the open field."'

Kose William Allen Richardson for pot
culture.— Recently Mr. Douglas referred to the
value of having a nice selection of Tea-scented
Roses in pots for the purpose of furnishing flowers
for catting. Few will be prepared to differ from
him, and if he has not already done so, I would
advise him to add to his stock William Allen
Richardson. A specimen in a pot 12 inches or

14 inches in diameter will give a large number of

flowers both in spring and autumn. When flowered
under glass in the spring in a gentle warmth the
colour is a pleasing amber, quite distinct from that
of other Roses. My practice in dealing with speci-

mens in pots has been to allow the growth to have
its own way all the summer, and then shoots from
3 feet to i feet long will be produced. To make room
for these shoots some of the old wood is cut out
and the young tied in the whole length. Treated
in this way, most of the prominent eyes along the
shoots will start into growth in the spring and pro-

duce one or more flowers.— J. C, C.

Marechal Niel as a bedding Rose.—One of

the most surprising phases of Rose culture that I

ever met with is to be seen in Mr. Fowler's garden
at Claremont, near Taunton, in which there is a
large bed in the open air filled with plants of Mare-
chal Niel. I never saw nor remember reading of a
similar successful instance of growing this Rose in

an open bed. The instance referred to is the more
remarkable owing to the extraordinary growth the
plants have made. The bed is large enough to

hold two dozen plants at about 2 feet 6 inches apart.
The centre of the bed is raised about 3 feet high,
gradually sloping down to 1 foot, and tlie soil is

supported by a stout Ivy border or edging. The
plants were planted in the autumn of 1887, and
are on their own roots. A few flowers were pro-
duced last year, but the weather was not very fav-

ourable for them. The length and substance of the
growth which the plants made last year, and
which I saw to-day (Jlarch 25), surpass any I have
seen in the open air away from a wall. The
whole surface of the bed is quite a thicket of strong
shoots, many of them thicker than a man's thumb,
.and from ij feet to 7 feet long. To a great extent
the plants have been .allowed to grow their own
way during the past year. Before they commenced
to make new grovrth last spring many of the
strongest shoots were pegged down on the surface,

and they now seem to have formed roots. A more
promising lot of growth no one could desire. The
wood is evidently getting somewhat hard, so that
some good Roses may be expected from it. I shall

watch with much interest the behaviour of this

unique bed of Roses in the coming se.ason, .and I

hope its present healthy condition may justify the
results expected of it.— J. C. C.

Rockets.—In an old magazine, published in

1H51, I find a Mr. S. P. Rushmere writing that in a
trip to France at a garden at Fontenay-aux-Roses
he saw seven kinds of Rockets, viz. :

—

White Giant, growing 5 feet to G feet high, with
immense spikes of flowers: white, medium si/.o, 2 feet,

the Eughsh variety; purple, 2 feet high, a?i alpuudant
bloomer, very double and showy; crimson. 2 feet high,
rieh and attractive, hut spikes not so large us the
purple; rose or peacli, same as in Englisli gardens

;

yellow, very double and compact in form. IS iiiclies.

The yellow was, no doubt, barbarea. Arc the six

other kinds in existence in England, and where can
they be procured?—H. S. Newill.

Propagating.

Aralias.—This genus includes several of the most
elegant foliage plants for stove and greenhouse
culture, and as plants for the table and general
decoration they are invaluable. Pl.ants for such
purposes must not exceed a certain size ; therefore
fresh stock must be obtained periodically. Some
of the species may be propagated from cuttings
and young plants obtained with little trouble, but
in some cases it is necessary to resort to grafting,

which, according to some writers, is an objection-

table practice. I believe, however, that, after all

that can be adduced against it, the practice will

still continue, and it is undoubtedly the best,

the safest, and perhaps the only way of perpetuating
many of our most valuable plants. My opinion on
the question is, that seedlings or cuttings are

generally preferable, but grafting, when skilfully

done and suitable stocks used, is a practice which
should not be condemned. It is only when graft-

ing is clumsily performed, or unsuitable stocks
used, that it becomes objectionable.

Aealia Veitchi.—This beautiful species, which
is one of the most desirable of the genus, is one
which cannot be successfully propagated except by
grafting. It succeeds best when grafted on A.
reticulata. A. Guilfoylei may also be used as a
stock, but the former is preferable, young plants of

which may be obtained from cuttings, which will

root freely in the ordinary stove propagating pit.

The stocks should be well established before being
used for grafting. They will be all the better if

grown in an intermediate temperature, where the
wood gets well hardened. The plants intended for

scions will also be better if grown in such a position

as will be favourable to the plants making firm

short-jointed wood. Plants that have grown too

tall to be serviceable may be selected for graft-

ing, the tops being taken off to where the wood is

fairly firm. The other portion of the stems may
be cut up in short lengths and used as scions. The
grafts should be put on the stocks as close to the
surface as possible. After the operation they
should be kept quite close until well callused, but
should not be placed where there is much bottom-
heat, or the stocks will be liable to die off. If

placed in a close case where there is little or no
bottom-heat they will not require any water for

the first few days, by which time they will have
begun to callus. After they are properly callused
they may be removed to a warmer position to

promote growth. The slender-growing variety A.
Veitchi gracillima, of course, requires similar treat-

ment, as does also A. elegantissima, which is, per-
haps, rather more delicate than Veitchi, but when
well managed it makes a most elegant plant. The
most suitable compost for growing the above sorts

in is loam, leaf-mould, and peat in equal parts, with
a liberal addition of s.and. The plants should be
limited to moderate-sized pots. If treated too
liberally they make vigorous growth and lose their

light graceful habit. This Is especially the case
with A. Veitchi, which, although usually grown in

the stove, will do etpially well in a greenhouse
temperature. At Pendell Court there is a specimen
planted out in the cool greenhouse which has made
such robust growth as to be hardly identified with
those plants grown in pots.

A. LEPTOPHYLLA.—This is a free-growing species,

and one of the most effective for table decoration,

and .also for the conservatory, especially when
grown on freely to good sized specimens. This
species may be propagated either from cuttings or

by grafting; if good stocks are at hand, the latter

is the quickest method of obtaining good plants.

They should be treated in the same way as recom-
mended for A. A'eitchi. Cuttings from plants that

are not too vigorous will succeed best, the tops
from plants with short-jointed firm wood making
the best cuttings. They should be put in singly into

small pots, using sandy peat. The base of the cut-

tings should only go just below the surface of the

soil, and each should have a stick to keep it

firm. The cuttings should be placed in the

warmest part of the propagating pit and kept
close, but very little water should be given until

they are callused. Cuttings are rather slow in

forming roots, and care must be taken that they are

not exposed too soon.

A. Kebchoveasa.—This is another distinct and
elegant species. It has bright green foliage and a
symmetrical habit of growth. The best way to

propag.ate this species is from cuttings, which may
be treated in the same manner as recommended for

A. leptophylla, but must be grown on in a stove

temperature. If exposed to a low temperature it is

liable to lose its foliage.

All the Aralias require regular attention, espe-

cially while they are making growth. If allowed

to receive a check in any way the foliage will be
imperfectly developed. The plants should be

potted on before they get too much pot-bound;

but over-potting is a great evil, as is also an excess

of moisture at the roots. A regular temperature

and careful attention to watering, &c., will ensure

symmetrical, well-formed plants, but a little neglect

will disfigure the plants permanently. A.

FOLIAGE FOR DECORATION.
Now that flowers for cutting are in such request,

any plant which yields them in quantity and suit-

able for the purpose is not slow in receiving notice;

more particularly is this the case with good winter-

blooming plants. Foliage does not, however, al-

ways receive the attention due to it, and only those

who have occasion to frequently want in quantity

greenery of a suitable description for dinner-table

decoration and other similar purposes can fully

appreciate the value of a plant which will yield

what is required all the year round in sufficient

quantity.

I do not overlook the fact that Ferns supply the

needs of the majority, and that it would be difficult,

if not impossible, to find anything more suitable

than Fern fronds for the greater part of the decora-

tor's work, but as nothing injures Ferns so much as

continual cutting of the fronds, where the collec-

tion of these plants is limited, considerable care

must be exercised in cutting from them.

ASPAEAGUS PLUMOSUS NANUS stands first, in my
opinion, as a plant to cut from. It would indeed be

difticult to find a subject more amenable to different

modes of culture, and, at the same time, furnishing

such an abundance of material for cutting as this

plant. When planted out in a warm house it soon

assumes a scandent habit, and fills a large space

in the course of a few months with its long branch-

ing shoots, which can be used in a great variety of

ways. No fear need be entertained .as to cutting it,

for" wherever it is cut, fresh shoots break forth and
quickly replace those which have been removed.

When grown in pots and kept bushy by pinching

out the points of any shoots showing signs of climb-

ing, it forms a most eleg.ant plant for house decora-

tion, and one, moreover, that will stand a consider-

able amount of hard us.age. The best and only

means, as far as 1 know, of increasing it is by
division. I have never observed .any seed upon the

plant, and stem cuttings have not succeeded with

us, but by dividing the plants a good stock is soon
secured. Light loam, leaf-mould, and sand seem to

suit it best. I have tried it in pe.at, but the growth
is not so free nor is the colour of the foliage so good
as when the plant is grown in loam. The popular

name of " Asparagus Fern " which this plant has

acquired, though far from correct, is one that I

fancy it will retain. I have often found great diffi-

culty in convincing people that it is not a Fern.

Fern Asparagus would, I think, be much better for

a garden name.

Myrsiphyllum asparagoides.—Although not

adapted to such a variety of purposes as the pre-

ceding, this is, nevertheless, a most valuable and
useful plant when treated liberally, ample room
being allowed its long slender shoots. Planted out

in a greenhouse in a narrow border and supplied

with plenty of water its growth is very free. It

required for cutting, constant lattention is needed
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to prevent the shoots becoming too much entwined
together. This is an easy matter, as the shoots can
either be trained separately to fine twine, and when
cut the twine severed with them, or when loosely

caught to the front of a wire trellis plenty of long
sprays, than which few things are more light and
elegant, will always be available for use. I prefer

to raise the plants from seed, although it is easy to

divide the plants. Seedlings, however, are the best
for pot culture when required for hanging over the
front of plant stages, for which purpose this plant
is well adapted.

Ltgodium BCANDEN8 13 a useful plant to the
decorator, but on account, no doubt, of its some-
what dull green colour it does not find such favour
as the two plants previously noticed; still it should
be grown where room can be found for it, that is,

where it can be planted out and given space to ex-
tend. It will then quickly cover the back wall of
a warm house or a trellis in any convenient spot,
and furnish an abundance of long graceful shoots
for cutting.

Ficrs EEPEN.S is a well-known inmate of our
houses, and for clothing bare wall spaces it has
few equals on account of its habit of clinging so
closely to the wall. A few years ago I was sur-
prised at the hardiness of this plant; some shoots
found their way outside between the wall and the
woodwork of the hou.se, and soon covered a large
space on the wall outside. After a rather severe
winter I was surprised to fin<l these shoots hardly
affected, and they stood two or three winters until
removed. When allowed to cling to the wall it is

difficult to obtain shoots in any quantity suitable
for decorating, but if trained to a trellis or along
the iron bars of the house plenty of suitable ma-
terial is always at hand. Greenery of a heavier
nature can be found in plenty amongst the hardy
evergreen trees and shrubs, but there are two green-
house subjects I should like to draw attention to.

One is the Myrtle. Every garden should have
some Myrtle bushes from which a few fragrant
sprays can occasionally be cut. The Myrtle is easily
grown, and, moreover, only needs sufficient protec-
tion to secure it from frost. The wonder is it is so
seldom met with in any quantity. The small-leaved
kinds are most suitable for button-hole bouquets,
wreaths, &c.

Scented-leaved Gbbaniums are of great use
for mixing with flowers in the winter time, their
bright green .sweet-scented foliage being always
pleasing and acceptable. Large plants are the
best for the purpose, as the growth is firmer and
stands longer when cut. If grown outside in the
summer and brought into the greenhouse before
the advent of frost, the plants will yield a supply of

shoots for cutting during the winter. Green-fly is

their greatest enemy, and if this pest is not kept
from them they are soon doomed to destruction.

A. Barker.

hibition, refusing meanwhile to sell it. Altogether
the show must be allowed to be greatly superior to

anything attempted before, but as the tent was
placed too close to the sea, a storm that arose the
last night nearly washed away the whole concern.
I saw Crotons as well as Primulas and Cinerarias
quite ruined by the salt water, and it is to be
feared unless some fresh arrangement is made
another season that there will not be many good
exhibits.—E. H. W.

A flower show was held at Cannes the other
day, when some very beautiful Roses grown under
glass were shown. The rose-crimson buds of Reine
Marie Henriette were remarkable, used as an
edging to set off blooms of Marechal Niel. Reine
Marie Henriette is evidently becoming a most
popular variety for winter-flowering, and should be
tried in England. One way of showing twelve
Roses of one v.-irioty was charming. The Roses
were put in tall-handled baskets, such as are made
in Madeira. The handle was tied with a big bow
of ribbon that toned or contrasted with the colour
of the Roses. Up one side and round the edge
were sprays of the brown-red shoots of the well-

known Safrano, but the Roses themselves, .set in

Moss, were untouched, save where they were too
heavy to support themselves, when a small wire held
them up. This was the more necessary as the
centre blooms were cut long, with as much foliage
as possible. Some were set in Violets, which also
had a very pretty eirect without interfering with
the individual quality of the flowers. There were
some very fine blooms of Tree Carnations .shown by
a young man named Kulcunis, wlio had raised them
himself. One large orange-red self was quite mag-
nificent, and he proposes to send it to Paris for ex-

Ferns.
W. H. GOWER.

THE SCALY SPLEENWORT OF
TENERIFFE.

The genus Ceteracli does not appear to have
any near relations, and yet our British species,

C. ofRcinarutn, is a beautiful plant, as it is to be

seen growing in Ireland, where in many places

I have seen it completely covering the stone

walls and hiding almost every vestige of the

artificial groundwork of its abode ; indeed, I

believe it thrives more luxuriantly in that

country than in any other place I have met with

it. I wish, however, to draw the attention of

my readers to the gigantic form which is found
in the Island of Teneriffe, various of the Ca-

naries, and at Madeira, and of which from time

to time numerous plants have come into my
hands. The plant in question is named C.

canariense by some, and by others C. aureum.
The specimen now before me from Teneritt'e

varies in the size of its fronds to a considerable

extent, some being 6 inches long by 1;\ inches

wide, and others a foot long and 2A inches wide.

The fronds are pinnate, divided nearly to the

rachis, the pinnse dull green on the upper side,

densely clothed beneath with rough reddish

brown scales, through which the spores appa-

rently have a difficulty to emerge. I am not

aware of the particular positions this plant

occupies in the Island of Teneriffe, but from the

similarity in its appearance to our indigenous

species, I should imagine, like it, that it aflects

the sunny side of the rocks, where its size must
render it very etleotive and beautiful. I have
had specimens of this plant under my charge at

difi'erent times for the last thirty years, but I

must acknowledge that they never lived with

me more than about three years under cultiva-

tion, although I always drained well and planted

them in brick rubble, old mortar, and a little

loam. It is a plant in which I have never seen

a well marked variety, and in this respect our
native C. officinarum is also noted as being very

permanent in its original character. I should be
glad to learn that this grand plant from Madeira
has been permanently established in some place

in this country, but as an outdoor ornament I

fear this will never be achieved.

SHORT NOTES.—FERNS.

easy culture, thriving well-under the general treat-

ment necessary for the well-being of similar subjects.

It also possesses a robust constitution. Such a Fern
deserves a place in every warm house.—C. L.

Ferns for a window (Talhot).—'\'he following

are six good Ferns for a large window, the room
being kept moderately warm : Phlebodiuni :mreum,
Pteris tremula, Adiantum formosum, As|)lenium

bulbiferum, Polystichum capense, and Lomaria
discolor.—W. 11. G.

A beautiful Davallia.—Undoubtedly one of

the most graceful drooping exotic Ferns in culli-

vntion is Davallia teiiuifolia Veitchiana. It has
beautiful, arching, finely-cut fronds which possess

a reddish tinge at the base. Grown as a basket

plant, as we recently saw it at Messrs. A'eitch's,

Chelsea, it certainly presents a charming appear-

ance, and is quite an acquisition to any house. The
foliage is much more finely cut than in Davallia

teiiuifolia. J.ike tlie latter, it is a heat-loving

subject, and during the season of growth nuist be

abundantly supplied with water. Otherwise it is of

NAMES WANTED.
In answer to "J. H. G.," winter is the worst time
to send fronds of varieties of British Ferns to name,
for unless one has dried specimens of them, it is

impossible to refer to living examples; moreover,
in sending a dozen kinds you have considerably

overstepped the rules. As several readers, however,
have been asking for names of some varieties worth
growing, I name them here, giving brief descrip-

tions. The varieties sent are all beautiful, and al-

though the botanists in their exclusiveness have for

years ignored these variations, their beauty of form
has made them popular, and you are perfectly

justified in collecting together all plants which
contribute to the beauty of your garden. Leave
the dry-as-dust scientists to scoff as much as they

may, you have the reality, they the shadow.

1. ASPLENIUM FiLI.X-FtEMINA VlCTOEIJi.—One
of the most extraordinary and beautiful Ferns I

know. It was originally found in Scotland, and
has never been re-discovered. I have raised many
seedlings of this form and have found them come
true from spores, although I must say there were
always a few coarse and inferior forms. The pinna;

proceed from the rachis in pairs, each one diverging

at the base, so that each branch of the pinnse

crosses its next neighbour; as these divisions are

narrow, there is no confusion of the frond, and the

outline is distinctly defined ; the ends of all the

pinnjB are tasselled, which materially adds to their

beauty, and the top of the frond is crested.

2. A. FiLix-FCEMlNA Feizellt.e is a more slen-

der form, well . adapted for planting in a position

on rockwork where the fronds can hang over and
drape a boulder. The fronds, from a foot to 18

inches or more long, are somewhat arched and pen-

dent, seldom more than an inch wide ; sometimes,

however, this variety breaks away into other forms,

and these I invariably destroy as they appear. In

some forms the top of the frond is crested.

3. A. Adiantum-sigrum grandiceps.—As a

variety, I personally do not like this, the top of an
ordinary frond bearing a tassel which, to me, does

not increase its beauty.

4. POLTPODIUM VULGARE TRICH0MAN0IDB8 OR
coenubiense.—Your specimen is poor.

5. P. BIFIDO - CEISTATUM has narrow fronds,

divided at the top into two or three crests ; the pinnic

short and obtuse.

6. Lasteea Fili.\-mas Bollandije.—The origi-

nal plant of this variety came into my bands, and
I believe it was found in Kent. I have ne\ er yet

seen it fertile ; it is a very pretty plume-like Fern.

7. ScoLOPBNDRiUM Kklwavi is a densely tas-

selled form, pretty to those who like the close

crested plants, but not a kind to my fancy.

8. S. CRISPUM is, to my mind, one of the most
beautiful forms of the Hart's-tongue, with erect

fronds from 1 foot to 2 feet high, the edges deeply

frilled and undulated.

ii. S. MULTIFIDUM.—A handsome variety, the

fronds some 18 inches or 2 feet long, the apex much
branched and crested.

10. PoLYSTICnUM ANGULARK ACROrLADON.- A
fine form, the fronds much divided, and all the

points crested.

11. P. ANQULABK GHANDICKPS.—This beautiful

form produces fronds nearly 2 feet high when well

grown ; the pinna> an' crested at the ends, and the

top bears a large and dense flat crest.

12. BliKCHNUM SriCANT POLVDACTYLON. —
This plant I do not think an improved form of the

species, the crested end of tin- frond giving it a

somewhat unnatural appearance.

Vi. ASPI.KNIUM I'lLI.X-FCKMINA MULTIFIDUM is

a handsome and extremely ornamental variety, the

pinnie being somewhat reduced and narrow, bearing

on the tips a small crest, whilst the top of the frond

is largely tasselled. N\'. H. G.
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OLD PLAiCE, LINDFIELD.
Pbetiy houses and quaint relics of Elizabethan

times abound in the quiet village of Liudtield,

and among these the house of IMr. Kemp, and
the beautiful garden with which he has sur-

rounded it, give us a true picture. Much of

Old Place, however, is of nenr creation, for the
house consists of large additions to a pre-existing

quaint cottage ; but the same simple style of

architecture has been followed throughout, and
the result is a charming house.

The house and garden are both well shown in

the annexed engraving. The style of garden-
ing, the simplest that could be carried out, is

natural and beautiful. The beds are large and
of simple shapes ; they skirt the outer margins of

the Grass and are near to the walks. The plants

receive that attention which would be bestowed
upon bedding plants ; in fact, they are the

bedding plants, but with this difl'erence, that

the first frost does not blast the labours of a

season in one night.

The occupants of these beds are frequently

transplanted, as fresh ground increases the size,

quality, and quantity of the flowers. There is

scarcely a limit to the making of beautiful beds

with hardy flowers. A noble bed could be

made with members of one family alone or by
grouping several distinct things. The beds
need not be entirely tilled with hardy plants.

At Old Place vacant spaces that remain in

spring owing to removals are sown with annuals,

among which there are pretty things that never
enter into the average flower gardener's arrange-

ments, and when sown in some out-of-the-way

wooded vales of this pretty part of the weald of

Sussex. A. H.

Orchids.
W. H. OOWER.

SPATHOGLOTTIS.
There are at present but few species of this

Asiatic genus of Orchids in cultivation ; the

reason why they have been neglected I cannot

say, but that it is not for lack of beauty, I can

certainly vouch. I have had one or two varie-

ties under my charge at various times, and

found them easily managed ; and I do hope to

see more kinds introduced, as we are told there

are plenty of sorts to be found in the Malayan

Peninsula, and which possess great beauty. I

Old Place, Liudtield. Engraved for The Gaeden from a photograiih ))y Mr. S. ^'onuan, Burgess Hill.

which till the beds give throughout the season

flowers varied, infinite, and lovely. Plants

gathered together from temperate and northern

lands combine to make the garden here what a

garden shouhl be—a museum of lovely things

which change with the seasons, each day seeing

the birth of some new charm.
To mention the numerous things which come

between Gentians and Lilies would be almost

compiling a catalogue, and no one garden can

display them all in their full beauty. Flower
gardening upon such broad and sensible lines as

at Old Place might be initiated in hundreds of

places. The hardy plants which fill these beds

are not planted and left to impoverish the

ground and starve, as they frequently were in

the old mixed borders of our gardens. They

border fifty plants are frequently starving where

one would thrive. Similarly, if so desired, a

few summer plants might be used in such posi-

tions, and one might coi\tinue to make hun-

dreds of suggestions, all of them quite different.

In working with those materials, many beauti-

ful gardens could be made, all dissimilar. In

a garden like Mr. Kemp's the lover of flowers

finds plenty to interest, and in carrying out his

ideal he has made a step in the right direction,

entirely redeeming his place from the charge

which lies against many, that of formality and

monotony. A few umbrella- shaped Portugal

Laurels standing upon the lawn seemed a little

out of place in comparison with the flowers

around. Beyond the flower beds is an open

sunny lawn commanding fine views of the

was much impressed recently with theSfe plants,

having seen three kinds in llower in Sir Trevor

Lawrence's garden at Boxhill, and this has in-

duced me to bring them under the notice of

the readers of The Garhen. The plants in

question belong to the tribe Epidendra;, and

are nearly allied to Bletia and belong to the

section Blotiaea-, but they difi'er principally

from that genus in the jieculiar formation of

the lip. The species are all terrestrial plants,

and for the most part have subterranean corms

or tubers ; but not an all of them, as in some

few species these are formed upon the surface,

being sheltered only by a little mossy surface

growth. The pots for their reception should bo

well drained, and the soil they thrive well in

is a mixture of good fibry loam and peat, which,
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however, should not be of great depth. I have
found from experience that a thin layer of soil

suits them by far the best. Spatlioglottis enjoy

strong heat and moisture when growing, but

after this is finished they shoukl be removed to

a lower temperature, exposed to the sunshine,

and kept entirely without water. This treat-

ment enables the corms to become well ripened,

the want of this ripening being, no doubt, the

reason why complaints are made of these

plants not living long under cultivation. The
leaves of Spathoglottis are sword- shaped,

strongly ribbed, and deciduous, whilst the

flowers of most of the species which have yet

been introduced are of some shade of yellow.

S. KiMBALLiANA.—This plant was, I believe, in-

troduced by Mes.srs. Sander, of St. Albans, and by
some authorities it has been merged with S. aurea.

Be this right or wrong, however, I cannot decide,

but anyway it does not detract from the beauty of

the plant, which I recently noted in superb con-

dition in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection. It pro-

daces a long scape, bearing a large clustered raceme
of flowers at the top. The flowers, which are

somewhat similar in shape to those of a Phalajnop-

sis, measure nearly 3 inches across, the petals

being broader than the sepals. They are thiols

and fleshy in texture and obovate in form. The
colour of the sepals and petals on the inside is

full clear yellow, the outer surface of the sepals

alone having a central streak of crimson, and the

whole surface is more or less flushed with the same
colour ; lip small, three-lobed, the side lobes

hatchet-shaped, clear yellow, plain on the outside,

but within streaked with short lines of reddish

crimson on the basal halt; anterior lobe deeper

yellow than the outer portion of the flower, spotted

along the surface with reddish crimson. On the

disc is a pair of large erect, obtuse, diverging

plates, which are also yellow, speckled all over

with crimson. It lasts long in beauty, and is a

native of the Malayan Peninsula.

S. ANGUSTORUM.—This plant somewhat resem-

bles Phajus bicolor in growth. The flowers, nearly

2 inches across, are borne on an erect spike, and
somewhat resemble at first siglit those of Phalie-

nopsis Lowi. The sepals and petals are white,

flushed with mauve ; lip mauve-coloured, bearing

at the base a raised fleshy protuberance, which is

pale yellow freckled with crimson, side lobes erect,

hatchet-shaped and pale purjjle. It remains in

flower a very long time. Native of the Eastern

Archipelago.

S. LoBBl.—This is a small-growing plant, which
was introduced some years ago by the late Messrs.

Rollisson, of Tooting, and its corms appear to thrive

best when their upper surface is level with the soil

and slightly shaded with growing Moss. Its spike

is slender and erect, bearing from three to seven or

more flowers, each of whicli is upwards of IJ inches

across and of a uniform clear yellow ; lip similar

in general shape to that of the otliers, but broader

at the point of the central lobe, which is deeper

yellow, the lateral lobes having the veins more or

less streaked with reddish crimson. There is a
somewhat similar kind known as S. Fortune!,

which is said to come from Hong-Kong. S. Lobbi
was figured in TllE GARDEN, August, 1882 (p. 188).

S. Pbtki.—This plant, I believe, was introduced

from the Pacific Islands by the Messrs. Veitch, of

Chelsea. It has the tubers or ])seudo-bulbs above
ground, and its llowers are about the size of those

of S. hobbi. The sepals and petals are jiale lilac
;

lip three-lobed, the lateral ones oblong, incurved
;

without tliey are rosy mauve, but within they are

purple, anterior lobe ro.sy lilac, bearing on tlie disc

a small yellow callus, which is slightly hairy ami
heart-shaped. This species I have not seen in

flower for several years, and am not aware if it is

still alive in the country, but the three first-named

kinds are now flowering in the collection at Burford
Lodge, Dorking.

Hooded Oncid (Oncidium cucullatum).—This
species was fiuwuring freely the other day in the

nursery of Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea. It

is a beautiful Oncid, variable, and somewhat diflScult

to grow. The plants thrive well enough for the
first two years, but are apt to die off afterwards,
though it is worth some trouble to keep them in

flowering condition. They should never be dried

off, but kept moderately moist always. The spikes

are erect and few-flowered, but ;each flower, if a
good variety is obtained, is exceedingly rich, espe-

cially in the lip, which is washed with a purplish

tint, overlaid with bold and showy spots. It varies

considerably, as in the case of most Orchids. It is

a native of Peru and New Grenada.

Cypripedium "Winnianum.—This is a very
pretty and interesting cross between C. villosum

and C. Druryi, and is, I believe, one of Mr. Seden's

raising in Messrs. Veitch's establishment at Chelsea.

The dorsal sepal is ovate, very light green, bor-

dered with white, and bearing in the centre a broad
stripe of rich chocolate, the sides in addition being
flaked with a lighter brown ; lower sepal greeni.'sh-

white
;
petals slightly incurved, bearing along the

centre a broad line of deep purplish chocolate ; the

upper half deep brownish-yellow, the lower half

much paler. Lip similar in shape to that of villo-

sum and soft yellowish-brown in colour. The whole
flower has the same freshly-varnished appearance
as that of C. viUosum. This charming plant is

now flowering in The Woodlands collection at

Streatham.—W. H. G.

Cypripedium hirsutissimum.—This species,

which has been a shy-flowering kind, would appear
to be improving, or the treatment it is receiving

suits it better. A remarkable example of this is

now conspicuous in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden,
where a large specimen is bearing numerous scapes,

all bearing twin flowers. The blooms are large

and the petals very highly coloured. I believe

the specimen in question is one of the recently

imported batch of the Messrs. Low, of Clapton.

This kind flowered first with me in the nursery of

the Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, but the first

recorded example of its having bloomed was with
Messrs. Parker, by whom it was exhibited, and I

well remember Dr. Lindley naming this plant in

the Regent Street rooms of the Horticultural

Society in 1857. This example was a portion of

the same batch which flowered with me some two
months previously. The plants of this importation,

however, never produced either so large or such
highly-coloured flowers as those of the Messrs.

Low's importation of last season.

—

H.

Cymbidium pendulum atro-purpureum.
— It is now a long time since I saw such a fine

specimen of this old variety as I recently noted in

the establishment of Messrs. Sander at St. Albans,
and the plant was bearing numerous spikes of its

beautiful flowers. The racemes are pendulous,

about 1 yard long, and the blooms are exceedingly

rich in colour and very fragrant. Sepals and petals

intense deep purple, the side lobes rosy-crimson,

the front lobe white, blotched at the tip with crim-

son, and having two spotted lines of the same
colour extending to the base, whilst on the disc are

two raised yellow ridges. It is a beautiful form,

which lasts long in full beauty. Frequently have
I observed this variety treated in the same manner
as the typical plant, which is a native of Northern
India, and thrives under cool treatment. Under
such treatment the variety is usually a shy flowercr,

but when grown in a warmer temperature, whii-h

it naturally requires, being a native of Borneo and
some of the Philippine Islands, it grows and flowers

freely.—'W. II. G.

Oncidium lamelligerum.— This is a hand-
some kind of the O, macranthum type now flowering

with Mr. Measures at Streatham. It produces
long, scandent, much - branched spikes bearing
many large flowers. In this section the beauty
is confined to the sepals and petals, the lip being
reduced to small proportions. The ujipor sejial,

which is large, is rich brown with a narrow border
of yellow ; tlie lateral sepals are narrower, but of

nearly the same colour, all being undulated on the
edges. The large petals are beautifully crisj) on
the edges, rich brown at the base, the upper half

yellow, whilst the lip is inconspicuous, somewhat

resembling that of 0. macranthum. It thrives best

under the very coolest treatment. It is wild in

Ecuador, and by some it is thought to be a natural

hybrid.

ORCHID NOTES.
In response to Mr. Gower, concerning a natural

hybrid between Dendrobium Wardianum and
D. crassinode, I would gladly send htm a flower

(if I may know where to) from a plant that came
to me with that description. But I will add, if lie

thinks it worth his whUe to see it, for I have no
legal evidence of its parentage, and the name
with it was not D. crassinode 'Wardianum, but
D. 'Waltoni.

If I had to guess at it, I should call this a

veiy mild form of D. Wardianum, with the

Assam habit of- growth. At least, I do not see

the united, or even divided .splendours of a
superb parentage in it. But all the plants I

have in bloom of D. Wardianum are D. Wardi-
anum Lowi, and of T). crassinode, D. crassinode

Burberianum, and, compared with my reputed
hybrid, they seem "much above that sort of

thing."

In place of the large, dark crimson eyes of

Lowi, it has a few narrow red lines and dots ;

whUe the deep pink, so massive on the tips of

Barberianum petals, is here watered down to a

pale tint. Neither is the yellow on the lip quite

so rich as in either D. Wardianum Lowi or D.
crassinode Barberianum.

Would that life were of longer span, or Orchid
seed of surer, quicker growth ; then how might
we revel in Dendrobium crosses 1 Very lovely

here, in peach bloom and primrose tints, are

the flowers of D. Findleyanum ; and past turn-

ing from, without a lover's sigh, the glittering

Buttercup-gold bloom of D. Brymeriantmi on
the long, lanky, tapering stems of the genuine
variety. The bright green column head is a very

emerald set within a fringe of gold, and above
the long gold filigree of the lip, which is exqui-

site beyond compare.

I can the more appreciate the true, from
having been affiicted with the rubbishy sort that

used to set all its own pi>ds and die in the bud.

This ought to be lianded down to posterity,

if ever it gets so far, by some still more
"abominable" name than the six words and
twenty over syllables that composed the maiden
name of D. "NVardianum.

Among pods, I have one nearly ripe on D.

Dalhousianum X D. thyrsiflorum, but have not

succeeded so far in getting any from crosses

between such Dendrobes as are many-flowered

on long spikes and those that have a few on

pedicels springing more immediately from the

nodes. Perhaps, however, there is nothing in

this except my failure. F. D. Hoknkk.
Burton-in-Lonsdale.

Saccolabium bellinum.—An exceedingly hand-

some form of this rare dwarf-growing plant is now
flowering in the Studley House collection, the spot-

ting and markings on the lip being of a deep crim-

son-maroon, whilst the yellow is of an intense

orange shade. It is one of the most excjuisite gems
in cultivation. It is a Burmese jilant, and should

bo grown in a small liasket, and treat oil to the boat of

the East Indian house, with an aliundance of mois-

ture in the air.

Dendrobium Cambridgeanum.—This is a

hanilsome, small-growing species, which produces

its blooms on the young growth just before ma-
turity, so that the flowers have the advantage of

the rich green leaves. The stems are from G

inches to !» inc^hes long, stout and leafy, while the

flowers, produced mostly in pairs, are between 2

inches and 3 inches across, and wholly deep golden
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yellow, with a heavy blotch of purplish black at
the base of the lip. It is perhaps more correctly
named D. ochreatum. This species is now flower-

ing with the Messrs. Laing at Forest Hill. The
plant is a native of Northern India at some 4000
feet elevation, and I have found it succeed best
nnder cool treatment, but with good exposure to
the light.—G.

Cattleya Massaiana.—This is a gorgeous
Cattleya, a supposed natural hybrid between C.gigas
and C. Dowiana aurea ; the colour of the sepals
and petals is that of C. gigas, while the lip is of the
same colour as that of C. Dowiana aurea, with the
two large, orange-coloured, eye-like spots of C.

gigas. It diS'ers from C. Hardyana (another sup-
posed natural hybrid) in having the golden net-
work of aurea confined entirely to the throat, thus
leaving the rich magenta-crimson of the fore part
quite clear. It is very fragrant.

Dendrobium macropliyllum Richardi.

—

This is a very distinct form ot this species, and was,

I think, introduced by M. Linden, of Brussels, and
although it does not approach the variety Yeitchi-
anum either in size or beauty, it is a most desirable

plant. In growth it somewhat resembles Veitch's
variety. The sepals and petals are spreading, the
former much the larger and greenish yellow ; the
latter are decidedly yellow. The flower is very
sweet-scented. It is now blooming in the Studley
House collection.—W. G.

Saccolabium cceleste, from Siam, is one of

the most charming of its genus. It belongs to the
section which bears erect racemes of bloom, of

which S. Hendersonianum, S. ampuUaceum, and
S. curvifolium are famiUar examples ; the scape is

erect, some 9 inches high, bearing a dense raceme
of flowers, which are white tipped with deep
blue. We have seen examples of this plant in

which the flowers were tipped with light azure-blue,

and we find it difficult to determine which of the
forms is the most exquisite. It requires strong
heat and moisture.

Dendrobium primulinum gig-anteum. —
Although now introduced to this country some
thirty years, this plant has never become common,
and I was much pleased recently to note several
good forms flowering with Messrs. Laing and Sons.
It belongs to the Pierardi section, but differs

from that plant in its shorter, stouter bulbs, and by
its very much larger lip. The sepals and petals
are deep lilac, the lip being large, convo-
lute at the base, thick and fleshy in texture, soft

creamy yellow, streaked more or less with lilac-rose.

It has a fragrance somewhat resembling that
of the wild Primrose.

Odontoglossum Roezli.—This fine plant un-
doubtedly enjoys plenty ot heat, and of course
moisture, for if this is not well supplied to the
roots, and the atmosphere also kept well charged,
thrips soon work sad havoc amongst the plants. I

recently noted a nice lot of this species in vigorous
health in Mr. Darnell's garden, where the plants are
kept in the East India house. The plants are of an
intense deep green, and are just beginning to flower
profusely. It is a superb Orchid when well grown
and cared for, as these are, but where the atmo-
sphere is not kept well charged with moisture, the
plants soon die. I have never seen this plant thrive
when kept in a cool house, although it is a native
of Colombia. Many growers find that it does
well in the Cattleya house, but I think that the
dry air in this structure during the winter months
is unsuited to the requirements of this species, and
therefore I think Mr. Elliott's plan of keeping it

in winter with his Cypripediums and such like
plants is a step in the right direction.— II.

Orchids on cork.—In reply to " J. G. M. G.''

in The GARI)E^f, March 9 (p. 228), the plants I have
so growing are Dendrobium Parishi, heterocarpum,
aggregatum, pulchellum, and suavissimum, Odonto-
glossum Rossi, Londesboroughianum, Oncidium
splendidum, Marshallianum, Papilio, and varicosum,
Cattleya citrina and HarrisoniiC. I am trying a
number of others, but they have not been in
position long enough to write with any certainty
about them. Some of these are doing better than

similar plants in pots and baskets in the same
house. I must say that perhaps my system of
damping may have something to do with the re-

sults. I am able to regulate the density of the
atmosphere to any degree I like without syringing
or throwing water about the stages or paths, and
am able, in fact, to obtain the dew point at any
time of the day or night I like. I keep a hygro-
meter in each house, and am very much surprised
they are not more generally used, not only in
Orchid houses, but in stoves, early vineries, and
Cucumber houses, as I do not think anything would
so soon give warning that red spider would pay
you a visit.

—

Orchid Amateur.

Cattleya TriansB Tirginalis.—Amongst the
numerous very fine forms of this Cattleya now
flowering with Mr. Sander at St. Albans this is

conspicuous and beautiful, the flowers being large
and well formed. The sepals and petals are large
and broad and of the purest white; the prettily
frilled Up is also white with just a faint tinge of
mauve in front of the yellow in the throat. It is

almost equal in purity to the true alba, but the
slight flush of colour at once distinguishes it from
that chaste form.

Odontoglossum blandum.—This is a beauti-
ful dwarf-growing Odontoglossum, and it is hard
to account for its comparative neglect, as it has
become rare even though introduced about twenty
years ago. O. cirrhosum is another species that
had until recently almost dropped out of cultivation,

though why it is hard to say. O. blandum, several
specimens of which were in bloom in the nursery of
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons at Chelsea last week,
was discovered by Blunt, we believe, close to Ocana,
in New Grenada, where it grows naturally at an
elevation of over 6000 feet. The flowers remind
one of those of nsvium majus, and are closely
packed on a short raceme. The sepals and petals
are about the same size, narrow, and white spotted
with crimson-brown. It is a gem amongst its

class, and no collection of Orchids is complete
without it.

Maxillaria luteo-alba. — This is a genus
which, like Epidendrum, is not popular with many
Orchid growers. I suppose this has arisen through
the introduction of so many species with insignificant

and dull-coloured flowers, because they were plen-
tiful and easily obtained. These species, I hope,
however, still find a home in the garden of some
genuine lover of plants. The gardens of Burford
Lodge, the residence of Sir Trevor Lawrence, are an
exception as far as Orchids are concerned, for there
many small-flowered kinds are to be found which
do not exist at the present time in any other garden
in England. The plant now under consideration
has unworthily been under a cloud for some years,
but if the best Orchid growers of the present day
could see it as I saw it a short time since, bearing
upwards of forty flowers, I feel sure it would be
restored to popularity as well as M. Sanderi (which,
however, is the finest species of the genus yet in-

troduced to cultivation). M. luteo-alba is a cool
house plant, thriving well with Odontoglossum
Alexandra; ; the pseudo-bulbs are some 2 inches or

more high, deep green, and bear a single deep green
leaf ; the flowers solitary on the peduncle, which
is about 6 inches high ; the sepals are 3 inches
long, tawny yellow, the lateral ones soft white at
the base, twisted

;
petals smaller, erect, creamy

white at the base, streaked with purplish brown in

the centre, and broadly tipped with tawny yellow
;

lip small, the middle lobe recurved, yellow, bordered
with white ; side lobes erect, yellowish, and streakeil

with deep brownish purple. The flowers last long
in beauty when cut.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Jamesianum.—" An Inquirer
from the County Armagh " asks for information
respecting the management of this plant, and
this brings to my mind that a few years ago my
statement, that this plant and D. infundibulum
would succeed under cool treatment, was called in

question. What is the case to-day ? Where do we
see these plants thriving and flowering best .' Why
in the warm end of the Odontoglossum house, or in

a temperature slightly warmer than that and below
that of the usual Cattleya house. D. infundibulum,
also known by the name of Moulmeinense, and D.
Jamesianum, which was named in honour of Mr.
James Veitch, are both alpine plants, growing
naturally on the mountains in Burmah up to 5000
feet elevation. D. Jamesianum should be grown in
a pot, as under this system its beautiful flowers are
displayed to the best advantage ; but special care
must be taken that the drainage is ample, whilst a
very small quantity of peat and Sphagnum Moss
will be necessary on the surface. " Inquirer" asks,
"When is the time to rest it?" Aftergrowth is

finished the supply of water must be reduced, but
never at any time should this plant be subjected to
a thorough rest. Until flowers or a new growth
make their appearance, the water supply should be
just sufficient to keep the plant or plants in a moist
and genial condition. In answer to a query respect-
ing its flowering season, I may remark that I saw
this week a batch of plants full of flower, and these
same plants were flowering equally as freely about
midsummer last year ; in fact, their owner told me
that he never experiences any trouble with them.
He keeps them heavily supplied with moisture
when growing, taking particular care that nothing
stagnant remains near them, and he regularly
has two batches of flowers every season. From
these statements and my own observations, I would
say that this plant requires exceptionally good
drainage, a heavy supply of water during the grow-
ing season, good exposure to light, and a cool moist
atmosphere. D. infundibulum will succeed under
the same conditions, but not so D. formosum
giganteum, another of the same black -haired
section.—H.

Orchis Robertiana. — Tantalising it is to
receive a fine example of some particular flower
that one has long striven in vain to successfully
cultivate. Such I felt to be the case to-day, for
that grand spike of Orchis Robertiana that you
forwarded recalls to mind many an unsuccessful
trial that I have had to grow this pretty plant
out of doors. Failure has invariably crowned
my best efforts, for the largest flower-spike pro-
duced could bear no comparison with the one you
sent. What a handsome spike, and how pretty
the flowers look in the bud state or just before they
expand with their deep purplish pink labellum I

Sixty-five flowers closely packed on a stout and
succulent stem of fully half an inch diameter,
and set in foliage of the brightest and freshest
of green, is a treat that one does not enjoy every
day, but particularly in the Orchid line. Some
forms of our native 0. fusca that I have grown
remind me much of O. Robertiana, but of course
the individual flowers are not much more than
half as large, though in colour they are muoh
alike. The sepals and petals are brownish green
externally, spotted with pink within, while the lip

is large, four-cleft, and of a bright purplish red.
Judging from how seldom we see a note about
O. Robertiana in The Garden, it must be a some-
what rare species, or perhaps the culture of this
curious Continental plant is not well known. A
note from someone who " does " it well would be
acceptable to perhaps other readers as well as
myself.—A. D. Webster. ,

Cypripedium Sedeni candidulum.—Noticing
in TiiK Gakiien, March 9 (p. 227), that you speak
of Drewett's variety of this being the better form,
I cannot help calling this statement in question,
with all due respect to Mr. Drewett, with whom 1
am unacquainted, but whom I feel sure will accept
my criticism without offence. I liave the two forms
now before me from undoubtedly true examples, so
that there can be no mistake. In Veitch's plant,
which must be accepted as the type, the sepals and
petals are soft ivory-white, the dorsal sepal faintly-

veined with light green ; lower sepal large, similarly
coloured; petals also ivory-white, with a faint tinge
of flesh colour at the tips ; li[) large, white beneath,
the remaining portion pale pink, tlie infolded margin
ivory-white, slightly spotted with pale pink, whilst
through the open part can be seen larger spots of
pale rose at the back. This is the description o'f

the true candidulum from a flower now in mv hand.
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A flower of Drewett's variety taken from an equally

strong plant as that from which the previous flower

was obtained is scarcely half the size ; the dorsal

sepal is light, flushed with rosy red ; the petals on
the outside are heavily flushed with the same colour

throughout their entire length, and bordered with
a fainter hue in front ; while the lip, which is more
pointed than in Veitch's plant, is wholly rosy red,

saving the incurved margin, which is ivory-white,

freely dotted with pink.—W. H. G.

Angreecum citratum.—This charming Mada-
gascar Orchid is doing well at Devonshire House,
Stamford Hill. The plants, which are growing in

a fairly warm house, are vigorous, and bear numer-
ous spikes of bloom fully 18 inches long. The lovely

shell-like flowers, densely set, white suffused with a
tinge of citron-yellow, render the plant very attrac-

tive ; moreover, the blooms last long in beauty.
This species, though brought into commerce by the
Messrs. Veitch some years ago, should not be over-

looked by Orchid growers, as it holds its own with
any of the newer kinds of the same genus.

Cymbidium eburneum.—This plant is well
grown at The Woodlands, Streatham, where I re-

cently noted upwards of thirty of its large snow-
white flowers open. It is truly a grand plant and a
striking example of the results of cool treatment.
In the olden times C. eburneum used to be grown
at the warmest end of the East India house and
rarely flowered, but in the early part of 187B, when
I imported a fine lot of this plant, the collector

said :
" The leaves are all broken down in the cold

season. The plants get snow upon them, but they
break up again like Willows and flower like great
white Tulips." From this time forth Cymbidium
eburneum has been improving in health and popu-
larity until now it must be reckoned amongst the
most showy and beautiful of our white-flowered
Orchids.—G.

is to embody a lie It is almost needless to say
that, whatever may be the effort after truth in the
matters of detail, it is the lie which makes itself

most clearly felt in the result.— Garden and Forest.

Sliam ruins.—The great public parks in Ger-
man cities are undoubtedly the most artistic, in

scheme and execution, which have been laid out in

recent years. It is a double surprise, therefore, to

find from time to time in German horticultural

journals signs of bad taste exhibiting themselves
in directions which have no parallel, we believe, in

other countries. For example, one of the chief
horticultural journals of Germany has recently
devoted many pages to the praise of artificially

constructed ruins, and has given illustrations to

show how they may best be constructed. Of course,

ruins which are essentially picturesque objects,

and speak as strongly to sentiment as to the eye,

are peculiarly beloved in the sentimental Father-
land ; and artificial ruins are found there at almost
ezery step—in the parks of wealthy land-owners, in

the gardens of poets, on tops of pretty hills that are

laid out as public promenades, and in the depths
of rooky ravines. Now they serve as studies or
garden shelters, now as booths for the sale of

refreshments, and again as outlooks affording a
picturesque prospect. And, it must be confessed,
they are usually placed in exactly those spots
where, if they were only genuine, they would have
the best possible effect. But the fact that they
are not genuine so degrades them in the eye of
sensible folk, that they excite laughter or con-
tempt rather than the poetic sentiment they
are intended to serve. Most travellers believe,

we fancy, that these artificial ruins are creations
of the earlier years of our century, when senti-

mentalism ran riot in Germany, and expressed
itself in a thousand other ludicrous ways. But it

seems, from the evidence of the articles to which
we refer, that the taste for them is not yet extinct

;

and it is either amusing or distressing, according to

one's turn of mind, to read a serious discussion with
regard to the best ways of placing them, of utilising

them for one practical purpose or another, and,
especially, of making thorn " genuine.'' Truth, we
are told, should always be considered in their for-

mation—^they should be well built, of dignified
materials, and a strict regard sliould be paid to the
dictates of style as revealed in the genuine ancient
constructions. And all this effort after truth is to

be expended in undertakings, the object of which

Stove and Greenhouse.

BRAHEA NITIDA.
The pleasure grounds attached to the Villa
Valetta at Cannes contain a .splendid collection
of well-grown .specimens of rare species of Palm
trees. In these grounds liardly a year passes
by in which some new kind of flower or fruit
does not make its appearance. At one time the
superb Cocos flexuosa and C. RomanzofEaua
will be laden with heavy clusters of fruit, for
which the seed merchants of France and Ger-
many pay high prices. At another time the
large specimen of Areca sapida ripens its pretty

Braliea nitida; showing flowers.

orange-coloured berries, the seeds of which
vegetate very readily. The year before last the

large Brahea nitida fruited abundantly. This
specimen, which is unequalled in France for

size and beauty, was purchased some years ago
at Golfe Juan by M. Dognin.

Independent of its great value as an orna-

niental subject, this Palm is one of the hardiest

grown on the Mediterranean coast, where its

foliage docs not siiiler either from high winds
or from cold, which is more than can be said of

the Ooryplias, Livislcjiias, and other like Palms
which are grown there. Perhaps the most re-

markable thing ahiiut Brahea nitida is the length

of time it takes to ripen its seeds. In the

present case, at least, it has taken tlireo full

years to do so. This fact should be borne in

mind by cultivators, to prevent disapiiointmont

in an anticipated gatliering of rijie seed.

By some botanists Brahea nitida is considered

to be only a cultivated variety of B. dulcis, but
there is a great difference between the two
plants. In B. dulcis the leaf-stalks, flower-
stalks, and even the flowers are covered with a
whitish down, which is absent in those parts of
B. nitida. Moreover, the berries of B. dulcis
are as large as Cherries, and are of a yellow
colour and edible ; w'hile those of B. nitida are
black and not larger than Peas. As regards
the native country of B. nitida we cannot speak
with certainty, but, like other species of the
genus Brahea, it probably comes from Mexico.—liCfKf Hortifolc,

AMARYLLISES AT CHELSEA.

Tub Amaryllis in its present aspect represents an
unexampled type of the perseverance of the hybridist,
who through a series of years has been working, by
crossing and careful selection, to bring this flower to
perfection. Mr. Heal, who has charge of the Amaryl-
lises in Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons' nursery at
Chelsea, has accomplished much, but still there is

more to do if the great ideal of what a perfect
Amaryllis flower should be is to be reached. There
are at the present time in the Chelsea nursery
about 1800 spikes of flowers, the bulbs being
arranged in the centre bed of the span-roofed house
as in former years, and allowed to flower there.

There is no artistic grouping, but simply a mass of
flowers that gives the critical observer plenty of
scope for making comparisons and noting distinct
advances. As to the formality of the Amaryllis
flower, its hardiness, want of foliage when flowering,

and other points, we have nothing to do with now.
We look at the flower as it is, and can find nothing
but praise to bestow. There is still the greenish
tint, but it is becoming obliterated. There is also

an absence of a self white variety, but there is a
greater number of lighter varieties, which are a
relief from the self scarlet, crimson and shades of

the same which dominated until recently. To
obtain a perfectly symmetrical flower is one wish
of the hybridiser, and that he is attaining his
object the variety Improvement is sufficient evi-

dence. Optima is a surprise to us, as the flower,

rich scarlet in colour, is almost 10 inches across,
flat, each segment of almost the same size except
the lower one. It is a cross between Niobe and
Colonel Burnaby. Such a variety as this throws
to the winds all the "talk" as to the Amaryllis
having attained its largest phase, but whether we
want flowers of this enormous size is a matter of

opinion. Another Amaryllis in the same line of
colour is John Ruskin ; it is a noble flower, th.at is

almost as perfect in symmetry as the now old, but
still beautiful kind. Dr. Masters. We might enu-
merate many fineVarieties, but the list can never be
made complete, because every day sees the opening
of some seedling flower that often eclipses its pre-
decessors. Acquisition, which is scarlet with a
central band of white down each of the massive
segments; Julius, scarlet; Lustrous; The Champion,
a noble variety, but scarcely justifying its name

;

Cicero, Ariel, Conquest, Coreggio, Florentine, Gran-
deur, Trophy, and Princess Ida, very dwarf, all re-

present various shades of scarlet. The last-men-

tioned of this series is dwarf in growth, ;uid it

would be an undoubted advantage if the Amaryllises
were reduced in height to bring them to a better

level and promote a stronger, slraighter spike, but
every improvement that it is seen might be made
cannot be accomplished at once. It is the light-

llowered Amaryllises that are undoubtedly catching
the public taste, and we can well understand that

such undenial'ly beautiful llowcrs as Scipio, Mira-

bella, Finotte, Her Majesty, and Felieio are in re-

cjucst. All are not of the s:une degree of bright-

ness, some showing a more profuse feathering and
veining of scarlet than others, occasionally only

laid upon the upper segments, and in some instances

distributed evenly over the whole flower. If the

collection at Chelsea is watched c.-u-cfully, it will be

seen that a few of the flowers are quite iniuiccnt of

any green colouring, and that even among.st hun-
dreds of seedlings there are comijaratively few in-
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ferior or badly shaped blooms, though there may
be few brilliant prizes as Optima or John Ruskin.

Although this has not proved a good season for

Amaryllises, owing to the absence of sun until lately,

the plants at Chelsea show no effects of any hard-
ships. They seem sturdier than usual, and should
continue for many days in beauty, as the individual

flowers last for a considerable time if kept free from
damp. It is urged sometimes that the Amaryllis is

^

difficult to grow, but this is by no means the case,

and it is perhaps this unfounded rumour that ac-

counts for their frequent absence in gardens in

which we might expect a good display. Very little

fire-heat is necessary, only just enough to dispel

damp and prevent mischief from frosts. The time
selected for potting the bulbs is about the middle
of January, and they are placed about half their

depth in a soil made up of turfy loam of the best

So much has been written respecting Messrs.

Veitch's Amaryllises that it is telling an old story to

go over the same ground. The exhibition has be-

come an annual event. Each year offers some new
surprises, some new departure in shape, colour, or

style of growth, all testifying to the energy of the

raiser and the public demand for new treasures.

Since the above notes were written, the follow-

,
ing varieties have opened : Vandyke, very rich

scarlet, one of the darkest we have seen ; Sapateo,

scarlet, magenta shaded, and with a distinct white
band in the centre of the segments; Favourite,

rich purplish scarlet, dotted and splashed with
white, and with a distinct white central band on
the segments; and Improvement, which is purj^lish

scarlet ; the distinctive character of this is not so

much the colour as the marked advance in shape.

I

It is quite a novelty as regards form. We may add

Briihea uitida ; showing Imbit of growth.

kind, well decayed cow manure, and silver sand.
The pots are then plunged in tan, and in this we
see them now at Chelsea. Between the plunging
and the flowering season very little trouble is ex-
perienced, the main thing being the proper supply
of water, and at the end of February a little bottom-
heat, with a temperature in the house of 55°. After
the flowering season has passed it is necessary not
to neglect the plants, but to keep them growing and
give an abundance of air through the summer and
autumn months, at the same time shading from
fierce sunshine. One point of prime importance is,

of course, the ripening of the bulbs. The bulbs
now flowering did not receive any water from the
middle of last August until the end of February of
the present year.

that those who wish to see the Amaryllises should
do so at once, as the earlier flowers are always the

best.

in beauty to the ordinary form. It is in full beauty
at this season.—H. P.

Dalechampia Roezliana. — About twenty
years ago, when this euphorbiaceous plant was first

introduced, a great future was anticipated for it

;

but this has not been realised, for though of easy

propagation and culture and very pretty, it is rarely

seen now-a-days. The prominent features of the

inflorescence are not the flowers themselves, but

the large rosy-pink bracts and the curious tuft of

thread-like filaments in the centre. I find that

self-sown seedlings of this plant often come up in

considerable numbers. There is a variety in which
the floral bracts are white, but it is much inferior

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Epacrises.—Amongst the different kinds of hard-

wooded greenhouse plants that can be had in flower

during the winter months there are none that

make a more effective display than Epacrises.

Where a suflicient number of plants are grown and
the right varieties are selected, there is no difficulty

in having them in flower from November to the

end of May. Another recommendation worth taking

into account is that they require no heat to induce

them to bloom in winter further than is necessary

to keep them out of the reach of frost. Plants that

began to flower in autumn, and that after the

blooming was over had their shoots shortened back,

will now have started into growth and be in a con-

dition for repotting. No time should be lost in

getting this done, so that the roots may have a

chance of taking hold of the new soil before the

hot weather comes on. In determining the in-

creased size of pots that are given, it is necessary

to be guided by the size of the specimens and the

condition of their roots. In the case of small

stock to be grown on without unnecessary delay,

a larger shift will be advisable than with plants

that have already attained considerable size. It is

necessary to bear in mind that Epacrises require

less root room than most hard-wooded subjects, es-

pecially the erect growing varieties that bloom the

earliest. These are much smaller growers than the

busby habited sorts. Fibrous peat, somewhat
closer and heavier than required by most kinds of

hard-wooded plants, is best for Epacrises. Mix
enough sand with it to keep the soil sufficiently

porous for an indefinite time, as there must be no

attempt to remove any of it, however long the plants

live. Do not interfere with the roots in any way,

further than to remove the drainage from the

bottoms of the balls. Pot firmly, and give no more
water after the work is completed than is abso-

lutely necessary. Shade for several weeks when
the weather is sunny, and give less side air than at

ordinary times, so that the atmosphere may not be
dried too much.

Primulas, single varieties.—Where plants

are wanted to flower during the latter months of

the year, a little seed should now be sown, for

though it is better to defer the raising of the prin-

cipal stock that are to bloom during winter and
spring until May, to have the earliest batch strong

enough to flower well at the season they are

wanted, no time should be lost in getting them in.

It is immaterial whether the seed is sown in the

ordinary pans or in shallow boxes, provided it is

not put in too thickly, as when this occurs tlie

plants get drawn up weakly through being crowded
too closely together. Press the soil quite smooth
before sowing and cover very lightly. A tempera-
ture of 50° is enough for the seed to vegetate in

but it should not be lower than this, or (here is a
danger of it decaying. As soon as the plants ap-

pear, stand them where they will get plenty of

light. Without this they will be wanting in vigour.

Semi-dotjble Primulas.—This section of Pri-

mulas is likely to be grown much more extensively

than it has hitherto been, especially when the
flowers are required for cutting. The white va-

rieties are the most in request for using as cut

flowers. Care should be taken that the seed of

these semi-double kinds is obtained from a reliable

source. So much improvement has been effected in

these half-double sorts, that they are equally as free

growers as the single varieties.

EriPHTLLUM TKUNCATUM.—As the plants go
out of flower they should be stood where they can
have a cool stove temperature so as to induce them
to make the requisite growth. These Epiphyllums
require less pot room than most things, but when
they get large and old they must not have their

roots unduly confined. Any that want repotting

should be attended to now, as during the time that

top growth is in progress the roots will be similarly

active. Whether grafted on the Pereskia stock or

grown frorn cuttings, these plants are spare rooters
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their roots are also delicate, and will not bear soil

that is in any way sour and adhesive. One part of

sand to five of loam, with some broken potsherds,
will answer. Drain the pots well. The only object
in grafting these Epiphyllums is, that from their

naturally drooping habit of growth the plants hang
down over the pots too much when on their own
roots; consequently when grafted on stems 12

inches or 15 inches high the flowers are better

seen. Where any increase in this way is required

the grafting may be done now. If the work is put
off later there is less time for the shoots to unite
and get established. Cuttings of the Pereskia
strike readily, but they must not be confined closely

under propagating glasses or in a frame in the
ordinary manner, as if kept too close they will rot.

The cuttings should consist of pieces of the shoots
put singly in small pots filled with a mixture of

loam and sand ; stand them in a moderate stove

temperature, and do not give more water than
necessary to prevent them shrivelling and to keep
the material in a condition that will help the for-

mation of roots. When struck, the stocks should
be grown on with a single stem until they have
reached the desired height. Where these Epi-
phyllums are to be grown on theirown roots, cuttings,

consisting of pieces of the shoots from 4 inches to

6 inches long, may be used. Pat them singly in

small pots fiUed with sifted loam and sand in about
equal proportions. They will strike without being
confined in any way, and it is not necessary to keep
the soil so moist as for many things. They will do
in an ordinary stove temperature. Plants on their

own roots are better adapted for growing in hang-
ing baskets than such as are grafted. There is no
way that they are seen to better advantage than
when suspended in this manner.

Azalea mollis.— These Azaleas, like many
other plants that are forced, often meet with in-

different treatment afterwards, so that they get
into a condition which prevents their being of much
use again. If, in place of being turned out of doors
or crowded together in pits or frames where little

notice is taken of them, they are grown on in a
little warmth, such as answers for Deutzia gracilis,

they will make growth and set flower-buds in

lirger numbers than were on them when taken up
from the open ground. During the time the growth
is going on weak manure water will be an assist-

ance. These and other hardy shrubs, including
Rhododendrons, Andromedas, Lilacs, and Ghent
Azaleas, that after being forced are to be again
transferred to the open ground, should, as they go
out of bloom, be put in a cold house or pit. Here
they can remain until next month, when they should
be planted in beds of prepared soil in an open posi-

tion, where with enough room and attention, and
water if the summer happens to be dry, they will

recover, so that after a second season's growth they
will be larger and better for again being forced
than hitherto.

Kalosanthes.—Plants that have been properly
prepared for flowering through the coming'summer
will now be growing and must have more water
than it was advisable to give them in the winter.
They should have a position well up to the roof in

a light airy house. Some weak manure water once
a fortnight will be an assistance to them.

Kalosanthes, STEiKiNG cuttings.—This is a
good time to strike cuttings, either with the object
of growing them into large specimens, or for flower-

ing in O-inch or 7-inch pots. Cuttings that are put
in now and grown on with proper attention through
the summer will flower the summer following.
They should consist of strong or medium-sized
shoots from i inches to (i inches long. They may
be put singly or half a dozen together in 3-inch or
6-inch pots filled with sand or a mixture of sand
and loam. Strip the leaves ofl: the bottom of the
cuttings so far as they have to be inserted in the
soil. The material must be kept much drier than
would do for cuttings of the majority of plants or
they will rot. They mu.st not be confined under
propat,'.ating glasses or in a striking frame, as tlds
would also bring about their decay. A temperature
of about !)Ci° is enough to strike tliem in.

PiOLAUCiONIUM.S, 'STRIKINC, CUTTINGS.- July is

the month in which the large-flowered and the

fancy varieties of Pelargoniums are mostly propa-

gated, but when the cuttings are put in at this

time the plants get much larger and stronger before

autumn than when the work is deferred later.

This applies still more to the early-flowering varie-

ties of the large-bloomed section, as when they are

required to flower in less than a year from the

present time, they necessarily have a shorter period

to acquire the desired size. Cuttings of medium
strength, consisting of three or four joints, should
be chosen. Avoid the weak shoots from the centres

of the plants, as these take a long [time to gain
strength, and will never, even with the best atten-

tion, make plants equal to those that are produced
from stouter shoots. It is best to put the cuttings
singly in small pots, as when the time comes for

potting them on their roots will be less disturbed.

A temperature of 55° or 60° will be enough to

strike them in, and they must not be confined in

the ordinary way that cuttings which are liable to

flag if exposed to the air of the house require to be.

As soon as the plants are well rooted and have
made some top growth, take out the points of the
shoots so as to get them to break low down and be
bushy at the base.

Zonal Pelargoniums.— Plants that are in-

tended to be grown on into large specimens will

now require moving to the pots in which they are
to remain during the summer. Room proportionate
to the size the plants have attained and to that
which they are ultimately to be grown to should be
given. For flowering in large conservatories small
examples do not give much effect ; consequently it

is better to have a limited number of good-sized
specimens. They will be most useful towards
autumn, when flowering subjects are less plentiful
than earlier in the season. When not required
before the time named, it will be well to pinch out
the flowers during the spring and early part of
summer, as it is no use letting the plants expend
their strength before the bloom is wanted. The
shoots should only be stopped so far as necessary
to keep the specimens close and bushy. T. B.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND OREENHOUSE.

Stephanotis ripening fruit.—lu The Garden,
Feb. 19 (p. 17f^). yu stato that you do not remember
haWug lieard of a 8tephauotis ripening fruit in this
country. I cut a pcTt'ectly ripened fruit of Stephanotis
last October. Tliis was sot in June, 1887. The plant
is growing in a small box and trained on the roof of a
stove, and iiowers most profusely.—W. G.

New^ Ivy-Ieav^ed Pelargoniums.—Mr. Owen,
of Castle Hill Nurseries, Maidenhead, has some tine

seedhng Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums of great beauty.
One, a double form, is named Edith Owen; it is a
seedling from Souvenir de Charges Turner, and has
large and very symmetrical double flowers of a bright
rosy-scarlet colour flushed with crimson ; the other, a

single variety named Victorious, also very fine in form,
and having deep rosy-crimson blossoms. While so line

in form, stout in texture, and brilliant in colour, the
habit of growth in each ease is all that could be desired.
— K. D.

Propagating Poinsettias.—The old plants
sliould lie l)i'niiglit into heat alinut this time to induce
them to form little shoots, whieli they very soon vy\\\

do, and wdien these are 3 inches or 4 inches in length
tliey slionld be drawn from the old stem with a lieel

attacln.'d and inserted singly in the smallest sized puts
tn root, l^i I'oinsettia ^vtiod is cut it does not l-oot

reatlily, ])ut liy taking the shoots off as suggested with-
out using the knife, the tender growtli is never injured
and roots are formed with tlio greatest certainty,
especially if tlie slioots are inserted in sandy soil and
plunged in a, liottoni-lieat of 85°.—J. MuiK.

Forsythias under glass.—Of the two species
of For.'-.v I h i;i tli:it we possess, F. suspen.sa is a re-

markably ac<Miinmodating plant, for it is one of the
best of subjects for training to a wall, or it may be
allowed to assume tlie character of a scrambling
bush, while it is also well adapted for (lowering
under glass. For this latter purpose .'i good jilan

is to allow the plant to run up and form a head of

branches. After flowering, these shoidd lie pruned
in pretty hard, when the fresh shoots will make
their appearance and grow away freely. The plants

should be kept in an open sunny spot during the
summer, as upon this will depend the following
season's display, it being useless to expect a pro-
fusion of blossoms from partially ripened wood.
When grown as a standard the long string-like shoots
hang down in a very graceful manner, and being
profusely clothed with their golden bells, render a
well-flowered specimen most attractive. When the
flowering season is over the plants should be
gradually hardened off and pruned back. They
may be assisted during the growing season by an
occasional stimulant, as this will obviate the

necessity of re-potting every year. The other
species, F. viridissima, which is of a bushy habit of

growth, will flower under glass as readily as the
other, and both blooming naturally so early in the
season they require but very little forcing to cause
them to expand their blossoms. Both of the For-

sythias are worth a place in any garden, but the
better of the two is F. suspensa. When this is

employed as a wall plant, should the structure be
old, it will sometimes strike root at the top and
establish itself there.—T.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Although the varieties Ln this section are so

numeroua,it is difficult to place them into family

groups, for the reason that so many are seed-

lings, yet there are a few that can be so classed,

and, as far as I know, they are of English origin.

Meg Merrilies fa.mily.—This variety has

probably produced the greatest number of

sports. They are three in number, which
is very small as compared to the incurved

section, in which The Queen family heads
tlie list with a total of seven sorts. Of course,

the fact has to be taken into consideration

that the Japanese varieties have not existed

ill quantity nearly so long as tlie incurved

varieties, the latter evidently not producing

seed so freely as the Japanese kinds. The type

was introduced by Mr. J. Salter in 1871. It is

very striking both in its form of growth and
flower. No Chrysanthemum that I am ac-

quainted with shows the eflect of good culture

so much as does this one now under notice. The
florets are long, drooping, thinly disposed, and
for about three jiarts of their length they are

quill-shaped, the point of each being toothed or

serrated. The colour is white, with a sulphur

centre, well-grown blooms of this variety often

measuring 9 inches in diameter. Blooms of

this variety which are well developed have a

full centre, and always carry weight with good

judges, for the simple reason that they are

diflicult to produce in the best form. This

variety is good for producing late blooms, but I

do not remember seeing it grown in specimen

plant form and not often in bush form. The
growth of the plant is stifl' ; therefore, not well

adapted to training in any particular shape.

The leaves have a dnHi|iing liabit, are often

pale in colour, and some of them are affected

witlt mildew, especially on tlie underside,

so specially addicted to this fungus is this

sort. A light soil and small pots are an tul-

vantiige to the successful growth of this sort.

Wliere the largest blooms are desired, the second

or crown bud must bo secured, and this slmuhl

be early in August. If by any means this bud
is lost, the blooms from the next bud will bo

much smaller in dianutcr and tilso tliinner.

Thus it will bo seen tliat early bud selection is

of the utmost importance in the giowtli of this

variety. Tlio plants must be liouscd at an early

date ,also, as a long timo is needed to develop

tlu' blooms from tlie bud st^ate. One advantage

whicli tills variety po.sses8es is its naturally
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moderate growth, good blooms being often ob-

tained from plants 3 feet inches high.

Early propagation of this kind is most neces-

sary, for the reason that the growth is not so

vigorous as in some other varieties. During the
year 1886 two sports were obtained from the
parent of this family. One of them—Ralph
Brocklebank—has already taken a leading posi-

tion as an exhibition flower, being shown as

many as fifty-two times in tirat-prize stands
during the year 1888, although it was only sent
out two years before. This fact says much for

its quality as an exhibition variety. At present
it stands alone in point of colour, which is a
clear yellow, harmonising well with other colours

in a stand of cut blooms. In growth and the
formation of its blooms it is exactly like its parent,

though perhaps the flowers are a trifle larger

when seen in their best form. This sport origi-

nated at Childwall Hall, Lancashire, the resi-

dence of the gentleman whose name it bears.

From the foregoing variety, Mr. Winkworth
had another sport last season, a clear golden
one, which he has named Mrs. Bevan Edwards.
It promises to be an acquisition.

During the same year that the Brocklebank
sport showed in Lancashire, another one—

a

much paler yellow—originated with Jlr. Kip-
ling in Herts. It received the name of Countess
of Lytton, and Mr. Kipling says that this va-

riety is
'

' altogether a fuller and better formed
flower '' than that of Mr. Ralph Brocklebank.

Ckiterion family.—By the advent in 1887
of a sport from this variety we have another
family among the Japanese. Now that they
have taken to sporting rather freely, we may
expect other varieties shortly, and, as a rule,

when any good variety adds to the list by sport-

ing, such new kinds are generally of correspond-
ing quality. Criterion has for a long time been
one of the leading varieties for exhibition,

generally producing large, fully developed
flowers which are remarkable for their depth
and solidity. In this manner they always secure
a full number of points when being adjudicated
upon. The colour may be described as orange-
amber, varying to deeper or a lighter shade,
according to the time the buds were selected,

whether early or late, the last formed buds
generally developing the deepest coloured
flowers, while those plants which form the buds
early usually produce blooms paler in colour

;

the florets recurve on all blooms. Plants of

this variety are often weakly in growth and
the leaves pale in colour. In some districts the
plants grow 6 feet high, but, as a rule, they do
not attain a height of more than 5 feet, and in
many instances not more than 4 feet. I have
seen very fine blooms produced upon plants
which were only 2 feet high, and the reverse of
a vigorous growth or healthy appearance during
the summer and autumn. I have not seen this

variety much used either as a decorative plant
or in specimen form. Its introduction dates
back to 1873. During the year 1888 this variety
was staged as many as forty-eight times in a cut
state in first-prize stands. The variety which
sported in 1887, and bears the name of Thomas
Stephenson, is orange-red, a somewhat new
colour in the Chrysanthemum. The form of

the parent is retained, and no doubt when this

variety becomes better known it will prove a
favourite. I saw it shown last season on several
occasions in a very creditable manner, and it

worthily deserved the first-class certificate con-
ferred upon it. Messrs. Clibran and Son?,
nurserymen, near Altrincham, are sending out
this novelty.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.—
If we can judge of a coloured drawing of this

American novelty exhibited the other day, it is a
beautiful flower. It is very full, of the purest
white, and the peculiar bristle-like points on the
surface of the petals that give it such a distinct

character are most marked. Chrysanthemum en-
thusiasts will await the flowering of this variety
with interest ; it will be something fresh after the
inundation of Continental Japanese seedling varie-

ties of late years, that are frequently inferior in

shape and not very novel in colour. It is to the in-

curved section that we now look for an increased
variety of beautiful flowers. Let us hope they will

be less vulgar and rough than a few that have
recently been shown favour.

Chrysanthemums in spring.— I have, like
" T. W." (The Gabden, March 9, p. 210), always
considered Chrysanthemums out of season in sum-
mer, but in spring they are almost as great an
anachronism as snow in Jtme. I also would like

to join his protest against sacrificing the ornamental
capabilities of Chrysanthemtim plants to the mere
size of their individual blooms, and the rushing of

the plants up to the clouds in pursuit of the latter

craze. Even the training of dwarf plants like Pelar-

goniums, so much affected some years ago and so

perfectly carried out at some of the great shows, is

sense itself compared to rushing up huge blooms
and stems so long and lanky as to need steps to

get up to or enjoy them. Surely a medium may be
found without much diificulty between these two
extremes of height and dwarfness ; and as to

time, from August to January ought to satisfy

the most insatiable cravings for Chrysanthemums.
—QUERCUS.

Trees and Shrubs.

LILY OF THE VALLEY TREE.

Anhrojieda floribcxda, which is one of the

most desirable of spring-flowering shrtibs, and
one of the very few that are of an evergreen

character, is knomi now under the name of

Pieris floribunda. It is a neat, much-branched
shrub, somewhat dense and regular in outline,

and clothed ^vith deep green ovate leaves. The
Lily- of-the-Valley-like flowers are profusely

borne. These flowers appear in both terminal

and axillary racemes towards the ends of the

shoots, so that they actually form terminal

panicles. They are seen on the plant during

the preceding autumn, but they seem proof

against even our most severe winters and trying

springs. They also last a very long time in per-

fection. This particular species is a native of

North America, and though in this country it is

seldom seen much more than a yard high,

according to Dr. Asa Gray it varies from 2 feet

to 10 feet in height. It will grow under the

same conditions as Rhododendrons require, for

which at one time a soil composed at least of a

certain amount of peat was considered absolutely

necessary, btit a stiffloamy soil will do as well. For
plants of this class, the incorporation of some
well-decayed leaf-mould with the soil, if very

stiff, is an advantage, though not essential, but

in most gardens there is a certain amount avail-

able for the purpose. When sprays of this

plant are cut just as the earliest blossoms are

expanding, they will open well in water and
prove useful for indoor decorations.

Good bushy plants can be lifted in the autumn
(their dense mass of fibrous roots then standing

them in good stead), and if potted and kept in a

cool greenhouse throtigbout the winter they will

flower much earlier than those out of doors,

indeed as early as many shrubs that require a

good deal more heat to induce them to bloom
than this Pieris requires. To the lover of

bedding out may also lie suggested a bed

of this Pieris edged with the pretty little

Erica carnea or herbacea, which with a few

bulbs dotted around will be e([ual in beauty to

most tender subjects usually employed, and
possess the advantage of being interesting at all

seasons. In the case of a mUd winter, one or
two of the earliest blossoms may be found on
the Heath soon after Christmas. Another
species of Pieris and a very beautiftil one, too,

is Pieris japonica, whose merits were almost un-
known till a coloured plate appeared in The
Gabden, November 3, 1877. Great interest

was aroused in the plant after being Ulustrated
in this way, proof of which was shown by the
many inqtiiries regarding it which were received
by our nurserymen. This Pieris can be struck
from cuttings more readily than the majority of

ericaceous plants. It is well adapted for forcing

into bloom if not subjected to too much heat,

and shoots produced tinder these conditions

strike root more readily than those borne on
plants in the open ground, though these last are

not difficult to strike.

Pieris japonica is, like the preceding, a much-
branched btish with rather small deep green
leaves, but the whole plant is more upright in

habit than P. floribunda. The white waxy
flowers are arranged in very long pendent ra-

cemes, and when in good condition completely
veil the whole specimen. This species, beautiftd

as it is, has one great drawback compared with
P. floribunda, and that is the flowers are often

injured by spring frosts, so that in some cases

they rarely open satisfactorily out of doors
;

when they do, however, they are most beauti-

ful. The yoimg foliage of this Pieris is also

very attractive, for the new shoots, bark, and
leaves are all of a crimson tint, especially if in

a sunny spot; so much so, indeed, that at a little

distance a specimen of it appears to be studded
with richly-coloured blossoms. There is a va-

riety of P. japonica in which the leaves are

edged with creamy-white, which stands out

clearly from the rich green of the mattire foliage,

and as the young shoots are flushed with crimson,

it is then one of the prettiest of variegated

shrubs. Other evergreen species of Pieris are

P. formosa and ovaUfolia, both from the Hima-
layan region and both somewhat tender.

T.

The Rose of the Alps (Rhododendron fer-

rugineum) is as neat and pretty a peat plant as

could well be desired. The terminal clusters of

rosy red flowers, well set off by the dark green
rusty leaves, are produced freely enough, and lend

a charm to the plant which one cannot help
noticing. A group of well-grown and fuU-sized

plants has a most interesting and pleasing appear-
ance when in full bloom, and gives one a far better

idea of the plant's value for ornamental purposes
than single specimens dotted about, be they ever

so fine. Light sandy peat or leaf-mould seems to

be the soil that is best suited for this alpine Rho-
dodendron.—A. D. W.

Fendlera rupicola is a low shrub peculiar to

tlie dry south-western portions of the United
States, being found growing in the crevices of cliffs

or among rocks from the valley of the Guadaloupe,
in Western Texas, to the western borders of New
Mexico and South-western Colorado. Although
scarcely known in gardens yet. it promises to be-

come so, as it possesses many qualities which will

make it a most desirable addition to the number of

small shrubs suitable for cultivation in the rock
garden or along the margins of small shrubberies.

Fendlera attains a height of from 2 feet to 4 feet.

The bluish white flowers, with their conspicuous
yellow stamens, are very showy, and are produced
in the greatest profusion from the extremities of

short lateral branches, which spring from the main
stems of the plant. Fendlera has been cultivated

in the Arnold Arboretum for several years ; it is

perfectly hardy, flowering in the middle of June and
ripening its seed in September. It is growing in

ordinary good garden soil, and requires no special
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care or cultivation. Tiie genus Fendlera, of which
but a single species is known, belongs to the Saxi-
frage family and to the tribe of the Hydrangeas,
which consists of sixteen genera of woody plants, all

natives of Eastern Asia, the Pacific Islands, and
North America. Among them are Hydrangea,
Deutzia and Philadelphus, and several North
American genera, Jamesia of Colorado and Car-
penteria of California being its closest allies.

—

Garden and Forest.

WINTER-FLOWERING SHRUBS.
Andkomeda flokibunda. — The flowering of

several unusually large specimens of this pretty,

but, unfortunately, somewhat rare North American
shrub in the grounds at Holwood just now de-

mands more than a passing notice. As usually

seen, even in very favourable localities, this Andro-
meda is a small bush of rarely more than a yard
in height, and about as much in diameter of

branch-spread, but the specimens now under con-
sideration are about double these dimensions,
one in particular being nearly 6 feet high, and
measuring about 20 feet in circumference. It is not,

however, the unusual size to which these shrubs
have attained, but their value as winter-bloomers
that I particularly wish to point out, for during
the past fortnight one and all have been thickly
studded with their pretty Heath-like flowers, which
are thrown up so well above the dark glossy foliage.

Usually this Andromeda is considered a fickle or
miffy plant to deal with ; indeed, I have heard many
complaints from good amateur plantsmen regarding
its shy-blooming qualities and proneness to die off

prematurely. Here it would seem to be by no
means particular either about soil or situation, for

it may be seen flourishing well in those of a very
opposite nature. Somehow I fancy that it relishes

a peaty soil almost half composed of sand or good
sandy leaf-mould, but there are two giant speci-

mens growing, one in front of Holwood House and
another at Hollydale, where not a particle of either
peat or leaf-mould is present in the ground, but
where fairly rich loam resting at no great depth
on deep gravel, are the main ingredients. The last-

ing quality of the flowers is remarkable, for they
frequently remain in good condition for a couple of
months on the plants, and when used for decora-
tion are little the worse after being a fortnight in

water. Andromeda floribunda is one of the most
charming flowering shrubs of the season.

The Spuegk Laurel (Daphne Mezereum) is in

every way a fitting companion to the Andromeda

;

its worst fault—if fault it be—is its deciduous cha-
racter. As an ornamental shrub it ranks high, the
plentifully produced flowers, of the richest purplish
red and deliciously fragrant, being highly attrac-

tive and of good substance. The flowers are pro-

duced in great abundance, it being no uncommon
occurrence to see 6-inch lengths of the branch tips

thickly studded with the fragrant blooms. There
is a white-flowered form, and it is one of the
showiest and most useful plants with which I am
acquainted. These Mezereons flourish and bloom as
freely in the shade as the sunshine, while they are
perfectly hardy, of the freest growth, readily pro-
pagated, and Ijy no means particular as to soil or
site, although ilourishing with the greatest luxuri-

ance in dampish soil and where partially shaded
from cold winds and fierce sunshine. Cuttings root
with the greatest freedom, while layers come away
quickly, and soon make, under good management,
stout and well-formed plants. Of the normal form
there are two or three very diverse coloured kinds,
one, and perhaps the most ornamental of any, being
of a rich rosy Ime, wliile others between that colour
and the usual purple are not at all uncommon
where the shrub is grown in quantity. For plant-
ing along the margins of ponds and lakes, the
Mezereon is of tlie greatest value—at least, I have
found it so, and largely used it for that jnirpose.

In some of the Welsh woodlands the Mezereon is

naturalised in great abundance, and blooms with
the greatest freedom.

The Laurustinus (Viburnum Tinus), although
a common occupant of our shrulilteries, must on no
account bo otnilleil from our list of ornamental

winter-flowering plants, for it has a charm of its

own when well grown in fairly rich soil and where
not exposed to cold and cutting winds. For using
as a hedge plant, not for farm boundaries or where
cattle can browse on its foliage, but for garden sub-

divisions or wherever an ornamental fence is in re-

quest, the Laurustinus is not half appreciated, or

perhaps it may be that its value in this particular

way may not be well known. It is, however, a
shrub of great beauty and value for such a puqjose,
and soon forms, if the young plants are placed in

well-prepared ground and at moderate distances

apart, a hedge of moderate proportions and that will

bear timely pruning with impunity. Unfortunately,
if grown in damp soils the Laurustinus is apt to get
injured by frost, but for this it makes up in starting

freely from the root if cut over in early spring and
just before growth commences. As an orna-
mental winter-flowering shrub it is undoubtedly of

great value, and usually the pretty white or pinky
tinged blooms are produced in succession from
November tiU May. A. D. WEBSTiH.

THE PLEASURE GROUND.
The season of 1888 was a good one for all trees

and shrubs, and the growth made by the various
inmates of the pleasure ground is a marked contrast
to that noticeable in the hot summers of 1886 and
1887. This is particularly seen in the case of plan-
tations of seedling Rhododendrons made in the
winter of 1887-88. A very dry season following
such planting means often the loss of a large pro-

portion of stuff, but the damp summer of last year
has preserved all the plants. Where large banks
and stretches of shrubbery are required in the
wilder parts of the pleasure ground, there is nothing
better for the purpose, where it is thoroughly at
home, than R. ponticum, owing to the immunity it

enjoys from the ravages of rabbits. I have employed
for covert purposes Laurels in variety, Mahonias,
Privet, Snowberries, and the commoner Conifers,
and all these, especially in severe winters, have
been more or less damaged. Rhododendrons alone
having been untouched. A large piece planted
some few years ago with all the above named is a
standing witness to this, nothing being left but the
R. ponticum and a few American Brambles, which
are kept very small by having their points nibbled
off every season.

It is not too late to set about clothing any bare
spots, especially slopes and hillsides where such,
owing to the decay of existing shrubs, have become
unsightly. All old stuff that can be so used may
be cut half through and layered, and anjrthing very
ragged removed entirely, after which all bare spaces
may be filled in with Rhododendrons. In using
seedling Rhododendrons, they should be care-
fully taken up and planted, as if this is not
attended to, the percentage of loss is apt to be
large. As the fibres of the young seedlings iim
along just under the surface it is advisable to lift

with a cake of soil retaining all these fibres, planting
rather firmly, and as the work progresses leaving on
the surface a good mulching of half decayed leaves
which is very beneficial, especially if the following
summer proves hot and dry. A considerable amount
of cutting will be necessary this spring, owing to

the extra growth made during last summer. Old
plants of Laurel and Rliododendron that have been
cut half through and layered will require a lot of
heading back to keep them within bounds, as tliey

have broken all along the old stems and made a
quantity of strong upright growth. They are best
left until March is well advanced, as if pruned too
early the bitter winds and occasional frost wo ex-
perience sometimes in April are apt to cut any len-

der growths, and the plants look shabby all tlirough

the summer. Very large brakes of Laurel are, 1

think, rather a mistake. The plants require a con-
siderable ,-imount of work to keep them witliin

bounds, and at their best can only be compared to

a raisedlawn ; the only thing that can be done to

break tin; fljit appcar.anoe is to clear thoni out at

intervals ,and introduce a few Conifers, as Cupressus
Lawsoniana in variety. Thuja gigantea, and some of
t lie best of the Spruces and Silver Firs, and also a
few good deciduous flowering slirubs. In tlie out-

lying portions of the pleasure ground where the
clothing of bare spaces is simply a question of
covert planting, there is nothing better than the cut-
leaved American and the double-flowering Brambles.
Rabbits are fond of them and nibble away at the
young growths, but they do not kill the plants, and
although they are considerably retarded for several
seasons, they will ultimately cover the ground.
The very shortening back tends to keep the young
stuff dense and bushy. E. Bubeell.

Claremont.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 694.
BOUVARDIAS.

(with C'OLOUEED plate of B. FKESIDENT
CLEVELAND AND B. MKS. R. GKEEN.*)

It is now nearly a century ago since Bouvardiaa
wero first introduced to this country. I

believe B. triphylla was the first species known
to flower in our gardens. Within the last few
years a considerable number of garden varieties

has been obtained, yet, taking into consideration

the fact that these beautiful flowering plants

have so long been cultivated, it is rather

remarkable that more varieties have not been
raised and greater improvements made. I be-

lieve tliat B. Hogarth was one of the first

garden varieties obtained, and this, together

with one or two other sorts, was raised by the
late Mr. G. Parsons, of Brighton. I do not
know the date, but it must be over twenty-five

years ago since they were distributed, and yet
Hogarth is still a favourite with many, the

other sorts apparently having died out. The
double varieties are perhaps the most remark-
able of the garden sorts. The first of these,

B. Alfred Neuner, which was raised in America
about eight or nine years ago, was very soon
followed by other double forms, raised by
V. Lemoine, of Nancy, and others.

The accompanying plate represents two of the
most recent additions to this beautiful class of

plant.s. The scarlet variety, B. President Cleve-

land, is of American origin and was introduced
by Messrs. H. Low & Co., of Clapton. It 'is

certainly an acquisition, being a great advance
on all other scarlet-flowered varieties, having a

free brandling habit of groivth, and producing
large terminal corymbs of larilliant scarlet

flowers. The pink variety, Mrs. Robert Green,
is a sport from President Cleveland, and is

identical with that variety except in colour,

wliich is of a very pleasing shade of salmon-

pink, and shows well under artificial light.

This variety originated with Mr. H. B. May, of

Edmonton, and is named in honour of Jlrs. K.

Green, of Crawford Street, Bryanston Square,

who considers it a valuable acquisition for floral

arrangements.

Tliero are several very distinct white-flowered

varieties, the best being B. Humboldt i corj'mbi-

flora, whicli is quite distinct from all other sorts

that I am acquainted with. It is of a vigorous

habit of growth, having smooth bright green

leaves, wliile the flowers, which are pure white

and very fragrant, are larger, and liav(^ a much
longer tube than the other sorts. This beautiful

Biiuvanlia requires rather diU'erent treatment

to tlio other varieties. The plants slioukl not

bo stopped 80 late in the season, aiul they sho\ild

have larger pots. Unless grown on vigorously

and well exposed to the sun it does not flower

freely, but under favourable tveatinent the .same

plants will continue to bloom from .July to the

end of October, and for producing a supply of

• Drawn for The Garden at II. H. May's nursery,

Kilmnnliin, by H. G. Moon, November 3, 1888.

Lithographed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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cut flowers it is one of the most valuable plants

we have. Of longiflora there are several slight

variations, of which jaaminoides is the most
popular. This is another very sweet-scented
variety of rather slender growth with pure
white flowers. It is one of the best for winter-
flowering. Candidissima is another useful va-

riety, of a dwarf compact habit of growth, and
very free-flowering ; the flowers are small, but
produced in good trusses. It wiU be found use-

ful for pots, and cut-back plants will come into

bloom quite early in the spring. Bridal Wreath
is a free-flowering and compact- habited variety

with rather large flowers, the tube and under
side of the lobes being slightly shaded with
pink. Vreelandi, also a popular variety, has
rough dark green leaves ; the flowers are some-
times pure white, but where much exposed to

the sun they are more or less tinted with pink.

It is a free and continuous bloomer, and is very
u.seful for cutting from, as the flowers are of

good substance. The Bride, Davidsoni, and
alba elegantissima are all identical with this

variety. I do not know if they all originated

from the same stock
;

probably not. It was
sent out under the name of Vreelandi by the
late Mr. Standish, of Ascot, who, I believe, was
the raiser, or at any rate the first to distribute

it in this country.

Of scarlet varieties, the one already alluded

to, viz.. President Cleveland, of course takes

first place. It has, however, been suggested

that it would find a rival in B. Vulcan, but 1

hardy think this will be the case. Vulcan is

certainly a very desirable variety, and of rather

a deeper shade of colour, but the flowers are

smaller, while the plant is of a more slender

habit of growth. Other scarlet varieties worthy
of mention are, B. elegans ; B. Dazzler, one of

the most free-flowering and best for winter

work ; B. Brilliant, almost as deep in colour

as Vulcan, but not so free-flowering. B.

leiantha, with small orange-scarlet flowers and
soft woolly leaves, and the pretty little B.

splendens should find a place in every collec-

tion. Among pink varieties we have three

which have originated from sports, viz.. Maiden's

Blush from Hogarth, Priory Beauty from

elegans, and Mrs. Green from President

Cleveland, all of which diSer only in colour

from their parents. Reine des Roses is a very

pretty variety with rosy pink flowers. This

variety is of good habit and very free-flower-

ing. B. rosea oculata i? a distinct, remarkably

free-flowering variety, of rather slender gi'owth

with pale rosy pink flowers, which are of medium
size. The yellow form, B. flava, cannot be very

highly recommended. When the flowers first

open they are clear yellow, but they quickly

faile to a rather dirty -looking white ; another

point against it is, that it does not flower freely.

Jasminoides flavescens is identical with flava.

A good yellow variety would be a great acquisi-

tion.

Double varieties.—Alfred Neuner.—I be-

lieve this originated from Vreelandi (or David-

soni, as it is called in America), and diflers only

in the flowers being double. President Garfield,

flesh-pink, is a sport from A. Neuner. Of scarlet

varieties, Hogarth fl.-pl. appears to be the best;

the flowers are very double, and the plant has

the same free-flowering habit as the parent
;

Victor Lemoine, coral-red ; Triomphe de Nancy,

deep salmon ; Sang Lorraine, scarlet ; and
Thomas Meehau, crimson-scarlet, are all pretty,

but do not flower so freely as might be desired.

General treatment.—After the plants have
done flowering, all the old leaves sliould be

cleared oft", and the plants should have a position

and sutticient room for the wood to ripen pro-

perly. They may then be gradually dried off,

after which they may be pruned back. Those
plants required for cuttings should be started

into growth again as early in the year as possible,

but those that are only required for growing on
another season may be kept in a cool house, and
will break out more strongly than if started in

heat. As soon as the plants begin to start, they
may be repotted, reducing the balls in order to

get them back into the same or smaller sized

pots. They will then require a little extra
warmth to give them a fresh start, and as soon
as they are well established plenty of air should
be given. During the summer-time they may
be grown out of doors or in pits, where the

Bouvardias are naturally summer-flowering
plants, and are sometimes used as bedding
plants, but it is only under very favourable con-

ditions that they are very satisfactory as such.

It is as pot plants, or for producing a supply of

cut bloom, that they are of the most value, and
under good treatment they may be had in flower

nearly throughout the year ; but it is during
the autumn and early part of the winter that

they are of the most value. It is during this

period that they may be flowered most success-

fully, as the frequent stopping which is neces-

sary to secure good bushy plants will prevent
them from coming into flower at their natural

flowering season. It is by attention to stopping

A group of Bourardiiis.

lights can be taken oft' on all favourable occa-

sions. I prefer keeping them in pits, as they
can then be protected in rough weather or from
heavy rains. Bouvardias require little or no
shading. Careful and regular attention must
be paid to watering, as the roots being very
slender they are easily damaged by either ex-

treme. The syringe should be used freely up
to the time the plants begin to flower. The
planting-out system, which is often recommended
for Bouvardias, is very well where they are oidy
required for cut bloom, especially if they are to

be flowered in the ground ; but plants taken up
and potted rarely do so well or keep up such a
succession of bloom as when gi-own in pots.

the plants that the time of flowering can be

regulated. A. H., E.

Bulbous flovrera in 1889.—Owiug to the un-

favuurubk' season of hist year for the ripening of bulbs,

we shall he glad if readers will kindly give their expe-

rience. We hear many complaints of the inferiority

(if bulbous flowers this year.

Dipping plants.—A great deal of time is fre-

quently spent in sponging plants to free them from
insects, and in the case of plants with many small
leaves and joints the sponging is rarely elTective. Dip-

Iiing is remarkably so, and it can be quickly done. If

a deej) tub is tilled with insecticide to the specified

strength, the plants turned upside down, plunged into

it, and worked to and fro for a few minutes, more
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insects will be destroyed than can possibly be reached
by sponging, while the operation will be accomplished
in one-fourth of the time.—J. MuiK.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

HARDY FRUIT GABDEN.
Our greatest anxiety just now is tlie ])erfection

as well as the protection of the blossoms, in some

instances thin, in others abundant, upon choice

fruit trees. Complaints already have reached

us, but if one-tenth of the flowers are perfect

and the weather is favourable, good crops of

fruit may be secured. "Whether this be so or

not there must be no lack of attention to the

most trifling details ; indeed, if anything, barren

trees will requu'e extra care, as the absence

of fruit may induce gross growths whicli another
ordinary season cannot ripen. The season for

checking the trees by root-pruning, as a matter
of course, has gone by, but something may be
done by the removal of all strong mulching,

by withholding stimulating liquid, and also by
disbudding. Disbudding and defoliating have
a most depressing effect upon strong trees,

but the latter is an unnatural process, and
should only be resorted to when cropping and
cutting oft' supplies of food fail. Peaches and
Apricots with us come on very slowly, but the

trees look 100 per cent, better since they were
nailed in, and I am now hopeful of having to

do some open air thinning. Plums, Cherries, and
Apples are thickly studded witli flower-buds,

and the first and second being early to start

and early to rest, their blossoms will, I have no
doubt, be quite perfect. I do not know whether
others have remarked it, but I always find

green and black aphis more abundant and
troublesome after bad than good seasons. Here
they have not been troublesome for some years

past, a fact I believe entirely due to the in-

cessant application of soapsuds, which have
rendered their usual resting haunts quite un-
tenable. ^^'here tliis cheap insecticide and
stimulant is not looked after, and the trees

have been left uncleansed, a keen eye should be
kept upon them when the buds begin to pu.sh.

In.secticides, now numerous enough, cannot be
used when the trees are in flower, but pre-

vention being better than cure, 1 would suggest

the washing of every branch, and twig,

and bit of wall with soap, soda, and sulphur
if possible before the buds open. Where
these remarks fall too late, and choice trees

are carrying open flowers and living aphides,

the application of tobacco powder through
a fine puff or dredger may scotch the
enemy vintil the crop is safe. When Apricots
have set, the borders should be examined, and
if at all diy thoroughly watered, as no fruit

with which 1 am ac(iuainted suffers so quickly
from drought or pays better for copious water-

ing where the drainage is satisfactory. Peaches
do not suffer, or, at any rate, do not show the
effects of moderate spring drought, but knowing
how my borders arc drained and made, I nevei
miss giving thcni a thorough watering when the
blo.ssoms have fallen from the fniit. Many
growers mulch in preference, but early mulch-
ing keeps our heavy soil too cold, wliilst water-

ing on a Ijriglit sunny day carric;s a certain

amount of warmth down into the borders. The
slight pruning necessary and the training of

Figs may now be pushed forward to the finish.

Exposed trees have not been injun^d by tlie dry
frosts, and nearly every point will grow, but
fruit, after such an unkind sununer, is hardly

likely to be plentiful. Should the trees sliow

well, some kind of protection from wet and
morning frosts should be provided, certainly in

low, damp situations. Here I use broad coping
boards, which project 10 inches or 1 foot, and
drop two or three thicknesses of fishing net
down in front of the trees. Where Raspberry
canes are allowed to stand full length until the
spring they should be reduced to the proper
height when the buds begin to push pretty
freely. As these plants revel in good living, a
second mulch, consisting of anything light,

fresh, and rich will greatly assist them, and the

most active and useful roots being close to the
surface, a thorough watering with the hose,

should the weather continue dry, will be found
equally beneficial. All old Strawberry beds
should now be cleared of winter weeds and
raked ofl', and if not already done, a good dust-

ing of soot shoidd be cast in amongst the stools,

but not actually upon the crowns, as serious

mischief sometimes follows a too free use of this

powerful stimulant.

tion is at all unsuitable there is an advantage in

keeping the roots within reach, as it were.
E. H.

PRUNING FIGS ON WALLS.
The end of March is the usual time for the re-

moval of the protecting materials from I'ig trees in

the open air, and a week or two after when the

trees have got accustomed to exposure the pruning
should be done. In cold districts where heavy
coverings are employed it is better to remove them
by degrees. Our climate is very treacherous at this

season of the year ; to-day may be warm and spring-

like, but to-morrow the thermometer may fall many
degrees below freezing point. Under such circum-
stances it is best to uncover anything at all tender by
degrees, so that no sudden check may be given to

the upward flow cf sap. The chief thing to aim at

in growing Figs in the open air is to keep the roots

near the surface. If the roots run down into the
cold subsoil, the crop under any circumstances, no
matter how the trees are grown, must be thin,

simply because the wood does not, cannot ripen.

Therefore when a Fig tree is not in a satisfactory

condition and the crop is thin and inferior, dig a
deep trench along the front of the border

;
get

under the roots, lift them out by working with
spade and fork up towards the wall, tlirowing the
soil back, but taking as much care as possible of

the roots. When they have all been lifted out,

shortened a little, and straightened out, lay them on
the surface of the old border and cover 6 inches
deep with good turfy loam to which about one-
sixth part of ohl plaster or mortar rubbish has lieen

added. When the surface has become dry give it

a good trenching and mulch with 2 inches of old
manure ; this will keep in the moisture without
altogether keeping out solar warmth. The work
may be done now. and in the course of a fortnight

or three weeks thin the branches sufficiently to

make room for laying in new wood, the produc-
tion of which should be encouraged by a good
thinning of the main branches. The mulching is

important, and when manure is spread over the
surface it does not cause gross soft wood to break
forth in the same way as manure buried near the

roots will do, because the roots when working near
the surface under the influence of the sun's warmth
do not send up cold weak fluid to clog the healthy
working of the leaves and other parts of thcjilant's

machinery employed in building up tlie growth.
Thinning the heads of plants will lighten tlie work
of the roots, and this may be diuic somewhat
severely, and next year the tree will lie furnished

with short-jointed wood that will bear an abun-
dant cro]) of fruit. I have occasionally cut large

old branches from Fig trees after root-pruning to

make room to lay in young wood, but the knife

has no value in bringing back fertility to a tree with
its roots liuried deeply in an ungenial .soil. In the
midlands and elscwliere where the soil is heavy, Figs
will do better jilantcd on the surface and some
loam arid old mortar placed over them. It is mucli
easier to get at the roots of a tree so planted than
when treated in the usual way, and where the situa-

EVILS OF GRAFTING.
I UAVE, in common with many other readers of

The G.iRi)EN',been expecting to see some logical

and reasonable defence made on behalf of the

grafting of fruit trees, and especially from those

gardeners and nurserymen who make fruit or

fruit tree growing a speciality. Are the present
results of grafting so I'ad that no good defence

can be made i 1 was very glad to read your
extract from the practical letter of Mr. ^^'aIter

Kruse in the Sdiifh-Easteni Gazette (p. 243), and
I think some of the would-be growers of fruit

for market will also feel thankful to him for his

temperate views, and especially for his axiom
that " small trees mean small profits," which is

worth reraembering when we find nurserymen
advocating the more extended planting of

Apples and Pears as worked on the restricting

or dwarfing stocks. If results were as certain

as the statements of them in the papers, it

would pay the nurserymen better to grow fruit

than to grow fruit trees. As things are, grow-
ing the yoting trees for sale seems preferable.

The one great inducement to use or employ the

French Paradise stock for Apples and the

Quince stock for Pears was because early or

precocious fruitfulness was by these means to

be attained. As has already been shown, how-
ever, one may pay too dearly for a crop, even
though it be obtained the second or third year
after grafting, as sometimes occurs. But some-
times the crop does not occur, and yet we find

that there exists a great reluctance to blame
grafting as one of the causes, even if it be not

the principal cause of failure. Just now any
evidence for or against grafting is interesting,

and we must take it as we find it just for what
it is worth. Surely it will be granted that the

Blenheim Orange does magnificently on the
Crab or free stock in many gardens after it has

attained size and age. That it will not do
much on restricting or dwarfing stocks, how-
ever, is amply proven by the experiments
carried out for thirteen years in the Chiswick
Garden.

Those who uphold the grafting of fruit trees

should read Mr. Barron's report on some
"Experiments in Grafting Apples'' in part 1,

vol. xi. , of the "Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultural Societ}'," just published, and handed
or posted to the Fellows. It is one of the

most lamentable records of failure ever ad-

vanced by the advocates of graftuig. In 1875
eighteen different stocks were grafted with
scions of the Blenheim Orange. These trees

were grown and attended to for thirteen years,

and, as we are clearly informed, the total result

in the way of fruit produced by these eighteen

trees in thirteen years was less than a bushel,

and yet we are told that "the trees are oveiy
season pretty well covered with flowers.'' The
trees did not even flower until the third year
after grafting, and the careful counting and
tabulating of the flowers produced each year for

five years on the eighteen different stocks was
evidently a case of "countiugthe chickens before

I

they were lititched." I am afraid that the
moral of the report cited is, do not graft the
Blenheim Orange Apple at Chiswick. There is

1
also a deeper meaning, for as wo are plainly

shown it is possible for flowers in plenty to be
produced for ten years or so by such grafted

trees ; whereas the .-ictual results in fruit pro-

duction are v il. That the flower-buds of Peaches
(see p. 2-t5) fall from a lack of moisture now
and then is true, and grafting the Peaeli on
l)ad stocks is veiy likely the original cause. I
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kiiow one or two gardeners who have lost their

situations through a house of gouty old grafted

Peaches which the owner would not have re-

moved, because, as he said, " the gardener who
planted them grew splendid crops on them only

a few years ago."

The lesson as published by the society is cer-

tainly one worth remembering, and some of us

may think that they should in due time show
ns the reverse of the picture by publishing tabu-

lated results of the instances in which the

French Paradise has been used as a stock suc-

cessfully in the Chiswick Garden. We are

further told that the French Paradise Apple as

an ungrafted fruiting tree at Chiswick " has in-

variably cankered and died after a few years.

"

This last statement is very suggestive, since it

proves pretty plainly that it is the scions en-

grafted on to it as a stock which have kept it

alive when used (as a stock only) successfully at

Chiswick. Thus we here gain another proof of

the fact that a strong or vigorous scion may
succeed on a dwarf or weakly stock by its ex-

citing and stimulating its root action better

than the stock's own leafage can do here under
cultivation in English gardens. This is also

proved by the renovating influence exerted by
vigorous young scions when engrafted on a de-

cayed or decrepit tree. But the converse of

this practice, viz., the grafting of weakly varie-

ties on to so-called robust, hardy, or vigorous

stocks is wrong in both principle and in practice,

and is very often a source of trouble and loss in

the garden. From my own experience and
reading of the past, I should say that the best

and only valuable results in fruit tree culture

will surely follow our " hastening more slowly,"

and that the best results may be gained by
planting a few carefully selected fruit trees every
year. The old system of planting an orchard
and then waiting until the trees are worn out

by age and neglect will have to be abandoned,
and we must carefully and gradually extend our
fruit tree plantations year by year, and at the

same time grub out the old and decrepit or

worthless trees.

Another great aid to progress in fruit culture

will be the more general adoption of root-graft-

ing, which, while inducing precocity for the first

year or two, will eventually allow the tree to

become established on its own roots, and so in-

crease its size, age, and period of fruitfulness.

I think our fruit-bearing trees should at least

have the option or possibility of rooting on
their own account if they wish to do so. If

the roots of the stock are more suitable to them
than their own fibres, they may not care to root

on their own account, and in that case I should
willingly admit the use and vahie of grafted

above and beyond own-rooted fruit trees. Any
fruit tree or plant in the garden knows its own
wants better than we do, and the sooner the
gardeners recognise that simple fact, the better

it will be for the trees and for themselves.

Great extremes in cultural matters may be
temporarily efl'ective, but they rarely lead to

any permanent amount of success.

The use of the vigorous-rooted stock for more
delicate things leads to a vigorous crop of sucker
shoots such as those of which '

' Stock," at p. 251,

complains. This is a great source of annoyance
to the planters of Rhododendrons, I'runus of

the double-blossomed kinds, and life is too short

for us to pay for grafted plants thai turn out a
source of trouble and perplexity instead of a
pleasure. I hope the good old fashion of hillock-

layering will be revived, and that we shall get
good sound and honest plants, even if we have
to pay more for them. After all, we pay dear
enough as it is, considering all things, since we

often pay for plants and for the trouble of

planting them, and then wait four or five years

for the good results that never come. Amateurs
and their gardeners often have themselves to

blame for not asking the nurserymen the name
of the stock on which their fruit or flowering

trees and shrubs are worked. We cannot be

too exact and careful in making observations

and inquiries and records of this kind. Failures

and disappointments are bad enough at all

times, but there is a double sting in a failure

when we cannot satisfy ourselves as to its

cause.

—

Scion.

Grafting is one of the oldest of gardening

operations, and has done so much to popularise

many things, that I do not see how we are to do
without it. The fact that this method of increase

is often practised where another would be better

does not affect its utility. Let grafting be done
away with and the price of many fruits and plants

would be so raised as to place them out of the

reach of the million, whilst some would be almost

unobtainable. The plants that remain dear, and
are, therefore, not so much grown as they would

be, are mostly those to which this form of propa-

gation cannot be applied. It is not just to make
trade growers the scapegoats for the evils that

grafting may bring about. They have a demand for

cheap plants to meet, and no one can blame them
for adopting a method of increase that will best

enable them to do so. Raising the price by one-

third only would in many cases so restrict the de-

mand, that not a few nurserymen would be crippled.

I do not hesitate to assert that grafting and its

kindred art, budding, which, I presume, some
people equally object to, have given a living to

thousands simply through creating a large class of

buyers who are tempted by the low prices at which
certain things are offered. In my neighbourhood
there is a market town, and I have been astonished

at the price that fruit trees and other things are

sold at—prices which hardly seem to leave any
margin of profit to the producer, and yet there

must be a profit, for the sales go on regularly from

year to year. I have known standard fruits, such

as Apples and Plums, to be bought for less than Gd.

each, and such things as Paul's Crimson Thorn,

nice little standards, at 2d. each. I would ask the

readers of The Garden, in what other way than

by grafting or budding can such things be pro-

duced at those low prices? With respect to

Roses, there is certainly much to be said in

favour of own-root plants, but the question of

rapid propagation again comes in. So many
buy them because they are now offered at a

cheap rate, and it is well known that whilst

some kinds can be increased from cuttings in an
easy and inexpensive manner, many do not succeed

well in this way, and to make sure of rooting them
a more costly system must be employed. Speaking

to a trade grower who makes a speciality of the

Rose, he said that he had given up growing own-
root Roses because he could not produce them
cheaply enough to admit of a ready sale. He said

that if people were willing to pay extra for the

plants he would not have any objection to growing

them, but in most cases they did not care to give

more than for budded plants that cost about half

as much to grow. As regards Clematises, Azaleas,

Camellias, &c., it is just possible that grafting is

the reverse of beneficial. I have grown quantities

of Azaleas on their own roots and never found any

difficulty with them. They seemed to grow as

vigorously as grafted plants; but it must be remem-
bered that all Camellias do not grow freely, and
there is a difticulty in getting any large amount of

cuttings from them. These, too, do not root so

freely, and however skilful a propagator may be,

he cannot rely upon rooting more than a certain

percentage of them ; whereas the experienced

grafter will not have more than two per cent, of

failures. Whatever may be said of grafting, it is

certainly indispensable in some cases. Combretum
purpureum, (for instance, liatlles the most expe-

rienced to strike, and lias to be grafted on its own
roots ; and some of the Aralias, such as trifoliata,

are extremely difficult of increase except by means

of grafting on a closely allied species. The same

may be said of Correas, Pimeleas, &c. It has been

asserted that there is no real advantage in grafting

a weakly growing variety on one more robust ; but

I would ask if this has been proved ? Ko plant will

grow well or live long without plenty of good roots,

and it is well known that certain flowers and fruits

are naturally deficient in this respect. It does,

therefore.seem reasonable to assume that the placing

of a weakly rooting kind on one that is quite the

reverse should be helpful to it. I must beheve this

to be the case until good proof to the contrary is

forthcoming.—J. Coenhill.

WORK IN FORCING HOUSES.
Steawbekbies.

As days increase in length and the sun gains power,

the plants will require greater quantities of tepid

water and copious syringing twice a day until the

flowers begin to open, after which the syringe

must be laid aside and the fertihsing brush substi-

tuted. If forced under favourable conditions, in-

cluding as a matter of first importance plenty of

light and heat in sufficient strength to facilitate

liberal ventilation, the fruit will now set freely

enough, but for all this an occasional run with the

brush will put doubt out of the reckoning, if it does

not increase the size and perfection of the fruit. An-

other important matter, especially upon free-flower-

ing batches, is the thinning of the flowers before

they begin to open, whilst smoking is quite as

essential as watering or syringing. As early batches

are removed from shelves in Peach houses and

vineries they should not be replaced, but in prefer-

ence light pits in which moist heat from fermenting

material can be obtained should be employed, first,

because the plants can receive proper treatment

;

and second, to shield valuable trees and Vines from

early attacks of red spider. Indeed, plants in the

early stages of their growth, both early and late in

the season, will do much better in pits than upon

drying shelves in large houses, where watering two

or three times a day soon washes all the virtue out

of the soil. We sometimes see saucers and sods of

turf used as economisers of labour, but this keeping

want away may be overdone, for much as the

Strawberry enjoys moisture, it never succeeds

where air is kept out and the roots are paralysed by

stagnant water. As the fruit in Pine stoves now
swells and colours quickly, feeding in this depart-

ment should be regular, but once the berries be-

come red the liquid must give place to pure water,

otherwise the flavour will be affected. Some

growers turn the pots round and allow the berries

to ripen in the shade, but, notwithstanding the

glossy brightness of the fruit, the quality is not

equal to that obtained under the full influence of

sun and a chink of fresh air. Growing for market,

however, is one thing, and for home use another
;

therefore, those who would have the finest quality

not only should admit sun, but if possible an abund-

ance of fresh warm air to a small compartment

specially fitted for finishing and keeping the fruit.

Late plants intended for giving a suijply of fruit

through the month of Jlay should have an abund-

ance of room pretty close to the glass in cold pits,

or, better still, in pits with a hot-water pipe running

along the front. Sir Charles Napier, British Queen,

Dr. Hogg, Filbert Pine, Sir J. Paxton, and Oxonian

are well adapted for this work, as they produce re-

markably fine fruit and maintain a succession until

early varieties are ripe in the open air. If the pits

are shallow the pots may be placed I inches apart

upon a floor of ashes, or they may be partly |.lunged

in old tan or leaves favourable to the crock roots,

the abson>tion of water, and the production of

moist vapour in brii^ht sunny weather. In this

position air must be freely admitted in mild weather,

but unless the elements are decidedly unfavoural)le

fire-heat will not be needed until the plants come

into flower. Gentle warmth from the hot-water

pijies will then be essential to the maintenance of a

free circulatiim of fresli air, the ripening of the

pollen, and the expulsion of stagnant moisture so

baneful in cold pits and houses where Strawberries
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are in flower. Once the fruit is set, the heat here,

as in the late Plum and Cherry houses, may be dis-

pensed with ; the trusses must be well thinned and
propped up with twigs of Birch, but on no account
must the pots be disturbed, as much benefit may be
derived from the crock roots which escape through
the apertures. Early morning is the best time to

water and feed, but the syringe will hardly be
needed, as early closing with solar heat will keep
the pit if anything too full of atmospheric moisture.

Early forced jilants intended for autumn fruiting

should be cleared of fruit-stalks and a few of the

oldest leaves, well soaked, if dry, and dipped in sul-

phur water or soapsuds to free them from mildew
and spider. When quite clean and properly mois-
tened they should be transferred to cold pits for a
time, and when all danger of sharp frosts has passed
away they may be plunged out in the open air, well

mulched, and watered freely through the summer.
We sometimes take plants of La Grosse Sucrfie and
Hericart out of the pots, remove the crocks, reduce
the balls, plant out for the summer, lift and re-pot

early in September. Whichever plan is adopted,
the plants should be kept within reach of the hose,

as dry balls are fatal to autumn fruiting.

Vines.
Late Vines, this year later than usual, should

now be helped forward by moderate fire-heat, early

closing, and good syringing at least twice a-day
with tepid water. Years ago spring firing was con-

sidered quite unnecessary, as the Grapes have the
whole summer in which to set, swell, and ripen
their fruit ; but this trusting to fickle seasons has
gone by, and if anyone doubts the gain, he has only
to compare the quality of Lady Downe's and Gros
Colman with that obtained twenty years ago. This
improved keeping and eating quality is not, how-
ever, the only advantage, as long experience proves
that better results follow the consumption of half a
ton of fuel in March and April than double the quan-
tity in September and October. Another great help
to late Vines wherever inside border space remains
unoccupied by compost is fermenting material,
including a little fresh stable manure and a good
body of hardwood leaves. In houses, for instance,
where the lifting and relaying of the roots in re-

duced borders are performed just as the buds are
beginning to swell, a few loads of hot leaves placed
against the retaining turf walls soon raise the tem-
perature of the new compost, and set the roots in

action long before the Vines feel the strain of the
crop. Where all border space has been filled up, a
thorough mulch of fresh, rather short stable manure
from which the droppings have not been taken for

Mushrooms is a powerful aid, not only as a root
stimulant, but also as a never-failing source of at-

mospheric moisture. As late Grapes stand and
enjoy a Muscat temperature, a range of 56° on cold
nights, 65° to 70° by day, and 75° after closing,

with sun-heat and the afternoon bath, will not be
found too high from the time the buds begin to
push until the bunches are prominent. From this

stage forward another 5° may be laid on at night,
and still more by day, whilst 65° may be the
minimum when the Vines come into fiower.

Succession houses, in which the Vines are in
various stages from breaking to setting their fruit,

will now require incessant attention, as nothing
pays better than the performance of every operation
at the right time. Disbudding is a piecemeal ope-
ration, but once the work is finished the shoots
push on apace, and in a few days the most forward
are fit for divesting of superfluous bunches, stop-
ping, and tying down. The best time to tie down
is after the turn of a bright day, when the young
shoots are a little limp, and then the principal care
should be the prevention of their touching the
glass. Some Vines are more tractable than others,
but in all cases the pressure the first time over
hhoulii be very slight, as it is better to allow them
to settle by degrees than to create gaps by undue
haste. Pinching, on the other liarid, must not be
put off for a single day, as every leaf made lieyond
the second or third joint in advance of the buncli
represents wasted force. I am not a believer in re-

strictive training, but I like to throw strength into
the buncli by taking the point out of each shoot

with the finger and thumb, as all vacant spaces

can be covered by tying down the leading laterals.

Here, again, some judgment is needful, as it is very

easy to allow the premier lateral to run too far be-

fore it is pinched, when the knife must be employed.
Bleeding and the removal of apronfuls of succulent

wood and leaves more than counteract all that has

been gained by timely pinching. Having so recently

touched upon thinning, a most tedious operation,

all I have to say is this: remove all superfluous

bunches, if not before, certainly immediately after

they are set; introduce the scissors early, trim the

bunches into shape, and endeavour to get rid of all

stoneless berries the first time over.

Early houses.—When the Grapes in early houses

have finished stoning, run the scissors through the

bunches for the last time, see that all ties are

sound and not too tight, and keep a sharp eye on

the foliage in dry corners. If spider puts in an
appearance, sponging with warm soap-water may
be tried, but the best preventive is good inside

mulching, copious feeding with warm diluted liquid,

filling the evaporating pans with the same, and
syringing with pure soft water wherever the foliage

can be reached without spraying the berries. If

laterals, the best proof of moderate cropping, con-

tinue growing freely, all the weakest may have full

play, but the strongest must be pinched before

they reach the glass, otherwise their retention of

condensed moisture and their prevention of a free

circulation of air may result in the scalding of the

main foliage. A little night air is an excellent

preventive of scalding, but it should be shut off

early in the morning, for the twofold purpose of

economising fire and favouring the early re-open-

ing of the ventilators for the day.

WOBK AMONGST FIGS.
Early house.—Pot trees placed upon pedestals

and surrounded to the rims with fermenting leaves

will now be forcing their white fleshy roots over

the sides in search of fresh food and moisture, of

which the decaying vegetable matter affords a
never-failing supply. All other fruits we prefer

keeping at home, but Figs in pots seem so

thoroughly happy when granted a roving com-
mission, whilst every fruit swells to maturity, that

we always foster this tendency by spreading large

sods of turf partly upon the rims and well over the

sides as conductors to their new pasture. As this

auxiliary food does not justify neglect of the matted
balls within the pots, extra warm diluted liquid is

copiously administered, whilst the turf and plunging
material are kept constantly moist. The syringe,

too, plays a very important part, not only during

the flowering stage, but also through the last swell-

ing for ripening, when atmospheric moisture is

substituted and ventilation, with steady fire-heat, is

increased. Exposure to sun and light being so

essential to colour and flavour, all gross shoots are

kept pinched, and weak or crowded growths are

removed as they appear. By these means, and
allowing the temperature to range (10° to (>5'' at

night with a little air, and 70° to S0° on bright fine

days, the first crop fruits attain their fullest size,

ripen quickly, and young shoots laden with small

figlets get well advanced for the succession.

Trained trees in succession houses will now
require constant attention to thinning out, sto]iping

for spurs, and tying down where there is room for

the leading shoots to extend. Extension training

where space admits is the simplest of all modes of

growing good Figs, but in order to carry il out

properly, old branches wliich have readied the

extremities of the trellis must be well thinned out

at the winter pruning, and feeding must be on a

liberal scale. Tlie roots of such trees, as a matter

of course, are kept within bounds liy means of turf

or brick walls, and surface feeders are encouraged

by mulching with light rich manure and watering

with weak liquid soot or gu.-ino water alternately.

Fire-heat as yet cannot be disiicnsed with, but it

should be shut off pretty early on bright promising

mornings. Air should be given at 70°, gradually

rising to HO", the closing batli following about

.'i p.m., or earlier, should the teniiieraturc slunv .signs

of a decline.

The latest houses containing trees from which one
crop only, and that a good one, is expected must
be kept cool, dry, and well ventilated until the
point buds begin to push into growth. If fire-heat

is at command in cases of emergency, there will no
longer exist the necessity for delay, as warmth can
be supplied on frosty or very cold nights, but lack-
ing this important aid, early growth should be kept
as hardy and backward as possible until all danger
from the elements has passed away. We train our
late trees—Brown Turkey—up the back walls of

lean-to houses, and when the branches reach the
top they are turned over, thence down the trellis to

the front wall plate. They are never pinched or

stopped, but having an abundance of room, each
shoot is allowed to grow, making as many fruits as
leaves, which ripen in succession throughout August
and the early part of September. The later shows
might be induced to prolong the season, but all the
smallest are rubbed off as they appear, otherwise
the debt incurred late in the autumn must be paid
with interest the following year. The roots of these
trees are confined to a very limited root-run— that

is, below the surface of the back path ; but in order

to make up for scarcity of food when the full crop

is swelling, we pack pieces of fibry turf and Moss
about the branches 2 feet or 3 feet up the walls

immediately after the trees are cleansed ; encourage
roots by means of constant syringing with pure
water, and when these have taken full possession

of the turf, warm, diluted liquid two or three times
a week is dashed fully into it. Cold, stagnant
water is fatal to crops of Figs, but by treating the
trees like Orchids, it is simply impossible for any
novice to over-water, as the aerial roots take all

they require on its passage from the highest point

down into the underground drainage.

Young trees struck from cuttings in bottom-heat
should have a shift before they become pot-bound.

If intended for forcing in pots, they should be
pinched when 1 foot in height to induce the for-

mation of side shoots. The pyramidal form being
best, the leaders should be trained to sticks, and
again pinched as often as they require it. It is

not necessary to keep them in bottom-heat, but,

like young Vines, they may be raised by degrees to

the surface of the bed in a warm, well-ventilated

pit where heat and light are plentiful. W. C.

Flower Garden.

FOXGLOVES.
If it were necessary to bring forward any evi-

dence of the improvement in the Foxglove, we
could point to the accompanying illustration of

what is a splendid type of this fiower. This

variety has three strong recommendations

—

freedom of flowering, robust growtli, ami indi-

vidual blossoms of bold form and beautiful

colour. They are pure white, with sjiots of

purple on the lower portion of the bell—just

that kind of flower that is always ailmired,

whether on the plant or the table. Wliilc we had
only the common Digitalis purpurea, there was
not suflicient variety of colour to justify exten-

sive planting, but through a long period of care-

ful culture and selection we have now a lino race

of handsome flowers, some spotted, otiiers self-

coloured, and a portion of each we can have for

tho beautifying of tlio woodland walk, the gar-

don border, and tho shrubbery, bold handsome
clumps giving infinitely more pleasure than

straggling lines or a single plant here and there.

Wo have to thank tlie French nurserymen for

the present beauty of tho Foxglove. The
coloured plate of tlio spotted variety given in

TuK G.MUiK.N, Nov. 24, 1888, w.is drawn from a

plant in the grounds of IMessrs. Vilmorin at

Vorrieres-le-l?uissoii, but our own nurserymen
have also good str.-iins, in which tho colours are

bright, varied, and oxeoptionally inire. Jn the

Koyal Horticultural Society's Gardens at Ohis-

wick some few years ago there were noble
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clumps of spotted Foxgloves of Messrs. Vil-

mcrin's strain. No plants in the summer
months gave more pleasure than these peren-

nials, though they ought to have been as well

known as the better types of Mignonette or any
other annual or biennial Hower. There never

need be a lack of Foxgloves, as the seeds come
up freely, the great point being to keep the young
plants free from weeds. If a start is to be made,
sow early in June in a sheltered corner of the

garden, prick out the seedlings when they be-

come too crowded, and plant out the following

autumn in their permanent positions. It is not

a plant that wants cultivating ; it is essentially

an English flower, of which, through the energies

of the cultivator, we have a beautiful progeny.

Every large garden should have its Foxgloves,

and if there is a wild garden—which there

should be in every place of sufficient size for

such a feature—then plant Foxgloves freely to

bring some of the beauty of English wood-
land scenery nearer home.

The Ranunculus.—We have planted out the

Ranunculuses this week, being a month later than
the old florists used to recommend. I fancy we
followed their dictum too long, and found that the

earliest planted ones did not do so well as those

planted later. For the last two seasons, at least,

we have planted them out after the middle of

March, and they came up more evenly than they
did in previous years. When any of these small

tuberous or bulbous plants come up evenly, it is a
sure sign that they are likely to do well. Our soil

is rather heavy, and seems to suit the Ranunculus
better than lighter material. There is always some
diiBculty with the soil ; even in March it is too

wet for working ; it was this year, and also last,

but our plan is to use some old potting soil. That
saved from the Carnation pots suits best ; we
simply spread 2 inches of it (when it has been
sifted) over the surface of the beds, and in this the
tubers are planted. Having plenty this year, they
were set out much more thickly, 3 inches apart in

rows 6 inches .asunder. They are also planted
2 inches deep.—J. Douglas.

Galanthus nivalis poculiformis.—Mr. D.
Melville tells us (The Garden, p. 20'J) that this

Snowdrop, he believes, originated at Dunrobin
Castle. Now I think this is an error, for I have
found it apparently wild on at least two occasions,

there being in one of the instances at least 100
bulbs or rather flowers. It is very improbable, but
not impossible, that these came originally from
Dunrobin. In the same wood grows the pink form,
which three years ago I sent to the editor of The
Garden. My own opinion is that wherever our
native Snowdrop grows in qu.antity there will

forms be found, and occasionally, too, in plenty,

particularly if the soil is inclined to peat. I had
at one time no less than five distinct forms of our
Snowdrop, and they were all collected in the same
wood, there being at least half a dozen bulbs of

each. There is a very distinct unnamed form that
blooms long after the typical plant, and which has
short narrow leaves and remarkably small flowers.

Could Mr. Melville give us any idea of when poculi-
formis was first noticed at Dunrobin ? If so, a
solution of the problem whether it originated there
or not might be worked out, for I have not yet
heard of its being found wild save by Mr. Melville
and myself.—A. D. Webster.
Dwarf Nasturtiums.—In an interesting paper

on " Beautiful Flowers " (page 217), " C." refers to
Bedfont Riv.al dwarf Nasturtium as never coming
true from seed. In that respect he was misinformed,
as so far from that being the case, having grown it

for many years annually from seed, I can aver that
it comes wonderfully true from seed. " C." was
perhaps led to believe what he has written because
plants of this very effective kind produced by
cuttings seed very sparingly; indeed, sometimes not
at all, and in such case it is essential that the stock
should be increased by cuttings, happily very easy
to anyone who has a few p: ants. But for tho very rea-

son given I raise stock of Bedfont Rival each spring

from seed, because I want the plants to produce
seed, and I find any break from the true form to be

very rare. There are several forms of this compac-

A hue type of Foxglove.

turn type, but the best are the scarlet one named
and a wonderfully effective massing variety.

Lustrous, rich crimson-scarlet, and Golden Gem,

yeUow with red spots. Each comes very true from
seed, and has the same free-blooming and constant
habit of sending flowers well above the foliage right

up until the autumn frost intervenes. As 1 wish the
plants to begin blooming early I sow seeds in a
cold frame early in April and dibble out into other

frames when the seedlings are strong enough to

handle, and finally transplant into rows 18 inches
apart in the open ground towards the end of May.
Flowers come immediately and very soon the plants

are full of bloom. The plants will expand into 18

inches in diameter diuring the summer.—A. D.

SPRING CROCUSES.
The wealth of spring Crocuses is lost to our
gardens either tlirough a lack of appreciation of

their rich and beautiful colouring or through
ignorance of the vast number of species at our
command. Crocuses we have in many gardens
—almost a surfeit sometimes, but they are the
usual yellow and purple florists' varieties, in

themselves extremely beautiful, but monotonous
from their constant repetition. The price of the
species of Crocus naturally debars the would-be
purchaser from buying largely, but with an in-

creasing demand would come a decreasing ex-
pense, and once a clump of bulbs becomes esta-

bhshed it spreads freely ; there is no perennial
cost, as in the case of many things. One way
to popularise them is by showing them taste-
fully in shallow pans, as adopted by Messrs.
Barr and Son, of Covent Garden, at the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society.
Each flower had sufficient space to show its own
individual beauty, not massed together to make
a block of colour. The showiest, but the most
unnatural feature at many spring exhibitions is

the pots of Crocuses. It is strange that societies

should stiU persist in offering prizes for this
kind of exhibit, which is unfair to the flower
itself and essentially vulgar. What idea would a
5-inch pot crammetl with Bluebells give of the
film}' cloud of blue made by this flower in an
English wood ? It is just as unreasonable to ex-
hibit Crocuses in the routine haphazard method
adopted. Neither show us the beauty of the
flowers nor their charm when seen grouped under
spreading trees, on Grass turf, or on the rockery.

There are sixty-seven species of Crocus de-
scribed by Blr. Maw in his remarkable mono-
graph of the genus, so it is necessary to use a
Uttle discrimination in pointing out a few that
might be used in gardens. If we could induce
those who can to grow such spring flowers
as these it would be a great gain. There are
many spots now bare where either the Snow-
drop in one or more of its many phases, the
early SquiU, or the Crocus could be planted. It

is not an abundance of one colour or of one
flower that constitutes the charm of our gardens,
but the variety of things planted. I was struck
with the rich beauty of the species of Crocuses
and their varieties in Messrs. Barr and Sou's
Tooting Nursery the other d.ay, and a few notes
may assist readers of The Gakdex.
Crocus Sieberi is a species found high up on

the mountains of Greece and the Isles of the
Grecian Archipel.ago. It is clear lilac, the anthers
orange, and the stigma rich orange-scarlet. A mats
of it was very delicate and beautiful, also of the
variety versicolor, which is found in Crete and the
Grecian Archipelago, the flowers pure white, but
v.orying, and with the outer segments of the perianth
feathered with purple.

C. AUREUS is a native of the south-east of Europe,
and is one of the showiest of the yellow-flowered
Crocuses ; its flowers are rich orange. This species
is interesting, as it was one of the first introduced
to cultivation and is the parent of the yellow Crocus
of gardens. It makes bright patches, and clumps
here and there in the garden would make a rich

contrast, but not in company with the distinct and
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very dwarf Olivieri, a native of the same country as

the beautiful Sieberi, and found at high elevations.

C. Olivieri lias smaller flowers than C. aureus, glo-

bular in outline, and of a self-yellow shade. The
leaves are broad, appearing with, but not hiding,

the flowers. Another yellow Crocus, more curious

perhaps than beautiful, is C. susianus, the old

Cloth of Gold Crocus, and one of the earliest of all

to bloom, appearing in the month of February. Its

reflexed segments are very distinctive, and though a

showy species there are many more in its line of

colour far finer— Olivieri, for instance. Its home is

the Crimea. C. Korolkowi is another interesting

yeUow Crocus, the inside segments of a deep shade,

the three outer ones coloured with brown on the

exterior. It is a comparatively new species from

Central Asia. The lovely C. Balanse is also a yel-

low-flowered species, and was the subject of an

interesting note in The Garden of last week, p.

251. C. chry.santhus is a handsome yellow species

which is found in Greece, Roumelia, &c., and varies

considerably in colour, but in this respect it does

not differ materially from many of the Crocuses.

The variety fusco-lineatus, found on the mountains

of Smyrna, is very pretty when seen with its yellow

flowers clustering amongst the leaves. C. stellaris

is of unknown origin ; it has flowers of a fine

orange colour, the exterior of the outer segments

being feathered with purplish- chocolate.

C. VERSICOLOR is a familiar species to all in-

terested in Crocuses, as it is not uncommon and

was amongst the first Introduced. The flowers are

very variable in colour—hence the name—display-

ing many beautiful shades of purple. The variety

obscura was blooming freely at Tooting on

March 13 ; the inside segments are deep purple,

the outer ring paler in colour
;
picturatus is white

with a feathering of purple outside ; striatus is

finely striped with deep purple on a paler ground,

very showy. It is, of course, questionable whether

we should mark any varieties when the species is

so variable in colour itself.

C. BANATicus is one of the finest of Crocuses in

flower now, and is a native of Hungary and Tran-

sylvania. It varies in the colour of its flowers, the

normal form being of a very rich deep purple, the

anthers deep orange. A patch of it in the Grass is

very striking. C. biflorus is described in a note in

The Garden of last week, and C. vernus is suffi-

ciently well known to need no description ; it is a

beautiful spring Crocus, very variable, and has be-

come naturalised in some parts of England. C.

dalmaticus is a fine lilac-coloured species, and
found plentifully on the mountains of Dalmatia ; it

is of a lilac colour. The beautiful Imperati and
several of its varieties were in fullest beauty. It is

a very early species, and found plentifully in South

Italy. The outer segments are beautifully feathered

from base to apex on the outside, the inner ring

purple, but it varies in its markings ; albus is pure

white, with a bright orange stigma that is very

striking against the pearly whiteness of the seg-

ments. Other Crocuses in flower at the same time

were the pale lavender coloured Tommasianus, a
Dalmatian and Servian species ; reticulatus, the

sweet-scented suaveolens, corsicus, and carpetanus
lavendulaceus, which is of a lovely lavender shade.

Two beautiful kinds are leucostigma, bluish lilac,

with a white stigma, and Weldeni, given by Mr. Maw
as a form of biflorus. Its variety albus is exceedingly

pretty, white, with flush of purple on the outside of

the segments.

It may be gathered from these few notes that

the family of Crocuses is large, and contains species

and varieties of varied colouring. The majority of

them are not slow of increase, and even on the

stiff, unkindly soil at Tooting tliey spread with
freedom. There are not many flowers that open in

early March, but there need be no lack of Crocuses

of a few kinds. C.

Narcissus. It is a native of the Pyrenees, and a
good idea of the character of the flowers may be
had from the engraving given of it in The Garden,
July 21, 1S8« (p. 55). The flowers are pendent, or

rather nodding, very neat, and the chalice or cup
delicate sulphur in colour, the segments a trifle

deeper. It may be well included amongst the

choicest of early Daffodils, this, with pallidus

pnecox and cyclamineus, making a beautiful trio.

CYCLAMEN ATKINSI.

This is a charming kind, and will probably in time

become very popular. It varies in colour from
pure white to bright pink, its blooming season ap-

pearing to be identical with that of the Persian

Cyclamen. Seeing how wonderful is the difference

between the old forms of the Persian Cyclamen and
those in cultivation at the present time, it does not

seem too much to expect that we shall one day
possess a strain of Cyclamen Atkinsi, the flowers of

which may be as large and varied in colour as those

of its tender relation. There are few hardy flowers

that it would be more desirable to improve than
this, for it blooms in the dead of winter, and for

that reason, though hardy enough, must have the

shelter of a frame or cool house. It would there-

fore be no slight gain to our gardens if we could

get a show of bloom equal to that obtainable

from its more tender relations, and it would enable

the numerous class of flower growers who cannot
command a heated glasshouse in winter to have
a good show of bloom with the air of merely an
ordinary frame. Hardy Cyclamens are too much
neglected. They are so dainty in form that they
ought to find a place in most gardens, and we have

nothing quite like them in the way of hardy flowers.

They are not quite so easily grown as many hardy
things, but the amount of soil they require and the

space they occupy individually is so very moderate,

that it is not difficult to give them just what they
need, both as regards soil and position. It is for

plants of such a nature that a rootery is so useful.

The shade, shelter, and good drainage that such
lovely hardy flowers find amongst rootwork are just

what they like. Whatever may be the demerits of

rootwork, it is certain that a great many hardy
flowers, in the culture of which there is an element
of difficulty, thrive better there than in almost any
other position. J. C. B.

Narcissus Johnstoni.—This beautiful Daffo-

dil llciwers a little later than the sulphur-coloured
pallidus pnccox, and was blooming freely a short

time back in Messrs. Barr and Son's Toot ing Nur-
sery. It is given in Mr. J. G. Baker's "Handbook
of the Amaryllideic," p. 3, as a variety of pseudo-

Saxifraga Fortunei.—Notwithstanding that

this beautiful Rockfoil has been introduced many
years, it is not cultivated on so large a scale as

might be expected. It is certainly one of the best

of the genus, although it blooms late in the summer,
so late, in fact, that the early frosts are apt to in-

jure it in some localities. A well-known enthusiast

in Saxifrages told me the other day that he invari-

ably found it suffer severely during winter if grown
in the open, so that to do it well he grew it in pots

in a cold frame or unhealed greenhouse. Here in

a gritty soil it grew luxuriantly, forming quite a
feature with its bright green foliage and racemes
of pure white flowers. In favourable localities or

in sheltered nooks it may, howexer, be assigned a
place out-of-doors without any severe damage ac-

cruing from frost. It is by no means fastidious as

to soil, thriving well in ordinary garden staple, and
it is easily propagated by division.—C. C.

Old pink Clove.— 1 do not know how long the
old pink or blush Clove Carnation has been in cul-

tivation, but I think tliat it is far from being
common, and many do not seem to be aware that

such a kind exists. I doubt if there exists a llowcr

more deliciously scented than this, a few blooms of

it filling a room with their grateful fragrance. The
foliage much resembles that of the comnuui Pink,

only on a larger scale and it enjoys a complete
immunity from disease, which of itself is enough
to recommend it to the attention of Carnation
growers. Grown by the side of the old crimson
Clove, which is badly afi'ectcd, not a leaf of it lias

been touched. Neither do hard winters hurt it, as

is the case with Clove Carnations generally. Left
alone, it grows into large masses, which, retaining

their pristine freshness no matter what the weather I Established plants flower freely,

may be, have a very pleasing appearance through
the winter. This pink Clove, like the common Pink,

would make a good edging plant.—J. C. B.

Self Carnations. — As some may now be pur-

chasing Carnations, it is well not to be misled by
the bizarre and flaked varieties. They are useful

in their proper place, but to the amateur who
wishes for plenty of flowers of good colour, nothing
can be better than the self kinds. In small gardens
the florist's Carnations are very often dismal failures.

Campanula glomerata dahurica.—This is

a Bellflower every amateur and owner of a small

garden should have. It is comparatively common,
but it is not seen so much as it might be in

suburban gardens. 'Where there is only space to

grow a few really good things, tliis Campanula is

just the plant to grow ; it is of vigorous growth,

very hardy, increases rapidly by division of the

roots, and blooms profusely. The bell-shaped

flowers are borne in close heads and terminate the

shoots. It is one of the richest coloured of all the

Campanulas ; the flowers deep lustrous blue of a
beautiful shade. For cutting it is invaluable.

Lavatera arborea variegata. — Some fine

plants of this in the open air have this winter

been quite destroyed. They were charming up
to late in the autumn, the leaves handsomely
variegated, and while comparatively unhurt by the

frost which destroyed so many things in October

last, yet went dov^n rapidly before the winter

attack. Not long since I saw quite a plantation of

it in Mr. Cannell's nursery at Swanley that had
been similarly destroyed. When used for summer
decoration, the plants should be lifted and placed

in a greenhouse for protection when the winter sets

in.—R. D.

Doronicums in pots.—One gets so accustomed
to the ordinary spring-flowering greenhouse plants,

that anything out of the common comes as a relief.

This perhaps may be found in the Doronicums.

Strictly speaking, hardy plants, and their proper

place the border, where they never fail to produce

their beautiful golden flowers in spring, it seems

almost unnatural to utilise them for pot culture,

and yet for this they are admirably adapted. Pass-

ing through a garden recently I noticed fine plants

of them in full bloom, and arranged in the con-

servatory they were very effective. D. plantagineum

excelsum is one of the best varieties for pot culture.

It has large golden flowers upwards of 3 inches in

diameter. Tlie other varieties may also be used for

the same purpose. Plants should be lifted from

the border in autumn, potted in a loamy soil, and
kept in cold frames during winter. Placed in a

gentle heat in February, or even earlier, they will

come into bloom and prove useful for decoration.

—C. C.

Hardy Cyclamens on rockeries.— Despite
the oft-repeated references made to this charming
class of plants, many have as yet failed to see their

beauty. That is to say, they are by no means so

universally cultivated as their merits deserve. True,

owing to their dwarfness, there is a tendency—as
there is in most dwarf hardy subjects, especially

those that bloom in early spring- -to ignore them,

on the ground that they are not showy enough.

More than once 1 have heard them rejected for that

reason. To overcome this, however, they should be

planted on rockeries and other elevated, yet shel-

tered spots. On a rockery, in a garden in North

London, 1 saw several plants in full bloom as early

as the second week in March. This, too, was im-

mediately after a spell of frost anil snow. The
plants, w"hich were of the couin and Atkinsi types,

were planted under the shelter of rocks, where
they grew luxuriantly and produced their beautiful

flowers in spite of cutting winds and frosts. They
pay for liberal treatment, and do liest if i.lanled in

a mixture of decayed vegetable matter, lime rubble,

and light soil.-C. C.

Shortia galacifolia.—This interesting plant

has proved perfectly hardy in New Jersey. When
it has the protection of a cool house in winter it

thrives better, howe%'er. The flowers are ]iroduced

earlier, and last several weeks in good condition.

We have one in
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a 4-inch pot with twenty-four buds, some of which
are already expanded. Those who wish to culti-

vate this plant should, if possible, get established
plants; collected ones are uncertain. Shortia
galacifolia succeeds well in a soil composed of two
parts peat and one of loam. It requires plenty of

moisture at all times. We have also found that a
half shady spot, such as a cool frame, is best
suited to the plant in summer, as the sunlight
is apt to scorch the young foliage.— Garden and
JBorest.

*, This plant is now in flower with Mr. Elwes
at Preston House, Cirencester. See Garden, March
23 (p. 253).—Ed.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Planting out Violas, &c.—Having transferred to

the reserve garden the shrubs used for the winter
decoration of the flower beds that are set apart for

summer bedding, progress with this work is being
made as expeditiously as possible, so that the
frames now occupied with half hardy plants, such
as Violas, Calceolarias, and Verbenas, may be avail-

able for more tender plants as soon as they require
to be moved out of the heat of the propagating pit.

This is one reason for beginning the work early,

other and perhaps more important reasons being
the getting the work out of hand before the busy
time hinders, due thought being paid to the ar-

rangement of plants, and of their being planted so
carefully that they may start into growth at once.
It is full early to plant out Calceolarias and Ver-
benas, except in most favoured localities or where
shelter can be readily afforded, but they may quite
safely be transplanted into sheltered places, such
as turf pits, over which in bad weather straw
hurdles may be placed. This extra transplanting
causes the plants to move with a less amount of
check at the planting-out season. Violas are, of

cour.se, sufficiently hardy to be planted out at once,
and where dwarf bedding plants are required in
large numbers, I strongly recommend these and the
fancy section of Pansies for a foremost position.

They are not grown nearly so extensively as they
would be but for the delusion that in dry weather
they are sure to fail. The rainfall of this district

is nearly the lowest in England, and yet in the
driest and hottest of seasons these plants have not
failed; but, of course, there is a reason why this

has not happened, and that is, that the preparation
of the soil for the several species of plants has
always the first consideration. As regards the
plants in question, it is hardly possible to use too
much manure, and, as a matter of course, a good
depth of soil. This preparation and a surface
mulching have as yet never failed to maintain
these plants in excellent flower the season through.
Planting edgings and geoundwoek plants.

—The soil of flower beds, if raised from 3 inches
to 4 inches above the turf so as to admit of plant-
ing the upright edge with suitable dwarf plants,

forming, in fact, a sort of frame for the picture,

imparts such a boldness of effect to the entire
arrangement, that on no account would I discontinue
the practice. The edgings are made up to the de-
sired height before the beds are trenched and the
planting is done whilst the soil is still moist, and
readily pressed firmly to the plants, or rather par-
ticles of plants, by means of a pointed stick. Her-
niaria glabra is our favourite plant for the purpose,
but those who prefer grey to green may use Sedum
glaucum, but must plant thicker, as it does not so
quickly spread as Herniaria, 1 inch apart for the
iSedum and 2 inches for Herniaria being about the
distance at which to plant. Any that, through
lack of labour or plants, are disinclined to treat the
edgings of beds in this way may yet make progress
with this kind of work by using hardy plants in the
ordinary manner—that is, by planting on the same
level as the turf. Variegated Thyme is an excellent
plant for the purpose, and bears clipping so well
that a perfectly square edge of any height may be
made with it. A^eronica incana (white foliage) and
Leptinella scariosa (green) are also excellent plants
for edgings of this kind. As soon as the edgings
are planted no time should be lost in marking out
the designs, that all hardy plants that it is intended

|

to use in the arrangements may be got in. It is

important that all ornamental shrubs that are in-

tended for use as central or standard plants be got
in early, as they are not like ordinary bedding plants
that may be moved at any time with impunity.
Hardy groundwork and marginal line plants should
also be got in as early as they can be. In all

arrangements of dwarf foliage plants our invariable
rule is to have all the bands or outlines of design
worked out with hardy plants. This, as regards
labour-saving at the busy season of bedding out, is

a great gain, as by the time that season comes
round the greater half of the work will have been
done.

Filling up gaps in herbaceous borders.—
Now that the growth of all kinds of plants is

visible (Lilies, Tigridias, and Gladioli excepted,
and when these were planted sticks or labels were
put to each, so that all vacant plots are seen),

we shall take an early opportunity of filling out
all except a few places that are intended for

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Sunflowers, Castor-oils, &c., a
few of which we always use amongst perennials to
give the borders a somewhat refined appearance
during summer. Plants for the other vacancies
will be taken from the larger clumps now in the
borders. Phloxes there are in any quantity, and
pieces of these can be cut off with a sharp edging
iron without the slightest damage to the parent
plants. Delphiniums are equally amenable to this

treatment. Japanese Anemones, of which we have
some large plots, are bad to transplant, and if the
pieces cut off are expected to do well, balls of earth
must accompany each ; therefore only small offsets

should be taken. Epimediums divide well, and are
fine for the front of borders. Funkias are no
trouble, as they always lift with plenty of soil. All
the Starworts do the same, the varieties Aster
Nov!E-Anglia% Amellus, Reevsi, and Shorti being
first-rate kinds, free growers, and free flowering.
They are excellent for the back parts of wide
borders. English Irises divide well at this late

season. Three years ago we cut up some large
clumps late in March, planted carefully, and well
watered them, and they flowered quite as freely as
if they had never been moved. Thalictrum minus
is naturally a very spreading plant, and some
clumps of it are encroaching on other species and
must be curtailed. It is the perfection of a plant
for the front part of borders, and is also an appro-
priate edging plant for an isolated bed of peren-
nials. Hemerocallis Hava (yellow Day Lily) is

another excellent plant for filling up gaps at this

season, because soil adheres well to its roots, and
species not possessing this merit ought never to be
tran.splanted later than January. There are numbers
of other species that may safely be divided and
transplanted at this season, but I have named only
those that we are now about to divide ourselves. In
borders that underwent a general overhauling as to

rearrangement of plants in the autumn, there will,

of course, be none to divide now, and any vacant
places there are may remain, to be eventually filled

with Stocks, Asters, Zinnias, Mignonette, or, in

fact, with any spare bedding plants.

W. WiLDSMITH.

Boxwood edgings. — Nothing equals Box-
wood, when well kept, as a good and neat edging in

the kitchen garden and some other positions. It is

frequentlyallowedto beoometoo high and bushy, and
before the season advances further all overgrown
edgings of it should be rooted up and replanted
thinly. A thick row will afford pieces with a root

attached to each and that will extend three or four
times the length it previously occupied, and the
relaying will be a great improvement in every way-
Very often, when Box edgings have been relaid,

they are allowed (o grow on for several years
without being trimmed. They become so high as

to sliade little plants near them, while they afford a
splendid shelter for grubs, &c. All Box edgings
sho\dd be cut down to 3 inches or 1 inches at most
from the ground.— J. MuiR.

Clematis paniculata.—The question is often
asked, " What is a good white Clematis to plant

as a companion to C. Jackmanni ? " To this may be

replied, C. paniculata. This Japanese species is of
vigorous habit, hardy, and, above all, long-lived.
Young plants with us last summer grew 10 feet
high and flowered from the ground to the ends of
the shoots. In general appearance, C. paniculata
somewhat resembles C. flammula, but the foliage is

large and leathery, and the flowers are produced in
panicles often 2 feet in length, of a pleasing ivory-
white colour. They may be seen at their best
about the second week in September, at which
time the foliage is hidden by the flowers, which
are followed by awned seeds with a reddish tint,

and which last until severe frost sets in. Although
introduced in 1796, C. paniculata is by no means
common in this country, owing to the difiiculty of
obtaining good seed, it being usually killed by frost
before it is suSiciently matured to germinate.

—

Garden and Forest.

Kitchen Garden.
INEXPENSIVE ASPARAGUS CULTURE.
As a choice vegetable Asparagus has no equal,
nor, all things considered, can a much more
profitable open-air vegetable be grown. Neither
is it, a.s a rule, very difficult to cultivate, nor
need there be any serious outlay in preparing
ground for its reception. There may be, must
be in fact, a delay of two or three years before
the produce is cut for use, but when once a bed
has commenced to be productive it can, with
very little trouble or expense, be kept in a
profitable state for many years, in this respect
comparing most favourably witli any other
vegetable that may be named. Occasionally
good beds are to be found in small gardens or
where a professional gardener is not constantly
employed, but according to my experience these
are few and far between. What, tlieu, is the
reason amateurs either fail to appreciate the
merits of Asparagus, or are unable to grow it

satisfactorily 'I In some instances it is a mis-
taken notion of the expensive nature of the
crop, but in more cases that have come under
my notice the absence of good Asparagus is due
to an inability to grow it properly. Failure is

due, not to any notions of economy or pains
wanting in the preparation of the site, but, on
the contrary, tlie outlay in this direction is too
elaborate, though not wisely directed. A great
depth of much enriched heavy ground is not
what is wanted, many of the roots perishing in
this at the outset, and more are lost during a
wet winter. In addition to tliis the more anxious
cultivators commence salting the surface of the
beds almost from the first, and thus complete
the destructive process. An even more frequent
cause of failure can be traced to obtaining tlie

roots for planting from a distance. These are
sure to be crippled in lifting, and no matter how
carefully the plants are packed, all, or nearly
all, the delicate root fibres perish before tliey

are finally replanted, the consequence beinw
many failures. A few liours', or oven minutes',
exposure to cold, drying winds proves fatal to
the young root fibres wliicli commence to form
justasthe shoots are pushing tliroughthc ground,
and which, let nie add, is the best time to
transplant.

A medium, free-working, loamy soil properly
drained will usually, without any more i)re]>ara-

tion than is needed for Potatoes and various
other vegetables, answer well for Asparagus.
There is no necessity to ilig this to a great depth,
but in many instances it will bo improved by
double digging two spits deep. By this method
of trenching very little of tlie poor subsoil is

brought to tlie surface, and it strawy manure ia

freely mixed with the bottom spit and a light
dressing forked into the surface, very little

otlier preparation is needeil. Veiy light shallow
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soils should, if possible, be increased to a depth

of about 18 inches by the addition of any kind

of decaying rubbish, road trimmings, and the

best soil procurable. In the case of cold clayey

soils, more judgment must be exercised, both

in their preparation and the method of planting

adopted. A wet and cold root-run is fatal to

Asparagus, and if it is not possible to excavate

and wheel out a clay subsoil, the surface cul-

tivation must be of a character to keep the roots

from penetrating downwards. Double digging

and the free addition of various soluble and in-

soluble materials to the bottom spit are supposed

to be sure methods of rendering a clay subsoil

fertile and congenial to the roots of vegetables

generally, but a single process never yet effected

this cure, and it must be repeated several times

before the ground can be said to be fit for the

reception of Asparagus roots. In forming a bed

over a clay subsoil, I would prefer to leave the

latter untouched, and, if procurable, would

cover it with a good layer of rough mortar rub-

bish, or even clinkers, on this returning the sur-

face soil. In order to increase the depth and
otherwise improve the ground, as well as to

raise it above the ordinary level of the garden,

a variety of substances may well be mixed with

the surface soil. For this purpose leaf-mould,

spent tan and hops, peat, trimmings of turf

edges, sand, charred garden refuse, fine mortar

rubbish, and well decayed manure are all suit-

able, these being added and well forked in when
the ground is dry.

Whether Asparagus should be planted on

raised beds, on the level, or rather deeply,

depends upon circumstances. In France im-

mense quantities are grown between the Vines

in the vineyards, the plants being put out

singly wherever there is room, and in time fine

clumps are formed. I have not seen the French
Asparagus grounds, but in this country I have

seen many acres of Aspar.agus planted out in the

breaks between the rows of young orchard trees,

much as fruit bushes are often grown, and very

profitable crops are cut from them every season.

On the fertile soils round Cheltenham, for

instance. Asparagus is very simply and well

grown, the produce, if more pains were taken

in blanching it, being equal to that obtained

from France. Near London, notably in Essex,

a row of Asparagus is frequently planted

between the fruit bushes, and of the two crops

proves the most profitable. I mention these

facts in order to suggest to amateurs aud others

where they, too, may grow this valuable vege-

table without encroaching on their limited

garden ground. It is almost useless to plant

Asparagus in old fruit quarters, where it would
not have fair play, but supposing young bushes

are put out, or have not long been planted,

4 feet apart in rows 5 feet apart, single plants

might well be put midway between the bushes,

and a row between the lines of bushes or

trees, as tlie case may be. These may remain
undisturbed for many years, and if duly ma-
nured from the surface will never fail to be re-

munerative. When a good open piece of ground
can be given up to Asparagus, this, if of a

medium or liglit character, need not be formed
into beds, the Asparagus being planted on the

level, or if blanched slioots are preferred (and

they are the best), from inches to 10 inches

below the level. Supposing the rows are

arranged from .'3 feet to 4 feet apart, this latter

distance being most favoured by experienced
cultivators, the intervening spaces can bo utilised

for the production of early Potatoes or other

quick-growing crops without detriment to Mie

Asparagus. It will thus be seen that there will

be little waste of garden ground, even during

the first three years that ought to be allowed

the Asparagus to get strong and well established.

Raised beds always yield the earliest Asparagus,

and one or more might with advantage be

formed in addition to any there may be on the

level. In the case of heavy soils or low-lying

positions raised beds are absolutely necessary.

The narrowest, or those 3 feet wide, and which
hold two rows of plants, are the first to be pro-

ductive, the principal crop, however, being taken

from beds 5 feet wide, in which three rows of

plants are usually grown. W. Icciiluen.

Protecting Broccoli.—When writing on this

subject some months ago, I pointed out, according

to my experience, the absurdity of going to such

unnecessary trouble as some gardeners do in pro-

tecting Broccoli during winter. Despite the fact,

too, that many lose the greater portion of their

crops, I get more firmly convinced in my opinion

every year that protection is unnecessary labour.

Only last week I passed through a field of Broccoli,

not many miles from London, and probably not 3

per cent, of vacancies existed in the whole batch,

which was several acres in extent. The plants

were dwarf, sturdy, and looked so thoroughly

hardened, that were the thermometer to fall below
zero— a very unlikely thing—they could stand it

with impunity. True, the past winter has not been
one of the severest, although no doubt it has been

quite severe enough to injure the Broccoli crops of

those who advocate the coddling system. That we
have hardy Broccoli and in plenty has been proved

over and over again, and this being the case, it

certainly seems absurd to protect that which is

hardy. The chief point is to promote a dwarf,

sturdy habit, commencing from the present time,

until growth is completed.—C. C.

Potatoes.—In answer to " A. D." (p. 248),

everyone resident in England is likely to know the

effect of the season of 1888 on the Potato, and I

naturally thought the selection of a few varieties

that came best through it in this particular soil

might be a guide to future operations. I have
neither the time, space, nor inclination to grow
sixty varieties for trial in the one season, ten or

twelve being all I can manage. But to enumerate

all for the several years would exhaust the reader's

patience and touch on personalities, which, to my
thinking, it is better to avoid. To ask me to specify

old varieties and disease-resisters is, to say the

least of it, rather superfluous, as they may be found

in any catalogue, and doubtless "A. D." is sufficiently

versed in Potato lore to classify them for himself.

I simply say that Early Puritan, Sutton's Seedling,

and the old Redskin Flourball were respectively

our three best last year. I do not say llcdskin

Flourball is the best flavoured Potato in cultivation,

but 1 m.aintain that for combined flavour and pro-

ductiveness it is one of the best, and much better

than many newer varieties that are fit for use at

the same time. Its quality is not a question of any
personal taste ; it is apparent to all who have tried

it. 'A few seasons ago, when I wanted a quantity

of seed for a main crop and did not care to g\\e

fancy prices for new varieties, the firm to whom I

applied said, " Why not give the old Redskin Flour-

ball a trial ; it is highly recommended from some
localities." It had its trial, stood the test, and I

sh.ill not dispense with its services just yet.

—

E. BURBELL, Claremont.

Christmas Cabbage.—A few years ago I saw
in March a bed of this Cabbage. I was struck by
its line healthy appearance, every head being hard,

firm, and not ojien or decayed. The farmer told

me it had no name. He had grown it for about

twelve years, but would not give any seed on any
account. I sent the housekeeper to buy half a
dozen for cooking; she brought heads and roots.

The (Jabbagc's were jilanted out and I harvested a
sm.all quMiitily (it seed. The description is as

follows : Medium size (although I have bad beads

weighing Ifi jioiinds), outer leaves few, dark slate-

green, head round, very hard and firm, the; top

leaves only getting a purplish tinge in severe

weather. It is one of the sweetest and best

flavoured Cabbages I have ever tasted. It must be

sown from May 15 to June 15, and if seedlings are

transplanted in succession as soon as ready, the

crop will be fit for use from November until the

end of April. Severe winters do not hurt this

Cabbage. When full grown it can stay three

months out of doors in winter without being
broken or decayed. In the terrible winter of 1879-80

the heads were not injured, and the farmer sold

from an acre Cabbages to the value of £200, all

other sorts having been destroyed. For many
years many new varieties of Cabbage have been
offered, but they are nearly all extra early. It is

of little advantage to grow a Cabbage which will

be a few days earlier than another sort, as the

earlier a Cabbage is the smaller is the head.

Christmas Cabbage should be welcomed by market
gardeners and private gardeners, as it will ensure a
full crop during the winter.—D. Guihexeof,
Nantes.

*,* A very fine, firm head of Cabbage of the

Drumhead type. 'VVe have had the above cooked
and find it of remarkably fine flavour. Could you
not send a pinch of seed to Mr. Barron, Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, so that

its suitability for Engkand might be proved ?

—

Ed.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Asparagus.

Those who contemplate forming new plantations

and making good any blanks that are among those

plants put out last season, ought now to attend to

the matter. Where the soil is of a light, free-

working character, the first week in April is a good
time to plant Asparagus, but on heavier soils plant-

ing may well be deferred to the middle or end of

the month. However carefully the roots are lifted,

some of them are certain to be broken, and if these

are at once buried in cold, heavy ground, many
losses will occur. One-year-old plants, as a rule,

move with the least injury to the roots, the excep-

tions being when roots one or two years older have

been lifted and replanted each year. In the latter

case the older roots are to be preferred, as they

more quickly prove profitable, but, failing these, I

would prefer strong one-year-old plants, and if

home-grown, so much the better. Any bought in

and which will have suffered by long exposure, and
it may be rather rough usage, will well repay for a

little extra trouble in recovering them somewhat
prior to finally planting them out. The plan I

favour is to set the roots flatly and closely in a cold

frame or pit, or even on a sunny border, covering

them with a little fine soil. If the soil is not

allowed to become dry, top-growth will soon com-

mence and root fibres be plentifully formed, and
it a favourable time be chosen for carefuUy planting

out, there will be few failures.

Planting Asparagus.

On no account should the roots be puddled in.

It the ground is not fit to work, that is to say, is

not sufficiently dry, early in April, then wait till it

is, even if this means delaying planting till May.
There are some who prefer to pl.-mt after strong

shoots have formed, but I would rather antici-

pate this if other conditions are favourable. The
surface soil cannot well be too finely divided, and

rather th.an plant on lumpy ground I would prefer

to put out Asparagus in an undug qiiarter. Those

who cannot avoid having a rough surface should do

their best to break this down with hoes, and also

prepare a large heap of line light conqmst for sur-

rounding the roots. If, owing to the heavy character

of the soil or the lowness of the position, it is de-

cided to plant on raised beds, first mark out these

with .stout and permanent corner stakes. The ortho-

dox widths are from 3 feet to 1 feet for narrow early

beds, and from 5 feet to feet for the rest, alleys

2 feet wide being allowed between them in each

instance. They may run in any direction or nuich

as the rows of various other vegetables are arranged.

The next proceeding should ho to shovel out the

best portion of the soil in the alleys, or say about (!

inches, this being evcidy distributed over the beds.

Two rows of plants ;uc all that ought to be grown

on the narrow beds, these being arranged about 12

inches from the edges, while in the case of the'
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broader beds three rows are ample, the outer
lines being about 15 inches from the edges. A
space of from 1.") inches to 18 inches is a suitable
distance to place the plants apart in the rows.
Where the nature of the ground and the position

are favourable to growing Asparagus on the level,

this proves the surest method of obtaining the
finest produce. Put out on a free working soil

and given plenty of room, extra strong plants
result in the course of a few years, and such may
be most readily moulded up when it is desirable to

blanch the produce. As there are no alleys be-

tween, more space must be given the plants, and,
as far as my experience goes, the rows succeed best
when not less than il feet apart, while more room
than that is considered necessary by some growers.
The plants should be 2 feet apart in the rows.
When the plants are put out rather thickly or as
advised for the beds, wide drills may be opened for
them with a spade, and on heavy soils not more
than 5 inches deep. A little hillock should be
formed for each plant and the roots evenly spread
out, these being covered with about 2 inches of the
finest soil, and a liandful of bone meal to each will

not be wasted. For those on the level, either a
trench or holes 1 foot square may be opened, the
rest of the process being much as just advised. If

extra fine blanched shoots are needed, the trenches
should be opened not less than 10 inches deep, and
the roots only covered at first with 2 inches of soil.

Each spring the roots ought to be partially bared, a
little good manure given and the soil returned,
more being drawn in each time from the ridges,

till at the end of five or six years the roots are
covered with a depth of about 10 inches of light

mould. This depth of surfacing ensures the re-

quired length of blanched shoot, and does not, in

the case of light sandy loams especially, injure the
plants.

Preparing Aspaeagus for Forcing.

Since the more general adoption of planting
Asparagus on the level, gardeners have developed a
still greater aversion to breaking up profitable
Asparagus beds for the purpose of procuring roots
for forcing. As the latter must be had, some
method of preparing plants specially for that pur-
pose will in time become more general than at pre-
sent. Seakale roots are prepared especially and
largely for forcing, and why not Asparagus ? The
former, it is true, can be most quickly got to a
serviceable size, but Asparagus is the most valuable,

and well repays for any trouble taken with it.

Want of garden room cannot well be pleaded as an
excuse for not trying the plan I am about to

suggest, as the older or alternative practice of
breaking up an old bed and planting a fresh one
each year is quite as expensive, as far as space is

concerned, as the young plantations must not be
cut from for three seasons, while plants intended
for forcing can be prepared in two years. Those
who have abundance of seedlings raised last year
should plant several hundreds of these on mode-
rately good, well-worked ground (not necessarily
inside the garden walls) 12 inches apart in rows 2

feet apart, and if these are duly mulched and
watered if need be in dry weather, the tops being
lightly staked up, strong growth will result. Very
good shoots would be obtained by forcing these in

the following winter, but naturally they would be
very much stronger if left for a, second season's

growth. Seed, if sown at once thinly in boxes or
singly in small pots and placed in heat, would soon
germinate. The plants being eventually hardened
off and carefully transplanted to well-prepared
ground would grow to a good size the same season,

another summer's growth fitting the roots for lifting.

Sowing Asparagus Seed.

Tlic method of quickly raising plants above
briefly detailed is also to be recommended where a
number are required for permanent beds, these sur-

passing any raised during the same season in the
open, and it is possible to raise a stock in heat this

spring to overtake any raised last year in the open
garden. With some gardeners the practice of sow-
ing seed in drills where the plants are to remain
finds favour, and it answers well. More, however,
prefer to sow the seed on a well-prepared strip of

ground, in drills drawn 1 inch deep and from 12
inches to 15 inches apart. The seedlings being
lightly thinned out form strong roots, and may be
transplanted readily in the following spring. Early
in April is a good time to sow the seed, the best
varieties being Early and Late Giant Argenteuil,
and the Giant, or Battersea.

Cabbage.
In many instances where the plants put out in

August or early in September were not checked,
they made too much progress and are cut badly, or
else are running to seed prematurely. If the lower
leaves of the former are sound the damaged hearts
may be cut out, and good successional heads will

result. Those plants that have bolted should be
drawn up and used, their places being tilled, and
any other blanks made good, with plants wintered
in the seed beds. Many beds are more weedy than
usual, and these ought to be hoed over and the
weeds raked off and burnt or rotted. A free use of
the flat hoe among the Cabbage beds generally is

most beneficial, and if a liberal dressing of soot,

mixed with some kind of special manure, is stirred
in during showery weather, this will have a good
effect upon the advancing crops. Red or pickling
Cabbage (autumn raised) ought to be planted out
on well-manured ground and given plenty of room.
A pinch of seed may yet be sown in heat, and if

the plants are got out in good time useful heads will
be obtained in the autumn.

Celehiac.
Celeriac, or Turnip-rooted Celery, is not so wel'

known as it deserves to be. Well-grown roots are
excellent, either for flavouring soups or served as a
vegetable, and are much appreciated in some es-

tablishments. Few English seedsmen ofi'er seeds
of more than the common Turnip-rooted, but in

France Celeriac is more appreciated, and as a con-
sequence more varieties are grown and novelties
are being introduced. In Messrs. Vilmorin's cata-
logue four distinct varieties are offered, viz., com-
mon. Large Early Erfurt, Large Smooth Paris, and
Apple-shaped, the two last being new. The seed
ought to be sown at once in a pan of fine soil and
placed in gentle heat, the plants being eventually
hardened off and pricked out, and otherwise treated
similarly to the common Celery. Instead, however,
of planting in trenches, Celeriac should be put out
on the surface of well-manured ground, where,
without much further trouble, fine bulbs will be
formed, these only being used. W. I. M.

cular but one, and that, unfortunately, is as regards
his favourite vegetable, the Tomato. I have at the
present time 200 plants of Surpasse which, now in

3-inch pots, will be shifted on into 6-inch pots, and
grown on until they reach a height of from :! feet
to 3^ feet. The plants are then ]iut into a cool
house, properly hardened off, and planted out the
first week in June. This system I have practised
now for seven years with the very best results every
year excepting last, when, like most other people, I

had a perfect failure.—R. Gilbert. BurghUy.

MARKET PLANTS.

SHORT NOTES.-KITCHEN.

A stimulant for early Cabbage.—All who
have spring Cabbage ready for the table by Easter are
well to the fore, but in many eases they will be con-
siderably beliiud this year, and as it is desirable that
they should be ready as soon as possible, a little nitrate
of soda will be found the best of all stimulants for them.
This should be given at once by shaking about an egg-
cupful round the stem of each plant, and drawing a
little soil up to tlie stems on both sides immediately
afterwards.— J. JIiIiR.

Pea guards.—Here wears a good deal troubled
about this time of the year with pheasants and
other intruders picking the Peas out of the rows
before the young plants appear above ground, but
I have lately discovered a cheap and efficient guard
for them. It is this: Apiece of wire netting is un-
rolled over the top of the row; one side is pegged
down first, and the other is pushed in a little until
the netting forms an arch, and it is pegged in this
form. When up, tliis netting resembles manu-
factured Pea yuards, but it is much cheaper and far
more useful, as when the Peas arc safe the netting'

can be removed, rolled into its usual form, and
used for other purposes. The mesh m:iy be 1 inch,

li inches, or 2 inches, as )nay be thought fit, and the
netting may lie from 2 feet to :i feet in width.
Rolls of 50 or 100 yards would protect all the Peas
in the garden, as it may be removed from one row-

to another as may be required.—J. M., South \VaIi:i.

Sowing seeds too early.—Mr. Iggulden never
wrote a more truthful or common-sense article than
that which appeared in The Garden, March 2:i

(p. 265), and I quite agree with him in every parti-

Onb of the branches of market gardening that
has of late made great progress is the cultivation
of plants in pots, boxes, and in open-air beds.
This is quite a distinct branch to that of the florists,

for it is carried on mainly by growers who have
not tlie means of retailing their productions direct
to the public, but who are obliged to sell to florists

or to hawkers who dispose of tliem from house to
house. At this season of the year the houses are
crowded to their utmost capacity eitlier with
plants in bloom or approaching that stage, while
the number of young plants coming on makes one
wonder where the purchasers are to come from.
The fact is, that the majority of these plants have
but a very brief existence, for during the time they
are being prepared for market they receive the
best attention that skill can devise. Close to the
glass in low span-roofed houses they make dwarf
stocky growth, while the best of soil and an
unlimited supply of tepid water, kept inside the
house so as not to chill the roots, and stimulants to
cause both flowers and foliage to be of the highest
order, combine to make the perfect models of plants
one finds in these establishments.

Look at them, however, only a week after tliey

leave this fostering care, and the majority of them
will be dust dry, and probably set in the dry arid
air of a dwelling-room. The only water they get is

drawn direct from the water main, and probably at
the coldest part of the day the windows are thrown
wide open while the rooms are being cleaned. This
soon settles the fate of these plants, and they dis-

appear, and fresh ones take tlieir place. At no
season of tlie year is there so great a variety to
select from as in the spring and early summer
months.

Looking through the ranges of houses in one of
tliese establishments a few days ago, 1 was struck
with the high standard of excellence attained in
everything that is made a speciality of, for, unlike
the ordinary nurseryman, who wants a little of
everything, these growers go in for large quantities
of particular kinds, while some only cater for par-
ticular seasons, as they clear out most of their
stock of pot plants in time to utilise a good deal of
the space for Tomatoes, Cucumbers, and other
summer crops. Amongst the principal plants that
are raised from seed. Cyclamens, Primulas, and
Cinerarias are the most noticeable, the colour and
size of the blooms being remarkable. Bulbs .and
roots also figure largely, as they are bought in at a
cheap rate by the thousand and sold in full bloom
in pots at a price at which the roots alone could
not have been procured a few years .ago. Spinca
japonica. Hyacinths, Tulips, and Lily of the Valley
appear tlie favourites in this class, while Geraniums,
Pelargoniums, Cytisuses and Ferns are extremely
well done. Tlie bedding plant craze has evidently
seen its best days, for hardy plant roots are taking
tlieir place, .and D.aisies, Pansies. Myosotis, Wall-
flowers, and the hosts of other things that are now
utilised for filling beds .and borders are in great re-

quest. Tlie work of improving such flowers as the
Pansy, Viola, &c., is now being carried out in
e.arnest. and in place of the weedy varieties sold a
few years ago, pl.ants with blooms equal to exhibi-
tion ones are grown by the thousand for market.

J. G. H.

Carnations sporting.—Referring to remarks on
Carnations sporting (p. 273), I cannot say that I have
touiul the pink and purple hizarrcs as a class niuro dis-
)iosed to sport than others, though there are some
loinarkable examples of this tendency among them. lu
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my own experience, I have found the scarlet iiakes
tlis moet prone to sporting, and the rose flakes the
most constant among the various classes.—M. Rowan.

Destroyers.

DESTRUCTION OF EARWIGS.
In answer to "Border" (Garden, March 23. p. 2.56),

the simplest and surest method of destroying ear-
wigs is to drown them out. If all empty spaces
could be scalded, tlie process of destruction would
be hastened; but the farmer's remedy for his pant-
ing Mangolds— turn a river over them—will

speedily annihilate all earwigs, or render their
garden quarters so uncomfortable that they will

voluntarily depart.

Not a few small gardens in such populous towns
a.-i Liverpool are placed on a sort of gridiron formed
of water, sewage, gas-pipes, and drains for storm
water. The earth laid over these gets dust-dry,
and earwigs or woodlice finding such comfortable
quarters increase and devour growing produce to
such an extent, that barely a green thing is left.

Turn the water over tlie gardens and repeat the
floodings at intervals until the entire area is satu-
rated through. The whole of the earwigs, young
and old, will either perish in the floods or decamp
to drier quarters. If once thus completely de-
stroyed or promptly driven out they seldom return
to the same ground. Should they, however, show
any symptoms of doing so. give yet another flooding.

In large towns honeycombed with water, gas, and
sewage pipes, such floodings, it managed with
ordinary sense and skill, always do good in most
gardens. Where the soil is poor a dose of guano
water, or rather pungent sewage, in the last water-
ing facilitates the destruction or voluntary removal
of the earwigs. A wet bed or home is distasteful
or destructive enough, but a nauseous or pungent
one to boot is more than even a humble earwig
will i^ut up with, and hence the extra potency of
guano water for the last dressing.

Scalding hot dressings will facilitate the work of
clearance

; but, of course, these cost money, and
destroy every living plant they touch as vvell as
the troublesome insect pests. Much risk also
attends the application of paraffin or other mineral
oils.

^
Unless strong enough to endanger vegetable

life, it is hardly likely to prove very efficient in the
destruction of earwigs, as it glides rapidly off their
smooth varnished backs ; wliereas drowning out with
pure or manure water is at once cheap and safe,
and in most gardens affected by such pests highly
beneficial to the plants as well, for the pre.sence of
the insects shows that already the soil is too dry
for the well-doing of vegetable life, and hence the
flooding proves at once a welcome stimulant to the
roots as well as a speedy clearance of all devouring
earwigs. Qubrcus.

Insects among Orchids.—Would you kindly
give the name of enclosed insect and if injurious to
Orchids, among which it was found ?

—

Rose.
*«• In reply to above, the insect you sent is an im-

juature specimen of a foreign species of cockroach. It
is, no doubt, injurious to tlie roots of Orchids. Trap
them in the usual manner and sprinkle some insect
powder in their haunts if they have taken up their
position ill any cracks in the walls, Ac—G. S. S.

Bulbs of Eucharis unhealthy.— I have sent
you some Eucharis liulljs, and shall be glad to
know if they are infested with the mite.— J. II. F.

*,* I am sorry to tell you that your bulbs are
attacked by the Eucharis mite. Though various
methods have been tried from time to time with
more or less success to destroy the mites, I doulit
if any would prove u.seful if they, as they often
do, have worked some distance down between the
scales of the bulbs, as the insecticide would not
then reach them. Washing the bulbs well in
paraflin oil and water, or wasliing or soaking them
in 1 lb. of sulphide of potassium dissolved in a
pailful of water, ajjpear to be the most effectual
remedies, and are no doubt succe.s.sful if they can
be made to reach the mites. 1 believe that soak-
ing the bulbs for a quarter of an hour in water of a

temperature of 110° or 1 1 5° Fahr. will prove the best
remedy; it will kill the mites, and I do not think
it will injure the bulbs, but of this I am uncertain.
—G. S. S.

Eucharis bulbs diseased.—I have forwarded
some bulbs of Eucharis amazonica affected, as I

suppose, with the mite. Would you kindly say
whether they .are so affected and what is the cure,

if any ? I understand that the roots were washed
with paraffin and water and repotted last spring.

Is there any danger of the disease attacking Pan-
cratiums ?— J. Winder.

*,* In reply to the above, your Eucharis bulbs
have all the appearance of being attacked by the
Eucharis mite, but though I examined the bulbs
very carefully, I could not find any specimens. I

expect they would attack Pancratiums, but I have
never seen them on them. If the bulbs are badly
attacked, I do not believe that there is any cure for

them, as the mites work down between the scales

for some distance where no insecticide can reach
them. If they have not worked down far, washing
with paraffin and water or 1 lb. of sulphide of

potassium dissolved in a pailful of water would
kill them.—G. S. S.

Societies and Exhibitions.

CRYSTAL PALACE SPRING SHOW.
March 2'.i.

The show at the Crystal Palace on Saturday last

was small, but interesting, as in the majority of
cases the plants were well flowered, especially the
Cinerarias. It would not have been easy to find
twelve better specimens than those of Mr. J. Ford,
gardener to Sir Charles Pigott, Bart., Wexham
Park, Slough, the flowers having a rich variety of
colouring. Mr. A. Carter, gardener to Alderman
Evans, Ewell Grove, Surrey, showed the finest

twelve in the amateurs' class for these. Cyclamens
are always in plenty at spring shows, and the
thirty-six plants from Mr. D. Phillips, Langley
Broom, Slough, were of the finest type. In this

particular flower Mr. Phillips seems at the head of
all amateurs, as he was first for twelve specimens.
Mr. John Odell, Gould's Green, Hillingdon, was
second. The Tulips were fresh and well grown,
but not up to the high standard we have seen them
in previous seasons. Messrs. H. Williams and Sons,
Fortis Green, Finchley, had the finest thirty-six

plants, the varieties including such excellent types
as Joost "\'an Vondel, Ophir d'Or, golden yellow

;

Rose Luisant, and the white Joost \''an Yondel.
We admire the feathered kinds, as Monument. The
twelve pots from Mr. W. Monk, gardener to Mr.
G. R. Higgins, Eastlands, Dulwich, were also
worthy of note ; likewise the second prize collec-

tion from Mr. H. Shoesmith, gardener to Mr.
Hodgson, Shirley Cottage, Croydon. Messrs. Wil-
liams and Sons were first for thirty-six Hyacinths,
the spikes strong and compact. We can scarcely
have too many of such beautiful kinds as I>a Gran-
desse. Princess Amalie, Lord Derby, and King of
the Blues. In the class for twelve, Mr. J. Rod-
bourn, gardener to Baroness Heath, Coombe House,
near Croydon, was the most successful. There was
the usual class for Polyanthi Narcissi. In that
for twelve plants, Mr. Monk was at the top, and in

the trade section Messrs. H.Williams had the finest.

Mr. D. Phillips showed eighteen pots of excellently

grown Mignonette; the plants were compact, strong,

and full of llower—a set-off against the -specimens
of Tree Mignonette shown by Mr. J. R. Bird, gar-
dener to Mr. J. A. Causton, Lodgemore, Alleyn
Park. They were as hard and form.al as it is possible

to make a flower. The Lilies of the "V'alley from
Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, call for a
note; as also those from Mr. Penfold, gardener to

the Rev. Canon Bridges, Beddington House, Bed-
dington. The classes for greenhouse Azaleas were
well filled. Messrs. Paul .and Son, Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, were first for Amaryllises, which this

season seem esj>ecially strong and well flowered.

The groups were exceedingly fine. Messrs. John
Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, had a varied arrange-

ment, in which were choice varieties of Cattleya
Trianas, Dendrobium Wardianum. of which there is

quite a show in the Forest Hill Nurseries, and
Clivias. Mr. Henry James, Castle Nursery, Nor-
wood, was second.

There were several miscellaneous exhibits. Mr.
J. James, Woodside, Famham Royal, had plants of

C'inerarias, for which he has done much, and Cy-
clamen Faust, a dark crimson-coloured variety.

Several boxes of Camellia blooms came from
Messrs. Wm. Paul and Sons, of Waltham Cross—

a

rich variety of Italian kinds as well as English.

Daffodils, principally of the Trumpet class, were
shown by Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries,

Tottenham. An excellent group of Cyclamens
came from Jlr. W. Hibburt, gardener to Mr. W.
Clay, Grove Road, Kingston. The group of Iman-
tophyllums, Amaryllises, Primulas, and Cyclamens
from Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, Upper
HoUoway, was one of the best things in the show.
Such varieties of Imantophyllum, or Clivia. as

Martha Keimers, splendens. Prince of Orange,
Meteor are improvements on the type. The St.

George's Nursery Company, Hanwell, had a bank
of Cyclamens of strong growth, and Mr. John
Odell also exhibited Cyclamens. A varied and
interesting group was that put up by Messrs. Paul
and Son, Cheshunt. There were various kinds of

Roses, and many pretty alpine flowers in a rich

series of Hepaticas, hardy Cyclamens, the compact
free-flowering Puschkinia libanotica compacta, and
Saxifraga oppositifolia in its several phases. We
prefer the major variety. Mr. J. Rodboum had a

group of Primula obconica, a most useful winter-

flowering Primrose, and Lachenalia pendula in

baskets.

First-class certificates went to the following:

—

Amaryllis Dark Beauty. — A very dark-

coloured variety, with flowers of medium size an<l

excellent shape. From Messrs. Paul and Son,

Cheshunt.

Dendrobium crassinode album. — A pure

white form of this beautiful species; the only

colour is the yellow suffusion in the centre of the

flower. From Messrs. J. Laing and Sons.

Clivia John Laing.—This v.ariety has a large

truss of scarlet flowers. It is a valuable acquisi-

tion. From Messrs. J. Laing.

Cyclamen striatum (Empress of India).—

A

distinct flower, flamed with white on a rose-crimson

ground. From Mr. J. Odell.

Cyclamen Faust.—A deep crimson variety.

From Mr. J. James.

A full list of prizes is given in our advertising

columns.

EOTAL HORTICULTURAL.
March 26.

There was an interesting meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society on Tuesday last, as will be
seen by the report. The Orchid committee met for

the first time, and had plenty of species and varie-

ties to judge, as there was an unusu.ally large num-
ber shown.

First-class certificates were awarded to the
following :

—

SlloUTlA galacU'-olia.—This interesting plant
was exhibited by Mr. H. J. Elwes, Preston House.
Cirencester, wdio wrote of it in The Garden, of

March 23, 18811 (p. 253), and a description is also

given from an American journal on page 2!M of the
present issue.

Clivia John Lainc;,—There was no harm in

Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, of Forest Hill, naming
this seedling Clivia, as the pl.nnt bears a strong
spike of brilliant orange-scarlet flowers, that in-

dividually are large, broad, .and with plenty of sub-

stance. It is one of the best we h.ave seen, and was
well worth a certificate. There are now so many
good varieties of this plant, that great care will have
to be taken in making aw.-irds.

Amaryllis Tarkntian. This is the finest va-

riety that has ever been sent out from the nursery
of Messrs. J. Vcitch and Sons, of Cbelse.a. It recall's

such varieties .as Nonpareil and Dr. Masters ; the
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flowers faultless in shape, smooth, symmetrical,
and of a rich self-crimson colour, without the least
suspicion of any other tint. They are of medium
size, and this is a great point, as when too large,
Amaryllis flowers are far from beautiful. This
variety approaches as closely to a perfect Amaryllis
as any we have yet seen.

Saxifbaga Malyi.—a Rockfoil that shows an
affinity to S. luteo-purpurea, but the flowers are in-
dividually larger and brighter in colour. From
Messrs. Paul and Son, Broxbourne.

Peimrose Mikado.—a variety that has flowers
of a deep purple colour with an irregular margin
of white. We prefer self-coloured flowers in Prim-
roses, not those that are striped or margined. From
Mr. E. Dean, Ealing.

.
Oncidium supeebibns. — a very handsome

species belonging to the same class as O. serratum
and O. macranthum. The pseudo-bulbs are ovate
and about i inches or 5 inches in length, the scape
•being of considerable length and bearing numerous
flowers of a rich appearance. The sepals are rich
brown tipped with green, and the petals yellow in
the lower portion, Vnit the remainder is liarred with
brown

;
the purplish lip gives character to the

flower. From Sir Tre\or Lawrence, Bart., M.P.,
Dorking.

Dendbobium micans.—This is described as a
cross between D. Wardianum and litiiiflorum, and
has sepals and petals which are shaded towards the
apex with rose-magenta

; the margin of the lip is
of the same colour, set off by a sulphur-coloured
centre and a rich jmrple throat. From Messrs. J.
Veitch and Sons, Chelsea.

AWABDS of MEBIT went to —
Dendbobium melaxodiscds.—This is a hybrid

between D. Ainsworthi and Findleyanum, and
is a beautiful Dendrobe, the colours exceedingly
delicate and pretty. The upper jjortion of the
sepals and petals is suffused with rose-magenta

;

the centre of the lip is pale yellow, passing into
magenta at the margin, and within the throat the
colour is rich crimson-purple. From Sir Trevor
Lawrence, Bart., M.P.

Cattleya Trian.b vae.—We have seen far
better varieties than this passed over without any
recognition. The flowers were, however, consider-
ably bruised in transit ; the petals broad, touched
with pink and ornamented by a central band of
deep purple in the upper half ; the richest colour
is in the lip, which is deep purple. From Mr.
Bruce Findl.iy, Manchester.

Cattleya Sche(edee.e alba.—This has a
medium-sized flower, pure white, except a slight
suffusion of soft sulphur colour at the entrance to
the throat. From Mr. Cummin.s, gardener to Mr.
A. H, Smee, The Grange, Wallington.

Htacinth Yellow Hammbe.—A variety with
a short spike, closely packed with comparatively
large pale yellow flowers. From Messrs. Veitch and
Sons. .

Botanical ceetifigates were awarded to Mas-
devallia Chestertoni. which has a brownish lip, the
other portion of the flower deep green spotted with
an almost black colour; and to Masdevallia triangu-
laris, a yellow-flowered specie.s. The first came
from Mr. Smee. the other from Sir Trevor l^awrence.

Oechids were numerous and of great interest.

If there could be always good as a show of these at
every committee meeting during the spring and
summer, visitors would have no cause to grumble
at a lack of rare exhibits. Sir Trevor Lawrence's
group contained some choice kinds, comprising
Dendrobium melanodiscus and Oncidium superbiens
previously noted, a finely spotted form of Odonto-
glossum Pescatorei and Cymbidium Devonianum.
A plant of this was exhibited in a basket, the pen-
dent spike proceeding from the bottom, and bear-
ing greenish brown flowers, the lip very darkly
coloured. It is an interesting, but scarcely beau-
tiful flower. A handsome variety of Cattleya
Trianae is ebrocensis, which has very large flowers,

sepals and petals just touched with rose, the lip

bright purple, except the throat, which is rich
orange. There were also in this excellent series of

Orchids well-flowered spikes of the spotted Odon-
toglossum Andersonianum, 0. crispum, and 0.
Ruckerianum, which has narrow sepals and petals
tinted with sulphur and freely spotted with rich
brown on the petals, the sepals being marked with
a few spots of the same colour. A strikingly hand-
some Spathoglottis is S. Kimballiana, described in

this week's Gaeden, and another plant shown by
Sir Trevor Lawrence worthy of a note is Epiden-
drum Stamfordianum Wallacei, a very free-bloom-
ing kind. The sepals and petals are very narrow
and gi-eenish in colour, marked with dull crim-
son, the lip white with magenta on the column.
Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, had a
silver medal for a group of Clivias and Orchids,
of which Dendrobium Wardianum and Cattleya
Trianre and its several varieties, especially avery de-
licately coloured form named delicata aurea, were
very fine. This firm also had the white variety of
the beautiful Dendrobium crassinode ; the flowers
are quite white, except the central .-iuffusion of
yellow ; and Odontoglossum sceptrum, the flowers
of which arc blotched and marked with brown on
a yellow ground. Mr. Cummins had Odonto-
glossum rigidum, the flowers wholly self yellow,
and more suggestive of those of an Oncidium than
of an Odontoglossum— it seems very near Onci-
dium aureum—and also Cattleya Trian^ Gene-
ral Gordon, a well-coloured flower with a rich
jiurple lip. Mr. Cummins also exhibited a splendid
spike of Cyrtomium Saintlegerianum, its strong
panicles of flowers, which are brown and yellow
in colour, having a rich appearance. One of the
best things in the Orchid way was the raceme of

Odontoglossum Stevensi, shown by Mr. Ballantine,
gardener to Baron Schrceder, The Dell, Egham.
The flowers were of great width, large, and
heavily blotched with pale Ijrovm. A more regu-
larly disposed or noble spike we have not seen for

many a day. Mr. Pickersgill, Blendon Hall, Bex-
ley, exhibited an excellent raceme of Odontoglos-
sum crispum and three finely grown and well-
coloured flowers of Lycaste Skiuneri, for the high
culture of which he was especially coramendeil.
Messrs. Sander and Co., St Albans, had a plant of
the free-griiwing and brightly-coloured Oncidium
bifolium majus, of which the lip is very large and
of the most brilliant shade of yellow. An interest-

ing exhibit was the spike of a Cyrtopodium named
punctatum from Mr. Hudil, Gordon House, Black-
heath Park. It has long pseudo-bulbs and a
spike of yellow flowers, crowded together at the
top of the strong stem. A plant labelled Zygo-
petalum Clayi, but which seemed more like a form
of Gautieri, came from Mr. T. H. Elry, St. Cathe-
rine's Park, Hatcham. Sir Charles Strickland
showed the fragrant Cattleya citrina, and the Rev.
E. Handley, Bath, a well-grown plant of Oncidium
macranthum. From Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to

Mrs. Whitbourn, Great Gearies, Ilford, came Cym-
bidium eburneum Dayanum, the flower very like

that of the typical eburneum, white, just tinted
with rose ; the lip yellow in the centre and spotted
sparsely with lake-crimson. A species of Cym-
bidium with greenish flowers came from Mr. G. C.

Raphael, Castle Hill, Englefield Green. A very
richly coloured variety of Odontoglossum trium-
phans was that from Mr. S. D. White, and was well

worth a name. The sepals and petals are very
broad, almost wholly coloured with rich brown, but
with the deep yellow ground showing through here
and there.

Messrs. Barr & Son, Covent Garden, had a
silver medal for a beautiful display of Daffodils

and other early spring flowers. There were bunches
of the Tenby, Ard-Righ, and some other Trumpet
varieties ; also pans of such gems as Narcissus
minimus and minor, and flowers of the distinct

Johnstoni. Besides these there were Crocuses of

various kinds, the pretty white Scilla bifolia alba,

Puschkinia libanotica compacta, the pale-coloured
Chionodoxa cretensis albiflora, Hepatica triloba

alba (a lovely flower), Hyacinthus azureus, and the
white-flowered Myosotis dissitiflora alba. Messrs.
Paul & Son, Old Nur.series, Cheshunt, showed
Azalea Princess Clementine, a white variety, but

not wanted when we have Deutsche Perle,

Amaryllises, and a rich series of hardy flowers.

These comprised Hepaticas in great variety, the
Pasque Flower, Saxifraga luteo-purpurea, S. corio-

phylla, that has flowers as white as snow, and
Saxifraga oppositifolia in its several phases ; the
major form is very bright and showy. Besides these
there were forced plants of the showy Lilac Marie Le-
moine, distinguished forfreedomof bloom and purity;

Tree Piconies, Puschkinia libanotica compacta, and
Scilla bifolia rosea, a pink-flowered form of the early

Squill. Mr. Elwes exhibited, besides the Shortia pre-
viously mentioned, a flower of Tulipa Kaufmanniana
(Regel), of which a plate was given in the Botani-
cal Magazine, 6887. It is described as a new hardy
early Tulip from Central Asia. Each segment is

about 2 inches long, the lower half rich golden
yellow, the other portion milky-white ; the under
surface of the outer segments is coloured with
scarlet. Beautiful varieties of Primroses and Poly-
anthuses were exhibited by Mr. R. Dean. We have
seldom seen a loveher flower than the pure white
Evagil, which has a greenish centre ; also good
were Proserpine, bright magenta, with a white
stripe running down the centre of each petal.

Messrs. J. "N'eitch and Sons had a bank of Hya-
cinths, with a few miscellaneous exhibits. The
Hyacinths were excellent for the year, but from
what we can gather, this is one of the worst bulb
seasons on record, and this is seen in the irregular

spikes, small individual flowers, and roughness. A
few of the best sorts shown by Messrs. Veitch were
Challenge, deep crimson ; Etna, a fine single scarlet,

excellent type ; King of the Blues, deep blue; alba
superbissima, white ; King of the Reds, red ; Ida,

double yellow ; La Grandesse, white ; Prince of

Wales, very deep blue, white centre, a showy va-

riety ; and Von Schiller, scarlet. The same firm
exhibited plants of Boronia heterophylla and several

new Amaryllises, as Faust, very rich in colour

;

Juvenal, pale greenish white, feathered with scarlet

;

Haydn, bright scarlet ; and Roschea, whitish,

feathered with scarlet. A silver medal was awarded.
Some Hyacinths grown in Cocoa-nut fibre and
shingle came from Mr. Robert Sydenham, Birming-
ham. We cannot see the object of using such a
soil as this ; the spikes were fairly good. A large

collection of Cyclamens came from Mr. W. Hibburt,
gardener to Mr. W. Clay, Grove Road, Kingston.
Mr. B. Lowe, gardener to Earl Brownlow. Ashridge,
had a well-flowered stem of Fortune's yellow Rose.

Mr. F. Ross, gardener to Sir George Macleay,
Pendell Court Gardens, Bletchingley, exhibited
flowers of the beautiful violet-coloured Brunsfelsia

grandiflora, and also of Brownea grandiceps, B. coc-

cinea, and B. coccinea hybrida. Brownea grandi-

ceps has the largest umbel of flowers, which are
also the lightest in colour, but the brightest was
coccinea hybrida, a supposed hybrid between coc-

cinea and grandiceps. We appear to get size of

umbel from grandiceps, but the brilliant scarlet

from coccinea. Cineraria blooms, representing a
distinct and handsome strain, came from Messrs.

Carter and Co., High Holborn, who had plants of a
kind named Emperor Frederick, with fluted florets

of rich crimson colour.

A silver medal was awarded for a group of

plants, comprising principally forced bulbs and
exceptionally fine plants of CaUa fethiopica. Pri-

mula obconica, and Lily of the Valley from Mr.
George Phippen, Victoria Nurseries, Reading, Berks.

Fruit comprised a seedling Apple named Shil-

laton's Seedling from Messrs. W. and J. Brown,
Peterborough, and well-grown bunches of Black
Hamburgh Grapes from Mr. W. F. Hume-Dick,
Thames Ditton House, Thames Ditton. They were
especially good for the season.

Asbestos was shown by Messrs. C. Toope and
Co. as a substitute for Moss in the culture of

Orchids. It absorbs far more water than Moss,

and may, therefore, have some advantage. A new
fumigator was also exhibited by them.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—A meeting
of the joint committee, which includes a number
of the stand-holders in tlie wholesale flower market,

took place at the Caledonian Hotel on the 22nd
inst. to arrange the details of the second floral

fete in aid of the fund, Jlr. G. Deal in the chair,
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The hon. secretary, Mr. A. F. Barron, reported that
H.R.H. Princess Mary Adelaide, Duchess of Teck,
Her Grace the Duchess of Bedford, Lady George
Hamilton, and Lady Goldsmid had been pleased to

have their names announced as the patronesses of

the fund. It was resolved that the fete should
take place on Wednesday, May 22; that it should
be opened to the public at 8 p.m. ; that the tickets

of admission should be fixed at 5s. each, and the
number limited to 2000, exclusive of those given to

the stand-holders. It was resolved that each stand-

holder and committee should be presented with
two tickets of admission. The committee will act

as stewards, and each wear a badge of authority.

Estimates were ordered to be obtained for a supply
of refreshments, and other details were considered.

The committee then adjourned until April ,').

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

"The Enplish Flower Garden," long delayed
by pruiters and others, will be publi-shed next week by
Mr. Murray.

Two beautiful white-flowered Orchids in

bloom now are Lycaste Skinneri alba and Ccii'locfyne

cristata alba, both of exquisite beauty and delicacy.

Rhododendron eximium is flowering here. It

is a wondt'rfuUy pretty and rare-coloured Faleoneri.

—

O F., I.i'hnthof.

Azalea Princess of "Wales, which we recently

noted in bloom, is a beautiful variety, quite double,

full, of oscelleiit substance, and exceedingly free. The
plants of it were smothered with the choice blossoms,

Odontoglossum ramosissimum.—This is an
old, but very beautiful Now Grenada species, which
we recently saw in flower. The sepals and petals are

narrow, crinkled, and white, spotted with a lake-

crimson tint. It is one of the prettiest of the Odon-
togloBSums in flower now.

Fruit culture in England.—We understand
that a paper on " Fruit culture for profit in the open
air in England" will be read by Mr. Wm. Paul, F.L.S.,

at the meeting of the Society of Arts, John Street,

Adelphi, London, on Wednesday, 3rd April, at 8 p.m.

Salvia Heeri.—This spring-blooming Sage de-

serves a place where bright flowers are wanted for

cutting. It is of the simplest culture, and is most
useful as a plant to associate with forced shrubs. Arum
Lilies, etc., in the conservatory.— J. C. i'.

Dendrobium crassinode.—Mr. Wm. Clarke,

The Gardens, Eversley, Heme Hill, sends flowers

under this name, but which represent the form Bar-
lierianum, one of the brightest and most beautiful

Dendrobes in flower now.

CamelUa reticulata is flowering with Mr. Wil-
liams in the Victoria Nursery at Upper HoUoway.
The huge semi-double flowers are bright carmine, very
brilliant and beautiful when the sun is shining full

upon them. Mr. Williams says there is a growing
demand for this once favourite Camellia.

Anthuriums are approaching their fullest beauty
in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery at HoUoway. A. Wardi,
a form of Seherzerianum, lias a noble rich crimson
spathe ; and another fine variety is atrosanguineum.
The plants are exceptionally robust, and promise to

make an excellent show.
Cymbidium Lowri.—One of the largest speci-

mens of C. Lowi we have seen is flowering now in Mr.
B. S. Williams' nursery at HoUoway. It carries six

strong racemes, the flowers numbering about IHOO—
not a bad result. When in this magnificent condition

we have few nobler Orchids than this Cymbidium.

Lilac Marie Lemoine.—This is the most free-

flowering I.ilac we iiave yet seen. Some of the spikes

on the hanilsome specimen exhibited at the Boyal
llortiitultural Society's meeting on Tuesday last were
fully (i indies long, and thickly studded with pretty
white flowers. It is a desirable addition to ouralready
rather large list of Lilacs.

Calanthe Williamsi.—This beautiful species

was intnuhiied hy Mr. Williams from Kastcrn Asia,

and is in tilociin now in his nursery at L'pper HoUoway.
The lij) is the great feature of the flower; it is rosy
crimson with a decjjcr eye ; tlic sepals and petals white,
slightly tinged witli rose. Its lateness iaa great advan-
tage. C. Williamsi may be numbered amongst the
finest of till' Ciihinthea.

Galanthus Olgee-Beginee.— Thanking Mr.
Allen for his conrteous and exhaustive note on G.
octobrensis (TiiK Gabdkn, March 2:i, p. 2.')G), I

beg, however, to maintain my statement about this

plant, though I ought to have been more precise in
expression. Our late friend, the Rev. Mr. Harpur
Crewe, told me he was of opinion the plant was an
accidental wild sport. That it is identical with
Olgae-Regini-B I am informed by that excellent
botanist and ooi oisseur of the flora of Turkey
and Greece, M. Victor von Tanka. Knowing the
history of octobrensis, I expressed some doubts,
but M. de Tanka told me he could positively prove
his assertion.—Max Leiciitlin, Baden -Baden.
Galanthus praecox or corcyrensis. — Mr.

Elwes is cjuite correct in stating that this Snowdrop
came from Corfu, but it was not through Lord
Walsingham. In a letter dated December 28, 1880,
Mr. Harpur Crewe wrote me as follows : "I received
my bulbs from my friend, Mr. Hughes, the chaplain
at Corfu, and I gathered from him that it was the
ordinary variety of the island." This variety is

smaller than Ct. octobrensis, and like it is very
delicate. It requires a light, well-drained soil anil

a sheltered position. I have observed that the
three early - flowering Galanthi have a distinct
glaucous line or mark down the centre of each leaf.

I have not noticed the same feature in the later va-
rieties. —J. Allen.

Galanthus Elwesi.—Like Mr. Elwes, I find

that this Snowdrop has a somewhat weakly consti-

tution. In one border of very light soil, tlioroughly
drained, it grows well and in another bed where the
soil is very stony and gritty it does fairly well, but
in adhesive soil it has but a short life. Most of the
collected bulbs are utter rubbish, and seedlings, even
when the seed is saved from the best strains only,
yield a very large proportion of flimsy, worthless
flowers. Of course, I am simply giving my own ex-
perience.—J. Allen.

• I enclose a flower of Galanthus Elwesi which
is exceptionally large. The other Galanthus I am
not so sure about, and should be obliged if you
would name.

—

Edmund G. Lodeb.
*^,* Very fine flower and exceptionally pure. The

other flower was too shrivelled to identify.

—

Ed.

Galanthus caucasicus.— In 1883 I ordered a
dozen roots of Galanthus latifolius from Gusmus,
Austria. Amongst them was an " ugly duckling,"
which completely puzzled me. In leaf and flower
it was about double the size of G. latifolius. the
leaf being very broad and somewhat glaucous ; the
plant was also very robust in growth. This spring
I sent specimens to Mr. Baker, of Kew, and to my
surprise I find that my stranger is a very fine form
of G. caucasicus. According to this, I must have
been the first person to cultivate this species in

England, as I believe it was not until 1886 that a
solitary bulb of it found its way to Kew. It is a
most distinct and desirable Snowdrop, and I am
sure it will become a favourite. The roots distri-

buted last autumn under this name are at present
very inferior to my form. Without doubt they
will greatly improve when thoroughly established.
—James Allen,

Olivias at the 'Victoria Nurseries.— The
C'livi.i, or Iiiiantopbyllum, is the handsomest green-
house flower of the week, as it is now in its fullest

beauty. The house of them in the nursery of Mr.
B. S. Williams, at Upper HoUoway, contains many
specimens now carrying huge trusses of flower and
representing several well marked varieties. Mr.
Williams knows well how to grow the CUvia, and he
has a rich assortment of such types as the noble
Martha Keimers, of which a coloured plate w.as

given in The G.vkdkn, October 21, 1882. The
other varieties of note are General Gordon, light

orange - scarlet"; Meteor, very bright ; Baron
Schrieder, truss very compact, and white on the
lower half of the segment; aurantiaca, which is

quite of an orange shade ; and splendens, one of

the mcst beautiful of all. Many still adhere to its

former name of Imantophyllum, but we jirefer the

shorter design.ation. At first the Clivia was grown
as a stove ]>hint, but experience soon jiroved that

it was better in a cool house, and m,ay indeed be

classcil amongst those that succeed in a green-

house. In a cool temperature the flowers come
brighter, stronger, and the foliage greener and
healthier than when the plants are placed in muih

heat. They are used largely on the Continent for

the drawing-room, a use to which they might be
put in England. The Clivia has also the advantage
of withstanding a London atmosphere, as the
robust specimens in Mr. Williams' nursery show.
Those who have not yet a good selection will find

no diflSculty in obtaining one, as we have many
beautiful varieties of various shades of scarlet. A
pure white Clivia would be a prize, or any distinct

variation from the shades of scarlet.

Lycaste Schilleriana is a beautiful Central
American species, and very seldom seen. It was
in bloom recently in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery at

Upper HoUoway. The flowers stand up well, as in

Skinneri, and show the beauty of their exceedingly
delicate colouring. It is of free growth, and has
leaves and pseudo-buUis similar to those of L.

Skinneri, with flowers in the way of those of L.

plana. The spreading sepals, which are between
3 inches and 4 inches long, are cinnamon-brown
with a shade of green, the petals much smaller

and of the purest possible white—a beautiful con-

trast; the base of the column is crimson, but this

is scarcely seen.

Hardy Saxifrages.—Mr. Baker's paper on
Saxifrages would seem to have done much good,

for never before can I remember seeing so many
and distinct kinds exhibited at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting as there were on Tues-

day last. Charming indeed were several jiots of

that pretty form of S. oppositifolia, named major,

plunged to the rim in a large pan. each specimen
containing a large number of perfectly developed
flowers. That this is a distinct and superior form,

so far at least as size of flowers is concerned,

everyone must admit, but I feel sure that I have
seen particular plants amongst the hundreds that

adorn the Eidwyll cliffs in Carnarvonshire with
quite as large blooms as were some of those

exhibited. S. Burseriana Boydi is a gem with
creamy or yellow flowers placed on short foot-

stalks. The foliage, too, is interesting, as being of

a pleasing shade of green suffused with a silvery

tint. As pot plants hardy Saxifrages are of great

value, their neat habit of growth, beautiful grass-

green foliage, and abundantly produced flowers

rendeVing them favourites with one and all.— A. D.

Webster.

The Chionodoxas.—In reference to the note

on these at p. 253, there are two Chionodoxas, viz.,

C. gigantea and C. Timolusi, both described by the

collector as being distinct plants. The bulbs are,

unfortunately, small, and are not flowering suffi-

ciently well to enable me to fairly judge of them.

Gigantea is in flower, one or two blooms upon a
plant, but these flowers are considerably larger

than those of C. Luoilire, and I imagine when fully

established the plants will answer the description

of the collector, who states that the flowers are

fully double the size of those of C. Lucilia;, spikes

longer, and the plant a more robust grower. C.

Timolusi appears to be a rather late one. It is

just coming up through the ground. If there

should be any flowers 1 will be glad to send them
to you. 1 have this morning found three flowers

of Chionodoxa Timolusi, which 1 have sent you
for your inspection. The bulbs Tare remarkably
small, and the flowers consequently very weak,

so that it is impossible to form any idea of their

real beauty. I have also sent flowers of C.

gigantea from very small bulbs. I think gigantea

is very distinct, and that it will make a first-class

plant when we can get good established roots. I

have also sent flowers of cretensis and cretensis

albiflora nana.—T. S', W.\UE, Toitcniiam.

*^* The flowers of ('. Timolusi .ire too weak to

judge from properly. It is evidently .-i form of

Luciliie. ('. gigantea is a lovely Chionodox.a, quite

distinct in appearance, the tlowers large, robu.st, blue

tipped lilac. It is apparently a very distinct kind.

—El).

I do not know on what authority Chionodoxa

Timolusi is named. It is, no doubt, a variety of

Chionodoxa Luciliic, but as distinct from C. Luciliic

as C. sardensis is from C. Luciliic. It difl'ers from

C. Luciliio in its long narrow segments, which are
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of a beautiful light blue with pure white centre.

It appears to be the latest in bloom of all the
Chionodoxas. Chionodoxa gif,'antea I consider still

more distinct, and when stronger bulbs flower I

thinlc it will be the best and most distinct of this

genus.— G. Reuthe.
Hellebores from Devonshire.—In this box

you will receive flowers of some of my seedling
Hellebores, the result of many years' selection.

Perhaps the three or four to which 1 have attached
names are tlie most improved, as also the most
recent, viz., Eve, Unique, guttatus (A), Contour.

—

T. H. Archer-Hind, South Devon.
*,* They are most delicate in colour, with pretty

intermediate hues, many - spotted. In a good
climate in the west they are charming for this

time of the year. London and home county
climate does not give them much chance. There-
fore all the greater need for those who have the
opportunity to grow them plentifully. We thinli

some of those unnamed are finer than the named
kinds.

—

Ed.

Beautiful Dendrobiums.—There were several

exceptionally handsome Dendrobes in flower re-

cently in Mr. Williams' nursery at HoUoway, and
comprised the following : D. macrophyUum gigan-
teum, strongly scented of Turkey Rhubarb, has a
large rosy mauve flower, and is a showy handsome
form. There was also one of the purest forms of

the beautiful D. Ainsworthi it has been our pleasure
to see ; the variety named roseum is very similar to

the type, but the petals are flushed towards the
apex with rose. Of course the old D. nobile was
flowering freely, and one form was exceptionally
highly coloured, almost as rich as in D. nobile

nobilius, of which a coloured plate was given in

The Garden, September 8, 1883. D. crassinode
was in fuU bloom, also the now well-lmown Wardi-
anum and the golden-coloured D. Cambridgeanum.

Conophallus Titanum.—In the note on Amor-
phophallus Rivieri published last week (p. 255) it

is stated that "it is the same as Conophallus
Titanum." The two plants are widely different.

The last-named has a leaf 10 feet high, the stalk a
foot in diameter at the base, and the blade 45 feet
in circumference. The scape is 1 foot 7 inches
high, the spathe 3 feet in diameter, and the spadix
(i feet long. These data are from the description
given by Dr. Beccari, who discovered the plant in

Sumatra about ten years ago. The large plant
known in cultivation is that at Kew, which last

year had a tuber 18 inches across, like a huge
Pumpkin, and a leaf 8 feet high by 8 inches in
diameter at the base. This plant is now at rest.

It has not yet flowered, but hopes are entertained
of its doing so this year. Amorphophallus Rivieri
is a Japanese plant, which is almost hardy in Eng-
land. Its size will not, of course, bear comparison
with that of the Conophallus. The inflorescence
borne by the plant of the former, which was exhi-
bited by the Messrs. Veitch at Regent's Park last
week, was an unusually fine one.—W.
The weather in East Anglia.—With winter

closely hugging us all through March in East
Anglia, and even the earliest Primroses hesitating to
follow the lead of the Snowdrops, still in full bloom
on this the 26th day of March, one reads with
peculiar pleasure not untingcil with envy the inte-
resting note of Mr. J. A. Saumarcz (p. 255) on
Heaths and the beautiful old Acacia asparagoides
in full bloom in Guernsey. These are not only
very beautiful in themselves, but it is easy to
imagine the perfect galaxy of spring beauty that
accompanies them under the fostering and genial
conditions of that enviable climate ; while here
the north-east wiud is master of the situation, ami
though dethroned for a few hours by a rush of
genial air, it returns to us with its ruthless vigour,
as if it had obtained a fresh commis.sion to do its
worst among the venturesome spring flowers. Al-
ready it has done more injury than usual, for not
only have such plants as Myosotis dis.sitiflora 'oeen
destroyed by thousands, but the best of all double
Violets, Comte de Brazza, JIarie Louise, and the
three singles, Victoria, Czar, and odoratissima, have
almost been stripjied bare of their leaves. The double
white and Victoria have suffered the most, scores of

the latter being quite destroyed, whilst a number
of plants of Comte de Brazza left under a wall to

succeed those in frames look as if the leaves had
been scalded. In fact, I do not remember any win-
ter that has laid a heavier, colder hand on Violets

and some other plants, notablv parsley, than the

one that must surely be drawf_iif to a close. But
my object was not so much to find fault with our
colli and cutting climate as to urge the claims of

our older plants, such as several of the Acacias for

greenhouse or conservatory walls, as there are few
plants more graceful or even more beautiful than
these. They used to be seen in almost every glass

structure, and now have become almost rare. They
are mostly of very easy culture, their chief foe being
white scale. But surely this pest can prove no
serious obstacle to their growth in an age when
cures for insects are as plentiful as Blackberries.

—

D. T. Fish.

Lilium neilgherrense.—I saw a little while
ago an inquiry by Mr. G. F. Wilson, of Heather-
bank, Weybridge Heath, as to how many blooms
are borne by Lilium neilgherrense in its native

habitat. Allow me to reply that young bulbs pro-

duce usually only one blossom, but older and
stronger ones have frequently three to five. Very
strong bulbs ha^•e, I am told, been known to have
eight flowers on one stem. I have for some years
grown this Lily, and have, out of about 2000 plants,

an average of perhaps fifty yielding six and ten
giving seven blossoms. I have never seen more.
Mr. Wilson mentioned some time ago, I think in a
letter to me, that one of his plants of Lilium poly-

phyllum had produced thirteen flowers on one
stalk. This is most unusual, and shows that he
well understands how to treat this beautiful and
hardy little Lily. I |have never known more than
nine flowers on one stem of this variety. Will Mr.
Wilson kindly give us the same information with
regard to Ij. Wallichianum ? I think visitors to Mr.

Wm. Bull's establishment in Chelsea will this

summer have an opportunity of seeing many speci-

mens of Lilium neilgherrense bearing from five to

seven blooms.—F. Griffith, Kotagiri, Nilgiris,

India, March 4, 1889.

Rhododendron dauricum atrovirens.—
Amongst the few hardy shrubs flowering in March
there is none perhaps more beautiful and attrac-

tive than this old-fashioned Rhododendron. Plants

of it G feet high and as much in diameter, smothered
with their rich bright purple flowers, produce a very

striking effect in the shrubbery at this season. It

is rather odd that fine examples of it should be so

seldom met with, as it does not appear to me to be
at all fastidious either as to soil or situation. It is

perhaps as well to give it a warm, sheltered spot

where it is possible to do so, owing to its flowering

very early. It is of very slow growth, and presents

a very stunted, twiggy appearance when not in

flower, owing to its sparse covering of foliage,

which detracts to a certain extent from its ornate

character. This is, however, more noticeable in

aged specimens. The flowers of it have an agree-

able resinous perfume, and with an outline resem-

bling very much some of the small-flowered Azaleas.

The typical plant R. dauricum was, I believe, in-

troduced from Siberia towards the close of the last

century. It is a very much dwarfer growing kind

with paler coloured flowers than the one under
notice. Both are worthy of a place in every collec-

tion of hardy shrubs.— J. G. M. G., Milne Graden,
Coldstream, N.JI.

Spring flowers at Highgate.—There is a

beautiful show of spring flowers of various kinds in

the nurseries of Messrs. Cutbush and Son, High-
gate, and the arrangement is made exceedingly

tasteful by embedding the plants in green Moss so

as to quite hide the unsightly pots. From a large

mass of flowering bulbs as here, we can judge
something of the condition of the bulbs this season,

and the weakest and most inferior seem the Hya-
cinths, the splendid dark blue-coloured King of the

Blues being the best ; another fine single variety is

Macaulay. Such well-tried favourites .as La Gran-
desse still hold their own. The Tulips are finer

|

than the Hyacinths, especially such beautiful types

as Ophir d'Or, Roi Pippin, white, feathered with

scarlet, and Pottebakker, white. Messrs. Cutbush
also have in their display masses of the best kinds

of florists' Crocuses, Lilies of the Valley, which
seem unusually fine this season, Polyanthi Nar-
cissi, the beautiful Lyre Flower (Dielytra specta-

bilis), Daffodils, and an excellent strain of Cyclamen
known as giganteum, the flowers large, robust,

and finely coloured, the whites especially pure.

One variety of Mignonette worth noting was
Machet, the plant very dwarf, robust, and having
large strong sjiikes of powerfully scented flowers.

A mass of Primula obconica, Clivias, Rhododen-
drons, Azalea mollis, a dwarf strain of Amaryllis,

and Staphylea colchica, with pure white and sweetly

scented blooms, were also in this excellent display

of forced flowers.

Cypripediums of many kinds are flowering

now in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery at Upper Hollo-

way, where will be found a rare and rich collection

of the finest species and varieties. One strong re-

commendation the Lady's Slippers have is their

long season of blooming and the length of time the

individual flowers remain in condition. C. Mea-
suresianum has been in beauty for the past three

months, and a plant was still in flower. This is

one of the most beautiful of its genus, and another

fine type is C. Sallieri aureum, which has more yellow

in it than the ordinary form, and is a light-coloured

flower, with a line dorsal sepal beautified by a
broad margin of white, the other portion yellow,

spotted \vith chocolate. C. Williamsi, one of Mr.
Warner's seedlings, and of doubtful parentage, but
with evidently the venustum blood in it, has a dor-

sal sepal veined with green, the lip and petals suf-

fused with brown ; C. ciliolare, a lovely Cypripede

;

C. eallosum, which has a dorsal sepal about 3 inches

across, white, with longitudinal bands of crimson
;

lo grandis, a better marked flower than the type;

Sedeni candidulum, C. barbatuni Warneri, and C.

grande, a very fine form, were also in full bloom.
We must not omit that gem of Lady's Slippers, C.

cenanthum superbum, a highly polished flower of

exquisite colouring, nor C. Amesianum, of which
the dorsal sepal is polished green, the sepals and
lip suffused with light brown. Two beautiful kinds
are C. vexillarium superbum and C. tonsum ; the

first of the two is of very rich appearance, and the

other is a pale coloured flower, very light greenish

brown, with a few spots of chocolate on the petals,

and a fine white margin to the dorsal sepal. Cypri-

pedium Gardinianum was just opening; it is de-

scribed as in the way of Godefroya>, but with smaller

spots. C. Harrisianum superbum completes the

series of a few of the best in flower; it is a noble
variety, finer than the type, and with the rich

varnished character of cenanthum superbum.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
"Tho Pausy, and how to grow it." With coloured

plates and numerous woodcuts. By [James Simkins,
King's Norton. Birmingham: Cornish Bms., 37.
New Street. London ; Simpkin, Marshall A- Co.
" The Tomato : its Culture and Uses." By W.

Iggulden, Marston Gardens, Frome.
" A Naturalist's Voyage. Journal of Researches

into the Natural History and Geology of the Countries
visited during the voyage of H.M.S. 'Beagle' round
tho World." By Charles Darwin. Loudon: John
Murray, Albemarle Street.

Ifames of plants.—rbi*s.—l, Calanthe Veitchi,
tine colour; 2, Cattleyn Triana'. poor form ; 3, MiUido-
vallia ignoa; 4, M. Chiiniera. T. Worliinan.—1,
Dendrobium Devonianum; 2, I), tljyrsiflorum; 3, Lselia

flava; 4, Dendrochihnn gluniaceum. 0. Dnnford,
Did^bury,—A very fine sample of Cyclamen, but we
cannot name these; neither is it desirable. E. L. S.
— 1 and 2, forms of Selagiiu'Ua Kraussiana; 3, S.
ca;sia; 4, please send belter specimen; 5, S. Martensi;
0, S. jl. variegata. J. Bennett, Ravenscrnft.—The
Calanthe is C. Regnieri ; the Dondrobiuni , D. primu-
linuni. The flowers of D. Wardianuni are very good.

H. D.—1 and 3, forms uf Helloborus oricntalis; 2,

form of H. guttatus. A. Chapman.— 1 and 2, Euo-
nymus radicans variegatus; 3, Gaultheria Shallou.—

—

l{. Elliott.—Tho iSnowdrop has no varietal name; a
slight form of (i. nivalis. .1. Lee. — Hletia

Shopherdi. W. kelson.— llardenbergiamouophylla.
/. T. Stran(je.— Send better specimen. J. F. D.

—Please send fertile frond. F. li. T.—Pinus Peuce.
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HOME-GROWN TIMBER.

Mil. J. Sheppard, in The Garden, March IC

(p. 252), says :—
Your various correspondents find fault with the

non-use of home-grown timber, but in doing this

they do not specify what kind, and by their remarks
leave it to be inferred that it is that from Fir trees,

and if so, it is no wonder that there is little or no
demand for it, as everyone knows how much
superior foreign deals are to any that are grown
here, and builders are not so fooUsh as to use
timber that will cost them as much as fine foreign
wood that is seasoned and ready for use.

Mr. Sheppard should know that it is not
necessarily reqtiisite that all timbers used for

building purposes be thoroughly seasoned ; at

any rate I have supplied large quantities of

rafters, joists, dividing ]>03ts, lath, sarlcing, &c.

,

direct from the saw-mill after having been cut

up, and I never heard the inspector of works
object to their use when the wood was tho-

roughly matured in growth and of a close firm

texture. The seasoning of wood for particu-

lar purposes is only a question of time, and
there is nothing to prevent the forester in this

(jountry having his wood as well seasoned as

the foreigner. With regard to foreign timber
being so much superior to that of home growth,
tliis statement is not borne out by actual

experience and observation. There can be no
doubt but that soil, elevation, and locality

exercise a great influence on the growth of trees
and the quality of the wood which they produce.
I have cut up as good Pine, Oak, Ash, and
Sycamore as any that I have ever seen of foreign
growth, and which was allowed to be so by
competent judges. This may be exceptional,
and granting that it is so to a certain extent,
yet 1 have no hesitation in saying that timber of

home growth when thoroughly matured and
properly selected and prepared might be used
with advantage in many cases where it has
hitherto been all but neglected. Mr. Sheppard
also says :

—

What value, I would ask, are Spruce and Silver
Kirs that are only too common on most estates? If

Abies Douglasi were planted, we may by-and-by
liave timber that will successfully compete with
that brought from abroad.

We all expect that A. Douglasi will have a
great future, but to say that it will be superior
to the common Spruce and Silver Fir is ques-
tionable. The Spruce and Silver Firs are botli

tried trees in this country, and we know all

about them, and although Abies Douglasi has
proved a success in some localities, yet in other
parts it proved a failure unless sheltered by
other hardy trees such as the common Spruce
and Silver Fir. Although the Silver Fir is

liable to bo cut down by late spring frosts
during the early stages of its growth, yet when
thoroughly established it is proof against the
inclemency of the weather and attains a larger
si/.i) than any of its associates of the Fir
tribe within the same time, and as its wood
is of good average quality, it is therefore not to

bo despised as a useful timber tree. Under
such conditions it is doubtful whether the
Douglas Spruce will ever attain a higher stan-
dard of perfection in this country for utility

and jirofit. .Sonic time ago I inspected a forest
where a niunber of the Douglas Spruce had been
planted at .-in elevation of aljout 1118 feet above
sea level, and tlie plants appeared to be in per-
fect, health, and Ironi the site of the plaiitatiim,

which is sheltered by high hills in the vicinity,

I have every re;i8on to believe that the trees
will attain a useful size. If Abies Douglasi,

however, were planted on a wind-swept hillside

at the same elevation, failure would certainly
result, so that locality is often a point of greater
importance than mere elevation. In places
where the tree thrives, its prospective value as
a timber-producer is immense, but as it is un-
suitable for planting on exposed heather moor
and hilly ground, its value for general utility is

lessened to a large extent, and it has yet to be
proved whether it will be such an acquisition
as some writers would have us suppose.

Much has been said for and against the
common Spruce (Abies excelsa) as a timber
tree, but the large extent to which its

timber is being used for house-building, &c.,

shows its usefulness for such purposes. In
addition to this, it has proved perfectly
hardy and well suited for the climate of this

country, and as it is easily propagated from seed
and capable of being removed to the forest in

the early stages of its growth, and inserted in
the ground by the notch system of planting out
at a cost of about 30s. per acre, and sometimes
less, it can be highly recommended. In Ire-

land and elsewhere I have found it to be an ex-
cellent tree for planting on peat, bog, and
mossy ground ; in fact, it seems to be quite at

home on this class of soil, and attains a good
useful size in places where many other trees
only reach the size of inferior scrub. In speak-
ing of this tree Loudon says :

—

The finest Spruce forests which I have seen were
between Memel and Konigsberg, growing in peaty
soil resting on sand, and liable to inundation dur-
ing a great part of winter.

Therefore in view of the vast area of this
class of ground in Great Britain and Ireland
that is unsuitable for tillage purposes, this tree
might be planted with a reasonable prospect of
success and profit to the owners of such lands,
and as the wood is elastic, although perhaps less

resinous than that of the Scotch Pine, yet it is

found to be durable and capable of being used
at all stages of its growth for a great variety of
purposes. On the whole, the common Spruce
is by no means such an inferior tree for general
utility as some writers would seem to imply.
To grow the tree to the best advantage it should
be planted in blocks by itself, and at such a
distance aiiart that the side branches lose their

vitality through confinement and fall to the
ground, by which means the stems present fine

clean shafts of a pretty uniform thickness
throughout. J. B. Weh.ster.

The Scotch Fir as a timber trea.— 1 .juite

apree with J. B. Webster in all he says (p. 27(3) respeetin^
tlio value of the timber of this tree. Tlie treeKi*'>\vs well
ill this part of the eouiitry, and here it is useil daily
and almost exclusively in repairing and eri'i'tiiig all

kinds of farm buildings, cottages, &c., and its adapta-
)»ilityand duraljility are undeniable.—J. Mliu, Jl/f(jY/aiu

7'orA-, S. Wales.

Willow for hedges.—By sub.stituting Willow
for Thorn, hedges can be made profitable ; they are,

it is said, more elTective as a shelter, (juito as .strong,

reared in a much shorter time, and at less than half

the cost. The Willow has long been reconinicndcd
for hedges, and the only way in which the neglect
of such advice can be accounted for is simply tliat

the matter has never been brought sufiieicntly

under notice. A Willow hedge, 200 yards long,

riirmcd of cuttings 12 inches long and planted
I'l inches ajiart—requiring 1200 cuttings, value
about 2r)s.—became in two years a good strong
fence, c.'ipablc of resisting any pressure an ordinary
hedge would be subject to. The Willows being
crossed diagonally, rendered it almost imiiossiblc

for anything to break through. The dressings or
spray of the first two years were co.arso and worth-
less, but in the three succeeding ycar.s the <hessing

has been sold to basket-makers for 20s. each year'
and has paid the entire cost of planting, labour,
and rent of land which the hedge occupies.
Another hedge planted upon the same principle
has, at the second year's dressing, paid the cost of
the plants.— F.

OSIER CULTURE.
1 HAVE had an Osier ground for some years, and I

find it to be profitable. The popular notion of an
Osier bed is just any piece of land that will not
grow anything else, where water stands all the
winter, that you have only to dig over, push cut-

tings into, and take the crop oflt when the time
comes round for that purpose. Osiers grown in

this fashion will just cover expenses. To make
them pay, the business must be well started, and
the little that has to be done must be thoroughly
done, and at the right time of the year.

First, shallow drain the land—say 18 inches or

2 feet, not deeper—with pipes; for Osiers live in

dry, thrive in moist land, and die out in stagnant
water. If you use hand labour instead of horse
work in the dr.aining, cut open drains and keep
them clear ; but, if possible, use horse work, as it

will make a considerable difference in the expense.

Trench the land 12 inches deep, and plant the

cuttings 12 inches apart, and 18 inches from row
to row. Cuttings made of one-year shoots are the

best. They should be cut about 10 inches or

12 inches long, and pushed into the ground the

whole length. If planted too late (after the sap has
begun to rise), the bark will peel up the cutting,

and it will die. February is the best month for

planting. For the first year keep the weeds under
with a sharp hoe, and also keep rabbits down.
Do not cut the crop later than February, .and replace

any cuttings that may have died.

Osiers are sold as a st<anding crop, or in some
places by weight or by the bunch. Whichever plan

is adopted, let your own men cut the crop. The
Osiers should be cut off close to the ground, or as

nearly so as practicable. A bunch of Osiers is a

number of rods tied together by two Viands (made
of Osier). The lowest band should be 12 inches

from the butt end of the bunch, and should measure
3(! inches in circumference ; the other b.ond is put

round any distance up the bunch, and has no fixed

length, being intended only to keep the bunch to-

gether. As soon as the crop is cut and weeds begin

to appear, plough the land .and harrowit, for, if the

weeds once gain a good footing, it will make a large

difference in the yiehl. About six or eight sorts

are enough to grow, ami about three-fourths of

them should be kinds for peeling, as they fetch a

better price than those that will not peel. As soon

as the shoots burst use the hoe, or you m.ay damage
the plants.

Any land, however poor, will grow some kinds of

Osieri but the better the soil the better the kind

that may lie planted. Clay is hardly suitable for

them, and sand is .almost as b.ad. The value of an
Osier rod depends upon its toughness and stiaight

length. An acre of land will t.ake aliout 28,000

cuttings. The cheapest way is to grow a small bed
the first ye.ar for cuttings for the next. A well-

grown one-ye.ar-old rod will iii.ake three cuttings

—

not more, safely. Bought cuttings cost aliout 12s.

per thousand. The sliape of an Osier gronr.d is

material; it should be long .and comparatively

narrow, with v.acant paths every now and then

running quite through it, to enable rabliits to be

shot as they p.ass over them. T. C.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— rAtj journal it

pvblished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In tkis form tht

coloured plates are beat preaei'ved, and it is most suitable for

refernice previous to the issue 0/ the half-yearly volumes. Prict

Is. 6i(. .- post free, \s, fi.i,

" Farm and Home " Monthly Farts. — Thit

journal is publisheil in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in irhirh

form it is most suitable/or re/a-ence prrrioM to the issut of tht

yearly volumes. Price bd. ; post free, "d.

" Hardy 'FlO'W&Ta.**— Hiving descriptions of upwards o

thirteen hundred of Uu most ornamental species, with direcliont

for their an-anganent, culture, ti:e. Fourth and Popular
Edition, In..- post free. li. 8d.

London: 37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakcspmre.

NOTES ON HARDY FRUITS.

It is yet ratlier early to express a decided opinion

upon the coming fruit season, but, judging from
present appearances, crops of all kinds wUl be

extremely partial. Those who pin their faith

on a mild late spring and do not debit one of

the most unfavourable summers on record, are

already looking forward to fine crops of fruit,

and I am most hopeful that their good wishes

may be realised. I do not, however, share in

this opinion, and for these reasons : The flower-

buds, as a rule, are small, attenuated, and back-

ward ; the wood-buds are pushing forward and
getting too far in advance, whilst wood of the

past year is shrivelling, dying back, and show-
log signs of gummmg. Wall trees of mature
age which cropped well last year and whose
roots were lifted are looking fairly well and
may set good crops. Vigorous young trees,

although quite old enough to bear good crops,

are less promising, and others from which
under the inost favourable conditions we do
not look for much fruit, will require cutting

hard home to get rid of damaged shoots which
cannot be expected to form the framework of

useful trees. Indeed, so hard hit and unsatis-

factory are young trees in some of our best

managed nurseries, that only the other day
a leading projirietor told me he was cutting

hard home or burning trained Peaches and
Nectarines by the hundred. The bad eflect of

a cold, wet summer is not confined to hardy
fruits, that is to say, to fniits in the open air

only, as kindred varieties under glass are more
or less unsatisfactory, whilst the dearth of bloom
upon hard -wooded plants, of which the Azalea
may be taken as the type, is unprecedented.
But what have New Holland or any other plants

to do with our crops of hardy fruit is a ques-
tion which those who have not thoroughly
mastered the theory of horticulture, or think a
fine April must ensure a bountiful harvest, may
reasonably ask. Well, to the practical gardener,
who has been watching Nature and her ways
through seasons hot and dry, wet and cold,

these trifling indications of machinery out of

gear are reluctantly accepted as forerunners of

disappointment.

Crops upon some soils and in some situations

will be good, in others they will fail or fall be-

low the average ; but, heavy or light, one bad
season will not justify our folding of hands or
calling upon Jupiter for help. Nothing of the
kind ; we must put our own shoulders tothe wheel
by paying extra attention to the most trifling

details in every department. Careful disbud-
ding, close training to sun-absorbing walls, the
removal or lightening of heavy mulches which
repel solar-heat, and watering with warm water
are matters trifling in them.selves, but power-
ful when combined, and must favour quick
growth and early maturity. Protection, where
jiracticable, from morning frosts being favour-
able to the tender growths as well as the fltiwers

and fruit, should not be neglected, whilst war
to the knife with insect pests must be most
assiduously followed up throughout the season.
It is by no means unusual for disappointed lior-

ticulturists to forget their friends after they
have yielded their annual crops, or to neglect
them when climatal conditions are unfavourable
to the formation, ripening, or fertilisation of

the flowers, and most dearly they pay for this

short-sighted economy, no matter how choice or

how common the plant or tree in question may
be. lUu.strations of the efiect of this neglect

may be seen in the cottage as well as the ducal
garden, as we have only to picture to ourselves

the humble Gooseberry bush stripped of every
leaf by caterpillars ; it may not die, but it is

prevented from maturing its buds, with the

natural result that the following year finds it

fruitless. Stepping from the open quarter to

the south wall, we find a fine, large, but barren
Peach tree growing more strongly than usual.

Having missed the restraining crop, our
business should be confined to disbudding, pos-

sibly defoliating, close training, and timely
destruction of insects ; but, assuming that we
neglect the insects, that we allow them to cripple

and destroy the early growths, our chance for

another year is gone, as second shoots rarely

ripen properly. Indeed it is this general imma-
turity of the past year's wood and flower-buds,
to be followed by light crops of fruit, that in-

duces me to emphasise my remarks just now
upon the importance of securing early growths,
no matter how infertile the tree, and keeping
them free from checks by the timely destruction
of insects. If the seasons will not come to our
fruit trees, we must endeavour to fit them for

the seasons ; first, by placing the roots in warm,
well-dramed borders ; second, by the restriction

of strong growth ; thii-d, by timely, if not anti-

cipatory manipulation and training ; and last,

by the prevention early in the season of the
spread of aphides, the worst of all our insect

enemies. W. C.

THE COTTON WOOL NUISANCE.
Opixioxs seem to vary a good deal as to the most
suitable material for fruit and flower packing, some
condemning the use of wadding altogether, and
others that of Moss, but there can, I think, be no
question but that both are equally valuable for the
purpose if judiciously applied. It will be readily

admitted that ripe Peaches and Nectarines are

about the most delicate fruits we have to deal with,

and these are never found to travel better than
when packed in perfectly dry, sweet Moss, which is

elastic and springy. To get it in this desirable

state and to have it free from all dirt or dust it

must be gathered during a dry time, and exposed to

sun and air to shrink it and drive out all moisture,

after which it should be beaten on mats to soften

and clean it. Before packing the Peaches and
Nectarines, after they are gathered, the first preli-

minary is to fill the boxes they are intended to

travel in moderately full of the Moss, and then
make holes in it in which to bed them. Previous
to this being done each fruit must be carefully

wrapped in tissue paper to prevent immediate con-
tact with the packing, which otherwise would be
sure to damage the skins. This part accomplished,
all that remains is to fill in around each fruit and
place a layer of Moss over the top at least an inch
thick, and it thought desirable a thin sheet of wad-
ding over that, when if the lid is securely fastened
and the box properly corded no harm will come to

the fruit. Graprs travel well either in small round,
stout baskets lined with Moss, and paper inside that,

or in boxes, but the bunches should all be placed
one way, with the points downwards, and be so

close that there is no shifting. Strawberries travel

best in shallow boxes, with a layer of Moss on tlie

bottom, or a sheet of wadding with tissue paper
over, and on that soft leaves from the plants or

Vines, and the same between the fruits to keep
them from touching each other. It is also neces-

sary to have leaves on the top, and a sheet of paper
and wadding sufficient to give the gentlest pres-

sure and keep the whole firm.

With regard to flowers, I should never think of

using Moss, except for the purpose of holding mois-

ture to keep the blooms fresh, and tlien it should
be secured below. This may easily be done by

running a few pieces of string across it. These are
useful for putting the stems of flowers under, and
thus holding them down, as are also wire trays to

drop in and fit the sides of the boxes. These latter

I generally dip in water before using and give them
time to drain, and I find that when so treated
flowers arrive much fresher in them. Wadding acts

as an absorbent, but a piece of soft paper damped
and placed over the wool prevents this, and
the wadding is then useful as a bufi'er, and breaks
the shock when the box gets tumbled about. The
thing to avoid in packing flowers is having deep
boxes and putting heavy and light flowers to-

gether, for though the first-named may be placed
at the bottom it is doubtful if they remain there,

as boxes are bundled into trains topsy-turvy and
the lighter blooms get crushed by the otherf,

—S. D.

Having written so recently in The Gaeden
(Vol. XXXIV., p. 569) on packing cut flowers, I did

not intend to say anything on ' the cotton wool
nuisance," but the remarks of Mr. Fullegar (p. 253),

in which he attempts to depreciate the value of

Moss as a medium for keeping flowers fresh, tempt
me again to say that there is nothing to equal damp
JIoss when properly used for sending flowers long
distances—and short ones, too, for that matter. If

Moss is dirty, that is the fault of the packer, for

nothing is more easUy cleaned with the aid of a
pail of water. The Moss can be squeezed dry
enough to prevent dripping and still be moist
enough to keep the flowers fresh, while as to its ever

becoming " dry and dusty " during the journey,

that is impossible, as it would keep damp for weeks
in a fairly air-tight box, such as should be used in

every case for cut flowers. In packing flowers more
than one layer deep, sUght pressure is needful, but
when one is told to " fill the box as closely and
firmly as possible," a jam is suggested, in which the

white flowers at least are to be pitied. Dried Moss,
Mr. Fullegar notwithstanding, is used and appre-

ciated by a great number of " right-minded gar-

deners " as the best and most elastic of aU packing
material for ripe fruit. Some that I had gathered
last summer, well dried and beaten, is to-day as fresh,

sweet, and springy as itwaswhen gathered,andwould
certainly remain so for a twelvemonth. In writ-

ing on flower packing, " W. I. M." gives directions

for packing several layers in a box, and advises

certain things for each layer—very good advice if

one could be sure that railway porters, postmen, or

anyone whose hands the boxes may pass through,

would handle the boxes carefully. The fact is that

all but the very roughest or hardiest flowers should
never be packed more than one layer deep, and
secured to the bottom of the box in some way,
while the lid should not touch them. To do this a
larger number of boxes would be required, but all

could be tied together and form one parcel, that

would be but little larger than one box containing

the same quantity of flowers, and the waste and
damage would be nil.—J. C. Tallack, Lirermere.

Cotton wool is not so bad as it is described to

be. It has been more used for packing choice fruit

and flowers than any other material, ami. all points

considered, I do not think we have anything else so

satisfactory. Moss is apt to taint the flavour of

delicate soft fruits. It is inclined to become mixed
with the flowers, as is also hay, unless great care is

taken, but cotton wool will neither taint nor
damage the contents, and it one thickness of tissue

paper is placed between the cotton wool and the

fruit or flowers, they will invarialily turn out clean

and as faultless as possible.—J. Mum, Margam,
South Wales.

A note from Gloucester.—I send a hybrid

from Rosa rugosa alba, and also some seedling

Polyanthus Primroses. The Rose has, of course,

liloomcd in the greenhouse. I consider it very

lovely ; the plant is a very small one, at present

only 12 inches high, and has several buds. I am
very pleased with the following plants for the

drawing-room ; they have been in bloom for three

weeks : Pyrus Maulei, a naturaUy grown bush quite

covered with bloom and leaves—last year I bad
bloom, but small, and no leaves—and a greenhouee
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Rhododendron (Javanese race), long tube, rosy
blossom, and my old favourite Primula oboonica.
In my old garden. Sunny Hill, Shirehampton—

a

very warm position—I think bulbs ripened well last

year, if I may judge by the profuse way they are

blooming now in spite of their having been moved
here.—C. O. Miles, The Moarage, Almondstury,
Gloucester.

*,* A fragrant, pretty white Rose.—Ed.

Ferns.
W. H. GOWER.

LITOBROCHIAS.
This is a somewhat extensive and handsome
family of Ferns, all of which form decided
ornaments in a fernery, particularly in a natu-

rally arranged house. Unless due care is exer-

cised in planting them in the right positions, a
great amount of the distinctive beauty of many
of the kinds will be completely lost. Planting a
naturally arranged fernery requires care and a
knowledge of the attainments of the particular

kinds used, or great disappointment is likely to

arise. Of late years I must say that the kinds
used have been so limited that there has been
little fear of this occurring, but instead there has
arisen a dreariness, which has really been in-

tolerable, worse indeed than the confusion which
was sometimes to be seen through unsuitable
species being used. It is this dreary aspect
which I would fain persuade my readers to avoid,

and where it already exists, to set about a
judicious arrangement which shall obliterate the
evil. There are plenty of Ferns still to be found
in cultivation, and there are plenty more to be
introduced, and I would advise growers not to

be satisfied with the few kinds which are easily

obtained, but to gather together a good variety,

be they hardy kinds, varieties for the cool house
or for the stove fernery. Above all, it is neces-

sary to become acquainted with their style of

growth and their probable dimensions in order
that as they grow they may produce an har-

monious whole. The kinds here noted are, for

the most part, strong growers and of robust con-
stitution, so that from a judicious use of the
different kinds pleasing results will follow.

Litobrochias thrive well in a mixture of good
light loam and peat in about equal parts, to

wliicb should be added sufficient sand to keep
the whole in a porous condition. The sand
should, however, not bo used in sufficient quan-
tity to render the soil poor, or starved fronds
will be the result. Litobrochias also enjoy
copious waterings, and, therefore, require plenty
of drainage.

L. PODOpnYLL.\.—This is a fine, bold-growing
plant with large, umbrella-like fronds. The crown
is erect, and the bare stems of the fronds are each be-
tween 4 feet and 5 feet high, and of a bright straw
colour. Each frond is more than a yard across, the
pinnre deeply divided, and the colour an intense
deep green. It is a magnificent species, and should
be planted in a conspicuous position. It is a warm
house kind from Jamaica and other West Indian
localities.

L. VEsnoUTiMONis.—This is a widely-spread
species, and is perhaps more correctly named L.
incisa. It is a common plant in New Zealand, and
will thrive well in a cool house. The fronds vary in

length, and in the form now before me, from New
Zealand, the stem is .stout, straw colour in the upper
part, becoming of a deep brown towards the base.
The frond is 2J feet high and 1 foot wide, bright
green, the under side very glaucous, the sori bright
red. It is said sometimes to reach more than
double the size given above, so that, plenty of space
should be given it.

li. >rACTLr;NTA.—This is an elog.-mt.species, which
delights in shade. It grows from 1 fo<i( lo 1 feet in

height. The fronds are smooth and pale green

;

the smaller fronds, as they stand well, being well

adapted for cutting. It is usually to be found from
1 foot to 2 feet in height, and comes to us from
New Zealand.

L. .spiNULiFERA is a fine plant for a stove, and it

attains a height of about 3 feet, bearing about nine
pairs of pinna; and a long terminal one; each of the

pinna: is 6 inches long and bright green. The stem
is bright brown, and copiously furnished with short

spines throughout its entire length. Native of

Western Africa.

L. ELATA.—This is another grand plant for a col-

lection. The naked stems of the fronds, each attain-

ing a height of some 3 feet, are of a bright straw
colour. It is a noble plant which finds a home in

various parts of South America.

L. MACROPTEEA IS a fine species with deep green
fronds, which are each from 1 foot to 2 feet or more
high. The colour is very deep green. It is a native
of Brazil, and thrives well in the stove.

L. GUANDIFOLIA.—A magnificent Fern for form-
ing a background in a fernery. It is of decumbent
growth, and the naked stem is from 1 foot to 18

inches high. The pinnse, each from li inches to 1 foot

long, are smooth and light green. It comes from
various parts of South America and requires a stove.

L. HETEKODACTyLA.— This pretty Fern I have
only seen growing upon one occasion, ami that was
in the Royal Gardens, Herrenhausen, in Hanover,
each of the fronds is about a foot high and deep
green. It is an extremely handsome plant for a front
row. Native of the Malayan Archipelago.

L. Endlichekiana.—This form, a native of

New Zealand, where it would seem to be abun-
dant in the Northern Island, appears to some-
what resemble P. tremula in its general habit, but
it is easily distinguished from that plant by its

broader pinna;, and by its veins which are netted at
the base. The fronds, each varying from 18 inches
to about 1 feet in height, are bright green. It is also

said to be a native of Tasmania and Norfolk Island,

and it thrives well in the cool house.

L. TRIPAUTITA.—A handsome Fern, the fronds of
which are each some 3 feet or more high, the pinna;
being each some 12 inches or 15 inches or more long.

It is a native of the Malayan Islands and other warm
countries, and requires stove temperature. It is

one of those Ferns which makes a conspicuous ob-
ject among shorter kinds.

CATALOGUES.
There are few probably who care to preserve old
seed or plant catalogues. After a glance through,
they are torn up or thrown aside as waste paper.
In the course of forty years I have received many
hundreds, every one of which I still have ; of

course, a large proportion of these are of no value,

but there are a considerable number amongst them
that I would not willingly be without, and I have
frequent occasions to refer to them. In looking
through some of the earlier seed catalogues lately,

I could not fail to be struck with the great con-
trast between them and those of the present time,
and not to the advantage of the latter, whose ela-

borate ornamentation and illustration are at the ex-

pense of the contents. I often hear it remarked,
and not without reason, that a great sameness pre-
vails in these, that for the most part any one of them
is little more than a reprint of the others, and year after
year there is but little variation, which .seems quite
unaccountable, seeing that the extent of horticul-

tural glass [has now perhaps more than doubled,
and is, as well as cultivators, every year increasing.

It was not so a third of a century ago; almost every
catalogue contained an abundance of specialities

of its own. Tliey were simple, unpretentious bro-

chures, in many instances covcrless, and ;U1 without
any attempt at ornamentation, but what precious
treasures do they offer! Hosts of beautiful and
most interesting things never heard of now, and
most likely very many lost to cultivation. In those
<lays, for abundance of kinds and profusoncss of
varieties I3arr and Sugden appear lo have had the
lead. I have a list ol' theirs now before me, and a

wonderful one it is, as will be seen when I say it

contains, of Acacia, 59 species; Berberis, 15; Canna,
57 ; Cassia, 14 ; Chorozema, 10 ; Genista, 14 ; stove

and greenhouse Hibiscus, V.) (you rightly observed
recently that this family is too much neglected)

;

Indigotera, 14 ; ornamental fniit-bearing Solanums,
23 ; stove and greenhouse Ipomvras (perennial), 1 1

;

Kennedyas, Hardenbergias and Zichyas, 25 ; orna-

mental Gourds and other cucurbitaceous plants,

117; and so on. Where are the seedsmen now
that can offer us anything approaching this i Close

to their heels came Butler and McCuUoch, James
Carter, William Thompson, and Messrs. Henderson.
To wade through these catalogues, one feels it must
have been a difficult matter indeed for amateurs to

keep their purse-strings tied, so abundant were the

temptations set before them. Why do not some of

the great nurserymen, instead of ransacking the

furthermost corners of the earth for some new
Orchid, or seedsmen, instead of giving us the ever-

lasting Cineraria, Calceolaria, Primula, and such like J

—all charming in their way, but they weary by their I

monotony—re-introduce some of the multitude of

beautiful and interesting plants cultivated in the

last generation ? They would be novelties to the

present age, and would be obtainable at a tithe of

the cost of Orchids, and, looked at commercially,

could not fail, I should think, to prove a remunera-

tive speculation. J. M.
Charmouth, Dorset.

Propagating.

Tuberous Begonia.s.—Although really good va-

rieties may now be obtained from seed, it is desir-

able to propagate some of the best kinds from
cuttings, more especially of the double sorts. A few
good cuttings may generally be obtained from the old

corms when they are started into growth. Where the

latter produce several shoots, some of these should

be taken off and they will make the best cuttings.

Cut them off close to the corms, and apply a little

dry sand to absorb the moisture. They maybe put

singly into small pots, using light sandy compost
and a little sand at the base of the cuttings. They
should be put into the close propagating pit, but no
water should be given for the first day or so, and
then only sparingly. Cuttings propagated early in

the spring will make good flowering plants the same
season. They also form good corms for another

season, and being taken off while short, they have

a number of eyes at the base ; consequently they

are more reliable than those propagated later op
which have only one eye at the base, and often fail

to start again after they have been ripened off.

Sekicographis GiiiESBREcnTiANA.—This use-

ful winter-flowering plant should be propagated as

early in the season as possible. The cuttings may
be taken from vigorous-growing plants, and should

be cut off close below a joint and one pair of leaves

removed. They will root freely in light peaty soil

if placed in the warmest part of the propagating

pit. As soon as sutticiently rooted they should be

potted on, using good porous soil. Loam, leaf-

mould, and peat, in equal parts, with sand added,

is a good compost. The plants should have every

encouragement to make free growth early in the

season, and later on they should be well exposed.

After the wood is well ripened and the flowers set,

they may be removed to warmer quarters again for

blooming.

Peristrophe (Justicta) speciosa.—Cuttings
put in now will make good bushy plants for flower-

ing in the autumn. Care should be taken that

clean healthy cuttings iirc obtained, and these will

root freely in the ordinary stove propagating pit.

During tlie early part of the season the plants

should be grown on in astove temperature, but sliould

be kept as clo.se to the glass as possible, and
stopped from tinu; to time until good bu.shy plants

are formed. During the summer they will do l)etter

in a cold pit, and will not be so likely to become
infested with red spider .-ind other insects, wliicli

are often very troublesome (Ui this class of plants

when grown in a warm, dry almo.sphere.

ScuTBLLABiA MocciNiANA.—This is another
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very pretty stove-flowering plant, which, to have it

in good condition, should be propagated annually.

Cuttings from young, vigorous-growing shoots will

make good plants in one season. Now is a good
time to propagate. The cuttings should be put in

light sandy soil and placed in the warmest part of

the propagating pit ; they will form roots in a very
short time, and should be potted on as soon as

sufficiently established, using good porous soil and
plenty of drainage. This plant delights in a moist,

warm atmosphere, but should be grown in a light,

open position, and kept free from insects.

THVBS.4.CANTHUS EUTILANS.—When well grown,
this is a most attractive plant, the long drooping
racemes of bright crimson flowers, when associated

with fresh green foliage, showing up to great ad-

vantage. This should also be propagated annually,

and cuttings taken now will make nice plants for

flowering the same season. The cuttings may be
treated in the same manner as recommended for

the above-mentioned subjects, but the plants should
be potted in a more loamy soil, and will do well

under cool treatment during the summer. Careful

attention must be paid to watering, and the plants

must be removed to a warmer position early in the

autumn, otherwise they will lose their bottom
foliage. After the pots are well filled with roots,

liquid manure may be used freely, or a litt'e

chemical manure applied to the surface occasionally.

EuPATOEitms.—This genus includes several de-

sirable species, some of which, although not par-

ticularly showy, may be recommended for green-

house culture, as they are of free growth and flower

profusely in an ordinary greenhouse temperature
during "the winter. E. Weinmannianum may be
had in flower from early in the autumn until the

spring, when it will be succeeded by E. riparium.

Now is a good time to propagate these plants. An
old plant or two put into a little extra warmth will

soon start into growth. Cuttings from young shoots

put in light sandy soil will root freely in the stove

propagating pit. They should be potted off as soon

as well rooted, and any ordinary loamy compost
will suit them. As soon as established the plants

will do well in a cool pit, and during the summer
a sheltered position out of doors will suit them.
They should be kept frequently stopped until

good bushy plants are formed. E. Weinman-
nianum should not be stopped quite so late as

E. riparium, except where it is desired to retard the

flowering season, or if a few plants are stopped at

different times a better succession of bloom may be

kept up. But in E. riparium the flowering season

cannot be regulated by stopping. The plants may,
however, be brought into bloom earlier by giving

them a warmer position. E. ianthinum is a very

distinct species with large leaves and terminal

corymbs of bluish purple flowers. Except when
propagated early in the season, this species should

not be stopped, but two or three plants may be
grown in a pot. Cuttings are not produced quite

so freely, and require more care than those of the

other sorts ; it is also better to grow the plants

under glass. A.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rose Marquise de Castellane. — This is an
escellont variety for pot culture. Plants in S-incli pots
carryino; from ten to fifteen hlnonis, anil these not

more than about 15 inches from the top of the pot, are

most useful. The growth is stiff, neeilinj? scarcely any
support in the way of states. The colour is pure rose.

—M.
Rose Mme. G. Iiuizet.—T presume to answer

only one question, as my number of Perpetualsissmall,
simplv because they do not gfrow so well here as Teas.
But Madame Gabriel Luizet is a preat favourite of

mine, doing splendidly on my. light .soil and sunny
situation. It is my system of pruning that T would
relate, especially as it differs from that of many of my
friends. Cutting back hard does not suit it with me.
1 cut out the shoots that have bloomed in .Tuly, and in

the spring only cut out the weak shoots and sliorten

the strong ones.'—F. P.\oe Roberts, Scolc Kednni.

Rose General Jacqueminot.—There is pro-

bably no better Kose amongst the Hybrid Perpetuals
than this for planting out under glass for early

flowering, as it grows vigorously and flowers with

great freedom. In Mr. John Marshall's garden at

Taunton there is a fine plant now in bloom. It

occupies a position under glass with other Koses
along the front of a lean-to house, the roots being
inside. This plant makes strong shoots over C feet

in length. The blooms are as perfect in form as

when grown in the open air, but there is an absence
of that brilliant colour in the half-open flowers that

we are accustomed to see in them when grown out-

side. Notwithstanding this slight defect, I do not

know of another Hybrid Perpetual of the same
colour that grows so vigorously. It would no doubt
make a splendid pillar Rose.

—

J. C. C.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Seilla bifolia rosea, a rose-coloured variety, is

one of the prettiest flowers on the rockery at Kew
at the present time. A good clump of it would be
very delicate.

Wild gardening is prettily carried out at Kew
on the mound near the Cumberland Gate entrance.

This is the best time to see it, as the Daffodils are in

full flower.

Dendrobium Wardianum. — Mr C. Lucasi
The Gardens, Belmont, Taunton, sends us flowers of a
good variety of this beautiful Deudrohe. Its increas-

ing popularity is shown by the large displays we see of

it in nurseries and gardens.

Dendrobium barbatulum, which was in bloom
a few days ago with Mr. Bull, is a beautiful Indiau

species, the flowers of the purest white, and crowded
together in dense clusters. It is an exceedingly chaste

and effective Dendrobium.

Datura sanguinea. — The specimen of this

planted out in the greenhouse at Kew is in full beauty
just now. The mass of pendent flowers is remarkably
striking. When grown in this way, there are not
many handsomer plants than this old Datura, or Brug-
mansia, as some are pleased to call it.

Primula denticulata alba is in fine flower

at Kew at present, and proves to be a handsome plant,

though, perhaps, no advance on the well-known and
much admired typical form. The variety is just as

hardy, and flowers just as freely, and proves a useful

addition in early spring.

Saxifraga aretioides praeoox, introduced by
Paul and Son, of Cheshimt, as the earliest form of

this species, has this year come true to name, opening a

clear fortnight at least earlier than either the type or

primuhna. It differs little from the typical form, un-
less in flowering so much earher.

Oncidium sareodes.—Numerous plants of this

beautiful Oncidium were a mass of flower a few day.^

ago in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea. It does not

require many specimens to make a show. One variety,

named superbum, had much larger and richer flowers

than those of the type.

The Chionodoxas.—We send you sample flowers

of Chionodoxa LueiUse and C. gigautea for you to see

how distinct a plant the latter is. The flowers are

from bulbs collected last year, so that naturally

they are not blooming extra strongly. The variety,

however, promises to be a very fine thing.—B.\RR & Son.
*«* We ap^ree with this ; gigantea is a beautiful variety

as far as we have seen it at present.

—

Ed.

Rhododendron barbatum.—Large bushes of

this grand Himalayan Rhododendron have been in

great beauty for some time back in the grounds of

the Earl of Annesley, Castlewellan. Himalayan
Rhododendrons are quite at home at Castlewellan,

where a large collection of them are grown. R.

Thomsoni will be opening its beautiful Lapageria-

like flowers almost as soon as those of R. barbatum
are over. Rhododendron Nobleanum has been in

flower more or less .since November last.—C.

Drosera cistiflora.—When Miss North's pic-

ture of this African Sundew was first exhibited

most people doubted the accuracy of the drawing.

A Drosera 5 inches high, with flowers as big and
brightly coloured as those of field Poppies, seemed
beyond belief. However, Miss North had the dried

flowers, and in due time obtained living roots

from the Cape. One of these she presented to Kew,
where it is now in flower. The plant is .") inches

high, has leaves 2 inches long, exactly as in other

Droseras, and the flower is 1 inch deep, 2A inches

acros.s, and bright poppy scarlet. It is by far the

handsomest plant in the whole Order Droseracese.

and there are hopes now of its proving as easy to

cultivate as the other Cape species, of which D.
capensis and D. spatbulata are well-known ex-

amples.

The snowy Primrose (Primula nivea).—With
me the snow-white P. nivea is always the first to

flower. Some plants in 5-inch pots are now a mass
of flower, carrying five and six trusses each. One
of its chief recommendations is its wonderful free-

dom of bloom. Has anyone ever succeeded in

raising seedlings from this, and with what result ?

I have attempted to fertilise the flowers with their

own pollen, and occasionally a pod will plump up
as if containing seed-grains, but seeds never reward
me for my pains.—R. D.

A new Daffodil.—Herevrith I send for your
inspection a few blooms of a new Daffodil, wLich
originated in the Earl of Annesley's Park, Castle-

wellan, Co. Down. It is more vigorous and hardy
than any other Daffodil I am acquainted with. It

has been in flower since the first week in January.
The flowers sent are from open-air plants, large

masses of them being very beautiful just now; some
of the clumps have from forty to fifty flowers open
at one time.—T. Ryan, Castlen-ellan, Co. Bo/nt.

*f* A large handsome Daffodil.

—

Ed.

£xacum affine. — At the present time, and
during the last two months, this subject has been
flowering freely in the Cucumber house. The heat
obtained in a house devoted to these plants seems
to suit this Exacum much better than a cooler atmo-
sphere. Its pretty pale blue flowers are much
appreciated either in a cut state or when growing on
the plant. For button-hole bouquets it is admired,

being very uncommon in its colour at this time of

the year. The freedom with which it blooms is

remarkable, plants in 3-inch pots being so full of

flower at the present time that there are no signs of

being able to procure cuttings. This matters little

when it is so easily produced from seedwhen growing
in small pots. Exacum affine is a capital plant for

edgings to the side stages in the stove at this season

of the year.—E.

Lachenalia tricolor.—In the conservatory at

Hazelholt, near Bishop's Waltham, I lately saw
some well-grown plants of this Lachenalia. Five
to seven bulbswere in a 5-inch pot, and had thrown up
massive spikes of bloom and rich, deeply-coloured

foUage. I noticed a difference in the colour of

the stems and flowers of some as compared to the

rest, some being quite of a sulphur-yellow, both
the flower-stems and bells being alike. All had
the same treatment. This difference in colouring

is, I believe, peculiar to this variety. Associated

with the Lachenalias were some excellently grown
Cyclamens, the best of these having white flowers

of great substance and beauty. In this garden were
freely-flowered dark Wallflowers in pots and a
good strain of dwarf Cinerarias with large blos-

soms.—E. M.

Odontoglossums of many kinds axe flowering

with the greatest perfection in the nursery of Mr.
Bull at Chelsea. It is seldom we have seen a richer

selection of uncommon species and varieties. There
are some fine spikes of O. triumphans, one called

superbum having flowers of very rich colouring.

This Orchid is one of the choicest in bloom now,
and varies much in the size and richness of the
brownish chocolate blotches. Crispum, of course,

was in full bloom, one form named signatum having
pure white petals, the sepals blotched with pale

brown ; and in another, called punctatum, the whole
flower was marked with brown. The sweet-scented

O. gloriosum, hebraicum, luteo-purpureum, na;vium

majus, sceptrum, Ruckerianum, Wilckeanum, An-
dersonianum, Pescatorei, Cervantesi and the variety

decorum, Rossi majus, and pulchellum were making
a gay show. O. hystrix had a splendid raceme;
the flower rich chestnut-brown, tipped with yellow;

also the primrose-coloured baphicanthum, and there

was a promising batch of O. citrosmum ready to

keep up the display. O. Halli, inaculatum, O.

(Mesospinidium) rosenm, Edwardi, th.at has an
odour of Violets, menibranaceum, and cirrhosum are

also worth mentioning. O. cirrhosum was very

beautiful, and yet it is rare, though why, it is hard
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to tell. One unoommon species in bloom was 0.
pardinum. This is very distinct, and was flowered
first by Lord Rendleshatn in the year 1878. Its

flowers are rich yellow, faintly spotted, the lip

being of the deepest colour.

Plants in flower at Kew.—There are some
interesting bulbous plants in flower at Kew just
now, viz., Crinum augustum, a magnificent species,

with large heads of crimson and white flowers ; C.
Hildebrandti, the true plant as introduced by Dr.
Hildebrandt in 1S75 from Johanna Island ; Coburgia
incarnata var. trichroma, a most beautiful plant,

with flowers of the brightest scarlet tipped with
green and white ; C. luteo-viridis, yellow and green,
as implied by the name ; Dietes Huttoni, with long
grassy leaves and erect stalks, bearing large Iris-

Uke flowers of clear canary-yellow colour ; Homeria
elegans, also Iris-like, but with all the segments
spreading and coloured yellow with rich peacock-
blue and green markings. These two [last are most
charming plants for the cool greenhouse or frame

;

they require the treatment which answers for
Sparaxis, Isia, &c. Most of the plants here named,
as well as numerous interesting and pretty-flowered
species of O.xalis and Lachenalia, are in the house
devoted to Cape plants (No. 7).

The Dog's-tooth Violet (Erythronium dens-
canis).—Amongst flowers in the open air few excel
the ordinarj- Dog's-tooth Violets (Erythronium) for
patches on the rockery. E. dens-canis, the com-
monest of all in gardens, is just now in full beauty,
and the numerous fine deep lilac flowers are a great
attraction. The Dutch growers have apparently
been working a great deal with this plant, and they
have succeeded in keeping the beautiful mottled
leaves and enlarging the flowers by at least one-
half. The American kinds are later than the
common one, and such as E. americanum, grandi-
florum, albiflorum, purpurascens, and many other
forms are well worth attention. They bloom every
season, and no matter what kind of a summer we
have had, we can always depend on a show of
bloom from these charming plants. The flowers
vary from deep to pale lilac-yellow and bluish
white, bright rose, white, and deep purple. A plate
of varieties of the Dog's-tooth Violet appeared in
The Garden, December 4, 1886.

The Chilian Crocus (Tecophylica cyano-
crocus) is now in flower in the Cape bulb frames at
Kew, and is certainly the most distinct and pretty
of all the blue-flowered Liliads. It was introduced
to English gardens many years ago by Herr Max
Leiohtlin, of Baden-Baden. Instead of being, as
often believed, a very fugacious flower, it has at Kew
proved quite the reverse ; individual flowers have
lasted a fortnight, the colour being almost as bright
now as when they first opened. Unfortunately, it

is never likely to prove hardy in our gardens, but it

might be grown against a south border, covering it

with a hand-light in winter during severe weather.
The flowers are solitary ; two to three flowers, how-
ever, are produced from each bulb, large, and of a
rich ultramarine-blue, white clouded near the base.
It is a native of mountains in Chili. There is

also a variety (Regeli) which we have not seen, but
it does not seem to differ materially from the above
form. There is also a species called vioteflora,
which, we lielieve, is not yet in cultivation. The
Chilian Crocus is easily managed in pots in a cold
frame. A coloured plate of this appeared in The
Garden, July l(i, 1881.

Two good new Daffodils (Vicar of Lulworth
and Ione>—The first of tliese varieties originated
in the garden of the recently deceased English
vicar whose name it bears, and was pronounced by
perhaps the most eminent authority on Daffodils
now living, when first ho saw it, to be the most
beautiful ami perfect form he had ever seen. It is

remarkable for its .short and well opened tube,
wliich is Ijcautifully frilled at its cilj,'e, and for the
perfectly erect manner in wliiclj tlie segments of the
perianth stand uj) behind it in the form of a corona.
It is undoubtedly one of the most distinct and
beautiful of the bicolor section, Init still, un-
fortunately, extremely scarce and iliflicidt to obtain,
especially as the main stock remaining in the
hands of the raiser was on his death neglected and

allowed to be trampled down by cows. lone much
resembles the variety Vicar of Lulworth in its

general characteristics, but is, if possible, still more
beautiful, having a distinctly broader tube, of a
clear, pure golden shade of yellow, most exquisitely
fringed at the edge. The segments of the perianth
also, instead of standing erect, as in Vicar of Lul-
worth, lean forward round the stout, short tube,
which barely exceeds them in length. It came as

a chance unit amongst some 80,000 imported bulbs
from the Pyrenees.—W. E. Gumbleton.

The Swedish Jtiniper (Juniperus communis
suecica;).—This is at the present time one of the
principal ornaments of the outdoor garden, and
better deserves attention than many Conifers that
are more highly prized. Just now it is covered with
bloom, and it is curious to note how in the middle
of the day, when the air is rather brisk, the pollen
is dispersed in little clouds. The objections often
made to the planting of many Conifers do not
apply to this juniper, for it is in my opinion one
of the most reliable we have, as hardy as the
Juniper of our own country, growing with consider-
able vigour, and preserving its attractive appearance
when so many Evergreens suffer.—J. C. B.

Primula calycina is now flowering freely, and
either for pots or for the open rockery it is very
useful. It is perhaps more easily managed in pots,

and may be grown without any protection unless
from rain during the winter season. It is often
confounded with Wulfeniana, which is a totally

different plant, and we have also received it a few
times as P. spectabilis, the resemblance to which is

about as near as the Primrose to the Polyanthus.
The only difficulty with P. calycina is that it must
be planted in such a position as to receive a good
roasting in summer, and this may be managed on
most rockeries. The leaves always present a half-

withered green appearance, oval, lance-shaped, the
margins rough and wavy. The flowers are produced
several in a bunch, of a pretty clear lilac, usually
over an inch in diameter. It is also known as P.

glaucescens, the latter being the name under which
it is always known on the Continent. A native of

the Southern Alps.—K.

Old friends with new names.—The old Im-
patiens flaccida, which was introduced from Ceylon
about thirty years ago, has been re-introduced
twice since then, and has been re-named both times.
Ten years ago it was distributed as I. platypetala.
Now it comes as I. Rodigasi, under which name it

is figured in L'Illustration SorticoU, t. 78. Any-
one who knows I. flaccida will at once recognise it

in the figure quoted. Is there not a good deal too
much carelessness shown in the matter of names 3 No
man ought to rush to give a plant a new name until

he ha.s made certain that it has not a name already.
Therejhave been several glaring instances lately in
the above journal, i.e., Brunsvigia Massaiana and
B. magnifica, both of which are well-known Cri-

nums ; Zamia tonkinensis, which is a Cycas, and
now this Impatiens. We have too many names
already. For my part I decline to recognise any
name which does not come from competent autho-
rity.—W. W.
Spring flowers from a Dutch garden. —

Among spriiig-llowering bulbs the following choice
species are now in bloom here, specimens of which
1 enclose. A violet-blue I. llosenbachiana is bloom-
ing now, whilst another very pretty and distinct-

looking reddish brown coloured variety flowered
exactly between the one first mentioned and the
ordinary variety sent to you about three weeks ago.
This Iris is a very variable one. Some specimens here
produced wonderfully large and brightly coloured
blooms, whilst a few are of an ugly, pale lilac tinge,

with narrow, flimsy-looking flowers. There cannot
be any doubt as to its being perfectly hardy, and if

Mr. Elwes, wlio mentioned ins non-success ingrow-
ing this bulb in your paper for March 23, happens
to come over to Holland tliis spring, I shall be
much pleased to show him my lot planted outside
and witliout any protection whatever. Tropicolum
rhomboideuni, a tidwering .spray of which I enclose,
is said to Ijo a hybrid between T. tricolor and
brachyceras; the spur is peculiar to tricolor, tlie

golden-yellow that of brachyceras. Tliese Tro-

pteolumslook exceedingly pretty when trained along
some trellis against the back part of an ordinary
cool frame. It is quite astonishing how very
strongly they grow, and how profusely they flower
when cultivated in this way. Tecophyla;as are now
at their best. I enclose for your inspection three
distinct varieties of these, viz., cyanocrocus, Leicht-
lini, and violacea, a number of which I have in
flower. They are planted in square pans and stand
in a cool greenhouse, the air of which is delicately
perfumed by their powerful sweet Violet-like fra-
grance, the large, wonderfully brightly coloured
flowers when they open in the sunshine completely
hiding the foliage and the pot. Chionodoxa cre-
tensis albiflora is a fairly good substitute for the
pure white-flowered variety, which is and will likely
remain a very scarce bulb. Of Fritillaries, the
pretty white bucharica and the golden - yellow
armena are conspicuous. F. bucharica is not so
widely known, I think, as F. armena.—C. C. VAN
Tubergbn, Jr., Haarlem.

Seedling double Daffodils.— I send you
blooms of two hybrid seedling double Daffodils.
They are from the same cross, but, as you will
perceive, they differ somewhat not only in form and
colour, but in the disposition of the blooms, one of
which faces upwards and gives it a bold and rather
striking appearance. A group of this ought to have
a good effect. A curious point in connection with
these Daffodils is the shape of the flower-buds,
which resemble those of an Onion

—

i.e., very thick
at the base and very pointed at the top. I do not
know of any Daffodil that has such curiously-
shaped flower-buds. It has more than once been
asserted in The Garden that there is no recorded
instance of a new Daffodil having been raised from
seed. The blooms sent are distinct enough to be
called new, and are as double as those of any Daf-
fodil in cultivation. I have other bulbs coming
into bloom, the flowers of one of which promise to
be larger and even more double than those sent.

—

J. CORNHILL.

Primula marginata in its many forms is

one of the most beautiful and useful of all the
early-flowering Primulas. It is characteristically

called the silvery edge, from the abundance of meal
which covers the serratures of the leaves, and which
gives it a highly interesting appearance at all times.

Its winter appearance has been likened to that of a
miniature Stone Pine. This year all the varieties

are flowering better than we have ever seen them,
the numerous bunches of clear lilac and deep blue
flowers being very attractive, and forming at the pre-

sent time one of the features in the alpine houf

e

at Kew. The varieties are ca?rulea grandiflora,

densiflora, &c., all of which are worth noting and
growing where room can be spared. This species

is one of the easiest to manage on the rockery,

and, given plenty of loose lime rubble, good loam,
and sand, the plants, if fairly strong, will take care

of themselves. It is amongst the oldest of Euro-
pean Primiilas in cultivation, having been intro-

duced in 1781 by the Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith.
It is a native of the Alps of Dauphiny, and may
be increased by cuttings.

Large-leaved Saxifrages. — These plants,

wliich add so much to the beauty of the garden in

the early spring months, are now beginning to show
flower in quantity, and our enjoyment of the large

masses of pink flowers will, of course, much depend
on the weather. For the last few years our

largest and best plants have been caught just when
making their best effort, and by midday, un-

fortunately, were a total wreck. This is, however,

tlie gloomy side, as we have often seen and enjoyed
their beauty until the flowers have faded in the

ordinary course of things. We grow our largest

masses on sheltered banks, and the large leaves are

always attractive during the summer months, so

lieautiful and attractive are they in colour. S.

Stracheyi is one of the earliest, but the leaves are

deciduous in winter, which is a little against its

use in the rock garden. The s;niu> may be said of

S. ciliata. The best for all purjioses are ligulata,

crassifolia, cordifolia, Milcsi, pur[)urascens, Jv:c. S.

purpurascens prefers a bog in a shady situation,

and is really a most charming jilant.
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Chrysanthemums.

A NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM.
(mrs. alphetis haruy.)

A YEAR or two ago a Japanese student, entered

at the Harvard University, received some ordi-

nary social favours from Mrs. Alpheus Hardy,
of Boston, and when lie returned to Japan he
sent her, as a slight memento of her kindness,

a collection of about thirty varieties of Chry-
santhemums from that country, and amongst
them was the distinct and remarkable variety

shown in the engraving. The first notice of

the variety was accompanied by a figure in the

told, "had its florets edged very beautifully

with a hair-like fringe. " Whether or not this

lost variety of Mr. Fortune's was the one named
after Mrs. Alpheus Hardy to-day does not mat-
ter, although it is by no means improbable that

other distinct varieties of this now popular flower

may yet e.\ist unknown to us in the gardens of

Japan or of China. The form of this variety, as

will be seen by our engraving, is boldly in-

curved, the florets being broad, of good sub-

stance, and of the purest white. So far it only
resembles other .Japanese sorts recently intro-

duced ; but it dift'ers from these and all other
known forms in having the backs or outer surface

of its waxy florets rather thickly set with short

white hairs or downy outgrowths, admirably

much interest for home-grown flowers of it next
November. F. W. Burbidge.

Clirysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph of a flower gi'own in America.

Garden and Forest for February 29, 1888 (p. 5),

and this was after the plant had been exhibited

for the first time at the Boston Chrysanthemum
show held in the month of December, 1887. It

was exhibited on the first occasion by Messrs.

Edwin Fewkes and Son, of Newton Highlands,
Massachusetts, but very soon afterwards the

stock passed into the hands of Messrs. Pitcher

and Manda, of Short Hills, New Jersey, and
London, by whom it is likely to be distributed

during the present year. As an incurved Japa-
nese flower it is quite distinct from anything
else 1 have ever seen, and, 1 was about to add,

ever heard of; but it is recorded that "one
Japanese kind, which the late Mr. Bobert For-
tune tried to bring home in ]8(>2 was unfortu-

nately lost on the way,'' and this, wo are further

and truthfully represented in our figure. A
microscopic examination of these hairs was

made at Wellesley College by Miss Cooley, who
found them formed by a glandular outgrowth of

cellular tissue, and curved like the sound-holes

in a violin, thtir lips or apices bearing a drop of

yellow resin, but almost too small to be seen

without a lens. The result of these hairy ap-

pendages, from a florist's jioint of view, is to

impart an indescribable ftather-like ."-oftntss to

the globular apex of the blooms, ar,d we think

so distinct an innovation is sure to be welcomed
and grown with tlie utmost care and interest by
most of the now numerous amateurs interested

in the "Queen of Autumn." I am informed that

the jilant is very robiist in habit and of vigorous

grov. th, ai d, witli n-any others, ] shall Inok with

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Baronne he Frailly family.—This family of

Japanese Chrysanthemums comprises two sorts,

both of first-class quality. They are both good
growers and sure bloomers, and perhaps are

more valuable to the exhibitor of cut blooms
than to the grower of either specimen plants or

bushes for decoration. Tlie type is a capital

sort for growing in small pots about 3 inches

or 4 inches across, one stem, say, J foot high
carrying one large bloom. The variety in ques-

tion is a vigorous-habited kind, the peduncles
stout, supporting the flower-head with-

out any assistance in the way of stakes,

and the form of the flower is of a semi-

drooping character, which is just the
kind for the purpose required. The
original variety of this family was in-

troduced by Mr. Salter during the year
1808 ; therefore it is one of the oldest

of the leading varieties in the Japanese
section, and as showing how its quali-

ties are still appreciated by exhibitors

of cut blooms, it is only necessary to

quote from an audit of Chrysan-
themums published last year, where
we find that Baronue de Prailly was
staged thirty-four times in first-prize

stands at the leading shows, occupy-
ing a position tenth from the top of

a list of 114 varieties staged during
the exhibition season of 1888. The
variety is of tall growth under liberal

treatment, which is the best way to

develop flowers of proper character.

Flowers of this variety vary very
much in colour, some being rich, others

of a pale lilac hue. The difference

in the colouring is owing to the time
the blooms develop from certain

formed buds, those of the latter, which
are set early, say before the 10th of

August, being almost sure to develop
blooms pale in colour, while the florets

are narrow. In this manner Baronne
de Prailly does not seem to be, by a
person not knowing it thoroughly, a
desirable kind to cultivate. When
the bloom-buds form about the 2(Jth of

August onwards to the 10th of Sep-
tember, then the true colour and form
of the florets are developed. The
colour is best described as pale rose,

varying in tint ; the florets are broad

,

flat, and of a semi- drooping character.

If the plants are not well cultivated

the blooms show a tendency to thin-

ness. Comtesse de Beauregard is a
variety which is often confoundedwith
the above sort. Whether there is any

relationship between these two varieties 1 do
not know, but my impression is that Baronne
de Prailly is often grown under the name
of Comtesse de Beauregard. In many in-

stances I have seen blooms staged which,

in my opinion, were one and the same sort

;

the only difl'erence to be there found was
in colour, the form being exactly alike. One
was of a rich hue and the other pale, tliis

variation being caused by a diffi^rcnce in the

bud selection, as it is a well-known fact that

two blooms difl'erent in colour can be cut from
tlie same plant at the same time in the case of

this variety, as can also be dipne with some
other sorts. ^\ hat 1 coii.'-idtr to be the true

variety of Comtesse de Beauiegard is one which
has exactly the same habit of growth, but the
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form of the florets is quite distinct, all of them
being toothed at the point ; neither are they so

long, the bloom altogether not being so large as

that of Baroune de Frailly. The colo jr is lilac,

with faint rose stripes, and when the two sorts

are seen together, they are vastly different. I

do not consider Comtesse de Beauregard so

worthy of culture as Baronne de Frailly. Carew
Underwood is a sport from the original of this

family, which was brought into public notice in

1880 by Mr. Beckett, who has proved himself a

skilful cultivator of Japanese varieties. Although

of so recent introduction, I find it figured

twenty-three times in winning stands during

the year 1838—a fact which speaks well for its

future. Early developed blooms betray a too

pale appearance, like that of its parent. This

sort is a capital keeper. It is the exact counter-

part of its parent in form, the colour being

bronze, sometimes tinged with rose, or shading

to yellow at other times. The foliage of these

two varieties is apt to become pale during the

summer if the soil is heavy and the pots too

large. To avoid this unsightly appearance, the

pots in no case should be more tlum 9 inches

across. E. Molyneux.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE DECIDUOUS CYPRESS.
(taxodium distichum.)

The deciduous Cypress (Taxodium distichum) is

one of the very few Conifers that loses its leaves

during the winter months, for with the excep-

tion of this, its near ally, Glyptostrobus hetero-

phyllus, the Larches, and the beautiful and dis-

tinct Maiden-hair Tree (Salisburia adiantifolia),

the whole of that extensive family are evergreen

in character. The deciduous Cypress isvery orna-

mental, and during the season it passes through

distinct phases, as in the spring the freshly ex-

panded foliage is of a beautiful soft green tint

which deepens somewhat as the season advances,

then in the autumn the leaves die oti' tinged with

reddish brown and gold, while the bark of the

young shoots, which is conspicuous during winter

when devoid of foliage, i^ of a pleasing brown hue.

The deciduous Cypress is, when young, gene-

rally of a pyramidal habit of growth, witli

slender .spreading branches, but after a time the

liead of the specimen becomes of a more open

character. Taxodium distichum is one of the

best of all trees for planting in swampy spots
;

indeed, it is almost, if not quite the only Conifer

that will exist therein, yet strange to say it will

grow in well-drained gravelly soils, though

the rate of progress therein is of course much
slower than where lilierally supplied with mois-

ture at t)ie roots. \Vhen the specimen attains

a large size singular looking conical-shaped pro-

tuberances are borne in considerable numbers on

the roots. They mostly vaiy from a few inches

to a couple of feet high, and when the ground

is thickly studded with them they present a very

peculiar appearance. Tliis character is only

met with where the soil is moist, as I have
never seen these excrescences in dry spots. They
are known as Cypress knees, and being hollow

are, according to Loudon, used in the southern

part of the United States as bee-hives. This

Cypress is a native of a large tract of country in

North America, being found in considerable

numbers in the swamps of (ieorgia .'lud Florida,

where in many cases some of the roots are

always under water. In its native country its

wood is nuich valued, but its rate of i)T()gress

here is not rapid enough to give it a very liigh

place among timber trees, so that its merits

from an ornamental point of view are the prin-

cipal consideration. It is a grand tree for a

damp part of the lawn or park, and one well

suited for growing as an isolated specimen.

Again, a group on the edge of water shows it

under very happy conditions, being, as it is, so

different from the Alders, Willows, and such

plants usually met with there. Though the

young foliage is when first expanded very ten-

der in appearance, it is not injured by spring

frosts ; indeed, it is rather late in expanding,

and consequently the mo5t severe frosts are

over. From the fine specimens occasionally

met with it would appear that the deciduous

Cypress was planted more frequently formerly

than at the present day, when its merits as an

ornamental tree seem to be so generally over-

looked. The usual means of increasing the Taxo-

dium is by seeds, which should be sown in a cool

moistspot. Mice are very fond of all Conifer seeds,

and care must be especially taken to guard against

them, for I have had (when different Conifer

seeds were protected by a frame) great numbers
destroyed in a single night. I have seen several

pans of seeds in which the soil had been so

turned over that every seed was rooted up, and

on investigating the matter it was seen that in

the case of these last the percentage of good

seeds was very small, and they had all been re-

moved. There is a second species of Taxodium,
and according to some authorities a third, for

the Chinese Glyptostrobus is often included in

this genus. Neither, however, are of any value

to the British tree planter, as the first—Taxo-

dium mexicanum— is too tender for the climate

of England, and the Glyptostrobus is not only

rather tender, but its value, from an ornamental

point of view, is by no means high, while the

beautiful deciduous Cypress requires no cod-

dling, and passes with impunity through our most
severe winters. T.

Ag'apetes buxifolia.—It is strange that this

beautiful little Himalayan shrub, wliich each spring

forms such an attractive object in the temperate house

at Kew, should be so much neglected. It is nearly

allied to the Vacoiniums, and forms a compact-

growing, much-branched busb, with glossy, ever-

green leaves and red, wax-like, tubular flowers

each about an inch in length. Tiie flowers are

borne very freely, and also last a long time in per-

fection. This Agapetes succeeds with the treatment

given to the great number of Rhododendrons from

the same region, viz., a soil composed of fibrous

peat and sand, thorough drainage, and a good
supply of water tliroughout the summer months.

It can be increased from cuttings of half ripened

shoots taken during the growing season and dibbled

into pots of very sandy peat. If they are stood in a

close propagating case in a structure at an inter-

mediate house temperature they will strike root

before winter, and may then either be potted oft at

once or iu tlie spring.— H. I*.

Dimorphanthus mandschuricus. — The
flowering of a goodly - sized specimen of this

certainly rare tree in a secluded spot in tlie grounds

at Holwood last autumn caused me to make a note

for use later on regarding the procuring of a nmn-
ber ot plants of it tor using here and there over the

estate. Truly, there is not much beauty about tlie

tree itself, for it is but a his spiny stake, witli no

branches and but a tuft ot Palm-lilje foliage .at tlie

top. The flowers are, however, both large and con-

spicuous, and imii.-irt to the tree an nppe.'iriince tlial

is as novel as it is interesting. The llowors are of

a creamy Inie, small, but produced in long um-

Ijellate racemes, and when fully developed, from

tlieir being arranged in long spikes, liang to one

side, this being aided by their terminal and up-

right formation. Usually the stem ot tlic f)itnnr-

Iilumtlius is sjiiny. of irregular size tliroughout its

length, and with' Horse Chestnu(-like bark. Tlie

terminal bud from its large size, as it all the energy

ot the plant was developed or concentrated in the

tip, imparts a curious and somewhat ungainly ap-
pearance to the tree. Being of Chinese origin, I

much doubt if the Dimorphanthus would prove
hardy very tar north in Britain ; indeed, unless in

the Southern English counties, it is rarely seen grow-
ing out of doors. The plants at Holwood have
frequently been subjected to fully )u° of frost

without apparent injury, and one at least flowers

freely from year to year. The soil is a good rich

loam, rendered somewhat warm by an underground
chalky formation, but I fancy that this tree is not
at all difficult to suit in that way. Wherever it

will grow out of doors its peculiar tropical appear-

ance should find for it a select spot amongst other

ornamental trees and shrubs. —A. D. Webster.

A HYBRID ABIES.

The subject of this notice is the result of an J

experiment made by Jlons. H. Vilmorin for the
|

purpose ot ascertaining the degree of affinity (it

any) which might subsist between Abies Pinsapo
and A. cephalonica. With this object in view, in

the year lSt>7 Mons. Vilmorin fertilised a female
catkin of the former with pollen from the latter

species. This catkin developed in the usual way
into a cone, which, however, contained only one
fertile seed. The seed, sown in the autumn of the

same year, germinated, and the seedling was planted
out in the following year (1.S68). The tree, accord-

ingly, is now twenty-one years old, and last year

bore cones for the first time.

It resembles A. cephalonica more than A. Pinsapo
in its habit and general appearance, and in the

length, sub-distichous arrangement, and silvery

tint of its leaves. Its cones also are more like those

of A. cephalonica, being fusiform, brown, very stout,

and showing distinctly the points of the bracts, un-

like the cones of A. Pinsapo, which are the most
pointless of any of the true Abies. In this it appears

to follow the rule which prevails amongst hybrids

of the animal kingdom, namely, that the general

configuration of a mixed progeny more distinctly

resembles or takes after that of the male parent.

On the other hand, in the great number, length,

and sloping direction of the branches the tree more
closely resembles A. Pinsapo.

The hybrid, as mentioned above, coned last year,

but all the seeds were found to be sterile ;
conse-

quently, Mons. Vilmorin is still unable to solve

the question of affinity, as, although mule plants

are as barren as mule animal.s the sterility ot the

seed in question may have been due to the circum-

stance tfiat the first season's cones of Conifers

hardfy ever contain any fertile seeds. It may be

added that the experiment ot Mons. A'ilmoiin,

interesting and valuable from a botanical point of

view, has not resulted in the production ot a tree

possessing any strilcing value as an ornamental
subject for the pleasure ground.

—

Heme Jlortivole.

Gaultheria Shallon. - To anyone who can

spare a space ot a couple ot yards square, I

cannot do better than recommend them to plant

half a dozen specimens ot Gaultheria Shalton.

(Jt no particular value as a flowering shrub, there

is, however, much to admire in the neat evergreen

leaves and wild straggling habit of the Gaultheria.

Not long ago I .saw a large oval-shaped bed tilled

with this plant, and a most interesting and unusual

sight it presented, the bright, healthy-looking

foliage and pretty h.alt-hiilden while flowers ren-

dering it a cons]iicuous feature on the well-kept

lawn on wliicli it was placed. As a seaside plant it

is jiarticularly valuable, thriving as it does perfectly

well down to within a tew yards of the water. The
purplish edible fruits arc also very attractive.—

A. 1). W.

Pinus contorta.--.\niong tlie smaller-growirg

Firs that do not as a rule attain sufficient size for

their timber to be ot any value, .-md therefore need

[

only to be considered from .an ornamental stand-

point, must be placed this species, which forms a

very h.andsome specimen, and the spread of whose

branches is soliniilcil (compared with many othersb

jlliat it ni;iy be planted where the larger kinds

'would outgrow the liounds allotted to them. C.
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contorta belongs to the two-leaved section of Pines,

that is, those with two leaves in a sheath, which
include within their number many of the European
kinds, among others being our own native Scotch
Fir. The leaves are rather short, but arranged
thickly on the branches, and are of a deep bright

green colour. The specific name (contorta) refers

to the peculiarly twisted or contorted branches,
which, though as long as many others, do not
spread so far from the trunk. A specimen from 12

feet to 2(1 feet high usually forms a dense tree of a
narrow pyramidal habit and of a deep shade of

green. It is a native of the western part of North
America, and is quite hardy in England.—T.

WINTER-FLOWERIXG SHRUBS.
Mahonia aquifolia is another dwarf-growing
and favourite shrub that well merits attention, not
only on account of its flowering most freely when
outdoor blooms are scarce, but for its handsome
and beautifully tinted foliage. Just now many of

our plants are almost in full flower, more particu-

larly where they are growing in warm and sheltered

corners of the lawn and grounds. Occasionally we
find during the dull winter months a few blooming
sprays of Darwin's Barberry, although the usual
flowering season of the plant is not till much later

in the season. Lately I noticed a large and beauti-

fully shaped specimen of this Barberry with fully

a dozen of the topmost twigs thickly studded with
perfectly developed flowers, but then it is well to

mention that the plant was trained against a wall
and in a fairly sheltered, but by no means warm
position.

FoRSYTHiA viEiDissiMA when in full flower is a
most attractive shrub, and one that merits a
greater share of attention than it usually receives.

Perhaps the straggling habit of the plant is against
its too frequent use in our gardens and shrubberies,
but as it bears hard cutting with impunity, the long
and supple branches may readily be cut back as
desired. The flowers can hardly be said to be
ornamental, the greenish yellow of the petals being
somewhat unattractive, unless when these are pro-

duced, as usually they are, in great abundance, and
so as to cover the leafless twigs. We have found no
difficulty in its cultivation, the plants succeeding
well even in open situations and where the soil

could hardly be said to be of the best quality.

Erica cornea, although a shrub of small pre-

tensions, is, nevertheless, one of the brightest
ornaments of our rockworks and gardens. For
planting along the margin of a shrubbery or wood-
land walk this pretty and easily-managed shrub
has, perhaps, hardly an equal, its compact and by
no means stiff habit and free-blooming nature
rendering it of particular value. Coming into
bloom as it does in the cold and dreary winter-
time, and when few flowers are to be met with, it

can be used for a variety of useful purposes,
and being quite hardy and unharmed by the
severest frost, still further adds to its value and
usefulness. Peaty soil is not, as is erroneously
supposed, necessary for the perfect development of
this Heath ; indeed, I have found it do quite as
well in free sandy loam.

Hamamblis aeborea and H. Zuccaeiniana
must on no account be omitted from a list of winter-
flowering shrubs, for both are plants of great beauty,
and also somewhat uncommon. H. arborea has
curiou.sly marked and very conspicuous flowers,

these being of a light yellow with a deep claret
centre, and are of large size—at least large in com-
parison with those of H. Zuccariniana, which are of
an almost canary-yellow. At present the latter plant
is in full flower, while Hamamelis arborea was in
full bloom nearly a month ago. Both are shrubs
that are well worth adding to any collection, for
they are tolerably hardy, of free growth, easily
suited with soil, and very free-flowering, although
occasionally they skip a year, but bloom with the
greatest profusion during the following.

Chimonaxthus fraguans grandiflobds is

far more ornamental than the typical plant, the
blooms being larger, of greater substance, and con-
sequently more ornamental. The flowers are of a

warmer and more enticing hue than are those of

C. fragrans, being of a decided golden colour, with a
claret-coloured centre. It is a rather uncommon
plant ; at least it is rarely found even in well-

arranged collections, and this is to be regretted, for it

certainly well deserves a choice spot. Towards the

end of December the flowers are almost at their

best, but during the whole of January, and occa-

sionally well into February, the blooms are thickly

produced.

The naked flowered Jessamine (Jasminum
nudiflorum) produces its showy yellow flowers from
early November right through the winter, and is a
favourite of one and all.

My object in bringing these winter-flowering

shrubs into notice is that they may be more com-
monly cultivated than at present, and likewise

assigned conspicuous positions, where their pretty

flowers will be brought to the front when our

shrubberies look cold and bare.

A. D. Webster.

Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles.— M.
Boisselot, writing of this Ceanothus in the Revue
Horlicoln, describes it as a most charming shrub,

of which the owners of pleasure grounds would do
well to avail themselves, as it possesses the de-

sirable qualities of hardiness and vigorous growth,

and produces an uninterrupted succession of hand-
some sky-blue flowers from spring to November.
He recommends, as the most eflfeotive mode of

planting it, that it should be surrounded by dwarf,

dense-foliaged shrubs, so as to conceal the lower

part of the Ceanothus, which is rather thin. The
plant is cut down every winter, more or less close

to the ground, in the same way as Osiers are cut

down, and in the ensuing spring numerous shoots

are produced from the stool. These shoots, as they

extend, rest upon the dwarf shrubs which surround

them, and if the season is moist are continuously

laden with flowers until hard frosts set in. In a
dry season the plant requires to be plentifully

watered once a week.

Prumnopitys elegans.—This graceful little

tree or shrub of recent introduction has proved to

be quite hardy in this country and in Ireland,

where I have grown it with perfect success as a

covert plant. It makes a very compact little speci-

men, the contour of which is not unlike that of the

common Yew, and as it thrives on a great variety

of soils if thoroughly drained and broken up at the

time of planting, and does well in smoky districts

about large towns, amateurs should use it for their

small gardens and Grass plots, where it forms an
attractive specimen all the year round. It is easily

propagated by cuttings, and as it bears pruning
almost with impunity, amateurs can thereby keep
it within bounds and of a suitable size and shape.

This of itself is a matter of importance in all cases

where the grounds are of limited extent. It is a
native of A'aldivia, in South America, where it was
discovered by Mr. Pearce at an elevation above sea

level of from 5000 feet to GOOO feet. Its discoverer

describes it as a broad, bushy shrub a few feet high,

but my experience of the plant in this country is,

that it forms a dense, sharply conical specimen,

well furnished with small branches and twigs, which
are clothed with small leaves of a bright glossy

green colour. Under favourable circumstances it

appears to improve both in size and shape in this

country. As far as 1 am aware this is the only

representative of the genus that has been intro-

duced into Britain.—J. B. W.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

covering when exposed to light, sun, and rain. Tha
growth of the leaf-stems is much shorter where clipping,

is done every year. All kinds of vermin are more

easily got rid of, and the new growth is of a much
closer character than where cutting is only done every

other year. It must be understood that I am referring

to l\j which has been clipped for some years, as that,

newly planted does not need such close clipping for a

year or two.—S.

Fruit Garden.

The Snowdrop Tree (llalosia tetraptora).—

licfnrc the planting season is at a dose. I would ask

lovers ot hardy, free-flowering shrubs to give" the above

a trial, for it is undoubtedly one of the handsomest
and most free-tlowering of North American plants.—

A. I). W.
Clipping Ivy.—Now is the best time of the whole

year to give the annual clipping to Ivy on walls, as the

new growth will quickly he on the move. In tliis

manner the shortest possible time is allowed for tlie

walls to look bare, as the new growth quickly makes a

MILBEW IN VINERIES.
AllONG.ST the many pests requiring the watchful

eye of the Grape grower mildew is one of the

most insidious. The germs of this destructive

disease seem ahvays to be lurking near at hand,

and ready to develop so soon as tlie conditions

favourable to their growth present themselves.

The best security against its attack is, no doubt,

good cultivation, for Vines in good health, re-

ceiving careful and at the same time liberal

treatment, very rarely manifest any signs of

mildew. Nevertheless, so varied are the struc-

tures in which Grapes are cultivated, and .so

frequently does their management in many
cases change hands, that it is not surprising to

find this dreaded enemy rampant where least

expected. Where once a bad attack has pre-

vailed, its recurrence is only prevented by care-

ful management of the house, and by adopting

measures of precaution such as are well known
to counteract it. Prevention of this disease

is often an easy matter ; not so, however, is the

cure when it becomes established, which takes

place in a few days' time ; at least its traces can-

not be effaced during the same season when it

attacks the berries. In most of the cases of

mildew in vineries which have come under my
notice, the footstalks of the berries have been

the first to show signs of the disease ; from thence

it has spread to the berries. White kinds ap-

pear more susceptible to it than black, although-

it quickly spreads to them if not checked.

Amongst the causes which directly contribute

to the development of mLldew,careless ventilation

is one of the most dangerous. I always con-

sider that admitting air by the front ventilators

during the early stages of growth is fraualit

with considerable danger, more especially when
this way of giving air is resorted to as a means'

of lowering the temperature. It is much better

to endure a high temperature for an hour or

two than to lower it by admitting a volume of

air at the front. Then, again, 1 have found

assistants continue this practice as a matter of

routine during the most unsuitable weather.

If front ventilation is employed, it should bo

given by means of small sliding shutters m the

front wall, and then these apertures should

have a permanent covering of perforated zinc.

If, however, the ventilators at the top of the

house are properly regulated, front ventilation

can to a great extent be dispensed with till the

Grapes are near the stoning period, and thus a

fruitful cause of mildew be avoided.

The reason why mildew is generally more

prevalent in late vineries is often due, I think, to

the absence of fire-heat. I am no advocate for

artificial heat when that derived from n.atural

sources is sufficient for the purpose, but un-

hapijily in this v.-iriable clim.ite the periods

when we can safely turn off all heat from the

pipes in our vineries are very short. So sudden,

indeed, are the changes from bright warm
weather to that which is quite the reverse even

in the midst of summer, th.at enough heat for

warming the pipes should always be available.

If not, the temperature in late vineries is apt to
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fall too low at a time when, with the dense

shade of tht! Vines during a few days of cold,

damp weather, the atmosphere will be in the

best condition to develop mildew before one is

aware of it. If the pipes are just kept warm,
I

enough heat will be generated to keep the

atmosphere active and sweet and counteract the

sudden change in the outside air. Mildew is

often communicated to the Vines from plants

growing in the same house. Roses are espe-

cially dangerous on this account, owing to their

susceptibility to this disease. I once had it

comnumicated to the Vines in a late vinery in

this manner, and had some difficulty in getting

rid of it, and then not before considerable

damage had been done. Now, however, by the

constant use of weak soft soap and water upon
the Roses, we are able to admit them into the

vineries without danger, but no mUdew-affected

subject should be al'.owed to remain where it is

likely to impart the disease to the Vines.

As a means of prevention as well as cure,

sulphur in some form or other is well known to

be infallible. Wherever this specific is brought

into contact with the mildew its destruction is

sure. It is the neglect to use so simple and

inexpensive a preventive which so often entails

upon us the extra labour and anxiety of battling

with the pest in its active state. Where mildew

has once occurred, sulphur should enter largely

into the composition of any winter dressing for

the Vines ; or where such dressings are not in

favour, sulphur alone can be used, and will be

found to adhere fairly well it mixed with strong

soap water. It should also be introduced into

the whitewash with which the walla are annually

coated. As an extra precaution, some of the

hot-water pipes should be coated with sulphur

mixed with milk. Where a cure has to be

effected, it is often a matter of some doubt as to

the best means of applying the sulphur without

spoiling the Grapes. Dusting, to be efl'ectual,

must be thoroughly done, and however carefully

the sulphur is washed off, some traces of the

operation are sure to remain. Clear boiled

sulphur water syringed on is very efficacious,

but it invariably leaves some deposit upon the

berries. The best mode of applying it with

which I am acquainted is to the hot-water pipes,

but to be effectual no half measures will suffice.

Until I had occasion to deal with a bad attack

of mildew, I was always fearful of tlie effect of

a very strong application of sulphur in this

manner, but having tried two or three mode-

rately strong doses in this instance without any

apparent effect, I determined to follow Mr.

Taylor's advice (then of Longleat) and heat the

pipes as hot as jiossible before coating them with

the sulphur. With this object we turned the

heat off both top and bottom everywhere except

the house to be sulphured. Keeping plenty of

air on this house until the time arrived for the

operation—about 8 o'clock in the evening—

when the ventilators were closed and the sul-

phur applied to the pipes as (juickly as possible,

the house was soon tilled with a bhiish vapour.

In an hour's time we again opened the ventila-

tors and left them open all niglit. Although I

must confess I felt rather uncomfcirtable as to

the result, as far as I could see not a leaf nor a

berry was injured, but the mildew ha<l disap-

peared. I have nut had occasion to adopt such

severe measures since, but should not have the

slightest hesitation in doing so again. The
berries at the time were green and near stoning.

A. Barkek.

Age and size of Orange trees.—According

to a writer in lU Jliitrin dt: In. Atari no, there is .still

flourishing in the porch of the Convent of Santa

Sabina, in Home, an Orange tree that is said to

have been planted in a.d. 1200. Another, in the

Monastery of Tondi, is supposed to have been
planted by St. Thomas Aquinas in 1278. In the

Moorish Alcazar of Seville, Spain, exists one that

was planted daring the reign of Pedro I., between
IHoU and lltGC. Others here known to be 310 years

old are described as having a height of from 12

feet to 19 feet, with trunks from -1 feet to li

feet in circumference. Age is not, however,

indicated by size, as in Andalusia there are many
younger trees that are considerably larger than

these. In Alcala de Guadaisa are two, the trunks

of which at ;i9 inches above the ground are respec-

tively 8 feet l.V inches and 8 feet lij inches in cir-

cumference. 'Ihe yield of some Orange trees in

Malta and Naples is simply astounding, reaching

as high as 30,00(1 Oranges to the tree, and on the

estate known as the Huerta Grande, in Mairena del

Alcor, there are two that are said to have borne

38,000 Oranges each in a season.

EVILS OF GRAFTING.
Neithek a. Barker (p. 278) nor "A. D." (p. 271)

have touched the main question in their remarks
about the use of grafting. At times and under
certain conditions grafting may be useful, but the

fact remains that it is very often abused, and it is

this abuse of grafting which it is desirable to check

as soon as may be. Damsons are by no means the

only fruits at present cultivated on their own roots.

Grapes, Figs, Gooseberries, Currants, and many
other fruits are on their own roots in our gardens

to-day, and succeed well as so grown—far better,

indeed, than when grafted. Grafting induces pre-

cocity in some cases without a doubt, but that it

conduces to vigorous growth, fertility, .and longevity

in fruit trees generally I totally deny. Dwarfing
stocks "produce miniature trees" certainly, but the

question is wliether they produce profitable trees,

and we very often find that they do not. The
Quince stock for Pears is propagated from cuttings

or hillock layers, and not from seeds, and Pear

stocks so propagated are better than any Quince

stock, equally surface rooting, and the trees are far

more long-lived and fertile on such Pear .stocks

than on the Quince, and, for all we know, might be

better on their own roots than grafted on any stock

whatever. "Will Mr. Barker be so good as to tell us

why the "vigorous" Dog Rose stock is so often

killed .above the ground level, while the Rose .at

one end and the Dog Rose roots at the other are

still alive? We must never forget the main fact

that .all our best varieties of fruits are seedlings

;

grafting originates nothing, and very often does

not perpetuate with success. A grafted Peach tree

is not the known quantity Mr. Barker would have

us believe (p. 274). How happy the gardener might

be were he sure that his Peach trees would fruit

the third year from the graft and bud and last a

lifetime in fertility if " properly cared for." They,

as a fact, do not always do this, and very often

become gouty failures after a few years, and have

to be cast out. So far as the indoor culture of

Peaches is concerned, there can be no real necessity

for grafting whatever, since if "properly cared for,"

trees on their own roots would in the long run be

far better. Why should we throttle a fruit tree by

grafting it on a restricting or dwiirling stock and
then be so anxious to feed it with .all manner of

manures, liquid and solid, as the case may be? Js

it right to check a plant's powers of taking up
nourishment and then to give it stimulants, as is so

generally the case now ?

" A. D." tells me that root-grafting is no new
thing. When he says he can find 10,000 fertile

and successful gn\ftcd fruit trees in a day's jovirney

I believe him ; but I also know more tluan what he

states. For 10,000 successful trees now living and

fruitful there must have been many failures, and it

is the f.-iihires in this world that inllnence people

most disastrously after all. 'I'here are two sides to

all questions, and 1 am as anxious to hear the one

side as the other. "A. D.' s.ays take the dw;irf

Apple trees at Chiswick as exani])les of the gooil of

grafting. So be it. Let the evidence be forthcoming,

and we will gl.adly accept it. Just sit i)resent, how-

ever, the evidence as recorded in the last i.ssue of

the Royal Horticultural Society's Journal is a total

fiiilure. The Blenheim Orange Apple grafted on
eighteen different stocks, and " properly cared for

"

for thirteen years, has during that time produced
less than a bushel of fruit ! Even the French
Paradise stock will not live at Chiswick unless

gr.afted with a stronger growing Apple, so that I

think Mr. Barker will allow that sometimes at least

the scion not only does entirely over-rule the stock,

but that it really keejis it alive. The main question,

however, is, is it worth thus keeping alive ? I am
firmly convinced that were grafting abolished to-

morrow by Act of Parliament or otherwise, we
should obtain equally good, and I believe better

and certainly more lasting results by other cultural

methods well known to us all. Grafting has been
used in gardens for centuries, and we have come
to look on it as an unquestionable practice, but that

it is not an infallible gain has been amply proved,

.and some of us know that it often hinders progress,

and is often a nuisance and a loss to all concerned.

The true test of grafting is not whether it is the

cheapest and most convenient practice for the pro-

pagator, but whether it is the best and most
profitable way of growing good fruit. With all

our grafting we cannot compete with Canada or the

Eastern States of America with Apples, nor with
France for Pears. Of course climate may be
against us, but I believe there are other cultural

drawbacks, and that grafting is one of them.
Grafting is very often a waste of force and an enemy
to progress in many ways. A sucker of the original

Ribston Pippin Apjile tree reared from the seed of a
Normandy Pippin nearly 200 years .ngo is alive

to-day. Can anyone tell us of a grafted Apple tree

two centuries old ? Gardeners and fruit growers
will look into this question for themselves, despite

all that "A. D." or anyone else can say, and I

happen to know that the practice of growing own-
root fruit trees has already been begun in private

gardens. If the nurserymen will not give us trees

on their own roots when we ask for them, we can

very readily increase them for ourselves. There

are a good many of us who do not believe that the

grafting of fruit trees is the best and only way.

What we desire is that amateur and professional

fruit growers should look fairly all round this

question and frankly acknowledge its failures as

well as the successes attributed to grafting,

although quite as often readily traceable to other

primary causes. Scion.

THE BLENHEIM ORANGE PIPPIN.

Manv growers consider this v.ariety much too shy

in bearing for many years after planting. Admit-
ting this, I should jiLant it notwithstanding, having

regard to posterity. But what I wish particularly

to refer to now is that perhaps many people are not

aware that the Blenheim Orange Apple can be

brought into bearing in .about three years by graft-

ing. Now there are m.any thousands of Apple trees

in every fruit-growing county that are worthless at

the present time for profitable m.arket purposes.

The Blenheim has an excellent constitution and is

very vigorous, and this is why it makes such good
scions for grafting.

Unfortunately, the Blenheim is scarcely ever seen

in market after Christmas. The custom is to rush

this Apple into the market before Christmas for the

Christmas market. Consequently many growers

are not aware that this Apple will keep, in good
stores, for tliree months, say December, January,

.and Febru.ary. Certainly if tliis Apple wore grown
in Large quantities, so that it might be put upon

the m.arket every week for three months, it would
in my opinion help towards keeping more money at

home. No foreign .\p]ile will drive the Blenheim
out. Keep the markets well supplied with such

good Apples as the Blenheim, and this will be a

step in tlie right direction to meet the I'oreigncr in

the open market. The season is vipon us for think-

ing about grafting. To those contemplating graft-

ing, I would .advise them not to forget the Blen-

heim ; and to others who have a lot of trees of

worthless varieties, which are not too old for graft-

ing, .and s.ay from ten to thirty years of age, I

may say that these would m.ake excellent stocks
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-for grafting the Blenheim upon. I strongly advise

the necessary stock of grafts to be procured from a

distant part for the benefit of change of blood or

change of soil's action. We change other seeds,

and why not get a change of grafts, say Kent get a

supply from the west of England and rice-versa t

In mentioning the grafting business to a large

grower of Apples last year, the question asked was,

where are we to get the necessary staff of grafters

from ! I would answer at once that every large

fruit grower should have men as permanent hands

who could do this simple work ; if not, handy
labourers could soon be taught how to do it. parti-

cularly at this season of the year when there is

plenty of the necessary materials at hand for the

lessons.

Now, if this systematic "grafting" was tho-

roughly taken up all over England, and the Blen-

heim grafted upon all the worthless varieties or sorts

that do not pay to grow for the markets, what a

change in a few years to all concerned in Apple
growing ! Of course, there are other varieties, such

as Warner's King and Wellington, that would do
well grafted upon the trees. Both these are good
varieties and useful for storing for the winter and
spring markets. But they are not like the Blen-

heim, which is as good for dessert as for cooking.

The Blenheim is well known all over the world, and
it is. to my mind, the best Apple for growing in

very large quantities for the market or for private

use. Let the Apple gi-owers be convinced of this,

and no doubt it would be increased largely.

The varieties that I recommend for grafting are

all large Apples, when well grown, and not many
small Apples of these sorts are to be found ; conse-

quently there is not much waste. Grafting is a
ready means of converting the worthless tree into a
profitable one in a very short time. I cannot help

thinking that if thousands of bushels of Blenheim
Apples were put upon the markets at once there

would be a ready sale at good paying prices if the

fruit was in good condition.

Now is the time to think about grafting. The
planting season is over for the Apple for one more
year, and I am pleased to hear that many thousands
of trees have been planted this season, I might say

in every fruit-growing county throughout England.

There is also much work that wants doing to the
existing Apple orchards throughout the land. But
it does not get done. The trees are left from year
to year to take care of themselves, and when the

autumn comes round fruit is expected as a matter
of course, without our lending, a helping hand to

assist Nature in her good work. I think man
should take his part of that work; that work is

cultivation. But how few there are who really

cultivate the Apple tree in the orchard ! And yet

the Press is continually reminding them of this.

The growers say it does not pay to spend much
time or money, so the unprofitable trees remain
from year to year, crying aloud for help. It is not

heeded, and so we pass on, hoping for better times

and for better prices, whether the fruit be good,

bad, or indifferent. This, we are told, is human
nature.

I hope the time is not far distant when only good
saleable Apples will be grown. We have too many
small-fruited varieties of Apples at the present

time which glut the markets. I ilo not wonder at

salesmen saying they have hail Apples at Is. per
bushel during the past autumn, but these should

never have been sent to market. I hope that cliief

among others, the Blenheim, will some day put a
stop to these low prices.—Robert Smith, in South

Eastern Gazette, Mareh 2, 1889.

Judging Melons from appearance.—Some
judges are in favour of this, but I would never

agree to it. All know who have judged any quantity

of Melons that in many instances the most showy
specimens are unmistakably the worst in flavour

;

and although it may cause a little grumbling that

these fine-looking fruit should not win a prize, a
Melon is nothing unless well flavoured. It is a
mistake to assert that one can tell the flavour of a
Melon from its handsome exterior. The most

beautiful looking Melons I ever cultivated were
from seed received from America, but the flavour

was little better than that of a 'S'egetable Marrow.
In some cases the dessert may be put on for show,

then the "Melons not to be cut "will pass. Butwhere
the flesh, as is too often the case, is insipid, they
will meet with nothing but disfavour from all who
judge fruit from its one great merit— flavour.

—

J. MniK, Margam.
*,* What are the opinions of our readers on this

subject ?

—

Ed.

CITRUS THIPTERA.
Tiii.s exceptionally hardy species of Citrus is

grown in the open air in France, where it suffers

no injury from cold in winter. The follow-

ing description of it is given in the Eeimc Uorii-

cole :
—

•

The plant flowers profusely, sometimes even seve-

ral times in the year, the foliage, which is partly

pans filled with heath soil or other soil of good
quality, modified as may be necessary to assist the
germination of the seed, which is not long in taking
place, especially if the seed-pans are placed in a
house or a frame. This, however, is not indispens-

ably necessary, as the seed may be sown in the open
gi'ound like other tree seeds. The seedlings should
be pricked out in nursery beds in order to make
plenty of roots before they are transplanted ; they
should, in fact, be treated exactly like young
Quickthorn plants.

Citrus trijitera fruits abundantly in the south

and south-west of France, and even in some of

the central ])arts. The fruit may be allowed to

remain on the tree until spring, when the seed

is generally sown. Seed can lie obtained from
the establishment of Messrs. Vihuorin-An-
drieux it Co., 4, Quai de la Mcgisserie, Paris.

Citrus triptera.

persistent, the branches, and even the spines, the

bark of which is evergreen, also contributing to its

beauty. It also possesses the quality of being

adapted to form hedges which not only afford

shelter, but are also impenetrable, the plant being

of a bushy habit, never bare of leaves, and armed
with large branching spines. Although of pretty

vigorous growth, it does not run wild, and, in mak-
ing a hedge, it is easily kept within bounds by cut-

ting the ends of any branches which push beyond

the prescribed limits. It will grow in almost any
kind of soil, but the better the soil the better it

grows. It ]irefers a warm soil, and one that is

somewhat dry rather than too moist, especially if

the climate is cold and the ground is not well

drained. There will be nothing to fear from damp-
ness if the plants stand on a slope or in ground

where the subsoil is dry and permeable to moisture.

This species might be used as a stock on which to

graft Oranges, to which it would probably com-

municate something of its hardiness, but this re-

mains to be proved by experiment. As regards

propagation, practically the only method is by

means of seed. This should be sown, immediately

after it has been removed from the fruit, in pots or

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.

The month just closed has been fine, but not so

bright as the Pine grower, who, forcing against

time, could have wished. Early started plants,

nevertheless, have made good progress, and all the

fruits being out of flower, they will revel in the in-

creased supplies of atmospheric moisture which
solar heat in April allows us to give. Frequent over-

head syringing before June is not, however, needful
nor beneficial, as it is much easier to make the soil

about the collars of the plants too wet than to get it

dry again. As days increase in length and the sun
gains power, the syringe may be more freely used
about the walls and surface of the bed, and occa-

sionally for an overhead dewing when the air tem-
perature can be raised to 90° after closing. If fire-

heat is now shut off rather early on promising
mornings, moderate ventilation will maintain a
moist growing atmosphere and render shading quite

unnecessary; but, bearing in mind that the pipes

soon lose their warmth, also that progress must be
made by day, final closing must be extra early,

when the fires may be stirred to prevent a too

sudden decline to the minimum temperature, which
should not be much below 75° at banking time and
70° the following morning. Tepid liquid guano
and soot water will now play an important part in

swelling the fruit, for, much as we deprecate a
sloppy condition in the house or a wet state of the

soil, these stimulants cannot be dispensed with.

These, then, must be used for filling up the evapo-

r.ating pans, for damping the floors and surface of

the bed, for charging the axils of the lowest stem
leaves, and last, but not least, for feeding the roots

when water is absolutely necessary. No one can
say how often Pines should be watered, as so much
depends upon local conditions, independently of

the size of the pots, the style of house, and the
nature of the compost. In some soils the plants

fill the pots with coils of white roots ; in others

they make very few, when any hard-and-fast line in

watering might starve the first and simply saturate

the second. To guard against and prevent either

of these evils, the tyro should examine each plant

separately, water well when absolutely necessary,

and pass by those which are in a moist, growing
condition. It is not a good plan to disturb a fruit-

ing Pine after the fruit is up ; neither is it necessary
always. A moist bottom-heat of 8,^° can be main-
tained and the plants have plenty of head room.
Work amongst them will include careful tying to

two sticks to maintain the fruit in a perpendicular

position, the removal of all gills, and the reducing
of suckers to one or two, according to requirements

for the succession. Ventilation for some time to

come will require increasing .attention, but two
simplifying aids will be found in night covering as

a preventive of radiation, and a sharp bottom-heat,

which counteracts sudden external clianges when
the ventilators are open. A chink through the

night, if possible, should be the rule, 76° to 80° the

starting-])oint by day, 85° to 90° the maximum,
and 95° for a short time, after closing with sun-

heat and moisture.
Siircessional fruiters, including Queens, Roth-

schilds, and Cayennes, will require a brisk tempe-
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rature through the day, a moderate supply of atmo-

.spheric moisture, and careful ventilation during the

.time they are in flower. When safely through this

stage each plant must be examined and liberally

Watered with some mild stimulant, moisture in-

creased, and forcing accelerated by day with solar

heat and light overhead syringing on bright after-

noons. If Queens are plentiful the suckers may be
reduced to one upon each plant, but the other two,

never too numerous, may carry all they throw up
at this the most promising season for starting fruit

and suckers. The temperature here, as in the early

fruiting house, may range about 70° at night, 80° to

85° through the day, and 90° to 95° after early

closing, when the valves may be opened to let the

decline to 70° at banking time be as steady as pos-

sible.

- Successions 2>otted in February and March having

the benefit of increasing light and solar heat, will

now require more air and atmospheric moisture :

also, most likely, a supply of tepid water to the

roots. The beds, too, must be carefully watched,
as sun-heat sometimes causes a sudden rise, notably

after watering. Should this happen, each plant

must be carefully lifted or rocked to let out the

heat, otherwise the soft tender roots now touching
the sides of the pots may receive a check from
.which they will never recover. A bottom heat of

80° to 85° in a moist fermenting bed is quite strong

enough for these plants, and an air temperature of

65° at banking time, (i0° at daylight, and 80°

through the day, whilst keeping them progressing,

will not force the foliage in advance of the roots.

Sttclters like the preceding which have not

received any water since they were potted must
now be examined and well moistened if the soil is

inclining to the dry side. Plants in small pots

plunged over hot-water pipes are most likely to

suffer from drought, but conditions which suit

them best are a sharp moist bottom-heat from fer-

menting Oak leaves or tan, and an atmosjihere

Tendered moist by external linings consisting of

equal parts of good leaves and well-worked stable

manure. If ammonia from this material can be
admitted or excluded at pleasure, the slides should
not be opened until a candle will burn freely in

the hot-air chambers or cavities formed along the
back and front of the frame or pit. Snug night
covering is a great help, not only to suckers, but to

plants in all stages of growth, including those now
swelling off fruit. Sliading. on the other hand,
should be very sparingly used, as Pines never scald

where air is admitterl early and the beds maintain
a constant stream of moisture.

Orchard Houses.

Peaches and Nectarines in the early compart-
ment will now be stoning, if they have not already
passed this trying ordeal, and the fruit to outward
appearance will be making very little progress.

Good work, however, will be goint;' on within, and
once the stcincs ;ire perfect the final tliinniiig must
bs made, as no excuse can be found for filching from
the crop by the retention of more fruits than can
swell to maturity. It is impossible to say how
many Peaches a pot tree will ripen up to full ave-

rage weight, but of two evils it is better to crop
liglitly fur fine fruit and strong wood than to handi-
cap with a number of stones sparsely clothed with
pulp of inferior flavour.

' Dlshuddhifj having been carried on conjointly
with tliinning, superfiunus shoots should now be
few and f.ir between, but where they are likely to

crowd eacli otlier, tlio.se intermediate between the
one nearest the base and the leader slioukl be
shortencil back and eventually removed. Vigorous
trees will require constant attention to the pincli-

ing of first shoots and laterals, commencing at the
top and working gradually downwards, the first

factor being the maiiilenanco of perfect jiyramids
and bushes well set with triple bails for another
year. We.ik or heavily cropped trees will not
require this incessant attention, as many of the
medium growths will not make more than two wood
buds, one at the base, the other at the point, the
removal of which will render the shoot useless as a
fruit-producer next year. By way of throwing

strength into these, others inclined to take an un-

due share of the sap, as a matter of course, must be

pinched when about 10 inches in length, laterals

and sub-laterals at the first or second leaf. By
adopting this give-and-take method and cropping

lightly, one set of pot trees may be forced success-

fully for a great number of years, that is, provided

other details, such as potting, watering, and feeding,

receive most careful attention. Top-dressing, one

of the mainsprings of success, is commenced as soon

as the fruit is set, and is continued as often as the

roots appear on the surface until the Peaches are

nearly ripe. Various substances of a highly stimu-

lating nature are mixed and blended together, and
thrown into a dry corner to ferment and dissolve

for use throughout the season, but composts of this

kind require careful application, as one overdose

may spoil the crop and the tree into the bargain.

Old night soil, cow manure, spent Hops, kiln dust,

bone dust, and rich calcareous loam are recom-
mended, but loam, manure, andbone dust supply all

that the wood, foliage, and fruit require, whilst

weak manure water, guano and soot water are

invaluable for washing this mixture down to the

roots, damping down, and charging the evaporating

pans. Whatever is used, little and often should be

the motto, and water in abundance should be used,

as dry balls are fatal to fruit trees.

For syri/igi7ig purposes, pure soft water, or water
free from lime, answers best, as it does not leave a

deposit on the fruit. Twice a day is not too often

to syringe; the first time when the temperature be-

gins to rise ; the second, when the house is closed

with sun-heat to swell the fruit. A bag containing

a peck of soot immersed in the tank improves the

water, as it stimulates the foliage, produces a dark
healthy colour, and keeps aphides and red spider in

check. The temperature after the fruit is stoned
may be raised a few degrees, but 60° at night, 70°

to 75° by day, and 80° after closing, with bright

sun-heat, will be found quite high encmgh, no
matter how mild and genial the weather.

Melons.

Although the weather has not been severe, the

absence of sun has rendered incessant firing abso-

lutely necessary, especially where fermenting ma-
terial has not played an important part in the
maintenance of bottom-heat and atmospheric mois-
ture, the best of all preventives of the advent of

red spider. In dry pits the syringe can and must
be freely used, but the conditions most favourable

to the growth of early Melons are always found
where the atmosphere is moist enough to enable
the cultivator to dispense with its direct aid, and
nothing, in my opinion, answers so well as Oak
leaves in a state of fermentation and gradual decay.

Assuming, then, that the bottom-heat stands S0° to

85°, and the female flowers are beginning to open,
the syringe may be laid aside for the present, and
fire-heat must be equal to the maintenance of a
free circulation of air until the fruit is set. Under
such conditions are free varieties set without arti-

ficial aid, but the operation of fertilising each
flower about noon on fine days being so brief and
simple, no one having a desire to take advantage of

every minor detail should neglect it. When the
Melons have attained the size of pigeon's eggs the
final earthing should be performed in time for the
roots to take hold before the plants feel the strain

of the crop, and then the quantity of compost
should not be excessive, as the best of culture will

not counteract its efl:'ect when packed round the

stems. Where former directions as to planting
upon cones have been carried out, this need not

happen, but having been neglected, rough pieces of

charcoal or lumjis of old lime rubble should be Laid

round the collars before the com|)Ost, oon.sisting of

strong calcareous loam and line bone-dust, is ajiplied

to the roots. Feeding from this stage forward to

the attainment of full size must be on a lib(;ral

se.ale, and the more frequent the change from tepid

liquid to guano and soot water, the better t lie jiro-

gress and the liner the fruit. The heat by night
should range about 70°, that bv day from so° to
85°, and 90° to 95° after shutting up'with sun-heat
and a thorough syringing. Manipulation after the
fruits are thinned and supported is extremely

simple, and may be summed up as follows : Pre-

serve every premier leaf from the crown of the pot

or hill to the highest point, remove all useless

spray, and pinch laterals at the first joint in ad-

vance of the fruit.

Successio7is in various stages of growth, with one

exception, come under the details given in former

papers, and that is the degree of heat which may
be considerably increased, especially on bright

sunny days when air can be admitted. The
minimum temperature should never fall below 70°,

and then slight covering, if only to prevent the

escape of moisture, will be found a great help.

Indeed, considering the sudden changes and in-

clement weather we experience quite up to mid-

summer, I question if we are more short-sighted

upon any subject than that of night covering. If

the introduction of a profusion of hot-water pipes

produced conditions most favourable to healthy

growth, fuel would form the main factor, but quite

the reverse is the case, as we rarely see plants

flourishing in a high dry temperature from which
the external air some 20° to ()0° degrees colder is

abstracting every particle of moisture. Water
colder than the mean of the house dashed about at

random aggravates the evil ; a bed of fermenting

material to a certain extent corrects it, as vapour is

constantly rising, but this, like the heat, is soon

gone where the glass remains uncovered. When in

free growth the plants will take liberal supplies of

pure tepid water, stimulants being reserved for the

swelling of the fruit, and strong pure loam pre-

viously warmed must be added as the roots creep

through to the surface.

Frames.—Where Melons succeed forced vege-

tables and bedding plants in frames, seeds of free

hardy sorts should be sown at short intervals to

secure extra strong plants for turning out early in

May. Melon plants are not improved by remain-

ing a long time on hand, the greatest evils being

colonies of red spider and a pot-bound condition.

As neither of these contribute to success, they

should be avoided by liberal shifts into larger pots,

by generous watering and syringing, and the main-

tenance of top and bottoni heat from fermenting

materials. Plants put out some time ago and now
growing freely must be well sustained by good

external linings, by the addition of more soil little

and often, and beaten very firm as the roots require

it ; also by very early closing with sun-heat and

a gentle dewing overhead with pure water. Cover

well with mats at night, pinch (he points out of

the vines when within a foot of the extremities;

also all spray and useless laterals at the first leaf,

as all the space will be wanted for the premier

foliage. Fly does not often get into frames, but if

it does, smoke lightly with Bloxham's fumigator.

HAKDY FRtriTS.

Peaks.

In my remarks last week I purposely omitted

Pears, not that they are less valuable than Peaches,

but simply because I was dissatisfied with the

quantity and quality of the fiower-buds. When
these are long, pointed, soft to the touch, and dis-

play undue haste in opening, the prospect of a

good crop of fruit is far from satisfactory. Some
of our trees on south walls even which bore full

crops last year are very sparsely budded, a condition

which puts them beyond anxiety as regards the

fruit ; not so the set of blossom buds for another

year. Simie trees of Josephine do Malines, Winter

Nelis, and Marie Louise, which cropped heavily and

required a great deal of thinning, are very shy

indeed. .Jargonelle and I'itmaston Duchess are

thin, whilst kindred varieties I rained upon iron trel-

lises are fairly full of bloom, but far from promis-

ing. Haifa loaf being better tli:ui no bread, a thin

blossom which almost invarial>ly sets well, that is,

provided the flowers are perl'eet, is worth protect-

ing from the elements, the ways and means depend-

ing entirely upon the materials at command.
Having already expressed my views upon what may
be termed tlie rough-.and-ready or makeshift method,

1 may just repeat my faith in broad coiiing boards

for throwing oil sleet and wet and double or treble

fishing nets for catching lioar-frost. Through this the
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sun on fine days penetrates and is absorbed by the

bricks, and althougli barely perceptible to the

hand, this dry warmth often saves the crop when
trees minus the coping are seriously injured.

Existing flower-buds of course claim our first atten-

tion, but assuming that a portion of the trees are

barren, they should not be left to take care of them-
selves, as the protection of the early tender leaves

is an important factor in the production of future

flower-buds. Some varieties of Pears which throw
out shoots (i inches or more in length with a flower-

bud at the end should be allowed to retain all these

solitary growths until after the fruit is set, and then,

provided any or all of them fail, they may be cut
back to within two or three eyes of the base to

form spurs close to the wall. This mode of spring

shortening may be practised more or less in the

most fruitful years, but the season now before us

being the reverse of promising, thinning and work-
ing out weak and straggling pieces of spur wood
should receive special attention.

Peaches, Nectaeines and Apricots,

later tlian they have been for a great number of

years, should now be examined every day, and if

perfectly clean and free from aphis they may be
left alone until the fruit commences swelling.

If, on the other hand, curled leaves indicate fly or

blister, those leaves, or possibly the whole shoots,

.should be removed, as it is better to sacrifice some
fruit than to allow insects to spread. As it is yet

too early to commence the application of liquid in-

secticides, all faulty leaves as they are pinched off

should be dropped into the apron, carried away, and
burned, when tobacco powder dredged into the

parts afl^ected will "scotch" further progress until

the syringe can be used. If it be true that an
adult green-fly becomes a grandfather in twenty-
four hours, and a promising young shoot which
falls a prey to a family attack hardly ever ripens

properly, the force of my remark respecting daily

picking and dredging should set the most careless

on the alert. Curl and blister years ago were more
prevalent than they are now, and mildew often de-

stroyed large trees in a single season. The cause

was assigned to unpropitious weather, but our

springs and summers have not improved, and yet

these diseases are on the wane. To what change
in our management, then, must we attribute our

escape— nay, more, our jirogress .' for no one can
deny the fact that open-air Peach culture has made
rapid strides. Frost, wet, and cutting draughts

aggravated these diseases, but the prime cause lay

beneath the surface, and this, by annual root-lifting

and relaying within the influence of solar heat and
air in fresh compost, by thin extension training

and thorough cleansing not only of the trees, but
also the walls, has been removed or weakened to an
extent which leaves frost at flowerirg time our
greatest enemy. Here, again, thorough drainage,

borders 2 feet in depth where formerly they were
3 feet, copious watering and quick growth, which
in ordinary seasons ripens well—one and all tell, as

perfect flowers upon ripe wood withstand with im-

punity frosts which annihilate weak and imperfect

ones. We do not often fertilise wall Peaches, espe-

cially when the flowering period is late, and in?ects,

which perform the work so well, are plentifid. as

most likely they will be by the time the flowers

open in April. Noblesse, Walburton Late Ad-
mirable, and other large-flowered varieties gene-
rally considered more tender and less fertile in

pollen, are, nevertheless, improved by an occasional

brush over with pollen from the old standard sorts,

including Royal George Peach and Elruge Nec-
tarine. If insects go before and follow after no
harm can result, as we always find thoroughly fer-

tilised fruits swelling to their fullest size, whilst

those subject to stone-splitting when nearly ripe

and dropping when forming kernels are more or

less improved out of these bad habits by careful

fertilisation with foreign pollen. W. C.

Seedling Blenheim Orange.—Raising the
Blenheim Orange Apple from pips is not pr.actised

in this neighbourhood that I am aware of, nor
have I ever heard of trees being raised in this

manner in the western counties. SI ill there may

be cases, and it would be interesting to learn from
those who have raised and fruited them in this way
how long it takes from the time the pips are sown
until say a bushel of Apples can be gathered from
a tree. It is not surprising with such a fine Apple
as Blenheim Orange that cottagers, amateurs, and
children should sow the pips from an extra fine

.specimen. I have done the same thing when alad, and
have seen the seedlings come up, but whether they

ever fruited I cannot say. There is no doubt, how-
ever, that some of the fine specimens of this Apple
to be met with at exhibitions, in fruiterers' shops,

&c., are from seedUng trees, although soil and
locality have a great influence in this respect. With
those who have leisure time and ground to spare,

the raising of Apples and Pears from pips is to be

commended, not that more varieties are wanted,

but with the view of still further improving our

best kinds.—A. Babkeb, Worcester.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWBK.

FONTHIEVA MACULATA.
Tuis is a member of a small gentis, which in

in these days of large flowers one seldom meets
with, and to me it marks a red-letter day to fuid

this specie.s in two collections in one week, viz.,

in the garden of Sir Trevor Lawrence at Bur-

ford Lodge, and in that of Mr. Tautz at Shep-

herd's Bush, where it was flowering. The only

time I have seen it previously was in the collec-

tion in Altona, when Consul Schiller's plants

were under the charge of Herr Stanger. It is a

member of a terrestrial genus nearly allied to

Goodyera, Listera and Neottia, and it was named
in honour of a M. de Ponthieu, who was inter-

ested in tliese plants in the days of Sir Joseph
Banks. The plant in question is a small growing

species with strongly ribbed leaves, wliicli are

somewhat hairy—in fact, it looks much like a

Neottia. The spike is erect, many-flowered, the

flowers being long-stalked and rather loosely set

upon the raceme. On the one beforeme, however,

there are twelve blooms, so that in a well-

flowered plant the display is one of no mean pre-

tensions, although altogether the flowers would

not make as much show as a single Cattleya bloom
of the Trianfe or Mendeli type. The blooms of

P. maculata are solely dependent upon their

lower sepals for ornamentation, and tliese are

white, like frost, and over their surface are

scattered ntunerous somewhat regular spots of

brownish green. The dorsal sepal is small, erect,

reddish green, streaked with deeper lines ot

dull red, the petals being small, connate, stand-

ing erect at the back of the column. This plant

is very ornamental, and deserves to be more

widely grown.

The cultivationis very easy. The tubers should

be planted in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and

peat made sandy. Drain the pots well and dur-

ing the growing season water may be given

liberally. The plant requires the heat of the

Cattleya house, but after the plants have cast

their leaves the pots must then be removed to

the Odoutoglossum house, and at this season

water must be very sparingly given. It is at

tliis season that mischief is done to these and

many other deciduous plants by roasting them,

an idea which seems to pervade the minds of

so many. The cool Orchid house will bo found

to keep them quiet, and a little water occasimi-

ally will keep the tubers from shrivelling.

How much roasting, I would ask, do our own
British kinds receive throughout the winter

months I

Dendrobium crepidatum. — Although this

plant has been introduced to our gardens for some

forty years, it is seldom met with in flower. This

is much to be regretted, as it flowers about the

middle of Febiuary, and proves very useful during
the most dreary months of the year. I recently

saw it in the Burford Lodge collection. The
growths vary from a foot to 18 inches in length,

and the flowers, borne on the pendent stems two
and three together, are white, suffused with a
lilac tinge towards the extremities; lip deep yel-

low with a white tip. It is a native of Northern
India.—W.

Cattleya Dowiana.—The end of the month of

March is a curious time to find this species in

flower, yet amongst the quantity of Cattleyas now
blooming, in the St. Albans Nursery a very fine

variety of this beautiful plant is now in bloom,
afl'ording, with its bright nankeen-yellow sepals and
its deep crimson-purple lip streaked with gold, a
lovely contrast to the immense quantity of C.

Tiianse which still maintain their beauty. The
Cattleyas in this establishment are very strong, and
the manner in which they root is simply marvellous.

Oncidium obryzatum.—A cool house species

from Peru, which some years ago was to be found
plentifully in collections, but of late it has not
been so frequently to be found in bloom. I, how-
ever, recently noted it flowering in the St. Albans
collection in great beauty, its very fragrant bright-

coloured blooms rendering it worthy the attention

of all growers of cool Orchids. The spike is much-
branched and profusely laden with blooms of a very

bright yellow, the long narrow sepals and petals

being blotched at the base with bright brown. On
the claw and beneath the crest is a broad blotch of

bright brown, and about the crest and on the side

lobes are numerous spots and dots of the same
colour.

—

W. H. G.

Cattleya Harrisonise.—Fine examples of this

plant are now producing their flowers in Mr. Sander's

collection at St. Albans, and although we have
now many species of this genus which far exceed
it in size and in the richness of colour, this old

plant is by no means unworthy of a place in the

choicest collection. It is one of the very first

Cattleyas introduced to cultivation, having ap-

peared in our gardens upwards of fifty years ago.

The sepals and petals are rosy purple, unspotted,

and the lip is of the same colour, wrinkled on the

surface, stained with yellow in the centre, and
prettily frilled round the edge. The flowers are

some 4 inches or more across, thick and fleshy

in texture, and last long in full beauty. The flowers

are borne three to five on a scape, and the plant

when growing vigorously blooms twice in the season,

for after the next growth is made flowers will be
produced from it in the beginning of autumn. The
ease with which this plant may be managed and its

free-blooming qualities are special recommendations
for it to amateurs, more particularly those just

beginning the culture of Orchids.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium s from Cheltenham.— From
Mr. J. Cypher, of the Queen's Road Nursery, comes
a magnificent lot of forms of Dendrobium nobile.

Amongst them are D. n. pulchenimum; the large

mass of this is truly charming ; the sepals and
petals are nearly pure white, faintly tipped with

m.auve ; lip white, saving the large dark blotch at

the base, and with just the faintest tinge of mauve
on the recurved tip. This beautiful form was origi-

nally introduced to cultivation by the late Messrs.

Rollisson, of Tooting. D. n. giganteum.—This Mr.
Cypher says is the strongest grower of all the no-

bile section. The flowers are large; the sepals and
petals are long, heavily sufTused with rich rosy-

purple, which becomes pale towards the base; lip

long and pointed, the edge in front being boldly

margined wilh rosy-pur]ile and stained at the ba.se

with deep maroon-purple. D. n. pendulum.—This is

an old and very distinct growing kind, and its

flowers are large, well coloured, broad and distinct,

the upper half of the seiials and petals being

heavily marked with brilliant rose-purple, which
passes into white towards the base; lip large, broad

and recurved at the edge, the deep purple-maroon

blotch coming well forward. D. n. superbum has

larger flowers than the last and the colours aie

more distinct, the upper half of the sepals and
petals being heavily tipped wilh rich rose-purple.
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the basal half white ; lip large, the blotch at the
base very dark, leaving a broad border of pure white,
the recurved tip being heavily marked with bright
rose-purple. With the above also comes a beautiful
bunch of D.Ainsworthi, which looks charmingbeside
the rich colours of the last-mentioned kind. In this
form the sepals and petals are pure white ; the lip

is creamy-white in front, the base being heavily
blotched and streaked with amethyst-red. These
Dendrobes are extremely useful plants ; they make a
brilliant display for a very long time, while for
cutting from they are extremely valuable.

Oncidium superbiens.—This is another of
the 0. maoranthum section, well deserving the
attention of growers of cool house Orchids, although
it at present appears to be confined to the best
collections. The spike grows several feet in length,
branched, and many-flowered ; the blooms, although
smaller than those of macranthum, measure
between 2 inches and 3 inches across ; the sepals
are all of a rich deep brown hue, the dorsal much
the largest, petals yellow, the basal portion
blotched and streaked with bright brown ; the lip,

as in all this section, small and of a deep rich
purple. It comes from New Grenada and thrives
in the coolest house. It was recently very fine in
Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden.

Lycaste Measuresiana is just now exception-
ally tine in The Woodlands collection at Streatham.
Here likewise I find the richest-coloured forms of
this plant, and it undoubtedly is the finest variation
of the fine old L. plana. The sepals are of a red-
dish bronze with green points ; the petals project
forward and are white, this almost covered with
bright rosy-purple dots, which are arranged in lines,

but do not extend to the edge, and thus leave a
marginal border of pure white. The lip is smaller
than the petals, but similarly coloured. In the
worst forms the spotting is less dense, but all are
beautiful. The great number of flowers borne by
a single bulb renders it a very gay and ornamental
plant. It thrives best under cool treatment.

—

W. G.

Cypripedium Hornianum.— This seedling,
which was raised by and named in honour of the
gardener to Baron N. de Rothschild, I recently
noted flowering in Mr. Measures' collection at
Streatham. It is a hybrid between C. Spioerianum
and C. superbiens, with leaves faintly tessellated
in the way of the last-named plant; the flowers are
medium-sized, and in this respect will, no doubt,
improve, as the plant was a very small one ; the
dorsal sepal is white, with a very deep central band
of blackish purple, and tinged with green ; the
petals, freckled with purple on a light green ground,
are flushed with lilac towards the edges ; the lip is

of a dull lilac-purple, the incurved portion lilac,

freckled with black ; staminode lilac, with a white
border. This plant will, no doubt, improve by
another season, and I look forward to seeing it in-

troduce a fresh shade of colour to the family.— H.

Cattleya Trianee Measuresiana.—This is

perhaps one of the very finest forms of this species
which has yet been flowered, and certainly it is the
very finest coloured variety which I have seen.
The bulbs are short, and, like the leaves, are deep
green, the peculiar style of the plant rendering
it distinct; the flower is upwards of 7 inches
across, whilst the petals themselves are 3 inches in
diameter. The colour is rosy lilac; lip large,
beautifully frilled round the edge ; the colour on
the outside of the side lobes is rosy purple, tlie

front of the middle lobe being briglit clear brilliant
purple, with two orange spots inside the throat,
somewhat resembling a C. gigas, although, of
cour.se, distinct from that plant; the rich purple mark-
ings are continued along the throat to the base of
the lip. Tliis unique gem is now flowering in The
Woodlands collection at Streatham.— H. G.

Odontoglossum Schillerianum. — By its

name being associated with the Mr. Schiller, whose
celebrated collection of Orchids was in existence
until a few years ago, one would imagine this to be
an old plant, but it was not until about six years
ago that it became an inmate of our gardens, having
been introduced by the Messrs. Sander, of St.

Albans. It first flowered, I believe, in the Burford
Lodge collection, but the finest form which I think

I have yet seen was flowering a short time since

with Mr. Sander. The flowers are upwards of 2

inches across ; the sepals and petals are yellow,

blotched irregularly with bright brown; lip large

for the flower, bright brown, with the front portion

yellow. This very pretty species was discovered
in Venezuela upwards of thirty years ago.—W. II.

ORCHID FLOWERS FROM BATH.
Fbom Mrs. Studd, 4, Royal Crescent, Bath, comes a
beautiful assortment of blooms, which from their

size and brilliancy of colours at once disclose the

purity of the atmosphere and the condition of

the plants. Amongst this group are many fine forms,

to wit a grand bloom of Cymbidium Lowianum
from a plant bearing ninety-eight flowers, a superb
form of Odontoglossum maculatum, the plant bear-

ing four spikes ; the flowers are large, measuring
nearly 3 inches across, the sepals rich chocolate-
brown, the petals and lip rich yellow. The lower
half of the lip is transversely blotched with choco-
late, marked round the edge with flaky streaks of

the same colour, and spotted on the disc with
reddish chocolate. I have often wondered why
this beautiful plant is so sparsely grown. The
gathering also includes an immense bloom of Den-
drobium Wardianum measuring upwards of 4 inches
across, the petals very broad, and the lip very large,

deep rich orange in the centre, with the two usual
spots of maroon-purple at the base—this is truly

called giganteum; excellent forms of Odontoglossum
triumphans and 0. Wilckeanum, the latter from a
plant with thirty blooms ; a grand 0. Halli, and
also of 0. luteo-purpureum, from a spike of eighteen
flowers ; a magnificent flower of a dark Dendrobium
nobile, almost as good as the variety called

Sanderianum; numerous flowers of the beautiful

hybrid D. Ainsworthi from a plant bearing upwards
of 100 blooms, and which must have been a
magnificent sight; an excellent variety of D.
Brymerianum, its flowers large, rich yellow and the
lip very heavily fringed with its mossy appendage

;

and the beautiful yellow-flowered D. Cambridge-
anum with a very heavy stain of crimson-maroon.
A spike of bloom of the old D. fimbriatum oculatum,
from a plant bearing upwards of a hundred such, is

noteworthy. The spike in question bears ten of its

rich orange-yellow flowers, which are heavily
blotched in the lip with crimson-maroon and
fringed, showing well that old plants must not be
despised. Cypripediums are also well represented
Ijy C. Sedeni superbum, an extremely rich-coloured
form of this excellent hybrid ; C. hirsutissimum, a
grand flower, large, and very highly coloured, and
with a very broad dorsal sepal. If the lip of this

beautiful kind was as bright as its petals it would
be the finest of its race. The size of the bloom
and its broad dorsal sepal lead me to suppose this

is from the last importation of the Messrs. Low and
Co. A very highly coloured and heavily spotted
form of C. Argus and a beautiful form of the
French 0. Regnieri, which is pure white, heavily
spotted with bright carmine, complete the set of

the Slipper Orchids. Amongst other things in this

superb gathering are good Cattleya Trianie, one or
two forms of Lycaste Skinneri, Dendrobium nobile
splendens, Phalasnopsis amabilis, a grand Masde-
vallia Veitchiana grandifiora, &c.— a truly grand
box of blooms, but giving only a small idea of the
beauty of the whole collection. W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Coelogyne eonferta.— Tlii.<i closo-Rrowiiig, pretty
species i8 now completely covered with its cliiisto white
ilo\vor.s, which at first eipht have soniowhat \i rcHcni-
lihiTiee to those of C. ocollata, yot when (^xiiiriiiieil

they are very distinct. The side lobes i>t tlie li]) iire

streaked witii oranpe; the front of the li]) is yellow,
narrowly bordored with orange, loiiviiij? n broad wliito
front portion which is recurved at the tip. It is a
veritable (fcui.— (J.

The white Laelia anceps.—Plants of this in

Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection are growing vigor-

ously, and have, I believe, flowered fairly well this

spring. The secret appears to be that a greater

amount of heat is given these varieties than to the
ordinary forms. It has occurred to me for a long
time that this was required by these delicate forms,

and I again beg to draw the attention of those

growers of them who have not yet succeeded with
them in a satisfactory manner.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Waltoni.—I have to thank the
Rev. F. D. Horner, of Kirkby Lonsdale, for a flower

bearing the above name, and which he says he re-

ceived as a supposed natural hybrid between D.

crassinode and D. Wardianum. It is not the same
form referred to by me (Gabdbn, March 23, p. 232),

and I cannot but think that both Mr. Horner's and
Mr. Tautz's forms are but poor varieties of the

superb D. Wardianum. I am quite unable to say
if Mr. Horner's flower is correctly named, as I have
never before seen one under that name.—W. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 695.
L^LIA ALBIDA.*

This is one of the Mexican Lselias which,baving

been introduced to this country upwards of fifty

years ago, has become well known to all growers

of Orchids, although it is only within this last

year or two that any of our gardeners have ob-

tained a mastery over this species, and have
been able to flower the same plant for three or

four years in succession. This difficulty in cul-

tivation undoubtedly arose from a want of

knowledge of the climatic conditions under
which the Mexican Lselias grow in a state of

Nature. Now, however, we are told that these

jilauts are subjected to a severe change during

the year, and that there is something like 100°

of difference in the temperature between the

growing and the resting season. This will bring

my practice and advice nearly right with

these and most other kinds of Orchids, for I

have long ago proved that Orchids rest in a far

better manner and with better results if they

are subjected to a reduction of temperature in-

stead of in a dry, hot atmosphere. To the im-

provement in the management of the Mexican
Lailias I think horticulturists are indebted to

the Messrs. Backhouse, of York, who have im-

ported great quantities of these plants, and who
struck out a system of treatment as nearly in

accordance with their natural surroundings as

could be obtained in tliis country, and their

labours have been crowned with marked suc-

cess. As, however, in the majority of gardens

these plants are not grown in sufficient quanti-

ties for large houses to be devoted entirely to

them, the next best results I liave found in the

following treatment: In tlie house devoted to

the growth of these plants from Mexico tlie

temperature should be kept at about (i.^'^ by day
and 58° at night by artificial heat. In the sum-
mer montlis air sliould be freely admitted, and
the plants should be subjected to the full in-

fluence of sunshine and light, and during this

time they will re(|uiro syringing two or three

times in the course of the day. .After growtli is

finished the water supply must bo giiulually re-

duced until at last it is stopped altogether,

wlien the plants may liave a total rest for a

time. Do not carry tliis drying system to the

extent of shrivelling the bulbs, for in this

matter, I think, lies the secret of success witli

these Mexican Ladiaa, but at the same time

care sliould be exercised to avoid a premature

awakening. During this resting seasun the tom-

peraturo by firehoat must be considerablj' re-

duced, the" huat of tlio Odontoglossum hcuiso

being ample, but tlie sun should bo allowed to

• Drawn for TiiK (iAKUEN at Jlr. Sander's, St.

Allians, January, IHS", by It. G. Moon. Lithograplied

and printed by Guillaumo Sovereyns.
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shine upon them at eveiy possible occasion.

Lselia albida should be grown upon a raft or in

a shallow basket, and these must be well

drained; the plant or plants should be firmly

fixed, and a small quantity of rough peat fibre

and Si^hagnum Moss placed about the roots,

but do not commit the too common error of

overloading the roots with soil.

L. ALBIDA is found growing in the neighbour-
hood of Oaxaca, at an elevation of from 7000 feet to

8000 feet. It is a somewhat small-growing species,

with roundish-clustered pseudo-bulbs ; these are

smooth when young, becoming ribbed with age, and
bearing one or a pair of leaves, which are leathery

in texture and deep green. The scape is borne at

the top of the bulb, and bears from five to eight

flowers, which are arranged in a two-ranked fashion

and are delicately fragrant with the odour of Prim-
roses, and last long in beauty. Sepals and petals

pure waxy-white, the latter slightly recurved at the

tips ; lip obovate, being of a soft, pleasing rosy hue,

and streaked with yellow in the centre, whilst the

inside of the lateral lobes is veined with reddish-

pink. There are several coloured varieties of this

species now in cultivation, of which the following
are worthy of note :

—

L. ALBIDA 8ULPHUKEA.—The best form of this

variety which I have seen is somewhat stronger in

its grovrth than the tyjjical plant, and the flowers

are also larger, but in shape they are identical ; the

colour of the sepals and petals is deep sulphur-

yellow ; the lip is also sulphur-yellow, with a nar-

row border of rose, and the disc streaked with
orange-yellow raised lines, whilst the interior of the

side lobes is transversely streaked with rose.

L. ALBIDA BELLA.—This variety produces some-
what larger flowers than the type, but they, like

all the albida section, yield a delightful odour of

the Chinese Primrose. The sepals and petals are

creamy-white, faintly bordered with lilac; lip white,

the intermediate lobe broadly bordered with deep
bright rose, and bearing on the disc three ridges of

rich yellow.

L. ALBIDA Marianne is a form in which the

sepals and petals are flesh colour on first opening,

but change with age to delicate salmon colour; the

lip is lilac - mauve, the side lobes streaked with
yellowish buff.

L. ALBIDA and all its varieties produce their

flowers during the autumn and winter months,
thus rendering the blooms especially valuable,

and as the type is imported in large masses it

has become plentiful, and thus comes within the

reach of all Orchid growers. A more beautiful

little gem it is scarcely possible to grow.
W. H. G.

the Messrs. Veitch's importations, having acci-

dentally been collected and sent home from
Sumatra.— H.

Lyeaste Skinneri.—From a number of readers

of The Garden I have received flowers of this

species for an opinion, but although there has not

appeared a bad one from amongst the whole con-

signment, and every flower has been different, there

really has been nothing to call for extra notice. It

is a most beautiful species, extremely variable, and
in collections which have been established suffi-

ciently long the plants are found to produce an
immense quantity of blooms, which last some two
months in perfection. This, combined with the

fact that it blooms during the winter months and
grows best in the cool house, should commend it to

every grower of this order of plants.—H.

Cypripedium tonsum.—This species, which is

not at present common, is usually notable for its

want of colour, and I believe in former notices of

this plant I have expressed the opinion that the

absence of this detracted from its beauty. I re-

cently, however, noted a departure in this direction

in a plant distinguished as Jules Heyes' variety.

The plant in question had the upper part of the

dorsal sepal pure white, the lower portion being

streaked with deep brownish purple and flushed

with rose, while tlie petals were more heavily

spotted with black than in the type. It is one of

Flower Garden.

AURICULAS—YELLOW SELFS.

With reference to " W. S. B.'s " allusion to the

above, Sunshine is a seedling of mine which 1

raised some years ago and gave away, and so also

was Hetty Dean. Buttercup, of which I have
nine plants, is a seedling of 1887. It is such a

beauty, and so far ahead in yellows, that 1 re-

solved to keep it, and if it is in bloom fur the

London show, 1 will bring it with me. Stadt-

holder 1 have grown for many years, but the

more I grew of it, the more yellow sells kept ap-

pearing among my seedlings, an d at last 1 gave
aU my plants of it away. 1 do not know where
it may be found now ; Ml'. H. Wilson, of Halifax,

had the plants 1 last saw of it. Stadtholder has

beautiful snowy foliage, and the flowers are of a

Buttercup complexion, but of a lemon-gold. By
that complexion 1 mean that the petal surfaces

are not velvety, but hard and glittering. The
tube is a rich gold, but beyond that, Stadtholder

as a florist's flower has no good points. The
paste is miserably thin and scattered, and narrow
to downright meanness. It would hardly pass

Standard 1. in the Auricula National School.

The petals also are deeply notched aiitl have a

ribby uneven surface. It is a most handsome
plant in flower, making literally a golden ball of

bloom erect above its snow-white leaves. 1 gave

it the liberty of a wild species, and allowed it to

carry all the bloom it liked to make. Yellow
selfs appear to be diSicult to obtain with any-

thing like the smoothness, softness, roundness
of other selfs, and particularly with anything ap-

proaching their dense white paste. That is why
I kept Buttercup as being the only good self in

yellow that I have raised. Even Buttercup is

reminded of its undue influence as a parent
among selfs and edges, and is removed from
among them to flower.

Why does " W. S. B.," with the very page

before him, so carelessly misquote Mr. Douglas >.

Mr. Douglas is right, aud " W. S. B.'s" dislo-

cated version is wrong. As poor Artemus Ward
would have said, " Why this thusnesa f Mr.
Douglas (p. 005) never said that a new all-

round collection could best be raised from a

couple of the best Auriculas to be had. But,

speaking of the self class only, he does say (and

1 agree with him) that he

Would rather liave Mrs. Potts and Heroine than tlie

whole dozen selfs named by " W. S. B." I would
raise seedlings from thorn , and soon ho abreast of tlu^

times

—

In selfs, of course ! So in green edges, with

two of the best green edges accessible, aud
so all round the classes. I do not see how
"W. S. B." could mi.ss that inference. It

is simply his own misconstruction which ap-

pears to him "absurd in the extreme," which
we will innocently allow ! Now, give me
two of the best Auriculas in each of the classes,

and from my experience with the Auricula, I

will say the flower would contradict " W. S. B.'s"

assertion that it "would take ten years to get

100 presentable plants." Long within that time,

and with oidy the old sorts to work from, 1 had
many seedlings equal to the second and tliird-

rates of the day. But I said nothing about

them, because 1 would not turn more of such
into the world, my aim with the flower being to

lead it ou to the higher attainments, only to be
reached from seed. But I can say that every

single seedling has rei)aid the cost of raising it,

not so often in complete satisfaction in classical

honours, but in beauty, variety, oddity, and in-

ventiveness of habit, always.
Burto)\^in-Loiisdale. F. D. Horner.

JACKS-IN-THE-GREEN.
Probably the introduction of rich and many
coloured border Polyanthuses into gardens has
served to check the cultivation of these old-

fashioned forms known as Jacks-in-the-green and
Jackanapes. Relatively there is little difference

between these assumed forms, because from seed
saved from one form will come both, assuming, as

is usually the case, that Jacks-in-the-green have
large leaf-like sheaths surrounding the flowers,

whilst with the Jackanapes, sometimes also termed
Galligaskins, the sheath or calyx is much split

and presents a very odd appearance. Certainly

in earlier days the flowers produced by all these

erratic Polyanthus forms were poor and almost
inconspicuous. They were regarded as curious if

not attractive, and having regard to the average
quality found in garden Polyanthus flowers, were
not so much out of the running. But in

gardens now, the Jack-in-the-green is a great

rarity. Very likely few people know that even
these oddities have not escaped from the improving
hand of the florist, and that in some cases seedling

plants will produce flowers of fine form and rich

colouring set in a huge collar of green leafage.

One of the very best of this type— Crimson Beauty
—certificated a few years since at South Kensington,
has flowers of the best form and of a deep crimson
colour, and is, indeed, in relation to the particular

section of spring flowers to which it belongs, a
perfect gem. It is true that, owing to the length
of flower tube, as is the case with the Hose-in-hose
forms, fertilisation is not free and seed is scarce, as

compared with its production by the ordinary forms
of the Polyanthus. I have found true Jacks-in-the-

green now and then to come from the border Poly-
anthus, but still rarely. On the other hand, the Jack-
in-the-green will usually produce some 60 to 70 per
cent, of flowers with the inordinate calyx, and some
few come as ordinary Polyanthuses, The develop-
ment of the green sheath or calyx into a huge green
leafy ruff or collar for the flower is as odd an
element in plant development as is the change found
in the Hose-and-hose flowers, wherein the sheath
becomes a lower floral pip. If one tithe of the

attention given by some amateur gardeners to show
flowers were bestowed upon these interesting spring
flowers, it is impossible to indicate what charming
forms may not be produced. The Hose-in-hose
Polyanthuses seem to be somewhat less set in

character than are the Jacks-in-the-green, for the
former vary a good deal in the production of both
single and twin flowers. That, however, may be to

some extent due to the contiguity of large quan-
tities of ordinary Polyanthuses. The plant physio-
logist might find matter for an instructive paper in

dealing with the three peculiar developments from
ordinary form found in the Polyanthus, viz.,

abnormal sheath, or calyx ; the production of twin
flowers, as in the Hose-and-hose ; and doubling, as

found rather rarely in these plants, but more so in

the Primrose. Doubling of the Polyanthus so far has
been an uninteresting feature, whilst oddly enough
in such allied plants as hardy Primroses, alpine
Auriculas, and Chinese Primroses, we have many
beautiful forms. But then these three kinds very
rarely if ever indeed give those quaint forms of

floral development found in Jacks-in-the-green
and Hose-in-ho.se flowers. Generally the Jack-in-
the-green types are robust growers, and witli

ordinary care may be fairly rapi<lly increaseil by
division. In some gardens propagation by division

and by seeding is not sufliciontly attended to, hence
old plants di.sappear during adverse seasons. Divid-

ing and replanting should be done every two or

three years, and always in the autumn. A. D.

Iris reticulata.—The flowers of this are valu-

able when cut. In these days when the demand for

cut flowers continues to increase, such useful hardy
bulbs as this should be more grown. It is of free

growth, as I recently observed at Didlinglon Hall

some good patches of tliis lovely early gem in full
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beauty. Some of the patches had from twenty to

thirty blooms open at one time. I need hardly say

what a grand show these made surrounded with

Snowdrops, Crocuses, Primroses, and other spring

flowers. Mr. Stocking, the gardener, told me it in-

creased in a remarkable way with him, as a few
seasons ago he only had a very small patch, but

the plants had increased so fast that at the present

time I counted about ten very large clumps. It is

evident that from the way Iris reticulata succeeds

here it is not particular as to soil. In this garden

the soil is light, dry, and sandy. Mr. Stocking holds

this Iris in high esteem for cutting from. The treat-

ment is as follows : In the autumn when the foliage

has died off, the roots are taken up if they are

crowded, divided and placed in fresh positions in

the border. The strongest are planted in one clump.

This Iris is generally in bloom in February, but

this season it is almost a month later.— J. Ckook.
P.S.— I ought to have mentioned the lovely scent

this Iris has; to-day as the sun was shining on it

the perfume was very powerful, and quite per-

ceptible at a good distance from the plants.

The Caucasian Scabious.—I was surjirised

to see in The Garden that some readers expe-

rienced a difficulty in the cultivation of this beau-
tiful and useful plant. But it is only another in-

stance of how soil and situation influence the

behaviour of some plants. I first became acquainted
with this Scabious about five years ago, and never

had the least difficulty in getting it to grow. Last
spring I had occasion to move a plant, but it never

checked it in the least. It quickly recovered and
commenced to flower, and was in full bloom when
the frost came and cut it down. I have cultivated

it in a soil of a medium character, neither very
light nor very heavy. Those individuals who are

inclined to believe that the illustrations of flowers

given by the horticultural press are not always
truthful representations have certainly no reason
to think so of the figure of this Scabious t;iven

recently in The Garden. The individual flowers,

when not disfigured by rain, are quite as beautiful

as those represented on the plate. The peculiarity

of the colour must have rendered it difficult of re-

production.—J. C. C.

Seedling Petunias.—Years ago liardly any-
one thought of raising seedling Petunias, and the
few then grown were named sorts raised and per-

petuated by cuttings. But now the thing is quite

reversed, and the most of what are met with are
seedlings, and very beautiful they are, especially

such as have been raised from good strains. The
flowers of these are not only large and of fine

substance, but exquisitely coloured and marked,
some being dashed or striped with white or cream
colour on a rich dark ground. Not only are there
plenty of these single varieties to be had from a
packet of seed, but double ones, equally showy, or

perhaps more so, may be raised in the same way,
as those who make a speciality of this class of

plants hybridise them for the purpose, and use
pollen from double flowers to fertilise the singles,

and then tlie seed from these gives a goodly
number of doubles. Some of these come exquisitely

fringed, and are admirably adapted for pot culture;
and so, too, are the singles, which are also of great
value for large beds and borders. The best way. I

think, of managing them in the last-named position

is to run a piece of coarse meshed wire netting
round each plant, through which the branches
of the Petunias run, and so support themselves
and quite hide tlie netting from view. Trained
Petunias to sticks entail a deal of work, and do not
look so eifective or natural. If left to themselves
they run about on the ground too far and are beaten
down by wind or rain. To raise seedling Petunias
it is necessary to be particular about the sowing,
or rather the jireparation of the pots, wliich should
be drained and partly filled with soil, finisliing off

at the top witli some line compost mixed with silver

sand. This should then be pressed smootldy and
firndy, and after being watered, the seed scattered

thinly and covered slightly, and a frame of glass

laid over the pot. This keeps the soil uniformly
moist by preventing evaporation, and also main-
tains regular warmth, thus assisting very materially

in the germination of the seed. As soon as this

takes place the glass should be removed that the

seedlings may have air and full light, or they
become drawn at the start. As soon as the plants

are large enough to handle they should either be
pricked out or potted singly into 3-inch pots and
placed in a warm house till they get good hold of

the soil, after which any pit or frame will suit

them tin they will bear standing out in the open.

This they will do by the end of May or early in

June, and the growth they make under such con-

ditions is sure to be stocky. If kept under glass

they must have full exposure and plenty of air to

induce the same habit and keep the plants dwarf.

For fair-sized specimens 8-inch pots are quite

large enough, and good sound loam is the best

potting material.—S. D.

THE AURICULA.
The critical season for these plants is now upon
us. The show varieties, as they are called, are very

delicate subjects to handle; the flowers are crowded
with farina, and in many instances so also are the

leaves. The object aimed at by the cultivator is to

produce perfect trusses and the farina on the leaves

untouched. We have a few plants at present in

frames, but much the largest portion of them is in

the Auricula house, where they can be attended to

in all sorts of weather. When we had nothing but

frames in which to grow our plants, it was found
that they required constant attention in the way of

covering and uncovering with mats, &c., and what
was worse, when the plants really wanted water at

the roots, it was almost impossible to reach them
owing to the high winds or driving rain, sleet, or

snow. The cold, damp atmosphere would also sadly

injure the flowers sometimes. I well remember
having something like a dozen lights filled with
Auriculas in full bloom, and for two days a close,

yet cold atmosphere with drizzling rain prevailed,

and the flowers became, even through the closed

lights, covered as it were with a fine dew, and when
the change came all the selfs were spotted with
decay and quite useless; while the green, grey, and
white-edged varieties suffered a good deal, but were
not rendered quite useless. Wherever the farina

was thickest the flowers were somewhat protected

by it. In a small heated house this would not have
happened, as the atmosphere could have been kept
dry by the pipes, and the lower ventilators might
have been open. The plants of all the best varieties

are growing with great vigour, and give promise of

a good display of bloom, but unless the weather
changes very soon the blooming season will be as

late this year as it was last. We may expect warm
weather soon, and coming after such long-continued

cold and dull weather, the plants will suffer if they

do not have a thin shading thrown over them. The
alpines are much more hardy, and we do not even
trouble to take them out of the cold frames, as they
stand both wind and cold well; indeed, some of the

very best varieties, such as Diadem (Gorton), have
formed immense clumps in the rock garden, and
there they produce scores of trusses of their lovely

flowers without any shelter whatever.

We find plenty to do amongst our ]ilants just at

present. The main collection of flowering speci-

mens requires to be kept well supjilied with water
at the roots, and it is necessary to look over them
daily for this purpose. Do not water any unless

they really need it. The offsets put in last autumn
are now all ready to be re-potted, but they must
not have tod large pots- rather under than over-do

it, especially when dealing with some nf tlie snuiU-

growing varieties. Some of them, like the now
Heroine (Horner) or Rev. F. D. Horner (Simonile),

will not be injured by liaving rather num- pot room
than Acme (Read) or Conservative (Douglas). All

the otTsets tiiat were ready to take off hast month
and this have been seen to ; they wore mostly
planted singly in 2.J-incli pots and jilaceil in hand-
lights on tlio nortli side of a wall, where they re-

quire very little attention indeed. Seedlings are

coming up freely, and most of tliem have been
Iiotted oft', or rather pricked out, a dozen or more
in a ;i-inch pot. They are in the Auricuda house,

and require to be grown on carefully. They will

all flower in the spring of 1890 if they are grown on
without any check through the coming season, and
will do best in frames after the middle of next
month. J. Douglas.

Polyanthuses.—As I have been taking advan-
tage of dry, open weather to dibble out Poly-
anthus seedlings, I have thought it was worth
making a note of, as some writers on flower garden-
ing advise the sowing of seed of Polyanthuses in

the spring. Of course, where no seed has been
sown, better sow now than not at all, and save a
year as far as possible. I advise the summer sow-
ing of seed— that is, as soon as thoroughly ripe, for

many reasons, but specially as several months are
thereby saved. The plants I am now putting out

are as far advanced as seedling plants would be at

midsummer from a spring sowing. These, now
dibbled out in rows a foot apart, will become esta-

blished before the summer drought sets in ; there-

fore, whilst summer-planted seedlings would be in

the heat hanging between life and death unless well

watered, the spring-planted ones can resist drought,

make fine plants, and produce big heads of bloom
the following spring. The seeds in my case were
sown in beds in the open ground ; then later on the
plants were lifted ancl dibbled up into frames, and
thus kept growing all the winter. When the soil

is good and the autumn favourable, many of these

seedlings will bloom the first year. The work in-

cidental to sowing and transplanting falling at a
time when other duties are not so pressing is also

of advantage. Strong plants lifted from the open
ground now and planted into frames or potted will

bloom earlier and very beautifully.— A. D.

The common Snowdrop -—In his most inte-

resting notes on Snowdrops, page '2()\>, Mr. Mel-
ville, of Dunrobin Castle Gardens, mentions two
acres of this in full bloom under the old trees.

As this appears in The Garden of March ft it was
probably written in February, or very early in

March. Writing from East Anglia on March 20, this

same Snowdrop is barely as yet in full bloom under
trees. This seems to confirm an idea that I have
formerly ventilated in The Garden, viz., that the

Snowdrop is earlier in Scotland than in certain

parts of England—Suft'olk, to wit. I should like

also to ask Mr. Melville whether the single

Snowdrop doubles at all at Dunrobin Castle. My
recollection of the Snowdrop in a state of Nature
in Scotch woods is that it was always single. In East

Anglia in a state of Nature it is nearly always

double. More singular still, here the double multi-

plies fast, the single slowly, or not at all. Can any
reasonable explanation be offered by botanists or

others of these curious facts ? To me a Snowdrop
doubled is more than half spoilt. Can it be that the

single Crimean has caught a weak taint from its

single sister nivalis? So much is certain, that this

fine Snowdrop grew like a weed here for many years,

but this last two or three it has become mifl'y, and
this season we resolved to replant a number of

small bullis in fresh soil. We had difficulty in find-

ing a sufficiency of bulbs from tlic old beds from
which we could have dug a bushel or two of bulbs

a few years hence. BuUis and leaves alike also ap-

pear punv, in indifferent hcaltli,and of inferior size.

—D. T. F.

Lathreea clandestina.—Last June I sent you
fiowers of the above for naming, in doing which
you remarked that this is "an extremely rare plant,

probably the only established jjiece in England."

Tliis being so, yon may be pleased to hear that tlu!

plant is now throwing up several strong growths,

and covering a space more than three times as big

as was covered by it last year, for then only one

piece about 4 inches across was found, and now
there arc several crowns spread over about a square

foot of ground, the habit it has of apiiearing at

some distance awny from the original place appa-

rently accounting for the name. Tliis increase is the

nunc remarkable, as 1 believe the original liit was
planted several years ago, but it could not have in-

creased much in size till this year. Some of the

readers of TnK Garden maybe interested to know
the conditions under which it is growing. It was
jilanted about 2 feet above the water level at the
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foot of a deciduous Cypress, which is growing
almost at the bottom of a slope and within 6 feet

of the edge of a pond. The ground about here can
never be very dry, as the pond has always a good
depth of water and gets the natural drainings from
a garden near. The slope is covered with Grass
and Moss ; the Lathniia nestles amongst this and
is completely hidden till sought for, except at

tlowering time. The only attention I have given it

has been to pull away the Twitch Grass, which
seemed likely to strangle the growths, leaving the
finer Grass and the Moss. The whole growth is

very curious at present, being of a creamy white
with just a little purple head—the coming flowers

—at the axils of what may be called the leaves.

In shape it reminds me most of the tip of an open
Spruce cone. The flowers are very much like those
of a rosy purple Crocus in shape, height, and general
appearance. They come in bunches, and might
easily be mistaken for a clump of Crocus if not
caretally looked at. All the new growths are made
farther away from the tree and nearer the water
than that of last year, a significant fact that may
well be remembered by anyone trying to establish

this very curious and remarkable plant.—J. C. Tal-
LACK, Livermere Park.

Clematis Madame Furtado Heine.—A new
variety of Clematis, which promises to prove an
important acquisition to the hybridist, is announced
in the Revue Horiicoh'. Hitherto the only Clematises
which bloomed more or less continuously until

stopped by the early frosts were the various coloured
varieties of C. lanuginosa, but the new Clematis, Mme.
Furtado Heine, raised by M. Christen, nurseryman,
at Versailles, will doubtless be the means of intro-

ducing adistinct race of large-flowered continuously-

blooming forms of this genus of plants. The new-
comer is the ofEspring of an improved form of C.

lanuginosa crossed with C. Viticella rubra grandi-

fiora, the latter being the pollen-parent. It pro-

duces very large symmetrical flowers of a vinous
red colour with crimson reflections. The plant is

of vigorous growth and remarkably free flowering,

and is well adapted for embellishing walls and
arbours, especially when planted in soil that is of

good staple, sandy, moist, and half-shaded from the

sun from ten a.m. to four p.m. It is propagated
from cuttings or by grafting. The cuttings are
taken from young wood of the current year, placed
in heath soil under a cloche and rooted in a pro-

pagating house without artificial heat. When
grafting is employed the scions are side-grafted or

cleft-grafted on pieces of root, which are then
planted close together in the open ground, or they
may be planted in pots and placed under cloches,

where a union of the graft soon takes place.

Clematis Madame Furtado Heine will be sent out
by M. Christen in the course of next May.

Yellow ground Carnations.— I am pleased

to see that at the annual exhibition of the Carna-

tion and Picotee Union, which is to take place as

usual in Mr. E. S. Dodwell's garden, Stanley Road,
Oxford, on Tuesday, August (J, prizes are to be

offered specially for yellow ground Carnations.

Three new classes have been added, one for six

blooms of Mr. Gye's Kilraurry yellow ground seed-

lings, for which nine prizes are given out of a
special prize fund, not less than three blooms to be
dissimilar ; also a class for six blooms, any raiser's

flowers, these to be dissimilar ; and nine prizes are

also offered, and eight prizes are awarded for one
bloom only. These prizes should bring a thorough
representation of a beautiful class that is rapidly

increasing in the number of varieties. A note ap-

pended to these classes states that the judges are

instructed to award these prizes to the best and
most effective flowers, whether selfs or with mark-
ings, and whether the markings be longitudinal or

curvilinear, or of mixed charater. This wide range

should secure a thorough representation of the

yellow varieties, and as the demand for the Kil-

murry seedlings has been large — should the season

prove favourable— a large number of flowers will be
certain to be staged in competition. There is one

great advantage in having the exhibition in Mr.

Dodwell's garden ; his large collection is in bloom
at the same time, and visitors have the opportunity

of inspecting the habit of growth of any particular

variety they may fancy. Generally, it may be saiil

of the newer yellow ground varieties that they are

of robust growth, and therefore of comparatively
easy culture. Germania, Will Threlfall, Amber,
Jlrs. Reynolds Hole, Almira, Annie Douglas, Agnes
Chambers, Colonial Beauty, Dorothy, Miss Proc-
tor, and the Kilmurry seedlings among others

come under this description, so that there is no
lack of vigorous growing varieties. At the meeting
of the Oxford Union, for the first time the premier
yellow ground flower will be selected, and the
selection will he made from all classes of yellow
grounds.—E. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Pyeethrl'MS.—There are few hardy perennials
that do so well as Pyrethrums under the most ordi-

nary conditions both of soil and situation. As
regards the former, we have them planted in light

sandy loam, that may be described as poor and dry.

as well as in a low-lying, damp position, and, ex-

cept that in the flowering season those in the light

soil require an occasional watering, there is really

little difference either in the growth or flowering of

the plants. Those in the damp soil are somewhat
more vigorous and the flowers continue longer in

perfection, so that of the two the moist, heavier

soil is to be preferred. As to varieties, they are so

numerous and many of them so nearly alike, that I

long since gave up the preservation of names. Of
a large collection of named kinds, bought some five

or six years ago, the names have all been allowed
to disappear, and with that disappearance the bother
and labour of labelling without any diminution of

beauty. The variety of colour is great, ranging
as it does from pure white to the deepest maroon.
The double - flowered forms are most generally
grown, and are, I think, the most telling border
flowers. The single varieties are very good, and for

use as cut flowers are more telling than the double
forms, which being weighty do not show themselves
in the vases as do the lighter single flowers. More-
over, the single-flowered forms grow so freely that

plenty of greenery (their own foliage) can always
be cut to arrange with the blooms, and the foliage

being light and Fern-like, it should be used in pre-

ference to any other green. The finely-cut foliage

and dense tufty growth of all the kinds, even when
not in flower, render them excellent subjects for

herbaceous borders. As to increase of stock, nothing
is more easy, as a moderate-sized tuft will make
half-a-dozen nice plants. The best way of doing
this is to lift the plants entire, and with a sharp
knife cut up the tufts. Replant firmly at once,

water well, and the plants will at once start into

growth. Some clumps that we have just done we
expect to flower by the end of June and onwards.
Most excellent kinds can be had from seed sown
now in the open border or in handlights. If the
seedlings are pricked out on a warm border and
planted out finally in the autumn, abundance of

flowers may be had next year.

Ibis.—The several sections of Iris are so puzzling

to all but experts in hardy flowering plants

generally, that it would be well could a plan be
devised for giving to the various sections a dis-

tinctive name by which the nature, habit, and
flowering season of the various groups could be
understood. I know for a fact that many other-

wise good gardeners are only able to recognise as

Irises the germanica section (Flag Iris). The
bulbous sections, English and Spanish, are by many
unknown, though now that the revival of hardy
flowering plants has made it profitable to insert

these in bulb catalogues they may in future be
expected to become popular. Irises of the ger-

manica section are, 1 think, the most useful both
as border plants and for cutting, and the ready
manner of their increase, together with their doing
well in all descriptions of soil, make them accept-
able plants for every garden. The thick fleshy foliage

and roots betoken their moisture-loving propensity,

and therefore if there be one part of the hardy
plant borders more moist than another, there

should the German Flag be planted. The varie-

ties of the recently introduced Ksempferi section

are veritable gems and are as amenable to division

of the roots and adaptability for any sort of garden
soil as those of the first-named section. A sunny
aspect and abundant moisture are necessary to the
perfect development of the plants and especially
of their flowers. I have had many of the flowers
9 inches across and the foliage fully a yard in
length. Of the Siberian dwarf early-flowering
sections, my experience does not warrant mewriting,
but my impression is tliat they are too small, and in

bad weather so liable to prove a failure that they
are never hkely to become popular spring-flowering
plants. They are, however, so beautiful as to be
worthy of any amount of pains by those who have
time to attend to them. We have lately been
taking offsets from those of the germanica and
Ka;mpferi section to plant in the

Hardy feexery in places where the Ferns do
not as yet furnish the ground. The moisture will

be ample to the well-doing of the plants, but, un-
fortunately, sunshine will be at a discount and
flowers poor; but at any rate the plants will be
growing larger and enable us to increase our stock
of plants, which will in due time be wanted.

The DorBLE season— if I may call it so—that
we get out of our small hardy fernery would, did
labour admit, be largely extended—I mean as to
space. For the most part the Ferns are deciduous,
and from time to time plants and bulbs have been
planted amongst the Ferns, so that from February
till new Fern fronds push there is constant gaiety.

We began with Snowdrops and shall end with wild
Hyacinths and Forget-me-nots. Winter Aconites,
Daffodils, Primroses, Crocuses, Arabis, wood Ane-
mones, Violets, kc, all help to heighten the gaiety.

I ought to add that the green and variegated Peri-

winkles, a few Retinosporas and Euonymuses add
materially to the effect of the flowers. Some few
of the Ferns where the rain has washed away the soil

would be all the better for a dressing of fresh

material, but circumstances hinder its application,

and they must wait another season.

General work.—A well-kept lawn is the first

requisite to the enjoyment of a flower garden
;

coarse Grass, weedy, or Moss-grown walks, uncut
edgings, and weedy borders spoil the enjoyment
of the rarest flowers, and rather than that such a
state of matters should prevail it would be better to

curtail gardens within limits that means can be
afforded to keep in perfection, and let the re-

mainder go. The enjoyment of the little, done well,

would be infinitely more than would that of the
whole in an untidy state. Too large gardens are
by no means the least of the troubles that practical
gardeners have at present to contend with. It is

now safe to sow annual flowers in the open borders,
and here the same remark applies : a few well done
will give greater satisfaction than numbers of varie-

ties that lack of labour hinders due attention being
paid them. Sweet Peas, Mignonette, Candytufts,
Eschscholtzias, Silenes. Nemophilas, Larkspurs,
Lupines. Poppies, Scabious, and Salpiglossis are
about all we attempt, and these we strive to have
good. The manner of sowing is all-important.

The soil should be made fine and the seeds
sown evenly in drills an inch deep, then filled in

with light, finely sifted soil and pressed firmly.

Slugs are the only foe to this mode of raising seed-

lings, and they object to cross rough sawdust and
cinder ashes, either of which should surround the
little plots, then success is assured. Bedding plants
pot off as struck and seedling subtropical plants
should from the first be brought up sturdily by
being given plenty of room and a place as near the
glass as possible. W. Wildsmitii.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Narcissus nobilia.—In my n"ti>s ou this variety,
iiM page 2rr. I appear to say that " five " new Daffo-
iWU are to he found in the Auvergne. I meant to
write " tine " Dafl'odils, the specimens sent, only one or
two hi number, being of large size. I'lease allow this
eorreetion t<j appear, as I know I shall he cross-ques-
tioned about these Daffodils by more than one exa-
miner.— C. W. Don.

Golden "Valerian. — How very effective are
clumps of the foliage of this fine hardy plant just now.
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• It is for border decoration one of the most useful

among fine-foliaged plants, the rich golden hue of the

leaves standing out conspicuously among the^ green-

leaved plants. To secure a stock of this V'alerian it is

only needful to diride the plants yearly until a sufficient

quantity of clumps has been obtained. Even wlicn

these have become strong, it is well to lift and replant

them every three years at least.—A. D.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.

Ltke Mr. Kipling, of Knebworth, we have had an
unusual amount of bloom on our plants this season.

On most cultural points we agree with this writer,

though hardly on the very vital question of sun or

shade sites for the plants. On the necessity of

liberal culture and non-disturbance of the roots we
are quite at one. Our estimate of the comparative

uselessness of coloured varieties for decoration

is also alike. A purple Christmas Rose is about
as incongruous an anomaly as a purple Snowdrop.
In such plants the colour, or rather the absence of

all colour, constitutes the very essence of our esti-

mate of the plants' decorative value and beauty and
our sentiments in regard to them. On the same
principle, a red Lily of the Valley however fragrant

would be commercially and decoratively valueless

at least for several generations.

As to sun and shade, for many years I grew
most of the Christmas Roses in shady places. For
the last few years I have grown the two varieties,

Helleborus niger and the larger variety H. niger

maximus, at the foot of a Tea Rose wall and also

another wall with a southern aspect. The effect

on tlie size of their blooms has been most satis-

factory. No doubt the soil has also been good,
the treatment somewhat liberal, for, of course,

the Christmas Roses have shared in the liquid

manure and other good things distributed with
no niggardly hand to the Tea Roses above them.
That this rich feeding has suited the Christmas
Roses is obvious from the fact that other plants on
the same aspect, but partly shaded by golden and
common pyramidal Yews and not fed with liquid

dressings, have neither grown so strongly nor blos-

somed so profusely. But nothing could have proved
more successful so far than this mixture of Christ-

mas and Tea Roses. Even in summer the fine foli-

age of the former hardly disfigured the base of the
Rose wall, while in the later months the leaves
are removed and a dressing of manure or rich com-
post given to keep up the blooming succession of

the Teas and prepare the Christmas Roses for their

winter work. The only drawback to the combi-
nation in this form is the difficulty of protecting
the Christmas Roses in bloom without unduly sti-

mulating the Tea Roses on the wall. Very narrow
lights, however, laid on their sides do something in

this direction, or even a screen of Spruce or Yew
boughs. The frosts, however, this winter injured
quantities of the bloom, and the specially cold,

damp weather kept the flowers rather close to the
ground. This shortness of stalk and liability to

injury are avoided by planting in beds and covering
them with frames, as described by Mr. Kipling

(p. 214). But apart from the value of the blooms
for decoration, this white sheet of bloom at the
foot of the Tea Rose wall was one of the most
pleasing sights of this exceptionally dreary winter.

Writing of Christmas Roses, has no one raised or

found a pure white variety a little more than half
the size of the common niger? This would be far

more useful than the larger form or any number of

purple or flesh-coloured varieties, as it might be used
for button-holes. Anything new in this direction
would prove invaluable in establishments where the
resources are strained to turn out button-holes at

the rate of a score a day, and where the cry is ever
for more and yet greater novelty. D. T. F.

close against a north wall they fared better, espe-
cially in sheltered positions. The flowers will stand
many degrees of still frost without injury, but they
are always crippled if exposed to east winds asso-

ciated with hard frost. I have never had them
flowering so fine as this year, and though many
were in bloom before the end of January, they have
continued nearly uninjured to the present time.
About six years ago Mr. Archer-Hind sent me a
large packet of seed saved from his best varieties.

From this I raised 200 or 300 plants, which began
to flower when three years old. Some of them are
as good as any named varieties I ever saw. They
seem happy anywhere if the soil is deep and good,
and if they can never see the sun or feel the wind,
but they do not like to be in the dark. As I said
before, they do best when pushed close up to a
north wall so as to rest against it. Until I tried

this treatment, I felt disposed to root out the whole
tribe, they always looked so unhappy after a cold
storm from the east.— C. Wolley Dod, Edge Hall,
March 31, 1889.

Stove and Greenhouse.

KENTIAS AS HOUSE PLANTS.
The taste for furnishing rooms and lialls ou
festive occasions has done much to show the

Hybrid Hellebores.—Your editorial note on
Mr. Archer-Hind's Hellebores (see p. .301) suggests
that I should say a few words about their cultiva-

tion. I have had some of them in my garden for

many years, and wlion planted in exposed places
they were nearly always disfigured by the weather
whilst in flower, or had the buds damaged before
opening. I noticed, however, that wlien planted

Kentia Canterburyana.

suitability of Palms for the decoration of dwell-

ings. There is one difficulty attached to the

use of many species in halls and rooms if re-

quired to remain for any length of time, except

just during the hottest part of summer, and
that is tlieir unsuitability for being kept long

without lieat. The Kontiasare among.st the few
species that will bear keeping cool. The ability

of these Kcntias to grow and preserve a fresh,

healthy appearance for mouths in a room, wlion '

they stand sutticicntly near the windows to get

a fair ainotiiit of light, is such as to render them
especially adapted for use in tliis way. 1 liave

seen a plant of K. Belmoreana that has been
kept in an ordinary sitting-room for nearly thrco

years, and tliat lias made only a little less growth
than if it had been in a greenhouse, each suc-

ceeding leaf increasing in size as nnich as they

usually do tinder greenhouse treatment, whilst

in substance and in colour they arc in no way
deficient. The plant is now over f) feet in

height.

The differencein thevarieties of Kentiaappears
to be more in the form and size of the leaves than
in any essential distinction that there is in them.
K. Belmoreana is the best for room decoration,
as the leaves are smaller and do not spread so

much. They are also more erect ; consequently,
when the plants get large, or even of medium
size, when stood in vases or on pedestals, a
person can walk under them better than in the
case of the varieties that carry their leaves

lower. Another advantage which these Palms
possess is that their leaves are remarkably tough
in texture, so that they bear a great deal

of knocking about without injury. In this

they are much superior to Seaforthia elegans,

the Palm that hitherto has been most sought
after for indoor decorations where large or me-
dium sized plants are required. The Seaforthia

does not maintain its colour like the Kentia
when kept for any length of time in a room,
the leaves turning a yellow sickly hue. Until

the last two or three years the high price that

the Kentias commanded doubtless stood in the

way of their being used in rooms and balls to tlie

extent that they otherwise would liave been.

But they are now so plentiful that their price has

been much reduced, and from the quantities

that are now in the hands of the principal growers

Kentias will no doubt soon be-

come much cheaper, and it is

likely they will to a great ex-

tent take the place of all other

Palms where large specimens
are required for the purpose

in question. K. Fosteriana

and Canterburyana, of each of

which an illustration is given,

are also good kinds. The
Fan -leaved Palms, such as

Latania borbonica, Chamae-
rops Fortunei, or Corypha
australis, are too spreading,

and occupy too much room
until the plants get old and
very large to admit of being

used in the way that the

Kentias and other more ele-

gant habited kinds are. The
Kentias, like most other

Palms, are easily grown and
will bear being kept under-
potted for a length of time,

provided a little manure water
is given them in summer at

the time their growth is most
active, though the plants are

never wholly at rest even

when in no warmer quar-

ters than a living-room or a

greenhouse. The best way to manage Ken-
tias is to pusli on their growth whilst they are

small by giving them a fair amount of pot room
until they are about 5 feet in height. Twelve-
inch pots are quite large enough for plants of

this size. Afterwards additional root - room
sliould only be given when it is seen tliat the
growtli would be stunted unless larger pots were
supplied.

Kentias are not very particular in tlie matter
of soil

;
good rich yellow loam of a somewliat

h<ilding nature does the best for them. It

should have enough sand mixed with it to en-
sure the quantity of water whicli the plants re-

quire after they liave attained a large size

]ia8sing freely away, for there sliould be no
attempt at shiikiiig the soil away witli the ob-
ject of renewing it, as tlie roots arc inqiatient of

disturbaiico. In potting, tlie .soil ehould be made
quite solid in I lie iiots ; if it is left loose the
plants rarely do well. Wlien rejiotting is re-
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quired it is best to do it in the spring before the

growth begins to move freely. T. B.

Thyrsacanthus rutilans. — A great many
Aoantbads are now in cultivation in this country,

and among them are some whose showy blossoms

cause them to be justly valued as flowering plants,

One of the very best is this Thyrsacanthus, that

blooms during the lirst three or four months of the

year. The flowers, which are tubular in shape, are of

a rich bright crimson colour and borne in long

drooping panicles, so that a plant of it is more
effective when above a yard in height than when it

is dwarf. It usually runs up with a straight stem, that

becomes devoid of foliage towards the lower part,

and consequently the flowers are especially

noticeable. It is by no means a novelty, nor is it a
difficult subject to cultivate, as cuttings strike

easily enough in the spring if the young shoots are

selected for the purpose, and having been dibbled

into pots of sandy soil are kept in a close propagat-

ing case till rooted. In its more advanced stages the

plant will grow well in a mixture of loam and leaf-

mould, with the addition of a Uttle decayed manure
and silver sand. Old plants may, if desired, be grown
on year after year, and treated in this way they are

very free-flowering.—H. P.

Aotus gracilliraa.—This legu-

minous shrub is nearly allied to the

Pultenaias, and, like the members
of that extensive genus, is a native

of Austraha. It is a plant that

produces long, slender shoots, whose
upper portion for nearly a foot, or

sometimes more, is densely packed
with blossoms. The individual

flowers are Pea-shaped and of a

bright yellow colour with a reddish

keel, while the leaves are small and
linear. A well-grown plant of this

deserves the specific name of gracil-

lima, as the long, slender branches
dispose themselves in a very graceful

manner it they are not tied up in

any way. Like most of its class,

this Aotus will do well in a mixture
of peat, fibrous loam and sand,

while it requires especial care in

watering, as the roots are delicate

and easily injured either by drought
or by an excess of moisture. After

flowering it should be cut back
somewhat severely, otherwise it is

very liable to run up naked at the

base. A rather dry house during
the winter is essential to its well-

doing ; indeed, an atmosphere suit- _
able for Cape Heaths and similar ^"
plants will suit it best.—H. P. ^
Centradenia rosea. — While

many melastomaseous plants are

remarkable for their large and
showy blossoms, the same cannot be said of this,

the flowers being small, yet they are borne in such

profusion, that a well-grown plant forms a very pretty

object in the stove just now. The flat or slightly

pendulous, much-divided branches are clothed with
long narrow leaves suffused especially on the under-

sides with a purplish tinge. The small pink flowers

nestle thickly among the foliage. A few well-

grown plants of it are very useful for decoration,

especially indoors, as it stands fairly well, is very

effective by artificial light, and grows quickly, so

that should it be injured the loss is not great.

If cuttings (which strike in a very little time) are

put in early in the spring they will make good
specimens for flowering the following year, with
the ordinary treatment accorded to the general

run of stove plants. This Centradenia is by no
means a novelty, having been introduced from
Mexico nearly half a century ago.—H. P.

Hibbertia striata.—Like most of the members
of the genus to which it belongs, the flowers of this

are yellow in colour, but they are without the dis-

agreeable smell which is present in some of the
Hibbertias. The species under notice forms a wiry,

much-branched specimen, clothed with linear leaves
and plentifully studded with its bright yellow
blossoms. It forms a very pretty object in the
greenhouse just now, and where grown with other
Australian subjects the colour of its flowers renders
it distinct from most of its associates, as yellow
blossoms are but little represented among the Pime-
leas, Boronias, Grevilleas, and various other sub-
jects that bloom during the spring and early sum-
mer months. Like the rest of the Hibbertias, this

species is by no means particular in its require-

ments, for cuttings are not difficult to root, and
the plant will grow freely in ordinary potting com-
post, care being taken that the pots are well
drained and not too large, as the Hibbertia is not
a particularly vigorous rooting subject.—T.

CARNATIONS IN POTS.

"Yorkshiee" (Garden, March 23, p. 268) inquires
about the management of these plants in pots. He
does not seem to have been very successful with
them, the reason being very probably that the soil

was too heavy and the plants over-potted. Another
grave error is committed by some growers in giving
too much water at first. The Carnation likes a
clayey loam to grow in, and if the fibrous portion

Kentia Fosteriana.

from turf is used, an addition of one part manure,
one of leaf soil, with sand and crushed charcoal,
should not be too heavy ; in fact, it is what we use
in our garden here. An error may have been made
by over-potting. Two plants of moderate growth
should be planted in an .S-inch pot, but suppose
they are turned out of a large or small-sized pot,
and after having been repotted water is applied
almost immediately, the new soil would become
over-charged with moisture and the roots would
not start away in it. I do not give any water for
three or four weeks after potting. I grow three
weak or moderately strong plants in a 9-inch pot,
and a pair of very vigorous ones in the same size.

The compost is pressed in moderately firm over the
roots, and we are also very careful to pick out all

the wireworms that may be in the soil; in fact, this
is one objection to using fibrous loam, as it fre-
quently contains wireworms in various stages of
growth. The large ones are easily observed, but
the smaller ones escape notice. I have been told
that a little mortar or plaster refuse added to the
compost is excellent for keeping it in a porous
condition, and it also suits the plants. Many per-
sons do not pot their Carnations until the end of

March or early in April. I like to have them in the
pots wherein they are to flower at least five weeks
previous to this. On the remark, "that the roots
had not taken full possession of the soil,'' I may say
that some varieties produce roots much more freely
than others, and it is usual to find at the end of the
season that many plants have not taken full posses-
sion of the soil. These weakly constitutioned
plants also require greater attention than the
others, more care in watering, and a light, warm,
sheltered position to grow in. A good aid to the
growth of the plants is to surface-dress them with
rich light soil in May. I use for this loam, leaf-

mould and decayed manure in equal portions.

—

J. Douglas.

Presuming " Yorkshire's " inquiry (Garden,
March 23, p. 268) concerning the above refers to
the perpetual kinds or those grown in pots for
winter blooming, he has no doubt made a mis-
take in his treatment by potting them so firmly
in heavy soil. Compost of a heavy nature always
has a tendency to run together and become
firm without ramming, when Carnations seldom
take kindly to it. If he cannot obtain loam of a
lighter character, he will do well to aUow quite one-
third of sharp sand when mixing his compost and
avoid manure, using instead half decayed leaf-

mould, with the finest part sifted out of it. Evi-
dently, too, " Yorkshire " overpotted his plants, for
unless they were strong and healthy, which they
do not seem to have been, 8-inch pots were not
required for them. I find ti-inch a very convenient
size, and in most cases large enough. The cultivator
must, however, be guided in this matter by the
condition of the plants. When the soil is heavy,
it is better to proceed by small shifts as the plants
need it than to repot into a certain size at a given
time, whatever the condition of the plants may be.

Ample drainage is also desirable ; 2 inches of crocks
or charcoal may be placed in the bottom of the pots
and these should be covered by a thin layer of Moss
to keep the drainage clear. When the pots become
filled with roots, weak liquid manure will prove
beneficial, that made from sheep's droppings and
used in a clear state being very good. The roots of

Carnations are very fine ; consequently, they soon
suft'er injury if liquid manure or other fertilisers

are apjilied too strong.—A. Barker.
*^* With the above were received blooms of a

seedling Carnation, Mme. Carle, white, and Zouave,
a flaked variety. The seedling is of a rich scarlet

colour and very sweet-scented. Mr. Barker says he
finds it very useful for winter flowering.

—

Ed.

The compost mentioned by "Yorkshire"
(Garden, March 23, p. 268) should grow Car-
nations to perfection. The plants, if they are
to thrive, should not, of course, be loosely potted,

'

nor, on the other hand, is a system of ramming and
jamming the soil into a hard impacted ma^s about
them likely to be conductive to their well-being,

especially in a season of excessive wet like the last.

Firm potting is the reasonable medium between
these extremes. It the loam is fibrous its heavi-

ness is not a fault, and can be easily modified by a
little extra addition of sharp sand. An 8-inch pot -

is a suitable one in which to place two full-sized

plants that have been grown separately in small
pots during the winter, but a rather smaller size

may be preferable for smaller plants, and especially

in the cases of pairs grown together in single pots.

In this matter one must be guided by the habit of
the variety and by the size and root -development of
the plants.— M. Rowan.

Grape Hyacinths in pots.—Among bulbous
plants ttiat are not commonly grown in pots for the
embellishment of the greenhouse, and yet whicli

succeed well with this treatment, must be included
the Grape Hyacinths. They form a very pretly
feature under glass much earlier than they make
their njipearance out of doors. Halt a dozen or
more bulbs in a o-inch or G-inch pot is a very con-
venient way to grow them, as they then form good
little clusters of bloom, which are available for

various purposes. All that is required to succeed
with them in this way is to pot up the bulbs in the
autumn at the same time as the Tulips, and give
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them both the same treatment, that is, stand them
on a bed of coal ashes and cover with the same
material. When the pots are filleil with roots the
plants may be placed under cover of a frame and
gradually introduced into a gentle heat, but they
will not bear severe forcing.—H. P.

CAMELLIAS.
It has been laid down on good authority that the
first principle underlying the successful culture of

Camellias is, never to take them out of the house
in which they are growing. On this point con-
siderable change of practice has taken place during
the past twenty years, although some growers still

hold to the opinion that they ripen their wood
better outside than indoors. One grower who has
a fine collection of Camellias under glass assures
me that he has found the most successful plan is to
keep them under glass all the year round. Abundant
evidence of the wisdom of this course is seen in

the case of plants planted out permanently, or of
specimens in tubs and boxes that are too large to
move.

I once saw some remarkably fine and luxuriant
plants growing in a house placed against a south
wall in the pleasure grounds, plants that had under-
gone the process of renovation with astonishing
success. They were in a southern part of the
country, and climate favoured their development.
The plants were originally growing in tubs, the
bottoms of which had become so rotten that they
could not be moved. When the plants had done
blooming, the surface soil of each tub was removed,
and a top-dressing of two parts turfy loam, one
part peat broken with the hand, and a liberal

share of charcoal and silver sand was given

;

these were mixed together and firmly pressed down
about the roots. The plants in pots were turned out,

the sour soil removed, and the pots received fresh
drainage, with an addition of coarse charcoal, cover-
ing it with Moss, in order to prevent the drainage
being choked with soil ; the plants were placed in

the pots again and surface-dressed. Those requiring
larger pots were shifted in the usual way. Then
the house was closed. There was no light save from
the root and front sashes, the remainder being sur-

rounded with Evergreens. The temperature main-
tained was about 76° by day, allowing it to fall

during the night by keeping the air on ; the trees

were syringed morning and afternoon, and plenty
of water was given when required. As soon as the
plants had made growth halt-an-inch long, liquid
manure, composed of deer manure, soot, and guano,
put together in a barrel, stirred up well for three
or four days, then left to settle for a day, and
afterwards poured off into another vessel for use,

was given once a week. The result was the plants
made a luxuriant growth, were pictures of perfect
health, and set a fine crop of buds. Air was in-

creased daily, until the house was left open night
and day. The syringe was used freely morning and
afternoon, and the leaves occasionally sponged.

Under such circumstances a free circulation of
air is absolutely necessary, and .so the plants need
to be allowed plenty of room, that air can pass
freely among them. The house must be well
ventilated, and during hot and dry weather water
should be poured over the floor and borders. A
good fumigation is necessary once in three or four
weeks, and in this way insect pests will be kept
at bay. Althovigh Camellias require at certain
seasons of the year a good supply of water, and
always appear to t hrive best in a humid atmosphere,
still they are impatient of too much water at the
roots, and therefore it is necessary that the drain-
age be efficient.

Camellias are noble plants in a conservatory
when well atli^ndcd to, but if they are permitted to
grow straggling and form naked shoots, they are
then far fnini ornamental. Such plants should bo
headed down. March is the best time of the
year to do this. I have known plants cut down
to within 2 feet of the surface sol), but they
were started into growth in a vinery and plunged
in a bed with a gentle bottom-heat. When they
begin to make growth frequent applications of

the syringe will be found very beneficial. When
the young shoots are 5 inches or 6 inches long the
tops may be pinched out ; this secures a sullicient
supply of wood at the bottom, and ultimately
results in well-furnished bushes. R. D.

Tree Carnations.— These now demand atten-
tion as nmch or more than the border and show
varieties. The cuttings have been put in during
the months of January, February, and March.
They are usually placed thickly in 4-inch and
5-inch pots, and they must be potted off as soon as
the roots are well formed. Most of the cuttings
may be planted in 24-inch pots. I use for this
class of Carnations a mixture of light fibrous peat
in the soil, and the plants seem to grow more
vigorously in it. There is no doubt that the fine

fibrous roots of the Carnation push more freely in
an open compost than in one of a closer character.
If we observe the nature of the soil in which tlie

wild plant luxuriates, it is generally high and dry,
and where water cannot possibly stand over the
roots. It is often found growing at the base or
even in the crevices of old walls in England. It is

a native of the Swiss Alps, where it may have to
suffer from intense cold, but not from wet. I find
that for all classes of the Carnation a close, damp,
and cold atmosphere causes much injury to tender
varieties. The sooner the plants can be inured to
the open air the better, as the most satisfactory
growth is made out of doors.— J. Douglas.

Azalea mollis.—Besides the large quantity of
Azalea mollis that is grown in this country, an im-
mense quantity is imported every year from the
Continent in the shape of little dwarf bushes brist-

ling with flower-buds. They find a ready sale for
forcing, for which such plants are well adapted,
and in the greenhouse or conservatory make a good
show. Most of the imported plants appear to be
seedlings, as there is a considerable amount of
variation in the colour of the flowers, and also in
the habit of the plant and tone of the foliage.
For forcing, the plants should, if possible, be
potted in the autumn just before the leaves fall,

for though they force readily enough if they are
not potted till the new year, still those that "have
had time to become established retain their
blossoms when opened very much longer than those
that are simply potted and taken into the forcing
house. This remark, indeed, applies with equal
force to most plants that are induced to bloom pre-
maturely, and many failures in forcing are to be
traced to the neglect of this simple rule. After the
Azaleas have lost their blossoms the plants should
not be ruthlessly turned out of doors, as the tender
delicate foliage is sure to be severely injured, while
if protected by a frame till the sharp frosts and
cutting winds of spring are over, they may then be
planted out, or, if preferred, retained in pots. I

have seen good results where the plants were kept
in pots year after year, being during the summer
plunged in the open ground, but, of course, they
are far less trouble when planted out. If kept in
pots, water must be liberally applied during the
summer, and an occasional dose of some weak
stimulant is also of service.—H. P.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.

Abutilon Firefly.—This variety of Abutilon is

well wiirlliy (if iiltriition where this class of plants is

in favour. Tin' tlowers are large, of a palo red colour,
very shnwy ami useful either in a cut state or as grow-
ing 011 the plants. This variety i« of a much neater
habit of growtli tlian some of tlie large-Howercd sorts
of Aliutilons.—K. M.

Solanum jasminoides.—1 have not found this
lianly. We liave a |jl:irit that is jjartly out and partly
inside a cdnaervatiu-y. In scranililing over the roof,
soiiie shoDts of i I find their way tlirougli between two
lights to the oiitsiile every spring, anil grow with great
luxnrinnee until the fro.st conies, when they invariably
(lie hack until the protection is reached. Inside, where
artilirial lieat is rarely employed, tlie jilaiit always
reiiiaiiiH green and healthy. Oi f the aniliorilies
from Kew who saw it two ^ears ago said he had never
seen a more desirable epecimen, and ns a greenhouse

climber, where plenty of head room can he given it,

nothing is more graceful or satisfactory.—J. MriR,
Mar*iain.

Hebeclinium atrorubens and iantliinum.—These plants are not often seen in good condition.
They are strong growers, and when recently looking
over the gardens at Lyndford Hall, Norfolk, iny atten-
tion was drawn to some plants of these Hebechniums.
They were grown in 8J-inch pots and were associated
with Azaleas, bulbs, and other spring-blooming plants.
—J. Crook.

.Azalea linearifolia.—Tour note on the above in
The Garden, Feb. 16 (p. 153), reminds me of a batch
of seedlings I possess out of a cross between Unearifolia
and Hexe (amosna variety of my own raising, see Gar-
den, September 14, 1886). Some of the seedlings
possess the Hose-in-hose character of amcena. They
are all very free-flowering, the flowers being in umbels
of from four to eight, and are very agreeably scented.
Straugely, none of about 100 seedlings have the linear
foliage of the mother plant.— O. FoKSTER, Lehenhof.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
WiNTEE-FLOWERING &TOVE PLANTS.—PLUMBAGO
EOSEA.—This free-flowering winter bloomer de-
serves a place wherever a moderate stove tempera-
ture can be maintained. Without this it is better
not to attempt its cultivation, for unless it can
have a fair amount of heat it does not flower satis-

factorily. Plants that were cut back after flower-
ing and have since been kept warm will now have
made young shoots that wiU be in right condition
for striking. They should be severed at the bottom,
so as to secure the firm wood which will be the
most certain to root. Three or four cuttings may
be put in a 4-inch pot ; half fill the pots with a
mixture of sand and loam, the top all sand. Cover
with propagating gl.asses or confine in a cutting
frame. Keep close enough to prevent the leaves
flagging. When well rooted give them more air,

and put them singly in 3-inch pots. Grow them on
for a time in a similar temperature to that in which
they were struck. When the tops have m.ade some
progress, pinch out the points of the shoots. It is

necessary that this should be attended to early
enough so as to have the plants furnished with
from four to six shoots each, for tliough it is not
well to attempt to form them into bush-like speci-
mens, it is necessary to get them to branch out
near enough to the bottom. The old plants that
were headed back after blooming may be partially
shaken out and grown on in pots about two sizes

larger than they have been in hitherto. With ordi-

nary treatment and the help of manure water later

on, they will again flow-er well.

Sericogeaphis Ghiesbreghti.— This bright
red-flowered Acanthad is a conspicuous object in

the stove during the late autumn months. The
flowers are also useful for cutting. Plants that
have been kept during the winter in a tempera-
ture of 60° will now ha%'e made shoots suitable for

cuttings. These should be taken off with a heel

and put three or four together in 5-inch pots.

When the cuttings are potted olT, pinch out the
points, and this will need repeating later on, as the
plant is naturally inclined to run up thin of

branches, and it is best grown in bush form. A light

position in a pit or house where the plants can be
kept well up to the glass is requisite during the
summer. This Sericographis is a free grower, and
by the beginning of June will have made enough
progress to require moving into 8-inch or !)-inch

pots, which size will be large enough to flower

them in.

EuANinK.MUAi ri'i.cHKLLU.M.—Blue llowers are

scarce in winter, and on this account, coupled with
its freedom of growth and blooming, this Erantho-
mum is one of the most useful plants for the dull

season. The only fault it has is that the flowers

individually do not last so long as those of some
things, but as they are produced in succession for

a considerable time this is less objectionable.

Plants that have been wintered in an ordinary stove

temper.iture will now furnish cuttings; they nuiy

be taken olV .at a joint with about three leaves ai-

tached. Put them singly in small pots filled with
sand. When well rooted move them into 4-inch or
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5-inch pots, and as soon as the shoots have made
two or three joints, pinch out the tops. They will

again require stopping once or twice during the

summer, and will need 9-inch or 10-inch pots by
the beginning of July.

Thybsacantuus kutilans.—The distinct habit

of growth and character of the flowers of this

plant afl'ord a striking contrast to all other autumn
and winter-blooming subjects. Cuttings put in now
and grown on in a stove temperature until summer
will do without much fire-heat afterwards until the

weather again gets cooler. Cuttings composed of

the young shoots when about 4 inches long should
be put in 3-inch pots, filled with a mixture of sand
and loam. They will strike in a brisk heat in three
weeks if kept close, moist and shaded. When the

pots are moderately full of roots mo70 them into

others about .5 inches or G inches in diameter ; at

the same time stop the shoots. The plant is a
spare erect grower, and it is not advisable to at-

tempt to form it into a bush further than to fur-

nish it with three or four branches. To do this a
second stopping early in the summer will in most
cases be necessary. To check the natural disposi-

tion to spire up, the plants should be kept near
the glass and have as much air as possible with-
out drying the atmosphere too much. All the
above plants require to be shaded a little in bright
weather. The syringe should be used daily to

encourage growth and keep down insects.

Salvias.—Amongst the autumn-blooming Sal-

vias there are three kinds that are especially deserv-

ing of cultivation — S. splendens Bruanti, scarlet; S.

Bethelli, rose ; and S. Pitcheri, blue. I'lowering as

they do at a time when Chrysanthemums are in,

the Salvias afford a better contrast than any plants
I can call to mind. Cuttings put in before the
middle of the month will have ample time to gain
sulticient size and strength to give an abundance of

flowers at the time they are wanted. Plants that
have been kept in a little warmth during the
winter will afford plenty of shoots that will root

readily. They may be put five or six together in

6-inch pots filled with sand. They will strike in a
temperature of ()0° if kept moderately close, moist
and shaded. When well rooted move them singly
into 3-inoh or 4-inch pots, and pinch out the tops
as soon as a little growth has been made. To
have the plants bushy and sufficiently furnished
they require to branch out near the base. Keep
them in a growing temperature after they are
potted off until the weather gets warm enough for

them to do without artificial heat ; stand them near
the glass or the shoots will be drawn up weakly.
As soon as the pots are filled with roots give a
liberal sliift. S. splendens Bruanti is the strongest
grower of the kinds named, and requires the most
room.

Celosia pyramidalis.—In this the flowers are
unrivalled for using in a cut state, their feathery,
plume-like character being such that they improve
the appearance of almost any combination of cut
flowers that can be arranged. But to have this

Celosia in the best condition more than ordinary
care is necessary in selecting the plants from which
seed is to be obtained, as it often happens, even in

a fairly good strain, that some of the plants pro-

duce flowers that have more or less of the small
Cockscomb-shaped heads amongst the feathery
spray, and if seed is saved from any that show this

disposition, the produce is sure to be affected in

the same way. Seed should alone be gathered from
plants that are free from this fault. A moderate
stove heat is better for raising and growing on the
plants than a very high temperature, as even when
they are kept from the tirne the seeds vegetate
close to the glass they are liable to grow too tall if

too hot. As soon as the plants are large enough to
handle they should be potted off singly, for if they I

remain for only a very short time crowded in the
seed-pan the lower leaves will be so weakened that
there will be a dilliculty in keeping them on the
plants until the blooming is over. I

Cockscomb.—This formal flower has still many
admirers. The present is a better time for sowing
the seed with a view to having dwarf, compact
plants than if it was sliown earlier when there was

less daylight. From the time the seedlings appear
all through their growth, the plants, if not plunged,

should be stood on a moist bottom. If on dry
shelves, the leaves are almost certain to be affected

with red spider, the presence of which quickly

spoils the appearance of the plants, however fine

and well shaped the flowers may be. The deep
crimson form of Cockscomb is preferable to the
red variety, and regularly formed flowers of medium
size are superior to larger ones that are mis-shaped

AcHiMENBS.—Plants that were started a few
weeks ago will now be ready for putting into the
pots and baskets in which they are to be grown on
and flowered. Avoid crowding them, as if they
have not enough room it is impossible to preserve

a healthy green colour in the leaves, in addition to

which the bloom will be much sooner over, when
more plants occupy the soil than it is capable of

supporting. Some of the oldest varieties are still

the best, there having been less improvement
effected in new sorts than in most plants that can
be readily raised from seed. More tubers should
now be put in heat, as where the plants are wanted
in flower for a considerable part of the summer, it

is better to start them at two or three different

times.

Fuchsias,—Small -flowering plants are often

preferable to large ones, as they come in for use in

many cases where large specimens would be un-
suitable. To have them in good condition during
autumn, some cuttings should now be put in. This
late-blooming stock should, if possible, be grown in

a house or pit where they will have no more direct

sun upon them than cannot be avoided, as when
much under the influence of the solar rays, the

naturally free disposition to bloom is such that

there is a difficulty in getting the plants to make
the requisite amount of growth. Medium and
large-sized plants that are yet insufficiently fur-

nished should have the points of their shoots again
pinched back. In this stopping, all the shoots, the

strong and also the weak ones, should be treated

alike, as if any are left untouched they will flower

before the others, and in this way an even sheet of

bloom will not be obtained. T. B.

The Snake's-beard in. pots.—In making any
selection of plants for a dwelling - house, some
forms of the Snake's-beard (Ophiopogon) must be
included, as they are first-rate subjects for the pur-

pose, and will keep in health for years with but
little care and attention. Not only will they thrive

where the atmosphere is pure, but even in London
I have seen them doing well in an ordinary sitting-

room. This is the one known as O. japonicus (or

spicatus) argenteo-variegatus, rather a spreading-

habited kind, with white flowers and leaves prettily

variegated. Another variety in which the foliage is

also variegated is O. Jaburan variegatus, which has
fewer and more upright leaves than the preceding
and violet-coloured flowers. The ordinary green-

leaved form is also a very useful indoor plant. The
smooth texture of their leaves renders these Ophio-
pogons much less liable to an accumulation of dust
than many other plants, and owing to this they can
be very easily cleaned. They do well in ordinary

potting compost, such as loam, peat or leaf-mould,

and sand, and when once established will remain in

health for a long time in the same pot. The fact

that they are almost if not quite hardy is another
point in their favour when kept in rooms where the

temperature gets rather low during frosty nights.

—H. P.

Eurya latifolia variegata.—A very pretty

greenhouse shrub, remarkable not for its flowers,

but for its handsome evergreen foliage, is this

Eurya, whose leaves are somewhat like those of the

Camellia, but longer. They are of a briglit shining

green colour, marked with creamy white, and in

the young state beautifully flushed with ]5ink wlien

exposed to light and sunshine. It is of a neat

bushy habit of growth, and may be stood out of

doors during the summer months ; indeed, it is

almost hardy enough to stand the winter where
favourably situated. I have had it pass two or

three winters without any protection, but very

severe weather kills it. It is a native of Japan,

and has been known in this country for many years,
but it is very seldom seen. Probably the reason of
its being rarely met with is the fact that it is by no
means a very easy subject to strike, and even when
successful in propagating it in this manner it gene-
rally stands a considerable time before rooting.
The best cuttings are furnished by the shoots of
the current season, taken when they are in a half-
ripened state, which will generally be about May,
and inserted into pots of very sandy soil. They
should then be put into a close propagating case in
a gentle heat, and when fairly treated most of
them will root in time to be potted off before winter.
On no account must the cuttings be allowed to flag

before insertion, and after they are put in, shading
must be carefully attended to, as if they once
shrivel it is very difficult to revive them.— T.

Books.

REPORT ON INSECTS INJURIOUS TO CROPS.*

The agricultural adviser to the Agricultural Depart-
ment (Mr, Chas, Whitehead) has just issued his
second annual report to that department, on the
insects and fungi which are injurious to our crops.
It is of decidedly greater interest than its prede-
cessor, and is written in the particularly clear and
simple style that renders the author's writings on
this subject specially useful to non - scientific

readers or, perhaps it should be said, to non-entomo-
logical readers, and it reports on a larger number
of injurious insects. This year fungi are not re-

ported on, but they are mentioned in the intro-

duction, where Mr. Whitehead remarks, Fungi
were not reported as actively injurious during
the season, except in the case of Hop plants, to
which, in some parts of the plantations, mildew or
mould caused by the fungus, Podosphaera castagnei,
was particularly injurious. Hundreds of acres of
plants were left unpicked by reason of this visita-

tion; the fungus appeared on the burr and prevented
it from turning into Hops." Last spring and
summer were so notable in the eyes of fruit

growers for the swarms of caterpillars of various
kinds which infested our fruit and forest trees too,

no doubt owing to the very fine summer of 1887,
which enabled an unusual proportion of insects to
arrive at maturity and deposit their eggs in safety,

tliat it is not surprising that out of the sixteen
ditt'erent kinds of insects reported on, no less than
twelve were found attacking fruit trees. The bad
weather of last spring and summer was unquestion-
ably responsible for a certain amount of the mis-
chief, for when the growth of a plant is checked by
inclement weather just at the critical period when
the young leaves are unfolding, and the latter

are attacked by insects at the same time, the
amount of injury to the plant is sure to be
much greater than if the attack occurred when
the plant was in vigorous growth, as the leaves
would then open faster than the insects could
devour them. Still, last year the enemy were
present in such numbers that however propitious

the weather might have been, the trees must have
suffered severely. Owing to the habits of certain

moths, whose caterpillars were the chief delinquents
last year, Mr, Whitehead published an illustrated

circular in October, which was distributed among
fruit growers of Devon, Gloucester, Hereford, Kent,
Somerset, and Worcester, in wliich lie pointed out
the peculiarities of certain species of these destruc-

tive insects, and recommended prompt action to

prevent the wingless female moths from ascending
the trees to deposit their eggs in the late autumn
and early winter months. The attention of the
readers of TiiE Garden at the time w.a.s called to

this circular, ,and we have now much pleasure in

recommending them to obtain this report. Al-
though, contrary to the expectation of some persons,

the Hessian fly is not reported on, the following

consolatory remarks on this insect in the introduc-

tion will be read with much interest: "Happily
but little wa.s seen of the Hessian fly in the past

* "The Second Anuual Report of the ARi'icultural

Adviser to the Lords of the Committee of Council for

Agriculture." London : Eyre & Spottiswoode.
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season, though careful observers were continually

on the watch for its appearance. It was only dis-

covered in a few places, and in these merely a few

puparia were found. I have notes of only six places

infested. Although the Hessian fly, according to

authorities in America, where it has been known for

over 100 years, is an insect of moist climates and

mild latitudes, the excessive rains and abnormally

low temperature of tlie last spring and summer
months have without doubt checked its propagation,

and may even have stamped it out altogether. In

a recent publication Prof. Riley liolds that there is

very little danger of any such injury in England as

is suffered in America and in portions of continental

Europe, as the Professor says that it is very in-

jurious only under conditions where two annual

generations" are pretty uniformly produced, and he

is satisfied that in England, as a rule, only one

generation will be produced." Mr. Whitehead had

empty and premature ears of wheat forwarded to

him from different parts of England, On gently pull-

ing an ear of this kind he says: "Its stem slipped

easily out of its sheath, and was broken off G inches

from" the base of tlie ear just above the first joint;

it was certainly not the work of an insect, but

showed signs of decay caused by a fungus." It is

hoped if this disorder occurs this year that speci-

mens may be sent in earlier stages to the agricul-

tural department.

The moths whose caterpillars proved so injurious

to fruit trees last year are divided into two divisions

in this report—those which can be frustrated in

their attempts to reach the shoots and buds and

lay their eggs there by placing a band of some

sticky substance round the trees, and those which

cannot be prevented in this manner. In the first

division six species of moths are enumerated, all

belonging to the family Geometridie. Most of the

moths of this family may be known by their large

ample wings and small bodies, and the caterpillars

by the way they walk. Having no legs on the

middle joints of their bodies, when they wish to move

they do so by extending their heads and front part

of their bodies as far forward as possible, and then

arching their backs advance their other legs up to

the front ones. From this peculiarity of move-

ment they are known by the name of loopers. The

female moths of these six species are quite unable

to iiy, being practically wingless, and consequently

can be stopped by the "sticky Vjands already alluded

to, and which are fully described in the report.

The motlis in the second division cannot be

hindered in this manner, as both sexes can fly well.

Full details of the best means of destroying them

are given. The other insects reported on are the

leaf beetles, or it would have been more correct to

say one of the leaf lieetles, lor this is, unfortu-

nately, not the only kind of weevil which may be

found injuring the leaves of trees. This species

(Phyllol)ius maculicornis) was found attacking the

leaves and flowers of Apples, Pears, Cherries,

Damsons, Nuts, White Thorns and forest trees.

The attacks of the ribbon-footed corn fly (Chlorops

ta;niopus) are .said to be becoming more fre-

quent tljan they used to be. When a crop is

attacked there does not seem to be any satisfactory

remedy, but certain means are recommended for

their prevention. The frit-fly (Oscinis frit) was

the cause of some injury to Barley and Oats last

year. One reason for the damage, no doubt, was

that, owing to the (xikl weather, the plants could

not make much progrei-s in growth at first, and so

felt the attack more tlian tliey otherwise would.

Another fly, the Wljeat bulb fly (Anthomyia coarc-

tata), is also reported on.

The Pea and the Bean weevil (Bruchus rufimanus)

was more than usually aljundant last .season, and

tlie report states that "it was dilHcidt to find, at

least in the south-eastern counties, samples of

Bean ticks, Mazagans, and Broad Beans lliat

were free from black specks and holes, .show-

ing that they were attacked by tlu^se beetles.

Some samples had forty or fifty per cent, attacked,

others from fifteen to twenty." Mr. Wliiteliead

be easily separated from those that are sound and
sink, is not reliable, recent experimentshavingproved
that this cannot be depended on. As it is useless to

sow Beans or Peas which are infested, it is not

worth while to use any means to destroy the insects

and [not injure the [seed unless the percentage of

infested seed is very small. Mr. W. Linton Wilson

has written lately to various contemporaries advo-

cating steeping infested Beans or Peas in paraflin

and water, but if a quantity of these seeds is

badly infested it had much better be destroyed, for

the infested seed will never produce satisfactory

plants, and though a larger quantity may be sown
per acre than would otherwise have been the case,

the crop is sure to be patchy and the healthy plants

will be interfered with by the others. The author

mentions, in the conclusion of this report, that Ame-
rican entomologists are much surprised that arsenic

is not more often used in England as an insecticide.

On the other side of the Atlantic enormous quan-

tities are used. "Paris Green ".arsenate of copper is

the best form either as a wash or in powder. As a

wash, I lb, is dissolved into 100 gallons of water, and
as a powder, 1 lb. is mixed with ;iO lbs. of flour or

plaster of paris, and about 20 lbs. distributed over an

acre. Or " London Purple," another and cheaper ar-

senical compound, may be used in the same manner.

It should always be remembered that these com-
pounds are rank poisons. This report should be in

the hands of all fruit growers, and its price is so

low that no one could plead poverty as an excuse

for not procuring it. G. S. S.

Kitchen Garden.

the more incurved forms. The Purple Globe is

rather earlier than the rest, but that is its only

recommendation, and if my advice is taken, the

stock of it in many gardens where most exten-

sively grown will be gradually reduced and
more of the superior green varieties grown. In

any case starvation treatment is sure to lead to

the production of puny, worthless heads, and
another frequent cause of the discontinuance of

the cultivation is the loss of the stock by severe

frosts. Every autumn the old stooLs ought to

be well banked up with strawy litter, a.shea, or

some kind of protective material, without, how-
ever, actually burying the late formed suckers

or young shoots. Thus treated, there would be

plenty of the latter either for planting or re-

tention on the old stools, and now is the time

to attend to the jilants. Tlie old plants are not

often profitable after being four or five years in

the same position, and a few or many, as the

case may be, ought to be destroyed and fresh

rows formed every season. If this is properly

carried out, a long and continuous supply of

heads of superior quality will be obtained in

most seasons, the young plants put out in the

spring producing in the autumn in succession to

the older plants and till cut down by frosts.

GLOBE ARTICHOKES.
Why are these not more generally grown ;

They are to be found in most well-managed gar-

dens and in many of medium size, but, as a rule,

they are either unknown or are not valued by

the proprietors of smaller establishments, though

why this should be the case we have yet to

learn. In France Globe Artichokes are far

more popular, the markets also being kept well

supplied with them. No doubt our markets

would soon be equally well supplied with Globe

Artichokes should there be a demand for them,

and there is no good reason why as many as are

required should not be grown in the gardens of

the less wealthy classes. A taste for them has

certainly to be acquired, but, according to my
experience, those who have once succeeded in

this cannot well have them too often, and they

are slowly gaining in popularity. Complaints are

often made of want of variety in the way of

hardy vegetables, but in very many instances

those who make them are slow in availing them-

selves of what change there is. Much depends

upon the quality of the article and the way in

which it is cooked and served, and if Arti-

chokes are either cut from starved plants or are

too old when tried, and in addition badly

cooked, it is not surprising if they are con-

demned at the table. I can point out how
good Artichokes may be grown, and every

good cookery book ought to include the most

approved methods of preparing them for use.

There are two distinct varieties favoured in

this country, these Vicing known as Purple and

Green Globe. Putli vary considerably, the

latter especially comprising several more or

less superior forms. In Franco the green form

known as Large Laon is most extensively

grown, and there are a considerable number of

gardens in this country where the same variety

is to be found, allliougli not kept distinct. In

some instances iihuits liave been imported, but

more often the linim variety has been obtained

from seed in company with otlier much inferior

' forms. The heads of the Large Laon 1 avesays tlie iilan recommended liy some economic

entomolosists of putting Beans and Peas into water, ' pointed, snnicwhat rellexed scales, and tlnsc

that the infested ones being lighter might float and are more succulent than is often the case with

Large green Paris Articl

Some cultivators appear to think any out of-

the-way spot good enough for these Artichokes,

and they certainly are not fastidious in tliis

respect, but if, in addition, they are also much
neglected, they are of no service whatever.

They are essentially gross-feeding, moistiu-e-

loving plants, and ought, therefore, to be planted

on freely manured, deeply dug gro\ind. If the

ground "is trenched for them, as it may well be,

the manure should be well mixed witli both top

and bottom sjnts of soil, and the whole made
rather firm. If the surface soil is at all lumpy,

some fine light soil ought to be had in readiness

for surrounding the young suckers, or otherwise

they will not take well to their fresh quarters.

It is not necessary to lift old clumps for the

Viuvf ose of dividing them, unless they can well

be spared. Instead of this, clear away the soil

from them and detach some of the strongest

suckers from the old stems. The best time to

(1(1 tills is when tlie young leaves are .about 12

inches long, and the most suitable suckers for

planting are those with mots attached to the

buried stems, the latter being shortened some-

what, and if they are easily cut tlicre is a better

jirospcct of their tliriving. Those with very

hard black stems rarely recover quickly from

the clieck given, and should be rejected when
those with softer stems are plentiful. After the
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loss of many old clumps by extra severe frosts

we have found it adinsable to place a number of

suckers singly into 0-inch pots, and after being
kept in gentle heat till well rooted these

were hardened off and planted out. Thus
treated they arrive more quickly at a pro-

ductive state, but as there are no losses this

season, those who have a good stock of plants

need not take this extra trouble. Being of a
spreading nature, good room must be given

to them. The rows ought to be not less than
3 feet apart, the same distance dividing each
group of three suckers, or the distances may be
4 feet and 2 feet respectively. The suckers

should be arranged triangularly, and about
9 inches apart each way, and ought to be planted
rather deeply, the hearts, however, not being
buried, care being taken to well surround them
with good fine soU. If at all dry, a watering may
be given, and a little temporary protection will

not be thrown away on them . Subsequent culture

consists merely in mulching early with strawy
manure, or a good substitute, watering occasion-

ally in dry weather, and keeping clean. There
is nothing to prevent Kidney Beans, Lettuces,

Turnips, or other dwarf quick-growing crops

being grown between them during the first

season.

Those commencing or making a fresh attempt
at Artichoke culture should endeavour to pro-

cure suckers, or one or more old clumps from a

neighbouring garden at once, and, failing these

from a nursery, splitting them up and replant-

ing, as above advised, before they are much in-

jured by drying winds. A stock can be very

easily raised from seed, only in this case a con-

siderable number of worthless varieties will be

obtained, and which ought to be destroyed as

soon as detected. Those reserved will grow
more vigorously than do plants from suckers,

and should produce a crop of fine heads late in

the season. The seed may either be sown in

pans and placed in heat, the plants being duly

potted oft' singly into 5-inch pots, and when
well established in these be hardened off and
finally planted out before they become badly

root-bound, or the plants may be raised where
they are to grow. In the latter case, sow at

once thinly in shallow drills, 3 feet apart, and
cover with fine light soil. Tliin out the seed-

lings at first to about 18 inches apart, the spu-

rious forms being cut out when they are suffi-

ciently advanced to show their worthless heads,

and in the following spring all can be regulated,

one row being broken up, if need be, to make
good the rest. In no case ought Globe Arti-

chokes to be allowed to mature all the heads

that show on the side shoots of stems.

W. ItiOUlDEN.

Onions.—Last spring I sowed seed of an Onion

sent me for trial as a very early kind. It was of

the Queen type, possibly the same under anotlier

name. Oddly enough, some of the plants pro-

duced tiny bulljs which ripened off, whilst other

plants without appreciably developing bulbs re-

mained green, and are now green, having withstood

the winter without harm. Some of the tiny bulbs

being too small to make it worthwhile to lift them,

also made fresh growth, and these also have stood

the winter. The plants have been thinned, and I

now await with interest to see what will result. I

have no doubt whatever but that the stock was good,

and that this erratic growth was the product of an
extraordinary season. Some white Spanish Onions

really of the Rousham Park Hero selection have

done very much the same thing, but in this case all

the matured bulbs are large enough to store and
dry. It is interesting to note that whilst frost will

materially injure ripened Onion bulbs— indeed, if

left exposed to the winter all would soon be rotten

—growing plants which have not Ijulbed and con-

tinue green do not suffer at all. With respect to

seed, I find that some of my own saving is not ger-

minating well. Possibly that experience may be
exceptional, but it was very difficult to get the
seed hard and thoroughly ripe. Very possibly the

old seed of the preceding year's crop, on which de-

pendence has chiefly to be placed this year, will

prove to be far more reliable than the best seed of

last year. In any case it would be a good plan to

sow some thickly in a shallow liox and stand it in

a frame or greenhouse to assist germination, so

that reserve plants may be had to fill up contin-

gent vacancies in the Onion rows.—A. D.

CULTURE OF ASPARAGUS.
FoEMERLY Asparagus roots were planted much too

closely ; consequently they became matted and the

shoots smaller every year. Good gardeners now-a-

days set the plants widely apart in deeply trenched
and liberally manured ground, with the result that

large crisp Asparagus, instead of the pipe-shank-

like stuff that was to be met with not many years

ago, is secured. I have known very good Asparaeus
to be cut from a piece of cultivated bog-land. One
gardening friend of mine grows his Asparagus in

rows i feet apart, and at the same distance in the

row, with the most satisfactory results. But as

there are but few gardeners who can afford to give

even half this space to their plants, I will mention
two or three successful ways of planting Asparagus.

Assuming that the ground was got ready, as indi-

cated some time between this and last October, so

as to afford time for the settling down of the soil,

trenches 5 feet wide and 9 inches deep, witli alleys

2 feet 6 inches wide between them should be opened.

In these trenches make three rows of hillocks 2

inches high and 3 feet asunder, the first hillock

being made at 3 feet from the end, and those on

each side at 18 inches from the central row and
from the end of the trench. Tliis will give the

plants more room to grow than if they were planted

opposite to each other. Arrange the plants on

the mounds, spreading out the roots all round,

covering them with a few inches of fine soil, and
afterwards filling up the intervening spaces. Then
cover the surface of the soil with decayed manure to

the thickness of 2 inches. This will preserve the

roots in a healthy growing state, and prove advan-

tageous to the plants it a dry season should follow.

In planting, press the soil firmly about the roots,

and, if practicable, the work should be done in

showery weather, just before the crowns have
pushed into growth. Insert a yard long flower

stick 9 inches or 10 inches into each hillock, to

which secure the young plants as they require

support. Not unfrequently a large percentage of

the young plants resulting from freshly planted

roots are broken off by the wind for want of the

support indicated.

The second plan is to mark oft the desired num-
ber of beds 4 feet wide, with alleys 2 feet wide be-

tween them. Fork over the beds, and throw over

them 6 inches of soil from the alleys, breaking it

fine as the work proceeds. This done, draw two
drills about 4 inclies deep at 15 inches from the

side of the bed, which will give a space of 18 inches

between tlie two rows, and in these plant the roots

18 inches apart. The third method of procedure is

to plant three rows of roots in each 4-fcct wide bed,

at 18 inches in the row, one row in the middle and
one on either side at 14 inches from the centre one.

To anyone not having old beds to cut from, and
who contemplates makingnewplantations at Ibeenil

of the present or early next month, I would advise

the planting of one or two three-row beds with good

two-year-old roots in the manner recommended
above. For the supply of plants for forcing, plant

in rows 15 inches apart and the same distance in

the row diagonally, so that those in the second row
stand anglewise to those in the preceding row, and
so on with each succeeding row. Sliould a spdl of

dry weather follow, fretiuent supplies of water

should be given until the plants are established.

Summer and autumn treatment consists in keeping

the beds free from weeds, and in the case of esta-

blished plantations of Asparagus, free from seed-

ling plants, which should be pulled up as soon as

they appear. The cane-like stems will be ripe by
the end of October. They should then be cut off

close to the ground, saving a few of the best berried

ones for seed. This done, draw 3 inches or 4 inches

of the surface soil off the bed into the alleys,

and place on instead a like thickness of the best

manure at command. Early the following March
cover this with 3 inches or 4 inches of soil from
the alleys, breaking it fine as the work is proceeded
with.

Raising young plants.— Sow the first week in

April, in drills 2 inches deep and 12 inches asunder,

in light, rich soil, to supply young plants for trans-

planting into permanent beds the following year,

and also for supplying plants for forcing when
three or four years old. The seed should be sown
thinly in the drills, the soil closed over with the

feet, trodden, and afterwards raked over. The
young plants resulting from this sowing should,

"like the plants in the beds, &c., be kept free from
weeds during the summer and autumn months.

Cutting the Asparagus is an operation requir-

ing great care on the part of those engaged in the

work, otherwise a large percentage of the heads
will be destroyed with the knife before they appear
above ground. The soil should be drawn back from
the Grass to be cut preparatory to working the

knife carefully down to its base, so as not to injure

any of those undeveloped surrounding growths.

When the heads h.ave pushed 2 inches through the

soil cut them. The stems will then be about

8 inches long. They should then be washed, sized,

and tied up in bundles consisting of from 25 to 100

heads, and stood on end in saucers containing a
little water in a cool shed or cellar until required

for use. H. W. Ward.

Pricking out seedling' vegetables.—For
some years I ha\o discontinued the practice of

pricking- out seedling vegetables, and am satisfied

that better results are obtained with a less amount
of labour by preparing the seed beds and allowing

enough room when sowing for the plants to remain

in this position until transplanted into their per-

manent quarters. I am, of course, referring to Cauli-

flowers, Cabbage, Kale, Lettuce, and other kindred

subjects. In addition to the tap-root, all this class

of plants forms a mass of fibrous roots near to

the surface of the ground, and if some light ma-
terial, such as burnt refuse, leaf-mould, or old soil

from the potting shed, is mixed with the soil before

the seeds are sown, the plants may be lifted with

quite a ball of roots, and when replanted quickly

take hold of the soil. When pricked out, unless

this operation is carefully done, and a trowel in-

stead of a dibble used for transplanting, it often

proves a diflicult^matter to move the plants again

with any quantity of soil or roots adhering. The
soil falls away, carrying the roots with it, leaving

nothing but a long almost bare stem; consequently,

much time is lost. Generally speaking, a great

many more plants are raised than is requisite, as

when planted into their permanent quarters 3 feet

apart it is surprising how few out of the original

number are used, instead, then, of sowing a bed
of each kind, from which only a few are pricked

out, the rest cumbering the ground and going to

waste, it is better to form an estimate of the number
of plants required—of course, allowing a good mar-

gin—and sow a little more sjiace than usual, after-

wards thinning the plants down to the number
required. If the plants are allowed to remain

until wanted for planting out, sturdy stuff with

balls of roots will be the result . A saving of ground
will also be effected, as .although a little more space

will be needed for the seed beds, none will be wanted
for pricking out, as this operation will be done
.aw.ay with.—A. Bahker.

Sowing Tomato seeds too early.—Wh.at
Mr. Gilbert h.as to say u]ion any subject connected

with horticulture is alw.ays acceptable. He does

not agree with me .as to the advisability of delaying

sowing Tomato seed as l.ate as the first week in

April, but in spite of his success with earlier raised

pUants, I still maintain th.at he is an exception to
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the rule. Very few take the trouble, although it

pays to do so, to give Tomato plants intended for
open-air culture a shift, and otherwise take such
good care of them as Mr. Gilbert does. More often
than not the plants have a very rough time of it

from the first, and instead of being healthy,
straight plants furnished with one or more clusters
of fruit, or similar to those of Mr. Gilbert, they are
star\ed, crooked, and neglected. Such miserable
plants are very late in setting and ripening crops,
and I hold that unless Tomatoes can be exception-
ally well treated, the wiser course is to sow later,

as I advised.—W. Iggulden.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Protecting Asparagus.

Where the old-fashioned plan of raising or plant-
ing Asparagus close to the surface on raised beds
is followed, the young shoots are especially liable
to be injured by frosts. This often happens with-
out being observed, the consequence in any case
being a later and lighter crop. Deep planting or
early and heavy moulding over is not a safe course
on heavy soils, but where the French system is

adopted there is much less need to protect, the
shoots being fully grown by the time their heads
show through the surface.' A good surfacing of
strawy litter will frequently save several valuable
cuttings of Asparagus, but the plan of covering the
beds with 2 inches or more of fine light mould
answers even better, this, in addition to affording
protection, also ensuring a better length of shoot.
Leaf-soil, fine peat, spent tan, and any mixture of
these and fine soil are suitable. Where the plants
are grown rather widely apart on the level, these
may first be banked over with fine soil it need be,
and more of the ordinary soil drawn up in the form
of a ridge over this. When thus covered or where
the soil is loose, the shoots ought to be traced down
to the roots and twisted off in preference to using
a knife with the consequent risk of damaging the
younger growths.

Globe Artichokes.
Old stools of these may in most districts be

safely either partially or wholly uncovered. When
cleared of the protective material early and sud-
denly, the plants are liable to be crippled by a late
frost, and where thick coverings are applied these
ought therefore to be gradually removed. In most
instances many more suckers will be forming on
each plant than should be left. If not thinned out
the bearing stems will be crowded, the result being
a heavy crop of small heads followed by an early
collapse. Gluts are altogether unprofitable, and to
avoid these a more intelligent method of culture
must be adopted. Vigorous young plants or any
not more than four years or live years old are the
best, and not more than three, or at the most four,
suckers should be allowed to develop at each clump.
These, other conditions being favourable, will grow
strongly and produce fine heads, a good succession
being had from them. Now is the proper time to
thin out the crowns and also to manure the planta-
tion. Instead of digging in the manure we prefer
to well bare the surface roots, the soil being re-
turned after a liberal dressing of half decayed
manure has been applied. The manure is thus
near the roots, and it also serves to keep the roots
cool and moist in liot weather.

Preparing Seakale poh Early Forcing.
In large gardens many Imndrcd Seakale roots are

annually prepared specially for lifting and early
forcing, tlie later supplies only, or say such as may
be wanted in March and April, being forced or
forwarded in the open ground. Seeing how readily
Seakale may be forced in heated houses and pits
as well as in Mushroom hou.ses, there is no reason
why more should not be annually prepared for that
purpose in small gardens tlian is now the case. On
fairly strong, well-manured ground fine roots can
be prepared in one season, and on poorer soils in
two years, and these are the liest for lifting, tlie

older clumps yielding the best ilislu!s when not dis-
turbed. Plants can be raised from seed sown now
thinly in shallow drills drawn not less than 12
inches apart, the seedlings being duly thinned out

to a distance of 6 inches apart. Seedlings, how-
ever, seldom attain a serviceable size in one year,

and the usual and best practice is to raise the stock
from root cuttings. In anticipation of this all the
stout white roots that were broken from the old
stems when these were lifted for forcing ought to

have been saved, and more could be cut from them
after they have been forced. If at once cut into

4-inch lengths, dibbled rather thickly into boxes of

good soil, and set where they could be protected
from frosts, all would have commenced forming
shoots and roots, and a clear gain of two or three
weeks at least be the result. These root cuttings
may yet be made, and in warm districts should be
dibbled out where they are to grow. The leaf

growth proceeds from the thickest end, and in order
to avoid burying them the wrong way uppermost,
a small notch should be made in the smallest end.
Whether previously started in boxes or not, the
cuttings ought now in most districts to be planted
on rich well-worked ground, 12 inches apart in rows
18 inches apart, just below the surface. All will

soon commence to form buds, and if several shoots
develop these should be pulled off, as one good
crown in each instance is sufficient. Slugs are apt
to be troublesome among young Seakale plants, and
ought to be either trapped or kept off with the aid
of soot and lime.

Forming Permanent Seakale Beds.

Well-estabUshed plants, each with three or four
large crowns, can be made to produce the finest Sea-
kale, and any not forced, but merely moulded over or

covered with pots, so as to exclude all light, is even
more succulent and tender. The sooner the beds
are formed the better. Small and medium-sized
roots that have been lifted and forced are suitable

for replanting, these qinckly growing to a large

size. Seedlings and any cutting-raised roots are,

however, the best, and these can be bought if need
be from most nurserymen. An outside plot of

ground is the most suitable place for a permanent
Seakale bed, especially when a portion of it is

forced with the aid of heaps of heating material.

The site ought to be well manured and deeply dug,
and the ground must not be very lumpy at planting
time. In arranging the plants the aim should be
to put them out so as to enclose several crowns
under one pot, and as many of these in one hotbed
as pos.sible without unduly crowding the plants
during the growing season. If several beds are
formed, each may consist of two rows 2 feet apart,

with 3 feet spaces between the beds. The group
may be 2 feet apart and consist of three small
plants or one strong plant with several crowns, the
former being arranged in a triangle (i inches apart
each way. Any young plants employed that have
not been forced this season should have the crown
cut cleanly off, otherwise they will weaken them-
selves by forming flower-heads.

Old Seakale Plantations.

It is possible by good cultivation to keep the per-

manent beds in a profitable state for many years,

but not if they are hard forced and also made to pro-

duce a second cutting of blanched growth in one
season. Any that it is intended to root up this

spring may be cropped to their fullest extent, but
all that are required for forcing next winter ought
to have the heating material cleared off them, and the

pots removed soon after they have been cut over, a
light surfacing of rough litter being left over

them by way of protection from frosts. When the

forcing material is finally cleared off the whole of

the beds the Seakale ought to be gone over and
all straggling stems cut back, the aim being to keep
the crowns as near the ground as possible. A
liberal dressing of good manure should then be
lightly forked into the beds, and in addition a
sprinkling of salt may be given with advantage.
Shoots will soon form thickly on the stems, and
these ought to be tliinned out, two or three on
each being ample. Flower-heads should also be
prevented from growing, the flovi^erless shoots only
forming crowns,

KiruiiAuii riioM Seed.

Rhubarb can be readily propagated by seed, but
unfortunately no dependence can be placed on

seedlings, a single packet usually containing seve-
ral varieties. If strong plants are wanted quickly,
the seed should be sown at once in boxes of fine
soil and placed in heat. If not raised thickly, the
seedlings, after being hardened off, may be trans-
planted direct to a good piece of ground, but, as a
rule, they movebest out of 4-inch or rather largerpots.
If planted first in a trial bed with the idea of weed-
ing out the inferior varieties, they may be arranged
2 feet apart each way, but if intended for perma-
nent beds the rows should be :! feet apart, and groups
of three plants formed a similar distance apart in
the rows. Seedlings may also be raised on a warm
border. Sow the seed at once thinly in shallow
drills 18 inches apart, thin out the seedlings where
at all crowded, and in the following winter trans-
plant the roots to a good open piece of ground. It

is not too late in backward districts to divide and
replant old clumps, the divisions being put out on
deeply-dug, well-manured ground the samedistances
apart as advised for seedlings. The varieties most
deserving of general culture^are Early Red, of which
Early Albert, Royal Albert, Prince Albert, and
Crimson Perfection are said to be synonymous,
Linna3us or its synonym Johnston's St. Martin's,

Paragon, and A^ictoria. W. I.

Hardy Broccoli.—When I learn of the frightful
mortality wrought amongst Broccoli plants in gar-
dens, and note, on the other hand, how admirably
they have stood out in the open fields here, I have
to come to the same conclusion at which not only
"C. C." (Garden, March 30, p. 296), but many
others in the past have arrived, and that is in favour
of planting on comparatively shallow soil and much
harder than are the deeply trenched rich soils of
private kitchen gardens. Not far from where I am
writing, in a very exposed place on soil that is

naturally very stiff, is never other than ploughed,
and which gets very wet in the winter, is a piece of
white Broccoli several acres in extent, over which
it would be dillicult to find a decayed leaf much
less a frosted plant. To myriads of gardeners who
have now to lament the loss of their white Broccoli
even but a few of such plants as these would be an
invaluable boon. White Broccoli naturally is hardy,
but may be made comparatively tender by very
gross culture. So far as Autumn Giant Cauliflower
and Self-protecting Broccoli are concerned, high
culture may be given to them with comparative
impunity, as they are usually cleared off before
hard weather sets in. White Broccoli, however,
have to endure the severities of the worst three
winter months of the year, and unless the stems
are very hard and the leafage not too gross, there
is little hope that the plants will pull through
should the winter be even moderately severe.

Gardeners would do well to plant white Broccoli

rather more thickly than usual on poorer soil and
which is very hard. It is better to aim at the
raising of many small heads than a few big ones.

The anxiety to get everything big is a mistake, and
but for this there would perhaps be fewer mistakes
over white Broccoli culture.—A. D.

SAORT NOTES.—KITCHEX.

Preserved Peas.— In answer to ' JI." (Gabden,
March 2. p, 203), the French firms who preserve Poaa
use chielly the folliuvinir varieties : Serpette, Michaux,
Siibre, Cliuimrt liiitif, Cl:niiiirt. Leupukl 11.—M.

One stem to TomatoeB,—The Tomato is now
one 111' the nnist piipuhir iit all garden snhjocts ; many
succeed in ffrowini; it well, ami some fail, but success
\viiuld })e ensured in n threat measure if the plants were
I)revented from making? so much superfluous jrrowth by
riffidly restricting thciu to one stem. Liplit iind air are
abs<ilutely necessary to their bearing clusters of fruit

at every joint.— .1. iMl'lli.

A reduction of soil for Tomatoes.— I am of

opinion that Tomatoes grow more sturdy, hear more
ipiiekly aud more freely, and yield a heavier crop in a
liniiteil tpiantity of soil. We have grown tliein in

Itoi'deis where the roots ne\cr found tin- limit, in huge
pots ami large boxes, hut the best crops were always
secured from plants grown in a small tjuantity of soil.

Each plant was placed in u little monnJ on a slate
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stage, and, compared with others, the results were ex-
traordinary.— J. Mr IK.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
The present is a very busy time in market gardens,
and the weather being favourable for outdoor
operations all hands are busy getting crops into
the ground or clearing the land preparatory to
getting in successional ones. The most important
crops now claiming attention are —
Cabbages, which are now being planted out in

large quantities. Those planted out last Michael-
mas are now making rapid growth. Cauliflowers
that have been wintered in frames or under hand-
glasses are now being put out thinly either under
glasses or in deep drills, with some Evergreen
branches placed round them to break the force of
the wind.

CABBOTS of the Early Horn kinds are being sown
in sheltered places and in well-worked soil. The
main crops will soon be put in. The soil is made
very fine for Carrots. The variety in greatest
favour for market is James' Scarlet Intermediate,
which has nearly superseded the very long kinds,
such as the Surrey and Altrincham.

Lettuces, both of the Cabbage and hardy Brown
Cos kinds, that have stood during the winter in
seed-beds, are being planted out in quantity, and
sowings are being made for main crops.

Onions are being sown in large quantities,
James' Long Keeping and Bedfordshire Champion
being the favourite kinds for winter and spring use,
and Silver-skin for pickling. The autumn sown
crops are being transplanted into very rich soil to
make large bulbs for summer use.

Pabslby is a profitable crop in some seasons,
and a good deal is grown in sheltered positions
under fruit trees and bushes, so that if a severe
winter comes on and prices are high enough to
make it profitable, the produce is sent to the Lon-
don markets.

Peas for main crop now claim attention. The
blue wrinkled varieties are in great favour. Tele-
phone and other large-podded sorts have nearly
superseded the small-podded ones, that are not
only very tedious to pick, but do not sell so readily
as the large ones.

Pits and frames are now crowded with To-
mato, Cucumber, and Vegetable Marrow plants,
which are being pushed on so that no time may
be lost when they can safely be trusted in the
open. If before being planted out they are well
hardened off by exposure to the outside air when-
ever the weather is genial there is less danger of
any check after they are put out.

Fruit prospects are at present very good; the
buds are strong and by no means forward, and as
the trees mostly had a very light crop last year,
they have plenty of healthy vigorous young wood
that ought to carry a fine crop of fruit.

Bush tbees are looking unusually full of fruit,

and Strawberry beds have not looked so promising
for years. The beds are now being cleared of
weeds and a mulching of long manure put between
the rows, for the soil being light and naturally

well drained the effects of drought are soon visible,

unless precautions are taken to keep the moisture
in the soil by external coverings. J. G.

Hants.

One advantage of deep culture.—There is

one point in connection with deep cultivation that
deser^'es more consideration th<an it usually gets.

In many soils, especially those of a light nature,

there is not far removed from the surface a hard
pan, into which roots cannot penetrate. It is a
notable fact that the mere breaking through of this

hard soil has in many cases sufficed to convert land
hitlierto useless to a condition that has rendered
the production of good crops practicable. I know
of an instance where a considerable tract of land
was considered so utterly bad that it was given up
to its own natural vegetation. It was of a light,

sandy nature, and even common trees and shrubs
did not remain in good condition in it for any time.

It came at last into the bands of a gentleman who,
having the means, resolved to try what could be
done with it. At a distance of about 18 inches
from the surface there was a hard stratum of
reddish sand that required good strong blows with
the pick to break through. None of this hard pan
was brought to the surface, but it was thoroughly
broken up. The effect was really magical, for

exotic trees, shrubs, and plants of all kinds that
could not before be kept alive in it flourished

amazingly. Some of the finest Conifers in the
country grew there. This hard stratum of earth
had effectually prevented moisture from rising up
from the bottom, so that the roots were entirely

dependent on the slight amount contained in tlie

surface soil, which in a dry time soon evaporated
or was drawn out, and nothing came from below to

take its place. It is evident that if no moisture
could find its way upwards to the roots of plants
they would not be able to bear long periods of

parching weather, for all plants are not of a deeply
rooting nature, and the surface soil to a depth of

nearly a foot not infrequently becomes so dry as to

cause wonder that anything can live in it. The
soil in this neighbourhood is mainly light, some of

it very sandy. At a depth of about a foot there is

a hard pan that prevents moisture going down in

winter and keeps it down in summer. Agriculturists

wedded to the ways of their forefathers generally
will not break through this crust, and the result

is that in the growing time the crops need rain

every week or ten days. It is sad to see crops
going bad for the want of a little common sense in

the management of the land.—J. C. B.

RAINFALL IN 1888.

I BEG to send rainfall for 1888 at Belvoir Castle
and at Belvedere House, near MuUingar.

days in England were 179 against 166 in Ireland. It

is interesting to compare these numbers with the
rainfall in other parts of the world. In a very valu-

able paper read at the Royal Geographical Society

on the Gran Chaco, the large forest district in the
Argentine Republic, Colonel Church states that at

the lower fall of the Madeira River the rainfall was
1)1 inches per year, and that the Gran Chaco was
almost a lake district in the rainy season. In the
southern part of the Argentine Republic the rain-

fall was only 18 inches ; while at ISuenos Ayres it

was 34 inches or 35 inches per annum. In seasons

of extraordinary floods, the Paraguay, the Pilcomayo,
and Vermejo overflow their banks, and create a vast

sea far exceeding in overflow the area of the Nile,

the upper Paraguay becoming a great inland ocean,

varying in depth from 3 feet to 10 feet.

Brinsley Marlay.

Month. Total
depth.

Greatest fall in 24
hours.

January
February .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September..
October
November ..

December ..

Inches.
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WOODS & Forests.
THE TEACHING OF FORESTRY.

I QUITE agree with the editor's comment in

The Garuen, March 23 (p. 270), on forestry

schools, for I have myself discounted their

value in your pages before, but the ques-

tion that continually forces itself on the minds

of those who see what is being done and
written on forestry in tliis country is, " What
is to be done to .systemise and effectually apply

the knowledge and experience we already pos-

sess to render the practice of forestry more
uniform and more successful i" If forestry is

to be taught practically, it must be in the forest

under capable men, but on a subject on which

no recognised " theory and practice " exists,

what guarantee are you going to have that the

forester, who is to be the teacher, will teach

the pupil correct practice, or anything else than

his own prejudices, it may be ? Those who pro-

pose to establish schools also propose to supple-

ment these by practical instruction under
foresters of repute, as the word goes, but as

practice is carried on at present, it is just a

chance that the forester to whom the pupils

may be sent will carry out in practice the prin-

ciples the school has instilled, and the pupil

may have all his schooling upset before he

finishes his probationary career. Foresters

differ among themselves radically on almost

every important point in forestry, as I shall

show. Each member of the craft, where not

controlled liy an intelligent employer, doeth

just " what seemeth right in his own eyes," and
gettingany thing like an accurate and trustworthy

account of his practice and its results from a

£ s. d. point of view is simply impossible.

Even the select committee with all its powers

got little else than hypothetical estimates on
this head, and what they got forbade them en-

couraging anyone to expect profits from plant-

ing as forestry is conducted at present, al-

though the committee were disposed to be san-

guine on the subject from the beginning. The
prodigious gulf between the opinions of foresters

on the subject of profits is itself sufficient to

denote utterly diverse methods of practice or

gross misrepresentation of facts calculated to

deceive planters, of which examples anon.

The subjects on which foresters differ most
widely are the profits and losses of timber pro-

duction—planting, thinning, pruning, and the

kinds of trees most suitable for planting. As to

the profit and loss ([uestion, it is well known
that the Select Committee on Forestry which sat

lately examined the best men it could find con-

nected with forestry, and amongst these the

most noted members of the Royal Scottish

Arboricultural Society, headed by Dr. Cleghorn.

The result of the committee's examination of

these witnesses was, as has been stated above,

that no great hopes could bo held out of profits

from planting, whatever other .advantages might
be expected. The committee's report, witli all

its faults and omissions, is the only trustworthy
report of its kind, and indeed the only report

that gives us any reliable insight into the subject

of profit and lo.ss at all. But, as giving an idea
of the divergence of oi)inion on this jioint, or

what better deserves to be called the rash
and ill-digesteil utter.ances of those who should
know better, it may be noted that the Royal

by that of another member of the same society, a

Mr. McKenzie, a factor or forester, who declared

the profits of timber growing to amount to from

5 to 300 per cent, in his own experience, which,

however, is not particularised, nor likely to be.

This, in turn, has been supplemented by that of

another member of the same society, who, in a

circular addressed to planters, feels so assured

of the profits of planting (data not given), that he

suggests " that the ratepayers might be asked to

bear the cost" of the planting, and that it will bo
an interesting question for our new county coun-

cillors to consider, seeing they will have exten-

sive powers "in the raising and in the spending
of money." When any candidate for county
council honours can be found to handicap his

prospects by such a proposal, we should like to

see him. This is the kind of stuff that passes

muster for forestry literature, penned without

the least regard to published facts that we know
are true.

whose subordinates are practically illiterates,

what are you to do against the adverse in-

fluences I have referred to and other evils ?

YOUKSHIKEMAN.

Next take the thinning of plantations, a very

important matter, as upon a correct under-

standing of the subject depends whether we shall

have much or little timber to the acre—whether
it shall be a profit or a loss, and whether the

timber will be good or bad. When I state that

the extremists on thinning differ to the extent

of thinning freely and no thinning at all, and
tliat another section differs as to whether thin-

ning should be sufticient to admit the light and
air down to the ground in all parts of the wood,

or only suflicient to prevent smothering without

breaking the continuous leaf canopy overhead,

it may be guessed how wide the divergence is,

how diflicult it must be to decide iipon a mean,
and how disastrous such differences are likely

to be to the practice of forestry.

The admissions of Mr. Michie, in his lately

issued book (" Practice of Forestry ") emphasise

the significance of these remarks. Mr. Blichie

is one of our oldest and most experienced

foresters, and his opinion of thinning is " that,

like pruning, it may justly be regarded as a

necessary evil, a cure for a disease, or, at the

most, art doing under an artificial system what
Nature can usually better accomplish if left

alone," p. 127. He also refers (p. 124) to patches

of natural forest he knows, "several acres in

extent of Scotch Pine and Birch, and also

patches of Alder, wherein the sound of the

woodman's axe was never heard, and which,

in point of value, acre for acre, considerably

exceed any plantation he had ever seen. '' Not-
withstanding this opinion, however, the author,

no doubt recognising the unwarrantable import-

ance foresters attach to thinning, devotes

nearly one-third of his book to the subject

in its dift'erent .aspects. Shortly, if I wanted
a forester to grow timber, I should have
nothing to do with a man whose hobby
was much thinning—he does not pay. The
sermons that have been written on thinning,

and the grave way the subject has been dwelt

! upon by its advocates, are things well known,
and I only give examples like the above on that

' and other matters to show what the schools and
' schoolmasters of forestry are like and the results

of their teaching.

1 conf(!SS to being almost hopeless. A forestry

school would iircjli.ably not affect our woods
sensibly for loO years to begin witli. If you
could provide a code of rules of practice for

Scottish .\rboricidtural Society, at its general
: foresters, loach forestry in TiiK (!ariu:n on in-

meeting last August, with the select committee's telligent lines, and get every country gentleman
full reportat its disposal, soughtto jiersuado land-
lords that " millions of acres" of land in this

country could be "quadrujiled in value," after

paying all risks and costs, by planting trees. This
statement was supplemented, in a contemporary,

to thrust these teachings down the throats of

their foresters, I woidd h.ave hoi)es of good
results soon ; but when you liave to contend

with a body of men of which the heads .are

not given to either reading or travelling, and

Tapering Oak.—There is a tapering form of

the common Oak (Quercus pedunculata fastigiata)

which deserves attention from the planter, not only
from its interest as a very remarkable variety of

the British Oak, but also from its distinct and
pictmresque appearance. The best specimens I

have seen were in Central France ; but doubtless

there are many good ones in various parts of

England. It is to be regretted, however, that trees

of this character are so rarely found in our pleasure

grounds, as this proves that they are either not
planted, or so badly placed that they are either un-

noticed or hidden. Q. fastigiata viridis is another
variety of Oak with a tapering habit, also well

worthy of a place in our collections.—G.

The Willow as a timber tree.—In the case

of the Willow, it is well known to be one of our

most valuable timber trees for special purposes, as

the wood will wear gradually away, but never
splinter— qualities which specially recommend it

for the bottoming of carts and wagons employed
in carrying stones, coal, or any other commodity
where an unusual amount of rough pounding is in-

evitable. For clog soles it is also invaluable, and
might, I should think, be with equal success em-
ployed in paving the streets of our large towns.

Then, again, what timber has a finer grain, or takes

a better polish than the Willow ? Amongst my
collection of prepared specimens of various woods
the Willow and its near relative the White Poplar

are, from their beautiful graining, and the bright

glossy nature of the timber, both conspicuous and
ornamental. I would also like to draw attention to

the Gean, or Wild Cherry, as a timber tree.

Pinus Boursieri.—This dwarf-growing, hardy
Pine seldom attains a height of more than 20 feet,

even in favourable situations. Its leaves, which are

stout, are from IJ inches to 2 inches long, and mostly

in twos. The branches are much twisted, and long

in proportion to the height of the tree ; indeed, in

habit the latter is very irregular, assuming more of

the scrub than the tree form, and of no value in the

shape of timber. It was discovered by M. Boursier

on the north-west coast of North America. It

somewhat resembles Pinus Banksiana, but is scarcely

so bushy in habit, and its leaves are a shade lighter

in colour. It is shown off to the best advantage
when planted on a rough bank, or it would be in

character it associated with natural rocky sites in

pleasure grounds. As an isolated specimen on a
l.awn it presents a mean scrubby appearance, and is

scarcely worthy of a place even in a pinetum ex-

cept .as a curiosity. Its synonym is P. contorta.

—

Old Fouestbe.

Value of the Norway Spruce.—The uses to

which this tree can be applied are varied and
numerous. The trees in their younger stages, if

properly distributed, form a good covert for game;
they also produce a pleasing effect in ninny posi-

tions when judiciously placed in masses among
other trees. The wood of the Spruce is also valu-

al)le for a variety of purposes, although in many
districts, as a m.arketable commodity, it does not

hold a high position. That, however, is owing, in

a great measure, to the knotty char.acter of the

timber and the difficulty of working it in conse-

quence. When clean grown, it is well adapted for

pit props, fencing rails. &c., and when ot sutlicient

size it can be used for roofing materials, rough

llooring, and joi.sts; it is also well adapted for

making packing boxes, or, indeed, for any other

pinpo.se where a fine finish is not required. Its

diiraliility may bo depended upon for inside work,

its lasting qualities being cqu.al to those of some
of the imported timber so nmeh used in build-

ing. On many estates tluM-e is little other tinilicr

used for buildings and repairs, and 1 have known
roofs formed of Spruce wood ]icrfi'Ctly sound .after

a period of thirty years. For fencing rails it will

Last quite as long, if not longer, than Scotch Fir,

liut,like all other timber, it should be well seasoned

before being used.—S. A.
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'* This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; tut
The Art itself is ^atvre."—Shakespeare.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIEDLESTONE.

PRUNING ROSES.

It is an astonishing thing to see how that, year
after year, the chances of obtaining the most
beautiful Rose blooms are frittered away through
unintelligent pruning of the plants, even in

gardens of great reputation. There are thou-
sands of Rose bushes all over the country
which, in spite of beiug found in spring to have
made fine growth during the previous season,

never produce good flowers, and tlie explana-
tion is generally to be found in the fact that no
reasonable plan is followed in pruning.

The commonest mistake is the leaving of the
older branching spray wood that has already
flowered. Dwarf Rose bushes at the beginning
of the year generally consist of several much-
branched stems which carried bloom in the
previous summer, and several strong straight

shoots springing from the base of the plant. In
the case of Hybrid Perpetuals, these older

branching stems should be cut completely out,

leaving only the new slioots from tlie base
which themselves should be then considerably
shortened. If the old spray wood be left in it

produces no flowers worth haTing, while the weak
and crowded growths with which it becomes
covered afibrd a perfect harbourage to every
known Rose pest. Nevertheless, it is a common
thing for the unlucky Rose bushes in many
gardens to be uniformly clipped over with the
shears, much as a hedger might top a Quickset,
with a view to making a shapable plant, and
then people wonder why they never have good
Roses.

The only way in which a fine healthj' growth
can be obtained strong enough to be exempt
from the attacks of aphides and able to carry
beautiful flowers is by cutting out all the old

spent wood that has done its work in having
flowered the year before, and relying solely

upon the straight new shoots. The extent to

which these should be shortened depends rather
upon their thickness than upon their lengtli. If

they are no thicker than a cedar pencil they
may be cut right dovm to the base ; if they are

are as thick as a finger they may be left 3 inches,
() inches, or 9 inches long where the wood is

sound—that is to say, is well ripened and un-
iujured by frost. At first it may seem to many
people a great waste of material to cut these
stout shoots, which are often 5 feet or 6 feet

long, down to within (J inches of their ba.se, but
it is rarely advantageous to leave a greater
length than 9 inches at the outside. It

must be borne in mind that the new growth
starts from the tops of the pruned shoots, and
therefore if these are left long the effects of a
high wind in early June arc liable to be dis-

astrous, the weight of foliage and flower-buds
at the end of a long stem causing them to sway
to and fro and chafe against each other, or even
to break short oft'.

If, however, when a shoot is cut through, the
pith is found to be discoloured, or there is a
yellow ring between the pith and the surround-
ing hard wood, the shoot must be cut down still

shorter— even to the surface of the ground it

need be—to get below the discolouration, for
though the eyes on the frost-bitten part of these

shoots will often start into growth, they soon

die back and never produce a flower, or at least

only a deformity.

In addition to a discrimination between the

old wood and the new—" be oft' with the old

wood before being on with the new " might al-

most serve as a motto for Rose pruners— dis-

cretion must also be exercised as to the nature

of the varieties dealt with. The foregoing re-

marks appl}^ as has been said, to Hybrid Per-

petuals of the usual type, and are likewise ordi-

narily applicable to the majority of dwarf Teas
grown in the open ; but the treatment is not to

be adopted in the case of climbers or the Dijon
Teas, unless indeed it is desired to sacrifice

bloom for a season in order that the plants may
cUmb higher. It would seem superfluous to

mention this, but that the recommendation to

prune dwarf Roses hard has before now re-

sulted in the cutting down of every Rose in a
garden to the same level, and only recently a

fine set of tall standards of such Roses as Gloire

de Dijon and Reine Marie Henriette which had
made magnificent growth and promised a grand
display of bloom were found to have had every
single shoot ruthlessly chopped off within an
inch of the base—a proceeding which can only
result in a late, though probably very strong,

flowerless growth.

Such cHmbing Roses only need to have their

long shoots tipped, just a few inches taken oft'

the ends, as far back as they may have been
touched by the frost ; although it is well that

the pruning of these Roses, as of all Hybrid
Perpetuals, should be begun by cutting out the

old wood that carried flowers in the previous
July-

Hardiness of Tea Roses.— Some writers

would have us believe Tea Roses are too tender
almost for the open. There is no greater fallacy

existing. I have seen Tea Roses, and of the com-
monly supposed tender varieties, left to the mercy
of frost and wind without the slightest protection,

and this both in the country and the suburbs of

London. The great point is to purchase strong
healthy plants in the first place, and give them a

good holding soil. It is the foolishness of writers

who assert that Tea Roses are tender that keeps
many from growing them. There is no flower more
delicate, free, and beautiful than a Tea Rose, and
no more welcome sight than groups of the be.-^t

kinds in full bloom in July.—C.

Pruning Moss Roses.—I have some beds
filled with Moss Roses, the sorts being the common
crested and the white Bath. After the first year of

planting they were pruned in to two or three eyes on
each shoot, and the following summer the plants

made good clean growth. Instead of pruning the

shoots close in again, I left them about 2 feet long

and pegged them down. From nearly every eye
the plants broke freely, and made good shoots

which flowered well. The next spring I cut back
these growths to within one or two eyes of the

main branch, and the results have been satisfac-

tory. This practice may not be new, but it has
the effect of more quickly covering the bed with

shoots, and consequently flowers, than could be
done by close pruning annually.—S.

Chinese or Bengal Roses.—I have here two
small round beds filled with these free - flowering

showy Roses. One bed contains the old Crimson
and the other Cramoisie Superieure. For the last

eight years the plants have flowered very freely.

One does not now often see this class of Roses cul-

tivated in gardens, unless in some out-of-the-way

corner or in a cottage garden. The frosts during

the past winter have done more damage to the plants

than during any year I have had them. This is no
doubt owing to the unsatisfactory state of the

growth of last autumn, and in my case the plants

are so situated that they get but little sun during

the autumn. In many instances the plants have

been killed down to the ground line. I have now
cut them down to that part, and shall hope to see

them throw up strong sucker-Uke growths, which
will reward me with a rich show of blooms.—S.

JUDGING ROSES.

The Rose grower having succeeded in growing
his Roses to a state of perfection so as to enable
him to exhibit, has to take into consideration

the kmd of blooms which are likely to find

most favour in the eyes of the judges, so that

no points are lost in attaining as high a position

in the prize list as possible.

In the eyes of all good judges there appear
to be three essential points necessary to consti-

tute a good bloom. First comes the matter of

form—without this no bloom can be considered

perfect, however large in size and fine in colour.

Next to form, colour and freshness find most
favour. And, lastly, comes the (Question of size,

though this by some judges is considered equally

as important as colour and freshness. The past

few years have witnessed a great change of opi-

nion in this direction, and the boxes of large,

dull coloured, and mostly overblown blooms do
not find the same favour now as a few years

ago. Thanks to our National Society for this

better state of things, which is one among many
improvements it has mainly been instrumental in

bringing about. By all means let the large

Roses winwhen combined with the same smooth-
ness of petal, high finish, and brilliancy and
freshness of colour of those slightly inferior in

size, but only when all these good points are

there ; for how often do we find very large Roses
exhibit a roughness of petal, serrated edges, and
dulness of colour anything but pleasing to the

eye, the last often the result, practised by some
exhibitors, of the too free use of worsteil bind-

ings as a preventive against the blooms becoming
too open, a gaining of size at the expense of

colour, and showing the flower up in an unna-
tural form.

Having touched on the chief points necessary

to constitute a good bloom, the question then
arises as to the various methods employed in

judging a class, say where a dozen boxes or

more are in competition for the three or four

prizes offered, and the usual three judges are

appointed to make the awards, the exhibition

being one of importance, where competition

runs high and the exhibits are nearly all of

equal merit—a thing of no unusual occurrence

at some of the large shows.

The first thing is to find from the schedule

the number of prizes ofl'ered, then for all the

three judges to go through the collections and
pick out the best boxes to the same number,
and when unanimous on this point, and it is

found that two or more stands run each other

very closely, then it is necessary for one of the

judges to examine each individual bloom and
call out the points to his fellow judges, they
checking him as the work proceeds, three points

to lie the ma.vimmn number for the fines

blooms, and two and one for those not so good.

Extra points perhaps may be necessary for any
blooms of extra merit, but this can only be
regulated by the standard adopted in judging.

When this system is carefully carried out, there

is not much fear of arriving at wrong decisions

as to the relative merits of the different stands.

This plan I think to be much superior to that

practised by some judges of simply counting the

good or bad flowers in each stand and making
their awards accordingly, as by this method not

sufficient accoinit is takin of the inferior blooms,

and these vary in their dift'ercnt degrees of in-

feriority just in the same manner as the good
flowers vary in their superiority.
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Then there is the question raised by some
judges as to wliether a stand containing a large

proportion of Tea varieties of good quality

should not have extra points given over those
containing none or very few Teas. These latter,

in my opinion, should liave no extra favour
shown except they fulfil all the conditions

which go to make a perfect bloom as regards

shape, size, <fec. All undersized blooms, whether
Tea or otherwise, should be passed over without
counting, and it is only in cases where exhibits

run very closely together in point of merit that

the Teas, which give greater variety of colour,

should have some weight in deciding between
the merits of stands. For, after all, variety has
a charm which most exhibitors are fully alive

to, and who know the value of a few finely-

developed Teas in a box. Then, again, the
question sometimes arises in the minda of judges
as to whether the blooms of Tea varieties, being
more difficult to produce than those of the
Hybrid Perpetuals, should not have extra points
given on tliis score. But this suggests the
question. Are Teas really more difficult to grow
than the Hybrid Perpetuals ? And I think the
answer to this, so far as the drier southern and
eastern counties are concerned, would be that
perfect blooms of Teas are more easily to be had
than many of the dark crimson and red Per-
petuals. For in our coolest summers are
there not always a few of those "awful hot
days" coming just at the wrong time, and which
always seem to take the life out of those pro-
mising buds of Xavier Olibo and Charles Le-
febvre, whilst Jean Ducher, Etoile de Lyon,
and a host of other Tea varieties seem to revel
in the tropical heat, and all at once put on their
greatest splendour / Our Rose brethren who
grow their Roses near the coast, where the
temperature is more equalised by the cool sea
breezes, have but a faint idea of the difficulties

experienced by us more inland growers in being
able to exhibit many of the darker varieties of
Hybrid Perpetuals in their best form, owing to
these bursts of extreme heat and the greater
severity of spring frosts through our more
central and flat position.

Before concluding, there is one other matter
so closely connected with the judging of Roses
that a few lines may not appear out of place,
and that is the undue dressing of the flowers, a
practice which appears to be on the increase
every year, and if carried to extremes, so far as
the exhibiting of the flowers is concerned, bids
fair to sink tlie Rose to the same dead level of
slia])e as the show Dahlia, and destroy the
different types of form, one of its greatest
charms. There m.ay be no great harm in the
straightening of a petal if slightly out of place
in a reflexed shaped Rose like Madame de
Watteville, but when one comes across a va-
riety like Souvenir d'Elise with two or three
rows of its large shell-like outer petals curled
back into a reflexed shape, then the practice I
think all true rosarians will condemn, as these
and other ty])cs of R(jses liave a peculiar natural
beaiity of their own, which no amount of petal-
curling or worsted string twitchings round the
centre'will improve.—J. Bikkei.l, in " Ro.sarian's
Year-Book."

Spring flowers in the garden of Canon
Bridges at Ecddington.—Many tilings arc just now
in great beauty. More especially is thi.s the case
with various forms ot tin; common Primrose, the
blue Squills, Arabis, Erica lierbaccn, and especially
large mas.ses of Draba aizoides. This is really one
of the mo.st beautiful gems in a spring garden, and
it recalled to my mind my earlier days, for nearly
forty years ago this was grown in very large quanti-
ties for spring planting in the Earl of EUesmere's

establishment, the large clumps being removed after

flowering, when propagation was effected if con-

sidered necessary.—W. H. G.

Propagating.

PoiNSETTiAS.— It is now time to start these into

growth, and to secure good strong cuttings the old

plants should be placed in a favourable position.

Their chief requirements are : a light, open position,

a rather high temperature, a moist atmosphere, and
a little liquid manure. Weakly cuttings never

make well furnished plants. The cuttings should

be taken when the shoots are 3 inches or 4 inches

long, taking them off within a joint or two of the

old wood ; they must be cut off quite close below a
joint, and a little dry sand applied to prevent the

milky sap from flowing. This is a very important
point in connection with all plants of this nature.

The cuttings should be put in singly in small pots,

using a compost ot loam, leaf-mould, and peat in

equal parts, with plenty of sand added. The pots

should be prepared beforehand, so that the cuttings

may be taken off, and put in with as little delay as

possible. They should be plunged in the hottest

part ot the propagating pit, kept quite close, and
well shaded for a few days. It will be better not

to give much water for a day or two, but the cut-

tings should not be allowed to become dry enough
for them to flag. Although plants propagated
in June will produce fine heads of bracts the fol

lowing winter, and will keep their foliage better

than those propagated earlier, it is best to com-
mence as soon as the old plants have made suffi-

cient growth. Those started early may be tojiped

after they have made some progress and the tops

used as cuttings, and these will make the best

plants, as the bottom leaves will be larger.

Poinsettias may be propagated as late as the end
of July. Strong cuttings taken at that time and
carefully treated will make dwarf plants with
good foliage down to the surface of the pots, and
they will also produce good heads of bracts. It re-

quires a little experience, however, before it is safe

to trust to propagating much later in the season
than the early part of June.

WlNTEH-FLOWEEiNG BEGONIAS.—These should
now have attention. A few of the old species are
.still worthy of cultivation. Although not so bril

liant in colour as the varieties of the tuberous sec
tion, they have the advantage of flowering freely
during the dull winter months. B. insignis is an
old species, and has bright green foliage and pretty
coral-like flowers. It is very serviceable at Christ-
mas-time. Cuttings put in now will make good
plants the same season. If a few old plants have
been properly cared for, it will not be difficult to

get good cuttings. Short side shoots taken off

close to the old stems are best, as they are shorter
jointed and will break out better after they have
been stopped. They will root freely in the ordinary
stove propagating pit. If kept close they will re-

quire very little water for the first few days ; the
leaves must be kept quite clear of the plunging
material, otherwise they will be liable to damp off.

B. Knowsleyana.—This is a remarkably free-flower-

ing sort, and will bloom at any season of the year,
but it is during the winter that it is most useful,

the flowers, though pink when exposed to bright
sunshine, being pure white in winter. Cuttings
rooted now and kept continually stopped until late

in the autumn will make fine bushy plants, which
will fiower freely well on through the winter. B.
odorata is very usefid for cutting from, the large
tru.sses of pure white blossoms being produced on
long stalks. To fiower this species successfully the
plants should be confined to small pots and grown
in a higher teiiqieralure than is required for most
of the Begonias. B. nitida, which is very similar
to the above, except that the flowers are jiink, may
be grown under the same conditions. Cuttings
from rather slender growing shoots should be
.selected, and if prown in light .sandy soil, with
about three jilants in a pot, they will llowcr better
than when grown singly and stopped. B. fuch-
sioides is a very pretty species, which flowers freely

during the autumn and early part of the winter in
a greenhouse temperature. It is an old favourite
which, when propagated early in the spring and
well cared for during the summer, will make a
bright display. Cuttings rooted now may be started
in a little warmth, and later on the plants may be
grown in a cold pit, and will give very little trouble.
B. Jloonlight is another very useful variety, which
should be propagated at this season. Sliort side
shoots which have not begun to show bloom make
the best cuttings. They will root freely under the
same treatment as previously recommended, but
this variety requires some care to succeed well with
it. The plants should be grown in an intermediate
temperature, and must be potted in good light
compost, taking care that they are potted on before
they have become pot-bound. If once the plants
receive a check it will be impossible to get them to
start away freely again ; but when grown success-
fully it is one of the best, and produces immense
quantities of creamy white blossoms, which con-
trast well with the rich glossy green foliage. B.
metallica, which has rather large leaves ot a metallic
hue and pretty rosy pink flowers, may also be regarded
as one of the most useful. When well grown it

is effective as a foliage plant, and when in flower
an additional charm is added. It maybe propagated
and grown under the same conditions as the last-

mentioned variety. Begonias are naturally of free

growth, and most of them are very free-flowering,

but, like all other plants, to have them in really

fine condition they require regular attention, and
young plants are far better than old ones. If

watering is carefully attended to they may be
grown on in a position where they are well exposed
to the sun, a slight shading during the hottest part
of the day being all that is necessary. Plants so

treated give far greater satisfaction than those
grown in a close, over-shaded position. A.

Ferns.
W. H. GOWER.

AMPHIDESMIDM BLBCHNOEDES.
This is a Fern which at various times I have
received from Trinidad, in which island it ap-

pears to be common, or at any rate by no means
rare. I am unaware if it is now alive in this

country, and if not, anyone having friends in

Trinidad should endeavour to re-introduce it in

a living state, for, independent of its intrinsic

beauty, it appears to me to be a Fern that we
know very little about. It is the Polypodium
blechnoides of Richard, a writer upon the plants

of Guiana, Polypodium rostratum of Humboldt,
Polypodium Parkeri of Hooker and Greville,

Alsophila blechnoides of Hooker, Metaxya
rostrata of Hooker and Bauer, and Amphides-
mium rostratum of Martins. Why it comes to

be an Alsophila I do not know. The only re-

ference that I can trace is in A\'illdenow's

" Species Plantannn," vol. v., p. 193. He says

under Polypodium rostratum, " Caudex erectua

arboreus," but all the plants that 1 have seen

had a stout creeping stem, and I think if this

plant did really make an upriglit stem we should

have heard something about it from its native

countj-y. The plant in question 1 have never

seen with fronds more than ;! feet long ; these

are simply pinnate, the iiiini;i) being each !)

inches long and nearly 1 ^ inches wide, serrated

at tho points, and rich shining green. The
fructification is \ery curious, anil chiefly con-

fined to the nuddle of the pinna\ It is a very
handsome and distinct Fern, and worthy of a
place in any collecticui of iilant.s for its beauty,

and certainly deserving of attention for its

apparent pectdiarities. Beside the spot I have
named, it is .said ,also to occur in various jiarta

of tho West Indies and on tho mainland of

Tropical America.

Todea intermedia.

—

I think this is the plant

which Mr. Smee has in his garden under the name
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of T. superba. and which remains out in a cold frame
without any other protection. It is a splendid
plant with a very dense head of fronds, which are

a yard long and in perfect health, the colour being
intense deep green. This is another instance show-
ing how hardy this species is. In this position the
plant is as liealthy as any I have ever seen, and
proves that many who suppose that a special struc-

ture is necessary to develop its beauties could
grow it.—G.

Polystichum coniifolium.—This is one of

the great charms in one of the Orchid houses in

Mr. Smee's garden, the fronds being 2 feet or 3 feet

high, and of an intense bright shining green. It is

a native of the East Indies, but thrives well under
cool treatment, the specimen plant referred to

having stood in a temperature of 48° during the
winter.

Osmunda palustris.—This Fern is just now
extremely beautiful in Mr. Smee's Orchid house,

where quantities of Ferns and Orchids in flower

are mingled together. The plant in question is

now making a quantity of young fronds, and these

are suffused with a delicate bloom similar to that of

a Plum, which, in contrast with its green fronds, is

charming.

Lomaria discolor.—One of the most handsome
of the species belonging to this family, and being a
native of New Zealand, it is well adapted for a cool

fernery. It forms a stout, short stem, and bears a
good crown of fronds, each of which attains a
length of 2 feet. The fertile fronds are contracted
and stand erect. Sometimes, however, the basal

part of the pinnre is not contracted, and in this

state it produces a very pleasing effect.

Onychium auratum.—This beautiful Fern is

thriving well in the Burford Lodge collection,

where it is grown in a cool house. The rhizome is

creeping, and the fronds are from 1 foot to 2 feet

in height, finely divided, the upper side very deep
green. The indusium which covers the sori is of a
golden yellow, and gives the underside of the fertile

frond a rich and gorgeous appearance. It is a
native of Northern India and the Malay Islands,

and we think it still remains one of the rarest species

in cultivation.

Adiantum dolabriforme.—This species is too

frequently classed with A. lunulatum by those

botanists who confine themselves entirely to classi-

fying and naming from dried specimens only, but

if studied in a growing state, great and important

discoveries may oftentimes be made, A. lunulatum
being invariably deciduous and A. dolabriforme

evergreen. Nice examples of the latter we noted a

short time since in Messrs. Dixon's nursery at

Hackney. Both species make excellent basket

Ferns.

Microlepia platyphylla.—This is a bold-

growing, handsome Fern which we recently noted
in fine condition. It is a conspicuous and showy
plant, having a character peculiarly its own. The
fronds are from 2 feet to 4 feet high and very

broad. The segments, which are 1 foot long, broad,

and flat, are on the upper surface bright lively

green, and beneath are ornamented with large

reddish brown sori. The fronds are beautifully

arched and the plant grows quickly. It thrives

best in a cool house.

Gymnogramma gloriosa.—This species does

well with Mr. Bain in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden,

where it is grown as a pot plant. The long,

brilliant green, delicately cut fronds fall all round
in such a regular manner, that one could easily

imagine it a work of art instead of Nature. This is

a very different thing to the typical plant, G.

schizophylla, which was, I think, introduced by the

Messrs. Veitch, and which has always proved a bad
grower.—W. H. G.

Davallia fijiensis plumosa.—I believe this

Fern is one of the introductions of Mr. William
Bull, of Chelsea, and it certainly is one of the

handsomest kinds ever brought into cultivation.

The finest example of this plant I have ever seen is

now in Canon Bridges' garden at Beddington. The
large fronds are deltoid in outline, pendent, and
the colour an intense deep green. It would appear

to be a plentiful species in various of the Fiji

^

Islands, and was collected by Milne many years

ago. It is also useful because it thrives in moderate

heat.—G.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Bose Princess Beatrice. — Flowers of this

pretty Rose come from Mr. Bennett, of Shepperton. It

is useless to try to give in words an idea of the colour of

this lovely Kose. The coloiir is as near yellow-bulF

as auytkiiig else, the foliage being also very haudsome.

A freak of the common Primrose.—I beg to

forward you a Primrose bloom which has assumed the

form of a Polyanthus. The plant from which this was
taken was fouud growing wild on my lawn. Is this

unusual in the Primrose ?—G. L. Dillon (Major-

General), Toughal, Co. Cork.

Tulip Crimson King.—For late flowering in

pots this Tulip is one of the best single varieties,

coming into bloom at the beginning of April when the

liulk of the earUer kinds are past. This variety is

much appreciated, as it prolongs the supply where
Tulips are admired in the house.

Draesena australis in Sussex.—I have in the

garden a Dracaena australis doing remarkably well. It

has been planted out some five or six years, baring got

too big for the greenhouse. This year a robin has

built its nest in it, which I think is very singular. The
tree, which is some 10 feet high, is gi-owing freely andhas
very good foliage. The nest is almost hidden from view.
—W. W. Hasler, Aldingbourne House, Chichestey.

The double Auricula.—We herewith send you
a few blooms of the tine old double Auricula. The
flowers were almost over before we thought of sending

them. It is so scarce that we seldom hear of it now.

—

Ja.mes Cocker and Sons, Aherdeen.
*»* A very pretty old plant, which we hope Messrs.

Cocker some day will have plenty of.

—

Ed.

Olivias.—I beg to enclose you a flower-spike of

Gliria with nineteen flowers. It bore twenty-one, but

I, unfortunately, gathered two before I thought of

sending it. I think it is exceptionally large, as I have

several other plants flowering here in the conservatory

which have only an average of twelve to fifteen each.

—

Jas. Hakris, Woolland House Gardens, near Bland-

ford, Dorset.
*»* A fine umbel of the showy Olivia miniata.

—

Ed.

Muscari botryoides carneum.— I ordered

three bulbs of this last autumn, but did not expect

much from it. These roots are now in full bloom,

and I am much pleased with theidelicate beauty of

the flowers. They are pale flesh colour, much the

same tint as those of Soilla bifolia camea. I think

this plant is likely to become a favourite.

—

Jay
Ate.

The white Chionodoxa.—When describing

this from memory a few weeks ago, I was wrong in

stating that the inside of the petals is pure white.

I find such is not the case. The flowers on opening

are stained towards the tips with pale lavender or

porcelain-blue. After a few days this colour almost

entirely disappears. In all its stages the flower

is most beautiful.—Jay Ate.

Lathrsea clandestina.—I am much interested

in Mr. Tallack's note upon this plant in TiiE GAR-
DEN of April 6 (p. Slti), but he does not say what
he considers, in his case, to be the supporting host

of this beautiful parasite. I was much charmed
with it last year on seeing it in flower at Kew. I

should be greatly indebted to anyone who would

send me some pieces of L. squamaria.—R. I.

Ltnch.

Partridge Berry in Philadelphia, TJ.S.—A
beautiful little bog plant, the Partridge Berry

(Mitchella repens), is sold by the coloured flower

girls in the streets here in great quantities at 2d.

a bunch (about a handful). It resembles Fuchsia

procumbens in habit, and bears brilliant scarlet,

Cotoneaster-like berries. A bunch of these branches

in full berry will keep for several weeks in water,

as it retains many of the fine rootlets along the

stem.—J. MuEisox.

Spring flowers in "My Garden."—These
plants are beginning to look bright and lovely in

Mr. Smee's garden at Carshalton. Caltha jialustris

is now beautiful beside the brooks, its rich golden

flowers reflected in the water giving a do\)ble effect.

Here also are to be seen clumps of Cyclamen
Atkinsi in variety. Primula nivalis and P. farinosa,

various forms of the pretty Epimediums, the lovely

Puschkinia soilloides, with its charming white
flowers delicately tinged with light blue ; Sisyrin-

chinm grandiflorum, and the variety album. These,

with numbers of Crocuses, Arabises, Aubrietias and
other things, give great hopes of a beautiful display

later on.

Spiraea astilboides.—This is one of the coming
plants, and may one day take the place of the

common kind. We were reminded of its usefulness

by a batch of plants recently about to flower in the

Epsom Nursery. It was introduced by Mr.VW. Bull,

of Chelsea, from Japan, and is considered by some
a variety of the Goat's-beard Spiraea (S. Aruncus)

;

and whether this is the case or not, it resembles

that species in general aspect, though it is far more
graceful and much dwarfer. The white flowers are

borne in taU plume-like panicles, which rise from a

mass of spreading leaves. It is one of the hand-

somest greenhouse flowers we have, and it does well

in a bog garden, in which situation it was blooming
freely last summer at Broxbourne.

Galax aphylla is a charming plant for the

rockery, and where it can be sheltered the various-

coloured foliage is very pretty during the winter.

We are told that the leaves are gathered during the

winter in considerable quantities on the mountains
of North-west Carolina, and sent north to be used in

winter decoration. They range in colour from
bright glossy green to deep crimson-maroon and
dark bronze, and are often richly variegated. The
Galax is perfectly hardy, and flourishes well in a
peat bed such as is used for American Lilies. It

forms numerous runners, by which means it is

readily propagated. Its flowers, which are white

and last for a considerable time, are produced in

the greatest abundance. The bronzy foliage and
bright scarlet berries of Gaultheria procumbens are

also very effective on the rockery during the autumn
and winter months. It is not so particular about

soil as the Galax, and we have seen it used very

successfully as an edging.

Seedling Hellebores.- 1 may supplement Mr
WoUey Dod's note about Hellebores by saying that

Mr. Archer-Hind kindly sent me seeds at the same
time that Jlr. WoUey Dod had them, and plants

from a sowing then made are now in full bloom.

They are much later in this part than further south

and are very beautiful. I send you a few. One great

fault is that they will not live in water if cut with

a long stalk, but cut the flowers with about an inch

of stalk and place them in wet Moss, as Mr. Wilson
recommends for Primroses, and they make an ex-

tremely pretty dish. A soup-plate does as well as

anything. I strongly advise the raising of seedlings.

These take about three [or four years to become
blooming plants, but I had one or two which
flowered the second year. I grow mine on the north

side of a Holly hedge in a very well-made bed,

and they are the envy of most people who see them,

but up here the blooms must be protected, as the

north-east winds completely spoil them. They have

been in bloom two months and will last for another

month. I find the guttatus section is much more
rare than the others.—A. Rawson, ^^^nder7nere.

Clianthus magnificus.—This very beautiful

New Zealand trailing shrub is now in flower here on

an open west wall, where it seems quite at home and
grows most freely. Many of last year's branches

grew over 4 feet long, and from the axil of every

leaf a long raceme of open flowers or flower-buds

is now hanging. The plant will continue in flower

for two or three months. The very moist year of

1.S88 seems to have well suited it. The moist, mild

climate of the south of Ireland is just what it enjoys,

for I have never seen any cultivated under glass

with anything like the health of the plants here on

the open walls. It is easily propagated either from

seeds or cuttings, and will grow in any good garden

soil, a liberal supply of weak liquid manure during

its growing season greatly improving the colour and
brightness of its foliage. 1 have found that when
planted side by side with C. puniceus it is more
hardy, brighter' in foliage and flower, and a much
freer grower. This might meet the eye of many
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lovers of beautiful shrubs who live in South Devon
and Cornwall who have not yet tried this beautiful

Glory Pea outside. To all such I say. Try it.—W.
OSBOENE, Futa, Cork.

Muscari Heldreichi.—It is very annoying to

pay 3s. tjd. for a bulb of a supposed new plant and
when it blooms to find that you have dozens of the

same plant in your garden, having bought it some
fifteen years before under another name at less

than a sixth of the present price. This is the old

Muscari pulchellum, or, at least, this is what is sent

to me. It is a very good thing, but a regular " sell

"

under the circumstances.—Jat Aye.

Oncidium cucuUatum.—This is one of the

loveliest of the Oncidiums, and the flowers show a
great variety of colouring in the lip. This is very

noticeable in the plants of it in bloom in the

Studley House collection. In one case the lip is

unusually rich, profusely covered with lake-crimson

spots ; in another the blotches are of large size and
laid on a paler ground, while in others the colour is

a self rose-purple with scarcely a spot, and yet

other forms have a white ground, charmingly
beautified by bright rose-purple blotches. We re-

gard this Oncidium as a perfect gem of its class.

Colchicum crociflorum.—Those whose taste

runs in the Sunflower line will not care for this

plant. It is neither big enough nor gorgeous
enough for them. The flower is smaller than that

of many of the Crocuses, but the clear white of the

interior is nicely set off by the purple stripe on the

exterior, and each root sends up three or four

blooms. It opens in the early days of March, and
seems to be perfectly hardy. I have ordered it

several times, but until this season have never got

the true kind, which appears to be scarce in the

trade.

—

Jay Aye.

Some pretty combinations of spring
flowers.—Finding that Iris reticulata planted alone
had a somewhat sombre appearance, 1 last autumn
mixed this Iris with Leucojum vernum, to the

great advantage of both these charming flowers.

Each group contains from 150 to 200 bulbs, and the
effect is exquisite. Another very pretty combina-
tion is Narcissus Horsfieldi planted in a ground-
work of Anemone apennina. Primula nivalis,

marginata, and rosea, are all very beautiful this

spring. In the shrubberies various DafEodils are just

coming into bloom above the bright green foliage

of the winter Aconite.—H. M., Worcestershire.

Primula petiolaris seems to be very unfortu-
nate in its first introduction to our gardens. It is

described as one of the finest of the Himalayan
species, and Mr. Elwes, its introducer, seemed very
much disappointed when he saw the plants in

flower. He says " it forms large heads of deep
bright purple or pink flowers, quite hiding the
leaves ;" but as it is said to be a variable species, we
may yet be able to obtain a good variety. It is

found in damp shady woods at an elevation of

9000 feet to 10,000 feet, the leaves, broadly oblong
with jagged margins, being in rosettes. The flowers

on the specimen shown from Kew at the meeting
in the Drill Hall on Tuesday were pale pink, and
seemed inclined to become double by forming
secondary petals between the others. Tridentata
and sessilis are synonyms.

Dimorphanthusmandschuricus.—I was very
pleased to see the note by A. D. Webster on page
308 of The Garijen drawing attention to this ex-
traordinary looking shrub. As there seem to be
doubts about its hardiness and of its adaptability
for out-of-door culture, except in the most favoured
situations in the southern counties, it may interest

A. D. Webster and others to know that according
to my experience with the plant I find it to be of
such a hardy nature, as to grow freely out of doors
even as far north as tliis. Several specimens of it

were planted in the shrubljcries here about ten
years ago, in a somewhat .sheltered, though low-
lying and damp situation. Being at that time
rather suspicious about its hardiness, the pl;int

were, with tlie advent of winter, annually wrajiped
with straw ropes for protection, in wliich condition
tlioy jiassed througli uninjured the critical test of
8° below zero in the early part of January, 1881.

We have given them no protection whatever during
the last five or six years, and they have been ex-

posed to from 20° to 30° of frost on several occa-

sions in that time. They are planted in a rich

alluvial deposit, in which they make leaves of large

dimensions, which are highly ornamental, having
a distinct, sub-tropical appearance. The flowers,

which appear from the top of the growths, with us

in September are a feature of only secondary im-

portance in comparison to the other ornamental
characteristics which the plant possesses. It is a
native of Manchuria, in China, and was introduced
in 186G.—J. Graham, Milne Graden, CoMstreavi,

KB.

Primula nivea.—This beautiful snowy Prim-
rose is now very charming in my cold house, and it

is one of the most interesting of the hardy species

of Primroses. The plants are strong and were
potted in 5-inch pots in July last. All the summer
and autumn the plants were plunged in a bed of

Cocoa fibre, and when hard weather set in, fearing

the effects of fog and wet weather in combination,

I took the plants into a cold house, where they are

now flowering. It is so free that on some plants I

have as many as ten and twelve trusses. Has this

species been tried as a market plant? I should

think it would sell remarkably well. Some time
since I saw a white Auricula advertised, and having
ordered it got P. nivea. But there exists a semi-

double white Auricula which I got some years ago
from M. Louis Van Houtte. It seeds pretty freely,

but I have never succeeded in getting a white
variety among the seedlings.—R. D.

Shortia galacifolia.—This remarkable plant

is the only American representative of its genus,

and was dedicated to Dr. Charles W. Short, of

Kentucky, by Dr. Gray in the American Journal of
Science in 1842, about fifty years after its first dis-

covery by Michaux in the mountains of North
Carolina. It presents us with a case somewhat
analogous to that of Narcissus cyclamineus. The
Shortia, as is well known, had been long sought for

in the locality given, and its very existence even
doubted until re-discovered in 1877 in McDowell
County, North Carolina, by Mr. G. W. Hyams. The
specimens collected by Hyams, however, did not

reach Dr. Gray for full examination and comparison
until 1878. Under the guidance of the re-discoverer.

Dr. Gray and several other botanists the following

year visited its habitat, where in a spot about 10

feet by 30 feet from fifty to a hundred plants in all

were found. Growing in company with it were
Galax aphylla, to which in leaf and habit it has a
near affinity ; Asarum virginicum, and the charm
ing little Mitchella repens. This Shortia must
surely have covered a much wider area in bygone
times, and Dr. Gray suggests that the Galax had
crowded it out, which is not unlikely, as it (the

Galax) has a more robust habit and is altogether

stronger. Another habitat has been found in

America, and this was the source from which Mr.
Elwes obtained the plant shown at the Drill Hall a
fortnight ago. Its whereabouts, however, is kept

secret, and unless some of our travelling nursery-

men happen to drop across it, we need not fear its

extermination for some time. Its original habitat

was a very secluded spot overshadowed by Rhodo-
dendrons and Magnolias growing with the plants

above mentioned, and where the Mitchella esta-

blishes itself there need be little difficulty with the

Shortia. It forms runners exactly like the G.ilax,

by which means it may be propagated. The
presence of these runners makes the difficulty of

accounting for its scarcity very great, but of course

the fact of the Galax being the stronger plant liel]is

us out of the difficulty. It has been found in Japan
also, and was described by JIaximowicz under llie

name of Schizocodon uniflorus, and also as Shortia

imillora, but the Japanese plant was identified by

Dr. Gniy as the American one, which lie had de-

scribed under the above name many years before.

There are two species of Schizocodon found in

Japan (soldanelloides and ilicifolius), and altliough

it forms a closely allied genus, it is distinct enough
to be kept separate. Tlie Shortia, when once fairly

established witli us, is sure to become a general

favourite, its large charming white flowers and neat

habit being good recommendations. It appears to

have been cultivated by Woolson and Co., of

Passaic, a few years ago, and a water-colour draw-
ing made from one of their plants was reproduced
in the Gardeners' Chronicle in 1881, and also in

Goodall's " Wild Plants of America," tab. 24.

Another species (S. Davidi) found in Japan Is

figured in Franch. PI. David, t. 133, and looks not
unlike a Globularia or Statice not yet introduced.

The plant figured in the Jlerue Morticolc, IxHS,

p. 41, as Shortia califomica is an annual Composite,
the correct name of which is Actinolepis coronaria

;

also known as Hymenoxys californica, Bseria cali-

fornica, &c.— K.

A useful and profitable hardy flower.—A
Russian journal devoted to the industrial interests

of the Caucasus describes the cultivation of the

Pyrethrum plant in the Caucasus. The flowers of

the Pyrethrum (Pyrethrum roseum) are used for

making the powder, which is sold under various

names, "insect powder," "Persian powder," "death
to insects," &c. In Europe these flowers are only

found in Dalmatia, but these are white and not
rose-violet, like those of the Caucasus form. The
Dalmatian Pyrethrum is appreciated, and when
its crop is scarce the Caucasian flowers are eagerly

sought for, and their price increases by from 200 to

300 per cent. This was the case in 1887 and 1888.

Prices which had varied between 3 and 7 roubles

for the previous ten years reached all at once in

1887 15 and 1(5 roubles at Tiflis. Formerly a
certain quantity of Pyrethrum in powder was ex-

ported from the Caucasus, but Europeans were not

satisfied with receiving this delicate article in this

form, because it was discovered to be mixed with

foreign substances, and growers in the Caucasus
could not reduce it to the impalpable state requisite

to preserve its efficacy. At the present time the

flowers only are exported. It is necessary that

they should be cut as short- as possible at the stalk,

gathered when ripe, dried in the shade and in a

current of air, because in the sun the bloom and
rose colour are lost, and, lastly, that they should

not be mixed with other herbs when being gathered.

Recently a fraud has been noticed in the packages

of Caucasian flowers, other flowers resembling those

of the Pyrethrum and dyed of the same colour

having been found. The exports amounted to be-

tween 175,000 and 200,000 kilogrammes last year;

of those three-fourths were badly prepared, the

season having been a very rainy one.

Packing cut flowers.—I have read with

interest the various modes of packing cut flowers

that have been brought forward from time to time

in The Garden. Considering the importance to

employers and employed, to say nothing of the

difference in market returns, of the arrival of

flowers in the best possible condition, I venture to

submit to your readers the simple plan adopted

here. Our packages in their journey of some 300

miles by land and water are subject to the none too

careful handling of railway porters, steamboat

officials, and country carriers, and should be a fair

test of our style of packing. The materials re-

quired cost nothing. They are clean Moss and
Willows, or any other pliable sticks that may be

had. We make small bunches of such things as

Azaleas, Pelargoniums, &c., and then tie a small

quantity of Moss at the bottom of each bunch, in-

serting the Moss and stems in water for a time (a

very important item), and gently squeezing the Moss
before packing. Boxes of various depths are used,

the largest for Rhododendrons, kc, the shallow

ones for Orchids and small flowers. Placing a row
in the box, I (Uit a stick that will just fit tightly

across, pressing it down carefully to the stems, by
wliich they are perfectly secured, repeating until

full ; the last row being reversed no space is lost.

No harm can result from the box being turned in

any position. I have seen correspondents asking

how Gloxinias and other fragile and easily-bruised

llowcrs may be packed. This plan answers admir-

ably. A little soft paper or wool may with advan-

tage be worked up between the blooms, not over

them, and they turn out as fresh as when gathered.

— M. Webster, Ci/fari/ifa Castle (Mrdens.
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A PLACE WHERE "NOTHING WOULD
GROW."

There are often bare comers in gardens and
shrubberies that are left bare because their

condition is considered hopeless. Their owner
will say, " Oh, that is a place where nothing

will grow !
" Such a place, condemned in much

such terms three years ago by many who saw it,

is now shown in the engraving. Throughout the

past winter it has been the best clothed bit of

the garden, with its healthy-looking clumps of

Helleborus corsicus, H. fojtidus, and Iris fceti-

dissima and Irish I\'y beginning to cover the

paling at the back. The soil is the poorest pos-

years in the form of cigars, cigarettes, and cut Tobacco,
but the quality of all is so deficient that we do not
again mean to grow it.—J. MuiB, Margam,

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Bouquet Fait family. — When this variety

was introduced from the Continent in 1880 it

wa.s much admired as a cut bloom, and promised
to be a desirable variety to cultivate for that

purpose ; but as time went on it became evi-

dent that the sort named was of too early a cha-

racter to become generally grown. In the north

A place where " nothing would grow." Growth of Hellebores in wiute

sible— a dry sand, and under the shade of Fir
trees. A bank was thrown up to conceal a road,

and the Hellebores, then yoimg seedlings sent

by friends by post, were planted in groups. On
other parts of the same bank are varieties of

minor Periwinkle, Solomon's Seal, and common
hardy Ferns— all doitg well. G. J.

Tobacco culture diEContinued.— In 1887 and
1888 we cultivated by way of experiment a large quarter
of Tobacco. It attained fine proportions, and no fault

could be found with its development. The perfect

harvesting of the crop was the most difficult part, but
the manufacturing v/as well done by a noted firm in

Bristol. We possess samples of th« crops of both

of England and Scotland it is more freely gi'own,

as early-flowering kinds are there appreciated

more than in the southern counties. During the

pa.st season it was only seen once in a winning
stand. Although Bouquet Fait has failed as an
exhibition variety in a cut state, it has few

equals as a specimen plant or when grown in

bush form for the decoration of the cf)nserva-

tory, its free- flowering qualities rendering it

excellent for these methods of culture. Speci-

men plants of this variety between 5 feet and
6 feet in diameter, carrying from 150 to 200
blooms, are annually seen in the south of Eng-
land. The growth is free, easily trained, and

the flowers are freely produced. They are

medium in size, the florets tubulated, and some
of them serrated. The centre of the flower is

well filled up, the colour being a soft rose-pink.

William Robinson sported from the jiarent

three years afterwards; it is exactly like the

preceding in habit of growth, and equally well

suited for specimens or bushes. The colour is

orange, tinted rose, approaching to bronze.

Mary Louisa Galton is another sport from the

same source, paler in colour than its parent and
shaded lightly with yellow, but being perhaps
earlier than any sort in this family, it loses in

value somewhat even as a decorative variety.

Jame.s Salter family.—This famUy belongs to

the semi- early-flowering section, and comes in

just before the bulk of the ordinary

November sorts. With the ama-
teur this family is held in high

esteem, as the varieties never fail

to produce an abundance of blooms
and come early. This is a diffi-

culty amateur cultivators have to

deal with, and it often proves to

them a sore hindrance in obtaining

blooms for the earliest shows when
exhibiting is desired. I consider

the parent in this family the least

important of the two, both in use-

fulness and appearance. In I8C9
Mr. J. Salter introduced the first

of this family, which has flat floret.",

erect at first, and when thoroughly
developed twist irregularly into

nearly a globular form, which at

once spoils the appearance of the

flower. The colour is lilac-mauve.

For the production of earlj' speci-

mens, plants for decoration, or cut
blooms this variety is to be recom-
mended. Lady Selborne is a pure
white sport from the former, and one
of the most desirable varieties to

grow. It blooms at a time when
other white flowers are scarce, and
succeeds the earliest sorts, such as

Mme. C. Desgrange and others of

that type of early-flowering kinds.

For church decoration at harvest
thanksgivLugs and other occasions

about the first week in October
this variety is invaluable. Perhaps
the best method is to grow the
plants on the large bloom prin-

ciple, and Instead of allowing each
plant to develop three blooms only,

retain double that number of

shoots, thinning the buds to that
number and allowing one only to

develop upon each shoot. The
result is large- sized flowers, full in

form and of the purest white, and
much appreciated either when grow-
ing on the plants or in a cut state.

This variety is also well adapted
for specimens.

Mme. John Laing family'.—This family con-

sists of two varieties only, both of recent intro-

duction, the parent having been r3is"d by
Dolaux in 1885, while the sport Sarah Owen
originated in two places at the same time in

1887, one in the vicinity of London, r/v thi' nur-

sery of Mr. Owen. The other appeared in the

neighbourhooil of Birmingham, and it is niuch

the best method to give the sports that appear

in different places, as in this case, the same

name. The original type is popular an' mgst

exhibitors, having been staged thirty four

times in winning stands during the last season.

The habit of growth is dwarf, the foliage large
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and often pale in colour. The blooms are re-

markable for their depth and solidity rather

than for their great width. The florets are

flat, slightly pointed, erect in the centre, and
at times are inclined to incurve at the tips. Tlie

colour is creamy wliite tinged with rose. Blooms
of this sort keep well, which is an advantage.

This variety is suitable for growing in bush
form to supply flowers for cutting in quantity, '

the blooms standing very erect, quite the best

.

style for vase decoration. Sarah Owen is golden
bronze lightly shaded with rose ; the tips are

gold colour. As a late-flowering variety this is

deserving of extended culture.

CoMTE DE Germiny FAMILY.—When this va-

riety was first introduced in 1881 by Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons along with other new varieties

it was considered quite a new type—incurved

Japanese. The advent of such a variety direct

from Japan was bailed with delight amongst
Chrysanthemum growers, and became very

popular on account of its peculiarity in form,

resembling very much mahogany shavings, owing
to its colour being somewhat of that hue.

During the last two years blooms of this variety,

with few exceptions, have not been seen nearly

so good in quality as they were previous to that

date. The blooms have not been so well filled

in the centre, showing too much of an objection-

able eye. The florets are broad, incurving tho-

roughly, thus showing the reverse ; the colour

is nankeen-yellow, striped with a brownish tint.

Except for the growth of large blooms, this va-

riety is not of much value, being too stitt' in habit

of growth to admit of a severe form of training.

The fiower-buds should be selected at an early

date to ensure the best blooms, which unfor-

tunately are generally too early to be of any
service for the ordinary shows. When later

buds are chosen the blooms are smaller, and, as

before stated, the centre of the flower is seldom
filled up sufliciently to enable the variety to be
classed among the finest types. Burnaby is

a sport from the above, which it is exactly

like iu all points except colour, which is

nankeen-yellow without the brownish stripes,

which, iu my opinion, are the chief item in

the colour of Comte de Germiny. I do not
think that Buniaby is likely to make much
headway.

Premature bud-formation.— From many
quarters I hear complaints this season of a disposi-

tion on the part of the plants to show flower- buds
at a too early stage. There are two reasons to

which this deformity of growth is attributable

:

First, the unfavourable nature of the weather dur-

ing last season's growth resulted in ill-matured
plants at their base and roots as well as in the
tops, the result being badly-formed cuttings which
develop undesirable traits in their growth. The
second reason is perhaps in the case of some varie-

ties which did not produce a sulHciency of desiralile

cuttings—those at a distance from the stem coming
up clean through the soil. In some instances the
cultivator was forced to take those which came
direct from the stems, which are always looked
upon as the worst kind of cuttings, and at all times,
even in a good year for cuttings, considered as
least desirable owing to their disposition to develop
premature flower-buds. It is only in the case of
plants intended to prorluce large blooms that
growth which is defective in the manner described
is seen, for the reason that phmts intended for
either specimens or bushes, to give flowers in abun-
dince, are generally topped at about 1 inches high.
This is Ijefore these early-formed buds make their
appearance. Some varieties, notably Tlie Queen
family, will, especially in the south of England,
develop flower-buds in this manner from the middle
to the end of May. After the first break is made,
such premature bud-formation is much worse to
deal with ;tt that time than the formation of (lower-

buds now, which is proving a source of trouble and
anxiety to many cultivators. Some varieties, espe-
cially Princess of Wales, are notorious in this

respect. This variety, and its progeny Mrs. Heal,

are generally shy in throwing up suitable cuttings

;

therefore recourse has to be had to stem cuttings

to obtain the necessary stock. No doubt this defect
will be transmitted to the two new sports, as all

varieties are affected alike in the same manner as

their progenitors. Hence the reason of this type of

incurved varieties not being seen in such good con-
dition generally as its merits deserve. At the

present date The Queen family is not so much
affected by premature bud-formation as other va-

rieties. The sorts most found fault with are, in

addition to the Princess family, Mons. H. Elliott,

Mme. Ijaing, Marguerite Marrouch, Edwin Moly-
neux. Princess Beatrice, Barbara, Mrs. W. Shipman,
and Empress Eugenie. Remove at once the bud
and an inch or so of stem below the affected part.

—E. M.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS ON WALLS.
Plants which are now and that were also last year
growing at the base of walls will need attention.

Those that are throwing up numerous shoots from
the base of the old roots will need these thinned,

so that they be not drawn up weakly through over-

crowding, which spoils their appearance and results

in a much inferior crop of bloom. Remove the
weakest shoots, allowing about twelve to remain for

the present, these to be thinned later on as space
admits. The aim should be to have the main stems
about 8 inches or 10 inches apart at present, as this

will allow more space for the additional shoots

later on when the stems break into extra numbers
naturally after a while. About 4 inches apart is a
reasonable distance to allow for the shoots to be
trained later on.

I notice that our plants which have been growing
at the base of the south and east wall the last five

years are throwing up in a very weak, feeble man-
ner, and many of them are quite dead, the cause

no doubt being the unsatisfactory growth made
last year when the stems were soft and sappy.

They did not mature thoroughly, and in this state

were easily injured by the sharp frosts experienced
this winter. About two months since I saw signs

of some of the roots being unlikely to throw up new
growth. I at once had some plants placed in their

stead, selecting some new varieties with a view to

test their capabilities of flowering outside. The
plants had flowered inside during the last season,

and these I now note are nearly all killed by the

frost experienced on the 12th of February and subse-

quent nights, thus proving that plants which are

subjected to high feeding and which make gross

growth are not capable of standing much frost

without protection even when they are growing at

the base of a south wall. The spaces must at once
be filled up with other plants, so as to maintain an
even growth during the summer. Any other plants

which do not look over-promising should have the

surface soil removed, replacing this with fresh

compost. Any refuse potting soil will suifice for

this purpose, provided a small portion of manure is

added; tread the soil firmly about the plants, which
will induce a firmer growth than is made where
the soil is both rich and loose. Any tall growing
varieties, such as Maiden's Blush and Fair JIaid of

Guernsey, which last year yrevv higher than our

wall, which is 7 feet, will have the points removed
from each shoot this time when they are about 1

foot long. This will be with a view to reduce their

height, as when the plants grow beyond the to]i of

the wall, protection cannot be so easily applied as

when the plants are in bloom. I name these two
varieties as a guide to others, so that they may
judge their own plants according to the height of

the walls to be covered. E. M.

George Wermig and Itlme. Desgrange.—
Plants ol those, whicli were rooted some (inie since,

have been i)otted olT separately, and are now grow-
ing in a cool bouse. As soon as they have made a
free start into growth the point of each will be

pinched out to induce a dwarf bushy hahil, when

they will be placed in cold frames to make a stout
hardy growth. They will be shifted into l^-inch
pots, when they will make good bushes to go into
the position allotted for them, whether it be by
themselves in a mass in the herbaceous borders or
in the mixed beds, where, in conjunction with other
plants such as Lobelia cardinalis, Aster bessarabicus
or Gladiolus brenehleyensis, they form an agreeable
contrast alid prolong the season of outdoor flowers;

Mile. Leoni Lassali is one of the best va-
rieties for flowering in advance of the ordinary
November kinds ; the blooms are freely produced
upon bushy plants, which do not grow beyond 3 feet

high—often less than this when allowed to break into

additional shoots without the trouble of pinching the
points of the branches or main stems. Add to this

the showy character of the flowers, which are neatly
reflexed in form, and we have one of the most
useful plants possible for cutting at the end of

September or early in October. Should the in-

sertion of the cuttings have been forgotten by any
means, no time should be lost in doing so, giving
them a sUgbt bottom-heat to compensate for a loss

of time in removing the plants to cooler quarters as
soon as they are rooted freely.

Flower Garden.

COLOUR IN PRIMROSES.
We all esteem Mr. R. Dean as a persevering and
successful florist, and he needs not to be told that

I have no desire to cast any general disparage-

ment upon his excellent work, but I must express

my belief that he and others are making a bad
mistake in the matter of colour in Primroses,

under which name, for brevity's sake, 1 include

Polyanthuses and also Chinese Primulas. Of the

flowers shown by Mr. Dean at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting of March 26, a pure
white with a pale apple-green eye was exquisite,

and there was an excellent deep crimstm. The
colouring of the rest, especially of Mikado, to

which a first-class certificate was awarded, was
—what adjective shall I use .' — vicious, in its

technical sense, perhaps best gives my meaning.

Could we appeal to a competent florist who was
also as refined and sensitive a colourist as, say,

Mr. Ruskin or Mr. Albert Moore, I have little

doubt but what he would maintain the principle

that each flower or race of flowers has its own
legitimate and illegitimate, or vicious, ranges oi

colouring, the former of which should ba en-

couraged to extend and unfold to the utmost,

but the latter be absolutely suppressed. The
florist's art may induce false and bad colours in

flowers, just as the chemist's art has discovered

and brought into ruinous use the horrible aniline

dyes. It is no excuse to urge that all culours

which appear in flowers are natural and may lie

retained. Nature (an ambiguous term this)

must often be led or restrained, rather than fol-

lowed, and there is often an "Old Adam " which
must be cast out of flowerkind as sternly as out

of mankind. Thus in Primroses the so-called

blues, the purples, magentas, and all slaty

tones are natural, but evil tendencies, and ought

not to be tolerated. What slu udd be encouraged,

delighted in, heightened to vividness, or sub-

dued to faint, soft tints, and in every way
elaborated iu this lovely flower, is the whole
gamut of true crimson, ruby, in.aroon, pink,

orange, and yellow. Sometimes a flower ap-

pears which heralds the possibility of a true

vermilion Primroso, and there is a cinnamon-
brown and a cinnabar-chamois (to coin a word)

which might in skilful hiinds lead to a new and
lovely set of colours. I say notliing of the mul-

titu<le of beautiful whites, for there Mr. Dean
and 1 should be at one. A I'rimroso of Ni'iiiophila

bliu^ might be an ac(iuisitiun (though, for my-
self, I do not feel certain that it would not be
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astonishing rather than charming), but the links

of leaden and livid hues by which it is being
reached after are ugly means, to be used and
destroyed—not beautiful ends to be exhibited

Let me instance the herbaceous Phlox as a

parallel. Here the legitimate and admirable
range of colouring is that of pinks, roses, true

lakes and crimsons, and especially certain

glorious salmon reds containing possibilities of

scarlet and orange, besides the whites. No
faintest suggestion of magenta should be tole-

rated in the Phlox. But when I turn to the
florists' catalogues I observe that it is their en-

deavour and their pride to torture this fine

plant, or rather to help it to debase itself, into

sullen and impure purples—purple is a word
grievously abused by our florists—and that their

joy culminates in the production of a magenta
with slate stripes. Similarly there was in Mr.
Dean's little stand of Primroses at West-
minster one which I can only describe as of a
slaty magenta - lavender, rousing in anyone
possessed of the colour faculty what Matthew
Arnold would call " a sense of lamentation and
mourning and woe." But there may be found,
very near to the Primro-es, a rightful province
for these colours. Turn to the Auriculas, and
the true eye will see that purples, plum colours,

sapphires, amethysts, lavenders and greys are

not only permissible, but delightful and alto-

gether desirable there. This is no mere open
question of taste, but a matter of right and
wrong, with, no doubt, demonstrable scientific

reasons behind it, concerned perhaps with the
greater refraction or absorption of liglit in Prini-

roses and Auriciilas respectively. Some law
might probably be established to the eflect that
blue, and all colours into which blue largely

enters, can be pure and lovely only in such
flower,s as in texture or in tubular construction
possess a certain luminous quality or traus-
jmrence. The Gentian is the typically beautiful

blue flower, and the Auricula has accomplished
in its blossoms the seemingly impossible com-
bination of velvet and crystal, and so fitted them
for the reception of the bluest of rich purple
colouring. But Primroses do not possess this

crystalline texture or transparence to nearly so

great an extent. An entire book might be written
upon colour in flowers, and many interesting laws
traced, from a difi'erent standpoint to that from
which the subject has already been considered
by some men of science. I do not expect Mr.
Dean and other lovers of blue Primroses to
agree with what I have said, but I am sure they
will not resent my criticism of their work.

G. H. Encleheart.

White Daffodils — home-grown and
Dutch.—Permit me to correct a mistake I made in
stating the size of the pots I grew N. cemuus in,

and to which Mr. Douglas refers (page 272). I find

on measuring the pots they were 4^ inches or a
little less. The bulbs were of a good size, or even
that would be too large. Mr. Douglas raises an
important issue re Irish and Dutch bulbs and
their respective time of lifting, and says the Dutch
varieties have been three months out of the
ground when they arrive in October, and that
Irish or English have thus three months' start of
them. The contention hitherto was that the
Dutch lift their bulbs when matured, dry and store
them, and that they have thus an advantage over
those left in the ground. Mr. Douglas seems to
contend for the opposite theory, and thinks the
bulbs I dug up out of the border had an unfair
advantage planted the same day as those imported.
Does not such a contention tell in favour of those
home-grown .'—W. J. MuRPHV, Clonmel.

Yellow Fritillaria.—Now that the common
Snake's-head is coming into bloom, I would like to
ask if any of your readers grow or are acquainted

with a yellow form of it. Some years ago I knew
of a garden in which there annually bloomed a
clump of a variety which differed in no way from
F. Meleagris, except in the colour of the flowers,
which were pale yellow. Having in vain looked
through trade lists for this variety, I conclude that
if it exists it must be very rare. It grew quite as
strongly as the common form, and the fact of its

blooming regularly showed that it was quite as
robust.—J. C. B.

FIMBRIATED PHLOX DRUMMONDI.
In the case of this type of the well-known Phlox
Drummondi, one of the canons of the florists of
thirty years ago, viz., the essential quality of the
smooth edge, is utterly set at defiance. "While the
petals of the ordinary Phlox Drummondi are en-
tire, those of the fimbriated type are partly fimbri-

ated,' partly three-toothed, the centre teeth being
almost twice as long as the lateral ones, all bordered
with white, though the varieties are many. Hcrr
Wittmack obtained this break probably by selection,
and it was sent out by JIartin GrashofI in ISsS.

That the type gives a new race of annual Phloxes
there can be no doubt, because the growth appears
to be both more slender and compact, besides being
more erect. I saw a collection of varieties of this

type in flower last summer, but it was scarcely a
season to show them ofE to the best advantage.

From the fimbriated type has been obtained an-
other variety, known as cuspidata. This also was
selected by Herr Wittmack. The growth is dwarfer
than that of the fimbriated form, and the habit
still more compact. The size of the blossoms is

scarcely so large, but the centre teeth of the petals,

which are five in number, are five or six times as
long as the lateral ones, and project beyond them
in the form of spines a quarter of an inch in length.
The pips, therefore, have a singular star-like ap-
pearance. They are of various colours—white, lilac,

pink, rose, crimson, puq^le, &c., all having the
white wire-like margin. That they are singular
novelties there can be no question, but that they are
destined to take a permanent place in our gardens
is very doiibtful. One point against them is, that
in spite of the revolt against the smooth edge,
which the florist looked upon as one of the most
important features of true form, there is on the
part of flower-lovers generally a liking for the
smooth edge. Then the fact that they lack the
vigour of growth seen in the older types of tlie

Phlox Drummondi is an objectionable feature. In

comparing the floral efllect of a bed of the new
type with that of the older one, the latter gains
immensely by the contrast.

The fact is, the Phlox Drummondi is not half so

much appreciated as a summer bedding plant by
gardeners as it deserves to be. Flower gardeners
still adhere to the A'^erbena, forgetful that there is

in existence a sister plant with which the Verbena
cannot compare for floral beauty. Not only are the
blossoms of the impro\ ed varieties of Drummond's
Phlox larger than those of the old type, but they are

stouter, of finer form, and also of striking colours.

They are all good growers, raised from seed with
ease, and when planted out make a free growth,
soon cover a bed, and flower with remarkable and
enduring freedom. One variety, named splendens
grandillora, colour rich Vermillion with a white eye,

is far superior in every way to the best Verbena
ever raised. If seeds are sown now in a gentle

heat, the plants potted off singly when large

enough, and grown on into size in the same way a.s

ordinary bedding plants, they soon make admirable
stuff to plant out in the early part or middle of

May, according to the character of the weather.

It is in striped varieties that the Phlox Drum-
mondi is weakest. Not that there is any lack of

striped forms, but they are poor, dull, and ineffec-

tive. Thirty years ago there was in cultivation a
charming striped Phlox, named General Itadetzsky,

probably of the Drummondi type, white, charm-
ingly striped with rosy red, and in that day it was
propagated by means of cuttings. It is now, I fear,

altogether lost. It was used for bedding purposes
and pot culture. If we could obtain an annual

Phlox as effective as that was, it would indeed be
an acquisition. But until we do, the striped A^er-

benas are better for bedding than the striped Phlox
Drummondi, and perhaps this is one reason why the
Verbena continues to be so much more used for
summer effect than are the varieties of Drummond's
Phlox. R. D.

AURICULAS FROM SEED.

I HAVE sown Auricula seed at various times of the
year, but until this season have never been so suc-
cessful as I could wish. I have hitherto found that
when sown in spring a considerable portion of the
seeds lie until the following year. No matter how
great the pains I have taken, there has always been
great irregularity of germination. If the pans are
kept over till the following year and the soil main-
tained in a moist condition, the greater portion of
the seeds will come up, but everyone wishes to get
up seed as quickly as possible. This season I sowed
all my seed about the middle of December, and
looking at the pans a week or two ago I was sur-

prised to find the surface soil quite green with
young plants. Not more than two months elapsed
from the sowing to the coming through of the
plants, and this at a time of year when the tempe-
rature is uniformly lower than at any other period.
These young plants, being well up now, will have a
long season of growth before them, quite long
enough, if they are well cared for, to admit of most
of them giving a little bloom in twelve months'
time. It is a great advantage to get the plants into
bloom at an early date, as then inferior varieties

can be weeded out instead of having to grow
them during another year. I sow my seed in

shallow boxes, putting a sprinkling of soot on
the drainage to keep out worms. The soil is what
is commonly used for sowing fine seeds in, but I

think that the addition of a little sifted Moss is very
beneficial. Indeed, it I had always plenty of this

material I would not sow a choice seed of any kind
without putting a littleof this in thecompost. Before
sowing, the soil is well moistened, the space from the
soil to the edge of the box is filled up with damp
Moss pressed down firmly, and covered with a pane
of glass. Plunged up to the rim in a cold frame, no
water is required until the young plants are well on
their way. There is always a danger to tender
young seedlings that come up early in the year in
cold frames from predatory slugs, which are apt to

seek refuge therein in autumn, and which after
long abstinence from food will make short work of

a few boxes of choice seedling plants. No harm
can come to the plants all the time the glass is on,
and when it is removed I sprinkle a little soot
round the base, which keeps off insect foes. In
the case of hardy kinds I do not think it well to
plant out the first year, as Auriculas being slower
of growth than the generality of hardy flowers,

are liable to many mishaps before they get good
hold of the ground. They should be pricked
off into pans or boxes and be wintered in a cold
frame. The lights should only be on during heavy
rains, and then the young plants will be as hardy
as if they had been in the open air. Early in April
they should be planted out, and if they can have a
rather shady position, they will be likely to make
stronger growth. Care should be taken to make
the soil free, and heavy ground should get a liberal

addition of wood ashes, river sand, or something
of a like nature. Auriculas will do very well in
stiff loam when they get to a certain size, but
small seedlings cannot make good headwav in it.

J. V. B.

The flowers of the Caucasus.—At a meeting
of the Royal Geograi)lncal Society a paper was
read by Mr. Douglas W. Freshlield. the honorary
secretary, on "The Peaks, Passes and tUaciers of
the Caucasus," from which it appears to be a fertile

field for the collector of hardy flowers. The Central
Caucasus was much steeper than the Central Alps.
What gave the Caucasus cliffs and combes their
strange loveliness was the ample folds and arrange-
ment of their snowy drapery. Descendinfjfrom the
mountain crests, the greenness of the higliest snow-
less slopes was remarkable. He gathered flowers at
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a height of over 1:5,000 feet. The slopes above the

great Mestia Glacier, from 9000 feet to 10.000 feet,

were green, and the Grass was enlivened wilh

Poppies, Gentians, Ranunculuses, Campanulas, For-

get-me-nots, Veronicas, Geraniums, and varied by
the darker foliage and cream-coloured blossoms of

the Rhododendron caucasicura. The steppe, except
in the river-beds, was treeless ; but no sooner did the

ground begin to rise than wild fruit trees appeared,

soon to be succeeded by dense groves. The glades

were bright in summer with millions of wild Sun-
flowers. The flora of the basin was wonderful. A
horse laden with baggage was entirely hidden by
the growth of flowers ; the head and shoulders of a
mounted man only rose above tliem. Wild Sunflowers

and a species like Canterbury Bells grew to a height
of 6 feet and 8 feet. There were no waterfalls and
neither lakes nor tarns. Of late years the glaciers

had oscillated in a manner corresponding to the

Alpine glaciers. They were all in retreat in 18G8
;

about 1875 they began to turn, and last year were
sensibly advancing. The humidity of the summer
climate was at once a charm and a vexation. Tlie

atmospheric effects were beautiful and various ; the

sky of the northern steppe was luminous and soft

;

the light was the light of the East; the colours

those of the Roman Campagna. They wanted much
work done in the Caucasus before they could realise

all its wealth and all its glories.

SINGLE DAHLIAS.
While it is undoubtedly true that single Dahlias
are declining in public favour, I am yet of opinion

that they will continue to be grown by many tor

years to come on account of their great usefulness

in many ways. The decline to which I have re-

ferred may and should have the effect of checking
the rush of new varieties which come pouring in

from raisers on every hand, varieties which in

many instances are but reproductions of what we
have had before. The flower-loving public who will

continue to grow the single varieties will look more
for a select few of undoubted merit and novelty of

character. I venture to select a dozen, new and old,

that I think among the very best, and which are

well worthy of a place in the garden. Of the new
varieties 1 prefer Duchess of Albany, a decided
novelty, the prevailing colour being soft mauve,
pale buff-brown with dashes of white ; Victoria,

having a well-defined white central flame to each
petal, with side margins of rich velvety crimson,
very distinct and wonderfully free, the best of this

type which has yet been seen ; Miss Ramsbottom,
delicate soft pink, shaded witli cerise, a charming
flower in all respects ; Sunningdale Yellow, deep
golden yellow, fine shape, a model yellow for cut-

ting ; and W. C. Harvey, deep yellow, shaded with
orange, and having a distinct red ring at the base
of the petals. (Jt older varieties I should select

Duchess of Westminster, one of the best whites,
though a little large in size ; Excelsior, white,

with a broad margin of bright lilac, small, and very
free ; Formosa, rich bright crimson with golden
centre ; Hugo, bright scarlet, shaded with purple
and tipped with magenta; Maud Millet, white
ground, broadly margined with delicate pink, very
free, and of medium size ; Amos Perry, fine deep
velvety maroon ; and last, the old Paragon, velvety
maroon, edged with magenta-purple, a variety tliat

Btill maintains its distinctiveness of character de-
spite the many seedlings which have been raised
since it was introduced to the notice of modern
Dahlia growers. It is remarkable that this variety
should have appeared in Dahlia catalogues as far

back as 183S, and yet remain in cultivation unto
this day. It is a variety that requires one to be
patient with. I grew three plants last year, and
the fir.st Vjlooms were all self-coloured, hut in a
couple of weeks they came in their true form and
bloomed freely until cut down by the frost. Some
persons complain that Paragon is a shy bloomer

;

with me it was very free.

Single Dalilias do not require the rich soil re-

commended for the large double Dahlias that are
grown for show purposes. 'I'bree years ago I saw
a plantation which IJad been grown in highly ma-
nured ground, with the result that the plants grew

very tall and half suffocated each other with their

superabundant growth. It is best to plant in soil

manured for a previous crop, mulching the plants

during dry weather and watering abundantly when
required. R. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Beddino plant-s.—DwAKF LOBELIAS.—Of recent

years these have declined in popularity, probably, I

think, because foliage plants, such as Alternan-
theras, Sedums, and variegated Mesembryanthe-
mums, are more lasting and less trouble to keep in

order, and are withal extra bright and effective at the
time that Lobelias are at their best, and continue
good long after the Lobelias have faded. Still, we
can hardly dispense with them, and as their flower-

ing season can be prolonged by an occasional
slight clip over of the tips of the flowering shoots, it

is worth while to take this trouble. This slight clip-

ping over conduces to the production of other
shoots, and if done once a fortnight the plants flower

continuously to the end of the season. I believe

that all the kinds would be amenable to the treat-

ment here advised to induce continuous flowering.

The blue and white-flowered are the only varieties

worth growing; the purple is too dingy, I was going
to say dirty, looking, and this it certainly is. The
white and blue alternated make a grand second
line to a bed edged with the variegated Mesembry-
anthemum. Plants grown from seeds are usually
of such a varied habit, that no dependence can be
placed on plants so raised for distinctive line plant-

ing ; hence, cuttings from some approved strain

should always be preferred. Seedlings do well

enough to plant in small clumps in mixed flower

borders, but my advice is to raise all the plants that

are required from cuttings when once a good strain

has been obtained. Our stock has all been propa-
gated, and are now being taken out of the cutting

pots and planted in frames, which for a time will

be kept rather close, then fully aired. They will

eventually be planted in the beds direct from the
frames.

Petunias.—My latest experience of these is that,

unlike Lobelias, seedlings are most to be preferred,

for though they vary in habit, they can by a little

attention to pinching be made just as uniform as

may be desired to make them. We have grown
them arranged in separate colours of rose, purple,

and white, but mi.Ktures of these colours, and espe-
cially of the striped and blotched flowers, are much
to be preferred ; mixtures only, as regards Petunias,

will in future be the rule here. The ease with
which plants can be raised is also a great advan-
tage ; no seeds germinate better nor many sorts in

so short a time, and a pit having an average tem-
perature of 60° is all they require, even in the
earlier stages of growth. We sow about the middle
of March, and always have good plants ready for

planting out by the middle of May. For drooping
over the edges of vases, or to quickly cover a large

space of ground, or for planting large beds for

distant effect, there are no better summer-flowering
plants.

Verbenas.—The variety Purple King is tlie only
kind we have grown separately for years past, and
this because there is really no other bedding
plant possessing that beautiful bright purple tint

so essential as a companion colour to the white,

pink, and light grey colours that we always strive

to have in abundance. Pink Geranium Master
Christine, white Viola Mrs. Grey, and Purple King
Verbena are, when jjlanted in close conjunction

(say a bed of each) pleasing beyond description.

Of course, the three would look very well if phmted
in mixture in the one bed, and in small flower

gardens this way of planting might be desirable,

but having tried both ways, I consider tli.at by far

the best is to plant the colours separately. As re-

gards Verbenas in genera), I give preference to

mixtures, as also I do to tlie plimts being r.'iiscd

from seeds, because they are more robust than
are those raised from cuttings, and therefore less

liable to attacks of niildew, thrips, and spider. The
decay in the i}()]}uhuily of \'erbenas is, 1 tliink,due

first of all to the failure of the plants in .so many
places owing to the lack of interest in them, be-

cause " somebody has been told by somebody else

that they would not grow now as they used to do,"

but they forgot to add that it was not the Verbenas
perhaps that were at fault, but their own ill-treat-

ment of them. No plant will grow well without
the expending of some labour on it, and Verbenas
perhaps require more than an average of attention,

but then they repay it by making a fine growth.

The seedling plants that for the last two or three

years we have grown for planting out amongst
perennials and in large vases have exceeded in

growth and freedom of blooming our highest ex-

pectations. Given a rich deep soil and a mulching
to prevent the ground from becoming dry, there

need be no fear of mildew or other parasites,

but there will be a profusion of flowers until severe

frost cuts them off.

Ageeatums.—I once saw what was called a
white variety, but it was a poor thing. There are

what are termed light and dark blue varieties,

but a better description of the colours would,

I think, be lavender - greys, and the lighter

the shades the more beautiful they are. It is

this light grey that looks so beautiful in con-

junction with pink, and tones down the glare of

high colours—scarlet and yellow—that some em-
ployers insist on having. The best varieties I have
yet come across are Countess of Stair and Cannell's

Dwarf, the latter a few shades darker in colour

than the former, but both invaluable for outer lines

of beds or for the entire furnishing of small panels

where the adjoining plants are either pink, brown,
cream, or white. Propagation by cuttings is the

only sure way of obtaining plants true to name.
Seedlings vary greatly, and plants raised in that

way should only be used in mixed flower bordtrs

where their varying habits of growth and tints of

colours are of little consequence.

Vaeiegatbd PELABeoNiUMS.—These are no
longer the popular bedding plants they once were.

Many of them were too tender, and all of them
required to be propagated in the autumn. The
room they occupied in the houses through the

winter also hindered justice being done to other

and more valuable decorative plants, and this, no
doubt, has had something to do with their decline

in favour. The only varieties we now grow are

Flower of Spring, May Queen, Sophia Dumaresque,
Lady Plymouth, and Manglesi variegatum, the two
last the oldest, but still the favourites here. Mangleti

is suitable both for planting in a mass as a dividing

line plant as well as in the form of an enclosing

band to small blocks of any dark-coloured bedding
plants, such as Iresine, blue Violas, or Purple King
Verbena. It is also most telling intermixed with

purple Verbena, Agatha;a c:vlestis, or the old Viola

cornuta. The sweet-scented variety Lady Plymouth
also makes an excellent encircling band, but the

most telling arrangement of all is to use it as a
central plant in small blocks of Lobelias, Altei-

nantheras, and dwarf purple Violas. The plant hrs

a naturally dense habit of growth, and by pinching

occasionally the outward growing i-hoots it quickly

makes beautiful standards. The tricolor variegated

Sophia Dumaresque is most useful for small beds,

much in the same way as Alternantheras are used,

and, of course, the flowers should be constantly

picked off. Flower of Spring and May Queen are

good flowering varieties, the one (Flower of Spring)

having ro.sy crimson flowers and Jlay Queen rosy

pink, both of them colours that are somewhat
scarce in bedding plants generally. This and the

variegation combine to make them worthy to rank

amongst the best of bedding plants.

W. WiLDSMITH.

The flowering: of bulbs.—In last week's im-

pression you ask for the experience of your readers

as to this year's flowering of bullis. With us,

Crocu.scs, both established clumps in borders and
newly planted beds, have Vieeii as good as usual,

also Snowdrops, save Elwesi, wliich is poor, except

in dry, sandy ground, aiul so late as to still be in

bloom. Dog's-tooth Violets are very poor. Polyan-

thus Narcissi have only sent up a bloom or two
fr(un clumps that the year before had from four to

eight. The Trumpet and incom|iarabilis Daffodils

such as Emperor, Empress, Stella, ornntus in a
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bed facing south-west, very hot and sunny, are

pretty much the same as usual, as also are

Iris reticulata, Scillas (blue, pink, and white), Chi-
onodoxas, Snowtlakes, and Anemones. I should be
greatly obliged if anyone will advise me how to

get Leucojum autumnale and Galanthus latifolius

Redoutei to bloom. I have had both for years, and
each year they throw up good foliage and make
more bulbs, but never show any signs of blooming.
Two or three years I tried them in pots, but now
have them planted out in a sheltered, sunny situa-

tion. Narcissus cyclamineus I also fail to bloom.

—

A. B. Teestbail", Clei-edon.

PRIMULA SIEBOLDI.
This beautiful Primrose in its varied forms
seems to have dropped out of cultivation very

effect in colour will surpass all that other spring
flowers make. Blooms of this variety out in

the open, and when lit up with soft sunshine,
present a briglit glow of colour. Ordinarily
the best method of culture is in pots, for not
only do the plants bloom in April, but the flowers
are of a somewhat fragile nature and seem to
need some protection from wind and rain. It

is an excellent plan to break up the pot clumps
every autumn, tilling fresh pots with the
strongest crowns, and either planting the rest

outdoors or into pans or pots to grow into

a larger size by the ensuing autumn. A number
of 7-inch pots, each containing a good cluster of

foliage and some half-dozen or more good
trusses of bloom, form most useful objects in a
greenhouse and help to vary the too frequent

Primula Sieboldi (P. cortusoides amcena).

much. This is to be deplored, because, where
well done, it makes a lovely greenhouse flower.

Whilst not so free-blooming or enduring as

Primula obcoiiica, P. Sieboldi has much hand-
somer foliage and much greater variety of

colour. Some of the smooth-edged flowers

are very fine and striking, but I think pre-

ference must be given to the elegantly laci-

niated forms, of which there are so many, al-

though none are perhaps more pleasing than
Snowflake, pure white, and laciniata, deep red.

This latter variety seems also to be exceptionally

hardy. Some stools of it planted in a cool

place and in stifl' soil have stood well for two
years and have now sent up many strong

crowns, so that when bloom is produced the

monotony found in tender greenliouse plants.

The accompanying illustration gives an excel-

lent idea of tlie general character of P. Sieboldi.

A. D.

A white-flowered Cobeea.— Few plants are

better known or more popular than ("oba^ascandens,

one plant of which at least is to be found in most
gardens, while it is also very frequently grown
in balconies, where it forms an effective sun-shade,

a verdure-clad retreat, or a grand verandah of

foliage of a deep green colour, which, from August
or September up to the advent of frost, is starred

with large bell-shaped flowers ofa dull violet hue.

It appears somewhat strange that, notwithstand-

ing tlie immense number of plants of this species

wliich have been cultivated, no variety of it has ever

been raised until quite recently. This novelty is a
white-flowered form, which in other respects pos-

sesses all the general characteristics of the type.

In the colour of the flower and in the aspect of the
plant, however, there is a great difference, the
stems, especially the young growth, being more or

less violet-hued instead of being of a dark green
colour, while the leaves are of a pale green col-

our and the young shoots have the bark whitish.

Although these differences may not be considered
very important, they are sufficiently so to be appre-
ciated when the two forms are growing close to-

gether, as we recently saw them at Paris, planted
alternately and entirely covering a wall with their

abundant foliage, prettily relieved by the white and
violet-coloured flowers. The white-flowered Cobfea
being equally vigorous and hardy as the type, the

same details of culture are applicable to both forms.
—licrue Eortieole.

Da£fodiIs at Epsota.—The recent mild sunny
weather has brought forward the Daffodils, and in

a few days they will be in fuU beauty. A bed of

the Tenby Daffodil about 100 yards long was a mass
of bloom the other day in the Epsom Nursery, and
flowering also at the same time were the richly

coloured Golden Spur, Ard-Righ, the pretty prajcox,

the old double Silver and Gold, minor, bicolor

Horsfleldi (of which a coloured plate was given in

The Garden, Sept. 8, 1888), nobihs, Henry Irving,

and Umberto I., that has the segments of the peri-

anth distinctly striped with a whitish tint. There
was a rare promise of bloom in the beds of Nar-
cissus poeticus and ornatus. This does not ap-

pear to be a poor season for DaffodUs, as the flowers,

so far as we have seen them, are as strong as usual,

but there is a conspicuous falling off in the Hya-
cinths, and the Tulips are not what they should be.

Seedling double Daffodils.—Mr. Comhill,

whose note appears on page 306, is quite right in

saying that double DaffodUs are produced in

abundance from seed. It is probable that many
thousands of double seedlings flower for the first

time in England every year; but it has hitherto

been rare for anything in this way to be produced
which could be called really distinct. They often

seem to be so at first, but double Daffodils from
seed have a remarkable tendency to assimilate

themselves to one type under similar cultivation.

For instance, seedlings from the Tenby Daffodil, of

which I have raised several crops, are often double,

but are undistinguishable from the common large

double called Telamonius. Where the large double
Daffodil is grown in company with the common
wild single pseudo-Narcissus, the single flowers be-

come the seed parents of intermediate forms, both
single and double, some of which I am sending to

the Narcissus committee for inspection. But I

believe that double Daffodils occasionally originate

in sports as well as from seed. Two years ago
Captain Dorrien Smith sent me from Soilly a twin
bulb of the Tenby Daffodil, one of which produced
a single flower, the other a double. Unfortunately,

one of these bulbs died, so I could not prove
whether they remained constant. Last week the

same gentleman sent me a twin bulb of N. incora-

parabilis (type), the two parts being united at the

base. One of these bore a perfectly single flower,

the other a full double. I have in vain tried to

cultivate single Daffodils into double in this garden,

but I believe that it is sometimes done accidentally.

—C. WOLLEY DoD, Edge lIiiV, .Va/jms.

Galanthus nivalis poculiforniis.—In reply

to Mr. Webster's inquiry about the origin of Galan-
thus nivalis poculiformis. March 30 (p. 2112), I may
say I observed it growing here about a dozen years

ago. In 1878 I sent flowers of it along with
those of other sorts to the late Rev. H. Harpur
Crewe, who gave it the name it has since been
known by. It appears to be a sport, but it comes
true every year, and the young bulbs show the same
peculiarity of flower, ft would be interesting to

try if it would perpetu.ate the peculiar flower by
seed. I have found G. poculiformis growing in

several places here, and in one instance in a garden

about a mile distant from this. 1 should not be

surprised to hear of it in various localities where
there are quantities of G. nivalis. 'I'lie fact of there
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being; about 100 bulbs of it in the clump noted by

Mr. Webster proves that it has become fixed, and

is increased by bulbs. As to where it originated,

perhaps it may be more correct to say that it was

probably observed here first, and brought under the

notice of the gardening press and authorities in

hardy bulbs in the year 1878. Mr. Webster men-

tions an "unnamed form that blooms long after the

typical plant, and which has short narrow leaves

and remarkably small flowers." Is not this very

like the dwarf, tiny-flowering Galanthus n. sero-

tinus?—D. Melville, liiinroUn Castle Gardens.

The Glory of the Snow (Chionodoxa Lucilia?)

promises to be almost as great a weed in the

garden as Notlioscordum (Allium) fragrans. We
have it coming up everywhere yards away from

the original clump. The greatest success, how-

ever, with this pretty spring bulb is among the

Grass in the wild garden at Kew. It appears much
stronger this year than last, and if it continues

increasing, it will doubtless be largely used for this

purpose. We are gi-eatly in want of some such

dwarf plant to take the place of the Crocuses

which are now nearly over, and although we have

the charming Scilla sibirica, it might not prove a

success amongst the dense Grass. We have just

seen C. gigantea alluded to last week by Mr. Ware,

and it exceeds what is modestly claimed for it

;

the flowers are nearly twice the size of those of C.

Luciliffi, violet-blue, and with very little white in

the centre. We have also seen G. cretensis, and

can make nothing of it but a small C. Lucilia;. C.

sardensis is, so far, the best of the old ones, and

will only be left behind by C. gigantea when we
can get that variety in quantity.—D. K.

The Daffodil rot.—Never in my experience of

Daiiodil growing has the DafEodU disease proved

nearly so disastrous as in the last season. I have

lost since last spring nearly one-third of my crop.

I anticipated that this spring would be bad for

Daffodil flowers. The bulbs last year retained green

leaves till August, and were never ripened at all.

As a consequence the rot has destroyed all the

tender kinds such as my Bicester hybrid whites

and the beautiful Lulworth Daffodils, of which I

had a very varied assortment. Ard-Righ, the large

Irish spurius, is also a great sufferer. Will other

Daffodil growers tell us how their Daffodils have

fared, and whether they consider the disease to be

contagious and preventible by precautions? Its

symptoms are stunted and withered spring growth,

and when the clumps are dug up the bulbs are

found watery, rotting at the base, and nearly, or

quite rootless. Mr. Barr thinks that rapid multi-

plication encourages it. I believe he is right, and
that annual transplanting is the best preventive. I

should adopt this but for the great labour of

moving 50,000 Daffodils every year. I have

practised it for two or three years in the case of

maximus. This formerly suffered from rot in my
garden worse than any kind except the double

white, and .since I transplanted the bulbs annually

I have hardly lost one.— C. Wollby Dod, Edge Hall.

or conservatory, they will bloom aU the winter very

frooly, and give as much satisfaction then as they do

in tlie flower beds in summer.—J. MuiB.

Yellow Crocuses.—I note this year how much
longer the yello^v variety of Crocus has remained in

bloom than" either the blue or white. Generally the

yellow sort commences much earUer than do the two
named, and by the time the blue and white forms are

fully iu bloom the yeUow sort is on the decUne. Tliis

season the yeUow was not quite so much in advance of

the blue and white, but at the present time (.\pril 5)

the two latter varieties are over, yet still a few flowers

of the yellow sort can be seen.—H.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Lavatera arborea variegata. — I was
pleased witli the original illustration and good report

of t)ic above, tluit i ordered seed and raised plants,

but tliey did not survive the first winter in the open. I

was so much disappointed with it in every way, that I

have not again atd'uiplcd its culture.—J. MuiE.

Double Daffodils.—I never saw so much bloom
upon the [jlants of double Dallbdils as there is at the

present time. This is one of the few plants which was
not adversely affected liy the extra wet and cold sum-
mer of 1888. The blooms as they are now expanding
show a particularly rich colouring and fuller centres

than usual.— 11.

Geranium Henry Jaeoby for flowering in
winti'r.— Henry .hi eoliy in a very striking (Jeranimii tor

ilower-hed decoration. It is a, robust grower and very

free-flowering, its dark rich blooms being striking, l)ut

its value as a winter-flowering kind does not appear to

be generally understood. If small cuttings are rooted

now, grown on till tliey reach fi-inch pots, kept from
flowering, and in a sunny position tiiro\igliout the

summer and autumn, and then placed in a greenhouse

Orchids.
W. H. COWER.

CYRTOPODIUMS.
This is a small genus of terrestrial Orchids

whicli are for the most part confined in a state

of Nature to Tropio-al America. They are tall-

growing plants, with stout, fusiform, stem-like

pseudo-bulbs, clothed with long, plaited, disti-

chous leaves, which render them very ornamen-

tal. The flowers, produced iu erect branching

panicles, are extremely showy. The spike

issues from the base, or near the ba.se, and rises

with the young growth, and consequently the

plants for the most part would at the present

time be iu a state of great beauty. The flowers,

which are borne in great profusion, last for

some five or six weeks in full perfection. Cyr-

topodiums, although known and grown in our

gardens for upwards of seventy years, have not

had for some years a very widely extended cul-

tivation, and even in my younger days Cyrto-

podiums were looked upon as old-fashioned

plants and of but little value. At that time

tliey were said to bo shy bloomers, but in this

respect I have found the majority of plants so

considered flower freely enough if the growth
was made in a proper manner and thoroughly

ripened. The days of the unpopularity of these

plants happUy, however, appear to be past, for

at the present time in the best collections of

Orchids one or two kinds can mostly be found,

and these in the growing season when furnished

with their fine bold leaves produce a charming
effect. It is quite possible that there are other

kind.s yet to be introduced, and which would
add fresh grace to our plant houses if the de-

mand for them should arise. These plants

require strong heat and an abundance of water

when growing, and therefore I have always

given them a place in the East India house at

this season. When growth is finished, tlie

plants should be removed to a lower tempera-

ture and tlie water supply reduced, until when
the leaves have all fallen it may be entirely

withheld for a long time ; indeed, if the pseudo-

bulbs show no signs of shrivelling, witliliold

water until the young shoots start into growth,

after which tlie plants may be removed to a

higher temperature and some water may he

given, carefully at first, the quantity being in-

creased as growth proceeds. During this time

the shoots should not be wetted, for as the

flower-spikes rise with the growth there is a

danger that if wetted the soft point of the

flower-stem may bo rotted, and thus half the

beauty of the inflorescence will bo lost. The
soil best suited to tlic^ requironionts of Cyrtopo-

diuniH is a mixture of good turfy light Iciani,

rougli fibrous peat, a little dried cow manure,
and a portion of sharp sand. The pots require

to be large, as Cyrtopodiums make a great

(juaiitity of roots. The pots must bo tho-

niughly drained, and the plants should bo

potted in the ordinary way, and not elevateil

upon a cone of soil above the pot rim. The

composition of this soil would induce one to try

liquid manure to the plant during growth, and
some people I know use it, but I have quite

recently noticed some Orchids which have been
fed with liquid manure for several years, and
which now appear to resent it, and show by a

decline in health and vigour that they have
been over-gorged. For my oym part I do not

care to give any Orchids much liquid manure.
It may be tried with safety on those plants

which grow in a composition containing loam,

but at all times it should be given in a veiy

weak state. Under the above conditions I grew
C. punctatum and C. Andersoui, and flowered

them annually in the then famous collection of

Orchids of the Messrs. Jackson and Sons, of

Kingston. C. Anderson! is to this day looked

upon as a shy bloomer, but I think when it is

sufficiently strong, and, as I before remarked,

its growth well ripened, it may be depended
upon.

C. Saintlegeeianum.—This, the newest species

we have iu cultivation, was recently flowering in the

garden of Mr. Smee at Carshalton, in Surrey. It

was introduced some six years ago, and it first

flowered in the above establishment. In general

appearance it closely resembles C. punctatum, but as

it obtained its distinctive name from the celebrated

lichb. fils, few will have the courage to dispute its

claim to the distinction. The plant in question has

a stout fusiform stem some 3 feet high, and the

young growth bore an erect, much-branched panicle

of blooms, which this year numbered 110. The
flowers, which this year are fewer than usual, have
lasted six weeks in full beauty. The pedicel of

the flower is long, and at its base is a large bract,

which contributes considerably to the display, the

ground colour being yellow, almost covered with

transverse blotches and spots of rich brownish crim-

son; sepals large and much undulated, similar in

colour to the bract; petals shorter and broader than

the sepals, rich clear yellow, slightly spotted with

reddish crimson ; lip rich yellow, bonlered with

crimson, and bearing a few spots of the same colour

on the disc ; the side lobes large, erect, incurved,

of a rich brownish crimson. It comes from South

America, but I cannot say from what district,

but it is presumed from the neighbourhood of

Paraguay.

C. CAEDiocniLUM is a plant similar in habit

of growth to the last, but it would appear to be very

free-flowering, as I have seen it produce a fine

spike from a bulb not more than a foot in height.

The bulbs sometimes attain a height of between 3

feet and i feet. The scape is usually forked, but it

does not produce the numerous branches like the

previously named kind, forty flowers being the most

which 1 have seen on the single spike. The
flowers are yellow, with just a tinge of green in the

sepals, and each flower springs from a yellowish

bract, which is about as long as the footstalk of the

bloom. It is a beautiful species, and with the pre-

ceding should be largely grown. It is a native of

Costa Rica.

C. PUNCTATUM.,—This is a Brazilian plant, very

similar to the first-named species in its habit of

growth and in the shape and disposition of the

colours of its flowers and bracts, althmigh the sepals

;ind the bracts are more usually tinged with green

than yellow as a ground colour. The spike is mucli-

branched and many-flowered, and produces a fine

cITect. Its older names are lOpii lendrum punctatum
and Cyrtopodium Wilniorei.

('. Andehsoxi is said to come from tlic West
Indies, but I have no record of its native habitat.

It is a strong, bold-growing, handsome plant which
attains a height of between -1 feet and 5 feet and

.
the bulbs require thoroughly ripening in order to

produce flowers. The spike usually reaches a height

of about '.\ feet. The flowers are large and nunie-

r(Uis and wholly rich yellow, differing in shape,

however, from those of the previously named yellow-

flowered kind (cardiochilnm).

These are all spring- flowering plants. Tluir
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management is simple to those having command
of a stove house.

Fhalsenopsis Schilleriana.—This species is

now flowering beautifully with Mr. Penfold in

Canon Bridges' garden at Beddington—a fine plant

bearing about 100 flowers presenting a charming
picture. Mr. Penfold assured me that the plant

flowers most profusely when it is removed to a
lower temperature after growth is finished, and. I

observed that the roots are not over-burdened with
Sphagnum or other material.—G.

Cypripedium Boxalli (the Studley House
variety).—Those who delight in bright colours in

this family have sufficient in this plant to please

them. .The flower is large, and the sepals and
petals are very broad ; the dorsal sepal is green,

nearly wholly covered with black, and having a
distinct .narrow border of white all round, this in

addition being suffused with flesh colour ; the very

broad petals in the upper half are of a deep vinous
hue; down the centre is a broad band of black, the
lower half being greenish white, tessellated with
'rosy purple ; Up small, green at the tip and tessellated

with claret. This form is now flowering in Mr.
Tautz's collection at Shepherd's Bush.

Dendrobium Farmeri.—This is one of the
most beautiful of the genus, and it appears to be
widely distributed in India. I have imported a
beautiful form of this species in quantity from Upper
Assam, whilst the white-flowered variety (albi-

florum) comes from Burmah, from whence also

comes the golden yellow one (aureo-flavum), this

plant having been first sent by the Rev. C. Parish

to the Royal Gardens at Kew in 18lJ3, and I believe

about the same time the Messrs. Low, of Clapton,

received it from the same source. A fine lot of the

typical form is now flowering in the Messrs. Low's
nursery, where the genus is represented in vast

numbers.

—

W. H.

Fhalsenopsis Manni.—This is a somewhat
rare species, although first imported from Assam
by myself about twenty years ago. I do not re-

member to have seen it flowering until recently in

Mr. Smee's collection, where so many curious and
rare plants find a congenial home. It is not a
showy species, but its blooms are exceedingly
pretty. The flowers, produced on a long pendent
scape, are numerous, the sepals and petals spread-
ing, about H inches across, yellow, heavily streaked
and blotched with transverse markings of chestnut-
brown; lip small, the anterior lobe crescent-shaped,

pure white, and more or less fringed. The side

lobes are small and erect, white, streaked inside

with purple.—H. G.

Angrsecums.—Is it generally known that there
is a form of A. sesquipedale which flowers in March
and April ] We have in our collection three plants
which flower annually in April, and the flowers, as

I write, are opening. The ordinary form blooms
about Christmas, and, taking one season with
another, half of the flowers of the midwinter flower-

ing variety are destroyed by fogs before they open;
whereas in April none of them are injured in the
least. The plants bloom very freely every year, and
produce short, stout leaves. The plants are placed
close to the roof glass in a low span-roofed house,
and are not shaded too much. The Rev. W. Ellis,

in his work "Madagascar Revisited," pointed oui;

that in its native habitat Angra;cum sesquipedale
grew most plentifully on trees that were not well
furnished with leaves, and it also grew high up
amongst the branches. The plants were even found
growing on dead trees, and where any plants were
found near the ground rooting into vegetable mould
the leaves were green, and the plants to all appear-
ance perfectly healthy, but neither flowers nor old
stems of flowers were seen. Under cultivation the
plants succeed best in well-drained pots and in live

Sphagnum, but they show their decided epiphytal
character by sending the roots over the surface
and down the sides of the pots, against which they
flatten themselves, and hold on most tenaciously.
A. Sanderianum, recently introduced by Mr. i\
Sander, of St. Albans, is quite a contrast to the
above-named species. Both these varieties flower

together with us. A very intelligent cultivator

assured me that this species was synonymous with
A. articulatum. 1 have grown A. articulatum for

many years, and it flowers in the auturun, whilst in

the growth of the plant there is also considerable

difference. A. EUisi and A. articulatum have a
much greater resemblance to each other than A.

Sanderianum has to either of them; further, it has
been named by Dr. Reichenbach as a distinct

species, and the floral committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society also awarded it a first-class

certificate as a new plant. It is a charming kind

and grows freely in teak baskets with plenty of

drainage. The spikes have a beautiful eft'ect

dangling from the baskets when the plants are

suspended near the roof.— J. Douglas.

EPIDENDRUM MTRIANTHUM.
My attention has been recently drawn by a

friend to this most beautiful cool house Orchid,

which I saw some time ago growing in Sir Trevor
Lawrence's gai-den at Burford Lodge, and by a

plant in Mr. Tautz's garden at Studley House.
The latter is said to be a white variety, and
should this prove to be the case, it will be a

grand addition to the white flowers which con-

tinue to appear amongst this race of plants.

The typical plant has been long known, it hav-

ing been originally found by the veteran Skinner

years ago at very high elevations on the moun-
tains in Guatemala, but the plant has never

become common. The only reason for this, I

believe, is to be found in the fact of its having

been generally kept too hot ; whereas, it delights

in a very cool and moist atmosphere. The plant

in question is one of the most beautiful of the

Amphiglottum section of Epidendrums, which
is characterised by long and .slender stems,

which bear large paniculate racemes of beautiful

flowers. The species in question is an elegant

plant, witli long, slender, reed-like stems at-

taining a yard or more in height, and clothed

with distichous linear-lanceolate leaves, the

sheathing base covered with small black specks

or corrugations. On the apex of these stems is

borne a large-branched panicle of rosy purple

flowers, which are produced during the summer
months, and last a long time in perfection. I

have only flowered this plant upon one occasion,

and although I have frequently seen it grown
well in a warm house it would not appear to

flower under such treatment. W. H. G.

White Cattleya Trianae.— It is very strange

that many people claim to have the pure white

form of this species, but in how few cases does one

see it ; In the majority of the flowers which I

have seen this season the usual tinge of lilac or

flesh colour has appeared, and I was agreeably sur-

prised recently to observe in The Woodlands collec-

tion a specimen in bloom in which not the slightest

trace of colour could be found, saving the tinge of

yellow in the throat, and which, to my mind, is a

great relief to the white.—H. G.

Dendrobium macrophyllum Kichardi. —
From Mr. Cowley, who has charge of the Studley

House collection of Orchids, comes a spike of bloom
of this variety to show me how different it appears

after being open many weeks. The sepals and
petals and the pedicels have all become of a deep

lurid yellow, and the lip also has assumed the same
hue, but this is somewhat duller through the vein-

ing and spotting of brown which runs through and
over its surface. In this state I fancy the flower

is prettier than it is upon its first opening.—W. H. G.

Trichoglottis fasciata.—This may be called

the hairy-tongued Kenanthera, for the plant in

habit of growth resembles a member of that genus.

It is a curious and interesting plant which one

seldom sees, and I was again pleased to see it

flowering with Mr. Bickerstaffe in Sir Trevor Law-
rence's garden a short time ago. The flowers are

borne on short spikes, three to five together ; the

sepals and petals are spreading, some 2 inches

across, the ground colour pale yellow, closely

marked with transverse bands of chestnut-brown

;

lip narrow, white, sparingly dotted with brown on
the front lobe. Its native habitat is at present

concealed, but I imagine it grows wild in some of

the islands of the Eastern Archipelago. It flourishes

in the East India house, and should be grown in a

well-drained pot in Sphagnum Moss.

—

W. H. G.

Dendrobium cariniferum.—Thisis a member
of the black-haired section, of which D. formosum
and D. Jamesianum are famiUar types. I intro-

duced this plant tc cultivation twenty-one years

ago, but had never been struck with its beauty

until I saw a very fine form recently flowering in

Mr. Smee's garden at Carshalton. The flowers of

D. cariniferum are large, waxy-white, the interior

of the lip stained with a large blotch of Roman-red,

which is continued in a broad band over the side

lobes.—«'. H. G.

Odontoglossum Edwardi.—This is now in

flower in several collections. We have some very

strong spikes of it, and the flowers are so distinct

in colour that few amateurs would like to be with-

out a plant. The sweet Violet-like perfume of the

flowers is also a point in their favour. The flowers are

of a distinct pmrplish lilac shade with a rich yellow

mark on the crest of the lip. It is one of the in-

troductions of Mr. Edward Klaboch, and was named
in his honour by Dr. Reichenbach. This species is

not likely to become very plentiful, as the diffi-

culties attenchng its collecting and importation to

England are very great. It is found at a height of

7000 feet in the Andes of Ecuador, and in very in-

accessible parts of the mountains ; consequently

there is considerable delay in forwarding the plants.

It is supposed that plants of this species are diffi-

cult to establish, but I have not found them so if

care is taken not to wet the bulbs. I purchased

half a dozen imported pieces at a sale about five

years ago, and planted all of them separately in

pots, using nothing but clean potsherds. A long

time elapsed before any fresh roots were formed,

but the potsherds were kept wet, and in time the

plants all produced roots freely and formed strong

growths, but it was three years before any flower-

spikes were formed. This was probably an advan-

tage, as the plants had plenty of time to become
established. The plants like a moist atmosphere and

the coolest part of the cool house. The roots push

out quite as freely above the compost as they do

into it, and when" in growth the plants require a

good supply of water. The treatment given to the

well-known Oncidium macranthum suits this

Odontoglossum admirably.— J. Douglas.

Zygopetalums.—Although these are not equal

to Cattleyas, Phala,'nopsids, and such like winter

Orchids, they are exceedingly valuable for their cut

flowers and for the delicious fragrance they exhale.

In a cut state they last almost as long as they do

on the plants. Being natives of Brazil, they do not

require much heat, and are very easily cultivated,

and may, therefore, be grown in any ordinary stove

in a mixed collection, where, with even ordinary

attention, they are sure to do well. The most use-

ful perhaps of the Zygopetalums is Z. Maokayi, and

those who are fortunate enough to possess this_ or

any others, or essay to start with them, will find

the present a good time to do so, as the plants may
now be shaken out, divided, and repotted, which

should always be done before the young growth

gets forward or fresh roots form. For growing

Zygopetalums in.either pots or ordinary garden pans

answer the purpose, but I give preference to the

first-named. It is important that the pots be well

drained, the most suitable material for doing so

being a mixttire of potsherds and charcoal, the

latter being kept near the top, where the roots soon

find it out and lay hold of it. A few bits of char-

coal are also useful for mixing in with the peat,

which shoidd be of a tough fibry nature, and h.-ive

a sprinkling of Sphagnum incorporated with it. In

turning the plants out it may be necessary to break

the pots they are in to get them out without hurt-

ing the roots, as the latter cling rather tenaciously;

but by doing that and setting thcni free by first
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lifting them w-ith the blade of a knife they may be
liberated without much damage, and if large enough
the plants may then be divided. This should be

done by pulling tliem apart so as to secure some
young shoots to the pseudo-bulbs, when each por-

tion should be potted carefully by spreading out

the roots and covering each with the mixture of

peat and Sphagnum as the work proceeds, keeping

the plant well up above the rim of the pot. They
should be gently syringed twice daily to encourage

free giowth. To aid tliis a moist atmosphere and
sliade on sunny days are necessary, but towards

autumn full exposure will assist in ripening up the

bulbs.—S. D.

Orcliis Robertiana (Aceras longibraoteata).

—

I quite agree with Mr. Webster's remarks about
Orchis Robertiana. It is certainly one of the best

of Orchids. There are two distinct forms of it, the

one with a greenish-purple labeUum, while the other

has a purplish-pink labellum, and both are very

sweet scented. I have grow Orchis Robertiana for

some years successfully (except this year when the

plants were neglected) planted out in a cold frame
in ordinary loam. It is one of the easiest to grow,

all that it requires being protection during the

winter and early spring. It is by no means so rare

as Mr. Webster supposes. Mr. Ware, of Tottenham,
who e.>chibited some fine specimens grown in pots

at some of the horticultural shows last year, has

included it in his catalogue for some years. It is

also suitable for pot culture and forces well.—G. R.

Dendrobiums at Mr. BuU'a. — There were
several beautiful Dendrobes in bloom with Mr. Bull

recently, and amongst the number D. crepidatum,
which was flowering freely. This is a lovely

species, the flowers delicately coloured and of ex-

quisite shape, the sepals and petals tipped with pink,

the lip in addition having a rich staining of yellow.

D. barbatulum was in perfection ; this was referred

to last week ; and the old nobile with the variable

and handsome Wardianum were, of course, in the

number. Some forms of the last-mentioned have
especially large flowers, but those that are the most
heavily tipped are the richest and best. A large

plant in full bloom of D. macrophyllum giganteum
scented the whole house with an odour of Rhubarb,
and we have fewer nobler Dendrobes than this in

bloom now. There were good spikes on D. densi-

fiorum, and also a well-marked form of the splendidly

coloured D. bigibbum, which displays considerable

variation in shade. The most richly coloured variety

we ever remember seeing was in the Kew collection

;

the flower was of the deepest purple. A fine batch
of D. Farmed promised a rich display, and there

was a good plant in flower of D. Brymerianum that

has a fringe like deUcate lace. Of all the numerous
genera of Orchids, the Dendrobium genus offers

some of the greatest treasures for amateurs, as the
several species and varieties are usually exceed-

ingly free, and the flowers either showy or delicate

in colouring.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Angraecum Sanderianum is flowering freely

\n many cilli'otiuns at tin' present time. It wns in

bloom recently with Mr. li. S. Williams and Mr. Bull,

and the more we see of this pure white Angroccum the
more wo recognise in it an introduction of priceless

value. It is exceediugly elegant and beautiful.

Vanda teres.—There is an excellent batch of tliis

beautiful Orchid approaching a flowering stage in Mr.
Williams' nursery at lloUoway. The plants are in

small pots, plunged in Mciss, and kept close up to the
glass in an unahailed house. Thuyhavo made 1 foot of
growth from the point they were cut back to last

year.

Vanilla Humbloti.—I have not seen this species

in any nther gunb-n tlian that of Mr. Smee, where it

now apfjears to he thriving. It is said to pnKluce
scarlet flowers, and if h(j it will he valuable. Largo
and ornarrental - Il<)werod forms appear to exist,

and these I yet hope to soo growing in our liuuses and
blooming, as they would give hulli a novel and pleusijig

ajipearanee to tlio Orchid liouses.— \V. II. G.

Epidendrum atropurpureum roseum. —
This is synonymous with K. macrocliilnm roseuiti, and
is one of the most beautiful Orchids in bloom now.

Both this and the type are making a show at Devon-
hurst, Chiswick, where Mr. Wright, the gardener, has

a smaU, but choice collection of Orchids. The great

beauty of the variety is in the broad Up, washed with a

fine rose colour that deepens considerably at the base.

The flowers last a long time when kept free from
damp.

Orchids at Epsom.—There are several Orchids
in bloom now in the Epsom Nursery of Mr. Morse, and
amongst them a number of Cypripediums. C. villo-

sum, a well coloured form, was in full flower; also C.

Argus, eallosum, Dauthieri, supercihare, Haynaldi-
anum, and the old Lawrenceanum. Besides these,

MasdevaUia Liudeni, the brilliantly coloured Sophro-
nitis grandiflora, Dendrobium Ainsworthi, its variety

roseum, and crassinode Barberianum were making a

gay show.

Cymbidium Lowi at Chelsea.—This Orchid
is flowering freely in most collections, but we have
seldom seen it finer than at Mr. Bull's, Chelsea,

where several plants were recently in full bloom.
One had eight spikes and the other five, with an
average of about forty blooms on each. One named
atropurpureum had an especially richly coloured

lip. This species was discovered by Mr. BoxaU in

Burmah.

Maxillaria Sanderiana.—This, by far the

grandest species of this genus, is now flowering in

Mr. Sander's establishment at St. Albans. It is a
most superb plant, of which a fine figure appeared
in The Garden, July 23, 1887. I observe it is

frequently grown in pots, but I think the best

way is to suspend it in a teak wood basket, as this

enables the flowers to grow downwards in a
natural manner and all the blooms can find an
exit.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum cirrhosum.—This was espe-

cially noteworthy a few days ago in both Mr. B. S.

Williams' nursery at Holloway and also in Mr.
Bull's at Chelsea. The plants bore large racemes
of the beautifully spotted flowers. When seen in

this condition there are few more lovely Odonto-
glossums than this old favourite. It deserves to

become commoner, and we are pleased to state that

it is now added to many collections.

Cattleya Lawrenceana.—A very good form
of this Cattleya was recently in flower with Mr.
Williams, the lip of the richest rose-purple. This
species is commencing to bloom freely, and forms
a beautiful succession to C. Trianfe, now going
over. It is of recent introduction, and was found
by Mr. Im. Thurn on Mount Roraima, in British

Guiana. It was imported by Messrs. Sander and
Co., of St. Albans, and named in compliment to

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart.

Lycaste fulvescens.—This distinct Lycaste
was flowering recently in Mr. B. S. Williams' nur-

sery at Holloway. It was discovered by Linden,
along with L. gigantea, in the province of Coro, in

Columbia, and is an interesting species, the pseudo-
bulbs large, and the flowers, borne in slender scapes,

of a tawny yellow colour. The sepals and petals

are long and narrow, and the lip is rich orange,
beautified by a marginal fringe of hairs. It is very
free, one of Mr. Williams' plants having as many as

ten flowers from one bulb.

Dendrobium senile (the Old Man Dendrobe)-
—This is another Burmese beauty now flowering

in the Burford Lodge collection. It was sent to the
Messrs. Low, of Clapton, by the Rev. Jlr. Parish a
quarter of a century ago. For a long time it re-

mained very rare, and is now, I think, still difticult

to manage. It appears to be a dwarf plant, its

stems seldom exceeding a few inches in height.

The stems as well as the leaves are densely covered
with white woolly hairs, somewhat resembling
those on the Old Man Cactus (Pilocereus senilis).

The flowers are mostly produced in pairs, of a deep
rich yellow, saving a few radiating orange streaks

at the base of tlie lip. I believe it prefers a bare
block of wood to grow upon to anything else.

—

W. H. G.

Vanda Denisoniana.—This species was in

liloom recently with Mr. Morse, of Epsom, and is

well worth a note, as it is one of our rarest Vandas.
It is one of Colonel Benson's discoveries in Burmah,
and first flowered with Messrs. Veitch & Sons in

their Chelsea nursery as far back as 1869. In
growth the plant resembles \. Bensoni, and though
described sometimes as the white Vanda, the flowers

are not always white, as there is usually a pro-
nounced greenish tinge in the fleshy sepals and
petals. The axillary racemes are from four to six-

flowered ; the flowers individually of medium size,

fleshy, and with a quite white Up, of which the
distinctive feature is the diverging terminal lobes,

that resemble the tip of a black cock's taU; the in-

side of the spur is orange colour.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 696.
PURPLE SELF CABNATIONS.

(with a coloured plate of the varietie.s

M. bergendi and mlle. kousell.'*)

Two such vigorous and beautiful Carnations as

those which form the subject of the accompany-
ing plate should, when better known, be foimd
in many gardens. Whilst English Carnation
raisers have given us some beautiful selfs, they
have rather concentrated their eflforts upon the
production of striped and otherwise marked
show flowers, many of wliich are unsuitable for

flower garden decoration. M. Bergendi and
Mile. Rousell, in their respective colours, are

far superior to any English kinds I know. They
are selected from a brilliant collection of beauti-

ful self-coloured varieties raised by M. Gauthier-
Hochard, of Pierrefltte, France. M. Bergendi
and MUe. Rousell are both strong, hardy kinds
and free growers. They have lived the last

two winters in the open air. The flowers

of M. Bergendi are of large size, but good
in form, and the colour a fine rich deep
purple. I have heard some object to the

purple-shaded Carnations, some of which take
on quite a dingy hue. This is not so with M.
Bergendi. The colour is deep and good, and
does not greatly change with the age of the

flower. Among English purple-flowered sorts,

such kinds occur to me as Ptirple Emperor,
Imperial Purple, Cremome, Elegant, &c., all

distinct in varying shades of purple, and fitting

companions for, though inferior to, M. Ber-
gendi.

Mlle. Rousell is not a true purple. When
growing, however, tlie groups of the two kinds
were side by aide, and in the plate tlie distinct

shades of colour in tlie flowers may be at once
recognised. Tlio colour is a light shade of purple

with a rich blending of deep crimson, the two
colours combining in a most harmonious way, and
producing a flower of unicjuo beauty. The flower-

spikes grow taller than those of M. Bergendi,

and the flowers, which never split, are of perfect

form.

The fact that sucli excellent flowers as these

figured wore obtainable from the opou flower

beds in the cold, wet, sunless summer of 1888
shows that the Carnation as a summer gar-

den flower is capable of mucli more tlian

lias hitherto been supposed. Although many
were content to gropo along in pursuit of

a system of flower gardening which actually

found no [ilace for the Rose and the (.'arnation,

two essentially Eiiglisli summer garden flowers,

there are now abundant signs of the increasing

popularity of both, and no oiio will deny that

it is well merited. The cfl'ect of such telling

kinds as tlioso figured, or some of tho vigorous

scarlet selfs, wlioii seen in an iiifornial ma.ss

is very handsome.

There wore soino buds of Carnations in Hyde
Park last .summer. They lookeil well and were

• Drawn for TilK (iAKDEN at (Iravetyo Manor, by
II. G. Moon. Lithogniphod ami printed by Guillaume
Severeyus.
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much admired, but they fell short of what they
might have been by reason of the indiscriminate
mixing of different coloured kinds. Had each
self-coloured kind been grouped naturally by
itself, the effect would have been greatly en-
hanced. The varied coloured Pelargoniums are
not promiscuously mixed because colour efiect

is aimed at. If Carnations have been tried and
found wanting in this respect the cause is their
misuse, because a mass of vigorous hardy
purple, scarlet, pink, or white Carnations will

give all the colour effect of the Pelargoniums
and far exceed them in interest, fragrance,
and beauty.

For flower garden decoration some have
advocated the raising and use of seedlings.
True, they give an enormous quantity of flower,
but the plants seriously lack quality, many of

the flowers not being so good as those of a
Pink. I do not speak disparagingly of the
raising of seedlings, because really good kinds
are often thus obtained, but, as with Roses, so
with Carnations, if we would have the best
results we must grow the best kinds, few or
many, according to space, each in suflicient

quantity to be effective. It is well to bear in
mind that a selection of plants naturally grouped
is more satisfactory, more beautiful, and gives
much less trouble than the most complete
collection ever brought together. By a printer's
error the "M." that should precede Bergendi
has been omitted. A. H.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

FHAME MELONS.
Where Melons must be grown in pits and
frames, heated with manure or dispensed with
altogether, now is a very good time to commence
operations. Gardeners within my own recollec-

tion commenced very much earlier, and cut as
good Melons in May and June as we now cut
from houses heated with hot water. The expense
in time and labour, independent of incessant
watchfulness, were by no means light, but they
had not tasted the comfort of hot-water appa-
ratus, and thought less of spending hour after

hour in a crouching position, with their heads
and hands in an ammonia bath, than young
men of the present day think of brushing up a
stoke-hole. No one wishes to go back to those
days for anything save the pure -bred old
Egyptian species of Melons, or the first break
which included the original Victory of Bath and
Spencer's Bowood green-flesh, now crossed and
recrossed out of shape, colour, and flavour. But
then it unfortunately happens that a goodly
number of amateurs and some gardeners still

find it necessary to utilise fermenting material
for forcing purposes. As frame Melons can-
not be grown in less than twelve to fifteen

weeks from the seed to the ripe fruit—and anyone
requiring more than one crop should employ
fire-beat—I have said April is a good time to

commence, when good Melons should be forth-

coming from the end of July to the end of Sep-
tember. The months thus devoted to their

growth forming the cream of our partial sum-
mers, the high tropical heat so essential to
success is secured under a minimum of labour

;

whilst light, another important element, is gra-

dually on the increase until after the fruit is set

and swelling. In ordinary seasons we frequently
grow very good crops of Melons in pits and
frames which have been used for Potatoes and
bedding plants, but these we term catch crops,

as we do not always renovate the beds before the
plants are turned out. The fruit, moreover,

does not ripen before the end of August, quite a
mouth later than it can be secured by making
special beds in April. Assuming, then, that
fresh stable manure and Oak or Beech leaves in

equal parts have been fermented and turned two
or three times, that beds just large enough to
receive the frames have been solidly built, 4 feet

at the back and 3 feet in front, and clean, sound,
steam-proof frames, fitted with good lights, are
in position

; also that a nursing bed carrying a
one-light frame has been built, and is doing duty
as the first home for young plants of Cucumbers
as well as Melons ; the seeds, as I have often
stated, should be sown singly, in 3-inch pots, on
the day the fruiting bed is built up, and if all

goes well the young plants will be fit for turning
out by the time the violent heat has subsided,
the bed has settled, the frame set level, and the
soil has attained a temperature of 80° at the
apex of the cones or ridges. In order to secure
this heat the manure will most likely register
120° to 150°

; but we cannot wait for this to
subside ; therefore, to prevent burning of the
soil, we place thick sods of turf. Grass-side
downward, right along the centre of the bed,
forming a strip or foundation about 30 inches
in width. Across this strip we place common or
glazed drain-pipes of any convenient size, with
ends open and about 2 feet apart, as safety-
valves for preventing the burning heat reaching
the tender roots of the young plants imme-
diately above them. Upon this base small cones
may be buUt not less than 18 inches in height,
as Melons, it must be borne in mind, should be
planted high and dry and completely above the
line of flooding. Another and still better mode
of preparing for the plants is the formation of a
continuous ridge of compost, the same height,
but as narrow as possible at the base, upon
which they can be placed equidistant and
18 inches apart, irrespective of the lights or
rafters.

Compost.—The most suitable for Melons is sound
turfy loam of a calcareous and somewhat heavy
nature, old lime rubble or charcoal, and a little soot
to destroy wireworm. This may be mixed up some
time before it is wanted and placed where it will
become thoroughly dry and warm, otherwise when
firmly packed in the ridge the heat will be a long
time in rising through it. If thought too poor to
engender an abundance of fibres, a little bone-dust
may be added in preference to rotten manure, which
encourages worms, induces a gross growth, and be-
comes sour under copious waterings when the fruit
is swelling. If too light to hold within its bulk an
abundance of moisture, dry and finely pounded marl
may be added, but all the ingredients must be ]iut

together dry, otherwise hard ramming—a very im-
portant operation— will render the whole mass pasty
and adhesive. Light soils, it is hardly necessary
for me to say, will soon fill a frame with rampant
vine and plenty of fruit will set, but, beat or tread
it as we will, we cannot make it hold sustaining
moisture ; consequently the plants almost invari-
ably become barren or go off under attacks of
canker at the collar, brought on by incessant water-
ing. From these remarks the reader will gather
that animal manure and light soils should be
avoided, and, it possible, a sound sustaining cal-
careous loam from an old sheep pasture, free or
treed from grub and wireworm and rich enough in

itself to grow good Pelargoniums or Roses, should
be .selected, cut and stacked when dry in the
autumn, chopped down, thoroughly aiirated and
warmed as wanted, and piled into lofty, narrow
ridges in the frames in preference to flat, shallow
spreading masses, which soon dry out and force the
roots down into the manure bed to tlie future injury
of the crop when the heat is declining.

Planting.— Returning to the nursing frame, we
find the young phmts in l-inch pots partially
plunged in the layer of leaf mould or Cocoa-nut
fibre used for keeping down steam, not more than
9 inches from the glass, always bright, clean and

free from confervas, as Melons cannot have too
much sun and light throughout the whole course of
their culture. As we do not wish them to become
pot-bound, the pots are drawn out of the bed and
placed on the level surface, where they never feel

the want of water, and the roots get inured to a
temperature equal to that of the hills to which we
are anxious to transfer them. Some give them a
shift and pinch out the points at the third rough
leaf, but, provided the fruiting frame is ready, I pre-
fer planting out on the day the first rough leaf is

visible. All checks by this method are avoided,
and the young roots having discovered their free-

dom, the buds in the a.xils of the first primary
leaves start strongly immediately after the first

pinching. As Melons, much as they enjoy water,
are not aquatics, they should be planted on small
conical or convex mounds about 2 inches higher
than the level to which the additional supplies of
compost will be raised when the final earthing is

finished. Thus elevated, with a few pieces of rough
charcoal or old lime rubble placed round them, and
not more than half an inch of soil over the roots, the
whole of the stems will become hard and wiry,
water will never reach them, and that dread dis-

ease, canker, will be averted. The balls, I may say,

should be thoroughly moist when the plants are
turned out upon the ridges, and when the roots
have been slightly liberated by the fingers, the
compost must be pressed very firmly about them.
If the soil is very dry, a little water at 85° may be
given at once, otherwise this element may be with-
held for twenty-four hours after planting. Slight
shade for a day or two may be necessary, and the
frame must be kept moist, moderately close, but
not hermetically shut, as steam is a most dangerous
invisible enemy. Two plants to a light are suffi-

cient for a frame (! feet in width, and three breaks
from each will be ample. The hills or ridges being
so small, the young plants will very soon push their

roots through the sides, when more soil, previously
placed along the back and front of the frame for the
t wofold purpose of keeping down steam and getting
thoroughly warmed, must be firmly packed against
them. As frame Melons do best when earthed
piecemeal, each Layer of warm compost should not
exceed 3 inches in thickness along the sides of the
ridges, and although quite level on the surface,

the mean should be quite 2 inches below the little

hillocks upon which the plants stand along the
centre.

Cultivation.—With good compost and a strong
tropical heat the plants will grow rapidly, and
although sown as late as the middle of April, they
will require incessant intelligent care, not from a
plurality of managers, but from one person who
knows what he is about and is well endowed with
patience. Assuming, then, that linings have been
added to the back and front, that good covering
has been provided, earthing is finished, and four
vines are extending, one to each corner of the
trellis placed under each light, our daily routine
will be as follows : About 5 p.m. we mat up for

the night and open the back of each light a quarter
of an inch to prevent an accumulation of stable
gas and steam. At 6 a.m. this air is shut off, the
covering is removed, and when the glass marks 76°,

the morning being bright, we commence ventilation
for the day. Air, little and often, is given until
the maximum of 85° is reached, when we add or
reduce as the sun varies or cold currents affect the
temper.ature. We never shade unless bright sun
after a dull time causes the tender foliage to flag,

and then very lightly for a brief period. About
2 p.m. the air may be reduceil and not later than 3
or 3.30 the frame is closed and well syringed with
water at 80° to 85°, care being observed that the
stems and small mounds upon which the plants
stand remain perfectly dry. On watering days

—

twice a week in fine bright weather—we close half
an hour e.irlier to compensate for loss of heat by
opening the lights, but atmospheric moisture being
abundant, the use of the syringe is dispensed with.
Thus it will be .seen that the foli,ige gets svringcd
five times in the course of each week, and. provided
it gets thoroughly dry once in the twenty-fours, the
.ifternoon growing temperature with moisture is

allowed to run up to 90°.
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MANlPLTiATiON.—When the vines nearly touch
the sides of the frame tlie removal of the points
induces a flush of laterals which show fruit at the
first joint. If only a few solitary female flowers

open, these, together with male blossoms, are
removed, but when a flush open together they are
carefully fertilised from day to day until enough
and to spare are properly set and swelling. When
the size of Walnuts, six or eight to a light and of

uniform substance are selected for the crop ; all

the remainder are removed, the fertile growths are
pinched at the joint beyond the fruit, and those

from which the surplus Melons have been taken are

shortened to within one joint of the parent vine.

By adopting this method and constant pinching a
superfluity of lateral is avoided; the premier leaves,

which should be carefully preserved, have plenty of

room ; solar heat reaches the surface of the bed and
dissipates stagnant moisture, when that dread
disease, canker, robbed of its most powerful ally,

rarely puts in an appearance.

Swelling the feuit.—When the size of Wal-
nuts, the young fruit may be reduced to three on
each plant, those retained being of equal age and
most likely to swell away in unison. To prevent
them from sinking below the trellis, each fruit must
be placed on a clean brick or an inverted pot, and
the plants may have their first draught of warm
diluted liquid ; but having been kept rather dry
through the setting process, the soil must be re-

stored to a growing condition by moderate and
repeated waterings. From this time until the fruit

has attained full size and is perfectly netted, warm
liquid may be given to the roots twice a week, but
not in driblets, as the sods lying at the base of the
ridge should be made their great feeding ground
when under a July sun the leaves are perspiring
freely. Another important, indeed magical, aid
will be found in top-dressing, not with manure, but
with a thin covering of loam and bone-du.st, two of

the first to one of the last, mi.xed some time in

advance and kept perfectly dry. Half an inch at a
time is ample, as roots in a few days convert it

into a perfect mat, when the meal may be repeated.
The linings, as a matter of course, must be reno-
vated alternately, especially when the heat in the
bed begins to decline, and on no account must night
covering and the chink of air be neglected. As days
increase in length and summer weather prevails,

early morning ventilation will be imperative, and
the lights may be freely tilted back or front accord-
ing to the set of the wind, but draughts on the
hottest days nmst be avoided. The night heat
should stand full 70°, the mean by day 80° to 85°,

and 5° to 10° higher after closing with sun-heat,
and the frame well filled with vapour. All stop-
ping, training, and regulating should be performed
soon after 2 o'clock or immediately preceding clos-

ing, and the plants should be well syringed with
extra warm water, to compensate for loss of heat by
the removal of the lights pending the necessary
operations. Whee the Melons have attained full

size, all stimulants must be discontinued and
pure water only in gradually diminished quantities
must be given to the roots ; but the foliage and in-

side of the frame may be syringed about i p.m.,

especially if there are any signs of spider. The
next and last stage will be ripening, and as Melons
are good in proportion to the amount of dry sun-
heat they get, they must have more air through the
early part of the day and just enough water to pre-
vent the plants from flagging.

Cutting and keeping the fhuit.—It not un-
frequently happens that the blooni of three or four
months is crowned with disappointment by allow-
ing the fruit to remain too long upon the plants or
by placing it in a damp, cold place after it is cut.

When the fruit clianges colour and the stem begins
to crack at the junction or neck, the aroma wafted
from the frame, one and all combincil, will indicate
the fact that one or more Melons are quite forward
enough for cutting, liut possibly not for eating.

Wlicn cut with a good piece of the stem attached,
the fruit should be removed to a dry temperate
room or vinery in which ripe Grapes arc hanging,
where, according to experience of the variety, as
some are quicker than others, it may be kept from

two to four days, when it will be fit for table.

Jlelons, as a matter of course, can be kept on the
plants until they separate themselves, until fermen-
tation sets in and the seeds begin to germinate, and
then even they will keep sound for many days in a
cool room, but their aroma has passed away, their

flavour is gone, and all that is left of a once good
fruit is voted nauseous and insipid.

Insects and diseases.—Green and black -fly

sometimes attack the tips of the young shoots,

especially when the plants are kept in too low a
temperature, and attention to airing, closing, and
other details is neglected. Smoking Melons is a
delicate and dangerous business, as too much
smoke, but more frequently exposure to sun the
following morning, settles the most tender foliage.

If taken in time, dipping in weak tobacco or soapy
water, or syringing with quassia water, will make a
clearance, but the best preventive is high culture
and quick growth in a tropical temperature. Spider
under similar conditions, and the retention of use-

less pot-bound plants, may be present when they
are turned out upon the hills, but, like all other
parasites, it makes poor headway under that
generous treatment which promotes health and a
robust constitution. Later in the season, when
comparative root drought and a dry atmosphere
prevail, it makes rapid headway, but then even it

may be checked to the extent of the preservation
of the best of the foliage by timely syringing with
soapy or sulphur water, and the avoidance of the
baneful practice of hastening maturity by a sudden
transition from tropical moisture to extreme aridity.

Canker may be prevented by healthy culture, by
thin training, by preventing stagnant moisture from
hanging about the surface of the bed, and by the
jireservation of all the premier leaves. The stems
or collars of the plants, too, should be kept clear

and above the flood line, the foliage should become
thoroughly dry once in twenty-four hours, and last,

but not least, the loam, pure and sweet, should be
good enough to grow them without being enriched
with animal manure. As a remedy, quicklime and
sulphur, or dry powdered charcoal, may be well

rubbed into the parts affected.

AIDS TO SETTING GRAPES.
WiTHOiiT a good set it is vain to look for an
even crop of shapely bunches of Grapes, and
yet this is what all desire who possess or have
charge of a vinery. While admitting that in

many instances the Vines set their bunches in a

manner which leaves nothing to be desired,

there are cases, far too numerous, where small

and stonelesa berries are to be met witli in

quantity. Moreover, gardeners experienced in

Grape culture are aware of the fact that some
Vines in the same garden set their berries nmch
better than others, even though tliey be of the

same variety. The cause of this disparity is

often difficult to account for ; it may be due to

defective root action or dryness at the roots

;

atmospheric conditions, too, in houses of dif-

ferent construction or even in different parts of

the same house exercise a great influence over
the setting of the fruit. Considering the im-

portance of this suliject and how iuucli depends
upon a good set, it behoves those in charge of

\'ineries to take pains when the Grajies are in

bloom to assist tlieni as far as possible, seeing

there arc many ways by which fertilisation can
bo facilitated, and tlie iniantity and c|uality of

the crop improved thereby. It does not always
follow t,hat because certain kinds liavo been
found to .set well in some eases without artilicial

aid other than the usual tap or shake of the
rods, no further aBsistanco is ever require<l by
them. Tapping the rods at mid-day is, no
doubt, all that is necessary to disperse the
pollen, but if the pistil is not in a lit .state to

receive it, fertili.sation will not take place. One
obstacle in the way is the coating of glutinous

or viscid matter which is found in many varie-

ties upon the en<l of the pistil, and whicli if not

eft'ectually removed prevents the germination of

the pollen. One can easily imagine that when
growing in the open air tliis suljstance is cleared

off by natural causes, such as rain, wind, in-

sects, &c. , or the influence of the sun, but in

the still shady atmosphere of our vineries there

is no force of this kind to disperse it ; therefore
it becomes necessary to call in the aid of a soft

brush or some other means by which this

obstacle can be removed. Even when thia

coating is not perceptible I am of opinion that
going over the bunches with a brush helps to

prepare the pistils to receive the pollen, and in

this way effects as much, if not more good than
is accomplished by conveying the pollen, for of

tliis under favourable conditions enough and to

spare is always floating in the air.

The syringe, when employed for the purpose
of setting, eft'ectually clears the pistil of this

obstructive matter, but the wetting process

must destroy a quantity of jiollen, although, no
doubt, some is forced on to the pistil by this

means, and flowers are fertilised thereby. How-
ever, I think when the syringe is used some
time before midday is the best time for the
operation, as the pistils which are then cleared

will have a chance of receiving the pollen from
those flowers which open later on. Bunches
which are exposed to a fail' share of light in-

variably set bettor than when shaded by a
quantity of foliage, and this fact should be
borne in mind when the shoots ai-e being tied.

Many cultivators are over- anxious to get the
laterals tied down to the trellis, forgetful of the
check this proceeding is likely to produce,
besides bi'inging the bunches into a bad position

for setting. Where the rods are trained at a good
distance from the glass—which should never be
less than 18 inches—little tying will be then
required until the bunches are ready for thin-

ning. The weight of the bunches will bring
the shoots down to the wires naturally without
any straining. The points of the shoots must,
of course, be caught down a little to prevent
contact with the glass, otherwise they should
be allowed to grow as upright as space will per-

mit. Light and air will then have free play
amongst the bunches when in blooni, greatly

facilitating the important process of fertilisation.

Shy-setting kinds also may be aided by tying

the bunches into an almo.st vei-tical position. As
regards the state of the atmosphere and the
temperature of the house at this time, opinions

vary. I am inclined to a somewhat high figure

during the day when it can be obtained with
the assistance of the sun, and while allowing a
considerable fall during the night it is not wise for

Muscats and late kinds to let the thennometer fall

but little below <iO°. Tlie season of the year will

make a little difference in this respect. The sun
is always most welcome when the Muscats are
in bloom, an<l all cultivators are alive to the
value of its aid. Notwithstanding, we all know
how often Sol hides his head for days and weeks
at a time. During such adverse periods, then,

moderation should bo exerciseil with the fire-

heat in preference to forcing the thermometer
up to the same figure that is allowed under
more favourable conditions

;
70° to 75° is quite

high enough from tire-heat alone. Some
dilt'crence might to bo made in the supply of

moisture by sub.stituting a somewhat drier

atmosphere without discontinuing damping
altogether, as is sonu'tinu's done. Sucli ex-

tremes of treatment are uncalled for, and are,

moreover, injurious to the health of the ^'ine,

while they tend to hinder rather than lielp tlie

setting of the (irapes. A. Baukki;.

Maiden trees.—There can be no doubt but
that in all orcbard planting, or indeed in garden
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planting so far as relates to hardy fruits, maiden
trees are best. In the case of trained trees, there
is no other course open but to leave the training to
the nurseryman, who can perform that essential
work more neatly and with greater facility than pri-

vate gardeners can ; with them it is ever a question of
time and means. But planters of experience affirm

repeatedly that although one may plant maiden
trees only, and another may under the same condi-
tions plant two-year or even three-year-old trees,

that the mutilation to the roots of the latter is so
great, that the maiden trees in about five or six

years are as good if not better than the older trees,

and invariably make in the end stouter, cleaner, and
more profitable plantations. Maiden trees may be
purchased at perhaps one-half the cost of older
trees

; they have roots closer home, and in the lift-

ing they are not so much injured. The trees, too,

much sooner develop root action, and more quickly
become established in the soil. What root-work
and head-growth it is performing, however, are just
what under other conditions the tree would be
doing in the nurseryman's quarters, and which are
far better done in the orchard or garden where the
tree remains. Even of bushes, such as Gooseberries
and Currants, planters prefer good two-year-old to
older ones, especially if they have done well in the
nursery in the young state.—A. D.

a small matter, but it has a vital effect when
neglected. I am not referring so much now to

tall standard trees in the orchard, as everybody
admits the necessity for keeping them steady in

their position, but dwarf trees, which are now
planted in large numbers, especially when in ex-
posed situations, need support for the first year
till they are fairly anchored to the ground.

E. H.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Cucumbers.
The winter plants at this place have been better

HEADING BACK YOUNG TREES.

Some difference of opinion exists among fruit

growers as to the best time for cutting back young
fruit trees recently planted. I have for some years
been testing the matter by cutting back trees at
different times, and the conclusion I have come to

is that the best time for cutting back all trees

planted at the right season, which is as soon as
the leaves fall in autumn, is as soon as the sap
begins to move in March ; not to wait till the buds
at the end of the shoots are bursting, as is some-
times done, but to meet the rising sap and concen-
trate the growing force about the buds we wish to

take the lead in the future. Trees planted in

autumn will have made new roots before Christmas,
and by March will be in a condition to support the
expanding foliage and to benefit from the reciprocal
action which sets in the moment a green leaf

appears. Delay in heading back in such cases
means a loss of growing force ; but a good many
fruit and other trees are planted after Christmas,
even up till the end of March, for it takes some
people a long time to make up their minds, and in

the case of late-planted trees, I cannot find in my
experiments that there is anything gained by head-
ing back before the following autumn or the next
spring, though a good deal depends upon the treat-

ment the trees receive during the spring following
planting. It is rare for a tree planted late—in
March say—to get moisture enough to set up a
vigorous root action. Too often no water is

given, beyond, it may be, a solitary watering
shortly after planting till the trees are looking
distressed and the bark is shrinking from lack of

moisture. This is the reason so many late planted
trees die shortly after being planted. The muti-
lated roots are not in a condition to do anything
towards helping the buds, and these latter having
exhausted all the sap stored in the branches, cannot
move without help from below. A mulch of ma-
nure from 2 inches to 3 inches thick as a con-

servator of moisture is a great assistance to a tree

struggling to make a new start, but the mulch is

not sufficient, as a week's dry weather, or less, at

any time until vigorous root action has set in is

enough to dry up all the sources of moisture within
reach of the roots, which have no power to move
downwards in search of it. Another matter, de-

serving more attention than is commonly given to

it, is to see that the trees are fixed firmly in the

ground, and staked or supported in some way so

that the wind cannot wave them about. A little

wind pressure does no harm to a tree well esta-

blished in the soil, but the case is different when '

the tree is only recently planted and has a new
start to make. Every fresh effort of the tree to get

a firm grasp of the soil is frustrated by the fre-
^

quently recurring gales in spring. This may seem

than usual, producing if anything too much fruit

and at the present time they are free, fertile, and
clear of parasites. The season, it is true, has been
milder than usual, but we have had very little sun

;

consequently steady firing for the past five months
has been incessant, not only by night, but also by
day. To what circumstance, then, knowing how
deleterious dry fire-heat is, must we attribute this

unusual health and fertility 7 for this really is the
question which the unsuccessful will ask, and al-

though my reply may not be accepted by all, I am
bound to say it is due to thin planting and extension
training; to a liberal use of fermenting material for

giving bottom-heat and keeping the atmosphere
well charged with moisture; to withholding the
syringe from the beginning of November to the end
of February; and last, but not least, to copious
supplies of diluted liquid at a temperature of 8(i°.

It is by no means unusual for timid growers to

plunge pot plants nearly as close as they will stand
upon the pedestals, but this is a great mistake, as
they are obliged to commence cutting and pinching
long before the time arrives for throwing them into

bearing. A few extra large leaves, too soft and
flabby to stand over Christmas, are formed, the
growths interlace, and the exclusion of light and
air, never too plentiful, seals their fate before the
salmon finds its way into the market. This is not
the first time I have drawn attention to this very
common cause of failure, as many readers of The
Garden know I have advised cutting off close to

the pot each alternate plant, and drawing out every
bit of \'ine when Sagging indicates its position upon
the trellis. If any disappointed tyro finds himself
in this dilemma, he may adopt this plan, that is,

where the plants retained are expected to bear
good fruit up to midsummer. At the same time, if

any of tliem show signs of exhaustion through over-

crowding, a portion of the old soil may be removed
and replaced with good, sound, rough turf, pieces
of charcoal, and lumps of old lime rubble. Water
at first should be sparingly supplied, but once new
roots are formed and vigorous young shoots show
at every joint, mild liquid may be copiously ad-
ministered. The syringe, too, may be freely plied,

the first time when the temperature begins to rise,

to the surface of the bed and the walls ; the second
time, when the ho\ise is closed and the foliage can
be well bathed with pure water at a temperature of
80°. If shading is used it should be of the lightest

texture, and this only for a very short time during
the hottest part of the day, as plants with plenty
of roots in a moist bottom-heat of 80° and healthy
foliage quite clear of the glass rarely flag in houses
adapted to their culture.

Sprhiff planis now coming into full bearing will

require manipulating every other d.ay, as nothing
can be more wasteful of vital force or injurious to

the crop than allowing the young shoots to grow
after the points can he pinched at the first leaf

beyond the show intended to swell to maturity. If

the pits were cleared to the very bottom and the
heat is brisk and sweet, growth of roots and vines

will now be very rapid, and the fruit will swell

quickly, but on no account must it attain full size,

a Cucumber 14 inches in length and free from seeds
being ample for all ordinary purposes. To secure

an abundance of sweet straight fruit with the
flower attached, all crooked or imperfect shows
must be removed l)efore they open; a few male
blooms may bo retained, but unless seed is wanted
they need not be used, as artificial fertilisation does

not improve the quality of the fruit for table

purposes. High-pressure growers profess to keep

their houses hermetically closed, no matter how
hot the weather may be, but I do not envy them
their Turkish bath filled with an untrained tangled
mass of vegetation, when 70° at night with a little

air, 80° to 85" by day, and !)0° to 'J5° after closing,
with sun-heat and moisture, compass a range quite
high enough for any tropical plant as yet grown in
this dark, cold, changeable climate.

Summer jjlaiits.—As April weather improves, all

pits and frames intended for Cucumbers should be
cleared, cleansed, and made ready for the recep-
tion of stiff, stocky plants from the nursing frame
before they become pot-bound. If a flow and
return pipe attached to a boiler can be utilised,

much labour through May and June may be saved,
but the main source of heat should be "fermenting
material. This, of course, fluctuates more or less,

but the soft moist heat economises syringing
certainly on fine mornings and dull days, whilst
good covering with dry mats ensures an atmo-
sphere in which the plants revel. It will be
necessary to turn and renovate the linings, back and
front alternately, and a compost consisting of good
turfy loam and lime rubble must be added as often
as the roots creep through to the surface. Train
the main vines outward, pinch before they reach
the sides of the frame, and stop the laterals at the
first joint beyond the fruit. Increase the supply of
tepid water as the plants gain strength. Ventilate
early on bright mornings and shut up with a pro-
fusion of sun-heat and moisture in time to run up
to !,I0°. Where the long black and white-spined
varieties are grown for summer use or autumn
exhibition, seeds should be sown in April, in order
to have strong plants ready for turning out after
Potatoes and forced vegetables in May. If linings
are applied to these frames the beds will hardly
require rebuilding, otherwise they should be pulled
to pieces and renovated with a little fresh manure
to give the plants a start. The black-spined varie-
ties being hardy and free-growers, the soil should
be sound and thoroughly good, but quite free from
manure and leaf-mould, as feeding with stimulants
can be performed when the plants actually require
it. The quantity, again, should be limited to a
narrow ridge running the whole length of the
frame, with broad boards on edge back and front
for preventing the escape of water when summer
flooding is necessary.

Strawberries.
As Peach houses and vineries will now be getting

clear of the early batches of plants, the shelves
should be well scrubbed and the walls limewashed
to pre\ent spider and mildew from breaking out
when syringing is discontinued. When this very
important work has been performed, the general
stock of plants, including President, Paxton, The
Queen, and others, may be looked to, and if possible
placed together in a light, roomy, well-ventilated
and fairly heated pit to set and ripen their fruit.

Here the different batches nuiy be regularly
syringed and copiously watered until they come
into flower, and as healthy plants set freely enough
without .artificial aid, the flowers may "be well
thinned before they open. When a crop has been
secured, syringing must be resumed, the trusses tied
or propped up, and clear weak liquid supplied at
every watering. As Strawberries will swell in the
hottest Pine stoves, batches may be tlrawn for keep-
ing up a supply, not otherwise, as fruit grown in a
temperature ranging from G0° to C5° at night and 75°
to 80° by (lay, if not quite so fine, certainly is superior
in qu.ality. In a house of this kind fruit should
not remain until quite ripe, dry warm air, liber.al

ventilation, a lower tempenature and a diminished
supply of water being essential to .aroma and flavour.

Nine-tenths of the forced Str.awberries, like e.arly

Grapes, are consumed before they are ripe, and yet
the fruit may be kept in an improving condition in
.any dry .airy house or pit a week or ten d.ays after
it is well coloured. Forced plants of early varieties
intended for fruiting in the .autumn should be
dipped in a solution of soapsuds and sulphur to
clear the foliage of mildew and spider as they are
removed from the house ; also, if necessary, they
should be well soaked in pure water before they are
placed in cold pits to h.arden oft" preliminary to being
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planted out in May. Early Prolific, Vicomtesse

H^ricart de Thury, and La Grosse Sucr^e are suit-

able varieties for autumn-fruiting. The old Black

Prince in permanent open-air beds often fruits a

second time, especially after a hot dry summer,

and Keen's Seedling, still bad to beat, frequently

produces most delicious fruit in September.

ClIERKIES.

Where the forcing of this precocious tree is

carried on with spirit, the fruit in the earliest house

will now be stoning, a stage which will very soon

determine the satisfactory result or otherwise of

artificial fertilisation. If the trees are in good

health and the fruit is properly set, the rush to

maturity will be very rapid—so rapid, indeed, that

there will be but little time for feeding ; hence the

importance of using mild liquid not only at each

watering, but also for damping the floors and other

available surfaces. Pare clear soft water must be

used for syringing purposes, the only exception

being an occasional dash of clarified soot water

when the house is closed with sun-heat for three or

four hours in the afternoon. This bitter stimulant

is antagonistic to aphis and spider, but very light

smoking when the trees are quite dry makes a

clean sweep of the first, whilst spider, rarely

troublesome in the early house, soon gives way to

copious syringings with pure water. It grub has

been troublesome the trees should still be watched,

as it is only by incessant attention to every curled

leaf that this pest can be completely destroyed.

Although all stone fruits wiU stand a slight rise

after the kernels are formed, that by night should

not exceed 56° to 60° with air, 70° being the mean
on bright mild days. Air at this time, as a matter

of course, must be freely admitted—always be it

understood that the trees are not exposed to

draughts. When the fruit begins to change colour

the syringing of the trees must be discontinued, but

the floors, walls, and stems may be well moistened

twice on flue days. When ripe, a much drier atmo-

sphere, also more air, will be necessary, otherwise

the fruit will crack and rot, and the better to dis-

pen.se with root-watering, the pots may be completely

buried in rather dry non-conducting material, than

which nothing can be more suitable than the

remains of an old Mushroom bed free from wood-

lice. Borders may be covered with the same, care

being taken that the roots in each case are tho-

roughly moist at the time of application. From
this time forward, two enemies, a damp, s(

atmosphere and birds, must be circumvented

first by a little dry fire-heat and the expulsion of

watering-cans and syringes ; the second by hanging

light fishing-nets over the ventilators.

Late. Cherries, including a good succession of the

finest Bigarreaus, should be well fumigated before

the flowers are open ; also they must be well

syringed ; but once they begin to expand more air

and less water in the atmosphere will facilitate

fertilisation, which must be assisted by the camel's-

hair brush when the pollen becomes plentiful.

Many people thoughtlessly commence this operation

the moment a few flowers are found open, and not

imfrcquently destroy the tender organs before a

particle of pollen is ready for use. For the guid-

ance of these enthusiasts, I may say the trees should

be left to themselves and the bees until the pollen

flies off in golden showers, and then with the brush

on a line day, aided by gentle warmth in the pipes,

a gentle touch with a light hand will must likely

secure a good crop of fruit. Once set, the fires may
be dispensed with until the Cherries are ripe, when
cracking and mould mu.'=t be counteracted by a

repetition of the warming of the pipes. Cherries

in 1887 set and kept well without the aid of a

single shovelful of fuel, but last year fire was in-

dispensable; hence the necessity for hot-water

pipes, as we never know when they may be wanted.

Plums.

The earliest varieties started with the first batch of

Cherries, and brought on under identical treatment,

will now be left behind. Their treatment through

all the early stages, both as regards temperature,

ventilation, watering, syringing, and fertili.sation,

are precisely the same, and the same enemies, aphis

and leaf-rolling grubs, have to be encountered.

When set and thinned the Cherries dash ahead, but

thePlums take more timewhen anythingapproachiug
undue haste throws out the steed. When the fruit

is set and swelling, it will be necessary to thin with

Grape scissors, care being taken that sutlicient for

the crop be left where leaves are most plentiful,

whilst spurs minus buds and foliage, which gene-

rally set the most freely, if possible must be de-

nuded, as fine Plums cannot be expected where

there are no leaves. The Plum, like all other stone

fruits, does best in rather heavy calcareous loam,

rammed very hard, and crowded with roots. It

revels in good food, solid and liquid ; hence the

importance of top-dressing with rotten manure or

rich loam and bone-dust, and washing it in with

clear diluted liquid. Clear soot water may be used

at first for the afternoon syringing, but a perfect

bloom being the glory of the Plum, the purest soft

water only should be used after the fruit is stoned.

Time to a certain extent may be gained by running

up a few degrees on fine afternoons, but tropical

heat is simply thrown away, as I have tried re-

moval of a few of the earliest pot trees to a warm
vinery, and although the fruit has attained full

size, those left behind have coloured best and been

the first to ripen. Indeed, so obstinate is that best

of pot Plums, the Jefferson, that I have transferred

the trees from the vinery to the open air, but the

fruit never laid on the rich golden colour met with

in the orchard house.

Late Plums, Including Coe's Golden Prop and
other superb varieties mentioned a short time ago,

will soon be coming into flower, and a most en-

chanting sight they will present, but success must
not be expected where a preliminary smoking is

neglected. If the weather is fine and the house

freely ventilated, insects will most likely fertilise

the flowers, when the brush may be dispensed with.

If wanted as late as possible, that is, after Peaches

worth eating from open walls are over, the venti-

lators may be left open by night and day through

July and August, otherwise they may be closed for

two or three hours after the afternoon syringing.

Pears in jtots.—As the choice varieties, even upon
walls, are not likely to be over-plentiful, those who
have acted upon my advice will find a good batch of

pot trees not only useful, but very valuable. They do

best in light airy houses, especially when flowering

They enjoy the best of food, in-

7th and 8th,when it amounted to -65 and 75 inches—
our register for the month being 2-86 inches against

3-92 last year. The temperatures varied consider-

ably during the month of March, our highest read-

ing being on the 29th and lowest on the 5th

—

maximum 61°, minimum 25°.—W. A. Cook, Comj)-

toil Basset Gardens, Calne.

two enemies, a damp""st4nart eliding top-dressing and^liquid, and will stand
uwu cue ^ , ^, ^ ^^\ quite as much heat as Plums when the fruit is

swelling. Stagnant moisture being fatal to the

petals, a little dry fire-heat should keep the air in

motion when the trees are in flower. W. C.

SHORT NOTES.—FItUIT.

Protecting fruit-tree blosBoms.—Old fishing

nets, with incshos 1 inch .square, are our favourito pro-

tectors for wall tree fruit blossom. Tliey are iuex-

pousivo, convenient to fix or move, and thoy are exceed-

ingly effective. They do not obstruct the light, but

tlioy break the wind and afford much shelter. "With

their aid wo never fail to secure crops, particularly if

wo take care to put thorn on before any of the flowers

arc fully ctiKindcd.—J. Mum.
Fly on Peacli trees.— Black and green. fly are

very apt to appear on Peach trees when they are in

blossom and when the shoots are only 1 inch or 2 inches

long. They multiply rapidly, and snoii d uch liarin

if allowoil to go (111. Iiiiieed, they rmiiirntly iii:ilo' an

unfavourable marl; on the trees tlial rmiain tullic end

of the season, and eftbrts should always ho made to

check and clear them before they become too uumc-
rou.s. This may be done by syringing the troi's daily

and rather vigorously with water heated to So". W'l-

have tried insecticides at this early stage, hut found

some of them inclined to injure the tender fruit.

—

J. MuiR.

Bainfall of March.—It may be intere.sting to

note tlie .-imount of rain, as so much distress and

loss of property have been occasioned duiiiig the

past month in various parts of the country, espe-

cially in the west of England and the midlands.

The gardens here are about 400 feet above sea

level and rather exposed. Kain or snow has fallen

upon thirteen days, the greatest amount being on

Trees and Shrubs.

THE JAPAKESE^QUINCE.
(CYDONIA JAPONIC A.)

The mild weather we have experienced during

the last week or two has rapidly brought out

the flowers of this beautiful .shrub, which on a

wall already shows itself worthy of the opinion

expressed by Loudon many years ago, viz. :

—

One of the most desirable deciduous shrubs in

cultivation, whether as a bush on the open lawn,

trained against a wall, or treated as an ornamental

hedge plant.

Where protected by a wall there has been a few

scattered blooms for the last two or three

months, but just now they are opening in quan-

tity, and make a goodly show ; indeed, it fur-

nishes by far the brightest bit of colour among
shrubby hardy plants. When planted with

the intention of training it against a wall, a little

well-decayed manure should be incorporated

with the soil, as the object is to make the plant

cover as large a space as possible within a given

time. One is often asked how certain wall

plants should be pruned, the general idea being

that a considerable amount of cutting about is

nece.ssary in order to succeed in their cultiva-

tion, and consequently the beauty of many wall

shrubs is destroyed by being cut in so severely.

It is essential to dispense with the pruuing-

kiiifo as far as possible in the case of the

Japanese Quince, the principal thing needed

being the removal of any weak or exhausted

shoots, or those that have become overcrowded.

Wliile it is commonly grown as a wall plant,

this Cydonia makes a good shrub for the

open ground ; it is perfectly hardy and
will both grow and flower freely so treated.

Of course the blooms arc a good deal later

in expanding than those on a wall, but

even if there are a few more shrubs in flower

when they are at their best, the bright and
pleasing colours of the Quince render tliein con-

spicuous among all their associates. A very

eftective way of planting them is in the form of

a clump or group, sufficient space being allowed

each individual for its full development, and

yet not enough to present an isolated, dotted-

about appearance. Even when the Japanese

Quince is treated as a shrub in the open ground,

and, consequently, does not fhiwer till well on

into spring, its season of blooming is spread

over a longer period than that of many hardy

shrubs, for the individual flowers last a good

while in perfection, and besides this a succession

is usually kept up for a time. In some cases the

flowers are succeeded by largo oblong fruits,

which have a very agreeable aromatie perfume.

Each fruit contains a considerable number of

pips, a fair proportion of which are often good

and by means of which young plants can be

readily raised. Of course, tliis metlmd is not

available for the increase of any particular va-

rieties, all of which, liowever, can be propagated

by means of suckers or cuttings. Tliese last can

often bo detached with roots of their own, and

in that case simply need to be planted under

favourable conditions, wliile cuttings strike with-

out dilliculty if taken in tlio autiinin and dibbled

iirinly into some sludtered spot, whoro the soil

is of a soiiiewliat sandy nature and yet not dried

up during the summer. 'I'iiis (>iuiiice is also avail-
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able for flowering under glass early iu the year, for

it simply requires the protection of a greenhouse.
There are a great number of varieties to be met
with in ditl'erent catalogues, some of which
afibrd a pleasing change from the old crimson-
flowered typical form. A few good kinds are
nivalis, pure white, being entirely without the
blush tint common to the older white (alba),

which last, however, may be grown for the sake
of variety. The dark kinds are represented by
cardinalis, deep crimson, and princeps, a kind
of scarlet- crimson, with coccuiea, a rich glowing
red. Others would include rosea, bright pink,
and Gaillardi, salmon-rose. Though the list of

names herein given is by no means extensive, it

forms a good assortment where but few are re-

quired. The typical Japan Quince was, accord-
ing to Loudon, introduced into this country in

1815, but many of the varieties are of far more
recent origin. No notice of this class of shrubs
would be complete without a word or two in
favour of Maule's Pjtus (Cydonia Maulei),
which was introduced from Japan about fifteen

years ago and rapidly became popular. It is al-

together a smaller grower than the Japanese
Quince, but a most profuse bloomer, every little

twig being closely packed with orange-scarlet-
coloured blossoms, quite diflerent in colour from
those of any form of the preceding. This, how-
ever, is but one phase of its beauty, as the
golden yellow fruits, about the size of small
Apples, are borne in great abundance and form
a very pretty autumn feature. They are agree-
ably scented, but not pleasant to eat in an un-
cooked state, though they are sometimes made
into preserves. The remarks as to the suita-
bility of the Japan Quince for flowering under
glass will apply with equal force in the case of
Maule's Pyrus, which can also be propagated in
the same way, and besides is often raised in
considerable numbers from seed. T.

Cassandra calyculata.— This little North
American shrub is just unfolding its earliest blos-
soms, which are a good deal like those of an Andro-
meda ; indeed, it is frequently included in that
genus. It forms a low-branching bush, generally
from 1 foot to 2 feet in height, the branches being
clothed with rather small oblong leaves of a pecu-
liar rusty hue underneath. The flowers, which
depend from the undersides of the branches, are
white, and being of the thick waxy texture common
to many of the Ericaceff. they retain their beauty
for a considerable time. It is seen at its best where
the soil is fairly moist and of a peaty nature. I

have seen it employed for flowering under glass,

its early blooming then standing it in good stead,
as with very little protection it may be had in
flower quite early in the spring.—T.

Dimorphanthus mandschuricus.—Here this
tree grows freely, flowers every year, and increases
readily. The great charm about it is tlie beautiful
golden colour of its leaves in the autumn. Our
largest tree has formed several branches. Suckers
spring from the roots, some at a distance of 2 feet
from the stem of the tree. These suckers, taken
off with a portion of the roots attached, quickly
grow into trees. The soil here is of a heavy re-
tentive character, overlying a bed of clay and
flint, tlie chalk being atleast G feet from the sur-
face. The trees have here experienced 20° of frost
without being in the least injured. The only injury
is caused by strong south-westerly winds", which
towards the end of summer disfigure the leaves by
" whipping " them against each other.—Soutii
Hants.

Eucalyptus globulus.—This plant has with-
stood the winter in Mr. Smee's garden. Although
the plants look brown and rough, Mr. Cummins
tails me they usually live through the winter, but
they die from the cutting, biting winds in spring.
Tbese plants I noted were planted in front of the
windows, and I was told tliey were so planted for

fly screens. It is recorded that no flies either get

into or remain in a room having a plant of this

Blue Gum tree before the window. If this is a
fact, I would advise everyone to use this as a pot
plant iu their houses, and I for one shall certainly
make a trial of it in the coming season.— G. I

REMIJIA PEDUNCULATA.
The genus Remijia, which belongs to the natural
family of the Rubiacese, and is closely allied to
the Cinchonas, was established by A. -P. de
CandoUe, and so named by him in honour of

Dr. Remijo, who, according to Auguste de Saint-
Hilaire, was the first to make known iu Brazil
the valuable property which the bark of these
plants possesses as a febrifuge. About a dozen

leras, between Susumuco, Servita, and Villa-
vicensio, at an altitude of between 1800 feet
and 2100 feet above sea-level, in the vast forests
which cover that region. As an ornamental
H-arm-house shrub, it may be successfully gio^vn
according to the following directions, which are
also applicable to the cultivation of all the other
species. Like the Cinchonas, the Remijias re-
quire a moist, warm atmosphere, and to be
planted in fresh, spongy heath soil, which has
been coarsely broken up, and which should be
kept moist by regular waterings. The plants,
however, might prove stouter iu tlie stem and
become more branching if they were grown in a
temperate house and as near the glass as pos-
sible. It is also probable that if grafts were
made, with leading shoots for scions (as in the

case of Conifers), plants of a
more thick-set habit would be ob-
tained. The mode of grafting to
be recommended in this case would
be either veneer-grafting or the
method of cleft-grafting which is

known as "a la Pontoise."

—

Bei-ue
Hortkole.

The Bed Maple (Acer mbrum).—The principal ornamental feature
of most Maples is their handsome
foliage, but in the case of this species
the flowers are also very showy and
additionally interesting from being
produced so early in the year. The
Red Maple forms a very handsome
tree, and though a native principally
of damp situations, it succeeds fairly
well where pretty dry, though, of
course, its rate of growth is a good
deal slower than in a moister spot.
The flowers are small, but borne in
great profusion towards the ends of
the branches, and their colour (bright
red) renders them very conspicuous

;

indeed, a specimen of this when in
full flower and lit up by the rays
of the sun appears to be enveloped
in a cloud of red, and thus stands
out in a marked manner from all
other trees at this season, for the
flowers are borne before the expan-
sion of the foliage. The freshly
opened leaves are of a soft green tint,
bat deepen somewhat as the season
advances, and in autumn they die off

deeply tinged with red. It was one
of the earliest introduced of the North
American trees, but is even now only
planted to a very limited extent. The
wood is said to be of good quality, but
its value in this country depends prin-
cipally upon its ornamental features.—T.

The Oso-berry (Nuttallia cerasi-
formis). - This is one of the few out-
door shrubs in flower, and thougli
not what one would call showy, it is

both pretty and interesting, being
thickly studded with drooping ra-

species of Remijias have been described by cemes of small whitish blossoms a good deal Hke
various botanists. All of them are natives of those of the Flowering Currant (Ribes san-
the northern parts of South America (British guineum). As the young leaves make their ap-
Guiana, Brazil, New Grenada, &c.), and are Pf^rance simultaneously with the blossoms, a plant

Remijia peduncul-ata ; fruiting branch.

distinguished from the Cinchonas by the de
hiscence of the capsule, which opens at the
top instead of at the buttom, and by the cy-
mose inflorescence, which is produced in loose
axillary clusters. In other respects the habit
of the Remijias is similar to that of the Cin-
chonas, which, however, exceed them in size.

The flowers have five divisions and are white
or rose colotrr, and bearded on the inside.

The subject of the present notice (R. jiedun-
culata) is a slender wooded species (see illustra-

tion) found on the ca.storn flanks of the Cordil-

of this Nuttallia forms a bright and cheerful
spring feature. It is a native of California and is
quite hardy in this country, where a fairly moist
soil seems to suit its requirements. The propaga-
tion of this shrub is not at all difficult, as when
in a thriving condition suckers are pushed up in
such numbers as to form quite a mass or clump,
and all that is necessary is to detach any that are
rooted and plant them under conditions favourable
to growth.—T.

Ehododendron barbatum.—Ovora month ago
I siiw si'v.T.il tiiio spi'cim 'lis of this eiirly-flowering va-
rii'ti,- in full blossom in Sir 11. II. Vivian's garden at
Singleton, near Swansea. The bushes, or I might say
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trees, in question were upwards of 20 feet in height
aiid about as much in diameter. They occupied a very
sheltered position with other Rhododendrons, hut all

around were iiowerless, and this made the brilliant

heads of the R. barhatum appear all the more conspi-
cuous. As an early-flowering variety it stands out
from all the others.—J. MuiR, Maraam, Sottth Wales.

Bambuaa Metake.—A chimp of this Bamboo is

tlirivin^ well lieside a brook in the Grange Gardens at
Carshalton. It has stood in its present position for
seven years, and although it makes shoots some 8 feet
high, it does not appear to give the satisfaction it

ought to do, as it does not sucker and spread over the
ground. Why is this ?—G.

Kitchen Garden.

PROFITABLE TOMATO CULTURE.
Many thousands of Tomato plants are now
being prepared in various parts of tlie country
for fruiting under glass, and it is to be hoped
there will be fewer failures than was the case in

1888. Whether success or partial failure re-

sults, much depends upon the method of culture

adopted, nothing short of the most destructive

disease known as Cladisporium pre\'enting the
most experienced and intelligent gi'owers from
having heavy and profitable crops. Every season
adds largely to the number of growers of To-
matoes, principally or wholly for sale, and, as

far as my experience goes, very many of these
make a few and much the same blunders at the
outset, which must militate against, if they do
not actually mar, the prospects of a good crop
of fruit. A too rich and deep root-run is per-

haps the greatest and most frequently repeated
initial mistake, this being almost inevitably
attended by rank, unfruitful top growth. Where
the roots are confined to pots and boxes, a
moderately rich compost may be used with
greater safety, especially if the precaution is

taken to ram this well together, this causing tlie

formation of abundance of root fibres and a
sturdy, fruitful growth of the plants. When,
however, the plants are put out in large borders,

or say thiuly all over the interior of a house
wholly devoted to Tomatoes, the soil ought not
to be rich, nor more than 18 inches in depth.
Fresh loam or the top spit of pasture land, with
or without the addition of a good proportion of

ordinary garden soil, is quite rich enough for

Tomatoes, and there is no necessity to wholly
renew a border every season. All that is neces-

sary in tlie latter case is to trench the border,
mixing in some fresh soil and a moderately
liberal dressing of some kind of special manure,
notably something rich in phosijhates and
potash. Whether quite fresh soil is used or
only a mixture of old and new materials, it is of

the greatest importance that solid manures be
excluded, and also that the bed be made quite
firm. Even when the roots are confined to

narrow borders, tliese should be shallow, or not
more th.an 18 inches in dei)th, and the soil used
be also free from solid manure, though bone-
meal, superphosphate i>{ lime, or one of the
several advertised special manures may be ad-
vantageously mixed with it at the rate recom-
mended by the vendors.

Crowding the ]>]ants is a most unwise proceed-
ing, especially when they are trained in an up-
right fashion. 1 once saw a large span-roofed
house entirely filled with Tomatoes, and owing
to the plants growing thickly in a rich compost,
not more than a fourth of the fruit that slundd
have been grown was obtained. Only the out-
side rows, or those that received a fair amount of

light aii<l air, were at all productive, tlie greater
portion of the plants being siiiotlierc^d in foliage.

In another instance tlie cultivator has adopted
the plan of arranging the plants in lines and
training these up hurdles. A good space, or

not less than 3 feet, is allowed between the rows,
and by growing a free-setting variety fairly

heavy crops are obtained, but all the same it is

not the most profitable method of training when
there is good head-room. Instead of stopping
the plants when from 3 feet to 4 feet in height,
they ought to be allowed to grow unchecked to

a height of from 8 feet to 10 feet, or according
to the head-room and the conformation of the
house. It may happen that the heaviest
clusters of fruit will form on the lower portion
of the stems, but several good fruits will be pro-
duced in bunches at short intervals throughout
the entire length of the plants, all being easily

ripened and sold at remiinerati\"e prices. Some-
times the lower bunches of flower fail to set

properly, and in the case of early stopped plants

a failure is the result. Those, however, which
are grown to a good height never fail, extra
large clusters being produced on the upper part
of the plants if the first formed bunches of

bloom fail to set. If it fell to my lot to plant a

large span-roofed house with Tomatoes, I should
arrange a wide central bed and two side beds,
the latter say being 6 feet wide, a 2-feet or
rather wider pathway dividing these fromthecen-
tral bed. Somewhat similar arrangements might
also be adopted in the case of three-quarter span
and lean-to houses, the pathways being necessary
for more conveniently attending to the plants,

while the open spaces are also the means of

admitting more light and air to the plants. I

have tried putting out the Tomatoes in straight

lines each way, that is to say, on the square, and
also arranged angle fashion, and found the
former answers the best, sunshine and air not
being so much excluded. In any case the
practice of training each plant to a single stem
is the best for this method of culture. The
lines ought to be not less than 2 feet apart each
way, a tall strong stake being placed to each
plant, these, owing to the weight of the crop,

being braced together later on if need be with
the aid of other long straight stakes.

In many houses connected with private

gardens it is not possible to grow Tomatoes
profitably and extensively other than trained

up the roofs, and in this case the extension
system of training answers nearly, or quite as

well as keeping the plants to a single stem,
always provided they are arranged accordingly

at the outset. A main branch may be laid in

wherever there is room, and if a long succession

rather than an early crop of fruit is desired, this

will be found the best method of training. I

have clothed the back walls of partially fur-

nished vineries with about three plants, and, by
way of experiment, covered a wall in an ad-

joining liouse with plants put out 12 inches

apart and kept confined to a single stem. Much
the heavier weight of fruit was taken from tlie

former during a season which lasted from May
to December. Especially is tlie extension
system of training, either on the roof or over
back walls, to be commended where an unlimited

and rather rich root-run is artbrded the plants.

All the main brandies laid in sliould be trained

about 12 inches apart.

There are a few simple rules that ought to be
observed, whether tlie plants are kept to a single

stem or have few or many main branches.

Planting in a firm and comparatively poor
border or I'idgo of soil will not jirevent the
formation of nnmerous superfluous side .shoots,

and these sliould bo kept closely rubbed out.

.\ll the single stems .and main branches trained

up a roof, or arranged 2 feet ap.art, will divide

each time aliuiicli of llowcr forms, and the worst
placed of the two shoots sliould be at once
removed, tlie other being carefully trained in the

required direction. By keeping these as well

as the side shoots formed at the axil of each
leaf closely cut out, the foliage will be greatly
strengthened, the stems also swelling rapidly,

and it is abnost needless to add that the fruit

clusters are also greatly benefited. W. I.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
MUSHKOOIIS.

RiDGE-SHAPBD open-air beds ought not to be too
quickly broken up or voted a failure. If they were
well covered in with strawy litter, little or no rain

has reached the beds, and the chances are they are
too dry to be productive. They ought therefore to

be examined, and it found cold and moist, there
being no traces of either Mushrooms or active

spawn, no good purpose will be served by preserv-

ing the bed any longer. But it the soil and manure
directly under it is \ery dry. in all probability much
of the spawn is still active, and a gentle watering or

waterings, if necessary, would in this case soon be fol-

lowed by a good cro]) of Mushrooms. The proper
way to water a bed is to first remove all but a thin

surfacing of the litter and then apply tepid water,

either through a syringe or a fine-rosed pot. If very
dry it will be necessary to repeat these proceedings
for two or three times, the aim being to moisten
without unduly saturating the beds. When this is

accomplished, remove the surfacing of damp litter

and cover with about G inches of fresh strawy litter.

Water, well fiavoured with salt, acts most benefici-

ally on a partially exhausted Mushroom bed, whether
this be in the open or under cover, and farmyard
liquid manure, well diluted with warm water, has an
equally good effect. The ordinary flat Mushroom
beds are sometimes very slow in arriving at a pro-

ductive state, especially if formed in an uuheated
house or shed. One we spawned last December
is only just yielding Mushrooms, and there is every

prospect of its being very productive. The materials

used in its formation (Oak and Beech leaves and
droppings in about equal quantities) were not in

the best condition and soon lost much of their heat.

Had we attempted forcing the bed by high top

heat, or have watered or syringed the bed re-

peatedly and in a reckless manner, failure must
have resulted. Recently my advice was asked con-

cerning a bed long since spawned, and another

supposed to be just ready for spawning. The for-

mer I found saturated, cold, and useless other th.an

for manurial purposes, while the other was very hot

and very moist, and it would have been another

case of wasted labour to have spawned it. When
the droppings have to be prepared in the open, they

ought never to be spread out thinly or formed into

a square heap, a heavy downfall of rain being liable

to saturate the whole, and they are not easily dried

again. Conical heaps only ought to be formed,

and if the shortest of the straw is retained, as it

should be, especially for ridge-shaped beds, when
the manure is collected, the droppings will not
then be unduly moistened. Mucli of the moisture

may be got rid of by fermentation, but this also

greatly weakens the manure, the heat soon being
exhausted. A liberal addition of old dry manure,
dry loam, and even fresh peat Moss litter to over-

moist droppings, the whole being tlirown into a
heap to ferment for about four days prior to re-

forming the bed, was tlie best remedy I could ad-

vise in the case of the newly-formed, but too moist

bed just alluded to, and others will do well to adopt
a similar plan it they find tlieir beds hot, moist,

and steamy. Wlicn moisture can be squeezed out

of a handful of manure it is not in a lit state for

spawning. The least that can be done when spawn-
ing moist beds is to use rather large lumps of sjiawn

and suniiund those with a little dry manure. Deep
liolcs should never be made with a dililier for tlie

sp.awn, .as they cannot be closed again, and the

steam collecting in these destroys the spawn above
it. Excessive lieat an<l steam may be partially got

rid of by forming deep holes at short interv.als over

the bed, these not being closed nor the licds soiled

till after the heat has declined considerably.

Latk Cklkuy.
{^elery is as much appreciated in April and May

as at any previous time during the season, but un-
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less the seed is sown late the plants bolt directly
warm weather sets in, sometimes, in fact, long be-
fore April. Standard-bearer has kept well with us,

the foliage not being so much crippled by frosts, as
was the case with other varieties tried, \'ery large
Celery is not nearly so hardy as smaller plants, and
is not required at any time, unless for exhibition.
For very late use the plants should be raised as late

as May, the seed, always slow in germination, being
sown now in very gentle heat, or in a cold frame or
handlight. Not being raised thickly nor unduly
coddled, the seedlings may be pricked out direct
into the trenches, where they will develop into
sturdy plants by the time they must be linally

moulded up. Lifting Celery and bedding it in
deeply and closely on a north border materially
checks bolting, but late raising is the best pre-
ventive of this unfortunate occurrence.

Cauliflowers.
In this district autumn-raised plants are not

plentiful, the more forward of them " buttoning
"

long since. Since the introduction of very late

Broccoli and the Early Forcing Cauliflower, it is

possible to dispense with autumn-raised Cauliflower
plants and yet maintain an unbroken supply of the
two kinds of vegetables, and this will be demon-
strated in many gardens this season. Early Cauli-
flowers raised in heat require rather careful treat-
ment, a severe check causing them to button quickly.
They move best out of small pots, but if kept long
enough in these to become badly root-bound, but-
toning is the almost inevitable consequence. Nor
ought they to be too suddenly exposed to all

weathers, but should be well hardened off prior to
being planted out in the open, or otherwise they are
liable to come to a complete standstill, and a failure

be the result. Handlights are of the greatest
service in forwarding either spring or autumn-
raised Cauliflowers, and very superior hearts can be
obtained from plants grown on shallow hotbeds and
protected by rough frames and mats. In each and
every case, or whether grown under glass or other
temporary shelter or at the foot of sunny walls, the
plants ought never to be dry at the roots, and fre-

quent supplies of liquid manure will greatly assist

in the formation of close hearts of the best quality.
Crowding the plants in handlights ought to be
avoided, Ave in each, or one in each corner and a
central plant, being ample, the rest being carefully
transplanted with the aid of a trowel. When the
plants are growing strongly the handlights may be
dispensed with, but they ought first to be raised
on bricks and the tops "left partly open until the
plants are hardened off somewhat. In most in-

stances it is advisable to spread out the plants when
the handlights are removed, and this can most
readily be done by removing a spit of .soil on the out-
side, the plants being then moved over with a spade
and the soil made level and firm about them again.
A slight check will be caused, but the plants soon
rally and form a good succession to the undisturbed
central plant. Cauliflowers succeed best on freely
manured fresh ground, manure-sick soil not suiting
them. Well-hardened-ofl:, early-raised plants of
the neat growing Snowball or Early Forcing may
be planted in the open in rows 18 inches apart and
about 1.") inches apart in the rows, while the larger-
growing Erfurt Mammoth, Early London, Walcheren,
Defiance, King of the C'auliflowers, Pearl and Mag-
num Bonum should be 18 inches asunder in rows
2 feet apart. If extra fine hearts are required, the
plants ought to be 2 feet apart each way, but we
find neat close hearts are most appreciated. It is

advisable to plant firmly, and to frequently stir the
surface of the ground with the flat hoe. Either or all

of the varieties named may be sown now on an open
border, and if the plants are duly put out on good
ground and well attended to, the hearts ought to be
available in July and August. Eclipse and Autumn
Giant raised at the same time would keep up the
succession, but I prefer to raise the two last-named
early under glass and also in the open, and to dis-

pense with an April sowing of any of the rest.

Cauliflowers are not much in demand when cater-
pillars are most plentiful, or during July and the
early part of August.

Spinach.
That sown last August has been exceptionally

serviceable during the winter and up to the present
time. It is an important crop, and well repays for

any extra trouble taken with it. Since we have
adopted the plan of preparing ground for the
winter crops well in advance of sowing time a
failure has not occurred. Supposing a breadth of

ground in a good open position is well prepared
for early Potatoes, these usually leave the site in

good condition for sowing Spinach, but this year,

in our case, the intended position for winter
Spinach is now occupied by late Broccoli. Directly
these are cleared off the ground will be well
manured and then roughly dug. Sunshine, wind,
and rain will thoroughly sweeten and pulverise the
soil, and the requisite finely divided seed bed will

be available whenever it is required. Even summer
Spinach does not succeed well on lumpy ground,
and in any case fortnightly sowings, or as often as
Peas are sown, should be made. It succeeds well
between the rows of the latter, and should be sown
rather thinly, or otherwise the leaves will be small
and early seeding also result. The Victoria is the
best for present sowing, this forming extra fine

leaves and does not so quickly run to seed as the
ordinary forms. We stir soot freely into the
ground between the rows of winter Spinach and
also into the ground intended for summer crops,

and it acts most beneficially. In very hot weather
the ordinary Spinach, no matter how well it is

attended to, is certain to fail. If the later sowings,
or those in May, are made on a well manured north
border they will hold out much longer, but in many
gardens the New Zealand Spinach is grown as a
substitute. About a dozen plants of this put out
a yard apart each way on a sunny border will soon
cover the ground and yield great quantities of

young shoots. Sound seeds may now be sown
singly in 3-inch pots and will soon germinate in

heat, or even in a greenhouse or frame. The end
of May is the proper time to plant, or the plants
may be put out earlier if hand-lights are available
for covering them. W. I.

Stove and Greenhouse.

THE JACOB.EAN LILY.

(.SPREKELIA FoRSIOSISSniA.)

These names belong to a well-known bulbous
plant which has been in cultivation nearly
300 years, having been introduced into .Spain

from Mexico iu 15!(3. Parkinson, who knew
all kind.s of plants by the name of Narcissus,
called this jjlaut " the Indian Daflbdil with a

i-ed flower," and stated that " it naturally
groweth in the West Indies, from whence it was
brought into Spain, and hath been sent unto
divers lovers of plants, into several parts of

Christendom, but hath not tlirived long." It

was cultivated in Belgium as early as 1596.

Simon de Tovar, a Spanish surgeon, who was
the first to obtain and describe it, named it the
Lily of Jacobreus, because its jjetals resembled
iu sliape the rod sword which was worn
on the coat by the knights of the order of

St. Jacob. In garden lists of to-day it is

oftener called Amaryllis than Sprekelia, but
it is a well-marked genus, ditlering chiefly

from Hippeastruni (Amaryllis) in having all

the segments of the perianth free to the
base ; whereas in Hippeaitrum they are
joined at the base and form a short tube.

Many unsuccessful attempts have been made to

cross it with Hippeastruni and other genera. It

very rarely ripens seeds under cultivation. There
is only one species, viz., S. formosissima, and
two varieties called glauca and ringens. The
plant figured in Bot. Mag., G7, t. ."872, as S.

Oybester is a Hippeastruni. S. Heisteri is a
synonym of S. formosissima. So much for

names, their origin, and the early history of

this plant.

Like the Belladonna and the Guernsey Lilies,

the Jacoba;'an Lily is cultivated in enormous

quantities by Dutch and other growers for the
English market. It is cheap enough, goocl
bulbs being obtainable at about a shilling each,
and these, with ordinary care, are sure to flower
in May or June, and sometimes again in the
autumn if the summer has been favourable.
The bulbs will bear as much cold as those of A.
Belladonna, both being quite safe and happy if

planted against a wall facing south, preference
being given to the wall of a stove or other
warm building. But whilst A. Belladonna
should be allowed to remain in the ground un-
disturbed both winter and summer, the bulbs of
the Jacoboean Lily must be lifted in October
and dried in the sun. They should then be
placed in a dry shed or on a shelf in a dry house
where there is no fear of frost getting to them.
This treatment is necessary to the certain
flowering of the bulbs. In March or April the
bulbs should be again planted in the border,
and a handful of sand placed around each.
During the summer the border should be
kept moist, but except in very dry summers or
where the border is unusually well drained, the
rains will keep the soil moist enough. A few
years ago we left our bulbs out during the
winter, protecting the border containing them
from rain so as to keep the soil fairly dry. But
we got no flowers. Now, however, the flowers
come with certainty, as the bulbs are lifted and
well ripened before being stored.

Pot culture answers for this plant quite as
well as border treatment if kept in the tempera-
ture of a cool greenhouse and rested on a shelf
in winter. There should be no shading in very
hot weather, the best plan being to remove the
plants to a sunny position out of doors, half
plunging the pots in a bed of cinders or Cocoa-
nut fibre. The soil most suitable for the
Sprekelia, whether in pots or the border, is a
fibrous loam mixed with leaf-mould and a little

sand. AVhere a number of bulbs are grown it

is an advantage to plant them in the border,
lifting and drying them for the winter and
placing them in pots in spring to flower. This
saves labour and suits the plants. For those
who are unacquainted with the Jacobc-ean Lily
it may be as well to state that the bulbs are as
large as a man's fist, globose, with a long thin
neck, and strap shaped leaves each li feet long.
The flower-scajje, which springs from the side of
the neck, is about 12 inches long, stout, hollow,
and bears one, rarely two large flowers, each 5
inches long by 4 inches broad, drooping, tlie upper
segments reflexed, the lower sloped downwards
and curved inwards at the base. The filaments
and style also are curved. The colour of the
whole flower is crimson. W.

Lachenalias in baskets.—In any selection
of basket plants for the grecnliouse, these beautiful
Cape bulbs must be included, as grown in thi.s

manner they are remarkably attractive, more so if

possible than when in pots. Wire baskets are the
best for the purpose, as if lined with good Moss the
wires will be almost if not quite hid by them, while
the bulbs do just as well at the sides of the baskets
ae on the top. Of those on the sides the beautifully
marked leaves droop in a very graceful manner,
while the flower-spikes curve upward towards the
light, and present a ratlier singular appearance.
Tiicsc Lachenalias are of such easy culture, and
with.'d so beautiful, that they should be grown by
everyone possessing a greenhouse, and 1 have also
seen them doing well treated as window plants.

-H.P,
Eranthemum cinnabarinum. — The genus

Erauthemum is rather an extensive one, several of

them being pretty flowering plants, while others
have the foliage effectively marked. The species

under notice is one of the largest growing of all,

and, from a flowering point of view, one of the
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most showy. It is a stout-stemmed, upright-grow-

ing plant, which will reach the height of a yard or

more in one season, while the flowers, that are

borne in long arching panicles on the ends of the

shoots, are magenta-crimson in colour, and larger

than those of the other species. It is a bold-grow-

ing subject, very effective when allowed to run up

taU, as then the large spikes of showy blossoms are

most conspicuous, especially when associated with

dwarfer-growing subjects. Like the majority of its

class, this is of easy propagation and culture, and
cuttings struck now will form good flowering plants

by next spring. In large structures, however, the

old plants may be grown on, as they are very showy
the second season,—H. P.

Asparagus tenuissimus.—This is a capital

subject for covering the back walls of vineries. It

18 inches wide, we cover the surface of the soil with
Panicum variegatum, which quickly gets matted
together, and forms with its silvery-white foliage a
nice contrast to the dense green of the Asparagus.
—E. M.

RHODODENDRON COUNTESS OF HAD-
DINGTON.

This is an old and well-known variety, but still

one of the best in spite of the many beautiful

additions we have had since it was first raised. It

is a hybrid between R. ciliatum and the primrose-

coloured R. Dalhoueife. R. ciliatum has been
the parent of many forms, but the Countess of

Haddington is one of the choicest of its ofl'spring,

those who have conservatories to furnisli will do
,
well to think of this type. The flowers are not
so large as those of R. Dalhousiro, the buds
deep pink, but when expanded the colour

changes to a pale shade, which passes almost to

I

pure white in the centre of the flower. A large

bush of it when one mass of bloom is remark-
ably beautiful, but small plants flower freely and
are of use for the greenhouse. Cuttings strike

easily, and from first to last this Rhododendron
is not difficult to grow well. In seeing the
Countess of Haddington in various gardens
some difference is observed in the flowers,

some being finer than others. This is due to

a number of seedlings having been raised. A
soil composed of peat and loam with a sprinkling

IthudutlcULlrun C'ouutfss ul ll.uMiiiyt.ui.

is often diflicult to know what will flourish on the

back walls, especially of vineries where but a mini-

mum of light is obtainable, all through the spring,

summer, and the greater part of the autumn. Last
April I turned a nice strong plant of this Aspa-
ragus out into a border composed mainly of liljry

peat, a small portion of loam, some charcoal, and
silver sand. The plant grew rapidly, and has been
cut from freely, mainly to supply greenery for button-

hole flowers. This plant, when in free growth,
enjoys abundance of water, and anythingapproach-
ing dryness (juickly causes the tips of the fronds to

turn brown. Some of the shoots are 7 feet long,

and the plant is not only throwing up stout Aspa-
ragus-like growths from the base, but it is also

breaking into new growth from the joints of the

stems. The border in our vinery being about

and the accompanying illustration of it is oppor-

tune, as this variety is now flowering freoly. It

makes a hamlsome bush, as may be seen from a

robust specimen in the gardens at Devonhur.-t,

Chiswick, where this Rhododendron is a picture

of flciral beauty at this season. It is planted out

in a ciinservatnry annexed to the house, aii<l

requires very little attention for the profusion of

beautiful delicately scented llowers it gives every

spring. The growth is more vigorous than in

the case of either of its parents. R. ciliatum is

a low, very compact bush, and R. Dalhousiio

exactly the opposite—a straggling grower with

a rather weak constitution. The variety, how-

ever, makes a splendid specimen, and may bo

either planted oiit or grown on in a pot, so

of sharp sand makes an excellent compost. The
plants may bo placed out of iloors during

the summer, but care shouhl be taken not

to let them sutler from want of water. It is

strange that, notwithstanding the beauty of

m.any greenhouse IvlmdodenibMns, such little

hoed is paid to the class as a whole.

Solanum jasminoides. — This beautiful

climtier referred to in Tiiic tiAnuKN, Jlarch 23 (p.

2'}i'>) does very well in this locality, and is much
used for covering siinny w.alls and for running over

the tops of arbours and other buildings. Although

tlie soft shouts and late growths get killed by frost

when it is very severe, young growths break out

again from the old wood and grow so rapidly, that a
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very large space is soon covered. Under glass the

young shoots of this plant are so liable to the

attaclcs of green-fly, that many who have introduced
it to their greenhouses have eventually turned it

out of doors again, for in the milde.st parts of Eng-
land it is certainly far less trouble and altogether

more satisfactory as an outdoor climber than as an
indoor one. Anyone starting to cultivate it outdoors,

even in the most favoured parts of the liingdom,
should plant it out in May or June, so that its

growth may be fully hardened before the winter
comes on. It is advisable to put some kind of pro-

tection over the roots and stem for the first year at

least, as until the wood gets hard it is not safe to

leave the plants entirely unprotected. After the
second year the wood is sufficiently matured to

withstand any but exceptionally severe winters.
Although this Solanum is an old inmate of our
gardens and greenhouses, it is but little known, ex-

cept in a few localities.—J. G., Hants.

THE AMARYLLIS.
I FEAR Mr. Douglas has entirely misinterpreted the

meaning of my note on these noble plants which
was published at page 193. It was simply the
complicated system of culture which he advocates
which was the subject of my attack. I never for a
moment doubted his good faith, but I said, and I

maintain that, unless his advice is intended for

growers with diseased bulbs, some of his state-

ments are misleading. In answer he says he " tells

the gardening community exactly what he does
and how he does it." These words I readily

believe, but that he should make the treatment of

his Amaryllis a question of hard labour when un-
necessary is no recommendation whatever to would-
be growers to whom simplicity is of the utmost
importance.

The argument to which, in spite of Mr. Douglas's
declaration, I still hold is that, whenever a plant
can be grown easily it is unwise to make its culture

appear difficult, and this certainly applies to the
Amaryllis. In my former note I simply confined
myself to facts. What I did say was that the
plants which were shown at Ghent last April by
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons won the admiration of

every beholder, as they formed by far the most gor-

geous floral display ever staged at a Continental
show. I made no allusion whatever to Mr. Douglas's
plants, which he says have been exhibited in

London against all comers and have never been
beaten, nor did I make any comparison between
them, and did not offer any opinion as to the place
or rank which they might have occ\ipied had they
been shown in competition with Messrs. Veitch's

magnificent lot of over 100, and not 1000 plants, as

had been printed by mistake. With a view to illus-

trating my argument in favour of Amaryllises adapt-
ing themselves to a much simpler mode of treatment
than the one advocated by Mr. J. Douglas, I also

said that none of these plants had been repotted,

but were all grown in the pots and same soil in

which they had made their growth during the pre-

vious season. Mr. J. Douglas says that I am certainly

in error, but if he doubts my words he can, I dare-

say, satisfy himself of their truthfulness by apply-
ing to Mr. J.' Ileal, who always readily and very cour-

teously supplies any bona fide inquirer with reliable

and trustworthy information. I also said that copi-

ous waterings were given to these plants, which had
not been repotted, and although Mr. J. Douglas calls

this a rash statement, I, however, beg to inform
him that although it may upset his theory, that is

the way in which these really superb plants were
treated, and I have much pleasure in further add-
ing that many of these plants which were sold at

the show are now, after a biennial repotting, as

good as they were last year. I was, I must admit,
greatly surprised to find that the use of a ntim de
plume should have brought out such a crushing re-

tort as that of hiding one's light under a bushel I

Upon the gardening press the young genera-
tion of gardeners is mostly dependent for instruc-

tion, and for years past the most valuable in-

formation respecting gardening matters has been
diffused in that way. I have no intention of carry-

ing on a personal discussion, which would only be

wearisome and of no practical value to the readers,

and, therefore, wish to let the matter rest, simply

reminding Mr. J. Douglas that it is not wise to

vouch for the correctness of any statement what-

ever without having previously ascertained it.

Gantois.

Asparagus plumosus nanus.—In the notice

of this beautiful foliage plant on page 279 the writer

says :
" The best and only means as far as I know

of increasing it is by division. I have never ob-

served any seed upon the plant, and stem cuttings

have not succeeded with me, but by dividing the

plants a good stock is soon obtained." Like your

correspondent, I have never succeeded in striking

any cuttings of this Asparagus, neither do I know
anyone who has done so, but I have had a plant

which produced seeds from which numbers were

raised. Other instances of a plant seeding have
come under my notice ; indeed, so cheap has this

Asparagus become, and so extensively is it grown
in some nurseries, that they cannot all have been
propagated by division, as its rate of increase in

this way, though sure, is by no means rapid. Un-
like the above, the little delicate Asparagus tenuis-

simus, and even the typical A. plumosus, can be

readily struck from cuttings formed of portions of

the young growing shoots.

—

T.

Bouvardia sports.—The interesting article of
" A. H. E." on Bouvardias which accompanied the

plate in The Garden for March 30 leaves the

question of how new varieties of these plants are

raised just as it was. I would therefore like to ask

if the new varieties of Bouvardias are raised from
seed, from root cuttings, or from cuttings obtained

and struck in the usual way ? I ask this question

because I know that the late Mr. Parsons, who had
the credit of raising the variety Hogarth, would
not or could not explain how it originated. Ever
since then I have been interested in Bouvardias,

and have grown most of the new and old sorts, but

although I have repeatedly asked the question, no
one has explained whether the new kinds have

originated from root or shoot cuttings. During
my experience I have grown a good number of

them, but I have never known the ordinary cut-

tings to sport. I have, however, had many instances

where, when plants have been raised from root

cuttings, all those sorts with red or pinkish coloured

blooms have reverted to the white-flowered forms.

This seems to show that all the sorts of the Hogarth
or Vreelandi type originated from a white variety.

My experience also is that if root cuttings are taken

from the double varieties, that many, if not all the

plants so raised, will produce single flowers. It

would be interesting to have the opinion of other

cultivators on this point.—J. C. C.J

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.

Staphylea colcMca is boeuiiiiiig a popular plaut

fur fiireiiiL;. Its llnwcrs ;ire ])uro wliiti', and as fragrant

as those of an Orauc;f. Small specimons of it are ex-

coudiugly chaste. We have seen it in several nurseries,

but in few private gardens. It is, however, a plant

that gardeners might use for forcing.

liilac Marie Lemoine.—Tliis is a beautiful

Lilac fur forcing. The flowers are individually large,

home in handsome trusses, and of the purest white.

There were some masses of it in Mes.sr.s. Cutbush and
Son's nursery at lligligatc the ntlier day.

Amaryllis Master C. Welford. is a dwarf va-

riety wo nuti'il recently in Mr. B. .S. AVilliams' nur-

sery at Hnlliiway. Tlio flower is very shapely, and

briiliant scarlet margined with white; tlic |iUint i.s

alsci quite dw;irf. a great pi.int in tlic .\iiuiryllis.

Spring Heaths for the greenhouse.—T«o
pretty kinds of tliesc plants, viz., Erica ventricosa coc-

cinea minor, with its bright coral-tipped tubes, and

the pure wliite form of E. persoluta, are now very

beautiful in the Clapton Nurseries. These plants are

specially charming, and I hope to see them again hc-

com(^ popular.—W. H. G.

Poinsettias rooting—My experience differs

from that of Mr. Muir (Garden, March 30, p. 286),

where he say.s :
" If Poinsettia wood is cut it clocs not

root readily." For years I have cut up the stems

(last year's growth) into cuttings i inches or (i

inches long, inserting them thickly in sandy soil, and

plunging the pots in a brisk bottom heat, where the

cuttings quickly form roots and make serviceable

plants.— H.

Double Thorns in pots.—These, I beheve, rank

amongst some of the 7uost beautiful flowering shrubs

of our gardeus, and I recently noted a fine lot in

various colours in a wai-m house in Mr. Smee's garden,

where they are just bursting iuto bloom. They appear

to force well and to he very free-flowering, and al-

though they will not be in bloom much before those in

the open air, this, I suppose, is only owing to the

gentle manner in whicli they have been stimulated.—

W. H. G.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
April 9.

The meeting of this society on Tuesday last was

the brightest and most interesting ever held in the

Drill Hall, Victoria Street. There were plenty of

rare exhibits— just the kind of plants that are

wanted to keep up the standard of these fortnightly

gatherings, and there was certainly the choicest

display of Orchids since those shown at the exhibi-

tion in the Temple Gardens last May. If the new
Orchid committee is responsible for this improvement

it is accomplishing useful work. In the afternoon a

lecture on the Narcissus was given by Mr. Burbidge,

of the Trinity College Gardens, Dublin.

First-class certificates were given as under;

—

Dendrobium euosmum leucopterdm.—This
was one of the gems in the rare collection of

Orchids shown by Mr. Ballantine, gardener to

Baron Schrceder, The Dell, Egham. It is a beauti-

ful addition to the many hybrid Dendrobes that

have been raised of late years, and is one of Mr.

Seden's choicest prizes. We saw it in bloom last

year in the Chelsea Nursery of Messrs. Veitch and

Sons, and could then tell, although the plant was
small and few-flowered, that we had a rich treasure.

It claims the lovely D. endocharis and D. nobile as

its parents, and originated from the same pod as

euosmum, which was the first to bloom, followed

by euosmum roseum, and then by the present va-

riety. The plant of it exhibited showed that it is

as free as nobile, and exceptionally chaste, as the

flowers are as white as snow, save a suspicion of

lemon on the lip and the rich purple-magenta

blotch present in nobile. Such a beautiful plant

should become a favourite with orchidists as much
for its freedom of flowering as for the delicate

beauty and purity of the blooms.

MiLTONiA VEXILLARIA PURPUREA.—The differ-

ence between this and an ordinary form of vexil-

laria is marvellous. It is one of the richest we
have seen, the flower broad, massive, and of the

deepest rose-pink colour in sepals, petals, and lip,

the only break being the central blotch of yellow,

which is surrounded by a cloud of the purest white;

the lip is fully 2^- inches across. A large plant of

it in full blooru would be exceptionally showy.

From Mr. F. G. Tautz, Studley House, Shepherd's

Bush.

An award of merit went to each of the following:

—

Oncidium bifolium.—This is by no means a

new species, but it may be almost regarded as such,

as it has become very rare in collections. It is of

dwarf growth, and, when laden with its elegant ra-

cemes, is one of the brightest Orchids we know.

The chief beauty of the flower is in the lip, which

is large, flat, and of a brilliant yellow colour. The

sepals and petals are small, and spotted with chest-

nut-brown. There are two forms, the colour of the

flowers in one being brighter than in the other. It

is a native of Monte Video. From Messrs. Sander &

t.'o., St. .\lbans.

Rose Gloire de Margottin. — When this

Hybrid Perpetual Rose first appeared a good opinion

was formed of it, and it certainly deserved recog-

nition. It is one of Margottin's acquisitions of 1887,

and has well-shaped flowers of a ricli self, bright

red colour with a shade of crimson, both buds

and fully-expanded blooms preserving an excellent

finish, fulness and substance essential in a first-

class exhibition flower, which this variety promises
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to be. Added to these charming characteristics

is a delightfully sweet scent. From Messrs. H. Lane
& Son, Berkhamsted.

Botanical certificates went to

—

Lycaste Schillbeiana. — Why this should
have a certificate of this character is not quite
evident. It is one of the best of the Lycastes.

A full description of this Central American
species was given in The Garden of March 30,

1889.

CATASETCM BARB.4.Tr.M rBOBOSCIDEUM.—This
is one of the most curious kinds in an extraordinary
genus. Its peculiar character is its only recom-
mendation. Both these Orchids came from Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bt.

The collection of Orchids from The Dell, Egham.
was made up of many choice species and varieties,

the plants full of flower, and comprising a number
of the rarest Dendrobes. These included the beau-
tiful Jamesianum and forms of the old nobile, such
as the very distinct Cooksoni, the glorious nobile
nobilius, of Avhich a coloured plate was given in

The Gauden, September, 8, 1883 ; elegans, sepals
and petals richly and heavily suffused with rose-

purple, the lip tinted with yellow and just tipped
with pale purple ; and D. nobile, Schrccder's variety,

which is well worth such a name, as the flower is

delicately coloured, almost pure white. Each of
the sepals and petals has a tip of rose-purple and
there is the usual deep colour within the throat of

the lip ; there was also another fine variety of nobile.

Other Dendrobes included the pure white bar-
batulum, D. Farmeri, D. Brymerianum, D Ains-
wortbi, D. splendidissimum and the variety grandi-
fiorum, besides D. aggregatum, D. heterocarpum,
better known as aureum, a species much used in
hybridising, and D. micans. The last-mentioned
we like better than we saw it at the previous meet-
ing, when it was certificated. Baron Schrcoder
had a magnificent raceme of Odontoglossum
Wilckeanum pallens, a beautiful variety infinitely

superior to the type. The flowers are about 3
inches across, of fine shape, and rich primrose-yel-
low spotted with a deep brownish colour. Other
Odontoglossums shown were elegans, a supposed
natural hybrid between cristatum and cirrhosum, and
which appeared in an imported batch ; the flowers
are blotched with brown on a pale yellow ground.
There were also well-grown plants of O. Coradinei,
which has pale yellow flowers blotched with brown

;

O aspersum superbum, an Orchid of the character
of maculatum, and a supposed natural hybrid be-
tween it and Rossi

; Wilckeanum, with a raceme
of about twenty flowers, .and an unnamed species
that had flowers about the size of those of
crispum, the crest yellow, and the evenly matched
sepals and petals washed in the centre with a pinky
tint, overlaid by spots of deep brown. Besides the
above were Cattleya speciosissima Sohra-deriana,
white sepals and petals and a rose-purple lip, beau-
tifully veined

; a brilliant mass of the old C. Skin-
neri ; Lffilia Jonghiana, the sepals and petals bright
purple, lip of a more dingy shade, and with yellow
ridges running into the throat ; and a hybrid Chysis
named Sedeni, the flower almost white. A gold
medal was awarded this unique di.splay.

Mr. Bickerstaffe, gardener to Sir Trevor Law-
rence, Bart., had a good display of Orchids, in
which one of the be.st things was a well-flowered
plant of Angrn^cum Leonis. This is .sometimes
classed as Aeranthes Leonis. It has pure white
flowers and a large shell-shaped lip, the curiously
twisted spur being quite 5 inches in length. Cypri-
pedium Curtisi was represented by a strong plant

;

this was one of Messrs. Veitcli's introductions from
Sumatra, where it was found by Curtis in 1882 ; it

is near to superbiens, and has a'rlull coloured label-
lum of immense size. There were also exhibited
Epidendrum Stamfordianum roseum, the lip rose
colour; Cattleya Lawrenceana; Day's variety of
Cymbidium eburneum

; the curious li'ttle Restrepia
elegans; Epidendrum species, the flowers small,
tipped with rose, the top of the ccihunn deep crim-
son

; and Odontoglossum Ilarryaiium, in which the
petals were well thrown back, not almost folded
together, as usually seen. We live in hopes that

this blemish will disappear when the jilant becomes
thoroughly established. A silver medal was given.

Mr. Cowley, gardener to Mr. F. G. Tautz, brought a

few choice things from the Studley House col-

lection. Amongst them was the best plant of

Cymbidium eburneum we have seen for many
a day ; there were also a good form of Cypripe-

dium villosum named aureum, Miltonia vexillaria leu-

coglossa, Maxillaria Sanderiana and Cattleya spe-

ciosissima Belladonna. This has bright rose-purple

sepals and petals and a beautifully coloured lip,

spotted and reticulated with deep purple on a much
paler ground ; the reflexed margins of the lobes of

the lip, which are edged with rose-purple and tinted

with soft yellow, give the flower a distinctive

charm. A silver medal was awarded.

Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans, had a choice

group of Orchids, to which a silver-gilt medal was
awarded. There was a fine mass of the lovely Dendro-

bium transparens, which bears its fragile flowers in

pairs along the stem, and in such profusion as to

hide it; the colour is transparent lilac-pink—a soft

delicate shade. It is one of our most beautiful

Himalayan species. There was also a fine specimen
of D. marmoratum, which is allied to, if it is not a
variety of transparens ; the flowers are deeper in

colour and of the same delicate character. Messrs.

Sander also exhibited Trichopilia suavis var. alba,

a quite white variety, except for a stain of yellow

within the throat of the large spoon-shaped lip

;

Cymbidium Lowi, Dendrobium Dalhousianum, and
Cattleya Trianse superba, which has a finely

coloured lip. There was a mass of the showy C.

Skinneri and of the beautiful Dendrobium De-
vonianum, besides a well-flowered plant of Odonto-
glossum Halli leucoglossum; it has finer flowers

than those of the type. A plant of Odontoglossum
Sutherlandi came from Mr. Blair, Trentham
Garden?, Stoke-on-Trent ; it has a bold raceme,

and is very like a good form of Wilckeanum ; the

colour rich yellow, blotched with brown. Cypri-

pedium bellatulum was shown by Messrs. H. Low
and Co., Clapton. The flowers had a clearer

ground colour, and were more spotted than usual.

The fault of this Lady's Slipper in many forms is

the muddy ground. A very beautiful exhibit in

the shape of a pure white form of Phatenopsis
Schillerian.a was shown by Mr. George Firth,

Manningham Thorpe, Bradford, the flowers wholly
white exceiit a colouring of yellow in the centre ; a

spike of the type was also exhibited. Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, had Dendrobium Wardi-
ano-aureum, the parentage expressed by the name.
When the plant becomes stronger this will be
a noteworthy hybrid ; the sepals and petals are

white, tipped with rose, and the lip rich orange and
crimson— a beautiful combination. Amaryllis
Sirocco, fine shape, bright red colour, and A.

Zephyr, veined with scarlet, also came from the
Chelsea firm.

The plants from the Royal Gardens, Kew, were
of unusual interest, and it is to be hoped, if the
reputation 'of these fortnightly meetings is to be
kept up, that such a display of uncommon plants

will be seen on every occasion, as was the case the

best part of last year. There were exhibited the
pretty Ilyoscyamus orientalis, Orchis Morio picta,

O. longibracteata, the pale yellow - flowered 0.
pallens, and the curious little Ophrys arachnites,

all in excellent flower. The alpine Primulas were
exceedingly fine, especially the pan of P. pubescens
alba (nivalis). Other noteworthy Primulas were P.

marginata densiflora and the lovely blue-flowered

P. m. cajrulea, P. hirsuta, ciliata, and petiolaris,

recently described in The Garden. Saxifr.aga

Stracheyi was in full bloom ; also the pure wliite

Diacrium (Epidendrum) bicornutuni, tlie curious
Restrepi.a eleg.'ins, and Pleurothallis insignis. A
characteristic plant is Rudgea macrophylla, which
has deep green foliage and a crowded head of

creamy wliite Stephanotis-like flowers. Several
Arisicmas, the best of which is speciosa, that h.as

an exceptionally pretty spathe, were shown. A.
Wrayi and A. praecox, which has a mass of jiale

green leaves, might also be noted. A singular ex-

hibit was Godwinia gigas, also known as Dracon-
tium gigas, its huge spathe being about 2 feet long.

Another exhibit of interest was the yellow-flowered
Columnea Kalbreyeri.

Kenuedya rubicunda, deep red flowers, and the
scarlet Mutisia Clematis, of which we hope to give

a coloured plate, were shown by Mr. F. Eoss, of the
Pendell Court Gardens. Rhododendron flowers,

representing forms of arboreum, garden hybrids,

and trusses of the rich waxy red Thomson! came
from Mr. R. Gill, gardener to Mrs. Shilson, Tre-

mough, Penryhn, Cornwall ; it was a most interesting

display. Mr. H. B. May, Edmonton, sent a robust
growing form of Pteris named Rex, and from
Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co., Paris, came a
white-flowered Cineraria, very free and of dwarf,

sturdy habit. A seedling Violet, not unlike Cham-
bers' Victoria, certificated last year, was shown
by Mr. S. N. Hagen, Hill House, Bramerton. A
remarkably well-grown plant of Carnation Souvenir
de la Malmaison came from Mr. H. M. Houlds-
worth, Wilton ; the flowers were 5 inches across

and of good colour. There seems no special gain

in getting them of these dimensions. Several

Primroses and Polyanthuses were exhibited by Mr.
R. Dean, Ealing, amongst them Blue Gem, Charles

Darwin, purplish magenta ; Sir John Falstaff, rose-

purple self; Lady Rosebery, bright carmine-

purple ; and Polyanthus Evagil, of the purest white
and very beautiful. Plants of climbing Niphetos
Rose were shown by Messrs. Keynes, Williams and
Co., of Salisbury ; it is evidently a very strong

climber.

A group of Poeonies and Maples was exhibited by
Messrs. Gordon, of Twickenham. Catherine, rose

;

Mont Blanc, white ; White Venus, Jubilee, deep
magenta-purple ; Lady Cordelia, lovely blush tint,

were the finest of the Pseonies, and semi-double

Japanese Camellias also came from this firm.

A bunch of Chrysanthemums was shown by Mr.

John Walker, Thame, Oxon. The flowers were
very clean and fresh for the time of year, especially

those of Fair Maid of Guernsey ; the other sorts

were Belle Paule and Golden Gem.

Daffodils were, of course, in force. Messrs. Barr
and ;^Son, Covent Garden, had a large display.

Princess Ida, trumpet primrose-yellow, deeper at

the margin, pale coloured segments; Bishop Mann,
and Richard Boyle, very pretty, were worth a note
for their distinctness ; all are of the moschatus
class. Another fine form is Priscilla, perianth

almost white, trumpet sulphur-yellow. A good
Ajax Daffodil is t'amoens, the trumpet rich yellow,

and the segments broad, slightly twisted, and pale

yellow. N. incomparabilis Princess Mary of Cam-
bridge, the cup orange-scarlet ; Santa Maria

;

spurius Henry Irving, Golden Spur, Golden Plover,

and Her Majesty were exceedingly fine. A silver

medal was awarded.

A group also came from Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale
Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, and a similar award
was made. N. Golden Spur ; capax, double yellow;

the neat and pretty N. John.stoni, N. triandrus

albus, and t. pulchellus, which has a yellow perianth
anil white cup, a very distinct variety, were con-

spicuous. There were large bunches of the noble
Sir Watkin, and also of N. poeticus ornatus and
Muzart orientalis, which has an orange cup. Be-
sides these were moscli.atus tortuosus. Grand Mon-
arch, spurius, and a plant of t'onvallaria uiajalis

var. prolifican.s, the flowers double. There were
Freesias in abundance, and it is a wonder such

easily grown bulbous flowers arc not more cultivated.

Fruit committee.—There was little fruit to

adjudicate upon.

An award oi-' iUEUlT went to Mr. W. I'nwin,

Covent Garden, for Cucumber Covent tiardcn Fa-
vourite, a well-shaped, straight, and handsome fruit.

Mr. Divers, Slaiilstonc, showed plants of orna-

mental Beet cut from the open ground where sown
last year, and Improved Sprouting Broccoli, which
has been in use for the past two nu)nths. Mr. R.

Dean exhibited Early Sunri.se Potato, and a splendid

batch of plants in fruit of Strawberry A 1 Early
Forcing came from Mr. Harris, Great Lodge,
'I'cmbridge ; the fruits are Large ;ind veiy freely

produced. It is evidently an excellent variety for

forcing.
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Tubular flower-holders, as figured and described
in The Garden, were exhibited by Messrs. G.
Smith and Co., Pimlico.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
April 10.

A CONTINUAL downpour of rain and a heavy yellow
fog are quite sufficient to spoil a flower show, and
it was under these unpleasant circumstances that
the Royal Botanic Society held its second spring
exhibition last Wednesday. There was a good dis-

play of both indoor and hardy flowers, but compara-
tively few to see it. We hope the society, who are
peculiarly unfortunate in the matter of weather for
exhibitions, will not have the same run of misfortune
as was the case last year.

Hardy flowers were exhibited in plenty, and in the
class for a collection Messrs. Paul & Son, The Old
l^urseries, Cheshunt, were first, staging an excellent
selection of hardy Primroses, double and single, the
pretty blue Muscari Heldreichi, the pure white
Sisyrinchium grandiflorum album, Caltha palustris
monstrosa plena (double yellow), and Fritillaria

Sewerzowi, which is more curious than beautiful.
There were also F. pallidiflora. yellow ; Triteleia
uniflora lilacina. Primula vulgaris altaica, soft pink;
Megasea Stracheyi, M. speciosa, Epimedium pinna-
tuni elegans, yellow ; and a prettily variegated va-
riety of the common Christmas Rose. Mr. T. S.

Ware, Tottenham, who was second, had splendid
plants of Lilium Harrisi and Spiraea palmata, be-
sides Con\allaria majalis prolificans ; this is not
apparently very free, and, as far as we can see at
present, no acquisition. There was no first prize
given in the class for a collection of alpines, but
only a second, though Messrs. Paul & Sons' group
contained many interesting things. There were
such gems as Primula viscosa, Soldanella alpina,
Gentianaverna, Megasea Stracheyi, M. coriophylla,
pure white ; and Tulipa Leichtlini, a small-flowered
kind, yellow on the inner surface of the segments,
but bright red outside. Mr. James Douglas, gar-
dener to Mrs. 'Whitboum, Great Gearies. Ilford, was
first for twelve well-grown plants of Polyanthuses,
and also for twelve Auriculas. Amongst these were
Sapphire, one of the Rev. F. Horner's seedlings, a rich
sapphire-blue variety, clear white paste ; a bright
claret-coloured seedling ; and Negro, of a beauti-
ful self deep claret shade. Mr. Charles Turner
was second, but first in the class for twelve alpine
Auriculas. Mr. Douglas, in his collection of Auricu-
las, showed a variety named Heatherbell (Simonite),
a beautiful addition to the grey-edged class.

Amaryllids were strong and well flowered. Those
from Messrs. Paul and Son, who were first in the
class for twelve, were unusually good, ^'ulcan,

deep crimson, and Salvator Rosa, purplish crimson,
are two new varieties of considerable beauty. Mr.
James Douglas came second. The nine Pelargo-
niums from Mr. D.Phillips, Langley Broom, Slough,
were a mass of bloom, especially such kinds as
Rosetta, bright rose-carmine; the old Digby Grand,
and Mme. Thibaut. Mr. James, Farnham Royal,
Slough, was of course first for Cinerarias. Con-
queror, rich self carmine ; Victor, deep crimson

;

Paul Jones, bright crimson ; and Favourite, deep
lake colour, were typical of his best kinds exhibited.

Those plants from Mr. Douglas, who was second,
were well grown. Mr. R. Scott, gardener to Miss
Forster, The Hohue, Regent's Park, had the finest

Azaleas in the class for six, Mr. C. Turner coming
first in the trade division. His plants were a mass
of bloom, and comprised Franklin, fine clear white

;

Due de Nassau, bright crimson ; Roi d'HoUande,
scarlet ; Apollo, white, striped sparsely with red

;

and Mrs. Turner, pink, the upper petals blotched
with a deei>er colour. Twelve well-grown speci-

mens of Mignonette were shown by Mr. D. Phillips,

who was first in the class for these.

Roses made a beautiful display. Nine large and
woU-liowered specimens were exhibited by Messrs.

Paul and Son, who were first. The lovely Ulrich

Brunner, Perfection de Monplaisir, yellow ; Mile.

St. Joseph, flesh colour, were noteworthy ; and (he

same firm also showed Her Majesty in splendid

condition ; Mme. Treyve, brilliant shining rose

;

Columbia, very neat, delicate peach colour ; and
Lady Alice ; also a fine mass of the beautiful Lilac

Marie Lemoine. Mr. W. Rumsey, Joyning's Nur-
sery, Waltham Cross, was second.

Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans, had a group
of Orchids in which most of the kinds mentioned in

the report of the Royal Horticultural Society were
exhibited. There were good varieties of Odonto-
glossum crispum, one especially, which was richly

blotched on the lip. There was also a plant of the
interesting Dendrobium Harveyanum ; it is quite
yellow, the petals frilled like the lip of D. Brymeri-
anum, and there is also a delicate fringe to the
labellum, but not so pronounced as in that Orchid.

A silver medal was given. Messrs. J. Laing and
Sons, Forest Hill, exhibited a miscellaneous group
in which the CUvias were magnificent—compacta,
delicatissima, purpuraseens, with quite a purplish

tinge, and Orange Perfection, all being good types.

Saxifraga sarmentosa bicolor superba, a pretty va-

riety of the Mother of Thousands, but with an absurd
name, was also shown (silver medal). Messrs. Veitch
an<l Sons, Chelsea, showed Amaryllids Sirocco,

Romeo, dull red ; and Zephyr ; also a fine rich scarlet

greenhouse Rhododendron named Ne Plus Ultra, R.

La Belle, white; DendrobiumWardiano-aureum, and
D. micans. Several of these are descriljed in our
report of the Royal Horticultural Society. A form
of Phalrenopsis named Schilleriana alba was sent

by Mr. F. Collier, gardener to Mr. G.Firth, Manning-
ham, Bradford ; the flowers are absolutely pure
white. Mr. J. James had plants of his unique
strain of Cinerarias ; a few of the best of the new
kinds are described above. The Cineraria named
Emperor Frederick, which has been recently de-

scribed, was shown by Messrs. Carter and Co., High
Holborn ; we think it a novelty. An Anthurium
named Scherzerianum giganteum Chambersi was
shown by Mr. Cliambers, Westlake Nurseries, Isle-

worth. Why it should have this name is not clear

;

it is not so good as A. Wardi. The same exhibitor

showed plants of the double Violet Chambers'
Victoria and the pure white Viola Snowflake.
Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co. exhibited climb-

ing Niphetos Rose, mentioned in the report of the

Royal Horticultural Society. A box of Carnation
flowers came from Mr. C. Turner ; Lord Rothschild,

dull crimson, very full, and Phyllis, white, striped

at the edge with scarlet, were two good kinds. Jlr.

J. Douglas had a yellow fancy Primula named
Sunshine ; it scarcely merits its name. We do
not admire the washy colours of the fancy
Auriculas. Mr. C. Turner had a few new Auriculas,

one. Ambassador, having a large flower of a velvety

purple colour, the margin washed vpith a j>aler tint.

The splendid bouquets from Messrs. Hooper and
Co., Covent Garden, were awarded a bronze medal,
and a similar award was made to the Pajonies and
Maples of Messrs. Gordon, Twickenham. The best

varieties were described in the Royal Horticultural

Society's report. The group of Persian Cyclamens
from Mr. Hibburt, gardener to Mr. W. Clay,

Kingston, was also given a bronze medal.

A beautiful group of standard and dwarf Roses
was shown by Mr. Rumsey, Waltham Cross, and a
silver medal awarded. The Tea-scented Perle des

Jardins, Magna Charta, the lovely Mme. de Watte-
ville, especially bright in colour, and Marie
Rodocanachi, rich rose, very sweet, were fine.

Daffodils were exhibited largely by Messrs. Barr
and Son, Covent Garden, and the following we
picked out as worthy of a note : F. W. Burbid^e, a
moschatus variety, large trumpet, primrose-yellow

segments ; Santa Maria, rich yellow ; Leedsi

Duchess of Brabant, almost white, the cup tinted

with primrose colour ; \ariiformis, the trumpet
large, rich yellow, and the broad segments of a
paler tint ; Mrs. H. J. Elwes, rich yellow ; and
Her Majesty, rich self yellow, handsome trumpet.
Bronze medal.

Mr. T. S. Ware had a mass of coloured Primroses
embedded in Moss, a very pretty display of this

hardy llower ; several alpine Primulas, the lovely

P. marginatacicrulea included ; Saxifraga scardica,

yellow, something like S. Malyi of Messrs. Paul

and Son ; and also a fine bank of Daffodils, kc, in

which Achilles, spiirius. Golden Spur, the pretty
'

Johnstoni, Sir Watkin, and Anemone fulgens were
beautiful. A flower of a variety of Narcissus,

nxmed Thomas S. Ware, was shown ; it has an
immense trumpet and broad massive paler seg-

ments. Bronze medal.

A collection of Apples in excellent preservation

came from Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley. The
fruits of Blenheim Orange, Cox's Pomona, Gas-

coigne's Seedling, Ribston Pippin, Wellington, and
Schoolmaster were exceptionally fresh. Bronze

medal.

A full list of awards is given in our advertising

columns.

Tlie Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—A meering
of the combined committee to promote the floral

fete on behalf of this fund, to take place in the

Wholesale Flower Jlarket, Covent Garden, on May
22, was held at the Caledonian Hotel on the 5th

inst., Mr. George Deal presiding. The secretary,

Mr. A. F. Barron, reported that the Marchioness of

Salisbury, the Countess Spencer, Baroness Burdett-

Coutts, Lady Bolsover, and Lady Dorothy NeviU
had given permission for their names to be an-

nounced as lady patronesses of the fete. It was
resolved that refreshments should be supplied

upon the same lines as last year. Arrangements
were made for the provision of seats and a first-

class band engaged. Through the limitation of the

numberof ticketsof admission, the market cannot be

at any time inconveniently crowded, and the com-
fort of visitors is receiving a good deal of attention

on the part of the committee. On the suggestion

of Mr. Assbee, the superintendent of the market, it

was arranged that carriages should set down in

Tavistock Street and take up in the Market Square,

while visitors on foot will be admitted in Welling-

ton Street.

Insects on "Vines.—Will you kindly tell me
what the enclosed little insects are ? I find them
very troublesome.—J. T.

*f* In reply to the above, the insects you for-

warded are the black Vine weevil. They are indeed
troublesome. They feed on the foliage and young
shoots of various plants, Vines and Ferns being

special favourites. The grubs, too, are great pests,

as they feed on the roots of Primulas, Cyclamens,
Strawberry plants. Ferns, and many other plants.

The weevils hide themselves very carefully during

the day, and may be found feeding at night-time.

If a white cloth be laid under a plant which is

attacked and a bright light be suddenly thrown on
it, they williprobably fall ofl: ; if they do not even

after a smart shake, search the plant well.

—

G. S. S.

Death, of J. A. McKenzie.—We regret to

learn of the death of Mr. McKenzie, junr., in

America, whither he had lately gone and was
actually at work there as a landscape gardener.

Only a few days ago we recei\ed from him an
American journal called Buihling, which contained

an article of his on landscape gardening. His
father writes to us as follows this morning:

—

1 am sure you will he sorry to hear that my poor

boy, who was making a splendid career for himself in

.\morica as a laudscape gardener, died suddenly vest<?r-

Jay from a severe attack of pueumonia. On Friday
last I had a long letter from him Imstliiig with sau-

guino hope, and sending mo two papers lie had writteu

to ]liiildin(i,a.n American paper, on laudscape garden-

ing in .Vraerica. Yesterday a wire announced he was
seriously ill, and night brought anotlier that he waa
dead.—AlEX. McKenzib, the Warren, Loiiijhton,

Esse.v.

Death of James Ridout.—Wc arc .surry to hear
of the Joatli of Mr. .lames Ei'dout, gardener to Mr.
T. B. llaywood, Woodhatcli, Kcigate. Kosariaus es-

pecially will receive this news with regret.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Practical Rose Culture." By John Harkness,

Bcdale, Yorkshire.
" Bnilotin of MiseoUaneoua Information." No. 28.

April, ISyi). New Garden Plauts.

Names of plants.—J. C—Cymhidinm Lowi
(poor form). J- C.— Duranta Baunigarti.—

—

K. M. 0.—Narcissus ccrnuus.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

THINNING SCOTCH FIR FORESTS.

Although the Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris) is

one of our hardiest native trees, yet it is very im-

patient of sudden exposure, and instances have
repeatedly come under my observation where
whole plantations of it have suffered considerable

damage by injudicious thinning. My attention

was in particular attracted to a plantation on a
piece of flat ground about 900 feet above sea level,

where the soil is composed of sandy loam resting

upon gravel and shingle, and in every way suitable

for the growth of this tree, and as the ground was
naturally dry and required no draining, and the

site by no means exposed, it was surprising to see

trees in such a position making little or no progress.

At the time of my inspection the trees appeared to

be about forty years old, and had been thinned

some few years before to a distance apart of about
12 feet. In place, however, of the trees making
progress, the foliage had gradually changed from a
dark green to a light green colour, and in some
cases had assumed that of a yellowish tinge, while
the bark on the stems, instead of presenting a clean,

smooth, glossy surface so indicative of health

and vigour, exhibited a dry rough corky appear-

ance, and in many cases got gradually infested

with different species of Lichens, which find a con-

genial home on the Scotch Fir under such condi-

tions. One of the commonest of these Lichens is

the dark beard (Alectoria jubata), which more or

less infested almost every tree in the plantation.

The Parmelia physodes was likewise at home and
seemed to thrive on the dry bark of the trees

and on the surface of rocks and stones in the
vicinity, whilst Evernia prunastri and Rama-
lina fastigiata with their shaggy tufts in many
cases imparted a hoary appearance to the trees.

These with some few patches of Lacanora san-

guinaria may be said to constitute the principal

species of this tribe of plants attached to the trees.

None of the insects destructive to Pine trees were
found in the plantation, although one would natu-
rally have expected to find them under such con-
ditions. This plantation, in place of being thinned
gradually at different times, had been subjected to

a severe thinning all at once by cutting out about
one-half of the best trees, thus exposing the stems
and surface roots of those left to alternate bursts of

heat and cold. The lesson taught in this case is,

that the hardiest trees can be injured to a serious

extent by rash injudicious thinning, and by removing
too many trees at once. As a general rule, the trees

even of the same species in a plantation, although
planted at the same time and under the same con-
ditions as regards soil, generally show considerable
difference in their size and habit of growth, and the
system of cutting out the largest and finest trees in

the course of thinning is far from commendable,
although it is occasionally put into practice when a
certain size of timber is wanted on the estate, or

a large sum of money realised out of the thinnings.
This system, however, is false economy, and more
especially in the case of trees of the Pine tribe.

When a Pine plantation has been mismanaged in this

way, the proprietor should never hesitate, but have
it cut down at once and the ground replanted. In
addition to starving the Scotch Fir by injudicious
thinning, I have known cases where the trees

suffered considerable damage by merely pulling the
Heather from among the young trees, and thus ex-

posing the surfai^e roots sudilenly to extremes of
heat and cold. One plantation in particular at-

tracted my attention in this way, where the trees

had never been thinned at all and were well fur-

nished with side branches from the ground upwards.
As a quantity of Heather was wanted for some
particular purpose a supply was obtained from a
division of this plantation, and although it may
appear rather strange, yet the trees on tlie part
from which the Heather was pulled could be readily
distinguished by their stunted growth ;uid light

green colour of foliage, as contrasted witli those of

others in the same plantation from which no Heather
had been pulled. The above shows clearly how

careful cultivators should be in the management
even of the hardiest tribe of timber trees.

J. B. Webstbb.

Home-grown timber.— Jlr. J. B. Webster.
The Gaeden, March MO (p. 302), takes exception
to the remarks I made about home-grown timber,
and states that I should know that it is not requisite

that all timber used for building purposes should be
thoroughly seasoned. This I readily grant, but it

depends very much on how and where it is used,

and 1 do not think he would get any architect or

clerk of works to pass home-grown and unseasoned
deals, except for the commonest purposes, and few
will be found to allow them to be made use of at all. I

live in a house in which the joists and floors are made
from home-grown timber, and the boards are so

warped and twisted at the edges, that we had to

plane them to prevent the carpets being cut through,
and most of the joints stand open sufficiently wide
for a penny-piece to drop through ; while as to the
skirtings, it is an easy matter to jioke the finger

between them and the floor. For sheds and farm
buildings home-grown timber may do very well, but
I should draw the line there and keep it out of

dwellings and for all work of that class, as it is sure
to be unsatisfactory, and do the builder who uses it

much harm in the end. Those engaged in the trade
know this, and it will take a good deal of persuasion
to get them to purchase for the purposes of their

trade an inferior article because it is home grown,
and the only way to remedy the evil, if such it be,

is to plant and cultivate trees that will equal in

their timber those from abroad. Against Oak, Ash,
Beech, Sweet Chestnut, Walnut, and such like, 1

have nothing to say, as they are all valuable and
always command a ready sale for the different uses
they are put to, but to try and show that deals from
English-grown trees are equal to those of foreign
growth seems to me wide of the mark. 1 have a
high opinion of Abies Douglasi, which is full of

resin and very weighty, and the tree does well here
in all kinds of soil, and makes rapid growth where
it can have a little shelter.—J. Sheppabd, Woolver-
stone Park, Suffolk.

Selling timber growing and felled.—On
an estate with which 1 am acquainted, a timber
valuer was employed to number and value a quan-
tity of growing timber in a coppice.

Valuer's Measurement.
.*. il. £ .s\ d.

70 Oak trees containing 1090 cubic ft. at 1 (i 81 15
3 Oakpnles ,, 251 „ 1 12 U
1 Wych Elm „ 3 „ 8 2

Total £94 8

SoKl to timber morcliaiit for 80
Expenses of felling the timber, peeling barb,

&c. , which was also paid by the merchaut
who bought the timber ,,. 29 11 5

Total expense to timber merchant £115 11 5

Now, when the above timber was felled and
peeled, it was found to contain a total of 2000 cubic
feet. There were also 13 tons l.'j owt. 2 qrs. of
bark, which were sold for £58 10s. Dd.; and 2S|
cords of wood sold for £7 lis. (id. I may state

that the timber was very clean and good, and the
only rough portion belonging was 78 fence posts, or
1.52 cubic feet, which was sold back to the owner
of the estate at 9d. per foot—£5 1 Is. Now, it will

be seen from the above that the liark, conl-wood,
and fence posts were sold for £71 10s. 3d., leaving
still in the timber merchant's hands 18 18 cubic feet

of the best of the timber to be disposed of. The
question I would like to ;isk is. Was the timber in

the first pl.-ice valued projierly ? or would it not be
better for the owners of estates to sell their timber
when felled?—Tmis. S. Canning, AUhmhnm Park
The Marsh Birch (Betula nana).—This species

of Birch is a mere shrub, and seldom exceeds 4 feet
or 5 feet in height. The stem is creeping, and the
branches are very numerous. The bark when young
is reddish, but when old it clianges to a bright
silvery hue. Tlie roots consist of long red fibres,

which spread widely over the ground; the leaves are

small, almost oval, and deeply serrated, and, like

those of the White Birch, they yield a fine yellow
dye. It is a nati\ e of Northern Europe, and is also
the only Birch found in Iceland.

Dry rot in timber —A remedy has been dis-

covered, by the use of which this destructive enemy
to the woodwork of a house may be destroyed or
arrested. What is known as " dry rot " is caused
by the spores of a species of fungus (Merulius
lachrymans), which, though they are sometimes
carried by currents of air to the scene of their

future devastations, are more frequently present in

the soil upon which the house is built at the time
of erection, and are brought into near contact with
the woodwork in the filling up between the joists,

or sometimes even in the mortar. Notwithstanding
its name, dry rot does not act upon perfectly dry
timber, but begins its ravages whenever the wood
is in the necessary state of humidity. It may be
prevented by mixing with the rubbish used for filling

in the floors the "tank-waste" from alkali works, or

the same substance will completely check it if al-

ready developed. Tank-waste is of no commercial
value, and may be had at alkali works for fetching

;

it wholly destroys this species of vegetable life, and
generates no bad smell whatever.

Wood margins.—The beauty of a wood or any
plantation of trees when viewed as a whole or

from a distance depends in a great degree on its

shape and outline. I remember an old planter
once remarking when speaking of planting estates,

"Always remember to show the edge of the wood,
and to let the outline be clear and distinct and well
filled in"—a piece of advice that has often occurred
to me since, and which will prove to be sound in

the laying out of parks and plantations. In some
parks it is not easy to distinguish where the park
begins and the wood ends, and the effect is bad.
Broad expanses of Grass and masses of wood should
alternate, and the borders of each should imitate

the "line of beauty" as nearly as possible, and be
easy, sweeping, and pleasing to the eye. A ragged
edge, abrupt or angular corners, and stiff, formal,

and frequent bends are to be avoided, but the pro-

portions of the curves should always correspond
with the extent of the ground and the compass
taken in by the eye. In offering this advice, I

daresay I am but expressing in a roundabout way
one of the fundamental princijiles of landscape
gardening; but it is one of those points that often

present themselves to the notice of even those un-
trained in such matters, and which furnish a simple
rule to go by. As to filling in the margins of woods
and copses, those who are in any way familiar with
the subject know how very different the eft'ect is,

when the branches of trees or shrubs rest ujion the
Grass and fill up the foreground with a mass of

foliage compared to groups of tall trees whose
trunks are exposed, especially in a near view. It

does not matter so much when the woods are dis-

tant, but near to the mansion or point of view both
the wood and the park are greatly improved when
the edge of the former is densely filled in with
shrubs and low trees, and the more Evergreens
there are among them the better, particularly if

there be a .sunk fence or ha-ha to be screened.

For such purposes no plant answers better than the

common Rhododendron, because it loves the light,

and the edge of a wood just suits it. It will ex-

tend and fill up perfectly every cranny close to the

ground. But all trees fill up more or less at their

bases when fully exposed to the light. Tlioro is

hardly any greater eyesore tlian a hedge or visible

fence of any kind round a plantation, and tlu\v are

too often used. Where ncecs.sary they should be

made of wire and be invisible.—Y.

"The Garden" Monthly "Parta.— This journal is

t>ul'lislt>il ill uiiilli/ Itomut MiiiUhtii Paris. In this /urm l/ir

»"/"(((((/ jilalfs lire lust jtrtscrrtil, intil it is •iiost stiitttftU for
rt hf'i'r, jtrtfious tit t/a i.isiu c.f tin ftatf-i/carli/ roluims, Price
\s. CI. : ;»«f/m, \s. Vil.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts. — Wis
Ji'iiriHil is pittilisliid in iittttli/ hmtnd Montlili/ Parts, in which
I'tn-tn it is viost suitable .for nfircnce previous tt} the issue o/ the

i/<tirht I'olumcs. y'vlVc bd. ; potlfne, 7d.
'

' Hardy Flowers."—Oiciug descriptions of npira rds oj
(lin-ton huiidrtd o/ t/n most ornaineiitai specus, uitli tlinctious

/'<* their arrant/euient, culture, dx. Fourth and Popular
hyiition, l9. .• post .free, is. Sd,

London: 37, Sov.lhampton Street, Stmnd, ICC.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather

;

TuE Art itself is Natdbe."—Shahspean.
but

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

JUDGING MELONS FROM APPEARANCE.
The antiquated and demoralising practice of

cutting fruit, Melons included, at horticultural

shows is bad, and the sooner it is done away
with the better. If cutting and tasting a great

number of Melons, good, bad, and indifferent,

invariably put the new saddle on the right

horse, the better method of simply boring the

fruit with a cheese-taster might be tolerated
;

but I maintain that it does nothing of the kind,

especially when the palate becomes nauseated
by tasting a great number of fruits, which the

officers of the society must know are unworthy
of recognition. When, where, and how this

method of cutting and carving fine large Melons
originated I am not prepared to say, neither

does it matter, but one thing is pretty certain
;

growers of this fleeting-flavoured fruit have
themselves to thank for a practice wliich in

many places has dealt the death-blow to exhibit-

ing. If shows could be held to suit the Melons,
experienced fruit growers would have little

difficulty in selecting the best by their delicious

aroma, by their weight and finish, and last, but
not least, by the variety, for we must not lose

sight of the fact that well-grown examples of

certain sorts under the existing method of cut-

ting almost invariably turn out prize-winners.

Take, for instance, a fine, highly-perfumed
example of Turner's Scarlet Gem or Read's
Scarlet, and I question if any of the more
modern hybrids would touch them. Shows,
however, are advertised for fixed dates, and
those who have Melons just up to the mark as

a matter of course win ; but nine-tentlis of the

exhibitors possibly may have been keeping
extra fine fruit for weeks in a dry cold place

uutil the aroma has departed, the flesh is melt-

ing into insipid water, and the rind is showing
unmistakable signs of discoloration and deca}'.

Some fine i'ruits, again, are cut too soon, simply
because the show will not wait, and it is these

fine over and under-ripe specimens which led J.

MuLr (p. 311) to assert that it is unsafe to trust

to appearances. Do the experienced growers who
stage these provoking fruits expect to head the

list? Nothing of the sort, but knowing otherfruits

maybe as bad orworse, they enter in tlie hope that

a fluke may land them somewhere. Havingmyself
grown and shown a great number of Melons, I

know how cutting from the plant a day too

early or a day too late handicaps the exhibitor
;

also I know that certain sorts— I will instance

Cox's Golden Gem—no matter how well grown
or how fit, hardly ever win a prize— that is,

where the true green or scarlet-fleshed varieties

are staged against them. This hardy, handsome
white-fleshed variety was raised by a dear old

friend of my own, now gone over to the ma-
jority ; it sells well in the market, and tells in

the exhibitor's collection where cutting is never
practised, but other varieties less handsome
might be put in to which I should give an extra

point were I judging them. A certain class of

exhibitors who magnify their ducks into swans—
and their ducks generally are very poor ones

—

feel .slighted if on entering they find their

Melons have not been cut, so wliat are poor
judges to do ! The days of washing out the
satiated mouth with bad brandy happily having

gone by, judges avoid an attack from the owners

by risking an attack of English cholera ; they

soften the makers of the show by tarring all

with the same brush, although in nine instances

out of ten they might pick out the winner? with

their eyes and mouths shut and their knives in
j

their pockets.

Cutting and tasting, unfortunately, do not

always commence and end with Melons, as some
judges persist in tasting everything from a

Royal George Peach down to a Norfolk Beaufin

Apple. The awards these gentlemen make, in-

dependently of the magnificent fruit they spoil

and pass over, are simply ridiculous and shock-

ing, but here, as amongst Melons, they must
have learned to what grade the different fruits

belong before they can adjudicate from appear-

ance. Also they must know fruits at sight,

otherwise an adept at exhibiting might easily

cast dust in their eyes by setting xip, say, a dish

of Lord Palmerston Peach, very fine, but always

second-rate, and dubbing it Grosse Mignonne or

some other sterling variety above suspicion.

By all means allow judges full licence to taste

any fruit where they are in doubt, but the

systematic cutting and wasting of good samples
should be put down, not only as superfluous,

but as one of the evils which must put an end
to showing.

In reply to your request for opinions on
this subject, I write to say that, having had some
little experience in adjudicating on fruit, I should

certainly decline to decide on the relative merits of

a number of Melons as long as they remained un-

cut. The fragrance of a Melon is very deceptive,

and this fruit often falls short of the high expec-

tations raised by a perfect outward appearance and
agreeable perfume. I should think it as fair to

judge stands of Roses with the lids on the boxes

by sniffing at the lids as to decide truly on the

merits of uncut Melons, for appearances are so de-

ceptive, and nowhere more so than amongst Melons.

—J. T. Poe.

Much has been written on cutting Melons
at exhibitions to determine which is the best. I

should say that in nine cases out of ten it is easy

to tell a good flavoured Melon by the perfume, but

when several highly scented fruits have to be de-

cided upon, which shall be placed first, second, or

third, it becomes necessary to taste each to ascer-

tain which actually is the best flavoured.— J. T.

Fletcher.
• Anyone having much experience in growing

and judging Melons may, when he is thoroughly

acquainted with all the varieties, be able to judge

a fruit from appearance and smell without cutting

it. When, however, the judges are not conversant

with the varieties sometimes presented to them for

adjudication, I maintain that it is impossible to

judge Melons correctly—that is, if flavour is to be

the leading point. The persons who advocate

judging Melons by appearance only, and wlio object

to the practice of cutting and tasting all the fruits

staged, on the score of taste being impaired, ought
to know that the first-rate fruits are very few,

while many, if the competition be severe, are very

bad. Take, for instance, the variety William
Tillery, a Melon perhaps more easily judged by

appearance and smell than any other when it is in

good condition as regards flavour. Any experienced

person may know almost at a glance, and certainly

by smell, when this variety is in the best con-

dition, but other varieties, especially scarlet-fleshed

kinds, have not a strong perfume ;
indeed, some

will hardly smell at all, yet be of capital quality

when tested by cutting. How. then, is it possible

to test such as these latter by appearanCL- only .'

In tlie case of Melons shown for flavour, very often

quite a small fruit will be awarded leading honours,

but seldom, if ever, will a small fruit have the

greatest weight given to it if it be in a collection

of fruit, provided there are any large fairly well-

coloured specimens staged. Surely if it is abso-

lutely necessary that a Melon should be of high

flavour to take leading honours in a class for Melons

only, why should not the Melons in a collection of

fruit also be judged in the same way 1 As a rule,

size, and not quality, in a Melon, if it be tolerably

well coloured, is the first consideration when judg-

ing a collection of fruit. Melons cannot be judged

like Peaches or Nectarines, for instance, by colour

alone, because in the case of these, high colour

generally carries with it flavour, while in the case

of Melons it does not always follow that good

quality is to be had in a hii;hly coloured Melon.

It has become a fashion to judge Melons in a collec-

tion of fruit by their appearance only. In the case

of collections of fruit which contain varieties of

Melons so well known as Hero of Lockinge or

Blenheim Orange, it is easy to pick out the best

fruit in those cases, but when unknown varieties

are staged it is not so easily and accurately done.

— E.

I believe Melons can be judged more satis-

factorily by appearance than by cutting, as who cares

to haveafruit spoiled totest its flavourwhen it carries

its own stamp of quality outside, as nearly all fruits

do ? There is no reason why a Melon should not be

judged in the same way as Grapes, Peaches, Necta-

rines, Plums, &c. At one time judges went in for

tasting all these, but if these fruits are properly

finished flavour is there ; and the same with Melons.

What are the distinguishing marks of good Melons

!

First, they should be of fair average size for the

particular variety, and if a netted kind, the netting

regular and the colour good ; but, above all, any

Melon, of whatever sort, should have the usual

natural cracking around the stem, as no fruit

finishes off without that beginning to part from the

fle.sh. It will be necessary, as now, at shows to have

two classes, one for red-fleshed varieties and one

for green-fleshed, as the latter are the best : and it

need hardly be said that it will be requisite for

those who adjudicate on the Melons to be well

acquainted with the several kinds, of which there

are at present far too many, the majority of them

being worthless as compared with the few favourites

now most generally grown.— J. SHEPr.\RD.

SYRINGING VINES IN BLOOM.

Having, I beUeve, been the first to bring the syring-

ing method of setting Grapes under the notice of

readers of The Garden, a few further remarks on

the subject may not be out of place at this season,

when many who have Vines that are bad or uncertain

setters often have cause for anxiety about their

crops. Unfortunately, some of the best and also

best-looking varieties of Grapes do not set well.

To this fault in a great measure no doubt is attribut-

able the limited extent to which some of the va-

rieties in question are grown. Otherwise now, when
appearance quite as much as quality is taken into

consideration, they would be oftener met with.

The ordinary methods for securing an even

setting, such as drawing the hand down tlie

bunches when in bloom, the use of a camel's-hair

brush or a rabbit's tail wherewitli to remove the

capsules and distribute the pollen on the stigmas,

are more or less slow operations and not always

certain in their results, as the stoneless berries

that are frequently seen prove. Syringing is cer-

tain in its effects, provided it is carried out property

and at the right time. Where syringing fails it is

much more likely to be through the work not hav-

ing been properly done than from its not having

been done at the right time. Where the metliod

in question fails or is only partially successful,

there is little doubt that the work is imperfectly

done through the water not being directed with

enough force. The sprinkling, which I have found

that some who liave tried syringing have supposed

was sutticient, is all but useless. It is necessary to

impress upon those who intend to try this method

that the water must reach the bunches with enough

force to remove the capsules, which in the Grapes

that require this treatment are not so easily moved
as might be supposed. The rose that is used must

not be too fine, and the end of the syringe should

not be more than 3 feet or 1 feet from the bunch

at which the water is discharged, and at which it

must be sent with a moderate amount of force. I

do not mean to say that the water should be dri-^en
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against the bunches as if the object was to wash
the incipient berries off, but I have never yet seen
an instance in which any harm was done through
too much force being used.

Regarding the time in the day when the syringing
should be done, it should be after the atmosphere
has got dry, either with sun-heat or in dull weather
by the use of as much extra fire as will effect the
object and keep up the requisite heat, with enough
top air on to let out the moisture. The best way is

to operate on each Vine separately, beginning at

the bottom and taking the bunches in succession

on one side, and, when the top of the cane is

reached, to go down the opposite side, treating each
bunch alike. By thus syringing the bunches on
both sides, the work will be effectual. My own
practice has been to go over the Vines about three

times whilst they were in bloom. I have advised

many who complained of not being satisfied with
the methods they had used with Muscats and other

more or less shy-setting kinds to try the syringing, and
the result has been successful, except in a few cases,

and in these I found that the mistake of sprinkling

instead of using a reasonable amount of force was
the cause. In several cases that have come to my
knowledge where the setting had not been so even
as it should have been, I found that there had been
timidity in using the syringe. >Some there are who
seem so wedded to old practices that they evidently

dare not try the syringe. Neither is this to be
wondered at, seeing that so much has been said and
written about the necessity of a high temperature
and a dry atmosphere whilst Muscats are in bloom.
Nevertheless, the practice is coming much more
into use than it was for a time after it was first

mooted. Within the last two or three years I have
seen a number of houses filled with Muscats that

had been set with tlie syringe, and the bunches were
so even that they seemed as if every bloom had
set. If my memory serves me rightly, someone
who had tried syringing has written that the

practice did not appear to answer well with all

shy-setting varieties ; I think Alnwick Seedling
was named as not doing well with it. I have not
grown this beautiful-looking Grape, but I have
seen it in the most perfect condition, with the

bunches as full and as oven as it was possible for

them to be, where syringing and no other means
was used in the setting. T. Baines.

or dying off, and gaps which it will be difficult to fill

again are very frequent. Although the bloom on
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots is not, perhaps,
just what one would desire, Apples look wonder-
fully well, and are thickly studded with bloom buds
that are now fast swelling with every promise of

opening strong. The same may be said of Pears,

which, like Peaches and Nectarines, are later than
usual and ought to be safe. Still there are so many
slips between the cup and the lip, that all these fair

promises may be dashed and spoiled by May frosts.

Nuts must, I think, be a poor crop, as there are

scarcely any catkins on the bushes, and therefore

there cannot have been sufficient pollen to fertilise

the blooms, and what little there was had unfavour-
able weather for its distribution. Cherries and
Plums both look well, so that, on the whole, we
have not such a very bad outlook as regards the

fruit crop for the present season. What " W. C."

says about timely thinning and disbudding there is

much in, as a good deal of the success or otherwise
attending Peach growing outdoors depends on how
the trees are attended to during the early part of

the season, as then it is that green-fly is trouble-

some, and if the shoots are allowed to remain on
the trees and become crowded, this insect gets a

more secure lodgment, and soon cripples the

growth. S. D.

HARDY FRUITS.

NOTES ON HARDY FRUITS.
Under this head " W. C." (The Gabden, April U,

p. 303) writes very dolefully as regards the prospect
of a crop of Peaches and Nectarines, and I must
say that a short time ago I was not much more
hopeful than he appears to be. I am glad to

say that lately I have had good reason to change
or modify my previously formed opinion, as fruit

trees are now opening a fair quantity of flowers,

most of which look strong and healthy. A month
or two ago I did not expect this, as at that time
not only did the wood look green, but the bud
were small and attenuated, and there seemed gi'eat

danger, as the weather was then and had been so

mild, of their getting much too forward, but,

fortunately, winter set in in February, and we had
six weeks of cold, whicli kept the flowers from open-
ing. I am tlie more disposed to tliink tliat we
shall have a crop of fruit of Peaches and Nectarines
on open walls it weather conditions are favourable
after this, from having lifted for indoor planting
some trees which have oiiened their blooms satis-

factorily and set a good crop. This, I think,

promises well for outdoor trees. Young trees have
too many gross and unripe slioots in them, and one
can readily understand how they must have suffered

in nurseries where the trees are in the open witliout

the advantage of a wall to help to mature their

growth. I bought in a few maiden trees, the tops
of which have been killed back more than lialf

their length, and I havelieadod tliem down to witli-

in 6 inches of wliere they were worked. Apricots
seem to have wit listood tlie cold and wet of last

season worse than Peaches and Nectarines, as the
bloom on tliem is exceedingly thin, and if all set

there will only bea partial crop. Not only is this so,

bat trees lost more branches than usual from canker

Although the season is unusually late and fruit

prospects in many places the reverse of promising,

the stitch in time, wherever aid can be given, must
not be neglected. Blossoms neither too plentiful

nor too plump are now opening better than I ex-

pected, and, provided the trees are perfectly clean,

that best of all crops, a thin one, may yet be secured.

Where Apricots have set well, singly or in clusters,

the latter should be thinned down to a reasonable

number, and those naturally the finest nestling

nearest to the wall. As sharp frosts may be ex-

pected up to the 20th of May, a very liberal

per-centage of fruit must be left to compensate for

mishaps, but on no account must they be allowed

to force each other out of shape, as so often hap-
pens when the trees become aged and densely fur-

nished with spurs. As thinning is proceeded with,

all the strongest foreright shoots should be pinched
in to two or three leaves, whilst others, where they

are too much crowded, may be removed altogether

;

the first to induce the formation of fruit spurs, tlie

second to let in light and air, and to force the sap

into channels leading to the least vigorous parts of

the trees. Our vernal enemy, the lively grub, too,

must receive a full share of attention, otherwise, no
matter how carefully all other operations are per-

formed, this diminutive pe.st will very soon destroy

the crop and greatly damage the foliage of the most
vigorous trees. Disbudding, as I have often re-

marked, should 1)6 performed piecemeal, especially

upon trees exposed to the vicissitudes of our springs,

and, contrary to all other operations, it sliould be
deferred until the trees are well advanced and the

weather is favourable. Should the weather set in

dry, the borders should be very lightly pointed up,

covered with fresh stable manure, and well watered
to an extent that will ensure a thorough moistening

of the soil (juite down to the drainage, whilst the

syringe, wlien there is no danger of frost or keen
cutting winds, may be vigorously plied upon tlie

branches and foliage.

Peaches, now well protected with nets or

movable shading, must have the fullest benefit of

light and fresh air, otherwise the blossoms, already

weak enough, will be greatly enervated, and the

foliage will be pale, tender, and literally devourcil

by aphis. Black and green-fly arc almost sure to

be troublesome, this season especially, where the

walls and trees have not been thoroughly cleansei)

and soapsuds have not been forced into the w.alls

with the garden engine. Where every tree is de-

tached and washed, and the walls are painted wilh
Venetian red, quicklime, soot, and sulphur, reduced
witli a little linseed oil and boiling water, green-lly

does not make much headway, unless a keen wind
sets in from the east. But, independently of these

preventive measures, it is well to be prepared witli

tobacco powder for dredging purposes the moment
a curled leaf becomes visible. This insecticide

may not kill every fly at the first dressing, but it is

easily plied through a penny pepper-box, and being
dry it can be used when the trees are in flower or

when frosty nights render dipping or syringing im-
practicable. Once the fruit is set and sate, tobacco
powder may be discontinued, and pure water or a

weak dressing of soap, sulphur, and tobacco juice

may be syringed over the trees. Insecticides, good,

indifferent, and dangerous, are very numerous, and
often slay their thousands of tender fruit as well as

insects, but this need not happen if a close watch
were kept on the earliest shoots and all mistakes in

point of strength were made on the weak side.

Anything new should never be used on a large

scale until it has been thoroughly tested, not by
rule of thumb, but by weight or measure, and then

I should give preference to good home-made soap-

suds, which injures neither fruit nor leaves, whilst

its manurial properties stimulate the surface roots

as it passes into the border. When Peaches, like

Apricots, are properly set, we syringe copiously,

first of all with pure water, then with our liberal

supply from the laundry, and by these means pre-

vent insects from cripiiling the early growths at

the most critical period in the Peach tree's exist-

ence.

Sweet and Mobello Cuerbibs are often most
seriously injured by black-fly, not unfrequently be-

fore they are out of blossom, but this can be pre-

vented by syringing with soapsuds once or twice a
week from the time the trees are trained until the

flowers are ready to open. Another important pre-

ventive is vigorous root action in well-drained and
somewhat elevated borders, especially upon natur-

ally cold, north aspects. Some fruit growers re-

commend heavy mulchings of rotten manure, and
dwellers upon dry, warm soils may profit by this

advice, but here it would not answer, as I find

annual or biennial root-lifting, confining the roots

to the wall path, and covering with fresh stable

litter, result in moderate growths which get well

ripened.
Bush Fruits

are very late, but Gooseberries and Currants so far

look promising. Bullfinches at one time made a

faint attack, but in accordance with annual custom

nets were brought out and cast over the quarters

before they had time to do a particle of mischief
;

nay more, acquainted with our ways and means,

they took the hint and fled to more lenient ad-

mirers. If the bushes were well mulched early in

the winter they will not require further manurial

aid, but the quarters should be hoed and cleared of

weeds, when a light dressing of quicklime and soot,

whilst stimulating the surface roots, will prevent

the ascent of leaf-devouring marauders.

Raspbeertes made excellent canes, and the crops

of fruit should be plentiful and good ; but growth

is backward, and the buds on the strongest canes

look half blind and badly ripened. Strawberries

on north borders are late and weak in the crown,

especially where the stools are more than three

years old and food is abundant. Younger planta-

tions on open quarters have wintered well and may
flower freely, but we can hardly expect the fine

large trusses invariably thrown up after good ave-

rage seasons. If not already done, a good layer of

fresh long stable litter should now be placed be-

tween the rows, and a second dressing of soot

sprinkled round the stools will make the favourite

haunt of slugs and snails untenable.

I'Kia. If these have been covered, the material

must be removed bit by bit when tlie we.-ither is

fine, as it is now time for pruning ami training to

be brought to a close where the fruit is expected to

ripen. Figs, as a rule, have not ripened their wood
vi'cll, but the winter fortunately has been mild, and

the jHiints of the shoots, innocent of all covering

as far as I am able to judge, h.-ive escaped injury.

Fruit may not be plentiful, but this scarcity will

not justify the neglect of the most trifling detail in

summer man.'igemcnt.

TiiK oBCii ABD.—The grafting of Pear and young

voting Apple stocks shmilil be brought to a close

and all clearing-up tiiiished. Older trees, headed
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back in February, are very late, and will not suffer

if grafting is deferred until May, always provided

the scions are kept under north walls or partially

buried. Vi'e use two-year-old wood foraged stocks,

attach upon the crown principle, and let them in

with tlie saw and chisel, driving very light when
bending is quite unnecessary. Young stocks worked
in March should be examined and redaubed where
the clay shows signs of cracking.

wobk in fruit houses.
Eaely Orchard House.

If all has gone on well, the fruit upon the early

varieties of Peaches and Nectarines will now be

stoning—a process which demands time and careful

attention to every detail, including good feeding

with rich top-dressing ami liquid, a very steady tem-

perature, and not too high through the night, rather

early closing with sun to save fire, and good syring-

ing. It is not a good plan to pinch too hard during

this process, but once the fruit begins to move into

the last swelling, all laterals and sub-laterals must

be shortened back by degrees to let in light and air,

as well as to throw size into the crop. All danger

of further dropping having ceased, it will now be

necessary to make the final thinning with a free

hand, as it is better to have a score of line fruit

from each tree than double the number of stones

sparsely furnished with a thin covering of pulp of

inferior quality. As progress to maturity will now
be rapid, not one day must be lost in renewing the

rich top-dressing, in giving the roots copious

supplies of warm, diluted liquid, and in keeping

down aphis by careful fumigation. Spider thus

early should not have gained a footing, as there is

nothing to prevent thorough syringing certainly

once a day, and twice when the weather is bright

and favourable. If, liowever, it has got the better

of good culture—a most unlikely event—a small

piece of soft soap the size of a Walnut may be

thoroughly dissolved in each can of soft water for

syringing over and under the foliage of the trees

affected. Soot water also may be used, but this, as

I have often stated, can be bad in a mild form by
sinking small bags of soot in the tank and renew-

ing the charge, say, once a fortnight. This high-

class feeding may be continued until the fruit has

attained full size and is colouring freely, when
stimulants must be given up, pure soft water, or

water free from lime, lieing substituted for watering

and syringing purposes. Light, too, by some means
must be admitted, not only by the removal of all

superfluous laterals, especially where the trees are

large, but also by turning or tying back the main
foliage. Night air—at all times an important ele-

ment—may now be increased, but considering that

this alone may lower the temperature some 6° or 8°,

say to 58°, it must be shut off at daylight to favour

a rise for the morning syringing. Day ventilation

may be commenced at (i5° and continued little and
often with a rising glass until 75° is touched, when
the house must be closely watched, first to prevent

a rise above 80° with full air and bright sun, and
second to catch the earliest tendency to a decline

when reducing, and final closing ready for the

afternoon bath should find the temperature again

rising to the maximum. Fire-heat should be dis-

pensed with as much as possible, but in order to

hasten the swelling process which really takes

place in the afternoon, the valves should be slightly

opened when syringing is finished and kept so

through the night. If Strawberries were started

with the Peaches, the fruit will now be ripening

and needing more air than can be good for the

swelling Peaches ; hence the necessity for removal

to another structure where they can have a free

circulation of fresh warm air and water in modera-

tion. As spider invariably originates upon the

shelves devoted to Strawberries in all sorts and
conditions of forcing houses, the removal of the

plants should be followed by a good scrubbing

down with soft soap and water and the washing of

the walls with quicklime and a dash of sulphur.

Latf houses.—If the latest trees in this structure

are still in flower and fly lias put in an appearance,

others upon which the fruit is set must be divested

as far as practicable of curled leaves and shoots.

and dusted with tobacco powder to prevent the

enemy from spreading until the house can be

properly fumigated. If the shortening of the

shoots of any of the trees was deferred by those

who are not thoroughly experienced in the use

of the knife they must now be cut back to a

good break in advance of one or more of the

best fruit not only near the base, but point

upwards, as these are in the best position for

attaining size and colour. From this stage for-

ward the syringe will play a very important part,

first when the temperature begins to rise, and
second when the house is closed. Top-dressing,

too, as in the early house, little and often must be

placed upon the pots and renewed as it is washed in

or away in the process of watering. Pure water

only should be used at first, but when the fruit is

thinned and swelling freely it may be tinged with

liquid to-day, with soot or guano water to-morrow,

and so on, as pot fruit trees, like ourselves, enjoy a

change of diet. Ventilate freely on fine days, but

avoid cutting draughts and shut up in time to

ensure an upward tendency for the second syringing.

If Cherries, Plums, and Pears occupy the coolest

end of the house, dredge all infested spurs and
shoots with tobacco powder to keep down green or

black aphis, also handpick the Plum trees before

grub has time to perforate the fruit. Insecticides

in tlie case of the grub are of no use, but its position

is easily ascertained by the curled state of the leaves.

Trees iii unheaied Itonses must have an abundance
of air through the day, and night, too, for that

matter, when freedom from frost is certain. Being

so completely at the mercy of the elements, all

watering and damping should be performed in the

morning, but the less slop the better, as flowering

trees in a thoroughly dry atmosphere will stand

with impunity frosts that would do serious mischief

in a house only slightly charged with moisture.

Should morning frosts gc^ into cold structures, es-

pecially those facing full south, the ventilators

should be kept closed, and covering of some kind

drawn over the roof should exclude every ray of

sun the whole of the succeeding day. Cold water

syringed over frosted plants in a darkened house or

pit when the thennometer has risen to 32° is a good

prevetitive of mischief, but this remedy must not be

tried in a house filled with flowering trees; not that

the water might not restore the flowers, but the at-

mosphere becoming saturated, a repetition of the

frost the next night might settle the crop for the

season. Hot-water pipes and boilers being so cheap

and easily fi.ted by any handy man, notes upon the

management of cold or unheated houses and the

restoration of frosted flowers seem almost out of

date, and yet I know for a fact that many a poor

gardener's sleeping hours are sacrificed to this

penny-wise-and-pound-foolish system ofhalf-hearted

gardening.

The campost yard.—The stocking of this im-

portant department again, like unheated houses, in

many places causes much heart-burning, and yet

the gardener cannot grow good fruits or plants

where he is denied the selection of suitable soils.

The villa owner near towns, of course, buys his

loam and peat, but there are very few country

estates which are not rich in all that a gardener re-

quires if crusty agents would only bow to his

superior judgment in these matters and allow liim to

help himself. A few square yards of old turf miglit

very easilv be obtained from secluded spots, and

knolls might be thinly .skinned, reduced, and turfed

down again, and no one would suffer loss or

annoyance. But there is yet another mode of

satisfying the grumbling grower, who will steal if

he cannot beg, for he must and will have his cal-

careous and sandy loams too often refused on

account of his uncompromising method of going

about the business. Let him fix upon a suitable

piece of pasture, out of sight, of course, and for each

load of turfv loam let him make good with a load

of rich soiffrom the kitchen garden. lOxc'haiige is

no robbery ; indeed, this exchange is a mutual ad-

vantage, as spots so treated and thickly sown with

lawn Grass seeds in six weeks will 1)6 found the

greenest and richest jjart of the pasture. Sheep and

stock, as a matter of common sense, must be kept

off for a time, but this small difficulty can be com-

passed by the use of a few hurdles or bushes imrne-

diately after the seeds are sown and rolled in.

Spring is the time to replenish the compost yard,

also to sow Grass seeds. Let those dejected fol-

lowers of Paxton then, who have not thought of

this plan, or having thought of it have not had the

heart to suggest it, go at once to head-quarters,

and if these lines do not conciliate the most obdu-

rate owner of broad acres, the fault does not rest

with me.

Turf of all kinds, I may say, should be cut,

carted, and stacked in the open air when the

wetither is dry, or if cut when wet it should be

tipped and lie loose until the sun and air have

carried off the superfluous moisture. The stacks

should be long and about i feet in width, convex on

the top and roughly thatched, or in some other

way protected from sun in summer, cold rain and

snow in winter. If for any special purpose, a Vine

or Peach border say, in the autumn suitable correc-

tives, like burnt earth, old lime rubble, or dry road

scrapings, may be introduced. Soot also may be

added for the destruction of wireworms, but on no

account should rotten manure be added, as this

substance encourages worms, if it does not turn the

whole mass sour and pasty. For Melons or Straw-

berries, again, the same preparation may be made,

but for the thousand and one plants which a gar-

dener wishes to grow, each staple should be stacked

pure and simple, and stimulants and correctives in

large or small quantities can be added in the potting

shed. Peat should not be obtained in large quanti-

ties, as it soon loses its life and fibre, whilst that

of a boggy nature remains sour and acrid when
stacked in a wet state and in large bulk.

LeaJ-mould, another article in daily use, is best

made" in the woods or from newly carted leaves

conveyed direct to the soil yard. Oak and Beech

leaves make the best potting mould, as they are

hard and full of fibre, lasting a long time in a

sweet healthy condition in the soil. Soft leaves

which soon decay should not be mixed with them,

but they may be turned to good account where

poor or heavy soils are used for onlinary purposes.

In wooded districts where leaves are used for the

production of bottom-heat, the mould enriched

with liquid manure in due course comes out in fine

condition, and soils to which this is added are

greatly improved, but great care should be devoted

to its selection, as mildew, red spider, and other in-

sects often bide their time in the heap and spring

into new life when and where least wanted or ex-

pected. An open shed and good bins are invalu-

able adjuncts to the compost yard, as soils of all

kinds can be stored and worked into condition in

these places, especially during the winter. Ordinary

composts, too, can be made up, thoroughly dried

and pulverised upon the floor of the open shed, and

not unfrequently this preparation, as compared

with the use of the same materials in a cold crude

state, makes all the difference between success and

failure. W. C.

Plum culture in Bosnia.—The most important

product of Bosnia is Plums, and the food in a dried

state is the principal article of export. The poorest

peasant has a few Plum trees by his hovel ; wealthy

landowners never think of planting any other kind

of tree by their country houses ; and on the results

of the Plum crop, more than any other, depends

the well-being of the agricultural population. Ac-

curate statistics of the crop are not available, but

in a good season about 40,00(1 tons of the dried fruit

are exported, representing a money value exceeding

.C200,000. The fruit is not cnly grown for dessert,

however'; a large quantity is consumed in the mak-

ing of a spirit commonly drunk in the country, and

known as Slivonitz. 'i'ho Bosnians, moreover, are

great makers of jam, and they prepare from the

Plum a great quantity, which is manufactured

without sugar. The export of dried fruit is almost

entirely to Austria and Hungary. Possibly, ho\y-

ever, a market may hereafter be found for it in

England, for the product is increasing, and the

local Government has turned its attention to the

establishment of drying ovens of a superior descrip-
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tion to those hitherto in use. A large proportion
of the crop of 1887 is said to have been lost owing
to the primitive and inefficient way in which the
fruit was dried.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Rhododendron fragrantissimum.—As an
Easter flower tliis is unique. Plants in 8-inch pots
have bushy spreading heads and the point of every
shoot is terminated by a cluster of large bell-shaped
blush white and sweetly-scented flowers.

Orchis longibraeteata, though not so striking
in appearance as ( ). paUens, is well worth a place in
the cool house. The flowers, of a dull purple, are pro-
duced in greater abundance than in the case of 0.
paUens. A native of Sicily.

Saxifraga Stracheyi is about the best of the
big-leaved Saxifrages that I have seen. It was shown
in good form recently. The large and leathery,
purple-tinged leaves set off to advantage the stout
spikes of pinky white flowers.—A. D. W.
Phalasnopsis Manni.—" H. G.," in The Gar-

den. April 13 (p. 3^7), describes the above as carrying
a pendent scape. I have flowered it for two seasons,
and the .scape has been perfectly upright. Is this un-
usual p Will •' H. G." describe the difference between
P. Manni and P. Boxalli ?—G. H.
Tulipa Leichtlini is a dainty Uttle flower. It

was blooming recently in Messrs. Paul and Son's
nursery at Broxbourne, we are told, for probably the
first time in England. It ha« a small flower, the
inside of the segments of a kind of buff-yellow tint, the
outer surface flushed with red.

Tulipa Kolpakowskiana.—Tliis beautiful
species is in bloom with Jle.ssr.^. Paul and Son, of
Broxbourne. It is one of the finest of the early
Tulips, and is most variable in colour, ranging from
scarlet to chrome - yellow. The bulbs bloom three
weeks before tho.se of the bulk of outdoor Tulips.

Algerian Iris.—I enclose for your inspection
a few blooms of Iris stylosa speciosa a little out of sea-
son. I think the flowers are of a better colour than
those of the type, but not so fragrant.—W. H. Blaik,
Cork.
*,* A deeply coloured form of the -Algerian Iris. A

very good colour.

—

Ed.

A crimson Daisy.—I send what appears to be a
fine variety of the common Daisy wliich was found last
summer half way up the Grande Salene near Geneva.
It is, as you will see, of a fine colour, and if it will
remain single in cultivation it is worth growing. I
should like to hear from you whether these high-
coloured varieties are common in a wild state.

—

J. C. L.

•#* Very pretty. We have never seen anything like
it.—Ed.

Orchis longicornu, now in bloom in the alpine
house at Kew, is a very pretty, though small-flowered
species, and seems easily managed. Flowers velvety
purple, the lip striped with lilac ; a native of North
Africa. The most beautiful, however, is the Winged
Orchis (O. papilionacea). It resembles O. militaris
both in height and flower, with usually, a large hp
about the size of the thumb-nail, sejjals and lip being
purjilc. It is a native of Spain and Carniola, and may
be grown in the open air with httle trouble.

Primroses from Devonshire.—I send you by
this post a box of my Primrose blooms. I .see much
talk about a certain blue Primrose, said to be of a
deeper shade than Scott Wilson. But I many years
ago raised one considerably deeper in shade than
that variety, and now have several others, a few of
which I send you. Also a new terra-cotta colour,
which appears to me to be striking and novel.
Your opinion will oblige.—H. W. Bkaciiey.
%* The ' blue Primulas" are finer than we have

ever seen. They are of a rich and good dark jjurple
shade, and appear 1o be vigorous.

—

Ed.
Saxifrages in flower.—Amongst the Saxi-

frages in flower on the rockery at present (now the
oppositifolia section are over), S. Hoclieliana, corio-
phylla, luteo-pur(]urea, and aretioides are far ahead
of the others. S. sancta is now at its best, but it is
quite eclipsed by luteo-purpurea, misnamed I'rede-
rici August!. 8. sancta is interesting with its dense
masses of dark green foliage, and in .spring with its
numerous young growths. It, however, promises
more than it performs, and the flowers, when they

appear, are disappointing. S. Burseriana is not
quite over yet, and it is being succeeded by S. Boydi,
a most charming plant, of which no one seems to
know the origin. S. ciliata, Stracheyi, and indeed
most of the Megasea forms are about at their best,
and present a beautiful and pleasing picture with
the huge bunches of pink flowers peeping from
amongst the massive foliage.

A well-flowered Coelogyne.—Mr. F. C. Ford,
gardener to Mrs. Henry Pease, exhibited at the
Newcastle show on the 10th and 11th of April
a splendid specimen of Coelogyne cristata with
300 blooms on it. The plant was necessarily very
large to carry such an immense number of flowers,
but the sprays were so thickly spread over its sur-
face, that they formed a sheet of snowy whiteness.
-J. D.

The Winter Sweet (Toxicophlsea spectabilis).—I send you some flowers of this. I have exposed
the plant to the full blaze of the sun while growing,
and it is now flowering freely and bearing long
racemes 2 feet and more in length. I also send a
spray of Impatiens Clarki, a seedling from Im-
patiens Hawkeri, with beautiful mauve-coloured
flowers.—John T. Ebbutt.

*jf* Beautiful heads of this ivory-white Ixora-like
flower. The blooms of the Impatiens had all faded,
so that we could form no opinion of them.— Ej5.

Forced Sweet Peas.— I forward you a few
Sweet Pea flowers, from which we have been
cutting freely since April 2. I have grown them
for nine years in 10-inch pots for the conserva-
tory, and their flowers prove a very welcome
addition at this time of the year. Laburnums and
double pink Thorns in variety we have had since
February.—J. Ebbutt, Whis'lade Gardens, Exeter.

*,* Many thanks for the Sweet Peas. The
flowers are as sweet, sturdy, and large as we
generally see them outdoors in the best of seasons,
and show how the season of hardy flowers may be
prolonged.

—

Ed.

Spring flowers from a Dutch garden.—
My garden is now gay with the following spring
flowers, ."ipecimens of which I enclose for your in-
spection. I think you will agree with me that the
new Tulipa Kaufmanniana is likely to prove a
valuable addition to the already large assortment
of Tulips grown at the present time. Its colour
being a delicate creamy white with yellow centre
is exactly the shade wanted to break up the end-
less variations of red, which, with a few exceptions
only, is the chief colour among the various species
of Tulips. The plant is thoroughly hardy, with
ample and extraordinary robust foliage; the flowers
when fully open attain an immense size. Last year
one of my strongest bulbs produced a flower over
7 inches in diameter; moreover, it is so early that
it even precedes the earliest Due Van Thols by a
fortnight. " Of Grape Hyacinths I enclose another
flower of Muscari azureum that you may see of
what a wonderful durability the flowers of this
species are ; it seems incredible that any bulbous
plant should be flowering from the midst of January
till now, although exposed to all the roughness and
inclemencies of a Dutch winter. Muscari Hel-
dreichi looks especially fine with its strong spikes
and the deep blue and white colour of its large
flowerets, which attain double the size of those of
M. botryoides; this one and the sweetly fragrant
M. Szovitzianum are very choice representatives of
the genus Muscari. Fritillaria inodora, of which
I possess two distinct varieties, a deep purple
and an orange one, will be at their best in a few-
days; these throw up noble heads of bloom with
ample foliage rising to a height of 4 feet, in every
respect identical to the common Crown Imperial,
except this great feature, that neither bulb nor
foliage nor flowers possess any tr.ace of a disagree-
able smell. The bright yellow flowers of F. pudica
are lovely miniatures compared to the massive
beauty of the former. Erythroniums present quite
a cliarming picture on account of I lieir handsome
marbled foliage and prettily-tinted flowers. I en-
close what I consider to be types of very large-
flowered forms of E. dens-canis. The clear yellow
Nuttallianumisthe earliest North American species;

its canary-yellow flowers and plain green foliage
render it a very distinct plant. Corydalis Halleri,

bulbosa alba, Kolpakowskyana, and Ledebouriana
are pretty spring flowers, succeeding in any posi-

tion. Trillium sessile album is a lovely plant when
grown in a peaty border in a shady corner. Pusch-
kinia libanotica compacta, with its pretty bunches
of white and porcelain-blue striped flowers, is a
perfectly hardy, really charming bulb, and very
valuable for cutting. Calypso borealis, Ophrys
arachnites. Orchis Branciforti, provincialis. Specu-
lum, and undulatifolia are blooming in a cold
frame, and, as usual, command the undivided ad-
miration of every beholder.—C. G. Van Tubeegen,
June., Haarlem.

*,* A very distinct and fine Tulip is T. Kauf-
manniana.

—

Ed.

Rhododendron Veitchianum. — One of the
finest specimens of this Rhododendron ever seen is

now in flower in the garden of Mrs. Henry Pease, of
Darlington. It is a compact bush, is in excellent
health, and furnished with upwards of 300 of its

large white flowers, which are crisped round the
edges and quite 5 inches across. The plant was the
centre of attraction at the great show of spring
flowers, held at the Town Hall, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, on the 10th and 11th of the present month.

Prunus Pissardi in Wales.—This is one of

the first of all deciduous trees to come into bloom
in the open air in spring. Some specimens of it in

the pleasure grounds here were in flower on March 1,

and they are still in bloom. The flowers resemble
miniature Cherry blossoms, and being so early, are
very conspicuous and attractive. At first the foliage

is pale purple, but in summer and untU late autumn
it is extremely dark. Prunus Pissardi deserves
planting on account of its early and late, decorative
character.—J. Mum, Mart/am.

Cineraria cruenta.—This lovely species is a
great acquisition for the conservatory during the
spring months, its graceful habit rendering it a
general favourite. Plants 5 feet high and a yard
through laden with the soft - coloured flowers
make up a splendid group. 1 have found that C.

cruenta is also very useful for cutting, as its long
sprays show off to advantage when arranged with
other flowers or Ferns, and it lasts a long time in

water. Being a native of the Canaries, it does best

under cool treatment, like all other Cinerarias, and
deserves to be much more grown.—F. G.

Moutan Paeonies in pots.—Although it is

a century since the Moutan or Tree Paiony was
introduced into this country, it is by no means a
common plant, and is not grown nearly as much as
its merits deser\e. Many of the new varieties far

excel the typical form both in size and colour of

the flowers. Pa;onies will not force early, but
grown as pot plants and kept in a cold frame, they
produce a grand display of bloom at this time of

year. Being gross feeders they require liberal

treatment, and should never be allowed to get dry.

Amongst the best varieties are Peine Elizabeth,

Comte de Flandres, Caroline, Imp6rafrice Jose-
phine, and Salmonea. A fine group of these is a
great attraction in the greenhouse at Kew.

—

F. G.

Orchis pallens.—This charming species, now
flowering in the alpine house at Kew, is well worth
noting. The only fault we can find is its being so
badly represented. Instead of two in a pot, one
would like to see a panful of it ; and, indeed, this

may be said of all the hardy Orchids worth cultivat-

ing. 0. pallens is of about the same height as 0.

Morio, with the appearance of (). sambucina, but
the bulbs, instead of being palmate as in sambucinii,

are undivided. The pale sulphur-yellow flowers are

borne in a close oblong head, the lip a deeper yel-

low than the sepals, the three lobes being quite

entire, and the spur twice as long as the lip.

Haller observes with regard to this species that "it

agrees in many circumstances with .sambucina

;

that the root-leaves are 2 inches wide, the stem
naked and scarcely a span long in height, and that
the flowers emit a disagreeable smell." In the

plants in flower at Kew this is not ob.servable. It

is figured in the Botanical Mai/azine as O. sulphurea
and is a native of Italy, Austria, itc.
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CUCKFIELD PLACE.

Near the quiet town of Cuckfield is a fine old
house situated in a park of wild, but charming
beauty. The exact date of the mansion's
erection is somewhat doubtful, but the style of

architecture tells its own tale and carries us
back a period of at least 300 years to the
Elizabethan times, when it was probably built.

In its early days it was the home of one or two
ancient families, but nearly two centuries ago it

passed into the hands of a Charles Sergeson,
and in this family's hands it now remains.

A peculiar interest centres in Cucktield Place,
it being the Rookwood Hall of Mr. Harrison
Ainsworth's exciting romance called "Rook-
wood.' In the preface he says :

—

Cnckfield Place, I may state for the benefit of
the curious, is the real Rookwood Hall ; for I have
not drawn upon imagination, but upon memory in I

An air of romance and superstition seems to
pervade the whole place. At the end of the
avenue the last tree on the left is the "Doom
Tree," to which superstition attributes that at
times this tree would shed a large branch, which
was a presaging sign of death to the head of the
family. Old inhabitants of Cuckfield still assert
the truth of the legend, and say the tree was an
" harbinger of doom." At any rate, Ainsworth
adopts the occurrence as the groundwork of
a ballad, "The Legend of the Lime Tree,"
which appears in the first chapter of '

' Rook-
wood." Legendary tales, however, do not
come within the scope of the present article,
but as Ainsworth so lucidly describes the
whole place, some comparisons may be drawn
between the Cuckfield of 1833 and 18S8. The
avenue is the same, and doubtless the house,
for, except where Ivy or other creepers
cling against the walls, the stone's surface

ing all the triumphs of Topiarian art, the gayest of
parterres and greenest of lawns, with its admoni-
tory sundial, its marble basin in the centre, its

' fountain and couched water - god, the quaint
summer-house surmounted with its gilt vane, the
statue glimmering from out its covert of leaves^ the
cool cascade, the urns, the bowers, and a hundred
luxuries besides, suggested and contrived by Art

I

to render Nature most enjoyable, and to enhance
the recreative delights of home out of doors (for
such a garden should be) with least sacrifice of
indoor comfort and convenience. All these delights

I

might once have been enjoyed. Bat at the time of
which we write this fair garden was for the most
part a waste.

There is great inconsistency in Ainsworth's
love of the formal in the garden when con-
trasted with all that he says of house and
pai^k. There are nicely kept Grass lawns,
which spread out on two sides of the house,
terminating at a sunk wall, no line of demar-

Cuckfield Place, Sussex. Engraved for The Garden.

describing the seat and domains of tliat fated
family. The general features of the venerable
structure, several of its chambers, the old garden,
and in particular the noble park, with its spreading
prospects, its picturesque views of the hall, its

deep glades, through which the deer come lightly
tripping down, its uplands, slopes, brooks, brakes,
coverts, and groves are carefully delineated.

Anyone who has read "Rookwood" and
visited Cuckfield Park cannot but testify to the
careful delineation of the whole place in
the course of the romance. Avenue, house,
garden, park, stream, and lake are vividly
painted in word-pictures, each enclianting scene
being faithfully portrayed witli commendable
exactness. A splendid avenue of Limes leads
up to the house. In their leafy summits a
colony of rooks have long taken up their abode,
and doubtless they suggested to Ainsworth the
title "Rookwood."

has long since been "wrapped over with
Lichens.

"

It is, in short, one of those manorial houses that
sometimes unexpectedly greet us In our wanderings,
and gladden us like the discovery of some hidden
treasure.

To pass from house to garden is an easy
transition, for all around is lawn. The house
terminates the avenue, and immediately the
ground begins to slope, forming a gentle de-
clivity upon which tlie house stands, and which,
forming a part of tlie lawn, passes into park and
then declines more rapidly till the lake is

reached. Speaking of the garden as he knew it

in its early days, Ainsworth says :

—

To tlie right was the garden—the pleasaunce of
the place—formal, precise, old-fashioned, artificial,
yet exquisite. This n-as a garden ! There might
be seen the stately terraces, the trim alleys exhibit-

!
cation being visible more than that shown
by the greater length of the park Grass.
These lawns neither savour uf " meadow nor
wilderness." They are what they are intended
to be, and as foregrounds to a grand old house
are beautiful in their simplicity. The park may

' be described as the crests and sides of two hills.

The farther one is a little the higher. Dark,
rich masses of wood fringe the park's outer
margin and conceal its exact extent. The up-
land slopes of the farther portions are broken
into numerous Fern dells, or spread out into fiat

tree-adorned glades. Suddenly the uplands be-
gin to slope down in a diversified gradation,
sometimes easy, sometimes steep. A quiet
stream, which emerges frfim a distant wood on
the right, gradually widens its course, and
spreads out into a smooth expanse of water,
down to which the grassy banks dip on either
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side. Whilst gazing upon this sheet of water

it is seen t'.i.it away to the left the ground is much
lower, and thither the water ought to pass. A
natural em'jankment restrains it, but the lake

is full and the surplus water wends its way
a^ a little stream, and again it finds a deep

vale with a restraining embankment at its end.

Here it spreads out into a still larger shjet,

while its bank) on both sides are fringed

with a long line of Alders, each about 30 feet

high with branches to the ground. Both ends

being o,en and free, all this expanse oF water is

seen from the lawn. The restraining bank here

also forms a natural bridge, the only means of

communication with the home park and the

park acrojs the water. Through this embank-
ment the water is conducted, and there being

stdl lower ground beyond, it rushes down a

long cascade and winds away with a tortuous

course between cliffs of clay till it passes

under the London and Brighton Ro.xd which
skirts the park, and finally joins the river Adur.

Of all the parks in Sussex, and there are

many, not one of them exhibits before the

mansion's front such a combination of hUl and
dell, lake and stream. To stroll in the furthei

reaches of the park and look back upon thc'

house and lawn and avenue in the rear is not

the least interesting. The spreading prospects

and picturesque views of the hall are quite
uuii:jue, and though immortalised in " Rook-
wood," not a word too much has been said in

their praise. A. H.

Kitchen Garden.

SAVOY CABBAGE.
Not nearly enough of these are grown by the
majority of holders of medium-sized and com-
paratively small gardens, those who arrange
their own crops not being the only gardeners
who err greatly in this respect. In reality,

"Savoys," as they are generally termed, are of

almost inestimable value, being nearly as ser-

viceable as, and by some preferred to, the more
popular Brussels Sprouts. Nothing but an ex-
ceptionally severe frost will destroy them, as

they often survive the more delicate Broccoli,

and ought therefore to be much more extensively
grown, at the expense, if need be, of the latter.

Not only are Savoys very hardy, but with very
little judgment a good succession of tender,
delicately-ria%ourcd heads can usually be had
from November to April. An even longer
season could be ensured if required, but this

would have to be lengthened at the wrong end,
that is to say, by cutting from September, or
when they are less needed and not so good in

quality.

The liht of varieties is not e.xtensive, but it

comprises several that are of the best quality or
are otherwise serviceable. For an early supply,
Tom Tliumb, King Coffee, Little Pixie, and
Earliest Dwarf Vienna are suitable, one of these
miniature varieties being sufficient to carry on
the supply till the Early Dwarf Ulm is avail-

able. The last-named is quite a model Savoy,
being of compact, ([uick growth and excellent
(luality. Gilbert's Universal, if grown inquantity,
will give quite a lung succession of tender, very
delicately- Havoured hearts, this witli us turuin"
in both early and somevvhat late. Dwarf Green
Curled, though not nearly so duarf in haljit as
its name would lead us to believe, is yet well
worthy of culture, this being a mid-season and
good-keeping variety. What is most needed is

a really good late Savoy, or a variety say as lato

and hardy as thi^ Drumhead, but superior to
that at present indispensable sort.

Not a few err in raisin:; their stoc'c of plants

tjo early, these, even if put out before they

spoil in the seed bed, not proving nearly so

serviceable as those raised later, and which do
not heart in long before they are wanted. In

very cold northern districts it may be advisable

or necessary to raise the plants in March, either

under glass or on a warm border, but in the

midlands and more southern districts such

practices are quite uncalled for. We rarely

make more than one sowing, and that is on a

rather cool and open border, either late in April

or the first week in May. The early, mid season,

and late varieties are all sown at the same time,

thinly in shallow drills drawn about 5 inches

apart. Should the soil be dry the drills are

moistened ]irior to the seed being sown, and in

the event of its being lumpy, the seed is covered
With finely sifted soil from the rubbish heap. In
our case small birds, notably chaffinches, .are

very troublesome, but if the seed is damped
and rolled in powdered red lead it is rarely

interfered with. During showery weather the
seedlings reijuire to be frequently dusted over
with a mixture of soot and slaked lime, or

otherwise slugs are liable to destroy the whole
of them. Another advantage attending the
practice of sowing seeds so late as I have just

advised is, that as the greater portion of them
come up quickly and grow rapidly. they are soon
out of danger and ready for their final quarters.

No pricking out is necessary.

Where they shall be grown must depend very
much upon circumstances. Very few can adopt
the plan of growing them on heavily manured,
newly trenched ground, nor do I advise that

such sites should be given them. Strong,

rank growth is not sufliciently hardy to with-

stand a severe frost, and even if overgrown
plants do escape destruction, the heads they pro-

duce are usually much too coarse to be good in

quality. It is the neat, fairly close, but not

hard Savoys that a good cook most appreciates,

and these can best be grown on firm and only

moderately rich ground. We annually plant

several hundred Leeks on one half of a rather

wide north-east border. This, being well ma-
nured, is quite rich enough for a successional

crop of Savoys, and is merely hoed over pi ior to

these being planted. Newly cleared Strawberry
ground, but not dug, is also suitable for a suc-

cessional crop of Savoys, and I have had excep-

tionally good breadths of them which had to

be planted with the aid of a crowbar. Such
sites, however, ought to be given up to Broccoli,

and I should advise others to follow a breadth
of early Potatoes with Savoys. The ground
having been manured for the Potatoes will only

need levelling and, it may be, trampling prior to

the Savoys being planted. In any case the

majority of the Savoys will be cut early and the

ground prepared for any successional crop. I

ought perhaps to add that it is not advisable

to plant Savoys between rows of Potatoes,

as they are naturally of a rather dwarf habit

and easily smothered by haulm.

It is not always wise to wait for showery
weather before tran.splanting from the seed

beds, a few days' delay spoiling the plants. II

the seed bed is well watered over- night, the

plants may bo drawn with a sufficiency of roots

and soil attached, and quickly take to their flesh

quarters if lliese are properly ]irepared for their

reception. We draw drills with a heavy hoe,

fill these with water, if need be, in order to

moisten them, and render planting with .a dibber

a comparatively easy matter. The Drumhead
being of strong growth, may well V)0 planted 2

feet apart each way, but 18 inches is ample for

Dwarf Ulm, riiiversal,an<l Dwarf Curled; while

if the email early varieties are put out 15 inches

apart each way and 3 inches less on poor soil

they will just cover the ground. The last-named
should always be nearest the pathway, and they
succeed admirably on small fruit borders. All
should have the soil firmly pressed about the
roots, be watered in, and during dry weather
given water occasionally until they are well

established, after which little further trouble,

beyond keeping the ground clean, need be
taken. W. Iogulpen.

Hardy Broccoli.—" C. C." and " A. D." have
done well in calling attention to the extra hardi-

ness of field-grown Broccoli over such as are culti-

vated in gardens, where, in the majority of case?-,

not only, is the soil much too rich, loose, and open,
but they are too much shut in by high walls and
not sufEoiently exposed to the influence of air, the
joint effects on the plants being that they grow up
tall with soft stems and leaves, and on these the
frost acts and destroj's the I3roccoli wholesale when
we get a sharp winter. In fields, the exposure,
with the poorer and firmer soil, steadies growth and
the stems and tissues become much harder, the re-

sult being that the plants live when others that
are soft get killed. We, fortunately, have all our
late Broccoli in a field this season, and I do not
think there is a single gap in the rows, and though
the heads will be small, they will be valuable, as

there will be a dearth of vegetables this spring, the
winter having played havoc in gardens. My
favourite Broccoli for eating is the Purple Sprout-
ing, which for delicacy of flavour surpasses the
white, and it is a most jirofitable kind to grow.
Among the white varieties I would recommend
Model, which has a handsome head, and grows with
very short, sturdy stems that are proof against
severe weather.—J. .Siieppard.

I quite agree with "C. C," who in The
Garden, April 6 (p. 296), speaks strongly against

the practice of protecting Broccoli during the
winter. Three years since I covered the ground
among the Broccoli stems with strawy manure,
but 1 found the plants suffered more than when
not protected in any way. A great point is not
to make the ground too rich, and also to plant

early before the plants get drawn up weakly
in the seed-beds, so that an early start into good
clean growth is the result. This is the plan I have
adopted lately and with beneficial results, so much
so that I consider any form of protection a waste of

labour. The soil being of a heavy nature, I cannot
plant with the crowbar without first digging the

land ; therefore I dig the land about a month
before, if possible, as I consider the surplus water
has a better chance of percolating through our soil

than if the surface were left hard and smooth.
Local circumstances have, therefore, to be con-

sidered in all cases where success is aimed at. This

is the first season I have been able to cut Snow's
Broccoli freely; in fact, I liave not been without
some from the end of December to the end of

March. Thus for once this variety has behaved
well.—M.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCHEy.

Soot for Onions.—There is no better drossirjr

for youi)(< Onion plants tlmn soot. If scattered freely

hrtnt'cn till' rows an<l over tlio pinnta in wet woatlu'r

it ftill obviato nil liaiipiT of siilist'([ncnt fiiilurc fi-oni

grub, anil it acts us a very juMM-rful stinmliint.

—

J. Muni.

Pricking out seedling vegetables.— 1 Inive,

ahvLiy.-^ otinsitieri'd (lie priu-ticc nt pri<-king out sneh
Hubjects as Cauiillowers. KiiK-. Brticeoli, (to., unneces.
sary, except in a very few instances where the per-

manent space is not reinly fv)r their occnpation. A
niiieb better pUm is to ileler the tiiiwing i>t the seed
until only .sntlirient time is iilloweiltor tlio seedling.s to

\ivo\\ large enimgli, then tu pliiiit tlieni into tlieir tinid

position, pently ilrawimr tlie plants out of the seed

lied in showery weather nntl planting them carefully.

— K. M.

Negro Longpod French Bean.—This is ono
of the best beans for forcing I am aeiinainted with.'

[t is very jiroHtie ami free setting, of good fla\onr, and
forms a capital succession to l''ulmer, wbieli is the iiest
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for very early work. To grow Beans successfully in

pots, plenty of light, lieat, and moisture, with careful
watering antl copious syringing on all favourable occa-

sions, are indisp^'osable. Two dozen S.^-incli pots put
in every fortnight will keep up a very good supply. I

believe the best way to grow the Beans is to put them
into the fruiting pots at once, tilling the puts about
three parts full with soil, and as soon as the Beans are
up and rooting on the surface, top-dress and stake them.
—W. A. Cook.

THE VEGETABLE CONFEREXCE AT
CHISWICK.

Ok the rarious conferences which during the present

year will attract gardeners to Chiswick, none pro-

bably will have wider interest than the one devoted
to vegetables on the 23rd of September. It is to

be regretted, perhaps, that in fixing the late date of

the end of September for the purpose, we miss so

many of those e.Kcellent vegetables %vhich serve to

furnish us with an abundant supply during the sum-
mer months. Peas, for example, will be but poorly

represented, although these are of all green garden
vegetables without doubt the principal, and beyond
that are the most popular universally. Asparagus
and Seakale will be out of season also, and some
other things which naturally occur. On the other

hand, we find the autumn to be the best general
representative vegetable season, and the list of

kinds given in the schedule published shows that
without summer products our garden varieties cover

a wide field, and should there be that response
made which is anticipated, we may hope to see

a remarkable exhibition of garden varieties of vege-
tables. Being, with some others, a member of the
executive committee, I would say that this body
has no responsibility with regard to the schedule of

classes for vegetables to be staged at the conference
which has been issued. I am not yet certain as to

what the duties of the executive committee may
eventually be, but so far that body has not been
called together. Had itbeen, I shoulclhave taken ex-
ception to some of the arrangements of the schedule,
which seem to follow too closely upon the old exhi-
bition lines, without having as stimulus for exhibit-

ing those liberal prizes which tempt gardeners so

freely elsewhere. Perhaps it will be said that in

relation to vegetable exhibiting, growers have been
seriously demoralised with regard to the pecuniary
inducements held out to them to exhibit at shows.
It may be urged that in any case our methods of
vegetable culture have been largely improved; cer-

tainly many of our varieties have materially ; but it

is not so certain that after all such improvements
are due more to the practice of exhibiting vege-
tables in competition than to the energy and en-
terprise of our seedsmen, who seem to be ever
striving after perfection, although that may not be
reached. The schedule prepared and published in
connection with the conference invites collections
of every kind of vegetable named. It would be
unfortunate if it be assumed that such collections

are in any way to be placed in competition with
each other, whilst there is, on the other hand, just

a fear that some growers may be more anxious to
put up numbers of varieties rather than a selection
of the very best.

Take Brussels Sprouts, for instance. Here we
have a vegetable which shows a catalogue list of
some eight or nine so-called varieties, perhaps even
more. Really there are about two, viz., the old
Imported, which, if of a good strain, will give excel-
lent representatives of all the small sprouted forms,
and the Giant or exhibition variety, which produces
large sprouts. From these two anyone may manu-
facture, if so di.sposed, all the others in commerce.
Now no one can wish to see such a consummation
growing out of the schedule, and yet such a result
may happen. What I would have preferred would
have been to invite all persons to send not more
than two varieties, if they have so many, and of
these three stems each of the best sample, and
with whatever name they have been purchased or
are sent out under. Then the committee of experts
should have the fullest power to classify these varie-
ties, putting them into their proper places, and
under one particular and recognised appellation.
Some course should also be taken so far as practic-

able with all other kinds, Carrots, Onions, Celery,
Beet, Cabbages, Turnips, Cauliflowers, &c., and
thus get rid of all superfluous nomenclature. Any-
thing short of that will be to leave the work of the
committee very incomplete. If each dish, bunch,
or sample of any kind of vegetables were named as

known generally, also had name and address of

grower legibly written on a card attached, admirable
opportunity would then be oflfered for both the com-
mittee and the public to compare the products of

diverse soils and positions. In all cases in which
exceptionally line growth is shown some few words
should be added to show how obtained. In the case
of Onions, we see now such wonderful bulbs staged
in the autumn, that the public should have informa-
tion afforded as to the kind of culture under which
those samples were produced. It would also be in-

teresting to learn how far a sample of 18 oz. to 20

oz. bulbs gave bulk of crop per rod over that yielded

by a sample of firm bulbs but one-third the size.

Which sample will keep longest, give least waste and
prove the most serviceable to the grower, we know
already. Whatever may be the extent of the collec-

tions or single dishes shown, exhibitors should, to

enable the committee to deal with them thoroughly
and impartially, place their samples entirely at the

disposal of the experts. If the conference does
not prove educational, it will have largely failed of

its proper uses. A. D.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Kidney Beans.

Dull weather would appear to suit forced Beans
;

at any rate, they were never more productive than

they have been this season, and, judging from the

prices quoted in the markets, they have been very

plentiful elsewhere. Large quantities are annually

sent from the Channel Islands, early crops being

grown in the heated houses prior to these being

planted with Tomatoes. At 2s. per lb. in March,
however. Beans cannot prove very remunerative.

They require plenty of heat and light, but bright

sunshine and a dry position combined are the most
frequent causes of partial failure, the plants being

starved and overrun by red spider. Shelves and
stages over hot-water pipes are about the worst

positions that can be selected for them, but if

there is no avoiding these, the difficulty may be

obviated somewhat by standing the pots on a good

bed of fresh Moss. This being frequently damped
checks the rapid evaporation of moisture from the

plants and pots, and as the roots also find their way
into it a further benefit is derived, the IMoss having

been fertilised by the liquid manure given to the

Beans. For hot positions, narrow, deep boxes are

more suitable than pots, these not so readily be-

coming dry. Beans in pots do well if stood on the

front walls of forcing pits, and we find it pays well

to give a hotbed wholly up to them, the roots be-

ing allowed to ramble out into the rich bed of

heating material. In this manner a limited num-
ber of plants will yield profusely and more con-

tinuously than under ordinary culture. Pits and
frames now cropped with early Potatoes will soon

be at liberty for Beans, and much time will be

gained by raising the plants in small pots placed in

heat a fortnight in advance of a light or lights

being cleared. Ne Plus Ultra is the best for either

house or pit culture, the longer-podded varieties

being almost certain to grow too strongly and
smother each other. All the preparation needed is

to clear off all rubbish and level over the surface,

the Beans being then put out 6 inches apart in

rows not less than 15 inches apart, and running

from the back to the front of the pits or frames, as

the case may be. By planting first the heated pit

and then the frames over slight or nearly exhausted

hotbeds, a capital succession will be maintained,

and the houses cleared early of what is voted

a nuisance by most gardeners. In hot weather
the plants ought to be freely syringed in the

morning, and again wdien the pits or frames

are closed in the afternoon, and they must never

can be done is to forward some in handlights set

on a warm border. As ours are taken off the Cauli-

flowers they are removed to a sunny sheltered

border and thinly filled with Beans, previously

raised in small pots, and the crops thus obtained

without much further trouble are at least a fort-

night in advance of those planted or sown near

them, but not similarly protected. If Beans are

sown in the open ground very early this season, the

greater portion of them will fail to germinate, but

in southern districts a breadth of Ne Plus Ultra or

some other quick-growing variety may now be got

in on a warm border ; the drills to be not less than

1 5 inches apart, 18 inches being more suitable for

all but the first crop, and the seedlings may eventu-

ally be thinned to a distance of 6 inches apart. A
fortnight later successional sowings of Ne Plus

I'ltra and Canadian Wonder may be made, the

drills for the latter being drawn 2 feet apart.

Carbots.

A heavy downfall of rain and much dull weather

have greatly delayed garden operations, seed-sowing

being out of the question on heavy land. In our

case, if the Carrot seed is not sown before the end
of April, a gain rather than a loss will most pro-

bably be the result, medium-sized and small roots

being preferred to those much coarser, and which
frequently result from early sowing. I have often

advised the owners of small gardens to be content

with one variety only, viz., the Nantes Horn, and I

fail to see the necessity of those in charge of larger

gardens growing several sorts. Either Early Gem,
Model, Nantes Horn, or Improved Early Horn, if

sown during April and again in June and July, will

maintain along succession of most serviceable, well-

coloured roots till young Carrots are again available.

Those from the earliest sowing may be duly lifted

and stored, and with us keep as well as the presum-

ably longer-keeping Intermediate and Altringham

types. The later sowings are left in the ground and

drawn from as required, these being very sweet and
tender. These stump-rooted varieties require much
less space, as they can be left rather thickly in rows

10 inches apart. Among the large-rooted varieties,

the best are the New Intermediate and Scarlet Per-

fection, the latter being quite distinct from the

former. Altringham is usually much too coarse,

and we would prefer the Long Red Surrey for keep-

ing. The drills for the four last named ought to be

drawn from 12 inches to 15 inches apart, the greater

distance being required on rather strong land.

Little or no solid manure should be dug in for this

crop, forked ugly roots being the result of contact

with manure, coarseness also being engendered.

What Carrots need is a well-pulverised, free-work-

ing soil, and if sowing is delayed until the weather

permits this being done properly, the seed will

germinate quickly, subsequent growth being equally

as satisfactory. If the maggot is liable to destroy

the seedlings, soot ought to be freely stirred into

the surface prior to the seed being sown, while

wood-ashes sown in the drills will have a deterrent

effect. The stump-rooted varieties can be evenly

sown from the bags or packets containing them,

but the rest should be well mixed with sand, and the

seed can then be evenly and thinly sown. All ought

to be lightly covered with fine soil.

Peas.

Already several complaints have been heard of

faulty germination, and uneven rows will be the

result, unless the precaution is taken of sowing

seed in heat directly it is discovered that surplus

plants will be needed. Peas transplant readily

from boxes or small pots, and seeing that the seed

germinates very quickly in heat, there is no excuse

for allowing uneven rows to remain. In some in-

stances two poor rows might with advantage be

converted into one good one. Patches of plants

may be moved with the aid of a spade without ex-

periencing any perceptible check, and if no soil can

be preserved about the roots, the plants will, if

carefully replanted, quickly take to their fresh quar-

ters. Those we raise in boxes necessarily have the

roots shaken nearly clear of the soil, and are dropped

into rather deep holes and surrounded by good fipe

soil. The plants do not flag even in bright sunshir\e.

be allowed to become dry at the roots. All should

be liglitly staked when planted, and a slight mulch
ing of short manure acts beneficially. It pits and, ^ <-- ' u i * ri

frames cannot be spared for Beans, tlie least that I
Tho»e raised in small pots or turves may be plantea
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intact, or they may be divided, but in any case they
should be in a moist state at the roots. Where the

rows are thin or marred by either sUigs or birds,

they ought to be hoed up and resown or planted, as

they are only an eyesore, and do not pay for the

room taken up. In showery weather slugs can only

be kept at bay by frequent dustings of soot and
slaked lime, and a boy set to work early might col-

lect and destroy great quantities in a short time.

In the vicinity of towns, birds, notably sparrows,

are very bold and troublesome, nothing but wire Pea
guards preserving the young plants. These must be
taken off before the Peas grow through them, and
if spray is employed prior to the insertion of

the tall stakes, the birds are less likely to inter-

fere with the tops. Where the birds are less bold

a few lines of cheap black thread strung to short

stakes on each side and over the rows has a
good effect, the birds' movements being impeded by
it. Only the more robust or mildew-resisting main
crop Peas should be sown now, among these being
included Huntingdonian, a good form of the old

Champion of England, Prodigy, Duchess of Albany,
Autocrat, Ne Plus Ultra, Duchess of Edinburgh,
Reading Giant, Royal Berkshire Marrow, and Em-
peror of the Marrows, all of which range from 5

feet to 7 feet in height, while those of medium
height suitable for present sowing are G. F. Wilson,
Veitch's Perfection, President Garfield, Royal Jubi-

lee, Satisfaction, Anticipation, Fillbasket and Prin-

cess Royal. Any two in either section are usually

sufficient, a second sowing being made as soon as

those first sown are coming through the ground.
It should be remembered that Peas sown at this

date will most probably have to encounter a dry,

hot time, and they ought therefore to be assigned

a cooler quarter, and where they can be heavily

watered as required. Peas should also have a
fairly rich and deep root-run, or otherwise they will

in all probability collapse suddenly, or else yield a
quick, but not continuous crop. Plenty of room
should also be given, the taller varieties being not
less than G feet apart, and those of medium height
from 3 feet to 4 feet apart. The quality of the seed
being indifferent, thin sowing is not recommended,
but if it all germinates, then the plants ought to be
freely thinned out.

Broad Beans.

These also transplant readily, and uneven rows

may therefore be made good, as advised in the case

of Peas. With us the seed has germinated badly,

or not nearly so evenly as Peas, and much filling

np is necessary. Fortunately, any plants given

good room will push up several growths from their

base, and though the plants may appear thin in the

row, they eventually become well tilled and more
productive than those grown thickly at the outset.

There is seldom a great demand for Broad Beans,

and it is therefore only a waste of ground to grow
them extensively. The best varieties for present

sowing are those of the Broad Windsor type, the

green-seeded Windsor being the best in point of

quality. Broad Beans succeed well in a rather cool

position on firm, fairly rich ground. We usually

sow the seed thinly in drills drawn 3 inches deep
and 30 inches apart, while many angle the seeds in

double drills 3 feet apart. In the former case the

plants are thinned to about (i inches apart, and in

the latter to 9 inches apart. If there is any un-

certainty about the seed germinating properly, sow
a small portion in boxes of fine soil and set these in

a warm spot in the open, and by this means obtain

the requisite number of plants for filling up any
gaps that may occur. W. I.

Sowing Tomatoes early.—Like Mr. Gilbert,

I belii/ve in sowing and raising Tomatoes early and
gcttin^r them large and strong before planting out,

for if they are not in that condition it is impossible

for them to ripen their fnut, unless tliey are speci-

ally favoured as to position and the season happens
to turn out warm, with plenty of sun. Our plants

are now in 7-incli pots ami standing in a cool house
where they get full liglit. By the middle of May
or soon after they will have fruit set, and be turned

out on south walls, where, to protect them, we
stick a Laurel branch on each side to keep off the

wind, but leave them open and exposed in front.

Plants so managed always seem to me hardier than
younger ones, resembling in that respect Potatoes,
which, as everyone knows, often get cut off when
first through the ground, whilst those more forward
are not injured. The check, too, in being a little

pot-bound is beneficial to the plants, as it induces
early flowering and a more fruitful habit.—D. S.

TOMATOES AT CHISWICK IN 1888.

The following extract from a paper read by S. Sum-
mers at a meeting of the Chiswick Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Association, on the treatment
of the plants last year in the large house in the
Society's Gardens, Chiswick, will, we hope, prove
interesting:

—

" The seed was sown early in March, and the
seedlings were potted three into a 5-inch pot, and
kept growing in a warm frame until they were
planted out about May 3. The beds were filled

with garden soil brought from the kitchen garden.
It was a light loam, a little stable manure being
added. Without any other preparation the plants
were put out, the house was kept closed for a few
days, with the result that they soon started, and
made rapid progress. Plenty of air was admitted
on all favourable occasions, but no fire-heat was
used from the time of planting until the cold nights
in September, when a little was employed. The
top ventilators were kept open every night and the
house kept dry. In fact, after the plants were esta-

blished no water was applied until the first bunch
of fruit was of considerable size. Then a good
soaking was given and this sufficed for quite a
month or more. I found this the best plan, for

the plants made very vigorous growth, and what
is of more imjiortance the fruit set freely.

Fertilising was attended to every day, with the
result that very few flowers failed to set. This will

show how important artificial fertihsation is in the
successful culture of the Tomato. There were 4(50

plants, and two men could fertilise the flowers ex-

panded at any one time in an hour. They were all

grown with single stems, and reached a height
ranging from 12 feet to 14 feet, carrying fruit

nearly the whole length. The first fruit was cut on
August 1, and tlie last on December 28. Over two tons
of fruit, which realised over £100, were gathered.
The prices realised in the market were, during
August and September Sd. per lb. for the smaller
and 6d. for larger fruits, during October and Novem-
ber 8d. to Is. per lb. was obtained, and in

December the price advanced to Is. 3d. per lb.

No doubt the season helped the price to a con-
siderable extent. No disease made its appearance
excepting the black spot which appeared on a few
fruits, but none at all on the plants ; this I attri-

bute to the atmosphere being kept dry, and a little

air being always admitted to the house. The sorts

planted were Perfection, which is one of tlie best,

many single fruits of this variety weighing over 18

oz. each ; Ham Green Favourite, Horsford's Pre-

lude, and Laxton's Open Air, which was the first to

ripen, with several others.

" Before speaking of the best varieties, I will briefly

refer to the diseases, of which there are several.

The worst is perhaps the one that resembles the

Potato disease, and like that, it generally appears
on the leaves first in the shape of small brown
spots. The leaves soon die ; the disease appears to

run through the stem, and it soon destroys the

plant. The only remedy is to burn the plants, for

so far there does not appear to be any other means
of destroying it. As already stated, a damp, close

atmosphere is favourable to the spreading of the

disease; therefore it will be found much the safest

plan to maintain as dry an atmosphere as possible,

consistently with the requirements of the plants.

Another import.-int point is not to save seed from
plants that have been attackeil with disease. An-
other disease is the bl.ack spot, which, unlike the

former, does not attack the plant, but only the

fruit. It first appears on the surface of the fruit,

and causes it to ripen prematurely. Tlic part

affected rots, but the disease does not generally

spread over the whole of the fruit. This, so far as

I have seen, is not so serious as the first-mentioned,

and it is easily detected. The best thing to do is

to take of all affected fruits and destroy them at

once. Of insects which attack the Tomato, the

most troublesome is the white fly, which appears to

increase very rapidly, and to be most troublesome
towards the end of the season. It can be destroyed

by fumigation, but care must be taken not to overdo

it. Green-fly also makes its appearance sometimes,

and may easily be destroyed by the same means.

" In considering a few of the best varieties, I may
say that a trial of about eighty-six reputed sorts

was made in the gardens here during 1887. On
comparison it was found that of that number only

twenty-seven were considered really distinct, these

including many of the small types, which are use-

less, except for ornamental purposes. In selecting

varieties one has to be guided by circumstances, and
more especially as to the purpose for which Toma-
toes are required. For general purposes I consider

Perfection stands at the head of the list. The fruits

are large, round, smooth, of good colour and sub-

stance, and borne freely. Hackwood Park Prolific

is another good variety which was largely grown,

and deservedly so. It is of a somewhat different

habit to Perfection, the bunches of fruit being more
loose, and the fruits generally having a small hole

in the centre. Hathaway 's Excelsior has fruit of

medium size, quite smooth, of good colour. Ad-
vancer is a better type of this ; it sets more freely,

and is not quite so vigorous in growth. We find

Hathaway's rather too vigorous. Trophy is another

very good variety, somewhat after the style of

Hackwood Park. 'These are some of the best of the

large, smooth kinds; there are many more, but these

are suflicient, if we add Ham Green Favourite,

which is one of the best of the new Tomatoes. The
fruits are medium to large, smooth, and of good
colour. The fruits are deeper than those of

Perfection, pointed, and borne very freely. It is

altogether a decided acquisition. It has been

grown here three seasons, and has proved to be a

really good Tomato. Another type of fruit is the

Large Red, which is largely cultivated by the

market growers. The fruits are flattened and some-

what corrugated, which is an objection. There is

also the Early Red, which is a smaller, firmer kind

of the large red class, though earlier. To this class

Laxton's Open Air belongs. It is undoubtedly very

early, but there is not substance enough in the

fruit for it to become very popular. Acme or Ded-

ham Favourite types produce very fine fruits of

good quality, but the colour is against them for

market purposes, though for private use, where
colour is not an object, they are undoubtedly useful.

"Of smaller varieties the best is undoubtedly

Horsford's Prelude, which is most prolific, and sets

more freely than any I know ; the frxiits small to

medium size, smooth, clear, and of fine flavour. Of

Plum-shaped varieties, Chiswick Red is perhaps the

freest, though the quality is quite second-rate.

Nisbefs Victoria is one of the best of this class,

and another is Tennis Ball. The fruits are of

medium size, very solid, and of fairly good quality.

Of yellow Tomatoes the best is Golden tjueen, which

has fruits of fair size, smooth, round, and of a deep

yellow colour. Prince of Oninge is another good

sort, the fruits flattened and slightly corrugated,

and the colour is very clear. Greengage, though

small, is one of the best flavoured of this type. The
yellow Tomatoes should be more extensively grown

than they are, especially where they are required

for salads or to be eaten uncooked, as they are sweeter

and more delicately flavoured thim the red kinds.

They are largely used in America, ami they also

make an excellent jam. I find that anyone who
has once tasted them generally asks for them again.

I do not consider the very large varieties worth

growing, as they are so coarse and ugly, but if very

large fruits arc wanted, irrespective of shape.

President Gai'field, Hopper's Goliath, and the

Mikado may be mentioned."

It will be remembered by those who saw

the large Tomato house at Cliiswick last year

that all of the hundreds of plants fruited close

to the ground, every raceme of early bloom being

well set. That was regarded by many as remark-
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able, especially in a large lofty house where the
small young plants were so far from the glass. The
grower attributed this good setting of the early
bloom to artificial fertilisation, but it is doubtful
whether some of the success was also not due to

the ample atmospheric area in the house which
kept the pollen fairly dry, and, of course, fertile.

But it may be said that the plants were pushed on
in heat and the blooms assisted to set in warmth
before being planted out. That would, however,
be an incorrect assumption. The plants were put out
into the beds and borders when about 6 inches in

height only, and the flowering took place after they
had become well established in the soil. As
such remarkable success attended the earlier fruit

ing of the plants, it is well that these facts should
be clearly understood by any who may de.sire to
imitate the Chiswick venture of last year. It seems
to be the case that a hot, dry atmosphere is not
very favourable to fertilisation ; neither is a moist
one. Naturally, ordinary summer heat, which is

not exceptional, seems to be the best for bloom
fertilisation, but in houses it is perhaps best where
possible always to give artificial assistance. It may
not be wise to grow more than one variety in a
house when it is desired to maintain a good selected
stock, for pollen grains sometimes fly about in great
profusion, and an annoying mixture soon follows.
—A. D.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN NORTH
AMERICA.

Some time since we received photogi-aiihs show-
ing good examples of Chrysanthemum culture

in New Jersey. The accompanying engraving
is reproduced from one of these, and we also

give the following notes sent by the grower :

—

By this mail I forward you a few photographs
of my November garden (taken in the middle of

November) which will serve to show what a wealth
of flowers, by very simple and inexpensive appli-

ances, may be had at this usually bare season.
With the exception of a score or two in pots, my
Chrysanthemums are bloomed where grown during
the season. When the usual hard frosts of Oc-
tober threaten, those at the side of the house are
protected by a light temporary frame. If plants

in such a position are kept quite dry, they will

usually finish blooming before severe frost comes.
I have about 250 plants standing in a perfectly

open position in double rows about 18 inches apart
each way, and with 30-inch paths between. When
sharj5 frosts threaten, a tent, which can be opened
or closed as the weather requires, is readily pitched
in a few minutes. My tent, 20 feet by 30 feet with
14-feet ridge and two masts, is made of light sail-

duck, well corded, and with proper side poles and
guys. The walls are detachable by snap-hooks
from under the curtain which serves to cover the
connection. Tent-pegs, of course, make the walls

secure when lowered. To furnish heat I have a
2-inch flow and return pipe around three sides of

the tent (it should encircle the square) attached to

water heater in cellar. The pipes being provided with
union joints, they are readily taken down and stored

away. Our season has been exceptionally wet this

year, and heat has been used mostly to keep moist

air in circulation, but we have had two nights with
a temperature of 2(1° Fahrenheit, and the plants

are not injured in the least. Last season this tent

was heated by oil stoves, which produce sufficient

heat, but will smoke.

Of course, I raise no fancy trained specimens in

such close quarters. As I grow for amusement and
private use, my object is to secure as large a
supply as possible of good characteristic flowers

on long stems with little labour. My plants are

set out early in May with a strong stake to each,

and watered mostly overhead. When coming into

bloom they are securely fastened to long strips

of wood running from end to end of the rows.

The plants usually average over 5 feet in height.

It is not contended that this method of protection

is perfection, but it offers a very satisfactory one
for the early and part of main crop at least, even
when one has glass, which can perhaps be more
profitably used. When blooming is over the tent
occupies small storeroom, while extra glass cannot
be condensed. Jno. N. Gehabd.

Elizalefh, Xeir Jersey.

CULTURAL NOTES.
This is a busy season amongst grower.s ot Chry-
santhemums where large numbers of plants are
cultivated both for exliibition and home use.

I will take first into consideration tlie plants of

all sections that are cultivated mainly for exhi-
bition blooms, chiefly in a cut state. My notes
are mainly intended for those who previous to

this year have not hitherto gi-own a number of

plants either for the purpose named or fur home
decoration and for those who have tried and not

I

February or early in March, as I have heard
some people affirm is early enough, then the
first natural break cannot be expected at the
time named. It has been proved that cut-
tings which are struck at the date last named

j

never produce blooms of the same or of nearly
such good quality as those which are struck in
December. The reason of this is not far to
seek. There are certain natural laws, so to
speak, in Chrysanthemum culture wliich must be
obeyed before success can be assured, and it is idle

to suppose that the plants can be forced into
growth by any means to make up for the time
lost at the start. It is the same with those
plants which have the point taken out of the
leading stem at 4 inches, G inches, or 8 inches
high, as some growers practise. The varieties

Avalanche, Val d'Andorre, and I'Adorable will

form their first break at from 1 foot to 2 feet

Chrysanthemum growing in America ; showing method of protectiug the plants.

been so successful as they could have wished.

Many collections of plants have been ruined

tlirough a want of knowledge as to the best

mode of training the growths. I have before

advised that the plants be allowed to grow with

a single stem, and not be stopped or in any

way interfered with until they break naturally

into additional growth, which takes place at
I

various times, some even towards the end of

April, while some will not form their first break
j

until June. As a general rule, the middle of
;

May is the time when the bulk of the varieties

form their first or natural break. This detail in

the growth of the plants is guided by circum-

stances—such as tlie variety—as nearly all the

various types differ somewhat in their time of

the first break, or by the season at which the

cuttings were struck. I am supposing that tlie

cuttings were inserted from the early part of

December to the same time in January. But
if the cuttings were not put in until the end of

high, while some other varieties, such as Mme.
C. Audiguier, Belle Paule, Fair Maid of Guernsey
among the Japanese ; Prince Alfred and its

sport Lord Wolseley, Sir Stafford Carey, and
even Princess of Wales, in some instances, among
the incurved sorts, will not show their first

break until the plants have attained a height of

from ;? feet to 4 feet. So unlike are tlie varieties

in mode of growth, that a knowledge of the sorts

is of great assistance to the beginner in their

culture. Yet with all this variation in growth
the blooms develop about the same time, show-
ing clearly that the Clirysaiitliemum recjuires

treating somewhat in a natural manner. The
"break," as it is termed, is caused by the for-

mation of a flower-bud in the point of the stem
of the plant. While this is taking ]ilaco a
temporary check to the growth of the leading

stem occurs, the nodes or joints below then
forming additional shoots, which vary in num-
ber according to the variety. Some sorts will
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of the petals, exactly in the same way as shown on
your engraving of this variety. I might mention
Chang, Mods. John Laing, and others as sorts

having the same peculiar formation on the back
and edges of their petals. I do not quite see why
the term hair-like should be given to the serrated

edges and spiny covering on the backs of the

petals. They are more like spines on a Rose shoot

than anything else I could describe, being tapered
to a point, and usually harder than the rest of the

petals. In this American variety we certainly

Lave a new Chrysanthemum, but not possessing

any new characteristics different from those of some
arietics we already possess.— CoeonA.

Trees and Shrubs.

throw out as many as six, while others will only
,

new Chrysanthemum (April 6, p. 307) I would like

produce three or four Now comes the critical to draw his attention to the fact that we already

time for the learner to know how to manipulate possess several varieties of Chrysanthemums with

these additional shoots. Many plants are spoilt !

the same spmy or bair-hke outgrowths on the backs

through a lack of knowledge m this respect. It

all were allowed to grow, the consequence

would be weakly crowded growths and by far

too many blooms tor the plants to_ properly

develop, because additional shoots would be

added later on by the formation of a second

break. As soon as the flower-bud can be seen

rub it out, select three of the strongest shoots,

which are generally those nearest to the point

of the plant, remove all other growths below

this point and all subsequent growths as fast as

they appear. At this juncture support of some
sort must bo allowed the plant. This is best

done by placing to each a single stake to loosely

secure the selected growths. If tied too tightly,

the growth being rapid at this stage, the succu-

lent shoots will buckle and snap oil", a circum-

stance to be avoided. These three shoots are to

ultimately produce the same number of blooms,

which are sufficient for each plant if the finest

quality is desired ; if not, and quantity is more
of an object, four shoots may be allowed to

grow at this time. These can be multiplied later

on when the cultivator determines how many
flowers each plant shall be allowed to develop.

He should bear in mind that the fewer in num-
ber, down to three to each plant, the higher

the quality of those retained. The word
"quality'' does not merely mean size in

diameter, but is con.sisteut with the depth,

form, breadth, and colouring of the florets, as

well as solidity of the flower as a whole. This

latter is of importance, as anyone can readily

tell by seeing a bloom large in diameter, but
thin in build—that is, in the number of petals

produced—and one which is not nearly so broad,

but which is much higher in its buikliny-up

properties.

It is the incurved section which suffers the

most by topping of the single main stem in

its young state ; the depth of the blooms is

more att'ected than in the case of Japanese va-

rieties, but these also are not nearly of such good
quality as when a free uninterrupted growth is

encouraged. All subsequent side growths must
be removed as fast as they appear, so as to con-

centrate the whole energy of the plant into the

selected growths. Again, in July some va-

rieties will form another flower-bud, but as

this will not happen generally with the plants,

such premature breaks must be attributed to a

freak, owing jiossibly to the 'early maturation of

the first break. In all cases buds formed at

this date must bo considered as useless, and
must be promptly removed. At the point of

each branch flower-buds will form later on
commencing early in August and continuing
through September. From these buds the
blooms will be produced. This method is the
one adopted by most of the leading growers for

exhibition, and one which produces the best

results. Much easier for the beginner is this

system tlian that advised by some, such as

cutting down the plants to within a few inches

of the pots at a given date, or merely pinching
out the points of the shoots at stated times.

These two latter metliods do not allow of the
growths becoming properly solidified or matured,
because the wants of the plants are not met at

the right time. It is on the thorough and
proper maturation of the growth that success

mainly depends, and by no niethod can this bo
gained so well as by following the advice 1 have
here given. E. M.

puts on its best garb when fully exposed to the

sun. J. chinensis albo-variegata, J japonica,

.1. japonica aurea, and J. j. aurea variegata are

very nice for grouping, for facing groups, or for

shrubbery planting, but the male variety of J.

sinensis and its golden sport form the best lawn
specimens. W. C.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.—
In reference I'l ]'". W. iiurbidge's article on this

THE CHINESE JUNIPER.
Just now the male variety of this charming
columnar tree is one mass of rich golden in-

florescence, a feature which entitles it to a

prominent place in the most recherche collection

of Conifers, This, however, is not its only good
quality, for it is perfectly hardy. Wc have some
scores of trees of it which have never been
touched by the sharpest frost or the keenest

wind experienced in the west midlands. It is a

moderate grower, the leader giving it a pyra-

midal form for the first twenty years, during

which period the tree will attain probably as

many feet in height, but as it grows older the

ascent is slower, the side shoots ramify, and the

top fills out, when, unaided by knife or shears,

a perfect column, soft, easy, and graceful, 20 feet

to 30 feet in height and 3 feet to 5 feet through,

stands unrivalled in the pinetum. All the

Junipers—a large family—are good, and most
of them are hardy, but this, the male form, is

one of the gems which cannot be too freely

planted. Some of them, notably J. recurva

fcemina, get injured in hot seasons, especially on
dry poor soils, by red spider, but J. sinensis, to

the best of my belief, is never touched by this

troublesome insect. It is not fastidious as to

soil provided it is free from stagnant water,

moderately deeji, .and capable of holding mois-

ture throughout the summer. A sound sustain-

ing loam, however, suits it best, and annual
top-dressing, too much neglected intlie pinetum,
is a great help wlien tlie trees attain age and
have exhausted the modicum of soil originally

given to them. All the Junipers can be in-

creased by cuttings or layers, but the kinds in

the section to which J. sinensis belongs are

now grafted on the Red Cedar (.J. virginiana).

Our oldest trees .are on their own roots, whilst

others not halt their age, grafted on the pencil

Cedar, are growing equally well, and being

worked close to the root, the union is buried

beneath the surface of the soil. Planters who
cannot find room for more than one dozen
Conifers should certainly have tlie male form of

J. chinensis.

J. chinensis fcemina has a looser habit of

growth, and does not form such a dense com-
pact column. It is, nevertheless, very hand-
some, and invaluable for forming screens, for

mixing with choice shrubs, and being so tho-

roughly hardy, for planting on the north side of

buildings where the sun cannot reach it.

.T. chinensis aurea, a sp(]rt from the male plant

which originated in the nurseries of Mr. Maurice
Young, Milford, near Codalming, is a very beau-
tiful and distinct variety. Like the parent, it

enjoj's a deep, holding, but well-drained s<iil,aud

the young j^rowth, richly euffusod with gold,

The large-fruited Almond.—This is a very
showy variety, and one of the earliest of all the

Almonds to flower. The individual blooms are

about 3 inches in diameter and of a pleasing shade
of very pale pink, the colour being deepest towards
the base of the petals. The Almonds and Peaches
being the earliest of all our trees to unfold their

blossoms, they certainly deserve more than a pass-

ing notice, for they are not particular in their re-

quirements and can be depended upon to flower

well, added to which a tree when old presents a

\ery picturesque appearance.—T.

TheLeather"Wood(Dircapalustris).—Thislittle

N. American shrub is now in full flower, and though
not showy, yet it forms a very interesting miniature

bush. The plant is seldom seen more than a yard
high ; indeed, its usual stature is from 1 foot to 2

feet, but it forms a compact many-branched speci-

men. The flowers are produced before the expansion

of the foliage, and are borne in clusters of three or

four together, their most prominent feature being

the yellow pendulous stamens, while the bark is

also of a yellowish hue. It was introduced into

this country more than a century ago, but is quite a

rare plant, no doubt owing to the fact that it will

not hold its own in the shrubbery border, but needs

a cool moist spot, preferring a soil with at least a

certain proportion of peat. The Leather \Vood is a

near ally of the Daphnes ; indeed, when out of

bloom and clothed with foliage, it might easily be

taken for one.—T.

The golden-leaved Currant.—This is a form

of the dwarf alpine Currant, known as Ribes alpi-

num pumilum anreum, of which the foli.age is, when
first expanded, beautifully golden, but as the sum-
mer advances it becomes green. Just now, in a

spot fully exposed to the sun, the partially opened
buds clothe the branches as with little golden

rosettes, their colour appearing all the brighter by
contrast with the dark-toned bark of the plant.

During the first half of the summer it is very effec-

tive as a golden-leaved shrub, but it must not be
pl.anted where at all shaded, otherwise the foliage

will never acquire its characteristic tint. This Ribes

is perhaps most at home when treated as a rock-

work shrub, as an exposed ledge on the rockery is

just the place for it, an<l no fear need be entertained

of its encroaching on weaker neighbours. If desired

to increase it, a few of the branches that are most
con\eniently situated for the purpose may be

layered, when they quickly strike ; indeed, roots

are often produced when a branch happens to touch

the ground.-- T.

Dimorphanthus mandschuricus.—The dis-

tinctive features of this singular-looking tree are

so well set forth on page 30S that on this point no-

thing remains to be said. One thing, however, I

have noticed which was not mentioned in the

article in question, and that is the readiness with

which the Dimorphanthus can be increased by root

cuttings; indeed, very few of our hardy trees and
shrubs can be so readily propagated in this way.

.\U that is necessary is to take some of the f.airly

stout roots .and cut them up into lengths of 3 inches

or t inches. Then, if they are dibbled into sandy
soil, so tliat the top is just below the surf.acc, they

quickly form fibres and pusli up leaves, the whole
plant then making rapid progress. In the case of a

specimen that h.ad been transplanted, several roots

were broken and .allinved to remain in the soil, the

result being a cro]i of young plants. Tlie appear-

ance of a number of the hardy Clerodcndron tricho-

tonunn in a spot froui whence a jilant of it bad
been removed first called my attention to the fact

that it is nearly as readily propagated in this w.ay

as (be Dimorjibanthus.—T.

Bossioea linophylla.—The Bossiiras are a

genus of Austj'alian leguminous shriibs, most of
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which have been introduced into this country many
years ago, but owing to the way in which the beauty

of these plants is now so generally ignored, the

majority of them would be sought for in vain in the

catalogues of our nurserymen. The species under

notice is especially remarkable for its elegant

habit, and if the leading shoot is tied to an up-

right stake the side branches depend therefrom

most gracefully. These branches are very slender

and clothed with narrow, bright green leaves,

while at this season of the year the small Pea-

shaped flowers are borne in great profusion. The
major portion of the flower is orange colour, while

the keel is brownish purple. These Bossiasas suc-

ceed under much the same conditions as their allies,

the Chorozemas and other Australian shrubs.—T.

SPRUCES, FIRS, AND PINES HARDY IX THE
WEST OF ENGLAND.

We have so often protested against the result of

the prevailing fashion of dotting Conifers about

country seats and gardens, that we perhaps owe the

race an apology. It is not their fault that people

use them so ill. A collection sent us from Eastnor

Castle, in beautiful health and full of mature fruit,

proves how favourable some parts of our country

are for Conifers, the bad use that has been made of

them notwithstanding. Their good qualities indeed

were so apparent, that people were led to make
mistakes with them, and neglected the European

and American hardy trees, which are more fitted

for our lowlands. No doubt a great many kinds

are grown in England which are not fit for its

general climate ; but others are admirably suited

for certain districts and for the hills. Having
selected a thoroughly hardy kind, of the value of

which in this country we have some proof, the best

way would be to plant it in masses, or large groups

or colonies, so that one might feel its fuU effect in

the landscape, and judge of it fairly as a tree, not

merely a dot in the pleasure ground. The common
pinetum, and method of dotting Pines, is most un-

worthy of the subject. Mr. Coleman kindly sends

us these notes of the kinds that do best with him
at Eastnor Castle gardens :—

I send you a list of Conifera which I consider

thoroughly hardy. Having a rich choice of soil, from
heavy calcareous marl to igneous rock, rough, uneven
ground, and shelter from the Malvern Hills, a great

number of Conifer.s which fail in other places east of

Devonshire do well here, but tlicse 1 will exclude, or,

at any rate, confine to a separate list, which may he

of use to those who are as well ofl' in point of soil,

situation, and climate as we are, if not better. Had I

thought of it earlier, I could have sent you scores of

splendid pieces laden with cones ; but nearly all of

tliem have fallen, or gone too far, so this matter must
stand over for the present. The grass-green Pinus
insignis and the Monterey Cypress are weeds here.

Above a certain level Pinus Montezumje and P. leio-

phylla grow well, and Japanese Conifers are a host in

themselves.

Conifers considered qvite hardy in Hereford-
shire.

Abies alba (the White Spruce).—Slow grower, hand-

some, suitable for facing plantations in exposed

situations; wood of little value ; North America.
A. Engelmanni.—Very handsome, and no doubt per-

fectly hardy.
A. E. glauca.—A most beautiful tree, well adapted for

lawns.
A. Menziesi.—Grows to a very large size ; requires a

moist, deep soil ; also shelter from gales, two of

ourdargest trees, 80 feet in height, having been
torn up by the wind.

A. nigra.—A companion to Abies alba; distinct;

North America.
A. orientalis.—Slow gruwhig, compact tree, suitable

for the lawn.
A. Smithiana (syns., Morinda, Khutrow). — Forms a

most graceful and beautiful specimen on stiff,

moist soils.

A. Tsuga (Hemlock Fir).

A. Albertiana (syn., A. Mertensiana).
A. canadensis.—Well known; not half enough planted.

A. Hookeriana (syn., Pattoniana).— Slow grower;
most lovely lawn specimen ; has stood untouched
here more than twenty years.

A. Douglasi.—One of the finest and most valuable

timber-producing trees ever introduced ; likes a

deep, moist soil, free from stagnant water.

A. D. taxifolia.—A most beautiful and more compact-

growing tree than the preceding ; several trees

planted here, now 60 feet to "0 teet in height,

have never looked back, whilst a great number of

seedlings of the species, when 10 foot to 20 feet in

height, turn yellow, lose their leaders, and even-

tually die. Where these trees do well, too many
cannot be planted. I give preference to Abies

Douglasi taxifolia, because our soil suits it best.

Piceaamabilis.
P. braeteata.—A perfect gem.
P. cephalonica.—Quite hardy

;
young growthsiu some

places get caught by May frosts ; should be planted

above the frost and fog hue ; if shaded from early

morning sun , so much the better ; our trees do uot

get caught. We have here a tree under the name
of P. Regina Amelia, a tender form, not worth

planting.

P. concolor (syns., P. lasiocarpa, P. Lowiana, P. Par-

sonsi).—One of the best, perfectly hardy, and a

capital grower.
P. grandis.—Of this beautiful Conifer we have here

two forms, one from Oregon, the other from Van-

couver. I like the latter best.

P. magnifica (syn., P. nobilis robusta).—Here a pain-

fully formal tree, and less pleasing thau P. no-

bilis.

P. nobilis.—One of the finest Silver Firs over mtro-

duced. The glaucous form should be perpetuated

by grafting, layering, or cuttings ; seedlings do

not thrive in our soil.

P. Nordmanniana.—Too well known to require com-

ment ; one of the hardiest and best Silver Firs tor

general planting.

P. Pinsapo.—Quite hardy here, but loses its leaves in

some places after severe winters; should have shel-

ter from very cutting north and east winds.

P. brachyphylla, P. Mariesi, and P. Veitchi.—Three

Japanese varieties or species; will, I have no doubt,

prove quite hardy, but they require mnro time.

Pinus austriaea.— Don.sf, sombre, liaii.ls(iinc,liarily,;ind

invaluable fnr shelter in the most oxp isi>(l situa-

tions. As a nurse this tree is unsurpassed j as a

single specimen few can heat it.

P. Laricio.—The well-kuowu Corsicau Pine grows

faster and tailor, and being less knotty, is considered

superior to the preceding for timber. This also

makes a capital nurse, and a very handsome speci-

men ; here unfortunately it grows too fast, and not

uufrequently loses its leader. A variety called P.

caram-iuica makes a most beautiful specimen.

P. Pallasiana or taurica is another form of the preced-

ing, and equally good for planting in exposed

situations, or as a single specimen in the pinetum.

P. pyrenaica.—A good Spanish Pine. This dense-grow-

ing tree appears quite as hardy as a Scotch Fir;

it forms a roundish head, composed of several

strong branches, all of which strive for the mastery

as leaders.

P. densiflora.—A slow-growing, grotesque Pine, mtro-

duced from Japan; will not make allargc speci-

men, but its peculiar growth renders it valuable for

natural ornamental planting.

P. Edgariana.—Described by Messrs. Veitch as a

synonym of P. muricata; the trees I haduudorthe

name of P. muricata were killed in 1800, hut P.

Edgariana stands all weathers. The late Mr. J.

Veitch recommended this tree as a substitute for

the more tender P. insignis, but it cannot touch

this gem in soft gracefulness and depth of colour

;

it forms whorls of cones at every node, often the

whole length of its branches, and retains them for

vears.

P. Pinaster (syns., P. brutea, P. Hamiltoni).—A beau-

tiful tree, with very long leaves and rough bark;

the cones are borne in clusters, and sumetimes

form masses of thirty or forty together. A good

tree for the seaside aud sandy soils.

P. Pinea.—The Italian Stone Pine belongs to this sec-

tion ; it stands well here, and is worth trying

ovorywliori'. Many planters lost tlioir troos in

ISfiO.

P. Jeffreyi is a stately and rather formal tree, with glau-

cous green loaves about 10 inches l.ing; it is

quite hardy, and has borne cones at Eastnor; one

of the host" for the ijinotum.

P. ponderosa, or Western Pitch Pino, introduced by

Douglas from Oregon, with us is less formal than

the preceding, and the leaves, equally long, aro a

deeper green.

P. Sahiniaiia.—To lovers of formal trees this Pinus

miglit not be acceptable ; to those who admire triM>s

with twisted aud coutortod branches it is invalu-

able for planting in the piuetum. One of the finest

trees 1 have seen is growing in Mr. Biddulph's

grounds, Ledbury Park, and so charming in my

eyes is this specimen, with its long greyish-green

leaves, also touched with the peculiar twist of the

branches, that I never pass that way without pay-

ing my respects to my <>ld friend.

P. Cembra.—The close, compact, slow-growing lime-

stone Pine, once seen never forgotten, is a most
useful tree for forming dense screens, or dark
specimens in front of taller and looser-growing

Conifers.

P. oxcelsa is a very handsome tree, assuming various

fiirms, all of them very beautiful ; the foliage, a

light bluish-grey, is most elegant, and the cones

are very tine. Although a native of the Himalayas,

our trees, on low ground and in proximity to water,

have never been touched by frost. Some trees

here on high ground have attained a height of 50

feet, whilst those a short distance from them are

as broad as they are tall, and seem quite at home
on the limestone brash.

P. Lamhertiana.—Of this we have a very fine specimen,

growing on a dry limestone rock thirdy coated with

poor loam ; its associates are Abies Douglasi taxi-

folia, Abies canadensis, the commnu Spruce, Ce-

drus Deodara, an Oak, and an Ash with ample

space for full development.
_
The picture thus

formed in winter and summer is charming.

P. Strobus.—The Weymouth Pine was planted hero

rather sparingly some years ago, but we have uot

a good specimen left ; the finest, cut down twenty,

five years ago, I had converted into boards for inside

work, and they are still sound.

Other Conifers.
Junipers.—Of thes", J. chinensis, one of the best, has

been extensively planted, and fine columns, more
than 20 feet in height , are now assuming their rich

coating of gold.

Other good varieties are J. communis, communis
oblonga pendula, drupacea (very distinct), excelsa,

phQ?nicea, recurva, recurva densa. thurifera, vir-

giniana, virginiana pendula, Swedish and Irish.

Cupressus Goveniana, macrocarpa (magnificent), Law-

souiana, sempervireus, torulosa.

Thuja aurea, elegautissima, pendula (very fine), orieu-

talis, gigantea, Lobbi, Vervfeneana.

Thujopsis dolahrata, borealis, laetevirens.

Widdringtonia cuprossoides.

Cryptomeria elegans, japouica, Lobbi.

Cephalotaxus Fortunei, drupacea.

Cedrus atlantica, Libani.

Araucaria imbricata.

Wellingtonias, scores, all doing well.

Sequoia sempervireus does well and stands well on the

limestone and light rod loam. A tree 70 feet in

height and 11 foot round the stem a yard from the

ground has few equals in this country. This Coni-

fer, like Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thujopsis borealis,

and Retinospora obtusa, is well adapted for covert

planting, as this, indeed all four of them, stool as

freely as an Ash or Hazel when cut over a foot or

more above the ground.

The Retinosporas, as a secticm. are not quite at home
on our cold limestone, but succeed when light

sandy loam and peat are worked into the compost.

—Field.

THE GOLDEN WILLOW.
(SALIX VITELLINA.)

In contradistinction to the m.ajority of trees and
shrubs, the name golden as applied to this Willow

has no reference to the colour of the leaves, but to

that of the bark, which is of a distinct creamy
yellow. 1 often think that if nurserymen charged

four times the prioe they now do for this singularly

distinct and beautiful tree, or rather big-growing

shrub, it would find a home in far more English

gardens and parks than it does at present. That it

is when suitably planted one of the richest orna-

ments of any garden, few readers of this note who
have seen a good-sized specimen, or, far better

still, a big, irreguharly-shaped and well-set-off

clump, will care to deny, and the great pity is that

it is not planted at present by the hundred instead

of by the half-dozen.

Not long ago I could not help stopping to admire

several giant specimens— they were probably about

30 feet in height, and .as much or nearly so in

di.ameter of branch-spread—that were very judici-

I
ously arranged alongside a public road in the north

. of Ireland. The soil inclined much to peat, but I

found out that at the time of planting several cart-

loads of road-scrapings had been incorporated with

that natur,ally present, nnd this no doubt had much
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to do with the bright healthy appearance o£ these
beautiful specimens. The twigs were literally of a
shining golden hue, and so thickly were the branches
produced, that at 100 yards away on that sunny Oc-
tober day, when every leaf was wanting, the trees

looked like masses of shining brass. Associated with
this Willow, nothing looks so beautiful as the com-
mon Dogwood ; at least, such was my opinion on
being shown a ten-acre woodland, the margins of

which had a dozen years before been planted with
this combination. Where the Golden Willow can be
planted in front of a mass or clump of the Portu-
gal Laurel, Holly, Yew, or Austrian Pine, then its

full beauty is set forth to perfection, the golden-
yeUow bark contrasting so markedly with the dark
green of the trees in question. The best position
for this Willow is on the margin of a lake or pond,
where, if ample room is afforded, its distinct cha-
racter is clearly revealed, and the moisture so pro-
cured is of special value in its growth and full

development.

Unlike most deciduous trees, the chief beauty of
the Golden Willow is during the leafless season, but
this does not imply that it is not an object of great
admiration during the growing period, for even
then the golden tint of the bark is revealed in
glimpses through the foliage. In most of the trees
of the Golden Willow that I have seen the main
branches are rather stout for the size of the speci-
men, but so many somewhat pendulous secondary
twigs are produced by these, that even in winter it

is almost impossible to see through a full-grown
tree. These twigs, too, are what produce the
golden tint in greatest perfection, the older
branches gradually changing with age to a bronzy
yellow, but they are highly attractive, nevertheless.

The propagation of this Willow should induce
everyone to indulge before the planting season is

at an end in a few young trees, for it is simple in-

deed, cuttings rooting with the greatest freedom.
Even posts driven into the ground to steady neigh-
bouring trees take root with such alacrity as some-
times to cause considerable annoyance. Clean
twigs of from 9 inches to 12 inches long root very
freely, and in a couple of years from time of first

insertion will have formed nice bushy trees that
win be well able to take care of themselves when
planted in their permanent positions.

A. D. Webstbb.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Dimorphanthus mandschuricuB. — Tliis

plant here has been subjected to 15*^ of frost, and it

remains uninjured. I have two plants on a north bor-
der, where the sun never touches them, and they flower
freely every year.—G. Howes, Merton Hall Gardens,
Thet/ord.

Alders in Beddington Park.—This park con-
tains many fiin' trees, Init none equal to the grand
old Alder trees (Aider glutinosa), which are upwards
of 60 feet high, with enormous boles and beautifully
furnished. The river Wandle runs through the
grounds, and it is near this that the Alder trees are the
finest.

Daphne Hezereum and its white variety album
are nnw flowering ln^autifully in Canon Bridges* gar-
den, their fragrant tl'twers being highly appreciated. 1

have also seen it in various cottage gardens round Lon-
don, where it docs well, and I am surprised it is not
more often used in sueli situations. It is cheap, and the
ilower.s are very la.sting.—G.

Ehododendron dauricum atrovirens.—We
have eight or ten plants, each 4 feet to .5 feet high, of
this the earliest flowering of all the llhododendrons
planted amongst Ghent Azaleas, Pernottya muoronata,
and Gaultlieria Slialinn, the whole edged with a broad
hand of Erica herbacea. The bed, which faces soutli,

is partly sheltered from the north and easterly winds,
but thoroughly exposed to west and soutli-westorly
^vinds, wliirli frequently prevail here.

—

South Hants.

Daphnes in bloom.—The Mezereon (Daphne
Mezereum) is now beautifully in bloom in many
places around London

; indeed, some are so far

within the smoke-laden district, that it is rather a
matter for surprise to see them flowering so well,

though, of course, they are not so satisfactory in a
smoky atmosphere as in the pure air of the country.
Where conditions are most favourable to them each

shoot is simply a mass of bright-coloured, delici-

ously fragrant blossoms, which during a sunny
afternoon I noticed were visited by an enormous
number of bees. Where quantities are grown to-

gether there is a marked diiference in their blossoms,
some being of a much brighter hue than others.
The variety with white blossoms is equally as free-

blooming as the type, and though of course not
quite so showy as the other, is well worth a place
wherever the ordinary form is grown. These
Daphnes delight in a cool, moist, fairly holding
soil, and so situated they may be fully exposed to
the sun, but where the soil is of a lighter and drier
nature they do best where they are partially shaded
from the full rays of the mid-day sun. Beautiful
as the blossoms are, the berries towards the end of
the summer present another attractive feature,
those of the white-flowered variety being yellow.

HARDY BAMBOOS.
It is at this season of the year that the peculiar
merits of an Evergreen are best displayed, and all

who have seen hardy Bamboos in the form of strong
healthy specimens will be ready to admit that they
stand out distinct from all other
Evergreens, ar.d are among the
finest ornaments of the outdoor
garden in winter. A short
time since I noted several large
plants of B. Metake in a small
villa garden, and the effect they
produced was so good as to
cause surprise that they should
be so rarely seen in gardens of
moderate extent. Gardens of a
very limited area are apt to be
wanting in variety at this time
of year. I have passed through
districts where, judging from
the kind of evergreen shrubs
and trees to be seen in them, it

would almost seem that they
were all planted by the same
person. I believe that the
Japanese possess in a high
degree the art of varying the
aspect of small gardens, and it

is a great pity that we do not
in a general way make more
liberal use of the great wealth
of Evergreens now in cultiva-

tion, so many of which, like

the Bamboos, are well fitted

for gardens of very limited
area. Bamboos love moisture
at the roots and shelter from
cold winds. It is curious that
many of them are so perfectly

hardy, that severe frosts only
seem to deepen the hue of the
foliage ; but at the same time
they acutely feel cold winds,
which brown the tips of the
leaves to such an extent that
the handsome specimens are
suddenly converted into un-
sightly objects. I have seen
plants go through a winter of unusual severity
unscathed and be quite disfigured by a few days
of easterly winds in spring, even when not ac-
companied by hard frosts. I believe that the
majority of Japanese Evergreens display this ex-
treme susceptibility to cold parching winds, which
probably do not prevail in Japan to the extent that
they do with us. In any case the intending Bam-
boo planter should bear this fact in mind and
choose, whenever practicable, a position for them
where they are sheltered on the north and east.

It is of little use planting them in shallow soil, for
therein they will do little more than live. They
ought to throw up strong shoots in a couple of years
after having been planted, and this they cannot do
if the roots arc not able to go down after moisture.
The lighter the ground the greater necessity is

there for deep culture. One point in f.ivour of
Bamboos is that they are by no means particular as
to the nature of the soil. I have seen them doing

I well in the stiffest of loams and in almost sand.

It is, however, by the water-side that they attain

to their true dignity of growth. The moisture at

the roots and in the atmosphere fosters a develop-

ment not often seen under other circumstances.

I

It is much to be regretted that the hardiest and
most vigorous-growing kinds are notmore frequently

employed in this way. All know how effective

I

clumps of such things as the common Reed are by

j

the water margin, but masses of Bamboos running
up to 1 5 feet in height put into the shade all other

kinds of water-side vegetation. J. C. B.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 697.
PHAL.ENOPSIS GLORIOSA.*

The subject of the accompanying plate is a plant
from a batch imported by the Messrs. Low, of

Clapton, who are by far the largest growers of

this genus in the trade. It was exhibited be-

fore the Horticultural Society on the 12th of

^

\^^- •!>

Fhalcenopsis amabilis.

Juno, 1888, and received a tirst-claas certificate

for its distinctness. It appears to be a form with
the leaf of P. grandiflora and the flower of P.

amabilis ; the rich colour of its lip resembles
that of the variety known as amabilis Dayana
(and which, I believe, was also one of the
Messrs. Low's introductions), but P. gloriosa is

destitute of the yellow tingo at tlio base of the

lip. In 1837 Cununing sent to tlio Messrs. Rol-
lissoii P. amabilis, and in Soptenibcr, 1847, Mr.
J. Schrteder, of 8tratf(u-d, iwhibited a plant,

which at first was con.sidcri'd a large-fiowered

form of amabilis; but in January, 1848, in tlio

danloiers' Vhruniclf, p. 3!), Liudloy figured the

two forms, and hero Schncdcr's plant is named

• Drawn for TiiE Garden by H. G. Moon, at
Messrs. Low's, ,Iuno 20, 18S7. Lithographed and
printed by Guillaume Soveroyns.
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P. grandiflora. In the illustration referred to,

the petals of amabilis overlap the dorsal sepal,

this character being made much of in separating

the two plants. This distinction, however, I

think, from the number of forms to be seen in

the Clapton Nursery and in private gardens,

will not now hold good. In our plant (gloriosa)

the flower is decidedly more of the shape of

that of amabilis, and the lip also accords more
with that species. For a long time amabilis

and grandiflora were the only soits known to

cultivators, but friends had from time to time
told me that they had seen these plants in quan-
titie.s in the Philippines and other islands in the

Indian Seas, and the great quantity of difl'erent

forms which are now in cultivation really breaks
down the distinctions which have so long held

Pliatenopsis ScUilleriana.

sway, more especially as the Messrs. Veitch

have proved beyond doubt that the kinds do
hybridise with each other naturally, as they

have obtained by artificial means the rare kind

(P. Portei), which so long remained a mystery
to collectors. The genus is exceedingly beauti-

ful, and at the present time is again becoming
popular, after having been behind a cloud so

long, although in some gardens these plants

have retained their popularity and have been

grown with the same loving care for years.

Notably has this been the case in Mr. Buchan's
garden at Southampton and in other places.

By far the best collection of tliese plants belongs
to Mr. Partington, Heaton House, Cheshunt,
where the great success attending Mr. Searing's

cidture lies, I believe, in not smothering their

roots with peat or Moss. I have before re-

marked in these pages that I had never seen

such examples of Phalsenopsis in quantity.

Here and there one may iind them, but gar-

deners will commit this fault of overloading the

roots. A striking example of this came under
my notice recently in a garden in Surrey, where

a specimen of P. Schilleriana of enormous size

and as large as any of the Cheshunt plants was
growing and rooting freely, when all at once the

gardener thought it required a fresh basket.

This was supplied, and a quantity of rough peat

and Sphagnum Moss was put round it and con-

sidered an improvement. On seeing it I pre-

dicted that it would soon die. I frequently

called to see it, and it was pointed out to me as

rooting splendidly, and my predictions were

laughed at, but the last time I called was
in the middle of March, and to my ques-

tion of how the Phalrenopsis was getting

along, the answer came that it had been
going back all the autumn and died before

Christmas. I have gro\vn these plants

well myself years ago, and my greatest

success was with plants that really had
very little material about their roots, and
I am fully persuaded that herein lies the

secret of their cultivation. The Phalse-

nopsis enjoys bright light and moderate
sunshine and a fairly warm atmosphere,
which at the same time should be moist

and with a free circulation of air. The
following are some of the best kinds :

—

P. AMABILIS.—The leaves of this plant are obtuse
and of a deep green hue above, purplish beneath,

and thick and fleshy in texture. The scape is many-
flowered, the sepals and petals being pure white

;

Up white, striped within with yellow and rosy-pink

and purple. It varies considerably in the density

of its markings.

P. AMABILIS Dayajja.—Flowers large and re-

gular. It differs from the type in its lower sepals

being minutely freckled and dotted with carmine

;

the lip also is heavily marked with bright crimson,

the side lobes also being rich yellow on the lower
edge.

P. GKANDIPLORA was originally introduced from
Java, but it is also found in various of the Indian
Islands. The flowers are very much larger than
those of the preceding kind ; the leaves are less

obtuse, being more oblong, and bright green on
both sides. The flowers are pure white, the front

margins of the side lobes yellow. In the variety

aurea the lip is of a rich deep yeUow over the front

portion. It is known in gardens also by the name
of the Bornean variety.

P. Sandeeiana.—This kiud was figured in The
Gaeden, September 29, 1883, and a very beautiful

plant it is. It may be called a rose-coloured P.

amabilis.

P. Schilleriana is a grand plant, beautiful in

or out of flower. It is more robust than the other

kinds. The leaves are rich deep green in colour,

irregularly streaked, and spotted transversely with
greyish white ; beneath they are deep purple. The
scape is much-branched and many-flowered, as

many as 400 flowers having been i)roduced by a
single plant, but not upon one spike, 120 flowers

being the largest number I have seen on a single

spray. The flowers are from 3 inches to 4 inches

across ; the sepals and petals of a delightful shade
of mauve, the lip being of a deeper hue. Around
the yellow disc are numerous spots and dots of

reddish brown. The anterior lobe is destitute of

the tendrils which are shown in our plate of

gloriosa, but instead the front lobe is anchor-

shaped. The variety named vestalis is a form with
pure white flowers ; this was also an introduction

of Messrs. Low. P. Schilleriana was figured in The
Gahden, August 5, 1882.

P. Stuabtiana.—This is a very distinct form of

this genus, named by Professor Reichenbach in

honour of Mr. Stuart Low, the head of the Clapton
firm, by whom it was introduced. A coloured figure

of it was given in The Gardex, August 5, 1882. It

belongs to the SohUleriana section, its leaves when
young being variegated in a similar manner. The
lighter markings, however, fade as the foliage be-

comes older, the leaves then assuming a nearly

uniform green colour. It produces a much-branched,
many-flowered raceme ; the flowers are large, the

petals and dorsal sepal pure white, the lateral

sepals white on the outer half, the two lower halves

being pale yellow, dotted and spotted with red-

dish brown, the lip is also spotted in a similar man-
ner, the upper portion of the side lobes being also

white, as also are the recurved horns on the anterior

lobe, where the flower resembles that of Schille-

riana. Several varieties of this plant are in ctdti-

vation.

The above are the best of the large-flowered

forms of Phatenopsis ; there are, however,
several beautiful kinds with smaller flowers of

which I must reserve notice until a future

occasion. W. H. G.

Orchids.

HARDY ORCHIDS.

Bletia hyacinthinA was long considered and
treated as a greenhouse Orchid, but experiments
made during the last few years have clearly proved
that it is almost as hardy as our early purple

Orchid (Orchis mascula). This is a matter of great

moment, for so distinct and pretty a plant could ill

be spared from our rather meagre list of hardy
Orchids. That it is perfectly well suited for out-

door culture I have proved, for I have had it fully

exposed for over five years to the average English
winter weather. It received no particular care,

simply an annual top-dressing of well-decayed leaf-

mould, in which the stringy rootlets seemed to

revel. The prettily arranged racemes of showy
pinkish flowers and Grass-like leaves combine to

make it one of the most desirable of outdoor
Orchids, and few there are who see a well-esta-

blished clump when in full flower but express

pleasure and satisfaction at such an unexpected
sight. My plants succeeded best when placed in

soil that is directly opposed to that usually recom-
mended in our nursery lists, for instead of either

peat or leaf-mould, limy loam was used with per-

fect success. I tried for three years to get the

plants to flower when placed in sandy peat and
sandy leaf-mould, but without success ; certainly

they did well enough and increased, too, in such a

mixture, but immediately they were removed and
planted in about equal parts of loam, peat, and
lime rubbish, a decided change for the better took

place. I do not think that excessive damp is

necessary for the plant's welfare ; indeed, mine
did best where they were moderately dry and
sheltered. Those who have strong specimens should

try them outdoors.

Serapias.—Three species at least did unusually

well with me ; they grew strongly, flowered freely,

and increased slowly. Sandy leaf-mould was the

soil used, and they were planted in a fairly moist,

partially shaded situation. S. lingua, with its long

tongue-like lip, is a most curious and interesting

plant, the spike of deep pinky flowers being par-

ticularly attractive. They are of great substance,

and last well either when cut and placed in water
or allowed to remain on the plant. S. cordigera

and S. neglecta I have also successfully managed
out of doors, and they are showy plants, the latter

in particular having dark red flowers with a big

crimson labellum.

The Satyridms have been more than once
recommended to me as hardy Orchids, but I

have been always ill-rewarded for my trouble,

big leaves and no flowers being invariably the

rule. If anyone has grown them successfully out

of doors I would be most happy to know how
the plants were man.aged, for certainly they can
well hold their own in point of size and profusion

of bloom with any terrestrial Orchid I know. The
species that I have tried are S. carneum, S. aurenm.
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and S. albidum. The large fleshy tubers must be
handled very carefully, for if they become in the
least damaged disease sets in. Sharp sand should
be placed around the tubers, as this jiartially wards
off disease and rot, especially when such arises from
too much moisture in the soil. As pot plants, I

have found them do well when placed in a frame
or greenhouse, but I hardly think that the trouble
expended in their culture is rewarded to any great
extent. A. D. Webster.

Oncidium concolor.—Mr. J. Jamieson sends me
a nice spike of this beautiful species. The advice
given you respecting the treatment is quite correct.
The plant in question comes from cool regions in
the Organ Mountains, and succeeds at home under
cool treatment admirably. I never was able to
grow the plant in the heat of the Cattleya house.
—W. H. G.

Angrsecum Sanderianum.—This superb plant
was recently flowering freely in Mr. Smee's garden
at Hackbridge, where it appears to be perfectly at
home. We also noted it in quantity in the establish-
ment of Mr. Sander at St. Albans. Here it was
growing in a cool house, but its flowers did not last
long in beauty, a sufficient proof that the plant re-
quires strong heat for its proper development.

Odontoglossum Cervantesi.—Forms of this
species, of large size and beautifully coloured, are
now flowering in Mr. Smee's garden. These flowers
have been open a very long time, and yet they re-
main fresh and good. It is a charming old species,
which deserves the greatest attention from growers
of these plants on account of its free-flowering
qualities and for the length of time its beautiful
blooms continue in full beauty.

Cypripedium bellatulum.—The more we see
of this new Lady's Slipper the more we are convinced
that it is an introduction of priceless value. It has
been compared to C. Godefroyaj, but it is infinitely
better than even that beautiful species; the flower
larger, more richly and conspicuously blotched,
and this on a fairly clear ground. The growth is

stronger and the plant freer than C. Godefroya?. It
is now comparatively common, as large importations
of it have been received.

Oncidium "Wentworthianum. — A species
which some years ago was highly prized, but which
until I saw it recently in Mr. Low's establishment
I had nearly forgotten, so seldom does one see the
old favourites. The variety in question is the plant
usually grown, the flowers yellow with rich brown
bars on the sepals and petals, lip clear yellow,
marked with a rich brown spot at the base. It
comes from Guatemala and thrives well in the cool
house, and when established blooms nearly all the
year round. Its flowers are extremely useful for
cutting.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum Halli.—Many beautiful forms
of this fine species are now flowering in various col-
lections. Numbers of flowers have been sent me
differing considerably in size and richness of colour,
but all are grand. The flower from " T. W. M." is a
fine form of the variety xanthoglossum, in which the
flowers are bright rich yellow, profusely spotted and
blotched with chestnut. This species was first dis-
covered about fifty years ago, but it is rather more
than twenty years ago since it first came into culti-
vation. I have always found it succeed well under
the coolest treatment.—W. H. G.

Cypripediums at Clapton.—Vast quantities
of the nuijorily of the species are always to be
found at Clapton, and here it appears to me that
they are kept slightly warmer than in many places.
Amongst those flowering we recently noted be.autiful
forms of C bellatulum, introduced last season by
this firm ; a large and richly-coloured form of C.
Hookera?, an old introduction of the Clapton esta-
blishment

; exquisite blooms of C. niveum, which,
although to be ranked with the older kinds, is al-
ways charming; C. )il]ilipi)iiiense, wliicli years .ago
was called la;vig.atum, and was first foun'd tiy Jlr.

John Veitch, is liere in profusion, .•issori.-ited with
the much spotted C. Argus and the grand variety of
hirsutissimum, introduced recently by Mr. Low.
Here also was the beautiful Haj-naldianum, which

may be said to be always in flower. Such kinds as
Roezli, Dayanum, Warneri, vernixium. and many
other kinds, all of which are pleasing subjects, well
deserving the attention of the young Orchid
growers, were also to be found in quantity.

Odontoglossum Andersonianum. — From
Mr. Bridger, gardener to Lord de I'lsle, Penshurst
Place, Kent, comes a spike of the ,ibove-named
plant. It is really the most beautiful form of the
variety we have ever seen. The sepals and petals are
suffused with rich rose colour, saving the base of
the petals, where these are pure white ; the sepals
are spotted with chestnut-brown ; lip long and
pointed, pure white, with a large blotch of chest-
nut-brown in front of the crest, which is white

;

behind the crest it is rich yellow, streaked with
chestnut, as also is the back of the column.

Stove and Greenhouse.

INDIAN AZALEAS.
By forcing some and retarding others as long as
possible, the flowering season of the different Indian
Azaleas is extended over many months, as the
earliest forced plants may be had in bloom long
before Christmas, while those that have just been
given the protection of a greenhouse are now rapidly
unfolding their blossoms. Where required to flower
very early the best results are obtained when the
same plants are forced year after year, provided
suitable treatment is given them when the flowers
are over. As the heat required to induce the blooms
to open will, of course, cause the plants to push
rapidly into growth, they must not, after (lowering,
be removed to a cool structure, as the plants will
thereby receive a check which is certain to act in-

juriously. If encouraged to continue and complete
their growth, it will, of course, be matured early in
the season, and consequently the plants may be
induced to flower before others that have been
always subjected to cool greenhouse treatment.
Of Indian Azaleas, immense numbers are imported
into this country every year, chiefly from Belgium,
but the majority of them must soon die, otherwise
we should be inundated with Azaleas. Those that
fall into the hands of the market growers and are
disposed of principally to floral decorators may all

be regarded as certain to die, but with the private
individual who can devote more attention to his
plants the case is different. Where Azaleas are
employed for the embellishment of the dwelling-
house a fertile source of ill-health is the over-supply
or otherwise of water, more especially the latter, as
the peaty or decayed vegetable substance in which
the roots of the Azalea delight to run dries far
more quickly than any potting compost which con-
tains a certain proportion of loam, and the delicate
hair-like fibres of the Azalea quickly perish if

allowed to become dry. Besides this, stagnant
moisture is almo.st equally fatal. The bulk of the
Indian Azaleas reach this country in September
and October in the shape of neat little bushes,
generally grafted on a stem a few inches high, and
in most cases set with flower-buds. Nearly all of
them have been lifted from the prepared beds they
have been grown in and packed directly into the
baskets, cramming as many together as possible in

order to lessen the cost of carriage. As the object
is to retain as nuany leaves as possible, they should,
when received, be carefully examined, and all that
are too dry for potting be soaked for a few minutes
in a pail or tub of water and then placed somewhere
to drain. The object of this is to thoroughly wet
the ball of soil, for if potted in tlie dry state, it

is almost impossible to do so by watering in the
ordinary way. These Azaleas are very impatient
of fire-he<at when first received. The weather at
(hat time of the year is generally fairly mild, .and

a very good place for them then is an ordinary
garden frame, which .should be kept pretty clo.se

for a week or ten days till the roots commence
to grow. It is rallier ditlic^ult to understaiul wliy
the practice of grafting Azaleas on to nake<i stems,
(! inches or thereabouts in height, is so generally
followed, the idea probably being that the jilant

looks larger in this way than it would if not so

tall ; bat where numbers are sold, the dwarf sturdy
plants are generally the easiest to dispose of.

Again, grafting, though so universally followed,
is by no means necessary in the propagation of
Azaleas, as cuttings of the young growing shoots
are not difiicult to strike, and most kinds grow
freely on their own roots. With regard to training
Azaleas, the less this is done the better, as a few
well-flowered plants that have been allowed to
assume their natural character are infinitely more
pleasing than when tortured and twisted into the
hard outline of a pyramid or standard. Some
varieties of the Indian Azalea are much hardier
than others, one of the most marked in this respect
being the old white, which stands the winter in

various spots in the south of England.
H. P.

FORCING LILAC.

From the month of December until the time when
the Lilac flowers naturally in the open air, flower-

ing plants of it with white, pink, or violet-coloured
blossoms are delivered every morning by cartloads
in the Paris markets. These plants always command
a high price, and consequently their culture forms
a very important and remunerative branch of the
horticultural trade. The process of forcing Lilac
demands a great deal of care and attention, to

which, if complete success is aimed at, must be
added a certain amount of dexterity which is only
to be acquired by practice. It may be also re-

marked that almost every forcer has a special or

private plan of his own, which he mostly tries to

conceal from his colleagues (who are specialists

like himself) and also from other cultivators; hence
it is a rather difficult matter to obtain admittance
to the forcing houses of some Lilac growers.

The varieties which are usually employed for

forcing are the Kouge de Marly, Charles X., alba
virginalis, and a few others. Before the plants are
introduced into the forcing house they are sub-

jected to a course of drying-off treatment, in order
to prepare the flower-buds for undergoing the sub-

sequent operations. This is effected by placing the
plants under shelter and allowing the balls of earth
around the roots to become thoroughly dry. From
two to three weeks' treatment of this kind is re-

quired to render the plants fit for the forcing

house. Another preliminary operation is the re-

moval of any suckers that may e.xist, and also of

all branches which bear no flower-buds or only

such as appear to be too weak, and which would con-

sequently yield an insignificant cluster of bloom.
The plants thus prepared are then removed to the
forcing house, in which the temperature ranges
from 76° to 8G° Fahr., and are then planted as

closely as possible to each other, tlie root-b.alls

being covered with soil about 4 inches deep. After
being planted they are copiously watered, and
thenceforth during the entire process the roots can
hardly be kept too moist. The glass of the forcing

house is covered with mats or with strawy manure
to ensure total darkness. Lilac plants can also be
forced in a temperature of from 58° to (iS° Fahr.,

and in this w.ay finer flowers are obtained than
when the higher temperature abo^•e-mentioned is

employed, but .a much longer time is required
to produce them. During the first eight or ten

days the plants must be w.atercd four or five

times a day. After the first week, when the
clusters of flower-buds are beginning to form, care
should be taken that no w.ater f.alls on them, other-

wise they will certainly turn black, and afterwards
rot .aw.ay. A whole houseful of plants has some-
times been irretrievably spoiled tin-ough care-

lessness of this kiiul. About the same time the
operation of disbudiling is carried out. The
flowering .shoots of the Lilac usually have three
flower-buds at the extremity. Of these the small
on'; in the middle is carefully removed, the result

of which is that the two which are left develop into

liner clusters of bloom. Whrn the flower-cluster

has .attained its full .size and the flowers .at the
b.ase of it are comnieucing to open, a little daylight
is ailmilted for two or three hours every day, by
removing small portions of the covering of the
p lass here and there. This modicum of light^ives
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a certain degree of firmness to the flower-clusters,
A little air may also be given for about an hour if

the weather is favourable. The flowers should be
cut in the evening and kept for the night in a
cool place where frost will not reach them, with
their stems placed in a vessel of cold water.
Treated in this way, the flower-clusters have a
better appearance and last longer.

In order to obtain Lilac flowers slightly tinged
with pink, which are now very much the fashion,
all that is necessary is to admit light progres-
sively until all the glass of the house is uncovered,
and in two or three days the flowers, which pre-
viously were perfectly white, take on a violet or
pink tint, the depth of which may be increased
at pleasure according to the amount of light that
is admitted. The variety which appears to answer
best for this purpose is Charles X.

In conclusion, we may mention, for the benefit
of the uninformed, that white Lilac is obtained
by forcing the red-flowered Lilac—[There are some
kinds of Lilac with very dark-coloured flowers
which cannot be forced to produce white flowers
by any process yet known.—Ed. 7A J?.]—which is

employed for this purpose in preference to all
other kinds, because it is more vigorous and forces
better, and it is only the total darkness in which
the plants are forced which causes them to pro-
duce white flowers.

—

Rome Jloriicole.

The Scarborough Lily.—Your engraving of
this old favourite (The Garden, March 9, p. 211)
points out the value of the Scarborough Lily grown
in 6-inch or 8-inch pots in single or double crowns,
or at the most in threes. In this form there are
few plants to exceed them in decorative value as
tible, room, or window plants, or for the furnish-
ing of shelves or stages, for the foliage is effective as
well as the blooms, and perhaps both are even more
tilling when thus exhibited almost singly or in
more minute detail. The plant thrives remark-
ably well and flowers freely when treated in this
wiy, provided always that a semi-starving regimen
and root-pinching are adopted. The freest bloom-
ing plants have, in fact, mostly been found in pots
br )ken through the intense strain of root-pressure,
an 1 the same holds good of the blue African Lily
and similar plants. Now that the old Nile Lily is

grown in thousands alike for market and in private
gardens, whereas it was only grown in tens a few
years since, it is hoped the Scarborough Lily will
follow suit, as few plants could form a more
efl'ective pair. Unfortunately, they are seldom met
with in bloom together. But improved and other
methods of culture might alter all this, and I

should be glad to hear of any readers of The
Garden who grow the Scarborough Lily extensively
whether they have tried the effect of planting it

out in the summer in the same way as the Arum is

now so generally treated and with what results.

Po.ssibly the check of potting up in the early
autumn might answer the purpose of root-confine-

ment in forcing a plentiful supply of blossoms,
while the planting out in rich, light soil could
hardly fail to increase the numbers and add to the
vigour of the offsets, which are fairly plentiful under
the usual modes of culture, or rather the want of
any culture at all, which is too often the fate of
this magnificent old plant in so many gardens
where a few specimens may be found.— D. T. F.

Schubertias.—In an article on these by "T. B.,'

which appeared in The Garden (p. 284), the state-

ment occurs that there are •' only two species in culti-

vation, viz . S. grandiflora and S. graveolens." So far

as I can learn, these two names as useil in gardens
are applied to the same plant. •' T. B." says that
" in S. grandiflora the flowers are white, whilst in

S. graveolens they are pale yellow or creamy-
white." Both of these brief descriptions belong to

S. grandiflora, as the flowers are at first white and
after a time change to a cream colour. The plant
described and figured last year in the Gardeners'
Chronicle under the name of S. graveolens is the
same as that figured in The Garden, Vol. XXXH.,
p. 84, as S. grandiflora. I believe Mr. Bartholomew,
of Reading, introduced the last-named, and he sent
flowers of it to The Garden otfice several vears

ago. These I saw and named. There is a figure of
the true S. graveolens in the Botanical Magazine.
Probably S. grandiflora is only a variety of this. If
anyone knows of two distinct Schubertias in culti-

vation, I should like to hear of them.—W.

WINTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
Few winter-flowering plants are more showy and
useful than these, as not only do they help to keep
a greenhouse or conservatory gay, but the flowers
are of great value for cutting, especially those of
that popular variety Miss JoMfEe. Not only is the
colour of this Carnation delicate and unique, but
the blooms are sweet-scented, and the merit of
raising it belongs, I believe, to Mr. Keene,
formerly gardener at Campsey Ashe, Suffolk,

who, when there, made a speciality of perpetual
Carnations, and used to grow them well. The
one next in favour to Miss Joliffe is A. Ale-
gatiere, which is of fine form and a brilliant

scarlet, the plant being hardy and of good habit,
which is more than can be said of most of the
so-caUed perpetual Carnations. The best white
variety with which I am acquainted is Mile. Carle,

which makes short, close shoots and blooms readily.

The Bride is also a fine kind, having large fimbriated
flowers, very pure in colour.

The best time for propagating the perpetual Car-
nation is in March, or as soon as cuttings can be
obtained without interfering with the flowering

shoots. Before putting the cuttings in they should
be examined and if any signs of aphis are apparent,

they ought to be dipped at the tips in tobacco
juice, as if these insects are left upon them rooting
is quite out of the question. These cuttings shoulii

be slipped off, where it can be done, with a

heel, as in that way they root more readily than
when made at a joint. I have found that the cuttings

strike most readily by inverting a small pot within

a largerand filling up around with sharp soil, finish-

ing off with half an inch or so of sand on the top.

When struck, the cuttings should at once be potted
off singly into 3-inch pots, and still have the ad-
vantage of gentle heat to give them a start, after

which any cold frame will suit till the time arrives

for plunging them out in the open. This will be
about the end of May, when they should have a
place prepared by spreading coal ashes or standing
the pots on pieces of slate or tile to stop the ingress

of worms. The filling in between the pots can be
done either with Cocoa-nut fibre, short straw or

coal ashes, whichever is most convenient, as their

only purpose is to shade and stop the too rapid ( Iry-

ing of the balls.

The soil most suitable for growing Carnations is

good sound loam and road-scrapings or sharp] grit,

to which should be added a little rotten cow
manure, and the whole well mixed up together.

In this the plants require firm potting, the pots
best adapted being ti-inch to s-inch, according to

the sorts. Those who prefer to plant out tlieir

stock instead of potting and lifting them again in

the autumn save something in watering, but it is a
question whether in the end it does not involve more
labour. It is quite certain that the plants re-

ceive a great check at the time of digging up, and
cannot become so well rooted as those that have
stood in pots the whole season through.

To flower Carnations well through the winter
months, it is very important that the plants have full

light and gentle warmth, and a temperature of from
50° to 55°. Free ventilation is also very necessary.

Carnations are very impatient of being kept close.

In the watering, liquid manure is a gi"eat help, and
this may, if weak, as it always should be, be given
to them often, as it will assist the plants in throw-
ing up bloom. The only insect that is .-it all

troublesome to Carnations is green-fly, which gets

into the points of the shoots and if not quickly

detected and destroyed does much mischief and
cripples the growth. The best remedy is to fumi-
gate, and to do this two or three times in succession

instead of a strong dose, which is apt to injure the

foliage.

Be.'iides raising perpetual-flowering Carnations
from cuttings, they also conje freely from seed, au'i

it is a good plan to sow a packet every year and
grow on the seedlings, as there is always the chance
of getting something gooii. Perpetual Carnations
seem much more tender than|the ordinary garden
kinds, and they rarely stand during the winter out-

doors in borders, but I have had thfm do well

trained to low sunny walls. S. D.

THE EUCHARIS MITE.

Some few years ago I had a quantity of Eaoharis
bulbs in pots given to me. They were badly infested

with the mite and rot. The diseased state of these

bulbs was caused, I believe, through their having
been kept too wet while in a low temperature. 1

stood the pots on a stage in the stove, and watched
them closely for some time. I had only to peel

back the outer dead skins, and there the mites

were plainly visible. These bulbs gradually grew
worse, the foliage became very yellow, and drooped
under strong light. I was advised to consign them
to the fire, but not wishing to destroy the bulbs,

I turned them out of their pots, washed them in

warm water, and brushed them all over with a

soft brush. In the meantime I had dissolved a
quarter of a pound of sulphide of potassium, which
was added to three gallons of hot water at a
temperature of 120° Fahrenheit.

The bulbs having been allowed to remain in

this ten minutes, they were taken out and placed

on a shelf, fully exposed to the sun and close to

the ventilator. These bulbs remained in this con-

dition from the end of June to the beginning of

August. For two or three hours on very hot days

the bulbs were covered with a single thickness of

thin paper. It is needless to add that this fairly

dried out all rot and disease. The average size

of the bulbs was from that of a hen's egg to a

walnut. These bulbs were potted in 8i-inch pots

in a compost consisting of fibry loam, made very

gritty with coarse sand and finely broken char-

coal. Five of the largest bulbs were placed in'

each pot, and others according to size ;
each bulb

was bedded in and surrounded with fine silver

sand which had been exposed to strong fire-heat.

The bulbs were just covered, the growing point

only being exposed, and finished off with soil as in

the ordinary way of potting. The pots were then

placed in the end of the stove, the soil was watered
with tepid water, and kept on the dry side. The
plants at once made roots and started into growth.

These plants have since been divided and grown on
and they have flowered very satisfactorily. Sly plants

are grown without bottom-heat, not from choice, but

from necessity. The night temperature during this

winter in severe weather frequently fell to 55°.

Plants grown without bottom-heat have never

under my charge made such robust growth as

plants grown on in a mild bottom-heat with a
strong top heat. The great cause of disease in

Eucharis bulbs is chill at the roots, followed up
with too much water while in a low temperature.

I have brought plants safely through low tem-
peratures by just keeping them from flagging. I

have found this mite besides upon the decaying
bulbs of Phaius grandiflorus, Pancratium, Stern-

bergia, and other bulbs, .also upon cankered stems
of Dracii'na, but in all cases accompanied with de-

cay or rot. J. R. Hai.l.

Fox Warren Gardens.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND OREENHOUSE.

Allamanda neriifolia.—Thi.sis a capital sprins-
floworiug Allamaucla. Amitlior point stroDfily in its

favour is tlio modfrato amount of space required to

ijrow it as comiiaml witli sui-h sorts as Houdorsoui
an. I .Seliotti.- K. .M.

Carnations Mikado and Andalusia.— Ouo
of the best winter-Howering Carnations, having dark
purple, sweet-smelling blo.ssnms, is the variety named
Mikailu, and possibly one of the best sulphur-yellow
varieties is Andalusia, the latter having fringed petals,

wliilo in the former tlioy are quite plain.

Vitality of TropaBolum tricolorum corms.
—Au instance has lately come under my notice of the
great vitality of the corms of this Tropa'olum. For
two feaeone some cormo lay in a desk and were for-
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gotten until the tender growths peeped through a

crevice of the desk. Last October the corms were
potted and commenced to grow freely, and with cool

treatment they have made a free growth. At the

present time they are flowering freely.—A.

Coprosma Baueriana variegata.—This Co-

prosma is very useful for the conservatory at this

season. The young leaves are of a deep golden

colour, and as they present the best appearance

when seen from above, there is no method of train-

ing the plants better than upon balloon-shaped

trellises. In this manner of training the branches,

the whole beauty of the plant, which consists in the

rich colouring of its young leaves, is seen to the

greatest advantage.—A.

Heliehrysuins in pots.—It may not be generally

known that these Everlastings strike readily from
cuttings inserted in sandy soil in a slight heat in

October. If the cuttings are placed four or five in

a 4-inch pot, kept in it through the winter and
potted off singly into 3-inch pots early in March, neat

little plants will be formed which will flower freely

and prove a novelty in the greenhouse. The dwarf
yellow variety is one of the showiest and best adapted
for this method of growth.—S.

Pieus maoroearpa.—Where small plants are in

demand for decorations, this Ficus supplies a want. It

does not grow nearly so strongly as elastica, and is, if

anything, of a darker green in the colour of its leaves.

Capital plants in 3-iuch and 4-inch pots may be had by
striking cuttings in smaU pots, then transferring them
afterwards to the size named. Supply them regularly

with water, as it is the neglect of this essential detail

in their culture that often leads to bare stems.—A.

Phoenix canariensis.—This is a beautiful

bright green short-leaved form of the Date Palm,
which is largely grown by the Messrs. Dixon, of

the Hackney Nursery, for window decoration, &c. It

is a form well deserving the attention of amateurs,

as it is said to stand this treatment well. The
habit is compact, whilst its leaves are not so short

as to rob it of its beauty, but in comparison with

those of such kinds as P. sylvestris and P. reolinata

they may be called short.—W. H.- G.

Vriesia brachystachys.—Many notes re-

lating to this Vriesia have from time to time
appeared in The Garden, the beauty of its

blossoms and the long period they remain in per-

fection being two very strong claims to recognition,

while the foliage is bright and cheerful and grace-

fully recurved. In proof of the lasting properties

of the inflorescence, I may mention that some of

the flower-scapes on our plants, that were objects of

great beauty/ at Christmas, are still very showy,
having as yet lost but little of their bright colour-

ing. As there are very few plants in our gardens
that retain the showy part of their inflorescence

for so long a period, the Vriesia is on this account
especially noteworthy.—T.

Datura sanguinea. — This Datura is not
often seen in very good condition, but when freely

flowered both small and large plants are very
showy. To display their beauty to the greatest

perfection, the plants when small should be raised

sufficiently so as to enable the flowers on the under
side to be seen. Bushy little plants in 8-inch pots

look extremely well and flower for many months in

the year. The best plant of this Datura that I have
seen is in the conservatory at Rooksbury Park, near
Fareham. It is now breaking freely into growth,
having been pruned close in to the old wood early in

the year. It gives promise of a fuU crop of bloom
later on, the jilant in question lieicg fully 18 feet

high and (i feet wide at the base.—E. M.

Solanum jasminoides.—Here this Solanum is

quite hardy, grows well, and flowers freely every
year, the po.sition it occupies Ijeing at the base of a
south wall, u)j which it has grown to a height of

IK feet. It has been planted eight years, and at

first we covered the shoots during the winter with
a mat and put a mulching [over the roots, but dur-

ing the last four years it has had no protection
wlKitever. The current year's shoots die b.ack

each winter if they are sappy and soft. 1 have
just measured the stem at 1.5 inches from the
ground and it is (> inches round. Where such a
position and lilieral treatment in the way of abund-
ance of water to the roots, with occasional doses
of liquid manure, and thorough drenchings of

water to the foliage can be given, this climber is

well worthy a trial. Growing in a greenhouse, it is

so liable to be covered with red spider that it is a
risky subject to plant.

—

South Hants.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Potting stove plant?.— Cuttings of the various

kinds of flowering stove plants that were struck

in the latter part of last summer, and that have
been wintered in small pots, should now have a
shift. Among these may be included Allamandas,
Ixoras, Dipladenias, Aristoloohias, Clerodendrons,

jEschynanthus, Bougainvilleas, Cyrtoceras, Hoyas,
Francisceas, Hexacentris, Lasiandras, Medinillas,

and Rondeletias. When cuttings of these plants

are struck towards the end of summer, and are after-

wards potted off and can have a temperature that

will keep them moving slowly through the winter,

they have a long start of those that are put in at

the ordinary time in spring. Though they will not

have made much top-growth during the dull season,

the roots make rapid progress. The size of the

pots they are moved into must be varied according

to the rate of growth each kind is capable of mak-
ing. Free growers, like Aristoloohias, Allamandas,
Clerodendrons, and Medinillas, should have a liberal

shift. Supposing the plants have up to this time
been in 6-inoh or 7-inch pots, they may now have
such as are 10 inches or 1 1 inches in diameter. The
others will do in a size or two smaller, for if it is

found that they want more room during the summer
they can have another shift. Where any further

increase of the plants in question is wanted, cuttings

should be put in as soon as possible, so that they

may have a chance of attaining strength before

autumn. Plants of any of the above-named kinds
that were cut in after they had flowered last autumn,
or later at the beginning of the year, will mostly
now have pushed young shoots that will be in right

condition for striking. In all cases where prac-

ticable take the cuttings off with a heel, for though
most of the plants will strike from cuttings made to

to a joint, still when a bit of the firm wood is at-

tached there is no danger of damping, and cuttings

of this description usually grow on more freely

after they are struck. They will be better put
separately in small pots, as then there will be less

disturbance of their roots when they are potted on.

If a bottom-heat of 80° or 85° can be given, it will

help them to strike more quickly ; but if this is not

available, they will root in a stove if the pots are

stood on some moisture-holding material and kept

close under propagating glasses.

CoMBEETUM PUEPUEEUM.—Some growers find

this plant difficult to strike, and under the best

management cuttings do not root so readily as

those of most things. But if pieces of the firmer

wood are used, they will, in most cases, root in six

or eight weeks. The cuttings should be put singly

into small pots filled with sand, stood in a warm
stove, and covered with a propagating glass until

they are callused at the base, after which plunge
the pots in a brisk bottom-heat. With the ordinary

amount of shade and a confined atmosphere the

greater portion will strike.

IPOM^A HoitSFALLi^.—Both the red variety

and the newer sort, which has white flowers, are

more difficult to increase than many stove species.

If the soft young shoots, or such as are half matured,

are used, there is not much chance of the cuttings

striking. Bits of the firm wood consisting of two
points are more likely to succeed ; these should be

put singly in small pots filled with -sand. Ijike those

of the Combretum, the cuttings should have time

to callus in a warm stove before they are put in

bottom heat. Afler they have attained this con-

dition they should be plunged in a striking frame,

where they will have a similar temperature to that

advised for the Combretum.

Gloxinias.—Plants that have been raised from

seed sown at the time advised will now require

putting singly into 3-inch pots. It is necessary to

attend to this, for if the plants stand too hmg
together in the sced-jjans the stems get drawn up
weakly, in which case no after treatment will set

them right. In moving them, see that no more roots

are injured than cannot be avoided, as any check
the plants receive now interferes with the progress

they should make to enable them to attain a
suflicient size to bloom well. Light free soil suits

Gloxinias the best ; equal parts of loam and peat,

with a little well rotten manure and sand, answer
for them in every way. Old tubers that were
started some time ago in pots only a little larger

than would hold them should be moved into others

about two sizes larger as soon as the roots have got

well hold of the soil in those they now occupy. All

the stock—the large as well as the seedlings

—

should be kept close to the glass. A shelf over a
path in a house or pit where a cool stove temperature
is maintained will be better for them than giving

more heat, for when the temperature is high and
the atmosphere heavily charged with moisture, the

leaves and stems are nearly sure to get more or

less drawn. If any old tubers have been kept
back with the object of their giving a succession of

flowers after the earliest are over, they should now
be started. Brought on slowly, they will bloom
later in the summer and at a time when they will

be found useful.

Geebnhousb Ehododendeons.—The new va-

rieties of greenhouse Rhododendrons that have
been raised in recent times are much in advance of

the earlier productions, which, like the Java species

that was one of the parents, had mostly the fault

of being thin and leggy to an extent that defied the
efforts of the cultivator to make them branch out
sufficiently, especially whilst the plants were young.
The result of this naturally spare habit was that
the flower-heads were few in number. Many of

the new varieties are a decided improvement in the
form and also in the colour of their flowers. This is

particularly the case in the white and the yellow
sorts. The disposition which these Rhododendrons
have to bloom from each sucoessional growth that

they make in the course of the year, regardless of

the season, renders them very useful for conser-
vatory and greenhouse decoration. With a selec-

tion of the best varieties, some or other of them
are in flower during the greater part of the year.

They do not require so much pot room as most
kinds of hard-wooded greenhouse plants through
the early stages of their existence, as the growth is

somewhat slow. With ordinary care they last a

very long time. This is now the season to repot

any that need more room. For small stock, pots two
sizes larger than those they have been in will be
quite big enough. Good turfy peat that is not
too close and hard in texture is the best material

to grow them in, adding enough sand to keep it

sufficiently porous for an indefinite time, as there

must be no attempt to shake them out with a view
to give them fresh soil. See that the potting lath

is used freely, so as to make the material suffi-

ciently solid in the pots. The peat of a lighter

nature, with more fibre in it, that is now used for

nearly all hard-wooded plants requires to be
rammed much closer in the pots than the close

peat, which at one time was alone employed, other-

wise it holds too nmch water, and in the course of

time shrinks too much in the pots. Attend to

stopjiing the shoots so far as necessary. It is a
good plan to bend any strong branches down that
are taking an undue lead, and to secure them in a
horizontal position ; this will generally cause them
to break back, and in some cases it is better than
stopping the shoots. After potting keep the plants

a little closer than ordinary for a few weeks until

the roots begin to move. When the plants have
got into moderate-sized pots that hold cnougli soil

so as not to dry up too quickly, tlicy are better out

of doors in the summer. T. B.

Phoenix rupicola.—This is a superb species, a
native, I believe, of India. I do not think it has
yet found its way into our gardens, as it should
have done, for one seldom sees it. I recently noted
a very pretty plant of it in Canon Bridges' garden,

where it is doing well. Phcxmix rupicola has long,

arching, rich green j>l\inie-like leaves, and the

segments are well defined to nearly the biuse of tlie

leaf, its close compact habit and the beautifully

arched fronds tending to make it one of the
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handsomest of the Date Palms. Palms should
not be overpotted, as they are thus rendered
useless for indoor decoration, a purpose for which
they are admirably adapted. To compensate them
for want of pot room, surface dressings of dried
cow manure and frequent waterings with liquid

manure should be given. Palms also enjoy sun
and light and require but little shading. They
also require an abundant supply of moisture, and
the Date Palm well bears out the Arab proverb,
that " Palms delight to have their toes in the water
and their head in the oven.'—W. H. G.

Flower Garden.

CHIONODOXAS.
Having just read in your number of the 23rd
of March H. J. Elwes' remarks on Chionodoxa
Tmolusi, I venture to ask for a corner in your
paper for the following notes :

—

I do not wish in any way to question Mr.
Elwes' authority as a traveller in these parts,
the more ao as I owe to him my first inspiration
to attempt in my garden a collection of native
wild flowers, but at tlie same time I may call

his attention to the possibility, nay probability
of both he and Boissier never having had the
opportunity to see aU that is to be seen in the
shape of flora in a mountainous region covering
some 10,000 to 15,000 square miles. I have
lived in Asia Minor since my childhood, and as
a sportsman have roamed over a good part of
this neighbourhood, and yet almost every day
brings to light some new shrub or flower for me
to admire.

Before entering into any details I wiU begin
by requesting your readers to excuse anything
indistinct or untechnical in my descriptions, as

I do not pretend to any botanical knowledge,
but am simply an amateur with none of the
advantages that England ofi'ers to those trying
to get an insight into floriculture.

The Cliionodoxa Lucilice is found on the
Nymph Dagh range only, beginning from the
heights of TahtaU above Smyrna, and ending
with those above the vUlage of Nymphio, the
Nymph;eum of the ancients, from which the
range has been named. The white and pink
sports of the Lucili;t' are very beautiful in a
wild state, quite equal, I consider, to the
mother blue, but in my garden I liave observed
a decided falling ofl'. I have no duubt, liowever,
that a few years of cultivation in England will

bring them up to their proper excellence.

I gave the name of sardensis to the first

variety I discovered, as I found it on the Mah-
moud Dagh, from which in an easterly direction
you can see the plains of Sardis. The distinc-
tive features of sardensis are its deeper and
almost entirely porcelain-blue petals and small
white eye. It is found growing from a few
mUes beyond Nymphio to the neighbourhood of
the village of Parsa. White and pink sports
exist, but are not so pretty as those of Lucilioe.

Gigautea was so called by me simply owing
to the very large size of the flower. It grows
on the Boz Dagli or TmoUis range above Allah
Clieir, the site of the ancient Philadelphia, and
dift'ers materially from LucQite and sardensis in
colour. Flowering as, I see by your columns,
it is with Messrs. Barr in their Tooting nursery,
I need not describe it very closely, but may say
that I believe it will be very much admired
when properly cared for. The bulbs 1 sent
Messrs. Barr, like those I kept for myself,
appeared to suffer more than usual from their
transfer in a growing state to a warmer tem-
perature. The white and pink sports are very
handsome.

I may remark, before referring to Tmolusi,
that gigantea differs so widely in many respects

from the preceding varieties, that at times I am
tempted to believe that it is not a Chionodoxa
at aU. I must leave the classing, however, to

those more learned in botany than myself.

C. Tmolusi, not Timolusi, as it has been erro-

neously called in some horticultural catalogues,

grows apparently pretty generally on tlie Tmolus
range, and from thence arose my choice of the
name I gave it. To describe it exactly without
the flower being before me will be difficult, but,

generally speaking, I may say tliat the plant is

dwarfer, more free flowering, and more brilliant

in colouring than either Lucili;e or sardensis.

The white eye is larger than in Lucili;c, and the
blue tip to the petals more vivid than in sar-

densis. The bulbs are small, rarely exceeding
that of a good-sized Pei in size, and when taken

require any further information, I shall be happy
to lay before them all my limited stock.

Sinynia. Edward Whittall.

*j(.* Many thanks. Any notes on the flora of

your district wiU be most welcome.

—

Ed.

Salpicliroma rhomboideum; berried nutu;al size,

out of the soil are whitish instead of brown, as

in the other varieties. I shall be pleased to

send !Mr. Elwes a few good bulbs of each for

trial, and am sure that after blooming the same
he will agree with me that flowers showing such

marked differences in colour and size merit a

distinguishing name.

I enclose a photograph of Chionodoxa Tmolusi
and gigantea taken several days after the flowt rs

were brought down to Smyrna. Tlie colouring

of gigantea, done by a friend, is fairly good, but

the flowers of Tmolusi were too faded to be well

copied.

The fear of trespassing on your valuable

.space, as well as on your readers' patience,

deters me from referring to the many other

bulbous plants I have found in tlie vicinity of

Smyrna, but should you or your subscribers

SALPICHROMA RHO:\rBOIDEUM.
This plant of the Solanum family is a native of
tlie Argentine Republic, whence it was sent to
France by Dr. Sacc a few years since under
the name of Solanum pratense. As an orna-
mental plant it cannot be said to be much
superior to the common black-berried Night-
shade (Solanum nigrum) of our hedges, which
it closely resembles in tlie general character of
its very abundant tufty foliage and its creeping
and spreading branches. The numerous small

white flowers, however, are
succeeded by berries of
oblong shape (see illustra-

tion), which at first are
green, but afterwards be-
come pure white, trans-

parent, and of elegant ap-
pearance. On lifting up an
armful of the branches, as
the plant lies on the ground
in fruiting time, the foliage

appears to be starred all

over with the pretty ivory-
white berries. These are
too strong - tasted to be
pleasant eating, the flavour
somewhat resembling that
of the Pine-apple, and leav-

ing a disagreeable after-

taste in the mouth ; they
are also, perhaps, not very
wholesome. We have, how-
ever, met with some Creoles
who appeared to enjoy them.

The best mode of utilis-

ing Salpicliroma rhomboi-
deum as an ornamental
plant is to have it growing
pendent over the face of
rockwork, or on a trellis or
a piece of wire-netting, thus
displa5-ing botli flowers and
fruit in the most effective

manner. From the astonish-
ing profusion of foliage

which the plant produces
on its creeping shoots and
branches, it is also one of
the very best subjects that
can be employed for cover-
ing bare arid places in parks
or gardens where nothing
else can be grown. For this

latter purpose the plant, which is perfectly hardy
ill the climate of Paris, will, no doubt, be fimnd
very serviceable in landscape gardening.

—

Bevtie

Hortk'ule.

Double-flowered Snowdrops.—In reply to
" D. T. F.'s" query (The Gauiien, April il. p.
iUG) as to whether the single-flowered Snow-
drop ever produces double blooms here, I may
say there is no tendency whatever to doubling
in this district. Strange to say, the double variety

does not seem to increase here so freely as the
single. I planted a few clumps of double-flowered
Snowdrops a few years ago for comparison, but they
have disappeared, and neithir last seiison nor this

have I found any double flowers, although I looked
carefully for them. I have frequently heard that

Snowdrops are earlier here than south of the
Tweed. Perhaps our proximity to the sea may
l.ave something to do with it. At this date (April 8)
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Snowdrops are quite over, and only a flower or two
of the later varieties in shady spots can be seen. It

is scarcely correct to say the Snowdrops are in a
state of nature here, as about three-fourths of the

area under them lias been added within the last ten

or a dozen years. About the end of August or

beginning of September the turf is pared off lightly

on a section where the bulbs have been undisturbed

for four or five years previous, and will bear thinning.

The ground is forked over lightly from 2 inches to

3 inches deep without injuring the tree roots and
the full-sized and surplus bulbs collected, leaving

enough small bulbs in the ground to stock it again.

The ground is then levelled and the turf relaid,

passing a roller over it to finish the work. If it is

desired to stock a fresh section the turf is taken

lightly off, the bulbs are sown over the surface,

pointed in with a fork to a depth of from 2 inches

to 3 inches, the ground is levelled, and the turf re-

laid and rolled as before. In this way, by doing a
little each year, a considerable area can soon be
stocked, and it the soil and situation are favour-

able, the flowers in a few years should cover the
ground every spring as plentifully as the ears of

Corn in a cornfield.—D. Melville, Dunrolin
Castle Gwrdens.

HARDY ROCK PLANTS.
" A Reader from the Commencement " says,
" I have nearly finished a good-sized rockery. Can
you or some contributor to The Garden tell me
some of the best flowering plants to put into it .'

"

I will do my best to assist you, and I daresay
there are several others who can also contribute.

Properly constructed and properly planted, a
rockery is one of the most interesting features

in an outdoor garden, and there is abundance of

material to suit your purpose. The family of

Saxifrages contributes a host in themselves for this

purpose ; many of them are small and grow natur-

ally from apparently narrow cre\ices in the rocks,

but this does not say that they do not require soil

to grow in ; therefore it behoves those constructing
rockwork to so build up the whole that an ample
supply is to be found beneath and behind these
small crevices. The soil must be sandy and gritty,

and so arranged that although it may receive a
good supply of water the drainage shall be ample,
and that nothing remains to stagnate or turn sour.

If this has not been the one object kept in view,
Ithough the larger growing kinds may grow apace
and flourish, the more delicate, and these are
ausually the most beautiful kinds, will not thrive.

As you say the situation is prepared, I hope this

point has been well studied, and if so, all will go
well ; but unless the crevices in the rocks or stones
are properly arranged the plants will starve and
present a miserable appearance. Many of these
little plants root very deeply, and herein lies the
secret of their existence in our climate during our
dry summer months.

The family of Saxifrages is a very large one.

We are told that the kinds have become mixed
and have got into endless confusion

; nevertheless,

I will here give you brief descriptions of some of
the kinds as I have known them for many years,
and by the names which you will be able to get
them from those tradesmen who have devoteil
themselves to hardy and alpine flowers. The species
are arranged alphabetically, judging this will be
more convenient th;m arranging them in groups :

—

SaxifraciA Aizoon.—This is a plantof groat beauty
without its flowcTs. The leaves form dense cusliion-like

Hilvi'ry tufts of Kr«it InMuty. I have siieoimcns cif

it, (Mfli iilmut (i iuclics liinli, t'n>in tlie mountains of
Salzburg, and i liavo grown it .as a border plant to
douhlu that size. The blooms arc* pretty, but not showy,
white, more or loss suffused with green.

S. AizoiDES (llio Yr'llow Mountain Saiifrage) ia a
vory pretty nativr iilaiit. \t enjoys snnunvhat moist
places, and, liko tliu provious kind, will succeed low
down on the rockery. It appears to most advantage
whon planted in large clumps. Its atoms are documhent
and clothed witli s(jino\vliat largo loaves. Tlio stoma
aril niuch-brancliod and boar numoi-ons sliowy flowers,
which are rich deep yellow with numerous rod dots.

S. AKETI0IDE8.—Tliis is another yellow-ftowerod

kind. It, however, thrives best in crevices of the
rockery, and makes little silvery cushions, which are
surmounted in the spring months by rich bright yellow
flowers. The plant seldom exceeds 2 inches in height
whin in flower. It is a somewhat free grower and a
perfect gem.

S. ASPERA.—When not flowering, this is a pretty.
Moss-like plant ; the lower leaves are closely set aud
ovor-lapping. During the end of summer, liowever, it

flowers, and then it attains a height of some 4 inches or
more ; the stem leaves are larger and more widely sot.

The flowers are medium-sized and French white. It

comes from Switzerland.

S. AlLioNi.—This isalittlegem for a small crevice.
It forms little rosettes of cunoate leaves, the whole
plant less than an inch high. 'Its flower-spike, 4 inches
or more high, bears a small corymb of large white
flowers. It comes from the Italian Alps.

S. BuRSERiANA.—A beautiful plant which grows an
inch or more high. It spreads over a considcralilo
space as it gets established. The leaves are .^tiff iind

of a light green, the flowers being large and pure white.
It comes from the Pyrenees.

S. BRYOIDES.—This is suitable for little crevices
w-hich are near the eye. It forms dense little rosettes,
siinilar to those of S. csesia. I have it from Salzburg
with flower-.?tems 2 inches high, bearing a single large
white flower. The examples from Switzerland are not
EO high. It is a little gem, flowering in July and
August.

S. C.ESIA (the silver mossy Saxifrage) is a gem. I

have it from Salzburg, where it appears to grow
strong, measuring nearly 5 inches high to the top of

its branched spike, but under cultivation I have never
seen it more than about 3 inches high. It appears
like little silvery, mossy stars on the rocks, and its vory
slender flower-stems are mucli-branchod and many-
flowered, the flowers being large aud white. Although
such a neat and compact little plant, it thrives well in

our gardens. I have examples of this plant also from
Switzerland, where it does not appear to differ in any
material degree, and I believe it is found in all tlie

alpine regions of Southern Europe.

S. CRUSTATA.—This has been called a small form of

S. lougifolia, but under cultivatiou I have always no-
ticed its distinct character. In specimens sent me from
Switzerland the plant forms dense tufts, the leaves

being narrow aud less than an inch long, thickly mar-
gined with white dots, which give the rosettes a beau-
tiful silvery wdiite appearance'; the flower-stem is

9 inches high, the long slender branches bearing two
and three white flowers at the ends. It is a beautiful

plant and requires a good depth of soil.

S. CERATOPHYLLA (the Stag's-liorn Saxifrage) is a

strong-growing, dense. Moss-like plant, producing in

great abundance loose panicles of large white flowers.

When in bloom it is about 9 inches high, but with-

out flower some 2 inches or 3 inches. It is very free

and grows in almost any position; forms a beautiful

green covering, and flowers early. It comes from
Spain.

S. CUNEIFOHA is not remarkable for the beauty of

its 'flowers, hut I admire it for its pretty rosettes of

entire, wedge-shaped leaves. It flowers freely, the
spike varying from 3 inches to G inches in height ; the
blooms, however, are small and greenish white. It

comes from Switzerland.

S. EUOSA.—This kind is from North America, and
is well deserving a place in all collections of these
plants for the beauty of its leaves, which are 9 inches
or more long and about 1^ inches wide. The panicle
rises to the height of IS inches or 2 feet, and is much
branched, the flowers being small and gi'eenish yellow.

It is most suitable for a boggy jjlace.

S. ELKOANS is a pretty Irish plant, with roundish
leaves, winch are deeply toothed. It grows friun

4 inches to fi inches high, the panicle being branched,
and bearing nomerous rather small flowers, wliicli aro

wlute, spotted with pink. \V. II. ti.

Bulbous flowers in 1889.—Here all bull)ous

llowcu's aro undeniably lielow the average in either

quality or quantity— often in both. Looking round
my garden yestenlay, in order to answer your
question, I came to the conclusion that it was need-
less to particularise, nearly every bulbous flower

being in inferior condition. The worst, however,
are such as imperatively require summer beat and a
long rest— for instance, Tulipa Grcigi and the
Corbularias. The best, so far as I can judge of

tliem at present, are the more robust Narcissi,

such as Horsfleldi, Empress, and the other large and
late kinds. My white DaflEodils look worse this

year than I remember to have ever seen them look.

Everything has been untoward for bulbs. Unripened
in summer, they were brought into sappy leaf-growth
in January by the mild wet winter, and were then
checked and stunned by the frosty winds of Feb-
ruary and March.— G. H. Engleheart, Appleshair,

Andover.

Antirrhinums.—These have not borne out the
promise of the early part of the winter, as old

plants have died wholesale. This mortality is pro-

bably the product of the excessive rainfall of the

previous year, allied to lack of sunshine to harden
and mature the plants, as I have often found Antirr-

hinums to come through harder winters than the
past one comparatively unhurt. Without doubt,

the best plants, on the whole, to stand the winter
are those raised from a sowing made in August, as,

though small, they still seem to suifer only in a trifling

degree. A sowing of seed last month, made under
glass, will give an abundance of strong plants to

go out at the end of May, and these will produce
a very fine crop of flowers in the autumn, although
perhaps late for seed-production. Still they bloom
so long and so profusely in the autumn, that, on the

whole, a more abundant bloom is obtained from the

Antirrhinums than is produced in the summer.

—

A. D.

Florists' Carnations.—A writer (p. 294) says:
" In small gardens the florists' Carnations are very
often dismal failures." This is a platitudinous re-

mark which might be made to apply just as well to

Cabbages or anything else as to Carnations, but if

it is meant to convey that florists' Carnations can
only be successfully cultivated in large gardens, it

only shows how little acquaintance the writer pos-

sesses with a matter on which he is so anxious that

amateurs should not be " misled." The great ma-
jority of the exhibitors at the three Carnation

shows in London, Oxford, and Manchester are

amateurs who grow the florists' Carnations in small

gardens. All Mr. Dodwell's finest seedlings up to

the time of his removal to Oxford seven years ago
were raised in a small garden within ten minutes'

ride of Victoria Station, and all his greatest

triumphs as an exhibitor were gained from the

same spot. The prize for the best Carnation at the

exhibition of the National Carnation and Picotee

Society in London has been taken tlie last two
years by amateurs with small gardens. The first

prize for twelve Carnations and the first prize for

twelve Picotees at the exhibition of the Carnation

and Picotee Union at Oxford last year—the largest

exhibition of Carnations hitherto held—were taken

by an amateur growing his flowers in a small gar-

den. The florists' Carnations are, in fact, true

townsmen's flowers.—M. Kowan.

Primula obconica poisonous.— It haviog
come to my knowledge that a florist of this place,

David Cliffe, was suffering from jioison supposed to

have been caused by some plant, I was leil by what
has appeared in Garden and Fon-nt to suspect that

perhaps Primula obconica might be that plant. I

wrote him of my suspicion, and this is wdiat he
replies :

—

I am positive fliat I'riniula oltooniOa is poisonous to

some persons. A..* you know. I was undor ti'oiitinont

tor ]ioison which I received from I'oinsottia, through
outs in my hand. Feeling muoli bettor, I busied myself

])otting my Primulas. In tlu» evening I was I'om-

plotfdy lilinil tVoin my faeo being swollen. It remained

in this I'oiiilition for a day. Siueo t his my foreman,

at tor packing up some of the i)lants, had his hands and
arms poisoned. Last week a customer who hail liought

some of the plants refused to take any more, saying

sonie who had liandlod thoni were i»i>isonod by them.

It is hard to believe this of any Primula; and
probably the eases in which it poisons .are very few,

as there is no doubt that humlreds liaudle it with

no ill ell'eots, just as is the case with many other

plants. Personally, I am compelled to avoid any
eontact with the common Poison Ivy; and even the

seeds of the Oregon Maple (Acer macrophyllum)

and of the Ostrya virginica, both of which are

covered with minute hairs, and excite an itching

and inflammation of my hands, while many others
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who have handled them are not at all affected. The
Primula obconica is such a beautiful and useful

plant that it will be much regretted if it should be
proved to be really poisonous to many persons.

—

Joseph Mkbhan, in Garden and Forest.

NOTES ON HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
I SUPPOSE one may include Lilies under this desig-

nation, as they are included in collections which
are exhibited as collections of herbaceous plants,

and as I wish to submit one or two things in refer-

ence to them, I shall make use of the privilege and
act accordingly. In nothing did I observe the

effects of the drought of 1887 more than in them

—

at least that is what I attribute their conduct to.

Many of them which had done well with me (I

mean of the common sorts) were very different,

thus the very beautiful, although common, L.

testaceum, which has generally grown with mo
5 feet or feet high, did not reach to above 4 feet,

and the flowering stems were comparatively weak
;

and here let me say that my experience of these

things is on a limited scale. My garden is small,

and I am only able to write of single clumps, where
some would have hundreds in their gardens, yet as

there are many similarly situated, my notes may be
helpful to them.

Of all the varieties of Lilium auratum that I have
grown, that called platyphyllum is the most satis-

factory. Not only is the flower itself larger, with
broad, well-shaped petals, but the plant seems to be
of a better constitution than the ordinary varieties,

which are so apt to die off. I do not know its

origin, whether it is a natural variation or obtained
from any different locality. I do not at all care for

those varieties (rubro-vittatum, &c.) which have a
red band on the centre of the petals instead of the
yellow one ; they always seem to me to have a dirty

appearance, and are not at all so pretty as the type.

There is a point on which I should like to have
the experience of others. We have all heard a good
deal about, and most of us have grown Lilium
Harrisi, about which your correspondent wrote
recently in The Gaeden. The point about
which I want to know something, however, was
left untouched ; I mean whether it goes back again
to its original character. It is believed to be
Lilium longifiorum, improved by change of climate
and perhaps of soil ; but there are several things
which thrive for a while, or when they are under
the special conditions which have produced this

change, but which seem to fail after a time. My
experience of it is, of course, limited, Ijut I have
found that it has, in some cases after a couple of

years, broken off into bulbs which only produce a
single bloom, although there may be three or four

stems in the pot ; if this is so, I suppose, as in the

case of Ixias and other bulbs, we must import them
annually. What surprised me more than anything
about Lilies was the total disappearance of two
clumps of the common orange Lily which I had
grown for some years, but which never made their

appearance above ground last season at all. I could
find no trace of them in the soil save a few scales.

Why and how they went, I have not tlie slightest

idea.

Eeemubus robustcs axd E. Olg.e.— I do not
know when I have been more struck by the beauty
of an herbaceous plant than I was by a spike of

this Asphodel-like flower exhibited by Mr. Ware at

the Aquarium'last September. It led me to attempt
their growth, but whether with success time must
show. They evidently, from the account given of

them in The Garden last year, require a dry spot,

or at any rate protection from much wet during the
winter, and a warm locality during the summer.
There is also some danger arising from the fact that
they push their shoots somewhat early, and so be-

come exposed to the spring frosts which are espe-

cially trying in these south-eastern parts of Eng-
land. I believe E. Olga: is about the hardiest

species yet introduced, and some day one may hope
to see it in flower. Another plant of which 1 have
had no out-of-door experience is

EuBYANGiUM (OR FERULA) Sambi'l, a curious
plant, the roots of which have a peculiarly strong

Musk perfume, for which reason the plant is much
used in the toilet chambers of the fair dames of

Turkestan. The plant has fine, large, spreading.

Fennel-like' fronds, and requires room. I put it out

into the border last spring, but have not had
time yet to see whether it will do well. If it suc-

ceeds, it ought to make a good plant on a lawn or

in a wide border ; it will not do to be crowded up
by other plants. I saw it once well exhibited by

Messrs. Dickson and Co., of Chester, but then it

was as a pot plant, and, of course, it gave no indi-

cation of what it might be out of doors.

Hbpatic.as.—I must confess to being thwarted in

my attempts to grow these common, but pretty

spring flowers, nor do I find that I am singular in

this respect. They seem to me to be much like

the white Lily. If you try to grow them they resist

too often your well-meant endeavours ; but they

will grow in all manner of places without the least

trouble. Speaking to a very eminent grower of

herbaceous plants about them, he said three things

were necessary ; 1, that they should be grown in

shade ; 2, that the ground on which they are planted

should be well trenched ; and 3, that they should

have liquid manure given to them in the summer.
Now two of these things one can easily do, but

when you have only a desire to grow a few plants

it is not very easy to trench the ground. Another

point is that they should not be moved. And yet I

have seen plants in cottage gardens where the only

one of these conditions that is fulfilled is that of leav-

ing them alone. I have seen some grovring in full

sunlight and the plants crowded with flowers. H.

angulosa I can do fairly well, but it is the older and
commoner kinds which baffle me. However, I must
have a try this year under new conditions, and
see what the result will be.

Chionodoxa Lucili^.—Here I have a fine

border of this quite 30 feet long and 1 foot wide

with such a sheen of lovely blue. And now the

bulbs, having been there some years, throw up
the flowering stems higher and produce more
flowers. Mine have seeded, too, all over the place.

Some of them have come up on the walks and
between the stones which line the paths, so that in

a little while all the bed will be filled with them.

Has anyone noticed the great depth to which the

bulbs descend ! I have been trying to get up some
of these stray seedlings for a friend, and I found that

the bulbs were fully 10 inches below the surface,

so that it is almost impossible to get them up with-

out a spade, a fork being utterly useless. I know
of no bulb that roots so deeply as this. Is not

the gigantea variety simply one that has shown

the benefits of cultivation? Sardensis is very

beautiful also, but I do not think that it can

compare with the lovely azure blue of Lucili.'B.

Primulas.—It was once said to me by, I think,

my good friend Mr. Llewelyn that Primulas ought

to be grown from seed, for that they deteriorated

in a few years. I have been reminded of this by

the behaviour of mine the last two years. Some of

them, such as capitata, cashmeriana, rosea and

scotica, certainly seem to have lost vigour, and

although for the sake of experiment I removed a

plant into the border, where it would have richer

and better soil, I see that the flower-heads are not

what they used to be, and the stems are not one-

half the height. The roots of scotica have disap-

peared altogether, and yet we are in the county of

Primroses, and our lanes and woods are full of

them ; but we cannot tell whether tlie plants are

seedlings, and whether the older plants perish. That

a vast number of seedlings spring up every year is

very evident from the size and diameter of the

plants, but it is not so evident whether the old plants

die off.

Da I'll NE8.— I was under the impression at one time

that I could not grow these alpine shrubs here, but I

have been agreeably disappointed, seeing how splen-

didly D.Cneorum and D. lilagayana did on the rich

loamy soil of Mr. Bunyard's nursery at AUington,

near Maidstone. I procured a couple of plants, and

they seem to me to be doing very well. They are

so early in flowering and so sweet scented, that I

should be glad to grow them successfully.
• Delta.

Galanthus nivalis Atkinsi, or Cr. Imperati
(Atkins).— In Mr. Barr's bulb list for 1875 a new
Snowdrop was offered under the name of G. Im-
perati at 2s. 6d. per root. I learn from Mr. Barr
that he got it from the late Mr. James Atkins, of
Painswick, who would give no information about it

excepting that "it came from the kingdom of
Naples." In those days Snowdrops had not come
into fashion, and I imagine that very few amateurs
invested in the new kind. Mr. Barr tells me that
the late Mr. George Wheeler, of Warminster, was
the only one in the trade who ordered roots of it.

ilr. Barr's soil did not suit Snowdrops, and in a
year or two his small stock of Atkins's variety dis-

appeared. In the spring of 1881, when looking
through the Warminster Nursery, I was much
struck with a row of the finest Snowdrops I had
ever seen, and I at once secured some roots which
I brought away with me. Mr. Backhouse did not
offer G. Imperati until 1877. I had roots direct
from him, and also from other sources at various
times, but they were quite different from Atkins's
form and not nearly so fine. As the more recently
introduced plant is now everywhere known as G.
Imperati, I think it would be well to call Atkins's
form G. nivalis Atkinsi, as it would be a great pity
to mix it up with the G. Imperati of commerce. It

is a very fine plant with a vigorous constitution,
and distinct in growth and flower.

—

Ja.mes Allen,
Pnrli House, Sliepion Mallet.

Some new 'Weigelas.—"To obtain one really
valuable novelty, it is necessary to test at least a
dozen no better than, if so good as, those already in
our possession," says Josiah Hoopes in the Tribune.
" If flower-loving people would bear in mind," says
Mr. Hoopes, " that new names are not necessarily
new varieties, they might be saved much disappoint-
ment." This reflection occurred after having im-
ported and bloomed a large collection of Weigelas,
most of which proved no better than the old, well-
known varieties. Among the most distinct of the
newer introductions is a beautiful dark red called
Pecheur fils. somewhat in the way of the striking
W. floribunda. Another form with large blood-red
flowers is Voltaire. This is a very vigorous grower
with large coarse foliage, and will be useful for
grouping with the lighter coloured varieties. None
of the recently introduced Weigelas with varie-
gated leaves are equal to the old W. variegata nana
in effectiveness, although Looymansi has yellowish
tinted foliage, which affords a good contrast in the
season. Gigantiflora is only noticeable for a few
very large flowers and vigorous growth. Candida,
not strictly new, but little known as yet, is a strong-
growing and free-flowering variety which produces
an abundance of pHre white flowers, which entitle it

to take precedence as a valuable hardy shrub. The
old W. hortensis nivea, which has heretofore been
our only white form, is not reliable. Another little-

known form of undoubted excellence is Groene-
wegeni, which produces dark rosy red flowers in the
greatest profusion. A specimen 10 feet high and
the same in diameter was during the past season a
perfect ball of lovely flowers, which entirely covered
every portion of the plant. One of the most dis-

tinct and valuable of the newer Weigelas is Abel
Carriere.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Chionodoxa LucilisB seeding.—Tliose who
irrow this Chionodoxa should )»i' careful not to remove
tlie stems after flowering, as seeds generally ripen, and
these gerniinate freely, often at some distance from the
original plants. These seedlings quickly gain strength
anil eventually flower freely.— K. M.

Aucuba japonica variegata as a lawn
I»lant.— I lately saw a splendid chniip of this i)lant
growing in a sunken part of the lawn. It measured
fully 25 feet across and from 12 feet to V> feet high. It
was iiuite rt)und, hut yet not too formal nor closely
elip])ed, and thickly elotlietl with foliage right down to
(lie Grass. It was a splemliil (bjoct as viewed from the
higher ground above it.—E. M.

Foxgloves.—In some parts of the woods, which
are Crown |>roperty, not far from here are colonies
of Foxgloves. The largest trees are Oaks, under
which Hazel is thinly planted. Amongst this
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under^owth are growing acres, I may say, of Fox-

gloves, and they look well when in full bloom and

are much admired, being close to tlie high road

from Portsmouth to London. They give an early

promise of a fine show later on.—E. Moltneux.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Bedding areangemekts. — Every type or de-

scription of flower gardening has its admirers and

advocates, and it is well that it is so, otherwise

many good flowers would either be entirely lost or

partially neglected. Of all the phases of gardening

none has come in for so larije a share of abuse as

summer bedding-out, and I readily admit that oft-

times such abuse is well deserved. The system is

right enough did the gardener but strive to do his

part well by following more the bent of his

own notions of beauty than merely copyingthe ar-

rangements of others. Notes, hints, and suggestions

are very proper and sometimes helpful, but when

a man copies the patterns of others he need not be

astonished if his bedding arrangements prove a fail-

ure. I shall be pardoned the apparent egotisni of

saying that whatever success has attended fmy

efforts in this department of gardening I attribute

to the resolution made many years since that
^

I

would make no copies, and further, that, so far as in

my power lay, the bedding-out arrangements for one

year should be totally different from that of the

preceding. To carry out this idea the more com-

pletely, and that I might not repeat the arrange-

ments of the previous year in the succeeding one,

I determined to make no note of the arrangements,

other than of those my late employer particularly

fancied and wished to have repeated, a practice to

which I still adhere. It may be helpful to some-

one wishing to work on the same lines if I give an

outline of the procedure in respect of arrangements.

We will suppose the garden was exceptionally

gay last year with Pelargoniums, Marguerites,

Dahlias, and the like, and that these were allowed

to grow in what 1 shall call natural form, there

being only sufficient curtailment of growth to keep

the plants within their allotted space, no formality

in fact, but as a set off, foliage beds arranged in

geometrical fashion, with graceful standard plants

in central positions; a third, say, of the whole of the

beds being of this type, and all vases as gay as it is

possible to make them. Then this arrangement

would the following year be succeeded by arrange-

ments as opposite as suitable summer bedding

plants could make them. The leading flowering

plants would be Fuchsias, A^olas, Heliotropes,

Petunias, herbaceous Lobelias, Begonias, and Pelar-

goniums; and as standard plants amongst ptlier

flowers would be Fuchsias, Abutilons, Marguerites.

There would be the same extent of foliage beds,

varied, of course, by a total change of designs and

positions, the beds that were flowers last year

being foliage this, and vice versa. By strict ad'

herence to the rule here given, we have each sea-

son for many years been able so to change the

arrangements that persons who see it frequently

each year frequently say, " How different your ter-

race garden is from last year." This year circum-

stances render it necessary that the arrangements

should be of a description requiring little labour,

and to attain this object a greater use than for-

merly is being made of small ornamental shrubs

—

Retinosporas, Cupressus, and variegated Euonymus.

These are being planted in regular form in circular

beds, and it is intended to plant between them

tuberous Begonias, Fuchsias, Violas, and probably

Pelargoniums, arrangements that I have no doubt

will prove as effective as any we have yet had.

Other kinds of hardy plants we shall also use in

large numbers, many of which, such as Pansies,

Violas, and Sedums, are already planted.

New Zealand Fla.\ (Phormium tenax),—We
have three varieties, and all of them perfectly

hardy. As the I'liormium is suitable alike for the

lawn and flower bed.s, we have for some time been

striving to increase the slock of it. The Phormium
is a strong rooter, and the roots take a perpendicular

direction ; hence removal means a serious check to

growth, and should only be done when it is abso-

lutely necessary for the purpose of obtaining offsets

for increase of stock. These, taken off with a little

of the root adhering, rarely fail to make plants, but

they are a long while about. We plant the offsets

in light sandy soil at the foot of a south wall, and
in twelve months' time they make plants of about

five leaves, which come in well for the sub-tropical

beds. We have plants of the variegated variety in

two large square vases that when first planted some
dozens of other bedding plants were required to

fill them out, but the whole of which the Phor-

miums now monopolise, and nothing could look

more noble, and, better still, they take care of

themselves.

Beautiful climbebs for low walls.—They
are Euonymus radicans variegatus and Cotoneaster

microphylla—plants that in the strict sense of that

term are not climbers, and yet there are few better

adapted for clothing low walls. We have a few yards

of walling thus furnished, and I often regret that

the extent is so small. The contrast between the

light variegation of the Euonymus and the glossy

dark green of the Cotoneaster is charming. By a

little manipulation during the flrst season of plant-

ing, to see that no back shoots hinder the branches

fitting close in to the wall, they will after that

grow perfectly flat to the wall and cling without

either ties or nailing.

Hardy flowers now in pull beauty.—I

name them according to merit as now flowering in

our hardy plant borders : Anemone blanda, Hya-
cinths, Daffodils in variety. Wallflowers, Primroses,

and Polyanthuses, the blue Windflower, white

Arabis, Forget-me-not, and Daisies. Hepaticas,

blue, pink, and white, and Scillas are just over.

W.W.

Rose Garden.

THE ARTISTIC GROUPING OF COT ROSES
AT EXHIBITIONS.

This has been the pleasant dream not only of en-

thusiasts, but of many of the more cultured prac-

tical rosarians for years. And still it is but a

dream, not from any unwillingness to make Rose

shows more artistic, and consequently more at-

tractive, but rather from the practical difliculties

inherent in the nature of the problem. These diffi-

culties are much more formidable than they seem.

I do not advance this as a reason for ignoring art

and substituting ugliness in the arrangement of

Rose shows, for most horticulturists have long since

learned to look on difficulties as things to be mas-

tered, but rather as a plea for moderating extrava-

gant expectations as to the possibilities and place

for art in the arrangement of exhibitions of cut

Roses. Some! of us who have had great expecta-

tions in. this direction could hardly do better than

read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the weighty

remarks of Mr. T. W. Girdlestone in The Garden,
March 80 (p. 277). No one can accuse Mr. Girdle-

stone of throwing cold water on art at Rose shows.

On the contrary, by showing what is possible,

under special conditions most unfavourable to

artistic combinations, he has chosen the likeliest

route towards substantial improvement.

In addition to the difficulties of transit, space,

time, and competition named by Mr. Girdlestone

there is the greater one of the liability to perish

and the necessity for their stems being placed in

water to carry them creditably through a one, to

say nothing of a two days' show. The need of

water to preserve the flowers fresh necessitates

trays, tubes, bottles, jars, or water-tight vessels of

some sort beneath the flowers. And it is hardly too

much to say tliat these water • holders are the

despair of artists, and almost incompatible with

artistic combinations.

Possibly the bunching of Roses might prove a

considerable improvement on showing them in

singles or in threes, provided they were not over-

bunched, as Mr. Girdlestone very pithily puts it, as

cut flowers, including Roses, mostly are

the size of the bunches could be met by bunching
the flowers on the spot. This, however, would
necessitate a very severe revolution in the manage-
ment of Rose shows, viz., that all tents, stages, kc,
should be ready for the exhibits at least twelve or

twenty-four hours before the opening of the show.

By extending Rose bunches into groups, and
arranging the latter on the ground or on raised

stands or tables, based with water trays, wider

areas would be furnished for the artistic combina-

tion and exhibition of the forms, colours, and more
natural character of Roses.

Vases, baskets, sprays, branches, bouquets of

Roses might also be exhibited of all sizes, from the

most effective single bloom with foliage to masses

of blooms, leaves, and branchlets of any given area,

competition in vases or baskets being confined to

those of similar sizes.

It might also be possible, though difficult, to form
beds, valleys, and even arches of cut, climbing and
other Roses on Grass or mossy banks at exhibitions.

One more point occurs to me as I write, and that

is the desirability, perhaps absolute necessity, of

combining Roses in pots with cut blooms before

Rose shows can be made really artistic. This

would enable aU the more permanent features of

the exhibition to be arranged in good time, and

with the express object of making the most and

the best of the entire Rose show from an artistic

point of view. A first step at least might be taken

towards the artistic showing of Roses by the offer-

ing of a few valuable prizes to the most artistic

exhibition of Roses in pots and cut Roses combined

at the forthcoming Chiswick show, the only limit

or check in judgment or taste being that each com-

peting group should be of the same area.

It would seem invidious to give names, else it

would be easy to name several of our cultured

rosarians who are eminently qualified and possess

ample means of furnishing such artistic combina-

tions of pot and cut Roses as few have ever dreamed

of, and fewer have yet seen, either in a state of

nature or art, or of both combined. D. T. F.

Standard Tea Roses in pots.—Those who
have not seen a collection of Tea Roses growing in

pots and gently forced to have them in bloom

about the middle of April, have no idea how well

this section Is adapted to pot culture as standards.

Given good treatment, they make free growth and

produce blooms of high quality. Tea Roses are

more suitable for growing as standards in pots than

are Hybrid Perpetuals, for the reason that the

growth of the Tea Roses is more of a weeping cha-

racter. Arranged with other low-growing flowering

plants, these standard Teas are very effective when

in bloom. Liberal feeding at the roots when grow-

ing freely, fairly close pruning—say to within two

and three eyes—and a temperature of about 55° by

night, with a rise of 10° by day, will lead to suc-

cess. The following are some of the varieties

which succeed well under this form of growth :

Mme. Bravy, Cheshunt Hybrid, Souvenir d'un Ami,

Niphetos, Souvenir d'Elise, Mme. Lambard, and l)e-

voniensis.—E. M.

Hoses and Asparagus.—I much like Mr.

Muir's idea (The Gaudkn, March 30, p. 2.S) of

this combination. Artistically, the two plants match

well on the principle of strong contrast, and I liave

noted for years how Roses have shown to more

advantage when grown in close proximity to

Asparagus beds, though 1 have not gone the length

of mixing the two. 1 hope, liowever, to do so

and report progress. Will Mr. Muir kindly say

whether he has salted his Asparagus between his

Roses and how the latter liked it. or h.is he with-

held the saline dressings, wliich, fortunately, are by

no means essential to good Grass .' Also, if he has

noted what effect, if anv, the dual cropping has

had on the longevity of his Roses. Dual cropping

;idd to the longevity of Rose
at times seems to add to

^ , .„ „ , ^ - - And this pijmts, a point of m\ich interest and importance to

phnuse does not merely mean that the bunches are gome whose Roses are always more or less in the

too large, but also that they are too formal and too
, throes of new birth or dissolution. The idea of

tight. Asparagus and Roses reminds me of a cruel instance

The objection as to the difficulties of transit from ' of disqualification that befell a fine box of bloom.«,
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because, forsooth, the exhibitor had the artistic feel-

ing to dress his box witli Asparagus fronds instead
of Moss. It was in vain I contended that the
flowers were the best, even without the novel
greenery, and that the novelty and freshness and
highly artistic effect of the Asparagus sprays de-
served a point or two rather than the cruel brand
of disqualification. Time not only brings its

changes, but its revenges, and I think that unfor-
tunate exhibitor will have his reward when he
comes upon a glorious Rose bed in the flower gar-
den overflowing with beauty and verdure, each
drooping Kose resting its beauteous cheek on the
soft feathery fronds of bending Asparagus foliage.

—D. T. F.

MARECHAL NIEL AS A BEDDING ROSE.
In the climate of Taunton, unless drowned by the
recent floods, no doubt the bed of Mar^chal Niel
Roses described by "J. C. C," March 30, p. 279,
will blossom freely during the coming May and
June, and probably again in the autumn. In less

fortunate climates, where there is little difficulty

in getting the Marechal to grow like a weed on its

own roots or otherwise in the open, its safe winter-
ing or free blossoming is quite another matter.
This is more especially applicable to dwarf plants
in the open air. Standards on Gloire de Dijon
and on the Brier seem considerably hardier than
dwarfs, and the higher the standards the more hardy
they seem. The growth of standards, however, in

the open seldom approximates in vigour to that of

dwarfs. More singular still, the ratio of growth and
of bloom is very often in the inverse ratio. In
other words, the more vigorously the plants grow
the less they bloom, and rioe versa. Another pecu-
liarity of great practical importance in regard to

standard MartJchal Niels to which I have already
called attention in The Gardes deserves to be
again noted. It is this: that standard plants of
Marechal Niel generally flower again in the autumn,
a rich and welcome result not generally nor often
reaped from walls. And these late pickings of the
Marechal, though seldom so large, are more deeply
coloured and richly perfumed than the earlier and
more normal blooms.

It is to be hoped that " J. C. C." will keep us in-

formed of the blooming of the promising Taunton
bed of Marfichals. The prospect of seeing these in

all their brilliancy of golden glory, as well as the
memory of fine shows of years ago judged and en-
joyed make me wish to take the long run o\'er

again, which would be well worth while should the
Marechal keep time with the great shows.

D. T. F.

Pruning Roses.—It is seldom that we read
sounder advice or more to the point on pruning
Roses than that which is contained in the article

by Mr.Girdlestone in THE Gaeden, April 13(p.327).
That which struck me most, as being of great im-
portance in the work of pruning, was the recommen-
dation in the case of the Hybrid Perpetuals to cut
clean away the oldest of the branching stems that
have flowered. This is what I have always main-
tained should be done, because observation will

show that it does not matter in what form the
plants are grown ; whether on their own roots or
worked on any other stock, they invariably send up
a strong young shoot every year from near the base
of the stem. It must be plain to all that these
young and vigorous growths are intended to take
the place of those which are exhausted, and if we
would retain our Roses in vigorous health, the old
wood should be cut away and the young growths
preserved. In the case of dwarf bushes, I have
often observed that these young shoots wliich
spring from the crown of the plant are weaker the
second year than the first, and that they invariably
die at the end of the fourth. The merest novice
can shear over a Rose bush, but it is one tiling to
prune so as to always have the plants full of young
and healthy growth, and another to have them
encumbered with a lot of ile.ad and dying wood.
The man who habitually prunes hard back every
year for the purpose of securing large flowers is

not, of course, so much troubled with dying branches

towards the close of the summer, but it is sure to

be so in the case of those who prune less severely.

Climbing Roses renew themselves on much the same
lines as the Hybrid Perpetuals, as after the growth
gets weak new shoots frequently spring out from
a latent bud near the surface of the soil.

—

J. C. C.

Narcissus committee,Royal Horticultural
Society,—At a meeting of the committee held at

the Drill Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday, April 9,

the following varieties were registered : Santa
Maria, a deep yellow Ajax, collected by Mr. P. Barr,

and grown for more than one season in this

country. Camoens (Mr. Tait's bicolor, bicolor lusi-

tanicus), with perianth segments shorter than the

corona. This has been collected and distributed

by Mr. Tait. Lady Annesley, John Bright (some-
what like obvaUaris), and Roslyn (a form of

princeps) were deferred for further trial or infor-

mation. Little Princess, Stansfield, and Sir W.
Harcourt, three new varieties from among the

Backhouse seedlings, were shown, but no opinion

expressed on them. Dolly Varden, Prince George,

Countess of Desmond, Richard Boyle, and Silver

Bar were not considered to possess any distinct

merit or superiority over other better-known sorts.

The following seedUngs raised in this country were
of interest : From Mr. Wolley Dod a large number
varying considerably in colour, raised from J.

Horsfield, but in most cases very greatly inferior to

the parent ; also a number from obvallaris, which
differed from any shown by Mr. Wilks or Mr.
Engleheart raised by them from the same variety.

Mr. Engleheart brought a number of seedlings

from spurius, showing great variation both in

trumpet and perianth ; seedling from a common
pseudo, fertilised with pollen from Achilles, very

like what is known as scoticus; seedling from
spurius, believed to have been crossed with poeticns

ornatus, very like Sir Watkin; seedling from Vicar

of Lulworth, reverting to the common pseudo

;

seedling from a bicolor crossed with a white Ajax
(Hampshire albino), reverting to a small pseudo;

a double yellow seedling from obvallaris, fertilised

apparently with pollen from Telamonius plenus

which was growing near.—C. R. Scease-Dickins,
Ho7t. See.

SHORT NOTES.—GARDEN DESTROYERS.

Insects in Peach border.—T would be glad to

kuow the name of the enclosed iusects. I find on

pointing over the Peach border that it swarms with
them. Are they injurious? and if so, how can they be

destroyed ?—R. M.
*#* The creatures you enclose are mites, belonging,

I believe, to the genus Trombidium. They are not

vegetable feeders, but are said to live on aphides and
youug freshly hatched caterpillars.— ti. S. S.

Insect powder.—In The Gaeden, April 13

(p. 330), Pyrethrum roseum is given as the source

of the insect powder of commerce, and "in Europe
these flowers are only found in Dalmatia, but these

are white and not rose-violet, like those of the

Caucasus form." I have always been under the

impression that the Dalmatian insect powder, death

to insects, &c., was derived from Pyrethrum cine-

rarirefolium, of whicli we have the identical, or a
very similar plant, in gardens under the name of P.

Willmottei. This species has white flowers, and
has no resemblance whatever to P. roseum. It

forms a tuft of pinnatifid glaucous leaves, from
which spring the long slender stems bearing medium-
sized white flowers. It is very probable that the

powder from the Caucasus is made from P. roseum,

but of that 1 am not certain.—K.

Grubs in greenhouse plants.— I enclose

specimens of insects or maggots that are working
among plants in my greenhouse. They attack the

roots of the plants, and the latter gradually fade and
die. The insects are small, and difficult to see with

the naked eye. Can you tell me what they are, and
how they may be got rid of ?— E. WATTS.

*,* In reply to the above, I liave received grubs

similar to those you sent from several quarters

lately, and I am sorry to say I do not know what
they are, nor can I find out. I have shown them to

various authorities, but can learn nothing definite.

They are, no doubt, either the grubs of a fly or of a
beetle. I hope soon to be able to answer this ques-
tion more satisfactorily. I fancy their natural food
is stable manure, for when I put some of them into

some which was well rotted they worked them-
selves into it with evident satisfaction. How to

destroy them without injuring your plants is a diffi-

cult problem. A quarter of an ounce of corrosive

sublimate, dissolved in 10 gallons of water, might
be useful if the soil were well soaked with it.

—

G. S. S.

Insects in garden.— Would you kindly in-

form me of the name of the insects enclosed ? They
are in very considerable numbers in my garden, and
vary in size. Kindly say if they are harmful to

plants or bulbs, and if so, the best way of getting
rid of them.—J. F. Hindlby.
,* The insects you have sent are specimens of

the flattened millipede (Polydesmus complanatus).
They are very injurious in gardens, and at the same
time are very difficult to get rid of. Pouring boil-

ing water over the soil in which they are would be
very useful if it could be done. Strong brine will

kill them if it can be made to reach them, and a
mixture of soot and water (two handfuls of soot
to a gallon of water), applied to the roots of
plants which are attacked, will drive them away
or kill them. Pieces of board, slate, tiles, or turf

laid firmly on the ground make good traps, as the
millipedes wiU hide under them. Slices of Man-
golds, Turnips, Potatoes, or Carrots, buried just

below the surface of the soil, will attract them.
The grubs you sent at the same time are those of a
beetle, I believe. I am not certain if they be in-

jurious or not. If you have recently been manuring
your ground, they have probably been imported in

the manure.—G. S. S.

Books.

MODERN CREMATION.*
All interested in cremation should see this book.

The argument is very clearly and concisely put, and
the part dealing with precautions as to poisoning
extremely interesting. The carelessness of people
in this country in regard to the question of evi-

dence of the cause of deatn is shown. Those who
are best fitted to judge of the matter suppose that
tliere is a good deal of secret poisoning among us.

Many thousands of bodies are buried in the United
Kingdom every year without even a certiiicate of

death, and, when a certiiicate is obtained, it is a
very different thing from that which is requisite in

France or Germany. There, no one can be buried
until the cau.se of death is oHicially certified by an
independent and competent doctor, who has had
nothing to do with the case.

Names of plants.—H. P.—Dendrohium chry-

santlinm. A. M. T. A.—Narcissus miuor. C.
Ahhott.— 1, Acacia verticillata ; 2, Acacia Drummoudi;
.'i. Acacia arniata ; 4, Woodwardia raiUcans; 5, Asple-
nium viviparum. Q. Thompson sends six flowers of

small Oncidiums to name, two blooms of each, with-
imt any allusion to the habit or growth of the plants.

Tliis is too severe a task. 1, O. lunatum. flowers pale
sulphur-yellow, spotted with brown, Hp white, stained
at the base with dull brown ; 2, <). Icucochilum ; 3, O.
euxanthinum, clear golden yellow, the sepals and petals

dotted with red, crest warty, also dotted with rod, a
pretty species ; 4, O. janeireiise ; 5, (), Suttoni, green-
ish yellow, the basal part of sei)a.Is and petals deep
brown; 6, O. Wentworthianuni. J. ]yi)npolt\—1,

an unusual form of C. Meudeli, good ; 2, Cattleya
Lawrenceana, poor; 3, Odontoglossum Andersonianum.

.4 Ladij Reader.— I, Mackaya bclla ; cannot name
(.'amellias ; if they are imported from Japan, they are

cultivated plants there no doubt ; 3. .Sparmannia
africana ; 4, Brachyseraa acuminata. Tootsij.— 3

,

Adiantum hispidulum ; 2, Lastrea glabella; 3, Lo-
maria giliba ; 4, SelagineUa apus. Q. /-(i»e.— I.

liorotiia tt'trandni ; 2. Aotus gracillima; 3, liaclienalia

tricolor; 4, Stroptocarpus Rexi.

* " Modern Cremation : its History aud Practice."

By Sir H. Thompson. London : Kegan Paul, Trench
and Co., Paternoster Square.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

VALUING STANDING TIMBER AND
VALUERS.

In answer to Mr. Thos. S. Canning (Garden,
August 13, p. 35(>), I have no hesitation in say-

ing that a man who errs m his estimate to the

extent of about 700 feet iii a total of 20l lO foet of

timber, as your correspondent's figures show, is

not fit to go into a wood ; but I cannot believe

that any "timber valuer" could make such a
mistake and not know it. I have frequently

seen falls of nearly 20,000 fall within a fraction

of the valuation, so to speak. It is always an
easy matter for the valuer to put on enough of

measure and leave the purchaser to pull it oil'.

The whole art of valuing timber consists in

ascertaining the quantity and quality of the
timber, and, the market price being generally

pretty well known on both sides, the matter is

soon settled. I prefer selling timber standing
(unless the trees are of a special quality), pay-
ment within a month, all costs and risks to be
borne by the purchaser. When the proprietor
sells to the consumer he may now and then have
an advantage, but he incurs great risk of losses.

The timber is delivered before payment, as a
rule ; customers and risks are multiplied, and
the costs of felling and lotting, &c. , are great
and never all got back again, and, besides, lots

are often left on one's hands. Selling in whole-
sale quantities to largo consumers is another
matterand to be conunended. I attended not long
since a notable sale of timber that was largely

advertised. It was extra heavy stuff, and had
all been lotted out of the woods at a cost of

over £300, 1 was assured. An outside valuer had
been called in in this case also, wlio persuaded
the vendor to allow him to employ a strange
auctioneer from his own neighbourhood and
whose charges were high enough to pay two.
As soon as I entered the field, and saw the lot

with all its good and bad points in every tree
exposed to the eyes of critical purchasers, I

said it would fetch just the same average price

per foot as was realised on a neighbouring estate
for standing timber of the same kind and
quality a month previous, and it did, perhaps a
trifle less, with this difl'erence, that the owner
of the standing timber saved all the costs of

felling, lotting, and valuing. Lotting Fir poles
in the north^ or in Ireland is a different matter
from dealing with the heavy Oak and other
timber often sold in England, and averaging
from .50 to 100 cubic feet each tree. Once you
get your tree on to the wagon, take it away to

the station, or wherever it has to go. Loading
and unloading such heavy timber where neither
steam power nor cranes are available, merely for
the sake of lotting it for the auctioneer, mean
putting 2d. or 3d. per foot on to the costs.

YORKSHIEEMAN.

nearly died outright, all the small branches having
perished, the only signs of life being the adven-
titious shoots pushing from the thick trunks lower

down. To all appearance the tree will not live

another year. Some of the others are showing
similar debility, but as yet decay is confined to tlio

tops of the branches. No tree thrives better here

than the Spanish Chestnut, althoughitdoesnot ripen

its fruit, but a continuance of bad seasons seems in

the end to enfeeble it, in our high and inl.and situa-

tion at least. Our trees have shown the first

symptoms of decay within the past few years.

Previously they were growing fast, and laying on
bark and wood at such a rate in their trunks and
roots as to upheave a massive stone wall several

inches wherever it approached their roots. Several

fine Yews in the most flourishing health have also

shown similar signs of decay, and so have Arau-
carias, Cypresses, Deodars, and other trees.—Y.

Effect of bad seasons on trees.—Talking
on tliis subject to a norfliein nurseryman the other
day, he said that the eflects of cold summers and
unfavouraljle winters liad had a far worse elYect
upon vegetation tlian people generally imagined,
and that the ill effects would continue to be .shown
for years to come upon many kinds of trees,

especially those of the more tender cl.-iss. These
ill elToc.ts he attributed to immature summer growth
subjected to the uncertain vicissitudes of cold winters
iuid frosty sjirings. Tliis conversation originated
while ob.serving tlie condition of some fine old
Sl)anish Chestnuts that have in several instances
e.xhibited symptoms of decay of late. There is an
avenue of them ; none of Ihem are very old, and
ten years ago they were all in .superb health to the
extremities of their topmost boughs. Within these
last two or three years, however, one of them has

FORESTRY.
The planting season is now drawing to a close,

and from the fine open weather experienced in

many parts of the country newly-planted trees

ought to do well. The transplanting of nursery
stock of all kinds should now be finished with-

out delay, and in dry favourable weatlier Scotch
Fir and other hardy tree seeds should be sown,
care being taken not to cover the seeds too

deeply. The size of the seeds of the difl'erent

species of trees is a safe guide in this respect.

Larch seed should not be sown till the end of

the month, and before being sown it should be
spread out on a floor to a depth of some 10
inches or 12 inches and saturated with water.

It should then bo turned twice a day for about
a week, by the end of which time the grains

will have swelled and the embryo buds be on
the move. This precaution in preparing the

seed should always be well attended to, other-

wise failure might result. This is also the

proper time to sow the seeds of the Weeping
Birch, Mountain Pine, Mountain Ash, common
Juniper, Whins, Broom, &c., on bare rocky

places where it is desirable to get up covert for

ornament and shelter. In sowing the seeds a

couple of men should be employed, one to break
the surface among the chinks of rooks and other

places with a hoe, while a second person follows

and drops a few seeds at the spots prepared.

One of the best trees for scenic effect in such
places is the Aspen Poplar (P. trenuila). In
place, however, of sowing the seeds, which are

very light, the better plan is to insert cuttings

of the roots of the tree between the chinks of

rocks and other places, and this is best accom-
plished by opening a slit with the common
planting iron, inserting the cutting, and pressing

it in with the foot. This tree grows naturally

in wet, boggy spots, as well as on dry rocky
places, and when once established the roots

spread out among the rocks near the surface,

and produce a succession of annual suckers

which are relished by sheej), cattle, and deer, on
which account it is not only valuable as a hardy
ornamental tree, but as a uscftil forage plant.

Cuttings made from twigs and branches of this

tree refuse to grow. This is tlio best season to

sow Grass seeds on bare groinid here and there

in the door forest and elsewhere, and in doing I

so it is best to use the seeds of tlie hardy nati\'e

species, such as Fescue Grass (Festuca ovina, F.

pratensis, F. calamaria, F. gigantea, .and F.

duriuscula). Those are a few of the best for dry
ground at high elevations, but in woodland
grounds some of the scetls of several species of

the strong-growing kinds, such as Wood Meadow
Grass (I'oa nemoralis). Cocksfoot (Jrass (Dactylis

glomorata), <tc., may bo adiled. All m.ads,

bridges, and bridle jiatlis in (ho forest .shoidd be
examined and thoroughly repaired.

t

Young Pino plantations should have particular

attention at present, and young trees that have
been cut over by vermin and which are pro-
ducing several leaders should be pruned, in

order to direct their growth into one principal

leader. When this work is executed at the
commencement of the growing season, the
superfluous growths starting at the top can be
removed in a very efficient manner by pinching
them off with the finger and thumb, the whole
energy of the plant being then directed to the
formation of the proper leader during the grow-
ing season. Ornamental Conifers had likewise

better be examined, and all broken or distorted

branches of whatever nature should be removed
by cutting the damaged part off" with a sharp
knife. It is sometimes desirable to cut back or

pinch any strong rambling side branches, in

order to form a uniform well-balanced top, and
in doing so the part to be removed should be
cut off' with a sharp knife at the base of a lateral

twig. Trees that are showing marks of distress

through poverty of soil may be much improved
in health and condition by applying to the sur-

face of the ground around the tree a top-dress-

ing of thoroughly decomposed manure or rich

compost. This has a wonderftil effect in restor-

ing such trees to health and vigour and will

amply repay the trouble and expense incurred.

Ornamental hard-wooded trees of a stunted
growth may likewise be treated in the same way
with advantage.

Sometimes recently planted trees of any great

size are allowed to suffer considerable damage
for want of proper and efficient staking. When
trees of any considerable size that have been
lately transplanted are allowed to rock about
they get strained and damaged to a serious

extent ; therefore the planter should be careful

to have them staked and tied to keep them in

their proper position until they get thoroughly
established. A good midchiug will also, in

many oases, prove beneficial to recently trans-

planted stuff' of this class. In order to promote
the growth and healthy development of young
ornamental plantations, shrubberies, and hedges,

the siu-face of the ground had better be broken
up with a hoe, even although no surface weeds
are to be seen.

Insects destructive to the growth of forest and
ornamental trees are now active ; therefore, in

order to keep them within bounds, every means
ought to be tried to lessen their numbers and
prevent them, as far as possible, from breeding.

Many of these pests multiply in sickly and dead
trees, som.e in the wood and others between the

wood and bark. Such being the case, it is very

necessary at this season to have plantations

examined, and all trees that are dead or sickly,

cut and removed, with the view, as far as

possible, of preventing them being used for

breeding purposes. All dead branches and
rubbish where these pests harbour should also

be collected and burned. .1. B. 'Wkustek.

Planting trees near houses. — In pliintinp;

trees clo.'^t' to <h\i-|]irii,'--lii>uscs, i1 is iiiiturtuiuite that

tlio si/,0 to whiili tlu'y iittiiin iy not i-ari'fully coii-

sideroil previous to insertion. Wore this done, a
great ainomit of unpleasantness anil trouble would lie

saved, not o]\\y to tlie tenant, bnt landlord as well.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— J'/.n joimini is

liuf>[i.^/iiil in iicaUy bound Monthly Purls. In tliig /orw tin

r>'li'iiit<t /ilates are bist prtstrrai, and it is most sititiible Jbr
n I'l ri iirr jm rious to Iftr issui of tlii: halt'-itcarly volttm(s. Price

Is. Cil. , postj'm, 1.1. il''.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parte. — 3Vii»

/'()(;'»((/ is pubtislud Oi molli; Ixmnd Monthly PnrtSjin wfiirk

form, it is viost suitable for rtjlrcnce previous to the iisuco/ the

yiarli/ volumts. Priet ^d. t jiott/ne, Id.

" Hardy PlO'wers."—-O'/cinf/ descriptions o/upjcanU oj

ihiritrn hundrtd nftln most ornauierttot spicus, with dinctions

fur thiir urruitinunnt, culture, tl-c, Fourth and Po2ndar
Edition, \s. ; post free, \s. Sit,

London: 37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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•• This is an Art
WLich does mend Natin-e : chane^e it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

MULCHING.
One of the most important operations at the

present time, not only in the open air, but aLsu

in fruit houses, is mulching. The most success-

ful planters are careful to have the soil in a dry
or semi-dry state when the trees are placed in

position ; if in leaf, they give a thorough soak-

ing to wash the finest particles home, but
knowing that constant saturation is injurious,

they mulch for the two-fold purpose of keeping
in moisture and economising labour in the
spring. Immediate mulching is not absolutely

necessary ; indeed, in some situations, especially

upon cold, heavy soils, mulching may advan-
tageously be deferred until solar heat has
warmed the surface, when a good covering
folloR'ed by a second supply of water will start

the roots, and the trees will not look back un-
less the summer proves exceptionally dry. As
the roots are not in a condition to receive

stimulants, rich manure should not be u.sed,

and yet a covering of some kind that will pre-

vent evaporation and absorb sun heat should be
placed over the newly disturbed ground before
the end of the first quarter of the year. If

cold, heavy animal manure is the only comeat-
able substance, it may be tolerated in light,

warm soils, but where converse conditions pre-

vail, finely broken lime rubble or, equally good,
burnt earth and refuse from the rubbish ground,
two excellent fertilisers, will be found prefer-

able.

Established trees from which crops of good
fruit are expected require stimulants from the

time the fruit commences swelling until it is

nearly ripe ; hence the advantage of covering
the borders, especially those lying at the foot of

a south wall, with short manure or fresh stable

litter, which has not been robbed of the drop-

pings for use in the Mushroom house. A very
light covering placed upon Peach and Apricot
borders immediately after the autumnal root-

lifting is finished maintains a neat and clean

footway throughout the winter ; but this, even
on cold, heavy loams, may be drawn otf to let

solar warmth into the borders when the trees

commence opening their flowers. As these soils

often become caked and impervious to wannth
and air by constant traffic, fertilisation may be
aided and facilitated by pointing them up with
a steel fork, the rougher the better, and leaving

the clods fully exposed until the fruit is pro-

perly set. At this stage, when quite dry, the
rough surface should be broken down by tread-

ing or ramming, and the mulch, whatever it

may be, may be placed over it at once. Fresh
stable manure is a very suitable midch for stone
fruits against south walls, as it charges the dry,
warm surface with ammonia and acts as a bene-
ficial stimulant upon the foliage. The surface
of the border, moreover, covered up when dust-

dry, does not again become adhesive or caked, a
very important matter when the time arrives

for giving copious supplies of liquid or pure
water, and we feel particularly anxious for it to

descend evenly and quickly to the drainage.

Those who pin their faith upon rich rotten

manure often do more harm than good by keep-

ing their borders sour and cold, and by forcing

a gross late growth which in unfavourable sea-

sons never ripens. The tropical summer of

1887—a godsend for the country—caught pro-

crastinating mulchers napping ; their crops suf-

fered, and they resolved that they would pre-

pare in time for the series of hot, dry summers
which prophets told them were to follow. The
past year upset their arrangements, and not a

few overfed trees at the present time are less

satisfactory than they might liave been had the
fresh air and warmth-absorbing .stable manure
been used.

Fiiuiis, including Vines, Figs, and all stone

fruits grown under glass, require precisely the
same treatment both as to the time of applica-

tion and the quality of the mulching. If the

borders are composed of suitable materials and
are well drained, they contain all that is essential

to the support of the occupants until after the

crop of friiit is set. They absorb warmth and
air, and being neither too wet nor too dry, other

conditions as to the temperature of the houses
being right, imperfect fertilisation is the excep-
tion to the general rule. We may brush the
flowers with camel's-hair pencils and rabbit's tails.

We may knock oft' the capsules and viscid matter
with streams of water through the syringe, but
unless the roots are in a warm and happy
medium, neither too wet nor too dry, fertilisa-

tion will be more or less imperfect. Old Peach
trees and Vines which crop profusely and do
not make strong wood often derive great benefit

from autumn mulching with rotten manure and
an occasional watering with warm diluted

liquid ; but in almost every case the latter

would suffice, and the set of fruit without the

manure would be more certain. All forcing

gardeners know the full value of fresh unfer-

mented stable manure, and make good use of it

when their crops of Grapes and Peaches, their

Figs and Pines are swelling, more so perhaps
than the growers of hardy fruits who prefer it

in a state of decomposition. The best time to

apply it is immediately after the crops of fruit

are set, and here a word of warning may be of

use to the uninitiated. Too much ammonia in

a close hothouse may do more harm than good
;

indeed, so subtle is an overdose that all the

tender foliage may be destroyed in a few
minutes. How, then, is this good friend to be

tested, prepared, and pronounced fit for use I

Easily enough ; by spreading thinly in the frame
ground and turning once or twice in the course

of twenty- four hours ; also by watering with

pure water and allowing it to get dry in the open
air, when it will be quite safe for use as a mulch
beneath the most delicate foliage. At the same
time, as nothing succeeds like success, a chink

of air at the apex of the roof should always be

left on for a day and night after the borders are

mulched. Without mulching of various kinds,

the gardener could not carry his crops to the

high state of perfection so generally attained.

Those who succeed best always err on the side

of moderation, both in strength and quantity,

and in making repeated applications from the

time the crops are set until they approach

maturity. W. Colesiax.

The cotton, wool nuisance.—For packing

Peaches and Nectarines cotton wool is not at all

objectionable, as by wrapping each fruit in one
thickness of tissue paper, the wool does not adhere

to the rough skin of the Peaches. Over the bottom
of the box may be placed a layer of Moss, which
has been dried and well beaten, while over the Moss
one layer of tissue paper may be spread. Between
each fruit place pieces of cotton wool, and over

the top of the fruit a layer of wool may also be

spread. I have also seen cotton wool used success-

fully for packing cut flowers. Some say it is far too

absorbing to be used at all for packing cut flowers,

and so it might be if used in a dry state forall sorts

of flowers. I saw it used for packing some Chry-

santhemums which came to me through the post.

The ends of the stems were wrapped in cotton wool,
which was tied firmly on; the wool was then soaked
in water, and afterwards squeezed to get rid of sur-

plus moisture. In this manner the Chrysanthe-
mum blooms came fresh, and the wool did not
come in contact with the blooms, which were tied

to cross sticks fastened to each side of the box.

Cotton wool is used largely to pack Camellia
blooms. I have seen many hundreds of blooms
of Camellias packed daily in cotton wool and
with the best results. The wool was pulled into

flakes, the blooms being laid face downwards in it,

and the ends of the squares of cotton wool wrapped
under the petals. If the blooms are then placed in

layers three or four deep no harm will result.

Spinach leaves and Selaginella Kraussiana are ex-

cellent materials for packing cut flowers ; for Hoses
the Spinach leaves form a capital moist medium,
placing one leaf between each bloom, and finishing

off with a layer on the top. The Selaginella forms
a good foundation, being soft, yet moist. Care
should be taken to secure the Selaginella free of

grit, especially when it is used instead of Sjiinach

leaves. In my opinion the wliole question of jiack-

ing materials depends on the kinds of flowers to be
sent and on the material available.—M.

Since this subject has been mentioned in

The Garden many useful hints with regard to

fruit and flower packing have been gathered there-

from. I consider that by using tissue paper, cotton

wool may be appropriated for the purpose, and it

answers equally as well as the best prepared Moss
that it is possible to obtain. Nothing in the way
of flowers are more difficult to pack than Camellias,

particularly white ones, as they become discoloured

with the least bruise. After adopting various

methods, the one I have found to answer best was
to use stout wooden boxes, about 18 inches long,

1 foot wide, and 3 inches or 4 inches deep inside.

A thin layer of cotton wool is laid in the bottom
and covered with a sheet of tissue paper; the Camel-
lias are then placed in rows across the box, the stems
all one way, a stick cut so as to fit tight against the

sides of the box, and pressed down on the stems
of the flowers, being used to keep each row in

position. The blooms are then clear of the lid, and
though tossed upside down, or handled somewhat
roughly, as is often the case when in transit by
rail, they may be taken out of the box in good con-

dition.—J. T. Fletcher.

Bulbous flowers in 18S9.—Seeing Mr.
Engleheart's note on page 3()8 of last week's

number of The Garden, I think it would be
interesting if some of the leading growers of hardy
bulbous flowers would give their experiences of the

results this spring. My own experience is on too

small a scale to be valuable, but it coincides with
what Mr. Engleheart states. A gi'eat many of my
Daffodils (and I have a collection of between fifty

and sixty kinds) have failed to bloom, although
they have thrown up plenty of foliage. Those
which have been most satisfactory so far

with me are the best kinds, such as Sir Watkin,
Leda, maximus, Horsfleldi, Emperor and Em-
press, Stella and Cynosure. Codlins and Cream
and the other double-flowering varieties of a
similar kind are very poor with me this spring. I

also have noticed that Chionodoxas have not
flowered so well as usual, except in old established

clumps. Scillas have been satisfactory. My Tulips

also do not seem to be throwing strong flowers, but

it is somewhat early to judge of the May flowering

varieties, which are the most beautiful, and, I

think, the most valuable and interesting. Lilies

look very healthy and promise good results out of

doors. I think that there is a fair prospect of this

being a good year for Roses and fruit—the latter I

judge at present from the very satisfactory bloom-

ing of Plum trees and the plump buds of Apple,

Pear and Cherry trees.— C. J. Gbahamb, Croydim.

With us all kinds of spring - flowering

bulbs are not this year up to their usual form
either in quantity or quality of bloom. Daffo-

dils in Grass are sparsely bloomed, especially the

large double yellow, while those of the iiicompara-

bilis section do not promise a very rich harvest.

Many kinds on the herbaceous border are weak
and almost flowerless, e.specially the white forms
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such as N. cernaas. Forced bulbs have been
far from satisfactory, Hyacinths being thin and
small in spike, while Tulips, Polyanthus Narcissi,
and various other kinds are weaker than usual.

—

A. B.

—— We have found that there is a decided
falling off in bulbous plants this year where
they were grown in pots. The Hyacinths showed
a great tendency to open tlieir flower-buds
prematurely. Especially was this noticeable in
white and blue single varieties. Perhaps those
growing in glasses were more affected in the
manner named than those in pots. The same defect
was also noticeable in the Tulips—a strong desire to
open their lilooms too early. Tournesol was the
worst in this respect. The blooms commenced to un-
fold when 2 inches high

;
yet the pots were full of

roots and had received e.xactly the same treatment
as in other years. As a rule, this double Tulip is

easily grown and much appreciated here. Another
variety which showed a decided falling off in quality
was "Vermillion Brilliant. Kaiser Kroon was one of
the most noteworthy varieties in the single-flowered
section of Tulips. Polyanthus - Narcissus and
Sweet Jonquils, which are favourites here, have
done fairly well. In the case of all bulbs growing
in pots they had to remain in the plunging mate-
rial a long time before sufficient roots were formed
to warrant their removal. Double Daffodils and
Lenten Lilies are extra fine this year, having ap-
peared to enjoy the previous wet season rather than
otherwise. In a park close here large patches of
these last-mentioned bulbs have made a fine show.—E. MOLYNEUX.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYKEUX.

INTRODUCTION OF NEW VARIETIES.
The remarks of F. W. Burbidge on the new
Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheiia Hardy in The
Gariien, April 0, p. 307, are very interesting.
Tlie collection of plaut.s in which tliis variety
was found failed to find a liome, no one being
inclined to take the trouble to .store them
even as a gift, as I learn they were ofl'ered
several times on those terms until Messrs.
Fewkes and Son took them in charge.
When properly cultivated, this variety de-
veloped qualities not thought of before; thus
the introduction of Mrs. Alpheus Hardy and
other kinds which I will name was brought
about by a superior method of cultivation. I
use the word "superior" for the reason that,
under the system of cultivation adopted for the
production of a quantity of flowers rather than
fur quality, couimonly called "bush" plants,
the true character of any large-flowered variety
cannot be brought out to its greatest fulness.
Blcjoms cut from plants grown as bushes, al-
though useful and pleasing to tlie cultivator,
fail entirely to show what many varieties are
capable of in the matter of size, form of the
petals, as well as of the wliole flower. Only in
very few iii.stances can tlie colour of such blooms
be compared with that produced by plants
allowed to carry only a certain number. I am
looking an.xiously forward to tliu development
of bloonis hero in England, vvhicli I venture to
Bay will be of as good (juality as any seen else-
where. From two friends in America I have
received capital accounts of this novelty. One
of tlieni, Mr. Tucker, who is a noted grower of
ChrysaMtheiriums in Station Island, speaks very
highly of Mrs. Alpheus Hardy. Take, again,
the varieties Avalanclio and Mrs. Falconer
Jameson. It was quite by accident tliat these
two grand sorts were introduced, and cntindy
owing to tlie method of culti\ation whidi I am
now advocating tliattlic iiicritsof cadi kind were
(hneloped. 1 am an admirer of Ireely-flowoiud
I'lants frjr conservatory decoration or for tlia

production of blooms in profusion, and have
never yet said one word in disparagement of

the system, but, as before stated, the only
thorough test of individual merit is by culti-

vating the plants so as to carry a few bloonis
only. At the Aquarium exhibition in 1886
I noticed the variety Avalanclie in one of

the stands. The blooms were very small in-

deed
; in fact, as shown, they conveyed no idea

as to the real merits of the variety. What I

noticed particularly was the form of the florets

and their snowy whiteness. Being able to

procure cuttings in good time, they were placed
under the same kind of treatment as the bulk
of our plants. The variety soon gave evidence
of its dwarf habit and robust growth, and in

time produced the bloom with which 1 was
enabled to take premier honours in the Japa-
nese section for the best flower in the show held
at Portsmouth, there being as many as 1000
Japanese blooms staged.

Mrs. Falconer Jameson was sent to me by
the same firm among some other varieties, but
no comment was made about it in any way,
thus proving to me that the variety was not
known to possess any merit. The plant was
placed under the usual treatment, with the
result tliat this proved to be a magnificent
variety, and one that is certain to be sought for
after another year's growth. I learn, indeed,
that one firm alone was compelled to refuse
orders for as many as 200 plants through the
sniallness of the stock. At the National Chry-
santhemum Society's provincial show held at
Sheffield in 1888 1 saw this variety, but anyone
not knowing the flower intimately would have
failed to recognise it. The general character
was altered, and it looked an inferior variety.
Many more varieties could be named, notably
Lord Alcester ; this is, perhaps, the finest of
the incurved section, yet it failed to even
attract notice when presented in such poor
form at the Aquarium, the plant having been
cultivated in only a moderate way. But when
it got into the hands of a first-class cultivator its

fine points were brought to light. It may be
pointed out that although some growers treat
the plants ou the big bloom method, this

does not prevent others from growing bush
specimens. The varieties I have named arc
sufficient to show tliat the method advocated
has its advantages, and unless it were adopted,
varieties possessing much merit would never
be known.

Chrysanthemums Comtesse de Beauregard
and Baronne de Frailly.—In Mr. Molyneux's in-
teresting article on the above varieties in The
Gahdbn of Aprils he states that in many instances
he has seen blooms of these two \arieties staged
which, in his opinion, were one and the same thing.
I have also noticed this, and there is no doubt
several cultivators grow Baronne de Prailly under
the two names. Indeed, I have seen it on many
occasions, and did the same thing myself for
several years, till I came to the conclusion that theie
was no distinction between them. I, liowever,
noticed that able grower, Mr. C. Gil)Son, generally
staged both varieties perfectly distinct, lie kindly
gave me a cutting from his stock, and which
proved to be what I believe is the true (.'onitcsse

de Beauregard. It is easily distinguished from
Baronne de Prailly in growth, and it is also one
of the shyest kinds I am acquainted with in
producing cuttings. This is just I lie reverse
of Baronne do Prailly, aM<l probably accounts
in a great measure for its being so little grown.
The colour of the flowers of both varieties is\ery
much alike, but the flowers of Coiiilcsse de Beaure-
gard are much deeper in build and the florets more
lluted than tho-c of Baronne dc I'l.iilly. Comtesse
de Beauregard is not so reliable as Baronne du
Prailly, not being sucli a good keeper, and the

crown buds often fail to open satisfactorily. Both
were introduced by Mr. J. Salter—Comtesse de
Beauregard in 1867 and Baronne de Prailly the
following year. As a great diversity of opinion

i exists respecting the two varieties, it would be in-

teresting if other growers gave their opinion on
them.

—

Edwin Beckett, 'The Gardens, Aldenham
Souse.

PALE-COLOURED FOLIAGE.
Many' growers are much troubled with the foliage

of their plants assuming a pale colour at this time
of the year. Some localities seem to produce
foliage of this kind more than others. It is very
difticult, indeed, to account for the pale colour of

the leaves when the treatment the plants receive

has apparently been of the proper character. My
opinion is that it is mainly owing to the natural
properties of the soil used in potting the plants.

Here, then, is an instance where a chemical know-
ledge of soils would be an advantage, as there is

not the slightest doubt but that the soil in certain
localities is overburdened with something which
is detrimental to the plants. Where loam is used
that is taken from land which overlies chalk, the
foliage is generally found of a pale colour. The
turf may have been taken from land where the
chalk is quite 6 feet below the surface, but I have
found in such cases tliat the turf is highly impreg-
nated with lime, .as chalk is often used as a top-

dressing to the Grass in localities where it abounds.
I have seen the leaves of some Chrysanthemums
growingin a chalk district quite pale in colour, while
at another place about four miles distant the foliage

of another batch of plants was quite different. In

the case of the plants last named the soil is of a
lighter description, being of a sandy or peaty na-

ture and where Rhododendrons flourish amazingly,
thus showing that chalk or lime does not exist.

Assuming that the two collections of plants re-

ceived similar treatment, with the exception of the
soil, what, then, if not the nature of the soil, are

we to assume is the cause of one lot of plants

having pale-coloured foliage, while the other has
deep green leaves? Lime in some form is beneficial

to the Chrysanthemum, as it assists in the matura-
tion of the wood, without which it is impossible to

have blooms of sucli fine quality as where proper
maturation is obtained. In some instances the

cuttings are of a pale colour before they are taken,

and continue so for a long time. Generally speak-

ing, at this season of the year badly-coloured leaves

are most prevalent, for as time goes on they even-

tually lose entirely that pale colour so objection-

able to some growers. It would be wrocg to

suppose that plants which have yellow foliage

throughout the growing season cannot produce
blooms of the same quality as t hose which start into

growth having their leaves of a deep green colour.

There are a few reasons why the leaves of some
plants assume a pale colour, independent of the

question of soil. My object is to point out these

reasons. One of the most common errors in the

cultivation of Chrysanthemums for large blooms
especially is the manner in which air is admitted
to the plants when they are in cold frames.

Although Chry.santhemums are liardy jilants, they,

by reason of the m.anner in which they are pro-

pagated and grown on through their first stages,

cannot be treated all at once as hardy subjects.

Where cold easterly winds prevail, and the plants

are so situated as to feel the effects of .such winds,

air should be given cautiously, opening the lights

on the opposite .side to tli:it from which the wind is

blowing. Do not be in a hurry to remove the lights

from the jilants when the sun shines brightly and
the wind is cold, allhough when the weather is

sulliciently warm the plants are much benefited by

having the lights removed for a time. Too nuicli

water at the roots, and this of a cold nature, is not

the way to on.siu'e green foliage. Although it may
bo a little more trouble in prepar.-ition, it is a
wise plan to use the water of a tepid nature when
the plants are in small pots, and then only when
they are growing. Later in the season I ho use of

tepid water may be discontinued. In all cases,

if possible, use rain water only. If the plants

assume a yellow appearance after they are pott e I
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into their flowering pots, a few doses of sulphate

of ammonia will quickly show its effects on the

leaves. Great care must be taken that the plants

do not have sulphate of ammonia until the

pots are well supplied with roots, or the conse-

quences will be fatal. The best way to apply sul-

phate of ammonia to the plants, the leaves of which
are pale in colour, is to dissolve a quarter of an
ounce in 1 gallon of clear water, giving it to the

plants once a week. The leaves of some sorts are

paler in colour than those of others, the worst kinds

being Criterion, Golden Dragon, Meg Merrilies,

Japonaise, Marguerite Marrouoh, Boule d'Or,

Duchess of Albany, Thunberg, Balmoreau, and
a few of the incurved section.

If it be possible, remove the plants so affected to

a frame by themselves, where they can be kept

closer for a time. Hard water where used direct

from the tap has a tendency to turn the foliage

yellow ; therefore it should be stood in the sun to

take off the chill. Plants the leaves of which are

yellow when put into their flowering pots, cannot
assimilate so much stimulant as those the foliage of

which is green. It is much better to depend upon
sulphate of ammonia entirely until a change for

the better takes place, as the roots cannot be so

active as in the case of green plants. E. M.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Pansy Golden Queen ia a showy primrose-

yellow self variety, the flowers large, broad, and fairly

robust. We saw it in jrood condition in Messrs. Paul
and Son's uursery at Brosbourne the other day.

"Violet "Blandyana."—Messrs. H. Cannell and
Sons, Swauley, send us a boxful of flowers of this ex-

ceptionally sweet and beautiful double Violet. It is

one of the host of its class.

Daffodil Sir Watkin wo have seldom seen finer

than in the Broxbourne Nursery. It is a noble in-

comparabilis variety when in its finest character. The
strong loamy soil of this nursery suits it well.

Ewbank's double Wallflower is a dwarf,

very free, and fragrant doul)le yellow variety. It is a

better kind for the rockery than the common kinds,

taking up less room. There are several tufts of it at

Broxbourne.

The spring gardens at Belvoir, iu spite of the ex-

ceedingly severe weather in March and early iu April,

are very bright and attractive with their rich store of

vernal flowers. Saxifraga ligulata presents a wonder-
ful mass of bloom. Primula rosea and P. denticulata

have been unusually free flowering.—W, I.

Tulipa Greigi varies eonsiilerably in colour. There
was a batch of it at Broxbourne, the flowers variously

aud brilliantly tinted. Oue was yellow, flamed with
scarlet, and another self scarlet. The spleudid T.
Kaufmanniaua exhibits the same character. Some of

the flowers are brilliantly shot with crimson.

Aubrietia Hendersoni.—In the rock garden at

the present time there is no more showy plant than
this Aubrietia, which in an improved form of A. grfeca.

This variety is also better than \. Campbelli, and
as it is not quite so vigorous in growth as this, it is

better adapted for growing on rockeries where space is

limited.

Bloodroot or Puccoon (Sanguinaria canadensis)
has been improved very much. The form called grandi-

flora is a distinct advance on tin' old one, and a really

charming plant for the open border or the rock garden,
where it soon makes a home in peaty soil. It might
be tried with advantage under deciduous trees or shrubs
in the pleasure garden. The flowers are large, white,
with a bunch of bright yellow stamens, the leaves being
kidney-shaped.

The Spring Bitter Veteli (Orobus vernus) is

certainly a most charming spring flower, aud one that
should be increased aud encouraged in gardens. It is

not at all particular either as to soil or position, and
blooms annually with wonderful pi-ofuseuess when
flowers of this class are extremely scarce. The flowers

of the type are purple and IpIuc, with a greenish keel,

tlie fresh green adding mucli to their charm. The
varieties flaccidus, cyanous, and tho double form are
all wortlt gn.iwing.

Coloured Primroses on Grass.— In Oelober
last year we planted some strong roots uf coloured
seedling Primroses nn the Grass amongst the hullious

plants. At the present time they are tlowering freely,

and are very showy among the green Grass. Coloured

Primroses on Grass are quite a success here, and I

intend plautiug them largely next October. It often
happens that when Primroses are planted in the her-

baceous borders or shrubberies the flowers get splashed
from heavy rains, and their beauty is thus considerably
lessened. On Grass, however, this never occurs.

—

Sot'TH Hants.

Oncidium eoncolor.—Flowers of a very fine

form, of this brilliant yellow-coloured Orchid come
from Mr. Gorton, the London Nursery. Maida Yale,

N. The flowers are large and intense self yellow.

Tho plant came with an imported batch of 0.
Marshallianum. It is a Brazilian species, and figured

iu most of the leading works.

Primula Palinuri.—For decoration this species

is useless in a garden, and can only he recommended
to those interested in curious plants. One of its chief

claims is its probable connection with the florist's

Auricula, some theorists alleging that the large bract

is the result of crossing with this peculiar plant. It is

a native of Southern Italy, and has small deep yellow

flowers with a faint Cowslip perfume. The leaves are

very large, and covered more or less with meal.

Primula rosea is oue of the most charming of

the early spring Primroses. It begins to flower in the

open almost as soon as the common Primrose, aud
when grown iu quantity the effect is most i-liaruiing.

Outdoors the flowers, which are of a beautiful earniine-

pink, are produced in profusion, and last a ci msiderable

time in beauty. It is a native of the Himalayas, aud
can be increased by self-sown seedlings which thickly

surround the old plants.

An interesting hybrid.—A few years ago I

fertilised a butf-coloured alpine Auricula with the

pollen of Primula nivea. About forty plants were
reared, all being of different shades of purple, and some
very showy. One of the plants was again crossed with

P. nivea, the residt being that two-thirds of the seed-

lings have pure white flowers, some flat like the

Auricula, and some tubular. The seedlings are quite

as hardy and vigorous as the alpuie Auricula.—J. H. J.

Clianthus puniceus makes a handsome climber

for a cool greenhouse. A plant of it with its large

racemes of bright crimson flowers hanging down 1 foot

or more from the rafter makes a brilliant show at the

present time in the greenhouse at Kow. The graceful

pinnate foliage always looks pretty if kept free from
insects, to nhich it is very liable if neglected or grown
in too much heat. C. puniceus, being almost hardy,

may be grown against a wall or in a sheltered ciirner

out' of doors. It does not flower freely if kept in pots.

—F. G.

Alpine Primulas.—Some specimens of these

pretty plants were exhibited at the Drill Hall

recently. To me one of the most distinct and
desirable was that labelled P. marginata densiflora.

The leaves are mealy, sharply jagged, and plenti-

fully produced; while the procumbent spikes uf

flowers are of a most attractive colour and fairly

abundant. Everyone admired a big panful of P.

viscosa nivalis, it being a mass of bloom, so thickly

were the stout and sturdy plants placed together.

-A. D. W.

Alpine Auriculas at Broxbourne.—There
are several beautiful varieties of the alpine Auricula

in the Broxbourne nursery of Messrs. Paul and Son.

Mrs. Llewelyn is a handsome kind ; the flowers

are purple, shaded with dark crimson, the paste

bright yellow ; also Sailor Prince, blackish maroon
;

Sensation, claret, shaded lake; Homer, brilliant

carmine tint; Aduuration, lilac, shaded dark purple;

Carmine King, fine carmine ; King of the Belgians,

reddish crimson shade; Thomas Moore, almost

black; Jason, fine carmine; Mrs. Ball, cherry-rose,

shaded maroon; and Diadem, a splendid rosy

maroon variety, one of the freest of all; it makes
an admirable clump on the rockery.

Primula pubescens, which appears to have

played such an important part in the early de-

velopment of the florist's Auricula, seems to turn

up everywhere. Wherever Primulas are staged in

quantity, P. pubescens is always predominant in

various colours, and .all under different names. P.

pubescens alba we have seen as villosa alba,

viscosa, nivea, and nivalis, and the coloured ones

under the various names of intermedia, IVyritschi.

confinis, &c. The distinguishing line between

these- forms and allied hybrids is very narrow, .and

no one win) know.s villoma or visco.-.;!, as they grow

wild on the Alp.^^, could in any way confuse them

with the forms of P. pubescens, which, even under
ordinary circumstances, are just as variable as

Auricula seedlings.

Rosa gigantea.—M. Crepin has succeeded in

obtaining from India a few seeds of the new climb-
ing white-flowered Rosa gigantea, which, it is be-

lieved, is destined to become a valuable addition to

our single Eoses. The flowers are dazzling white
and of enormous size. It is a native of Upper
Burmah, a region where frosts are unknown, so that

in the Northern States Rosa gigantea must be
treated as a greenhouse climber.

An exhibition of Hyacinths at Haarlem
is now open in the nursery of Messrs. E. H. Kre-

lage and Son. The display will last until the

middle of May, and be in its fullest beauty at the

end of this month. It consists of two large beds,

each containing 600 bulbs of the rarest and newest
varieties. In May a special show of early spring

Tulips will take place, there being the same number
of beds and bulbs as in the case of the Hyacinths.

Squirrel Corn (Dicentra canadensis).—This, if

not one of the finest, is the most graceful and
beautiful of this genus. It inhabits woods in

North America, and is quite hardy, though it will

be all the better for a little protection from cold

winds. &c., on account of the delicacy of its finely

cut foliage. It will do well in peaty soil under
Pine trees and other cover, and nothing can be
prettier than its handsome spikes of white and
purple-tinted flowers raised above the close, glau-

cous foliage. The tubers, by which it can be easily

increased, are about the size of peas, yellow, and
detached in winter. Plants from the Royal Gar-

dens, Kew, were exhibited at the Drill Hall on
Tuesday last.

Primula Reidi is one of the most distinct

plants we have seen for a long time, and a beau-

tiful addition to our early spring flowers. It

was found by Dr. Duthie a few years ago near

Raler Glasier, India, at an elevation of from
11,000 to 13,000 feet, growing on wet rocks. It is

perfectly hardy in the open air in our rockeries,

where it yearly flowers with the greatest freedom.

The flowers are pale sulphur, two to seven to a
stem, campanulate, and rarely opening full, and
very fragrant. The leaves are oval-shaped and
covered on both surfaces with long white hairs.

The stem is about as long as the leaf. The whole
plant rarely exceeds more than 6 inches in height,

and may be increased either by seeds or division.

Protea nana.—If we except botanical gardens,

we may safely assertthatthegenusProteaisunknown
in English gardens to-day. Fifty or more years ago

it was represented by at least a score of species,

a London nurseryman's catalogue, dated 18112,

offering a selection of six species at 2s. (id. each.

Proteas are mostly handsome flowered greenhouse

shrubs, and worthy of a place in the most select

collection of ornamental flowering plants. P. nana
is a little over 1 foot high, freely branched, with

linear foliage, not unlike some of the long-leaved

Ericas, and the flower-heads arc in the form of

drooping cups, 2.V inches across ; their colour a

bright crimson. The true flowers are arranged in

a dense cone in the middle of this cup, which is

composed of overlapping hair-tipped bracts. The
plant at Kew bears nine flowers and buds. It is

one of the most interesting of the plants in the

Cape house just now. Close to it is a plant of the

huge-flowered P. cynaroides, wdiich also will be in

full flower in a week or two.

Epiphyllum Makoyanum.— A plant unde
this name was exhikiited last Tuesday by Messrs.

Veitch at the Royal Horticultural Society's meet-

ing, and obtained a first-class cerlilicate. It is like

the ordinary Epiphylbinis in habit and the form of

the br.anches. but it differs widely from them in its

flowers. These ,are regular in shape and might

easily be mistaken for the flowers of a Pliyllocactus

Each flower is composed of about fiflcen petal',

which are narrow, pointed, and r.idialc from tie

centre ; they are crimson outside aiul deep salmon-

red inside. The width of the flower is H inches.

Messrs. De Smet had in their nursery at Ghent last

year an Epiphyllum named Gicrlntii, which appears
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to be identical with that here described. If there

is any difference at all between the two it can only

be in the shade of colour. E. Giertneri was shown

at South Kensington three or four years ago. The

parents of E. Makoyanum are not known, but it

appears to be a hybrid between an Epiphyllum and

a Cereus or Phyllocactus.—W.
*«* E. Gtertneri was sent to the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Chiswick, by M. Heinrich, Altona,

Hamburg, and "exhibited at South Kensington on

April 18, 1885. A first-class certi6cate was

awarded to it, under the name of E. Russellianum

Gajrtneri.— Ed.

The old double yellow Wallflower.—This
is a plant one seldom sees now-a-days, and yet what

can compare with it for flowering at this season.

It is cultivated in quantity in the Rev. Canon

Bridges' garden at Beddington, where, grown in

pots, it is found very useful, whilst its rich perfume

fiUs every nook and corner. This is another old

plant which cannot have too much said in its favour.

Chionodoxa Luciliee.— This pretty plant,

associated with the blue Squill, was lately very

beautiful in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden. Why is

the ground occupied with summer bedding plants

not filled with these and other plants which flower

early in spring 1 The early display is brighter .and

more charming. Even in a cottage close to me the

little garden is gay with Wallflowers and Daphne
Mezereum for a long time.—W. H. G.

Trillium grandiflorum.—The Wood Lily is

flowering very freely this spring, its beautiful white

flowers being also larger than usual, which may be

attributed to the cool, moist summer of last year

having suited its requirements. This Lily would

make, I should think, a capital subject for natu-

ralisation in shady moist places in the wild garden,

planting it in masses, and using a little peat or leaf-

soil in the operation.—J. G. M. G., Coldstream, N.B.

Erica herbacea.—In a villa garden in the

neighbourhood of Cheshunt I recently observed

large masses of this plant in great beauty, its cheer-

fully coloured flowers producing a wonderful effect.

This plant thirty years ago was largely grown for

spring blooming, but for many years it has been

banished from our gardens, and nothing has been

substituted. Why is not this plant more largely

used in our parks, London squares, and town gar-

dens than it is? The flowers last a long time in

full beauty.—W. H. G.

Narcissus J. G. Baker.—This is very distinct

both in form and colour, and is one of the most

elegant of our Daffodils. The trumpet is bell-

shaped and prettily lobed at the mouth, and the

perianth petals are beautifully curved round the

trumpet without covering the lips. The colour is a

most delicate sulphur-lemon, the trumpet being

somewhat brighter than the perianth. As this is

the first season I have had this variety, I cannot as

yet report on its growthand constitution.—Jay Aye.

Primula petlolaris.—It will be unfair to judge

of this plant by the specimens shown this year. I

only raised eight plants from the seed which Mr.

Elwes kindly sent me, and I grew each of these in

single pots as soon as they were fit to remove from
the seed pot ; for the greater part of last summer
the plants were in 3-inch pots. Under more gener-

ous treatment, and especially wlien grown in the

open, they will undoubtedly produce liner blooms;
but even as seen at jjresent the flower seems to me
a very charming one. My eight plants vary a good
deal in the .size and tlie tint of the flowers ; most of

them are of a pale rose .surrounding a white centre

with yellow blotclies or eyes, but two or three are

of a cHstinctly deeper hue." In some of the plants

the flowers appear almost quite sessile, but in

others the stalk of the umbel of flowers is more
than an inch in length, so that the flowers are

thrown well up above the leaves. The amount of

serration of the edge of the petals is also very
variable. Unfortunately, nearly all my plants are

disfigured by outgrowths from the petals, imitating

a doulile flower, but not being a true reduplication,

and it is to be feared tli.at this feature will be pro-

pagated in the seedlings. Mr. Elwes found the

plant growing in shady places in rich leaf-mould.

and he fears that it will be a " mifiy doer." I am
myself inclined to think that it will not be much
more diflicult to grow than P. rosea. Most of my
plants will, I hope, find more genial homes than

their present quarters, and I fully expect that if

they are encouraged to make good foliage in the

coming summer (if a summer be in store for us)

thev will bear flowers which will even gam the

goodwill of the floral committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society.—M. Foster, Shelford.

"Virginian Cowslip (Mertensia virginica), also

called the Virginian Lungwort, is well named, for

though a Borage-wort, it has a striking resemblance

to the Cowslip. It is the handsomest, perhaps, of

all the family, perfectly hardy in a peaty bed or

border, which will be all the better if kept moist,

as this plant above everything loves plenty of

water. Its large clusters of drooping purple-blue

flowers are very handsome, and as they are pro-

duced in profusion early in spring it promises to

become a general favourite. The leaves are of a

bluish grey and very attractive. It is one of the

old plants rarely seen at its best in gardens now-a-

days.

Christmas and Lenten Roses.—The Christ-

mas Roses were with us a comparative failure this

season, owing to various causes, but their loss has

been fairly compensated by the unusual wealth of

bloom produced by their sister of Lent, Helleborus

orientalis. The majority of them are yet in full

beauty, amongst which may be noted Commerzien-

rath Benary, white spotted crimson, a beautiful

var. ; F. C. Heinemann, reddish purple, also

spotted ; Frau Irene Heinemann, purple, rose

spotted ; colchicus cocoineus, fine rich colour

;

Olban Otto, white, &c. I find they succeed best

when planted in a rich, moist border having a

north aspect. Mulching with good strong manure

in summer is of great assistance to them.

—

J. G. M. G., (MdUreiim, N.B.

Narcissus Santa Maria.—Narcissus maxi-

mus, which heretofore has been the most brilliant

of our Daffodils, must now yield that position to

Santa Maria, a new variety collected in Spain by

Mr. Barr in the spring of 1887. The form of the

flower is elegant and the colour very rich yellow,

glistening like old gold. Although large, it may
not at present be quite equal in size to maximus,

neither is the trumpet so much expanded and
divided as in that variety, but under cultivation it

will, without doubt, get much bigger. It seems to

have a good constitution and to grow and flower

freely, which cannot be said of maximus. Mr.

Barr mav well be proud of having introduced such

a fine Daffodil as Santa Maria.—Jay Aye.

Oxalis cernua.— This is the prettiest of all

exotic Wood Sorrels, notwithstanding the merits of

a great number of them, which, however, are un-

recognised in English gardening. It has trifoliate

leaves, green, with a few brownish spots, and
numerous long hair-like flower-scapes bearing um-
bels of large yellow flowers quite as fine as those of

Linum arboreum. For baskets or as a pot plant

there are not many spring-flowering plants that

equal this. It requires cool house treatment with

plenty of sunshine. The rose-purple-flowered 0.

florib'unda is similar in habit, and is a good com-
panion for O. cernua. 0. speciosa has large erect

flowers on short scapes, each flower as large as a

half-crown piece, and coloured reddish purple with

a pale eye. 0. carnosa, with a fleshy stem, shining

green leaves, and yellow flowers ; 0. carnea with

lavender-coloured flowers, and several others equally

attractive are all in flower now in the Cape house

at Kew.

Plants w^anted.—Can any reader of The GARnFN
tell tiv wh.TO I can nbtain plauts of Boroiiia Drmu-
nioiuli and Daplitic iiitlira alba?—E. H. li.

Shrubs for towns.—Will sumo readers of The
Gakdkn wImi nrrlDwn ro.sidonts favour mo with the

names iif Sdiiio iiiicmiiiiKUi shi-uhs iiiid_ treos that they

have found to sui-crrd in muDky localities ?—A. 1). \V.

Choisya ternata not flowering.—Onr plants

of Clniisya tcriiafii in puts liavc jinivml a faihiro this

spring. 'I'hey llowored splendidly last year, and were
cut hard hack after flowering. When they had made

a fresh start they were partly shaken out and repotted

in the same sized pots (7.inch). They have^ made
strong growth, but not a flower-bud has set.—XoviCE.

Testing seeds.—Would any reader of The Gar-

den inform me what is the simplest and most effectual

manner of testing the growth of seeds, principally

agricultural ? Is there any apparatus made for that

purpose ?—W. C. R.

Cleaning a pond.—Can any of your readers

kindly tell me how to get rid of scum on the sur-

face of a pond, and what causes it? A constant

stream of water flows through the pond. Water

Lilies grow in it, and gold fish thrive in it, but

from March to October the surface is always

covered with an unwholesome-looking scum. If

skimmed off, it is as bad again in about an hour's

time. I have tried ducks, but they disturb the fish

and spoil the Water Lilies, and, moreover, render

the water muddy. Will anything destroy the green

scum without injuring fish or Lilies ?—G. T. Blom-

FIELD.

A PARIS FLOWER MARKET.

The Marche au Madelaine is held on the broad

stretch of pavement surrounding the Madelaine

Church twice a week, viz., on Tuesday and Friday

mornings. Two rows of sheds, with an avenue

between, are erected during each previous night on

either side of the church, and between 7 and 8

o'clock in the morning all is bustle and business,

unloading the carts which bring the plants and

flowers from the nurseries. This is the most

interesting time to walk through the market, for

the plants are put down anyhow in the middle of

the avenue previous to being arranged in the sheds,

and one often sees some fine effects in the hap-

hazard grouping. For instance, I have seen great

bushes of Paris Daisy pushed up against deep red

Rhododendrons, backed with Lilac; in front of these

masses of yellow Cytisuses and various coloured

Azaleas; then pots of Deutzia against a mass of

Palms, amongst which were great spikes of white

Arum. Later on all is in order, and most of the

pots have been " improved " by the resources of art

in the shape of white paper funnels, allowing only

the tops of the flowers to be seen outside. When
we walk through we first come to the stalls of cut

flowers, conspicuous at this time being heaps of

wild Daffodils, Wallflowers, light and dark blue

Violets, bunches of Hyacinths, Tulips, Anemones

of all colours. Camellias, and Carnations in abund-

ance. Then smaller bunches of the rarer Daffodils,

the great netted Iris, Snake's-head Fritillaries and

Tree Paionies. In large baskets and buckets by

the side are Paul Neron Roses, masses of Lilac and

Guelder Roses 4 feet high, various kinds of yellow

Acacia and Eucalyptus. Going from the cut flowers,

we come to a stall containing a collection of Palms in

pots of all sizes, Cycads, Imantophyllums in flower,

Arums, Dracainas, India-rubber Plants, variegated

Irises, Grasses and other foliaged plants. A very

desirable kind of India-rubber is one with smaller

leaves than that usually seen in London, and form-

ing a dwarf bushy pot plant. Another stall is de-

voted to Sedums, "Sempervivums, Cactuses, Echeve-

rias, and succulent-leaved plants; others to Azaleas,

Deutzias, Pelargonium.s, Cytisuses, Coronillas, dwarf

Roses, and Epacrises and Heaths of many kinds.

Next we come to the hardy flowers, such as

Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilies, &e., growing in flat

shell-like baskets ; then shallow boxes of bed-

ding plants — Daisies, Polyanthuses, Hepaticas,

Arabis, Auriculas, Pansies, all in full llower;

also Pelargoniums, Pyrethrums, Ageratums, Mar-

guerites, Fuchsias, and other summer flowers.

Further on is the stock of evergreen and deciduous

shrubs, fruit trees and ornamental trees for

garden and street planting, and last, but not least

important, large b.iskels of good peat, leaf mould,

lo.-im, and other requisites. This is only one of the

flower markets in Paris, and yet 1 know of nothing

equal to it in London for completeness and con-

venience. I have he.ard that wonderful things go

on at Covent Garden between I and ."> o'clock in

the morning, but I think it would be just as well if

the dav market were made a little more popular.

R. J. G. R.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

DIPLADENIA AMABILIS.
There are few plants requiring artificial heat
that are more deserving of general cultivation

than Dipladenias, as when well managed they
commence to flower at the end of April or be-

ginning of May, and continue in bloom till the

autumn. They are among the best plants that

can be grown for decoration, furnishing as they
do for a long time a daily supply of bloom of

the nwst refined and distinct character. In
gathering the flowers care should be taken that

only the blooms with their foot-stalks are taken,

string 4 inches or 5 inches from the glass, the
plant being syringed twice a day. The tem-
perature at night is kept at 65°, and a few
degrees warmer during the day. By March the
shoots each measure from 20 feet to 25 feet long.

The plant is then put into an 18-inch pot and
the house shaded with a thick blind when
the sun is hot, as Eucharis and other plants
are grown under it. It grows fast from this

time and soon begins to set bloom, and the
strong shoots break back, the laterals showing
flower when 18 inches or 2 feet long. These,
as before mentioned, are trained ou strings,

which are much better than wires, as when
taken down the string is simply untwisted.

Dipladouia amabilis. Grown in the gardens of Mr. T. V. Enrnaby-Atkins, and engraved for The Garde.n from
a photograph by C. E. Corke, Seveuoaks.

as a single truss will produce flowers for three
or four months, thirty or forty blooms being
often picked from one spike.

The i>lant of Dipladenia amabilis shown in

the engraving is twelve years old, and is still

vigorous and healthy. It has always done well,

and from the time it was struck it has never
been rested, but cut back each year in October,
when it has done flowering, to witliin about 18
inches of the pot, and at once encouraged to

break. The plant is then shaken out and p\it

into a pot two sizes smaller in peat and sand,
and not watered till the soil is rather drier than
would suit most plants. The young shoots are
trained under the roof of the stove on thin

Tlie specimen illu.strated liad only seven

shoots when it starteil into growth in (_)ctober,

1887, but when taken down and trained

for exhibition on August 21, 1888, it had 80

shoots and 147 trusses of bloom, 587 single

flowers having been picked from it since it com-
menced to bloom in the previous May. The
only insect that troubles these plants here is

red .spiiler. Syringing with half a wineghvssful

of paraflin to 3 gallons of water is the best

remedy for this pest, followed afterwards with

soft soapy water. Although Dijiladenias re-

quire to be kept drier than most plants of the

same character during tlie winter, they like a

good supply of water after they have filled their

pots with roots and are making good growth.
There is one variety of Dipladenia (D. bolivi-

ensis) which should be treated somewhat ditfe-

rently. This species should not be cut back,
but allowed to grow unchecked. We have one
here that is only two years old and which covers
a large space. It bloomed continuously from
May till December, and commenced to flower
again in March, and will in a very short time
be again in full flower. Young plants of this

kind are preferable to old ones which have
been cut back.

Dipladenia amabilis, D. Brearleyana, D.
RegLna, and D. boliviensis are among the best

Dipladenias. A. Gibson.
The Oardens, Hahtead Place, Kent.

Camellia Mathotiana alba.—The beautiful
C. Mathotiana alba comes into bloom after alba
plena, and possesses many desirable qualities. In the
first) place, it is a free, vigorous-growing variety,

well furnished with handsome dark green foliage,

while it is also very free-blooming. The flowers are
large and full, and of a clear pure white. In
several instances that have come under my observa-
tion, while the common white (alba plena) lost

many of its buds through the fog, those of Matho-
tiana alba were uninjured.

—

H. P.

Lonicera sempervirens.—This North Ameri-
can species of Honeysuckle is a most desirable
climber for a cool greenhouse, the flowers being re-

markably showy, and a succession of them is kept
up throughout the summer months. The flowers of
L. sempervirens are very bright, being brilliant

scarlet outside and yellow within, and they are
borne in such profusion that the whole plant
is at times quite laden with them. It is hardy
in some favoured spots, but, generally speaking,
is seen at its best when treated as a green-
house plant. Its cultural requirements are by no
means exacting, as cuttings are not difficult to
root, and when potted off they will grow away
freely in any good potting compost. It is said to
have been introduced into this country a couple of
centuries ago, but is now quite an uncommon
species, probably owing to the fact that it is not
hardy everywhere, and the merits of a Honey-
suckle as a greenhouse climber are apt to be over-
looked.—H. P.

White - flowered Cinerarias. — Those who
grow extensively for sale are well aware that there
is by far the greatest demand for white flowers,

and at no time more so than at Easter. There are
also a considerable number of private gardens where
there is a great need for white-flowering plants. In
either case any addition to the number of species or
varieties of white-flowered plants is heartily wel-
comed, and for this reason I venture to call atten-
tion to the merits of white-flowered Cinerarias. As
yet English raisers do not appear to have been suc-
cessful in raising and fixing the strain of a really
good white variety, or it may be they have not
attempted to do so, and it has been left to a Paris
firm of seedsmen, Messrs. A'ilmorin-Andrieux and
Co., to take the lead in this respect. Judging from
what I have seen of their strain of white Cineraria,
it is a thoroughly good one, and likely to become
very popular. The plants are of good branching
habit, the flowers medium-sized, well formed, the
florets being pure white and the disc of a bluish
tint. So much do I value the strain, that I intend
to grow it extensively for next winter and spring
decoration, a band of it fringing a mass of mixed
colours being certain to attract achnination. Good
white Cinerarias are to be met with among English
strains, but they are comparatively scarce, and are
apt to become finely edged with colour, all those
we possess having quite recently changed in this

manner. I am only too well acquainted with the

fact that single Cinerarias are not serviceable in a
cnt state, but I have noticed that the white forms
wlien used in wreaths l.'ist quite long enough, and
are very "taking" in .appearance. In this district

pot plants of a white or nearly white variety sell

readily at Easter for church decoration, and are
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appreciated at any time. Double Cinerarias, though
less beautiful, are more durable In a cut state,

and I have good reasons for asserting that the time
is not far distant when a good double white variety

will be available for general cultivation, perhaps
raised from seed, and most certainly by the method
of propagation by suckers.—W. I<::gu1jDEN.

Tree Pseonies under glass.—When grown in

the open ground these Preonies push forth their

young leaves and flower-buds so early in the season,

that in many districts at least they are usually

injured by spring frosts, and much of the beauty of

the plant is lost. This very circumstance eminently
fits them for flowering under glass, as with but
little forcing they may be had in flower at a time
when they are most useful for the greenhouse or

conservatory. They are so beautiful, t hat were they

obtainable at a cheaper rate than is the case at

present, no doubt they would be far more used for

flowering in pots. Most probably the slow rate of

growth will always prevent their becoming very

cheap. Where the plants are required for flower-

ing in pots, thoy should be lifted in a very careful

manner the preceding autumn, and potted in soil

principally composed of good turfy loam, lightened

with a little sand, decayed manure, and leaf-mould.

A cold frame is a good place for them till they are

taken into a gentle heat, but over-forcing must be
guarded against. A fine group of Tree Piconies in

the greenhouse at Kew well exemplifies their value

for flowering under glass.—H. P.

Acacia armata.—This, the Kangaroo Thorn of

Australia, is one of the most accommodating of the

whole genus, for though under favourable conditions

it will attain the dimensions of a large, rather up-

right-growing bush and in this state blooms pro-

fusely, it is just as free when restricted to a pot 5

inches in diameter. In this way it is grown in con-

siderable numbers by some of those who supply the

market with plants for decorations, and these little

bushes when laden with blossoms are remarkably
pretty. This Acacia may be readily forced, as by
placing it in an intermediate structure it may be
hid in bloom much earlier than when kept entirely

in a greenhouse. The flowers are rich bright yellow,

while the foliage is of an unusually deep green hue.

Another species now in bloom is A. Druramondi,
with pinnate leaves and spikes of lemon-coloured
flowers. It forms a remarkably handsome specimen,

but is the most difficult of its class to maintain in

perfect health. A. lineata, a neat, much-branched
bush with narrow leaves and a profusion of orange-

yellow blossoms, must be included among the best

of the Acacias, as also must A. leprosa, a large free-

growing kind, with long leaves and blossoms of a
sulphur-yellow colour. A. verticillata, a vigorous,

but dense-growing kind, with deep green, needle-

shaped leaves, flowers so profusely that the whole
plant is quite a mass of yellow. Besides all these.

Acacia Riceana, a straggling grower, just at home
trained to a pillar or along the roof of a greenhouse,

is most beautiful when in bloom, the long string-

like branches hanging down for a considerable dis-

tance, and are studded throughouttheirwhole length

with sulphur-coloured blossoms. A couple of very
desirable kinds, A. platyptera and A. dealbata,

have already finished their flowering season—H. P.

Keempferia rotunda.—Several of the Ginger-
worts are remarkable for the beauty of their blos-

soms, among others being the African Cienkowskia
or Kaempfuria Kirki, of which a coloured plate was
given in The (lAltDKN, August 18, 1888. K. rotunda
forms a stout, fleshy mass of roots, from which tlie

flowers are pushed up before the expansion of the
foliage. The flowers are borne, two or three to-

gether, at but 1 inch or 2 inches above the soil, and,

being devoid of foliage, they present a singularly

Isolated appearance. They are very showy, being
large, and while the upper petals are white, the
lower ones are rich ]iurple, veined with wliite. The
pleasing fragrance of the blossoms is also another
desirable feature. After the flowers are over the

leaves make their appearance, and when fully

developed the K;i:mpfcria is certainly an ornamental
f jliage plant. This is an old garden subject , having

been introduced from India over a century ago, but

It well deserves more attention than is bestowed

upon it at the present day. Another species (Ros-

coeana) flowers later in the year, at which time it

is very attractive, while the foliage is prettily

variegated. In K. Gilberti the lanceolate leaves

are of a very deep green ground colour, while the

undulated margin is bordered by an irregular, but

conspicuous band of white. These Ktcmpferias are

all of e.asy culture, needing a good supply of water

during the growing season, but as the foliage shows
signs of ripening, water must be gradually withheld,

and in winter all that is necessary is to keep the

soil from becoming dry. In the spring they should

be shaken out of their old compost and repotted,

when they will at once commence to grow.—H. P.

THE CITRUS.

The different varieties of Orange and others of the

CUtrus tribe are proverbially long-lived plants, con-

tinuing TO thrive and maintain a healthy appearance

when grown in pot or tubs for many years, provided

that they are fairly treated. To do full justice

to most of the kinds they should have considerably

more warmth than is usually given to them. An
intermediate temperature suits them best, and
where the fruit is required for use, the plants should

have a little heat almost continuously. It is the

want of heat, coupled with inattention to the soil

and drainage, that brings about the loss of roots

and the enfeebled state that Oranges are often seen

in. But even when in poor condition, with scant

foliage and the growth weak, the plants may
usually be brought round if the right means are

taken. When in the state described, the best

course is to turn the plants out and get all the soil

that has become exhausted away, cut back all

decayed roots and repot in new material. Good
yellow turfy loam, with a little rotten manure and
sand, is the best soil for them ; if a little peat is

added it will do no harm. In most cases specimens

that have got into bad condition will require put-

ting into smaller pots or tubs for a time than those

which they have hitherto occupied. If a gentle

bottom-heat of about 70° can be given them through

the summer, it will greatly assist the production of

new roots, the presence of which is an absolute

necessity before any appreciable improvement in the

top-growth can be looked for. The plants should

be carefully shaded from the sun and have a mode-

rately moist atmosphere. If the night temperature

is kept at about (50°, with a rise in the daytime pro-

portionate to the state of the weather, it will answer.

The syringe should be used once a day until the

season's growth is completed. Where the treat-

ment recommended is to befoUowed, no time should

be lost in carrying it out. Oranges and Citrous

that require more root-room should be at once put

into larger pots or tubs, being careful in all cases

to secure the drainage sufficiently so as to prevent

soil getting down into it, and in the selection of

the soil, nothing should be used that is not of a

lasting nature. Where scale or other insects are

present, the 'plants should be thoroughly cleaned.

If this is omitted, the insects will increase during

the warm weather to an extent that will give much
trouble later on. T. B.

ably showy, but had the hybridising been carried
on, no doubt good results might have eventually
been obtained. Mr. Balchin, who succeeded Mr.
Parsons, raised a batch of seedling Bouvardias,
among which were Dazzler, which, I think, there
can be little doubt about being a hybrid; also a
very pretty pink variety, which did not prove
vigorous enough to be perpetuated.—A. H. E.

Bouvardias.—I quite agree with "J. C. C."

(see Gaboen, p. 347) th.atthe history of thegarden

varieties of Bouvardias would be interesting. I

cannot add much to what 1 have already written on

the matter, except to s.ay that I was intimately ac-

quainted with Mr. Parsons, and that it was from

him tliat I first received instructions in the propa-

gation of Bouvardias. It was before my time, how-

ever, that Hogarth, Laura, and the other variety,

which I believe was called Rosalind, were obtained,

and although I cannot state positively, I believe

they were ol)tained from seed. Had they been ob-

tained from root cutting.s, I think I shoidd have

heard something of tliat method of propagation,

for up to within a few months of Mr. Parsons'

death I was engaged in hybridising various classes

of plants under liis instructions. Among these I

may mention Begonias, and I succeeded in raising

hybrids between B. insignis and B. boliviensis. Al-

though distinctly hybrids, they were not remark-

CLIVIAS AT FOREST HILL.

This superb genus of greenhouse plants has during
the last ten years received great attention from the
hands of the hybridist both at home and abroad,
but, judging from some flowers which I have seen
recently from across the water as new and fine, the
English growers have walked completely away from
the others in the race, and certainly the display
now on view in the nursery of Messrs. J. Laing and
Sons is the finest I have ever yet seen, either at
home or abroad. I have grown this plant some-
what largely for many years, and should be supposed
to know a good form of this plant ; and when I

was told a few days since that they were wretched,
glaring things, I was certainly surprised. I maintain
that a good display of this plant in a greenhouse at

the present time is one of the very richest and
pleasing that can be produced, as the plants have
an abundance of large, intense, deep green leaves
as a foil to the large trusses of richly coloured
flowers. Clivias can be had in bloom nearly all the
year round by judiciously managing the plants,

but at no season of the year do they appear
so beautiful as in the early spring, which appears
to be their natural time of flowering. The plants
are of bold free growth, the leaves very dark
green, and the flowers are borne upon a stout stem
in a large umbel upon the top. These in the original

type of the species seldom stood well above the
foliage, but in the more recent garden varieties this

is changed, and the large trusses of bloom are well
raised, and display their charms in a bold and fear-

less manner. This plant produces seeds freely from
which young plants may be obtained, but to the
ordinary am<ateur division will be found the best
means of propagating any well-known variety. It

is useless to name here all the beautiful kinds in

the Forest Hill Nursery, but just a few require
special notice, and amongst the best is

John Laing.—This plant has beeu iu flower for six

weeks, but it still retains its brilliancy ; the trusses are
large and the flowers slightly short-er than those of
tlie type. The segments are round and full, the upper
half of a very rich orange-scarlet, the base passing
into orange-yellow.

Mrs. Laing is a splendid companion plant, flowers

slightly larger, more open, and about two shades jtaler.

Lady Wolveuton is a very deUcatc flower, the
segments broad and roflexed, the upper half creamy
rose.

SuLPHDBEA is another distinct form; its colour is

described by its name. It is a very pretty contrast to

the others.

Delicatissima appears to nio wrongly named ; the
flower is largo and very richly coloured, hut certainly

inferior, and uot so bright as the two first nanicd kinds.

W. H. G.

Magnolia fuscata. — This is a greenhouse
kind, and may be grown to a useful size in a pot.

We have a plant, which is 12 feet high and about G

feet through, in a lO-inch pot. It has not been re-

potted for eight years, and is so luxuriant that

lam of opinion it dislikes being disturbed at the
root, neither has it been exposed to the sun during
all that time, as it has a permanent place under a
le.ad-roofed lobby at the end of a conscrv.itory. It

is always green and healthy, ami invarialily flowers

about Whitsuntide. Its purple blooms, about the
size of a shilling, are very fragrant. Their presence
can be easily distinguished at the other end of the
house, which is 80 feet long.—J. MuiU, Maryam,
iSiiiith Wales.

Common Asparagus.—I have long appre-
ciated the value of tlie Cape varieties of Asparagus,
but at the present, neither A. tenuissimus nor plu-

mosus nanus are so be.autiful and serviceable as the
common forced Asparagus. It has long been my
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practice to preserve the old forced roots in a heated
pit, in two or three lights, these being encouraged
to push up a quantity of late growth, and which
at the present time is of a beautiful soft green and
sufficiently matured to last in a cut state. It is

scarcely so durable as the more seasoned spray ob-
tained from the Cape varieties, but it is far more
elegant and effective, and, in addition, is very plen-
tiful. There is quite a demand for it for Easter
decorations, and the wonder is it is so little valued.

—W. IGGULDEN.

WORK IX PLANT HOUSES.
GEEENHOTjaB cLiMBEEs.—It often happens that
roof- climbers that are planted out in greenhouses
and conservatories do not succeed so weU as the
other occupants that go to fill the houses, and that
are subject to the ordinary pot culture ; nor is the
reason far to seeli. The pot plants in most cases

are naturally smaller growers than the climbers

;

consequently they do with less root-room, and are
also either repotted when necessary in fresh ma-
terial, or kept in suitable condition by the aid of

manure applied in some form or other. On the
other hand, the beds or borders in which the
climbers are planted are frequently left without
anything to lieep up their fertility. The result of

this is that the plants become weak, and in some
cases the best remedy is to take out the plants,

make new borders, and begin afresh. Where this

course is decided upon, no time should be lost in

carrying out the work, so as to give the plants a
chance of getting established before the end of the
growing season. The borders where subjects of this

character are grown are often unavoidably limited
in size ; consequently it is necessary to water freely.

This points to the necessity for good drainage,
which should not alone consist of enough hard
material, such as clean shingle, broken bricks, or
climbers under the bed, but also in an outlet for the
water. For want of this latter the soil frequently
gets sour. When climbers have to be planted, there
is little chance of the requisite amount of light

reaching their tops until they have attained a con-
siderable size. In all cases the plants should be tall

enough when turned out to meet this difficulty,

otherwise there is not much hope of their succeed-
ing. The soil should be made sufficiently rich by
the help of manure to answer the requirements of

the kinds of plants that are to be put in it. But
this ought not to be overdone, or it will cause too
great a luxuriance for a time. It is better to

depend more on surface-dressings applied annually
and on manure water given during the time that
active growth is going on. Plants that are used for

clothing pillars in greenhouses and conservatories
are often an important feature, and nothing should
be left undone to have them in good condition.
Not unusually there has been no provision made for

planting them out ; where this happens pots alone
have to be depended on. Where climbers are grown
care should always be taken that they are quite
free from the worst kinds of insects, such as the
brown and white scale or mealy bug. Any climbers
that require larger pots should now have attention.

Those that are already in pots as large as are to be
used and have fully occupied the soil should have
manure water given once every ten days or a fort-

night as soon as the growth is fairly in motion,
as where the soil is too much exiiausted to support
the first efforts, the progress afterwards will not be
satisfactory.

Ivr-LEAVED Pelargoniums.—The varieties of
this section of Pelargoniums have been greatly im-
proved of late years, so that they now are amongst
the best of all soft-wooded subjects for greenhouse
decoration. Grown cone-shape and loosely trained
on trellises, or round a few sticks inserted just

within tlie rims of the pots, they associate well
with other things of low bushy habit. Their dis-

tinct and handsome flowers are effective both on
the plants and when cut. The size which the
specimens may be grown to is an advantage when
they have to be used in large houses. The best of
the double as well as the single-flowered varieties

should be grown, for though the former. In common
with all double flowers, are wanting in the elegance

that single flowers possess, their lasting properties
are worth taking into account, particularly when
the bloom has to be cut. Young plants that were
struck from cuttings during last summer or the
preceding spring should now be moved into larger

pots. Give them rich soil, such as the large-

flowered kinds of Pelargonium delight in. Good
turfy loam of a moderately holding nature, with a
liberal addition of rotten manure and some sand, is

the best material for them. Pot firmly, and keep the
soil a little drier for a few weeks than it needs to

be afterwards. Stop the shoots so far as necessary
to cause the production of enough branches to

furnish the future specimens. Older plants that
require more room should have larger pots, and
should be encouraged to make as much growth
early in the season as possible. The time that these
Ivy-leaved kinds come in the most useful is during
the latter part of summer and in the autumn,
when flowering plants are less plentiful. The
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums make excellent subjects
for hanging baskets. Their continuous flowering
disposition adds much to their merits for this

purpose. Two or three varieties with distinct

coloured flowers may be put in a basket ; in this

way they look better than if each is filled with one
sort. Cuttings may now be put in ; they will make
useful plants for filling baskets a year hence.

Double Petunias.—Young plants of the double
varieties of Petunia that were struck and grown on
last summer, and which are now in G-inch or 7-inch
pots, should be moved into others two sizes larger.

These double kinds are slower growers than the
single ones, and require more root room to get
them into large specimens. Fresh turfy loam with
plenty of rotten manure mixed with it and some
sand answers for them. If some leaf-mould is also

added it will help the growth. Stop the shoots so

far as necessary to induce bushy plants. The
pinching out of the ends of the shoots in this way
will to some extent interfere with their blooming,
but it is well to lay the foundation for properly
furnished plants that will be in a conclition to

flower well here the latter part of summer.

Single Petunias.—Single varieties of Petunia
may now be depended upon to come good enough
from seed, provided the strain is carefully selected.

Yet at times an exceptionally fine variety appears
that is worth retaining. Young plants of such that
were struck from cuttings last autumn should now
be moved to the pots in which they are intended to

flower ; those 8 inches in diameter will in most
cases be large enough. The single forms of Petunia
are more straggling in habit than the double sorts

;

consequently, they require more stopping to keep
them bushy. This must be attended to early, or the
plants will be thin at the bottom. Small plants
that have been raised from seed sown some time
back must be pricked off into 3-inch pots as soon
as they are large enough to handle. Stop the shoots
when they are 3 inches high.

Petunias in baskets.—Both the double and
the single varieties of Petunia are good plants for

hanging baskets. To some extent the single sorts

may be preferable for using in this way on account
of their producing many more flowers than the

double kinds. In the case of either there should
be no time lost in putting them into the baskets, so

that they may be able to get into good condition
by the time they are wanted. Mixed colours of the

single varieties will look the best. If the plants,

after putting into the baskets, can be kept a few
degrees warmer than in an ordinary greenhouse, it

will benefit them and help on the growth. In all

cases let them be hung up where they will have
plenty of light.

Campanula pyramidalis.—Strong plants raised

from seed sown last spring and that have been well

cared for since should now be moved into 10-

inch or 11-inch pots. These will not be too big,

provided the plants have attained sufficient size

and the object is to have large examples. Give
them good turfy loam with some rotten manure
and sand mixed with it. After potting, a cold pit

where they can stand near the glass will be a good
place for them. See that they are quite free from
aphides, for if these insects gain a footing they will

soon destroy the lower leaves, and the absence of

these spoils the appearance of the plants._ If

not already sown, seed should at once be put in to

raise stock for blooming another year. If the

sowing is longer deferred, the chances are that they

will not flower when wanted. This Campanula
can be increased from root-cuttings. If plants

that bloomed last summer, either in pots or in the

open ground, are now taken up and the strong roots

put separately in pots, just leaving the top of the

root level with the surface of the soil, they will

soon begin to grow. The shoots that will be formed

should, as soon as they appear, be thiimed out to

one. The root-cuttings may be planted out in a bed

if room under glass is limited, grown on through

the summer, and then taken up and potted in

autumn, and afterwards treated through the winter

like cool greenhouse stock. They will be quite

equal to any that are kept altogether in pots. Seed-

lings may in like manner be planted out; so

managed," they generally get stronger than when
in pots.

Humea elegans.— This well-knovm biennial

plant should not be forgotten. Its elegant feathery

plumes are effective wherever used, either in a con-

servatory or elsewhere amongst i^lants of more

formal habit. To get the plants strong before

autumn the seed should be sown now. Plants that

have been wintered in 7-inch or 8-inch pots should

be removed into others 2 inches or 3 inches larger.

Without sufficient pot-room it is dirticult to keep the

lower leaves in a healthy condition until the end

of the season. A good look-out must be kept for

aphides, which are partial to this Humea, and if

allowed to infest the leaves quickly destroy them.

CiNEBAElAS.—Those who aim at having a good

strain of these useful plants can only do so by each

year, as the stock comes into bloom, selecting

plants that possess the best marked flowers in their

respective colours, and that are strong and robust

in growth. The stock should be frequently looked

over as the plants begin to open their first flowers,

and any that are of exceptional merit should be

moved away from the rest. Growers who are par-

ticular about their Cinerarias put each colour that

they intend to save seed from in a separate garden

frame, by which means a good strain can not only

be kept 'up to the mark, but may be improved.

Those who want Cinerarias in flower by the end of

the year will soon have to sow a little seed. It is

better to sow at two or three different times where

a long season of bloom is desired. T. B.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND QREENHOVSE.

Heliotrope and Daffodil Garlic (Allium

neapolitanum) go well together. A group of them

may be seen in the greenhouse at Kew, and it is sur-

prising the pleasure such an arrangement of common
flowers gives to visitors.

Acacia Riceana.—All the greenhouse Acacias

are most useful plants at this season, but iu my opinion

A. Riceana is the liest of all, as the foliage is exeoeJ-

ingly neat, the branches and sprays naturally graceful

ami drooping, and the pale lemon flowers most abun-

dant anil effective. It may be grown in pots, planted

out as a bush, or trained as a pillar plant.—J. Ml-IR.

Zonal Pelargonium Henry Jaeoby.—This
popular variety fuUy merits all that Mr. Muir says m
its praise, and as a summer bcdJcr it is especially

valuable. It also flowers well in pots during tlie

winter, but we find senii-double-flowcrcd varieties of

much more service than the single-flowered, and one

of our favourites is a double form of Henry Jacohy.

This, as far as habit and colo\ir are coucerueJ, exactly

resembles the single form, the ouly difference being in

the doubleness of the flowers. Where this variety

originated or how it came into my possession I cannot

explain, but I believe it came with a number of cut-

tings of the single form.—I.

Solanum jasminoides.— This may be quite

hardy in s.vme districts, but grown in a cool house it

is far more beautiful and eorvicc.able. With ordinary

g(.od culture it produces a profusion of largo trusses of

pure white flowers, and with us is especially good at

the present time. It succeeds admirably in large pots

or with its roots restricted to a narrow border, and

should have good room on the roof. We train two or

three leading branches to wires taken up the roof
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about 12 inches apart, and the lateral gro>yth being

duly shortened back, an abundance of flowering shoots

results, these hanging down gracefully and not unduly
shading the other occupants of the house. An occa-

sional fumigation with tobacco paper will keep the

plants clean.—W. I.

Tropseolutn Comet.—This is a free-flowering

variety, either for growing in pots or for planting

in a border at the base of a south wall in the green-

house or other cool house. The blooms are bright

in colour, and being borne on stout, erect foot-

stalks, are useful for cutting. This variety produces

a full crop of flowers during the winter if a tempera-

ture of about 55° or a little more can be maintained.

A small balloon-shaped trellis made of wire answers

best for training the shoots on. Pots 8 inches in

diameter will be large enough to accommodate good-

sized plants. Greenhouse temperature during the

summer, with abundance of water at the roots and
occasional doses of liquid manure, will furnish free-

flowering plants by the end of October, when the

temperature noted above may be given them and
the blooms allowed to develop.—H.

Rhododendron Countess of Haddington.
—In the note on this Rhododendron on page 31(3

of The Garden, April 13, mention is made of the

difference to be observed in the flowers, some being

much finer than others. This is said to be due to a

number of seedlings having been raised, and on
this point I am perfectly at accord with the writer

of the article, as I have this season flowered several

seedlings, the product of the same cross, R. cilia-

tum and R. Dalhousise. There is a considerable

amount of variation to be found amongst them,
some being a good deal deeper in colour than those

of the form usually met with, while others are

much paler—indeed, nearly approaching the prim-
rose tint of R. Dalhousiai. The habit also varies.

Those which more nearly resemble R. Dalhousia; in

the colour of the flowers appear to have more of its

straggling habit. The variety Countess of Hadding-
ton is certainly a grand Rhododendron, and quite

distinct from the numerous other varieties in culti-

vation.—H. P.

Bouvardia sports.—Without being able to

t'lrow any light on the question asked by "J. C. C."

(p. 347) as to the origin of many of the new varie-

ties that have been obtained from sports, I may
mention that my experience is exactly in accord
with that detailed by your correspondent, viz.,

when plants have been raised from root-cuttings,

many of them with red or pinkish blooms have
reverted to the white-llowered forms. This fact

was brought home very forcibly to me a few years

ago, when the double pink-flowered President Gar-
field (obtained as a sport from the double white
Alfred Neuner) was sent from America with a great

reputation. Having obtained a few plants, I was
anxious to increase them as fast as possible, and as

they had suffered a good deal in their voyage
across the Atlantic, I took off a number of roots and
obtained a quantity of plants in this manner. So
far so good ; but when they flowered, at least three-

fourths of them were pure white, while those that
were propagated from the young growing shoots,

taken after the plants had recovered from their

journey, produced pink blossoms. After this I al-

ways take care to propagate as far as possible from
cuttings of the shoots.— T.

Heuch.era sanguinea is a beautiful hardy
plant that may be used in the greenhouse in early
spring with rich effect, and may be ahso enjoyed in

the open border in sunmier. It is not an old plant,

but its extreme brightness and elegance will soon
bring it into popularity, especially as it is of very
easy culture. Last year this Heuchera was very
fine in gardens in the suburbs of London, and we
are again reminded of its usefulness by a group of

plants in the greenhouse at Kew. The growth is

quick, and the lovely spikes of liell-like flowers, (lie

colour brilliant coral-red, keep fresli for many weeks.
These spikes are of unusual grace and elegance,

and they may be used with the liest effect in cut-

flower arrangements, good specimens carrying up-
wards of one dozen of them. The foliage is abun-
dant and deep green. It is to be hoped that such a
charming plant, easily grown and exceedingly free-

blooming, will be seen in every large garden, as well

as in the smaller plots attached to suburban villas.

It deserves all the praise we can give it.

Propagating.

Double Chinese Pkimulas.—The double forms

of the Chinese Primrose are among the most free-

blooming of all winter-flowering plants. From
early in the autumn until late in the spring the same
plants will keep up a succession of bloom, that is,

prorided the plants have been strong and in a clean

healthy condition at the commencement of the

winter. It is only the semi-double varieties that

can be obtained from seed. All the best, perfectly

full double varieties have to be propagated either

from cuttings or by dividing the old plants. Tiie

latter method I consider preferable, but previous to

cutting them up, the old plants should be prepared.

By the time the plants have done flowering they

will have made a good portion of stem above the

ground. This should be carefully cleaned, removing
all the old leaves and any old leaf-stalks. Take
them off as closely as possible, and after this is done

they should be earthed up with some light sandy
soil. Where good leaf-soil is to be had, there is no-

thing better than this, if rubbed through a sieve and
plenty of sand added. This should be pressed

rather flrmly round the stems, bringing it up close

to the bottom leaves. After this surfacing, the

plants should be stood in a close warm position,

and the surface soil kept just moist enough to en-

courage roots. In about a fortnight or three

weeks there will be plenty of young roots produced
from the part of the stem that has been covered up.

The plants may then be cut up, and all the old por-

tion of stem and root removed ; in fact, the divi-

sions will be simply rooted cuttings, or young plants

which will start off after being potted without loss

of time, while those taken off as cuttings in the

ordinary way will be much longer in making good
plants, besides which they have to be kept close for

a longer period, and are much more liable to damp
off. This is especially the case with the stronger-

growing sorts, such as those raised by Mr. Gilbert.

The old double white is not so difficult to manage,
and if the stock is in good condition, young
plants may be obtained from cuttings with

little difliculty. They should be taken off close

to the older and firmer portion of the stem, and care

should be taken that all portions of the old leaf-

stalks are cleared off. Silver sand should be applied

to dry up the moisture. The cuttings should be put

in singly in small pots, and plunged in the close

propagating pit where there is a moderate bottom-

heat. Very little water should be given, but it is

essential that the cuttings be kept fresh. If

allowed to get withered they never do so well after-

wards, or at least are much longer in making a

start. When plants that have been earthed up are

divided, they require great care, otherwise many of

the young roots will be lost. It is important that

they should be potted up before the roots have be-

come matted together. They should be potted in

small pots, and will require to be kept close and
well shaded for a few days, after which they may
be gradually exiiosed, and by the time they are

fairly hardened off, they will be ready for potting

on into larger pots.

A good compost for growing the double Primulas

in is loam and leiif-mould in equal pari s,a little vi'ell-

rotted manure, and plenty of good sharp sand m a

little old lime rubbish being added. The pots should

be well drained and the plants potted moderately

firm, keeping them sufliciently low that the bottom

loaves come well on to the soil. It is sometimes

supposed that potting low causes the plants to

damp off at the base, but unless the crowns are

actually buried no harm will result in keeping the

plants well down in the soil. As roots are pro-

duced from the stems, the plants are benefited

rather than (ptherwise, but previous to potting, all

old leaf-stalks should be carefully removed. The
best position for growing the plants on in through

the summer will be a cool house where they can

stand on a moist bottom. Flenty of top air may be

given at all times, but the plants do not like too

much side air, as it causes a draught which will dry
them too much ; or a cold pit is a good position

during the summer, and the lights may be taken off

in favourable weather when the sun is not too power-
ful. The Primulas should be removed to a drier

position early in the autumn ; but it should be
remembered that the plants are naturally of a
moisture-loving character, and should not be allowed

to suffer for want of water, or be exposed to a dry,

draughty atmosphere. If the plants are kept regu-

larly cleaned there will be no danger of their damp-
ing, provided they are in a healthy condition.

A.

Kitchen Garden.

CARDOONS.
The Cardoon (Cynara Cardunctilus) was intro-

duced into this country as early as the year

1058, or nearly a century later than its near
relative the Globe Artichoke (Cynara Scolymus),
but it does not appear to have ever attained to

popularity, and in all probabUity is even less

cultivated now than was the case twenty-live

years ago. One of the principal causes of this

decline may be attributed, I believe, to the in-

Prickly Tours Cardoon (ouc-liitecntli natural size).

ability of cooks to serve it properly as a

vegetable or to utilise it iu soups, and when
there is no demand for a vegetable that requires

so much room ami time expended on its produc-

tion, no gardener is to blame for ceasing to cul-

tivate it. At the same time, cooks cannot be
blamed for not being able to convert badly-

grown stalks into a tempting dish, and before,

therefore, condeinuiug them too (juickly, gar-

deners ought first to feel ecrtaui that some part

of tho blame docs not attach to themselves.

Those who are called upon to supply a great

variety of vegetables will agree with me that

they experience the greatest dlMicuIty in n\ain-

taining the requisite supply during the dull

winter months, and it is tlieii that Cardoons, if

they could be presented in an eatable condition,

would prove most acceptable. Let the gardener

first grow them well, and then persuade the cook

to adopt tho most approved methods of serving

thcni. If a proof of unpopularity be needed, wo
have only to point to the various English seed

catalogues, these being a sure index of what is

most in demand. Many of them ignore Cardoons ;

others merely include them in the miscellaneous
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list. Only the Spanish variety is ofiered, and
this happens to be the least favoured in Cardoon-
loving countries—notably France, where the
more solid, if more spiny Large Tours is pre-

ferred. More than fifty years ago, Mr. Mcintosh
called attention to the (see illustration) "Car-
doon of Tours," but his description may have
had a deterrent ell'ect ; nor is this altogether

Smooth solid t'arjoon (oiic-tifteeuth natural size).

to be wondered at, as this is what lie says
of it :

" There is a species of Cardoon cul-

tivated in France under the name of Cardoon of
Tours which is reckoned better than the sort
cultivated in England. It is of so formidable
a nature, in consequence of the s])ines with
which it is thickly covered, that great caution
is necessary in working amongst them to avoid
personal injury. A strong leather dress and
gloves are, therefore, worn in all operations with
this species.'' It was then not introduced into
the British gardens, but it has been since, as
my first contact with a row of plants was any-
thing but pleasant. There is, however, no ne-
cessity to wear a leather dress, but a good pair
of leather gloves are of service when moulding-
up time arrives. There are also included m
French catalogues a smooth, large, solid variety
and the Puvis or Articlioke-leaved (see illustra-

tions). The Puvis is considered exceptionally
good.

Cardoons are readily raised from seed, and
can be as easily grown as Celery. Whether the
plants should be raised under glass and trans-
planted to the open, or the seed sown where
the plants are to grow, ought to depend upon
circumstances. If placed in a cold, late dis-
trict I should adopt the former plan ; but in
warm or fairly early localities, the plan of sow-
ing in the open ground is the best. When
raised early and kept for some time root-bound
in pots, the greater portion of the plants are
liable to run to seed prematurely, in which state
they are worthless. Supposing, however, the
requisite number of 4-inch, or rather larger
pots were, late in April or early in May, filled

with fairly good soil, tlirce seedi sown in each,
and all placed in gentle heat, the seedlings

would soon appear, and these being duly re-

duced to one in each pot, the plants would be
strong enough to put outearly in .lune and before

they experience a check in growth. About
fifty plants would perhaps be ample for the first

attempt. Cardoons require plenty of moisture at

the roots when growing, but a cold, wet subsoil

proves fatal to keeping. A good open site

ought to be selected for them, and a shallow
trench prepared somewhat after the manner
usually recommended for Celery. If it is in-

tended to have more than one row, the trenches
should be fully 4 feet apart, and the sooner they
are got ready the better. Especially is it neces-

sary to open the trenches early when the soil is

of a heavy, bad working nature, as it is almost
useless to sow seeds or to put out yonng plants

on lumpy ground. Unless, therefore, there has

been sutficient time for the soil to become well

pulverised, the trenches should be dug at least

12 inches deep and the soil distributed on the
ridges, about 9 inches of compost, consistrug of

fresh loam, partially decayed manure, and
charred vegetable rubbish in equal parts, being
substituted for it. The least that can be done
is to cover the manure, after it has been forked
into and well mixed with some of the soil in the
trench, with 4 inches of fine light soil, this

favouring either planting or seed sowing. Where
a long succession of Cardoons is required, a

batch of plants are raised under glass in April
and duly hardened otf before being put out
in the open ground or trenches. More seed is

sown about the present time and again a month
later ; in the two latter instances where the
plants are to grow. As a rule, one sowing is

.^rtichokL'-luaved Cardomi (oiie-tiftePiitli natural si/r).

sufficient, this being made at the present time.

The trench being prepared as just advised, a

single drill can be drawn through the centre

from 1 inch to 2 inches in depth, and in these

the seed should either be sown thinly or in

patches of not less than 15 inches apart. Wo
prefer the former plan, as should there be any
failures these can be made good with the

thinnings.

( )pinions vary as to the exact distances at

which Cardoons should be grown apart. Mawe
in his book entitled " Every Man his own Gar-

dener," published more than a century ago.

advises that the rows be a yard and a half apart,
3k feet dividing the plants in the row. Fifty
years later Mr. Mcintosh stated that the rows
or trenches should be 4 feet apart and only 8
inches or 9 inches allowed from plant to plant.

The rows should, however, be 4 feet apart and
the plants from 15 inches to 18 inches apart, and
this whether turned out from pots or sown where
they are to be grown. When growing freely

they ought to receive fre(|uent heavy water-
ings and liquid manure occasionally, dryness at

the roots being almost certain to induce prema-
ture bolting. It is advisable to pull off any
small or partially decayed leaves in July or early

in August and very lightly mould up the plants,

the aim being to keep the more solid stalks from
opening out too much, and thereby render final

moulding up a difficult operation. Early in

October the plants ought to be fully grown and
ready for the Handling process. Well-made hay-
bands should be rather tightly and closely twisted
round the stalks of each plant separately, so as

to briug them well up together and to efi'ectually

exclude the soil from the hearts, after which the
soil should be banked up around them much
as Celery is treated, only the tips of the leaves
being uncovered. Some authorities state that

Cardoons can be properly blanched in three
weeks, but according to my experience three
months is nearer the mark, and at least ten
weeks ought to be allowed for the blanching
process, or otherwise the stalks may be strongly

flavoured and tough. In low-lying districts

Cardoons keep best when lifted and itored in a
dry place, and in most districts the exposed
leaves ought to be lightly protected from frosts.

W. I.

LETTUCES DYING OFF.

Can any reader of The Garden explain the reason
for nearly all my Lettuces rotting away ? The soil

is fairly rich and well drained, but whether in pots
or a frame or in the open ground the bulk of the
plants rot off just where they leave the ground.
All the plants have good roots, and show no signs

of ill-health previous to their rotting off, which
takes place in a few hours. My gardener has con-
sulted other gardeners and some neighbouring
nurserymen without being able to find the cause.

C. W. B.

*,* I have frequently lost a few Lettuces exactly
in the same way as described by " C. W. B.," but
never met with an instance where the disease has
proved so very destructive. A considerable number
of plants are annually destroyed in various gardens
by grubs, tliese eating their way through the tap
roots, but in this case flagging of the foliage is the
first symptom, and the Lettuces do not rot off, but
rather shrivel up. When the plants collapse sud-
denly and are a mass of pulp in a few liours, this

rapid decay is caused not by grub or insect agency,
but by a disease belonging, L believe, to the same
class as the Potato disease (Peronospora infestans),

the distinctive name being P. gangliformis. In
common with all diseases of fungoid growth, it is

most dithcult to contend with, no really effective

remedy yet having been discovered. Last season
was singularly favourable to the spread of various
forms of these diseases. I never saw them so
numerous and destructive; in fact, numerous flower-

ing plants as well as vegetables have been much
damaged by them. Already there are signs of
their destructive presence under glass, Liliums,

Carnations, .and Tomatoes being most affected, and
even the flowers on herbaceous Calceolarias are

diseased. Unless, therefore, we soon experience
clearer, warmer weather and a drier atmosphere,
there is every likelihood of many apparently in-

explicable losses of both foliage and plants. For
those with hard foliage and stems I have found

j

nothing so effective as Fir tree oil, used rather

strong, and where it can safely be done at its full

strength. Sulphur in a dry state is quite powerless
against these diseases, but if mixed into a paint
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and applied to well-heated hot-water pipes it acts time the ground is ready for their reception. The
beneficially. Neither of these remedies can weU '--—- -' -" —•" ' - -»-— j =- . ij.,j„

be advised in the case of the Lettuce disease, and I

only mention them in order to demonstrate how
great is the difficulty to be faced by all who are

troubled with it. I can only advise " C. W. B." to

destroy all that are left of his stock of plants, and,

if possible, to procure more from an untainted

source. These should be planted and more stock

raised in another part of the garden, the preference

being given to an open sunny spot, there being no
better position than the raised ridges between
newly-dug Celery trenches. Avoid crowding the

plants at any time, use the flat hoe frequently

among them, and with a sweet dry surface and
more favourable weather, the chances are there will

not be many more losses. A surfacing of burnt or

charred earth and refuse also tends to check the

spread of fungoid growths, more especially those

that first affect plants close to the ground. This

dressing ought to be freely used especially among
plants in frames.—W. I.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Broccoli.

Those plants raised under glass ought now to be

quite large enough to prick out on a sheltered

border ; in fact, unless they are so treated before

they become badly drawn, they will prove of little

real service. Seeing that it will be necessary to

transplant from the border to their final quarters

with a good ball of soil about the roots, it is advis-

able to take extra pains in the preparation of the

ground. If it is at all stiff or lumpy, it ought to be

moistened if dry and well worked, and either leaf-

mould or any fine light soil be freely stirred into

the surface. Supposing the plants have been har-

dened off, rather more than the requisite number
should be pricked out about 4 inches apart each

way, and if the weather is at all dry be watered in.

Some kind of temporary shelter ought to be given

at first, especially if the nights are frosty, and slugs

be either caught or kept off with with soot and
lime. Veitch's Autumn Protecting is the only va-

riety we take this trouble with, and in addition to a

good batch— in our case not less than 400 plants

—

more seed is sown at the end of April on an open
border, and the requisite number of plants from
each sowing having been put out, a good succession

is obtained from October to February inclusive.

Michaelmas White can also be had early and good
from plants obtained from seed sown now, while

Autumn White is of equally quick growth. Snow's

Superb White, the Sandringham selection of which
is well worthy of a trial, sown now, would be avail-

able in February and March, Spring White forming
a good succession. CooUng's Matchless follows

closely ; then comes the valuable Leamington, and
after this Model, Latest of All, and Late Queen, all

of which sown now will, if properly grown, main-
tain a good supply till June. Sprouting Broccoli

should also be sown now, and this is hardier and
frequently more profitable than ordinary Broccoli.

Broccoli this season are rather later and smaller than
usual, and the almost sure consequence will be a
great glut in May. If a portion of the later varie-

ties is lifted with good balls of soil about the root.s,

and replanted rather more closely in a well-manured
border, a much longer succession will be main-
tained. Tills treatment will most probably result

in a reduction in the size of the hearts, but these

will be close, white and good when those formed by
undisturbed plants are past their best.

Borecole.
Cold frosty winds, following upon a comparatively

mild-growing autumn, cut up the old leaves of some
of the Borecoles, but tliey only checked their growth
and did not otherwise impair their usefulne.ss. The
hearting forms of the Scotch Curled are the most
appreciated here. By cutting first the hearts,

which, when cooked, are very tender and mild in

llavour, a useful crop of side shoots will follow.

The ordinary forms of Scotch Curled are also good,

while the equally hardy Cottager's Ivale is most
]iroductive of succulent greens. Any of these may
be sown on an open border now, the jilants thus

rai.sed being quite large enough to put out by the

latest of all will be found in Asparagus or Buda
Kale— this exceptionally hardy variety, if kept

closely gathered from, yielding a great quantity of

succulent greens till late in June. This may be

sown now or a month hence, in the latter case,

however, in rows where the plants are to grow.

The drills may be drawn 2 feet apart and the plants

eventually thinned out to about 12 inches apart.

Brussels Sprouts.

These require a long period of growth, and the

principal portion of the plants ought therefore to

be raised under glass, though not necessarily in

heat. In ours and many other instances the early

raised plants are now quite large enough to prick

out on a sheltered border, as advised in the case of

early Broccoli, and they will well repay for any
little extra trouble taken with them. On light soils

the earliest planted Brussels Sprouts are apt to fail

soon after midwinter, and in this case it is advisable

to sow more seed now on an open border, and the

plants, being duly transferred to good ground, will

yield a good crop of late sprouts. There is little

or no necessity for adopting this plan when those

first raised are planted on deep, fairly rich holding

soil, as those thus grown usually remain productive

very late in the season, or as long as the tops can

be preserved. Ne Plus Ultra is very reliable with

us, and produces abundance of close, mildly flavoured

sprouts, but the Exhibition and Perfection strains

are rather more robust, and give the finest heads.

For marketing purposes there are none to excel the

Aigburth, but this productive variety is much too

coarse and strongly flavoured to please cultured

tastes. It is a mistake to leave the old stumps on
the ground unless greens are needed, and directly

these begin to get hard the ground should be cleared

and prepared for successional crops.

Chou de Burghley.
When this was first sent out, Mr. Gilbert, or his

friends, erred greatly in advising that the plants

be raised early or under glass. Those who followed

this advice were rewarded with overgrown plants

and large close heads, which were available much
too early in the winter. This led to many com-
plaints, and in some instances a discontinuance of

the cultivation of what is really a most serviceable

late winter vegetable. When the seed is sown on
an open border about the end of April, or in warm
districts early in May, and the plants put out as

soon as fit, tliey grow rapidly, yet not too rankly,

and do not heart in as a rule much before March
and April. When the hearts are formed early they
are liable to be spoilt by frost, but the late raised

plants are perfectly hardy with us. It should be
remembered that this Cabbage Broccoli is really of

no great value as a Broccoli, and the tender Cab-
bage-like heads may well be used before the Broc-

coli hearts are formed. We treat ours much the

same as Savoys, and they are not given more room,

as we do not require large heads that must be cut

up when cooked, but rather those of a size that

may be served whole.
Beet.

The main crop ought now to be sown, and if the

seed is good and the ground in the best working
order, a quick germination and a healthy growth
should result. Sown much earlier, the condition.^,

this season especially, were unfavourable to either

the germination of the seeds or a quick growth of

the plants, birds and slugs doing much as they
please with them. Tliosc seedlings that escape

these enemies are liable to grow too strongly,

coarse roots being the inevitable result. In any
case, rather than have a patchy, uneven breadth,

we would prefer to surfaco-hoo tlie bed and rc-sow

at once. Dell's ('rimson, or one of its various sy-

nonyms, is yet the best Beet that can be grown,
coarseness rarely happening with this variety,

while the colour of both foliage and roots is usually

perfect. Pragnell's Exhibition sown on rather

poor ground forms clean, handsome roots, the

colour and quality of which are good, and the true

Nutting's Dwarf lied succeeds well. On hot, gra-

velly soils ;U1 the foregoing are liable to fail,

and in this case the preference ought to be
given to Crimson Ball, or the best selection of

Egyptian or Turnip-rooted. On strong ground the

Turnip-rooted Beet is liable to grow to a great

and useless size, and ought to be grown for the

early supplies only. Ground that was well

manured for a prerious crop best suits Beet, contact

with solid manure causing the roots to fork badly,

while fresh manure also induces a rank growth.

The ground ought to be well stirred to a good
depth, a finely-divided soil favouring germination
of the seed and a clean straight growth of the

roots. The drills on rather strong ground should be
drawn 18 inches apart, but on light or poor soil 15

inches are ample. Sow thinly and cover with some
of the finest surface soil, or if this is lumpy, some
finely sifted soil should be brought from the frame
ground. A close watch should be kept for the

seedlings, or the birds may steal a march on the

cultivator. As soon as seen, the plants ought to be
coated with soot and lime while yet the dew is on
them, and this being repeated as often as neces-

sary will usually keep off both birds and slugs.

The Turnip-rooted succeeds well when transplanted

from pians, and an early supply of roots is most
surely obtained by sowing in gentle heat, the

seedlings being duly hardened off and planted on a
sunny border when large enough to stand all

weathers.
Salsafy and Scorzonera.

During the winter and early spring months
a dish of either Salsafy or Scorzonera is fre-

quently of good service, an experienced cook being

able, if willing, to convert either into a fairly

tempting dish. The owners of small gardens may
well be contented with one kind only, and
the preference should be given to Salsafy, 1 oz.

of seed being suflicient. Both when sown early

are liable to run to seed prematurely, Scorzo-

nera being the worst offender in this respect, the

roots being worthless in consequence. When the

seed is sown at the present time fewer plants bolt,

and the majority form clean, straight, and fairly

thick roots, which keep well. The ground for them
should be prepared much as advised for Beet, and
if any raw manure is used it should be buried at

least 9 inches deep, or where the tap-roots only will

reach it. Quite shallow drills should be drawn 12

inches apart, the seed being sown thinly and
covered with fine soil. Neither birds nor slugs

much interfere with these.

Chicory.

Strong Parsnip-like roots of Chicory will, during

the dull winter and early spring months, produce

a great quantity of leaves in any dark Mushroom
house or shed, and these being well blanched and
of an agreeably bitter taste, are good adjuncts to

the salad bowl. There is no necessity to make
more than one sowing, as the roots keep well in any
cool place. We sow our seed at the same time as

Beet and Salsafy in, or not later than, the first

week in May, one long row or short ones equal to a

length of 18 yards being ample. The rows should

be 12 inches apart, the seed sown thinly in shallow

drills and lightly covered. The ordinary large-

rooted or Witloof is the variety most generally

grown. W.I.

The germination of seeds.—Gardeners are

found complaining that some seeds are germinating

very indilTerently. This is no more than might be

cxiiected, considering what a bad season that of

1888 proved for ripening seeds. It is only those

who had to go through the ordeal of harvesting,

drying, and threshing that can sum up inconveni-

ences of seed-growing under such hostile circum-

stances. We are having a spring for seed-sowing

that retards rather than assists seeds of weak
power. There are two conditions of weather

under which seeds germinate indilVcrcntly. One
is during a time of extreme drought, the other

is that of cold and wet. In a time of extreme

drought the gardener can assist the seeds by draw-

ing shallow drills, watering them well, then sowing

the seeds and covering tlioin up. Such as.sistance

is always adv.-intagoous, and I have known it ren-

dered with marked success during a dry spring.

But it is when the ground is wet .and cold, Jiiid the

temperature low for tlie season of the year, like the
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weather we are now experiencing, that the gar-

dener's troubles and anxieties are multiplied. He
can but sow in the warmest and driest positions,

seeds that require most largely conditions favour-
able to their germination. He must thoroughly
loosen and pulverise the soil as far as he can,

and add to it composts favourable to germination
and as aids to the seeds in starting into growth.
If he can guard them from heavy rains in any
way that suggests itself, let him do so. In the
case of such a season as the present, it is best to

raise as many plants as possible under glass, and
transplant to the open later on. Many samples of

Broad Beans and Peas were ill-matured and dis-

coloured, and defective growth is the result.

Onions and Carrots show a weak growth, and seed
of that popular vegetable, the Scarlet Runner, is

now so scarce as to have reached a price that is

almost prohibitive. Some late - harvested seeds
ripened so badly that it is useless to sow them.
Let gardeners keep their seeds as dry as possible
until they are sown, and so assist Nature as much
as possible.—R. D.

Trees and Shrubs.

FLOWERING CURRANTS.
Though there is more than one species of
Currant that may be called "flowering," that
most commonly met with in gardens is Ribes
sauguineum, and which just now forms a re-

markably bright and conspicuous feature in

many a group or belt of shrubs. It possesses
several desirable qualities besides the beauty
of its blossoms, as it will thrive even in light

sandy soils, although, of course, not so well as

under more favourable conditions ; then the
roola are dense and vigorous, so that a specimen
can be transplanted without danger. Added to
this, it succeeds fairly well in shady spots, and
though the flowers do not last very long in per-
fection, the foliage is handsome and retains its

freshness throughout the summer months, being
seldom or never disfigured by insects. Besides
aU this, the Flowering Currant, its numerous
varieties, with the allied Ribes aureum, are
thoroughly hardy, being never in the least in-

jured by even our most severe winters. Where
numbers of the Flowering Currant are raised

from seeds there is a considerable amount of

variety in the blossoms, some being much
brighter, and consequently more showy than in

others. Among the recognised varieties (one or
two of which have been in cultivation since

Loudon's time) are atro-rubens, in which both
the flowers and racemes are smaller than those of

the type ; but the colour of the blossoms is

much deeper, and consequently the plant is far

more showy when in bloom than the ordinary
form. As this last is the darkest, its direct

contrast is supplied by albida, in which the blos-

soms are of a blush-white tint, but tliough not
so showy as the brighter forms, it nevertheless
supplies an agreeable variety, and possibly by
seeding from this alone and carrying on a process

of selection a pure wliite form might in time be
obtained. Another variety is glutinosum which
can be distinguished by the foliage alone, as

the leaves are destitute of down. The flowers,

too, are of a peculiar pinkish lilac shade, and
very distinct from those of any of tlie others.

The last to mention, and also tlie last to flower,

of these Currants, is the double variety (flore-

pleno), which is very curiou.s and pretty on
close inspection, but at a little distance it does
not po.ssess any strongly marked feature. The
fact, however, that it is at its best after all the
others are past is one great pcjint in favour of

this variety. Equally as beautiful as the Flower-
ing Currant and its numerous forms is the
golden-flowered Currant (Riljes aureum), which
does not bloom qiiite so early in the season as

the other. It makes a free-growing bush, suc-

ceeding well under anything like favourable
conditions, and flowering with great freedom.
The blossoms are borne in many-flowered ra-

cemes, and are of a rich golden yellow colour, so

that they aftbrd a pleasing variety from those of

any of the forms of Ribes sanguineum. The
leaves of the golden-flowered Currant are deeply
lobed and of a glossy green tint, so that irre-

spective of flowers it forms a very ornamental
bush. There are a few varieties of this, but
the different kinds are not so strongly marked
as in the case of the preceding. A couple of

them are pr.iecox, rather earlier, and serotinum,
which is somewhat later than the type. Indi-

vidual plants, too, vary a little in the colour of

the blossoms as well as in the hue of the fruit.

A very distinct Flowering Currant, but one
rarely met with is Gordonianum, which is re-

garded as a hybrid between R. aureum and R.
sanguineum, and certainly its appearance would
suggest that this was its origin. It is a
vigorous growing form, with blossoms of an
orange-red tint, a rather peculiar shade of

colour. Both the species above described are

natives of tlie north-western parts of America,
while a third Ribes inhabits much the same
regions, and is also found in California. This
belongs not to the Currants, but to the Goose-
berries, and forms a large, free-growing bush,
which towards the end of May or early part of

June is laden with myriads of bright crimson

Fuchsia-like blossoms, very difi'erent from those

of any other shrub then in flower. Besides this,

its flowering season is spread over a considerable

period, and even when not in bloom it formsavery
handsome bush. It is surprising that this Ribes
is not met with far oftener than at present, for

it will thrive in any fairly good soil, if not too

hot and dry. I have seen it in a very eft'ective

condition when treated as a wall shrub, and in

this way it will often flower much earlier than

when grown as an open bush. An ally of this

last is another North American species, R.
Lobbi, or subvestitum, a stout growing busli,

the branches of which are so thickly beset with

spines as to impart to it a very distinct charac-

ter, especially noticeable in the winter when it

is devoid of foliage. It is very free-blooming,

the blossoms being somewhat like those of R.
speciosum, but smaller. In this the greater

part of the flower is of a chocolate hue, with

whitish petals. Of course, from the colour of

its blossoms, it is less showy than any of the

preceding, but yet it is an ornamental shrub,

and its distinctive winter features are a point in

its favour. All of the above can be propagated

to a limited extent by carefully detaching rooted

suckers, and planting them under conditions

favourable to growth. T.

The Blue Gum Tree (Eucalyptus globulus).

—When Lord Dalrymple was here the other day,

he assured me that at Loch Inch Castle, the seat of

his father, the Earl of Stair, in Wigtonshire, they

had large specimens of the Gum Tree. I cannot say

the same of any trees in this district, as, although

I knew of some good specimens in South Wales ten

years ago. I do not know of one at thepi-esenttime,

and I think all are agreed that tliis tree gives no
promise of becoming a permanent figure in British

gardens.— J. Muiu, Mariiam.

Dimorplianthus mandschuricus.— A. T>.

Webster, in TiiK GAitmcN (p. :i0.s). hardly does jus-

tice to the above, for its hardiness is beyond dis-

pute, being found thriving in bleak, exposed situa-

tions, even on very cold soils, and withstanding

severe frosts uninjured. He also finds fault %vitli its

want of branching. 1 admit that in its very yoimg
state andwhenliareof leaves it iscertainlyunsiglitly,

but in a few years it branches out freely, the stems

resembling majestic stag's horns, thus making it a

conspicuous object even in winter when bereft of
its grand leaves, which create a tropical aspect
wherever the Dimorphanthus is planted. Its

flowers are by far the least of its merits.—J. R.,

Taii-y-Bn-loh.

THE RED-FLOWERED HORSE CHESTNUT.
(.ESCl^LUS EUBICUNDA.)

If only for its neat and moderate growth and at-

tractive spikes of brightly-coloured flowers, the red
Horse Chestnut ought to be planted. Being of

moderate size, for we rarely meet with specimens
more than 25 feet or 30 feet in height, and of

compact habit, it can also be used where taller and
more straggling subjects would be quite out of

place. Last August, when almost daily viewing
some well-grown and richly-flowered trees of this

Chestnut, 1 could not help thinking how suitable a
subject it was for planting around the margins of

woods and plantations, for if these are ever of so

small an acreage the tree never looks out of place,

but adds a charm and beauty such as few others

could.

At Holwood there are many pretty and goodly-

sized specimens of the red-flowered Horse Chestnut,

and as they have been suitably placed in front of

taller growing trees, the effect produced during the

blooming season is such as to please even the most
fastidious in such matters. The long spikes of

pinky red flowers are usually produced in great

abundance, and as they stand well out from the
light green foliage and are of firm, lasting sub-

stance, they have a most attractive appearance,

and afford a striking contrast to the lighter blos-

soms of the common kind.

Being of a dense habit of growth and remarkably
even of outline, the red-flowered Horse Chestnut is

particularly well suited for planting as a lawn or

specimen tree, and then the small stature to which
it attains renders it a fitting subject for using where
space is limited. That there are numerous forms
of the red Horse Chestnut, differing much in the
depth of the colour of the flowers, it may be well

to warn intending planters, for some of these have
but a faint tinge of pink over a dirty yellowish

green groundwork, and such I am led to believe are

grown from seeds.

Grafting is the only sure way to get the best

coloured forms of this Chestnut, as I may say
that it also is in the case of the copper-leaved
Beech. Out of the many trees of the latter grow-
ing all over the Holwood property, and one of

these is, I believe, of unique dimensions, by far the
brightest and best are those that have been grafted.

There is a double-flowered variety of -Esculus
rubicunda, a distinct and pretty low-growing tree

when seen in good form, but this is rarely the case.

Some of the largest trees of this Horse Chestnut
that I have seen are growing on stiff, clayey loam,
and where they are sheltered from cold and fierce

winds, but I have seen others nearly as large where
the soil was mainly composed of a clayey gravel

and where plenty of moisture must at all times
have been present. The tree bears seed in abund-
ance, but not a few of the nuts are barren, although
they are of similar size to those that are well filled

and capable of producing young plants. When
compared with the common Horse Chestnut the
red-flowered variety is of a more intense and lus-

trous green, but smaller and more compact in all

its parts, and at least equally valuable as an orna-
mental tree. A. D. Webster.

The Myrobalan Plum.—This, also known as
the Cherry Plum, has had considerable attention

directed towards it of late years as a hedge plant,

and also for supplying covert for game. It is

besides this extensively used as a stock on which to

graft many of the Tlums. but somehow or other its

merits from an ornamental point of view seem to

have been greatly overlooked. Nevertheless it

forms a very beautiful flowering tree at this season,

though the display of bloom is sometimes marred
by .spring frosts. When fully developed the llyro-

balan I'lum forms a low or medium-sized tree, with
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a much-branched, spreading head. The flowers are

white and borne in such profasion that the whole
tree is quite a mass of blossom. Its merits from an
ornamental point of view are also enhanced by the

fact that it will thrive even in dry gravelly soils,

and form a handsome specimen where many things

would not flourish. Its Cherry-like fruits are as a
rule but sparingly borne; indeed, on many a tree that

has been a mass of bloom in the spring they may
be sought for in vain. One of the linest purple-

leaved shrubs or small trees that we possess is a va-

riety of the Myrobalan Plum, though it is generally

spoken of as a distinct species. I allude to Prunus
Pissardi, that flowers early in the season, just as

freely as the type, but whose beauty from a foliage

point of view is most pronounced towards the latter

half of the summer when the leaves become of a

rich, bronzy purple hue. To be seen at its best it

should be planted in a spot fully exposed to the

son, as where at all shaded the foliage is more of a

rusty tint.—T.

TREES ON HAMPSTEAD HEATH.

The following letters have been sent to us by one

interested in the proper management of the trees

on Hampstead Heath. We are sorry to see that

not only on Hampstead Heath, but in the London
parks the same mutilation of the trees is practised.

Why this should be the case we are at a loss to say.

Surely a naturally grown tree is far more beautiful

than the lopped and mutilated specimens we fre-

quently see in our public parks ;

—

" Speaking of the lopped Willows on the Heath,

I should think a working man had hit the right nail

on the head, when he says somebody had a tip to

let the air into a certain garden ; but, as a practical

gardener myself, I can say it might have been done

in a workmanlike manner and the trees not simply

murdered as they are. But the treatment of the

young plantations will show anyone who knows the

A B c of tree treatment, that the trees are under a

most incompetent hand—for instance, the young
Scotch and Spruce Firs. No one who knew an
atom of the right nature of these would take off all

the branches to within a few of the top, as these

trees bleed severely. This anyone can see by look-

ing at the streams of turpentine which have flowed

from every cut on the young trees in the different

plantations. These should never be cut at all, as

Nature simply drops the branches when not re-

quired.

"I would recommend the person who out them
to go to Kew Gardens, or Sion House, Brentford,

where they understand trees, or, nearer still, to the

Hampstead Cemetery, where the trees are treated

properly. They will learn in five minutes how to

cut Fir trees sensibly without murdering them.

" If the so-called gardeners want anything to do

they can plant Ivy and other creepers over the bare

walls which disfigure the Heath so much and liide

the ugly houses with trees planted intelligently in

groups of two or three close together, not like

Cabbage plants all in a row. Instead of cutting

down a dead tree let them train a Virginian Creeper

round it, and see what that looks like when autumn
has turned its leaves blood-red. Above all, let

them leave the sand banks in the new part, where
the martins have made holes, and not try and re-

duce everything to a dead level of flatness, as they

tried to do in the sand holes by the Spaniard's Iload,

which, by-the-by, having done, and enticed the

boys to play cricket by the nice flat state of the

ground, they put up a big board to frighten them
off, and shot a lot of heaps of dirt to make it un-

suitable again—witness the heaps to this day.

" One other reason occurred to me for the lopping

when I saw a cartload of the wood unloaded at a
Heath-keeper's door. The thought also came that

the new County Council might make the keepers

an allowance for firewood, and not compel them to

seek it on the Heath at the expense of the beauty

of the same."—A Wohking GAnnESER.

" It will bo observed by many of those who
signed the memorial drawn up by Mr. Foley and
myself last spring, against the severe lopping of

the Willows upon the Heath, that in spite of this,

and in direct antagonism to the expressed wishes

of those who may fairly be said to represent the

feelings of the residents of Hampstead in this

matter, the destructive lopping is again going on

in close proximity to the trees which were ruined

last year. All that could be done to prevent its

recurrence was done by our representati\e, Mr.

Harben, whose valued services we still retain on the

County Council. It is a matter of regret that

further action should have been rendered necessary,

but I hope shortly to be able to report a more
satisfactory result by laying the matter before the

newly-constituted Parks Committee of the County
Council."—RoBEET Moblet.

" Would you kindly allow me sjiace to in-

form those, like myself, interested in the memorial

lately presented to the Board of Works, concerning

the mutilation of trees on the west Heath, that the

said mutilation still continues and has culminated

in the cutting down entirely of one or more per-

fectly sound trees, and, as the workmen were busily

engaged this morning, probably more will follow.

I make no comment, leaving others to suggest

action."—Alfred Mapple.

a few of the main branches that are produced from
the lower part of the plant proceeding for a little

distance in a horizontal manner, and then taking

an upward direction.

—

Field.

THE MOUNTAIN PINES.

There is a small group of Firs considered by some
to be varieties of the Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris),

and by others classed as distinct species under the

names of Pinus Pumilio, montana, Mughus, and
uncinata. The nomenclature of these Pines is in a

very confused state, for the so-called species merge
one into the other in such a manner that it is

almost impossible to separate them, and seedlings,

the product of a single plant, show this variation

in a marked degree. While some plants are in

general appearance very much alike, there is a wide
difference in their cones, those of Pumilio or

montana being ovoid in shape, while those of

Mughus or uncinata have the scales on the exposed

side lengthened and recurved, so as to give them a
somewhat hedgehog appearance. As far, however,

as their ornamental qualities are concerned, all of

them may be classed together, for the individual

differences are but slight, and the few accompany-
ing remarks will apply with equal force to all of

them. The Mountain Pine, which name is usually

applied to Pinus montana or Pumilio, hardly merits

the designation of a tree, though occasionally

specimens are met with to which this title would
almost apply. Its habit is usually that of a large,

spreading, yet much branched bush, with short,

stiff, dark green foliage, very thickly set on the

branches. A large specimen, or a group of speci-

mens on Grass form a very ornamental feature,

equally attractive at all seasons, and totally in-

different to the most severe winters or to late

spring frosts, the bane of many Coniferaj. Perhaps,

however, the most valuable feature possessed by
the Mountain Pine is the fact that it will thrive in

elevated and exposed regions, for it is found in a

wild state, both on the Alps and the Carpathian
Mountains, at high elevations, and consequently it

may be planted where little else would thrive.

Not only will it hold its own on bleak spots, but it

will succeed where the ground is rocky and the

soil shallow. It is well adapted for planting as a

shelter to game, its somewhat dense, yet spreading

habit eminently fitting it for the purpose. Tliougli

it does well in elevated spots, this Pine is a lover

of moisture. In a dry situation it will, however,

retain the rich colour of its foliage equally as well

as when in a damper spot, and though the speci-

men grows more slowly, it is less wild and
straggling in a moderately dry jjosition than where
the roots are liberally supplied with moisture.

Where rockwork is carried out on a large and bold

scale tlie smaller forms of the Mountain Pine are

seen to advantage when suitably placed; or ;is a
specimen for the lawn it is much superior to many
of the choicer Coniferaj, which are in the first place

far more costly, and in the second need a good deal

more care and attention than does the Mountain
Pine. When plaiitc<l singly, some individuals

present a very uncoiuinon appearance, by reason of

Garden Flora.

PLATE 698.

SINGLE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.*
Tub single varieties of Chrj'santhemums stand

at the bead of the Chrysanthemum family for

general usefulness. This section is seen to the

best advantage when the plants are grown with-

out being disbtidded. They flower profusely and
are comparatively dwarf in habit ; they are also

the most easily grown of any section of the

Chrysanthemum. The blooms last a long time in

a cut state and the plants do not require either

so much space or so much pot room as do
the larger kinds. They are extremely useful

when growu to flower later than the ordinary

kinds, and are well adapted for growing in a

dwarf state for room decoration. The single

Chi7santhemums are becoming especially popu-
lar with those who are not bound by any
of the rules strictly confining their tastes to

the florist's flowers. As yet single Chrysanthe-

mums have not been seen much at exhibitions,

for the reason that encouragement, except in a

few instances, has not been given to them in

the shape of prizes. By far the best stands of

cut blooms 1 have seen of this family were
staged last November at the Portsmouth Chry-

santhemum show, where they are annually

encouraged and much appreciated. If other

societies were to find a place for them in their

schedules, they would, no doubt, be more
generally cultivated, and when once their

value is understood they wUl, no doubt, be

found in every collection of Chrysanthemums.
For mixing with other flowers and greenery

the single varieties when cut are specially

adapted, being so much lighter in appearance

than the double kinds, which for vase or epergne

decoration look much too lumpy and heavy.

Two or three j-ears since, at the Winchester
Chrysanthemum show, prizes were ottered for

an epergne decoration consisting only of Chry-

santhemums and Ferns. One lady competitor

used single varieties only, whUe the others de-

pended upon double varieties entirely. The
result was, in the case of the single blooms, a

light, graceful, and pleasing arrangement.

I once heard a gentleman, very deeply in-

terested in the welfare of a Chrysanthemum
Society,arguing against the introduction of a class

for single varieties in the schedule, as these were

not worthy of consideration, but he was com-
pelled to say ho had never seen one. It was
simply prejudice against the name of single

Chrysanthemimis. This was a good instance of

how these sorts arc neglected, simply through

ignorance of their qualities. More than this,

some of the kinds arc decidedly sweet-scented
;

particularly is this noticeable in Mrs. Langtry,

a pale pink variety liaving smallish tlowera.

Two or three plants of tliis sort, if properly

grown, are enough to perfume a wliole liouse.

'rhis variety is useful for jiroduciiig late flowers.

As late as the middle of February of tliis year

I saw very good blooms of tliis variety pro-

duc(Hl from lateral growths. If the flowers are

c\it fnun the points of the main stems, growths

will start from tlie joints below and produce a

succession of bloom.

• Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon, in

.Mi'Ksrs. ('inineH's nursery, October 24, 1888. Litho-

Kriiiihed and printed by Vincent Brooks, London.
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During the last two or three years, thanks
mainly to Mr. Cannell, the varieties have largely

increased, and the colours are also nuich im-
proved. The following list will suffice for the
largest grower. The first fifteen named in the

list are best suited for exhibition. I place them
in this order to avoid a repetition of names

;

though all are suited for growth as bushes, yet
the flowers of some are too small to be considered
exliibitiou varieties :

—

Jane (syn., Snowflake) I must place at the
head of the list for its lovely form of flower ; the
colour is white, the pet.als twisted in a graceful

manner. It grows strongly, carries good foliage,

and is altogether a gem. As a comparison to

this I name Admiral Sir T. Symonds, The
florets, which droop slightly, are of a bright

orange-yellow ; most eflfective in a cut state.

Those mentioned below are also good kinds.

M. A. le Moult, amaranth-crimson, very showy
;

was raised by Mr. Forbes, Buccleuch Nurseries,

Hawick, and is named White Daisy.

E. M.

Fruit Garden.

EVILS OF GRAFTING.
I WAS somewhat amused at the assurance with
which " Scion " commences his last contribution

(page 290) upon this subject, also at his afl'ected

disappointment at the lack of logic and reason-

ing which he says is forthcoming in defence of

grafting. I must say I think some of " Scion's
"

statements are a trifle illogical ; for instance,

when he says "Blenheim Orange Apple does

magnificently on the Crab or free stock," and a

little further ou says, " Those who uphold the

grafting of fruit trses should read Mr. Barron's

report on 'Some Experiments in Grafting.'"

I have not seen the report re-

ferred to, but, from what I

gather, the experiments with

these eighteen stocks only go
to prove what all fruit growers
already know, namely, that

Blenheim Orange is totally un-

suitable for dwarf stocks or

restrictive training. I should
like to ask if a Crab formed
one of the eighteen stocks, and
if so, whether the scion grafted

upon it was allowed unrestricted

growth ; if not, I see no value

in the experiment at all, because

it has not proved the stock upon
which this Apple succeeds best.

Again, when "Scion" wouldlay
the blame for Peach buds drop-

ping to grafting, does he forget

trees growing outside never cast

although they are grafted just

drop their buds under glass I

are agreed that bud-drop-

that Peach
their buds,

as those which
Peach growers

Single Chrysanthemum White Daisy.

Effie, a curious mixture of chestnut and cl.'iret,

the florets very long ; David Windsor, bright

chestnut-red ; Lady Churchill, brick-red
;

America, blush, large flower ; Mrs. Wills,

white, suflrased with pink ; Helianthus, bronze-

yellow ; Pure Gold, as its name implies
;

Crushed Strawberr)-, as its name implies

;

Patience, amaranth, tipped with white ; White
Perfection, pure white, of capital form ; Ori-

flanime, reddish brown ; Mrs. Duke, pale lilac
;

Mrs. Langtry, pale pink ; Lady Brook, bright

yellow, Buttercup form ; Meteor, dark ; Oscar
Wilde, dull brick-red ; Miss Gordon, light

pink, with long drooping florets ; Miss Lulu
Martin, small pink ; Elsie Maud, white, free

flowering ; Miss Rose, dwarf in habit, pink.

The last three named are late-flowering kinds.

The annexed engraving represents a pure
white variety with a yellow disc in centre. It

pmg IS due to faults of commission and
omission in the treatment of the trees during

forcing, and not to the fact of their being

grafted ; if so, how should outside trees enjoy

immunity from it ? I have, in common with

many others, unfortunately found out that un-

suitable stocks are frequently employed for the

Peach. There are, however, stocks on which it

succeeds admirably, and having found out a

reliable source, when I want a Peach tree 1

send to the nursery where I know I shall obtain

it upon a good stock. Do those who abuse graft-

ing and heap all kinds of uncalled-for epithets

upon it imagine for a moment that, by substitut-

ing trees on their own roots for grafted ones,

any of the difficulties which at present

beset fruit growers would disappear ? that can-

kered, mildewed and stunted trees would
be known no more / If so, I am of opinion

they never made a greater mistake. There is

no evidence forthcoming to show that one-

fiftieth part of tlie Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries,

and other fruits which are at the present time

so successfully cultivated as grafted trees

would do as well when propagated from eitlier

cuttings, layers, or seed ; in fact, as regards the

two former modes, propagators of trees and
shrubs know full well how obstinate many things

are in forming roots when inserted as cuttings,

and even after roots are formed there is a still

further difficulty in inducing them to break
away into free growth. Layering has no doubt
some points to commend it, but for the majority
of fruit trees it is too slow, and while free

robust kinds, such as Blenheim Orange and Alere

de Menage Apples, Windsor Pear and Victoria

Plum, would make good trees when increased

in this manner, most good kinds, for example.
Golden Noble and Loddington Seedling Apples,
Winter Nelis and Marie Louise Pears, choice

Plums, Pe.aches, &c., require a good stock to

push them a little. As regards seedlings, they
are too uncertain, nor would they enjoy immu-
nity from disease. I have in my recollection a

seedling Peach tree which enjoyed a sunny
position on a building when I came here, and
which was one of the worst examples of gumming
that had ever come under my notice amongst all

the grafted trees I ever had anything to do with.

Eight years ago I raised a batch of seedling

Apricots, but although the trees received careful

culture, some in pots under glass and some out-

side, their progress was so slow, that last year I

threw all but four away. Needless to say,

they have not yet shown a flower, and at the

present time present the appearance of stunted
Thorn bushes.

I am no '
' thick-and-thin advocate of grafting,"

but, as I have before said, I believe when the

most suitable stock is employed and the opera-

tion is performed properly, it is the best means
of growing fruit trees in this country, and is

useful—although it is sometimes carried to ex-

cess—for many other plants besides. There are

about fifty acres of orchard here, consisting of

Apples, Pears, Plum.'', and Damsons. Few
kinds are grown, and all except the Damsons
are, of course, grafted. The fact, however, of

the Damsons being on their own roots makes no
difference in the certainty of the crop. They are

influenced by adverse seasons, insect attacks,

(fee, the same as the grafted trees, all of which,

with the exception of some kinds which have
proved unsuitable for this heavy soil, and which
are now being grafted with those kinds which
are known to succeed satisfactorily, are healthy

fruitful trees.—A. Barker, Hindlip, Worcesier.

As to the longevity of fruit trees on their

own roots in comparison with those worked, what
proof has " Scion " to bring forward that they are

so? and if they are, what advantage, I would
ask, is there? for trees when they become aged
are not worth much, and are generally gi-ubbed

up and moved out of the way to make room for

others that have the vigour of youth. This we did

here some twenty-five years ago, when we destroyed
numbers of Ribston Pippins that had stood more
than half a century and liad trunks a foot through.

These trees had all been grafted, and, according to

aged men employed in the gardens, they used to

bear so freely that sacks of Apples were given away
in the village. I tried to rejuvenate some of them
by cutt ing out all the cankered branches and giving

fresh soil and manure to encourage fresh growth,
but the roots were too deep, and what fresh wood
they made kept dying back, which showed that

they had lived out their time and were only en-

cumbering the ground. Now does "Scion" sup-

pose these trees would have been one whit better

or more lasting it they had been on their own roots,

and can he point to any so grown that .are superior

to those worked! To cite Figs, Grapes, Currants,

and Gooseberries as doing well on their own roots

in support of his contention is weak, as they strike

readily and are at fruiting size .almost as soon as

rooted, and if grafted would have to go on stocks

raised in the same way, and time and labour would
be wasted instead of being turned to profitable

account. " Scion " goes on to remark that Quince
stocks for Pears are propagated from cuttings or

layers, but that is only so because they ar» more
easily obtained than seed, and to state, as " Scion

"

does, that Pear stocks are better than Quince for

the Pear, and that trees are more fertile on the

Pear is against all experience, as in most soils they
grow too vigorous to be prolific, as everyone knows.
On the Quince this tendency is checked, and in-

stead of wood we get crowds of fruit buds and
plants that bear in half the time those on Pear
stocks do. As to having them and Apples on
their own roots, that has yet to be tried, but there

can be little difference if they are so raised to those
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grafted on seedlings, which many Apples and Pears

are, and if it were not for the grafting we should
have to wait long for the distribution and fruiting

of any new sort. To say that we cannot compete
with the French for Pears, shows that climate is

against us, as they graft quite as much or more
than we do, and the same remark applies to

America as regards Apjiles, but though the Apple
prown in that country is handsome, ours beat it in

flavour.

As to going in for raising either Pears or Apples
from seed to stock gardens and orchards, this plan

is of no use, for we have too many inferior sorts

in cultivation already, and these would be vastly

added to in a very few years. No ; what we want
are more Blenheims, Eibstons, and others of that

class, and fewer of those that are inferior to them
in appearance and flavour. To reduce the bad
kinds, let us graft, and peg away at it regardless of

what " Scion" says against stocks, and when he can
show us that we can get better fruit on trees on
their own roots, or that they are superior in any
way, then we may abandon the old practice and
take up with the new.— S. D.

I do not feel very clear about this grafting

business. I will take the Peach only at present.

Does " Scion " know of any examples of Peach trees

on the Peach stock ? I never have had any to deal
with, but the history of the Peach stock is not
favourable in cool or lemperate climates. The late

Mr. Thompson, of Chiswick, relates how the trees

on the Peach stock at Chiswick " invariably became
affected " and were done away with as useless (see
" Assistant "). In America, according to the late

Mr. Downing, the Peaches are generally on the
Peach stock, and the trees perish wholesale from
the same disease that attacked them at Chiswick,
viz., the yellows. No one has gone further than
myself in advocating unrestricted freedom of

growth, root and top, in the Peach, but always
subject to the means of perfectly ripening the wood,
and in this climate you have to resort to artificial

means to do that. If I could be sure of a blazing
sun and hot summers, I would use the very freest

stock I could get, but I am told the Peach stock
makes gross roots, which produce equally gross
shoots that cannot always be ripened, even under
glass, and seldom at all outdoors, and a foundation
of ill-ripened wood is the beginning of all evils.

As to the time required to fruit a grafted Peach, a
well-budded " rider " will produce good shoots the
first year, a large head of bearing wood the second
year, and a hea\ y crop of fruit the third year. There
is no doubt about that at all. How long a Plum-
stocked Peach tree will live I could not say. I

never knew a tree to die outright owing to the
graft.—J. S. W.

HEADING BACK OF YOUNG TREES.

As to the merits of maiden and trained trees,

the most experienced planters mostly prefer
maiden trees for the reasons given by " A. D."

;

but there is a middle course which has many
advantages, and which is often adopted, especi-
ally for the furnishing of Peach and orchard houses.
Maiden trees are planted on vacant spaces on walls
in the open, and trained into useful form and
size, and these are so carefully and promptly
removed indoors early in the autunm as hardly to
look behind them, and frequently carry a crop the
following year, and always the next. In this way
much time is gained and vacant places are promptly
filled up.

Similar tactics are often adopted for the furnish-
ing of high walls. Maiden trees arc planted on low
walls or fences, or in warm sheltered spots in the
open. In the latter case they are trained to stakes,
iron hurdles, or temporary trellises. In this way an
invaluable reserve of quarter or half-sized trees is

kept in stock and on the spot to provide against
sudden losses or other contingencies.

Everything depends on the trees being on the
spot; this places them, roots ;is well as tops, under
the perfect care and control of the cultivator. It
is the rough transfer and transit of trained trees
lliat render them often inferior to maiden trees, as

is shown by " E. H." Virtually it is impractic-

able, as trade orders are generally executed,

to do justice to the roots of trained trees. Tlie

number, bulk, and weight of the roots throw in-

superable difficulties in the way. The question of

time as well as cost of transit furnish additional

arguments against their use.

But none of these apply to trained trees on the

spot, that may be transferred from where they are

not wanted to where they are in a few hours.

Under such abnormally favourable conditions

almost every root may be saved, and the lifting

and replanting may be very quickly done.

Trees on the spot may also be not only safely, but
very advantageously transplanted several weeks
earlier than would be safe for trees at a distance.

Almost before the leaves begin to fall fruit trees

may be transplanted when all the risks of per-

functory tearing up, close packing, and long jour-

neys are avoided. By prompt removal, partial

shading, a frequent syringing for a few days, fruit

trees may be safely removed almost any time after

the middle of October, and their roots be thoroughly
re-established in their new root-runs before the end
of November. Such trees will need little or no cut-

ting back, but may be pruned and trained and
fruited exactly as if they had not been transplanted.
As to the cutting back of maiden and other trees

in the open this season, unfortunately that work
has already been done for us over very large dis-

tricts of country in a very rough and ready and
terribly radical manner through the frost. Thou-
sands and tens of thousands of maiden and even
trained trees are reported hopelessly crippled or

wholly destroyed. These, of course, are mostly
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. Within these last

few days I have received samples of both maiden
and trained trees showing such an amount of injury

among young trees as I have never witnessed even
during the far more severe winter of 1859-60.

The trees grew late in the autumn of 1888, and
hence their wreckage through the winter and
spring of 1889. The only hope for such damaged
trees lies in cutting them back to their base buds.
Even then it seems doubtful if many of them will

break, as in not a few cases even the stocks have the
black mark of severe frost-bite on them. As to the
time to cut back, the earlier after the middle or end
of March the better. It must be borne in mind in

this connection that the base buds to which we cut
back are the basis of our future tree in embryo.
Consequently, should we evolve this foundation too
soon, that is early enough to get blighted by the
late spring frosts, there is nothing else or more to

fall back upon, and we lose a season, or it may be
the tree, through our temerity in cutting back too

soon. But, provided we steer clear of forcing the
base buds into breaking prematurely, the earlier

we head back young or prune trained trees after

their roots are thoroughly re-established, the better

for their health, strength and early fertility.

—

D. T. F.

After all that has been said and written
against the heading back of young fruit trees, one
would think such a practice had been discontinued
long ago, except in the case of maiden trees. With
maiden trees the heading back is necessary to

cause the one straight stem to break back and
make three shoots or so from each side to form the
future frame of the trees, but once these are obtained
the rest is plain sailing, and to shorten or cut them
back is worse than useless, for when it is done
tiiere is the same ground to go over again. In
planting a young tree the object is, or ought to be,

to fill the space allotted to it as quickly as possible,

and if the branches are laid in full length there is

plenty of leafage with a corresponding root action,

and therefore the swelling of the plant's stem is

rapid and there is no check to its growth. Some
have an idea that young trees will not break back
without Ijaving tlieir branches sliortened, but when
planted at the prii]ier time, I have never yet seen a
tree that would not start every bud, and 1 always
select the best situated on the upper sides and
leave the requisite number, and all ;iro encouraged
to pusli out and grow as long as tlicy will. Managed
in this way, 1 always expect to till at least 10 feet

square of wall space or trellis in less than three
seasons with any kind of tree, as it is not an un-
common thing to see Peach and Nectarine shoots
from 3 feet to 5 feet long, and not an inch of these
is taken off. In the case of Apple, Pear, and other
fruit trees, they are never heatled in till they are as

large as we want them. To take away any of the
tops is to make the trees do the same work over

again, and, more than that, it delays their becoming
established. I would therefore advise those who
still continue to behead their young trees not to

do so, but to try the leaving-alone system. By all

means mulch and keep freshly-planted trees steady,

that they may root and get anchored, and, if

planted late, it may be necessary to syringe to keep
the bark plump and encourage the foliage.— S. D.

THE FRUIT PROSPECT.

So far as one is able to judge at present, the out-

look for a good crop of fruit is very encouraging,
and this is rendered more probable from the fact

that 1889 will be ranked as one of the latest seasons
we have had for many years ; in fact, I never re-

member fruit buds more backward at this particu-

lar time (April 4) than they are at the present
moment. A mild early winter following a wet
summer led us to fear a very early development
and expansion of the buds, but February was un-
usually cold, and effectually prevented what would
doubtless have been a most imfortunate affair for

the fruit garden. To particularise the principal

fruits, I may say that in our case the only compara-
tive failures seem to be Pears and Apricots, there

being very little promise of bloom on either of these.

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Cherries (both dessert

and Morello), and Apples all look very promising,
and, given a favourable time, are likely to furnish

capital crops. We have managed to get along an-

other stretch of Peach wall this winter and fill up
the holes caused by years of nailing with a mixture
of soot, lime, and a little sulphur, with sufficient

Venetian red to bring the mixture nearly to the
shade of colour of the old bricks. No one who has
a very old wall to deal with can realise until

they give it a trial what an immense amount of good
is effected by this dressing. Our walls, to which
trees have been nailed for nearly 200 years, harbour,

where they have not received the above dressing,

great colonies of insect life, necessitating during the

summer months a lot of labour to keep the trees

clean. Now that the Peach walls are finished, we
shallanother season turn our attention to the Cherry
walls. Owing to the backward state of the trees,

protection seems this year almost unnecessary. It

is, however, best to be on the safe side, and cover
lightly. We have given the walls a thorough wet-
ting with the usual soft soap and parafiin mixture,

and covered Peaches, Nectarines, dessert Cherries,

and early Plums with a double thickness of 1-inch

mesh fisii netting. This is perhaps not so popular
as a thicker covering of tiffany, but it seems
quite as effective. Fastened to a projecting top
brick, so that it will swing clear of the trees, it will

keep out frost and break the force of any ordinary-

storm, while at the same time plenty of air and
light can play on and about the trees. An addi-

tional point in its favour, especially where labour is

scarce, is that it can be .allowed to remain night and
day until the fruit is safe. It is as well to keep
always in hand from the present time a good supply
of the home-made insecticide (soft soap and parafiin)

referred to above, as many things besides wall trees

are often benefited by a vigorous application. I re-

member, in the early part of the hot season of 1887,

being nearly caught napping with wall Currants
and some Gooseberries on a trellis. Whilst in a very
early stage the trees were liadly attacked by red
spider, and in a very short tiuu' the foliage would
have been completely destroyed by this pest. A
good syringing, however, with the mixture answered
the purpose at the first application, and we were

j

.sale for the season. It is as yet, of course, too I

early to speak with any certainty as to tlic chance 1

of good crops of bush fruits. Strawberries, and
Raspberries; but I think the outlook is promising,

'i'lie foliage of Strawberries has suH'ercd severely

since the new year where the plantations are in
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tlie open and thoroughly exposed, La Grosse Sucr^e

and the late Pines more particularly.—E. Bueebll,
Clarevumt, in Field.

DESSERT AND KITCHEN FRUIT.

Some years ago I planted a small orchard of eating
and kitchen Apples, but if I had known then what
I know now, I would not have planted a single

kitchen Apple. All the eating varieties are quite

as good, if not better for cooking, than the so-called

regulation kitchen Apples. They are finer flavoured

and require less sugar. Of course I am only re-

ferring to fruit for home use.

A professional gardener will grow what he finds

pays best ; but many a man would look upon it

almost as sacrilege to cook a Jargonelle or a Rib-

ston, though he would have no hesitation in cook-
ing a Catillac or an Alfriston that could occupy
the same ground ; but there is no finer stewed fruit

than a Jargonelle or a Ribston.

I select them as typical of our best Pears and
Apples. It is the same with the Plums. An eat-

able Green Gage or a Golden Drop when cooked is

far finer than an Orleans or a Czar; they would
grow in the same ground. There is an idea that all

fruits for cooking should have a certain acidity

about them. Perhaps the sweetest and most
luscious fruit we have, quite free from acidity, is

the Apricot. Cooked Apricot is not bad eating.

I would not pull up a good cooking Apple in full

bearing to replace it by an eating Apple, but when
a kitchen Apple or Plum requires renewing, I al-

ways plant a dessert tree. The fruit of it will both
eat and cook. J. B. Dunbar Beandek.

*#* For some years we have advocated this view.

The dirision of Apples into kitchen and eating kinds is

v/orse than useless. It is contusing, and one of the
reasons why we do not .grow our own good fruit, but
leave the country to be flooded hy American fruit. It

is a ridiculous practice when looked into. The best

eating Apples are the best cooking Apples. The
English gardener and nurseryman make so much of

what they call kitchen Apples, of second, or third, or

fourth, or even fifth-rate quality, that there is not
sufiicieut room left for the really important fruit.

Anyone who took the trouble to cook Apples without
addititins, which is the fairest test, would soon find out
that the Blenheim and Ribston and Newtown are far

before the so-called cooking Apples in every way. They
also have the great advantage of furnishing their own
natural sugar, thus preventing us from resorting to

manufactured sugar, the use of which is to many people
forbidden. The neglect of the Apples of really fine and
strong acid flavour leads to the presence of a number
of mawkish fruits, and then en revancJie one very acid

Apple is much sought hy cooks in England, the Wel-
lington. This excellent English finxit we cannot do
without, hecaus*^, although not an eating Apple of high
class, its acid is so fine that cooks will have it, and it

brings a very high price ; hut it would not he so im-
portant if the really best eating Apples were plentiful

and well grown. So, again, using precious room iu a
garden to grow what are called stewing Pears is an-

other piece of nonsense. Of course, people are not
satisfied with a plain term like kitchen for this useless

division, and hence we get the mouthful "culinary,"
which figures in the gardener's language and in the
nurseryman's catalogue far too often.

—

Editor, Field.

Aids to setting' Grapes.—In Mr. A. Barker's

useful remarks on this important matter (p. 310)

he omits one of the aids I have found most effec-

tual—to wit, drawing the hand lightly over the

bunches when in full bloom. This removes the

glutinous cap or smaller deposit of sugary matter

from the crown of the stigma, which frequently

forms a great physical barrier to perfect im-

pregnation. During this process the inside of

the hand gets quite coated with pollen, which
renders its touch soft and silky, so that the most
tender and delicate stigmas can hardly be injured

by its gentle passage over them. A double benefit

is ensured by this simple mechanical operation

—

the removal of all physical obstacles to perfect

setting, and the placing of the pollen in its proper

place in direct contact with the stigma. By the

use of a sensitive hand most of the dangers of over-

pressure and the diffusion of the pollen throughout

too wide an area are also prevented. So far as

my own practice is concerned, the hand has
proved a far more effective aid to the setting of

Grapes than midday tappings or the use of the
brush at any period of the day. As to the syringe,

it has always been my fiirm opinion that the Grapes
set in spite of, and not through its use, as it tends
to convert the living, buoyant pollen into a mere
mass of semi-inert paste.

—

Hortus.

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.

With all the forcing houses in full work and the

weather far from satisfactory, the daily operations

must be well organised to prevent the most trifling

details of which success is built up from falling

into arrear. In the earliest houses Grapes now be-

ginning to colour should be looked over, and if any
of the bunches show signs of binding, a few of the

smallest berries should be carefully removed. An
adept at early thinning, especially if he knows the

capabilities of his Vines, will thin to a berry, when
the risk of disturbing the bloom is avoided ; but in

nine out of ten instances a few stoneless berries get

overlooked, and these, although apparently just

where they are wanted, should be taken, and the

clusters will fill up long before they are fit for

cutting. Gross laterals may still be pinched, but
unless the premier leaves are likely to become
crowded, those of moderate growth will do good
service by being left intact. Copious feeding with
warm diluted liquid at a temperature of 80°, damp-
ing down at night, and filling the evaporating pans
with the same, whilst fostering good growth, will

check the spread of spider, always provided it is used
not too strong, and the houses from the banking to

the breaking of the fires have a chink of night air.

If heavily cropped and perfect finish is doubtful,

these root and leaf stimulants may be supplemented
by the maintenance of a low night temperature,

say of 60° when the weather is cold, 65° when mild,

and by free ventilation through the early part of

the day. The full maximum of S0° under solar

heat, if possible, must be touched from noon to

3 o'clock, when reducing at this catching season

will be sharp and rapid, as 85° with sun-heat and
confined vapour is not too high for swelling the

berries.

Suece.'ssitm Iionses.—The principal work here will

be the final thinning of the bunches, the tying

down and stopping of the leading laterals, and the

removal of a few more berries. If tying up the

shoulders of the largest clusters has not lieen

brought to a close, this work should precede the

last thinning, otherwise it will be found that some
lierries have been taken where they might have
been retained. If those long-season Grapes, Gros
Colman and Gros Maroc, have a place and late

keeping is the object, nice medium-sized bunches,

and more of them, should have precedence of large,

heavy-shouldered clusters, which take more finish-

ing and do not keep so wellwhen ripe. These Grapes,

as a rule, are under-thinned, but this mistake is by no
means surprising, as good Colmans should measure
4 inches round or a little more than 1 inch through
the axis of each berry. When thinning is finished

a little more fresh st.able litter should be added to

the inside border, and the latter, provided it is

well drained, must be copiously supplied with warm,
but weak clarified liquid and guano water alter-

nately until the Grapes begin to colour, when pure

soft water only must be used. Grapes should never

be touched by water after they are set, but great

assistance can be given to the Vines, and spider can
be kept down by the introduction of a syringefnl of

pure soft water here and there, and by damping
the main stems about 6 o'clock on fine evenings,

when there is least danger of condensation of

moisture upon the berries. A'entilation here, as in

the early house, should be liberal up to 1 o'clock,

but, mindful of the fact that the close vapour bath
helps the berries along, reducing should precede a
decline and iu time to secure a rise to 85°, if only

for half an hour, on fine afternoons.

Skij-seitinii (,'rajKS.— Muscats in the general

house, Mrs. Fiuce, Lady Downe's, Black Morocco,

and others now coming into flower will require

artificial fertilisation with foreign pollen, that ob-

tained from the Black Hamburgh being the best.

It is not a good plan to commence too early, as

serious mischief may result from the clumsy appli-

cation of the brush before the bunches are in full

flower. If fine bright weather prevails and air can
be freely admitted, the roots being satisfactory,

many of the clusters set themselves, but it is not

well to trust to chance ; therefore, when the natural

pollen is plentiful and flies off in golden showers,

that from the Hamburgh should be very delicately

applied. A high temperature from fire and solar heat

combined, it is generally admitted, favours ferti-

lisation, and the middle of the day, when the maxi-

mum is reached, is the best time to apply the

pollen. Some Grape growers run their Muscats up
to '.10° by day and maintain fully 70° through the

night, but beyond hastening the process, these

strong heats are not absolutely necessary, as we
frequently find perfect fertilisation in houses where
the temperature descends to 00° on cold mornings
and that by day rarely exceeds 80°. I do not, how-
ever, advocate a low temperature, neither do I ap-

prove of keeping the atmosphere too dry, as any-

thing approaching aridity distresses the Vines and
injures the delicate organs before they can perform
their office. Some go to the extreme of syringing,

lightly of course, when they are in full flower, but a
safe compromise will be found in damping the floors,

walls, and bare stems two or three times on fine days,

in the maintenance of G5° to 70° by nightand running
upto 85°once in the twenty-four hours. Others draw
the hand down the bunches when they are in full

flower, a most risky proceeding, especially when the

body is warm, as undue pressue or a tinge of per-

spiration result in a tiny brown spot at the points

of the berries, which mars the appearance of the

Grapes when they are ripe. These Grapes, although
presumably set by the aid of the syringe, should

never be syringed afterwards. Neither is it neces-

sary where the roots are well fed, the house is well

charged with ammoniafrom carefully prepared stable

litter spread over the floors, the evaporating pans are

replenished with weak liquid manure, and every part

of the house save the Vines is copiously syringed

immediately after the ventilators are closed. Where,
as often happens, several of the late houses of Vines
flower and set simultaneously, and the young Grapes
rush on at a very busy time, thinning should be
kept well under hand. Lady Downe's and Alicante

are most tedious and troublesome ; hence the advisa-

bility of setting would-be adepts to cleaning them
as soon as the berries are the size of peppercorns.

Once the small unfertilised berries are removed, the

master hand, whose other duties are manifold, will

soon run through a large house, and by this divi-

sion of labour the great waste which attends thin-

ning jammed bunches up to stoning time will be

avoided. As these Grapes will hang upon the Vines
until Christmas and in the store room until March
or April, medium-sized taper bunches are preferable

to large clumpy ones, and these should be well

thinned to prevent the possibility of binding or

damp gaining a hold when the leaves are falling

in November. Muscats should not be taken in hand
too soon, as stoneless berries and berries with one
stone often attain a certain size and then fall be-

hind, and these if they can be spared should be re-

moved at the first thinning. When the irksome
business of thinning is over and the berries are

swelling freely, laterals which have been allowed a
little freedom must be pinched, tied down and re-

gulated to ensure an even spread of foliage over

every part of the trellis, all pot plants (if any) must
be removed, and, prevention of spider being better

than cure, the walls should be made smart and clean

by the final wash composed of quicklime and
sulphur.

Pirr Vines.

If these, including llamburghs, Madresfield Court
Muscat, a most excellent early pot Grape, and a
good white have gone on well, they will now be
ripe or approaching that stage. Entirely dependent
upon the hand for their daily supply of food, the

roots must not feel the want of water even when
the Grapes are quite ripe, but in order to prevent

drying out, each pot may bo well watered and com-
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pletely covered with half rotten leaves or some
other non-conducting material. The walls and
floors, as a matter of course, must he regularly

damped on fine days, and fire-heat must be equal to

the maintenance of a free circulation of warm air

throughout the colouring process. If heavily

cropped and perfect colour is doubtful, extra air.

more time, and a gradual lowering of the night
temperature, supplemented by the use of soot water
and weak clear liquid at a temperature of 85°, will

most likely help them through to the finish. As
summer weather comes on and the Grapes become
fit for use, a lower range by night and day will be
necessary, and pure water must be regularly used
in lieu of liquid, that is, on fine days, when there is

no fear of condensation upon the berries. White
Grapes will require plenty of sunlight, not by the
removal of leaves or laterals, but by tying or turn-

ing them aside, whilst black ones will colour best
under a dense canopy of healthy foliage.

Pot A'ines intended for next year's fruiting will

now be growing very fast, and when the roots have
penetrated through the balls of compost they must
be well fed with warm liquid. The syringe, too,

must be very freely used for damping the walls and
surface of the bed when the morning temperature
begins to rise, and for thoroughly bathing the
young rods and foliage immediately after closing.
The best mode of training the canes is immediately
beneath the wires about 15 inches from the glass,

and each lateral must be closely pinched to the first

joint from the base to the point to which it is in-

tended to prune in the winter. At or a few buds
above this point the canes should be stopped, when
the latter will increase in thickness, and the bunch-
producing buds will fill up and become very promi-
nent. All sub-laterals forced by stopping the
leaders may be taken out, as the few laterals near
the apex as well as the second leaders wiU carry off

the superfluous sap, especially if allowed to run
until the young canes show signs of colouring. As
this process goes on and the rods assume a bright
nut-brown colour, the laterals, commencing at the
bottom, may be cut out close to the main buds,
always provided the premier leaves have been pre-
served intact and free from spider. Very strong
canes, especially if at any period they have re-
ceived a check, sometimes throw their main leaves,
when the buds lose their best support, but having
a safety-valve in the leaf at the end of each lateral,
these must be left intact until the Vines go to rest
in September. If the pots are placed on pedestals,
with declining fermenting material placed round
them, this may be drawn away piecemeal when the
canes are stojiped, otherwise the roots will draw
through the apertures and persist in growing when
they should be ripening.

Sijes.—Vines from eyes of the current year and
intended for cutting back or planting nest spring
should now receive their final shift into 7-inch
pots, which should be clean, dry, and rather deeply
crocked. Having been grown in bottom-heat, the
compost, consisting of sound fibrous turf, lime
rubble, and bone-dust, should be thoroughly warm
arid dry enough to bear ramming with the potting-
stick. The balls of the young plants, on the other
hand, should be made very moist a few hours before
they are turned out, as no amount of after-watering,
whilst souring the new compost, will restore them to
a proper growing condition. When the Vines are
potted they must be re-plunged in the bed, where
gentle bottom-heat, slight dewing over with tepid
water, and thin shading from bright sun in a close,
warm pit will soon restore root action. When
growing freely and the roots have taken to the new
soil, they may receive their first watering witli tepid
water, the syringe may be more freely used, shade
discontinued, and air given on all favourable occa-
sions. The temperature by night may range 08°
to 70°, and that by day about 80°, air being given
at 715°, and shut off in time for the mercury to
mark 85° in the afternoon. As growth proceeds,
all the strongest and best may be drawn out of the
bods, lied to light straight sticks, and placed on
the surface, plenty of room, as a matter of course,
being allowed for the full development of the
foliage. When too tall for the pit, they may be

transferred to a light, warm vinery to complete
their growth and ripen. As planting canes need
not exceed 6 feet in length, they should be stopped
accordingly, and all the laterals and sub-laterals,

with the exception of two or three at the top,

closely pinched to a single leaf. When the first

batch has been removed, those left behind can be
drawn to the surface, re-arranged, closely divested

of laterals, staked, and in due course removed as

they require more head room. When the pots are

well filled with roots they will require plentiful

supplies of warm diluted liquid two or three times
a week, and good syringing to prevent spider from
attacking the foliage. Like fruiting canes, they
cannot have too much light and sun-heat ; hence
the advisability of training them to wires within a
foot or so of the glass.

Spring planting.— If any of the above are in-

tended for permanent planting, the middle of May,
or whenever the young canes are about 2 feet in

height, is a good time to put them out. We have
planted as late as the second week in June when
solar heat has been more favourable, and the canes
have topped the rafters before autumn, but, pro-

vided they are well rooted and the soil is thoroughly
warm, the end of May should not be exceeded.
The secret of success lies in getting the compost,
consisting of fresh turf, bones, and old lime ruljble,

made up and in a state of fermentation by the time
the roots are sufficiently plentiful to hold the balls

together when the "\'ines are turned out of the iiots.

If the house in which they are to remain is ready,
this is the best laboratory for drying, mixing, and
warming the compost ; otherwise it may be pre-

pared in a dry open shed, and covered up with hot
stable litter to start fermentation. A border 4 feet

in width and 2 feet 6 inches deep, clear on each
side and resting on ample drainage, is quite large
enough for the first year. When built up to the
proper level, sods of fresh turf being used for the
retaining walls, a good lining of hot manure or leaves
on the inner side, aided, of course, by fire-heat and
sun-heat, will soon raise the temperature to that of

the bed upon which the Vines are standing, when
they may be transferred without receiving the
slightest check.

Planting may be performed in the following
way: Having made the balls thoroughly mois^
overnight, place each Vine in position, turn them
out of the pots, press the balls gently between the
palms of the hands and disentangle the points of
the roots, but do not allow the balls to fall to
pieces. Plant shallow, packing a little of the
warmest compost rather firmly about the roots with
the hands, cover the surface of the ball with 1 inch
of soil, and train to a straight stick previously in-

serted in the border. Keep the house close, moist,
and lightly shaded from bright sun, but unless the
compost has become very dry defer watering for a
few days. When the Vines have started into fresh
growth, a good watering with water at a tempera-
ture of 85° through a fine rose will settle the soil

home. Shade will hardly be needed ; still, it may
be retained for use an hour before and after mid-
day, that is, if any of the Vines show signs of flag-

ging, and a peck of fresh Mushroom manure spread
lightly round each will complete the operation. As
growth proceeds the young canes must be well
syringed and watered, each lateral must be pinched
at the first joint until they have made G feet, when
the canes themselves must be stopped, for reasons
explained in my remarks upon intended fruiting pot
Vines.

Fixes.

April having been so cold, sunless, and ungenial,

the fruiting plants have not made the progress they
might have <lone under more favourable conditions.
Airing [having been so diflicult, too, crowns, where
the plants are not pretty close to the glass, will be
large and in advance of the fruit. This loss of time
in some cases may cause inconvenience, but of two
evils it is better to elect to await ripening than
force the life out of plants without the aid of solar

heat. The lo.sa, moreover, under good generalship,

may yet be got over, as there exists but little doubt
that May is the tiest month in the whole year for

swelling the fruit of the Pine. I'ire-heat, as a

matter of course, is indispensable throughout the
month, but it is not excessive, whilst solar heat,

which gives the full maximum every day, is so
moderate, that the house may be shut up very early

in the afternoon, and, aided by an abundance of

atmospheric moisture, a very high tropical tempe-
rature may be maintained. From this time until

the fruit begins to change colour the plants may
be lightly dewed over on fine afternoons, and the
heat after closing may run up to 90° or 100°, but
the spray should be very light, as better results in-

variably follow under-syringing, that is, damping
the surface of the bed and charging the axils of the
lower leaves with warm clarified liquid, and occa-
sionally with weak soot water. The same, also

guano water, may be given to the roots whenever
they require moisture, but, considering the amount
of moisture these slow perspiring plants obtain

from the bed as well as the atmosphere and the

length of time the house is kept almost, if not quite,

close, it is always best to err on the side of modera-
tion in watering Pines. Like all other succulents,

they require water occasionally, and, provided it is

not given hap-hazard, the supply, be it weekly or

fortnightly, should be sufliciently plentiful to pass

through the drainage. Night air may now be in-

creased, and as this will lower the temperature
some few degrees, the fires must be stirred in time
to catch the intermediate heat, 75° to 80°, when
the fall to a minimum of 70° will be steady
throughout the hours of darkness. This, of course,

must be shut oS. at G a.m., when the sudden rise

will justify charging the atmosphere with moisture.

Day ventilation may commence at 76° on promising
mornings, and more air may be given as the tem-
perature rises to 85° or 90°.

Succession plants.—With the experience of the
past cold, sunless summer fresh in our memory,
advantage should be taken of the early part of the
growing season for getting these plants well for-

ward, in order that they may have an abundance of

time for ripening and resting. Dry fire heat being
objectionable and dangerous, the fires should now
be stopped pretty early on fine promising mornings.
If air has been on all night this may be shut off

first thing, for the rise as well as to give the plants

the full benefit of atmospheric moisture from the
newly charged evaporating pans and damping. The
top ventilators may be opened at 7()° and the air

gradually increased up to 8G°, the maximum on
bright days, but they must be closed in time to

run up to 90° with close sun-heat and moisture.

As the afternoon temperature declines the fires

must be stirred in time to catch 70° at 9 p.m. and
65° to 68° at daylight the following morning. As
May creeps on growth will be rapid ; consequently
air through the early part of the day must be more
liberal, atmospheric moisture more plentiful, and
root watering with tepid liquid or guano more
frequent.

Snclw.rs potted in February and March must be
kept in a moist growing condition, and as soon as

the roots are sufliciently plentiful to prevent the

balls from falling to pieces, preparations must be
made for shifting into larger pots. It is not neces-

sary to defer potting until all the young plants

decay'; indeed for keeping up a continuous supply of

fruit it is a good plan to divide them into two
batches, the first for transfer to another compart-
ment, the second to be arranged in the same pit

and repotted a fortnight or three weeks later.

W. C.

Keeping Apples.— Some time ago Mr. Crump
gave his experience of keeping .\pplcs by means of
packing them in barrels. Were we as ready to

throw our prejudices overboard and strike out into

new ruts as Mr. Crump has, the question of fruit

storing would assume a dilTercnt aspect. Barrels
are not always at command, but boxes, liins and
similar contrivances can be called into service. I

have seen in various parts of England methods
adopted to keep fruit sound and late—such as
pits formed like Potato ones, low sheds where the
Apples were piled up carefully into heaps and
covered with straw. An amateur friend of mine
kept some Cellini Apples in first-rate condition till
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May ia boxes in his hay loft. As barrels are not at

command, I pile the Apples on shelves in the

ordinary fruit room, keeping the whole structure

close and dark. This is certainly an inferior

method to keeping the fruit in cases. In a box in

my office where Grapes are also kept to the present

time and a month or so later in fresh condition.

Apples of a popular local kind, known as Seaton

House, a September Apple, and much like Stirling

Castle, but firmer, are kept in a box with a lid on it,

and are now very serviceable, while the same kind

in the fruit room had to be used up during March.

—M. Temple, Carron House, Stirlingslpre.

Orchids.
W. n. COWER.

CYMBIDIUMS.
Forty years ago this gemis was not held in high

estimation. I suppose that as the genus once
included many handsome plants, which were
from time to time merged into other genera, the
few true Cymbidiums remaining were poor, and
thus the plants came to be looked down upon.

thriving and flowering well in a very low tem-

perature, and I am under the impression that it

is the cooler treatment they have received of

late years which has caused tliem to flower more
freely and brought them into the repute which

they hold at the present time. Cymbidiums,

for the most part, should be potted in a mixture

of good turfy loam and fibrous peat, in tlie pro-

portion of about two-thirds of the former and

one of the latter. The large plants at Streatham

occupy pots 3 feet Ij inches across, and these are

exceptionally well drained. The potting mould

and the gross-feeding properties of these plants

would naturally lead one to infer that they

would be just the very subjects to like manure,

and knowing that the plan had been tried at

Streatham, I asked how it succeeded. Mr.

Measures told me that he formerly tried a

sprinkling of fish manure, but was obliged to

give it up, as the plants do not succeed so well

with as without it. Now I have watched this

material used in several places, and the result

has been that all highly commend it at first, but

after having used it for some time they appear

to cease employing it. All this bears out my

Cymbidium eburueuni.

Now-a-days, however, they have become special

favourites, and in several places have a house

set apart for them. The most notable instance

of this that 1 have seen is in the garden of Mr.

Measures, of The Woodlands, at Streatham,

where one large span-roofed house is wholly

devoted to this genus, and it well repays for the

expense. The centre of the house is full of

large specimens of C. Lowianum and giganteum,

probably the largest in Europe, as they measure

about 12 feet across at the top, and upwards of 3

feet across at the base. Upon some of these plants

I have seen nineteen spikes, eacli bearing in

some instances thirty-two of the large and bril-

liant flowers. Cymbidiums are, for the most

part, strong-growing plants, having thick fleshy

roots. The flowers of many of them are of

great beauty, and in some species they yield a

delicious and grateful perfume. They are plants

which require potting in strong soil, and they

do not require so much heat as was formerly

given them. Even the favourite Lowianum,
which comes from tlie land of Burmah, I find

previously expressed opinion that, after having

grown Orchids fairly extensively for nearly

forty years and studied their requirements too,

I never advise any of my readers to adopt the

practice of using artificial manures in their

cultivation. The only thing I have found

beneficial without iU-eft'ects is weak cow ma-
nure water.

The following kinds are now in cultivation in

this country, and all are well deserving the

attention of every grower of orchidaceous plants.

They are all evergreen, producing leaves more
or less leathery, and i'rom a foot to 4.V feet in

length, the pseutlo-bulbs varying from 1 inch

to 10 inches in height :

—

C. Ai'FiNE.—This species, I believe, was intro-

duced by Mr. Williams, of Holloway. In its habit

of growth it somewhat resembles C. eburneum, but

the leaves are much broader, the scape is stout, and
the slightly curved raceme bears from three to

nine flowers, which are sweetly scented and inter-

mediate in size between those of C Mastersi and
C. eburneum. The sepals and petals are pure

ivory-white; gi"ound colour of lip white, three-

lobed, the side lobes profusely spotted with pale

magenta. The anterior lobe is blotched with pur-

plish crimson, the rich yellow crest being composed
of two fleshy plates. It blooms during the autumn
months, and is a native of Northern India.

C. Dayanum.—This plant resembles the preced-

ing in growth, but the leaves are longer, measuring

in some instances 4 feet in length. They are

narrow and somewhat thick in texture, and of a

bright green. The spike is pendent, many-llowered,

the blooms being white, tinged with yellow, and
more or less streaked and flushed with vinous-red.

It comes from Northern India.

C. Devoniaxum.—Although this species is said

to have been introduced upwards of fifty years ago
it still remains very scarce. I received a fine spike

of this from a gentleman in Ireland last year to

name, and a short time since I again saw it flower-

ing in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection. The
pseudo-bulbs are small and concealed by the broad
bases of the leaves ; the latter are about a foot

long, broadly lanceolate, keeled, leathery in tex-

ture, and deep rich green. The scape is pendent and
many-flowered. This habit renders it necessary to

grow the plant in a hanging basket. The flowers

are LV inches across, the sepals and petals being
about" equal in size, pale yellowish green, spotted

with lines of dark purple ; lip deep reddish purple,

recurved at the tip, and on either side near the

base is a large circular spot of blackish purple. It

blooms in the late winter and early spring months,

and is a native of Northern India.

C. EBURNEUM.—This superb plant was, I be-

lieve, first discovered by Grittith in Northern India

upwards of forty years ago. In my younger days it

used to be kept in the hottest comer of the East
India house. In this position it frequently became
spotted and seldom flowered, so that I was taught

that it was a very handsome plant, but a bad
grower and a very shy bloomer. At the time I

have mentioned, I believe the plant came to the

Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, and about which
time it was first described by Dr. Lindley. Since

this I have no knowledge of its being re-introduced

until about fifteen years ago when it was again im-

porteil by myself. My friend wrote me saying the

leaves were broken down in the season, and that

the plants grew again like Willows, also that they

flowered like beds of great white Tulips. That
same season I grew some imported plants under a .

north wall in the open air. After this, I think Mr.

William Bull introduced large quantities of the plant

tlirough Mr. Freeman. Last week when I looked in

at The Woodlands I saw nearly forty flowers open,

very many more than ever I have seen before at

any one time, and these flowers were some 6 inches

across, the sepals and petals being broad, thick,

fleshy in texture, and pure ivory white ; lip

large, frilled on the edge, stained along the centre

with a narrow band of golden yellow, and bearing

on the centre a rich yellow fleshy crest. In addition

the blooms are very fragrant. I have seen the plant

represented with three flowers on the same scape,

but I think this must be wrong. I have imported

it with two flowers, and this, I am told, is as many
as it is seen bearing when growing naturally, and I

have seen it with two blooms on a spike in our

plant houses, but it more frequently bears but a

single flower, which is by far the largest of any
Cymbidium I know. Beside the above tliere is a

variety named in honour of Mr. Day. This plant is

less robust in growth, and the flowers in addition

have the lip more or less spotted with ro.^e. In the

variety Williamsianum the apex of the side lobes of

the lip and the sides of the central lobe are more or

less suffused with light purple. In the form called

Philbrickianum, 1 cannot see anything to induce

one to separate it from the otliers ; indeed I

consider it a poor eburneum. The type blooms

during the spring months and lasts long in beauty.

Native of Northern India.

C. GIGANTEUM.—In the year 1850 I had several

plants of this species under my charge, but 1

was instructed to keep them alive and not to

encourage them. The fact was, that although

my old master, who was an enthusiastic lover
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of plants, could never bear the idea of throwing a
plant away, he yet had an idea that a better plant

might want the space this species was taking up.

The truth is, however, that in those days we had a
very poor variety compared with what I now see in

collections; yet, moreover, when it did flower it

was thought to be a fine thing. The leaves were
between 2 feet and 3 feet in length and the scape

nearly as long, the flowers being distant, with

sepals and petals green, with a few streaks of deep
blood colour; lip bright yellow, the side lobes

streaked and the anterior lobe spotted with deep
red. In the plants of the present time the flowers

are about the same size, i.e., some 4 inches across,

and they are very fragrant; but the sepals and
petals are yellowish, heavily streaked with purplish

brown ; lip rich golden yellow, profusely spotted

with crimson, the incurved side lobes being heavily

streaked with purplish brown. This plant was
recently, flowering in The Woodlands collection.

Native of Nepaul.

C. H00KEEI.4.NUM.—This plant would appear to

have been collected many years ago by Lobb when
travelling in Northern India for the Messrs. Veitch.

The plants flowered soon after their arrival in this

country, but never again until the end of 1865,

when it was named in honour of Dr. Hooker. In

habit of growth it resembles C. giganteum, but the

base of the leaf is conspicuously streaked with a

pale yellowish green on a deep green ground. The
scape is nodding in the upper part, and bears about

a dozen very large flowers, the sepals and petals

being apple-green, without any marks of other

colours; lip large, broad, and recurved at the tip,

middle lobe yellowish white, becoming deep yellow

on the undulated margin, where it is spotted with

reddish purple, the side lobes erect, sharp pointed

in front, and dotted with reddish purple. It is a

pretty plant, and thought to be more free flowering

than its near relative C. giganteum. It blooms in

autumn.

C. LowiANUM.—This superb plant was, I think,

first discovered by Boxall in Burmah about twelve

years ago, when it was dedicated to Mr. Stuart Low
by Prof. Reichenbach. It remained scarce for some
time, the largest plants in Europe perhaps being in

The Woodlands collection at Streatham, where
there are six examples each measuring some 12

feet across. These, when they flower weD, each

bear nearly 500 flowers. It belongs to the same
set as giganteum and Hookerianum, but it sur-

passes both for vigour of growth and size, and also

for the beauty of its inflorescence. On these plants

I think the greatest number of flowers on a single

raceme has been thirty-two, but I think some two
years ago I saw a plant bearing more than that

number, but it was the most miserable form of the

plant that has yet come under my notice. The
sepals and petals are light apple-green, more or less

streaked with sepia-brown ; lip large, side lobes

erect, yellow, anterior lobe cream colour, with a

deep brownish maroon-purple band in front and all

round it, the undulated edge being yellow. It is a

charming plant and flowers at the present time.

Native of Burmah.

C. Mastehsi.—This is a beautiful species which
flowers in the autumn, and whicli in the season now
passed was very fine at The Woodlands. It is nearly

fifty years ago since it was sent home by Griffith,

by whom it was named in honour of one of the

assistants in the Botanic Gardens at Garden Reach,

Calcutta. In habit of growth it is near C. ebur-

neum, tlie flowers, however, being very dift'erent,

being mucli smaller, and borne some ten or twelve

together on a nodding raceme. These are pure white,

saving a few spots on the interior of the lip ; they
yield a pleasing odour of Almonds. I am not sure

if this species grows with C. eburncum, but if not,

it occurs in tlie same districts.

C. Paeisiii is anotlier species which resembles

C. eburneum in its growth, but the leaves are much
broader when the plant is strong. The scape is

from tliree to seven-flowered, tlie flowers being

large, sepals and jjctals pure white, lip large, white,

the centre stained with a blotch of ricli orange
colour, and spotted with purplish crimson, which
renders it a pleasing subject and quite distinct

from any other kind. It blooms during the months
of June, July, and August. Native of Burmah.

C. TIGEINUM.—This is a pretty plant introduced
many years ago from Burmah, having been origi-

nally sent home by the Rev. Mr. Parish, I believe,

to the Messrs. Low, of Clapton. The plant, how-
ever, has been almost lost to cultivation, and I was
much pleased last year to again see it flowering
with Mr. Shuttleworth in his nursery in Clapham
Park Road. It is a dwarf plant as we know it, the
flowers being large, the sepals and petals green,
spotted with red, the lip creamy white, transversely
striped with purplish crimson. It deserves to be
grown by all lovers of C'ymbidiums, and I do not
fancy it has yet been seen in its fullest beauty. It

flowers in the spring months, and comes from the
Burmese mountains at some 6000 or 7000 feet

elevation.

C. ELEGAKS.—This is another of the set which has
foliage somewhat resembling that of C. eburneum.
The flowers are borne in many-flowered racemes,
the blooms being of a soft creamy yellow hue, the
inside of the Hp being dotted with deep red, but
they have the peculiar habit of remaining half

closed. It blooms during the autumn months.
Native of Northern India.

C. PENDULUM ATBOPUKPUEEUM.— This is a
superb plant, wliich I recently .saw in great beauty
flowering with Mr. Sander at St. Albans. Its foliage
is erect, thick, and leathery in texture, and the plant
produces numerous pendent many-flowered racemes
of great richness and beauty. The sepals and petals

are rich deep purple, the lip rosy crimson and
purple with a yellow disc; its distinct colours
render it especially charming. It usually flowers

during the months of May and June, and is said to

come from the Indian Archipelago.

Beside.s the above are a few others, such as C.

aloifolium, C. pendulum, C. chloranthiim, C.

sinensis, &c., which are all deserving cultiva-

tion in a collection of the genus. The last-

named plant is peculiarly valuable for its fra-

grance, which much resembles that of the
Violet.

Odontoglossums at Studley House.—There
were numerous Odontoglossums in flower recently
in the rich collection of Orchids of Mr. F. G. Tautz,

and amongst them the following species and varie-

ties: O. crispum was, of course, in full bloom, and
the plants carried large racemes of boldly shaped
flowers, some beautifully spotted with brown, others

almost a self hue. It is the commendable practice

of Mr. Taut z not to name every flower that shows a
difl'erence from something else, and we heartily

wish others would follow his example. Very beau-
tiful in this collection is Pescatorei, one form of the
purest white, and in another the lip was richly

spotted with lake-crimson, the sepals and petals of

great purity. This form, Mr. Cowley, who has
charge of the Orchids, says, has always come quite

true as yet. 0. cirrhosum bore a magnificent ra-

ceme of its lovely flowers, and O. triumphans was
in full beauty. A very delicate Orchid is O. Cer-

vantesi morada, the whole bloom flushed with a
delightful shade of pink ; 0. Oerstedi majus and O.

Wilckeanum pallens had good spikes, also O.

Schillerianum, which is thickly spotted with brown
on a yellow ground, the lip dull crimson. The now
popular (J. gloriosum was in flower, one form named
superbum having larger and richer blooms than
those of the type. 0. Cervantesi decorum and a large

plant of O. citrosmum, carrying five of its pendent
spikes, contributed to the display.

Aerides japonicum.—This plant appears to do
well at Heaton House, Cheshunt, where Mr. Searing
grows it in a house facing north, but which, never-

theless, gets a little sun at the side at one time in

the day. I'nder similar conditions I was very suc-

cessful with it at the establishment of the Messrs.

RolUsson at Tooting. Two specimens of this species

are now flowering with Mr. Searing, and, judging
by the other plants which I have seen before, it is a
very fine species. The raceme is some (> inches or 8

inches long and many-flowered ; sepals and pet.als

thick, waxy in texture, and pure white, the lateral

ones being transversely streaked with brownish
purple ; the lip is more or less blotched and spotted
with deep recfdish violet. It comes from the ex-

treme south of Japan, but although for more than a
quarter of a century an inhabitant of our plant
houses, it is a species one seldom meets with well
grown.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium nobile var. Heathfieldianum
(syn.,Cooksonianum).—A large, well-flowered speci-

men of this fine variety is now in flower in the
garden of Mr. T. Lange, Heathfield House, Gates-
head. It had a number of stout flowering stems
with seventy large well-coloured flowers open. Mr.
Methven, the gardener at Heathfield House, told me
that the name Cooksonianum was given in error, as
the plant had been exhibited at Newcastle under
the name of Heathfieldianum two years before it

was named by Dr. Reichenbach. It is now so well
known amongst Orchid fanciers under the varietal

name of Cooksonianum, and is described and figured

as such, that it would be unwise to change it ; but
the plant flowered first in Mr. Lange's garden, and
he naturally wished to have the name of his place
attached to such a fine variety. I advised Mr.
Methven to exhibit this plant before the Orchid
committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.—N.B.

Dendrobium Waltoni.—I send you a flower

of the supposed natural hybrid between D. Wardi-
anum and D. crassinode, although the colouring is

very poor. According to my idea, the supposition

of its being a hybrid between the two above-

named species is feasible, because the flower is

that of crassinode with the addition of the two
small spots in the throat, and the bulb is that

of D. Wardianum. In other words, it is simply

(void of spots) a crassinode flower on a Wardianum
bulb. The origin of the name Waltoni, the authority

of which does not appear to be known, ought to be
cleared up.—F. Ashton, Liverjiool.

*f* The flowers sent much resemble those pre-

viously received from the Rev. F. D. Horner, saving

that bis were fresh and these are shrivelled. It

appears to be a bad variety of Wardianum, and
you say it has the growth of that plant. We
know nothing of the origin of the name Waltoni.

—Ed.
Hardy Orchids.—I am very glad to hear that

the cultivation of the beautiful hardy Orchids is

being taken up in real earnest, and that already

several very good collections are being gathered

together in this country. They have, of course,

been cultivated more or less since the times of

Gerard and Parkinson, but in hardly a single in-

stance that I am aware of have any particular pains

been taken to establish them in quantity. The
Due de Paris, while staying at Orleans House,

Twickenham, had probably the largest collection of

the hardy Orchids ever brought together in this

country, but it does not appear that he did much in

trying to establish them in the open air, his ex-

periments being chiefly confined to their culture in

pots and cold frames. The varieties of Ophrys

were his favourites, and he remarks that the only

one he found that really increased under cultivation

was Ophrys bombyhfera (the Humble Bee Orchis),

a charming little species from the neighbourhood

of Mentone, and doubtless requiring the protection

of a frame or handlight in this country. From the

experience I have had with these hardy species of

Orchids, it does not appear impossible that a dozen

or so can be easily established with care in the

open, and that the greater number may be very

successfully grown in pots. Care, of course, will

be required both previous to and after flowering,

and the plants must not, as is too often the case

with those that have flowered, be placed in any odd
corner until nearly all the life has gone out of

Ihem. I have a very deep bed full of Cocoa fibre,

in which I keep the plants plunged, unless when
showing them in llower, and the success I have had

during the last two years enables me to recommend
this course. After the flowers are over I keep tlie

plants well watered, as before, continuing until the

leaves turn yellow, when water is gradually with-

held, the moisture in the fibre being sulficient.

The plants are then turned out of the pots, re-

potted, and placed back in their old quarters, and
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as soon as the leaves appear above ground, water is

again applied and plenty of air given on all suitable

occasions.—K.

Some pretty kinds of hardy Orchids were
exhibited at a recent meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. One of these (Orchis pallens)

seemed to attract considerable attention, the

curiously-formed sulphur-coloured flowers being

produced thickly on a stout stem hardly a foot in

height ; then the foliage was broad and green, and
of so healthy a hue that one could almost conclude
that the plants had been lifted that morning from
some of the gently undulating grounds along the

coast of the Mediterranean. For many years I

grew and flowered this pretty species satisfactorily,

but it gradually dwindled away unless peculiarly

situated. 0. longibracteata, which had immense
lower leaves, these being stiff, broad, and of great

substance,andaratherpoorspikeof flowers—nothing
like the Holland specimen described in The Gab-
den a week or two ago—was likewise sliown, and
alongside it a potful of that curious and interesting

plant Ophrys arachnites. It had a spike about 12

inches long and carrying eight flowers. It is a

native Orchid, and one of the showiest and most
curious we have, the lip being large and of varied

metallic hues. Hardly two specimens of this

Orchid are to be found alike in the marking of the

dowers, particularly when the plants are chosen
from isolated patches. But in those in question

the difference of floral colouring on the same plant

was perfectly remarkable—at least to me, who had
never noticed such a feature before. Orchis Morio
picta, also exhibited, is certainly a departure from
the normal plant, but it is far less ornamental. Evi-

dently the plants were well grown, but the flowers

are poor, and I do not think that such a form is

worth growing.—A. D. W.

Odontoglossum Roezli.—This species will

ever keep green tlie memory of the great plant

collector an<l successful importer of Orchids from
South America and Mexico, whilst those possessing

the species in quantity will very seldom be with-

out blooms, which, I think, eclipse those of its near
ally, vexillarium. It usually blooms twice in a year;

the flowers are delicately fragrant, and last in per-

fection a long time. Flowers of this species just

to hand from Mr. Cypher, who has charge of Mrs.

Studd's collection at Bath, are very fine, the flowers

being very large, pure white, and the purple spot

at the base of the petals clear and well defined,

whilst the yellow markings on the disc of the

lip are deeper than we usually see them. As I

have before remarked, this is one of the few mem-
bers of the genus which does not object to a fair

amount of heat, but as some now contend that it is

not an Odontoglossum, Ijut a Miltonia, there is an
allowance to be made for it. It enjoys heat, but it

must always be kept in a moist condition, and the

atmosphere also must be kept well charged with
moisture. Neglect of this has been the cause of

the rapid spread of black thrips upon the plant,

which first disfigure it, causing it to look unhealthy,

and ultimately kill it.—W. H. G.

Epidendrum radicans.—This beautiful scan-

dent species, which is also known by the name of

E. rhizophorum, is too seldom seen in collections,

and I think it is too frequently denounced as a shy
bloomer. This, I think, arises from a misconcep-
tion of its native habitat, and thus it is too often

placed in the cool liouse with the Odontoglossums.
We are, however, told that it grows amongst Grass
and at some considerable elevations in Mexico and
in Guatemala. Therefore I fancy a house inter-

mediate in temperature between an Odontoglossum
house and a Cattleya house would suit it best. In

such a temperature I used to grow it and flower it

freely at Kew years ago, and under similar treat-

ment I recently noted it flowering with Mr. Searing

in the Heaton House collection, where he told me
it had been in bloom since last November, and
indeed where it appeared to be hkely to be in flower

for months to come, so that the credit of being a shy
bloomer is certainly not deserved by tliis plant.

The plant is scandent in habit, and the trusses of

bloom are very large. The sepals and petals are

large, often intense deep orange-vermillion ; the

lip has very large side lobes, which are fringed and
orange-red, with just a few spots of crimson on the

disc. A coloured figure of this species was given

in The Garden, Vol. XXIV., p. 390.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Dalhousianum.—This fine old

species is now grand in the Heaton House collec-

tion. It is laden with its very large and delicately-

coloured flowers. Although introduced upwards of

fifty years ago, it still remains the largest-flowered

species in cultivation. It is a tall-growing plant,

and it often produces its pendent racemes of nan-
keen-yellow blooms, which are frequently sufliused

with rosy-pink upon the old leafless stems; the lip

in addition has two large, velvety, blackish purple

blotches and is hairy on the front.

Flower Garden.

DAFFODILS IN IRELAND.
In Ireland the cliaracteristic English Daffodil is

unknown as a wild or naturalised plant, the

kiuds most common being the forms known as

N. princeps, N. spurius, and N. Countess of

Annesley, referred to in The Gaiuien, April

(p. 305), which seems intermediate between the

two last named. I do not think any species of

Narcissi are really indigenous to Ireland, but

that all seemingly so found there are naturalised

introductions which have not only held their

own vegetatively, but have varied from self-

sown seeds. The cool and moist summer cli-

mate of Ireland is peculiarly suited to the gi-owth

of the Dafi'odil as well as many other garden
flowers, and I think self-sown seedling varia-

tions appear there more often than in English

gardens. If this is not so, how are we to ac-

count for varieties being discovered in Ireland

which are unknown either as wild plants in

Europe or in gardens elsewhere ?

The following is a list of most of the varieties

of Narcissi which have been found in old Irish

gardens during the past eight or ten years, and
to these are added others which grow excep-

tionally well on Irish soil :—

•

Akd-Eigh (Irish King).—A strong and early

variety of the N. spurius section.

Dolly Vaeden.—A small and shapely variety of

N. spurius.

Golden Ployeb.

Golden Eagle.

PKINCEPa.

Countess of Annesley.—This is a strong grow-
ing and distinct variety, which originated, so far as

is known, in the park at Castlewellan, Co. Down,
although since found elsewhere.

St. Austin.—A rather small citron-coloured

variety, found in an old garden in Co. Carlow. It

has also been called N. minor citrinus, but is dill^e-

rent in form and habit to the true N. minor of gar-

dens to-day.

Nanus.—The common N. nanus of gardens is

very often met with in old Irish gardens, but there

is also a distinct taller plant somewhat intermediate

between nanus and lobularis.

Spurius.—This and princeps may be set down
as the common Daffodils in Irish parks and gardens,

and both types vary within narrow limits, a fact

which is no doubtduetotheir seeding spontaneously

wherever the soil and climate suit them.

Frilled Trunk (or Crom-a-Boo).—This is sup-

posed to be a natural seedUng from N. spurius, or

from the common double N. Telamonius, both of

which grow with it on a lawn in Co. Limerick.

Rip Van Winkle.—This is a small, narrow-

pointed double yellow Dafltodil, and is now pretty

generally supposed to be a double phase of N.

minor, which it resembles in habit, time of flower-

ing, and general aspect. It is a curious fact that

single N. minor is extremely rare in Irish gardens,

and seems to have either turned double or died out,

as all the single N. minor known to or heard of by
me seem to have been introduced from England or
Holland during recent years. N. minor of gardens
is such a true stock, that I surmise it was originally
a selection (possibly a solitary bulb) from the
small pseudos of the Maritime Alps, which Mr.
Barr now calls the Grasse Daffodil.

It is when we come to the white Daffodils
that we find Ireland so rich in varieties. About
twelve are now known as distinct, and of these
at least a half have not as yet been discovered
in English gardens. These six are Mmnie
Warren, Wliite Minor, Silver Bar, Little Nell,
Gladys Hartland, and Robert Boyle. There
are one or two others, such as Colleen Bawn,
Countess of Desmond (lemon or citron), Bishop
Mann, Helen Falconer and Leda, which may
or may not occur in old EuglLsh gardens, but
they certainly do so in Irish ones, and now and
then in quantity.

Minnie Wabren.—This has been called white
nanus, and is a distinct and handsome dwarf
variety on warm moist soils.

White Minor.—Larger than the last and whiter,
having less buff colour on the tube behind the
flower. Three of its perianth segments are broader
and more rounded and shapely than are the three
inner and intermediate segments.

Silver Bar.—Whitish sulphur, with a pale
stripe down each segment.

Robert Boyle.—White with citron trumpet.

Countess op Desmond.—A shapely and grace-
ful variety of a clear bright citron or lemon colour.

The last three varieties, with one or two
other.s at present undetermined and unnamed,
were found by INIiss F. W. Currey in an old

garden, and were, I believe, quite unknown
elsewhere untU that lady generously distributed

them to other amateurs a year or two ago.

Little Nell.—A whiter and more shapely
thing than Minnie Warren, which with it and
Gladys Hartland probably originated from a
common parent.

Colleen Bawn.—This is one of the best and
most distinctly beautiful of all our Irish white
Daffodils. It has broad glaucous leaves, high-
shouldered perianth and a very drooping flower,

and is the whitest of all white varieties except N.
moschatus from the Pyrenees, from which it may
possibly have originated years ago. Three of its

perianth segments are very broad and three very
narrow, a character by which it is easily recognised.

Led.\.—This is the same as the smaller N. tor-

tuosus of the English growers. There is, however,
another white Daft'odil larger and having a more
citron or lemon-coloured trumpet (N. albicans of

gardens) with which Leda or white tortuosus

must not be confounded. This last-named plant

is not unfrequent in gardens, but is at present

unnamed; its erroneous name of N. moschatus
has been, as I think perhaps rightly, transferred

to the true wild white of the Val d'Arras. In
Ireland the plant has been known as Mrs. Don-
elly's white, and I now propose that it bear the

name of Helena.

Bishop Mann.—This plant is a stronger and
taller growing phase of common cernuus, both be-

ing met with in Ireland as well as in English
gardens.

Helen Falconer is a very distinct and beau-
tiful variety, finer than Leda, and when better

known it is sure to be appreciated at its true value.

It seems to have originated from seed in a Guernsey
garden, since I received this and another kind very

similar to Barr's Princess Ida from Messrs. Smith,

of Guernsey, two or three years ;igo, together with

the information that they were garden seedlings.

Other Narcissi which grow exceptionally well

in Irish gardens are the double N. eystettensis

(N. capax plenua, a bad name, which should be

expunged) and two distinct phases of N. odorus

plenus, varying in height, breadth of foUage,
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and size of flower. N. maximus, again, is often

very luxuriant on Irish soil even without the

cultural attention and constant transplantation

so often necessary to ensure success in English

gardens. It may interest some to know that

this fine golden Daffodil is the N. major of Ha-
worth, and not his N. maximus, as some have
supposed. It is figured in " Tlieatrum Florae"

1C37) and in "Campi Elysii" (1701).

F. W. BURBIDGE.

SAXIFRAGA CAMPOS I.

This is also known in gardens as S. Wallacei,

and is certainly by far the most beautiful of the

mossy section, not even excepting S. decipiens

and its near ally, caespitosa. As an edging it is

simply faultless, growing closely, and producing

its large white fiowers in the greatest profusion.

As a pot plant liberally treated, I have rarely

nication in reference to this flower was sent to Mr.

Burbidge, and will, we hope, prove interesting to

readers of The Gabden : "In The Garden of

March 2 you mention, in the article on the Water
Fairy Flower, among other varieties figured in

Reeves' ' Plants of China,' a double form very

much like the double Roman Narcissus. This

form comes not unfrequently mixed in with the

single and usual sort. For tlie last year or two I

have had about three out of every ten, say, giving

; these double flowers, but in much greater numbers
tlian the double Roman. It seems to bear the

same relation to the Grand Emperor that the

double Roman bears to any good variety of N. Ta-

zetta. Although the water culture described for

the Grand Emperor is usual and very interesting,

and the plant succeeds admirably in a living room if

it be kept cool, much Ijetter results can lie olitained

if the bulbs are planted in a good soil. Five bulbs

jilanted in a 12-inch pot gave me thirty-seven

heads of flower witli eight to ten flowers in a head.

The pot was kept in the cellar until growth began.

Saxifraga Camposi (syn., Wallacei).

seen its equal. I find it extremely useful for

cold houses, corridors, or windows. Of course,

like most of this section, the leaves become
brown and dried up as the stem lengthens, but
the shoots are as readily rooted as those of a

Geranium or Calceolaria, and tlo not want even
the protection of a handlight, but may be
pricked out in a shady place in the open air

and watered occasionally until rooted. By the

latter end of autumn they will have made nice

plants, and may be potted up for blooming in

pots or planted out where required. It is per-

fectly hardy, and the engraving here given
shows what a useful subject it is for the rockery.

A native of Greece. D. K.

The Water Fairy Flower (Narcissus Ta-
zetta var. Grand Emperor).—The following commu-

but most of the growth and all the flowers were
formed in the parlour. Abundance of water was
given, but no more than Hyacinths or Tulips would
require. These plants also do well if jilanted in

pure sand or Sphagnum. An interesting fe.ature of

the Grand Emperor is that almost all the offsets

will bloom if kept on the main bulb ; when broken
off and planted by themselves, however, very few
will flower. It seemed to me that these points in

regard to a good plant not grown as commonly as

it should be grown might interest you."—B. M.
Watson, Junr.

American Hepaticas.—We send you by this

post some blooms of Hepaticas which we think will

interest you. The jilants were sent us from America
two years since, and they appear to be distinct

from the European forms. T'lie flowers are much
smaller, but very numerous, and the foliage is more
mottled and evergreen. We send you a pure white
form, and think the flowers of the ordinary form

have pink stamens, but we have none by us to com-
pare ; also a variety of a very pale shade of pink, a

distinctly beautiful pale mauve or pale blue, and a
blue which is quite distinct from the usual kind, a
small bunch of !which, without leaves, we send for

comparison. We think it probable we may yet

flower other shades of colour. We also send you
a single bloom of a dark blue and of a beautiful

lilac. If these have any distinct names, will you
kindly give them us, but we have never seen these

forms before.—ROBEET Veitch & Son, Hxeter.

*,* Very pretty delicate colours. We hope you

will be able to grow them freely. We have not

observed how and where the Hepatica grows in

American woods or hills, but hope some American
reader of The Gabden will tell us.—Ed.

CARNATIONS FOR BEDS AND BORDERS.
Colotjbed plates of such brilliant varieties as

of the two presented with The Garden of April

13 cannot fail to increase and improve the culti-

vation of self Carnations. Fairly cultivated and
skilfully grouped, scarcely any flower can prove more
effective in beds or borders than Carnations ; while

none can exceed them in usefulness for cutting, or

in popularity for bouquet and other purposes.

True, some winters try them very much, that

about drawing to a close being no exception,

unless in the unusual hardness with which it

has hit Carnations, Cloves, and even the sturdier

Pinks. But by holding reserve stocks of cuttings

or layers under glass, and planting these young

plants out in April, the Carnation becomes more or

less independent of climatal severities, though it

must be admitted that for profusion of bloom these

baby plants are nowhere in comparison with

plants established two or more years. In the rais-

ing of seedlings two points deserve especial notice

—

vigour and hardiness of constitution and profusion

of bloom. Unfortunately, not a few of the more

miffy novelties prove the most beautiful, and

hence get preserved and distributed, much to the

mortification of future growers. On the whole,

however, self-coloured Carnations and Cloves are

among the most vigorous growers and possess the

best constitutions.

I wish to most emphatically uphold the views of

"A. H." in regard to the superior effect of uni-

coloured gi-oups of Carnations rather than indiscri-

minate mixtures of different colours. Beds of

seedlings or of mixed sorts are valuable enough for

cutting from, but for effective grouping in the

flower garden or pleasure grounds they are no-

where compared with beds of selfs or of two selfs

of contrasting colours, such as red and white, or

crimson and orange or yellow. The effect of two

distinct colours in contrast either in separate lines

or regularly dotted plants is rich and pleasing in

the extreme.

One of the most effective combinations of this

sort ever seen by the writer consisted of a three-

fold line of Cloves on a narrow southern border at

the foot of a Peach wall. The row next the trees

was the tall crimson Clove, the next row white, and

the one next the walk the old purple Clove. During

the second and for several following years this rich

harvest of Cloves was not only the brightest sight

in a large garden, liut supplied a goodly mansion

and a large demesne with matchless fragrance.

HOBTUa.

A freak of the common Primrose.—Major-
General Dillon's sportive Primrose (p. ;!2!0 is not at

all a novelty, because the throwing tip of a stem with

an umbel of flowers on it is not at all uncommon; in

fact, it does but go to prove what is now an ac-

cepted fact that Primroses are but Polyanthuses

with an undeveloped main stem. I have constantly

found in garden Primroses that hard propagation

by division will drive up Polyanthus .stems not

found in the plant when untouched. Of course,

the feature is less marked .-unongst wild Primroses,

for the simple reason th.at these almost always are

left to a state of nature. How closely the Polyan-

thus and the Primrose are allied is evidenced in the

abundant production in both forms in gardens of
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plants which first and early produce Primrose
flowers, and which later are succeeded by Polyan-

thus stalks and flowers ; varieties which retain the

true character of each section are, however, pre-

ferable.—A. D.

DAFFODILS AT HAM.
The Narcissus is the flower of the season. A
few stray blooms of the early varieties linger

still ; but the bicolor, incomparabilis, Barri, and
other midseason sections are in their fullest

splendour, to be followed by the le.ss gaudy,

but possibly more beautiful Poet's varieties

which prolong the season far into the month of

May. It is at .such a time as this that the Daf-

fodil fancier should visit Mr. Walker's grounds

at Whitton and Ham, where altogether there

are upwards of fourteen acres of this bulbous

flower. The largest portion is at Ham, where
there are about 114 acres of ground devoted to

hardy bulbs of the more popular kinds, fruit

trees, and forcing houses. The nursery itself is

picturesquely placed. It is in the midst of a

charming bit of Surrey scenery, the famous

Ham Common fringing it on the east side, and
beyond this are the richly-wooded Richmond
Park and Hill, a natural and welcome .shelter,

as to the south there is nothing to break the

full force of the wind, the view stretching across

to the old town of Kingston and surrounding

country. It is at once evident that Mr. Walker

has made his Ham Nursery a true home of the

Dattbdil. The soil is sandy loam of good depth,

a solid foundation, so to say, to commence with,

but we need scarcely mention that it is not this

nattira! advantage nor the pure air that are

alone responsible for the magniticent growth

of the bulbs, but the skilful, experienced hand
who manages them. The foliage is of immense
vigour, and as it bends before the bi-eeze, the

peculiar glaucous tint glistens in the sunlight. It

is such waving masses of bulbs that tell us how
peculiarly adapted some kinds of Daft'odils are

to our English climate. AVe firmly believe that

England can be made to supply its own Daftbdil

bulbs and more besides, if properly cultivated
;

the treatment may be summed up shortly.

It consists in annual lifting, and it -appears

at first sight incredible to realise that 14 acres

of bulbs are lifted every year in July when
ripe, stored in a proper shed for the pur-

pose until September, and then planted out

again. All the best kinds are treated thus, and

the common varieties would also receive this

attention but for the additional labour it in-

volves. That such a course of treatment is

correct it needs no trained eye to see. The
bulbs show it in the profusion and vigour of the

leaves, the size, colour, and free display of the

flowers. On some of the single bulbs of the

beautiful trumpet variety Empress there are as

many as seven blooms of the finest proportions.

This is gaining a great result tlirough liberal

cultivation, and such flowers always bring ex-

cellent returns in the market. Mr. Walker

knows that it does not pay to do things in-

difterently, and acts accordingly. Every morn-

ing he sends to market, or rather the flowers

are cut and brought to London the same even-

ing ready for the following day. Both at

Whitton and Ham there is a large packing

shed, the flowers, thousands of which are cut

every day, being gathered before they are fully

expanded.

Although there is a large collection of Narcissi

at Ham, there are certain kinds that are more

largely grown than others. During the past

few years, since the Datt"odil has received such

unusual favour, to the extent even of having a

committee especially formed in tlie interests of

the flower alone, there has been an enormous
increase of kinds, a fair proportion, it is not too

much to say, showing a difference in degree

only, and that very slight. But here are stan-

dard kinds grown in large masses, and it is

these that should be universally cultivated.

The bulbs are planted in raised beds about 4 feet

wide and 200 yards long, and last week many of

the trumpet varieties were in perfection. This is

not a good season for bulbs of any kind, but the

Daftbdils appear to have sufl'ered least of all,

although in particular districts they are poorer

than in others. It is the Tulips that thow a

marked falling oft". The weather has been just

the reverse of what was wanted. If we could

have comparatively dull weather now that the

flowers are fully open, and could have had sun-

shine when the winds were cold and the skies

overcast, the Narcissi would have been finer,

but in tlie matter of weather we have no choice.

At the time of my visit it was the trumpet

Daflbdils, represented by such magnificent kinds

as bicolor Horsfieldi, Empress and Emperor,

that were at their best. At Whitton, where

the land is heavier than at Ham, there is a

superb display of each of the two great trumpet
varieties Empress and Horsfieldi. Slany re-

gard these two as one and the same thing, but

there is no doubt about their distinctness.

There is a bed of each side by side, and from

this it can be seen that Empress is a taller

grower than Horsfieldi, the perianth is more
massive, the golden-coloured trumpet straighter

and more open, and the whole flower of greater

substance. Another point of distinction is that

the oflsets of Empress flower freely, though

this is not the case with those of Horsfieldi ; of

the two we prefer Empress. It is peculiar to

note how the Daflbdil loves a dry soil. The ex-

treme ends of some of the beds at Whitton
slope conspicuously, and here naturally the soil

is moister than usual, with the unmistakable

result that the growth is thin and the flowers

few, especially in the case of the white Nar-

cissi. The beautifully shaped Tenby Daftbdil

was almost over, and, singular to relate, this is

the only one that refuses to grow well even with

the treatment that brings out the whole vigour

of the other kinds. Mr. Walker says it seems

to be dying away, and in some other places a

similar condition of things exists. It is the

same with the common Daflbdil of the woods.

If brought from its native haunts, planted and
cultivated as the varieties are, it frequently dies

away entirely. Curiously, the Tenby Daflbdil

was not the first to bhiom at Ham. The rich

golden flowers of Ard-Righ appeared four days

earlier, and this the first time for the same
number of years. The large-flowered Golden

Spur has proved to be one of tlie best of the

trumpet Daflbdils ; the bloom is of very rich

colour, large, handsome, and robust ; but there

are few Daffodils to eclipse the noble maximus.

Nothing can approach it for colour, massive,

and splendid proportions ; the chalice ia magni-

ficent. Of this there is a large quantity. The
cut stalks in the rows of princeps showed that

many gatherings had been made from this

beautiful trumpet variety, which is as valu-

able for iti colour as for its earliuess. Rugi-

lobus was well represented, also bicolor grandis

and Nelsoni, which belongs to the same divi-

sion, and has a pretty clear ye! low- coloured

chalice and white perianth. It comes in after

Horsfieldi, and is therefore doubly useful. Bi-

color of Haworth may be grown if simply a

collection is wanted, but it is not equal to

well- named grandis. One of the last of the

trumpet varieties to bloom is Edward Lecils ; it

is not so tine as some of the earlier types, but

its yellow chalice and the green tinge in the

segments of the perianth make a happy colour

etiect.

The incomparabilis class oflers a wide field

for selection, and the greatest care is necessary

to discriminate satisfactorily. There is an un-

usual grace in the varieties of this division,

the growth is free, elegant and Grass-like,

the flowers fragile, and stirred by the least

breath of wind. One of the principal varie-

ties grown is Stella ; it is a beautiful flower, the

segments almost white and the cup clear

yellow, a contrast to the double blooms of in-

comparabilis plenus. Mary Anderson is a

valuable kind, the rich orange colour of the cup

and the paler segments making an excellent

contrast, but it will not do in heavy land.

Cynosure, C. J. Backhouse, which has a splen-

did reddish orange cup, and Princess Mary of

Cambridge are indispensable. The last of the

two is one of the finest of all the incomparabDis

division ; the perianth is bold, handsome, and

delicately coloured, the cup rich yellow, broad,

and comparatively deep ; it is a noble kind and

does well with Mr. Walker. Lady Watkin is a

sport from Sir Watkin, a Daflbdil that made

considerable stir when first exhibited years ago.

It has the segments more recurved and less

flimsy, and the cup is rich orange, a beautiful

set-oft' to the pale yellow segments ;
Semi-

partitus, self pale lemon ;
Queen Bess, which

has a brilliant yellow cup, paler segments ;

Beauty, the trumpet margined with brilliant

orange ; and Magog, a bold handsome flower,

are also worth mentioning, all showing great

distinctness and beauty.

The Leedsi section ofi'ers many beautiful

kinds. A few of the finest types flowering last

week at Ham were Acis, a delicately beautiful

variety, the segments white, and the cup soft

apricot ; Catherine Stanwell, Beatrice, Madge
iSIatthews, the cup pale primrose, the segments

white ; and last, but not least, Gem, which is

one of the finest of all.

In the Barri class there were several hand-

some flowers. Maurice Vilmorin is a good

variety, the short cup brightened liy a rim of

orange colour, in rich contrast to the pale

coloured segments ; Wm. Ingram has a con-

spicuously brilliant rim to the cup ; and John

Stephens is worth growing for the width,

colour, and beauty of its chalice. General

Murray and Beatrice Murray are two beautiful

kinds; the latter is very free-flowering, and

certainly amongst the best of its class.

White Daftbdils are weak compared with those

in which such brilliant colours as orange and

yellow play an important part. They are not

commercial plants, but many cultivate them for

their distinctive and characteristic beauty, so

we find at Whitton a selection of the finest

types. Albicans was doing well ; also Colleen

liawn, which has a vigorous constitution ;
cer-

nuus pulcher, William Goldring, and Mrs.

F. W. Burbidge, a variety with a beautiful

primrose-tinted trumpet and pale, almost white,

segments.

There are a few rarer kinds that I inay

especially note. Captain Nelson is a fine

trumpet variety, more like a pale-coloured

maximus than any other type, and especially

richly coloured, as far as the cup is concerned,

is W. Wilks. Michael Foster is a good bicolor,

and Mr. Walker had excellent flowers of the

Vicar of Lulworth, a sturdy handsome flower

described in The G.ujukx (p. :!Oii) ; it is a bad

grower. J. G. Baker has a famous name, but

the flower is not so good as one might ex-

pect ; it is in the way of Captain Nelson, the

trumpet large and the colour self yellow. _N.

Burbidgei was blooming freely. The variety
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Constance, belonging to tliis section, is a pretty

flower ; tlie segments are almost white, and the

cup is brilliantly ti2)petl with orange. Nelsoni

W. Backhouse, segments white, trumpet bright

yellow, and N. pulchellus, which lias a beauti-

hilly shaped tubular chalice, the segments

white, are two handsome varieties of their par-

ticular class.

It goes without saying that there are im-

mense breadths of the late-ttowering N. recurvus,

the sweetly-scented Campernelle, odorus plenus,

the double Sulphur Crown, the double white,

Orange Phcenix, and ornatus, the most useful

of the poeticus varieties. A row of the dwarf

N. Macleai was exceptionally beautiful ; it is a

gem in its way. To those who want to see a

veritable Daffodil farm, where thousands of the

finest flowers are sent to the market every week,

they cannot do better than spend a short time

with Mr. Walker.

The Tulip also receives special culture, as every-

one knows who has seen the magnificent displays

from the Wliittou and Ham grounds at the Lon-
don shows in late spring. Already there is a

brilliant jiromise, althougli this is not a TuUp
year, as the bulbs almnst invariably have proved

a partial failure. C.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
April 23.

The meeting in the Drill Hall, Victoria Street, on
Tuesday last was quite equal to any of those held

this year, and there was an additional attraction in

the annual exhibition of the southern section of

the National Auricula Society. A large number
were present to hear the remarks of the Rev. F. D.

Horner on the Auricula. There were numerous
certificates, as the following list will show.

FiRST-CLAsS CERTIFICATES went tO

—

Cattleya Blunti.—A moderately good form of

this beautiful variety of C. Mendeli was shown by
Mr. Fraser, gardener to Mr. R. B. White, Arddarroch.

This Cattleya was first flowered by the late Mr.

Day, of Tottenham, and named in honour of the

collector, Mr. Blunt. The sepals are narrow, white,

and almcst hidden by the broad, wavy petals,

which are also of the purest white, as is the large,

beautifully frilled lip, the only colour being a suf-

fusion of yellow at the entrance to the throat. It

is a choice and beautiful variety, resembling the

type considerably in habit and character of the

flowers.

Cypeipedium nitidissimum.—This is not a very

beautiful Lady's Slipper, the flower lacking bright-

ness. It is the result of a cross between C. cauda-

tum and C. conchiferum, and shows its parentage

jjlainly in the colour of the flowers and the long

tail-like petals, which measure nearly 11 inches in

length. The leafage is remarkably robust. Why is

it called nitidissimum? From Mr. Norman C.

Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam-on-Tyne.

OdONTOGLOSSDM PESCATOEEI TnOMSONIANtlM.
—This is a gem of its kind ; the flowers of exquisite

shape, larger than those of a typical Pescatorei,

and beautifully spotted. The broad sepals are just

flushed with lake, overlaid by a few spots and
deeper coloured blotches; the lip is white, except

a blotch of lake near the rich yellow crest. From
Mr. H. M. Pollett, Fernside, Bickley.

Epu'HVI.lu.m Makoyanu.m.—Tins is a Conti-

nental variety, and resembles a kind sent out some
time ago .-is E. Gaertneri. The plant shown by
Messrs. .T. Veitch and Sons was exceptionally free-

blooming; the narrow segments are rich orange-

red, and form a star-shaped flower. It is not so

brilliant and striking as the old E. truncatum.

Rhouuuenduon Heu Ma.ie.sty.—This was one

of the finest things of the meeting;. It is a hybrid

between K. Fosterianum and K arboreum, although

there is very little of the arboreum character in the

massive flowers. A very small plant was shown,
but quite sufficient to tell us we have a noble

acquisition. The flower, like that of R. Veitohi, of

which Fosterianum is a variety, is 4J inches across,

and just touched with a soft crimson shade, a richer

and more profuse colouring appearing on the hack
of the petals. It is in the style of fragrantissimum
and Aucklandi. From Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons,

Chelsea.

TuLiPA Leichtlini.—A beautiful slender flower

with much the character of T. stellata. It has
narrow, glaucous, and abundant foliage, the stem
rising about 1 foot high and bearing a rather small

flower of a cream-yellow colour, except the outer

surface of the segments, where there is a distinctive

flush of scarlet. From Messrs. Paul and Son,

Cheshunt.

Naecissu.s Walter Kendal.—There is no harm
in naming new Daffodils when they are so distinct

and beautiful as this incomparabilis variety. The
broad, finely-shaped segments are as white as in

the Poet's Narcissus, and the cup is yellow, bright-

ened by a deep rim of rich orange. It is sure to

become a favourite. From Messrs. Barr and Son,

Covent Garden.

Awards of merit went to

—

Aubrietia Leichtlini.— A charming hardy
Aubrietia, being very dwarf and smothered with
bright rose-coloured flowers. It is a noteworthy
addition to its class. From Messrs. Paul and Son,

Cheshunt.

CoLEUS Eureka.—This variety has broad hand-
some leaves of a rich maroon-crimson, shaded with
bright magenta and margined with an irregular

band of pale green. From Mr. Samuel HiU, florist,

Latimer Road, Forest Gate.

To the following varieties of Primula Sieboldi

from Messrs. Ryder and Son : Queen of AVhites. a
charming flower of the purest white ; Miss Nellie

Barnard, brilliant rose, the petals deeply cut; Mrs.

Ryder, white, shaded with delicate pink, very free

;

and General Gordon, rose, shaded white in the

centre.

Primula vibcosa splendens.—This is a beauti-

ful variety of a delightful shade of rose-pink. A
panful of it from Messrs. Ryder and Son was charm-
ing.

Amaryllis Sea Nymph.—A variety with a
strong straight stem, carrying three flowers of ex-

cellent form ; the colour is white and scarlet—

a

brilliant mixture. From Messrs. Paul and Son,

Cheshunt.

Mignonette Caraway's Double White.—
The individual flowers of this variety are large,

white, or almost so, and the spikes slender, but not

too thin. We hope hybridists will not spoil a

beautiful flower by forcing it to an unnatural size.

The blooms of this variety are quite large enough.

From Messrs. Garaway and Co., The Nurseries,

Clifton.

Primrose Quakeress.—This will please those

who like flowers of an almost blue tint ; the small

yellow eye in the centre, margined with rich crim-

son, gives it considerable beauty. From Mr. G. F.

Wilson, Weybridge.

Primrose G. F. Wilson.—An unusually deep
violet-blue variety, the eye yellow. Its rich self

shade will commend it to Primrose lovers. From
Mr. G.F.Wilson.

Climbing Polyantha Rose Claire Jacquier.
—A distinct break away from the ordinary type,

and a beautiful addition to its charming section.

The growth is strong, leaves abundant, and the

flowers very freely produced. In the bud the

flowers are rich apricot-yellow, but as they ex-

)iand this disappears, and a clear wliite takes its

place. From Messrs. William Paul and Son, Wal-
tham Cross.

Hardy flowers comprised the principal display,

and there were many choice exhibits. Several pans
of Primula Sieboldi (cortusoidos anmna) came
from Messrs. Ryder and Son, Sale, Mancliester, the

whole tastefully arranged with Maiden-hair, a

cliarming foil to the delicate and graceful Uuwurs.

In such a selection as seen here the beauty of this

Primula appears to advantage. The plants were a
mass of bloom, and when it is known that such per-

fection can be arrived at with simply the aid of a

greenhouse, some idea can be formed of the value of

this hardy Primrose. Amongst the best varieties in

addition to those described in the list of certificated

plants were Victor, bright magenta; Brilliant, an
unusually bright shade of the same tint; alba magni-

fica, white, the edges of the petals distinctly cut

;

and Gem, purplish magenta. Messrs. Ryder also

had Auricula Golden Queen, a golden yellow variety,

and Primula obconica superba. It should be re-

membered that there are many beautiful forms of

this Primula ; the variety shown scarcely justifies

its name. Silver medal. Ten magnificent boxes

of hardy Primroses came from Mr. A. Waterer,

Woking, and we have seldom seen a richer and
more beautiful collection of colours. The whites

were exceptionally delicate, the crimsons of various

shades, and the maroon, lilac and orange-coloured

kinds strikingly showy. Some of them were pret-

tily margined with white, but the spotted kinds

should be avoided. A silver medal was given.

Messrs. Alexander Bailey and Son, Southwick, ex-

hibited a charming series of Pansies, in which

George Rudd, a rich yellow variety with a deep

central blotch, and Cloth of Gold, a very richly

coloured variety, were conspicuously beautiful. Mr.

G. F. Wilson, Weybridge, brought a basket of his

hardy Primulas, all the flowers having a blue shade.

Six Varieties were shown, and all have difi'erent

shades of plum and blue colour, being selected from

many seedlings of the variety Scott Wilson. Two
were certificated and are described above. One
named Miss North was the clearest blue; while

E. Dickson, Mrs. Dickson, and Mrs. Harrison were

of various tints of this colour; it was an interest-

ing exhibit. Mr. Dean, Bedfont, showed a hybrid

Primula, a cross between ciliata jiurpurea and

alpine Auricula Beatrice, the flowers rich purple-

blue and the paste white. Gentiana angulosa, a

rich blue-coloured kind, was sent by Mr. Burrell, gar-

dener to Jlr. 0. T. Hodges, Lachine, Chislehurst.

Daffodils, of course, were exhibited in quantity.

The flowers from Mr. Walker, of Whitton, were

magnificent. Further details are unnecessary here,

as a full description of his Daffodil grounds at

Ham and Whitton will be found on p. 'M'd of the pre-

sent issue. A silver-gilt medal was awarded for this

superbarrayofDaft'odils, in which the finest varieties

in the various sections were shown. Messrs. Barr

and Son, Covent Garden, also had a representative

group of Daffodils, the varieties of which have

been often described. A well-grown panful of

Sanguinaria canadensis major was also exhibited

(silver-gilt medal). Mr. T. S. Ware had an in-

teresting miscellaneous display in which hardy

coloured Primroses were the chief feature. The
colours were rich and varied, and represented

a choice strain. There were excellent panfuls of

Cypripedium pubescens and C. Calceolus, besides

a number of hardy Primulas, plants of the

pale lilac Lilium Tbomsonianum. and the scarlet

Habranthus pratensis fulgens (bronze medal).

Messrs. Paul and Son, The Nurseries, Cheshunt,

showed several varieties of Amaryllis, one of which

was certificated and is described above, and also a

choice selection of hardy flowers (bronze medal).

From the Royal Gardens, Kew, came a unique

collection of hardy Primulas, many notes on which

have appeared in" The Garden recently. There

were plants of Primula rosea, P. pubescens alba

(nivahs), discolor, viscosa. seedlings of pubescenp,

Peyritschi, similis, Giibli, pseudo-Forsteri, a very

soft .and lovely sh.ade of pink; and Planta\ besides

hardy Orchids, as 0. undulatifolia, lougicornu, and

papilionacea. In the colleition were Cineraria

cruenta, the p:irentof our florists' varieties, a cluirin-

ingly graceful flovi'er; Mackaya bella and Rho-

dodendron kewensis, a hybrid between Aucklandi

and llookeri, the trusses of medium size, but freely

produced, the colour of the flowers being delicate

pink. It is a lovely flower. .\ very singular plant

was Lathra-a squaniaria, a native parasitical heib of

the Orobancliacc:c Order, and having the habit of

all Oiobanclic. Tlicie was a good clump of the

parasite Lathrtea clandestina, the subject of seveial I
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recent notes in The Garden, and some specimens
of the showy Heuchera sanguinea.

Roses were delightful for the season, especially

tlie group from Mr. William Rumsey, Waltham
Cross, and wliich well merited the silver-gilt medal
awarded. There were splendid bush plants of

Marquise de Castellane, Mme. Hippolyte Jamain,
Perle d'Or, and The Bride, the whole arrangement
finished off by an edging of Adiantum farleyense.

Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, showed
two new Tea Roses, one of which, climbing Poly-

antha Claire Jacquier, received an award of merit.

The other was a sport from Perle des Jardins, and
named White Perle. The flowers were almost

white, but just tinted with delicate primrose colour.

It is beautiful in the bud, but somewhat thin. Mr.
J. Walker, Thame, Oxon, always shows Roses well,

especially Marechal Niel, and he had superb blooms
of this popular Noisette. They were fresh, finely

coloured, and beautifully shaped. Also of great

beauty were the blooms of Niphetos; and besides

these standard kinds was a choice miscellaneous
collection.

Orchids were few in number compared to the

last meeting. Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bt., Burford
Lodge, Dorking, showed Leptotes bicolor and a \ a-

riety named serrulata. There was also a plant of the

lovely hybrid Dendrobium melanodiscus and Ophrys
Bertoloni, a little gem, the flower not unlike that

of the Bee Orchis, but much larger ; there is a
conspicuous shining blotch in the centre of the

deep velvety-brown, almost black labellum. It was
awarded a botanical certificate. Two spikes of

Odontoglossum cirrhosum, the flowers splendidly

spotted, came from Mr. J. P. Leadbetter, gardener

to Sir Arthur Wilson, Tranby Croft, Hull. Flowers

of a good form of Cattleya Mendeli were received

from Mr. T. Lange, Heathfield Lodge, Gateshead,

and also a fine specimen of Dendrobium Cooksoni-

anum, which is the subject of an interesting note

on p. 3'.Ki.

A group of miscellaneous plants was put up by
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea. There were
standard plants of Staphylea colchica smothered

in bloom, Moutan Pa:onies, bushes of Spirjca con-

fusa, Chionanthus virginicus, and a splendidly

grown mass of Narcissus Bulbocodium. Two
Amaryllises were a feature of interest, as re-

presenting a new break. One was named A. solan-

drjeflora oonspicua ; two spikes were produced by

the same bulb, and carried several comparatively

small rose and white flowers. In the variety Janet

(the result of a cross between solandia;flora and a

variety of the Leopoldi type) the flowers are large,

four and five borne on a single spike, and white,

veined and suffused with red (silver medal). Messrs.

J. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, showed Gloxinia

Model, a rich maroon-coloured flower, edged with

purple and margined with white. A spike of the

handsome Crinum asiaticum. the orange-scarlet Sa-

raca indica and Alpinia nutans came from Mr. F.

Ross, gardener to Sir G. Macleay, Pendell Court,

Bletchingley. Mr. W. H. Divers, Stamford, showed
sprays of Maokaya bella.

Fruit consisted of a small collection of Apples,

in excellent condition for the season, from Messrs.

J. Veitch & Sons. Such varieties as Lady Henniker,

Striped Beaufin, King of Tompkins County, Alfris-

ton, Blenheim, Sandringham, Stone's, Schoolmaster,

Bismarck, and Kibston were excellent (silver medal)

Hawke's Champagne Rhubarb, one of the juiciest,

richest and best flavoured of all Rhubarbs, was

exhibited by Mr. li. Gilbert, Burghley, who also had

Salt's Crimson variety, another good kind.

At a meeting of the Narcissus committee held in

the Drill Hall on Tuesday, a very deep yellow Ajax

named Distinction was registered, and a first-class

certificate was recommended for the late Mr.

Kendall's seedling Lulworth. Some collected va-

rieties and seedlings from different sources were

shown. Mr. Barr drew attention to the variation

in i-olour of Johnstoni, and to the fact that, he

found it growing between Calvas Yellow and trian-

drus, which led him to considerit to be a hybrid.

—

C. R. ScRASE-DlCKiNS, Hon. Sec.

NATIONAL AURICULA SOCIETY'S EXHIBI-
TION.

(Southern Section.)

Auriculas and their allies, the Polyanthus in its

giant and gold-laced forms, and the many hued
Primrose, were in strong force at the Drill Hall on

Tuesday. It was indeed surprising to see so many
Auriculas in such good form, considering what a

very cold and generally uncongenial spring we are

passing through. The green-edged varieties and

the selfs were generally good. Some of the former,

especially Simonite's Rev. F. D. Horner, one of the

most useful and reliable green edges in cultivation,

were superb, while the selfs were also of gratifying

character. The massive grey edges and the heavily

mealed white edges were but sparingly repre-

sented. It is not their year, they being late and a

little fickle in character, and growers had to assist

Nature in every possible way; artificial heat had to

be applied to quicken development, and houses

kept close to secure the same end. The robust-

growing and more rapid alpine varieties were in

fine form in a few instances, but the new varieties

show pips of great size and some indications of

coarseness. Gold-laced Polyanthuses were decidedly

poor, but the giant type and the Primroses were

very fine, varied, and striking. One can but regret

that so much money is wasted upon the gold-laced

class, for they have little attraction for the general

public. Species were well represented, but one or

two collections went perilously near disqualification

through containing forms that could scarcely be

termed true species.

In the Auricula classes the leading one was for

twelve varieties of the edged and self types, and

here the Rev. F. D. Homer, Lowfields, Kirby

Lonsdale, was first, with flowers that while possess-

ing much merit, yet fell behind his usual high

standard of qu.-ility. He had three green edges,

viz., Monarch, Green Plover, and the Rev. F. D.

Horner; two grey edges—George Lightbody and

Nigella; two white edges—Magpie and Rehance

;

and five selfs—Melanie, Dimple, Ebony, Heroine,

and Daisy; ten out of the foregoing twelve varie-

ties being of his own raising. Mr. T. E. Henwood,
Hamilton Road, Reading, a young grower who is

steadily coming to the front as a successful culti-

vator, was second with some good flowers, the old

Lancashire Hero being conspicuous in its green

form; and Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to Mrs. Whit-

bourn, Great Gearies, Ilford, third. The last-named

had a plant of the Rev. F. D. Horner with eleven

pips, and it was selected as the premier Auricula

in the show. Mr. T. E. Henwood had the best six

varieties, having of green edges the Rev. F. D.

Horner and Lancashire Hero; grey edge—George
Lightbody; white edge- Smiling Beauty, probably

the only representative of this variety seen in the

i-how; and selfs- Heroine snd Mrs. Potts, the last-

named a deep violet-coloured variety raised by Mr.

Samuel Barlow, of Manchester; Mr. J. Douglas was

second, having the Rev. F. D. Horner with eleven

pips; and the Rev. F. D. Horner was third ; his line

self Heroine was in good character in this stand

with eleven pips. The best four plants were staged

by Mr. W. L. Walker, Erleigh, Reading, who had a

very fine grey edge Dr. Horner with twelve pips;

the Rev. ¥. D. Horner, green edge; Acme, white

edge; and Heroine, self. Mr. C. Phillips, Erleigh,

Reading, was second, and Mr. R. Patterson, Ash-

bourn tiardens, Sunderland, third. Mr. C. Phillips

had the best two plants, having grey edge Dr.

Kidd, and Black Bess, self; Mr. E. Adams, Queen's

Head, Swalwell, being second. He had Mrs. Potts,

blue self, very fine, with nine pips.

In the classes for single plants, the Rev. F. D.

Horner had by far the best green edge ; the best

grey edges were Marmion, George Lightbody, and

Ata"lanta; the best white edges, Acme, Conserva-

tive, and John Simonite; the best selfs. Heroine

and Sir W. Hewett.

The best collection of fifty plants came from Mr.

J. Douglas, Mr. C. Turner being second. It is a

useless chiss, open to competition only by the I wo
l.-iige growers above-named, and the varieties are

invariablv of inferior development, the best flowers

competing in the other classes. Mr. J. Douglas had

the best twelve fancy Auriculas, mainly composed
of yellow and buff-coloured flowers, which attracted

a good deal of attention, because of their novel

colours. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, was second. The
varieties included some double and laced varieties,

and a large blue fancy variety which attracted

attention because of its great size.

The alpine Auriculas are always blight and
effective, but the prison-like Drill Hall is ill-adapted

to set off the colours to the best advantage. In the

class for twelve varieties, Slough had to lower its

colours to Reading, for the treasurer of the National

Auricula Society, Mr.T. E. Henwood, came in first with

a very fine lot indeed, consisting of Sunrise, Charles

Turner, Defiance, Albion, Edith, Miss Blackbury,

Mungo McGeorge, Rosalind, Pallas and seedlings.

The plants were even in size, fresh, and grandly

bloomed. Second, Mr. C. Turner, with John Bright,

a massive new variety ; Alarm, Sceptre, Miss Black-

bury, Caractacus, Harry Turner, Roland, Countess,

T. E. Henwood, Lord H. Grosvenor, Exquisite and
Eclipse. Third, Jlr. J. Douglas. Jlr. Turner had
the best six varieties, staging Roland, T. E. Henwood,
Surprise, very fine; Sunrise, Flambeau and Emblem.
Second, Mr. T. E. Henwood. :\Ir. W. L. Walker
had the best four plants in Mrs. Llewelyn, Miss

lilackbury, Mrs. Meiklejohn, and Mungo McGeorge.
Messrs. Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, were

second. The best gold-centred varieties, one plant

of each being shown, were Hotspur, a seedling from

Mr. J. Douglas, and Hebe. The best white-centred

varieties, a seedlingfrom Mr. C. Turner and Countess.

The gold-laced Polyanthuses were generally coarse

and lacking in refinement. Mr. E. Adams had the

best six, staging such wtU-known varieties as

Formosa, Prince Regent, King, George IV., Cheshire

Favourite, and Napoleon—Mr. J. Douglas being

second with much the same varieties. The latter

also had the three best, staging Lancer, George lY.,

and a seedhng, Mr. R. Dean coming in second.

Prizes were also offered for single plants.

The fancy or giant varieties made up striking

masses of colour. Mr. J. Douglas had the best

twelve, Mr. R. Dean being second.

The twelve single Primroses from Mr. R. Dean,

to which the first prize was awarded, were remark-

ably fine, of high-class quality, and varied colours.

Mr. J. Douglas was placed second. Messrs. Paul

and Son had the best six double Primroses, staging

large pans of Platypetala, Croussei, Harlequin,

Brilliant, blight wine purple, and Sulphur. Second,

Mr. R. Dean, who had the crimson and white as

distinct from the above.

The groups of species of Primulas were very

interesting. Mr. J. Douglas was first with obconica,

cashmeriana, nivea, japonica. Auricula, Reidi, with

its curious white flowers ; obtusifolia, a glorious

purple form
;
pubescens, rosea. Nelson), very fine

;

viscosa, and intermedia. Second, Messrs. Paul and

Son, who had, distinct from the foregoing, den-

ticulata, ciliata purpurea, and ciliata coccinea. Mr.

R. Dean was the only exhibitor of six plants,

having verticillata and Sieboldi, distinct from the

foregoing.

Two baskets of Primroses arranged for effect were

shown. Messrs. Paul and Son were first, having a

mixture of double and single varieties ;
Mr. R.

Dean being second with finely coloured forms of the

single type.

The premier Auricula was Mr. Douglas's Rev. F.

D. Horner, to which allusion has already been made.

The only exhibitor of seedling show Auriculas

was the Rev. F. D. Horner, who had first prize for

green edge Dragon Fly, grey edge Calliope, and

dark self Fanny Glass ; and second prizes for green

edge Neptune and violet self Laura. Firefly, a red

self of fine quality, and Buttercup, a pvire yellow

self, are both quite novel and distinct. A first-

class certificate was awarded to Polyanthus

Brilliant, one of Mr. R. Dean's fancy types, shaded

bright crimson, withawhite blotch on each segment.

Collections of Auriculas in addition were shown

by Messrs. Douglas and Turner, a large qu.antity of

Polyanthuses by Mr. Anthony Watercr, Knaphill,

Woking, a group of hardy Primulas from Mr. U.

Dean, and one of hybrid Primroses '
*'-

r. S. Ware, of Tottenham.

from Mr.
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WOODS & Forests.
RESULTS OF NEGLECTED THINNING.

Perhai's there is nothing more conducive to tlie

health and growtli of young trees than shelter
in the early stages of their career, and in order
to attain that end the planter generally inserts
Iiis trees at first by far too thickly for a profit-
able timber crop. As thick planting is found
to be beneficial in promoting the growth of the
trees on bare exposed situations, the practice, as
a general rule, is carried out by all jilanters.
It is evident to all that when trees are planted
too thickly for their full and healthy develop-
ment, thinning must be attended to as soon as
it becomes necessary, otherwise the trees will
soon suffer for want of space and gradually be-
come enfeebled in branch, root, and stem.
Wlien there is a probability of thinning being
neglected in this way, it would be far better
economy for the planter to insert his trees at
once at such a distance apart as would meet
their requirements at all stages of their growth
until they reached maturity. Trees, however,
that are raised from seed on the spot by natural
reproduction never appear upon the surface in a
regular manner, some plants having an abundance
of space, while others again are far too much
crowded. If early thinning is neglected in this
case we may have a good tree here and there

;

while many others will get drawn up by confine-
ment, and never attain the size and dimensions
of profitable timber trees. In order, therefore,
to obviate this .state of things, the plants should
be thinned and regulated according to their
requirements at an early stage of their growth.
In the course of thinning and renovating a na-
tural plantation of Scotch Fir and Birch that
had been neglected in the Lough Neagh district
of Ireland, I found groups of both species of
trees mixed together in dense thickets and
drawn up for want of space into small poles
some 8 feet or 10 feet high and about as thick
as the handle of a common hoe. As many of
them, especially the Scotch Fir, were perfectly
straight, smooth, and free from knots, and almost
cylindrical in shape, they could be made use of
lor handles, &c. As none of this class of Fir
poles would ever have attained the size of useful
timber trees, they had all to be cut and removed
from the plantation, and had it not been that I
had an order for thi.s class of material for rustic
work, the proprietor would never have realised
a single penny for the tree.s. They were, how-
ever, sold at Hd. per dozen, and, I believe, found
their way to Scotland, where they were used for
ornamental rustic work. On the other hand,
trees of the same species that had to be removed
from places where they were less confined, and
had brought up their thickness in better propor-
tion to their height, realised prices ranging from
9d to Is. per dozen, thus showing clearly the
utility of early and judicious thinning. 1 have
sometimes heard it suggested that Nature should
be allowed to thin and prune trees in her own
way, and there can be no doubt that she is cap-
able of doing so, but in the majority of cases
at a ruinous cost to the proprietor.

The IJirch thinnings here, although of small
size, could be used by the turner, and were sold
at 10s. per ton, and although the price was
small, the proprietor told me it was the first
money in the shape of rent ho had ever received
for the ground occupied by the trees, and as the
value of the plantation is increasing year by
year, it shows the utility of owner.s of such
lands either having them planted or .sown with
tree seeds in order to turn them to account.
The site of this plantation consisted of mossy
ground clothed principally with diflTerent species

of aquatic i)lants, such as Sphagnum, Bog Myrtlcj

Sundew, and tufts of Heather here and there on
the dry spots of the surface, so that it was utterly

useless as pasture for sheep or cattle. The
greater number of the trees here were self-sown,

the seeds having been wafted by the wind from
old-established plantations in the immediate
vicinity. In order to reclaim and utilise such

ground to the best advantage, the stagnant sur-

face water should be drained ofi", and the material

excavated from the drains spread over the sur-

face in a regular manner so as to form a fertile

bed for hardy tree seeds. After the ground has

been fairly stocked with young trees, the next
important step is to see that they are properly

thinned and sorted where they are too thick

upon the ground. At this stage of the tree's

growth, pruning also claims the attention of the
forester. All trees that are producing a plurality

of leaders should be pruned either by cutting

oft' all superfluous shoots close to the .stem or by
cutting them back in order to direct the sap

into the strongest and most central shoot, which
should be left as a leader. These remarks apply
to hard-wooded as well as coniferous trees, and
when well attended to in the early stages of the

tree's growth, the nucleus of a profitable timber
tree with one stem is formed and the tree pre-

vented from wasting its substance in support of

a number of tops and branches, and thus form-
ing a mere bush of no value except for covert

and shelter. Trees, whether jilanted or raised

from seed on the spot, should always be handled
in this .way in early life. Even the common
Birch, which is one of our hardiest trees, is not
proof against damage by sudden exposure, and
this I have found over and over again when
thinning and renovating neglected natural

jungles of this tree in both marsh and moun-
tain. J. B. Webster.

FOOTWAYS IN PRIVATE PLACES.

We notice that Mr. Shaw Leftvre is again to

the front with his Footpath Bill, which will

probably be a mischievous measure for owners
of land if they do not see to it in time. It

would be worth their while to call the attention

of the Members who represent them in Parlia-

ment to it. New and good roads (which did

not exist in the old days when pathways were
far more used) and railways have made great

changes in the public need as to footways. A
few generations ago there were no good roads

in many districts that are now well supplied.

In many jjlaces there are supposed rights of way
in every field. If the.se were used or allowed,

no use of the ground could be made for choice

stock or crops. Frivolous claims of this sort

may be the cause of great wrong and annoy
ance. Ways or avenues made for the private

use of an estate should not become iiublic

paths through lapse of time merely because
they have been trespassed upcm. Sate the
commons and the grassy roadsides by all means

;

also every way really necessary for public con-

venience, or even for seeing the charm of pictur

esque or beautiful districts ; but to interfere

with private rights, with stock, with delicate

animals in young, and game, is not fair to

those who have to bear the burthens of the

land, and whose labours have created its charms.
In this Bin we hear that even '• reputed rights

of way" are to be in the care of the local

authority—a fine increase of work for the
authority, and of I ilHcialism for the ratepayer!
Ah almost every break in a hedgerow through
which a labourer passes, to save a few yards
on his way to his work, is a reputed right

of way, or may so(m become so, this is a
mischievous proposal. Its adoption could only
harm the country, as cultivators of land will

cease to spend money readily for its improve-
ment if they are to be deprived of the quiet of

their fields because they have occasionally

allowed strangers to pass through them. What
will the farmers of England say to these pro-

posals ? Their last hope is in their good races

of animals which are known and sought
throughout the United States and our own vast

colonies, and also in many parts of Europe.
The life of these animals is, for the most part,

passed free in the fields, unlike the tying-up

system so much in vogue abroad. Can the

farmer do these justice when the poacher and
idler and their dogs, have the right to be in

every footpath at any hour of the day or night!

There are innumerable paths in this country

traversed mainly by tramps and poachers, and
there is no class of men who have their goods
so exposed and scattered as the farmer. People

who walk through the fields do not keep to the

footpaths, and if no one is on the look-out the

opportunity is taken both by night and day to

make a sally on either side of the paths into the

adjoining fields and woods. Often gates are

left open, so that stock pass into crops which

are perhaps nearly I'ipe for harvest, and not

only is great damage done to these, but fre-

quently the animals themselves suft'er severely

from gorging themselves with improper food.

The dog gets a free run on these by-paths,

and often does cruel work among pregnant ewes

and in-calf cows. Many of the country papers

tell many a sad tale of worried sheep— some-
times fifty of a night on a single farm, and if

the footway is not always the cause of the pre-

sence of the dog, it must be borne in mind that

a farm traversed by rights-of-way may be visited

by tramps and others with the right to bring

dogs there at any hour of the day and night.

We do not for a moment oppose all paths. We
say that a public authority which may have a

right to keep necessary paths open should have

the right to stop frivolous claims of rights-of-

way, and to see that justice is done all round.

We know a case in which the formation of a

railway through a district, making the commu-
nication between two villages perfectly easy,

has entirely stopped the use of several miles of

paths. Now, if the place through which these

paths went were made less valuable to the

owner, and therefore to all, by the presence of

these paths, we say that, being of no further

use to the public, there should be power to

close them. ' The age of paths should be no
proof of then' necc ssity, as changes in manu-
factures and commerce make paths and even
roads once essential now useless. Proof of this

ma_y be seen in the woods of every estate. To
prevent the closure of a road or footpath,

claimed as a public right of way, it should be
necessary not only to prove that it had existed,

but also that it was required by the inhabitants

of the neighbourhood. In such instances as

where a good road exists on two sides of a field,

a short cut across the field should not be
allowed as a right of way. The responsibi-

lities of the ownership of land are at present so

heavy, and the return so slight, that any need-

less interference with the use of land is unjtist.

It is not a question for the farmer only, but
interference with tlie garden and the ground
under the very windows of a country house is

not unusual. So that suburban gardeners and
dwellers in towns enjoy the most perfect

privacy compared with the fate of some with

houses in the country. The veiy drive to the

house becomes a right of way if not looked after.

Then, in case of a railway or bettor main road

coining near, and a new drive to the house is

needed, the owner finds that some busybody in the

parish will seek to prevent his closing his road !
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Natdrk."—Shakespeare.

OLD NARCISSI.

SojrE of the varieties of the cluster Narcissi

have always been favourites with the flower

painters of the Dutcli or Van Huysum school.

The artist named seems to have been especially

fond of N. Bazelman major and N. Tazetta

Soleil d'Or, both often met witli in his pictures,

and both, also, well-known kinds to-day. In

the Louvre the other day a friend and I came
across a very striking flower-picture by Soghers,

the " Jesuit of Anvers," and Zampiero. It is

entitled " Triomphe de I'Amour," and repre-

sents two or three little rosy cupids in a chariot

drawn by doves. The picture is, however, mainly
interesting for the very remarkable floral por-

traiture it contains, and one may fairly assume
that the hardy flowers represented were those

most popular in the gardens of the early part

of the 16th century, when the picture itself was
made. Personally I was most interested in the

fifteen or sixteen kinds of Narcissi represented

therein, although in truth these formed but a

part of the floral wreath which encircles the

little group above-named. Several Irises, such

as English and Spanish bulbous kinds, are also

well shown in the picture, the great speckled

Ii'is of Susa, and the lovely soft bluish Ulac

kind now known as I. pallida dalmatica. Crown
Imperial and several other sorts of Fritillaries

as also Allium triquetrum, Omithogalum
nutans, Dictamnus Fraxinella, purple and white,

Poppies and Pasonies, Larkspurs, Aquilegias,

Hyacinths, Tulips, and last, but not least, the

Narcissi of various kinds were also portrayed.

Two of the latter are now considered as modem
re-introductions, but were here faithfully de-

picted centuries ago. The one is the small Py-

renean Ajax moschatus and the other Corbu-

laria citrina, both truthfully and exactly

shown ; as also areN. triandrus pulchellus, with

a four-flowered scape ; N. poeticus, with eight

petals instead of the normal six ; N. papyraceus

and other forms of N. Tazetta, including N.
canaliculatus, or a form very near the N. patulus

of Hyeres. N. gracilis is also well shown, as

also N. triandrus, with pale sulphur-white

flowers. An Ajax with whitish perianth and
yellow trumpet may be a form of N. variiformis,

and there is a sulphur Ajax in the way of what
we now-a-days know as Exquisite, but a little

larger. Two flowers of a very pale coloured N.

iucomparabilis are a little puzzling, since we
have none like them, except .some of the Leeds'

seedlings. The one has a white flower with a

pale sulphur chalice, and the other is nearly a

self-coloured sulphur form with a shapely cup
;

both somewhat resemble Haworth's great wliite

Peerless, but yet are distinct. Just beneath

them is the true bell-cupped N. odorus, with

two flowers to the scape, and a good flower of

the double N. poeticus nestles below. As a

flower-picture of historical interest this is well

worthy of notice, and it is one which all floral

visitors to the Louvre should see for themselves.

It is No. 477, and is well hung on the line and

in a good light.

In the "Musee des Arts Decoratifs " there

are also three or four tine old flower-pictures

painted about the same time (1G12—1040) that

will well repay the attention of those interested,

containing, as they do, named portraits of the

choicest hardy flowers of the time. It would be

very interesting to hear of any other old pic-

tures of Narcissi or other garden flowers.

Returning to the picture (477) in the Louvre,

it contains, so far as I know, the first really

authentic portraits in colour of the following

Narcissi, viz., N. triandrus pulchellus, N. tri-

andrus, N. Bulbocodium citrinus, N. gracilis,

N. moschatus (or small, pure white Ajax of the

Pyrenees), and N. odorus. The illustrations

of all the flowers are so exact and definite, that

I more than suspect that the two Peerless varie-

ties above referred to were seedlings of the same

parentage as some since raised by the late Mr.

Leeds. F. W. B.

PLANTS FOR OUTDOOR VASES.

Vases are not, as a rule, well filled or tastefully

planted. They are naturally, from their position,

the most prominent features in the flower garden,

and ought to be the first consideration, instead of

which I am afraid we are too apt to leave them

until all other portions of the flower garden are

planted, and then the vases have to be filled with

odds and ends, and are practically failures all

through the summer. To do them justice, the planter

should make a round of inspection about the

present time, determine what is to be done, and

straightway set about working up a stock of plants

tor this special purpose. There is, necessarily, in

all stonework an element of stiffness and formahty

that is at variance with our ideas as to what is best

and most natural in a garden, and it is therefore

obvious that the earliest consideration should be

the provision of such plants as may best tend to

relieve this stiffness. This is rather difficult during

the winter months, the choice being almost limited

to the various forms of Vincas and the small-

leaved Ivies, but for summer work the task is com-

paratively easy, and good batches of the small

Musk, the green trailing Tradescant, Mesembry-

anthemum corditolium variegatum, and the trailing

Sedum should be inserted. Four or five cuttings in

a small pot is the best way to deal with these, as

the plants can then be turned out and planted in

the vase without breaking them up, and so receive

no serious check. There are other things perhaps

equally good for the outer edge of the vase, but

the four above named with the old Creeping Jenny

are thoroughly to be relied on for making a mass of

foliage quickly— the principal consideration. One

old-fashioned trailing plant that I might perhaps

have added to the list is Jlaurandya Barclayana,

not often seen now, but very effective as a vase plant,

with its dense mass of foliage thickly studded with

pretty blue flowers. Where large surfaces have to

be covered and plants from boxes are supposed to

travel over balconies, balustrades, railings, kc,

there are few better summer climbers than the old

Canary Creeper and Coba;a scandens. It is advis-

able to sow the first-named singly in small pots, as

it shaken out from seed-pans or boxes it invariably

suffers considerably, and is a long time in furnish-

ing the required space. The Cobfea is not an easy

plant to get from seed, but strikes readily from out-

tings, and if some little time is allowed for the

hardening-off process in the spring it will when

planted grow away quickly and rival the Canary

Creeper in rapidity of growth. Of the several things

to be emplovcd in the general planting Fuchsias

rank among the best. Cuttings of free-flowering va-

rieties should be struck early in the year, shifted

into single pots and staked to give them a straight

lead for the required height. As an instance of

what may be done with Fuchsias, I can recommend

the following for a large vase : A centre plant of

Rose of Castile Fuchsia, then alternate plants of

Heliotrope and Lady Plymouth Geranium, and the

outer edge filled in with Gnapbalium lanatum and

the green Tradescant. Pelargoniums of the zonal

section are not, as a rule, a success in vases ;
they

are apt to grow much too strong, and although dis-

posed to intermingle with their neighbours, the said

intermingling has by no means a pleasing effect.

Where they are used, short stocky varieties, as West

Brighton Gem and Model, are about the best, and a

large vase can be filled with either of these sorts

with some foliage plant as a centre, and an edging

of one or more of trailing plants. The many va-

rieties of scented Geraniums are effective when a

dense mass of foliage is required, three of the best

being Lady Plymouth, Unique, and the old Phea-

sant's Foot. There are many fohage plants that

come in very well for the centres of large vases,

Grevillea robusta, Humea elegans, and some of the

varieties of Solanum used in subtropical bedding

being among the number. Tuberous Begonias are

good vase plants, and the drooping flowers show off

under these circumstances to the best advantage.

Free-flowering varieties of pendulous habit should

be selected and started in a gentle warmth, so as

to ensure good plants by the end of May. They

may be planted to fill the vase with a fringe of

green Tradescant or the variegated Sedum. Petunias

and Tropfeolums are also recommended for the pur-

pose, but I have not found them satisfactory, the

first-named often dying off at a critical moment

;

whilst in the matter of Tropnsolums, it is very

difticult to strike such a happy medium in the soil

as shall give a due proportion of flower and foliage.

There are, of course, many other plants suitable for

vase-work, but some of them can only be used

under certain conditions. Yucca filamentosa is one

of these ; it should only be used in association with

some naturally formal place, such, for instance,

as the old Queen Anne's or pond garden at Hamp-

ton Court. Francoa ramosa is another plant which

should be used where there is a dark background or

pillar in immediate proximity to the vase, as then

its Ught feathery spikes will be shown off to the

best advantage. E. BuERELL.
Clarenwnt.

Rose Garden.

JUDGING ROSES.

At the Crystal Palace Rose Show last year one

of our most experienced exhibitors said to me,

"Really, now-adays, one never knows what

blooms to set up to satisfy the judges." I could

not help thinking at the time how much truth

there was in that remark, having frequently, in

recent years, heard other exhibitors express

similar feelings of perplexity ; and having my-

self, although now a Rose exhibitor of nearly

twenty years' standing, often experienced much
difliculty the last few occasions in deciding as to

what type of flower it would be most expedient

to set up when preparing a stand for exhibition.

It is sincerely to be hoped that some definite

decision may be come to as to what are the re-

lative values to be given in future to the dift'erent

good points in a Rose bloom. There are, no

doubt, other matters as regards judging well

worthy of consideration, but these are, in my
opinion, by comparison of but little importance.

In the absence of any recognised scale of this

kind, is it to be wondered at that different

judges occasionally give such very difl'erent

awal-ds ? Awards which it is impossible to re-

concile as in any way consistent with each other.

About seven years ago the committee of the

National Rose Society, apjireciating the neces-

sity of greater uniformity in the matter of judg-

ing, issued a handy little card entitled ' Sug-

gestions for Judging at Rose Shows." In the.'^e

suggestions a good Rose is thus concisely de-

fined ;
" it must have form, size, brightness,

substance, foliage, and be at the time of judging

in the most perfect phase of its possible beauty."

This is an excellent desciiption of what a show

Rose should be, and it is very necessary that

judges and exhibitors alike should keeji always

before them this rare combinati.>n of excel-

lences. Then we .are told what ought to be

looked upon as a bad Rose. " A blooin or truss

shall be considered bad which has faulty shape,

'confused centre, or faded colour, and which is

either undersized or oversized to the extent of
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coarseness or overblooming." This, too, is a
Very useful definition, and quite as valuable,

if not more so than that describing a perfect

Rose.

Now, if these instructions be followed we know
what to do with a perfect Rose, and we know
also what to do with a bad one. But what is to

be done with those blooms which are neither too

utterly good nor too utterly bad, and which con-

stitute nine-tenths of the flowers with which a
judge at a Rose show has to deal .' Here it is

that judges, for want of some more definite

guidance, are left more or less to their own par-

ticular tastes and predilections. One man, for

instance, gives undue importance to big flowers,

another to shapely ones, while the eye of a third

ii overpowered by clear, glowing tints. In
the mixed classes, again, some are apt to lose

their heads at the sight of a Tea or Noisette
Rose, regardless of what is said on this point in

the "Suggestions" above referred to.

In practical judging only three qualities need,
as a rule, be taken into consideration, and these

I should place in the following order—Ist, size;

2nd, form ; and 3rd, colour. I designedly put
size first because it is the only one of the three
over which the cultivator has any complete con-
trol. Moreover, it is that by which his skill

both as a grower and also as an exhibitor can be
most satisfactorily gauged. Only a very mode-
rate amount of experience is required either to

grow or to set up moderate or under-sized
flowers ju.st emerging from their budhood. But
to produce really fine blooms and stage these in

the most perfect phase of their development is

nothing short of a fine art, and will at all times
tax to the utmost the skill, good taste, and
judgment of the most pr.ictised rosarian.

Only a few years ago size, no doubt, often
carried undue weight with our judges. But
that is no good reason why many of them at the
present time should rush to the opposite ex-

treme and favour almost exclusively form, or
colour, scarcely giving a thought to the ques-
tion of the relative sizes of the flowers before
them. By size I, of course, mean not the actual
size of the blooms, irrespective of other consi-

derations, but when taken in conjunction with
the character of the variety. For, as is well
known, some of the choicest kinds never pro-
duce anything but comparatively moderate-sized
flowers.

Size is, of course, by no means everything. I

only place it first in the order of importance out
of the three qualities I have named, all of which
every show Rose must, at least in a moderate
degree, possess in order to entitle it to be
counted at all. Indeed, a Rose, however large,

if really coarse, ill-shaped, overblown, or fadeil

in colour, should, according to the extent of

these imperfections, either be passed over en-
tirely or a point taken off the stand for it. It

becomes at once, in fact, either a very indif-

ferent or else a decidedly bad Rose. On tlie

other hand, quite an undersized flower for tlie

variety, however well-formed or brilliant iu

colour, should be similarly treated, as being
altogether beneath exhibition form—in other
words, a dainty little starveling and nothing
more.

I am well aware that no code of instructions,

however clear or comprehensive, could ever
alone make any man a good judge at a Rose show.
What, however, I do maintain is this, that until
our numerous competent judges come to some
ilefinite agreement among themselves upon the
elementary i)oints I have mentioned, exhibiting
Roses must necessaiily remain to a certain
extent a .species of lottery. May the praotic.il

outcome of this symposium be a conference of

Rose judges on judging Roses.

—

Edw.\ki>Maw-
LEV, in the Rosarian's Year-Book.

Standard Tea Roses in pots.—I quite agree
with "E. M.'s" recommendation o£ these (p. 370).
The plants bloom, if possible, more freely in this
form than in any other, and few forms could prove
more ornamental or more enjoyable. Safe from
climatal severities, Tea Roses under glass can be
moulded into the most perfect forms and preserved
in the greatest perfection for any desired number
of years. Age but adds to their free-flowering
character, and concentrates and consolidates their
charms. Standard Roses also lend themselves with
much faciUty to charming combinations for decora-
tion either in dwelling-houses or conservatories.
Avenues of standard Tea Roses under glass in

passages or corridors must be seen to be appre-
ciated ; while for standing out of and above stages
or groups of other plants nothing proves more telling
than standard Tea Roses in pots.—D. T. F.

Marecbal Niel Rose dying.—Last year I

had two [ilants of the above Rose of the same age
and growing under the same conditions. They had
been planted for four years, and had attained large
proportions. Last autumn both appeared to be
quite vigorous, but when the time came this spring
for a renewal of growth one started freely, and is

now llowering well, but the other never became
active, and after a slight attempt to start into
growth died outright. I have had them perish in
the same way at previous times, but further ex-
perience does not in the least give tlie clue to the
cause nor suggest a cure. The one that failed gave
no indication of doing so. I do not feel justified

in blaming those in charge of it for its death, and
I regard it as unaccountable, although by no means
uncommon.—J. MuiH.

The hardiness of Tea Roses.— I am ac-
quainted with numliers of gardens here and else-

where where Reve d'Or, Mme. Berard, Aimee
A'ibert, Celine Forestier, Cheshunt Hybrid, Homere,
and Gloire de Dijon have been grown without pro-

tection for twenty years. The first three I had as
dwarfs in the open border for that time myself, and
they never failed to flower. The two first-named,
apparently planted nearly as long, I saw bearing
finely in Stirling, N.B., last autumn. I have Mme.
de Watteville, Francisca Kruger and The Bride, not
to refer to other Hybrid Perpetuals in my town
garden here, and they are pictures of health, though
the soil, like that of most town gardens, is not the
type of what I would call Rose loam. Every person
knows that Gloire de Dijon is hardier than La
France, Captain Christy, or Jules Finger, no matter
how budded, how grown, or in what position. At
least, I and others around here have found it so.

For those in the south of England or Ireland who
want to grow open-air Roses it is an immense ad-
vantage to getplantswhollygrown from bud to bloom
in the open air. It is not frost nor low temperature
that paralyses or seriously injures Tea Roses ; it is

the north-east wind, just at the time the young
foliage is pushing. In the open bed or border I

put loose ropes of fine hay round my dwarf Rose
trees, and this simple expedient is effectual.—W. J.

MuKPHY, Clonmel.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rosa rugosa hybrids.—You give G. Bruant
credit of being the first introduced hybrid with K.
rugosa. Nearly two years previously you piiltlished a
nuto from me mentioning my hybrids bctwocn 11.

rugowa (pistillate) and Harrison's Yellow. I have
now sixty hybrids between rugosa and all sorts of
llyl>rid Perpetuals and Teas. I wish you could see
tlieni. It is to me very strange that Rosa rugosa,
)}eini; the mother of all, there is not one that much
resemliles it. 'I'liey are a strange lot.—E. S. Cauman.

Roses and Asparagus.— I am glad " D, T. F."
(p. .'570) likes the idea of this eonibination. We do
nc)t sidt tlie Asparagus between the Kosi^s, as they are
well fed with other matoriala more eongi.-nial to the
Rose. Like " 1). T. F.," I am of opinion that salt is

not absolutely essential to the production of good

Asparagus. There is no rivalry between the two as to

supremacy, and, so far as I have yet seen, both may bo
grown together if crowding is avoided.—J. Mi'iR.

The idea of growing Roses and Asparagus
together in the flower garden is certainly a
novel one. I do not think the foliage of garden
Asparagus is so often used in floral arrange-

ments as it might be, especially at this time of

the year, when the demand often exceeds the
supply. We begin forcing Asparagus here in the

autumn in the back beds of Cucumber houses, and
the grass, too small to cut for cooking, quickly

runs up and feathers out into beautiful foliage,

which we find invaluable for cutting, as it lasts a

long time in water when fully matured. There are

two vases in the library here ; one is filled with
Gloire de Dijon Roses and leaves, which of them-
selves look rather stiff. By adding a few sprays of

Asparagus the efEect is enhanced. The other, a
trumpet-shaped glass, 5 feet high, is filled lightly

with large Arum Lilies and their own foliage.

Among these several long Asparagus shoots are in-

verted, one or two drooping gracefully down to the
ornaments on the table. A more noble yet graceful

arrangement could scarcely be imagined. Where i

Asparagus is not forced as a vegetable, or where 1

space cannot be spared for it to be left to fully ma-
"

tare, it would be worth while to put a few roots

in pots for cutting from or for furnishing a con-

servatory or greenhouse. The longer the shoots

can be left growing the more graceful and endur-

ing they will become.—M. Webster, Cyfarthfa
Castle Gardens.

Early planting of Roses.— I have just

proved the advantage of the early planting of

Roses. One end of a range of hothouses facing

south suggested itself to me as being a good place

to plant some Tea Roses with a view to their

producing flowers suitable for button-holes, &c.,

more particularly in the early summer and late

autumn. The border in front of this wall is

occupied with low-growing vegetables, and from
annual additions of soil and manure it has become
higher than was necessary. Therefore to gain an
additional foot of height for the Roses the border
has been lowered by wheeling out the subsoil,

which was of a hard, clayey, stony nature. The
border was trenched 2 feet 6 inches deep, the sub-

soil broken up, any old vegetable refuse obtainable
being placed at the bottom of each trench. One
end of the border was done in the manner described

in October, and the Roses (various kinds of Teas)
were planted in the early part of November.
Owing to the standing crop at the other end, this

part could not be completed mitil the end of

February. The benefits of early planting are very
apparent. Those plants put iu first are now
(April 15) showing flower-buds, while those planted
at the latter date barely show signs of life.

The plants were all taken from the same position.

Therefore it is entirely owing to the late and early

planting that I attribute the difference in their

present appearance.—M.

Spring bulbs in 1S89.— I do not write of

Dutch bulbs imported annually, though complaints

are heard of these not blooming so well as usual,

but rather of hardy or semi-hardy bulbs in beds and
borders, such as Daffodils, Crown Imperials, Tulips,

Hyacinths, and, from present appearances, Lilies.

In some cases, and over areas of considerable extent,

flowers of some of the above cannot be found. Few
have suffered more than the common Daffodil and
common Hyacinth, though even Snowdrops and
Crocuses were by no means up to the usual average.

The cold, late spring and cool summer of 1888

seem responsible for this seuu-flowerless condition

of our hardy bulbs in the open air. The lack of

bloom has been so marked as to make a very

sensible difference in most flower beds and borders,

as well as to mar the effects of the larger masses on
the turf.—HoiiTUS.

Spring-flowcriug bulbs are undoubtedly not

blooming so freely this year as \isual. With nie this

is especially the case with all sorts of Narcissi, in-

cluding the great double Daffodil and Anemones.
Crocuses were as good as usual. I thought forced
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Hyacinths not good, but the blooms of those

i:ilanted in beds are remarkably good both as to

colour and size. I cannot account for this differ-

ence.— Wil. WiCKHAM, Binsted - Wyck, Atton,

Hants.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

NOTES ON CULTIVATION.
Si'Eci.MEX plants will now be growing freely, the

points having been pinched out the second time
when the shoots resulting from the first topping
of tlie main stem had grown 4 inches long. Some
of the more forward plants w ill have been topped
three times, the last time also at 4 inches long,

and three toppings of the shoots will form the

framework of the future specimens. The most
forward shoots should be staked, pointing them
in an outward direction, so that the future train-

ing of the plants will be more easily managed,
and without so much risk of breaking the

branches as there will be later on if they have
to be bent much to get them into position.

The plants should now occupy 7-inch or 8-incli

pots, and from these they will go dii-eot to those

11 inches or 12 inches in diameter, which will

be the ones they are to flower in. A position

close to the glass in a pit or cold frame, where
the}' will not become drawn up weakly or sufler

for want of air or sun, suits them best at this

stage of their growth.

Standards should have a similar position to

that occupied by the specimens. The plants

should be securely staked so that the points of

the shoots do not get broken, which would
check their growth considerably. Should an
early bud show it must be promptly removed,
and only the strongest looking shoot selected to

form the stem. All side growths should be
pinched off as fast as they appear, the object

being to concentrate the energy of the plant

into the main stem until the desired height is

obtained. The plant.s should be shifted on into

larger pots, as those they now occupy are filled

with roots, the object being to encourage a free

growth, which cannot be done if the roots are

allowed to become pot-bound. By this time
the latest plants grown for the production of

large blooms will have had their second shift

into Sj-inch pots. Some of the weakest or late-

struck plants will only need pots 4.V inches in

diameter. Should there be any plants not yet
potted, no time should be lost in getting them
done. By way of encouragement to those plants

recently potted, they should be kept nearly

close in the frames for a week or two after

potting until new roots are formed, when a

little more air should be given to them during
the daytime in warm weather, closing the frames
early in the afternoon to make the most of what
little sun-heat there may be. By following this

method of treating late-struck plants time will

be gained by encouraging quick growth during
their younger stages. Do not over-water the
plants after potting, as this checks the quick
rooting of the plants into the new soil for a
time. The earliest potted plants should now
with improved weather have an abundance of

air given them, drawing oft" the lights entirely

during the daytime and in the evening until

dark, admitting air by tilting the lights a little

on one side. In most gardens space in the cold

frames is much wanted at this time of the year.

The bedding-out plants need hardening ofi, and
the Chrysanthemums need more room to keep
them stocky. The earliest plants will shortly

stand safely out of doors if they are now care-

fully and gradually hardened before being finally

turned outside ; therefore, if preparation is made
for their reception so much the better. Select a

position facing south if possible, and if sheltered

I'rom east and northerly winds it will be an ad-

vantage. A surface of coal ashes shrmld be pre-

pared to stand the plants upon, and some pro-

tection should be afl'orded in the .shape of hurdles

thatched with straw, in order to ward ofi' co!d

winds for a time. In the event of sudden frost,

a temporary covering, such as scrim canvas

stretched across tlie space on which the plants

are standing, should be at hand to quickly

place over the plants. Some varieties will require

staking much earlier than others—for instance,

SoleU Levant, which is of a drooping habit of

growth. Thin stakes from 2 feet to 3 feet long

will sufiice for a time untU the jilants are placed

in the jjots in which they are to bloom, when
the main stakes will be required for the support

of the plants.

Pompons, Anemone Pompons, and single va-

rieties have just been potted for the second time

into 4i-inch pots. In some cases the plants

have been topped to induce a bushy growth,

while in others the plants are allowed to grow
away with one stem, with the object of pro-

ducing larger blooms and plants of taller growth
than will be the case with those plants which
have been topped.

THE BLUE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
I8 there a blue Chrysanthemum ?—that is to say,'

a

blue variety of the C. indicum or C. sinense, for the

other species are rarely intended to be meant when
the generic term " Chrysanthemum " is employed.

For present purposes it is assumed therefore that

the query applies to the popular autumn composite,

which does so much to enliven our dreary Novem-
ber month, and make it one of the busiest and most
exciting periods of the year.

Up till now no horticultural writer has en-

deavoured to deal with the question beyond re-

ferring to it in the most casual way, and so far as

my knowledge of Chrysanthemum bibliography

extends, Mr. Burbidge is the only author who has

given a direct mention of thi.s floral curiosity. To
avoid an unnecessary preface, it may be well to say

at the outset that the generally received story is

something to this effect : That the Japanese priests

have long had in their possession a beautiful blue

variety of the Chrysanthemum, that they cultivate

it with great care, and jealously guard it from the

eyes of the western traveller, and persistently re-

fuse to part with their cherished favourite, or allow

it to be multiplied in any way.

It would perhaps be impossible to state who the

originator of the story was, and some two years

ago I became much impressed with the paragraph

in Mr. Burbidge's book, which runs as follows: "A
blue Rose may be an impossibility, but we are told

that a variety of the Chrysanthemum exists in

Japan with blue flowers. It is represented very

frequently on Japanese porcelain, both ancient and
modern, especially that of Satsuma and Kioto ; it

also appears on CloLsonn^ enamels and embroidery."

(1st edit., p. 11 ; 2nd edit., p. 20.)

Now, after a little reflection, it appeared to be an

easy task to ascertain the truth of one part of the

statement, namely, the representations of the blue

Chrysanthemum on the pottery, and once that fact

established, it seemed probable that some other

road might be opened up in the course of the in-

vestigation. The first difficulty to be overcome

was to find the pottery, and after a few inquiries, I

soon discovered that there is probably as much
Japanese pottery in London as anywhere else in

the world.

The British Museum had not been very long in

possession of the Franks collection, and I decided

to begin at that point, and subsequently to pay a

round of visits to other places where high-class

Oriental works of art are to be seen. In our national

collection there are two divisions, the Chinese and
Japanese, and being then quite a novice at the

work, I unconsciously began with the collection of

Chinese ware. Mv time was limited, and anxious

to make the best use of it, there is no need to say
that I deserted everything that was Chinese for the

other side, as it was only in the Japanese ware that

I hoped to meet with any reward. But still the

short time spent on looking over the Chinese porce-

lain was not wholly lost, for sure enough two
pieces of ware were discovered of great interest,

and are worthy of mention here before I enter ex-

clusively upon the Japanese.

One object was a snuff bottle in blue porcelain,

with a circular body, shaped like a reflexed Chry-
santhemum, with four rows of short, square-tipped

florets, and an eye in the centre of the flower. The
other piece was a vessel of Chinese porcelain, in

the form of a globular reflexed flower, half closed,

the centre being scooped out, and the whole glazed

inside and out with a bright lapis-blue. At a short

distance it might have been mistaken for a natural

flower, its height being about 2 inches, and diameter

2J inches. These two objects will therefore go to

prove that if the appearance of the blue Chrysan-
themum on Japanese pottery is evidence of its

actual existence in that country, there is at least as

good ground for believing it to be known in China.

Close at hand are the cases containing the Japanese

ware, and the first article to be seen is a small

white porcelain box in the form of a bivalve shell.

On the outside of the lid is outlined in blue a
Chrysanthemum about 15 inches in diameter, having

a yeUow centre, and six rows of short florets. In

the same case a pair of Saki cups in white porce-

lain is to be found. Both are decorated with

figures of Chrysanthemums in blue. The pattern

is the same in each, and consists of a stalk and
foliage having one tlower, with four rows of short

reflexed florets, two buds partly 'opened, and an-

other fully out, which may be shortly described as

a whorl-floreted Japanese.

There are in the Franks collection many other

instances of blue Chrysanthemums on the Japanese

pottery, but the majority are of a conventional

and not a natural type, and therefore will be of

little service in elucidating the fact as to whether

such a variety is really known or not. The Kiku,

or Chrysanthemum crest, is figured in so many
different ways that, whether blue or not, it can

hardly be considered as anything more than a mere
heraldic device handled in a thousand different

ways, according to the vagaries of the native artist

.

At other places, and notably the Japanese Fine

Art Association, I have met with a considerable

number of vases, cups, plaques, and other objects

with Chrysanthemums painted or outlined in blue,

and up to this point there seemed to be no justifi-

cation for assuming that the blue variety actually

existed, because in no case did the object purport

to be a copy from Nature. Blue china in itself can

be of little assistance, and it was therefore neces-

sary to search for something in colour, and of a

more artistic type than variations of our well-

known Willow-pattern plates.

For this purpose recourse was had to the princi-

pal works on .Japan and Japanese art published in

Europe, for it has not been possible to obtain a
glimpse of a Japanese illustrated horticultural

book. Dr. Anderson's beautiful book, " The Pic-

torial Arts of Japan," yielded no result, nor did
" The Mikado's Empire," by Griffis. Metchnikoff's
' L'Empire Japonais," Bowes' " Japanese Marks
and Seals," and his "Japanese Enamels" were
equally unproductive. With Bowes' and Audsley's
" Keramic Art of Japan " I was more fortunate,

and Plate 13 of that beautifully illustrated work
furnishes us with a copy in colour of a Satsuma
vase, upon which pink, red, and blue Chrysanthe-

mums, with short reflexed petals, are painted. In

Plate 16 we have some Japanese flowers approach-

ing blue, but the tint is not decisive. Plate 28 is

the portrait of a vase of Kaga ware, having upon it

a medallion with three red, two white, and two
blue Chrysanthemums, all of one kind, the petals

being short and round, and the flower having a
yellow centre or eye. The large edition of " L'.Vrt

Japonais," by Louis Gonse, contains nothing much
if we except Plate 7, which portrays a Saki bottle

of brown-coloured ware with a I hry.^anthemum

upon it in blue, an example that is useless for
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present purposes, as the foliage is also of the same
colour. In the above instances there is some good
ground for reflection, as the Chrysanthemums are

' all so natural in appearance. If the red, the pink,

and the white ones are natural, and copied from
real flowers, why not the blue? There are in my
possession two pieces of Japanese ware with blue

Chrysanthemums upon them, but the objection to

them is that they are not of first-class workman-
ship, while those represented in the " Keramic Art

of Japan " are pieces of great value and artistic

merit, and presumably the paintings upon them
were not executed haphazard.

But the most striking case of blue Chrysanthe"
mums to be met with has quite recently come under
my notice. I must frankly admit that I started

with the determination to prove that a blue Chry-
santhemum was not and never had been in exist-

ence, whatever might be possible hereafter by the

hybridiser's art. The last discovery was therefore

a shock, and the reader will please imagine my
surprise when I was shown a magnificent pair of

richly decorated Satsuma vases about 30 inches in

height, the body of each being simply covered with
Chrysanthemums. Each and every bloom was a
life-like study. The varieties depicted were in

every way natural, both as regards size and colour.

It was almost possible to name them, and my
astonishment was the greater when I beheld a
cluster of eight bright sky-blue-coloured Chrysan-
themums in striking contrast to the rest. They
were of similar type to those represented on the
other ware referred to before. They were reflexed

flowers, had three rows of short, flat-pointed petals,

and, without exception, round yellow centres.

It is impossible in this work to give descriptions

of the numerous instances in which blue Chrysan-
themums have been found, but it is certain that

they are very frequently met with on Awata ware,

perhaps more so than on any other ; but I am not

inclined to regard the Awata porcelain with favour,

as the artists invariably associate with the other
coloured Chrysanthemums varieties of a bright

emerald-green.

Whether pottery, even when executed by artists

of the greatest talent, can be regarded as authentic

proof of the existence of the blue Chrysanthemum
the reader must judge. I see no reason why it

should. It is only in rare instances that the artist

is likely to copy from Nature, and pottery decora-
tion, as a rule, is more likely to be a work of the
imagination.

According to my experience, not certainly of long
standing, but still somewhat extensile, I have found
that the Chrysanthemum is very rarely met with
on Satsuma ware or on that of Kioto. It is almost
invariably found on porcelain of the Awata, Banko,
and Awari potteries; seldom or never on Kaga and
Imari. On lacquer ware it is frequent ; on Cloi-

sonne ware almost without exception; and although
I have examined scores of pieces of Cloisonn6
enamel, I have never yet seen anything approach-
ing a blue Chrysanthemum upon them. It is curious

how these talented Japanese potters adhere to their

own distinctive style of Chrysanthemum. The
ware from one can scarcely ever be mistaken for

that of another ; in fact, you can tell almost by the

style of Chrysanthemum to what pottery each piece
of porcelain may be attributed. It is on this account
that I am shy in accepting the coloured figures or

even the best specimens of the Oriental Keramic
art as evidence in support of the blue Chrysan-
themum theory.

I am confirmed therein by a—to me—nmch more
convincing fact than any likely to be brought for-

ward. The reader is perhaps aware tliat the
Japanese do not have pictures like us. The Kake-
monos, or hanging pictures which ornament their

chambers, stand in the place of the oil and water-
colour paintings of the western world. These
Kakemonos represent all kinds of .subjects, and not
the least among them is the Chrysanthemum.
They are executed with a fidelity to Nature in

form and colour that is more apparent as the eye
becomes accustomed to tlie art, and if one has any-
where to look for truthful representations of either

birds, beasts, fishes, fruit, or flowers, it is to a

collection of KakiSmonos that he must go. As
space is valuable, I am constrained to say that

until I ^see a blue Chrysanthemum depicted in a

Kakemono, no amount of speculation is likely to

lead me to think it exists. Out of 700 to 800 of

these works of art which I have seen during the

past fifteen months, there has not been a single

instance among the Chrysantliemum pictures com-

prised in that number where anything like a blue

variety has been figured. I consider, therefore,

that the blue Chrysanthemum exists only in the

imagination of the Japanese potter, for had,it been

otherwise, the artist, properly so called, would have

furnished us with some examples in the work of

art where Nature is most thoroughly portrayed, the

Kakemono.—C. Haeman Payne, in "Chrysanthe-

mum Annual."

Single Chrysanthemums. — The coloured

plate of a single Chrysanthemum given in Tbk
Garden of last week should do much to bring this

class forward. There are grace and character-

istic beauty in the single varieties lost in the in-

curved, Japanese, and other sections ; and though
there is room for all, it seems that the single will

eventually hold first place amongst flowers for de-

coration. The thread-like petalled types are my
especial favourites ; they are unlike any other

flower, and can be arranged tastefully in vases with

a little Fern or Asparagus. Jane is one of the most
delicate and beautiful of its class. It is of the

purest white and far more graceful than the short-

petalled types, which are invariably stiil. A few
years ago single Chrysanthemums were tossed on
to the rubbish heap ; but now, with a growing ap-

preciation of such flowers, they have been recog-

nised, and have possibly a great future before

them.—W. T.

USEFUL PLANTS FOR WALLS.
In large establishments where the demand for cut

flowers is on the increase, the gardener is often

tried to the utmost. During the last six or eight

months I have visited many gardens in various

parts, and have had an opportunity of noting the

many plants that are used to give cut flowers during

the winter. In some places sections of fruit houses

are used to grow Roses. The plants appeared to do
well, and the flowers came in at various seasons,

according to the starting of the Vines or Peaches.

In other gardens plants are grown up pillars in

orchard houses. Again, in others a strong-growing

Rose is planted at the end of a Peach house, and
two for three strong shoots are trained under the

ventilators against the back wall. I have seen the

Gloire de Dijon giving grand results in such a

place. But for a mass of bright colour I have
never seen anything to approach a high wall in

one of the plant houses at Lyndford Hall that is

covered with Tropseolum Ball of Fire. It is a

span-roofed house in the centre of a long range.

These plants are only one year old. There is a

narrow border at the foot of the wall in which they

are planted out. Mr. Lee, the gardener, informed

me that the method adopted every year was to

strike cuttings in spring, grow them on to strong

plants, and about midsummer plant them out in

good fresh soil. Here they grow rapidly and com-
mence blooming about September. This wall is

from 15 feet to 20 feet high, and the TropiBolum

reaches the top by the end of the year. Although

enough light to keep the plants healthy. In this

position the Pelargoniums continue blooming more
or less aU the season. When the Vines are cleaned

the Pelargoniums are thinned out and tied in close,

and the heat the Vines receive to start them soon
brings these Pelargoniums into full bloom again. In

summer they are not wanted, but for autumn and
spring cutting thej' are found to be most useful.

Cape Leadwobt (Plumbago capensis) is found
very useful when planted out in this way, and it

gives a quantity of useful bloom in autumn.
In one greenhouse a large plant of Acacia longi-

flora was planted out. At the present time it is

covered with its long and beautiful soft yellow

blooms, from which the flower-basket can be filled

many times. Later on this house must be a grand
sight when the Oleanders are in bloom, as here

they are planted out and in vigorous health. Mr.
Stocking tells me that they are most useful to out

from for filling vases, &c.

Clematis indivisa lobata is a useful plant

in cold houses to cut from in February and
onwards. This is one of the most useful plants for

a cold house where just enough fire is used to keep
out frost. Its pure white blooms are most pleasing.

It can be grown to a large size in a pot. I

saw recently a plant covering a large surface of

trellis at Bathford Nursery in the best of health.

This Clematis should be more grown, especially by
all who have limited glass accommodation.

BUPHOBBIA JACQUINI.SFLOKA lends itself to

the planting-out method. At Farnborough Grange
there used to be two large plants that were
planted out and trained over the end of the stove.

They covered a large space These plants wtra
under my care for eight years, and they produced
the best results, giving an enormous amount of

bloom. At Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, there is

a grand plant in the stove. This Euphorbia when
in good health in a border gives long sprays of

bloom. A small plant may be planted out now in

good light soil. I observed that Mr. Stocking at

Didlington had recently planted out some in the

stove. He had chosen good strong plants, and
used a mixture of peat, sand, and loam with a

liberal amount of charcoal. It is rather a spare

rooter, and needs to be carefully watered.
J. Crook.

Destruction of weeds.—Those of a perennial

character, or which have fleshy roots, rambling or

otherwise--among these being included ground
Elder, Dandelion, Twitch, Bindweed, and Crow-
foot—are already active, and unless grappled with

at once will soon be almost indestructible. In

addition to forking out and burning as many roots

as possible, it is also necessary to hoe off the top

growth of any pieces that escape. If this is perse-

vered with no progress can be made, the hoe even-

tually killing the most tenacious of weeds. I have

also seen various fleshy-rooted weeds completely

smothered and killed by the heavy haulm of the

Scotch Champion Potato. It this variety is planted

on moderately heavy, well-manured ground, it forms

so much branching haulm that nothing can possibly

survive under it. In addition to cleaning the

ground, heavy crops of Potatoes of the best table

quality are secured. A frequent use of the hoe

among all advancing crops will destroy innumer-

able small annual weeds, a few minutes spent in

this way saving many hours of harder and less

effective labour later on. Weeds quite young when
a common plant, it is nevertheless very useful, and iioed up soon perish, but if left till they are nearly

used extensively for the decoration of churches, or quite fully grown, it must be a very strong sun-

&c. Mr. Lee told me that one morning he gathered
j

shine that will destroy them. More often than not

100 bunches, with one to two dozen blooms in each strong weeds hoed up and not raked off the ground
bunch. They last fresh a long time when cut and wiU strike root afresh, and left alone will grow more
placed in water. In this garden there are some vigorously than heretofore. Weed-killers used ex-

etrong plants of Poinsettia planted out against the

back wall of a stove, and these give some enormous
heads, as they grow very strongly and to a great

height.

Double and single Pelargoniums are found
very useful to cut from at Didlington Hall. In one

of the vineries there are on the back walls plants of

both double and single kinds. The \'incs are not

allowed to quite reach the top, thus affording

aotly as advised by their vendors are more effective

than salt for destroying weeds on gravel walks, but

they niu.s;t not come into contact with living edgings

of any kind, or these too will suffer. Box and

other edgings may be protected with the aid of

wide boards set on edge in front of them, and as

the weed-killers only lightly damp the surface of

the walks, no injury accrues to the roots of the

edging plants.—W. I.
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DENNE PARK.
I

Ox the outskirts of the town of Horsham is

situated Deime Park, the fine old residence of

Mrs. Eversfield. It stands high above all its

surroundings on a flat tableland, and, together

with its fine park, the place appears to be a

large, broad, elevated natural terrace. A good
idea of the house is obtained from the engraving.

The style is purely Elizabethan, and some parts

of the mansion, without a doubt, date back
many hundred years. The newer portions, now
grey with age, have been built in conformity

with the old part, the whole structure being

entirely built of sandstone. The roof of this

house, like that of many more in this beauti-

ful district, is composed of Horsham stone,

this being sandstone found in the district in

Conifers, which formed a good foreground to

the great deciduous monarchs which adorn the
park. Fine specimens were noted of Thuja
gigantea, Picea lasiocarpa, Cryptomeria ja-

ponica, varying in height from 4(J feet to 00
feet, and a splendid specimen of the glaucous
variety of P. nobdis, 40 feet high, with
branches sweeping the ground, was note-

worthy. Deodar and Lebanon Cedars were
flourishing and making fine trees. There is

a nice rockery at Denne, and upon it were
seen many of the choicest gems of alpine plant

life in strong healthy tufts nestling in nooks and
creeping or hanging over the face of projecting

rocks. The rockery is simply and naturally

constructed, and in its season is doubtless very
beautiful. Many hardy flowers were found in

subjects that are serviceable either for cut
flowers or for indoor decoration, Freesias being
grown largely in pots. The kitchen garden is a
tine plot exactly 100 yards square. It is entirely

surrounded by a wall, which is believed to be
fully 1000 years old, and the appearance of it

quite bears out the supposition.

From the park that surrounds the house some
fine views are obtained. The surface of the park
is almost as level as the lawn, and this formation,

though natural, is most peculiar, for on walking
a short distance, the ground, suddenly and appa-
rently without reason, fills away into one of

those long steep embankment-like slopes so

characteristic of these southern hills. At the

foot of the slope meadows spread out, and the

town of Horsham is seen below, but even its

Denue Park, Horsham, Sussex. Eugraved for The Gakde.n" from a photograph Ijy A. Seeley, llichmoud, Surrey.

thin, very hard layers. It makes a strong roof,

is prettier and far more durable than the brittle

tiles and slates, while in the course of years the

surface becomes clad with Lichens.

Ivy with enormous stems, betokening great

age, clusters against the house in some i)arts,

while other portions of the walls are draped
with Ro.ses, Clematises, Virginian Creepers,

Jasmine and Pyracantha. Round the hoiise

there are nice broad, open stretches of turf, trees

and shrubs being kept upon the outskirts of the

lawn 80 that they may not have a dwarfing

efi'ect upon the house. This is an important
matter often overlooked.

I saw Denne in the cool grey li{;ht of an
autumn day, when it looked charming. On
the outer portions of the lawn were some nice

the borders, and the Rose garden was gay, for

the Teas, the true perpetuals, had been largely

planted. Such lovely kinds as Mme. Lambard,
Marie Van Houtte, Jean Ducher, Niphetos, and
Fraucisca Kruger were, during the last days of

September, as full of flower as they had been at

any time during the season. This Rose garden
has been made in an old orchard, some of the

Ajiple trees having been left, (iloire de Dijon
had quite monopolised one, and the whole tree

was a perfect wreath of flowers. Many of our
vigorous Roses might be freely used in this

way, and they would make annual pictures,

whilst giving no trouble at all, as the shoots

ramble through the branches of the tree and
are supported thereby. The plant houses were
well filkd with a variety of beautiful and useful

liighest church spire does not reach as high as

the ground from which we survey the scene,

which is as diversified as it is beautiful. The
broad rich fields of West Sussex are seen, while
beyond the town are great woods in den.se,

dark masses, largest of which is the 9000 acres

forming St. Leonard's Forest. A long and un-
dulating line formed by the Surrey hills bounds
the prospect, the great Leith Hill being conspi-

cuous, and rendered all the more imposing by
reason of the veil of autumn haze partly en-

shrouding it. Only those who have enjoyed
our southern landscapes can fully realise their

charm or know their changeful aspects in difie-

rcnt lights and in various seasons. There is a

wealth of noble trees in the park—Beeches,

Oaks, Elms, and Limes in groups, and many
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single specimeng of enormous dimensions. Al-
thoagh the place looks almost inaccessible from
the town, there is an easy and beautiful drive
up to the house through the park. The London
road skirts the park, and on the crest of the
hill the drive turns iu from the main road and
pasjes between a noble avenue of Limes, well
shown in the illustration. They do not over-
shadow the road, but there is a broad Grass
verge between tlie road and trees. The trees,

which are planted on either side in a double
line, are very high, and have an enormous
spread of branches. The mansion is seen at the
end of the avenue, appearing in perfect harmony
with its surroundings, and a fitting termination
to a grand drive. A. H.

Fruit Garden.

REGULATING THE FRUIT SUPPLY.
When a regular and uninterrupted supply of

fresh fruit for the dessert Ls required, consider-

able forethought is necessary in arranging,
starting, and perfecting the various crops, so

that gluts and gaps may, as far as possible, be
avoided. If the fruit is grown for sale, little

attention need be given to keeping up a good
succession ; in fact, when cultivated for this

purpose it is often better to have a good quan-
tity in together. For private use, however, the
value of the crops, however good they may be,

is proportionately reduced, as they often exceed
the demand at one time and fall short of it at

another. One cannot always be sure of timing
a crop exactly, but by careful observation and
to make doubly sure by making notes occasion-
ally of the starting and progress of the various
houses or crops, a pretty accurate idea can be
formed wherewith to work upon. Where several

houses or compartments are provided for grow-
ing such fruits as Peaches, Figs and Melons,
there ought not to be any great difficulty in

maintaining a fair succession of these fruits

during the season they can be produced by pay-
ing due attention to timing them. This should
be principally studied, but there are other
points of less importance to be borne in mind

—

chiefly the selection of varieties and the size of

the trees. A great number of varieties is not
desirable, but enough should be selected, and
these of such a character as to secure a succes-

sion for some time in the same house, as far as

possible avoiding planting two that will come iu

together. Thus by arranging Early Louise
Poach for the earliest to ripen and Victoria
Nectarine for the latest, it is possible, with a

good selection of intermediate varieties, to

gather fruit from the same Peach house over a
period of from ten to twelve weeks.

In regard to the size of tlie trees, I am in

favour of a considerable amount of extension
when it can be conveniently carried out, as
nothing conduces to health and productiveness
in a fruit tree so much as a free, and at the
same time well-guided annual extension of
growth. The temptation is therefore sometimes
great to allow a good tree to expand, but those
whose aim is a succession of fruit cannot afford

to indulge in this system of training very much
in the case of such soft fruits as the Peach, or
they may often find that once the fruit begins
to ripen it will come on faster than they can dis-

pose of it, unless in cases where the consump-
tion is great. A given space conseiiuently occu-
pied by one tree will not give so long a supply
as if the same extent of trellis were covered by
two, one following the other in their order of
ripening. Again, the best varieties should
occupy the most prominent places in the house,
only giving perhaps a corner to one of the small

early varieties, which are valuable only on
account of their earliness. Neither should very
late varieties take up undue space, as they are
apt to suffer in size and quality when much
forced. The same may be said of Figs. Some
cultivators grow no other but the Brown
Turkey, and certainly in selecting this variety
they possess, all points considered, the best;
but White Marseilles will ripen at least a fort-
night before it in the same house, and Negro
Largo will come in just as the flush of the first

crop of Brown Turkey is over; on this account
alone they are valuable in prolonging the supply,
and are, moreover, both first-class kinds. Much
may also be accomplished by shading and venti-
lation to extend the gathering from a house. I

always consider that Peaches, when well coloured
and within a week of being ripe, are improved
by shade during the hottest part of the day.
Thus by shading and keeping the house cool,

especially leaving full air on at night, the ripen-
ing can to some extent be regulated and the
supply prolonged. Grapes are more easily

managed in this respect, as most kinds will keep
good for some time after they are ripe. There
is, however, a stage when such varieties as
Black Hamburgh, Alicante, Foster's Seedling,
and others are at their best, when they become
ripe and full flavoured and before they com-
mence to shrink ; therefore, to preserve them
in this condition as long as possible, the Vines
should be shaded if necessary—that is, if their

own foliage is not ample for the purpose, and
the house kept as cool as possible. When quite
ripe, and if required for home consumption, soft

fruit can be preserved in a very cool, airy room
for a week or ten days without deteriorating.

Pot trees wiU furnish a goodly supply of fruit,

and are valuable for coming in between the
permanent crops as well as for giving variety to

the dessert. Even where a regular orchard
house is not set apart for them they can often
be accommodated in some of the houses where an
open space occurs or a light end can be utilised,

where a few Peaches, Plums, or Figs in pots
will give many dishes of valuable fruit. In
gardens of small extent, the difi'erent crops
should be so arranged as to come in when they
will be most appreciated, as well as having an
eye to succession. Thus, when a few hundred
Strawberry plants only are forced, no doubt
they will be most useful as well as pleasing if

ripened from the middle of March to the middle
of May, little else in the way of fresh fruit then
being available. Peaches, and perhaps Melons,
will follow ; after which outside Strawberries

will be ripe, and these, with Gooseberries, will

yield a sufficient supply for a small family. It

is well, then, where the means are limited, to

avoid as far as possible having any quantity of

forced fruits on hand while Strawberries and
bush fruits are abundant. These delicious fruits

are often preferred to Grapes, Peaches, itc.
;

consetiuently these choice kinds which at other

times would be greatly appreciated are liable to

be looked upon as superfluous when outside

fruits are plentiful, the result being that they
are not eaten when they are in the best condition

and are often wasted.

These few hints may perhaps prove useful in

directing attention to the most profitable method
of arranging the fruit crop, as it is only by
looking well ahead that success in this parti-

cidar will follow ; for no fruit croj) can, without
suftering considerably in some way, be either

forced or retarded at a few days notice.

A. Barkek.

Strawberry Vicomtesse H. de Thury.—
In the garden of Mr. J. Buch.an, Wilton House,

Southampton, there is in one of tlie I'each houses a

splendid crop of frait of this Strawberry, showing,
if it were necessary, the splendid qualities possessed
by this variety either for early work or intermediate
supplies of fruit. Each plant carries about twelve
handsome fruits. A capital companion to the
above sort is Laxton's Noble, a batch of which
occupied another shelf in the same house. Both
sorts were started into growth at the same time,
and the fruit of the last-mentioned variety is just
commencing to colour, while the fruits of the Vicom-
tesse are ripe. Noble appears to be a Strawberry
of large size, the fruits in question being rather
uneven, owing probably to the heavy crop the plants
were carrying.—M.

EVILS OF GRAFTING.
If, as "Scion" says (page 310), I have "not
touched the main question" in my remarks upon
grafting, how then does he define it ? Going back
to the commencement of this discussion, the main
question, as I understood it, was, "Graftingis wrong,
and the sooner it is abolished from our gardens, and
some other means taken for raising trees and shrubs,
the better." That is, I think, the question at issue.

I said, " Not so. Grafting is, if rightly done, a suc-
cess, and is, moreover, an aid to the gardener and
fruit grower." This is the line of argument I have
followed, and still maintain that "Scion " has not,
as yet, advanced anything to cause me to alter my
views, which are founded upon experience and
close observation. Evils I admitted there were, but
can we not remedy these without resorting to such
drastic measures as that of abolishing grafting alto-

gether ? I think so ; the remedy is in a great
measure in our own hands, by paying more parti-

cular attention to the goods we purchase, not ac-
cepting Roses on the Manetti, grafted under glass
in pots, when we want them on the Brier from the
open ground, or Peaches on the Damson when we
require them on the Mussel Plum. If only this dis-

cussion awakens an interest in propagating and a
more careful study of the stocks upon which various

kinds of fruits best succeed amongst gardeners, it

will not have failed in some good results.

" Scion " asks me to tell him " why the vigorous
Dog Rose stock is so often killed above the ground-
line, while the Rose at one end and the Dog Rose
roots at the other are still alive." I do not think
such a thing does often occur except under very
adverse circumstances, such as undue exposure in

very severe weather ; then I should rather say the
method of cultivation was most at fault. If" Scion

"

will turn to page 273, he will see that I have little

sympathy with standard Roses as usually grown
;

nevertheless, I am prepared to say that a budded
standard Brier, if given as much shelter as it enjoys
in its native habitat, and not pruned to a skeleton

every year, but allowed to form a good head, will

form as hardy and vigorous a bush as the Brier

itself. It is not the grafting, but the pruning and
exposure which kill. I had an instance this winter

of the advantage of having Tea Roses on the Brier.

In the autumn I planted a warm border with Tta
Roses, dwarfs on the seedling Brier, and not having

quite enough to make up the rows, I planted two on
their own roots which I had struck myself. Those
two are now quite dead, while all the others are

alive mostly to the points of the shoots, all having

had the same protection—namely, a spadeful of

leaf-mould to each plant.

The idea of grafting the Peach upon a restricting

stock, and then dosing it with stimulants to com-
pensate for the vigour we have thereby dejirived it

of, is a new phase to me in Peach culture. I won-
der what Mr. Coleman—who partially lifts his

scores of trees grafted on the so-called restricting

stock every year to check their vigour— would say

to this ; Is the Peach on its own roots, then, such a

grower that it exceeds in stature the Mussel Plum ?

or does " Scion " suppose that he could produce the

heavy crops of Peaches which are now grown— for

instance, one to !l inches or a square foot, and from

6 oz. to 8 oz. each— from trees upon their own roots

without liberal supplies of stimulants? One would
think from his remarks that his own-root trees

possessed some wonderful powers of taking up
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nourishment when he says, " Is it right to check
a plant's powers of taking up nourishment and
then to give it stimulants?" He seems to throw
some doubt upon the possibility of obtaining
a crop of fruit the third year from the graft. I

should consider him a poor cultivator who could
not accomplish it. " Scion," however, admits that
the trees will last a lifetime when he says " they
do not always do this." It would, indeed, be sur-

prising if such was the case, seeing how they are
often treated. In regard to his statement, that for

indoor culture trees on their own roots would in

the long run be far better, has he any evidence in

support of this, because it is a well-known fact that
where the Peach is used as a stock for named kinds
the trees are short-lived, even in America ? When
" Scion " can point to a healthy tree ten or twelve
years old upon its own roots and carrying 150 fine

fruit, I shall feel more inclined to listen to him.

When I said Damsons were the only fruits at

present cultivated upon their own roots, I had in

my mind stone and pippin fruits, and I must thank
" Scion " for reminding me that Grapes, Figs, and
bush fruits are grown in the same manner. He
has before taken me to task for not noticing these
fruits amongst the ungrafted, but there is not much
in this fact to advance his case. The reason why
these fruits are not often grafted is evident to

everyone having any knowledge of gardening, as

they can be raised and grown as well and as quickly
without it. The Grape, however, is grafted more
than " Scion " would seem to be aware of, not
always because it cannot be cultivated as success-

fully on its own roots, but as a matter of con-
venience. Inarching the Grape Vine is one of the
readiest means of introducing another variety into

a house of established Vines, and it has been largely

adopted by experienced growers for changing the
kinds either wholly or partially in their vineries.

There is no doubt, too, that some kinds are im-
proved by grafting. The free-growing and abund-
ant rooting Foster's Seedling makes a capital stock
for varieties not endowed with such a good consti-

tution: whilst Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria have also been employed with advan-
tage as stocks.—A. Barker, Hindllj}, Worcester.

JUDGING MELONS FROM APPEARANCE.
Once more we have almost a page i'-i^u) of TnE
Garden devoted to this knotty question. Not a
few societies and jurors have attempted to cut
rather than untie the knot by having two classes of

Melons, one to be cut and the other uncut. This re-

lieves exhibitors and jurors alike of much responsi-

bility, and seems to offer a practical solution of a
difficulty which we are assured on high authority

may have dealt a death-blow to exhibiting. Be
that as it may, there are still a good many horti-

culturists who would hesitate to admit that the

cutting of Melons at shows to test their quality is

bad on the face of it, or is either antiquated or de-

moralising, excepting to the Jlelons. That it mars
the beauty and lessens the value of individual fruits

is obvious enough ; but that is nothing to the point.

The exhibitor of Melons must be prepared to run all

legitimate risks, and may be assumed to have
counted the cost before he entered his fruits in

competition for a prize. What these risks are may
be best illustrated by a case that once happened to

the writer in which a luscious Queen Emma abso-

lutely vanished under the twin ordeals of testing

and widely advertising its quality. The Melon had
wholly vanished, but a first prize card and the
hearty congratulations of many eminent horticul-

turists had taken its place. Will growers or jurors

affirm that that Melon was lost ' True, the fruit

was not only demoralised, but dissolved, but surely

the prize and the praise— the latter so emphatic
and unique—were worth far more than the mere
money value of the Melon.

It maybe natural for exhibitors to object to their

Melons being cut. The prize and the fruit intact

are worth more than either alone. But prizes are not
offered for the mere convenience or enrichment of

exhibitors, but for the discovery and reward of

special qualities in the exhibits. Hence the im-
portance of eliminating, if possible, the ultimate

value of prize Melons or other fruits from the ques-

tion of the surest means of testing their quality.

Otherwise tasting will be condemned as a matter of

course, and we will be assured on the highest

authorities that when the eye is satisfied the palate

will also be gratified, or to put it in the exact words
of a correspondent, " that when fruits are properly

finished, and the same with Jlelons, flavour is

there."

Well, could pithy dogmatism settle the matter,

that sentence would settle it. But it, unfortunately,

will not. Melons absolutely decline to have their

qualities determined even by such lucid assertions,

though light of another sort is the most potent

factor in the evolution of their lusciousness.

It may be convenient in discussing this matter

of tasting fruits to confine our remarks to Melons.

While admitting the truth of what most of your
correspondents say on the importance of size, form,

weight, colour, odour, maturity, finish, condition,

and special varieties as indices to quality, yet I

have no hesitation in affirming that the only sure

and certain proof of the Melon, as of the pudding,

is in the eating, or, at least, the tasting of it. And
this is so in the case of Melons, for the very special

reason that their highest condition of quality is of

short duration. To enforce my meaning, I would
somewhat exaggerate this point by saying of the

maximum lusciousness of many Melons, " We can

hardly say it's here, only that it's past."

Neither can it hardly be said that there is any
sure and certain cultural or physical formula for its

production. For instance, how many Melons fell far

below their usual high quality standard last year.

The skill, the soil, the sorts, the treatment, the

food, the size, the form, the finish, even the colour

were all there. But one thing they lacked— normal
or abnormally high quality. Why? Ask the veiled

sun and leaden skies of the summer of 1888. Mr.
Coleman furnishes other illustrations of the vital im-

portance of timing the quality of Melons almost to

a day, or an hour, if we would win first prizes. But
how are the presence or absence of such niceties of

flavour and deliciousness of aroma to be discovered

unless by tasting ? Timing fruits for shows is

among the greatest practical difficulties, for in

Melons cut too soon or Melons over-ripe it is

physically impossible to find the highest quality.

These and some other points urged by Mr. Coleman
seem strong arguments in favour of judging Melons
by flavour and not by appearance. The results of

judging by sight in shows where the two classes of

to be tasted and not to be tasted are adopted,

furnish some of the most potent arguments in favour

of judging Melons by taste. The contrast between
the awards in the two classes provides an object

lesson of the most suggestive character on the

insidiousness of the qualities of Melons, and the

impossibility of determining their merits by mere
appearance.
As if to enforce this lesson in the loudest tones,

how seldom are the prize fruits in the two classes

of the same varieties. On the contrary, how often

are fruits that no one would have placed in the

running from mere appearance placed first through

the simple fact of their superior flavour, while

showy Melons with even a fair share of aroma
are not seldom proved by the test of taste to be

little better than Swedes.

No ; external stamps of quality cannot be relied on

in Melons. At best they are but the guinea stamp
—too often but the golden gilt—on a brass farthing.

The quality and the flavour are the proper guide

;

and as the quality of Melons is the one point to be

determined and heightened by all our showing and
judging of Melons, it follows that the appeal should

be made to the only sense that can adjudicate on

such matters, viz., the sense of taste.

With such a deeply interested arbitrator in power
we may hope to keep our Melons brimful to crack-

ing at the stalk with the most aromatic odours and
luscious flavours; but once set the eye to determine
quality, and the logical result will be Melons like a

new series of the fabulous box of Pandora packed
fu'il from core to rind with hard harsh flesh of evil

or little odour and less flavour, while Nature and
art may seem to have combined their forces to

clothe their rinds with beauty and bedeck them
with a profusion of ornamentation.

Fortunately, in several finer strains of Melons we
have much elaboration of finish and great perfec-

tion of form in conjunction with high excellency of

internal quality. Provided we have the quality,

there can be no possible objection to the external

beauty. But the main object in all our growing,

judging, and showing of Melons should be the more
perfect evolution of their flavour, and to this

end we must insist that the test of their quality

must rest with the tasting or in the eating of

them.—D. T. F.

P.S.—The classification of Melons into the two
classes of scarlet and green-fleshed should either be

extended to include white, and jirobably golden or

yellow-fleshed, or be abolished. It seems almost

anomalous to include white-fleshed Melons among
green ; while yellow or lemon-lleshed ones would
hardly be passed among scarlet. The time seems

to have come for the abolition or extension of mere
colour classes, and to extend the practice, seldom

adopted as yet, of offering prizes for the more
popular varieties by name. This would greatly

simplify the labours of the jurors and generally

give more satisfaction to exhibitors, and also

afford far more pleasure and profit to the public.

I have read the various letters that have

appeared in The Garden on this subject, and I

think that some of the writers have much exagge-

rated the difficulties. I judge at many exhibitions

of Melons during the season, and have tasted hun-

dreds in the course of my duties as judge, and
have no hesitation in saying that the best looking,

largest fruit seldom wins when put to the test of

judging by taste. Personally, 1 never complain

about having to taste a score of Melons. My plan

is to cut a round piece out as large as a shilling

with a small knife, and by merely putting a small

piece in the mouth (no need to swallow it), the

best three can soon be selected from a score or

more. The small round piece can be put back

again in its place, as is done with cheese. Those

likely to win may be cut to a greater extent.

It is the duty of societies to provide good judges,

and they would taste fruit only when it is abso-

lutely necessary. As to the remark about the

shows being held to suit the Melons, of course it is

not possible to fix a date that would be the best

for everybody, and gardeners will keep their fruit

too long or show it too soon ; but it it looks all

right outside, how are judges to tell what the

flavour is unless they taste it ? Another point to

which attention has been drawn is the superior

quality of certain varieties, and Mr. Coleman alludes

to Turner's Scarlet Gem and Read's Scarlet, remark-

ing that it is a question if any of the modern hybrids

would touch them. We all know that cutting a

fruit a day or two too early or a day or two too late

will make all the difference ; but here, again, appear-

ance will not help the judge to a right decision.

I have been an exhibitor of Melons and other fruits

for nearly a quarter of a century, and I will give an
illustration to show that an error may be made by
pitting old and well-known sorts against modern
hybrids and judging them without tasting. 1 ex-

hibited green and red-fleshed Melons in two classes

at one of the great summer shows which were held

at South Kensington by the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety about sixteen years ago. They were hybrids of

my own raising, and were shown against Scarlet

Gem, which was a favourite at that time, and,

I think, Trentham Hybrid and Bailey's Green

Flesh, but I cannot now remember ; at any rate,

I won first prize in each class. 1 fancy I would

have been nowhere if the prizes had been given to

the well-known named varieties and unknown
hybrids had been ignored. The only very large fruit

exhibition I ever knew where Melon.* were not

tasted was held the same year. It was one of the

great international fruit shows held at Edinburgh.

Amongst other things I exhibited in the classes for

green and scarlet-fleshed Melons, and I well re-

member the arrangement was to hand in our boxes

of Grapes, Melons, &c., to the stewards to stage the

fruit for us. The exhibitors were not allowed in the

show-room at all. I liandcd in my Melons, I re-
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member, to Mr. W. Thomson, then gardener at
Dalkeith Palace. I had but one scarlet flesh, but
two specimens of the green. One which I knew
would be of the best flavour had a very small,
almost unnoticeable spot of decay at the stem. I

pointed this out to Mr. Thomson, and he said,

"Better put up the sound one." The fruits were
not cut, and I again won both first prizes. Bat the
best-flavoured Melon was the one not staged, and
the small spot of decay might have been fatal to it,

as the judging was done by appearance. There
were, I remember, several letters in the Gardeners
Chronicle at that time for and against cutting
Melons at exhibitions, but the weight of evidence
was in favour of cutting. Indeed, I do not know
any large exhibition, or indeed small one, where
the Melons are not cut.

On the other band, I never knew of Peaches or

Nectarines being cut. The largest, best-coloured,
and soundest fruit, i£ ripe, is sure to win. It is not
necessary to taste Grapes, unless two dishes are so
close to each other in merit, that it is necessary to

taste the fruit in order that the point of flavour may
tell one way or other. No one would think of tasting
Pine-apples. Plums, Cherries, Gooseberries, &c

,

need not, as a rule, be tasted, but 1 have done so
sometimes, and found it an aid to determining the
awards. Next to Melons, Pears are the fruit that
it is most essential judges should taste. Sometimes
the best looking fruit is quite gone at the core and
void of flavour, and in a close competition there is

no other way of determining the relative merits of

certain dishes ; but as six fruits at least are exhi-
bited in one dish, it may not be necessary to cut
more than one of them. It is not so necessary
that Apples should be cut, but no one would object
to a judge cutting a small portion of an Apple.

—

J. DOUGL.iS.

Setting Grapes with the syringe.— It is

not a matter of great moment, but I would like

just to say that if Mr. Baines was "the first to

bring the syringing method of setting Grapes under
the notice of readers," I am equally sure 1 was the
first to be abused for recommending the practice

in the case of Grapes, Peaches, and Strawberries,

&o., even before The Gabden began, if I am not
mistaken, and in The G.\nDEN soon after it began,
and in other papers also many times. I am glad,

however, to find Mr. Baines recommending the plan.

-J. S. W.
Grafting the Pear on the White Thorn.—

The Pear is grown on its own roots or grafted on
tlie Quince, but in dry and shallow soils it may be
grafted on the White Thorn. All the varieties do
not succeed on Crataegus Osyacantha, and some of

tliem produce when so grafted small woody fruit.

It is necessary to try the two types—monogynaand
digyna—and compare the results. In the Jardin
Ecole de Reims, the grafting of the Pear on the
White Thorn of America, Cratiogus crus-galli,

corallina, coccinea, &c., has succeeded. We are con-
tinuing these experiments on subjects raised from
seed or already grafted on the common White
Thorn, and will keep you informed of the results.

—C^HAELES BALTET.
*,* Will M. Baltet kindly say if ever the finer

kinds of Pears are giown on their own roots?

—

Ed.

Apple Newtown Pippin.—Prof. W. V. Massey,
of the Samuel Miller Institute of this county, who
has been favoured with a proof slip of your letter

to the Garden and Forest (New York) on the New-
town Pippin, has sent me a copy of it. We claim
to have the finest Apple in the world. We call it

the Albemarle Pippin. Mr. Downing says it is the
same as the Newtown Pippin. Mr. Fitz, in his

book, claims that it is a distinct variety which
originated in this county (Albemarle t'ounty, Va.).

However this may be, nowhere in the United States
do they grow to such perfection as in tlie glens of the
Blue Kidge Mountain in this and other Piedmont
counties of Virginia on the eaut side of this moun-
tain. As Prof. Massey says, in his note to the
Fruit and Grape Groirer, " Those Americans who
told you they had better Apples evidently did not
live in Albemarle County, Va." They do not grow
to their highest perfection even in this county off

of the mountain. The Albemarle Pippin is, and
has been for many years, shipped from this county
to Liverpool. Some shipments are made in original
packages from this county, but most of them are
shipped to New York, re-packed, and shipped from
thence. Prof. Massey, who is a high authority,
says, " You had evidently been eating Albemarle
Newtown Pippin." There are some interesting facts
connected with this Apple which I have not the
space to give, having already troubled you with too
long a letter.—A. K. Blakby, Ed. Fruit and Grape
Qron'er,

*,* Many thanks for the above interesting com-
munication. Shall be very glad to have any farther
particulars you may care to send us on this subject.
—Ed.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Peaches.

Owing to the unseasonably cold, sunless weather,
forced Peaches, as well as those on open walls, are
later than usual, but, unless forcing against time,
this is not quite an unmixed evil, as the fruit must
have plenty of time when passing the trying ordeal
of stoning. A flood of light and plenty of sun
when the trees are in flower, and again when the
fruit is taking the last swelling, are very important
factors, and much of this weather being overdue, we
may reasonably hope that a good time is in store
when delays may be redeemed without distressing
the trees. It is not a good plan to keep the trees
tied in too trim when the fruit is not laying on
pulp, but once the stones are perfect a general
tying down and stopping of laterals must be pro-
ceeded with. Any pendent fruits, too, which can
be raised apex upwards at the same time must
receive attention. When a good set of fruit is

secured, enough and to spare can generally be
found on the upper sides of the shoots, but this
in many places has been an exceptional year. Con-
sequently, Peaches in any position are acceptable.
The trees must be regularly syringed twice a day,
the first time when the temperature begins to rise,

probably about 7 a.m., and the second time when
the house is closed about 3 or 3.30 in the afternoon.
Pure soft water, or water free from lime, is best, as
any kind of sediment marks and spoils the appear-
ance of the fruit. This should be .ipplied with some
force, and the top as well as the under sides of
the leaves should be well moistened, especially on
bright afternoons. Examine inside borders, mulch
with short stable manure any old heavily cropped
trees which show signs of weakness, reserving the
longer and less rich litter for others which do not
require assistance. Water copiously with warm
diluted liquid or pure water, as the condition of
the trees may dictate, and damp down with liquid
every evening when a chink of front air is put on
for the niglit. Under good culture it is hardly
likely that fly will now be troublesome, especially
where soot-water in a weak, clear state is used
once or twice a week ; but should a single fly be-
come visible, omit the afternoon syringing and fumi-
gate when the sun has gone down and the foliage
is quite dry. Two light smokings in succession
are safer and better than one heavy one, and in all

cases syringe well and early the following morning.
As Peaches and Nectarines will stand a higher
temperature throughout the last swelling, they may
range from US" to 70° at banking time, 00° to G5°
at daylight, 70° to 75° through the early part of
the day, and 80° with full air when solar heat is

the principal agent. The secret of airing consists
in the early chink, an increase as the temperature
rises, the avoidance of sudden bounds or depres-
sions, also of cutting draughts, and equally careful
reducing after the turn of the day.

Succession houses in which the fruit has set well
and is swelling away freely will require copious
syringing with pure warm water, also plentiful
supplies of tepid water to the roots. Disbudding
and thinning, little and often, of course will be
carried on simultaneously, and as every man can
tell to a nicety what number of Peaches his trees
will carry to maturity, this part of his business
must be left to his superior judgment. In thinning,
the triples and doubles should be reduced to one.

naturally the best, with point upwards, then the
puny singles must go, 25 per cent, being ample to
compensate for faulty fruits which never pass the
stoning process. Disbudding, again, is a very im-
portant matter, especially where the trees are young
and vigorous and the sap rushes rapidly upward to
the extremities of the strongest shoots. This work
should always be commenced where this grossness
is most perceptible, but instead of taking the shoots
off close home, many of them with fruit at the base
may be pinched back to two or three leaves, final
removal being deferred until thinning is finished.
By this mode of procedure the strongest shoots can
be brought into subjection, when an improvement
in the lowest and weakest parts of the trees soon
becomes perceptible. The temperature of this house
may range aliout 60° at night, 70° to 75° through
the day. and 80° after the closing bath. Some few
antiquated growers persist in working to a certain
degree in all weathers, but this is a great mistake
and most trying to the assistants, as no plant or
fruit enjoys one uniform temperature in its native
habitat.

Late trees in cold houses, if any such still exist,
and in wall cases will now have set their fruit, and
as these structures are too often crowded with a
medley of pot plants, fumigation in nine instances
out of ten is the first operation. Once the trees are
clean they may be well syringed on fine mornings,
but knowing how treacherous the weather continues
up to the end of May, the houses should be shut up
warm and dry until all danger of frost has passed
away. A good crop of late fruit being the first

consideration, fly and frost are the two enemies the
cold house cultivator has to contend against. The
other operations of thinning, disbudding, and heel-
ing in will claim timely attention, and water to the
inside borders will make or mar in proportion to its

liberal use.

FOBCED ChEEEIES.

Houses in which the earliest varieties are ripen-
ing must be kept somewhat drier on dull and wet
days, and as freely ventilated as may be consistent
with the swelling of later sorts when the weather
is fine. If well watered and mulched shortly be-
fore they changed colour, the early trees" will
hardly require more root moisture until after the
crop is gathered; neither must they be touched
with water through the syringe, but the late varie-
ties will require another supply before they are
mulched, and syringing on fine mornings only,
whilst keeping the trees fresh and clean, will lead
to the full development of the fruit. Green and
black-fly being so troublesome, one of the most
important operations is a thorough fumigation on
a fine calm evening when the foliage is quite dry,
when the earliest fruit shows signs of changing
colour. If the trees have been neglected and black
aphis has got a firm hold, the curled points of the
shoots should be dipped in weak soap and tobacco
water overnight and well syringed with clean soft

water the following morning. Quassia water also
may be used, always provided the trees are tho-
roughly washed the next morning, and the house is

well ventilated with gentle fire-heat to prevent
condensation of moisture upon the fruit. Grub, as
a matter of course, has been disposed of; but there
yet remains another enemy, and this is the wily
blackbird, whose instinct and eye for colour are un-
failing guides to the open ventilators. As no one
likes to kill these beautiful birds, ,ind constant
ventilation when the fruit is ripe is imperative,
fishing nets should be thrown over the openings
before they make an attack.

Plums
started with Cherries and now swelling freely
must be well thinned with a pair of Grape scissors,

preference being given to the retention of fruit

where there are most leaves. As the earliest of
these have barely passed the stoning stage, mulch-
ing, feeding, and syringing must be continued for

a considerable time. As Plums, like Grapes, are of

little value when the bloom is damaged or de-
stroyed, the purest water only should be used for
.syringing purposes, and then it should be sufli-

ciently copious to thoroughly wet every part of the
fruit. Partial wetting or light spray often spots
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the fruit where thorough itomersion leaves the

bloom intact. Grub will still require attention,

and aphis must be kept down by occasional fumiga-

tion.

"WORK AMONGST HABDY FRUITS.
If a late season exempt from severe spring frosts

has anything to do with a good set, fruit of all

kinds should be plentiful, but all, unfortunately, is

not gold that glitters, and although cheerful re-

ports have been published, I still fear that a great

deal of unripe wood will produce imperfect flowers.

In this locality, indeed, a great number of buds
which should have developed perfect trusses of

flower, owing to their unripe and imperfect condi-

tion, have broken away into leaf-shoots, and in

not a few instances rather strong wood of the

past year has cast many of its flower-buds, or

died back altogether. This is particularly the case

upon choice stone fruits, including Apricots and
young Peaches against walls, a fair proof that trees

upon open quarters in nurseries must have suffered

severely. Sweet Cherries and Morellos promise
well, but they are very late, and after so much
piercing cold from the north and east we may cer-

tainly expect a profusion of aphis. We syringe our

trees with soapsuds until the flowers begin to

open, and rarely sutfer from attacks of fly until

after the fruit is set, when pure water through
the hose prevents it from spreading. Tobacco
water makes an excellent dip for the points of

the shoots, and tobacco powder carefully used

through a puff is the only safe insecticide when
the trees are in flower. Bush fruits look well.

Gooseberries showing apparently a solitary fruit

at every bud, but the crops last year were enor-

mous ; consequently, this taking a season lightly

is by no means surprising. Pears with us, even

upon walls, are partial, the best and fullest blos-

soms appearing where the trees made least wood
and were cropped lightly last season. Of Apples
it is as yet too soon to venture an opinion, as a
great number of the flower-buds may not develop

a single perfect flower. A great authority, Mr. W.
Paul, in a most excellent paper upon culture for

profit, advises the selection of sorts which flower

late, but this is not an infallible guide, as Garnons,
sometimes called the Wise Apple, the latest variety

known, has not produced full and fine crops for

several years. Late flowering means late ripen-

ing, not only of fruit, but of wood in the autumn

—

a matter of small import after a hot dry summer,
but following a bad year like the past, the latest

trees this spring will most likely rush into leaves

instead of flowers. I do not object to a sparse

blossom upon well-ripened trees, as this invariably

sets well, and the fruit takes the lead of the

leaves, but once these gain the ascendancy the

Apple crops in this country are partial.

But, fruit or no fruit, the most minute details

must not be neglected. Protection from late spring

frosts, I may say, is one point, and prevention of

the spread of insects is another. The ways and
means may be rough and ready, or they may be
refined, but this matters little provided the crop

is secured and insects do not paralyse the young
growths at the outset. In the management of

Peaches which have failed, there is nothing to

prevent the use of insecticides, which may act as

deterrents, when the earliest growths will get away
without a check. There is nothing to delay early

but piecemeal disbudding, as there is no fruit to

protect beneath the sheltering leaves ; therefore the

first great disappointment left behind, we must
work with a will for a clean moderate growth of

thinly trained shoots which will ripen well and
early in the autumn. Trees of all kinds should
always be disbudded in mild weather, the first and
main point being a timely check upon the most
vigorous parts of the tree, generally near the

extremities. All the shoots should not be taken at

once, the removal of the foreright and underside

growths being quite sufficient the first day, then as

the weak points imjirove in strength those on the

upper sides may be pinched, care being taken that

enough and to spare are left intact for laying in to

the wall. The veriest tyro can see at a glance
which shoots he must remove at the first and

second disbudding, but the exact number he must never be pinched, as the second breaks cannot be

retain is more difficult. Too many, as a rule, are expected to ripen before winter is upon them,

left, but in most cases a growth from the base and Neither should fruitless trees be mulched or

another from the point of each fruit-be.iring shoot watered, the main factors being a warm, dry root-

in restricted trees will be found ample, whilst in run and a fair spread of short spur-like shoots, the

extension trained trees having fruiting shoots 3 shorter the better, which a good ordinary_summer

feet more' or less in breadth, one at the base, will ripen properly,

another in the middle and the terminal will be

w. c.

found sufficient. When disbudding is finished, the
young shoots should lie 5 inches apart, with room
for extension to any length without crossing or

shading each other. As some of these upon gross
wood may strive for the ascendancy, they may be
pinched when they are 10 inches or 12 inches in

length ; also, as a last resource, they may be
slightly defoliated by cutting a few of the largest

Flower Garden.

TEITOMA CAULESCENS.
Of all the species of the genus Tritoma this is

certainly the most remarkable, not only on

leaves through the middle when the point laterals r°'"-*
"^/^'^ peculiar manner in ^^ich the

are growing freely.
^ flowering stems are developed giving the plant

pj(jg the appearance of some kinds of 1 ucca, but also

Favoured by a mild winter, the young growths
from the arrangement and aspect of the leaves

made la^st year have looked satisfactory .itil quite
which somewhat resemble those of the great

recentlv. Embryo fruits, it is true, were neither ErJ^lglums of the Argentine Republic It is,

prominent nor plentiful, but the points of the moreover, a rare species, and one ot the only

two kinds which have a caulescent and more or

less arborescent habit. It may be described as

follows :

—

A caulescent plant, sending up suckers from the

root. Stems more or less numerous, sometimes

3 feet or more in height, and from 3 inches to

6 inches in diameter, cylindrical, leafy at first, but

becoming bare below as they increase in length.

Leaves numerous, erect, very closely set, very broad

at the base and gradually narrowing to a point at

the extremity, exceedingly glaucous, channelled,

triquetrous, very finely serrulated on the edges and
keel, from 20 inches to 32 inches long, and of a soft,

yielding texture. Flowering stem stout,

cylindrical, from 2 feet to over 2^ feet

long, glaucous, hoary, slightly rust-

coloured on the upper part, where a

few thin, scarious, papery bracts are

produced. Inflorescence broadly spi-

cate, obtuse, and as if truncate, 3

inches or 4 inches in diameter and

about 6 inches or 7 inches in length.

Flowers drooping, very closely set.

Flower-buds at first of a deep vinous

brick-red colour, changing into cop-

pery-red, and afterwards becoming of a

greenish tint. Stamens very promi-

nent, with filaments of a pale yellowish

green, afterwards assuming the same

tint as the flower. Anthers shortly

oval, of a deep red colour, changing

into brownish grey.

This species comes into flower in

June, the flowers opening first at

the bottom of the spike, on which

the unexpandeJ flower-buds are of

a deep vinous-red colour and slightly

mealy. As the flowers open the

spike becomes two - coloured, the

upper part, occupied by the unex-

shoots to the casual observer appeared fresh and ' panded flower-buds, being of a brick- red or

plump, and had they been at all well ripened, a fair vinous-red colour, while all the lower part, on

sprinkling of ripe Figs might have been expected wliich the flowers have opened, is of a pale green-

in September. Vegetation being so late, my own ish yellow. The plant is comparatively hardy.

Tritoma caulescena.

trees were not touched until last week (middle of

April), and a great number of the healthy-looking

shoots have been found soft, sappy, and useless.

Our situation (low and damp) is not favourable to

outdoor Figs ; consequently mine may be an excep-

tional case ; but in the event of others finding them-
selves like owners of comparatively barren trees, the

question arises. What is the best mode of restoring

them to fertility ? In my own spring treatment all

useless and blind pointed shoots liave been cut

hard back to a single bud and the others have been

tied or nailed in to bide their time for the present.

If these push point leaves and fruits they will be

retained, but otherwise they will be pruned close

home to the young shoots which the dormant buds

of 1887 are sure to push profusely. As these will be

numerous and weak they will be well thinned out,

those retained being tied in full length with their

points close to the wall to ripen. Wall Figs should

liaviug withstood 'the winter unharmed in the

open ah- at Montreuil since the year 1881. It

flowered for the first time in France in 1885 in

the nurseries ot INI. Godefroy-Lebeuf at Argen-

teuil, and has been figured in the Botanical

Maqazini.' (t. 5946). Its flowirs, foliage, and

Yuoca-like or Aloe-like habit all combine to

render it an exceedingly ornamental species.

—Bcxnte Horticole.

Auriculas, yellow selfs.—In The Garden,

April 6 (p. 315), Mr. Horner gives a very full, and I

have no doubt accurate, description of his new

yellow self Buttercup. I am very pleased to learn

tliere are already so many plants (nine) of it in

existence. It may all the sooner get into general

cultivation. In my last communication (p. 271) I

stated that there were only two plants of it in
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existence. I did so on the autliority, written to

two different gentlemen, of a grower wliom I

ttiouglit was almost as good an authority as Mr.

Horner himself. For this unintentional inaccuracy

I have to apologise to Messrs. Douglas and Horner.

Mr. Homer asks why I "so carelessly misquote Mr.
Douglas." Will Mr. Horner kindly point out the

misquotation ? When he does so I will be able to

reply to his strictures in full.—W. S. B.

peat round their roots when they were sent to me.
All the plants are now in the cool Orchid house and
are doing fairly well. It is very subject to the

attacks of green-fly, which can be destroyed by the

use of tobacco water.—J. Douglas.

COLOUR IN PRIMROSES.
I AM glad that Mr. Engleheart (p. 333) credits me
with sufticient sense to believe that I shall not agree

with him in his fads about the colour in flowers.

Why should we wish to eliminate from our garden

Primroses so many singularly varied and beautiful

flowers just because someone holds them to be of

heretical tendency. The very features which one
will condemn constitute another's joy and delight,

and because in Primrose production I find nine

persons out of ten will differ from me in my own
strong liking for self-coloured flowers, I am fain to

admit that not I, but the public must rule. Why,
for one who despises a blue Primrose there are fifty

who go into eostaoies over it, as they will over many
fancy or oddly marked flowers which some hyper-

critic will condemn. Mr. Engleheart's rejection

of purples, magentas. Sec, is intolerable judgment,
and no one will support it. Amongst purples, of

which I have many, are found some of the most
perfect of selfs, as also of fancy flowers, and rich in

beauty when in bloom. Colours which give life,

that is, reflect the light, are the most telling in the

clumps, and magentas, cerises, reds, and rich crim-

sons, whether pure selfs or at all edged or tinted

with white or cream, are very striking and effective.

Very much depends upon the light. Of late the

sun has been hidden behind heavy rain clouds, but
all the same under leaden skies the flowers have
been very beautiful. Polyanthuses give many odd
tints not found in the Primrose, as, for instance,

we get no true yellow in the Primrose, but both
rich yellow and orange in the Polyanthus. From out

of the orange has come some warm browns, or what
Mr. Engleheart terms cinnabar-chamois, which is

perhaps an indescribable hue. Some pretty sal-

mon and buff tints also occur, and finally there

are some which in the sunlight come very near to

scarlet, so fiery are they. Art critics may or may
not admire these peculiar tints, but I have found
ladies of refined taste go into raptures over them

;

therefore, odd tinted or not, they must have some
beauty in them. A real rose-coloured flower is hard
to get in either section ; the j^rettiest I have found
in that way is a Hose-in-hose Primrose of a lovely

rosy carmine, but the plants are this year quite

small, having been divided. I am hopeful that a
batch of seedlings from it will next year give some
charming rosy tints. There is no doubt an inex-

haustible field open in garden Primroses and Polyan-

thuses for everyone with time and material to work
in. So far as I am concerned, however, I shall reject

no pretty flower because it offends against the

canons of art in colours. A. Dean.

Bletia hyacinthina.— I was pleased to read in

The Garden, April 2U (page 363), that this plant
succeeds well out of doors. My experience with it

as a pot plant goes to prove that it does best with
a little heat. Three years ago I had six newly im-
ported plants of it, and in order to test its capa-
bilities as a hardy pot plant I placed two in a cold

frame, two in the Auricula house, where frost is

merely kept out, and two in the cool Orchid house.

Those in the frame were plunged over the rims of the

pots in Cocoa fibre refusewith Lilies and otherplants

until they started to grow, when the libre refuse

was removed from the crown. The result was that

llie plants in the cool Orchid house grew the

strongest, ne.xt to them those in the Auricula

house, the cold frame plants being the weakest.

None of thejii flowered the first year and only two
the next, and tliose were the plants that liad been
kept in the Orcliid liouse. Tliey were all potted
alike in peat and loaf-mould with a little sand. I

used peat because they had a.substance like fibrous

NOTES FROM NEWRY.
Spring flowers are now opening fast, and borders

and rockeries are becoming quite gay. Narcissi, as

a matter of course, assert themselves everywhere
;

so do the many and beautiful forms of Primula
acaulis and Polyanthus. Aubrietias are beautiful

masses of purple and Ulac.

Arabis aeenosa is quite worth growing on the

rockery. Being slender and compact in habit, it

forms a pretty tuft of rosy lilac flowers.

Campanula alpina is, as usual, the first of its

family to bloom, and though not so showy as other

kinds that come later, still, when a number of

plants, purple and white, are grown together the

effect is very pleasing.

Dianthus alpino-baebATUs, the first in its

group, is a dense-growing, leafy plant, and interest-

ing both on account of its parentage and also

because its flowers open white and change to

crimson. This will be followed in a day or two by
an early form of D. superbus.

Ervthronium ambricanum has been very

beautiful; bulbs growing in stiffish soil and in a
wet, but well-drained position are best. E. citrinum

is now charming. It is one of the freest growers,

a leafy and vigorous plant with tall, 6-inch to

8-inch scapes, bearing two to three flowers each.

E. grandiflorum is distinct in its shade of yellow.

E. Howelli is a most distinct plant of rather dwarf
stature with creamy white flowers, having a purple

spot at the base of the divisions. I find all these kinds

are stronger and better when planted 6 inches to 8

inches deep in damp sandy loam and with a little

shelter, not necessarily shade, for those on the south

side of a hedge are better than those on the north.

Fritillaeia Meleagris, white and coloured
kinds, ought to have a place in every spring garden.
They grow and flower freely, are of pretty colours,

and strangers always ask what they are. The
rather sombre-coloured F. pyrenaica, though not
nearly so attractive in the distance, is beautiful

in the chequering and shades of green, brown, and
purple.

GentianA acaulis pallida is a very lovely

thing indeed, pale sky blue, with lighter shading,
and a spot of green at each division, and lines of

small purple dots passing from the throat to the
base of the flower. G. a. lilacina is rather similar

in colour, having the green spots, but no other
markings. G. a. ca2rulea is charming, of a clear

shade of light blue, and with rather a short flower.

A large batch of seedlings of G. acaulis is now
blooming and the plants vary considerably, not only
in leafage, but in colour and size of flower. The
colour ranges from light clear blue to deep purple-

blue, and in every instance is the length of the
flower-tube proportioned to the depth of the colour,

the deepest coloured being the longest, and I'ice

rn-sa.

Iris pr.eco.\ is the first of the rather numerous
group of dwarf Irises to open. It is similar in habit
and colour to I. pumila cserulea. This will be
followed in a day or two by I. pumila macrocarpa,
which also precedes the type.

Menziesia empetrifokmis is a most desirable

dwarf shrub; the vivid green foliage, tlie close

habit of growth, and also its earliness render it

valuable.

Muscari atlAnticum is by far the finest with
which I am acquainted— a robust growing plant,

intense in its dupth of blue, most lasting in bloom,
and throwing up from three to five scapes from each
bulb. M. Holdreichi is either a variable plant, or

spurious kinds have got about (see p. 330). What
I have always known under this name is a dwarf
growing plant, charming in its light casrulean blue.

It is a fortnight or more later than M. botryoiiics.

M. Strangwaysi is a line form of .M. botryoides,

flowering at the same time, and growing about 8

inches high. M. Sartori, only just coming into
bloom, is rather a dwarf plant, with intense blue-
purple flowers. M. Maweanum is a good plant
from a colour point of view, and also as lengthening
the season, the tips of its scapes being only just

visible. M. Szovitzianum is a pretty form, the top
of the spike being much Ughter in colour than the
rest of the flower.

Ranunculus anemonoides is a good garden
plant, and will, I expect, where the soil is rich and
moist, grow into clumps as vigorous in proportion
as R. aconitifolius. R. flabelliformis is distinct in

leafage and free in growth, but its flowers are very
inferior. R. millefoliatus is a beautiful plant,

forming a low hillock of narrow thread-like leaflets

and pretty yellow flowers. R. montanus is quite

one of the best of the dwarf yellow forms, free in

growth and profuse in bloom. R. rutsfolius is

charming both in foliage and flower.

Primula rosea splendens is quite the best of

the lot ; many shades richer in colour than P. rosea

grandiliora, earlier in bloom, and throwing up its

scapes 6 inches or 8 inches high.

Tulipa stlvkstris major is a really good gar-

den plant, ample in foliage, growing 12 inches to

14 inches high, and with mostly two flowers on a
scape, yellow and nodding. T. s. italica is a very
distinct plant, with long, nearly erect, narrow
channelled leaves, with smaller flowers, but similar

in colour. T. Reichenbachiana, again, is the

smallest of this species, only growing 3 inches to 4

inches— quite a miniature. T. Clusiana is a pretty

plant in a mass, flowers small, rose and white in

colour. T. elegans is a beauty, with narrow pointed
petals of a rich crimson colour. T. praicox and its

variety major are distinct and handsome plants,

alike in leafage, stature, and flower; while T. Greigi

needs no praise from me; it is the most glowing
mass of colour in the garden just now.

Narcissus unicoloe geandifloeus, large-

flowered Paper-white, is the most beautiful white
flower at present in the garden.

Teichonema bulbocodioides, with its pretty

rosy purple yellow-eyed flowers, has been in bloom
for a fortnight ; it is the earliest of the group to

bloom, and will be quickly followed by T. ligustica,

whose buds are already showing colour.

T. Smith.

SINGLE DAHLIAS.

I note "R.D.'s" most suggestive remark (Garden,
April 13, p. 334), " Single Dahlias do not require

the rich soil recommended for the larger Dahlias
that are grown for show purposes," and re-quote it to

express my approval in the most emphatic way in

my power. The overfeeding of single Dahlias is

largely responsible for their waning popularity.

They have been in many cases pampered and fed to

such a degree, that steps are needed to enjoy their

all too transient beauty. Tall by nature, they
have become yet taller by artificial feeding, until

much of their merit as effective decorative plants

has been lost. Gross feeding also lessens their

value for cutting by reducing the number and en-

larging the size of their individual blooms. We
want fewer cheese-plates and more blooms of

smaller size, greater substance, and richer colour-

ing. These wants have been met to some e.xtent,

though much more remains to be done. There are

at least two obvious modes of securing denser,

dwarfer strains of single DahUas; the one is by
raising new varieties, and the other by starving

e.xisting strains into closer proximity to the ground
through growing them in poor soil. Neither is it

needful to carry the starving process to extremes.

Single Dahlias, partially stunte<l and dwarfed
through poverty of soil, can readily be helped with
manure water when the heaviest strains or crops are

upon them. Semi-starvation renders them not only
more dwarf, but more free-llowering, and so soon
as this desirable habit and condition are attained,

the cultivator may aid them with manure water to

cn:iblo them to go on blooming freely to the end
of the season. The dilt'crpnco in the decorative

value of single Dahlias in jioor and in rich soil

must be seen to be appreciated to its full extent,
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while their value for cutting is also greatly en-

hanced by growing them in poor soil, for not only

are the blooms more numerous from the latter,

but also more lasting. Hobtus.

WHAT IS NARCISSUS SABINEI ?

N. Sabinei was figured and described in Lindley's

Botanical Reyister (t. 7ti2) many years ago. This

plant was sent to Mr. Sabine in 1.S18 by Mr. \Vm.
Baxter, the then curator of the Oxford garden.

Salisbury saw it named Queltia bicolor in the gar-

dens of the Horticultural Society, in the spring of

1823, and left a pencil sketch of the plant now pre-

served in the Natural History Department, British

Museum, with a note in which, comparing it with

N. incomparabilis, he says, " filaments inserted

lower down than in incomparabilis, converging as

in N. bicolor."

Mr. EUacombe, of Bitton, seems to have culti-

vated this plant, as it appears in his bulb list of

1833. But of late years the plant was not seen in

our gardens and was thought to be lost. Mr. Barr

used to talk to me a good deal about some of the

Backhouse seedlings being like Sabinei, and finally

he named these seedlings Backhousei, as a compli-

ment to the raiser, and our friend Mr. Baker up-

holds the name in his " Amaryllidacea;."

Mr. Barr now claims to have introduced the true

N. Sabinei, and it appears in his list for the current

year, but I have not as yet seen the plant so named.
It may be pointed out that Salisbury's drawing
differs a little from the figure in the Botanical

Register, but not more than seedlings from the

same pod of seed may and do vary from each

other. My friend Simon de Graaff, of Leyden, has

also raised seedlings exceedingly like N. Sabinei,

and one named Wilhelm de Graff, and another,

viz., S. A. de Graff, are exactly like Salisbury's

sketch and description. Both N. Backhousei in

all its forms and N. Sabinei are the produce of

N. bicolor by the pollen of N. Tazetta, and my
present contention is that, if botanical priority

means anything now-a-days, the sectional name of

Backhousei must give place to that of N. Sabinei.

Mr. Baker (" Amarylliclacese," p. 18) places together

quite a collection of hybrids under N. Macleayi

{Botanical Register, t. '.187, Botanical Magazine, t.

2588). They are as follows : N. Sabinei, notwith-

standing that N. Sabinei was figured and de-

scribed by Lindley before N. Macleayi ; N. Nelsoni,

N. tridymus, N. Bernardi, &c., are others placed

under N. Macleayi, the true position of the last-

named being evidently under N. incomparabilis.

V. Vf. B.

Centaurea ragusina hardy. —Years ago I

was in the habit of seeing this plant treated in

Scotland as a tender subj eot. It was lifted from the

beds and wintered under glass in heat, and as it does

not bear transplanting well, many of the plants

were lost ; but now I am of opinion that the opera-

tion was unnecessary, as here they remain in the

open all the year round and year after year, and we
have frequently as much as 18° of frost. We, how-
ever, protect them a little by placing a few Spruce
branches round them in the most severe part of the

winter, and with the shelter of these they are as

luxuriant now as they were in August last.

—

J. MuiK.

Primula nivea.—What is the correct name of

this very beautiful little Primula ? It is generally

named P. nivea or nivalis, sometimes intermedia

nivea, sometimes ciliata nivea, and at Kew I find

it is termed P. pubescens alba, although that seems

to be anything but a commonly accepted appella-

tion. This confusion of names ought not to be in

respect to one of the prettiest and, perhaps, most
widely cultivated of all the Primula species. Gene-
rally, it has been held to be a relative of intermedia

or of ciliata, but why it should be classed with

pubescens seems difiicult to understand, as the

leafage seems to be free from any downy character.

I note in an old list nivalis (snowy), but with purple

lio%vers, from Dahuria. The whiteness must in this

instance, of course, refer to the foliage. Is there

such a species ? Alto, there is P. nivea (snow white)

from Siberia, whilst the habitat of pubescens is

given as South Europe. Perhaps someone will

kindly put this matter straight.—A. D.

Primula obtusifolia.—This charming Prim-
rose is of quite a different style of beauty to that

of P. Reidi, and is also a striking addition to this

already interesting family. The leaves are elliptic

or oval, usually slightly mealy with crenated mar-
gins; the flowers, several in a bunch, are of a fine

deep purple and about an inch in diameter. It is

quite hardy, and may be grown readily wherever
P. sikkimensis will do. It somewhat resembles
forms of P. Stuarti, but may be readily distin-

guished by the thinner texture of the leaves and
flowers. The varieties Roylei and Gritfithi, differ-

ing in colour of flowers and shape of leaves, are

not yet in cultivation. P. obtusifolia seeds freely,

and if the seed be sown as soon as gathered it

will germinate quickly. It is a native of Kumaon,
Sikkim, East and West Himalayas, Bhotan, at

elevations of 11,000 feet to 12,000 feet. It is a

really desirable plant.— D.

Lathraea clandestina.—In reply to Mr. Lynch,
in The Garden, April 13 (p. 329), as to the sup-

porting host of this charming parasite, it will only

be necessary to draw his attention to the large

established mass of this plant at Kew, and which
he refers to in his note. At Kew it is growing on
Willow roots, but it does not seem to be confined

to the Willow, as the plant mentioned by Mr.

Tallack is growing on the deciduous Cypress (see

note in The Garden, April 6, p. 317). It is a
very beautiful species, and from my experience with
it at Kew, it is easily established.—D. Dewar.

In reply to Mr. Irwin Lynch (p. 329), allow

me to say that I have little doubt that the

supporting host of the Lathraea here is the

Cypress mentioned in my note, that being the

only tree within several yards of the plant.

As my knowledge of the genus is limited to the

specimen I wrote of, I may be mistaken in this,

and cannot investigate closely for fear of doing it

an injury. But I have sufficient evidence to show
that the host is a generous one. It will probably

cover at least three times as much ground next

year as it does now, for one of its long white under-

ground growths, which looks like a much elon-

gated and loosely built Gesnera bulb, has been

traced a distance of 15 inches from the nearest

growth above ground, and the surrounding soil,

which is thoroughly saturated with water, appears

to be full of such shoots.— J. C. Tallack, Lirer-

mere Park. '

Border Carnations.—The advantage of winter-

ing a few spare plants of these Carnations in boxes

in a cold frame was well seen this season. When
taking off the rooted layers and making a new
plantation, as we annually do in the early part of

October, we pack closely together any spare plants

in boxes. We find these immensely useful for filling

up the gaps in the spring. This year there has

been a good number, the slugs eating out the hearts

of many of the plants as well as damaging the

stems just under the surface of the soil. Especially

is the old crimson Clove affected in this manner.

Early in April we proceed to fill up any gaps so

caused.—M.

Carnations and Picotees. — There is no

reason whatever why the florist's Carnation or any
other of the genus should be "dismal failures"

in small gardens, and Mr. Rowan does well to

champion the culture of this beautiful plant. Mr.

Rowan is a skilful cultivator, and he it was who
won the two first prizes at t)xford with flowers cut

from plants grown in a small town garden. It all

depends upon the culture ; the plant will not thrive

anywhere unless it is propagated annually from
layers. Our garden here is near London, and miich

exposed to north .and east winds, but we do not find

any difficulty with the Carnation in the open

borders. When the old plants have been left un-

layered most of them are killed, while the young
ones, either left where they have been rooted or

planted out in beds or clumps in the borders, pass

through the most severe frosts unscathed. Indeed,

it is not so much the continuous severe frosts that

damage the plants as alternate frosts and thaws,

which will even throw some of the weaker examples
out of the ground. The hardiest and easiest to

manage are the seedlings. The seeds ought to be
sown early in April. They vegetate very quickly on
a hotbed, and when the seedlings are large enough
they are pricked out in boxes and afterwards planted
in the open ground early in June. They will, in

suitable soil, grow into plants large enough to pro-

duce a hundred or two hundred blooms on each. It

has been stated over and over again that the Carna-

tion, when well cultivated, is not only the hardiest

of border plants, but will thrive within the impure
atmosphere of large towns, as witness Mr. Rowan's
plants at Clapbam, Messrs. Veitch's at Chelsea,

Mr. Barlow's, near Manchester, and the worst case

of all, Mr. Simonite's at Sheffield. Good fibrous

turfy loam is best for Carnations, but, as a rule,

this material contains so many wireworms, that it

is almost impossible to save the plants. A few may
he trapped, but they work underground, and before

they are observed the mischief is done. Rabbits

are also passionately fond of Carnations, and
unless the plants are well enclosed, they do much
damage. The only trouble we have here is from
sparrows. They start to eat the young growths
as soon as the leaves are formed in the spring, and
we have either to net the birds or stretch cotton

thread over the plants. The thread usually scares

them away.— JAS. Douglas.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Seedlings op various kinds.—These are likely

to suffer most if longer neglected, and these, there-

fore, shall have first attention. Shirley Poppies

are very thick in the seed bed. A portion is to be
planted permanently in groups in the mixed flower

borders, but I do not know whether the plants will

withstand the frost and keen winds that we are

likely to get for another three weeks to come, and
therefore the precaution will be taken to prick out

a reserve lot of plants in cold frames. The same
kinds of structures are also being prepared for the

pricking out of Phlox Drummondi, Zinnias, Ever-

lastings, Salpiglossis, and some of the best kinds of

Asters and Stocks. The bulk of the two last

named were intentionally sown thinly, to prevent

it being necessary to transplant them other than

to their flowering positions, and this will be done
during the third week of this month. We shall

hope about the same time to plant out Indian

Pinks, Scabious, French and African Marigolds— in

fact, all the kinds of annuals we grow. I have
frequently alluded to the necessity of getting all

hardy bedding plants out early, so that more time
and thought might be given to the planting and
arranging of tender kinds at the proper season

;

but this is not the only incentive to get the work
done, a not less important one being that hardy
plants grow most rapidly without the fierce sun-

shine that we get at the end of May, and there-

fore they ought to be planted sufficiently early to

get a good hold of the soil, and in some instances

to have covered their allotted space by that time.

Shrubs, Pansies, Violas, Sedums, Herniarias, dwarf
Veronicas,andCerastiums ought by this time to have
got a good hold of the soil. Calceolarias, A'erbenas,

herbaceous Lobelias, Leucophyton, Gnaphalium,
Gold Feather Pyrethrum, and old stools of Dahlias
should now be planted out. With respect to the

last-named, I may remark that sometimes the posi-

tion in which Dahlias are planted necessitates that

they should either be of a naturally dwarf habit or

be kept so, and the numerous growths that are

thrown up by old stools readily lend themselves to

this dwarfing process, which is done by pegging
out the shoots, as growth progresses, in horizontal

fashion to such a length as may be thought suffi-

cient to ensure the desired height when the upright

growth has been completed. I perhaps ought to

say that I have only tested this dwarfing system
with the single .and Cactus sections of Dahlias,

these being the only classes in favour here. The
dwarfing of young plants of such single varieties as

grow abnormally tall we practise by pinching out

the points of the leading shoots from the time they

are about :i inches lii^h till they liave readied a
height of 3 feet, and this brings them to about the
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same height as the bulk of the single kinds. They
flower a little later in consequence of the pinching,
but that is a small matter and not worthy of con-

sideration. The principal sowings of Mignonette
and Sweet Peas ought to be made at once. A deep
and firm soil is essential for the growth of first-

class Mignonette. Sweet Peas best like a cool

position, and are not fastidious as to soil so long as

there is a good depth of it. Notwithstanding the
free use of all the foregoing hardy plants for bed-
ding, the tender bedders are still so numerous as

to cause us some anxiety just now as to how all

the plants are to be hardened off preparatory to

planting them out. Seedling sub-tropicals. Castor-
oils, Solanums, and Cannas must have the shelter

of glass until almost the end of the month; as

must also Amaranthus, Iresine, Altemanthera,
Heliotropes, and all the latest propagated tender
kinds ; hence the pits and frames, now filled with
Geraniums, Marguerites, Ageratums, variegated
Mesembryanthemums, Sec, must be cleared of their

present occupants to make room for these. Gera-
niums, Marguerites, and plants of similar hardiness
will do under the shelter of fruit tree walls or
under the shelter of hedges and trees, provided
tiiiany covering is used in the case of frost. Hazel
spray and Fir tree branches laid lightly over them
are almost equal to tiffany.

Prbpaeation of the beds.—For sub-tropicals

the correct preparation is all-important. Free
drainage, a good depth of rich soil, and loam of

medium texture should form two-thirds of the
whole, leaf-soil and well-rotted stable manure
making up the remainder. Throw the soil well up
above the turf, and the sun's rays will warm it the

more effectually. For ordinary bedding this elabo-

rate preparation of soil is not required, but if we
except Pelargoniums, I know none others but that

revel in free manurial dressings. I do not forget that

many beds will for some time to come be occupied
with spring flowers, and therefore these cannot be
got ready. Our rule with these is to manure tliem

well in the autumn before planting the bulbs, and
as soon as the spring flowers are gone it is only
necessary to dig deeply and they are ready for

replanting.

Slight tkotection for flowbrs.—The frost

has caught me napping on several occasions, liut I

am determined this time to save my favourite

Ranunculuses from injury, and so have guarded
them with a few light Spruce Fir branches till all

danger from frost is past. The flower-buds of

Pa;onies are also liable to injury from frost ; in fact,

we have more than once lost all the buds of several

plants owing to neglect of a very little protection.

Laurel, Fir, Yew, or thick Birch spray is all the
protection needed to save the flowers. Tulips and
valued kinds of Iris and Lilies are also worthy of

similar attention. W. W,

is a white form in cultivation under the name of

alba. The type is considered the same as alpina
and austriaca. Where there are large rockeries, a
small part might well be given this Atragene to

ramble over. A plant in a pot was flowering freely

last week in the Broxbourne Nursery of Messrs.
Paul & Son.

SHOUT NOTES.—FLOWER.

"White Rock Cress (Arabis albida) varies con-

siderably. A mass of aselected form in tlie Broxbourue
nursery of Messrs. Paul and Son is worth a uote. The
flowers are much larger than usual and remarkably
beautiful just now.

A showy Caltha is C. palustris monstrosa plena,
which is now tlie brightest flower on the Broxbourne
rockery. It is dwarfer, more free, aud has larger
flowers than the common double, and is also earlier.

For the margin of a stream or boggy spots in the garden
there are few finer things. It is a pity to exhibit sucl

flowers as thesi- ; tiiey never appear to advantage.

Pink and white Hyacinths.—A very fine bed
of llyacintlis may be seen near the Cactus house at

Kew. The outside ring is composed of the white
variety Grande Vaiuqucur, and the centre of the bed is

filled up with tlie brilliant rose-coloured Robert 8tei-

ger. Suoh a contrast is remarkably rich, and might
well bo copietl.

Atragene sibirica.—Thi.s is a pretty, free-

growing, and perfectly hardy member of a small
genus allied to the Clematis, from which it differs

in having small petals. The various kinds are found
in both tlie Old and New Continents, and in the one
under notice the flowers are of a distinct and
pleasing lilac sliadc, but the colour varies. There

THE BEDFONT PRIMROSES.
Theee is no spring hardy flower more bright and
showy than what is called the coloured Primrose,

and there arefew strains that can approach the splen-

dour of Mr. Dean's, who, by a rigid course of trial,

selection, and skilful culture, has raised a series of

beautiful flowers in which both form and colour

are as perfect as hybridising can make them.
Though coloured Primroses are used largely in

gardens, they might be planted more than they are

in blocks, groups, and beds of one distinct colour,

as in this way a richer, more striking result is ob-

tained than if the colours are arranged indiscri-

minately. Two rows of a white Primrose were of

unusual beauty, the plants one mass of bloom, and
the flowers of bold handsome form. A very deli-

cate Primrose variety is of a similar shade to that

of our common Primrose of the woods, but the

flower is larger, smoother, and of much better shape.

It is difficult to convey in words the infinite variety

of tints to be found in the Primroses of our gar-

dens. We have no true scarlet, it is true, but there

are closely allied colours, almost a true blue, and,
of course, a rich series of shades of the prevailing

hues, which are purple, red, rose, mauve. Some of

the crimsons are intensely deep, and those flowers

that are of a bright briok-red, which some call

crushed strawberry, glow like fire in the sunlight.

In the vast assortment of shades which we see in

the coloure'l Primrose there are several that can
be described as intolerable, as some of the tints of

mauve in which a grey is infused, and a few of the
reds that are mixed with a light brown. Nothing
could shock a sensitive colourist more than such
combinations, but there is no need to have these
kinds when we have a storehouse of definite self

colours of the richer and more beautiful types.
One great point a critical observer will notice, and
tliat is the well-defined eye. In a few instances
it breaks into the body colour, and when it does so

the result is not gratifying, but in the majority of

the flowers it is very decided. Usually it is rich

yellow, but a better contrast is produced when the
colour is of a quieter, less staring pale lemon.
There are some colours which are less apt to suffer

from frost than others ; the blackish crimson and
purplish tints are quickly changed by cold. The
Polyanthus is only a Primrose at one remove, but
it is a distinct garden flower, exhibiting the same
delightful shades of colour, having the same robust
growth, and throwing strong stems which support
numerous flowers of the finest form. Whiteand orange
are the richestand most striking, and the most curious
the Hose-in-bose, old-fashioned garden favourites

that we hope will never disappear, especially the
singular Jacks-in-the-green. One named Crimson
Beauty is deep crimson, with a bright yellow eye
and very quaint in its collar of green leaves.

There is little more to add. Of course, only very
few of the varieties are named, and this simply
when there are striking departures, as in the Prim-
rose Blue Gem. As the plants are grown solely

for seed, the flowers are left untouched, and we
can thus see the immense display made by healthy
clumps. There are tufts in various stages of

development. Some are mere seedlings ; others, two,

three or four years old ; but all evidently relishing

the stiff loamy soil of the Bedfont Nursery. Mr.
Dean sows the seed in early autumn, plants out in

the spring, and the plants have then a good period
of growth before them. Both the Primrose and
Polyanthus have a long season. The first lasts for

about three months, and, indeed, when the weather
is mild, blooms more or less the wliolc winter,
wliile the flowers of the Polyanthus can be enjoyed
for about eight weeks.

protection in the open ground here, may be con-
sidered as thoroughly hardy. Last season it was
in a rather sheltered position and scarcely lost a
leaf throughout the winter, but this year, in a
border swept by south-east winds, it has been cut to

the ground level. I was afraid it was killed, but
every plant is now making two or more growths
which will come away strongly. The handsome
foliage and strong spikes of rosy-pink flowers make
it a decided acquisition for the hardy border. F.
ramosa has not yet been tried, but I see no reason
to iloubt that it is just as hardy as the other, for it

has not suffered in a cold frame. In the same
border mentioned above, Choisya temata, also with-
out protection, has come through uninjured, while
the golden form of Euonymus japonicus, standing
almost side by side with it, has been killed to the
ground. I am afraid, however, that biting winds
will cut off the flowers of the Choisya when they
are opening.—J. C. Tallack, Lirerviere.

Francoa appendiculata.—This, having passed
safely througfi the two last winters without any

Garden Flora.

PLATE 699.
DWARF WINDFLOWERS.

(with a coloured I'LATE op (1) ANEMONE RA-
NUNCULOIDE.S AND (2) THALICTRUM ANEMON-
OIDES—SYN., ANEMONE THALICTEOIDE.?.*)

It would be very difficult off-hand to name a
genus amongst the hardy flowers of Englisli

gardens that gives us such a diversity in habit,

height, colour of flowers, and time of flowering

as do these charming Wind flowers. They begin
at Christmas with A. blanda, which is one of the
hardiest, and produces its deep blue flowers

heedless of the weather, followed in early spring

by the Hepaticas, of which we have now a large

assortment, Pasque Flowers in variety, etc., and
at no time from then until the autumn frosts

destroy the flowers of the Japan plant are we
without abundance of Anemone flowers, both
single and double, scarlet, blue, and white. A
few of them, such as A. sylvestris, pennsylva-
nica, are very pretty when allowed to produce
their seeds, which when bursting look like large

flufl'y woollen balls and last a considerable time.

The diversity of habit from the tiny alpine

vernal Pasque Flowers of the Alps to the giant

A. Fannini of Africa, with its umbrella-like

leaves and towering flower- stems, suppUes us

with a selection of beautiful plants suitable for

all parts of the garden, the stronger and more
robust species being fitted for the semi-wild

portions—the mixed borders or flower beds
;

while the dwarfer and alpine species are best

accommodated in tlie rock garden, wliere tliey

can get plenty of water during the growing
season. The two species represented in our
coloured plate are both well-known garden
plants, although we rarely see them in sufficient

([uantity to give us an idea of their beauty in

their native home.

The yellow Wood Anemone, also known by
the name of the Golden Windllower (A. ranuncu-
loides), is an interesting and beautiful species and a
near ally of our own Wood Anemone (A. nemorosa),
to which it has a great resemblance, both in

habit and general appearance. They grow together

in various localities in Switzerland and elsewliere,

and although not perhaps strictly alpine species,

the former, at any rate, is found at home among
the dwarf alpines on the Col de Jamen. A. sul-

phurea, or intermedia, under which name it is best

known in this country, is supposed to be a natural

hybrid between the abo\e two species, and this

may not be unlikely if appearances go for any-

thing. It is, however, highly speculative, and it

• Drawn for The Gakdkn in 1.S88 by U. G. Moon.
No. 1 at Munsteiul; No. 2 at Messrs. Paul's, lirosbourne.

Lithographed and printed \<y GiiiUaume Severeyus.
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hardly follows that because a plant happens to be
intermediate between two others that it must be

considered a hybrid. A. ranunculoides has been
very aptly compared to the Apennine or common
Wood Anemone done in gold, but this, unfortu-

nately, is the extent of the likeness, as in gardens

it is neither so robust in growth nor so free flower-

ing as either of the above species. As regards

situation or position, A. ranunculoides does not

appear at all fastidious, but we have never found it

thrive so well on a clayey as it does on a light,

sandy or chalky soil. \\'e rarely, however, see this

beautiful plant to advantage in English gardens, or

even in well-established tufts or patches a yard or

so in extent, or in sheets, as it is found in its native

haunts. Our small, often miserable, tufts give but

a faint idea of the pretty effect it produces in

quantity. Associated with A. apennina or any of

the dwarf blue-flowered species it produces a

charming picture, and might with advantage be
naturalised in semi-wild places, shrubberies, and
other likely spots in company with Hepaticas, &c.,

where it would be left pretty much to itself. It

might also be introduced among the common
Wood Anemone, the Pasque Flower, and many other

plants of similar habit. The variety pallida, or

citrina, is a useful companion to the type, the

flowers being paler, but larger, and, if anything,

more numerous. It flowers from the latter end of

March to May.

Ameeican Meadow Rue (Thalictrum anemon-
oides—syn., Anemone thalictroides).—This is one of

those unfortunate plants about which botanists

differ, and in consequence it has been badgeredabout
from Anemone to Thalictrum no less than thirty

times, and is still on the move. Referring to

Sereno Watson's bibliographical index of "North
American Botany," we find that fourteen botanists

have placed it in the former genus, while sixteen

have preferred the latter. Hofmann and Spach
have each got out of the difficulty by inventing two
new generic names, Syndesmon and Anemonella,
but they have, fortunately, not been adopted.

Bentham in the " Genera Plantarum " has retained

the old Linnean name of Anemone, which we pre-

fer following for the reasons there given, viz., its

distinct involucre and numerous sepals. In Ane-
mone proper the sepals run up to twenty, while in

Thalictrum there are only four or five. The habit

and general appearance of this charming little

plant suggests the Windflower rather than the

Meadow Rue, and we are told that in its native

locality so nearly does it resemble A. nemorosa as

they grow together, that none but a practised eye

can detect the subject of our coloured illustration.

In the American "Botanical Gazette" for 1875,

Prof. Porter writes: " From the woods in the neigh-

bourhood of Lancaster, Penn., I obtained a stock

of this plant now growing in my garden, and whose
flowers have nearly all the stamens converted into

petals ; they are very delicate and beautiful, and look

like miniature white Roses tinged with pink." This

tendency to double in a wild state has long been on
record, and Peter Collinson in a letter to Bartram
dated 1738 speaks of having received a double

form of the Rue Anemone at that time. At home
it flowers in spring at the same time as A. nemorosa,

and is said to form one of the prettiest pictures of

early wood scenery that we can well imagine.

From its delicacy and low habit it is essentially a
rockery plant, and always does best when under
the kindly shelter of a large boulder or jutting

portion of the rock, where, when pushing up its

delicate Maiden-hair-like foliage, it escapes the

east winds in spring. Like most American plants

of this class, it prefers a partially shaded position in

a deep, rich peaty soil, and plenty of moisture dur-

ing the early spring months. Here it continues to

increase, and is every year adding to the number
of its flower-stems. The radical leaves are tri-

foliate on long stems, not unlike the Adiantum,
and as they rise from the ground might readily be
taken for Isopyrum. l)e Candolle describes it very

tersely as having the habit and frondescence of

Isopyrum, with the involucre of Anemone and the

fruit of Thalictrum. The flowers, each about an
inch in diameter, usually white, but sometimes
tinged with purple or pink in both the single and

double forms, are produced in April singly on
slender stalks. The latter form is the rarest of the

two, though quite as hardy as the other and lasting

much longer in bloom. Anemone thalictroides

may easily be increased by division or seeds, the

latter preferable, as it is not always advisable to

interfere with established plants. Native of Canada,

North Carolina, and the Western States.

D. K.

Kitchen Garden.

VEGETABLE MARROWS.
There are very few establishments where these

are not appreciated, and seeing that it sometimes
happens that they are nearly the only green vege-

table available during a very hot and dry sum-
mer, their popularity is not likely to decline.

Amateurs ought especially to cultivate them,

not only because they are so easily grown, but
also because they will find their own produc-

tions far superior to the Vegetable Marrows
sold in the markets or shops. The latter are

invariably of great size, or past their best in

point of quality ; whereas they ought to be cut

when quite small, or about the diameter of a

good-sized Cucumber, and when cooked and
served whole, tliat is to say, without the em-
bryo seeds being removed, they are simply

delicious- We cultivate three varieties, viz.,

the old Long White, Sutton's Wliite Bush, and
Muir's Pen-y-byd, the fruit of these when cut

in a young state being of about equal merit, but
if left till they are nearly or quite fully grown,

iluir's distinct sort is decidedly the best in

point of quality, and in any case is much the

most productive. It is not the best, however,

for either exhibition or market purposes, as it

more resembles in shape a medium-sized round
Melon than the ordinary Slarrows.

Where Vegetable Marrows are to be grown
should depend greatly upon circumstances. In
the more favoured localities they not unfre-

quently succeed better in the open garden than

on heaps of manure, the latter being more apt

to cause a gross rather than fruitful growth,

but in colder districts, and also where garden
room is limited, it may be necessary or advis-

able to form hotbeds of manure or some kind

of heating material for them. For an early

supply, and such is considered indispensable in

many gardens, a mild hotbed and the assist-

ance of frames or bandUghts are needed. Sup-

posing a hotbed has been formed early for

propagating purposes ; this might now be de-

voted to forwarding one or more Marrow plants,

a hillock of soil being placed in the centre of every

light, and one plant put out in each. Failing

tliis, a hotbed from 2 feet to 3 feet in depth

might be formed of a mixture of partially ex-

hausted heated material, such as leaves and
manure, or the latter alone, on this being set

a frame or a few handlights. Any rather

light loamy soil suits them, and if the

plants are not .already raised, two or three

seeds may be sown in the centre of each heap
and the seedlings eventually reduced to one in

number. The lights, unless the heat in the

beds is rather strong, may be kept close at

first, and when the seedlings are up aii- should

be given every day, according to the state of

the weather. When the plants commence to

run, more soil should be added so as to form a

level surface, and by the time the frames are

well tilled with haulm, or say early in June, it

will be safe to harden oft' and gradually remove
the frames. More manure and any rubbish

should also be banked around the heap, and the

Marrows being allowed to ramble unrestricted

will usually prove productive. When largo

frames are used, a few extra early fruit may bo

obtained before these are taken off, but as a

rule it will be necessary to fertULse the female

flowers in much the same manner as ISIelons are

treated. The flowers are expanded a short

time only, and in bygone days when we needed
extra early Marrows for exhibition purposes

and gi'ew the plants in large pots under glass,

we had frequently to fertilise the flowers as

early as 5 a.m., or otherwise they failed to set.

When the principal or only crop of Slarrows

has to be grown on heaps of manure or decay-

ing rubbish, these may be formed in a .sunny

corner of a yard, frame ground, or other

sheltered position. As before pointed out, a

great mass of rich manure is not suitable for

the purpose. A slight hotbed might with ad-

vantage be formed in order to give the plants a

good start, these afterwards being surrounded

by all kinds of decaying or decayed rubbish and
soO. If this is made firm and kept moistened,

it will serve to support the haulm as well as the

roots, which quickly find their way into it. In
some gardens a large square heap, consisting of

a mixture of leaves, strawy litter, road trim-

mings, grass from the mowing machine, and
decaying rubbish generally, is made, and this,

in addition to producing a great crop of Mar-
rows, is gradually converted into a valuable

mass of soQ, than which there is nothing better

for mulching fruit trees and bushes. If small

narrow beds are formed, a single row of plants

may be put out or raised about 3 feet apart,

while if large heaps are formed, the mounds of

soil for each single plant ought to be not less

than 4 feet apart each way. In each and every

case crowding is most harmful, and the fewer

plants there are on heaps of rich soil and manure
the greater certainty of their being profitable.

If the seed is sown where the plants are to grow,

and no temporary protection afforded, the second

week in May is quite early enough to do this,

the young seedlings, if raised earlier, being

liable to injury by late frosts. It is a good plan

to raise the plants now under glass in gentle

heat singly in 4-inch or rather larger pots,

hardening them oft' somewhat and planting out

before they become badly root-bound. Then,

if they are protected with either handlights, bell-

glasses, inverted pots, hoops and mats, or even

branches of Evergreens during cold nights, a

strong early start will be made.
As before stated. Vegetable INIarrows are fre-

quently the most productive when grown in the

open ground, and this method of culture also

entails the least labour. A sunny position

should be selected, and a space 4 feet wide and
of any length be marked out. The top spit of

soil should then be thrown out on each side

and again returned on to the top of about 2 feet

of partially exhausted or half-decayed farmyard
or stable manure, this generating sufficient

heat to either quickly germinate the seed or to

give the plants a good start, and also well

supporting the plants in the hottest and driest

weather. In our case, very much less manure
suflices, but we do not put out the plants till

the second week in June, and cover all for a

time with handlights. About •> inches of the

surface is thrown out and a liberal dressing of

manure forked into and well mixed with the

next foot of soil, that first thrown out being

again returned to its former position. Thus
treated the plants produced aliundautly, with-

out any trouble in the shape of watering, during

the dry summer of 1887, and succeeded nearly

as well during the wet season of 1888. ^\ here

this, or a .somewhat simihir, system of culture

is adopted, one row of plants is ample for each

bed, and if more than one bed is formed the

rows ought at least to be 10 feet apart, the 6-

feet spaces between each bed being utilised for
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the production of early Potatoes, early Cauli-

flowers, Lettuces, or otlier quick-growing crops.

It should be added that if the ordinary garden
soil is naturally stifi' and not well pulverised,

some fresh loamy compost should replace it

where each plant is put out, or otherwise the

start will be a poor one. Seed sown on these

beds during the first week in June will usually

germinate in a few days, while if pot plants are

available, these should be put out in a sloping

direction, this facilitating training. In dry

weather the latter will need watering occasion-

ally till well established. Unless the position

is extra well sheltered, it will be necessary to

peg down the leading shoots till the ground is

well furnished, or otherwise the wind may do
much harm.

The bush varieties, the best of which I have
already named, form few or no running growths,

and these may therefore be planted 3 feet apart

each way. Those of a running habit are

admirably adapted for rambling over arbours or

any temporary framework, and are quite as

ornamental and much more profitable than
Pumpkins, which are often grown in these

jjositions. Mi.x plenty of manure with the

ordinary garden soil and the plants will grow
rapidly and strongly. In each and every case,

the more closely the Marrows are cut, the more
productive the plants will be, the old fruits

too often left on the plants soon impairing their

usefulness. W. Iggulden.

manure and give stimulants to swell them to a
large size. The side growths should be removed
when quite small ; i£ this is not done, the object of

their removal will be defeated. When managed
rightly, a knife need never be used to prune
Tomatoes. The number of varieties in cultivation

is now immense, and among the Perfections, the
Wonder.s, the Favourites, and the Prolifics it is

difficult to say which are the best ; but it may be
safely said that most, if not all, are good if well

grown ; and for outdoor culture a good early selec-

tion of the old red will be sure to yield a crop. I

grant that it lacks refinement, and to many its

rough, corrugated skin is an objection ; but it has a
robustness of constitution that is sometimes lacking

in the higher bred kinds, and for open-air culture

this is an important consideration, and this vigour

and hardiness are plainly discernible from the

moment the young seedlings emerge from the soil.

I have made a selection of about a dozen of what
I consider the best varieties, including one which I

am taking on the raiser's word only, and I intend
planting some of each variety both under glass .and

in the open air in a position where, if there is any
.sunshine, they will have the full benefit of it.

E. H.

TOMATOES IN THE OPEN AIR.

There is always a certain amount of risk attend-

ing the culture of Tomatoes in the open air in this

country, and last year the crop was such an abso-

lute failure that many may in consequence be de-

terred from planting them. But warm summers
will come again, and the steady, plodding cultiva-

tor is sure sooner or later to get his reward. I

have no sympathy with those who are afraid of

failure. It does one good to have a failure some-
times. It leads to a reconsideration of the whole
matter, and very often a reform in the practice

grows out of it. If the ungenial weather of last

season leads to more attention being given to the

plants before they go out, a useful lesson will have
been learnt. Very often the seeds are sown too

late, and the plants are then drawn up weakly
under Vines or Cucumbers instead of being kept
near the glass in a moderate temperature where
robust growth can be secured. Then, again, the

plants should not be stunted and starved in small

pots. It is true the stunted plants may produce an
early bunch of small fruits, but they will do nothing
beyond this for a long time, and if the season is

ungenial this will constitute their only effort. For
open-air culture I like to keep the plants to a single

stem from the first, and by repotting when neces-

sary and keeping the plants in a light position to

have their stems as strong as possible. Tomatoes
in a young state must not be over-watered ; at the

same time they must not be allowed to flag from
lack of moisture. Towards the end of April move
them to a cold pit, but cover up at night to

keep out any sudden frost. On warm days after

May sets in, draw the lights off and give the plants

the benefit of full exposure to harden the foliage,

and by the 20th of May they may be safely planted

out in the sunniest spot .avail.able. A south wall

or a wooden fence that has been tarred long

enough for the tar to have got thoroughly dry are

pretty safe cropping positions if the plants have
been well prepared. 1 have seen good crops grown _

planted at tlie foot of a sloping border, and bound ! often tlian not these prove most disappointin]

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Asparagus.

This is later than usual, our first dish not h.av-

ing been cut till April 23, but it is coming up
strongly, and there is a possibility of its being as

plentiful and good in quality as last year. Opinions
vary as to the advisabiUty of leaving the weakly
growths uncut, those who advocate their preserva-

tion holding that the early-matured top growth
favours a stronger root-action. We prefer to cut or

pull everything while the season lasts, or say up to

the middle of June, and subsequently to allow

strong shoots only to develop. Strong top growths
lay the foundation of fine crowns or buds for next
season, and the timely removal of all weakly shoots

on well-established plants is one important detail in

the cultivation of the finest and best Asparagus.
The small shoots ought not to be wasted, as these

are excellent for soups. Asparagus should be cut

before the points or heads are much run out, and the

greater the length of the blanched stems the better

and more valuable they are. The simplest method of

blanching consists merely in drawing the soil up in

the form of a ridge, a depth of 4 inches or rather more
being sufficient for all but the very strongest or

most thinly-grown plants. For these, 6 inches of

light soil is not too much, and the shoots should be
cut or pulled soon after the points come through
the surface. We prefer to trace the shoots down to

near the roots and to twist them off, this being

less injurious to the plants and saving the other

growths. When the ordinary Asparagus knife is

used, a jagged, bleeding wound is formed, and not

unfrequently other quite young shoots are damaged.
The sooner Asparagus is used after it is cut the

more tender and succulent it proves, a few hours

with the cut ends in water having a decided harden-

ing effect— freshness being a strong point in

favour of home-grown produce. In warm weather it

will be necessary to go over all the beds every morn-
ing the shoots are collected. If duly sorted over and
neatly bunched up according to their size, the shoots

will keep well if set in damp Moss in a cold, dark
shed until required for use. On no account should

comparatively young plants lie cut from, the un-

timely removal of shoots from these having a most
weakening effect, and gre.atly impairing their use-

fulness in subsequent years. As a rule, all Asparagus
ought to have two clear seasons' growth. In some
few instances where three-year-old plants were put
out these may have grown sufficiently strong to

admit of a few dishes being cut from them, but more
and

to stakes bent over about a foot from the ground,

I do not advocate planting Tomatoes in poor soil,

as there must be vigour in a plant tli.at is to bear

a full crop; liut the soil should be made firm by
treading it round the jilants; in fact, the work
of training and pinching will lend to consolidate

the soil in which the plants are growing. As
soon as a good lot of fruits are set, mulch with good

take longer time to recover and become established

than do younger plants. Fresh plantations may
yet be made, or failures in new beds be made good,

care being taken to preserve as many roots as

jiossible.

RUNNKIt liKANS.

The ground in most districts being in a very

moist slate, and the seed available being either old

or badly ripened, a blunder may easily be made in

sowing too early, this, perhaps, resulting in the loss

of most of the Beans. If the sowing is delayed to

the first week in May in warm localities and a week
later in colder districts, the chances are aU the
sound seed will germinate and a rapid growth of

the plants follow. Runner Beans also transplant
readily, and a sufficient number of plants for one
early row can be raised thinly in boxes or else

singly in 3i-inch pots under glass, very little heat
sufficing to start the seed quickly. A deep and
rich root-run ought always to be provided for these

crops, or otherwise they are liable to collapse

quickly in a hot and dry season. If the ground has
not been recently trenched, trenches about 2 feet

wide may be opened, a good dressing of solid

manure being then forked into the bottom spit and
about half of the soil thrown out returned to the

surface of this, all being made fairly firm. The
seed ought to be covered with some of the finest

soil to a depth of about 2 inches. In addition to a
moist and rich root-run, runner Beans also require

very much more room than is generally allowed
them. When sown or planted thickly tliey are

weak and smother each other and an early failure

inevitably results. Every plant ought from first to

last to be comparatively clear of its neighbours,

and the rows not less than li feet apart, a greater

distance being given when extra long stakes are

employed. Those who prefer the old plan of grow-
ing the Beans in double rows 9 inches to 12 inches

apart—the stakes for each crossing each other near

their tops, where they are duly braced together

—

ought to either plant 15 inches or thin out the

seedlings to that distance apart ; it a single row of

plants is grown, the plants should be about 12

inches apart, one plant for each stake being ample.

It is surprising to what a great height runner
Beans will grow if the ground is well prepared for

them. We have had them rambling and cropping

heavily all over tall and thinly-branched standard

Apple trees, and at Longford Castle stakes about 20

feet high are used, the Beans reaching the top of

these and bearing heavily throughout their whole
length. After the plants have been staked a liberal

mulching of half-rotten manure may well be given,

the soil remaining from the first spit thrown out of

the trench being drawn up to and over the manure,
and serving to prevent its drying and also form-

ing a basin, thereby much simplifying the pro-

cess of watering later on. If extra long-podded
varieties are preferred, either Jubilee, Ne Plus

Ultra, Girtford Giant, Mammoth, Scarlet or White
Giant may be grown, while for ordinary purposes

the Champion and the true old Scarlet Runner
are the best. The last named is remarkably pro-

ductive, the pods being small, straight, and good in

quality.

The market growers' plan of growing these Beans
without stakes answers well in the open fields, but
only in very few instances does it find favour in

private gardens. The most frequent cause of fail-

ure in the latter case is the neglect to keep the

running growth frequently and closely nipped off,

the consequence being a thicket of leafy growth
ind but few pods. In the open fields the soil as a
rule is not so rich nor deep as in private gardens,

and the snipping being closely attended to, extra fine

spikes of bloom are pushed well above the foliage,

the fields for a time presenting a most brilliant

appearance and heavy and continuous crops result-

ing. It must be added, however, th.it the pods are

not generally fo clean as those obtained from
staked rows, and in showery weather they have to

be washed before they are marketed. Should this

plan of growing runner Beans be adopted, the seed

ought to be thinly sown in rows 3 feet ajmrt, and
the seedlings eventually thinned to a distance of

about 12 inches ap.art. The point of the first run-

ning growth must be pinched out early, and all

side shoots kept closely stopped. A mulching of

strawy litter serves to keep tlie ground moist and
the pods fairly clean, and no pods should be left on
the plants to mature seed; the better plan if seed

is required is to only thin out the pods on one row,

and leave the rest to grow iuul rijien seed. The
old Scarlet, Painted Lady, and Champion are the

varieties principally grown for the markets, the
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last named being the most extensively sown, and
the former the favourite with the buyers.

Peepaeinq Celery Trenches.

During April and May there are frequently

better opporttmities for preparing Celery trenches

than at any time afterwards. It is a decided ad-

vantage to have everything ready for the plants by
the time these are fit to finally transplant, and it is

the neglect of this precaution that frequently leads

to their being spoiled. When the plants are left a

few days too long in the beds into which they were

pricked out they become leggy and move badly

;

whereas if put out while yet sturdy, they scarcely

feel any ill effects from the shift. Then, again,

the early formation of the trenches ensures the

requisite pulverising of those soils needing it, and
also admits of the ridges being utilised for the pro-

duction of Lettuces, kidney Beans, or other quick-

growing crops. Celery may well follow old Cab-

bage stumps, Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, and similar

crops, most of which are or may shortly be cleared

from the ground. Where space is limited extrawide

trenches are sometimes formed, these being about

5 feet wide and capable of holding four rows of

plants. Rather more care in moulding up must be

exercised than is necessary in the case of plants in

narrow trenches, and the Celery is scarcely so fine,

but these are the oidy drawbacks to the system.

These wide trenches should be not less than 6 feet

apart, as a considerable amount of soil is needed
when the plants are moulded up, but, as before

pointed out, they can be utilised for summer crops.

Some cultivators favour the system of forming
trenches 18 inches wide, these to hold two rows of

Celery ; but nearly as many plants can be grown in

a single row with less trouble, and not unfrequently

with advantage as regards quality. We usually

form trenches two spades wide and 4 feet apart,

and find we have none too much soil for the final

mouldings. In each and every case it is not ad-

visable to dig deep trenches; in fact, in cold low-

lying positions, or where the soil is naturally heavy,

the nearer the surface Celery is planted the better

it will thrive and keep. We throw out about 6

inches of soil on either side, and level, fork into,

and well mix a moderately heavy dressing of half-

rotten manure with the subsoil of the trench, and
face this over with about 2 inches of the surface

soil. In very many instances the trenches are

about half filled with strong manure, but this causes

a rank growth, and Celery of much the best quality

can be grown with a smaller quantity. In the case

of stiff clayey soils the trenches ought to be cut

10 inches deep and filled with a mixture of short,

partially decayed manure and light loamy soil.

The Celery roots will take quickly to this, and a

much better start be made than would be the case

if only the ordinary soil is returned to the trench.

W. I.

and historical chapters the decadence of physic, the

author devotes fifty pages to the production of early

crops, successional supplies, and main crops under
glass; to culture in frames, to winter crops, to

crops in the open air, concluding at p. 40 with

advice to amateurs. The next nineteen pages are

devoted to hints for market growers, invaluable to

the young begirmer, to culture for exhibition, an
art in which Mr. Iggulden has been most successful,

to remarks on varieties, diseases and insects. One
might quote many passages acceptable to the

most experienced growers, but considering that a

book containing fifty pages on culture and thirty

on cooking can be bought for Is., it would be

hardly fair to the author to pluck one line from it.

It is written In a sound, practical style, the type is

large and good, and it is bound in stiff cloth covers,

rendering it at once a cheap little volume, which
all sorts and conditions of cultivators may peruse

with pleasure and profit. The author may be con-

gratulated on having so successfuUy and exhaus-

tively treated this subject, especially as it is one in

which all grades of growers and consumers are

deeply interested. W. C.

Books.

THE TOMATO.*
So much having been written upon this now popu-

lar vegetable, one might assume that the subject

was completely exhausted; but when that master

of the art of growing and exhibiting vegetables,

Mr. W. Iggulden, turns his attention to the produc-

tion of an enlarged second edition of his popular

little book, the mass of useful information which
he has penned will not disappoint the reader. Of

easy culture, and hitherto profitable, the Tomato
has been largely taken up by the market grower,

and the fruit being so universally esteemed, nearly

every amateur who has a bit of glass or a warm
nook in his garden tries his hand, and, seasons per-

mitting, he is fairly successful. To the last-men-

tioned class of cultivators Mr. Iggulden's book will

be invaluable; to growers for market and to private

gardeners who have won their spurs it conveys a

great deal of practical information, many useful

hints and reminders; and last, but not least, it tells

the goodwife how to dress the fruit in sixty diffe-

rent ways. After premising in his introductory

* ' The Tomato : its Culture and Uses.'

Iggulden, Marston House Gardens, Frome.
By W.

Trees and Shrubs.

ORNAMENTAL PEAR8.
While the garden varieties of Pears that are

cultivated for their fruit alone are very beauti-

ful when in bloom, there are some species of

Pyrus belonging to that section which includes

the true Pear.s that are well worth planting,

not for their fruit, but for their ornamental

qualities alone. To this group belongs the

Sand Pear (Pyrus sinensis), a very ornamental,

but at the same time uncommon species, which,

according to Loudon, was introduced into this

country in 1820, but it is even now rarely met
with unless in a botanic garden, or in the col-

lection of some lover of our hardy trees and
shrubs. It is of free growth, and forms a tree

from 15 feet to 20 feet high, with a rather

spreading head, somewhat thickly clothed with

foliage. The leaves are large and heart-shaped,

and when mature they are of a dark glossy

green hue, and retained tiU late in the autximn
;

indeed, it is during mild winters almost sub-

evergreen in character. The flowers are white,

sometimes slightly tmged with pink, but they

do not form the greater part of the spring dis-

play, this being furnished by the unfolding

leaves, which as well as the young shoots are of

a bronzy red colour. It is the earliest of all

Pears to burst into leaf, and in that stage is

very distinct from any of our other hardy low-

growing trees. The fruit is large, but hard and
gritty, and even when ripe is of no value. An-
other very distinct and ornamental-leaved species

is the Willow-leaved Pear (Pyrus salicifolia),

whose leaves are narrow and Willow-like, but

their most prominent feature is the white woolly

hairs with which they are thickly clothed, thus

imparting a silvery grey hue to the entire foli-

age. This character is especially noticeable

during bright sunshine or when associated with

dark-foliaged trees. It is indeed one of the

very best of greyish-leaved trees, of which we
certainly have no great choice.

The Willow-leaved Pear is a native of the

Caucasus and Siberia, so that it is perfectly

hardy here. It forms a good sized tree, reach-

ing, as it does, a height of 20 feet to 30 feet

when fully developed. Another very orna-

mental kind is the snowy-leaved Pear (P. ni-

valis), which forms a free-growing, but some-

what pendulous-branched tree, witli oval- shaped

leaves of a sUky whiteness beneatli. It flowers

freely, but the fruit is of little or no value. It

is a native of tlie Alps and Austria, but docs

not attain the dimensions of the species imme-
diately preceding. A distinct and bold-growing

kind is that known as tlie BoUwyller Pear (P.

Bollwylleriana), which is easOy distinguished at

all seasons from any of the others by reason of

the branches being upright, thick, and rigid,

and few in number. The leaves are large, rough,

ovate in shape, and somewhat woolly beneath,

while the small yellow fruit is of no value for

eating. It has been suggested that this is pro-

bably a hybrid between some form of Pear and

Apple, which, indeed, may be the case, though

I should be inclined to think otherwise. It

comes from BoUwyller, on the Rhine, from

whence its name is derived. A very handsome
species is the variable-leaved Pear (P. variolosa),

which is a native of Nepaul, where it assumes

the dimensions of a good-sized tree, but in this

country it is somewhat tender, being, however,

only injured by unusually severe winters. The
rather small shining leaves are retained on the

plant till late in the season, many of them often

nearly throughout the winter. The sturdy,

spiny character of the branches, and the habit

the plant has of pushing out straight thick

shoots from various parts are two very dis-

tinctive features. The veins of the leaves and

the young shoots are tinged with red. There is

a peculiar variety of the common Pear, known
as the Sanguinole Pear (P. communis sanguino-

lenta), which has rather small gritty fruit, the

flesh of which is quite red, thus imparting to it

a very singular apjiearance. The fruit is small,

but of moderate quality. A second variety is

the variegated fruited Pear, a very distinct

form, for in some specimens the fruits are most

beautifully marked with yellow and red, but

they vary a good deal in their markings, some

being far more attractive than others. The
flowers are white and do not difl'er from those

of some of the ordinary cultivated Pears.

T.

Street trees.— Street trees have not only to

contend with an inhospitable climate from smoke
and other noxious vapours in the air, but Ukewise

often suffer immense damage to their roots by the

presence of coal gas, which occasionally escapes

from the pipes below ground in their immediate

vicinity, and thus contaminates and poisons the

soil and renders it unsuitable as food for the roots.

This fact may be verified in more ways than one.

I have often seen men employed on the streets

forcing a crowbar in between the pavement stones

to move them a little from their bed, then by ap-

plying a blazing torch to the orifice the presence of

escaped gas from the street pipes could be detected

at once. I have no hesitation in saying that the

sudden death of many street trees has been brought

about in a great measure by the presence of coal

gas or other deleterious substance which had got

mixed up with the soil at the formation of the

street. On examining the roots of some of these

trees I found some of them to be quite dead, others

half rotten, and some in a sort of torpid state, all

of which, I think, is pretty strong evidence that

such trees often suffer more damage below than

above ground. In order to prevent or mitigate this

state of things as far as possible, the gas pipes

along streets that are to be planted with trees

should be laid in a culvert drain, and an iron

grating fixed here and there on the surface along

the line to afford \entilation and prevent the gas

from forcing its way in all directions through the

soil. If means are not taken to keep the soil pure

we may plant trees in vain, for they cannot suc-

ceed, and instead of being an ornament, they are in

many cases an eyesore.— J. B. W.
The Stone Pine (Piuus Pinea).—Though of

little or no value as a timber tree, and by no means
planted largely for ornament, the Stone Pine is,

nevertheless, one of the most distinct of the exten-

sive genus to which it belongs, and forms, especially

when old, a highly picturesque specimen. It

is a slow grower at all times, but especially so

during its earlier stages, in which it is also liable

to be injured by sharp frosts. Still, after a time a
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severe winter has little or no effect upon it, so that

it must not be passed over on the score of being
tender. The Stone Pine is native of a considerable

tract of country in Southern Europe, and is besides

cultivated to a great extent in Italy, where it reaches

a height of SO feet to 100 feet. In this country it

forms a low-growing tree, the trunk of which
usually divides into several large branches at a
little distance from the ground, the branches in

their turn being thickly clothed with foliage, so

that a well-balanced specimen forms a dense
roundish head. This Pine makes a good lawn tree, as

the thick mass of deep olive-green foliage renders it

very distinct from any of the others, and its slow rate

of growth is, where space is limited, not altogether

a drawback. This Pine does best in deep, rather

sandy and well-drained soil, as where the ground is

heavy and wet the tree is far more liable to injury

during severe winters. The very large cones of this

species, with their edible seeds, also furnish another
prominent feature of the Stone Pine.—T.

NEGLECTED TREES.

leaves are extremely handsome, while the trees are

of rapid growth, quite hardy, and easily accommo-
dated as to soil and position.

Of the Beech we have a most interesting variety

in that popularly termed the Fern-leaved, while

the Camperdown Elm and Egyptian Poplar can ill

be spared from our parks and grounds. The Manna
Ash (Fraxinus ornus) I have already drawn atten-

sion to as a tree of unusual interest and beauty.

Unless in the south of England, the Acacia is a

rare tree, and what handsomer lawn or garden

specimen could be desired. Visitors from the north

are delighted when they see for the first time

a well-developed tree of the False Acacia (A.

Pseudacacia) in full bloom. But there are many

anywhere elfe, their peculiarity, whether of leaf or

contour, is most strikingly revealed.

A. D. Webstee.

Stove and Greenhouse.

HIMALAYAN RHODODENDRONS.
Exclusive of the many hybrid Rhododendrons
now in cultivation, the Himalayan species are

nearly all desirable subjects for the greenhouse

or conservatory, where at this season of the

year their flowers make a gorgeous display.

Some of them will survive the winter in difle-

The question may well be asked. Why is it that so

little attention is paid in England to any but the
commoner kinds of deciduous trees? Go where one
will, throughout the length and breadth of the land
coniferous trees are to be found in plenty, and to

the almost total exclusion of the many handsomeand
distinct forms of hard-wooded varieties with which
this country has of late years been enriched. Can it

be that these distinct and desirable deciduous trees

are not sufficiently well known, or that the rage for

new and rare Conifers has almost ousted them from
cultivation ? The first can hardly be the case, for

take by chance almost any nursery catalogue, and
scores of these pretty varieties may be found, and
at prices too tliat bring them within the reach of

every cultivator. Judicious mixing of deciduous
and evergreen trees is a point that has unfortu-

nately been sadly neglected in the laying out of

every ninety-nine out of a hundred of our private

parks and gi'ounds. The great amount of shelter

afforded—particularly at the time it is most needed,
winter—by evergreen trees has unquestionably a
great deal to do with the free use of these, but that
such could be brought about by a free admixture
of ornamental deciduous trees I am quite convinced.
In addition, the beauty imparted to a sylvan scene
by a judicious mixing of Pines and hard-wooded
trees, particularly when distinct and ornamental
kinds of the latter are planted, should influence the
doing away with of our present system of "all Ever-
greens," and substituting instead a common-sense
and natural method of landscape adornment. What
can be more desirable when suitably placed than
any of the cut-leaved forms of our various forest

trees, to wit, the Oak, Elm, Ash or Beech, and yet
how seldom they are found outside the walls of

botanic gardens or in the grounds of plant lovers.

Young's Weeping Birch has such an ease and grace
about it as to please even the most fastidious.

Planted in front of a clump of the Swiss Stone
or Austrian Pine, its great beauty is then well set

forth, be this during summer or winter, when in

full leafage or bare.

Take another example of a neglected tree in the

Cut-leaved Oak, for there we have not one, but
several admittedly handsome forms, such as aspleni-

folia, filicifolia, and heterophylla, trees that are
ornaments to any wood or park, and that succeed
just as well as does the typical species. The Imperial
and Fern-leaved Alders are also decided acquisi-

tions to our list of ornamental deciduous trees.

But leaving the ornamental-foliaged varieties of

our forest trees and coming nearer home, we have
the Bird Cherry (Cerasus Padus), a most distinct

and pretty tall-growing shrub or small tree, but one
that, unfortunately for the summer beauty of our
woodlands, is sadly neglected, and in truth it is

one of the brightest gems when laden with its

myriads of deliciou.«ly-scented flowers witli whicli

a bit of wild woodland could be decorated. Tlie

Tulip Tree and Maiden-hair might (particularly the

former) well be used with greater freedom than
they are at present, for their big, bright, nicely-cut

Itlioiloilondron Keysi.

other first-class ornamental trees that I could name '

and that are much neglected, but already, perhaps,

suflioient have )jeon brought under notice to show
that a world of wealth exists amongst deciduous

trees, and that Conifers are not the only subjects

necessary for the perfect adornment of estates, as

has heretofore been the general opinion.

Along the margins of plantations, especially such
as are visible from roads and drives, many of tlie

above-mentioned trees might be used with advan-

tage ; indeed, there are few positions whore tliey

would be unsuitalplo or spoil the landscape. Asso-

ciated with evergreen trees is, however, the most
suitalile place for these deciduous ornamental-

foliaged subjects, for there, more so than perhaps
j

rent districts of England, but it i.s when treated

as conservatoiy plants that they are seen to the

greatest advantage. As a rule, the first of this

class to open its blossoms is R. argontoum or

grande, a species of quite tree-like habit with

oblong-.shaped leaves, eacli often more tlian a

foot in length, and very silvery on the imder-

sidea. The flowers of this are borne in huge
densely packed clusters, and when in the bud
state they arc of a deep ]>iiik tint, but after ex-

pansion they are almost white, with tlie excep-

tion of a crimson stain inside just at the bottom.

This Rhododendron will in a greenhouse tem-
perature frequently open its earliest blooms
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before February, and the flowers last a long time

ia perfection. The equally large R. arboreum
is also an early- flowering kind and one of the

hardiest of the Himalayan class. In this species

the colour of the flower varies from pale rose to

deep scarlet crimson, and a specimen of this

last-mentioned hue is remarkably showy when
laden with its large globular trusses of bloom.

A near ally of this last, or probably a variety

of it, is R. nilagiricum, which has beautiful

deep pink - coloured blossoms. Among the

larger kinds mention must be made of the

rather uncommon R. Nuttalli, the individual

blooms of which are very massive, but instead

of being arranged in a closely packed cluster

they are usually disposed in a horizontal tier at

the end of a branch. Their colour, a kind of

creamy white, is not so showy as that of many of

the others, yet the plant forms such a stately

specimen, and the blooms are so massive, that it

ought to find a place in the most select collec-

tions of Rhododendrons. These latter remarks

will also apply with equal force to R. Falconeri,

The foliage of R. barbatum, however, is very

distinct, not only from that of R. fulgens, but

also from that of any other Rhododendron, the

leaf-stalks being plentifully furnished with long,

rigid dark-coloured hairs. R. Thomsoni is a

rather more erect-growing specimen than either

of the preceding, but it does not attain the

dimensions of R. barbatum. In this the foliage

is roundisli, quite smooth above and glaucous

beneath. R. Hodgsoni, rarely met with (and

for which I have seenR. argenteum doing duty),

bears flowers of a purplish rose colour. The
species, however, with the whitest leaves is R.

niveum, the young foliage of which is entirely

covered with a dazzling white tomentum, but

as the leaves get older it is confined to the

undersides, where, however, it remains most

conspicuous. It forms a free, much-branched

bush, with very dense heads of purple blossoms,

not remarkably showy, but conspicuous against

the silvery foliage and quite distinct from

those of the other Himalayan species. R. Dal-

housiffi produces beautiful primrose- coloured

KhoJodL'udron campanulatum.

a species remarkable for its large and handsome
foliage. The flowers of this are when first ex-

panded of a greenish tint, but afterwards they

become pure white, with the exception of a dark
blotch in the throat. The largest flowers of all the

Himalayan Rhododendronsare borne by R. Auck-
landi. In this the individual blooms are saucer-

shaped, sometimesasmuch as 6 inclies in diameter
and usually white, flushed with pink when fully

expanded, but while opening tinged with green.

Among the most select sorts must he men-
tioned three very bright-flowered species, viz.,

R. fulgens, R. barbatum, and R. Thomsoni. Of
these R. fulgens forms a much-branched, rather

globular bush, that under favourable conditions

produces its blooms in great profusion. The
flowers, which are borne in rounded clusters,

are of a bright blood-red colour, and almost as

shining as if varnished. It is quite hardy in

mo.st parts of England, but it cannot be de-

pended upon to flower as well in the open
ground as it will under glass. R. b.xrbatum

forms a much larger specimen than the pre-

ceding, tliough the flowers are somewhat alike.

blossoms, but a well - furnished specimen is

rarely met with, its style of growth_ being

long and straggling. In its wild state it often

occurs as an epiphyte. It has been employed
with advantage for hybridising purposes, as by
crossing with free, yet more compact growing

species the massive flowers have been preserved

and a better habit of growth obtained. R. cam-

I

panulatum, the subject of the annexed engrav-
'

ing, has pale lilac flowers, sparsely dotted witli

purple or rose-coloured spots.

Most of the white-flowered Himalayan Rho-
dodendrons have been dealt with quite recently

(March 10) in The Garden, and of these no-

thing need be said. They are met with far

more frequently than those with coloured blos-

soms, and have all been largely used for hy-

bridising purposes. < >f those not mentioned in

the aforesaid article may be noted R. virgatum,

the blooms of which are in some cases almost

white, and in others of a delicate rose tint. It

Ibrms a dense twiggy little shrub, very pretDy,

but by no means showy compared with its larger

brethren. The same remarks will apply to R.

glaucum, with thimble-shaped, purplish pink
blossoms, and remarkable for the glaucous hue
which overspreads the foliage. R. anthopogon,
with yellowish blossoms, and R. lepidotum,
with flowers variable in colour, complete the

list of these small alpine forms. R. campylo-
earpum is a sturdy growing bush, something in

the way of R. fulgens, but with clusters of bell-

shaped primrose-coloured blossoms. It is a

very pretty and distinct kind, the arrangement
of the flowers as they are borne on rather long

stalks being very different from that of most of

the others. The last to mention of these Hima-
layan Rhododendrons is a group composed of

the species R. cinnabarinum, R. Keysi, and R.
blandfordifeflorum. The smallest flowers of

this class are borne l)y R. Keysi, which is well

shown in the accompanying woodcut, the pecu-

liarly shaped blossoms being red and yellow in

colour. It is a native of Bhotan, from whence
it was introduced as long ago as 1851, but it is

still a rare species, though very pretty and dis-

tinct. The best known, however, is R. cinna-

barinum, which is hardy in most parts of Eng-
land, though even then it frequently fails to

bloom in a satisfactory manner. Its nodding
tubular shaped blooms are borne half a dozen or
so together in a drooping cluster. They are
usually more or less of a cinnabar- red tipped
with orange, but in this respect there is a good
deal of difterence in individuals. In R. Keysi
the colouring is much the same, but the blooms
are smaller, while R. blandfordiifflorum is more
in the way of R. cinnabarinum. In favoured
spots along the south and west of England and
in the sister isle most of these Rliododendrons
do well, but in a good many districts of Eng-
land the young growths are very liable to injury
from late spring frosts. When treated as con-
servatory plants, the most satisfactory way to

grow them is to plant them out as in the tem-
perate house at Kew. In preparing a bed for
their reception, it should be thorouglily well
drained. In planting the specimens their ulti-

mate height and size should be borne in mind
to jjrevent as far as possible the need for re-

arranging the planta after they have grown for

a year or two. R. Dalhousije, wliich is a

shallow and by no means vigorous rooting sub-
ject, succeeds best if some broken charcoal and
pieces of sandstone are mixed with the soil in

which it is ijlanted. The compost for Rhodo-
dendrons should consist of rough fibrous peat,
with an admixture of sand, turfy loam, and
leaf-mould. They will also do well in peat and
sand alone, but whatever is used it must be
such as wiU remain sweet and wholesome for a
long time. H. P.

Coloured-leaved Fuchsias.—There are a few
Fuchsias whose principal beauty is in their bright-
coloured foliage, some having the leaves variegated,
while in others they are suffused with a yellow or
reddish tint. Where Fuchsias are grown in quan-
tity a few plants of this class afford a pleasing
variety ; while two or three of them form very
liandsome objects out of doors during the summer
months. The first 1 will mention is the one most
commonly met with, and if not the best of them
all, it is certainly second to none. I allude lo
Sunray, a good, free-growing Fuchsia, with ample
foliage, which when young is bright crimson, but in

the mature state the leaves are green, with a deep
edging of creamy-white. As the plant grows
throughout the summer, leaves in the various stages
of transition may always be found on the same plant.

The brightest-coloured foliage is obtained when the
plant is fully exposed to the rays of the sun. The
(lowers are dark, but not borne so freely as in the
case of many other Fuchsias. Another variegated
kind, totally different from the last, is F. gracilis

variegata, whose small leaves have a clear edging
of white, which under the influence of sunshine
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becomes suffused with red. This is, except in its

variegated foliage, a counterpart of the old F.

gracilis, and it is just as free as the typical kind.

In the greenhouse at Kew this variegated form is

one of the prettiest roof plants to be seen there

during the summer, the myriads of bright-col-

oured blossoms being very conspicuous against the

variegated foliage. In F. aucub:efolia the leaves

are large and blotched with yellow, but it is far less

ornamental than the preceding. For several years I

grew anotlier variegated-leaved variety, viz., Rain-

bow, something in the way of Sunray, but witli more
pointed foliage. The flowers of this had a double

white corolla, and on that account it was much
extolled in various lists ; but its constitution was

so delicate that I at last discarded it, and this

variety might now, I think, be sought for almost in

vain. In Golden Fleece the foliage is of a uniform

golden-yellow hue ; while in the case of Meteor the

young leaves are suffused with crimson, which
changes to yellow as the foliage is matured.

Rubens, another yellow-leaved variety, is notable

from bearing very double dark-coloured blossoms.

The last to mention is Crimson Bedder, whose
young leaves are bright red, but when mature they

change to a kind of bronzy-crimson. Notwith-

standing its name, this variety is most effective

under glass in early spring when clothed with its

young foliage.—H. P.

Anthurium ferrierense.—We have several

hybrid Anthuriums now in cultivation, among them
being the one which was obtained by the crossing of

A. Andreanum and the white-spathed A. omatum.
It was raised by M. Bergman, gardener to Baron
Rothschild at Ferrieres, and received a certificate

from the Royal Horticultural Society in the spring

of 1883. The foliage of this Anthurium is large

and heart-shaped, while the spathe is of a bright

crimson-carmine colour, very different from that

of any of the forms of A. Scherzerianum now in

bloom. One great merit possessed by this hybrid

variety is that of maintaining a succession of spathes

nearly throughout the year, though, as a rule, the

finest spathes are borne during the spring months.

It is by no means a difficult subject to cultivate, as,

like all of its class, a compost principally consist-

ing of fibrous peat and Sphagnum, combined with a

warm moist atmosphere, just meets its require-

ments. It can be readily increased by division,

for offsets are produced somewhat freely, and they

can be generally taken off with a few roots attached

to them. Even then the better way is, after potting,

to keep them close for a week or two till recovered

from the check of removal.—H. P.

January of this year the branches were taken down
so that the house could be painted. The plant

was again fastened in its former position, and since

then it has not made the slightest sign of growth,
and to all appearance is quite dead. I thought in

this case that perhaps its life was curtailed by the

extreme vigour in its early stage having weakened
the plant.—A.

Propagating Combretum purpureum.—In

The Garden (p. 36(;) " T. B." writes thus con-

cerning the propagation of this beautiful stove

climber :
" Some growers find the plant difficult to

strike, and under the best management cuttings do

not root so readily as those of most things." My
experience of the propagation of this Combretum
is that it is quite an exceptional circumstance to

strike a cutting, so that for all practical purposes

this mode of increase can be ignored. The method
usually followed in the case of the Combretum is

to graft a growing shoot on to a portion of a root

taken from an old plant. In a close case a union

is soon effected and the plant grows away freely,

while suckers, which are a nuisance in the case of

many grafted subjects, are never produced when
the plant is grafted on its own roots. The above

remarks will in all particulars apply also to Ipomaea

Horsfallise.—H. P.

Clematis indivisa.— Is it usual for this Cle-

matis to live to an old age, or do the plants exhaust
themselves if grown freely from the start at say ten

years old? A singular occurrence in connection

with this plant, which I am at a loss to explain pro-

perly, has taken place with me this year. In the

conservatory here a plant was put out in a narrow
border nine years since ; it grew freely and flowered

abundantly every year. Last year it did not make so

much new growth as previously, and had rather a
heavy attack of mildew, which resulted in the loss

of most of its leaves. The mildew was much aggra-

vated by the position of the ventilators, causing a
draught, the plant being trained close to these. In

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—Cyaxophtllum magnificum.—This dis-

tinct plant when in good condition always makes
an attractive object either in a small state or when
it has attained sufficient size to admit of the leaves

being fully developed. When well grown, the leaves

on a specimen that is 6 feet or 8 feet in height will

be about 3 feet long by 18 inches or 20 inches wide.

It likes a high temperature, with plenty of light

and moisture, but must be constantly shaded from
the sun through the spring and summer. Plants

that were struck from cuttings last summer and
that are now in 8-inch or 10-inch pots will bear a

large shift; 15-inch or 16-inch pots will not be too

large to allow of the plants showing their true

character. Either peat or loam will answer. In

the former, the growth is usually a Uttle quicker.

A liberal quantity of rotten manure and some sand
must be added, and when the roots have got fairly

hold of the soil, manure water should be given

regularly every week through the summer. Plants

that after losing their bottom leaves have been
headed down make the finest specimens, as the

growth from strong stools produces much larger

leaves at the base than cuttings are capable of.

Specimens that were headed down in the winter

will now have started ; all the shoots should be re-

moved e.xcept one. Most of the old soil ought to

be shaken away and replaced with new. Give pots

a size or two larger if required. Cuttings should

now be struck ; these, it grown on with enough
pot room, will make handsome examples before the

end of the year.

Sph^rogyne latifolia.—Though the leaves of

this beautiful Melastomad are not so large as those

of the Cyanophyllum, it is still one of the finest of

all ornamental-leaved subjects. With plenty of

heat, atmospheric moisture, and pot room, cuttings

struck a year ago will make full-sized specimens

during the present summer, attaining a height of

3 feet or 4 feet, which is the size at which they

look best. Young plants, such as were projiagated

at the time named and now in 7-inch or 8-inch pots,

will bear moving into others 13 inches or 14 inches

in diameter. I'Se soil of a similar description to

that recommended for the Cyanophyllum. Keep
the plants near the glass in a well-lighted house

;

this is necessary to have the growth short-jointed

and to give the leaves the requisite substance.

Any specimens, the foliage of which has got shabby,

should now be headed down to within 10 inches or

12 inches of the bottom. If they are afterwards

kept in a warm stove they will break in a few weeks,

and as soon as the young shoots are li inches or 8

inches long thin them out to one, choosing the

strongest and that which is best placed. Then
turn the plants out of the pots, shake most of the

old soil away, and replace it with new. This

Sphterogyne, like the Cyanophyllum, must always

be kept shaded from the sun, as the texture of the

leaves is not of a character that will admit of their

being exposed to the solar rays.

Greenhouse.—Coedyline indivisa is one of

the handsomest amongst the Cordylines and their

near allies the Dracaenas, but it is liable to get

out of condition unless more than ordinary care is

taken in watering it. The roots will not bear any
excess of moisture. It likes plenty of pot-room,

and does better when it can have a little more
warmth in winter than that which an ordinary

greenhouse affords. Plants that require more root-

room should now have a shift. Good yellow loam
with some sand added suits this Cordyline. When
in full growth during the summer, liquid manure is

of great assistance, and will make the leaves come
mucli larger and finer. Shade is necessary in bright

weather all through the growing season. In potting,

the roots should not be disturbed further than by
removing the old drainage material. Make the soil

quite solid, so that it will not hold any excess of

moisture. Young examples of this Cordyline should

never be allowed to remain under-potted so as to

let their roots get unduly crowded, as when they

are moved they are likely to feel the effects.

DeacJ';na australis.—Either in a small or a

large state this is one of the most useful fine-leaved

plants for the decoration of greenhouses, conserva-

tories, rooms, halls, or any place where ornamental
foliaged subjects are used along or in combination

with flowering plants. It is a free grower, not in

any way liable to get out of health, provided it gets

fair treatment and the foliage is kept free from red

spider, which if the atmosphere where it is placed

is over-dry and the syringe is not used sufficiently,

is sure to attack it. When water is thus applied

regularly during the spring and summer, and ordi-

nary care is taken to see that it reaches the under-

side of the leaves thoroughly, red spider will give

little trouble. This species does not need nearly so

much pot-room as the Cordyline, a 12-inch or

14-inch pot being large enough for a specimen
('> feet high. Turfy loam with some sand added is

the best soil for the plant. Young plants that re-

quire more room should now be shifted ; they may
have pots two sizes larger than those they have occu-

pied. In common with other plants of like character

it requires the soil to be made moderately firm. It is

not necessary to give the plants so light a position

as some things want ; nevertheless, they must not

be kept where too much darkened, or the leaves will

not acquire sufficient substance. When well cared

for the foliage keeps its vitality for several years ;

a specimen that is 5 feet or 6 feet high will retain

the bottom leaves so that they will hang over the

pot. The plants lose much in appearance when
they get bare at the bottom ; when in this state the

tops should be taken off and struck. If severed so

as to have about 10 inches or 12 inches of stem,

they will root readily if kept a little closer in

moderate heat. They should be put in sand, using

pots that are large enough to hold them. Plants

that are raised in this manner are preferable to

seedlings, as they are better furnished with fall-

sized leaves down to the base. After the tops are

taken off the stools should be put in a little warmth
where they will push several shoots. These can be

taken off when they have made leaves 8 inches or

10 inches long, and struck in the same way as the

tops. The stools will keep on pushing more shoots,

so that a large stock can soon be raised.

Cassia corymbosa.—This plant, though usually

grown in a pot and trained in the ordinary bush

form, does much better if planted out in a bed or

border and its branches trained on a wall or round

a pillar. The bed or border does not require to be

so large as necessary for things of a more vigorous

nature. It will succeed in either peat or loam, but

in the latter it usually flowers more freely. The

present is the right time for planting out, but, as

with all plants that are turned out in this manner,

when the bed or border, as is usually the case, is at

some distance from the glass, it is well to have

good-sized examples to begin with, as small ones

necessarily have their tops too far from the light to

enable them to make the requisite progress after

planting. A moderate amount of rotten manure

should be mixed with the soil, and it must contain

enough sand to keep it porous. Where pot culture

is adopted the plants should now have a shift.

Specimens that flowered last summer, and that had

their branches shortened in the autumn or during

the winter, should be turned out and have all

the loose material got away tliat can be removed

without injuring the roots, replacing it with new of

a like description to that advised when the plant-

ing-out system of cultivation is followed. Cuttings

may now be struck ; these should consist of the

young shoots, which ought to be taken off with a

heel. Without this precaution they are liable to

damp off. An ordinary stove temperature is sulli-

cient to strike the cuttings in. When they are well

rooted they should be moved into 3-inch or 4-inch

pots and grown on in moderate warmth. Stop the

shoots so far as necessary to furnish the plants
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with enough branches. This requires to be attended

to daring the first summer, as this Cassia is natur-

'

ally less inclined to make side shoots than many
plants. A second shift will be necessary during

the summer.

FBANC0A3.—Large specimens of these useful
^

herbaceous plants may now be divided. Where
large quantities of cut flowers are in demand for

filling vases, baskets, and other things of a like

description, it is well to grow a fair proportion of

plants that produce flower-spikes of a tall elegant

character, such as the Francoas, the flowers of which
are amongst the best that can be used for mixing
with Roses, Carnations, Preonies, Poppies, and
others of more formal shape. The plants will

thrive in either peat or loam. They like liberal

treatment ; consequently, a moderate quantity of

rotten manure with some leaf-mould and sand

should be mixed with the peat or loam. Keep the

plants a little close for a few weeks after they

are divided ; later on a cold pit will be the best

place for them until they come into flower, when
they will be found of service for standing amongst
ordinary greenhouse subjects. Where seed has not

already been sown, there should be no delay in

getting it in, so as to allow time for the plants to

gain the requisite size before autumn.
T. B.

DOUBLE THORNS IN POTS.

I WAS glad to see the note on these in The Gar-
den, April 13 (p. 347). For many years we grew
them rather extensively in pots, and few plants are

more amenable to forcing than the double or single

Thorns. As to the latter, however, it is hardly safe

to rely upon them at Christmas, though they
may be had even then ; but, like many other

plants, they are more easily forced into bloom
in January than December, and yet more easily in

February and March than in January. For a

good many years it was my pleasure and pride to

have a good many in bloom at Easter, and this

being a movable season, success was at times a
little diflicult. To have the May in bloom under
glass from March to the end of Jlay is exceedingly
simple. It is only needful to pot up a few dozens

or hundreds of standard plants of different varieties

in 10-inch or 12-inch pots. A light loam suits

them best, and grown in a cool orchard house or

other such structure the first year the plants get

well established in the pots. Another object is

also gained—the natural season of the growth and
maturity of the wood are forwarded by a month
six weeks, or more. If potted up early, the plants

will bloom pretty freely the first season ; but to

have Thorns in pots in anything like perfection for

a series of years, it is well not to rely on them for

the first season, but rather pick most of the bloom
off and allow them to grow freely alike at root

and top and mature early. About the middle of

June place them in a sunny spot out of doors,

either plunging or mulching the pots and seeing

that the plants are well watered throughout the

season. Plants treated thus will be fit for forcing

by the end of October, and may be had in bloom
almost at any season from Christmas to May at the

will or means of the cultivator. Thorns in pots are
worth some preliminary care and trouble, and
under careful treatment and good feeding they
will yield an ever-increasing harvest of beauty for

many years.

I have recommended standard plants as being on
the whole the most artistic and useful for inter-

mixing with other conservatory, window garden, or

room plants, and almost perfect for stairs, halls,

corridors, &c. ; but Thorns are likewise very telling

as pyramids or bushes. Then as to varieties, Paul's

scarlet, the double pink and white, and, in fact, any
or all of the doubles are effective and more durable
and useful for cutting than the singles ; but they
lack the inimitable freshness and fulness of the

true odour of the common May, so welcome in it-

self and so full of home memories and the inde-

scribable charms of rural life in hedgerows, lanes,

and country landscapes.

Forced or potted Thorns must not be transferred

from glasshouses to the open until the end of May,

as being out of season and normal condition, they
are also abnormally tender, and a late frost-snap on
their unripened wood would not only destroy a
season's bloom, but also cripple the plants for

several seasons, perhaps for ever. Thorns in pots in

good health and robust growth are among the

freest of all plants from insects and disease. But
once let frost-bites, neglect, or other causes severely

check or weaken them, and they may become the

prey of aphides and mildew. Fumigation with
tobacco smoke and sulphur are specifics for these,

but it is wiser to at once plant out weakly plants for

a couple or more years in good soil to outgrow the

weakness that exposes Mays in pots to the attacks

of insects and diseases. To be able to do this and
still have sufficient plants to meet all demands, a
few dozens or scores of May should be held in re-

serve in the open for potting up few or many as

required, to maintain the whole stock of plants for

forcing or flowering under glass in the best possible

and cleanest condition. Those who have not grown
Mays in pots may rest assured that no other plants

will yield a richer or more welcome harvest at

Eastertide or earlier or later. Hoetus.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

THE BRUSH-LIPPED PHAL^NOPSIS.
This is a section of this beautiful genus which

has not found so much favour with the majority

of Orchid growers as the grandiflora class,

and which I look upon as the Phalasnopsis

proper. It has frequently occurred to me that

these plants, of which I here give a brief de-

scription, should be separated from those of the

grandiflora section. Those described here re-

semble tlie others in habit of growth, but tliey

may claim to be of stronger constitution. They
flower freely, but as their flowers are smaller,

they do not produce such a splendid display as

do P. grandiflora and P. Schilleriana wlien in

bloom, but yet they are extremely beautiful,

whilst the colours are rich and in striking con-

trast to those of the large-flowered section.

Like them, I believe all the kinds hitherto dis-

covered are natives of the Indian Islands.

They enjoy strong heat, a moist atmosphere,

good light, but not strong sunshine ; at least

under cultivation they retain their leaves longer,

and consequently make larger and more hand-
some specimens when so treated than when
they are exposed to the full glare of the sun's

rays.

The finest lot of these plants that I know of

are, like those of the grandiflora section, to be

found in Mr. Partington's collection at Heaton
House, Cheshunt, where they are subjected to

just the same treatment, and where some of

them are always to be found in bloom.

P. 9PECI0SA.—This is a kind from the Andaman
Islands, which are situated in the Bay of Bengal,

and in such a situation the plants are naturally

subjected to a very moist atmosphere. It, like

those of the large-flowered section, produces large,

fleshy, two-ranked leaves, and seldom makes much
stem. The leaves are about a foot long, the nerves

plainly visible, and the colour light green. The
flower-spike on small plants is, as a rule, short,

and bears but a few blooms, but in the collection

above-named the flower-spikes are considerably

longer than the leaves, and bear a quantity of

blooms, several of this species being in flower now
in the middle of April. The flowers are each nearly

2.V inches across, thick and fleshy in texture ; the

sepals and petals soft rosy magenta, more or less

streaked, the lateral sepals being the largest ; lip

three-lobed, the side lobes erect, small, and of an

orange colour ; front lobe rich purple, thick, and
fleshy, and furnished on the upper part with a
dense cushion-like brush of short, white, woolly fila-

ments.

P. SPBCIOSA iMPEBATRix.—This is a lovelyVariety
now flowering in the Heaton House collection ; it is

similar to tlie above, but the whole flower is of a
rich, uniform, magenta-purple.

P. SUMATEANA.—In all probability this is the
plant which gave rise to the report of a scarlet-

flowered Phalrenopsis which was in existence some
years ago. It is a native of the island of Sumatra,
somewhere in the province of Palembang. It would
appear to have been first discovered about fifty

years ago, but it is first recorded as having flowered

in Holland a little over thirty years ago. It first

flowered in this country in the spring of 1865 in

Mr. Day's collection at Tottenham, since which
time I have seen it upon one or two occasions, but
it remains a rare plant in a cultivated state. It is

variable in colour. Mr. Day's plant had the highest
coloured and the largest flowers which have
hitherto oome under my notice ; sepals and petals

spreading, the former slightly the broader, white,

tinged with straw colour, and transversely barred
with deep reddish brown ; lip three-lobed, the side

lobes erect, white, with just a stain of yellow to-

wards the base ; middle lobe narrow, white, and
streaked with dotted lines similar in colour to the
sepals, the front portion being furnished with a
dense cluster of woolly hairs.

P. TETEASPis.—This is similar in appearance to
the preceding as far as habit of growth and shape
of the flower are concerned. The finest form which
I have ever seen of this plant had long drooping
spikes of delicately fragrant blooms, which are pure
ivory-white throughout, saving the side lobes, which
in the centre are stained with rich yellow, the front
portion densely tufted with woolly hairs. Native of
the Andaman Islands.

P. CouNlsGiANA.—This is a plant which I have
never seen, and I should be thankful to receive a
Hower from any of my readers. It is said to be
nearly allied to P. sumatrana, the sepals and petals
being more or less transversely streaked with
brownish purple, whilst the lip is rich violet-purple,

and bears a tuft of hairs in the middle. It is

named in honour of the owner of one of the largest
American collections of these plants.

The above are the principal kinds of this set

of plants, all of which have several varieties not
enumerated here. There yet remains another
set of these Phalasnopsids which are destitute of

the brush-like appendage to the lip, and which
also do not possess any tendrils, as in tlie original

species. Tliese, however, I must leave until

another time.

"Vanda tricolor Dodgsoni.—From Mr. E.
Meachen comes flowers of this superb variety for

a name, but not having seen the plant I cannot
decide for certain, but it certainly approaches
the form known as Dodgsoni closer than any
other that I know. The flowers are large, sepals

and petals boldly streaked and blotched on a white
or faint yellow ground, and bordered with violet.

Lip large, the erect side lobes white, the anterior
lobe purplish violet, with a few streaks of white at

the base. I am glad to see an improved taste mani-
festing itself in the growth of various kinds of this

genus. It was certainly a mistake to have ignored
these plants for so long.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum triumphans.—This species
was first found by M. Linden, of Brussels, upwards
of forty years ago, and certainly in his establish-

ment about twenty years ago I saw some varieties

of it which were the deepest and most intense in

colour which, even at the present time, can be
found. It is a strong grower and a free bloomer,
and I would fain induce my readers to grow it more
largely than they do. The necessity for this is the
more strongly impressed upon my mind by some
flowers recently sent by Mr. Fraser, gardener to Mr.
White, Arddarroch, N.B. Amongst them is a va-

riety of superior size and shape ; indeed, the largest

and best formed flower I have yet seen. The
sepals and petals are even and spreading, measuring
fully 4 inches across. They are somewhat ovate,

plain on the edges, the lateral sepals slightly the
larger, and measuring an inch across. The ground
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colour of both sepals and petals is rich golden-

1

yellow, the former broadly blotched with deep
chestnut, the basal half of the latter heavily

spotted with the same deep colour, above which is

a large irregular spot of shining chestnut. Lip large,

wliite at base, bordered in front with yellow, and
bearing a large lunate blotch of chestnut.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum roseum.—A small-growing

species, but yet producing the brightest-coloured

siderable elevations, and revels in the coolest
treatment.

ARRANGEMENT OF ORCHID HOUSES.
If there is one clas.s of plants more than another

that has become in a .sense identified with those

having small gardens, that one is formed by the
Orchids. Until a few years ago the Orchid was

liouse such as that represented in the accom-
panying engraving, which was reproduced from
a photograph sent byM. J. Desforges, Charlton,
Kent, and in such a structure as this tliere is

space for many kinds. The arrangement of the
Orchid house is frequently sadly wanting in
taste. A pleasant mass of Masdevallias greets
the eye, and hard by a group of white Odonto-
glossums. Such incongruous mixtures are in-

tolerable and unnecessary, as by a little

adjustment of the plants in flower both

n delicate and rich effects may be ob-
" tained. There is, of course, especi-

ally in comparatively small gardens,
the greatest difficulty in making a
show ; and even in large places a
" show house " of Orchids such as we
find in some of the leading nurseries
is a luxury not indulged in. In the

photograph, Dendrobium thyrsiflorum,

Cattleya Mendeli, and Odontoglos-
sums are worked in together, and a rich

display is the result, but where there
is a larger house and a rich assort-

ment of the different genera, a splen-

did display may bo produced by anyone
who has an eye to the true disposi-

tion of colour. There is always a ten-

dency to place the plants in a mass, so

as to be seen at once. This not only
makes a lumpy effect, and sometimes
simply a blaze of colour, but the plants

when placed far from the light for any
length of time frequently suffer, especi-

ally in the case of the sinaller kinds,

which are sometimes completely over-

shadowed by stronger-growing types.

There is another serious mistake made,
and that is the large number of plants

hung from the roof. The evil is ap-

parent, as the specimens underneath
cannot receive the proper share of

light, and they tlius lose strength and
initial vigour. A few flowering Orchids

suspended in baskets or on blocks

from the roof are exceptionally beauti-

ful, as they give a graceful, tropical

aspect to the liouse. Nothing could

lie more lovely than a mass of pendent
racemes of Dendrobium Devonianum,
citrosmum, Pierardi, primulinum, or

Phalasnopsis aniabUis and Schilleriana

when they are not huddled together

so that their individual beauty is lost.

It is the preponderance of one thing

that spoils the effect, and in the case

of roof plants keeps the light from
things underneath. Some kinds of

Orchids, especially those that are de-

ciduous, have little except the colour

or delicacy of the separate flowers to

recommend them, and it is then that

the arranger can seek the aid of

Maiden-hair Ferns or Asparagus tenu-

issimus to act as a foil to the rich tints

and shades of the Orchid blooms.

A well-arraugcil Orchid house.

Orchis undulatifolia has many a
time been recommended in the pages of

The Gakden for outdoor culture in

this country. Some well-grown speci-

mens were exhibited lately at Westmin-
ster as pot plants, and well they looked,

the stout stems and globose heads of

pinky white mimic Uowcrs being well

reserved solely for the rich, but with an improved thrown up and abundantly produced. 1 have

sy3temofculturo,a better notion of what to grow, found this pretty hardy Orchid to succeed well

and a greater a.ssortnient of species and varieties almost anywhere, but perhaps best where the

to select from, cultivators have increased from a soil is of a calcareous nature. The broad green,

We have noted it recently in sever.il collections in mere handful to hundreds, if not thousands. In rather silvery green leaves, nicely undulated and

the suburbs. The plant is a native of Peru at con- i many a garden, for instance, we can find a
1

occasionally epotted with deep purple (this only

flowers in the genus. The plant bears some resem-

blance to Mesospinidium vulcanicum, but the shape

of the lip is quite distinct. Moreover, its colour is

more brilliant and it blooms at a difVerent season.
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is, I have noticed, in the finer forms), are pretty

too, and set ofE to advantage the bright flower-

heads. It is well worthy of culture. Other

pretty Orchids shown were O. papilionaoea, with

almost terra-cotta-coloured flowers, and 0. longi-

cornu, which may best be described as a well-de-

veloped form of our native 0. Morio, even the green-

stained wings being very conspicuous. The two
plants, 0. longioornn and 0. papilionacea, had got

mixed up together in one pot—a method not worthy
of commendation.—A. D. W.

Oncidium Marshallianum is exceptionally

beautiful in the nursery of Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

This superb Brazilian species is one of the finest of

the large-petalled class, and bears dozens of the

large brilliant yellow flowers in the strong branch-

ing panicles ; the sepals are small, but the petals

measure quite an inch long in the best varieties,

and are marked conspicuously with blotches of

brown along the centre, laid on a ground of rich

yellow ; the lip is very large and beautiful. Some
of the specimens had magnificent spikes. O. con-

color, which was also blooming, is another brilliant

self yellow-coloured Oncidium.

Cattleyas at Chelsea There promises to be

a fine show of Cattleyas in about three weeks' time

in the Chelsea nursery of Messrs. Veitch, as the

plants of C. purpurata, Mendeli, Mossioe are show-

ing well. At present in bloom are a few excep-

tionally beautiful forms of C. Schrccdera;, one of

which was prettily tinted with delicate pink, the

throat of the lip orange ; intermedia, Lawrencise,

purpurata, and Mossise. One form of intermedia

was conspicuously beautiful ; the sepals and broad
wavy petals were shaded with pink, the lip rich

purple. A large specimen of C. Skinneri was re-

markably handsome ; there are few Orchids that

can approach for showiness a well-grown plant of

this noble Cattleya when in full bloom. One variety

of Lawrencia- named concolor had a very compact,
neatly-shaped flower, in which the lip was shorter

than usual. The flowers will open more quickly

if we get such brilliant sun as favoured us at the

end of last week.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCSIDS.

Odontoglossum nevadense.— Thi.s species,

which we recently observed iu flower, does not appear to

become plentiful, although it is now twenty years ago
since M. Linden received it. It appears to be a variable

plant, and we should imagine it may yet startle us with

some splendid forms.

IiSelia anceps alba.—This is a variety with pure
white flowers, saving a tinge of yellow in the lip, and
was recently very chaste and beautiful in Mr. Tautz's
collection at Shepherd's Bush. This, in common with
the other white forms, we hope, when they become
thoroughly established, will produce their flowers more
freely than they have hitherto done.

Masdevallia Shuttlev^orthi.—A very large

and hrightly-coloured form of this gem we recently

noted in Mr. Smee's garden. It was laden with
flowers, and Mr. Cummings tells me the house in which
it stands has frequently during the winter been as low

as 48"—a clear proof that these plants love to be kept
cool.

Dendrobium dixanthum.—This is an interest-

ing Moiilmein species, tlio stems terete in character,

slender at the base, and about 12 inches or 16 inches

long. The flowers are very bright and exhibit two
shades of yellow, the richer tint appearing on the

lip ; while the freedom with which they are produced
adds to the value of the plant. Messrs. Veitch and
Sons have a good specimen of it in bloom.

Cymbidium Devonianum.—This is an uncom-
mon and characteristic Indian species, named in

compliment to the Duke of Devonshire. The radical

peduncle produces a pendent raceme of flowers, the

sepals and petals of which are of a pale greenish tint,

overlaid with spots of crimson-purple; the lip is of

the latter colour, spotted with very dark purple on each

side. It is flowering now.

Cypripedium Caleeolus and C. pubescens
were lately shown in capital condition at Westminster.

The former quite filled a 12-inch pan, had the brightest

and healthiest of foliage, and bore twenty-two flowers.

Never before have I seen a finer clump. C. pubes-

cens was not one whit behind, the big Plantain-Hke

leaves in the rudest health, and the large, quaintly-

shaped flowers of chocolate and gold being produced

with the greatest freedom.—A. D. Webster.

Phalsenopsis Sehilleriana.— To show how
long the flowers of this Orchid will remain fresh with

a Uttle care, one noble panicle in the nursery of Messrs.

Veitch and Sons has been in condition torabout two
months, and though showing signs of fading, is still

fairly handsome.

Dendrobium lituiflorum.—This charming old

Indian species is especially beautiful in Messrs. Veitch

and Sons' nursery, a specimen in a hanging basket

bearing four of the pendulous, slender, terete, and
deciduous stems, which are smothered with the

purplish flowers. Every amateur orchidist should have
this easily-grown Dendrohe.

Dendrobium splendidissimum grandi-
florum.—Flowers of this very fine Veitchian hybrid

have been sent from Mr. G. Cypher, gardener

to Mrs. Studd, of Bath. The flowers are large and
spreading, the sepals and petals white at the

base, tipped with rosy-purple ; the lip, white or

straw colour in front and tipped with purplish -rose,

has a very large blotch of rich Indian purple on

the disc.
"

This superb variety is a cross between D.

heterocarpum and D. nobile, and is undoubtedly the

finest of the hybrids from these parents, its only

fault being its long name.

Cattleya Schroederse.—This plant was not

well received upon its first introduction, but the

more one becomes acquainted with it the higher it

must be appreciated, if for nothing else than its

delicious fragrance. It also flowers at such an

advantageous lime, namely, just as the Triana"'

section are passing away, and just before the flowers

of C. Jlendeli, except a few very early ones, have

opened. We have recently noted some fine forms

in Mr. Partington's collection, and also with Mr.

Smee. In the latter establishment we observed a

pure white form which is very elegant. This, we
believe, is very rare.

Epidendrum bicornutum.—This plant grows

strongly and flo%vers freely in the collection of Mr.

Partington, Heaton House, Cheshunt. I recently

saw it in bloom there hanging close to the glass in

the East Indian house. Mr. Searing assured me
that he grew it in this position all the year round,

the only change for it being a diminution of the

water supply and a decrease of temperature during

winter. In the summer months the heat must be

intense, as the plant hangs close to the glass, the

aspect being due south. Its lovely ivory-white

flowers, which last a long time in full beauty, are

faintly dotted with crimson at the base of the lip.

It ought to be seen more frequently in cultivation.

—W. H. G.

yanda Amesiana.—A grand lot of this beauti-

ful plant is now to be seen in Messrs. Low's nursery

at Clapton. I have also seen it flowering in several

estabhshments recently, thus fairly establishing its

claim to be a free grower and an abundant bloomer.

Judging by the great quantity of spikes upon the

plants in Messrs. Low's introduction, we yet have a

treat in store when this new Vanda becomes esta-

blished. 1 recently saw a specimen of this species

which varied considerably from the figure of the

first plant which flowered in this country, so

that forms with a great variety in colour may yet

appear. It is a plant which appears to thrive

well with other Aerides and Vandas, but should not

be kept in a temperature lower than about (iC

during winter.

—

W. H. G.

Miltonia cuneata.—A very pretty and elegant

species which,'as it flowers during the springmonths,

is a desirable acquisition. It produces an erect

raceme, bearing from four to eight flowers, each of

which is between 3 inches and l inches across ; the

sepals and petals are rich deep brown, tipped with

pale yellow ; lip large, pure white, the fleshy ridges

at the base tipped with brown. A very fine form of

this plant was recently blooming in the collection

at Studley House. The plant is a native of Brazil,

and it thrives well at the cool end of the Cattleya

house, so that in all probability it comes from a

considerable altitude. I cannot accept the state-

ment of " S. D." (p. 337), that plants " being natives

of Brazil do not require much heat," because I

have found that some Brazilian species require a
very strong heat.

—

W. H. G.

Phalsenopsis Sanderiana.—Flowers of this

charming Moth Orchid come from Mr. W. Cypher,
gardener to Mrs. Studd, Bath. This form, how-
ever, does not please me so well as those having the

sepals and petals deep mauve or rose; here they

are white, more or less flashed with rose ; lip

white, with recurved tendrils on the extremity of

the middle lobe, the side lobes at the base being

tinged with pale yellow and faintly spotted with

crimson. The fleshy callus on the disc is white

spotted all over with bright brown and faintly

tinged with yellow on the edge. Although this is

not a deeply coloured variety, it is an exceedingly

chaste and' beautiful form. It comes from the

Eastern Islands.—W. H. G.

Arpophyllum giganteum.— Individually the

flowers of this plant are very small and deep rosy-

purple, but when seen in the mass they are thickly

clustered round the spike, which is usually from
;i inches to 1 foot high. They are very beautiful,

and the density of the erect spike has suggested the

name of Fox-brush for this plant. It is a native of

the cool regions in Mexico, and usually refuses to

flower when grown in heat. The genus is remark-

able, as one of the species is said to grow upon the

branches of the Mexican Alder at an elevation at

which the Oak refuses to thrive. This species (A.

alpinum) I have never seen. A. giganteum is now
flowering in one of the cool houses in Mr. Smee's

garden.— G.

Maxillaria Sanderiana.—A grand flower of

this comes from Mr. Cowley, gardener to Mr. F.

Tautz, Studley House. Shepherd's Bush, and is the

largest bloom of this species I have seen. The
sepals are spreading, upwards of 5 inches across, and
close upon I| inches wide, thick and fleshy in

texture, and pure white, the basal portion heavily

stained with deep vinous red
;
petals large, white,

the Ijasal part stained with the deep claret colour

of the sepals. In the upper portion this deep

colour is confined to numerous spots, which, how-

ever, leave the tips quite clear. The large lip out-

side is deep blackish purple ; inside it is dull yellow

throughout, prettily lobed and frilled on the edge.

This appears to me like a form of superior size to

the one figured in The Garden, July 23, 1887,

otherwise the markings are very similar to those of

that plant. It certainly is the finest of its race yet

introduced to cultivation, and deserves a place in

every collection of Orchids.

—

W. H. G.

Epidendrnm Stamfordianum.—This beauti-

ful species belongs to the PsUanthemum section

of the genus, in which the flowers are produced

from the base instead of the top of the pseudo-bulb,

and it is the only species of this section known to

me in cultivation. It is a native of Guatemala in the

low country. The plant loves the shade and requires

to be kept very moist all the year round, the heat

of the Cattleya house suiting it best. It has been

a long time in cultivation, but is very seldom seen,

so that a plant in flower in Mr. Partington's col-

lection was a pleasing surprise. It produces a

branched, dense-flowered raceme of bloom, the

flowers being delicately scented, sepals and petals

yellow, spotted and freckled with green, and the lip

deep red, with side lobes white and the middle lobe

yellow, bearing a rich violet spot at its base. This

form of the plant is exceedingly pretty, and deserves

more attention at the hands of growers than is

usually accorded it.

—

W. H. G.

Dendrobiums at Chelsea.—The nursery of

Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, contains several

species and varieties of Dendrobium now in full

bloom. The beautiful D. Wardianum was flowering

well, and there was a splendid piece of Devonia-

num, one of the loveliest of its genus, especially as

in the form at Chelsea the flowers are brightly

coloured. The golden-yellow chrysotoxum, suavis-

simum, the laced-lip Brymerianum, and the large-

flowered Jamesianum were in full beauty. There

are few finer Orchids than thyrsiflonim, the plants

carrying several of the heavy racemes of richly

coloured blooms. A pretty and delicate variety is

Farmeri album, called also albiflorum, the sepals

and petals white, lip orange. D. albo-sanguineum
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and Falconeri giganteum are two handsome Den-
drobes. The last-mentioned is a very fine form of

a noble species. The flowers are larger than those

of the type. D. Pierardi was, of course, in full

beauty, and we have few more delicately beautiful

Orchids.

Dendrobium crassinode "Wardianum.—
I have been much interested in reading the notes

on the above in your columns. The name
Waltoni is quite new to me. I have a plant

growing here which I believe is a natural

hybrid between Wardianum and crassinode. I

bought it in the spring of 1884 along with some
newly imported Wardianum just arrived from
Burmah. When it flowered it was at once noticed
as distinct both in flower and growth. Flowers of

it were sent to Professor Keichenbach, who de-

scribed it as a natural hybrid with most likely the
above-mentioned parentage and sent the name as
" Melanophthalmum." The plant in appearance is

exactly intermediate between crassinode and Wardi-
anum, the nodes on the growth not being quite so

much raised as in crassinode nor so thickly placed
together. The flower is like that of crassinode
with two maroon blotches smaller than in Wardi-
anum. The sepals in a mature flower are bolder
and not curled to the same extent as in crassinode.

The above plant coming from Burmah clearly

proves it not to be the Assam variety of Wardi-
anum, as has been surmised.—G. H.

HARDY PRIMHOSES.*

The Primrose thrives best in its native habitat
when surrounded by shade and solitude, whilst it

seems to be unsuitable for the active and incom-
patible surroundings of a garden. The common
hardy Primrose is not limited to Britain. It is an
European plant, and almost invariably in its wild
state produces sulphur-coloured flowers, somewhat
loose and in-egular in form, and far from being indi-

vidually attractive. In rare cases the Primrose has
been found carrying white flowers or of a reddisli

tinge, but so rarely as to indicate nothing except
that the plant may sometimes sport, whilst it is

most remarkable for its consistency of character in

flower-production. It is stated that occasionally
double flowers have been found in wild Primroses,
but that assertion needs proof. At tlie most it

shows that one plant out of millions may now
and then produce flowers having more than the
ordinary number of petals. It is not at all needful
here to particularise the diverse features of the
Primrose as distinct from those of the Polyanthus.
Primroses bloom earlier invariably, chiefly perhaps
because the flowers being borne on single stems are
more quickly developed than are those on umbels,
as the Polyanthus flowers are, and thus we And
in the earlier blooming and the method of produc-
ing its flowers the chief characteristics which
divide the Primrose from the Polyanthus.

Primrose development.—It would be very
interesting to trace, were it possible so to do, the
gradual process of development under the florist's

care of the wild form to its present beautiful con-
dition. It is ditlicult to understand how far here
in Britain assistance in this course of development
has been afforded. Certain it is that so recently
as some twenty years ago really rich coloured
single Primroses were anything but al)undant in

gardens ; hence it would seem as if the florists of

the Continent had been the chief workers in the
Primrose field. I make this assertion because of

the probable fact that to the industry of the Ger-
man or Flemish florists do we owe most of the
pretty double forms of the Primrose which we
possess. That in the production of these interest-

ing varieties very large numbers of beautiful single

Primroses have been raised there can be no doubt,
and to those chiefly do I attribute tlie existence of

the fine varieties or strains now enjoyed by us, and
which probably transcend in variety of colouring,
in size of bloom, and in robustness of plant all that

the Continental florists have ever produced.

Starting new strains.— I date my fir.st asso-

* A paper reail befure the Cliiswick Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Aiaooiation by A. Dean,

ciation with the single Primrose chiefly to meeting
unexpectedly in a private garden near South-
ampton, some twenty years ago, with several clumps
of a beautiful single crimson variety, which later

became widely known and was certificated under
the name of P. vulgaris auriculaiflora. This form,

though never robust, yet flowered freely; the

flowers were of excellent outline, and, most impor-
tant for future work, all had prominent thrums or

anthers. Very soon after that I became possessed
also of a more robust form, known then, and for

some time later, as P. altaica, although that was an
incorrect description, as it was but a strong-grow-
ing, mauve-hued form of P. vulgaris. This variety,

happily, had pin-eyed flowers, that is, the style was
prominent in the throat, and hence gave special

facilities for hybridisation or rather intercrossing

with the flowers of auriculaaflora. From these two
charming forms sprang all the race of hardy Primroses
now grown at Bedfont, and the process of develop-

ment, though slow, has been sure, for never were
there seen flner flowers, more varied hues, nor

stouter growth than the present season's flowering

plants show. The blue-flowered kind lately cer-

tificated by the Royal Horticultural Society is the

outcome of nearly twenty years' development from
the mauve tint of its now almost ancient seed

parent.

Wild Primroses.—It is worthy of note that the

wild Primrose invariably seems to thrive well only

in shade, and I may also add in solitude. On the

other hand, provided the soil be deep and cool, I

find the coloured strain of Primrose to thrive well

in the full sunshine ; indeed, if the particular va-

riety which has been introduced to notoriety as a
political emblem is modest, retiring, and unassum-
ing in character, the richly coloured garden Prim-
rose, happily not thus made notorious, is equally

happy in an abundance of light as it is in shady
retirement. The conversion of the wild Primrose
into a party flower is in danger of leading to its

gradual extinction, a matter which all true lovers

of Nature must deplore. This seems to be all the

more inevitable because it is found that, in spite of

its hardiness, Primula vulgaris seems to be after all

more dependent upon seed-production for its ex-

istence than in any other way ; and whilst its sur-

roundings are generally inimical to seed-distribu-

tion and proper germination, the gathering of

myriads of flowers just at the time when efficient

fertilisation maybe e.xpected must also have disas-

trous results. 'Transplanted into gardens the com-
mon Primrose seldom thrives, but so much the

more does it seem desirable that we should as lovers

of this charming flower encourage the garden culti-

vation of those forms, which because so robust, so

beautifully coloured, and so easily reproduced by
seed, all the more merit our warmest appreciation.

Double varieties.—Reverting again to the

double-flowered forms, I would, as indicative of

their Continental origin, draw attention to the fact

that they are invariably termed Primula acaulis. This
appellation has given rise in some quarters to the

belief that double Primroses are of a diverse species

to that of the Primula vulgaris. Acaulis is, how-
ever, but the German equivalent for vulgaris

;

hence it seems fair to conclude that the close ad-

hesion of the term acaulis to the double forms im-

plies their Continental origin. In all my experience,

ranging over twenty years, of many thousands of

seedling Primroses, I have never yet met with a

double or one temlingtowards doubleness. Now in

the production of doubleness it is well known that

the change is created by the conversion of the

anthers of the flowers into petals, and wliere such
process of conversion is complete, of course fertili-

sation is destroyed. Now I have rarely saved seed

from other than thrnm-eyed flowers for my own
sowing since making the cross referred to. Thrum-
eyed flowers have the anthers prominent in the eye,

and from this form alone do double llowers develop;
hence it may well be assumed tliat if doubling in

Primroses was a British feature I sliould luive li;ul

some experience of it. I have found double forms
to revert to singles, having had both the white and
the lilac in that condition, but never to become
double again. I have always held that tlio beauti-

ful single crimson form, already referred to as

auricula?flora, was the single form, or really a re-

version from the most beautiful of all the doubles,

the deep rich crimson. This latter variety we have
heard associated with the name of Mme. de Pompa-
dour. Can it be that it was the contemporary of

that famous French royal favourite, and was so

named by one of the old French florists ! How
interesting would it be to learn all that could be
gleaned as to the origin and history of these pleasing

flowers.

Varieties.— Double Primroses now comprise
white, blush, lilac, early sulphur, giant yellow, or

Cloth of Gold ; rose, really salmon-coloured

;

Croussei, slaty blue
;
platypetala plena, or Arthur

Dumoulin, purplish violet ; Scotch red, rather

small, claret hue ; crimson-purple, very free-bloom-

ing, sometimes comes in clusters ; old purple, deep
violet hue, with rather long, narrow leafage ; old

velvet crimson, or Pompadour. Tliis list com-
prises twelve kinds, all distinct. The l>lush, some-
what rare, is a tinted form, a sport from the white.

The early sulphur is one of the hardiest and earliest

to bloom, whilst the giant yellow is one of the

latest. It is ofl'ered under other appellations,

but I have never found any to be other than
the old giant yellow, more or less well cultivated.

All double-flowered Primroses are. of course, mor6
fertile, and are dependent for existence and per-

petuity ujion division and very careful culture. Here
in the south it is only possible to grow during the

summer many of the choicer varieties in cold frames
and in pots. They suffer far more from hot di-y air,

promoting thrips and spider, than from the coldest

of our winter weather.

Ancestry of doubles.—Loudon in his " Ency-
clopfedia of Plants," 1829, gives eight varieties of

doubles as of British origin, but no proof is shown,
and in the " Encyclopiedia of Gardening," 1834, he
gives the following varieties as in cultivation

:

white, dingy lilac, yellow, carmine, crimson, and
dark crimson. Much more valuable is the evidence

of the early existence of double Primroses on the

Continent, found in " Dodiun's Herball," translated

into English 1,578, more than 300 years ago, wherein
the writer refers to the " dubble kinds which are

planted in gardens. These herlis do flower in Aprill,

.and sometimes in March and February," A more
recent note yet,. 130 years old, is that of Philip

Miller's, made in the " Gardening Dictionary " of

1759. He says, " There are several varieties of the

Primrose which have been accidentally obtained, as

the paper-white, with single and double flowers

;

the common Primrose, with double flowers ; and
the red Primrose, with single and double flowers

;

these have but one flower on a foot-stalk." That
quotation shows that double Primroses were few
indeed in Miller's day in this country. I would
here remark that the two more recently introduced

doubles, Arthur Dumoulin and Croussei, are both

of undoubted Continental origin.

Single Primroses.—A few years ago we found
it desirable to propagate by division and offer

under name certain single Primroses. Then high-

class quality, rich colours, fine flowers, and strong

robust habit were much scarcer than is now the

case. But the very lack of robustness rendered

the preservation of named and divided varieties all

the more difficult. Propagation of such things

may be easy enough under cold moist skies, but

daring hot dry summers] tlie preservation of such

plants is very difficult, whilst even when preserved

tlie growth made seldom rc|iays for the care taken

in cultiv.ation. But constant selection through

seed-saving has done wonders in tlie production of

quality allied to size of flower and robust habit of

plant, so that whilst seed will reproduce all the

best features of a strain the result must ever be
more satisfactory to the grower. But we have
found that whilst propagated Primroses root sparsely,

seedlings do so in suitable soil with exceeding
freedom, tlic rootlets going deep .and wide; hence
the plants are so much the more capable of with-

standing drought when summers are hot and dry.

Primroses, again, are rather imp.-itient of removal
when they have become well established. My own
practice, so far as permanent breadths are con-
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cerned, is to sow seed in shallow pans or boxes, or

even better, if space can be found, in cold frames
looking north, as soon as possible after the seed has
been well ripened. I find that then the germinative
capacity of the seed is greatest, and that growth
comes freely in about three weeks. If immediate
attention can be given to the matter, the seedlings

are ready to dibble out into the open ground early
in October, and it fairly strong soon get good hold
of the ground. When, however, the plants seem to

be too small, they are dibbled up thickly into

frames for the winter, and are then transplanted to

the open ground at the end of March. The young
roots will at that time be found to be some 5 inches
to G inches in length, and the plants, if carefully
lifted, sorted, and dibbled out in rows 12 inches
apart, will thrive wonderfully, suffer little or nothing
during a hot summer, and beginning to bloom freely
in the following autumn, will make remarkably fine

plants by the ensuing spring. The second and third
years also they will bloom profusely, but as the
raising of seedlings is both easy and very interesting,

and the increase of variety and beauty of the
flowers is inevitable by constant raising from seed,

it is obvious that old jjlants must in time be
destroyed to make room for their more active and
improved successors. Seed of the hardy Primrose
is not easily collected, the pods naturally and
shyly gather down close under the leafage, as if

anxious to escape attention, and very close obser-
vation is needed during the month of June to
ensure the proper saving of the crop. As under
ordinary conditions the seeds ' would be well
matured at midsummer, it is evident that sowing
should not be deferred later than 'the month of
July.

Colours of single Primroses.—It is rather
odd that whilst we have so many hues of colour in

the flowers of the single Primrose, yet that the
one creating least enthusiasm is the sulphur or wild
Primrose tint. "Oh!" say critics, "that is like the
common Primrose," in the most deprecating way,
and yet the world is supposed to be lacking sense
of appreciation for floral beauty if not prepared to
praise enthusiastically the colour of the wild Prim-
rose. However, as I rather share the above opinion
in reference to the sulphur-hued form, I do not
complain. Now it is another rather odd fact that
so far we have not yet found a true yellow in the
single Primrose ; very likely you will hear it said,

"Oh! I have some," but, depend upon it, further
inquiry will show that the yellows in question are
of the fancy Polyanthus strain, in which, oddly
enough, rich golden and orange-yellows are plenti-

ful. Some people call everything, whether the
flowers be produced, as those of the true Primrose
are, singly on stems, or whether in clusters on
umbels. Primroses ; but there is a marked distinc-

tion, especially if care be taken to preserve that

distinction. Thus the true Primrose strain blooms
fully a month earlier than do the fancy Polyanthus,

and almost every plant adheres to the form of the
strain. The same may be said of the Polyanthus,

the plants blooming later, and if many of the

earlier flowers resemble those of Primroses, all

the main later bloom is produced on umbels

;

hence, the distinctions in the respective forms
are to florists clear enough. Now pure white
i.s a prevalent hue in the single Priniro.se, and
fine flowers of good form are freely produced.

Then come sulphur, lilac, deep mauve, blue, and
light and deep purple, or violet ; also pink, rose,

red, claret, and crimson. Then there are many
variegated flowers; indeed, of these it would be im-

possible to describe or classify them. They all

have as grounds the colours above named more or

less, and, it need not be said, are wondrously beau-

tiful. Given ample space, such as a nursery or

market garden affords, where the respective colours

could be duly isolated, I have no doubt whatever

but that single Primroses may be induced to breed

pretty true strains from seed. That may be an
advantage in some cases, especially for bedding
purposes ; but the saving seed from plants grown
indiscriminately leads to the production of won-
drous variety in colour and in markings. Forordinary

bedding purposes, however, there can be no doubt

but that such striking colours as white, sulphur,

blue, purple, red, and crimson would be found very
popular. After my own experience of the wondrous
beauty found in hardy Primroses, I can no more
conceive of a garden without them than I can of

one without Roses or many other of our popular
summer flowers.

Propagating.

Tempeeatdee of the peopagating house.-,-

Now that the sun is more powerful, very little sur-

face heat will be required in the propagating

house; therefore the heat should be turned off early

in the morning before the house becomes too warm.
I always try to avoid a rapid rise of temperature.

It is much better to shut the heat off a little too

early than to have too much after the sun is well

on the house. I believe it is an essential point to

keep the surface temperature somewhat below that

of the bed where the cutting pots are plunged,

especially for spring propagating. Most subjects

are impatient to start into growth, and are

liable to draw the sap away from the base of the

cuttings unless the under surface is warmer than

the atmosphere of the house. Too much import-

ance cannot be attached to the regulation of tem-
perature. I always avoid giving any set temperature

either for surface or bottom-heat, for the reason

that it is almost impossible to keep up a stated

heat, especially when we consider that the tempe-

rature of our changeable climate will sometimes

vary as much as 30° Fabr. one day to another. I

noticed this difference once during the past winter.

One morning at 7 o'clock the thermometer stood at

15° Fahr., and the following day at the same time

it was up to 45°. It would require excellent

management to regulate the temperature by arti-

ficial means when we are subject to these sudden
changes. At the same time with ordinary care the

inside temperature may be regulated sutticiently to

avoid any barm being done. Sudden changes or

either extreme should be avoided. If, for instance,

the temperature has by accident risen too high, the

house should not be thrown open all at once or

any cold draught suddenly admitted, but the heat

should be reduced as gradually as possible. Cut-

tings when first taken from the close propagating

pit are so easily damaged by a dry atmosphere or

cold draughts, that too much care cannot be taken

to avoid anything like a sudden change ; in fact,

the whole secret of success in this department lies in

careful and regular attention.

Epiphyllums.—Of all the Cactaceous plants'

Epiphyllums are the most useful. The varieties of

E. truncatum and E. Russellianum being remark-

ably showy and flowering early in the year, they

are well worthy of the attention of all who have

the convenience to grow them. It requires some
care to establish good plants and to flower them
successfully. The species alluded to may be pro-

pagated from cuttings, which shoidd be taken just

before the plants begin to make fresh growth in

the spring. The cuttings may be made of pieces

with one or two joints, or larger pieces will

make plants more quickly. They should be put in

light sandy loam with a good surfacing of clean

sand, each cutting having a stick put to it to

keep it firm, and the base of the cuttings should

not go below the sandy surface. Give them a

warm position and keep them rather dry until

rooted. Plants propagated from cuttings are use-

ful for many purposes, especially for standing in

elevated positions, but the prettiest and most use-

ful in a general way are those grafted on stems

about IS inches high. Pereskia aculeata is the best

stock on which to graft the Epiphyllums. The
stocks may be easily propagated from cuttings and
should be grown on in rather small pots. They
may be used for grafting as soon as they have

made sufticicnt growth. It is necess.ary that the

wood should be fairly firm at the point where the

graft is to be put on. Wedge-grafting is the best

method. The scions may be obtained in the same
manner as cuttings, but only small pieces should

be used. Just press them firmly in the cleft, and
fix them with a spine from the Pereskia, or the

flat leaf-like stem of the scion which spreads

beyond the stock may be pierced on each side of

the stock, and a piece of cotton passed through and
tied. If placed in a close warm position they will

soon unite. The Epiphyllums succeed best in

good loamy soil, to which may be added a little

manure and a good sprinkling of old lime rubbish.

The plants should be grown in a stove temperature,

but after they are large enough for flowering they

require to be ripened off a little in the autumn
;

they should be placed in a cool house where they

will be well exposed to the sun, and should be kept

rather dry. At no time should water be given too

freely.

El.eodendeon obientale.—This useful foliage

plant, which is perhaps better known as Aralia

Chabrieri, should find a place in every collection of

stove plants. In general appearance it much re-

sembles an Aralia, but instead of having digitate

leaves it has lateral branches and long narrow
leaves, which are of a dark bronzy hue. The plant

is of regular outline, and forms an elegant subject

for table and other kinds of decorations. It may
be propagated from cuttings taken from the lateral

shoots ; they should be taken off close to the older

wood and put in light sandy peat, which should be

pressed firm. A little sand at the base of the cut-

tings will be helpful. The best position for rooting

the cuttings is in the close propagating pit, where
there is a good bottom heat. After the cuttings

are rooted it will take some time to establish good
plants, as they will grow one-sided and almost

horizontally, but if left in that position and not

tied up they will eventually break out at the bend
and form a leading shoot. After this is well

started the growth beyond may be cut off, and a

good plant will soon be formed. A similar com-

post may be used to that recommended for Aralias.

Nitrate of soda for crops.—I have heard so

much said for and agaiust the use of nitrate of soda

for cereals, roots, and Grass crops, that I should be

pleased to have the opinion of some readers of The
Garden.—M.

Luminous glow-worm beacons.—These have

a wood stem about 1 foot in height aud a globular glass

top, in which phosphorus is cnclosrd. They are recom-

mended to be put on the edges of garden walks, roads,

cUffs, and other dangerous places as guides and indi-

cators in the dark, but after testing them fully, I am
of opinion they are unreliable, aud do not accomplish

their purpose.— J. MriR, Murgaiii.

The '
' Chrysanthemum Annual " of 1889.

—This little work should be consulted by all Chry-

santhemum specialists, as it is rich in useful infor-

mation as to forthcoming shows, certificated varie-

ties, and other points in which growers are

interested. There are gossipy notes upon the past

season, a series of valuable articles upon various

topics by well-known authorities, and the whole of

the papers read at the Sheffield and Westminster

conferences. Notes from the midland and northern

counties give the " Annual " a cosmopolitan charac-

ter; it contains something more than mere London
news. It is published at 171, Fleet Street, E.C.

Landscape gardeners'' plans.—Mr. R. H.
Vertegans, Chad 'N'alley Nursery, Edgbaston,

brought an action against Edward King Mason,
churchwarden, St. Thomas's Church, to recover

£11 9s., the cost of a plan for the redecoration of St.

Thomas's Church. In l.'<8t a conversation took

place between plaintiff and defendant about Laying

out and planting St. Thomas's churchyard, and
plaintiff alleged that he received an order from
defendant upon that occasion to prepare plans and
specifications. These were duly prepared, and an

offer made to do the work for t;274 5s. Plaintiff

sent in his account to defendant for £2:i ;!s. :!d.,

being £9 9s. for the plans and 5 per cent, commis-
sion on the £271 5s. The plans were not used, and
defendant refused to ])ay for them, alleging that he

did not give the order. The claim for the commis-
sion was withdrawn, and on examination of de-

fendant it appeared there had been an understand-

ing as to the work being done. Judgment was
given for plaintiff for £3 58. and cost.", his Honour
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remarking that it was too often the case that
people went to professional men and expected
them to give advice free.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Aubrietia violaeea is especially beautiful in a
masa.^ A large breadth of it the other day in Mr.
Dean's Bedfont Nursery made a carpet of violet.

OzaliB cernua.—I agree in your praise of this
lovely flower. It is a native of North Africa, but is
quite naturalised in many parts of the Kiviera.—W.M.
WICKHA5I.

Dendrobium Wardianum.—Mr. H. Richards,
FemBank, Stapleton, sends flowers of a good form
of this beautiful Orchid. They are large and well
coloured.

riowers from Beeston.—Mr. W. H. Fretting-
ham, Beeston, Notts, forwards us a box of coloured
Primroses and flowers of Daffodil Sir Watkin. The
Primroses are very varied and rich in colour.

A good Wallflower is Bedfont Yellow. It is

dwarf, very free, rich yellow.orange in colour, and
deliciously sweet. It might be used on the rockery
instead of the stronger and commoner varieties we
often see there.

Thyme-leaved Rhododendron (R. Chamaj-
cistus) is a dwarf alpine Rhododendron that was very
pretty the other day on the Broxbourne rockery. A
small tuft of it against a piece of granite was bearing
several of the rose-purple flowers.

Anemone falgens grasca.—An exceptionally
riclily-coloured Anemone is this variety. It was bloom-
ing at Broxboume last week, and the flowers were of
the richest shade of vermillion we have seen, with a
splendid black blotch at the base of the segments.

Narcissus poeticus grandiflorus is a fine
variety of the Poet's Narcissus. The flowers are large,
pure white, set off by a bright crimson-tinted rim to
the cup. This section of Narcissus is approaching its
fullest perfection, and waving beds of such flowers
make a picture worth seeing.

Maianthemum bifoUum, known also as Con-
vallaria, is one of the most useful subjects for shady
spots we possess. Even under the dense shade of
Hollies and Pines we have seen it do very well, its

numerous broad , oval leaves and tiny spikes of whitish
flowers being very attractive in the early spring.

The Foam Flower (Tiarella cordifoUa) has an
English name that suggests the appearance of a bed of
it when in full bloom. It makes a cloud of wliite just
as soft and fleecy as foam, the strong-tufted plants
throwing up hundreds of spikes of tiny white flowers.
It is a beautiful, hardy spring-blooming plant for the
garden in early May.

Rhododendron! CoUettianum is now flower-
ing on the rockery at Kew. It is one of the new
Afghanistan species, and will be chiefly interesting on
account of its dwarf habit and hardiness. The flowers
are small, white, and faintly fragrant. It is a charm-
ing addition to this handsome genus, and may prove of
great utility in the hands of the hybridist.

Waldsteinia trifolia is an old garden plant, and
wo find it very useful for rockery decoration. It has a
fine, close, trailing habit, and is seen to the best advan-
tage when hanging over the face of large boulders, or,
better still, old tree stumps. The hue, large, bright
green leaves form a dense mass, and the pretty Butter,
cup-like flowers make a very attractive picture.

Rhododendrons from Lancashire.—lenclose
a few varieties for your opinion. The trusses of bloom
are from plants grown in a cold pit with no heat what-
ever.

—

Hy. Glover, Wigan, Lancashire.
*«* An interesting series. The best kinds sent are

Duchess of Sutherland, white, tinted with pink ; Lady
Skelmersdale, flowers small, white flushed with bril-
liant rose ; and Countess of Sefton, pure white. Their
fragrance is very refreshing.

—

PjD.

Myosotis Reehsteineri.— I send you a flower-
in;; plant of this. It is the sweetest thing now in
bloom. It forms, as you will see, an inch.deep carpet
of the most charming blue. It is a true perennial, and
not a mifl^ plant, as M. rupioola is. Patches a foot
across are very showy.—T. Smith

*»* A distinct and beautiful dwarf-growing Forget-
me-not, with very small liright blue flowers when fully
expanded. When opening the blotjms arc pinkish, and
the contriust of the (ijiencd flowers with the buds is

very ])retty. Growing in a mass it must be very
pleasing.— Kd.

A Hose-in-hose Primrose.— I enclose for your
inspection a few blooms of a Primrose raised some

years ago, and selected by myself out of a batch of
seedlings grown here. By working up a good stock, I
think it will be a good thing for spring bedtling, the
colour being so good.—J. H. Ro.se, Lnckimje Gardens.
*»* A very beautiful magenta-coloured liose-iu-hose

form, and well worth growing.

—

Ed.

Destroying old bulbs.—It is a common, but
wasteful practice to throw away the old bulbs of
Hyacinths, &c., after they have been forced, but
when planted out they generally flower the follow-
ing year almost as well as those in pots. We saw
the other day a batch of old Hyacinth bulbs which
gave strong spikes of bloom and looked remarkably
fine in the wild garden where they had as com-
panions Tulips and other early-flowering bulbous
plants.

Spring flowers at Vienna At the flower
show held this week I noticed from M. Leichtlin's
garden cut flowers of Saxifraga speciosa. Narcissus
poeticus grandiflorus, Fritillaria pallidiflora, F. ini-

perialis var. cashmeriana; some flowering branches
of Pyrus Maulei superba, which were most beauti-
ful. From the gardens of Count Schwarzenburg
were sent some groups of Allium neapolitanum
and Scilla hyacinthoides. In Vienna public gardens
groups of Primula cashmeriana are now at their
best.

—

Louis Kropatch.

Saxifraga "Wallacei. — In The Gakdbn,
April 27 (p. 392), " D. K." is in error in naming this
beautiful Saxifrage S. Camposi. The plant was
raised by Mr. Wallace, foreman in the Dean Ceme-
tery, Edinburgh, one of its parents being S. Mawe-
ana. It was sent out and named after the raiser
by Messrs. Dicksons and Co., nurserymen, Edin-
burgh. In " The English Flower Garden," page 255,
under S. Maweana, the relationship of the plant to
S. Maweana is clearly and correctly stated.

—

Robertson Munbo, Ahereorn KursenjjEdinburgh.

*t* I am quite as familiar with the supposed
origin of this beautiful Saxifrage as the writer of
the above seems to be, and, as it happens, was in
Messrs. Dicksons' nursery when the stock was
being worked up before being sent out. At the
page quoted in "The English Flower Garden," S.
Wallacei is certainly referred to under the heading
of S. Maweana, but I fail to see where the " rela-
tionship is clearly and correctly stated " in the
following

:
" Similar to S. Maweana, but even finer,

is a new kind called S. Wallacei," and, again, " it

differs from Maweana in not developing the small,
round buds during summer," all of which is per-
fectly true, but does not even hint at Maweana as
being one of its parents. The same, indeed, might
be said about any two plants belonging to the same
section of this large genus. S. Wallacei, however
it may have found its way to the Dean Cemetery,
is S. Camposi (Boiss.), a distinct species, cultivated
for many years in gardens, and having nothing in
common with S. Maweana any more than it has
with S. cffispitosa (L.) or decipiens (Ehrh.).—D. K.

Plants at Kew.—Looking through the green-
house at Kew the other day I was struck with the
beauty, as an ordinary greenhouse plant, of a group
of the very pretty red-flowered Heuchera sanguinea.
The leaves, of a round form, closely resemble
those of some of the Geraniums, and the flowers,
of a pretty rosy red, very bright and telling, are
produced in irregular spikes or panicles about
12 inches in height. This should make an effective
basket plant, and it will also be found useful for
the lower tiers of a plant stage. The colour is all too
rare in greenhouse flowers at this time of tlie year.
Close by these was a very striking group of Cine-
raria cruenta, a plant which has inconspicuous
flowers individually, but very pleasing in the bulk.
The flowers had little resemblance to those of
the florist's Cineraria, which is said to be the
progeny of C. cruenta, although hard to believe, as
the habits of the plants apparently differ appre-
ciably. The flowers, like small single Daisies, are
of a soft mauve colour. It is a capital plant for
conservatory decoration. Trained up under the
roof of the same house are numerous climbers, but
none were half so well bloomed or so effective as a
couplo of plants of Tropaiolum Fireball, which had
doubtless, according to tlie wont of these plant.s,

been blooming all the winter, and even now bid

fair with proper attention to go on blooming for
some time. I mention these few plants, because I
took special care to note the attention shown them
by the myriads of holiday people present, who took
little heed of succulents, but admired any bit of
colour.

—

A. D.

Aubrietia Leichtlini is one of the prettiest
and brightest recent additions to our hardy plants.
Its cheerful rosy-coloured flowers smother the com-
paratively large leaves, and make a brilliant block
of colour in the outdoor garden. No one need fear
to grow this dwarf growing plant, as it is very
hardy, free in growth, and quite distinct from any
other Aubrietia. We saw it very fine the other day
in the Tottenham Nursery, and a first-class certifi-

cate was given to Messrs. Paul and Son for it by
the Royal Horticultural Society attheirlast meeting.

Tulips.—Among the Tulips in flower at Kew are
the following which are well worthy of notice : T.
vitellina, apparently a gesneriana form, with very
large, soft yellow flowers, having blunt segments;
T. prfecox, with bright red flowers and a black
blotch at base. T. prsecox is nearly allied to T.
oculis-solis, the only substantial difference being
the brown woolly bulb. T. sylvestris, fragrans and
florentina are very similar, the two latter merely
geographical forms of our wild species, the flowers
yellow, greyish on the outside, the form fragrans
being very sweet. T. biflora, though not beautiful,
is a very useful plant for early spring. T. elegans,
with its flaming flowers, is always attractive, and
perhaps more so is T. Greigi, a Turkestan species,

with large flame-coloured flowers of exquisite form.

Orchis undulatifolia, so named in gardens, is

one of the most beautiful of the early-flowering
hardy Orchids, and also one of the easiest to

manage. It may be grown easily in pots, and does
very well in the l)order, though here it increases
very slowly. The flowers are large, in a short, close

head, pale purplish with deeper spots, and deeply
cut lip. It is figured in the Botanical liegister

(vol. v., tab. 375), and is referred to 0. tephrosan-
thos, which indeed it very much resembles. We
believe the name undulatifolia was given on account
of the crispature ; at any rate, we cannot detect
any other distinctive mark suflicient for specific

rank. However this may be, it is a most useful

plant, and may be managed with case in any
garden. 0. paUens, provincialis, and pauciflora,

the last apparently only a few flowered form of

provincialis, are all very fine yellow -flowered
species. They have been in flower for the past
month in the alpine house at Kew, and they have,
we are told, been very much appreciated.

Primula Sieboldi is one of the most beautiful
flowers of the week. The display made by Messrs.
Ryder and Son, Sale, Manchester, at the last meet-
ing of the Royal Horticultural Society was unique
in its way, and represented an unusually choice
selection of the richest and most delicately coloured
varieties. Mr. Ware has also a fine series of kinds
in his Tottenham nursery, the finest being Princess
Beatrice, pure white, with a shade of purple, and
beautifully fringed ; Nellie Ware, purple and white

;

Pearl, white, tinged with lilac on the back of the
petals; laciniata, rich carmine; Crimson King, very
dwarf, carmine; Purple Queen, purplish ; and grandi-
flora alba, pure white, deliciously sweet scented.
P. Sieboldi, or cortusoides amicna, which is the
same thing, is a flower especially suited for those
who have small gardens. It is easy to grow, very
free, and just the plant for the enrichment of the
greenhouse in early spring, while in the numerous
varieties we have at command there need be no
lack of both brilliant and soft colouring.

Amorphophallus virosus.—This strikingly

curious Amorphophallus may be seen in the Vic-
toria house at Kew. Its most singular characteristic
is the .spadix. which at the apex is formed into an
irregular brownish purple appendix that is more
like a soft slouch hat than anything we can com-
pare it to. The funnel-shaped spathe is very
smootli, the exterior surface pale green, and marked
with round white spots, the inside creamy white,
pas.sing to light brownish juirplc, which gives way
to a bright green at the margin. At a short dis-
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tance it is like a huge shell, its smooth surface and
arrangement giving it a distinctive aspect. This
Amorphophallus is allied to A. oampanulatus, but
has a smaller inflorescence ; it was brought from
Siam about 1885. Although possessing not the
slightest intrinsic beauty, it must be valued for its

pecuUar character.

Hardy flowers at Kew.—The Royal Gardens,
Kew.are just now in their fullest spring-like beauty,
and visitors will find much to interest them, espe-
cially in the alpine house, which is brimful of choice
flowers in great variety. The narrow border along
the herbaceous ground is one mass of Daffodil
flowers, the Tazetta section showing immense
vigour both in growth of leafage and flower-spike.
There is a handsome bed of the Empress variety
near the Orchid house, and a small bed of Tulipa
Greigi near the main entrance makes a rich block
of brilliant scarlet. The rockery contains many
beautiful hardy alpine flowers, and the species of
Tuhp are coming on apace.

Doronicum. plantagineum excelsum is the
showiest of spring-blooming composites, its large
rich golden yellow flowers each measuring quite 4

inches across. An excellent idea of it can be ob-
tained from the coloured plate given in The Gae-
DEN, Nov. 14, 1885, but it is now well known. It is

becoming one of the best market plants, and is

likely to rival the yellow-flowered Marguerite,
Chrysanthemum frutescens Etoile d'Or. Large
breadths of it are grown in some nurseries, as, for
instance, Mr. Ware's, where the plants are culti-

vated in the open and lifted and put into pots
when required for the market. We can quite under-
stand that such a showy flower would find a quick
sale.

Flowers from a Dutch garden.—I forward
you by this post flowers of some choice Dog's-tooth
Violets, viz., the new and brightly-coloured Erythro-
nium sibiricum, which when more established pro-
mises to be one of the very largest-flowered of the
genus; also of the lovely E. Henderson!, a new
American species figtu-ed on tab. 7017 of the Bota-
nical Magazine ; and blooms of E. Smithi and
grandiflorum (giganteum). I also enclose a spike of
the rare Bellevallia leucophiea, a perfect little gem.
Besides Hyacinths and Tulips, which are now of
course the chief features in every Dutch bulb garden,
my collection of hardy and semi-hardy bulbs com-
prises blooming plants of the following (specimens
of which I have sent you). Foremost in gorgeous
beauty are Tulipa Greigi and its varieties aurea and
carminata, the former of a brilliant yellow, relieved
by a crimson flake on the base of each petal, and
the other, as its specific name implies, of a hand-
some crimson-scarlet. These look especially grand
when the flowers are fully expanded. Second to
them in splendour and handsome in their way are
the brilliant T. lanata, the graceful T. linifolia, the
slender-stemmed scarlet or yellow T. Kolpakow-
skyana, and the pretty little T. Leichtlini ; all these
are new introductions and perfectly hardy garden
plants. Scarcely less brilliant is a lot of that beau-
tiful variety of Anemone fulgens, known as A. f.

Aldboroughensis, the flowers twice as large as those
of the ordinary species and very broad petalled.
Splendid, too, is that giant-flowered form of the
Pheasant's-eye Narcissus, catalogued under the
name of N. poeticus grandiflorus, being as early as
ornatus, the plant attaining a height of more
than 2 feet and the flowers nearly 4 inches across.
My collection of Cape Hyacinths now includes
quantities in flower of such charming varieties as
the yellow maorocarpum, the bluish-white and very
free-flowering botryoides leucophasum, the pale blue
commutatum, the sky-blue atlanticuni and armeni-
acum, the broad-leaved latifolium, the black and
white nigricans, and the very distinct paradoxicum,
a large, broad-leaved plant, with a good-sized
spike of nearly black flowers. Of FritiUaries,
tenella, lanceolata, pallidiflora, Moggridgei and
contorta are now at their best, and very handsome
they look with their pendent bell - like flowers.
Arnebia echioides, or the Prophet Flower, as
it is popularly called, cannot be too highly
praised ; the profusion of arching cluster of yellow
and black flowers which literally smother the entire

plant, and ultimately change it into one blaze of gold,
render it one of the most distinct and choicest alpine
plants. Corydalis nobilis is also a plant of great
value on account of its handsome spike of yellow
and black flowers and graceful foliage. Iris cau-
casica, of which 1 grow some six or eight varieties,

is a very distinct kind, with the regular growth of
a Vanda, the flowers being produced from the axils

of the leaves, and varying in colour from creamy
white to golden yellow. TeUima affinis has bulbs
exactly resembling those of an Achimenes, the
foliage deeply divided, and the flowers small and
whitish, the entire plant only 3 inches or 4 inches
high, also perfectly hardy. In a shady nook of my
garden Podophyllum Emodi and Trillium grandi-
florum majus are very beautiful, the latter produc-
ing much larger flowers than those of the ordinary
White Wood Lily. Flowering in a cool frame are
such gems as Iris iberica ; Van Houtteana, much
larger and better than its type ; the pretty little

Trichonema Clusiana, a dwarf bulb with narrow
leaves and a profusion of violet, purple, or blush
white Crocus-like flowers ; the white variety of the
widely-known Lyre Flower (Dielytra spectabilis)

;

the curious one-leaved Scilla monophylla, and the
brilliant scarlet Habranthus pratensis, one of the
handsomest and most free-flowering of these Ama-
rylUs-like plants.—C. G. Van Tubebqen, Junr.,
Haarlem.

*,* Very fine examples of the varieties of Dog's-
tooth Violets, that named sibiricum being particu-
larly good.

—

Ed.

Rochel's Saxifrage (S. Rocheliana corio-
phylla) on a limestone ledge on the rockery at
Kew is one of the prettiest sights we have seen for
some time. The patch is a foot or so square, and the
large white flowers so abundant that the leaves can
only be seen at the edges of the tuft. It evidently
loves the limestone, like the generahty of the crusted
section, and a ledge of soft limestone seems to be
the secret of success, as it appears otherwise to
have very little soil. S. cresia does well in a simi-
lar position, and so does cochlearis minor, often
called valdensis major, but doubtless more nearly
allied to the former than the latter plant. The
characters on which many species have been based
narrow down very much as the plants are seen side
by side in the garden.

The Giant Horsetail (Equisetum maximum)
is certainly a noble plant, and the wonder is that
one does not oftener see it in gardens. True, it is

a trifle troublesome, but one must expect to pay a
little for a large amount of pleasure. The trouble-
some part may, however, be avoided and the beauty
increased by planting this noble British subject in
the wild garden or woodland where it could roam at
will and where its spreading whorls of slender
branches would make a pretty natural picture. In
shady woods, the damper the better, its establish-
ment will give no trouble, and even in confined
spots on the rock garden we have been much struck
with its beauty.

The Toothworts (Dentaria) are at their best
just now, and form the most charming groups on
the rockery. D. pinnata is well known and easily
distinguished from the others by its distinctly pin-
nate leaves and large bunches of pale lilac flowers.
D.digitata is not so free, but much handsomer; the
flowers are larger if anything, rich purple, and the
dark green leaves, as the name implies, have five

fingers, or leaflets from a common centre. D. bul-
bifera is a native species more interesting than
beautiful; the stems bear bulblets at the axils of
the leaves, and by these the plant may be increased
to almost any extent. The two first are South
European species.

Rosy-flowered Rock Cress (Arabis blepha-
rophylla) is a pretty flower when grown in a cold
frame. We saw a splendid panful of it the other day
at Tottenham, the comparatively large rosy purple
flowers hiding the leaves. Although it blooms with
great profusion, few seeds are produced, and it is

therefore necessary to propagate largely from cut-
tings. It was introduced from California about
1874, and is one of the brightest flowers we can
have in the cool house in early spring.

Erythronium grandiflorum is one of the
most beautiful of the Dog's-tooth Violets. There is

a large bed of it in full bloom in the Tottenham
Nursery, the graceful pendent flowers, which are of
a cream colour, being borne from two to six
and sometimes more in a raceme. They are of
the greatest use as cut flowers, as there is a good
length of stalk to insert in water. It thrives in a
peaty soil where Trilliums and hardy Cypripediums
delight to grow. We may regard it as one of the
choicest introductions from North-west America.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—The nsual
monthly meeting of the committee took place at
the Caledonian Hotel on Friday, the 26th ult.,

Mr. George Deal presiding. It was announced that
the sum of £573 12s. !)d. was standing to the
credit of the fund at the bank, when it was re-
solved that the sum of £500 be invested, it being
left in the hands of Messrs. Deal, H. K. Major and
Barron to make the best investment they could. A
list of special receipts received since the last
meeting was handed in. Among the amounts were
the sum of £8 17s. from Mr. H. AUan, gardener,
Brook's HiU, Kingswear, South Devon—collecting
card ; from Mr. M. Dunn, of Dalkeith, a donation
of £5, and the same amount from Mr. Elliott of
Fulham Fields; from Mr. W. Warren, of Isleworth,
a second donation of £2 2s ; from Messrs. B. K.
Bliss & Sons, New York, a donation of £1 ; and a
sum of £5 from one of the entertainments given
by the Moore and Burgess's Minstrels at St. James's
Hall. The secretary reported that a good number of
annual subscriptions were still unpaid, which it is

desirable should be sent in before the next election
in July. Thirteen applications were received in the
interest of orphan children desirous of participating
in the benefits of the fund, and of these twelve
were admitted, one being held over in consequence
of an inforrcality in filling up the same. Other
matters of detail in reference to the coming election
were passed. Mr. John Lemon, Dyke Road,
Brighton, was appointed hon. local secretary for
Brighton and district. Subsequently a meeting of
the Covent Garden fete committee, which includes
a number of the stand-hohlers, was held, Mr. George
Deal in the chair. It was reported that the Lady
Mayoress had consented to her name being an-
nounced as one of the patrons of the fete ; also
that the Baroness Burdett-Coutts had consented to
open the fSte at 8 p.m. on May 22. All the details
of the proceedings were considered, and the
meeting closed with a vote of thanks to the chair-

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Hints on Cacti." A. Blanc and Co , Philadelphia.

U.S.A.
" The Chrysanthemum Annual for 1889." By Lewis

Castle, Hotham House, Mertou, Surrey.

"Useful Native Plants of Australia." By J. H.
Maiden, Curator of the Technical Museum of New
.'^outh Wales. Londou : Triibner and Co., Ludgate
Hill. Sydney '• Turner and Henderson,

"A Treatise on Manures, or the Philosophy nf
Manuring." A practical handbook for the agricul-
turist, manufacturer, and studeut. By A. B. Grifliths.

London : Whittaker and Co., Paternost*?r Square

;

and George Bell and Sons, York Street, Covent Gar-
den.

Names of plants.—J. 11'. P.—We do not name
from leaves as a rule, but yours are so distinct that no
mistake cau he made. 1 , Ficus ruligiosa ; 2, P. Par-
celli; 3,Anthurium Scherzerianum ; 4, Alocasia Lowi;
.'i, A. nietalhca. J. Salter.— 1, Gloncra jasminoides

;

2, Poivrea coccinea ; 3, Bignonia purpurea. H. M.,
Taunton.—1, Adiantum cardiochljena ; 2, Anemidic-
tyon Phyllitidis ; 3, Aspleuium formosum. Burke.
— 1, Primula farinosa; 2, Megasea Hgulata : 3, specimen
too shrivelled to identify. Thus. It. White.—Ismene
calathina. W. K. S.—Dendrohium harbatulum.
31. M.— 1, Bletia gracihs; 2, Oucidium rotundifolium.

F. Ratclijf.— Orchid, Odontoglossum citroemuin
album; Feru, Todoa suporba. 6. R.— Lycaste Har-
risoiiise alba. Mr.^. Lat/ard.— Ipoiuiea pes-caprse.

Urchiii.—Maxillaria graudiflora.
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WOODS & Forests.

HOME-GROWN TIMBER.
In discussing this subject in The Garden, April

J 3 (p. 350), Mr. Sheppard says :—
I live in a house in which the joists and floors

are made of home-grown timber, and the boards
are so warped and twisted at the edges, that we
had to plane them to prevent the carpets being cut
through, and most o£ the joists stand open suffi-

ciently wide for a penny-piece to drop through

;

while as to the skirtings, it is an easy matter to

poke the finger between them and the floor.

It is evident from this statement that the

wood ha.s either not been thoroughly seasoned

or properly matured in growth before being

used—perhaps both, and this clearly accounts

for the warping of the timber, but it is neither

consistent nor fair to try to make it appear that

it is owing to the inferior quality of the timber
itself. As formerly stated by me, all wood used
for particular purposes in house-building re-

quires to be matured in growth and thoroughly
seasoned previous to being used, and when this

is attended to the wood of the Scotch Fir is

found to be proof against warping and twisting.

Many examples of this can be shown at different

places here and there throughout the country,

and a very good example of the superior quality

of the timber of the Scotch Fir was illustrated

by a chalet made from the wood of the Highland
Pine, and .shown by Her Majesty the Queen
at the Forestry Exhibition in Edinliurgh in

1884. Her Majesty likewise exhibited speci-

mens of Pine wood in the rough with the view
of showing both its size and quality. One log

was stated to be 212 years old, and had lain on
the surface of the ground for upwards of forty

years, in consequence of which the sap-wood
had decayed and turned into mould, but the
heart-wood, which measured 31 feet in diameter,

was perfectly fresh and sound, and 1 think this

is pretty conclusive proof as to the superior

quality of Scotch Pine timber whtn thoroughly
matured. At the same exhibition the Duke of

Sutherland showed a specimen of a Scotch Fir

rafter from Strathspey Fir that was perfectly

fresh and sound after being in use for 100 years.

I have a cabinet made from Scotch Fir timber,

and from the information which 1 can gather

concerning it, it would appear to be about a
century old, yet the wood and joints are as

fresh and sound as ever. The late Mr. James
Alexander, the senior member of Messrs. Dick-

sona and Co. , Edinburgh, while building his new
house at Redbraes, had the timbers supplied

from the Scotch Pine forests in Strathspey.

With regard to the durability of the matured
wood of the common Silver Fir, I have known
it last in a veiy efticient condition as flooring for

upwards of thirty years; and at the Forestry
Exhibition already referred to, Mr. McCorquo-
dale, forester to the Earl of Mansheld, showed
a railway sleeper of that wood that was laid as

a test with other sleepers of Baltic Pine on the
Caledonian Railway in 1877, and when lifted

in 1884 it was found to be perfectly sound,
while many of the Baltic sleepers were worn
out and had to be lifted and renewed the pre-

vious year. The value and durability of home-
grown timber as compared with that of foreign

growth are questions of vital importance to

landed proprietors, and for this roascjii 1 am the

more anxious to give the experience of others as

well as my own. If home-grown timber were
so much inferior to that of foreign growth, as

some writers would seem to imply, it is curious

why all foresters of largo oxpcrionce and prac-

tice, stich as Brown, Grigor, Ac, recommend it.

I think the builder of Mr. Sheppard's house

is to blame and not the timber, for had the
wood been matured in growth and thoroughly
seasoned before being used, it would neither
have curled up at the edges nor opened at the
seams or joints in the way referred to. Writers
upon such an important subject would do well

to give all these points due consideration to

prevent mistakes. As the Scotch Fir, how-
ever, does not always grow nor produce the
same quality of timber on all soils and localities

alike, perhaps Mr. Sheppard's soil and situation

may be exceptionally bad or unsuitable for pro-
ducing the best class of Pine wood capable of

being utilised for the finer kinds of joiner's work.
This in itself might in a great measure account
for the inferiority of the wood complained of. I

am well aware that a great deal of home-grown
timber of various species of trees is often

damaged to a large extent by knots in the
stems, which in many cases render the wood
unsuitable for particular purposes. This, how-
ever, is the fault of the cultivator, and not the

fault of the trees themselves ; consequently, if

we are to compete with the foreigner, our aim
should be to produce the largest quantity of

clean-grown timber at the smallest cost.

J. B. Webster.

THE PUBLIC FOOTPATH NUISANCE.
To THE Editob of The Gaeden.

Sir,—" The Public," as a rule, know only one side

of this question—although it is one that is con-
stantly cropping up in some much-wronged com-
munity or other. If you wish to get up much
frothy sentiment, and at the same time collect all

the poachers, vagabonds, and idlers into one place,

stop some muddy footpath across a field or a wood,
and put a barrier up at each end of it with a placard
intimating that "trespassers will be prosecuted," or

any other intimation of your purpose you may think
fit. The local agitator, who probably never did a
neighbour a good turn in his life, and who would
set his dog at anyone who dared to look over his

garden wall, will then com 3 to the front in fine

form, make speeches, and "move" no end of " reso-

lutions " against the atrocious individual who
has dared to keep their public majesties from mak-
ing a common of his land, invading his privacy,

and destroying his property. I believe there
is a society in existence called the National
Footpaths Association, or something of that
kind, whose objects may be praiseworthy enough
in their way, but what is wanted at present

is another and a counter-association to keep
an eye on the other society's vagaries and protect
property from wanton invasion and spoliation. I

suppose, in the thickly-populated centres of Eng-
land, we are more troubled with this sort of thing
than anywhere else, and I can assure you the
grievance is a real one. In Scotland, where the
value of land is better understood, these by-ways
and footpaths do not exist to anything like the
same extent that they do in England, and nobody is

a penny the worse for it. But good-natured English
proprietors have allowed liberties to be taken by
trespassers on their estates till these liberties have
been claimed as " rights " and privileges, and until

it has become practically impossible to stop them.
Hereabouts there is hardly a field, a wood, or a
covert that is not traversed in one or more direc-

tions by a thoroughfare. It is easy to see how
these thoroughfares have originated. The high-

ways and parish roads cannot always be made as

the " crow flies," and a hamlet, a village, a colliery,

or a factory of any kind become an excuse for

making a gap in the fence and a footpath by the
nearest cut in any particular direction. Perhaps
no very energetic means are taken to stop the tres-

pass, and your " footpath " becomes public property
in the end. And what do these paths mean .' You
cannot go to the expense of railing tliem off in

every case, in order to keep them witliin bounds,
and, as a rule, nobody ever thinks of keeping them
in order or mending them—least of all " the public"

;

so that, as often as otherwise, the path becomes an

unpassable, muddy track, which pedestrians and
troops of school-children broaden out day by day
till it becomes as broad as the highway. Grass and
crops being trodden under foot and destroyed,
while bird-nesters, bramblers, and other idlers
ramble unrestrained as far afield as they desire.

I am not one of those who would like to see the
public shut out wholly from the fields and woods,
but the public have little or no conscience in the
matter, and take an ell wherever they get an inch

—

quite regardless of the damage and mischief they do
to those who live by cultivating the soil. It be-
hoves proprietors to look into the matter, and see
that the thoroughfares across tlieir estates are, at
least, so laid out as to reduce their number and
extent to the lowest point possible, without incom-
moding the pnbUc, and prevent their needless ex-
tension by rigidly stopping trespassers. Gentlemen
usually throw open their parks to the public now-a-
days, and are otherwise so willing to grant all

reasonable facilities of access on their estates, that
they need not hesitate to exercise their rights in
other directions. Yoekshibeman.

Repairing Grass rides.—This is a favourable
time for sowing Grass seeds upon wood rides or for
game cover in open corners of the woodlands. For
rides the following mixture is suitable : Timothy,
Tall Fescue, Meadow Foxtail, and Hard Fescue,
2 lbs. of each ; Rough Cocksfoot and Smooth-stalked
Meadow, 3 lbs. of each ; Sweet-scented Vernal and
Rough-stalked Meadow, 4 lbs. of each ; Wood
Meadow Grass, 7 lbs.—W.

Destroying Pine beetles The next few
weeks will be the proper time to collect aU dead
wood, branches, and rubbish in the Pine forest, as
the Pine beetle (Hylurgus piniperda) and the Pine
weevil (Curculio pini) hibernate in such during
winter. The debris should be collected into heaps
in open places here and there and burned ; in this

way both insects and rubbish will be got rid of at
one time.— J. W.

The Burr Oak (Quercus macrocarpa).—This is

perhaps the most ornamental of American Oaks.
Nothing can exceed the graceful beauty of these
trees when not crowded or cramped in their growth,
but left free to follow their own mode of develop-
ment. Who has not admired these trees in Ameri-
can Burr Oak openings ? Their large leaves are dark
green above and a bright silvery white beneath,
which gives the tree a singularly fine appearance
when agitated by the wind. The wood is tough,
close grained, and more durable than that of the
White Oak, especially when exposed to frequent
changes of moisture and dryness.

Age of trees for planting.—In making ex-
tensive plantations the following will be found
useful ages at which to select trees : Larch, two
years seedlings once transplanted ; Silver, Scotch,
and Spruce Firs, two years seedlings which have
had one year in fairly open lines; Birch, Elm,
Sycamore, Mountain Ash, Hornbeam, and Ash, two
years seedlings, nursed either one or two years,

according to soil ; Oak, Beech, Horse and Spanish
Chestnuts, planted out as seedlings, two years
nursed, and tapped in the nursery. M'hen both the
soil and situation in which the plants are to be
placed are good, an additional year in the nursery.

may prove of great advantage to them. Such as
are tap-rooted in particular should have one year in

tolerably good soil after being undercut. These
instructions apply to trees intended for the wood-
lands only ; such as are designed for parks, pleasure

grounds, hedgerows, and screens may be put out

at any required size, and afterwards protected,

watered, and mulched as the necessity for such
treatment arises.— IJ.

"The Garden" Monthly Fa,rts.— This Joumnl is

jHihlinhtd ill luatlii bdaml Montiili/ J'ltrts. In this form the

t'olointi/ jilates are I'tut pnstrredt and it is tuost suitable fitr

)•' I'n-i iirf jini-LOKs to thi' issut of thi hall'-i/cattij votumcs. Price

U. (,d. : I'uslfnt, Is. 'Ml.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts. — Wij
jouritnt is pubtishtd in nuttl;/ b<n<nU Monthti/ I'arts, in uhicli

t'orm it is most suitable for rejirence prtvwus tt the issue o/tht
i/iarti/ volumes. Price bd. : jiost free, 7d.

London: 37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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"This la an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—fi^'espeare.

IN NORMANDY.
NoRMANDV Ls always a beautiful and homely
land, but never more interesting perhaps than

in spring, when the Kingcups illuminate the

wet patches in the lush meadows, and when the

soft grey buds are swelling day by day on the

Apple trees, or on the Cherries and the Pears.

Now and then the train passes through woods
thickly sprinkled with Primroses, sloping

meadows with Cowslips thick among the Grass,

while between Dieppe and Rouen the woods for

miles along the railway were, in April, literally

golden with millions of the common DaffodUs
or Lenten Lilies, the " Parrion " or " Aiult " of

the French authors. Here and there one gets

a glimpse of old farmhouse and water-mill gar-

dens with every bare foot of wall covered by
neatly-trained trees. Pears or Plums, and many
new orchards are replanted on rising ground to

replace the old ones in the valleys, where they
are often composed of stunted Moss and Lichen-
covered trees, not better than our own. Apples
and Cherries at 30 yards apart in the Grass

fields have their stems protected by brushwood
guards sometimes, but a more modem notion is

that of twining a ribbon-like strip of tin or zinc

spirally around the stem of the tree so as to

protect it from tlie browsing of the cattle.

At Oissell, near Rouen, in making a short

detour from the little station, we fell in with a

homely innkeeper at work in his garden, or

rather gossipping with a friendly young soldier

who was awaiting his train. After making some
inquiries as to trains, our conversation was
turned to gardening topics by the sight of a

healthy young seedling Peach tree covered with
flower-buds at four years from the stone. The
officer, whoknew something of thePeach industry

at Montreuil, near Paris, seemed very confident
in seedling Peaches being healthier and less

liable to '
' chancre

'

' than grafted or budded
ones, and we were shown other seedling Peaches
on the walls of the innkeeper's garden, in the
future prosperity of which he certainly had
much faith, ^^^lether seedling or own-root
Peaches will ever be as successful as own-root
Roses have been proved to be, we must leave

for the wise years to decide, but it is interesting

to find even a Norman innkeeper alive to the

value of experiment in this direction.

Leaving Oissell for St. Pierre, we thence took
the diligence or coach to Les Andeleys, pretty

little country towns near each other, the one
remarkable as the birthplace of Touissin, the
celebrated painter, and the other as the site of the

famous old fortress, the Ch&teau Gaillard, built

by Lion-hearted Richard in 1100, and noble

even in its total ruin of to-day. Perched up on
a high chalk bank above the winding Seine, it

must have been a joy to see when intact and im-

pregnable. The Carnation grows wild on its

battered walls, numerous brown stalks crowned
with empty seed-capsules standing out from the

dense tufts of living herbage clear and sharp

against the sky. The slopes around are clothed

with .Juniper and Sweet Brier, while the out-

cropping stones are carpeted with a dwarf Pink
and matted clusters of the little Sun Rose
(Helianthemum). Amongst the coarse Grass in

partial shade are tufts of the Bear's-foot Helle-

bore, and in full sunshine in all the beauty of

royal purple and gold we saw the Pasque Flower

(Anemone Pulsatilla), rich and bright as jewels,

half hidden by the Moss and brown herbage,

amongst which it nestled high up in the light

and air. Afterwards it was found growing along

the roadside banks for miles, and the last plant

we saw beyond Vernon was on a low wall-top

near the railway—a perfect little picture of what

a happy wdd plant can be—not nearly so large

or bearing so many (50) flowers as some culti-

vated specimens I saw at Cambridge the other

day, but infinitely more rich and perfect in

colour and form. Now and then it left the

roadsides and strayed a few yards into the thin

sunny woods, where A. nemorosa had spread its

white flowers as thickly as Daisies on an unmown
lawn ; but, as a rule, it seemed to prefer the

banks and elevated positions, fully exposed to

the winds and the sunshine. Everywhere in

cottage and farmhouse gardens near the road

the crimson Wallflowers were strong and vivid

in colour, and here and there we got a passing

glimpse of the wild yellow species on old walls
;

but perhaps the most interesting of all the

spring flowers were the double-flowered Prim-

roses, especially lilac and white forms, which

grew in great tufts in nearly all the roadside

gardens w'e saw.

At Andeleys, one of the prettiest of garden

pictures was a grassy bank covered with

coloured single Primroses of various kinds in-

termixed with Woodruflf, the exquisite blue

creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodes), Aqui-

legia, and Periwinkle in the hedge above. The
Primroses were of nearly all shades between

white, sulphur-yellow, and crimson, one large

white form being especially attractive. The
owner informed us that mos; of them were wild

forms from the neighbourhood collected and

planted in the bank a year or two ago, where

they have now become at home as shown by the

numerous seedlings nestling around the parent

plants. In the little garden above the bank we
saw great clumps of Hepaticas, including a plant

of the double blue form nearly 12 inches in dia-

meter, Lilies and Crown Imperials throwing up

their thick and vigorous stems, and a couple of

masses of Helleborus altifoUus about 2 feet

through just pushing up their glossy new leaves

of bronzy green; but nothing pleased us so

much as did the sloping grassy bank with its

green Grass and the richly tinted Primroses

gleaming out like an oasis from where we passed

in the dusty street with its whitewashed houses.

The story of the Chateau Gaillard is, of

course, well known. How Richard built it in

fourteen months, and his delight when he saw it

finished in its pride, and said exultingly, " Bly

child ! See my beautiful child of a year old !

"

It is imposing even yet, and one looks with awe

as from an eyrie from its shattered loopholes

to the silvery river and the town below. Ro-

mance is clustered around its walls as well

as Sweet Brier and Carnations. The tall

Poplars beside the river and on the little islands

shimmer in the sunlight of a lovely Good Friday

afternoon, enriched liere and there with nest-

like bosses of dark green Mistletoe, while

stretching away to the right beside the road

tower up the rocky ramparts of the valley, the

chalky bastions which kept the great river at

bay ages upon ages ago.

At Vernon we saw a delightful children's ser-

vice in the old cathedral, and also the market

with its country produce— eggs, butter, vege-

tables, and flowers— flowers such as great

Pansies, double Primroses, Violets, and Wall-

flowers, Stocks and Carnations. Here, again,

in the market the double white Primroses were

fine, each bearing about fifty of its rosette-like

blooms.

There are many ways of spending an Easter

holiday, and there are many ways less pleasant

than to be among the cultivated plains, the

woods and flowers, the grey-tiled farmhouses,

the cows, and the Apple trees of Normandy.
F. W. B.

Rose Garden.

ROSE PROSPECTS FOR 1889.

Upon the whole these may be said to be promis-

ing. A moderately cool moist winter seems to

have suited them better than a drier colder one.

This may seem to run somewliat contrary to

practical experience, and yet it is true in theory

that moisture in the air is conservative of

warmth, and the result of this winter's doings

among the Roses seems to prove that it is equally

true in practice.

The same rough and ready appeal to facts

seems to show that Roses, even Teas, are hardier

than a good many of our semi-hardy fruits,

notably, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, the

latter being the most tender of the three. This

at least is satisfactory to some of us, who have

been recommending Tea Roses on walls as more

profitable than Apricots or Peaches on walls. On
the whole, the Roses have passed through the

winter with the fewer mishaps.

Fruit trees, especially yotmg ones and maidens

and more particularly Apricots, have been hit

hard and many of them killed outright. The

worst cases of injurj' to Tea Roses, and right in

the open, can hardly match these ; while writing

broadly. Teas on walls, fences, buildings, are

safe. Besides, the loss of produce and of profit

is much less in the case of Roses than in the

case of fruit trees. Severe injury to fruit trees

means the loss of a crop and a season at the least

;

it may mean much more. Frost-bites among Tea

Roses may only mean the loss of a few months'

time and a portion of the first blooms.
_
Even

these losses may all be neutralised witliin the

compass of a few months by the superior quality

and augmented quantity of the succeeding crops

of flowers. The recuperative powers of Roses

likewise far exceed those of semi-hardy fruit

trees alike in regard to time and force, thus

minimising the risk of loss among the Roses

either through the failure of produce or of

plants.

But this is hardly the season to discuss at

any length the relative merits or profits of fruit

or Rose culture. Both may be best according

to circumstances, and present prospects, on the

whole, are encouraging to the growers of either.

Roses are breaking.strongly, though late, and the

coolness and the moisture have contributed to

keep the plants clean and free of insects. Though

the wind hugs the east rather too closely, or re-

turns to it as its home quarter with a sudden

fit and start as if it feared to leave it for a

moment, yet even the east wind has been less

harsh and austere than usual, being mellowed

somewhat by its abnormal proportion of mois-

ture. Hence probably it has happened that

up to date (the last day of April) it has neither

blown blight nor brought insect pests among

our Roses.

This early immunity, whatever may happen

afterwards, is a clear gain to our Roses, as ftw

things teU so much in their favour as a clean

start. A clean start, in fact, linked with a late

one, ought to go very far indeed to conmiand a

successful and brilhant Rose season.

Root and stem suckers seem abnormally

strong and active, and sh.iuld be promptly

removed or suppressed without a day's delay.

In these preliminary operations, as well as the
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examination of trees and renewal of labels, a
sharp outlook must be maintained for grubs,
aphides, mildew, and other insect pests. Mil-
dew has been rather plentiful this winter and
spring on Roses under glass, and may possibly
appear on weakly Tea or other Roses in the
open. The safest course is to pick or cut off

the first leaf or brauchlet ati'ected with mildew,
and thus stamp it out in embryo. If allowed
to spread, neither sulphur, sulphide of potassium,
nor other nostrums are of much avail.

D. T. F.

Rose notes.—If the troubles of the Rose grower
should continue through the summer as they have
begun, this season will be a trying one. Green-fly
is already very numerous as I write on May 7, espe-
cially on the early pruned plants or those not
pruned at all. It would seem that there is a
double advantage in late pruning, for where there

is little or no young growth, of course there is no
fly. Some unpruned seedlings have the points of

every young shoot covered with these insects. On
the other hand, blooms may be bad three weeks
earlier when the Teas are left unpruned. In a
sheltered comer I have Homere, Marie Van Houtte,
and Safrano with quite prominent buds. The first

Rose to flower when grown in the open is

the Japan variety Rosa rugosa ; the variety with
crimson-coloured flowers is already showing promi-
nent flower-buds. I think these Japan Roses are
worth growing if only for their foliage. I do not
often meet with Devoniensis growing luxuriantly as

a standard, but I saw one the other day at Montys
Court and which must be ten years old. It is trained
over an umbrella-shaped wire frame 4 feet over.

This case affijrds another proof of the advantage of

not pruning weak-growing Tea Roses. All this

plant has had done to it in the way of pruning has
been to cut out the weak and dead wood, all the
strongest shoots being annually tied down to the
wires. Banksian Roses are in most places already
beginning to show the colour of their flowers. In
sheltered positions they are abeady in bloom. A
wreath made of the flowers and foliage of the
white variety of the Banksian Rose and which I saw
at the end of last week was very pretty.— J. C. C.

Rose Climbing Djvoniensis. — Amongst
really good Roses wiih scandent growth this

stands out conspicuous on account of its lu.xu-

riance, and it is only where unlimited space is given
it that it develops its true character. Confined to

a small space, and consequently severely pruned to

keep it within bounds, it does not flower freely.

The more this plant is pruned, the more it will

grow into long, thick, fleshy wood, from which
it is useless to expect many flowers. So far as my
observation goes, we must go to Devonshire to see
this Rose in its true character. One notable ex-
ample of it I can remember seeing at Dawlish,
where it was covering a large space on the wall of

a villa residence. There it grew in the most luxuri-
ant manner possible, enjoying a happy freedom of

growth not often allowed it, but which it evidently
ought to receive. This plant was producing a fine

display of flowers, and was in the most perfect
health. One glance at this Rose was sufficient to

convince anyone that, to cultivate it successfully
and secure a fair proportion of flowers according to

the space covered, it must be planted in a good
soil in a warm and sheltered position, and be al-

lowed to grow in a free and easy manner, witli only
just the strongest branches nailed to the wall, and
the others allowed to grow in their own way. I

have tried to cultivate this Rose under gla?s in a
house that is not heated and where there is plenty
of space; but its rampant growth necessit.ated such
severe pruning, tliat comparatively very few flowers
were obtained from the space occupied by the
plant. The size of the flowers and the exquisite
fragrance that behmg to the old variety are also

present in this <liiiihing one. Some years ago I

saw in a garden at Exeter a grand example of the
old Devoniensis Itose. It had been planted again.st

the outside wall of a greenhouse, and, liaving put
forth a slioot stronger than the rest, it w.as taken
under the wall plate and trained inside the house.

where it throve in the most satisfactorymanner, and
in three or four years had covered a space of several
yards. When I saw it it was in perfect health,
and had during that year produced more than 20U
flowers, and this just from simply affording it space
and a few shreds and nails. The roots being out-

side were able to take care of themselves.— J.

GARDENING AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION.
What was but a few weeks ago cartruts and
rubbish heaps is now being rapidly transformed
into neat gravel walks, green lawns, and shrub-
beries. Already some of the newly sown lawns
are quite green and fit to be mowed, and very
fine effects are produced by carrying the green
lawn right up amongst the low plants at the
edge of shrubberies. Some large bunches of

bronze and red Pajony leaves with gold and silver

Euonymus bushes looked very effective in tlie

delicate new Grass. In tlie main part of the
Exhibition ground in the Champ de Mars the
lawns are at a low level flanked by a terrace, on
which are planted large Palm trees about 20 feet

in circumference. The most interesting portion
of the Exhibition to the gardener will be the
ground on the north side of the river sloping up
to the Trocadero Palace, and which is almost
entirely given up to horticultural exhibits. The
lower portion parallel with the river is devoted
to fruit trees. Here are hundreds of Apples,
Pears, Plums, Peaches, and Apricots, trained
in every conceivable fashion, and as regular as

the diagrams in an illustrated catalogue. There
are beds illustrating the culture of Apples,
Pear.s, Plums, and Cherries as standards, half-

standards, pyramids, and bushes ; then close

fences and trellises showing diflerent ways of

training, such as single, double, forked and
crossed cordons, espaliers horizontal trained,

vertical trained, and radiating ; then illustra-

tions of the best way of filling a fence or trellis

with various-shaped trees at the most economi-
cal distances apart. There are also specimen
trained trees, 5 inches or inches diameter in

the stem, in the form of perfect fans, tables,

domes, or pyramids, e.xhibiting wonders in the
art of training, inarching, grafting, and budding.
Here we can see beautiful little Currant and
Gooseberry trees on stems each 4 feet or 5
feet high, some having cup-shaped heads, some
drooping, others trained to fill the low spans
on a wall between fruit trees.

Then the advocates and adversaries of graft-

ing should see the specimens illustrating the
growth of grafts and buds one, two, and three
years old. I was particularly struck with the
vigour of a Bigarreau grafted on St. Lucie
Cherry one year old. The thoot was about 1

inch in diameter, had been topped at 5 feet,

and had twelve lateral branches. It evidently
showed that the stock and graft agreed pretty
well with each other; but tlieu further up in

the grounds can be seen grafts which do not
agree so well with the stock, such as Broom on
Laburnum, and various Acacias and ornamental
trees. Next to the fruit trees come the orna-
mental deciduous trees, amongst which Prunus
triloba and the Forsythias were the most
noticeable in bluoni. Tlien beds of Magnolias,
Azaleas, and Evergreens illustrating the best

and most ornamental forms of ))lanting. The
main features (jf those gardens have remained
ever since the last exhibition, and the little

lake formed by the stream meandering out
from the rockery is exceedingly natural and
picturesque. A great number of aquatic plants

have been planted in pots in this stream and
are beginning to show above water.

I had the opportunity of going with a friend

to see the .lajianese gardens. The .)ai)ane.se

told us they had lost many of their plants

conung over, chiefly the stunted Pines, so
that the exhibit will not be so great as was
intended ; however there are some very curious

forms of these dwarf trees, some of which are

upwards of 100 years old and are carried about
sticking to a mass of rock as a piece of furniture.

The Japanese are busy making up the ground,
sowing seeds, and arranging their tiower-pots,

and they have some hundreds ol Lilies just

shooting up.

The flower beds by the sides of the paths are

being filled up with showy flowers such as

Pansies, Wallflowers, Stocks, Anemones, For-

get-me-nots, Carnations, iVc, so that in a short

time the whole place will be glow'Lng with col-

our. I was much struck with the beauty of a

little border plant growing in tufts about 6
inches high and literally smotliered with its

pretty flowers. It is called Nycterinia selagi-

noides, and is well worth growing in any
garden. R. J. G. Read.

Farts.

Propagating.

Clematis.—At the present time there are few
classes of plants that are more deservedly popular
than these hardy cUmbers. It is not only as hardy
climbers that they are valuable, but as greenhouse
plants for early spring-flowering that they are so
distinct and effective. They may also be used in

the flower garden as bedding plants with great
effect. Although the same plants will suffice for a
number of years, even when grown in pots, pro-

vided they are properly cared for, yet it may be ad-
visable to propagate some of the most useful sorts.

The Clematises may be propagated in several ways.
They will succeed from cuttings, layers, or by root-

grafting. The last-mentioned method is the most
expeditious. For this mode of propagating, one-

year-old seedlings of either C. flammula or C. Vit-

alba may be used, the latter being most preferred.

If neither of these is obtainable, some of the roots

from estabhshed pot plants may be taken, but
these should be removed before the plants have
started into active growth. Unless grafted very early

in the year, it takes two seasons before the plants are

of much value for flowering. The grafting may be
done as soon as some good strong shoots with well

developed leaves can be obtained. Plants started

in a little warmth for early-flowering will provide
good material. As soon as the young shoots have
made a fair growth the points should be taken out,

and in a few days the whole of the shoots may be
cut up into short lengths and used as scions, one
pair of leaves being sufficient for each graft, or

where the growths are strong they may be split

through, using only one eye for scion. Where the

seedling stocks are used, they should be cut oS
just below the stem, that is, below the seed leaves.

Side-grafting is the best method for working the
Clematises. It is necessary to take great care that

the scions do not get withered, especially when
very young wood is used. Good loamy soil should
be prepared beforehand and the pots made ready,

so that the plants can be potted and placed in the

close propagating pit without delay. They should
be so potted that the lower portion of the graft is

covered. They must be kept quite close until the

grafts are well callused, but only a moderate
bottom-heat is required, and it will be only a few
days before a little air may be given. As soon as

sufficiently established, they should be removed to

a cooler position. Although it is advisable to keep
tlie plants under gla.>is for the first tew months, it

is a great mistake to give them nnich heat, as this

will cause weak, spindly growth to be made, and
will ako be liable to encourage red spider, which if

allowed to get a start will cripple the plants for the

season. The plants should be potted on before

they get pot-bound; 5-inch jiols will be large

enough for the lirsl season. The compost should
consist of rather light fibrous loam, leaf-mould,

well rotted mamiro. .and a good sprinkling of old

lime rubbish, or if this is not to be had some fresh
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lime may be used, but this should be mixed with

the leat-mould some time before it is required

for use. This will destroy worms and other in-

sects which are usually found in leaf-mould.

The pots should be well drained and the plants

potted firmly, placing them down low enough to

cover the part where the stock and scion are joined.

If this is done, roots will be produced from the

base of the scion, and will thus assist and, perhaps,

eventually succeed the stock, which, having helped
the plant through its infancy, will be no longer re-

quired. Water should be used sparingly until the

pots are well filled with roots, when, of course, the

plants will require more, and liquid manure may be
used frequently during the growing season. In

tying the plants good strong sticks should be
used. It is very necessary not to let the shoots

get entangled, as it will be very difficult to separate

them. The early-flowering varieties of the patens

type, which bloom from the previous year's growth,
should especially be closely attended to.

Daphne indica.—It is seldom that this beauti-

ful plant is met with in good condition, and yet its

requirements appear to be simple enough. In the

gardens at Eokefield, Dorking, there are two re-

markably healthy specimens. These are planted

out, one in a greenhouse, the other in a vinery and
trained against a wall. Mr. Firmin, the gardener,

tells me that these plants are on their own roots,

having been struck from cuttings about nine years

ago. They are planted in a compost of peat, fibrous

loam and burnt refuse, with good drainage. In

this they appear to be perfectly at home, for they
are vigorous and healthy, and when in bloom the

delicious perfume of the flowers pervades the

whole house. Besides cutting a great quantity of

bloom, the plants are pruned annually, that is, all

the weakly growths are cut out, thus proving that no
harm is done by the use of the knife. It is a mis-

take to suppose that this beautiful Daphne is injured

by being cut. I may add that the plants alluded

to are the white variety (D. indica alba), which is

generally considered more delicate than D. indica

rubra. E. A. H.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Heliotrope President Garfield is an excel-

lent variety, the flowers deep violet in colour and deli-

ciously sweet. The habit of tlie plant i.s excelleut. We
noted several specimens of it at Gunnersbury Park.

Orcllis foliosa is flowering well in the cool Or-

chid house at Kew. This liardy kind is as beautiful

under glass as when in a cnlj frame. It is strange such

an easily grown and vigorous plant is not more cul-

tivated.

Amorpliophallus eamp mvilatus. — Those
who are iuterested in Aroids wiU find a remarkably fine

bed of A. campanulatus in the Water Lily house at

Kew. It resembles A, virosus described in The Gar-
den (page 420).

Cypripedium bellatulum improves on ac-

quaintance. One flower we measured recently was
fully 3 inches across, and the petals were 1? inches wide.

The ground colour was clear white, overlaid with large,

finely coloured spots.

Cypripedium barbatum.—Mr.Eley, Hatcham,
sends U8 a flower of this Lady's Slipper in which the

right petal is an exact counterpart of the dorsal sepal,

showing the same colouring aud shape. It is a singular

freak.

The Golden or Corstorphine Plane (from
Methvcn's, Edinburgh) is a fine thing « itli its great

leaves of a golden green colour— suff'u.siou, not a

splashed or variegated thing. Pajonies promise widl

for late May and early June.

The white variety of Dielytra spectabilis
is a beautiful flower tif tlie purest white, hut other-

wise an exact counterpart of the type. We have seen

a variety or two in which the flowers were of a dirty,

washed-out pink. This is not its true character.

Aretotis acaulis is one of tlie most brilliant

flowers in the greenhouse at Kew. They are rich

orange, about as large as those of an Ox-eye Daisy,

and remarkably bright. The leaves are small, hairy,

and on the under surface covered with a woolly tomen-
tum. Such a showy flower should be often seen.

Peach trees in the Jardin des T^iantes.—

A

curious sight here is two or tliree old Cidncse Peach

trees generally bearing double white flowers, but some
flowers are entirely of a rich deep crimson, which
can be seen from a long distance amidst the white, also

on a twig crowded with white flowers may be seen a

single rosette of crimson. How is this to he accounted
for?

Coloured Primroses.—I send you a bouriuet of

my new .•Eeedling Primroses, Auriculas, and Polyan-

thuses of this year.—C. Stuart, M.D., Hillside.

Chiniside, N.B.
•«* Beautiful flowers, the colours rich, varied, and

striking.

—

Ed.

ArisaBmas are especially well grown at Kew, where
there is a good collection. They are placed in the

small annexe to the Victoria house. A. speciosa is

the most beautiful of all, aud it is interesting to note

the variation in colour of the several spathes. Some
are of a pale brownish red colour, others deeper, and
one is almost black, ths silvery veins standing out in

hold contrast.

Ornithogralum nutans is a great weed, though
a very beautiful one, aud where room can be spared it

should he encouraged to increase. With me it comes
up all over the Ijorders just in the very places where it

is least wanted, but its greenish-white flowers give a

relief from the blooms of Tulipa Greigi near by. The
flowers of 0. nutans, which last a long time in good
condition, are useful for cutting.—K.

A mixture of old-fashioned flov\rers we
noted the other day as something uneommon, and yet

extremely beautiful. The bed was composed of car-

mine, yeilow, and other coloured Tulips, yellow Wall-

flowers, Forget-me-nots, Arabis, Auhrietia, and red

aud white Daisies. The most elaborate and costly

design could not have given greater pleasure than this

simple arrangement of common flowers.

Rhododendron Ifuttalli was magnificent a few
days ago in the temperate house at Kew. A large

specimen of it carried eighteen of the heavy trusses of

noble flowers. These are white, save a yellow base

to the tube, and several inches in length. A plant

like this is worth a long journey to see. It is one of

the finest of the Himalayan Rhododendrons. R. Auck-
landi was also blooming well.

Flo'wers from Scotland.— I send you a box

containing flowers of E, Xuttalli, R. Veitchi, E. Edg-
worthi fragrantissimum, R. \-irgatum, Jovellana (Cal-

ceolaria) punctata, Solanum pschychotrifolium, large-

flowering Scabious, &c.—J. Graham, Milne Qraden,
Coldstream, N.B.
*,* A splendid gathering. The truss of R. Nuttalli

had seven fully expanded flowers, the tube of each

bloom measuring 5 inches long and 5 inches across the

mouth. The flowers are very fragrant , and beautiful in

both colour and form. The flowers of tha Scabious

were as fine as we have ever seen.

—

Ed.

The dwarf Almond (Amygdalus nanus) is a

very pretty low-growing shrub for the front row of a

border or for the rockery. It is now a masi of twiggy
shoots, wreathed with pink buds aud open flowers. It

only grows li feetorsohigh,and extendsitself by creep-

ing underijround stems, which make their appearance

here and there, often at some distance from the

original plant. It never becomes so dense as to in-

terfere with its neighbours.— J. S.^

A very eifective bush m the Jardin des

Plantes, Paris, is Amygdalus nanus, which has crimson

flowers. The old Judas trees are beginning to get a
purple tinge from the flowers crowding the branches.

Narcissi in 1889.—The Narcissi, on the whole,

have done m\ich better than I expected, considering

the want of sun during last summer. I think we may
safely assume that Narcissi thrive and can be culti-

vated for sale in tliese islands quite as well as in Hol-

land. A few of the larger varieties of N. incompara-
bilis have not shown tlieir true character. I enclose a

few blooms of J. B. M. Camm and Burbidge's con-

spicuus (Constance), also blooms of Leedsi Duchess of

Westminster, incomparahilis Beauty, and Barri Flora

Wilson,— G. H. Cammell, Hathersaije. Slicffleld

.

»*# We agree with you that Narcissi can Vie culti-

vated ijuite as well in England as in Holland.—En.

Rhododendron Roylei.—Apropos of the two
articles in The Gabdex on Himalayan Ehododen-
drons, I do not see any mention of E. Roylei, an
Indian species allied to R. cinnabarinum, accord-

ing to a writer in the Flore des Serrcs, vol. v. A
small bush of this, about 2^ feet high, has flowered

here in the open air, there having been twenty

heads of flower on the bush. The flowers are well

shajied, of a delicate creamy white, with chocolate

spots inside, and winch, owing to the transparency

of the flower, are also visible on the outside. The

whole effect is very elegant. Azara microphylla
has also been in flower against a wall, e\ ery twig
being studded on the underside with small yellow,

rather inconspicuous flowers with a delicious

Vanilla odour. Phillyrea A'ilmoriniana has also

every branch wreathed with delicate white flowers,

which are very fragrant—perhaps more agreeable

at a short distance than close at hand. It is cer-

tainly a charming object when in full flower.

—

R. E. C. Chambers, Craysn-ood Hill, Baslemere.

Orchids from Warrington.—I enclose flowers

of two Orchids— one, Cattleya Mendeli, with a
well-fringed lip ; the other, Lselia Brysiana, which
has been very fine. One spike had five flowers.

—

G. J. Catt, Grappenliall, Hayes.
*^* Very good forms. L. Brysiana is a well-

marked variety of purpurata ; the sepals and petals

pale rose, and the lip deep purple-orimson.^ED.

Liilium Thomsonianum is a distinct and
beautiful early flower, and some plants in pots are

blooming freely with Mr. Ware. Although hardy,

it should be grown in a cool house to get the

flowers in their best condition. They are compara-
tively small, pale lilac in colour, and produced
on a strong upright spike. It makes an excellent

and uncommon pot plant for this season of tlie

year.

The white Buttercup (Ranunculus amplexi-
caulis) is a favourite market flower, and one of the

best early spring blooming plants for tlie garden.

It grows almost anywhere and is perfectly hardy,

as may be seen from large masses of it, now a sheet

of white, in the Tottenham Nursery. The flowers

are about as large as a halfpenny, very similar to

those of the common yellow Buttercup of the field

in shape, and of the purest white, except the bunch
of yellow stamens. It lasts well when cut.

TecophylBBa cyanocrocus in Holland.—It

may be of some interest to state that there are now
flowering in my garden a few plants of Tecophylfea

cyanocrocus, which remained outside all winter,

and did not receive any special attention or cover

besides the thin layer of reeds with which we
usually cover our bulbs in winter. The blue of the

flowers is now exceptionally deep and brilliant, and
the plants much dwarfer than when grown under
glass.—C. G. Van Tubekgbn, Jun., Haarlem.

A note from Gloucester.—Berberis Darwini
has been and still is in fine bloom. How seldom
one sees this in any quantity. There are at least

twenty large bushes in this and an adjoining garden.

The double crimson Peach and the double Pink, also

the double Cherry, the very large kinds, are in

bloom. The last is planted against a Holly, which
is still covered with red berries, and one begins to

wonder if they will ever drop. In this village the

pink and a purple-crimson Daphne, a seedling, also

the green-flowered kind, abound in cottage gardens.

Camassia Leichtlini is beginning to bloom. So
many persons say Lilium Szovitzianum is a difliculfc

subject to move, that I ought to say in its favour

that mine bloomed well last year, having been
moved in 1887, and are now looking very happy,
having only been planted from pots about eight

weeks.— C. 0. Miles, Almondshur ij Vicarage.

Double-flowered Peaches. — The double-

flowered Peach of China and Japan is not quite

happy in our London gardens, but in the Jardin
des Plantes and elsewhere near Paris it is one
of the most striking of all early spring (lowering

trees. Late in April three trees in the Paris

garden were the feature of the place as seen
in company with a double-blossomed Prunus spi-

nosa, with its little silvery rosettes, and Lindley's

Prunus, or Amygdalojisis, a shrub of infinite soft-

ness and beauty when at its best, but often totally

ruined by grafting it on to an unsuitable Plum
stock. On its own roots in tlie Jardin des Plantes

it grows and flowers quite freely, even suckers of

12 inches in height being stning with rosy buds.

So also at Cambridge, the dwarf Almond (Amyg-
dalus nana) suckers up in the Grass quite freely,

its slender shoots strung with glowing luids as

bright as those of Primula rosea, fndoubtedly the

lovely double-flowered Peaches of China would also

be delightful on the Grass if grown naturally on
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their own roots instead of being grafted as is

now nearly invariably the case. Even as grafted
standards, however, they are very effective in the
Paris gardens, and show up among the leafless and
flowerless shrubs near them in a delightful way.
There are several varieties of different shades of
rose colour and all are beautiful. In cold or un-
congenial localities they would make nice plants
for walls, or they might be cultivated in pots or
tubs and flowered indoors. I should be glad to hear
of any nursery where these rosy double-flowered
Peaches can be obtained on their own roots.

—

F. W. B.

Robinson's Windflower (Anemone Kobin-
soniana).—In the flower border, in the wild garden
and in pots I have tried this with equal success,
and flnd it the most beautiful and easily managed
of this section. The numerous large soft-tinted
flowers are now very charming, and surpass those of
the old A. nemorosa as much as those of japonica
surpass the blooms of A. virginiana. The smallest
piece will grow, and this Windflower is therefore
easily increased.—K.

Tulips from Holland.—We have the pleasure
to send you a small box containing three varieties
of early single Tulips, viz., Jenny, Scarlet Potte-
bakker, true ; and Queen of the Netherlands. They
belong to the show varieties, and are considered as
the most distinct of the early flowering class.—
Ant. Roozbn and Son, Haarlem.

*,* Very fine flowers. Queen of the Netherlands
is white, flushed with delicate pink ; Scarlet Potte-
bakker, fine scarlet; and Jenny, rich carmine.

—

Ed.

Narcissus Sabini and Backhouse!.—I am
quite willing to admit Mr. Burbidge's contention in
The Gaedbn, May 1 (p. 407), that in my "Hand-
book of Amaryllide^ " I have not worked to scale
in separating in a distinct paragraph N. Backhousei
(Hort. Barr.) from N. Sabini (Lindl.). I thought at
the time when I drew up the descriptions that N.
Biokhousei had in the perianth segments more of
the colouring of typical pseudo-Narcissus, and
Sabini that of bicolor, but many months ago Mr.
Dewar challenged this, and quite convinced me
that the two were not worth individualising—at
any rate as we use names botanically. The large
series of Pyrenean hybrids now in flower in the
herbaceous ground at Kew is most instructive.
Lindley wrote the name " Sabini " not " Sabinei,"
and according to established usage the original
authority should be followed. There is a well-
known Rosa Sabini, a widely spread British form,
and we always spell the name without the " e."
J. G. Bakbb.

The Chinese Water Lily Tree (Magnolia
Yulan, or M. conspicua of English gardens) is one
of the most beautiful and effective of all flowering
shrubs in the gardens of the Champs Elys^e. It
is lovely, whether as a distant mass of blossoms
among other shrubs or as seen near at hand, when
every one of its 500 upturned chalices can be seen.
Of late years it seems to have been somewhat
neglected in our London gardens, although there
exist here and there fine old examples, which flower
well during a favourable spring. It used to be one
of the features of Rollisson's old nursery at Tooting,
and fine examples may still be seen at Gunnersbury
House and elsewhere. It would seem to be a
subject well worthy of pot or tulj culture for con-
servatory decoration early in the year, all its
great flowers require being protection from spring
frosts and no artificial heat nor .special cul-
ture. So grown it would be an addition to the
Pa3onies and coloured cut-leaved Maples now so
popular and useful during the early months of the
year.—F. W. B.

Tulips at Kew are just now very beautiful,
more particularly the species or garden varieties as
distinct from the flori.st's kinds. The flowers of
these species are in every way more handsome
than those of tlie florist's varieties. They are
showier, more vividly coloured, and of better form.
The first to flower was the jiretty dwarf T. Bieber-
steini, which is only a small form of sylvestris from

South Russia, and useful for the rockery on account
of its earliness. T. Kaufmanniana is a very lovely
species, and promises in its variableness to give us
in the course of time some striking forms. The
flower on the outside is bright carmine, with a
bright yellow centre ; above this carmine streaked
with white. There is also a yellow form. Kolpa-
kowskyana is also variable, bright cherry red, with
black eye or yellow flamed red, or pure yellow with
black eye.

Flowers from Exeter.—By parcel post we
have sent you a few Parrot Tulips from a bed of
these in our nursery. Considering their richness
of colouring and fantastic shapes, we are sur-
prised that they are not more largely grown than
at present. They are always interesting, and very
effective in beds ; while they come in after Hya-
cinths, Daffodils, and early Tulips are gone, which
is a great consideration. We also send a spray of
Choieya ternata (the Mexican Orange Flower).
This has stood through many winters in our Ex-
minster nursery, four miles below Exeter. In some
seasons the leaves become slightly seared by the
frosty east winds, but this year the foliage is per-
fect and healthy, and the bushes are bristling
with bloom. There is a dense bushy row of it 6
feet high, the same through, and about 75 feet in
length. As a sweet-scented, ornamental-foliaged,
flowering shrub it has few equals, and we see no
reason why it should not be hardy enough for the
open ground in any of the southern and western
counties, or even the midlands.

—

Robekt Veitch
and Son, Exeter,

Orchid flowers for church decoration.—
A grand treat was given to visitors to Streatham on
Sunday last, May 5, the anniversary of the opening
of the Church of the Sacred Heart. The church was
beautifullyand tastefully decorated with a profusion
of Orchid blooms from The Woodlands collection,
sent by the kindness of Mr. R. Measures. Although
I have at various times seen decorations of this
kind completely spoiled through bad taste and bad
arrangement, such was not the case on the present
occasion. The arrangement was elegant in concep-
tion, proving conclusively how well Orchid blooms
are adapted for this purpose. The altar was de-
corated with a rich profusion of cut blooms of
Orchids in great variety, whilst the space around
was filled with a collection of plants in pots,

amongst which I noticed quantities of Cattleyas,
Odontoglossums, and Oncidiums ; these were taste-

fully grouped with Ferns and Palms, and the effect

was charming. The grounds of The Woodlands
were afterwards thrown open to visitors, and were
largely patronised. Notwithstanding the enormous
quantity of cut blooms and pot plants in the church,
there was little perceptible difference in the grand
display which is usually to be seen there.—G.

Shrubs in flower at Cork.—Amongst the
many shrubs now in flower here I will mention a
few that are not so often seen as they should be, as
there are many gardens in the warmer parts of
England where shrubs that are not considered
hardy would do equally as well as here. Aster ar-

gophyllus is now in flower. The under sides of the
leaves are silvery and the upper a dark green, and
when moved by the wind the two colours render
the shrub most attractive. Correa ventricosa,
C. alba, and C. viridis have been in flower for
several months. These will grow in fibrous peat
and loam with sand, and prove most interesting to
all lovers of shrubs. Grevillea rosmarinifolia is

valuable, not so much for the beauty of its flowers
as from its continuing in bloom so long. Choisya
ternata in now in full flower in several aspects, and
everywhere seems perfectly hardy ; the flowers are
as sweet-scented as those of the Orange, which they
resemble both in colour an<i perfume. It may be
struck from cuttings put in in autunm and kept in
a close cold frame, and will grow in any good gar-
den soil. Griselinia I ittoralis and G. macrophylla
are both now very full of flower. The flowers are
not very showy, being of a light green colour, but
with the darker shining loaves tiiey make this
shrubattractive and valuable. Tlie old Azalea indica
alba surrounded witli Azalea amocna makes a \erv

fine clump here, and is now in fine flower. When
not injured by high winds and heavy rains these
last much longer in bloom outside than under glass.

Camellias, both as bushes and on walls, have been
in flower for several months. Even when not in
bloom Camellias are valuable as Evergreens.
Olearias are now covered with their white star-like

flowers, and should be grown by everyone. Staphy-
lea colchica is now in full beauty, and such a free

and sweet flowering shrub should be much more
grown than it is.—W. 0., Fota, Cork.

Phillyrea Vilmoriniana.— This has been
noted from time to time in The Garden as a
beautiful evergreen shrub, but, in addition to this,

the flowers are borne in such profusion as to cause
it to occupy a prominent position among shrubs
that bloom at this season of the year. The flowers,

which are small and white, are arranged in dense
axillary clusters along a foot or more of the shoots,
even into the old wood, so that when fully expanded
they form quite a wreath of blossom, and in this

state somewhat resemble those of the South African
Winter Sweet (Toxicophl^a speotabilis). As a rule

the flowers are not borne towards the extreme
points of the shoots, for they usually commence at
G inches or thereabouts from the upper part. The
fragrance of the blossoms is so pronounced as to
be perceptible for some little distance during sun-
shine. The fact of this Phillyrea being so free-

flowering further enhances its value as a most de-
sirable hardy shrub. Some fine plants are now in

fuU beauty in the collection of PhiDyreas at Kew.

Bulbs at Kew.—During recent years a great
deal has been done at Kew to render the gardens
more attractive during the spring months by jilant-

ing the numerous flower beds with Hyacinths and
other bulbs. The beds on either side of the broad
walk leading from the main entrance are planted
with Hyacinths and Tulips alternately, with a band
of Crocuses round each bed. Although the bloom
of the Crocuses is quite over, the bright green foliage

gives a finish to the beds. Most of the beds are
planted with two sorts, shades of the same colour

;

for example. Hyacinths Charles Dickens and Grand
Lilas, dark and light blue, are used in the same
bed, and Robert Steiger and giganteus in another
bed are also very noticeable. Tulips are planted in

the same way with equally good results. In other
parts of the garden, beds of Narcissi of various kinds
are very beautiful. Noticeable amongst them are
Emperor and Empress. The bulbs of these are all

lifted as soon as the foliage dies down, and stored

away till the season for planting again comes
round. Bulbs of Hyacinths and Tulips also treated

in this way do equally as well as the imported
ones ; in fact some old bulbs of Tulips have this

year flowered better than those newly imported.

—G.

Cereus C. J. T. Peacock is in flower in the

Cactus house at Kew, and it is at once apparent
that it is one of the most brilliant kinds of its class.

A coloured plate of Cereus C. M. Hovey appeared
in The Garden of August 13, 1881, and in the

accompanying article there is a note upon the

hybrid C. J. T. Peacock. It was n.amed in compli-

ment to the gentleman whose name it bears, and at

his death recently the stock was distributed, having
been held by him until then. It was raised in the

Sudbury House collection, and bloomed for the first

time in 1S81, so that it is not a new plant, although

never seen outside Mr. Peacock's garden. The
habit partakes of tliat of a Phyllocactus, and the

splendid flowers are fully 8 inches across when ex-

panded and of gorgeous colouring. There are few
plants in which such brilliant tints are mingled .as

in the Cactuses, and this Cereus is one of the

brightest examples of all. We have a rich scarlet

colour in the narrow sepals, and in the broad hand-
some petals this is intensified by a dazzling violet

sliade of peculiar lirilliancy, especially when a ray

of sun lights up the flower. It is seldom we have
seen a bloom of more striking or distinctive colour-

ing. The acquisition of such liybrids as these can-

not f.ail to bring the Cactuses into more genei-al

cultivation; there is an idea tliat they are curious,

but nothing more.
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ALDINGBOURNE HOUSE.
In a flat, but fertile district, which lies between
the Downs and the sea, and about five miles
from the ancient town of Chichester, is Alding-
hourne House, the old, but pretty residence of

Mr. W. W. Hasler. Very little of the walls of

the house can be seen, so completely are they
wreathed with beautiful creepers or hidden by
clustering masses of wall shrubs. The engrav-
ing faithfully portrays the house as it is seen
from the lawn, but art can never fully show the
beauty which here abounds upon and around
the house. No photograph could convey a true
idea of the Fuchsias as they grow here upon the
walls. The Fuchsias have attained to a large
height, and annually put forth branches which
are permitted to grow out naturally and become
perfect wands, from which depend countless

ness and harsh appearance of the walls the
whole year through. Even those who cover
a house with Ivy or the Virginian Creeper pro-
duce simply monotony where beauty and variety

could easily have been had by using some of

the beautiful things adapted for that purpose,
but which are quite excluded from many gardens
owing either to a mistaken notion of what orna-
mental gardening is or from an inability to grasp
its full scope. We see but few climbing plants

in gardens, yet the Honeysuckles, the wild
scrambling native Roses, and the Woodbine
make pictures that might be equalled and ex-

celled in gardens by a freer use in a like manner
of similar plants from other countries. If all the
bare walls of English houses were covered as at

Aldingbourne it would be a great improvement.

An old, but spacious conservatory adjoins the

head of leafage upon a tall portly stem.
Aldingbourne is no exception to the other old
Sussex places in respect to its kitchen garden ;

in fact, the one here in earlier days had the
reputation of being the beat in the district. The
sites of these old kitchen gardens are generally

the best that could have been chosen, and im-
press one with the amount of consideration that

was generally brought to bear upon the laying

out of places in years gone by. A. H.

Flower Garden.

DAFFODILS IN ENGLAND.
"C," in The G.\ri.en, AprU 27 (p. 393), amply
corroborates the fact which I have long main-
tained, viz., that the Daffodil can be better

Aldingbourne House. Engraved for The Garden from a pliotograpli by Messrs. J. Russell and Sous, Chicliuster.

thousands of blossoms throughout tlie wliole

season. A large Magnolia is well shown in the

engraving, and there are several other fine

specimens which grow with a vigour and flower

with a profusion rarely equalled. Beneath
some of the lower windows cluster rich masses
of Myrtle, which, like many other things in this

favoured spot, is perfectly hardy. The Es-

callonias, with their glossy green leaves, were
masses of rosy blossoms. They are never
healthier than when within reach of the sea air,

of which they have plenty at Aldingbourne.

Upon this creeper-adorned house scarcely an
inch of vacant space can be fountl, yet this, the

prettiest feature of Aldingbourne, is one which
gives incalculable pleasure, interest, and beauty
for very little trouble. It is surprising that so

many who build houses tan tolerate the bald-

house, and is filled chiefly with Camellias planted

out. The plants are healthy and vigorous, and
the quantity of flowers produced annually is

enormous. A pleasant breadth of lawn spreads

before the front of the house and merges into

park-like meadows, whose pasture is rich and
betokens great fertility. Several groves of young
evergreen Oaks are flourishing, and promise soon
to lend additional interest. If anyone is seek-

ing for a tree that may be planted near the .sea

with the certainty of thriving, the numerous
evergreen Oaks about thi.s part of Sussex testify

to their suitability for sea-side cultivation. In a

shrubbery border which terminates the lawn is

a fine Draca-na australi.s (referred to in The
Gakiien, April 13, p. 329) which has stoo<l

unprotected and has come unharmed through
the last six years. It now raises a noble

grown in the British Islands than in Holland
or anywhere else in the world. I think I might
go a little further and add that the Tulip may
bo also much better grown at home than abroad.

I have seen Mr. Walker's bulb grounds at 11am
and Whitton since "C." wrote, and can sub-

stantiate the remarks he has penneil as to the

health, vigorous growth, variety, ami beauty of

Mr. Walker's flowers. I should eay nothing so

fine has ever been before seen in any part of the

world in the way of Daffodil and Tulip culture,

and the collection as it now exists proves beyond
a doubt that we have been bringing "coals to

Newcastle."
Anyone doubting the suitability of the Eng-

lish soil and climate for Tulips and Narcissi

should lose no time in getting a peep at Mr.
Walker's collections, and he will come away
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happier and wiser for the journey. The great

breadths of the Imperial Daftbdils, such as

Emperor and Empress, were nearly cleared of

flowers, but a break of 20,000 N. bicolor grandis
in its budding beauty of earliest blossoming was
a sight to see and something to think of after-

wards. The long lines of TuHps looked like

gorgeous Eastern carpets spread out in the sun-

shine, and tlie flower gatherers and heaps of

fresli flowers in the foreground of a soft and
beautiful Englisli landscape made up a picture

fair to see beneath an April sky. But beautiful

as are the flowers at Ham, valuable as are those

countless thousands of brown bulbs in the light

rich soil, there lie buried there the seeds or

germs of a great national industry, and the

proof positive that we can grow many if not all

our flower roots at home instead of purchasing
them from abroad. It has not been an easy
struggle perhaps, but energy, capital, and a
great love for flowers, together with a good soil

and climate, have produced wonderful results.

F. W. BURMDGE.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Valeriana Phu aurea.—This has certainly

been an attractive plant for over a month, for it

not only grows in winter, but the severest frosts

seem to have no effect upon it. Still there is a good
reason why most people discard it when they have
fairly made its acquaintance. As early as the
month of April it becomes of an almost normal
green colour, and there is no more beauty about the

plant until the following winter. During a period

of six weeks its foliage will remain, but afterwards
the plant is worse than useless—it is an eyesore.

Those who have grown this plant for its yellow

leaves might make a most profitable exchange of it

for several varieties of Hemerocallis, especially

fulva and some of the larger and early-leafing sorts.

All are quite yellow in their young state, and they

are quite as early as the yellow Valerian. They do
not get green nearly so soon, and even then they are

of a lively apple-green. Of course there will follow

in due time a crop of most desirable flowers, and
the Day Lilies have a neat and almost tropical

effect. I do not mean the variegated forms, but
the types, which are all both early and yellow.

White Daffodils.—There is in England at least

one place where these may be said to be growing
in abundance in a sort of wild or n.aturalised way,
and though I am not at liberty to state the locality

or owner's name, I am enabled to furnish facts

likely to prove useful and interesting. Some flowers

have been sent to me. They are those of cernuus,

splendidly grown, and almost double the size of

those we usually see of this kind in gardens. I

have also received some bulbs with the leaves on
them ; they show that they have grown at a great

depth—7 inches or 8 inches. The leaves are as re-

markable for size and vigour as the flowers, some
of them being 18 inches long. The owner says:
" I enclose specimens of white Daffodils of a sort

that has been here for centuries—judging from
dates, I think ever since 1500 or IfiOO. They grow
all about in the (dry) moat sides and garden of our
old Norman castle along with other varieties and
several coloured Primroses of very old date, all

having escaped from an Elizabethan garden, where
they are abundant, and were brought down here, I

fancy, about the time of the Commonwealth or

Charles I." I should be most willing to ask, and I

am sure the owner would be willing to give, any
further information of a practical character in

reference to this ancient home of white Daffodils.

A white Ficaria given me by a German friend

and found in the Swiss Alps is both pretty and
useful. It be.?an to flower in l''ebruary, and it

usually goes on blooming for several months. I have
grown it three ye.'irs ; it is very different in habit to

O'-irPilewort, making dense lively green tufts (i inches

high. The flowers are white, each an inch across,

and freely produced. Possibly it may bo a white
form of V. ranunculoides, but if so, its habit is

much changed. If the Ficaria flowers did not sleep

so many hours in the daytime, the plants would be
more useful ; they, however, enjoy an immunity
from slugs, though grown in damp places. I have
all kinds of slugs here, but none ever touch Ficarias

and Caltha.s.

Adonis pyrenaica.—Nearly two years ago,

Mr. Wolley Dod sent me some newly-imported
plants. Some were in fair condition ; others had
very little root indeed. No doubt they were as

good as the plants of this kind usually are when
they come direct from the collector. As the roots

often fail to start unless carefully treated, and
too often reach the planter before they have fairly

begun to grow, these facts may account for many
losses. I tested all the roots in various ways and
soils, and took note of every one. Two of them put
directly into the open border have fared the worst;
those in pots, " long toms," with various soils—as
fibrous loam, fine peat, and peat and loam—have
done better. A number were put in a sand bed in

full sunshine and kept moist ; they quickly made
new roots in plenty, and were then potted into

ordinary stuff ; these have done the best. It is

another proof to my mind that nearly all dried-up

plants that have been collected, and had their roots

mucli mutilated, are better for a preliminary treat-

ment in sand. It is the only really safe plan that

I know.

Saxifraga longifolia.— Newly-collected ros-

ettes of good size have come to hand with

nothing but a short stick-like root-stock 2 inches

long and entirely fibreless. These are simply

pushed, like a drawing-board pin, into a bed of

sand, fully exposed and kept moist. It is pleasing

to see how soon a mass of roots is formed at this

time of year.

Pyrola rotundifolia—By the kindness of Mr-
Wolley Dod I was put in possession of a nice lot of

wild plants. It is always hard to get this Pyrola

without breaking the roots a great deal. It is now
six or eight weeks since the plants were taken under
cultural treatment, and they are all growing vigor-

ously and the flowers are opening as if the pl.ants

had not been moved. Coming from a habitat where
they would get sea water, Mr. Dod suggested that

the water given them should be made slightly

saline ; this was done occasionally, and I believe it

proved helpful. The plants, potted in loam and
sand with a liberal admixture of rotten Sphagnum
rubbed fine, were half plunged in sand in a moist,

but airy, cold frame.

Hesperochiron pumilum.—I took this little

gem in hand with great doubt as to its usefulness

in the open garden. I, however, fully exposed it

plunged in sand in a 5-inch pot, and it has come
forth double its size of last summer. It has not

a single scar on its foliage, which is more than can
be said for very many other reputed hardy things.

Hellebore species.—I believe it is generally

conceded that these are grown nowhere better than

at Glasnevin. Climatic conditions are favourable

no doubt, but as Mr. Moore has been so kind as to

send me some specimen roots, I noted one fact of

treatment which made a strong impression on my
mind. I saw by the roots that they had been
either regularly and heavily mulched with strong,

but rich soil, or they had been periodically lifted

and divided and then set deeper. On two species

I found a portion of the rhizomatose stems as much
as a foot below the verdant stems or surface line,

with indications that the surface had either been

raised or the plants lowered several times. We
may consider this an important part of the treat-

ment of Hellebores, including the niger .section,

which I am sure is better for deep planting. In the

hot summer of 1887 I lifted young stock, taking

care of all the roots, and put them 3 inches deeper,

to the certain benefit of the plants; the latter were
watered well both before and after the operation.

To have top-dressed them would not have answered
my purpose so well, and the exceptional hot season

favoured the carrying out of an experiment I had
long wished to make. Never afterw.ards did tlie

foliage flag ; the plants flowered well the following

winter, and last winter they were the only speci-

mens that did really well. I ought to adil that 1

1

think I have an advantage in the kind of manure I

employ, viz., refuse from camel and alpaca hair. I

find it a splendid manure, and besides it improves
the texture of stiff land. J. Wood.

Woodville, Kirkstall.

CARNATIONS.
The coloured plate of two French Carnations
in The Garden (April 13) reminds me that the
council of the Royal Horticultural Society has pro-
mised us a trial of Carnations in the Chiswick
Gardens next year, when it is hoped that not only
the beautiful varieties illustrated, but all the finest

forms, especially those which are hardy, robust, and
of striking colours, will be seen at their best in

friendly rivalry. In the article accompanying the
plate "A.H."saysthat English Carnation raisers have
rather concentrated their efforts upon the production
of striped and fiaked flowers. If that be so, how is it

that we have in commerce so many very beautiful
selfs of English raising ! " A. H." incorrectly assumes
that in raising even from flaked varieties the pro-
duce will inevitably be all flaked or striped. I'hat
is a grave error. Some of the best selfs of the day
have come out of such parentage, just as I have had
numerous flaked and bizarre flowers come from
pure selfs. Nature has her methods of working which
may seem to us to be strange and inscrutable, but
certainly she does many things in flower production
which are the very opposite to our anticipations. I

shall bloom nearly 2000 seedling Carnations this

year, and expect that fully two-thirds of the plants
will produce white, rose, carmine, salmon, red,

crimson, purple, plum, or similar hues of colour, and
possibly some absolutely new. I am not working
in any way for show flowers—only for fine hardy
border varieties. Then I regard his statement that
many have been content to grope along in flower

gardening without Roses and Carnations is an ex-

aggeration. A few—a very few—people may have
been so foolish, but just now there are not to be
found in the whole kingdom two more popular
hardy garden flowers than the Rose and the

Carnation. "A. H." warns us against employing
seedling plants for flower garden decoration. That
rather leads to the conclusion that "A. H.'s" ex-

perience of seedlings has been limited to the

common cheap French or German strains. I have
grown these and found in them indeed a marvellous
wealth of flowers, very full and double, but not
large, and often of indefinite hues or markings.
For those who have to furnish a quantity of cut
flowers for different purposes, these forms, whether
the flowers be of self colour, whether striped or

edged like Picotees, are wonderfully useful, and for

their perfume are highly appreciated. But English
raised seedlings of good strains give, beyond abund-
ance of bloom in great variety, also fine tlowers,

borne on stout stems and of good double quality.

Of course, it may not be possible to determine

colours from seedlings, as is the case with pro-

pagated plants, but they do produce wonderful

heads of bloom. To get these fine heads I like

sowing seed early in the autumn in frames or

shallow boxes, dibbling the plants up into other

frames for the winter, and then getting them out

into the open ground in the spring. By the summer
of the following year they each make a big clump,

and will carry huge heads of bloom.

Reverting to the proposed Chiswick trial, which
should secure a big entry, I believe it will comprise

not more than three plants of each variety, and if

these should be planted in clumps or blocks, rather

than in the usual stereotyped rows, a very nmch
better effect will result. I hope the trial will in-

clude classes for all kinds of colours, such as are

found in Carnations, especially of selfs, although

many of the fancy or bizarre forms are very pleas-

ing when in good clumps. As, presumably, all the

plants sent will be strong-rooted layers of the pre-

sent year, it is obvious that only by making clumps

of these in threes can any considerable heads of

bloom be produced. Classes for whites, yellows,

roses, carmines or pinks, salmons, plums, purples

or violets, scarlets, crimsons, &c., with some for

scarlet, purple, and crimson fancies or bizarres,

would probably suffice to secure representatives of all
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kinds best fitted for outdoor culture and garden de-

coration. Some iron stakes, to which are attached

stout wire supports for the flowers, would be better

than having each stem tied up singly, as the loose

support would enable the flowers to hang gracefully

and avoid stiffness. Probably there is no greater ob-

stacle in the way of general Carnation culture than

is the necessity for having the flower-stems tied up
to sticks, unless there be at disposal some simple

form of wire support, which will enable the flowers

to be kept off the ground with little trouble.

A. D.

Primula Sieboldi.—The note regarding this

beautiful Primrose and its numerous varieties in

The Garden, April 13 (p. :!35), reminds me how
readily thfv can be increased by root cuttings. Where
any established plants are shifted during the winter,

if some of the principal roots are taken off, cut

up into lengths of about an inch, and dibbled into

pans or boxes of sandy soil at such a depth that

the top of the root is just below the surface of the

soil, they will push up little tufts of foliage during

the spring, and form fair-sized crowns before

winter. As they are increased so readily in this

way, and are so beautiful when in bloom, it is a

matter for surprise that they are not grown much
more than is the case at present, especially for the

embellishment of the greenhouse at this season.
—T.

The Toothwort (Lastrea [squamaria).— That
this little-known native plant is one of great

beauty was never so clearly brought home to me
as one day last week, when hundreds of the curious

and showy flowers were at their best beneath the

old Elm trees growing on the chalk formation.

Many of the plants were 1 foot in height, with
thick succulent stems half an inch in diameter,

and thickly studded with their handsome and pretty

purple-blue flowers, deeply margined with a rich

deep pink. When seen side by side, as at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on the 23rd

of April last, with the rare L. clandestina, our na-

tive wilding looked showy and grand, it being

fully twice the height of its foreign friend. The
flowers of L. squamaria were bright and stately

;

whereas those of L. clandestina were sparsely pro-

duced on short stalks, and of a dirty washed-out
mixture of purple and blue. Far more interesting

in ever}' way is our native species, one that justly

merits attention for its distinct and pretty flowers,

and a plant that, could we cultivate it, would soon
become a general favourite. I hope that it may
be found capable of cultivation, and I fancy that

the same method as that which I practise with the

Broomrapes (Orobanche) will be successful in the

case of the Toothwort.—A. D. Webstee.

Colour in Primroses.—There is much truth

in what Mr. Engleheart writes in The Garden,
April 13 (p. 332), and I uphold especially his strong

condemnation of the slaty tones being infused into

the garden Primrose or any other flower. This in-

tolerable ashy grey— an objectionable nondescript

colour— is spoiling the self Auricula, the Cyclamen,
and even the Carnation is not free from it, as in

one stand of blooms shown by a well-known florist

last season I noticed a flower wholly of this unin-

viting colour. It is strange to account for taste,

but a man or woman must have a peculiar idea of

colouring to see beauty in such a shade, especially

when it is blended with a kind of purple or crim-

son. The result is a crude mixture every sensitive

artist would shun. The purples, magentas, and
shades of the same, as we see thciu in the Primrose,

are seldom beautiful. We love self flowers, and
admire most the brilliant rose, the crimson, and
true lake tints, such as we see in Mr. Dean's collec-

tion. In a small garden I was in lately there was
a splendid tuft of a true rose Primrose, the brightest

and most beautiful thing in a well stocked garden
;

but a dirty purple, dull magenta, or a leaden colour

of this kind would have made no efi^ect, but rather
have proved an eyesore. There is one more point
in the Primrose to protest against. It is foreign to

the flower, an innovation that should not be tole-

rated; we refer to the raising of varieties in which
the edges of the flowers are cut into by a streak of

white, or sometimes the body of the bloom is shot

with white lines, and occasionally the markings
take the form of small spots. This is as much
against true taste as the importing of dirty purples,

&o., into the bloom. We judge the Primrose as a
garden flower, and weak or '-spotty" colours in the
beds or borders have no chance. When the plants

are grown in pots and the flowers come close

under the eye, their faults are still more apparent.
—T. W.
Calceolarias in the flower garden.— All

who have grown Calceolarias for any length of time
and extensively in the flower garden know that the

plants very often die oft' suddenly. This is some-
times termed disease, but I think it is very often

caused by the plants not being established before

the warm and dry summer weather sets in. I have
remedied the defect by planting them about the

end of April or not later than the first week in

May, and now we have no blanks at any time. In

many cases the Calceolarias are not put out until

the warm weather is at hand, and they have no
time to root before it takes efl^ect, the result being
that they wither. Coolness at the root suits them
at all times, and where they can be established

early, failure will be unknown.—J. Muiii.

Double Primroses.—These are so seldom seen
grown in quantity in private gardens, that it is very

evident that they do not always do well. I have
made many attempts to get up a good stock, but
have always failed. The first hot and dry summer
that came after I thought I had overcome all diffi-

culties very much reduced the number of plants.

The lilac-coloui-ed variety is, I find, the least diffi-

cult to keep, and next to this the one which has
purplish-crimson flowers. This sort with me thrives

in any good garden soil and increases more readily

than any other. The variety in question bears full,

neatly-formed flowers. Another variety which I

have has flowers of a brighter shade of red, and
what would generally be called a double crimson
also does fairly well, but the flowers are not very

full. The double yellow and double white I find

very difficult to keep alive during a dry summer.
That double Primroses can be successfully grown
with very little trouble there is abundant evi-

dence. In a garden not many miles from here,

where they thrive and flower most luxuriantly, and
are used as edjj-ing plants to some isolated flower

beds, all the attention they get is every third or

fourth year they are taken up and divided, and this

is done as soon as they go out of flower. It is owing
to the plants being taken up and divided in the

spring instead of in the autumn that the grower
attributes his success. It must, however, be under-

stood that the soil and situation of this garden are

favourable to the Primroses. The soil is deep
and the bottom cool ; the situation of the garden
is level with, if not below, a small sheet of

water skirting one part of it. Those who have
failed in increasing these plants should, however,
try the plan of transplanting them in the spring

and breaking up the old stools into very small

pieces.—J. C. C, Taunton.

Hepaticas.—All the plants of these I culti-

vate in pots I am now dividing, as they have
gone out of bloom. I turn the plants out of the

pots, shake the soil from the roots, and then
divide carefully, taking ofl: all the crowns that

have a few roots attached to them; they are then
placed round the sides of 4-inch pots, placing four

in a pot, and plunged in a bed of Cocoa fibre.

The compost I use is yellow loam, sand, and
finely-sifted Cocoa fibre. In a year or fifteen

months the plants are then strong enough to be
potted singly in small pots and again plunged in

the Cocoa fibre bed. I rarely lose a divided plant.

But I take care not to reduce the parent plant too

much ; I generally leave it with four good crowns,

and it soon begins to throw up side growths. The
Hepatica roots deeply, and I give the plants long-

tom pots because of their greater depth. I have
this season flowered one single blue which I got

from the Continent under the name of ca'rulca

laevigata. It is of a bright and pleasing shade of

lilac-blue, and comes intermediate between tlie

ordinary single blue and II. Barlowi, which, as far

as my experience goes, is the deepest coloured of

all the blues. But that the blue varieties vary from
seed there can be no doubt, though they produce
seedlings very sparingly. A few years ago, I planted
out under a wall with an east aspect a plant each of

all the varieties I had ; all have done well but the
double blue. The tufts of the double red, single

white, and single blue are very large, and they
throw up great quantities of flowers. For two years

past I have not seen a single self-sown seedling,

though I endeavour to assist the development of

progeny by placing some fine soil about the plants,

so that if seed is ripened and falls there may be
something for it to germinate in. I find I can
succeed best with the double blue grown in pots

;

it seems to be a little delicate, and to require special

care in growing it.— R. D.

THE FLOWERS OF SIBERIA.

SiBBEiA is by no means the cold and dreary waste
many suppose it to be, and although some northern
portions may be colder in winter, there is an im-
mense tract of country, extending from the Ural
Mountains on the one hand to the Pacific on the

other, which has a temperature in summer 6° higher
than the mean summer temperature of England.
Tobolsk is 4° warmer than London, and the mean
summer temperature of twelve Siberian cities and
towns is a fraction over 65°. Cold and scathing as

the winters may be, there is a delightful summer
temperature, and the hungry mosquito makes up in

summer for all lost time, being even more rabid

than in the tropical forests and seaside jungles.

Seeing that Siberia has such a delightful spring and
summer, it need not surprise us to find a writer in

the Century describing its flowers in an enthusiastic

way. He says that—
To the traveller vtho crosses the Urals for the first

time in June nothing is more surprisiug than the fer-

vent heat of Siberian sunshine and the extraordinary
beauty and profusion of Siberian flowers. Although
we had been partly prepared, by our voyage up tlie

Kama, for th*^ experience which awaited us ou the other
side of the mountains, we were fairly astonished upon
the threshold of Western Siberia by the .scenery, the
weather, and the flora. In the fertile, blossoming
country presented to us as we rode swiftly eastward
into the proWnce of Tobolsk, there was absolutely
nothing even remotely to suggest an arctic region. If

we had been bliudfolded and transported to it suddenly
in the middle of a sunny afternoon, we could never
have guessed to what part of the world we had been
taken. The sky was as clear and blue and the air as

soft as the sky and air of California; the trees were all

in full leaf; birds were singing over the flowery
meadows and in the clumps of Birches by the roadside

;

there was a drowsy hum of bees and a faint fragrance
of flowers and verdure in the air; and the sunshine was
as warm and bright as that of a June afternoon in the
most favoured part of the temperate zoue.

The country through which we passed between the
post stations of Cheremishkaya and Sugatskaya was a
rich, open, farming region, resembling somewhat that
part of Western New York which lies between Rochester
and Buffalo. There were no extensive forests, hut the
gently rolling plain was diversified here and there by
small patches of woodland, or groves of Birch and
Poplar, and was sometimes cultivated as far as the eye
could reach. Extensive stretches of growing AVheat
and Rye alternated with wide fields of black ploughed
land not yet sown, and occasionally we crossed great
expanses of prairie, whose velvety greensward was
sprinkled with Dandelions, Buttercups, and Primroses,

and dotted in the distance with grazing cattle and
sheep. Sometimes, for miles together, the road ran
through unfeuced, hut cultivated land, where men and
women in bright-coloured dresses were ploughing,
harrov.-ing, or weeding young grain ; sometimes we
plunged into a dense cool forest, from the depths of

which we could hear the soft notes of shy cuckoos, and
then we came out into a great sea of meadow blue with
Forget-me-nots, where field sparrows and warblers

were filling all the air with joyous melody. Flowers

met the eye every«here in great variety and in almost
incredible profusion. Never had we seen tlie earth so

carpeted with them even in California. The roadside

was bright with wild Roses, Violets, Buttercups,

Primroses, Marsh Marigolds, yellow Peas, Irises, and
Tartar Honeysuckles ; the woods were whitened here

and there by soft clouds of wild Cherry Iilossoms, and
the meadows were literally great floral seas of colour.
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In some places the beautiful Rose-like flowers of tlie

Golden TroUius covered hundreds of acres with an
almost unbroken sheet of vivid yellow; while a few
miles farther on, the steppe to the very horizon was a
blue ocean of Forget-me-nots. I do nut mean simply
that the ground was sprinkled with them, nor merely
that they grew in great abundance ; I mean that the
Grass everywhere was completely hidden by them, so
that the plain looked as if a sheet of blue gauze had
been thrown over it, or as if it were a great expanse of
tranquil water reflecting a pale blue sky. More than
once these Forget-me-not plains, when seen afar, re-

S3mbled water so closely as to deceive us both.

AURICULAS.
Those who are this season cultivating Auriculas in

a frame or unheated structure, depending only
upon such solar warmth as is vouchsafed, must
this season look for a head of bloom in May instead
of April. M'e have as yet scarcely experienced a
genial sunny day during the present month.
Heavy moisture-laden clouds and dense mist have
hung about for days, and the wind—almost always
in the north—has been generally cold, and at times
piercingly so. A severer time for Auriculas has
not, 1 think, been known for some years past. I

endeavoured to get a few plants into flower by
the 23rd of April, and had to keep the house
very close and exclude air, with the result that

the flowering time was a little advanced, but at the
expense of the plants being drawn. The self

varieties invariably lead the way. The pips expand
more readily than do those of the edged varieties

;

these and the finer types are always slow in

opening, and the more force there is in the plants
the longer is the time required to fully expand
their pips. I have a plant of Prince of Greens
(green edge) that has been six weeks in opening,
and even now the flowers are only half opened.
Happy are they who can command a little fire heat,

and the assistance of artificial heat now appears to

be absolutely necessary if a grower is to be able to

show in anything like form during the third and
fourth weeks in April. But this makes of the
exhibition Auricula a hothouse plant, and places
nearly all the leading prizes in the hands of those
that have large collections.

When air can be given with safety to the house
or frame it should be admitted on the side opposite
to that from which the wind comes if it is in the
east or north. But in the case of a southerly
wind it is best to allow the air to circulate freely

among the plants without allowing it to blow
directly upon them. During the time the weather
is so dull, moist, and cold, water should be given
with care, and only when it is really required. I

know two growers of Auriculas who are at issue in

the matter of watering. One I am sure keeps his
plants much too moist, for even in the dullest
weather the soil in the pots is saturated beyond
the requirements of the plants. The other goes to
the other extreme to some extent, but he gets the
best head of bloom. During the present weather
the soil in the pots in my cold house dries but
slowly, and it is necessary to look over the plants
with the watering pot about twice a week.

The pots should be kept cleansed, for it detracts
greatly from the cheerful appearance of a collection

if the outsidcs of the pots are covered with green.
The display is also enhanced if the trusses of
bloom are supported by means of a neat stake.
While there is a good deal said on behalf of the
practice in the north, that the stem of an exhibi-
tion Auricula should be stout enough and rigid
enough to keep the truss of bloom in an erect
position without the aid of a support, yet it must
be admitted that when the plants are so supported
their effectiveness is greatly enhanced.

The double varieties, always late in development,
are sadly in arrear this season, aiul the flowering
season will be a very late one. The plants are very
strong ; they have run much to foliage, and the
development of flower-stems is late in consequence.
I notii:e that a Scotch firm has recently sunt yon
some flowers of the old doulde dark Auricula. I have
seedlings of this colour that I think will be found
to greatly outdistance the old type, and I hope to

have an opportunity of submitting them to public
notice during the next few weeks. E. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Wallflowebs. —A market gardener, famous for
his stock of Wallflowers, and who grows a score of
acres of them, last year gave me plants, and
though we have always had a fine lot of such
flowers, never before had we so rich a display. The
plants are dwarf and covered with flowers, and the
more they are out, the more freely are others pro-
duced. The strain is the result of years of selec-

tion, the dwarfest and freest-flowering types being
always reserved for seed-bearing, and by this means
only the present perfection of plants has been
attained. Next to the care in selection, my donor
attributes his success to early sowing, not later
than the middle of the present month being the
best time to sow. The plants have thus plenty of
time to get strong and vigorous, and so are able to
withstand the severest winter. A few of the plants
are perfect globular bushes, and I have taken cut-
tings of these, and hope in time to have the entire
stock of this type only.

Apexnine Windflower.—The beautiful blue
Anemone apennina has this season continued so
long in flower that all who have to do spring
bedding ought, I think, to include it in their list

for next year's display. If planted in a cool spot
and partially shaded from the sun, I have no doubt
but that it would bloom as continuously as other
spring flowers.

Peimula rosea.—How magnificent would a
large bed of this plant look, but how difiicult it is

to obtain. It is too delicate to stand with safety
our winters in the open borders, and frequent
transplantations seriously hinder its increase. It

is now flowering freely in the open borders, and has
withstood the severity of last winter by the aid
of a coating of Cocoa fibre. I think a better and
safer plan to treat it would be to pot into far-sized
pots and plunge these in the borders for flowering
early in April. Take in the plants at the end of
October and winter them in cold frames. Pro-
pagation is best done by division as soon as flower-
ing is over.

DOEONICUMS.—The several varieties of these are
not nearly so common as their hardiness and early
and free-flowering qualities would warrant. At the
present time they are quite invaluable, as they
wonderfully light up the otherwise somewhat bare
herbaceous borders. The finest varieties are austri-

acum, dentatum, and pardalianches, all of the
easiest possible culture, and propagated by division
of roots. They are considered somewhat common,
bat flowers of any sort are acceptable till the good
herbaceous plants come into bloom.

Creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodes verna).
—As an extra early spring-flowering plant for plant-
ing under the shade of trees or on dry banks this is

unequalled. A bank of the plant here has been a
mass of blue for several weeks past. The position
Is due south, but shaded with trees, and so dry that
nothing else will grow well, yet this plant does per-
fectly, and flowers as profusely as do Violets in the
most favourable positions. The plant requires no
assistance in respect of propagation, for the roots
ramble in every direction, and when once esta-
blished are as difficult to eradicate as ground
Elder or Couch Grass, and precaution is therefore
needed to keep the plants within their appointed
bounds.

AuiiRiETlAS.—The rockwork is undoubtedly the
proper position for these. We have plants both on
rockwork and in bed.n, and whilst in the beds the
flowers are barely visible till close to them, on the
rockwork they show up well some distance away.
Moreover, the plants thrive best on rockwork, and
cling either to rocks or tree stems as naturally as
as do any of the Sedums or Saxifrages. They can
be made to do good duty as front line plants on her-
baceous borders, and when so used, two or three
boulders should be placed on the soil for the |ilant

to trail over. The deep blue variety C^ampbelli is

the most beautiful, and, except for variety's sake.

the only kind worth growing. Propagation is

readily accomplished by division. Small pieces
taken off now and dibbled in firmly on a north
border will make large plants by autumn, at which
season they should be planted where they are in-

tended to flower. I have seen the plant used with
excellent effect as a carpet for Hyacinth and
Tulip beds, and when these had done flowering the
plants were transferred to the rockwork where they
made a grand display the following spring.

DwABF Irises.—We have but two varieties. Iris

pumila and I. cristata. The growth of neither ex-
ceeds 5 inches in height, but the flowers are as fine

and as numerous as on plants of much larger
growth, and flowering so early as the end of April,
makes them all the more valuable. The flowers of
cristata are of a pale blue, the uppermost petals
variegated with orange and deeper blue spots.
They are of good substance, and continue in good
form from ten to fourteen days. The variety
pumila is of the same height and habit of growth,
but flowers most freely, and not infrequently two
or three times in the year. I have seen it in as
good flower early in October as in May, with this

dift'erence, that whilst the flowers in April and May
are rather a deep blue or purple, in autumn they
are several shades lighter, being, in fact, what one
would describe as light blue. Both the varieties

are excellent for planting in the front part of her-
baceous borders, and their increase is best accom-
plished by division of the roots, which may be per-
formed at any time without damage to the plants.

General work.—To bed out all kinds of flowers
that will stand 2° or 3° of frost, which includes all

Violas, Calceolarias, Verbenas, and most varieties

of Pelargoniums ; the planting of the less bardy
kinds to follow after the 20th, after which date it

will be safe to risk out all kinds except those very
tender, such as Coleuses and Alternantheras. There
is yet plenty of time for the propagation of the
latter, and these late-struck plants not unfrequently
do the best. Annuals of all kinds should be planted
out in showery weather. Intermediate Stocks,

Asters, Zinnias, Phlox Drummondi, and Indian
Pinks are the favourites here, and consequently we
take pains to have them in quantity, and as good
as rich soil can make them. The plants are raised

under glass, and are transferred from the seed bed
with all the roots that it is possible to secure, and
they are planted with the same care as the most
precious bedding plants; consequently failure is all

but unknown. W. W.

Hybrid Primula.—The hybrid Primula which
was exhibited by me at the last meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society, and which the floral

committee desired to see again, was obtained by
crossing alpine Auricula Beatrice with Primula cili-

ata purpurea. I raised five plants, but the one ex-

hibited is the only one that has flowered. The
habit of the seed parent is retained ; the effect of

the pollen parent has been to give an enlarged
flower of a blue shade. It is doubtful whether
it is of any real value, but it is interesting as show-
ing wh.at might be done in the way of obtaining

new forms. The committee will have to wait until

next year before they see it again ; the plant was
small and had but three flowers, and they are now
over. My aim was to get a decided blue Primula
of the ciliata type, .and I think I ha\ e made a slight

advance in that direction. I think one danger that

besets hybridisers who make such crosses is

jiroducing an inferior type of alpine Auricula,

.and not Iseiug courageous enough to throw away
any of the progeny which might be denominated
rubbish.—R. Dean, KaVmy, W.

Hyacinths on Grass.—The bedmggled ap-
pearance of Hy.icinths in beds and borders after

lie.avy rains, when contrasted with the freshness of

those [growing in turf, shows the irre.tt advantage of

the latter method of cultivation. Even staking the

s]iikes does not s.ive the flowers from being splashed

with soil when rain falls heavily on the beds, and
it makes the flowers look stiff and formal. Bold
groups pliinted in suimy sheltered nooks on the

greensward seem ijuite at home, and informal

arrangements in such places give far more pleasure
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than great displays in formal beds. Before the

bulbs are planted, the turf should be thinly

skimmed off to prevent it from growing too rapidly

at first after it is replaced. The soil should be well

prepared for the bulbs, giving them an equal chance
of success with those planted in beds. When the
bulbs are being planted, a small stick should be
stuck in with each to indicate its position, and
then the turf can be replaced, breaking it up into

small pieces and working it between and around
the sticks so as to leave small open spaces where the
crowns may come through without being crippled.

All may then lie rolled over, and in spring the result

will be very different and the appearance far more
beautiful than if the bulbs were planted in the
ordinary way. These remarks will apply equally
well to nearly all the so-called Dutch bulbs, but
while many of these are used in this way, Hyacinths
are rarely treated so. A catalogue plate of " Our
Hyacinth Beds," issued by a leading firm not long
ago, serves to show how inappropriate formal beds
set close together are for such things.—J. C.

Tallack, Lirermere Park.

Saxifraga Caraposi.—The excellent illustra-

tion of this Rockfoil given in The Gaeden, April
27 (p. 392), well shows its good habit and free-

flowering character. Eight or nine years ago, I

bought a dozen little plants of it in an Edinburgh
nursery. They were planted out in ordinary kitchen
garden soil in the borders, and soon spread out
until they were tufts each 2 feet and 3 feet across.

These have been divided several times, hundreds
of them planted elsewhere and many given away.
I state this to indicate how easily it is increased,
how quickly it grows, and how well it is adapted
to clothe quickly bare and unsightly places, of
which there is no scarcity in many gardens. If

planted on the edge of elevated margins, it will

droop over gracefully to the extent of 2 feet or
more. The foliage is always green and pleasing.

—J. MuiB.

Lily of the Valley in the open ground.—
When forced under glass at mid-winter and in the
early spring months LOy of the A'alley is con-
sidered valuable, but we hear little of it as grown in

beds, borders, and woods in the open, and yet in

all of those positions it never fails to produce
abundance of its pale green leaves and pure white
fragrant flowers. It is just coming into flower at the
present time, and we are agreeably reminded of its

presence immediately we go near it. If all who
grow it would give attention to its flowering in the
open, their delight would not be less great than
when it blooms at Christmas. Lily of the Valley is

one of those subjects of which there can never be
too much, and it possesses the advantage of suc-
ceeding admirably in odd corners and partially

shaded positions where the majority of flowers of a
choice character refuse to grow.—J. MuiE.

Primula species.—Mr. Douglas had in his
collection of hardy Primulas at the Auricula show
last week two somewhat rare and beautiful gems,
which were greatly admired. Primula obtusifolia
gives us an entirely new colour in the family, for
the flowers are of a deep rosy violet. Yet the pips,

borne in scapes and a little pendulous, are as large
as those of an ordinary sized Polyanthus. The
plant seems to be almost intermediate between P.

rosea and P. japonica. It is a lovely thing, and I

should like to see it utilised, if possible, by the
hybridiser. Primula Eeidi is, perhaps, better
known, and yet it looks less like a Primula than
almost any other species. The plant resembles
some dwarf form of Campanula, as the flowers,
which are pure white, are bell-shaped and borne on
short stems, whilst the foliage is very compact and
hirsute, being also slightly lobed. A very charm-
ing form in another collection was Primula Nelsoni,
of the pubescens type, having a pure white eye and
a ground of a distinctly reddish hue. The true P.
pubescens in Mr. Paul's group showed a deep rosy-
purple hue, which had a striking effect. From
curiosity, and finding that the nomenclature of the
old white nivea seemed to be exceedingly varied, I

went through all the collections in which this
variety was found and noted the various appella-
tions under which it was shown. Mr. Douglas had

it as P. villosa nivea, Mr. Harper as P. viscosa
major, though really not different from the other.
Mr. Paul staged it as P. viscosa alba, Mr. Ryder as
P. nivalis, Mr. Ware as P. viscosa nivalis. Mr. Ware
had also the true P. viscosa nivea major, a very
fine form. Naturally this diverse nomenclature
is very mystifying to purchasers. If it be really a
white form of pubescens, why not universally term
it pubescens alba ?—A. D.

ONOPORDON ARABICUM.
The public gardens of the city of Paris have
for some years past been ornamented by a very
handsome fine-foliaged plant which, although
easily grown, is rarely seen elsewhere. The
plant alluded to is a large kind of Thistle, of

Uii-
'Y<'

'lJ> '11 antijicLiin.

pyramidal growth, which attains a height of from
8 feet to nearly 10 feet, and produces a singular

effect with its white, woolly, .spiny and richly-

cut leaves. It is known by the name of Ono-
pordon arabicum, and is a native of the movui-

tainous parts of Arabia. It lias also been met
with on the mountains of Greece, in the south

of Portugal, and in some other localities in the

region of the Mediterranean coast. It was in-

troduced, probably by accident, at Buenos Ayres,

in South America, where, according to tlio

English traveller Tweedio, it occurs here and

there in the fields. The stem, which, as we have
already stated, is sometimes nearly 10 feet high,

is erect, and does not branch much, the closely-

set leaves and flower-stalks forming a pyramidal
column of peculiar appearance (see illustration).

The leaves are large (the radical leaves very large

and lying flat on the gi'ouiid), the stem leaves

verymuch undulated, toothed and spiny, covered
on both sides with thick white down, and de-

current with continuous sinuated wings.

The flowers are produced in lateral and termi-

nal heads, forming a long, narrow panicle
;

florets of a riolet-rose colour. The plant

continues to bloom from June to August ; the

flowers, however, are only secondary to its

handsome habit and white foliage, which con-

stitute its chief attraction. Another form
known as Onopordon Alexandrinum, which
appears to be a natural hybrid between the

present subject and the Onopordon elongatum
of Lamark, is also a very ornamental plant, al-

though seldom cultivated. To these might be

added two other Eastern species, namely, Ono-
pordon grsecum (Gouan) and O. leptolepis

(D. C.) (the former a native of Greece and the

latter found in Persia by M. Beranger), as

worthy of cidtivation, at least in pleasure-

grounds and gardens of large size. We would
recommend that all these plants should be
grown as isolated specimens, in order that they

may attain the largest development of which
they are capable. When grown in masses or

in small groups of threes, as one often sees

them in the public gardens at Paris, they seem
to us to have an artificial aspect which does not

aflbrd a proper idea of their really effective value.

The culture of these ornamental Thistles is of

the simplest, as they may be grown like any
ordinary biennials. In order, however, to en-

sure having very handsome and vigorous plants,

the seed should be sowni in spring, and some of

the seedlings should be pricked out singly for

good in positions in the garden or pleasure-

ground where the plants will be most effective
;

for instance, as isolated specimens on Grass, or

near a flower-knot or a group of Evergreens,

whose dark-hued foliage will finely relieve the

white woolly leaves of the Onopordon. In

planting the seedlings out permanentlj', care

should be taken to put plenty of manure in the

hole in which each young plant is set. During
the first year the plants produce broad, spread-

ing, undulated leaves, which even tlien are

ornamental after the manner or fashion of the

foliage of the Acanthuses, Silybum Marianum,
or Salvia patula. As soon as the winter is over

the plant assumes a new form, the stem starting

into growth with the coinmencement of spring

vegetation and soon exhibiting the handsome
pyramidal development which we have described.

Onopordon arabicum dies at the end of the

summer after it has ripened its seeds. ThLs

fine plant might also be advantageously grown
informally laid-out gardens, either as the centre-

piece of a circular flower-bed or planted at

regular intervals in the flower borders, in the

same way as Hollyhocks and Dahlias.

—

Revue

Horticoh'.

Daffodils in Ireland.—Mr. Bnrbidge's article

on above in The Garden, April 27 (p. 3lil), is very

interesting. About the Countess of Desmond he
says: "A shapely and graceful variety, of a clear

bright citron or lemon colour. " Can it be that the

Narcissus committee had the wrong plant under

consideration a fortnight ago, for then it was
unanimously labelled as "unworthy of culture.'"

Certainly the flowers shown bore out the verdict.

—

A. D. Webstek.

Myosotis palustris semperflorens.—This is

certainly the best of the Forget-me-nots. It is the

earliest to bloom, and will keep on flowering till
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quite late in the year. The individual flowers are
large and freely borne. The plant grows freely,
especially in peat. Four small bits which were put
in at the foot of a Rhododendron last spring have
now developed into a mass, which covers at least a
yard of ground, and is now a perfect sheet of blue.
Given a fair start by the water-side, it will hold its
own rzith almost anything, and give no further
trouble.—J. C. T.

Kitchen Garden.

A LATE SEASON.
On all sides we hear complaints of the lateness
of the season, and, what i.s far more to be re-

gretted, the unfavourableness of the weather
for aU gardening operations. In many instances
where the seeds were sown or the plants put out
early, the former have failed to germinate satis-

factorily, or else the seedlings and small plants
generally make no appreciable progress, slugs
and worms doing mucli as they please with tliem.

Peas are especially slow in growtli, and birds as
well as slugs are clearing them oft" wholesale, but
Broad Leans are in a more thriving state. Slugs,
birds, worms, and fleas eflectually clear the
ground of Turnip and Radish seedlings, while
worms are drawing the tiny Onions into the
ground in all directions, the cottagers here-
abouts being much vexed at the havoc among
their crops. Can-ots are not much interfered
with, but Lettuces seem most attractive to
slugs. Those who risked their seeds of Broc-
coli, Savoys, and other winter vegetables by
sowing early have lost the greater portion of

their plants, and altogether the outlook is not
at all cheerful. We do not have two fine days
in succession ; thunderstorms are frequent, hail-
storms alternate with cold rain, and cold north-
west or westerly winds prevail. We want warmth
and sunshine badly, and I have no doubt a few
days cjr weeks of these will soon change all for
the better. In any case the season will be a
late one, and a few vegetables, notably Peas,
will not be plentiful in this district till July.

The most regrettable circumstance in connec-
tion with this state of aflairs is the bad state of
the ground for the reception and the lateness of
the planting of Potatoes. This may not be so
marked in the case of light free-working soils,

but where the ground is naturally heavy and re-
tentive of moisture, much of the planting has
either been done while yet the soil was unlit to
trample upon, or, at the present time (April 29),
yet remains to be completed. Those who believe
in planting as early in March as the state of the
ground and the weather permit, and have
carried their theory into practice, ought this
season to have the best of it, for it is very cer-
tain the ground was in much better condition
then than at any time since. I do not believe
in early planting as a rule, but, fortunately, I

was tempted by the comparatively diy and free
working state of a large breadth of ground to
plant late Potatoes extensively rather earlier
than usual, and others, too, will have a similar
opportunity of comparing the two systems.
Those who must perforce plant late ou lumpy
ground—and these are in a majority in this dis-
trict—cannot reasonably anticipate securing good
average crops. Potatoes require a finely divided
soil, and very rarely turn out satisfactorily when
it is otherwise. Rather than pl.ant on ground
lately dug and which will not break <lown freely,
I prefer to dig among late Broccoli and plant in
close succession to the breadths of midseas(jn
crops, the ground in each case being fairly dry
and breaking down well if caught before it has
time to dry. Whore Potatoes are putouton Imnjiy
ground, rather more time ought to be expended

in "hacking," or heavily hoeing among the rows.
If this is done after the lumps have been first

thoroughly baked or dried by sunshine and wind
and then moistened by rain, all will crumble to
pieces and a fairly free root-run will be pro-
vided for the tuber-bearing roots.

A free use of the hoe among all advancing
crops acts most beneficially in several ways, and
is more necessary this season than usual.
Weeds, it is almost needless to ad<l, thrive in
spite of the weather and are most abundant, but
surface hoeings are not needed to keep these
down only, as they prove equally as destructive
to slugs as to weeds, more especially as regards
checking their increase. Lumpy ground, or any
that has been trampled on or worked when in a
very wet state, is the first to lose moisture in dry
weather, in many instances cracking badly.
Breaking down these lumps and surface-hoeing
are the surest preventives of tlus, as a fine or
loose surface is the best calculated to retain
what heat the ground absorbs from the sun,
and with it much of the moisture that would
otherwise be evaporated. It should also be
borne in mind that frequent surface hoeings
have a most stimulating eflect upon advancing
crops, especially tiny seedlings, these deriving
much benefit from the fertilising influences of
the atmosphere as well as from the warmth of
the sun. A very light surfacing of some kind
of special manure or soot applied during showery
weather and stirred in with the flat hoe is also
necessary on poor ground, this materially has-
tening the growth of Onions, Carrots, Turnips,
Spinach, Cabbage, Lettuce, and other vegetables
and .salading.

Onions sown at this late date will not, as a
rule, mature sufficiently to be of any real service
unless the ground is extra firm and the summer
very hot, but much may be done in the way of
transplanting the young seedlings in showery
weather to wherever blanks may occur. The case
is very difl'erent with Carrots, Turnips, Beet, Sal-
safy and such like, May sowings not unfrequently
turning out better than those made much earlier.

Instead, therefore, of being contented with very
patchy beds throughout the season, the wiser
plan will be to sow either the whole of the
ground at once, or else to sow more seed where
the worst blanks appear. Amateurs complain
of their failure to raise a sufficiency of Broc-
coli, Cauliflowers, Borecole, and Savoys to
stock their gardens but the remedy is simple
enough. All they have to do is to sow the re-
mainder of their packets, or else to procure and
sow fresh seed thinly on open borders, and if

good care is taken first of the seed and subse-
quently of the seedlings, the chances are that
abundance of strong plants will be ready for
their final quarters quite as soon as the ground
is fit for their reception.

Last spring there was a scarcity of green
vegetables, but it is only the early raised kinds
that are scarce this season, those' tliat have
stood through the winter being plentiful
enough. All suflfered considerably from cold
winds and frosts, the former quite browning the
foliage of Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, and Bore-
cole. Broccoli were later in hearting in than
usual, a great glut at the present time being
the consequence, but they will hold out till

Cauliflowers are available. Spinach is also
abundant now, and spring Cabbages with us
in April were never better.

W. Iggulden.

Seakale Lily White. — This excellent kind
deserves more notice from cultivators of this much
esteemeil vegelaljle. It differs from the type in
having the leaves green in.stead of a purplish colour

:

consequently when forced, the shoots are quite

white, and being equally as robust as the older
variety, if only for appearance sake it should soon
replace it. Late supplies of Seakale, when brought
on with but a slight covering of fermenting ma-
terial, are apt to come considerably coloured, and
although the common loses, to some extent, this
tint when cooked, it does not present such a nice
appearance as the Lily White when placed upon
the table.—A. B.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Tomatoes.

Dull, sunless weather so long continued has not
been favourable to the production of heavy and
early crops of Tomatoes, the growth being much
too sappy and long-jointed. Tomatoes require a
light, sunny position and rather more air than is

usually given to Melons and Cucumbers, but if they
must be grown in the same house it is advisable to
avoid using manure, and to apply water very spar-
ingly until a fair crop of fruit is set. Keeping
plants on the dry side at the roots effectually
checks rank growth, and the plants are more
fruitful accordingly. When we get more sunshine
a freer circulation of air will obviate this necessity
for keeping the plants dry at the roots, and there
will also be less need to artificially impregnate the
flowers. When once a good crop is set the plants
ought to receive much more water at the roots,

liquid manure of some kind being also frequently
applied. Any of the special manures advertised, if

used in moderation, are as effective and less objec-
tionable as regards smell than farmyard drainings.
A top-dressing of good loamy soil is also good for

plants in pots and boxes, as well as those in limited
beds or ridges of soil. None of the plants should
be topped till their limit is reached, but all side

shoots ought to be kept closely pinched out, the
only exceptions being where there is room for extra
main shoots to be laid in. It is useless to attempt
to grow Tomatoes in a shady position. When
shaded by other plants, such as Melons, Cucumbers,
Grape Vines, and Peaches, the Tomatoes form
spindly growth and the bunches of flowers dwindle
away. Any plants, therefore, in pots that may
now be overgrown or shaded in any way ought to

be shifted to a lighter position. We annually trans-

fer a considerable number to vacant spots between
Peach and Nectarine trees, both on the back wall

and front trellises, and more are also introduced
into somewhat cooler houses. The former being
stood on the borders soon root out into them, and
the plants being allowed to extend according to the

space to be covered, a long succession of fruit is

obtained, or a crop lasting say from the end of

May to late in November.

Tomatoes in Cool Houses.

Where fairly strong plants are available, many
owners of cool plant houses would do well to shift

them into 12-inch or larger pots, or boxes of some
kind, using a fairly good loamy compost, and allow-

ing plenty of room for subsequent top-dressings. The
plants being disposed thinly, or say 18 inches or

more apart along the fronts of the bouses, trained

thinly up the roof at least 12 inches from the glass

and confined to one stem, do not unduly shade
anything that may be grown underneath. Excep-
tionally heavy crops may be grown in this manner,
both the handsome round-fruited vaiieties, such as

Perfection, Hackwood Park, Ham Green Favouiitc,

and Dedham Favourite, and any belonging to the
large red section, which includes Open Air and
Earliest of All, setting equally well in an airy bouse
or ordinary greenhouse temperature. Should the

outdoor crops prove a failure, those grown in a cool

or only slightly heated house will be still more
appreciated, and in any case will commence to

ripen considerably in advance of the former.

Amateurs, or tho.se with a limited amount of house
room at their disposal, might, if so inclined, grow
at least six plants much as I have just advised, or

the plants could be supported by stakes and grown
on the central stnges. Home-grown fruits will

generally be found fresher and superior in quality

to those bought in shops, and for this reason alcne

the attempt should be made to grow .is many as

possible. A few plarf.'^, if need be, could be dur-
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chased from those who advertise them, and sup-

posing these are received from a distance without

much soil about the roots, they ought to be re-

co7ered somewhat from the check given before

they are placed in a cool house. It is advisable to

place them singly in -linch pots, or rather larger

sizes, any light loamy soil being suitable, and to

keep them in a close warm frame or a heated house,

watering carefully at the outset and shading from
bright sunshine. Wlien the roots have taken posses-

sion of the fresh soil, transfer the plants to a shelf

in a cool house, and before they become badly

root-bound, shift them into their fruiting pots or

boxes, as the case may be. Novices are apt to

over-water newly-shifted plants, this having the

effect of souring the fresh soil, and also causing

the plants to change from a healthy green colour

to a sickly hue. Supposing the plants are tho-

roughly moist at the roots, as they ought to be
when shifted, and the fresh soil used also fairly

moist, no water should be given for three or four

days. At first the old balls should be examined
occasionally, and enough water given to keep them
in a moist state. From these the roots will soon

spread into the new soil, and from that time the

plants should be examined daily and watered when-
ever necessary. If the plants after they have been

shifted look unhealthy, they are either too wet or

too dry, but directly the roots find their way into

the fresh compost, a vigorous top growth results.

The cooler the house and the duller the weather the

greater the need for very careful watering, but when
the pots or boxes are crowded with roots and a good
crop of fruit is set, it is frequently necessary to

heavily water two or three times during a hot day.

Once a day is usually often enough to water strong

plants in boxes.

Celery.

No greater mistake than keeping the young plants

crowded in seed-pans or boxes can be made in

Celery culture. Supposing the early and succes-

sional or main crop plants are raised in heat, they
ought to be early transferred to shelves in a cooler

house, and eventually pricked out while yet strong

and dwarf. If extra early Celery is needed, the

plants should now be well established in large

boxes, from which they can be moved with a good
ball of soil and roots to the trenches from the

middle to the end of this month, being first,

however, hardened off in a cold frame or pit.

White varieties are the best for extra early crops

and also for successional or ordinarily early sup-

plies, and of these there are now several good and
reliable selections, including White Gem, Superb
White, and Sandringham Dwarf White, but it is

unwise in most instances to grow any of these ex-

tensively, or for the main and late crops, as they
are neither so solid nor so hardy as the best red and
pink-stemmed varieties. We have always had good
reason to be satisfied with M.ajor Clarke's Solid

Red, or its synonym, Leicester Red, and other good
varieties are Sulham Prize, Standard-bearer, and
Incomparable Crimson, the two last named keep-
ing the longest. Shallow frames are of the greatest

service in preparing a tew hundreds or thousands
of plants. These should be set on a hard level

bottom, in each being placed a firm layer 4 inches
deep of short partially decayed manure or old hot-

bed material, surfacing this over with about 2

inches of finely sifted soil. Into this the plants may
at once be dibbled out 4 inches apart each way,
and after being duly watered, the lights should
be put on and kept rather close for a few days.

Sliading should be given in bright weather and the
plants occasionally lightly syringed. Before the
plants become drawn dispense witli the shading,
give abundance of air, and eventually remove the
lights. By the time the plants cover the beds, the
trenches ought to be ready for their reception, and if

the work of transplanting is not unduly postponed,
all can be moved off the hard bottom with a good
square of manure and roots to each, and not flag

from the effects of removal. Celery well repays
for this extra trouble, but very good crops can be
had without much aid from glass. The plants may
be pricked out in rougli frames and beds formed
as just advised on a hard bottom, and mats or some
other temporary protection and shade afforded for

a few days. Market growers raise large numbers
of plants thinly on shallow hotbeds, and these not
being coddled in any way can either be pricked out

without protection, or, better still, can be put out

direct into the trenches. The latter is the simplest

plan of growing main crop and late Celery, and
each time I have tried it the results have been most
satisfactory.

Haricot Beans.
In this country. Haricot Beans, this being the

popular term for the dried white seed of either

dwarf or climbing French Beans, are not very gene-
rally used, but in some establishments the cooks
use a considerable quantity both in soups and
as a vegetable. They can be bought very cheaply,

but home-grown seed is sometimes preferred,

and as the plants are easily cultivated, nothing
but want of room prevents the requisite quantity of

seed being grown. I have tried both running and
dwarf-growing white-seeded Kidney Beans, and
give the preference to Carter's Longsword, this being
a serviceable dwarf variety, and capable of produc-
ing a heavy and early-maturing crop of seed. This
or any other dwarf white-seeded variety that may
be substituted should be sown now on fairly good
ground, the position being well exposed to the full

sunshine, thinly in drills drawn 2 feet apart, and
the plants eventually thinned to a distance of not

less than 9 inches apart. It is advisable to lightly

mould up the stems, and if these are further

assisted by a few stakes, there will be a better

prospect of the crop maturing in a bad season.

The Giant, or running white Haricot, is fairly pro-

fitable, but I prefer the old Caseknife or Sabre,

these being more productive and having larger

seeds. The seed should be sown on fairly good
ground and in an open position, in single rows 5 feet

apart, the plants being finally thinned to about 12

inches apart, and each receiving a stake from 5 feet

to (! feet in height. No green pods should be
gathered from any Beans grown for the purpose

of bearing seed, the aim being rather to secure

an abundance of early pods in order that the har-

vesting may be completed before frosts and cold

wet weather intervene. W. I.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSMUM.
Thi.s beautiful species has been in our gardens

nearly fifty years, but it is only within the last

few years that we may be said to have seen it

in anything like the beauty it displays in its

natural habitats. I myself well remember the

time when to have a plant with two spikes, each

bearing about six flowers, was considered worthy

of note. I must confess that such a plant did

not appear very grand, and I always turned

from it with a feeling of dissatisfaction. Roezl,

in describing the plant, says :

—

For several days' march we observed the branches

of the Oak trees loaded with plants of this species,

whose pendulous spikes were a yard long, adorned

with white and lilac flowers, whicli perfumed the

air with their deliglitful fragrance.

For the last two or three years I have seen

this species in beautiful condition in The Wood-
lands collection at Streatham, and during the

past week both in the collections at Cambridge

Lodge at Camberwell as well as at The Wood-
lands, Streatham. The plants are superb ; in the

latter place there were over 100 spikes, each

1 yard long, and bearing from three to four dozen

blooms, the plants hanging from the roof at such

a distance as to bring the lovely flowers to a

proper elevation. The atmosphere was redolent

with the delicate and grateful perfume yielded

by their flowers. Such a sight, so graceful and

so sweet, is perfectly enchanting.

This Odontoglo.'isum was first named Cuitlau-

zina pcndula by La Llave, its original discoverer.

It is also named Odontoglossum pendulum by

Bateman, who figured it in his monograph of

this genus ; but although it difl'ers in several

small points Irom tlie typical Odontoglossum,
it still must remain a worthy ornament of this

genus, and under the present Lindleyan name
we have already given a coloured representation

of two forma of the plant in The Garden,
Nov. 10, 1883 (p. 414).

In a cultural sense as well as botanically tliis

species, however, difl'ers from its congeners, as

it is found at a lower elevaticjn than the majority,

and, therefore, it re<|uires a higher temperature
to grow it, and it, moreover, requires a long

and decided season of rest. The system adopted
at The Woodlands is to grow it in well-drained

pots and in rough peat fibre with a little

Sphagnum Moss. During the growing season

the plants are kept in the temperature of the

Cattleya house and supplied with an abundance
of water both to the roots and in the atmo-
sphere. During this time they are subjected to

as much sunshine as possible and a free ventila-

tion ; indeed, want of ventilation is too often the
cause of all Orchids thriving in an inferior

manner. During the month of September the

water supply is considerably reduced until none is

given. The plants should then be kept dry and
cool until the flower-spikes appear in the follow-

ing spring, when a little more heat should be
given and water supplied as the spikes increase

in length. In the winter months it may happen
that the bull)s begin to shrivel, and when this

is the case it should be taken as a sign that the
resting has been severe and thorough, and care

taken to prevent any ill-efl'ects by the plants

sufl'ering any further. To thLs end water should
be carefully supplied once or twice. This will

have the ett'ect of plumping up the shrivelled

bulbs. No more should be given, and the

plants may again be subjected to the dry
treatment. If they are in pots they should

be suspended from the rafters when the spikes

appear, by which means the flowers are de-

veloped in a proper and natural manner.

Ijselia flammea. — This beautiful Veitchian
hybrid is now flowering in The Woodlands collec-

tion at Streatham. It is a cross between L. cinna-

barina and L. Pilcheri, the latter itself a hybrid.

In habit the plant somewhat resembles the first-

named parent, and the colour throughout is deep
orange-yellow; lip same colour, streaked with red-

dish-purple. 'The one fault of this fine plant is the

curled and closed appearance of its lip. It thrives

well with the other Lajlias and Cattlejas.

"Vanda tricolor and 'V. suavis.—This section

of the Orchid family 1 have all along predicted

would again become popular, and this I am begin-

ning to see fulfilled, for these in quantity and in

numerous varieties are now very beautiful in three

places, i.e., in Mr. Sander's nursery at St. Albans,

in Mr. Measures' at Streatham, and also in liis

brother's garden at Camberwell. The spikes are

very numerous, and the air is redolent witli the

delightful aromatic odour given off by their beauti-

ful flowers. If one wishes to enjoy the gems of the
Orchid family he must grow Vandas.—W. H. G.

Dendrobes in the Clapton Nurseries.

—

Many fine species are usually to be found litre

during the flowering season, and many kinds are

now over, but at jiresent very beautiful are D.
primulinum giganteum, which smells of Cowslips,

the lip being of a soft yellow with a few streaks of

pnrpUsh lilac at the base ; D. Findleyanum, a free-

flowering Burmese variety, produces Uowers mostly

in pairs, although sometimes they arc borne three

in a cluster ; the sepals and petals are white tinged

with lilac; lip yellow with a white border; D.

crassinode is now a well-known species, ind [re-

duces endless varieties; D. superbum, which las

borne the names in gardens and also in books of

D.macrophyllum and 1). macranthum, is a majettio

species, which is known as the Rhubarb-scei.tcd
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Dendrobe on account of the odour of Turkey
Rhubarb emitted by the flowers. The blooms, each

some 3 inches or 4 inches across, are of a rich

purplish magenta colour, saving the base of the lip,

which is deep reddish purple. The variety of IJ.

superbum named euosmnm, which is distinguished

from the typical plant by its shorter and rounder
flowers, which are almost destitute of the medicine-

like perfume yielded by the type, was also in bloom.

These and many other kinds serve to make a grand

display in Mr. Low's establishment.—G.

Dendrobium dixanthum.—This pretty plant,

which was first sent home by the Rev. Mr. Parish,

from Moulmein, some twenty-five years ago, has for

a long time been scarce, but Mr. Sander has im-

ported it largely, and it is now flowering profusely

in his establishment at St. Albans. The flowers,

which, as its name implies, are of two shades of

yellow, are borne two to six together on short

spikes. It is said to grow on the tops of lofty

trees, in company with D. albo-sanguineum, and
its time of flowering in its native country is the

summer months, so that Mr. Sander's plants are

blooming prematurely.

Dendrobium transparens.—An old species

and one that has been much neglected during the
past twenty years, but which is now deservedly ob-

taining recognition again, perhaps on account of

the better varieties which have recently been im-

ported. Of this I recently noted a fine large flower-

ing example in the Cambridge Lodge collection.

It was laden with flowers, each about an inch and
a half across ; the sepals and petals are creamy-
white, suft'used with rosy-lilac ; lip similar in col-

our, with the addition of two purplish stains near
the base. It grows in Northern India at some
5000 feet elevation, and although known to botanists

for a very long time, it has not been in cultivation

more than forty years. It thrives under similar

treatment to that given to D. Devonianum, and is a
species which I would commend to everyone
possessed of a plant stove.

—

W. H. G.

Cypripedium Mastersianum. — This ex-

tremely rare species, introduced from the Indian
Islands, appears to have been sent to Kew, and
I recently noted a good form of it in bloom in Mr.
Measures' collection at Camberwell. The leaves

are deep green tessellated with pale green, and
indeed appear to be very similar to those of C.

Curtisi, recently introduced by Mr. Sander, of

St. Albans. The flower is large and different from
that of any other variety that I know in this now
large and varied family. The dorsal sepal is bright
emerald-green in the centre, broadly bordered with
a band of creamy yellowish white ; the petals are

reddish brown at the base, and on the upper margin
are numerous small purplish warty spots; the pouch-
like lip is large, much inflated, and of a bronzy-car-

mine. The flower is wonderfully distinct, but it

appears to me like a natural hybrid.—W. H. G.

Leelia elegans.—A superbly delicate and beau-
tiful flower of this species comes to me from the
Arddarroch collection. Mr. Fraser says it is very

near to the variety Wolstenholmise, and in the

colour and peculiar markings of that form it cer-

tainly is, though they are more delicate. I really

do not think Wolstenholmia; is an elegans at all ; it

has a purpurata-shaped lip, but in the flower now
before me the lip is that of true elegans, the front

lobe being beautifully lobed and undulate at the
edge, and wholly rich, deep magenta-purple. It is a
charming form , the flower measuring 7 inches across,

the petals being broader than in the majority of the
light-flowered forms of this species.

—

W. H. G.

Schomburgkia tibicinis. — This, although
first sent home to us upwards of half a century ago,

was seldom seen in flower in my early days amongst
Orchids. No better proof can be given of the

mastery which has been obtained over this appa-
rently difficult species Vjy our present growers than
to frequently see it blooming in our collections.

Tliis Schomburgkia has a long spike which at the
top bears a large head of blooms, which are very
beautiful and last long in perfection. In the ex-

amples before me the flowers are each upwards of

.'i inches across ; the petals are much narrower than

the sepals and more undulated, but all are of a rich

rosy purple on the inner side ; the upper portion is

reddish brown. It is now in flower with Mr. Tautz

at Shepherd's Bush.

Vanda Bensoni.—I recently noted numerous
plants of this species flowering in the Messrs. Low's

nursery at Clapton, where I am glad to find a con-

siderable quantity of these plants (Vandas and
Aerides) are annually imported. The present spe-

cies is not a large grower nor a very showy kind,

but its alliance would seem to be with V. Rox-
burghi. These plants are growing in company with

a splendid lot of Angra;cum sesquipedale, and I do
not think the Messrs. Low let the temperature of

the houses fall much below G0°.—W. H. G.

Coelogyne tomentosa This is a species with

a long pendent spike, the main stem and the pedi-

cels of the blooms being coated with a short

woolly tomentum. The sepals and petals are almost

terra-cotta colour, the lip on the outside being

creamy white, inside citron-yellow, and bearing

along the surface, from front to the base, three

raised frilled lines of brown, and from the front to

the commencement of the throat an outer one on
either side. The side lobes are brown, streaked with

forked lines of white. It is now flowering in the

Studley House collection.

Odontoglossum citrosmum.—Inaletterfrom
Mr. Fraser, gardener at Arddarroch, N.B., he says, " 1

have a plant of this species bearing from one
growth seventy-five flowers, one spike carrying

fifty flowers, and the other twenty-five. Have you
ever seen fifty flowers on one spike ? " This I cer-

tainly never have ; it must be very beautiful.

Thirty-six flowers are the most I have yet seen on
a spike, and this was at The Woodlands, Streatham,

where there were many hundreds of spikes. This

species has been introduced to cultivation now for

fifty years, and it may be truly said we are only now
beginning to know it.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Dearei.—A fine importation of

this lovely species has been received by Mr. Sander,

of St. Albans, and a number of the plants are now
in hanging baskets over tanks of water in which is

flourishing a collection of Nymphasas, and other

aquatic plants are doing well, so that Mr. Sanders
appears to recognise for the requirements of this

species a thoroughly moist atmosphere and bright

light. I have before recommended this species to

growers for market, for I am sure it is the very

best Orchid to grow. Its flowers, being pure white
with a faint tinge of pale green in the lip, are of

sufficient size to be used singly, and as they will last

nearly three months on the plant, ample time for all

to be sold is allowed.—W. H. G.

coast, and where such shrubs as Fuchsia Riccartoni

and Hydrangea hortensis stood unscathed during

the severest winters. They always in autumn
received a thick dressing of decayed manure, which
no doubt warded off frost to a great extent. This

Bletia flowered very satisfactorily, although the

foliage was strong and healthy and the Cyclamen-
like bulbs kept increasing in size. Has anyone
been successful in the culture of Disa grandiflora

out of doors ? It seems far more tender than the

Bletia, but this is only speaking from my own
experience.—A. D. Webster.

Burlingtonia fragrans.—I recently noted a
very large and exquisitely pencilled flower of this

plant. In a wild state Burlingtonia fragrans

is said to grow upon the topmost branches
of the native Cedar tree (Cedrela) in Brazil,

and its fragrance is diffused far and wide. This

fragrance resembles that of the common Haw-
thorn, whilst the flowers are large, pure white, sav-

ing a stain of yellow in the lip, about which in the

plant here noted are numerous pencillings of crim-

son. It is a beautiful species, dwarf in habit, and
one which thrives best on a block or in a shallow

basket, whilst the temperature of the Cattleya house
suits it best.—G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 700.
SACCOLABIUM BELLINUM.*

The species here illustrated belongs to a sec-

tion of the genus which has long been known
to cultivation, represented by such species as

S. calceolare and S. bigibbum, but which had
not sufficient beauty to attract the attention of

Orchid growers, and they consequently did not

receive much attention. These species, how-
ever, were well represented in the Tooting nur-

series of tlie Messrs. Rollisson teu years ago,

but since the dispersion of that collection 1 have

very seldom seen them. The present species is

of more recent introduction, is possessed of more
beauty, and is really well deserving a place in

every collection. The plant is a native of

Burmah, a part of India which appears to be

full of rich and rare Orchid novelties. Although

a small- growing plant, it is one of the most ex-

quisite products of that rich land, and one

which has captivated the heart of the horti-

cultural public. I have seen it in tine con-

dition with Mr. Measures at Camberwell, Mr.
Tautz at Shepherd's Bush, Sir Trevor Lawrence
at Dorking, Baron Schrceder at Egham, and
INIr. Williams at Holloway, as well as in other

places. Amongst all the plants, however, there

is but little ditterence in the colour of the

flowers ; some have slightly darker markings,

and that is all. The plant is dwarf in growth,

.and should therefore be planted in a small

shallow basket, with some rough peat and
Sph.agnum Moss placed round about its roots,

and but a little even of this. It requires ample

drainage, and should be supplied with abund-

ance of moisture both to the roots and in tlio

atmosphere during the growing season ; whilst

during the winter montlis it must be kept

Cattleya Lawrenceana. — Although found
nearly fifty years ago, it is only during the last

four years that this plant has been in our gardens
;

consequently we have not grown it sufficiently well

to enable it to make a display like C. Mossi^, C.

Trianse and many others of which we possess large

quantities and well-established examples. I wiis

taken by surprise the other day when 1 saw upwards
of 250 flowers, all expanded and in great beauty in

The Woodlands collection. The large flowers, which
are rosy purple in the sepals iind petals and purple
and maroon in the lip, present a magnificent appear-
ance, and I cannot but think that its first dis-

coverer's knowledge of Orchids must have been
limited when he passed it over under the impression

that it was simply C. Mossia:. This is by far the
finest display of this species which I have yet , „

.

seen, and proves how grand the plant will become moderately nujist and never bo allowed to be-

when it is fully established. It, however, requires come perfectly dry. In should bo kept close to

the glass in order to obtain the greatest possible

amount of liglit, but in sucli a position as to

enable it to be shaded during tho liottest part

a warm house.

—

W. H. G.

Bletia hyacinthina.—Mr. Douglas is, no
doubt, quite right in his supposition that this

Orchid thrives best in a little heat, or at least that

it will under such treatment far outrival both in

of the day. The stem is .short and erect, bear-

ing two-ranked alternate leaves, which are some-
wealth of bloom and vigour of growth specimens ' what fleshy in texture, strap-shaped, and pale

.1 XT ,1 xu_i .-. : c__,, -

,j,j^^ peduncle is short, and bears a

head of flowers, which are very

planted out of doors. For all that it is perfectly

liardy, as several persons besides myself have
proved. How far north it will stand the winter, I do
not now know, but it would be interesting to learn

from some of the readers of Tub Garden. My
plants were grown in Carnarvonshire near the sea

soft green,

corymbose

• Drawn for The Garden in .\Ir. I'liilbrick'a gur-

(l.Mi lit Bickloy by H. G. Moon, .luno 15. 1888. Lithe
graphed iind printed by Guillaunio Sovoroyue.
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beautiful; sepals and petals spreading, each

about li inches across, and nearly equal, ground
colour pale yellow, transversely spotted and
blotched with rich deep brown, in some varie-

ties approaching to black ; lip cup-shaped, about

1 inch long. The interior of the cup is yellow,

bearing also a few fair-sized purple spots ; the

front lobe is somewhat triangular, and bears a

large cushion-like appendage composed of short

woolly hairs. It blooms during spring and the

early summer months, and continues a long

time in full beauty. W. H. G.

Trees and Shrubs.

VARIETIES OF WEIGELA.
In a recent number of The Garden (p. 3(;9)

mention is made of several varieties of Weigelas,

a class of plants in which I am very much in-

terested, and after flowering a great many varie-

ties a selection of a few of the best, as far as my
experience extends, would include the following

:

Of wliite-flowered varieties there are two very

distinct from each other, one being W. Candida,

which I believe is of continental origin, and
now generally grown to the exclusion of the

older W. hortensis nivea. W. Candida is a free,

somewhat upright-habited bush, that not only

flowers very profusely, but wliich also keeps up a

scattered succession of blossoms nearly through-

out the summer months. The flowers when
in the bud state are tinged with green, but

when fully expanded they change to pure white.

The leaves of this variety are longer and some-

wliat narrower than those of the others, so that

it can be easily picked out by the foliage alone.

The older W. hortensis nivea difl'ers in such a

marked manner from the preceding, that if

possible a place should be found for both. This,

which is, I believe, a direct importation from
Japan, is of a loose, somewhat spreading style

of growth, with large rugose leaves, while the

pure white flowers are very freely borne. It is

far more particular in its requirements than

W. Candida, but when it succeeds it forms a

beautiful flowering shrub. A noticeable fact

connected with their propagation is that while

\V. Candida is one of the easiest of all to root

from cuttings, on the other hand, W. hortensis

nivea is the most diflicult. Of dark-coloured

kinds, Pecheur fils is, as stated in the article in

question, a very desirable variety, not so dark

certainly as either Edouard Andre or Jean
Mace, but these last two are somewhat dull in

colour. Dr. Baillon, that bears a great profusion

of deep claret-coloured blossoms, is one of

the best of that shade, while a very distinct

Weigela is Emile Gall6. This is a free, vigorous

growing Weigela, but very diflerent in habit

from the others, as the minor branches are

slender and far more numerous ; consequently

it forms a bush of a more dense, compact cha-

racter than most of them. It is remarkably
free-flowering, and when covered with blossoms

will be at once picked out from all its associates,

the colour of the flower being a clear bright

crimson. P. Ducliartre, which is somewhat
upright in habit, has pale, almost yellowish

green foliage and amarantli-red blossoms. A
variety, whose n.amo would suggest that its

flowers were white, is W. amabilis alba, but they

are really of a delicate pinkish shade, very

pretty under some conditions, but not nearly so

valuable as those of a more pronounced hue.

Grtenewegeni, a fine showy kind, has many of

the flowers striped, a character more marked in

Van Houttei, the blooms of whicli are striped

with white and deep rose in varying propor-

tions. If I had but space for one Weigela, I

.should be disposed to grow only W. A. Carriere,

apparently a seedling from the old W. rosea,

but very much superior to it, the blossoms being

much larger and of a brighter hue. The habit

of the plant is all that can be desired, so that it

has become very popular within the last few

years. It was put into commerce about eleven

years ago, but, of course, some time elapsed

before it was generally known. For this variety

we are indebted to that celebrated hybridist,

M. Lemoine, of Nancy. W. Looymausi aurea

stands in the very front rank of shrubs in which

the foliage is of a golden hue, for when well ex-

posed to the sun it becomes during thesummer of

a deep rich golden colour, which is retained

till the leaves drop. It must not be planted

where at all shaded, as it is only in full sunshine

that the rich colour of its foliage is thoroughly

brought out. I obtained half-a-dozen varie-

gated-leaved varieties from the Continent a

couple of years ago, but have now discarded

them all, except one under the name of W.
Sieboldi argenteo-marginata, a good, clearly-

marked variety, and a better grower than W.
variegata nana. Some of them were furnished

with enormously long names out of aU propor-

tion to their merits ; indeed, my experience of

Weigelas is that a distinct name does not always

mean a distinct variety. Generally speaking,

the Weigelas are not particular as to soil, for

they will thrive better than many other plants

where it is dry and sandy, but of course they

are seen under far happier conditions when the

roots are more favourably situated. With regard

to pruning, it is carried out by Nature to a

great extent, as the old exhausted shoots die,

and stout, vigorous ones are pushed up to take

their places. Still, for all that, it often benefits

the plant to trim out some of the thin, weak

wood in the centre. In addition to their value

as flowering shrubs in the open ground, some of

the stronger Weigelas are well a<lapted for fur-

nishing a fence or paling, for though they lose

their leaves during the winter, throughout the

summer they are very attractive. Though but

little grown for the purpose, some of tlie varie-

ties are very handsome when flowered under

glass and employed for the embellishment of the

greenhouse or conservatory. For this purpose

they should be lifted in autumn, just before the

leaves fall, and potted at once, or they may be

kept in pots from one year to another. The
propagation of Weigelas is not at all difficult, as

in many cases some of the minor shoots, having

made roots of their own, can be taken off with-

out injury at any time durmg the winter, or a

branch or two can be easily layered, while cut-

tings will strike, especially those formed of the

young growing shoots put into a close frame dur-

ing the summer months. In many places seed

is ripened in qu.antity from which young plants

can be readily raised, but of course the progeny

will be somewhat variable. T.

The double-flowered Deutzia (D. crenata

fl..pl.)._This Deutzia flowers n.aturally so much
later in the season than D. gracilis, that as a matter

of course it cannot be induced to bloom even when
forced as early as its .smaller relative. Still, for all

that, it is very valuable for greenhouse decoration

at the present time, as good-sized bushes full of

flowers are very pretty, and they retain their beauty

a considerable time. There are a couple of distinct

forms of this Deutzia, one in which the flowers are

pure white, and the other with the outside of the

blooms especially tinged with pink. A good white

form is candidissima, between which and the newer

Pride of Rochester there appears to be little, it any,

difference. As outdoor shrubs, too, these Deutzias

are wonderfully pretty, and the fact that they do

not bloom till the major portion of spring-flowering

shrubs are past their best is an additional point in

their favour. They are thoroughly hardy and by

no means particular in their requirements, though

the finest display is, of course, obtained from i)lants

favourably situated. These Deutzias strike readily

enough from cuttings, and their dense mass of

fibrous roots stands them in good stead when
potted up for forcing.—H. P.

TREE NOTES FROM HOLWOOD PARK.

In continuing my notes on the old and remarkable

trees at Holwood, particular attention may be

directed to the numerous fine specimens of the

Highland Pine (Pinus sylvestris), many of which,

but specially such as at present ornament the ram-

parts of the Roman camp, were planted about one

hundred years ago, or when Pitt owned the Hol-

wood property (1785 to 1801). The planting of the

camp, which there can be little doubt was done

under the immediate superintendence of the owner,

has been executed in a most praiseworthy manner,

great care having evidently been bestowed on the

arrangement of the various clumps, so that as

natural an appearance as possible might be pre-

sented, but particularly so when viewed from the

centre of the area enclosed by the ramparts. The

camp is of vast extent, the area of ground enclosed

being about one hundred acres. That it is of Roman
origin there can be little doubt, but for what pur-

pose such stupendous fortifications were cast up is a

matter of some conjecture. But to return to our

subject. The trees, principally Highland and

Cluster Pines and Lebanon Cedars, have been ar-

ranged in masses of five, seven, and nine, but some-

times, though seldom, in twos and threes. Single

specimens have also been used, and with telling

effect, in the planting of the grounds. What is

most remarkable, however, about the planting of

these clumps is that the trees have in nearly every

instance been arranged so as to represent some

geometrical figure, such as an oval, a circle, or a

triangle, and in several instances the trees thus

formally planted are now of such uniform stem

growth, that the shapes of the figures are at the

present day almost quite perfect. Immediately to

the right of the remains of the Roman road

leading from the well, known as Cffisafs well,

is a clump of Scotch Firs, seven in number,

and planted in the shape of an oval. These

trees are of about equal height— 68 feet—and

the largest girths at 3 feet and 5 feet from the

ground 6 feet 10 inches and G feet 7 inches respec-

tively, while the distance apart at which they stand

is 9 feet. Further along towards Holwood House,

another clump of seven trees, and planted in circu-

lar form, is to be seen, the individual specimens of

which stand at the short distance of 5 ft. apart. The

largest tree of this clump girths 7 feet 3 inches and

6 feet 7 inches in size of stem at 3 feet and 5 feet

from ground level. Many such instances of formal

planting of the Highland Pine on the ramparts of

the Roman camp might be recorded, but enough

have already been given to show the rather unusual

way in which these historic remains were rendered

beautiful by tree planting. The trees used in orna-

menting the ramparts of the camp were, as before

stated, the Highland and Cluster Pines and Leba-

non Cedar; indeed, in judging from the numbers of

these dotted about, they would seem to have been

the favourite Conifers of Pitt. Growing in the

shrubbery at Holwood House are several giant

specimens of the Highland Pine, one of the largest

girthing lOi feet at a yard from the ground, and

rising with a clean and straight stem for fully 80

feet.

English Elm.—This stately tree is represented

by several very large specimens, a good example

of which is growing within tiOO yards of Hol-

wood House, the well-rounded stem girthing 12J
feet at a yard from the ground level, while the

height is 83 feet, and the greatest spread of

branches 69 feet. Another of almost similar di-

mensions is growing within a few yards of the gar-

den wall at Hollydale, but in a somewhat obscure

position, which is to be regretted. At :! feet the

stem measures exactly 11! feet in circumference,

and it contains 213 feet of what from exterior ap-

pearance seems to be valuable clean timber. The

stem taper of this handsome and unusually large
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Elm is inconsiderable, the girth at 12 feet being
little less than is recorded for it at 3 feet, while
the ponderous limbs into which it divides at 30 feet

up would of themselves form trees of no mean pro-

portions. On the chalk formation the Elm does
remarkal)ly well, growing to a great size, and pro-

ducing a large quantity of clean and valuabletimber.

The Scotch oe Mountain Elm (Uhnus mon-
tana) is but sparsely represented, that is, trees of

large size, although, everything considered, it is

fairly well suited for chalk or limestone districts.

One of the largest trees of this kind is filling a
rather conspicuous position to the south of Hol-
wood House and close to the public path. It is 72

feet in height, has a branch spread of 6H feet,

girths 12 feet at a yard from the ground, and
contains 1(12 feet of wood. Usually in specimens
of the Scotch Elm the stem is short and tortuous
and with a great inclination to send out numerous
shoots from the base, but not so the tree in ques-
tion, for the butt is well formed and straight, while
but few shoots have been emitted. Although the
English Elm (Ulmus campestris) produces a much
greater quantity of timber than does the Scotch
form, yet the wood of the latter is infinitely

commercially superior.

Lord Weymouth's Pine (Pinus Strobus) is an
excellent subject for chalky soils, and this is

clearly indicated by the several fine specimens to

be found in various parts of the country. Few trees

of this kind on the Hoiwood property have attained
to unusually large dimensions. Yet many speci-

mens of 70 feet in height, and with a corresponding
girth of stem are to be met with, and whose
rapidity of growth and healthy well-developed
foliage clearly point oat that this North American
Fir is quite at home in these isles. When we con-
sider how valuable a timber-producing tree the
Weymouth Pine is, how rapid of growth, how easy
of culture, and withal how distinct and beautiful,

the wonder is that it is not more extensively culti-

vated on this side of the Atlantic. It is becoming a
rare tree in its native wilds, the demand for the
beautifully grained and easily worked wood being
far in excess of the supply.
The Holly is everywhere abundant at Holwood,

and there thrives with unusual luxuriance, and puts
on its best form even under what might be con-
sidered disadvantageous circumstances. In the
grounds at Keston the remains of perhaps the
largest Holly that I have ever seen exist, and one
which in its heyday must have been an object of
great admiration. At 3 feet and 5 feet from the
ground level the stem of this fine old tree girths
fl feet i inches and 9 feet 2 inches respectively, and
the branches have a spread ot 33 feet. The stem,
which is mantled with Ivy, has suffered somewhat
severely from the effects of the wind, or may be
from a neighbouring tree or branch falling upon it,

the top being completely broken off, as well as
many of the larger branches. It is, nevertheless, in

perfect health, as is clearly indicated by the bright
healthy foliage, which is by no means sparsely pro-
duced, and will no doubt survive in its present
shattered condition f..ir many years to come.
The White Poi'LAE (Populus alba), or its some-

what distinct form, the Grey Poplar (P. canescens),
is represented by some unusually fine trees, par-
ticularly tho.se growing in the grounds at HoUydale.
One of the largest is growing in loamy soil, with a
substratum of roughish gravel, and measures in
girth of stem at 3 feet and '> feet from the ground
H feet 10 inches and 8 feet !) inches, and contains
97 feet of clean wood. As an ornamental tree the
White Poplar is well worthy the attention of
planters, its ample proportions, rapidity of growth,
and great hardihood being a few extra recommen-
dations. To be seen at its be.st, the White Poplar
wants an open situation where its leaves can be
frequently disturbed by the wind, for then and not
till then is the white cottony down of the under-
sides projjerly revealed. Ofttimes have I thought
that this ])retty and distinct tree does not receive
a tithe of the attention that its merits entitle it to.

A. D. W.

Hedera Raegneriana for covering- tree
stems.— I lately s.-iw this Ivy planted at the base of

tall growing trees, such as Planes and Sycamores,
and well it answered the purpose. The leaf-stalks

are short, althougli the leaves themselves are large.

Trees with their stems covered in this manner are
specially attractive during the winter months.
Specimen trees which have their branches near to

the ground do not need to have the stems covered,
neither would it be a success, as the Ivy would
receive but little sun during the summer. In
the case of trees, however, which are devoid of

branches the best part of the way up the stem, the
Ivy will obtain sufficient light to enable it to
flourish.—M.

The Furze in bloom.—This common British
shrub is very beautiful when in flower, and many a
dry and sandy bank where little else would exist,

much less thrive, is now rendered very conspicu-
ous by reason of the bright golden blossoms of
the Furze. The double-flowered variety is even
more showy than the typical form, and seems to
keep up a scattered succession of bloom for a
longer period than the other. While seedlings of
the common Furze occur almost everywhere, it is

necessary to increase the double-flowered kind by
means of cuttings, which should be inserted during
the autumn months either in a sheltered border or
in a cold frame. This last is the best, as the cut-
tings are thereby protected from the hard drying
winds of winter and early spring, which often cause
many cuttings to perish that are inserted in the
open ground.—T.

Spiraea Thunbergi.—This, which is certainly
one of the best of the Spiricas, is the earliest of all

to unfold its blossoms, and that alone is one great
point in its favour, as flowering shrubs are very few
in number at the time when Thunberg's Spiriea is

at its best. It is a very slender, but densely-
branched species, with long arching shoots clothed
with bright green lanceolate leaves. The individual
blooms are somewhat like those of the Hawthorn,
but smaller, and are borne in such profusion that
the principal shoots are clothed with them for the
greater part of their length. As the young leaves
make their appearance simultaneously with the
blossoms,' a very pretty effect is produced by the
mass of pure white flowers associated with the
delicate green leaves. Besides this the foliage re-
mains of a good colour throughout the season ; in-

deed, it is at times almost sub-evergreen in charac-
ter. Very few hardy shrubs can be forced into
bloom early in the season so easily as can this
Spiriea, but it is not much used for this purpose,
probably owing to the fact that when treated in
this way the blossoms do not last long in perfec-
tion. Where it is forced the shoots strike root very
readily if given the same treatment as cuttings of
Fuchsias, Verbenas, and similar subjects.—H. P.

Prunus triloba —This Chinese Plum is one
of the most desirable wall shrubs we possess, for
when on a south or west aspect it is early in the
spring quite a mass of coral-red buds, to be shortly
followed by bright pink rosette -like blossoms.
Though recommended as a wall shrub this Prunus
is perfectly hardy, but the blooms expand so early
in the season that they are liable to be injured by
late spring frosts, and consequently the protection
of a wall is necessary in order to ensure a display
of blossoms. Still for all that it is well worth
planting in the open ground, for in the majority
of seasons it might reasonably be expected to
flower well there. Few subjects again are better
for forcing early into bloom than this Chinese
Plum, and if brought on gradually the flowers last
for a considerable time. It is a plant grown to a
very limited extent, being, as a rule, met with only
in a few of the principal nurseries, though from
the beauty of its blos.soms one would expect it to
be a stock plant. The usual method of propagating
this Plum is by grafting on to the Sloe, the suckers
of which are very frequently a great trouble, so
much so that 1 would prefer a good plant on its

own roots before half a dozen of these grafted
specimens. There is another extremely pretty
member of the Plum family with blos.soms even
more double than those of P. trilob.a. 1 allude to
P. sinensis flore-pleno, an extremely pretty little

shrub, witli slender branches that are completely

clothed with small rosette-like blossoms. There
are of this a couple of distinct forms, one in which
the blossoms are pure white, and the other in which
they are flushed with pink. It can be forced just

as readily as Prunus triloba, or it may be employed
for covering very low walls. As in the case of the
preceding kind, if grafted on to some vigorous
stock the suckers will always prove a nuisance.
In a catalogue of one of the "large French nursery-
men I see that plants on their own roots are
quoted at a higher price than those which are
grafted.—T.

The Yellow Boot (Xanthorrhiza apiifolia).

—

This is a singular under-shrub that flowers very
profusely during the early spring months, and
though it cannot by any means be called showy, it

is certainly very interesting. Its poptdar name is

derived from the colour of the large creeping roots,

which push up suckers in various directions. From
the number of suckers thus produced the plant
usually forms a mass or clump generally less than a.

yard in height. The flowers make their appearance
just as the young leaves commence to expand, so
that they are in no way hidden by the foliage.

They are borne in erect, branched racemes, and are
small, star-shaped, and of a livid purple colour.

This shrub is a native of North America, whence it

was introduced during the latter half of the last

century. It will succeed as an under shrub in par-
tially shaded spots, and on that account is some-
times of service to the planter

—

T.

Canadian Rhododendron (Rhodora canaden-
sis).—This North American shrub bears a very
great resemblance to the various hardy Azaleas, but
it is especially noteworthy from the fact that it

flowers before the earliest Azalea, represented by
the little-known A. rhombica, unfolds its blossoms.
It forms a rather upright growing shrub, with
slender branches and a profusion of rosy purple
blossoms, that are produced before the expansion
of the foliage. As happens in the case of many
other early-flowering subjects, the blossoms of this
are sometimes injured by late spring frosts. This
Rhodora is a native of the swampy districts of
Canada, so that it is thoroughly hardy in this

country, where it requires much the same treatment
as its allies the Azaleas and Rhododendrons. This
shrub usually grows from 3 feet to 1 feet high.
Besides the name of Rhodora canadensis it is

also known under that of Rhododendron Rhodora.
—T.

SHORT NOTES.—TBEHS AND SHRUBS.

Spiraea confusa is a pretty shrub. At a distance
the flowers appear iu uvery respect like those of the
May or Hawthorn. Is it quite hardy out of doors
in this country p—A. D. W.
The Snowdrop Tree (Halcsia totraptera).—We

have here a wido-sijroadiii^ specimen of this pretty tree
about l."> feet in height. It is deciduous, and wlienthe
leaves are off it does not show any jn'culiarities; but iu
May and Juno, when every branch ami twigare clothed
with the little silvery pendent Suowdrop-like flowers,
it is highly attractive. It is suitable fnrtheenilx'llish-
nn-nt of both large and small gardens.—J. MriR,
Mdiyaiii, S. Wales.

Euonymus japonicus aureo-marginatus.
—Where neat low-growing specimens of hardy slirulis

with golden foliage are in request, tliis Kuonynins is

capital. Alongside paths, hushes .3 feet and i feet
high, round iu form, and kept closely cut, prove what
a useful subject this Kuonymus is. It grows equally
well as a specimen on the lawn, as a shrubbery plant,
or as a wall climber.—K. M.
Berberis Darwini.—This is one of the best of

all the I'lvergreen Barberries. \Ve have several speci-
mens of it each 12 tVet higli and as nuich in diamot«r,
and at the present lime ihey are (jnite clotlied with
deep yellow (lowers, wliieli in rieline.fs ami profusion
are unequalli'd by those of any other shrub. Other
plants about 2 feet Idgli are equally Ireo-tlowerhig, but
they lack as yet tlu' attnietivi' ehnraeter of their giant
neighbours. I see this Barberry is reromniended as a
covi-rf j)laiit for game. 1 tliink this is a mistake, as it

is too upright in growth to be congenial to either
plieasants or beaters.—J. Mum, Mnri/mii.

The white - flowered Mezereon (Daphne
-Mezereum album) may well be cUissed as one of our
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prettiest spring-flowering shrubs. At present, and
for the last fortnight, the bushes have been simply
clouds of white, the stout twigs being wreathed for
in some instances 9 inches or 1(1 inches with the
chaste and pretty snow-white flowers. The normal
plant, D. Mezereum, is the best associate for the
latter that I know of, the wealth of pinky-purple
flowers being just what is wanted to show off the
pure white blooms of the variety.—A. D. W.

Stove and Greenhouse.
WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse.—Azaleas.—As the plants which
liave flowered late go out of bloom, the seed cap-
sules should be immediately picked off. If they
are left on for even a week or two there is a waste
of strength. The plants should at the same time
be closely looked over to see that they are 'free

from thrips, which soon increase. Fumigation
with tobacco or some of the preparations made
from it is the readiest way to destroy the living

insects, but it will not kill the eggs, which ina very
short time come to life and will necessitate a repe-

tition of the fumigating. Dipping in or syringing
with tobacco water is a much more effectual and a
safer remedy, although it is slower ; if the work is

well done so as to wet the wliole of the leaves and
the liquid is allowed to dry on, it will destroy the
eggs as well as the living insects. It is a good plan
to dissolve about two ounces of Gishurst compound
in the tobacco water, as it corrects the oily nature
of the liquid and thereby helps it to stick to the
leaves. In addition to this, if red spider is present
the Gishurst will kill it, which the tobacco water
alone will not. The plants should then be put in a
house or pit where they will have a genial growing
temperature, either by the use of a little fire-heat

in dull weather or by carefully husbanding the
sun's rays. In the southern parts of the country
the latter will suffice ; in the north it will not for

plants that have flowered late, except in summers
that are more than usually bright and hot. If the
plants, in addition to being kept free from thrips,

were regularly treated in the manner here ad-
vised until their growth was completed and the
flower - buds were plump and prominent, there
would be fewer complaints about Azaleas being
weak and stunted and failing to flower well.

Plants that are forced so as to have them in bloom
early in the winter usually have a chance of making
their growth correspondingly early, and conse-
quently do not suffer in the same way by being
placed out of doors towards the end of summer.

Heaths.—The winter and spring-flowering va-

rieties of Heaths that are generally used in the
shape of small plants should, as they go out of

flower, have their strongest branches cut in. The
shortening requires to be proportionate to the cha-
racter of growth which the different kinds make.
In most cases about one-third of the length made
by the leading shoots last summer may be removed.
If this is not done the plants get disproportionately

tall and become bare at the bottom. After a little

new growth has been made, any that require more
root-room should have a shift. Ordinary peat (not

too close and hard in texture), such as is used for

the majority of hard-wooded greenhouse plants,

is better for these Heaths than the hard black
material often employed, and which is only suitable

forthe hardest-wooded, slowest-growing varieties.

See that tlie plants are free from mildew, which
often attacks Heaths of this description through
their being kept whilst in bloom in conservatories

and other places where the temperature is higher
and the atmosphere moister than they like. Any
of the spring and summer-flowering varieties that

need a shift and that still remain unpotted should
at once be attended to, as the time during which
they can be most safely moved is passing away. A
closer atmosphere that contains a little more mois-
ture than is good for Heaths at ordinary times

and a thin shade in bright weather are the ctndi-

lions best suited to newly-potted plants for three

or four weeks after they are moved. Now that the

time of cold parching winds is getting past, the

general stock may have air given more freely. In

calm weather the lights may be opened so as to let
the air come directly on the plants without any bad
effects. As the ventricosas and other profuse
flowering sorts go out of bloom, the seed-vessels
should be immediately picked off. The formation
of seed has a much more weakening effect on
Heatlis, in common with other plants, than has the
flowering.

Neeines.—These plant s will now have their leaves
fully matured, and the soil will therefore not require
to be kept so moist as when the growth was progress-
ing ; but care must be taken that the roots do not
get too dry until later on when the foliage begins
to die off. The plants should have an airy place in a
cold pit or greenhouse where they will get a full

amount of light. It is essential to give plenty of
light from the time the leaves begin to form until
they lose their vitality.

Vallotas.—There are no bulbous plants that
give a better return for the little room and atten-
tion they require than Vallotas. The plants will

now be in full growth, and should have all the light
and sun that can be given them, so that the leaves
do not get scorched, which, unless the glass is bad,
will not occur. Manure water in moderate quan-
tity and not too strong will assist the growth until

the leaves have attained their full size.

Camellias.—Plants that commenced to bloom
in autumn, and that after blooming have had a
little warmth, will now have formed their flower-
buds. From this time and during the next month
is the season in which their future flowering can be
regulated. If the flowers are wanted during Oc-
tober and November the plants must be kept under
glass until the buds have attained considerable size.

At the same time a watchful eye is necessary to
see that this is not over-done, as if during the
summer they get too forward nothing that can be
done will prevent their coming in premature!}'.
Plants that liave bloomed will now be in full

growth. Those that have attained considerable
size and that are at all under-potted should be
regularly supplied with manure water until the
buds have begun to form, after which assistance in

this way has little effect. Plenty of water to the
roots, with a moderately moist atmosphere, frequent
syringing over-head, and a little shade in bright
weather are the conditions most favourable to

stout growth. Where the flowers are gathered
without any wood or leaves, plants that are strong
and healthy generally set many more buds than it

is advisable should remain, and as soon as they get
large enough, those that can be spared should be
removed. Where the plants are troubled with
scale, particularly the white kind, the stock should
be gone over several times while the growth is

being made, as if this is left until autumn, when
the growth is finished and the buds formed, the
insects will have greatly increased.

Chbysanthemdms. — Cuttings that have been
struck without heat during the winter, if not
already moved into larger pots, should now have a
shift. Six-inch pots are the proper size for tliem.

When this work is deferred too long the roots get
matted, and the growth becomes stunted for want
of the necessary sustenance, and when this occurs
it is useless to expect the plants to be ever equal to

those that have been kept growing without a check.
Chrysanthemums are gross-feeding subjects, and
like the soil to be fairly enriched from the first. If

the loam in which they are to be grown is of a
holding nature, a little leaf-mould in addition to

rotten manure and sand will help them. Timely
attention must be given to stopping, so as to in-

duce the plants to branch out low enough ; this

applies to those that are to be grown in bush form,
which for ordinary decorations, or for the produc-
tion of flowers to cut in quantity, is the best.

Where the intention is to devote a portion of the
stock to the production of exceptionally large

blooms, it is necessary to select the kinds tliat are
best adapted for the purpose, and which, as a rule,

will not carry many flowers that are fully de-

veloped. But, except where the object is to ex-

hibit, the fewer of tliis description that are grown
tlie better. Two or three blooms are a poor re-

turn for growing a plant twelve months; and where
I

large flowers, good enough for ordinary use, are
wanted, there are plants of varieties that will carry
eight or ten blooms. To obtain this number the
plants should be stopped so as to secure three
shoots of equal strength, each of which should bear
three flowers. See that the stock is quite free
from aphides, as if these are present they will soon
do irreparable injury. For the leaves to have the
substance in them necessary to their lasting until
the plants flower, the latter must through their
early stages have all the light that can be given
them ; without this the foliage will be too thin and
soft to last.

Hydhasgeas.—The common kind and H. pani-
culata grandiflora are two of the best plants that
are used for forcing. The mass of bloom they pro-
duce in proportion to the size of the plants is in
excess of that which most things will give, in addi-
tion to which, through their costing little, they may
be stood in places where there would be hesitation
in putting such as are of more value. H. panicu-
lata grandiflora produces its flowers much purer
under glass than out-of-doors. Where the plants
have been brought on slowly the flowers will now
be in good condition, and will last longer than when
hurried into bloom with more heat. Where the
common sort is grown from spring-struck cuttings,

these should be put in at once, or they will not have
time to acquire sufficient size and strength before
autumn. Plants that liave been forced will gene-
rally afford sufficient cuttings to raise all the stock
that will be required. The cuttings are best struck
singly in small pots. T. B.

Planting Agapanthus umbellatus.— I lately

saw several plants of this Agapanthus growing at

the base of some tall Camellias, whicli were planted

out in a late vinery. The Agapanthus seemed quite

at home in this position, the leaves being of good
colour. I was told by the gardener in charge that

the plants flower freely. They were planted be-

tween the stems of the Camellias and the trellis

path, and made a pretty fringe along the side of

the path. A strong loamy soil suits the Agapan-
thus.—E. JI.

Allium neapolitanum.—Anyone having a
piece of spare ground would do well to grow this

Allium, as it associates well with other plants

for effect in the conservatory at this season. The
ground should be well prepared and the bulbs

planted out in lines. When they have become
thoroughly ripened they should be lifted and
laid in the sun to dry. If a succession of bloom
is needed, pot at different times during autumn
and winter, putting eight or ten bulbs in a 7-inch

pot. Without much forcing the bulbs will soon
throw up their lovely pure white flowers. The
scent is not pleasant, but unless the flowers are

handled it is scarcely noticeable. This Allium is

largely grown in Soutli Europe, and great quantities

of cut blooms are sent to the London market.—F. G.

Schizanthus retusus. — This, one of the

prettiest and most interesting of spring-flowering

annuals for the greenhouse, gives a change from
the Primulas, Cinerarias, &c., with which conserva-

tories are usually overdone at this time of the year.

It seems to be very rarely grown, and as the culti-

vation is easy, this neglect is not easily accounted
for. The peculiar form of the flowers and their

brilliant colours always arrest attention. Imagine a
butterfly with brilliant carmine wings, about half

the size of those of an admiral, and a very bright

orange - coloured body, streaked with brown and
tipped with carmine, and this will give a very good
idea of the flower. Tlie resemblance to a butterfly

is not so easily seen when the flowers are on the

plant, as then the body is elevated above the wings,

but wlien they are cut and turned upside down the

resemblance is almost perfect. As the display of

flowers is rather fleeting in hot weather, the seeds

should be sown early enough in autumn to have
tlie plants in bloom during March and April. I

choose the end of August for sowing and use fj-inch

or (i-inch pots, flowering the plants in the.se. Any
fairly light and rich soil will grow this Schizanthus

well and the seedlings should be thinned to three

or four, according to the size of the pots used. The
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plants will carry spikes bearing from thirty to forty

flowers each, the blooming season lasting about two
months. A little artificial heat will be an advan-
tage to them during winter, but too much should
not be used or the plants will become drawn and
worthless. The flowers are thinly borne on erect

spikes which grow about 2 feet high, and each
flower has a slender, but strong and wire-like foot-

stalk. As cut flowers, either singly or on the spike,

they last well when placed in a cool room.—J. C.

Tallack, Lirermere Park.

Crassula jasminea.—This" plant was almost
unknown till a few years ago, when some of the
market growers directed their attention to it, the
result being seen in the shape of dense, bushy little

specimens which were one mass of bloom. It is

certainly a very useful plant for the greenhouse at

this season, each shoot being terminated by a cluster

of white flowers. This Crassula is a near ally of the
old Crassula, or Kalosanthes ooccinea, and the in-

dividual flowers are very much like those of that
plant in shape, but the habit of the plant is alto-

gether different. Both, however, remain in flower

for a considerable period, and botli are plants of

very easy culture, for cuttings strike without difli-

culty provided they are not overwatered, as from
their succulent nature they soon decay if kept too
wet.—H. P.

Seedlings Bouvardias.—As my name has been
mentioned as one of the raisers of seedUng Bouvar-
dias, it may be interesting to know that some few
years ago I succeeded in hybridising and raising a
batch of seven seedlings, from which I selected
Dazzler as the best, this being very compact and
most profuse in flowering. The others were very
good, but similar to those in cultivation. Following
the steps of the late Mr. George Parsons, I have al-

ways taken a delight in trying to hybridise the
most useful of florists' flowers, and in this one par-
ticular case, the tube of the Bouvardia being very
long and narrow and the pistil very short, it re-

quired a great deal of perseverance to obtain any
seed. I mention this to show that it was not by
accident that the seeds were produced, and it is my
belief that it can only be done naturally by insects
having a very long proboscis, similar to that of the
humming-bird moth.—W. Balohin, Sassocks.

Kennedya rubicunda.— This Kennedya is

now in full bloom, and, like two or three allied
kinds, will, \mder favourable conditions, maintain
a succession of flowers for months together. It is a
most desirable quick-growing climber, with deep
green trifoliate leaves and clusters of dark red. Pea-
shaped blossoms. Some profusely laden branches
of it were exhibited at the first April meeting of
the Royal Horticultural Society by Mr. Ross
from that home of rare and beautiful plants,

Pendell Court. Another very handsome species is

K. Marryattiana, of which a coloured plate was
given in Vol. XXVIII. of The Garden. Of this

there is a fine specimen in the greenhouse (No. 4) at
Kew, and which has been for some years and for
months together a very beautiful object, by reason
of the great profusion of its large, deep scarlet-

coloured blossoms. The leaves are of a silky cha-
racter. K. coccinea, which has bright scarlet-

coloured flowers, is another desirable species, while
the strong growing K. nigricans is less showy than
any of the preceding. In this the flowers are of a
dark purjple colour with a yellowish blotch. All
the Kennedyas are very effective when employed as
roof or rafter plants in the greenhouse. They are
seen under most favourable conditions when the
principal shoots are secured to the rafter or other
support, and the slender side branches allowed to
hang therefrom. All the Kennedyas will strike
from cuttings formed of the young growing shoots
during the spring months. The best cuttings are
furnished by the somewhat weak shoots rather than
Viy the very strong ones, and if dibbled firmly into
well-drained pots of very sandy peat, they do not
take long to root if placed in a close propagat-
ing frame kept at an intermediate temperature.
When struck they must be hardened off, and after
tliat potted singly into small pots. Whether
it is intended to keep the plants in pots or to
plant them out, the principal consideration is to

use good open compost that will not readily turn

sour and to secure efiicient drainage, for the

Kennedyas are very impatient of stagnant moisture.

Where it is desired to limit the space covered by a
specimen, it may be pruned back hard after flower-

ing ; it will then break out again freely. A method
of increase, other than by means of cut! ings, is often

available, as seeds are frequently obtained, and
when fresh they quickly germinate and grow away
freely. Seedlings do not flower in such a small

state as plants from cuttings, but this does not

detract in any way from their value when required

for covering a roof.—H. P.

Ferns.
W. H. GOWER.

ADIANTUMS FOR HANGING BASKETS.
Maiden-haik Ferns, as the various species of

this genua are called, are a distinct family.

(Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum), and not the
i5ritish Maiden-hair Fern. This species is

widely distributed over the world, and taking
into consideration its wide range of climate, it

exhibits but little difl'erence in its general
contour, although as a matter of course the
various forms are distinct when compared with
each other. It is a plant which does not thrive

well in the outdoor fernery, but this even, I

imagine, is somewhat due to the neglect of

planters, who, because the plant is rare in such
positions and always admired, place it in bare
exposed spots, in order that it may be readily

seen, and the consequence is that it soon puts

on a miserable appearance and eventually dies.

It should, however, be located in a warm shel-

tered nook, where one has to look tor it, and I

believe if this were more frequently done the

plant could be established in outdoor ferneries.

S«v ''

Adiiintmii Ca]iillus-voneris iu a hanging baski't.

They are distributed over the whole globe, but

occur most abundantly in the Tropics, even our

own island boasting of one species, which, how-
ever, is local, but it is found wild in Cornwall,

and I believe also in Devon.shire, in the Isle of

Man, and also in Ireland. I liave never seen

nor heard of it being found in Scotland. I re-

cently was told that a friend had collected it in

Yorkshire, but upon investigating tho matter

closely, I found it was the Black Sploonwurt

,

If such gems as those are not worth looking

for they are not worth having. As a proof of

my statement, I know of a phuit of this species

wliicli has established itself low down on a wall

within a hundred yards of me, and to my know-
ledge it has been there for twelve years. It

gets rather brown during tlio winter months,
but bi'ightens up and sends forth young fronds

in the spring. Curiously enough, its spores do
not appear to ripen. This is not in accordance
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with its habit in the greenhouse, wliore, as may
be seen by our illustration , it forms a magnificent

specimen as a basket plant, and in such a posi-

tion its spores ripen and are scattered far and
wide, the walls usually becoming densely covered

with young plants. In the genus Adiantum
there are some few kinds which are specially

suited for this kind of culture, and as hanging
baskets when properly furnished are very orna-

mental in a plant house, I give below a few of

the most suitable Adiantums for the purpose.

There has been great neglect shown for this

style of adornment, but in the majority of cases

this has arisen from the use of tlie wrong plants,

and, again, from the neglect of these baskets

(either properly or improperly filled), which has

led to them becoming eyesores instead of sources

of pleasure. I am siure that such a specimen as

we here depict shows well how suitable Maiden-
hair Ferns are for baskets. For the production
of handsome specimens in hanging baskets a
certain amount of preparation is necessary, and
the plan which I have adopted is as follows :

I select a wire basket of fair proportions, not of

too open a mesh. The pattern I care nothing
for, as I hope soon to smother all traces of that

in brilliant verdure. The inside should be well

lined with Sphagnum Moss, and next this

should come some peat fibre, then the drainage
should be placed in position, and for the sake of

lightness for pots or baskets which are to hang,
I always use charcoal, covering it with a layer

of Sphagnum Moss, which, as it lasts for a very
much longer time than any other material,

maintains the drainage in working order. In
planting I prefer to put a few small plants in

various parts on the surface, as in this manner
a greater display is sooner effected than by
simply putting one large plant in the centre,

and the rhizomes the sooner reach the sides

and run over and about the Moss. Of course,

there are exceptions to this rule, sucli as a plant

which makes an upright caudex and whose
fronds spread around in a vasiform manner

;

such a one would not be improved by the addi-

tion of several examples. The soil should con-

sist of about equal parts of good fibrous peat,

light turfy loam, and an addition of sharp sand.

Nodules of charcoal, pieces of old mortar or

such like material may be added in order to

keep the soil open. Nothing more will be re-

quired, sa\T.ng the necessary supply of water,

and it is to neglect in this matter that so many
basket plants present a miserable appearance.

I would advise a ready and simple plan of tak-

ing the baskets down to examine them, for I

am positive that the want of this has ruined

some of the most beautiful baskets of Ferns.

When the plants have become established I

advocate the system of dipping instead of water-

ing them where they remain. When the baskets

are dipped the soil becomes more evenly satu-

rated, but if watered in the usual way the

centre becomes dry and hard, and when once it

arrives at this state no amount of watering will

wet it, the result being that the centre of the

basket becomes bare and unsightly. The follow-

ing kinds are all beautiful as basket kinds. I

have grown them all myself, and can safely say

they are sufficiently distinct to be all grown in

proximity :

—

A. Capillus-vbnekis, of which our illustration

shows a magnificent specimen, is usually called the

common Maiden-hair, but this term, I take it, arises

from the fact that it was upon this species the genus

was founded by Linnasus, and hence it becomes
the typical plant. It is plentiful in the south of

Europe and alsD in tropical countries, but although

found at considerable elevations in tropical coun-

tries, I do not think it is found much above the sea

level in Europe. The rhizome is cieeping, and this

should be allowed to ramble freely on the surface of

the soil, never buried. The fronds are somewhat
triangular in outline, each from 6 inches to 1 foot

long, and in some cases even more ; the stem is jet

black ; the barren pinna; are toothed on the edge,

the fertile ones usually entire, whilst the colour is

bright green.

A. ASSIMILE.—This is a much ill-used Fern,

grown especially by amateurs in pots, where it does

not appear to great advantage, but as a basket
plant it is truly beautiful. It appears to be a com-
mon Fern both in Australia and New Zealand, and
it is said to vary much, but although introduced
now upwards of sixty years to our gardens, I have
never observed it to vary much under cultivation,

neither do I believe it does unless another kind, A.

lethiopicum, is mixed with it. The plant in ques-

tion being a native of New Zealand, thrives well in

a greenhouse fernery. It is not so well adapted
for cutting from as the British kinds, as its fronds

are somewhat delicate and fragile. The fronds

when cut should be submerged in water all night

before being used. The fronds are a foot or more
long, the stem and rachis chestnut-brown; the

pinnae, when barren, are somewhat wedge-shaped
at the base with entire edges, but when fertile they

are crenate ; the colour is vivid green.

A. CAUDATUM.—A beautiful plant of quite an-

other aspect, and which can only be grown in the

stove, where as a pot plant it is very fine, but it is

superb when grown in a basket ; the fronds are a
foot or more long, erect, and gracefully arched;
the stem is deep chestnut-brown and hairy, the

apex being naked, and bearing young plants at the

ends. It is a native of various parts of India, kc.

A. CONCINNUM.—This is a beautiful and now
plentiful plant, peculiarly suitable for basket cul-

ture. It is widely distributed in America and in

the West Indian Islands, being a very common
plant in Jamaica, from whence I have frequently

received it. The fronds are drooping, each from 1

foot to 18 inches long.

A. Feei, a Mexican plant, has fronds each from
a foot to 3 feet in length, and forms a superb object

in the stove.

A. LUNULATUM.—This is a pretty stove Fern
from India, &c , but being deciduous in the winter
it is too frequently thrown out for dead, and thus

it has so long continued a scarce plant ; the fronds

are tufted, the stem wiry, and of a deep reddish

brown. The fronds are to some extent naked at

the end, wliere they become proliferous and should
be pegged to the side of the basket so that a good
mass may be formed. During the winter months
when dormant it should be kept just moist.

A. DOLABEIFOEME.— This is a beautiful and
somewhat rare Fern. In general outline it re-

sembles A. lunulatum, but it is stronger and larger

in all its parts, and moreover it is an evergreen

plan^ It comes from the East Indies and requires

stove treatment.
A. EHizoniOKUM.—This is usually ranked as a

form of A. caudatum, in which, however, I cannot
agree, for the form I have grown came from the

Mauritius, and bore not the shghtest resemblance
to caudatum except in being proliferous at the

apex. The fronds are pendent, the stem deep
reddish brown and quite smooth. The pinnae have

the lower edge straight, not rounded, as in cauda-

tum, and the upper edge is deeply lobed ; the tailed

portion of the frond is also furnished with small,

obtuse pinnx, not naked as in caudatum. The
colour of the plant is deep green, and the pinns
are quite smooth. It requires stove heat.

A. DIGITATUM.—This is a grand, and I think at

present still a rare species in cultivation. By
some it is said to be deciduous, but I did not have

it sutHciently long to speak confidently on this

point. This stem is polished jet black ; the fronds

are each some 2 feet or 3 feet long, the pinn.'^;

numerous and deeply lobed ; sori numerous on the

upper ^portion ; colour a rich deep green. This

plant I take it is the most handsome of the large-

fronded set of basket kinds, and it is well deserving

more extended cultivation.

A fine Adiantum Williamsi. — 1 onolosc a

photograph of this apleuJid Adiautuui. I got thin i)Iaiit

two years a^o in a 5-inch pot. It now measures 6 feet

across. I tiud it does best in an intermetUato house,
and potted in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and part
of an old Mushroom bed. This is one of the finest

Adiautums for cutting. It is also valuable as an
exhibition plant. — William Soklet, Craigieburn,
Mnffat.

Pteris cretiea nobilis.—This is a pretty crested
variety of P. cretiea, and was certilicated by the Royal
Horticultural Society Feb. 11, 1888. Small plants
show the crested character remarkably weU, judging
from a number of examples in the Edmonton Nur.sery.

Cheilanthes fragrans (ff. Simpson).— 1. The
frond sent as gathered in Afghanistan I cannot make
to be anything different to Cheilanthes fragrans,

a widespread species, found in the Mediterranean
region, in Spain, Portugal, and Switzerland, whilst
it is found in the Canary Islands and Madeira,
and various other places. No. 2 is a very pretty
form of Cheilanthes tenuifolia. You say it was
gathered in the Sylhet Mountains, but it is a dif-

ferent form of the plant to the one in cultivation.

No. 3, Niphobolus Heteractis, a pretty, strong
growing species. It was introduced by me in a
living state some few years ago from Assam, but it

has not become so generally grown as it it deserves.
No. i is Asplenium alternans from the same district,

a pretty little Fern with fronds resembling those of
Ceterach offioinarum, but it lacks the rough chaffy
scales with which that species is clothed, and,
moreover, its veins are plain and straight, not re-

ticulated, as in Ceterach. By the above descrip-

tions you will perceive that none of the species
sent you by your friend are new, but all are ex-

ceedingly pretty, and therefore you should sow
spores of them. You will find stiff loam the best
to sow them on, and now is the very best time to

do so. I have little hopes of your being successful

with No. 3, but give it a fair trial with the others.

—W. H. G.

Fruit Garden.
HARDY FRUIT NOTES.

Fri'it prospects, thanks to a .slow, late, genial
spring, have greatly improved, and blossoms of

all kinds, from the Peach downward, are more
perfect than many growers anticipated. The
blossoms on the tips of extension-trained
Peaches are rather small and imperfect, but,
judging from present ajipearances, there will be
a good set of fruit. The trees, moreover, are
remarkably clean and free from aphides, a very
important matter at all times, especially so in

late seasons when sharp attacks of these mean
loss not only of the early shoots, but of time
which cannot be redeemed. A correspondent
advises syringing trees in or barely out of

flower with water at a temperature of 80^, but
prevention being bettor than cure, and that at

a most critical stage, repeated washing, not only
of trees, but of walls with soapsuds prior to the
bursting of the flower-buds will be found much
safer practice. Wo have used soapsuds now
for some years, never allowing a drop to run
to waste, and it is to this cheap insecticide

and stimulant that I attribute the disappearance
of black and green aphides. Moss and Lichen
from the trees and walls. We now know for a
fact that thousands and tens of thou.sands of

young Peach trees have been killed back to the
base buds, and many of them completely ruined
upon open quarters in the nurseries, and yet
the winter has not been severe. To what de-
fect then must this great loss be attributed '.

Well, to imi)crfectly matured wood, and this ac-

counts for the tijis of wall trees which carried
leaves until Christinas producing infertile

flowers. As these flowers are of no use, and
unripe shoots do not form a lasting framework,
the question requiring an immediate answer is

this : Faithful to our creed, must we allow the
knife to remain in the shcatli. or shorten back
to strong breaks from sound wocd I Although
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a rigid extension trainer, my first point is ripe

wood ; therefore, if I cannot secure an average

of 2 feet, or 3 feet I must borrow from my re-

strictive neighbour by cutting ofl the weak, un-

promising tips ; and now with an abundance of

young fruit swelling from the trijile buds is the

time to run over any trees wliioh look least pro-

mising.

Disbudding upon Peach and Apricot walls will

now be the most important operation, but hav-

ing quite recently discu'sed this matter, all I

have to say here maybe summed up in a few lines.

Disbudding should not ba commenced until the

fruit is large enough to force off the remains of

the decaying flowers, and tlien this piecemeal

operation should be commenced, continued, and
ended when the weatlier is mild and favourable

to a free and rapid flow of sap. The tops of the

most vigorous trees containing many foreright

shoots claim first attention, then the lower parts,

and last of all trees which have been root-lifted,

transplanted, or whicli from other causes show
signs of weakness. By deferring the removal of

the shoots and leaves, weak, but otherwise

healthy trees gain rapidly in strength, whilst

otliers inclined to a gross habit may be kept

in subjection by disbudding and pinching. Any
practical man who knows how to train a tree can

see at a glance which shoots must sooner or later

come away; first, those which grow at right angles

from the face of the branch, next the shoots

which start from the lower sides, and last of al],

really and truly the most difticult part, the

pinching or entire removal of a given number of

the growths from the upper sides. As a great

number of the best placed fruits are found at

the base of these upper side shoots and a few

leaves give shelter from frost and parching sun,

I generally pinch mine, leaving intact a good

one at the base, and others 6 inches apart quite

up to the terminal. These in due course iire

still furtlier reduced, and all that have been
pinclied, as tliinning is carried on, are taken

away with tlie fruit. Some Peaches bear fruit

upon spurs, but they must be natural spurs,

not spurs formed by pincliing, and tlien even I

do not care for these, especially in the open air,

as the finest Peaches are obtained from clean

well-ripened shoots. Apricots in this locality, I

believe, have produced a thin and irregular blos-

som ;
consequently that important matter, the

early thinning of clusters of fruit, will not be

heavy. 1 do not object to a thin blossom, pro-

vided there is enough for a crop, as bold, single

flowers almost invariably set well and swell to

the largest size. But be the crops heavy or

lii'ht or a complete failure, pinching and dis-

budding must not be neglected. Apricot trees

should be well washed with the hose or engine,

and perspiring rapidly, those on south walls

should also be mulched with fresh stable litter

and copiously watered. As grub will soon put in

an appearance and hand-picking is the only

means of saving the crop, all curled or folded

leaves must be pinched or removed as they ap-

pear. W. C.

Well-kept Apples.—The very finely preserved

collection of Apples .shown by Messrs. Veitcli and
Sons at the Drill Hall on the 'I.ird ult. did but

render more potent tlie wish that our home growers

of Apples had thousands of barrels of such line

samples to put upon the market now. Generally,

the whole of the samples were well preserved, but

some specially were lirm and fresh, resembling De-

cember rather than April fruits. That these were

the product of dwarf nur.sery trees rather goes to

show that such methods of culture when more
widely applied in on'hards or large gardens will

proihice fruit which keep well, not only because so

well matured, but also because so little exposed to

rough usage. To have such Apples now in fiuin-

tity, of course trees must be planted in quantity,
and it may well be a question with planters whether
it be best to lay down all the area of some exten-
sive field with dwarf trees only, somewhat densely
planted, or whether lines of standard trees shall be
planted at wide intervals with several rows of
dwarfs between them. It does seem as if a com-
bination of the two methods of culture would prove
the most satisfactory, because whilst the tall trers

might help to shelter the dwarfs, the diverse

methods might also serve best to produce regular
cropping. Of varieties noted in the collection

specially line and well preserved were Betty Geeson,
Niton House, somewhat resembling the last named,
Annie Elizabeth, Northern Greening, Bismarck,
rich in colour; Baumann's Reinette, Prince Albert,
Dumelow's Seedling, Lord Derby, Washington, Al-

friston, and Ribston Pippin. There is great merit
in the production of such tine fruits as these were,
and there is not less of merit in thus so admirably
preserving them.—A. D.

PEACH CULTURE IN THE OPEN AIR.

The season for disbudding or thinning the young
growths is close at hand. Though the winter has
not been a severe one, the spring is backward, and
this has to be taken into account in commencing
disbudding. Usually the end of April is the best

time to begin, and in cold districts it is better to

delay the work a little than to cliill the young
fruits by a too early removal of the protection
afforded by the foliage. At the same time where
the shoots are much crowded, the work should not
be delayed so long as to rob of the necessary sup-

port the shoots intended to remain. It has been
said that a good breadth of foliage is an advantage
to a tree in encouraging root action. To a certain

extent this is true if there is space to fill up on the
wall and the leaves have a chance of attaining
their full development, but not otherwise. Dis-

budding is best done by degrees. Begin with the
most vigorous trees first by the removal of the tore-

right shoots. In cases where the removal of a
foreright shoot will expose a young fruit, it may be
wise to pinch it back to three or four leaves, and
leave it for a time till the weather has become settled

and genial in June. The majority of fruit growers
when disbudding select young shoots for laying in

on either side of the branch indiscriminately, being
content to take the best shoot wherever it may be
found; but there is some advantage in what is

known as the Hamiltonian system, the principal

feature of which is to leave all the young wood on
the upper side of the branches. It is simple and
easily impressed upon a young hand, and there is

less danger of overcrowding the young wood.
Besides, in a general way, the young shoots on the

upper side of a branch are better nurtured, the sap
flowing upwards with greater freedom than down-
wards or even horizontally. There may not be a
great deal in it so far as regards the upper part of

the tree, but it is a benefit to the lower branches,

which are the most difficult to keep in good order.

The disbudding and thinning should be finished by
the middle of June, and there should, when com-
pleted, be one healthy shoot at the base of each of

this year's fruiting branches, and another at the

end as a leader to draw up the sap to supply the

fruits, as without the leading shoot at the end the

fruits would shrivel and fall off without attaining

full size. In addition to the two shoots named,
there may in the case of long branches be a shoot

in the middle, or even two, it there is space on the

wall to be filled up.

One of the most important points in Peach cul-

ture on walls is the destruction of aphides, or

rather the prevention of their effecting a lodgment.

It is far easier and cheaper to keep them away
than to destroy them when they are entrenched
among curled-uji foliage. Most of the uns.itis-

faclory Peach trees in the country owe their un-

fortunate condition to lack of promptitude in deal-

ing with insect pests. The blaci< aphis is the

most dillicult to destroy, but .-i pcri-i.'>tent use of

tobacco powder, if begun early enough, will cure

even the worst cases. When the days lengllien

and the nights become mild and genial, the engine

.should be brought into use, and all the soapsuds
saved up for the Peach trees. A dash of paraffin

or tobacco liquor is an improvement should there
be any suspicion of insects. Soft soap, at the
rate of 1 oz. to a gallon of water, may take the
place of the soapsuds where the latter are not
immediately available.

The Peach, when the trees are healthy, is a free

setter, and where the fruits are numerous, thinning
should begin early and be finished in good time in

the open air, as a healthy tree well nourished at

the roots does not often cast off its fruit in stoning.

It is difficult to say what should constitute a crop
of fruit, as so much depends upon the condition of

the tree, but really fine fruits, 1 foot apart all over
the tree, are more valuable than a greater number,
numerically, of inferior size and quality. Giving
support in the shape of liquid manure or a mulch
of rich compost at the right moment is of great
value in enabling a heavily laden tree to carry its

load without serious injury to its future, but at (he
same time it is better and wiser not to overcrop.

And in fitting the burden to the tree there is scope
for the display of judgment. The young wood
should be tied or nailed to the wall in good time.

When this work is neglected the branches are

liable to be broken by winds, and they unduly
shade the fruits and weaken the other parts of the
tree. I like to begin tying in as soon as the shoots

are li inches or 7 inches long ; this keeps them sate

from winds, and another tie later in the season
will make all secure. Keep the wood close to the

face of the warm wall and give the necessary ex-

posure to colour and mature the fruit.

In a dry season very few Peach trees are suffi-

ciently supplied with water, either at the roots or

over the branches. A good deal depends upon the

formation of the border, but where the roots are

as near the surface as they ought to be, it is next
to impossible to over-water them in a dry summer.

B. H.

SETTING GRAPES WITH THE SYRINGE.

Few practices have excited greater difference of

opinion than the wisdom or otherwise of setting

Grapes with the syringe. Some even go so far as

to say that it cannot, in fact never has been done.
This is rather too strong in view of the statements
to the contrary of many able cultivators. Grapes in

bloom may be syringed and set freely in spite of

and not in consequence of the syringing. And it

is absolutely certain that they often set with the
greatest freedom and swell most satisfactorily after-

wards where neither syringing nor other special

treatment is adopted to carry tliem safely through
these critical stages. On the other hand, it must
be admitted that often where most pains are taken
to set Grapes failure is the more conspicuous.

Neither is this half so mysterious as it may seem at

first sight. Vines in robust health and under skil-

ful treatment of root and top mostly set and swell

freely, a few miffy - setting varieties excepted.

Trouble in setting mostly comes of enfeeblement
through over - cropping or torpid root action,

and it is difficult to see how overhead syringing

when in bloom can either remedy the cause or

prove a cure for such crippled energies or exhausted
constitution. On the other hand, imperfect setting

may at times result from an excess of vigour. This
is, however, more conunon among stone fruits than
Grape Vines. The tree leans so much to its grow-
ing side, that mere vigour of bough or extension of

wood gains such a power over fertility as to cause
the fruit to drop or refuse to swell. Grapes or

other fruit under such conditions are not starved

off, l)ut flooded into iuqiotent setting and swelling

t'lrough an excess of vital force and a prodigality

of food. Could those youthful bunches be held on
until their specific gravity enaliled them to exact

specific contribution.T each for itself from the full

tide of life passing by them, they would be safe for

.setting, swelling, and maturity. Will the syringe

help them to do this.' It seems extremely doubt-

ful. Would it not rather hinder them? Methinks
'even "T. 1!.," if he admits that tirapes may l>e

flooded off as well as starved off from setting, would
hardly advocate showers from the syringe without.
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as supplementary to the full flood-tide of vital sap

within.

No doubt "T. B." and others have apparently

succeeded in setting Grapes with the syringe. No
one who reads his clear statement (p. 357) can

doubt that he does it with more force than most
other cultivators. Bat I use the words "apparently

succeeded" advisedly, for the reason already given,

and also that the majority of Jiuscats set their crops

without the syringe ; and that in some situations

and in some soils they cannot be induced to set

freely by the use of all known means to force them
to do so, including a vigorous use of the syringe.

Soils, sites, subsoils, have more to do with free and
shy setting than the syringe. I have known cases

where the same cultivators, whose Muscats, Ali-

cantes, and other Grapes set as thickly and as

surely as Hamburghs in one locality, entirely failed

to obtain a full crop of shy-setting varieties fifty or

a hundred miles away. The skill was not only the

same, but greater; treatment identic.il or better;

but the soil, the site, the accidents of the locality

marred previous success, and sometimes converted

it into failure.

As few things can be worse than an unsatisfactory

setting of Grapes, readers who suffer from it can lose

but little by trying "T. B.'s" syringe and syringing

—that is, his thorough method—instead of dewing
them over. Syringing should, however, be used

cautiously at first in each new locality, and not as

a certain panacea for imperfect setting; for, un-

fortunately, the causes of the latter are too subtle,

numerous, potent, and deep to be reached and
mastered by a shower from a syringe.

HOETUS.

PEACH WOOD DYING BACK.

Can any reader of The Garden say what is the

cause of the young or fruiting wood of Peach trees

dying back to the base of the shoots ? The house

is a large unheated one, with five trees in it, three

on trellises and two on the back wall facing south.

The border is entirely inside. The soil in which
the trees are planted appears to be good strong

loam. I have only lately come to the place, so can-

not give a very good description of the border. The
trees looked healthy enough in November, but in-

stead of the buds swelling they withered and died.

They have been well attended to with water since I

have had the management of them. I may mention
that when I came here there were pyramid trees

growing in the same border as that in which the

Peach trees now are. Would that damage the

roots of Peach trees sufficiently to cause the wood
to die back?—A. Watson, Letton Hall Gardens,

Thetford.

*^* Here we have an instance of the penny-wise-

and-pound-foolish idea of trying to grow Peaches

in unheated houses where detailed management is

not of the highest order. All may go well for

years ; indeed, under very clever management of the

trees and borders, full crops may be obtained annu-

ally for a quarter of a century, but in this particular

case, the cold wet summer of 1888, combined with

other causes, has brought them into a very bad
condition. The shoots having died back to the

base, an unusual occurrence in cold houses even,

we may readily infer that the wood of the past

year was badly ripened. Other conditions, how-
ever, being fairly satisfactory, immaturity alone,

whilst destroying all ch.ince of a crop of fruit from
imperfect flowers, should not have caused the

young wood to die back to the point from which it

emanated. Lifting the pyramids might injure the

roots of the trained trees, but, so far from causing

decay, this rough-and-ready method of cutting off

the supplies would most likely act in a converse

way, and, provided they were not ruthlessly muti-

lated, it would tend to hardening and ripening. Al-

though the querist has known the trees since last

November and has actually lifted the pyramids, he

says he knows very little about the border, but,

having been digging and delving, surely he must
have formed a pretty correct opinion of its depth

and quality, the depth of drainage, the condition

and whereabouts of the roots, whether wet or too

dry, working in good compost, or, as I suspect, I

I
.

I

pumping up poison from a cold crude subsoil. If

liis employers are unable to throw any light upon

the past year's management, an intelligent gar-

dener, who has had charge since November and has

pruned the trees, should know whether they were

properly disbudded and trained last year, also

whether they were too gross and required root-lift-

ing. Lifting the pyramids offered a fine oppor-

tunity for root-pruning ; indeed, it is difficult to

understand how this operation can have been over-

looked, especially when everyone knows this is the

best, if not the only mode of reducing soft sappy

wood in cold houses to subjection. As it is now
too late to interfere with the roots and querist

wishes the assistance of experts who have not

seen the trees, and can glean very little from his

letter, my advice may be wide of the mark;
nevertheless, it is as follows : Cut out all de-

caying and faulty shoots, rearrange those left,

disbud well, keep the foliage clean and train thinly.

Do not let the roots feel the want of water, but the

trees being infertile and more likely gross than

weak, avoid feeding. Syringe copiously twice

on fine bright days, once only when the weather is

dull, give air early on fine mornings, increase it as

the temperature rises above 70°, and shut up in

time to touch 80° with solar heat and plenty of

atmospheric moisture. Keep the young growths

regularly tied down to the trellis, allowing a width

of (i inches for each, remove aU laterals just above

the first leaf and pinch the points out of very

strong shoots before they have time to rob their

weaker neighbours. As the season advances, say

after midsummer, give plenty of air at (J a.m
,

increase it to the full at 8, and shut up about 5 in

the afternoon. When the trees have finished their

growth and the flower-buds become prominent,

syringe in the morning, but rela.x in the afternoon,

confining atmospheric moisture to damping the

walls and floors, that is if the trees are clean and
still shut up with plenty of sun heat. If all goes on

well, the house may be left with full air on by night

and day through September. The trees may have

an occasional washing with the hose or engine, and
the roots, as a matter of course must be kept well

watered. About this time examine the border.*, and
in the event of the roots having got away, the

growths too strong, or the compost defective, lift

carefully and relay the roots in new sustaining

loam and lime rubble resting on ample drainage.

The best time to lift and relay Peaches is when the

foliage is f.-iirly ripe, but before it begins to fall.

All the weakest and most promising roots should

be preserved and kept moist ; the strongest may be

shortened. The compost, 2 feet in depth, should be

made very firm, beating or treading when dry, of

course, to within 9 inches of the finishing surface,

when the roots must be neatly spread out, covered

with 3 inches of soil and thoroughly watered home
with water at a temperature of 80°. When this

lias passed downwards, make up the border, mulch
lightly to keep in moisture, also to receive and give

it off after damping and light syringing. When
the leaves begin to fall cut out any superfluous

shoots, resume liberal ventilation, and keep dry

througli the winter. — W. C.

SHORT NOTES—FRUIT.

Syringing Vines in bloom.—Will T. Bniues

kiiiiily iiifDrin me the latest hour iu the morniuf; at

which he has syringed Ins Vines, and if scorchiuf; lias

ever fullowoil ? — fi. Scott, llathmore, Bulfttuf.

Hawke's Champagne Bhubarb is one of the

best flavimrcd of all the lUiuharhs. Tlio stalks arc

very rich crimson iu colour, oomijarativcly tliin, aud

not coarse. Thoy are juicy and luscious when used for

pics or preserves.

Bees as fruit fertilisers.—The latter end of

Marcli aud I'arly part <if April last were very sunless,

and the trees in our cool Poach liouse hcing in full

fiower at tliat time we did not think their cliauces of

setting a crop very favourable, so we tried our old

plan of turning a hive of bees in, and they worked so

liard during the slightest sunshine, that, as you will

observe from the twigs enclosed, wo have secured ten

times more fruits than wo require.—J. U\UR, Manjnin.

*»* A very fine set. On one branch measuring J. in.

long 14 fruits had set, and the others sent were equally
as fruitful.

—

Ed.

Mulching fruit trees.—Many do not attempt
this until the atmosphere is excessively hot aud the
soil dust-dry from the effects of a July sun. In order
to derive the full benefits from mulching, the manure
should be put over the roots before May is over. Then
the virtues of the maimro are generally washed down
to the roots, and the moisture is retained in the soil to
such an extent that should dry weather follow, the new
wood, foliage, and fruit will become fully developed.
—J. MuiR.

FKUIT PROSPECTS.
With the exception of Apricots, that seem to have
suffered most through the unusual length rather
than the abnormal severity of the winter, fruits

promise an average crop in the open air. Owing
chiefly to the late and sunless summer and autumn
of 1888, the winter found the wood of Apricots in

a green and succulent condition. The con.sequence
is that it is very much crippled where not wholly
killed. Even the older branches are more severely
cankered off than usual, so that in many cases nice
trees have been severely cut into or wholly wrecked.
Even where the young wood has escaped canker
or destruction, large portions of it are without
bloom, and the portions that were fairly clothed
have been cleared of much of it. From all these
causes it goes almost without saying that Apricots
are a scant crop, even assuming that all the bloom
may set and swell into fruit, and be free from the
final thinnings by late April and May frosts. But
our gloomy outlook hardly extends beyond Apricots.

The next thinnest crops seen byme are among Pears,

but these promise something like half a crop, which
proves at times from the superior size of the indi-

vidual fruits to be almost better than a full crop.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums are showing well,

and though the wood was green on the two former,

still the blooms look like setting, being bright in

colour and vigorous for their size. Plums, unless

where the buds were cleared off by birds, are still

more promising. Apples are all that could be de-

sired. Growers who suffered most from maggots last

year were most anxious about the crop for this

season ; but so far as a full blossoming can ensure
a fuU crop of Apples, that is already attained. Kasp-
berries also promise well in length and strength of

cane, though the buds are thinner than usual, while
Currants and Gooseberries can hardlj' be called a
full average show.

Strawberries vary much in appearance, some
having suffered much, others little, and yet others

not at all through climatal severities. The younger
plantations, as was notably the case last season,

have wintered best ; but with genial weather we
shall probably have something like an average yield

of these favourite fruits. Frequent dressings of

soot and lime at this season prove most useful in

clearing off the slugs, that are so destructive during
June, unless they are destroyed early in the season.

After several soot and lime dressings, a clean sur-

facing on which the ripe fruit may lie should be
applied.—D. T. F.

Though it is to be hoped that those who
predict that the fruit crops this year will be heavy
may not be disappointed, I still venture to think

tliat they are trusting to appearances that are more
superficial than reliable. In the southern counties,

when the leaves fell last autumn, fruit buds of all

kinds were sufficiently plentiful, but they were not

of the character to satisfy those who have marked
the different result that full, plump, well-matured
buds give from those which follow when the buds
are thin and puny, such as a wet, sunless summer
like the last invariably produces. The bloom so

far, as it has opened at the time this is written (the

end of April), comprising Apricot, Peach, and Plum,
is just such as miglit be expected from insufficiently

matured buds, being small and weak, and when
examined much of it is found to be deformed.

Though there has so far been no frost to interfere

with it, I shall be agreeably surprised if enough for

a crop sets. Trees and shrubs of most sorts, as

well as the fruit-bearing kinds, have been more
than usually active all through the winter—a con-

dition that does not favour the production of bloom.
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Many sorts of flowering shrubs and trees will evi-

dently be much less attractive this spring than

they generally are, and we may well be thankful

that the winter has passed without any excess of

cold. Had there been anything approaching that

of the memorable winter of 1800-61, the conse-

quences would doubtless have been alike disastrous.

Apple and Pear bloom, in common with that of

the fruits that come in earlier, is unusually back-

ward, and on that account some who write on the

subject seem to think that there is a better chance

of a crop. But this idea is not supported by facts.

I admit that the bloom is less likely to be destroyed

by frost when it is late than when it opens too

early ; but, on the other hand, when it is unseason-

ably late, the changes are against a crop— at least,

I have noted this in different parts of England.

Medium-sized trees of Apples and Pears that,

through being root-pruned made comparatively

little wood, and that consequently set their buds

earlier and matured them better, will carry a crop

when trees in a less fruitful condition will fail.

—

T. Baines.

LATE APPLES.
The following incident will serve to show the

value of home-grown late Apples, and to what
extent they would bo appreciated were they

better known and obtaLnable at the present time

of the year. A friend of mine, a few days since,

happening to have, when in an hotel in Wor-
cester, a few Dumelow's Seedling or Wellington

Apples, a fruiting brauoli of which i.s here

presented, gave them to the waitress at the bar.

A few days afterwards, upon going to the same
hotel, the manageress asked him the name of

the Apple and whether he had any to dispose of,

remarking that she never saw an Apple cook

like it, and that she would give anything for

a bushel of the same sort. " We can get Apples,"

she continued, "but they are. as dry as chips."

My friend could satisfy his questioner as to

the name of the Apples, but where to obtain

them at this season was more than he could tell

her. It is this lack of information amongst
consumers as to the merits of our best Apples
and the want of system and enterprise prevail-

ing among our fruit-growers which retard the

fruit-growing industry in this country. The
public want to be made familiar with the names
of the best Apples, so that when they hear of

the Wellington they will immediately know it

is one of the best spring Apples. The Blenheim
is becoming generally known now and will al-

ways command its price, because its name carried

its reputation as one of the very best English
Apples. Why should not the Wellington he-

come as popular f As a late Apple it is A 1,

remaining firm and juicy as long as any variety I

am acquainted with, and it is, moreover, a hand-
some Apple of fail' size.

The storage difficulty, which ia often advanced
as a great obstacle connected witli late Apples,
might surely be overcome by exerci-sing a little

forethought. If the fruits were sorted at the time
of gathering and the best packed in barrels or
bins, they would keep in barns, granaries, or out-

houses, where, by covering, frost could be ex-

cluded and no further attention would be re-

quired until wanted for sale. Pitting, in tlie

same manner as Potatoes are kept, has been
tried and found to answer very well. Why
should not this method be improved upon and
adopted for keeping late Apples ! If carefully

stored tliey need no picking over ; in fact, such
operations are harmful. What is wanted is a dry
site, the provision of proper ventilation, pitting

the fruit when they are jierfoctly dry, and admit-
ting only sound ones. Stored in this manner,
Apples will keep perfectly well and turn out
plump and sound in tin- spring. If Apple-grow-
ing is to bo made to pay, every chance of prcilit

niust be seized upon. By far the greatest share
of attention is being given to early varieties,
of which Ecklinville Seedling is a type. Thou-
sands of trees of this and similar kinds have
been planted within the last few years in this

country, as the fruit can be gathered early and
at that time fetch good prices ; but, as a natural

Fruiting braimh of Wellington Apple.

consequence, if all plant early kinds, the market squ
will in time—as it is already fast becoming

—

be over stocked or glutted.
!

I am well aware that so soon as consign-

1

ments of American Apples reach this country,
a very considerable fall in the prices takes
place, so much so that only gond sanqilcs of

home-grown sorts stand any chance of sale at

anything like a paying figure. After Christmas,

however, the quality of the American fruit de-

teriorates very much, being of a softer nature

and not possessing the weight and keeping

qualities of some of our best late kinds. I

think if growers would deviate a little from the

beaten track of disposing of their Apples

at any price as soon as gathered, one of

the most profitable branches of Apple-

growing would be found. The demand
for good sound fruit exists all through the

early part of the season—in fact, until

green Gooseberries are plentiful, good

samples of Wellingtons or Mere de Menage
would, I feel sure, fetch remunerative

prices at this time of the year. I saw last

year some of the latter variety, which

were purchased in Birmingham market in

the month of April, as fine in colour as

any American sorts, and far superior in

flavour, but there were only a tew bushels

on sale. What we seem to want is to

popularise a few of our best kinds and

grow them extensively enough to make
it worth while to consider and provide

for their storage. The time is gone by for

Quarrendens, Russets, and Reinettes of

the third size, also the host of mixtures one

cannot find a name for. Cut them off

if the trees are sound and graft with Blen-

heim, as advised in The Garden a week or

two back, or with Wellingtons ; or if too

old, grub them up and plant young ones,

and there will then be some chance of com-

peting with the foreigner.

A. Barker.

FRUIT NOTES.

Aids to setting Graves.—Mr. Barker, I

think, acted wisely in omitting drawing

the hand down the clusters for the twofold

purpose of removing the viscous matter

from the crown of the stigma and conveying

home the pollen. Soft silky hands in

forcing houses are rare ; hard horny palms,

more or less tinged with perspiration,

prevail, and all Grape growers know how
the slightest touch with matter of an oily

nature produces rust upon the berries.

Years ago, I believe when Mr. Barker lived

with me, we tried repeated experiments

with the hand and invariably found a small

brown spot upon the stigma point of the

outside berries of Muscats when they

became ripe. The practice was discontinued

and this apex spotting has entirely disap-

peared. If this were the only aid, why
then so clumsy a method might bo tolerated

;

but, like direct syringing, it may well be

dispensed with, as I believe that Grapes

which set under the syringe set equally

well without it ; indeed, I question if a

great number of berries are not perfectly

fertilised before the capsules are removed.

Mr. Barker gives his INIviscats a very light

dewing over with the syringe once or twice

during the time they are in flower, but

relies principally upon tho camel's-hair

brush. When looking thrmigh his houses

a few days ago I noticed that his M\iscats

had set api)arently every berry. 1 com-

mend all Grape growers for keeping

arc with the conscience by trying every

aid which is not likely to do harm ; but,

after all, tho grand aid, and that of Nature's

providing, is a warm, healthy root-run well

filled with active fibres. The Ilindlip Vines

have warm, well-drained inside borders and

the houses are skilfully managed, two very
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important factors in setting and finishing

superb Grapes.

Cutting back young trees.—This exploded
method of trying how not to do it, like the
sea serpent, is coming round again ; but why
cut back maidens even when equally perfect
and longer-lived trees can be manufactured
without the aid of the knife i Nurserymen, if

they would, might assist the fruit grower by
pinching the points out of the leaders when 12
inches to 18 inches from the bud, but they do
not seem inclined to leave the beaten path ; con-
sequently the leaders run up 4 feet or 5 feet,

the base buds become buried in sap, when, un-
less the season is hot enough to ripen them
thoroughly, cutting back represents the first

nail in the coffin of the tree. If we examine
dwarf trained wall trees obtained from any of
the best nurseries, we find a hard plug of dead
wood in the centre of the breast a few inches
above the union. Raising cuttings, or layers,
or seedlings may be suggested as the remedy,
but so long as worked trees are indispensable
and cut-backs are accepted, we must trust to
the nursery foreman, ever too ready with the
knife when March winds are sweeping over the
quarters. Putting certain sorts upon unsuit-
able stocks is bad enough, but when decapita-
tion deals out canker, gumming, and premature
death, one cannot but regret that the nursery
operator's rules of procedure so closely resemble
the laws of the Medes and Persians. IMUlions
of buds inserted last August are now starting
into growth, and the majority of them it may
lie necessary to rush into cordons and standards.
But will no active nurseryman break new
ground by trying the experiment upon choice
varieties, especially stone fruits ? Experiment,
indeed, it can hardly be called, as I have in my
mind two very large Rose nurseries in which
the two methods of preparing dwarf Roses are
in full force. In No. 1, the proprietor, an
exhibitor, allows his maiden plants to rise to
anj' height for the sake of a monster flower ; in

due course his plants are sold, transferred to a
poorer soil and cut down. The base buds,
buried in sap wood and badly ripened, never
break, when naturally the plant dies. No. 2, a
non-exhibitor, grows specially for his private
customers, securing charmiag plants with four
to six firm, well-ripened shoots close to the
ground. The modim operamli consists in pinch-
ing out the points when the young growths
have made 1 foot or 14 inches from the bud.
The wood ripens, the plants move well and give
satisfaction, as they flower freely the following
year. If Roses can be managed in this way,
why not dwarf fruit trees ? If growers of hard
and soft-wooded plants succeed in forraiog

specimens by pinching, why do fruit foremen
decline a leaf out of their book .' W. C.

Strawberries.— ^yhe^e August planting was
put ofl: and the young plants have been kept
in nursery beds, no time should be lost in getting
them transferred to their permanent quarters. We
sometimes plant in April, but until quite recently
the ground has been wet and cold and quite unfit

to undergo the treading and ramming essential to

success, although manuring and trenching were per-

formed during the autumn and early winter. Home-
grown plants always lift with good balls and start

away at once if transplanted when they have made
a few small leaves, in some instances [iroducing a
little fruit, but the light is hardly worth the candle

;

therefore the ground being available for certain

vegetables and Lettuce, all the bloom should be
pinched out the first season. Plants put out in spring
should be well mulched and watered occasionally in

dry weather, also they should be kept clear of weeds
and runners. If ground is scarce and the past
year's runners are not very good, the allotted space

may be cropped with early Potatoes, which will

come off in time for runners of the current year
layered early in pots for lining out in August.

—

W. C.

FORCED FRUITS.

Strawberries.

As the latest batches of plants approach the flower-

ing stage the blossoms should be well thinned before
they expand. Ten or twelve fruits to a plant
being ample, and those produced by the terminal
buds the finest, all weak spray and some of the
interior trusses may be removed with the greatest
advantage. The plants cannot be kept too close to
the glass, provided they do not actually touch it,

and in this way impede a circulation of fresh warm
air above the foliage. If on shelves in houses
which require back and front ventilation, watering
will be a heavy item and syringing will be by no
means light ; but these matters must have proper
attention, as drought, which causes the balls to part
from the sides of the pots, is fatal to results, whilst
imperfect syringing too 'often lets in spider and
mildew. Either of these is liad enough to contend
with, but next, after good culture with plenty of
air, the safest and best preventive is bi-weekly
syringing with clear sulphur water. This is easily

made by working 1 lb. of sulphur into a paste and
adding nine gallons.of soft water, stirring well and
allowing the mineral to settle to the bottom of the
tank or tub before the water is used. If mildew is

actually present, it may be used full strength over-

night, and syringed off with pure water early the
following morning ; but here, as elsewhere, preven-
tion being better than cure, it is a good plan to

add one gallon to tour and use at this strength
every evening when the plants are not in flower.

Sulphur in any form, dry even, is very useful in

the Strawberry house, especially in the spring, and
much fine fruit might be saved were it constantly
used. Green aphis about this time often makes
rapid strides, and, left alone, very soon puts an end
to the most promising prospect of fruit. Its

destruction by smoking the plants, when dry, up to

the flowering stage is very important ; hence the
advantage of making a clearance of all Peach
houses and vineries and keeping the Strawberries
in light airy pits where suitable treatment is the
best preventive of the appearance of parasites.

When the late fruit is set, the trusses should be
tied up to small sticks, well syringed with pure
water and finally thinned, as second-sized fruit in

these days is but lightly appreciated. If pits warm
enough to swell the fruits are out of the question,

and exposed shelves must be occupied, much
labour may be saved by placing the pots on thin
sods of turf, or in saucers which catch the filtered

liquid in its downward course. The latter should
not, however, be kept constantly full, otherwise the
liquid will become stagnant, if not putrid, and the
best feeding roots will perish.

Late plants in pits and now throwing up their

flower-stems will require an abundance of air on
fine days and a liberal chink on mild nights. If

partly plunged where they are intended to remain
until the fruit is ripe they should not be disturbed,

otherwise the roots which have escaped through the

apertures will receive a check, and the crop will

suffer. As this crop will lead up to Strawberries
from the open air, the plants may be retarded by
pushing off the lights on fine days, or they may be
hastened by shutting up early with sun-heat and
atmospheric moisture in moderation. Fire-heat, if

ever so mild, is a great help when the plants are in

flower, as it prevents condensation of moisture on
the petals and keeps the pollen dry; but, lacking

this, the lights should be freely tilted along the

south front in all weathers, a light covering being
used when nights arc unusually cold or frosty.

Early forced jilanis intended for fruiting in the

autumn ha\ing been thoroughly cleansed by being
dipped in soapsuds and properly hardened off may
now be planted out. A cold, shallow pit, minus
the lights throughout the summer if at command, is

best, as it can be covered with glass on the approach
of danger in the autumn. Being close to the eye,

moreover, it will be handy for mulching and flood-

ing—no small matter during the hottest part of the
year. The next best place is a flat border under a
south or west wall, with planks on edge back and
front for carrying glass lights clear of fruit and
foliage when the Strawberries are setting and
swelling. Hanng turned the plants out of the
pots, divest them of crocks and inert soil, see that
the balls are thoroughly moist, plant firmly 18
inches apart, mulch at once, and thoroughly soak
the whole of the border. When the roots have
taken to the soil all runners must be removed as
fast as they push, weeds must be kept in check,
and on no account must drought favour the spread
of mildew or spider. 1 know an adept at this work
who lifts and repots his plants of the Vicomtesse,
and never fails in having full crops of remarkably
fine fruit ripe before Christmas.

Young maiden plants put out last August for

giving the next supply of runners for forcing will

well repay careful attention to mulching and water-
ing. In this case early runners are of greater im-
portance than fruit ; hence the advisability of re-

moving all the flower-stems as they emerge from
the crowns. If a few rows are put out annually
specially for runners for pots, upsetting the nets

and working amongst fruiting beds are avoided.

CUCUMBBRS.

Winter plants that have been heavily cropped, no
matter how well they have been fed, will now show
signs of exhaustion, but seeing that they are fairly

remunerative, a quantity of fruit may yet be ob-

tained provided other occupants are not waiting
for their quarters. When everyone knows over-

cropping is the gardener's failing, I must again advise

early thinning before the fruit becomes fertilised,

the daily removal of a few of the oldest leaves and
useless vines, thin training and frequent manipula-
tion. If the plants are to be kept through the sum-
mer, now they are in free growth is the time to get

rid of all insect pests by light smoking for green-fly,

the use of sulphur, soft soap or other insecticides

for the destruction of spider and mildew. These,

one and all, should be used in a very weak state,

not once or twice, but repeatedly until the old

foliage is clean or has disappeared, and young,
short-jointed growths are quite free from an unpro-
fitable burden. So much for manipulation ; now
for culture. With the solar heat and light now due
a temperature of 70° should be maintained at night,

and if express speed has anything in it, now is the

time to put it on by shutting up very early with the

house full of moisture, and the afternoon temperature
touching 90° to 100°. As this speed gives quick

growth of fruit and vine, the supply of food, liquid

and solid, must be good and abundant. Warm, but
weak clarified liquid soot and guano water may, in

fact must, be given alternately and freely ; the first

may also be used for filling up the pans, damping the

floors and other surfaces at night, their great feed-

ing time, and the soot water twice a week for

syringing the foliage. Morning syringing is neither

wise nor necessary, but every particle of leaf sur-

face, upper as well as under, should be thoroughly
bathed under full sun heat not later than 3.30 up
to midsummer. The soil for top-dressing, good
sound loam not too light, corrected with rough
lime rubble or charcoal and bone dust, should be
kept dry and warm ready for use, little and often,

as the roots creep through to the surface. As this

material improves with age, a good quantity should

be made up when quite dry, and lacking the accom-
modation of a warm shed, it may be kept covered
up with fresh fermenting stable litter. Three
quarters of an inch of this compost at a time is

ample, and the firmer it is beaten with the hand
the better. Another great aid to quick clean

growth of vine and fruit is fermenting material,

not necessarily very hot, but .sutliciently brisk to

maintain a bottom heat of 75° without the aid

of dry fire heat. If possible, the house should

have night air and liberal ventilation through
the early part of the day, otherwise the foll-

.^ge will become soft and flabby, when shading,

a baneful and troublesome practice, will be found
troublesome. After a long sunless period, foliage

of all kinds sometimes flags, when slight shade for
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a short time is the better part of prudent culture

;

but systematical shading during bright settled

weather should never be indulged in, neither is it

needed where the trellis can be lowered to keep the

foliage quite clear of the glass throughout the

summer. Encourage plants in

Pits and frames by the maintenance of a eteady

temperature by night and day—the first, by good
covering throughout the summer; the second by
regular attention to the linings and very early

closing with plenty of sun and moisture. As the

roots of young plants creep through the sides of

the ridges, thin coverings of good sustaining com-
post must be added, but instead of filling the frames

from back to front, as at one time practised, it is a

good plan to set two longitudinal boards on edge
2 feet to 2^ feet apart, and fill in solid as the roots

require food. If the top edges of the boards are

quite level and somewhat higher than the collars of

the plants, the flat surface when soiling is finished

vrill favour copious and equal flooding with tepid

liquid in summer, whilst the vacant spaces back
and front will allow the fruit to hang beneath the

trellis. Here, as in the Cucumber house, the secret

of getting sweet crisp fruit, for Cucumbers vary in

quality, is quick growth. The one great drawback
at all times, especially in the spring, is throwing off

the lights when manipulation is necessary. From
noon until 1 o'clock in May is the best time, as the

lost heat can be redeemed by early closing. In

June this work may be deferred until after the

assistants' dinner hour, when manipulation should

precede watering or syringing, and final closing for

the day. There is, of course, no rule without an
exception, but all work of this kind in ordinary

seasons should be crowded into the half hour which
precedes early closing. As frame Cucumbers are

apt to become crowded, thin planting is imperative

;

then the laterals should be pinched at the first

joint beyond the fruit, and on no account should

the old foliage crowd up to the glass or even to

touch it. Plants intended for following after

forced vegetables and bedding stock must be kept
pretty close to the glass, where by liberal ventila-

tion they will not become soft, leggy, and tender.

If in small pots they may require a shift, as cramped
root space is the sure forerunner of red spider.

Forced Figs.

As the first crop of fruit in the early house will

now be ripe and approaching that stage, the syringe

must be sparingly used, especially on dark dull

days, when a free circulation of fresh air cannot be
maintained. Its use cannot, however, be entirely

dispensed with, as the earliest Figs ripen up in

batches, whilst those which come in later as well

as the second crop, now well advanced, must be
kept swelling by the aid of atmospheric moisture.
To carry out this give-and-take principle in a way at

once genial to the ripe and unripe fruit, a sharp eye
must be kept on external conditions, and when the
day promises to be fine, that terrible pest, red
spider, must be circumvented by a copious syring-

ing of walls, stems, foliage, or wherever the latter can
be drenched without wetting the ripening fruit.

Kire-heat being necessary, a little forethought in

keeping the pipes warm will enable the operator to

give a certain amount of top air at once, when
those parts which have not been syringed will

hardly suffer from the effect of moist, warm air in

rapid motion. Afternoon syiingin?, on the other
hand, should be cautiously indulged in, but the
walls and floors, which dry more quickly than the
leaves, may lie regularly damped with the usual
quantum of diluted liquid. Another opportunity
for a good syringing at this critical time always
offers immediately after the ripe Figs have been
]iicked in very close, when every jiart of the trellis

may be well washed with gre.at advantage to fruit

and foliage. These remarks apply to light, well-

ventilated houses subject to aridity and spider,

whilst others, pos.sibly dark and heavy in which
growth is strong and succulent, may require much
drier treatment. As Figs revel in root moLsture. the
supply of tejiid water of a generous nature must be
regular and plentiful, and being children of the
sun, a temperature whi<'.li suits Muscat Grapes
wlien swelling for ripening should be maintained

and regulated by day and night ventilation. As
the first crop wanes, shoots which have been turned

or tied aside to let in sun and light must be re-

arranged and possibly stopped to throw food into

the second crop, which also may require thinning.

It is not, however, a good plan, unless the shoots

are very strong, to pinch much in advance of the

second crop, as the first in the ensuing year so

greatly depends upon getting the points thoroughly

ripened.

Succession lumses.—Trees in these started after

the turn of the year, having had longer days and
better weather, will now be shortening the space

which existed between the two crops at the outset,

and being capable of standing any amount of

tropical heat, with proportionate air and moisture,

they may be pushed on to overlap the relics of the

crop in the earliest compartment. It is not wise to

push too hard through the night, especially when the

Figs are in flower, but once the obstinate or appa-

rently stationary stage is left behind, the roots being

confined to warm inside borders, a minimum of

70° will do them no harm. This temperature I may
say is not absolutely necessary ; indeed, a range

some 5° lower may be preferable, as loss by night

can always be redeemed by running up on bright

afternoons. If trained on the long-shoot system,

that is, carrying each shoot forward to be cut away
when it reaches the extremity, each growth must
have plenty of room for the full development of its

foliage, as well as for the best of the short spur-

like pieces which start from the base of the growth

of the current year. This house may be regularly

syringed twice on fine days and once when the

weather is dull, for much as the Fig enjoys moisture,

the large leaves should always become dry before

nightfall.

Late trees.—Where a third compartment is at

command for succeeding the second crop in the

earliest house, hard forcing will be superfluous. The
maximum temperature of 80° to 85° should al-

ways be secured from early closing with sun-heat,

but night firing must be very mild, unless the

weather is unseasonably cold and the mercury falls

below 5(;°. If more than one tree is grown in this

house, varieties which succeed each other should be

preferred. Brown Turkey, as a matter of course,

like the Hamburgh in the vinery, forming the sheet

anchor. Other good and prolific sorts are Negro
Largo, White Marseilles, and Osborn's Prolific, a

most delicious Fig, requiring an abundance of dry

warm summer air.

Pot trees intended for forcing next season, having

filled the compost with roots, may now be well fed

with warm diluted liquid in preference to having

another shift, the main points being pot-bound balls

of fibres and an abundance of short spurs cluster-

ing with embryo fruit. Some stopping having been

necessary to the maintenance of the proper balance

of the six to ten shoots, a few second growths will

still be backward ; but, the season being young,

they will have plenty of time to ripen, especially

if the crock roots are confined to the pots and the

latter are drawn up gradually to stand upon their

once brisk, but now declining fermenting material.

Here they must be kept clean by copious syringing,

and later on, when summer weather prevails, an

abundance of s\m-heat and fresh air, without the

aid of fire, will thoroughly ripen up the young
points.

Melons.

Early plants upon which the fruit has been

thinned down to the requisite number must be

well fed with warm diluted liquid and copiously

syringed when the house is closed in the afternoon.

Although the Melon is not an aquatic, it will stand

any amount of watering from the time the fruits

are the size of hens' eggs until they cease swelling,

when there must be a steady reduction, other-

wise cracking and deficient flavour will be the

outcome. Pot plants plunged to their rims in

bottom-heat will take water every other day, and
top-dressing, consisting of finely broken stiff loam

and bone-dust, laid on half an inch at a time and
firmly rammed, will suit them much better than

animal rn.anure. When well netted and changing

for ripening, the use of the syringe must be discon-

tinued, but a brisk top and bottom-heat with a
liberal circulation of air must be maintained.

Successions.—Where several small compartments
are devoted to Melons in pots, a second batch of

plants, not less than 2 feet in height, should be
ready for removal to the pedestals occupied by the

first set on the day the last fruit is cut. Being so

subject to spider, every part of the structure should
be well cleansed and limewashed, and to Eeoure a
suitable bottom-heat, a little fresh fermenting
leaves or manure may be introduced and thoroughly

mixed with the old before or after the plants are

removed from the pit in which they have been
raised. As days increase in length and the sun
gains power, dry fire-heat may be greatly reduced,

and, provided the beds are carefully renovated,

the season being fairly good, it may be discon-

tinued, certainly after midsummer. Having so

often drawn attention to the great advantage of

covering, I need not repeat that at no period is it of

more use than when hot days are succeeded by
cold nights and solar heat is the principal agent.

At such times early closing with sun-heat and
vapour a temperature of 90° can easily be secured,

but the pipes being almost, if not quite cold, it

soon declines, when covering not only checks radia-

tion, but by keeping in moisture the plants show
by the beads upon their leaves and their robust

growth that the conditions just suit them. Top-
dress with good loam, lime rubble, and a dash of

bone-dust as often as the matted roots appear on
the surface

;
pinch every lateral at the first joint

until a flush of female flowers show that the

plants are strong enough to set a crop ; then pinch
out the leaders, and in due course fertilise daily.

If pinching the laterals back to the fruit is prac-

tised, the points should be taken out the moment
the sex can be distinguished ; a sub-lateral will

then push and be sutHciently advanced to draw the

sap by the time the flower opens. Where plants

are plunged as close as the pots will stand, and
space for development is limited, this is an excellent

mode of manipulation, but head-room being abun-
dant, stopping may be deferred until the Melons
are set and swelling. The weight of fruit from a

given space in either case is about equal, simply

because the restricted cordons give, say, two Melons
each ; whilst the less number of plants having

more room may be allowed to swell the fruits to

maturity. If well grown. Melons are rarely

attacked by fly, and this is fortunate, as even

light smoking is very objectionable, especially

when the main leaves show signs of losing their

vitality. Young plants can be kept clean by dip-

ping the points in weak soapy water or by the use

of Fowler's tobacco powder—a most excellent in-

secticide where smoking is impracticable or dan-

gerous to leaf or blossom.

Plants in pits and.frames have had a bad time!
consequently they will be very backward, if not

fairly beaten by younger stock raised a month
later. If not going on well and robust seedlings

are at hand, time and patience will be saved by
pulling them out and making a fresh start with

others which have not received a check from cold

or deficient pot room. When good plants are grow-

ing freely they must be guarded first of all from

checks; and, second, from crowding by thin train-

ing and the maintenance of a strong heat which
will favour liberal ventilation. This, with the wind
in the north or east, is a diflicult matter, especially

with those who persist in letting all the heat escape

by tilting the lights at the back, when tilting along

the front answers so much lietter, not only in

the Melon ground, but wherever the daily change
of air is imperative. As the flowering stage ap-

proaches, all laterals showing fruit shiudd be drawn
up to the sun and light and dulv j inched when
the young Melons begin to swell. The linings will

require careful renovation back and front alter-

nately, and the glass nmst be well covered with

dry mats or some other material throughout the

season. W. C.

The fruit crop.—It is quite cheering to look

round gardens and see the great wealth of blossom

there is on most fruit trees, .and to feel th.at now it is

so late we must be safe from frosts. If we do not
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have a visitation of these fell enemies, an abundant
crop of Plums, Pears, Apples and Cherries is a
certainty, as there is so much flower that at least
half of it can be spared. Apricots had but little

bloom, and the trees are therefore almost bare of
fruit ; but I am hopeful that tliere will be plenty of
Peaches and Nectarines, as the favourable change
in the weather came just in the nick of time to save
them and set them off swelling. Strawberries look
very promising and appear to be throwing up strong
trusses, and all the bush fruits are equally satis-
factory, so that growers, pickers and jam-makers
may look forward to a busy season,—S. D.

MUSCAT VINES UNHEALTHY.
I TAKE the liberty of enclosing a branch of Muscat
Vine, the leaves of which are all getting unhealthy,
the oldest leaves worst. Last year they were a
little afiected in the same way, and I attributed it to
wireworms, as I put in a new border four years ago.
I trapped a number of worms last year, but this
year none are to be found. I allowed the Vines to
break away in March with very little fire-heat, and
have kept them going on steadily ever since with a
temperature at night of from 55° to 60° and by day
U5 ^ to 85° according to weather. The leaves always
looked somewhat transparent, but not until about a
fortnight ago did I apprehend any bad conse-
quences. Fearing mildew (though I could not find
any trace of it with the naked eye), I gave the
\'ines a thorough dressing with suljihur, but I do
not think it will do any good. I send a shoot (not
the worst), and also some of the youngest roots I

could find in both borders. The outside border was
in a very bad state. Four feet from the arches had
been excavated, well drained, and filled with a
good compost; the other 9 feet consisted of yellow
clay suitable for making bricks. Four years ago I

had the whole border cleared away ; the roots had
all gone into the bank of clay in front and through
the drainage into the heavy clay subsoil. I brought
the subsoil to a proper fall, placed a drain along the
front of the border, with several drains leading into
it ; then about 12 inches of broken stones and brick,
smaller stones on top, and concrete. I again re-

peated the same course of drainage on top of con-
crete and covered it over with turf from an old
pasture, and filled in fresh compost in the usual
way. I intended having the inside border done in
the same way the following year, but pressure of
work and other circumstances did not allow of its

being done. The Vines are planted inside, so that
most of the roots must be inside. No. 1 are those
found in inside border; No. 2, those found outside
in new compost. They looked sickly last year, and
as I found wireworms in outside border I thought
that was the cause, and so laid baits for them. I

have repeated the baits this year, but can find no
worms. I hope you will be able to throw some
light on the matter. C. G. W. J.

*tf* Having carefully examined the pale yellow
leaves and the two sets of roots wisely sent for

inspection, I have arrived at the conclusion that the
cause of ill-health lies in the inside border. The
roots marked No. 2, taken from the outside border
made four years ago, are bright, sound, and per-

fectly healthy. Those marke<l No. 1, from the
inside, are in a paralysed, if not a dring state,

showing at once that the soil is cold, inert, and
impervious to the free passage of air and water.

It is now too late to lift these inside roots, but,

assuming that those outside are quite capable of

supporting a moderate crop of Grapes, avoid the
use of manure, solid or liquid, inside the house

;

give the border an occasional ilressing with bone-
dust or Thomson's Vine manure, to be washed in

with sprinklings and moisture from the syringe:
point up the surface with a steel fork to let in

warmth and air ; keep it loose, giving just sufficient

tepid water to maintain a healthy growth, though
liy no means wet condition until the Grapes show
signs of changing for ripening; finally, cover up
with fresh stable litter, but do not give any more
water.

Cut the Grapes, if possible, as soon as they are
ripe and before the leaves fall, then carry out your

good intention formed four years ago, but frustrated
by more pressing, if less important matters. Do
not lose a day after the crop is removed—say early
in September—but shade the roof, keep the foliage
moist with the syringe, remove every particle of the
old border, drain well, and relay in fresh compost.
You wiU, of course, retain all the sound roots,
though, judging from the decaying condition of the
outside covering, they will require severe pruning,
as half-rotten roots are worse than useless. The
wood is short-jointed and the foliage free from
mildew ; in fact, the Vines are free from disease,
the only defect being a disordered condition from
which they will recover when objectionable poison
is replaced by good wholesome food. If troubled
with wireworm, cast half a bushel of soot over each
cartload of compost, and mix thoroughly before it

is wheeled in.—W. C.

AURICULAS IN THE NORTH.

The Auricula shows at Manchester and Rochdale
were held on April 30 and May 1, the former being
extensive and thoroughly representative, but many
of the plants showed signs of having been brought
on into bloom in heat. The slow character of the
season had necessitated this, and indeed those who
would have Auriculas in flower and up to exhibition
form by the third week in April must depend upon
the aid of artificial heat to get them forward.
Many of the plants at Manchester had a drawn ap-
pearance, and as it is required by the regulations of

the northern section of the National Auricula So-
ciety that "All trusses in Auriculas and Polyan-
thuses to be free from artificial packing and sup-
port," it was only to be expected that not a few of
the flower-stems lacked the necessary strength and
rigidity to maintain themselves in an upright posi-

tion, and the result can be readily imagined. At
the London show supports are allowed to all kinds
of Auriculas, with the result that a much more
effective display is made by the plants. The northern
Auricula grower cares little for effect, and he ap-
pears to regard the show as provided only for him-
self, and he regards solely the quality of the pips
of bloom and nothing more. It is to be hoped that
the time is not far distant when the northern Auri-
cula Societies will permit supports to all flowers, so

that visitors who pay to see the plants may have a
chance of doing so in their most attractive form.
In the case of the exhibition held in the Manchester
Town Hall on April 30 the show was at times
crowded with visitors, who appeared to be much
interested in what they witnessed.

Both at the Manchester and at the Rochdale
show, which was held on the day following, the

grey and white-edged flowers, but few of which
were seen in London, were produced in fine form.
George Lightbody, still one of the finest grey
edges in cultivation, was in its best dress, and its

scarcely less distinguished colleague, Lancashire
Hero, was equally striking in its green as also in its

grey-edged character. Other fine grey edges were
George Rudd (Woodhead), Rachel (Woodhcad),
two flowers much alike in general character as

also in foliage ; also Tom Mellor and William
Brockbank (^Mellor). It was noticeable in reference
to the grey-edged flowers that, with the exception of

the two old favourites, the new flowers are thrust-

ing the old second-rate ones from cultivation. Of
the newer green edges, the Rev. ¥. D. Horner (Si-

monite) must be regarded as one of the most useful

and reliable varieties in this section in cultivation.

Prince of Greens has well held its own ; the plant
shown by Mr. T. Lord, of Todmorden, with its

eleven finely developed pips, which won the premier
prize as tlie best Auricula in the show both at

Manchester and Rochdale, was such a one as is

rarely seen. Many new green edges have been pro-

duced in recent years, but that this older variety

with a confessedly weak tube should distance them
all bears emphatic testimony to its value as an ex-

hibition variety. Of newer green edges mention may I

be made of Richard Gorton (Lord), John Cross-

ley (Pohlman), and Hotspur, I think one of Jlr.

Wilson's seedlings. The later iutroducliors in-

cluded Monarch (Horner), Orion (Horner), wliich

seemed to me to be likely to prove one of the best
green edges this famous grower has raised, and
Green Plover (Horner). Colonel Taylor and Oliver's
Lovely Ann, with the newer Talisman (Simonite),
were all in good character. Colonel Taylor is per-
haps one of the brightest green-edged Auriculas in
cultivation.

In the white-edged section Acme (Read) was
very fine; it is a strong flower, difficult to beat
when at its best. Conservative (Douglas) and
John Simonite (Simonite) were also in good form.
Horner's Miranda is a real beauty as shown at
Manchester, and it is to be hoped it will be put
into commerce in due course. Reliance (Mellor)
and Mrs. Dodwell (Woodhead) are also good exhi-
bition white-edged varieties. In London Mr. T. E.
Henwood had Smiling Beauty in very fine character
indeed, but I did not see a single plant of it in the
north. Traill's Beauty was well shown at Roch-
dale.

The newer selfs are now a numerous section, and
they give us some very fine exhibition varieties.

At Manchester Horner's Heroine was the premier;
it is fine in aU its parts, and produces a large and
symmetrical truss. A plant shown by Messrs.
Woodhead at Rochdale had fourteen expanded
pips. Woodhead's Black Bess is a very good and
useful dark self that flattens out well, and makes a
reliable exhibition variety. Brunette (Pohlman) is

a maroon self with a scolloped paste, and the pip
does not appear to flatten out well. I think that,
like Helen Lancaster, by the same raiser, it is not a
very reliable exhibition variety. On the other
hand, I think Sir William Hewett (Douglas) will

make a most useful dark self, having good parts,

but I am not sure if it is yet put into commerce.
Dimple and Ebony, two dark selfs raised by the
Rev. Mr. Horner, promise well; the former is a little

redder than Heroine.

Of the blue selfs Mrs. Potts heads the list. There
were several examples of it in the north, and it was
finely shown by tlie Rev. Mr. Horner in his first

prize six Auriculas. That Mr. Samuel Barlow
should have raised this flower is indeed an honour.
It has the smoothest of smooth pips, but there is a
certain amount of weakness in the tube. Mrs.
Douglas (Simonite) and S.ipphire (Horner) were in

good form, both having distinct shades of colour.

Of red selfs there appear to be only Lord of
Lome and Mrs. Sturroek. The former is very fine

and striking when well grown, but it possesses the
defect of a notched edge. It is remarkable that it

still holds its own. Should Horner's Firefiy be put
into commerce it will be found a useful exhibition
variety, having a bright red edge and a finely

formed stout pip. Mrs. Sturroek is still shown,
but only because the class is so scarce of good
varieties.

Yellow selfs are something to hope for in the
future. I sometimes wonder if there is a plant of
the old Stadtholder in cultivation. Horner's But-
tercup is a welcome kind, because while the flower
has high qualities, the habit of growth appears to

be robust also, and there will be no great ditiiculty

in growing it.

I hardly know in what class to place Mr. Samuel
Barlow's new self, Mrs. Bentley. It was shown for
the first time at Rochdale, but there was enough of
it to justify it being selected as the premier self. It

is a plum-coloured flower shaded with violet, the
pip smooth and of the finest form. It appears also
to be a very robust grower. R. D.

Eucharis bulbs unhealthy (Jlf. J/,).—Wo
have carefully exauiinc'd your bulbs, and can fiud no
traces of the Kucharis mite.

Cuprolene. — Wo liavr rcLcived from Messrs.
Doigliton and Smith, of Hridgiiorth, a cau of tlieir

woud ch'stroyL'i' (CuprolemO, ami after tostinj; it in
various nays, fiuj that it is tlie most effectual weed
destroyer we have yet tried.

Names of plants.— il/. C.— Dorouium Cohnnme.
V. L. < '.- Ituttir and Ekjjs DalTcKlil. /'. Murlnn.

— Cunniiij,'hamia c'aiiaden.<is. C'. O. Miles.—Ame-
lamhier ciinadensis.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

FORESTRY.
With the return of better demands for all kinds
of forest produce, better prices, aud more pros-

perous times all round, it is to be hoped that

Buch will have a beneficial influence in pro-

moting general estate improvements, in re-

claiming waste land, and the planting of trees

in particular for shelter, ornament, and utility.

While talking over this subject .some time .igo

with a gentleman who contemplated planting
considerable tracts of exposed barren ground,
I was rather surprised when given to under-
stand that the Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris)

would not grow and attain the size of a timber
tree at a higher elevation than 900 feet above
sea level. I tried to show that he was mistaken,
but must say that I was rather taken aback
when in supjiort of his assertion I was referred

to an e.xtract on that subject from Loudon's
" Arboretum," which says :

—

The Larch will grow and become valuable timber
at a much greater elevation above sea level than
the Scotch Pine, thriving at the height of 1800
feet in the Highlands, where the Scotch Pine does
not attain a timber size at a greater elevation than
900 feet.

Now it is to be regretted that this mistake
should occur in such a standard store-house of

knowledge as the work referred to, as gentle-

men who have not acquired a practical know-
ledge of the subject from their own experience
and observation are apt to be led astray, and in

place of doing good, it in all probability might
be the means of doing much harm by retarding
or preventing proprietors from planting barren
heather ground at high elevations that could
not be turned to account for any other pur-
pose. The fact is that I have found by far the
largest and finest Scotch Fir trees anywhere in

the British Islands growing at a far higher
elevation than that quoted above. As, for

instance, the wooded part of Mar Forest,
Aberdeenshire, which lies along the Linn of

Dee, which is 1204 feet above sea level, while
other parts in the vicinity at a still higher level

contain some fine old trees, estimated to be
from 200 to 300 years old, and containing from
100 to 200 cubic feet of timber. The quality of

the wood is of the highest standard, being
resinous and of a hard firm texture and pretty
free of knots. The Benavon and Benabuird
Mountains on the Invercauld estate are well
wooded with Scotch Fir and Larch mixed with
natural Birch for a considerable distance up
their sloping sides, and in the curries and tarns
of the hills where deeper and better soil exists,

the common Spruce, Silver Fir, and other
species of hardy trees attain a good useful size.

With tliese examples before us, proprietors of

waste ground should take care aud not be mis-
led and kept back from planting barren ground
with a reasonable prospect of success and profit

at a much higher elevation above sea level than
000 feet. Of course a good deal depends on
the quality of soil and situation independent
of elevation, and one of the principal reasons
that Larch and Scotch Fir thrive so weU on the
slopes and recesses of the hills is, that although
in many cases the soil is of a poor liard nature,

yet, as a general rule, it is loose and friable, thus
proving very beneficial for the growth and
healthy development of the trees. In cases

where failure has taken place it can generally
be attributed to one of two causes, namely,
planting on wet ground or on places where the
.subsoil is of a hard impervious nature, thus
clearly showing the necessity, wliero it becomes
requisite, of draining and breaking up the sub-

soil before planting. Grigor, wlio is a good
authority on planting mooi-land, says :

—

More trees perhaps have been lost by being planted
in ground too wet than from any other cause, and
it is seldom that any considerable extent of ground
is found adapted for planting without some parts
requiring to be drained.

Thorough and efficient drainage, therefore, when
it becomes necessary, ought to take precedence
of all other operations in preparing the ground
for planting ; otherwise serious loss and dis-

appointment are sure to result. No fixed rule

as to the number of drains required can be given
to suit all places alike, but the wetness, class aud
configuration of the surface of the ground will

form a pretty safe index for the guidance of the
planter. I have sometimes drained a consider-
able space of ground by cutting a well-directed
drain and tapping a spring on the side of a hill,

while at other places drains had to be cut at a
regular distance apart over the whole surface.

At other places I have sometimes found that a

series of catch-water drains to intercept the sur-

face water from a higher to a lower level was all

that was needed to render the surface dry and
firm for the plants. In draining hilly ground
it is also important not to dii-ect too many of

the small minor drains into any one of the prin-

cipal leaders, as by so doing there is always a
risk of the latter being converted into roaring
torrents during a spate, and thus undermining
the banks and sometimes cutting deep gullies,

all of which should be guarded against.

J. B. Webster.

The life of timber.—The ordinary life of un-
protected timber structures is not more than twelve
or fifteen years. Timber exposed to moisture in the
presence of air, especially it in a warm place, or to

alternate wetting and drying, will decay rapidly.

Sap and moisture retained in timber, by painting
or closing in the sticks before they are seasoned
through, will cause decay of a very insidious kind,
as it works in the interior, leaving an apparently
sound exterior or skin, which is the layer that had
an opportunity to season. Paint on unseasoned
timber is, therefore, more hurtful than serviceable.
Large pieces of timber dry so slowly that, before
they are seasoned throughout, decay may begin,
and hence small pieces of scantling are preferable
to large ones. Dampness and a lack of ventilation

combined will hasten decay. The best seasoned
timber will not withstand the effects of exposure to
the weather for much over twenty-live years.

Staking trees.—The staking of newly planted
trees is a matter of the first importance, for if they
are allowed to be blown about by the wind the roots
become strained or broken oS at the collar. I, how-
ever, object emphatically to the driving of a stake
down by the side of the stem through the roots aud
tying the tree to it, because, in the first place, the
roots are sure to get injured, and, again, the stem
of the tree is in much danger of being chafed by
the top of the stake, or by the tie during wind-
waving. 1 once saw an illustration of this in the
case of two long lines of fine Chestnuts, each of
which had four long poles driven in round the bole
to serve the double purpose of steadying it and to
prevent cattle from rubbing against it. At the top
of the poles, which were 6 feet high, a band of straw
had been wrapped round the tree, the poles lieing

tightly bound against the straw by a coil of strong
wire. Mechanically the operation had been at first

well done, but in the course of time the straw from
the wind-waving of the trees had wasted away, and
then the stems had become so chafed that only a

I narrow comuumioation of bark existed, and one of

j

the trees had lost its top by breaking over at the
damaged part.. The plan which I like liest is using

!
three gahanised wires fi.xed to a collar at a con-

,

venient height up the tree, and fastening them to

stumps driven into the ground at a certain distance
from the stem, thus avoiding the roots altogether.

Wire looks better than stakes, and is cheaper in

the end, and any kind of stick strong enough may
be driven into the ground as a holdfast. Strips of

old guano bags make good collars, or rags of any
sort, or even straw ropes. Tar cord, instead of

wires, is sufficient for small trees such as Cypresses,
and Thujas up to the height of 10 feet. For very
large trees we employ wire such as is used for

fencing. A handy man with a Uttle practice soon
becomes expert at fastening trees in this way ; he
cuts his three wires off to one length, fastens one
end of all three to the collar, catches hold of the
other, and stooping down with the wire at full

stretch, makes a mark on the ground with a finger

of the hand which holds the wire; this is exactly

the spot where he drives in his stump, with the
sharpened end inclining inwards towards the stem
of the tree, thus giving greater facility for fastening
the wire and placing the stump in an advantageous
position like a man pulling at a rope ; one or two
turns of the wire and an additional blow with a
mallet tightens the wire ; the other two wires are

then served the same, and the work is finished.—D.

The Lombardy Poplar is not so fashionable
with planters nuw as in years gone by. About a
century ago no plantation was made without it,

and for shutting out unsightly buildings, Sec, in

the landscape it was considered invaluable. Even
now it may to a limited extent be introduced into

plantations of round-headed trees, to give them
life and interest, especially when looked at from a
distance, its pointed head producing a pleasing

contrast to its less aspiring companions. This
ett'ect is more particularly apparent in Cheshire,

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, and
Somersetshire than in other counties. It as-

sociates well with old churchyards, cemeteries,

old ruins, amongst pointed-headed Cypresses and
Yews ; a plant or two of it has also a homely look

at the entrance to a village, or it may be on its

green. At the same time it would be out of place

to plant this Poplar largely anywhere except where
it is wanted to hide unsightly objects.— J. B.

The Beech as a shelter tree.—Writers on
forest trees have sometimes dwelt upon the immu-
nity of the Beech from destruction by hghtning,

and on this account it has been recommended for

planting as a shelter for cattle either singly or in

groups in exposed situations. That this idea was
for a long time prevalent we have abundant evi-

dence both from ancient and modern writers.

Never having myself seen an instance of its being
struck, I was once strongly recommending it to a
gentleman in the west of England, who was plant-

ing a park on high ground, and in which I had
often seen both the Oak and the Ash shattered,

when he informed me that he had just returned

from Ireland, where, during his tour, he had found
the public road stopjied and the further progress

of his carriage barred by a Beech tree which had
just been struck down. If, as a rule, the Beech is

really entitled to the exemption claimed for it, this

must be owing either to the conformation of its

branches or its perfect non-conducting powers.
Blencarn says :

" In hot countries, where thunder-

storms are particularly alarming, the Beech has
never been known to be struck by lightning."

—

A. J. B.

Selling timber, growing and felled.— In

particulars Kiveu in The Gauuen of April i:i (p. 3,"i0)

unjer the above heailiTiK, it slioulJ h:ive been thirty

Oak poles, containing 251 cubie feet. I am mncli
oblifjed to " Yorksliireman " for his answer to luy

iiuestioii of the above date, ami I must say thiit I

quite npree with his ideas ol' selliuj? tiiuber if properly
v^dueil in the first iiistanee.—Tuos. CANNlMi, .tidcn-

huin Pari'.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— IViis icunini it

puljlinht:d in neatly bound Nonthhi Viirts. In this forvi the

cniniard plates aye UM ^instrco/, and it is most suitable for
T'l'iiri net: pnvious to tlu- issm of tlit hall'-ifearti/ voUaucs. Price

Is. 6d. : ],o.ilj;tr,U.:hl.

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — Thit

journal is imttlislod in tuathf bound Monthh/ Farts, in which
form it is most suitable .tor nftralce pnvtous to the issue 0/ the

yearlii roluims. Price 5d. : jwstfree, 'id.

'* Hardy 'F\o'W6Vs"'~('icinfj de.tcriptions ofupicanls oj

[liirlKit Ituu'li'd ofllit most ornamental spirits, uith dirtctions

I'm- tluir arrautnmini, culture, tOc. Fourth and Popular
'b'dition, U. ; jiost j'ne, }s. Sii.

London: 87, Southeimidon Street, Strand, W.C.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—SAai-MjKare.

NARCISSUS BERNARDI.
Narcissus Bernarm is the name given by De
CandoUe to those liybrid Daffodils which are
found wherever N. poeticus and N. pseudo-Nar-
cissus grow together at suflBcient altitude to

flower simultaneously. They are said to be found
in tlie Jura, but they have recently been intro-

duced into England, mostly from the Central
Pyrenees. I found them in abundance there
flowering about the middle of June in 1886, at

an elevation of GOOD feet or 7000 feet, and
brought home with me 300 or 400 bulbs of

selected varieties. About the same time Mr.
George Maw collected and distributed a large
number from the same neighbourhood ; and the
late Mr. Godolphin Osborne obtained a large

number which at his death were left growing in

his garden at Biarritz, and are now, I believe, in

Kew Gardens. These natural hybrids are in-

teresting for the light they throw upon the
origin of many of the short-crowned varieties of

garden Daffodils, especially those hybrids raised

by the late Mr. Leeds and Mr. Nelson, which
are generally classed under the heading " in-

comparabilis," and if priority of name is to be
regarded, even where the name is so utterly

without meaning, N. Bernardi must be included
amongst the section incomparabilis, the type of

that variety or species being believed by
botanists to owe its origin to a cross between N.
poeticus and some form of N. pseudo-Narcissus.
This typical form, however, is not to be found
amongst the wild hybrids of the Pyrenees. I

have now about 1000 flowers out upon my col-

lected N. Bernardi, and great as is their variety,

the ordinary Peerless Daffodil of gardens can
nowhere be matched amongst them. No doubt
it makes a great difference with what particular

variety of Ajax Daffodil the cross with N. poeti-

cus is made, and on the mountain where I col-

lected my bulbs, the Ajax varies greatly. The
prevalent form, where Bernardi is commonest,
is that known as muticus of Gay, but the crossed
varieties of pseudo-Narcissus, called by dealers
nobilis or variforniLs, are also plentiful.

The different forms assumed by these natural
hybrids of N. poeticus and N. pseudo-Narcissus
are many. In size the flower is seldom as large

as that of the typical X. incomparabilis. The
prevailing colour of the perianth is white— not
as pure as the white of N. poeticus, but as white
as the petals of Horsfieldi. The shape of the
perianth varies as much as it does in the diffe-

rent forms of N. poeticus, or even more. Nar-
rowness of petals, leaving wide gaps, is a com-
mon fault. A full, round, even, and imbricated
perianth is scarce in the class. Some have the
petals reflexed, as iu N. poeticus recurvus

;

others have them incurved or bent forwards, as

in Nelsoni ; others are twisted about irregularly.

The ends uf the petals are mostly pointed
;

not many are rounded . Perianths of pale yellow
or primrose form a small proportion. The crown
is a more distinctive character of the class. It

varies in length from that of Nelsoni to that of

average incomparabilis. The commonest shape,
and the least ornamental, is spheroid or ovoid,

swelling in the middle, and somewhat contracted
at the base and the mouth. But another com-
mon and more ornamental shape ij that of a

short inverted cone, with a widely expanded
mouth or base, resembliug that of the variety

known as Princess Mary of Cambridge. Many
of the crowiis are nearly cj'lindrical, and some
have the hemispherical cup of Incomparabilis.
These last are generally of the best colour. I

selected a few last year having the crown of

uniform bright orange, brighter than I have ever
seen in any cultivated form, and retaining their

brightness in the sun. Most of these, I regret
to say, rotted whilst out of the ground, but I

have a few of them left. Others have the rim
of the crown, to a greater or less depth, brightly
stained with orange, like Barr's Sensation and
Maurice Vilmorin, and, I think, preserve their

colour better than these. The crowns of conical

shape are for the most part different shades of

yellow, without any orange stain.

The Bernardi varieties succeed well in cultiva-

tion. They were first introduced by Mr. Henry
Buxton seven or eight years ago. He kindly
gave me a bulb of a variety which Mr. Barr has
since called after his name. In five years this

bulb has increased into at least fifty. The time
of flowering is with the later poeticus when
most other Dafibdils are past. The rapidity of

increase makes it desirable that the bulbs should
be separated and replanted every third year,

and I would recommend their not being kept
long out of the ground. It will take some time
to extract and raise stock from a few of the best

varieties, which will prove formidable rivals to

some of the most beautiful Daffodils of our
gardens. I have marked about 100 for this

purpose, but the number will have to be much
reduced by subsequent selections. All the
varieties of Bernardi seem to ripen seed abun-
dantly, and I have already a healthy crop of

seedlings which may be expected to flower

when about five years old. These notes record

only my owm experience. There is, as I have
before mentioned, a large collection of Ber-

nardi now in flower at Kew which may contain

still better fiowers than mine. I know that

they came from the same collecting ground.
Edge Hall, Mal2>as. C. Wolley Dod.

WASHING THE ROOTS OF PLANTS.

This operation may not find favour with many, but
it is sometimes attended with very beneficial

results, although it can only be safely resorted to

in special cases. My first experience of its utility

was in dividing and replanting the crowns of Helle-

borus niger. I have always succeeded in removing
from the old plant every particle of soil, and never

in a single instance has the operation been attended

with failure or followed by the death of a single

plant. This year, however, for the first time, I had
to encounter a difficulty. About the middle of last

month, in lifting an old plant, I found the crown
one mass ot hard wood, but I pursued the same
course. I allowed it to soak in its bath for several

hours, cleared all, or nearly all, the soil from the

roots, and then with a sharp knife I cut this bard

mass into several pieces, each of which appeared to

contain the rudiments of a plant. Instead of

transferring each to the open ground, I placed

them all together in a box fitted with a movable
slate bottom and filled with light rich mould. I

then transferred the box to a cool greenhouse,

where it is now. There were in all about a dozen

pieces, more than I expected to find it would be

possible to divide the root into, but nearly all of

them are alive, and nine of them showing unusual

vigour. They will shortly be planted out just as

they are, the bottom and sides of the box being

removed. Towards the end of April I took up a

plant of the single red Hepatica which I had from

a nurseryman last year. Putting it into a bath, I

soon divested it of the soil about its roots imd

I noticed that the roots, which were very numerous,

appeared as if tlieir only use was to keep the plant

alive until it had formed new roots for itself. The
plant I divided with a clean cut into two halves,

and planted them separately in the border where

they were to grow. Already the new leaves are
appearing in profusion and of a bright green
healthy colour. With plants in large pots I think
a good result would follow their repotting if their

roots were washed, and thus render an enlarge-

ment of the pot unnecessary. I treated in this way
last year a large Oleander, and got rid of some
portion of the soil by leaving it for many hours in

the water and repeatedly moving it about and dis-

entangling the mass of roots. The operation had
been delayed till the season was too advanced for

such a treatment to be entirely successful, and the
summer and autumn being somewhat cold and un-
favourable, the blossoms, which were very numerous,
did not open, and were all cut off in the winter.

B. S.

Rose Garden.

THE RAINS AND THE ROSES.

The week ending May 11 has been a peculiarly

changeable one, even for our erratic climate.

The first few days of it brought quite a tropical

temperature and several days of cloudless sun-
shine, the temperature ranging from 70° to 75°.

This unseasonable heat brought up a sharp
thunderstorm and heavy rain on Thursday
night. Showers followed all through Friday
until evening, when a twenty-four hours' down-
pour followed, which stiU continues (9 p.m.,

Saturday). And once more the Roses are satu-

rated and the meadows and the lowlands flooded.

These floods, if they do not last too long, are

likely to do two things at least for cultivators

—

ensure a good Rose season and an average crop

of hay. Short as has been our spell of heat and
drought BO early in May, it has been as sharp as

short ; consequently the grain and the Roses,

and many other crops in field and garden, needed
rain. Aid they have got it in force and quan-

tity almost sufficient to provide for their water
wants for the season.

The suddenness and force of these downpours
have added greatly to their value, for the few days
of semi-tropical heat and drought had not only

caused the Roses to droop, but had developed

with unusual strength and rapidity the pests of

aphides and grubs. It only seems like yester-

day I wrote of the cleanness of our Roses, but
almost before the remarks could be put in print

the maggots appeared in force ; and we hear of

aphides in great force in several places. The fall

of temperature and change of wind to the north,

as well as the heavy, continuous rains, must
needs check or destroy these pests. Those who
had been vigilant in the grub raids before the

rain may be sure that the rains will flood

off the stragglers, and so probably make an
end of them. Heavy and continuous rains

are distasteful to these horrid feasters on Rose
buds, however snugly they may be ensconced

in curled - up leaves and waterproof home-
spun ; hence many of them may be found

on the move or on the ground, and may thus

be the more promptly captured and destroyed.

Aphides, too, during heavy rains get alarmed

and partially loose their hold on the boughs.

In this condition a brush with the hand will

either sweep them all off' or so loosen their hold

on the branchlet that the raui will dash them

to the ground ; and those sent into the mud
with force in heavy rains sink to rise no more.

There is, in fact, a tide in the afl'airs of our

wars against insects that, taken at the flood,

leads our Rosea on to cleanliness and fortune
;

and that tide is mostly fullest when it is least

used during our heaviest rains.

The iiresent downpour will also stimulate as

well as do very much to cleanse our Roses ; and

the stimulus also assists us in our war against
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aphides and grubs. Plants—Roses especially

—

may be grown out of insect pests, as well as
cleared by force or poisoning. It is seldom
growth, but the lack of it, that gives insects
their advantage over plant life and products

;

hence the rush of growth on the buds of Roses
very often seems to flood otf insect pests,
and enables plants, by the very prodigality of
growing, to overcome insects as well as fungoid
pests. Unless east winds succeed these un-
usually heavy floods, the chances are that they
will go very far indeed to produce an abnormally
good, though necessarily late, harvest of Roses
throughout the season. D. T. F.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

A useful button-hole Rose.— Isabella Sprunt
is particularly w'ell adapted fortliis purjiose. The buds
are very poiuted, show good form and colour in a email
state, and the pretty creamy-wliito hue associates well
with most kinds of materials that are worn when but-
ton-holes are required.— J. MuiR.
Rose Climbing Devoniensis.—This Rose does

not succeed here. It grows strongly and has un-
limited head room against the south wall of the church,
hut it does not flower in proportion to its extent, and
as we can secure as many blooms from some other va-
rieties not one quarter the size, we have ceased to in-
troduce more of it.— J. MuiR, Manjain.

Two Marechal Niel Roses.—In a garden
which I have been in the habit of visiting regularly
for some few years past there are two Marechal
Niel Roses growing under very opposite conditions,
and the behaviour of which I think it may be in-
teresting to describe. Both of the Roses in ques-
tion are on the Brier stock, and were planted about
ten years ago. One plant was put into a large pot
and placed in the corner of the greenhouse, the
growth being nailed to the back wall ; the other
was planted in the border outside in the angle of
the wall formed by the greenhouse projecting away
from it. One would have supposed that the inside
plant would have made the most progress, seeing
that it had a very large root-space, as the pot is quite
18 inches over ; but such is not the case. It grew to
a height of about 8 feet the first year, but since
that time it has not increased in height at all. It
is still alive, and produces a few small badly
coloured Roses every year from the lateral branches.
The plant has been coaxed in every way by liquid
manure, and has been repotted in fresh soil, but all

to no purpose. The plant outside is in the best of
health and vigorous. It does not cover much space,
because it has not been allowed to do so. The
Brier stem is nearly as thick as a man's wrist, and
only last year it made two strong shoots that would
have extended to a height of 20 feet had the wall
to which the plant is trained been high enough.
This plant, which I saw a few days ago, is still in
the most satisfactory condition and promises a
good crop of flowers. It would be interesting if

some one would explain how it is that no matter
however well this Rose may be treated, or on what-
ever stock it may be grafted, it often refuses to
make any growth after the first year.— J. C. C.

Insects on Rose trees.— Can you give me the
name of the insects enclosed 1 They are very
troublesome among the Roses here, and they have
completely stripped several standards of every bud,
and in some instances have eaten the bark. What
can I do to prevent them ? I never see any in the
daytime, but by going round with a light after dark
I find the trees covered with them.

—

Wm. Ciiipp.
*»* Your Rose trees are attacked by a weevil

(Otiorrhynchus hrematoptus) which is very nearly
related to the black vine weevil, which "it much
resembles in general appearance. Your plan of
searching for them with a light is a very good one.
You might put white sheets un<ler the bushes and
shike the latter well at night, when the weevils
would probably fall. Try tying small bundles of
<lry Moss or hay round the stems for the beetles to
hide in during the d.iy; these tufts should be exa-
mined in the morning.— G. S. S.

Name wanted.—Would you kindly name in
your next itsue of The Garden the grub I enclose,

and state whether it is mischievous, and if so, how
best dealt with 7 Are centipedes enemies to plant
life?—A. C. BARTnoLOMBW.

*,* I do not know what the grub is which you
enclose. 1 have had several similar ones sent me
lately and I am trying to find out what they are,

and when I do I will reply again. I quite believe
they are mischievous, but, like all other grubs
which live underground, they are very diftioult to

deal with. Soot worked into the soil near the
plants which they attack would probably drive
them away, and a good watering with a solution of

some charcoal manure in water would probably
serve the same purpose. Centipedes are by no
means enemies to plant life. They are carnivorous
and live on small insects, &c.

—

G. S. S.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

PREPARING FOR FINAL POTTING.
A BAD start was made in the growth of the

plants for all purposes, especially in the case of

those which are intended to produce large

blooms. In the first place, there was a want of

good early cuttings owing to the bad weather
experienced during the summer of 1888. Then,
again, the plants in many localities—perhaps
more ninnerous than in some years past—have
showed for their future welfare a too free

inclination to premature bud formation. I do
not care to see the plants thus checked early by
this tendency to form flower-buds at a time
when they ought to be growing vigorously.

I do not think this early bud formation can be
prevented by culture, as it results from the
previous year'slorowth of the parent plants. Vet
with all these aifficulties to battle with I find the
plants are making vigorous efforts to catch up
lost ground. I never saw them rooting so

quickly and well as they are at the present
time ; indeed, they will require transferring to

their flowering pots earlier this year than at

any time during the last eight or ten years of

my experience. There is some difference of

opinion amongst growers aa to when is the
proper time to give the plants their final pot-

ting. It is because of the extra quick rooting
of the plants this year that I draw the atten-

tion of beginners to the heading of these notes,

so that they may make some preparations by
which the work of potting—which is generally
very heavy where ntmibers of plants are culti-

vated—may be expedited when it is necessary to

commence oj)erations. There are many details

required in the cariying out successfully of this

phase of culture, such as preparing the pots,

cleaning them, or the ordering in of a new
stock of pots, which often happens if this

matter is not thought of in due time, the pots
not being available at the pottery when re-

quired. Thus valuable time is lost. The pre-

paration of the compost will also need some
forethought to have it in a proper condition for

use. The position the iilants are to occupy will

need attention, as they cannot possibly occupy
the same space now as when they are i)lace<l in

their flowering pots ; and lastly the supports
for the Chrysanthemums during the summer
will need erecting.

The first consideration is, "When should the
plants bo placed in their flowering pots?"
There is no hard and fast rule to bo followed in

the carrying out nf this detail as regards iiny

particular time, but tho final potting of tlie

plants is generally done some time in May,
varying according to circum.'-tances, such as the
time the jdants wore struck, the nundicrs to be
done, and a variety of other things. In the
south of England this last potting is carried out

earlier than it is in the northern counties, be-
cause the plants make their growths earlier in

the south than in the north ; consequently roots

are formed at a quicker rate ; hence the reason
for earlier potting. I know of a collection of

plants in the hands of a noted grower, part of

which are already (April 2!l) in their flowering
pots, but, e.xcept in extreme cases, this seldom
happens at so early a date. My opinion is that
the plants should be transferred to their flower-

ing pots when the pots in which they are grow-
ing are thoroughly filled with roots, and not
until then. The plants should be turned out of

the pots to see if they are thoroughly well

rooted, and not in any way what is termed pot-

bound.

If the roots are much matted together before
potting takes place the plants sufl'er in two ways ;

firstly by the breaking of the roots in the re-

moval of the crocks, and, secondly, owing to the

roots being so matted together, the soil in the
pot becomes dry much sooner, so that it often

happens that the bottom leaves of the plant

turn yellow and fall off. Every available means
should be taken to maintain the foliage unin-

jured and of a healthy green colour right down
to the soil. When the plants are ready as

described, my advice is to pot them at once,

whether it be at the beginning or the end of

May. Some growers recommend the use of

stimulants to the roots of the plants previous to

their being placed in their final pots, but this I

cannot advise. It is much better to pot them,
thus giving the roots more freedom of action.

The pots must be considered next, as the "cast

"

sizes vary at different potteries. I think it ig

better to give the sizes in inches, always mea-
suring inside. For the bulk of the ordinary
habited kinds 9-inch pots are large enough, but
for some of the weak-growing sorts such as

Princess Beatrice, Lady Hardinge, Mrs. W.
Shipman, and Barbara among the incurved

;

Jeanne Delaux, Criterion, Margaret Marrouch,
and Golden Dragon, for instance, of the Ja-

panese section, 8-inch pots are large enough— in

fact, they are to be preferred to those of a larger

size, for the reason that such weak-growing sorts

do not make roots so freely as the stronger-

growing kinds. The plants will also be able to

receive more stimulants wdien the smaller pots

are full of roots than when larger pots are used

and only partly occupied with roots, and, conse-

qtiently, not in a fit condition to receive stimu-

lants in the shape of waterings with liquid or

artificial manure. The strongest-growing sorts,

such as Prince Alfred and its sport. Lord
Wolseley, Maiden's Blush, Belle Paule, and
Fair Maid of Guernsey, may have lOinch pots.

Where a stock of pots is at hand larger in dia-

meter than the sizes named, and it is the wish

of the cultivator that they be used, it is much
better to grow two plants in one ]ii>t than to use

only one. When two plants are to be grown
together in one pot, they must, of course, be

the same varieties, choosing those most weakly
in growth.

The soil needs attention, so that it shall be in

a moist state when used, neither wet nor dry.

All the ingredients should bo placed under
cover. Loam, as it is called, is the princijial

ingredient in the compost rci|uired. If a sulh-

cient qu.antity is not at hand, im time should be
lost in cutting some, choosing that which is full

of fibre. Leaf-Soil is good for mixing with the
loam, as it .assists in koejiing the soil open.

Manure in animal form is beneficial, some
grnwera preferring one sort, and some another.

Some hcild strongly to partly decomposed cow
manure ; but, excejit where tlie loam is of a

light sandy nature, 1 think cow manure is too
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cold. For general usefulness I prefer horse
manure prepared as if for a Mushroom bed.
Charcoal is a capital ingredient to use mixed with
the soil, especially where the loam is of a heavy
nature. It not only renders the whole porous,
but acts as a storehouse for the ammonia. Sand
is necessary according to the kind of loam used.

There are numerous kinds of sand available;

each cultivator must consult local circumstances
regarding the kind of sand to use, rough silver

sand being the best. A small portion of soot

added to the soil is also beneficial to the plants.

NOVELTIES AMONG CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
CHEYSANTHEMUMri are very popular flowers just

now, hence all new-comers of special promise are of

interest. Perhaps no one Chrysanthemum has been
more talked about the last year than Mrs. Alpheus
Hardy, which was included in that remarkable
Japanese collection brought to this country by a
Japanese named Neeseina.

Medusa Cheysanthemum.—Numerous among
curiosities is Jledusa, with its drooping florets.

The plants which produce this type of flowers

are rare in collections, as they have not proved
capable of much improvement and are not of

vigorous growth. Medusa, according to as high
an authority as Garden and Forest, is better than
any of its class yet seen, and may be found of use
as a parent of new forms when crossed with other
varieties. It is pure white in colour, and possesses

a certain grace of form.

A SWEET-SCENTED CHET.SANTHEMUM.—Much aS

Chrysanthemums are admired, the odour emitted
from most flowers is disagreeable, hence Nym-
pba5a, a new sweet-scented Chrysanthemum to

which a prize was awarded by the New York Horti-
cultural Society at its exhibition in November,
may be considered a novelty. The plants of this

variety are dwarf and bushy in habit ; the flowers

are white, measure about 2 inches in diameter,
and when first open have a delicate perfume re-

sembling that of a pond Lily. H. W. Hales, Ridge-
wood, N.J., who includes Nymphfea in his col-

lection, says :
" One peculiarity of this variety is

that it never needs disbudding, as the flowers are

borne individually on long stems and stand well
above the foliage."

Leopaed, a new spotted Chrysanthemum, which
heads the list of novelties as catalogued by Peter
Henderson, is, according to Mr. Henderson, a most
distinct variety. The ground colour is a deep shade
of carmine, irregularly splashed and spotted with
pure white. Other Chrysanthemums attracting at-

tention are the crimson seedling, George Pratt, Mrs.
C. H. Wheeler, and Mrs. Brett. Lilian B. Bird is a
Japanese Chrysanthemum of large size and vigorous
habit.

—

Ncni York World.

TREATMENT OF THE PLANTS AFTER
POTTING.

The position which the plants are to occupy during
the summer months requires consideration, and
should be looked out and made ready for their re-

ception. Practised cultivators will of course need no
advice, but those who are cultivating the Chrysanthe-
mum for the first season will require to know. Our
practice is to fence an open space in with thatched
sheep hurdles or double hurdles set on end, which
are not thatched at all. This protection is to ward
off easterly winds, which sometimes play sad havoc
with the leaves, often bruising the tissues so much
as to cause a serious check to the growth of tlie

plants directly after being potted. Our position is

one facing south with the protection named above.

Within this shelter the plants are stood thickly to-

gether until all are potted, when they can be placed
in their summer quarters so much better, having re-

gard to a neat arrangement for the summer months,
and varying the heights according to the posi-

tion and variety. We are generally troubled with
strong easterly winds throrghout the month of May
and, arrange<l in a mass, the plants escape the

damaging effects of wind of this kind. In the

meantime the summer position can be got ready as

well as tlie stakes for the plants, which should not
be placed outside unless they are securely staked.
When the supports are obtained from the woods
they should be cut at once and, if crooked, tied in
bundles, which will help to straighten them. One
year's growth of young Hazel will suffice to make
stakes for the plants until they get into their
summer quarters. Other lengths, such as 4 feet,

feet, 8 feet, and 10 feet, will also be needed. Bamboo
canes are largely used where available. Some
growers erect supports of iron standards with
galvanised wne tightly stretched. To this the
stakes in the pots are firmly tied, which prevents
them being broken by winds. A very good trellis

can be made with stout poles varying in height
according to the variety of plants grown. Three
cross rails will be required for the tallest plants
and so on in proportion to their height. These will

not be required nearly so stout as the poles. Labels
should now be got ready, as the plants are gene-
rally all re-named after they are potted. Builders'
ceiling laths answer well if cut into lengths of
about inches, thus allowing space for any notes
which may be made during the season's growtli.

E. M.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Scilla nutans camea.—Those who like flesh-

coloured flowers will find this pretty Squill a gem. It

was in bloom the other day at Broxbourne.

The Turkish Tulip (T. acuminata orcomnta)
is a very curious form. From this and viridiflora

doubtless originated the Parrot Tuhp. T. viridiflora,

which is now in bloom, is more curious than beautiful.

Upping Forest.—It is gratifying to learn that
upwards of 12 acres of rich woodland have been added
to the forest. This tract, which was known as Oak-
hills, was placed in one of the best portions of it.

Primula Sieboldi.—A mass of this beautiful

Primula was an interesting feature the other day in

St. James's Park. It is worth noting for the reason
that hardy flowers of this kind are not often seen in

our London parks and gardens.

Coffea bengalensis.—This is a beautiful plant
wlien in full bloom. It is very free, and the pure
white flowers are produced singly or in pairs at the tips

of the brauches. A specimen of it was in perfection a
few days ago at Kew.
Aubrietia Leichtlini.—This new variety, re-

cently certificated, far surpasses any other. We have a
large block of it now flowering here. It is far more
brilliant in colour than the variety ^Campbelli.—G. G.,
Floore.

Folemonium Hichardsoni is one of the most
beautiful hai-dy plants in bloom now. A well-esta-

bhshed clump on the border is not often seen, as tliis

Jacob's Ladder is as yet somewhat scarce. It will

thrive in almost any soil, and has clear sky-blue
flowers, which ai"e borue in great profusion.

OdontoglosBum eitrosmum roseum.—This
is a beautiful variety of one of the most charming of

Odontoglots. The habit of the plant is the same as

that of the type, but the lip is of a bright rose colour,

which is very telling against the white sepals and
petals. This rose tint is richer in some varieties than
iu others. It is in bloom now.

Tulipa sylvestris is just now at its best, and
makes a beautiful subject for an open bed or border.

The so-called T. italica, floreutina, and fragrans seem
to be mere forms of the above, and not distinct enough
to keep separate in the garden. T. orphanidea is also

nearly allied ; the flowers, however, are of a different

shade of yellow' and have a blackish eye.

Megasea Progress (seedling vnriety).— 1 send
you some floweis ot this which 1 consider a very good
fi-)rni. It has ample, nearly prostrate foliage and bold

scapes of warm rose-pink-coloured flowers, many of

which are IJ inches in diameter—by far the largest

flowered form wliich has yet appeared. I have some
fifty selected seedlings under trial, and will send you
a note about them by-and-by.—T. S.MITH, AViiri/.

Txora javaniea nana.— 1. javanica has the repu-

tation of l)eing the freest blooming amoirg all I lie

Ixoras, but the dwarf form of it with its compact
close habit of growth appears to be even freer still.

Mr. J. Hudson, of Gunnersbury House Cai'deiis, with
whoni this dwarf type is a great favourite, states that

it flowers so freely that he cannot get much growth

into it. We lately saw quite small plants laden with
floweri, and pretty httle floral pictures they made.

riowers from IBdge Hall.—I enclose a few-

flowers of Narcissus Bernardi to illustrate my notes

;

also Trollius asiaticus and .Androsace sarmentosa, both
doing unusually well this year.— C. WoLLEY DoD,
ilalpax.

*#* We have never seen finer flower.=i of the Andro-
sace and TroUius.

—

Ed.

Phajus Manni is a handsome and distinct kind
in th(.' way of 1*. Wallichi, but the flower is much
larger, richer, and more robust. The sepals and petals

are of the richest brown, thinly margined witli green
;

the lip almost white, but with a rich crimson central
line that runs into the throat. A plant of it was in

bloom the other day at Kew.

Sellla campanulata alba.— Clumps of this
useful plant niaiie a pretty display in the borders of
Gunnersbury House Gardens. They are well esta-

l)lished and bloom profusely, and the flowers are found
very useful for cutting. The blue and rose-coloured
forms make excellent companions, and are so accom-
modating that they will grow almost anywhere and in

any soil.

The Orange Fleabane (Erigeron aurantiacum).
—If this would flower as the other species do then we
could put up with it, but it commenced to bloom a
fortnight ago, and it will keep on during the next
mouth, rarely more than two or three flowers opening
at one time. It seems to require being regularly raised

from seed, as with lis at any rate the old clumps wear
out and refuse to flower at all.

Ijotus peliorrhynehus.—This is a really hand-
some plant, and apparently a rare one, as we have only
seen it in two or three gardens. A fine piece of it was
sent to the Drill Hall last Tuesday from Kew, where it

does well in a cool house as a basket plant, its long
branches covered with glaucous leaves and luimerous

bright scarlet pea-shaped flowers being quite unique.

It is a native of Madeira and Teneriffe.

Saxifraga Kolenatiana is an Asiatic represen-

tative of tiie Aizoon group, and a most lovely species

for the rockery or pots. It forms rosettes of crusted
leaves much in the way of S. Aizoon. The flower-stem

is branched, and produces numerous medium-sized
rose-coloured blooms, which are very beautiful when
expanding. It is increased by division, and requires a
warm free soil, to which has been added plenty of lime
grit.

Double Primroses.—I noticed in a recent issue

that an authority upon these plants appears to doubt
the existence of more than one variety of late yellow.

By this post I send you flowers, buds, and leaves of one
that I have long known as Giantess. As you will see,

this has very short, blunt buds, hairy stems, smallish

leaves densely hairy ; while Cloth of Gold, flowers and
leaves of which I also enclose, has long-shaped buds
and larger and brighter green foliage. The trto varie-

ties are quite distinct.—T. Smith.

Oestrum elegans.—This Mexican shrub makes
one of the flnest pillar plants for a cool greenhouse.

It is used for this purpose in the conservatory at

Kew and is never out of bloom. Its bright red

flowers hanging down in large clusters are very

striking. Oestrums are of easy culture, requiring

to be planted out in some rich sandy loam, but
they flower better if their roots are restricted.

Oestrum aurantiacum, the orange-flowered species,

is also suitable for this purpose, and does not grow
so robust.—G.

Tulips from Haarlem.—A rich series of

fioris.ts' Tulips comes to us from C. G. V.in Tubergen,
Haailem, among them some of the finest and newest
varieties. We noted the following as worth parti-

cular attention : Single—Paul Morulse, white and
crimson ; Ophir d'Or, rich yellow self, a noble pot

Tulip ; Admiral Reinier, white flamed carmine

;

tiolden Bride of Haarlem, yellow and crimson

;

Proserpine, very fine : and Jenny, self carmine. Of
the doubles, the best were Vermillion Brilliant,

crimson; Clothilde, carmine; Parmesiana, rose;

Raphael, rose and white ; Cochineal, crimson ; La
Superba, crimson

;
Queen Victoria, crimson flamed

with white ; and Geertrinda Marie, luilliant rose.

Abutilons.— Few plants have been improved
more than these. The species have been surpassed

in most cases by the hybrids, which embrace nearly

every shade of colour. Beingof freegrowlli andea.>-ily

managed, Abutilons are iii\ahuible for decoiation.

Some varieties arc well suited for bedding cut and
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make a distinct and pretty bed, the foliage being
very ornamental. When intended for pot culture

some distinct colours should be chosen, and the

strongest shoots put in as cuttings. The plants soon
grow into a useful size if treated liberally, and
where a good selection is made they will be found
very useful in the conservatory at this season.

—

¥. G.

Tlie Antarctic Forget-me-not (Myosotidium
nobile).—In Sir Edmund Loder's gardens at Floore
there are now blooming (and will be for the next
fortnight) a group of about two dozen plants of

this beautiful Boragewort. The plants were raised

from seed saved here in 1887. Anyone who may
be interested enough in them to visit Floore during
the time would be able to see them in their full

beauty.—G. Goldsmith, Floore, Weedon.

*,* A coloured plate of this handsome plant was
given in The Garden, Dec. 18, 188(j.

—

Ed.

Globe Flowers.—We have often tried to find a
reason for the neglect with which these plants are
treated, but confess to finding none. We have
just tried some in a marshy spot near a tiny water-
fall, and will not hesitate to plant them in quantity
when the season again comes round. The leading
types are Trollius asiaticus and T. europ^us, to

which may be added many useful varieties, all of
which have a grace and beauty quite their own.
They make handsome border plants, and the damper
the ground the better they will like it. We have,
however, never seen them in such perfection as in a
marsh in a fairly shady wood. Here they have
increased wonderfully within the last few years,

and are now a perfect sheet of pale yellow and
gold, producing an efi'ect almost unequalled by any
other hardy flower at this time of the year.

Tulips in the London parks.—The Tulips
have made a great show in the London parks this

spring, although individually the flowers have not
been so fine as in some seasons. They have been
far more satisfactory, however, than the Hyacinths,
which were a failure almost everywhere. St. James'
Park, Embankment Gardens, and Hyde Park have
been worth visiting for the Tulips alone. The
double varieties stood the best, and in a few spots
are still fresh ; but the recent heavy rains have
done much to destroy the beauty of the heavy cup-
shaped flowers. The advantage of having distinct

beds of one colour over indiscriminate mixtures of
several shades is most conspicuous.

Primula prolifera.—This is one of the easiest

Primulas to grow, but on the whole very disap-
pointing after all that had been said about it pre-

vious to its introduction a few years ago. It was
raised by the late Mr. Isaac Anderson-Henry,
and although given as a synonym of P. imperialis,

a Java plant, the two are quite distinct. The Java
species grows 3 feet or 4 feet high, with unusually
large leaves and a few whorls of smallish flowers.

P. prolifera, which is found on the Himalayas, is a
plant with the habit and stature of japonica, and with
about the same number of whorls; the flowers are
sm.aller and of a fine yellow. It is perfectly hardy,
and may be raised from seed as readily as any of
this family. The roots are very remarkable, being
deep red with a very strong and pleasant fra-

grance.

Notes from Newry.— Iris cristata grows freely
here in all situations and flowers well also, but a
clump al>out a foot across which has been somewhat
restricted in its root-run is bearing twenty-six
flowers, and is very beautiful. From this it appears
that too nmch and too rich soil are conducive
to growth rather than flowers. Ranunculus oenan-
thifolius 11. -pi. is a distinct vigorous growing
plant for a damp spot. The leaves are large and
bold in outline. The flowers are bright yellow,
very double, and nearly as large as those of K.
speciosus. Brodia^a Howelli is the first to come
into flower of the group. The .scape is from 10
inches to 18 inches high, the (lowers of medium
size, porcelain white, with pale blue lines both within
and without. The coloration is precisely similar to
that of Puschkinia. Veronica taurica is an exceed-
ingly ji.etty, dwarf creeping, evergreen plant, and
the first to come into bloom. The colour is not
a bright blue, but it is helped greatly by the pro-

truding red anthers. Leucojum plicatile is a dis-

tinct member of a pretty family, of close erect

growth ; the scapes, rising a little higher than the
leaves— 10 inches to 12 inches—are two to four-

flowered. The blooms are of medium size, ovaries

intense green with deep green spots on the flower

segments. It is also one of the latest to bloom.
Iris statellaj and I. pseudo-pumila are distinct, the
former growing about 8 inches high, and from the
peculiar manner in which the broad standards fold

over and the falls fold under, the flower, of delicate
perfume, has quite a globular outline. The colour
also helps the suggestion in the distance of small
ground-glass globes. I. pseudo-pumila I take to be
a form of I. olbiensis. Its height is about 4 inches.

The colour combination, pale straw-yellow and
reddish brown, is very attractive.—T. Smith.

A double wild Primrose.—On Saturday last

Mr. W. G. Head, the garden superintendent of the
Crystal Palace, received from Mr. Geo. Nixon, The
Gardens, Easton Hall, Grantham, some flowers of a
double Primrose, identical in all respects with what
is known as the late Double Yellow, which he said
he had found in the woods on the estate of Sir

II. A. H. Cholmeley, Bt., and which he supposes
originated from the common single Primrose. It

must have been a charming sight, for Mr. Nixon
said the plant had sixty-five blooms. Let us hope
Mr. Nixon was not tempted to lift it, but permitted
it to remain undisturbed and develop its beauty
with native luxuriance in its wild home. The
Kev. J. T. Boscawen once sent me a plant of a
double yellow Primrose, apparently in all respects
identical with the one Mr. Nixon sent from Easton
Hall, which he stated he discovered in a wood on
his Cornwall estate. I think these circumstances
tend to show that the double forms may have been
naturally evolved from the single flowers.— R. D.

Aristolochia elegans.—The Aristolochias are
not often grown, but the beautiful free-flowering
species named elegans should be in every stove, as
the growth, though rapid, is not coarse, and the
flowers are curious as well as beautiful. One of the
finest specimens we have seen of it is at the Manor
House, Acton, where Mr. Manning, the gardener,
seems to have just hit upon the right conditions of
culture. The specimen was cut down to within a
short distance of the base in I'ebruary last, and
since then has made more than 20 feet of growth,
clothing the rafter with its mass of handsome ovate
leaves. From this dense canopy of foliage hang the
flowers, which are exceedingly elegant and hand-
some, the upper portion forming a wide cup-shaped
limb, richly coloured with deep purjjle overlaid
with markings of creamy-white, against which the
golden-yellow eye is in rich contrast. The flowers
of this variety are free from the objectionable odour
that characterises some of the species and a succes-
sion is maintained for several weeks. This Aristo-
lochia is one of Mr. Bull's introductions from Rio,
Brazil.

Flowers from a Dutch garden.—Although
the beauties of Hyacinths and Tulips are now faded,
a general collection of bulbs will still produce
many beautiful flowers. Camassias now showing
colour are handsome plants in a border, and also
succeed well in pots. Noteworthy are the true C.

Leiohtlini (Chlorogalum), a strong broad-leaved
plant 2 feet or more high with sulphur-white
flowers, and C. esculenta atro-violacea, a very deep-
coloured form of esculenta. Irises are lovely ; the
dwarf section of these, of which I. pumila may be
considered as the type, contains many charming
dwarf border plants such as olbiensis, cristata, kc.
Among newer or rarer plants may be mentioned the
pale blue I. priccox, the pygmean, extremely frce-

tiowering, pale yellow I. arenaria; the tuft-forming,
very dwarf and large-flowered I. ('alkana, with
flowers of a bright lilac-purple; and the profuse
blooming I. CiengaUi, without exce])tion one of

the most beautiful perennial Irises in cultivation.

The new 1. asiatica opened yesterday, thus proving
to be .a fortnight earlier than the gcrnuinica sec-

tion. The Mowers of this new species are very
bold and telling, with standards of a sky blue and
falls deep indigo. This is the largest flowered of

bearded Irises. The genus Allium, though contain-

ing many species little better than weeds, is never-
theless able to show some plants which would hon-
ourably occupy a very prominent position in any
collection. Surely no one would refuse a place in

his garden toth at charming dwarf species, A.
oreophyllum (Ostrowskyanum), with its good-sized
head of deep purple, wax-like flowers remaining
for more than three weeks in full perfection, A
well-grown plant of the rare and very slow in-

creasing A. karativiense will even be greatly ad-
mired for its broad, deep green, glaucous and
purple-tinted foliage, which when first appearing
above ground looks more like made from metal
than belonging to the vegetable kingdom. Primula
cortusoides (Sieboldi) is one of the chief orna-
ments of the herbaceous border, with its numerous
brightly coloured flowers. I would especially men-
tion one variety grown here under the name of

rubra grandiflora, the trusses many and large-

flowered, of a very deep and brilliant carmine-red,
relieved by a small pure white eye ; a mass of it

looks especially fine. Fritillaries are beautiful by
the flowering of recurva, of which there seems to

be two distinct varieties ; the one of a very deep
crimson-scarlet chequered with yellow, and the
other with longer flower divisions many shades
lighter, both ranking among the choicest and most
distinct of bulbous plants, perfectly hardy and
thriving best in a rich, porous, sandy soil. F.

Thunbergi, lanceolata viridis, lanceolata messanen-
sis, and atropurpurea are also in bloom. Tulips are

represented by many late-flowered species, vitel-

lina being among the best ; the blooms are large, of

good form and substance, and possess a very dis-

tinct and beautiful soft creamy yellow colour. Do-
decatheons are amongst the best plants for some-
what shaded situations, although the flowers when
getting the benefit of a little sun become much
brighter in colour than when kept too dark. Ixio-

lirion tataricum is now a well-known hardy bulb,

producing masses of deep blue flowers. The type is

surpassed in beauty by the handsome forms of Le-
debouri and brachyantherum, which not only flower

from 'ten to twelve days earlier, but are also so

dwarf that they remain erect, the stems being

stouter than those of the type. Of terrestrial

Orchids none are now surpassed by Orchis papilio-

nacea, which makes a capital pot plant, though
Habenaria, Orchis Branciforti, Serapias, &c., are

also very fine.—C. G. van Tubergen, Junr.,

Haarlem.

Primula Rusbyi is the only American species

we have been able to do well, and it may possibly

be the only one that will prove perfectly amenable
to ordinary cultivation. Of course, P. Parryi grows
with us, but it never flowers freely. It requires a
damp spot where the water is always nearly freez-

ing, and it such were attainable we would succeed,

we are told, but how few have such facihties. R.

suffrutescens, a Californian species of most peculiar

habit, has strong shrubby stems, which creep and
root in the soil as the plant grows, so that where it

does well there is no ditiiculty about increasing it.

Our only difliculty is that when it grows freely it

fails to flower. The flowers are purple and smjiUer

than those of Rusbyi, which we find very free, and
a really useful plant.

The Himalayan Primroses have just begun
to bloom, which is well timed, seeing that the

European species are now all over, or nearly so. P.

Reidi is certainly one of the most beautiful of the

late introductions. The whole plant is covered

with long white hairs, and the creamy white, some-
what bell-shai:ed flowers, together with the large

green calyx, give a very characteristic appearance

to this pretty species. It is deciduous in winter

and quite hardy, although it might be the better of

a slight covering to prevent the roots being dis-

turbed. P. obtusifolia, of quite .-mother stamp, is

by far the best purple-flowered species we have yet

seen ; tlie colour is extremely rich and fine. It is

said to be variable, and the lucky grower who gets

a supjily of seed sliould be .ible to show .something

startling. It is believed to be a form of P. japonica,

but of this we are unable to speak, not having seen

intermediate states. It is now in flower at Kew,
and does best in shade and a peaty soil.
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Books.

THE CRUISE OF THE MARCHESA.*
One of the best ways of seeing the world is to

go on board a well-furnished steam yacht, and
this or its equivalent many of the most noted of

travellers have done. Darwin's voyage in the
Beayle seems to h.ive commended itself to many
in modern times, and as a method of research

and discoveries of a series of voyages extending
over two years. In the preface we are told

that—

•

The 3Iarchesa is an auxiliary schooner yacht of

420 tons, belonging to Mr. T. P. Kettlewell, who
acted as captain, and she was commissioned in the
Clyde in November, 1881, and left C'owes on the
8th of January following. She reached Colombo
April 24, having touched at Socotra and Oolegaum
Island, one of the Maldive group, on her way from

A mouut.iiu in Kauitschatka ; Kluchofskaya Volcano (10,988 feet).

culminated in the Arctic and Challenger expedi-

tions, and in the yachting expeditions of the
Brasseys and many others who love to "go down
to the sea in ships." Dr. Guillemard's book is a

very interesting one, and relates the incidents

* " Tho Cruiso of thi,' Marcheui to Kauitschatka and
New Guinea, &c." Uy F. 11. H. Guillemard, M.D.
Second edition. Loudon : John Murray. 1889.

Aden. From Ceylon she proceeded via Singapore
to Formosa and the Liu-kiu Islands, and thence to

Japan. She left Yokohama for Kamtschatka on
July 20, returning thither from the north on October
t>. On the second visit to Japan four months were
spent in the country, and the yacht then proceeded
for a six weeks' crui.se in Chinese waters. Leaving
Hong-kong at the end of March, 188:5, some weeks
were devoted to exploring the little-known islands

of the Sulu Archipelago and to visiting the territory

of the North Borneo Company. The Marchesa then
returned to Singapore to take in stores, and pro-

ceeded via Sumbawa, Celebes, and various other
islands of the Malay Archipelago to New Guinea.
In her homeward voyage she again visited the
Straits Settlements and Ceylon, and calling at

Bombay, finally reached Southampton on April 14,

1884.

Such is the bare itinerary of the voyage,
but the book itself is full of interesting details of

the places, people, and products seen. About
3000 specimens of birds from Malaysia were
collected and 100 species of butterflies, together
with numerous interesting ethnological speci-

mens, and photographs of many kinds were ob-

tained. The maps and illustrations used in the
volume are very satisfactory, and assist the reader
in getting the scenery and specimens clearly

before the mind's eye. Even from a gardener's
point of view the work is interesting, since

vegetable products are not forgotten in the
pages before us. At Formosa, for example,
the Camphor Laurel and Rice-paper Aralia were
seen in cultivation, and testimony as to the
cultural abilities of the Chinese as gardeners is

given. In the Liu-kiu Islands the residents are

great connoisseurs of tea as a beverage, and, of

course, offered it to their visitors, and we are
told that as great care is bestowed on its appear-
ance, flavour bouquet, and feeling as is be-

stowed on a glass of water by a critical Greek.
Its price varies to an extent unknown in Europe,
except in Russia, since although the poorer
classes can get it for as little as 2d. per lb., the
Japanese of rank will set carefully before his

guests a brew frnm selected leaves costing 18s.

to 20s. per lb. or more. The visitors gave a
dinner, including champagne and Asparagus, to

the Japanese, one of whom got puzzled in try-

ing to hold the toothsome herb by the soft .and

slippery head while essaying to munch the butt
end. When recommended to try the other end,
however, he obtained as much satisfaction out
of the dish as other people. Rice, Millet,

Sweet Potatoes, and Bananas are cultivated in

Liu-kiu, and the characteristic tree is the Cedar-
like Pinus Massoniana, which exists in dense
groves bestrewn with a carpet of " needles," and
its fragrance scents the air for miles around.
Few countries are said to be so taking at first

sight as is Japan ; other countries seem related
and have points in common, but Japan is only
like Japan. If you have seen Constantinople,
Persia seems not unfamiliar. If you have lived

in India, tho great Malaysian region does not
surprise you, but Japan is a novel experience
that even a residence in China does not spoil

one to receive.

Kamtschatka, with its sleigh dogs, reindeer,
seals, and dried fish industry, is sketched with
a light, but firm hand. Days hot, but plea.sant

and invigorating ; nights cold and bright. The
hungry mos(]uito seems to have been the most
serious drawback met with. The little gardens
of tlie settlements were aglow with bright flowers

among Grass and weeds. But sliglit efl'orts

were made at cultivation. Potatoes, Cabbages,
and other vegetables were met with, but no
cereals, although Rye does ripen in the river

valleys. The harvest of river and sea is of
supreme importance, and so agriculture goes to

the wall. Owing to the rapacity of the sleigh

dogs, it is impossible to keep sheep, goats or
even poultry, and now and then even the rear-

ing of baljies is interfered with by an animal
which devours everything he can seize for food.

The enormous salmon fisheries are described
and the great volcanoes are alluded to, and it is

surjirisingto hear that mountains of 8000 feet to

0000 feet in height should exist unrecorded and
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nameless in a country so well known. The
great volcanoes of Kamtschatka biu'sting from
snow-clad peaks are very beautiful, a fact well

shown in the accompanyiug engraving. Pine
trees grow in a marly soil, and Aspens replace

them here and there, and there are plenty of

small black Cherries, and the Raspberry and
Red Currant were alike abundant in a wild
state. The delicacies of the table in this

northern land are Cranberries, brick-tea, and
cold ducks.

From Kamtschatka lu'a Hong-kong to the sun-
lit islands of the Eastern Archipelago seems to

have been a pleasant transition, and pleasing

details are given of Bancoran Island and Cagayan
Sulu, where some crater lakes were seen. One
of these is thus described :

—

The little lake and its surroundings were fairy-

like in their beauty, but so peculiar in character,

and so rich in troincal luxuriance of foliage, as to

give almost a theatrical effect. Around us the

dense jungle overhung the water, completely pre-

cluding any attempt to land, and clothed the steep

walls of the crater to a height of 200 feet or more.
Giant creepers had sprung from tree to tree, and
choking the struggling vegetable life beneath them
with an impenetrable mass of foliage, hung in long
trailers towards the margin of the water below—

a

wealth of green of every imaginable shade. . . .

The explorer who penetrates the true primaeval

forest of a country such as Borneo finds himself at

the bottom of a sub-arboreal world. Beneath, the
forest seems gloomy, dank, and devoid of life.

Everything is fighting for sun and air, in which
alone most flowers will come to perfection, and
could we transform ourselves into monkeys and
swing from branch to branch 200 feet from the
ground, we should doubtless get a much more
favourable idea of the richness of the flora of the
tropics than our limited powers of locomotion
permit us to obtain at the foot of the trees.

Sulu proper is next described with enthusiasm,

and seems to have been appreciated as such

a beauty spot in the East deserves to be. The
market place, in which I spent some pleasant
hours myself years ago, is thus described :

—

Close to the banks (of the little river) lies the
market place, a picturesque jumble of ponies, ripe

Bananas, red sarongs, Palm-leaf stalls, and flashing

spears, overshadowed by rustling Cocoa-nut Palm
leaves. Beyond, the sea-going praus are hauled up
on shore, their unwieldy sterns a mass of quaint
carving . Then through a tiny reach bordered by
the Nipa Palm, whose graceful fronds, 30 feet to

40 feet long, spring directly from the stream, and
we find ourselves in a sort of upper town where the
houses are built with seeming indifference either

in or out of the water. The place is the absolute
perfection of beauty and untidiness. Overhead the

eye rests on a wealth of verdure—Bamboo, Banana,
Durian, Jack fruit (see illustration, p. 155) and the
arrowy Betel-nut Palm, with its golden egg-like nuts.

In these happy climes man's needs grow at his very
door. Cold, hunger, misery, and physical want are
words without a meaning 1

Here is another little picture, for the truth of

which I can vouch :

—

Among the big Durian and Jack fruit trees be-

hind the village lay the little cemetery. The carved
wooden head-stones were closely packed together,

8 )me flat and in the shape of a conventional leaf
;

others straight and post-like, carved to represent a
number of superimposed cubes. Overhead the

Michelia* (M. Champaca)—the dead man's flower,

ai the Sulus call it—dropped its deliciously scented
blossoms, and the graves were strewn with the
flowers of the Areca Palm. Buddhist and Mo-
hammedan alike plant the Champac above their

dead. So should we, too, I think, did our climate
permit it. Day after day throughout the year the

tree blossoms. Day after day the delicately creamy

* The IMumoria is also kiKjwn as tlio (load man'H
flower in Sulu and Borneo, and is very gonoriiMy

planted on the graves.

corollas fall entire upon the grave, retaining both
their freshness and their fragrance unlike any other

flower. For how long after they have closed over

our loved ones are our graves decorated ? Here
Nature, kindUer hearted and unforgetful, year after

year lays her daily olYering of Champac blossoms
upon the toiub.

Other islands, including Sunibawa,the Celebes,

the Moluccas, and New Guinea were subse-

quently visited, and in the last named habitat a

Nepenthes was seen in abundance, with dwarfed
and ungracefully shaped pitchers ; as aho a

Cypripedium related to C. philippense, but with

shorter petals and a golden lip, and which has

been named C. Gardineri. One of the main
objects in visiting New Guinea and the adjacent

islets was to see and collect the lovely birds of

paradise which exist only therein. Amboyna
and Banda, with their nutmegs and spice gar-

dens, were visited, as well as the Aru Islands.

In the market at Amboyna (where the remains
of Rumphius rest in a beautiful garden) a very

distinct and highly flavoured variety of the

Banana was seen with pure white flesh and a

delicious flavour, something between a Pine-

apple and a peardrop. Out of the many dozen
varieties of this plant to be met with, from the

15-inch Horse Plantain to the tiny Silver

Banana, I have never eaten anything at all

like it. It was delicious, but no trace of the

Banana flavour was to be detected in it.

One might say much more of this highly in-

teresting work, but our extracts and the illus-

trations speak for themselves. It is just the

book to make us feel extremely discontented

with London in November, and to long to visit

the regions of perpetual life and sunshine.

Our account of this book must be taken as

the merest of superficial sketches, and mainly
treated from a horticultural point of view. The
work is cleverly written, and is often amusing
in a peculiarly dry and simple way. Ladies

might be quite as much interested in the author's

description of the natives and seals in Kamt-
schatka as in his accounts of people and pro-

ducts of other and warmer climes. That the

work has reached a second edition is a tolerably

clear proof of its interest and value.

F. W. BURBIDGE,

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

VENTILATION DURING THE NIGHT.

The " chink of night air'' is now a hackneyed
phrase amongst forcing gardeners, and much
benefit, no doubt, is derived from a system

which lowers the temperature and lets out the

vitiated air. But this method, to my mind, is

only begging the question, as I believe all the

apex lights may be run down to an extent that

will equalise the inside and outside tempera-
tures, and yet that gentle movement which
should be perceptible upon the leaves in the

body of the house is altogether absent, whilst

the air near the surface of the floor or bed is

quite dead and stagnant. Fruit growers, as a

matter of course, give an abundance of air

during certain portions of each fine day, but

unless the weather is very bright and mild, the

ingress ventilators remain closed when the plants

or vines or stone fruits, especially in modern
houses, simjdy languish in an tmchanging atmo-

sphere. In duo cour.se the house is closed for

three or four hours, and as regularly, tinless

stoking or cmtside cimditions are at fault, is tho

top chink put on for tho night ; but so far from

every loaf and stem deriving health and vigour

from tho process, Grapes persist in shanking and
remaining foxy. Peaches and Figs are deficient

in colour and flavour, Melons canker in various

parts of the stem, and spider reigns triumphant
upon leaves exposed to an incessant rush of

highly-heated air to the egress ventilators.

Extra fuel, as a rule, is ungrudgingly allowed
for this grand method of night ventilation, but
the heavier the bill the sharper the draught, as

highly heated air rushes as quickly as a cork
rises to the surface of water, carrying with it

every particle of moisture contained not only in

the house, but in the tender leaves the night
chink is supposed to benefit.

By all means let us have top ventilation from
the time the day temperature begins to rise until

the maximum is reached, otherwise an accumu-
lation of moist, vitiated air will produce scald-

ing ; but once this stagnant moisture has been
got rid of and the foliage is dry, the supply of

fresh air should percolate into the house at the
very lowest level. How often on an intensely
hot, bright day, with a brisk wind blowing, do
we see every light along the top of a vinery run
down to its fullest extent, whilst those along the
front are open just wide enough to produce a
vacuum, or, as it has been called, a cutting

draught. Now, cutting draughts, as we all know,
are neithergood for men nor plants ; how then are

we to remedy this evil / Well, simply by reversing
the order of giving air, by gradually closing

the top ventilators and opening those near the
ground line, and when we find the most deli-

cate leaves waving and the fresh air infringing

on the sensitive flesh as we stand upon the

lowest path, we may rest assured that the
proper balance exists, that there is no draught,
the house being kept full to repletion from the
front ventilators. Night ventilation can be
managed in the same way, that is, by admitting
air along the front, the lower the better, pro-

vided it can be conducted over or under the
hot-water pipes into the centre of the house
before it begins to rise. If anyone doubt this,

let him plant two compartments, subject to

that dread disease canker, with young Melons
of uniform age, and from one packet of seeds,

fire-heat, fermenting material, and soil or com-
post being precisely the same. Night air in one
at the apex will keep down the temperature,
and unless fermenting material is very active,

all the moisture will escape, leaving the foliage

dry, drooping, and as languid as a man unrc-

freshed by loss of rest. In the other, kept
close at the apex and ventilated on the level of

the bed, the night temperature from the same
boiler will be slightly lower, the fresh air at

banking time will be perceptible, and the dew
beads depending from every leaf at daybreak
will show how thoroughly tho jilants have rested

and fed in an atmosphere the reverse of oppres-

sive. Let him watch his two sets of plants

closely, and if canker sets in or spidrr makes a

violent attack, he will find the high and dry
stagnant and stufl'y atmosphere, in which the

attendant does not care to linger, and in which
comparatively tho plants look unhappy, is at

the bottom of the mischief. Canker and spider

are now more prevalent than they were before

hot-water pipes took the place of fermenting

material, and before hermetically glazed roofs

forced the small open-lapped squares out of tho

garden. Scorching or scaldiiig, too, is so severe,

that Melon growers often have to shade, and

then the foliage not unfrequcntly ripens before

the fruit ; whereas under tho old system the

plants were considered froah onouyh to give

.second crops of excellent Melons. Hot water is

a great factor with which we cannot, neither do

wo wish to dispense, and so is light modern
glazing, but we cannot turn them to full ac-

count so long as we neglect front ventilation

through the hours of darkness.

If wo turn to vineries, tho preceding remarks
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apply, for in my own practice many years ago I

took down two old-fashioned houses in which
the Grapes always coloured to perfection

;

modern roofs were substituted, and the Grapes
the following year were three weeks earlier,

but they lacked bloom as well as colour. We
ventilated, as we thought, liberally, but the

thousand and one chinks in the old roof were
missing. Here then we had proof positive that

a diminished supply of fresh air had affected

the Grapes and the Vines also ; but this never
happened again, for I set open the ground line

ventilators when the weather in May would
admit, and in this position they remained
throughout the season. I might strengthen my
argument in favour of rest by night under front

ventilation by reference to the double glazing

craze, at one time so rife amongst Orchid
growers, when the houses were so hot and
depressing that visitors would not enter, and
the plants could not live in them. But when I

state that one of the finest and most valuable

collections in the kingdom was saved and
restored to health by a ponderous crash of crow-
bars along the line of the foundations, and that

the same East India houses in wliicli the plants

are in perfect health are now as pleasant as a
warm greenhouse, I have said sufficient to show
that there is something in front ventilation.

But what about time i We are forcing against

time and cannot afl'ord to waste 6° or more
every night early in the season. Well, progress

is not made in the dark
;
plants, like animals,

require rest in sweet, well-ventilated structures.

Give them this, and they will pay back with
interest the following afternoon, that is if we
wish it ; but there is another way out of the
difficulty— give them more time by starting a

matter of three weeks earlier.

GROWING OUR OWN SUGAR IN OUR FRUITS.
I AM glad to see this sensible course making pro-

gress, as witness "J. B.'s" and the Editor of the
Field's notes (page S^ST). I cannot, however, en-

dorse ".J. B.'s
' high estimate of the Jargonelle as a

stewing Pear. Unless this luscious variety is stewed
very green indeed, it seems a sacrilege to dissipate its

mellow aroma and luscious flavour in the stewpan.
Nor is it needful with our host of Beurres. the ma-
jority of which are better stewed than raw. The
same exception, however, cannot be urged against
Kibstons, Blenheims and Newtown Apples, which
stew as well or better than the best kitchen Apples,
and can only be spoilt by the addition of foreign

sugar. Neither can it be said that they are too sweet
if stewed only in their own juices, liowever sweet
and sparkling their flavour when raw. Ripe Apricots
named by your correspondent " J. B." is a striking case

in point. These appear to lose some of their almost
fulsome sweetness in the process of stewing, and
are seldom thought too sweet for general consump-
tion. The same is true of Gages and other such
fine Plums as the Golden Drop, Jefferson's, Impera-
trioe, &c. These are almost too sweet for many
palates in a raw state, though most even add sugar
to them when cooked. Whilst considering the
latter practice as wholly unnecessary and mostly
mischievous, it must be admitted that some of the
saccharine matter seems to vanish in the process of

cooking, and that the finest dessert Plums prove
also the best for tarts and puddings. But the tyr-

anny of fashion and habit are so strong alike in

dining-room, kitchen, and garden, that the prac-

tice of growing our own sugar in our fruits rather
than purchasing it makes but slow progress. Pos-
sibly the present rise in the price of sugar, and the

prospect of stiffening prices for months, perhaps
years to come, may do something to force us to

accept the boon of our sugar for nothing by simply
growing it in our fruits.

Nor is this the only profit we would reap by the
adoption of such a rational practice, for no amount
of sugaring or flavouring can impart to acid fruits

that aromatic flavour that Nature has piled up
ready to our hands and our enjoyment in most of

our superior varieties of Apples, Pears, Plums, &c.

D. T. F.

JUDGING MELONS FROM APPEARANCE.
It is difficult to discuss the question raised by Mr.
Muir, as to the proper method of judging Melons,
without opening up the whole subject of fruit judg-
ing. Melons alone may be dealt with on their own
merits, such as they are, but when they are asso-

ciated with other fruits in collections almost invari-

ably more weight is given to them than they
deserve. In ordinary fruits quality is almost in-

variably associated with ripeness or finish. Melons,
on the other hand, are never so deceiving as when
they look the handsomest or smeU the sweetest.
Thus, in a collection of fruits, a handsome-looking
Melon is almost always passed as equal in quality
to any of the other dishes in the collection, let

them lie what they may, although, were that Melon
cut, it would perhaps be found to be unripe or
devoid of flavour and lusoiousness. A really supe-
rior Melon is quite a rarity, that is, amidst so many
thousands which are annually produced. If twenty
fruits be staged at any exhibition, the probabilities

are that not more than two will be what may be
termed really good. Very often, not one out of the
whole number is first-rate, although including sorts

usually held to be the best of their kind. Every
Melon grower knows that with the greatest care in

cultivation it is impossible for him to assure any-
one that any fruit grown will be of particular ex-
cellence in quality, although in appearance the
utmost perfection of form may have been secured.
The rapid diversion of interest from one named
sort to another comes from an anxious effort to
secure the comparatively unattainable in Melons,
that is to say, any sort which shall as certainly
give invariably the richest quality, as Grapes,
Peaches, and other fruits will do. Melon raisers

naturally assume that by constantly intercrossing
the kinds of good repute, they will in time secure
the perfect variety ; but somehow, whilst their pro-
ducts may now and then give us a fruit of excep-
tional quality, the seedlings remain neither better
nor worse than those which have gone before. That
result is very disappointing. If we could secure
any variety of Melon which would turn out its

fruits of the same assured regular quality in flesh

and in flavour as with comparative certainty marks
a Marie Louise Pear or a Noblesse Peach, the status

of Melons as exhibition fruits would be materially
changed, because their edible merits might be
always taken for granted. In judging a collection

of fruits it is evident that whilst nearly all other
kinds may have their merits taken for granted, a
Melon can only have any points awarded to it

according to its merits after being tasted. If good,

it merits the fullest number ; it bad, even though
its appearance be of the best, yet it is of no more
edible value than a Pumpkin, and is worthless. To
judge collections of fruits fairly if there be severe

competition, a gradation of points should be given
as thus, the highest number for Grapes, Pines,

Peaches and Nectarines, fewer marks for Plums,
Pears, Apples, and Melons, whilst small or bush
fruits, including Strawberries, unless forced should
have the least number of marks. Still in each
case the maximum allowed in each class should
only be given when the samples are of the best.

Any system of awarding prizes by points whilst the
best possible is always open to the objection that

human judgment even in allowing points is fallible,

still with ordinary judges the duty of honourably
awarding prizes should never be difficult.—A. D.

Cutting Melons is an old custom, and one
that is not easy to get out of if quality is to be the

leading object, which it ought to be. Being fre-

quently called upon to do duty at fruit shows,
I find nothing in fiuit more deceptive than Melons,

as often from their appearance and perfume they
seem first-rate, but when tasted are far from ripe,

and turn out to be a very inferior variety. Be-
sides, if the judges pass a Jlelon as hard as a brick

without cutting it, the exhibitor will wait for the

judges to return to the .show, and ask the reason

why his Melon had not been cut, as he was sure it

was the best Melon on the board if it had been
tried. I have gone with exhibitors many a time and
cut the Melon to satisfy them, and the fruit has

been so far from ripe that it had not even the taste

of a Melon. In collections Melons are judged by
appearance, and Cox's Golden Gem is very hand-
some, but an old exhibitor will take care not to risk

one in his collection if he can possibly avoid it.

When cutting is done at random it is very objec-

tionable, but if a small piece is cut out with the

point of a knife, the fruit is very little disfigured,

and the flavour can then be easUy distinguished.

—

James Smith, WaterdaU, St. Helens.

The old adage says, " The proof of the pud-
ding is in the eating," but in modern times the truth

of this statement seems to be denied by some writers

on the above subject. In The Garden, April 2(i

(page ^i51), Mr. Coleman maintains that the practice

of cutting up fruit, Jlelons included, is bad, and the

sooner it is done away with the better. J. T. Poe,

J. T. Fletcher and "E." take a more enlightened,

common-sense view of the matter, and explain the

necessity of cutting and tasting the fruit to enable

them to form a just appreciation of its merits

as to flavour and quahty, while J. Sheppard be-

heves that Melons can be judged more satisfac-

torily by appearance than by cutting, &c. Such
testimony, in place of throwing additional light

upon the subject, has rather a tendency to envelop

the matter in obscurity and doubt ; consequently

amateurs must try to solve the prol)k'm for them-
selves, and I think this can be best done by tasting

and not by appearance, colour, and aroma. Mere
bulk and outward appearance are not a proper

criterion to judge of the interior of anything, for

we often find samples of large fine-looking fruit and
vegetables surpassed in quality by those of a less

size when cut. For example, 1 sent a sample of

Turnips to a show, and to all appearance they were
the largest and finest looking there, but the judges

cut them up, when the centre was found to be quite

soft. Another sample of a less size and inferior

appearance when cut was found to be hard, crisp

and juicy all through, and consequently pot the

first prize, while mine were iilaced second.— J. B. W
It is a fact wholly beyond dispute that fine

appearance and a rich smell are no guarantee of

good flavour and juiciness in a Melon, and it is

this knowledge that leads judges to cut Melons, and
justice cannot be done otherwise. But if those who
write so confidently on the other side will under-

take to pick out the first, second, and third prizes

at any show from a collection of at least twelve

unnamed varieties, let them try it ; the fruits to be

afterwards judged by tasting in the usual way, and
all precautions against fraud or mistakes to be pro-

vided against. Are there any of the opponents of

cutting and tasting open to a benevolent wager on
that head, say at the next Manchester autumn
show; I fear not.— J. S.W.

This subject has often been discussed and
never fails to elicit opposite opinions, yet when all

has been said that can be urged against the practice

of cutting the fruit, it is not likely that there will

be any alteration in the matter. In times past

when i used to show Melons, I confess it was some-
times vexing to have several fruits not only cut,

but often nearly demolished. Still, after all, the

grievance is more imaginary than real, inasmuch as

there are comparatively few families that would
admit to their table either Melons or other fruits

that had been exhibited, except, perhaps. Pines

or Grapes, and in the case of those who sell

their fruit. Melons that are in right condition to

win a prize in a com]ietition are too ripe for the

dealers to care to have anything to do with. Mr.

Coleman is right in saying that a fine, highly per-

fumed example of a good variety, such as those he

names, usually wins. Where there happens to be
only one fruit of this character shown against a lot

of inferior nondescript sorts, there would be no
difficulty in giving the first prize without cutting.

But how about tlie second and third awards, when
very frequently there is little to clioose in either

appearance, condition, or smell, and when there

are several exhibitors who stage a good variety or
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varieties with little to choose between them, so far

as their satisfying the eye and the sense of smell,

how can a correct decision be got at without cut-

ting them 7 Further than this, as those who have

had much experience in judging Melons know, the

fruits which smell the best are far from always

being the best flavoured. There is no difficulty in

getting at the cause that brought about the custom

of cutting exhibition Melons ; it is simply through

the fact that it so frequently happens that there is

no other way of arriving at a correct judgment of

the merits of the competing fruits. No one who
has had much experience in judging is likely to

advocate cutting Melons for any gratiScation to

themselves. From a personal point of view, I look

upon it as an infliction, of which I have had some
instances that are not likely to escape my memory.

One in particular, when at a large provincial show

a handsome prize was given for the best pair of the

variety Little Heath. My colleague and I had to

face sixteen pairs of this awful Pumpkin, every

fruit of which had to be cut. The taste, real or

imaginary, was in my mouth for a month after.

—

T. Baines.

I have repeatecUy strongly advocated the

system of judging Melons by appearance, but am
afraid made but few converts, or at any rate have

failed to effect any modification of the rules or

conditions connected with the offer of prizes for

Melons. During the past eight years I have com-

peted in one or more classes for Melons at six or

more shows each season, and a reference to pub-

lished reports would prove that I have won on an

average three first prizes and probably as many
seconds. I have also acted as a judge at a con-

siderable number of shows each summer, and
therefore have had some experience in the matter

of testing Melons grown by other people as well as

in selecting those shown by myself. Occasionally

I have been deceived by appearances, but as a rule

the fruit I had any confidence in when staged met
with the judges' approval, while I would unhesi-

tatingly select the best three out of any number of

fruit staged. It has been my good fortune to be

associated with other judges of known repute both

as cultivators, exhibitors, and censors of fruit, and
these men have selected the best Melons in a sur-

prisingly short space of time. They were, how-
ever, compelled to cut them, or otherwise those who
failed to win prizes would feel annoyed. Only
those who have judged in a large class of Melons
are aware how very bad the majority of the fruit

staged really are. Sometimes not a good Melon is

staged, the prizesin this case going to the least worst,
j

Who ever tasted a good fruit cut from a plant

that had been dried off or had lost its foliage from I

any other cause ? Yet more than half the fruit

'

shown are ripened (?) in that or in some artificial i

manner, and those who exhibit them deceive
]

nobody but themselves. At any rate, a well-
\

qualified judge would know what the shrivelled

foot-stalks, lightness, and general flabbiness of the

fruit meant without any cutting or tasting. I

maintain that an experienced judge has only to

lift, feel, and smell a fruit to decide whether it has

been cut from a healthy plant and is ripe enough
for the table. To mutilate this in order to conform
to an old, and what ought to be an obsolete custom
is sheer wantonness. What first disgusted me with

the system of cutting Melons took place at a

fashionable show annually held in London about

the second or third week in June. A class

was provided for two Melons, the first prize being

the munificent sum of 10s., and a dozen or more
fruit were mutilated in order to decide which were
best. Among these were two grown by me and
which were worth, according to the then market
price, not less than l.'Js., but after the " dissolving

"

process described by " D. T. ¥." (page 403), they

were of no further value. The gardener or grower
may be delighted with tlie way in wliich his prize

fruit are appreciated, the said appreciation, it is

admitted, being somewhat demoralising ; but what
have the real owners to say to the delicate form of

praise conveyed by those who help themselves to a

slice and it may be a few seeds at the same time 7

The ouestion yet remains to be answered. Why
should Melons more than any other fruit be tasted by

the judges 7 Why should wretched little undergrown
fruit less than a pound in weight be preferred to

well-grown fruit, which happen to either not be
ripe enough by a few hours, or it may be slightly

past their best? Very few judges now-a-days go
to the length of cutting Peaches, Nectarines, Apri-
cots, Pears, and other fruits, nor do they often taste

Grapes, Cherries, and other small fruits. All these
are generally judged by appearance, and though
exhibitors, especially the non-winners, are not in-

variably pleased -with the awards, not many mis-
takes are made, always provided competent men
are engaged to make the awards. Where tasting
is resorted to all through the fruit classes the
grumbling is excessive, and no wonder when the
premier prizes are awarded to fruit that ought not
to have taken a prize of any kind. Occasionally it

may be necessary to finally decide by the test of

tasting, or say when the competing exhibits are of

about equal merit, but this rarely happens. In
conclusion, I repeat what I have before stated,

that judging by taste is even more of a lottery than
judging by appearance, and both as an exhibitor
and a judge I should much prefer that the latter

system should be generally adopted with Melons.—
W. Iggulden.

One would imagine, to read the several

articles which have recently appeared upon this

subject, that the exhibition table was the end and
aim of all Melon culture; but is it? Who ever
heard of a gardener tasting a Melon before sending
it up to his employer's table 7 I have often seen
the perplexity or anxiety with which a gardener
would examine one fruit after another by the tests

of touch, smell, and appearance before deciding
which to cut ; but he does decide, and, I suppose,
very often with perfect success. If the experienced
man can decide successfully in cases certainly
crucial, why not at the exhibition table by the
same methods?—S. T.

EVILS OF GRAFTING.
I AM rather glad to hear that what I wrote on
p. 200 amused your correspondent, Mr. Barker,
since it is at least some small advantage to be
amusing even if not also instructive in what one
may say. Before he ventured to criticise my
statements, however, it would have been only
fair and just for him to have read "Some ex-

periments in grafting Apples " to which I re-

ferred in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural
Society, as he would then have grasped the true
and full bearing of my remarks. Really ]\Ir.

Barker is most chary of his practical informa-
tion. For example (p. 385), he tells us tliat

when lie wants a Peach tree he sends to a nur-
sery where he knows ho will get it on a good
stock. But what is the name of the stock con-
sidered in tliis case to be a good one ? Again,
what is the best stock in one soil or situation

may be indifl'erent or even worthless in another,

as all fruit growers are aware. No one in his

senses would think of grafting a Peach on a

Peach stock, since its own roots would bo quite

as good, even if not, as some of us believe, far

better. A Peach fruits at four years old from
the stone, and so one has only to rear a few
every year to make sure of a young and healthy

stock. When Mr. Barker speaks of a good
stock for Apples to " push them a little," he
speaks against all the evidence of present-day

vegetable physiology. No headed-off stock can
"push" anything grafted on it as a scion, but
a scion may and often does keep a stock alive

that would die without its aiil. As to lon-

gevity, I quoted the origin.al Ribston Pippin
Apple tree, which is about 200 years old, and
was never grafted, .and 1 ask " S. D.," if he can,

to name a grafted Apple of any kind of that .ago

to-day. I will grant a good deal about grafting.

All our fruit crops of to-day, for oxainplo, are

obtained in fpito of its drawbacks, buttliat does
not prove that it is absolutely essential to suc-

cess. I will grant that grafting is a most con-

venient and ancient dodge for getting up cheap
stock, but I totally and emphatically deny that

it is either the best or the only good way. I

will grant that Apples on the Paradise and
Pears on the Quince will produce fruit of fine

quality earlier than they would on their own
roots, but that the fruit is as abundant or the
trees so long-lived as on their own roots I

totally deny. We get by restrictive grafting,

plus good cultivation, .splendid fruits in limited
quantities, but trees on their own roots would
be still more amenable to good cultivation, and
fruit of equal quality would lie obt.ainable in

greater quantity and for a much longer number
of years. We must never forget that "small
trees mean small profits." "J. S. W." says he
never knew a Peach tree on the Phim (what
Plum 1) to die outright. No ; that is very often

the trouble. If they did die oil' outright in-

stead of lingering on in a half useless state for

years, a good deal of trouble and disappoint-

ment would be saved.

As to the flavour of English t'. American
Apples, I can confidently assure "S. D." that

no Apple on earth can surpass, and very few
can equal, an American grown Newtown Pippin.

I know we have a few choice and highly

flavoured English Apples, although even our
much vaunted Ribston came from Normandy

;

but, broadly speaking, American Apples are far

ahead of those home grown. We may talk

about the superiority of home-grown fruits as

long as may be, but the fact remains that if wo
get a decent Apple in the market after November
it is either of American or Continental origin.

According to "S. D." (p. 380), grafting is

necessary only because cuttings do not root

readily. My contention is that if a Pear or an
Apple is, apart from cultivation, actually bene-

fited by the act of grafting, then a Fig or a

Vine or a Gooseberry ought to be better

grafted than grown on their own roots. If it

is not so, then, of course, grafting is a mere
mechanical convenience, and no more. Use
grafting by all means as a convenient make-
shift, since in spite of it many things succeed

pretty well, but on that account only, one can
scarcely venture to assume that it is the best

and only good method of rearing fruit trees or

flowering shrubs.

My own opinion is that grafting is by no
means the right and best way, no matter how
ancient, how general, or how successful it may
be ; indeed, many things now difticult to in-

crease, because they are grafted, such as fruit

trees generally, and such flowering slirubs as

double Plums and Peaches, would increase like

weeds if cut down to the ground when on their

own roots. Of all grafted shrubs known to me,
Prunus triloba is one of the most short-lived

and miserable, and yet I saw in a French gar-

den the other day an own-rooted bush which
had actually to be cut in to prevent its blocking

up the way past it, and some of its suckers, of

which there were many, were in bud and blos-

som at from 12 inches to 18 inches above tho

ground level. This is only a solitary example

out of quite a considerable number known to

me. A good many of us are, if less fr.ank,

exactly of the same opinion as "J. S. W.,"

viz., we "do not feel quite clear about this

grafting business," oven although jirosent re-

sults are pretty good in spito of, rather than as

the result of, its being the practice. Some of

us have layered down grafted trees so as to

obtain own-rooted stock of, say. Cox's Grange
Pijipin and other good Apples, and wiser times

will show whether wo arc right or wrong.

In conclusion, I agree with the writer in tho
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Field who said it would bo no great loss if

grafting were abolished altogether, for I can
never believe, except on much better evidence
than any now forthcoming, that fruit cultivation

is absolutely dependent on grafting.

—

Scion.

Because here and there naturally short-
lived subjects (even on their own roots) have not
succeeded for any length of time when grafted
standard high or otherwise, or because a grafted
Conifer (Picea nobilis, for instance), planted in a
water-logged and inimical soil, becomes gouty and
out of health, are no sufficient reasons for de-
nouncing the practice. That grafting has been of
use to man can be readily shown. Oranges and

.

Lemons are all, I take it, grafted, and surely

'

they are of great use to man ? To take a more
|

recent instance, that of grafting the French and

as the sharp points of the Bracken and broken
parts prick or cut the slugs and prevent them from
travelling and destroying the Strawberries. The
Bracken, too, is very clean and dries quickly. Tan
is very good if put on early, but Grass or hay are
the worst things that can be applied, as after rains
or damp weather they soon get mouldy and impart
a taint to the fruit.—S. D.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
The Oechabd House.

The cold backward spring, which appears to have
given general satisfaction to the growers of hardy
fruit, has been equally favourable to the owners of
unheated orchard houses, for not only were blos-
soms late, but the sharpest frost has been most pro-
pitious. This very agreeable outcome is satis-

SUV f/

other wine Grapes upon American stocks, and
so beating the terrible Phylloxera and reviving a

most important industry, goes far to show that

grafting is, and is likely to be, of continued use

to man.—T. Smith.

Littering down Strawberry plantations.
—In the majority of cases the Uttering down of

Strawberries is left till they are in fruit, but if

growers only considered how much they lose by
deferring the work to that late period they would
carry it out much earlier, for, as I will endeavour

to point out, the littering down as soon as the plants

get well into leaf is a great help to them and the

crop. These remarks apply more particularly to

plants growing on light lands, which dry quickly,

and the thing in such cases is to keep the moisture

In as far as possible. The escape of moisture may
in a great measure be prevented by covering over

the ground with straw or litter to intercept evapo-

ration. Not only is it desirable to mulch, but by
carrying out the work at once and before the trusses

of bloom show or the foliage becomes advanced, it

may be done in half the time, as it is much easier

to get about among the plants without injuring them,

and to place the straw or litter close up round them.

We use short straw from the ice house. This straw

gets broken up after being there for a year, and is

free from weed seeds. I also like Bracken, which
is especially valuable for gardens that have slugs.

factory, but it does not lessen my aversion to

structures upon which the outlay of an extra 5 per

cent, in bot-w,ater pipes might render perfect. Re-

tarding having ceased, a close eye must bo kept on

the trees until the latest are "out of flower, and
fumigating, it ever so mild, can l>e ventured upon.

Meantime, if lly shows signs of spreading, it may

be kept in check by the use of tobacco powder, or

light puffs of smoke from Bloxham's fumigator. The
most forward trees, too, may be carefully syringed
with a decoction of Quassia chips ; in fact any de-
vice that will scotch the enemy is better than
watching with folded hands the certainty of speedy
destruction. Another important operation after the
fruit is set is vigorous syringing with tepid water,

not only to cleanse the foliage, but also to facili-

tate the flow of sap after closing on fine sunny days.

If the baneful practice of keeping the roots of the

trees on the dry side has been allowed, liberal sup-

plies of water also in a tepid state must be resumed
and continued through every stage until the fruit is

nearly ripe. Then as the young Peaches throw off

the remains of the decaying flowers, and show by
their rigid pistils that fertilisation is perfect, it will

be necessary to commence the joint operation of

thinning and disbudding, the main point being the

retention of a few of the finest and best placed

fruits standing apex upward to the light. It is

wise to retain enough and to spare for future re-

moval, but beyond a'fair per-centage of the best, all

inferior fruits should be taken without the slightest

compunction. I venture this remark advisedly, as

we so frequently see pot trees growing in a cubic

foot of soil, heavily hamlicapped by a superfluity

which detracts from and not unfrequently jeopar-

dises the whole of the crop. In thinning, then,

always err on the safe side, as it is better to have

one dozen fully developed Peaches than double the

number of stones sparsely covered with pulp of in-

ferior quality. As growth proceeds, stopping and
thinning may be carried on simultaneously, the

length of shoot being regulated by the size of the

tree and the space at disposal. In the formation of

trees we frequently allow 12 inches to 18 inches

before we stop the shoot, but when old enough
to bear fruit all intermediate shoots are pinched

at the sixth leaf. Much, however, depends
upon the shape of the tree and the forma-

tion of the framework, as some require severe dis-

budding to keep them thin enough, whilst others

require repeated stopping to get them properly

furnished. Of two evils, it is better to have them
thin than crowded, as future success depends upon
stout short-jointed growths which can have fuU

exposure to solar heat and fresh air. A good crop

of fruit and a fair complement of successional

shoots secured, the next important step is top-

dressing and feeding, as the veriest tyro must

know the trees are entirely dependent upon the

food daUy administered to the pot-bound roots.

Good rotten manure free from worms no doubt is a

host in itself, but rich nitrogenous food makes too

much foliage and tends to souring the soil when
daily watering becomes absolutely necessary. To
what substance, then, must we turn for a highly

concentrated stimulant capable of feeding the fruit

and forming firm short-jointed wood .' Well, arti-

ficial manures in these days may be enumerated by
the score, but for our purpose there is nothing

better than genuine bone-dust, finely broken hair

mortar, and charred wood or garden refuse taken

in equal quantities and thoroughly incorporated

with ten times their bulk of sound rich loam. This

compost, or something like it, should be mixed up
some time in advance, kept dry under a good cover-

ing of fresh stable litter, and the longer it lies the

better the quality. The first dressing—half an inch

—may be placed over the roots when each fruit is

the size of a Hazel Nut, and it may be repeated as

often as it is washed away or the feeders appear on
the surface. Pure tepid water only should be used

at first, but gradually as the fruit attains size and
the trees begin to feel the strain of the crop, weak
clarified liquid from the manure tank may take its

place at every watering. A full crop of good fruit

being of greater consequence than extreme earli-

ness, ventilation on all favourable occasions should

be on a liberal scale. Commencing after the close

of a fine day, a little air should be given about

8 p.m., and shut off at C, a.m. for the morning bath.

About 7, or whenever the temperature begins to

rise from temperate, the top lights must be opened,

then the front ventilators, the increase or decrease

being gradual and alternate until a maximum of

75° to 80° with full air is secured. As the outside
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temperature declines, the volume of air must be
reduced and eventually shut off altogether for the

afternoon syringing with pure soft water.

WoEK IN THE Vineries.

The gardener who has charge of an extensive

range of vineries cannot for the next two months
boast of a sinecure. With every compartment
at work, cold nights necessitating stoking, and
bursts of July sun rushing young growths forward,

keeping every detail within bounds just now is a

difficult matter. Taking the houses in the order in

which the Vines were started, we find the early

Grapes colouring and possibly causing some little

anxiety as to finish. It is now too late to act

upon the advice given six weeks ago, but relief may
be obtained from careful surface feeding with extra

warm diluted liquid by reducing the swelling

maximum from 90° to S0°, the minimum from 70°

to 60°, and by persisting in a little extra night air.

Red spider, too, may be putting in an unwelcome
appearance, and the presence of this diminutive
visitor demands the stitch in time. The aids to

colouring are good preventives, but once in the

house the highest culture will not annihilate it;

therefore first of all we may sponge solitary leaves

with soapy water, and then, as invariably happens,
the final check must be obtained from the fumes
of sulphur. JIany people dabble with sulphur, but
for all the good that accrues they might just as well

leave it alone, in fact better, for they lodge them-
selves in a simpleton's paradise. For sulphur to be
fairly effectual the house should be kept perfectly

dry and cool through the day, and the pipes

towards night should be made as hot as the hand
can be borne upon them. All ventilators, chinks,

and outlets may then be closed, when the wash,
previously mixed with skim milk, should be deftly

brushed over the hottest or flow pipes. Air very
early the following morning is imperative ; all

available parts must be s_yringed, and as few care

to exhibit sulphur in their houses, the pipes may be
well washed when cool with tepid water. As the
Grapes approach ripeness they will require cooler

treatment, liberal ventilation, and less moisture
;

but with the whole of the summer yet to come, the

floors and walls must be well damped and syringed

once or twice a day wlien the weather is favourable
to a free circulation of fresh air.

Succession houses in which different varieties,

including Hamburghs and possibly Gros Colman, are
now swelling freely must have copious supplies of

tepid liquid given to the inside roots, and the
same may be sprinkled over the surface of the
bed after the sun leaves the roof every fine evening.

Night air should be given at 8 p.m. and shut off at

() a.m , when the morning damping will precede
airing for the day. As days increase in settled

brightness this will be less difficult, but the maxi-
mum, be it 80° or S.^", should be gradually ap-
proached Ijy slight additions of air always with the
mercury on the rise, and when this begins to wane,
reducing must be followed on converse lines. As
the Grapes swell to their largest size under afternoon
closing, the house should he shut up in time for the
mercury to touch 91)", when atmospheric moisture
must be abundant. A little steady artificial heat
being necessary, the fires should be stirred in time
to let the temperature gradually down to 70° at

8 pm. and 65° tlie following morning. Although
thinning may be considered finished, it will be well
to look over a'l large clusters after the Grapes are
stoned, as some varieties, especially Gros Colman,
are very deceptive. Laterals need not lie kept very
close, but the strongest will require pinching and
regulating, if only to maintain a free circulation of

air lietween the main foliage and the glass.

Muscats in early compartments haxing undergone
the final thinning, will require precisely similar

treatment in every particular sa\ e one, and that is

the degree of heat. Here the temperature by day
and night may range quite 5° higher than woulil
be good for the Hamburghs, although Gros Colman
will stand and enjoy it ; hence the wisdom of grow-
ing this Grape with the Muscats, or, lietlcr still,

giving it a well-healed house to itself. The latest

Muscats- this year later than usual— will now be
in flower if not already set. It is not a good plan

to tie them down too close to the wires, especially

where the clusters are very large, as bunches
point upwards towards the glass generally set well

when others sometimes fail. Aids to the satisfactory

performance of this operation having been widely

circulated, I will not presume to plagiarise ; but this

I may say—see that the roots are kept in an active

condition in warm, well-drained, moist, healthy

borders ; maintain a brisk temperature with plenty

of fresh air and atmospheric moisture, and the

Grapes will not be found ungrateful.

Lady Umrne's and other late Grape.s require ex-

actly the same management, the most important
aid lying beneath the surface of the inside liorder.

This and other details as to heat, air, and moisture
being right, the brush or the syringe may be used,

but I question if fertilisation will not have preceded
the removal of the capsules.

Pines.

As early Queens are sure to be in demand and
forcing can be greatly facilitated by sun heat, the

long stretch of daylight will now justify a higher

range of temperature in the fruiting house, 90° to

95° being acceptable to the plants when the house

is full of atmospheric moisture on bright after-

noons. This early closing will not maintain a high

figure for any great length of time, but by this

means the temperature may be let down gradually

to about 78°, when the fires must be stirred to

catch the night heat, graduating from 75° at bank-
ing time to 70° at daylight the following morning.
The syringe, of course, must be pretty freely used

for damping the surface of the bed and walls, also

for charging the axils of the lower leaves with
weak liquid, but provided this work is i^roperly

and promptly done the moment the house is closed,

the less direct overhead syringing the better. Pines

do not suffer from the attacks of insects which can
be destroyed by tepid water, neither when shut up
for three or four hours do they perspire very freely

;

consequently they are not improved by an opera-

tion which clogs and sours the soil about the necks

of the plants, increases the size of the crowns and
number of suckers and, carried to excess, results in

black centres. Vapour, on the other hand, may be
advantageously produced by watering the beds, es-

pecially over hot-air chambers, and by the daily

application of clear liquid to the evaporating pans
and other available surfaces. The plants, through
the roots, also derive great benefit from the use of

weak liquid guano or soot water at every watering
from the time the fruit shows until the last ounce
of pulp is laid on, when pure water, and very little

of that, is most suitable. It is impossible to say

how often fruit-bearing Pines will take water, as so

much depends upon a host of conditions, including

size of pot, texture of compost, nature of plunging
material, the structure of the house, and the abund-
ance or otherwise of roots capable of assimilating

food. One thing, however, is quite certain : they
should be looked over plant by plant every week,
and when on the dry side the supply should pene-
trate every particle of soil and drainage. The liest

time to water all tropical plants. Pines included, is

immediately after dinner, as any waste of heat
through opening the lights and doors can be
restored liy closing half an hour earlier than
usual. The same rule, in fact, prevails in the
watering of all tender plants which cannot be
reached from the interior. As the heat some-
times drops when firing is slackened and the
fermenting material has become dry, it will be
necessary to watch for fluctuations and to apply hot
water between the pots, when the plants and fruit

will derive the 'greatest benlit from the resultant

stream of warm vapour. Ventilate early and care-

fully up to 1 o'clock to prevent the crowns from
becoming drawn, avoid systematic shading and re-

duce gradually, but by no means tardily, until the
time arrives for final closing.

Successinnal fruifcrs, now in \'arious stages from
.showing to (lowering and swelling, will require all

the attention recently accorded to the earliest

Queens, but the fruit being required much later,

they may be worked on imder a lower night tempe-
rature. Suckers, for instance, should be reduced

to two on each plant and the fruit, if not stiff

enough in the stalk to stand without, must be tied
to neat sticks, as nothing looks worse than a ripe
Pine with its crown out of the perpendicular. Over-
head syringing when in flower must be carefully
avoided, but in other ways the use of the syringe
may be repeated.

T!ie best successw7is shifted into the fniiting size
in February or March will now begin to feel the
sides of the pots, and having to make and mature
their growth early in the autumn, length of days
will now justify high culture. As no after -ma-
nagement can restore a "drawn" plant, night air
should be the rule, and this, on bright mornings,
should be increased as the day temperature gra-
dually rises to the maximum. From 12 until
2 o'clock air should move freely amongst the
plants, not necessarily creating a draught, as this
can always be prevented by reducing to a chink
upon the top ventilators, and keeping the struc-
ture supplied from the front openings. By adopt-
ing this plan, damjiing and steaming early in the
morning, and again about 3 p.m., when the house
may be closed for three or four hours with sun
heat, the plants will make good progress, and yet
the foliage will remain broad and sturdy. As
more water will now be required, clear diluted
liquid soot and guano water, at a temperature
equal to that of the bed, should always be used
for every purpose save overhead syringing, and
as this process is easily carried to excess, soft
water in the form of fine dew after the pit is

closed is all that is necessary. Fire heat, to a
certain extent, is still necessary, but this can be
greatly economised, and moisture retained by night
covering. If shading is used, it should be of the
lightest character, as well-rooted jilants are not
injured by slight browning, altogether distinct from
burning.

HARDY FRUITS.
So far, a tardy spring has shown willing to atone

for an unkind summer, and had trees in unfavour-
able situations been but a little better ripened, the
present fruit prospect would have been fairly up to
the average. One great advantage which cannot
be too highly appreciated is the present freedom
from insect pests—at least this is my experience,
as hitherto we have not had occasion to apply in-

secticides to any of our hardy stone fruit trees.

Although late in flower, this clean bill of health is

worth a good fortnight to any tree, and should the
weather continue propitious, time lost may yet be
redeemed before harvest is upon us. The fine rains
we have had having penetrated well into the sub-
soil, fruit trees of all kinds, on light sandy soils

even, are quite safe for the present, but the sun
having gained in power, the genial moisture should
be preserved by timely mulching. South and west
wall borders, of course, claim first attention, but
after this date it is hardly possible to make a mis-
take, especially where trees under modern culture
have the bulk of their working roots close to the
surface. Disbudding upon Peach and Apricot walls
will now be in full force, and soon where late spring
frosts are not prevalent this work for the present
may be brought to a close. If any of the trees

have missed their crop of fruit, disbudding may be
finished, as there will be nothing to protect, but
fruit being plentiful, close pinching, whilst forcing
the sap into proper channels, will leave a few leaves

as a covering until all danger of severe frost has
passed away. As disbudding is brought to a close

and the young shoots begin to elongate, they should
be neatly heeled in with soft matting in preference
to pegging, as the slightest pressure at this early

and tender stage often leads to canker or a Hush of
sub-laterals. These, as a matter of course, must be
regularly pinched at the first leaf, .and any strong
shoots likely to become gross when 9 inches to 12

inches in length may be pinched before they liave

time to rob the less robust parts of the tree. Wall-
trained Plums and Pears will soon be reaily for

pinching, but beyond checking any gross tircast-

wood, tliis work for the pri'sent should be deferred,

as undue haste exposes fruit almost as tender as the

flower, and induces a thicket of soft useless laterals
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which neither set ilower-buds nor ripen properly.

Tlie trees, nevertheless, should be looked over and
divested of any curled leaves or shoots, when a
good syringing with pure water or weak soapsuds
on a mild dull day will do good service in

the destruction of rising colonies of aphis
and spider, and the removal of the remains
of the decaying flowers. If Strawberry beds have
not received their usual covering of fresh long
stable litter, no time should be lost, as early varie-

ties will soon be in flower, when, independently of

the loss of moisture, the work must be deferred

until after the fruit is set. Another advantage
attenils early mulching of the beds, and that is the
washing and bleaching of the ammonia-stained
straw before the fruit begins to ripen. If extra

line fruit is wanted for special purposes, it is a good
plan to thin out the weakest trusses before the

flowers open and the fruit also when properly set.

Plants put out 2 feet apart last August and now
throwing up strong trusses should lie made very

firm by another careful treading round on n, dry
day, %vhen more mulching may be added, as these,

unlike older beds, still have a large breadth of soil

exposed to sun and drying winds. A thorough
watering, too, without wetting the crowns, should

the weather set in dry will be a great help, as any-

thing approaching a check from drought at the

present time may render the finest flowers abortive.

Where forced plants, although I do not recommend
them, are put out for giving full crops another sea-

son, the ground should be well manured and deeply

trenched forthwith. When properly levelled and
made very firm, set out the rows 30 inches apart

each way, draw shallow drills, and put in a good
plant at each angle. As these plants are frequently

infested with spider and mildew, they should be

divested of crocks, loose soil, and dead leaves, im-

mersed in strong soapsuds, and placed in flat

hampers to dry and drain before they are planted.

When planting, loosen the matted roots with a
sharp-pointed stick, make the soil very firm about

the balls, mulch and water copiously. Should the

summer prove hot and dry, increase the first and
repeat the liquid, as dry balls mean certain failure.

Young plants put out in single or double rows for

supplying early pot runners must be divested of all

llower trusses and liberally supplied with weak
liquid. Stock plants should be placed in the most
open and airy part of the garden and not too far

from a good supply of tepid water, as much labour

by this precaution may be saved when the time
arrives for layering. La Cirosse Sucree has again

beaten the Vicomtesse in the forcing house, and in

this part of the country has become first favourite.

W. C.

Kitchen Garden.

TOMATOES IN POTTING HOUSES.

A (iREAT many potting sheds in this country are

miserably dark and altogether inadequate to

the requirements of the gardens with which they

are connected. They, no doubt, answer the

purpose for which they were constructed, but
has it never occurred to any of the various

owners as well as those in charge of the places

how mucli more serviceable these structures

would have proved if more intelligently devised,

or even if only the roofs had been glazed instead

of tiled or slated? Not only ought potting

houses generally to be covered with glass, but

all should also be heated in some way, anything

short of having a combination of a sulphureous

stokehole and potting house being preferable to

the damp, cold places too many of us have to

ba content with. I could give instances of

potting houses boing sufficiently warmed by the

flues connected with a large saddle boiler under-

neath, but as a rule it is most advisable to licat

them where possible with hot-water pipes from
the nearest boiler, and, failing these, by one of

the many excellent slow comljustion stoves now
to be had. The original outlay on a glazed and
heated potting house would not be much in ex-

cess of the cost of building the class of shed
generally in use, while the advantages are

numerous. Practical gardeners scarcely need
be told how many are the uses to which a well-

arranged potting house can be put, but I must,
however, enumerate some of them in order to

induce amateurs and owners to seriously think
of adopting my suggestion. In the first garden
in which I had sole charge of the houses I found
a roomy glazed potting house of the greatest

service in the production of the commoner or

earlier varieties of Grapes, including Black
Hamburgh, Foster's Seedling, and Buckland
Sweetwater, some being in pots, and others

rooting in an outside border. In addition wo
were able ti utilise various shelves for storing

and raising summer bedding plants, while dur-
ing the winter all the large Fuchsias, bulboua-

rooted and other plants requiring to be rested

in a cool house, and which usually present a
rubbishy appearance, were also kept in this

slightly heated potting house. One friend of

mine annually grows large quantities of Blaro-

chal Niel and Gloire de Dijon Roses in a pot-

ting house, and another covers the roof with
hardy fruit trees. One of the most profitable

uses, however, to which potting sheds can be put
is the cultivation of Tomatoes, and after ofiering

a few more suggestions as to the form in which
a potting house may be constructed, I will con-

fine myself exclusively to this portion of the

subject.

Potting sheds being frequently, though not

always necessarily the receptacles of a great

variety of materials of a non-ornamental cha-

racter, being in fact kept in the background
for this very reason, it usually happens that

they are locatedonthe north side of a wall or range

of lean-to houses. Even if there is no possibility

of having a better site, there is yet good reason

for covering with glass, though not with the

motive of cultivating fruit. If, instead of build-

ing a lean-to house, one with a span roof could

be substituted, this would be much more com-
modious, and a considerable portion of sunshine

would reach anything grown in it, or sufficient

for Tomato culture in the early summer and
autumn months. "Where it can be managed
without disfigurement to the place, the potting

house might well be more closely connected with

the plant houses, this either obviating the ne-

ce-sity of risking tender plants for a few minutes

in a cold and most injurious temperature or

of repotting them in the same house in which

they are grown. Whether the house is lean-to

or sjjan- roofed in design is not material, nor, as

I have already pointed out, is any particular

aspect necessary. What, however, is needful is

a good height at the front or sides or sufficient

head-room to admit of the potting beiLg done

on a bench without fettering the operator or

being detrimental to anything growing overhead.

The front of a lean-to or the sides of a span-

roofed house ought then to be fully (1 feet high,

and if rather more than that, so much the

better. One half of this height might well be

glazed.butthis again is not absolutely necessary,

and if privacy is needed or economy be para-

mount, then the fronts or sides may either bo

walled or boarded up, and the house yet be most

serviceable. Some provision ought to be made
for front and top ventilation, but these details

may safely be left to the ingenuity of those re-

spon.^ible for the design. In other respects the

other arrangements may correspond with those

existing in the old form of potting sheds. Thus
a paved floor, strong benches, and as many
shelves as there are room for may bo formed,

and there is nothing to prevent the storage of

various soils, sand, and manure where they will

be kept fairly moist and warm. Dust ought to

be prevented from rising, but if damping down
and syringing interfere with the original pur-
pose of the house, they need not be much
practised.

At the Aldin Grange Gardens, Durham, Mr.
W. Jenkins has succeeded in converting what
was once a heated pit, 8 feet wide, 30 feet long,

and about 4h feet high at the back, into a very
serviceable Tomato and potting house com-
bined, and his employer has good reason to be
satisfied with the improvement effected. The
instructive description of how the alteration was
effected I cannot do better than give in Mr.
Jenkins's own words :

—

The pit was built against another house, which,
however, ran 9 feet to top of eaves, and this gave us
the opportunity of raising the framework and lights

and making a nice little house .S feet 3 inches high
at back and 5 feet 6 inches in front. About 3 feet

4 inches of front is 47j-inch brickwork, stayed at

intervals by 9-inch pillars, the remaining 2 feet

2 inches being made as a fixture and glazed, venti-

lation being provided in the shape of sliding shut-

ters in the brickwork below, the top lights being
movable as before. A small chamber was made for

growing the Tomatoes as follows : Opposite the 9-

inch brickwork pillars previously alluded to, others
'.I inches square were built ; on the top was laid an
old railway bar on each side, and across these were
arranged what hereabouts are called " quarls." The
latter are made at the collieries about here, of the

same material as bricks and of any length and
thickness that may lie required, and are very useful.

These quads were about 18 inches long and 12

inches wide, and were left 1 inch apart to allow the

heat to pass up from the four 3-inch pipes under-

neath. On them was built a 22-inch wall of cement
and bricks, this lieing 12 inches deep, and serving

the double purpose of separating the pit from the

potting bench and enclosing the soil for the

Tomatoes.

The house thus formed is somewhat limited in

size ; a potting bench 22 inches wide only could

be fixed, but opposite to this a narrow stage for

plant growing was made, a narrow shelf being

also hung on the back wall near the glass.

During the unfavourable season of 1888 and in

a wretchedly late district no less than 2i cwt. of

Tomatoes were cut from this house, and if we
assess the market value of these at a fair aver-

age of Od. per lb. it will be seen how soon a

good return lor the comparatively small outlay

exjunded in reconstructing it resulted.

It will also be noticed that the room for the

soil and roots was very limited, and Mr. Jenkins

states that he found a space 10 inches wide and
12 inches deep ample. It should, however, be

added that he mixes special manures very freely

with good fresh loam by way of compost and rams
this well together. As a matter of course, the

plants require plenty of water, or nearly as much
as they would if the roots were confined to pots

;

but under this treatment they form sturdy fruit-

ful growth and are far more profitable than when
afforded a much less limited root-run. Tomatoes

succeed best when confined to a single stem and

trained not less than 12 inches apart up the roof

and fully that distance from the glass.

W. loOIILDEN.

SHORT NOTES.—EITCEEN,

Mushrooms.—I send you sonic Mushrooms which

wore ffiithiMvd in afield adjoining the woods. Please

state in Garden if they are the true Mushrooms. I

say not, but am overruled by all.— G. Nixo.v, Easton

*,* Till' examples sent are "Horse Mushrooms
(.-\Raricus!irvensis). They often prow in spriuR and

near trees. Wheu young and fresh they are delicious

iMting.—W. G. S.

Vegetable Marrowe.—Tlinv Is no more rortnin

way 111' K.'i-uriiiK' i;'ioJ Liud aliuiulant supiilii'S of these

tluin by making up a firm, but slight hotbed at the
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present time. Put a barrow-load of moderately rich soil

down here and there on the top of the heap, make each

lot into a mound, and put two or three seeds into the

top of every one. The young plants will appear in ten

days, the shoots will soon begin to run, and by July the

whole of the bed will be clothed with fertile growths.

—J. MuiR.

Cutting Asparagus.—The following questions

have been addressed to me by one of your readers :

1. What aae should Asparagus roots he before cuttimi

begins ? Not less than three years. 2. When should
we begin cutting ? As soon as the shoots are 6 inches

high. 3. How long should uc cut? Until you think

the crowns are nearly exhausted ; that will be from the

beginning to the end of June. 4. Hoivmany stews should
be left to form the plant f Four or five. o. How long
will Asparagus roots continue to bear ? It depends on
their treatment. If the ground was originally well

prepared, and the plants are kept clean and well fed

afterwards, Asparagus will continue bearing for twelve
or fifteen years.—J. Muir.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Lettuces.

A BEGUliAK supply of crisp well-blanched hearts is

considered indispensable in most establishments,

especially in hot weather. Lettuces well repay for

any trouble taken with them, though, as it happens,

their culture and requirements are of the simplest

description. Where failures to maintain a good
succession occur, these, as a rale, are principally

due to a neglect to sow seeds at the right time, one

or more weeks' delay making all the difference,

especially at a time of year when Lettuces quickly

run to seed. Supposing a good number of autumn
raised plants were kept through the winter, these

ought now to be growing strongly at the foot of

sunny walls and on warm borders where they will

heart in quickly. They will grow more rapidly

and strongly if a surfacing of soot, or soot and
some kind of special nitrogenous manure is stirred

into the ground about the plants in showery
weather. It is not always advisable to wait until

the plants are fully grown before tying them up in

order to well blanch the hearts. If at all crowded,
every other plant when well advanced in growth
should be lightly tied up, and these can then be
cut in a few days, the remainder having a better

chance to develop to their full size. The Cos varie-

ties most need hastening, the Cabbage Lettuces

hearting in without assistance. Those who have
raised successional plants under glass ought to have
dibbled these out where they are to grow before

they are spoilt or much weakened in the seed beds
pans, or boxes. These also succeed best on a warm
border, and more might be planted between the

rows of young Asparagus plants and any late

planted rows of Strawberries. The Cos varieties if

on a bed by themselves should be grown 10 inches to

12 inches apart each way, and where they are in

a single line between other plants 'J inches apart

is quite enough, rather less space being needed by
the Cabbage varieties. Where more seed was
sown on a warm border some time in April, the

plants from this sowing also will soon need atten-

tion in the way of thinning out and transplanting.

We usually dibble out a considerable number of

border raised plants on the ridges between the

Celery trenches, two rows on each ridge, and these

usually develop into the finest Lettuces of the

season. Before this is done, however, it will be
necessary to sow more seed either on the ridges or

in a good open spot, the seedlings being duly
lightly thinned out, a portion of the reserved

plants being left to grow to their full size and
the rest transplanted elsewhere. During hot, dry
weather Lettuces transjjlant badly, and the wisest

course from the present date is to sow the seed

where the plants are to grow, there being no better

position than the Celery ridges. Failing these, a
well-manured open spot should be given up to

them, as it is quite useless to attempt their culture

in plots between fruit bushes or in any other make-
shift po.sition. A fresh sowing should be made
every fortnight, one long row or two short ones

each time being ample for most establishments. A
very lumpy soil is not suitable for surrounding the

seeds, and it the ordinary garden ground cannot be

finely separated, it is necessary to open the drills,

moisten them if at all dry, and after the seed has

been thinly sown to cover with fresh sifted soil

from the frame ground. Newly-planted Lettuces

and small seedlings are liable to be quickly cleared

off by slugs, and in showery weather especially

they ought therefore to have soot and lime freely

and frequently dusted among them. Directly it is

seen a sowing has failed from any cause, sow more

seed, or a gap in the supply may occur. Any of

the white and green Paris and Brown Cos varieties

are suitable for summer culture, whilst the best

varieties in the Neapolitan section of Cabbage

Lettuces are very good in quality and the slowest

to run to seed.

Endive.

There is not much demand for Endive when
Lettuce is plentiful and properly blanched, but if

the former is well grown it improves the appear-

ance of a salad. It is not advisable to sow much
seed at this early date, as in all probability the

bulk of the plants will run to seed prematurely.

The Moss Curled is the best summer variety we
have yet tried, as it hearts in quickly and blanches

readily. The seed may be sown in drills 6 inches

apart, and the seedlings eventually thinned to that

distance apart. A sowing of a good selection of

Green Curled should also be made at the same

time, the drills for this variety being 9 inches apart,

a similar distance dividing the plants in the rows.

Rich cool ground is necessary for these early crops.

Small Saladinq.
Radishes, to be good to eat, must be grown

quickly, and seeing also that they soon become
either hot and stringy or hollow and woolly, fresh

sowings should be made every fortnight. They
succeed well on the ridges between Celery trenches,

and, failing these positions, the seed should be sown

on a well-manured border that has been dug long

enough to be thoroughly pulverised. Some of the

quick-growing French forcing varieties, as well as

Wood's Frame, may yet be sown, but these soon

become uneatalsle in hot weather, and most reliance

ought to be placed on the red and white Turnip-

rooted kinds. Long Scarlet and Sutton's Long
White are also suitable for summer and autumn
culture. The seed may either be sown broadcast

and covered with a little sifted soil, or in drills

drawn 5 inches apart—thinly in either case. If

birds are troublesome, either cover the beds with

fine mesh fish-nets, or coat the seed with red lead

before sowing. The Turnip flea, which is very apt

to injure the leaves of Radishes, can be prevented

by occasionally dusting the plants with soot and
lime while yet the dew is on them.

Mustabd and Cress
is of the easiest culture, it being possible for owners

of the smallest places to maintain a constant supply

of this very popular salading. A small patch of

well-manured ground—say about 3 feet square

—

should be sown every week, a fresh site being

chosen each time. It is the neglect of the latter

precaution that frequently leads to failure, and if

it is not convenient to change the site, the old

soil and roots must be removed, and fresh, fine, and
fairly rich mould substituted. Moisten it if at all'dry,

sow the seed thickly on the surface and press it in

with the back of a spade, but do not bury it, or the

produce will be gritty and otherwise unsatisfactory.

Cover with brown paper or mats till the young
plants are 2 inches high, and then gradually expose

to the light. The seed if kept moist will germinate

quickly without being shaded, but the stems of

the seedlings then come short and not blanched

as they ought to be. The plain Cress is preferable

to the curleil variety, and Rape seed is superior to

Mustard. If curled Chervil is used in the salad, a
pinch of seed should be sown occasionally. In

order to keep up a supply of tender young Onions,

a little seed ought to be sown at intervals of a
month. Any surplus seed may be utilised for this

purpose, but we prefer the white Tripoli varieties,

as being the sweetest and mildest in flavour. Corn
Salad, or Lamb's Lettuce, is of little value during

the summer or early autumn months, and it is only

a waste of ground to sow it before July.

Turnips.
Very early sowings made on a warm border were

a failure, nor did the seed sown early in April on
an east border come to much. What few plants

did survive were hoed up and more seed sown during
the third week in April, and a comparatively early

supply of Turnips will be the result, a fairly close

succession to those in frames being anticipated.

Those in frames are useful when about the size of

overgrown Radishes, and the earlier some are pulled

and used the better it will be for the remainder,
crowding being the most frequent cause of failure.

Up to the end of May we sow small breadths of

Turnips on east borders, where they will succeed
much better than in hotter positions. The roots

soon become tough and hot in flavour ; consequently
small sowings every fortnight will answer better

than larger sowings made less frequently. In June
larger breadths on a north border are sown, and
these are of the greatest value during the late

summer and autumn months, or when good Turnips
are very frequently scarce. If the seed is sown on
freely manured,'well worked ground, a rapid growth
and juicy, tender roots result. The Extra Early
Milan is of the quickest growth, and the quality is

fairly good for a short time. This being a strap-

leaved variety, it does not require so much space as

the other types. The drills may be drawn 12 inches
apart, and the plants finally thinned to a distance

of G inches apart. Snowball should be sown at the

same time to form a succession, and also Veitch's

Red Globe, the last-named being still later and a
very serviceable variety. The drills for these should
be not less than 15 inches apart, an extra 3 inches

being desirable on good ground ; while the seed-

lings should be finally thinned to a distance of 8

inches apart. As nearly every sound seed will

germinate, it is unwise to sow it thickly, this most
probably necessitating much thinning out at a time
when other work presses, and yet if thinning out

is neglected the crop is soon spoilt. As there are

several enemies to Turnips, it is unwise to do all

the thinning at one time, the best course being to

do this work gradually, completing it when the
plants are about 5 inches high. At the outset the

Turnip flea beetle is most destructive to the seed-

lings, the pest, if not checked, quickly ruining the

foliage. Slugs also are apt to be troublesome, but
both may be warded off by occasional dustings of

soot and lime, or even fine ashes. W. I.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 701.

FRAXINELLA.
(with COLOURED PLATE OF DICTAMNUS FRAXI-

NELL.l AND VAE. ALBA.*)

It is very remarkable that this is the firat

coloured illustration of Dictanmus that has ever

appeared in an English periodical, notwith-

standing its great beauty and the length of time

it has been in general cultivation. The first

record of a woodcut is that in the Proceedings

of the Horticultural Society, published in

Loudon's Odvdvncr's Maf/azine, 1839 (p. 202,

t. 37), and which shows an instance of its mon-
strous flowers. Fraxinella is said to have been
cultivated by Gerard so early as 15!)(!, and named
by him the Bastard or False Dittany, and by
Parkinson False White Dittany ; wliilo wo of

the present day are content witli the name of

Fraxinella. Little mention is niado amongst
the old writers of the roinarkablo phenomena it

presents on dark nights and at certain intervals

wliich aro well known amongst all those wlio

watch the habits and peculiarities of tlioir pet
plants. Miller states that tlio whole plant when
gently rubbed emits an odour of Lemon peel,

but when bruised it has sonietliing of a balsamic
smoll. This fine scent is strongest in the pedi-

cels of the flowers, which are covered with
glands of a rusty red colour, exuding a viscid

• Drawn for TiiK Gardkn by H. G. Moon in Messrs.
Vilnjorin's grounds at Verrieres-le-Buisson, June, 1888.

Lithographed and printed by Guillaumo Severeyus.
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juice or resin which exhales in vapour and on a

dark night may be seen to take fire. The per-

fume given titt' by tlie Fraxinella is very strong,
and at the same time agreeable. It pervades
the air for a considerable distance around, and
attention is easily directed to the spot where
the plant is growing. It is strictly a herbaceous
plant, with a somewhat shrubby habit, and is a
very beautiful and attractive subject either
for the mixed border or rock garden. It

is one of the easiest plants to cultivate, doing
well in any ordinary garden soil, the lighter and
drier the better, while it should be partially
shaded. It requires little attention when
fairly established. As a border plant it has
few equals, and deserves a first place in every
collection both on account of its great beauty
and fine fragrance, two qualities rarely com-
bined as we have them here. It flowers during
June and July, and the seeds ripen in Septem-
ber. Only two are produced according to
Linnajus

; Scopuli says one, but I have rarely
seen so few in a capsule in an ordinarily good
season. The seeds if sown when gathered soon
germinate, and the seedlings may be pricked out

a good time to procure a stock. I have found that
keeping the pots plunged in ashes and Cocoa fibre

refuse answers very well with Primulas (alpines),

as it seems to prevent the soil getting dry, more
especially in the case of small pots. Would this

plan answer with Auriculas ? Can you inform me
if any work on Auriculas is published, and it so,

where I can obtain it ? also what number of plants

I should place in frames (j feet by i feet, of which
I have several ?—W. B. C.

Trees and Shrubs.

EAELY-FLOWERING MAGNOLIAS.
The Yulan (Magnolia conspicua) is certainly

one of the finest of all our hardy trees, and the

blossoms are especially noticeable from the fact

that they are in full beauty when nearly all

other trees are leafless. So early indeed does

the Yulan flower, that occasionally the expanded
blooms are greatly injured by late spring frosts,

but this is not of frequent occurrence. A
coloured plate of it was given in The Gardex,
September 23, 1888, and it is so generally known

The Burning Bush (Dictamuua FraxineUa). A well-grown plant in Mr. Bartholomew's garden at Egham.
Engraved from a photograph.

the following spring into beds and tliere allowed
to remain until large enough for the border.
The Dictamnus may also be propagated by root

cuttings, which grow freely and make plants
more quickly than the seedlings, Init it is always
risky to disturb established clumps. Native of

Southern Europe, Caucasus, Tauria, China, &c.

D. K.

Auriculas.—1 am desirous of acquiring a small

collection of Auriculas in the various sections, and
should be greatly obliged if you would give me
through The Garden a little advice as to the va-

rieties to buy. 1 do not want a large collection to

commence with ; three plants of about halt a dozen
varieties in the edged sorts and three plants

of about a dozen varieties in the selfs would be
about the number I propose commencing with.

As I attend to the flowers myself, I think one may
as well bestow care .and attention on good plants as

on inferior kinds. I have read or heard that most
Auricula growers use special pots

;
perhaps you will

also tell me where these can be obtained. I have
read in your paper various articles on composts,

potting, &c., and presiune that the present would be

that no further description is necessary. This
Magnolia was introduced from China 100 years
ago, but it is still far from a common object in

gardens, the reason, no doubt, being that it is

not readily propagated, a remark that applies
to all the other members of the genus. Another
Magnolia that flowers about the same time as

the Yulan is the pretty little Japanese M.
stellata or Halleana, for it is known under both
these names. This is quite a shrub, with
numerous bnanches and rather jialo green
leaves, which, however, do not appear until the

flowers are over. The flowers are very different

from those of the rest of the genus, being
composed of a number of narrow strapdike
petals, pure white inside, and flushed with pink
on the exterior. They reflex soon .after open-
ing, thus leaving the centre of the flower fully

exposed. The blooms .are liable to bo dis-

coloured during heavy rains, and on that

account the jilaut is often grown under
glass, not because it is tender, but in order
to protect the blossoms. Among tlio larger

j

kinds the Yulan is followed by M. Soulangeaua,

which is usually regarded as a hybrid between
M. conspicua and M. obovata (purpurea), and
its genenal appearance certainly suggests that

such is its origin, for in all particulars, except

the shape of the bloom, it is .about midw.ay be-

tween the two. There is .another Magnolia,

known as M. Soulangeana nigra, the blooms
of which are very deeply tinged on the outside,

thus rendering the flowers remarkably striking.

Attention was first directed to it by the Messrs.

Veitch, who have since distributed it under the

above name. The origin of this striking Mag-
nolia ajipears to be somewhat doubtful, but it is

believed to be a direct importation from Japan.

Another, viz., M. Lennc, a good deal in the

same way, originated as a seedling in Italy,

and occupies a very high position among the

early-flowering Magnolias. Tlie last to bloom
of what m.ay be regarded as the early-flowering

Magnolias is M. obovata or purpurea, which
does not expand its blossoms till those of M.
conspicua, Soulangeana, and stellata are past

their best. M. obovata usually assumes the habit

of a large shrub rather than a tree, and when
under suitable conditions it U by no means of

slow growth. The flowers are purple on the

outside and whitish within, but they never open

to a great extent. This Magnolia strikes root

from layers more readily than any of the other

kinds, and on this account it is often used as a

stock on which to graft the allied kinds. The
fact that Magnolias are by no means easy to

l^ropagate no doubt prevents their being planted

to the extent they otherwise woxild, for layers

t.ake a long time to root properly, and the plants

are in all stages impatient of removal. Condi-

tions most favourable to them are a good deep

loamy soil, well drained and yet fairly moist,

even during the summer, as in hot sandy soils

they are not seen at their best. The Yulan is

sometimes grown as a wall plant, but cramped
and confined in this way it is not nearly so

beautiful as when allowed to assume its natural

character. Again, when pLanted in a sheltered

spot to protect the blooms from frost, the result

is sometimes exactly opposite to that intended,

for the flowers open earlier than on those jilants

in a more exposed position, and are consequently

injured while the later blossoms escape unhurt.
T.

Spirsea callosa.—In addition to the beautiful

brightly-coloured blossoms of this Japanese Spinea,

the foliage, especially when first expanded, is very

attractive, for the young leaves are deeply tinged

with crimson, which contrasts well with the pale

greenish-yellow tint of the golden-leaved form of

the North American S. opulifolia. Though the

leaves when mature lose their crimson colouring,

the plant continues to grow throughout the season,

and the young leaves as well as the growing shoots

are alw.ays brightly coloured. This Spiraea does not

bloom till the majority of flowering shrubs are past

their best, and, consequently, this is .another point

in its favour.—H. 1'.

Rubus spectabilis.—This is a pl.ant suitable

for the wild or woodland garden. It is a North
American species of Bramble, and comes into

bloom .about the same time as (or perh.aps slightly

later) than the Flowering Curr.ants. It is of free

groWjth, reaching a height of (i feet or 8 feet, and
sometimes more, and pushes up suckers in such

profusion that it soon forms a good sized clump.

For this reason it must be kept aw.ay from delicate

suljjects, as they are very liable to be choked by it.

The drooping blossoms, which are borne in great

profusion, are briglit purple, a colour but little

represented among flowering slirubs. Other

Brambles suited for the same positions are Rubus
nutkanus, with huge lobed leaves and large pure

wliitc blossoms, while K. odor.atus is somewh.at

in the same way, but the flowers are purple, and the

llimal.ayan R. biUorus or R. leuoodcrmis is espe-
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cially effective during winter, as the stems appear

to be all whitewashed, and when devoid of foliage

this character of course is most striking. The
finest of all the hardy species of Rubus, and one

that may be associated with the most select shrubs

is the Rocky Mountain R. deliciosus, which in

general appearance is very different from the other

Brambles. It forms a much-branched bush, with

lobed leaves, and is altogether devoid of spines,

so that when out of bloom it seems to bear more
affinity to a Currant than a Bramble. The blooms
are large, a good deal like those of a single Rose,

and borne in such profusion that a specimen when
seen at its best is quite a mass of white.—T.

NATURAL REPRODUCTION OP LEBANON
CEDAR AND WEYMOUTH PINE.

The majority of our forest treea reproduce
themselves freely enougli from seed, but not so

with the greater portion at least of the newer
and rarer Conifers that have been introduced of

late years. No doubt the climate lias much to

do with the free growth of certain seeds, while

the particular surroundings with which the

plant is brought into contact have an influence.

Nowhere have I noticed natural reproduction

going on so steadily and surely as on the Hol-

wood property, and nowhere have I observed so

many rare and uncommon kinds of trees and
shrubs springing up spontaneously in the wood-
lands. Fence in a bit of common ground, and
in a few years you have a wood, or rather

thicket, densely clothed with Birches, Oaks,

Scotch Fir, the Guelder Rose, Wayfaring Tree,

Clematis, and numerous other interesting and
rather uncommon trees and shrubs. Even the

common Juniper propagates itself with great

freedom, while the Yew, Holly, and Lilac be-

come perfect nuisances, so thickly do they
spring up in the woodlands. The Acacia, too,

may be found here and there in out-of-the-way

places where one would hardly think it possible

for seeds to have been conveyed. The Butcher's

Broom is also found all through the woodlands.

But what 1 wanted particularly to bring for-

ward at present was how very freely the

Weymouth Pine and Lebanon Cedar produce
young plants in their close environs and with-

out the least artificial aid being given. I

have just had several Lebanon Cedars planted

out that were picked up some years ago beneath
the large treea of the same kind that grew in

such profusion all over the estate. The young
trees are now between 4 feet and 5 feet in height

and bushy in proportion. The soil in which
they spring up i.s of a light sandy texture and
practically carpeted with weak-growing Grasses.

That the old trees produce fertile seeds in fair

abundance is painfully evident from the havoc
wrought by the squirrels amongst the abundantly
produced cones. Seldom do we hear of the
Weymouth Pine reproducing itself from seed,

but at Holwood I have noticed several healthy
young trees growing amongst the Heath and
Birches near to the parent specimens. The
Cluster Pine, although it grows with unusual
freedom and is in great numbers in some of the
woods, does not seem to spring up naturally,

for I liave looked in vain on several occasions

for seedlings. Cones are produced in quantity,

but for all that fertility must be wanting.

Not many days ago I counted several healthy
anil stout seedlings of the Evergreen ( )ak that

had sprung up on a sunny bank not far from
two giant old specimens of the same kind. This,

I believe, is unusual—at least, I have not seen it

recorded. Laburnums, too, cover the ground
beneath the parent plants, and tliis may witli

equal force be said of the Barberry and Dog-
wood. It would bo interesting to know if any
other rare trees or shrubs have produced them-

selves in a state of nature, for it is generally

believed that such trees as propagate themselves

are best fitted for e.xtensive planting in this

couutrj^. The Oak, Ash, Beech, Sycamore,
Birch, Chestnut, both Horse and Spanish, Nor-
way Maple, Mountain Ash, Alder, Elder and
Scotch Fir produce seedlings in some cases

abundantly without care or attention, but here,

including the Thorn and Scotch or Mountain
Elm, the list nearly ends. A. D. Webstek.

Trees and shrubs for towns.—Replying to

the question asked in The Garden (p. 370) for

the names of any uncommon trees or shrubs that

have been found to succeed in smoky localities, I

will just mention a few other than those commonly
planted that I have specially found to thrive under

these conditions. Of Evergreens, the different

forms of the Holly-like Osmanthus, including the

Myrtle leaved variety, all do well ; but, in common
with Aucubas and Euonymus, the green-leaved forms

are more satisfactory than those with variegated

foliage. A first-rate plant for the purpose is

Skimmia oblata, as well as the male form of the

same, usually known as S. fragrans, both of which
retain their freshness when the leaves are coated

with soot. Mahonia Aquifolium and the various

forms of it are well suited for such a purpose, while

the pretty little Pieris or Andromeda japonica is,

with me, very ornamental under adverse conditions.

Though the foliage becomes, as a matter of course,

somewhat discoloured, the hard glossy nature of the

leaf is not favourable for the accumulation of soot,

and early in the summer when the whole plant is

bristling with red, owing to the very bright colour

of the young leaves, it is very handsome. I have

never induced the Pieris to flower, but, from a foli-

age point of view alone, it is well worth a place.

Escallonia macrantha both grows and flowers well

in smoky districts, and all the Privets are especi-

ally suitable for the purpose. I have been more
than once surprised to see how well the Yew-like

Prumnopitys elegans will thrive in London, where
the conditions must be very different from those of

its Valdivian home. Aralia Sieboldi, with its large

leathery foliage, must find a place and the Yuccas
as well. The Tree Ivies, again, form pretty bushes,

and, like their climbing relatives, they can resist

smoke to a great extent. The creeping little Peri-

winkles are occasionally very useful, while I have
seen the Spanish Furze (Genista hispanica) unusu-

ally bright. In a smoky air Hibiscus syriacus

and its varieties will hold their own, while all

the Weigelas flower well if in a sunny spot. Daphne
Mezereum and Kerria japonica flore-pleno may, with
the addition of the Hypericums, be included. In

a spot exposed to the glare of the sun, the golden-

leaved Elder is seen to great advantage, while the

same remark will apply to Prunus Pissardi. Rhus
Cotinus and R. typhina are good town plants,

while a couple of Evergreens that I omitted at the

commencement are the new Phillyrea Yilmoriniana

and the Butcher's Broom. Of flowering herbaceous

plants, perhaps the best of all are the different

varieties of the German Iris.—T.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Eucalyptus globulus in bloom.—I have a

Kucalyptiis globulus about four years old in bloom. I

.slioulil be Rlail to know if this Eucalyptus blooms
every year under t'avonrahle circunistanoes, or whether
it is an unusual occurrence.—A. J. 8riEiis, Tutlenliaiii.

Berberis japonica.—The habit of tins is as good
a.s that of B. Darwini, while it flowers as profusely.

It does not begin to Wossom until B. IJarwini has

ceased, and on tliis account it forms a very desirable

and aeieptalile Buceessor to it. As early suinmer-
floworing shrubs tlie varieties of Berberis merit more
attention than is often bestowed on them.—J. Ml.'IR.

Varieties of Weigela.—I do not think "T."
(p. 4'i."i) gives W. rosea its duo. It has the reoonunen-

datioii not possessed by all of growing quickly and
foniung a most graceful, vvell-funiiBlicd hush in all

localities and in gardens of all descriptions. Close to

the room in wliicli I write there is a plant of it 10 feet

high, more in diameter, and when this is in bloom, as

it invariably is in June, it is highly attractive, and not

surpassed by any other of its class.—J. MciK, Mar-
gam.

Ribes.—The most showy among the Flowering
Currants is R. sanguineum, the flowers of which are

exceedingly rich and vivid in colour, and plants of

it quite light up a garden or border in which it

may be placed. By way of contrast to the above-

mentioned variety, and to plant near it or group
with it, the yellow or white R. aureum or R.

album are worth having, as they make a fine con-

trast. These Ribeses are \ery easily propagated, as

they strike readily from cuttings made from the

young ripe shoots and which may be put in at any
time during the autumn or winter. In spring these

cuttings will form roots and soon make nice bushes

for planting out.— S. D.

Orch ids.
W. H. GOWER.

CATTLEYA MENDELI AND ITS VARS.
Now is the flowering season of this glorious

Cattleya, which belongs to the large-lipped or

labiata section. It was first imported about
twenty years ago by the Messrs. Low, of

Clapton, but I think it was the Messrs. Back-
house, of York, who named it after the late Mr.
Mendel, who at that time was an ardent horti-

culturist. Upon its first appearance it became
extremely popular, and at the present time it

may be said to be one of the very finest forms
of the genus in cultivation. Like all the large-

flowered Cattleyas, the blooms are extremely
variable in colour, and enthusiasts in these

plants endeavour to gather together all the best

and most richly-coloured of its varieties, which
vary from the jmrest white of Blunti to Mr.
White's Arddarroch variety, wliich, althougli re-

sembling Blunti, yet retains a sufticient tinge of

flesh colour or purplish in the sepals and petals

to distinguish it from that kind. It is a most
beautiful variety, bearing about the same rela-

tionshiji to Blunti as do so many of the whitish

forms of Trianie to the true Trian:e alba. In
The Garhen of October 1, 1881, we have a por-

trait of what may be taken[asthe typical C. Men-
deli, in which the sepals and petals are whitish,

suffused with a shade of delicate mauve ; the lip

large, the basal part, which is rolled over the

column, being white, slightly tinged with rose
;

whilst the very long and broad middle lobe is

crisp and undulated on the edge. The front

portion is deep crinrsou or crimson-purple, the
base being more or less of a rich yellow. 1 have
heard it remarked that C. Mendeli does not
produce s\ich numerous varieties as C. Trian;u,

but in either Trianio, Mendeli, or Mossia; it is a
ditficxdt matter to obtain two plants which pro-

duce flowers exactly alike. Such being the case,

it is no wonder that the finest coloured varieties

are much sought after and that they fetch high
prices. I have given below the names of a few
of the best coloured varieties of this beautiful

Cattleya, which will continue to embellish our
plant houses until about the end of June, and
therefore those who are desirous of obtaining

fine forms should keep on the watcli. It is a
plant that is largely grown by all tlie leading

nurserymen who cultivate Orchids. The plant

is a native of Colombia, and is found on the

mountains near Pamplona.

C. Mjondeli Bell.\ is a very handsome form
with flowers 7 inches across. The sepals and petals

are of a delicate white, suffused with blush, the
former jilain, the latter very broad, wavy, and ser-

rated on llie edge, whilst they liave a pale central

band. The lip is white at tlie base, rolled over the
column and deeply emarginate in front, where it is

much frilled at the edge. It is entirely of a rich

lilac hue in two shades and netted with lines of
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white, the basal half being rich yellow with a white
border.

C. Mkndeli Duke op Maelboeough.—This
has an immense flower, with broad sepals and petals
of a rich deep rosy hue, the large lip lieing beauti-
fully frilled and of an intense deep rich crimson-
magenta colour, which runs far back, the throat
being golden yellow. It is, as far as I know, the
grandest variety in cultivation.

C. Mendeli grandifloea.—This form well de
serves its name, as its flowers measure some 8 inches
across. Sepals and petals white, faintly tinged
with flesh colour, the latter very broad and prettily

frilled ; lip white without, the front portion of a
deep rich rosy-magenta; throat and disc of a tawny
yellow, the whole margined round with a white
border, and the edge beautifully lobed and frilled.

C. Mendeli Jamesiana.—This is a superb,
highly-coloured variety, but the flowers are not so
large as those of the last-named kind. The sepals
and petals are rosy-lilac, the petals marked at the
apex with a central stripe of rich magenta ; the lip

is large, lobed and frilled at the edge, the greater
portion of the front lobe being wholly rich deep
magenta, the basal part and the throat being deep
orange-yellow, with a few radiating lines of rich

magenta-purple.

C. Mendeli Morgani.!;.—This plant is fre-

quently called C. Morgania;, but it certainly must
be regarded as a variety of Mendeli. The flowers

are large, the sepals and petals being pure white,

the upper part of the petals prettily frilled and
serrated. Lip also white, beautifully lobed and
frilled at the edge, and having a small irregular-

shaped blotch of pale magenta in front, but which
does not extend to the edge. The throat is rich

orange-yellow, veined vrith paler lines of yellow.

C. Mendeli supeebissima.— An ugly name
given to a magnificent flower. The sepals and
petals are large and broad, of a pale rosy hue, and
of great substance ; lip large, much frilled and
lobed at the edge, the whole front portion being of

a rich violet-purple hue, and the base and throat
deep golden yellow.

C. Mendeli Blunti.—This is the purest white
Cattleya which I know, the whole flower being of

the purest white, saving a stain of yellow in the
throat, whilst the edge is frettily frilled and lobed.

This form arrived at the Messrs. Low's nursery from
Blunt, who was then collecting Orchids for that
firm. It was named after its sender, and it p.assed

into the hands of Mr. Day at Tottenham, where
I saw it in flower. Mr. Day divided his plant,

but I cannot say what became of the pieces, and
the only other example I have seen was in The
Woodlands collection at Streatham last season. I

do not say that there are not other plants in other
collections, but it is a very scarce form.

C. Mendeli, Me. White's variety.—This is

also a very fine variety, and the nearest approach
to Blunti which I have seen. The sepals and petals
are white with a shade of flesh colour or a purplish
tinge, the lip white faintly tinged and stained
in the throat with pale yellow, overlaid with a
few streaks of purple. It is a very elegant variety.

The above are a few of the most beautiful of

the named varieties. There are plenty of

others, however, and grand forms are continually
occurring in almost every imjjortation. I have
noticed from time to time some excellent va-
rieties among the introductions of the Blessrs.

Shuttleworth and Carder, at Clajiham Park
Boad, and any lovers and growers of Cattleyas
cannot occupy themselves to greater advantage
than to quietly walk round the establishments
of importers of Cattleya Mendeli for the next
month or six weeks, and select the 'finest forms
as they open, although they may not quite
come up to the named varieties.

coloured flowers. This is a very handsome variety,

the sepals and petals being soft pale yellow thickly

marked with blotches and spots of bright brown,
lip large and flat, rose-coloured, bordered with
purplish lilac and streaked with dark puqile. It

appears that Vandas are fast returning to their old

popularity.

Dendrobium Dalhousianum.—I am gl.ad to

see that this lovely old species is gaining much
favour with Orchid growers after having been ne-

glected for years. It is truly a grand plant when
well grown. The very finest example I have
seen of this species was exhibited at Blackburn,
now some years ago, but a very good specimen is

now flowering in Mr. Sander's establishment at

St. Albans. It bears upwards of fifty spikes and
presents a marvellous appearance.--W. H. G.

Dendrobium Griffithianum.—The true form
of this glorious Dendrobe is now extremely
fine in the Cambridge Lodge collection, where
upwards of fifty of its immense drooping spikes of

golden-yellow flowers may be seen. This plant

belongs to the densiflorum section, the one great

fault of which is the short time the flowers remain
in beauty. D. Griffithianum, for example, does not
last more than a fortnight or three weeks in perfec-

tion. There are many inferior plants sold for this

superb variety.—W. H. G.

White-flowered Orchis mascula.—One of

the handsomest spikes of this rare and pretty

Orchid that I have yet seen was pointed out to me
the other day at The Rookery, Mr. Lubbock's pretty

place near the famous village of Down. White-
flowered forms of our native Orchids are few and
far between, and particularly so of Orchis mascula,
and when one does see it, the enfeebled appearance
of the plant and paucity of bloom at once lead us

to suppose that the unusual floral colouring is due
to disease or brought about by some peculiar morbid
condition due to the plant's surroundings. Not so

the plant in question, which was in rude health, as

was clearly demonstrated by the large healthy foli-

age, stout fleshy stem, and great wealth of almost
paper-white flowers. No particular care had been
bestowed upon the plant, it having been lifted some
years ago from a wood close by and transferred to

the rich alpine garden of The llookery, where it

seems quite at home, and is certainly one of the

showiest and handsomest of the many alpines at

present in flower. Why our native Orchids do not

receive a fair share of attention I can never under-
stand, for they are neither wayward nor unmanage-
able, uninteresting nor devoid of beauty. That the

plant in question was far more interesting, more
beautiful, and ten times more easily managed than
nine-tenths of the foreign specimens of hardy
Orchids exhibited at late meetings of the Royal
Horticultural Society, I can well vouch for.— A. D.

Webstee.

Vandas at Norwood.—There are several very
fine Vandas now flowering with Mr. James, but
the best is certainly a grand plant of \'. tricolor

planilabris, which bears numerous large highly

SHORT NOTES.— ORCHIDS.

Cymbidium Lovrianum.— This species is

firown in a very cool temperature by Mr. James in the
Oastlo Nursery, where ifc thrives aud flowers very

freely. Some of the recent importations of Mr. Low's
are flowering well, and some fine forms are appearing.

A specimen now bearing about 100 flowers is very

handsome.—W. IT. G.

Dendrobium Farmer! albiflorum.—A very
fine form of this beautiful variety is now flowering in

Mr. Laing's nursery at Forest Hill. The sepals and
petals are of the purest white, to which the deep
orftnge-coloured lip affords a beautiful contrast. This
fine form,' I believe, comes from the Burmese terri-

tory, hut it is .seldom seen.—G.

Thunia alba, or Phajus albus, as it is some-
tinu<3 labelled, was remarkably beautiful a few days
ago in the Orchid house at Kew. The flowers are pro-

duced in a short nodding raceme, and are of the purest
white, except for a delicate pencilling of purple over
tlio front portiou of the lip. It is one of our choicest
gems from Burmali and Northern India.

Cattleya Schroederi alba.—Avery Ihie form nf

this Cattleya is nuw flmvering in Mr. Laing's luu-sery

at T'orcst Hill. It is a beautiful variety, and, apart
fnuii its jnirity, it retains the delicious fragrance of the
species. 1 have not yet seen many of this white form.

aud believe it still remains scarce. It is well deserving
the attention of growers of these plants.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium chrysotoxum (the Golden-
arched Dendrobium). — Although an old species,

and one that has been somewhat despised of late, a
specimen in Mr. Sander's collection bearing 350
fully expanded flowers is enough to make the
plant a general favourite. The sepals and petals

are bright golden yellow, the lip being of a deeper
hue, prettily undulated and frilled, while the margin
is beautifully fringed and ciliated.

Cypripedium Curtisi.—A great quantity of

this plant has been sold by auction during the last

six or eight months, and I have heard many fears

expressed that the plants would not turn out true,

but these doubts may all be dismissed, I think, for

I have seen many of them flowering recently in

various places, and all that 1 have seen appear to

belong to a very fine form of Curtisi. The majority
of them have borne twin flowers upon a scape.

This fact enhances its beauty, and adds considerably

to the charms of this, one of the most beautiful of

its section.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum nebulosum.—This is a some-
what neglected plant, and I must acknowledge that

it is a species which has always found less favour
with myself than almost any other kind. Perhaps,
as in the case of O. citrosmum, we have not yet
learned how to manage it. Now and again, how-
ever, an extra good form is to be met with which
alters one's opinion, and such a variety I saw
flowering recently with Mr. Laing in his establish-

ment at Forest Hill. The flowers are large and
round, sepals and petals some 3 inches across, pure
white, the basal portion of each segment being thickly
studded with reddish brown blotches. The lip is

somewhat heart-shaped with an erose edge ; it has
a two-lobed crest, bearing a pair of teeth in front,

white, marked at the base with larger and deeper
coloured blotches than those on the sepals and
petals. Although 0. nebulosum was discovered
upwards of fifty years ago, I have never seen a fine

plant of it.—W. H. G.

Masdevallias at The "Woodlands.—These
plants are returning to favour, and deservedly so,

after being so much neglected. In this establish-

ment particularly they are receiving every attention,

and although there are not many kinds now flower-

ing, the condition of the numerous examples proves
how well their culture is understood. Just now
in bloom are several examples of the finest forms
of JI. A'eitchi both for size and colour that I have
ever seen, and also Veitchi sulphurea, in which the
inner half of the lateral sepals is of a distinct and
clear sulphur-yellow; this is a very handsome flower.

There is also a large form of the lovely canary yel-

low-coloured M. Davisi. This plant has hitherto been
somewhat neglected owing to its want of size, but
I am inclined to think that this arises from bad
cultivation, as I am strongly of opinion that careful

cultivation will develop size, more especially as I

have observed that wherever these plants receive

proper attention, the largest flowers are to be seen.

A lovely species bearing the name of M. Armeni,
belonging to the Shuttleworthi set, is a kind which
I have not seen before ; the flowers are wholly
of a rich purple, the narrow long tails being yellow.

—W. H. t;.

Phajus.—Although the Phajuses cannot be con-
sidered the choicest of Orchids, they may be said

to be among the most useful, as they are very easily

grown, and their fine spikes, which they send up
so freely, are of great value for cutting, as when
placed in glasses or vases they produce a striking

effect. They remain in full beauty in water almost
as long as they do on the plants, P. Wallichi is

one of the most popular and it is very free bloom-
ing, but P. grandifolius is larger, the two being
equally desirable. Unlike many Orchids, these

Phajuses require no special treatment, as all they
need is to be potted somewhat loosely in fibry peat,

witli a little sand and ch.arcoal mixed with it, and
to have free drainage by putting plenty of crocks

in the pots. The time to divide the pl.ants is

directly after they have done flowering, as then
they begin to grow, and, if desirable, they may be
pulled apart and divided ; but in doing this one or
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more suckers or shoots should be secured to each
pseudo-bulb. When the potting is complete, the

plants ought to have a half-shaded position in a

brisk moist heat, and be kept syringed once or

twice a day to encourage free growth. The flowers

are formed on the new side shoots, and it is neces-

sary, therefore, to get the shoots strong.—3. D.

Ferns.

FERNS AT EDMONTON.
The groups of Ferns exhibited from time to time

by Mr. H. B. May at the meetings of the Royal
Horticultural Society are sufficient indication of

the richness of the collection in the Edmonton
Nursery. The Fern specialist will find a store-

house of both common and uncommon kinds in all

stages of development, and obtain some idea of the

existing demand for this class of plants in the

London market. It is often repeated, and there is

much truth in the assertion, that Ferns are at their

lowest ebb in popularity at the present time ; but

although the enthusiasm once manifested has

lapsed into apparent indifference, there still remains

a general love for Ferns of the more common types.

Thus at Edmonton the Maiden-hairs are grown by
the thousand, and none more so than the old, but
still unrivalled A. cuneatum. Batches oflA. elegans, a
form of cuneatum, show a certain grace and refine-

ment wanting in the old favourite ; it has larger

fronds and a freer habit. There is a probability of

its becoming in the truest sense a market plant. A
whiff of fragrance came from a number of healthy
specimens of A. fragrantissimum, a beautiful Fern,

which until now we thought scarcely justified its

name ; but the young rising fronds have a distinct

hay-like scent. The dwarf, compact, and pretty A.

Pacotti, A. mundulum, and A. Legiandi are of quite

a distinct type from the taller growing kinds. They
are gems in their way, especially to those who
have only a greenhouse and little space. A Fern that
should become quite as much grown as A. Pacotti is

A. ReginsE, a variety with much of the character of

both A. Victoria; and the beautiful free-growing
scutum ; it has rich green pinnules and a handsome
free habit. A. Williamsi and A. farleyense were in

the collection, and two more handsome Ferns it

would be difficult to find. The graceful pale-col-

oured fronds of A. Williamsi are a contrast to those
of the heat-loving farleyense, that hang round the
pots like rich drapery. At this season everything is

full of life and activity, and now is the time to see

the brilliant tints on the young fronds of Veitchi,
rhizophyllum, rubellum, and macrophyllum, while if

we leave the Maiden-hairs and seek for colour in

other species we shall find rich hues in Pteris

aspericaulis, and an acceptable silvery shading in

P. argyrea, cretica, and other forms.

There is no sameness in Ferns. The delicate
fronds show various shades of green, sometimes
brightened by tints of crimson, or suffused with
bronze or variegated with silver. We may refer

again to the Maiden-hairs for the purpose of noting
the handsome and especially distinct A. cardio-
chlajna, formosum, and the bolder habited types,
as A. pentadactylon or the excellent basket Fern, A.
caudatum, a companion to A. dolabriforme. There
is, as is well known, many varieties of the common
A. Capillus-veneris, and few are more beautiful
than A. Mariesi, magnifioum, and the singular
fissum, a variety that will please those who like

curious Ferns. A distinctly crested Maiden-hair is

A. cuneatum grandiceps, a heavy tassel terminating
each frond. We are not partial to crested Ferns
unless they show some beauty, as in tlie strikingly

handsome Pteris serrulata, wliich in its several

forms displays much of the crested character

—

cristata major and May's variety of compacta
showing tills distinctive trait. P. cretica i.s, of

course, largely grown ; it is amonirst tlio most
popular of all Ferns, as much for its bright silvery

appearance as for its free growth and hardiness.

The variety albo-lineata is well known, and Mayi,
a dwarf-growing, conspicuously crested Kern, lias

established its name as a useful adilition to its

class. P. cretica nobilis, referred to on p. 439, is

another novelty in crested Ferns. P. tremula may
be seen in quantity and in different phases. It is

as useful as any Fern in cultivation. The Gymno-
grammas offer much colour and character, a
collection losing greatly in beauty and variety

by not having a few of the leading kinds. G.
Alstoni is a beautiful golden powdered form, the
tips of the pinnules incurved showing the gold-

dust-like powder underneath ; a crested variety of

the same class is G. Parsoni. As a foil to these,

a rich contrast in colour, are the silver-powdered
Gymnogrammas, of which G. peruviana argyro-
phylla is the best representative.

We must not pass over a genus rich in orna-
mental Ferns without referring to the number of

good sorts of Aspleniums at Edmonton. A. bulbi-
ferum, flaccidum, lucidum, laxum pumilum, nco-
oaledonicum, formosum, and other kinds were
growing as only plants do grow in a nursery mainly
devoted to supplying the market. Davallias need
no comment here as to their beauty. Few are finer

than D. Mooreana, or more lovely when in full

health and vigour than canariensis. The pretty
Tyermanni, buUata, Griifithiana, conspicuous for its

silvery rhizome, elegans, fijiensis plumosa,and tenui-
folia Veitchi are in the Ust of first-class Hare's-foot
Ferns, and it is not often we have seen them finer

than here. There were a number of the more beauti-
ful Lastreas and several large plants of Nephro-
lepises, which are magnificent Ferns for hanging
baskets, especially N. davallioides furcans, a re-

markably distinct type ; rufescens pinnatifida, a
graceful handsome Fern ; acuta, and exalt.ata, one
of the commonest and best of all. We might de-
vote several columns to describing the handsomest
types in the various genera, but we have said suffi-

cient to convey an idea of the wealth of good kinds
at Edmonton. The several Osmundas, palustris,

japonioa, corymbifera, &c.; Onychium japonicum,
auratnm, and those species more valuable for their
intrinsic beauty than mere usefulness are to be
found in rude health and vigour. Such a collection
of Ferns is a sure sign that tliousands do ardently
care for them, and we hope the time is not far
distant when some of that enthusiasm displayed
years ago will revive. We should then have more
variety in the fernery, and less of one kind than
now exists.

There is a great demand for Ferns in fancy
pots—toy-like ornaments that are much used in
drawing-rooms and small ferneries—and here may
be seen designs of all kinds, the pots filled with the
commoner kinds of Pterises, Adiantums, 5cc. They
are exceedingly pretty and tasteful.

natural soil, and it should have plenty of water
during the growing season,—P. Neill Feaseb,
Murrayfield, JUdmburgh.

Stove and Greenhouse.

Ceterach aureum.—In The Garden of March
30 I have just observed a paragraph by Mr. Gower
on Ceterach aureum. Two years ago I gathered
this plant in Teneriffe, and can answer his question
as to the nature of its habitat. I got it in two
places—at least twenty miles apart—both being up
valleys several hundred feet above the sea. One
habitat facing the east was on a somewhat dry
bank of soil, but the other facing the south was on
the ground among herbage, where the ground did
not seem particularly dry. The soil in both cases
was a light loam. I found the plant in Teneriffe

only, but in Grand Canary and Madeira a friend

with me discovered intermedium, a small form of

aureum. There was not a single plant to be seen
approaching aureum in size where these were
found, nor, on the other hand, was there any inter-

medium where aureum grew. I brought home a
few plants of each, and have kept them since in a
cold frame, matted up during frost. They are now
growing vigorously under this treatment. I am
curious to see if intermedium will develop into

aureum. I should like mucli to know if Mr. Gowcr
has ever received specimens of the largo form from
Madeira. A ]ilant sent me twelve years ago from
Teneriffe I still have. Mr. Gower says he has been
un.'ible to keep It alive over three years. I fancy,

from his description of the treatment he gave it,

that he must have over- drained the pot and kept
the plant too dry. Loam, as I have said, is its

SIDE-SADDLE PLANTS.
(SABRACENIAS.)

Tins is a curious and beautiful family of plants,

which appear to give considerable trouble to many
gardeners, but which in Mr. James' nursery thrive

remarkably well. Apart from their curious and
beautiful leaves, the Sarraoenias are extremely
showy when in flower, although I am inclined to

think two sets of plants would be required to main-
tain an annual supply of blooms, as these consider-

ably weaken the crowns. Sarracenias have been
much misunderstood, it having been assumed that

as S. purpurea comes from North America it should
be almost hardy in this country, but S. purpurea
grows in the centre of the Northern States, where
it is found amongst Sphagnum and wet Moss. In
the summer months the temperature rises to 100°

or 112° Fahrenheit, and however cold it may be in

winter, this plant is tolerably secure from any ill

effects through being well covered with snow.

This should show our growers in this country the

absurdity of expecting it to thrive well in the open
air here. It is still more absurd to suppose that

the other species which grow naturally much
further south can he successfully cultivated in a
cool house or in a position which would suit S.

purpurea. Mr. James' plants are for the most part

garden varieties, and these, whilst in no way in-

ferior to the imported plants, are extremely beau-

tiful in their markings, and are also not inferior to

them in the vigour of their constitution. Little

affects them but black thrips. The presence of

these, however, I do not think indicates that the

plants have been grown in too high a temperature,

but that the atmosphere has been too dry and arid.

Amongst the best of Mr. James' plants just now
may be mentioned

—

S. Chelsoni.—A hybrid between S. rubra and S.

purpurea, the pitcher-like leaves combining the cha-

racter of both parents. The upper portion assumes a
bright crimson hue.

S. Stevensi.—This is a beautiful form, the parents

of which, 1 think, were S. purpurea and S. flava. It has

large upright pitchers, with a large lid, somewhat re-

eembUng that of S. purpurea, and of a rich deep
crimson colour. The prominent veins are also deep
crimson with cross veins of a somewhat lighter hue.

S. CRISPATA.—This is a supposed natural hybrid

between S. rubra and S. flava. The pitchers resemble

those of the last-named kind in size and shape, the

upper part of the pitcher and the inside of the lid

being prettily veined with red.

The other kinds which were not sufficiently ad-

vanced to display their full beauty were S. Tolliana,

S. Swaniana, and S. Mitchelliana. These, together

with S. Drummondi and Drummondi alba, formed
rich collection of Sarracenias, which I should

much like to see more largely grown.
W. H. G.

Abutilon Madame J. Laing.—These Abu-
tilons are very elegant plants, but are not suffi-

ciently used during winter, at which season and
during the early spring months they make a
grand display. Particularly is this the case with

the above-named v.ariety, which is free in habit,

and flowers abundantly in even quite a small state,

the blooms being large and round and of a ricli

bright rose, flushed with pink. Abutilons should

receive a larger amount of attention than is usually

.accorded them by g.ardeners.— H. G.

Ericas and Azaleas.—Many of the Heath tribo

are just now very fine in Mr. J.inu's' nursery, whore for

some years groat attention has been given to tliem.

Amongst those conspicuous for their beauty at the

present time are grand examples of C.ivendishi,

allhiis, depressa, ventricosa tricolor, an old, but

beautiful form ; mundula, an almost forgotten

species, and many others. There are some hand-

some examples of the older kinds of Azaleas, and
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amongst them some of M. Van Houtte's newer
varieties. Of these now in first-rate condition are

Oswald de Kerchove, Mme. Van Houtte, Reine des

Pays-Bas, and many others. It is a great pity that

these plants are so neglected.—W. H. G.

Geonoma Herbsti.—This is evidently nearly

allied to G. gracilis, but it is somewhat stronger in

growth, and carries its foliage better ; moreover,

the segments of its leaves are broader than those

of G. gracilis, and the young leaves come up of a
rosy brown hue. This latter character appears to

me to be very distinct. The seeds, however, I am
told, came home with those of the typical gracilis.

A handsome young example is now to be seen in

Mr. Laing's nursery at Forest Hill. It promises to

become a useful plant for decoration ; indeed, this

and some of its congeners are specially useful for

growing with Orchids.

—

W. H. G.

Sundews (Droseras).—The two species D. ca-

pensis and D. dichotoma, I have noticed for the

last few years, have been exceptionally well done
in Mr. James' nursery at Norwood.
D. capensis is amongst the largest

of its kind which I have seen.

This, it would appear, is likely to

become plentiful at this establish-

ment, for the oldspecimen flowered
last year and produced an abun-
dant crop of seeds, which were
sown, and the young plants are

coming up in great profusion. It

is a pity we have not more species

of this pretty family of plants in

cultivation, and there are plenty
to be had. Mr. James' plants are
grown with his Odontoglossums.—'W. H. G.

iEchmea Marie ReginaB.^
This showy Bromeliad is now in

bloom, and is very attractive. It

is a large, bold-growing plant,

the blossoms being packed rather
closely together on a spike 2 feet

or more in length, thus allowing
it to well over-top the foliage.

The flowers are small and tipped
with blue, but they are not par-

ticularly showy, for by far the
most conspicuous feature is fur-

nished by the large boat-shaped
bracts, which subtend the blos-

soms, and are of a beautiful shade
of magenta -pink. They remain in

beauty a considerable time if the
atmosphere of the stove is not
too much charged with moisture.
Well-drained soil, composed prin-

cipally of fibrous peat, with copi-

ous supplies of water when grow-
ing, will suit this plant perfectly.
—H. P.

Anthurium Scherzeria-
num.—It is nearly twenty-seven
years ago since I first brought
this plant from Mr. Wendland in

Hanover to England, and flowered

it for the first time at Kew. The
.spathe was then very small, but great improvement
has been made by liberal cultivation and selecting

seedlings. Many grand displays have been made
from time to time, but one of the very finest shows

or less wanting. The old form of this plant, owing
to its lanky habit, was not well adapted for pot
culture, but the dwarf kinds are very suitable, as

they bloom even more freely and produce large

heads of bright blue flowers. As Ageratums grow
so quickly, the cuttings need not be put in before

this time. If grown in the open air they will make
good plants by autumn.—J. C. B.

GREVILLEAS IN BLOOM.
The Grevilk'.'^s are a remarkably pretty and in-

teresting class of greenhouse shrubs, and nearly

all natives of Australia. Though not grown
to any great extent in this country, Grevilleas

are certainly the most generally cultivated of

Proteaceous plants, as the merits of these last

are now overlooked altogether. A cool green-

house, such as will suit Heaths, Epacriaea, and
the general run of New Holland plants, meets

the requirements of the different Grevilleas
;

Grevillea robusta.

indeed, two of them (G. sulphuroa and G. ros-

mariuifolia) are almost if not quite hardy in the

south and west of England, while they will

^

often survive many winters around London
of this plant which I have seen is in the nursery of i ,y]ierc protected by a wall. G. sulphurea as-
Mr. James at West Norwood, where for some years '

- - - "
....

much attention has been devoted to the raising of

superior forms. Many examples of large dimen-
sions are to be seen, and they are free from the ob-

jectionable habit which many forms show of the
leaves curling round and concealing their size. The
colours also are extremely rich and deep, one
strikingly peculiar form being remarkable for its

rich scarlet spathe and lemon-yellow spadix.

—

W. H. G

sumes the character of a dense, much-branched
bush, with narrow pointed leaves, and during

the summer months the branches are thickly

clothed with sulphur-coloured blossom.s. The
individual blooms are not particularly showy,

but being borne in great profusion they render

a well - flowered specimen very attractive.

G. rosraarinifolia bears its peculiarly shaped
reddish purple-coloured blossoms in closely

Ageratumsinpots.—Ido not think that Agera-
1

packed clusters at the end of every shoot.

turns are much grown for blooming under glass, but
I

Other pretty Grevilleas arc G. ei ica-folia, a low

good plants in fuUflower at this time are very at- i
clo.'io-growin:; kind with noodle-like leaves, and

tractive, and they give a colour that is always more
, bright red blossoms. Tliis will often flower in

the depth of winter, a remark that applies also

to G. Thelemanniana or Preisi. G. Preisi is

very distinct from any of the rest, for it is more
open in growth, the long slender shoots being
clothed with much divided leaves (somewhat
like those of the Southernwood), whUo the
bright pink blossoms are borne in closely packed
clusters. Other very desirable kinds are G.
acanthifolia, punicea, and macrostylis. The
most commonly cultivated of all the Grevilleas
is G. robusta (see illustration), whose hand-
some foliage combined with its quick growth
renders it a very popular market plant. Tlie
foliage is certainly very beautiful, but the
flowers I have never seen. Seeds of this should
not be kept long out of the ground, as their
vitality is greatly impaired if they are not sown
as soon as received. H. P.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—Jasminum gbacillimum.—This is the

liest of the stove species of Jasminum, as owing to
its bushy habit of growth it is easier to manage
than the climbing kinds, and a much greater
quantity of flowers is produced. When well
managed it blooms from every bit of growth made.
Its white and fragrant flowers are suitable for use
in any combination of cut flowers. It may be pro-
pagated now and if the plants are liberally grown
they will bloom well during next winter or" spring.
Plants that flowered in the past winter will now
have started into growth, and will afford plenty of
young shoots in suitable condition for propagating.
The cuttings should be about 3 inches or 4 inches
long, and if taken off with a heel will be more
certain to strike than if severed at a joint. It is
better to put them separately into small pots than
several together in larger ones, as when in single
pots the roots are not disturbed when the plants
are potted on. A brisk heat with a confined moist
atmosphere and shade are the conditions necessary
to get the cuttings to root quickly. As soon as they
are well rooted put the plants into 3-inch or 4-inch
pots. Good fresh loam with rotten manure and
sand is the right material to grow them in. When
the top growth has begun to move freely, pinch out
the points of the shoots, so as to have the plants
properly furnished at the base. Shade will be re-
quisite through the summer, and the syringe should
be used freely every day. Plants that" were struck
last year and have flowered should have their
branches shortened back moderately, and when
they have started into growth they should be
turned out of the pots and have as much of the old
soil removed .is can be done without unduly disturb-
ing the roots. Pots 3 inches or 4 inches larger
than those they have been in will be necessary, as
during the present summer they should increase
considerably in size.

Jasminum Duchessb d'Orleans and the
double form of J. Sambac are desirable plants for
training round a pillar in a warm house. They are
more suitable for this than for draping the roof or
rafters, as the growth the plants usu.allv make is

not sulHcient for the latter purpose. When to be
used in the way advised and they .ire to be turned
out in a bed, the present is a good time for pl.mting
them. Plants that have already attained consider-
able strength in pots are much preferable to small
ones. Rich soil, similar to that recommended for
pot-grown plants, is necessary for the bed. Be
careful not to over-water until the roots h.ive made
some progress, as these Jasminums are not vigorous
rooters.

GnEENiiousE. — AMABTLLISE3.—The treatment
required by these plants during the spring depends
much on the system under which they are grown,
for though the usual course is to .'.tarttlie bulbs in
heat early in the spring, so as to have them in flower
during April .and May, still thty can be grown well
by allowing them to come on in a greenhouse or
cold pit. Where the former system is followed
thev wid now in most cases have bloomed and be
making their growth. It is of the first iini)ortance
that during this time the plants bo stood where
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they will get plenty of light. See that the soil is '

kept fairly moist, and that the leaves are well
syringed daily. In doing this it is necessary that
the water gets to the underside of the foliage to
destroy all traces of red spider. Weak manure
water should be given every ten days or a fortnight.

Stimulants of this sort are the most necessary when
the bulbs have not been repotted before or after

they have bloomed. This applies to both the ever-

green and the deciduous varieties, the latter being
now grown in much larger numbers than the former.
Even with these I do not approve of the annual re-

potting which is practised by some growers, as I

know from experience that the bulbs produce more
offsets when not disturbed, being repotted oftener
than necessary ; and with sorts that are scarce and
valuable this is an important consideration. Where
Amaryllises are grown under cool treatment, they
will now be moving and must have the soil kept
fairly moist. Sun-heat should be made full use of

by closing the lights early in the afternoon.
Whichever way the plants are treated they should
have a little shade in bright weather until the foli-

age is fully matured. When the evergreen varieties

require more root-room, they ought to be repotted
as soon as they have flowered.

Cyclamens.—Plants that were raised from seed
sown in the latter part of last summer may be sup-
posed to be in small pots. Give them now 3-inch

or 4-inch pots according to the size they have at-

tained. Manure of a cool nature, such as tho-

roughly decomposed cow manure, is the best to use
for Cyclamens. The material should have been
exposed to the air until it is black in colour and
quite mellow, so as to crumble freely. Pot mode-
rately firm. The plants should be kept close to the
glass, and, if possible, the pots should be stood on
fine coal ashes or other medium that will hold
moisture. In this way the under sides of the leaves

will be in the morning covered with drops of mois-
ture, the presence of which is distasteful to red
spider, thrips, and aphides. If the pots rest on dry
shelves or stages it is a diHicult matter to keep the
plants clean. They should be syringed every after-

noon at the time tlie lights are closed. To have the
plants as large and strong as they should be at the
end of the growing season, the temperature must
be kept a little warmer than that of an ordinary
greenhouse from the time the seed is sown up to

the end of autumn. This to some extent necessi-

tates their being grown in a pit or small house by
themselves. Where Cyclamens are grown on the
old cool and necessarily slower system, the seed
may be sown now, so that the plants may have more
time to attain size and strength, for on this depends
their ability to produce a full head of flowers. The
seed may be sown in ordinary large-sized seed-pans
or shallow boxes. Use finely sifted soil of a like

description to that recommended for potting the
plants in. Do not put the seeds in too thickly, or

the leaf-stalks will get drawn up so as to make them
weak before the seedlings are large enough to

prick off. The seeds may be covered a little deeper
than those that are very small. Old plants that
have done flowering should be put in cold frames,
choosing a shady position for them, or they may be
stood out of doors, where they will be out of the
reach of much sun. Coal ashes is the best mate-
rial to stand the pots on, as it will hold the mois-
ture necessary to check insects, and it also prevents
worms getting into the pots. The plants will re-

quire less water than when they were in an active
state of growth, but the roots should never be
allowed to become quite dry in the way that is

sometimes practised. This is the principal cause of
the corms often refusing to again make growth.
Cyclamens also suffer during the time they are dor-
mant after Ijlooming through the attacks of aphides
or red spider. These insects injure the leaves and
cause them to perish before their time, thereby
weakening the corms. With these plants, as with
most other things, it is almo.st as necessary to keep
them free from insects at the time of rest as when
in full growth.

Lilies.—The summer and autumn Uowering
Lilies that are grown in pots should now be .stood

out of doors, as after this time there is little danger
to be feared from frost, and the growth will be

more robust and healthy when the plants are ex-

posed in the open air than if under glass. As they
advance in size, the stems should be supported with
sticks before they get so tall as to bend over.

When neglected in this matter the leaves get fixed

in a position that makes them unsightly after-

wards. In potting any of the Lilies that throw out

roots from the stems near the base above the bulbs
the latter should be put low enough down and the
pots filled to within 2 inches or 3 inches of the rim,

so that when these roots begin to appear there

will be sufficient room to admit of soil for covering
them. Where this has been done these stem roots

should be covered in time to jjrevent their perishing.

L. GIGANTKUM is not Only one of the finest of all

Lilies for pot culture, but also one of the most noble-

looking plants that can be used in a greenhouse or

conservatory. Where this Lily is well managed it

does better and produces more flowers in a pot than
I ever saw it do in the open air in even the com-
paratively few localities where it succeeds outside.

The plants will now be pushing up their stems
apace, and should be encouraged by liberal appli-

cations of manure water. This should be used
weaker than some things would bear it. All other

kinds of Lilies that I have grown in pots are also

benefited by manure water from the time that their

roots are moving freely. Unless the stimulant is

applied early enough, it has little, if any, influence

on the bloom. See that the foliage is kept quite

free from aphides.

L. Haeeisi and L. eximium.—These are the

two best iorms of L. longiflorum, and are indis-

pensable for winter and spring flowering. As the

successional plants that have been forced go out of

bloom they should be moved to a cold pit or frame
for a week or two, so as to harden a little before

standing them out-of-doors, after which the pots

should be plunged in a bed of coal ashes. This

will not only keep the roots that are closely packed
against the inner surface of the pots in a healthy

state, but it will materially lessen the labour in

watering. This latter should be as well attended

to as it was previous to the flowering if the bulbs

are expected to be as good another year. The plants

that are intended to bloom last will require nothing

more than greenhouse treatment.

L. candidum.—This old out-door favourite is

now coming much into use for pot culture. In ex-

perienced hands it does well with moderate forc-

ing when not started too early or hurried too fast

;

but as the varieties of L. longiflorum already men-
tioned, do so well forced, it is best to let L. candi-

dum come on more slowly. Over-potting is a mis-

take in the case of all Lilies, but this old sort seems

to do with less root-room than most of the others.

When small pots are used it necessarily entails closer

attention in watering, and care must be taken that

the roots do not get dry now when the tops are far

advanced and the flowers coming on. It is requi-

site to be careful that no aphides are present. The
insects get on the flower-buds whilst these are

scarcely discernible, and also down amongst the

crown of leaves. When thus snugly concealed it is

next to impossible to kill them by fumigating

;

dipping in tobacco water is the best remedy, re-

peating the application until the insects are de-

stroyed. T. B.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND OREENHOVSE.

BosBiaea linophylla.—This i.'^ a mc'iuher of a

genus of Australian greonliouso shrubs, and a few ilajs

ago a specimen of it in the tomperiito house at Kcw
was a mass of the pea-shaped browu and yellow flowers.

Tlie branches hang down aud make a rich drapery of

hluoin.

Saxifraga sarmentosa tricolor.—Tluio is

always a nice lot of this 1>L'autiful plant in tlio Forest

Hill Nurseries. It is said to he an fxcerdiiigly slow

grower, atid I tliiidt that Mr. Laing slioiilcl grow on

some siieciinens and exhibit them at one of the nioot-

ings of the Koyal Horticultural Society in order to

bring this Saxifrage to the notice of the lovers of

(iri'tty aud clianicteristic plants.— VV. H. (1.

Begonia eorallina.— 1 am glad tliis plant is re-

ceiving the attention of Mr. Laing. It blooms almost

the whole year round, and flowers equally well how-

ever strong it may grow. I am fully persuaded that

no stove or intermediate house should be without a
specimen. Its bunches of blooms are large, as also the

individual flowers, which are bright coral-red, and
the seed-pods are broadly winged with the same colour.

—W. H. G.

Gloxinia virginalis.—This is a pure white,

erect-flowered kind, which should commend itself to

growers of these plants. It somewhat resembles a
white variety named Empress of India, raised and sent

out by the Messrs. KoUisson, of Tooting, some few
years since. It is, however, a better flower, being of

greater substance, and the limb is broader and of

greater regularity. Virginalis is a superb variety, and
well deserves recognition. I recently noted it flower-

ing with the Messrs. Laing, of Forest Hill.—W. H. G.

Smut on Camellias.—Growers of Camellias all

know that the plants, especially if in flower for a long

period when tlu-y cannot he syringed, are apt to gene-

rate smut on the leaves and wood. This is oljjection-

ahle in every way, and it is tiresome work sponging it

ofl'. An expeditious and efl'ective way of removing it

is to add paratHn oil at the rate of one wiueglassful to

three gallons of water and syringe the plants with this.

If syringed every other day for a week the smut will

entirely disappear.—J. MuiR.

Flower Garden.

MIMULUSES.
A SEEDSMAN of large experience was greatly snr-

prised the other day when here to find Mimuluses

not only planted out in the open ground largely,

but also in bloom. That was the 5th of May. The
plants were put out as early as the second week in

April, rather a trying period of the spring for

flowers usually regarded as tender ; but as evidence

of the really hardy nature of Mimuluses when sub-

jected constantly to outdoor culture, there may be

seen wondrous big clumps just about to bloom.

These have been on a west border and without any

protection the whole of the winter. I have no

doubt but that in more southern districts Mimuluses

would do well outdoors during the winter at all

times, but would, perhaps, suffer most when the

weather became hot and the soil dry and parched.

Generally, they do best on the cool side of a

north wall, but if very strong plants be put out as

early as the beginning of April, at least a couple of

months of good bloom may be had from them be-

fore midsummer, whilst, should the autumn prove

favourable, if the plants be neatly cut over, they

will bloom profusely again in September. My plants

did so last year, and were the second time of bloom-

ing if possible more beautiful than at the first,

but the flowers were not so large. Mimuluses

are very easily grown and they have this addi-

tional recommendation, that no other flower, not

even the rich - coloured and spotted herbaceous

Calceolaria, can equal them in the production

of wondrously marked and superbly coloured

flowers. The common expression " tiger spotted
"

is often applied to spotted flowers, but that ap-

pellation faintly describes the beauties found in a

really fine strain of Mimuluses. It is also a special

recommendation of these plants that they like a

cool position. Now we cannot get many flowers

that are very beautiful to bloom freely in cool

places or in shady spots, but Mimuluses seem to de-

light in r.ather damp soil, and where the rays of the

mid-day sun are shut out by a wall or fence. I

like a west aspect, because I find the flowers never

look more beautiful than when the sun, as it is

declining in the sky, shines upon them. I rather

think that all flowers look prettiest when the

rays of light are softening, as the colours then

are less glaring and more refined. The strongest

plants I have are now clumps big enough to fill

.s-inch pots, and are from side shoots pulled from

the old stools in the late autumn and dibbled into

a cold frame for the winter. Later plants and in

larger quantity are from seed sown early in Decem-

ber in pans in a greenhouse, and kept growing

simply in a cool temperature. When strong enough

to handle, the seedlings were dibbled up into a bed

of soil in the greenhouse and into shallow boxes

also, and from these put direct into the open ground.

So far the season has been kindly, still I have
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always found the plants to be thoroughly halt

hardy, and thus they make a beautiful display of

bloom early in May. A. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Bedding-oui notes.—This work being now in

full swing, the following notes may prove helpful to

those who have a lot of space to fill and but a few
plants to do it with. I have come to regard the

simplest mixtures of flowers as the perfection of

the bedding-out system, and have put my ideas into

practice, as will be seen by the description which
follows of the planting of certain beds. The plants

used in a large circular-shaped bed are the light

blue Agathrea cMlestis, the dwarf white Viola

Countess of Hopetoun, and pink-flowered tuberous-

rooted Begonia. These three kinds of plants are

used in about equal numbers all over the bed, which
is edged with variegated Mesembryanthemum, the

whole producing as charming an effect as the greatest

lover of effective flower-beds could wish to see. The
Viola and the Agatha^a require to be occasionally

pegged down, and this operation displays the Bego-
niai well, and thus breaks what would otherwise be

a rather flat surface. Another extremely pretty

arrangement, suitable for a bed of larger dimensions

than _the foregoing, can be had by employing the

scarlet-flowered Lobelia cardinalis on a groundwork
of the white Centaurea candidissima, Heliotrope,

and blue Ageratum in mixture. For a bed of this

size two distinct lines of plants as edgings should

always be used, and in this instance the outer edging

may either be the Gold Feather Pyrethrum,

variegated Mesembryanthemum, or Leucophyton
Browni, and the next line Iresine, of which
the variety Colemani is by far the best. For
permanent effect small shrubs, of which the Japa-

nese Retinosporas are the best types, may now be

used in conjunction with summer bedding plants.

The shrubs are most suitable for employment as

standards, and supposing the beds are of large size,

say circles from 10 feet to 15 feet in diameter, there

may be ten small shrubs, namely, a central one,

then three, and in the outer line six. Yellow Mar-
guerites, Violas, Bluebells, and mixed colours of

seedling Verbenas make a fine mixture for associa-

tion with the shrubs, and an edging of the white
Gnaphalium lanatum adds to the massiveness of

the arrangement. Two colours only—white and
either blue or purple—composed what was known
as the "shot silk" arrangement, and the surface was
unbroken by standard plants. The old, but still

good, variegated Geranium Manglesi and Purple

King Verbena make the most perfect arrangement
of this type of bed, and it is a great improvement
if plants of Iresine be used as standards over the

surface of the bed. I have used, instead of Iresine,

GreviUea robusta, also variegated Abutilons, and
though both do very well, the dark colour of the

Iresine contrasts so well with the white variega-

tion, and harmonises just as well with the purple

Verbenas, that I give preference to it. Another
economical mode of arrangement, say as regards

Dahlias, is to plant them thinly in a mixture of

various colours all over the bed, and as under-

growth, plant Harrison's Musk or Hardwick Yellow

Viola, or both in mixture. The shade that the

Dahlias afford to these plants admits of their being

planted in the most sunny aspects. Tall-growing

fine foliage plants of any kind that do well in the

open air in summer may be planted in the same
thin manner, and with either foliage or flowering

plants as undergrowth. Phlox Drummondi, Indian

Pinks, Mignonette, dwarf Nasturtiums, annual Chry-

santhemums, Salvia argentea, and Cineraria mari-

tima are all suitable for the purpose.

Spbing-flowbeing S.V-Xifbages. — We have

three Rockfoils just now in such line flower as

to justify an allusion to them. The first of these,

Saxifraga (^legasea) crassi folia, is very unlike the

ordinary kinds of Saxifrage. It has long, stout,

and leathery leaves that are sometimes a foot long

and from 6 inches to 8 inches wide, and the flower-

stems are as thick as moderate-sized Rhubarb stalks

and of a beautiful light red colour ; the flowers last

in good condition for a very long time. It is a fine

plant for either the herbaceous border or for an

open aspect on the rockwork where bold and hand-
some foHage is required. It is readily increased by
division of the roots. Saxifraga CKspitosa is of the

true Saxifrage type, growing in dense tufty form,

and on the rockwork or in front of herbaceous
plant borders, where it can be made to do good
service as a carpet plant, it spreads rapidly. At
this season it is literally covered with its beautiful

creamy white flowers, and continues flowering for

about a month. If it flowered a month earlier it

would be invaluable for spring bedding. The other

kind, Saxifraga hypnoides, almost a counterpart

of the preceding, is not quite so even in growth
and does not flower nearly so freely, but the indi-

vidual flowers are larger and slightly tinged with

green. It is a good rockwork plant, and stands

drought well, but it does best in a partially shaded
and moist position.

Hollyhocks.—Most of our'plants have stood the

winter in the borders where they flowered last year,

and they are now growing away freely, I think

better than those plants that were lifted and
wintered in cold frames, but it is too soon to form
any opinion of these, as they have only been
planted a month. Some few that were left out

have died, I think, from exhaustion through flower-

ing, and not owing to the severity of the weather.

I am confirmed in this belief by the fact that so

far as my own memory serves me, and that of

others who noticed the free and long time of flower-

ing of certain plants, that it is these plants only

that are dead. Hence the determination that this

shall not occur again, and as a first step to its pre-

vention, all the plants in a sufticiently advanced
state of growth have had all the shoots (would-be

spikes) cut off except two, and to this number only

we shall adhere, be the plants ever so strong. Good
mulchings of well-decayed cow manure will pre-

sently be given to all the plants, and water supplied

with a free hand whenever the weather is dry.

W. WlLDSJIlTH.

WINTERING CARNATIONS.
I'NTIL we get a race of Carnations that are but

little inferior in hardiness to the common Pink, I

shall for the future refuse to trust any valuable or

scarce kinds in the open during the winter. So
much has been written on this subject of late, and
we have so frequently been assured that no greater

mistake can be made than in massing up Carnations

in frames, that last autumn 1 thought I would leave

some of my stock in the open. I am not sorry to

have done so, for it has afforded an opportunity of

judging of the advantages or otherwise of protec-

tion. Some kinds, it is true, seem to bear full ex-

posure to the elements very well, and one that has

exhibited considerable powers of resistance in this

way is the beautiful apricot-coloured Mrs. H-'ynolds

Hole. In a general way, however, the ditierence

between protected and unprotected plants is so

great as to warrant the belief that the former must
prove much more satisfactory at blooming time. The
foliage of the protected plants is fresher and far

better, and, what is even more to the purpose, the

roots are more numerous and more active. 1 find

that the roots of plants in the open remain inert

during the winter, and in many instances they are

hardly even now on the move. This is, of course,

owing to the cold sodden condition of the soil.

Plants taken from frames where they were laid in

late in autumn in light sandy soil have an
abundance of active fibres that will grasp the

ground in a few days after planting. Where ill

effects have been oliservable from wintering Car-

nations under glass, they have been coddled and
probably have been put into small pots. Tliere is

nothing to be gained, but much loss of time

incurred in planting them, and if the plants

root freely, which they will do it healthy, by the

time they are put out in spring they will be more
or less root-bound. It is well known how reluc-

tantly root-bound plants put forth fresh fibres into

new soil, and when the ball gets dry it may re-

main so for some time, even when watering is re-

gularly attended to, the water given passing too

rapidly away through the loose ground to admit of

soaking the old ball of roots. Where choice Car-

nations pass the winter well in the open ground
the climatal conditions must be different from such
as prevail here. I have the advantage of a light

soil, and some of my plants were on ground some-
what raised above the ordinary level. I find, how-
ever, that in several instances I am worse off than
at this time last year,[many of the layers having died
whilst a large proportion are so much injured, that

but little can be expected from them either in the
way of bloom or to propagate from. It is not cold
that injures them, but a continuance of heavy
rains with a low temperature that does the mis-

chief. It is, I think, where the rainfall is least

that Carnations are most likely to pass the winter
in safety. J. C. B.

COLOUR IN AURICULAS.
Two of the seedling self .luriculas exhibited by
the Rev. Mr. Horner at the Auricula show gave
promise of new breaks in colour. One was a rich

coffee-red, the other a pure golden yellow. Yellows
we have seen before ; indeed, the old double
yellow Auricula has flowers of a very pure hue,

but then they have no form. ilr. Horner's new
seedling has exquisite form and character. The
coffee-red variety is a flower of first-class quality.

Such a colour will indeed be a brilliant addition to

the now too heavily hued selfs of our stage section

of Auriculas. In Mr. K. Dean's collection of fancies

was a huge flowered blue self named Blue Beard.
This variety would doubtless be classed as coarse by
the florist, but it has the merit of being very effective,

as was evidenced by the admiration bestowed upon
it by visitors. Still, it was a coarse flower, but if

we could obtain that and others like it in abund-
ance for common pot and border culture, how valu-

able they would be. Rich yellows we find just now
in great abundance in Polyanthuses ; indeed, the
stoutest of the Auriculas can never hope to excel
these rich-hued self Polyanthuses in our gardens,
but blue shades are rare, especially the rich violet-

blue ones, so dense and clear in a fine blue
Auricula. Judging by the large flowers, again,

rather coarse in character, which are now seen
amongst the alpines, it is evident that some effort

is being made to create richer colom's in that sec-

tion also. The coarseness is at present tolerated to

obtain the red hues sought for, and those who took
note of the large red flower, named John Bright, in

Mr. Turner's collection, will not fail to understand
the desire to enrich the alpine Auricula with more
fiery hues. It does seem odd that so far we find no
yellows, at least no pure yellows, amongst good
alpines. These seem to be found only in the show
section, or very indifferently in border flowers re-

jected from the show section. Not only would reds

of rich hues, but good clear yellows also be accept-

able in alpines, but in the latter case they would
have to be selfs throughout, as the centres of the

best flowers now are yellow. Here, again, we find

the golden hue of the centre of any of the best

varieties to be far more attractive and pleasing

than are the white or creamy-white centres of the

best flowers wliich produce them. The golden
centre in an alpine is as beautiful as is the dense

pure white paste of the show Auricula, and although

the white-centred flowers give many pleasing hues
or shades in the grounds, yet none can excel a
brilliant gold-centred flower, and especially when
the ground is of some dense rich colour also. .\.ll

edged or even laced flowers, necessarily, whilst

giving much that is very beautiful, yet lack that

striking effect which self flowers exhibit. It is

hoped that Mr. Homer and other raisers of Auri-

culas will strive to produce rich colours in great

variety, and it they in doing so should cease to

produce edged flowers for a time, there will be no
great loss, whilst the gain in brilliant colours in a
beautiful flower may be great. A. D.

Apennine Anemone.—This is one of the love-

liest of hardy flowers, and although an old inhabi-

tant of our gardens, is not so frequently met with

as one would suppose, considering how distinct and
easy of culture it is. It is not one of those hardy
flowers that requires good cultivation, but gives

the best results when left alone. It should be
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planted where it gets plenty of space to spread in,

for it increases rapidly, and, like most harcly flowers

of dwarf growth, must be seen in the form of large

clumps to be thoroughly appreciated. In some
places where it has been naturalised in the wild

garden it forms in spring a charming picture. It

does equally well in the open or under the partial

shade of trees.— J. C. B.

FUNKIAS.

The genus of Japanese plants known as Fiinkia

perpetuates the memory of a German botanist

named H. Funck, who died in the early part

of the present century. It would be difticult

to find a class of plants more beautiful in its

way or more easily grown. Funkias are hardy
perennials of the handsomest type, and it is not

alone for their bell.shaped flowers that many
cultivate them, but also for the characteristic

foliage, which in some kinds is as massive and
noble as that of a tropical plant, and in others

delightfully variegated. The Funkias are lilia-

ceous plants, and are very eflective when planted

simplest way is to propagate by division of the
crowns in winter, or in the spring. The latter

season is the best, just when the plants are

commencing to make new growth. It is scarcely

necessary to add that only well-established,

thoroughly healthy clumps should be divided,

and then they should not be split up into single

crowns.

F. SiEBOLi>l is one of the best known and
most striking of all the Funkias, the accom-
panying engraving of it showing its character

remarkably well. It grows from 18 inches to

about 3 feet in height, and has very large heart-

shaped glaucous leaves that measure quite a foot

across. The flowers are white, tinged with pale

lilac in colour, and borne from ten to fifteen in

tall racemes. This noble species came from
Japan in 1830.

F. ciRANDiFLORA is an exceptionally beautiful

Plantain Lily, and should be extensively grown
for the sake of ita spikes of snow-white delici-

ously fragrant flowers. The large bold leaves,

as broad as those of Sieboldi and delicate pale

Siebold's Plantain Lily (Fuukia Sieboldi).

in large cl umps, as we may sometimes see thorn in

the London parks and gardens. Nothing could

be more striking or tropical in aspect than a mass

of F. Sieboldi, which is represented in the ac-

companying engraving, and clumps on the

border, higher and rougher parts of the rockery

have a peculiarly beautiful effect, as much from

the silvery glaucous colour of the leaves as from

their width and vigour. The several varieties

that have variegated leaves are also exception-

ally pretty in small groups, as edgings to large

beds, or for the margin of the rockery. At

Kew the variegated Funkias are planted with

admirable taste on the rockery, where during

the summer their variegated leafage of white

and green is conspicuously handsome. There

is no garden but can fin<l space for either a

clump of the bold-growing plain-lcavcd types

or tlie v.ariegated forms, and the latter may also

be potted up for the enrichment of the green-

house with advantage. One point is easily over-

come, and that is the cultivation. A well-

drained, deep soil will grow the finest Funkias,

and it an increase of stock i.s rc(juircd, the

green, make this Funkia a strikingly handsome
])lant without the flowers. On light warm soils

it does well and even blooms satisfactorily, but

usually the flowers are cut off by frosts, and it is

thus necessary to grow the plant in pots to ob-

tain it in its full beauty. Tufts of it in well-

drained beds and borders are not common in

English gardens, but it may be grown in this

way, and in Paris it is used with much success.

We advise Funkia grandiflora to be grown freely

where flowers of sweet scent and delicate colour

are required in .autumn. It is the same as F.

japonica.

F. FoKTUNEi is a very robust species, grow-

ing about IJ feet in height. Its leaves are

smaller than those of Sieboldi, and tliey have a

distinctive bluish or glaucous tint. Another
liandsomo species is 1'. sub-cordata that has

several synonyms, as Hemerocallis alba, II. cor-

data, H. japonica, and H. jilantagiiioa. It is

an August flowering plant, with heart-sliaped

leaves about three (juarters of a foot long and

5 inches bro.-vd. They are glaucous on the upper

surface, but pale green beneath, and have loss

prominent ribs than in Sieboldi. The growth
is quick, and a spreading clump in a garden
is magnificent, as the noble leafage is very dense
and handsome. There are two variegated va-
rieties, marmorata and argentea, that are prettily

marked. F. ovata is the commonest of all ; it

is an old garden plant, and found in China and
Eastern Siberia besides Japan. The leaves are
broad, rich green, .and the flower-stems about
1 foot or more in height, the colour of the
flowers being wliito tinted with lilac. It is a
robust grower, and soon makes a spreading
mass. Those who care for variegated foliage

will find the v.ariety marginata, in which the
leaves are distinctly margined with white, a

good type of its class.

F. LANciFOLiA is the species that may be
recommended for the fronts of beds, borders,
and rockeries, as it is a small-growing plant, the
leaves each about 4 inches long, sometimes more,
and only measuring about 2 inches wide ; they
narrow considerably towards both ends. The
raceme of flowers is comparatively short, and
does not stand up boldly and gracefully .as in the

other kinds. Of lancifolia there are two beau-
tiful variegated varieties which should be grown.
These are albo-marginata and undulata varie-

gata. In the first of the two the leaves are

margined with white, and in the other the edge
is wavy and the leaf distinctly variegated.

The above-mentioned species and varieties

comprise the richest gems of this genus. We
may add one thing more, and that is the suit-

ability of the noble Sieboldi for town gardens.

For years there were two wooden tubs which
stood in a front garden in Holloway, each con-

taining a magnificent clump. Although exposed
to the dust, dirt, and heat of a London garden,

the leaves were as broad and rich in colour as

in the choicest specimens grown in the pure air

of the country.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Tulipa stellata is closely allied to T. Clusiana

;

indeed, lloi^el lias made it a variety. It is similar in

t'(3rm anil liabit, but without the deep p\irple eye, and
having yellow instead of black iilamonts and anthers.

It is widely distributed aud very variable.

Wallflowers from seed.—The present is a most
suitable time to snw seed tliat will produce plants
(;ipablo of being transferred to the flower beds next
Oetober or November. They will all bloom in April
and May, ISyO. It is fortunate for growers that the
best forms of Wallflowers come true aud can easily bo
raised from seed.—J. Mt'iii.

Tulipa Clusiana.—This, though an old and well-

known phmt, has become very scarce of late years. It

is called the Lady Tulip. The flowers are of medium
size, blush-rose inside with a deep purple eye, the
centre of the outer surface of the segments being
whitish with a Ixmd of deep rose ou each side. It

comes from the south of France.

Humea elegans.—This plant is very ornanietital

as a centre for summer flower beds, as it attains a

height of o feet or 6 feet and forms long, drooping,

most graceful sprays of pale jmrple seed-like flowers.

It does not do this until the second year, and to be

fully elfeotive seed should bo sown now to produce
plants that will be useful next year. \Ve have some-
times failed to get the seed to germinate, but last year

the young plants appeared in dozens, and we have now
a nice lot that will be planted out in a week or two.

—

J. Ml 111.

The Vernal Gentian (G. verna), so well

known and so much .admired, is now very beautiful.

It bariily needs describing in tliese pages, and the

only point worth noticing is that I lind that plants

raised from imported feeds arc very indifferent, and
sooner or later go off, while plants raised from
homc-s.aved seed sown in autumn form good per-

manent tufts, and give next to no trouldo. The f 0-

c.allcd species G. angulosa is surely much too near

our old friend to be distinguished. It is certainly

of a diflEerent shade of blue, the calyx larger, and
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the wings broader ; but these variations might
easily happen on a geographical form. Angulosa is

a Caucasian species, while verna is one of the
prettiest alpines of the British flora.—D.

PAUCITY OF BLOOM ON HARDY BULBS.
As the season advances this becomes more apparent
and seems to extend to nearly all our hardy bulbs,
even Crown Imperials, though the latter vary ac-
cording to their position. For example, some
strong patches on a west border are flowerless,
while some not so strong on a south border are full

of bloom. This points unmistakably to the scarcity
of light during last summer as the main cause of
the scarcity of blossom. The different results
among Narcissi and Hyacinths thus far point in the
same direction. The shadow and the cold were
most potential in preventing flowering where the
sites were coldest. White and other Lilies also
seem far weaker than usual, and the common Starch
Squill for the first time for many years has failed
to bloom. But these failures among hardy bulbs
seem to a large extent geographical, for within
a few days I have seen beds filled with im-
ported bulbs of Hyacinths, Narcissi, and Tulips,
all that could be desired. This seems a little

puzzling, for Holland is not exactly the brightest
nor warmest climate in Europe.

Can it be that inferior culture has possibly as
much to do with our paucity of bloom as the cold,
sunless summer of last year .' It is so generally
assumed that English-grown hardy bulbs are likely

to be inferior to Belgian or Dutch, that but scant
efforts are made to grow English bulbs up to
foreign standards.

Objection may be taken to this solution of the
inferior state of English hardy bulbs this season.
But as a fact they are mostly inferior, and it is

only logical to assume that any extra deterioration
of climate would make them still more so. The
standard of culture is also low for bulbs in the
open, as a rule. Daffodils, Hyacinths, Tulips,
Crocuses, &,c., planted in beds, borders, edgings on
the Grass and in woods are mostly left to shift

for themselves ; and it is little wonder that
at last the soil is utterly drained of food, and
the blooms fail or the plants dwindle or perish.
Such collapses among hardy bulbs and other plants
are common enough, and are mostly credited to our
sunless skies or dirty climate. Climate, indeed

!

These are cases of sheer starvation. A good top-
dressing, a fresh start on maiden—that is, un-
exhausted—sites would speedily restore to bloom-
ing strength thousands of our starved-out bulbs.

Their flowerless condition proclaims their weak-
ness in a manner tliat cannot go unnoticed and
can hardly be misunderstood, and most powerfully
appeals to the cultivator for more food at once
and without a day's delay to enable them to flower

again next year. I'ortunately, this cool and drip-

ping spring also favours the growth of the leaves,

which seem stronger and more numerous than usual.

If the latter are well fed and carefully matured,
next year's blooming is safe.

Even the scarcity or absence of the blooms this

season furnish almost a pledge of their plentifulness

next year. For is not the early removal of the
blossoms, almost before they reach full beauty, one
of the favourite devices of the Dutch growers to

make the bulb stronger and the blossoms yet more
plentiful the following season 7 It is not for

nothing, far less in the mere wantonness of folly,

that the great growers flood our markets with
bulb blooms at what seems to us ruinous prices,

or even convert the flowers into manure on the
spot. Their prompt removal enables the leaves

to develoji to the \ittermost the size and quality

of the bulbs, and to lay up in good time and in

full measure, in embryo, a yet richer harvest of

beauty for the succeeding season.

No one who stays to contrast such rational far-

reaching culture with the barbarous root-st irving

and seed-producing rc/imeii to which bulbs are

all too generally subjected in England can be
surprised at the contrast between the products of

Dutch and English grown bulbs.

Were only two cultural canons strictly enforced,
our out-of-door bulbs might sooner be pulled up
to something like the Belgian level. The first is

never to allow a bulb to seed ; the second, never
to allow a leaf to be bruised, covered over, or
cut off until it is dead ripe, which means that it

has finished its work for this season, and laid

the sure and certain foundation of next year's

blossoming. D. T. F.

PKIMULA SIEBOLDI.
Thosk who visited the Town Hall, Manchester, on
April 30, on the occasion of the annual exhibition
of the National Auricula Society, enjoyed a rare
opportunity of seeing something of the beauty of
the new varieties obtained by Messrs. Ryder and
Son, Sale and Manchester. 'They staged as many
as forty-two pans filled with nice young plants in

flower, just in the height of their beauty, and the
blossoms were much more developed than when
some of the varieties were seen in London a week
previously.

It is now some years since the seedling forms of
P. Sieboldi were first produced in this country. The
principal raisers have been Mr. A. Dean, Bedfont

;

Mr. James Allen, Shepton Mallet ; and, later, Mr.
George Geggie, of Bury, Lancashire ; M. Victor
Lemoine was also fortunate in raising new varieties.

Mr. Geggie, who was formerly in business as a nur-
seryman at Bury, has now the charge of the Pri-

mula Sieboldi of Messrs. Ryder and Son's at Sale,

and he is still producing new varieties from seed.

Of the new varieties shown at Manchester, the
following were the most attractive : Alba magni-
fica, pure white, with fringed petals ; Bruce Find-
lay, purjile ; Mrs. Ryder, white, tinted with blush-
pink on the reverse; Queen of the Whites, pure
white, smooth on edges, flat, and well displayed

;

Harry Leigh, lilac ; and Mrs. F. Spooner Wood-
ward, white, the reverse blue ; a very good selec-

tion indeed. (Jf older varieties mention should be
made of Brilliant, crimson-purple, fine and strik-

ing ; General Gordon, deep lilac-pink ; Miss Nellie

Barnard, bright crimson, of the character of lacini-

ata, but brighter in colour; Polly, bright purplish
rose ; Princess Beatrice, pure white, handsomely
fringed ; and Victor, pale magenta, or rosy red. This
makes up a collection of a dozen varieties that
cannot fail to please the most fastidious.

I often wonder this beautiful Primrose is not
more grown, for it is quite hardy, and requires only
a little careful treatment to ha\e it in fine form.
The plants shown both at South Kensington and at

Manchester were in small pots, and a number of

these placed together made up a pan. Supposing
an order is given for a dozen of these plants in

small pots, they are generally sent out before they
come into bloom. They should be at once repotted

into pots 3 inches in diameter, placed m a cold

frame, and watered sparingly until the roots begin
to work in the soil. When the buds begin to

appear the time of flowering can be a little hastened
by placing the plants in a cold greenhouse, or in

one in which artificial heat can be supplied only
in a small degree. P. Sieboldi is a plant that

seems to be very impatient of forcing; indeed, the

colder the temperature in which the plants flower

the better. When they have done blooming it is a
good plan to plunge the pots to the rims in a bed
of Cocoa fibre or ordinary soil, and allow them to

remain until Christmas. Then the roots can be
shaken from the soil and divided. Propaga-
tion is also effected by means of the rhizomes,
which extend themselves below the soil and throw
out roots which reach down a considerable way in

good soil. A good compost can be made up of

loam, leaf soil, some well-decomposed manure, and
sand to keep it open.

It may be added that the varieties are all de-

ciduous; they lose their leaves in autumn, but soon
become active after Christmas has passed. New
varieties are obtained hy means of seed, but seed is

produced very sparingly, and sometimes a plump-
looking seed-pod is found to be disappointing.

I do not think the usefulness of P. Sieboldi and
its varieties for cutting purposes is half enough

appreciated. I am told the flowers last fresh in

water for a considerable time, and all of them
are elegant and beautiful. There is not one of

them that is not far in advance of that somewhat
disappointing flower, P. japonica. R. D.

THE DAHLIA.*
The Dahlia, of which there are several species,

although probably not more than one is materially

responsible for the varieties now cultivated in gar-

dens, is a native of Mexico, where it was originally

found growing in sandy meadows at an elevation

of 5000 feet above the sea by Hernandez, physician
to Philip II. of Spain ; and it is consequently natural

enough that the plant should have made its first

appearance in Europe at Madrid, where Dahlia
variabilis was flowered by Professor Cavanilles in

the Royal Gardens from seed received from Mexico
in 1789, the Professor naming his acquisition in

honour of Andreas Dahl, a distinguished Swedish
botanist and pupil of Linnajus. At that time Lord
Bute was English ambassador at Madrid, and in

the same year— that is to say, just 100 years ago

—

Lady Bute sent seeds home to the Royal Gardens
at Kew, and thus first introduced the Dahlia into

England. Seed was also sent in 1804 by Lady
Holland, who brought it in that year from Madrid,
and it was among the seedlings then raised in the

gardens of Holland House under the care of Mr.
Buonaniti that the two first double varieties seen

in Europe were obtained. These varieties have
been sometimes referred to as the first double
Dahlias ; but if report be true, double flowers must
have been known in Mexico long before the Dahlia
was introduced into Europe at all, for in the

"Floricultural Cabinet" for 1858 it is recorded that
" Figures of a single and double Dahlia have been
found in an old work on the natural history of

Mexico, published at Rome in 1651. In this work
there is a very correct figure of a double Dahlia
under the name of Cocoxochitl, with violet-coloured

ray florets and a very conspicuous yellow disc."

Of other species the stately Dahlia arborea is not
hardy enough to be grown out of doors in this

country, and is not generally considered to be
worthy of house room. It appears doubtful whether
Dahlia coccinea can be maintained as a good
species ; and though frequent attempts have been
made to employ the pretty little Dahlia glabrata

(of which seeds were sent from Mexico to the

Royal Horticultural Society by George Frederick
Dickson, and of which a good figure was published
in the Botanical Mai/azitte in 1840) as a means of

obtaining plants of dwarf haliit, the varieties

raised, while sometimes of small stature, have
rarely been valuable, on account of their weak
tlower-stems, whereby the flowers, being more or

less pendulous, are ineffective on the plant. A foot-

note to the page on which the description of

Dahlia glabrata occurs in the '26th volume of the

Botanical Ma/jaziiie, giving the reasons why the
name of the plant should be pronounced " Dahlia,"

and not " Dalea," is worthy of the consideration of

the Dahlia-growing public. For practical purposes,

therefore, the Dahlias of gardens may be regarded
as varieties of Dahlia variabilis—perhaps the best-

named plant in the world ; and a good figure of an
early variety of this unstable flower may be found
in the first volume of the lioianical Magazine,
where a large single flower is portrayed having rich

velvety crimson petals (as the ray florets are

generally called by gardeners for convenience) 2

inches long, but decidedly narrow, and with a not
very conspicuous yellow disc, whose diameter is

hardly more than a seventh of that of the whole
flower. This plant is described as having been
received from France, where, about 1800. the cul-

tivation of the Dahlia was energetically undertaken
for the sake of the tubers, which were said to be
eatable. They proved, however, too acrid either

for man or beast, and the French growers then
turned their attention to the flower, with the result

t hat for some years the number of new varieties

imported from Paris was considerable.

As soon as double flowers were obtained the

Mr,
Read at a meeting of the Horticultural Club by
T. W. Girdlestone.
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singles seem to have been entirely discanled; at
any rate, they disappeared from the catalogues,

and the florists waged a war of extermination
against the yellow eye of the natural flower. In
the "Annual Dahlia Register" for 1831J there is

an interesting series of excellent coloured plates of

the Dahlias most in vogue among exhibitors at

that time, but of all the three or four dozen varie-

ties figured there are only three or four that have
the quilled petals that characterise the modern
show Dahlia. Nearly all the flowers are flat-petalled,

being of much the same character aswhat are now be-
coming so popular as decorative Dahlias ; and when
it is stated that pic-ta formosissima was frequently
seen in winning stands, at any rate up till about
18iO, those who have grown that grand old Dahlia
recently will easily realise the extent of the develop-
ment of the modern show Dahlia. This develop-
ment must, nevertheless, have been rapid between
1840 and 1850, for in a treatise on the Dahlia by
Robert Hogg, published in 1853, there occur some
coloured plates by Andrews of some of the flowers
then most fashionable, which do not difEer materi-
ally, except in point of size, from those of the
present show type, though nearly all lack finish and
refinement. A careful examination of these plates
should make it easy to disprove the statement,
which has lieen so often made, that show Dahlias
are no better now than they were thirty years ago.
If the statement were t-rue, the question would
immediately arise, Why are not these older varie-

ties exhibited ? A glance at Mr. Mawley's careful
records of the Dahlias exhibited during the last

six years at the National Dahlia show reveals the
fact that hardly one of these winning flowers is of
earUer date than somewhere in the '70's.

Very early in the day varieties with striped or
spotted flowers seem to have been obtained, but
they were generally inferior in form and size to the
self-coloured blooms. Presumably on this account
a distinction was made between show and fancy
flowers, so that the latter might be exhibited by
themselves, and their improvement encouraged. The
distinction has been a puzzling one to many be-
ginners in Dahlia culture at various times, not only
because fancies so often come self, but because a
flower with a light tip is a fancy, but a flower with
a dark tip is not. In the " Florioultural Cabinet"
for 1860, an article on new Dahlias signed " D."
begins as follows: "'Tell me where does fancy
dwell.'' (this is given in inverted commas, presum-
ably as a quotation, but the author's name is not
mentioned) for certainly it is most puzzling to tell

what are the principles on which the separation
has been made—white with a purple tip is a Dahlia,
but purple with a white tip is a fancy. Very odd!
However, the division is made, and there, I sup-
pose, it will remain, bo we must abide by it." How-
ever, the distinction served its turn, and now that
fancies have been raised to the level of the best
show sorts, the separation of the striped and tipped
flowers from the selfs has been to a great extent
abolished at the exhibitions of the National Dahlia
Society. In addition to these two classes, now
merged in one under the appellation of show
Dahlias, there are three other types, recognised in
these days even by exhibitors—namely, the pom-
pon, the decorative (or Cactus), and the single
Dahlia. Of these the first has flowers similar in
form to the show type, but much less in size ; the
second are most admired when possessing flat

petals, the type being Dahlia Juarezi, which was
imported (I believe) direct from Mexico, by way of
Portugal or Spain, and whose petals are flat,

pointed, and slightly twisted; while the single
Dahlias represent the natural form of the flower in
the wild state, only greatly improved in outline
and sulistance.

The culture of all Dahlias is simple in the ex-
treme, as they will grow in almost any soil or situa-
tion, but in the case of the show type con.siderable
experience is needed to know which varieties should
for exhibition purposes be vigorously thinned out
and disbudded, and which will only thereby be
rendered coarse and ungainly; for the points of
merit in a show Dahlia remain the same as when
first laid down any number of years ago, namely.

first form, then colour, and lastly, size; for it is

only "when other properties are equal that size will

determine the preference," and " in no instance
should either form or colour be sacrificed to size."

—( I'ide " Floriculture," by J. Mantel, F.L S.. about
1834.) There is another important point that was
insisted upon by the older florists, but which has
often been neglected by modern raisers to the injury
of the reputation of the Dahlia as a garden plant,

namely, that "the flower should be erect and stand
completely above the foliage." Varieties are not
infrequently met with having flower-stems so weak
that the flowers are pendulous and quite ineffective

on the plant ; in fact, habit of growth in Dahlias of

all classes is a matter which ought to obtain the
most careful consideration of all raisers.

It may perhaps be of interest to enumerate the
twelve best fancies and eighteen best show Dahlias
for exhibition, according to Mr. Mawley's analysis

of the National Show for the past six years. They
are: Twelve best fancy— Gaiety, Mrs. Saunders,
Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Chorister, Flora Wyatt, Henry
Eckford, Mrs. N. Halls, Professor Fawcett, George
Barnes, Duchess of Albany, General Gordon, John
Forbes. Eighteen best show—Mrs. Gladstone, Hon.
Mrs. P. Wyndham. James Cocker, Harry Keith,
Henry Walton, William Rawlings, Goldfinder, J. T.

West, Mr. L. Harris, Mrs. W. Slack, T. J. Saltmarsh,
Ethel Britton, Prince of Denmark, Mrs. Langtry,
Prince Bismarck, Colonist, Joseph Ashby, James
Vick.

The mode of exhibiting show Dahlias "on green
boards is regretable, but it is not easy to see what
to propose instead. So it must go.

All the other sections, however, pompon, decora-
tive, and single, are exhibited with very telling

effect in bunches of about ten (or six) flowers each.

And now that ingenious wire frames have been
devised for the staging and safe travelling of the
bunches, there is comparatively little trouble in

exhibiting them, and it may beho]ied that amateur
competitors will rapidly become very numerous in

the classes provided for these sections at the
autumn shows.

The statement frequently made that it is not
worth while to grow named varieties of single

Dahlias because just as good may be obtained from
any packet of seed is absurd. Seedlings may be
raised without the least difficulty by the thousand,

but not one in a hundred will be worth growing,
and intending exhibitors are counselled not to

depend for flowers to show upon their own seed-

lings.

Among singles, no one should omit to plant Amos
Perry, Enchantment, Formosa, Mr. Kennett, Walter
Ware, and Mrs. J. Coninck ; and amongst the most
beautiful of the decorative Dahlias are Charming
Bride, Prince of Wales, Henry Patrick, King of

Cactus, Empress of India, Lady Marsham, and Mrs.

Hawkins, in addition of course to Juarezi.

The year 18811 being the centenary of the in-

troduction of the Dahlia into England, the National
Dahlia Society propose to hold a Dahlia conference
on the first day (September (1) of their great exhi-

bition of Dahlias at the Crystal Palace, when it is

desired that there should be displayed as complete,

and if possible historical, a collection of Dahlias as

can be gathered together. It is confidently hoped
that all florists will afford the National Dahlia
Society their heartiest support, and then there will

be no doubt that the celebration of the centenary
of one of the most invaluable garden plants ever

introduced will be worthy of the record and develop-

ment in English gardens of what has been not in-

aptly styled the queen of autumn flowers.

Primula rosea.—In The Garden of May U
(p. 13(1) I sec tliiit " W. W." considers this plant tdo
delicate to witlistiiml iiniirntefted our winters. Iliave

lived four yeiirs in Niirt lianiptonshiro anil have never

seen any ill effeets from tlie frnst. Last winter I con-

sider was the most trying I have experienced, and the

plants here, without any protection whatever, have
iieen all one eouM wish.—G. (J., Floore.

Coronilla pflauca.— In Somersetshire this plant

may occasionally be seen ToarisMng grandly in the

open air, but, of course, it is given the protection

of a wall, and the situation is generally well
sheltered. In such positions the plants are more
or less in flower from early spring until autumn,
but it is in, the spring that they are the most attrac;

tive. I met with some vigorous plants a few days
ago associated with the broad-leaved Myrtle, and
thought the combination a very happy one. The
bright yellow flowers and light green foliage of the
Coronillas contrasted well with the sombre-hued
leaves of the Myrtles. The plants in question
are probably nearly twenty years old.— J. C. C.

Propagating.

Tea Roses.—It is generally supposed that most of

the Tea Roses succeed best when grafted on the
seedling Brier, and this may be the case with a few
sorts, but many of the most useful varieties will do
well on their own roots. Indeed, they are prefer-
able to grafted plants, for the reason that, instead
of being troubled with wild suckers, the plants pro-
pagated from cuttings throw up strong young
shoots from under the surface; these help to renew
and strengthen the plants. It is important that the
cuttings should be put in as early in the season as
possible, so that good plants may be established
before the winter comes on. Plants that have been
forced for early bloom will provide good material
for [ cuttings. In making the latter they should
be cut off quite close below a joint and one leaf re-

moved, but in doing this, care should be taken not
to damage the bud. Cuttings may be put into 5-inch
pots, putting from eight to twelve cuttings round
the pots and keeping them close to the outside.

Peat and sand in equal parts should be used, heavier
soil being liable to break off the roots when the
plants are potted off. The cuttings will root freely

in a close propagating pit where there is a mode-
rate bottom-heat. They should be removed to a
more open position as soon as rooted, otherwise
they will start into weakly growth. After being ex-

posed for a short time they will be ready for pot-

ting off. A good position to give them a start after

potting is on a half-spent hotbed. If the pots are
plunged in this the roots will soon take hold of the

new soil. The plants will require to be kept close

and shaded for a few days, after which they may
be gradually exposed. In a few weeks they will be
ready for potting on into about 5-inch pots. Good
rich loamy soil should be used and the plants potted
firmly. If plunged in an old hotbed they will be
all the better. Under proper treatment good strong

specimens may be established by the autumn, and
it these are stood out in the open and the wood well

ripened they will make good plants for flowering in

pots or for next season's bedding. A batch of plants

propagated annually to take the place of those that

have done two or three years' service will give far

greater satisfaction than growing on old specimens
year after year. Of course, I more particularly

refer to those grown in pots.

StATICB.—The greenhouse species and varieties

of this genus are very distinct, and kec]) u]i a good
display for a considerable time. It is, perhaps, as ex-

hibition plants that the Statices are best known. At
almost every summerexhibitionlarge specimensmay
be seen, and useful as such plants may be, smaller
plants are certainly to be ]ireterred for many pur-

poses. Although not quite so readily propagated as

many subjects, young plants may be obtained from
cuttings without much dillicully. Early in the
spring is the best time for propagating, but it is

not yet too late. Cuttings may be obtained from
the weaker growing shoots of old plants. Previous
to taking them, all the old leaves .'hould be cleared

off close to the stems. After being properly

cleaned, it is better to leave them for a day or two.

Short pieces, with just sullicient stem to keep them
firm, succeed best. They should be put in singly

into small pot.s, using light sandy soil with a litt'e

extra sand at the base of the cuttings. The pots

should be plunged in the close propagating pit

where there is a moderate bottom-heat. The cut-

tings take sonic time to root ; therefore care should

be taken that they are not crowded up. Very little

water should be given until they are well callused,
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when more may be supplied. As with most sub-
jects that have to remain in a close pit for any
length of time, dampingoff often occurs, but this may
be prevented by keeping the leaves clear of the
plunging material and giving plenty of room. S.

profusa, S. Butcher!, and the larger-growing S.

Holfordi are three of the most useful Statices.

A. H. E.

Societies and Exhibitions.

CRYSTAL PALACE.
May 11.

The best show that has been held at the Crystal
Palace for many years was that of Saturday last.

It was excellent in more ways than one. There
were many more entries than last year and the
plants were better grown. The most conspicuous
falling oflE is always in the amateurs' division, and
the present occasion was no exception to the rule.

Those who admire specimen stove and greenhouse
flowers. Ferns, and fine foliage plants will have no
cause to complain of the display ; but it would have
varied the exhibits more and produced a lighter

effect to have had a greater abundance of hardy
flowers, which were confined to about two miscel-

laneous groups.

The splendid specimens in the class for six stove

and greenhouse plants in bloom shown by Mr.
Chapman, gardener to Mr. J. Spode, Rugeley,
reminded one of the exhibits that were seen years

ago before the growing of specimen plants lost

much of its interest. Tremandra erictEfolia, Hed-
aroma tulipifera, and Erica profusa were the best.

Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, carried everything before

him in the classes for Azaleas. His nine specimens
in the class for these were as well flowered as any
we have seen, the plants smaller somewhat than
usual, and therefore less formal and stiff. Roi
d'HoUande, red ; Duchesse de Nassau, red shaded
violet ; Due de Nassau, brilliant crimson ; Reine
des Fleurs, salmon-pink and white ; and Mrs.

Turner, salmon-pink, margined with white, were a
mass of bloom. Those from Mr. H. James, Castle

Nursery, West Norwood, are worth mentioning for

their fine culture, although eclipsed by the yiough
plants. The first prize for eighteen Azaleas went to

Mr. Turner. Mr. James was the only exhibitor in the

class for nine Ericas and he was awarded second
prize. There was no competition in the classes

for Pelargoniums of the show and fancy types, but

it would have been hard to beat Mr. Turner's

plants, even if there had been a contest. In the

fancy section such varieties as Mrs. Langtry,

white, upper petals bright rose ; Roi des Fantasie,

The Shah, and Jenny Howlet were densely flowered,

and particularly striking in the class for show kinds

was the plant of Empress of Russia, which has almost
black flowers, margined with white. Mr. Turner
had to give way to Mr. D. Phillips, Langley Broom,
Slough, in the class for eighteen Pelargoniums of

the show and decorative sections, the specimens
of the latter exhibitor being small, but exceedingly

well grown.

Gloxinias were the best feature amongst the

flowering plants. There were several entries in the

class for twelve, and sturdy specimens full of bloom
were shown. Those from Mr. J. Hopkins, Lyn-
wood Gardens, Gipsy Hill, were much the best.

Mr. Long, gardener to Mr. H. C. Barker, Streatham,

had eighteen excellent specimens of herbaceous

Calceolarias, the flowers varied in colour and the

plants not too large.

ROSE.S were finely exhibited in the class for

eighteen by Messrs. Paul and .Son, Cheshunt, whose
bush specimens were as fresh and beautiful as

could be desired. Edouard Jlorren, Cheshunt Hy-
brid, Innocente Pirola, Mons. Margottin, Charles

Lawson, Alphonse Soupert, Beauty of Waltham,
Alba rosea, and Ulrich Brunner were the most
conspicuous for beauty, especially the last-men-

tioned variety which seems a Rose for all seasons

and methods of culture. Jlr. W. Rum^ey, Waltham
Cross, who was second, showed t'lrich Brunner,

Beauty nt Waltham, Marquise de Lyon, and John
Stuart Mill in splendid condition. It was surprising

Orchids were not more numerous. There was only

one competitor in the class for a group, viz., Mr. A.

Howard, gardener to Mr. H. Little, The Barons,

Twickenham ; Cymbidium Lowi, Cattleya Skinneri,

and C. citrina were in good flower. Mr. Jas.

Douglas, Great Gearies, Ilford, showed the best nine

specimens, including well-flowered examples of

Odontoglossum Roezli, Dendrobium nobile, and
Cypripedium villosum. Mr. Henry James, who was
second, had a good plant of Odontoglossum citros-

raum roseum, in which the flowers are shaded with

rose in the lip, and Lselia Russelliana.

Foliage plants were represented by the usual

type of plants—Ferns, Dracsenas, Crotons and
Caladiums ; but although there were many poor

specimens, some were of great excellence and

served to show that there is an inchnation to

again bring specimen plants of this kind into favour.

Mr. Penfold, gardener to the Rev. Canon Bridges,

Beddington, had specimens in the classes for Ferns

and fine-foliaged plants, that quite eclipsed those

of the other exhibitors. He was first in both classes.

Mr. Offer, Handcross Park Gardens, was a frequent

prize-winner, showing Crotons remarkably well;

while Mr. J. R. Bird, gardener to Mr. A. Causton,

Lodgemore, W. Dulwich, was first for Draca3nas. It

goes without saying that the nine Caladiums of

Messi-s. J. Laing & Sons, Forest Hill, were magnifi-

cent. Three of the brightest kinds were Ludde-

manni, green, veined with crimson and variegated

with white ; Candidum, silvery grey, and Sancho-

nianthum, green, centre crimson. It would be

better if shorter names were used. Mr. H. James
was the only competitor in the classes for Sarra-

cenias and Nepenthes. An admirable group of

plants was that from Messrs. J. Laing & Sons, in

which were several choice Orchids, as Cattleya

Schrcederi alba.

Single specimens were, as a rule, good. Mr. W.
Chapman had the finest stove plant, and Mr.

Douglas the best Orchid, exhibiting Dendrobium
nobile. The first prize for a single specimen green-

house plant went to Mr. C. Turner, who had Azalea

Comtesse de Flandre one mass of bloom. Mr. J.

Lambert, gardener to Mr. H. W. Segelcke, Heme
Hill, was to the front in the class for a fine foliage

plant.

There were classes for bouquets and similar

arrangements, in which Messrs. Perkins & Sons,

Coventry, and Mr. Thomas Butcher, South Nor-

wood, were the leading prize-winners. A very

choice box of cut stove and greenhouse flowers was
put up by Mr. Henry James, who was first. There
were good blooms of Cattleya Schrcederi, C. Law-
renceana, and Odontoglossum citrosmum.

Amateurs were well represented as far as names
go, but the plants were far from good. Messrs.

Offer, Chapman, Phillips, and Penfold were the

principal prize-takers. The Gloxinias from Mr. C.

Nunn, gardener to Mr. J. Soames, Woodland Lodge,

Greenwich Park, were admirably grown, the plants

strong and the flowers freely produced.

Special prizes were offered by Messrs. Sutton and
Sons for six specimen Gloxinias, and Mr. J. R. Bird

was the most successful, Mr. J. Hopkins being

second. For the best brace of Cucumbers the first

was Mr. Thomas Lockie, Windsor. Messrs. Carter

and Co., High Holborn, also offered prizes for the

best brace of Cucumbers, and Mr. Thos. Lockie was
again the winner of the first prize.

MiscELL.VNEous GROUPS Were numerous. An in-

teresting collection of herbaceous plants was put up
by Messrs. Paul and Son, Broxbourne, compris-ing

the best of the hardy flowers now in season. A
large bank of Daffodils came from Messrs. Barr and
Son, Covent Garden. The flowers of the trumpet

varieties were exceedingly fresh. Messrs. J. Laing

and Son had a group of tuberous Begonias, a few of

which were certificated ; and from Mr. J. Walker,

Thame, Oxon, came a magnificent box of Marfchal
Nifl Roses, the flowers large, faultless in shape, and
richly coloured. A showy collection of Anthuriums,

comprising principally A. Scherzerianum, was put

up by Messrs. J. Peed and Son, Roupell Park. Mr.

F. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Bath, showed Pansy

flowers and cut Roses ; and Messrs. Carter and Co.

a fine bank of Cinerarias, interspersed with plants of

Lilium Harrisi. They also exhibited specimens of

their giant strain of Mimulus. A distinctly coloured

Stock named Mauve Queen, the flowers mauve,

came from Mr. J. Brown, gardener to Mrs. Waterlow,

Great Doods ; also a good type of Mignonette named
grandiflora erecta. Mr. R. Miller. Southdown Nur-

sery, Shoreham, exhibited regal Pelargonium Pearl,

a white sport of Mme. Thibaut, the flowers pure

white. Mr. J. Bird had a group of Mignonette.

First-class certificates went to Messrs. J. Laing

for the following double-flowered tuberous Begonias

:

Duchess of Teck, primrose-yellow; Stanstead Gem,
crimson; and Claribel, white centre, lower petals

salmon pink. Mr. F. Hooper was awarded a certifi-

cate for Pink Her Majesty, a very free-blooming,

dwarf, sturdy plant, the flowers larger than those

of Mrs. Sinkins, quite as white, and very sweet

;

and Mr. T. Lockie received a certificate for Cucum-
ber Lockie Perfection, which is a good type.

A full prize list is given in our advertising

columns.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
MAY 11.

The meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

held on Tuesday last as usual in the Drill Hall

Victoria Street, was worthy of the month of May.

There were rich collections of the choice flowers of

the season and many single exhibits of much in-

terest and beauty.

FiBST-CLASs CERTIFICATES Were awarded to the

following:

—

L.KLIA DiGBYANA-Mossi.E.—The name of this

magnificent hybrid is a key to its parentage. It is

the result of a cross made by Mr. Seden between

La^lia, better known as Brassavola, Digbyana and

Cattleya Mossia:, the former being the pollen

parent. From two such conspicuously distinct

Orchids .as these we might expect a striking pro-

geny, and in this La;lia we have the beauty of both

admirably combined. The plant bore one flower,

which has more the character of that of a Cattleya

than a LEelia, and a splendid lip enriched with the

delightful fringed margin characteristic of Digby-

ana, whilst it retains its size and substance. The
colour is soft pink, overlaid in the front portion of

the lip with small splashes and a central stripe of

rich magenta, this just showing a tint of green.

When the flower opened first this colouring was

wholly green, but gradually changed to yellow.

The narrow sepals and wider petals, but not so

broad as in C. Mossise, are rich pink, shading at the

edge to a deeper colour, and as yet they are the

weak part of the flower, but will become bolder as

the plant increases in strength. As regards growth,

it is intermediate between the two parents; the

leaves stiff, almost sword-shaped, and rich green,

with the purplish shading on the under sides as in

B. Digbyana; they are not so wide as in C. MossiiP.

A silver medal was also awarded it. From Messrs.

J. ^'eitcb and Sons, Chelsea.

Odontoglossum egregrum.— Abeautiful Odon-

toglossum of the Andersonianum type. A small

plant was exhibited bearing a raceme of nine

flowers, in which the wavy sepals and petals are

thickly and richly blotched with brown over a

greenish ground colour, shaded with magenln. It

is a bright and handsome flower. From Mr. F. G.

Tautz, Shepherd's Bush.

Botanical certificates were given to the following

Orchids : Ponthieva maculata, a curious species, of

which an interesting description is given in The
Garden of April H, LS^'.i. Acineta maculata is a

rare kind, unlike other Acinetas, in which yellow is

the prevailing colour. In this form the flowers are

profusely spotted on a dull pink ground with

maroon, this being richer on the lip. A plant of it

bore two of the pendent spikes. Both of these

Orchids came from Mr. Biokerstaffe, gardener to

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bt., Dorking. Brassia cau-

data, also certificated, was shown by Mr. T. White.

The flower has a greenish white lip and petals

of conoid, r.a'ile lengt h. From Mr. F. W. Aloore, 1! lyal

Botanic Gardens, Dublin, came Saccolabiura ceri-

num, a curious, and certainly not beautiful, species,
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the flowers small and greenish in colour. Mr. W.
Gordon, The Nurseries, Twickenham, received a
botanical certificate for a Calanthe named Tracey-
ana, described as a new species from Japan. It is

in the way of veratrifolia, tlie leaves rich green
and abundant, and the small flowers of a mauve
shade.

In addition to the above awards for Orchids,
first-class certificates were given to the subjoined
plants:

—

Pink Hek Majesty.—A beautiful and most
promising Pink, with much the character of

Mrs. Sinkins. The flowers are quite as large and
full, pure white, sweet, and with cut edges to the
petals. The plant is also of strong habit. From
Mr. F. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Widcombe Hill, Bath.

Tuberous Begonia Duchess of Teck.—

A

very double, large-flowered variety of a distinct and
telling primrose tint. From Messrs. J. Laing and
Sons, Forest Hill.

Tuberous Begonia Stanstead Gem.— This
is quite as full and double as tlie foregoing, but of

the richest crimson colour. From Messrs. J. Laing.

Dkacena Doucetti.—An ornamental and dis-

tinct plant in the way of D. australis. The narrow
leaves are green margined and ^variegated with
creamy wliite ; it is not spotty, like many variegated
plants. From Messrs. J. ^'eitch.

Ceinum Kieki.—A cut spike of this handsome
Crinum was sent by Mr. Ross, gardener to Sir G.
Macleay, Pendell Court. It is a Zanzibar species
and first flowered at Kew, we believe, in 1879.

The flowers are borne about eight together and are
white, with a central band of bright carmine down
each of the segments—a contrast to the crimson-
coloured anthers. They are also very fragrant.

Rose Silver Queen.—A standard plant of this

new Hybrid Perpetual Rose was exhibited by
Jlessrs. Wm. Paul & Sons, of Waltham Cross. It

is apparently an excellent Rose for standards, and
if we judge the individual flowers alone, we can
give it unqualified praise. The colour is of the
same shining pink as seen in Captain Christy, but
the flower is smaller, more compact, and fuller than
in that variety. It is evidently a Rose of undoubted
merit, though when fully expanded the flowers seem
liable to show the yellow centre. We shall expect
to find the variety Silver Queen take a high place
amongst light-coloured Perpetuals.

CuNONiA capensis.—Flowers of tliis were ex-
hibited by Mr. G. Wythes, Syon House Gardens,
Brentford, where there is a tree 20 feet to 30 feet
high in the conservatory. The flowers are white
and in spicate racemes. It was introduced from
the Cape of Good Hope early in the present
century.

AwAEDS OF MEEIT went to Mr. R. Dean, Ealing-
for—
Mi.MULUs GEANDis, a variety with flowers of a

dazzling crimson colour, the centre of the lower
petals lined inside with golden hairs. The p!ant,
which was a mass of bloom, was lifted from the
open ground.

Pansy Golden Cuown.—A superb spring-bed-
ding variety, the flowers large and of a rich golden-
yellow colour, with a central blotch of deep purple.
It is very dwarf and free.

Hardy flowers comprised chiefly Tulips and Daf-
fodils. The various kinds of Tulips, comprising a
fine series of the curious Parrot varieties put up
by Jlr. Walker, of Wliitton, showed not only the
suitability of Ham and Whitton for the culture of
Tulips, but also that they can be grown as well in
England as in Holland. There were bunches of
flowers from English as well as Dutch grown bulbs to
show that in our own country Tulip culture is not
an impossibility. The flowers betrayed severe
traces (if tlie effect of hail and heavy rains,
some of them being much disfigured and bruised.
Besides the P.irrot Tulips, marvellous for brilliant
and bizarre colouring and grotesque shape, there
were such noble kinds as Gesneriana, Didieri,
crimson ; Narbonensis alba, white margined with
crimson ; the rich yellow retrofiexa, one of the
finest of all the species of Tulip ; cornuta or acumi-

nata and elegans alba, a perfect gem, the flowers
pure white with a thin edge of crimson ; it is ex-

ceptionally chaste and beautiful. Also worth men-
tioning were vitellina, fulgens. Rose Luisante, rich

carmine ; and an unnamed form of the Gesneriana
type, the flowers medium in size and rich yellow.

A silver Banksian medal was awarded. Messrs.

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, had a rich bank of

Narcissi, composed principally of the Poet's varie-

ties, ornatus and recurvus verus being especially

beautiful. N. Perfection, a trumpet variety, is

worthy of note. It has a sulphur-coloured trumpet
as large as that of maximus, and broad, massive
white segments. A good form of Johnstoni named
Mrs. Milner was also shown. The flowers are far

richer in colour than those of the type. Besides
Daffodils there were fine flowers of Tulipa fulgens,

retroflexa and cornuta ; also a good collection

of early Irises. A silver medal was given. A
small, but remarkably well -grown collection of

hardy flowers came from Messrs. Paul and Sons'

nursery at Broxbourne. There were masses of

the Foam Flower (Tiarella cordifolia) and magnifi-

cent clumps of Trillium grandiflorum, Ramondia
pyrenaica alba, Haberlea rhodopensis, Epime-
dium niveum and Lamium aureum. Messrs. Ryder
k Son, Sale, Manchester, had a number of plants of

Primula Sieboldi in small pots, to show the great

freedom of flowering displayed by this hardy Prim-
rose. Snowflake, white; Beauty, bright crimson; and
Maiden's Blush, white and mauve, are well marked
varieties. Four kinds of Primula Sieboldi were
shown by V. Lemoine, Nancy ; Obelisijue and
laciniata rubra were richly coloured. Mr. K. Dean
had a superb tuft of P. Sieboldi laciniata lifted

from the open border. A few flowers of seed-

ling alpine Auriculas of dingy colours came from
Mr. J. W. Wilson, South Cave, East Yorks. A small,

but interesting collection of hardy flowers was sent

from the Royal Gardens, Kew, and consisted of

early Iris, Narcissus Bernardi, of which full parti-

culars will be found on p. 417, and Lotus pelio-

rhynchus, with scarlet flowers. There were also

Allium Jesdianum, rose, and several hardy Orchids,

of which several notes have appeared recently in

The Garden. Amongst the kinds exhibited was
the large, velvety-brown-lipped Orchis Bertoloni.

Mr. F. Ross exhibited Rogiera cordata, which has a

dense head of pinkish flowers.

Orchids were fairly numerous. We were glad
to see some contributions from the collection at

Heaton House, Cheshunt, of which Mr. B. Searing has
charge. He exhibited a splendid group of Masde-
vallias, the plants large, full of flowers, and admir-
ably grown ; M. Harryana, blood-red variety, and
one named Comet, rich scarlet, were of intense

colouring. In the centre of the group was a mag-
nificent plant of Phal:i3nopsis grandiflora, carrying

about fifty flowers of faultless size, shape, and
colour. There are few men who know better liow

to manage Moth Orchids than Mr. Searing. A
silver-gilt medal was awarded. Sir Trevor Law-
rence, Bart., had a small group of choice kinds,

comprising Dendrobium tortile roseum, in which
the twisted sepals and petals are of a soft rose, the

lip very pale sulphur-yellow, just tipped with
magenta. There was a good plant of Lycaste
Harrisoni Buchaniana, the sepals and petals

washed with dull rose, lip veined with brown on a

yellow ground, and the crest orange ; and also one
of the now well-known ('ypripedium bellatulum.

Denilrobium signatum promises to become a very

free-blooming Dendrobe ; the flowers are of a kind

of buff-yellow, the lip velvety-purple at the entrance

to the throat, surrounded by green. The ^Vallflower-

scented Epidendrum glumaceum, Cypripedium
Curtisi, and Odontoglossum excellens chrysomela-

num, the flowers yellow with large blotches of rich

brown, were also sliown. In addition to these were
two Anthuriums of striking character ; these were
A. Leodense, the spathe large and rich blood-

crimson ; and A. Burfordiense, whicli has a very

broad, hand.somc spathe of rich crimson colouring

;

it is of the Anilreanum type. Me.s.srs. Heath
and Son, Cheltenham, exhibited a buflt-pelalled

Odontoglossum citrosmum, which is not half so

pretty as the variety roseum, and a collection of

choice cut Orchid blooms came from Mr. W. llall.

Upper Tulse Hill. There were splendid varieties
of La^lia purpurata and Cattleya Mendeli, including
a flower of C. Blunti, in which there was not a
trace of colour of any kind, except just at the
throat, where there is a suffusion of yellow.
It is a chaste and beautiful flower. Spikes of a
large and richly coloured variety of Cattleya
Mendeli and Lailia purpurata came from Mr.
Fraser, gardener to Mr. R. B. White, Arddar-
roch, N.B. Mr. F. G. Tautz showed the spotted
Odontoglossum Schillerianum, a fine form of

0. crispum, and Cypripedium Carrieri and C.
Jleasuresianum came from Jlr. Jleasures, Camber-
well. The first mentioned is a hybrid between
Veitchi and venustum, and has much of the cha-
racter of venustum in it. A hybrid Masdevallia
named M. caudata (Shuttleworthi) Estradas was
shown by Messrs. Veitch and Sons ; it is a cross
between the two named, and has more the cha-
racter of Estradaj in the flowers than caudata ; the
colour is purplish maroon, the tails of the sepals
being yellow. A double Amaryllis named multiplex
that resembles equestris, and is brilliant orange-
scarlet in colour, came from this firm, also Asple-
nium amabile, a graceful South African Fern.

Roses were represented by two striking groups.
Messrs. William Paul and Sons, Waltham Cross,

had a silver-gilt medal for a large bank of bush
plants and cut flowers ; Mme. Gabriel Luizet, John
Laing, Queen of Queens (rich rose). Her Majesty,
Violette Bouyer, Garden ;Favourite (brilliant car-

mine), and St. George (H. P.), the flower rich crim-
son shaded with purple-violet, were worthy of note
for their freshness and beauty. Messrs. H. Lane
and Son, The Nurseries, Berkhamsted, were
awarded a silver medal for an excellent group of
leading varieties.

Mr. C. Turner, Slough, had a silver medal for

small specimen Azaleas, and Messrs. Veitch & Sons
for a collection of Japanese Maples, Cydonia
Maulei, and Aciphylla squarrosa. A number of
small plants of the crested Pteris cretica nobilis,

referred to in The Garden (p. 402), came from
Mr. H. B. May, of Edmonton.
A new Broccoli, called Multum in Parvo, was

shown by Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley. It has the
appearance of an ordinary Cabbage, the leaves en-
closing the flower-head. Four of Vilmorin's varie-

ties of Radish came from the Chiswick Gardens, and
excellent examples of La Grosse Sucrfee Strawberry
were exhibited by Mr. W. ('. Leach, Albury Park
Gardens, Guildford, the fruits large, well coloured,
and richly flavoured ; they were grown in 4.V-inch

pots without artificial heat. Wood wool for pack-
ing soft fruits and flowers was shown by Mr. George,
Putney ; it seems too coarse for the purpose.

In the afternoon a lecture upon Irises was given
by Professor Michael Foster, F.R.S.

ROYAL BOTANIC.
May 15.

This society was doubly fortunate on the occasion of
its first summer show; the exhibition itself was in-

teresting, though small, and there was not a drop of
rain to mar the pleasure of visitors. The large tent
looked as it usually does on such occasions. There
were many fine banks of flowers, and the various
specimen plants were tastefully disposed, the Aza-
leas making rich blocks of colour. These were better
grown and more freely flowered tlian we have seen
them for years, especially those of Mr. Jame.s,

Castle Nursery, Norwood, and Mr. Turner, Slough,
who always come to the front in classes of this cha-
racter. We should have liked more liardy flowers,

but as the flush of Daffodils and Tidips is over,

this may account partly for their scarcity.

The best collection of hardy herbaceous plants
came from Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries,
Tottenham, who had superb masses, just what
ouglit to be exhibited, not small scraps that do not
show the proper charactcrof the plants— Saxifragii

Camposi, the Foam Flower (Tiarella cordifolia),

I':conies, Pancratium illyricum, the crimson -

coloured Spiixa palmata, Lilium giganteum, ad-
mirably grown : Trillium grandiflorum, Trollius

asiaticus grandiflorus, which lias larger flowers than
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the type ; and Dielytra speotabilis alba, which as

shown has pink flowers, bat the true form is of

the purest white. The following varieties of

Primula Sieboldi were worthy of note : Intermedia
alba, pure white ; Administration, brilliant rose

shaded white ; Magenta Queen, rich rose-crimson
;

Crimson King, splendid rose-crimson ; Nellie Ware,
very free, fine rich pink. Messrs. Paul and Son, Old
Nurseries, Cheshunt, were second, exhibiting Tulipa
Gesneriana, Scilla nutans violaoea, very large bells

of a rich violet-blue; Geum miniatum, Trollius

europsEus, Epimedium niveum. Anemone sulphurea,

Thalictrum aquilegium rubrum, which has large

heads of pale mauve flowers ; and the large-flowered

Corydalis nobilis.

Jlessrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, were first in the

class for a collection of alpines. Saxifraga Camposi,
Ramondia pyrenaica alba, Aubrietia tauricola, which
has very rich bluish-violet flowers, produced in a
dense mass; Alyssum saxatile and Edraianthus
serpyllifolius, deep blue, were the choicest.

As mentioned before. Azaleas were unusually fine;

the specimens smaller than usual, but handsome
for that very reason. Mr. Turner in the class for

six had admirable specimens of such varieties as

Comtesse de Flandre, Reine des Fleurs, Etendard
de Flandre, Ferdinand Kegeljan (rich red), and
Due de Nassau, carmine. Mr. Albert Offer, Hand-
cross Park Gardens, Crawley, was first in the

amateurs' class, exhibiting unusually fine specimens
of magnifica, Leopold I., red ; Jlrs. Turner, salmon-

pink ; and Baron Stigula, rich red. Mr. Charles
Turner was first in the open class for twelve speci-

mens, Mr. H. James being second, and both showed
plants of high culture. Mr. James won the first

prize offered for twelve stove and greenhouse plants,

and although a large class, the specimens were of

excellent all-round quality. Azalea magnifica, a
splendid white variety ; A. Magnet, rich red ; and
Erica Cavendishiana were the finest. There were
admirable plants exhibited by Mr. W. Chapman
gardener to Mr. J. Spode, Hawkesyard Park
Rugeley, in the class for ten stove and greenhouse
specimens in bloom; amongst them a good example
of the crimson-flowered Erica profusa. In the
corresponding class for six, Mr. Chapman was again
the most successful. Pelargoniums were not so

good as we have seen them at the Botanic, and the
competition was confined to Mr. Turner and Mr. D.
Phillips, Langley Broom, Slough. In the nursery
men's class for six specimens, Mr. Turner was first,

having densely-flowered plants of Gold Mine, Lady
Isabel, Kingston Beauty, and Mens. Desmoulin. In
the amateurs' division, Mr. D. Phillips was the most
successful, as also in the class for six fancy varieties,

amongst which were Prince Teck, The Shah, Mrs
Porter and Pilgrimage. Mr. James had the finest

six specimens of Cape Heaths.

Ferns and fine-foliaged plants were of the usual
character. Mr. James was again a prominent prize

winner. He was first in the nurserymen's class for

fine-foliaged plants, having amongst, other things a
grand specimen of Latania borbonica, and in the
amateurs' division Mr. Albert Offer was first. He
had two excellent plants of Croton undulatus and
C. Warreni. Mr. Offer had the best specimen
Ferns.

Roses were fresh and beautiful for the season,

but we should have liked to see more of them.
Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, were first in the
great class for twenty specimens. The plants were
finely Uowered, especially the varieties Alba rosea.

Magna Charta, Francois Levet, Francisca Kruger,
and Innooente Pirola. Mr. W. Rumsey, Waltham
Cross, was second.

Orchids were not so good nor so plentiful as

usual. They occupied the usual bank which they
have done for years ; it would be a relief to see

them in some other position at the next show. The
first prize in the amateurs' class was taken by Mr.
A. Howard, gardener to Mr. Little, Twickenham

;

Tliunia alba, Cymbidium Lowi, and varieties of

Lycaste Skinneri were well flowered. Mr. Howard
was also to the front in the class for twelve speci-

mens, having a well-flowered plant of Lycaste
Skinneri grandis, the petals bright rose, sepals

white. In the corresponding class for nursery-

serymen, Mr. James was the most successful. The
specimens of Odontoglossum citrosmum roseum,
Laelia purpurata, Dendrobium nobile, and Oncidium
sarcodes were worth a note for their fine culture.

The herbaceous Calceolarias of Messrs. H. Cannell
and Sons, Swanley, who were first in the class for

twelve, were splendidly flowered, and represented

an excellent strain.

The miscellaneous class is always a large one,

and on the present occasion contained some of the

finest things exhibited. Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son,

Waltham Cross, had a magnificent collection of

bush Roses, and also cut flowers similar to those

which were exhibited at the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting on the previous day. The new
Hybrid Perpetual, Silver Queen, was amongst the

number, and a standard plant of a Tea kind, named
Corunna, the flowers coppery pink and of excellent

shape ; Rose (H.P.) Crimson Queen is very handsome,
with its rich crimson, maroon-shaded flowers (silver

medal). Messrs. Laing & Co., Forest Hill, liad a
choice group composed principally of tuberous
Begonias and Orchids. Oncidium sarcodes macu-
latum, yellow, richly spotted brown, is a flne va-

riety; and amongst the IJegonias, magnifica, a single

variety, crimson in colour ; Claribel, double, rich

salmon except in the centre, where it is yellow
(silver medal). A silver-gilt medal went to Mr.
B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, for a splendid

group of Orchids in which were fine specimens of

Calanthe veratrifolia, C. masuca, Cymbidium Lowi-
anum, Lajlia purpurata, Cattleya Mendeli, Onci-
dium concolor, 0. JIarshallianum, Cattleya citrina,

Aerides Fielding!, and Dendrobium Dalhousianum.
Mr. Williams also showed specimens of Rhododen-
dron Williamsi, the flowers being produced in small

compact heads ; the petals are white with the upper
ones tinted with yellow. He also hail plants of

the prettily crested Adiantum versaillense ; An-
thurium paradise, in which the spathe is creamy
white, tinted with a pinkish colour ; A. Scherzeri-

anum atro-sanguineum, a variety with a very rich

crimson spathe ; and Nephrodium pallidum crista-

tum, a graceful pale-coloured Fern.

Messrs. Cannell and Sons exhibited several new
tuberous Begonias. The plants were as noticeable for

their splendid habit as for the richness and size of

the flowers. Imogene, salmon-rose, a lovely variety

;

Mrs. G. Goschen, the flowers lemon-tinted ; J.

Douglas, a rich rose-coloured variety ; and J. Mar-
shall, brilliant crimson, were the finest. All are

double kinds, in which Messrs. Cannell excel.

A rich orange-red coloured single type was C. T.

Welsford. Messrs. Barr and Son, Covent Garden,
had a large bank of Narcissi, the more important
kinds in which are noted in our report of the Royal
Horticultural Society (bronze medal). A magnifi-

cent display of the Bermuda Lily (Lilium Harrisi)

was made by Messrs. Carter and Co., High Holborn,
the plants splendidly flowered and well grown.
From the same firm also came plants of their giant

Mimulus strain and Cinerarias (silver medal).

Messrs. J. A'eitch and Sons had a group of Ja-

panese Maples, Asplenium scandens, a graceful

Fern ; the double-flowered Rhododendron balsamjc-

florum album. Gloxinia electra, rich scarlet ; and
G. Sidonie, purple shaded with a paler colour at

the margin (silver medal). Messrs. Sander and
Co., St. Albans, showed a small group of choice

Orchids. Amongst the number, t)dontoglossum

hebraicum excellens, the flower of excellent shape
and blotched with brown on a pale yellow ground,

and the singular Catasetum discolor were marked
out for certificates. Mr. G. T. White, Winchmore
Hill, exhibited a group of Orchids consisting of

Brassia caudata, well flowered plants of Masde-
vallia Lindeni, and fine varieties of Cattleya

Mendeli. A group of the same class of plants also

came from Messrs. Hugh Low and Co., Clapton,

containing excellent plants of Cypripedium bella-

tulum, C. niveum, C. hirsutissimum, Cattleya

Lawrenciana, and several Dendrobes. Varieties of

Primula Sieboldi came from Messrs. Ryder and Co.,

Sale, Manchester, and Pelargonium Pearl from Mr.

Miller, Shoreham. A silver medal was given to

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, Roupell Park, Norwood

Road, for a group of Anthuriums, and also to

Messrs. H. Lane and Son, Berkhamsted, for an
excellent display of pot Roses of the leading
varieties. Messrs. John Standish and Co., Ascot,
showed Japanese Maples (silver medal), and Mr.
A. Offer, miscellaneous plants (bronze medal). Mr. F.
Hooper exhibited Pink Her Majesty, fully described
in the report of the Royal Horticultural Society,

and Mr. Samuel Hill, Forest Gate, a Coleus named
Eureka, the leaves broad, deep crimson, shaded
with magenta. Mr. Thomas Lockie, Windsor,
showed Cucumber Lockie's Perfection.

Space prevents individual mention of the certi-

ficated plants, but the best things are noted in the
report.

A full list of prizes is given in our advertising
columns.

The 'Water Lily liouse at Kew is open now
for the summer, and contains an excellent collec-
tion of tropical Water Lilies and other aquatic
plants. Nymphaja stellata and its varieties, includ-
ing a pure white one, are flowering freely, and the
brilliant yellow-flowered N. tuberosa flavescens
should be seen. The flower displays several shades
of yellow, the sepals palest of all ; but the petals
are rich primrose, which passes into a deep self

yellow in the corona. It is to be hoped that this
Lily can be established in our open-air ponds and
lakes. A coloured plate of it was given in The
Garden-, March 31, 1.888, under the name of
Nymphsea Marliacea. It is a seedling raised in
the nursery of Mons. Latour-Marliac, Temple- sur-
Lot, Garonne. Limnocharis Humboldti is also
blooming freely, and a coloured plate of this will
be found in The Garden, May 21, 1887. A pretty
little aquatic, named Colomba aquatica, with small
yellow flowers, will please many.

Death of Prof. Reichenbach.—The news of
the death, at the age of 6.5, of Heinrich Gustav
Reichenbach, the greatest authority on Orchid
nomenclature, will be received with profound
regret by all interested in the plants of which he
made a lifelong study. His death was not quite
unexpected, as for years past he has been in indif-

ferent health, and on this account alonfe was
prevented from attending the great Orchid con-
ference held in the conservatory at South Ken-
sington in 1885. Since 1841 he has devoted part of
his energies to Orchids, but it was not until 1865,
after the death of Lindley, that he flUed the leading
position in the Orchid world. His descriptions of
new species and information generally on Orchids
were a source of immense interest and pleasure,
besides being of incalculable value. He was for

many years director of the Hamburg Botanic
Garden, and his name was always associated with
the great horticultural or botanical congresses held
from time to time throughout Europe. His herba-
rium is one of the richest in the world, and it is to
be hoped it can be secured for our national collec-

tion. Though known in every country as the fore-

most orchidist, Prof. Reichenbach's knowledge of

plants generally was extensive. We have lost a man
whose place it will be very hard to fill.

Gardening in the Transvaal. — Can any
reader of The Garden recommend a useful book or
porioilical treating of gardening in the Transvaal (near
I'rrtiiria), where standard Apricot trees are grown?
What sorts of seeds of vegetables, &c., are best sent
from Kngland-'— I. N.

BOOK RECEIVED.
Hullotin do la FeJoration des Socii'ti's d' Horti-

culture do Belgitiuo.

Names of plants. — TiJ/nnan-.—Omphalodes
vorna. Read.— Ploase send again under numbers.

1!. Flemirell.—Your Cypripedium looks -like a
.small C. Lowi. David 2'iilci/.—Flowers too much
smasliod to identify. I'loaso send again. Houiyei/.

—Sparmannia africana. Constant Readrr.— 1, Pip-
tanthus nopalensis ; 2, Berboris Darwini ; .*i, Houoliera
glabra.

—

Mik^ Jiohin&on.— Vihurnuni macrocoplialuni.
— ,.l7ui;).— I, Woodwardia I'adicans ; 2. Nephrodium
ijiollc ; .'5, send botti'r specimen; -t, Forsytliia For-
tune! ; 5, Saxifraga sarmentosa.
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WOODS & FORESTS.
THE BARKING SEASON.

With tlie exception of planting ornamental

trees and tlie formation of young plantations

there is, perhaps, no period during the year

fraught with so much anxiety to the forester as

that of the barking season. This arises in a

great measure from the limited space of time

that the trees are in the best condition for yield-

ing the finest bark as well as from our uncertain,

changeable climate, for if once Oak bark gets

thoroughly saturated with rain it loses a large

percentage of the astringent quality which it

contains, and is thus reduced in value. Oak
trees are generally in good condition for peeling

when the buds and leaves begin to expand, but

this varies considerably in different parts of the

country, as well as in the size and healthy con-

dition of the trees to be felled. Every forester

should therefore satisfy himself as to the proper

time to begin operations, as no fixed rule can

be given to suit all localities alike. I have

sometimes found Oak to be in prime condition

for peeling in the south, while in the far north

the trees weie not ready until the season was

some few weeks further advanced. As soon as

the trees are ready, no time should be lost in

m.aking a commencement, for the sooner strip-

ping and harvesting are completed so much the

better. On the other hand, although early

peeling is desirable, yet the work should never

be begun until tlie bark can be removed with

the greatest facUity and without the aid of beat-

ing with a wooden mallet, as this not only

creates additional work and expense, but like-

wise bruises and damages both the appearance

and quality of the bark to a large extent. The
quality of bark that has been loosened with a

mallet is likewise very easily deteriorated by rain,

as I have occasionally seen it after a wet night

get quite mouldy and full of black inky spots

before it could be dried. Of course some
branches and pieces are occasionally met with

where the bark cannot be removed without the

mallet ; the less hammering the better. The
barking season proper should only last about a

month, and under any circumstances it should

never be prolonged after the trees are beginning

to be in full foliage, otherwise it will be at the

expense of inferior bark as well as reduce the

reproductive power of the stools in the forma-

tion of strong healthy suckers from the roots to

form the succeeding crop of trees. Trees from

twenty to thirty years old when in good health

and grown in a sheltered early situation gene-

rally produce the best bark, and if well saved it

should have a bright creamy colour, and snap

over by pressure without bending.

In thinning Oak plantations of any extent,

two species are often found growing mixed to-

gether, and as the timber of one of these,

namely, Quercus ses3iliflora,is inferior in quality

to that produced by i). pedunculata, the former

should always be selected for removal as far as

possible at the time of thinning. The distin-

guishing characters of these are that (). sessili-

lora produces its fruit and leaves without foot-

stalks, while those of Q. pedunculata are sup-

ported on foot-stalks. As these varieties cannot

be distinguished in early summer at the time of

barking, I have found it to be an advantage to

select and mark the trees to be removed when
in full leaf the previous year. In cutting down
coppice wood, as well as in cases where all the

trees are to be removed, thLs precaution is un-

necessary. In some localities I have occasion-

ally found the stems of the trees infested to a

certain extent by several species of Mosses and
Lichens, and as these are injurious to the quality

and appearance of the bark, they should bo re-

moved by a scraper previous to stripping, which
will also have a beneficial effect in promoting
the drying. When felling the trees the bark
should first be removed to a distance of about
'2 feet from the base of the stem upwards. Small
trees, some 6 inches or 8 inches in diameter at

the butt end, may be felled with an axe, but
such as are of a larger size had better be felled

with a cross-cut saw, which will economise time
and timber to a considerable extent. In all

cases where the roots or stools, as they are

sometimes called, are intended to reproduce a

second crop of timber, care should be taken not

to strip and remove the bark too far down the
base of the stump, otherwise there is great risk

of destroying many of the latent buds which
form the embryo of the future tree. In order
to prevent water from lodging on the top of the
root and causing rot, the margin of the stool

had better be dressed all round in a uniform
manner with a sharp adze, care being taken to

leave the centre rather higher than the margin
to attain that end. The tools used for felling

and barking are few in number — light and
heavy axes, cross-cut and hand-saws, hand-bill,

barking-iron or duck-mouthed chisel, wooden
mallet, and adze for dressing the stools. These
vary in shape and size in different parts of the

country.

The bark is generally removed from the stem
and large limbs of the tree in pieces about
3 feet long, but branches of different shapes and
sizes down to 1 inch in diameter should be
peeled, and for the convenience of the workers
they should be cut into lengths of about 2 feet.

When the bark is ready it should be removed at

once and placed upon wooden stages erected in

an open, airy situation to dry. In cases where
such a place cannot be had in the plantation

I have found it to be an advantage to take the

bark outside, where it could be fully exposed to

the influence of sun and wind. These stages are

erected by placing a series of forked sticks in

pairs right opposite each other along the line for

the stage. A small piece of wood should then
be placed between and resting upon these forks

as a base, and a few small poles laid upon
these along the line to form a platform for the

bark. In saving Oak bark it ia a matter of

importance not to expose the inner side to the

weather, as this is found to have a detrimental

effect on its quality. In order to guard against

this, the smaller sizes had better be placed upou
the stage first and the largest pieces jilaced upon
the top, outside uppermost, as a protection

against rain and the adverse influence of the

atmosphere. The stage may be about 2 feet

from the ground to admit a fresh current of air

to promote the drying process. As soon as the

bark is sutKciently dry, no time should be lost

in having it delivered to prevent risk and loss by
rain or damp weather. J. B. Webstkr.

Layering Oak stools.— In filling up Oak
plantations, the advantages of layering from suit-

able stools can hardly be realised by those who
have never practised it upon a large scale. Ttie

support which the layers derive from the parent
stool causes them rapidly to outstrip the growths
from acorns or from plants recently moved. ]!y

selecting two years' shoots and carefully layering

them in cultivated ground, and at the end of the

second year again layering the young plants, a con-

siderable space around the original stool may be
tilled up in a few years ; and one great advantage
of the system is that there is no fear of wind-
waving, even wliere most exposed, while the support

which the new plants derive from the parent stool

not only promotes rapid growth, but also enables

layering to be carried on upon sites where from
poverty of soil trees cannot be planted with any

prospect of success. Layers may be cat away at

the end of the second or third year, according to

the quality of the soil ; but when it is intended
again to layer them from those first formed, no
cutting away should take place until the process is

finished.—J.

How to make wood last.—A writer in an
American paper says :

" I discovered many years

ago that wood could be made to last longer than
iron in the ground, but thought the process so

simple that it was not well to make a stir about it.

Posts of any wood can be prepared for less than
Id. apiece. This is the recipe: Take boiled linseed

oil and stir in pulverised coal to the consistency of

paint. Put a coat of this over timber, and there is

not a man that will live to see it rot."

Oak plantations.—Filling up plantations with
acorns is a system that may be followed with ad-

vantage in a season when acorns are plentiful, and
when from the quantities lying upon the ground
vennin are not so likely to attack those planted.

Acorns may be dibbled into all open spaces as soon
as they fall from the trees. By paring off the sur-

face with the planting mattock, and afterwards
stirring the soil with the opposite end, pointed like

a pick, three or four acorns may be dibbled into

each selected spot at a depth of about 2 inches,

the ground being closed with the foot. The young
plants will require to be kept clean for a year or

two, when superfluous trees may be removed to the

nursery, or used for filling up elsewhere. When
planted in spring, choose the end of March or be-

ginning of April ; but the acorns used should have
been well kept.—A.

Quality of Scotch. Fir timber.—Very little,

it any, notice has been taken of how far the diffe-

rent varieties of the Fir influence the quality of the
timber. That there are two descriptions of timber
in this country is undoubted. One is red in the

grain and resinous ; the other white, woolly, and
not so resinous, with annual rings larger, indicating

a quicker growth—the produce of P. montana and
sylvestris respectively. There is no doubt but that

certain soils will alter and modify the character of

the timber, but the two varieties grown on the same
soil will exhibit these characteristics. The quality

of Scotch Fir timber is not of so much importance,
except for home estate use, at the present day, as

so much is used for temporary purposes in which
the quality of the timber is of little consequence.

—

J. S. R.

Bog Oak, popularly supposed to have been sub-

merged in the bog, or peat, since the deluge, when
taken up is perfectly black from the action of the

peat or bog-water. It is very rarely obtained in a
sound state, and in most cases the outer portions of

the tree or log are rotten, and useless even for fuel.

When laid up for use, care must be taken that it is

not placed in the open air, lest it may, from the

sun's rays, become open and shattered into chips

from end to end. To preserve it, it must be put

into some cool place, and left to dry gradually,

and when properly seasoned, it must be cut into

lengths of from '2 feet to 4 feet, and these lengths

be split again and the sound parts removed from
the unsonnd. It takes from four to six years to

season some specimens, as in many instances the

wood is found at a depth of 8 feet and sometimes
10 feet under the surface. When properly seasoned,

any portion requiring to be glued becomes as hard
as stone, and is firmer and less liable to give way
than any portion of the manufactured article. The
finish is not quite perfect until the article has been
for some time in use, and the longer, the finer the

article seems to be, no matter whether used as a
personal or table ornament.

'The Garden" Monthly Parts.— Tliis JounnU •'.<

Hhhid ill ntatttf t'Oitntt Monthht J'ttrts. In tfiU foim tht

inn-id platti an htst preserved, and it is must suitaOU for
I r< itcf previous to tfte isiue of the half-i/earty volumes. Price
('./. . post free, \s. \hl.

' Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — Thit
rinil is jmdlisfied in luottt/ I'tmnd Montliljj I'nrts, in ichick

III it is vwst suitable for reference prtvtous to the iisue of the

u-lit volumes. I'rice ^id, ; pobtfree. Id.

''Hardy Flcwers."—Giving descriptions of vpirarda of

vteen hundred of the most ornaintnttU species, with directions

their arranijement, culture, lix. Fourth and Popular
ition, Is. .' JJ0«( free. Is. Sd.

London : 87, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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" This 1b an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; tut
The Art itsku is Natdbk."—Shakapeare.

THE FUTURE OF HAMPSTEAD
HEATH.

It liappeus, fortunately, that the large addition

lately made to Hampstead Heath as a public

open space for Londoners has coincided with

the transfer of the Conservancy of the Heath
from the defunct Metropolitan Board of Works
to the new-born London County Council, and it

is an omen for good that the Parks and Open
Spaces Committee of the Council has chosen

the Earl of Meath as its chairman. Lord

Meath, better known before his father's death

as Lord Brabazon, has done immense good by

his work in adding to the open spaces within

the metropolitan area. This good work he

will continue ; but his influence with the

County Council will add enormously to his

power for good, and nowhere can his know-

ledge and influence have more eS'ect than in

the preservation and beautifying of Hamp-
stead Heath ; in rescuing it from the miser-

able failures of the late Board, in stopping

their tree-lopping, their interference with

public rights of highway, their impediments

to free exercise and recreation of the public,

and their dotting prominent spots with absurd

evergreen plantations surrounded by ugly

palings. Now that the area of the Heath
has been doubled, we have nearly 500 acres

of beautiful undulating land which, as it is

well or ill dealt with, may be made a beauty

and a joy for over, or another glaring example

of the bad taste and worse management which

led to the fall of the Board of "\Vorks under

a torrent of denunciation.

Now, without going into details, let us

take a hasty and preliminary glance at what

ought to be done.

Hampstead is so very unlike any other

park lands of London, that few will doubt the

wisdom of preserving what natural and pic-

turesque beauty now belongs to it, and this

can only be done by departing from the usual

formal way of arranging the public gardens in

Central London. The aim should be to pre-

serve its picturesque character, while aff'ord-

Lng every convenience to the people of the

district and of all London for enjoying its

beauties. The Heath still retains much
of its old picturesque beauty. The aim

should bo to make all the now parts to har-

monise as far as possilile with the old. But

the districts around are growing rapidly, and

ways of access that seem ample at present will

not be long so. Besides, the Heath is doubled

in size, and as it may easily be made one of

the most beautiful public parks, the people of

London will frequent it more and more as

soon as they know what a noble extent of

ground is theirs in the most airy and pictu-

resque sulnirb of London, and how fine and

varied its surface.

In no way can easy access and full enjoy-

ment of the Heath be so well and easily

obtained as by the formation of a bold road

around it, so made as to meet all wants of the

kind for many years to come, and which

would remove all danger of some foolish man
cutting up the Heath by making roads across

it. In France, and indeed elsewhere, the too

usual course is to destroy all breadth by driv-

ing roads across the central spaces. That way
would be the surest to spoil the bold and quiet

beauty of Hampstead Heath.

The opposite plan of having a noble tree-

planted road around the boundaries, not neces-

sarily following the margin, but wherever the

best grades allowed it to follow the natural

lie of the ground, would meet every want
and would have several advantages. 1. Open-

ing up the Heath to the surrounding district

and to all London. At present only pedes-

trians can see the charms of various parts;

whereas a road worthy of the spot would

form one of the finest drives near London.

2. The planting necessary for the road and

pathways would form the best and most orna-

mental screen to the houses built or to be built

on the margin. The trees of the drive .should

be of the most stately kinds of those that thrive

in London, and could be easOy expanded
here and there into groves of vigorous trees

so as to conceal in a few years all ugly build-

ings around. 3. The many trees would give

abundant shade so necessary in a public park,

and where it would be most wanted and least

inconvenient. 4. While preventing cutting

up the Heath with roads and leaving the

whole of the vast central space open, every

efi'ort might be made to keep to the natural

formation of the ground and get the greatest

amount of picturesque beauty from it. .').

Holiday crowds now very much cut up and

disfigure the surface, from the fact that there

is no road space in some of the more important

parts of the Heath. If this were provided,

people would not cut up the surface as they do

now, making many parts bare. 6. By combin-

ing a carriage drive, a ride or "rotten-row" for

horsemen, and roomy footways, all well planted,

in one scheme, the plan of the Heath would

be simplified, and while making it more ani-

mated towards the boundaries, would leave the

centre to be traversed by informal paths con-

necting the new and the present roads. No
one who knows the Heath and thinks of its

capacities will doubt that the true way is to

preserve and increase its natural charms.

This can never be done by the formal clumps,

fencings, and false lines common about London

and in most other town parks. Such things,

however facile to the designer's pencil, I hold

to be absolutely unnecessary. It is possible

and even easy to have every pnblie want met

in a piiblic park without having a single false

line visible or anything to be seen that can

offend the eye, even of the artist. There is

a good deal of ground covered with rubbish

heaps in the part just added to the Heath

which should be reduced to the general or

natural undulations of the land, but some bold

blufl's of earth should be preserved in the

present state, planting some native trees

above them, and using a post-and-rail Oak
fence to prevent accidents. The use of the

iron fence is fatal to landscape beauty, and

should not be permitted here, at least in the

prettier and wilder parts. The formal and

stupid ring of Rhododendrons, or the feeble

mixtures of the ordinary shrubbery, would

be out of place on Hampstead Heath, for

which the natural vegetation of our country

is enough. If we have a sandy bank to

clothe, surely Furze, Sloe, or Hawthorn are

far better fitted for it than the evergreen

mixture common in London parks. Besides

the trees necessary for the road, ride and foot-

ways, and which must include the Plane and

the" Acacia and Canadian Poplars to keep out

unsightly buildings, there need not he any

but British trees and shrubs used in the place

—that is, if trouble is taken to find suitable

trees. For instance, no trees in the world

would be so fit for the wet hollows in the

Heath as the white AViUow and the yellow

and red Osiers—all native trees. When these

British trees are well grown or old, no foreign

tree—not even an old Olive— is so "paintable"

or so delightful to a skilful draughtsman or

true artist. W. K.

NOTES FROM SMYRNA.

To THE Editor of The Garden.

SiK^—As I observe that my notes on Chiono-

doxas have proved of interest to some of your

readers, I will avail myself of your kind permis-

sion to give as clear a description as I can of

some of the many bulbous plants that I have

found growing in this country.

The Crocus may be met with very generally in

Asia Minor, and Mr. IMaw's very correct and vivid

descriptions not only of the flowers themselves,

but also of their habitats, afford toadmirers of this

genus the very best information they could wish

for. I will, therefore, refer alone to what I

believe is a new variety, which one of ray col-

lectors has just brought me. The Crocus Mou-
radi, as I will call it, till Mr. Barr and his

friends class it better, is found growing on the

Mourad-dagh, which towers so majestically over

the highlands of Oushak, some thirty miles to

the north-east of this well-known carpet manu-

facturing centre. This Crocus has an oblate corm

1 inch broad, three-eighths of an inch high ; four

sheathing leaves, the highest about 5 inches

above the bulb ; seven or eight proper leaves,

each one-eighth of an inch broad ; stamen pale

orange, 1 inch long, anthers tlvree-quarters of

an inch, whitish yellow ; flower bright orange,

apparently more brilliant than in C. chrysan-

thus and aureus. The flowers show just above

the sheathing leaves, with the proper leaves

projecting about 2i inches above. It is of very

vigorous growth.

The next widely distributed bulbous plant is

the Scilla. It is to be found, so far as I have

been able to observe, from the Troad on the nortli

right down to the Taurus on the south, with

scarcely any variations in the flowers. On the

Taurus, however, you find a break in this

monotony, and with Scilla bifolia taurica, 1

believe, commences the zone where many an

interesting and new kind of this flower will

eventually be secured. This spring one of my
collectors brought what I hope will prove an

acceptable addition to the series, and which 1

have named for the present Ante taurica, from
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the mountains on which it was found. From
the Mourad-dagh conies also a very handsome
bulb of this genus, which 1 have named trifolia,

owing to its always having three leaves. The
flowers, numbering from twenty to thirty, stand
clear of the three broad leaves, each 1 inch in

breadth by 2 inches or 3 inches in length, and
form a pretty pyramid of deep blue somewhat
like the Scilla peruviana, only more graceful

in every way, and not so closely packed.

My business occupations prevent my describ-

ing at present any other plants, but I hope to

send you now and again a few more contribu-
tions on the flora of Asia Minor.

Before closing, might I a.sk Mr. Maw where
he found Chionodoxa Forbesi, as I have been
unable to come across it at all ?

Smyrna. Edward WHiTT-iLL.

*^* Many thanks. We will always be pleased
to publish any notes you may find time to send
us.—Ed.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIRDLESTONB.

MADAME GABRIEL LUIZET.
Perhaps the most surprising contribution to

the recent discussion anent Muie. Gabriel Lui-

zet is the remark of the present amateur
champion, Mr. R. N. G. Baker, that with him
the blooms of this Rose are sometimes rather
thin. How delightfully sunny a place must
Exeter be, where even a Rose of such size

and fulness as Mme. Gabriel Luizet may some-
times expand too rapidly. Yet it is only
another instance of the difficulty of recommend-
ing the best Roses for general cultivation, on
the strength of their behaviour in any one
locality. Mr. Baker's garden furnished another
case in point last season, when he staged in

his winning collection at the Ciystal Palace
probably the finest bloom ever exJiibited of

Gloire de Bourg-la-Reine, than wliich no Rose
is more glorious in colour, but which has long

since been discarded by most exhibitors in the

south of England as lacking size and fulness.

With the exception, however, of this reserva-

tion from the sunny south, there is complete
unanimity in placing Mme. Gabriel Luizet in

the very front rank of Roses, whether for ex-

hibition or otherwise, the plant being admitted
to be most vigorous and free-blooming, pro-

ducing flowers exquisite in colour, form, and
. fragrance. Mr. Lindsell's description of it as

an "always-good-alike" Rose is endorsed by
nearly all growers, for not only is the flower

magnificent when at its best, but it may be
obtained in perfection with an ease and cer-

tainty unequalled by any other Rose, unless,

perhaps, its twin A. K. Williams or La France.

The defect mentioned by Dr. Budd, namely,
that the flower sometimes " buttons " in the
centre, might almost be considered as the
fault of the season rather than of the Rose,
for the plant grows early and strongly, so that

in the case of a late frost in April or May
the lusty shoots get checked, and, consequently,
produce flowers faulty in shape and lacking

flnish. For all practical purposes the plant,

as everyone points out, is perfectly hardy, but
yet it is a fact that the shoots' pith is not
infre(|uently discoloured for some w.ay down,
and if the shoots be not pruned below the dis-

colouration, althougli tlie vigour of tlie plant is

such that the buds will break and even produce
flowers, these will in some way lack perfection

cither of form or colour. There is no doubt
tliat the finest blooms are obtained from hard-
pruned plants, but it is a good plan where the

wood is sound and the pruning is done early.

say about the middle of March, not to cut too

hard at first, in case of a late frost. For if the

growth be advanced and the frost severe, the

flower-bud will probably be destroyed alto-

gethsr, when the shoot will stop growing ; and
then it will be desirable that there should be a

few sound eyes below to break afresh, without
having to trust to base-buds, which not infre-

quently result In a coarse growth and roiigh

flowers.

It cannot be denied that her proneness to

mildew is a conspicuous defect in Mme. Gabriel

Luizet's constitution, but as the pest rarely

makes its appearance until after the plants liave

flowered, beyond their unsightliness in autumn
there is not often much harm done. The plants,

moreover, display a delightful impartiality in

the matter of soil, situation, or stock, thriving

well on all or any, but there are one or two
things that are worth noting. In the first place,

as Mr. Rumsey points out, Mme. Gabriel Luizet
flowers more freely on light than on heavy soils

;

also when grown on Manetti, a stock on which,
in common with the Baroness Rothschild family,

this variety flourishes, the flowers are earlier

than when grown on Brier, but the plants on
Brier are less liable to be disfigured by mildew.
Splendid standards of Mme. Gabriel Luizet
may be grown without difliculty, and Mr.
LindseU draws attention to a point of consider-

able importance to exhibitors, namely, that to

obtain maiden blooms it is necessary to bud on
seedling Brier stocks rather than on Manetti.

The reason of this, no doubt, is that the buds
on Manetti start early, get checked by a late

frost, and then devote all their pent-up maiden
energy to growing instead of blooming.

As a jiot Rose and for forcing Mme. Gabriel

Luizet is higldy praised by both Dr. Budd and
Mr. Rumsey, being described as the best of its

colour and class, and as making a splendid

specimen plant, a fact that visitors to the spring

exhibitions of late years cannot fail to have
observed.

On the Rose's character, however, as an
autumnal bloomer, less diverse opinions have
been expressed than might have been antici-

pated, there being a considerable majority in

favour of its description as a summer Rose.

Thus Mr. Baker says that with him, Mme.
Gabriel Luizet has never bloomed in the

autumn ; Mr. LindseU calls it " a magnificent

summer Rose, but nothing more " ; and Mr.
Fuller makes a novel and ingenious suggestion,

that the Rose is not a good autumn bloomer on
account of mildew. Mr. West mentions the

development of late blooms in a dry sunny
situation, but Mr. Flight, of Winchester, is the

only grower who refers to the seeming change
in the Rose's character wliich has so often been
the subject of comment among rosarians. Mr.
Flight remarks, " The first two years I had
this Rose I did not find it bloom a second time,

but since that time it has produced an abund-
ance of autumn flowers." This is the i)oint to

which allusion has so freijuently been made,
namely, that certain Roses appear to develop

an autumnal blooming quality which when
they are first distributed they do not possess.

Mme. Gabriel Luizet was sent out by Liabaud
in 1877, that is to say, was first sold to English

amateurs in the spring of 187^^, and for several

years was looked upon as absolutely a summer
Rose. Some years ago, however, when the

cultivation of the variety had become general, a

stray bloom in the autumn was from time to

time reportiid, until now, upon wcU-estalilished

plants, an .abundant autumnal ilowerhig is in

many places the rule rather than the exception.

( »tlier Roses in wliiih the same tiling has

been recently observed are Mrs. George Dick-
son, and, most conspicuously, Gloire Lyonnaise.
In no case is the non- perpetual character first

observed altered in the important point that

the strong sucker-like shoots thrown up from
the baseof the plant never acquire the power of

producing flowers in autumn ; but established

cut-backs make a second late growth, which in

many gardens blooms so freely, that few Hybrid
Perpetuals are now more highly esteemed as

autumnals than the beautiful and deservedly

popular Mme. Gabriel Luizet.

Tea Roses after flowering.—Will any corre-

spondent kindly inform me the best way of treating

Tea Roses in pots after they have done flowering so

as to ensure a crop of bloom during the coming
winter and spring ? I shall also be glad of the

names of twelve large free-flowering kinds for such
work.—B. E.

*,* When Tea Roses in pots have done flowering

under glass they should be gradually hardened off

in a cold house or pit, and then plunged out of

doors in some sheltered situation throughout the

summer. It is a good plan at the same time to re-

move a portion of the soil in the pots and to give a
liberal top-dressing. Many cultivators remove all

flower-buds that appear during the summer, and
although in the case of Tea-scented Roses this is

hardly necessary, it is no doubt desirable. At the

end of September the plants should be repotted in

a rich compost, a good part of the old soil being

shaken away and the roots pruned where necessary.

Treated in this way the same plants may be success-

fully forced for several years. Twelve of the best

varieties for the purpose are Anna Olivier, Caroline

Kuster, Catherine Mermet, Etoile de Lyon, Hon.
Edith Gifford, Innocente Pirola, Jean Ducher, Mme.
Lambard, Marie Van Houtte, Niphetos, Perle des

Jardins, The Bride.—T. W. G.

Roses too close to the glass.—Many Roses

are grown in greenhouses and conservatories in

such a way as to clothe the roof, but I notice that

many plants, some of our own amongst the number,

are so close to the glass that when the flower-buds

push forth in the spring months they soon come in

contact with it. This accumulates moisture, har-

bours green-fly, and soon ends in the blooms being

spoiled. There is no profit nor satisfaction in this

result, and as many Roses are now going out of

bloom under glass, the defect should be remedied

before they make their new growths. The best

way is to fix a light iron and wire trellis, 1 foot or

15 inches from the glass, and train all the growths

under this. Where the latter are crowded on

the roof it may be necessary to cut many of them
away ; this will not harm the plants, but may
induce them to emit some strong shoots, which, in

the case of such Roses as Marechal Niel, are the

best that can be secured for flowering next year.

—J. MuiR.

SBORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Marecbal Niel in the open air.—South
Wales is gouerally supposed to be favourable to tlie

development of many of the clioicer kinds of vegeta-

tion and flowers, but I liuvo rarely seen tlio Miir(5chal

Niel Rose a success in the open. The growths, iis a

rnle, are scraggy and the flowers far from perfect.

Indeed, I am of opinion that this fine Rose cannot be

cultivated to any great perfection in the open air.

—

J. MriR.

Tea Rose Kaiserin Friedrich.-A bloom of

oneof the new German DijonTea.>i, Kaiserin Friedrich

(Dri'igemuUer), kindly sent by Messrs. I'aul and Son,

Cheshunt, indicatestiiefact thatausefuladdition has

prob.ably been made to the section, the flower being

very full, well formeil, and distinct in colour; but

the" Dijon climbers, unlike the pure Teas, are not

alw.ays seen to .advantage under glass, .and it will

tliercfore be necessary to reserve a definite opinion

until the plant flowers out. of iloors.

Ants destroying Roses, (an any reader

suggest a means of destroying the army of ants

wlucli llireaten to devour the best part of n\y crOp

of Itoses ? Wherever the .side Imds have been t.aken
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off the ants set to work, and finally bore into the

base of the centre Rose itself. I have lately given-

all my Koses a top-dressing of farmyard manure
and kiln dust, and am now wondering whether I

imported the ants with it. The plants otherwise

look very well, and with fair weather will probably
make a good show.—CoLix Romaob.
Tea Rose Mrs. Jas. "Wilson.—From Messrs.

Alexander Dickson & Sons, of Newtownards, Ireland,

come blooms of their new Tea-scented Rose Mrs.

Jas. Wilson, very beautiful both in form and colour.

The flowers are of a pale primrose-yellow shade
(which will probably be much deeper out of doors),

margined externally with rose colour, and as the

examples now received were cut from plants that

had only been grafted ten weeks, the variety is

evidently very free, and easy to force. In addition

to charming colour, the flowers have depth and a

good high centre, while the petals have a tendency
to recurve somewhat at the margins, after the

fashion of the exquisite Catherine Mermet. The
plants are growing vigorously, and, as far as can
be seen at present, quite bear out the raisers' de-

scription of carrying the blooms on stiff, erect

shoots, and thus displaying them to conspicuous
advantage, so that altogether Mrs. Jas. WUson Is

likely to prove an extremely valuable addition to

the Tea-scented Roses.

Propagating.

ViTis HETEROPHYLLA.—Under good treatment

this curious little variegated vine makes a very

useful subject for pot culture. Although quite

hardy, it is only when grown under glass that it is

seen to the best advantage. It makes a most effec-

tive pot plant, and the long slender shoots are of

great service for cutting. Unlike most vines, this

may be propagated from the young shoots in spring.

When the plants first start into growth very little

variegation is seen, and it is before the shoots have
grown long enough for much of the white colouring

to be seen in the young leaves at the points of the

shoots that the cuttings should be taken. They
may be taken off nearly close to the old wood,
and if put in the warmest part of the close

propagating pit, they will soon strike root. Light

sandy soil should be used. The plants will not

be of much service the first year; therefore they

may be treated liberally and grown on as freely as

possible without regard to" the variegation. The
young plants should be grown on in a warm moist

position, stopping them from time to time. To-

wards the autumn they may be removed to an open
position outside, where the wood will get well

ripened. When the frost has stripped off the leaves

of the plants, the latter may be cut back and
stored away in a dry place in a cool house, where
they may remain until required for starting them
in the spring. When starting the plants in spring

they may be treated in a similar way to young
vines, but as soon as they have got well into growth
they should be removed to a light open position

and an intermediate temperature. The plants

must not be allowed to get too dry, and no manure
should be given nor any encouragement to make
growth freely. If well exposed, the tips of the

shoots and side laterals will gradually develop

leaves with more and more white in them until the

. points are almost pure. After they attain to this

stage they will not improve much, but later on the

small white leaves will fall off and the plants will

probably start into fresh growth again, and produce
foliage with more green in it.

Cissus DISCOLOR.—This is another useful varie-

gated climber, the rich, deep green and purple

variegation contrasting well with the foliage of the

above-mentioned Vine. It may also be propagated
at this season, short lateral shoots being taken, or

longer growths cut up in lengths. There will be
little difficulty in getting these to root if placed in

the stove propagating pit. Water should not be
given too freely until the cuttings are well callused.

The plants should be grown in the stove, using

good rough porous soil for potting them in. Useful

little specimens may be grown in 5inch pots, and

as soon as the plants are potted into this sized pot
three or four 2-feet sticks should be put round
close to the outside of the pots and tied together
at the top. The shoots should be trained round
these, commencing at the bottom, and keeping
them close enough for the foliage to fall over and
cover the space between. By the time they reach
the tops of the sticks very pretty pyramids will be
formed.

Ficus BEPENS.—This plant deserves to be more
extensively grown than it is at the present time.

It is one of the most useful plants we have.

It is, perhaps, most at home when grown on a
wall in an intermediate temperature. It suc-

ceeds admirably in a shady position, and forms
a beautiful covering to what might otherwise
be a bare wall. As a pot plant for furnishing

an edging for a greenhouse stage, it is most
useful, and for hanging baskets it is also of great

service. As this plant can be used for so many pur-

poses, a stock should always be grown on. The
best mode of propagating is from cuttings taken
from plants while they are growing freely. The
short tips of the young shoots wOl strike root freely

if put in light sandy compost and placed in the
stove propagating pit. Although this Ficus may
be propagated from the older wood, cutting it up in

short lengths, the young tips are preferable, as they
sta,rt away freely, and as soon as they have made a
little growth they will give another batch of cut-

tings. Four or five plants should be grown on in

each pot if specimens are required quickly.

A.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Tulipa persiea is the richest and showiest TuUp
in bloom now. It is a dwarf, interesting kind, the
flowers bright yellow, about the size of half-a-crowp,

and sceuted like the Wallflower. It is in full beauty in

hardy plant nurseries round London.

A charming Iris is a variety of the dwarf I.

pumila knowu as atro-\-iolacea ; the rich purple

flowers cluster amongst the sturdy foliage. It is

strange more do not grow the early Irises, well repre-

sented by I. pumila.

The dwarf Iris Chamseiris is one of the prin-

cipal flowers of the week in the hardy garden. It is

dwarf, very free, and the rich purple flowei'S, of an un-

usually deep shade, appear well above the leaves. ITiis

and pumila atro-violacea are two gems.

Irises at Chiswick.—Those interested in garden
Irises should visit the Eoyal Horticultural Society's

gardens at Chiswick in the course of a few days.

There is a ricli collection of the leading germanica
types. The gardens are now open on Sunday after-

noons.

Aubrietia Leichtlini.—We have seen this new
Aubrietia several times this season, and feel convinced
that it is one of the most popular early hardy flowers

cif the future. It was hk>oming with great freedom
this week in Messrs. Barr and Son's nursery at Toot-

ing.

Pentstemon Scouleri is an uncommon, dwarf,
semi-shrubby plant, now blooming on the Chiswick
rockery. The flowers do not appear very freely, but
individually they are large, slaty-purple in colour, and
arranged in dense terminal racemes. It is a Pentste-

mon that should be ou every rockery of any size.

Spiraea astilboides as a pot plant.—This

handsome Spirrea when grown in pots is very useful

for the greenhouse. Arranged amongst some Primida
japonica in the greenhouse at Kew, the lovely panicles

of pure white flowers of the Spirsea are shown off to

advantage and make a pretty combination.

—

G.

Cheiranthus mutabilis is a somewhat un-

common Madeira Wallflower, from whence it was in-

troduced the latter portion of the last century. The
flowers are very pale when they first open, but change
to a rich purplish tint, and have an exceedingly sweet

fragrance. It is a choice Wallflower for the rockery.

Miltonia (Odontoglossum) vexillaria Is well

grown at Dcvonhurst, Chiswick. Mr. Wright, the

g.iriluuer there, has u .specimen carrying forty spikes,

with an average of five flowers to each. It is a brightly

coloured variety. There are very few handsomer
Orchids than tliis when grown into a large specimen.

The Lyre Flower (Dielytra spsctabilis).—This

is forced iu buch (piantiticp for the enrichment of the

greenhouse in early spring, that it 'ig a pleasm-e to

see it grown well in the garden borders. There are

several splendid clumps at Chiswick now flowering

well. The racemes of pink, lyre-shaped flowers

amongst the green. Fern-like foliage are exceedingly
bright and graceful.

Iberis gibraltarica.—This makes a block of
colour in the garden. It is one of the most free

blooming of the Iberis, the flower-heads large and
white, just tinted with rose. The growth is straggling

and the leaves very dark green. It does well in pots,

hut wc prefer to see it on the rockery.

Rhododendron Aucklandi hybridum. —
Messrs. Charles Smith and Son, Caledonia Xursery,
Guernsey, send us two trussesof this Rhododendron with
the following note :

" We send you a fully opened truss

and a smaller head, to show the delicate colour of the

flowers when they are opening. This plant is of a
robust habit."

Tropseolum azureum. — This tuberous Tro-

pa^olum was very beautiful a few days ago in the

Paxton house at Chiswick. The flowers are of a
lovely azure-blue, about ns large as a penny, and stud

the slender twining growth. It makes a choice pot

plant. T. violaefolium is regarded as the same. T.

tricolor is another beautiful Chilian species.

Pelargonium Jubilee was conspicuously beauti-

ful in the stand of Mr. Hayes, of Edmonton, at the

Gardeners' Orphan Fund Fete. ItisaFrench variety,

the plant of compact habit and one mass of bloom.

The flow^ers are of a delightful shade of rose, in which
a little salmon is iufused, and blotched with blood-

crimson on the upper petals. It is a splendid market
variety.

Qenista prseeox is now a mass of bloom in

those gardens fortunate enough to have a specimen.

It is a beautifid spring-flowering Broom, making a

cloud of pale yellow in the later days of May, and
proving remarkably ornamental on the rockery. There
is a specimen at Chiswick near the large vinery, and
it is one of the most beautiful things we have eeenthis

season.

Iris tingitana.—This beautiful Iris was flowering

in the open ground in Messrs. Barr and Son's Tooting

nursery the other day. It is a magnificent Tangier

species, and the subject of a very interesting note from
Dr. Michael Foster in The Garden, Feb. 11, 1888,

p. 119. The flower is almost twice as large as that of

the Spanish Iris, noble in form, and delightfully

coloured. The Up of the falls is broad, white, with a

suspicion of blue, and enriched hy a glowing orange

signal that is in hold contrast to the dehcate lavender

styles and standards.

Odontoglossum triumphans. — From Mr.

Jacomb, of Sheen Park, comes a flower of a grand

form of this beautiful species. It is almost as large

as that recently received from Mr. White, of Ard-

darroch, and is a fuller and, consequently, a rounder

bloom, rich in colour and heavily blotched. We
are glad to find this species is finding more favour

with growers than it did, and such forms are

certainly well deserving attention, as we consider

this is one of the very best of the yellow-flowered

species.

Single Pseonies from Tooting.—We have

received a splendid gathering of single-flowered

Pieonies from the Tooting grounds of Messrs. Barr

Son, the flowers of several colours, some pale, others

brilliantly tinted. The following were worth a

note : Officinalis alba plena, a semi-double variety,

the flowers of which when opening are of a rose tint,

but die off white ; rosea plena, verv* fine Anemone-
flowered kind, the colour magenta-crimson ; tenui-

folia, both single and double forms ; Sabini, rich

crimson, single; Peregrina Brilliant, bright rose-

magenta, a beautiful single variety ; decora elatior,

same colour as the one previously mentioned, but

with larger flowers. There is no handsomer plant

flowering now than the Pa^ony, and we are pleased

to find the single kinds grown more largely than

hitherto.

Bauera rubioides makes a neat little plant for

the side stages of the conservatory. Arranged

amongst other things, its graceful habit renders it

most attractive. The flowers are rather sm.all, but

produced in great profusion and of a pretty pink

shade. Cuttings strike readily if pl.iccd in sandy

soil under a bell-glass, and should be potted off

singly as soon as rooted, using a compost of loam and

peat "in equal proportions. When once established
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the plants commence to bloom under ordinary
greenhouse treatment, but should be plunged in
ashes out of doors during summer, so that the
wood may be thoroughly ripened.— G.

Lord Derby Apple when in bloom is one of
the most effective, with its deep rosy flowers. In
this part of the south coast there may have been as
good a display of fruit tree blossom before, but
there never can have been a better, as whether it
be old decrepit trees, or those planted during the
past winter, all are laden with bloom or embryo
fruits, for the set of Pears, Plums, Cherries, &c., is
the best I have ever seen.— J. Geoom, Gosport.

A note from Dublin.—Lovely weather here
now, hot and sunny with frequent showers, and
everything growing most luxuriantly. Tulipa Ges-
neriana in variety, T. fulgens, T. retroflexa, &o.,
have been gorgeous, so also Trollius, Iris, and
Pfeonies. Clematis (Atragene) alpina is our best
flowering shrub at the present time—quite a beauti-
ful Tree Anemone, and very happy on a western
wall. I saw the white form recently at Kew, but
although rare, it is not, I think, so good as the
blue.— F. W. B.

Daphne Cneorum This is one of our most
lovely liardy evergreen shrubs, and deserves a place
in every collection. Its bright rose-pirik-coloured
flowers are now very beautiful, and will remain so
for some time. Being of a trailing habit, it is suit-
able for edging beds of taller growing shrubs,
such as Leiophyllum buxifolium. Thi.s Leiophyllura
has small white flowers on terminal heads like the
Daphne and is well suited for the purpose, as both
thrive in peat and under similar conditions, as may
be seen in the American garden at Kew.—F. G.
Narcissi at Dublin.—The Narcissi are net

quite over yet. N. poeticus recurvus is at its best,
and we have N. Bernardi, N. stellaris, N. patellaris,
and N. p. plenus, N. gracilis, and N. tenuior to
come. Our first Narcissus, N. papyraceus (forced)
flowered Nov. 1, 1888, so that we now reckon on
having these flowers seven or eight months out of
the twelve. Italian wild N. poeticus flowered here
in the open border in March, and forced Italian
bulbs N. Umberto I. bloom quite readily in January
and February.— F. W. B.

Trillium virginicum.- 1 have just counted
forty-seven expanded blooms on my Trillium vir-
ginicum, which is truly a magnificent specimen
this year. It has been for several years undisturbed
in a low shady position, and is planted in peat and
loam. I find the seedlings of Fraxinella alba take
a long time in making good-sized plants. This is
now the third year with mine, and they are still
very small. The parent plant deserves all the
praise you have bestowed upon it(GABDEN, May 18,
p. 4.'j8).—H. M., Bromsgrove.

The Fire Bush (Embothrium coccineum).—
There is now in fuU bloom in the gardens of Mr
W. Waterfield, Easton House, Starcross (about 8
miles south-west from Exeter), a fine specimen of
the Fire Bush Tree (Embothrium coccineum). The
tree, which is fully 17 feet in height, is in vigorous
health, well proportioned, and planted on a grassy
slopmg bank facing east. It is covered from top to
bottom with beautiful tufts of vivid scarlet flowers,
which Mr. Back, the head gardener, says it never
fails to produce year after year. It would amply
repay a visit from anyone within reasonable dis-
tance, as it is seldom .so fine a specimen is met with
so far out of Cornwall.—A. H. Teed.

for the flower garden. If such varieties as Mrs.
Mackie or Mrs. Grittiths and D. McBean, all rich
shaded purple flowers sent by Mr. Cuthbertson,
could be fixed as open garden flowers, they would
gain by losing their greatly exaggerated size—

3

inches across. The beauty of aU the A'iola race
lies not in size, but in colour, form, and delicate
odour.

—

Ed.

Pansies from Rothesay.— I send you a few
sample blooms of Pansies from my collection here—Micii.VEL CUTHBEUTSON, Pullie Park Xuraeni
Rothesay

.

*»* The blooms sent are richly coloured, of large
size, and show good cultivation, but we think the re-
cent development of the Pansy is in tlie wrong direc-
tion. They lack the form, delicacy, and refinement
that the flower should show, and often does show, in
its purer simpler colours. Spread out on a show table
these would look very well, but for people who care
for their gardens l)etter tilings can be done, and we
hope Mr. Cuthbertson will show what can be (lone
in simple coloured Pansies, not as big as saucers,
but hardier, purer in colour.and soadmiralily fitted

Pimelea ligustrina This delightful species,
which is by no means common, is one of the most
beautiful of all the Pimeleas. Its free Privet-like
growth renders it distinct from all the other species.
The pretty globular heads of straw-coloured flowers,
which are so much admired, render it a great
acquisition for the greenhouse. Pimelea ferruginea
and its variety P. diosmajfolia both have pink
flowers, and when well grown they make most de-
sirable plants for the conservatory, lasting in bloom
a long time. Some well-flowered plants of these
are now very attractive in the greenhouse at Kew.—G.

Flowers from Strafifan.-Herewith I send you
a few odds and ends. Polyanthus King Theodore is
very sweet scented, but the heat of yesterday and
to-day (70° in shade) has marred the beauty of the
blooms. Eibes aureum, not often met with, has a
very sweet, spice-like fragrance. Magnolia Lenn^,
like many other hardy shrubs this year, is scarce of
bloom, and the flowers are only half their usual
size. Acer polymorphum atropurpureum and dis-
sectum are lovely in a green glade with Poet's Nar-
cissus. The small Viola is the one which the Hon.
Mrs. Barton collected on French Pyrenees, and if
you should know it, kindly name it.—Frederick
Bedford, Straffan House, Kildare.

*,* Your Viola is the Rouen Violet (Viola Rotho-
magensis), not seen so frequently as it might be. It
is a very beautiful variety.—Ed.
The Mexican Orange Flower (Choisya ter-

nata).—We have here plants of this Choisya grow-
ing in various positions, some covering the back
wall of a smaU unheated house. In this position
it grows quickly and makes a dense wall covering,
the leaves being of the deepest green, and forming
a capital contrast to the blossoms, which are but
sparsely produced this season. Growing at the
base of a dwelling-house with a warm southern
aspect, this plant is smothered with bloom at the
present time, many of the flowers measuring
6 inches in diameter. Anyone requiring a good
evergreen climber cannot do better than plant this
Choisya, provided a position can be given it where
the growth will become thoroughly ripened, as upon
this depends its flowering.—South Hants.
Orchis Morio from a Sussex pasture.-

1

send a rich gathering of Orchis Morio in great
variety. I have always been charmed with the
exceeding beauty of the green-winged Orchis,
which is especially abundant in some of the
poorest Sussex pastures. The field from which
these flowers were gathered appears at a short
distance to be mantled in a rich purple robe. As
one approaches, the delicate scent so characteristic
of this species is easily detected. It is, however,
by close inspection that we see the rich and varied
hues, deep and delicate markings, varying through
shades of pink, rose, lilac, crimson, and purple.
One variety worthy of special mention had a large
lip of the purest white, whilst another, equally
beautiful, had one of a deep rose colour. It would
be possible to select a score of distinct varieties.
Upon a square yard of ground I counted sixty-one
spikes, and there must be countless thousands in
the field.—A. H.

*,* A rich gathering of Orchis Morio, and show-
ing considerable variation in the colouring of tlie
flowers.

—

Ed.

The spring of 1S89.—To those who are in-
terested in the various seasons of trees, so far as
their bud development is concerned, tlie spring of
1889 will be noticeable as one of the latest on
record for all or nearly all exotic trees and shrubs.
There is naturally, as usual, a great individual
difference, but taken collectively we may class them
as about three weeks later tlian the average. Thus
the Pterocarya- about the earliest of all, and in
some seasons quite green by the tliird week of

April—is this year a contemporary of the Beech
;

Magnolias are proportionately late ; very little life

is to be seen on the Gymnocladus, the deciduous
Cypress, or the Fringe Tree ; whilst latest of all is

the North American Custard Apple, only within
the last day or two showing signs of any swelling
of the buds.—E. Burrell.
Dendrobium Falconer!.—Enclosed are a few

flowers of Dendrobium Falconeri, which is con-
sidered a shy-flowering Orchid. Under the follow-
ing treatment, however, I find it flowers freely : The
plants are hung up at the end of a vinery, where
the_ sun shines fully on them all day. They re-
main in this position till the autumn, and are then
put to rest with the other Dendrobes and kept very
dry till the following spring. The only fault with
D. Falconeri is the short time the flowers last, but
the lovely colour of the blooms well repays any
trouble one may take with this grand variety.

—

Wm.
Clark, Eversley, Heme Hill.

Primula Sieboldi.—A rich series of varieties
of this Primrose come from Mr. Ware, Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham. There are few flowers gayer
and more welcome in their season than those of P.
Sieboldi. The best varieties sent were Magenta
Queen, which has flowers of a rich crimson-magenta,
the eye white; violacea, violet shade; intermedia,
self magenta; Nelly Ware, the petals white, save
for the rose colouring on the back ; lilacina margi-
nata, mauve-lilac ; and rosea alba, rose and white,
very pretty. None, however, were richer or finer

than the type, the flowers being brilliant magenta.
From their flimsy character it might be thought
that the flowers of P. Sieboldi quickly fade when
cut, but they last fresh in water for many days.

Asparagus from old beds.—Having noticed
some correspondence in The Gaeden (May 18)
about Asparagus beds and the time they will

last if tended with care, it has struck me that
your readers might be interested to know that I

have at present in my garden Asparagus beds
which were planted more than fifty years ago, and
which have continued to bear well ever since. We
have daily a large dish of Asparagus for dinner
from these beds ; it is most delicious, and that you
may Ijudge it is of good quality, although planted
so long ago, I send you a few as samples.

—

C. E. GooDHART, Langleij Park, Beekenham, Kent.

*f* Remarkably fine heads, each about 7 inches
long, the diameter on an average being half an inch.

Fresh and crisp.

—

Ed.

Hardy flowers at exhibitions.—It is grati-

fying to see that hardy flowers are frequently shown
in large clumps at the exhibitions—a vast improve-
ment over the poor weakly scraps often seen there,

and which convey but little idea of the true

character of the kinds represented. More en-

couragement still might be given to this class.

Specimen Azaleas, Ericas, fine-foliaged plants, &c.,

have lost the interest they once had. They become
essentially monotonous when the same plants are

made to do duty at several exhibitions. By having
an abundance of hardy and alpine flowers we in-

troduce freshness, variety, .and unusual beauty into

a fast-declining fashion. Thus a new lease of life

is given to it.

A fine Wood Lily (Trillium grandiflorum).—

I

enclose two blooms of a Trillium grandiflorum,

which grows in my garden. I planted one bulb
under a low growing Apple tree about six years ago,

and there are this year thirty-two blooms upon the

plant. The soil is a \ery light gr.anite one witli no
peat in it (though peat is, I see, often recom-
mended for this plant). 1 have had the Trillium

photographed, as it may interest you to see to wliat

a large size it has grown, and hope to send you the

photo, in a few days. I tried tlie original bulb in

an open sunny border for two or three years, but it

did not increase till I planted it in its present

position under the partial shade of the Apple tree.

The height of the plant is about 20 inches, and
it covers about 2.' feet square of ground.—A.

Stewaiit, Shamtiellif, Dumfries, X.Jl.

*t* Very fine specimens of the Wood Lily. The
foliage is remarkably strong and healthy, and proves

that the treatment suits it.—En.
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PARHAM PARK.
Parham Park is Lord Zoucb's noble domain.
Tlie house nestles in a luxuriantly wooded park
within the shadow of the Downs. It is Eliza-
bethan, having been built by Su- Tliomas Palmer
about 3540. It shortly afterwards passed into
the hands of the Bisshopp family, who became
the Lords de la Zouch. When Queen Elizabeth
visited Cowdray in 1592 she also visited Par-
ham, but whereas Cowdray's former glories are
now departed and the historic old house is a
ruin, Parham remains as a noble connecting
link in the chain of past events. Externally
the house is soft and grey with age, and dyed a
beautiful colour by the growth of many silvery
and golden Lichens which spread into cushions
upon the weathered face of the native sand-
stone.

,__
The sole glory of the tine old house is the

park that surrounds it. Parham seems almost

j

groups of mighty Elms, and also many noble

I

isolated specimens. The trunks of some of the
Elms are of enormous size, while others are
of great height, and almost every group has an
aged monarch, whose enormous stem, wrenched
asunder by a fierce blast, has taken a new lease
of life and is almost hidden by the myriads of
little branches put forth. To the west is seen a
nice slieet of water, whUe southwards another
sheet is hidden by the foreground of trees and
the rising surface. It is seen, however, when
walking in the park, and upon its bank stands
a group of several large Poplars, whose leaves,
incessantly trembling with the slightest breath
of air, suggest the sound of falling water.

In the more distant portions the park has
great diversity of surface. It winds away to-

wards the Do^Tis, which are seen in a long un-
broken line, now towering above the highest
trees in the park and anon sinking gradually,

moved in the time of James I., by Lord Leicester's
steward, to Penshurst, in Kent. Two hundred years
later, when some trees in that chase were felled,

the herons migrated to Michel Grove, near Arundel,
whence, twenty years ago, having been disturbed,
they transported themselves to Parham. They
assemble early in February, repair their nests, of
which there are now fifty-eight, lay early in March,
and watch over the young during summer. The
trees are never entirely deserted during the winter
months, a few of the more backward birds roosting
among the boughs every night.

To enjoy the full beauty of Parham and the
country around, the visitor should alight at
Amberley Station, Parham being about two miles
therefrom. The road winds alon? at the foot
of the Downs all the way. On the right
they limit the scene, but aUbrd much beauty,
both in their imposing and precipitous escarp-
ments of chalk and their verdure-clad slopes.

To the left is a far-extending landscape, but the

Parlium I'ark, Susses. Eugnived for The Garden from a photugrapb by W. F. Page, Slioreham.

as some out of-the-world spot, unaffected by its

changes and slow in adopting modem ideas and
improvements so far as regards gardening.

There is a walled-in kitchen garden of 4 acres,

and that is all. It is the finest kitchen garden
I have ever seen. One very small house is the
only glass erection. Therefore, except that the
trees liave grown more venerable, the Parham
of to-day does not materially ditler from the
Parham of 300 years ago. The picturosqueness
of the park is enchanting from whatever point it

is seen. The noble mansion looks out upon the
park east, south, and west, on the north side

being a large square walled-Ln courtyard where
carriages enter. From the south front the park
spreads away far and wide, a large piece of

greensward in the foreground being ultimately
lost as it winds back between and under the
great groups of venerable trees. There are

till portions seen between the trees through a
framework of rich foliage form natural pictures.

Between groves of trees are enormous ferny

dales, where Bracken has taken sole possession,

growing several feet high and completely cover-

ing acres of ground. In one part of the park
Ha\vthorns [iredominate, forming great groves.

Here, again, may ))e seen decrepit. Lichen-clad

specimens falling to the ground through sheer
ago and weakness, while yoimg ones arise to

take their place. Those in the prime of life

were carrying enormous crops of fruit, the

j

masses of red in October being in striking con-
' trast to the mounds of white in June. West-
ward the park merges into a great Pine wood,
which covers the side of a hill. In its depths
is located a famous heronry, which, like every-

thing at Parham, has its history.

From Coity Castle, in Wales, the birds were re-

eye .soon lights upon Parliam, which, so freely
is it wooded, a])pears to stand in a great wood,
although really tliere is the fine expanses of green-
sward previously alluded to. When the visitor
has walked right through tlie park to the village
of Storrington beyond, one thinight at least will
suggest itself, namely, tliat tlie natural beauty
of the present combines to make Parham, witli
its p.ast history, a fine example of "the •incient
homes of England," and full of interest at tho
present day. A. II.

An effective arrangement.—One of the most
effective arrangements of llowering plants of a
simple kind that I have ever seen was made the
other day with Henry Jacoby Geranium and Allium
neapolitanum. The site was a low, old-fashioned
fireplace in a front hall with plenty of hght, the
he.arth and fender space being covered with well-
llowered plants of the Geranium, amorgst which
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were examples of the Allium. Five bulbs of the

latter were placed in a :!-in(-h pot, the spilses being
about 1 8 inches high and each surmounted with a
good llower-head. The contra-st was charming, and
at night the effect was especially brilliant.—X.

Stove and Greenhouse.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse.—C'annas.—Many of the new varie-

ties of Canna that have been raised within the last

few years are such an improvement on the older

sorts in both the character of their growth and In

their flowers as to make them well worth cultivat-

ing for greenhouse and conservatory decoration.

Some of the new kinds do not grow more than 3

feet high and bear large, handsome flowers, which
vary considerably in colour. The form of growth is

such as to afford an agreeable contrast to that of

most of the other occupants of plant houses.

To do justice to them they should not be pinched
for room, 8-inch or 10-inch pots not being too large

to afford the necessary support. Plants that were
started in a little heat and were afterwards divided

and put into G-inch or 7-inch pots, should now be
moved to those in which they are to flower. Fresh

turfy loam with about one-seventh of rotten ma-
nure and some sand added is the material to grow
them in. The plants should from this time be kept

in a cool house or pit, where they can have plenty

of air, with their tops near the glass so as to pre-

vent them getting drawn. They should have a thin

shade in the middle of the day to keep the leaves

from scorching. As the soil gets filled with roots

manure water should be given regularly. Syringe

freely overhead to keep the foliage clean and free

from insects.

Bruomansias.—These plants are usually seen

planted out with their tops covering the back wall

or the end of a conservatory, or in the form of

large bush or standard specimens, yet they will

flower in quite a small state. To have them of this

size, it is necessary to propagate them from cut-

tings or from seeds each year, as the plants make a

free and rapid growth and soon attain a good size.

Cuttings should be made of the young shoots, which
should be taken off with a heel when about (! inches

long. Put them singly in 3-inch pots filled with
sand. They will soon strike if confined in a cutting

frame or under propagating glasses. When well

rooted move them into 5-inch pots. Let them have
fresh turfy loam, to which add about one-seventh

of rotten manure and some sand. Keep the plants

in a genial growing temperature for a few weeks
after potting until they have begun to move freely,

when ordinary greenhouse treatment will suffice.

In July put them in the pots in which they are to

remain until next summer. When to be raised from
seed, the latter should be sown any time during the
spring—it is not yet too late. Sow in an ordinary
seed-pan, which mu.st be drained and filled with a
mixture of sifted loam, leaf-mould, and sand.
Cover the seeds a little deeper than would answer
for those that are smaller. Stand in a warm house
or pit, and shade the surface from the sun until the
seedlings appear, when let them have plenty of

light, but continue to give shade. As soon as large

enough to handle put the seedlings singly into 3-

inch or 4-inch pots, and keep them in a genial tem-
perature. Later on move them into pots one or
two sizes larger and keep them growing on until

the autumn is well advanced, so as to admit of

their becoming strong before winter, during which
season they should be kept in a greenhouse. Large
plants that are growing in pots or tubs, and that
were cut in last autumn after they had done flower-

ing or early in spring, should now have as much of

the surface soil got away as can be removed with-
out destroying the roots. Replace it with new,
composed of about three parts fresli loam to one of

rotten manure, with soidc sand. Brugmansias are
gross fee<lers, and when Iheir roots are confined
this proportion of manure will not be too much for

them. The plants should be stood in a house
where they will be under the influence of full light

during the summer. Treated in this way they may
be expected to flower in September.

TuuEROUS BEOONiAS.^Plants raised from seed

sown in winter must be moved into the pots in

which they are to flower as soon as they are large

enough. If the roots are confined in small pots too

long during their early stages, it will stop the

growth to an extent that will prevent their flower-

ing being of much account this season. In raising

these Begonias from seed, it is better to aim at

obtaining varieties that have a compact habit of

growth, with a free disposition to bloom and pro-

duce flowers of moderate size, rather than very

large ones. Small foliage is also an advantage, as

also are stout stalks that will hold the flowers erect.

Tubers that were started late with the intention of

giving successional bloom should be moved into the

pots in which they are to flower. A cold frame,

with the lights drawn off, except during heavy

showers, is the best place for them until they

come into bloom.

Stove.—Poinsettias.—Where large heads of

bloom are wanted it is necessary to propagate

Poinsettias early enough to admit of the plants

getting strong before autumn, as on this will de-

pend the bracts attaining their full size. The
shoots should be taken off with a heel when they

are about 6 inches long. They are best put singly

in small pots half filled with a mixture of sifted

loam and sand, the rest all sand. Keep the cut-

tings close enough to prevent the leaves flagging, and
let them have a warm stove temperature, with shade.

As soon as they are well rooted move them into

G-inch pots and keep them through the summer in

a house or pit where there is sufficient heat main-

tained for the more heat-loving stove subjects.

After the old plants have produced as many cut-

tings as required, they should be turned out of the

pots and have most of the soil shaken away. Give

them pots a size or two larger than those they

occupied last summer. These old stools may be

grown on with three or four shoots each if desired,

or they may be confined to single stems.

Euphorbia jacquini«floea.—This is seldom

met with in the best condition. It is neither ne-

cessary nor advisable to give it so much root-room

as most stove plants need. As advised recently, it is

best to strike three or four cuttings together.

When these have got well established in the pots

in which they have rooted, move them just as they

are without separating them or disturbing the

roots. Six-inch or 7-inch pots are as large as it

is requisite to give the plants, but from the time

the roots have fairly entered the new soil manu-
rial stimulants must be given regularly. Surface

dressings of Clay's Fertiliser should be applied

from time to time with weak soot water at short

intervals. The heads of the plants should be kept

close to the glass. A brisk stove heat is necessary

during the summer, with shade in the middle of the

day. It is better neither to stop the shoots nor bend
them down in the way sometimes done. The plant

is naturally a spare, erect grower, little disposed to

branch out, and does best when let to take its

course in this respect. Old plants that after fur-

nishing the necessary quantity of cuttings were
partially shaken out and replaced in the same pots

will shortly require a shift. Eight-inch pots will be

large enough for them, provided they receive due
attention with the stimulants recommended for the

younger stock. From two to three shoots are

enough to allow to each of these older examples.

Bouvardias.—It is now time to decide how the

young plants that were struck from cuttings in

winter are to be grown on through the summer. If

to be kept in pots they should be moved to those

they are to remain in before the roots get cramped
for room. Six-inch or 7-inch pots, according to the

size the plants liave attained, will be large enough,

as much may be done to assist them with manure
water later on when the roots have got well hold of

the soil. A mixture of loam, rotten manure, sand

and leaf-mould is tlie material for tiiem. If the

plants are not sufficiently furnished, it will be well

to again pinch out the points of the strongest

shoots, but it is a mistake to carry the stopping

operation so far with Bouvardias as is sometimes

done. A limited number of strong branches, say

eight or ten for plants grown from cuttings this

spring, are better than a larger quantity of weak
ones. After potting, the plants should be kept

a little closer for two or three weeks than they
require to be later on by limiting the amount
of air admitted. Keep them as near the glass as

circumstances will permit. Tlie pots should be

stood on a moist bottom, which will not only assist

the growth of the plants, but will help to keep
them free from insects better than if they were
stood on boards or open stages of any description.

Shade from the sun in the middle of the day when
the weather is bright, and syringe overhead regu-

larly each afternoon when the lights are closed. The
closing should be done long enough before the sun

is off the glass to shut in a genial warmth. If the

plants are at all backward, it is still more necessary

to attend to this regularly through the early part of

the summer. Plants that after flowering during the

autumn and winter were cut back and have since

made fresh growth, if not already repotted, should

be now attended to. Much of the old soil should

be shaken away. Plants of this description will re-

quire 8-inch or 10-inch pots to carry them through

the season, and they may at once be put in these.

In most cases out-back plants of this character

will not need stopping, as if in a good healthy

condition they will already have enough shoots to

furnish them. When the plants, either such as

have been struck from cuttings or older ones, are

to be turned out in pits or frames, the beds should

be made of good rich soil, similar to that advised

for pot culture. See that the material has sufficient

sand in it, so that it will be free and light enough.

By this means when the plants have to be taken up
for potting in autumn they will lift without the

roots being much broken. When Bouvardias are

grown in this way it is necessary to avoid planting

them too closely together. As a rule they will

attain one-third more size than when in pots ; con-

sequently it is necessary to allow for this, or they

will be crowded in a manner that will injure their

lower branches. T. B.

Primula Princess of Wales—Unfortunately,

this double-flowered Chinese Primula is difficult to

grow well. The blooms are beautifully fringed,

pure white and most useful for button - hole

bouquets. It is dwarf and slow in growth. It

evidently needs a special form of treatment to ob-

tain the best results. I am very successful in the

growth of the old double white, which flowers

abundantly from November to Jlay, but I cannot

say the same of the variety I'rincess of Wales. If

any readers of this paper who have grown it

well would give their method of cultivation, I should

be grateful.—E. M.

Crossandra undulsefolia. — Although the

flowers of this Crossandra are by no means of a vivid

tint, yet they are of a very distinct bright orange-

salmon shade. It is a soft-growing plant, some-

what in the way of the Aphelandras, and the

flowers are borne in a terminal spike. Like them,

too, the plants are apt to run up thin and naked
when old, so that continual propagation by means
of cuttings is necessary. This is not at all a diffi-

cult matter, as cuttings formed of the young grow-

ing shoots strike root readily enough during the

spring and early summer months. A very good
plan is to group several of these small plants so

obtained in a pot or pan, and thus form an effective

specimen. Its flowering season is not limited to

any particular time of tlie year, for it will bloom

during both winter and summer if in a good light

position in the stove or intermediate house.— H. P.

Anthropodium cirrhatum.—Few greenhouse
plants give less trouble than this New Zealand lili-

aceous subject; like the old-fashioned Agapanthus
umbellatus, it will flower in a more satisfactory

manner when allowed to remain undisturbed for

years tlian it will if repotted every season. Insect

pests, too, do not trouble it and tlie phvnt is almost

hardy, so that if kept safe from frost but little

more is needed during the winter montlis. It is a

free-growing subject, forming a clump a good deal

after the manner of some kinds of Iris, but the
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leaves are broader and more recurved. So ample is

the foliage, that in this respect alone a flourishing

mass is very ornamental. The blooms are star-

like, pure white (except the orange-tipped stamens,
which stand out conspicuously from the rest of the
flower) and borne in large open panicles, which
overtop the foliage.

—

H. P.

Leptospermum bullatum.—This is a pretty,

free-Uowering member of the Myrtlebloom family
from Australia, and I noted it flowering freely in

the Messrs. Low's nursery at Clapton. It belongs
to a set of plants which used to be largely repre-

sented at Kew. It has pure white flowers well

suited for Imtton-holes, &c., whilst as a pot plant

in the greenhouse it is very beautiful. Mr. Casey,
at Mr. Low's, also informed me that this plant

has proved to be hardy in the open air at Lyming-
ton.—W. H. G.

Combretum purpureum and Ipomaea
Horsfallia:.— In The Garden of April 20 (p. 36G)
"T.B." speaks of striking these plants from cuttings.

I have been connected with the trade for nearly
forty years, and have had to increase the stock of

these plants, but I have never yet seen a single

specimen of either which had been obtained from a
catting. I have myself tried times without num-
ber, but never have lieen able to root thera. If

"T. B." has himself struck them, I should be glad
to know the process which has led to his success.

If the plants he speaks of as rooted from cuttings

are in the trade, I should )je glad to know where,
so that I may be alile to examine them, as at pre-

sent I must confess to be an unbeliever in the state-

ment.—H. T. P.

Rbododendron Daviesi. — This is an ex-
tremely valuable greenhouse Rhododendron, raised
and sent out by Mr. Davies, of Ormskirk, some six

or eight years ago, and said to be the result of a
cross between the two Javanese species, E.

javanicum and R. retusum. It is a free-growing
variety, which should be stopped when young,
otherwise it is very liable to run up tall and get
bare at the base. The leaves are very dark green,
while the flowers are in shape about midway
between those of K. retusum and the more open
ones of R. javanicum. They are freely borne, and
their colour, a bright orange-red, causes them to

stand out conspicuously from the rest of their class.

I believe the same cross was employed some years
previously by Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, who put
the variety into commerce under the name of Prince
of Wales, but it appears to have almost dropped
out of cultivation, which circumstance is to be
accounted for by the fact that it was by no means
a vigorous growing plant, and besides that the
flowers were not quite so brightly coloured as those
of Daviesi. R. Daviesi should certainly be grown
by everyone who has a collection of greenhouse
Rhododendrons, however small.

—

H. P.

Tabernsemontana coronaria flore-pleno.
—This chaste and beautiful plant is included in

almost every average collection of stove plants, but
rarely is it seen in a really thriving condition. It

is too often found in a shady part of the stove
where it drags out a miserable existence, producing
a few flowers each season from its weak attenuated
stems. Why it should be thus despised has always
been a mystery to me. Given a fair chance, no
plant is more capable of repaying what little extra
trouble is taken in its cultivation. Its character is

such, that of itself it soon forms handsome little

bushes, while the dark shining foliage is very orna-
mental. The sweet-scented, pure white flowers are
second only to those of the Gardenia or Tuberose,
some people regarding them as even more elegant
and refined. Besides this, the plants are very free-

flowering. They may be had in flower early in

February, and yet they last well into the late spring
months. To obtain, however, such results, regard
must be paid to their special wants. Much root
space is not required, a 10-inch pot being ample for
a large specimen. Care must be taken to pot
firmly, using a fair amount of drainage. The best
soil to use is equal parts of peat and loam, with a
good dash of sharp sand. If the loam is of a light
nature, less peat might be used. Kept close and
syringed daily, the plants will soon fill the pots

with roots, when they should be assisted with weak
liquid manure. The plants should also have the
advantage of a sunny corner, where they will make
strong short-jointed growth thickly set with bloom-
buds. As autumn approaches the plants may have
more air to mature the wood, but they must not be
kept too cool,orthe warty excrescences on the leaves
will turn black, giving them a very dirty appear-
ance. If mealy bug is troublesome it may be de-
stroyed by using methylated spirits. Should aphides
put in an appearance, they may be got rid of by
syringing the plants with soft soap.—J. C.

CAMELLIAS.
Amateue cultivators of Camellias who cultivate a
few in pots in a house of mixed plants are often
found complaining that the buds of their plants
drop, and that they fail to flower the latter

satisfactorily. I had a neighbour who was very
fond of these flowers and spent a good deal of
money upon them ; but with all his care, he rarely
succeeded in getting a bud to expand. There may
be several causes at work to produce this result,

but I think one of the chief is bad watering. I

have noticed in the case of some amateur cultiva-
tors that they proceeded on the principle of giving
a little water daily, just as one would have a meal,
and without any consideration as to the require-
ments of the plants and the state of the weather.
A little water applied frequently has been cha-
racterised as one of the worst forms of mismanage-
ment. It serves to keep the soil soddened, then it

becomes sour for some way down the pot, while it

may happen that the lower part of the ball remains
dust-dry. What should be observed is never to

give a plant water until it is really required, and
then thoroughly soak it. Another frequent cause
of the buds djopping is owing to the Camellias
being in unsuitable soil. Many persons, knowing
that Camellias do not do well in a strong heavy
soil, will make up a compost of loam and peat.

For a time the peat acts mechanically in keeping
the particles of loam apart, but eventually, when
certain conditions of the soil have been fulfilled,

the plants become unhealthy. Sods from a sandy
loam, cut thinly and pulled to pieces when quite
fresh make a good soil for Camellias, and if not
sandy enough can be made so by adding some
coarse silver sand. Camellias will do well in pure
peat, but they need the help of some manure or soot
water when growing. Plants that have been sub-
jected to too high a temperature and become
weakly will also drop their buds, and it is, perhaps,
forgotten that in the southern and western parts of

the country the Camellia is hardy, and it is not at

all necessary to force it in heat. The sudden
change from a greenhouse to the open air, when the
plants are sometimes unusuallydryandat othertimes
sodden with rain, produces an unhealthy condition
and causes the buds to drop. I think there was ex-

cellent sense in the advice the late Mr. J. R. Pear-
son once gave. " Never turn a Camellia out of doors
if you have room for it under cover. It will, per-

haps, never have occurred to everyone to think
how great must be the change from a dewy night
to the atmosphere of a house deprived of its

moisture by condensation." R. D.

The Cape Primrose (Streptocarpus).— The
various sorts of Streptocarpus are well suited for

growing in an intermediate house, as their re-

quirements are by no means exacting, and they are

remarkably pretty when in bloom, added to wliich

a few plants when well established will continue to

flower for a very long period. Some of the species

have been known for a number of years, but they
had almost dropped out of cultivation till the intro-

duction of the wonderful S. Dunni, which first

flowered at Kew in issij. This plant has one huge
leaf as much as 2 feet long and more than 1 foot in

width. The flowers are of a kind of terra-cotta

tint, quite different from those of an}' species of

Streptocarpus introduced up to that time. Thanks
to Mr. Watson, of Kew, some very beautiful hybrids
claiming S. Dunni as one of their parents were
soon raised, and the following year two of them,
Watsoni and Kewensis, were exhibited at the Royal

Horticultural Society, and to each a first-class cer-
tificate was given. Of the older kinds, S. Rexi,
with lilac-purple blossoms, S. parviflorus, in which
the flowers are white, and S. polyanthus, with small
pale blue blossoms, are about the best. All the
Streptocarpuses can be readily raised from seed,

which should be sown in a stove temperature early
in the season. If the plants are grown on freely,

they will form large specimens full of flower by
July or August. To obtain them earlier, a good
way is to sow the seed about midsummer (or a little

before), and winter the plants in pots 3 inches or
4 inches in diameter, then if the plants are shifted
into larger pots in the spring they will by May
commence to flower freely. Any good light soil suits

them perfectly, and planted out as an edging to the
beds in the succulent house at Kew, they show
their adaptability for such a purpose, and form when
in flower a very beautiful feature. Besides seeds,

they can also be increased by leaf cuttings; bnt
this method is rarely followed, as seeds are so freely

borne ; and besides this, seedlings give a very
pleasing variety, as out of two or three dozen, the
product of the same plant, it is sometimes diflacult

to pick out two exactly alike.

—

H. P.

Rhododendron Championi.—This interest-
ing species was introduced from Hong-kong in

1881, and we recently noticed it in bloom in the
Chelsea nursery of Messrs. A'eitch. When it was
first brought over great things were expected of it,

especially as a pot plant for the greenhouse, but so

far it has proved disappointing. Until last year,

we believe, no flowers were produced on the plant
at Kew, although it had been carefully cultivated

to induce it to bloom. The habit is everything that
can be desired—bushy, leafy, strong, and free, the
leaves leathery, of the deepest green, and coated on
both surfaces with glandular hairs. There are a
few specimens at Chelsea that are very handsome
from a foliage point of view, but unfortunately the
flowers are seldom seen. They are pure white save
a few spottings of ochre on the upper petals,

spreading, and about 4 inches across, the lobes of

the calyx being covered with long white haiis. A
species of Rhododendron with such a splendid habit
and mass of healthy leaves should prove of value in

hybridising. As it stands at present, there is no
room for it in our gardens.

Lotus peliorrhynchus.—For growing in a
hanging pot or basket in the greenhouse this is one
of the most desirable plants we have, as it is very
pretty and quite distinct from anything else. The
leaves of this are small and narrow and of a silvery

grey tint, against which the orange-scarlet-coloured
flowers stand out most conspicuously. They are of

a peculiar lobster-claw shape, and are borne for a
considerable distance along the pendulous shoots.

It is a native of Tenerifte, and has been for the last

two or three seasons grown at Kew, but I am not
aware of its being in general cultivation. There is

another very pretty species of Lotus, though less

showy than the preceding, viz , L. Jacobaius, which
forms a much-branched, but slender-growing plant,

with hoary foliage and a great profusion of deep
velvety-purple (almost black) blossoms, whose dis-

tinct tint is further intensified by contrast with the
light-coloured foliage. This Lotus requires the pro-

tection of a greenhouse, and even then in the
neighbourhood of London the winter fogs often
injure it severely ; but on the return of spring it

grows away freely, and cuttings then produced
will strike without difticulty. Besides this, it can
be easily raised from seed ; but plants obtained in

this manner vary somewhat in the colour of the
blossoms, and for this reason, when a very good
form is obtained, it is advisable to propagate it by
means of cuttings. If planted out during the
summer it will grow and flower well.

—

H. P.

Azalea amcena Caldwelli.— In many places

this is grown to the exclusion of the older A.
amcena, from which this variety differs in the
flowers being double the size, and the habit of the

plant not so free. It can be quickly grown into neat
little bushes, and when laden with blossoms is

extremely useful for many purposes. This Azalea
will root readily from cuttings, and plants of it can
therefore be often obtained that are without tlie
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long naked stem, which is such an objectionable

feature in some of the Indian Azaleas imported

from the Continent. Besides A. annuna and the

above-mentioned variety, some of the hybrids

raised between this class and the Indian Azaleas

are remarkably pretty and free-flowering.—H. P.

FLOWERING PLANTS FOR WINTER.

To have at hand during the months of December,

January, and February a good stock of well-grown

flowering plants that will be acceptable alike for

tlie decoration of the show house and for cutting

from is so desirable, that I need not dwell on the

necessity of making preparations. Carnations are

one of the first things to be considered, as they are

always welcome, and the three most thoroughly

useful varieties in their respective colours are pro-

bably Alegatiere, Miss Joliffe, and Pride of Fens-

hurst. Cuttings may be struck in heat in a com-

post of leaf soil and silver sand, shifted on as

required, and grown in a cool pit until the autumn,

when they should be transferred to an airy house

with a minimum temperature of 50° until required

for the conservatory. Winter-flowering Begonias,

again, are very useful, and last a long time in

bloom. There are many serviceable varieties, two

of the most showy being the old fuchsioides and

Davisi. A goo<l plan is to place four or five cut-

tings in a 3-inch pot, and transfer to the size in

which they are to flower as soon as the cutting pot

Is full of roots. They may be grown on with the

Carnations during the summer months, but require

later rather a higher temperature to thoroughly

develop their flowers. Zonal Pelargoniums are in-

dispensable in this selection, and may be grown on

during the summer in the manner already indi-

cated. There are not many varieties the flowers of

which combine the two essentials for winter-flower-

ing—a freedom of bloom and of suflicient substance

in petal to stand well in a cut state. Three of the

best are R. V. Raspail and Guillion Mangilli among
the doubles, and the old H. Jacoby as a single.

_
A

few Marguerites are very useful both to associate

with the bright colours of the Pelargonium and for

occasional cutting. Personally I prefer the small-

flowering, fine-foliaged variety. Two old-fashioned

plants now very seldom seen, and of which a few

cuttings may be struck later on to grow along with

tlie foregoing, are Sparmannia africana and Lasi-

andra macrantha. Old plants of these will soon

become leggy, but it they are struck every year as

early as possible and allowed to come along during

the summer with plenty of light and air, they will

make nice stocky stuff for the winter and throw

some good flowers. Mignonette will furnish the

scent for winter cutting ; there are many ways of

doing this, each grower having his particular plan

of growing it. The above are a few things that

can be relied on to furnish a display during the

dull months of the year. One more plant, and a

very old favourite with many people, that may
accompany the foregoing is Humea elegans. This

may be sown with the first batch of Calceolarias,

and grown on quickly literally without the

slightest check, as anything approaching the

pot-bound stage is fatal to the well-being of the

Humea. It must be remembered that, although all

the plants included in this short list are compara-

tively easy of culture, they require a considerable

amount of attention to keep them well up to the

mark, and to have in readiness good bushy stuff

ready to burst into flower as soon as the Chrysan-

themums are over. A pit that has been devoted to

Potatoes will answer well for them during tlie

summer months ; this, with a cool bottom, plenty of

air, and careful attention to the watering, is a brief

summary of the summer treatment. As soon as the

weather changes and the nights become cold, the

plants must be removed to a light airy house,

where, as I have previously said, a rather dry tem-

perature, with a minimum of say 50° to 5.5°, can be

maintained. Perhaps I ought to have included the

Bouvardia in the above list, as it requires exactly

similar treatment through the summer months, and
is an invaluable flower for winter button-holes.

There are, of <:ourse, many other plants equally

useful, but I think the above-named might reason-

ably be included in any list of hardy and thoroughly

useful winter-flowering plants. In connection with

the Pelargoniums, I shall be glad to know if any
reader has found any of the newer double va-

rieties as serxioeable as the two named in this list

.

Two thoroughly good sorts in the pink and white

shades, to possess all the good points of R. V.

Raspail, would be a wonderful boon to all who have

to supply a lot of cut flowers through the winter

months. E. BUEEELL.
Clarcmont.

Trees and Shrubs.

SKIMMIAS.
A MOST exhaustive and interesting series of

articles have lately appeared in the G((rileners'

Chronicle relative to the genus Skimmia, which
has been for a long time in a state of great con-

fusion, that reached its climax when some beau-

tifully berried specimens were exhibited at one

of the winter meetings of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society by Mr. Foreman, of Eskbank,

under the name of S. Foremani, and awarded a

first-class certificate by the floral committee.

With regard to the beauty of the .specimens, the

merit was certainly worthily bestowed upon
them, but if the plants were, as stated, the result

of a cross between S. oblata and S. fragrans,

the bestowal upon them of a botanical name was

iS"

j;>

investigation is that the different Skimmias now
in gardens are S. Lavireola, a Himalayan species,

far less ornamental than any of the others and very
rarely met with. The fact of its being rather
tender is also against its common cultivation.

Then we have S. japonica of Thunberg, which is

the plant generally known as S. oblata, a neat-
growing evergreen shrub, that succeeds re-

markably well even in smoky districts. In
this species the flowers are diiecious, the male
form being that usually known as S. fragrans,

of which an illustration is herewith given, and
which is a really pretty flowering evergreen

Skimmia japonica. of garJi'us.

altogether wrong, for in the first place the two
so-called species are really the male and female

forms of one, and consequently, if no mistake

was made, they could not even bo classed as

hybrids. This circumstance induced Dr. Masters

to thoroughly investigate the subject, and with

the great resources at his command, it may now
bo regarded as definitely cleared uji. In the

first place, the Skimmia most commonly met
with, viz., the dwarf branching form with lan-

ceolate leaves and hermaphrodite blossoms, that

bears its crimson-coloured berries in great pro-

fusion, and which has up till now always been

regarded as S. japonica, turns out on investiga-

tion to bo not the true S. japonica of Thunberg,

but the plant regarded as such by Hooker,

Lindlcy, and subsequent writers ; while tliat

upon which the name of S. oblata was bestowed

by the late Mr. Thomas Moore is identical with

Thuubcrg's S. japonica. Tho result of all this

Skimmia fragrans. Male form of the true S. japonica

of Thunberg.

shrub at this season, and also a first-rate town
plant. To induce S. oblata to berry freely it is

necessary to plant a specimen of S. fragrans in

close proximity thereto, though even in the case

of isolated plants of S. oblata an occasional

berry will be produced. The next species is

that so long known and so generally recognised

as the true S. japonica (here illustrated}, upon
which Dr. Masters has bestowed the name of

S. Fortunei, that of japonica being already

given by Thunberg to S. oblata of gardens,

which is really a .Tapauese plant, wliilo S.

japonica of gardens is a native of China. Other
doubtful names are thus dealt with in the

article in (juestion—S. oblata ovata and S.

oblata Veitchi are both forms of the true

japonica, while S. fragrantissima is the male of

tho same species. Then we havo Mr. Foreman's

variety, regarding the parentage of which Dr.

Masters is inclined to think there nuiy have
been some mistake, and that its parents are,

perhaps, Fortunei (japonica of gardens) and
japonica (usually known as oblata). A second

kind raised by Mr. Foreman is named macro-

phylla from the large size of its leaves. Some
years previously, however, Mr. Rogers, of

Southampton, raised a Skimmia in the way of,

but distinct from, that certificated as Foremani,
which he calls Rogersi, and states tliat he has

propagated and distributed a groat number of

plants, which from tho profusion of berries

borne by them are very valuable for many pur-

poses. T.

Foliage.—What a wealth of luxuriant foliage

is to lie seen on all deciduous trees this year. How
truly is the long winter of barren branches atoned
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for in the wondrous beauty seen in the spring when
the trees are being clotlied with leafage and of

such varied form and dense shading. It seems
doubtful whether Nature, although she furnishes

greens so liberally, yet presents a more lovely hue
than is found in the soft green of the Beech foliage

as lit up by the declining sunshine. All Nature
looks more beautiful when the sun throws its rays

obliquely than when it is high above our heads.

It would be interesting to learn from a colour

student how many diverse shades of green Nature
furnishes. We may find in the variation between
the tints of the young shoots of Picea Nord-
manniana and its old leafage almost myriads of

shades, all beautiful, though none are more so than
are the lighter shades. Not only does the beauty
of the spring leafage, so gloriously luxuriant this

year, give compensation for winter barrenness, but
it presents forms of beauty which even tropical

countries can hardly furnish or excel. What with
many trees rich in bloom of many diverse hues and
the abundant leafage of many diverse tints, the

earth beneath the trees rich in most luxuriant ver-

dure, or carpeted with myriads of flowers, our
native scenery presents delightful attributes, which
can hardly be too highly estimated. Ample leaf-

age means good growth and roots in good condi-

tion, whilst full of promise for the coming season.

—A. D.

Management of shrubby Spirseas.—One of

the finest collections of hardy flowering and orna-

mental trees and shrubs in this part of Britain is

at Westonbirt, the seat of Mr. Holford, in Glouces-
tershire. Amongst the numerous gems planted by
that gentleman, I noticed and was much struck by
the charming condition of his shrubby Spir^as, and
in reply to my inquiry was told by Mr. Chapman
that the majority of them are cut down to the
ground, if not annually, quite frequently. For
clean growth, fine foliage and magnificent flowers,

I may safely say I never saw anything to equal
them. How often in old gardens do we see large

straggling shrubs and bushes literally choking and
strangling each other, with legs long and bare, a

nearly H inches in length. The triangular lobes of

the limb are folded edge to edge in the bud, so that

it is strongly angled before opening. The plant fruits

freely and seeds were obtained, but these have failed

to germinate. The surest and quickest mode of

propagation would doubtless be by cuttings. The
size, beauty and fragrance of the flowers and the

free-blooming habit of the plant make it very de-

sirable as an addition to our greenhouses, and it

will probably prove to be hardy in the Gulf States

or even farther north.— Garden and Forest.

NOTES FROM HOLWOOD PARK.

OR Spanish Chestnut.—Of this hand-

TREE
Sweet
some and valuable timber-producing tree there are

some symmetrical and bulky specimens, and of

these we may make particular note of one grow-
ing in the grounds at Keston Lodge and at

but a short distance from where the public path
divides Holwood and Keston. At 3 feet from
the ground the stem has a girth of 14 feet 3

inches, while the total height of the tree is 78

feet, and the branches extend for fully 70 feet.

Another tree of the same kind, but of finer propor-

tions, although not of so great stem-girth, occupies

a conspicuous position amongst some noble Beeches
on the margin of one of the lakes at Holwood.
Sixteen feet in length of the butt of this fine tree

contains exactly 100 feet of wood (these dimensions
are rarely surpassed, at least in a clean, well-

formed stem), the stem girth at 8 feet up is exactly

10 feet, while the branches cover a spread of fully

CO feet in diameter. There is an increasing de-

mand for good Chestnut wood, it being largely used

in the making of furniture, as well as, but particu-

larly in certain parts of the country, coffins ; indeed,

for this latter purpose, good clean stems of fairly

large proportions will often fetch from 2s. to 2s. (Jd.

per cubic foot.

The Yew, as in most places of antiquity, is re-

presented at Holwood by some goodly, well-

branched specimens, as well as by not a few
gnarled, hollow-stemmed, and dilapidated-looking

tuft of leaves near the tops, and flowers conspicuous trees that at once impress one with thoughts of by-
by their absence. In some instances the plants are gone days and a reverential feeling of age and re-

retained as screens, an otfice they have long since spect. A densely-branched and very ornamental
ceased to fulfil ; but in the majority of cases, as at tree of this kind in conspicuous in the south park,
Westonbirt, they might be made fresh and beauti- for it stands in solitary seclusion and sends out its

ful, first, by thinning out the rubbish, and second,

by cutting down those worth keeping.

—

W. C.

Portlandia pterosperma.—Among the many
novelties collected by Dr. Edward I'almer, during the
past season in the region about Guaymas upon the
eastern side of the Gulf of California, is a Portlandia

which promises to be a valuable acquisition if it

can be secured for cultivation. This genus belongs

to the Rubiacea;, an order which supplies such
ornamental shrubs as the Gardenias, Bouvardias,

Rondeletias, &o., and received its name in honour of

the Duchess of Portland, who in the last century
was a friend and patron of botany and made a fine

collection of rare and valuable trees and shrubs for

the adornment of her grounds at Bulstrode. The
first species described, P. grandiflora, is a native of

Jamaica; was introduced into England in 1775,

and was figured In the Botanical Maijazine, t. 286,

in 17'.)j. It is there spoken of as a beautiful stove

plant, not of difficult growth and flowering freely,

blooming when not more than a foot high, its

flowers uncommonly large, showy and fragrant.

Seven other species have since been added from the

West Indies and Mexico, of which the P. platantha

was also figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 453i,

in 1850. This is a similar shrub, with dark green

and glossy evergreen leaves and very large, funnel-

shaped white flowers, " flowering in a very dwarf
state and almost always in blossom." The present

species, as it is found growing in the deep canons

of the mountains about Guaymas, is a shrub or

small tree, from 2 feet to 10 feet in height. The
foliage differs from that of other species in being

rather thin and deciduous, instead of leathery

and evergreen. The (lowers are numerous upon
the young slender branches, a pair appearing

at nearly every node. They are pure white and
exceedingly fragrant, funnel-form in shape, and

lithe well-furnished branches for a length that

almost exceeds its height. At 2 feet from the

ground the stem has a girth of 20 feet 5 inches,

while the branches cover a spread of 57 feet. A
neat iron fence surrounds this giant tree, and well

protects it from injury by either man or beast. On
the margin of the duck pond is a gnarled and
weird-looking Yew, whose half hollow stem when
taped we found to be 13 feet 2 inches in girth at a

yard up. At no great distance from this patri-

archal specimen of the Yew is one of the most
peculiar cases of the junction of two trees—an

Oak and a Yew—that has yet come under my
notice. The stem of the combined trees, which is

of perfectly normal outline, is 7 feet 11 inches in

girth at 3 feet from the ground level, and 7 feet

10 inches at 5 feet up. The Y'ew portion rises to

15 feet in height, and has a branch spread of 36

feet; while the Oak, whose height is 35 feet, has a

diameter of spread of branches covering 54 feet at

the widest part.

Both stems are so amalgamated, that were it not

for the difference in colour of the barks the point

of junction would hardly be detected, and this is

rendered all the more mystifying, as the combined
stems form one that is of gradual taper and well

rounded for the entire length, or until that point

from which the branches ramify. For fully 5 feet

up, at which point two large limbs are cut out by

the Oak, the Yew takes up from 2 feet 2 inches to

2 feet 5 inches of the total girth of the stem, but

how far the wood of the Yew extends inwards

cannot be ascertained—at least without doing

serious injury to tlic health of the tree.

At 2 feet from point of junction with the main

stem the two large limbs sent out by the Oak girth

respectively 4 feet 7 inches and 4 feet It inches, and
as they grow outwards in opposite directions, or

nearly north and south from the main trunk and in

bow shape, have an appearance that is as peculiar
as it is unusual in tree growth. The Yew stem
almost encircles the northern limb, and with it is

completely amalgamated, the barks being quite
level and as if inarched at the point of junction.

When viewed from the public path, from which it

is only 11 yards distant, these combined trees pre-

sent a most curious and unusual appearance, but
particularly when the Oak is destitute of leaves,

the co-mingled deciduous and evergreen branches
being the most noticeable. How this union of the

two trees, but particularly a Conifer and a hard
wood, had been brought about would be difficult to

determine ; but in all probability they had inten-

tionally, as both the Oak and Y'ew are of about
the same age, been planted closely together when
.seedlings, and so grown on as one stem, owing to

their close contiguity. Tying of the two stems
together may probably have been resorted to ; in-

deed, this is rendered more than probable, owing
to their nearness to the public path. That this

peculiar union of a Yew and Oak attracts some
attention from pedestrians on the footpath hard
by is only too evident from the numerous cuts and
scars that have been inflicted on the stem at that

point where the two barks meet and are so evenly
joined together.

The Birch, although springing up naturally in

all directions, does not generally attain to a great

size at Holwood, the flnest specimens, with one or

two exceptions, being those at and around the

Roman camp and alongside the lakes. Immediately
to the right of the green drive and where it crosses

the ramparts of the camp is a fair example of the

Queen of the Forest, as the Birch is desig-

nated, and which at a yard from the ground
measures 12 feet 2 inches, and has a spread of

branches covering a diameter of 57 feet.

Amongst other remarkable trees are two speci-

mens of the Horse Chestnut, raised from seed
brought by the Earl and Countess of Derby from
Ferny, Lake of Geneva, March, 1873. These trees

are growing at the top of the concrete pond at

Keston Lodge and on the margin of the carriage

drive. Both trees are in excellent health and grow-
ing rapidly, the largest being 18 feet in height and
with a stem which girths 14 inches at a yard from
the ground. There are likewise a number of Oaks
raised from acorns planted for Mary, Countess of

Derby, by Thomas Carlyle, in October, 1875. The
largest of these is only about 8 feet in height, the

majority 6 feet, and they are not in a very healthy

or flourishing condition, which can hardly be due
to the quality of soil, as others of the same kind
growing in close proximity have attained to goodly
proportions.

Of the new and rarer Conifer;i_i there are numerous
fine examples, particularly WeUingtonia gigantea,

AbiesNordmanniana,A.nobilis,Araucariaimbricata,
Junipers—various species; Cedrus Deodara, Seqiioia

sempervirens. Cypresses of kinds. Thuja gigantea
and T. occidentalis, Pinus excelsa, and many others.

The deciduous Cypress (Taxodium distichum) and
T. Montezuma; are represented by a couple of fine

specimens growing on the lawn at HoUydale, wdiile

of that lovely, distinct and still somewhat rare

Japanese Conifer, Cryptomeria elegans, there is a
stately and well-furnished tree, which at present

enlivens with its bronzy-crimson hue the well-kept

grounds immediately in front of Holwood House.
A. D. Webster.

Veronica Hulkeana.—This is a favourite

plant of mine, and about twenty years ago I raised

a number of seedlings, some of which were grown
in pots, and others planted out at the foot of a
south wall. Both did well and flowered profusely.

It is very different from the more common forms
of the New Zealand Speedwells, represented by
such as V. speciosa and the numerous hybrids

raised therefrom, for \'. Hulkeana is of rather erect

habit, while the flowers are borne in large terminal

branching panicles. The individual blooms are of

a very pleasing shade of pale lilac, rather an un-

common tint among plants now in flower. As an
instance of the different subjects taken in hand by
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the London market grower, I may mention that

a couple of years ago I saw a number of plants

of this Veronica for sale on a costermonger's barrow.

—H. P.

Bauera rubioides.—This little New Holland
shrub will continue to flower for months together,

and although not so showy as many other plants that

require much the same treatment, it is well worthy
of a place wherever subjects of this character are

grown. This Bauera forms a small much-branched
bush, the slender shoots of which are clothed with

narrow leaves and studded with saucer-shaped

blossoms about three-quarters of an inch in dia-

meter and of a pleasing shade of mauve-pink. I

have had it in flower by the middle of February,

and the same plant has bloomed till midsummer.

—

H. P.

Cytisus laniger.—A fine plant of this old-

fashioned half-hardy shrub occupies a snug corner

in the shrubbery at Montys Court, near Taunton.
Many years ago this Laburnum was thought worthy
of a place under glass, but it is rarely to be seen

now either indoors or out, yet there are few more
distinct and attractive yellow-flowered, hard-wooded
plants than this. It is when it is grown in the

open air, with plenty of space for its roots and
branches, that it does best. With regard to its

hardiness, I can only say that it was always con-

sidered to be only half-hardy ; therefore it is not

likely to stand out of doors during a severe winter

in the northern counties. The plant in question is

about 2 feet high, and has probably stood in the

same position for twenty years.

—

J. C. C.

The cut-leaved Walnut.—Seldom, indeed, do
we see this most distinct of trees planted out in our

parks and grounds. This is to be regretted, for it is

as handsome as it is uncommon. The noblest

specimen I have seen had been planted unknowingly
in a Larch plantation, and it was certainly an object

of great beauty, the massive head rising to a height

of nearly 50 feet. A tree of such distinct foliage

as this cut-leaved Walnut will undoubtedly, sooner

or later, come into general favour. Soil suitable

for the typical tree is all that is necessary for the

cut-leaved form, while, judging from what I have
seen, it is quite as hardy and accommodating. It

is not yet too late in the planting season to be-

come possessed of a specimen of this interest-

ing and highly ornamental Walnut, and I feel

quite convinced that whoever indulges in a plant

will, years hence, be proud of his purchase.

—

A. D. Webster.

Cerasus Mahaleb.—The blooms of this grace-

ful May-flowering tree are borne in the greatest

profusion. It is by no means of slow growth and
reaches a height of from 20 feet to .".0 feet. A
mature specimen forms a somewhat full roundish

head of branches, while the branchlets are partially

drooping, thus imparting a very graceful cha-

racter to the tree. The flowers, and in fact the

whole plant, including the wood, is very strongly

scented, too much so indeed to be agreeable.

This Cerasus is used as a stock on which to

graft some of the Cherries, but besides this its

ornamental qualities rank high, and the fact that

it will flourish even in dry, sandy and stony soils is

another great point in its favour. It is a native of

the middle and south of Europe, and, according to

Loudon, has been grown in British gardens since

1711, but is now quite an uncommon tree.—T.

Hydrangea volubilis.—Under the cumber-
some name of Schizophragma hydrangeoides this

plant was awarded a lirst-class certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society some four years since.

It is a native of .Japan, from whence Messrs.

Veitch introduced it, I believe, through their

collector, Mr. Maries. The greatest peculiarity

connected with it is that, unlike other Hydrangea.s,

it is quite a climbing plant, so nmch so that

where the stems press against a suitable surface,

they push forth roots after the manner of Ivy. The
greater part of the head of flower consists of the

small fertile blooms, the large showy sterile ones

being limited to a few scattered .iround the outside

portion of the cyme. This Hydrangea may be
grown ;i3 a wall shrub, or it ])resents a very distinct

appearance when planted on a large, bold rock-

work, as it will attach itself to the stones, and, as a
rule, flower freely. When treated as it is in the
temperate house at Kew, viz., planted out and
allowed to assume the character of a somewhat
rambling shrub, it is very pretty when in flower, as

in this way the foliage is in no way injured by
winds or frosts, which sometimes disfigure the

young leaves when in the open ground.—H. P.

EVERGREEN SCREENS.
To screen buildings or other objects that tend to

mar the landscape in any way is a matter of much
moment, particularly when such occur in the park
or pleasure ground. For such a purpose trees are

often entirely out of place, and recourse must be
had to the taller-growing evergreen shrubs, or,

perhaps, it may be small-growing Conifers. The
Holly and Yew are two of the best screen plants

that can be employed, for not only may they be
planted out when of large size—up to 10 feet or

12 feet in height, if carefully handled—but they are
of compact habit and grow away rapidly after be-

coming fairly established. Next to them I should
say plant the Portugal Laurel, Sweet Bay, and
Evergreen Oak, all tall-growing Evergreens of great
merit and value for the purpose under considera-
tion. They grow freely enough, soon forming rich
masses of foliage, and are perfectly at home any-
where and everywhere. Pruning, too, they bear
with impunity, which scores another point in their

favour. Spruce Fir is so hardy, grows with such
freedom, and so soon accomplishes the end in view,
that it must be included in the list.

Few are aware how lasting and beautiful an
evergreen fence may be made of the Gorse or

Furze. By throwing up a mound of e.arth, say 1

foot or 2 feet in height, where the fence is intended
to be made, and planting the Gorse on the top of

the bank, an excellent screen fence will be made in

a remarkably short space of time. The roots of

the Gorse bind the mound most effectually and
cause it to hold well together. Then it liears prun-
ing with perfect impunity ; in fact, the more it

is cut and hacked at, the greener and stronger it

grows. 1 have found it an excellent plan to cut
down Gorse hedges every fifth year. Excellent
fences of the Gorse may be seen on the Isle of

Man, and in positions, too, where miiny other
plants could not succeed.

The common Ivy if carefully handled makes a
pretty, lasting, and excellent screen plant, and one
that soon accomplishes the end in view. It re-

quires a support in the way of a lattice-work, and
if the plants are put into good soil they will in a
couple of years have covered a large surface with the
richest and freshest of green. Larch poles make a
substantial and rustic-looking support, but it is

as well to use good timber at the outset, so as

not to have to pull the screen-fence to pieces in a
few years after its formation, as would in all likeli-

hood be found necessary if inferior or too imma-
ture timber were employed. Laurels can hardly be
recommended as first-class screen plants, for al-

though they do well enough for a few years, yet
eventually, unless they are periodically cut low and
pruned close in, they get bare at the bottom and
so ruin the object for which they were origin.ally

intended. Beautiful as is the Laurustinus, it can
hardly be included in the list of screen plants, un-
less it be that the object to be hidden from view is

of low stature. Box, too, is of too straggling

growth for screen formation.

In planting to form a screen, it is good policy
to place the Evergreens doubly thick at first,

an<l when they begin to encroach on each other

to remove e\'ery alternate plant. By so doing
a tliick screen is formed at once, a matter often

of the greatest moment in the pleasure ground or

park. A. D. Websteu.

and R. Thomsoni are good specimens, each from 10
feet to 12 feet high and as much in diameter, and
have flowered very freely this season. The flowers

of R. campanulatum are nearly over, but the R.

Thomsoni has still about sixty good trusses of its

splendid, deep-coloured flowers open, with from five

to eight bells to the truss, the individual blooms
somewhat resembling those of Lapageria rosea,

and forming a beautiful contrast to the light foli-

age. We have several other Himalayan varieties

planted out in the American garden, many of these
flowering so early that unless protected from late

spring frosts, the blooms get disfigured. Many of

the more common varieties are large specimens,
each from Hi feet to 18 feet high and just bursting

into flower. About two acres of Azaleas, the plants

well set with bloom and each ranging from 5 feet

to 10 feet high, will be very beautiful during the
nextfew weeks.

—

3.V.,JRook's Nest, Godstone, Surrey.

Himalayan Rhododendrons. -With refer-

ence to these (p. tl2), it may be interesting to

" II. P." and other readers of Tnn (l.\iti>EN to hear

of the somewhat rare v.irieties of the above doing
well planted out in the American garden here at

the foot of the Surrey hills. Botli U. caiiipanulatuni

A^ACCINIUM, OR WHORTLEBERRY.
This interesting tribe of small ornamental plants
grows wild in different parts of Europe, America,
and Asia, and is generally found on damp moors,
mossy ground, and rocky parts on the mountain
slopes of these countries. A good many of the

species and varieties are perfectly hardy in this

country. Some prefer damp, shady situations in

the vicinity of trees, while others delight in loose,

gravelly soil on exposed places. The genus com-
prises about fifty species that have been described.

The following are natives of Britain, viz., V. uligi-

nosum (great Bilberry or Bog Whortleberry). V.
Myrtillus (the common Bilberry or Blaeberry) is

found in moor ground and shady woods, and gene-

rally produces a, great abundance of fruit, which
are highly relished by most people. V. Vitis Id^a
(red Whortleberry or Crowberry) grows among the

Heather and shady woods in the highlands of Scot-

land, where it attains a height of some few inches,

and generally produces large crops of pretty red

berries, which are not only ornamental, but also

esteemed by many people when made into tarts.

It is an Evergreen, and the leaves are .about the size

and shape of those of the common Bos. It is a
capital carpet or marginal plant for beds, and bears

pruning and trimming with impunity. V.Oxycoccus
(Marsh Whortleberry or Cranberry") also produces

abundance of berries, which are relished and used
in the same way as those of V. A'itis Idsea. The
whole tribe seems to prefer a boggy or mossy soil,

although at the same time I have found all the

above-named species thriving upon light gravel

and shingle, with only a slight mixture of mossy
stuff on the surface. The culture of these pretty

hardy native plants seems to be rather neglected,

the demand for some time back having been for

plants of foreign origin. Although this is to be

commended to a certain extent, yet it should never

be carried out so far as to almost prevent the cul-

tivation of some of our native evergreen berry-

bearing plants, which prove so useful and orna-

mental. I have found the following plants of

foreign origin to be hardy in this country, and
worthy of the notice of the planter : V. Arctosta-

phylos (the Bear's Grape Whortleberry) is a native

of the wooded mountains in the vicinity of the

Black Sea, where it is said to form a handsome
deciduous specimen of from feet to K feet high.

In this country it should be planted in a rather

damp shady situation. Its flowers .are of a blush

white colour, tinged with purple, .and the berries of

a reddish purple shade. V. buxifolium (the liox-

leaved Whortleberry) is a dwarf species from Vir-

ginia and North America. It is a charming little

evergreen plant of some r, inches or 8 inches in

height, and well adapted for forming an edging tor

beds in shady situ.ations. It is said to have been

introduced into this country about the year IT'.il.

V. frondosum (the Leafy Whortleberry) is indi-

genous to woody parts of New Jersey and Carolina,

where it is known by the name of Blue Tangles.

It forms a ne.at deciduous slirub of some I! feet

high, the leaves being each fully 2 inches long, of a
bright green colour above and glaucous underneath.

The berries are of a bluish colour. It requires a

clamp, shady situation and plenty of rich boggy
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soil. It was introduced into this country about the

year 1761. V. macrocarpum (the American Cran-
berry) is a native o£ the United States and Canada,
and was introduced to this country about the year
17G0. It is a dwarf evergreen shrub, some inches

high. Its fruit is esteemed for tarts and similar

purposes. It flourishes best in damp peaty soil.

V. stamineum (the Long-stamened Whortleberry)
is a native of the wet swamps of New England,
where it is said to attain a height of about 2 feet.

It forms a close, dense deciduous specimen, the

leaves above being of a glaucous colour and downy
underneath. The flowers are nearly white, very
showy, and the berries of a light green or whitish

colour. It is well adapted for planting in damp
boggy ground in woods and shady places. It was
Introduced into this country in the year 1772. V.
ovatum (the ovate-leaved Whortleberry) is an ever-

green shrub from the north-west coast of America,
where it is said to attain a height of about 2 feet.

It was introduced into this country in 1826, and,
like the rest of the genus, it likes a soft peaty soil

and shady situation. The leaves are of a thick
texture, serrated, and of a bright glossy colour.

The flowers expand in May and are of a bright pink
colour. The berries, which are generally ripe in

.September, are of a pretty black colour and very

attractive. Altogether the plant is very distinct

and interesting and well worthy of extended cul-

tivation. J. B. AV.

for the purpose. After the plants have grown a
few inches in height, they should be lifted from
the seed-bed and planted into nursery rows, allow-
ing them sufficient space to form stout, bushy
specimens. In cases where extra large plants are
wanted, the seedlings had better be transplanted a
second time, as circumstances may direct.—J. B. W.,
in Field.

Kalmia glauca.—Though by no means the

most commonly grown this is the earliest of all the

Kalmias to unfold its blossoms, at which time few
(if any) brighter little shrubs can be found in the

garden, for the flowers of the gorgeous-coloured
Azaleas are later in expanding than those of this

Kalmia. It is a low-growing shrub, usually some-
what erect in habit, and a foot or a little more
in height. The leaves are small, very glaucous
beneath, but green on the upper surface. The
flowers, which are borne in such numbers that

the upper part of the plant is thickly studded
with them, are of a very pretty shade of purplish

pink. This Kalmia is by no means vigorous
enough to hold its own in a mixed border of

shrubs, but it is at home when associated with
the Ledums, Heaths, Andromeda polifolia, and
similar subjects. It is seen at its best when seve-

ral are massed together, and besides this it is a
desirable plant for the moist peaty portion of the
rockwork, but will not flourish in dry spots. This
Kalmia may be flowered under glass as readily

as its larger relative (K. latifolia), but it is very
seldom employed for the purpose. Like all the rest

of the genus, it is a native of North America,
from whence it was introduced more than a cen-

tury ago.—T.

The Spurge Laurel (Daphne Laureola)for
covert.—This liardy native evergreen shrub is, per-

haps, with the exception of the common Holly, the
best for planting as covert under the shade of trees,

where many other kinds of shrubs will dwindle
away and perish. It also grows and reproduces
itself among the fallen leaves of Pine trees, in

many cases springing up close to their stems, and
thus forming a very fine close covert. I have oc-

casionally fotmd seedling Hollies in such places,

so that their merits in this respect are about equal.

The Laurel, however, forms a more compact, round-
headed bush than the Holly, which oftens attains

the size of a small tree. The former only grows
some i feet or 4 feet high, and has a globular head.
It gives variety when mixed with other plants of a
different style of growth. The leaves of the Wood
Laurel, as it is often called, are of a rather thick
texture, glossy dark green in colour, and arranged
in tufts at the terminal points of the branches. Its

flowers, which are generally produced in great
abundance in early spring, are of a yellowish colour,

and are succeeded by green berries, which as they
ripen gradually become black. It is one of the few
plants that I have never seen destroyed by hares
and rabbits, and this is another point in its favour
as a covert plant. A'arious kinds of birds seem to
relish the berries, and where seeds are wanted the
fruit had better be gathered when ripe, and sown
at once on a soft, friable nursery ground prepared

Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

ODONTOGLOSSUM POLYXANTHUM.
This very beautiful species waa first made known
some twelve years ago, having been found in

Ecuador at an elevation of about 8000 feet. It

is rare in its wild state, and hence this may
account for its still remaining to a great extent

scarce. Although fair examples are to be found
in the majority of the large collections in this

country, it still remains an apparent outcast

from the majority of small growers' houses.

This may arise from its not being known so

well as many others, but it is quite time it be-

came more largely grown than it hitherto lias

been. My ideal species of Odontoglossum
is the beautiful O. Alexandrse, which, al-

though I am aware is more correctly named ( ).

crispum, I stOl like to retain the name which
was given it by ]Mr. Batemau in liis monograph
of the genus soon after its introduction tii this

country in a living state, which was about

twenty-two years after its first discovery by
Hartweg, then travelling for the Horticultural

Society of London. In those days and later,

this society and the Royal Botanic Gardens at

Kew sent collectors abroad in search of new
plants, btit of late both appear to be satisfied to

receive them through the trade collectors, as it

is now some years since a collector was dis-

patched under the auspices of either. To return,

however, to O. polyxanthum. It has only been

imported at rare intervals, and its name is

derived from its very yellow-coloured flowers,

which in good forms of the species are very

bright, and which entitle it to as much care from

the hands of the cultivator as Alexandra' receives

from every grower. It is a strong-growing plant,

and " W. T. F.,'' who inquires about it, is

wrong in supposing it requires more heat than

Alesandr;e. Both are natives of the same
country and at about the same .altitude, and

both thrive admirably under the same treat-

ment, and I am sure he will fail if he subjects

his plant to the temperature of the Cattleya

house. I have recently observed good and weU-
flowered examples in several collections, and all

have been placed in company with, and received

the same treatment as, the 0. Alexandrse. Tlien

why expend more money which more heat re-

quires .' Orchids were teiTibly destroyed under

the hot system of culture until I opened the

eyes of the Orchid world to the cool treatment.

In good forms of 0. polyxanthum the flowers

are large, each measuring fully 4 inches across

and bright yellow, blotched and spotted with

bright reddish chestnut, the sepals being usually

the heaviest blotched. In ordinary forms the

yellow is paler, and the spots and blotclies are

more of a deep cinnamon, but both forms are

extremely beautiful, and as this is the season of

its flowering, I would advise Orchid growers to

select good examples and give them tlie same

encouragement as they have done the forms of

Alexandra?, and to which their bright flowers

aftbrd a splendid contrast, especially as they

last in full beauty equally as long. 1 believe

the species first flowered with Mr. Cobb, of

Sydenham, whom I have known for nearly

twenty years as a most enthusiastic grower of

all classes of orchidaceous plants, and who at

the present time is as keen in his love for them
as ever.

THE ORCHIDS OF THE CAPE PENINSULA.
It is hardly necessary to state that " the Cape " is

synonymous with, or rather an abridgment of,

the Cape of Good Hope. The portion here referred

to is the neck of land stretching southward from
Cape Town and terminating in the Cape itself.

This tract is about forty miles long, varying in

width from three to eleven miles, and connected with
the mainland by a low sandy isthmus. The total

area is about 200 square miles, or about one-fourth

larger than the Isle of Wight. A great part of its

surface is occupied by a central mountain range,

which traverses its whole length, and attains its

greatest altitude in Table Mountain, near Cape
Town, where the elevation is 3562 feet above the

level of the sea.

Mr. Harry Bolus, whose contributions to South
African botany are known to most botanists at least,

and who has long resided near Cape Town, was
early attracted by the marvellously rich and beauti-

ful flora of his adopted country, and he has devoted

his spare time to the study of it, not only on the

spot, but also the materials accumulated at Kew
and elsewhere in Europe during his occasional

visits to the old country. His latest contribution

to botanical literature bears the title at the head of

this article, and forms the first part of the fifth

volume of the " Transactions of the South African

Philosophical Society," consisting of 200 pages of

letter-press and lUi partly-coloured plates. It is a

valuable and interesting addition to orchidology,

alike from the standpoint of the systematist and the

student of the geographical distribution of plants,

but it wiU be specially welcome and useful to

residents at the Cape or visitors who have some
taste for investigating the mysteries of the vegetable

kingdom, for no family of plants exhibits greater

variety and more singular modifications or adapta-

tions of structure than Orchids, whether we consider

its usually less showy terrestrial members, which

chiefly inhabit temperate regions, or the gorgeous

epiphytal species of the Tropics, All the Orchids of

the Cape Peninsula are terrestrial—that is, grow in

the ground like our English ones, and not on trees,

as most tropical and many sub-tropical species do in

humid, wooded regions.

Orchids are spread nearly all over the world,

almost reaching the altitudinal and latitudinal

limits of flowering plants
;
yet they are exceeiUngly

rare in remote islands, or altogether absent there-

from. On the last British Polar expedition, Mr.
Chichester Hart found three species growing abun-

dantly and luxuriantly near the sea level in (i9° 15'

N. lat. ; and two of these actually extend to the

south of England, where, however, they are very un-

common. But the majority of the species of Orchids

occupy quite narrowly restricted areas, and the

terrestrial species of the southern hemisphere very

much more so than those of the northern. Thus
out of the 102 Cape Peninsula species described by
Bolus, only one has been recorded beyond the limits

of extratropical South Africa, and that one doubt-

fuUv, from the Cameroons Mountains; whilst thirty-

three of them have hitherto not been found except

in the peninsula, though further explorations will

probably reduce this number. Still, many South
African plants, like many Australian, are quite local,

and no inconsiderable number of them have only

been found in a single locality ; others have only been

seen once or twice. Mr. Bolus mentions particu-

larly one Orchid that was collected on the Cape
Peninsula in 1695, the specimens being still pre-

served in a herbarium at Geneva, but which had
not been found since till the year 1884, though
numerous collectors had traversed the region in all

directions.

As may be learnt from the introduction to the

present work, Mr. Bolus has by no means confined

his attention to the Orchids, but has extended it to

all classes of flowering plants, and is able to record

no fewer than 175ii species as growing within the

peninsula itself. There are eighty-eight kinds of

Heath (Erica) alone: yet these combined do not
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make so much show on the mountain-sides as our

two or three comnaon species do in Britain and
Ireland. The next genus in point of number of

species is Disa, of the Orchidea; ; and of this genus

there are forty-seven species in the Cape Peninsula,

or more than the total numlier of Orchids in the

United Kingdom. Other genera represented by
many species, and giving character to the vegeta-

tion, are Mesembryanthemum, Heliclirysum, Oxalis,

Pelargonium, Crassula, Moraja, Gladiolus, &c. The
Composita3, the natural order to which the " ever-

lasting flowers," which are almost, or quite, as

numerous in South Africa as they are in Australia,

belong, stand at the top with 225 species, or about

13 per cent, of the whole number of flowering

plants. These are followed successively by the

leguminous, Heath, and Orchid famihes. Orchids,

therefore, occupy a fourth place in a numerical

sequence based on the number of species, though
as regards the space they appropriate and their

degree of conspicuousness in the vegetation, they

are far behind many other families represented by

fewer species.

Many of the Orchids are exceedingly pretty, and
many others highly curious

;
yet few of them are

really showy and striking objects. Foremost
among them is the Pride of the Table Mountain, or

Disa grandiflora, as I will continue to call it here,

though it has an older name, because the older one

is quite unknown to persons who are not unfamiliar

with the cultivated plant, which in size and bril-

liancy of colouring surpasses all the terrestrial

Orchids of the southern hemisphere. A combina-
tion of carmine, deep flesh, and orange are the

colours of this beautiful Orchid. In spite of large

exportations of its roots to Europe, it is still plen-

tiful on the Table Mountain, according to Mr. Bolus

;

but it is satisfactory to learn that the Government
has recently intervened and restricted the removal
of the tubers within reasonable limits ;

" so that,

if this supervision be continued, there will be little

reason to fear the extinction of this truly noble
species."

With respect to the colours of the flowers of the

Cape Peninsula Orchids, Mr. Bolus gives us some
most interesting information. Grouping them ac-

cording to their predominant colours, he finds that

nine species may be classed as green, thirty-two as

yellow, eight as brown, twenty-four as red, fourteen

as blue and blue-purple, and sixteen as white. But,

as the colours are so variously combined, the fore-

going classification can only be regarded as a rough
one. Taking the genera. Bolus finds that Liparis

has green flowers ; Eulophia, brown, yellow, and
white; Bartholina, purple and white; Satyrium, all

the colours named above, except blue ; Disa, all the
colours named above ; Disperis, red, yellow, and
green ; Corycium, yellow and white ; and Cera-
tandra, red, yellow, and white.

With respect to the odours exhaled by different

species, he has observed, as a general rule, that
those of red hues are the least fragrant, those with
white flowers most so ; and the scent of some,
especially those having yellow flowers, is heavy and
unpleasant. Darwin's famous book on the fertilisa-

tion of Orchids has led Mr. Bolus, like many others,

to make observations in this direction, though he
states that tlic necessary preliminary systematic
work has hitherto so fully occupied his spare time
that he has liad no opportunity to carry his in-

vestigations far. There appears to be no doubt
that the majority of the tlape Orchids are ferti-

lised by insect agency, yet our autlior has not
observed tlie process in a single species ; and Mr.
Peringuey, an experienced entomologist, who has
resided several years in Cape Town, has never
captured an insect with the pollinia of an Orcliid
adhering to it. But although Bolus has not ac-
tually observed the process, he has met with evi-

dence of the visits of insects to the flowers of
various species, and seen the results arising there-
from.

One of the prettiest, and at the same time one
of the most singular, of Cape Orchids is Bartho-
lina pectinata, of which living plants were .sent by
Masson to Kewjust 101 years ;igo ; and it has since
reappeared in gardens at various times, though

I am not aware that anybody has succeeded
in flowering it a second time from the same
roots. Like many other terrestrial Orchids with
underground tubers, it is very difficult to cul-

tivate, in consequence of the impossibility of

placing it under something similar to natural

conditions. There is a coloured figure of this

Orchid from a plant that flowered in RoUisson's

nurseryat Tooting in 1832 in the Botanical Ilegister,

plate 1653 ; and Bolus figures what he regards as a
new species, but which may possibly prove to be a
se.xual modification of the same species, as the

differences are of a kind suggestive of such rela-

tionship to each other. Similar to some of our

native Orchids, they have a pair of small ovoid

tubers, one of which is renewed each year; but
here the resemblance ends. One circular, stem-
clasping leaf is produced by each plant, and this

leaf lies flat on the ground. The slender hairy

stem is from 6 inches to 9 inches high, and termi-

nates in a solitary flower about li inches in dia-

meter, and pale blue in colour, or occasionally

white. The lip or labellura is the most highly de-

veloped part of the flower, being deeply cut into

numerous very narrow segments forming a deep
fringe. In the original species or form these seg-

ments terminate in fine deflected points; in Bolus's

new one they terminate in knobs or, as he terms
them, cushion-like processes, which are turned up-

wards. Whether they are of a glandular nature or

otherwise is not mentioned ; but this is a question

that can only be answered after the investigation

of living plants.

Mr. Bolus states that the fertilisation of Bartho-

lina pectinata is very similar to that of Orchis

mascula, as described by Darwin, and is a useful

illustration for beginners in the study of Cape
Orchids. The mode in which fertilisation is

effected may be seen by inserting the sharpened
end of a pencil in the manner described by Dar-
win. With regard to the fertilisation of Disa
gi'andiflora, our author agrees with Mr. K. Trimen,
who investigated the matter some years ago, that

it is rarely it ever effected, and that, perhaps, owing
to the extinction of the particular species of insect

capable of entering the flower in such a way as to

extract the pollinia and convey them to other

flowers. As already mentioned, it is the largest

and most brilliantly coloured of all the Cape
Orchids, and it secretes honey in abundance, pre-

senting, therefore, the greatest attractions to insect

visitors. However, the loss, or nearly so, of the

power of reproduction by seed is compensated for,

to some extent, by a greater development of vege-
tative reproduction, new tubers being apparently
the only way by which the plant is multiplied.

The flowering season of Orchids at the Cape is

not restricted to a few months, as in the north,

though the majority of the species blossom in

spring and early summer. Orchids are to be found
in flower in the peninsula all the year round, ex-

cepting in the month of April in specially un-
favourable years. In ordinary seasons they begin
in April, even before the first winter rains, and
attain their maximum in October. Therefore per-

sons visiting the Cape for health or pleasure, or the

two combined, may count on finding something
interesting among the wild flowers at whatever
time of year they arrive.

It may be mentioned in conclusion, that IMr.

Bolus illustrates new and obscmre species, not tlui

more showy and better known ones.—W. ISottinu-
HuMSLEY, in Fwld.

what faint odour of Lemons. It grows wild at

some KOOO feet or itOOO feet elevation, enveloped for

a considerable portion of its time in fog, so that it is

kept continually moist. Under cultivation it thrives

best exposed to the full light, but it loves shade,
and it should never be allowed to become dry.

Odontoglossum ramosissimum.—From an
unknown source comes a fine spike of this

species. It is about 2 feet high, much branched,
and bears a profusion of large flowers, each of

which is nearly 2 inches across; the sepals and
petals are narrow, undulated at the edges, and
pure white, thickly spotted with purplish mauve.
Amongst the finest examples which I have seen
growing were those in the once famous collec-

tion of Mr. Buchan at Southampton (now dis-

persed). It was, I believe, one of the discoveries

of Col. Hall, and is said to be found at great
elevations. Certainly it thrives under the very
coolest treatment. It appears to vary considerably
in the purity of the whiteness of its sepals and
petals.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum nsBvium. — A quantity of

this beautiful plant is now flowering in Mr. Sander's
collection at St. Albans, its lovely flowers being
quite distinct from those of every other kind,

numerous as are the species and varieties now in

cultivation. It was first found by M. Linden
nearly fifty years ago, but it has never been a
common plant in gardens; indeed, it has always
maintained a high price, although it would appear
to be found over a large extent of country. The
quantity to be found at present at Mr. Sander's

establishment, however, seems to show that it wiU
find its way into numerous collections. The flowers

are beautifully undulated, the sepals and petals

narrow. The flower is snowy white, profusely

spotted with deep purplish brown or reddish

purple. Many growers have told me that it was
not so pretty as 0. cirrhosum, but though I would
not by any means wish to say one word in dis-

paragement of the last-named plant, I cannot
admit that it resembles na;vium, or that it is so

chaste and beautiful. Curiously enough, the

scarcity of both plants is remarkable. O. nxvium
tlirives in the company of 0. Alexandras.

—

W. H. G.

Odontoglossum CErstedi.—We recently noted
this very pretty dwarf species flowering beautifully

in Mr. Laing's establishment at Forest Hill, where
Orchiils generally are well done. It appears to

have been found about forty years ago, liut it was
long after this before it came to us in a living state,

flowering first in the Veitchian collection at Chel-

sea. It produces two, and sometimes three or four,

flowers upon a dwarf scape, but sometimes three
anil four are borni! together. Thi'.si' flowers are

large ami pure waxy white, saving tlir base of flie

lip, which is yc'llow, somewhat sparingly dotted
with orange-yellow. The flowers emit a some-

Garden Flora.

PLATE 702.

AERIDES LAWRENCLE.*
Aerides is a noble genus of Eastern Orcliiils

having distichous leatliery leaves, which are

somewhat channelled and unequally truncate

at the apex. In some few instances, liowever,

they are terete. The flowers are for the most
part exceedingly handsome, deliciously fra-

grant, and last long in full beauty. The
genus was established by a missionary in Cochin-
China named Loureiro, to wlioni wo aro much
indebted for the discovery of many now plants

iit that time, and who aiipears to have devoted
more time to the plants of tlie district he was in

than to anything else which 1 know to be re-

corded ot him. Ho saj'S of the original sjiecics

A. odoratum, whioli was introduced to eultiv,a-

tioii in LSOIt, "that it has this won<lorful pro-

perty, that when brouglit from the woods where
it grows into a house and suspended in the air,

it will grow, flourish, and (lower for many years

without any nourishment (hither from tlic earth

or from water."

The plant now under consideration is a very
mucli enlarged and higlily coloured form of tlie

original .species A. odoratum. It was intro-

duced by Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, about tlio

year 1882, and when sold by aucticm in flower

• nrawn for The Garoen by If. G. Wuoii, Ootohor
21, ISSS, in Mr, VV. Iv Hiirv.'.v'.i jrnr.l.Mi at AiK-linrtli.

Lithugruphcd iiud priutod by Uuilluuuie Sovcreyus.
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in the following year it was purchased by Sir
Trevor Lawrence, of Burford Lodge, for the
large sum of 235 guineas. It has since been
named by Prof. Reichenbach in honour of Lady
Lawrence. As may be expected from an im-
ported plant from its wild habitat, several va-
rieties have occurred amongst the plants sent
home from time to time, but I believe the illus-

tration may be accepted as representing a
thoroughly good variety of the typical plant.
It is reaUy the most magnificent Aerides which
has yet been introduced to cultivation.

Aerides Lawrencise, like the majority of the
species, is not difficult to grow into a handsome
specimen. It is evergreen, and its leaves are
nearly a foot long, by about 2 inches wide, deep
green in colour, and thick and leathery in tex-
ture. The racemes are longer than the leaves,

densely set with very large flowers, which are
pure waxy white, passing into a shade of yellow,
the extremities being all tipped with a purple
hue, saving the end of the spur which is green.
The flowers are produced during the autumn
months, and continue a month in perfection.

This Aerides may be grown in either a pot or

basket, either of which requires to be weU
drained. The plant should not be overbur-

- dened with Sphagnum Moss, but what is put
about its roots should be in a sweet, fresh, and
living state, and it should always be kept in this

condition. A. Lawrenci;e requires the heat of

the East Indian house, and during its growing
season the atmosphere should be kept well
charged with moisture, and a fair amount of

water must be given to the roots. As the days
begin to shorten and the sun's heat to decline,

the atmospheric moisture must be curtailed,

and less water given to the plant, and at the
same time the heat should be reduced. I thLuk
a temperature of 00° in winter sufficiently low
for this species. Its native place of growth has
not been disclosed. Other tine species of this

section of Aerides, and which thrive under
similar conditions, are—

A. NOBILE, a handsome, tall-growing plant,

with long, ligulate, arching leaves. The ra-

cemes are long and pendent, usually from 2 feet

to 2J feet long, and bear a long branch at the base.

The flowers, which are very fragrant, are smaller

than those of the previously named plant and less

densely set upon the raceme. The sepals and petals

are w.axy white, tipped and spotted with deep rose

;

lip creamy yellow, dotted with rosy purple in front,

the spur yellow, dotted with red. It blooms during
the months of June and July.

A. ODOEATUM PURruBASCENS.—This is the largest

and best of the odoratum set. Its leaves are broad,

leathery and dark green, and the racemes of

bloom long and massive. The flowers, white, tipped
with pink, are produced during May and June.

A. QuiNQUEVULNEEUM is a superb species, but it

is of somewhat slow growth. It is similar in habit

to the others, but well marked in the tight clasping

of the leaves at the base. The raceme is longer

than the leaves and pendulous. The flowers, waxy
white, tipped with reddish crimson, are large

and very fragrant. It blooms during the autumn
months, and was first found by Cuming in the

Philippine Islands.

A. suAvissiMUM is a tall-growing plant of some-
what la.x habit, and blooms in autumn. The
flowers are waxy white, tipped with deep lilac ; the

lip lemon-yellow, with a pale red spur. It comes
from Malacca.

A. S.VNDEBIANUM.—This plant was introduced
by and named in honour of Mr. Sander, of St.

Albans. It much resembles A. Lawrencia: in habit
and proportions ; the flowers, however, are creamy
white, tipped with purphsh magenta. It blooms in

the autumn.

A. viRENS Ellisi is the best of the A. virens set.

The flowers are white, tipped with amethyst, the

middle lobe also blotched with amethyst, spur
brown at the point ; the blooms are produced at
the end of summer and are very fragrant.

W. H. G.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

BUSH AND PYRAMIDAL FIGS IN TEM-
PERATE HOUSES.

Any observant person who has admired the
standard Figs growing and fruiting in the open
air in the south and west of England need not
be told that a tree so nearly hardy may be in-

duced to produce one good crop annually in any
light temperate house fully exposed to the
sun and well sheltered from cutting winds in

parts of the country where good open-air Figs
are rarely met with. Unlike other fruit trees,

the Fig improves with age, becoming extra
fertUe as its shoots become hard, short, and
stumpy, and its roots have to forage for their

daDy subsistence. The Fig is also a gross feeder
and revels in any amount of rich compost, ma-
nure, and strong liqviid ; but under these condi-

tions, unless the house is very large and kept at

a very higli tropical temperature, the most pro-

lific varieties are the reverse of fruitful or reli-

able. Forcing gardeners who root-prune every
year and roast their trees in the autumn can
afford to feed well during the season of growth,
but amateurs dependent principally upon solar

heat must avoid these rich larders if they mean
to be successful.

Quite recently, at HindUp, near Worcester, I

saw a nuuiber of large bush trees forming a
complete avenue in a span-roofed house, and
thickly laden with fruit formed last autumn. The
younggrowths contained as many young figlets as

leaves, and as Mr. Barker pinches the roots in

stead of the shoots, save those striving for the
mastery, this one set of bushes will supply a

large and appreciative family throughout the
season. He feeds well, of course, throughout
the season of growth, but the secret of his suc-

cess lies in growing the trees in very narrow
elevated pits, quite above the level of the floor,

and root-pruning in the autumn. In the Fig
house at Tortworth, years ago, the late Mr.
Cramb grew bushels of Browir Turkey Figs

upon trees which had developed in every direc-

tion, but were quite innocent of any attempt at

methodical training. They occupied 14 inch

pots, which once upon a time had been plunged
in fermenting leaves, but these had shrunk to a
few inches of leaf-mould, their only support
upon a hard concrete floor through which escape

was quite impossible. Each pot was a mass of

roots, and the thin covering of leaf-mould repre-

sented a closely woven mat of fibres, kept qiute

dry in winter, but liber.illy supplied with liquid

in summer. Seeing the trees over and over
again at Hindlip and Tortworth did not surprise

me, as I have been most successful with Figs in

large pots, whicli they have occupied for five

years at a stretch ; in cubes of loam and lime

rubble kept in form by walls of turf resting

upon a thick layer of drainage spread over the

floor of a concreted pit ; also with tlio roots

of large trees ramifying against the face of a

rough limestone wall, like (_)rchids. The secret

of success in these five methods of growing good
Figs consists in keeping the roots under control

all the year round, in keeping them dry in

winter, and in encouraging them to grow where
a deluge of water cannot lodge and become
stagnant in summer. Leaving the roots alone

from year to year will not, however, do, as the

balance will soon be on the wrong side ; there-

fore, assuming that large, old trees in pots are

to be made extra prolific, and at the same time
broken of the bail habit of casting their fruit,

the following method wUl produce the desired

result the first season : Having enlarged the
apertures with a hammer, place each pot upon
inches of broken brick or rubble ; build a thin

wall of virgin turf round it, beating very firm,

and a little above the rim to allow for top-

dressing ; fill in all intermediate space with fer-

menting leaves, the warmth from which will

draw new roots into the turf ; feed copiously,

and every Fig will swell to perfection. When
the trees are ripe and at rest pull down the turf

walls, cut oft' the escaped roots, keep the pots

dry through the winter and repeat the packing

at any time before the plants are started. The
Fig being such a free-rooting tree, the bottom-
heat from fermenting material is not absolutely

necessary, unless the trees are started early in

the season, but being such a lover of warmth,
a temperature ranging not lower than 70-' is

always acceptable, and not unfrequently a pre-

ventive of dropping. When trees, minus large

pots, are grown in cubes of compost those of

very large size may have the b.alls reduced to a

square of 3 feet, either by cutting down with

a sharp paring iron, or forking down and
trimming the roots close home with a knife.

The best time to remove the turf wall is

just when the foliage is ripe and ready to

fall, as the trees at this stage contain suffi-

cient vitality to form new spongioles in the

fresh turf, which should be of a lightish, sandy
nature and liberally intermixed with old broken
brick and lime rubble. If the balls, from
constant feeding, incline to the wet side at the

time they are reduced, they may be allowed to

stand exposed for a week or two before they are

repacked, but, otherwise, cutting down and
building up may be the work of a single day.

But why not plant in borders and dig a trench

round each tree every year I Well, this plan in

warm sunny houses would answer equally well
;

but the labour would be quite as great, and
perhaps less efficiently performed, whilst the

temperature of a soUd level border would bo

lower than in the elevated cube or mound, and
superfluous moisture when the trees are ripening

and resting would be got rid of much more
slowly and less efi"ectively. At any rate, were

1 starting a largo temperate house of selected

trees, I should concrete the floor and cover

it with 9 inches of drainage ; I should turn

aU the trees, pyramids, and bushes out of

their pots, place them in position on a sod of

turf, mound them up with compost, and never

allow them to feel the want of water through

the summer.

Pears.—We have this year an admirable oppor-

tunity to test the correctness of a common impres-

sion,- which is to the effect th.at bloom on fruit trees

rarely sets well when the foliage is largely de-

veloped at the time of flowering. The Pear is

assumed to be one of the most susceptible of fruits

under these conditions. Pear bloom has been com-
paratively sparse, perhaps the least of all standard

fruits, and, therefore, its setting has become a
matter of the first importance. Now I have been

looking over my trees ; all are dense with foliage,

and yet there is an excellent set of fruit. That is

obvious, as one, two, and three fruits are promi-

nently swelling on each truss of bloom. There is

evidence of an ample set to give us a very fair

crop of Pears, and more could not be hoped for

from the moderate quantity of bloom, even under
the most propitious conditions. If the resultant

Pear crop be a fair one, therefore it will serve to

show that the theory as to too fully developed

foliage hindering setting is a fallacy. The foliage

is not only dense, but very clean and robust. The
mild, soft weather, the excellent foUage, and the

thoroughly moistened soil should help the rapid
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growth of the fruits. I draw attention to this

matter in order that it may receive attention from
other growers.—A. D.

THE EVILS AND THE GOOD OF GRAFTING.

My first suggestion in regard to the discussion of

this theoretically interesting and practically im-

portant subject is the correction and proper

balancing of the lop-sided title under which it has
hitherto been considered; for it seems somewhat
bewildering as well as very illogical to be allured

into reading page after page on the evils of graft-

ing, and to find that the writers fill two pages (385
and 386) with powerful pleas in its favour. The
title invited them to curse foster roots and stocks

all together, and they have altogether blessed them,
and other writers before them have done likewise,

as will doubtless others after them ; and hence my
amplification of the title, so that both sides may
be expected in the reading, as they stand part of

the title.

This is the more important, as grafting is alto-

gether too important and firmly established to be
set aside by letters on its evils that mostly proceed
to extol its virtues. The majority of those who
have gone so far as to advocate the abolition of

grafting can hardly have convinced themselves, far

less their readers. Most of us have thought their

examples ill-chosen, and their arguments against

grafting greatly watered down by weak reasoning
and worse argument.

Cultivators in the present state of our knowledge
and practice are hardly free agents in this matter.

Graft they must if the growing demands for all our
best and most popular fruits are to be met and
satisfied. To cease to graft would be to fall out of

the running in the propagation of most of our fruit

trees. There is no other mode to hand to match it

in speed, profit, fertility, certainty, and permanency.
Unfortunately, neither our power over Nature nor
our resources of propagation can be said to keep
pace with the growth of our knowledge. We know
much more of vegetable life and structure than we
did some twenty years ago, but it seems doubtful
if we can propagate plants more rapidly or in any
new and better way ; and after all, is it so very
certain that the mere mode of propagation is of

such vital importance as some of those who so

loudly cry down the evils of grafting assume .' Pro-
vided plants are fully equipped with such vital

organs as roots and branches, is it so very important
how these are provided? For example, there are
six or seven common modes of propagation—by
seeds, cuttings, layers, suckers, budding, inarching,

grafting. Virtually these resolve themselves into
three—seeds, cuttings, grafting. Layering is but an
easier method of rooting cuttings ; suckers are
root cuttings already rooted or far advanced to-

wards that estate of independent life ; while budding
and inarching are mere varieties or modes of graft-

ing, differing in size and modes of union with the
stock from normal scion grafting.

A stricter investigation into the nature of propaga-
tion would probably reduce all the various methods
to two—by seeds and cuttings. For layers are but
cuttings with two strings to their bow—the parent
plant and the earth—while buds, scions, inarched
branches are cuttings set to root in the tissue of

another plant instead of sand or soil.

But here a question of vital importance arises.

Is the bud or scion rooted into the tissue of an-
other plant less or more on its own roots than the
cutting or layer rooted in the earth .' To contend
thus would be virtually to affirm that the earth was
of closer affinity to plants than tlie tissues of the
same species with which they will unite by graft-

ing. Layers and common cuttings are accepted as

on their own roots, and there cannot be the shadow
of a question about suckers, however frequently the
roots may have been lifted, pruned, modified, or

renewed, and yet the roots of cuttings, layers, &c.,

are widely different to the roots of seedlings.

Their character, form, and even function may, do
vary; and yet if the plants, the products of these
modes of propagation, are to be welcomed as own-
root plants, it is difiirult to see why those propagated

by budding, grafting or inarching can be excluded,
as they are rooted in tissues more closely assimi-

lated to their natural affinities than any dead earth

can by any possibility be.

For the purposes of this discussion it will be best
to confine our attention to fruit trees on their own
roots and those on the roots of others. It seems
almost uncertain how far we can go beyond seed-

lings and suckers in pursuit of the former, while,

of course, all grafted, budded, and inarched trees

will be treated as plants on foster roots. In en-

deavouring to estimate the evils or sum up the

merits of grafting we must first grapple with the
question, Do the roots dominate the scion, or the
scion or top of the tree control the action and
mould the character of the roots? In other words,
are the initiatory and controlling forces or issues

of life from above or from beneath ? Many of the
most experienced cultivators may answer from both

.

Yes; but which is the more potent in the economy
of life and production 1 Without doubt, the top of

the tree ; its leaves and its Ijranches are far and
away the most potent factors in vegetable life and
production, and if this be so, most of the arguments
so ingeniously urged against grafting fall to the

ground; for ultimately as are the tops of trees, so to

a very great extent will their roots be. The theory of

reciprocal action and reaction between the two extre-

mities of trees is not only true, but ultimately the

character of the tree and its produce will be
moulded into harmony with the parts that take the

initiative—that is its toil. Hence, so long as the
roots are of such quality and quantity as to provide
sufficient food for the trees, such questions as

whether they are the products of seeds, cuttings,

scions, or buds can be of little moment. Now that

root culture has enabled us to regulate the number
and control the character of the roots at will, the

question of their first production or original owner-
ship sinks into comparative insignificance. They are

but cooks, collectors, transformers, conveyancers of

food at the most and best, and, provided they duly
perform these functions, neither the demands of

Nature nor the more pressing necessities of art

demand more at their hands—feet, rather.

Experience tells us that foster-mother roots are

as bountiful and long-lived as those of natural

seedlings, and if so there can be no natural evils in

grafting, unless such is found in mishaps in mat-
ing or blundering management or workmanship.
But not only are most of our foster roots equal,

but many of them—such as, to quote merely two
examples, the Paradise for the Apple and Quince
for the Pear are far superior to the natural roots of

these fruits. They are more fibrous, smaller, and
more numerous, and inasmuch as they possess
these qualities, they assist- the trees to become
more fertile.

But the major good of grafting lies in the
illimitable supplies of root force that it places at

the command of cultivators. These foster roots

immensely augment the resources of the propagator.
Without grafting, or its equivalents, the powers and
facilities of the propagators of choice varieties of

fruits are very severely limited.

Fruit trees root slowly by any other known
method, and many of them also grow slowly on
their so-called own roots. A few \arieties of

Apples root freely from branch cuttings, but so

much can hardly be said for Pears, while Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, and Cherries are yet more
slow and uncertain. Most of them root more freely

from layers ; but what a sacrifice of time, force,

and fruit would the general stooling and layering of

our fruit trees involve, and also what a terrible loss

of material. One decent layer would make a dozen
or a score of scions, and the scions would grow into

good bearing trees in a tithe of the time as layers.

By grafting, each foster root and bud, or small

scion of three or four buds, is rushed up into a tree

with a swiftness and certainty wholly unknown to

other methods of propagating fruit trees. No
system can i-ompare with this for the rapid multi-

plication and general distribution of all the finest

varieties.

Practically, the propagation of fruit from seeds

is wholly useless for mere propagation. No fruits

can be relied upon to reproduce their like or better.

Of course, they do both occasionally, but, as a rule,

they revert to very inferior and weedy types indeed.

Nothing could contribute more to the speedy and
sure degeneration of all our superior fruits than an
attempt to propagate them by seeds. One per
cent, fairly edible would be a fair average, while

one in a thousand or ten thousand seedlings equal

to the best existing varieties of Apples, Pears,

Plums, Peaches, or Cherries, &c., would be a
sanguine estimate.

Apricots come more true to existing types from
seeds, and especially that finest of them all, the

Moorpark; therefore, on soils and in districts where
Apricots suffer severely from branch-perishing—

a

species of wholesale canker—it is worth while to

raise young plants from seeds of the Moorpark, as

these mostly produce fruit of fair quality, though
seldom equal to that of the parent. Neither have we
any proof that own-root trees fruit more freely or

last longer than worked ones. On the contrary, the
foster roots often seem more congenial as well as

more bountiful than their own.

In fine, most, if not all, of the so-called evils of

grafting come of imperfect mating, indifferent work-
manship, and unskilful after treatment. The heart-

like protuberances so often seen at the junction

of scion and stock, do not, as is so often assumed
or asserted, proclaim the evils of grafting, but the

blundering stupidities of imperfect mating of the

two. With careful, skilful mating of scion and stock,

prompt manipulation, as few and as small wounds
as possible, and skilful after treatment, most of that

doleful catalogue of maladies that have been hurled

at the heads of our grafted trees would be prevented,

and consequently could not be fouml when wanted
to malign, a practice as profitable to producers as it

has been beneficial to consumers. Raking up
the evils of grafting, imaginai'y rather than real,

seems most inopportune at a period when root

culture and the selection of foster stocks are as-

suming something like the dignity of a practical

science, and the cry is daily becoming louder

for more and better fruit as food and for pleasure

from all sorts and conditions of men.
D. T. F.

CUTTING BACK YOUNG TREES.
From the tone of your able correspondent " W. C.'s

"

remarks at page 143, especially his opening state-

ments, one would be justified in forming the con-
clusion that he was altogether opposed to cutting
liack young trees after planting, and had, in fact,

long given it up. I do not suppose he intended to

convey this meaning, for he is not likely to stultify

himself, but the inexperienced cultivator miglit

misunderstand and fail to catch his real meaning.
If young trees are never under any circumstances
to be cut back, walls and espaliers will hardly be
well covered, and orchard trees will hardly be fur-

nished with well-balanced heads. It is a misfor-

tune that writers of the present day get into an
exaggerated way of looking at things. They can-

not correct errors without a radical destruction of

the whole thing root and branch. The same prin-

ciple of thoroughness (and I may say I admire
thoroughness when rightly directed) runs through
all they do. It seems that the spirit of sensation-

alism must be grafted upon everything, and so,

because some young trees may have had the knife
too freely applied in the nursery, all cutting back
must cease. What then is to become of the unripe
wood after a season like last, for in.stancc ? Must it

be left to die back, and then the dead limb removed?
To lie logical, Isu]ipose wc ought to do this, bec.auseif

the knife is used there will always be the danger of
cutting back beyond the point. The death-stroke
may descend. Sensible men who still carry a knife
cut back their trees to get a well-funiislied base.

I would rather have ;i maiden tree which had boon
jiiuchcd to 15 inclies or so and had branched out
there; but even then in the majority of instances

some shortening would be beneficial if the object is

to get a fairly-developed tree. 1 have planted
nuiiden Peach trees that have been furnished with
branches and left every shoot to grow unshortened.
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The trees came quickly into bearing, but the pre-
cocious child is not often long-lived and is seldom
fully developed, and trees that will prove worthy
rivals to those which furnished the garden walls of

the last generation will never be obtained in that
way. I grant, of course, that the knife has been
too much used in very many instances, and the
multiplying of fruit trees has multiplied the in-

stances where evil has followed the use, or rather I

should say the abuse, of the knife. But in spite of
all that may be written to the contrary, a moderate
use of the knife upon young trees to get them into
shape the season following planting is a beneficial
necessity, as after the base is well furnished, the
finger and thumb will do a good deal of the prun-
ing, unless there comes a bad ripening summer,
and then it would be wise to bring out the knife
again. E. H.

SPRING PLANTING OF VINES.

The advent of Phylloxera a few years ago having
startled Grape growers, a great number of gardeners
having facilities for propagating, now strike eyes
in February and turn out the young canes in May,
or possibly as late as the middle of June. May,
however, is the best month, as solar heat, supple-
mented by a minimum of fire, produces conditions
most genial to the young plants, which have a full

season for making their growth and ripening their

wood properly. Vines of home manufacture and
intended for spring planting should not be struck
in very small pots, as the roots soon become coiled

and bound, and the plants not unfrequently require

a shift before the new border or moiety of a border
is ready for them. The shift into 5-inch or G-inch

pots, and return to bottom-heat as a matter of

course, soon rushes them away into most promising
looking A'ines ; but pots, no matter how carefully

the roots are managed, always exert a coiling in-

fluence, and although experienced planters say it is

quite unnecessary to shake away the soil, this cork-

screw tendency, if possible, should be avoided. One
of the best of the several good houses of Vines at

Heckfield is now giving splendid crops of Grapes
from canes which were struck from eyes inserted

upon the surface after the border was made, the
only nursing they received being a bell-glass placed
over each bud to facilitate the formation of roots.

There they grew well, filling the trellis the first

summer, and bore two bunches each the second,
showing at once that the Vine in its infancy does
not require coddling in a propagating house hot
enough to kill an Orchid. But there is an inter-

mediate course, introduced by Mr. Thomson, of the
Tweed Vineyard, and that is the propagation of

eyes inserted in the centres of small squares of

turf placed close together on a gentle hotbed.

Upon this principle coiling is avoided, and the
steady decline in the bottom-heat fits the young
canes for transfer to their permanent home, where
they start away at once without feeling the check.
Whichever plan is adopted, this raising the bottom-
heat of the new border to a temperature equal to

that of the propagating bed is the great secret of

success. But how is this to be attained '. Easily

enough. The first moiety of the new inside

border need not exceed 3 feet in width ; fresh turf

from an old pasture with the young Grass upon it

forms the staple ; bone meal or Thomson's Vine
manure, lime rubble, and burnt refuse hot from the
fire, thoroughly mi.xed together in the house, soon
start fermentation ; the long narrow ridge is built up,

and it is ready for planting. But, assuming that the
heat does not quite touch the desired figure, the sun
through the glass soon affects the surface, or, lack-

ing his beneficial influence, a lining of fermenting
manure or Oak leaves, whilst starting the bottom-
heat, produces a moist, genial atmosphere, in

which the most delicate Vines must make rapid
progress.

Plan'TINc;.—When fairly settled and thoroughly
warm, the surface of the ridge should be levelled

and made ready for the young Vines by the intro-

duction of straight sticks with their heads resting

against, but not tied to the lowest wire, otherwise
the compost as it subsides will draw the roots, and
the ties will prevent the sticks to whicli they are

secured from following. As the sods in which the
Vines have been struck are very thin and the roots
have taken a lateral or horizontal direction, the
openings should be broad, but not deep; indeed,
unless the ridge is considerably higher than the in-

tended level, the sods may be transferred one by
one upon a tan fork, placed upon the surface, and
lightly covered with warm compost reserved for
that purpose. When planting is finished each Vine
should have a little warm water to settle the com-
post home about the sods and roots, and slight
shade, although hardly needful, may be aflforded

for a day or two. The front ventilators should be
kept quite close until the roots have taken to the
soil and the young canes are growing freely, and
the less the top lights are opened the better, always
provided the air temperature does not exceed 80°
to Sj° as the maximum. Once the Vines have
started kindly, it will not be necessary to renovate
the lining, but the material may be retained for
giving off a continuous supply of moisture and
eventually for use as a light mulch, the best of all

contrivances for keeping the roots close to the
surface.

If the young Vines have been grown in pots
from eyes of the current year, they should be
planted before they become pot-bound, and then
instead of shaking them out, an important matter
in the case of yearlings, the balls properly moist
may be gently pressed in the two hands just to

break their solidity. The points of the roots by
this movement so familiar to gardeners will then
fall away, and although the Vines may flag a little

they will soon recover, and, all going well, touch
the tops of 20-feet rafters by the end of the season.

Distance to plant.— This is a matter which all

Grape growers should settle for themselves, their

guide being length of rafter or trellis, and the
future mode of pruning and training. If to be re-

tained as single rods on the close spur system of

pruning and the rafters are 1() feet to 20 feet in

length, they should be 4 feet to 5 feet apart, but
the trellis being shorter, G feet will be none too ex-

travagant, when two rods from each will give the
house a uniform appearance. A great deal has
been said about supernumeraries for giving fruit a
year after planting, but unless the permanent Vines
are quite 6 feet apart and an iron resolution pre-

vails, the light obtained from this method does not
pay for the candle. Years ago when A'ines were
divested of four-fifths of the young cane they made
each season, supernumeraries not only did good
service, but being allowed to go not unfrequently
made the best permanent rods. Those days, how-
ever, have gone by, and express growers now make
a point of fruiting all their Vines more or less the
second season. Whether such Vines will make old
wood or give place to others before they reach their

teen.s, matters little to those who cater for the
public, as they must have quantity, quality, and
quick returns. W. C.

Apple bloom.— Several elements of a pleasing

kind mark the Apple bloom of this district, and
probably are common through the southern part of

the kingdom ; there is great abundance, the bloom
is very fine, there is rich colour and plenty of

pollen. What has proved also a very acceptable

element apart from the bloom has been the soft

warm weather, which if at times dull and at others

rather moist, has all the same presented a marked
contrast to the parching, withering easterly winds
and frosty nights, which have in the past so often

greeted our hardy fruit bloom. The abundance of

the bloom is not surprising, as bloom-buds were
plentiful, but the fine character of the flowers is a
surprise, as throughout the winter and indeed until

the spring had come in the bloom-buds did not

manifest that fulness which we have usually seen

associated with them in the spring. Pollen seems
so plentiful that the great portion of the bloom
should have set well. Possibly some recent heavy
rains may have affected the pollen adversely, but

there was such a wealth of flowers, that the setting

of one-fourth only would still give an enormous
crop of fruit. With respect to colour in the bloom,

I still find the richest hue in Nelsons Codlin, a

dwarf-growing and somewhat drooping kind, which
produces fine fruit of the Suflield shape, and indeed
I believe that this Codlin must have been one of

the parents of Lord Sullield. If ever half-a-dozen
Apples be selected to plant for good habit and
colour of bloom, being also regular bearers, Nelson's
Codlin must be included.—A. D.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Peaches.

If pendent fruits in the early house have not been
elevated to a position in which they can colour to

the point, no time should be lost in the completion
of this operation. All cannot be turned up, but by
cutting a few of the ties and using short pieces of
lath just long enough to rest upon two of the wires,
nearly all the best fruit can be raised above the
foliage to the influence of the sun. When Peaches
set full crops careful attention to thinning renders
this work quite unnecessary, as enough and to spare
can be retained point upwards, but thin crops
sometimfs give a little trouble to those who are
particular about colour and flavour. As all the
most forward and early vaTieties will now be swell-

ing fast to maturity, let all stopping of the shoots
for the twofold purpose of letting in light and air

and increasing the size of the fruit, also tying down
for the last time, be brought to a close, and ply the
syringe pretty freely, using the purest soft water to

ensure freedom from spider until after the crop is

gathered. Also examine the borders, and if there

is the slightest danger of the most active surface

roots becoming too dry, water well with pure tepid

water and mulch with short stable litter. As the

sun gains power and fresh air is the main factor

in giving colour and flavour, ventilation on all

favourable occasions must be on a most liberal

scale, even although a little extra warmth on the
pipes be necessary to rapid and buoyant circulation.

All damping and syringing may now be performed
soon after six o'clock on fine mornings, when top
air must be shut off for a short time, but the front

ventilators from this time forward need not be
closed by night nor day. As the fruit becomes trans-

parent and shows signs of softening, do not allow

it to hang until ready to drop into nets or hay, two
cumbersome arrangements which spoil more than
they save, but when quite dry and cool detach
with a pair of Grape scissors, place each Peach on
a square of tissue paper in a box or basket, and
remove to an airy Grape room to ripen for home
use. If for transit by rail to a distant market, the

fruiterer prefers having the fruit full size and well

coloured, but quite hard to the touch when un-

packed. Each Peach then ripens on his own
premises without spot or blemish, and whether the

full quality be there or not, this mode of marketing
ensures the highest price to the grower. A great

deal has been said of late about packing and the

most suitable materials for the gardener's use, but

where it can be obtained there is nothing better

than well-beaten Moss in a dry state for fruit and
slightly moist for flowers. Here, being plentiful,

Moss is used for all kinds of fruit. The only in-

stance in which wadding is found useful is when
folded in tissue paper it forms the divisions be-

tween large bunches of dead-ripe Muscat Grapes.

Siircesshm Iioiises will now require extra syringing

twice a day, and the roots, if inside, must have an
abundance of water of a generous nature or in a
pure tepid state through good mulching, as trees

whose roots are checked annually must be well fed

to secure fruit above mediocrity. But why check
the roots annually! some may say, when feeding

must be brought in as the compensating balance.

Well, those who have had anything to do with
Peach trees in forcing houses or against open walls

need not be told that root-pruning or root-lifting is

the pivot upon which the production of fertile wood
of medium growth turns, and that once the "set"

has been secured, good liquid, much or little, can be
given when a large breadth of foliage is perspiring

within a foot of .sheets of 21-oz. glass, and every

square foot of the said foliage is expected to per-

fect a Peach weighing half a poimd. Soils, of

course, vary in quality, the 1)est being rather heavy
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calcareous loams just rich enough to produce per-

fect wood without the aid of manure, and of these

it is better to have too little than too much, as
feeding roots increase in proportion to their limited
run, and having good drainage beneath them, they
can be mulched with manure and fed with liquid

from the time the fruit is set until it is full size and
well coloured. Airing in this, as in the early house,
is equally as important as watering, and, provided
this is properly managed, the ingress by the front

ventilators must be sufficient to keep the house full

by night and day without producing a draught.
We shut up our houses about 3.30 to 4 p.m. for the
afternoon syringing and swelling

;
give night air

about 8, close at G for the morning bath, and com-
mence day ventilation when the temperature is

5° in excess of the night heat, which ranges from
50° at the outset to C0° or 6;")° after the fruit is

stoned. Peaches in summer will stand a night
heat of 70°, but (50° with front air is quite high
enough, and can be compensated when the house is

closed with sun-heat and moisture.

Lata Iwiiscs.—If disbudding has not been most
efficiently performed, a final thinning should be
made as the young shoots are tied or heeled down,
as crowding is the greatest mistake that can be
fallen into often with late varieties in these struc-

tures. Each shoot should have at least (3 inches, to
allow for the full development of its foliage, and
once it is heeled in, a little freedom of growth, es-

pecially where the fruit is wanted late, will do no
harm. In fact, this mode of producing natural

_ shade whilst letting in light keeps the fruit moist
and cool, two points favourable to large size, and
answers much better than shading the roof when
the fruit is ripe or ripening. The fruit is good or
insipid in proportion to the fullest exposure or se-

clusion from sunlight and fresh air. If aphides have
not been thoroughly exterminated, another good
fumigating on a calm night will be necessary, and as
plants innumerable, including forced Roses, Lilies,

and the like, are always open to improvement, not
two, but many birds may often be killed by one stone.
The late Peach house too often is made the recep-
tacle for all sorts of plants on their way to the
open air, and no great amount of harm follows this
short occupation, but fumigation and good syring-
ing must receive regular attention. As the roots
of these trees generally have the run of outside
borders, labour in watering may now be econo-
mised by good mulching with half rotten manure
or less stimulating materials better suited to the
requirements of the trees. The natural rainfall in

ordinary summers may keep the borders wet
enough, but the demand through July and August
is very great; hence the importance of keeping
them constantly in mind and laying on occasionally
with the hose.

Cheeeies.

Houses in which ripe fruit is hanging must now
be kept dry and cool, and securely netted to prevent
the entrance of birds. Trees in borders that were
properly watered and well mulched with some kind
of non-conducting material will most likely remain
wet enough until all the fruit is gathered, other-
wise the material must be turned off preliminary to
giving more on a fine morning, but great modera-
tion must be observed, as cracking from an excess
of water is quite as bad as shrivelling from drought.
Where a long succession is obtained from one house,
the earliest varieties should be grown in pots or
tubs, as they can be cleared as soon as ripe. Bigar-
reaus and Eltons having the borders to themselves
can then Ije well watered and properly managed.

W. C.

SUOTtT NOTE.—FRUIT.

Apples for use and ornament.—It is very
well !i) talk fit frri'w in;; fruit trees lor in-Ti:iniciil, fur
tl]ey:jre fully wort liy of it, hut cure sliuulJ lie tuken
to select kinds that are useful in other respects :i,8 well.
The two essentials lire cons]>icu^)Usly united in Worces-
ter Peariuaiti. Tlie flowers arc very jittractive, and
the abundance and l»eautil"u] appearauce of the fruit
are very iiott;wortliy. I find this Apple a most vigor-
ous and healthy grower and a grand bearer. —
w. p. c.

Flower Garden.

A CALIFORNIAN GARDEN.
Berkeley—the Californian Berkeley—is a uni-

versity town, four miles north of Oakland and
about ten miles from San Francisco. It stands

on a high slope of rich black loam on clay sub-

soil. The high coast range, naked of timber
here, except where Eucalyptus groves have been
planted, slielters it both east and north-east

;

towards the west one looks straight out through
the Golden Gate, past Alcatraz, San Francisco,

Mount Tamalpais, and the wUd heights of

Marin.

I have thought that an account of the way
in which a garden was begun here would be in-

teresting to readers of The G.a.rden. In the

spring of 1888 a waste lot of 50 feet frontage

and 135 feet in depth was purchased. It had
been part of an old pasture, was full of weeds,
and liad never been ploughed or put to any use.

By August 1, a small dwelling-house was built

on tlie lot, and in September the garden was
begun.

What I wish to describe is the result of seven
months of actual work on new soil in Berkeley,
for it is now April 20, 1889, and it was in Sep-
tember, 1888, that Ihe first planting was done.

With us in California, the bulk of the garden-
making is done too late. Not until after the

early rains, say in January, does gardening
begin. Now, wherever water can be had to
keep the soil in good working condition, Sep-
tember and October are far better months for

gardening than January and February, because
the nights are warm and the days long, and
growth is wonderfully rapid. Berkelej' has an
abundant and cheap supply of water, so that the
garden I am describing was started at once.

The soil was well prepared. The ground faced

south, with a gentle slope that way, the drain-

age being excellent. Sweet Peas were sown dur-
ing September. Now (April 20) they are be-

tween G feet and 7 feet high and blooming
freely. Nasturtiums sown in the open ground
in the middle of September are now in full

flower, and have been so for three months. There
was no frost to injure either Heliotropes, Nas-
turtiums, or any other delicate plants. The
Nasturtiums, now covering the steps and part

of the porch, have made 14 feet or 15 feet of

growth from the seed. Having the entire sum-
mer before them, I think they will easily grow
to the top of the house before next November.

There is a garden in Niles, an old town of

Alameda, some twenty miles south of Berkeley,
where the yellow trumpet Daftbdil has been
naturalised in the shrubbery, and thousands of

flowers appear in December and January.
Daii'odil clumps dug up from these copses were
transplanted in November to this new Berkeley
garden, and bloomed finely a little late for

them or early in February. Other and many
of the newer species and vaiieties of Dallbdils

which I received from England arrived here
on January 7, and were by March 8 in full

flower. I think Bishop Mann is by far the
best. Nothing surpasses the common yellow
Daflbdil for easy naturalisation here. It need
never be touched if once well planted, and its

flowers get larger each year. The flowers are

highly va!ue<l by tlie San Francisco public.

Almost all the fh)wcr3— sold by the hundred
tlierc throughout J.inuary— are grown in a few
old gardens .sucli as the one 1 s]ioko of at Niles.

Early in September 1 obtained about a do/eu
plants of Cosmos bipinnatus granditlorus, a
splendid annual hero. These were in 2-inch

pots. When massed and well watered they

began a remarkable growth, were in bloom by
the middle of October, and went on growing
and blooming until Christmas, reaching a height
of 8 feet or more. A white Passiflora (Con-
stance Elliot), which was in a 3-inch pot in

September, and was then perhaps 10 inches
high, is now about 10 feet from the ground,
and loaded with flowers and buds. Other
Passifloras have made equally characteristic

growth. There are about sixty Roses of the
best newer and older sorts which have grown
all winter, and the larger plants are coming
into bloom. There are Strawberries planted in

February and already setting fruit. The Lemon
and Orange trees and the Camellias (three in

number) have all bloomed, and made a quantity
of young growth, though only planted in No-
vember.

The especial point which I think wUl be of

interest to readers of The G.vriien is that a
constant growth and succession of flowers have
been kept up since operations began in Sep-
tember. Even old Californian gardeners have
been surprised at the rapidity of development
here, as they had been accustomed to wait until

3]iring before they made a beginning. I hardly
think that further details are necessary, except
to say that a great variety of shrubs have been
planted, all the spaces between being filled with
flowering plants, spring bulbs, &c. After a few
years nearly everything else will have to give

place to a few choice Palms and other trees and
shrubs already set, and additional space pro-

cured for the flowering as well as new plants.

This has been a veiy simple and brief horti-

cultural sketch, but if I append a list of the
plants bloommg this spring in the "new cottage

garden of Berkeley," it may serve as a fitting

close to the subject : Anemones, Tulips, Cro-
cuses, Hyacinths, and Dafibdils since January

;

Pansies since November in constant bloom
;

Triteleia uniflora, Snake's-head Iris, Freesias,

Chionodoxa Lucilia^ ; Marcchal Niel, Marie Van
Houtte, Bon SDene, Andre Schwartz, Mme. St.

Joseph, Souvenir d'un Ami, Catherine Mermet,
Luxembourg, and other Roses ; Fuchsias, scarlet

Pomegranate, Camellias, Pelargoniums (large

flowered) in variety, Cydonia japouica. Mar-
guerites, Marigolds, Carnations, summer Chry-
santhemums, Heliotropes, Nasturtiums, Sweet
Peas, Violets, Daisies, Passifloras, Abutilons,
Bermuda Lilies, and Clematis.

Charles How.^rd Shinn.
Berkeley, California, April 20, 1889.

Primrose destruction.— It is a sad truth that
for twenty-five miles round London, and a propor-
tionate distance of one to six or seven miles round
other towns or suburban centres, the common Prim-
rose is practically exterminated. The Primrosedilfers

from many wildings in being a shallow-rooted plant,

and also in being dependent on seed reproduction.

Thus plucking the flowers prevents the formation
of seed. Moreover, the purchasers of the roots

should avoid planting them where they will be sure
to be rooted up in a week or two to make room for

Geraniums, or in places where several hours of

blazing afternoon sun will burn them up. But it is

grievous to see these simple rules ignored. I would
suggest that a society be formed for protecting and
restoring wild flowers in our woods and fields, and
also to call public attention to the matter to do as
the Duke of lUchmond docs at Goodwood— forbid

the plucking, at least of certain sorts. What an
added treat it would be in Kichraond Park or any
other adjacent place round London, and also near
country towns, it the people could see I'rimroses,

('ow.slips, and wood Anemones growing apparently
wihl once more. Go in September into the more
retired glades, take out a single turf and turn it

bottom upwards, treading it down again; then sow
A few Primrose seeds on it. If the spot is properly
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selected the seeds will grow, though perfectly

hidden by Grass from the eye until they form
plants. On wet slopes not too much covered with

herbage, seed may also be strewn. At any rate, let

everyone who has a Primrose in his garden collect

all the seed this year. He can soon find a use for

it.—A., in Field.

Fraxinella emitting' inflammable gas.

—

Referring to page 458, 1 wish " D. K." had been
more explicit in speaking, with regard to the Fraxi-

nella, of " the remarkable phenomena it presents

on dark nights and at certain intervals." Has
" D. K." ever seen them himself, or does he know

out effect. Can anyone say that he has been sue

cessful with this experiment, and will he tell us

under what conditions .'—C. Wolley Dod, Eihje

Hall.

TULIP GARDEN AT THE CASTLE,
DINGWALL, N.B.

The iUuatration that accompanies these remarks
shows a type of garden far too seldom seen now-
a-days. It is only in the garden of an enthu-
sia,stic amateur that we find a glorious mass of

Tulips as seen in the engraving, and such a rich

A Tulip garden at the Castio, Dingwall, N.B., from a photograph sent by Dr. Bruce.

any living person who has ? I know it is recorded
that Miss Linnri;us once held a candle in the dark
near a Fraxinella flower, and that the flame flick-

ered round the flower ; but this is by no means a
common phenomenon, being about as dilHcult to
produce as lighting a pipe from a Will-o'-the-Wisp
—a feat which a German professor is said to have
accomplished. Having many fine plants of Fraxi-
nella in my garden, I have frequently tried when
they were in full flower, and on the stillest and
warmest nights, whether any response was made to

a lighted candle applied to them, but always with-

sight of old-fashioned flowers is as refreshing as

it is uncommon. The photograph, which wo
have done our best to reproduce, was sent to us

by Dr. Bruce, of the Castle, Dingwall, N.B.

,

and his notes concerning it will be of interest

to many. He says :

—

There is not, perhaps, so much in the beds
themselves as in the fact that the bulbs have
been growing and flowering every season for

at least forty years. In my time

—

i.e., during
the last fifteen years— they have only been once

lifted. The stems are simply pulled up after
flowering .and a certain amount of ripening of the
foliage, and their place is taken by some half
hardy annuals, generally Chinese Asters. The soil

in which the Tulips have been grown is a strong
clayey loam of a somewhat unctuous character.

These interesting particulars speak volumes
as to the thorough adaptability of our English
soQ and climate for the culture of the Tulip,
and it is upon the question of home-grown bul bs

that many are now turning their attention. We
go to Holland for what we might obtain just as

good, or even better, at home. The magnificent
growth of the Daflbdils and Tulips at Ham and
Whitton bring out this important fact very
strongly. There the bulbs are grown as well as

they can be, and the result is both surprising

and profitable. We are confident that tliere is

scope for an extensive bulb industry in Great
Britain. It is hard to tell from an engraving,
when colouring in the flower is absent, what
the types of flower represented in the cut may
be, but wo should think they are the late-

flowering forms, of which the Italian Tulipa
Gesneriana is supposed to be the parent. As to

their origin, we have nothing to do now. It is

sutBcient that those florists' varieties are noble
flowers, gorgeous in their brilliant bizarre

colours and possessing a vigorous constitution,

besides graceful and robust foliage. Sucli a
mass as that shown in the engraving must make
a striking carpet of colour, delightfully varied
and fresh. These homely late-flowering Tulips
difler from the earlier types in having a
stronger constitution, they increase rapidly, and
make an annual display without the trouble of

frequent lifting. The Tulips at Dingwall have
been only disturbed once in fifteen years, and
yet the foliage is as robust as can well be, the
stems strong, and the heavy cup-shaped flowers

bold and handsome. The old Tulips that one
sometimes finds in out-of-the-way gardens may
perhaps scarcely reach the florist's ideal of what
a perfect Tulip should be, but they are of greater
use to the gardener who wishes for quantity
rather than quality, and who clierishes sucli

bulbs that will thrive in almost any soU. Al-
though Tulips are often left to themselves for
many years?, it is better to lift them every season,
especially the early-flowering ojies, and we be-
lieve this is the practice of Mr. Walker at Ham.
The Tulips have been poor this season, but last

month we saw beds, hundreds of yards long, of
the earlier varieties at Whitton, the growth
vigorous and the flowers large and finely col-

oured, except where rains had bruised the tender
petals. Mr. Walker cuts almost every flower
that opens for market, and the bulbs are thus
very early relieved of their burden, so tliat they
have a long season before them in wliich to

become thoroughly strong before lifting. This
should be done when the fcjliage has faded, and
the roots stored until September, the month to
plant them out again. If the florist's Tulip is

grown—and there are various classes, as by-
blccmens, roses, and bizarres—a bed might be
devoted to the curious Parrot varieties, whose
flowers are instantly recognised by their un-
gainly notched petals and bizarre colouring. No
one can but feel interested in flowers of such
grotesque characters, though few perhaps would
care to have many in a garden.

While wi-iting a few notes on Tulips allusion

may be made to a few of the finer species which
wo unfortunately seldom find outside a botanic
establishment or some garden where things of

this character aro cherished. By not having
more of the species wo lose a wealth of beauty of

a rich, diversified, and interesting kind. The
flowers, especiaUy of the later blooming types,

I are far finer than those of the florist's varieties,
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which we see almost too much of after the flush

of Hyacinths is over. We were in a Middlesex
cottage garden the other day, and the best thing

there was a clump of T. Oesneriana that was
lifting its heavy cup-shaped flowers above a mass
of commoner border plants. If we could only

see more of such features in our large places

their beauty would be increased considerably.

To those who have a real interest in the Tulip

there is much pleasure derived from having a

good collection, and the flowering season extends

over many weeks. One of the first to greet us

is the beautiful T. Kolpakowskyana, a brilliant

gem with its yellow and crimson flowers ; then

we have the pretty T. Biebersteini, a Tulip of

the sylvestris type ; and also another fine early

species, T. Kaufmanniana, of which we should

hear much. Several notes have appeared in

The Gariien recently on this king of early

Tulips. The flowers are large and very variable

in colour, some bright carmine, flamed with

yellow ; others shot with vivid crimson tints.

A pretty little Tulip that flowered first with

Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt, this spring is T.

Leichtlini. It is of the character of stellata, the

flowers yellow and crimson, small, and attrac-

tive. A Tulip all should grow is the weU-known
T. Clusiana, a near ally of T. stellata, which

was very beautiful a few days ago near the round
pond in the Royal Gardens, Kew. This is

appropriately named the Lady Tulip, as it is a

delicate species both in colouring and aspect.

As the season lengthens we have a noble group

of species in bloom, amongst them T. sylvestris

and its close allies florentina and italica, both

of which have flowered well this season in many
places. But the quieter colours of these are

quite eclipsed by the gorgeous beauty of the

crimson-flowered Turkestan Tulip, T. Greigi,

fulgens, Dideri, elegans, oculis soils, Gesneri-

ana, and of the rich yellow retroflexa and
flava. A beautiful lemon or pale sulphur

species is vitellina, of which we should see more.

Those who admire curious flowers will find oor-

nuta, or acuminata as it is sometimes labelled,

worth growing. With a few of the above-men-

tioned types it is surprising the efiects that may
be produced by the aid of the species of Tulip.

This year they have bloomed far better than the

florist's varieties, and a small bed of T. Greigi,

near the succulent house at Kew was the finest

display of a single hardy flower we have seen

this season. T. retroflexa and viridiflora, with

its variety prsecox, in which green is charmingly

associated with yellow, were magnificent about

ten days ago in the spacious bulb border. It

is from seeing such masses of one kind together

that we can obtain some idea of the immense
value of Tulips for the garden in early spring,

and now that a far greater interest is kindled

in hardy flowers, we may hope to see them in

the London parks, where they would make rich

blocks of colour.

sent me from Warwick last autumn a few plants of

two Wallflowers, one a dark red which proved to

be from this French strain, the petals thin, narrow,
and soon falUng down; the other, a nice clear

yellow, but of irregular loose habit, very inferior

for massing or effectiveness. It seems, therefore,
that there are still inferior strains of Wallflowers
about, whilst superior ones seem to be ignored.
About here, where literally hundreds of thousands
of dark red Wallflower plants are annually put out,

seed is sown very early, so that the plants may be
put out in July and thus make big stuff by No-
vember.—A. D.

"Wallflowers.—I have observed with pleasure

that Mr. Wildsmith writes appreciatively of our

market garden strain of dark red Wallflowers. Near
me plants of that strain and covering about 20 acres

liave been blooming during the winter and spring,

and, of course, the atmosphere has been as it were
reeking with sweet perfume. Only the other day
when in a nursery I noticed theinferiorstrain of dark
Wallflower growing, and was informed that it was
from French seed. Now why our seed trade should

thus favour the poor, thin, and loose-growing forms

which tliis Frencli seed produces, in preference to

tlie wonderfully fine, early, and deeply-coloured

JiOndon market strain I cannot conceive, It seems

as it there was a deliberate shutting of the eyes to

the value of a fine thing of home growth in prefer-

ence to a French strain, which is perhaps cheap,

although the market strain is not dear. A friend

THE PANSY.
In the introduction to his useful book on "The
Pansy, and how to Grow and Show it," Mr. James
Simkins gives us a most interesting account of the
development of the Pansy. Amateurs in particular,

and not a few of those who term themselves pro-

fessional gardeners, are sometimes at a loss to com-
prehend the terms used by Pansy growers, such as

show Pansies, fancy Pansies, blotched Pansies, kc,
and it is the purpose of the introduction to set forth

the historical development in these forms. As the
matter—dealing as it does with names and dates—
has been revised by a well-known cultivator of this

winsome flower, it may be taken as substantially

correct.

By way of showing the remarkable development
of this popular flower, Mr. Simkins has introduced
two plates from Harrison's Floricultural Cahinct

of 183:!, showing the types of flowers foremost
among the varieties cultivated in those days,

when Thompson, Silverlock, Allen, Wheeler, and
others were the principal raisers of the day. They
have the same relation to the fine show and fancy
Pansies of our day as the common Daisy of the field

has to the large and full double garden varieties so

much employed for spring decoration.

It was towards the year 1850 that the English

show Pansy began to improve. In the Florist and
Garden Miscellany for 18-l!t appear coloured il-

lustrations of Duke of Norfolk, yellow ground, and
Mrs. Beck, white ground, from the Slough collec-

tion. In 185-1 such fine varieties as Catherine Hayes,
Duke of Perth, Father Gavazzi, Miss Talbot, Royal
Standard, Koyal Visit, Monarch, National, and Sir

John Cathcart had come to the fore. The work of

improvement went on until the dread disease,

which appeared in some southern collections about
1856, had a disastrous effect, and then Scotland

took a decided lead in the production of new varie-

ties, which it has maintained ever since.

It was about 1858 that the fancy Pansy first

began to attract attention. But previous to that,

tlie late Mr. John Salter, of the Versailles Nursery,

Hammersmith, and Mr. John Downie, of Edinburgh,
were cultivating Pansies of a character that could

find no place among the various sections of the

show varieties, but yet had not been formed into

a distinct class. It will be remembered that the

late Mr. Salter was originally established as a nur-

seryman at Versailles, France, and on the outbreak

of the revolution of 1848 he came to England, and
established himself in business at Hammersmith.
He brought over with him some curiously striped

and blotched Pansies, and seed of these was sown.

Tlie best were shown by Mr. Salter at the meetings
of the Horticultural Society, but they were frowned
upon by the florists of those days.

In the year 1858 Mr. Andrew Henderson, then of

the Wellington Road Nurseries, St. John's Wood,
when on a visit to France, secured some new forms
of blotched Pansies which he brought to tliis

country, and they were sent to my brother, Mr. W.
Dean, then in business as a nurseryman at Shipley,

Yorkshire, to be grown. It was said they would
spoil the race of English show Pansies, but my
brother, believing these Pansies would eventually

become popular, commenced raising seedlings, and
I think he can claim the credit of having sent out

the first English raised variety—one named Prin-

cess Alice, a line white, with a large blotch of

black. From such flowers seedlings were obtained,

I and soon the taste for fancy Pansies grew with re

markable rapidity, which is not to be wondered at,

considering their size, richness of colours, and
diversity of marking.

In regard to the race of bedding Pansies, they
were prominently brought into notice by the late
Mr. John Fleming, then gardener at "Cliveden,
where they were employed for spring bedding.
The Cliveden Blue Pansy came, I think, origi-

nally from Russia, ami I have often wondered
if it is still to be found in gardens. Another pale
variet}- bearing that name was much more fre-

quently employed for spring bedding.

It was owing to the employment of A'iola cor-
nuta and V. lutea that an impetus was given to the
production of a race of bedding ^'iolas or tufted
Pansies adapted for summer bedding. There is now
a large number of varieties, and, like those of the
tancygroup, they increase in numberevery year. The
advanc^e is naturally slow, but improvements are be-
ing made, and as the wet summer of 1X88 served to

bring prominently before the gardening community
the value of Violas for bedding, it is reasonable
to expect that there is a large demand for them
during the present spring. E. Dean.

Pink Her Majesty.—This fine new white
Pink, which received a first-class certificate of merit
at the Crystal Palace on May 11, and again from
the Royal Horticultural Society on the 14th inst.,

is remarkable for its large size and purity of colour.

Mr. F. Hooper, Widcombe HiU Nursery, Bath, who
exhibited it, states that it was raised from a white-
flowered seedling obtained from Mrs. Sinkins, ferti-

lised with pollen from a fine laced variety called
Boiard, the result being a seedling with flowers as

large and full as those of the latter, but without a
particle of lacing. The new variety may be described
as having fimbriated petals, but being full they make
a symmetrical flower, and it is almost destitute of

the yellowish green centre which detracts so much
from the effectiveness of Mrs. Sinkins. It might
be objected that it splits its calyx, or, as the florists

term it, its pod ; but most, if not all, the culti\ated

Pinks do this more or less.—R. D.

Saxifraga 'Wallacei.—My recital of the facts

connected with the origin of this plant can only be
controverted by traversing Mr. Wallace's statement
made to me, and in my presence to Mr. Ware, of

Tottenham, that he raised the plant from seed

saved by him from Saxifraga Maweana. Miss
Owen also gave the history of the plant in the pages
of The Gaeden (I think) on Mr. Wallace's state-

ment to her, so that there is no supposition with
regard to its origin. AVith regard to the identity of

S. Wallacei with S. Camposi, which I doubt, it

places "D. K." on the horns of this dilemma, that S.

Camposi cannot be a true species, as he maintains
it was raised by Mr. Wallace in the manner slated.

It the identity of the two plants be established, it

will be a curious fact in connection with the
history of the " Origin of Species." With regard

to " D. K.'s " remark that S. Wallacei or " S. Cam-
posi, a distinct species, has been cultivated for

many years in gardens," it would be interesting to

know in what garden or nursery it was grown pre-

vious to the year in which Messrs. Dicksons and
Co. sent out S. Wallacei.—Robektson Muneo,
Ahercorn Kursery, Edinhnryli.

I have no reason whatever to doubt the truth

of the statement made by Mr. Wallace, as, so far as

he knew, he simply stated what he believed to be
correct. Before writing one word about this plant, 1

at least made certain of escaping the dilemma re-

ferred to by Mr. Munro in assuring myself tliat S.

Camposi was considered a species twenty years be-

fore the Morocco plant (S. Maweana) ever saw
light in an English garden. The first mention we
have of S. Camposi is in Willkomm incd. PI. Exsicc.

1845, under the name of S. almeriensis. It was
again found in 1848 by Funck, and again in 1852 in

the province of Grenada by Pedro del Campo,
whose name it bears, having been described by
Hoissier and Renter the same year. I do not know
how long it has been in cultivation, but in the

llotanieal Magazine (t. t;tl40), where S. Camposi is

figured and WaUaceana given as a garden synonym,
it is stated to have been in cultivation for many
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years, and I am told on good authority that it was
growing in Kew previous to ]8il7. In the text to

t. 6<)-10, Boian'tcal Maijazine, referred to above, S.

Camposi is described as being nearly allied to S.

Maweana, " differing in the more cuneate leaves."

I may add that the leaves are not only more cune-
ate, but are more ileshy or succulent, shiny green
on the upper surface, and twice the size. The
flower-stem of Maweana is more leafy and covered
with black glandular hairs, of which there are
hardly any in Camposi or the supposed different

Wallacei. Of course, there is no accounting for

names getting mixed up in this way, nor am I going
to reason how this plant sprung up in the Dean
Cemetery. This, however, I am certain of : S. Cam-
posi (Boissier and Renter, published 1852) is identi-

cal with S. Wallacei (Hort.) and totally distinct

frow Maweana. I enclose specimens of the three
plants for the editor to judge for himself.—D. K.

*,* We have carefully compared the specimens
sent by " D. K.," and cannot see the slightest diffe-

rence between S. Camposi and S. Wallacei, from
which S. Maweana is quite distinct.—Ed.

CARNATIONS.
As "A. D." in The G.\rden, May 11 (p. 428),
dissents from some of the views expressed in

my article upon Carnations in The Garden,
April 13, and draws a few unfair conclusions,

I will give some explanations.

In spite of "A. D. 's" claim, which I admit,
that we have many self Carnations of English
origin, I would point out that they are sadly
disproportionate to the long lists of flaked and
bizarre kinds. The most convincing proof
"A. D." can obtain will be found in some of

the trade Carnation lists. I have never assumed
that the produce of flaked varieties would be
flaked or striped, because in many of these
there is a manifest tendency to revert to a self

colour. Such self-coloured forms are rarely
reliable or of very great merit. Moreover,
"A. D. " somewhat contradicts himself, for
after saying that the English raisers have not
concentrated their efforts upon raising striped
kinds, he goes on to say that many of our best
selfs have come from such parentage. This
tends to show that self flowers have either

originated by accident, or that having been
obtained from striped flowers their perpetua-
tion was but an afterthought.

"A. D." says he is not working for show
flowers, nor am I championing their cause. All
that I have written upon the Carnation has been
from the standpoint of its merits as an English
summer garden flower, second only in import-
ance to the Rose. It is worthy of such a place,

but I repeat again that it does not obtain
from gardeners generally anything like the
attention its merits warrant. Whilst admitting
the popularity of the Carnation, I would in-

form "A. D." that in this case, at least, its

popularity is not a true criterion of extensive
culture, except among amateurs who garden
on a small scale. These keep alive the interest

in this lovely flower, and my statement, that
people grope along with a .system of flower
gardening which finds no place for the Carna-
tion, instead of being an exaggeration is quite
true, and based on observations made upon what
is being done in many private gardens attached
to country seats. It is to these gardens that we
look for a standard of excellence, and I can re-

call the names of at least fifty places visited

during the summer months of last year in

which neither Rose nor Carnation were found
in what was called the flower garden.

The reason I advised the non- employment of
seedlings was not because of limited experience
or acquaintance only with inferior strains. I
have seen splendid strains with a good percent-

age of double flowers, and also very free-flower-

ing, and if I had to meet a great demand for

cut flowers I should grow seedlings extensively,
even good single kinds. Informal groups of

clear self-coloured Carnations are simpler and
far superior to the best seedlings. Beds of

seedling Carnations are preferable to the vulgar
masses of brightly-coloured Pelargoniums. I did
not wish to speak disparagingly of seedlings and
their uses, b\it knowing that infinitely better
effects were easily obtainable from good selfs, I

set them on one side as not coming up to my
ideal. A true estimate of the beauty and effect

of the Carnation cannot be obtained from mixed
beds of seedlings. No, nor from the best collec-

tion of selfs in the countrj^, be it ever so com-
plete, if only two or three plants of each kind
are grown. "A. D. " admits the superior effect

of planting in groups, and if anyone will plant
from twelve to fifty specimens of any good Car-
nation in a bed as an informal group oi- in any
place desired, provided they are massed in some
simple way, I venture to say that he will be
charmed with the result. The above ideas are

obtained from the extensive culture of Carna-
tions in a private garden. They are planted in

groups in the flower beds and the kinds are

mostly selfs of French origin. The beautiful
Comtcsse de Paiis, figured some time ago, and
the recent plate of two kinds show varieties

that in their respective colours are far before
anything of the same kind in England, and
there are others, especially among the scarlet-

flowered varieties, which have not appeared in

public, but are equally as good. Can "A. D.''

tell me of an English self like Comtesse de Paris,

a group of which in the flower garden last

summer came into flower in July, and kept up a

profuse and unbroken succession of bloom till

late in October .' It is these beautiful French
selfs tliat convince me that French raisers are
far ahead of English raisers. A. H.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Alpine Auriculas.—It ia a great poiut that these
are loft alone by the hybridists. What might become
of them after a few years' manipulation it Is hard to
say. Bright, fresh, and fragrant as they now are.

they are of the utmost value. We cut handfuls of

them, and their piquant perfume is liked better than
that of most indoor ijlants.—W. P. C.

Parrot Tulips on Grass.—For prolonging the
display of spring flowers on Grass Parrot Tulips are to

be recommended, as they bloom later than the ordi-

nary kinds. Feu Brillante, bright scarlet, and Mark
Graaf, yellow, scarlet and green, are two good sorts to

plant. They are more ellectivo in clumps of live or
seven bulbs than when scattered over a large area.— S.

Narcissus biflorus.-This twin-floworod variety

of Narcissus is a capital one to grow for the mixed
border and for supplying flowers for cutting ; the scent
is especially iileasing. Flowering as it docs after the
bulk of the other varieties are past, it is especially

useful. It increases rapidly, therefore no difliculty

need be experienced in soon having a stock of bulbs.

—

S.

Tall plants in windovsr boxes.—Window
boxes are often planted with the view to attract and
gratify those outside rather than the inmates of the
rooms, and plants so tall as to be an inconvenience are
often used for centres or throughout the whole box.

Dwarf plants and creeping and drooping subjects are,

when jiroperly disposed, much more effective than tall

straggling ones.—J. SIuiR.

Myosotis dissitiflora Perfection. — This
very line form of the early-blooming Myosotis
broke as a sport here several years ago, having,

oddly enough, also broke as a sport elsewhere at the

same time. The white form of dissitiflora broke
in just the same way in several places at about the

same time, and here also, with respect to the latter, I

have found it to seed fairly well, but not so freely as

does the old blue form. The large-flowered variety,

Perfection, which exhibits the same lovely cajrulean

blue of dissitiflora, but with very much finer flowers,
had never seeded until last year, when I got from
my plants about a score of seeds, all of which when
sown produced plants. These have been flowering
lately, and as in all cases the flowers are of the
same character as those of the parent, it is oljvious
that the sport is fixed. I am hopeful now that
this very fine form will seed every season, and if

it does, I shall get rid of the old form, as the new
one is so much finer and more attractive. It has
also a more robust haliit. Although the past winter
was a comparatively open one, yet all old plants of
dissitiflora suffered severely, not, of course, from
frost, but from damp. Seedling plants suffered
little ; indeed they seldom do so. For that reason it

is preferable to have seedling plants to depend
upon, and I am glad to get some seedlmgs of Perfec-
tion to start with. Old bottoms of Myosotis get very
dense and retentive of moisture during the winter,
and this accumulation of moisture becomes more
productive of decay than sharp and dry frosts.

—

A. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Wild gardening.—We have about two acres of
ground here, that four years ago formed a coppice
for game covert, the old stools of which we took up,
levelled the ground, and planted quantities of
Snowdrops, Daffodils, and coloured Primroses. The
wild Primroses, Cowslips, Forget-me-nots, wild
Hyacinths—white and blue—and wood Anemones
come up naturally by the thousand, and all except
the Primroses are at the present time simply mag-
niflcent. I think it will pay to dig up some of the
Bluebells next autumn, to give the other flowers a
better chance, as they now somewhat overrun them.
This ground— garden one can hardly call it—has
been a feature of great interest from about the
middle of February, when the Snowdrops were in
blossom, then came the Daffodils, and next the
Primroses, and these are still good, but the Grass
has now got too long for them to be seen from a
distance, but the Cowslips hold their heads up well.
Last year we sowed seed of a lot of the scarlet
Poppy, and the plants did fairly well, quickly suc-
ceeding the Hyacinths. They promise to be still

more numerous this year. The Shirley Poppy
has been sown freely amongst them, and if the
Grass does not smother the seedlings, of which I

have some fear, there will be a continuation of
gaiety throughout the greater part of the summer.
Mignonette.— I know of nothing connected

with flower gardening that is such a constant cause
of complaint amongst amateurs as the culture of
Mignonette. The seed-bed should be made firm—
not'pounded, as is very frequently done— and the sur-
face left very fine. Sift the soil for covering through
a very fine sieve, and sow the seed at a depth of a
quarter of an inch—less, rather than more. Rather
tedious work, some may say, but what of that when
by such painstaking care a good plant is secured in
any kind of garden soil.

Double planting.—Like many others, I have
become enthusiastic over Daffodils, and the finest
varieties were, of course, considered worthy of the
best positions. The borders, therefore, that for
years had been given up to the summer display of
Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, &o., were early last autumn
jilanted with Narcissi, and grand they have been.
But now that the flowers are over and not liking
the prospect of naked borders in summer, and lift-

ing of the Narcissus being quite out of the question,
I have tied up the foliage. As the bulbs are all
planted in rows 1 foot apart, the soil has been
deeply stirred between the rows, so that now we are
able to plant the usual summer bedders. This
double cropping cannot, of course, go on ye.or after
year, but for a couple of seasons at any rate it may
be done.

Bedding succulent.^.-At one time, and not
very long ago either, these were popular as bedding
plants, and I was not the least amongst their
admirers, yet I confess that I have parted with
them without regret, or rather I ought to say re-
duced their numbers, restricting them to a few
of the very best varieties. The only kinds we now
grow, and these in very limited quantities, are
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Eoheveria secunda glauca, metaUioa, farinosa
and Peacocki, variegated Agaves and Aloes, Kleinia
repens and variegated Tree Sempervivum. We
never now, as formerly, make entire beds of them,
but use the tall variegated Sempervivums and
Agaves as a setting to Alternantheras or Iresine.
The large-leaved Eoheverias are put to the same
use, viz., as groundwork for prostrate-growing Se-
dums, Antennarias, and Herniarias. The small-
growing kinds of Eoheveria, such as Peacocki and
farinosa, make excellent marginal plants for en-
closing small blocks of Alternantheras and other
plants of similar dwarf growth. As edging plants
to beds they look far too formal.

Fancy Paksies and Violas, or tufted Pan-
SIES.—Both of these are equally good, and at the
present time both sections of plants are extremely
well flowered. The fancy Pansies are from seed
sown in heat in February of last year and planted
out in the following May. The seedlings flowered
moderately well at the end of summer, and the
plants were left in the borders. If the present
vigorous growth of the plants be taken as a cri-

terion, I have at last, after many trials, hit upon
the right mode of cultivation. The flowers are
varied in colour, of excellent shape and large size,

but the latter is no doubt due, in some measure, to
the highly manured ground that both these and
Violas must have if they are to do well in our
southern climate. The bulk of the tufted Pansies
that are now so beautiful are from autumn-struck
cuttings, and were planted out from frames six
weeks ago. Our best varieties are :

11 '/nYe —Countess
of Hopetoun and Mrs. Grey; Sfe«—Bluebell, Archie
Grant, and Imperial Blue

;
purpU or light lilac—

elegans, Peach Blossom, and lilacina
;
yellow—Viola

lutea and Hardwick Yellow.

General work.—To take and tie Preonies, Del-
phiniums, Pyrethrums, Potentillas, Geums, and any
other kinds that may require this attention ; also
to tie together the foliage of all bulbous plants
that have done flowering, that other plants for
summer blooming may be planted to supply the
vacancies. Besides annuals, spare bedding plants
of any kinds that will help to create a summer
display may be utilised for that purpose. I have
had a number of early summer-flowering Chrysan-
themums planted in such spaces. These were
amongst the best of our flowering plants last
autumn, and they seemed to associate better with
herbaceous plants than did ordinary bedders.
Dahlias, Sunflowers, and tall-growing bedding
plants of every kind should be staked as soon as
put out, and plants of every description will start
into growth far better if a mulching of Cocoa fibre

be applied at once. This is the only mulching
material that birds do not disturb, and by far the
neatest in appearance to any other that can be
used. W. W.

PERSIAN ZALIL.
(delphinium zalil.)

The following interesting account of the Persian
dye plant Zalil has been prepared by Sir Joseph
Hooker for the April number (tab. 7049) of the
Biilauiiid Miuji(::ine. The plant was first de-
scribed (

" Transactions of the Linnean Society,"
ser. 2, vol. iii., p. 33, t. 3) in the report "on
the Botany of the Afghan Delimitation Com-
mission," which was worked up at Kew from
the remarkable collections made by Surgeon-
Major Aitcliison, CLE., F.Il.S., when on duty
as naturalist attached to the mission.

The Zalil flowered at Kow in July of last

year, and .specimens of the flowers as used for

dyeing purposes and for medicine aro in the
Museums of Economic Botany.

As a plant of economic value this is one of the
most interesting discoveries of the Afghan Delimi-
tation Commission, and our knowledge of it is due
to the fact that the Indian Government directed a
competent botanist, Dr. Aitchison, F.R.S., to ac-
company that important geographical operation. In
the work cited above Dr. Aitchison (p. 31) thus de-
scribes the Persian Zalil : " This plant forms a

great portion of the herbage of the rolling downs
of the Badghis

; in the vicinity of Guhan it was of
great abundance, and when in blossom gave a
wondrous golden hue to the pastures. In many
localities in Khorasan above 3000 feet it is equally
common. The flowers are collected largely for ex-
portation, chiefly to Persia, for dyeing silk ; they
are also exported from Herat, through Afghanistan
to Northern India, to be employed as a dye, as
well as to be used in medicine." In another place
(p. 20) Dr. Aitchison, speaking of the vegetation of
Badghis, says :

" For a short period the hillocks
are tinted an exquisite blue by the flowers of Gen-
tiana Olivieri, which is, as Boissier noted, a hot
country Gentian. This is followed by Delphinium
Zalil, a perennial, which throws up a spike of bright
yellow blossoms, 2 feet in height. Its showy blos-
soms suddenly cover the downs, which they illumi-
nate with their brilliant colouring, affording a sight
never to be forgotten."

The fact of D. Zalil affording a dye stuff is one of
the many evidences of our ignorance of the mate-
rials used in the industrial arts of the East. It is

reasonable to suppose that the flowers have been an
article of commerce for ages, and yet I am unable
to find any allusion to the subject in books devoted
to the economic botany of India or to its manu-
factures. It is to be hoped that this may meet the
eye of some intelligent official in the British Indian
service who might ascertain to what purpose the
important Zalil is put.

D. Zalil does not accord well with any section of
Delphinastrum, as these are defined by Boissier.
Regel, who was consulted as to its affinity, and
whose knowledge of Oriental plants is unquestioned,
pronounced it to be possibly D. ochroleucum, a
Soongarian species, reduced by Boissier (vol. i., p. 89)
to a form of the polymorphous D. hybridum, which
has white, blue, and scarlet flowers ; but that spe-
cies belongs to the division with dilated base of the
petiole, with the lower petals equalling or exceed-
ing the sepals, and with other discordant charac-
ters

; yet I know no nearer affinity.

—

Xem Biil-
Ictin for May.

Kitchen Garden.

CELERY FOR EXHIBITION.
From a utilitarian point of view extra large
Celery is neither the best nor the moat profitable,

and for ordinary purposes, therefore, it is unwise
to aim at great size, as this simply means so
much wasted labour, manure, and space. What
the grower for exhibition, however, has to
study is what the judges give the preference to,

and adopt his practices accordingly. At flower
shows the sight-seeing public expect to meet
with examples of the highest cultivation, and
what might perhaps be the best for tlie kitchen
not unfrequeutly fails to gain either a prize or
any notice from the visitors. The same rule
holds good with much of the produce shown at

agricultural shows, and it is doubtful if fashion
will ever materially change in this respect.
Critics ouglit not, therefore, to be very severe
in tlieir strictures upon the supposed grossness
and inferior quality of exhibition vegetables ge-
nerally, nor must they too readily arrive at the
conclusion that great size and coarseness are in-

separable, as it is quite possible for Celery, as
a7i instance, to be extra large, and yet crisp and
sweet in quality.

Of late years the Celery seen at various shows
in August and September has been oxception-
tionally fine, and the question is often asked,
" How is it grown ? " It is on this point I

propose to enlighten inexperienced roailcrs, and
will preface my remarks with the warning th;it

those wlio aro anxious to grow Celery good
enough to win prizes must be prepared to ex-
pend a considerable amount of labour in its

production. As it is too late to advise upon tlie

raising of tho plants, I will merely state that

the very finest early Celery to be met with is

usually raised in heat in January or early in
February, the preference being given to a
strong-growing white variety, notably Wright's
Grove White, and I have good reasons for be-
lieving tho newer Veitch's Superb "White will

prove superior to that old favourite. As a rule,

the red or pink sorts are more solid and impos-
ing in appearance than the white varieties, but
they are longer in blanching, and are, there-
fore, better adapted for the late August and
September shows, as well as tliose in November.
Veitch's Early Rose may be said to be an early
form of Major Clarke's Solid Red, and is fine for

exhibition. So, also, is Sulham Prize and Stan-
dard-bearer, and I have had Williams' Match-
less extra good. For the summer shows these
also ought to be raised in February, while for

the November or Chrysanthemum shows March
is early enough to raise the plants. The seedlings
should never be crowded or kept far from the
glass, nor ought they to sutler from want of

water at any time. The surest way of preparing
stout early plants, and which can be grown on
without a severe check being experienced, is to

pot ofl' the seedlings into 3-inch pots, growing
the plants on a shelf in gentle heat. Before the
plants become badly root-bound, they must be
shifted into 8-inch, or rather larger pots, using
a compost consisting of good loam and decayed
manure in equal proportions, adding burnt clay
or sou from a " smother," this serving to keep
the compost sweet and porous. They should
still be kept on a shelf in a warm place, such
as a vinery or Peach house, and be well sup-
plied with water, being eventually transferred

to a shelf in a cool house for a few days, and
from there to a sheltered position in the open air.

Supposing they are turned out of the house by
the middle of May, they would be ready to plant
out finally at the end of that month or early in

June. To the non-exhibitor this system of

preparing the plants must seem rather an ex-

pensive one ; but it should be remembered that
most exhibitors only require from two dozen to

three dozen plants, every one of which may, if

sufficient trouble is taken, be grown to perfec-

tion. Whether the plants are grown on in pots,

or are pricked out in boxes of rich soil and kept
growing in heat till they are large enough to be
hardened oflf and finally moved to the trenches or

prepared ground, or are pricked out in frames,

it is of the greatest importance that they be not
kept too long out of the ground.

Much of the Celery shown is grown in trenches

in which a good depth of manure, and in some
instances a considerable quantity of turfy loam,

have been placed, but what will be found the

simplest and bust plan in the end is to prepare

a suiall bed especially for the exhibition plants.

Some of the very best Celery I have yet seen

was grown on a piece of sheltered ground about

8 feet square, antl this was ]jrepared as follows :

A stout stake was driven into each corner, an-

other midway between them, to these being

nailed a strong wide board. 'The ordiiuiry gar-

den soil to a depth of about 18 inches was 'e-

moved and a similar depth of compost exactly

similar to that recommended for potting tlie

plants snbstiluted. In tliis tho Celery was
planted about I'l inches apart each way. It

was in a moist state at the roots when put out,

and abundance of soft water and liiiuid manure
was given about twice a week. Jf this plan is

not exactly followed, I would yet advise that

the system of well pre)iaring tho ground and
planting on the level bo adopted, trenches, if

more easily supplied with water, being also

niucli tho coldest. If tho plants aro put out in

single linos instead of in a bed, they o\ight to

bo not less than 1"J inches apart. In any
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case the soil and manure in which Celery is to

be grown should be heavily trampled or rammed
down about the roots, this being most conducive
to the formation of solid stalks, a loose root-run
causing a liollow growth. When well established,

water or liquid manure must be given frequently

and liberally, irrespective of the weather, as

there is rarely sufficient rainfall to moisten the
root-filled soil about the stems of Celery.

Ordinary methods of blanching are not suit-

able for exhibition Celery, as it is of primary
importance that slugs and grubs generally be
excluded from the stalks. From the first all

suckers should be removed and the plants be
prevented from opening out too much, as should
once the leaves assume their natural or horizontal

position, they split badly when tied. Five or

six weeks before the earliest is ro(iuu'ed for ex-

hibition, the small lower leaves ought to be
pulled ofi' and the reserve stalks and much of

the foliage carefully wrapped in several folds of

brown paper, so as to effectually exclude the
light, the eventual result being beautifully clean

and well-blanched stalks, and which can be
shown almost at their full size. Late Celery
may also be most perfectly blanched in a very
similar manner, but as the paper wiU not bear
exposure to all weathers, either an additional

covering of strips of canvas should be given, or
else dry litter or Bracken banked up around or

amongst the plants. In this district growers
for exhibition rather favour the use of 5-uich

draining pipes for keeping the Celery clean.

The plants if early enclosed singly in these and
liberally treated are not long in filling them,
the greater portion of the foliage spreading from
the tops. Late pipe-enclosed Celery ought to be
moulded up as a protection from severe frosts,

but any required for the early shows does not
need this.

The foregoing methods of blanching Celery
have yet another point in their favour to be
mentioned. It not unfrequently happens that
after Celery has been heavily banked up with
soil little or no moisture finds its way to the
mass of hungry roots below, and a serious check
to the growth of the hearts and perhaps pre-
mature bolting result. When, however, the
plants are blanched without being moulded up,
copious supplies of water and liquid manure can
and should be given twice a week in hot
weather, and once a week when the days are

shorter and more moisture abounds. W. I.

SHORT NOTHS.—KITCSEN.

Ne Plus Ultra dwarf Bean.—This is a grand
French Bean for growing in pots, the growth being of
medium height. It is a very heavy cropper, the pods
of good length, very dark green in colour, and even in
size.—E. M.

A good new Broccoli.—We grew Sutton's
Standwell Broccoli for the iirst time this season, and
it has proved exceptionally good. It formed a close
succession to Leamington, and we are still cutting
handsome close heads, creamy white in colour, and of
the best quality. In aU probabihty this distinct and
serviceable variety will not be easily destroyed by
frosts, as it is of sturdy growth and the hearts are
well protected.—W. I.

Runner Beans.—With reference to the method
adopted by market growers generally in growing
Runner Beans in large quantities out in the open
fields, it would be inferred from what is said in
The Garden, May 1 (page 41ii), that it is the
rule to sow these Beans in rows comparatively
close together. I grow them in that way at 3 feet
apart for the production of seed, but generally on
ground of moderate quality, and very little topping
is needful, because the production of a heavy bulk
of pods left to ripen would check growth. In the
case of the market grower, the rule is to sow Runner
Beans 5 feet apart, and to plant one row of Brussels

Sproutsbetween rows of Beans. This space is found
to be none too much when the ground is fairly

good, and if the soil be not very deeply stirred, at

least it is usually heavily manured. There is no
better Bean for the market grower than the true

Ne Plus Ultra. It is undoubtedly the freest bearer
and has the longest and handsomest pods. Very
little stopping or topping is needed, for owing to

the ample air and sunlight afforded, and the
firmer soil than is found in private gardens, there is

not much tendency on the part of the plants to run
too much, whilst the very abundant crop of Beans
produced serves to check free growth also.—A. D.

Planting Tomatoes in the open.—The time
has now arrived when these may generally be
planted out. Care, however, should be taken that

the plants are well hardened ofE before being
planted out. Tomatoes should have the shelter and
support of a wall or fence and be placed in the full

glare of the sun. We have secured a good deal of

fruit from plants treated as bushes and tied to

stakes, but plants of this stamp were a total failure

last season, and we would not extend, or indeed try,

the experiment again, unless in cases where no
walls were available. There are often little va-

cancies here and there between the wall trees

which offer admirable sites for Tomatoes, especially

if they are confined to one stem, which is the surest

way of causing them to bear and mature a crop.

— J. MuiB.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

Staking Peas.

Judging by what is seen and heard in this district,

a considerable number of rows are not worth stak-

ing, but yet can ill be spared. In all cases where
the plants in the rows of early varieties attaining a

height of about 3 feet are very thin or very patchy,

it would most probably be wasteful to stake them,
as they would crop nearly as well resting on the

ground. The bulk of the Peas sent to the markets
are grown in the open fields without the aid of

stakes, but as a rule this plan does not answer so

well in private gardens, richer soil and sheltered

positions causing the growth of too much haulm.
Sowing too thickly is also another cause of failure,

but with a thin plant the system of growing with-

out stakes is likely to answer much better. It is a

noteworthy fact that comparatively tall varieties

are sometimes grown in the open fields without
stakes. Seeing th.at the stakes are usually a rather

serious item in the garden expenditure, it may be
advisable in many instances to remove them from
very patchy rows and transfer them to the mid-
season and later varieties which are growing very

much better. The dwarf and medium Peas rarely

exceed their advertised height, but many varieties

said to be from 5 feet to 6 feet frequently attain a

height nearer .s feet, this being especially the case

on strong ground, and with such varieties as Ne
Plus Ultra, Emperor of the Marrows, Champion of

England, British Queen, and a few other favourites.

If too short stakes are used the haulm is almost cer-

tain to topple over, this seriously checking the pro-

duction of pods. Where possible, therefore, stakes

of good height and strength for the strong growers
should be used. The stakes should not be put in

very thickly, nor should they meet closely at the

top, or otherwise the haulm grows through and
breaks down. Tall stakes being thin at the bottom,

the Peas ought to be conducted up to them with
the aid of spray, or otherwise they are liable to fall

about the rows, and it may be cripple their stems.

The best substitutes for stakes are the strong

lengths of diamond-mesh wirework. such as are

frequently advertised, and these will last for years,

in this respect being much cheaper than the

ordinary Hazel and other Pea stakes. Coarse mesh
galvanised wire netting is also used in some gardens
anil answers well. In either case it is necessary to

arrange the wirework on both sides of the rows, in

one or two widths according to the height of the

Peas. All the trellis work must be supported by a

few stout stakes.

Peas in Hot Weather.
On hot shallow soils Peas generally fail badly in

hot and dry weather, and unless the site is specially

prepared for their reception it is a waste of labour
and space to sow seed now. A cool, yet open, posi-

tion should be selected for these crops, and as deep
and rich a root-run provided as possible. Ground
manured and trenched during the past winter or

spring is much to be preferred to trenches, but the
latter should be formed in the event of no such plot

being available. These trenches should be not
less than IS inches wide, good solid manure being
forked into the bottom spit, and about haU of the
first spit returned on to the top of this, a fine sur-

face made, the seed sown, and covered with 3

inches of fine soil. It is not advisable to leave

sharp edges to the trenches, especially when the

soil is of a clayey nature, as these are liable to

shrink away from the soil in the trench and soon

become hard and dry. The soil in the trench

ought to be trampled rather heavily, the sides cut

down, and the remaining portion of the soil thrown
out, eventually drawn up to the plants—not for the

purpose of moulding them up, but rather to form a
basin, thereby rendering it an easy matter to flood

the trenches with water. Very much depends
upon the choice of varieties, some being better

mildew-resisters than others. Of Peas that attain

a height of about 3 feet the best are Sturdy,

G. F. Wilson, Latest of All, Veitch's Perfection,

and Walker's Perpetual Bearer. Autocrat attains

a height of about 4 feet, and is a good late variety,

while the best tall-growing sorts, or which grow to

C feet and upwards in height, are Duchess of Edin-

burgh, Emperor of the Marrows, Ne Plus Ultra,

Royal Berk.'shire Marrow, and British Queen. In

every case the rows of the selected varieties should

be as far apart as their known height, and on no

account ought they to be crowded. When either

sown thinly, or the plants are freely thinned out, say

to 5 inches apart, all those reserved wiU grow
strongly and branch freely, a more continuous and
valuable crop being the result.

Potatoes.

Warm weather has brought these on rapidly, and

also an abundance of weeds. In order to destroy the

latter and to loosen the soil between the rows, all

those sufficiently advanced to mark the rows ought

to be heavily hoed, this also letting in more warmth
to the roots. If it is intended to manure the Potatoes

from the surface, now, or just prior to hoeing, is a good

time to apply it. A dressing of soot, guano, superphos-

phate of lime, or some other kind of special manure
beingapplied early, the Potatoes and also succeeding

crops would be materially benefited by it. Should

there be no signs of a late frost, it is advisable to

defer moulding up till it can be done thoroughly.

Much of the ground planted with Potatoes was not

in good working order at the time, and there is

therefore all the more need for thorough hoeings,

the back of the hoe being freely used to break

down the hard lumps. It is always best to do

this kind of work, including moulding up, in the

early part of the day, this admitting of the newly-

exposed soil becoming drier and warmer before

night—an important consideration when the nights

are frosty.

Thinning out and TnANsrLANTixG.
Although early-sown seeds have not come up

well, or at any rate the seedlings are not nearly so

thick on the ground as usual, there is yet need for

much thinning out, and a considerable amount of

transplanting must be done or patchy beds will be

the result. Turnips first need attention, as these,

where they have escaped slugs and Ueas, are growing
rapidly. They should at first be lightly thinned

out, the plants, if all escape injury, being even-

tually thinned to a distance of from 6 inches to

9 inches apart, the early strap-leaved varieties

needing the least room. Turnips transplant readily

in showery weather, but at this early date scarcely

pay for the trouble. Onions are very unequal, but
where there are thick patches, the sooner these are

thinned out the more easily it can be done. If the

maggot is sometimes or always troublesome, then

the thinning out must be done early and lightly,

firm, undisturbed ground apjiarently preventing

the egress of many egg-bearing flies. Suppos-

ing the rows are from 10 inches to 12 inches

apart, the most serviceable size of Onions can be
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obtained by tbinning out the young plants to about
4 inches apart each way, and if other conditions
are at all favourable, a heavy crop of solid bulbs
should result. If exhibition Onions are needed,
then the plants must be more freely thinned out.

Onions transplant best when about inches high
and naturally in showery weather. It is now the
only way of improving the appearance and value of

thin rows, and if done quickly and well any moved
may nearly overtake those undisturbed. Where a
considerable number of young Onions are wanted
for salads, raise or leave the plants thickly in an
outside row, rather than delay finally thinning out
the rest of the beds. Early Carrots are also thin,

and it is not often necessary to commence thinning
out before some of the roots are large enough for
use. In our case the thinning of the larger Horn
Carrots goes on almost daily throughout the summer,
and there is usually abundance left for winter use.

Many of the small roots do not commence to swell
off till more room is given. The larger intermediate
and later varietie.s ought to be thinned out while
yet they can be drawn easily, a distance of ti inches
or rather more apart being ample. Parsnips are
usually sown much earlier than there is any occa-
sion for, and not much thinning out is necessary
this season in many beds. Moderately large roots
are superior to huge specimens, and, unless the
latter are particularly required, it is advisable to
leave the plants from S inches to 9 inches apart. It

should be remembered that comparatively small
roots are the best in point of quality and for keep-
ing. Parsnips may also be transplanted, but the re-

moval generally breaks the tap-roots, and short
forked examples are the result. Beet is not far ad-
vanced, the bulk of it with us only just coming up,
in fact. As coarse roots are decidedly objectionable,
much room must not be given to the young plants,

especially if these were raised early. A distance of
about 6 inches apart is sufficient, while Salsafy
and Scorzonera may be left about 5 inches apart.

W. I.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
With exceptionally fine weather and the almost
entire absence of late spring frost and cutting
winds, crops have lately made great progress.
Taken coUectivelv, it is many years since market
garden crops looked so promising.

Broccoli are very plentiful, for although we
have had but little severe weather, both early and
late kinds were later than usual in becoming fit for
market. It is not advisable to cut Broccoli until
they have attained their full size ; consequently the
lateness of this crop delays the sowing or planting
of others for which the land is wanted.

Spring Cabbages are this season very fine and
plentiful, as they have continued to grow without
any check ever since they were planted. The land
for these is very heavily manured, as the sooner
they can be had of marketable size the sooner can
the land be cleared and another crop got in. The
price this year is not half so good as was realised
at this date last .season. The most popular sorts for
early crops are Early York, Early Rainham, and
'Wheeler's Imperial. Sowing seed of these kinds is

now being done to get a good supply of plants to
put out after early Peas, early Potatoes, &c., are
cleared from the land.

Onions from autunm-sown beds are now being
sent to market in large quantities. The White
Lisbon and other mild-flavoured Onions are sown
early on rich soil rather thickly, and at this time of

year they sell readily tied in bunches. The spring-
.sown crops have done badly, and many people have
liad to sow a second time. The late-keeping sorts,

such as James's Long Keeping and Bedfordshire
Champion, are in great favour here.

Lettuce of both Cos and Cabbage kinds are now
very fine and abundant. The l>Iack-seeded Brown
Cos is probably still the best Lettuce grown, and
for crispness and flavour it cannot lie surpassed.

The Hardy Hamniersniith and Grand Admiral Cab-
bage Lettuce are very extensively grown, being
.sown broadcast on sheltered borders, ;i.nil thinned
out .siillicicntly to allow them to attain full si/.e.

Spring-sown crops of these, and in fact all otiier

kinds, have required incessant attention to keep
slugs and other pests away.

Rhubarb is exceptionally fine and plentiful, but,

in common with other crops, it is very cheap.

Cucumbers are already plentiful, and selling at
prices below what they generally realise at mid-
summer. Planting out for main crops in pits and
frames is now being pushed on, as these later crops
are generally more remunerative than the earlier

ones. Ridge varieties are being planted out with
hand glasses or cloches put over them for the first

month. The same mode is followed with the first

crop of Vegetable Marrows.

Tomatoes are being largely planted, both under
glass and in the open. Span-roofed houses that
have been cleared of French Beans, bedding and
other plants, are now being cleaned out, and plants
grown to a good size in pots are being put out,

either in narrow brick pits filled with soil or in

large pots or boxes. It does not require a very
large amount of soil to grow Tomatoes, the main
point in their cultivation being to have good loam
rammed firm, and when the fruit is swelling to give
frequent top-dressings of sifted soil mixed with a
little guano or other rich food.

Hardy fruit gardens have never in my recol-

lection looked so promising as at the present time,
and, unless we get some very unusual checks, the
year 1889 will rank as one of the best fruit seasons
on record. On walls the set of Apricots, Plums,
Peaches, Pears, &c., is astonishing, and the trees

look remarkably healthy. Orchard and dwarf fruit

trees have Ijeen complete masses of bloom. Cherries,
Pears, Plums, Damsons, have set remarkably well,

and now the Apple trees are garlands of bloom,
and as the weather is all that could be desired,

with no late spring frosts and light gentle rains, it

will be strange if the Apple crop is not a very
heavy one.

Bush rRUiT3 of all kinds look well—Currants,
including Red, White, and Black, being loaded
with clusters of fruit. Gooseberries, where the
birds were kept from the buds, are an excellent
crop and nearly fit for picking.

Strawberries are just coming into flower, and
both foliage and flower-spikes are strong and
plentiful. Where not already done, the work of
putting litter between the rows is being carried
out, so as to not only keep the fruit clean, but to
retain the moisture in the soil should any pro-
tracted drought prevail. The foliage of all kinds
of fruit trees and bushes is remarkably forward,
and seldom do we find the trees with so many
leaves on them, while the blossom is expanded.
The heavy rainfall and light crops of 1888 have
evidently benefited the trees, so that even the
oldest look quite rejuvenated. J. G.

Hants.

Market gardening in 'West Cornwall.—
The Broccoli season, which has continued through-
out the last six montlis, is now ended, and on the
whole the season has been very unremunerative
to the market gardeners. The wet autumn and the
mild winter brought the early Broccoli in when
there was no demand nor market for them, and the
crop was almost a total loss to the growers. The
price obtained for the first three months was on an
average 75 jier cent, below that of an ordinary sea-

son. The oldest and most experienced gardeners
assert that the price at the beginning of the season
was the worst ever known since Broccoli were first

cultivated in West Cornwall. The late Broccoli,

however, realised fair prices, but tlie rise did not
benefit to any great extent the regular market gar-

dener, since he, to obtain liis two crops a year, lias

to plant most of his land with the earliest kinds.

The farmers who live on the outside fringe of the
old-established market gardening districts, and who
generally plant a large quantity of late Broccoli,

have done luuch better tluxn tlic gardeners tliis

season, and no one can rciiieniber Broccoli realising

such high prices up to the very last as they diil

this year. 'J'lie late storms did not. injure to ;iny

great extent the early Potato pl;inls. Sonic wliicii

were exposed to the lull force of the wind sulterud

a little, but the general condition of the plants
throughoiit the market gardening districts is excel-
lent. If outward show be anything to judge by,
the crop of early Potatoes promises to be heavier
than usual; and it is hoped tlie extra quantity will

make up to the growers for the low price which is

likely to prevail. A heavy croji, with plenty of old
Potatoes still in the market, will naturally tend to
cheapen the price. Competition will be keen and
the highest price will be obtained for the Potatoes
which are sent to the market in the best condition.
If the market gardeners of West Cornwall will take
care to send their Potatoes to market in a good,
clean state, fairly assorted, in three classes without
" toppers," then, and not till then, will they be able

to compete against all others and get the best
price for their produce.

—

T/ie Cornisliman.

Chrysanthemums.
CULTIVATION OF SINGLE-FLOWERED

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
In the cultivation of single-flowered Chrysanthe-
mums, if exhibition blooms are required, the same
method must be adopted as in the case of other

sections. To have flowers in quantity, the method
known as "bush" style of growth must be em-
ployed. The plants have several stems, and each
one bears a good head of flowers. Most of the
sorts being erect-flowering, the blooms can be used
either singly or in long sprays. Stout freely grown
cuttings should be inserted singly in small pots

from the middle of January to the same time in

February, or two or three cuttings may be put in

pots 3^ inches in diameter, using sandy soil. Place

the cuttings under handlights in a cool house where
the temperature ranges from 40° to 50°, shading
from bright sun. Syringe them occasionally to

prevent the leaves flagging, and when the plants

are 1 inches high pinch them for the production of

side branches. Shift the plants into larger pots in

the case of those struck singly, or pot off the others

separately before they are at all root-bound. Keep
them stocky in growth by standing the plants

thinly, thus allowing a freer circulation of air

amongst them, and keep them as near the glass as

possible. If small plants are required, one topping
of the shoot will be enough, while to have larger

plants the side shoots when 4 inches long should be
also pinched. It is well to have plants of both
sizes, as the smallest will do for the side stages or

the front of groups, while the larger bushes will

assist in the decoration of lofty conservatories. I

omitted to say that where the cuttings were stnick

several in one pot, after they are parted and potted

separately they should be returned to the frames,

which should be kept rather close for a time
until the plants form new roots and will bear

exposure without flagging. Then remove them
where more air can be given to induce a stocky

growth. By removing the plants to a cold frame
as soon as possible and giving an abundance of air

in favourable weather, much may be done to pre-

vent them being drawn up weakly. When the pots

are full of roots shift the plants into 4-incli pots,

using a compost as follows : Two parts fibry loam,

one part leaf-mould, half a part of Mushroom bed
manure, adding sharp silver sand freely. The next

shift the plants will require will be into their

flowering pots towards the end of May. Useful

specimens may be grown in S-inch pots, but if an
extra large size is needed, 9-inch pots may be em-
ployed.

For the final potting, add to the compost pre-

viously named one more part of loam, ground bones

if the soil is light in character, but if of a heavy,

retentive nature, bones wliich arc dissolved, apply-

ing either at tlie rate of one ]iiiit of manure to one
busliel of soil. If the soil is heavy, charcoal will be

of immense advantiujc, as it will keep the whole

porous and sweet. .Short -jointed, firm growth is

wliat is wanted. To secure this the soil .at the

final potting should lie rammed tightly into the

pots with a bbiiit stick. Allow a space of at

least 1 inch at the top of the jiot for water, as a

considerable (luantiiy will be required during the
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summer. Long spikes branching freely in a natural

manner give better results than continual pinching
of the shoots up to the middle of June. For
the smallest plants three or four branches are

sufficient to retain from the first stopping, but
. in the larger plants about eight are enough to

produce large bushes. This latter number is ob-

tained at the second stopping. If three shoots are

produced from the first stopping, a dozen will spring

from the second, and select from these the number
required. When the plants break naturally in

August, many more shoots will be produced than are

required. These should be disbudded to the requi-

site number, about twenty-four on the largest and
half that number on the smallest. From these

numerous side shoots will grow and bloom. The
best position for the plants out of doors after all

fear of frost is past is one where they wUl be pro-

tected from north and east winds, yet where it is

open and sunny. Place the pots on a thick layer of

ashes to prevent the ingress of worms, or, still

better, stand the pots on boards, which prevents the

roots growing through the bottoms of the pots into

the ashes. Never allow the plants to suffer for

want of water, or the foliage will turn yellow and
fall off. Thoroughly syringe the foliage overhead

in the evenings of fine days, thus rendering the

, leaves clean and keeping them free from the many
kinds of insects which attack them. During the

growing season supports of some kind should be

, fixed in the pots to prevent the branches from fall-

ing about. This is best done by placing in each

pot three stakes in a triangular manner, attaching

a piece of bast to each. This will answer well until

growth is completed, when other stakes may be

placed to the stems, spreading out the shoots to the

best advantage and in whatever form is desirable. If

this is deferred until the bloom-buds are swelling,

the plants may then be finally staked. Allow all

flower-buds to develop, when stems laden with

blooms their whole length of from 1 foot to 2 feet

in length may be had. Directly the pots are well

filled with roots, apply liquid manure about three

times a week or rather oftener if the smallest-sized

pots are used and the weather be dry. Increase the

supply as the buds form, until stimulants may be
given every time the plants need water. The season

of flowering can be prolonged if the plants are

housed in batches. If the latest are temporarily

protected from frost before they are placed in the

houses, the season of flowering will be extended.

I will now say a few words on the cultivation of

plants to produce exhibition blooms. The cuttings

should be struck at the same time as in the case of

bush plants, but they should be inserted singly in

2J-inch pots. In this manner the plants do not

receive any check when first transferred to larger

pots, the object of this method being to have the

plants as strong as possible. The same sized pots

and kind of soil should be used, only the form of

training is different, as instead of topping the plants

at 4 inches high they should be allowed to grow
with one stem uninterrupted until they break

naturally into other growths. Select from three to

six of the most promising growths, removing all

others and securing them loosely, yet securely, to a
stake. If the next break occurs during the first

week in August remove the flower-buds then formed
and continue the growth of the shoots until the

next bud forms, when all but the central bud on

each shoot should be removed. If the buds form
from the middle to the end of August they should

be retained, but if formed earlier they should be

removed, as they will develop their blooms too

early, and many will be deformed in consequence.

Should mildew or green-fly be troublesome, at once

apply the usual remedies, viz , sulphur for the

former and tobacco powder for the latter. Stimu-

lants should be given to the plants in the same
way as for the bush specimens. If the blooms are

required about the HHh of November the plants

should be housed the last week in September and
given a light position near the glass.

For the production of small plants suitable for

vases the following details should be obsened

:

Plant out old or young ])lants on an open space of

ground. The former may be planted early in April,

while the latter should not go out until about the

middle of May, tying the stems firmly to stakes as

they grow to prevent accidents. Do not top the

shoots, but in the case of the old plants thin the

stems to about six on each, and if more spring

from the base remove them. Early in September,
when the flowerbuds are forming, take off the points

of the shoots about 8 inches long, inserting them in

pots. Put five cuttings in a 4^-inch pot and nine

in a 6-inch pot, using sandy soil, with a free ad-

mixture of leaf mould, and give a good watering to

settle them firmly in the soil. If the cuttings are

not taken off the plants till the flower-buds attain a
good size they do not' root so quickly, and, con-

sequently, the leaves flag more when they are

taken from the hotbed. They require a gentle heat

with shade to prevent loss of foliage. Sprinkle

with tepid water every day in fine weather until

they are rooted, then gradually harden off and
place in a cool house as near to the glass as

possible to keep them sturdy. Each plant will

produce several flowers at the points and some side-

buds will form. The latter should be removed, so

that additional strength may be thrown into those

at the points. It will thus be seen that the plants

are not to be potted again after the cuttings are

struck, but allowed to grow together. Give them
liquid manure occasionally after the buds are

swelling freely and the pots are full of roots.

E. M.

GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND FETE.

The Wholesale Flower Market, Covent Garden,

was on Wednesday evening last the scene of a

fete and promenade similar to that held about

this time last year in aid of the Gardeners' Orphan
Fund. The interest then stirred up led the com-

mittee to repeat the experiment, making a charge

this time of 5s., which prevented the unseemly

crush that spoilt the pleasure of visitors on the last

occasion. Those who came to enjoy the flowers

and promenade on Wednesday could do so with

reasonable comfort, and it is our hope that the

fund has received substantial assistance, as it

should do, judging by the large company present.

Every endeavour had been made by the holders of

stalls to furnish them in as tasteful and rich a way
as possible under the circumstances. Visitors had

an opportunity of witnessing a splendid floral exhi-

bition, just as it appears in the early hours of the

morning, when this great centre of industry is

full of bustle and life. There are nearly 400 stands,

the masses of flowers arranged tier upon tier, and

presented to view in true market fashion, the rich

blocks of colour relieved occasionally by a break of

Ferns, or things of quiet tints and shades. The rich

groves of flowers showed not only colour, and, in

some instances, exceedingly careful and pretty ar-

rangements, as cut white Narcissi picked out with

lines of purple tufted Pansies, but also the class of

plant that is grown to supply the wants of the great

metropolis. It is needless to mention the names of

stallholders. Each one has his own specialty. One

is famous for Hydrangeas, another for Pelargo-

niums, another for Roses, and so on ; butwe may with

profit note a few of the more interesting flowers that

could be singled out of such a rich wealth of bloom.

The usual bedders that find their way to the cos-

termongers' barrows were there in abundance,

as this is just the season, but one can pass from

these commoner things to the splendid pink Hydran-

geas, Marguerites, both white and yellow, French

Pelargoniums, Mignonette, Fuchsias, Rhodanthe,

Spirrea, or Astilbe japonica, the rich crimson S.

palmata. Lilies of the A'alley, Cinerarias, herba-

ceous Calceolarias, and the noble Lilium Harrisi,

all magnificently cultivated, as every plant must be

if it is to give a profitable return to the market

grower; it does not pay him to send poor stuff

when the competition is so severe. Those wlio

watch the market must notice the rise and fall of a

particular flower. Remarkably beautiful on Wed-
nesday were the specimens of Saxifraga pyrami-

dalis, a plant that has only been grown until com-

paratively recently for the market. It is the most

beautiful of all Saxifrages, the rosette-shaped plant

throwing up a dense pyramidal panicle of white

flowers. Spiisea astilboides, represented by dense

banks of creamy-white, is another now popular

market flower, and we felt convinced at the time it

was sent out such a plant would not long remain

solely in the hands of private gardeners. There were

a few specimens of the feathery Boronia elatior, and

we should not be surprised to shortly see the more

brilliantly coloured and essentially showy B.

heterophylla largely grown for market. It is a

beautiful and taking plant when well cultivated.

Although a large portion of the display in the stands

was made up of pot plants, there was a good

sprinkling of cut flowers ; and here we see the favour

shown by the public to the tufted and fancy Pansies.

Those with gold, purple, and blue flowers were far

richer than the larger, but coarser, fancy types.

There were a few late Tulips, Centaurea montana

in its several forms, single Peonies, Solomon's Seal,

Roses Niphetos and its tinted variety, La France,

Marechal Niel, and Mme. Falcot ; strings of Ste-

phanotis in the form of flowering chains running

across the stands ; Lilium candidum, early Irises,

and Carnation Miss Joliffe, which is stiU unap-

proachable in its bright pink colouring.

A few stands were devoted to choice flowers,

and in one instance Cattleya Mendeli was repre-

sented by a rich series of well-marked varieties.

Other species and varieties especially well grown

were Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, Dalhousianum,

Devonianum, Oncidium concolor, Cypripedium cau-

datum, and Cattleya Skinneri. Thus there were

common and choice flowers, brilUantly coloured

Coleuses, Caladiums, and other flne-foliaged plants

of the better known types, the whole resulting in a

novel, interesting, and instructive exhibition, as

far removed from the ordinary stereotyped flower

show as one could well wish.

Slugs.—It was but the other day a writer in

The Gabden deprecated the practice of dibbling

out seedling plants, prefering to sow them and

transplant direct to the rows or beds, as the case

may be. Sowing thinly is very well when the sea-

son is favourable and space ample, but without

regard to space, the real difficulty has been found,

first, in getting seed to germinate freely out m the

open ground, and, second, in preservmg it when

germinated from the attacks of slugs. We have

had these pests about us in vast quantities this

spring, and they have preyed like swarms of locusts

upon all tender vegetation, especially in seed beds

Those who sowed in the open ground have applied

lime and soot until the soil was sick of the dressing,

but the frequent rains destroyed the acrid properties

of the (h-essings almost as soon as cast on, and thus

the slugs sulfered no injury. The winter seems_ to

have particularly favoured both the preservation

and increase of slugs, for they have been numerous

almost beyond precedent. The wise gardeners who

sowed seeds under glass for transplanting or dib-

bling out have every reason to congratulate them-

selves upon their forethought, for outdoor seeds

have proved alarming failures. Even Peas have not

escaped the general slaughter ; they are more eaten

than I have before found to be the case, and the

matter is all the worse because wrinkled JIarrows

have come rather thinly, although round Peas have

done very well. Allowance was not made in sowing

and drilling by growers for the defects of last sea-

son, hence the present plants look thin and ragged,

although they may fill up presently.—A. D.

BOOK RECEIVED.
"The Uses of Plants : A manual of Economic

Botany, with special rcfcrouces to vegetable products

introdiicod during the la«t fifty years." Uy G. S.

Boidgcr, F.L.S., F.ti.S. London: Roper and Dow-
Icy, 11, Ludgate Hill.

Names of plants.— I'. H. .4. H.—Seiai)iag pseudo-

cordigcra.- .4. 11'. Qomuiix.—l, Orchis Morio : 2,

( )rcliis mascula. £. E. UinlerdoKtn. /Jercii.—Hol-

bocllia latifolia. F. M. Ramsny.—Soi; or Buck-

l.can (Menyanthes trifoliata). /•'. 0. /.—Summer
Snoivllake "(Lcucojum a-stivum). .4mn(c»)-.— Den-

droliiuni Dalhousiai. Hairis. — Sparaxis var.

.luhn ;;('H)ieH.—Gloi'iosa superba. The sepals and

petals (if the Cattleya are of rich colour, but flic Howcr

lia.s a very poor lip compared with that of other varie-

ties now in cultivation. F. J/.— Send when in bloom.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

THE HORNBEAM.
Tub common Hornbeam (Carpinua Betulus) is

Indigenous to Great Britain, Ireland, and diffe-

rent parts of Central Europe. The genus com-
prises some eight or nine species of medium-
sized deciduous trees, some of which are very
ornamental and well adapted for planting as

specimens by themselves or mixed with other
species in groups. As a timber tree, however,
for utility, the common Hornbeam stands at

the top of the list, and although it is not culti-

vated to a large extent in this country, yet its

merits in many respects are of no mean order.

The general contour of the tree is not unlike
that of the common Beech, but the leaves are
not so smooth and glossy on the surface as those
of that species. Like many others of our native
trees, it, however, often shows considerable
variety in both shape and foliage. The tree

produces male and female catkins upon the
same plant. The seeds are contained in a small
nut, and when ripe should either be sown at

once or stored away in a dry, airy place till

spring, when they should then be sown on well-

pulverised ground. Many of the seeds do not
vegetate the first year after being sown, so that
cultivators should be wary and not dig up the
beds too soon. When the plants are one year
old they may be removed from the seed bed and
planted into nursery lines from 16 inches to 20
inches apart, and the plants some 4 inches or 5
inches apart in the rows. In cases where the
plants have plenty of space in the seed bed they
may be allowed to remain there for two years
before they are transplanted. The plants are
so hardy that their culture in early life is simply
to allow them space to furnish aide branches
from the base of the stem upwards with the
view of promotmg the formation of stout stocky
plants to form hedges or for planting as forest

trees. The Hornbeam is naturally a deep-rooting
tree, and as it will bear almost any amount of

pnming, it is used to a large extent in the forma-
tion of hedges, and as it retains its foliage during
the greater part of the winter, it affords excel-
lent shelter and forms a close and very efli-

cient fence. It thrives on a great variety of

soils provided they are thoroughly drained
where necessary, for although it is perfectly

hardy, yet it is impatient of stagnant water at

the roots. On stiff clay soil it thrives equally
as well as the Oak, and as it derives the most
of its food from the subsoQ immediately below
the plant and is not apt to spread its side roots

far afield for support, it is well adapted for the
formation of screen hedges, and for dividing
fields to form an efficient fence, afford shelter,

and promote the growth of other valuable crops
in its vicinity. When treated in this way it is

not apt to contract disease of any kind, and is

seldom affected by the climate, even although
planted on bare, wind-swept situations. In cases
where the plants have become drawn through
confinement they should be cut over near the
surface of the ground, when they will then pro-
duce abundance of suckers and form a close,

bushy, well-furaished fence. When the Horn-
beam is grown as a fore.st tree, the plants are
generally removed from the nursery lines to the
forest when they are three years old ; but in

cases where extra strong plants are wanted, they
are sometimes twice transplanted in the nur-
sery and removed to the forest wlien four
years old. The trees should be planted in

pits some 15 inches or l(i inches in diameter,
according to the size of the roots, and one
spade deep. During the early career of the
trees they should be looked after and pruned as

circumstances may direct, by cutting off double
leaders, pruning any straggling side branches
to promote the formation of a uniform, well-

balanced top, and prevent as far as possible

rupture by wind. When the trees are established

in this way they seldom require pruning after-

wards, further than the removal of any dead
stumps or branches on the stem where they
occur. One peculiarity of this tree is that the
formation of the stem is often flat-sided, some-
times three-sided, and even four-sided, but
seldom altogether round, and although this does
not detract in any way from the quality of the
wood, yet it sometimes has a tendency to reduce
its value for some particular purposes.

The wood of the Hornbeam when ma-
tured is used for a great many purposes
in connection with machinery and in rural
economy, and when strained by vertical pres-

sure it is found to be superior to most other
kinds of wood. When cut up, the wood is of a
pretty, clean, white colour, and highly prized
for making milk vessels and other articles

where a pure clean colour is requisite. In
districts where Flax is grown to any extent
I have sold its wood as well as that of the com-
mon Beech for making scutching handles, and I

believe from the toughness of its fibres it is

superior to all other classes of timber for that

jjurpose. In country districts of England and
Scotland, as well as in Ireland, the Hornbeam is

used when it can be got for a great variety of

purposes, such as making carts, wheels, harrows,
barrows, and other implements used by farmers
and contractors. According to Loudon, a piece

of Hornbeam timber, 2 inches square and 7 feet 8
inches long, supported 228 lbs., while a similar

piece of Ash broke under 200 lbs. ; one of

Birch, under 190 lbs. ; of Oak, under 185 lbs. ;

of Beech, under 165 lbs. ; and of other woods at

a less weight, so that its powers of resistance as

here set forth are immense. In parts of the
country where coals are scarce and dear, the
wood is highly esteemed for fuel, as it produces
a bright, clear, lasting fire, which is not sur-

passed, if even equalled, by any other kind of

timber, on which account it is preferred for

cooking and other purposes. As a charcoal-

producer it also occupies a high standard, and
IS used for the making of gunpowder, heating
forges, and many other purposes. On the whole,

the culture of the tree in this country seems to

have been neglected, or, at any rate, not carried

out to the extent which its merits deserve
;

for although there is sometimes considerable

demand for its timber, yet, as a general rule,

we have to get a supply from the Continent.

J. B. Wedster.

The Black Birch (Betula nigra).—This is a
close-grained, handsome wood, and can be easily

stained to exactly resemble Walnut. It is just as

easy to work, and is suitable for nearly all, if not

all, the purposes to which Walnut is at present

applied. Birch is of much the same colour as

Cherry, but the latter wood is now scarce, and con-
sequently dear. When properly stained, it is almost
impossible to distinguish the difference between
Birch wood and Walnut, as it is susceptible of a
beautiful polish, equal to that of any wood now
used in the manufacture of furniture. In the forests

throughout Ontario Birch grows in abundance,
especially if the land be not boggy. There is a
great difference in the wood of different sections.

Where the land is high and dry the wood is lirm

and clear, but if the land is low and wet, the wood
has a tendency to be .soft and of a bluish colour.

In all the northern regions it can be found in great
abundance, and as tlie tree grows to such a size, but
little trouble is found in procuring a large quantity.

During the hist few years large quantities of this

wood have been exported from the province of

Quebec at a low figure. It is very easily detected
among other trees by its height, large trunk, and
the peculiar colour of its coarse bark. Most of the
perforated chair bottoms now in use are manufac-
tured from it. There is a species of Bird's-eye
Birch, but it is very scarce. An evidence of the
weight and solidity of the wood is the fact that it

will sink after being a few days on the water.

VALUE OF BRITISHGROWN LEBANON CEDAR.
Mb. Webster's interesting remarks in The Gar-
den, May 18 (p. 4C0), on the natural reproduction
of Lebanon Cedars and other trees, suggest the in-

quiry whether this magnificent tree can be grown
into good timber at a profit in our climate. There
can be no question either about its rapid growth
or extremely ornamental character. On fairly good
soils in suitable localities we have hardly a tree

that forms timber so rapidly. The question of

utility, therefore, must largely turn on the quality
of the timber when grown, the time it takes to

develop its quaUty, and the amount that can be
grown in a given area. If Mr. Webster could fur-

nish information on these and kindred points, he
might render another useful service to the many he
has rendered to those bent on making profit out
of their timber growing. I may say that I have
not yet met with any home-grown Lebanon Cedar
equal to well-grown fairly ripe Scotch Fir. The
Cedar timber has been soft, spongy, and not
durable. Some of it has been at least 200 years
old, and some assert that it would probably take as

many thousand years to develop the finer and more
durable qualities of Lebanon Cedars as grown on
Lebanon. If so, there is little hope of any profit

from growing them in Britain.

The mere matter of amount of timber from a
given area is one of less importance than the vital

one of the worth of the timber when grown. Be-
sides, more of culture and distance of planting
might be made to increase or diminish the timber
produce of Lebanon Cedar for any given area.

Even the natural spreading habit of the tree which
tends to sacrifice bole timber to mere branch wood
can be largely modified or crushed out by early

branch shortening and thick planting. I have even
seen the Lebanon Cedar forced into a pyramid by
these simple expedients. However vigorously we
may condemn this forcible suppression of natural

habit on artistic or resthetic grounds, it may be
perfectly justifiable in pursuit of the deeply pro-

saic and wholly utilitarian problem of how to pro-

duce the most and the best Lebanon Cedar timber
in the least time from the smallest areas.

Caledonicus.

The Scotch or "Wych Elm (Ulmus montana).
—This tree is also called the broad-leaved Elm. It

grows abundantly in the north of England and in

Scotland, and is generally shorter in the trunk, but
often equal in diameter to the English Elm. The
bark is thinner and smoother and the wood lighter

in colour; the leaves are also larger and longer

towards their points, and the shoots stronger, but

it produces no suckers. This tree is common in

Ireland. On account of the striking character of

its drooping branches when the tree is full grown
and in full leaf, it is better adapted to the park
and lawn than even the English Elm. It flourishes

in a deep and fairly heavy soil upon rocks, and also

upon the banks of streams, but not near stagnant

water. The wood is much used in Scotland for

carts and wheelbarrows. It may be raised from
seed obtained from the tree at the end of May, or

at the latest by the middle of June. It blooms in

April. The seed is generally sown in rows about
15 inches apart and upon a light soil. The Dutch
Elm (U. suberosa) is sometimes known as the Sand
Elm. It does not genenally grow so free from star-

shake as the other species. It is also called the

Cork-barked Elm. It will fiourish on moist and
heavy, or even upon wetland. It was introduced

from Holland in the reign of William III. Its

wood is of little use. The smooth-leaved Wych
Elm (U. m. glabra) is a valuable timber tree, and
grows very quickly. It may be propiigated by
layering or by grafting upon the Scotch Elm.

Evelyn calls this the French Elm.—A.
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" Tins is an Art
Which dofs mend Xatiire ; change it rathtr; but
The Art itself is Xature."— iS/iniispcarc.

KOTES OX POT STRAWBERRIES.
Extra fine crops of forced Strawberries have
not, as a rule, been very conspicuous this season

;

on the contrary, many of the plants have turned
out blind, others having produced flowers both
weak and small. This is more apparent amongst
plants which were layered rather late, for, not-

withstanding that at layering time last year the
stools did not lack moisture, strong runners
were far from plentiful, and some difliculty was
experienced in making up the required number
of plants, many of which , as the season continued
cold and sunless so long, we should have been
better without, as the crowns never had a chance
of becoming suthciently ripened to stand forcing.

There is one kind, however, which has proved
satisfactory in every respect, namely, La Grosse
Sucree, every plant of this variety having yielded
a good crop. The batch of plants of this was
obtained from early runners, produced by
maiden plants divested of their flowers, and
planted in single rows by the side of the kitchen
garden walks. Under this system early runners
are obtained which can be layered directly into
the fruiting pots. Five mch or six-inch pots
having been tilled with compost, are placed on
narrow boards at the edge of the walks and the
runners pegged into them. From the first,

having the advantage of such a light and airy
position, the plants make a sturdy growth with
short leaf-stalks and prominent crowns, two
certain indications of good behaviour in the
forcing house.

Watering.—This is always a diflicult and
laborious operation connected with Strawberry
forcing, and one, moreover, upon which the
success or otherwise of the crop depends. Many
good batches of plants are ruined by injudicious
watering, either from lack of time to attend to
it in a proper manner, or from a careless mode
ui procedure too prevalent with young men upon
whom these duties devolve. Not unfreijuently,
too, the plants are placed in positions ditficult of
access, and where they are exposed to every
cliange of temperature. Constant attention is

then required to avert disaster from one ex-
treme or the other ; therefore it is questionable
if anything is gained after the early crops are
over by occupying high and dry shelves with pot
Strawberries. The return does not often com-
pensate for the labour expended in attending to
them. More convenient and suitable places will
be found upon stages in temperate houses or
pits where a little heat can be turned on if

required.

There is one kind of watering which I have a
great objection to—that is the use of liquid
manure, for, apart from the risk of wetting the
berries, I am convinced that it invariably ruins
the flavour of the fruit, whilst the gain ui point
of size, as I have several times proved, is very
small

; in fact, I believe it is more often than
not reduced by a too liberal use of stimulants.
If the roots of a pot Strawberry are examined
any time after the plants are started until the
fruit is ripe, no great quantity of active roots
will be observed, and certainly never in sufticient
quantity to warrant the continual doses of stimu-
lants pot Strawberries are treated to. I have
not this season used stimulants of any kind for
the Strawberries when swelling their fruit, and
they have not sufi'ered in size, whilst the berries

have been bright, firm, and well flavoured. The
main point is to give the plants a good compost
to grow in. Good loam should form the staple,

to which wood ashes, bone meal or horn shavings
should be added, with a little soot. Such a

compost will not soon become exhausted of its

nutritive jiroperties, but will be quite rich

enough in the spring following to perfect a
good crop of berries, watering being done with
clear water alone, thus dispensing with th-c ob-
jectionable liquid manure.

I am not ailverse to applying liquid manure
while the plants are growing in the summer
time and after the pots have become fllled with
roots. This is the time when I think the
judicious use of manure water is of great benefit
to the plants, assisting them in the formation of

stout and well-developed crowns.

iMPKoviNci THE FLAVOUR.—Flavour being the
first point with those who grow for home con-

sumption, anything in the details of culture or
management which tends to improve this im-
portant quality should not be neglected. It is

vain to expect good flavour when the fruit is

gathered direct from close moist forcing houses.

These are excellent places to assist swelling or
to hasten the crop, but air is necessary to good
flavour ; therefore the plants should, as soon as

colouring is well advanced, be removed from
the forcing house to a more airy structure.

This operation requires considerable care, as the
berries are easily bruised. The change, too,

must not be sudden in the matter of tempera-
ture or the fruit is liable to turn acid, but if the
plants are well set with fruit a little care and
trouble in their removal are well repaid. I

lived with a gardener once—a very successful

Strawberry forcer—who used to have all his

plants removed by hand, each person carrying

one pot only at a time. Their destination was
always the stages of a Pelargonium house,where
the fruit finished oft' beautifully, the tempera-
ture of this house apparently suiting them
exactly. In regard to tying up th3 fruit, I

think it is often exposed too freely, and better

results are obtained by letting the leaves hang
over and shade the fruit a little.

A. Barker.

CLIMBEH-CLAD BRIDGES.

Although bridges for spanning ornamental or

natural streams in pleasure grounds are not desirable

structures, inasmuch as they ha\'e a tendency to

destroy the beauty of good landscape gardening,

they cannot always be avoided. In these cases

care should be taken to construct them in such a
manner that by careful manipulation and exer-

cising a little forethought they may be rendered
objects of beauty. Much towards that end may,
of course, be gained by building them, as is fre-

quently the case, with rustic wood, and covering

them with beautiful climbers. One of the prettiest

climber-clad bridges I have ever seen was at Belton

Park last summer. There in the beautiful grounds
I saw a rustic bridge spanning the river Witham,
and covered with Clematis Jackmanni and TropKO-
lums. The plants, I noticed, were growing in wooden
boxes, constructed on miniature platforms on either

side of the liridge and hanging over the water.

Fixed thus they were out of sight of anyone passing

over the bridge.

As to the plants suitable for such a purpose, there

are a great many to choose from. I once saw the

Canary Creeper (TropKolum canariense) grown in

boxes and covering a small bridge, rendering it

beautiful the whole of the summer. The Convolvulus,

too, may be used with advantage, and the same
may be said of many more annual climbers. But
to save labour and expense it is advisable to plant

subjects of a more permanent character. Koremost
among these are the numerous variegated and
green-leaved Ivies. Then the beautiful Clematis in

its numerous forms is worthy of adorning any gar-
den. Wistaria sinensis may also be included in the
list, for even if planted at either end of the bridge
it would in a favourable locality soon cover it.

Honeysuckles, A'irginian Creepers and Jasmines
might also be used. Then last, though by no
means least, we have the Rose. Picture a bridge
covered with Gloire de Dijon Roses, or any similar
hardy kind! The beauty of such can be better
imagined than described. C. C,

NOTES FROM DIDCOT.
To THE EniTOR OF The Garden.

Sir,—As I built my house some five and
twenty years ago and laid out the grounds and
jdanted everything myself— I should add with
the advice and assistance of my wife—I am not
a little proud of the result. My trees and
flowering shrubs this season are very beautiful,

as is the case almost everywhere. I shall only
specify, however, one or two. I planted, when
I first began to lay out the grounds, two nuts
from a Walnut tree, which was growing in a
friend's grounds. The trees are nearly 30 feet

high, and as I never trimmed them, they havo
grown like pyramids, and are feathered quite
down to the ground ; in fact, when they are in

full leaf a mouse could not run under the leaves

which rest ujiou the ground. Last year they
were laden with fruit, and we literally had to

pick much of it from the ground. I shall have
them photographed this year to send to you.
If such trees were standing in an open park,

how beautiful they would appear to those who
have only seen Walnut trees with their first

limbs springing some 10 feet or 20 feet from
the trunk. I may mention that the late Mr.
Woodbridge kindly struck me a cutting from
the old Mulberry tree in Syon House grounds
(said to be the first planted in England), and
this, too, I have never trimmed, so that the
branches touch the ground on every side. I

should like to know the name of the sort.

I saw it when talking to Mr. Woodbridge some
twelve or thii-teen years ago. It was in -luly,

and the tree was covered with catkins. He
struck a cutting for me and sent it in October. It

is now a very flourishing tree, and is annually
covered with catkins. The leaves are very

large, but the fruit is not equal to the ordinary

black Mulberry which I have on my lawn.

Of my flowers, I may specify my Hepaticas.

Of these I am very proud, and I think they
would bear comparison with any in my county.

The soil is a heavy loam, subsoil chalk. I have
double blue, double red, single blue, single

white, and single red. I am proudest of my
double blue, which flowers profusely with blooms
of a deep violet nearly the size of a sixpence.

I never move the plants, whichare sheltered from
the north by a Laurustinus hedge, but have the

full morning south-east and south sun.

Some five or six years ago I planted a line,

40 feet long, of Gladiolus brenchleyensis. I

have never lifted the bulbs, and this year they
promise a more than ordinary amount of bloom.

Another speciality in my garden is my collec-

tion of Irises of different sorts. These I havo
planted in what used to be places for bedding-

out plants. Their magnificent colours attract

great attention.

As a rule, I have given \\\> bedding plants, but

I never thiow away the old Pelargoniums, but
take them uji in the autumn, trim the roots, put
the plants in small pots, and keep them dry
through the winter. I jnit out last week some
variegated-leaved Pelargoniums that I have kept

for ten years. Some are nearly 3 feet high. 1

have never t.aken cuttings from them, and
though they look a little ragged when first put
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out, tliey soon recover themselves and become grown stock, and in very dry weather it will be

fine bushes covered with leaves and flowers. In necessary to water, but much less of this will be

fact, they flower far more freely than cuttings

taken last autumn. I commend the custom to

gardeners, assuring them that fine large plants

in bloom are far more showy than ordinary

bedding plants.

Some fifteen years ago I purchased in Covent
Garden Market a seedling Pelargonium. It is

still a fine plant (with a brilliant scarlet flower

and white eye), and we have taken hundreds of

cuttings from it. It is planted out every sum-
mer and carefully stcjred away in the winter. It

is now flourishing in the border.

Upton Itectorij, D'ukot. Eichard Hooper.

Stove and Greenhouse.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse.—Winter - flowering Carna-
tions.—The plants that are intended to bloom
next winter and spring must be well attended to

all through the summer so as to get them as large

ind strong as possible. Where a regular supply of

choice flowers is required through the winter season

there are no plants that will better repay for the

room they occupy and the labour expended on them
than Carnations. They differ from most other

things in that when they are well managed they
keep on blooming for a long time, and the flowers

last so well that it not wanted as soon as they open
they remain on the plants quite fresh much longer

than those of most things. Cuttings struck last

autumn that are now in small pots and have been
stopped will have formed two or three shoots each.

When to be grown in pots they should be moved to

those they are to occupy during the summer; G-

inch or 7-inch pots will be large enough, as there

is nothing gained by giving them more root room
than they require. Carnations are somewhat par-

ticular in the matter of soil. Good rich yellow
loam of a rather holding nature suits them best.

This should have a moderate quantity of rotten

manure mixed with it and enough sand to keep it

quite porous. Pot moderately firm, and use suffi-

cient drainage to ensure the water passing freely

away. As soon as the young shoots that have been
made since the plants were stopped have extended
about 3 inches again pinch out the points. The
growth pushed after this stopping should be suffi-

cient to furnish the plants well, and there will be
time after it is done to allow of the shoots subse-

quently made to get forward enough for blooming
at the time the flowers will be wanted. Many dis-

appointments in the cultivation of these Carnations
occur when the flowers are required in the early

part of winter through the plants being stopped too
late to admit of the requisite amount of growth
being made before the autumn comes on. The
result of this is that the flowers come in some
months later than they should. After potting
stand the plants in an open snnny position. If the
pots are plunged halt their depth in coal ashes it

will prevent the soil gfitting infet-ted with worms,
save labour in watering, and will also help the
growth. A look-out must be kept for aphides and
mildew, either of which if allowed to go on un-
checked will ruin the plants. Dipping in tobacco
water is the most effectual method of dealing with
the insects. For mildew dust with sulphur.

Carnations planted out.—When turned out
in beds during the summer. Carnations attain a
size that enables them to produce more and liner

flowers than when confined to i)ots, and when the
time comes tor potting them in autumn, if ordinary
care is taken in lifting, their (lowering is not inter-

fered with. The bed .should be in an open situa-

tion. As already said, the plants like a moderately
holding soil, but it must not be too heavy or the
roots will suffer when they are taken up. When

wanted than under pot culture.

Old stock.—Plants that have flowered during

the winter will in most cases have young shoots

formed upon the old bloom stems, and also

some near the base. To keep up the supply of

flowers through the summer, the old stems with
the young growth on them are often retained and
the plants shifted into larger pots. A better plan

is to now cut away the old stems at the bottom,

and turn the plants out in a bed in the way recom-
mended for the younger stock. By sacrificing the

summer bloom, the plants will be in a far better

state for flowering next winter. They will also be

much larger and stronger, as well as more sightly.

Carnations raised from seed.—Young plants

that have been raised from seed sown at the begin-

ning of the year will, if all has gone well, now be
large enough to plant out. The seedlings require

stopping before the single shoot they will have made
grows too tall, as the plants are better when they

branch out close to the base than if at all leggy.

Primulas.— Small plants of both the single and
the semi-double varieties of Primula that have been
raised from seed sown early in spring will now be
large enough to require moving from the seed-pan.

A much better and more expeditious way of treat-

ing them than the ordinary course of putting the

plants singly in small pots is to prick them out in

shallow boxes. When grown on in this manner,

they make much quicker progress than when
their roots are confined within the limits of a pot,

and when in boxes they are not so likely to suffer

for want of water as when in the pots, which dry

up so quickly in bright weather. Medium-sized
boxes, about 3 inches deep or a little over, are the

best. Drain and fill them with a compost consist-

ing of new loam, some leaf-mould, and rotten

manure, all passed through a fine sieve, with enough
sand mixed with the whole to make it quite Ught,

so that when the plants have to be transferred to

the pots later on they can be taken up with their

roots unbroken. Prick the seedlings out about

2J- inches apart. A cold frame, stood on the north

side of a wall where the sun will not reach them in

the middle of the day, will be the most suitable

place for them through the summer. The boxes

must be raised so that the plants will be close to

the glass; this will prevent the leaves getting

drawn. Where Primulas are required in flower

late in spring, a little seed may yet be sown ; but

no time must be lost in getting it in, or the plants

will not gain the requisite strength before autumn.

Double Chinese Primulas.—The double varie-

ties of Primula are usually in better condition for

propagation about this season than earlier in spring,

as the plants have had time to make more growth,

and now, when their flowers can be better spared

than they can early in the season, there is less

reluctance in destroying them. When these double

varieties are potted low enough so that the soil

covers the base of the bottom lea\es, the offshoots

will generally be found to have produced roots in

more or less quantity. When in this state all that

is necessary is to separate them, put each offshoot

in a small pot, and keep them a little closer than

ordinary until they get over the effects of separation

from the plants. If the offshoots are devoid of roots,

they should be put singly into small pots filled with

a mixture of sifted loam, leaf-mould, and sand, and
be enclosed in a propagating box or under hand-

lights and kept in an intermediate temperature.

It kept so warm as many things would bear, the

chances are that they would damp off. The atmo-

sphere must not be more confined than necessary

to prevent the leaves fl.igging. In the propa-

gating of such plants as Primulas, it is a good
plan to give them much more light than is usual

with the majority of cuttings, as light goes far to

prevent decay. Do'not use more water than is neces-

sary to keep the soil damp enough to prevent the

foliage flagging, and when the latter is .strong

better. To grow the double forms of Primula well,

they require to be kept a little warmer than the

single varieties or the majority of greenhouse
plants.

Old plants op double Primula.—Plants that

have flowered through the winter and spring and
that are underpotted should now have a shift.

When, as already advised, they are grown with the

little extra warmth they like, they will bear more
pot room than if they are kept cool. Large speci-

mens when carefully treated usually produce pro-

portionately more flowers than small ones.

Stove. — Pancratiums. — Young plants raised

from seed last year will, if they have been kept
growing through the winter, now require a shift.

Except where more than ordinary progress has been
made, pots two sizes larger than those they have
occupied will suffice to carry them through the

summer. Large old specimens that have been
several years in the same soil may be moved into

larger pots at any time when the flowers are not
pushing, as there is no necessity for disturbing the

roots further than in removing the drainage. When
any division of the bulbs is attempted it should be
done before the plants start into growth. Plants

that are now about to flower, or that are making
growth, should have frequent applications of ma-
nure water to which a little soot is added. Assist-

ance in this way not only improves the bloom that

is coming on, but it helps the plants for another

year.

Crinums.— Flowering bulbs that are under-

potted may have larger pots, but when moved at

this time, like the Pancratiums, there should be no

attempt to shake out or disturb the roots further

than in getting rid of the drainage crocks. Cri-

nums attain a large size when they have enough
root-room and get the requisite amount of heat;

consequently when they are expected to be seen in

their best condition they should have larger pots

than most bulbs require.

BouGAiNViLLEA GLABRA.—When grown in pots

this plant can be treated in a way that will inten-

sify the colour of the flowers, so as to make them
nearly as dark as those of B. spectabilis. If when
the bracts are yet partially green the plants are

moved to a house where the atmosphere is drier

and cooler than that of an ordinary stove, the

flowers will come much darker, and they will re-

main fresh for more than double the time they are

able to when they are kept in much heat.

IxORAS.—Where the different kinds of Ixora are

kept in enough heat during the winter, as well as in

summer, they will now be commencing to bloom. It

just when the first florets begin to open the plants

are taken out of the stove, and stood in a house

where an intermediate heat is kept up, the bloom

will last much longer. But when plants that have

been thus grown in a high temperature are removed

.0 cooler quarters, they should not have too much

air, and that which is given ought to be admitted

at some distance from where they are stood, so that

the cool current will not come directly in contact

with them. Less water should also be given during

the time the plants are kept comparatively cool.

T. B.

the soil is too adhesive, sufficient sand must be enough remove the glasses. The plants should

worked in to bring it to the right condition. Slop-
ping requires to be attended to under the planting-
out .system similarly to that advised for the pot-

during the summer be stood on sand, fine ashes, or

other material that will hold some moisture. At
the same time the nearer they are to the glass the

Sarracenlas in the open air. —Although
" W. H. G." (The Garden, May IS, p. 4G2) may ho

perfectly right in siioMking of tbo absurdity of expect-

ing Sarracenias to thrive we'll in the open air m Eng-

land, he will be iutorostod to hoar that 1 have grown

S. ])urpurea and S. Drunonoudi for four years at

Loch llouni Head, in the north of Scotland, without

the slightest protection. When I put thoni in they

were quite small plants, but tliey have grown nito

fine chnnpa, and S. purpurea flowered well last year.

Darlingtcniia ealiforniea is growing in the same bog

bed as'the Sarracenias, but having only been out for

t«o years I am not so confident about it.—Robert

BlIlKllEc ic.

Planting out Arum Lilies.— .\rum Lilies are

alwavs weleoni.' at Kastev ami tlirougliont the early

sprin'" months. To soenro sturdy spe,-inu>ns. they

shonUl be planli'd onf in the open. Early in .Inno is a

good time to do this. If plants are searee, tlie largo

ones may he diviiled into two or more jiieees before

being phuited Into good firm soil. Immediately after
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planting the tail leaves will wither, but there is

nothing to fear in this, as young growths will soon
appear at the base, and it these which will form the
robust plants for lifting in the autumn. Moisture at

the root is very essential to their well-being, and in

times of drought they should be copiously watered,
several times weekly.—J. iluiR.

Asparagus plumosus nanus and A. tenuis-
simus.—Both of these are mtst valuable plants for cul-

tiN'ation by the gardener who has to supply cut flowers

and appropriate foliage in large quantities, and Mr.
Hudson finds both very valuable for this purpose at

Guunersbury House. For small spi-ays A. plumo-
sus nanus is preferable ; for long ones, A. teniussi-

mus. While both are found serviceable, A. plumosus
nanus is perhaps the most useful, all things considered.

—R. D.

CAMELLIAS AFTER BLOOMIXG.
Camellias have now gone out of bloom, and if

needful they should be repotted. It is, however,

indispensable to make sure that this operation is

necessary, for few plants suffer more from over-

potting than Camellias, and there are very few

plants that can be kept for so long in good
health in a loot-bound condition. If I had the

slightest doubt on the matter I should defer shift-

ing for another year, as it is quite practicable to

maintain the flowering capacity of a Camellia by
means of stimulants judiciously applied. If there

is no intention to repot and the plants have a good

head of foliage, they should get frequent doses of

clear soot water, which strengthen and give colour

to the foliage. In addition to this, some weak
liquid manure or a top-dressing of some artificial

stimulant may be given when the plants are in full

growth and up to the time the wood begins to

harden. I have known Camellias in large pots to

be maintained in a remarkably free-flowering con-

dition for years without repotting. The best time

to repot is just as the young growths are breaking

out from the old wood, not waiting, however, tmtil

they are at all advanced, as repotting then will

occasion a check from which they are not likely to

recover in time to enable them to make good flower-

ing wood. Opinions differ considerably as to the

best compost for Camellias, but no mistake can be

made in taking loam and peat in equal parts, with

a dash of leaf soil and silver sand. I always think

that Camellias do not have quite that richness of

verdure that is such a charming characteristic of

them when perfectly healthy if loam alone is used

for them. They make strong growth in good loam,

but there is a danger of its becoming sour, which
the addition of peat secures it from. A very im-

portant point is to ram in the compost so firmly

that there is no danger of water passing through it

rapidly and not having the requisite effect on the

old ball. Many good plants have been much
crippled when the repotting has been entrusted to

young men and the necessity of observing this

safeguard not duly impressed on them. The plants

are carefully watered and they get enough liquid

to well moisten them, and yet the principal roots

are in a semi-dry condition. There is no ready

means of ascertaining the source of the mischief,

and the consequence is that a great portion of the

old foliage eventually drops.

By using the compost in a slightly moist condi-

tionl it may be rammed in without danger of its

getting close and sour later on. A good free growth

should be encouraged by shutting up just as the

sun passes off the" house, and well syringing and
damping down the paths. The creation of a grow-

ing atmosphere is even more necessary where it is

desired to have blooms at the beginning of the

winter. The earlier the growth is made the sooner

will the plants bloom, and the flowers will ex-

pand freely and fairly plentifully without the need

of much artificial warmth. Plants of such kinds as

Lady Hume's Blush and Donckelaari will furnish

blooms for cutting through November and Decem-
ber if they are pushed on in this way; whereas
without such stimulus they will not bloom until the

new year is well advanced. Those who grow for

market are well aware of the advantages that an

early growth gives, for it is in the dead of winter

that the blooms are so valuable and tiat a ready sale

at fair prices can be had. From the middle of
March, Camellias are a drug in Covent Garden.
People begin to tire of them, and large quantities
come in during April from the Channel Islands,

and can, of course, be bought at low prices.

During the growing period a growing temperature
should be kept up, not over-doing it, but just

enough to keep the plants moving along. Plenty
of fresh air is a prime necessity. The Camellia
cannot bear a high temperature with confinement.

J. C. B.

COMBINED VINERY AND PLANT HOUSE.
The arguments for such an arrangement as the
above have been so often and so ably ventilated,|that

it seems almost unnecessary to say anything on the
subject. There is, however, a somewhat novel way
of treating the combination which may be new to

some readers of The Gaedex, and to which I may
venture therefore to draw attention. I may add at

the outset that there is no difficulty in the combina-
tion in this case, or anything detrimental to either

fruit or plants, as the duration of the stay of the
latter in the vinery is limited to the time between
January and June. I conceived the idea of combin-
ing a vinery and plant house from the desire to

utilise the back wall (an old disused flue) which had
rather an unsightly appearance, and which I thought
might be rendered more pi-esentable if clothed with
a bank of greenery. The flue in question was a
flow and return, the intervening space being pigeon-

holed. The execution of the idea was commenced
by filling in this open space with a mixture of leaf-

soil, sand, a little peat, covering it with a small

strip of gahanised netting, and planting it with
the green and variegated Tradescant— three wires

stretched respectively along the top and bottom
flue serving to keep this within bounds until it

covered the desired space. 'With a view to the

further extension of this green bank, another piece

of galvanised netting was stretched from the top

of the upper flue to a point on the wall, the space

thus enclosed being filled with a similar compost to

that already described and planted with the com-
mon and the golden Selaginella, a tuberous Begonia
and an Achimenes being dotted in at intervals,

whilst to complete the effect alternate plants of

Asparagus plumosus and double-flowered Ivy-leaved

Geranium were planted at the top of the bank and
trained over the remaining piece of bare wall. The
plants for the centre bed are those commonly
grown for winter and spring work, and have com-
prised since January such things as Cypripedium
insigne, winter Begonias, Epiphyllums, Lasiandra

macrantha, Kaulfussia, and double Geraniums as

flowering plants, and such foliage stuff as Aspidistra,

Anthericum, the hardier Dracaenas, greenhouse

Palms, &c. All these things are introduced when
the vinery is started, and remain with some excep-

tions until the fruit begins to colour. Naturally

some of them are over early in the year, but their

places are flUed by other things as they come into

flower. Gloxinias especially being very serviceable.

The house is thus kept comparatively gay until it is

absolutely necessary to clear it out. As we do not

resort to hard forcing, the combination stands well

for at least five months. The A'ines are very old,

having been planted Ijy Mcintosh more than sixty

years ago. I am gradually working them out, and
iiave up to the present replanted about one-third of

the house. E. BrnnELL.
Clarcmoyit.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND QREENEOVSE.

Deutzias after forcing.—Deutzias should be

induced to make as many strong long young growths

as possible every year, as it is these which produce the

most and best flowers annually. 'We find Deutzias do

best when planted out in good soil in the kitchen

garden early in June and lifted and potted again

before being forced. Some of the best plants we ever

had were lifted last .lanuary and forced soon after-

wards. These were put into li-inch pots and flowered

profusely.— .T. Mrut.

Salvia gesnerseflora.—I do not know of a much
more showy plant than this for the conservatory in

spi-ing. The peculiar shade of scarlet that distinguishes

the flowers is very pleasing, unlike that of any spring-

flowering plant I know. It is excellent for growing

on into large specimens when such are wanted.

Cuttings put in now strike readily and grow along

freely with full exposure to the open air later on.

\yith abundance of water and all the sun possible

these cuttings will make good strong plants by autumn.

-J. C. B.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

A'butilon vitifolium album.—This comes from
Mr. Gumbleton. It is a lovely flower, spotless white.

Wistaria multijuga.—This is now in flower with

Mr. Gumbleton. It is perfectly hardy, and has racemes

of bloom 2 feet in lengtli. The flowers are almost white.

Libertia formosa.—This is sent by Mr. Gumble-

ton from his Queenstown garden. The flowers are of

the purest white. It is a chaste and beautiful plant.

Albuca Nelsoni.— Mr. Gumbleton sends us

flowers of this Cape bulb. The segments are narrow,

white, shaded with green on the outer surface. It is

a curious and interesting thing.

The vsrhite Ceanothus (C. velutinus).—Flowers

of this come from Jlr. Gumbleton, 'Queenstown, Cork.

They are creamy white, in dense clusters, and strongly

scented. The peculiar shining character of the leaves

is distinctive. It is a pretty shrub.

Iris germaniea atro-purpurea is a richly-

coloured Flag, and one of the handsomest varieties w^
know. Its flowers are not only of fine size, fragrance,

and substance, but of the deepest purple, far more so

than in the type.

Dwarf Spanish Broom (Genista hispanica

pumila) is an important flower of the week. A large

clump of it on the Kew rockery is one of the showiest

things there. The plant grows about a foot in height,

and is a carpet of rich yellow.

This is a most beautiful form, growing not

more than 1 foot or so in height, and at present a

sheet of golden yellow Pea flowers.
^
The foUage and

stems are dark green, the contrast being very striking.

Other useful Genistas are tinctoria, humifusa, anglica,

sagittata, pilosa, ic.

Aquilegia sibiriea alba is a beautiful variety.

It grows about 3 feet in height, and has graceful stems

supporting a number of large pure white (flowers.

Clumps of it are delightful. We wish we coiUd see

more of the better fonns of Columbine in gardens.

Phyllocactus Ackermanni.—This is a hrilUant

Phyllocaetus, and remimls us that there is a growing

appreciation for Cactuses in general and this genus in

particular. It has glowing crimson flowers, about 4

inches across and without the striking pellucid glint of

riulet seen in those of the variety C. J, Peacock.

Aquilegia Stuarti.—Blooms of this from Dr.

Stuart, HUlside, Chiruside, show what a lovely flower

it is. The colour of the bloom is of the richest blue,

the inner segments being pure white. Such a beauti-

fal variety as this ought to he. largely grown. A
coloured drawing of it appeared in The Gabden,
Oct. 16, 18S8.

Canna Paul Bert.—This is one of the dwarf

types, and which we should see often in the green-

house. The flowers arc of the deepest crimson, and

borne on a chocolate coloured stem, the leaves deep

green, shaded with a purplish tint. The dwarf French

Canuas are just the plants for small or large green-

houses and conservatories.

Khododendron glaucum.—This dwarf and

charming Sikkim Rhododendron, introduced in the

year 1S50, is blooming freely in the temperate house at

kew. It grows about 2 feet in heiglit and is one mass

of rosy purple, bell-shaped flrwers ]iroduced six or seven

together. The leaves are glaucous beneath, hence we
presume the specific name.

Narcissus Bernardi.—I believe I was in error

when I said that Mr. Buxton was the first to introduce

N. Bernardi into our gardens. Mr. Buxton brought

li.)mc bulbs in 1881, but I am told that Jlrs. Barton

had it in her garden in Ireland three years earlier,.

having brought it home from the Pyrenees. May I

ask the editor to allow me to make this correction;'

—

C. Wor,l.EY Don, E,hu- lUiH, Muljms.

Tufted Pansies.— I -send you blooms of the two

best tufted Pansies in cultivation—one light and one

dart, and some prettv hybrid Aiiuilegias, which appear

to be a little earlier iii flowering than is generally the

case. Some of the prettiest have fallen to pieces

through the great heat.— U. D.
*»* Two richly-coloured Pansies. Blue Beard is one

of the richest purple varieties we have seen. Blue
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Stoue is of a paler shade. The flowers of the hybrid
Columbines show considerable variation in colouring.

—Ed.
Primula japonioa.—Many will remember the

sensation produced by this plant when first intro-

duced, but it does not appear to be so generally grown
now as it promised to be then. It is, however, much
appreciated in some places, and at Penllergare, Swansea,
hundreds of it may be seen grouped in a semi-wild
state. The flower-heads are all of the same form, but
they vary very much in hue, and all are exceedingly
attractive.—J. MuiR.
The hollow walk at Kew is well worth a visit just

now. The Rhododendrons are very fine, the variety

almost endless, and a very large percentage are
named hybrids. The Azalea beds in the American
garden are also well worth a visit. This lovely spot
has been much enlarged and many new varieties added.

The pretty Jamesia americana is [a splendid addition
to the shrubby plants suitable for rockeries. On ex-

posed positions it forms a dwarf compact growth, every
shoot just now carrying clusters of white flowers, not
unlike the Saxifrages. It is a native of the Rocky
Mountains, perfectly hardy, deciduous, and should be
on every rockery.

Flowers from Cork.—The recent rains and
great heat are beginning to make our gardens look
brii?ht, and I send you herewith a few odds and ends,

which are making a display just now in the herbaceous
border.—W. H. Blair.
*#* A good gathering of Pansies, Pyrethrums, and

Olearia (Eurybia) Gunni.

—

Ed.

Tree Pseonies at St. Germains, Paris.—I

never saw such a sight of Pa'onies as a few days ago at

St. Germains, Paris, where in front of some old houses
overlooking the park was a hedge, about 60 yards long,

of the pale pink Tree Pteonies loaded with flowers.

The effect of planting in a mass in front of a broad
avenue was very striking.—R. J. G. R.

Aerides Hughi.—This seems a distinct and pretty
form, judging from a small vigorous plant in bloom at
Kew. It has comparatively large flowers; the sepals
broad, oval, and tipped with bright magenta; the
petals flushed and spotted with the same colour, which
also appears down the centre of the lip, but it merges
into a much paler shade.

Brassavola (Laelia) Digbyana is in bloom at
Kew. It is easily recognised liy its distinctive and
peculiar character. The lip is large, irregularly and
heavily fringed and creamy white, shaded with green
at the base. The spreading sepals and petals are pale
green, tinged with purple. It is one of the parents of
the splendid hybrid Lx'lia shown by Messrs. Veitch
and Sons recently.

Paris Daisies.—Those who want to know what
Paris Daisies are should see a few plants in pots ex-
hibited at the Paris Exhibition by M. Auguste Gillard,
of Boulogne. The largest one had a clean stem about
4 inches in diameter, with a dome-shaped head 8 feet
in diameter, 5 feet high, and carried at an estimate
about 4000 flowers. This plant was seven years old;
others, little less in size, were five years old.

—

R. J. G. R.

The Pyrenean Vetch (Vicia pyrenaici) is one
of the prettiest rockery plants we have ever seen bear-
ing Pea-shaped flowers. It is a perennial of dwarf
compact habit, copiously covered with large bright
purple flowers, lasting from April until June ; leaves
finely divided, soft green, making a fine groundwork
for the flowers. It is quite hardy, and a useful plant
for shelves, old walls, &c. It increases by underground
runners, but those are not at all troublesome, and may
bo easily confined in a small space.

Notes from Pota Island.—The Fire Bush
(Embothrium coccineum) is perfectly hardy here,
and it is a great pity that so lovely a shrub should
be so seldom seen. It is now flowering, but not so
profusely as last year, when every twi;^ was crowned
with bright crimson blossoms. Even when not in
fljwer it is very showy. It may be propagated
from seed, which ripens very sparingly in this
country. It may also be increased by layers, taking
branches about a foot long and layering in the same
way as Carnations. It roots very slowly, but a
well-rooted plant is worth waiting for. Collutea
horrida (spino.sa) is now covered with its small,
ligbt-coloured flowers. This is a shrub seldom .seen.

Here it flowers and seeds profusely, and I have
raised numerous seedlings. C. cruciata is more
curious than C. horrida, and is supposed to be only
a sport from that species ; but if so, it is strange
that it does not flower at the same time, C. horrida I

flowering in the spring and C. cruciata in the
autumn. Fabiana imbricata is a most desirable
shrub, as it flowers most profusely every year, and
is often 'mistaken for a Heath, which it much re-

sembles both in leaf and in flower. The flowers are

pure white, and the plants are easily raised from
cuttings.—W. OSBOENB, Fofa, Cork.

Anemone King of Scarlets.—I beg to hand
you by this post a box of Anemone blooms (King of

Scarlets) from a bed of late-planted roots (Feb. 15).

The specimens are not so large as those planted in

September nor so perfectly double. When fully

expanded they show a light centre, but the outer
segments are as rich in colour as those of the
earlier flowers. I have had a most brilliant display
this spring. I commenced cutting in the open
April 18.—T. Gilbert, Bourne.

Dendrobium MacCarthiae.—This is a some-
what rare and beautiful Dendrobe, flowering now
in the Kew collection. It was introduced from
Ceylon about 1854, and is difficult to manage well.

The flowers are nearly 3 inches in length, drooping,
and brightly coloured. The sepals and petals are
conspicuously pointed, lilac-magenta, with a pale-
tinted lip veined with purple ; the interior of the
throat rich plum colour. Its pseudo-bulbs are al-

most 2 feet long and slender.

Japan Primrose (Primula japonica) is beauti-
ful just now in the alpine house at Kew. This
noble Primrose varies considerably in colour ; some
are of the deepest crimson, with a ruddy eye,
others lighter, and the white form is quite pure.
It is a plant often grown in pots, but the splendid
patch of it at the base of the mound near the
Cumberland Gate suggests another use for it, viz.,

planting in the wild garden. It looks better there
than we should have thought from the rather stiff

habit of this Primula.

Hardy flowers at the Paris Exhibition.—
There is a horticultural show now being held in the
gardens of the Trocadero. Two large tents con-
tain gorgeous specimensof Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Roses and cut flowers, but the most interesting to me
were several beds composed of clumps of hardy plants
and annuals in bloom. In the exhibit of Messrs. J. B.
Yvon I particularly noted "Veronica Corsica, A'iola

obliqua, striped purple and white ; Foam Flower
(Tiarella cordifolia), Trollius japonicus and Pentste-
mon procerus. Then amongst plants new since
1878 exhibited by Messrs. Vilmorin were several
very beautiful things.—R. J. G. R.

Symphiandra Wanneri is less common than
it used to be. It is a pretty Campanula-like plant
in bloom in the open long before any of the Hare-
bells have shown buds. It is, unfortunately for its

popularity, a biennial, or at best a very unsatisfac-
tory perennial. It, however, produces such abund-
ance of seed, which may be sown in the open air,

that the trouble is reduced to a minimum. The
large drooping, deep mauve flowers are produced
plentifully during four or five weeks. S. pendula
has similarly shaped, but white bell flowers. It

has a dwarf pendulous habit and is useful for the
rockery, where it will sow itself and give very little

trouble. S. Hoffmann! is a recently introduced
species from Bosnia, a true biennial with upright
habit, bearing from the axils of the leaves short
stems carrying several creamy white, bell-shaped
flowers. A really fine plant.

The Rockwood Lily (Ranunculus Lyalli) in

Scotland.—Mr. James Cocker, Sunnypark Nurseries,
Aljerdeen, N.B., writes us regarding this plant

:

" I have a plant of Ranunculus Lyalli in bloom at
present. It is a very small plant, and I wish to
save seed from it if possible, otherwise I would
have sent you a flower. There will be four blooms
on the spike. The flowers are of the purest white,
and the size of half-a-crown. It is indeed the
finest Ranunculus I have ever seen. I had a small
packet of seed sent me from Australia some years
ago, and I only managed to get two plants. They
have stood outdoors all the time."

*,* A coloured plate of this was given in Tun
Gauden, December ;il, 1887 (p. GOU), from a plant
that Uuwcred at Heading. An engraving of it also
appeared in Tiiii Garden, August 18, 1888, from a

specimen which flowered at Glasnevin. This
Ranunculus has also bloomed at Kew.

—

Ed.
Strawberries do not appear to have suffered

through lack of sunshine last year, as there is pro-
mise of an abundant crop. Barren plants are very
few, although we generally find these plentiful in
beds over one year old, and last year our two-year-
old plants of Eleanor (a variety we find very re-

liable as a rule) were blind to the extent of nearly
ilO per cent. This year out of a total of just over
1000 plants of various sorts we have scarcely 1 per
cent, blind, and the flowers are strong and healthy.
—E. B. L.

Clethra alnifolia.—This hardy American shrub
is very useful in the greenhouse it grown in pots
and forced into bloom at this season. The long
racemes of pure white flowers, which are produced
in great profusion, are deliciously scented. This
Clethra does not like its roots disturbed, and con-
sequently should be] kept in pots, which should be
plunged out of doors all the summer. It is ad-
visable to give it a place in a cold house or frame
during winter to protect the points of the shoots
from being damaged by frost.—F. G.

Severe storm.—This neighbourhood was visited
on Friday afternoon by a thunderstorm of excep-
tional severity, the fall of hail being quite pheno-
menal, the hailstones resembling large pieces of ice

Irj inches in diameter. The destruction to the Hop
and fruit crops is very great in some parts where
the storm was violent; many young fruit trees have
the shoots cut clean off with the hail, while fields

of Peas and Beans are simply ruined. So large

were the hailstones that many windows were
broken, the hail passing clean through them into

the rooms. The fate of greenhouses and frames
can be easily imagined.—A. B,, Worcester.

A pleasing combination.—In the greenhouse
at Kew is a group of well-grown Lilium Harrisi,

Statice arborescens, and Heliotrope Miss Nightin-
gale. The flowers of the Lilium harmonise well
with those of the Statice and dark Heliotrope, and
produce a charming effect. A group of Begonias
on one of the side benches also in the same house
is very beautiful. Only varieties which thrive

under greenhouse treatment are used, and they
continue to bloom for a long time. B. Knowsley-
aua, a lovely free-flowering variety, is a great
favourite. The small-flowered B. semperfloreus
and its variety gigantea rosea are always in bloom,
while some of the tuberous-rooted varieties have
deep coloured flowers, and make up an attractive

group.—G.
Centenary of the Dahlia.—As this is the

centenary of the introduction of the Dahlia into

England, there will be a special exhibition of the
flower by the National Dahlia Society on Septem-
ber G and 7 at the Crystal Palace. The committee,
in order to obtain a representation of the marvel-
lous development of the Dahlia during the century
that it has been under cultivation in the gardens
of Great Britain, have added to the schedule a
" centenary class," in which it is hoped will be re-

presented as far as practicable every known kind,

form, and type of Dahlia. In the afternoon of the
first day papers will be read bearing upon the sub-

ject. Full particulars can be obtained from the
lion. sec. and treasurer, Mr. T. W. Girdlcstone,

Sunningdale, Berks.

Photographs of Indian scenes.— Mr. Maries,

Gwalior, sends us a very interesting set of photo-
graphs representing Indian garden scenes. From
these we obtain an idea of the luxuriance and rich-

ness of tropical vegetation and I he char:icter of nat ive

gardens. A view of the interior of the conservatory
at Durbhungah shows Elaeis guineensis surrounded
by Ferns, Begonias, &e. Two photos, are devoted
to Pinus longifolia. The splendid specimens repre-

sented are growing in Mr. Stalkartt's garden, Cal-

cutta, the tree itself coming from the Himalaya
-Mountains at about 2500 feet elevation. Araucaria
Cooki is also shown. " This plioto.," writes Mr.
Maries, " was taken also from Mr. Stalkartt's gar-

den, and the specimen is one of the finest here.

It has been broken off once or twice by cyclones,

but this mutilation has improved the appearance
of the tree rather than disfigured it."
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Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

DENDROBIUM PIERARDI.
This beautiful species has now been in cultiva-

tion upwards of seventy years, and was, I be-

lieve, the first member of the genus which
flowered in this country. It was brought by
M. Pierard, a Frenchman, to the Royal Gardens
at Kew long before they assumed the title of

Botanic Gardens. It is common in the delta

of the river Ganges, from whence came our
first examples, and where it appears to select

residence of Mr. J. Lanyon at Croydon. These
plants show admirably the beauty of the species

when well grown, for although it cannot be
compared with such showy and beautiful kinds
as D. Wardianum, D. Falconeri, D. Devonia-
num, and D. Hookerianum, it is not surjiassed in

chaste and elegant beauty by any of the now
numerous species in cultivation, although it

may be considered the commonest kind now
to be found in our collections, where it grows
and thrives often under very adverse treatment.
The plant here depicted was grown in a hanging
basket, and from its naturally pendulous habit
this is the true way to grow it. When young I

hung close to the glass with full exposure to the

sun, and during the daytime have a free circu-

lation of air in order to ripen the bulbs. The
' bulbs will cast off all the leaves before winter.

! At this time the Cattleya house will have be-

come lower in temperature, and in the cool end
of this they should find a home, and be kept

quite dry until after the new year or until the

flowers begin to show plainly that they are on
the move. At this time the plants may either

be removed to the hottest house, or to the

warmest end of the Cattleya or Brazilian house.

In either case they must be gradually supplied

with water in order to swell up their flowers.

These are usually produced in pairs upon
short stems, and that for more than two-

thirds of their entire length, and all open
together, forming a most elegant festoon of

blooms. Its wide distribution naturally pro-

duces variations, into the merits of which, how-
ever, it is not my purpose to enter here. In
good forms the flowers are nearly 2 inches

across, the sepals and petals spreading and
rosy-mauve or pink in colour, whilst the large

trumpet shaped lip i.s creamy-white or pale

primrose, covered on the inside with a short

{omentum and streaked faintly at the base with
light purple. The flowers last a considerable

time in full beauty if carefully treated, and I

have always found them great favourites with

ladies, wliilst as coat flowers backed with
Maiden-hair Fern they are invaluable, owing in

a measure to the season in which they appear,

which is from the new year until the end of

May. I saw a fine example in full beauty
during the present week. This, however, may
be reckoned amongst the latest appearances for

the present season. This plant, although an
old species, and cast on one side for some
years, is again becoming popular. The longer

our Orchid growers study their plants, the

more do they recognise the beauties of the older

and neglected forms, and this one in particular

is worthy of a p'ace in the choicest collections in

the land, and, if carefully nurtured, will amply
compensate for any care bestowed upon it.

Dendrobium Pierardi. Grown by Mr. J. Gregory at Birdhurat, Croydon.

the branches of the Mangrove trees. Since then,

however, it has beeu found that it is widely
distributed in India, having been discovered in

the hot valleys of Sikkiin by the present Sir

Joseph Hooker, and also by travellers and plant

collectors in various parts of that vast continent,

even to the hills in Burmah, in which latter

district it is said to be abundant. I do not find

any records of its growing moiu strongly in its

native country than it docs under cultivation,

and I have repe.atedly grown its pendulous
pseudo-bulbs G feet in length, and so, indeed,

were those of the beautiful specimens shown in

our illustration, and which were grown by Mr.
Gregory at Birdhurst, the smal', but beautiful

hare grown it upon blocks of wood, but this

system does not answer for any length of time,

as the plants require a greater amount of mois-

ture than it is possible to supply in this manner
to develop such fine pseudo-bulb i and such a

profusion of flowers as are here showu. The
plants should be well drained and grown in

fresh Sphagnum Moss ; some add to this fibrous

peat. During the period of growth this Den-
drobe enjoys very strong heat and an abundance
of moisture both to the roots and in the at-

mosphere. After the growth has ceased, gradu-

ally curtail the water supply, which should be

eventually stopped altogether. The plants

: should be then removed to a cooler house,

Dendrobium Bensonise.—This is a magni-
ficent species, and must be considered one of the
very finest white-flowered Dendrobes yet discovered.

It is now very fine in the gardens of Mr. G. F.

Schwann at Oakfield, Wimbledon Park, and it

should be more extensively grown. It was dis-

covered and sent home upwards of twenty years

ago by Col. Benson, who found it near Prome, in

Burmah, at some 1500 feet elevation. It appears
to occur in other districts, and it varies somewhat
in character. It is erect in habit, the stem-like

pseudo-bulbs each varying from 1 foot to 2 feet in

height. The flowers, which are bold and eflEective,

are produced on short spikes in pairs or in threes,

and are pure white, the inner portion of the lip rich

yellow, ornamented at the base with two large

purplish eye-like spots, which contrast beautifully

with the purity of the sepals and petals. The chief

variations occur in the spots ; in some forms they
are merged together and form one large blotch, in

others they are much reduced in size, but the

typical form is much the handsomest. It is easily

managed, but it likes a decided season of rest after

growth is finished.—W. H. G.

Masdevallias.— It is quite a charming sight

just now to see the rich and beautiful flowers which
are produced by this genus, and to find that a great

reaction has taken place in most of the noted col-

lections in their favour. In the gardens of Sir

Trevor Lawrence they have always received the

loving care they deserve, and in many other places

they are now magnificent ; notably amongst these

may be named Mr. Partington's collection at

Cheshunt, Mr. Measures" at t'amberwell, Mr. Wil-
liams' at IlcUoway, Mr, L:iing's at Forest Hill, and
Mr. Meas ires' at Strcatham. In all of iLcsc places
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hundreds of flowers are now conspicuous and in
great variety, their colours surpassing in richness
those of all other flowers known to me. This, com-
bined with the fact that they are the very easiest
plants to grow, provided they are kept cool enough
and moist, renders them suitable for any amateur
having a house with a northern aspect or small cool
fernery. The return to favour of these plants must
be gratifying to the veteran Bateman, who laboured
so strenuously in their introduction ; but the won-
drous colours they have developed and the numerous
species discovered must have surprised even him.

—

W. H. G.

ZYGOPETALUM.
This genus has usually been looked upon as

supplying a desirable colour amongst Orchids
during the autumn and winter months. Their
large flowers, which are for the most part of some
shade of blue, are very beautiful, but I have
never before admired this genus as a spring and
summer bloomer until this week, when I saw a
magnificent specimen of Z. crinitum flowering

in The Woodlands collection at Streatham. It

by far surpassed any Zygopetalum which I have
hitherto seen, and should tend to restore this

genus to the popularity which its colour sliould

most certainly afford it. Zygopetalums are

terrestrial or sub-epiphytic plants, belonging to

the tribe Vandeie ; the stems are creeping, bear-

ing variously sized ovate bulbs, which support
large strongly nerved leaves, which are leathery
in texture and rich green ; scape erect, bearing
several large flowers, which last long in beauty.
Zygopetalums require the heat of the inter-

mediate Louse, and thrive well with ordinary
stove plants, although they are not so frequently
met with as their merits deserve. The pots
should be thoroughly well drained, and the soil

should consist of rough peat fibre and Sjihagnum
]Moss. During the period of growth a libsral

supply of water is necessary, combined with a
goodly supply of moisture in the atmosphere.
They enjoy an abundance of sun and light, but
shade is necessary during the hottest part of

the day ; light syringing overhead is also bene-
ficial during bright weather in the morning and
in the evening ; but I have found from experience
that heavy drenchings overhead are injurious,

as the water gathers in the centre of the young
growths, and is apt to rot or retard the full de-

velopment of the pseudo-bulbs, which thus being
weakened do not produce such line spikes of

bloom. After growth is completed the supply
of water must be considerably reduced and the
temperature should be lowered ; afterwards it is

the custom with some growers to keep the plants
quite dry, but under this treatment I have
never had such good results as when the plants
were kept moderately moist through the winter.
The kinds tliat bloom during the winter require
an additional supply soon after the spikes appear
in order to sustain their growth. I am under
the impression that many have relinquished the
culture of Zygopetalums through failing to grow
and (lower them with the Odontoglossums in

the coldest house, but although this situation
may suit them during their resting season, I
have always found them thrive most luxuriantly
in a warmer place, such as an ordinary plant
stove or tlie Brazilian Orchid house.

7j. ciiiNiTUM is a plant with large ovate pseudo-
bulb.i and broad leaves, which are strongly ribbed.
The scape is erect, seldom exceeding a foot
or 18 inches in lieight, and bears several large
flowers, which vary more or less in colour. Tlie
sepals and petals, of about equal size, are erect,

green, transversely barred and blotched witli

brown; lip very large, wliite, with numerous veins,
which are all ornamented with a raised line of rosy
pink liairs. In the variety known as crinitum
cajruleum the lip is creamy white, and the fringed
veins are of a rich violet-blue. It blooms usually

towards the end of winter and beginning of spring,
and is a native of warm parts in Brazil.

Z. CRINITUM Measuresianum.—This grand va-
riety is now flowering in The Woodlands collection,
and it is by far the most beautiful Zygopetalum I

have ever seen. In its habit of growth it resembles
the type, but it is more robust; the plant carries no
less than fourteen scapes, each :! feet 6 inches high,
and bears in the aggregate ninety-eight very large
flowers; the sepals and petals are green profusely
blotched with brown, and the veins are fringed
with violet-blue, between which and over all is a
suffusion of the same colour, but leaving a marginal
border of creamy white, rendering the flower ex-
tremely beautiful. Flowering as it does at the end
of May renders it all the more valuable. This large
mass of this fine variety is, I believe, unique. It

is grown at The Woodlands in the house with the
Cymbidiums.

Z. Mackayi. — This is another well - known
plant, as it has been in our gardens upwards
of sixty years. It is a winter bloomer and lasts
long in full beauty. Each scape is from a foot to 2
feet in height, and bears five or six large flowers.
The sepals and petals are yellowish green barred
with brown; the large lip is white, lined and
streaked with purplish blue. In addition to their
charming colour, the blooms are also very sweet-
scented. There are several varieties of this plant,
which vary in the intensity of the colour, but all

are fragrant. Native of Brazil.

Z. Clati.—In this we have a plant of garden
origin, raised by Col. Clay, of Birkenhead. It is

the result of a cross between Z. crinitum and Z.

maxiUare. It is a plant of free growth and a pro-
fuse bloomer, but from amongst the seedlings
raised there have appeared numerous forms, which
vary considerably in their depth of colour and their
markings. In an ordinary form the habit is smaller
than that of its first-named parent, and the strap-
shaped leaves are long, narrow, and strongly
ribbed. The flowers are very handsome and long-
lived, sepals and petals nearly equal, sjireading, of
a deep purplish brown, narrowly bordered with
green, and in some forms having some narrow lines
of green running across or partially across. The
lip_ is large, in good varieties rich violet-purple,
veined with lines of a deeper hue. At the base of
the lip is a raised plaited frill. It is very hand-
some, and blooms during the winter and earlyspring.

Z. ROSTKATUM.—This is a plant of great interest
but of less beauty than most of the other kinds.
It is a dwarf-growing species, producing very large
flowers, which appear at various times, sometimes
twice in the season, but generally in the autumn
months. The sepals and petals are long and
narrow, yellowish green, faintly tinged in the centre
with streaks of lilac, lip very large, pure white, with
a raised frill at the base, streaked in front with a
few lines of the same colour. It is a somewhat rare
plant in cultivation and comes from Demerara.

Z. MAXILLABE,—This is a plant of small growth,
and is perhaps the most difllcult species in the
genus to maintain in good condition for any length
of time. The sepals and petals are yellowish green,
more or less blotched with deep rich brown ; lip

thick and leathery in texture and deep rich blue or
violet-blue. It blooms during the winter months
and comes from Demerara

.

Z. Sedeni is another garden plant raised be-
tween Z. niaxillare and Z. Mackayi. It is a lovely
flower with a rich bluish purple lip. This is diffe-

rent in habit of growth to the majority of hybrid
Orchids, which are almost invariably more robust
than the imported species, but this appears to be
more delicate.

Tlie above are the principal kinds belong-
ing to the genus Zygopetalum. Tliore are
numerous other kinds, all of whicli are well
worthy of attention from Orchid growers on
account of their prevailing colour, wliich is

always attractive, and is very rare in the Orcliid
world. W. H. G.

Mr. Wright, gardener to Mr. Watts, Devonhurst,
ChisH'ick. The flower is larger than usual and more
brightly coloured.

liycaste Jamesiana.—This is another novelty
into which the well-known L. Skinneri has broken,
and a gi-eat beauty it is. In profile it would be
said to be a good form of the white variety (alba),

but upon a front view its diiTerence is at once
visible. The whole flower is of the purest white,
saving the base of tlie petals and inside of the
column, which is brijiht rich magenta. It is now
flowering in The Woodlands collection at Streatham.

Phalsenopsis sumatrana.—This is still a
rare plant, and a vt ry fine variety is now flowering
in the Kew collection. The sepals and petals are
white at the base, towards the upper part passing
into lemon-yellow, and on this are numerous trans-
verse blotches of bright reddish brown (which gave
rise to the name of zebrina, by which the species is

also known); the lip has the usual brush-like
appendage, and on the sides are various streaks of
purple, the small side lobes being yellow.

Calanthe veratrifolia.—This beautiful species
belonging to the evergreen section is now a fea-
ture in Mr. Williams' nursery at Holloway, where
about forty spikes of its pure white flowers may
be seen together. It was introduced about seventy
years ago, and it still stands unrivalled for its grand
display of large heads of flowers of the most spot-
less white. These evergreen Calanthes are not ap-
preciated as they deserve to be.

Phajus Manni.—A grand form of an old-
fashioned flower, which should be sought after by
growers of these plants. I saw it recently for the
first time in the Kew collection. To describe it

one might say it is a gigantic form of P. Wallichi,
the flowers being very highly coloured. The stout
spike is erect and many-flowered; sepals and petals
broad and spreading, rich bright cinnamon-brown

;

lip very large, similar in shape to that of Wallichi,
the front pure white, streaked inside with rich
crimson. It is a plant which deserves care and
attention. It comes from Assam.

—

W. H. G.

Trees and Shrubs.

Dendrobium Devonianum.—A vtu-y good
form of this licautiliil Dendroho is flowering with

HARDY AZALEAS.
At this season of the year we have an immense
number of hardy shrubs in bloom, included
among which are many Azaleas, represented by
several species and a long list of varieties. The
first to bloom is the rare purplish-flowered A.
rhombica, closely followed by the Chinese A.
mollis or sinensis, while those composing the
next group are generally spoken of as Ghent
Azaleas (from many of the early varieties having
been raised there). These consist of the Ameri-
can A. calendulacea, A. nuditlora, and A. viseosa,

together with A. pontica, a native of the Black
Sea region, and the various hybrids are the re-

sult of intercrossing these diflerent species.

Within the last few years, however, the Cali-

fornian A. occidentalis, that does not bloom till

all the others are past, has been used for

hybridising, the result being the production of

a later flowering section, two exaiuplcs of which
were illustrated by means of a coloured jilato in

The Gabden, Nov. .'.!, 188S. Those last are not
yet in flower, but the bulk represented by A.
mollis and the diflerent (Jhent Azaleas are just

at their best, at which time tlicy are so beauti-
ful that it is surprising the demand for them is

so limited, as 1 know of no hardy shrubs except
Khododcndrons that yield such a gorgeous dis-

play during their flowering season. Among the
v.irii ties now in cultivation several dili'erent

colours are represented, varying as the blooms
do from whito to vivid scarlet, througli all the
intermediate .shades of yellow, orange, salmon,
and orange -scarlet, as well as various tints of

pink. Tlie general appearance of the blooms of

the American species is explained by their
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popular name of the Swamp Honeysuckle, but

by intercrossing and selection a larger and
bolder class of flowers has been obtained.

These Azaleas are not seen to advantage when
dotted about indiscriminately, but should be
planted in large bold groups or clumps, as by a

proper selection of varieties grand masses of

colour can be obtained. It is somewhat singular

that while their allies the Rhododendrons are

80 generally planted, very often in unsuitable

positions, these Azaleas are universally ignored.

The fact of the Rhododendrons being evergreen

is no doubt by many considered a point in their

favour, but I venture to assert that when in

full bloom many would prefer the Azalea to

the other. Nearly all the Azaleas are of a light

graceful habit of growth, and the perfume of

the flowers is, though not strong, very agree-

able. This character is especially noticeable in

early morning or during bright sunshine.

These Azaleas are seen at their best when
planted in such a way that they are backed
up by some darker foliaged subjects, as

they bloom before the leaves are fuUy ex-

panded. They are not particular as to soil, for

though peat is generally considered necessary

for their well-doing, such is by no means the

case, as they will grow well enough in light

loamy soil, and especially if a liberal amount of

leaf-mould is mixed with it. The position,

however, is of more importance than the tex-

ture of the soU, as the delicate, haii'-like fibres

are very susceptible to drought. The best

place for the plants is in a cool, fairly moist

spot, partially, but not too heavily shaded, for

not only do they flourish better therein, but
the flowers also last in beauty much longer in

such a position. These fine plants are now
priacipally grown in the Surrey Nurseries, the

soil of the Bagshot district just suiting them,
and some years since they formed a very promi-

nent feature of the once-celebrated Osborn's

nursery at Fulham, now, like the site of many
others in the Loudon district, almost covered
with houses. Messrs. Osborn also devoted a

considerable amount of attention to the raising

of new varieties, which work is now principally

carried out by Mr. Anthony Waterer at Knap
HUl. At Kew, again, the Azalea beds, when
the plants are in flower, attract great attention.

Though the soil there is of a shallow, sandy
nature, with a subsoil of gravel, the plants have
been induced to thrive therein by a liberal ad-

mixture of leaf-mould combined with a heavier

loam. These Azaleas may be propagated from
seeds, layers, or by means of grafting. Seeds,

of course, cannot be employed for the increase

of any particular varieties, and for them the

other methods must be resorted to. It is, how-
ever, the better plan to purchase good esta-

blished specimens from a nursery, as if planted
in the winter they will flower the following

spring, and newly propagated plants make but
slow progress during their earlier stages. The
roots of the Azalea are so fine and matted that

there is no danger even in transplanting large

specimens, provided ordinary care is used and
the plants are not permitted to sutfer from want
of water afterwards. Within the last few years
several varieties with double blossoms have
sprung into existence, and though in a mass
they are in no ways showier than the others, yet

the individual blooms remain longer in perfec-

tion, and this character is especially valuable

when the plants are employed for forcing.

The above notice of this particular class of

hardy Azaleas should serve to direct renewed
attention to them, and certainly where a fairly

moist spot (especiaUy if it be of a peaty nature)
has to be planted, they ought at least to bo
liberally used, for besides the beauty of the

blossoms the foliage of many of them becomes
richly tinted in the autumn. A class of hardy
Azaleas, the date of whose introduction is far

more recent than that of the Ghent or pontic

section, includes the many forms of the Chinese
A. mollis or sinensis, which are all characterised

by a more sturdy habit of growth and much
larger blossoms. The original colour of the
flowers of this species was a kind of bright

salmon, but varieties of \arious other tints have
since been raised, and the range of colour now
extends from very pale yellow (almost white)
through the dift'erent yellow, orange, orange-
red, and deep pink thades. This Azalea is

largely used for forcing, to the exclusion of the
other varieties, and besides the great numbers
which are grown in this country for the pur-
pose, immense quantities are imported yearly

from the Continent in the shape of sturdy little

bushes bristling with flower-buds. They are

sent here during the autumn and winter months,
and then simply require to be potted and
brought on in a little heat as needed. Last
winter a great many. were disposed of at the
London auction sales. The plants sold in

this manner are nearly all seedlings, and,

consequently, there is a considerable amount
of variation among them, though, as a rule,

the difl'erent shades of yellow predominate.
Where these Azaleas are flowered under glass

they should not as soon as the blooms are over

be ruthlessly turned out of doors, and fre-

quently allowed to sufler from want of water
(as is too often done), as the plants are thereby
crippled in such a manner that it will take

a very long time for them to recover. If

slightly protected till spring frosts are past and
then planted out in a suitable position, these

Azaleas will at once take hold of the new soil

and flower well the following spring. By this

means not only may plants be utilised that

would be otherwise thrown away, but where a

considerable quantity is forced, permanent
groups of hardy shrubs may be formed in this

manner. The last to mention, as well as the

last to flower, of these hard)- Azaleas is the

Califomian A. occidentalis, the only species, I

believe, which is native of the western side of

the Rocky Mountains. The flowers of this are

white with a yellow blotch on the upper seg-

ment, but some of the late-flowered hybrids, in

the production of which A. occidentalis has un-

doubtedly played a prominent part, are heavily

tinged with rose. A. occidentalis itself does

not flower till the bright cheerful green foliage

is well developed, and, consequently, all the

others by that time have shed their blossoms.

The fact that none of the above-mentioned
groups of hardy Azaleas are ever injured by
even our most severe winters is another valu-

able point in their favour. T.

bable profit in timber from plantations so furnished

and those planted with seeds or seedlings at the

same time '. For mere covers or underwood,
possibly layering from old stools might be liest

—

but for timber, that is the point that I have long

considered settled in favour of seeds or seedlings.

THE GOLDEN-FLOWERED GOOSEBERRY AS
A HEDGE PLANT.

Driving through a light sandy portion of East
Anglia the other day, I was attracted by a
strikingly beautiful golden hedge, which at a
distance looked like the common Barberry at its

best. Observing it more carefully, it seemed lighter

in colour and far more graceful in habit than the
Barberry. Driving up to it, I was astonished to

find a cottager's garden enclosed with a hedge of

the Flowering Gooseberry (Ribes aureum). Having
no spines or prickles, it has little defensive power
as a hedge plant ; but its gracefulness and beauty
must be seen to be realised.

I could get no information .as to its age. It was
was planted on a raised bank in the same manner
as Quick, and stood wholly alone, without the
support of White or Black Thorn, Sloes, Plums,
Sweet Brier, or any other hedge plant whatsoever.
It furnished the sole fence between the garden
and an open common, and so far no fault was
made as to its inefticiency ; in fact it might easily

have been made stronger by strengthening some
of the weaker portions. No attempts seem to have
been made to do this, and yet the enclosed garden
showed no sign of having been overrun by the
various stock that feed on the common.

The plants looked remarkably healthy. They were
well smothered with bloom, and throwing out suckers
in all directions through the raised bank, formed
chiefly, if not solely, of hungry sand.

Here was this comparatively defenceless Flower-
ing Gooseberry, which one seldom sees, unless as

a mere isolated specimen in a secure shrubbery,
and which I had never met with in ma^s before,

protecting a garden, while fringing it with a
unique glow of golden beauty early in May.

This interesting fact suggests another query,

viz., why is not the common Barberry more
generally used as a hedge plant ? It has qualities

of the highest order, while the beauty of its flowers

and berries and the rich tints of its foliage espe-

cially in the spring and autumn can hardly be
matched by those of any other bush or shrub. I

have seen hedges of this plant as impenetrable as

exquisitely beautiful. But they have mostly gone
down before the mildew mania, which I firmly be-
lieve is an idle fancy, with little or no basis of

sober fact to rest upon. D. T. F.

Natural reproduction of Lebanon Cedars
and other trees.—Mr. Webster will, I am sure,

pardon me for asking him if he will explain a
simple problem that has often puzzled not a few
of us who have noted the widely varying natural

reproductive powers of different trees. For ex-

ample, why the universal supremacy of the Syca-

more over all others ? Is this to be the tree of the

future, the most profitable in the coming age ? Or
is the Sycamore to smother out our other trees by
the mere survival of the fittest, that is, the strongest,

the most rapidly raised from seeds, and the most
quickly grown? Certain it is that, while many
other trees and shrubs hardly carry their natural

reproduction beyond the mere initiatory stage of

seed germination, the Sycamore forms new forests

or refurnishes old ones with extraordinary dispatch

and to good purpose and profit.—D. T. V. P. S.

—

Will Mr. Webster also give us his opinion as to the

wisdom and probable profit of the refurnishing of

old plantations with rooted layers, and the pro-

Tlie Nepaul Laburnum (Piptanthus nepalen-
sis).—To see this at its best one mui^t go to our
southern and western coasts, where it forms a hand-
some sub-evergreen shrub that reaches a height of 8

feet or 10 feet, and under favourable conditions bears

a great profusion of its large rich golden-yellow
blossoms. It is certainly a tender subject, for as
far south as London it cannot be depended upon
to pass unharmed through the winter unless pro-

tected by a wall, and though its somewhat stiff

habit is against its employment for this purpose,

yet its large golden flowers make a goodly show at
this season, while the ample rich green leaves serve

as a suitable setting to them. The foli.ige is re-

tained throughout the winter months, and in mild
winters the plant may be regarded as almost if not
quite evergreen, thus accounting for one of its

names, viz , the Evergreen Laburnum.—T.

Hypericum aureum.—In the month of July,

177(1, the younger liarlram discovered this plant
upon the bank of Patse-Lega Creek, a branch of
the Flint River, in Georgia, and the account of this

discovery, which he afterwards published in his
" Travels," gives an excellent idea of it as it now
appears in cultivation. "I observed," he says,

"growing on the steep, dry banks of this creek, a
species of Hypericum of extraordinary beauty
(Hypericum aureum). It grows erect, H feet or
1 feet high, forming a globular top, representing a
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perfect little tree; the leaves are large, oblong,

firm of texture, smooth, and shining; the flowers

are very large, the petals broad and conspicuous,

and, with their tufts of golden filaments, give the

bushes a splendid appearance." Afterwards the

plant was found to extend from South Carolina to

Alabama and to Eastern and Central Tennessee,

although nowhere very common; but its merits as

a garden plant were overlooked until a few years

ago, when seeds were sent to the Arnold Arboretum
by Dr. A. Gattinger, of Nashville, who thus writes

of its distribution in Tennessee, where it is more
common than in the Atlantic States; "The Hy-
pericum aureum is addicted to rocky situations in

the Cedar glades and on IjlulYs and cliffs along the

Cumberland River and its atlluents. It is also on

the base of Cumberland Mountains as far up as the

carboniferous limestone reaches. It is not found

in siliceous or argillaceous soils or in swamps, but

prefers such situations where the moisture is longest

retained and shade is provided. It associates in

the Barrens with Rosa humilis, Forestiera ligus-

trina, Ptelea trifoliata, Rhus aromatica, Rhamnus
caroliniana, Cratiegus subvillosa, Gonolobus obli-

quus, Nemophila microcalyx, &c. It is generally

not very free-flowering, but I have found on the

rocky ledges near the water-line on the Cumber-
land River, specimens with a great profusion of

flowers. It grows 3 feet to 5 feet high." Hyperi-

cum aureum is by far the showiest when in bloom
among the large collection of Hypericums in the

Arnold Arboretum, where it is perfectly hardy. It

begins to flower about the liOth of July, and con-

tinues in bloom during several weeks. The flowers

are 1^ inches to 2 inches across when expanded,

with coriaceous, reflexed, orange-yellow petals.

There are few dwarf shrubs better worth a place in

the garden.— Garden and Forest.

Berberis Darwini and B. stenophylla.—
Nothing can exceed the beauty of these shrubs,

which at this season are all aglow with colour, for

every twig and shoot are laden with racemes of

flowers, those on B. Darwini being of a rich orange,

and those of B. stenophylla many shades lighter.

The habit of the last-named is very graceful, as the

branches arch over and droop. B. Darwini is also

suitable for the same kind of work, and, backed up
by other Evergreens, is very useful in the fore-

ground of shrubbery borders. So effective and
good are both these Barberries, that they can hardly

be misplaced anywhere in a garden. Like all the

varieties of Berberis, they are difficult to transplant,

and can only be shifted safely when the plants

begin to grow, or immediately after the young wood
gets a little firm. The way to increase these Bar-

berries is by seed or layers, B. Darwini fruiting

freely, and the long bunches of rich blue-black

berries make a fine show.—S. D.

Hardy shrubs for cutting.—There are many
hardy shrubs that are very useful for cutting, and a

great help to the decorator when greenhouse flowers

are scarce. Some of them are by no means com-
mon, or, in fact, seldom to be found in the majority

of gardens. It is surprising that Chimonanthus
fragrans does not find a place in every garden,

whether large or small, for the flowers are produced
at a time when they are very acceptable, and, given

anything like fair wea'her, the blooming season is

a len^'thy one. The plant may be grown in bush
form, but the flowers are produced in greater pro-

fusion when the plant has the shelter of a wall.

It may be readily propagated by means of layers,

and grows, when once establislied, with sufficient

rapidity to quickly cover a wall. This statement

may be somewhat qualified, as both grandiflorus

and luteus (varieties of fragrans) are much more
vigorous than the type, and I should recommend
intending planters to give them the preference if

they can be procured. The flowers of both these

varieties are also much larmier and deeper in colour

than those of fragrans. I think, however, that the

old form is more powerfully scented tlian any.

Rhamnus Alaternus var. foliis argenteis (the silver

variegated Buckthorn) I can thorouglily recommend
as one of the most useful shrubs, and anyone with

a spare coiner of wall cannot do better than fill it

with this Uackthorn. It grows very fast, will

stand any amount of cutting, and its fine slender

foliage associates well with almost any kind of

flower. The variation is better developed when the

plant is in a light, rather poor soil. It strikes

readily in the autumn in a mixture of leaf soil and
sand, and small plants, well pinched in, are useful

for winter boxes, vases, &c. Veronica Traversi is

another useful shrub, which can be struck in a
similar manner and at the same time as the Buck-
thorn. Like the latter, it can be used in a small

state for winter bedding or vases, but it is seen at

its best and most useful stage when grown into

large bushes in the shrubbery, border, or pleasure

ground. It blooms with great profusion, and fur-

nishes a lot of useful cut flowers. Where there is

a large demand for button-hole flowers, I have
found Deutzia crenata flore-pleno very handy. The
plant can be forced, and with the flower procurable

early in the year, its season altogether is a long one.

—E. BuREELL, in Field.

THE CHINESE CRAB.

(PYRCS .SPECTABILIS.)

As nearly all the difl'erent kinds of Pyrus bloom
at much the same time, it is an easy matter to

compare their relative merits, and, considered

from an ornamental point of view alone, the

Chinese Crab is certainly entitled to rank as

one of the very best. It is by no means a

novelty, for according to Loudon it was intro-

duced in 1780, and the fine specimens occasion-

ally met with in old-fashioned gardens lead one
to suppose that it was at one time planted more
frequently than at the present day. When full

grown it assumes the character of a medium-
growing tree, the branches of which have when
young a somewhat upright tendency, but be-

come more spreading when old. The flowers

are large, semi-double, pale pink when fully

expanded, but coral-red in the bud state. The
great difference in colour between the fidl-blown

flowers and the unopened buds (a character

shared by many other species of Pyrus) is very

striking. The fruits of this are Cherry like and
yellowish when ripe, but frequently they are

very sparingly borne. The Chinese Crab is one
of the best flowering trees for the lawn that we
possess. This remark will apply with equal

force to the Japanese Pyrus Malus floribunda

—a coloured plate of which was given in The
Garden, October 14, 1870—which is for some
reason or other far more popular than the

Chinese representative. This blooms most pro-

fusely when but a few feet higb, but fully

grown it forms a low tree, with a dense head
of wide, almost horizontally, spreading branches,

which are unusually slender. The individual

flowers are of a brilliant crimson in the bud
state, but when expanded they become of a pale

pink hue. Though not a large-growing kind,

this is very free in growth, and will succeed

almost anywhere. It may be struck very
readily from cuttings, so that grafting is not

at aU necessary for its propagation ; indeed,

cuttings formed either of the branches or roots

are available for increasing it. Tn some forms

the blossomsare deejierin colour than in others,

the richest tinted of all, as far as my experience

extends, being Halleana, which, I believe, was
imported direct from Japan. Another very

ornamental species is the American Crab (Pyrus
coronaria), of which a coloured plato was given

in Thk GrAuiiEN, April l(i, 1881. Tlio bliioms

of this very mnch resemble those of our com-
mon species, and arc iKjteworthy for two reasons,

first, the lato period at which they expand;
and second, their agreeable violet perfume.

This late-flowering quality is very desirable, as

the season is thereby extended for two or three

weeks. This Pyrus is found over a considerable

tract of country in North America, and is said

to be hardy even in high northern latitudes.

The fact that some of the leaves are more or
less lobed is a distinguishing feature of this

Pyrus, while they are retained later in the sea-

son than is the case with most other kinds.

With this class must also be included the com-
mon and Siberian Crabs, some of the forms of

which are remarkably handsome when laden
with fruit as well as during their flowering
season. A Japanese species, Pyrus Toringo or
P. Ringo, also belongs to the Crab section.

This is a spreading growing tree, with pinkish
blossoms borne in great profusion, and very
small fruit. The above include some of the
most ornamental Crabs that we have in our
gardens, though all the varieties are very hand-
some; indeed, the whole of the genus Pyrus is

worthy of being planted for their beauty alone.

Box-leaved Sand Myrtle (Leiophyllum buxi-
folium).—This is an extremely neat and pretty
flowering shrub nearly related to the Labrador Tea
(Ledum latifolium), but it is smaller than any of

the different forms of it. Besides the generic name
of Leiophyllum, it is often known under that of
Ledum, all the members of which flower about the
same time. The Leiophyllum forms a plant of

twiggy, yet somewhat erect habit, reaching a height
of about a foot, and densely clothed with dark
green Box-like leaves. The flowers, which are
borne in a cluster on the point of every shoot, are
prettily tinged with pink in the bud state, but when
fully expanded they are pure white. If the flower-

ing sprays are gathered just as the earliest blooms
are on the point of expanding, they will last a very
long time in water. It is a good plant for the mar-
gin of beds in the American garden, and it also

does well in the cool moist parts of rockwork.—T.

American Witcli Alder (Fothergilla alni-

folia).—This is an uncommon shrub that succeeds
under much the same conditions as the Azaleas.

The Fothergilla is a deciduous shrub that reaches

a height of 3 feet or 4 feet, while the flowers make
their appearance before the expansion of the foli-

age. They are pure white and borne in clusters on
the points of the shoots. The most showy part of

the inflorescence is a bunch of stamens, and as

several flowers are borne together quite a roundisli

mass is formed, which stands out conspicuously
from the dark tinted bark of the still leafless

branches. The flowers are also agreeably scented.

Tills Fothergilla, according to Loudon, was intro-

duced in 1765, but however much it may at one
time have been grown, it is now quite a rarity.

—

H. P.

Chinese Tulip Tree (Magnoha fuscata).—As
far as the beauty of its blossoms is concerned, this

Magnolia cannot compare with most of the other

species, yet it surpasses all the rest in the delicious

fragrance of its flowers. It is a native of China,
from whence it was introduced during the latter

part of the last century, and in this country needs
the protection of a greenhouse. This Magnolia
forms a neat f^rowing, much-branched evergreen
shrub, while the flowers, which are borne in con-
siderable numbers at this season of the year, are of

a peculiar purplish brown tint, and in no ways
showy. So easy is it to overlook thcm.th.at aplant
laden with blossoms might pass without notice but
for their fragrance. This Magnolia is well adapted
for planting out in a conservatory under conditions

such as are favourable to Camellias and similar

plants.—T.

SHORT NOTE.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Azalea mollis in the open air.—At tho present
tinu' tlirri' itro t liunsaiulsof piniits (if this in full flower
id IVnllfrgaro,iiear Swansea. Isoliitod spocinu-ns and
jjroups appear here and there along tlio carriage drives,

tlirougiiout the woods and other jilaces, anil tlieir rich,

ploaging, and varied eoloiu's are very attractive. Some
lit tlie planta were bought in, tint many ef them are
luime-raisud seedlings. A little peat bus beeu used in

planting Iheiii in some coses, but in others it has nut
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aud it is satisfactory to note that peat is not regarded
as iiecf.^ssary to their sucecsst'ul culture.—J. Mum,
Marijam.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

PEAR BEURRE D'AMANLIS.

If any particular soil, site, and stock suited all

the Beurre Pears, one might say, seek no further,

as this family alone is ([uite capable of main-
taining a supply of the finest and richest fruit

from September to May. This, however, is

not the outcome of my experience, as I find,

and growers generaUy admit, that Pears above all

other fruits are extremely capricious, whilst

a few, including the delicious Brown Beurr6 and
Easter Beurr6, are very rarely first rate north of

London. Beurre d'Amanlis, the variety here-

with figured, fortunately is an exception, not
only in point of quality, but also as a free

hardy variety which seldom fails and never dis-

bushes right out on the open quarters where
they can have full exposure to sunlight and
fresh air. By adopting this method of planting

and gathering the produce of each tree at

diflerent times, Beurre d'Amanlis may be made
one of our most useful early autumn Pears, and
having originated in Brittany or Normandy,
where the climate really is very little better

than that of our own best counties, our seasons

must be exceiitionally bad when the quality fails.

Here we have trees upon free stocks and
trained against south and west walls, and to

the best of my recollection they have always

produced good crops of large handsome fruit,

quite satisfactory in point of flavour, but not

better than smaller russety samples, which keep
longer from pyramids. When worked on the

free stock, being a strong grower, the tree

should have plenty of room for extension up-

wards and outwards, and, provided the shoots

are well thinned out, the less they are shortened

back the better. Indeed, this method of allow-

ing them to go in all directions is the secret of

Pear Beurre d'Amanlis.

appoints the consumer. Those who dislike \

musk - flavoured Pears, like Williams' Bon
Chretien, which comes in with, or perhaps a
little before Beurre d'Amanlis, aud yet wish to

have a good supply from the Jargonelle
onwards, should plant Beurre de I'Assomption
and Beurre d'Amanlis worked on the Quince or
Pear, as they do well on either, and give them
varying positions both as trained trees and
pyramids or standards. Although some of the
very early Pears do not always come or continue
good when grown against south walls in hot
seasons, a tree or two of each of the sorts .above

mentioned certainly should be ])lanted facing
this aspect, but the fruit should be gathered
early and allowed to ripen in a warm fruit

room, otherwise it will ferment at the core and
be deficient in flavour. The same varieties

also should be planted against a west wall
simply to keep up a supply of still better fruit,

and those who desire cpiality to take precedence
j

of size should repeat them as pyramids or !

success in getting an abundance of good fruit

not only from this class of Pears, but also from

Plums and other thoroughly hardy fruits. Trees

on free stocks also may be trained against walls,

but unless the latter are lofty and 18 feet to

20 feet in breadth can be given to each, cordons

or trained trees on the Quince placed much
closer together are to be preferred. In sniall

gardens where space is valuable, the Quince

stock most certainly is the best, that is, unless

the trees are dnuble-grafted and root-pruned

every two or three years.

At the great Pear conference held at Chis-

wick in October, 188.5, although rather too late

for the cream of Beurre d'Amanlis, seventy-two

dishes were shown, proving at once that it is a

general favourite and must bo well known ;

'

indeed, it is one of those decided fruits which

cannot easily be confounded with .any other of

its season. Good average saniples measure 3

inches to 4 inches in length and about ;i inches

iu width, with stalks long, slender, and woody

inserted in a small cavity. Shape, obtuse pyri-

form, sometimes obovate, uneven, and undulat-

ing in outline. Skin, bright green, tinged with

brown next the sun, marked with dots of russet

when grown against walls, but more or less

covered with russet upon pyramids
;
yellowish

green, with a little colour in the cheek when
ripe. Eye, open, with very stout segments and
prominent. Flesh, white, finegrained, tender,

juicy, sugary, rich, and melting.

The tree does well on our stitf, calcareous

loam, and enjoys liberal supplies of weak liquid

or soapsuds when the fruit is swelling. The
fruit should be well thinned and closely watched

or netted, otherwise blackbirds, no bad judges,

will very soon entirely spoil the crop. As_ an

early market Pear, owners of good intermediate

or slightly sandy loams on a good open aspect

should find Beurre d'Amanlis in quantity upon

the Quince a profitable investment.

THE PLUM UNDER GLASS.

I WAS pleased to see Mr. Coleman calling attention

to the cultivation of the Plum in pots in The
Gabden, March 23. It has often occurred to me
that this fruit does not receive the attention it

deserves in private gardens. Many who live in

towns and have glass accommodation might well

grow a few trees in pots, if only for their beauty

when in bloom. I am convinced that Plums grown

under glass in cold, exposed parts of the country

give more satisfactory returns than many other

fruits. This is the more striking when note is made
of the length of time good Plums may be had from

houses.

Under glass the culture of Plums is very simple

and produces the most satisfactory results, as will

be seen from the following : In the garden at Did-

lington Hall is a large, well-heated, span-roofed

orchard house. This structure is 75 feet long by

36 feet wide. There are two shelves all round the

inside, these being used for the late-fruiting Straw-

berries in pots. There are two beds, one on each

side of a centre walk. In these beds are various

kinds of fruit trees which were formerly grown in

pots, but at the present time many of the trees are

planted out, some few being ret.ained in large pots.

The trees consist of Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, Figs, Cherries, and a few old f.avourite

Orange trees, which are also planted out. I have

never before seen Orange trees so full of fruit, but

the fruits are bitter and woolly, yet the trees are

found very useful for their flowers.

The fruit trees are aged, the house having been

erected about thirty years. These trees are mostly

of bush form and some few are standards. The

collection contains a good many Plums, including

the valuable Golden Drop, Jefferson's, several varie-

ties of Gages, Kirke's, Ickworth Imperatrice, also a

variety named Isabella. Some trees of the Washing-

ton planted out have formed grand bushes, and Mr.

Stocking tells me he often gathers upwards of a

bushel from one of these trees, the fruits being of

the largest size and of good il.avour. Several other

kinds are equally as good, although the trees are

not quite so large, some of them bearing so freely

that they refuse to make any growth. Strange as

it may appear, these Plum trees have never failed

to give a good crop. The only attention they

receive is that every winter, after having been

cleaned and pruned, the surfiice soil is removed and

a good quantitv of soil and manure added as a top-

dressing. In summer when in full fruit they arewell

supphed with m.anure w.ater. These trees do not

require much attention, except just a little pinch-

ing, as the abundant fruiting keejis down growth.

During the lirst tow years all the trees were kept

in pots, but it was found that they caused too much

labour, and pot culture was given up to some ex-

tent. I think the foregoing will .show how satis-

factory Plums are when grown under glass. Apricots

do well here as bush trees, and give good crops

annually. The trees do not die olf iu the way they

generally do outside. Late kinds of Peaches here
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are worthless in point of flavour. This orchard
house is very valuable for supplying dessert in au-

tumn, seeing that the garden is not walled in.

Forde Abbey Gardens, Chard. John Crook.

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
CUCDMBEES.

As plants in frames will now be in full bearing, and
old ones in hot-water pits and houses will be more
or less infested with spider, no time should be lost

in cutting the latter over with a view to a fresh

start with young growths, or, better still, provided
they can be spared, in clearing them out bodily and
replanting. Cutting over—that is, the removal of

all old leaves and vines, as well as fruit—is a most
excellent method of renovating exhausted winter
plants, but it entails loss of time ; therefore, as

young plants make such rapid progress, replanting
wherever practicable is not only the most profit-

able, but also the most pleasing mode of procedure.
When old plants have been properly pruned in and
divested of all their fruit they should be well
syringed with soap water, to which a pinch of

sulphur may be added, the glass and w "odwork
carefully washed, and the walls dressed .ath lime
and sulphur. A close moist atmosphere will soon
start fresh breaks, and when these are prominent
the roots may be taken in hand, otherwise the im-
provement will be but fleeting. When planted out
in soil resting upon heated rubble or chambers, the
old mulching and quite half the border, roots in-

cluded, may be cleared away to make room for a
thin layer of fresh turfy compost somewhat heavier
than that in which they have been grown through
the winter. Into this fresh young roots will soon
find their way, especially if a few fermenting leaves
be used as a moisture-producing and flre-heat

economising medium. New rough turf, charcoal,
crushed bones, old plaster, and the like should be
added little and often as required, and the Cucumber
being such a rapid grower, the supply of thoroughly
warm diluted liquid must be on a very liberal scale.

Another great advantage after May is out is lower-
ing the trellis to an extent that will set every leaf
quite clear of the glass, when, other conditions
being right, shading in the brightest weather will

hardly be necessary. When free growth has set in
the usual mode of early morning ventilation may
be resumed, but all openings should be closed about
8.o0 for the afternoon syringing at any temperature
ranging from 80° to 100°. Many consumers have
an idea that one Cucumber is as good as another,
but in this matter they are greatly mistaken, as
fruits slowly grown are tough, flat, and bitter,

whilst others of the same variety rushed on in a
high tropical temperature and cut before they are
full size are sweet and tender.

The. frame ground.—When manure is plentiful,

and good frames or jiits are well managed, a large
summer supply from this time forward should be
forthcoming. A single hot-water pipe running
along the front no doubt is a great help, and will

soon pay for the trifling outlay ; but, independently
of this aid, an abundance of clean straight fruit

may be obtained by regular attention to the linings

and external covering. The best pits are built

of brick upon the pigeon-hole principle, with
convenience for front and back linings, and
deep enough to allow tlie fruit to hang below
the trellis. Plants in lli-inch pots placed upon a
few sods of rough turf banked up along the front

and well fed will continue fertile and healthy
throughout the summer, indeed, once the roots

find their way into the sods kept warm by the
front lining, the crops in proportion to vine and
foliage are ijuile e(|ual to the produce of the most
perfect houses. Lacking pots and sods for keep-
ing the vines close up to the trellis, 12-inch glazed
pipes set on end right along the centre and filled

with the roughest of compo.st will answer equally
well, the main point being a brisk moist heat
forced t,hrough the pi'^'eon-holes from good linings.

Telegraph is now (he favourite variety, but tliose

who would have the finest fruit for eating or exhi-
bition should grow a good blaok-sjiined sort

throughout the summer.

Frames in which Potatoes and other forced

vegetables have been grown should be cleansed
and planted as they become vacant. A steady
bottom-heat being essential to a satisfactory start,

the soil should be turned oS the centre, when a

narrow trench taken out and refilled with a little

hot manure or leaves and supplemented by external

linings will soon revive fermentation to an extent

that will give new life to the bed for the remainder
of the season. If the old soil is dry, but other-

wise suitable, we sometimes give it a good moisten-
ing with warm liquid and turn it back again,

using a very small quantity of fresh turf and leaf

mould about the baUs at the time of planting. As
frames treated in this way do best in good seasons

the plants should be put out thinly, and the young
growths will require frequent stopping to prevent
crowding and canker in adverse weather. When
the plants have partly filled the frame and begin to

show fruit, each flower should be impregnated
about noon on fine days, but all must not be
retained to swell to maturity. If fly is trouble-

some, fumigate very lightly, or syringe with a de-

coction of Quassia wood, give air early on bright

mornings, manipulate early in the afternoon, and
shut up with plenty of moisture through the
syringe not later than 3.30. If the summer prove
extra fine and warm the plants will take water at

least twice a week, not cold and in driblet.s, but in

copious overhead showers through a fine-rosed can
and at a temperature of 80° to 90°.

Steawbeeeies in Pots.

Once more the forcing of this delicious, but
rather expensive fruit is drawing to a close, at least

for this season, and hardly will the pots be washed
and dry before they are again wanted for use. One
batch, probably the most valuable of all, including
British Queen, Paxton, Dr. Hogg, and other late

sorts, it is true, is still on hand, but the produce
being intended to lead up to early varieties from
the open air, retarding may be of more importance
than forcing. The old British Queen, as yet un-
surpassed in point of flavour and appearance, sets

best in a light, airy house, but this end secured,
the fruit will swell in any well-ventilated structure
without the aid of fire-heat. In order to have fine

berries, averaging 1 oz. each, the trusses should be
well thinned and tied up to sticks, if not before,
certainly as soon as they are out of flower, and
watering being a heavy item, the pots may be
placed in saucers until the fruit begins to change
for ripening. Good diluted liquid once or twice a
day will now be necessary, Ijut the saucers should
be allowed to get moderately dry occasionally,
otherwise the liquid will become stagnant and putrid
and destroy the crock roots. The syringe, too,

must be most vigorously plied to prevent the spread
of spider, and to produce genial swelling moisture
after the house is closed with solar heat. If re-

tarding is found necessary, the pots should be care-
fully removed to a cool, airy structure before the
fruit is quite ripe, and if the roots are regularly
supplied with pure water, not only will the Straw-
berries keep for some time, but the quality will be
equal to that of the best Queens and superior
to that of ordinary early sorts from the open
air. Dr. Hogg and Sir Joseph Paxton are worthy
of similar treatment, but the latter being so tho-
roughly hardy, perfect fruit can be obtained from
plants plunged or planted out in brick pits and
frames.

If late plants still occupy shelves in Peach houses
or vineries, not a day should lie lost in getting them
removed to quarters where the pots can have a cool,

moist foot-hold, and the fruit full exposure to the
sun. All shelves should then be cleansed with soap
and water, the walls washed with quicklime and
sulphur, and, where practicable, the pernuinent
occupants copiously syringed to break up colonies
of spider. Having directed attention to the plant-
ing of forced ]jlants for an autumn supply of fruit,

I may .simply say now is the time (o place them
where they are to rem.ain. Freedom from mildew
and insects, lirm planting, good niulrhing, and
copious watering are the main factors in the man-
agement of tliese plants. If young plants put out
last August, and intended to give the annual supply

of runners for forcing and bedding, have been
divested of all their flower-scapes, the fine rains of

the past month will have forced forward an abun-
dance of vigorous wires. As these should tie dealt
with before the premier runners root into the bed,
clean pots and good compost must be prepared
without delay. Whether 3-inch or larger pots
be used matters little, provided they are clean
and dry, and the compost, also dry enough to stand
any amount of ramming without becoming pasty,

is sufficiently rich and strong to grow them without
the aid of much solid manure. Where heavy cal-

careous loam cannot be obtained, less suitable light

soils may be improved by the additioa of good
manure free from worms, and dry, finely-pounded
marl or clay. Old lime rubble, pounded oyster-

shells, and bone-dust also may be used not only as
correctives, but as necessary ingredients, and the
longer artificial composts of this kind lie in bulk
the better they will be.

Changing ^jfare^s.—The Strawberry being so gene-
rally grown in every garden, no one experiences
much difficulty in obtaining an abundant supply of

runners ; but Strawberries, like other plants, in due
course deteriorate or become soil-sick. High cul-

ture under the three years system in different

parts of the garden is a saving clause, but, inde-
pendently of this, it is not only a step in the right

direction, but also a mutual advantage, to make an
occasional exchange with friends living in distant
parts of the country. Runners so obtained need not
be potted up at once for forcing, but a few rows
put out, say in August, will give fresh blood the
following year. If anyone doubt this, let him mark
the falling off in Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,
only a few years ago the most favoured forcing

Strawberry, but now generally voted a failure by
many experienced gardeners.

HABDY FKTJITS.
If the sanguine reports which have been pub-

lished prove correct, the fruit crop this year will

be one of the best on record, and, contrary to my
own experience, the trees will be none the worse
for an unprecedented attack of grub and blight
and imperfect ripening. Bush fruits with us are
very promising. Cherries and Plums have pro-

duced a great deal of blossom apparently perfect,

and being free from aphis the set no doubt will be
satisfactory. Of Peaches and Nectarines we have a
very fair crop, and the fruit upon a few trees will

require a little thinning, but taken collectively the
yield from all our trees will be lighter than it has
been for some years past. The trees, fortunately,

are clean ; in fact, I never saw them so free from
;q)his, and the young growths, kind and healthy, are
now past danger. Pears flowered in an irregular

way, the blossom upon some being abundant, upon
others very partial, and upon not a few a complete
failure. The weather at the time they were in

flower was all that one could wish, but the set is

very thin indeed, and grub is plentiful. Apples,
our most important crop in this locality, are far

from satisfactory even in gardens ; blossom, it is

true, was plentiful enough, but nine-tenths of the
flowers were small, imperfect, and fell within
twenty-four hours after they expanded. Our or-

chards are now in full leaf, but blossom is scarce
and the reverse of promising. A great number of

large standards of Blenheim Orange and other
good sorts, which bore plenty of fruit last year, at
the present time are barren, or nearly so ; but then
we are on a cold limestone marl, and may be much
worse off than our neighbours on the sandstone.
Our best .and most promising trees are bushes and
cordons on the Doucin stock, and it is to these
th.atwe must look for our su|>ply of good Apples.
Strawberries are throwing up fair trusses of bloom,
also move foliage than I like, as invari.ably hap-
pens when the crowns .are imperfectly ripened.
Not very long ago a corresiiondent expressed an
0|iinion that I had penned <a doleful report of our
fruit prospects, but as yet, I .am sorry to say, I can-
not amend it. Indeed, if my experience goes for

.anything, 1 may safely s.ay 1 never knew <a re.ally

good fruit year when the season was unusually late,

and Apples were in full leaf before there was any
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sign of a bold bright blossom. Fruit trees in this

locality are not exceptional, for the common Rhodo-
dendron ponticum, and agreatnumberof ornamental
trees and shrubs are equally shy, although the foliage

is unusually briglitand beautiful. Readers may accept

these remarks for just what they are worth, and if

I am wrong, or this is the only locality which is

under a cloud and the bright reports from other

parts of the country are not overdrawn, why little

harm is done, as this small vacuum will easily be

filled by the surrounding abundance. Grub, I learn

from Worcestershire, is plentiful in gardens, but

gentlemen who have given the grease smear a fair

trial report a great falling off in their orchards.

This being so, some good may be registered as the

outcome of one of the worst years on record, the

devastating creepers and loopers which stripped

thousands of trees of every leaf having done quite

as much harm as the cold, wet, sunless summer.

The fine and sometimes heavy rains we had
throughout May—on the whole a genial month

—

having well cleansed fruit trees generally and set at

rest all doubts as to the moist condition of the

roots, the fruit grower may give his undivided

attention to the manipulation of the shoots, thin-

ning, and nmlching.

Apricots, universally admitted as partial, will

still require hand-picking to free them from late

brood ; also the superfluous shoots must be kept

closely pinched, whilst those intended for furnish-

ing must be closely nailed in full length. As
Apricots so frequently set their fruit in clusters,

the final thinning to ensure full development and
good form should now be made, and, provided the

trees are fairly cropped, a further supply of fresh

stable litter may be added to the wall path. This

I have found answers better than solid manure, the

advantages being a greater degree of surface warmth
in the border, the retention of moisture, a stream of

health-giving ammonia, and last, but not least, a

clean foothold in all weathers.

Peaches.—All trees but sparsely fruited must
be closely watched and judiciously pinched to pre-

vent the young wood from getting too strong. It

is very easy to disbud a tree to a single growth,

but gradual reduction and final removal are prefer-

able, especially when the season favours a quick

and extra robust growth from gross and not over-

ripe wood of the past year. Heeling in with mat-

ting and tacking with shreds will require careful

attention, as the future form of the tree depends
upon the neat way in which the young shoots

are trained. Pegging with some is a favourite

mode of disposing of the young shoots, but as yet I

have not discovered a single point in its favour, for

certainly it is not neat ; it does not train the shoots

in the way we wish them to go, neither does it

save time, but very often a little too much pressure

chafes, presses, and bruises the tender young shoots

and they are ruined, if canker does not follow.

Here, as upon the Apricot wall, the finger and
thumb should play an important part in maintain-

ing the proper balance of the tree, as gross shoots

may be pinched and repinched until their weaker
neighbours have got the lead. It is too generally

the practice to commence all shoot and leaf opera-

tions at the base of the tree, but this is quite wrong ;

the top and extremities should be taken first, then

the breast, and finally the lower parts, especially of

standards, whose base branches are pendent, or

barely above the level of the union. Cleanliness

and freedom from insects amongst Peaches, of

course, are imperative ; consequently pure water or

insecticides must be used; but unless absolutely

necessary, the application of large quantities to

roots wet enough and shoots if anything too strong

for the present should be avoided. In years gone

by we have been obliged to lay on the hose in May,
but our borders just now are full of genial soft

water from the clouds, and this we wish to retain

by weekly additions of fresh stable litter in in-

creasing folds as the sun gains power. An occa-

sional washing with tepid water through the engine

is essential to the health of perfectly clean trees,

and this at least twice a week for the present

should form part of the curriculum.

Pk.\rs and Plums upon walls may now have all

their strongest growths shortened back to within

three or four eyes of the base, and those retained

for furnishing should be tacked in before they get

injured by wind and rain. Plums may be thinned,

but Pears, where this process is necessary, may
stand over for the present. Bushes, pyramids, and

standards, whose heads are within reach, may be

treated in the same way, pinching and depression

being favourable to the inlet of light and air and

the destruction of aphis. As this work is performed

the trees should be well washed with pure water to

cleanse the fruit and leaves, or fly being trouble-

some a good drenching with soapsuds may precede

the cleansing bath. The same remarks apply to

Cherries, so far highly satisfactory, but in all cases,

although aphis may not be perceptible, a good

preventive dose of soapsuds will do good service,

always provided pure water be used for cleansing

the fruit before it begins to change for ripening.

The breastwood upon sweet Cherries may now be

pinched back to two or three joints, but side

shoots should be laid in fuU length wherever there

is room for them. An even spread of foliage is a

great protection to the fruit, and the retention of a

reasonable number of young shoots, whilst carrying

off superfluous sap, is one of the best preventives of

gumming, so prevalent amongst strong growing

trees on cold rich soils.

MoEELLOS must be kept clean and free from

black aphis at any cost, either by washing with

soapsuds or dipping the infested points of the

shoots in weak tobacco water. If the attack is

slight and the enemy is taken in time, dipping first

and washing afterwards generally produce the

desired result, especially where, contrary to the pre-

vailing custom, the fruit is thinned and the borders

are well covered with ammonia-laden litter. Trees

on warm, light soils will stand and repay by

stronger growth good solid mulches of rich manure,

but here, where "our greatest difhculty is rampant

growth, this mode of stimulating the roots would

prove fatal, as we could not keep the trees within

bounds and in fruiting condition.

Strawbbeeies and Raspberries are now safe

from drought for some time to come, but an enemy

in the slug this year with us is unusually strong.

The foliage and trusses being extra strong, we pur-

pose placing three or four sticks to each stool and

running a band of matting round just high enough

to support the fruit. The work may be considered

tedious, but really it is not so, and once finished we

are free from attacks of vermin and loss from damp-

ing in wet weather. If not already done, the

young suckers in Raspberry quarters should be well

thinned to about four or five, and those naturally

the strongest and best from each stool. If stock

be wanted, those which start further away from

home may be retained, but otherwise they may be

hoed or pulled up, as superfluous growths rob the

ground and impede the circulation of air.

Vines against walls are late and the reverse of

promising, but this defect must not be an excuse

for neglect, as we never know what brilliant

weather we may have for ripening up well-managed

growths. The young shoots in all cases should be

stopped at the first joint beyond the fruit, closely

nailed or tied in to the wall, and every lateral

pinclied at the first leaf to prevent waste of force

and overcrowding. Outdoor Vines for some years

past have been a failure, but owners of these

graceful trees too often court disappointment by

neglect. ^^' ^

Strawberries.—The bloom on plants every-

where seems to excel in abundance all previous re-

cords, and unless there be wholesale thinning there

seems to be no doubt but that after the first few

fine fruits are gathered the bulk will be small. Not

that the bloom indicates lack of strength ;
I am

rather thinking of the impossibility of the plants

ripening such a wealth of fruits it all the bloom sets.

It is worthy of note that because of the abundant

rains we have had from time to time, and especially

during the month of April, the roots of the plants

have gone deep and the foliage is strong and plenti-

ful Still a big crop of fruit taxes the energies of

the best plants, and only where they are young and

the soil deeply worked, very holding, and well

manured can later fine samples be looked for. The
Strawberry breadths are not so late relatively as

were tree fruits, whilst the great heat of the recent

weeks has set the bloom in the most profuse fashion

;

therefore we shall have outdoor fruits plentiful

enough in the proper season. A novel method of

getting fruits ten to twelve days earlier was
adopted by a neighbour of mine who grows for

shops and who planted up a quantity of stout young
plants last autumn into a turf pit and protected

partly with glass and partly with stout calico covers.

The result seems to have been very successful, as

the plants are abundantly set with fine fruit, and

he wiU gather ere the fruits outdoors are showing

colour.— A. D.

MILDEW IN VINERIES.

Me. Baekbe, on page 309, alludes to a subject

which causes much mischief in sineiies, and is

often a source of annoyance to those in charge.

Especially to amateur cultivators of Grapes is mil-

dew troublesome, and, as Jlr. Barker says, and
rightly, too, the method of giving air has much to

do with the introduction of this pest. Where mil-

dew is troublesome to Grape growers, in some in-

stances I think its introduction may be traced to

faulty methods of ventilation. Then, again, the

position in which the vineries are placed has much
to do with the spread of mildew. In some posi-

tions air may be given freely both at the top and

through the front ventilators, and no harm will

occur to the Vines, but in other positions air, even

in the smallest degree, cannot be given to the "^'ines

through the front ventilators until July without

running the risk of having an attack of mildew.

When once the berries are affected by this pest,

they may as well be cut off if much disfigured, as

the skin always shows traces of the mildew, and

when badly attacked in a young state, say directly

after thinning has been done, the skin is so injured

that expansion does not regularly take place and

it cracks. Mildew may be killed, but its traces are

always left behind.

The worst case of mildew in vineries that I have

seen occurred a few years since. The house planted

with late varieties was situated at the end of three,

all facing south, the vinery in question being at the

east, from which there was no protection in the

shape of trees to ward off the wind. The position

was also high and the efl'ects of east and north-

easterly winds were much felt. During the month

of April, when the Vines were in bloom, a strong

gale of wind, accompanied with hot sun, ble%v from

the east for a week. Air was freely given both

at the top and bottom ventilators, causing a direct

draught. At the time when the berries were

thinned, a few specks of mildew were noticed on

the footstalks, but nothing was done to prevent the

spread of the fungus. After stoning was completed,

the mildew spread so quickly that the whole crop

of Grapes was practically worthless. Sulphur was

applied to the pipes when hot at night and the.

house kept closed all night. No harm accrued to

the Vines, but the mildew had got such a firm hold

on the Vines that it could not be stopped, and the
' crop was so entirely spoiled that the bunches were

cut off. I advised the painting of the rods of the

\'ines their entire length, and continual applica-

tions of sulphur to the pipes when hot. Strong

retentive soil, which is always colder in spring than

that of a lighter character, also fa\ours the spread

of mildew, as it did in the case in question. The
year following, some signs of mildew appeared on

I a few of the bunchesr Trebbiano being the worst

affected. The roils were again thickly coated with
' sulphur directly the bunches were thinned. This

I

was yearly continued, the rods being also painted in
' winter, and now the Vines are quite free from mil-

dew. The method of giving air was altered, none

, being allowed to pass through the front of the

j

house until the Grapes began to colour. The same

treatment is now annually adoi)ted, with the result

that good Grapes are produced, and which colour

well in spite of the fact that air is never admitted
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through the ventilators at the front of the house
until colouring has commenced. A. B.

Squirrels as pests.—The gamekeepers here

are paid so much per head for destroying all kinds
of pests. Some years ago they received 6d. each
for squirrels, and they soon reduced them until they
were a rarity ; then the remuneration ceased and
the squirrels increased again, until at the present

time they abound everywhere. Although some
people may admire their agility and gracefulness,

they are when numerous great pests. Their dispo-

sition to steal fruit is well known. They are most
partial to stone fruit, and we frequently catch them
in the act of conveying Peaches, Plums, Apricots

and such like over the wall. Perhaps the greatest

damage they are guilty of is that which they inflict

on trees. There are some noble specimens of

Horse Chestnuts here, but hardly one of them will

produce a flower this season, as the squirrels have
dsstroyed them before they were well formed, and
the young growths are otherwise disfigured. Some
of the young Pines, valuable sorts, too, have had
the points of the leaders eaten out, and many of

them will bear permanent marks of their depreda-
tions. It is evident that we will have to again
resort to the destruction of the squirrels.—J. MuiE,
Margain.

fertile state. It is certainly neither a Davallia nor
an Aspidium ; it may be a Lastrea, and 1 fancy 1 have
seen the species before. When iertile please send me
a specimen, as it cannot he correctly named until that

time.—W. H. G.

Insects amongst Ferns.—Will you oblige me
by naming the enclosed insect 1 It is amongst the

Adiantum Ferns in the vinery.

—

John Rickaeds.
*^* The beetle you found among your Ferns is

the black vine weevil (Otiorrhynchus sulcatus). It

is a most destructive pest, as it eats the foliage and
young shoots of Ferns, Vines, and many other

plants. Its grubs live on the roots of Primulas,

Ferns, Cyclamens, Strawberry, and various other

soft-rooted plants. The weevils feed only at night,

and should be searched for soon after it becomes
dark. They may be shaken ofl: on to a white sheet,

or sheets may be spread under the plants during
the day, and then when quite dark, if a light be
suddenly thrown on the plants, the weevils will

often fall off. Small bundles of dry Moss or hay
tied round the stems of your Vines or laid in the

Fern pots might be useful as traps, as the weevils

like such places to hide in during the day.

—

G. S. S.

I could the conditions under which it grows natu-
rally, but when I gave up coddling it and planted
it in a cold, wet sandy bog, it began to thrive im-
mediately. F. W. Habmee.

Oakland House, Cringlejord, Norti-ich.

Garden Flora.

Ferns.

PSOMIOCARPA APIIFOLIA.

This ia a very pretty, but rare Fern, and one
that I have never seen alive but once, and this

was in the nursery of the Messrs. Veitcb and
Sons, of Chelsea, in 1863. Since, however, the

Philippine Islands are now receiving so much
attention in the search for Orchids, some of the

collectors could perhaps send it home to us, for

it was in the Isle of Luzon that the plant was
found by the late Mr. John Gould Veitch. The
plant in question, which was growing and fruit-

ing in the Messrs. Veitcb's nursery, was from
Mr. John Veitcb's introduction, but whether
from an imported root or from bome-sown
spores I am unable to say, but the specimens
now before me are from the plant above referred

to. It is a somewhat peculiar Fern, having
much the appearance of an Anemia in a barren
cDndition. In the example before me the frond
ia about 4 inches long and nearly 3 inches

broad. Tlie stem and rachis are densely clothed

with long ferrugineous hairs, and the colour of

the frond is a light and cheerful green. The
fertile froud is taller than the barren one. In
the specimen before me it is quite 5 inches high,

slender, and perfectly smooth. Although less

compound, this fertile state of the plant much
resembles that of Stenosemia aurita, anotlier

Philippine Island Fern which belongs to the

same section (Acrosticha). The plant in question

is named Acrostichum apiifolium by Hooker,
Polybotrya apiifolia of J. Snutli, and Psomio-
carpa ai>iifolia of Presl in 1849, this last, to

my mind, being the most appropriate.

Psomiocarpa apiifolia is a pretty dwarf Fern
when growing, and, 1 believe, attains to larger

dimensions tlian those given here, but 1 do not

think it exceeds a foot in height at any time.

It is a plant which, I trust, some of the travel-

lers to the Philippines will send us home in a

living state. By the way, there are other kinds

of Ferns in tliese islands whicli, now that these

plants are again coming to the front, would
amply repay the cost of collecting and intro-

ducing into cultivation. W. H. G.

HARDY FERNS.

One sometimes sees an attempt made to cultivate

on so-called rockeries the smaller species of hardy
Ferns, but the result is not always satisfactory. It

may interest some of your readers to know of the

entire success of an experiment in this direction I

made some years ago. In one part of my garden
there is an old and disused chalk pit which is entered

by means of a narrow passage cut through the rising

ground in which it occurs. To keep the earth from
falling down, a rough and nearly perpendicular wall

was built on each side of the passage with rough
flint stones, and in the interstices of this wall I have
been able to establish and grow successfully a large

number of the more interesting of our hardy rock-

loving Ferns, both British and exotic. Within the

space of a few yards I have now growing and
flourishing the following species :

—
Asplenium Adiantum-ni-
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L. Haageana, the subject of this week's
coloured illustration, is a reputed hybrid be-
tween L. fulgeus and L. coroiiata or grandiflora,

as it is usually called in gardens. It is one of

the most lovely of this extremely valuable group
of border plants, and an excellent substitute for

the Pelargonium. The flowers come as near to

perfection both in beauty and duration as those
of any plant I can at present caU to mind. The
group includes Bungeana, Senno, grandiflora,

and fulgens, which is usually taken as the type,
and the others placed as really good garden
forms. Some authors give them a specific rank,
and as they are really distinct it saves confusion
to use the specific names under which they have
all been widely distributed. Of all those men-
tioned above, however, none are more desirable
than L. Haageana, as in itself it is extremely
variable, aftbrding nearly every shade of colour,

from the brightest scarlet to pure white. The
flowers are large, of good substance, and pro-
duced in the greatest profusion aU tlirough the
summer months ; indeed, as a permanent beddtr
we have rarely seen its equal. Where it can be
managed, a partially shady spot should be chosen
for tlie most brilliantly coloured forms, as the
flowers fade somewhat when exposed to bright
sunshine. Apart from this they will be found to

grow more strongly, and continue longer in

beauty in a partially shady or cool spot. The
plants vary in height and compactness very con-
siderably, and this should be taken into account
when choosing for permanent bedding use. The
variety called hybrida is a veritable gem, dwarf,
compact, and giving sucli an abundance of

prettily fringed, vivid scarlet flowers as almost
to dety description. The colours seem fixed,

and we have now good distinct scarlet, crimson,
pink, salmon, and several white forms, all

worthy of attention, and perfectly suitable as

substitutes for Geraniums in summer bedding.
They can be increased with the greatest ease

either by cuttings, division, or when in quest of
new forms by seed, which is best sown as soon
as ripe in boxes and placed in a cold frame.
The seedlings by the end of May will be ready
to plant in their permanent quarters. Although
perfectly hardy in dry or sandy soils, L.

Haageana and its numerous forms often sufler

through excessive moisture and cold combined,
and this should always be taken into considera-
tion when planting. They may almost be treated

as annuals or biennials, this applying especially

to heavy retentive soils, where the hopes of

their living through an ordinarily severe winter
in northern counties will be very limited in-

deed. In the neighbourhood of London they
give very little trouble, and are a source of much
enjoyment. They are said to be of garden
origin. D. K.

Ixias in flower.—Ixias form exceedingly at-

tractive objects in the greenhouse at this season,
their large and in many cases brightly coloured
flowers being borne on tall wire-like stems, which
at a little distance are almost invisible, so that the
flowers appear to be suspended in mid-air. The
bulbs are very moderate in price, and they are by
no means difficult to cultivate, or at all events to
flower well the first year, for, like Tulips and many
other subjects, freshly imported bulbs will flower
under anything like favourable conditions, though
they may not do so well the next season. The
principal consideration is to see that they do not
get neglected when the flowering season is over.

Pots 5 inches in diameter are very suitable for the
Ixias, and in each one half a dozen bulbs may be
put. Good drainage is very necessary, and a suit-

able soil is composed of good sandy loam, lightened
it too heavy by an addition of silver sand and leaf-

mould. The different Ixiiis are largely grown in

the Channel Islands, and are imported into this

country during the winter mouths, when they

should be at once potted at such a depth that the
upper part of the bulb is well below the surface of

the soil, when if given ordinary greenhouse treat-

ment, i.e., just kept clear of frost, they will liloom
well. After flowering water should be gradually
withheld till they go naturally to rest. In the
open ground a thoroughly drained sheltered border
is essential to their well-doing.—H. P.

Kitchen Garden.

LOW PRICES FOR GARDEN PRODUCE.
One of the principal results of the influx of so

many private gardeners into the ranks of market
growers is a great lowering of prices all round.

The consumer is to be congratulated upon the

abundance and cheapness of garden produce
that is generally offered for sale, but those who
are behind the scenes are only too well aware
what an unthankful lot has befallen the private

gardener who is supposed to realise a consider-

able sum annually for so-called surplus produce,

and yet keep the family well supplied as before.

If the owners were content with the price of

anything not wanted by them, or, in other

words, if there was no real necessity to grow
specially for the markets, no fault could be
found with the system. Less than twenty-five

years ago comparatively few private places mar-
keted their surplus fruit, flowers, and vege-

tables, but now the majority are doing it, the

consequence being a lot of work and worry for

the gardener, and which, in most instances,

brings no real benefit to the owner. Every
attempt is made to grow extra quantities of

what can be sold to the best advantage, and as

this from first to last entails much extra labour,

other important work has perforce to be neg-

lected. The sums actually realised for large

quantities of garden produce are really trifling,

and if a fair balance could be struck it would be

found that the produce costs very much more
than it is worth. When I have previously ex-

pressed this conviction, the question has been
put to me, How is it that market gardeners get

on so well .' They must make it pay well.

There is no doubt many of them have realised

fortunes, and others are still doing so ; but com-
pared with market growers, private gardeners

are badly handicapped. The former have a

clear course—that is to say, are not fettered by
numerous restrictions ; they can gi'ow what they
like, are invariably located within easy distance

of good markets, and can clear oft' large breadths

of ground rapidly. The private gardener is

called upon to maintain a long succession of

various vegetables and fruits, and a great va-

riety of other necessary, but as a rule unsale-

able, produce has to be found room for. If the

private gardener attempts to market early vege-

tables he soon finds that the growers in Corn-
wall, including the Isles of Scilly, and not un-

frequently still further distant Continental

competitors, are underselling him, as they can

aflbrd to do, and yet obtain remunerative
prices. Then, as far as later crops of Potatoes,

Carrots, Beans, Turnips, and salading are con-

cerned, these are not unfrequently ([uite un-

saleable, unless hawked about from door to door.

In some seasons Broccoli .sells well in April and
May, but this year it is most abundant, and
as a consequence only the best can be got

rid of at about ikl. per dozen. Good early

spring Cabbages sold well for a fortnight, but at

the ])reseut time I know there are a dozen large

breadths in this neighbourhood spoiling on the

ground. They cannot be sold in the district,

and it does not pay to send them to other towns.

Spinach there is no demand for and much of it

will be dug in, and even Asparagus soon dropped

from 8d. per bundle of fifty heads to half that
price. Many thought Lettuces would be scarce,

and those who had plenty would do well with
them accordingly. Already, however, they are

being carried from door to door by persevering
cottagers, and the prices are low. Up to the
present spring Cucumbers always sold well here-

abouts, but early in May the markets of all the

towns in the district were glutted with them,
and large quantities have been spoilt. Instead
of OS. per dozen being allowed for good samples,

they could hardly be got rid of for 3s. Gd. per
" baker's dozen." Tomatoes are not yet plenti-

ful, but the prices are low.

If it was our district (I am writing within

easy distance of Bath and Bristol) which only

is affected, there would be less excuse for giving

the foregoing depressing details, but I have
good reason for asserting that prices are very
low everywhere, the same kind of struggle going

on wherever inquiries are made. The sooner,

therefore, employers fully realise how little

comparatively can be made of their surplus pro-

duce the better it will be for thosewho serve them.
If they are kept well supplied with all they
require from the garden, and perhaps the seed,

plant and manure bills paid, or it may be in some
cases all ordinary outlay other than the wages,

from the proceeds of sales, not much more ought
to be expected. At any rate it is quite useless

to anticipate making a garden profitable or even
self-supporting, and if circumstances necessitate

economy, some other method of eflecting this

must be devised. Personally, I would much
prefer to manage a place with fewer hands than
formerly than retain all and with their help have
to clear as much as their wages amount to with
garden produce. Oidy a few years ago I would
not have advised reducing hands as being the
most satisfactory means of economy both for

master and gardener, but the state of the mar-
kets brought about by keen competition has

completely cured me of any ideas, as to the pos-

sibility of making a garden pay its way, I might
once have held.

It does not follow that nothing should be
sold from a garden. On the contrary, I would
much prefer to market anything perishable in

the way of vegetables or fruit rather than spoil

it, this practice being both praiseworthy and
time-honoured, but making a business of it is

quite another matter. Nothing has a more de-

moralising effect on the private gardener than
having to attempt effecting as much as he
formerly did and yet do his best to imitate

market growers, and it is very certain the revo-

lution necessary is not always to the advantage
of the owner. One of the first discoveries made
by a gardener who studies the markets is the

fact that only the best of everything is wanted,
and the question is. Shall this go to the markets
or shops, or must the employer have it as before I

If the employer is content to utilise what will

not sell readily, well and good; but if not,

then it is bad for the gardener, always suppos-

ing the employer insists upon having his or her
"pound of flesh" in the shape of profits from
the garden. Where so many owners of gardens
err is in imagining the same prices can be ob-

tained for surplus protluco, or any prepared
especially for sale, as tlioy have to give should
tliey order any from a greengrocer. In very
many instances they are charged 50 per cent,

more than tlia i)r(>ducers obtain for their fruit,

flowers, or vegetables, as the case may be,

and tlie growers, as I have previously pointed
out, have also to face the contingency of not
being able to sell some of their crops at any
price. In numerous gardens everything sent

by the gardener to either the town or country
liouse is charged for at the market ra*e given in
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the gcirdening periodicals. Naturally the retail,

not the wholesale, rate is charged, and rightly
so, I bold ; but it must not be thought that
because an owner lias decided to discontinue
having bi-weekly hampers from his country-seat,
the gardener in charge can make the same price
for them at home. The latter, as I have shown,
is impossible, and those who fancy it is to their
advantage to buy what they require in town and
sell what is grown in their own gardens, will

soon realise that this new and by no means
imaginary practice is the reverse of economical.
The foregoing, I would add, deals more espe-
cially with the commoner kinds of fruit and
vegetables generally, but it is doubtful if a fair

review of the state of the markets for choicer
fruit and flowers would prove very encouraging
to any contemplating growing these for sale.

W. Iggulden.

CULTURE OF THE BROCCOLI.
This well-known and highly esteemed vegetable is

not so hardy as many other forms of the Cabbage
family. Within the last dozen years many excellent
varieties have been introduced into commerce, with
the result that in many cases it is very difficult to
distinguish between some of the new Broccoli and
Cauliflowers. Broccoli may now be had nearly
all the year round in the south by growing a selec-
tion of varieties.

Sowing the seed.—It will be advisable to make
two small sowings of the several varieties grown
by each cultivator, one in the middle of April and
the other three or four weeks later. The ground,
having been previously dug, should be trodden over
when the soil is dry enough not to stick to the feet,
the seed sown thinly, and covered with soil to the
thickness of half an inch. A piece of garden net-
ting, supported by a few forked sticks, should then
be put over the beds to protect the seed from the
ravages of birds, the most troublesome of which are
the chaffinches. Should the soil be moderately dry
at the time of seed-sowing, water should be given
through a rose in sufficient quantity to moisten the
soil, and afterwards, as occasion may render its

appUcation necessary, untU the seedlings appear.

Pricking out the young pl.a.nts.—As soon as
the young plants are large enough and before they
become crowded in the seed-beds, they should be
pricked out in rows or beds at 6 inches apart,
putting the plants down to the bottom leaves in the
ground, making the soil firm about the roots, and
giving water to settle the soil about them. Plants
of all the Brassica tribe, Lettuces, &o., are too
frequently allowed to remain too long in the seed
and nursery beds, with the natural result that they
become " drawn." If a little shacUng be afforded
to the young plants from sunshine for a few days
after they are pricked out, it will greatly faciUtate
root-action.

Th.\nsplanting —The plants should, as already
stated, be finally transplanted before they get
crowded in the nursery beds. The early varieties,
those which are fit for cutting in September, Octo-
ber, and November, should be planted in drills

3_ inches deep and 2 feet apart, and at the same
distance from plant to plant in the row, putting the
plants down to their bottom leaves. Strong-grow-
ing varieties may with adxantage be given V> inches
more room every way. The winter and spring
Broccoli should, as already stated, be planted in
hard andug ground where practicable, and in holes
made with the crowbar. But the plants should
have their roots dipped into a " puddle " made of
clay sufficiently thick to adhere to them, and into
which a double handful of fresh soot should be
stirred prior to dipping. This will render the roots
and the soil about tliem distasteful to the attacks
of the grub or larviE of the crane-ffy, or daddy-
longlegs (Tipula oloracea), whicli sometimes work
havoc among the plants. If the weather sliould be
dry at planting time, with no immediate prospect
of rain, tlie pl.ants sliould be well waterciil at the
roots an hour or two before taking them up, and
in order to take them up with a little soil attached

to the roots, the ground should be loosened about
them with a fork.

If the plants are set out in their final positions in

showery weather they will experience very little

check in the process of transplantation. But in

the event of the work having to be done during a
spell of dry, warm weather, the plants should be
watered at the roots when put out, and afterwards
every second or third day until they have become
established, after which, if the soil should be of a
stiff and consequently retentive nature, they will

not require any further supplies of water. In due
time the plants should have a little soil drawn up to

them on either side, and be kept free from weeds.

Soil.—The Broccoli delights in a good loamy
soil resting on a gravelly subsoil, and incUniug to

be heavy rather than light. For the growth of

plants heading in during September, October,
and November the best possible results will be
secured by deeply digging and liberally manuring
the ground prior to planting. But for plants which
have to remain in the ground and to withstand the
effects of severe weather during the winter and
early spring months the case is quite different,

because it the ground be too loose and wet, the
plants would make a too luxuriant and sappy
growth, which would, therefore, succumb to severe
frost. On this account all mid-winter and late

Broccoli plants should be grown in hard ground,
which has not recently had manure applied
to it, such, for instance, as that from which
the Pea crop or old Strawberry plants had been
taken, the plants being let well down to the bottom
lea\es in holes made with the crowbar, and a little

of the soil worked into each hole with the setting

stick in planting, afterwards giving a little water
to settle it about the roots of the plants. Broccoli
thus planted—always assuming that they had been
pricked out and subsequently transplanted before
they become crowded in the seed beds—will make a
sturdy growth, which will stand severe frost

with impunity, there being no bare, sappy stems
exposed to the weather to get injured by the first

severe frost. The higher and more exposed the
situation in which Broccoli plants are growing the
less liable will they be to sustain injury from frost.

Heeling over.—The practice of heeling over
Broccoli plants as a means of checking exuberant
growth if it exists, and also of saving the crop from
being injured by severe frosts, is sometimes had re-

course to early in November. It is rather a perplex-

ing point to advise upon, seeing that unless the
winter be a severe one, the heeling over process is

not only so much labour wasted, but the produce is

also considerably diminished thereby. However,
where the plants have made a luxuriant growth,
and upon the principle that ' half a loaf is better

than no bread," it may be desirable to heel over, if

not all, at least a portion of the plants with their

heads inclining northwards. This may easily be
done by removing two spadefuls of soil from the
end of the row on the north side of the plants and
putting it into a kind of ridge sloping towards the
plants, say at an angle of 30° or thereabouts, so

that the base of the head may rest against the top
edge of the ridge. The spade should then be thrust

to its full depth about 1 foot in front of the plant, and
the latter, with the assistance of the spade, inclined

forward. The stem, which, as previously stated,

when fully exposed to severe frost suffers from its

effects, should then be covered with a couple of

spadefuls of soil taken from the front of the next
plant. But where plants have made a short, sturdy
growth, they are not likely to suffer much harm
from frost.

The following varieties I have found useful in

their various seasons, viz. :
—

For «S(? in Srpteniher, Octnhci', November and De-
rrinhi-r.—Miohaolmas White, Self Protecting, Autumu
Miinnnoth and Autumn Cape.

/''()) uxe in .laiinury, Fchruary and Mnrfli. —
Winter Manimotli, Viiiiguaril and Winter White.

For u XV in Moreli, Aj>rU and May.—Divnrf Wliite,
Champion, Melipso anil Matcliloss.

For use in May an<l Junv.—Late Queen, Model and
Latest of All.

H. W. Waud.
*j,* In addition to the above we would .strongly

recommend the Purple Sprouting Broccoli, which,
although the colour may by some be considered de-
trimental to it, we think "one of the most useful
and best-flavoured varieties grown.—Ed.

VEGETABLE MARROWS.
The various plans adopted by growers of Mar-
row plants on a large scale to protect their plants
whilst young and while the weather is cold are in-

teresting, as showing the odd ways which people
have of arriving at the same end, that is, forward-
ing their plants and protecting them from late
frosts. In some market gardens where frames are
plentiful, manure beds are made up so as to give a
little bottom-heat, and the plants put out on to
these beneath frames early in April literally fiU the
frames with growth in about a month, so that it is

needful to lift the frames up several inches off the
soil to enable the strong shoots to run out freely.

Then, a little later, (tie frames are removed alto-
gether, and such protected plants produce not only
a very early crop of Marrows, but get such a start
that the soil is well protected from the sun-heat
ere July is reached. I5ut frames in such abundance
mean a stock of expensive protectors, and others
who have been employing cloches during the winter
for the protection of Cauliflower or Lettuce plants,
transfer these glasses to the Marrow plants, and
they afford efficient protection for a couple of
weeks. Later the glasses must be set upon bricks
or blocks of wood to enable the plants to run out,
but it is not wise to leave the plants entirely ex-
posed until after May is out at least. Old-fashioned
handlights may still be found in some gardens per-
forming the same service, and very useful means of
protection they afford. In a market garden at
Gunnersbury the other day, I observed men busy
planting out Marrow jilants on large prepared
beds, and covering each pair of plants with boxes
about 2i feet square and 1 foot in depth. Each box
bad a movable lid which is placed on the box at night.
The dimensions of the boxes aUow the plants free
action for a month at least, and later they will need
no further protection. Boxes of this kind are
cheaply provided, and may be made by any ordi-

nary labourer during bad winter weather. " They
were in this case coated with paint, and with ordi-

nary care would endure for several years, ^'ery
likely many more uses may be found for them daring
the year. On a long border looking south I lately

observed hundreds of white-looking objects. These
were basket-shaped protectors for Marrow plants
made of coarse canvas stretched over a frame of
wood and painted. These when not in use will drop
one into the other and may be stored away in a
moderate compass. Even yet a more crude form of
protection is old bushel baskets of the ordinary
round flattish type, so familiar to London markets.
These too are to protect the plants after being put
out and until they are considered to be safe from
frost. Where Laurel or Spruce Fir is abundant,
branches of these stuck in round the plants afford
some protection. However, it is one of the essen-
tials of early Marrow culture that the seed be sown
early and on a manure bed, or where warmth is

available in some way. Then before planting out,
no m.atter what the future form of proteclion, the
plants should be strong and well hardened by hav-
ing all possible safe exposure. Generally it is the
rule to turn out plants in couples from 5-inch pots,
and being both well rooted and well hardened they
soon get hold of the soil and fruit early. A. D.

Late Peas.—For the regular supply of a family
there are no better Peas than Uuntingdoniaii,
Veitch's Perfection, and Ne Plus Ultra. The end
of May is quite as late as it is profitable to sow
Marrow Peas. I have sown them up to the
middle of June, and have secured a crop from
tliem. Isolate the rows, and lot them run from
north to south if possilile

; in fact, tliis rule may
with advantage be carried out in ))lantini:; all kind's

of vegetables. On porous soils I lie late Peas slioulil

be grown in trenches which have been well
manured. The manure .should not be placed in
contact with the seeds, but buried benoatli Iheni to
teni|)t the roots downwards away from the heated
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soil on the surface. Plant the seeds thinly at

equal distances apart. From 2 inches to 3 inches
in the case of large Marrows will not be too much.
Veitch's Perfection will grow from 3 feet to 4 feet

high ; Huntingdonian 5 feet, or sometimes a little

taller, or in dry seasons not quite so high ; and Ne
Plus Ultra generally attains the height of 5j feet

to ij feet. Stake the plants early, so that the
tendrils may have something to cling to, the mo-
ment they strike out in search of support. When
dry weather sets in, place a mulch of manure 2

inches thick on each side of the rows as far as the

roots will extend, and there will not be much
trouble from mildew. Gather every pod as soon as

it is fit for use.— E. H.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Tomatoes against Sunny Walls.

The fact of the crops partially or completely fail-

ing last season ought not to militate against an
intelligent attempt being made to grow them
successfully this summer. Open-air culture will

always be more or less of a lottery, but it is not
often that a complete failure occurs, and a light crop
more than compensates for any trouble taken with
the cultivation of the plants. During the season
of 1.S87 Tomatoes grew and ripened an abundance
of fruit in almost any position or district, but, as a
rule, the very best site that can be chosen for them
is against sunny walls and fences, or where they
derive the fuU benefit of sunshine, coupled with the
warmth and shelter from the walls and in a lesser

degree from a fence. A considerable number of

plants are annually grown at the foot of south and
south-west walls, the plants being trained wherever
there are blank spaces, but if the walls are properly
furnished with fruit trees, vacancies suitable for

Tomato culture are few in number. We have sur-

mounted this difficulty by utilising the front walls
of forcing and fruit houses, these answering even
better than garden walls. Wherever there is a
sunny front wall not less than 3 feet in height to a
house this might quickly be clothed with Tomatoes,
and in a favourable season a great weight of fruit

will be obtained. A deep border is not necessary,
all that is needed being a narrow bed of fairly rich

loamy soil 12 inches deep if on a hard bottom, and
less if the ground underneath is loosened, and in

any case about 18 inches wide. These raised ridges
are the best in a dull cold season, and if duly
mulched with strawy manure they require very
little water in hot, dry weather. The plants should
be put out about 12 inches apart, and if head room
is limited be trained obliquely rather than perpen-
dicularly. We usually train the plants up a front

wall and on to the roof of a long low forcing house,

and heavy crops generally result. Where Tomatoes
are planted among fruit trees against a hot wall it

is advisable to remove a portion of the poor dry
soil usually to be found in such positions and re-

place it with fresh loamy compost. It is unwise to

use solid manure freely, as this causes a too rank
growth, and the other extreme ought also to be
avoided. Plants being plentiful, they may be put
out 12 inches apart and kept disbudded to one
stem ; but if scarce, then plant nearer 2 feet apart,

and lay in one or two side shoots, these being also

kept cleared of all side shoots as fast as they form.
All should be well hardened off and in a moist
state at the roots when planted, and if the first

bunch of bloom can be saved this will be a great

step towards securing ripe fruit in July. At the

present time (May 21) we are having very genial

weather, but should a change for the worse occur
some kind of temporary protection should be
accorded to newly-planted Tomatoes.

TO.MATOES IN THE OPEN.

Those who have neither walls nor fences that

can partly be given up to Tomatoes may yet try

other methods of cultivating them with a good
prospect of success. Temporary wooden screens,

such as deep shutters, old doors, .and even wattled
hurdles, duly fi.xed on a sunny border frequently

answer for the purpose of sheltering and support-

ing Tomatoes. These may be either at the back of

a warm border or may occupy the whole of it,

'

taking care to fix them as far apart as they are
high, or otherwise they will unduly shade each
other. It is immaterial whether the plants be tied

or fastened with shreds and nails to the supports,
but it is of importance that their training is never
neglected, as should they break down the chances
are they will be of little service. In this, and all other
respects, the treatment from first to last may be
the same as advised in the case of those planted
against walls. Large numbers of Tomatoes are
annually planted in sheltered positions, but clear

of either walls or screens, each being supported by
a strong stake. The ground ought not to be very
rich, and the plants should be put out early in

June or after all danger from severe frosts may
reasonably be considered past, and always fully 2

feet apart each way. A strong stake from 3 feet

to 4 feet in height should at once be placed to each
and the plant securely fastened to it, all side

shoots being pinched out as fast as they form.
The leader ought in no case to be stopped before at

least three clusters of fruit are set. For these open
positions we prefer the moderately \'igorous growers
such as Mikado, Perfection, Dedham Favourite,
Large Red, and Trophy, but those of dwarf habit,

including t)pen Air, Earliest of All, and Dwarf
Orangefield, or Yilmorin's Dwarf Red, have also

done well when grown in the open. The four last-

named and Large Red are the best for walls where
head room is limited, and these succeeded better

last year in all positions than did the majority of

the more handsome, smooth, round-fruited varieties.

Capsicums and Chillies.

During an average summer these succeed well
planted out in a sunny sheltered position, yielding a
profusion of green pods for pickling, and ripe ones
for making into pepper. Single plants in small pots
may be put out about 12 inches apart each way, and
if they are several together in 6-inch pots, they can
either be jjlanted in clumps and given rather more
room, or they may be divided and put out without
experiencing a severe check. As, however, there is

some uncertainty about their ripening fruit pro-

perly, and seeing, also, that they are of an orna-

mental as well as useful character, it is advisable to

shift the plants from small pots into G-inch pots,

those already in that size not being disturbed. All,

however, should be plunged in a sunny spot, so as

to just bury the rims, the front of a Vine border an-
swering well. If watered occasionally at the out-

set the roots will soon find their way into the sur-

rounding soil, but this will not much interfere with
the lifting and housing of the plants in autumn. In

cold districts, if Capsicums and Chillies are wanted,
it is advisable to plant them in frames and pits in

succession to Potatoes or Beans, or frames may
be especially prepared for them. In any case
they should be planted not less than 12 inches
apart each way, and be kept rather close and warm
till weU established, after which air ought to be
given freely and the lights drawn off during bright

days. This class of plants is naturally of a branch-
ing fruitful habit of growth, and none of them
need stopping nor training beyond, perhaps, being
kept upright with light stakes.

Ridge Cucumbees.

It is doubtful if these often pay for the trouble

taken with them. Cucumbers from frames are

much to be preferred to any grown in the open air,

and unless required for pickling purposes the latter

are but little cultivated now-a-days in private gar-

dens. In the neighbourhood of London especially

immense quantities are usually grown for the large

firms of pickle manufacturers, and a considerable
surplus also finds its way to the markets. Cucum-
bers out of doors are always an uncertain crop, a
wet and cold summer proving fatal to the bulk
of the plants. The Stockwood and Long Prickly
grow to the largest size and are the best, but for

pickling purposes the Short Prickly, better known
as Gherkins, should be selected. A somewhat
earlier start can be made by raising the jilants

under gl.ass singly in 3-inch pots, but if kept too

long in these in a semi-starved state, they become
hard .and sickly and rarely make satisfactory pro-

gress afterwards. Rather than plant such I sliould

prefer to raise a fresh batch, or, better still, to sow

a few seeds where the plants are to grow. The
latter plan is that usually adopted by market gar-

deners, a belt of Rye Grass between the beds afford-

ing the necessary shelter against cold winds. A
large hotbed is not needed; in fact the plants

when grown on these not unfrequently collapse

suddenly owing to the decay of the roots. At the

same time a certain amount of warmth is necessary

to give the plants a good start. An open, yet fairly

well sheltered plot of ground ought to be selected

for these and Vegetable Marrows, and a trench

4 feet wide lined out. From 6 inches to 9 inches

of the surface soil should be thrown out ; this, after

from 18 inches to 2 feet of warm parthally decayed
m.anure or manure and leaves have been rather

firmly packed in the trench, to be returned to the

top again. On the level ridge thus formed either

put out the plants or sow the seeds in a double row
about 18 inches apart each way. If hand-lights

can be afforded, place them over the plants till the

latter have grown considerably, and, failing these,

give some other temporary protection when the

nights are cold. During the summer very little

trouble need be taken with them, it being the

wisest course to let the haulm ramble and fruit un-

restricted in any way.

Gourds and Vegetable Mabkows.

Much that has just been advised concerning

ridge Cucumbers is also applicable to Gourds and
Vegetable Marrows. It is simply a great waste to

devote a mass of good manure to the production of

one or two giant Gourds or Pumpkins, and the most
productive Vegetable Marrows are those grown in

the open ground with one or two spits of good de-

caying manure under them. If a wide flat ridge

or bed is not formed, or say only two or three

plants are grown, the simplest alternative is to open

a circular hole for each plant, 3 feet in diameter,

returning either the soil thrown out, or, if this is

hard and lumpy, about 6 inches of good loamy
soil on the top of some nearly fresh manure. In-

telligent cottagers in the southern counties some-

times put out a few Vegetable Marrow plants or

seeds among a breadth of early Potatoes, the plants,

which in this case receive very little manure, even-

tually covering the ground after the Potatoes are

lifted. Further north more trouble has to be taken

and more artificial warmth afforded, but in any case

it is imperative that the young plants should be

sheltered from winds, and they ought also to be

steadied with stout pegs till less liable to be blown

about. Many of the Gourds when ripening, and
after they are ripe, are of quaint strange form and
fairly ornamental, but for real utility they are far

behind the Marrows, the latter when ripe keep-

ing quite as well and being equally as serviceable

as Pumpkins. All are alike suitable for quickly

covering temporary arbours, and if the roots have

access to a good spit of manure the plants will

ramble freely over anything it is desirous to cover,

always provided the position is a warm one.

Gabden Pests.

I do not remember having previously heard so

many complaints of the ravages of slugs, both these

and snails being exceptionally numerous and vora-

cious. Peas have been cleared off wholesale, a good

early row being a rarity ; while young plants of the

Brassica tribe and Lettuces cannot be trusted as

yet in the open ground. Frequently stirring the

ground with flat hoes and a free use of soot and
lime or fine ashes have a deterrent effect, but in many
instances nothing short of collecting and destroy-

ing the pests, large and small alike, will save some
of the crops. As a rule, they can be found in great

numbers e.arly in the morning, but this season they

are most numerous in the evenings soon after dark,

and it is then, with the aid of lamps or candles,

that they can be most readily destroyed. They
travel a long way, and will collect tliickly round
he.aps of brewers' grains, mounds of bran, and heaps
of Broccoli leaves. If tiles or slates are laid near
their haunts, many slugs will remain under them
ind the Broccoli leaves during the day, and the

back of a spade is the surest w.ay of settling tliom

Slugs are particularly fond of Aspar.agus. They
eat the young shoots and completely skin the stems
of old growtlis, thereby quite crippling the plants.
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One or two liberal surfacings of common salt will

destroy most of the slugs on the beds, but if this

cannot safely be used owing to the clayey nature of

tlie soil, soot and lime may be substituted.

W. I.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.

Although Chrysanthemum societies strive their
utmost to cater for the public in the best
manner possible consistent with their means and
convenience, they do not always achieve such
success as their efforts deserve. Now-a-days,
when there is so much com)5etition, Chrysanthe-
mum societies not excepted, it becomes ex-
tremely difficult for members of committees to

devise new classes which will prove attractive
to the public, as well as create a competition.
These are points a society specially organised
for the improved culture of this extensive family
ought mainly to have in view, and the question
of finances is often the first consideration. There
is not the slightestdoubtbutthatthe springing up
so rapidly of so many special societies for Chry-
Banthemums has much to do with the increased
number of cultivators in all parts of the country.
I know this is the case in and around Ports-
mouth since the inauguration of the Chrysanthe-
mum Society in that town four years since, and
which originated mainly with a view to benefit
the large body of the working-class population,
who are so fond of flowers and who are so freely
encouraged to visit the show, as well as become
competitors thereat. Among the artisan classes
in the dockyard the spirit of rivalry is strong,
and sore are the straits many of these enthusi-
astic cultivators are subjected to, owing to a
want of space both for growing the plants during
the summer and housing them in the autumn.
So good are the productions of some of these
amateur cultivators, that many a professional
grower in a much more favoured position as to
convenience, <kc., has been put to the blush by
the quality of their blooms. Many societies in
populous towns might take a lesson from the
Portsmouth Chrysanthemum Society in the way
they admit the public and swell their receipts at
the same time. The committee of this society
have a laudable object in view—the encourage-
ment of the growth of the Chrysanthemum in
the poorer parts of the town. By fixing the
charge of admission to the annual exhibition at
the low rate of Id. on the evening of the last
day—a privilege highly appreciated by as many
as 0000 persons—the handsome sum of £25,
taken in pennies, resulted.

CiiRvs.vNTHEMi-sr scHEuuLES. — There are
some classes which have come under my notice,
and which I consider would be better left out of
prize schedules. The one I wish to draw atten-
tion to is that for a number (say twelve) of
blooms of a variety sent out during a certain
year, or previous to a year which is named.
I have often seen prizes offered for such a
class as this, and have assisted in the
adjudication of the prizes, but I have
rarely seen really good l)looms pnjduoed, or
the awards satisfactory to the exhibitors.
The chief reason for this is the fact that
the difficulty lies in determining the particular
year such and such a variety was raised,

sent out, or introduced, terms which are all

used by various bodies and persons. Take,
for instance, tlie variety Mr. Ralph Brockle-
bauk, wliicli originated during the year 1885,
but was not sent out until tlie spring of 1887,
although it received several first-class certifi-

cates the season previous. Here lies the
stumbling-block in the awarding of prizes. Who
is to determine when any special variety was
introduced to the public, or it may be when it

was obtained ? Judges cannot be expected to

know when all the varieties are introduced.
Often varieties are staged which the judges
never heard of in any form by the names under
which they are presented. Sometimes a mis-
take may have been made in the naming, but in

such cases if the variety is distinct from any
other staged, who is to dispute the fact of its

being new and within the stipulations ! This is

the chief difficulty in awarding prizes in such
classes. The blooms in such classes as those
are hardly ever a credit to the exhibitor or to
the show, as they are generally staged in such
small numbers as not to merit their admission
except merely as novelties. If a variety be-

longing to any section possesses merit, it is cer-

tain to find an outlet and become known to the
public, who are ever ready to grasp a deserving
sort, especially if it has tlie merit of novelty.

It is the wish to place exhibitors and judges on
good terms that I advocate the exclusion of

classes from schedules at which a proper decision
cannot be arrived at with certainty.

TREATMENT OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Mat I ask for your advice on the foUovring points ?

I have a number of Chrysanthemum plants, many of
which are now not more than 6 inches high. They
are of three kinds :

—

1. Those struck in December which have never made
much root, and which still remain thin-stemmed and
weakly.

2. Those struck in March and April in heat, but
which seem to be fairly healthy, though small and sappy.

3. Cuttings from the growing plants lately struck
and now in a cold frame in 3-incli pots.

Will you kindly tell me the best course to pursue
under each of these three conditions to enable me
to secure the best blooms this year and plenty of cut-
tings before Christmas? If I cut down or top an
early-struck and sturdy plant,and also a late (March)
struck plant, at the end of this month, will the
result in each case be to delay the crown buds from
appearing at the time they otherwise would, or will
it bring them forward ?—S. L., Sydenham.

*,* 1. In answer to the above, the treatment your
plants have received since they were struck in De-
cember must have been of the wrong sort, or they
would be each from 1 foot to 2 feet high at this
date. From these plants you should obtain the
best blooms next November if the treatment were
right. The soil in which they are potted cannot
be of a suitable kind, or the plants struck in De-
cember should now be in 5i-inch pots and well
filled with roots, and ready for their last shift into
the blooming pots, '.) inches in diameter. Presuming
that the plants are now in 3-inch pots, you should
transfer them to 5\-inch ones if the roots are
visible around the outside of the ball of soil. It is

essential that the pots should be perfectly clean,
and clean crocks should also be used, as, when the
drainage is dirty, the continual watering the plants
require washes the fine soil down to the bottom of
the pot and often causes a stagnation of water about
the roots. Care in placing the drainage in the pots
is not sufficiently attended to. The object should
be to allow the surplus water to pass away as
quickly as possible after the plants are watered.
The compost best suited for the plants at the pre-
sent stage should consist of loam as fibrous as
possible, half-decayed leaves, some spent Mush-
room-bed manure, and coarse silver saml. To
this should be added a small portion of some
chemical manure. If the pots are not tilled

with roots, remove the soil in which the jilants

are now growing until the roots are reached, which
will induce a quicker root action into the new soil.

This should be encouraged, as owing to the s]iarse-

ness of active roots the plants cannot make satis-

factory progress. Retain the compost in as rough
a state as possible to allow of its being placed
lirmly around the ball of soil in the pot. If the
soil is in a moist state when used, as it ought to be,
no water will be required for at least a couple of
days, when the soil should be soaked thoroughly.
After that the plants should never be allowed to
suffer for want of moisture, neither should they
have too much. The water used should be soft, if

obtainable ; if from the water company's pipes, it

should be either placed full in the sun for at least
a day or warm water should be added, as extremely
cold water applied to the roots gives a check to
free growth. Cold water applied in the manner
described is the chief cause of the plants being
checked at this stage of their growth. A cold
frame facing south is the best position for Chry-
santhemums, although at this time of the year the
plants should be entirely outside, but in your case
they need some encouragement to make up lost
growth. Keep the frame rather close for a time
until new growth is being made freely; tilt the
lights on one side about H inches during the day-
time, closing them at night. Syringe the foliage
about 5 p.m. after a bright sunny day, and as the
plants make satisfactory progress, increase the
supply of air gradually until the lights can be re-

moved entirely. Should mildew make its appear-
ance on any of the leaves, dust the parts affected
with dry sulphur, taking care not to wet that part
for two or three days. If green-fly is troublesome,
dust the tips of the plants with tobacco powder in
the evening, and in the morning vigorously syringe
the points, which will remove both fly and powder.
The base of the frame on which the plants stand
should have a thick covering of coal ashes to pre-
vent worms entering the soil. Failing the use of
ashes, boards, tiles, or slates should be used. If

the plants are treated in the manner described,
they ought in six weeks'time to have the pots fiUed
with roots, and be ready to place in the pots in

which they are to flower. As fast as side growths
push from the main stem at each node, they should
be removed, restricting the stems to one to each
plant until the first natural break takes place,

which is known by the formation of a flower-bud
in the point of growth. This should be removed,
and three of the most promising shoots retained,

tying them securely to a stake to prevent their

being broken by wind or otherwise.

2. The same treatment should be given to

the plants styled as above. It is not to be expected
that blooms of the same quality can be had from
these plants as from those struck earlier, because
the time does not allow of the plants making growth
in the same steady manner. For this latter reason

the wood cannot become so thoroughly solidified.

The word "sappy" is mentioned as though the plants

should not be in this condition. My advice at this

time of the year in your case is to encourage as

much sappy growth as is possible ; the stems of the

plants cannot be made too thick.

The plants styled 3 should not be placed in

pots so large as recommended for the others. Four
and a half-inch ones will be large enough, and from
these they can go into 7-inch or iS-incb ones in

which they can be flowered.

The cutting down or topping of early-struck

sturdy plants will cause them to form the crown-
bud at the same time as they would if grown on
without stopping, but in your case, owing to the

plants being weak, it would make the crown-buds
much later.

Although cutting down the plants or topping
them may produce dwarf growth as compared to

plants allowed to break naturally, it should be re-

membered that such dwarf growth is at the expense
of the size of the blooms. Cut-down plants are

suitable for effective grouping, but the quality of

the blooms cannot bo compared to that of others

obtained in a more natural manner. In your
locality no dillionlty need be experienced in ob-

taining crown-buds at the time required if the

plants are treated properly from the time the

cuttings arc struck until the blooms are developed.

The principal points in the treatment of the

plants are early luopagation, successional pottings
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as required, and a proper supply of water to the

roots.— E. MOLYNEtJX.

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

These are very useful in many ways when a

judicious selection of varieties is made, whether

it be for the decoration of the herbaceous bor-

ders, flower beds, or for au early supply of

flowers under glass. One reason of their com-

parative scarcity is that, owing to a want of

ranging from 1 foot inches to 2 feet C inches

high. By growing this variety in such small

pots, the foliage is good and retained to the rim

of the pot. For producing blooms in greater

profusion, the plants must have a little more
pot-room and a longer .season of growth ; there-

fore, for ordinary decoration, I prefer to grow a

few extra jilants to make up the display. There
are two or three reasons for this. Plants which
are allowed to develop from three to six flowers

oidy, bloom earlier, and they can be removed to

make room for the next batch prior to the ordi-

Chrysanthemum Madame Desgrange, growu in the open air.

bright-coloured varieties, they are not so impos-
ing in appearance as the ordinary November
kinds.

Mme C. De.sgrange family is the most useful

of all the early- flowered kinds either for border or
indoor decoration. From the tirstweek in August
until the end of September a very fine display

of bloom maybe had in the greenhouse. Sturdy
examples may be grown in 7- inch pots, each
carryuig from three to six blooms, the pUuits

nary November kinds requiring the space. The
flowers are also fuller in the centre, have more
solidity, and consequently last longer in perfec-

tion than do small ones, which have a tendency
to droop somewhat when the plants are allowed

to develop all the flowers which form on the

points of the shoots.

The pale yellow sport from Mme. C. Des-
grange, and named G. Wermig, is an excellent

companion, flowering at the fame time and re-

quiring similar treatment to its parent. The
golden-yellow sport named Mrs. Hawkins, from
the same parent, to be sent out shortly, is said

to be a very fine yellow variety, and will prove
an acquisition if it is as good as represented.
To have plants such as 1 have described in flower
say the first week in September, the cuttings
should be inserted singly in iii-mch pots toward
the end of December in the usual way. When
the plants are 4 inches high, top the jjoint of
each to induce the growth of side branches. From
three to six shoots will be produced as the result
of this topping. These should be carefully
secured, and will in time produce flower-buds
which will develop the blooms desired. All side
growths should be removed as fast as they
appear, also all suckers which spring from the
base of the plants. The plants should be potted
as fast as the roots reach the sides of the pots,
first into Si-inch pots, then into 5-inch ones,
and finally into pots 7 inches in diameter. To
preserve a sturdy growth, the plants should be
kept as near to the glass as possible, giving an
abundance of air on all favourable occasions
until they can stand out of doors. Great care
should be exercised in watering the plants. If
they are allowed to become dry at the roots,
the leaves are almost sure to turn yellow at
the bottom, thus spoUing the appearance of the
plants. One stake to each plant will suflice

to support the shoots until the blooms begin to
expand.

During the summers growth the shoots can
be lightly tied to one central stake. The plants
should be liberally fed after the bloom-buds are
formed, and stimulants are necessary, especially
when small pots are employed. To have larger
plants with a greater number of flowers to each
flinch pots will be necessary. The shoots should
be topped at least three times when 4 inches of
growth is made from each topping. The plants
will then form densely flowered masses. Mme.
Desgrange (see illustration) and G. Wermig are
capital varieties to plant in the beds or borders.
One of the finest beds at Hampton Court was
composed last season of the former variety
planted in a bold mass, with a broad edgin" of
Aster Amellus bessarabicus.

There are two ways of securing a stock of
plants for the beds. Early in March divide the
old stools of the previous year into as many
pieces as have roots attached

;
plant them in

boxes of sandy soil to which a goodly portion
of partly decayed leaves has been added, and
place the boxes in a gentle heat. Afterwards
remove them to a cool house and then to a cold
frame. About the midtUe of April they can be
planted where they are to flower, and in this

manner they will get a good .'start into growth.
Early in March stout cuttings should be inserted
and the pots plunged in a very gentle bottom-
heat. After roots are formed tlie plants should
have cool treatment. Pinch out the points once
or twice to induce a bushy growth. These in
October will give abundance of blooms, makinf
the borders quite gay at a time when the regular
occupants are past thi^ir best. Another use may
be made of the plants which flowered tlie pre-
vious year. Instead of throwing the roots away
after cuttings are taken from them, they should
be planted out of doors in an open space, as
such plants will supply flowers freely the follow-

ing autumn. Allow from six to ten shoots to
grow from the base of each. These will in time
multiply into numerous growths. When the
flower-buds form dig up tlie plants, either pot-

ting them or placing tluni on the beds where
Cucumbers have been growing, when they will

produce abundance of blooms.

There are numerous varieties of early flower-
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ing kinds beside those mentioned which make a
good show during September.

The following are some of the best :

—

MUe Leoni Lassali.—Snowy white, the blooms
of neat reflexed form ; the plant when allowed

to grow in a natural manner does not attain

more than 3 feet in height ; it is very bushy in

habit, produces abundance of bloom on the

points of all the side branches, and as they

flower simultaneously the spikes can be cut of

good length. Blus/ilnti Bride.—Rosy blush,

very fine, free flowering variety, 3 feet high.

Earlij Blnsli.—Blush pink, splendid habit, free-

flowering, and only 1^ feet high. Mrs. Cnning-

ford.—Pure white, splendid lor cutting, 3 feet.

Lyon.—Rosy purple, a very showy sort. Flora.

Bright yellow ; it grows 2 feet in height.

Nannm.— Creamy white, blooms profusely;

height \\ feet. Mine. Jolivart,^Ti\\ish white,

flowers profusely ; height Ih feet. La Petite

Marie grows only 1 foot high, flowers abun-
dantly, pure white ; it is capital for small pots.

Mi(jiwn.—This is a capital sort, growing lA feet

high, compact habit, profuse bloomer, the flowers

being deep rich yellow. Miss Daris.—A fine

pink sport from Mrs. Cullingford ; the flowers

are of good form. Toreador.—Small flowers of

a bronze colour. Frederick Piii.—Crimson,

tipped gold, neat blooms. Alice Butcher.—
Orange-red, very showy, 3 feet high. The
above varieties all belong to the pompon, or

what is termed hybrid pompons, a definition

used to distinguish them from the ordinary

pompons on account of their size. They are all

well suited for flowering in the greenhouse dur-

ing September. The best method of cultivating

them is by striking cuttings early in January,
topping the shoots twice, and afterwards allow-

ing them to branch at will. The plants should

not be disbudded. Flowered under glass the

blooms, especially of the white varieties, are

much cleaner and purer in colour than when
the jjlants flower out of doors, and therefore

are all the moi-e valuable when required for

cutting.

The following four varieties belong to the

early flowered Japanese section, flowering

mainly towards the end of September and early

in October. Cuttings should be put in at the

end of December, and the plants grown on in

the ordinary way without topping, allowing all

the side growths to flower : Mons. E. Pynaert
Van Geert.—Deep orange-yellow, striped with

crimson, very showy, 4 feet high. Botiquet

Estiml.—Rosy purple, very free-flowering sort,

and growing only 2 feet high. Isidore Feral.—
Ro.sy lilac, very Iree and good, 3 feet.

E. (I. Henderson et Sun.—This is a very distinct

variety, of rather tall growth (5 feet), the flowers

yellow, shaded crimson. The above heiglits

are taken when the plants are cultivated with-

out topjjing the shoots, but allowing them to

grow naturally.

The following sorts in addition to those men-
tioned flower freely in the borders from July to

October if given good treatment. Strike the

cuttings early in February, topping them twice

to induce a bushy growth, which is better able

to stand winds than taller planti without sup-

port : Nanum, Flora, yellow ; Mrs. W. Piercy,

Anastasio, magenta ; Fiberta, yellow ; Frederick

Marronct, bronze ; Mme. Piccol, rosy purple
;

Golden Fleece, yellow.

SHOUT NOTES.- CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Pair Maid of Guernsey.—Thero wore somo
splendid Huwltb of tliin variety in one of tlio etinids in

(Jovont Garden on the occasion of tho Gardeners'
Orphan Fund Ffite. Thoy were large, cloun, and of

the purest white. This is worthy of note—Chrysan-
themums in the best condition at tlie latter end of
May.

Destroying' aphides on Chrysanthemums.—About a month ago I sunk a large petroleum
barrel to catch the rain water from my potting shed,
principally to use in watering andsyringingmy Chry-
santhemums. A week afterwards, when the rain
had filled the barrel, I observed an oily medium
lloating on the surface, and took it for granted that
it was some remnant of the petroleum that re-
mained in the crevices. At first I syringed Callas
with it and Lilium auratum that showed signs
of green-Ily. After the second syringing with soft
water from a metal tank exposed to full sunshine,
there was not a trace of aphis of any kind, while the
foliage seemed if anything more luxuriant. A week
ago, observing the first appearance of black aphis
on some of the newer Chrysanthemums, and feeling
uneasy lest it should spread to the others, I took
the plants one after the other with head inverted
in the hand and plunged them into the barrel. This
method is much safer and better than any syring-
ing or watering, as in this way the leaves become
thoroughly wetted. I have never since observed a
trace of aphis of any kind on the plants operated
on. Petroleum and, I believe, other mineral oils

are excellent insecticides, accessible and cheap, but
the great danger is in having the mixture too strong.
As described it would not be one part in 50(i, and
it was quite effective.—W. J. Muephy, Clomitel.

the flowers and foliage have been painted by the
Japanese artists with an eye to effect.

J. Douglas.

THE BLUE CHRYSANTHEMUM.

I HAVE just read the interesting notes on the blue
Chrysanthemum by Mr. H. Payne at page 3:i!i, and
the question that arises is a very natural one,
viz., whether it is likely a blue Chrysanthemum
could be produced. For my part I see no reason
why it should not, and if so, who more likely than
the Japanese to be the raisers of such a novelty ?

At the same time I fancy it is not safe to place too
much reliance on the examples that may be found
on Cloisonn6 enamels, pottery, and porcelain. I

have a copy of Bowes' and Audsley's ' Keramic Art
of Japan," but do not feel inclined to trust the
evidence it furnishes. The figures on Plate 13 are
undoubtedly the best, but they are more conven-
tional than natural, and a close examination will

soon establish this fact.

The vases alluded to are of the Late Period
(Satsuma faience), and are good specimens of the
skill of the Japanese artists in the arrangement of
flowers and their treatment in decorative art. The
(lowers are of as deep a blue colour as those of the
Nemophila, and are of two types, the pompon and
the large-flowered; but the best evidence of the
conventional character of the flowers is in a small
quite unopened bud of the deep blue pompon
variety, which undoubtedly ought to be green, but
is of the same deep blue colour as the flowers.

Further, at tho base of the vases are some small
star-shaped flowers, blue and red, like the Chry-
santhemums. The pompons are also like the large-

flowered type of three colours—blue, red, and rose.

Plate Hi is of the Japanese Iris, Chrysanthemums,
and an unknown flower, all growing and flowering
together, harmoniously arranged with a pair of

silver pheasants ; but no one can suppose that the
dark slaty blue colour of the flowers, which may
be intended for Chrysanthemums, exists in Nature.
The bird paintings are exquisite. The drab-tinted

vase of Kaja ware has on it a medallion, in which
are painted a number of perfectly round flowers,

which may be pompon Chrysanthemums— slate

colour, red and white. The vase is also in the
Japanese collection at South Kensington Museum,
where any Chrysanthemum fancier can see it. I f

the paintings were true to Nature, there nmst be
several blue varieties both in the pompon and
large-llowered sections. My own opinion is that

they are simply imagination. Ls it at .-ill likely

that such flowers could have existed in .lajian for

so many years and not have found their way into

Europe.' The foliage in none of the pictures is

copied from Nature, not even in its form ; in fact,

Flower Garden.

TULIPS OTHER THAN SHOW
VARIETIES.*

The history of this family would, in itself, afi'ord

sufficient material for opening a discussion at a
meeting such as ours. It is always interesting and
instructive to know the history of any family, but
I must own I am not well up in the history of
the Tulip, and so will leave the treatment of
that part to someone else. The lines I wish to
follow are practical and commercial. The latter
word prevents me from including the show va-
rieties here. I believe show varieties will never
become popular as cut flowers. As a proof of
this, one has only to look at the leading florists'

windows to see that it is not broken, but solid

or decided colours that are used for eflect. All
efforts, I fear, will fail to revive this section for
market purposes.

The three classes I wish to refer to are the
Dutch or bedding, the Parrot, and the species
of the genus Tulipa. Their culture is simple
and well adapted to this country. The treat-

ment of the varieties varies but little. The
few species that are not quite hardy I will take
no notice of. The first thing to be done is to

select a sheltered situation. "The land ought to

be sandy, light up to medium loam. Wet
heavy land ought by all means to be avoided.
Select a piece that has grown a crop without
manure, then apply jdenty of new stable manure.
It may be put in just before planting with the
plough, or by bastard trencliing, so as to place

it 6 inches from the surface. When recommend-
ing new manure I am aware many good culti-

vators do not agree with me, but my results

have always been better from new than from
old. However, let the manure be new or old,

it ought never to come in contact with the bulbs.

Early in October is the best time to plant ; 3
inches to 4 inches deep, 3 inches between the
bulbs, and 8 inches between the rows represents

my practice. Some recommend planting the
bulbs ti inches deep, but when grown at this

depth in large quantities the expense is increased

in lifting. After planting there is little to do
except to keep the bulbs clean. In ordinary sea-

sons they will be ready for lifting early in June.
The time varies a little according to tie season,

but one is always safe to lift whenever the foli-

age begins to get yellow. If the 'I'ul ps have
been in good quarters, the floweiiig bulbs in

]nost instances will have procUned a good
second-sized and also a small bulb, and tho
small ones will have develo]H(l into fhiwiring

bulbs. I may here s.ay that if the latter are

allowed to remain in the ground after they are

ripe, the skins will bo dark and nut of the bright

colour a .saleable bulb ou;.ht to be. When
lilted they ought to be placed in trays, boxes,
or laid out in lofts with ji'euly of air. A dark
sited or outhouse is pnferab e. for if ex|ic'scd to

the sun or much light the ^kiu will crack and
come off.

I have already said that tho treatment is

simple, but there can be no success if annual
lifting is not practised, and the lifting and
planting done at the jiroper time. I have also

said that the culture is well adapted to this

coiuitry. Now how is it that wo do not grow
(jur own bulbs I Seeing tluu-e is no nation in the

world grants tis the same privileges that wc grant

* llead by Mr. .Inmes Walker at the llortieultural

Club.
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them, it becomes us to look round and see if we
are not spending large suras of money on a jjlant

we could grow equally as well, if not better.

For a number of years I have planted Dutch-
grown bulbs alongside of home-grown ones, and
tlie latter produced larger flowers than the
former, and this was more striking in the Parrot
and the species—a clear proof that these two
sections prefer medium loam to sand. I am a
little surprised that the species are not more
cultivated. If we take Gesneriana, fulgens,

elegans, elegans alba, retroflexa, &c., their effect

in beds or borders is simply grand.

The question will naturally arise, Can they
lie grown to pay ? I have had some experience
in growing them by the acre, and cannot throw
irut the hope that a fortune can be made, but if

properly managed a fair profit may be realised.

In field culture one cannot always be certain of

sound market flowers. I have seen a shower of

haU damage thousands of buds, and the sun
shine out ten minutes afterwards and smile on
all the destruction the hail had done. Part-

ridges and rooks are fond of the buds when
young. Such are a few of the ditflculties to

contend with. However, so far as I have seen,

none of these misfortunes interfere with the
development of the bulb.

Now, if we compare our advantages and dis-

advantages with the Dutch growers, how do we
stand >. One thing is very certain, we do not find

the Dutch growers asleep. What they do they
do well. Our advantages over them consist in

better and cheaper land, and no one can dispute

but that we have more of it. There are hun-
dreds of acres of suitable land in this country.

We can also procure cheaper manure. Our
great disadvantage is the want of skilled labour

;

in this the Dutch grower has a great advantage
over us. I believe one of their workmen will

lift as miny bulljs in one day as ours will do iti

four. No doubt if cultivation increased here
our workuien would improve. Taking all things
into consideration, I believe we could place the
Tulip in the market as good and as cheap as the
Dutch grower.

I firmly believe that with a sturdy will and a
little skill, England may be made the true home
of the Tulip.

Origin of Parrot Tulips.—In The Garden,
May ly (p. li;t) the suggestion is advanced that
Parrot Tulips doubtless originated from Tulipa
acuminata or cornuta and Tulipa viridi flora. It has
not been proved that any Parrot Tulip has come
from these parents, but frequently Parrot Tulips
change from different late varieties of Tulips. A
very peculiar case was shown to me some time ago,
viz., that of a good byblfemen Tulip liaving become
a Parrot Tulip, the Parrot Tulip retaining, however,
the colour of the liyblccmen. Over two hundred years
ago there were eight varieties of Parrot Tulips
known, and, judging from the descriptions of them,
the same varieties are now in cultivation at the
present day. Green Tulips were not known before
the last century, and probablj' have nothing to do
with Parrot Tulips. Tulipa cornuta seems to have
been introduced into European collections about
the beginning of the present century. Parrot
Tulips frequently change, but then the new forms
they assume are those of the so-called Tulip
thieves, and if once they have accepted these forms
they remain constant as such.—J. H. Kuelage,
Haarh'Dt,

Mimuluses.— I quite agree with all that "A. D."

says (The Garden, May 18, p. VA) as to the
hardiness of these very useful flowers, for we are
now lifting from the open ground good clumps that
have received no protection whatever during the
past winter. Although the past winter was by no
means severe yet it was very prolonged, and any
plant that will live out of doors through an English
winter may certainly lay claim to be half-hardy.

Those who have been in the habit of wintering their

Mimuluses in heated houses or pits may safely store

them in cold pits for the future, as it is quite cer-

tain that such plants as bedding Calceolarias,

Mimuluses, and a host of other useful subjects st.art

more strongly into growth in spring if kept quite

cool during the winter months. Although 1 should
not like to risk the entire stock of any plant of

doubtful hanUness in the open air without protec-

tion during the winter, I should feel quite safe

about the Mimuluses if they had a slight covering
of Bracken over them, as our soil is naturally well

drained.— J. G. H.

ANEMONE CORONARIA.
So.me charming beds of these are to be seen at
Gunnersbury Park, where Mr. Roberts has planted
them out tor cutting from. They are all from
bulbs imported from Holland last autumn, with
the exception of Gilbert's King of Scarlets, a very
tine and brilliantly coloured double variety, appa-
rently selected from the old double scarlet, iiy

the side of this showy variety, which deserves a
jjlace in every garden where it will grow, Mr.
Roberts has beds of the double scarlet as imported
from Holland, and which appears to be later and
decidedly paler in colour. This old favourite does
not appear to be nearly so good as it was thirty

years ago. But the single varieties are very pretty
indeed, and they range in colour from creamy or
yellowish white to deep shades of scarlet and crim-
son. .Some of the mauve, violet, and purple, and
also of rose and scarlet colours, are extremely
pleasing, and not only do they make a good display,

but they are very useful for cutting from, rankijg
with the late Tulips for richness of colour and
striking contrast. Beds of the double form of A.
fulgens looked poor also by the side of King of
Scarlets.

The Anemone has, unfortunately, become a ne-
glected plant. One can go into gardens where
nardy plants are well represented, but few Ane-
mones are found in it. Tuey are hardy, will grow
in good loam, and give comparatively but little

trouble. The wonder is that a larger number of

flower lovers do not raise seedlings. The Anemone
is a flower that yields a large variety of tints, but
it is capable of and wOl bear improvement. If

anyone will enter upon this task, taking seed only
from the very best varieties, and resolutely throw
out all inferior forms and grow only the very
finest, great and valuable additions might be
made to our somewhat Umited collections. Time
was when named Anemones were as common as
named Auriculas, and when the florist made a great
pet of them. There is no reason why such a time
of popularity should not work round again.

Perhaps the extensive cultivation of Lobelia ful-

gens has had the effect of keeping the crown varie-

ties somewhat in the background. A. fulgens has
proved a most useful spring flower, and when grown
in a large patch, as I saw it at Cliveden the other
day, is perlectly dazzling in its wealth of vermilion.
This bed occupied a position where it was exposed
to the sun during the middle of the day, but shaded
from it morning and evening. Here in a piece of

well-prepared ground the Anemone had grown with
great vigour, and is now supplying numbers of

richly coloured blossoms. R. D.

A double Primrose.—I enclose flowers of a
double Primrose given me three or four years ago
by a gentleman. He said the plant was found in a
wood. I see in The Garden, May IS (p. 150),

mention is made of a similar Primrose. WouUl
' R. D." kindly say if the enclosed is the same, or

h is it been in cultivation before 1 I have seen
other forms of hardy double Primroses, but not a
double yellow one before.—A. Beookes, Beechn'ood,
Orjiiiiijton, Kent.

*,* The flowers of the double yellow Primrose
seem to be identical with those described on
p. 450, and they appear to lend further testimony
to the assumption that the late double yellow
Primrose has sported from the common single of

the hedgerows. The flowers of the varieties grown

as the late double yellow, giant yellow, Cloth of

Gold, Giantess, and Duchess appear to be the same
as those of the one in the possession of Mr. Brookes,
but there may be little diversities of foliage in all.

I have a double yellow Primrose from Scotland
under the name of Early Sulphur, which is quite

distinct from the Early Sulphur grown round Lon-
don and later in flowering. I have also one under
the name of Cloth of Gold, which is different from
the Cloth of Gold generally grown. If anyone
residing in a locality suited to these double Prim-
roses were to gather together a collection, grow
and flower them, they would find them a very in-

teresting study, and among them would be found
greater diversities of flower and foliage than are
generally supposed.— R. D.

THE PRIMULAS.
Pfil.MULA ROSEA, alluded to at p. 468, is hardy
and seems to thrive best in a place where the plants

are occasionally under water in winter. I exhibited
a plant at the Auricula and Primula Society's meet-
ing at the Drill Hall finely in flower, and it was
dug up from amongst the Grass on the margin of a
small pond, where it was sometimes covered with
water, sometimes exposed, and often frozen hard.
When a plant survived this and flowered freely,

and, moreover, was good enough to be exhibited in

a first prize collection, it could not be said to be in

any way tender.

P. obtusifolia, mentioned at p. 450, flowered well
with us last year, and much more freely this. We
had quite two score of trusses of its rich purple
flowers, with a slight suffusion of violet upon most
of them. The flowers vary in size as well as in the
shades of colour, but we have had none amongst
our seedlings that are not of a rich dark purple
colour. The eye of the flowers in all cases is of a
rich orange-yellow shade. I have not planted any
out of doors yet, but intend to do so. P. obtusi-

folia is totally different from P. japonica in root,

leaf, and flower; the flowers are not produced in

whorls, as those of P. japonica are. Primula ja-

ponica is also a much more variable plant ; we have
pure white forms distinctly marked with a golden
eye. Some are nearly white, with just a flush or
streak of rose ; others are pale purple, lilac, deep
red, &c. A group of twenty-five flowering plants
of P. Reidi in our collection formed a most charm-
ing feature ; the flowers are creamy white. It

loses its leaves towards autunm, and the crowns
of flowering plants are not larger than dried
Sweet Peas. Older plants seem to branch out
from one root-stalk, and produce three or four
trusses each, but they have not yet broken into
several crowns, which may be parted out, as
may be done in the case of P. rosea, P. luteola,

and a few others. The secret of the successful

culture of most of the Himalayan Primulas consists

in annually raising a few seedlings, and growing
them up carefully into flowering plants. Young
plants flower much better and more strongly ; in-

deed some of them are more biennial than peren-
nial in character.

There is also a beautiful truss open to-day
(May 18), the first of the season, upon P. Parryi.

This does remarkably well with us in pots, but I

would rather grow these and other hardy plants in
the open borders or in the rock garden if we could
The plants in cold frames are strong and healthy,

whereas those planted in a damp place on the water
margin have gradually dwindled away ; others, in

what I thought good positions on the rock garden,
have not done better. When well grown it is a
lovely species, and carries the hardy I'rimula season
well into June. It comes from theColorado districtof

the Rocky Mountains and flowers there in July, and
gives the name of Primro.^e Creek to one of the
allluents of the Colorado River. It is more impa-
tient of the temperature of the forcing house than
any Primula known to me. Its right place is a cold
frame near the glass, with the frame against the
north side of a wall or fence. Some species may
succeed in full exposure to the sun, but, taking the
general run of the Primula family, partial shade is

best.
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P. prolifera is also in flower, and is a vigorous-

growing plant, producing spikes of flowers in whorls
of a deep yellow colour. It is doubtless worth
growing as a distinct form, but cannot be said to be
of the first class.

I also flowered this year, for the first time, P.

reticulata. The flowers remind me of those of the
well-known P. sikkimensis, but they are much
smaller than those of that species. The leaves of

P. reticulata are cordate, while those of P. sikki-

mensis are not.

P. geraniiefolia is also opening its flowers. It is

distinct in the form of its leaves, which resemble
those of the plant from which it is named. The
flowers, produced three or more together on a truss,

are of a pretty rosy tint, but not very striking. The
great charm of growing a collection of Primulas is

found in the diverse character of the various species,

and to the enthusiasts in their culture all of them
possess some points of interest. J. Douglas.

THK EARLY TULIP FOR MASSING IN SPRING.

In their cpacious trial grounds abutting on the

Great Western Railway, near Reading, Messrs.

Sutton and Sons illustrate both the usefulness and
striking character of the early Tulips for outdoor

decoration. As the railway train rushes by, the

traveller sees laid out before him a kind of whirling

panorama of large patches of colour—crimson,

rose, purple, violet, yellow and white, and some of

these colours in combination. It is a production on

a small scale of the bulb fields of Holland, and one
can form some idea of the brilliancy of the Tulip

when massed as at Reading. There are beds of

Hyacinths also. There is one bed of about 3000
double Tournesol Tulips, and it is worth going miles

to see it, so regular in growth are the plants and
large in size the flowers. I wondered how many of the

passengers travelling by the Great Western Railway
on one side, or by the South-Eastern or South-Wes-
tem on the other, wereaware that these plants of gor-

geous and delicate colours, that seemed to be lit up
with surpassing brilliancyunder the midday sun, were
formed of simple Tulips, and that this blaze of

colours could be reproduced in their own gardens
—on a smaller scale, it is true, but at a compara-
tively small expense.

Some varieties are well adapted for massing be-

cause of their dwarf growth, striking and effective

hues of colour, large, well-built flowers, and strong

rigid stems. The latter is a matter of the first

importance, because they are not so liable to be
beaten about by rain and blown about by wind.
Among these I place Canary Bird and the true

form oif the Yellow Pottebakker, both having bold

flowers, the last-named a little deeper in colour and
of the finest form. Of white varieties, I'lmmaculo,

one of the earliest to flower, and that queen among
the white varieties, the White Pottebakker, which
I take to be the very best white Tulip in cultivation

for outdoor decoration. Of rose, Le Matelas, very

bright and effective, a little expensive, but highly

pleasing, and the delight of all who see it in the

open ground. Of scarlet Tulips, Artis, very fine,

but rather late in flowering, which is somewhat of

an advantage, as a succession of bloom is desirable;

and as a crimson, Cramoise Pourpre, or Purple

Crown, a hue of purple-crimson, the deepest in

colour and very effective. If another scarlet is

wanted, then add Vermillion Brilliant, with its rich

Vermillion hue ; but it should be the true form, as

it would appear the commoner scarlet Van Thol is

often sent for it. Of violet Tulips, President Lin-

coln, or, as known under its new name. Queen of

Violets, dwarf and very sliowy ; Van der Neer,

violet, shaded with purple, the flowers large and of

the finest build ; and, as a dark purple, Wouver-
man. The striped form of the White Pottebakker
is a very pretty variety, but it cannot always be
depended upon to come true, as it is evidently

a sport from the White Pottebakker, and shows
a tendency to drift back to it ; some of the

more heavily-striped flowers are very pretty indeed.

Brind Van Haarlem and a cheaper one named
Standard Royal can also beu-cd as striped bedding
Tulips. Ill the way of edged cr fiatherid flowers,

the single Keizer Kroon and the old double
Tournesol are decidedly the two best, and both are
highly effective ; at the same time, they are not
too expensive. Duchesse de Parme among the
singles, and the old Gloria Si ills among the
doubles, are also very useful bedders.

Now, seeing that these Tulips were not planted
until Christmas, and in somewhat stony and poor
ground, it is astonishing how finely they have
bloomed. The Tulip adapts itself to a poor soil

;

provided it can but root freely into It, it will do
well and reward the labour of the planter. And
in a much larger measure than the Hyacinth, the
Tulip bulbs, if lifted as soon as the foliage shows
signs of decay, and put away carefully in shallow
boxes when dry enough, and kept in a cool place,
will be found very useful for planting another sea-

son. The bulbs suffer most from being kept too
long in the ground, and early rather than late lift-

ing is to be commended.

But it may be asked. What hardy flowers have we
in flower early enough in the spring to be associated
with Tulips 1 It can be replied, a very satisfactory
list. There are Daffodils in great variety, the white
Arabis albida, the blue and purple Aubrietias,
Alyssum saxatile compaotum, with its masses of

yellow blossom ; the blue and white Myosotis dis-

sitiflora and the later M. sylvatica, Polyanthuses
and Primroses, double Daisies, Wallflowers in variety,

Pansies and Violas, Anemone coronaria, fulgens and
apennina, Palmonarias, and among annuals the
early-blooming Silene pendula and Limnanthes
Douglasi. If this is not an exhaustive, it is at least

a useful list, and comprises most of the plants avail-

able for the purpose that flower in April and May.
R. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Caepet bedding.—Of the kind of bedding that

is generally understood by this term, I have no ad-

miration other than for the marvellous manner in

which plants can be made to work out all sorts of

figures and intricate designs. The nearest approach
to this style of carpet bedding that I have ever

come is that of using all the best forms of dwarf
growing foliage plants that are available for the
purpose in set patterns or designs, but such plants

I have always supplemented with others in the

form of standards. The latter quite destroy the
flatness, and in addition to that we get a greater

variety of plants and formal designs with natural

forms of plant growth. GreviUea robusta, Aralia

Sieboldi, Dracaina australis, Agaves, Echeverias,

&c., dotted about the beds in the centres and
angles of the design make the most formal carpet

bedding pattern look graceful and attractive. From
the foregoing it will be seen that it is not to carjiet

beds as foliage arrangements I object, but to their

excessive formality. Arrangements of coloured
foliage are desirable features in gardens of any
extent, as they continue bright and effective long
after most of the flowering bedding plants have
faded. The only great drawback to the form of

foliage bedding I have here mentioned is that of

obtaining a sufficient variety of plants, especially

of bright colours, without having recourse to the

small Brazilian Alternantheras that are so tender.

I have many times resolved to discontinue their

growth on this account, but their summer beauty

is so charming that the resolve has hitherto been
as regularly broken as made. The following

are the names of the dwarf plants for this

form of bedding: Herniaria glabra, C'erastium

arvense, and Veronica repens, green ; Eche\erias

and Sedum glaucum, grey or silver; Sedum acre

elegans, Mesembryanthemum cordifolium varie-

gatum, cream colour or light yellow; Lcucophyton
Browni and Antennaria tomentosa, white; Alter-

nantheras, several kinds, ranging in colour from
orange-yellow to a deep bronzy purple. There are

others that are perhaps equally good, but these are

the species and varieties that never fail. With the

exception of the Alternant lieras, we have linished

planting the beds that are arranged after this

fashion, ami the Alternantheras will be put out the

first week of Jur.c.

Tying and training climbers.—Most of us
are slow to own a mistake. I have made a great

one in respect of planting climbing Roses and
Clematises alternately to cover an arched trellis.

The idea was to cover a given space of the treUis

with Clematis and a similar-sized space with Roses
throughout the whole length. The Clematis, de-

spite all our efforts, will grow over the Roses, so

that next autumn one or other of the two must
go. Meanwhile, we strive to keep the growth of

each separated by repeatedly training and tying
the shoots to the portion of treUis allotted for each.

Tuberous Begonias.— We have just trans-

planted these to the flower beds from frames where
they were started in light vegetable mould and a
little loam. They have not flagged in the least by
removal. This is evidently the right way to prepare
these plants for the flower beds. We used to start

them in pots and plant out direct from them, but
they never did half so well as they do from frames.

I fancy that much finer plants could be had for the

conservatory by the planting-out system. The
Begonias should be put in frames and potted up a
month or six weeks before they are required in

flower. W. W.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Bluebells and Poet's Narcissi.—One of the
prettiest sights we have seen this sea.son was a mass of

Bluebells with the white Poet's Narcissi. The con-
trast between the two was charming.

Lance-leaved Tickseed (Coreopsis laneeolata)

is one of the finest herbaceous perennials for a sunny
border that we have, and that is saying much with the

many beautiful hardy plants in cultivation. It grows
about 2 feet in height, unless in a specially suitable

position, and maintains a good succession of brilliant

yellow flowers. Ordinary soil will suffice.

Spiraea astilboides.—The old S. japonica is a
well-known and valuable subject for pot culture in

spring, but this newer variety eclipses it completely.

Its habit of growth is much the same ; it flowers as

profusely, but the heads are three times the size of

those of S. japonica ; they are muL-h more feathery,

pure white, and most valuable for all kinds of floral

decoration of a choice character. I regard it as the

finest of all the Spiraeas.— J. Muik.

Saxifraga pyramidalis in pots.—At Penller-

gare Mr. Warmiugton grows the above Saxifrage in

6-inch pots, and at the present time each plant has

produced a flower-spike upwards of a yard in height.

The pretty little light-coloured flowers are most grace-

fully disposed, and as a pot plant it merits more atten-

tion than it generally receives.—J. MuiR.
*,* This plant is now being taken in hand by the

market growers for Covent Garden, and in the flower

market some handsome specimens may frequently be

seen.

—

Ed.

Annual Poppies.— Very beautiful are the

Shirley Poppies, now blooming profusely from seeds

sown last autumn. I find them to be very hardy

and useful in providing some nice greenery for the

borders during the winter. The flowers show not

only a wondrous variety of colours, but also many
exceedingly refined and delicate tints. I think

the pink, rose, and carmine shades are very lovely.

In habit, however, I think this Shirley strain com-
pares rather unfavourably with the umbrosum
variety. The flowers of the latter are well borne

above the leafage on stout stalks, and the leafage

itself is at least very pretty and neat. The
flowers of P. umbrosum are of one colour, but

then it is a rich striking crimson-scarlet hue,

and the deep black blotch at the base of each

petal is a feature lacking in other forms of an-

nual Poppies. The foliage of the Shirley strain

is of a very diverse character. When raised from

seed sown in the autumn the plants come tall and
strong ; indeed, with me, many of the plants were

IS inches high and as much through before they

flowered. P. umbrosum blooms earlier. I hope we
may yet get a strain which shall embody the

wondrous variety of tint and of beauty found in the

Shirley Poppies with the fine form and character

of the Japanese P. umbrosum.—A. D.

Aquilegias.—A group of Aquilegias of the

coronaria section, but from seed, which had been

partly cross-fertilised with pollen from other types,
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the true coronaria habit being well preserved, how-
ever, are now blooming with me in the open field.

How hardy Aquilegias are ample evidence is offered
here, but the hardiest usually with me, because per-
haps the most robust, are hybrids of species such as
chrysantha ;: coronaria and chrysantha x cserulea,

the products of these crosses showing much more
robust form and greater freedom of flowering
than is seen in the original species. Hybridisation
has in no way served to render these forms infertile

;

indeed, they are as productive of seed as even the
common A. coronaria is. Purples and deep blues
are abundant, but so also there are many white, red-
rose, bronzy and other tints, and not a few quaint-
looking doubles. A special feature of the coronaria
type is that the plant blooms freely some ten or
twelve days before the best of the species and hy-
brids of species are in bloom, thus materially
lengthening the season. The flowers are in all

cases borne on stout erect stems, and as the plants
are blooming for the first time, the product is remark-
able evidence of the value of sowing seed early in
the spring so as to ensure very strong blooming
plants the following year. Aquilegia foliage is very
ornamental, and during the winter has a pretty
effect and is useful in helping to dress hardy plant
borders.—A. D.

PLANTS FOR A BOG.

Spib.ba. astilboides.—This is stated to be very
beautiful as a pot plant at Kew (see p. 475). This I

can well believe, but it may not be so generally
known that it succeeds admirably as a bog plant.

Many fine masses of it are now coming into flower
in the artificial bog in the nurseries of Messrs. Paul
and Sons at High Beach. We grow it in our flower
borders as a hardy plant, and as it seems to be so

amenable to culture under such varying conditions,

it ought soon to be more universally cultivated. It

is worthy of note that many robust flowering plants
were growing in juxtaposition to it in Messrs. Paul's

bog garden.

The Mabsh Marigold (Caltha palustris).— In
the bog garden referred to above early in May were
fine flowering masses of the double forms of the
common Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris). The
variety monstrosa was the earliest to flower, followed
by two other double-flowered forms,nana and pallida.

On the edge of the bog Iris cristata has made
good growth, and has flowered fairly well ; while
Iris Kfempferi never seems more happy than when
its roots are quite in the water.

I found Senecio pulcher grew and flowered best

in our own garden in wet, rather heavy soil, but it

also does well in a bog. It is really a handsome
Composite for late autumn flowering, producing its

blooms until they are injured by sharp frosts.

Orchis foliosa seems to like the boggy soil,

and has grown and flowered freely side by side with
the Bog Bean (Menyanthes trifoliata).

RuBus AECTICDS has formed a dense colony on
the margin of the pond.

Some of the Lilies succeed admirably on the
drier portions of the bog, some of the best of them
making vigorous growths. L. canadense does well,

and is a very handsome species. L. pardalinnm
and a variety of it (Robinsoni) succeed well. This
species we have grown well in our rock garden in

wet, rather heavy soil.

Claytonia sibieica, with pretty rosy tinted

flowers, I noted as being in flower on the 1st of May.

I thought the alpine Primulas did not seem to

take kindly to bog culture, the one that succeeded
best being P. ciliata purpurea. J. Douglas.

Wood Hyacinths.—The common Wood Hya-
cinth is one of our most familiar wild flowers, but
few comparatively are aware of the rich series of

varieties now in cultivation. We were in Messrs.

Barr and Son's Tooting nursery the other day, and
in one shady corner was a splendid break of the

various forms of Scilla campanulata and nutans,

the plants one forest of spikes, some white, others

of the deepest violet-blue, and a few of the palest

pink. Of the varieties of campanulata, the pure

white alba and the fine deep blue atro-ca;rulea are

remarkably beautiful. Of nutans, the best were
alba major, pure white, fine bells ; rosea, bright

rose, and rubra, red. It is by planting large breadths
of Bluebells of various colours that our gardens
are rendered beautiful. Masses of the delicately-

tinted forms in a wood, or those with large bells

of the richest self blue beautify in a charming
way the natural scenery.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Euphorbia pilosa.—Are any of the Spurges
good decorative border and rockery plants? I think
so, and especially this one, as it is hardy, of a
showy bright colour, lasting for many weeks in early
spring, perennial, and of neat habit. These are all

good points, but there is something more ; the
effect of good-sized plants from March to Jlay,

when the ample bracts are nearly of as fine a yellow
as are the flowers of Sweet or common Alyssum,
may be said to be unique. I shall be much mis-

taken if, when the plant becomes better known, it

is not eagerly sought for. Then the plant puts on
another charming set of tints in the autumn. I

grow it on a dry sunny bank where the soil is com-
posed almost entirely of rubble. The specimen is

about 15 inches high, the erect stems being numer-
ous. The bracts and flowers being in corymbs cause
the tops to have a full and flat effect, but the whole
plant is of a yellowish hue in spring.

Euphorbia capitata is a neat trailer of only

a few inches high, and just now it is lovely. The
small neat foliage and stems are sea-green ; the

compact clusters of bracts and flowers are scarcely

the size of a marble, yellow, and the central fruit is

crimson. As every little stem is tipped in this

way the effect is most pleasing, and the plant keeps
in good condition for a long time. I grow it both
in pots out of doors and at the base of a sunny
rockery in ordinary loam of a light character.

Dryas lanata.—A plant reached me under
this name which I can find no authority for. It

more nearly resembles octopetala than Drummondi
or integrifolia. Still it is very different, and it is

much earlier with me. Though the flowers are only

eight-petalled, like those of octopetala, they are

much smaller and more imbricated ; the distinctly

two-lobed character of the petals gives the flower a
fuller effect. The flowers too are more freely pro-

duced and shorter stemmed. The leaves are more
cordate and woolly imdemeath, and have also

longer stalks. I wonder if the variety is much
grown, and under what name. The plant is cer-

tainly worth looking after.

Dianthus Atkinsoni. — In consequence of

former notes on this plant, I have received many
complaints both from the trade and others that it

does not prove either hardy or perennial. 1 have
now to record that my three-year-old specimen has
not only come safely through its third winter,

fully exposed to cold, wet and slugs, but it is now
6 inches or 8 inches high, and making many flower-

stems. All the while it has never been cut or lifted

or layered, but I have taken stem and root-cuttings

from it. I have a suspicion that the stem cuttings

are more apt to die the first year from their too

free - flowering habit. Two young plants from
autumn cuttings of 1887 were, however, planted out

last spring. They flowered finely last summer and
they are good plants now in the open, with the ex-

ception of one that has lieen badly eaten by slugs.

I cannot make out why so many have failed with

this most brilliant Pink. I have not half the

trouble with it that I have with D. glacialis and
neglectus.

Primula Reidi.—I have fairly tested this as an
open garden plant, and it is now growing strongly.

It is clear, however, that a little protection in cold

frames makes considerable diflterence to the early

growth, because plants in frames are now in flower.

P. Rusbyi has also proved hardy under similar

conditions with the above. The two kinds are

side by side.

P. suffrutescens does better in all respects on
rockwork without the least protection. The plant

makes thickish, stringy roots, quite a foot long.

This habit, to my mind, suggests that the roots re-

quire more freedom than they can well have in

ordinary pots. Cuttings put in last autumn have
just been lifted with roots 8 inches long. The
plant should have deep soil and be well grown, but
it does not flower freely until it has made some
hard stems or become leggy. The woody portion
should not be earthed over. In other words, the
plant cannot be grown too well, but, as indicated
by its tree-like habit, it is longer than perhaps any
other known Primrose in coming to a state of

maturity. I have grown it five years, and only
leggy plants have ever bloomed.

Aster graminifolius is the earliest of all the
Starworts, not even excepting A. alpinus. On slender
stems, 4 inches to 8 inches high, the pretty little

heads, which are like those of the field Daisy, are
freely borne ; the leaves are not exactly grassy, but
more resemble those of Hyssop. I think that most
people fond of dwarf and interesting plants would
be pleased with this. It is perfectly hardy, and
thrives with me on a small bed of ordinary soil.

Andromeda fastigiata.—It is a rueful plea-

sure one must have on seeing this gem flower so

profusely. A very small plant is weighed down
with flowers. It blooms far more freely than the
commoner and rampant growing A. tetragona. In-

deed I have lost several plants from their flowering
so freely.

Daphnes for rockwork.—D. rupestris is in

flower. How much better this grows and blossoms
when worked on Laureola or Mezereon ! D. Cneo-
rum is now in brilliant form. What other flower
so sweet ! I believe many fail to grow this. Let
me say, try it in clay— clay chopped and liberally

sprinkled with fine peat during the process. I have
done it, and seen it done by others, and the results

are all that can be desired. Of course, the position

should be moist, open, and sunny. D. Blagayana
has been charming, and already it has made its new
wood since the blooming period. D. Fioniana is

growing in favour year by year. It is, perhaps,
taller than many would like, 1| feet to 2 feet, but
its almost carmine flowers so early and sweet are
indispensable, and besides the bushes are neat
Evergreens, of undoubted hardiness.

WoodmUe, Kirkstall. J. Wood.

Eraxinella emitting inflammable gas.—
Mr. WoUey Dod (p. 489) does not believe that the
Fraxinella emits inflammable gas. I do, and with
good reason. The fact has been stated by Linnaeus,
Darwin, Miller, Sweet, and others, and I quite be-
lieve them, for I have seen it myself. I do not re-

member to have ever made the experiment myself,
but my father was fond of showing it, and I have
seen him show it more than once. It requires a
<lark night, a thundry atmosphere, and a Lighted
match. But in its native habitats it ignites spon-
taneously. General Munro told me that it abounds
in the Crimean cornfields, and that he had often
seen the fields lit up by it, and his testimony is un-
impeachable. Your plate of the plant will attract

attention to it, but it is not quite correct that it has
not been figured in England before. Without men-
tioning Gerard's and Parkinson's figures, which are
not good, there is a good coloured plate (natural

size) in the plates to Miller's " Gardeners' Dic-
tionary," pi. 12:i.— H. N. Ellacombe, liUtan.

I am quite at a loss to understand the
difficulty that your correspondent, Mr. C. W. Dod,
has experienced in firing the Fraxinella blooms.
Among my earliest recollections I look back to this

exceedingly pretty and curious experience. On a
dry and quiet summer evening, when the Fraxinella

was in bloom, we used to go out and apply for an
instant a lighted match close to the stem at the

base of the flower. Immediately a light feathery
flame fiickered with a bristling sound up through
the flowers and vanished. Sometimes when one
blossom was near another, the second would be
lighted by the first. The flame does not visibly in-

jure the flower, but the warmth is easily felt if the

hand is held among the blossoms. After a few
nights, or a week at most, the " gas " can be fired

again, and this goes on until the seed vessels are
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formed, and they produce the same effect. I do not

think there is any inflammable "gas "whatever round
the bloom, but that very fine resinous hairs are

ignited by the match, and that the flame from the

lower one is able to start those above. The white
variety never grew so strongly, nor did it bum so

well, but even with this Mr. Dod ought to have ob-

served some effect unless he tried to light the
" gas " as from a jet at the top of the flower. The
observations described above were made in the

garden of Wing Rectory, Rutland. It is a pity that

this very beautiful phenomenon is so very little

known.^C. V. Boys.

Rose Garden.

ROSES AND ASPARAGUS.
Notes have recently appeared in The Gabden on

the desirability of planting these together. The
writers, however, leave us in doubt as to whether
standard, dwarf, or bush Roses are intended for the

purpose. If standards are meant, then there may
be some gain in hiding their bare stems with some-

thing pretty, but as such plants are losing in

favour and the other forms are being planted in

increasing numbers, it would be well to have the

doubt removed. But surely there is something in-

congruous about this mixture, for the two plants

have nothing in common, except, perhaps, a liking

for good soil. From an artistic point of view, such

strong contrasts are rarely satisfactory, either in

the garden or in the vase, some similarity of form,

habit, or density in the plants used being required to

make happy combinations. As " good wine needs

no busli," so good Roses need no foliage but their

own to set them ofE to the best advantage, and the

ground between the plants would be better occupied

in the case of Hybrid Perpetuals with low-growing

annuals that would begin to flower just when the

first crop of Roses is going off. Tea Roses especi-

ally require no outside help in the matter of

foliage, for nothing can be finer than the ever

varying tints of the healthy leaves and shoots com-
mon to this class of Roses, and it would be an act

of vandalism to hide any portion of such plants in

their growing seasons.

If Asparagus would act as a shelter from cutting

winds when the Roses are starting into growth it

might be useful, but at that time it is bare of

growth of such a kind as to form shelter, and later

on when the Roses would want all the sun, air, and
ripening influences they could get, they would in

the case of bush plants and dwarfs be simply

smothered. Neither would the combination be

useful economically, for the ground occupied by a

plant of the one would support a plant of the other

equally well. "D. T. F." has recently complained

of unripe growth on Roses, and it he adopts this

novel arrangement, as he intends to do, he will un-

doubtedly increase his difficulties in that way. I

do not quite see how he can reconcile his idea of

" each drooping Rose resting its beauteous cheek

on the soft feathery fronds of bending Asparagus

foliage " (April 20, p. 371) with a sentence of his

written earlier (March :iO, p. 278) in whicli he says:
" Few plants suffer more from lack (?) of normal
measures of sunshine than Roses." Asparagus
growths, though lif^ht and graceful, collectively

give dense shade, and if Roses require an abnormal

or even a normal amount of sun.shine to ripen their

wood, they are not likely to get it in this connec-

tion. C. J. Tallack.
Lirermere.

the nest and then watering the ground round fre-

quently so as to swamp the nest. The ants will

in time re-make their nest within the dry pot.

When this is done, perhaps in a fortnight or so,

remove the pot, nest and all. This is best done of

an evening when few ants are about. A ring of

sand well soaked in paraffin oil laid round the tree

would keep the ants off. Boiling water, carbolic

acid, parafHn oil or a quarter of an ounce of cor-

rosive sublimate dissolved in a gallon of water
poured into their nests will kill them. More than

one application will probably be necessary.—G. S.S.

Rose Gloire de Dijon.—Despite all that has

been written in favour of this deservedly popular

Rose, it is almost impossible to say too much.
Among outdoor Roses it is undoubtedly the best all-

round variety in cultivation. Generally the first

to bloom in spring and the last in autumn, for long

after frost has made its appearance I have cut

bunches of good bloom. A fortnight ago I saw a
magnificent plant, covered with buds just on the

point of bursting, on a cottage near Southampton.
For covering walls it is admirably adapted, for, al-

though thriving best on a south or south-west aspect

I have seen it do remarkably well on east and west

walls. Where cut flowers are in requisition Gloire

de Dijon should always find a place.— C.

Marech.al Niel outdoors.—I was somewhat
surprised to read Mr. Muir's note anent this Rose
outdoors in South Wales in The Gabden, May 25

(p. 474). He says, "I have rarely seen the Marechal
Niel Rose a success in the open." Whilst admitting

it is more tender than the majority of Roses, I am
of opinion that it is much hardier than many sup-

pose. In Hampshire I have seen it do well on a

wall, making equally as vigorous growth as when
under glass. Again, in the West Riding of York-

shire I have seen a fine plant growing on a south

wall ; and only last year I came across a fine speci-

men outside in a Lincolnshire garden. True, in

the two last-mentioned cases they were in slieltered

positions, and were afforded slight protection dur-

ing winter.—C. C.

Ants destroying Roses.—In answer to Colin

Roniaino (GAltl)i;N, .May 2.'), page 171), the ants

probably overrun your Itose bushes in search of

aphides or green-fly, and finding the juicy broken

stalks wliere the Roses li.ave been disl)udded, arc

attracted by the juice, and when the supply fails

they work further and further into the stem for

more. Covering the ends of the stalks with clay

or cobbler's wax would, I slioiild (liink, stop the

ants. They may be trapped by iilacing a flower
|

pot with the hole in it closed bottom upwards over rose,

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL TEMPLE SHOW.

May 30 AND 31.

The exhibition in the Temple Gardens which
closed yesterday showed that the Royal Horticul-

tural Society has still a powerful hold upon the

nurserymen and gardeners of England. They came
from all parts, and thus we had a representative

display, weak in some points and strong in others.

It was a show of a different character to the ordi-

nary type. There was very little competition, liut

the miscellaneous collections were quite sufficient

to fill comfortably three large marquees, one of

which was occupied largely by Orchids. If every-

thing but these had been removed there would still

have remained a grand show of flowers, as the

Orchids were the finest in quality and variety we
have seen since the great conference. The show
in other respects was not so fine as the one held

about the same time last year. Then it was the

hardy flowers were as fine as the Orchids, and mis-

cellaneous plants were noteworthy. Although there

were plenty of classes for market growers, these

were very poorly filled, and certainly if the society

had relied upon competition for making a display,

there would have been an exceedingly weak, un-

interesting exhibition. Few sites in London are

better adapted for a show of this kind than tlie

Temple Gardens on the Embankment. Althougli

close to the Strand, they are quiet andfree from tlie

bustle, noise, and dirt of bu.sy streets.

Orchids wore without a doubt tlie finest feature

of the show, as the leading nurserymen and •inia-

teurs who make a speciality of the plants sliowed

largo groups. Messrs. Sander & Co , of St. Albans,

had a bank that occupied lialf of the central stage

in the large marquee, about 1000 si)ecimens being

shown, including 300 plants of Miltonia vexiUaria

in many variclies, running througli ricli shades of

few passing into pure white. We have

seldom seen a finer display of this flower. A similar

remark may be made with respect to the group of

Odontoglossum crispum, the plants one mass of the

arching racemes of large, well-coloured flowers.

Some were beautifully spotted, others nearly pure

white, with a blotch of brown on the lip, and the

majority flushed distinctly with a rich rose tint.

There is no Odontoglossum to approach crispum for

usefulness and beauty. Besides these two species

Lailia purpuratawas represented by densely-flowered

plants of well-marked varieties, and there was a

rich series of varieties of Cattleya Mossis, Men-
deli, and Gaskelliana. One form of Mossia; had a

lip of surprising richness, finely fringed, and a

mixture of magenta of deep and soft shades, set off

by a suffusion of yellow on the inside of the lobes.

Odontoglossum Ruckerianum in several forms ;

Harryanum, polyxanthum, Coradinei, Londinense,

buff-yellow spotted with rich brown ; and Halli were

the chief members of this genus exhibited. There

was a fine mass of Oncidium Harrisonianum,

Cypripedium caudatum, selligerum majus, Cattleya

Brymeriana, citrina, Skinneri, and the chaste Utricu-

laria montana. A choice exhibit was a plant of Odon-

toglossum guttatum rubrum, a fine spotted variety,

the sepals and petals about equal size, and each witha

large central blotch of brownish red surrounded by a

cloud of rose. A noble group was that from Mr.

James Cypher, Cheltenham, in which were large

plants of the finer forms of Cattleya Mossix and

Mendeli. A charming form of Mendeli is delicata,

white, with a blotch of rose in the centre of the lip

and yellow in the throat. Mossia; gigantea has a

very large and finely-coloured flower ; and a variety of

Lralia purpurata, named Darnelliana, has rose-ma-

genta sepals and petals, with a lip of very deep colour.

A very pretty piece of Dendrobium tortile roseum

was in this group. It is a lovely variety, the lip

white, and the twisted sepals and petals rich rose.

Mr. Cypher also had good specimens of Cypripedium

Iffivigatum, Dendrobium Jamesianum, the large-

flowered D. Bensoni grandiflorum, Devonianum, and

Laelia purpurata Wvattiana, in which the lip is beau-

fully veined with" rose-lilac. One of the finest

displays was that from Mr. Ballantine, gardener to

Baron Schroeder, The Dell, Egham. It is impos-

sible, just as we are going to press, to enumerate

all the choice treasures in this group. Cattleya

Skinneri alba is a lovely variety, with flowers about

the same size as these of the type, but without a

trace of colour except the soft lemon shading

at the entrance to the throat, the deep mauve

blotch at the very base, and the faint tint of ma-

genta on the front of the lip. Epidendrum pris-

matocarpum was splendidly shown. A choice

flower is Masdevallia Harryana armenaica, quite

distinct from any of the other types. It is of a

coppery shade, very unusual and distinct. Cattleya

Mossia3 Wageneri is one of the whitest forms of this

species. A beautiful La;lia is the variety bella,

which was one of the gems of the collection. It is

a hybrid between Cattleya labiata and l.a^lia pur-

purata. The lip is broad and of a rich crimson-

purple colour, edged with almost white, the sepals

and petals rose purple. Quite as choice was the

hybrid Phalainopsis John Seden, a iro-ss between

P. Ludderaanniana and am.abilis (grandiflora). The

flowers are a cliarming mixture of delicate shades,

chiefly pale yellow, which is spotted with rose-lilac,

a tint that spreads over the base of the sepals and

petals. A good form of Odontoglossum is excellens,

in which the flowers are yellow blotched with choco-

late.and in the group were remarkably finespecimens

of c'ymbidium Lowi, Cattleya Skinneri, and avariety

of La^.lia purpurata, known as Schru'deriana, in

which the lip is bright rose-lilac, veined with a

deeper colour. Cattleya Warscewiczi Sandoriana

has a flower of great breadth, especially the lip,

whicli is so densely spotted with rich crimson on a

slightly paler ground, as to .scarcely show the spot-

ting ; at the entrance to tlie tliroat there are two eye-

like blotches of old gold colour. L;vlia Delliensis,

of which there was a small plant, is described as a

natural hybrid; its characteristic fe.-iture is the

pointed, somewhat long lip. of the richest self crim-

son-purple shade, without a blotch of any otherer

colour. The beautiful Tliuiiia Veitchimia, Aerides

Veitchi, th,e pure white A. Williamsianuni, Mil-
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tonia vexillaria alba, quite white, except for the
yellow centre ; Vanda Denisoniana, bearing a spike
of seven flowers ; and the highly polished Cypripe-
dium Harrisianum superbum were also worthy of

note in this unique collection. Mr. Bickerstaffe,

gardener to Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bt., Dorking,
brought well-grown plants from the Burford Lodge
collection. Epidendrum prismatocarpum was in fine

condition, and also the beautiful purple-flowered
Thunia Bensonire. L^lia pumila, rich rose-purple,
a finely coloured flower; Dendrobium Dearei, white,
and whose flowers keep fresh for weeks ; Cattleya
Reineckiana, sepals and petals white, lip mottled
with crimson-purple, against which the old gold-
yellow in the throat is in rich contrast ; C. Sander-
iana, and Vanda teres were especially worth noting.
There was also a fine form of the rich yeUow
Oncidium Marshallianum ; the handsome Maxillaria
Sanderiana ; the fairy-like Utricularia Endresi, a
charming flower of a soft mauve tint ; Cypripedium
Hooker.-e ; Masdevallia Harryana regalis, bright
crimson ; and M. Denisoniana, flowers of a rich

crimson tinge. Another fine bank was that from
Messrs. H. Low and Co., Clapton, in which Phalse-

nopsis gloriosa (recently illustrated by a coloured
plate in The Gabden), amabilis, and grandiflora
aurea were conspicuous. The last-mentioned variety

is distinguislied by rich yellow colouring on both the
inner and outer faces of the lower half of the side

lobes of the lip. Another choice flower was the
variety of Cypripedium bellatalum, named esoel-

lens. It has a flower heavily blotched with
the deepest maroon-crimson. It is well worth a
varietal name as something finer than the usual run
of forms. C. Hookene was also good, and there
was a well-flowered plant of the charming Vanda
cserulescens Boxalli, in which the lip is rich

violet-blue of a delightful and uncommon shade.

Mr. G. T. White, Wiuchmore Hill, showed a group
of Cattleyas, tastefully arranged, and comprising
principally forms of Mendeli, Mossi^, and Lslia
purpurata. A variety of Mossiic named Arnoldiana
has fine broad sepals, with rose shading in the
centre, lip white, brilliantly pencilled with magenta
in the front, a rich yellow colour running into the
throat. Mr. Smee, The Grange Gardens, Walling-
ton, exhibited a group in which were several fine

forms of Cattleya Mendeli, MossiJE, and LaeUa
purpurata. One form of Mossia;, called Mrs. Smee,
has brilliant rose-coloured sepals and petals, the
lip showing magenta and yellow shades. Lsjlia

purpurata Brysiana, Thunia Bensonia;, Cattleya
Mossias Reineckiana, and C. M. Londinensis, sepals

and petals rich rose, lip fine purple, were also well
represented. The collection from Mr. Tautz,

Shepherd's Bush, was rich in good plants, not the
least choice of which was Cattleya Aclandiaj.

Odontoglossum hastilabium, grande, Angrscum
faloatum, white ; Saccolabium ampuUaceum, the
large-lipped Cypripedium Curtisi, and Epidendrum
macrochilum were well grown and flowered. Mr.
F. Wigan, Clare Lawn, East Sheen, showed plants

of some of the principal Orchids in flower now.
Cypripedium hirsutissimum, lajvigatum, and Vanda
tricolor, V. suavis, Oncidium sphacelatum, and O.

ampliatum majus were the chief. A good group
in the competitive classes also came from Mr.
Whillans, gardener to the Duke of Marlborough,
Blenheim.

Mr. B. S. William5, Upper Holloway, had a re-

markably fine group. Calanthe veratrifolia was a
mass of the tall spikes of white flowers. A bril-

liant show was made by a specimen of Masdevallia
Veitchi grandiflora, the colour rich scarlet. Also
in this collection were good pieces of Odonto-
glossum Coradinei, Laelia purpurata. Cattleya War-
neri, C. intermedia, Calanthe masuca, Anguloa
Clowesi, A. Ruckeri, Aerides Houllettianum, and
Cypripedium Dominiannm and caudatum. A
small, but well-grown group of Masdevallias and
Odontoglossum crispum came from Mr. Partington,
Heaton House, Cheshunt. A group also came from
Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, in which
C.ittleyas were a feature. A plant of a Cattleya
named Mundy's variety was shown by Mr. E. Miller

Mundy, Derby. The sepals and petals are as trans-

parent and exquisitely tinted as porcelain ; the lip

deep rich magenta, with a yellow suffusion within

the lip. Liclia purpurata Studd« is the name of a
good form exhibited by Mrs. Studd, Bath.

Feens, fine-foliaged plants, Caladiums, &c., were
shown by a few of the leading growers of such
plants. Messrs. James Veitch and Son had varieties

of Acer palmata, hardy Azaleas, and things of this

character. It is unnecessary to describe the Cala-
diums of Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, as in the culti-

vation of this particular plant there are none to

approach them. The specimens were not only finely

grown, but the varieties well selected. Mr. Melles,

Sewardstone Lodge, Chingford, also showed Cala-
diums. In the group from Mr. W. Iceton, Roe-
hampton, were well-coloured plants of Dracicna
Lindeni. It is impossible now to refer in detail to

the magnificent collection of Ferns from Mr. W. J.

Birkenhead, Sale, Manchester. There were BOO
kinds exhibited, comprising both hardy and indoor
species and varieties. Adiantum pedatum was
especially fine, and the lover of Athyriums would
have found a rich series of forms, while of Scolo-
pendriums there was a fine collection. Mr. H. B.

May, Edmonton, showed Crotons, Dracaenas, Palms,
Acers, and Ferns in great variety.

An exceptionally well-grown batch of specimen
Clematis came from Messrs. Richard Smith and
Co., \\'orcester. The specimens were remarkably
well-flowered, the finest varieties being Excelsior,

rich purple ; Mme. Van Houtte, white ; Sensation,
purple ; Grand Duchess, very pale lilac ; Mrs.
George Jackson, white ; Lord Neville, deep violet-

purple, and "S'enus Victrix, double lilac. A fine

group of tuberous Begonias was that from Messrs.
H. Cannell and Son, Swanley, to which we shall

refer again and Messrs. J. Laing and Sons had an
excellent display. Azaleas and Roses came from
Mr. Turner, Slough'; hardy Azaleas in pots from Mr.
Anthony Waterer, Knaphill Nursery, Woking ; Rho-
dodendrons from Messrs. H. Lane and Son, Berk-
hamsted ; and a rich group of pot Roses from
Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt. The plants were
magnificently grown ; one specimen of the variety

Charles Lawson measured 8 feet across and carried

upwards of 230 flowers ; Mme. Victor Verdier
;

Jano, a lovely rose-coloured flower; Celine Forestier,

Alba rosea, and Souvenir de Gabriel Drevet were
in their fall freshness and beauty. Herbaceous
Calceolarias made showy breaks of colour. The
strain from Messrs. Cannell and Sons is re-

markable for its density of bloom, excellent habit

and rich variety of colours, especially of yellow
shades. Messrs. James Carter, High Holborn, also

had a large bank of herbaceous Calceolarias.

Fifty Pelargoniums of the French varieties came
from Mr. G. Braid, Winchmore Hill, N., the plants

densely flowered. A variety of Pelargonium named
Bush Hill Beauty, a sport from Mme. Thibaut,

which it much resembles, came from Messrs. Low
& Co., and a compact-growing variety of the com-
mon Musk from Messrs. J. Carter & Co.

Hardy flowers were not so fine as last year.

Masses of both common and uncommon kinds

came from Messrs. Paul and Son, Mr. T. S. Ware,
Collins and Gabriel, 'Waterloo Road, and Messrs.

Barr and Son. The cut-flower tent was one of the

most interesting. Messrs. Barr and Son showed
bunches of Centaureas, Irises, Peonies, Anthericums,
Anemones, &c. Messrs. W. Paul and Son, Waltham
Cross, showed boxes of cut Rhododendrons and
Roses. The Roses were exceedingly beautiful,

especially the flowers of such kinds as Lady
Sheflield, rich shining rose ; Merveille de Lyon,
Queen of Queens and Alfred Colomb. Bunches of

Pelargoniums and one of the finest displays of tufted

Pansies we have seen for a long time at any exhibi-

tion came from Messrs. H. Cannell. We reserve our

remarks upon these. Cut flowers were also sent by
Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, and Messrs. Ryder
and Son, Sale, had tufted Pansies in great variety

and beauty : while from Messrs. Kelway ami Son,

Langport, came flowers of Pyrethrams, I'lconies,

and Delphiniums, three flowers that they have in a
sense made their own.

Fruit demands passing notice. E.xcellent col-

lections for the season were those from Messrs.

Cheal, of Crawley, Bunyard, of Maidstone, and Mr.
A. H. Smee, Waliington. Mr. Chas. Turner showed

Lockie's Perfection Cucumber ; and fruit also came
from Mr. J. Hollingworth, Woodseat, Uttoxeter,

and Mr. J. R. Featherby, The Vinery, Gillingham.

The collection of Guernsey produce from Mr. Geo.
Munro, Covent Garden, comprised principally

Melons, Tomatoes, and Grapes.

Besides the exhibits mentioned in this report,

there were bouquets from such well-known men as

Perkins and Son, Coventry, and Garcia, of Covent
Garden.
The trustees of the "Turner MemoriEil" Fund

offered prizes for old-fashioned show Tulips. Mr. S.

Barlow, Stakehill House, Manchester, was first,

and Messrs. Stewart and Mein, The Nurseries,

Kelso, second.

Wood wool for fruit packing.—When in Lon-
don some six weeks ago, Mr. George, with hi? usual

keen eye to business, showed me a sample of fine

wood shavings, which he thought likely to super-

sede natural Moss and cotton wool for packing
purposes. A similar or identical material having
fallen into my hands by accident some months ago,

I was enabled to give him an encouraging reply

as to its adaptability, provided the slight resinous

smeU could be got rid of. Since that time Mr.

George has made arrangements with the manufac-
turers for a supply of the wood wool, it anything

finer and softer than the first sample, but the smell

remains. The sample of one pound exhibited at

the Drill Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday last, price

3d., filled a large box, the bulk giving one an idea

that it would pack one dozen Peaches. Cotton

wool, much more expensive, being greatly inferior

to natural Moss, this material is well worthy the

attention of fruit growers who cannot obtain a
plentiful supply of the latter. Here we have an
abundant supply of Moss, and as this is the best

material for packing fruit and flowers, I am not

likely to patronise the vendor, but were I driven

into the market 1 should most certainly lay in a
large store, as I believe this slight odour is volatile,

and may be got rid of by full exposure to the at-

mosphere. Another advantage is its durability, as

I believe it may be used over and over again, that

is, provided the fruiterer can be induced to return

it to the grower, and the more it is used the softer

and less objectionable it will become. If this

material is the waste from some particular manu-
facture, full exposure is the only mode of prepara-

tion for the fruit grower, but, assuming a soft white

Pine is cut up specially for packing purposes, surely

some soft inodorous timber like Lime, Poplar, or

Willow might be substituted, when the doubt
which exercised the minds of gardeners on Tuesday
last would be set at rest for ever. In reply to my
suggestion to this effect, I was told there was a
ditliculty in the way, but it cannot be the cost, as

all these varieties of timber and others would be

forthcoming at a reasonable price by no means in-

super.able, as we learn from Loudon that seasoned

Lime weighs 37 lbs. per cubic foot. Poplar 32 lbs.,

and Willow 30 lbs. These weights would bo fur-

ther reduced by drying the shavings, but then

there would remain a good margin for conversion

and profit.—W. C.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Vegetable Culture for Amateurs." Illustrated.

Bv W. J. May. Londou: Upcott Gill, 1/0, Strand,

\\.C.
" Guy's South of Ireliind Pietoruil Guulo." Cork ;

(uiy and Co., Limitoil. London: Sirapkiu, Marshall

and Co.

Names of plants.—Thome Falcnn.—Craticgus

punctata. Mr. Williiitns.—Salix cuprea. S»r«
(•1(0)1.—Vihiirnnm dontatuni. 1?. G.—StaphyleH
pinnata ; Berhoris vulgaris. Romserj,—1, Leio-

pliyllum buxifolium; 2, 'N'accinium amarum. ./. If.

—i.Ceanothus azureus ; .'!, I'lilox snhulata var. ; -l,

Phlomis fruticosa ; G, the coinniou TwaybUdo (Ligi

tora ovatii) ; ", Stapliyloa pinnata ; 2. 5, and 8. next

wcok. Jl. IK—Staphylea pinnata. ./. ''. M. O,
—Lajlia purpur.ita. M. Jl/.— 1, 2, 3. form.< of Gera-

nium, all flowers dropped ; 4, Lithospennum purpu-

reum caeruleum ; 5, Saxifragaolatior; G. S. Macnabiana;

7, S. lantoscjna; 8, varieties of late Tulips. Wo
oidy name four at one tinui. Onhito<i.— 1, I'runus

sinensis fl.-pl. ; 2, Staphylea pinnata; 3, looks like a
Colutoa. T. 0. M. (.'.— Others next week. .. -
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WOODS & FORESTS.

THE WALNUT.
The common species (J. regia) is a native of

Persia, and is tlioiight to have been introduced
into this country in the aixteentli century. In-
dependent of its value as a fruit tree, the Wal-
nut ranks high as regards size and the superior
quality of its timber. Although the tree is a
native of a warmer country than ours, yet when
thoroughly establi.shed I have found it to be
perfectly at home in a great many places in

Great Britain and Ireland, and as it ripens its

fruit even in the far north, it is astonishing that
it has not been more extensively planted. A
piece of dry, sharp sandy or gravelly soil should
always be selected for sowing the nuts, as the
plants produced on such a soil are generally
of a harder and firmer texture than such as are
raised upon rich soft soil. In place of sowing
the nuts in drills, I have sometimes inserted
them in the ground with a dibber about 4 inches
apart in the rows, and the plan answers perfectly
well. The nuts must be protected from vermin
during winter, and in spring when the plants
make their appearance above ground they should
be protected by evergreen twigs placed along
the lines in order to protect the seedlings from
frost. These twigs should be removed as cir-

cumstances may direct, and the ground kept
free of weeds. In order to promote the forma-
tion of roots and the hardiness of the plants,
the seedlings should be removed from the drills

when one year old and planted into nursery
lines abont 12 inches asunder and from 4 inches
to 6 inches apart in the rows. The operation
of transplanting should be repeated every second
year until the plants are removed to the forest

or elsewhere where they are to remain. Trans-
planting is very effective in promoting the hardi-
ness and i'ruitfuluess of this tree. Trees so
treated not only mature their growth earlier in
autumn, but likewise ripen their fruit sooner
and produce it in larger quantities than trees
that have never been transplanted, but raised
from seed on the spot. This I attribute to the
roots being near the surface and within the
influence of heat and surface moisture, both of
which are beneficial in promoting growth and
early maturity.

The Walnut is naturally one of the deepest
rooting trees, and when left to grow on the spot
without transplanting it sends its tap-root right
down into the subsoil, and supports itself at a
greater depth from the surface than most other
trees. For this reason it is well adapted for
planting in hedgerows and other places where it

is desirable to prevent other crops in the vicinity
of the trees from being robbed of food by sur-
face roots. The Walnut is very impatient of
pruning, and bleeds copiously on the removal of

a small branch or twig. When, however, prun-
ing does become necessary, I have generally
performed the work in the month of August.
Largo specimens of this tree are to be found
here and there throughout the country growing
upon a great variety of soils and situations,

some of whicli in the north of Scotlanel are at

an elevation of from 400 feet to 500 feet above
sea level. Many of these fine old trees present
bold ramifying tops little inferior to that of the
Oak, and whether mixed with other species or
grown as specimens by themselves, their elegant
forms and massive contour never fail to attract
attention. Tlio timber of the common Walnut
is of great value, and instances are recorded
where it has realised a higher price than any
other wood produced in this country. This
arises principally from the close firm texture of
the wood, which neither shrinks, warps, nor

cracks, and as it is also higldy ornamental,
exhibits great variety in its grain and colour,

and is capable of taking on a fine polish, it is

extensively used for all the finer sorts of cabinet

work, where strength, durability, and elegant

finish are requisite. In its early stages the AVal-

nut makes an annual growth of about 18 inches,

according to soil and situation. The Black
American Walnut (.J. nigra) is, however, a more
rapid growing tree in this country than the

European species. Although the American form
is not so valuable as a fruit- bearer as the

European form, yet its claims as a timber-pro-

ducer are of a high order. In its native habitat

this tree is said to attain a height of about 100
feet, with a uniform thickness of trunk in pro-

portion, and when planted on good soil and
under favourable conditions as regards site it

grows rapidly in this country and attains a large

size. The tree is generally propagated from im-
ported seed in the same way as that recom-
mended for the European species, and the after

nursery treatment is in every way similar. Al-

though the American species does not always
mature its seed in this country, yet it is found
to be perfectly hardy when once established, and
as its leaves are larger than those of the

common species, it forms a well-furnished mas-
sive head of noble dimensions and great beauty.

The timber when cut up for use is of a dark
brown colour, close, finely grained, of firm

texture, and capable of taking on a fine polish.

J. B. Webster.

Wellingtonia gigantea.—There are few sub-

jects in forestry which seem to excite more interest

in the general public than that of the health,

growth, and prospects of the American Conifer
generally known under the name of Wellingtonia.
I think that you may like to hear something
about a remarkably fine specimen which I lately

saw at Charlesfort, the residence of Mr. John Tidall,

in Co. Meath. Its size is, I think, very great, consider-

ing that it was only planted in 18G0. I give you its

dimensions: Height, 60 feet; circumference at 1

foot from the ground, 13 feet 6 inches ; circum-
ference at 3 feet from the ground, 10 feet ; circum-
ference at G feet from the ground, 8 feet. The
exceedingly rich soil of^Meath seems to suit it. In
vigour and colour it is all that can be wished. It

has a fitting neighbour in a fine Cedrus Deodara,
planted in 1851 : Height, Gl feet ; circumference at

G feet from ground, 4 feet. I shouhl like to know
wlietherany of your readers can beat either of these

measurements in trees planted at the same period.
—Denis Knox, ]'irrjhi'ui Jtcciorij, ^ir^Jinia, Ire-

land.

Evergreen Oak, otherwise known as Spanish
Oak, is a hard, tough class of wood, highly marked
in its medullary rays; but, from its colour being a
dull reddish brown, it finds but little favour as a
furniture Oak. Bog Oak, from its blackness, has
considerable value; but from being tender or short

in the grain, from long immersion, it is not in much
favour. Wood exhumed under such conditions is

far more saturated than ordinary wood, and in

giving off this superfluity it shrinks and splits or

cracks to such an extent that it is almost worthless.

The Bog Oak of Ireland is a perfect black, from the

fact that very little sediment washes down the sides

of the crystalline hills and mountains of that

country, and the bogs are pure vegetable deposits.

The Bog Oaks of Lincolnshire and the Fen district

are associated with a considerable amount of sedi-

ment, and in colour are brown or imperfect black.

In old times the inlaying of Oak furniture was
carried out in Bog Oak, or Sycamore, or Holly; it

is generally believed that these old inlays vi'ere

ebony, but upon close inspection they are invariably

found to be I5og Oak. In Ireland the Bog Oak is

wrought into furniture, and although not of good
or creditable design, it attracts considerable atten-

tion in the furniture <lepartments of our exhibitions.

Ijiquidambar styraciflua.—The wood o I' the

North American Liquidambar is heavy, rather liard,

tough, although not particularly strong, close
grained, satiny, and susceptible of a good polish.

A cubic foot of the thoroughly seasoned wood
weighs 3G-82 lbs., or rather more than that of our
common wild Cherry and of the Black Walnut, but
a good deal less than white Oak. The colour is

bright brown faintly tinged with red, and of the
sap-wood nearly white. It is difficult to season,
showing a tendency to warp and shrink badly.
E.xperience and the adoption of better methods are
gradually overcoming this difficulty, howe%'er, and
large quantities of this lumber are now manu-
factured into furniture or used in the interior finish

of buildings, for which, when once thoroughly
seasoned, the hardness, solidity and pleasant colour-
ing and texture adapt it. It has been used to a
considerable extent in some parts of the west for

the plates and even for the frames of buildings,
and largely in some western cities for street pave-
ment blocks. The American Liquidambar is des-

tined to supply a large amount of useful timber
long after more valuable trees like the Cherry, the
Yellow Poplar, and the Black Walnut are practi-

cally exterminated for commercial purposes. The
fact that the real home of this tree in those parts
of the country where it attains its greatest develop-

ment is in deep swamps, always inundated every
year during several weeks at a time, and incapable
of being drained and therefore of being cultivated,

will ensure with slight attention its perpetuation,

and will make the future supply of the wood of

this tree reasonably certain.

The Elder as a nurse tree.— It is somewhat
remarkable that the common Elder is not oftener

used as a nurse, as it is about the hardiest tree with
which I am acquainted. In places where the

strong west wind blows for several months in the

year, and where even common Gorse looks as if it

were rolled, Elders will grow and thrive, and any-
body about to start a plantation in such places

would do well, as .i preparatory step, to plant the
ground in the interior thinly over with Elder
bushes, but as thickly as possible along the margin,
especially on the windward side. This skeleton

plantation of Elder, filled in with timber trees, will

have a massive and telling effect. No plant grows
so rapidly as young Elder, or so slowly when it is old.

Elder will also withstand sea breezes as well, and
perhaps better, than any other shrub or tree. On
the dreary, sandy wastes at Formby, in Lancashire,

where the shore is covered with wrecks and the
wind nearly always blows a hurricane, may be seen

a large solitary Elder tree, conspicuous for a mile

in every direction, growing in the dry sand, and
defying the tempest. \o other tree or shrub will

grow in the shade, or stand the drip of trees better

than the Elder. In woods, the darkest and
gloomiest spots may be made cheerful and lively

by means of the Elder planted freely. As cover in

woods and plantations, where little else would live,

keepers used in winter to dibble in cuttings of

Elder in all bare, naked places, being well aware of

its utility as a plant for " thickening up." Lastly,

the Elder makes a good plant for filling up gaps in

hedges, especially where they pass under trees, and
for boundary fences, where nothing else will grow.

It will preserve the continuity of a hedge right up
to the trunks or stems of even Beech and Horse
Chestnut. Moreover, a well-developed, full-grown

Elder tree, ornamented with about a thousand of

its enormous creamy white cymes seen at a dis-

tance, is a noble object. There are now many
varieties of it, such as the gold, silver, Parsley-

le.aved, round-leaved, green-fruited, white-fruited,

and other sorts.— E.\ST Lanoasiiiue.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather; but
The Art itself is Nature."— S/mX-fspmrc.

Rose Garden.

MARECHAL NIEL AS AN OUTDOOR ROSE.

A DEAD set seems about to be made, some would
say has already been made, against the growing
of Marcohal Niel in the open air. Those who
magnify its faults, and have been more than a

little blind to its marvellous merits, are declaring

through various channels that it cannot be grown
in the open air. Through these latest utter-

ances, the results of riper experience or of the

natural prejudices resulting from occasional

failure, there is some danger of our grandest of

all Roses being swept from our gardens, as was
its great forerunner of almost equal merit, the

Cloth of Gold. There is, however, this great

and striking distinction between these two rivals

—equals, rather—the Cloth of Gold was an
out-of-door Rose, or it was little or nothing
worth ; the Marechal Niel is as good inside as

out—possibly a majority of rosarians will de-

clare better—infinitely better. But at this stage

it is not desu-able to go beyond the above
cautious and well-balanced estimate of the

Maruchal Niel Rose inside and out. The fate

of the Cloth of Gold should prove a warning
against our readily givLug up one of the strings

to our bow, viz., the out-of-door culture of the

Marechal Niel Rose. Had as much pains been
taken to successfully grow and bloom the Cloth
of Gold under glass as in the open air, the

chances are that that magnificent Rose might
have been generally cultivated to this day, in-

stead of being now virtually extinct. Observe,

I do not aftirm that it is extinct, for we have
ample evidence to the contrary in the pleasant

surprises it aftbrds us when found in cosy nooks
and corners, hugging the warm walls of houses,

churches, and stables, or starved into beauteous

bloom on the roof of an antiquated conservatory,

or struggling into beauty out of a deserted-look-

ing green or grey pot. But these all too rare

instances but nerve to prove our point and
to reveal to the inexperienced what a depth and
fulness of golden glory has perished with the

Cloth of Gold.

Can it be that its only worthy successor is in

danger of also disappearing at no very distant

date, doubly strangled by warts and by mis-

representation ]

Leaving the warts for other pens or times, let

us grapple as best we may with the latest mis-

representation, " that the Marechal Niel cannot

be grown to any great perfection in the open
air " (Garden, p. 474). From whence has this

become true ? Admitting that the Maruchal
Niel has a more ticklish constitution and is

more tender than the majority of Teas, I would
boldly attirm that it has been grown to the

highest perfection in the open air in the past,

and would as fearlessly prophesy that it is likely

to be grown equally well in the future. By all

means grow it in quantity under glass as at

once the moat beautiful and profitable of all in-

door Roses. But grow it also in ijuantity and
in every variety of aspect, place, and form in the

open air to prolong its season, preserve its

health, and extend its life. Mar6chal Niel can-

not be grown to any great perfection in the open
air. Why not ! Not a few of the very finest

ever grown or shown have been so produced.

Closely hugging southern, western, eastern

walls ; boldly crowning standards of various

heights ; depending from stout bushes ; droop-

ing low from more slender-growing dwarfs, the

writer has culled Maruchal Niel Roses of the very
finest quality without spot or wrinkle, or any
such thing.

True, the Marc-chal Niel out of doors is

neither time or clime proof. But what of that I

Is it either indoors? Let the giants wrecked
in a day, and the many yards of bare wall,

rafter, or roof but yesterday so richly clothed

with golden glory answer such fjuestions.

The very perishability of the Marechal Niel

Rose furnishes tlie strongest argument for

growing it as extensively as possible outside as

well as indoors. It can be done, and therefore,

alike for its intrinsic beauty and commercial
value, it ought to be done.

What though the plants may not grow so

large, nor live so long in the open air as under
glass. It matters little, considering how rapidly

the Marechal Niel can be propagated, so long as

it growslarge enough and lives long enough to be
profitable, and prove beautiful and useful. It is

also certain that the Marechal Niel in the open
is by no means the dreary failure that not a few
writers picture or predict it. The very paucity

of their objections proves the weakness of their

case against this fine Rose. Its beauty is

hidden because of its drooping habit ; therefore,

no more of it in the open air is the substance of

its summary dismissal by one of our cleverest

rosarians. The flower is too heavy for the

strength of its stem or the thickness of its neck
;

therefore it cannot be grown to any great per-

fection in the open air.

Besides, while we have a plethora of Roses
that stare us out of countenance and carry their

hearts in their eyes, it is quite a treat to have

to look upon a few modest Roses of the Mare-
chal Niel type, that hold to the charming old

legend, that beauty half concealed is ever most
beautiful. And as to safety, while hosts of stand-

up, upstaring Roses are compelled to take all

that atmospheric friends or foes choose to send

them, which at times may be rain in bucketfuls

or hail of the calibre of buckshot, the drooping

Maruchal Niel Roses have only to duck their

heads and they are safe ; and as our climate is so

volatile and the Blaruchal Niel Rose is somewhat
ponderous, a permanent habit of drooping was

one of its most valuable preparations for its

culture in the open air.

But then it cannot be seen, nor seen all at

once, nor seen just from the same standpoint

as other Roses. So much the better. If we
cannot look down into the face of the Maru-

chal's beauty, we may look up to it on high

fences or walls or on high standards ; and in

the case of dwarfs, we either stoop down to

enjoy them or gather the Roses and raise them
up to our level. Roses so well worth growing

are assuredly worth placing in the most favoured

positions for enjoying. Modes of culture may
also do a good deal towards enabling us to

place our Marechals in the most sightly sites

or positions ; the artistic placing and po.sing of

the flowers will do the rest. Besides, I have

yet to learn that the Marechal Niel droops its

flowers more or lower out of doors than under

glass. Few things, indeed, strengthen and

stiS'en the neck of this fine Rose more eftectu-

ally than a vigorous free run in bed, border,

or on wall in the open air.

Neither does colour or constitution necessarily

become limp in the o])en air, tliough a fashion-

able set seems to have been made against

open-air Mar6chal Niels. Starved, stunted,

starveling Marechal Niels may indeed be found

indoors as well as out in various directions, and
assuredlyas many or more of suchabortions under

glass than out of doors. And as for the washed-

out colours of Marechal Niel in the open air, I

have seldom or never met with them. How could

I when the flowers droop so much as to render

such a phenomenon aa washing out a physical

impossibility ? Nondescript colouring, indeed !

And yet there are rosarians amongst us who are

ready to make aflidavit that they had never known
the indescribable richness of the colouring of

the Mar6chal Niel until they grew or gathered

it in the open air.

D. T. F.

SOME NEW HOSES.

Mb. Benjamin Cant obligingly sends fine blooms

of Ernest Metz, the new Tea-scented Rose that

CJuillot has sent out this season, and which pro-

mises to beavaluable addition, andlikelyto maintain

its raiser's great reputation. The flowers are_ of

good size and substance, well formed, with a high

centre and fine petal, and the colour is a very

pleasing bright flesh-rose tint that does not quickly-

fade or become dull when the flowers are cut.

The plant is likely to be especially valuable in

the garden, as the blooms, although solitary, are

carried erect upon stiff stems, and therefore dis-

played to the best advantage.

There is no question about the climbing character

of the new sport Climbing Niphetos. Of a couple of

spring-grafted plants just received from the raisers,

Messrs. Keynes, WiUiams, and Co., of Salisbury,

one has a shoot 7 feet long, and " is still grow-

ing ; " and the other carries an even greater total

length of growth, for though the main shoot has

been accidentally stopped at a height of 4 J feet,

four or five lateral branches have started and are

already each from 1 toot to l.V feet in length. The

only difficulty will be to find situations that afltord

the plant sufficient room to develop to the best

advantage.

Plants in pots of the new Polyantha Rose, Mi-

nutitolia alba, received from Mr. Henry Bennett,

the raiser, are most charming. The habit of the

variety is very dwarf and compact, and the snowy

white flowers are produced in the utmost profusion.

Most of these miniature Polyantha Roses make
admirable pot plants, but none are more distinct

and effective than Minutifolia alba from its close

bushy habit and the exactness of its pure white

flowers, which, unlike those of most other varieties

of the section, are delightfully fragrant.

Blanche Rebatbl (Bernaix), and the new va-

riety of the same class with crimson flowers, is the

deepest coloured Polyantha Hose yet sent out, and,

judging from a well-bloomed plant received from

Messrs. William Paul, is a very promising addition.

From Waltham Cross comes also a plant in flower

of The Queen, the new white sport from Souvenir

d'un Ami. Of the flower's whiteness there is

no question, and as thus liloomed under glass, it

might easily be mistaken at the first glance for

Niphetos.

Mme. Georges Beuant (Bruant), the new hybrid

rugosa raised from a cross between Rosa rugosa and

the Bourbon Tea Sombreuil, is now flowering freely.

The buds are fuller and better formed than those of

last year, though still somewhat rough-looking ;
but

from their pure whiteness they are decidedly effec-

tive on the plant, which is exceedingly vigorous and

free, and their fragrance is simply delicious.

White Peblk, described as a sport from Perle

des Jardins, was exhibited at the Temple show of

the Royal Horticultural Society, and though there

was hardly enough of it to form a very definite

opinion, yet the novelty produced a favourable im-

pression, and appears likely to prove an acquisition.

The flowers, which are full and well formed, are of a

verv nleasine pale lemon-vellow shade.
^ ^

T. W. G.

Tea Rose Narcisse.—This is a lovely Rose and

should be better known. It is a pale yellow
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variety, tinged witli pink at the back o£ the petals.

It is also a very free-blooming kind and grows freely.

One of its great merits is that it blooms early on a

warm sheltered south wall without any protection.

Here (Somersaf) we began cutting good blooms
early in May. The value of good Tea Roses cannot
bs overrated where cut flowers are in demand, and
they should be planted by everyone on warm
sheltered spots on the open walls.— J. C. F.

Gloire de Dijon Hose in the open air.—
Tnroughout the spring we have cut hundreds—

I

might say thousands—of this Rose under glass, but

not one of the blooms equalled those we are now
gathering from the wall plants in the open air.

Unfavourable seasons may cause, and do cause,

many subjects to flower scantily and weakly the

following year, but this Rose appears impervious to

all this, as it is now blooming as profusely as ever,

and for size, substance, form, and colour, I never

knew the blooms to be finer than they are at present.

They are not confined to one spot or one aspect,

but are in all directions, and those on cottage walls

equal those on the mansion. How the bulk of the

Roses will succeed in 1889 remains to be seen, but

there can be no doubt about the one in question

being as great a success as ever.—J. MuiE.

Koses too close to the glass. — Mr. J.

Muir does weU to call prominent attention to this

growing evil. Roses, like most plants, make for

the light, and hence the tendency of so many
Roses in houses to hug the glass too closely. Even
Mr. Muir's distance, 1.5 inches, is far too close in

span-roofed and very light houses. It seems to be

so often forgotten in our various arrangements for

training that mere proximity to the glass is not

essential to the enjoyment of a full measure of

light, for but little is lost in the passage through

clear glass. It is the obstruction the light meets

with inside that reduces its intensity or force. And
this is mostly greatest where vegetation is placed

in closest proximity to the glass. The Rose shoots

or blooms that harbour moisture and generate

aphides, red spider, or scalding also obstruct the

light and check the free circulation of the air. The
latter, in fact, leads to the most serious injury to

the health and cleanliness of Roses. In houses of

no great elevation it often seems best to keep the

Roses off the roofs or rafters, and grow the plants

in the form of bushes, varied with standards of dif-

ferent heights. More and better Roses might thus

be gathered from a given area than by the more
common methods of clothing the roof. Where,
however, the construction of the house favours the

latter method of culture or training, it is most im-

portant that a clear space of from 2 feet to 3 feet

should intervene between the glass and the Koses.

—HOETUS.

round the plants is mulched the liquid manure may
be poured on without the aid of a rose. For pot

plants liquid manure is almost essential, and it may
be given to Roses in a weak state almost as often

as they require water when they are making
free growth. Soot water, if clarified before being

used, is a capital thing to syringe Roses with, as it

agrees well with the plants, and is inimical to

green-fly and all insects.—S. D.

Propagating.

should be taken oS with a short piece of the stem

and put into shallow pans filled with light sandy soil,

which should be rather dry. Any dry position will

suit them. A cold frame is a good position, and
little or no water should be given until they begin

to make roots. As soon as sufficiently rooted they

may be potted off singly, using loamy soil with

some chalk or lime rubbish added. The plants

may be grown on during the summer in the open

air, and only a slight protection during the winter

is required. If taken into an ordinary greenhouse

early in February they will soon begin to start,

giving them a light open position. A.

Manure water for Roses.—In soils that are

light or naturally well drained it is surprising what
beneficial effects liquid manure has on the health

and strength of Roses at this season, as not only

does it make the plants more vigorous, but it quite

shows itself by adding a deep rich colour to the

leaves, and greatly increases the size and splendour

of the blooms. Those who do not happen to have
the drainage of a farmyard or manure heap to make
use of may easily form a good substitute by soak-

ing cow or sheep manure in a large tank or tub of

water, to which should be added some soot, and
the whole stored up and left a week or so to sub-

side and become cle.lr. To make sure of having

it in this desirable condition, the best way is to have

a tap about (J inches from the bottom and draw the

liquid off through that instead of dijjping it out, as

this is apt to stir the whole up, and it should never

be applied in a thick condition. Most of the

artificial manures sold are also valuable for applica-

tion in the liquid state and readily dissolve in

water, but the thing with these and guano is not to

overdo it, as it is better to give them weak and
often than overmuch at any one time. If the

liquid manure is in the state referred to, that is

clear and free, it may with safety be poured on
over the heads of the plants through a rosed pot,

and if it leaves a sliglit sediment on the foliage,

that may be waslied off by following on imme-
diately with a pot of clean water, but if the ground

Neriums.—There are many beautiful varieties of

Nerium which, when in flower, are remarkably

attractive. If the plants are well grown and kept

clean they also form handsome foliage plants.

They may be propagated from cuttings with little

difficulty. Some growers advise them to be rooted

in water, but I prefer to put them in pots. The
cuttings should be selected from the strong, well-

ripened leading shoots ; they may be put in singly

in small pots, using light sandy soil and a little

extra sand at the base of the cuttings. They
should be placed in the close propagating pit and

kept rather moist. Neriums do not root so quickly

as some subjects. As soon as roots are formed

the plants should be removed to a more open

position. When sufficiently established they rnay

be potted on into 5-inch pots, using good rich

loam, and the plants should be potted firmly.

After they have made a good growth expose them
fully to the sun, and keep rather dry until the

flower-buds are set. It is, perhaps, on account of

the poisonous properties of these plants that they

are not more popular.

CiSANOTHUS AZUREUS.—There are several very

pretty varieties of this Ceanothus, which are useful

either as pot plants or for planting out, but it is

only in sheltered positions that they will stand a

severe winter. They may be propagated either

from the young shoots in the spring, or from the

matured growths in autumn. The former method

is the best, especially if the cuttings can be ob-

tained from pot plants which have been growing

in a little warmth. These will strike freely under

similar treatment to that required for Bou-

vardia cuttings, but only one leaf should be re-

moved from the base. In putting the cuttings in

they should not be inserted far below the sur-

face. When propagated in the autumn rather

longer cuttings may be made, and they will suc-

ceed best in a cold pit, but must be kept close

and shaded until they are rooted. Plants pro-

pagated in the spring should be potted ofl: as soon

as ready, and if grown on freely they will make
useful plants for the following season.

Clethra aeborea. — This pretty evergreen

greenhouse shrub may be propagated from the

half ripened young shoots. They .should be put in

singly in small pots, using sand and peat in equal

portions. The cuttings should be taken off close to

the older wood. They will succeed best in a close

case where there is only a moderate bottom-heat.

It takes some time for them to form roots. After

the cuttings are callused they have the appearance

of being ready for removal from the close case, but

if exposed they will soon show that they have no

roots to sustain them, and wither. After they do

strike root they soon become quickly established.

Younn plants grow away very freely, but it is only

after they have attained a considerable size that

they flower well. It is one of the most desiral)le

plants that can be grown in large conservatories.

Saxipraga rYRAMiuALTS.-Like many other

hardy plants, this Saxifrage is much prettier wlien

grown in pots under glass, as the beautiful pyra-

midal racemes of pure white flowers are then more

fully developed. When well grown it is one of the

most elegant plants we have for flowering at this

season of the year. It may be readily propagated

from offsets, which are produced about the time

the plants begin to throw up the flower-stems.

There will usually be some plants which fail to

produce bloom, and these generally bear a groat

number of side shoots or offsets. A few may also

be obtained from the flowering plants. The offsets

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

The Covent Garden Fete in aid of the Gar-

deners' Orphan Fund reahsed, we understand, about

£200.

The beautiful Calceolaria ampUxicauUs
is now not to be found in the LouJou market, though
decidedly the best of all the Calceolarias for the flower

garden.

Ipomseapanieulata.—This was very beautiful a
few days ago in the Water Lily house at Kew, wreath-

ing the railings round the water with masses of large,

soft, rose-magenta flowers. It is a lovely climber when
well grown.

The Mexican Orange Flower (Choisya
ternata) at Scarborough.—At the preseut moment I

have two large bushes of Choisya ternata in full flower

in the open on a south hank.—G. P. Dale, Falconer

Jlouse, Scarhorotigh.

Scarlet Alum-root (Heuchera sanguinea) is

flowering well in a border at Kew. There are few
more useful hardy flowers than this. It is a choice

plant for the greeuhouse in early spring, and one of the

best things for a border during the summer.

Royal Horticultural Society — Temple
show.—A Veitch Memorial medal was presented to

Mr. A. F. Barron, at the recent Temple show, for his

services to horticulture. In our advertising columns

we give a full list of the awards made at the above-

mentioned exhibition.

Rodgersia podophylla.—By this post I send a
photograph, by Mr. Greenwood Pirn, of Rodgersia

podopliylla, as growing in Mrs. Lawrensou's garden at

Sutton, Howth. It is the tiuest plant of it I have ever

seen.—F.W. B.
*»* A tuft very gracefully associated with Bamboos.

We hope to publish an engraving from the photograph

by and by.

—

Ed.

Orchid photographs.—Wo have received from

Mr. J. Tabor, gardener to Dr. Wilks, Ashford, a series

of photographs of Orchids, &o. Among them was one

of Dendrohium thyrslrtorum with tliirty-six spikes of

bloom. Another showed a woll-tiowered plant of

Oucidium sphacelatum. Other pliotographs showed

excellent examples of plant culture, some of which we
may engrave.

Gunnera manicata at Trelissick. — Last

week, while lookiug around the grounds here, I was

struck by the grand eftect produced by some noble spe-

cimens of the above. One plant on measuring I found

to he 13 feet through, with leaves " feet across and foot-

stalks 5 feet high. The fruiting cones are just pushing

up, and in the autiuun will be an additional charui to

these noble plants. Mr. Saugwin, I believe, raised

these plants from seed.— K. ti.

Flowers from Wantage.— I send blooms of

new Inu-haceous Puiipies. The largo dark flower is,

vou will observe, of a much deeper shade of colour and

iiuer form in every way than l>racteatum precox.

They arc both my own seedlings.—W. CaudwelL,
T/i." Ifii'n, Wanta;ic.
*»* Riehly-coloured varieties of Oriental Poppies.

—En.
Olympian Mullein (Verbascum olympicum).

—

Wc never saw this liner than a few days ago at Messrs.

CanucU and Sons' nursery, Swauley. There was a

large specimen in full flower in the liardy plant

grounds. It was about .5 feet high, and carrying a

niiigniticcnt spike of flowers of the most brilliant shin-

iiig^yoUow, a fitting eontnist to the rosulate woolly

leaves. Standing out singly like this was, one can

toll something of the grandeur of the finer kinds of

Mullein.

The Thrift edging at Kew is one of the charms

of the Royal Gardens. It gives a finish to the bulb

border which is between the herbaceous ground and
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rookery. It is a pity more do not think of our
comnaon seaside wilding when making edgings to beds
and borders. The plants grow freely, and whether in

or out of flower are always pretty to look at.

Dictamnus Fraxinella in Geneva.—This
is very inflammable here, and it is strange that Mr.

Dod has never noticed the peculiar character. I

have found that the best result is obtained when
the place is hot and dry, and I fear the climate of

Cheshire is possibly too damp. The hairs of the

Fraxinella, seen with the microscope, are charged
with little glands which secrete resin, which on only

hot days burns very easily and rapidly. In the

dark it appears like a flash of lightning over the

whole surface of the flower.—H. Coeeevon, Jar-

din d'Acclimatation, Getih'e.

Cotton Grass (Eriophorum angustifolium).

—

Snow in June would aptly describe the charming
effect of the Cotton Grass as it is now to be seen

upon Ashdown Forest. Every year it is beautiful,

but I have never seen it so plentiful as this season.

Boggy ravines are literally filled with it, and one
bog I came upon of about half an acre in extent

was a sheet of white. Thousands of tasselled

plumes soft as silk and of a spotless white, as seen

in the light of the setting sun upon a warm June
evening, produced an effect defying description.

—

A. H.

Cephalanthera ensifolia.—I send you a few
spikes of this Orchid, and I am glad to say that I

have been successful in growing it in my herbaceous
border. I asked your opinion about taking it up
five years ago, and you advised me to leave it alone,

as very likely it would not do with removal. But I

thought I would make the attempt. It was in full

bloom at the time, and therefore not a very good
season for shifting it, but out of nine plants sis

have grown. I may state that it is three years

since I planted it.

—

John Harper, Amiick Lodge
Oardens, Dreghorn.
*,* Fine flowers of the beautiful early summer

blooming C. ensifolia.

—

Ed.

Littonia modesta.—This is one of the most
beautiful climbers for a warm house that we could

possibly select. It is neither coarse, unduly luxu-

riant, nor weak, but sends its graceful, t lender,

twining, and flexible shoots round a pill.ir or rafter

in a charming way. The leaves are rich green,

narrow, and terminated by a long tendril, that

gives them a characteristic appearance. In early

summer this Littonia has another attraction besides

its grace, and that is the rich orange bell-shaped

flowers, which are exceedingly showy and pretty.

Curiously enough, although introduced as far back
as 1853 from South Africa, it is only in places like

Kew and Pendell Court that it is to be found. The
genus, which belongs to the Liliacere order, com-
memorates a Dr. S. Litton, at one time professor

of botany at Dublin.

The Butterfly Orchis (Habenaria bifolia).—

Among Sussex woodland flowers this generally

winds up the season. When the leafage of the

trees grows dense and the ground is darkened and
the flowers take rest, then the fields, hedges, and
roadside banks keep up the display. Many do not

»ee this lovely Orchis, for by the end of May or in

early June the underwood is in full growth and
obscures the colonies of Orchises which generally

cushion themselves near a " stub." I recently

walked through a wood where there are many
groups of this Orchis. Some of the finer spikes had
from thirty to forty-five flowers upon them. In a
cut state the Butterfly Orchis is delightful, lasting

fresh for a long time and retaining its delicate

Vanda-like perfume.— A. H.

Arum Lilies at Trelissick.—Mr. Sangwin
has here, I should think, one of the most glorious

sights extant in the Arum way. In a large pond
he has planted the Arums around the edge, with

their roots quite submerged, and the luxuriance of

the foliage with the abundant crop of flowers

shows plainly enough that they are happy and at

home in the water. On one clump I counted

twenty-five open flowers, and should think in all

there must be close on 1000 flowers open now,

although only a week since Mr. Sangwin cut 300.

He pointed out some plants that were lifted in the

autumn and did duty indoors during the winter.
They are now again transferred to their original

quarters, and are flowering quite freely, and look
as if they were never disturbed. They are growing
in a nook on the Truro Kiver, on the edge of the
estate, and only divided from the sea by a bank,
and quite open to the south.—R. G.

Iris Gatesi.—This is a magnificent new Iris of

the Oncyclus group. It is altogether hardierand more
robust than I. susiana. The enormous flower, which
in some specimens is nearly twice as large as

that of the peculiarly marked I. susiana, is

slightly variable in colour, which is a silvery

yellowish white, netted with tiny lines and minute
spots of purplish grey. The netting and the spots
are so thin, that the shining silvery colour is pre-

dominant. The outer segments or falls are thickly

beset with minute hairs. This is, no doubt, the
noblest Iris in cultivation ; its hardiness and rich

beauty wiU make it a very desirable plant.

—

Max
Leichtlin, Baden-Baden.

Rhododendron Aucklandi.—We have here
a plant of the above, about 10 feet high and 12 feet

through, with eighty-two trusses of flowers, which
on an average have seven flowers each, while on
one truss I counted nine (is this an unusual num-
ber ?). The plant is growing in the open air, having
withstood at least a dozen winters, 'and I have
never yet found it to suffer from the frost. It is,

I think, one of the grandest of the Himalayan
Rhododendrons, and not half so tender as some
others of this noble class. I also enclose two
trusses of Rhododendron Dalhousianum, also grown
in the open air. No. 1 is from a grafted plant,

and is, as you will see, nearly white. No. 2 is of a
greenish tint and is on its own roots. All our seed-

lings are of this type. Which is the original

species ?—R. Gill, Tremongh, Cornn-all.

American Hepaticas.—Referring to remarks

in The Garden, April 27 (p. 392), on these, I may
say that in the neighbourhood of Montreal these

pretty spring flowers thrive admirably on rocky

northerly slopes, where shade is obtained from the

hot sun in summer. The wiry roots penetrate

amongst the cracks of the stone in rocks, which
are well filled by leaf-mould. My experience in

Canada is that white and light shades of pink and
blue predominate, and that darker and decided

pinks and blues are scarce. The close-petalled

flowers are to my fancy much prettier than those

with fewer petals. In the Montreal district the

Hepaticas bloom, according to the season, from
about April 12 to the beginning of May. The
writer has frequently gathered the flowers in close

proximity to beds of the unmelted winter's snow
some 3 feet deep.— J. B. G., Cole St. Antoine, near

Montreal.

Flowers from Ipswich.—I send you a speci-

men of a species of Delphinium which should, I

think, be better known—the D. trolliifolium (A.

Gray) from Oregon, growing about 4 feet high or

more, and producing a long loose raceme of deep

blue flowers with white centre. It is not only a

very ornamental species, but has the additional

merit of being an early bloomer, being usually in

flower early in May in company with the D. nudi-

caule elatius, which is, however, often still earlier.

The flowers of D. trolliifolium are as large as those

of most of the perennial Larkspurs, and the branch-

ing habit of the plant gives them full effect. I

raised this plant some years since from seeds sent

me by the late Elihu Hall (by whom it was first

discovered) prior to its being named by the lamented

Dr. Gray. It seems to vary somewhat in colour, as

tubers sent me from California, where it also occurs,

gave flowers inferior to those of my original stock.

With the foregoing I have included a few specimens

of the beautiful Lathyrus Sibthorpi, assuredly one

of the finest spring-blooming perennials. Unlike

most hardy plants, this charming Pea improves

with age, becoming more free flowering with each

returning season, and nothing among hardy plants

can exceed the beauty of, say, a ten-year-old speci-

men when covered with its rosy carmine flowers.

Its scarcity in gardens is no doubt in part due to

its being a shy seeder. A large bed rarely yields

me more than 200 or 300 seeds. Cassinia glauca,

of which I add specimen, is not unworthy of the at-

tention of the possessors of large gardens. Its pretty

blue flowers are sure to attract the visitor's eye, and
its broad, fleshy, strigose foliage is very distinct.

The Aquilegias I have added will serve to show
that very interesting hybrids can be grown in

Suffolk as well as in the neighbourhood of London,
but it is no easy task to pack such delicately con-

structed flowers as the long-spurred Columbines.—

•

W. Thompson, Ipsn-ich.

The Symphiandras bear too much resemblance

almost to Campanulas for special mention, but S.

Wanneri is just now in full flower, and, with the ex-

ception of Campanula alpina, is the only plant of

this class in flower as yet. S. Wanneri is properly

only a biennial, but it produces such an abundance
of seed that no difficulty is experienced in keeping

it. The flowers are almost as large as those of a

Canterbury Bell, bluish-purple, drooping, and pro-

duced in abundance, even from tiny plants. S.

Hoffmanni and S. armena, both white-flowered

species, are also very fine, but as they bloom when
we have an abundance of Bellflowers, they can

more easily be dispensed with than the above.

Dianthus Fischeri.—This belongs to the geli-

dus group, including alpinus and neglectus or

glacialis, and although often considered a variety

of alpinus, I think it has a much nearer affinity

with neglectus. D. alpinus is readily recognised

from the other members of this group by its dark

green, broad and blunt leaves. D. Fischeri has

narrow pointed leaves somewhat like those of D.

neglectus, but with larger flowers. All these plants

when doing well are charming, but with me they

generally first grow into fine healthy tufts and then

suddenly go ofE. This I believed was due to some

maggot, the efforts of which I have partially frus-

trated by growing the plants in pure peat. How
long this may check them I know not, but

think it worth trying by anyone in a like difiiculty

—D.

The pyramidal Saxifrage is at once one of

the loveliest and most graceful of plants. Nothing

in our opinion could be more elegant than the

archjng, handsome flower-stem, always most beau-

tiful when allowed to hang over and not tied to stiff

stakes, as one usually sees it grown for market. It

is quite hardy in the open, but never ought to be

allowed to grow in tufts, as the crowns rarely

develop and more rarely flower. Grown as single

specimens, the rosettes attain large dimensions,

the more so if the central one is denuded of

the numerous offsets whenever they appear. On
almost perpendicular walls, with just sufiicient soil

to cover the roots, we find this plant indispensable,

and are year after year rewarded with abundance of

bloom. It is useful also as a pot plant for the con-

servatory or corridor.

The Royal Gardens, Kew, should be visited

at the present season by all who are interested in

flowering trees and hardy rock plants. The grace-

ful bushes of Guelder Roses and the waving masses

of the White Broom (Cytisus albus) give striking

contrast to the golden forms of Broom, as Spartrum

scoparium, which adorns the higher parts of the

rockery. The pink Thorns, Horse Chestnuts, Labur-

nums, Rhododendrons and Wistarias are in full

beauty, besides a variety of interesting wall trees

and shrubs. The rockery is full of choice plants in

flower, and a bank of Helianthemums in the

" Wilderness " should not be missed by those who
care for the many kinds of Rock Rose. They are

scrambling over brick ends in a slightly sloping

aspect fully exposed. The first days of June and

the first of October are the seasons to see Kew
Gardens. They are beautiful at all periods of the

year, but then we can enjoy the richest feast of

colour. The trees have then their summer and

autumn dress, the one of shades of green, the other

vivid scarlet-yellow tints. A new gate has been

recently opened in the Richmond Hoad. This is

close to the Kew Gardens Station, and will afford

visitors addition.il convenience.

The Rosette Mullein (Ramondia pyrenaica).

—Though an old garden plant it is one of the most

beautiful objects on the rockery at the present
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time. It seems to do best in a cool shady spot
planted in an almost perpendicular wall, which,
however, must have a good depth of peaty or leafy
soil. The despised R. serbica promises to surpass
the above species. It has larger flowers, a greater
number of them, and I am told that the flowers last
longer. R. Nataliie I have not yet seen in bloom.
The white R. pyrenaica seems scarce notwithstand-
ing its having been found fairly plentiful along with
the type. The form with the black stamens is, how-
ever, the best one.—D.

Alyssum serpyllifolium.—This little gem we
saw ai tlie Temple show in a large pan, in which
position it does not make nearly so pretty a plant
as when grown on the rockery. It is of traiUng
habit, and the leaves are so close together as to
form a mass, thickly studded with balls of golden
yellow flowers. It is perhaps the smallest of the
family, and has not lost the hoariness of its leaves,
as so many of the mountain plants do when trans-
ferred to our gardens. It is readily struck from
cuttings put in in autumn.

Rubus nutkanus.—As a pretty shrub for the
rockery we know of nothing more suitable for the
present time than the above. It has an abundance
of fine large vine-like leaves, which in themselves
are very pretty. The large white flowers are pro-
duced in bunches, and last a long time in full
beauty. It blooms through June and July and is a
native of America. It seems to be variable, as the
form found on the Oregon coast is from i feet to 10
feet high, while that found in the vicinity of the
Rocky Mountains grows only from 1 foot to IJ feet
high. R. odoratus, red-flowered, and R. deliciosus
both make nice shrubs, but require more room than
the above. R. arcticus, a dwarf creeping species,
is a useful bog plant, producing numerous reddish
purple flowers.

Cistuses.—The hot weather seems to be suiting
these handsome plants admirably. They are just
now a perfect sheet of white, and with the Helian-
themums make a grand show. C. oorbariensis is one
of the best and hardiest ; not a leaf has been in-
jured during the last three years, and it is now a
large bush covered with white pink-tipped flowers.
0. monspeliensis is also handsome

; the leaves are
narrow, hairy, the flowers white and smaller than
those of the above. It isalso perfectly hardy. C.flo-
rentinus is a charming dwarf plant suitable in
every way for the rockery, and though not so hardy
it stands an average winter fairly well ; the flowers
are white, larger than any of the above. The
nearly allied Helianthemum formosum, lasian-
thum, Libanotis, &c., are also very fine, and well
worth having in a collection ; the first especially
with its yellow brown-blotched flowers is quite a
picture.

A note from Worcester.—I have now given
the German Moss Litter a fair trial as a manure,
and can pronounce most favourably upon its effect
here, where we have a poor thin soil. We bedded
the pigs on it all last summer, and in winter spread
the fertilising mixture all over the borders some 6
inches thick. The result has been marvellous. The
herbaceous plants were never so strong in growth,
rich in foliage, or in blossom or bud. Our large
trees, too, are planted on raised banks of poor soil
and needed assistance, and this Moss litter satu-
rated with ammonia is evidently just what they
liked. What a strange season it is! Tropical heat
in the middle of May; then rains and blustering
gales and ruined blossoms. At G o'clock this morn-
ing there was a heavy thunderstorm, with abund-
ance of rain. Then again after breakfast a soft,
innocent sky of forget-me-not blue, and a stroll
round the steaming walks. Yet one more change.
Black night at 3 p.m., with the dread hail foe
wielding liis merciless flail upon flower and foliage.
We have just measured three hailstones picked up
from the lawn some time after they had fallen.
The largest measured liJ inches, and the other two
^^ inches in circumference, each measuring 2.'. inches
at their narrowest girth. Yet I fancy no glass has
been broken. They seemed to fall less fiercely
than usual and not so thickly. One sad result of
the vagaries of May I observe, and that is, no

Pears and very few Apples, though our trees were
a sheet of blossom.—H. M., Bromsgrove.

The herbaceous Faeonies are hardly proof
against this spell of unusually hot weather. The
best of them except the double forms are only last-

ing a few days at most. P. oflicinalis, which seems
the most variable next to P. albiflora, yields a large
number of good double forms, and these in their

various colours or shades we have found most useful
for the wild garden. Where a little shaded by
overhanging branches they are later and last a con-
siderable time longer than those in the full sunshine.
A long succession may be kept up by planting the
double forms of albiflora, which do not be-
gin to flower for at least a fortnight later. P. co-
rallina, if it could be had in quantity, would be a
first-rate subject for the wild garden, but one can
only get such small scraps that it takes years before
they iegin to flower.

—

K.

The Streptocarpuses at Kew are worth
special attention by those visiting the gardens, as
there is not the slightest doubt that we have in them
the beginning of a popular and useful class of plants.
They are used as an edging in the succulent house,
and there will be found such kinds as S. Watsoni,
a hybrid between parviflorus and Dunni, the flowers
freely produced and deep rose ; Saundersi, leaves
very large, tall spikes of small white flowers ; and
the small blue-flowered Polyanthus. A peaty soil

is used, and the plants thrive remarkably well, and
are in bloom for a considerable period, showing
soft and brilliant tints and pencillings found in

few other flowers. A group in the Cape house shows
what a variety of shades can be obtained by cross-
ing. t)ne variety which seemed like a cross be-
tween Kewensis and ;Rexi has richly coloured
flowers pencilled thickly within with maroon

;

others are of a rose tint, some paler, and a few
almost white, all more or less striped in the throat
—a delightful series of rich and attractive colours.

The profuseness of bloom is astonishing, even small
pieces sending up a mass of flowers. This is the
kind of plant that is sure to make its way, as from
first to last there is no special diflioulty to over-
come in culture. Mr. Watson has already gained
much by taking the Streptocarpus in hand, but as
he is still crossing, other treasures will doubtless
be revealed as time goes on.

Flowers from a Dutch garden.—Bulbs of
every kind are now very gay, Ixias greatly enjoying
the exceptionally warm and sunny weather, and
promising to be more beautiful than perhaps ever
before. Irids of the hispanioa and germanica sec-
tion present a magnificent sight. The early-flowering
Lilies are showing colour. Anemones, Ranunculuses,
and many other flower-roots make the garden bright,
and by their charming blossoms amply repay the
grower for any attention he has been bestowing on
them. I made a selection among the choicer occu-
pants and have much pleasure in forwarding you
by this post a small box containing cut flowers from
the following : Brodirea coccinea and volubilis, the
first-named, known under the name of Vegetable
Fire Cracker of California or Crimson Satin Flower,
is certainly one of the prettiest Californian bulbs

;

the tubular, deep crimson flowers are set ofiE to
great advantage by a bright green edge

; this is a
perfectly hardy and easily managed liulb. The
second species, better called Stropholirion califor-
nicum, is a very curious plant, as the flower-stems
attain a length of some 6 feet or 8 feet, bearing at
the summit a dense umbel of pretty rose-coloured
flowers. Alliums are beautiful ; I have sent vou
flowers of A. azureum and A. oreophyllum. I have
grown this last for three or four years and every
season it proves to be a very desirable hardy bulb,
being of dwarf habit, distinct colour, and the
flowers remarkably durable ; even cut spikes wlien
placed in water will last some three weeks in full

perfection. The outdoor Gladioli commence with
the flowering of the semi-hardy G. vinulus, a new
species, blooming for the first time, and certainly
one of the very prettiest known to me. In habit
and colour it resembles that gener.il favourite
Gladiolus Colvillei The Bride, only dwarfer, the
flowers broader and with three bright violet spots
on (ho lowest divisions of the flowers. That

brilliantly flowered new Dock, Polygonum sphiero-

stachyannm, has just sent up its first flower-spikes
;

considering their rich crimson colour, the regular

growth of the plants, and the great length of its

flowering period, this plant will surely very soon be
met with in every collection of choice hardy alpines.

The rare Portuguese Iris Boiss-ieri, with its indigo-

blue lip and red-violet standards, is also especially

fine ; this will do best when kept during winter
under glass and placed outdoors in April. Of Lilies,

the foremost to bloom are the lovely L. tenuifolinm,

the yellow L. columbianum, and the erect-flowered

L. pulchellum, whilst the new L, Bolanderi, a species

from North America, with bell-shaped, bright red

flowers, will be in flower shortly, blooming for the
first time, I believe, in this part of the world.

—

C. G. VAX TuBERGEN, JuN'., llaarlevi.

"Wild Spaniard (Aciphylla squarrosa).—This
interesting plant is now in flower in the rockery at

Kew. It is perfectly hardy, and makes a handsome
rookery subject. It seems to want a rocky sur-

rounding to show it at its best. It is very easily

managed, and as it is plentiful now in the trade
we hope to see it in more collections than hitherto.

The other species are Colensoi, Lyalli, &c., the

former especially being a handsome plant. They are

natives of New Zealand, and may be raised from
seed. They are known to the settlers as Spear
Grass, a more appropriate name than the above.

Early-flowering Gladioli.—Many varieties

of the early-flowering Gladioli make capital plants

for the greenhouse, and are well worth more ex-

tended cultivation for this purpose. If three or

four conns of some of the larger flowering kinds,

such as Prince Albert, delicatissima, or Blushing
Bride, be placed in a O-inch pot, while of Colvillei

and its variety C. alba six or eight corms should be
used, a grand display at this season will be the
result. The bulbs should be kept in a cold frame
during winter and allowed to come on naturally, as

Gladioli do not stand forcing well. A grand lot of

these are now flowering at Kew in No. 1 house.

A double Primrose.—I have sent for your
inspection a few flowers of a double wild Primrose
found in a wood of large extent on the estate of Sir

H. A. H. Cholmeley, Bart. The flowers sent are

gathered from the plant thatwas found by the grand-

daughter of Mr. Smith, the keeper, in 1888, and
removed from its native abode to more secure

quarters. I counted on the same plant tJ5 flowers

in various stages of development. I visited the

spot this spring—in fact, on the oth of May—and
found two more plants, evidently seedlings, as they

had but a single crown, with fully developed double
flowers. It is undoubtedly a true and permanent
double wild Primrose. There have not been any
garden Primroses or Polyanthuses grown in the

vicinity. There are four plants at present with dis-

tinct double flowers.—Geoege Nixon, Easton Hall
Qardens, Graniliam.

A curious growth on Dendrobium nobile.
—A small plant of this Orchid which had made
strong growth during last summer flowered freely

about midwinter, and in due course the flowers dis-

appeared. When the spring growth commenced,
some of the lateral buds near the top of the bulbs

commenced to form offsets, as so commonly hap-
pens. One of these, however, after growing for

some 6 inches, has produced two flowers, one quite

normal, the other destitute of lateral petals and the

lip somewhat deformed. Several other more or

less normal flowers have been produced as a second

crop, in one case emitting roots at the base of the

peduncles as if with a view to vegetative growth.

My gardener tells me that early in the winter, as

soon as the first indications of flower-buds were
\ isible, he made short incisions, in a longitudinal

direction, at the base of the bulbs. If this has been

the cause of the unusual freedom of flowering, it is

another phase of the pruning question which caused

considerable controversy a few years ago in your

colunms. The plant flowered exceedingly well,

producing about seventy good blo.ssoms.and is only

in an 8-inch pot. 1 wouUl be glad to know if this

peculiar abnormality is of common occurrence.—
GUKKNWOOD I'lM.
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BEEKELEY CASTLE, GLOUCESTEE.

This grand old castle, the Gloucestershire seat

of Lord Fitzhardinge, apart from the historical

interest attaching to its lifetime of more than
eight centuries, is full of imposing beauty of

a massive and rugged character that is pictur-

esque in the highest degree. Berkeley stands

in the valley of the Severn, about midway
between Gloucester and Bristol. The castle

stands on rising ground, overlooking wide
stretches of water-meadow to the south. From
this aspect the venerable pile has almost the

appearance of a mass of natural rock, so much
are its stones worn and weathered by centuries

of exposure, and its crevices clothed with
Ferns and numbers of wild jidants. The huge
buttresses, which form an important part of

plant houses. The park is at some distance,
\

and abounds in noble Oaks that luxuriate in

the rich red loam of the district.

G. J.

Stove and Greenhouse.

CALADIUMS AT FOREST HILL.
This genus is one of Mr. Laing's specialities,

but, grand as they have been, they are certainly
this season finer than ever, and one may wonder
what has brought about the change. I believe
it is through a conviction in Mr. Laing's mind
tliat my expressions last season on the way in

which our brother gardeners in France treat
their Caladiunis were true and just, and I am
glad that so celebrated a firm has been found
open to conviction, and has cast on one side our

the length of the foot - stalks and the size

of the blade of the leaf, but the texture is thin,

and the slightest wind that blows upon them
reduces the leaves to the semblance of dirty

wet rags, from which they never recover until

new growth is made. Now what is the condi-
tion of these plants with our brethren in France ?

Why, quite the reverse. In France the tubers
are started cool, tlie plants are grown in cool

houses, with the result that they are dwarf
and the leaves hard and able to withstand to a
great extent changes in the atmosphere, and for

the decoration of living rooms, halls and corri-

dors they are used with much efl'ect. Mr. Laing's
change in treatment is a step in the right direction

,

but he needs to go further yet with the practice.

The great number of shades of colour and forms
in Caladiums now to be obtained is wonderful

;

indeed, there appears to be no end to the varie-

ties, and therefore I wiU simply enumerate a few

•jj Cditlo, fjloueuster. EuijraveJ for The (Jauden I'l-'jiii a pliutograpli scut liy l!e\. it. 11. Ij

the fabric on this side, m.ake snug bays whore
Fig trees luxuriate and fruit well, and advan-
tage has been taken of them for tlio ])lanting

of many good shrubs and plants that enjoy

warm and sheltered places.

The engraving shows the western side of

the castle from the bowling green, with its

old hedge of clipped Yews. A sloping glacis

between the base of the castle wall and the

meadows forms a continuous lawn a few
hundred feet wide, with, at the bowling-

green end, a large group of line old Scotch
Firs.

Good hardy plants are well grown in large

beds and in the sheltered borders that abound.
In the rear of the castle is a large walled
kitchen garden and welbkcpt vineries and

too exclusive system. I myself have been a
grower of these plants for upwards of thirty

years, and have hailed with delight all the new
varieties, commencing with Chantini, and every
year increasing in numbers. In England we
start Caladiums in great heat, and so continue

them all the season. Where these plants are to

remain in the same position and are required to

occupy a great space, no better plan can be
practised, for in this manner they increase in

size most rapidly. Upwards of thirty years

ago, however, English people did not decorate

their houses with plants to the extent they do
now. Our taste has undergone a great change
since then, but yet we have not arrived at

the knowledge of growing these bright and
beautiful leaved plants in a fit state to deco-

rate our dwelling-houses in the summer months.
As before remarked, we start the tubers

in too great a heat, and this heat increases

which came under my notice during a hurried

run through the establishment a short time
since, these being amongst the best according to

my own particular fancy.

Anna de Condeixa, rich rose, vemed with carmine
and bordered bright green. Auguste Carpentier,

brilliant carmine - scarlet with golden border.

Iiaronne James de Rothschild, soft rose with deep
red nerves. Candidum, pure white, beautifully

veined and ribbed with green and with a marginal
border of green. Cardinale, bright red, more or

less dotted with gold and yellowish green. Charle-

magne, rosy red, with deep red nerves. Clio, rich

rose colour, flushed with white, green veins, t'omte

deGerminy, rich red on the upper side, spotted with
white, golden beneath. This is a superb variety,

and these plants are exceptionally well grown by
the Comte's gardener, Mr. Vincent. Ferdinand de
Lesseps, rich carmine, veined with TO^y violet and
bordered with green. L'Automne, creamy white,

with light blue spots. Mme. Lemonier, soft rose,
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ribs deep rose, the centre and smaller veins creamy
white; a great beauty. Mithridate, deep crimson-
like, with bronzy green border. Mrs. Laing, white,
veined with rose. Souvenir de Dr. Bleu, brilliant

scarlet, with marginal border of light green. Jlax
Kolb, light, with red spots. Jleyerbeer, white
ground, with red midrib.

The above appear to be the cream of the col-

lection, but tastes differ, and lovers of these
plants cannot do better than see them whilst
they are in prime perfection, which will be for a

considerable time. W. H. G.

The Rockwood Lily (Ranunculus Lyalli).

—

This plant grew freely and flowered well with us in

the cool Orchid house last year. It produced a
strong spike with many flowers, but I did not think
of trying to save seeds from it. I wish now that I

had done so, as the plant died in the winter. I

find it is very liable to be attacked by green-fly

and requires constant watching, or this pest would
soon shorten the lives of the best plants. If the

plant is liable to die off, as ours did after flowering,

it would be well to try whether seeds could not be
s.^ved from it. Green-fly often spreads unobserved
over the under surface of the leaves.—J. DOUGLAS.

Zonal Pelargonium Gloire Lyonnaise.

—

There are so many excellent varieties of zonal
Pelargoniums now in cultivation, that the difficulty

is to single out one for especial mention. The
above mentioned, however, stands out so pro-
minently from its fellows as to deserve a word or

two in its favour. It is not noteworthy on account
of the good form of the blooms, which is rather
faulty, but the trusses are enormous, and the
colour brilliant, characteristics which weigh more
in the estimation of flower lovers generally than
mere perfection of outline. It is a most vigorous
grower and is apparently more suitable for pot
than for outdoor culture.— J. C. B.

Phyllocactus crenatus.—A good specimen of

this Cactus bearing several of its large cream-
coloured blossoms is a most beautiful object, and
with the very bright variety J. T. Peacock (recently

noted in The Garden) forms a couple of the most
desirable plants that the owner of a greenhouse can
well possess. These flowering Cacti possess such
gorgeous blossoms that it is surprising they are so
much neglected. One reason is, perhaps, that the
individual blooms do not last long ; still, in the
case of a good sized healthy specimen a succession

is usually kept up for some little time. A selection

of these beautiful plants would form a source of

great attraction for a lengthened period.—H. P.

Dianella ceerulea. — This Australian plant
forms a tuft of dark green. Sedge-like leaves, while
the flowers are borne in a large branching panicle
that stands well above the foliage. The individual
blooms are of a pleasing shade of blue, against which
the yellow anthers stand out very conspicuously.
From their numbers the flowers make a goodly show,
and later in the season when they are succeeded by
bright blue berries, the plant is then even more
ornamental. This Dianella does well if planted out
in the greenhouse or conservatory, or it may be
grown in pots. It is one of those subjects that
when in a small state is not particularly striking,

but when in the form of a good-sized clump over-
topped by several panicles of blossoms or berries,

it is then highly ornamental. It is readily increased
by division, and will succeed in any ordinary pot-
ting compost.—H. P.

Old Cyclamen bulbs.—One of the greatest
mistakes that can be made in Cyclamen culture is

thatof withholding water as soon as the flowers fade.

Rather than do this I would give the plants liquid

manure, for the longer the foliage is kept in condi-
tion the bettor will the plants break again in autumn.
Not only will they make stronger growth, but they
will start much earlier if the foliage is allowed to die
away naturally. On no account should the jjlants

be turned out into the open air, for the change is

apt to be too great, and if cold rains come the
greater portion of the roots perish. Many people
seem to think that the Cyclamen is like bulbous
flowers generally, and that it is natural to it to

lose the roots that have been made the preceding
season ; but this is entirely wrong, for the Cyclamen
in its natural condition never becomes rootless, but
keeps the greater portion of them, even when gone
to rest. When Cyclamens are managed well they
prepare themselves for another start when going to

repose in a way unsuspected by many. They swell
up the eyes on the corm much in the way that a
Mne plumps up its eyes or a Strawberry its crown
in autumn. At the present time these little buds are
plainly visible, and unless a Cyclamen forms these
eyes now it will neither start so freely nor so early
as it should do. I always keep my plants in a
frame until it is time to repot them, giving plenty
of water with a little liquid manure, shade from
hot sun, and every now and then they are well
S3rringed, not merely overhead, but in a way that
well washes the undersides of the leaves. This I

do to keep off red spider, which otherwise is sure
to fasten on them. Plenty of moisture at the roots
and food will, however, help to keep this oft. I am
sure that anyone who may treat their old corms in

this way will not fail to recognise the advantages
of it. I believe that nine-tenths of the failures
that attend the culture of old bulbs are attri-

butable to neglect after blooming. I have known
Cyclamens do remarkably well in a window year
after year simply because the owner kept them
indoors and watered. Every grower knows how
difficult it is to get a plant into full growth when
once it has become too dry, and it is just the same
with a Cyclamen corm.—J. C. B.

COMBRETUM PURPUREUM AND IPOMJEA
HORSFALLIvE.

The first of these plants can certainly be struck
from cuttings, and a stock can be olitained by this

method of propagation. Some years ago I used
this means of increase, and later, merely for the
purpose of doing it, I put in a few cuttings and
got two or three plants from the one trial. The
important point in this case, and in the case of

mcst plants that do not root like weeds, is to put
in suitable cuttings. It is useless in many cases to

put in the cuttings that any plant chances to pro-
duce, though in this case the cuttings were not
taken from a plant that could be expected to afford

good ones. If "H. P." will take the smaller cut-

tings that would grow but little if left on the
plant, and of sufficient firmness, but not too hard,
I think he may, as a propagator, be left to perform
the rest. I should advise him, when he has struck
some cuttings, to keep a plant or two for stock in

a small restricted state, from which he may be able
to get suitable cuttings when he wants them. This
is an important thing to do in many cases, and it is

so, I believe, because it prevents the exhaustive
process of running to flower and that of making
strong growth, which must use up the resources of

the plant. We do not try to strike the flowering
wood of a Dahlia, for instance, and the reasons why
we should not succeed that apply so obviously in

this case are, I believe, of extended application and
of more or less importance, as the case may be.

There are few plants, I believe, capable of giving
cuttings that cannot by some resource be increased
by this method.

About the Ipomsea I do not know, but I should
be surprised if it really cannot be struck from cut-

tings. I do not think I have ever seen a cutting

which could not be rooted, but I believe that such
cuttings might be obtained by heading back, from
time to time, a plant set apart for the purpose.

What the physiological difference is between cut-

tings that can be struck and cuttings that cannot
be struck I have never yet had time fully to study,

but I suspect that it has much to do with the
presence or absence of stored material, which in the
case of a plant running to flower or making strong
growth is exhausted or used up as fast as formed.
In the case of this Ipoma;a, if I remember rightly,

the stems are comparatively poor in starch— at any
rate there are plants with plenty of starch tliat

strike freely, and others nearly allied with little

starch that strike with dilliculty. But I am aware,
or rather believe, that this is not the whole of the
matter. Bearing upon it, however, is this—that if

cuttings will not strike in more heat they may
strike in less, the reason being, I suppose, that they
are quieted rather than excited to demand supplies
that are not forthcoming all at once. Heat is not
always the great panacea that some suppose.

R. lEwiN Lynch.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Gbeenhouse.—Ericas.—Where these plants are
grown for greenhouse and conservatory decoration,
there is no reason why they should not be treated
in a way that is calculated to have them in the most
attractive condition. To do this, it is necessary
that the flowers of the different varieties grown
should have the colours natural to them well
brought out. This can only be done by exposing
the plants in the open air during the time the
flowers are opening. Those who have had an oppor-
tunity of comparing the difference there is between
the bright vivid colour in the flowers that open out
of doors and the pale washy shades of those which
are kept under glass, need not be told how much
better the former look than the latter. This holds
good of most of the varieties; even the yellow sorts,

such as E. Cavendishi, E. affinis, and E. depressa,

lose that objectionable green tint which the flowers

usually have when under glass ; whilst the kinds
that have more or less red in their flowers are much
deeper in colour when the plants are exposed for a
few days before the bloom begins to open. The
texture of the flowers is likewise improved by ex-
posure, so that they keep fresh considerably longer.

As the different varieties go out of bloom, the
flowers should be picked off immediately before
there has been time for the seeds to form. This
process taxes the energies of the plants to a greater
extent than the development of the flowers.

Varieties that are shy in setting their flowers, such
as E. depressa, should be turned out of doors, where
they will be fully exposed to the sun early in the
summer. The kind in question should be stood out
by midsummer, and remain there until the time for

housing the plants in autumn ; without this it rarely

sets a full crop of bloom.

Kalosanthes.—The different varieties of Kalo-
santhes are alike improved in the colour of their

flowers by being in the open air whilst they are
maturing. The difference is such that plants of the
same variety would not be recognisable under the
better appearance which the flowers have when
they open out of doors as compared with others that

are kept under glass during the time. Plants that

are intended to bloom next summer, in either a
small or a large state, should shortly be stood in

the open air. Without this there is no certainty of

their flowering evenly when not exposed long
enough in this way ; however strong the shoots may
be, only a portion will bloom. Plants that require

more pot-room and that have not yet been attended
to should at once have a shift. If this is delayed
longer, it will be too late for this season's growth
to reap the full benefit of the additional room given.

RocHBA FALCATA.—This brilliantly flowered

plant has been of late so much neglected, that it is

rarely met with. Yet from the little trouble it gives

and the length of time the flowers last, coupled
with their coming in during the latter part of

summer, when blooming subjects are not plentiful,

it deserves a better fate. Plants that are large

enough to flower will now be growing apace,

and should be encouraged with weak manure water,

given once a foitnight. This will strengthen them
so as to increase the size of the flowers. Small
stock struck from leaf cuttings last summer, and
now in little pots, should be moved into others 4

inches or 5 inches in diameter, according to the
strength they have attained. The plants will

succeed in either peat or loam; where the latter

can be had of good quality it should have the pre-

ference. Keep them for the summer close to the

glass and fully exposed to the sun, as, in common
with most things of a succulent nature, the more
light and direct sun they get the better they thiive

and bloom. The plant is usually increased from
leaf cuttings; the present is a good lime to put
them in, as by propagating early in summer the

young stock have time to make progress before
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autumn. Full-sized old leaves taken from the
lower part of the stems of strong established
examples should be used. They should be severed
with a clean cut ; if at all bruised, their succulent
nature is such that they are liable to decay. Let
them lie on the potting bench for a day, "so that
the base may dry up a little, then put them in
three or four together in 4-inch or 5-inch pots
filled with sand. The leaves should not be put in
too deep ; if they are inserted to about one-fourth
their length or so that they will not fall over,
it is sufficient. The sand must not be kept nearly
so wet as in the case of ordinary shoot cuttings, or
it will rot them. They should be stood in a house
or pit where an ordinary stove temperature is kept
np, but must not be confined under propagating
glasses or in a striking frame. Let them have
plenty of light, with no more shade than the plants
grown in the house require.

Stove.—Gardenias.—Cuttings that were put in
during the spring will now be well rooted, and
should be potted and grown on in a brisk heat so
as to get the plants as large and strong as possible
before autumn. With Gardenias, more than most
things, the amount of bloom they are capable of
yielding much depends on the size they attain.
Where large cuttings, consisting of branches with
several shoots each, such as advised, were used,
10-inch or 12-inch pots will not be too large for G.
intermedia, which is the best variety to use for
general purposes, as it is a free rooter and rapid
grower when liberally treated. Brown fibrous peat
is the best soil for Gardenias, but where this is not
available loam may be employed. Some rotten
manure should be added, with enough sand to keep
the whole sweet and porous. Pot moderately firm.
The plants should not be too much crowded as
they increase in size, and they ought to be stood
well up to the glass. Whatever stopping seems
necessary to well furnish the plants should be at-
tended to in good time ; without this some of the
shoots will be apt to take the lead so far as to
make the growth unequal. Old plants that have
been flowering during the winter and spring and
that are getting into a straggling condition may
now have their branches shortened so far as to keep
them close and bushy. Where this is not attended
to the shoots extend in a way that causes the speci-
mens to take up more room than is desirable with-
out any increase in the amount of bloom they will
give, as when they are compact and bushy they
will produce as many flowers as when the branches
are loose and uneven. After a little new growth
has been made any that require larger pots should
have a shift. It is requisite to attend to this, for
though a good deal may be done to help the plants
by a regular use of manure water, still free-rooting
things like Gardenias must have a fair amount of
root room or they suffer to an extent that interferes
with their blooming. Where there is any deficiency
of stock, cuttings may still be struck. As has be-
fore been said when treating on these plants, they
root freely from the fully matured wood; this being
so large, pieces of the branches with several shoots
attached may be readily struck. Each of these
branch cuttings should be put singly in 5-inch or
6-mch pots half filled with a mixture consisting of
equal parts sifted peat and sand or loam and sand,
filling up with sand alone. Confined in an ordinary
striking frame with stove heat, they will strike in a
few weeks. Gardenias are more subject to insects
than most plants, and when affected with scale or
mealy bug require frequent attention to keep the
pests under, especially during summer, when they
increase fast. This sliould be regularly seen to, or
the foliage soon gets so dirty as to be injured. Give
manure water regularly to established plants that
are now in fall growth. Whatever is used as a
fertiliser will be improved by having a little soot
added to it.

Nepentues.—Amongst those who now under-
take the cultivation of these most singular and
interesting plants, there are many more that suc-
ceed than formerly, though there are still some who
fail, or at best are only partially successful. Where
Nepenthes do not thrive, it is simply through the
essentials to their existence not being present or

sufficiently understood. Wherever there is a house
or pit in which enough heat is kept up all the year
round to grow the warmest section of stove plants
well, there is no occasion to doubt on the score of
heat that Nepenthes will not do well. Without suffi-
cient heat it is no use attempting their cultivation.
They delight in a continuously moist atmosphere

;

consequently, air must never" be given in such
quantities as to dry up the atmosphere within the
house to the extent that is often, though erroneously,
supposed to be necessary for stove plants generally.
In houses that are constructed and placed so that
they admit sufficient light, and the plants are not
stood too far from the glass, nor too heavily or con-
tinuously shaded, there is no necessity for giving an
amount of air, even in the hottest weather, that
will unduly rob the atmosphere of the moisture
requisite for stove plants. Where the atmosphere
is too dry. Nepenthes, though they may grow fairly,
do not produce their pitchers to the extent they
otherwise would do, either as regards size or
numbers. When the plants are in good condition
every leaf forms a pitcher. They should be hung
so that their tops will be not more than 18 inches
from the roof at one end of the house. The roof
ventilators that are right opposite to where they
are should not be opened, and they should have
a little thicker shading over them than the other
plants with which they are grown require. At this
time, and during the next two months they are
in the height of their growth, and should be well
watered at the roots every day, and also syringed
overhead freely, so that the water will reach both
sides of the leaves each afternoon at the time the
air is taken off. Pots are better than baskets to
grow them in

; in the latter the points of the roots
extend to the outside of the material in which they
are grown, and then stop, whereas in pots the roots
do not suffer in this way. All plants that require
more root-room should not have the potting longer
delayed. In shifting them do not touch the roots, or
interfere with them in any way, not even in removing
the drainage crocks from the bottom of the ball if

the roots are much interlaced in these. The potting
material should consist of the fibrous matter out
of the best Orchid peat, with the whole of the
earthy portion shaken out of it. To this should be
added some chopped Sphagnum, with broken crocks
or charcoal and a little sand. In potting do not
press the soil much about the ball, or the roots will
be more or less broken, as they break with the
slightest pressure. Soak the whole well with water
as soon as the potting is completed. Even when
material of this open nature is used, it becomes
close and pasty in the course of time, say at the
end of three years. And when it is reduced to this
state the roots must be got out of it, or they will
perish, after which the plants are useless. The
present is a good time to repot any plants where
the soil is approaching the condition described.
Turn them out of the pots, take the ball in both
hands and plunge it in a pail of tepid water ; move
the fingers gently so as to get the soil away from
the roots, and when it is all got rid of repot in new.
Or, the plants may be laid down on the potting
bench and the old material washed away by syring-
ing with chilled water. After potting keep the
plants closer than ordinary for three or four weeks.
Cuttings that were put in during the autumn will
now he well rooted, and should be potted

; 3-inch
or 4-inch pots will in most cases be large enough
to carry them on until next spring. T. B.

Washing the roots of plants.—This opera-
tion, alluded to on page 447, is of great use for a
variety of purposes, but to no one is it of more
assistance than to the propagator, who, by means of
soaking in a tub of water or by holding under a tap
and gently disentangling the roots, is thereby en-
abled to clear them of soil, and thus determine to
what extent and in what manner a plant may be
divided without injury. As noted by your corre-
spondent, many plants for which division can be
employed possess a quantity of old roots whose

'

only use seems to be to keep the plant alive till it

has formed fresh roots for itself. Such being the
case, the removal of all old and exluausted soil

will allow the young roots to start at once into
the new compost, and, if the soil was removed en-
tirely by the hand, it is probable that some of the
young growing roots would be broken; whereas
every particle of soil can be washed awav by means
of water without injuring the most delicate fibre.
Some years ago, when Asparagus plumosus nanus
was a much rarer plant than it is at the present
day, I was very successful in increasing it by means
of division, and, in carrying this out, derived the
greatest assistance from the washing process, as
without removing every particle of soil, it is im-
possible to trace all the shoots to their origin.
Clearing away the soil in this way prevents any
risk of injury to the young shoots that may be
still below the surface. When divided and re-
potted, the new roots take very kindly to the fresh
compost. In many cases where the soil is often
torn ruthlessly from the roots of plants the same
end could be obtained in a much better manner by
the use of a liberal supply of water.—H. P.

Japanese Maples.—These are not often met
with in private places, but in all probability they
would be much more generallv grown if it were
fuUy realised how very beautiful" they are. Although
quite hardy and effective when planted in shrub-
beries and sheltered nooks in the pleasure grounds,
I hold they are of greater value for pot culture.
Anyone doubting this should pay a visit to the
nearest nursery where they are well and extensively
grown, and those who frequent the spring and sum-
mer shows must have noticed and admired some of
these Maples interspersed among various other more
choice flowering and fine-foliaged plants. Messrs.
R. Veitch and Son have long appreciated their
value, and they use them extensively both for
home decoration and in groups of plants arranged
at the leading exhibitions in the south-western
counties. The majority of their plants in pots
have neat heads from 18 inches to 3 feet in height.
During the winter they are kept plunged in a bed
of ashes and not otherwise protected, and they are
introduced into the cool house directly the buds
commence to burst in the spring. Under" this treat-
ment they break strongly and grow quickly, being
most ornamental in April and May and in a less
degree till the autumn, when they are again singu-
larly beautiful till the foliage falls. They are
catalogued, or more properly known, as Acers, the
polymorphum section being "principally cultivated.
Some of the best of these are dissectum, this having
very elegant foliage of a rich bronzy hue ; ampe-
lopsifolium, foliage variously tinted now, changing
to a deep crimson in the autumn ; latifolium atro°-
purpureum, bold foliage, blood-red in colour

;
pal-

matifidum, handsome foliage of pretty green colour
sanguineum, reddish crimson foliage and showy;
septemlobum elegans, finely serrated foliage, of a'

pleasing green shade, this becoming margined with
rose ; and flavescens, pretty foliage, green and
marbled with yellow.—W. I. M.

Elseocarpus cyaneus.-This is a very un-
common, but at the same time most beautiful
greenhouse shrub, and when its extreme freedom
of flowering, even in a young state, is taken into
consideration it is indeed surprising that such a
desirable subject should be so rare. E. cyaneus
may be grown either in a pot or tub, or planted
out in a greenhouse border, but in any case continual
disturbance at the roots is not necessary, as the
plant will keep in perfect health for years' without
being shifted. It forms a free-growing shrub,
usually of rather a tree-like habit, that is to say,
with a clear stem for a little distance at the bas"e,
which then divides out into a number of branches
and forms quite a compact head. In this way the
flowers are seen to the greatest advantage as they
depend from the undersides of the branches, anil
consequently they are more conspicuous when the
specimen has a clear stem for a certain portion of
its height. The flowers arc pure white, bell-
shaped, and deeply fringed in an extremely delicate
manner, it being, in fact, this fringing which forms
such an attractive feature. A succession of bloom
is kept up for a considerable time, and the flowers
are frequently succeeded by a crop of bluish
berries, which" render the plant, even in that stage
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very ornamental. It is of easy propagation and seen none with the wholly red crown of N. p.
culture, for cuttings formed of the young growing poetarum ; all have a mere thread or rim of
shoots strike root readily enough during the spring

| crimson-purple ; nevertheless, among their
and early summer months, or the seed may be , ^^j.^^^ ^^^ flowers with crowns entirely suf-
sown and, as a rule, germmates readily enough

^^^^^ ^^..^,^ brilliant red. So, also, N.
Plants raised from cuttings are preierable when •' '

needed for flowering in a small state, as they will

frequently bloom when but a few inches high. A
soil composed principally of good fibrous loam and
sand, lightened if necessary with a little peat or

leaf mould, will suit this plant perfectly, and in

potting thorough drainage is more necessary than

in the case of those that are repotted frequently.

It is a native of a considerable district in Australia.

—H. P. ^__

Flower Garden.

HYBRID NARCISSI.

Several notes have appeared of late in The
Garden and elsewhere concerning N. Bernard!.

This variable plant has interested me more than
usual this spring, especially in connection with
some hybrid seedlings of my own raising. In
1884 I applied pollen of N. poeticus ornatus to

flowers of N. bicolor, and obtained several pods

of seed. Of the resulting batch of seedling

plants, three flowered in the last week of April

this year, and, curiously enough, these three

flowers exemplified the three chief types of form
and colour which are noticeable in N. Bernard!.

The finest flower of the three has a creamy
white, well-imbricated perianth of good sub-

stance, and a wide-mouthed crown with much
red colouring in it. To my eye, it is a good
deal like the late Mr. Kendall's Lulsvorth, but
Mr. Barr, to whose opinion I always defer,

thinks it comes nearer to the Queen Sophia of

his collection. The second flower has a weaker,
narrow-petalled perianth, and its crown of a
form not unusual among N. Bernardi, and de-

scribed by Mr. WoUey Dod as " spheroid or

ovoid, and somewhat contracted at the base and
mouth," the mouth contraction being unusually
marked in this seedling. It has little merit of

form, but the crown is of a uniform bright

orange-red, very brilliant. The third flower

has a short, straight, cylindrical crown, with no
red at all in its yellow, and is a Nelsoni pure
and simple, and may be matched almost exactly

among imported Bernardi.

Here then, I think, we have evidence (1) that

the N. bicolor of our gardens comes very near

to N. muticus, and is probably a geographical

form of it which will yet lie found, or, may be, a
garden seedling from some flower of wild N.
muticus. Mr. VVoUey Dod, who has seen large

quantities of N. muticus from different locali-

ties, has always assigned N. bicolor to it, and I

think the great likeness between these hybrids
of bicolor x poeticus and the hybrids of

muticus X poeticus, or Bernardi, is an addi-

tional proof. These seedlings also afford evi-

dence (2) of the considerable variation in Ijoth

form and colour which may appear among the
progeny of only two flowers of Narcissus, and,
as Herliert and others showed long ago, even
among the seedlings from one seed-pod. Many
plants from this same cross remain in my
garden to flower next year, and their flowering

will be full of interest to mo.

Another consideration which has occurred to

me in examining my seedlings and flowers of N.
Bernardi is this : Of the various kinds of N.
poeticus none has so red and showy a crown as

N. p. poetarum, the entire crown, and not the
rim only, being cohjiired. Accordingly we arc

often recommended by hyliridists to employ N.
p. poetarum in our crosses, in order to secure
its fine red in hybrid forms. But among the
variable N. poeticus of the Pyrenees I have

P-

ornatus has only the narrow line of purple
round its crown, yet has given me a seedling in

which the whole cup is of bright red. It would
seem, therefore, that there is probably no more
red pigment in the wholly red crown of N. p.

poetarum than in the narrow purple thread
surrounding the crown of other varieties of

poeticus. The colour is merely concentrated
and darkened in the latter, just as a grain of

aniline colour, sufficient to dye a hogshead of

water crimson, appears jet black.

Can any scientific person tell me whether in

hybrid flowers we have an infinite potentiality

of increase of the colouring of the parents, or

merely the reappearance, in a suffused or concen-
trated form, of a certain limited quantity of

pigment contained in the parents I The occa-

sional entire disappearance in the offspring of

a bright colour present in one of the parents,

e.g., of the poeticus-red in hybrid Narcissi, is a

remarkable thing. G. H. Encileheakt.

selfs result, it will help to scotch the idea that we
have few self varieties suited for hardy border cul-

ture. Nothing can be more erroneous now, and
every year does but serve to show that thousands of

fine self forms are being produced, but not one
tithe of them find their way into plant lists. I

hope the time is not far distant when border Car-
nations will be sold per dozen in various colours,

without names being appended to give them a fic-

titious value. A. D.

CARNATIONS.
Althouoh there can be no doubt but that fun-

gus has been destructive to Carnations during
the past winter, yet I think some of the mischief
done is due to slugs, which, having been so plenti-

ful, have been also exceptionally destructive. There
can be no doubt but that much of the excoriation

found in Carnation foliage has been caused by the

slugs eating the green flesh and leaving the cuticle

to wither away. But it is certain that, however
produced, the most affected plants are either young
ones from last year's runners or cuttings, or any
newly planted. I have found that old or well-

established plants have not been injured at all,

whilst young ones even in frames suffered severely.

That those in frames must have been injured by
the fungus chiefly there can be no doubt, but slugs,

I am sure, must bear a portion of the discredit for

the mischief wrought outdoors. I do not know
whether Carnations will bloom early this year, but
the recent wet has helped to send up the blooming
stems very rapidly. That will be the more benefi-

cial, so far as the prospect of getting seed is con-
cerned, should the blooming season be a fine one.

Of course, the only aim of Carnation culture is not

seed production ; neither, indeed, is it exhibiting

the flowers. The chief aim is to make a beautiful

show in gardens, of course ; but still, it is very im-

portant that we should occasionally get good
seed seasons, as in 1887, or else strains would
soon become weak and plants scarce. I am
absolutely dependent this year upon seedlings

for the production of a big show of Carna-
tions, as propagated plants have done so badly,

and as all the seedlings are now big and throwing
up myriads of fiower-stems, there will be a brave
show in due course. That Carnations like a stiff soil

is evident, for my ground between the plants has,

owing to its tenacious nature and the heavy rains

of the winter, been run together so hard that a pick-

axe is almost needed to break it up. How layering

is to be accomplished I cannot tell. And yet the

plants are so healthy and robust, that it is evident

they like the situation. We have recently heard of

a method of propagation by cuttings put in early in

the winter and kept in cold frames until the spring,

when they are found to be very well rooted, thus
showing that we are not absolutely dependent upon
layers for the propagation of special varieties, but

it is very doubtful whether cutting-produced plants

will carry flowers the first year. In any case, if

any flower-stems produced be pinched out, very

robust plants will result the second year, and that

would be a great gain for borders. Watching the

blooming of many hundreds of seedlings will, of

course, be productive of exceeding pleasure and
interest. That scores of the llowers will be first-

rate I am certain, and should plenty of fine hardy

WILD FLOWERS IN KENT.
Many a Kentish woodland is now rendered bright
and pretty by big irregular patches of the Lily of
the "Valley. In thickly planted woods it does not
flower freely, but where glints of sunshine and a
stirring blast can now and then reach the plants this

pretty wilding blooms with unusual freedom. Not
as a terrestrial plant do we always find the Lily of

the Valley, for not at all uncommon is it to find

it imitating in choice of situation some of the
epiphytal Orchids that delight to send their roots
amongst decaying Moss - covered bark, and at a
considerable height from the ground. In some
of the old coppice woods here the Lily of the
Valley grows with unabated vigour on the decaying
Oak stools, and there blooms quite as freely as when
found amongst its natural element—a light sandy
peat. Big patches of the Herb Paris (P. quadrifolia)

put one much in mind of the North American Wood
Lily(Lilium grandiflorum) when seen under similar
conditions, so far, at least, as appearance of foliage

goes, but for beauty of bloom our native plant is

far in the background. The Herb Paris is, how-
ever, an interesting and rare native plant, and de-
lights to send out its long Convolvulus-like roots

into damp rich loam. In Pyrola media (the Winter-
green) I have to add a new plant to the flora of
Kent, for I cannot find out that it has before been
recorded from this particular part of England, or

indeed so far south. How pretty and desirable a
plant it is everyone knows. I found it in some
quantity beneath the Pines and Hazels in one of the
Holwood wilds, but I have no doubt that when time
permits I can extend the range of its now single

habitat. The giant Helleborine (Cephalanthera
grandiflora) is now appearing in all its beauty, and
it does one good to see how stout and strong it

grows beneath the wide-spreading Beeches in the
park, particularly a person who, like myself, has
striven hard for years, by coddling and nursing, to

get a badly - rooted nurseryman's specimen to

start into growth, let alone think of flowering.

Then, seen at its best, the Bee Orchis (Ophrys
apifera) is a plant of great beauty, and one of the
most curious and well-defined, so far as colouring is

concerned, of any plant we possess. The Tooth-
wort (LathriT-^a squamaria) is past its best, but two
weeks ago it quite enlivened with its pretty purple-

tinted flowers many of the unoccupied spaces be-

neath our Elms and Hazels. Then, compared with
the Continental L. clandestina, our native plant is

a king, it being of free erect growth and quite want-
ing in the dull dirty colours that were so conspicu-
ous in the specimens exhibited at a late meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society. For using as a
cut flower L. squamaria is of great value.

Readers of The Gamjen would admire greatly

a coloured plate of our native Lathr;ca. I sent
white-flowered specimens to Mr. Lynch at Cam-
bridge. Monotropa Hypopitys (the Yellow Bird's

Nest) is appearing plentifully. It looks a solitary

plant, and one that feels incUned to keep well out
of sight.

When found growing wild the common CoIumWne
(Aquilegia vulgaris) usually takes one with surprise,

tor it is a rare and pretty plant and one that might
well be naturalised in m;iny an o]ien woodland.
Orchis Morio, in varying shades fro?ii deep purple
to the lightest of pink, is wonderfully abundant in

some of the me.adows and fields hereabout. The
early purple Orchid (Orchis niascu'ia) is almost
past, but it looked lovely al>out a fortnight ago.
Habenaria liifdli.a (the Butterfly Orchid) grows
unusually strong in the rich dampish loam of some
of our older coppice woods. It is worthy of a
conspicuous corner in any garden, both for its
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pretty flowers and delicious fragrance exhaled after

a shower. The Deadly Nightshade (Atropa Bella-

donna) is not yet extinct in our Kentish woodlands,

though London apothecaries hunt it out by fair

means or foul. Solanum Dulcamara (the Bitter-

sweet) is a pretty clambering native plant and

one that I have before recommended for garden

planting. The blue, yellow-anthered flowers and

wealth of shining red lierries in autumn render it

a plant worth looking after. Cardamine pratensis

fl.-pl. grows abundantly, and in company with

thousands of Saxifraga granulata quite enlivens

acres of the park and field. A. D. Websteb.

PRIMULA DENTICULATA.
Amongst the many beautiful Primroses found

in the neighbourhood of Sikkim, the Himalayan
Mountains, etc., we find few adapting tliem-

selves to (jrdiuary cultivation so well as the one

here represented. It may be taken as the type

of a small group comprising P. capitata, P.

erosa, and the plant known in gardens as P.

Fortunei the origin of which is very obscure.

I pots for a cool conservatory it is hardly sur-

passed by any of this family. With a little

heat it may easily be had in flower about the

end of February, from which time it continues

untO May. Its loose heads of pale purple mealy

flowers are very attractive, and useful in all

kinds of flower work. It is easily increased by
division of the roots, breaking or cutting the

rhizome in .small pieces, potting, and then

placing them in a close pit. P. erosa and P.

capitata can only be increased from seed, but

we have found them, on the whole, so hard to

manage satisfactorily that we have ceased to

trouble with them, notwithstanding their bcau-

I tiful and almost unique flowers. P. denticulata,

on the other hand, is very easily managed.

The accompanying illustration is no exaggera-

tion of the wonderful freedom of flowering

of this liandsome Primrose. It requires plenty

of light and grows all the more robust for

the kindly protection of brushwood or other

covering. Indeed, this species seems to us

I essentially a woodland plant, where if a nice

Primula denticulata.

The first and second species are what gar-

deners term miffy, and, apparently, at most are

only biennial, while the subject of our note and
Fortunei, are truly perennial and capable of

division of the roots to almost any extent.

Botanists seem to have much more difficulty

with this group than gardeners have, the

latter readily separating them into four, while

the botanist with dried material has a <liflSculty

in making more than two. Of course, as in all

varying species, there are many intermediate
j

forms, but these readily fall nnder the respec-

tive names given above.
j

P. Fortunei is perfectly distinct from any of

the above species, though almost any botanist

will tell you it is P. denticulata ; its origin as
|

well as its native country are unknov;n, but its

value as a handsome flowering plant is un-

doubted. Its introduction probably dates

from about Fortune's time, and it may possibly

have been growing in the Chinese gardens at

the time of his travelling there. However this

may be, we have the plant, and for sheltered

nooks in the rockery, warm peaty beds, and

quite as well in the nursery of Messrs. Paul and

Son at High Beach, where they were more freely

exposed to the weather. There were several other

species besides S. purpurea in Messrs. Paul's nur-

sery, amongst them S. Drummondi and S. fiava,

but none of them do so well as S. purpurea.—J.

Douglas.

position be chosen under the tall deciduous

trees it will develop to something like the clump
shown in the annexed engraving. When the

masses become too large they can be lifted,

broken up, and replanted, and the individual

crown will be all the better for it. The best

time to do this is after the flowering season,

as the plants are able to recover before

summer sets in. It ripens seed well, but the

seedlings vary only slightly in the shade of

purple. The variety alba is pure white, and cer-

tainly not a great acquisition. Pulcherrima,

Henryi, cashmeriana, iC'C, are selected varieties

with larger heads and deeper coloured flowers.

K.

Sarracenias in the open air in England.-—
These singular hardy plants succeed admirably in

the open air in England in some districts. I fancy

Mr. George V. Wilson was one of the first to prove

the adaptability of the American species lor culture

in the boj,' garden. S. purpurea is the best of tliem

for hardy bog culture. I saw them growing very

freely in Mr. Wilson's bog garden at Wisley during

the spring of the present year. They were doing

PLANTS FOR ROCKWORK.
Is gardens there are generally some unsightly

objects to hide, or places or parts that may be im-

proved by raising banks or mounds of irregular

shape, working in any large pieces of stone that

may be lying about or to be obtained, so as to give

a rugged surface and help to support the soil.

When this is done there are many interesting and

very beautiful plants that may be grown that do

not look so much at home anywhere else. One of

the most striking of these is Lithospermum pros-

tratum, which, to be seen at its best requires an

elevated position where it can run and trail over.

Although the flowers of this Lithospermum are

small, they are borne by the plant with great free-

dom and the colour of the blooms is a deep rich

blue, almost rivalling that of the Gentian. The soil

that seems to suit the plant best is a mixture of

peat and loam or leaf-mould, and loam with plenty

of sharp sand to keep the whole porous. In this

mixture the roots seem to revel, and they like to be

under pieces of rock or stone, which keep them uni-

formly moist and are a great help to their growth

The way to increase the plant is by layers or cut-

tings, the first-named of which root in a year and

the cuttings strike quickly under a bell-glass if

made of the half-ripened shoots.

Daphne Cneoeum is a superb plant for the same

kind of work, and bears a profusion of trusses of

lovely, pink, sweet-scented flowers. In habit the

plant is procumbent and spreading, and where it

does well it grows quickly and covers the ground.

The soil I find it does best in is that which is sharp

and gritty, and in this it roots freely, and so do any

branches that happen to be layered, as in a year or

so after being buried they may be taken off the

plant and replanted.

ViTTADENiA TBILOBA is also a capital rock plant

and one that will grow almost anywhere, as it

comes up freely from seed and establishes itself

where there is little soil, and flowers in the most

profuse way nearly the whole of the season. The

habit of the plant is spare and thin, with small

wiry stems, and the blooms are small and Daisy-

like in shape and appearance.

The phocumbext Phloxes all make capital

rock plants. P. Xelsoni is a perfect gem, as at this

season it forms dense masses or tufts of bloom, the

flowers being pure white and about the size of a

shilling. On the flat or level ground this Phlox

often dies away in winter from damp, but on an

elevated position it thrives and forms a beautiful

object in the spring when seen in contrast with

other varieties, such as P. setacea, which has pretty

pink flowers.

Aubbietias are well adapted for planting on

rockwork, as they require but little soil and

will live in loose walls or positions of that kind and

clothe them with beauty. There are several kinds

of Aubrietias, the oldest and perhaps best known
lieing A. purpurea, but there are now many much
finer forms, one of the best being A. .u'randiflora.

which has flowers quite double the size of those of

purpurea. There is also a variety called graica

and a variegated form of purpurea, the contrast

between the'foliage and flowers of this being quite
.

charming.

Alyssum SAXATiLE is a most Valuable plant for

rockwork, and when grown in a sunny fully ex-

posed position it flowers in dense masses and makes

a fine show. In heavy lands or wet places it is

difiicult to keep this .Uyssum duriru tlie winter,

but planted high and dry it flourishes and soon

I spreads over the ground. The perennial Candy-

tufts, such as llievis gihraltnrica,are of great value,

and form a most telling and pleasing contrast with

such plants as the Daphne and Lithospermum

already referred to.
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Onosjia tAubica (the Golden Drop) is seldom flowers possess such a heavy, disagreeable smell
seen, but it is quite a gem amonj; rock plants, the
flowers being long and tube-shaped, and of a lovely

citron-yellow colour. To grow the plant well,

special preparations must be made by giving it

plenty of depth of good loamy soil mixed with grit

or pieces of sandstone, among which it will root

and keep healthy and strong. For bold prominent
places on rockwork where there is room, nothing
produces a more striking effect than Berberis
stenophylla, which is persistently drooping in its

habit, the long pendulous branches bending over
in the most graceful manner and becoming clothed
with racemes of rich yellow flowers.

Jasminum nudifloeum also looks well grown
in the same way, as it trails about and adapts itself

to such positions, and makes a fine show. For
shady places Ferns come in very useful, and there
are many of these that are very telling on rock-
work, one of the best being Woodwardia radioans,

which makes fronds from 4 feet to 6 feet long.

This Woodwardia is not quite hardy, but it is suffi-

ciently so to stand if the crown is protected l)y

some light covering during the winter. Lomaria
cliilensis will also do well if taken care of in the
same way, whilst the Oak and the Beech Ferns are

exceedingly telling and quite hardy. S. D.

which though not particularly noticeable in the open
air, is quite unbearable in the confined atmosphere
of the dwelling-house.

—

H. P.

Lilium Harrisi.—This Lily, of American origin,

is very beautiful, and deserves far more attention

at the hands of gardeners than it receives. It

somewhat resembles the old and well-known L.

longiflorum, but its flowers are larger and of the

purest white. This plant is largely grown in pots

by Mr. Luff at Oakfield, Wimbledon, where it is

found specially useful. It appears to stand forcing

well, thus rendering it a still more valuable acquisi-

tion where white flowers are always in demand.

—

W. H. G.

The "Wild Spaniard (Aciphylla squarrosa).

—

This plant was exhibited by the Messrs. Veitch, of

Chelsea, at the show held in the Temple Gardens,
and I do not think a botanical certificate which
was awarded it sufficient testimony to its worth.

It is a most distinct and curious plant belonging to

the Natural Order Umbellifera:. It is perfectly

hardy, and if planted on the lawn as a single speci-

men it would form an exceedingly interesting ob-

ject. The plant is a native of New Zealand, where
it is found in the Northern and Middle Islands,

growing at an altitude of nearly 2000 feet. There
are several other kinds in the same country, but
they grow at greater elevations, and would doubt-
less also prove hardy in this country, and are de-

servedly worthy of introduction. The plant in ques-

tion is said to attain to some G feet or 8 feet in

height, and is clothed with long, spiny, narrow
leaflets, each leaf being from 1 foot to IS inches

long, each leaflet spiny at the end, the general col-

our being of a glaucous grey hue. Such distinct

and strange plants should be always welcome to

plant growers in this country.—W. H. G.

Lilium pyrenaicum.—From the fact of this

Lily being the earliest of all to expand its blossoms
in the open ground, it may certainly be regarded as

the harbinger of the Lily season, but it is far less

showy than most members of that extensive genus,
and consequently is but little grown. It belongs to

the Turk's-cap section, its nearest ally being L.

pomponium, of which L. pyrenaicum is by some
considered a variety, though there is a considerable
amount of difference between them. L. pyrenaicum
is the most robust of its class, and forms a stout

stem very thickly clothed with leaves, while the
comparatively small greenish yellow blossoms are
about the same size, and much the same shape as
those of the common Turk's-cap (L. Martagon).
The whole of this section of Lilies are very im-
patient of removal, so that when they are planted
little return in the shape of bloom can lie expected
the first season, though occasionally out of a number
one or two will flower well. The second year, how-
ever, they may reasonably be oxpocte<l to have re-

covered from their check and bloom as if nothing
had happened. To be seen at its best, this Lily
requires to become established in the open ground,
but on no account must'it be taken indoors, as the

THE VICTORIA LILY OF THE VALLEY.

We are indebted to Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett,

of the Lily Nursery, Twickenham, for this very fine

form of Lily of the Valley. How it originated is

not stated : perhaps it came as a natural sport as

one of the results of high cultivation. Sufiice it to

say that Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett have worked
up a large stock of it, and they send during the

season very large numbers of flowers to Covent
Garden Market. Now, some persons are under the

impression that the Lily of the Valley will grow any-

where, but that is a great mistake, and it is equally

a mistake to suppose that the Lily of the Valley
does not require cultivation. If beds of Lily of the

Valley are to be made, the position should not be
near trees, because the roots absorb all the moisture
both top and bottom when the Lily most needs it.

Neither should the roots be planted in bog or clay.

Beds should be in various aspects if a succession of

flowers is necessary ; thus the earliest should be on
a south aspect, the second on an east aspect, and
the third near a north wall, not exactly close under
it, but say 2 feet from it. If there is a fruit tree or

two near to shade the bed from the afternoon sun,

it will be helpful towards attaining a late bloom.
In regard to soil, Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett re-

commend a rich and porous one, and the Lily of the

Valley is a plant that requires plenty of feeding

both on the surface and at the roots, and so good
manure is essential. Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett
recommend putting together six wheelbarrow loads

of stable manure and six of cow manure, turning

them together in a heap and adding one bushel of

soot and the same quantity of fresh-ground lime,

mixing these well together and turning them well

over. In addition they recommend placing together

in anotherheap six barrowloads of stable manure and
the same quantity of decayed leaves, but they except
Walnut, Ivy, Fir or Yew leaves, but sweet leaves

well decayed, these also to be well mixed together

and turned several times. So much, then, for soil

and manure.

In forming their beds they adopt a scale of

dimensions most convenient for covering when in

bloom. They take out a trench 18 inches wide and
8 inches in depth, laying the soil on one side, then
by means of a fork the subsoil is broken up to a
further depth of 8 inches, and with this they mix
a good dressing of the first compost, then the soil

taken from the trench is well mixed with the
second mixture and put back again. This goes on
until the bed is prepared.

The next process is to thoroughly sort and clean

the crowns, removing all the decayed leaves, but
cutting away any roots that are no longer useful to

the plant. The roots thus prepared, a trench is

dug out of the bed 7 inches wide and 1 inch deep,

then the roots are placed in this 4 inches apart, the

points upward, and the long roots pressed firmly

into the soil, but keeping the tops or points of the

sheath level with the surface of the bed. Then
(J inches from this a similar row is planted, but
some of the soil is placed on the previously

planted roots until they are covered to the depth
of 1 inch, pressing it firmly about the lines of

plants, and so on until the bed is finished. The
bed is then left for two or three weeks to settle

down, then a coating of short stable manure is laid

over the surface to the depth of 1\ inches; this

keeps the newly-planted roots moist and prevents

weeds from growing. In May, June and July good
waterings are given if the surface is dry. A great

result cannot be expected from the beds the first

spring after jilanting, but the second and third

ones and onwards, fine heads of flower reward the

labour of the cultivator.

The lime ami soot which form parts of the first

mixture operate to prevent insects from attacking

the roots. 'J'ho manure in the bottom trench acts

as drainage as well as food for the roots. The
reason why the bulbs or sheaths are placed so near

the surface is that the roots may go downwards,
and they will penetrate a distance of is inches in

search of food. Cow manure is objected to for

surface dressing on the ground that it sometimes
produces white grub, which injures the roots and
affects their flowering as well as the size of the

blooms. A well-prepared and managed bed will

last from six to se\'en years.

Planting is done at any time from November to

March. If planted before Christmas, severe frosts

will considerably loosen the plants and thrust them
up to the surface. Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett
plant at all seasons of the year, and always with
success. The top-dressing is repeated every autumn
as soon as the decayed leaves can be easily drawn
off by means of a wooden rake. R. D.

PANSIES.

What becomes of all the Pansies carried into our

metropolitan market alone presents an inscrutable

problem. Daisies first by hundreds of thousands,

almost always of the dark red and giant white

kinds, are followed by Pansies almost by millions,

for tens of thousands are carried into London daily.

Here we have a hardy flower, which has no fugitive

character naturally. It is very hardy and enduring

if properly treated', but the fact that such enormous
quantities are annually sold shows that the vast

body of town purchasers of Pansies keep them but

a short time. The plants are kept after coming
into their possession perhaps for a month, and then

are thrown away. It must be remembered that

these Pansy plants are sold under conditions hardly

favourable to permanent existence. They are lifted

when in full bloom, have very little soil attached

to the roots, when so got up are crowded thickly

into open boxes, get a heavy watering, which per-

haps washes off more of the soil, are sent in carts

and vans some ten to twenty miles to the markets,

and being moved once or twice later have very

little indeed of soil left on the roots when finally

planted or potted. If in such case the plants

finally live for a few weeks only, it is not to be

wondered at. It may be assumed that because the

Pansy is so hardy a plant and so readily propagated,

that in time the wants of the community would be

supplied and that the demand would practically

cease. But the demand seems really to grow, at

least growers increase, as also do plant purchasers

andhawkers. When plantedup thickly in the autumn
a rod of good ground is often made to produce 50O

plants, which gives the immense number of 80,000 to

the acre, but deducting paths, &c., such a number is

not reached, yet the bulk produced on an acre of

ground seems to be immense. Pansies can only be

produced in this way in fairly good soil and by

using ample manure. There is considerable de-

pletion of the soil going on in the lifting every

spring of so many thousands of plants with some

soil attached to the roots, and that depletion can

only be remedied by the addition of ample manure.

A soil which is too light and loose is hardly de-

sirable, as in that case none will stick to the roots
;

then there must be ample space to enable the plants

to have a change from year to year. When any one

class of roots is grown "in the same area of ground

two or three years in succession the soil is apt to

become sour, although Pansies seem to suffer in

that way less than other plants; still all plants

however hardy suffer more or less in time when
grown so thickly. Where Potatoes or oilier vege-

tables can be grown for change it is an excellent

plan, but even other flowers, such as Wallflowers,

Polyanthuses, &c., constitute some change, although

vegetables are of course best. Now that the Pansy

trade is getting over, for it rarely runs into June,

as the weather then becomes too hot and parching

for hardy plants, growers are lifting up all their

stray roots and getting them divided and replanted

to make stock. Of course, when the lifting for sale

is proceeding some plants are found better than

others, .-md those are taken, whilst late or small ones

are left. Thus a Pansy breadth from which thousands

of plants have been taken shows a few hundreds

left dotted liere and there. These when lifted have

the flowers cut oft', and each plant is divided into

three or four pieces. If the weather be dry, they
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are well watered in and so attended to until rooted.

Then in the autumn, probably early in September,
all the spring-planted stock are relifted, cut over,

divided, and replanted, so that hundreds in the

spring are now converted into thousands. As
there are several diverse kinds of each colour grown,
some early and some late, of course the stocks of

the earliest are cleared out first and the work of

dividing and replanting goes on, whilst the late

Pansies are being dispersed. Then if the later

kinds be of more striking hue or form than are the
earlier ones, the sale of the latter practically

ceases when the later are in. Thus Archie
Grant, blue, is so fine and effective, that Blue King,
which is so early, is knocked out of time by the

former grand variety. Selfs are found in blues,

whites, purples, yellows and cream-coloured forms.

These latter are very hardy and free, but rather
late. So also are the whites, and a fine hardy
early white is very needful. Then there are some
fine belted varieties which are preserved by propa-

gation, whilst all the Pansies and the miscellaneous
mongrels which are sold to the poorer hawkers at

about 2d. or 3d. per dozen are raised from seed

sown about this time and dibbled out thinly early

in the autumn. The introduction of the fine

blotched or fancy forms has raised the hawkers'
standard of quality appreciably, and in a few years
we may expect to see all the small-flowered

mongrel element eliminated from market Pansies.

A. D.

THE FLORISTS' TULIP.

The florists' Tulip, represented by its two main
classes of breeder or unbroken, and rectified or

broken flowers, was, last week, once more exhibited

in its best form in London, and this fact serves to re-

call the time when a Tulip show was annually held

in the London district ; when Sanders at Staines,

Turner at Slough, Hunt at Wycombe, Lawrence at

Hampton, Edwards at Holloway, Williams at Tot-

tenham, Groom at Walworth, and others grew and
exhibited this flower. My latest recollection of a
Tulip show in the London district is one held at

the Crystal Palace in 1856. I think that was the

last held in or near London. In 1859 one was held

at the Royal Nursery, Slough, but at that time the

cultivation of the Tulip in the south had com-
menced materially to decline, until not a collection

scarcely was left in the county of Middlesex.

An old French writer states that " many persons

have quitted the Anemone and the Carnation to

cultivate the Tulip, but no person in the fancy has
ever quitted that to cultivate any other flower."

That might have been perfectly true when it was
written. In our time seme of us have seen the

Tulip given up, and some other flower grown in its

place ; but not a few of the older fanciers of this

flower in the north have held to it, even when it

seemed to be at its lowest ebb of popularity.

M. Menages tells us that the Tulip originally

came from "Turkey. M. Gambler, of Lisle, brought
the first Tulip to Paris, now many years ago, and he
probably obtained it from Vienna. It is supposed
to have been first introduced to England about the

time of Queen Elizabeth. When it began to be
cultivated as a florists' flower is, perhaps, not

known. It would appear that the Tulip mania
never reached England, though the growers of that

day, no doubt, looked on with amazement at the

course and results of the mania in Holland. One
of the earliest and most celebrated of English

raisers was the Rev. Mr. Wood, of the City Gardens,

City Road, who died about the year 1805, and left

behind him a very fine collection of Tulips. They
were sold in the first instance to Mr. William Gabel,

and by him returned in a very disordered state,

and sold to Mr. Drinkwater and Mr. Davis, who had
gardens in the same vicinity. Other raisers soon
sprang up, and Clapton, Walworth, Camberwell,
Hammersmith, Hackney Wick, and other suburbs

of London became active centres of Tulip cultivation.

The best collections of Tulips at the present day
are in the hands of Mr. Samuel Barlow, J. P., Stake-

hill, Manchester ; the Rev. F. D. Homer. Burton-in-

Lonsdale ; Mr. James Thurston, of Cardiff, who has
raised a few very fine and promising seedlings

;

and a few growers about Stockport. Mr. Barlow
has been a Tulip cultivator for the space of forty-one

years, and his unique collection, represented at the

Temple Show by thirty-six rectified or broken
and eighteen breeder or unbroken flowers of the

finest varieties, is the outcome of all these years of

perseverance, industry, and enthusiasm devoted to

the acquisition of the very best types attainable,

and in discarding inferior ones.

The breeder or self-coloured stage is the seedling

form of the Tulip. This is an extraordinary cha-

racteristic which, as a physiological fact, is scarcely

known in any other flower. Whether seed be taken

from feathered or from flamed flowers, they pro-

duce seedlings which, after five or six years' proba-

tion before they reach the blooming stage, will

when they bloom, with very rare exceptions

indeed, be simply self-coloured flowers. Many
of them are very beautiful, especially among the

rose-coloured breeders, that it seems a pity they

should ever pass out of the self-coloured into the

Ijroken character, and probably some never do.

But the breeder stage is not the final one, though

they may keep to it for three and four, up to nine

or ten years. The raiser and cultivator of seed-

lings finds that, season after season, now one

and now another, in no order of rank or age,

will break or rectify either into feathered or

flamed flowers, or some mixed attempt at either.

One singular characteristic is that when the stage

of breaking is reached the plants nearly always

assume a less robust habit and a shorter stature,

but they are not necessarily weakened in con-

stitution, as Berckmann, who wrote of the Tulip

many years ago, thought. The Rev. F. D. Horner,

in one of his pleasant papers on the Tulip, points

out that

—

When the bulb is about to produce a rectified flower

the foliage is less vigorous, and shows long before the

bud colours a mottling and streEiking with lighter

green, which is obser\-ed in rectified Tulips, and these

indications can be accepted as a certain sign that such

a bulb, whether it flowers that year or not, has passed

from the transient to the permanent stage of its exist-

euce. It is additionally strange that the breeder or

mother colour is not simply driven or collected into

beautiful markings on the rectified petals, but that it

disappears from the flower altogether as a mist or veil

lifted off'. The base or ground colour floods the whole
flower with its pure white or yellow, and a new and
marvellous colour strikes in to feather or flame the

petals. Each bulb, when it rectifies, transmits its own
character to its very offset.

It must not be supposed that the most beautiful

breeders—those possessing fine hues of colour

—

produced the finest rectified flowers. The converse

most often holds good, and the ugliest and least

attractive flowers will produce the most valuable

feathered or flamed varieties.

The broken Tulips are divided into three divisions

— bizarres, byblccmens, and roses. The bizarrealways

has a yellow ground, and can thus be very readily

distinguished; the two latter have white grounds,

but they are readily distinguishable from each other

by the practised eye. Roses break from white bases

with pink, rose, red, or scarlet self-coloured petals
;

bybloemens from a white base, with pale or deep

or greyish lilac, mauve, slate-coloured or purple

petals. The broken flowers, whether bizarres,

byblccmens, or roses, each form two distinct classes

— one is termed feathered flowers, and the other

flamed flowers. In the case of the former the

colouring on the petal is laid on in beautiful styles

of pencilling round the edge only, or this pencilling

is joined by bold beams of colour that rise like fire

flashes up the petal centre and strike into the

pencilling of the edge with their sharp tongues.

Of the number of persons who looked upon the

florists' Tulips at the 'Temple show, how many were

aware of these singular physiological characteristics

of the flower ? Probably but few. The liistory of

the Tulip is both eventful and strange, and for

those who love and grow it, it has a remarkable

fascination. R. D.

Fraxinella emitting inflammable gas.

My challenge about this has produced a very satis-

factory response. But it would appear that the

phenomena of the Burning Bush are two-fold: 1.

That explained by Mr. Boys in his note, and
privately by letters from Mr. Woodall, of Scar-
borough, and Mr. Burbidge, of Dublin. Mr. Woodall
tells me that in ISSI on a very hot summer's night
he once went round and fired several Fraxinellas in

the hotel garden at Aix-les-Bains; that they burnt
out with a sudden flash, leaving the stalks charred
and singed, and that he has tried in vain to repeat
the experiment in England. Mr. Burbidge says
that he has succeeded with the experiment in

Dublin, and explains the phenomenon. A very
inflammable resin is secreted by the glands at the
base of the hairs on the flower-stalks. Hot weather
increases the secretion and causes the resin to

exude and collect in globules at the tips of the
hairs. The application of a light under favourable
conditions causes this resin to ignite and burn out

in one flame, the flame running up and down the

stalks as rapidly as if it was a train of gunpowder,
but the experiment cannot be repeated on the same
plant, as the hairs and probably the secreting

glands are destroyed. 2. The phenomenon of self-

luminousness mentioned by Canon Ellacombe must
be different. I see no more difficulty in believing it

than in believing in a will-o'-the-wisp or a luminous
insect, but 1 should like to have it explained. It

cannot be due to spontaneous ignition, or it would
not be continuous as described ; besides cornfields

would be liable to be burnt by it, and we do not

hear that this is the case. In Maunders " Botani-

cal Treasury " it is stated under " Tropa^olum " that

Fraxinella emits electrical sparks at night, a state

ment I should like to see confirmed.—C. Wolley
DoD, Edge Hall.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWER.

ACANTHOPHIPPIUMS.
This would appear to he a genus established by
Blume, who, however, left no explanation of its

origin, and although the plants belonging to it

were grown and cared for some forty years ago
and for some years afterwards, they ultimately

fell into disfavour and were lost sight of iii this

country. I think the collection at Kew was the

last place (until recently) where 1 observed
them, and where some years ago all the species

here enumerated existed in large masses. Or-

chids have had an undisputed reign for upwards
of fifty years, and at the present time they are

in greater favour with the horticultural public

than they have ever been. The Orchid men of

the present day study their plants and their

peculiarities more tlian they ever did before,

and although the advent of the Odontoglossums
led to a certain amount of enthusiasm for this

genus, I find the very largest growers eagerly

searching for many of the curious plants which
were formerly grown and hastily cast on one side

for newer and more popular species, and tindLDg

time to admire a small-flowered kind with as

much love and care as they bestow on the gems of

the Orchid world. To my surprise, tlie other day
I noted a plant of Acanthophippium sylhetense

flowering in Mr. Tautz's collection at Shepherd's

Bush. I myself have always admired this genus,

and although Acanthophippiums cannot claim

any degree of elegance, the (juaint form of the

flowers, which resemble a child's woollen shoe,

and the peculiar and bright markings should

render them favoiirites. Tliey are terrestrial

plants, witli erect, elongated pseudo-bulbs,

bearing large, strongly ribbed leaves. When
young the leaves arc enveloped in nuinerous

large sheathing scales, whicli ultimatel.y die and
fall away; the scape is stout and rises with the

young growths, and seldom exceeds the height

of the pseudo-bulb, whicli is about G inches or

8 inches high, and bears several flowers of the

peculiar shape noted above ; in some cases seven

or eight flowers are produced on a scape, and
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frequently two scapes come up with the youug
growth.

These plants require ample pot room and
good drainage. The soil in which I have found
them grow well is a mixture of about equal
parts of peat, light turfy loam, and leaf-mould.

The soil should be pressed down well and made
firm. Acanthophippiums enjoy a liberal supply
of water during the growing season, but after

growth is finished the supply should be reduced ;

when the plants are quite at rest water must be
entirely withheld. During the winter the plants

are much benefited by being kept quite dry.

Should the bulbs, however, show the least sign

of ahi'ivelling, a little water should be given to

plump them up. Acanthophippiums like abund-
ance of heat and moisture when growing, and
should therefore be kept in the hottest or East
India house.

A. BICOLOB.—This species is a native of Ceylon.
Its pseudo-bulbs are somewhat small and ovate,

bearing leaves 1 foot or 18 inches high, which are

strongly ribbed, taper at both ends, and light

green. The flowers are campanulate, yellow,

streaked and spotted with reddish purple. It

blooms in May and June.

A. JAVANICUM.—A plant which may be dis-

tinguished by its bluntly quadrangular pseudo-
bulbs. The flowers are really very beautiful, the
colours being similar to those of the preceding, but
richer. It comes from Java, and blooms in this

country during the spring months.

A. STRIATUM.—A slender-growing plant pro-

ducing white flowers, which are somewhat spar-

ingly streaked, and flushed with red. It blooms in

spring and comes from Nepaul.

A. SYLHETENSE.—The flowers of this plant are
creamy white, streaked and spotted with pur^ile.

They are produced in spring. It is wild in Sylhet
and Khasia.

The above are all the species which have
come under my observation, but we have
another plant of more recent introduction from
the Malay Islands which I have not seen, named
A. Curtisi, which has yellowish flowers, more or

less dotted with purple and rose, and I have no
doubt there are other kinds yet to be found if

they are searched for.

Epidendrum Randi.—This is a beautiful and
distinct variety, now flowering in Mr. Tautz's col-

lection at Shepherd's Bush. It is distinct in Its

habit of growth as well as in its flowers. It is, I

believe, one of Mr. Sander's introductions, and it

appears to vary considerably. Judging from the
size of its flowers, I should imagine that it will

produce a finer spike of bloom when fully esta-

blished, and then it may claim a place amongst the
very finest in the genus. The sepals and petals are

deep olive-green ; in some forms they are brovra
;

lip large ; side lobes very large, white, streaked at

the base with deep magenta; middle lobe large,

slightly notched in front, white ; the disc and
centre streaked with rich purplish magenta. The
pseudo-bulbs and leaves are also of a very deep
blackish f,aeen.

—

W.

Cattleya Ifossiae.—When in the gardens of

Mrs. Hurst Wrij^ht, Sunningside, recently, I was
particularly struck with two very fine plants of

Cattleya Mossia;. I send you two flowers for your in-

8pection,the pink-coloured one, I think.being the best.

The plant of it had forty blooms, the specimen of

the lighter-coloured form carrying between sixty and
seventy. Both are flowering in baskets 1 4 inches

square. Mrs. Wright informed me that they were
sent her from Caracoas. There are several other

plants as well grown and full flowered, but the two
varieties sent are the best.

—

Geo. Jupp.

*i* Two beautiful forms of C. MossiiE. One had
both the scp.-ils and petals very richly coloured

;

the lip finely fringed and showy.—El).

Odontoglossum Schillerianum.—A very ele-

gant Ion 1 1 of this, one of the litast .seen and known

of Odontoglossums, I lately noted in flower. It was
not introduced in a living state until thirty years

after its discovery. It is a pretty species, and tor

this it deserves attention, but to myself, who knew
personally the party whom it commemorates, it has

a deeper hold upon my veneration. The flowers are

each some 2 inches across, roundish, and yellow,

profusely blotched and speckled with bright chest-

nut-brown. It comes from considerable elevations

in Venezuela.— G.

Anaectochilus Lowi.—This is a robust species,

and on this account it survives the wretched treat-

ment this genus has received from most plant

growers. I have recently noted it thriving in several

places, and hope more attention will be paid to the

genus, and that it may again become popular, for

in it are to be found without exception the most ex-

quisite and beautiful plants in the vegetable king-

dom. It is nonsense to imagine, as a writer recently

stated, that Anaictochili must become cheap before

they can be largely grown ; neither is it fair to

the trade to expect it, for as they are not easily

imported in a living state, and the cost of collect-

ing and importing them is just as much for plants

which arrive dead, those living must help to recoup

the loss. It is when we again get them into a
thriving condition and are able to propagate them
at home that the price will come down, and not

before. This species is now growing well in Mr.
Partington's collection at Cheshunt, in Mr. Wil-
liams' nursery at HoUoway, and Mr. Laing's at Forest
Hill.—W. H. G.

"White Orchids at the Temple Sho-w.—
Amongst the Orchids at the Temple show there were
enough to establish the fact that notwithstanding
the long run of popularity which Orchids have had,

the numbers and the numerous varieties staged
showed well how varied the Orchid genus is. I

believe the society have never had such an Orchid
exhibition. Amongst the different ways of looking

at the exhibition which I thought of, one was to

see what white flowers were represented, and I

think the following comprised about the whole of

these. Dendrobium Devonianum album was exhi-

bited by Sir Trevor Lawrence ; the flowers were
large, of the same general contour as those of the

typical plant, but pure white, saving the yellow

blotch in the lip ; it was a most enchanting flower.

Dendrobium Bensonis album, shown by Mr. Sander,

is also a very chaste flower of the purest white,

saving the rich orange-yellow blotch in the lip.

Baron Schrceder staged the white form of Cattleya

Skinneri, which is truly beautiful, the purity of its

white being set off by the pecuUar mauve-coloured
eye-like spot at the base of the tube of the lip. It

is one of the most beautiful of all our white-

flowered species. The same collection also con-

tained the exceedingly rare Aerides Williamsi,

which is simply a pure white-flowered A. Fieldingi

;

the plant is not strong, but when it becomes so I

should imagine it will be one of the most superb
white kinds. The same exhibitor also included

two other white Cattleyas, i e., C. Wageneri, which
is a fine fiower of the purest white, saving a blotch

of orange in the lip, and C. Mossise alba, having
pure white sepals and the white lip more or less

streaked and splashed with yellow. I think these

comprised the whole of the albino varieties, and
very beautiful they are, only requiring to be
stronger in growth to make their beauties more
discernible.—W. H. G.

white, much resembling spikes of the Lily of the

Valley. It is very pretty, and deserves cultivation,

even in the best collections, amongst the curious

plants.—H.

Saccolabium Pechei.—This is a pretty, small-

flowered species, belonging to the same set as

S. bellinum, illustrated by a coloured plate in The
Gakden of May 11. The leaves are very broad and
short ; the flowers are much smaller than those of

bellinum, the colour yellow dotted with red, the

point of the lip white. It is an elegant and interest-

ing plEint, now flowering in the national collection

at Kew.—W.
Disa racemosa.—This pretty species, which

was figured in the " Orchid Album " recently, is now
flowering again at Kew. This appears to differ some-
what from the form exhibited at the Temple in the

last days of May by Sir Trevor Lawrence. The
flowers of Sir Trevor Lawrence's plant were some-
what larger, and the colour of a decided pinkish

rose. Both forms should certainly stimulate Or-

chid growers to cultivate these beautiful terrestrial

South African Orchids. Many species exist, most of

them possessing charming and novel colours.

Bolbophyllum Lobbi.—This species, intro-

duced nearly thirty years ago by the celebrated

collector whose name it bears, is now but rarely

seen. I, however, noted it recently in great beauty
with Mr. Luff at Oakfield, Wimbledon, and its

large flowers are really very attractive. The blooms
are each more than 3 inches across, thick and fleshy

in texture ; sepals and petals tawny yellow or buff,

more or less dotted and streaked with purple on
the outside ; the lip is also buff-yeUow, and bears a

few spots. It has a creeping rhizome, bearing

somewhat small pseudo-bulbs, and it may be easily

managed by those who have the convenience of

an ordinary plant stove. It comes from Java.—G.

Garden Flora.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Odontoglossum Londinenseiaanatiualhybrid
which has flowcrud fnim amongst Mr. Santlor's iinjior-

tations. It is at once handsome and distinct, liavinR

large flowers, which are spreading; the grouini colour
canary-yclluw, jtrufusidy blotched with chestnut.

Pleurothallis gelida.—It is not often one gets

a .species of this genus, that is a desirable garden
plant, as tliere are in its ranks so many inferior

varieties. The present kind, however, which I re-

cently noted (lowering in the national collection at

Kew is very pretty. It is a somewhat bold-grow-
ing ])lant, and one that llowers freely, the spikes

being long, and the flowers creamy white or greenish

PLATE 704.

CATTLEYA PERCIVALIANA.*
The form of this beautiful Cattleya here re-

presented may be accepted as a good variety of

this variable plant. It was introduced to cul-

tivation some seven years ago in great numbers
by Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, from South-west
Venezuela, where it is said to grow in the

vicinity of rivers upon the bare rocks and fully

exposed to the sun's influence at some 4000 feet

elevation. By some authorities it is considered

a variety only of the typical plant C. labiata.

At all events, it belongs to that section of the

genus, although the flower is smaller, and it

does not possess the development in the lip

which is such a peculiar feature in that species.

It is a very beautiful kind, and flowers at a

peculiar time, thus rendering it very valuable.

In its native country it is said to flower in the

month of October, but with us, under cultiva-

tion, it appears to be later, as it commences to

bloom about the end of November and continues

until the end of January or the beginning of

February, and thus fills up a gap between the

last llowers of C. labiata and the first to open of

the TriaucC section. This plant was named in

honour of Mr. Percival, of Southport, who at

that time had a famous collecticui of Orchids.

Its merits have been variously discussed, btit I

think that as the plant bi'conies fully established

and gains strength it will be extensively grown.
To me there appears to be something so attractive

in the rich, warm orange-yellow of the lip,

which, through being streaked with niaroou-

purple, gives it quite a tawny appearance, that

its want of size is entirolj- overruled. Com-
pared with some of the flowers of the Cattleyas

* Drawn for The Gakpkn by II. G. Moon in Mr.
Wilson's garden at Shollield, .January, l(v"<7. Litho-
graphed and printed by Gnillaume Severeyns.
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which we now possess, those of 0. Percivaliana

are somewhat diminutive, the largest flowers

whicli I have yet seen measuring about 5 inches

across, and in these days size appears to be one
of the greatest desiderata in a Cattleya ; but yet
the largest flowers do not always carry the palm.
As a matter of course, this plant varies con-

siderably in the depth and intensity of its

markings ; aU seedling Orchids do ; and the
earlier lots of these plants included many inferior

forms to that which first opened in this country,

and earned for this plant a somewhat bad
reputation. By a careful selection of the best

forms a very brilliant display may be obtained,

and that, too, in the very dullest time in the

year, when even the poorest form which I have
yet seen should be considered valuable. The
finest varieties which I have yet observed are in

the grand collection of Baron Schrceder, at The
Dell, Egham, where these plants are specially

well done by Mr. Ballantyne.

Our plate may be said to represent a good
form of the plant, whilst the variations consist

for the most part in the development of the an-

terior lobe of the lip, and in the intensity of its

markings and depth of colouring. The sepals

and petals are rosy- purple of a higher or less

degree of depth, the petals being more than
double the size of the sepals. They are spread-

ing and seldom exceed some 5 inches across ; the

side lobes of the lip are tawny-yellow on the

exterior; within they are rich orange-yellow,

variously streaked and veined with crimson or

maroon-purple, which when well developed gives

a peculiar rich, warm effect to the flower which
is not to be found in any other kind, and which
is specially pleasing. The anterior lobe is more
or less deeply blotched with purplish crimson
and bordered with a margin of pale rose. At
present there are but few recorded varieties of

this plant, but one bearing the garden name of

alba must not be omitted here. The flowers of

this form are pure white saving a stain of yellow

in the throat, which stain, in my estimation,

greatly enlivens the flower, and thus saves it

from that somewhat dead appearance which
to me a pure white Orchid flower has. This

variety originated with Mr. Percival from an
importation of Mr. Sander, but it still remains
very rare, and as white flowers are such uni-

versal favourites, it is long likely to maintain

a high figure in the market. W. H. G.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

PEAR DUCHESSE D'ANGOULEME.
Ai.Tnoui.ii well known to fruit growers and
generally represented in all parts of Britain,

this noble French Pear has not become a uni-

versal favourite. If the quality of the fruit,

independently of its fine handsome appearance,

was bad, or even indifferent, it might be exter-

minated from our lists, but this we know is not

the case, as anyone who has tasted good samples
grown in France, the Channel Islands, and upon
favourable soils in this country will bear out the

statement that the flavour is superb. Some
fruits, we know, are quite incapable of being
good, as they have no quality in them ; but here

we have one of the hardiest of trees, capaljle of

giving us quantity as well as quality provided we
cultivate properly. Pears, no doubt, are capri-

cious, like our seasons, but given a good average
year, soils and stocks which suit them, a light,

warm, airy aspect, and good culture, a great

number of varieties formerly only good enough
for stewing are now elevated, and most deser-

vedly so, to the dessert table. But, assuming
that some sorts known to be good do not reach

their highest standard of excellence every year,

they are infinitely superior to many of the old

stewers, as they cai-ry their own sugar, a quality

which fits them for consumption by the most
delicate invalids. Indeed, so prominently have
choice dessert Pears, and Apples too for that

matter, come to the front for cooking purposes,

that a new demand is now established, and
although Duchesse d'Angoulerae, always juicy

and sweet from bad situations, does not always

come up to the fine quality met with in Covent
Garden in November, it is worthy of our skill,

as we know it has all the good points of a fixst-

rate Pear when properly ripened.

The original tree of this Pear was observed
by M. Anne Pierre Andusson, a nurseryman
at Angers, growing in a farm garden near

Champigne, in Anjou, and having procured
grafts of it, he sold the trees, in 1812, under the

name of Poire des Eparannais. In 1821), he

sent a basket of the fruit to the Duchesse
d'AngouliJme, with a request to be permitted to

name the Pear in honour of her. The request

was granted, and the Pear has since borne its

present name.

That such a fine Pear, which does so well in

France, would soon find its way to England
there exists little doubt, as we find that within

a few years it became established and well

known throughout the United Kingdom. All

the earliest trees would be worked upon the

Pear or free stock, and as root-pruning until

recently was but little practised, we may reason-

ably suppose that the majority of them are

deeply anchored in clay, marl, and other sub-

soils calculated to force a crude gross growth
from which high-flavoured fruit could not be

expected. These defects under modern culture

upon the Quince and double grafting are giving

way, as we find, on reference to the Keport of

the Committee of the Pear Conference, held at

Chiswick in 1885, that twenty counties in Eng-
land, also Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, con-

tributed no less than 121 dishes to the tables,

and thirty-eight growers voted in favour of the

Duchesse being recognised as one of our standard

dessert varieties. This step looks like progress,

as it is a record of facts which cannot be gain-

said, and it now remains to be seen whether
the English grower, whose indomitable will has

brought him to the front in the subjugation of

other fruits, will be successful with the fine

Duchesse d'Angouleme. Although this re-

markable Pear cannot easily be mistaken, for

the benefit of those who do not know it, the

following description may not be out of place.

Fruit large, often very large, SJ inclies wide

and 3 inches to 4 inches high, roundish obo-

vate, uneven, and bossed in its outline. Skin

greenish yellow, changing to pale dull yellow,

covered with veins and freckles of pale brown
russet, and when grown against a south wall it

acquires a brown cheek. Eye open, with erect

dry segments, set in a deep irregular basin

Stalk 1 inch long, inserted in a deep irregular

cavity. Flesh white, buttery, and melting, with

a rich flavour when well ripened ; otherwise

rather coarse grained and gritty.

As to culture, experienced fruitists say the

tree grows vigorously and well. It bears

abundantly, and succeeds either on the Pear or

Quince stock, fornnng handsome pyramids, but
is better on the Quince. Here, then, we have
the key to the secret of success : The cordon on
the Quince ; roots near the surface ; loam, sound
sandyandgood ; andgood feeding. Aspect, agood
wall facing south or west— the latter, perhaps,

the best. Those who have not already done so,

should try trees on the CJuince as pyramids and
bushes, as this, like some other capricious Pears,

although the fruit be smaller, may put in better

flavour than is met with in fruit from Jiot walls.

KELSEY'S JAPAN PLUM IN CALIFORNIA.

In my wanderings up and down through and across

this, the Golden .State, I lately was so fortunate as

to stumble into the Kelsey orchard, where this most
remarkable and most valuable fruit—where it well

withstands the winter's cold—was first fruited on
this continent.

This orchard is located on the great plateau on
which are situated the cities of Oakland and
Berkeley, on the east coast of the bay of San Fran-

cisco, about one and a half miles south-east of the

buildings of the University of California, two miles

from the bay, back to and partly on the foothills

300 feet above the bay. There" I found 200 to

300 of Kelsey's Japan Plum trees, six to eight years

in orchard, loaded with fruit, ripening and being

gathered for market. I spent hours carefully study-

ing the fruit and trees. It so happens that they are

a perfect object-lesson of the variety—low heads,

high heads, pruned and unpruned, on stocks (roots)

of nearly every species of the Almond family, all

doing nicely. I could not see but what it was
thriving on one root as well as the other. It

seemed best both in tree and fruit on the lighter,

drier soil. It seems to withstand light, rather poor,

dry soil better than any other stone fruit. The tree

is a slender twiggy straggling grower, in looks half

way between the Peach and the Chickasaw Plum.

The fruit is about the size of good eastern Craw-

ford Peaches, broad at the nose and narrowing to

the eye, or reversed Pear shape, the point always

curving to one side. Skin thin, uneven, covered with

a thin bluish white bloom, colour green, nearly

entirely covered with a dull mauve-purple when fully

ripe. Flesh somewhat coarse, greenish yellow, very

juicy, sweet, subacid, with an acceptable flavour

peculiar to itself. It is considered a very good fruit

by people generally to eat from hand. Personally I

should prefer a good Peach, but would accept the

Kelsey, I think, before any other Plum. Stewed or

canned, it is said to be excellent.

It has proved one of the very best shipping fruits

for the eastern market of this State. Prof. Hilgard

says :
" It is the only Plum I am acquainted with

that may be gathered before it is quite fully grown

and that will ripen up to perfection in the house.

It is the best shipping stone fruit we have, and I

think it has a great and most profitable future in

this State. So far as I can learn, it does finely

everywhere in the State where the soil is not too

heavy and moist."

The fruit realises three times the price of the

best Plums at wholesale, but this, I think, is owmg
to its being somewhat of a novelty as yet. This

Plum will not do where it is too cold for budded

Peaches to be a success. It possibly might do top

worked on hardy Chickasaw Plum a little farther

north.

This Kelsey Plum was imported from Japan ; the

native name was lost. I understand Mr. Kelsey

procured the whole stock, propagated and dissemi-

nated it. So soon as he had it in fruit it created

widespread attention ; since it has been recognised

.as Botankio of the Japanese. There are about five

other Japanese Plums, varving widely in character,

tliat it is hoped will prove "of value. But I can learn

where none of them are in fruit.

This Kelsey orchard of 14 acres, all in bearing, is,

as it stands to-day, a splendid object-lesson in

which to study Califomian borticulture. Being a

nurseryman, Mr. Kelsey gathered here a large col-

lection of fruits of all species that would grow here

except Peaches. The collection of Cherries is very

large, also Plums. Here one can learn how he
should prune and how be should not prune for the

best results and many other lessons. The orchard of

14 .acres was sold a year ago to be cut up into villa

tracts for .tlJOOO. It was fairly well cultivated last

spring, but the trees were not pnmed, as they call

cutting back the exuberant growth here made in

eight months of fine growing weather in very rich

soil. From not having been properly cut back
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nearly all the branches in the orchard had to be
propped up to prevent them breaking down with
their load of fruit.

Young orchards here on the rich valley soils,

having eight months of splendid growing weather,

will make shoots G feet to .S feet, and often 10 feet

to 12 feet in length in a season. The climate
exactly suits a great development of fruit-buds and
fruiting ; then if these shoots are not cut back in

winter, leaving only Iti inches to 30 inches, they set

fruit their entire length, like a string of Onions, and
as the fruit develops down go the branches.

They put props under them and they break across

the props. Therefore a thorough cutting back of

these branches each and every year, so long as such
growths make it necessary, is the first great lesson

for the fruit grower to learn in California.

It is just beginning to dawn on the minds of a
few in this State that this rich, high mountain soil,

in the finest and healthiest climate in the world,

where mountain springs, brooks, trout, game,
squirrels, and flowers abound, is the best for fruits.

There are millions of acres of it everywhere that

can be had very cheap.—D. B. WiEB, in American
Florist.

FEUITS UNDER GLASS.
Pines.

Although we had several cloudy and a few soak-

ing wet days, the month of May, on the whole, was
highly favourable to the swelling of early fruit.

Bright cloudless days at this early season some-
times necessitate shading or very liberal ventila-

tion, but so far the maximum temperature has been
maintained with a minimum of air, and the plants

have had a long period of close sun heat and con-

fined moisture soon after the turn of the day.

Under this favourable influence the early Queens
have made good progress, and if it be desirable

to hasten maturity the house may now be run up to

any figure, ranging from 90° to 100°, entirely from
sun heat for a short time after closing with an
abundance of moisture. When the fruit begins to

change colour it will be necessary to increase the
circulation of air and to reduce the supply of

moisture by withholding the syringe. Indeed so

soon as the ripening process is visible, root-water-

ing must cease and air moisture gradually de-

crease. But, assuming that it is found necessary

to retard any of the Pines, they should be lifted out

bodily and transferred to a dry airy situation

before the pips show signs of suffering from the

effect of confined moisture. If the weather is quite

up to the June standard the fruit will ripen

perfectly, but slowly in a dry warm Grape room, or

equally well in an early vinery containing ripe

Grapes or from which the latter have been cut.

Where a whole house is rushed in at once this

transfer is unnecessary, but in gardens where a
continuous supply is the object this removal Is a

decided advantage, as the heat and moisture can
then be maintained, and plants whose fruit is less

forward can be introduced as vacancies are made.
By adopting this plan the swelling house can
always be kept at high ])ressnre both as regards
heat and moisture, but in order to prevent the
foliage and crowns from becoming drawn it will be
necessary to ventilate very early on bright days, to

damp the walls and other surfaces with diluted

liquid two or three times in the course of the
twenty-four hours, raising the lights overhead
during bright afternoons. As Pines in this stage

and at this time of year require more water than
at any other period of their growth, they should
be liberally supplied with stimulants, weak rather

than strong, at every watering. How often, no one
can say, but those in charge can tell if not by the

soil, certainly by the feel of the leaves.

Early successions potted in February having
to make their growth and undergo slight rest

ready for starting next January, should now be well

advanced witli plenty of roots coiling round the

insides of the pots. Fire heat to some extent may be
necessary, Vjut, provided the house is light and com-
pact and the fermenting lied satisfactory, a lirisk

heat should be maintained almost without its aid.

Much, however, depends upon the nature of the sum-

mer, which may be intensely hot and dry, as in 1887,

orwetand cold, as in 1888, when firing was incessant.

As no one wishes to meet trouble half way, we will

assume that the summer before us is to be a good
one, and that shading may be necessary ; if so it

must be of the lightest character, as Pines with
plenty of roots rarely scald, whilst of two evils it is

better to have them a little brown than drawn and
soft in texture. When summer firing is imperative
and bright hot days are few. Pines generally get

more or less brown and wiry, but given a thoroughly
good season we ventilate early and freely, and the

pipes being cold we reduce and shut up early with
plenty of atmospheric moisture. The watering of

these plants is a very important matter, which must
be regulated by the nature of the compost, the size

of the pots, and the bottom-heat in which they are

plunged. If the latter is brisk and the pots of

medium size, they will require looking over once a
week, but then even all must not be treated alike,

neither must that baneful method of keeping want
away by dribbling be practised. The water from
this time forward should be of a stimulating quality,

and when absolutely necessary it should permeate
and moisten every particle of the compost. Plants,

on the other hand, which have not reached this

stage may be allowed to stand over, as it is better

to have them rather too dry than the contrary,

particularly where the phmging bed is moist and
the bottom-heat does not range much aliove 8(i°.

SjTinging in like manner should be conducted upon
the same principle ; overhead dewing on fine after-

noons may be beneficial, but the best growth is

made in a moist atmosphere, and this can always be

produced by keeping the pans well charged, syring-

ing the walls and other available surfaces. If the

bottom-heat declines, disturbance of the plants if

possible should be avoided, first l>y giving a plenti-

ful supply of hot water to the tan or leaves, and
second by the introduction of a good surfacing

layer of one or other in a high state of fermentation.

Late successions and suckers.—Plants that were
reduced or potted into intermediate sizes, also

suckers, should be regularly examined and drawn
out for a shift before they become root-bound.

As these plants derive most of their bottom-heat
from moist fermenting beds sustained by manure
linings, they make broad succulent leaves, root

quickly, and not unfrequently require a shift before

we are aware of it. As this loss of time also pro-

duces a check, crocks, pots and compost, dry and
warm, should always be on hand for use as small

batches become ready. A compact manufacturing
pit of this kind is the mainspring of success in the

smallest Pine-growing gardens, as suckers, few and
often, can be potted and plunged before they be-

come dry and hard whenever withdrawals make
room for them.

Melons.

A constant relay of fresh young plants must still

be kept on hand for use as vacancies in the hot-

water pits and frame ground occur. Seeds cost

little, germinate as freely as Marrows, and lead to

best results when the plants are jiut out very early.

We plant out in the ordinary way when the first

rough leaf is the size of a crown-piece, but for suc-

ceeding early crops upon the same trellis, not un-

frequently they are established in the fruiting pots

and 2 feet to 4 feet high by the time the last fruit

is cut from their predecessors. As many of these

early crops will soon be over, and taking a second
in time for winter Cucumbers is rather close work,
good plants should be pushed forward to overlap

time. Melon culture after May is easy enough,
the main points being a good bottom-heat, sound,
solid calcareous loam, and old lime rubble as com-
post, and common-sense attention to airing and
watering. Plants will then go on from the seed to

the finish without a check, the foliage will not
ripen before the fruit, and the latter taken at tlie

right time will not carry vapid flesh under a hand-
some exterior. For frame culture in the autumn
the compost should always be on the poor side, ;is

it is much easier to feed than repress strong growth.
The bottom-heat, moreover, should be brisk and
steady, especially near the finish, as it is tlie falling

away of bottom-heat and flooding with water when

the fruit is ripening which ruin the flavour. A
good bottom-heat also is necessary when the fmit
is setting, as a mishap at this time is not only a
loss of time, but it throws the plants into a gross
haliit and frequently increases the fertiliser's diffi-

culties. The latter part of May was all that could
be desired for Melons, but now, as in former years,

the weather may change ; hence the importance of

keeping the manure linings in good working order

and matting the glass every night.

Orchard Houses.

FMrly.—Where a good selection of extra early

varieties of Peaches and Nectarines is grown, the
fruit upon some of the trees will be quite ripe, if it

has not been gathered, and generally later sorts

will be forward enough to necessitate more fresh

air, lighter syringing, and a discontinuance of fire-

heat. A'ery early fruit of the varieties usually

forced is not of much account for eating, but
Peaches in May are Peaches ; consequently flavour,

the test of merit, is often sacrificed to hard forcing.

This flavourless condition readily enough might
continue through June, but by opening the ventila-

tors and closing the stokehole the quality of the

fruit may be improved and its season greatly pro-

longed. As these early trees are cleared of fruit,

they must be well syringed to make them clean,

and, considering that they have made their growth
and yet have a summer before them, the coolest

and most airy part of the house for the present will

suit them best. By-and-by they may be plunged
in the open air where they can have plenty of sun-

light, fresh air. and water. On a level with venti-

lation stand watering and syringing, and these of a
most substantial nature. Dribbling amongst pot
trees is of no use, but the quantity, twice at least

each day, must be copious and the quality good.

The best times to water are just before the trees

are syringed and again first thing the following

morning ; the roots then have the full benefit of

moisture through the night, and the trees meet the
rising sun with every cell filled to repletion.

Syringing about 6 to G.30 is none too early on
bright mornings, and 4 in the afternoon is not too

late, as trees upon which fruit is not ripening

should retain moisture upon their leaves for some
hours. Mulching or top-dressing, of course, is as

necessary as ever, and must be supplied little and
often as the old is washed away. Bone-dust mixed
with rich stiff loam is an excellent stimulant

;
good

liquid, clear, bright, and not too strong from the

soil or manure ground cannot be surpassed, not
only for watering, but for damping purposes, and
short, but fresh, stable manure stands well for ab-

sorbing and giving off moisture, also for preventing

rapid evaporation when the weather is hot and dry.

Late house.—Those who have not had the advan-
tage of a hot-water apparatus, unless the situation

is very good, will not be overburdened with fruit.

l!ut the winter, it may be advanced, has been mild
and the spring free from frost

;
quite true, but a

lenient winter and flowering time do not compen-
sate for one of the coldest, darkest, and most un-
favourable summers, that of 1888, on record. It

was last autumn that a gentle fire was wanted to

ripen the wood and perfect the flowers, and those
who could not command that aid will most likely

find their fruit deformed in doubles and triples, or
falling when the size of small Peas. Kipe wood is

the mainspring of success, and this, despite the
glowing accounts of hardy fruits, I greatly fear is

very scarce in all save the most favoured parts of
the kingdom. But, assuming that the last late

orchard house now has a hot-water pipe running
round it, and the fruit is plentiful, the daily routine
nmst not be neglected. Thinning to the number
each tree is to carry to maturity may be performed
once for all, as there is very little danger of drop-
ping in June. Pinching and disbudding also may
be on the free side, and water to the roots, as well
as the foliage, must be liberally supplied. The
main point in this house being a good crop of fruit

during the autumn, no particular object will be
served by fiard forcing even witli solar heat,

but, on the contrary, much maybe gained by giv-

ing plenty of time, with a constant circulation of

air, until the Peaches and Nectarines are stoced
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and again swelling freely. Then, if it be thonght
desirable, the house may be closed for two or three

hours with sun-heat and moisture on fine evenings.

If the weather which prevailed through the latter

part of May keeps improving with the advancing
season, the simplest and most satisfactory mode of

ventilation lies in throwing the house quite open
by day and partially closing at night. All the

fruit-bearing trees should be well top-dressed with
a mixture of stiff loam, bone dust, and rotten ma-
nure, and, unless objectionable, a little fresh stable

litter may be cast amongst, if not actually over the

pots. If this plan is adopted and aerated water
can be supplied through the hose, this may be
very freely plied twice a day, not only to the foli-

age, but to the walls, and especially the fresh litter.

Watering, as in the early house, must be a sepa-
rate business, otherwise a constantly moist sur-

face will lead to serious mischief, especially

where the pots are small and crowded with
roots. As the trees grow the strongest young shoots
must be pinched at the fifth or sixth leaf or longer,

according to their size and the space at com-
mand, but the weak ones, especially those near
the base of the tree, may not require pinching
at all ; indeed, it often happens that these weak
shoots have but two wood buds—one near the
bottom, the other at the point, the removal of

which would ruin them for another year. Plums
and Cherries should be well thinned with a pair of

Grape scissors, and these being full-sized trees, all

young growths nmst be kept closely pinched to

three or four leaves. Grub and fly by this means,
coupled with copious washing, will be kept down,
but the latter proving persistent, the best, if not the
only, remedy will be found in fumigation. If choice
Pears are grown and space is limited, all early va-

rieties about midsummer may be removed and
plunged to the rims on a warm border in the open
air. If the trees are well mulched with good rotten

manure and regularly watered the fruit will attain

its fullest size and be of better quality tlian if kept

under glass to ripen. All high class late sorts, as a

matter of course, should be kept in the house, and
fortunate will those be who have a large selection

of trees, as I do not anticipate heavy crops even
from walls.

Composts and potting.—If a good supply of loam
has not been secured, no time should be lost in

getting it cut and stacked, and provided it is in-

tended solely for use in the orchard house, proper
correctives and fertilisers may be added in layers.

If wireworm is suspected, or even if it is not, a

liberal dusting of soot should not be omitted. ( )ld

lime rubble and burnt earth too may be added to

heavy loams, whilst marl and old cow manure will

prove potent factors as correctives of light sandy
soils. Upon the latter good liquid from the drain-

age tanks, soapsuds, and house slops may be liberally

poured with excellent effect ; indeed, where almost

any loam, heavy or light, is carted in a dry state

during the spring and summer, these liquids should

be very freely plied before the sods are stacked.

When the trees requiring a shift have been cleared

of their fruit, the sooner the transfer to clean, dry

pots is made the better. The compost, chopped
down as wanted, should lie exposed to the sun and
air until it is dry and warm. Crocks, including a

few small bones or pounded oyster shells, should

be pretty liberal, and pot trees of all kinds requiring

a very firm compost, the new should be rammed
home until it is as solid as the old balls. As pot-

ting is finished, return the trees to the house, keep
them rather close and moist for a few days, but the

balls being thoroughly soaked, defer watering until

new roots begin to work.

WORK AMONGST HARDY FRTJITS.
The work in this department, turn where we will,

is plentiful enough, and whether crops be abundant
or thin, no one must overlook the fact that next

year's success depends upon careful attention to the

daily routine. Trees carrying full crops naturally

claim our first attention, as perfect maturity of the

fruit hangs upon timely thinning, cleansing and
training. Others equally good, but through force

of circumstances quite barren, although less pleasant

to look upon, must, nevertheless, receive the same
care. The irregular or thin crops now upon the

trees having proved that the eifect of one bad sea-

son may be felt for several years, it behoves us to

steal a march upon time, not onlyby most liberal dis-

budding and pinching, but also by close training,

with the view to early maturity of the young wood
and perfect formation of the flowers. If anyone
doubts this theory, he has only to examine a Peach
or Nectarine whose flowers were plentiful, but weak,
and if he finds an unusual number of double, triple,

and a few quadruple fruits, whilst others apparently

perfect have come to a dead stand when the size of

small Peas, he may rest assured that it has been a

case of touch and go, entirely due to the low sunless

temperature of the past year. We cannot command
sun-heat, it is true, but we can leave two shoots

where in other years we left three, and by this

means secure the full benefit of solar heat as it is

reflected from the walls. It is quite natural for

cultivators to lay in an abundance of young shoots

for choice at pruning time, and in seasons like that

of 1887 the whole of them may ripen, but follow-

ing this course in unfavourable years completely

upsets the balance, as weak elongated growths
shade each other and shut out every ray of sunshine.

To this crowding and allowing the trees to get over-

run with aphis and mildew many failures may be
traced, and yet the reflection of one moment will

show the absurdity of the practice, as one good
Peach to each square foot of foliage will form a crop

which any grower may feel proud of. The first

duty, then, this year is extra attention to thinning

and training, and the trees now showing a tendency
to extra strong growth in October next must be

brought to by careful root-lifting and relaying in

sound, but not over rich compost.

Work amongst Pears, Plums and Cherries will

include the shortening of breast-wood, and nailing

or tying in all shoots required to furnish the trees,

copious washing with the hose or engine and in-

cessant warfare with grub and aphis. These pests

often make rapid headway so long as the trees are

allowed to grow wild, but once all superfluous

shoots are removed or nailed in and water is plied

they disappear or become too weak to work serious

mischief. The heavy rains so far have kept the

roots in a growing condition, but upon the principle

that the stitch in time saves labour, moderate

mulching, although water may be plentiful, should

now receive attention. The materials which may
be used for keeping in moisture are very numerous,

but for acting as feeders or stimulants there is

nothing to surpass good spit or stable manure.

Bushes and pyramids also may be pinched and
thinned to a reasonable extent, and, provided the

outside shoots are not extra strong, they may be

allowed to extend, as Victoria and other Plums
often fruit profusely upon these growths the follow-

ing season. No one thinks of restricting a standard

on a tall stem, and soon it becomes a marvel of

fertility ; but when they start with bushes or

pyramids they think more of form than fruit, and

yet the only difference is a natural head on a tall

stem and a restricted head on a short one.

Gooseberries and Curbant.s having made a

profusion of rather strong wood, the quality of the

fruit may be greatly improved by shortening back

a portion of the shoots which crowd the centres.

All the outsiile shoots, especially upon young trees,

should be allowed to extend, as cropping these

will soon confound confusion. Caterpillar in the

Worcester district. I learn, has been very trouble-

some, and a great number of women have been

employed handpicking. As this mode of procedure

only scotches the enemy, quicklime should be freely

and frequently dusted beneath the bushes in

winter, or, better still, a portion of the surface soil

containing the larva:: may be removed and burned

and replaced with fresh compost. Caterpillar at

one time was very troublesome here, but since we
adopted this plan and gave an occasional soaking

with soapsuds, it has entirely disappeared from

Gooseberries and Currants. W. C.

more than can be said for Apples, Pears, Cherries,

and Plums, as the greater part of the flowers of

these have fallen, and the crop will not be over

abundant. What causes failure in Strawberries

more frequently than anything else is letting the

plants stand too long, by which they become weak
and go blind ; whereas by planting fresh beds

every two years, and not keeping any beyond that

period, very fine fruit is obtained. To get as good
plants as it is possible to have, runners should be
layered in pots as soon as they are formed, and be
kept well watered, so as to afford every encourage-

ment for them to root. As soon as they have done
this, they should be taken off and at once planted,

the proper distance being a yard from row to row
and a foot or so from plant to plant. Those who
happen to have plants that have been forced will

not need to layer, as forced plants are preferable,

and will bear a hea\y crop the first year after being

turned out of their pots. In planting these it is

very important that they be placed with their

crowns low in the ground, and a hollow or basin-

like depression left around that they may be pro-

perly watered, otherwise the balls will get dry and
the plants suffer severely before they get fresh hold

of the soil. The kind of ground most suitable for

Strawberries is that which is deep and loamy, and
before they are planted it should be trenched and
have a good dressing of manure worked in below.

The next thing is to make it firm, as the ground
for Strawberries cannot well be too solid, the firm-

ness preventing the plants running to leaf, and
causing them to form better crowns and produce

more fruit on a plant.—S. D.

Books.

OBSERVATIONS ON INJURIOUS INSECTS.*

Miss Okmerod's twelfth annual report on "Injuri-

ous Insects and Common Farm Pests " has just been

published ; it is of much the same size as those of

previous years. No less than twenty-three different

pests are reported on, four of which have not

hitherto been noticed in these reports, namely,

the figure of 8 moth (Diloba cteruleocephala),

whose caterpillars were, with many others, doing

much mischief in orchards both in Surrey and
Gloucestershire, feeding on various kinds of fruit

trees, particularly favouring Apple and Plum trees.

The caterpillars appear to be easily shaken off the

branches, and by shaking the trees well many may
be caught on sheets, &c., spread under the trees.

The green leaf weevil (Phyllobius maculicornis).

—

This weevil was found to be very injurious to the

leaves of most trees, and did considerable damage
to Cherry, Plum, and Apple trees in East Kent.

Several other species belonging to this genus are

also injurious to the foliage of trees, one of which
was found doing considerable damage to a Copper
Beech. At present the only remedy for attacks

of the weevil appears to be shaking them off the

leaves. This should be done in dull cold weather,

when the beetles are less active than in warm
sunshine. The flour moth (Ephestia Kuhnieila).

—

Miss Ormerod says in regard to this insect

" The caterpillar of a flour moth can, perhaps,

scarcely be included amongst those of crop insects,

l)ut as in this case the very injurious moth (scienti-

fically, the Ephestia Kuhnieila of Zeller) has but

recently established itself in this country, and its

first observation on the Continent of Europe took

place no further ago than 1877, it may be of ser-

vice to give a few notes of some of the successive

trustworthy reports of its appearance, as well as

a figure from life and some observations of its

history and habits. This insect, when in the

caterpillar state, feeds on floiir, and in large

warehouses in London has done a great amount of

damage. A miller in the north of England writes
' I have got quite a plague of moths in the mill,

some of which, and worms, I send you ; they get

into the spouts and machinery and do no end of

Strawberries.—What a wealth of bloom there

has been on Strawberries, and, fortunately, most of

it appears set and the fruit swelling, which is

* " Roport cif OlisiTvatiousou lujurious lusocts and
common Farm Post.-^ during the Vrar 18SS." Twelfth

Report. By Miss E. A. Ormt'rnd. London; Simpkin
Marshall and Co.
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mischief both by destroying the silks and stopping

the flow of flour, &c., in the spouts by spinning thin

webs and hanging there. The mill is in constant

work, and I should have thought this would have

prevented them from lodging, but it does not seem
to affect them at all. You will perceive the diffi-

culty there is in putting anything in the spouts that

would affect the flour.' The flour sent showed the

great difficulty of the case, for it gradually became
spun together, and also to the sides of the box in

which it was placed by the caterpillars' webs so

tenaciously that it could be lifted in lumps, and
only a little flour let fall, whilst some still clung to

the sides of the box almost as if in sticky lumps."

The grubs of the Beet carrion beetle (Silpha opaca)
have been recorded as injuring the leaves of Man-
golds for the first time in England. They had
some years previou.sly been detected feeding on

Mangold leaves in Ireland. The damage done in

some places was very considerable. They appear

to confine their attention exclusively to Man-
golds. Turnips, Carrots, Parsnips, Potatoes, Peas

and Cabbages are recorded as doing well on
land where Mangolds had been destroyed. The
beetles are useful insects, feeding on the car-

cases of small animals, birds, &o. Another beetle,

the corn ground beetle, is injurious both in the

beetle and giub state to wheat, and its attacks

last year were much more severe than usual

and in more localities. The grubs injure the plants

much in the same way as the wireworm does.

The beetle crawls up the stems and eats the grains

in the ear. The best remedy at present known
is to plough up the crop if the attack be very

severe and so starve the grubs and expose them to

the birds.

As regards old and well-known pests, the frit

fly (Oscinis frit) and Wheat bulb maggot (Hylemia
coarctata) were more than usually injurious. The
much dreaded Hessian fly, which caused such a
scare in 1887, was conspicuous by its absence last

year. Only six reports were received in 1888.

Nearly 100 were sent in from various localities in

England and Scotland. This is very satisfactory

and particularly so, as no doubt there were many
more persons on the look-out for this insect last

year than there were the previous one, and where
the grubs of this fly were found they do not seem to

have caused any appreciable injury. The Bean seed

weevil (Bruchus rufimanus) was most unusually

abundant in some places last year, and the

consequent loss to the grower very considerable.

One correspondent estimates his loss in weight
alone of his crop at 2s. per quarter, and an-

other that his Beans weigh four pounds and a
half per bushel less than usual. The winter moth
(Cheimatobia brumata) and the mottled umber
moth (Hybernia defolaria) were, as most fruit

growers know to their cost, most unusually abun
dant last year, and the damage they did to our

orchard crops was enormous. The well-known and
very efficacious plan of girdling the trees with
bands of some sticky material, so as to prevent the

wingless female moths from crawling up the trees

to lay their eggs, is mentioned as having " been
brought forward last season as really practicable

and useful," but as a matter of fact this plan has
been known and tried for years. Why these two
moths, which are nearly related to one another, and
whose life history is almost identical, and which
may be combatted by the same means, should not

follow one another in this report instead of being
separated by the descriptions, &c., of those moths
which have nothing in common with them, except

that they feed on the leaves of orchard trees, is

not explained. 'With the exception of the insects

already mentioned, our crops have not suffered so

much from the attacks of insects as usual. No
mention is made of the leaf roller moth (Tortrix

viridana), whose caterpillars in various counties

stripped the Oak trees of their leaves over districts

many miles in extent. This insect has been men-
tioned in previous reports; therefore its omission

in the present one is all the more surprising. In an
appendix attention is drawn to Straw.son's air power
distributor, a machine which seems to have a great

future before it, as it will distribute with regularity

and great evenness seeds, soot, lime m'vniire (either

powder or liquid), paraffin, or any other insecticide.

The machine is very simple, and is drawn by one
horse ; the rotation of the wheels works the

mechanism, which causes a strong continuous blast

of air, which blows the substance to be distributed

with great force through certain nozzles. Last

year with the help of this machine a corre-

spondent dressed part of a field of Turnips at-

tacked by the Turnip flea beetle with lime and
part with paraffin. Both remedies seemed to be
equally efficacious. The amount of liquid, <Scc.,

distributed per acre can be easily regulated, and
as little as one gallon of paraffin has been used
per acre. A small machine of this kind, which
could be worked by hand, would be most useful in

gardens and glasshouses. The matter contained

in these reports of Miss Ormerod is most valuable,

but it is not put together as concisely as it might
be. The letters from correspondents are given ver-

batim apparently, and many of them contain matter
that might be omitted with benefit to the reader.

In several cases, but by no means in all, a summary
is given, which enables the reader to obtain the

grain without the chaff, but the winnowing pro-

cess unfortunately has not always been employed.
We can, however, heartily commend these reports

to all agriculturists. G. S. S.

long or comparatively short variety, such, for

instance, as Cardiff Castle, is grown, those

when put on the exhibition table should be of

a uniform length and diameter or a good match,
the shoulder, or that portion nearest the neck,

being only slightly, if any, thicker than the

point. Instead of being nearly 9 inches in cir-

cumference, as exhibition (but non-prize winning)
Cucumbers very often are, they ought to be
nearer 5 inches, another half an inch not much
signifying. On no account should the fruit have
a long " handle " or neck, as the shorter this is

the better, while the colour ought to be a deep
green and the bloom intact. Many growers

apparently confuse the flowers with the bloom
proper, and if they can keep the former on the

point of the fruit are happj'. I hold that the

loss of the bloom or dew-like covering of the

whole of the fruit is quite as disfiguring to the

Cucumber as to a bunch of Grapes, and attach

Kitchen Garden.

EXHIBITION CUCUMBERS.
During June and the two following months a

considerable number of flower shows are held

in various parts of the country, at most of

which Cucumbers are extensively shown, both

in the classes provided for them and also in

collections of vegetables staged by amateurs as

well as professional gardeners. As a rule, the

classes for a brace are very well filled as far as

numbers are concerned, but when the quality of

the exhibits is taken into consideration there

is a great falling oflf. Many of the competitors

seem to either have no conception of what
constitutes a good Cucumber, or else are un-

able to produce them at the right time. Year
after year the same overgrown, rough, ugly and
badly-coloured specimens are to be seen, in

many instances staged by the same growers,

no rebufls in the shape of abuse or neglect by
the judges apparently convincing the would-be

prize-winners that they must reform if they wish

to be more successful.

Want of judgment would appear to be the

prevailing weakness among exhibitors. The
most successful are those who are capable of

timing, as well as selecting exhibits, that is to

say, of having them just ready and fit for ex-

hibition or use on the day they are wanted. If

Cucumbers have to be cut several days before

they are wanted they invariably lose their

freshness, and, it may be, colour as well ; while

if left on the plants too long, they soon become
coarse, mis-shapen, and of a yellowish-green

colour. During the summer months a Cucumber
should attain a good exhibition size in nine days
or even less, and if it takes longer than that to

grow, no matter what the variety may be, or if

left longer on the plant, there is but a poor
prospect of a first prize being won. Many err

in imagining that very long fruits are the best,

whether these are proportionate or not, and cul-

tivate one of the reputedly fine varieties ac-

cordingly. As it happens, only a very few
growers arc capable of producing a liandsome

brace of Tender and True—the best of the extra

long varieties—and amateurs and the inex-

perienced generally ought ratlier to be content

with a g<iod form of Telegraph, such as that here

sliown, or those which can without much
ditliculty bo grown to a length of fmm 15

inches to 18 inches. In any case, or whether a

Cucumber RoUissou's Telegraph.

but little importance to the preservation of the

old flowers on the points. The latter can be
added at any time, but if the liloom is once

washed or rubbed oft' it cannot be restored.

According to my experience, by far the hand-

somest fruit can be cut from comparatively

young plants, and it may bo this is the reason

why so many poor specimens are to be seen at

the shows. The majority of the latter are held

in August, and by tliat month the greater

portion of Cucumber plants cultivated in

one season ai'e incapable of protlucing good
show fruit. For the August shows especially I

would strongly advise those wlio are in a posi-

tion to ado]it the plan of raising plants say from

eight weeks to nine weeks prior to the date of

the show, and to grow these on rapidly cither

in a house or frame— the foruuT from choice.

While the plants are in full vigour, both at

the roots and above ground, lliu haulm also

being clean and thinly trained, very little
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difficulty is experienced in obtaining perfect to exposure to much sunshine, is needed

fruit, always supposing a good variety is

grown. Seedlings are the most robust, but,

unfortunately, they cannot always be relied upon

to come true to name. This season we have two

distinct forms of both Telegraph and Parley

Park Hero, one being worthless in each in-

stance. There cannot be any mistake, as all

had the same treatment and were grown side

by side. What I believe to be the true Purley

Park is most productive, the fruit being of me-

dium size and liaudsome— it is a model exhibi-

tion variety, in fact. The spurious form was

useless for any purpose. Rather than risk cul-

tivating a second unprolitable plant, we are

propagating by cuttings from the superior form,

and the plants thus easily and quickly obtained

will soon attain a serviceable size. All the va-

rieties I have named succeed well under frame

and pit culture, and the remarks as to the supe-

riority of young plants hold good in this case

also. A moderate amount of bottom-heat is of

great assistance, and it is usually necessary to

lay the fruit in proper Cucumber glasses, or

otherwise no dependence can be placed upon
their being sufficiently straight.

In many instances it is not possible nor conve-

nient to prepare fresh plants specially for the

production of exhibition fruit, and the only al-

ternative is to keep the old plants in good
health, and as clear of red spider as possible.

Over-cropping is a very frequent cause of an

early break-down and a bad attack of red

spider, and this ought, therefore, to be avoided

whether exhibition fruit are required or not. No
free-bearing plants should be allowed to make
the attempt to perfect all the fruit that

may form on them. If early and judicious

thinning out is resorted to, the plants will,

other conditions being favourable, remain in a

healthy and constantly productive state, and
ultimately yield a much greater number of fruit

than would be the case if unthinaed. Crowd-
ing of the haulm is also prejudicial, and where
planted thickly, or say not more than 2 feet

apart, every other plant may well be cut out

early. Close stopping appears to check root

action, and an early removal of some of the

plants, in addition to giving more room for the

haulm of the reserved plants, also greatly en-

courages root action. Cucumbers ought always

to be shaded from bright sunshine, and blinds

on rollers are much preferable to any kind of

permanent shading. With the aid of blinds

and abundance of moisture the temperature may
safely range from 80° to 0.")° with a little air on,

early closing, but not early removal of the

blinds, running up the heat to 100°. Under
such conditions growth is rapid, and all the

good qualities of show varieties are well de-

veloped. If red spider has eftected a lodgment
on the leaves, no amoimt of syringing or atmo-

spheric moisture will much disturb them ; they

seem rather to increase in size and revel in it.

The only safe remedy is to freely mix sulphur

with the syringing water, and to apply this fre-

quently or until both the upper and undersides

of the leaves are well coated with it. Then
supposing the haulm is freely thinned out and
allowed to ramble somewhat, a healthier state

of affairs quickly results.

Very often the failure of old Cucumber plants

to produce handsome fruit may be traced to the

roots. Cucumbers will not thrive in a mass of

saturated soil and manure, but delight in a

sweet, porous, and not excessively rich root-

run. Lumps of turfy loam without any admix-
ture best suit Cucumbers, and 03casional top-

dressings of similar mateiial, with a surfacing

of partially decayed leaf soil, if a mulching, owing

If

turfy loam is not available, use the best loam

that can be obtained, and add plenty of char-

coal or burnt garden refuse. Nor should any

kind of thick liquid manure be used, this

eventually clogging the soil and effectually ex-

cluding warmth and air. Any kind of special

manures are preferable, these being used in

moderation and frequently after the new soil

has become well occupied by roots. When
turfy or very porous soil is used either for young

plants or renovating the old ones, water will be

needed once, sometimes twice, daily, but the

closer, heavier composts must not be watered so

often. It should be repeated, as being a most

important detail, that the plants must be lightly

crojjped at all times, and especially just prior

to and at the time exhibition fruits are required.

W. I(:guli)E>'.

CULTURE OF CHICORY.

This salading plant is not cultivated so exten^

sively in gardens as it deserves to be. When cut

quite young the leaves, though bitter, make a very

wholesome small salad, and when blanched they

constitute an excellent vrinter salad, which is

known to the French by the name of Barbe de Ca-

pucin. When the heads are stewed and served with

melted butter they are little, if anything, inferior

to Sea Kale, which they resemble in flavour. All

the garden varieties have been obtained from the

wild plant, and some of the selections show a

tendency to degenerate. Hence the necessity for

sowing only a carefully selected strain. If not,

the roots would probably be worthless for pro-

ducing heads during the winter and spring months.

A deep, light, and ordinarily rich soil is suitable

to the growth of Chicory. This having been pre-

viously dressed with well-decomposed manure, and

deeply dug into it, should be trodden over and

raked level. Drills running north and south, and

from 12 inches to 16 inches apart, and between

1 inch and 2 inches deep, should then be drawn.

Into these sow the seed thinly any time between

the middle of April and the first week in Jane.

When the voung plants are large enough to handle

they should be thinned out—first at 4 inches in

the row, subsequently drawing every other plant

should none "go ofE " in the meantime. Showery

weather should be chosen for this operation. The

plants should be kept free from weeds, and the

Dutch hoe should be run deeply between the rows

a few times during the growing season, as much
with a view to accelerating growth in the plants

as destroying young weeds. Thus treated 1 have

known roots of Chicory attain to the size of mo-

derately large Carrots.

Taking up, storing, and forcing the roots.

—When the leaves of the plants have decayed in

November, the plants should be carefully lifted

with a fork, so as to injure the roots as little as

possible in the operation. They should then be laid

in a north border in the same depth of soil as

they were before to prevent the plants starting

into growth. Ten or fifteen days before blanched

leaves of Chicory are required, the desired number

of roots should be taken up and packed closely

togetlier— say, 3 inches apart—in an old box,

or specially constructed troughs, about 12 inches

wide and' the same depth, working any kind

of light mould amongs-t the roots up to within

halt an inch of the crown of the individual

roots. Then place the boxes in a Mushroom

house, shed or cellar, or any other convenient place

where daylight and frost can be completely kept

from the plants, otherwise the process of bl.anching

will not be effectually completed. Successional

batches of roots should be put into force every ten

days or a fortnight, according to the demand.

When the leaves have attained to a length of from

9 inches to 12 inches they will be fit for use. The

same roots, if allowed to remain in the boxes, wdl

produce a second, though naturally not so fine a

crop of blanched leaves. As everyone desirous of

having blanched leaves of Chicory during the

winter and spring months may not possess the

necessary Mushroom house, cellar or shed to produce

them in," I will give a very simple and at the same
time effectual way of obtaining the object in view.

Place one or more boxes in a warm situation out of

doors, filling them with roots as recommended
above, and giving a little water to settle the soil

among the roots. Then place an inverted box of

similar measurements over the boxes so filled, and

cover them with a good thickness of clean and

slightly fermenting leaves. Enough boxes should

be filled with roots at intervals of ten or fifteen

days to maintain a regular supply, if necessary, of

blanched leaves. If a constant supply of Chicory

should be required for small salading, the seed should

be sown in the open every three weeks from the

middle of April to the middle of October, the supply

during the interval from the end of October to

the following May being obtained from the

blanched leaves, the early and later sowings

should be made in a warm situation, the midsummer
or July sowings being made in a rather cool and
moist position. In growing Chicory for this purpose

the seed should be thickly sown broadcast. Water-

ing at the roots in dry weather is all that is neces-

sary till the plants are fit for cutting over. This

should be done as soon as they haxe made the first

three or four leaves. Crimson-flaked Chicory and
common Chicory are the varieties generally culti-

vated for salading,

To SAVE SEED.—Plant a few roots in a warm
situation about the middle or end of February
These will flower towards the end of July or the

middle of August, and ripen their seed a month or

six weeks later. The flower-stems, which should be

supported by small stakes or strings twisted round

two or three sticks stuck firmly in the ground,

should then be cut and hunu' up in a dry airy shed

for a week or two. The seed should then be rubbed

out and put away for future use.

H. W. Ward.

Salt for Asparagus beds.—Those who use

salt for the first time for dressing Asparagus beds

do not always realise, until it is too late, the

dangerous character of the material they are

handling. Whether salt is of any benefit to Aspara-

gus beds, that otherwise get as much manure as

they require, is, perhaps, an open question. My
opinion is, that if the beds are well cared for in

other respects, quite as good Asparagus can be

grown without salt as with it, especially where the

soil is of a retentive character. Of the injurious

effects of an overdose of salt upon Asparagus beds

I had abundant evidence furnished me when visit-

ing a garden last summer. I happened to call upon

a friend when he was clearing out the old plants

that had been killed by an application of salt given

in the winter previous. To say that all the plants

were dead would not be quite correct, but at least

two-thirds of them were. What were previously

very satisfactory beds had been ruined by the in-

judicious use of salt. In the temporary absence of

the head gardener a man had given the beds three

times the quantity they ought to have had. Al-

though not setting a very high value on this

material in growing Asparagus, I have no objection

to moderate applications if they are applied about

the beginning of April. Whenever I have used

salt for this purpose I have never given more than

half a pound to a square yard, which, in a general

way, is quite enough. I am aware that some people

use a greater quantity, but it should be remembered

that it makes all "the difference how deep the

crowns of the plants are. For crowns that are

within 3 inches of the surface the quantity I have

stated is quite sufficient.— J. C. C.

Onions.—Recently I made a note concerning

the odd action of a white-skinned variety of Onion

of the Queen type, and probably that variety under

another name, which, sown in April of last year,

generally refrained from bulbing, and remained

green all the summer .and winter. To show that

the result was due to season and not to sort, I men-

tion that those of the plants which have not ran off

to seed are bulbing early and, for the kind, finely.

I shall exhibit a sample to the fruit committee at
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the Westminster Drill Hall shortly, as I regard the

bulbs as novel, having been some fourteen months

growing. I should think that were seed of the

Queen Onion, as a rule, sown the last week in

August, that very early bulbs of fair size would

always result, and would render spring-sowing of

this precocious variety needless. That Onions in a

green state are very hardy I have had ample proof,

as frequently old green plants which from some

cause or other have not bulbed have stood the

severest winter well. Could we obtain a vegetable

possessing the hardiness of the Onion without its

pungent flavour and heat, but which would cook

well, a valuable addition would be made to our list

of vegetables. I have never tasted stout young

Onions cooked and served up as Asparagus is, but

think that they would form a succulent and tender

dish, but the obnoxious flavour would doubtless

remain. Has anyone experience of green Onions

in a cooked state ? Large bulbs, it is true, keep

badly as a rule, being far less solid than are smaller

ones, but they are invariably milder eating, and sliced

with Cucumber are not to be despised; still, it

would doubtless greatly tend to the popularity of

Onions as a salad were they less strongly flavoured.

—A. D.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

Tomatoes in Pits and Frames.

If all the plants put out in the open could be relied

upon to perfect even a light crop of fruit, there

would be little need to utilise pits and frames for

Tomato culture during the summer. Owing, how-

ever, to the great uncertainty attaching to the

open-air crops, it is advisable to regard them more

as supplementary than regular supplies, the prudent

cultivator devoting as much space under glass as

can be spared for the production of Tomatoes.

Our plants grown in pits were remarkably service-

able last season, that, too, in spite of the unfavour-

able weather, and there is no reason why the To-

mato should not be more generally and quite as

successfully grown in such or somewhat similar

positions. Heated pits are, as a matter of course,

the best for the purpose, but several instances have

come under my notice where good crops have been

taken from plants grown in unheated pits and

frames. The long, heated pit at our disposal is

first occupied with early Potatoes, these being

closely followed by kidney Beans, and as the latter

are exhausted or can be dispensed with Tomatoes

are introduced. It sometimes happens that the

crops obtained from plants put out early in May
are the most profitable, the fruit ripening in ad-

vance of any on the open walls; but in such a

summer as that of 1888 both the mid-seasoii and

late supplies are equally appreciated. There is no

reason why Tomatoes should not be planted in a

heated pit any time in June or July and profitable

late crops be grown.

After various experiments I have arrived at the

conclusion that the Tomatoes succeed best when

the greater portion of the stems is kept well clear of

soil. Wherever the stems come into contact with

the soil, roots are emitted, this causing too much
sappy growth. We are enabled to purchase wattled

or plaited hurdles and which fit neatly into 6 feet

wide pits, the hot-water pipe all round acting as a

bearing. If this plan cannot generally be adopted

some modification should be tried, the aim being to

provide a temporary trellising, clear of the soil

and not more than 12 inches from the glass. The

quickest way to cover a trellis, and this is most desir-

able in the case of unheated pits and frames, is to

put out the plants 12 inches apart across the end

of the first light and a double row at every second

light, finishing off with a single row at the end.

Each row would thus have the width of one light

to cover, and, if properly treated, ought soon to be

furnished with from three to live strong clusters of

fruit. Grown on the extension system, one or two

plants would in a short time cover the space under

two lights and produce heavy crops of fruit. If

the plants are to be grown on a bed of old heating

material, it is advisable to shift them into 12-iDch

pots, setting these on the bed and allowing the

plants to root through. When there is a hard

bottom the simplest plan is to form narrow square

ridges of loam and to plant out in these. The pits

or frames ought to be kept rather close at first,

but after the trellis is reached air should be freely

given during the hottest part of the day in order to

induce the formation of hard fruitful growth, and
a good set will be effected if plenty of air is ad-

mitted. The single stems or main branches should

be kept clear of all side shoots and for a time

must be very carefully trained, or otherwise they

will snap off short. No overhead syringing is

necessary or advisable, and air should be given

rather sparingly in dull wet weather, or when
disease germs are prevalent. The ribbed varieties,

notably Large Red, Orangefield, Laxton's Open
Air, and Sutton's Earliest of All, set the most freely,

but we have succeeded equally as well with Hack-
wood Park, Perfection, and Dedham Favourite.

The only failures last season were Mikado and
Trophy, both being of too rank growth for confined

positions.

Runner Beans.

Not nearly enough seed of these was forthcoming

to meet the demand, but it does not follow there

will, in consequence, be any marked falling off

in the crops grown. On the contrary, there is

every probability of heavier supplies being obtained

than usual, owing to the seed being sown or the

plants put out more thinly than is often the case.

Crowding the plants thickly in the rows is a very

common mistake, cultivators either being unaware

of or overlooking the fact that the most thinly

grown plants are by far the most productive.

Thinning out ought, therefore, to be resorted to

early, and if there are any blanks and the seedlings

have not made much progress, some of these may
be transplanted with a trowel to where needed.

Whole rows are sometimes made up in this way,

especially by cottagers who help one another. All

ours are grown in single rows G feet apart, the

intervening spaces being cropped with two rows of

Ashleaf Potatoes. The plants are thinned out to

a distance of 12 inches apart. A tall stake 7 feet

and upwards out of the ground is early placed to

each plant, or before they coil round each other,

and these are braced together near the top with

other stakes and tar twine. We have several long

rows, but where only one or two good rows are

grown the plan of sowing in double drills answers

well. In this case the plants may well be thinned

out to about 15 inches apart, and the stakes should

be fixed with an inward slope, so that they cross

each other near the top, where they require to be

connected or strengthened with a single stake, or

otherwise strong winds may twist them about

badly. For a lime the running growths should be

frequently trained, and when the tops of the stakes

are reached the points of the Beans may be taken

out. When comparatively short stakes, or say

any about 1 feet out of the ground are used, there

is much greater need for this early stopping, and
many of the side shoots might also be similarly

stopped with advantage. When not smothered in

any way, extra fine spikes of flowers and large

clusters of pods result; whereas plants unduly

crowded produce very thin crops. Any grown

without stakes must be kept closely stopped, as

when left to ramble on the ground a confused mass

of haulm and but poor crops are obtained.

Late Runner Beans.

In hot positions and on poor light soils Runner
Beans are liable to fail early, and in order to main-

tain a constant supply of this popular esculent till

frost intervenes, a late sowing has to be made.

Well-manured trenches answer best, as these can

be the most readily flooded with water in hot dry

weather, and without which they rarely prove jiro-

fitable. Although a somewhat cool position suits

them in hot weather, it often happens that the

plants growing there are the first to suffer from an

early frost, those on higher ground remaining un-

touched and very serviceable for .several days or it

may be weeks longer. The preference ought, there-

fore, to be given to a rather high position in all

cases where the kitchen garden is situated in or

near a valley, and the seed should be sown now.

Brussels Sprouts.

These rank among the most serviceable crops

cultivated, and to be successful with them they
ought to be finally planted out early, and before

they become drawn and weakly. At least a por-

tion of the crop should have been raised under glass

and pricked out, the remainder being raised early

on an open border. In the southern counties the

market gardeners raise the whole of their plants in

the open, but their subsequent culture ensures a
heavy crop, and this is quite as early as needed.

What best suits Brussels Sprouts are a fairly rich,

yet firm soil and plenty of room, these causing a
strong, yet sturdy and productive growth. A loose,

deep and rich root-run causes a rank leafy growth,

and the sprouts are correspondingly large and
loose. But few private gardeners can devote a large

breadth of ground wholly to this crop for one season,

as if they wait till the ground is cleared of an early

crop of any kind they are too late in planting.

The best practice, therefore, is, to crop the ground
intended for Brussels Sprouts with Ashleaf or some
other short-topped Potatoes, the rows of these be-

ing arranged from 'M) inches to 3 feet apart. By
this date the Potatoes are fit for final moulding up,

and after this is completed the Brussels Sprouts

should at once be put out between them. Those

that have been pricked out ought to be carefully

transplanted with a trowel, but any not previously

pricked out may be carefully drawn from the bed

and put out with a dibber. The stronger growers,

including Aigburth, Perfection and Exhibition,

should be put out 30 inches apart, and the less

vigorous Ne Plus Ultra and Paragon may be dis-

posed 2 feet apart in the rows. The Potatoes may
be either dug early or else left in the ground till the

spring. We preserved a considerable quantity of

Myatt's and A'eitch's Ashleaf between the rows of

Brussels Sprouts, and this spring they were in

admirable condition either for use or planting.

Cabbages and Coleworts.

Directly frosts destroy Peas, Beans, and other

somewhat tender vegetables, there is a demand for

Cabbages. Where the autumn-raised plants are left

on the ground to produce successional supplies of

smaller hearts, these, if there is plenty of manure

under them or if they have been liberally fed from

the surface, will usually yield a sufticiency. Many,

however, prefer to clear them off after the first

formed hearts are cut, as they greatly exhaust the

ground and do not on all soils remain in a profit-

able state. In all such instances it is advisable to

sow seed now of the London Rosette Colewort, or

one of the neat-growing, quick-hearting Cabbages,

such as Improved Nonpareil, Shilling's Queen, Hill's

Incomparable, Little Pixie, and Little Gem. These

being sown rather thinly on an open piece of

ground, the plants will be ready for putting out

as the ground is cleared of other early maturing

crops. Planted 12 inches apart each way, the plants

soon cover the ground, and abundance of tender

hearts will be available from October to mid-

winter or later according to the weather. Amateurs

especially ought to make a note of this, as their

establishments are not often well supplied with

green vegetables in the winter.

LuMPr Ground.

Some soils work freely in nearly all sorts of

weather. The heavier clayey soils if well managed

are frequently the most fertile, and it is these that

are most liable to become hard and lumpy. Sup-

posing Celery trenches have been dug or any ground

broken up for other crops since March, the lumps

will have since been well liaked by the May sun-

shine, and become still more difficult to cultivate.

The recent heavy rains will have well soaked these,

and if broken down, as they ought to lie, before dry

weather again sets in, the ground may be cropped

at leisure. If of a very clayey nature, the clods re-

quire to be broken down with the back of heavy

hoes, but in many instances a strong rake will do

the work well. It is advisable to do this not only

where the ground has yet to be cropped, but also

among advancing crops, a finely divided, yet loose

surface being best calculated to preserve the mois-

ture already in the ground. When all is reduced
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to a comparatively fine state, seeds may be sown or

plants put out in almost any weather, and less diffi-

culty will be experienced in keeping down both

weeds and slugs. W. I.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE HORNBEAM.
(CARPINUS BETULUS.)

This may well be described as a neglected

British tree, and for what reason other than

that it is almost valueless in a commercial sense

it would certainly be ditticult to state. Braving

as it does the severest storms of some of our

wild mountain-sides, and there attbrding a

great amount of shelter to other desir.able, but

less hardy kinds that would eke out but a

miserable existence without its friendly aid, I

cannot but think that the Hornbeam does not

receive that amount of attention at the hands of

planters that its merits justly entitle it to. To
say tliat tlie Hornbeam is valueless, or almost

BO commercially is, perhaps, wrong, for it is an

invalu.able hedge plant, while the timber pro-

duced is of extra value for certain purposes
;

but what I mean to couvey is that in this

country at least the quantity .and quality pro-

duced are not such as to have earned for the

tree any great reputation amongst our forest

occupants. In the manufacture of lasts. Horn-
beam timber is much prized, while for cogs in

machinery its unusually tough nature renders

it of great value. Whoever has had the chance

of using Hornbeam firewood wishes to do so

again, for it is easily ignited and burns very

clearly, emitting at the same time a pleasant

odour and great heat.

During the topiary days Hornbeam hedges

were much in use, the plants bearing trimming
in with impunity, this improving considerably

the dense and compact nature of the fence.

Even to-day it is much used for mixing with

the Quick and Privet in the formation of farm

and other fences, its strong, rigid nature render-

ing it peculiarly well suited for such a purpose.

Few soils come amiss to this most accommo-
dating of trees, for it will flourish on that of

the most opposite qualities, nay, even where
little or no soil overtops the chalk and lime

formation.

No doubt the largest and most picturesque

specimens of the Hornbeam are to be found

growing on a ileep and dampish loam ; indeed, I

could point out not a few trees that have

attained to goodly proportions where the soil

could not rightly be described as aught else but
a stitr and cold clay.

Rarely indeed do we hear of the Hornbeam
having been recommended as an ornamental

tree, but that its quality in this particular way
is of no mean order when the tree is suitably

situated few would care to deny who have seen

some of the singly planted specimens that grace

a few at least of our old-fashioned English parks.

The visitor to Richmond Park can hardly fail to

have noticed the beautiful avenue of Hornbeams,
the individual trees being large and well de-

veloped, and of great value during the summer
months for the agreeable shade they afford.

Throughout North Wales not a few fine speci-

mens of this tree also exi.-t, trees that have be-

come fully developed through having been cared

for in early life and plenty of room at all times

afforded for the perfect development of root

and branch.

Of the common Hornbeam there are several

pretty and well-marked varieties, and these are

of great interest to planters not only for the

finely-cut foliage, but owing to the soft tint the

trees present particularly during the early part

of the year. One of the most distinct and de-

sirable is that popularly known as the Oak-
leaved Hornbeam (C. Betulus quercifolia), the

leaves of which are deeply and regularly cut,

thus imitating in no small degree those of our

English Oak. One of the most distinct and
striking contrasts to be imagined is a well-

grown specimen of this Hornbeam standing at a

respectable distance from a clump or rather

background of the black Austrian Pine (Pinus
austriaca).

The variety named incisa is quite as interest-

ing and desirable a form as the latter, but the

whole tree, owing to the longer and narrower
leaves, has a quite distinct appearance from that

presented by the parent plant. In my opinion

this is a choice and distinct form, and one that

should be used more plentifully in (jur gardens
and grounds than it is at present.

Little preparation of the soil is necessary

for the Hornbeam, and just as little attention

need be bestowed on its quality, for it is one
of those trees that makes itself at home
almost wherever planted. It roots with wonder-
ful freedom, and for this reason, as also its

strong hardy nature, few plants are lost in

transplanting. Be the soil wet or dry, chalky
or clayey, the altitude considerably above sea-

level or the aspect exposed, it matters little, for

this most accommodating of trees seems to

flourish and grow apace. Where but a few
inches of soil overlie the chalk formation, and
it becomes a matter of concern what trees to

plant, the Hornbeam may safely be used and
with every chance of success, not that it will

grow so rapidly as on that of better quality, but
for all that the increase in size and girth is by
no means small, while the general appearance
of the tree is all that could be desired.

Few trees bear overcrowding with less risk of

permanent damage than the Hornbeam, for the

branches are stout and twiggy, and not at all

apt to suffer from coming into close contact

with each other. Owing to the leaves being

retained on the tree well into the spring, it is of

particular value for screen and shelter planting,

and this, associated with its dense habit of

growth, renders it peculiarly well suited for

hedge formation.

Taking everything into consideration, the

Hornbeam is a tree that should not be despised,

and that .sooner or later its econom_y in British

forestry is sure to be more fully realised than

at present is only a question of time.

A. D. Webster.

liimonia trifoliata.—This is a remarkably
singular and uncommon shrub, generally looked

upon as a curiosity, but well worth consideration

for the sake of its blossoms, which are large

and showy. It forms a much-branched bush.

Each flower is about 2 inches in diameter, pure

white, and of a five-pointed star shape. The
flowers are borne in a solitary manner, but, as a

rule, in considerable numbers. From the sturdy

character of its branches and the formidable spines

with which they are armed, this Limonia would
appear to be a good liedge plant where thoroughly

hardy, which is not the case in some parts of

England. It is a native of China, and can be

propagated by means of cuttings of the half-ripened

wood taken towards the end of the summer and
put in a trame.--T.

Rhododendron ferrugineum. — This little

alpine species is very different from the various

forms of Rhododendron ponticura, as it assumes

the character of a low-growing bush, sometimes
spreading in habit and at others of a compact
habit. It is just now in flower, and the clusters

of little, bright, ro.sy-pink blossoms are sufficiently

numerous to yield a goodly show. This Khododen-

dron grows wild in considerable numbers through-
out the Alps and Apennines, and is often known as

the Alpine Rose. It succeeds well under much the

same conditions as the other Rhododendrons and
most Ericacea;, and while it may be used in front of

the larger Rhododendrons, it is also very suitable for

association with Heaths, Kalmias, &c. For the larger

arrangements of rockwork it is a very desirable

shrub, being at home in such a position if not in

too dry a spot. The Alpine Rose is thoroughly

hardy. It was introduced into this country nearly

a century and a half ago, and is occasionally met
with in old-fashioned gardens. There is a variety

of this with white blossoms, but it is a much rarer

plant than the coloured form.—T.

USEFUL WALL SHRUBS.

These include among their number a great many
desirable kinds, and a wide choice is open to the
planter. Two classes of plants alone, viz., Koses
and Clematis, are embarrassing, by reason of the
numerous varieties of each now in cultivation ; but
still, in making a selection of wall plants, it is

absolutely necessary that these two genera be well

represented. A prominent place must be given to

the winter Jasmine (Jasminum nudiflorum). It is,

indeed, the brightest of all outdoor plants during
the dull days of winter, and often till the spring is

well advanced. The common white Jasmine (J.

officinale) is a first-rate wall plant, and a general
favourite ; while the large yellow summer-flowering
J. revolutuni will afford variety. The highly fra-

grant blossoms of the Honeysuckles render them
very popular, while the reticulated foliage of

Lonicera brachypoda aurea causes it to stand out
very distinct from all its associates. Forsythia
suspensa is a very desirable wall plant, and one
that soon covers considerable space. To enjoy this

to the fullest extent it should, when first planted,

be trained to the wall till the required space is

covered, and when that is done the plant should be
allowed to grow away freely without restraint. In
this way it will push forth shoots in great profusion,

and as they are nearly pendulous they will com-
pletely hide the wall from view in the summer, and
in winter the slender shoots, often as much as G

feet or 8 feet long, are, from their light brown,
cheerful-looking bark, very attractive, whilst the
golden blossoms are abundantly produced during the
early spring months.

Bignonia radicans is a strong, bold-growing
plant, seen at its best when rambling over an old

wall, in the interstices of which some of the rugged
branches will take root. The crimson, trumpet-
shaped blossoms of this Bignonia are very showy
towards the end of the summer, but, unfortunately,

it does not flower freely. The Pomegranate will

stand the winter against a wall round London, and
very pretty it is when in flower. There are several

varieties, but the most free-flowering, with me at

least, is the single red. It does best on a wall fully

exposed to the south. Rubus deliciosus is a beauti-

ful shrub. The flowers are pure white, a couple of

inches in diameter, and borne in great profu-

sion. For low walls the different varieties of

Pyrus or Cydonia japonica do well, and flower

during the early spring, or sometimes the winter
months. A group of plants which, if not so showy
as many others, are delicately fragrant and very

free flowering, are Chimonanthus fragrans and
its variety grandiflorus, with a couple of winter
Honeysuckles (Lonicera Standishi and L. fragran-

tissima). All of these will expand their blooms
beautifully indoors if the twigs are gathered and
placed in water.

In early spring the double blossoms of Prunus
trilolia are when on a wall protected from the

frosts which sometimes mar their beauty when in

the open ground, and, so situated, the shoots are

well ripened, and consequently a wealth of blossom
ensured. Fremontia californica^'succeeds best on a
wall with a southern aspect, and in not too light and
sandy a soil ; but, at the same time, it must be
thoroughly drained. Although it does not, as a rule,

flower very freely, the foliage is highly ornamental,

and when blossoms are produced, from their large
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size 'and bright yellow colour, they form very con-

spicuous objects. I have been often puzzled with
the behaviour of this plant, which will sometimes
die off without any apparent cause. Where large, i

bold foliage is desired, the Dutchman's Pipe
(Aristolochia Sipho) is one of the best subjects that

can be planted for the purpose, the large heart-

shaped leaves being very imposing, and the flowers,

though seldom produced and by no means showy,
are extremely curious. The Wistaria must, of

,

course, be included in any selection of wall plants,

as its beautiful clusters of blossoms are there shel-

tered from frosts, which would often injure them if

more exposed. Besides the ordinary form, the

white-flowered variety (alba) well deserves a place

;

but the double Wistaria, as far as my experience

of it extends, is useless. The double-flowered

Kerria japonica, with its golden blossoms like little

Eoses, does well against a wall, and flowers for

some time. The different vines and varieties of

Ampelopsis are all rapid-growing climbers ; but

the pick of them all, as a wall plant, is Ampelopsis
'Veitchi, which attaches itself securely to any
support, be it brick, stone, or woodwork. Like

several of its relatives, the foliage of this dies off

richly tinted. This Ampelopsis does not make very

rapid progress during its earlier stages, and on that

of the Oak-leaf roller moth from attacking Roses,
Cistuses, and other kindred plants, as my garden
is suffering severely from this pest. Gishurst's
compound, with tobacco powder, destroys them
when they are on the Rose trees ; but I should be
grateful for any information as to the best means of

destroying the eggs in the autumn, or of preventing
the caterpillars from ascending the Oaks, whence
they descend to the garden.

—

Maey A. Ewaet,
CoyieylLUrst, Utv/iurst, Guildford.

DAPHNE BLAGAYANA.
It is not long since this beautiful little alpine

shrub was new to English gardens, and as re-

cently as ten years ago it was first received at

the Royal Gardens, Kew, from the Continent.

As soon as I saw the first flowers of it, in 1878,

I thought it would prove to be a "good thing,''

and accordingly wrote to the editor of The
Garden to have it figured, and in due course a

beautiful coloured figure of it, by Mr. Fitch,

appeared in The Garden (Vol. XIV., p. 200),

in company with the charming Anemone blanda,

also a European alpine plant. Since that date

this little Daphne has become generally distri-

A well-grown Daphne Blagayana. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph of a plant grown in

Mr. G. P. Dale's garden at Hay Brow, Scarborough.

account, when it is desired to cover a space as

rapidly as possible, this may sometimes be done by
transplanting an established specimen, if there is

one available for the purpose. As a rule, it is

difficult to move the plant with a ball of earth, as

the fibrous roots are few ; but I have shifted

several successfully by taking care they have some
good compost to root into and watering them when
necessary till established. If the branches are

secured to the wall, directly new shoots are pro-

duced they at once grasp the bricks and hold all

seeurely in position.—T., in Field.

Cotoneaster integerrima. — I found last

month and early tliis month Cotoneaster integer-

rima abundantly and in beautiful bloom on rocky

places about the Lago di Garda and above 'Varenna,

&c., on the Lago di Como. Can you tell me whether
this shrub has any synonymous name, as I have
applied for it to one famous nursery, where I am
told they do not know it even by name ? I hope
that it might lie grown in England uniler favouralile

conditions, and should be very glail to know wliere

I could obtain a plant in the autumn. 1 sliould

also be very ^'lad to know what is considered the

most eilicacious means of preventing the caterpillar

buted in gardens, its good reputation having

preceded it everywhere, but I had no idea that

we should so soon see such a marvellous speci-

men of it as that represented by the annexed
engraving. I always thought its habit of growth
was too straggling to make a compact, busliy

specimen such as is here shown. One can

imagine what a lovely sight such a mass of

ivory-white flower- clusters must be, and what
fragrance ! I think tliat tliis Daplme smells

sweeter and stronger than the old Oiinese kind,

the D. indica common in greenhouses. This

fine specimen must be growing under excep-

tionally favourable conditions, and I think that

the grower of it should be invited to tell us all

he knows about its culture. As far as my
experience goes, this Daphne likes to grow on
an elevated bank among rocks, and seems to

thrive best in partial shade. I have seen it

growing well in various kinds of soil, including

chalk. But perhaps it is like its caiuicious

relative, D. Cnenrum, the Garland Flower,

whicli does a good dc^al better in some places

I than in others. If one could grow enough of it.

what a lovely plant to cut from in early spring !

It rivals Orange blossom in sweetness and
purity. It continues to bloom for several

weeks, beginning in spring as soon as the days

get warm enough for the buds to open freely.

When first introduced, it was said to be difficult

to propagate, but I never found any difficulty

in increasing it from layers. Branches laid

down in autumn were rooted and ready to take

oft' the following autumn, and made good plants

at once. Mr. Hemsley gave the early history

of this shrub when he wrote a note to accom-
pany the plate in The Garden in 1878. It was

first discovered, he says, in 1837, by Count
Blagay, on his estate at Lorenzburg. not far

from Laibaoh, in Carniola, and has also been
found in Styria.—W. G(.ildrin(.;.

Mr. G. P. Dale, Hay Brow, Scarborough,

in whose garden the plant here engraved was
grown, has kindly sent us the following notes

as to his treatment :

—

" Seven years ago I purchased two small

plants of Daphne Blagayana of Messrs. Van
Houtte, and had them planted in an open bor-

der facing west, and protected from the east by
a well-grown Holly hedge. They were planted

in a compost of equal parts of leaf- mould, peat,

and sea sand, with a good sprinkling of bone-

meal. The plants had no protection, except in

the most severe weather, when an old round
basket was thrown over them. One winter they

were exposed without any protection to a tem-

perature of 23° of frost. As new branches were
thrown out they were pegged down to the soil

and quickly rooted. One of the plants now
occupies a surface of 25 square feet, and this

spring bore upwards of 120 blooms, each of a

cream colour, about the size of a crown piece,

and exhaled a perfume which scented the whole

avenue—70 yards long. The plant, of which I

send you a photograph, flourishes within 3 miles

of the sea at an altitude of 240 feet.

"Daphne Blagayana forms its buds during

the months of Ifebruary and March, and is in

full bloom in April. This photograph was taken

on April 23. Much of the success was due, I

think, to the pegging down of the young shoots,

to the rich compost, and to the free exposure

;

possibly also in some degree to the mild and
equable temperature of the situation.

"As a proof of the genial surroundings, I

may mention that last year I had a plant of

Desfontainea spinosa in full bloom in an open

south border, with a background of Cupressus

macrocarpa 60 feet high and It) feet through,

sheltering somewhat from the north and east."

Escallonia macrantha.—Amongst all the

shrubs that cheer with their foliage and flowers

the early spring months, there is none, I think,

equal to Escallonia macrantha. The dark green

and wonderfully lucid foliage, beautifully inter-

mixed with the richest abundance of bright rose-

coloured blossoms, renders this pretty plant one of

the most cherished and handsome of the many oc-

cupants of our woodsy and shrubberies. Flowering

plants are a rarity in the open air during winter

and spring, a fact which renders the Escallonia of

great and particular value, for, be the weather ever

so cold and stormy, the pleasing flowers are freely

unfolded, and seem of so hardy a texture as to defy

in the most persistent manner even a few degrees

of frost. But whether in flower or not, this Escal-

lonia is peculiarly well fitted for ornamenting our

gardens and grounds, ;is it is never shabby in

appearance, the bright healthy-looking foliage being

charming at all times. Then it is of the freest

growth, thriving admirably in soils of veiy opposite

qualities, quite hardy, and of rapid growth, shoots

of nearly a yard in "length being, not uncommonly,

produced in one season. Some of the finest plants
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that I have seen were growing on the north-east
side of a somewhat shaded and partially sheltered
shrubbery, and in soil that was largely composed of
sandy loam, with shale rock for a bottom. Here
giant specimens were fully a dozen feet in height,
and about 50 feet in circumference—huge masses
of shining green and rose. With any other shrub
of my acquaintance, Escallonia macrantha can well
hold its own for planting as a single specimen far
away from any other tree or shrub, and on the
greensward, for the dark glossy hue of the leaves
contrasts most strikingly with Nature's carpet
around,—A. D. Webster.

Viburnum plicatum.—This veiy handsome
Guelder Rose is now flowering most profusely in the
grounds here, and forms a very striking object in

front of sombre Conifers. The broad, flat-petalled
ivory-white flowers of this species stand the
weather, especially rain, much better than the
older Snowball, which often gets dashed and spoiled
by a single storm, and being produced in graceful
racemes 2 feet or more in length, they are admirably
adapted for house and church decoration. When
planted singly on a lawn this beautiful Japanese
species soon forms a rather flat-headed bush 5 feet
or 6 feet through, and about 5 feet in height ; but
space being abundant, half-a-dozen or more some
6 feet apart may be planted together. It is per-
fectly hardy, is by no means fastidious as to soil, a
good sound loam suiting it well, and strikes root
very freely when the base shoots are layered. Cut-
tings require a little more time, but short spur-like
pieces of fairly ripe wood taken off with a heel and
inserted in sandy loam in August or September
make nicely rooted plants by the following autumn.
Cap glasses placed over the cuttings, as a matter of

course, facilitate the rooting process, but produc-
ing, as it does, such a number of shoots quite close

to the soil, the quickest and safest mode of propa-
gation is layering. The plicated Snowball forms a
handsome bush or low standard when placed in a
pot or small tub, and when thoroughly established
it forces quite as well as the Syringa, Deutzia, or

Rhododendron.—W. Coleman.

The Weeping Hemlock Spruce (Abies
canadensis pendula).—As usually seen in this coun-
try the typical Hemlock Spruce is a tree of great
beauty, the semi-weeping branchlets and bright

vivid foliage rendering it as distinct as it is inte-

resting. I must confess, however, that this weep-
ing variety is far more ornamental tlian even the
best furnished and best grown specimen of the
species that I have yet seen. The weeping form to

which I refer is growing in the grounds at Holwood,
and is a tree of some 30 feet in height with a well-

rounded, massive head. In no way does it seem to

me to differ from the commonly cultivated tree,

save in the long weeping spray, the branch tips one
and all hanging gracefully downwards for in most
instances a couple of feet. For associating with
such stiffly-habited trees as the Austrian Pine
(Finns austriaca)'and Araucaria, this weeping Hem-
lock Spruce would be of great value ; but the tree

is as yet rare in the trade, and it will be some years
before specimens will be procurable. Dampish
peaty soil and a sheltered site suit the Hemlock
Fir best ; indeed, I have rarely seen the tree in

better form or with brighter and more plentifully

produced foliage than in the north of Ireland, and
where the plants were growing on deep peat bog
that had been deeply broken up and freely inter-

mixed with road-scrapings. It is a tree of great
beauty, but one that, unfortunately, is somewhat
rare in our parks and grounds, but which, when its

great value as an ornamental Conifer is better

known, will no doubt be largely planted.—A. D.
Wbbsteb.

*,* An engraring of a very fine specimen of this

tree growing in an American garden was given in

The Garden, Oct. 22, 1887.—Ed.

odour exactly resembling that of the Hop ; indeed,
it has been found to act as a substitute for tliat

valuable plant in the production of the best class
of beer. To those who have not seen a specimen
of Ptelea trifoliata, it may be of interest to know
that it is of very- dense growth, the branches and
twigs being thickly produced, while the seeds re-

semble, more than anything else I can think of,

those of the Elm, only much smaller. It is not a
tender shrub by any means, for it grows stout
and strong, and to sometimes as much as 1.5

feet in height, and tlien it bears seed with great
freedom from year to year. Even when of small
size, it bears fruit plentifully enough in this country.
Certainly so distinct and interesting a hardy shrub
as the Ptelea trifoliata is worthy of an odd" corner
in every garden or park.—A. D.Webster, Uoln-ood,
Kent.

FLOWERING BARBERRIES.

The Hop Plant (Ptelea trifoliata).—Few per-

sons are aware how distinct and desirable a
shrub this is, else it would be found far more
plentifully in good collections than it is at present.

I am not doubtful about its hardiness, for we have
it here quite exposed and under no special care or
treatment. Curiously enough, the shrub has an

Several of the Mahonia section of Berberis have
been in blossom for some time, while Darwin's
Barberry will occasionally bloom freely in the
autumn and keep up a scattered succession of
flowers during mild weather till spring, when the
remaining blooms will open almost simultaneously.
The earliest practically of this class of Barberries to
flower is B. dulcis or bnxifolia, for it is met with
under both names. It is a free-growing bush,
reaching a height or 11 feet or 8 feet, clothed with
small deep green leaves, and bearing in great pro-
fusion its bright yellow blossoms. They are solitary,

on rather long stalks, and hang gracefully. This
species frequently loses a part of its leaves during
the winter. Though seldom seen, it is indeed a
very valuable flowering shrub, for even when Dar-
win's Barberry flowers at the same time, the bright
yellow blossoms of B. dulcis are very different from
the orange-coloured flowers of the other. No gar-
den, however, can be without B. Darwini, which,
in or out of flower, is a beautiful shrub, and a last-

ing monument to William Lobb, by whom it was
first introduced into British gardens. Apart from
the beauty of its blossoms and deep green glossy
foliage, the purple berries in autumn are very con-
spicuous. A curious little Barberry is B. empetri-
folia, which is not particularly showy, and fre-

quently met with in far from a flourishing condition,
but it is remarkable from being one of the reputed
parents of B. stenophylla. I have written reputed,
for though this is recognised as a hybrid between
B. Darwini and B. empetrifolia, I cannot find out
anything regarding its origin, and should be much
obliged if anyone could enlighten me on that point.
At all events, it is a beautiful Barberry, and the
most graceful of its race, as the long, flexible

branches dispose themselves in a very pleasing
manner. If it is a hybrid between B. Darwini
and B. empetrifolia, it is remarkable that the pro-
geny should in size exceed both of its parents, as
B. stenophylla is altogether a larger growing shrub
than Darwin's Berberis, while B. empetrifolia is but
a miniature kind. The flowers of B. stenophylla are
of a rich yellow colour, thus affording a pleasing
contrast to the orange tints of B. Darwini. I have
seen both of these Barberries employed for flower
ing under glass during the spring months, and very
pretty they were when brought on very gradually

;

but it was useless to subject them to hard forcing,

as the blooms under that treatment would not open
properly. Besides its usual habit of a graceful
bush, this Barberry may also be used as a wall
shrub, not because it is in any way tender. It will

furnish a wall in a most pleasing manner. It should
never be employed where a plant that lies closely
to the wall is needed, as this Barberry is seen to

the greatest advantage when the branches are
trained to the wall till the allotted space is covered,
and then allowed to dispose themselves at will. In
this way there is a total absence of stiffness or for-

mality, while it will flower very freely, which does
not happen if the plant is trained in a hard and
formal manner. Tlie earliest to bloom of the deci-
duous Barberries is the pretty little Chinese B.
Thunbergi, whose flowers make their appearance
simultaneously with the young leaves, and though
the individual blooms are not showy, they are seen

to the greatest advantage when associated with the
tender green of the unfolding leaves. The habit is that
of a dense, rather spreading bush, thickly clothed
with small, roundish leaves ; while the flowers, which
depend in great profusion from the undersides of
the shoots, are brownish crimson in the bud state,

and, when fully expanded, the exterior of the flower
is of that hue, while the inside is of a sulphur-
yellow tint. Under favourable conditions the leaves
retain their rich green colour throughout the summer
months, and in the autumn they die off a bright
red. The little oblong sealing-wax-like fruits are
seldom borne in any great profusion in this country,
while in America it is, I believe, especially valued
as a berry-bearing shrub. The above include the
earliest flowering of the Barberries, but others will

soon unfold their blossoms, and, by means of the
different species, a succession is maintained for a
considerable time. Among the latest flowering is

the little Himalayan B. concinna (remarkable for
the beautiful .silvery undersides of the leaves), and
one sometimes met with under the name of B.
aristata, though this last name seems to be occa-
sionally applied to two or three distinct kinds.
The most desirable is that which somewhat re-

sembles an unusually vigorous form of the common
Barberry, but is later in flowering, and in winter,
when devoid of foliage, is rendered especially note-
worthy by reason of the reddish-coloured bark.

—

T., in Field.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

DWARF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
From the correspondence in the horticultural
press and from private inquiries, there appears
to be a growing disposition to favour the culti-

vation of dwarf Chrysanthemums. The chief

reason is, I suppose, because the flowers pro-
duced by this method are so much more easily

seen than when tall plants are cultivated. Dwarf
plants are nearly always much better furnished
with foliage—an important point in the group-
ing of Chrysanthemums for effect. I hope that
those persons who commence now to cultivate

their plants on the method called "cutting
down " will not be disappointed when November
conies round if they find their blooms of inferior

quality aa compared with the flowers produced
upon plants grown on the tall system. Many
good flowers are seen upon dwarf plants, but it

is impossible to have them of the same quality
in deptli and solidity aa otherwise cultivated.

It would, indeed, be a boon if equally good
flowers could be had from plants many feet less

in height than is now the custom. The only
way out of the difficulty is to wait for new kinds
which poasess a dwarf growtli, and a capacity
for developing equally as good blooms as the
taller sorts. For eftective grouping there is no
method which can be compared with the cutting-

down system. When a general assortment of
varieties of all sections is required, it is impos-
sible to have a dwarf group of plants otherwise
than by growing them on the cutting-down
principle, unless the cultivator limits himself to

a few naturally dwarf-growing sorts. In making
a selection of this kind tlie sorts are too few to
make a really representative group of Chrysan-
themums ; therefore, it is mucli more satisf.^c-

tory to be content with blooms a little less near
perfection in point of quality than to grow only
a limited number of sorts. Those persons who
purpose growing dwarf plants for groups will

have tliem as stout and dwarf as possible by
keeping them thinly disposed on an open S]>ace.

Up to this date no special jireparation will have
been re(|uired, as until they are cut downi they
will need just the same treatment aa though the
leading shoot was iutendeil to be preserved.

Plants ranging from 2 feet li inches to C feet
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in height, including the pots, may be had for

grouping purposes upon the cut-down system,

and will carry from three to sis blooms each.

Smaller pots can be used than is generally re-

The larger the group the taller the plants will

of necessity be required. Always select for the

front of the group those kinds (Avalanche, for

example) which are naturally dwarf. As a rule

quired by plants grown for the production of they possess the best foliage. In a competition

large exhibition blooms. Plants in smaller pots
^

for a group the condition of the foliage has con-

are also better adapted for using in mixed siderable weight ; therefore, every means should

groups of foliage or other flowering plants,
j

be taken to secure this end. The next con-

Most varieties will succeed under this method sideration is, how low shall the jjlants repre-

of treatment, and by having a variety of colours ' senting each section be cut down >. Dwarf-

a more effective group is obtained. growing varieties best suited for front rows of

Bright coloured varieties, such as CuUingfordi groups may be cut down to within about 4 inches

and King of Crimsons, are indispensable to a |

of the soil; the others to inches, 8 inches, and

group, especially when associated with pure

white varieties, such as Elaine, Fair Maid of

Guernsey, Mrs. G. Rundle, and others of that

type. Cutting down the plants should be per-

formed at three distinct periods, regulating

these according to the time each variety should

be operated upon. Naturally, those varieties

which flower late should be cut down first, aa

they require more tune to develop their blooms
after the buds are formed than do earlier sorts.

With beginners the difficulty is to know which
varieties come under this head, judging from the

number of letters of inquiry I get from persons

anxious to know. For their information I will

give a list of suitable kinds, placing them
under the proper head, so that no mistake need
occur. The late-flowering sorts should be cut

down about the 20th of May. They are Meg
MerrUies, Ralph Brooklebank, Yellow Dragon,

Boule d'Or, grandiflora, Duchess of Albany,

Stanstead Wliite, Pelican, and Ceres among the

Japanese varieties. The late-flowering incurved

sorts are Charles Gibson, Mrs. Norman Davis,

Hero of Stoke Newington, Princess Teck, Bar-

bara, Cherub, Lord Eversley, Lady Carey, and
Nonpareil. What may be termed the medium-
flowering kinds in the incurved section, and
which require cutting down about the 1st of

June, comprise a goodly number—Princess of

Wales and its sport Violet Tomlin, Mrs. Heale
and its sport ; also Miss M. A. Haggas, Jeanne
d'Aro, John Salter, Jardin des Plantes, Bever-

ley, Mr. Bunn, Empress Eugenie, Refulgence,

Mr. Brunlees, all The Queen family, and Lady
Hardinge. The Japanese sorts coming under
this head are numerous, the varieties increasing

so fast. Reflexed varieties are not so well

adapted for grouping owing to the weakness of

their peduncles, which allow the flowers to droop
too much to be seen, except where they are

supported with stakes close under the flower.

Mrs. Forsyth, Dr. Sharpe, Cloth of Gold,

Chevalier Domage, and the two previously named
will suffice of this section ; these will need to be
cut down at the same time (June 1). Anemone
varieties of both the ordinary large-flowering

show kinds, such as Lady Margaret, Fleur de
Marie, Gllick, Grand d'Alveole, Acquisition,

MLss Annie Lowe, Empress, Georges Sand, and
Mrs. Pethers ; Fabian de Mediana, Mile. Cabrol,

Soeur DorothL'e Souille, Margouline, Mme.
Bertha Pigmy, Mme. Clos, and Jean Marty of the

Japanese Anemone class,are well suited for group-

ing owing to their graceful character. When their

guard florets are allowed to hang in a natural

manner they give variety to the group by reason

of their peculiar form of flower. These, as well

as the large Anemone kinds, should bo cut down
at the same time as the second batch. The last

lot to be taken in hand are naturally early-

flowering sorts, which should not be cut down
before the middle of June—Elaine, Mme. Bertie

Rendatler, Lady Solborne, L'Africaine, Bouquet
Fait, La Trioniphante, Pho'bus, Mr. William
Holmes, Margot, Dr. Macary, and M. Tarin.

It is well to considor whether the plants are re-

quired for large or small groups in deter-

mining the height at which they are to be cut.

12 inches, according to their respective natural

heights of growth. Where the plants are in-

tended to carry more flowers than the number
stated they should not be cut down so low as

those intended to carry fewer and larger blooms,

as more new breaks will be required to furnish

the additional branches.

Summer cuttings.— It often happens that

there is a scarcity of cuttings when required of

some varieties which are very shy in producing

suckers of a sturdy nature, or of new varieties when
the stock is limited. Now is a good time to set

about the preparation of a stock for next December

of the sorts most likely to be scarce at that time.

When the plants are grown for large blooms many
side shoots are produced in excess of what is re-

quired, and instead of destroying all these they

may be utilised as cuttings. Sometimes suckers will

at this time of the year spring from the base of the

plants. These make the best cuttings, but are only

chance growths. Insert them singly in small pots

in sandy soil, plunge in a gentle bottom-heat, keep-

ing them close and shaded till rooted, then remove

to a cold frame. As soon as the plants are well

rooted shift them into 4-inoh or 5-inch pots, using

moderately rich soil, pressing it down hard, and

short stocky growths, so desirable for good cuttings,

will be produced. Stand the plants out of doors

in an open position, allowing one stem only to ex-

tend. This will attain a height of from 2 feet to

4 feet, according to the variety, and will produce

one bloom. Such plants are useful for the deco-

ration of side stages or elsewhere, it not being a

question of obtaining a number of blooms so much
as a good supply of stocky cuttings. I find such

plants are more certain to produce cuttings than

those which are grown in the orthodox way for

afEording exhibition blooms, as, no doubt, the con-

stant removal of the suckers during the summer
weakens the plant for the after growth of cuttings.

This does not occur when grown as above indicated.

As the primary object is not the production of

large blooms, but sturdy shoots for propagation,

this is a system I can well recommend.—E. M.

Seasonable notes on culture.—No matter

for what purpose Chrysanthemums are cultivated,

this is perhaps the busiest time amongst growers

during the whole year. What with potting, tying,

watering, and moving the plants from place to

place, a Chrysanthemum grower's time is thoroughly

occupied. As is well known, this busy season comes

when other matters press very heavily in the

garden, as there is the bedding to be done. Grape

thinning, and many other duties to attend to, that

I am afraid the non-success of many collections of

plants can date from about this period. The plants

do not get potted early enough, are not stalced soon

enough, or perhaps are allowed to become dry at

the roots too often. Dryness at the root is the most

likely cause of the frequent loss of the lower leaves,

and not only disfigures the appearance of the

plants, but also checks the free growth so desirable

to ensure the best results. Pot on the plants as fast

as needed. At least twice daily the plants should lie

examined thoroughly, soaking the soil of any that

are found to be dry. Clean tepid water is the best.

Syringe the foliage in the afternoon of fine days.

Many of tlie plants are now making their first natural

break, and tlie instructions gi\en on p. :ir)'.) should

be attended to in the manipulation of the shoots,

taking care to secure those retained for future

development from accident. Attend strictly to the

removal of surplus side shoots, which are often

allowed to grow much too long before they are cut

off. It only wastes the energy of the plants to allow

them to sustain a number of useless side shoots ; be-

sides they are so much more easily removed if taken

in time, being easily pinched off ; thus the whole

vigour of the plant is concentrated in the three

selected growths. The growths are now soft, and

as they gather strength are extra sappy and more
liable to snap off if not securely fastened to the

supports, one stake in each pot being sufficient to

tie the three shoots to. Green-fly is rather trouble-

some to the points of the shoots, and if allowed to

get a hold the leaves are sure to be crippled and

disfigured. The most certain and safe way to get

rid of green and black-fly which sometimes affect

the plants is by dusting the parts with tobacco

powder in the evening, and in the morning vigor-

ously syringing the shoots. Plants for covering

walls are now growing vigorously, and need fre-

quent attention to keep the growths securely fas-

tened to the wall, and at such a distance apart from

each other that they will not become crowded and

consequently weakly.—E. M.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

Black Alicante Gkape.—To all intending to

plant Grapes for profit I would say, let this form

the main crop kind. Of late kinds it is the most

manageable, and may be taken in hand with confi-

dence by those who do not regard themselves as

perfect masters of the art of Grape culture. It

commands nearly double the price of the Hamburgh
and requires but little more skill to bring it to

good market condition. It sets freely, and has in

this respect a great advantage over Gros Colman and

Lady Downe's, two kinds that those who do not

well understand their peculiarities should avoid

planting largely. To get it in the best possible

condition, the roots ought to be under cover, and it

is in this way that it is principally grown by the

large market gardeners around London. This form

of culture cannot, however, be carried out success-

fully without an unlimited supply of water, and

where this is not forthcoming the roots must, of

course, be outside, or, at any rate, the principal

portion of them. In all cases, however, the Vines

should be planted inside with sufficient soil to give

them a good start, for I am told that they often

refuse to go away kindly if put at once in an out-

side border, very much probably depending on the

season. The extraordinary crops of this Grape

that are produced in some of the best managed
market gardens would surprise those accustomed

only to see it as commonly grown in private esta-

blishments. In a Bedfordshire market garden this

Grape is grown to a high degree of perfection in

large span-roofed houses, the whole of the roots

being inside. Every ten days or so the borders are

pointed over with a fork and a good soaking of

water given with frequent top-dressings. The size

of the bunches and the colour and perfect finish

of the berries show how well the treatment suits

this Grape.

Carbot Imphovkd Intermediate.—This com-

paratively new Carrot appears likely to become a

fa\ourite with market growers. For some years

past the Long Surrey Carrot has steadily fallen in

the estimation of consumers in the metropolis,

they for once wisely going by quality, so that

the old Intermediate" Carrot is much more largely

grown. A great defect of this variety is, that

owing to its thrusting its crown rather above the

ground it is apt to suffer severely in liard winters,

whereas the Long Surrey keeps well under ground.

Those who grow Carrots largely are, therefore,

unwilling to trust entirely to a kind that is apt

to go off just at the time when prices are at their

best, which is generally during a period of hard

weather. I'or this reason a breadth of the Long

Surrey is usually grown to come in late in the

season. The Improved Intermediate is said to have

much of the hardiness of the last-named, keeping

well in tlie soil, and for this reason will probably

supersede the old Intermediate. In private gardens

there is a general practice of storing Carrots in
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winter, but this is of course impracticable when it

is a question of some acres.

Chrysanthemum Collixgfoedi grown for
LATE BLOOMS.—This, owing to its fine and distinct

colour, is indispensable in any collection. It is, of

course, much appreciated, but I do not think that it

is generally classed with late-blooming kinds. I find

that with suitable treatment it can be had in good
condition up to tlie middle of January. It is a
great favourite of mine for cutting for market, as

owing to its not making a great mass of foliage

and its free flowering nature, a great many blooms
can be cut from a limited space. Pat in bunches
of six blooms it has a very taking appearance, and
I find sells well. It is not wanted at Christmas in

the London market, white Chrysanthemums only

being then in good demand, but at the new year
coloured kinds are again in request. So far as I

am aware, there is no variety that can come up to

Cullingfordi in this respect. When baskets are

made up of half Princess Teck and half Culling-

fordi the contrast is charming, and one shows up
the other to wonderful advantage. My plan is to

put in the cuttings about the last week in March
singly in small pots, a plan I prefer to all others.

They are shifted the last week in May or a little

later, as time permits. The plants get a final shift

in Augast into 8-inch pots and are kept in the open
with protection until the end of October. They are

stopped for the last time at the end of the last

week in July, and are allowed to carry two or

three flowers to the shoot, according to their

strength. In this way each plant carries about
two dozen good-sized blooms.—J. C. B.

A favourite form of market Cabbage is the

East Ham, or Enfield Market or Fulham. A neigh-

bour of mine planted out in October and November
several acres of this, and he has been cutting for a
considerable time. Women go through the plan-

tation and tie up the forwardest, much as gardeners

do Lettuces, and they are cut and sent to market
as soon as ready. Who does not appreciate a
tender spring Cabbage ?

There is just the same anxiety to be first in the

market with vegetables as with fruit ; the earliest

supply commands the best prices, good quality

being of course assumed. In order to be early with

Vegetable Marrows, a neighbouring market gar-

dener sowed seeds in February in manure frames,

one in a pot, and raised plants in this way ; as soon

as possible these were planted out in little frames,

two or three in each, the lights kept on, and
well helped by manure beneath and plenty round
the sides when frostyand biting weather threatened.

The plants have now grown considerably beyond
the frames and are yielding fruits, but the leaves

were much cut up by frost on the mornings of

Tuesday, May 2S, and Wednesday, May 20. Succes-

sion plants similarly treated are coming on to

succeed the foremost ones ; meanwhile long rows

of Marrow plants have been planted out in the

open. These were also grown on in pots, and as

soon as Coleworts were cleared from the ground it

was heavily manured and ploughed and the Marrows
planted, two and three plants forming a hill. Skips

were inverted over them during the night, but re-

moved by day. These plants are now making some
headway, and in another week or two will make a
prodigiovis growth. A space of (> feet clear is left

on either side of the plants ; then come several

lines of Cos and Cabbage Lettuces that will mature

and be cleared away before the Marrows can reach

them. At intervals, but at suftioient distance from

the Marrows, are two lines of dwarf French Beans,

the seeds raised in pots or beds, and then transplanted

to the open ground as soon as it is safe to do so.

Early crops of dwarf French Beans and Scarlet

Runners fetch good prices, and it is now the prac-

tice to raise seeds of both in pots and transplant to

prepared ground in the open. The favourite market
Lettuces are the Fulham White Cos and All the

Year Round Cabbage. A salad, states an authority,

should always be made of Cabbage, not Cos Let-

tuce, and the leaves should never be cut, but

simply broken.

Despite the comparative failure of the crop

through the drought in 1887, and through the wet

character of the summer in 1888, Tomatoes are

being largely planted in the open. One piece in

the open air is so forward that the plants are

already setting their fruit, but they were raised

early in heat, planted out in small frames, and
every care taken of them, and they have done
remarkably well. But all the raising in heat and
growing on in pots cause a heavy expenditure in

labour, that it is expected will be compensated for

in the increased prices good early fruit commands.
Warm sunny weather, with occasional showers, is

what is required to bring on the Tomato plants

rapidly, and get them out into bearing quickly. As
soon as they make a good start a mulching of long

manure is placed over the roots, which, while it keeps

the soil cool and fertilises, also keeps the fruit

from being splashed when heavy rains come.

Here are about three acres of as true and promis-

ing a piece of Early London Cauliflower as I ever saw

;

the plants are all of one pattern and of one height.

They are just turning in, and a wagon-load a day
will soon be cut. The plants were raised from
seed sown in September last and planted out in

November, and there is scarcely a failure. Some
are allowed to go to seed, and seed of such a fine

and true stock can be sold at a good price.

As soon as the spring Cabbages are cleared

away, Coleworts, Savoys, and Leeks will be planted

out. The seeds of the two former were sown in

drills in the open air some time ago, and the plants

will soon be large enough to transplant. The Leek
seeds are sown in shallow boxes or in a frame, and
transplanted during showery weather.

A large plantation of Victoria Plums, young and
vigorous trees that bear plentifully every year when
the season suits them, are somewhat disappoint-

ing. The trees were wreathed in blossom, and

there was a rich promise of fruit, and the blossom

appeared to set well. But a large number have

failed to mature, and the crop will be a thin one.

Is this a general experience ? The Raspberries

growing among the Plum trees promise well.—R. D.

Winter moth, protection against. — Mr.

Wilson, Woybridtrc, writes to say that the plan

rccommoiuled intheAiiriridliiral Gazetfeof Oct. 1.5,

1888, of making a ring of cart grease or Stock-

holm tar rouud the bases of fruit trees, though

very effectual in catching large quantities of wing-

less females, had not entirely prevented them from

attacking the trees, as the leaves on some speci-

mens thus treated are uow being destroyed.

Sparrows.— How easUy do gardeners become

biassed in regard to birds according to their actions.

When birds prey upon the fruit tree buds, pull

up and destroy Brassica or Radish seeds, or eat off

the young Pea plants, then is an entire volume of

invective hurled at the naughty birds, even if

powder and shot are not also utilised to destroy

them. But there is another side to the picture.

We see so easily the mischief which birds do, but

so rarely acknowledge the good they do, perhaps

because" that good is not made so manifest. Now
I look out of my window and see daily that a large

Apple tree, the leaves of which afford ample evi-

dence of the prevalence of maggot, is greatly

haunted by sparrows, which hop from brancli to

branch with wondrous avidity, and pick here and

there of the destructive insects, so that during one

day alone they must gobble up a legion of maggots

or "blight. What, therefore, would be the condition

of our fruit trees were there no birdsj—A. D.

*,* Recently in a market garden we saw the

sparrows busily engaged as in the instance men-

tioned above. On examining the points of the

Apple tree shoots it was seen that they were swarm-

ing with maggots on which the sparrows had been

preying.— Ed.

Insects in cellar.—Enclosed you will find

some specimens of a kind of insect with which we

are troubled. Could you name them and suggest

some means by which to destroy them? They infest

a cellar.—Jas. Fielding.
*,* The insect infesting your cellar is a small

bee*le belonging to the genus Cryptophagus. These

beetles usually live in decaying wood. Could you

wash out your cellar thoroughly with hot water

and soft soap t Boiling water will kill them if it

can be made to reach them. You give no particu-

lars as to what they are attacking or what your

cellar is like, so it is very difficult to advise remedies.

—G. S. S.

Chiswick Chrysanthemum Conference.—
A meeting of the executive committee was hold in

the band tent at the summer show of the Royal

Horticultural Society in the Temple Gardens, on

Friday, May 31. A representative schedule of

classes was drawn up, consisting of thirteen for

plants and twenty-two for cut blooms, embracing

all sections and methods of cultivation, with a view
to obtain competition to suit all classes of cultiva-

tors and lovers of Chrysanthemums. To make the

exhibition still more useful, a class was made for

appliances best suited for growing and showing
Chrysanthemums. The subjects of papers to be

read at the conference were selected, and readers

suggested. Particulars will be announced as soon

as the arrangements are completed. It was decided

to issue papers to a large body of growers of the

Chrysanthemum for statistical returns of various

subjects connected with the plant and its growth

for future usefulness.-E. Molyneu.x, Hcni. Secre-

tary to the Conference Committee.

London parks.—I do not know whether you
ever saw Battersea Park in those days when the de-

sign was bare and in its pristine ugliness. Gibson

did all that mortal man could do to hide and modify
its ugly features, but, much as we have to be thank-

ful for to him, there was an inherent coekneyism in

the design of Battersea Park that was inveterate

and invincible. The original stylo of planting was
to match. As to London trees, is it really a neces-

sity of the London climate now-a-days that we can

have nothing but Planes and Poplars ? They have

an awful Lowther Arcade look about them for a

long time. How grandly the Elm and Lime used to

grow in the London suburbs. The former especi-

ally was a great tree on this side of the water, and

there were some magnificent specimens. I believe

the main drainage system sapped and mined them.

—M. Rowan.

Professor Reichenbach's will.—The follow-

ing extract from the will of Professor Reichenbach's

will surprise and interest many: "My herbarium

and my botanical library, my instruments, collec-

tion of seeds, &c., accrue to the Imperial Hof
Museum in Vienna, under the condition that the

preserved Orchids and drawings of Orchids shall

not be exhibited before twenty-five years from the

date of my death have elapsed. Until that time

my collection shall be preserved in sealed cases. In

the event of the Vienna Institute declining to ob-

serve these conditions, the collection falls under

the same conditions to the Botanical Garden at

Upsala. Should the last-mentioned institute de-

cline the legacy, then tothe Grayean Herbarium in

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. If declined

by that institute, then to the Jardin des Plantes at

Paris, but always under the same conditions, viz.,

of being sealed up for twenty-five years, in order

that the inevitable destruction of the costly collec-

tion, resulting from the present craze for Orchids,

may be avoided."

The death of James William Wimsett, of

the firm of Messrs. "W'imsctt A- Sou, Chelsea, occurred

on Juno 4.

Names of plants.—B. Vulcan.—1, Oncidiuin

Marshallianuin; 2, a very pretty form of Dendrobium
Wardianum, the sepals and petals pure white saving

the faintest tinge of mauve at tips; it will prove a

pood thing; 3, Orchids should be sent from Burmah
soon aftor the dry season commences; i, yes, this is an

OrchiJ, hut we should not imagine it to be a showy

kind. It is a Pleurothallis, a genus which contains an

immense number of weedy plants. If growing well, it

will probably flower this season. Ci<n.-fiiiif Iteodj-i:

—Ccanothus azureus. TV. J. £.—Hffiinantlius Kal-

breyeri. Daniels Bros.—The common Buttorwort

(Pinguicula vulg.tris). .Ihoii.— 1, Ceanothus azu-

reua ; 2, the Giant Knotweed (Polygonum euspi-

datum). L. H. L.—l, Fuchsia procumbens : 2. next

week.
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Woods & forests.
ACCLIMATION OF TREES.

A GOOD deal has been said and written both by
practical men and theorists on this subject, and
although much useful information has from time
to time been brought forward, yet the subject
seems to be by no means exhausted. That trees

that are not altogether hardy can be rendered so

to a certain extent we have abundant examples
to prove

; while, on the other hand, hardy trees

can be reared in a delicate manner for the time
being through confinement and too much shelter,

yet the natural constitution of any of these trees

remains the same, or at any rate is not perma-
nently altered either one way or another, as

shown by their progeny. Practical experience
tells us that trees of foreign origin that have
not proved to be altogetlier hardy in this country
at all stages of their growth cannot be acclima-
tised to such an extent as to render their progeny
ever after thoroughly hardy. For example, I

have raised trees of the common Silver Fir (Picea
pectinata) from seed collected from old-esta-

blished trees in this country, as well as from
seed brought from the Continent of Europe, and
although both were grown in nursery beds side

by side and received the same treatment, yet
both were cut down by late spring frosts. I

think this pretty conclusive proof that the nature
of the tree as regards hardiness was not changed
by acclimation in the least degree. In a similar

manner I have raised trees from home-saved as

well as foreign seed of P. cephalonica, and found
the results to be in every particular the same as

that given for the common species. By selecting a
piece of exposed ground for a seed bed and allow-
ing the plants plenty of space to root and branch
out, we can thus by the aid of superior cultural
skill produce fine hardy stocky plants, but here
man's control over the constitution of the plant
ends, Nature reasserts her sway, and proves
through the influence of frost that we cannot
alter the fundamental hardiness of the tree to a
larger extent than that specified.

After acclimation in this country the Larch is

considered to be improved in hardiness, and
there is no doubt that this is so to a certain ex-
tent ; at any rate trees raised from seed sown
in this country do not start to grow so early in
spring as those raised from foreign seed ; hence
they are less liable to be cut down by late

spring frosts. But then the question naturally
arises whether this tardiness m growth and
blunted vitality is not the forerunner of the
Larch disease. If the constitution and hardi-
ness of the trees were improved to such an ex-
tent as some writers would seem to imply, one
would naturally be led to expect the vitality

and vigour of the tree to be increased in a uni-
form proportion ; but such is not the case, and
it seems rather strange that we cannot now
grow the tree in anything like perfection in
many parts of the country where it formerly
flourished and attained a fair average size of
timber. These are points of importance, and
when we contrast them we find that they can-
not be reconciled in favour of the doctrine of
acclimation. Then again, home-.saved Larch
seed requires to be sown about five times
thicker on the ground in order to produce a
crop of plants equal in number to that of
foreign seed, so that the vitality of the seed
is clearly affected, as well as that of the plants,
and this leads me to prefer trees raised from
plump Bound seed collected from healtliy trees
growing in their native habitats. I can see no-
thing to justify us in believing that tlio con-
stitution of the tree and its healthy develop-
ment have been in the least degree improved by

acclimation in this country, but rather the
reverse, as the trees themselves show.

Whole plantations of young Larch trees have
occasionally died off in parts of the country
without showing any external appearance of

disease of any kind, and as such trees were
raised from home-saved seed gathered from
acclimatised trees, we are naturally led to the
conclusion that their death was brought about
by the impaired vitality of a degenerate offspring.

Of course, soil and climate have a great influence

in promoting the growth and healthy develop-
ment of the trees, but, taking all these circum-
stances into account, we must trace success or
failure in a great measure to the robust health
and vitality of the plants. This lack of vitality

in the seed and plants appears to me to be the
first stage of the Larch disease proper, for al-

though many writers on the subject sjioak of

ulceration, blister, rot, &c , as the Larch disease,

yet the origin of such can be clearly traced to

different sources, and by mixing them up to-

gether as meaning one and the same disease only
leads to confusion. Writers who tell us that the

Larch has been so much improved in hardiness
in this country warn us almost in the same breath
against using Continental Scotch Fir, which, ac-

cording to their doctrine, cannot be acclima-

tised or improved in hardiness and the texture
and quality of the wood which it produces.
Granting this to be the case, yet the two state-

ments cannot be reconciled, for this reason, that

if the Larch were capable of being so much im-
proved in constitutional hardiness, surely the
Continental Scotch Fir, which is even a hardier
plant than the former, could be improved in

hardiness in a similar ratio. Such is not the
case, however ; consequently the doctrine of

acclimation falls to pieces. The foreign Scotch
Fir (Pinus sylvestris Haguenensis) has been
grown in this country for many generations, yet
it has neither improved in hardiness nor the
texture and quality of its wood as compared
with that of the native Highland Pine, and this is

borne out by actual experience in planting both
kinds on exposed Heather ground, as well as

by cutting up the wood of matured trees grown
under similar conditions as regards soil and
locality. In discussing the merits of the Scotch
Fir as a timber tree, " J. S.R.," in The Garden,
May 18 (p. 472), says-
Very little, if any, notice has been taken of how far

the different varieties of the Fir influence the quality
of the timber. That there are two descriptions of
timber in this country is undoubted, &c.

This is perfectly correct. The matured wood
of the native tree is of a hard, firm, close tex-

ture, red in colour and very resinous ; while
that of the foreign acclimatised tree is of a
whitish colour, soft in texture, and far less

resinous than that of the former. When cutting

up both kinds at the sawmill, the sawdust of

the inferior tree when pressed in the hand feels

soft and woolly, while that of the other is hard
and firm, so that the quality of the wood can be
known by this test alone. No better illustration

of the fallacy of improving timber trees by accli-

mation could be given. J. B. Web.ster.

The Silver Birch. -I have often felt surprised
that tliis tree should not be more extensively
planted in pleasure grounds, parks, and on large

estates generally than it is. In manner of growth
it is so graceful and so distinct from other forest or
hardy trees, as to render it eminently fitted for
purposes of isolation. A large, well-developed tree,

so placed that its natural habit is fully displayed,
forms a very pleasing feature in the f;arden land-

scape, not only when in full leaf, but also during
the winter montlis, when, denuded of foliage, its

characteristic features are more fully revealed.

The graceful spray-like pendulous growth and

silvery bark show up charmingly against the fresh
bright turf of a well-kept lawn, a tree dotted here
and there about pleasure grounds doing much to-

wards relieving them of their sameness, and, where
Evergreens are largely employed, somewhat sombre
aspect during the dull months of the year. There
is, however, a variety of ways in which the Silver

Birch might be employed. It has a very pretty

appearance when so placed among coniferous trees

and evergreen shrubs that they form a background
to it, in such a manner that tlie head of the Birch
stands out clear and well defined, whilst the white
stem is, as it were, framed in verdure. In parks,

good use might be made of this tree by grouping
it here and there in such a manner that the bright
stems would be distinctly visible when the foliage

was off. I may mention, however, that there is

considerable variety amongst the .Silver Birches,

some having the bark much more silvery than
others, and having consequently, from an orna-

mental point of view, a much higher value. It is a
pity that seeds should be saved from inferior va-

rieties. Were a rigorous selection made, choosing
only those trees remarkable for their clean white
bark, a great improvement would in the course of

time be manifested, and the value of this tree from
a decorative point of view would be sensibly in-

creased.— J.

The Black Italian Poplar is admirably
fitted for a fence in moist soils. Plants one year

old, which are generally about 4 feet in height,

will form a tolerably good hedge the first year.

If the soil is dug over and manured several months
previous to planting,strong cuttings may be inserted

about a foot apart, and these will make shoots vary-

ing from 3 feet to 5 feet in height during the first

season. At the end of the second year, during the

month of November, the top of the fence should be

regularly reduced wiih a hedge-bill to the height

of 5 feet. This will strengthen the sides of the

fence, and, consequently, increase the stability of

the stems. A very good plan is to tie rods of

wood to the young trees at 2 feet or '.i feet from the

ground, until they have become sufficiently strorg

of themselves to resist the pressure of cattle. When
properly attended to, by keeping them free from
weeds and trimming them regularly every autumn,
these fences become highly useful and ornamental,

and are at once amongst the cheapest and readiest

of any that can be raised. The form of the hedge
should be the same as that of the Hawthorn, only a

little wider at bottom, and trimmed up in a wedge-
like shape, which renders it firm and neat in appear-

ance.— J. R. A.

Filling up plantations.—Upon exposed sites

much loss is occasioned and unnecessary expense
incurred by using trees too large in size. The
wind-waving to which these are exposed prevents the

formation of new roots. Plants each from 3 feet to

,') feet in height have here a much better chance of

success than larger ones. Firs under 2^ feet,

seedling Larch which have been two or three years

transplanted, two years' seedling Scotch, Spruce,

and Silver Fir which have had ample room in the

nursery. Ash, Birch, Sycamore, and Elm, two years'

seedlings, two years transplanted, and Oak, Horse
and Spanish Chestnuts, and Beech of the same age,

are to be preferred to larger trees. All tap-rooted
trees should be continually transplanted or under-
cut in the nursery until the time of their final

removal. Such trees as are intended either for the
park or avenue, .and are to be placed in well-pre-

pared ground, and to receive all the care in staking,

fencing, mulching, .and watering which larger

plants require, may be removed of any size, pro-
vided the operation be performed with due care.— J.

"The Garden" Monthly Ta,rts.— ma journal u
ptihlisliid in niA'tlij bound Monthhi Parts. In thia form the
coloured plates are btst prctttrvtd, and it is viost suitable for
rejertnce previotts to the issue of the half-yearly volxtines. Prict
\s. 0(/. . post free, 1«. !></.

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — Th!t
journal (,< publhhal in ntath/ bound Monthly I'arts^ in trluch

farui it imnosl suitol'lr J'or rtfrmee jirnioua to tite issue of the
i/iarh/ roluiias. J'rire lul. ; postfne, Sd.

"Hardy Flowers."—Ciiiiij/ descriptions of uprrantt oi
tliirttni hunilrid of tin most ornamtrttal species, tcith directions

for thtir arranfftuientj culture, li'C. fourth and Popular
Edition, \s. : post free, \s. 3rf.

London : 37, Southampton Strctt, Btrand, W.C.
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" This is an Art
"Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Sa-Turb."—Shakespeare.

INDIAN NOTES.

Very few people in England have seen the

tree commonly known as Indian Laburnum,
here as " Umaltaas " (Cassia fistula). In the

dry climate of Gsvalior it thrives better than

in most places in India. It, however, grows
well anywhere. Just now (May) the trees are a

perfect mass of canary yellow, aud as I see them
dotted amongst the " Neem " trees (Melia Aza-

dirachta) they look beautiful. Each raceme is

finer than the best spike of Dendrobium densi-

florum I ever saw, and in appearance, at first

sight, the flowers are not unlike those of some
lovely Orchid. I am planting this tree largely

in the borders in masses mixed with bright

green foliaged trees ; the effect wUl be fine. It

is a good waterside tree, and associates well with

drooping habited trees.

Another fine sight in India is a large Casu-

arina tree covered with Bougainvillea. The
"great one " in Calcutta is in the gardens of

the Agricultural-Horticultural Society. When
in flower it attracts a great many people. The
light feathery branches of C'asuarina seem to

match the long streaming shoots of the creeper.

I noticed several trees in other gardens near

Calcutta with Bougainvilleas planted at their

roots to run up ; so it seems other people appre-

ciate it too.

This is our Melon season ; fine, scented In-

dian Musk Melons are good by themselves with

a bit of sugar, sherry, and ice. I have now
before me six kinds, and if I can procure a good
lot of samples, I wiU send you descriptions later

on. I used to think Melons unfit to eat, but
after eating one they call here "Lai Chittellea,"

I have altered my opinion. This small Melon
is flatfish, irregular in shape, irregularly netted,

yellow, blotched and streaked with russet red,

unevenly ribbed, flesh green outside, red inside,

very thick, solid, sweet and luscious, the flavour

excellent. We cannot grow English INIelons.

In England the very richest stiffest loam is used
for cultivation ; here that would mean instant

death. We grow them in sand best—rich sand,

the dry bed of a watercourse, manured heavily.

The bed of the Ganges in some places is an
immense Melon bed, and often brings in a big

revenue ; besides the Melon cultivators pay
enormous rents for the land, and often, as this

year in Agra, a flush of water comes down and
sweeps all away, leaving the poor cultivator

penniless. English Melons seem to be the

special object of attack of all kinds of pests,

particularly a small red beetle that simply

swarms on them, and devours every particle
;

even when there are none on the Indian
plants, the English varieties suft'er. This year
1 have a few fruits, but they are late

;
perhaps

if I could get seed grown here they might do.

Roadside pl.4xting.—In India, wherever
the British soldier goes to stay, if on his arrival

it is a barren rock, he soon makes it a garden,

or at any rate a green spot. Where I live

now (Morar) is one of these reclaimed bits.

This cantonment was formerly in British occu-

pation, but when Gwalior Fort was given up to

the late Maharajah Scindia of Gwalior, Morar
was vacated too, and given over with the fort.

All the roads for miles are lined with trees

—

fine trees too—but not verj' well planted. Still

it is a great improvement ou most stations in

India. Roadside planting in India is done to

an enormous extent, more in a cjuiet sort of

way by private individuals, or rather men in

Government oftices, such as coUectors, residents,

and others, than people Ln England or Govern-
ment headquarters hear of. One gentleman
planted some miles of Mango trees—fancy

miles. These, I hear, bring in a revenue of

four annas per tree. Here Neem (Melia

Azadirachta) is the principal roadside tree.

This was planted evidently because it was
difticult to get anything else to grow, owing to

water being so scarce. There are miles of

Neem trees here, but they are mixed up with

such trees as Millingtonia hortensis, Acacia

speciosa (Sirris), both inferior trees and short-

lived. This mixing up of bad trees is a great

evil in this country. A few trees of some un-

suitable kind often spoil what might be a beau-

tiful shady drive. There has been a lot of

writing in the Indian papers lately about
cutting down trees on roadsides in Lucknow. I

think Mr. Ridley was perfectly right when he

cut out a lot of ugly Cotton trees, which only

look well in the forest. These Cotton trees

were planted as roadside trees for shade.

They have no leaves on them for six months in

the year, and that the hottest part, and after-

wards one is blinded and half choked with the

fibre from the seed vessels flying about for days.

Some knowing individual appealed to the pulilic

and wrote a lot of long letters about this, but

was rather quietly sat upon. These Cotton trees

were cut down to give room to a fine lot of

young Tamarind trees planted by JNIr. Ridley,

the able superintendent of the Government
Gardens in Lucknow. But this act on the part

of some ofticial, I suppose, shows how much a

man's work is thought of out here, where every-

body thinks he knows more aljout one's pro-

fession than the man himself. I may add that

the Tamarind is the finest avenue tree in India,

and one that grows in the driest places, gives

the best shade, and is a cool tree. Some trees

are not cool. The natives say that if you sleep

under a Tamarind you get fever. Why is it !

Some of the handsomest specimen Tamarinds I

I have seen are in Bengal. In this dry part of

India the Date, Tamarind, Neem, Jhamun,
Mango, and Pepul are the finest trees for

roadsides ; in fact no other should be planted.

In a future letter I shall give you an idea how
they plant trees in Calcutta, where a clever lot

of professionalsandamateurs meettogether every

month for horticultural work. The first thing

to do (tree planting) has never been studied in

the eastern City of Palaces. What a glorious

place it might be I C. BIakies.

CLIJIBER-CLAD BRIDGES.

Thanks to "C. C." for his charming note on these

(Gabden, June 1, p. 4'.IT). There is but one blot

in it, and that is that bridges have a tendency to

destroy the beauty of good landscape gardening.

This is impossible provided the bridge is wanted for

convenience and the character of the ground suggests

the necessity for it. Like many other good things,

bridges have disappeared from modern landscapes

through their excessive use, and it is not so very

long ago since few landscapes were considered com-

plete without a bridge or bridges, whether any

water had to be crossed or not. From this plethora

of bridges it was only natural that there should be

a severe rebound into none ; and hence it has come

to pass that rockwork, waterfalls, or mere stepping-

stones or planks have been substituted for bridges

—certainly not always to the improvement of land-

scapes nor the comfort or safety of passengers—

across rivulets or streams.

Landscape gardening has, however, become more

truthful as well as more picturesque; consequently

bridge.=, climber-clad or otherwise, are likely to be-

come more plentiful in the landscapes of our near

future. Why, indeed, fear to erect a bridge where

it is needed, and see to it that the bridge itself and
its environment are converted into a thing of beauty,

and if not a joy for ever, at least a real convenience

to its users and an enrichment of the general land-

scape ?

What may be called architectural bridges are

mostly bejond the sphere of most landscape artists;

but rustic bridges, whether of wood, stone, blocks

of cement, concrete, or iron, are quite within the

reach of garden architects. It is a fundamental

mistake to suppose that rustic bridges can only be

made of wood, or even of rough nnsquared wood
with the bark on. Such notions used to be preva-

lent where rustic bridges were most used, and have

given rise to a good many serious accidents. Not a

few of the most rustic bridges have been built with

rough rocks or stone and clad chiefly with Ferns,

with here and there a wild Rose, Traveller's Joy, or

other tangled climber.

The first structural consideration should be per-

fect safety in all conditions of flood or otherwise of

the stream or torrent. The second is durability of

structure, for various reasons ; chiefly that aU such

structures are not only mellowed, but immenselyen-

richedbv lapse of time. The natural Mosses, Lichens,

Lings, Grasses and other wild plants give touches

of nature to rustic bridges that make them kin

with it far more effectually than our ponderous

suits of more artificial clothing.

Finally, our bridges in landscapes must be made
beautiful. Had we not seen and known to the

contrary, we should have thought it impossible to

build an ugly bridge over dell or burn. Every form

of curve or of arch is but a different phase of the

hne of beauty. Clothe these bald forms with

beautiful Ferns, drooping climbers, or rambling

creepers ; enrich all this with the sight and sound

of water in every imaginable volume of size and

condition and rate of motion, and the bridge allures

us across it with a fight-footed spell, or soothes us

to rest in the midst of its beauty. This combi-

nation of seat or rest and bridge might often be

associated where cultured art and instinctive

taste post bridges in the eye and heart of the

landscape, and force them to contribute to its

highest charms. D- T. F.

Rose Garden.

ROSE MARECHAL XIEL CULTIVATION IN
THE OPEN AIR.

From the colour of the Margchal Niel in the open

air to its culture is a natural and easy transition,

though perhaps hardly enough has been said of the

variation and depth of colour of this best of all the

golden Roses. It has been even said by some that

the Marechal fades into deeper colour and higher

beauty. If so, this is probably a unique experience

among all our Roses, with all of which the colours

run out rather than in through long keeping. It is

more certain that colour is burnt in or painted on

heavily by the plants being grown in the fierce light

of south walls in the open air.

What though some of the open-air Roses may be

smaller than others grown indoors. The smaller

Mar6chal Niels are usually the more useful. The

fat flowers, filled with weight and gold, are almost

too uniformly lumpy to prove artistic. The colour

becomes more rich and varied, the form more

pointed and graceful as the flowers become less

ponderous in size. But the greatest merit of grow-

ing the Marechal Niel in the open air is that, com-

bined with its culture under glass, this enables us

to 'almost girdle the year round with its golden

beauty. Under glass the MarOchal Niel .is a rule

bloom's but once a year; out of doors twice, or even

oftener. I have even had Marechal Niel in bloom

from May to November in the open air.

No doubt long and constant succession of bloom

depends considerably on culture as well as place of

growth. But no one, so far as I am aware, has

succeeded in forcing the Marechal into being a good

summer or autumnal blooming Rose under glass ;
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and yet it frequently blooms twice—sometimes
oftener—in the open air. First in May, or early in

June, and again in August or September, or later.

Under other treatment it occasionally blooms, if

not perpetually, yet so long and closely in succession
as to deserve that name almost as much as the well-

known Gloire de Dijon. Let me not be misunder-
stood. I do not put the Roses on a par for freedom
of flowering so far as amount of bloom is concerned,
but rather in regard to its continuance. With large
stocks of Marecbal Niel in the open, as well as
several under glass, there need be very few months
in the year when this best of all golden Roses may
not be had. To this end a considerable area of wall
in all possible aspects, not even excluding north,
should be devoted to its culture. The object of

the cold aspect is to retard the natural period of
flowering for two or more months. Marechal Niels
will not succeed in all soils or seasons on a north
or an east wall ; but soils can be improved by drain-
age and substituting light friable loams for heavy
loams or clays, and every now and again we have
exceptional seasons when our finest Marechal Niels
will be obtained from our coldest walls. Southerly
and westerly walls or fences may be depended on
to yield good harvests of this fine Rose in average
seasons and on average sites and soils.

In succession to walls, and as yielding the surest
crops of this Rose, next to walls and most curious
of all in their erratic inexplicable succession of
blooms, standards on the Dog Rose of different
sizes, ages, and height are the most useful. Youth-
ful rosarians will probably exclaim, "Height, age,
size, shape ! what have these to do with long suc-
cession of bloom ? " I cannot fully explain. Only this,

I have seen that the oldest, tallest, largest standards
have yielded most flower and the longest succes-
sion. Next to these I jorefer wild, free-growing
bushes on bed, border, or fence for this purpose.
Let the Marechal have its head and prune little or
not at all if you would have flowers out of season, or
hope to force the Marechal to be always in season.

Another useful cultural expedient in pursuit of
the same object is to prune tentatively a branch
or a limb at a time. So soon as a branch is done
blooming cut it back, and thus force it to break
afresh, successional pruning thus proving the cause
or powerful ally of successional blooming.

There are yet other methods of culture that
favour the same object, that of the successional
blooming of Marechal Niel. Let the knife follow
sharp on the heels of the fading bloom, cutting
the flowering shoot boldly back to a strong bud
or fresh branchlet, and thus throwing all the
strength of the roots into'a few vigorous branches,
which will probably show a bunch rather than a
solitary bloom.

One more method may be named. While the
other branches are yet blooming, or before they
do so, stop a few of the more vigorous shoots,
even should a few blooms be sacrificed by doing
so. So soon as the rank and file of the first

blooming branches can be spared, cut them out and
bend down the strong succession shoots into their
places on wall or fence, bed, or border ; the latter
will frequently break into bud, and flower almost
along their entire length, and will go on expand-
ing their golden blossoms until arrested by the
cold iron liand of the frost.

Finally, there are two opposite modes of feeding
adopted witli the Marechal Niel to force it to
bloom freely in season and out of season. These
may be pithily described and correctly contrasted
as the ri'f/imenol gross feeding and semi-starvation.
Either may prove most successful according to
climatal and oilier conditions. The more favour-
able tlie surrounding circumstances the better
chance for the full rhjimen. The colder the soil,

the more iingenial the climate, the more likeliliood

of the M.ar(5chal Niel being starved into a fair or
full supply of flowers in the open air, either in or
out of season or at all, or any time from May to
November.

I do not aflirm that the Marfchal Niel Rose is

hardy ; there is all too much and too solid evidence
to the contrary. It is, in fact, one of the tenderest,
if not the very tenderest of all the Teas, if indeed

it be a Tea, and is often crippled and sometimes
killed outright by frost. Still with ordinary or ex-
traordinary skill and culture and by the use of

simple means of protection, it may generally be
relied on to fill up a most useful niche in our in-

satiable demands for golden Roses, not only through
the early spring, but throughout the summer and
autumn months, when golden Roses are apt to be
specially scarce and hence more valuable.

D. T. F.

Austrian Briers. — When visiting an old-
fashioned garden the other day I saw a fine plant
of the Austrian Yellow Rose trained to a wall, as
also a much .-imaller one of the copper-coloured va-
riety associated with it. The yellow sort had grown
to a height of about (1 feet and was covering a siiace

quite 8 feet wide at the time I saw it. That part of
the wall which the yellow one covered was literally

a sheet of colour, while there were just sufiicient

flowers on the other plant to make the contrast
pleasing. Had the two sorts covered the same
amount of space I do not think anyone could find
a more pleasing feature amongst hardy yellow
Roses. I occasionally meet with both the Austrian
and the double Persian Roses growing in the form
of large bushes, and also treated as hedge plants,
and although they flower well, the blossoms are not
so freely produced as in the case of those plants
trained to a wall. The plants in question are upon
their own roots and send out suckers freely. It is

very certain that plants raised in this way not only
grow more vigorously, but live longer.—J. C. C.

Bose Mareclial Niel.—I know a Marechal Niel
that has lived out of doors for years in a garden in
Norfolk. In a hard winter some few years ago it was
nearly killed, but it grew all the stronger in the
spring and flowered well. I had a beautifully col-

oured one growing against my house near Windsor,
with a south aspect. I have here flowering at the
present time and grown against a trellis two large
plants of Cloth of Gold. The colour of the blooms
is not quite so good as usual. All other Roses are
promising well and are most healthy. Niphetos
has bloomed very well this year in the house, but
it does also well out of doors. Carnations are
looking very healthy, and will bloom earlier this
year than last. Mme. Gabriel Luizet and Mme.
Lambard, of which so much has been written
lately, could not be doing better; the former shows
no sign of mildew.— G. A. Cuezon, Hollyn-ood, Bos-
combe, Hants.

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

FINAL POTTING.
The last stage in the potting of the plants having
now arrived, I will offer a few remarks upon the best
metliod of carrying out the operation. The final

potting of the plants is very important. Having
previously recommended the ingi-edients, I will give
now the quantities of each, and describe the opera-
tion of potting the plants. It is a difficult matter to
advise the mixture best suited to all, as the consti-
tuent parts of the soil vary so much in different
localities, but if I divide them into two kinds,
heavy and light soils, it may serve ;i useful pur-
pose. Taking first the he;ivy soils, I would advise
as follows: Tiiree parts of fibry loam broficn up
roughly, taking out the fine soil by p.issingit through
a small mesh sieve, retaining nothing hut the fibre :

one part of decayed leaves, removing sticks, stones,
and worms; one part of horse manure from a spent
Mushroom bed, if none fresh is obtainable

; one
part of coarse .silver sand, and half apart of charcoal
and wood ashes, the former to be used in a rough
state, say about the size of small walnuts. To e\-ory
four bushels of soil add a li-inch potful of soot. For
this class of soil I prefer dissolved bones to ground
bones, for the reason that the latter have a decided
tendency to produce yellow or pale-coloured foliage,
while the former have an opposite effect, producing
in all ca.ses foliage of a deep green colour. Whore
the loam is light in texture use four parts as fibry
as possible, add one part each of horse manure and

half-decayed leaves, half a part of coarse silver

sand, the same quantity of ground oyster shells,

half a part of finely crushed bones, and the same
quantity of soot as advised for the heavier soil.

Thoroughly incorporate the various parts, using all

as rouglily as possible. The use of bones, either

crushed or dissolved, is not necessaiy in order to

obtain good blooms. Where any difficulty exists

in obtaining the bones named recourse can be had
to artificial manures, specially made, of which there
are several which answer well for Chrysanthemums.

To obtain the best results it is necessary to pot
the plants firmly, and then they will grow strongly
and produce large vigorous leaves and stems. The
branches as they grow should become hardened and
in time properly matured, or failure results. Well
ripened wood always produces flowers of the finest

quality, and they remain in perfection the greatest
length of time, forming quite a contrast to those
blooms produced from plants having unripened
stems, which quickly show an " eye " when placed in

a heated building where gas is much used. The soil

should be rammed firmly with a blunt stick. When
the plants are thus potted the growth is not so

rapid early in the season, but it is rendered solid

and flrm, and is more likely to mature in a wet
season.

In soil of a light character it is hardly possible

to pot too firmly, but it is not wise to overdo this

when the soil is heavy. Careful and free drainage
is essential to success. The pots and crocks used
should be perfectly clean, and the latter free from
grit. I'or the largest pots 2 inches of drainage is not
too much, allowing a little less for smaller pots.

The piece placed in the bottom of the pot should be
large and quite hollow. Single oyster-shells answer
admirably, the smaller crocks being placed care-

fully around and over these. Over the drainage
put a layer of the roughest parts of the compost
to prevent the fine soil running down and thus pre-

venting the free egress of water. The best material

for this purpose is pieces of thin newly-cut turf, as

this does not decay so soon and is not so liable to

clog the drainage. Where the turf is from heavy
soil use rather less of it, adding some charcoal and
a few fresh leaves. Some cultivators use all leaves

to cover the crocks, but I do not like them nearly

so well as turf, as they prevent the roots running
through them freely.

If a small quantity of soot is spread over the

rough part of the compost it will act as a stimulant,

and prevent, to some extent, the ingress of worms
when the plants are standing out of doors. Do not

cover the top of the ball of soil too deeply, and
leave a depth of about 1'; inches to allow space for

water and top-dressing at a future time. If the

soil is moist at potting (as it should be) no water
will be required for three or four days, after which
time a good soaking may be given if the weather is

dry, but an occasional wetting of the foliage with

the syringe will be found beneficial in the after-

noons of fine days. The plants should be placed

behind the shelter previously advised for a few

weeks until their permanent summer position is got

ready for them. Care should be taken that they

are not crowded too closely together even in the

protected position, as it would be quite a mistake

to induce a weakly growth at the start, which must

take place if the foliage does not receive sutti-

cient light and air. To prevent the soil being

washed off the roots lay a 2-inch square piece of

tile, slate, or broken pot on the surface, and upon

this pour the water.

Chrysanthemmn Mme. C. Desgrange.—
Some of the earliest plants of t liis variety which were

topped once at 1 inches from the soil are now show-

ing flower-buds at the point of each shoot. The

plants have from three to six branches each and

are about 2 feet high. These buds if allowed to

remain will de\elop into blooms of good quality,

and will open towards the end of August and

early in September, when no doubt such plants and

blooms will be found suitatile subjects for conserva-

toiy or room decoration cither as plants or in a cut

stale. Allow one bud only to carli shoot to remain,

removing any others which liave formed, in this
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way the whole energy of the plants is concen-
trated into the few blooms upon each. Our plants
are now in (U-inch pots, and in them they will

flower, as we have another batch to succeed those,

and these will go into 8-inch pots. The plants will

be daily fed now until the blooms are thoroughly
developed. Such small pots are not sufficiently

large to hold soil enough to sustain the plants
throughout the flowering period without stimulants
of some sort.—E, M.

Chrysanthemum Fair Maid of Guernsey.
—I was niueh interested in readiDgr your note on this

Chry.santhomum, as it flowered with me well during
April up to the middle of May, muc-h to the astonish-
ment of myself and friends. I cannot say its late

flowering detracted in the slightest from the beauty of

its elegant blooms.—R. B. M., A7inan, N.B.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Cypripedium bellatulum.—We have received

flowers of a good form of this Cypripedium from Mr.
C. J. Catt, The Gardens, Grappenhall Heyes, War-
rington.

Iceland Poppies.—These are admirably adapted
for warm light soils. Unlike many of the Poppies, there

is at times a deUghtful scent given off by them. A
mixture of the three colours—white, yellow, and
orange-red— is very effective.

The Eamondia on a wall has been goodhere, three

plants in one patch bearing 100 flowers. The white variety

also is nice, but not so good as the lilac. Our form of

white is a little flesh-tinted, and the flower is not so

hold as that of the type.—F. W. B.

Carnation Souvenir de la Malmaison is

especially well grown by Mr. C'cilc at Feltham. This
variety is in fashion just uow for button-holes, and the

pink-coloured type has the preference. But this pretty

kind is not constant. It frequently reverts hack to

the normal white variety.

Orchids from Bexley. — A fine gathering of

Orchids comes from Mrs. Arbuthnot, Bridges Place,

Bexley, Kent, comprising an excellent variety of the
showy Oncidium Marshallianum, Miltonia vexillaria,

Odontoglossum maculatum, 0. Ruckerianum, and Cy-
pripcdiimi Sauderianum.

Conophallus Titanum at Kew.—This giant

Aroid will shortly be in full flower in the Victoria
house at Kew. Everyone at all interested in plants,

and especially Aroids, should not lose the opportunity
of seeing a marvellous form of plant life. It is a native

of Sumatra, from whence it was introduced in 1878.

The tuber weighed 57 lbs. about two months ago.

Geranium platypetalum is one of the showiest

of the Crane's-bills and a glorious border flower. There
is an exceptionally large mass of it in the fullest

splendour in the Broxhourne Nursery. Scarcely a
leaf is visiWe through the profusion of the rich

violet-purple flowers, each about the size of a crown-
piece.

Utricularia Endresi and montana. — Ra-
cemes of these lovely Bladderworts come from Mr. C . J.

Catt. U. Endresi is oue of the most beautiful of the
genus, the flowers soft blue in colour. Mr. Catt also

sends U. montana, a flower of great purity, and well

shown in a coloured plate in The Gakdkn, Dec. 2,

1882. These two BIadderv,'orts are two of our choicest

exotic stove plants.

Thrift edgings. —Wo were reminded of the
beauty of the common seaside Thrift by the luxuriant

edgings of it at Broxhourne. Messrs. Paul and Son
have done \visely to plant it freely. The variety alba

is also blooming. It is like the common kind, except
that the flowers are white. The double white Pink
is used largely for edging, and there are many yards of

it in flowiT.

Azalea indica alba in Devon.—1 enclo.se a
photograph of a plant of the old white Azalea indica

alba growing here out of doors on a south-east border
in the flower garden. The plant flowers freely every year,

and now measures 9 feet through and 5 feet high.—J.

Carter, Arlington Court, Barm^taple,
*#* Many thanks. The photograph is too obscure

to obtain a good engraving.

—

Ed.

Saxifraga longifolia.—I send you herewith a
photograph of a group of .Saxifraga longifolia taken in

my garden on the 8th inst. by my nephew, Mr. W. E.
Methven, of Dundee, an amateur photographer. The
plants were all raised from seed six or seven years ago
from a plant which was theu in flower. The rosettes
of leaves are from 4 inches to 14 inches in diameter.

Should you think of having it engi'aved for The
Garden, you are quite at liberty to do so.—E. MoiK,
Craighead Villa, Nev:pnrt-on-Tay

.

*»• Many thanks. We shall be pleased to engrave
it.—Ed.

Lilium tenuifoUum^ is a most beautiful species,

and the wonder is it is not oftener seen in cultiva-

tion. It is one of the earhest to flower, dwarf, rarely
exceeding 1 foot to Ih feet in height, and produces
a cluster of about a dozen flowers of the most bril-

liant colour, like varnished sealing-wax. Owing to

its flowering so early it is all the better for a Uttle

protection. Native of N. China, &c.

Xjilium umbellatum, or as growers still persist
in calling it davuricum, is most probablya hybrid be-
tw'cen Ij. davuricum and L.croceum, and inconsequence
is very variable, both in the size and colour of its flowers
and the length and breadth of its leaves. It is, how-
ever, very hardy, and very, easily grown. It seems
to do well in London, and thrives well in ordinarysoil,
rather poor than otherwise.

Tw^o dwarf Rhododendrons of considerable
beauty on the Broxbourue rockery of Messrs. Paul and
Son at the present time are R. myrtifolium and R.
Wilsoni. Both are dwarf in growth, spreading, and just

the kind of shrub for the rougher parts of the rockery.
The first of the two mentioned is a variety of the
well-known ponticum, the flowers pinkish, small, and
borne on ueat heads. R. WUaoni is a hybrid between
R. ciliatum and R. glaucum, and has pretty pinky
flowers.

Iris orientalis is a splendid Flag from Japan and
Eastern Siberia. Itis&gnvedinthe Botanical Mariazine

as sibirica sanguinea, but sihirica and orientaUs are
quite distinct, although there are points of resem-
blance between them. The flowers of orientalis are

larger, richer in colour, and more fugitive than those

of sibirica. A large break of it in the Broxhourne
Nursery is the finest patch we have seen. The luxu-

riant growth, rich blue flowers, and stately habit con-

stitute this one of the finest Flags of early June.

The Fuchsias on the roof of the greenhouse at

Kew are again a mass of bloom, and excite a great

deal of admiration from the many visitors which
frequent this house. When trained up the ratters

in this way Fuchsias have a charming effect, as the

branches droop naturally and show off the flowers

to advantage. The good old variety Monarch,
which is used here for this purpose amongst others,

is hard to beat.

Iris germanica var. Fontarabie.—Ofthe many
forms and varieties of German Iris 1 know of none
to equal this ; the plant is so free, so compact,
and so free-flowering. The flower-stems are from
12 inches to 18 inches high, the upper half almost
entirely concealed by the very large, massive blue-

violet standards. The falls are very long and much
deeper in colour; the standards are conspicuously

broad, the upper half falling inwards, thus giving

the flower a ball like appearance and distinguish-

ing it at once from other varieties.—R. P., JIol-

gate, )'iir?;.

Orchis foliosa.—Amongst all the hardy terres-

trial Orchids known to me at present, none are so

easily established, or continue increasing with such

rapidity as this. Though a native of sunny Madeira,

it stands our trying winters without being in the

least injured. This is rather remarkable consider-

ing the difference of temperature and the length

of our damp sunless season. It seems to thrive

most vigorously in a bog or damp situation. I find,

however, that it always produces stronger stems

and better coloured flowers when exposed to full

sunshine. It m.ay with advantage be grown as a

greenhouse plant in pots in a compost of equal

parts of peat and finely chopped Sphagnum. The
first flowers opened soon after the middle of May,
and they are now almost as fresh as ever.

—

K.

The Mocasson Flower (Cypripedium specta-

bile) is now flowering in the rock g.arden at Kew.
The position differs somewhat from that in which

it is usually seen growing, but the bog may account

in a great measure for the success. The stems are

very luxuriant, carrying a couple of flowers each,

the slipper white, with a large deep rosy blotch in

front, in America it grows in woods, &c., but at

Kew it is fully exposed to the sun, and is really

doing well. Our native Cypripedium is a grand

plant, which requires a chalky soil, and when

treated well grows very strongly and flowers freely.

C. pubescens, parviflorum, japonicum, macranthum,
and acaule are all worth trying.—K.

Rose Marechal Niel in the open.—I send
you by rail early this winter-like morning a few
pickings of our Marechal Niel from the open air.

They are by no means the largest nor the finest we
have had, as the flowers were closely gathered at

the end of last week, and 1 was also desirous of
showing you a fair sample of our average gather-

ings. The out-of-door Marcchals are also under
average size and quality this year.—D. T. Fish.

*^* Hearty thanks for these well-formed flowers.

Ple.ase tell us on what stock yon grow it in the open
air.—Ed.

Verbascum olympicum.—In The Gaeden,
June 8 (p. 522), a notice is given of Verbascum
olympicum. It may interest your readers to know
that it has grown with me this year as high as 8

feet and is still growing, with over fifty branches,

and is really worth seeing. Another plant is 7 feet

high. The spike grew 5 inches each twenty-four
hours. 1 obtained seed three years ago. Two plants

only flowered this year for the first time; three

other plants of same age show no sign of a spike.

—

RoBEBT Warnee, Broomfield.

Achillea mongolica.—This is a closely allied

species to the well-known A. Ptarmica. It grows
quite as freely, though a little more slender than
A. Ptarmica. The blossoms are produced in termi-

nal corymbose clusters. The flowers, each about 1

inch in diameter, are very full, well formed, and of

snowy whiteness, and are produced in great profu-

sion for a considerable period. It is indeed a first-

class border perennial. It will be a most desirable

subject for bouquet making owing to the purity in

colour and the flowers lasting so well when cut.

In one of the herbaceous beds at York there is a
considerable quantity of it now in blossom, from
which 1 have cut the example sent.—R. P., Hol-
gate, York.

Ixias from Holland.—No other genus of

bulbous plants now in bloom exhibits greater bril-

liancy of colours than Ixias, the various tints of

red, yellow, pink, green, and white blending to-

gether in a most beautiful way. Especially in our
rich, sandy soil these bulbs succeed mar\ellously

well. When planted not earlier than about No-
vember in a loose, well-worked soil on a warm situa-

tion, with a good coat of leaves or reeds to keep
off the frost in winter, Ixias will succeed in any
garden and never fail to give the greatest

satisfaction, considering the freedom with which
they flower, their bright colours, long and firm

flower-stalks, and the length of time they last in

water when cut. I forward some Imnches of cut

flowers, comprising all the newest and many of the

best old varieties.— C. G. Van Tubergen, June.,
HaarUm.

*ji* A \ery beautiful gathering.—En.

Note from the Isle of "Wight.— I think that

Littonia modesta and L. Keittii are scarcely so select

as you imagine them to be. I have had them both
here for some few years. The treatment which
they require is exactly that of the more tender
Gladioli. As you say, they are very pretty. Mine
have been in the open border for some few weeks,
and they are now 3 inches or 4 inches above the
ground. I have several times seen a notice in your
columns and elsewhere to the effect that Primula
Parryi is a lover of cold. That seems to me to be
a very odd statement indeed. If it be the case—

•

which I do not doubt at all—that it flourishes on
the margins of icy streams, it is equally certain

that it will put up with a great many degrees of

heat. It is perfectly contented with the climate of

the Isle of Wight, and blossoms abundantly. I

remember seeing it doing very well last year in

Mr. Boyd's garden near Melrose, and the only con-

clusion which I couM come to by comparing his

surroundings with mine was that Primula Parryi is

a very accommodating plant, and that neither

heat nor cold affect it at all. Gladiolus vinulus,

which I raised from seed kindly given to me at

Kew four years ago, is now in blossom in the green-

house for the first rime, and delights me exceed-
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iDgly. It is an exceptionally pretty flower. My
latest acquisition is in the shape of a perfectly
white Dandelion from Japan. I see no difference
between it and our ancient enemy which we seek
to extirpate as much as we can, excepting in the
matter of colour. One is white and the other is

yellow ; one is very scarce in this country, and the
other, alas ! can hardly be called a rarity with us.

Bat certain it is that my white Dandelion draws a
full amount of attention at present to itself. When
it has become plentiful in my hands and seed
abounds, I shall scatter some of it in places where
its fellow is growing, and then leave it to the
wisdom of posterity to descant on the extraordinary
change which has come over our wayside flower,

and to decide whether it be the soil or climate or

both together, or something else in the Isle of
Wight, which has produced the phenomenon. It

so happens that another white flower(Lewisia redi-

viva alba) is in blossom on my rockery. It would be
difficult to say that it very much excels in point of

prettiness the humble stranger from Japan.—H.
BWBANK.
Iiithospermum graminifolium.—All lovers

of rock and border plants are well acquainted
with the lovely blue L. prostratum. I think, how-
ever, it may safely be said few have as yet made
the acquaintance of the one under notice. It is so
totally unlike its relative L. prostratum. In L.

graminifolium we have a plant forming large tufts,

with Grass-like leaves, but with woody stems. At
this season the flower-scapes rise from the midst of
this Grass-like tuft. The spikes are each from 4
inches to 8 inches high and are surmounted by a
cluster of drooping, bell-shaped blossoms of the
mo.st intense brilliant blue. The plant, so far as I

have seen, prefers deep rich loam and stones in an
elevated position and well exposed to the sun. It

also makes a charming pot plant.—K. P., Holgate,
York.

The Phyteumas, though not by any means
numerous, are a very useful and interesting group
of alpines. They are comparatively easy to manage
as rock plants, and when established form charm-
ing little groups of curious purple-blue flowers. P.
comosum is perhaps the best as a rock plant ; its

large heads of long tubular flowers are very pretty
nestling amongst the cut leaves. It thrives best
on limestone. Native of South Europe, Lake of
Como, &c. P. hemisphericum is another useful
species, thriving in a light, rich soil with plenty of
grit. The flower-heads are smaller, the tubes
shorter than those of comosum. P. paucifloram is

a very dwarf species, rarely exceeding an inch in
height, the leaves narrow, in rosettes, the heads
large for the size of the plant, pnrple-blue. Orbi-
culare, Halleri, spicatum, Scheuchzeri, &c., are all

taller, but they are most beautiful plants, and indis-
pensable for the rock garden.

Polygonum sphaerostachyum. — This is

without doubt one of the finest acquisitions to the
alpine garden'of recent years. It is perfectly hardy,
easily managed, and produces flowers of the most
brilliant hue in great abundance. It appears to be
most nearly allied to the well-known P. viviparum,
which, however, has longer and narrower flower-
spikes, the flowers pink. P. viviparum, as the
name implies, forms small bulbils which begin to
grow before they drop. In P. sph.-crostachyum the
heads of flowers are globose or roundish in shape,
the individual flowers of medium size and of the
most brilliant blood colour. It is a very slow
grower and appears to take a long time to form a
good-sized tuft. This can be facilitated, however,
by taking care of the half ripe seeds or bulbils,
which usually drop when quite green. They must
be watched and gathered as they begin to drop and
sown in a cold frame. Native of the alpine regions
of the Himalayas.— K.

Delphinium nudicaule.—The best by far of
the early Larkspurs is Delphinium nudicaule.
Though the flowers are perhaps not so brilliant as
those of D. cardinale, they are produced in greater
profusion, la.st longer in Ijeauty, while the plant is

altogether dwarfer and more compact in habit.
The only way I can manage it is to sow .seed
annually and plant out in the permanent quarters

either in autumn or spring. If left until spring,

planting should take place early, as it is amongst
the first to flower, but by successive sowings it may
be had in bloom right through the summer. An-
other handsome species of a different stamp is D.
cashmerianum. It rarely exceeds 12 inches to 15
inches high, the flowers numerous, large, and of a
light purple colour, varying in seedlings from
mauve to dark blue, &c. It is a fine plant for the
rockery, and may be increased easily from seed.

—K.

This is certainly one of the most brilliant

hardy flowers at present in the border. Its bright
hue is in remarkable contrast to that of most
members of the beautiful Larkspur family in

which shades of blue predominate. The flowers
are produced very freely even upon small plants,

and they last a considerable time in lieauty. It

seeds freely and may be easily increased in this

way. Coming as it does from warm districts in

South America it requires a warm soil, but anyone
having a sandy loam will find it do perfectly well.

—A. H.

REFRESHMENT BOOTHS IN PUBLIC
PARKS AND GARDENS.

There is one great blot in our public gardens
that should be removed in the interest of peace
and quiet—it is the restaurant booths, ginger
beer and aweetstufF stands that disfigure our
open spaces to an extent that frequently destroys
the very object for which they were intended

—

rest and quiet, a leafy refuge from the noise,

bustle and dirt of busy streets. We have lately

been in the Paris Champs Elys6e, and were
there struck with the restaurants of every kind
—ugly, trumpery buildings that have a spotty
effect, and absolutely destroy the beauty of the
gardens. Unfortunately, we have no need to

journey to Prance to find similar instances of

the same kind of thing, as our London parks
and gardens aftbrd many illustrations of such
vulgar, unsightly and totally unnecessary innova-
tions. There is not the slightest need for such
erections. The articles that may be purchased
there—and they are usually aweetstuffs—can
always be obtained a few stepa away ; and then
we have to count the dirt, noise, traffic, or
crowds that auch attractions bring. These
booths are most objectionable wlien they are
away from the outskirts of the park and given a
central pcisition, as at Finsbury Park. This is

a comparatively small open space, yet it has a
very large Japanese-like structure in one of its

most beautiful spots, and where stony gravel
now replaces what was once a pretty expanse of
green turf. This is a flagrant instance of the
abuse of our open spaces, as crowds resort hither
for refreshments that could be obtained a few
minutes' walk away, beat down the turf near,
and turn the park into a semblance of Kew
Green on a Bank Holiday. It is impossible to

derive the good that one might under such
circumstances ; there is no rest nor repose
when nuisances of this kind are permitted.
The numberless diverging and intersecting walks
are to distribute the people over the area as

much as possible ; but one central object, wliich

should have no place, sinijily tends to lo-

calise the crowds, to the injury of the park
itself and the discumfort of those who como
there to seek that refreshing quiet a beautiful

garden of trees and shrubs only can suj)ply.

Not long ago, just outside tlie restaurant in

Finsbury Park, there were swings that we might
expect to find at a village gala or Foresters' /i7f.

Kenuington Park is afflicted with a refroslnuent

booth. 'I'his is in tlie lieart of a crowded
population, to whom the open space, with its

trees and flowers, is essential for health and ro-

croation ; ))ut instead of quietness tlioru are the
noise of buying and selling, the popping of corks,

and the traffic and dirt incidental to the Crystal
Palace on a Whit Monday. On Saturday after-

noons and evenings and Sundays, both Finsbury
and Kenuington Parks are in this condition,

and yet such a state of things might reasonably
be altered without in any way interfering with
the true enjoyment and pleasure of the people.
Where refreshment places are not provided by
competition in the neighbourhood, it would be
better to place them outside the gardens, or at

the edge. The conveyance of goods necessary
for a large restaurant is in itself an evil,

whereas if placed at or without the margin,
only the public roads need bo used for supplies.

Nearly all public gardens must have far more
walks than are desirable, so far as effect goes.

Introducing the refreshment booth in any shape
adds greatly to the walk and road surface. The
most objectionably placed booth we have seen
is that at Battersea Park, and the prettiest

part of this open space is spoiled by a large

structure, thronged and noisy. The turf in the
vicinity of these booths is trampled down and
numerous beaten paths are marked in the Grass
leading to them. These paths are very un-
sightly. The rush and clatter, paper and lUhris

in their vicinity destroy all peace and quiet.

There are one or two instances where a
refreshment booth is a real want ; and in such
a place as the Phcenix Park, Dublin, which is

of many hundred acres extent, an open piece of

ground might well be left in the centre, or near

to it, for the sale of light refreshments, as these

things could only be purchased at a distance.

In such a place as Kew, too, a refreshment booth
was required, and the one now erected there is

on the whole unobtrusive and well placed. It

would perhaps have been better if it had been
built about .50 yards nearer the boundary waU.
The structure is low and neat, and the fact that

it is not easily found proves that it is well

placed. Kew is so vast, that one can spend hours
without coming near it, and few people really

know Kew beyond the beaten tracks. The Rho-
dodendron walk, for instance, is one of the most
beautiful sights in our national garden.

We may not stop at refreshment booths.

Such an evil is likely to give rise to another,

and that possibly worse—the introduction of

brass bands into our public gardens and parks.

Something of the kind has already been sug-

gested, and an article we lately r^ad strongly

advocated the use of music. Surely we hear
sufticient of jingling bands in London and sub-
urban atreeta to heartily wisli they will never
be allowed into a public park or garden. They
are abominations which destroy tlie quiet of a
garden, and turn our Sundays into holidays.

FLOWERS AND PLANTS FOR THE LONDON
POOR.

To THE Editor of The G.\rdbn.
iSiB,—You will, I trust, once more be so good as to

allow me to remind your readers that the Kyrle
Society continues its work of distributing flowers

and plants among the poor and sick in Ijondon, and
will be thankful for any contributions of such on
their behalf.

Plants in pots for the wards of hospitals and
workhouses are much wanted, and roots of hardy
plants and shrubs for the laying out and planting of
open spaces which have been acquired, besides the
flowers which are always hailed so gratefully by
the recipients.

There being no storage room at the oftice, pack-
ages cannot be received there, but I will ask intend-
ing donors to be kind enough to communicate with
nie in the first inst.-uicc, when I will send the
addresses to which their gifts niav be forwarded
direct. F. E. Tiui'i', Hon. S,r.

Flotrer Uhtriliiitioii Jlrano/i Ai/rle Society.

14, Nottingham Place, W.
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PAXHILL PARK.
Ix the pretty village of Lindfield is situated

Paxhill, the seat of ]\Ir. AV. Sturdy. The dis-

trict is famous for old houses, both mansions
and cottages, but of the former Paxhill is now
the beat. Originally erected in ]COlj in the

Elizabethan style, it has since undergone
restoration, and additions have also been made,
but fortunately quite in harmony with the

older portions. At the present time Mr.
Sturdy is making further additions and is using

the same substantial sandstone and copying the

older portions of the house, so that when the

new work becomes toned down PaxhiU will

again appear as one harmonious whole, which
grows, as it were, to keep pace with time and
modern wants, but does not grow out of

hills, large villages and small towns being just

visible, the housetops occasionally appearing
above the leafy mass.

From the house the lawn slopes gently up-
wards till it merges into a fine large meadow
which crowns the hiU. This being an Oak dis-

trict, Oaks naturallj- predominate about the
grounds, but a fine English Maple demands
notice, owing to its great size. Near it are
standing two enormous Spanish Chestnut trees,

one on either side of the walk. They have an
enormous girth of trunk and prodigious arms,
whilst in height they tower far above all their

surroundings. A peculiarity noticed about one
of them is a characteristic spiral twist in the
bark. This is not an unfrenuent occurrence
with the Spanish Chestnut, and would seem to

plants, and a little rock fernery is becoming a
feature of interest.

The kitchen garden is very extensive. New
glass structures have also been erected wherein
to grow choice flowers and plants for indoor
decoration. Grapes and Peaches are well grown,
and a house was seen filled with healthy littlo

bush Azaleas. One house had its roof entirely

covered with Allamandas, the flowers of which
at Paxhill are much appreciated in a cut state.

BIr. Venn says he is always cutting them, and
the flowers of this beautiful plant are always
welcomed indoors. The old and striking Passi-

flora quadrangularis covers the roof of another
little house, whilst a plant stove is filled with
Dracaenas, Crotous, Palms aud Pandanads, all of
which are of a useful size for indoor decoration.

PaxhiU, Lindfield. Engraved for The Gakden from a photograph by Messrs. W. S. Fry, Brighton.

character. Ivy clusters against many portions

of the wall, producing some curious elfects of

light and shade around the pretty gabled

windows. As the name implies, the house

stands on a hiU which overlooks some choice

scenery. The hill is of easy ascent. A pretty

drive, fringing a small ornamental sheet of

water, leads up to the house. On the right of

the drive are verdant meadows and on the left

an Oak wood, a portion of which, cleared of the

undergrowth, forms a Grass verge between the

road and the wood, whilst the Oaks left stand-

ing afford an agreeable shade. The house

stands upon a south-western slope, the ground

rising still higher upon the lawn front. There

is a broad expanse of la\\m, from which is

obtained a splendid view of the richly woode d
country, stretching away as far as the southern

be one of those freaks or vagaries that cannot

be satisfactorOy accounted for or attributed to

any definite cause. Whilst one tree, aud that

the smallest of the two, had the corrugations of

the bark in perpendicular lines, in the other

they took an oblique turn until a complete

circle was formed. A Medlar tree stands upon

the lawn, but it is now fast decaying. A sub-

stantial and spacious conservatory is IjuOt near

the house. It forms a most agreeable prome-

nade, especially in winter, for the same rich

landscape stretched out far and wide before

the lawn can be seen through the glass sides of

the conservatory. The main rafters are wreathed

in climbers, and in the centre bed is a Dick-

sonia planted out, and that has long ago attained

the dimensions of a tree. Low stages all around

i

are filled with dwarf-flowering and fine-foliaged

But whilst the glass and kitchen garden depart-

ments show their adaptation to modern needs,

it is pleasing to note that the fine old house, in

which the chief interest naturally centres, is in

no danger of being modernised at Mr. Sturdy's

hands, but is only being restored where neces-

sary, so as to place it in a fit condition to stand

as many more years as have elapsed since its

erection. A. H.

Iiadies as gardeners.—An unusually large

meeting of gardeners assembled a few days ago in

Berlin to consider a proposal made for training

ladies of education as g.irdeners. A lengthy debate

took place, and it was finally resolved that, in the

interests of German liorticuUure, as well as in the

interests of the ladies themselves, it would be better

to oppose the innovation, because gardening de-
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mands more physical strength than women in

general possess, and because there is already an
over-supply o£ men who are thus occupied. There
never could have been a question of training ladies

of education to dig, but only to attend to the scien-

tific part of the profession and its higher branches.
In a private capacity there are hundreds of ladies in

England who are excellent gardeners, and spend a
great deal of time in domestic horticulture.

—

Daily
Paper.

Stove and Greenhouse.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS AT SWANLEY.

VoLirsiES have been written upon the tuberous
Begonia, so that it would appear some apology
is necessary for again introducing an apparently
hackneyed theme. But those who are interested

in such matters know that the restless energy
of the florists permits of no standing still.

In the life history of a popular flower there is a

gradual, sometimes rapid, development from a

common type to a certain ideal fixed in the

mind's eye of the hybridist as the goal to be
reached. Thus each year brings its surprises,

new departures, and improvements, either in

the habit of the plants or the colour and shape
of the flower. The tuberous Begonia illustrates

as well as any flower the remarkable results that

may arise from a persistent, unflagging en-

deavour to achieve a certain kind of perfection.

It has reached a development that would
scarcely have been credited a few years ago, and
as a result we have flowers as double as it is

absolutely possible to make them, grotesquely

ugly, ill-formed, and heavy. This is the result

of aiming simply at size. No matter what the
colour is, if the bloom is almost as large as a man's
fist and as shapely, it is counted as a thing to be
preserved instead of tossed on one side as a
monstrosity. But fashion runs to extremes,

and it has done to the full in the tuberous Be-
gonia. But a change has come ; and it is only
necessary to run down and see the Begonias in

Messrs. Cannell's nursery at Swanley to note
the difference in habit and other points from
the varieties of but two or three years ago.

There is in the Swanley strain a remarkably
compact habit, so that it is almost needless to

liave sticks, and then only when the plants are

so laden with flowers as to require support of

some kind ; and a fresh, vigorous leafage that

in itself constitutes a rich and charming attrac-

tion. We see no bare leggy stems or • weak
growth, but healthy foliage, so thickly set,

vigorous, large, and rich in colour as to make a
dense mass of green. This is the kind of luxu-
riant health it is delightful to see, and from
their smallest stage the plants show this desir-

able trait. And there are seedlings in all stages

of development, some freshly jjricked ott', others

in 3-inch pots, and, of course, many in full

flower. But those who wish to see them in

beauty should wait about a month, as then hun-
dreds of varieties will be in full flower ; whereas
now the season is just commencing. It is not
only in the habit of the plant tliat a change has
taken place, but in the stylo of tlio flower

itself, especially in the double form. Many of

the introductions of last year had a banked-
up centre, almost conical, and as ornamental
as a sugar loaf, layers of petals arranged
one above another. But this class of un-
gainly, unshapely flower is giving way to a
more moderate bloom. Messrs. Uannell arc

working to obtain a race in which the flowers

shall have no high conical centre, but rather a
broad firm petal and fulness and evenness of

form, as we might see in the exi)anded flower of

a Hybrid Perpetual Iloso. This is opening up

another phase of the Begonia which will give it

a new lease of life, and still further increase the
great demand that has existed. A variety with
a good base of leaves, above which the well-

shaped, erect flowers appear on sturdy stalks,

seems to be the great ideal of what a tuberous Be-
gonia should be. But when the flowers are un-
duly large, their weight drags down the stems,
so that a stick is required, and then at a stroke
much of the beauty of the plant is gone. In
the single varieties a radical change as to the
size of the flowers is also necessary. Some are

7 inches or 8 inches across, with a flat surface, in

which the various parts are all ill-proportioned
;

but then the flower is large, and that to many
is the great charm. But in Messrs. Cannell's

collection we notice varieties with flowers of

medium size, neater and better shape, and it is

these that will be sought for now that there is

a perceptible disinclination to seek only '
' big

"

blooms.

There are few flowers that are more easily

grown than the Begonia. The seed, if sown in

the middle of February, will produce plants
that will flower the same year ; the second sea-

son the specimens give a wealth of bloom, and
then and during the next year they are in their

fullest beauty, but after that the flowers become
smaller. The tubers are then cut up for stock.

Besides raising from seed, the plants are propa-
gated largely from cuttings, and in this way
named varieties are perpetuated.

The range of colouring in the flowers extends
each year. The yellows are improving, the
whites clearer, and there is an unlimited choice

of crimson, orange - scarlet, and brouzy-bufi
shades ; but the most telling of all are the pink
and salmon-tinted varieties, especially when the
flowers are double and well filled out. In the
large batches of seedlings at Swanley there are

several choice treasures, most of which in the
double class have that rosette-shaped flower
which we wish to see more of in place of the
high-centred types. One was a brilliant scarlet

and like a Gardenia in form ; another tinted

with salmon, and yet another as soft and charm-
ing as a blush Rose. The best of the double
whites is undoubtedly the beautiful Octavia,
which created a small stir last year. Already
some oE the plants of it were in bloom, and it

will last untU November, thus giving a long
season of flowering. Its blooms are as neat as

those of a Gardenia, ivory-white, full, and most
acceptable for buttim-holes or filling bowls in the
house. It is as free blooming as any variety

we know. A very delicately coloured kind is

Rosebud ; it is like a Rose bud, and of much
the same shade of colour as Souvenir d'un Ami
Rose ; the centre dense, flatfish, not raised un-
duly. A beautiful kind is Lady Harriet Caven-
dish, the flowers pink ; and just as lovely in its

way is Mrs. James Whitehead, which has a
flower of a pearly white colour, the centre
shaded with salmon. The variety named
Countess of Dudley is pure ivoiy white. Hon.
Mrs. G. Goschen is a pale creamy flower, and
Imogen is delicate pink. These are all double-
flowered, and just a brief selection of a few of

the best of this season ; but, of course, there are
dozens of others just as good in their way, and
oft'ering a remarkable range of delicate and jiro-

nounced shades. Each week brings with it

some novelty. The double forms are cer-

tainly the hardest to grow, but when good
varieties are chosen and well grown, they are
more beautiful than the single types. The single

forms seem to have somewhat usurped the place

of the double-flowered varieties ; but both should
be grown, and with a good batch of plants there

should bo no want of colour in the greenhouse
fir garden.

In certain positions and seasons, the tuberous
Begonia makes a gay outdoor flower, but often

the brittle heavy blooms are as much damaged
as those of the Tulip. It is the pendent and
small-flowered types that are the best for this

style of gardening. Worthiana is one of this

character. The plant is compact, yet hangs its

brightly coloured flowers, so that rains have no
effect on them.

SoUya linearis.—This little New Holland
plant is extremely pretty just now, being studded
with its small bell-shaped blossoms that are of an
intense blue colour, a tint by no means common
among greenhouse plants, and on this account es-

pecially valuable. It is a medium growing climber
with slender wiry stems and narrow deep-coloured
evergreen leaves, while a succession of bloom is

kept up for some time. It may be employed for

the clothing of the smaller rafters of the green-
house or for a similar purpose, while useful little

specimens can be readily formed by training the
growing shoots around a few sticks and allowing
them to flower in this way. The entire beauty of the
plant, however, is lost if the shoots are tied in too

closely, and the best way is to dispense as far as

possible with any training, using just enough
sticks to keep the plant in shape. Cuttings of

this little SoUya if formed of the growing shoots
strike root readily enough under favourable condi-

tions.—H. P.

Fuchsia splendens.—While the list of gar-

den varieties of Fuchsia now in cultivation is far

too extensive, there are some of the original species

that are equally as beautiful. Among these must
be includeil F. splendens, which is a free-growing
species with pale green heart-shaped leaves and
very peculiar flowers, the tube of which is of a
bright crimson tipped with green, and peculiarly

contracted at the mouth. When grown for the pur-

pose this species will flower during the winter
months, but it is equally free-flowering at this sea-

son of the year, and affords a very pleasing variety

to those generally grown. It is by no means the

only species of Fuchsia worth ranking with the
best of the garden varieties, for among others may
be mentioned the large-growing F. fulgens, with its

scarlet and buff flowers, each as much as a couple
of inches long ; F. corymbiflora, whose large bright

coloured blossoms are borne in drooping clusters
;

the two miniature species, F. microphylla and F.

thymifolia ; F. triphylla, with vivid Vermillion -red

flowers, that requires more heat than any of the

others ; F. pendulKflora, whose blossoms are seen
to such advantage when the ])lant is trained to the
roof of a greenhouse ; F. spectabilis, F. serratifolia,

the various forms of F. macrostemma, sucli as

pumila, gracilis, and the variegated-leaved form of

this last.—H. P.

Combretum purpureum and Ipomaea
Horsfallia;.—"H. T. P." tells me that he has tried

to strike these plants times without number,
and always failed, and adds that he disbelieves

my statement tliat they can be struck. When
I first began plant-growing I tried every kind
I could lay my hands upon that had the name
of being difficult to strike or to grow. The first

cutting I put in of one of the plants named (the

Combretum) was given me some thirty-seven or

thirty-eiglit years ago by an old nursery propagator
along with one of Acrophyllum venosum. He
remarked at the time, " If you strike either of

them you will do more than everyone is able to."

The result was that botli struck, and I grew
them on into large specimens. Since then I have
often struck botli the Combretum and the Ipoma'a,

the wood being in a similar condition, and the

treatment the same as described at p.ige 3(U). In

reply to "H. T. I'.'s " inquiry if the plants I have
struck are in the trade, I Mi;\y .say that I liavc

never had anything to do witli tlie trade either in

propagating or growuig ; but 1 am tolerably well

acquainted with tlie practice followed in the trade

establislmients. What I write is with a view to

help those who have to do with plants in private

gardens, and who may not in all cases have had an
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opportunity of gaining much experience in the
propagation or cultivation of the plants they may
have to grow. The reason I spoke of striking the
plants named from cuttings in place of following
the trade practice of layering them was from the
fact that layering is a proceeding that frequently
cannot be adopted in plant houses in private

gardens. " H. T. P." is not the first nursery pro-

pagator that I have met with who has jumped at

the conclusion that when they have failed to strike

a plant from shoot cuttings, it could not be done,
when the contrary has been proved by the success of

others with less pretensions.—T. B.

DWARF-FLOWERED CANNAS.
The dwarf-growing or Gladiolus-flowered Canna
comes more under notice each year, and the reason
is obvious. Xo plant so thoroughly accommodat-
ing, ornamental, both in leafage and flower, and
easily grown can remain long uncared for. Messrs.
Cannell and Sons, of Swanley, discovered its in-

trinsic value, and at the present time have a mass
of the best varieties planted out in a central bed in

one of their long glass houses. The English grower
cannot be credited with the striking improvement
In the Canna, a new race we may say, as there is a
great difference between the recent types and the
lanky specimens that were u.sed so freely in bed-
ding out a few years ago. The credit belongs to

M. Crozy aine, of Lyons, France, who for years has
been working to produce this class of plant, that

adapts itself so well to English gardens. Now our own
nurserymen are raising seedlings with a view to

still further enlarging the range of varieties, and in

the Swanley Nursery is a batch which will doubt-
less give something new and valuable. There are

several characteristic points in the French Canna.
The most important is the dwarfness of the plants,

as few are much more than 3 feet in height, some
less than that, and as sturdy in constitution, leaf-

age, and flower-stem as anyone could possibly

desire. Another point is the long season of flower-

ing. Some varieties at Swanley are already send-
ing up their flower-stems, and will continue to do
so until the early autumn, when their gay season
ceases. Thus from May to September there is a
succession of bloom as striking, varied, and bril-

liant as in the herbaceous Calceolarias, and with
careful crossing we shall get a greater variety of

tints and stripes. In some kinds the colour is rich

yellow, over which are many crimson or reddish
brown spots. These give a brilliant effect, just as

much as the rich crimson selfs, of which there are

several. The coloured plate in The Garden of

March 2, 1889, shows this. The two varieties Louis
Thibaut and Victor Hugo are there represented, in

the first named the colour being rich yellow spotted

with crimson, in the other self crimson. These are

two excellent types of the B'rench Canna, and a
reference to this coloured plate will show their dis-

tinctive character better than the most vivid descrip-

tion. The proper place for the plants in the summer
is the flower garden, and the dwarf types will no
doubt be largely used in our parks and gardens for

forming beds by themselves and dotting about over

the surface of others to relieve the dead flatness

and formality. Last season we saw a few used in

this way, and with the most happy results, as the

leafage of the Canna is in itself tropical, fresh,

and handsome. And this leads us to allude to the

diversity of form and colour in the leaves. Some
are of the richest green, others paler, and a few of

the most lustrous chocolate, a magnificent foil to

the deep crimson flowers. A bed of coloured-leaved

Cannas in full bloom and well placed in the garden
with leafage as a background will make a new and
pleasant feature. The time to plant out is early

June, when all risk of frost is over, and from then
until autumn, when frosts blacken the noble foliage,

the Cannas will give very little trouble. If in an
exposed position, it is prudent to put to each a

strong stake, but in the case of the dwarf types,

which we infinitely prefer to the taller old-

fashioned kinds, very little support is required, as

they do not grow sufficiently high to suffer from
high winds and storms. One great point is to have
a well-manured soil, as it is well known there are

fewer plants that like rich feeding more than the
Cannas, from the noble C. Ehemanni downwards.
During the summer if the weather is as warm as it

gives promise to be, plenty of water will be needed
at the roots to maintain a fresh and luxuriant
growth. As soon as the frosts have destroyed their

beauty, lift the roots carefully with a fork, remove
as much of the soil as possible without injuring the
plants, and store away for the winter in a cool dry
house under the stage of a greenhouse, where there
is but little damp. In the spring the roots, after

having been divided and started into growth, may
be planted out again in freshly prepared soil.

There is, however, another use for the dwarf
Cannas besides using them for single beds, edging
large ones, or removing the stiffness in flat arrange-
ments, and that is for pots. We could understand
the dislike shown to the very tall kinds for pot
culture, but now we have the French race there is

no excuse. Even the glorious Canna Ehemanni
is seldom seen ; and one of the only places in

which it used to be thoroughly well grown was in

the Royal Horticultural Gardens at Chiswick some
years ago. One summer there was a row of plants

on the central stage in the Paxton house, and for

weeks they kept the place furnished not only with
rich foliage, but also with flowers of the finest

crimson colour. These specimens were constantly

used for the great exhibitions then being held at

South Kensington, and few things stood the trial

better, though it was essential to protect the flowers

as much as possible from undue shaking. And
with Cannas at command there may be made many
a bold, handsome group in the conservatory, as the

leafy plants form a splendid background, with the

help of but a few specimens. We are, however,
thanks to M. Crozy, not now limited to C. Ehe-
manni, though we should be the last to discard it

in favour of the newer introductions ; but it is

these dwarf kinds that will be grown largely

in pots, as they are less bulky, and, therefore,

lighter to handle, very free and varied in colour.

There is a selection of the best kinds now in bloom
at Swanley. They were planted last spring in a
rich bed of soil in one of the houses, and from the

bottom growth they are making they will be a fine

sight later on. September is the month for them,
but throughout the summer there is plenty of

flowers. It is when the finest kinds are thus grouped
that we can see the great variability in both
flowers and foliage. Some have broad petals, and
these are generally the best ; and in others it is the

colour of the leaf that constitutes the great attrac-

tion. Artificial heat is required just to start them
;

but during the summer the sun alone should pro-

vide this. As there is a great profusion of flower,

a considerable amount can be cut, and in this utili-

tarian age this is a point of no small importance.

The names of a few varieties may be given to

help those who intend to grow these Cannas, and
two to commence with are those referred to above.

Admiral Courbet has handsome flowers, spotted

with red on a bright yellow ground ; the leafage

rich green. Lutea splendens is a good yellow, and
Francisque Morel makes a striking effect by the

combination of its rich crimson flowers and deep

foliage. JIme. Just has orange-red flowers, shaded

buff ; the petals broad and firm. Senateur Millard

has finely coloured chocolate foliage, but possibly

Geoffrey St. Hilaire is one of the very best ; the

foliage is dark and handsome, and the flowers of a

fine orange-red colour. Capricieux has scarlet

flowers, edged with yellow ; and in Ulrich Brunner

these are crimson-scarlet ; the leaves a very deep
reddish tint. Revol Massot, crimson ; Edouard
Morren, rich yellow, spotted with red, very dwarf;

Frederick Senary, rich crimson ; and Chevalier

Besson, shining carmine, are aU good varieties.

are in square slate boxes and pots, the soil being
peaty. The strongest specimens are those in the

boxes, and this we can understand, as there is a
larger body of soil, which does not get dry so

quickly as would otherwise be the case. Immense
quantities of flowers are cut for the London market,
and there is always a demand for the ivory-white,

strongly scented flowers of the Stephanotis.

The Stephanotis house in the nursery of

Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett, Twickenham, is

worth a visit. The plant.s a few days ago promised

well for one of the largest crops of flower that

has ever been produced. Each twig had its buds,

and at every node they clustered, even the youngest

shoots showing flower. The plants are in a low

span roof house, and trained near the glass. They

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.

Stove.— Celosia meamidalis.— Plants raised

from seed sown in April will now be in a condition

for putting into the pots in which they are intended

to bloom. Quick-growing subjects like this Celosia

wiU bear liberal supplies of manure water, pro-

vided it is not used too strong, and on this account
there is no need to give them pots unduly large.

Six-inch or 7-inch pots are large enough to use.

Loam, with a liberal addition of rotten manure and
some sand, is a good compost for them. From the

time the seed germinates until the plants come
into flower, they should be kept close to the glass

in a light house or pit where there is not too much
heat. To the erect spiral habit of the plants is in a

great measure due their elegant appearance, which
contrasts so well with things of bushy growth. But
unless they get an abundance of light and are not

kept too warm they grow too tall to look well. A
thin shade is necessary in bright weather, as with-

out this the leaves lose their colour. To keep down
red spider, to which, in common with other varie-

ties of Celosia. they are liable, syringe freely every

day. A little more seed should be sown to give a

succession of bloom, which, if desired, may by a
still later sowing be kept up to the end of the year.

ACHIMESES.—Tubers that were started late with

the object of having a succession of bloom will now
require putting into the pots or hanging baskets in

which they are to remain. For large conserva-

tories there are few flowering subjects that make
such a display. Theplanfslookbestwhen hung alter-

nately with baskets of Ferns, as the fresh green

fronds of the Ferns are a reUef to the mass of colour

which the Achimenes present when in bloom. For

this kind of association. Ferns of moderate growth

should be selected, such as Adiantum cuneatum
and others of like habit, and DavaUias that do not

attain too large a size. Good-sized baskets should

be used. Grow the plants in an airy intermediate

house. Carefully attend to watering and use the

syringe freely. Both are necessary to keep the

leaves fresh and healthy up to the end of the flower-

ing season. Without this the plants have an indif-

ferent appearance.

Gloxinias —Plants raised from seed sown in

winter and now in small pots should be moved into

others 4 inches or 5 inches in diameter; these will

be large enough for the first season. An interme-

diate temperature is quite warm enough to keep

the plants through the summer. When subjected

to too much heat, the fohage gets infested with

thrips and red spider. All the light that can be

given by standing them continuously close to the

glass is necessary ; in the absence of this both the

leaves and flowers come weak. Previous to the

plants flowering. Gloxinias should be weU syringed

daily ; without this the leaves are almost sure to

suffer through the attacks of thrips or red spider.

In addition to the syringing, the under side of the

leaves, where it is difficult to reach with the water,

should be examined frequently, to see that the

insects do not lodge there. Sponging the under

side of the leaves with a solution of Gishurst is the

best remedy when the insects are present.

Gesnebas.—If tubers of the winter-flowering

kinds, such as G. zebrina, have not been already

started, it is time to get them in. One or two

of the scaly roots may be put in a 3-inch pot, or a

number can be put in a shallow box, and after they

have got fairly into growth they may be potted

singly or in pairs. The plants ai-e better for not

being too much hurried, and there is still plenty of

time for them to gain the rcciuisite size and strength

before winter. A temperature of 150° or G5° is

enough in the night. Let them have plenty of light

and shade at all times when the weather is bright
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Give as much air in the claytime as admissible
without over-drying the atmosphere. The necessity

for avoiding this condition of the atmosphere in

warm plant houses is often not sufficiently under-
stood. When large volumes of air are admitted it

is impossible to keep up the requisite amount of

atmospheric moisture, and in the absence of this

insects of all kinds increase apace, and the plants

fail to make the progress that they should, and
otherwise would do. Where due attention is paid
early enough in the mornings to what the weather
is likely to be during the day, and the fires are
regulated accordingly, there is no need for opening
the lights and ventilators to the extent that is

often practised.

GESNERA8, SUMMER-PLOWEBING.—The summer-
flowering species of Gesnera have few equals
amongst the small-growing section of stove plants
for the display they make when in bloom. The old
red-flowered species, G. Cooperi, is one of the
brightest plants in cultivation and gives little

trouble to the grower. Plants that were started
early will soon be in bloom. If, when the flowers
are over, the plants are kept in the stove and the
soil kept moderately moist, they will push up a
second lot of shoots that will bloom in the autumn.
But to do this the tubers must be strong and the
foliage kept free from insects. In a house where
mealy bug is plentiful the Gesneras should be
frequently looked over.

Ataccia cristata.—The time that this singular
plant produces its principal crop of flowers depends
on the amount of heat it receives. When grown in

a temperature such as the hottest section of stove
subjects like it usually blooms about this time.
After the first crop of flowers is over, the plants
when strong generally push up an occasional scape
during the summer. This Ataccia increases slowly,
as the principal method of propagation is by divi-

sion of the side shoots, and even strong specimens
produce these slowly. The side-breaks appear
about an inch or two above the collar of the plant,
and, when they have attained some size, usually
emit roots, which extend downwards until they
reach the soil. If when in this condition just
before they enter the soil the shoots are detached
with their young roots intact and are put separately
in pots they do not feel much check, but commence
to grow away at once. Orchid peat, with some of
the earthy matter shaken out, is the best material
to grow the plants in ; some small crocks and sand
should be added. After the suckers are potted keep
them suSiciently close under propagating glasses
to prevent the leaves flagging, but do not exclmle
the air more than is necessary to do this, for both
leaves and stem are soft and fleshy and liable to
rot if too much confined or too damp. On this
account keep the soil only moderately moist. The
plant likes a good deal of heat at all times, espe-
cially whilst the suckers are getting established.
When the roots have got sufticient hold to support
the leaves without their flagging, remove the glasses
and raise the plants so that they will get plenty
of light, for though the leaves are too soft to bear
being exposed to the sun without shading during
the spring and summer, the more light the plants
obtain the better they thrive and the more ofl"-

shoots they make. Old examples of this Ataccia
that have got a portion of bare stem devoid of
leaves usually push out roots above the soil. If
when in this state the top is cut clean ofl' about an
inch above the collar and treated as advised for the
olfshoots the plants will soon get established and
will grow away without feeling nmch check. After
removing the top the stool should be kept drier
than usual, giving no more water than necessary to
keep the soil fairly moist. Managed in this way,
it will push several shoots from the latent eyes

;

these may be allowed to grow on, by which means
a large specimen can be had, or the shoots may be
taken off after they have made three or four leaves
each and rooted separately.

GnEENiiousE.

—

Zonal Pklaucioniums.—If, in
place of growing quantities of these Pelargoniums
in greenhouses in s\immer, when their right place is

out-of-doors, their use under glass were confined to
the winter and early spring, it would bo a more

satisfactory arrangement. To have the plants in
the best condition for bearing the warmth neces-
sary to bloom them well in winter they require
especial preparation ; for unless where the houses
in which they are flowered during the sunless
season admit an unusual amount of light and the
plants are close to the glass, young soft examples
are often more inclined to run to leaf than produce
bloom. Plants that have been flowering through
the winter under the conditions of warmth named
should now have their branches shortened well
back. If after this they are stood in a pit or
frame, witli only a limited amount of air,

they will break in a few days. When an inch
of growth has been made turn the plants out of
the pots, remove half the old soil, and put them
in others two sizes larger than those they have
been in. Put them back in the frame for a few
weeks, and then stand them out of doors where
they will be fully exposed to tlie sun. Here they
should remain until it is time to take all such
stock under glass. In this way the growth that
is made will be short-jointed" and strong. The
roots will, before autumn, get well hold of the
soil, and the plants will be in a state to bear an
intermediate temperature during the winter with-
out the shoots becoming drawn. Where old plants
of this kind are not at hand autumn-struck cut-
tings will do. These should be moved into 5-incli

or (i-inch pots. Give them good fresh loam, with
some rotten manure and sand mixed witli it. Make
the soil solid in the pots ; loose potting with soft-

wooded plants of this kind does not favour the
production of a mass of roots.

Large-flowered Pelargoniums for early
SPRING-BLOOMING.—The varieties of this section
of Pelargonium that can be had in bloom from the
beginning of March and onwards during the early
part of spring deserve especial attention. Old
plants that have been flowered for one or more
years are in some respects preferable to younger
ones. Any that have been blooming during the
past two or three months should now be cut close
in in a similar way to that practised with the large-
flowered later sorts after blooming. When they
are beaded down keep the stools in a pit or frame,
giving them only a little air, and no water at the
roots until they have started into growth, but
syringe them overhead once a day. When they
have started, shake them out and give them pots a
size or two larger. After this keep them in the
frames until they have made an inch or two of
growth and the roots have made some progress,
when stand them out of doors, or, what is better,

let them remain in the frames with the lights off,

except when there happens to be more rain than
they like. T. B.

The Ivy-leaved kind, Mme. Crousse, is, of course, cul-
tivated. There is nothing iu its liue of colour to
equal it.

Sohubertia grandiflora.—In the notes that
have appeared from time to time in The Garden
concerning this stove climbing plant, which has
been by some put forward as a rival to the ever-
popular Stephanotis, little, if any, mention has
been made of the most unpleasant odour of the
foliage, especially when young. This odour is so
disagreeable and so pronounced, that if a branch
or two be brushed against it is noticeable for some
distance. The Schubertia undoubtedly has many
desirable qualities, for it is easily propagated,
grows fast, and is by no means particular as to
soil, added to which it is very free-blooming, but
its oft'ensive odour is against its common cultiva-
tion.—H. P.

Propagating.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND QREENBOUSE.

Othonna crassifolia makes a distinct pot plant
for giviug a finish tea group oP plants in a house. It has
small succulent leaves and yellow flowers almost the
size of a halfpenny. It grows freely.

Allamatida neriifolia.—This South American
Allamanda is in bloom in the l*alm house at Kew,
where, amongst Ferns, small Palms, and fine-foliagod
plants, its comparatively small, deep golden-yellow,
boll-shaped flowers arc remarkably rich and handsome.
It is a choice kind for growing in pots.

Paris Daisies and maft^ots.—For the last two
or three years wo have been nmch troubled with
maggots in the leaves of our plants of Paris Daisies.
These lunggots disliguro the plants to such an extent
as to render tlieni ef little use to us, as they become
nearly di'fniiated. Sijueezing does not seem to got rid
of them. Can anyone tell me what moth or buttorlly
deposits the eggs, or how these insects referred to arc
hrod, and what is the best way of preventing their
coming or getting rid of them when they are infesting
the plants ?—S. D.
*#* The host way is to hnrn the jtlaiits that are at-

tacked, and obtain some youjig stock from a source
wliero the maggot has not boon found.— En.

Three good zonal Pelargoniums ani V. P.
Raspail, a dimble scarlet variety

; Qiioon of tlie Whitea,
single white; and Oon.stance, single i)ink. These are
largely gi'own by Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett, who
find them of the proper colour to suit tlio public taste.

Pelargoniums.—All the early-flowering varieties
should now be propagated as soon as possible; but,
previous to taking the cuttings, the plants should
be placed out in the open and kept dry for a time.
The wood will then get well ripened and firm, and
the plants may be cut back close at the time the
cuttings are taken. I like to make the cuttings as
short as possible, and to select them from short-
jointed shoots, as these form better plants. The
cuttings may be put in pots, using light sandy com-
post, or they succeed well on a spent hotbed if

surfaced over with a little fresh compost. The
plants should be kept dry until the cuttings are
well callused. Although they may succeed very
well if fully exposed to the sun, I like to shade a
little, especially if the shoots are rather soft, and I

think they start away better after they are rooted
if not too much dried up. Care should be taken
that cuttings are free from green-fly before they
are put in. There will be no advantage in propa-
gating early if the plants are allowed to remain in
the cutting pots or bed too long. They should be
potted as soon as sufticiently established. After
potting the plants they may be kept close for a
few days, but as soon as they have taken hold of
the new soil, the more they are exposed the better.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Although it may now
be rather late in the season, there is yet time to
establish useful little plants for winter flowering.
In propagating this section of Pelargoniums at
this season, they should be treated somewhet diife-

rently to when they are struck in the autumn.
They will succeed better if kept quite fresh and
placed in a close frame where there is a little bottom-
heat. If the cuttings are taken off and put into
small pots, giving them just sullicient moisture to
keep them fresh, they will root in a very short time.
For plants that are intended for winter flowering
it is most important that they should be potted
rather firmly in good loamy soil, and grown on during
the summer in an open exposed position, keeping
the plants stopped and all bloom buds removed.
When the time arrives for housing the plants, they
are full of short-jointed hard wood, which will
soon produce plenty of bloom. Varieties are now
so numerous that it is almost useless to make a
selection. I may, however, mention Queen of the
Whites (Improved), which is undoubtedly the best
and purest white ; Robert Hayes, a good pink

;

Henry Jaooby, crimson-scarlet, and for a profusion
of bloom Vesuvius and West Brighton Gem have no
rivals. The semi-double K. A'. Raspail is more
extensively grown for winter flowering by market
growers than any other sort.

Crassulas.—This genus is perhaps a little out
of date at the present time, yet some of the species
are very useful, and when well flowered they are
very showy. C. coccinea and varieties, C. jasminea,
and C. falcata, which is better known as Rochea
falcata, are most useful, as is also C. lactea. The
strongest shoots should be selected for cuttings,
and when taken olf a few of the bottom lea\es may
be removed. The cuttings should then be either
jiut in quite dry sand, or laid on a shelf where
they may remain until the moisture at the base is
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quite dried up. They will then soon produce roots.

Like many other succulent plants, the Crassula re-

quires more liberal treatment than it often gets.

For potting, good loamy soil should be used with

some well rotted manure ; a little burnt earth or lime

rubbish isalso beneficial. Theplants should begrown
on in a cool greenhouse or pit, but should be well

exposed to the sun. I hare rarely seen C. falcata

well flowered, yet it is one of the most showy of all

greenhouse plants, the large terminal corymbs of

orange-scarlet flowers being unsurpassed in brilli-

ancy. The pure white C. jasminea is also most
deserving of attention. A.

Fruit Garden.

EARLY APPLES.
Early Apples, like the early sections of other

fruits, possess a certain value of their own
on account of being amongst tlie first to yield a

there are few who cannot appreciate a ripe June-

ating on a hot July day.

Irish Peach is a variety possessing all the

qualities of a first -class early Apple—firm in

flesh and abundant in refreshing juice when
eaten from the tree, which is the best way to

fully enjoy it. The fruit is handsome and of

good size, and wlien tinged with crimson, as it

is on tlie sunny side, and carrying a delicate

bloom, it forms a beautiful dish. The tree is a

good grower and bearer, but it resents the knife.

A tree which is annually pruned seldom bears

more than a few dozen fruit at a time, while

if freedom of growth is allowed a good crop is

ensured. Many of the trusses of bloom form

on the terminal buds.

Red Astrachan resembles the above in some
points, and consequently is sometimes confused

with it. It is certainly a very beautiful fruit,

but far inferior to Irish Peach in point of

flavour.

Fruiting branch of Lord SufliolJ Apple,

dish of fruit for the dessert or an early gather-

1

ing for the cook. Those varieties which ripen

early and require to be eaten from the tree

have an almost unique fla\our and perfume,

and to those who appreciate a fresh Apple,

they are, if caught at the right time, most de-

licious and refreshing. Two or three new va-

rieties have been lately added to the list of

early-ripening kinds, and I hope they will prove

acquisitions, but it is yet early to say anything

of them. One thing is quite evident : the exist-

ing list might well be reduced to a very small

compass.
The Juneatinos, red and white, we must of

course retain, if only fur their long connection

with English gardening. They are, moreover,

both of excellent quality as early Apples, a\id

QuABRENDEN (Red) on soils where it succeeds

is well worth growing as an early kind, being
a variety of excellent flavo\ir, the flesh white,

tender and very juicy. The tree is a great

bearer, and on this account, perhajw, the fruit

is often seen small and scabby. To have fine

examples, good cultivation and attention to thin-

ning must be accorded to the trees.

Kerry Putin.—This beautiful and delicious

little Apple should be in every garden, for it i.s,

I think, the gem of early varieties, making up
in quality what it lacks in size. The tree is

not a vigorous grower, but generally bears well.

On good Apple soils I have .seen it form good
sized standards, when the fruit comes fine and of

a rich colour.

By far the most important early .Apples are

those which lay on flesh thickly, thus rendering
them serviceable for cooking at an early date.

The Codlins stand first in this respect, being

fit for use when about the size of Walnuts, when
they may be cooked in a variety of ways.
There are several varieties of Codlins, the com-
mon English being well known to all.

Keswick Codlin is a most excellent kind, no
other variety making such fine Apple jelly,

while for all other cooking purposes it is unex-
celled. The tree is a good grower and seldom
misses a crop.

LoRi> SuFFiELD.—This grandvariety, of which
an engraving is given, is certainly one of the

most popular early kinds, and deservedly so,

considering the many good qualities it possesses.

The fruit and tlie growth of the tree both par-

take somewhat of the Codlin type. The fruit,

however, attains a much larger size, and when
ripe is of a beautful pale j'ellow colour, covered

with a delicate bloom. The tree is a good grower

and constant bearer ; the fruit is ready for pick-

ing early, and is always of excellent quality.

Unfortunately on some soils the tree is given to

canker, and in not a few places its cultivation

has had to be abandoned on this account.

Where this is the case its place is being filled

with Ecklinville Seedling, a more hardy and
robust kind, although equally prolific and com-
ing into use nearly as early. So great was the

demand for Lord Sufiield last winter, that all

the available trees were purchased long before

the time for lifting, and nurserymen might have

sold thousands more if they had been forth-

coming. The fruit attains to a large size and is

of excellent quality.

Duchess op Oldenbukg.—This variety is of

Russian origin, and is a valuable early kind.

The tree is of rather a bad habit, and requires a

little guidance if an evenly-balanced head is de-

sired ; nevertheless, it is a good bearer, the

fruit being handsome, with a rather more de-

cided acid flavour than the other early kinds.

There are several other kinds which come early

into use, amongst the best being Stirling Castle,

Lord Grosvenor and Loddington Seedling.

A. Barker.

Thinning late Grapes.—The time to thin late

Grapes to avoid overci'OwdiDg is when the berries ai-e

about the size of Peas. If the Grapes are for imme-
diate use, a Uttle crowdiug is not so objectionable as

when they are going to hang in winter. In all cases

the berries formed in the interior of the bunoh should

be freely removed. By the time they have completed

swelling they should still be so thinly distributed that

moisture would have no difficulty in passing amongst
them without lodging. When in this condition the air

will pass between the berries so freely that decay from
damp under any conditions will be almost unknown.

—

,1. MuiE.

Peach curl and blister.—Many may have
supposed that the warm weather would prevent or

cure the Peach blister, but instead of such a de-

sirable event the hot sun has much to do in bring-

ing it about, as by its action, following immediately

after severe cold or a chill, the tender tissue's of the

leaves are scalded or injured, and they swell and
thicken in the way now seen. The only remedy is

to pick them off, and the sooner this is done the

better for the trees, as while they remain they .Tre

a severe tax, and take the greater part of the

strength of the plant to support them. The curl

arises from aphides, which are more than usually

troublesome this season, and to attempt to deal

with them by using strong insecticides is very

dangerous while the fruit is in its present .stage, as

what will kill the fly is apt to damage the Peaches

or Nectarines. The safest thin.y to use just now is

tobacco dust, a puff of which sent from a distri-

butor so disconcerts the aphides, that they soon

begin to wriggle and tumble, and if not actually
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]dUed they quickly fall off the trees, or may be
speedily washed away by water applied through a
garden engine or syringe.— S. D.

FEEDING POT STRAWBERRIES.
Me. Baekee, writing on the culture of pot Straw-

berries in a recent issue of The Garden, makes
the somewhat startling assertion that the applica-

tion of liquid manure has but Uttle effect on tlie

size of the berries. This is so much at variance

with my own experience, that I am constrained to

say a few words on the subject. I do not doubt
that Mr. Barker is an excellent Strawberry grower,

but when he says that from the time the plants are

started until the fruit is ripe no great quantity of

active roots are observable, I must confess that

plants in that condition would not suit me. I have
never been satisfied unless my plants had the pots

crammed with roots in autumn, and I have in-

variably found that the crop was deficient when
these roots were not retained intact through the

winter and increased in activity during the forcing

period. When a Strawberry is doing well the roots

will, like those of any other plant that is healthy,

increase in number and vigour as the plant waxes
in strength. Plants in this condition will take,

and indeed must have, a great amount of water,

and if they do not utilise any manurial stimulant

that may be given them, then the high feeding that

London market growers practise with all the pot
plants they grow must be altogether wrong. What
seems to me inexplicable is that Mr. Barker advo-

cates the use of stimulants when the plants are

finishing their growth in autumn, whilst deprecating
the employment of the same at the fruiting time.

Surely if the soil becomes too exhausted to enable
the crowns to plump up properly, it should not be
in a condition to swell off a crop of fruit without
some help. So far as the giving pot plants food in

autumn, I consider that Mr. Barker's advice on
this point should be taken to heart by all engaged
in Strawberry forcing. Several years ago I myself
urged the expediency of doing this with root-bound
plants ; but I was severely taken to task by one of

our noted fruit growers, who declared that nothing
but pure water should be given to pot Strawberries
at that particular period of their growth. With all

due respect to such an authority, I prefer to go by
my own experience, as by so doing one cannot be
far wrong ; and this is my experience, that as soon
as a plant in a pot becomes matted with roots, there
is nothing worth speaking of for them to eat, and
if we want that plant to live and thrive we must
give it some food in any fashion that may best suit

our convenience.

Whether a Strawberry is finishing its growth in

autumn or swelling off its crop, the necessity for

the application of some stimulant may be equally
imperative. However important the feeding of
pot Strawberries may be, there is no doubt that it

may be overdone, not only as regards the strength
of the stimulant, but also with respect to the period
of its application. I have no doubt that the ab-
sence of active roots is often due to the strong
doses of rank manure water that many consider to

be a prime necessity. The roots cannot at once
utilise the liquid manure and it tends to make the
soil sour and frequently turns the tips of the roots
black. Tlie same quantity divided among half a
dozen waterings would do a lot of good. Up to the
time that the fruit is fset nothing stronger than
clear soot water is needful, but rather harmful, as
tending to encourage a grossness of habit that is

incompatible with economy of space. When the
berries begin to swell a young leaf pushes out of the
crown, and this is the time that the plant can and
will utilise any food that may be discreetly applied.
My plan has been then to put a little guano in the
tanks, not nearly enough to colour the water, and
thus they got something rather more nourishing
than pure water each time the soil required mois-
tening. I think that if Mr. Barker had seen the
crops that have been taken from plants in 1.', -in. pots
under this treatment he would acknowledge that
feeding pot Strawberries goes for something in their

culture. 1 admit that feeding under some circura-

vided with roots in the rich, heavy soil many use
are not In a condition to need it. I know, too, that
such plants are common, but they are not to be
endured by those who desire profit from their labour.

J. C. B.

THE FAILURE OF THE FRUIT CROPS.

So far as my observation and correspondence have
gone, this sad misfortune is almost general. Trees
and localities here and there may have escaped, as,

in fact, they always do, but failure is the rule,

fruit the exception. This is the more unfortunate,
as the promise was so brilliant, the failure so

sudden. We are also left very much in the dark as
to the cause of failure. Of May frosts, we could
hardly be said to have had any ; certainly none of

sufficient severity to have wrecked our fruit in

blossom or in embryo, and yet the crops have
vanished with a thoroughness and completeness
hardly experienced in the recollection of the oldest
cultivators.

There seems but three possible causes to account
for the general failure : The sunless season of 1888,
the pest of maggots last year, and the tropical heat
of several days of May. As to the first, as the sunless
dripping summer of last year did not prevent a bril-

liant show of bloom, it is difficult to see how it could
hinder this fair promise from growing into a rich
harvest. And yet we all know there are blossoms
and blossoms ; some a mere spread of showy stamens
and petals, gay enough to please the eye and in-
spire hopes of fruit and nothing more. And yet
others with their ovaries and pistils fresh and
strong ; the buds of the embryo fruit set firmly

on their stems, and any amount of pollen and
vital energy to start the baby fruits so freely on
the highway of perfect life, and to ensure their

enriching our fruit baskets in due time. And it is

not only possible, but probable that the sunless

skies and low temperature of the past summer suf-

ficed to form and fill the fruit-buds with beauty,

while they lacked the power of laying the sure,

solid, and safe foundation of perfect fruitage.

Two things are certain ; we have had a most
brilliant blossoming ; we have virtually no fruit

;

or if anyone can offer a better explanation of

cause and no effect they had better declare it

through the pages of The Garden. The sudden-
ness of the transition from abounding plenty to

absolute failure also favours this explanation. Pro-
vided the fruit buds were scantily filled, what more
probable than a sudden spread of brilliant beauty,
sheer exhaustion of vital energy, and sudden col-

out and off in a few days, sweeping them past at
such an express speed as to afford no physical pos-
sibility for their setting.

The symptoms, the residue left point to this being
the real explanation of the general failure. Bunches
of withered flowers rather than embryo fruits cover
the ground or stick on to the trees in all directions.

They look exactly as if they had been starved or
scorched off; and probably they were.

Maggots in many cases have followed, in few or

none preceded the work of destruction, and seem to

have had little or nothing to do with it. Cultiva-

tors will be wise to keep them down and extirpate
them by every possible means, as their serious

ravages can hardly but predispose the trees to

further weakness and failure. D. T. F.

The second most probable cause of failure may
be attributed to the pest of maggots last year. The
chief difficulty in regard to this is that while mag-
gots were tlien almost wholly confined to Apples,
the fruit failure of this year includes Apples, Pears,
Plums, Apricots, and to a less extent Peaches and
Nectarines. The failure of the Apple crop seems,
however, more general than that of any other fruit,

and so far as this prevails it gives countenance to

the inference that the wholesale denudation of
leaflet and branohlet of last summer could hardly
fail to tell powerfully on the general barrenness of
this season.

But mostof uswere wholly thrown off ourgnard by
the brilliant blooming of the Apple and other fruit

trees this spring, and we jumped too suddenly to

the conclusion that if the maggot-eaten, leaf-rid-

dled trees could bloom so brilliantly, why should
they not also have nurtured and matured their
rich promises into a perfect harvest of sweetness
and plenty ? Ah ! Why, indeed ? Only that there
are so many slips between the cup and the lip,

between the start and the finish in fruit growing.

But our third reason alone or in conjunction with
either one or other of our first or second reasons
may probably account for the general and whole-
sale character of tlie hardy fruit failures of the
season. Wore the blossoms weak or imperfectly
fiUeil with vital force, an abnorm;d amount of heat
would exert more power upon them, and hence
possibly tlie suddenness as well as the severity of

stances is unnecessary. Plants imperfectly pro- the failure. The midsummer heat rushed them

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches.

Eaely houses in which the fruit is ripe or ripening
must now have an abundance of air by night and
day, always provided the weather is mild and
favourable and the Peaches can be protected from
rain, as I have seen most beautiful fruit spoiled in

a few minutes by exposure to showers. Warmth
with air gives colour and flavour; hence the ad-
vantage of bright sunny days ; but, lacking solar

influence, the pipes should be gently warmed to

maintain the proper temperature and to expel stag-

nant moisture. A certain amount of moisture of
course is essential to the preservation of the foliage,

but this can always be created by damping the
stems, floors, and walls with the syringe on bright
mornings or by syringing very freely trees which
have been cleared of fruit. When all the Peaches
have been gathered, shoots which have performed
their office and are no longer required should be
cut out to make room for the full development of

the foliage and to let in light and fresh air, for

without the hardening influence of these elements
bright brown wood clothed with plump silvery buds
can hardly be expected. Although performed thus
early, say in June, this really is the pruning which,
in times gone by, was put off until the trees were
bare of leaves in the autumn, and as this thinning
forms gaps and wide spaces, the shoots retained
should be regulated and tied somewhat loosely to

secure an even spread of foliage and shade, where
otherwise the old stems and branches might be ex-

posed to the paralysing influence of the July sun.

Many trees, especially when they become aged and
more or less feeble, not unfrequently lose whole
branches from exposure to bright sun pouring upon
them through large squares of 21-oz. glass. Copious
ventilation and liberal root watering are excellent

preventives, but these should be supplemented by
training the young shoots upon their b.ack imme-
diately after the fruit-bearing wood is cut away.
Next to thinning out— a matter of great moment

—

are cleanliness and freedom from insect pests,

including red spider, scale, and black fly. The
syringe in good hands is fatal to the first;

lirushing the old wood with a dry bristle brush
scotches the second ; and dipping in tobacco
soon makes a clearance of the fly. The roots, need-
less to say, must be kept thoroughly moist by the
use of pure water or diluted liquid, according to the
vigorous or debilitated condition of the trees, care
being taken that the latter or mulches of manure be
not overdone, as stimulants in excess force a gi-oss

growth when the wood should be ripening. Strip-

ping the house soon after the fruit is gathered
should not be indulged in unless the summer is

extra hot and bright, and then only to allow time
for painting and repairs in August and September

;

but much good will be the outcome of running
down the lights when warm rain is falling and
heavy dews prevail.

Siicri;.ixi(m Jioiises.—The fruit in succession houses
having made unusual progress throughout the
month of May, time at one period apparently lost has
licen redeemed, and fire-heat having been slackened,
the trees are unusually fresh and iie.althy, the crop
promising to be extra fine. As tliis ijaiii must be
maintained, fruit in every stage should bo tbinueil

with a liberal hand, the points pinched from ;U1
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shoots which will not be wanted after the crop is

gathered, and the trees neatly, if not finally tied

down. The trees for the present will require

thorough syringing with soft water or water free

from lime twice a day, the first time soon after

6 a.m., when night air is shut off ; the second
time about 4 p.m., when the house must be closed

for three or four hours to swell the fruit. The
borders (inside, of course) will take copious supplies

of tepid water, pure or stimulating according to the

strength of the trees and the weight of the crop,

and where decidedly weak or overstrained they may
be fed through the foliage by damping every even-

ing with liquid soot water or guano.

Late houses, like the preceding, are quite forward
enough ; in fact, in face of a good season, perhaps a
little too forward for leading up to the crop—un-

usually late upon walls. How the latter may be
hastened will be stated by-and-by ; when to retard

the house fruit must be entered into forthwith.

The fine rains having so thoroughly moistened the

outside borders, rapid growth of wood and fruit

can hardly be prevented, and yet an attempt must
be made, not only by opening the ventilators to

their fullest extent, but also by deferring closing

until the sun is ofiE the house and giving an extra

quantity of fresh air earlier than usual every night.

The floors of the houses, too, may be well moistened
two or three times a day, and instead of tying

down frequently, the trees already heeled in may
be allowed to run into a moisture-holding, shade-

producing, abandoned growth. Natural shade from
the leaves and shoots, provided the latter do not
touch the glass, always favours free development
of the fruit, but pushing now and shading later on
affects the colour and flavour, as good Peaches
must have plenty of light and air when taking

their last swelling for ripening.

Plums.

The fruit upon the earliest varieties by this time

will be far advanced towards ripeness, and although

the syringe must not be entirely discontinued, the

water used must be pure and soft and directed to

the trees with caution. A thorough syringing, that

is to say a shower of soft water that will wet every

part of the fruit will be less likely to injure the

bloom than light and timid sprinkling, but thorough

culture, including war with insects, having been
the order, all early sorts should now ripen perfectly

where damping is the only mode of producing
moisture. Diluted liquid also may be superseded

by pure water, of which liberal supplies must be

given to pot-bound trees, and the better to prevent

the possibility of drought, each pot, as previously

advised in the management of Cherries, may be
completely covered up with some non-conducting

material. Cocoa-nut fibre is one of the best materials

that can be used, but lacking this the remains of

an old dry Mushroom bed will answer equally well.

Late trees, including Golden Drop, will be suffi-

ciently advanced to take the fullest supply of top-

dressing, and the maximum quantity of stimu-

lating liquid, which may be varied with advantage.

Good drainage from the stables, well diluted, is

the best home-made liquid, as it teems with

ammonia, and when bone-dust is mixed with the

top-dressing the trees have all the leaf and kernel-

producing food they require. Change, neverthe-

less, is advantageous, and this can always be pro-

duced by the introduction of guano, soot, and
Thomson's Vine manure. Pot trees must be kept

closely pinched and free from insects by fumiga-

tion or dipping the points of the shoots in weak
tobacco water followed the next morning by good
syringing. Trees upon trellises require training and
tying in, stopping being confined to the repression

of strong shoots taking an undue proportion of the

sap. If laid in o inches to 6 inches apart and pro

perly ripened, good intermediate shoots of the cur

rent year will flower freely the following season
;

also, "like Apricots and Cherries, they will form
close spurs, which will bear fruit for an indefinite

number of years.

Chereies
now ripe must be well protected from birds. Also,

the fruit being required to hang for any length of

time, some light shade may be drawn over the roof.

Ripe Cherries cannot be kept too dry and cool, but
the roots must not be allowed to feel the want of
water, as a check from this cause will result in the
speedy shrivelling of the May Duke and other thin-
skinned varieties. Eigarreaus and all the hard
fleshy sorts, on the other hand, will stand more
drought, but these in a short time show a shrivel-

ling disposition in the stalks, a sure sign that their

season has been contracted by lack of root moisture.
When early pot trees have been cleared of all their
fruit and thoroughly cleansed, any that require
potting should be taken in hand forthwith. They
need not have a large shift, just sufiicient to admit
the potting stick, as the compost in a dry state

must be rammed until it is as firm as the old balls.

Good medium loam, old lime rubble, and a dash of

soot and bone dust suit the Cherry, also the Plum,
and, provided they are well fed when in growth,
rotten manure in the soil may be dispensed with.

When the work is finished the trees should be placed
in a close temperate house where they can be regu-
larly syringed, but the old balls being thoroughly
moist at the time of potting, root-watering may
stand over for a few days. Under this treatment
for two or three weeks the roots will take to the
new soil, when the proper place, not only for these,

but for others which do not require potting, will be
a light airy spot in the open air. In this position

they should be plunged to the rims and well

mulched to save watering, but not to put an end
to copious supplies when necessary supplemented
by good syringing after bright sunny days.

Figs.

Early forced trees now swelling the second crop

of fruit will well repay the highest culture which
can be given to them, also the crop must be well

thinned down to a fair percentage of the most for-

ward that will ripen quickly and as nearly as

possible simultaneously. This end is best secured

by rubbing off all small figlets as they show, when
in many instances others late enough to stand
through the winter and give the first crop next
year will be formed at the base of the leaves thus

deprived of their burden. As very early trees

might be induced to ripen this the third genera-

tion, I must venture the question. Would it pay ?

I think not, for in the first place, the fruit would
be much smaller than that obtained from later

trees; in the second, owing to the length of time

it would take to finish the crop properly, the trees

must be kept at work when they should be at rest

;

and last of all, being sparsely set with fruit when
the leaves fall, they would balance the account by
taking half the next season to recuperate. Aconstant
supply of Figs from April to November is by no
means difficult, but three compartments at least

should be occupied, the first and second giving two
crops each, the third only one, as late trees neither

require forcing nor pinching. By adopting this plan

none of the trees will be overworked, all of them
will give full-sized fruit, and having their proper

season of rest, they will improve with age and con-

tinue fertile for a lifetime. But, returning to our

early trees, and assuming that the roots were kept

slightly on the dry side when the flush of the first

Figs were ripening, no time must be lost in giving

them a full supply of warm diluted liquid, in add-

ing fresh top-dressing, in resuming good syringing,

and, as I have just observed, in thinning very freely.

If spider has attacked the trees, now is the time to

make a clearance by the maintenance of a tho-

roughly moist atmosphere, no difficult matter, as

fire-heat will now be at a minimum, and solar in-

fluencesalone should favour closing extra early at a

temperature ranging from 80° to 90°.

Sticcession houses in which the fruit is now be-

ginning to ripen must be kept somewhat drier by a

partial discontinuance of the use of the syringe

overhead, but the floors, walls, and other surfaces

may be regularly damped with clear diluted liquid

at least twice a day in fine weather, and on no

account must the roots at this season feel the want

of water. Should the weather pro\e exceptionally

warm firing may not be necessary certainly through

the day, but being so subject to spotting when the

temperature ranges low, a little dry lire-heat with

night air, whilst preventing condensation of mois-

ture, wiU greatly improve the quality of the fruit

and favour its keeping for a few days after removal
to a dry, airy fruit room. If required for home
use, the fruit, fully exposed to sunlight and air,

should be allowed to hang upon the trees until quite

ripe, well coloured, and inclining to crack along the

sides, but not to fly open at the eye—a sure sign of

an excess of stagnant moisture. Each Fig should

then be gathered and laid upon an inverted hair

sieve in a warm, airy store room. If, on the other

hand, the Figs are intended for packing, the house

must be kept extra dry and airy, and each fruit

must be gathered a day or two before it reaches

dead maturity.

Packing Figs.— In order to secure safe transit in

good condition, each fruit should be well coloured,

perfectly sound, and free from spot or mould when
gathered. Exposure for a few hours in a very dry

room will then do no harm, but much good, as the

atmosphere will absorb all surface moisture. A
box 4 inches in depth and sufficiently large will

take one layer of the finest Brown Turkey ever

grown, and as these suffer more from damp than

moderate pressure, the packing materials, be they

well beaten Moss or soft paper shavings, should be

thoroughly dry and elastic. Having roUed each

fruit in a dry soft Vine leaf, enclose in a square of

tissue paper to keep out dust, and at the same time

to prevent the possibility of the packing tainting

the flavour. Pad the bottom of the box with a

good layer, say, of Moss, then throw in a quantity,

and with the fingers form a nest in the left hand
corner ; introduce the first fruit, then more Moss,

and so on until the first row across the end is

finished. See that half an inch of Moss or more
forms a division between each fruit, and continue

row by row untU the box is fuU
;
press a little of

the packing well into the comers and along the

sides to prevent the possibility of any one of the

fruit touching the wood or moving; fill up with a

good layer of packing, allowing it to rise a little

above the level to ensure even pressure from the

lid; secure the latter with two small nails, cord

separately or two or three boxes together ; send by

passenger train, having advised in advance to be

met at the terminus. If Moss cannot be obtained,

use paper shavings in preference to wadding.

HARDY FBUITS.
Although aphis has not been troublesome, fruit

growers in this part of the country have had a

terrible pest to contend with in grub upon Apples,

Plums, Cherries, and bush fruits ; whilst in the

neighbourhood of Worcester and the valley of the

Terne the hailstorms have lent their aid in defo-

liating the trees. In this part of Herefordshire,

Apples are a thin and partial crop ; Pears, which

produced an irregular supply of fine blossom, have

dropped wholesale ; and Cherries are thinning down
to a light sprinkling of fruit. This condition of

our orchards does not surprise me, as I have not had

the good fortune to live in a locality in which really

good crops of fruit have followed so unkind a sum-

mer as that of 1888. The glowing accounts which

have reached me from other parts of the country as

yet have not been contradicted or qualified ;
conse-

quently I am willing to hope friends who have

dubbed me pessimist will not find their own swans

dwindling into smaller birds. Plums, I have

learned in passing through the district, are pro-

mising about Evesham, and the foliage looks well

in the distance ; but spreading sheets beneath the

trees and shaking down the grubs has not a good

ring even for those who make more money out of

half crops than of full ones. I am well aware of

the fact that it is yet early to express a decided

opinion of the fruit harvest ; not so to persevere in

picking and pinching, cleansing and training, as

next year's success in a great measure depinds

upon the way in which the trees are now man;iged.

It really fiiie summer weather now follows the

soakingrains which characterised the end of May,

growth, especially upon lightly-cropped trees, will be

unusually strong! if not gross ; consequently timely

attention must be given to repression, close train-

ing, and full exposure to light and air. Wall trees

of all kinds, if not already depiivtd of breast and
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superflnous growths, must be shortened into three

or four leaves ; whilst those retained must be closely

nailed or tied into the brickwork. Bushes and
pyramids may also be thinned, especially near the

centres, but unless space be limited, the principal

outside shoots may be allowed to extend so long as the

flow of sap is fairly distributed over every part of the

tree. Some shoots almost invariably take an undue
share of the sap, but timely pinching here comes in,

as it is by means of the linger and thumb that

the proper balance is maintained. As the trees are

manipulated and trained an eye should be kept

upon the crop of fruit, which will be fine and valu-

able or mediocre and comparatively worthless in

proportion to the way in which it is thinned. The
days when quantity took precedence of quality

have gone by; indeed, so completely have tastes

changed, that consumers now insist upon having

fine samples of the best varieties for dessert and
cooking. Another advantage is the outcome of

timely and judicious thinning, and this, it is hardly

necessary for me to repeat, is annual cropping,

as no one can gainsay the fact that enervated

trees persist in taking one season at least to recu-

perate. When thinning has been brought to a

close, fruit trees of all kinds should be kept free

from insects by copious washing in hot, dry weather,

also the crop should be assisted by timely mulch-

ing and possibly by feeding with good liquid, soot,

guano, bone-dust, or other highly concentrated

manures. The best mulch for trees growing upon
heavy soils is fresh manure from the stables, and
the same may be said of the liquid which it pro-

duces, always provided it is used in a weak state.

Cow manure is cooler and milder ; hence its value

on hot, dry, sandy soils liable to drought and upon
which the trees are subject to red spider.

Stbavtbbrbiks, most promising and abundant,

having been well littered down will take no imme-
diate harm, but any attempt at propping or sup-

porting the fruit must be taken in hand at once,

as extra early sorts will soon be ripening. Fruit for

special purposes should be well thinned and tied

up to short sticks or Birch props, well mulched,

watered if necessary, and carefully netted. Slugs

and snails are a plague in themselves, and birds,

thanks to a mild winter, are unusually plentiful.

Nets, fortunately, are very cheap, and can be ob-

tained in almost any size, the great secret of suc-

cessful use resting upon timely application. Where
stock plants put out last August have been denuded
of all their flower-scapes, the first set of runners

will soon be fit for pegging down upon small pots,

or, better still, upon 5-inch to 7-inch pots for next

year's forcing. I prefer the latter, as the roots

grow away without a check, the crowns, never too

deep, ripen well, and as compared with shifting

from 3-inch pots much time is saved in labour.

W. C.

tried this plan and found it wanting. The best of

all remedies is to dust the affected leaves with ilry

sulphur upon the first appearance of the spider.

By using a distributor the foliage can be covered
without disfiguring the bunches.—S. H.

Red spider on Vines.—No matter how perfect

the condition of the Vines may be, if an attack of

red spider develops itself on the leaves before the

berries commence to colour, the chances of the

colouring taking place are very much jeopardised if

means are not at once taken to eradicate the pest.

Nothing that I am acquainted with prevents the

berries colouring so effectively as having the foliage

covered with red spider. Two varieties—Muscat of

Alexandria and Black Hamburgh—are more sus-

ceptible to attacks than any other sorts that I am
acquainted with, probably owing to the fact that

they have more fire-heat through early forcing than
other varieties. The period when this pest most
often appears is just when the berries are com-
mencing to colour. I never yet saw a house of

either of these kinds colour well where the foliage

was infested by this spider. The most often ad-

vised remedy is that of sponging tlie leaves with
tobacco water, soapy water, or other liquid prepara-

tion. This work, however, is most dillicult to

accomplisli effectually without spoiling the appear-
ance of the bunches by rubbing the berries. Some
growers coat the pipes over with sulphur either
made into a paint and applied with a brush, or

wet the pipes through a fine-rosed water-pot
and then sjjrinkle on the sulphur, fir.st making
the pipes quite hot and closing the house. I have

GUNNERSBURY PARK.
This demesne, which ranks among the very finest

in West Middlesex, is best seen in May. Gunners-
bury is rich in noble trees. There are grand old

Cedars that have been in existence probably two
centuries ; there are lofty Elms, giant Chestnuts,
that are laden with spikes of blossom ; noble
Beeches, Oaks, Sycamores, Limes, Acacias, Ashes,
and many others. In one part of the grounds there
is a fine specimen of the Knaphill variety of Weep-
ing Beech, a tree with a most elegant pendulous
habit of growth, standing out boldly against a
background of Cedars. Some good specimens of

Weeping Ash are to be found about the grounds,
and, like the Acacia and Walnut, they are late in

coming into leaf. One can say of Gunnersbury that
it has a good soil to plant into. The planting and
transplanting of large trees are being frequently
done. Last February and in the early part of March,
Mr. Roberts transplanted trees of Lime, Sycamore,
Chestnut, &c., each from 25 feet to 30 feet in

height, and all seem to be doing well. But
it can be said of the spring that it proved a
moist one, and, therefore, favourable to newly-
planted things. Sycamore and Ash are found to

transplant well.

Thorns abound, especially some very fine speci-

mens of the common Hawthorn of the hedgerow
that have been moved from the sides of walks they
had overshadowed by reason of their size. It is

interesting to notice how much earlier in flowering
some are than others. In what is known as the
Potomac, a large breadth of new pleasure grounds
near to Kew Bridge, which was added to the estate
some years ago, some of the Thorns were in full

bloom by the first week in May, while others had
given no sign of opening their buds. The common
Thorns come into flower well ahead of the double
varieties, and thus a pleasing succession is formed.
The Lilacs are very fine—the Persian, the com-
mon white and purple, and such fine forms as
Charles X. and others. Prunus sinensis flore-

pleno displays its pure white blossoms along the
fringes of shrubberies, and there are some fine

bushes of the Guelder Rose that will soon be al-

most covered with their baU-like blossoms. One
market gardener close by Gunnersbury grows this

somewhat largely for bunching for market, and I

think it would be difficult to mention another shrub
that will bear rough treatment like this one. The
flowering branches are somewhat rudely torn from
them, but the plants soon put forth fresh growths
which produce blossoms. Patches of the double
and single Furze are seen in appropriate places, im-
parting a golden sheen just above the level of the
Grass line. It appears to be a singular provision
of this plant that while the blossoms of the double
form are sweetly scented, having the delicate
aroma of new-mown hay, the single flowers apjiear

to be quite destitute of it. The double Furze can
be planted with great advantage along the sides of

walks. Pyrus Malus fioribunda is a lovely flower-

ing tree at this season of the year, and is employed
by Mr. Roberts to rise just above the level of lower
shrubs. The Bladder Senna (Colutea arborescens) is

seen grown into a good-sized tree, and is covereil

with yellow blossoms which are followed by the curi-

ous inflated seed-pods. The Barberries are very fine.

There are two huge beds—one planted with Ber-
beris Darwini, the other with the hybrid B. steno-
jjliylla. B. Darwini is the earlier to flower, but is

not so long in the racemes as B. stenophylla.
The latter has flowers in branching raremes, and
they are of a bright yellow colour. Tlie pretty
early-flowering B. dulcis is also to be found here, but
it is later in blooming.

Mr. Roberts has also planted the double Furze at
or the sides of the ornamental w;ifer, and its golden

flowers appear additionally att ractive when reflected
in the water. At tlie head of the piece of water
near the mansion there is a waterfall, and this is

enclosed by means of various flowering and other
shrubs, such as shrubby Genistas, Spartium, Daphne
Laureola, &c., and by the side of the water, where
the soil is moister, are large clumps of Spiiiea
palmata, which grow vigorously and flower very
finely. Lithospermum prostratum is good here
also, with the Irish Heaths and clumps of Lythrum
roseum superbum.

Beds of hardy Rhododendrons and huge clumps
of the same are very effective ; the varieties very
fine, and the trusses in some cases enormous. The
plants are first of all forced into bloom in the
conservatories, and then planted out for permanent
effect.

The Copper Beech, Prunus Pissardi, and Acer
Negundo variegatum being plentifully distributed
had their appropriate effects also, 'i'hey form a
delightful foreground—the latter especially—to
masses of foliage, in which many shades of green
are perceptible—from the delicate tint of the
American Oak to the sombre green of the Yew
and the Fir. R. D.

Garden Flora.

(with

PLATE 705.
CALIFORNIAN ANNUALS.

A COLOURED PLATE OF CLAKKIA ELEGAKS
FL.-PL.*)

The garden of annual flowers is not by any
means the least important of the many phases
of summer decoration now in vogue. The ma-
jority of annuals, and the Californian ones es-

pecially, are very easily managed, and with
ordinary garden soil and successive sowings they
wUl coutuiue to give a display of flower from
early June until the frost comes in autumn.
Annuals are extremely well adapted for small
gardens. A large supply of flowers can invari-

ably be obtained from a small space, and their

present state of perfection adapts them as well
for the supply of cut flowers for the table as for

the enhancement of the flower border in the
open air. A very large number of speciea of

various kinds are now grown, and their cheap-
ness furthers their cultivation to a great extent.

The seed farms from which the annual supply is

drawn have of late years, on the Continent at
any rate, developed enormously, and now form
an industry of a very important kind, giving
constant occupation to hundreds of workers.
Annuals show improvement or development in
their habit of growth and flowers lar more
quickly than our hardy perennial plants. The
present genus of Clarki* is no exception, but
rather a stiking example of the almost incredibly

short space of time it takes the careful florist to

produce one of our best annuals from what was
practically an obscure botanical species. These
plants were only known to botanists fifty years
ago, and, if cultivated at all, only for their rarity

or interest. The florist, witli patience in select-

ing, (fee, has given us in the time specified above
an almost endless variety in form, colour, and
habit, from single to fully double flowers, and
from pure white through all the shades of
purjile to crimson, &c. All the varieties, which
are now very numerous and mostly distinct, are
eminently suited for the flower border and beds

;

the dwarfer and compact-habited kinds we find

very useful for the rock garden, where on sunny
exposed spots they give us a welcome bit of

colour. The growth of annuals, as of all other
jjlauts, is, of course, niateiially affected by the
nature of the soil they are grown in, and m all

cases we have found nothmg more suitable than
hght, rich garden soil. Clayey or retentive

soils are always considered bad for annuals,

* Drawn for The Garden by H. G. Moon at
Vorrioi-i's-lL'-lluissou, -luno, ISJv*^. Lithographed iiud

printed by UuiUuume Sevcroyus,
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even of the stronger kinds, and where such soils

exist it will be loss of time to trouble with the

Californian species at all. Tlie seed may be sown
eitlier inautumn or spring, the latter time ofneces-

sity for those kinds of a tender nature, but with
most of the hardy species and varieties I would re-

commend the beginning of September, as this

enables the plants to gain sufficient strength to

tide over the winter. Tlie autumn sown seed
will flower early in spring, when another sowing
maybe made, and thus the succession continued
throughout the summer and autumn months.
No seeds should be sown before the middle of

March. Seed sown at this time will bloom in

July, and another sowing may be made about
the middle or end of June to ttower in Septem-
ber and October. Thinning the seedlings to an
inch or so apart as soon as they are ready to

handle should never be neglected, and should
be done with care, 90 per cent, of the failures

being certainly due to carelessness Lu this simple

variety integripetala very interesting. Douglas also

sent home the seeds of this plant from the north-

western regions of America. The plant flowered

for the first time in the society's gardens, Chiswick.

It has been more prolific in varieties than C. elegans,

many of them being of the most wonderful form

and colouring, and all beautiful and attractive.

Amongst the varieties are carnea, fimbriata alba,

alba flore pleno, rosea flore-pleno, grandiflora, inte-

gripetala, integripetala compacta, limbata, kerme-

sina plena, alba plena, rubra plena, marginata,

Mrs. Langtry, nana, and nana alba ; other varieties

are marginata plena, pulcherrima, &c. C. rhom-
boidalis is not so desirable as either the above. C.

Xantiana I have not vet seen. D. K.

Clarkia pulcliella.

matter. The seedlings become stunted, and
iiower before the stems have attained the dia-

meter of an orduiary knitting needle.

C. ELEGANS, though not so variable as its near
ally C. pulchella, is the type of many striking forms,

not the least beautiful of which is the subject of

our coloured plate. The seeds of this species were
found and sent home by Douglas while travelling

for the Royal Horticultural Society in North Cali-

fornia, and flowered in their gardens at Chiswick
for the first time in 183:i. it is figured in the Bo-
ta7iical Jier/ister, tab. 1575, where the author, in

speaking of C. elegans, says " that, like the Rose,

this plant carries a charm with it which beautifies

even a weed." It differs from C. pulchella in its

broader leaves, its undivided rhomboid petals and
fertile stamens. Synonyms—Phaistoma Douglasi,

Clarkia unguiculata. The following are a few of the

names of varieties as sold by florists : Alba, alba
plena, carminea plena, carnea plena. Purple King,

rosea plena, Salmon Queen, splendens flore-pleno,

violacea plena, kc.

C. PULCHELLA.—This (see engraving) is a fine

showy annual of the most variable form, and in the

Kitchen Garden.

LATE PEAS.

There are few, if any, more popular kinds of

vegetables than Peas, and no matter how plen-

tiful these may have been during the height of

the season, a few late dishes are invariably

much appreciated. In some gardens and dis-

tricts it is possible to have them in October and

during part of November without much trouble,

but in the majority of cases a great difficulty is

experienced in effecting a good start, and in

others of preserving the crops from small birds

and early frosts. The greatest enemies to late

Peas are mildew, tomtits, and frost, and, in

spite of much painstaking, it often happens that

from one or the other, or all combined, a com-

plete failure is the result. These drawbacks,

however, do not deter the energetic gardener

from annually attempting to secure a few late

dishes, and it not unfrequently happens that

those who have the greatest difficulties to con-

tend with are the most successful in the end.

Of the many varieties tried for these late

crops it is doubtful if there is any to equal

the well-kno\vn Ne Plus Ultra, which, although

weak at the outset and really possessing a

robust constitution, is one of the most con-

tinuous bearing. Emperor of the Marrows
and British Queen are also tall growers and

good mildew-resisters, and these not unfre-

quently contmue prodtictive tUl cut down by

severe frosts. The best of the medium height

varieties for the late crops are Latest of All,

Sturdy, Veitch's Perfection, and Walker's

Perpetual Btarer—the last-named being very

like Veitch's Perfection in all respects. In the

more northern districts any of the foregoing,

sown not later than the first week in June,

ought to yield late crops, and it is useless, as a

rule, to sow them much later, but in warmer

localities tliey may well be sown from the

beginning to the middle of June. We have

succeeded well with Ne Plus Ultra and Sturdy

sown as late as the last week in June, but this

ha3 never been the case after either a very hot

summer or the other extreme.

The advice is often given to sow the second

early and the earliest varieties for producing

very late crops, but very few succeed in their

efforts with these. Mildew is the greatest

enemy to the second early Marrows, while

nearly all the round-seeded or such as First

Crop, Earliest of All, and Sangster's No. 1 form

very weakly growth and yield only light crojis

of wretchedly small pods. The must note-

worthy exception will be found in William I,

especially when new seed of it is sown. In

favourable seasons thii variety will have ripened

seed by the end of June, and if this is sown

about tho first week in July there is a pos-

sibility of the strong seedlings eventually

yielding a fauly heavy crop. If seed can be

saved or procured of either William Hurst,

Chelsea Gem, or American Wonder and sown
early in July, this might also be the means of

obtaining one or two late dishes. As neither

of these when sown late grow to more than 12

inches in height tliey can be more readily pro-

tected from frosts, and it is adWaable therefore

to grow them extensively in addition to the tall

or moderately tall varieties tried. Tlie pigmies

might survive when the giants were destroyed

by early frosts.

It is a curious and somewhat inexplicable

fact that late Peas often succeed admirably on
the wide ridges between the late rows of Celery.

If the space can be ati'orded, the trenches ought
to be lined out not less than C feet apart, and a

good dressing of solid manure dug in where the

row of Peas is to be grown before the soil is

thrown out from the trenches. The heavy mulch-
ing, for that is what it amounts to, of the latter

serves to well enclose the moisture and keeps

the ground cool about the Peas, this probably

being one of the principal causes of the success

attending the practice. If this plan is not

adopted, a somewhat high position must be
assigned the late rows of Peas and a deep and
rich root-run afforded. I recommend high

ground, especially in low-lying localities, for

the simple reason that these often escape frosts

when tender vegetables growing in lower posi-

tions are cut down. Tlie additional warmth of

the soil late in the season also acts beneficially,

and it may be this is another point in favour of

the ridges. For this and other reasons a natu-

rally deep or winter- trenched, free-working

ground is preferable to either Celery - like

trenches or newly-dug lumpy ground. The
trenches are apt to become wet .and cold in the

autumn, while lumpy ground does not suit any
crop of Peas, and is certainly the worst that

can be assigned late rows. In all warm dis-

tricts the early Potatoes can be cleared off the

borders in time for the ground to be cropped

with dwarf Peas, and if my advice is taken a

good breadth wUl be sown, as a few short rows
only are of little service. In order to have
several good dishes from these miniature varie-

ties fully two quarts of seed should be sown
thinly in drills drawn 15 inches, or even less,

apart. Nor are a few short rows of William I.

or any other medium height variety of much
service, as the pods are never very plentiful,

and fiU very slowly in the autumn.

As before hinted, a strong growth at tlie

outset is a distinct gain. If, therefore, the

ground is at all dry it should be moistened
prior to thinly sowing the seed, and the latter

ought to be covered with not less than 2 inches

of fine soil. During the first two months the

plants should never be dry at the roots, and
on the other hand must not be froqtieutly

saturated witli cold pump, spring or town water.

A weekly soaking of warm pond or soft water
and an early mulcliing of strawy manure best

suit Peas generally and late rows in particular,

and if liquid manure is applied this should be
done after the grouiul has been previously

moistened with clear water. Tlius treated there

is much less likelihood of mildew seriously af-

fecting the plants, but on the contrary they will

grow and branch vigorously, premature crop-

ping being thereby avoided.

In many instances if the late varieties sown
about the end of May or early in June were

more liberally treated these would continue

bearing until frosts intervene. In tho first

place they must be grown rather thinly and
kept from cropiiing prematurely, as just advised.

They also ought to have good tall stakes or

sufficiently high to prevent the haulm from

breaking down, and the earliest formed pods
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should either be removed before they fill or as
fast as they are moderately well filled. Thus
favoured there will be no early check to the
growth of the haulm, and in the month of Octo-
ber and the early part of November a few good
dislies would most probably be available. We
have the greatest difficulty in preserving late
Peas from the tits, and sparrows are also trouble-
some. The former have to bo caught in small
spring traps and the latter scared with the gun.

W. lOGULDEN.

CULTURE OF LETTUCE.
Lettuce will do well in any fairly good garden
soil inclining to be light rather than heavy in tex-
ture. For early and late plantings a warm and
rather dry situation is preferable to a cool, moist
one, but for summer and early autumn Lettuces
these conditions should be reversed. If the
ground is not naturally rich, it should be liberally
dressed with well-decomposed manure, digging it

into the ground a good spit deep some time before
setting the plants in it, although very good results
can and are annuaUy secured by planting the ground
the same tiay it is dug.

Seed sowinc;.—About the third week in January
the first sowing, consisting of the Paris White Cos
and Grand Admiral (Cabbage Lettuce), should be
made in a pit or frame placed on a hotbed in which
there is sufficient bottom-heat to start the seed,
and afterwards to keep the plants growing steadily
until they can be pricked out under some old gar-
den lights in a sunny border. The soil in the lights,
including 3 inches or 4 inches thick of light soil
on the top, should be within 2 inches or 3 inches
of the glass to ensure a sturdy growth in the young
plants. Where the pit or frame accommodation is

not to be had, the seed should be sown under an
old sash or hand-light in a warm corner out of
doors about the middle or end of February. The
plants resulting from this sowing will make a good
succession to the autumn-raised ones. A second
sowing should be made the last week in March, and
a third the middle of April. This time, in addition
to the varieties mentioned. White Heart (Cos) and
Favourite (Cabbage) should be sown on a border
having a west aspect. The second week in May,
first and last weeks in June, and again in the middle
of July, small successional sowings should be made.
The last two sowings should consist of such ster-
ling varieties as Paris White Cos, Improved Black-
seeded Bath Cos, Favourite, and Marvel (red-
edged Cabbage). The plants from these sowings
will come in for use in autumn and early winter.
The last sowing to produce plants for use in heated
and cool pits in January, February, and March,
and in warm borders out of doors in April, May,
and the first and second weeks in June, should be
made from the middle to the 25th of August.
The former date will be none too soon in the
northern parts of the kingdom, and the latter date
will be time in the south. Improved Black-seeded
Bath Cos, Hick's Hardy White Cos, and Hammer-
smith Hardy Green Cabbage are the best varieties
for this sowing.

Pricking out and THANSrLANTiNO.—In every
case these operations should be carried out before
the plants become crowded in the seed-beds. The
plants should be dibbled out in a south or west bor-
der, in rows 4 inches apart, and at the same distance
from plant to plant in the rows, and watered to settle
the soil about the roots. If the plants can be
shaded for a few days from sunshine they will
the more readily re-establish themselves, and these
operations should be performed in dull, showery
weather. If the ground is ready by the time the
young plants are fit for pricking out, they may be
pricked out at once in rows 12 inches apart and at
the same distance in the rows, giving water at the
roots to settle the soil about them. Previous to
planting, a surface-dressing of fresh soot should
be given, t^apital Lettuces may and are annually
grown on Celery ridges during the interval of
forming tlie trenches and the earthing up of the
Celery plants.

Where the ground is plentiful, there can be no

question about the finest and most solid specimens
of Lettuces being obtained by sowing the seed very
thinly—say 3 inches apart, in drills about 1 inch
deep and 12 inches asunder, the ground having
been prepared beforehand in the usual way. Thus
grown, and afterwards attended to with water, the
plants never experience the slightest check. In
due time they should be thinned out— first at
G inches and subsequently at 12 inches in the rows.
In case blanks should occur while the plants are
small, and if necessary to extend the plantations,
the thinnings may be transplanted in the usual way.
The plants resulting from seed sown in the end of
June and the middle of July will, as already stated,

come in for use in autumn and early winter.
Towards the end of October, and before the Lettuces
are injured by frost, they should be taken up care-
fully with good balls of soil, and be planted 3 inches
or 4 inches apart in a cool pit or frame, placed on a
south border from which frost and heavy rains can
be kept out, putting the plants as deep in the soil

as they were before and giving water to settle the
soil about the roots. Take care in doing so to avoid
wetting the plants, especially the centre or heart-
leaves.

In the absence of frost and heavy rains these
plants should have an abundance of fresh air given
them according to the weather. The great enemy
to be guarded against in the preservation of Let-
tuces is damp. The plants raised from seed sown
in August should in due time be pricked out, those
in slightly heated pits at 6 inches every way from
plant to plant, drawing every other plant for early

use before they touch, giving 3 inches between the
plants in cool pits and in warm and somewhat dry
borders out of doors. The plants in cold pits and
out of doors must be protected from the eSiects of

frost by shutters. Fern, &c. Slugs, which are fre-

quently troublesome to Lettuce plants thus grown,
should be hunted up and destroyed, afterwards
laying occasionally a mixture of fresh soot and
lime between the plants and the wall, fence or

edging as a means of warding them off. As early

in February or March as the nature of the weather
permits put some of the autumn-raised plants in a
nice rich piece of ground having a south or west
aspect, and if possible sheltered from the north
and east by a wall or fence of some kind. In
planting thus early in the season level the soil well

up round the stems of the plants so as to prevent
lodgment of water about their collars. In making
plantations during the summer it will be an advan-
tage to the plants to leave a slight depression round
their collars for the reception of water. The plants
put out early should have a few Spruce or other
boughs stuck in the ground between the rows as

a protection from frosts and cutting winds for a
week or ten days until they become re-esta-

blished. Successional plantings should be made
every three weeks from March to the middle of

August.

After treatment.—This consists in keeping
the plants moist at the roots in every stage of

their growth. A free use should be made of the
Dutch hoe between the plants with a view to ac-

celerating growth as well as keeping them free from
weeds.

Blanching the heads.—In order to get as

great a portion of the leaves of the individual heads
of Lettuce as white and crisp as possible, recourse
should be had to tying up the leaves, but not too
tightly, with bands of matting when the heads
have nearly attained to their full size. As the

leaves of the Cos Lettuce are self-folding, they do
not, as a rule, require tying up, although by doing
so the process of blanching is more effectually

completed. The tying up should be performed
when the leaves are quite dry. The Cabbage
Lettuces generally require to be tied up to become
thoroughly blanched. One band of matting, which
should be tied within a couple of inches of the top

of the heads, is ample for each Lettuce.

Saving seed.—The autumn-raised plants are the

best to save seed from, selecting the finest and
truest specimens of the respective varieties for this

])urpose. Those that heart quickly, but show least

disposition to send up their llower-spikes are to

be preferred. In order to keep the varieties true

only one kind should be seeded in any one garden
at the same time. The plants should be tied to

sticks to prevent them being injured by the wind.
The seed which ripens first on the plants is the
best. It will retain its vitality for three or four

years if properly ripened.
Insects.—The Lettuce is subject to the attacks

of various insects. These include the caterpillars

of the garden swift (Hepialus lupulinus), of the
heart and dart moth (Agrotis exclamationis), of the
common dart moth (A. segetum), and the maggots
of the spotted crane fly (Tipula maculosa), and they
quickly make their presence known by the havoc
which they work among the roots of the plants.

Wireworms, too, are sometimes very troublesome by
eating the roots as well as the stems. Occasionally
the leaves of the Lettuce are attacked by the cater-

pillar of the Cabbage moth (Mamestra brassioie),

and the maggots of the Lettuce fly (Anthomyia
lactuca;) prove destructive to the seed crop by
eating the seeds. The best remedy that I know of

for the riddance of the above-named depredators is

to well surface-dress the ground with fresh soot im-
mediately before planting, scratching it into the eoU
with the rake. A few annual dressings of this

powerful fertiliser will rid the ground so dressed of

all insects, and a slight sprinkling of a mixture of

lime and soot over the seedling plants before they
come into flower and while the leaves are damp
will make short work of the Lettuce flv.

H. "W. Ward.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.

Mushrooms in Hot Weather.
Fresh Mushrooms are always esteemed in the
kitchen, but in hot weather are rarely forthcoming.
High temperatures and a dry atmosphere are fre-

quent causes of failure in the winter, and the former
are principally responsible for an early collapse in

the summer. Open sheds are not suitable for grow-
ing Mushrooms in hot weather, nor are they often
obtained from ordinary Jlushroom houses. The
majority of Mushroom liouses have slated or tiled

roofs, and in many instances have no ceilings.

During the hottest part of the day the sun shines
fiercely on these and naturally unduly raises the
temperature for several hours. Thatched roofs are
the best for all weathers, and the least that can be
done at the present time is to either cover the roofs
with mats or heavily coat them over with liuiewash.

Mushroom houses ought to be as hermetically
closed against warm air as an ice house, and if they
do not seem refreshingly cool when entered at this

time of year they are not suited to the production of
Mushrooms. By far the best produce, however, is

to be had now from the ridge-shaped open-air beds.
If these, even it located in a sunny position, are
covered with strawy litter a foot in depth, the beds
may be kept comparatively cool in the hottest
weather. Just now we are frequently gathering
line, juicy, pink-gilled Mushrooms from an 0|ien-

air bed spawned late last autunm, and there is every
prospect of successional gatherings for another
three weeks. Old beds in either houses or the open
air should not be too quickly broken up. If

on examination the manure is very moist and
much decayed, it is useless to retain the beds
any longer; but it tlie manure appears to be
overrun with fine thread-like roots, a thorough
moistening may be all that is needed to bring up a
plentiful crop of Mushrooms to the surface. It is

of no avail to merely damp the surface. A mass of
dry soil and manure needs watering frequently be-
fore it becomes properly moistened, and if the
water used is rather strongly impregnated with
salt, this will have both a cooling and fertilising

effect on tlie beds. Some prefer to lightly cover a
bed with fresh stable litter prior to watering, but
we find open-air beds vary considerably, some
parts, perhajis, being quite dry and others moist
enough. Only the dry places should be watered,
this being repeated for two or three days in suc-
cession, and the litter covering at once returned
each time. All the old lieds, whether under cover
or nut, ought to be heavily covered with litter, this

pnclosing the moisture as well as excluding heat,
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but newly-formed beds ought to be in a shady or
naturally cool position and not covered in for a
time, or otherwise the manure will most probably
become overheated and be spoilt. On no account
should the old stumps be left in a bed to spread
corruption all round in a few hours. Large clusters
when about half-grown ought to be pulled out roots
and all, and isolated Muslirooms twisted out of the
beds. When the old roots are scooped or drawn
out of the beds, it not unfrequently happens that
fresh clusters spring up very close to the holes
thus made.

Celeriac.

Small samples of this Turnip-rooted Celery are
of little value, and the aim, therefore, should be to
grow them as large as possible. If not already
done, the plants ought to be pricked out on a shal-
low bed of manure with a facing of fine soil dis-
posed on a hard bottom, or exactly as the ordi-
nary Celery is prepared for planting, and if the
plants are covered with a frame they more quickly
become ready for transplanting. Early Cauliflowers
can usually be cleared off in time for the ground to
be occupied by Celeriac, and unless the site

was very freely manured for the former, a liberal
dressing of manure ought to be forked into the
surface in preference to burying it deeply. A
lumpy or heavy soil is unsuited to this crop. When
the plants touch each other in the bed where
pricked out they ought to be put out where they
are to grow, any further delay being unwise. Each
should be cut out with a good square of soil and
roots attached, and all side shoots or suckers
neatly trimmed off. Plant quite on the surface
IS inches apart each way and keep well watered
till well established. In a dry season Celeriac re-

quires to be watered as often as the Celery in the
trenches, and ought to receive a mulching of short
manure. It should be remembered that the base
or Turnip-like root only is eatable, and this must
therefore be kept cleared of all side shoots, and not
moulded over in any way till fully grown. In
France Celeriac is more generally grown than
in this country, but there are a few English esta-
blishments where it is appreciated both for cooking
and serving as a vegetable and also for soups.
The roots can be kept as late as May, and are thus
available for six months or longer each season.

Planting Celery.

It cannot be too often pointed out for the benefit

of the inexperienced how unwise it is to leave
Celery plants crowded in either the seed bed or
where they have been pricked out. When sturdy
well-rooted plants are transferred to the trenches,
they seem to experience no ill effects from the re-

moval, and this no matter how hot and dry the
weather may be. Much drawn or leggy plants, on
the contrary, quickly fall about the trenches, and
are a long time before they recommence active
growth. The experienced gardener prepares his

trenches early, it may be months before they are
required for the Celery, and while the manure and
soil are becoming sweetened and otherwise well
prepared for the reception of the plants, the ridges
between the trenches are closely cropped with
kidney Beans, Lettuces, Radishes, and not unfre-
quently Peas are also grown between more widely
disposed trenches. The trenches being ready, the
first favourable opportunity is taken of putting out
the plants. Showery weather is to be preferred for

the operation, and thousands of plants might be
put out in a day, but when all is in readiness we do
not wait for rain and thereby risk spoiling the
plants. Before the plants are disturbed a good
watering should be given, and all may then be cut
out each with not less than t inches square of soil

and roots, this coming cleanly off the hard bottom.
All should be cleared of suckers and dead leaves,

and carefully carried to the trendies as required.

If there is a good deptli of soil in the trench, or
should the manure forked in be well decayed, the
quickest and best way is to open rather wide drills

in the trench with a broad hoe, the plants being
set in this and the soil levelled and well pressed
about them witli the hands or with a trowel.
Wlien a single row only is grown in a trench,
the plants may be put out s inches apart, q,t

which distance they will grow to a senice-
able size, but if required extra fine or fit for ex-
hibition, they mu.st be allowed 12 inches. If the
trenches are IS inches wide, these being intended
for a double row of plants, the plants should be
disposed 12 inches apart each way, while trenches
5 feet wide will hold four rows of plants. The
Celery ouglit to be planted in straight lines across
the bed and not less than 12 inches apart each
way

;
unless so arranged, that is to say, phinted in

squares, it will be very difficult to mould the plants
up properly. All should be well watered in, and if

given overhead waterings in the evenings of hot
days and occasional soakings, the plants will grow
rapidly and strongly. Soot freely dusted over and
about the plants acts as a fertiliser, and also serves
to keep away both slugs and the Celery fly.

Young CABRoia.
This season, owing to repeated failures and late

or repeated sowings in consequence, there will in
many instances be less need to make the usual
sowing in June. Where, however, the April sow-
ings did not fail from any cause, the thinnings will
soon be too large to suit the tastes of those who
require a constant supply of tender young roots,

and another sowing ought, therefore, to be made at
once. The preference should be given to one of
the stump-rooted varieties, notably, Nantes Horn,
and this ought to be sown on rather light ground
in drills 9 inches apart. If the plants are lightly
thinned where at all thick and kept clear of weeds,
a good supply of roots should be obtained early in
the autumn, and a good bed would last nil the
winter. AVhen quite small roots only are desired
another sowing must be made in July and again in
a frame early in August, the small French Horn
being the variety mostly preferred by first-class

cooks. These small Carrots are so much in demand
at some large establishments as to necessitate the
use of quite a series of frames in the summer and
autumn as well as the winter and early spring
months.

Various.

Slugs have a great partiality for quite small seed-
ling Globe Artichokes and Cardoons, and this season
we have been obliged to raise a number in pots
under glass to make good the blanks caused by
those pests. If the iVrtichokes are given good room
the plants will produce fine heads in August or
September ; therefore thin out to not less than 15
inches apart in the rows or shallow trench in

which they were sown. Any raised in pots must
be planted early, or they become badly root-bound
and do not attain a serviceable size the same
season. Old plants are producing fine heads
rather earlier than usual, and these are much
appreciated. Many of the old stools pushed up
more suckers than usual, and those who neglected
to thin these to three or four in number will have
but few good heads. Artichokes are naturally
gross feeders, and are, therefore, much lienefited by
liberal supplies of liquid manure and a rich mulch-
ing. Potatoes on warm borders in early localities

are now fit for use, and as they are cleared off,

the ground should be cleaned, levelled, and the
surface made fine. Strawberries, late Kidney
Beans, salading, or late Broccoli and Cauliflowers
can be sown or planted in close succession. I'ota-

toes generally have come through the ground
evenly, but on heavy soils the haulm is not
strong. Those sets planted with one strong
sprout attached have done much the best. It is

advisable to thin out their shoots where very
numerous, and if not too quickly moulded up they
will gain in strength more rapidly. Cauliflowers
should be watched closely, as a few hours' exposure
to full sunshine soon; discolours the hearts, and
caterpillars nmst also be caught. The lower leaves

may be snapped ofE and placed over the advancing
hearts, or, better still, the bl;inching be effected by
tying the lea\es together o\er the centres. Liquid
manure, or some kind of special manure, washed in '

greatly assists in the development of fine close

hearts. A few hours spent in surface hoeing now,
or on a bright day, may save several days' unsatis-

factory labour later on. The whole of the clear

ground should be stirred, whether weeds are seen

or not, and weeds in the rows of seedling plants
drawn out. W. I.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCHEN.

Tomato Horsford'a Prelude is oni? of the
finest varieties for pot culture. It bears freely, aud
the fruit.s ax'e of good colour, size, aud flavour. It is

one of the kinds largely cultivated in the Chiswick
Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Savoys.—In many cases Savoys are sown, planted,
and matured too early. I have known them to be
hard in the head in August, and very generally so in
September, when it would have been much better for
the cultivator if tliey had not attained this condition
until November ; but by that time many of the earliest

begin to split and spoil, and as a winter vegetable they
are then useless. No one cares for Savoys so long as
Kidney Beans, Peas, and other choice vegetables are
obtainable, and they ought only to be grown for
winter supply, aud if secured from November until
April they will he found most useful.—J. MuiR.

Cucurabers.— It would be very interesting to

know the history of the best Cucumbers in ordinary
cultivation. Thus we constantly hear that Tele-

graph is the best frame variety, and out of my-
riads of crosses that have been made from time to

time nine-tenths of the progeny seem to revert to

the Telegraph again. Is Telegraph a really hivia

A'A'distinrt kind after all? If seed of all the kinds or

assumed kinds in cultivation could be obtained and
grown, no doubt we should find that a large ma-
jority would be of the Telegraph strain. Smooth
Cucumbers seem to have ousted the old Black Spine
varieties, of which Blue Gown is such a fine type.

A very smooth, handsome, but rather short green
Cucumber is Hoyal Windsor, that seems traceable

back to Hedsor Prolific or Masters' Prolific, although
greatly inferior. I crossed Royal Windsor with
Tender and True two years since and obtained a
wonderful cropper with handsome fruits of medium
length, but last season was an unfavourable one for

cold frame grown Cucumbers.—A. D.

Trees and Shrubs.

MAGNOLIAS.
Ajiong trees which bloom here during the last

days of April and in early May, none compare
in the magnificence and profusion of flowers

witli those species and varieties of Magnolia
which produce them in advance of the appear-

ance of the leaves. They are all natives of

China aud of Japan, and all belong to or are

derived from three species. Most of these

plants have been known iu this country for

many years, and their perfect hardiness and
adaptability to the climate of Eastern America
have been abundantly demonstrated. They
grow rapidly under proper conditions, and be-

gin to produce their marvellous flowers when
only a few feet high. They are not seen here,

however, as often as might be expected, and,

relatively, they are probably less frequently

planted than they were thirty or forty years ago.

As no one ever sees a good plant of Magnolia
conspiciia in full bloom without being filled with

admiration and the desire to possess such a

wonderful object, their comparative rarity in

American gardens can only bo explained by the

facts that all these plants are rather difficult to

transplant, unless it is done at the right time,

and that they are fastidious about soil and
require clean and constant cultivation until they

are fully established. The secret of transplanting

Magnolias successfully consists in doing it as the

leaves are opening ; that is, in the case of theso

Asiatic .species, just after the flowers have fallen.

Magnolias liave large, fleshy roots, which decay
rapidly when they are cut or bruised, and do
not, therefore, recover easily from transplanting

unless the plants arc moved at a time when
they are in active growth, and so in a condition
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to make new rootgrowth rapidly. Magnolias
moved early, while the roots are dormant, often

sutler seriously or do not start to grow again, so

that by many people they are considered ditii-

cult trees to transplant, while in reality they

are not, if the peculiar character of their roots

is considered, more difficult to manage than other

trees. They all dread drought, and do best in

peaty soil. Drainage does not appear essential and
tine plants are developed in positions where the

ground is saturated with water during several

months of the year, and where it is never
completely dry during periods of protracted

drought. Such constant moisture is not, how-
ever, necessary to them, and very fine speci-

mens may be seen growing in good, ordinary

garden soil. They love the same treatment as

the Rhododendrons—a soil of peat, leaf-mould,

sand, and turfy loam deep enough to prevent
dryness at the roots, and an open situation in

the full sun, that the flowering wood may be
thoroughly ripened. The ground about them
should be kept clean and well cultivated for a

few years after planting, and abundant space be
allowed for the free lateral development of the

lower branches. It is now known—thanks to

the intelligence of an American horticulturist—
that all of the Chinese Magnolias grow more
rapidly and make larger and more shajiely plants

if they are grafted on some one of the strong-

growing American species. M. acuminata and
M. tripetala are used for this purjiose in Ameri-
can nurseries, and each is preferred by dill'erent

cultivators. Only plants grafted upon one of

these species should be bought or planted, as

they are unquestionably better than any others.

These Magnolias are naturally shapely plants,

and they suffer from crowding. Indeed, their

proper use is as single specimen plants, isolated

upon the lawn or rising from the midst of broad
masses of Rhododendrons, whose dark green
foliage makes a proper setting for the blooming,
but leafless Magnolias. The foliage, when it

does appear, is rather heavy ; the outline of the
plants is bushy and compact, and they do not
contrast well with other trees if brought into
immediate connection with them.

Magmolia .stellata.

The earliest to flower is this little shrubby
Magnolia (the M. Halleana of some American
gardens), the last introduced into our gardens,
and still very rare. It has been so often de-
scribed in these columns that further mention
of it is unnecessary beyond the bare facts that
it is perfectly hardy, that it flowers here soon
after the middle of April, and that it is one of
the most beautiful and desirable shrubs of

recent introduction.

Magnolia coNsncuA
follows M. stellata in time of blooming, its

flowers opening here in ordinary seasons about
the Ist of May. This is the handsomest of the
whole series in flower, and the most desirable,
except that here in New England the flowering
period is sometimes cut short by the north-east
rain-storms, which often arrive simultaneously
with the flowers ; and that in climates where
spring frosts prevail these early flowers are de-
stroyed. M. conspicua is a shapely, round-
headed tree, capable of reaching a height of 50
feet or more under favourable conditions. It

is low-branched, the main branches dividing in
many tortuous, branching divisions. The bark
of the stem and of the main branches is smooth
and ashy grey ; that of the young branches is

ches>tnut-brown. The flowor-limls, which are
formed during the summer, are large, an<l pro-
tected during winter by thick, woolly, stipular
sheaths. The flowers, with putaloid sepals, are
pure creamy white and pleasantly fragrant;

they are cup-shaped, 4 inches or 5 inches deep,

with obovate, mucronate sepals and petals, 2

inches broad, and red stamens. They are pro-

duced in the greatest profusion, and quite cover

the trees as with a white sheet. They are

quickly followed by the leaves, which are obo-

vate, contracted into a short stout point, 3
inches or 4 inches long, downy when young on
the lower surface, ultimately thick and deep
dark green. The fruit is slender, often con-

torted, and 2 inches or 3 inches long. It is

produced here abundantly.

M. conspicua is a native of China, where it

seems to be widely distributed from the neigh-
bourhood of Pekin to Shanghai, and probably
also of Japan, where it is very generally culti-

vated. It is the Yulan of the Chinese and of

European gardens, and the M. Yulan of Des-
fontaines and some other botanists. An in-

teresting account of this tree may be found
in the " Memoires concernant I'Histoire des
Sciences des Chinois," written by the early

French missionaries at Pekin (iii., 441), from
which it appears that the Yulau was cultivated

under the dynasty of Tang in 027, and has since

been always a favourite in the gardens of the
Imperial palaces and of the temples, and that

young plants are used for the decorations of the

Imperial apartments in winter. It is the symbol
of candour and of beauty, and a powder pre-

pared from the green fruit is used to alleviate

bronchial afl'ections. M. conspicua was intro-

duced into Europe as early as 1779, but it was
much later before its beauty was appreciated
and it became common in cultivation there.

There seems to be no record of its earliest in-

troduction into the gardens of the United States,

and if there are any very large plants in the
country they will be found probably near some
of the large cities of the middle or South
Atlantic States. The best in the north are in

the city of Newburg, where very fine symmetri-
cal specimens may be seen, planted no doubt by
Downing, or propagated in the nurseries which
he early established there, and from which many
good plants were sent into the gardens of this

country.

Magnolia obovata.

Thunberg, who was in Japan from 1773 to

1779, discovered there this shrubby Magnolia,
with slightly obovate or acuminate loaves, pre-

cocious, fragrant flowers, with very small yellow
or yellow-green, naiTowly acuminate sepals and
large acuminate petals, deep purple on the ex-

terior, and creamy white on the interior face.

This is variously known also as M. purpurea,
M. discolor, and M. denudata. It was intro-

duced into Europe a few years after its dis-

covery. It is a hardy shrub, once a great

favourite in gardens, although now much less

commonly seen than formerly, having given
way to that race of hybrids of which it is one of

the parents.

Hybrid Magnolias.

The first of these hybrids dates from 182G.

It sprang from a seed of a M. cousjncua in the

garden of M. Soulange-Budin, of Fremont, in

France, of which the flowers had been fertilised

with the pollen of M. obovata. Whether this

hybrid was tlie result of chance or of intention

is doubtful. Loudon ("Arboretum,"' i. , 278)

speaks confidently of "accidental fecundation,''

but in the elaborate account of this hybrid, to

which is joined the earliest figure, published in

the " Aniiales do la Socii'te iV Horticulture de

Paris" (i., 90), it is expressly stated that M. S.ju-

lange intentionally hybridised the flowers of M.
conspicua with pollen of M. obovata. It is now
known as M. Snulangean.-i, and is alnmst inter-

mediate between the two parents, except in

habit, which is arborescent, and not different

from that of M. conspicua. The leaves are in-

termediate in size and narrowly obovate, with
the jioint of those of M. conspicua. The flowera

are also intermediate in size, with smaller sepals

than occuronthose of M. conspicua, althoughstill

petaloid, and the sepals .and petals are streaked,

especially towards the base, with purple. This
jilant, although far less beautiful in the colour

of its flowers than M. couspicua, has the advan-
tage of blooming a week or ten days later, and,
therefore, at a time when storms and frosts are

less liable to injure the flowers. It is as hardy
as either of its jiarents, and produces fertile seeds.

A number of other hybrids between these

species appeared in Europe about the same time
as M. Soulangeana, differing in the amount and
in the shade of purple of the flowers, and espe-

cially in the size and shape of the sepals.

INIagnolia Alexandrina and M. speciosa, accord-

ing to Karl Koch, originated in the garden of

M. Cels, a famous French patron of botany and
horticulture, and M. Nortbertiana, another
hybrid, in that of Soulauge-Bodin. The plant

which grows here under the last name is remark-
able for its small greenish white acute sepals,

hardly larger than those of M. obovata. The
flowers are only faintly marked with purple, are

small, 3 inches to S.V inches deep, and are the

last to appear, being fully a week later than
those of M. Soulangeana, and between two or

three weeks later than those of M. conspicua.

The trees are as free-growing as the other? and
equally hardy. Whether this is the variety

originally distributed as M. Nortbertiana it is

impossible to say, or to satisfactorily distinguish

any of the various forms of these hybrids except

the original M. Soulangeana. They vary little

among themselves ; descriptions, when they can

be found, are not reliable, and there are no
coloured figures which can be depended upon t

refer to. Certain forms are known traditionally

in certain nurseries or gardens under certain

names, but such traditions are always mislead-

ing, and it seems hopeless, at least with the

information available in this country, to do
otherwise than call all forms with purple and
white flowers varieties of M. Soulangeana, and
drop the other names.

A hybrid of more recent appearance and of

doubtful origin is Ln some respects the most
interesting of the whole series. This is the
plant known in gardens as M. Lenn6. Van
Houtte, who published a coloured jdate of the
flowers twenty years ago, took it for granted
that it was a hybrid between M. conspicua and
M. obovata. He states, without further expla-

nation, that it originated accidentally in Lom-
bardy, where it was discovered by the nursery
gardener. Turf, of Erfurt, who introduced it

into Germany, naming it m honour of Lenne,
the Royal Garden Inspector at Berlin. The
origin of this plant is not as apparent as that of

M. Soulangeana, however ; that is, it is not as

clearly intermediate in characters between its

two supposed parents. It is shrubby rather than
arborescent in habit, with wide-spreading stems
branching from the ground. The branchlets

are much smaller than those of the other Mag-
nolias of this class ; the leaves are larger than
those of the other species, they are broadly ovate

or sometimes slightly obovate and pointed at

the .summit, but (piite destitute of the short

contracted point found in those of M. conspicua
and of M. Soidangean.a. The flowers are the

largest of the series, ,'!.'. inches to t iuclies deep,

with coloured petaloid oliovate sepals about one-

half the size of tlio petals, which are broadly
obovate, rounded at the extremities, fully 4

inches across, deep dark purple over the whole
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of the exterior surface, and pure snowy-
white in the interior. The anthers are deep
and the anthers paler purple. The flowers

are deliciously fragrant, and the fruit and
seeds, which are produced in profusion, are

larger than those of either of the supposed
parents. M. Lenno might very well pass for a
very robust, large-flowered variety of M. obovata
were it not for the petaloid sepals and the

broadly obovate petals, which point to the blood
of M. conspicua and a probable hybrid—a solu-

tion which, however, is not altogether satis-

factory.

M. gracilis of gardens I have never seen, but,

judged by the figure in Hooker's " Paradisus
Londinensis" (t. Ixxxvii.), is nothing more than
a slender form of M. obovata.

Magnolia Campeelli.

The handsomest of the Magnolias with pre-

cocious flowers, and the finest of the genus, with
the exception perhaps of the evergreen M.
grandiflora of our southern forests, is M. Camp-
belli, a large forest tree, peculiar to the moun-
tain valleys of Sikkim and Bhotan, at elevations

of 8000 feet to 10,000 feet. The flowers are
white or rose-coloured and 8 inches or 10 inches

across. This species is apparently difficult to

manage, although it has been cultivated for

many years in difl'erent parts of Europe. It has
flowered in a garden near Cork, in Ireland,

where this tree is fairly hardy, but in Northern
Italy it has so far, I believe, failed to produce
flowers, and I have not heard of it blooming
elsewhere. It is hardly probable that it has
been introduced into the United States, although,

owing to the more humid summer climate, it

might be expected to flourish in some parts of

the Gulf States perhaps better than in Southern
Europe.—C. S. S., in Ganhn and Forest.

Early clipping of Quick hedges.—Many
persons make a mistake in not paying sufficient

attention to the clipping of Quick hedges at an
early date. Much depends upon the manner in

which a Quick hedge is managed during the season

of its growth. To form the thickest and conse-

quently the best hedge, at least three times during
the year the new growth should be cut. In this

manner additional growth is made by the breaking
back of the young shoots, and as every growth adds
to the thickness of the hedge the treatment must
be correct, as an increase of shoots is the one
object in view.

Ceanothus divaricatus.—Growing at the bass
of the dwelling-house here on a southern aspect is

a plant of this Ceanothus which has reached a
height of 30 feet, and covers a space about 20 feet

wide. Pruning of the shoots has not been done
severely, but a rather loose growth has been encou-
raged. The leading growths have all been kept
fastened to the wall as they progressed, and at the
base branches 'A feet long have been allowed to ex-

tend. At times these have been cut in for the sake
of convenience, but it is here where the fewest
flowers are to be seen, while the points of the lead-

ing branches are completely covered with blossom,
so much so that it is only with difficulty that the
leaves can be seen. Grown in this manner, this

Ceanothus is a charming plant for covering a large

space in a short time.

—

South Hants.

The Snowdrop Tree (Halesia tetraptera).

—

A specimen of this is remarkably pretty when
every twig is thickly studded with its drooping
bell-shaped blossoms ; but, unfortunately, they do
not retain their beauty long. The Snowilrop Tree
seems to delight in a cool moist soil, and of not too
shallow a nature, as in dry gravelly spots it is never
met with in a flouri.shing condition. It is a native
of Carolina and ^'irginia, and is said to gi-ow on
the banks of rivers, so that its liking for a moist
spot is fully accounted for. In the l?nitcd States it

is also known as the Silver Bell Tree. There are
two or three other species of Halesia and the pretty

flowering Japanese shrub, formerly known as Ptero-

styrax hispidum, is now included in the genus
Halesia. Its cultural requirements are about the

same as the one above mentioned, as in dry soils it

is never seen to advantage.—T.

YUCCA WHIPPLEI.
Thikty years have elapsed since the veteran
botanist Torrey described in the year 1858 the
fine plant which forms the subject of the present
article. Botanists were at once struck with its

peculiar aspect, the short glaucous leaves being
disposed in a rosette, more like the foliage of a
Litt;ea than that of a trne Yucca, and the in-

florescence being disproportionately large for the
foliage, the leaves also being finely, but distinctly

at New York, and then some were sent to Europe
where they flowered in 1870 with Mr. Peacock
in England, and also at Haarlem in Holland
with Messrs. Krelage, to whom they had been
consigned under the name of Yucca callfornica.

Grown subsequently in the south of France, in
a warm and dry climate resembling that of their

native California, fine, fully-developed plants of

Y. Whipplei might be seen in flower along the
coast of the Mediterranean. We have already
described and figured one magnificent noble-
flowered form which originated in the Jardin
d'Acclimatation at Hyeres. The species is rather
tender for the more northerly parts of France,
but seems to sufl'er more from moisture than
from cold. In England Canon Ellacombe did

not succeed in keeping it alive out
of doors. At Lacroix, in Touraine, it

has grown pretty well with ua for the
last four or five years, but has never
flowered. The accompanying illustra-

tion was taken from a plant growing
at Hyeres, where, as everywhere else

in the south of France, it flourishes in

perfection.

—

Eceue Horticole.

Snowy Mespilus (Mespilus grandi-
flora).—This must be included among the
most select trees for a lawn, as in such a
position it forms a tree that reaches a
height of 20 feet or thereabouts, with
a roundish, yet somewhat spreading head,
and in some individuals the branches
sweep the turf. The large, oblong-shaped
leaves are of a deep green tint, and serve
as a setting to the white blossoms, which
are as much as 2 inches in diameter.
They are usually solitary, and before
dropping become flushed with pink.
When first expanded and the blooms are
still pure white, the brightly-coloured
anthers stand out conspicuously from the
rest of the flower. Though the blossoms
are so large the fruits are comparatively
small, and cannot be eaten in the same
way as those of the common Medlar
( Mespilus germanica). The large flowered
Medlar has been known in this country
throughout the present century, but,
except in a few old-fashioned gardens, it

is now rarely or never met with. Ac-
cording to Loudon, its native country is

not known, but it is now, I believe,
generally regarded as a native of the Cau-
casian region. Besides the specific name
of grandiflora, it is also as frequently
known as Mespilus Smithi, and is by
some regarded as a Crataegus.—T.

Piptanthus nepalensis. — It may
interest your corre.spondent "T." perhaps
to know that this handsome Laburnum
flowers well and ripens its fruit perfectly
in this district (Lower Annandale) every
year. I have known it for a good many
years, certainly for at least fifteen, and
it has been perfectly hardy, undergoing
the severe winters within that period

toothed—an unusual feature in the genus. ' without suffering in the least, and in both dis-

These points of difference even appeared to [

tricts unprotected even by a wall. In one case it

Engelmann to aflbrd suflicient grounds for form- was at the south-east end of a greenhouse, and

Yucca Whipplei.

ing a special section or sub-genus under the
name of " Hespero-yucca," while ho included
all the other species under the term " Eu-yucca."
Yucca Whipplei then became better known, and
it was ascertained that it was distributed hero
and there in the territory of Arizona, as well as

in another at the end of a low greenhouse look-
ing westward, and exposed thoroughly to all winds
excepting the east, and that only partly.—R. B. M.,
Annan, X.S.

White Kerria (Rhodotypos kerrioides).—This
Rhodotypos is well named, for it bears such a

on the mountains of California, near the Pacific striking resemblance to the old Kerria japonica,
coast. So much was known about it in 1870. that when out of bloom it is very easy at first sight

Three years later Professor W. H. Bremer, of to mistake the one for the other. The blossoms,

the Californian State Survey, completed the
j

however, are very different, for those of the Rhodo-

notes which had been already taken by Dr. typof are a good deal like single white Roses. The

Engelmann, who was then enabled to publish a Jhodotypos wdl succeed m light sandy soils better

complete description of the genus Yucca. i

"'^" "^ny other shrubs and .s, besides, perfectly
' ' o ^

, hardy. Under favourable conditions, in the open
Soon after this living plants were introduced ground it forms a much-branched bush that reaches
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a height of about 6 feet. Some bushes of it here

are now thickly studded with the conspicuous white

blossoms, and unless the weather is very hot and

dry, a succession will be kept up for some time. It is

a native of Japan, and is there cultivated to a con-

siderable extent in gardens. Seeds are often ripened

from which young plants can be readily raised, and

cuttings are by no means difficult to root. They

may be either formed of the young growing shoots,

taken during the summer months and put in a close

frame, or the mature growth can be selected and

inserted in a sheltered border.—H. P.

Flower Garden.

NOTES ON HERBACEOUS PLANTS.

There ars two or three things which must be

uppermost in the minds of all growers of her-

baceous plants, at least if their experience is at

all similar to my own, and with some with

whom I have had intercourse I find that it is so.

One is the terrible plague of slugs and snails,

the other is the eflects of tlie drought of 1887.

With regard to the first, I have not for many
years experienced anything like it. I suppose

the cold, wet July of last year helped to in-

crease these pests. No place affords them greater

opportunities than the rockery or alpine garden

;

the stones gave them a sure resting place ; they

ensconce themselves under these, while the

smaller members of the family, gifted with the

boldness and boundless capacity of youth,

simply go into the earth so as to be ready for

an onslaught. And what tempting morsels the

grower of herbaceous and alpine plants sets

before them, although it is some time before he

discovers their special tastes. Why, for in-

stance, will they simply annihilate the white

variety of Diotamnus Fraxinella and leave un-

touched the purple one? Why will they travel

past any number of Delphiniums if only they

can sniff in thedistanoe a plantof D. Belladonna '>.

And then you may grow all sorts of Tulips in

your garden, early, late, florists' varieties and

species, but these are all comparatively safe
;

but try Tulipa Greigi, and you wiU deserve the

everlasting thanks of the slug family, for they

will settle down upon it and not give you the

chance of seeing even the ghost of a bloom. One

stands helpless almost before these devastators.

On one night oft' a small group of Puschkinia

we took twenty-three, and the next night eight,

wliile all over the garden they swarm. Soot,

lime, pepper seem utterly useless, and hand-

picking the only resource, yet this is neither a

pleasant nor an easy matter ; still, I believe it to

be the only way of getting rid of them.

The second matter which may well be described

as a burning question is the effect of the drought

of 1887, although many thought that its injurious

effects were not sufliciently realised, but I think

•we are finding it out now. I have already alluded

to the total disappearance of some clumps of

Orange Lilies. I have now to record my nearly

the same with regard to Lilium davuricum,

Sappho, and incomparabile, of which 1 have

large clumps on my border. The buUis were of

enormous size, and as they were never disturbed,

the clump increased in size every year, and

formed a very showy and attractive object. But

now, alas \ all the large bulbs have perislied, and

all that remains is a collecticm of small bulbs

which send up stems having a few leaves only.

I suppose that the larger bulbs, re(iuiriiig a good

deal of moisture, succumbed, while the smaller

ones survived. I shall leave them as tliey are,

and perhaps in time 1 may liavo my colony re-

established. I am also constantly finding labels

without plants, and I am induced to think that

the cause of disappearance is the same.

I cannot write of anything very novel, as some
of your corresjiondents do, but only draw atten-

tion to those which have done well with me and
afforded me much pleasure when the gardens of

my neighbours were wildernesses waiting for the
putting out of bedding plants, which in some eyes
is regarded as the only pretty style of garden-
ing. As a lady said of my own, " I heard it was a

beautiful garden, but I call it a very ugly one ;

"

or as a friend said of a celebrated herbaceous
and alpine garden in the Isle of Wight, " Beau-
tiful I why it was like a churchyard with its

gravestones (labels) in all directions." I have
been greatly pleased with

CoEYDALis KOBILIS, Certainly, as far as I know,
the most beautiful of all the Fumitories. My plant

of it flowered well, and certainly commends itself

to one's esteem, and rightly claims its place as

noble amongst all its congeners, with its yellow
flowers and chocolate spot in the centre of each

;

while the upper portion of the whorl of flowers has
a slightly greenish tinge. My plant of it is in the
border, where it seems to be making itself at home.

Fkitillabia. pallidiflora I received from
Messrs. Ant. Roozen & Sons, Overveen, Haarlem.
I have not met with it before, nor do I find any men-
tion of it in English catalogues, yet it seems to be a

variety or species well worthy of cultivation. One
would say it was somewhat midway between the

Crown Imperial and the common Snake's-head Lily

or the native Fritillary of our Oxfordshire and
other meadows. It is about 18 inches high, has
broad reflexed leaves of a glaucous hue, while the

flowers are pendent bells of a pretty creamy-yellow
colour. It seems to be strong, and I hope will

succeed well where I have planted it on the

rookery.

Phlox stbllAria is another plant which I do
not think is sufficiently well known or grown, yet

it is a very graceful and valuable species, 'ihe

habit of the plant is drooping. The foliage is some-
what like that of P. pilosa, and is covered with a
profuse number of white flowers with a lilac tinge.

It comes into flower a little after the vernal Phloxes,

and when placed on some upper part of the rockery,

where it can fall over a good-sized stone, has a
pleasing effect.

Seedling Eeytheoniums.— I received three of

these from M. Ant. Koozen, but as yet do not see

anything remarkable about them, but as it is the

first year, I forbear passing anyjudgment upon them.
They did not, however, seem to be very distinct.

Pulmonaeia ahveenensis.—This has again
proved itself to be a valuable border plant, flowering

freely, and producing its bright blue flowers early

in the season.

Daphne Blagayana.—A most desirable addi-

tion to this sweet-scented class of dwarf shrubs.

It and D. Cneorum are worthy of a place on any
rockery ; the flowers on first opening are creamy-
white, but change to pure white after a few days.

It is most sweetly scented.

Anemone palmata alba.—I have been greatly

charmed by this very pretty Anemone. The foliage

is so neat and lies so close to the ground, while the

pure white flowers with their yellow stamens stand
up well above the foliage, and from their stout sub-

stance last some time in flower.

Aenbbia echioides.—I can second all that has
been said in jiraise of this beautiful plant. It does
well almost anywhere, and its curious and bright

coloured flowers are very attractive.

AuBBiETiA Leichtlini.— I have a small plant of

this, at least what the slugs have left me, and I

am hopeful that it will bear out the character

ascribed to it and tlie award it has received from
the Koyal Horticultural Society, but I confess I

stand somewhat in doubt of it. I have a large

plant of the Belvoir variety, given to me years .ago

by Mr. Ingram, and on comparing the flowers one
seemed to me to have as nuich rose colour on it as

the other, but this may be owing to the one being
well established and the other oniy a small plant,

but it lias always struck me that the Belvoir variety

was in all respects a great improvement on the or-

dinary type.

Paeeot Tulips.—I quite agree with what your
correspondent " S." says of the beauty and quaint-
ness of these Tulips. I have never grown them
until lately, and have been greatly pleased with
their quaint, weird look and their gorgeous colour-
ing. Those exhibited by Jlr. Walker at the last

dinner of the Horticultural Club show clearly that
it is quite possible to grow bulbs in England which
will give flowers equal to imported bulbs, and even
when not lifted (as he recommends us to do) they
form fine clumps of showy flowers ; but no bulbs
lift better, and there is this great advantage in pur-
suing this plan that the space can be occupied by
summer flowering plants, Stocks, Asters, &c., thus
keeping the borders gay, and for this purpose
come in also at an important juncture the Gesne-
riana Tulips. There is a sort of hiatus when the
spring bulbs. Narcissi, Scillas, early Tulips, &c., are
over, and the Delphiniums, Pyrethrums, and others
have not begun to show colour, then a few clumps
of these brilliant coloured flowers give a great

character to the border, and are, therefore, well

deserving of a place, relieving it from the too much
greenery that prevails at that time. Delta.

HARDY ROCK PLANTS.
I HAVE not had time to continue my notes on
these plants in answer to " Inquirer," and which I

began on page 3(J8. Having been recently in

several places where good plants are grown, I h<ave

noted a few which charmed me much. Arenaria
balearica (the Corsican Sand-wort), which covers

the whole surface of the stones with closely set

leaves, and which just now is ablaze with its tiny

flowers, only requires to be planted in the ground
at various parts in close proximity to the rocks
and it will soon spread over them. It is simply in-

valuable. A capital companion to the last-named
plant is Linaria hepaticnsfolia, which also com-
pletely covers the stonework, and is now beautiful

with its lilac flowers, whilst for a lovely blue com-
mend me to Lithospermum prostratum, which also

makes an excellent subject for a mixed border, its

lovely gentian-blue flowers being very effective

;

but for beautiful effect it should be planted so as

to fall over a boulder in the full sun. It loves a
deep, rich sandy soil, and must be well drained.

Amongst white flowers now in season, what can be
more Ijeautiful than the American white Wood
Lily (Trillium grandiflorum) ? It lo\es shelter and
shade and good peaty or leafy soil, and this same
position is well suited to the beautiful Japanese
Primrose (Primula japonica), which since its novelty

and high price have passed away is now becoming
conspicuous as an outdoor spring bloomer, and
in the dells of a rock garden it is quite at home.
In similar positions also various species of Trollius

are now exceedingly beautiful, such kinds as T.

europajus, with its rich golden yellow balls of

flower, and T. asiaticus, of a bronzy yellow, being at

the present time in splendid condition. Dodeoa-
theon splendens is also another beautiful plant,

which I saw in one place. It has bright carmine
flowers, which are yellow at the base. Associated

with this plant were grand clumps of the Mocassin
Flower (Cypripedium spectabile), which may be
considered one of the most beautiful of the species

yet introduced to cultivation. Papaver nudicaule

grows anywhere .and everywhere on tlie rockery if

its seeds are sown broadcast. I saw this plant some
years ago flowering well in Russia three weeks after

the snow had disappeared, and althougli there it

grows well, with us it is apt to die out, and the

best plan therefore is to annually throw a pinch of

seed about in spaces where it is required. Aubrietia

])urpurea, violacea, and several other kiiiils are now
superb, and are suitable for any position on a
rockery, except a wet one. As these plants vary

considerably from seed, variety may be obtained

by scattering this about. If, however, imy required

form is to be propagated, do not trust to this, but

propagate from cuttings or divisions. Cientiana

hispanica is a beautiful yellow-llowercd shrub,

which looks well upon the top of a bold jutting

rock, and it also makes a fine border shrub. This 1
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saw recently in good condition at one of the London
suburban railway stations. The various Phloxes,

including P. subulata, P. divaricata, and the white
P. Nelsoni, are also beautiful plants, their growth
draping the rocks with verdure, and just now also

with beautiful flowers. The lovely Gentiana verna
is also now flowering beautifully. It loves a well-

drained spot in which are to be found a strong

loamy and sandy soil, but although it requires

abundance of water during the summer months, I

think those of my friends whom I see growing it in

partial swamps will very soon lose it. It is not

this plant which likes its roots so thoroughly satu-

rated with moisture ; it is G. bavarica, which is

really as beautiful, and which should be planted

in such positions. I will at a future time record

some of the lovely rock plants in season, and others

may also assist in enlightening "Inquirer."

W. H. G.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Saponaria ocymoides.—As regards the latest

improved variety, I think one may usefully refer

again to its superb colour-quality. Growing by the

side of a pan of Lychnis Lagascs, the flowers dis-

tinctly show more brilliance, and surely this is say-

ing a great deal; there is more carmine in it. Then
the variety is as free as the type and quite as hardy.

If, however, there are slugs in the garden, there is

danger of the whole plant being destroyed. I have
now had three or four improved forms, and this last

is distinctly the best.

Mertensia virginica and sibirica, I believe,

have been and still are pretty generally confounded,
but the present time offers a favourable chance of

correctly identifying and labelling them. Sibirica

will still be growing and flowering, and at last

reach, perhaps, 2 feet or more in height. A'irginica

will now have sered flower-stems, each a foot or so

long. In fact, virginica much more quickly runs
the course of its yearly growth than sibirica, and in

every way is a smaller and less vigorous plant.

Another curious proof or test of identity is that
when the two are grown side by side slugs never
touch the taller and commoner kind, but would eat
every morsel of virginica unless looked after. I

daresay this is partly owing to the earlier decaying
condition of virginica, a condition of foliage slugs

are partial to, but all the same, at a fixed date like

the latter end of May, this slug evidence proves
something on the point.

Scabiosa caucasica.—Thoce who have things
doing well without any effort to make them do so

should learn to be thankful, for we often find that
certain plants prosper without care ; whereas under
other garden conditions hardly any pains will

render the same plant happy. I noticed in The
Garden columns a short time ago that several

readers experienced difficulties with this plant.

Here for many years it had flowered grandly with-

out giving the least trouble. On re-arranging the
borders I dug it all up and moved it only a short

distance from its former place, with the result that
even with coaxing and some protection it has all

died. Except very young plants that have not
reached the woody root state, it is not one of the
best to transplant. I have, however, been success-

ful in dividing clumps during the summer time.

I slipped off the youngest green offsets with-
out wood, and set them fully exposed and in light

soil, and they grew into good plants by the autumn.
Those wishing to establish this fine Scabious
could not do better than set similar material now
or strong plants from pots.

Anemone sulphurea.—During winter I re-

ceived a number of collected plants of flowering
strength, and they are now in bloom, though the
plants are but very dwarf. Doubtless the colour
will be somewhat affected by the recent removal,
and I think I may also add that when they have be-
come well established this climate will affect them
more, and possibly in an opposite direction in re-

gard to flower colour. Be this as it may, the pre-

sent flowers are very bright and much varied

—

from sulphur to yellow—of a bright hue correspond-
ing to that of Trollius napellifolius. This variety

of colour is common among the plants in their

native alpine meadows, but I have often heard it

said that the flowers have a tendency to grow paler

in England.

Two taU brilliant flowers.— For the months
of April, May and early June something tall of a bril-

liant scarlet or crimson colour seems desirable as a
distant garden object. For such a purpose I would
suggest for their timeliness and succession Tulipa
fulgens, which comes in at the latter end of April,

lasts the most of May, and grows 3 feet high, and
Papaverbracteatum, which also grows 3 feet high
and lasts until the end of June, at least in York-
shire. Should there be any doubt about the suc-

cession, it would be well to plant close by Tulipa
Gesneriana. It does not grow so tall as fulgens,

but the flery scarlet flowers are very bold and hand-
some, being somewhat tumbler-shaped and nearly

as large. The flowers of T. fulgens when expanded
in sunshine are 7 inches across. It is well known
that these typical forms of Tulips include the most
brilliant colours. These remarks as to the timeliness

of the flowers apply to bulbs that flower at their

own season when left in the ground from year to

year, or, if lifted, put back directly, the offsets hav-
ing been removed.

Aubrietias.—We have lately heard something
about fine varieties having distinct colours compared
with those of the older kinds. I believe I am not say-

ing too much when I promise that shortly we shall

hear of many distinct varieties. It seems that quite

a new type is coming into cultivation ; the main
features are larger and brighter flowers and also

much bigger foliage, approaching that of the
common Arabis, as seen under hungry conditions.

Some of these varieties I have tested for hardiness.

Delphiniums.—Everybody is agreed as to the
fine qualities of the tall florists' varieties, but I be-

lieve that they are not so much grown as otherwise
they would be but for the difficulty of keeping them
presentable with a moderate amount of care in the
less sheltered gardens. They become broken and
ungainly with very little wind when making their

rapid growth, and the way in which we often see

them staked renders them even more unpresentable.

An armful of stems bundled and tied to one or two
stakes is enough to disfigure any border. So far as

I know, there is but one method of growing these
tall plants and staking them neatly, and that is

to stake them early like Dahlias, only using more
and thinner sticks to each plant. The specimens
have then a bolder and more natural effect, and
when the spikes of bloom begin to develop it is a
very easy matter to out away the sticks at such
lengths that they do not give an unusual stiffness

to the flowers. So staked the sticks are scarcely

seen. True, where many Delphiniums are grown,
this would imply a great amount of labour, but it

would be better to grow fewer specimens properly

cared for than many straggling and bundled up.

Anthericum (Chrysobactron) Hookeri.—
This is a very charming plant, and but seldom
met with in collections of hardy flowers. When,
however, it becomes better known it must surely

claim more attention generally. For a bit of

really good yellow the distinct hue of this plant
commends itself to everybody, and otherwise the

plant, having bronzy green foliage, richly contrasts

with other surrounding foliage. Grown on rockwork
in clumps it is a most pleasing object. There it

flowers well at little more than half the stature it

attains in the moister border. In either case, how-
ever, it should have a deep root-run of soil. It

increases slowly from oft'sets compared with other

Anthericums, but it is easily raised from seed,

freely produced, though the seedlings seldom bloom
until the fourth year. J. Wood.

WoodviUe, Kirkstall.

Daphne Cneorum.—This is one of the sweetest
and most desirable of all hardy plants, as the per-

fume it exhales quite scents the air with sweet
odours, and the masses of lovely pink trusses

of flowers make quite a show. The situation where
this pretty free-flowering Daphne looks best is on
rockwork or raised ground, as its habit is naturally

trailing and spreading, and on elevated positions it

grows with great freedom. The soil that appears
most suitable for it is that which is sharp, the
plants we have being in road-scrapings, peat and
loam. In this mixture they do extremely well,

some of them being from 3 feet to i feet across.

AVhen we wish to increase our stock we layer by
burying the stems of the side shoots, and in a year
they root, and in the spring they are taken off and
replanted.— S. D.

WATER LILIES.

There are no plants perhaps which can be culti-

vated in the United States with less troulile and
with more pleasure than Water Lilies; and cer-

tainly no plants create more admiration when they
are seen in perfection.

The natural conditions here are peculiarly favour-
able to them. Shallow ponds with muddy bottoms,
in which the burning rays of our summer sun raise

and maintain the temperature of the water to al-

most tropical heat, are common in many parts of
the country. Our native Water Lilies flourish in

such ponds, which may be made the home, too, of
numerous hardy exotic species, and in which
gorgeous tropical varieties may be set to flower

during the summer months. Tropical Water Lilies

are grown in heated tanks, too, under glass in some
gardens; and they are often grown in out-of-door
tanks, which can be heated by pipes from the
greenhouse boiler if the tenderest species or very
early flowers are wanted. Some of the finest varie-

ties can be as successfully grown in a tub of water
sunk in a city yard as in the most elaborately con-
structed and heated tank; and tubs of these plants
plunged in the basins of fountains make the most
appropriate and by far the most beautiful orna-
ments which can be used in such situations. Water
Lilies are plants for the poor as well as for the rich,

and their decorative capabilities are almost limit-

less. The number of species with handsome flowers

is already large, and as several species hybridise
freely, it is probable that we cannot form an idea
even yet of the beauty which intelligent cultivation

will develop in these plants.

The true Water Lilies (Nymphaea) may be divided
into two classes: those which expand their flowers

in the morning, closing them in the afternoon, and
those which bloom only at night. Among those of

the flrst class, none is more lovely than the common
fragrant white Lily of the Eastern States (N. odo-
rata). Its pure white, deliciously fragrant flowers

are not surpassed in delicacy and in real beauty by
any of the more highly coloured and showier flowers

of the Tropics. This plant is very easily established
in muddy, shallow ponds by simply pushing bits of

the root down into the mud, and it is one of the
best Water Lilies to grow in a tub, where if planted
in very rich soil it will produce an abundance of

flowers all summer long. In the autumn the water
should be turned off and the tub stored in a cellar

or pit out of the reach of hard freezing. There is a
pink-flowered variety of the common Water Lily

found in a pond in the town of Sandwich, in Mas-
sachusetts. The flowers are much esteemed and
sell for high prices, although really far less beauti-

ful than the white ones. It is as easily cultivated

as the typical plant ; and when transplanted into

other ponds it still produces its pink flowers.

Nympha;a tuberosa, a native of the region from
Western New York to the Mississippi, where
it inhabits shallow ponds and sluggish streams,

is a handsome species with tuber-bearing roots,

large bold leaves and white flowers, each sometimes
10 inches across. The flowers are quite devoid of

odour, however, and although this is a very hardy,

free-growing plant, soon spreading over large areas,

it has not the charm and will never supersede its

humbler Eastern rival. The yellow-flowered Water
Lily of Florida is hardy too at the north, and will

flower abundantly if a warm situation and deep
soil are selected for it. It is not a very showy
plant, however, and the interest which it excites

lies in the pale yellow colour of the flowers (an un-
usual colour in Water Lilies) rather than in their

beauty, and in its history. For years it was only

known by the picture joined to one of the plates in
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Audubon's " Birds of America," while its existence

was doubted and denied. Tiiis sketch was made
by the lamented naturalist, Leitner, one of the first

victims of the Seminole war, and it is only within

recent years that it was made known to botanists

through the exertions of our associate, Mrs. Treat,

by whom and by Mr. Curtiss it was introduced into

cultivation. An interesting article from Mrs. Treat's

pen, in which the finding of N. flava is described,

was published with illustrations in Harper's Maga-
zine, vol. Iv., p. 365.

The European Water Lily (N. alba) is hardy in

the Northern States, as are its varieties N. alba

candidissima and rosea. The first of these varie-

ties is the most beautiful of the European Water

Lilies. It has large, pure white flowers, with more

waxy petals than our common Water Lily, and

when grown under favourable conditions of soil

and temperature it produces its flowers during a

longer period. They are quite odourless, however,

and these plants will probably never be cultivated

here except by persons who desire to form a general

collection, jlore attractive is the dwarf Water

Lily of China and Siberia (N. pygm^a), a hardy

plant with miniature fragrant white flowers, which

remain open only during the afternoon.

The number of tropical Water Lilies is large.

A few of them can be grown in the Northern

States in artificially heated tanks only, but some of

the finest flower freely in shallow ponds if they are

started in heat and then transplanted into large

boxes or tubs of rich soil, which should lie plunged,

when the water has become warmed by the sun,

without disturljing the roots. Many of these too

make excellent tub plants, producing flowers pro-

fusely through August and September.

The Victoria Regia, first cousin of the Nympha^as,

the great Water Lily of the Amazon, although

generally grown under glass outside the Tropics,

will, if treated as an annual and started in early

spring in heat, flower at the north in an open

heated tank, and produce its enormous leaves and

great white flowers in luxuriant profusion. In the

Southern States it needs no artificial heat to de-

velop its beauties, and we may expect to see, when

it is better known, the sluggish streams of Florida

and Louisiana become splendid by the presence of

this, the nolilest of all aquatic plants.

Among tender Water Lilies which flower by day

by far the best known in our gardens is the blue-

flowered species from the Cape of Good Hope, N.

scutifolia. It is a handsome plant, with bright blue

flowers, and is very easily cultivated. In gardens

it is sometimes confounded with N. cxrulea or N.

cyanea, synonyms of the tropical African N. stellata,

which the ancient Egyptians prized so highly and so

often engraved on their monuments. Another blue-

flowered°Water Lily, which is probably only a va-

riety of this last, is known in f^ardensas N. zanzibar-

ensis ; it has larger and darker flowers, and is one

of the finest and very best of all the Water Lilies

in cultivation. Varieties are known with darker

and with ligliter flowers.

Among tender Water Lilies which flower at night

are N. Lotus, an Old World tropical species, with

large, pure white or sometimes red flowers (N.

rubra). It is the Lotus sacred to Isis, and famous

among the Egyptians, who, in spite of its sacred

character, made bread from its seeds and dried

roots. It is one of the best of the tropical species

cultivated in Europe, and one of the handsomest.

It is a parent of many hybrids, of which the most

showy and the best known is N. Devoniensis, one

of the triumphs of English horticulture, and hardly

surpassed in the brilliant colour of its large flowers

by those of any other Water Lily. N. rubra and

N. dentata, now considered forms of N. Lotus,

although quite distinct from a garden point of

view, are exceedingly attractive plants, and this is

true of the Jamaica Water Lily (N. ampla), with its

yellow or yellow-white flowers. There are many
more of the true Water Lilies in the Tropics, but it

is unnecessary to enumerate them here.

But the Nymphacas are not the only aquatic

plants with attractive foliage and handsome flowers,

and no collection of these plants will be complete

without their near relatives, the Nelumbiums, the

Sacred or Water Beans, with their broad, circular

leaves, borne above the water on tall, stout petioles,

and great, fragrant flowers standing high above the

leaves. There are two species, the yellow Xelum-
bium (N. luteum), a native of our Western and
Southern States, and now naturalised in a few
places in the East, notably in the Connecticut

River below Hartford, and in the Delaware below
Philadelphia, and in New Jersey. The American
Nelumbium has handsome yellow flowers, some-

times 10 inches across, and farinaceous tubers,

which, like the seeds, are edible, and once furnished

to the North American Indians an important article

of food. The second species, N. speciosum, is a

native of India. From time immemorial it has

been looked upon as the emblem of fertility, and
has been cultivated by the Egyptians and all the

people of the East. It is the Egyptian Bean of

Pythagoras and the Sacred Lotus of India. The
lovely delicate white, sweet-scented flowers, tipped

with pink, which in one variety are pure white,

stand high above the pale green leaves, and are not

surpassed in beauty by those of any other plant.

It is easily cultivated, and the fact that it has

already become thoroughly naturalised in one pond
at least in New Jersey excites the hope that this

fine plant will some day be as much at home in the

waters of the Middle and Southern States as it is

in those of China and Japan. At the North it

should receive the treatment necessary to ensure

the bloomingof the hardier of the tender Nymphicas,
although its more vigorous growth and rambling

habit demand a separate compartment when it is

grown in a tank with other plants, which otherwise

it would soon exterminate.

The list of aquatic plants with handsome flowers

and foliage is not by any means confined to the

Nymphieas and the Nelumbiums, but enough has

been said, perhaps, to draw attention to the pleasure

which may be derived from the cultivation of this

class of plants which are within the reach of any-

one who can afford a tub of water and a piece of

sunny ground large enough to hold it.— Harden

and Forest.

In the meantime I can assure " A. H." that the

sells raised from the flakes and bizarres as well as

those from the Picotees are of the very highest

merit ; witness such flowers as Florizel (deep crim-

son), Imperator (bright purple), Joe Willett (scar-

let), Mrs. Dodwell and Wm. Harding (salmon),

Gladys, Mrs. Price, Mrs. George, Maud, Hermione
(shades from delicate flesh pink to rich rose), and
scores of others.

The notion that my friend Dodwell " perpetu-

ates " gems of this sort only as an " after-thought

"

is a very droll one, and will amuse him highly.

M. Rowan.

CARNATIONS.
If " A. H." had been content to sing the praises of

the handsome Carnations that have come under

his especial notice without going out of his way
to disparage other flowers, the best examples of

which he appears to ignore, I should have had the

satisfaction of beingin completeagreement with him.

I liad the pleasure last summer of seeing the fine

collection to which he refers, and willingly bear

testimony to the beauty of the flowers and the

vigorous and handsome growth of the plants. The
scarlets were particularly good, and the two purples

lately figured, M. Bergendi and Mile. Roussel, were

admirable flowers. The planting in groups of a

sort was very eflcective, and afforded a fine example

of the capabilities of the Carnation where space

can be given to do justice to it in this way.

When, however, " A. H." says that French self

Carnations are far before anything of the kind we
have in England, and that French Carnation raisers

are far ahead of their English brethren, I am un-

able, with the knowledge I have of English Carna-

tions, to agree with him. We have a great wealth

of self Carnations of English raising of surprising

variety of tint and of fine form.

" A. H." makes a remarkable statement with re-

gard to selfs raised by seed from flakes and bizarres

when he says, " such self forms are rarely reliable

or of very great merit." Does " A. H." mean by

this that selfs of flake and bizarre parentage fail to

retain their self character and hark back to flakes

and bizarres 1 Have instances of this come within

"A. H.'s" observation, or can he give one authenti-

cated case of this soxi—eg , of a Dominie Sampson,

crimson self, going Japhet-like in search of his

father, Edward Adams, s. b.; of a Neptune, purple

self, being harlequined into a John Keet, rose flake

;

of a Dora, crimsoji self, masquerading as a Mayor

of Nottingham, purple flake, &c.'.' Can he give, in

fact, any instance of a self Carnation—a seedling

from flake, bizarre, or Piootee—varying from its

native self character?

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

PvEETnEUMS.—These plants in regard to the great

range of colour have no equal amongst hardy peren-

nials. This, coupled with the fact of their easy

culture, renders them worthy of a place in every

garden. The double varieties in moderately good
soil grow as large as medium-sized China Asters;

indeed, many of the flowers bear a close resem-

blance to Asters and last quite as long in flower.

Personally I give preference to the single-flowered

section ; the range of colour is just as varied, and
the flowers are more elegant and last longer.

There is an immense number of named varieties in

commerce, and, of course, those desirous of having

the very best varieties with which to begin their

cultivation should purchase these rather than risk

their luck with seedlings, though generally these

come fairly good. Our stock is almost entirely

made up of seedlings of our own raising from pur-

chased seeds, and I wish for no better results.

PEONIES.—Our two dozen varieties of her-

baceous Paionies, double and single, are indeed so

grand and the perfume of many so sweet, that it

makes one marvel that they are not more generally

grown. Until flve or six years ago the only varie-

ties common to gardens were the old double red

and double pink, but now many beautiful kinds are

being cultivated. As illustrating how well they

grow and flower when treated as ordinary border

flowers, I may mention the fact that our first pur-

chase consisted of thirty-six plants, so called, but

in reality only particles of roots, and yet the second

season after planting they had grown so well as to

bear from a dozen to a couple of dozen flowers each.

The range of colour consists of every hue from the

purest white to the deepest crimson. The form of

flower of the Anemone-flowered varieties is, I think,

unique; next to these I prefer the singles, which
may be described as in shape like huge single

Poppies, except that the centres of most are a per-

fect ball of gold-coloured anthers; all are richly

perfumed. For vase decoration with their own
foliage they are very effective, and stand for days

without renewal.

Aquilegias (Columbines). — The present is

the season for these, and they can hold their own
against both the preceding. In the variety glan-

dulosa we have the most perfect type of flower, the

colour rich deep blue contrasted with the purest

white. A group of plants of this variety in full

blossom is a beautiful sight. The golden coloured

variety chrysantha is also very handsome, and

grows much more freely than glandulosa, and con-

tinues flowering a longer time. On this account

alone it deserves to be placed on an equality. The
cierulea hybrids, the res\dt of crossing chrysantha

and crcrulea, comprise a most varied strain, and
though a small percentage of plants raised from

seeds of this section turns out poor, the great bulk

are generally so good as to make us indifferent to

the risk there is in raising seedlings. There being

now such numbers of better species and varieties,

the old type of Columbine, Aquilogia vulgaris,

should bo discarded as unworthy of cultivation.

Iiiia fiETtMANiCA.—I send you a collection of cut

flowers of these. They are now in their fullest

beauty. Some of the flowers are so chaste and ele-

gant that it would be a close race between them for

the first position witli sonic varieties of Cattleya.

They .are, at any rate, equal to these in delicate

markings and clearness of colours, and if to these

qualities could be added that of long-lasting, why
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then, of course, it would be so much the worse for

the Cattleyas. All the varieties of this section have

broad stout foliage, that naturally helps to display

the flowers to the best advantage. They, however,

vary in habit, some being dwarf and dense, and others

long with flower-spikes to match. I notice that, as

a rule, the former flowers the freest and the spikes

are evenly developed, and therefore look better in a

mass than do the taller and uneven flower-spikes of

the latter. Any description of soil or position suits

the plants, provided there is either a great depth of

soil, or, lacking that, copious supplies of water in

dry weather. Propagation is effected by division of

roots at any time between September and April.

Hemeeocallis (Day Lilies).—If desired to give

the name of hardy perennials having plenty of fine

flowers and foliage, Hemerocallis would be amongst
the number. The plants are graceful, of a distinct

habit of growth, and the long, massive, beautiful

light green foliage comes up early and dies off late.

All of them are effective when used for furnishing

flower borders. They are just now quite a feature in

the herbaceous garden, notwithstanding the number
of other good flowers. The old golden-yellow variety,

H. flava, is still as good as any. The double-

flowered H. disticha, a deep bronzy colour, is my
next favourite ; then fulva ; and, last, Thunbergi.

Bbddikg riiANTS.—As regards weather, it has

suited bedding plants perfectly, and all have started

into growth well. In order to get them to fill out

the beds quickly, flowers and flower-buds should for

a week or two be kept pinched off, and pegging

down of any requiring it should be done as early as

convenient. Do not water till obliged, then do it

thoroughly ; driblets only end in drawing the roots

to the surface, which perish as soon as drought sets

in. W. W.

SOME JUNE FLOWERS IN SURREY.

Cist us fobmosds.—For a dry, sandy soil no plant

is better than this at the present time. A patch of

about 7 square yards, in a space cleared for Cis-

tuses in a dry, healthy place, fully exposed to the

sun, is a beautiful sight just now.

EuKYBiA STELLULATA, neatest of rock shrubs,

is now a sheet of white. For the upper parts of

rockeries of moderate size it is much to be recom-

mended ; the small foliage is pretty at all times, and
when it is smothered with bloom this shrubby

Aster is one of the most ornamental of plants.

Iris tectobum, generally a shy plant to flower,

does well in our dry sand, fully exposed to the sun.

With its pale yellow-green leaves and flowers of

bright blue-purple it is striking among the many
Irises now in flower.

Pap.aver pybenaicum is a choice and beautiful

rock plant not common in gardens, with blue-green

leaves and flowers of a red-orange or a flame-copper

colour.

Campanula pulla is a modest beauty, quite

indispensable in the rock garden, a tiny plant with

flowers, important for its size, of the richest purple,

looking as if shaded with black.

Hbuchera Richakdsoni, always a beautiful

leaf plant, is unusually fine this year. Every flower-

stalk is cut out as soon as it appears, to give all the

strength of the plant to the satin-like leaves, whose
red-bronze and dull green colouring makes the plant

doubly valuable both for its own sake and as a

becoming foil to bright flowers of suitable colouring.

Scotch Briers do so well in poor soil and are

now so beautiful that they partly make up for the

difficulty of growing the many good Roses that

need a better soil. When replanted they seem to

take slowly, but after a year or two run under-

ground and grow up in thickets. The white is

much the strongest, and care should be taken

where the other colours are grown with it that it

should not over-run the weaker reds and yellows.

West Surrey. G. J.

The Siberian Iris and its varieties.—This

is the most beautiful Iris of the week. There is a

bed of it and two or three of its varieties in the

Royal Horticultural Gardens at Chiswick, where we
may mention there is a rich series of the barbata

type now in their fullest perfection. The Iris

sibirica was blooming magnificently last week, not-

withstanding the hot, dry soil and open position.

The plant loves best a rich damp soil, but sunshine

is essential. It is a pity more do not naturalise an

Iris that is as graceful as any Grass, and sends up
wand-like stems on which are poised flowers of the

richest colour. The type grows about 3 feet high,

so does the variety lactea, which is a lovely form
and just as free as the parent. It makes a splendid

tuft of rich green Grass foliage, from amongst
which rise the tall spikes of flowers. These are

about the same size as those of sibirica and milk-

white, except the falls, which are light brown and
veined at the base. Quite different to this and not

more than half the height is acuta, which has rigid,

spear-like foliage; a great contrast to the wavy
tufts of the others. The flowers are also smaller

and paler. It is a good variety, we should think,

for edging a large bed or planting in small clumps,

but it should not be planted to the same extent as

the type. Grandiflora scarcely justifies its name.
It is not very far removed from sibirica, but has

slightly broader leaves of a richer green and flowers

of about the same size ; the standards and limb are

of a deeper shade of blue. In every garden worthy
of the name I. sibirica should be at its best, and if

only two kinds are wanted, there are none better

than the type and the variety lactea.

ALPINE AURICULAS.
" W. P. C." (The Garden, May 25, p. 491) says,

" It is a great point that these are left alone by the

hybridist." "The hybridists will drive us mad,"
said the late Dr. Liudley when he was shown the

first hybrid Orchid; but the hybridists continued

their work, and the result has been the production

of many beautiful Orchids for the adornment of our

hothouses, and the production of most exquisite

cut flowers for our dwelling-houses. The hybridists

are at work with the alpine Auriculas, and probably
" W. P. C." has to thank the hybridist for the hand-

fuls of flowers with their piquant perfume he was
able to cut in his garden. Whence came these

flowers ? They are not native wildings. " W. P. C."

owes a debt of gratitude to the hybridist for the

beautiful flowers he has in his garden, and this

being the case it is surely futile to say that they

are left alone by the hybridist. Primula pubescens,

which is supposed to be the progenitor of the al-

pine Auricula, was introduced into cultivation by

Clusius nearly 300 years ago, and this plant, as

Professor Kerner has pointed out, is a natural

hybrid between Primula Auricula and P. hirsuta;

he found it growing with its two parents in the

year 1867 in the Gschnitzthal. Surely we may do

for our instruction and amusement what the insects

have taught us to do by their chance fertilisation

of alpine Auriculas and other plants.

All the beautiful alpine Auriculas exhibited at

the Auricula show and to be found in our gardens

have been produced by cross-fertilisation, and we
who knew the Auricula twenty or even ten years

ago can but marvel at the wonderful results that

have been obtained. The seedlings raised are not

all beautiful or worth preserving as garden plants,

but if " W. P. C." is an admirer of beautiful Auri-

culas, he must admit that there is more real

pleasure in raising seedlings from hybridised flowers

than there is in cultivating the same old varieties

over and over again as the years go by. I always

remember a remark of the late Mr. John Keynes,

of Salisbury, who was a most enthusiastic cultivator

of beautiful garden forms of Auriculas, Pinks,

Carnations, Dahlias, &c. It was this, that the

great charm of his garden would be lost to him if

he had not the flowering of any seedlings to antici-

pate. Few distinct and good garden plants can be

raised unless a well-directed system of hybridisa-

tion can be carried out. No intelligent cultivator

trusts to self- fertilisation; he selects his .^eed and

pollen-bearing parents with an eye to colour, form,

and other properties in the flowers, and a vigorous,

yet good habit in the plants. J. Dou(;las.

Doronicum plantagineum excelsum. —
This is one of tlie most useful herbaceous plants we

have. It attains a height of 3 feet and is perfectly

hardy. It is very bushy in form, and every shoot pro-

duces one or more bright yellow, single, Daisy-like

flowers at the apex. They are very attractive on the

plant, exceedingly useful for cutting, and as the plant

is in full bloom from April until May, its value cannot

be over-estimated. I have lately seen some fine speci-

mens in villa gardens, and find them succeed every-

where.— J. Mum.
Damage to Tulip flowers.—There are few

hardy bulbous flowers that suffer from hail, heavy

rains, and the depredations of birds more than those

of the Tulip. Mr. Walker makes mention of the

destructiveness of hail, rooks, and partridges to

the heavy cup-shaped blooms, and last spring when
in the Whitton grounds this was most plainly seen.

The marks of hail had disfigured many of the blooms

of the early Dutch varieties, and the rooks and

partridges had pecked at the flowers so as to quite

destroy their usefulness for market. In the collec-

tion of blooms staged recently at the Drill Hall,

Victoria Street, half of the flowers were battered

terribly by hail—a few quite spoilt. It is strange

the predilection shown by birds for certain flowers.

In the case of the Tulip, it is the rook and partridge

that appear the principal offenders, and it is a

common thing to see the London sparrow making a

wreck of the lines and beds of yellow Crocuses,

leaving the white, purple, and other coloured varie-

ties untouched. There are many good points in

Mr. Walker's paper, and it teaches us one great

fact—that the cultivation of the Tulip in England

is just as possible as that of the Daffodil, of which

there are many broad acres at Whitton and

Ham.

Orchids.
W. H. GOWEE.

CALYPSO BOREALIS.

I HAVE received from Cote St. Antoine, near

Montreal, a bloom of this exquisite gem
amongst terrestrial Orchids, and as it is such a

desirable and pretty plant, I cannot do better

than devote a few words to it, as it is really de-

serving the attention of everyone who grows

these beautiful little plants. It was in the

early years of the present century that it was

first introduced to this country, and it is now
upwards of thirty years ago since I saw the

plant in a living state. At that time I had a

large collection of the terrestrial kinds under

my care, but I [do not recoUect much of the

details of the flowers, so that my description of

Calypso borealis must be taken from the dried

example before rae, which is a very fine one,

and larger, I think, than usual. One, however,

cannot be definite after so many years. The

tuber is small, and bears a single cordate light

gi-een leaf ; the peduncle is enclosed in large

sheathing bracts, and in the specimen before me
it is 3 inches high, upon the top of which-is borne

a single flower, which is calceolate in shape,

and which induced LinUc-eus to name it Cypri-

pedium bulbosum. The sepals and petals are

nearly eiiual, white, faintly sufiFused with flesh

colour ; lip large, white, the edges reflexed, con-

spicuously and beautifully marked with lines of

rosy purple. It has a yellow crest on the disc

furnished with a tuft of yellow hairs. The

cultivation of this species is not difticult. It

enjoys a somewhat boggy situation ;
indeed, the

position in which it usetl to grow with me was

with a large collection of Osmundas in a shady

corner in the woods. The plant in question was

planted in a mixture of peat, loam, and vege-

table mould, and I noted that the plants which

grew close to the side of the rockwork appeared

the strongest, as it they liked to feel the stony

sides of the bed in which they were planted.

Tlie following note from Mr. J. 1!. Goode,

Cote St. Antoine, near Montreal, accompanied

the flowers of the Calypso referred to above ;—

I have enclosed you a bloom of Calypso bore-
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alis, which it was thought safer to press, the dis-

tance being too great to send it in a fresh state. The
one sent formed part of a group of sixteen, which
were brought last year by me from a solitary district

lying some 500 miles to the north-east of Montreal.

This diminutive and lovely species of the Orchid
family is becoming very scarce in Canada, and it

may interest you especially if you see it for the

first time. The roots are bulbous and the flowers

slightly and pleasantly scented.

cultivation for its rich and rare blossoms. This

beautful species I noted recently in Mr. William's

nursery, Upper Holloway.—W.

Dendrobium polyphlebium.—From the Ard-

darroch collection come flowers of this kind, about
which there would appear to be some doubt. Prof.

Eeichenbach thought it to be a natural hybrid, and
no one living was better able to draw a conclusion

than he. Unfortunately, he has gone from amongst
us, and who shall say what this plant is? The
sepals and petals are rosy purple; lip much deeper,

being of a rosy mauve, anterior portion covered

with a short tomentum, the basal part transversely

streaked with lines of crimson; it well deserves

attention, be it species or hybrid. It comes from
Burmah.

Cattleya Reineckiana.—This appears to me
to be a form of C. Mossiaj, and a most beautiful one

it is. It was recently flowering in Sir Trevor

Lawrence's collection. It is now about twenty
years ago since I first saw this plant (then without

a name) in the fine collection of Mr. Julias Sichel

at Timperley, in Cheshire, and I believe it still

continues rare. The flowers are large, each
nearly 7 inches across ; sepals and petals pure
white ; lip large and beautifully frilled on the an-

terior lobe, where the colour is rich mauve ; the

throat deep yellow, through which run numerous
deep purple veins. It is one of the most charming
of all the coloured varieties of C. Mossiie.— G.

Dendrobium superbum.—A flower of this

fine species comes from Mr. Bream, gardener to Miss
Edwards, Fern Bank, Wandsworth Common. He
says, • I send you a flower of a blue Dendrobiumfrom
Hong-Kong." Neither of these statements are, how-
ever, correct, for the colour is rosy lilac with deep
red blotches on the lip, and the species comes from
the Isle of Luzon, in the Philippine group. It is a
beautiful species, less grown than it used to be,

which we think arises from the strong odour of

Turkey Rhubarb which pervades its ilowers, but
which are not disagreeable hanging in the house.

Magnificent examples of this used to be seen in the

gardens of Orchid growers, and it is a Dendrobe
which we highly commend to their attention as a
basket plant.

Cattleya Brymeriana.^—Some years ago this

beautiful plant was imported by the Messrs. Low,
of Clapton, and named by the late Professor

Reichenbach in honour of Mr. Brymer, who has a
famous collection of Orchids at Dorchester. At
that time it was supposed to be a natural hybrid,

and so I see it is classed by the Messrs. Veitch, but
as Mr. Sander has imported and has in bloom
exactly the same form as the original plant, I am
inclined to doubt its hybrid origin. Be that as it

may, however, it is a superb Orchid. It is a some-
what dwarf plant, bearing a pair of leaves upon its

stout, club-shaped pseudo-bulbs. The flowers are

borne several together on the scape, and are each
some 5 inches across ; sepals and petals spreading,

rosy-purple with a few white stripes ; the lip is

long and tubular, the front lobe broad, of a deep
purplish-magenta, passing into lilac at the base of

the side lobes. The whole tubular portion of the

lip is of a rich deep orange-yellow colour which
extends to the base. It is one of the most
superb forms in this numerous and beautiful genus.
— (i.

Epidendrum paytense.—This is a very pretty

species, reminding one much of the beautiful E.
rhizophorum in the colour and shape of its flowers.

Its growth, however, is quite distinct. The stems arc

slender, terete, erect, and destitute of the numerous
white roots, which are such a distinguishing teatiire

in E. rhizophorum. The sepals and petals are rich

vermilion-scarlet, the lip deep orange dotted with the

same deep colour as the sepals. It is a cool house
plant from New Grenada, and deserves general

ORCHIDS AT MR. BULL'S, CHELSEA.

For some years past Mr. Bull at Chelsea has set

apart the months of May, June, and July for a dis-

play of Orchids in bloom at his nursery in the

King's Road, and in a large span-rooted house the

plants are arranged, the fading kinds being from

time to time renewed from the other houses in

which the plants are grown. I have had the

pleasure for several years to visit this show more
than once in the season, and at the end of May I

paid it a visit for the first time in 1889, and I must

say that the display this year far excels that of any

former season, and well deserves a visit from every

lover of plants, be they Orchid growers or not.

The plants are arranged with exquisite taste, and

the colours are elegantly disposed and diversified,

and not set down in lumps, which I regret to see is

the prevailing taste in our national garden at Kew,
where good taste should be taught to the young
men who are to become our future gardeners, in-

stead of the bad state of things which now prevails.

I venture to assert that few ladies and gentle-

men would endure their conservatories so arranged,

which resembles the very worst form of the old

bedding-out system. The plants in Mr. Bull's con-

servatory at the present moment are arranged in the

highest form of excellence ; every foot of its space is

replete with interest and elegance. The thousands of

flowers now in their beauty are truly marvellous, and

far beyond the limits of my space to describe in

detail ; there are Odontoglossums in great variety

and numbers, gorgeous Cattleyas and Lselias innu-

merable, and indeed nearly every kind of Orchid

whose blooming season is now. Amongst the most

striking features was a very large quantity of Onci-

dium macranthum, its large rich yellow flowers be-

ing very handsome and showy. The charming 0.

Marshallianum, with its large, rich golden yellow

flowers, the branching spikes being very effective.

0. concolor is an exquisite plant here in great

abundance, as also are some very fine varieties of

the showy 0. curtum, and the old but very beauti-

ful 0. leucochilum, which is not a characteristic

plant, as the yellow, which is such a prevailing colour

in the genus, is here changed to white, the spikes

being long and much branched. The massive and

grand Cymbidium Lowianum is also to be found in

quantity, amongst them being some very highly

coloured forms. C. eburneum, whose large flowers

charm from the purity of their white sepals and

petals, is also well represented. Anguloa Ruckeri

and A. Clowesi were numerous ; their large. Tulip-

shaped flowers, if not possessing elegance, are,

nevertheless, very showy. Oilontoglossums were

almost endless ; the vexillariums were superb ; 0.

crispum in great variety, Pescatorei, Halli, as also

the beautiful Cervantesi decoruui, maculatum, and
nebulosum pardinum were also conspicuous. O.

maculatum and nebulosum pardinum were superb,

the first for the great length of its spikes bearing

many flowers, and the latter for the purity of its

flowers and its distinct spotting. The brilliant

flowers of Epidendrum vitellinum form a lovely con-

trast with light coloured flowers. Cypripediums were

represented by numerous kinds ; foremost amongst

these may be noted bellatulum ; its large tessellated

leaves and large and broad flowers, which are for

the most part of a white or creamy-white flushed

with rose, profusely spotted and blotched with

purplish-cinnamon, render it by far the most superb

of the niveum section. It is "an old proverb that

"familiarity breeds contempt," and something of

the same sort of feeling appears to be rising in the

minds of the fastidious with this plant, 1 suppose

because it grows well and flowers freely and does

not require so much care and attention as the typical

plants of the section to which it belongs. Angr;i!cum

Scottianum is another plant to be seen here in much
finer condition than I have seen it before, and 1

think when this plant becomes larger it will prove

to be a finer species than we have ever dreamed

of ; its flowers are large and long-spurred, the lip

being broad and of the purest white. A. Sauderi-

anum proves what a beautiful species it is, with

its long, pendent, many-flowered raceme of pure

white blooms. These and many other kinds in

abundance go to make up one of the grandest shows

of Orchid blooms in London. W. H. G.

SBORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Aerides Lobbi is a handsome Moulmein species,

bearing a slender raceme of bright rose-coloured

flowers. It is certainly a most desirable kind. A
small plant iu a basket was recently in bloom at Kew.

Dendrobium Draeonis. — This is a distinct

species from Moulraeiu with wax-white flowers, except

for the vermilion markings on the throat of the lip.

It is evergreen, the stems, each about 1 foot high,

being distinctly embellished with dark hairs. We
noticed it recently iu bloom in the Kew collection.

XiSelia pumila.—This beautiful and somewhat
misunderstood dwarf-growing species wai recently

flowering with Sir Trevor Lawrence, and a superb old

plant it is. The flower is large and flat ; the sepals and
petals are thick and fleshy in texture, rich, deep rosy

purple ; the Up is large, the side lobes being of a rich

deep crimson colour. It is a superb form.—W. H. G.

Coelogyne oehraeea.—This is a strikingly hand-

some Orchid when in the form of a large specimen

smothered with the white flowers. They are quite

pure, except for the two horse-shoe shaped^ blotches

on the disc, these being rich yellow, margined with

orange. They have a fragrance resembhng that of

Orange blossom, and just as sweet and rich.
^
It is one

of our choicest introductions from North India.

Dendrobium Parishi.—This is a free-blooming

species from Moulmein, and commemorates the in-

trepid collector, the Rev. Mr. Parish. It has stems

about 18 inches or 2 feet long and distinctly coloured

flowers, which are borne in twos or threes. They are

rose-purple, the lip deep purple-lake in the upper hal

the lower portion being of a much lighter shade and

downy. It was in flower recently at Kew.

Dendrobium mutabile.—This is a Java species

introduced about the year 1844, and therefore not new
to our gardens. It is the same as D. triadeniuin, the

pseudo-bulbs upright, slender, and erect, terminating in

dense clusters of smaU flowers, which vary from white

to pink; hence, we presume, the term mutabile. They
are borne on the old pseudo-bulbs. It is growing at

Kew in a basket in the warmest house.

yanda cserulescens.Boxalli is now flowering

beautifully in Messrs. Low's nursery at Clapton.

It is a charming plant, and worthily commemorates
one of the most energetic plant collectors ever sent

out by this firm, and whom I believe and hope is

still living. In habit of growth and flower it re-

sembles the type, but the blooms are white and

soft blue or lilac. It is one of the dwarf forms of

this genus, which cannot be too highly recom-

mended.—W.
Orchis maculata dying off. — Can any

reader of The Gakdbn tell me what can be the

matter with some plants that I have of a large-

flowering variety of Orchis maculata ? For several

years it did splendidly. I have had spikes of

flower 13 inches in length. About the flowering

time the leaves get brown, and in a very short

time the plant is completely dead. I have tried

it in different positions and with different soils,

but all in vain. Several people in this neigh-

bourhood have completely lost it. I shall be glad

to know what may be the probable cause.

—

John
Harpee, Annii'k Lodge Qardens, Dreijlwrn.

A successor to Professor Reichenbach..—

I

regret much the cause which has led England to be

wiped out of all particip.ation in our lat e professor's

herbarium. We want a successor, and who is it to

be ? In the first place, we want a man who has a

good knowledge of Orchids and what has been

done with Orchids for some time past, .and he must
h.-ivc a good knowledge of the Latin language, in

order that we may be saved from the horrible

names that appear to becoming the fashion. He
should reside in London, in order that he may be

in a central position, and he must be no partisan,

but be equally ready to work for everyone alike. I

think this is a griind opjiortunity for the Koy.al

Horticultural Society. If the society cither cannot

or will not help, then Orchid growers should
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form themselves into a society, and make the best

Orchid man they can find their life president.

—

W. H. G.

*,* If the Horticultural Society ever does its

own work, it will have a good deal to do before

appointing a botanical professor. In past days

able botanists were glad to help the society, as no
doubt they will be in future. If Orchids deserve a
special professor at the hands of a horticultural so-

ciety, other families of no less beautiful plants

would jirobably be thought equally worthy of a

professor. The Orchid men are apt to think there

is not much else in the world.

—

Ed.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
June 11.

There was a comparatively small meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society at the Drill Hall, Vic-

toria Street, on Tuesday, as is usually the case the

day after a bank holiday. Groups of hardy flowers

from Messrs. Kelway and Son, Langport; Messrs.

Barr and Son, Covent Garden ; and Messrs. Paul
and Son, Cheshunt, made up the chief features of

the show.

First - class certificates were given as

under:

—

Verbascum oltmpicum.—One of the finest

specimens we have seen of this noble Mullein was
exhibited by Mr. W. H. Loder, High Beeches, Craw-
ley. It is a magnificent hardy border plant, tall in

growth, often reaching quite li feet in height, and
with luxuriant, broad, woolly leaves, arranged in a
rosulate way, so as to give this Yerbascum great

dignity of aspect. I'rom this bed of foliage rises a
splendid spike of flowers, branched in candelabra

fashion, and each individual bloom about as large

as a penny, rich shining yellow in colour, except

the orange-scarlet anthers. Those who wish for a
hardy plant to stand by itself with a suitable back-

ground could scarcely have a more picturesque or

showy flower. It is comparatively rare in gardens.

Rose Souvenir dk S. A. Prince.—This is a

pure white sport from Souvenir d'un Ami, and
thoroughly deserves a iirst-class certificate. The
finely-shaped flowers are as pure as those of the

lovely Niphetos, and might at first glance be taken

for those of that Rose, but closer acquaintance

reveals a distinct resemblance in shape and general

character to the flowers of the parent, and the foli-

age is also that of the type. This is a great advan-

tage, as the rich, glossy, luxuriant leaves of

Souvenir d'un Ami are not the least of its many
charms. Mr. G. Prince, Oxford, the exhibitor, can

be congratulated upon having fixed so pure and
desirable a sport.

Awards of merit went to Messrs. Kelway and
Son, Langport, for the following Delphiniums, all

with spikes of great robustness, well flowered,

and exceptionally handsome. Kegalia, individual

flowers very large, rich blue, shaded with bronzy

red; Orbit, deep blue, white centre; Faust, white

in the centre, rich violet, shaded dingy rose; and
Arditi, very rich lilue-purple. Also for double-

flowered Pyrethrum Pericles, the colour bright yel-

low, deeper centre, a compact and distinct variety

;

and for PiEonies Prince Christian, a beautiful double

flower, full French white centre, and excellent guard

florets; and Princess Irene, a lovely variety, French

white centre, and bold handsome guard petals of a

peculiarly beautiful rose tint.

Fuchsia Dorothy Fry.—At a time when Fuch-

sias were in full fashion this would have been

thought much of. It is one of the best of Mr. Fry's

seedlings, the flowers of considerable substance,

large, of good proportions, and with long white

corolla; the sepals rich crimson.

Tuberous Begonia Mrs. Chamberlain.—

A

beautiful single variety; the flowers large, broad,

well proportioned, and a charming mixture of white

and rose, the rose colouring .suffusing the up'-r

half of the bloom. From Messrs. .). Laing and
Sons, Forest Hill.

Hardy flowers were contributed by a f w of the

leading trade growers, and had suffered consider-

ably from the recent rains and storms. Messrs.

Kelway & Son, of Langport, received a silver-gilt

medal for a magnificent display of Paeonies, Pyreth-

rums, and other flowers in season, this bank of

bloom filling one side of the Drill Hall. Amongst
the Pa'onies were such beautiful kinds as Aglaia, a

rich crimson single type ; Mercury, rose ; Floren-

tine, pink ; and Calliphon, rose ; all single varieties,

and when well exhibited these are exceptionally

handsome. Of the double kinds the very finest

were Agenoria, French white centre and pink-

shaded outer segments ; Baroness Schneder. dense

centre, fine pink guard petals ; Prince George, crim-

son-purple; Lutea variegata, yellow-white guard

petals ; Miss Salway, pale yellow ; Maria Kelway,

rose ; and Lady F. Bramwell, rose, very sweet. The
Pyrethrums from this firm are always worth seeing,

especially such double varieties as Empress Queen,

blush ; Magician, finely quilled, rose ; King Oscar,

crimson ; Virgo, white, yellow centre ; Ormonde,

bright crimson ; Leonard Kelway, rose ;
Florentine,

lilac tinted ; and Aphrodite, double white. Delphi-

niums were well shown, the finest being those de-

scribed in the list of certificated plants. Besides

the flowers above mentioned was a series of Iris.

A very fine collection of cut hardy flowers also

came from Messrs. Barr & Son, Covent Garden.

There were many uncommon things, such as the

beautiful Iris Boissieri, which has very rich violet-

purple erect standards, the limb shaded with a red-

dish tint, save a conspicuous central line of purple;

the lip of the falls very deep blue, veined with a

still richer shade and brightened by a shining

yellow signal that runs into the throat. A choice

flower is Amaryllis forniosissima glauca, which

has 1 )righter flowers than the type, and also worth

noting were the bunches of Iris orientalis, spuria,

juncea, sibirica and barbata types. Also in this

collection were good flowers of the violet and

white-flowered Griffinia hyacinthina, Cyclobothra

pulchella. Allium oreophyllum, Ononis rotundifolia,

Scilla peruviana, and Anemone fulgens. A pretty

Ixia shown was Lady of the Lake, a purple-rose

coloured flower, and a curious Richardia was
named hastata; it has a small yellow spathe, richly

blotched at the base on the inside with deep

brown, almost black. The best of the double

Pa3onies shown by this firm were The Queen, rich

carmine ; Belle Douaisienne, centre petals white,

outer ones rose ; Adelaide de Lache, bright shining

rose ; and Mme. Boucharlet aine, deep crimson.

A silver medal was awarded.

A fine series of single and double Pyrethrums

and Pajonies came from Messrs. Paul and Son, Old

Nurseries, Cheshunt, and also finely finished flowers

of Rose Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. A very beautiful

blue-coloured Delphinium named Pierre Joigneaux

was also exhibited, and pot plants of the lovely

Paul's single white Rose, the flowers large, white

and sweet. Well-grown Orange plants came from

the same firm. A bronze medal was given.

There were many miscellaneous things, but no-

thing of great imjiortanoe. Mr. Such, Maidenhead,

had flowers of well-known border perennials and

masses of a fine seeilUng white Pink named Mont
Blanc. Mr. J. Lansdell, gardener to Mr. T. Brooks,

Barkby Hall, Leicester, exhibited three seedling

t!rassulas, one almost white, another deep pink.

Messrs. J. Laing and Sons had besides the Begonia

certificated and described two other kinds, namely.

Miss French, double lemon-coloured variety, and

Lady Goldsmid, rich shining carmine. Mr. F. Ross

brought from the Pendell Court Gardens Dendro-

bium clavatum, a bright orange-flowered Assam

species : D. Farmeri, the flowers shovring a pro-

nounced lilac-purple tint ; Rhododendron ealo-

phyllum, a beautiful Bhotan kind with compara-

tively large pure white flowers; and the old, but

none too well-known Orange-ball Tree, Buddleia

globosa. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, exhibited liybrid

Pinks, Aquilegias, variously and beautifully col-

oured, splendid spikes of the Giant White Brompton

Stock, and a plant of Musk Cloth of Gold, a dwarf,

compact variety, the flowers rich yellow. Mr. G.

Fry, Lewis)iani,"h.ad a few flowers of a Pansy named

Reine d'Ur, a pretty variety, the colour old gold, I

shaded rich brown, and with deeply coloured central

blotches.

Orchids comprised principally a splendidly grown
batch of Epidendrum vitellinum majus, from Mr,

B. Searing, gardener to Mr. C. J. Partington, Heatou
House, Cheshunt. The plants were full of bloom,

and made a brilliant display of orange-scarlet

colouring. Some of the racemes had from seven-

teen to twenty blooms on each. Mr. Searing was
especially commended for the admirable culture of

the specimens. Mr. Cummins, gardener to Mr. Smee,
The Grange, Wallington, sent a variety of Cattleya

Mossise, named A. H. Smee, the sepals and petals

rose-lilac ; lip fringed, and coloured in and near

the throat with gold, chestnut-brown, and rich

lilac ; also C. Mendeli var. Hackbridgensis, the

flowers small, sepals white and narrow, petals rich

rose flushed with rose-lilac at the apex ; lip very

deep self purple-crimson. A well-flowered plant of

C. Mossia! came from Mr. T. A. Glover, gardener to

Mr. Ellis, Manor Park Gardens, Wallington. The
most striking feature of the flower is the rich, finely

coloured lip, deep gold, pencilled with rich purple

in the front, and shading off to nearly white at the

margin.

One of the most charming exhibits of the meeting
was the collection of cut Rose blooms from Mr. George
Prince, of Oxford. Comtesse de Nadaillao appeared
in its fullest beauty ; it is a lovely Rose of tender

colouring, a delightful mixture of rose and shining

coppery yellow. Not less beautiful is Princess of

Wales, a very distinct flower, the petals broad and
varying in colour from rose to yellow. Mr. Prince

also had exquisite blooms of the clear yellow-col-

oured Amazone, Princess Beatrice, a lovely variety,

which we never tire of seeing; The Bride, Catherine

Mermet, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, and La Boule d'Ur.

Fruit comprised seedling Melons from Mr. C-

Ross, Welford Park, Newbury, and Mr. J. Doughty
Angley Park Gardens, Cranbrook, and Strawberries

from the Royal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick.

A Cucumber named Stapley's Wonder came from
Mr. Stapley, Abbey Wood, and Mr. Dean sent

samples of The Queen Onion. A Lettuce named
Buttercup was shown by Mr. Benary, Erfurt,

Germany ; it is a Cabbage variety, with broad

leaves of a distinct yellowish tint.

In the course of the afternoon a lecture on Or-

chids was given by Mr. H. J. Veitch.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—At a committee
meeting held on the 7th inst., Mr. G. Deal in the

chair, the secretary reported the following receipts :

From Mr. Whillans, gardener to His Grace the

Duke of Marlborough, £73, from the opening of

the gardens at Blenheim Palace on May 22 and 23 ;

£U IGs. lOd. from Mr. D. T. Fish, from the open-

ing of the gardens at Hardwicke House, Bury St.

Edmunds, on May 30 ; £'j 5s. collected by card

by Mr. Crawford, Coddington Hall Gardens, New-
ark ; and £200 4s. 6d. as the nett result of

the Covent Garden Fete. A letter was sub-

mitted from Mr. Bourne, stating that His Grace

tlie Duke of Bedford proposed to make a donation

of £500 to the capital fund of this charity. Votes

of thanks were accorded to the Duke of Bedford,

the Duke of Marlborough, Mr. Fish, and Mr. Craw-

ford for tlieir generous aid, and to the Baroness Bur-

dett-Coutts, Mr. Assbee, the market standholders,

Mr. Dickson, and others for their interest and

labours in connection with the Covent Garden Fete.

Narcissi not flowering (Ti'c/im).—Impossible

to say unless wo kuow something of tlio soil thoy are

growing in.

Names of plants.— (V. T. Daly.— I, Prunus sp.

;

2, Celastrus scandens ; 3, Cupressus Lawsoiiiana aurea.

./o/iH Dimmii-k.— 1, Crataegus coccinea ; 2, Cytisus

purpureus. Mrs. Layard.—Orchis bifolia. <•'.

tr'.— 1 anil 2, both Phyteuma Scheuebzori, one weaker
in growtli than the otlior ; 3, Potentilla rupestris.

2'(i/"ji-.— Kpidendrum fra^rans. Cocker and Sons.
— 1, Fraxinus ornus ; 2, l!usc\is hypoglossum ; 3, Lim-
niiiithes grandiflorus, line form of li. J)onglasi. L.

II. /y.—Grovillea roliusta. //. 7.'.—Forms of the

CluTipse Arbor-vitaJ ; the flowering Currant (Ribes

ruliruni) is quite hanlv. IT., Pci7/i.— Saxifraga

pyrainiUalis.
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GROWTH OF CALIFORNIAN NATIVE
TREES.

To-day I visited the farm of Mrs. .John Proctor,

an Englisli lady living in the Santa Clara Val-

ley, abont two miles from the Bay and the
same distance from the foothills. She has been
a very remarkable cultivator of our native trees

and flowers, and her late husband aided her
in making collections. She showed me three
trees which she had raised from seed, aud whose
measurements seem to me to deserve record.

The first is a California Live Oak((^)uercus Agri-
cola). The acorn was planted in 18(30 ; the tree

is thersfore twenty-nine years old. I measured
it at 4 feet from the ground, and it was 10 feet

3 inches in circumference. The tree is a superb
specimen, with a trunk of about 8 feet in height
to the branches, and a broad, massive, spreading
crown. With my long observation of our native

trees, I should have guessed the age of this tree

at forty years instead of twenty-nine.

The second tree was a Pinus insignis. The
seed was sown in 1864 in a box, and transplanted
the next season. This tree girths exactly 13 feet

at 4 feet from the ground, and is, as three of us
estimated, 75 feet in height. This did not sur-

prise nie as much as the Oak, but it seems to

me worth the memorandum.

The third tree is a California Black Walnut,
which grows much more rapidly than the Black
Walnut of the Atlantic States, but is of less

timber value. This tree is thirty years old
from the seed, and is said to be the largest one in

the valley. It girths 10 feet 5 inches at a height
of 4 feet, and is 10 feet to the lower branch, and
about CO feet in height altogether.

These three trees have grown without unusual
care or irrigation. They were simply planted
and let alone. There are also many fine Red-
woods, Douglas Spruces, and other native Coni-
fers of about equal age. Mrs. Proctor, the
owner of the farm, was born in Lancashire.
Her maiden name was Blacow, and the family
have many connections in that county, some
of them, I understand, in horticultural pur-
suits. Charles Howaeb Shinn.

Nili'S, Alameda Co., California.

densely furnished little trees ; but as soon as they
reared their tops above the line of shelter their dis-

figurement began, and the attempt to grow them
had to be discontinued. In the low country, how-
ever, not many miles away, and on the same forma-
tion, the same Conifers thrive amazingly. Much
disappointment would be avoided if, in jilanting

exposed sites, suitable subjects only were selected ;

for although all specimens are affected more or
less by exposure, there are many trees and shrubs
that will thrive tolerably well if they get a favour-
able start.—F.

Planting exposed situations.—Those who
life in high and exposed situations have dilli-

culties to contend with in forming plantations

of which people who live in sheltered valleys

and in the low lands know nothing. Low-lying
districts undoubtedly experience the severest

frosts which are bad enough, but they are a mode-
rate evil (compared with persistent and cold
winds, which starve and retard vegetation more
than all other causes put together ; and I speak
from considerable experience in the matter. I am
acquainted with parks situated many hundreds of

feet above the level of the sea, where the effects of

exposure on the one hand and shelter on the other
are strikingly contrasted. In some of these in-

stances the demesne may fitly be compared to a
circle jilanted in concentric rings ; the outer circle,

being most exposed, is stunted and poor ; the next
is better ; and, as we approach the centre, the trees

imi>rove both in height, girth and luxuriance, the
result simply of the shelter afforded by the other
outer rings, which break the force of the blast.

On one high-lying estate, exposed to the north
and north-west winds, it is found that such trees as
Wcllingtonias and some of the more tender Conifers
positively refuse to grow anywhere but in the shel-

tered glades of the woods. Planted in the open park
they will not thrive. The Wellingtonias were pro-

tected for the first few years by close palings some
5 feet high ; and, nursed in this way, they made

ACCLIMATION OF TREES.

iSuRELY Mr. J. B. Webster is wrong in using the
term acclimation for the mere planting of the
Larch in this country. The Larch is a perfectly
hardy tree, growing naturally along the highest
mountains in Europe. One might as well talk of

the acclimation of a piece of granite. Then all

this talk about the constitution and hardiness of

the tree being improved is nonsense. How can
such things be improved beyond the native type,
which is that of a noble tree ? Large phrases as
the " doctrine of acclimation " can only confuse the
reader. There may be disease, there may be many
conditions which influence growth, but using any
but necessary and clearly understood terms is a bar
to the understanding of these questions.— L. E.

For years I have held that any attempts to

render trees hardier than Nature made them must
necessarily prove, and have proved, abortive. On
no subject has more sheer nonsense been said or

written than on acclimation. It has also been
so mixed up with the questions of altitude and ex-
posure, as to have been credited with results to which
it had no legitimate claim. Beginning by coddling
almost every product of tropical or semi-tropical

climes, and discovering by experience how many of

them from high altitudes throve much better in the
open in our temperate climate, all such facts were
duly placed to the credit of accUmation, the fact

being that cultivators, by accident or fuller know-
ledge, had discovered the natural climate of such
plants, and placed them in it, and then marvelled
greatly at their doing better in it than in the un-
natural one in which they had attempted to grow
them under glass or through extra coddhng.

Carefully trace the natural environments and
scan the primary habitats of acclimatised plants
and trees, and the natural hardiness or tenderness
is determined by Nature and unalterable by the
art or wisdom of man. Lying as it were at the
very bases of plant distribution over the surface of

the globe, the hardiness or tenderness of plants is

placed beyond our control, and this seems to apply
to plants of all sorts as well as trees. Among
Roses, for example, it has never been proved that
the common China or any other fairly well defined
species, such as the Banksian, is one iota more
hardy to-day than on the date of its introduction.

The same is equally true among such herbaceous
or tuberous plants as Dahlias or Potatoes. Amid
the number of seedlings from either we look in vain
for one more frost-proof. But no ; there seems no
difference in their hardiness however much they
differ in all other respects.

—

Caledonicus.

heart-wood ; whereas a lot of yellow deals may
readily be recognised by the sapwood, which more
or less discolours the edges of most of the deals.

The annual rings in white deal are not so marked
or red coloured as in yellow deal, while the knots

are much harder to cut with a knife, and very liable

to become loose. It is not so durable as yellow
deal, especially under exposure to the weather, but it

is much used for inside work, such as cap doors and
floors, not exposed to great wear-and-tear. It is

nice clean wood for tops of dressers and common
tables, as also for shelves, but, on account of its

liability to warp, should not be cut too thin—not

under an inch, if possible.—A.

White deal.—Some of the best white deals
come from Christiania, but those from the other
Norwegian ports are not to be relied on, being apt
to warp and split in drying. Large quantities,

however, of these inferior shipments are used for

such common purposes as making packing-cases,

he. The best Russian white deals, &c., are shipped
from Onega. Petersburg white deal, though gene-
rally finer and closer in the grain, is given to shrink-

ing and swelling according to the state of the atmo-
sphere. Riga, which is about the most southerly
port from which considerable shipments of deals

are made, sends white deals only into the market;
they are, however, considered to be inferior to

Narva and Petersburg white deals, being coarser
and more open-grained than either. In wliite deal
the sapwood can hardly be distinguished from the

A PLAGUE OF CATERPILLARS.

Many of the Oak and Ash trees in the woods on
this estate are badly infested by caterpillars, but
hundreds of starlings are evidently feasting on them,

and on the whole we have good reason to be thankful

the plague is no worse. Compared with the Long-
leat estate we are highly favoured. Quite recently

on driving through some of those beautiful roads for

which Longleat is famous it was only too apparent

how badly the trees are being damaged by cater-

pillars. Large trees are almost bare of leaves, and
whole breadths present a scorched appearance, more
of the wood than leaves being seen. Hundreds of

young Ash trees are quite stripped of leaves, and
the Hazels, Elms and Limes are also much eaten.

The caterpillars are the most numerous in the

heart of the woods, those trees fringing the woods
or which are surrounded by Grass land being beau-

tifully clothed with leaves. From this it would
appear that thin planting or a free system of thin-

ning out has a deterrent effect upon the breeding

of these destructive caterpillars. These pests are

hatched from eggs of the Oak leaf roller moth,
these being attached during the autumn previous

to the branches of the trees. Whether the shelter

afforded by the trees in the centre of groves or

woods is most favourable to the wintering of the

eggs, the hatching process or the well-being of

either the caterpillars, chrysalids or moths in their

various stages of development, I am unable to de-

termine. Nor after all, is this of any importance,

as when once the trees are affected there is no
possible remedy. Birds, including cuckoos, star-

lings, house sparrows, chaflinches, robins, rooks,

jackdaws, wrens, woodpeckers and a few other

kinds, are undoubtedly the natural enemies of the

caterpillar, but these also have their natural enemies,

as in spite of the greater part of them being at per-

fect liberty to increase to any extent, they do not

appear to multiply very rapidly. Probably if some
of them did they would become a greater scourge

than the caterpillars, as they would be with us

always ; whereas the latter are only very destruc-

tive every few years. If I remember rightly the

last noteworthy visitation of caterpillars was in

1882, and since then the trees have not been much
interfered with. The majority of the trees infested

by 'caterpillars in that year made a fairly good
midsummer growth, and apparently were not so

much checked in growth as anticipated at the time.

It might be possible to clear comparatively small

trees of caterpillars with the aid of either an engine

or syringe and soapy water, but as before stated

there are few isolated specimens badly affected, and
it is quite useless to attempt clearing forest trees.

Somerset. W. I.

*,* A great many Oak trees were entirely stripped

of their leaves last year in the wav referred to by
" W. I." (see Garden, June 30, 1888).—Ed.

"The Garden" Monthly 'Pe.TtB.— This journal it

jiidilUltiil in nailfi/ Ixiund Monthli/ J\iits. In ihif fonn the

cnlound plnlclt (ire bt^tt jn-estrcfil, anil it in most suitable .for

rrj<-r< )U-i- prcfious to the issue of the hatf-i/earty volumes. Price

1.^. )'(/. ; ])Ost/ree, ^s. '.'(/.

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — Tf,it

journal is ]ntljtished in ntathj bound Monthhi Parts, in trhieh

forin it is most suitable .for reference previous to the issue of the

yeavlft volumes. Price £>d. ; post free, Sd.

" Sardy Flowers."

—

Oicin(t descriptions of upirards of
(hn lien Itundnd i>f the most ornamental species, icith direction*

for t'.tir arraitiimunt, culture, *tc. Fourth and Popular
Edition, Is. ; post free, \s. 2d.

London : 87, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; hut
The Art itself is Nature."—S/faAesjjeare.

Rose Garden.
T. W. GIRDLESTONB.

ROSE NOTES.
At last, after a long winter and a late spring,

the Roses are showing bloom again, and the
"glorious 1st of June ''—this year a true sum-
mer's day of uninterrupted sunshine—is wel-
comed by a gathering of fine examples of Mar6-
chal Niel, Climbing Devoniensis, Mme. Bravy,
Souvenir d'un Ami, and Marie Van Houtte
from plants growing on the walls. During the
previous week presentable blooms of Gloire de
Dijon had appeared on a west aspect, and early

in the third week in May Mareohal Niel had
been in evidence as the first Rose to flower of

the usual garden varieties. For, of course, the

thomless Rose (Rosa alpina) was actually the
first Rose as usual to show bloom, abnost before

the month of May was a fortnight old, and was
quickly followed by the pure white R. spino-

sissima, the very distinct R. pulverulenta alba,

R. kamtachatica, and all the varieties of R.
rugosa, demonstrating once more the desira-

bility of growing these beautiful single Roses, if

only for the sake of the earliness with which
they flower.

Roses generally have of late greatly improved
in appearance, but the growth is by no means
as strong and as even as it should be. StiU
there will be a much greater display of bloom
than at one time seemed credible, although the
number of rough and faulty flowers will un-
doubtedly be very great. Whenever the plants
are frost-bitten the inevitable result is the pro-

duction of deformed flowers, either having
green centres or altogether lacking their cha-

racteristic form, and, notwithstanding the ab-

sence this year of destructive late frosts, the
Rose trees were so little able (after the absence
of sunshine during 1888 to ripen their wood) to

resist even the winter cold, that it was almost
impossible at pruning time, in many parts of

Surrey, Berks, and the west of England, to

find shoots whose pith was not discoloured or

even to cut below the stain. In the case of the
short-wooded Roses, such as the Baroness
Rothschild family, this was especially observ-

able, and cutting dwarfs right down to the
ground did not seem to find sound wood, while
some standards were killed outright. Even where
the wood when pruned seemed uninjured, the
plants in many instances broke very weakly
owing to the wood's lack of maturity, and in-

numerable summer Roses are making absolutely

flowerlcss growth.

Anybody desirous of tiding an autumnal Rose
show should make the experiment this year, for

.a weak sjiring growth generally involves a great

access of vigour later in the season, and there

can be little doubt that in many gardens Roses
will be at their best in September this year.

It looked at one time as though, in addition

to lacking strength and character, the Roses
would be very late, but this does not appear to

be the case everywhere, for Mr. Frank Cant, of

Colchester, writing on the 28th of May, mentions
the cutting of several maiden blooms on the
25th of that month, or about a fortnight earlier

than last year. Transplanted Roses usually
bloom before established plants, and the second

week of June saw a few bits of bright colour

amongst the Hybrid Perpetuals that were put in

during the past winter, including A. K. Williams,
Crown Prince, Etienne Levet, Cannes la Co-

quette, and the very beautiful Suzanne-Marie
Rodocanachi. But the established plants will

not be in flower for a long while, and this back-

ward state not only characterises the older plants

of Hybrid Perpetuals, but the summer Roses
also, such as the Mosses, Gallicas, Hybrid Chinas,
and so on. In the meantime, caterpillars and
grubs of all kinds have been doing their best to

prevent any Roses flowering at all, swarming in

immense numbers and endless variety upon
plants of every size and kind, and apMdes,
though not constituting the plague that they
have been in some seasons, have been quite

sufticiently numerous to keep the Rose grower
busy in destroying them.

The absence of bloom on many of the summer-
flowering Roses constitutes a great loss in the

garden, especially in the case of the climbers.

Thus Rosa multiflora has but a sprinkling of its

normal mass of snowy flowers, and the new va-

riety grandiflora shows no trace of bloom at all

on either established or transplanted plants.

The growth of these, as of most Roses, during
1888 was abundant, but pithy and lacking

solidity, and a scanty display of blossom is the
apparent result.

With the help of the Teas, however, and the
single Roses not of climbing habit, the Rose
garden is already gay and of daily increasing in-

terest, for the 'Teas, in spite of having been in

many cases cut down to the ground line, have
already arisen again, and are among the first to

fiower.

Stock for Marechal Niel in the open-
In answer to the editorial inquiry, page 547,

the flowers of the Jlar^chal Niel sent were all

from the common Brier or Dog Rose stock from
several plants worked at various heights. We have
tried other stocks, and among them Gloire de Dijon
and the Banksian, but, on the whole, prefer the com-
mon Brier for out-of-door use. We have also

bloomed the Marechal on its own roots in the open.

Recent winters and the age of some of our finest

specimens have rather reduced our stock just now,
which we shall work up again this season. On the

whole, our most useful Marechal Niels in the open
have been standards, preserved as such in open bed
or border, producing welcome Marfichals at the

most unexpected seasons, and of sizes so various as

to do for button-holes or furnish a tea-saucer. Permit
me to thank Mr. J. N. Curzon for his good news of

the Marfichal Niel and Cloth of Gold in the open
air, p. SIG. Might I also invite my brother rosa-

rians to say why the Cloth of Gold is so little grown
and never shown now. The first inquiry may seem
to answer the second, but it does not, for it is

grown here and there still ; and why is it not shown 1

It can hardly be that it is not good enough, and I

would rather reserve my opinion.—D. T. F.

The best golden Rose.—Since I so strongly

asserted the right of Marechal Niel to tliis high

place, 1 have been taken to task by several devotees

of other golden beauties, notably Cloth of Gold,

Yellow Cabbage, Double Persian, &c., of some of

which very perfect specimens have been sent, not-

ably from Mr. Gilbert, of High Park Gardens, Stam-
ford. No doubt the Yellow Cabbage has the advan-

tage for colour, and perhaps in some respects form, if

it would only come in form, which it does not, as a
rule. Taking the JIarechal for all in all, size, form,

fragrance, and length and continuity of blossoming,

I cannot place it second to any existing golden

Rose ; so with many thanks to kind friends, who by
precept and example have tried to enlist me to a

higher devotion to their favourites, I must still re-

main faithful to the Marechal.— D. T, F.

A noble Gloire de Dijon Rose.—The finest

Gloire de Dijon I have ever seen is now in full

flower, and covering some 20 square feet of wall

upon the house of Mr. Baker at BaVbajJi Irwill, /,
Suffolk. From the ground to the rool^tbere are ^A
flowers in the greatest profusion. I counted 400, v/

expanded blooms, whilst hundreds had been cut, '

and innumerable buds were still showing. Thl9>«^,„^
noble specimen was planted about twenty years

ago, and the roots have doubtless wandered far in

a bed of rich loam, which the banks of the mill-

stream show to be not less than 3 feet in depth.

The Rose, I was assured, has scarcely any pruning
beyond what is done by cutting the flowers. It

often sends out from the base a strong shoot, which
reaches the top of the wall (nearly 20 feet high) in

one season. This young shoot is generally laid in

and an old one cut out. I am sure itwould be difficult

to find upon a wall a Rose so well furnished from top

to bottom as this.—A. H.

ROSE PROSPECTS.

These do not seem up to the average. What is the

matter with them 1 One hardly knows or likes to

tell. It is not the hectic flush of consumption that

so often strikes pain and terror to our hearts in re-

gard to not a few of our sweetest known Roses, and
yet it is something akin to it—a sort of incom-

prehensible, indescribable weakness and lack of

stamina; shoots are weaker, buds smaller and less

full than usual ; the petals seem fewer and of less

substance than the average, and they open and fade

in less time than usual. And yet the season has been

admirable. May has been very kind to our Roses.

She even laid aside her usual cold grips of frost and

showers of hail, and assumed a midsummer warmth
to help our Roses to do their very best and be their

sweetest. But somehow the response has been

disappointing. Some people have even ventured

to hint that May was too kind and coaxing. Her
70° to 80° power of allurement was altogether too

much for the Roses. It forced them to appear be-

fore they had time to dress or bedeck themselves at

leisure ; "hence their unfurnished, unfinished appear-

ance. It may have been so to some extent, and if

so, we have no wish for another Rose reading of

the old adage, "the more haste the less speed"

—

that is, the fewer perfect Roses.

Already, however, we have had almost all sorts

of weather in June, and amongst them assuredly

abundance of the rain that puts all things in tune
;

and who knows what the rains and the cold may
have done or may yet do for the coming Roses ? In

fact, some would say that it is altogether premature

to write of the quality of our Roses until after the

great shows in July. But most of us would rather

assess the character of our Rose harvests in the

garden than on show tables, and, judging of the

first fruits in the garden, the Roses are abnormally

weak, and even the show lilooms are not likely to

reach to an average quality. The only Rose that I

have noted fully up to its noruial quality is Gloire

de Dijon. The form this spring is more like the

greater refinement of its autumnal blooms than the

usual run of its early summer flowers.

Assuming the abnormally weak estate of our

Roses, we have not far to search for the cause or

causes. Tliese were threefold : The paucity of sun-

shine and the consequent low temperature of last

year; the excess of moisture, and as a consequence

of these, the abnormally late growth of Roses.

These three causes also combined their united

forces to hinder Roses from ripening up to their

usual standard of compactness and solidity. The
winter of 1888-811 found our Rose wood soft and
flabby instead of solid and hard, and hence the

taints and signs of weakness and imperfection in

our first-fruits of the Rose harvest.

Little can be gained in looking back, unless to

reconcile us the better to the inevitable, and to

brace our energies up the more bravely to set about

preparing our Roses for future work. In a word, if

they are weak, we must hasten to make them strong.

There are two obvious means of doing this, and

doing it at once. The first is to lighten their load,

the second is to increase their supplies of food.

A third service may also be rendered them—to keep

them clear of insect and fungoid pests. The lighten-

ing of their loads is the most immediate assistance
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we can render weakly Rose trees and bushes. It is

astonishing how seldom this help is given. The
weaker the Roses of not a few growers, the more
greedily do they demand the uttermost farthing or

modicum of strength out of them in the form

of the last bud or flower. This is most improvi-

dent to the Rose grower as well as injurious to the

Rose, for by the prompt sacrifice of a few wretched

weaklings this season a rich harvest of perfect

blooms may be gathered next year, or even this

autumntide in the case of Teas. Hence the policy

as well as prompt success of the practice of remov-

ing all weakly blooms from weak-growing Roses.

This cutting off the loss of strength may be done in

an hour ; whereas the conveyance of fresh strength

through additional food may take weeks or months
to accomplish. Fresh supplies of food do not

always strengthen plants where nor when we wish

them to do so. They may, for example, send Rose
shoots into such long growths as to have them all

unfurnished and immatured for the winter; whereas
the vital force or food diverted from blooms is con-

verted into vigour of bud or branch on the instant.

Nevertheless, fresh supplies of food may be given.

The food should neither, however, be too strong nor

too slow. Drainings from stables are an example of

the first sort, pig or pigeon manure of the second to

be avoided. The first might push the roots through
their pungency, the second starve them through

its inert obstinacy, and both keep the plants

growing too late in the autumn. The danger
of this is so imminent through over-feeding, that

it is safer in seasons such as this threatens to

be to obtain the additional strength needed in

our Roses through the concentration of existing

force than by any wholesale additions to it

through heavy feeding or manuring of the roots.

In pursuit of such concentration, all weakly
shoots should be removed as well as small and
worthless flowers. By such simple means, existing

supplies of force and food will be compacted into

smaller nreas, and the increased heat and light of

the sun will have fuller play in converting tlie vital

forces of this year into the perfect Rose of ls90.

Of course, in this great work of preparing a per-

fect Rose harvest for next year, rosarians will see

to it that the plants are not handicapped by fungoid

or insect pests. Every leaf and shootlet enfeebled

by the former, or punctured or consumed by the

latter, is so many manufacturing forces paralysed

or removed, and in proportion as either of these

things are allowed to happen, there will be the fewer
and the worse Roses again in 1890. D. T. F.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rose W. A. Richardson.—Some young plants

of this Roso liave been evergreen, with really healthy
and abundant foliage all the winter, and now are a

mass of flower. I have not had the white Japau Rose
so good as it is this year.—W. Shirlkv, Fareham.

Variegated Rose.—Will you kindly give us your
opinion of the enclosed i* The Koso is a sport, and we
have grown it for three years. It still keeps true,

also those plants budded from it.— Mkssks. W.
Hannai'ORD and Son, Tei<in>nnulli

.

*»* Very striking und pretty variegation, the value

of which can only ho fully judged upon the bush.

—

Ed.

Manure water for Roses.—A month ago the
Roses in the open beds jippoared later than usual, hut
since thou they have had a free application of guano
water once a week, and now they are more promising
than 1 have ever seen tliem on the eve of their open-
ing. I attribute much of their iniproved condition to

the manure water, and where time and means will

allow frequent applie:i1 ions of this will greatly heneiit

all Hnses lit the present time.— .1. Mi'iR.

Chiswick Rose Conference.—Rosarians will,

as a matter of course, not be behindhand in tlieir

contributions of H.P.'s, Teas, and Noisettes, as the
season may permit, to the forthcoming show at

Chiswick, on July 2 and :i. Such matters need no
advocacy; but there is another department of the
conference, one which may be made of a most
interesting character, and for which we venture to

solicit assistance. We extract from the oflioial

programme the following details, italicising those

to which we now desire to call special attention:

—

The object of the conference is to get together as

large and as representative a collection of Roses of all

descriptions as possible ; io form an exhibition of all

subjects pertaining to the Rose, whether in its hntani-

cal, its horticultural, its literary, or its artistic as-

pects ; and to bring together for the purposes of re-

ciprocal information and fellowship all those interested

in the Rose and its culture. To carry out these ends,

the assistance of all lovers of the Rose is incited.

Species.—Any exhibits relating to the wild species

of Rose, to single Roses, to peculiarities of structure,

diseases, &e., will he welcome. Persons possessing

species of Roses, if only single specimens, are re-

quested to exhibit in this class. Dried specimens are

also requested.

Miscellaneous.—Including books on the Rose, and
ou Rose culture

;
photographs, drawings, engravings,

tic, of wild or cultivated Roses, &c.

Rose growers and others willing to assist the
society in these respects are requested to commu-
nicate with Dr. Masters, at the gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Chiswick, W.

Single Roses.—Many of the single Roses are

just now in full flower in the garden, as they come
in before the Hybrid Perpetual and Tea-scented
sections. One of the most beautiful of the rugosa
class is Comte d'Epremesnil, a semi- double Rose of

a full rose-purple colour, the scent powerful and
delicious. It has the glossy abundant foliage of

the type, and is in all respects a charming garden
Rose. At Broxbourne was a bush of the white-
flowered pulverulenta and the crimson-coloured
kamtschatioa. Coruscans is a good single Rose,

the flower of a fine shade of pink ; also worth a
note were rugosa and its charming white variety, a
flower of exquisite purity and beauty. A plant of

Paul's single crimson and single white were in

bloom, and of the two we prefer the white variety.

It is a free-growing Rose, just the type of plant for

covering a pillar, and has flowers very much like

those of our common Dog Rose, white, and deli-

cately scented. It appears to have a far stronger

constitution than the single crimson kind.

Mareclial Niel Rose out of doors.— I am
very pleased to see that "D. T. ¥." (p. o21) agrees

with growing this grand Rose out of doors. It can
be made to grow and produce with comparatively
little trouble even finer blooms in this position

than in greenhouses. The finest blooms of this

delightful Rose 1 have ever seen came from a plant

on a south wall in Yorkshire. They were of magni-
ficent colour ; not that washed-out yellow one so

often sees in fiowers under glass. Seven years

ago a standard plant of this Rose was planted at

the base of the south wall of the mansion in a
small prepared border, the surrounding soil being
of a close hea\y retentive nature. The plant grew
vigorously and flowered freely, and has done the
same every year since, although nothing has ever

been done to its roots, except to supply them
freely with water in a dry season. At the present
time it has a splendid crop of blooms fully ex-

panded, which, I am only sorry to say, will soon
lie past their best, as they have already been out
some time. Nothing has been done to the plant

in the way of pruning the shoots, the object lieing

to get it to grow as tall as possible. At the same
time, a specimen on its own roots was planted at

the base of the back wall in the greenhouse, which
is 12 feet high. The growths were trained up the
wall and down the underside of the roof. They
were very strong, as much as 2iS feet being made in

one season. Of course such growth as this did not tail

to flower abundantly. The plants kept on in this

condition for about four years, and without any
warning died off from canker, ^\'e were left with-

out Marfichal Niel inside, and although we have
since tried others all have shared the same fate.

But still, the one out of doors is evidence that

Mar6chal Niel is a Rose that will not only live there,

but also flourish.—A.

Your leader of the 8th inst. (p. 521) from
" D. T. V." tells the truth to the letter respecting

growing Marfichal Niel Rose outside, but he does
not inform the readers of The Gahdbn where it

is to be seen resplendent in all its glory on outside

walls. At Easton close here MarC'chal Kiel does

beautifully, but I look upon the county of Norfolk

as the home of outdoor Marechal Niels. At Lymn
they actually cover stables and bloom perfectly ; at

Denver (same county) the cottagers grow them
trained to the walls of their dwellings ; at Godal-

ming, Surrey, they cover barns ; and here at Stam-

ford I have seen them at a Mr. Swan's in the very

best condition. I admit, truly, deaths often occur,

but by the timely planting of a few Rose stocks or

Briers, a small stock of budded plants can always

be at hand. I may note in conclusion that all

kinds of Roses do really well in Norfolk.—R. G.,

liurf/Jt ley.

As regards the discussion about Marechal Niel

in the open air, an old plant on a south wall has

given some very fine blooms this year. The tree,

dwarf standard apparently, has been planted eight

or ten years, possibly more, and is nearly smothered
with Virginian Creeper and Clematis montana.
Some of the richest coloured flowers are half

hidden under the leaves of the Virginian Creeper,

while an enormous rich yellow flower had wedged it-

self iu so that it could not be picked with a stalk at all.

The hud I enclose is a poor specimen compared "with

many I have picked this year.—W. Shirley, Fareham.

AUSTRIAN BRIER AND PERSIAN YELLOW
ROSES.

" J. C. C." (page 540), in his interesting note on
these on walls, refers to the plants living longer

when raised from suckers. Where any considerable

stock of these Roses exists, they are generally grown
on their own roots, and when so grown mostly pro-

duce a great many suckers. But they also live

longer than most Roses as worked plants, and
there are those who think they bloom more freely

worked on the Dog Rose than on their own roots.

There is assuredly a way of growing the Austrian

Briers from suckers that does not promote their

free blooming, viz., the treating the suckers like

semi-annuals and running up fresh suckers for

blooming every season. Quantities of bloom may
occasionally be had on these after a hot dry sum-
mer, but, as a rule, these young shoots bloom but
little, and the surest mode of ensuring a profusion

of blossom is to develop age and size of stem or

root-stock. The growth on such aged plants is

mostly short and strong rather than long, and it

is most pithily and truthfully described as all bloom.

These Roses are also often left far too severely

crowded in plant and branchlet. It is no uncom-
mon thing to meet with Persian Roses and Austrian

Briers crowded almost as a copse of Willows. Under
such untoward conditions for blooming it is little

wonder if there are as many branches or leaves as

blossoms. Possibly it is in regard to a proper thinning

of the tops " J. C. C.'s " recommendation for the wall

culture of these Roses would prove most eifective.

The wood having more heat and being fully ex-

posed to light would, of course, be better ripened.

In warm situations and on dry, hot soils, however,

these Roses are often wonderfully free flowering,

and form most striking objects in the landscape

when allowed to run up into large, loose bushes or

masses. They also make beautiful hedges where
they thrive well.

The bronze or copper-coloured variety does not
seem so hardy as the yellow Austrian Brier, and
seems to ,be getting scarcer every year. This is

much to be regretted, as we can hardly be said to

have this rich colour reproduced in any of our
Roses, excepting occasionally iu William Allen
Richardson or Fortune's Yellow, and such are but mere
ghostly reproductions of rich, full copper-coloured

Persians. These hist produce uniquely rich effects

in groups or fine sprawling masses by themselves,

and also add a peculiar charm to the golden Briers

or Persian Yellows when contrasted with them in

the mode so vividly described by "J. C. C."or in

other ways. Among these otiier ways a very simple
and effective one is to bud a few of the contrasting

colours on to the heads of either copper or yellow
Austrian Briers. The charming double Harrison's

and all the Persian Roses may also be budded on
Austrian Brier heads, thus giving a richer variety
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of form and colour in smaller areas, and producing

much of the pleasing surprise of unexpected sports.

D. T. F.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

ThO Bush Daisy (Olearia).—ITiis comes from
Glasuevin, densely clad with flowers. It is a hardy
and valuable addition to our gardens.

Crinum amabile.—A noble head of this comes
from the interesting borders at Glasnevin. The head

is a good deal niore than a foot in diameter. It is a

superb hardy tiower.

Malva eampanulata.—This softly and prettily

coloured Mallow comes to us from Glasnevin , where it

grows freely. It is a pretty rock and bank plant,

where it can be done well.

PsBonies and Irises from Heekfield.—Mr.
Wildsmith, The Gardens, llectfield Place, Hants,

sends us a gathering of I'icony and Iris flowers. The
colours of the Pteonies, especially of the double varie-

ties, are rich and varied.

Sidalcea Candida is a malvaceous plant, and
grows about 2^ feet higli. It is very pretty just now
in the garden, as the pure white flowers are at their

best. The soil should be tmoist and loamy. There

is uo question as to the hardiness of tlie plant.

Eurybia Gunni is one of the prettiest plants in

the IJrosbourne Nursery. A small specimen of it in a

sunny, well-exposed position is a sheet of pure white

star-like flowers, which almost completely hide the

glaucous leaves. It is growing in ordinary soil.

Columbines from Leigham Court,—A rich

gatlieriug of Aquilegia flowers comes from Mr. E.

Butts, Leigham Court Gardens, The strain is a good

one, the flowers varied in colour and strong. A good

selection of Aquilegia aifords many delicate shades,

Brodisea congesta is very beautiful just now in

gardens. It is a liliaceous plant, the leaves long,

slender, and above which rise the tall flower-stems,

each bearing a small crowded raceme of pale violet-

blue flowers. A good clump of it is very showy and
elegant.

Linum perenne is very effective just now ; the

numerous inteuse blue flowers, unfortunately very

fugitive, are charming while they last. We find this

Linum useful for dry, sandy banks, where it thrives

well. The poorer the soil the better apparently

the plants flower.

The Georgian Fleabane (Inula glandulosa)

was finely exhibited by Mr. T. S, Ware, of Tottenham,
at the Koyal Botanic Society. The flowers are yellow,

large, and make a great show in borders. It is a native

of the Caucasus, from whence it was introduced

early in the present century.

Kniphofia natalensis, a new species, is now in

flower at Kew ; tlie leaves are very small compared
with those of such species as K. aloides. The flowers

are of much tlie same colour, but lax, and as seen now
are interesting. It will probably not be hardy, and

will require greenhouse treatment.

Lilium auratum in Victoria, Australia.—
Mrs, Ellis Kowan sends us two photographs of Lilium

auratum growing at Macedon, Victoria, One plant has

a fasciated stem, carrying a head of 1S8 flowers, while

the other photograph also represents a very fine speci-

men. Not only in this country, but also in Victoria

this handsome Lily seems to do well.

Pentstemon diffusus, of which we gave a

coloured figure in The Garden, July 22, 1876 (p, 80),

is very beautiful just now. It is one of the most use-

ful plants we have, flowering so long before any of the

others, and supplying us with a colour very scarce in

the mixed border in June, It is a semi-shrubby va-

riety and a very free bloomer, the flowers large, violet-

purple. It will keep up a succession of bloom until

the autumn, A native of rocky ravines near the

Columbia lliver,

Lithospermum graminifolium is a choice

gem of graasy growth. A tuft of it in the Broxboume
Nursery is blooming freely in a well-exposed sunny

position. The soil is loam and the plants are sur-

rounded with stones. This Gromwell is quite unlike

L, prostratum. Its flowers are of the same intense

brilliant blue, but bell-shaped, and borne in pendent

clusters, which each surmount a stem from 4 inches

to 7 inches or 8 inches high. It is a beautiful alpine

flower.

Sianthus Grievei is a fine hybrid Pink that may
now be seen on the Kew rockery. It is a cross between

D. alpinus and the Sweet William (Dianthus bar-

batus). The hybrid shows its parentage well. The

flowers, which are rose and white in colour, remind one

of those of the alpine Pink, but the growth and leafage

are derived from the Sweet William. It grows freely

and quickly, and is in every sense a good Pink for a

rockery.

Genista Andreana is described as a new shrub,

a coloured plate of which appeared in the Revue Hnr-

ticole for August, 1886. It seems to be a remarkably

bright, showy shrub, very free-blooming, and having

flowers of a rich yellow and crimson shade.

The Rose Tvalk at Kew is now one of the most

delightful spots in the Koyal Gardens. The Idnds are

principally Noisette, and the long, straggling shoots

wreathe the chains with growth, and at this season a

multitude of flowers of various shades, individually of

uo particular beauty, but in the cluster exceptionally

handsome and showy.

Dianthus neglectus is the prettiest alpine in

bloom on the Kew rockery. There is a piece of it

planted on a sunny prominence between stones, but a

good depth of soil 'is given for the roots. Its rich rose

flowers, which almost smother the growth, are intensi-

fied by the quiet grey colour of the rock. This delight-

ful Pink came from South-west Europe in 1869.

Linum grandiflorum rubrum is a graceful

annual with large flowers of the most brilliant crimson

colour. It grows about 18 inches in height, and is one

of the most beautiful flowers of its class in cultivation.

Lines of it in the Broxboume Nursery the other day

made a distinct break away from the ordinary run of

things.

Two beautiful Bellflowers are Campanula
glomerata dahurica and alba. Both are blooming

freely in the Epsom Nursery, and both are plants of

considerable beauty. The first named has clusters of

rich deep blue flowers, and is exceedingly free, the

other having apparently a less %-igorous constitution

and smaller heads of white flowers.

Iris Mme. Chereau is one of the finest of the

barbata section of Iris, It belongs to the aphylla

group, and is one of the commonest flowers in its sea-

son in the London markets. Everyone who cares for

garden Irises should have this. It has exceedingly

handsome flowers, not large, but bold and white,

beautifully frilled round the margin of both falls and

standards with a distinct bluish shade.

A bed of the common Lilium umbellatum
near the tropical Fern house in the Eoyal Gardens,

Kew, is worth notice from visitors. The spikes of

brilliantly coloured cup-shaped flowers rise from an

undergrowth of Berberis Darwini. The contrast of

the peculiarly rich crimson flowers of the Lily with

the deep green leaves of the Barberry is unusually

eff'ective. Very few comparatively think of making

such rich effects as this.

The Marsh Orchis (0. latifolia),—The hand-

somest hardy Orchid sent us this year is a finely

coloured variety of this from Mr, Moore, Glasnevin,

It is of a lovely plum-purple colour, and the spike

is G inches long. We doubt if any tropical Orchid

would produce a better effect than a good group of

this. It cannot be a difficult plant to get in marshy

places, and such a distinct Orchis certainly deserves

cultivation,

Peruvian Lilies at Glasnevin.—Two very

handsome heads of these distinct and precious sum-

mer flowers come from Mr, Moore, of the Glasnevin

Botanic Gardens, We think they are not nearly

so well represented in our gardens as they should

be. The garden should be at its best when the

climate is most enjoyable, and when we are a little

beyond the mishaps of spring. These bloom just

at the right time, and they deserve to be seen far

more often than at present. The two kinds sent,

named Alstrrcmeria revoluta and Diayi, appear to

be mere forms of ohler kinds.

Potato Tree (Solanum crispum) is flowering

well this season, and this handsome shrub is desir-

able in more ways than one. It is the only

member of the genus sufficiently beautiful for open-

air culture, and a plant that does well on a wall.

In such a position it may be seen in the Royal

Gardens, Kew, the plant covering a large space of

wall with an abundance of rich green foliage, set

off at this season by clusters of rich purj^le-blue

flowers, enlivened by bright yellow anthers. It

usually grows from about 12 feet to 11 feet in

height and is quite hardy in southern counties, but

further north would possibly require slight protec-

tion, A good specimen of it was also in full bloom

last week in the Broxboume Nursery of Messrs.

Paul and Son, and it is not an unsuitable plant for

the rougher portions of the rockery, owing to its

free, vigorous habit. It was introduced from Chili

early in the present century, and is therefore not

uncommon, though one would like to see more of

such a distinct and certainly interesting plant.

Laurel-leaved Bock Rose (Cistus lauri-

folius) is very beautiful just now near the tropical

Fern house in the Royal Gardens, Kew. There is a

fine bed of it on the Grass, and the plants are

making a luxuriant leafy growth, now studded with

very large, pure white delicately beautiful flowers.

Each of the frail petals has a blotch of deep lake-

crimson colour near the base, and there is also a

central ring of yellow, the stamens orange-coloured.

It is a European species, having been introduced in

1731.

A new Poppy,—Enclosed I send a Poppy of

the wild or umbrosum character, raised in my gar-

den, which, so far as I am aware, is quite new

and of considerable beauty. It is a red Poppy with

a very distinct cross,' black centre, edged with a

delicate broad white band. It is a difficult flower

to send in good condition, but I hope the fully

opened flowerand a bud ready to expand may convey

some idea of it as it appears on the border,—T. H.

Akcheb-Hind, Soidh lieron.

*,* A Poppy of fine colour and very much like

umbrosum. It is worth preserving.—Ed.

Polemonium Richardsoni is a beautiful hardy

border plant now in full bloom. A mass of it in

the Epsom Nursery of Mr, Morse was very fine the

other day. The plants were flowering for the

second time this year, and after this display is over

another will take place in the autumn. Thus we

have the plant in bloom more or less for several

months. It will flourish in almost any soil or situa-

tion, and grows about 2 feet high; the foliage dense,

rich green, and the lovely sky-blue flowers, enriched

with golden anthers, are produced in large lax

heads.

Bock Roses are amongst the gayest flowers of

the garden, and it requires a very few of the varie-

ties of our native Helianthemum vulgare to make

patches of brilliant colour. Spreading clumps in

the Broxboume Nursery in the fullest exposure tell

their worth, and at Kew in that portion of the

gardens known as the " wilderness " there is a dry

sloping bank, the surface covered with brick ends,

over which the vigorous-growing Rock Roses delight

to throw their woody growth, at this season studded

with flowers. With a good selection of varieties we

can have almost every shade of colour—salmon,

rose, pure white, the richest orange-scarlet, yellow,

and buff. There is many a hot dry border or

sunny bank where few things can be made to grow

that would be just the place for the Rock Roses,

and it is very seldom that a good selection of va-

rieties is to be seen in gardens. The type is a

flower of exceeding richness. We have seldom

seen it more beautiful than on the Epsom Downs,

where it fringes the chalky banks with its golden

flowers and makes bits of bright colour on the Grass.

Pansies in Yorkshire,—We have innumer-

able Pansies here without the least care on our

part. Six years ago they were planted on a slope

in the kitchen garden among the Rose trees. They

seed freely, and every spring the old ones are

thrown away and the seedlings are thinned out.

They have taken possession of the walk adjacent,

and also of a neighbouring wall, and they give to

us and our visitors as much delight as anything in

the garden. So sweet are they that the air is

scented with them, and they are grown with about

the same amount of trouble and time that would be

wanted to grow a bed of Groundsel or Chickweed.

A Pansy florist came two years ago and saw them,

and abused them very much, yet a large mass of

Pansies, bright in flower and of various shades^seems

to me to be desirable, I send some blooms, W e can

cut large basket fuls every day, and never miss

them and our London friends appreciate them,

Theiiresent season suits this norihern climate ad-

I
rairably I never saw the flowers so bright or plen-

I tiful, and we have not that appearance of being
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burnt up of which I noticed the beginning recently
during my visit south a short time ago.—G. H. C,
Broolifield.

Passiflora Pfordti.—We are glad to learn
that this barbarous name, which has been given by
someone to a plant which Dr. Lindley knew and
named P. alato-crerulea, is to be heard no more. It is

a free grower, has large, trilobed, dark green leaves,
and large flowers in which tlie characters of the
two parents are combined, but the colour is a dull
magenta. As a garden plant it is a long way be-
hind many better-known Passion Flowers. It is in
flower in tlie temperate house at Kew. It is a cross
between P. alata and coerulea.

Clintonia Andrewsiana is a charming Liliad,
its deep rosy blossoms, disposed in a loose umbel,
being very characteristic. It is a desirable rock
plant, and seems to do well in a partially shaded
spot in moist peaty soil. The leaves, in close tufts,

are each about a foot long and half as broad, dark
green. A native of North America. C. borealis is

almost too well known to require comment. The
flowers are greenish-yellow, opening a fortnight
earlier than those of the above species. The above
Clintonias must not be confused with the annual
Clintonias, which are now placed in Downingia, a
genus of Lobeliads.

A good Columbine.— I send you a specimen
of Arjuilegia which I have grown for the last two
years. The plants have been in full bloom for
three or four weeks, and the blue is much lighter
than at first. The plants have had no care be-
stowed on them. The one the specimen was taken
from is growing under a large Araucaria. The
flowers are certainly lovely when newly cut.

—

Geo.
Riddel, Leslie, Insch, Aberdeenshire.

*,* The flowers sent (and very pretty they are)
seem to us a form of the Rocky Mountain Blue
Columbine (Aquilegia ciErulea), one of the loveliest
of mountain plants, but seldom seen in a true state
in gardens. Hybrids from it are numerous.

—

Ed.
Galax aphylla is one of the neatest rockery

plants we have seen for a long time. It belongs to
the Heath family, and is one of the plants found
in company with Shortia galacifolia; indeed, we
are told that the Galax, which is the stronger of
the two, is fast crowding the Shortia out. The
leaves of the Galax are round, evergreen, and tinted
with the most beautiful shades of red and purple.
In Carolina, where it grows wild, the leaves are so
beautiful as to be gathered in the autumn and sent
to the larger towns for decoration. The flowers are
white, on a close, wand-like spike, and, when in
quantity, are very effective. It thrives in any
peaty or leafy soil, and will flower all the better for
a little exposure.

Caterpillars.—The present year seems likely to
be as memorable for the prevalence of caterpillars
as the last. Already the leaves of trees. Limes
especially, are sadly riddled by the pest, and in few
places round London is the damage more evident
than at Ashstead Park, near Epsom. The leaves of
the Lime trees look as if riddled by shot ; the
common Hazel bushes are in no better plight, and
this great wave of destruction seems to be attack-
ing other trees without distinction of kind. Re-
ports from Cheshire describe the fruit crops as a
total failure in most parts through the caterpillars,
Damson trees having suffered most severely. As
far as we have seen at present, the Oaks are com-
paratively free, but how long they will remain so is

doubtful.

Conophallus Titanum.—Amongst Aroids of
gigantic proportions and interesting character, this
is the most wonderful of all. At Kew it has been
one of the most striking of the plants grown in the
house where the Victoria Lily is cultivated, its

enormous leaf and remarkal)le structure being
almost phenomenal. It has been grown there since
1879, when a small tuber was received from Dr.
Beccari, of Florence, who discovered it in Sumatra
and brought home seeds of it. Weighed after its

winter's re.st tliis spring the tulier at Kew proved
to be ,r>71bs. It is now developing a huge inflores-
cence, and promises to realise all that was said of
it by its discoverer. At present the inflorescence
is CJ fe3t high. The Kew autliorities are to be

congratulated on being the first to flower this plant,

which is as great an event in its way as was the
flowering for the first time of the Victoria regia.

Next week we hope to give the measurements of

this flower after it has properly expanded. Mean-
while we advise all who have an opportunity to go
and see this vegetable monster. In the same house
another remarkalile Aroid, viz., Godwinia gigas, is

just unfolding its huge cobra-like leaf. This plant
also flowered at Kew a few weeks ago. These big
Aroids appear to be exceptionally well represented
at Kew.
Watsonias.— Some pretty-flowered species of

this old genus of Cape bulbs are now in bloom at

Kew, and they suggest the question. How is it that
these plants have not been favoured with a share
of the attention which cultivators and plant
breeders have devoted to Gladioli ? Such species

as W. alatroides, W. humilis, W. meriana, W. rosea
and several others now flowering at Kew are quite
distinct from all other bulbs and have considerable
beauty both in shape and colour. The cultural
requirements of Watsonias are similar to those of

Gladioli.

Lathyrus rotundifolius.— The Everlasting
Peas are valuable, for they give no trouble when
once established and last a long time in beauty.
One of the earliest and certainly not the least

pretty is the above-named kind. By the flrst days
of June its rosy purple flowers are open and they
continue until August, at which time L. latifolius

and the white variety are in flower, and will keep
up the supply till late in autumn. L. rotundifolius
needs no culture, for when once planted it will take
care of itself. We have some in a little border
supported by a low terrace wall, and though pretty
here, it is still more so about the grounds. In one
place upon the open lawn it clusters around the
stem of a tree to which some shoots cling, whilst
others trail around on the ground. Upon a dry
bank it also seems quite at home.—A. H.
Puya Whytei.—The Puyas belong to that sec-

tion of the Bromeliacese which is remarkable, as a
rule, for the large size of the plants, the rigidity

and very spinous character of the foliage, and for

their rarity in gardens. But P. Whytei is an excep-
tion to this rule, its leaves being ornamental, the
plant not more than 2 feet across, and flowers are
now and again developed by plants of this size.

An example in flower is now a conspicuous object
in the succulent house at Kew. It has a stout
spike 4 feet high, bearing numerous flowers over
2 inches long, something like those of a Lapageria
in form, and of a shining metallic blue-green
colour. The blooms are exceedingly beautiful, and
quite unlike any other flowers in colour. This
plant flowered at Kew several years ago. It has
also bloomed out of doors in the south of Eng-
land, and may be, therefore, recommended for gar-
dens in the warmer parts of this country. On a
rockery in a sunny position it would be a delightful

plant, ornamental even when out of flower. Most
of the Puyas are Chilian, some of them attaining
gigantic proportions on sunny hills there. P. lanu-
ginosa, another very striking plant, flowered in the
same house at Kew last year.

A note from Fareham.—One would have said
last summer was the worst possible, and that the
effects of the continuous wet would have destroyed
all hopes of fruit, &c. Yet I have never had a
double Cherry tree so beautiful as it was the other
day, nor so many Gooseberries nor Currants, nor
such healthy looking Rose beds ; while Daffodils,

Tulips, and Anemones have all been good. Forced
Hyacinths were poor. These were brought fresh
from Holland. The Tulips and Anemones I have
had some years. As regards late Tulips, they
increase and flower here very satisfactorily. Ixias

and Spanish Irises with a background of Alslnc-
meria are looking very bright. These, for the sake
of the Ixias and other tender bulbs, I cover during
frosty weather with frigi domo. I have a success-
ful corner in hanly flowers as follows : Primrose.-;

and Daffodils, Columbines, Spiricas, Lilies, and
autumn Anemones. It is in a good position, and hides
up its own untidiness, i.e., the Columbines and
Spincas coverup dying Primrose .and Daffodil loaves,

and the Anemones take full possession of every-

thing in the autumn. They all receive a mulch in the

beginning of December, and presently start off upon
their round again. Iceland Poppies are beautiful just

now ; they seed themselves freely. This year many
seedlings have come semi and some nearly com-
pletely double. So far, it does not seem an ad-

vantage. Are my Columbines true, viz., 1, CKrulea

;

2 .and 3, californica; 4, chrysantha ? They were
all raised from seed and are pretty. No. 3, you
will see, bears erect flowers. So does the Foxglove,
from which I enclose a few flowers. I have never
seen any like them before. Is there any species of

this nature?—W. Shielby, Sout/itvick Parsonage.
*„* Your Columbines are so intercrossed that

it is impossible to distinguish^any species.

—

Ed.

Primula suifrutescens.— This Califomian
Primula is certainly a welcome addition to our list

of summer flowering alpines. It follows P. Rusbyi,
and although it has hardly proved such a free

flowerer, its fine habit and peculiarly interesting

appearance single it out as a desirable plant. It

is the only Primrose I know with creeping woody
stems which root as they run along, and if kept
pegged down soon form a large mass. I believe it

has proved quite hardy in many English gardens.

My plants did not do so well as I expected, probably
owing to the unusually wet summer of last year.

Its flowers, produced in loose bunches, are not un-
like those of P. rosea, and last for a considerable

time in good condition. It may be increased to

any extent by runners.—K.

SHRUBS IN FLOWER AT FOTA ISLAND.

Benthamia FEAcaPEEA.—Some time ago I stated

that this shrub had made very fine growth in 1888,

showing how much it enjoyed the extremely wet
season, and, unlike many other half-hardy shrubs,

it set numerous flower-buds, with the result that

many trees here are now one mass of white flowers.

Should we have a warm summer, we may expect a
heavy crop of its very ornamental fruit, which is

sometimes compared to that of the Arbutus. The
fruit of the Benthamia is, however, twice as large

as the largest berry of the Arbutus and not quite

so dark. The berries have a bitter taste, and, con-

sequently, the birds generally leave them until

their store of more palatable fruits is eaten, and
during some very mild winters they leave them
entirely untouched.
Fbemontia cALIPOHNICA. — This very free-

flowering shrub is now in bloom here. It has one
good quality, viz., that of remaining in flower for

several months, and its large yellow flowers are

most attractive. It ripens its seed here, and it may
also be increased by cuttings.

Ozothamnus eosmabinipolius.—This small-

leaved shrub is now covered with its thousands of

small white flowers, which are all on the upper
sides of the branches, rendering them very useful

for making wreaths, itc. So numerous and thickly

arranged are the flowers th.at there is not room for

a leaf between them. I find that it is a short-lived

shrub, but to make up for this, it is a very free

grower and easily propagated by putting cuttings of

the current year's growth into sandy soil at the end
of September, and keeping them shaded in bright

weather in a close cold frame. It flowers in a
small state, and would be most useful for pot culti-

vation.

Caepentema califobnica.—This has opened
its flrst flower for the season to-d.ay. Too much
cannot be said in favour of it, and all lovers of fine

and rare flowering shrubs sliould find a place for

this. The flowers are much like those of

Anemone j.aponic.a alba both in size .and colour,

and are borne on tlie ends of the previous year's

wood. Leaves .about 4 inches long, Lanceolate,

light green on the upper side and umlerneath much
lighter.

PlllLESiA huxipolia. — This dwarf - growing
shrub, which is hardy here, is now in flower. It is

planted in a damp situ.ation in rough pe.at, with a
mixture of broken crocks and sand, which it seems
to enjoy. It grows very slowly and throws out
numerous suckers, by which the stock ni.ay readil

be increased. W. Osbornb.
Fota, Cor/;, June 17.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

THE PAPER KEEDS.
To be accurate, this name should be used for

onlj' one species of Cyperus, viz., C. antiquorum,
but there is no reason why it should not be
applied to all the tall-stemmed species, as they
also contain the pithy substance from which

with excellent efiect for skirting pools or lakes,

or for screening a swampy piece of ground. It

is, however, rarely seen in gardens. In a wild
state it is also rare, but it is easily propagated

I
by division or from seeds.

The most useful and most generally grown of

the exotic species is C. alternifolius, which we
;
owe to Australia. It is everyone's plant, and
thrives in a window in the densest part of

Cyperus alteruitulius, Iroiii a phutogrnpb seut liy Mrs. R. Moss King, Asheott llill, Somerset.

paper was made by the Egyptians and others in

ancient times.

Of the TOO named species of Cyperus known
only very few have been brought into requisi-

tion as garden plants. Beginning with our
own native, the Galingale (C. longus), we have
in it a tall, graceful plant, which may be used

London almost as well as in the best appointed

greenhouse. For furnishing of all kinds it has

few ecjuals among foliage plants. In a tropical

house, where it can get plenty of water, it

grows into a really handsome specimen in a

marvellously short time. To propagate it one

baa only to take the small rosettes of leaves on

the ends of the stalks, cut off the leaves to
within an inch of the base and stick what
remains in sandy soil in a propagating frame.
The variegated form, when well coloured, is a
superb plant. It has, however, the unfortunate
habit of turning green if the treatment is at all

liberal. Like several other of those plants
which have wliite variegation, poor soil, pure
water, but plenty of it, and small pots are
necessary to the permanence of the variegation.

A well-coloured specimen of the variegated
Cyperus cannot be surpassed as a table plant.

C. distans is a garden name for C. Meyenianus,
a plant which has taken the place of C. alterni-

folius in many gardens. It is larger in stature,

coarser in habit, and retains its grassy foliage

about the base of the taUer mop-headed leaves.

The colour is a deep black-green, and it keeps
well under ordinary treatment. Hundreds of

thousands of it are sold in London annually. It

was first brought into prominent notice by
Messrs. Hugh Low and Co., who had a good
stock of it about six years ago, and who now
grow thousands of it.

C. antiquorum, better known as Papyrus, the
Sacred Reed or Bulrush of the Bible, is an old
garden favourite. It likes tropical treatment,
but thrives fairly well in a sunny position in a
pond out of doors in the warmer parts of this

country. In some parts of France it is a common
feature among out-door plants. It is also grown
in pots for sub-tropical bedding, a purpose for
which it is well adapted. Although it revels in

mud, it may be grown as a pot plant in the
ordinary way. Division of the roots will soon
yield a large stock of plants ; but the quickest
method is from seeds, which can be obtained
from any large seed-dealer. From seeds sown
in Februaiy large specimens can be obtained by
the June following. Plants 6 feet high, with
numerous leaves, and each in an 8-inch pot,
may be got in this time if plenty of heat is

used. In June they should be hardened off,

preparatory to their being used out of doors
during summer.

The historical interest of this plant is known
to everyone. It is a native of Northern Africa,

Palestine, ifec, and was introduced into English
gardens in 1802. In some parts of Africa it

completely hides the swamps and rivers, its

stems forming an almost impenetrable jungle
2 feet to 16 feet high. The papyri of the
ancients were prepared from this plant by
simply pulling off the green bark, slicing

the pith, placing the slices side by side and
saturating them with gummy water. They
were then pressed, and when dried were ready
for use. Examples of this paper bearing writ-
ing by Egyptians may be seen in the Kew
museums. W.

Herbaceoua Calceolarias —There are many
fine strains of herbaceous Calceolarias, and amongst
the number that of Messrs. Cannell and Sons, of
Swanley. This has the great merit of dwartness
coupled with a strong habit and extensive range of
colouriDg. The house devoted to them was a short
time since one blaze of colour, each plant li-aving a
dense, well-rounded head of bloom. The seed is

sown in cold frames placed in a cool position
near trees, and when sufficiently large the seed-
lings are pricked off into pans, and from thence
transferred to 3-inch pots, in due time being
potted on into those .5 inches across. The last

shift is into 8-inch pots. It is essential throughout
to maintain a cool, comparatively dry atmosphere,
and scarcely anr artilicial heat is needed, and this

only when the weather is damp to preserve the
freshness and beauty of the flowers. There is un-
limited variation in colour. The pure self yellows
are amongst the brightest, and remarkably rich
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when this brilliant ground colour is spotted with
mahogany. Maroon, purple, chestnut-brown, velvety
crimson, soft sulphur, and creamy shades are all to
be found in a good strain of herbaceous Calceo-
larias.

Combretum purpureum and Ipomsea
Horsfallire.—In reference to Mr. Lynch's note about
these two plants in The Gaeden, June 8 (p. 52G),
I have been propagating for the trade for some
years, but I have never seen a single plant of either
obtained from a cutting. I cannot accept such
statements without a proof being sent with it, and
then I should want (but perhaps should not arrive
at the truth) to know how many per cent, rooted.
I have so frequently heard this assertion made
respecting these two plants that I have made up
my mind that those who talk of so increasing these
species know very little of the habits and require-
ments of these two plants. Will any jjropagator in
the trade kindly give a record in The Garden of
this operation of striking the above-named plants
from cuttings being successful?

—

Scepticus.

Hechtia argentea.— This is a plant that
many would admire if they could only see it

more often. There is a specimen in the Cactus
house in the Royal Gardens, Kew, and it is

quite different from anything there, its long, sil-

very leaves falling stiffly over the pot, and
making a rich surface of bright colour. It is a
Bromeliad, and the best of the six species that
form the genus, though some would give H.
Ghiesbreghti, which it most closely resembles, the
highest place. The flowers are described as white,
small, in globose clusters ; but as I have never seen
them, I can give no information as to their beauty.
A warm, dry atmosphere is apparently most suit-

able for it, and there are many warm greenhouses
where such a plant could have a corner.—C.

Tuberous Begonia.—I enclose a flower-spike
of a seedling tuberous Begonia, which is, I think,
rather remarkable. Not of course for size, shape,
or colour, but for the fact that the first flower, still

on the stalk when sent, was fully opened on May
27, and the whole spike has been in flower for over
a week. The plant maintained this characteristic
all through last season when it was raised, and
appears to retain it now it is a year old. At the
present time there is another spike nearly fully
open and a third just beginning to expand the first

flower, besides others on side stalks just showing.
Each spike has two male flowers and three female
ones. From the spike sent, I, unfortunately, knocked
off the first female flower two days ago.—W. Shir-
ley, Fareliam.

Planting out Callaa.—There appears to be
various opinions held as to the beneficial effects or
otherwise of planting out Callas during the summer
months. Having repeatedly tried both, I am averse
to keeping Callas in pots, as not only are tlie plants
considerably more trouble in watering, but they
never make such strong crowns as they do with un-
limited root room and a more regular supply of
moisture. Objectors to the practice of planting
them out aver that the plants suffer a great check
in relifting and potting, but that depends on the
way they are managed and treated ; and if they do,
that matters but little if the check is not too
severe, as it does not affect their flowering, for with
the strong, well-developed crowns turned-out plants
are sure to have, the blooms must be there, and will
issue forth in due time. The way to manage Callas
is to turn out from their pots, and pull apart all

those that are large, so as to reduce them to a
desirable size. Before dividing them, however, it

is advisable to have the ground ready, that there
may be no delay in getting the plants in. It is a
good plan to prepare a shallow ti-ench, and manure
it as is done for Celery. This gives cvci-y chance
of affording the Callas plenty of moisture, as they
may be flooded occasionally. The distance at which
to place them in the trench depends on the size of
the plants, but in a general way 18 inches to 2 feet
is ample ; and after the planting is eft'ected, it is

a good plan to mulch, which will shade the ground
and help to maintain a uniform condition of mois-
ture. By the end of September the Callas should
be lifted, and any loose soil shaken away from the

roots, so as to reduce the ball to a size suitable for
the pots the plants are to go into. The necessary
filling in around should be done with fine rich
mould, and to make sure of this not lying hollow,
a heavj- watering, which will carry the soil among
the roots, where it wiU subside and be made use of
at once, should be given. The best place for the
plants immediately after potting is a deep pit where
they can be stood, kept close and shaded for a fort-

night or so, during which time they ought to be fre-

quently syringed overhead.—S. D.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse.—Camellias.—There are few plants
so accommodating in respect to the time they can
be induced to flower as Camellias. With a sufli-

cient number of plants and tlie requisite judgment
brought to bear in regulating their growth, the old
white variety can be had in bloom for nine or ten
months in the year. But it is only in the spring or

summer, when the plants are growing, that much
can be done to assist the flowering for another year.
If once they are removed to cool quarters after the
buds are set, little can afterwards be done to push
them on. If anything in the shape of forcing is

attempted, it is more than likely to end in the buds
dropping off in quantities. Where it happens that
the plants are wanted to flower considerably earlier

than usual, all that is necessary to do is to keep
them in the same house, with as much warmth as
will keep the buds growing freely. By this means,
plants that did not open their flowers before Feb-
ruary in the past winter may be had in bloom in

December. By following a like course a second
year a similar advance in time can be secured. This
process admits of being repeated until the plants
bloom at the opposite time of the year to that
which they have been accustomed to. In this way
some of those who grow for Covent Garden Market
have got a portion of their plants into an early
habit of growing and blooming, so that they begin
to flower regularly in July, and are followed by
others in succession until the latter part of May.
It may, however, be well to point out to anyone
who adopts this course that it is necessary to be
careful not to keep the plants too long where the
buds will increase quickly in size, or they may open
too early. If kept moving freely until the flowers

show colour they will quickly expand, and nothing
that can be done will prevent them doing so when
they have reached this stage. Plants that
bloomed late in the spring should be kept in

the house in which they have made their growth
until the buds are sufliciently advanced to en-

able them to come again at the time they are
wanted. In tlie neighbourhood of large towns
where the winter fogs are charged with smoky
sulphurous vapours, it is better to keep Camellias
where the buds will continue growing until they
have attained a fair size before autumn. When
the buds are large and prominent they are not so

liable to drop off as when small and backward.
Plants that flowered early, and now have their buds
as forward as required should be moved into cool

airy quarters. For want of a spare house in

which to put the plants, where the lights could be
open night and day from this time until autumn.
Camellias are frequently turned out of doors where
the soil gets soddened with thunder showers and
worms find their way into the pots. If they must
be put out, a slight frame-work, should be erected
over them, on which hot-bed lights can be put
temporarily, or a blind on a roller that can be run
down when required should be provided. If this

plan were adopted there would be fewer complaints
of the buds dropping in winter.

Camellias planted out.—It often happens
that Camellias which have been grown in beds
have to be transferred to pots or tubs. When the

plants are strong and vigorous they can be moved
in this way with little or no check to their flower-

ing, provided they are taken up before the buds
are too large. Tlic right time for carrying out tlie

work is just when the buds are beginning to form
and the terminal leaves are about attaining their

full size, but not yet hardened up. The plants

should be lifted carefully. In potting make the

soil solid ; light potting will not answer for Camel-
lias. Fresh loam of good quality, consisting of
about 5 inches or G inches of the top from an old
pasture, which has been in a heap for six months,
with some sand and a sprinkling of bone-dust, is

the most lasting material. After potting, the
plants should be kept in a moist growing tempera-
ture for about six weeks, in which time the roots
will get well established, and the flower-buds will

go on without feeling the removal. When Camel-
lias that have been planted out are taken up and
potted in spring the growth made during the en-
suing summer is seldom more than half what it

should be, and the plants generally fail to flower
the season after.

Watering Camellias.—When Camellias are
planted out it sometimes happens that after thriv.

ing well for a time, making ample growth, and
flowering freely, the plants begin to push fewer
and shorter shoots, with a disposition to throw off

more of the old leaves than they produce new ones.

When matters take this turn it is always well to

examine the bed which, more often than otherwise,
will be found too dry a short distance below the
surface, though the top, being sufliciently moist,
gives no indication of the state the lower portion is

in. When the bottom of a bed gets dry in this

way no amount of water applied in the ordinary
manner will moisten it. The only chance is to

make a dam of earth about 6 inches deep all round
the bed, or, what is better, dam the bed in portions,

and keep the spaces filled up with water daOy for a
week or ten days.

Crotons.—The long, narrow-leaved varieties are
the best for table decoration, and the plants should
be quite small for this purpose. From 9 inches to
12 inches high, exclusive of the pot, is as large as
it is well to have them ; everything with heavy
massive leaves should be avoided. This neces-
sitates frequent propagation to keep up the stock.

Shoots with highly coloured leaves should be
selected ; the tops in lengths of about 6 inches are
best. These should be put into 3-inch pots filled

with sand. If confined under propagating glasses
or in a cutting frame, they will strike in a few
weeks, after which put them into G-inch pots. Loam,
with a little rotten manure and sand, is better than
peat to grow them in. If kept in a brisk stove heat
they will make nice plants before autumn.

Pandanus Veitchi and p. javanicus varie-
GATUS are both suitable for table use, and when
too large for this purpose they come in well for

standing in a living room. Here they will keep in

good condition for the greater part of the summer,
provided they are not placed too near an open
window that will let too much of the outside air

directly upon them. Suckers put in now will soon
strike, and if well managed will make nice plants
for use twelve months hence. All the suckers used
should have a suflicient proportion of white colour
in the leaves. If the suckers are too green they
will most likely remain so. Remove a few of the
bottom leaves, and let them lie for a day in the
house before putting them in, so that the base may
dry up a little. Put them singly into 4-incb or

G-inch pots, drained and filled with a mixture of

loam and sand, and treat in respect to heat,

moisture and shade in the way that Pine suckers
are struck. The plants should be grown in a way
that will keep the leaves short and stout. To have
them in this condition, as soon as the suckers

are well established they must be kept close to the
glass. If there happens to be a shelf over a path,
this will be a suitable place for them; failing this,

they may be suspended from the roof by wires
fixed round the pots. The foliage so treated will

come better coloured and the plants through being
robust will bear keeping cool better when they
come to be used. The small-growing, green-leaved
kinds of Pandanus, such as P. elegant issimus, P.

graminifolius, and P. ^'andcrIlleerschi, can be in-

creased and grown in the same way. These are re-

markable for tlieir gracefully curved leaves and
elegant appearance.

Cvi'KUUS.—The different kinds of Cypcrus, in-

cluding the green and the variegated forms of C.

alternifolius and the green and the variegated C,
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laxus, are increased by division of the crowns. The
best time for propagating them is early in spring,

before growth commences. But where the work
has not been done, it is not yet too late, as there is

still time enough for the plants to get established

and make a fair amount of progress before winter.

The plants are best broken up into single crowns,

securing to each piece as many roots as possible

and putting the crowns into pots large enough to

hold them. A warm house or pit with a moderately

close atmosphere and shade are necessary, but the

crowns do not require a cutting frame or propa-

gating glasses.

CuPANlA I'lLiciFOLlA.—This plant is much less

grown than it deserves to be. It is one of the

most elegant habited subjects in cultivation. Its

ample Fern-Uke leaves give it an exceptionally

graceful appearance. It is handsome in a small

state, and equally so when it gets 6 feet or S feet

high. It strikes from cuttings made of the young
shoots when about G inches long. The cuttings,

which should be taken off with a heel, are best put

singly into small pots half filled with a mixture of

loam and sand, the rest all sand. Treated in the

ordinary way they will root readily. When suffi-

cient roots are present, move the plants into 6-inch

pots and grow them on in a warm stove tempera-

ture. This and other fine-leaved subjects of a like

character are frequently kept during the early

stages of their existence too dark, through an idea

that because they are not wanted to flower there is

no occasion to submit them to much light. This is

a mistake, for tlie more light they get whilst young
and their first leaves are in course of formation the

more substance they have in them, and the longer

they will retain their vitality. There should be no
attempt at stopping the leading shoot, as, in com-
mon with all plants of a similar description, this

Cupania looks best when confined to a single stem.

To have the plants in good condition they must be

kept free from insects, which if present soon dis-

figure the leaves. A daily use of the syringe will

do much to prevent these pests being troublesome.

Caladium argseites.—This distinct looking

plant can be used for decorations in so many ways
that a good stock of it should be grown. It is one
of the few things with variegated leaves that as-

sociate well with cut flowers. For this purpose it

should be grown in quantity wherever there is

much demand in this department. To ensure the

leaves looking fresh and lasting well, the plants

should be grown in 6-inch or 7-inch pots, as in these

sizes it is easier to keep them close to the glass than
when the specimens are large, and unless grown
where they are fully exposed to the light the leaves

flag when severed from the plants. The atmo-
sphere of the house should not be too humid; this

ii best prevented by giving suffisient air.

T. B.

and in No. 4 at Kew. The stems are from 5 feet to

6 feet high, clothed with dark green foliage, and
each stem bears from five to eight flowers, lai'ge, of

good substance, and pure white. It is supposed
that the exceptional size of these plants and the
number of flowers produced on each stem is the
result of several years' cultivation in the island of

Bermuda, where the conditions are so exceptionally

favourable that a vigour almost abnormal is infused

into the plant. After the first year here, deteriora-

tion, or rather a return to the ordinary character of

this Lily, is observable. However, the Bermuda
bulbs are cheap enough, and such plants as those at

Kew are a full return for their cost, even if they
never flower again. Has anyone worked out the
history of the Bermuda Lilies ?

SHORT NOTES.STOYE AND GREENHOUSE.

Pimelea diosmEefolia makes a beautiful bushy
specimen. It produces small heads of pale rose-pink

flowers. Several plants of it were in full perfection a
few days ago in the greenhouse at Kew.

Callistemon rigidus.—It is only at Kew that
we hear of this plant making a gorgeous display once,
sometimes twice, a year. There the specimen is an
enormous one, and it is now bearing dozens of its largo

Bottle-brush-like heads of scarlet and gold flowers.

No plant could make a more beautiful display, and for

large sunny conservatories there is no plant more
worthy of its room than this.

Sempervivum dorame. — This is never likely

to booonie popular in any sense, as it is an ungainly
type from the Canaries, exhibiting more naked stem
than fleshy leaves. But when in bloom a plant of this

kind has a distinctive character. It produces a large

head, composed of a mxiltitude of yellow star-shaped
flowers, the centre green. Indi^•idually they are of

little account, but collectively make a considerable
show. When grouped with other things of a similar

nature, this class of Sempervivum introduces variety

into the arrangement. We saw it at Kew flowering
strongly in the Cactus house.

Bermuda Lilies.—The finest examples we have
seen of the form of Lilium longiflorum known by
this name are now in flower in the temperate house

Chrysanthemums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

INSECT PESTS.

Earwios, I find, are troublesome at a very early-

stage this season. \A'e have already found
many ensconced snugly in the points of the

shoots, coiled up in the tender leaves, and
several points of the leading shoots have
been eaten off; therefore a sharp look out must
be kept for these intruders, as nothing but un-
ceasing watcliing for them will rid the plants of

this most troulilesome pest. Beginners in

Chrysanthemum cultivation, for whatever pur-

pose the plants are needed, should be on the

look-out for earwigs.

Black fly is a pest which promises to be a
source of annoyance to Chrysanthemum growers
this season. If it be left to itself for ever so short

a time in its early stages of attack, it will be all

the more difiicult to eradicate later on, and in

consequence tlie plants will be all the more
likely to be crippled in their growth. Never
was the old adage " a stitch in time saves nine "

better exemplified than in the case of the black
fly and Chrysanthemums. An early application

of a remedy may save much labour, annoyance,
and result in much superior plants later on.

The extreme points of the leaves are those

which are first attacked, and are quickly curled

up by the injury done to the tissues of the

leaves, which never again become straightened,

and consequently disfigure the plants. Not
only does this fly spoil the appearance of the
plants, but causes a check to growth, which
must be avoided if the best results are to

be expected in the production of high-class

blooms either for exliibition or for home
decoration. Tobacco powder is the best

remedy I know of for black fly, if applied
in time. In stubborn cases where the leaves

are very much curled so that the powder can-

not penetrate through every part, recourse must
be had to dipping the points of the shoots in

a strong solution of tobacco water. The best

way of performing this operation is to place

the liquid in a saucer, holding the vessel in tlie

left hand, and with the right bending the point

of the shoot into the saucer, thoroughly soak-

ing every part of the affected brancli. If done
carefully no harm should happen to the points,

but sometimes by bending them too sliort

to get the leaves into the saucer the shoots,

through being brittle consequent on their free

growth at this time of the year, snap otf. The
best means of applying the powder is to hold the
shoot firmly in the left hand, and with a distri-

butor in the right one dust over the aliVcted parts

thoroughly, turning over the shoot and leaves

as required, so that all parts may be j^roperly

covered with powder. This is best done in the
evening, allowing the powder to remain on the
plants all night, and in the morning the points

should be vigorously syringed, which will rid

the plants of both powder and fly if the dose
has been properly administered. The syring-
ing of the plants can be much better performed if

two persons take part in it, one to hold firm the
shoots whUe the other applies the water with
a hand syringe.

Another pest is the leaf-mining maggot,
which is often troublesome in the spring, and
especially during the present month when the
plants are from 2 feet to 4 feet high. The
maggot can easily be seen under the skin of
the leaves where it secretes itself and quickly
destroys the tissues. Hand-picking persistently
followed LS the only efficacious remedy I know.
Either squeeze the part of the leaf wliere the
maggot is seen, or pick it out with the
point of a knife. Either through ignorance
of the cause, or neglect to remove the evO,
I once saw many plants with their foliage

entirely spoilt quite 5 feet up the stems.
Plants injured in this manner present but a
sorry plight if only appearance is considered,
but the check to growth surely must have been
great by such an untimely denuding of the
leaves the entii-e length of the stem ; it was
pitiable to see them. A few minutes' labour
daily, at the proper time, would have freed the
plants of the pest.

TREATMENT AFTER CUTTING DOWN.
If Chrysanthemums could have the protection of a
cold frame after being cut down for a time, so much
the better, as they will not require much water at
the roots until new growth begins. Syringe the
plants twice a day to assist the shoots starting into
growth from the eyes below where the top of the
plant was severed. As soon as the new growths
are long enough to determine if they are perfect
and the leading points not deformed", disbud the
shoots to the number required, remembering that
one bloom only to each branch should be allowed
to remain. Three branches suffice for most large-
flowering kinds, but the smaller flowering varieties,

such as Mrs. G. Rundle and her progeny, may have
six each. The soil in the pots should only be kept
moist, as the plants are less liable to suffer from
the stems bleeding at the place where they were
cut down. When the new growths are well started,

say 5 inches long, transfer the plants to the pots
(',)-inch ones) in which they are to bloom, presum-
ing those they now occupy are uj inches across.

Keep the plants rather closer for a few days after
potting, then give abundance of air afterwards.
When the roots have run freely into the new soil

remove the plants to their summer quarters. Give
plenty of space between each to prevent a weakly
growth. At this stage the new shoots being brittle

are easily snajiped off by winds, so care should be
taken to prevent these mishaps by placing a stake
to each. Directly the pots are filled with roots

stimulants may be applied, changing the kind occa-
sionally and not forgetting the use of soot water.
The plants should be regularly syringed in hot, dry
weather in the evening and early morning. Mil-
dew must be kept in check by applying the usual
remedy—brown sulphur scattered on the parts
affected. Keep a careful watch for the Celery fly

or leaf maggot. Nothing but hand-picking will

clear the leaves of this pest, which secretes itself

-between the two skins of each leaf and bores under
the surface of each. From the middle to the end
of August the bloom-buds wiU appear in nearly all

cases, and the best blooms are obtained from tliese

first formed buds after cutting down. In the case
of the Queen family, it will in the majority of cases
be early enough if the plants show tlieir buds the
first week in September, and the blooms will be of
better quality than if the buds are formed during
the middle of August.

Sometimes buds of this type will form during the
first week in August, in which case it is too early
to produce other than large rough blooms, which
are much more Ukcly to reflex their petals than in-
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curve them. The remedy, then, is to rub out such
buds in the south of England and around London
and wait until the next one appears, which will be
about the middle of September. In the northern
counties the buds, as a rule, of this type will not
show so soon as they do in the south. When this

early bud has to be removed and the next one,

which will be the terminal one, waited for, the
plants will be a little taller owing to the extra
growth. Such plants are suitable for the back
parts of groups. The formation of the buds induces
a lot of side shoots to form. When the buds are
selected for flowering, remove all other buds and
growth clustered around the point of each shoot,
this early removal of superfluous growth assisting

the development of the buds retained. The next
important point is the housing of the plants. Those
which formed their flower-buds late should be
housed early along with the late-blooming kinds,
such as Meg Merrilies, Boule d'Or, and Hero of
Stoke Newington. As a guide, if the weather be
dull and cold, about the 25th of September will be
found a suitable date. Such plants have to make
up for a loss of time owing to late bud-formation.
Of course, in competition much depends upon having
all varieties in flower at one time. If properly
managed, varieties which form their buds the first

week in August can be had in bloom at the same
time as other sorts which do not set their buds for
fully five weeks later. Some varieties require so
much more time to unfold their florets than others.
Directly the calyx splits and the petals show colour
it is no good to leave the plants outside with the
idea of retarding them, because they are rendered
useless, as they are sure to be spoilt by the rains
and moisture from heavy dews. The plants in any
case should be under cover before frosts are likely

to occur, or the flower-buds will receive a serious
check by the points of the petals being blackened
as they develop later on. Local circumstances
must be taken into consideration, as early frosts

are more prevalent in some localities than in others.

Early-flowering sorts should have some temporary
shelter given them, so that they may be retarded as
much as possil>le until the middle of October. In
this manner all varieties may be had in flower at the
same date. The plants when housed should have a
position as near to the glass as possible, giving
sntfioient space to prevent a loss of foliage. Ample
ventilation in fine, dry weather should be accorded
the plants, while in foggy, damp weather fire-heat

night and day should be given to them, along
with sufficient air to prevent mildew spreading and
the petals damping ofE by keeping up a buoyant
atmosphere. The shoots should be kept staked up-
right, preserving the flowers in the same direction
as they expand, as a much better effect is obtained
when the foliage and flowers face one way.

E. M.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.

—

Doubt has been expressed as to the origin of this

Chrysanthemum, and some attempt made to reduce
its worth as a superior flower by stating that it went
a-begging until finally it was given away. To begin
with, a young Japanese named Neisima, wanting
to become a Christian, went on board an American
vessel. He was Ijrought to the notice of Mr. Hardy,
who sent him to Andover and Amherst academies,
where he was educated. This Mr. Neisima re-

turned in due coarse to Japan as a missionary and
sent to Mrs. Hardy as a token of his gratitude a
box containing the roots of the Chrysanthemum in

question. At that time no one knew or surmised
what character of flower it might be. Mrs. Hardy
gave them to a Boston seedsman, who divided the
roots with another florist. Thus much for the plant
being given away, but no bloom had been described
or seen up to this time nor had anyone any idea
what the outcome would be. When the plant
flowered and showed such marked original character
and beauty it was exhibited in Boston, where it was
at once awarded the silver medal as the most beau-
tiful flower of recent introduction. There were
many attempts made to purchase the stock by con-
spicuous business men, and it was only after the
payjuent of Sl'MU) that it was secured by its present
possessors, a i^rice never before given for any soft-

wooded plant in this country. This alone should
be a proof of its intrinsic value. In the coming
autumn we shall see further proof of its worth, as it

wU no doubt be exhibited at all the principal

Chrysanthemum exhibitions.

—

Fair Play.

Flower Garden.

SOME WILD FLOWERS IN SOUTH-WEST
FRANCE.

Reference in a recent number of The Garden
to a couple of plants, not always amenable to
culture, tempts me to speak of them and one or
two others which I lately saw in their native home.
Coming by rail from Pau, my attention was
arrested between Bayonne and Biarritz by a bril-

liant blue along the railway embankment. I could
hardly believe my eyes that it was Lithospermum
prostratum. But afterwards, especially in the
neighbourhood of St. Jean de Luz, I found it

literally the commonest wayside plant. I cannot
say that it was ever on the level, but always more or
less on a slope. I have seen it hanging over the
edge of the cliff looking out over the wide Atlantic.

But wherever it was, it was always fully exposed to

the sun, and at certain times must have had
abundant moisture, which, however, could never
stop about it. I could never do justice by any
description to the marvellous beauty of this plant
when seen in livid patches of gentian blue covering
its dense little green foliage. If anything could
add to its charm it was supplied by the close
proximity of a very dwarf-growing Potentilla
covered with glittering white flowers. The two
together, flourishing as they were, formed a sight
to make owners of rockeries despair.

On the road to Vera, a small village in Spain,
along the extremely picturesque course of the
Bidassoa I noticed large breadths of lively pink.
The Pyrenees there are not high, but it was beyond
my climbing powers to get up to ascertain what it

was. However, on another day I saw some of the
same colour tolerably near the road, so I made a
friend who was with me take ofE his coat and go
up for some flowers. He brought me down an arm-
ful of that trouble to so many gardeners, the de-
licious Daphne t'neorum. You could have fllled a
cart with it and not have missed it.

On the same road another rather difiicult plant'
Menziesia polifolia, was growing and flowering
abundantly, but I noticed that it was only on the
granite, and occurred where the limestone com-
menced.

A handsome Campanula from 1 foot to 2 feet
high arrested my attention. It was rather a
solitary plant, and lifted its head as though in

conscious superiority. It is against my principle
to needlessly remove a plant, so I took but one,
which I sent home. But in the ransacking by the
post-oHice or custom-house people it was removed
from the box.

To a lover of plants who has good use of his

legs, 1 can recommend the neighbourhood of St.

Jean de Luz as a happy hunting-ground.
F. T.

Pinks for edging.—Some of the paths in

the pleasure grounds here are edged with flints,

which can be obtained in great quantity in this

neighbourhood. Our object in using this kind of

edging is that we can plant various kinds of things

as edgings to the paths. One of the best edgings
is that formed of Pinks, which are planted along-

side a winding path ,'jll yards long, the ground be-

hind being covered with Rhododendrons of mixed
colours. The foliai,'e of these shrubs makes an
excellent background to tlie Pinks, tjn tlie 0|iposite

side of the path is a flint wall 2 feet high covered
with English Ivy, forming a dense growth and
giving a rich contrast to the white bloom of the

Pinks. The first to flower is the common white
variety, followed next by a large pale pink variety

heavily fringed. Then we li;ive Mrs. Sinkins in abund-
ance, which is perliaps the most useful of all. Then
follow two dark-flowered kinds which are not only

showy, but the blooms are borne on stout stems
which render them more useful for cutting ; they
are also very sweet. All the kinds are planted in
batches of one sort together only, and by having a
variety of kinds the flowering period is extended.
In my opinion Pinks are far more effective when in

a mass of one colour only than when indiscrimi-
nately mixed together several colours in one bunch.
We find the plants die off after four years, and if

left longer than that the row gets uneven, neither
do those remaining flower with so much vigour.

Besides, the Grass extends too far over the path.
A stock of plants is best obtained by inserting
strong cuttings in a cold frame, using sandy soil, at
the end of September, and keepiny them shaded
from bright sun for a few days and close, not ad-
mitting much air. Here they should remain until

the following April, giving an abundance of air on
all favourable occasions. Remove the point of

growth, which will induce the side shoots to push
from the base of the plant. The ground they are
to occupy should be deeply dug during the winter,

some manure being added, which will assist a
free growth and bloom. Choose showery weather
for planting, which should be done at about 1

foot from plant to plant. After the flowering is past
remove the old flower-stems.— E. M.

HARDY FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The Auricula.—As I write these lines (June 1)

the weather has changed again from cold winds to

quite mild weather, and to-day the sun has had a
powerful effect. Hot, dry weather does not suit

the Auricula at all, and it is at this season that all

our care is necessary to ensure the continued health
of the plants. We keep the main bulk of the plants
in the Auricula house in order that seeds may be
saved from them, and as the house is well exposed
to the sun it is best to shade a good deal when the
sun shines directly upon them. The plants in

frames in a shady position have been repotted, and
all of them succeed best where the sun cannot
shine upon them at all during the hottest part of

the day. They do best when the frames in which
they are grown are placed on the north side of a
wall or some building. We have found it necessary
to fumigate the frames as well as the house to kill

green fly, which seems to attack most persistently

those varieties which have least farina upon the

leaves. The heavily mealed foliage does not seem
to be very attractive to the aphis tribe. The plants
must not have too much water at the roots now.
They are getting into their season of rest now, when
they make but little growth and do not absorb
much moisture at the roots. Seedlings from seeds

sown last year in July require generous treatment,

and, like the small offsets, they cannot be said really

to have a resting period until they reach to the full

size of flowering plants, so that they .are kept on
growing freely all the summer, and most of them
will flower well next year. It was a happy thought
to plant out the best varieties of the alpine section

in groups and colonies. When well placed in the
borders or in the rock garden and densely furnished

with their brilliant flowers they have an excellent

effect. When the soil is good moderately heavy
loam and the subsoil moist, they do better in a
sunny than in a shaded place. The flowers of the

alpines can stand a good deal of rough weather.

The choice flaked and bizarred Carnations and
the beautifully edged Picotees grown in pots are

pushing up their flowering stems very freely. They
like an open position out of doors, and ours have
also been exposed to high winds from north and
east without the least injury. We did not take the

plants out of the cold frames this year until the

middle of May, and at that time some rich surface-

dressing was placed on the top of the soil. Sticks

were placed to the flower-stems and the plants

were neatly arranged on a hard bottom of coal

ashes that would be impervious to worms. The
seedlings in the open ground to flower for the first

time are always an interesting feature in our flower

giirden, but tliey did not make .satisfactory progress

last year. Tliey jiasscd tlirougli the winter fairly

well, and have now rapidly imjirovcd. The plants

are greatly benefited by the aid of some surface-
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dressing, but we have been too busy to apply any
this year. The young seedlings produced from
seeds sown about the middle of April are yet in

seed-pans, into which they have been pricked out.

They are still partly protected by a frame, but as

soon as they are strong enough they will be inured

to the open air and be planted in rich soil early in

July. We plant them after Tulips, Kanunculuses,
and Anemones, or in any rich soil. Remove those

plants under glass as soon as the llowers show
colour. Perpetual-flowering varieties have been
potted off from their cutting pots, or have been re-

potted into larger-sized pots. As soon as these

plants are well established they succeed better in a
good position out of doors than under glass.

J. Douglas.

recommend your readers who may be curious in

such matters to turn to the page in Martyn's lite

above cited, where will be found a remarkable
change of Hemerocallis fnlva into Hemerocallis

flava, which Professor Martyn communicated to the

Linnean Society (see Trans. Linn. Soc. for ITiiO,

vol. ii., p. 353). Miss Hawkins, I presume, was the

daughter of Sir John Hawkins, Dr. Johnsons friend

and biographer. It would be interesting to try the

experiment above mentioned.—KiCHABD Hooper,
Vjtion Rectory, Didcot.

Double white Hepatica.—I believe it is

generally admitted that there is no double white
Hepatica, though I am under the impression that I

have heard of its being figured in some work. The

FAIR MAIDS OF FRANCE.
Fair Maids of Feajsce, or Batchelor's Buttons,

are the names under which this handsome
plant may be found in nearly all cottage gar-

dens. In the north especially amateurs have

a great fancy for the Ranunculus aconitifolius,

both single and double-flowered, and few gar-

dens in which the owners take a pride wiU

Fairllaids of France {Rauuuculus aconititoUns flore-pleno).

following extract from the Rev. George Cornelius

Gorham's " Life of Professor Thomas Martyn, of

Cambridge" (London, 1830, p. 207), may be inte-

resting. Professor Martyn is writing to Miss
Hawkins in August, 1792 (.'), and says, " Professor

Bradley (' Philosophical Account of the Works of

Nature,' p. 79) says that 'common plants often

have the colour of their leaves and flowers changed,
as the nature of the soil directs.' This we know,
but he gives a remarkable instance, which one
should like to verify. ' An instance of this was in

some roots of the double blue Hepatica that were
sent to Mr. Harrison, of Henley-upon -Thames, from
Mr. Keys's garden in Tuttle Fields (Tothill Fields,

Westminster), whose soil was so different from the

ground they were planted in at Henley, that, when
they came to blossom there, they produced wliite

flowers, and were therefore returned back to their

first station, where they retook the blue colour they
had at first.' The soil about Henley is all chalk.

"

I must not trespass upon your space, but I should

bo found without a patch of it. This plant,

of which there are few equals as regards

general appearance, may be utilised in other

ways besides in the flower border, for it may also

be used as a semi-aquatic, and in the latter

situation tlie luxuriance of its growth and the

profuseness of its flowers render it very valu-

able. It does not thrive with too much water,

and should be planted at least a yard from

the edge of the lake or pond, the soil good,

rich, rather light loam to which has been

added plenty of leaf soil. In such positions

it should be planted in large clumps. The
habit of the plant is such that it requires no
stakes, or anything likely to tiiar its natural

beauty. In half-shady damp spots in the

wood or pleasure ground a trial should be

made of Batchelor's Buttons. Its continu-

ance in flower for such a long period is not

the least of its recommendations. As a

border or rock plant its qualities are well

known ; the snowy white numerous blossoms

amongst the ample soft green foliage make it

at once a conspicuous and interesting object.

It seems a pity that more of this phase of gar-

dening is not practised in this country. Around
every mansion there are shrubberies, parks, and
woods, and if these, instead of the eternal mass
of evergreen undergrowth, were relieved with

such plants as the cut represents, the gain in

every way would be enormous, with much the

same, or even less, trouble to the owner.

NOBLE-LE.WED HARDY PLANTS.

The note by " R. G." in The Garden, June 8

(p. 522), upon Gunnera manicata at Trelissick, re-

calls to my mind a noble Gunnera scabra in the

garden at Leonardslee. At this place there is,

on a steep slope, a large woodland garden full of

interest and beauty. Down in its lowest depths,

where springs abound and the ground is entirely

covered with Moss, where Eoyal and other Ferns

luxuriate, a giant Gunnera scabra, 12 feet through,

was growing. The plant had rich soil, abundance of

moisture, and a situation where no winds could tear

its massive leaves, which were 6 feet in diameter.

But the Gunneras are not the only effective hardy

plants. Whilst many have given a trial on a small

or large scale to the system called subtropical

gardening, which was to show beauty of form in

the open air in summer by the use of very tender

plants, few have done anything to create fine

aspects of vegetation with plants quite as stately,

yet perfectly hardy.

In large places about the grounds there occur

many nooks, into which types of hardy vegetation

of a stately and almost tropical character may be

introduced. There are the great Cow Parsnips

(Heracleums), with liold masses of handsome foli-

age and great spikes of flowers 6 feet to 10 feet

high. One or two great groups of these in an open

situation, Imt half surrounded by free branching

native trees, would be a grand feature. This is, in

fact, the only way of using these plants in gardens,

as on no account must they be admitted to the

borders, and even where they are, they will seed

freely and need watching to see that they do not

extend or increase too fast. The great Rhubarbs

would here find a home, and with such noble and

lieautiful plants there could be no objection if it

were necessarv to give them a good start in life by

some little preparation of the site, for success in

this work mainly depends upon whether the sub-

jects so treated start away well at once or are

hampered and restricted. Crambe cordifolia, 1 )eauti-

ful in its glaucous foliage as well as in its great

panicles of white flowers, and the tall Silphiums

would each make a distinct feature. The tall, yet

gracefully arching shoots of the Knotweeds would

contrast well with a tree of formal habit. .Vll

these plants are easily raised from seed, and they

soon assume large dimensions. ' "A. H.

Lathrsea clandestina.—I fear that Mr. A. P.

Webster has been led to form a poor opinion of this

plant by seeing the piece which was sent from Kew
and shown at the meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society in the Drill Hall (April 23), for he

has twice since alluded to the dull and dirty colour

of the flowers as seen at that meeting. As some of

bis statements about this parasite may mislead

readers of The Garden, 1 should like to say that

the flowers then at their best are of a beautiful violet

colour, rather darker than those of Marie Louise

Violet and not so dark as those of The Czar, but, un-

like many flowers, thev are not at their best in col-

I our until thev have attained full size. Judging

I
from the appearance of those here at that time, I

should say that the exhibit took place at least a

fortnight too earlv, and that the flowers had

been too much shaded, for I find that exposure

deepens the colour. Again, so far from the flowers

being "sparsely produced," they are set so thickly
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all over the growth as to form a complete cluster,
each flower touching its neighbour. The dwarfness
of the plant may or may not be a defect, many
beautiful things not having great stature, but let
L. squamaria be what it may, it cannot carry its
flowers more erect than L. clandestina does. I do
not happen to know L. squamaria and accept all
that Mr. Webster says in its favour ; at the same
time it would be well if he saw L. clandestina
where it is thoroughly well established and at its
best before forming an opinion as to its merits or
demerits. L. clandestina is ripening seed freely
here now.—J. C. Tallack, Livermere Park.

FLORISTS' TULIPS AT THE TEMPLE SHOW.
Despite the many attractions at the Temple show,
the three collections of florists' Tulips competing
for the prizes offered by the Turner Memorial Fund
found many admirers. Not a few visitors, recog-
nising them as Tulips, wondered at the differences
in colour and marking which distinguished them
from the varieties they had seen in the parks and
elsewhere. Altogether Mr. Samuel Barlow, Stake-
hiU House, Manchester, had about eighty flowers,
and though they had been brought all the way
from Manchester, had stood for two days at the
Temple show, and were taken back to Manchester
again, Mr. Barlow was able to exhibit some of them
again at the show of the Royal National Tulip
Society, which opened yesterday at the Botanical
Gardens, Manchester, in connection with the great
Whitsun display of the Manchester Botanical and
Horticultural Society. Mr. Barlow's leading flowers
were of bizarres, feathered : Commander, Demos-
thenes, Ajax, Sir J. Fasten, a little inferior in mark-
ing, and General Grant, very bright ; indeed, one of
the most brilliantly coloured in this section. Of
bizarres, flamed, Sir J. Paxton, really a grand
bloom, which seemed to be as near perfection as one
could desire to see it; Lord Stanley (Storer), William
Lea, Sulphur, very fine; Dr. Hardy in excellent
character; and a seedling from Dr. Hardy, very fine
indeed, and which Mr. Barlow thinks will make
one of the best feathered flowers in cultivation.
Roses, feathered

: Modesty and Heroine, the only
two really good ones in the collection, both pure and
exquisitely feathered ; Annie McGregor, and Charmer.
Roses, flamed : Mme. de St. Arnaud, a somewhat
old variety, rather long in the petal, but brilliant
in colour

; Aglaia, Mabel, Mrs. Lomax, and Lady Sef-
ton. The Rev. F. D. Horner has truthfully remarked
that the roses are the " fairest and gentlest among
Tulips, and as if 1 ly common consent to this, nearly
all the varieties in the class bear feminine names."
Of bybloemens, flamed, there were Bob Morley, new,
in the way of Brown's Salvator Rosa, but better^
and expected to prove one of the finest and most
useful varieties in the section; Talisman, Walker's
Duchess of Sutherland; Nimbus, finely marked;
and Adonis. Byblcemens, feathered: Mrs. Cooper,'
finely feathered with a kind of claret-purple ; Violet
Aimable and Hepworth's William Parkinson. This
class has the undesirable distinction of being the
most difficult one of all in the matter of good flowers.
The leading class in the schedule of prizes of
the Royal National Tulip Society is for twelve
rectified flowers, two of each class, and Tulip culti-
vators have felt the rigour of the strain in providing
two dissimilar feathered bybld^mens. The leading
bizarre breeders were W. Wilson, Sir ,J. Paxton,
Lord Delamere, Hepworth's Seedling, very line, and
other promising seedlings also. Roses, breeders:
Miss Burdett Coutts, Lady C. Gordon, Annie
McGregor, Mrs. Barlow, and Seedling Hepworth
No. (i. liyblifmens, breeder: Alice Grey, Talisman,
Glory of Stakeliill, and Martin's 117. From this
collection bizarre Sir J. Paxton was selected as the
premier flamed Tulip, bybln'men Mrs. Cooper as
the premier feathered Tulip, and bybl. emen Glory
of Stakehill as the premier breeder Tulip.

Messrs. Stuart, Mein and Allan, nurserymen,
Kelso, were placed second with a collection of
about sixty rectified flower.», very bright and
pleasing to the eye, and fresh. But many of the
blooms lacked that purity and refinement upon
which the northern Tulip cultivator sots such store.
The nomenclature of many of the varieties was of a

doubtful character. Mr. James Thurstan, Rich-
mond Road, Cardiff, a well-known grower and
raiser, had a collection of twenty-four rectified
and twenty - four breeder flowers, but much
faded, though every effort had been made to
preserve them. These stands contained several fine
and promising seedlings. Fred Morton, feathered
bizarre, and Mrs. Richards, feathered byblccmen,
promise to make very fine exhibition varieties.
The breeders were nearly all seedlings raised by
Mr. Thurstan ; Tryphena and Jlrs. Thurstan among
the roses having high quality.

Mr. Barlow deserves a word of praise for the way
in which he stages his flowers. They were all cut
with two or three leaves to the stem, and this
added greatly to the effectiveness of the collection.

R. D.

THE IRIS.

The Iris is the flower of the season. It comprises
a genus of about 100 species, most of them exceed-
ingly beautiful, and presenting infinite variety not
only in the habit of the plants, but also in the
shape, size, and colour of the flowers. The genus
is distributed over the north temperate regions, and
not the least beautiful is our own British Water
Flag (I. Pseudaoorus), that lifts its yellow flowers
above the Reeds and Rushes of English brooks, rivers,
and ponds. From the time the bulbous I. reticulata
sends up its violet-scented purple flowers in Feb-
ruary until the last bloom of the Japanese Kxmpfer's
Iris has faded in August, there is a gay succession
of bloom, as between these two months the majority
of the hundred species, with their numerous varie-
ties, come into flower. At this season it is the
German Flag (Iris germanica) that forces itself upon
our attention, and in every garden worthy of the
name this hardy, \igorous, and easily grown her-
baceous perennial is in its fullest glory. It is the
finest of European Flags, and has several very
striking varieties, a few of which we may note here.

Those who are interested in the Iris will find a
rich selection of the germanica types in the Cliis-
wick Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society,
where there are several beds devoted to this par-
ticular group. There is no mystery in the culture
of the Iris, and especially of" the tuberous-rooted
kinds. The growth of the German Iris is remarkably
vigorous, of a beautifulglaucous colour, against which
the blue of the noble flowers appears richer than it

really is. One named Purple King is a magnificent
variety. The spikes of bloom are strong, and the
flowers of a full purple colour. Major has very flne
blue standards and purple falls—a rich contrast of
two glowing shades. There are various uses to
which the German Flag may be put. It is com-
monly left to itself in the border, where in time it
forms bold handsome clumps ; but those who have
not used it as a margin to streams, lakes, or ponds
should plant it there, not forgetting at the same
time our own native yellow Iris, which delights in
moisture. The bearded Iris (Iris barbata) has, for
the sake of simplifying matters, been split up into
several groups, the first of which is composed of
germanica, the first to flower, and there are several
others, each witli a distinctive character, as aphylla,
which comes after germanica, the flowers appearing
early in June, followed by those of amit-na, ne-
glecta, pallida, squalens, and variegata. The two
finest groups are germanica and pallida. Of the
first, we have said sufficient; but pallida is just as
noble—the colour ranging from lavender of the
palest shade to rose-lilac. The type lias standards
of rich lavender hue, turning to a paler colour; the
falls purple. Celeste is a beautiful variety, pale
sky-l)lue; and other good kinds are the large-
flowered and finely-coloured daliiiatica, delicata,
Queen of May, rosy lilac, the falls most deeply
tinted

;
and tlie later blooming Khedive, \\'illi;im

Tell, and rubella. A very beautiful bearded Flag
Iris is I. florentina, the standards and falls almos't
wliite, but with a faint suffusion of lavender; and I

one worth growing in Ihc primrose-coioured flaves- I

cens. Florentina h;is been remarkably fine tliis '

season, and it was one of the principal cut flowers
at tlie recent fi'te in Covent Garden Market. It is

an Iris all should grow, as it comes in before ger-

manica, and may be used for filling glasses and
bowls in the house.

As regards the culture of aU the above-men-
tioned types, there is little to be said, as they want
but good loamy soil, a sunnv position, and occasional
transplanting. Those at Chiswick are planted in
beds fully exposed to the sun, and receive but very
little attention from one year to another, yet they
flower with a vigour astonishing to those "who are
always tampering with their plants, killing them
with kindness, under the impression that their con-
stitutions are delicate and need special foods. If
our hardy flowers were left more to themselves
there would be fewer failures and more signal
successes. We have brought the bearded Iris
forward thus as it is the one now in season ; but
:ust before germanica throws up its first spike there
IS another group of very dwarf kinds, of which Iris
pumila is the best representative

; but those who
care for this genus will certainly have biflorus and
the beautiful Chamseiris. The"two best are I. p.
atro-violacea and I. Chamiciris. Both have flowers
of the richest puqjle, especially the last-mentioned,
and about half the size of those of the bearded Iris.
I. pumila does not grow more than about 6 inches in
height, and the flowers cluster amongst the tufted,
slightly glaucous leaves. It is a native of Europe
and Asia Minor, having been introduced to this
country as far back as 159B. Chamaiiris is not
taller, and both make good kinds for edging large
beds or forming small groups by themselves. If
more are wanted, I. olbiensis and the best of its
varieties maybe grown ; but for most gardens those
which we have especially noted will be found
almost sufficient. As in the case of the German
Flags.ordinary cultivation alone is necessary. Those
at Chiswick are growing in a similar position and
soil.

Before the pumila varieties in the cycle of Irises
come the bulbous species and varieties, which are
amongst the loveliest of spring flowers, and bloom
with the nodding Snowdrop. Most of them hail
from dry situations along the Slediterranean, Tur-
kestan, Lebanon, &c. The beautiful violet-purple
netted Iris, I. reticulata, and its varieties sophe-
nensis, Krelagei, and cyanea are too well known to
need description. A fine species from Lebanon,
and introduced about 187;i, is I. llistrio, which is
neariy allied to the netted Iris, but without its
sweet fragrance ; but, in spite of this, it should be
grown, as the pale lilac and blue colouring of the
flowers is exceedingly delicate and charming. This
and cyanea, the lovely sky-blue variety of reticulata,
are two of the sweetest spring Flags. The Persian
Iris, I. persica, is one of the finest of bulbous Irises
and was grown as early as 162ii, as it is mentioned
by Parkinson. It blooms early in March, and some-
times before, and the flowers have a rich violet fra-
grance. They are sky-blue, the falls brightened by
a yellow streak and a deep purple spot on each sid"e
of the base. An Iris that has made a small stir
this season is Rosenbachiana, a charming species
found recently by Regel on the mountains of East
Bachara, Turkestan, at an elevation of from fiOOO
feet to 7000 feet. We liave seen it several times
this season, and also received blooms, from which
there seems to be a considerable variation in the
colouring of the flowers, some blue, others almost
deep violet, and a few intermediate between these
shades. I. Kolpakowskiana, an ally of the netted
Iris, has falls of a violet-purple tint, the standards
self pale lilac. It is also a native of Turkestan,
and found abundantly in the fields near Wernage.
There are other spring-flowering Irises, but these
are the best, and all are hardy. The finest and
most useful of all is the common netted Iris. This
often sends its deliciously fragrant and riclily-
coloured flowers through the snow, and in the sun-
shine of a winter day is indcscriliably beautiful.
It is largely used in the wild garden' at Gunton
Park, and is tliere proof against rabbits, alHiough
the Crocus stands not the slightest chance, 'it
increases freely, is perfectly hardy, and, whether in
tlie wild garden, the bed," border, or in pots, its
flowers arc always welcome.

June is the month for the Spanish Iris, which is
followed closely by the English Iris, and thus the
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succession, with the help of I. Ka.'mpferi, is kept

on until August. Of the Spanish and English sec-

tions there are many varieties, and the poorest are

beautiful flowers—rich in colour, stately, and with
an abundance of foliage. Both thrive best in a
well-drained soil, and the bulbs should be planted

early in September, and not in November and
December, as is the practice with some. The Eng-
lish Iris has larger flowers than the Spanish, and in

both the colours are rich and surprising, especially

when a good selection of varieties is made. Flower-

ing about the same time is the graceful Siberian

Flag (I. sibirica), a beautiful Grass-like species, the

blue flowers poised on slender stems, and appearing

just above the narrow bending foliage. The type

is the best, but the dwarf-growing acuta, minor, and
the milky white lactea are choice varieties, which
are worth having if a good selection is required.

The KiEmpfer's Flag (I. Knjrapferi) closes the

Iris season. There is a great future before this

species, if we may judge from its increased cultiva-

tion within the past two or three years. Last

season it grew and flowered well. The year 1888

was essentially wet, and Kasmpfer's Iris delights in

moisture, no position suiting it better than by the

side of a pond, river, stream, or lake, where its roots

can find a good wet bottom to run in. In 188" the

plants presented a distinct contrast ; the fierce sun-

shine and drought burnt up the leaves, and few
flowered as they should do when the weather is

more in their favour. There are many lakes and
ponds in English gardens that might be fringed

with the growth of this Flag, which is ex-

ceedingly graceful at all seasons, but essentially

so when the flowers are fully open, showing
their graceful curves, and folds, and bold out-

lines. The colours are varied, striking, and curious,

some of the varieties having flowers mottled

like a piece of mosaic ; but these we condemn
as weak, ineffective, and spotty, quite different to

such conspicuously beautiful varieties as the pure

white Princess Beatrice, in which the falls are of

great width, the rose-lilac coloured Major Mason,

or the purple Ayrshire. It is only the self-coloured

or shaded flowers that should be selected, as others,

especially when seen by the side of a stream, make
but a poor show in comparison. There are also a
few that have a tendency to double, and are re-

garded with favour by some ; but they are simply

ugly monstrosities, more to be despised even than

the "spotty" flowers. This Iris is essentially

Japanese ; it is held in great esteem by them, as

shown by the splendid varieties imported from that

land of flowers. In the Japanese photographs

Ksempfer's Iris is often depicted by running streams

and ponds, fringing them, as we see our own native

Bulrush in England. Seedling roots are largely

imported every year, all of which have been first

flowered before being sent over. It may be inte-

resting to mention that with each imported batch

comes also a coloured drawing of each flower, done
on rice paper, so that those into whose hands they

may fall will be able to tell the character of the va-

rieties they receive.

There are many more species and varieties than

have been mentioned here, but a brief review of this

genus has been given to show its wealth of 'new

and beautiful flowers. Some of the finest of all are

the species such as tingitana, luthenica, iberica,

susiana and aurea, all requiring, to some extent,

special culture, but well worth it from their great

beauty and distinctness from any other flowers of

the garden.—C, in Field.

Soot as a manure for Carnations.—Having
to deal with a poor soil, I have had both last season

and this to resort to the use of soot to make the

plants grow. When judiciously used it is a very

good substitute for farmyard manure. Last summer
I gave two applications of soot to my Carnations,

and I did not find them too much. It increased the

quantity of Grass on weak growers considerably.

All my stock, I should say, is grown in the open
ground. This year I gave them a dressing about
the middle of May. There is now every indication

that they will not require any more assistance in

the same direction, as the growth is thoroughly

satisfactory, much more so than it was at the same
time last season, although the treatment in other

respects has been the same. The way I apply the soot

is to sprinkle it on the surface over the roots of the

plants and then pick up the soil with a pointed stick

to mix it with the earth ; a gentle watering is then

given. The quantity I use is a tablespoonfnl in a

space 12 inches over or thereabouts. From observa-

tion I am satisfied that soot is a useful stimulant

to promote growth, but it must not be given in

excess, or it will do more harm than good by forc-

ing the Grass into a long-jointed and weak condi-

tion. If there is already sufficient vigour in the

Grass, the use of soot is not desirable. I also find

that in the choicer kinds of Carnations it causes

the colours to run, and robs the flowers of some of

that refined character for which they are so re-

markable.—J. C. C.

CARNATION PESTS.

LiKB all other good things and good people in this

world. Carnations are beset with vile enemies.

Disease they have practically none. There is

" gout," as it is called, but I seldom get it among my
plants, and Mr. Douglas says the same, but I have re-

ceived gouty plants and have had beautiful healthy

stock from them, showing the malady is simply the

result of some mismanagement or accident. But
there are the slugs, of course, the wireworm, the

caterpillars, the spittle fly, and the maggot. Every

one of these cheraliers d'indi/strie has his own way
of working, and we know at once by outward and

visible signs which is which. The slug you can

trap by the very simple means of giving him some-

thing which, in his bestial opinion, is finer than

Carnations—he prefers Cabbage leaves if you give

him his choice. The wireworm is an under-

mining vagabond who has to be countermined, and

as to potting soil we do it by carefully examining

it. It is not often that I lose a plant by wire-

worm, though all the soil I use is the top spit in

which they abound. In the open ground they must

be watched for, and when a plant is seen to be

attacked not a moment must be lost in searching

for the murderer or murderers. The caterpillar is

an awful customer, but, like the British infantry,

there are not many of him. He goes straight for

the bud; nothing else will content him. I have

spent hours looking for two or three of these

demons who had disbudded my plants in this un-

authorised manner, and, despite all their cunning

in hiding, caught each one. Spittle fly is dreadful

among the border plants, but only found here and

there among those in the pots. You have to catch

and kill the pests, otherwise the plant is crippled

and spoiled for flowering.

But all these malefactors are passing jokes com-

pared with the maggot, but here, as with the spittle

fly, we get it only very partially, practically very

little among the pot plants. It would be a veto on

border culture here if we had not the stock from

the pots to go upon. In 188G it was very bad

;

in 1887, the hot year, no sign of it. Last year the

whole stock in "the borders, except a few plants,

was ruined. I had some eighteen plants of a

charming yellow ground rose flake, but I have now
only the s'tump of one left. It is surprising how
gardeners and even Carnation growers often fail

to see the signs of the maggot. Of course it will

in cases elude all watchfulness till the ruin is done,

but very much can be done by looking for it in a

suspicious season like the last. I have had plants

from first-rate growers—amateur and trade—that

I could see at once had maggot. I returned a plant

last year to a trade gi-ower, having taken four

maggots out of it. Friends of mine, who, when I

complained last year of the pest, said they had not

got it, are now bewailing their plants, or rather the

loss of them. I thought at first it was part and

parcel of our budget of urban disabilities, but my
country friends are now also complaining, which is,

of course, a great consolation. M. Rowan.

Cypripedium spectabile.—A good companion

to Orchis foliosa is the Mocasson Flower (Cypripe-

dium spectabile). It requires just such a posirion,

and at the present moment is a perfect picture.

When grown in plenty of moisture it becomes quite

luxuriant, producing taU strong stems, each carry-

ing two or three fiowers of great beauty. The lip

or slipper is white with a large blotch of bright

rosy carmine in front. C. parviflorum, pubescens,

C. californicum, macranthum and others will be
found suitable for such positions, and when grown
in company with Sarracenia purpurea, Trilliums,

Linna^a, Rubus arcticus and other peat-lo%"iug sub-

jects form a pretty and highly interesting group.

—D.

Littonia modesta being a special favourite of

mine, I had much pleasure in reading your note

about it. This plant does not by any means re-

quire stove treatment, and if in flower now it is

simply being forced. The curiously formed tubers

resting during winter may be kept in any dry

place where no frost can penetrate ; they should be
potted up in March, placed in a cool frame tiU

about the latter end of May, and may then be

brought outside, where a warm position against a
fence or wall facing the south ought to be chosen.

The slender shoots will during summer attain a
height of about 5 feet or 6 feet, the foliage assum-

ing a brilliant, dark green colour, and the flowers a
very deep, rich orange tint. The charming Sander-

sonia aurantiaca may be treated in exactly the same
way, and if possible would even claim preference

on account of its exceedingly pretty, almost globular

flowers.—C. G. Van Tdbekgen, Juke., Haarlem,
Holland.

"Water Flags.-The Yellow Flag (Iris pseud-

acorus) has flowered especially well this year in a
large bog here close by the river Seine. The numer-
ous bright yeUow flowers are very showy, and the

very wet and slimy nature of the soil in which the

plants grow prevents either local people or visitors

from disturbing them. Their picturesque abodeis

not a common one. Imagine first some Horse-tails

(Equisetum arvense) growing in the Grass on firm

soil and Equisetum palustre in the bog in com-
pany with the greater Equisetum limosum, forming

a dense bed, then one mass of Yellow Flags.

Here and there some vigorous Knitback (Sym-

phytum ofiicinale) are intermixed. The diversity

of foliage and tints render their numerous white,

rosy pink or purple flowers rather conspicuous.

The varieties of Carex seen in the distance are

worth mention, especially C. paniculata, forming

large deep green clusters with very light and

elegant leaves, somewhat like those of Gyne-

riums. Some of the old ones have produced so

many roots, that theyare now on stems from -1 feet

to 3 feet high in the way of a Tree Fern. Old

Willows and Poplars afl'ord a soft, deep and shady

background to this scene, which although wild is

nevertheless very beautiful.— J. Sallier, St. Ger-

main-en-Laye.

Newly - received plants dying.—It is a

common experience that plants newly received

die. Doubtless there may be many causes vary-

ing with indi\idual plants, and persons, and

garden conditions, but there is one cause so com-

mon in my opinion, that I may be permitted to

point it out for what it is wor'tli. I hardly need

say that these remarks do not apply to vigorous

things that will grow anywhere and anyhow, but

to plants that need at least ordinary care in rela-

tion to their habits, soil, &c. One grower may
treat such a plant one way, and another somewhat
differently, and still both may answer, but my
point is that when a young plant changes hands

it should not in its most delicate stage of life be

subjected to an extreme change. In some way or

other we should learn the life history of a rare

plant when it comes into our hands. For instance,

I know one nursery where plants are usually

plunged over the rims of the pots in a light dusty

sand, covering some leaves which, notwithstand-

ing, retain their colour. I can never put the same

plants under corresponding conditions; to plant over

the natural collars will not do, and to expose the

p.arts that have been under dry sand for months

is equally fatal, and so the plants die. From
another source I have received plants (alpines)

that have been richly fed, and herbaceous plants
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potted in compost enriched by ground bones.
Tiiese never did well with me, for I never manure
bej'ond the usual way of giving stable manure
and leaf mould. But the most deadly results

of all came about when I received plants from a
nursery where most of the choice thin;:,'* were
kept in rather close frames. If such plants
were procured during any month from November
to April, the risk of their growing would be
great. Whether these methods are sound practice,

or hardy plants should ever at any stage be so
treated, I will not attempt to discuss now, but we
might benefit by learning how our nurserymen had
dealt with this or that plant just before he sent it

off, and a knowledge of some of his general dealings
with all his stock would be lielpful to the customer.
I do not say that the nurseryman sliould educate
his buyers in detail, but a hint or two in his cata-
logue with this object in view might be usefally
given. We can, most of us, follow up the frame
treatment, and, perhaps, the plants would be helped,
but where we cannot follow sand mulchings there
wiU be more difficulty and risk. Newly imported
roots and bulbs just started in autumn or winter in

frames, although sent out doing nicely, are pretty
sure to die, unless similar nursing is continued for

a while; therefore, and in short, the remedy seems
to be to learn, and act upon the knowledge of the
former treatment of the plants.—J. W.

Under these conditions they have each made a
dense rosette of rich green leaves, and give plenty
of flowers. There is a distinct pink tinge in the
blossoms. We saw the type flourishing remarkably
well at Kew the other day planted in pockets in

the coolest, most shady portion of the rockery,

where Ferns delight to grow. The Ramondia, if

planted in " pockets," must have a good depth of

light soil, that of a peaty character for preference.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Hardiness of Sarracenia purpurea.—In the
lake wood here this Pitcher Plant has stood ' 1.3° of

frost on several occasions with impunity. I always
considered it as quite hardy, the frost doing it far less

harm than the slugs.—A. D. W.
Double Ijyehnis (L. Viscaria rubra plena) is a

glorious hardy border flower now at its best. The
flowers are rich rose, quite double, and closely set on
erect slender stems. Such a brilliant hardy plant
should bo seen in many gardens.

Libertia ixioides is a beautiful iridaeeous plant
from Ne\\' Zealand, and makes a dense mass of ever-

green, grassy foliage; the flowers white, and on long
stalks, not unlike those of an Ixia. It does well at
Broxbouriie in the borders.

Alpine Catchfly (Silene alpestris) is a charming
alpine flower of the most polished white. The plant
is perfectly hardy, easy to grow, dwarf, compact, and
at this season smothered with flowers. It was one of

the best things in bloom in the Epsom Nursery in

early Juno.

Slood Pint (Dianthuscrueutus).—This European
Pink is flowering freely on the Broxbourno rockery.
It is not a handsome plant, but exceedingly rich just

now with its small crowded heads of the deepest crim-
son flowers carried at the top of long straggling stems.
The plant is difficult to do well. At Broxbourne it is

given a loamy soil, and each tuft surrounded with
pieces of sandstone.

Calceolaria amplexicaulis.—A note on p. 522
of The Garhen', Juno 8, mentions that this is not now
to be found in tlio London markets ; but it is largely

and exclusively grown at Penllergare, near Swansea,
and I regard it as the best bedding Calceolaria wo
have. It bears hot weather well, and flowers until

very late in the autumn. It is a pity it is not more
grown, and it would be a misfortune to allow it ti>

become ostiiut.—.1. Muir.

The Dutchman's Pipe (Aristolochia) upon
a Laburnum.—Whether by accident or design I can-
not say, but a novel and beautiful combination I re-

cently saw was formed by a strong plant of Aristo-
lochia Sipho clambering through and over a common
Laburnum. Its lumdsomo broad leaves contrasted
well with those of the Laburnum, and tlio effect was
simply perfect, as there was just enough of the one
to contrast with or relieve tlio other. The Ijaburnum
appeared to he giving support without hurt to itself,

but ina year or two the encircling folds of the Aristo-
lochiamay destroy it. Even tlion to have this licautiful
climber growing so naturally and free would ho a dis-

tini-t gain.—A. If.

White Rosette Mullein (Ramondia pyren-
aioa alba) is blooming freely on the rockery in
Messrs. Paul and Son's Broxbourne Nursery in a
nook, where it gets sullicient moisture and shade
to suit its requirements. The plants are in a peaty
soil, and surrounded witli pieces of sandstone.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Flowee gardbnikg.— Paeonies, Irises, Spirscas,

Aquilegias, Pyrethrums, and other herbaceous
plants at the present time make such a grand dis-

play as to put the bedded-out department of the
flower garden quite in the shade. I should not
hesitate for a moment to entirely dispense with the

bedders were it possilile to have arrangements of

perennials of a sufliiciently "dressy" appearance
and prolonged season of flowering suitable to

formal or geometrically laid-out gardens. At
present I am quite unable to make out a list of

plants of this description at all likely to prove even
moderately good substitutes for ordinary bedding-
out plants, and, therefore, there is no alternative

but that of continuing the use of bedding jdants

for the formal parterre, and hardy perennials for

beds and borders in less formal positions. The
present season promises to be an extra good one for

bedders, as the sunshine and showers have suited

them so well that many are already in good flower.

Marguerites, Pelargoniums, Petunias, and Fuchsias
being worthy of special mention as early flowerers.

Beds composed of one species or variety are already

gay. White and blue Violas, Agatbasas, dwarf Tro-

pseolums, the blue Anagallis, pink Geraniums,
yellow and white Marguerites are already nearly

filled out, and are, to me, far more beautiful than
either carpet or other formal flowering arrange-

ments.

OvEECEOWDKD PLANTS —Owing to the splendid
growing weather of the present season the growth
of plants in herbaceous beds is becoming too strong,

and the more vigorous ones are likely to smother
those that are weaker. Vigorous Asters and Del-

phiniums, though very beautiful, are not sufficiently

valuable to be allowed to smother handsome Ane-
mones, Campanulas, Pinks, Irises, Phloxes, Spirajas,

Thalictrums, &c., and to prevent this we have
found it necessary to tie all rampant growers much
closer than is good for the plants either in regard
to the production of flowers or their appearance.

It is, in fact, a choice of evils, and the preservation

of weaker-growing, but more valuable plants is to

be preferred to that of the lumpy appearance of

strong growing plants.

Early ploweeing op single Dahlias. —
Recently a lady visitor to these gardens expressed
great surprise at the sight of Dahlia flowers so

early in the season, because she had always re-

garded them as portending the near approach of

winter. This notion must, I think, soon die out,

more particularly in regard to the single-flowered

class, some dozens of plants of which we have had
in flower for some time past, and they arc now get-

ting quite gay. Apart from their natural propen-
sity to flower quickly I believe that they can be
made to do so still earlier by early propagation
of the plants. The cuttings of these plants now in

the fullest flower were inserted in February and
grown on freely and transferred to the borders
about the 20th of May, and they are now from 3

feet to 4 feet high and well furnished with shoots.

This early and continuous flowering of single

Dahlias renders them, I think, worthy of special

attention by lo\ers of flowers generally.

^ W. W.

A few good Irises.—There are many beautiful

Irises, and amongst the number we may certainly

include the following, which we selected from the
mass of varieties now in bloom in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick. In the
variegata .section two line kinds are Minico, whicli
has standards of a rich yellow colour, the falls deep
reddish brown margined with dull yellow and
veined at the extreme base, and Hector, a distinct

form, the standards sulphur-yellow; the lip deep
lake colour, very richly veined at the base. Fla-

vescens is exceedingly beautiful with its large

sulphur-coloured flowers, but the most splendid

Iris in bloom is unquestionably the lovely pallida

Celeste. Its peculiarly transparent shining blue

colouring is as clear as the blue of a summer sky.

Xegleota Virginie is another distinct kind, the

standards pale blue, and the falls rich violet-purjde

veined on a white ground at the base, where there

is a central band of the richest orange. Aphylla
Mme. Chereau is a well-known kind frequently seen

in the market. Tlie flower has fine broad standards

of a delicate shade of the softest blue, almost white,

and regularly feathered at the margin with a de-

cided blue; the falls are of a purer body colour,

but margined in the same style. AmfcnaVictorine
exhibits a rich contrast in colour; the standards

are white, feathered with the deepest violet-purjjle

;

the lip of the fall velvety purple-violet.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 706.

ONCIDIUM CRCESUS.*

This species is aaid to be a native of the
Organ Mountains, in Brazil, and it certainly

takes a leading position for beauty in the ranks

of tlie small-growing kinds to which it belongs.

At the same time, however, it is far less fre-

quently to be found in our collections of the

present day than formerly, wliere in many in-

stances it was cultivated under the erroneous

name of 0. longipes, a species, indeed, to which
it is nearly allied. Under this name I found
the largest example of this plant that I have
ever seen, in the collection at Kew thirty years

ago, where it used to flower freely annually,

its rich yellow and black flowers being particu-

larly showy, especially when seen in such a

mass as this plant produced. Indeed, at that

time many small species were to be seen speci-

ally fine at Kew, sucli as O. triquetrum, O.
tetrapetalum, O. pulchellum, <fec. As will be
seen by the accompanying plate, O. Cnesus is a

plant of exceeding beauty; its small pseudo-
bulbs are somewliat oblong, tapering upwards,
and bear a pair of linear-oblong, obtuse leaves,

which are somewhat fleshy in texture and deep
green. The scape bears from two to three and
sometimes four flowers. The sepals and petals

are spreading, of a reddish-brown hue, tinged

with green on the outside ; lip three-lobed,

the anterior lobe large and flat, of a rich golden
yellow, the disc and crest being of a deep velvety

black—a combination of colours which is at once
pleasing and conspicuous.

Tliis plant, and indeed all the small-growing
kinds enumerated above, should have but little

material about their roots ; therefore, they
thrive best when gromi in small, shallow,

earthenware pans or baskets wliich should be
hung up near tlie roof where the plants may
obtain a maximum of light and an abundance of

air. The pan or basket should be well drained,

and the plant should be upon an elevated mound
composed of peat and Sphagnum, amongst which
should be inserted some luediuni-sized nodules
of charcoal, whicIi serve to keep the material

open and allow the water ti) trickle quickly
away. The above retjuirements are absolutely

neccssarj' to enable tlieso small growing plants
to retain a healthy condition. Tlio majority of

the plants from the Organ Mountains thrive

under cultivation best in the cool liouse, but
this ono 1 have found to succeed best in the
Cattleya house all the year round. I have no

* Drawn for TlIK Caudkn by H. C. Moon, July 8,
ISSS, in Mr. I'hill.rioU's gai-dou at (Hilli.'lil, liickloy.

Lithograpliod and printed by tiuillauino Sovoroyus.
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doubt tlie Odontogloasum house would be warm
enough for it during the summer months, but
in this latter situation there is an absence of sun.
O. Crtesus, however, appears to enjoy the sun.
During the growing season it thrives best with
an abundance of moisture in the atmosphere.
It also enjoys a liberal supply of water to its

roots, and a dewing overiiead from the syringe in

the morning and evening. Indeed, throughout
the summer it is far best to water all the
Orchids in the evening, thus causing a genial
moist atmosphere to arise, which induces the
plants to root vigorously. There is little more
to be said respecting the management of this

gem, but insects should be kept from it, and
everything about the plant should be kept tho-

roughly fresh and clean ; the white scale if al-

lowed to congregate in the axils of the leaves
soon rob it of its health and colour, so that a
careful examination is necessary whenever the
plant ia taken down to be dipped.

W, H. G.

Fruit Garden.
W. COLEMAN.

THE STRAWBERRY GARDEN.
The modern method of cultivating this grateful
fruit upon the three years system pretty well
enables the gardener to set the seasons at de-
fiance. Good average hot growing summers, a
dry time when the fruit is ripe, and sharp
winters are the conditions which one would
choose if he could control the weather, but,
lacking these, we must take matters in a quiet
way and be satisfied. Whilst fruit trees of all

kinds have cast their flowers or embryo fruits

wholesale, and insect enemies have made serious

raids upon the foliage, the Strawberry has pro-
duced splendid leaves, perhaps a little too gross,

and an abundance of unusually fine flowers,

which have set well. The crojj ia not particu-
larly early, but fruit from the open ground will

be plentiful, whilst late pot plants will not give
out much before the end of the present month.
The secret of success, it is hardly necessary for

me to say or repeat, ia deep and generous culti-

vation, annual planting and trenching in at the
end of the third year. Old plants often yield

good crops of fair-sized delicious fruit, as I

know a bed of Keen's Seedling, planted forty

years ago upon a deep stifl" loam of the old red
sandstone, from which bushels of fruit are

gathered annually, and the flavour ia superb.
But this is one of the exceptional cases which I

could relate, though certainly not recommend,
as size now carries the consumer, quantity com-
bined with quality the producer. Still, for my
own eating give me a dish of ripe fruit from an
old bed fully exposed to the blazing sun, and
upon which the foliage ia short petioled and
barely sullicient to shade the rootstocks. Opera-
tions just now in the Strawberry department
will be as active as they are varied ; hence my
object in penning a seasonable notice. Early
fruit resting upon clean straw or supported by
bands of matting attached to three or four .short

sticks stuck in round each stool will now require

protection from birds, anails, and mice, and I

need not say regular attention to gathering.

Main and late crops not yet ready will demand
the same care, and possibly in due course

copious watering. It is not, however, of the

present crop, already fairly safe, that I wish to

speak, but rather of the preparation of the

young plants for giving our future succession.

When properly handled, the Strawberry is

one of our most accommodating plants, as I

have seen old planta split up or pulled to pieces

and put out in single crowns, producing good
crops the following year, whilst others which I

have been forced in pots sometimes give an
autumn crop and yield enormously the follow-

ing summer. Good runners, however, from
maiden plants are best, as they do not readily

degenerate, and none but the most healthy aud
vigorous parents, free from spider and mildew,
are accepted when the time arrives tor layering.

We sometimes hear the remark that runners
are scarce, but this never happens where stock

plants are put out in August, divested of all

their flowers in the spring, well mulched and
copiously watered. By adopting thi.s plan and
keeping the propagating ground clear of the

shade of trees and buildings, a few hundreds of

plants will beat forced plants by some weeks
and give the best of runners by tens of thou-
sands. If anyone who would excel in Straw-
berry culture has not adopted this method, he
should secure true stocka and put out the
plants, not in an out-of-the-way corner, but upon
the best tilled ground in the garden early in

August. Water being an essential, especially

where layering in pots is extensively practised,

an abundant supply close to the hand is a very
important matter. When the runners are ready
for layering, one or other of these methods may
be adopted ; they may be pegged down upon
small pots firmly filled witli stifl' loam and let

into the ground to a.ave watering. They may be
pegged down upon small ctibes of turf, which,
by the way, require watering every evening in

dry weather, or from single rows a yard or more
apart they may be hand-laid into the natural
soil, where they will fruit the following year, or
be removed and transplanted whenever their

future home is in suitable condition. Years ago
I laid all my planta upon 3-inch pots, and in due
time detachedthem for potting into 6-inch pots or
open-air planting. This plan I have given up, as

it entails a great deal of labour in watering as

well as a second potting, and I now peg down
upon the fruiting pots all I require for forcing.

For planting purposes I adopt Lovell's method
of hand-layering in thoroughly rich, pulverised

soil previously cropped with early Potatoes, thin

out the best plants for permanent beds in

August, and allow the remainder to stand 1 foot

apart for fruiting. In March, 1888, I put out
President Paxton, Dr. Hogg, British Queen,
and that splendid variety Filbert Pine runners
of the previoua August. The rows 40 yards in

length, and plants 2 feet apart, occupied the

centres of beds 4 feet in width. All the flowers

were taken oft' and the runners in due course

pegged out right and left completely covered

the ground, in some instances taking possession

of the hard trodden paths made for convenience.

These beds gave all the stock I required, and at

the present time they are white sheets of the

finest flowera I have ever witnessed. This, to

my mind, is the most simple, the most natural,

and the moat profitable mode of growing
•[uantity and qu.ality, and as such I strongly

recommend it to private and market gardeners.

When runners are laid upon 3-inch pots,

the ground intended for their recejition should
be ready by the end of July, as every day after

this date increases labour in watering and de-

tracts from their value not only by atarving their

cramped roota, but alao by shortening their

growing season after planting. In the pre-

paration of ground for new plantations, I prefer

manuring and trenching in winter, taking a

crop of early Potatoes, the best of all ameliorat-

ing courses and planting very early in August.

Such ground need not be deeply dug, but
simply forked over, finely broken, and made as

firm as treading or ramming can make it. If a

heavy calcareous loam, the rows should be 30
inches apart and the plants 24 inches froui each

other. The balls of the young plants should

be thoroughly wet when they are turned out,

and, notwithstanding very firm planting, they
will require liberal watering in dry weather. A
little fresh maiden loam placed round each liall

ia a great help in giving the roots a atart, and
mulching, as everyone knows, is an imperative
factor in high culture.

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
Steawbeeries in Pots.

With the exception of British Queen, Dr. Hogg, and
some late varieties now ripe in cool airy pits, this

fruit will be over for the season. In good gardens,
especially in warm localities, early sorts in the open
ground will now be coming in, but for quality as
well as size these late highly flavoured varieties,

which simply require the shelter of glass, stand
unrivalled through the months of May and June.
The first two are unequalled for flavour, and being
somewhat tender and liable to go off, not only after

wet winters, but also in parching hot summers,
cold pits enable a great number to grow them well
where they fail or are unreliable in the open air.

Yet another variety equally late, bright and hand-
some, and hardly inferior in flavour is Filbert Pine.
It has not been so long before the public, but it is

fast winning its way to the front, and being tho-
roughly hardy, a good grower, and a heavy cropper
in the open air, I can strongly recommend it for

open ground or late pot culture. Where pot Straw-
berries lead well up to a supply from the open
garden, the management of plants in pots never
ends ; indeed, the comparatively modern method of

fruiting the early sorts from the beginning of iSep-

tember right into January now leaves but a very
short period when ripe fruit is not forthcoming.
The mainspring of success of course Ues in the open
ground plantations, which must be young and vigor-

ous and capable of giving good runners early in the
season. Early forced plants, no matter how well
they are managed or how freely they crop a second
time in the autumn, cannot be induced to give the
strongest and earliest runners, but maidens put out
last August, well grown and divested of all their

flowers the moment they can be seen, will give an
abundance in June and the first part of July. La
Grosse Sucrce, Vioomtesse Hgricart de Thury, Early
Prolific, Noble and Waterloo now form the front
rank for early work, and some of these are remark-
ably fine, but, taken at all points, the first-named
still holds its own. To have stout plants with ripe

crowns fit for starting in November the runners
should be laid now, and considering that ,'j-inch

pots are quite large enough, these, clean and dry,

should now be filled with suitable compost and
placed alongside the stock plants for the reception
of the runners.

Strawberry plants will grow in almost any
free rich soil, Ijut the staple should be a hea\y cal-

careous loam, made pervious to the free passage of
water liy the addition of old lime rubble broken
line, bone dust, pounded oyster-shells, or charcoal.
As this compost must be made very firm liy ram-
ming, it cannot be used too dry, neither will it be
the worse, but rather the better, for lieing mixed a
month l)el'ore it is wanted. When all the pots are
filled to within half-an-inch of the level of the
rims, a short, stout hook-peg should be stuck lightly

into the centre of each, to lie pressed home when
the runners are placed in position. Runners pegi;ed
down in this way always remain above the surface
of the soil, their natural position, as may be wit-
nessed when they strike root into a hard path or

walk, even where the crowns, by no means large,

1 lecome as red .as a Cherry and as hard as a nut
before autumn. Such crowns, thoroughly ripe, in-

variably throw fine trusses of bloom, and, costing a
minimum of trouble, this mode of preparation is

preteralile to layering in small pots and shifting on
when properly rooted. Water, of course, is a very
important element, and the fruiting pots being so
small and quickly filled with roots, weak liquid is a
great help from the time the plants are det.ached
until they show signs of ripening. The best site

for the summer station is quite out in the open,
away from the shading or elongating influence of
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trees or buildings. Here, placert 6 inches to

9 inches apart, the pots to a certain extent will

shade each other ; but when they liecome very full

of roots and require water more than once a day,

much labour may be saved by giving the plants

more room and casting a little leaf-mould or old

tan amongst them. The late kinds, which must
brave bright sun and drying winds when their fruit

is swelling in the spring, should have larger pots

—

say 6 inches to 7 inches in diameter—also the
compost may be a little heavier, as the roots will

penetrate the hardest compost when rammed into

them in a thoroughly dry condition. Strawberry
pots do not require a great abundance of crocks,

but they should be clean and well placed, as a
year must elapse before they again see daylight.

Worms are sometimes troublesome; hence the ad-

vantage of a sprinkling of soot over the crocks, also in

the compost. The stations, as a matter of course,

will be composed of coal ashes or concrete, made
firm and impervious to the passage of these pests

after the plants are detached ; but, assuming that

they have made an entrance from the propagating
bed, they must be dislodged by a few thorough
soakings with clear lime water. Opinions vary as

to the effect of overhead watering in hot, dry
weather. Where pipe-water is plentiful the hose is

a very tempting instrument, but unless the water is

soft, warm, and well aerated, the less it is cast over

the leaves the better. A good plant will take from
a pint to a quart per day, and as this must perco-

late through the compost into the station, the

moisture constantly rising keeps the foliage fresh

and free from spider. Warm summer showers are

a godsend at all times, especially tliroughout the
layering period, but once the pots are filled with
roots, the season which necessitates incessant water-
ing is the best for pot Strawberries.

Melons.
As choice hardy fruits are not likely to be over-

abundant, every available pit and frame should now
be pressed into use for the growth of late Melons.
Bottom-heat, as I stated in my last paper, is essen-

tial to setting, and especially to ripening ; but mid-
summer being nowupon us, almost anything that will

ferment, combined with very early closing with
solar heat, will maintain a temperature equal to the
growth of very good Melons. Some varieties which
set freely and ripen quickly are preferable to others,

and these finish best when good sound loam free

from animal manure is used in moderate quantity.

I lately saw half-a-dozen large handsome fruits

which had been forced and fed beyond their normal
size, but the seed cavity was too capacious and they
lacked flavour. Had they been grown in pure loam
and moderately fed when swelling, what they lost

in size would have been gained in flavour. This,

then, should be the aim, a thoroughly good calca-

reous loam, a limited root run, all the top and
bottom heat that can be secured, thin training,

good syringing with water at a temperature
of 85° to 90°, moderate feeding when the fruit

is swelling, and just enough pure water to prevent
flagging when the Melons are ripening. Melons
in hot dry summers will stand any reasonable
quantity of water, but they are not aquatics; hence
the importance of placing the plants on raised

mounds and keeping the necks dry when all other

parts of the bed are flooded ; also, they like all the
sun that can be admitted, and so acceptable is fresh

air that we often throw off the lights for an hour
or two when in settled weather the external tem-
perature touches or exceeds 80°. If trained thinly

and the sun can reach the bed the growths soon
become tough, wiry, and fertile, setting a profusion
of fruit, which should be well thinned to ensure
fair size, say two to three pounds each—a most
suitable weight for ordinary purposes. It is well to

fertilise summer Melons, but plants grown in pure
loam set so profusely that there is no difllculty in

making a good selection for the crop, and as the
produce of each plant should be uniform in size,

certainly at the outset, this point should be kept in

view during the process of thinning.

JlouHe Melons. —Those who would have stiff,

sturdy plants for succession should still sow single

seeds in 4-inch pots or squares of turf placed over

bottom-heat from a bed of fermenting material. A
little shade is essential to the quick germination of
the seeds, but once they break the soil they may
be gradually inured to the sun for the remainder of

the season. If intended for planting out in troughs
or upon hills, these sliould be ready for their recep-
tion before they become pot-bound. Where express
speed, however, is the object, and a series of smaU
compartments are occupied, room can always be
found for duplicates, which in their fruiting i^ots

may be 2 feet to 3 feet in height by the time they
are wanted. By adopting this plan plants strong
enough to produce male flowers may be ready for

transfer on the day the last fruit is cut from the
pit they are intended to occupy. This, as a matter
of course, will require cleansing, and the bed most
likely will be the better for turning and renovating,
as no heat can touch that obtained from decaying
fermenting materials. Plenty of strength should be
employed in the transfer of the plants, as each leaf

should be preserved intact, and the vines must not
be twisted. Seakale or Rhubarb pots plunged two-
thirds of their depth into a sod of stiff turf beneath
them, serve admirably for summer Melons, and,
provided they are placed 24 inches from centre to

centre, each plant will have ample room for de-

velopment. Pot plants generally run 1 feet or 5

feet up the wires before they are strong enough to

set and swell fine fruit, but once they commence
showing freely the leaders are stopped, and all

female flowers fertilised as they open. Wlien two
fruits likely to swell in unison can be selected for

the crop, all larger and smaller fruits must be cut
away and every lateral closely pinched, not only to

concentrate force, but also to prevent the main
leaves from becoming crowded. It may be well to

remind the young beginner that the surplus fruits

should not be removed too early, as a little too
much water or a languid bottom-heat sometimes
causes Melons the size of pigeons' eggs, to turn
yellow and die off. When swelling freely and
supported to prevent a strain upon the vines the
plants may be thoroughly syringed with water at a
temperature of 80° to 90°, and shut up at any heat
ranging from 80° to 100°, care being taken that the
roots are copiously supplied with tepid liquid

guano or weak soot water alternately. The final

top-dressing also must be placed over the roots, but
still giving animal manure a wide berth, this may
consist of pure loam enriched with one-sixth of its

bulk of bone-dust.

Pines.

The weather of late has been all that could be
desired for Pines generally, and for plants ripening
their fruit especially, as bright highly flavoured

examples cannot be secured without the aid of

strong solar heat, light, and fresh air. I lately

remarked that root-watering should be discontinued

as soon as the lower pips begin to change colour,

but the weather being favourable to liberal ven-

tilation, the walls, floors, and surface of the bed
may be freely damped two or three times in the

course of the day. With such weather Queens will

ripen perfectly under the partial shade of thinly

trained early Vines upon which the Grapes are ripe,

or ecjually well opposite a west window in a dry
warm store room. The removal of Pines to ripen,

it must be understood, is not absolutely necessary,

but where fruiting space is limited and it is

desirable to make the most of it, this method
favours filling up as well as the maintenance of a
high temperature with plenty of atmospheric
moisture.

Succcssioyi Jruifcrs, including the cream of the
different varieties usually grown, will now be
making rapid progress, and daylight having reached
its fullest extent, the temperature may range 75°

at banking time, 70° at daylight the following

morning, 85° through the day, and 90° to 95° after

shutting up with solar heat and moisture. The
plants should not be syringed overhead in the
morning, but the beds and all available spaces may
be well moistened, the overhead dewing being re-

served for the afternoon. High feeding, of course,

is necessary, but unless the pots are very full of

roots a great deal can be accomplished by syring-

ing weak liquid into the axils of the lower leaves,

by filling the evaporating pans with the same, and
sprinkling the floors after shutting up for the day.

Koot watering, of course, is necessary, but indiscri-

minate supplies are bad; indeed, the keystone of

success rests upon knowing when to withhold until

the roots require a thorough supply. Queens and
Jamaicas require great care in this respect, but
Rothschilds and Cayennes, two comparatively hardy,
robust varieties, which make a profusion of roots,

not only need, but actually improve under double
the quantity of good stimulating liquid. As the
Pines swell care must be taken that they do not
get out of the perpendicular, all gills must be re-

moved, and on no account must the suckers in-

tended for stock exceed two upon each plant.

Succession plants intended for starting next
January should now be filling their pots pretty
fast, and the better to prevent an untimely check
they must' be carefully fed with weak stimulants
and kept steadily progressing under genial and
generous treatment. A little lire-heat through the
night in nine seasons out of ten is a necessary help,

as it prevents the pits from becoming too cold at

daylight, but solar heat being best, early airing and
early closing should be the rule. It shading is

found necessaiy, the material used should be very
light, as it is questionable if the soft, unripe plants

which refuse to start until they have made a
growth are not the outcome of excessive shade and
too much moisture. As this particular set of plants

require such very nice treatment, first, to get them
well matured before days become dark and short,

and second, to prevent them from growing too late

in the season, it is a good plan to draw the most
promising and replunge them in the small com-
partment as soon as their predecessors are cleared

of their fruit. Here they can be kept growing
until the end of August, when gradual sinking to

rest will ensure the starting of a large percentage
at the proper time.

WORK AMONGST HARDY FRTTITS.

The most important work throughout the past
month has been the destruction of caterpillars and
grubs by hand-picking and washing, and those, un-
fortunately, who have been most busily occupied
will reap but a poor reward for their labour. Sav-

ing the crop where the trees are thus badly
attacked is hardly possible ; therefore, this being
the worst outdoor fruit season I have experienced
since 1861, those who have lost the produce must
think themselves fortunate in saving the lives of

their trees. The heavy storms of thunder rain in

two ways have been a godsend ; first, in washing
away a great deal of grub and blight, and second,

in facilitating the flow of sap by thoroughly moisten-
ing the subsoil with soft water slightly above the

average temperature. Growth being pretty well

advanced, it is hardly likely that barren trees will

suffer from drought ; but, having been so long ac-

customed to extremes, it may be well to husband
the root moisture by pushing mulching to an early

close. Mulches of a highly stimulating nature are

hardly needful or suitable; therefore materials that

will check radiation and yet admit solar warmth
are to be preferred. Fresh stable litter stands first

on my list, but a host of materials, including .<hort

Grass from the lawn, spent tan. Cocoa-nut fibre, the

remains of exhausted Mushroom beds and charred
refuse also may be used. Failing these, great

benefit may be derived from constant hoeing and
keeping the surface of fruit tree borders loose and
free from weeds.

As fruit trees of all kinds are now sufficiently

advanced, nailing and tying in must be closely

followed up, but on no account must useless or

superfluous shoots be retained to the detriment of

those intended to bear fruit next season. All trees

as they are nailed in should be well washed out

with the ho.se or garden engine, not once or twice,

but repe.'itedly, until they arc quite free from in-

sects and the fruit is clean. After grub, the most
troublesome and persistent pest is black-lly, especi-

ally when through neglect it ha-s been allowed to

become established in faulty walls. In this case all

infested points should be dipped in tobacco

water before they are laid in, and then, to put
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an end to a re-appearance, soapsuds may be well

syringed into every part of the wall. Peaches
generally, I believe, are unusually clean and
free from blistered leaves ; also being lightly

cropped, a tendency to the production of gross
centre breastwood already prevails. As these
strong growths very soon destroy the balance by
becoming robbers, they should be closely pinched
and in due course shortened back to a lateral, which
may be laid in where old arterial branches require
shelter from the sun. An even spread of mode-
rately strong shoots and good foliage, of course, is

the acme of perfect manipulation, but unless the
season is exceptionally hot and dry, these gross,

watery growths rarely make useful fruit-beaiing
wood; hence the wisdom of constant repression,

especially in aged trees. In young trees, with
ample room for extension, the conditions are alto-

gether different, as we frequently convert these
strong growths into a series of moderate shoots,

which not only furnish the wall, but ripen an
abundance of flower-buds.

Pyramids and bushes of all kinds from choice
Pears down to the humble Currant and Gooseberry
are making a most esuljerant growth, so dense in-

deed that the crop of fruit and incipient flower-

buds can hardly be expected to ripen unless they
are judiciously thinned. This work, I may say,

should be performed piecemeal, commencing in

the centres to let in light and air, but in no part

should sudden exposure be followed by sere and
yellow leaves. Gooseberries with us are light, but
fine, as might be expected after the enormous
crops they carried last year. Red and White Cur-
rants are a lietter crop, but the wood is very plenti-

ful and strong, and requires careful thinning.

Black Cun'ants are eaten up with aphis, and not-

withstanding the heavy rains the crop is going off.

Kaspberries look liadly, especially the finest and
strongest canes, a fair proof that they were im-
perfectly matured. All our plantations, fortunately,

are not in this plight. Carter's Prolific No. 1 and
No. 2, Baumforth's Seedling, and Fastolf on warm
borders being excellent. The young canes are

abundant and very strong, and require a good deal

of thinning, an operation too often neglecteil in the

management of this wholesome fruit, especially in

private gardens. W. C.

season. It is ready before Black Prince, but we have
tried successfully a new way of assisting some of the
fruits to ripen. Being possessed of some brick-coloured
rooting tiles, which measure G inches by 10 inches, wo
placed one of these luider many of the best clusters of

fruit, and as the tiles soon become warm and retain

the heat under a powerful sunshine the fruit have
ripened eight days before those not so treated. The
tiles are quite clean and keep the fruit perfectly un-
soiled. We shall in future use them largely for for-

warding dessert Sti*awberries, but they might not be
so effectual in a cold, sunless season.—J. MtJiK,

Kitchen Garden.

Caterpillars.—The lackey moth caterpillar is

abundant in this district this year beyond all pre-

cedent. The leaf roller caterpillar is giving enough
of trouble, but the other one is the dominant pest

of fruit trees, and especially of Apple trees. In
some of the market orchards it has been the rule to

set men with guns morning and evening to blow
these nests of caterpillars out from the trees with
charges of gunpowder, and where the trees are
high, men have been sent up into them with ladders

to wipe the insects out with wisps of Grass or

short brushes. The clusters were so numerous that
the firing into the trees resembled a running volley

from a line of infantry. In a smaller way I dealt

very drastically with the clusters affecting my trees

and which were out of reach. I tied some cotton rag
tightly round tlie end of a long stick, then saturated

it with paraffin, and setting it alight held the flame

just beneath the bunches of caterpillars. Of course

it soon destroyed them, and I found that one torch

sufficed to destroy about fifty clusters; in fact,

quite cleared my trees, which are tall. Not the

least harm was done to the trees by the flame,

which it was needful to hold about the caterpillars

for but a moment or two, as they fell off instantly.

It is very important that every one of these insects

should be destroyed, and as they seem to be too
offensive for birds, burning them appears to be the
most efficacious method of dealing witli them.
There can be no doubt but tliat caterpillars have
done much harm, especially in old gardens or

orchards. The utilisation of the soil beneath tall

trees by growing bush fruits no doubt helps to pro-

mote caterpillars, whilst preventing that destruc-

tion of the chrysalis which follows when soil can be
deeply dug.—A. D.

Assisting Strawberries to ripen.—Laxton's
Noble is supplying our earUest fruits in tlie opeu this I

LARGE LEEKS.
In the midland and more northern counties of

England and Scotland generally Leeks have long
been held in high esteem, and invariably figure

conspicuously in collections of exhibition vege-

tables much earlier in the season than they
are shown in the southern districts. Nor have
the southerners as yet, as a rule, fully acquired

a liking for Leeks, and in many gardens they
are grown solely for flavouring soups. That
tins vegetable is exceptionally hardy there is

no disputing, and if the owners of numerous
comparatively small gardens were fully aware
of this, and also of the fact that well-grown Leeks
form a very acceptable dish on the dining table,

they would be more universally cultivated in

preference, if need be, to less hardy vegetables.

I never yet saw Leeks with the stems properly

moulded up injured by frosts, and in some dis-

tricts they continue to increase in size through-
out the winter.

For ordinary purposes there are no varieties

to surpass the Ayton Castle Giant, and the Mus-
selburgh also attains a good size, while the

equality in both instances is first class. Mon-
strous Carentan, when first introduced, was to

have superseded aU others for exhibition pur-

poses, but it is much too coarse-grained and
altogether inferior to the Lyon. The latter is

now the most popular variety where extra fine

Leeks are required. When Leeks are required

extra early, or, say, for the August, Sep-

tember, and later shows, the plants should
either be raised in the autumn previous in the

open ground, the seed being sown at the same
time, and the plants treated similarly to Tripoli

Onions, or else in heat not later than February.
The former plan answers best, but if the spring

raised plants are duly pricked off into pans or

boxes of rich light soil, grown to good size in

heat not far from the glass, and eventually

hardened off, these would be ready for the open
ground early in May. For the main crop, or

ordinary purposes, the requisite number of

plants can be most easily raiseil on an open
border, the seed being sown as early in March
as the weather will permit.

There are several difi'erent methods of growing
Leeks, it being necessary to vary the treatment
according to circumstances. On well- manured,
light, and medium land they thrive remarkably
well and without mucli labour being expended
on them, but where the soil is naturally cold

and clayey large Leeks are not easOy grown. In
the former case all that is necessary for the ordi-

nary crops is to dig in a liberal dressing of solid

manure, and when the plants are strong—or say

about 12iuches long—these maybe dropped singly

into holes formed with a stout dibber. These
holes may be 12 inches apart each way, or the

rows may be 18 inches apart, a distance of

inches dividing them in the rows. All the
fixing necessary is to drop a small portion of soil

into the holes and water in the plants. If in a

sunny or rather dry jiosition, it is advisable to

water the plants occasionally; but in our case, a

north-east border being usually devoted to this

crop, one watering is usually ample. Being
kept clear of weeds, the Leeks soon make good
progress, and fine, well-blanched stems can be
had at any time during the winter and spring
months. In the case of heavy land, deep plant-

ing must not be resorted to, as much finer Leeks
can be had by planting on the surface, and
eventually moulding up the stems in order to

blanch them properly. The ground ought to

have been manured and dug early, and by this

time wOl have become well pulverised. After
this has been duly levelled, draw shallow driUs

2 feet apart,and in these plant the Leeks (i inches
apart, the roots being spread out and covered
with about 2 inches of fine soD. During a dry
summer, water should be given once a week, and
a mulching of short maniu-e would act bene-
ficially. In the autumn, or as soon as those first

planted have attained a serviceable size, the soil

may be drawn up to the stems on each side, and
the blanching will then be effected in the course

of a month or five weeks.

In the event of a few dozen extra large Leeks
being required for exhibition, more than ordi-

nary pains must be taken with their culture.

Surface culture must still be resorted to in the

case of heavy land and cold subsoils, rather

more manure being dug in, more space between
the plants allowed, and liquid manure given at

each watering. The blanching can be most
cleanly effected by bandaging the stems with
several folds of brown paper or old sacking. If

this plan is adopted there will be no necessity to

mould up the stems, and the rows may, there-

fore, be arranged 18 inches apart, a distance of

inches dividing the plants. On light or warm
free-working soils the finest Leeks can generally

be grown in trenches weU manured and other-

wise prepared as for Celery. The plants may
be put out in these in a suigle row with the aid

of a trowel from the boxes or pans in which they
were pricked out, or they may be carefully lifted

from the beds in which they were raised. In
this instance, and also when they are put out on
the level, it is advisable to transplant them
when about C inches high, smaller plants re-

covering most quickly from the check. We
usually arrange the plants with the leaves

across the trenches, but fail to see any necessity

for shortening the leaves unless extra long and
weak.

W'hen growing strongly. Leeks require to be
watered frequently, liquid manure being also

freely used, that obtained from a cesspool appear-

ing to suit them better than anything else I

have seen tried. A little soil ought to be dis-

tributed in the trenches soon after the plants

have commenced to grow strongly, but the

blanching should not be attempted too early or

before the plants are nearlj' fully grown, from
six weeks to eight weeks being allowed for this

process. When moulded up similarly to Celery

some of the soil is apt to work down the inside

of the outer leaves, this necessitating a consider-

able reduction of the size of the stems before

they can be said to be presentable. If the

browTX paper, sacking, or canvas wraps previously

alluded to are used, these, if sufficiently thick, will

eli'ectually exclude the light and cleanly blanched

stems be the result. Where preferred, tliinner

bandages may be used and the soil worked well

up around the stems, and they will turn out of

this cleanly. W. I.

Purple Sprouting Broccoli.— I quite .agree

with the editorial note (p. 510) respecting the

Purple Sprouting r.roccoli, as unqnestionably it is

the best and most delicate in flavour of all the lot,

and should he largely grown in all gardens where
a supply of vegetables has to be kept up, as its
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sprouting is long and continuous, and by having a
fair-sized plantation there will be heads for gather-

ing for many weeks in succession. There are two
varieties of this most valuable Broccoli, an early

and late kind, and by sowing and planting both
sorts the season for their use may be greatly pro-

longed. Those who would have them must lose no
time now in raising the plants. Ours are ready for

going out, as I like to have them strong, and the
way we manage them and others, as well as Brussels

Sprouts, is to plant and grow them between rows of

Potatoes placed 4 feet apart. This, when the Po-
tatoes are lifted, gives plenty of light and air to

the Brassicas, and I find that we not only get the
Broccoli and sprouts much finer, but they stand
the weather better, as they dry quickly and have
firmer stems.— S. D.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Asparagus.

Ntjmbeous employers of gardeners and the more
inexperienced amateurs have but a hazy notion of

Asparagus culture, and every season some fallacy

or very faulty practice of theirs comes to light. Not
a few imagine that if they purchase three-year-old

plants these ought to produce strong shoots during
the following season, and, whether they have done
well from the first or not, close cutting is resorted

to. It often happens, however, that two-year-old
roots transplant better than any one or more years

older, especially if the latter had not previously

been lifted and replanted from the time the seedlings

were raised. It is really a ruinous practice to cut

the shoots from a bed that has not been formed
more than one season, and unless the plants grew
e.xceptionally well from the first they ought to have
at least two clear seasons' growth. Nor should any
comparatively young beds be cut from very late in

the season or much after the first week in June.
The older beds this season have not been quite so

productive as they were last season, heavy cold
rains greatly checking the growth. This being the
case generally, and seeing that early Peas are scarce,

there is no reason why the Asparagus should not be
cut rather later than usual or to the end of June.
I do not advise a close clearance, but rather to thin
out the shoots, the remainder being allowed to

develop.

Many fail to apprehend what are the functions of

Asparagus foliage or growth. Were it otherwise,
there would be fewer cultural blunders. If it was
fully realised that cutting the top growth is in a
manner similar to clearing a shrub or fruit tree of

leaves, the owners of the beds would perhaps be
more lenient to those who have charge of them,
especially when the proper time has arrived to

cease cutting. If we strip a tree of leaves, the bud
and root - formers are destroyed, and a much
weakened growth, or it may be death, is the result.

The top growth of Asparagus forms buds or crowns
at its base and stimulates strong root action, and
the sooner these develop the better chance there
is for all to mature properly. If thinning out is

judiciously performed, the weakly shoots especially

being cut now, fewer but finer buds are formed, and
superior produce is the ultimate result. It is some-
times said " a little knowledge is a ilangerous
thing," and an instance of the truth of this has just

come under my notice^has led to the foregoing re-

marks being offered, in fact. The owner of a good-
sized garden had somewhere discovered that flower-

ing and fruiting have a most weakening effect on
any kind of plant, and were especially injurious to

Asparagus. When therefore he observed that his

were flowering rather freely last summer he gave
orders for all growths in flower or the greater
portion to be cut out, and he also advised a lady
friend to follow his example. This season they are
grieved to find their Asparagus is so very thin, and
such a forcible lesson (now they know where they
erred) will not bo lost on them. In all probability
an early removal of either the flowers or fruit would
act beneficially, but it is very doubtful if the result

would be at all commensurate with the outlay.

Young Asi'Aragus Plants.

Seed sown in April or early in May has germi-

nated evenly, and in many instances ought to be
freely thinned out. Quite young plants can be
moved readily with a trowel, and after all blanks
ha\e been made good the seedlings may be
left about 3 inches apart in the rows. Thus fa-

voured they will make good progress, and most pro-

bably will be large enough to transplant to their

final quarters, if need be, next spring. Asparagus
growth is naturally top-heavy, and when weighted
down by heavy dews or rain is liable to lie broken
off in windy weather. Seeing that the loss of the

best shoots must greatly weaken the plants, it be-

hoves the cultivator to preserve them as much as

possible. Where thin planting is resorted to it is

especially necessary to place a rough stake to each
plant, this being inserted well clear of the crown, and
to which the strongest growths can be loosely se-

cured by strips of matting. The surface of the
beds ought to be lightly stirred with Dutch hoes
whenever weeds appear, and if this is done in dry,

hot weather very little further trouble will be ne-

cessary. A mulching of strawy manure or decaying
leaves may be given with advantage. Slugs are

very troublesome this season. They eat through the

young shoots and completely skin the older ones,

and unless either caught and destroyed or kept off

with the aid of soot and lime or a light sprinkling

of salt, they much weaken the plants.

Potatoes and Potato Disease.

We commenced lifting Potatoes from a warm bor-

der, the variety being the old Ashleaf, during the
first week in June, and as yet have found no dis-

ease. In a neighbouring garden it has made its

appearance first among the crops in pits and frames,

and at the present time it is spreading rapidly

through the large breadths of Ashleaf in the open
borders. Not only is the haulm affected, but the
disease has also reached the tubers, and unless

drier, warmer weather is experienced soon, the
crops of the earliest Potatoes generally will not be
worth much. It is not often the disease is dis-

cernible so early in the season, the first week in

July being about the time we usually first observe

it. On the whole. Potatoes never looked more pro-

mising. They came up well, grew strongly, were
uninjured by frosts, and were finally moulded up
fully a fortnight earlier than usual. A few weeks
of hot, dry weather would suit them well here-

abouts. There is no remedy for disease, and only one
method of preventing it that I am aware of, and even
this does not always prove a success. The theory
of the disease germs or spores being first lodged
on the foliage and from these washed down to the

roots by rain is no doubt correct. They cannot be
prevented from effecting a lodgment on the haulm,
and it is no easy matter to prevent their finding a

way down to the tubers. The best disease-resist-

ing varieties are those which form strong spreading
haulm, the greater part of which falls over the

sides of the ridges. In this category may be in-

cluded Scotch Champion, Laxton's Reward, Mag-
num Bonum, Abundance, Reading Hero, and Chis-

wick Favourite, and these being moulded up in the

ordinary way are, with us at any rate, rarely injured

by the Potato disease. Nothing apparently will save

the Ashleaf and other short-topped or comparatively
weakly growers, but if those moderately vigorous

are so moulded up as to drive the haulm over to the

sunniest side of the rows, the greater portion of the

crop may be saved. In addition to drawing more
soil to the opposite side to which the haulm is

to be driven, it is also advisable to smoothe over the

soil on the top of the ridge with the hand, and at

the same time press it against the stems, or other-

wise these may again recover their original or erect

position. We have found this plan of moulding up,

and which I believe is known as Jensen's system,

to answer fairly well in the case of Lady Truscott,

Early Regent, Vicar of Laleham, Cosmopolitan,
Early Puritan, Welford Park, Cole's Favourite, and
a few other moderately strong growers, and cultiva-

tors will generally <lo well to give it a trial. It

does not entail a deal of labour, and if it only saves

half the crop the compensation is good. The least

that can be done is to burn all diseased haulm as

quickly as possible, and with tliis innumerable
spores that would otherwise survive and prove
troublesome either in this or the following season.

Seed Potatoes axd Disease.
Where only a few of Early Ashleaf or other

favourite extra early varieties are grown, the seed
is usually saved in June or early in July. There is

no real necessity to save tubers for open-air plant-
ing thus early in the season, and in our case the
bulk are grown in the open quarters and only a
limited number saved from the rows on warm bor-
ders, these being intended for frame and pot cul-
ture. Medium-sized sets are always the best, these
being planted whole, and if any are bought these
should be procured soon after they are lifted, or
the chances are they will not answer nearly so well
as the thinly stored home-saved tubers. Where so
many err is in leaving seed Potatoes on the ground
to become green. They may be quite sound when
first lifted, but after a few hours' exposure on the
ground a considerable portion of them not unfre-
quently become diseased, and they are stored with-
out its being discovered. In order, therefore, to
jirevent the disease spores from taking possession
of the newly lifted and most susceptible tuljers, all

should be dried in an airy shed and duly stored
thinly in a light, cool, and fairly dry shed. Where
possible it is advisable to fit up a number of latticed
shelves in a cool shed specially for storing and pre-
paring choice Potato sets. The original outlay
need not be heavy, and the convenience would or
ought to be fully appreciated by the gardener in

charge. W. I.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE WISTARIA.
One of the very best of all strong-growing
climbers is the Chinese Wistaria. It is certainly
a most beautiful object at this season of the
year, when the long branches are wreatlied for
a considerable distance with drooping racemes
of lilac-purple coloured blossoms. In exposed
places the flowers are sometimes injured before
expansion by late spring frosts, but this year
they have escaped, and, consequently, the Wis-
tarias are seen to the best possible advan-
tage, as in addition to the blooms, the freshly
expanded foliage is this year, in common with
that of all outdoor trees and shrubs, very fine.

The Wistaria is generally treated as a wall
plant, but it has also a beautiful and pic-
turesque appearance when so situated that its

vigorous branches can ramble into the head of
a neighbouring tree. If planted with this in-
tention a mistake too often made should be
avoided, viz. , that of planting the climber too
closely to the tree which is intentled as its

support, for if planted close to the trunk of an
established specimen the new-comer is simply
starved to death. The 'Wistarias, too, are well
suited for arbours, and a large specimen just
supported by a framework of some kind forms
a beautiful object on a lawn. Tliough one
seldom meets with any Wistaria except the
Chinese form, tliere are se\-oral otliers, one or
two of which are perliap.s worthy oi being
planted to a greater extent tlian at ])rcsent, but
as they are of far more recent introduction tlmn
the one above mentioned the plants are small,
and, consequently, cannot bo compared with
the older species. A very promising variety is

the white-flowered form of the Chinese Wis-
taria (W. chincnsis alba), wliich appears to bo a
counterpart of the type, except that the flowers
arc pure white. In the specimens of tliis that
1 liave seen tlie racemes ai-c smaller than in the
typical form, but this miglit bo accounted for

by tho plants being nnicli weaker. A very
pretty efi'cct might bo jiriHluced by planting
this and tho ordinary form in such close

proximity to each other that as they grow up
tho branches of the two would intertwine one
with the other. A very distinct variety is

the double-flowered (flore-pleno), which I believe
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was introduced from Japan to the United States,

and from there sent to this country.

It has been highly spoken of in America, but

here it does not seem worthy of the praise that

has been bestowed upon it. The variegated-

leaved variety does not appear to be in any way
desirable. There is another Wistaria, viz.,

multijuga, which is said to have racemes of

bloom over 2 feet in length, and, judging by
young plants, it seems very probable ; but the

racemes are longer than in the Chinese Wis-
taria and the individual blooms somewhat
smaller, as well as of a paler hue, so that the

plant is not so showy as a description might at

first lead one to suppose. There is a variety of

this anuouncetl in different catalogues as bear-

ing pure white blossoms, but the flowering

plant I have not yet seen. The variety of the

Chinese Wistaria known as macrobotrys is, per-

haps, the same as multijuga. A very pretty

Wistaria is the North American W. frutescens,

which was the first of this genus to be cultivated

here, having, according to Loudon, been in-

troduced into this country in 1724. It is espe-

cially remarkable from the fact that it flowers

after all the others are past, except it be a few
scattered blooms, which are occasionally pro-

duced on the Chinese Wistaria towards the end
of the summer. The American species is smaller

than the other, with the same arrangement of

the fohage, while the bluish purple blossoms are

borne in shorter and more dense racemes and
in an erect manner. This last especially is a

distinguishing feature, and another is the fra-

grance of the blossoms. This Wistaria is a
native of a considerable tract of country in the

United States, and may be treated the same as

the Chinese species, or, being less vigorous, it

forms a very ornamental single specimen if

twisted around a few stout stakes and then
allowed to grow at will. It is said by Loudon
to grow naturally in boggy places, but succeeds

very well in this country, even in dry sandy
soils, no doubt owing to the fact that the roots

go down to a considerable depth. This last

applies to all the members of the genus, and on
this account they do not wlien established trans-

plant very readily, as fibres are but sparingly

produced. Propagation is effected in a variety

of ways—by seeds, by layers, by cuttings of

the roots, and in the case of the varieties by
grafting a shoot on to a portion of a root. If a

root of the common kind is used as a stock,

whatever is grafted on it, I have never found
suckers to be produced to any extent. T.

Ribes nigrum aureum.—The golden-leaved
form of the Black Currant seems to be but little

known, yet when fully exposed to the sun the foli-

age assumes a rich golden tint. The shrub is con-

sequently valuable for associating with some of the
dark-leaved Evergreens. It is as vigorous in growth
as the typical form, and, therefore, soon grows into

an effective specimen. There are two other distinct

forms of the Black Currant, viz., one in which the
leaves are mottled and marbled with white, and
the other (laciniatum) who.se foliage is curiously

cut.—T.

Crateegus oxyacantha semperflorens.

—

This is a remarkably singular, and, to those who are

fond of miniature varieties, a very interesting form
of the common Hawthorn. Its usual habit is that
of a dwarf, much-branched bush, which early in

the season is profusely studded with corymbs of

pure white blossoms, and unless parched up during
the summer, a scattered succession of bloom will be
maintained for a considerable time. From this

circumstance it is sometimes possible to find both
ripe fruit and flowers on the same plant, the berries

being the product of the flowers that opened at the
usual season, while the blooms are among the scat-

tered ones produced later on. The remarkable

freedom of flowering of this variety in a small state

should serve it in good stead as a subject for forcing

early into bloom, as little bushes full of flower could

be readily ol.itained. It is of Continental origin,

having been first observed by M. Bruant, of Poitiers,

about 1882, and after that gentleman had propa-

gated a number from the original plant it was ulti-

mately distributed.—T.

YUCCA BACCATA AND Y. TRECULEANA.
Ajiong.st the arborescent Yuccas few are com-
parable to these two species in beauty. The
first-named, a native of Mexico, where, it is

said, its fleshy fruit is roasted and eaten by the

Indians in the same way as Bananas are dis-

].)osed of, flowers magnificently in the south of

France, where it has become thoroughly accli-

matised throughout the region of the Mediter-

ranean coast, and where, under a brilliant and
hot sun, its flowers attain dimensions that

would appear surprising to those who have only

nificent foliage and tall pyramids of white

flowers.

It is interesting to consider what may be the

outcome of crossing these two fine species with

the INIexican Yucca AVhipplei, especially with

the fine variety violacea. In all probability the

progeny will possess a combination of qualities

and characteristics involving important modifi-

cations in the vigour, the appearance, and, above

all, in the hardiness of these fine plants.

—

Eevue

Horticole.

NOTES ON TREES.

The claims of Sequoia gigantea to be ranked
amongst the Conifers suitable for ornamental
planting were, I remember, discussed at length
some time back in your pages, several writers re-

fusing to give it a place under any circumstances.

Now, although I am prepared to admit that it was
at the time of its introduction used oftener than
the occasion warranted and in situations where as

a large specimen it is decidedly objectionable, there
are, I think, some sites that it

fills satisfactorily. I have been
led to these remarks from see-

ing, in a corner of an old gar-
den, three trees, one or two of
which must soon be sacrificed.

Of the three trees the centre
plant is a Sequoia, planted, I

fancy, soon after its introduc-
tion, as it is a good specimen,
nearly 60 feet high, with a bole
in feet in circumference, and
well clothed to the ground. On
either side the Sequoia and
close to it were planted two
Abies Pinsapo that are now
hard on to the former tree, and,
indeed, have required a free
use of the knife to keep a
clear way. The question as to
which must be sacrificed will
soon arise—the two P. Pinsapo
or the Sequoia .' I think in this
instance it is clearly a case for
the retention of the Sequoia;
in fact, it seems to me that in
the majority of cases where this
tree is thoroughly at home
and doing well we should take
all possible care of it in or<ler

to give coming generations a
chance to solve the problem as
to whether its term of life in
this country will contrast fa-
vourably with the age of the
Californian trees. This ques-
tion of longevity has been to
the fore with us lately conse-
quent on the removal of many
Silver Firs. At the time when
these grounds were laid out in
or about 1 760, a certain portion
of the pleasure-ground was

largely planted with the Silver Firs, but they are all

now dead or dying, so I suppose one may draw the
inference that their term of life in this West Surrey
soil does not much exceed 120 years. It would be
rather interesting to discover if life would be
longer in a much stiffer soil. The same remarks as to

longevity may apply with equal force to the Cedar
of Lebanon planted at the same time as these Silver

Firs, although the decadence in their case may be
traced to other causes. Many single specimens of
Cedar planted about the tinie named above are
now entirely swept away, not that they have actually

From these enormous flowers some striking died, but their removal has been rendered necessary,

results in the way of hybridisation may be because they have become practically bare and un-

looked for under the practised hands of M. sightly stumps from the effect of heavy snowfalls

Deleuil, who has found out the secret of arti-
' and violent storms. It is perhaps a little early to

fioially fertilising some N. American Yuccas i

write up the Deodar Cedar as a substitute for

which never produce seed in this country. C. Libani,but so far as I am able to judge, it appears
'

.
to suffer very little from the effects of snow, and for

Yucca Treculeana is a native of Texas, where ti,is cause 1 should certainly be incUned to plant it

it forms a most iuttrestiug feature in tae natural in any prominent position as a .specimen tree in-

scenery of the country from its great size, mag- stead of the Lebanon Cedar. I have before noticed

"i utta baccata. Vucca Treculeana.

.seen the plant in liloom in more northward

districts.

The flowers of Yucca baccata, of which we
here give an illustration, were grown by M.
Deleuil at MarseUles, who by skilful selection

of seed has been successful in raising some forms

superior to the type, which was first introduced.

The flower is pure white, nearly 5 inches long,

like that of Magnolia grandiflora in its very

large size and somewhat resembling it in shape.
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the idea of planting this tree in clumps, and
may add that, whilst the majority of the single

specimens here are either swept entirely away or

have lost their original symmetry, the clumps re-

main' nearly intact, possibly from the fact that

under the latter mode of planting the individual

trees which comprise the clump have not such a

tendency to horizontal growth, and are consequently

better able to withstand heavy snows. Apropos of

the Deodar Cedar above mentioned, is it, as a rule,

doing well in this country ? I fancy the trees here

were among the earliest planted, and their average

size is a height of 50 feet and a girth of 8 feet.

Does this at all represent the experience from other

places I One of the brightest Conifers at the present

time is Abies Smithiana or Morinda. Where this

tree is thoroughly at home, it is one of the best of

the Spruces in a young state, and may possibly in

some soils retain this character. I find, however,

in this soil the tree becomes rather ragged with

age, and the individual growth weak and thin.

Another handsome tree at the present time is

Ginkgo biloba ; the foliage is wonderfully bright

and fresh, and it is so distinct from anything else

that it is always attractive. The large plant here

has a very singular appearance. It seems to have

been at some time checked in growth and then to

have gone away suddenly with five or six leaders

that are now perfectly erect and about 45 feet in

height. I can compare the tree in the distance to

nothing better than one of the gigantic standard

Pears of the Bergamot and Swan's-egg varieties

that are to be found occasionally in old gardens in

the south of England. Pinus Laricio seems likely

to do well in West Surrey. Young plants are very

healthy and vigorous, the average growth of the

leader being from 20 inches to 24 inches. The ex-

periment was tried some two seasons back of plant-

ing up some of the vacant spaces in the adjacent

Pine woods with some of the newer Conifers, both

Abies and Pinus. I hope to make a tour of inspec-

tion shortly, and will let you know how they are

flourishing in their several varieties.

Claremont. E. Bureell.

Pernettya mucronata.—The winter display

of fruits is the principal charm of this plant, but

it is ornamental now, for the branches are profusely

studded with pretty little wax-like, bell-shaped

blossoms, which contrast boldly with the deep
green shining foliage and reddish leaf-stalks. From
their firm texture the flowers retain their beauty
for some considerable time, and few (if any) out-

door shrubs are better adapted for use in a cut state

than this Pernettya, as if the blossoms are gathered
just as they are on the point of opening they will

remain fresh for weeks. Again, during the winter

the berried sprays, or, for the matter of that, the

branches without berries, are very valuable for

filling vases.

—

H. P.

Philesia buxifolia.—This near relative of the

Lapageria is, compared with its larger ally, quite a
rare plant, though it has been known in this country
considerably over thirty years. Unlike the Lapa-
geria, it is not a climber, but forms a dense mass of

slender, wiry branches, clothed with dark green
leaves something like those of the Box, and of the

same hard texture as those of the Lapageria. The
blossoms very much resemble those of the last-

named plant, and, being borne in considerable

numbers, render a good healthy specimen of it very

attractive when in the flowering stage. This Philesia

is hardy in particularly favoured districts along our

southern and western coasts, but, generally speak-

ing, it requires the protection of greenhouse, or at

all events of a frame, where it is proof against frosts

during the winter. Its cultural requirements are

the same as those of the Lapageria—that is to say,

a good open soil largely composed of fibrous peat,

thorough drainage, and, above all, a cool spot where
shaded from tlie full rays of the sun. It succeeds
well when planted out in a peat border, and where a
place is found in the greenhouse or conservatory for

a bed of the tender Khododendrons, this Philesia

would lind a congenial home. A liberal supply of

sand should be incorporated with the peat in which
it is planted, and a few nodules of sandstone or

broken bricks will assist in keeping the compost
open. The Philesia is also a good subject for the
rockwork under glass, and it may besides this be
grown in pots. It is a native of Chili, and was in-

troduced by William Lobb, who at that time was
travelling for Messrs. Veitch. Lobb's other intro-

ductions from that region include some very valu-

able plants, among them being Lapageria rosea,

Escallonia macrantha, Embothrium coccineum,
Desfontainea spinosa, and Berberis Darwini. Be-
tween the Philesia and Lapageria rosea Messrs.
A'eitch raised a very distinct hybrid partaking of
the characters of both parents, and named Philageria
Veitchi.— H. P.

THE SCARLET-LEAYED HORSE CHESTNUT.
(JESCULUS FLAVA.)

Surely this handsome hardy tree is not well

known, for during the present season I have had
many flowers of it sent for name. When at the
famous Knap Hill Nursery of Mr. Waterer last

week this yellow-flowered, scarlet-leaved or sweet
Horse Chestnut (it is known under all these
names, but it certainly merits the above) was in

its full beauty, several excellent examples of

from 20 feet to 30 feet in height, and half as much
in spread of branches, being very conspicuous by
the gi'eat wealth of yellow flowers with which each
branchlet was tipped. But not only for its pretty
yellow flowers is this Horse Chestnut valuable, for

the leaves, at the branch tips particularly, change in

autumn to a rich deep scarlet, and at that time
when set off by the deep greenery of those behind,
for all the leaves do not seem to put on this scarlet

garb, but only those at the points of the branches,
few trees have a more decided or attractive appear-
ance.

It is a great pity that so distinct and desirable a
hardy tree as this Chestnut is should not find fitting

situations in more of our gardens and grounds than
it does at present, but I need not hesitate to pro-
phesy that in a few years when better known it

will be widely appreciated. From observations of

different specimens on various estates throughout
the country, I do not think that this little-known
Horse Chestnut is one whit harder to manage or

less accommodating in any way than the well-known
and typical tree, for it seems to grow rapidly, and
shows no great preference for any particular soil.

Of course it never attains to anything approaching
the size of the common Horse Chestnut, but it

grows vigorously and has a hardy constitution.

Of North American origin and introduced since

17t'>4, it may seem to be somewhat against this

pretty tree that it is not better known or more
widely cultivated than at present; but, in my
own opinion, non-attention is more to be attri-

buted to want of a general knowledge of its

beauty and hardihood than to any difficulty in

its cultivation. The flowers are produced much
in the way of those of the common Horse Chestnut,
but in colour they are of a soft shade of yellow,

and are of good substance, remaining in excellent

condition on the tree for a considerable length
of time. The yellow-fiowered Horse Chestnut
may be described as well rounded in general out-

line, for it grows wide in proportion to the

heiglit, is well and thickly furnished with branches
and leaves, and is in all respects a valuable tree

for planting either singly on the lawn or along the
margins of plantations.

Let us hope that before long many more speci-

mens of this handsome and peculiarly distinct

small-growing tree may be found scattered about
over our parks and grounds than there are at

present, for amongst our commonly cultivated park
trees there are fully half a hundred whose merits in

an ornamental way come far short of those of the

scarlet-leaved Horse Chestnut.
A. D. Webster.

Crataegus Carrieri.—This Thorn is of garden
origin and is said to be a seedling from C. mexicana,
but it certainly bears a greater resemblance to the
Cockspur section than it does to the Mexican
species. It forms a bold-growing tree, witli large

deep green leaves, very glossy on the upper surface,
and flowers freely in even a small state. The in-

dividual blooms are large, pure white when first

expanded, except a pink flush in the centre, which
extends over the whole of the petals before they
drop. The fruit is said to resemble small Cherries
and is of a bright red colour.—T.

OLEARIA GUNNI.
This is earlier in flowering than its better-known
relative Olearia Haasti, and as it appears to be at
least nearly as hardy as that beautiful shrub it is

worthy of a place amongst the most select Ever-
greens, for the blossoms are produced just as the
majority of spring-flowering shrubs are over, and
are, consequently, especially valuable. It is a native
of Tasmania, and, in common with most plants from
that region, was at one time considered tender,
except under very favourable conditions, which can
scarcely be said to exist on the slopes of Coombe
Wood, where it succeeds so well. O. Gunni forms
a free-growing, much-branched bush, clothed with
small, rather hoary leaves, and bears a great profu-
sion of white, star-shaped blossoms, which are
about an inch in diameter. The flowers are borne
along a considerable length of the branches, so that
when in full bloom a good specimen of this Olearia
is quite a mass of its Daisy-like flowers. Where
not quite hardy it forms a good wall plant, and
is besides very suitable for a cool greenhouse or
conservatory, especially in a structure from which
it is only possible to just exclude the frost. O.
Haasti is a native of New Zealand, and though in-

troduced about thirty years ago was but little

known till within the last few years, when it was
found to be perfectly hardy, and as it does not
flower till after midsummer, it soon became a
popular shrub. This Olearia is a neat, compact-
growing bush, clothed with dark green. Box-like
leaves, and produces a great quantity of its white,
star-hke blossoms. Irrespective of the flowers, it is

a neat evergreen shrub, and the fact that it thrives

well where fully exposed to the sea is a great point
in its favour. Singularly enough, it also does better

within the smoke of London than many other
Evergreens. A third species of Olearia is the New
Zealand 0. dentata or macrodonta, the foliage o£
which is Holly-like, and on the underside clothed
with a whitish tomentum. The individual flowers

are small, but borne in dense flat corymbs, so

that collecti\ely they make a good show. The
foliage of this smells somewhat of musk, though
less pronounced than in that of the more tender O.
argophylla, better known under the generic name of

Eurybia. There are many other species of Olearia,

some of them, perhaps, as hardy as those above de-
scribed, but the three mentioned are certainly

among the best. Their propagation is by no
means difiicult, as cuttings formed of the cur-

rent season's shoots taken when they are about
half ripened will strike root readily enough if

dibbled into pots or pans of sandy soil, or they may
be put in a sheltered border and covered with a
handlight or some other protection. T.

SHORT NOTES.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Ivy Gold. Cloud. — At the present thiie this

variety of Ivy Is very sliowy owiug to tlip variation in

the colour of its leaves, some being of a pure gold
colour, some marbled, others pale yellow, while many
are (luito green. All these vagaries occur on one plant,

which is growing at the east side of a dwoUhig-house
in this neighbourhood. This Ivy grows quickly.

—

.South H.\nts.

Purple-leaved Barberry.—Apart from its rich
golden tlower.s, this is one of tlie best purple-leaved
shrubs we possess, that is, if planted in a smtahle
position, for if in too rich a soil or too shaded a sjjot,

the foliage becomes of a rusty rather than a purple
hue. But in sandy or gravelly soils, and where fully

exposed to the snn's rays, it assumes a rich purple
colour, which is retained till the fall ot the leaf.

The Manna Ash (Fraxinus ornus).—This un-
comiiicm and pretty tree is ag.ain in full flower,

and well it looks, the rich and large masses of

greenish white flowers being set olf by the emerald-
green foliage. Last year I hinted that the Manna
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Ash might surely be ijropagated from cuttings,

but I find I am rather in the wrong, for out

of a goodly number inserted very few have taken.

Probably grafting must be resorted to, for no seeds
have as yet been produced on the Holwood speci-

men. Altogether the Flowering Ash is a tree of

which we can hardly have too much, for its neat
habit and great abundance of flowers attract the

notice of everyone who sees the tree when in full

bloom.—A. D. Webstee.

The Guelder Rose (Viburnum Opuius).

—

I am
not now referring to the commonly-cultivated
Guelder Rose with large globular flowers, but to eur

native wilding, which in many a Kentish copse and
woodland is one of our prettiest and handsomest
native or exotic shrubs. It is very unusual for a
specimen of nearly 20 feet in height, and fully half

as much in diameter of spread of branches, to be
seen. Such, however, is now in full bloom within
a couple of yards of one of the Holwood ponds.
Plenty of room for development and a good rich

soil are the main factors which produced so fine a
specimen. But not only for its free-flowering

qualities is the Guelder Kose one of the choicest of

shrubs ; but also, on account of the myriads of

shining blackish red berries with which each
branch tip is literally loaded, this shrub deserves
a special word of praise. Last autumn the same
plant was simply a mass of glittering berries.

—

A. D. W.

Pemettyas on the clay.—These beautiful

low-growing shrubs just now are more densely
flowered than I have seen them for some years past,

but whether, like our fruit trees, they will fail to

set their fruit remains to be seen later on. 1 have
not planted any of the new hybrids, which I know
are a great acquisition, but strongly advise planters
to introduce as extensively as possible not only the
new, but also the old ones, wherever space along the
margins of shrubberies offers facilities for their

naturalisation. This, perhaps, is hardly the correct
term, and yet, like the majority of our hardy trail-

ing and creeping shrubs, they improve with age
and do not develop their true character until they
commence forcing their young shoots through the
gravel walks, and strive, not always unsuccessfully,

to hugandsmotherto death Hollies and other strong-
growing shrubs which interfere with their progress.

The flowers alone of P. mucronata and P. angusti-

folia, so daintily mounted on bright dark diminu-
tive leaves, entitle them to a place in every garden
and shrubbery. But these comprise only half their

beauty, as they carry a profusion of the most
charming berries, about the size of those of the
Holly, from October onwards through the winter.
Indeed, so beautiful are these and so useful for

room decoration that the birds even seem to admire
and give them a wide berth until quite late in the
season. For distinct clumps, again, they are in-

valuable, for, much as they spread laterally, they
never become too high ; neither do they soon grow
bare and untidy. All the Pernettyas, I believe,

are considered bog plants, and doubtless they grow
best in peat or loam free from an excess of lime

;

but, like the Rhododendron, they are by no means
fastidious, as I have at this place very large clumps
growing and doing splendidly in a stiff limestone
marl. These clumps, facing up a group of golden
and variegated Hollies, when planted more than
twenty years ago had a few spadefuls of light

boggj' loam to give them a start, and nothing,
not even a drop of water has been given to them
since ; indeed, so rich and rampant are they that
I have decided upon changing the course of a
gravel walk to give them more room. Whoever
is in doubt as to what he shall plant in the
pinetum, or indeed in any part of his grounds, may
set his mind at rest by choosing any of the Per-
nettyas.—W. Coleman.

Woodliee in peat Moss.—Will any reader of
The Garden iufunu me if German peat Moss is a
producer of or contains woodhce, as I have more hero
thau I ever saw anywhere else '^ I opened a bundle of
peat Moss one day and found inside of it quite a large
double handful of woodliee. I think they must come
from the Moss, as I found some no larger than ants

aud others full grown. I shall feel obliged if any
reader will give me his experience in this respect.

—

A. W.

Orchids.
W. H. OOWEB.

ONCIDIUM H.EMATOCHILUM.
This beautiful species has long been known in

our gardens, having been introduced into this

country in a living state nearly fifty years ago.

It lias always been one of the rarest, and it still

remains so, but it i.s one of the most superb of

the genus. I have seen this plant at very rare

intervals a few times only during the past thirty

years. I was, therefore, highly gratified recently
to observe several fine examples flowering in

Mr. Sander's collection at St. Albans, and I

here wish to draw the attention of all readers of

The Gaiihex to its great beauties and desirable

qualities. The plant in question is a native of

New Grenada, but I do not think it occurs at

any great elevation, as under cultivation it

thrives best in the warmth of the Cattleya or
intermediate house. It belongs to the luridum
section. O. luridum, however, in its typical

state is anything but a showy or attractive

plant, and therefore this relationsliip will not
give the plant now under consideration any
helping band. Even amongst the varieties of

the somewhat despised O. luridum, however, are

to be found some highly desirable and beauti-

ful forms, and I would strongly advise anyone
coming into possession of any of this section of

the genus to flower them before they are dis-

carded.

Oncidium hgematochilum produces very small
pseudo-bulbs, and the leaves are large, solitary,

keeled behind, and channelled in front. The
leaves are deep green in colour, and over the
whole surface they are thickly dotted with red.

The scape is radical, from 2 feet to 3 feet or
more liigb, much-branched and many-flowered.
The flowers are spreading, about 1^ inches
across, and veiy showy. Sepals and petals

nearly equal, the ground colour greenish yellow,
profusely blotched and spotted with bright
brown ; lip clawed at the base, the front being
of a rich redtlish crimson, the margin yeUow,
more or less spotted with rosy crimson ; the
crest is large and conspicuous, being fleshy in

texture, and with the claw of a deep magenta,
the wings of the column being of the same
beautiful hue. A panicle of these flowers is

very attractive, especially as from forty to fifty

are borne together, and when the plant is strong
and with several leading shoots several spikes

may be expected from the same specimen, whilst,

independent of the superb efl'ect produced in the
plant house, the branches, when cut and placed
in water, are very effective when arranged with
Ferns and a few other flowers about equal in

size. As I have before remarked, tlie plant
thrives best in tlie temperature of the Cattleya

house, and I prefer the hanging-basket system
of culture for it. Under this system thorough
drainage can be readilj' secured, whilst it should
be planted in good fibrous, upland peat aud
Sphagnum BIoss. Treated thus it can be well ex-

posed to the light, but although its leaves are so

thick and fleshy, the plant cannot withstand full

exposure to the sunshine ; therefore, when the fuU
sun is shining, the plant must bo lightly shaded.

At all times it enjoys plenty of air. The atmo-
sphere should be well charged with moisture dur-

ing the summermonths, and the plant also enjoys

a liberal supply to its roots, which, however, must
pass away quickly, and during the winter season

a moderate supply is necessary to save the leaves

from shrivelling, which, from the absence of|

pseudo-bulbs, they are very apt to do if allowed
to remain dry any length of time. If the leaves
are allowed to shrivel the plant is very much
weakened.

Cattleya Blunti.—This beautiful pure white
Cattleya is now flowering with Jlr. Horsman, of
Colchester, along with various other forms of great
beauty, most conspicuous being a form of C. Mossise
named Mr. Taylor's variety. It is beautifully and
brilliantly marked, and is a distinct and very
superior variety. It is wonderful how these plants
appear to vary.

Oncidium nigratum.—This is a very pretty
smaU-flowered species from Guiana, and one that is
seldom seen. We recently noted a nice form of this
plant producing long branched panicles of its dis-
tinct blooms. The sepals and petals are long and
narrow, white, transversely banded with blackish
brown ; the triangular lip yellow, tipped with white,
across which is a streak of brown, the fleshy crest
dotted with red. It is a cheerful and desirable
plant, requiring the intermediate house.

Epidendrum bicornutum.—The finest spike
of this species which we have ever seen comes from
Mr. Gregory, The Gardens, Birdhurst, South Croy-
don ; the spike in question was upwards of ij feet
long, and had borne twenty-four flowers,' the
blooms ivory white, saving the base of the lip
which is freckled with purple dots. It is one of the
most difficult plants to maintain in good condition,
but its beauty renders it worthy of any labour
which may be bestowed upon it. It enjoys strong
heat and moisture, full exposure to the sun, and a
free circulation of air, but very little potting mate-
rial about its roots.

Oncidium carthaginense. — This is an old
species in our gardens, having been grown by the
Messrs. Loddiges in their once famous nursery at
Hackney, by whom it is recorded as having been
introduced in 1791, and I recently noted it flower-
ing in great beauty in Messrs. Sander's nursery at St.
Albans. I have frequently had the species, which
has the habit of 0. luridum ; its spikes are erect,
much branched, and many - flowered ; sepals and
petals white, marked transversely with bands of
bright brown

; lip bright red, bearing on the disc
a warty excrescence of a rosy hue, behind which is

a tinge of yellow ; the column is winged, the wings
white tinged with rose. It is a highly desirable
species even amongst such a lot of newer kinds
as we have now in the Orchid world.

—

G.

Dendrobium Stratiotes.—This is a grand
and rare species. Some flowers of it have just
arrived from Mr. J. Jones, gardener at Dunedin,
Streatham Hill, the residence of Mr. Sherwood,
and it is certainly by far the best form of the
species which I have yet seen. This species was
introduced by M. Linden, of Brussels, some four or
five years ago from New Guinea, and up to the
present its flowers have usually appeared in the
late summer and autumn, but we have as yet seen
so little of the species that its true flowering season
cannot be exactly defined. Mr. Jones says: "The
plant appears to grow well with me, and it has
three spikes of bloom, one with three, one with six,

and the third bears eight, so that altogether the
plant bears seventeen chastely beautiful flowers.''

The flowers are large, sepals about equal, of the
purest white, ending in a funnel-shaped spur, which
is curved upwards; petals much longer than the
sepals, erect, twisted, white at the base, passing
into greenish white upwards; side lobes large,

spreading outwards, white, thickly streaked with
forked lines of magenta, wliich end below the edge,
leaving a marginal border of white; middle lobe
large, flat, pure white, and beautifully netted with
broad veins of magenta. It is a superb variety of
a magnificent species, and one that I hope to see
more frequently. Being a native of a hot district,

this plant appears to enjoy strong heat and mois-
ture, and full exposure to the sun.—W.

Cypripedium Stonei.—Flowers of a very fine

form of this beautiful species come from Mr. Hills,

gardener at East Cowes Castle, Isle of Wight. It is

a beautiful species, which first flowered in the lata
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Mr. Day's collection in 1861, and it was named by
the desire of the Messrs. Low, its original importers,

in honour of Mr. Stone, the grower of the plants in

the Tottenham collection. The original plant,

however, figured by Hooker has the inner side of

the sepals pure white, and not, as in the plant be-

fore me, with two broad lines of deep chocolate on

each side of the centre, the lower sepals being also

striped with the same colour. Forms with these

markings indeed are more familiar than the pure

white ones. The lip, as Hooker aptly remarks, is

shaped like a Turkish slipper, white, beautifully

netted inside with veins of red, which show through

to the exterior. The whole upper surface on the ex-

terior is covered with a reddish pink hue, deeper in

Mr. Hill's plant than is usual. All the plants of

this section appear to be difficult to establish when
first introduced, but they are worthy of every at-

tention.

THE CHELTENHAM ORCHIDS.

Theee are always a considerable number of Orchids

in flower wherever a well varied and fairly exten-

sive collection is grown, but the most gorgeous and

the most generally interesting displays are to be

seen in May and June. My visit to Mr. J. Cypher's,

Queen's Road Nurseries, Cheltenham, was well

timed, and a rare treat was experienced. Not only

was the show house a grand sight, but in numerous

other houses devoted exclusively to Orchids there

was much to see and admire. When all are in a

clean and healthy state, as at Cheltenham, even

those Orchids not in flower are by no means so un-

sightly or unattractive as many would have us be-

lieve, while those who are enthusiasts pick up

many useful hints in their rounds through an Orchid

nursery.

Ljelia purpurata, a deservedly popular species, is

extensively grown by Mr. Cypher, and I was Justin

time to see a fine batch in full flower before they

were sent away. The collection includes several

grand forms, but as there is a great demand for

large specimens, I was not surprised to see fewer

than usual. There were several with twelve or

more flowers open, and no Orchid shows up more

efEectively. L^lia purpurata Russelliana is quite

distinct from the type, and the stock is much
valued. This also varies considerably, some being

richly coloured and others very pale or nearly

white. These Lielias make a fine background for

the Cattleyas in front or grouped with them. Of

the latter I noticed large numbers, moderately large,

and either beautifully in flower or on the point

of opening. The comparatively early flowering

C. Trianii:; section includes several forms with fine

bold flowers and richly coloured lips, which are far

from being eclipsed by the beautiful C. Mossite.

Of the latter Mr. Cypher has a grand lot in flower

or opening, some of the forms being indescribably

beautiful. The majority are in pots, but a few on

blocks and short lengths of tree stems were nearly

as strong and flowering freely. It was rather too

early for Cattleya Mendeli, but those in flower

were remarkable for their great size and substance

and bright colours of the lip. Fresh importations

of all the preceding bring to light several extra

good and valuable forms, and most of the best at

Cheltenham were obtained in that way. Cattleya

Skinneri is both very distinct and beautiful, this

desiralile species being at its best in May. One
specimen had twelve spikes, each with eight or

more flowers. Various other plants were flowering

well. Cattleya Skinneri oculata has larger flowers

than the type, and these are also deeper in colour,

thereby rendering it decidedly superior and valu-

able. "Cattleya citrina, of which there is a large

and very healthy stock, was flowering freely, and

its comparatively large, rich yellow flowers are very

attractive. The majority of the plants are on

boards and rafts, the former especially suiting it

much better than baskets.

Dendrobiums are quite a speciality with Mr.

Cypher. The greater portion of them arc, taking

the size of the plants into consideration, in surpris-

ingly small pots or pans, and this should be made
a note of, as overpotting is a frequent cause of

failure in private gardens. It is very little rough

Orchid compost they require, and this should be as

sweet as possible. During the growing season nearly

all the species are suspended near the glass in a
brisk temperature and moist atmosphere and kept
well supplied with water. When their growths are

fully matured they are well exposed to the light

and sunshine and kept much drier, or in some in-

stances, notably in the case of deciduous varieties,

are literally baked. At the time of my visit Den-
drobium thyrsiflorum was very beautiful, as may be
readily imagined, when it is stated plenty of the
pendulous spikes were 12 inches long and not less

than 5 inches through. The best plant had seven
such grand clusters, and other comparatively small
plants were equally as well flowered. D. densi-

florum was also plentiful, one specimen having
fifteen fine spikes of its rich deep yellow flowers.

The tall-growing D. Dalhousianum is kept on the

centre of a high stage, and the plants will soon be
at their best. One fine plant had growths about
7 feet in length and was furnished with twenty
spikes of bloom. These long pendulous spikes of

fairly large pale yellow flowers are very attractive,

but unfortunately are not durable. A fine lot of

D. Jamesianum were to be seen in the show and
other houses, and this may be classed as one of the

most serviceable Orchids in cultivation. D. Ben-
sonia; is quite a gem, and a beautiful display the
stock makes in May and June. Most of the plants

are in 3-inch pans, and the stout pseudo-bulbs on
these are quite covered with attractive flowers.

There are three or more distinct forms, one being
named D. BensoniK album. D. Freemani is not so

showy, but belongs rather to the delicately pretty

section. A plant in a 4-inch pan had one growth
18 inches long and covered with flowers throughout
its length. D. lituiflorum forms thin pendulous
growth, and this rather delicate variety produces
very attractive flowers. D. Devonianum well grown
is very beautiful. One specimen in a 6-inch pot
was furnished with twenty-two growths, each from
3 feet to 4 feet in length, these on an average bear-

ing each four dozen flowers. A good piece of D.
suavissimum, well established on a short length of

stem of old Tree Fern, had thirteen strong spikes,

and other plants of this beautiful species were
flowering freely. Other Dendrobes in flower were
tortile roseum, nobile, Parishi, Falconeri, super-

biens, eburneum, cretaceum, and chrysotoxum.

Masdevallias will soon be quite a feature, some of

the species being very showy and several more
quaint than beautiful. Among the former the best

in flower were M. Harryana (Bull's Blood variety),

Veitchiana, iguea aod Lindeni, and of the latter

M. Shuttleworthi, Schlimi, tortilis, Chimsera, ra-

diosa and Roezli were noteworthy. All the Masde-
vallias are found to succeed best in a lean-to house
facing north-west and an intermediate temperature.

The beautiful and very serviceable Epidendrum
vitellinum majus is most at home in the same
house, and a large batch is grown. Odontoglossums,
though largely cultivated, were not much in flower,

but the pendulous and very attractive 0. citrosmum
was well represented, and the new and distinct 0.

Harryanum was showing bloom. A few plants of O.

vexillarium, Alexandroe, Pescatorei, and Rossi majus
were flowering strongly.

Cypripediums were well represented, quite large

batches of some of the species being grown. C.

bellatulum just now attracts most attention. Evi-

dently it is the best of the C. niveum section, and
is a quaint, yet beautiful species. It blooms freely,

and the flowers last well. Some of the imported
plants show a considerable advance on the original

introduction, and good cultivation will still further

improve them. It quite eclipses C. Godefroy;i',

which it somewhat resembles, while C. J{egnieri is

rightly considered an improvement on C. niveum.
I counted thirty strong blooms on one mass of C.

barl latum, and several strong pieces of C. Law-
renceanum would soon be at their best. Other
Cypripediums in Dower were Swannianuni, grande,

Parishi, Stonei, billorum, vernixium, Dominianum,
Koezli, liirsutissimum, lajvigatum and barbatum
grandiflorum.

Vandas are in luxuriant health and are grown
priHOipally in pots on stages, and are given rather

less heat than Cattleyas receive. If kept in a higher
temperature they grow strongly, but are shy-
flowering. A'anda suavis is very beautiful, the
Heaton Park variety being especially good. Vanda
tricolor was also well represented, and both species

retain their freshness several weeks. The Aerides
and Saccolabiums, a considerable number of which
are showing spikes, also succeed well with the
Vandas. A comparatively small plant of Aerides
Lobbi had two strong branching spikes, and Sac-
colabium Blumei always flowers well at Cheltenham.
Cymbidium Lowianum is a noble Orchid, and not
at all difficult to grow. I noticed that the strongest
plant in the show house was carrying six long spikes.

Calanthe veratrifolia is both a distinct and beauti-

ful species. It throws up strong erect spikes of

small pure white flowers and remains serviceable

for many weeks. The Phatenopsids are suspended
near the roof at the shady end of a well heated
house, where there is always plenty of moisture in

the air, and they evidently like the position. P.

violacea and P. grandiflora were the only species

in flower. Oncidium concolor deserves mention as

being a very pretty species, and Trichopilia suavis

grandiflora, though it does not long retain its

freshness, is well worthy of cultivation. I.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER AT ST. ALBANS.
Thb Orchids in Mr. Sander's establishment just

now are simply magnificent, and never before has
such an enormous quantity been seen together.

Take, for instance, the beautiful and chaste Odonto-
glossum Alexandra! seen in such quantities. Fancy
7000 spikes of this species open at once ! Such
a sight has never before been seen in Europe.
There were hundreds of the most exquisite forms
and I did not see a bad one. Mr. Sander's collectors

have decidedly come across some grand types of

this species. Again, in the Cattleya houses were
thousands of flowers of the various kinds, Mossise,

GaskeUiana, and Mendeli being the most plenti-

ful. Amongst these were some very fine varie-

ties. Independent of the flowers of these Cattleyas,

I must say a word respecting the plants. I have
heard it remarked that the St. Albans specimens had
no roots, butthismust havebeen an observation made
by those who obtained newly imported plants, for

no one can truthfully make this assertion of plants

which have passed twelve months in the establish-

ment, for at the present moment the plants are a
mass of growing roots inside and outside the pots

;

in fact, never in my life have I ever seen Cattleyas

with such masses of roots. It is not one plant

alone, but hundreds and thousands of plants are in

a similar condition. The show of Odontoglossum
vexillarium is very grand, and I should be afraid to

say how many thousands of plants are now flower-

ing, and all of the best types.

Amongst other things in bloom now, the follow-

ing are specially noticeable, although it is quite

beyond one's space to notice a host of splendid

things. Livlia purpurata is flowering in profusion,

and amongst them are some superb varieties, and
one in particular, with the largest and darkest lip

I have ever seen. Hundreds of the beautiful and
elegant Angraacum Sanderianum are flowering, and
no one who has not seen this species in quantity

can have tlie slightest conception of its beauty.

Amongst the specimens of Oncidium macranthum
was one bearing seventy-four expanded flowers.

Cypripediums were in abundance ; amongst them
were quantities of the superb variety of Curtisi,

recently introduced by this firm : fine examples of

superbiens, grand varieties of Dayanum and tar-

batum ; masses of the Selenipediums. strong forms
of Stonei, philippinense, Ilooker.v, lo, and many
others; Odontoglossum Harryanum, Dendrobium
ilixantlmm, Anguloa Ruckeri sanguinea, Den-
drobium Dearei, Ada aurantiaca, whose beautiful

and distinct colour renders it so conspicuous, and
quite an army of Masdevallias. I am sure our

Orchid growers are showing good taste in again
taking these plants under their care ; they flower so

profusely, and tlie colours arc so exquisitely

gorgeous that they are a host in tliemsclvcs.

liarge strong masses of Angriucum Scottianura

are quite a display in themselves, the large ivory
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white lip and long spur under it being very distinct

Other plants in lesser quantities were Cattleya

Wageneri, the pure white flowers, with a stain of

yellow in the lip, being very effective ; Cattleya

Brymeriana is also a superb plant, very rich in

colour. The Flor de Mayo (Lielia majaUs), one of

the most beautiful of the Mexican species, but

which appears to be one of the most difficult for

the amateur grower to bloom, does splendidly here.

These and many Aerides, Vandas, Dendrobiums in

quantity and variety, and Sobralias, besides a
hundred other things, form such a picture as I am
sure has never been equalled in Europe, and yet

there is no attempt at an exhibition. The plants

all stand in the positions in which they have been
grown. There is no confusion and no crowding,

and yet so grand that one must see them to realise

the enormous quantity of plants here gathered

together and the immense number that are dis

playing their chaste and beautiful flowers.

W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Cypripedium Sanderianum.—This is a re^

markable and beautiful species. Introduced tirst by Mr.
Sander, and afterwards in quantity by the Messrs.

Low, of Clapton, where established plants are now to

be seen in iiower. Its habitat has not been dis-

closed, but it is of Eastern origin. It is one of the long

petalled forms which cannot he mistaken for any other

kind, numerous as this genus now is.

liissochilus Krebsi.—This South African Or-

chid does far better planted out than in a pot. In
the Cactus house at Kew it is growing in a bed of

loamy soil, which is kept moderately moist, and the
vigour of the foliage shows that the treatment is

correct. The plants are flowering well, and though
not strikingly h.andsonio are pretty with their brownish
red sepals and yellow petals and lip.

Cypripedium insigne in summer. — Mr.
Cypher, of Cheltenham, places this Orchid in a cold

frame as soon as it has completed its growth in sum-
mer. Following his system, I do the same with my
plants, and I have just placed four plants that are a

yard in diameter each in a cold frame. The plants will

be shaded a little at first, but this will he gradually
withdrawn until they are fully exposed to the sun in

August. Although some of the plants produced over
100 blooms last October, I have no doubt this number
will be exceeded in the autumn.—J. MiriK.

Dendrobium Strebloceras. — From Mr.
Praser, gardener to Mr. White, of Arddarroch, comes
a spike of bloom of this Dendrobo with the crumpled
petals, and which from its resemblance in growth and
coming from the same district as D. Stratiotes, was
thought likely to prove a fine species. As it has

hitherto been seen, however, it is, like the specimen
before me, not remarkable for beauty, being brown,
or yellowish brown, with distinct lines or nerves of

bronn ; lip small, pale yellow, streaked with fine raised

lines of dull purple. There may yet be some pretty

forms of this plant introduced. I believe there is a

white form in the Burford Lodge collection.

—

W. H. G.

Dendrobium nobile.—Respecting the curious

growth mentioned by Greenwood Pim (Garden, June

8), 1 have a plant with the same characteristics. It

is growing in an 8-inch pot, and has some strong

pseudo- bulbs, which during March flowered very

freely. At the second leaf-joint growth in three of

the pseudo-bulbs roots were produced. No. 1 had four

flowers, all def'irmed in the lip ; No. 2 bore three

flowers, one a large and well-developed bloom, the

other deformed as before ; No. 3 carried five flowers,

four deformed, and one with almost a red lip. I

believe the malformation to be caused by the lip of the

unfolded flower being compressed against the stem
under the leaf in its immature state. The plant has

not been pruned in any way. Perhaps other readers

will give their experience.—R. V. Smith, ilai-gery

Hall Gardens, Reiyate.

An Orchid chief.—I cannot quite agree with

the editorial remarks on page 5C7 in your last issue

of The Gabden. What Orchid men do think is

that for years Orchids have been put on one side

by the horticultural leaders, and they are equally

as much entitled to a society devoted to their in-

terests as many of the other Orders of plants,

whilst if a thought is given to the money lying and
expended in this Order, their claims will far exceed
all the others combined. Orchid men, therefore.

deserve a good leader, which they had when Lindley
was connected with the Horticultural Society. At
his death the Orchid world accepted Reichenbach,
and he worked for all the world honourably and
well. He has joined the majority ; we want another.
Who is he to be 1 Government servants I do not
consider available ; their time is bargained for and
paid for out of the public funds, and their leisure

is all that could be devoted to general subjects for

the general public, and the Royal Horticultural
Society should now establish the Orchid growers in

a firm position, independent of any clique or parti-

sanship. If they do this the society will become
greatly strengthened, for the Orchid fraternity is

large and influential.—W. H. G.
*^* It is surely monstrous to speak of Orchid

culture as in the lines we print in italics I The
capital, large as it is, is very far from equalling
that which the flower and pleasure gardens of the
country have cost. Up to the present time, flower

gardening has generally been done for its own sake,

and if we noticeany difference in this of late years, it

is among Orchidgrowers. But money invested inany-
thing is not a reason why a society having some pre-

tensions to science and philanthropy should go
out of its way to serve any one order of plants. No
growers are so apt to value a thing, not for its

intrinsic beauty, but for what it has cost.

—

Ed.

Ferns.
\V. H. GOWEK.

DICTYOXIPHIUM PANAMENSE.
Thls has always been a scarce Fern, and at the

present time I believe it to be very rare. The
other day, however, I saw a nice example of

this species which leads me to hope that it again

will be sought after by Fern growers, for although

it does not possess either grace or elegance in

outline, being a simple fronded species, it yet

contrasts well with other kinds with more divided

fronds, whilst the rich bright green of its fronds

is always pleasing. It is the only species, and
it also bears the name of Amphiblestra simplex,

which, however, is rarely used. It is said to

have been originally found by Cuming in the

neighbourhood of Panama, and afterwards by
Purdie in the States of Colombia, but I do not

think it grows at any great elevation, as I have
always found it succeed best when grown in the

hottest stove, treated to shade and an abundance
of water. It is a plant witli an erect caudex,

and if treated as noted above it bears quite a

number of fronds, which, being of a bright

shining green, form a pleasing addition to the

diversified shades prevalent in a fernery, and
thus introduce a variety which I am fully

persuaded must be done before these structures

can again become as popular as they formerly

were. The fronds are erect, quite entire, and
are said to each attain a height of about 3 feet.

If such is the case it must be a noble Fern, but

I cannot recollect to have ever seen a frond

more than about 18 inches high, at which height

it is about 1^ inches wide. The fronds are

broadest in the middle, the mid-iib being stout

and prominent throughout its entire length. In

some instances the fertile fronds are consider-

ably narrower than the barren ones ; but I have
frequently seen fertile fronds by no means cur-

tailed in their proportions. The fronds are

arranged in a vasiform manner, and, as before

remarked, their pleasing shade of green renders

them very effective. I should be glad to hoar

from any reader of The Garhen who may
happen to have this plant with fronds 3 feet in

length.

This plant is placed with Lindsiiea, to which
it bears some affinity by its marginal indusium,

but its general habit of growth renders it very

distinct from that genus. As before remarked,

this plant enjoys strong heat, shade, and mois-

ture, and it should be potted in loam, peat, and
old mortar rubbish in about equal parts. Treated

in this manner I have found it grow strongly

and carry the largest head of fronds, which is

certainly of consequence, as they give the plant

a much better appearance. It is now some ten

years since I grew this plant, which was in the

nurseries of the Messrs. Rollisson at Tooting,

and tlie last trade establishment where I saw the

species in any quantity.

Ferns for market.— One of the great speciali-

ties in the nursery of Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett
at Twickenham is the large batches of Adiantum
cuneatum, the most useful of all Ferns for pot

culture or for cutting. There are hundreds of

specimens in all stages of development, from the

smallest seedlings to those as much as 4 feet

across. We remember a specimen shown by Messrs.

Hawkins and Bennett a few years ago that was
over 5 feet across, and several in their nursery at

the present time approach the breadth of that plant.

Very little shading is given, and only then when
the sun is very powerful and the plants have been

newly potted. It is found that dense shade

weakens the plants, and fails to give the fronds

that richness and hardiness so necessary when they

are used for associating with flowers. The notion

that the glass must be as green as grass for Ferns

has almost died out. Still we see remnants of a

past fashion, and one of the most conspicuous

places is in the Royal Gardens, Kew, where the

green-colovired glass still remains as it was years

ago. It is impossible to enjoy the beauty of Ferns

under such an unpleasant covering.

Propagating.

ACALYPHAS.—These are easily grown, and when
well coloured are very effective. They should be

propagated annually, selecting cuttings from fairly

strong-growing shoots. These will root freely in

the stove propagating pit, and it is best to put them

in singly into small pots, using light peaty soil, with

plenty of sharp sand. As soon as the cuttings have

struck root they should be gradually exposed, and

by the time they are hardened off they will be

ready for potting on. Acalyphas succeed well in

loam, peat, and leaf-mould, and a little well rotted

manure. The compost should be used rough and

the plants not be potted very firmly. To secure

good colour in the foliage the plants must be grown

in a light open position, but care mnst be taken

that the atmosphere is not too dry or red spider

will be very destructive. A. musaica is perhaps

the most useful. A. Wilkesiana (tricolor) is very

bright and showy, and A. macrophylla is another

good species.

Rbidia glatjckscbns.—Cuttings of this plant

struck early in the season soon make good speci-

mens. Plants that have lost their bottom leaves

may be topped, or plants which have previously been

stopped will produce side shoots, which will make
good cuttings. The cuttings should be taken off close

to the old wood, or where the tops are taken the

plants should be cut down to where the wood is firm.

The cuttings should be put in singly into small pots,

using light peaty soil, which should be pressed firm.

If placed in the close propagating case where there

is a good bottom heat they will not be long in form-

ing roots. The plants should be grown on in the

warm part of the stove, and they like rather a shady

position, but should not be crowded up under other

plants. When well grown they form symmetrical

little plants, the horizontal branches having the

appearance of long pinnate leaves. When well

covered with the tiny flowers they are very inte-

resting.

Xylophylla angustifolia.—This is nearly

allied to the above, and is a very interesting plant,

but not quite so readily propagated as the Reidia.

The cuttings may be treated similarly to those of the

Reidia, but will be longer in forming roots, and,

therefore, require more attention while in the pro-

pagating pit. The plants are also of slower growth,
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and require some care to become nicely established.
They should be potted in rough peaty soil, using
plenty of drainage, and attending carefully to the
watering.

Phyllanthus Nivosrs.—This is another in-

teresting plant belonging to the same Order. It is,

however, of a distinct habit of growth, branching
out freely, and forming a busby specimen, the
foliage being prettily variegated. In well- developed
plants the young leaves are almost white. It may
be propagated from cuttings, which should be taken
from well-matured growths, and may be treated in

a similar way to those of the Xylophylla. P. roseo-

piotus is a pretty form with more red in the varie-

gation. It is essential to place the plants in a
good position and keep them free from insect pests.

Once allow them to get into an unhealthy condition
and they soon have a miserable appearance.

Ficus Parcelli.—This is a very pretty varie-

gated plant, and quite distinct from the well-known
F. elastica. It thrives well in an ordinary stove,

but does not require a very high temperature. The
stock may be increased either from cuttings or by
grafting. Cuttings do not start away freely, but
useful plants may soon be established by grafting
on to the roots of Ficus repens. The roots should
be about the same size as the scions, which may be
taken from moderate-sized, fairly well - ripened
wood. After the grafts are put on they should be
potted, keeping them down low enough to cover the
union. The plants should then be plunged in the
warmest part of the propagating pit and kept close,

but only given just sufficient water to keep them
from withering. A.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
June 19.

Delightful summer weather favoured the last

show of the season of the above society, and as re-

gards hardy and cut flowers, fruit and miscellaneous
collections, visitors must have been well satisfied

with the display. Remove these and there would
have been little to see, as the time has gone by for
specimen plants, except Ferns, which were as good
as we have seen them for some time past, and a
similar remark applies to the fresh, handsome, well
grown Crotons. But it is evidently of little use to

trust, as in years gone by, to specimen plants for
making an exhibition. Each year shows a gradual
and perceptible decline in this class of plants, and
therefore we happily see more hardy flowers. It

would be well if more classes were provided for
these and fewer for specimens, as there would not
only be greater variety, but a fresher and more
interesting exhibit. Tlie large tent presented the
usual appearance it has on a great show day. The
colours were well distributed, and therefore rich
effects were obtained without a garish admixture.

Hardy flowers were exceptionally beautiful, espe-
cially in those groups in which large masses were
staged. This is the way to exhibit plants of this
character to '. the best advantage, as in a large
tent small scraps look weak and ineffective. In
the class for twenty-four trusses of hardy herba-
ceous flowers, Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nur-
series, Cheshunt, were first, and we have seldom
seen a better selection of hardy plants from this
firm. Potentilla Mars, a brilliant crimson double
variety, shot with yellow ; Lychnis viscaria splendens
plena, the flowers rich rose, double, and closely
packed on slender spikes ; Geranium platypetalum,
G. armenum, rich purple rose, black centre

;

Cypripedium speotaliile. Campanula glomerata da-
hurica and Clematis erecta were the best tilings

shown. The f'lematis is a good hardy kind, the
flowers creamy white and borne in dense bunches.
Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenliam,
was second, and in the collection was a splendid
mass of the brilliant orange-coloured Papaver nudi-
caule ininiMtuin, one of the brightest flowers in tlie

garden. Mr. Ware was also first for a collection of
Irises, and a good series of varietii-s was shown,
the individual flowers being also unusually fine for
the year. This is not a good season for liulbous

Irises. Of the English section, Pliidias, full rich

plum-crimson ; Purity, almost white, but with a
pinkish tinge ; and Dolphin, pure rich violet. Of
the Spanish Irises, the best were Vondcl, rich yel-

low ; Beets, blue shaded with brown, rich yellow
lip ; Bathurst, yellow, limb mauve colour'; and such
kinds as Mme. Chereau, a lovely Iris, white beauti-

fully frilled with blue. Why is the English Iris so

called ? It is not a native of England, neither has
it, we believe, any claim to be distinguished as

English any more than the Spanish Iris. Mr. Ware
was also first for a collection of Lilies, and brought
together an interesting series of kinds for the sea-

son. It is early yet for tlie Lilies, and therefore

there were such kinds as davuricum or umbella-
tum, Martagon, with its wliite variety ; Hansoni, a
showy kind, orange spotted with crimson ; and L.

Washingtonianum, a beautiful type, the segments
narrow, white and spotted witli chocolate-crimson.
A most extensive collection of cut hardy flowers

came from Messrs. Barr and >Son, Covent Garden,
for wliich a silver modal was given. Tliis superb
group contained double Ranunculi, Lilies, Spanish
and English Irises in excellent condition, fine

spikes of Ornithogalumpyramidale, Pseony Ambrose
Verschaffelt, purple-crimson ; Leoni, pink, flaked

with red occasionally ; Louis Van Houtte, purple-
crimson ; all being double-flowered varieties.

Cut flowers were surprisingly good, especially the
Roses, which were delightfully fresh and beautiful,
so as to raise one's hopes for a good season. The
dark-coloured flowers were of exquisite finish, and
none more so than the old favourites, as the ever
welcome A. K. Williams, the noble Ulrich Brunner,
Mme. Gabriel Luizet, &c. The first prize for twenty-
four varieties was won by Mr. B. B. Cant, Colchester,
whose blooms included fine examples of A. K.
Williams, Ulrich Brunner, Duke of Edinburgh,
Etienne Levet, Mme. Gabriel Luizet, the lovely
Hon. Edith Gifford, of the most charming pearly
white colour; Dupuy Jamain, General Jacqueminot,
an old favourite we are never tired of seeing : Marie
Baumann, Charles Lefebvre, and Innocente Pirola
Messrs. Paul and Son were second. A good class

was that for twelve varieties, three trusses, in which
Col. T. H. Pitt, Turkey Court, Maidstone, was first.

He had charming flowers of Mons. E. Y. Teas, A. K.
Williams, and Prince Arthur. Mr. W. Robins, gar-

dener to Mr. E. D. Lee, Hartwell House, Aylesbury,
was second. The classes for flowers of one variety
are always worth seeing, and on this occasion there
was no exception to the general rule. A splendid
box of Mari^chal Niel blooms came from Mr. G.
Prince, Oxford, the colour rich and uniform. Mr.
Robins also exhibited this grand Rose in praise-

worthy form. In the class for twelve Roses of
any colour, Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co., of

Salisbury, were first, and showed a magnificent box
of Mrs. John Laing, the flowers faultless in shape
and colour, and having to perfection the rich

satiny rose shading so fresh and pure. Mr. B. R.
C.int was second. The Oxford grower, Mr. Prince,
was first for six fine scented Roses, and as it may
interest some to know the varieties, we give them
here. They were Comtesse de Nadaillac, Catherine
Mermet, Innocente Pirola, Princess of Wales, Mar6-
chal Niel, and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. A collec-

tion of Tea Roses came from Mr. B. R. Cant, in

which Mme. Cusin was noticeable for tlie riclmess
of its colour; Mme. de Watteville, Innocente Pirola,

Rubens, Princess Beatrice, Anna Ollivier were also
exceptionally good, and all these kinds when well
shown are almost the perfection of Tea Itoses. Mr.
Wm. Rumsey, Waltham Cross, exhibited good
1 dooms of Comte de Rairabaud, a rich crimson va-
riety; Rubens, a lovely Tea Rose, the outer petals
just tinted with the softest lemon shaile, and inter-

mingled witli a salmon colour in the centre of the
flower; M. Prosper Laugier, Violette Boiiyer, .and

Grace Darling, a beautiful Hybrid Tea. There
were some e.Kcellent displ.ays of cut Orchids. Mr. .f.

Douglas, Tlie G.ardens, Great Gearies, Ilford, was
first for twelve trusses of Orchids, which included
several good tyjies of Cattleya Mossia; and Mendoli.
Trusses of show Pelargoniums from Mr. Charles
Turner, Slough, and of zonal varieties from Mr. D.
Phillips, Langley Broom, Slough, made briglit

patches of colour.

Fbuit.—We always expect a good display of
fruit at the June exhibition of this society, nor
were visitors disappointed on the present occasion.
The Grapes were not of the usual finish, but both
Peaches and Strawberries were unusually good, es-

pecially the Strawberries, whi<-h the present season
has suited admirably. A good, well-assorted col-
lection came from Mr. R. Parker, gardener to Mr.
J. Corbet, Impney, Droitwich, who was first. The
finest exhibit was a splendidly grown Queen Pine-
apple, weighing 5j lbs. ; Nectarine Lord Napier,
Peach Dr. Hogg, and President Strawberry were
also well grown; Mr. J. Edmonds, Bestwood, Not-
tingham, was second. Melons were well exhibited
by Mr. T. Hare, Wellingore Gardens, Grantham.
He showed Dell's Hybrid Greenflesh and Welling-
ton Seedling Scarlet in the class for one fruit of
each of these sections. The Peaches shown by Mr.
W. H. Diver, The Gardens, Ketton Hall, Stam-
ford, in the class for two dishes were faultless.

The varieties were Prince Albert and Stirling
Castle, the fruits large and finely coloured; Mr. W.
Robins was second. Mr. Hare showed the best
Nectarines, having excellent fruits of ^'iolette

Hiitive and the JIurray variety. Strawberries
were unusually large and of excellent colour.
In the class for two dishes, Mr. W. H. Divers was
first, showing none too weU-coloured fruits of the
British Queen and Lord Napier. Jlr. T. Sharp, the
Royal Strawberry Gardens, Knowle Hill, Chertsey,
was second. He had fruits of Sir Joseph Paxton
and Marguerite, a coarse, large fruit of little beauty.
Cherries were poorly represented. Mr. T. Hare had
two excellent dishes of Elton <ind the Black Cir-

cassian. Grapes were fairly satisfactory, but many
of the bunches would have better for a longer stay
on the Vines. An excellent basket of Black Ham-
burgh came from Mr. J. Edmonds ; and Mr. George
Clinging, Morden Park Gardens, Caterham Valley,
also exhibited well in this class. Muscat of Alex-
andria was presented in first-rate condition by Mr.
P. Feist, gardener to Mr. R. J. Ashton, Bishopsgate
House, Staines, Jlr. Geo. Clinging showing credit-

able clusters of Foster's Seedling. The still un-
beaten Black Hamburgh was well exhibited by Mr.
J. Edmonds in the class for this, the berries large,

finely coloured, and the bunches well finished. In
the class for three bunches, any other than Black
Hamburgh, Mr. G. Thompson, gardener to Messrs.
W. & E. Wells, Hounslovv, had excellent bunches of

Madresfield Court, but the bunches shown by
other exhibitors were sadly wanting in colour; Mr.
Geo. Clinging was second. Mr. P. Feist exhibited
Muscat of Alexandria as it ought to be, except that
the bunches were not properly ripened. It is a
pity to cut good bunches when they are about three
parts ripe. Mr. T. Osman, gardener to Mr. L. J.

Baker, Ottershaw Park Gardens, Chertsey, had
good clusters of Buckland Sweetwater in the class

for white Grapes.

Ferns and fine-foliaged plants call for little com-
ment. Mr. A. Offer, gardener to Mr. J. Warren,
Handcross Park, Crawley, had excellent Crotons,
and was the chief prize-winner throughout. His
six specimens of variegated plants were exceedingly
well grown, especially Alocasia macrorrhiza varie-

gata and Croton revolutum. In the nurserymen's
class, Mr. Henry Jiimes, Castle Nursery, Norwood
was a frequent prize-winner.

Pelargoniums of various kinds were full of flower,

and Mr. D. Phillips, I^angley Broom, Slough, was
the principal exhibitor. He was first in the majority
of classes provided for these. Mr. II. Eason, gar-

dener to Mr. B. Noakes, Hope Cottage, Highg.ate,

showed the best zonal varieties, Plutarch, Liidy
Chesterfield, Edith Pearson, and Atl.is being the
chief kinds. Mr. Chaiies Turner, of Slough, was
first in the nurserymen's class for show and fancy
varieties.

Orchids were better shown this time than last.

A very fine miscellaneous group rame from Jlr.

G. T. White, Winchnuire Hill, comprising a, rich

series of C.ittley.i Moseiai, Mendcli, and Ludia pur-
punita. One form of C. Mossiic named G. T. White
calls for mention. The flower is jnire white, except
the fringed lip, which is sulphur-yellow at the en-
trance to the throat, and there is a distinct soft
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lilac suflEusion on the front (silver medal). In the

competitive classes Mr. Howard, gardener to Mr.

H. Little, was first for a collection of remarkably
well-grown and selected plants. There were good
plants of Cattleya Mossia;, Mendeli, Dendrobium
thyrsiflorum, Ln^lia purpurata, Cypripedium tevi-

gatum, and C. Mendeli Miss Little, a well-shaped
flower of the purest white, except for a yellow
shading at the entrance to the lip and a rose-

magenta tint in the front. In the nurserymen's
class for twelve Orchids, Jlr. Henry James was first.

Oncidium crispum and Cattleya Warneri were good.

Mr. J. Douglas showed the best twelve specimens
in the amateurs' division, having remarkably well-

flowered plants of Cattleya Mendeli, C. Mossia?

superba, Oncidium macranthum, Odontoglossum
Roezli album, a very pure form ; Aerides Fieldingi,

and Calanthe veratrifolia. Mr. T. Whillans, gar-

dener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, was
second.

Miscellaneous collections formed the most in-

teresting portion of the show. One of the finest

contributions was the magnificent group of cut

Roses from Messrs. William Paul and Son, Waltham
Cross. There were Roses of all kinds, and not the
least interesting the baskets of Damask, Moss,
Bourbon, Gallica, Hybrid Chinese, Scotch, Poly-
antha, &c. The same firm had also superb blooms
of the varieties Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Mme.
Alfred de Rougemont, Bourbon Souvenir de la

Malmaison (splendid), Mme. Gabriel Luizet, John
Hopper, Captain Christy, Boule de Neige, General
Jacqueminot, Heinrich Schultheis, and Tea-scented
variety Medea, a fine yellow flower of excellent

shape (silver medal). An exceptionally fine group
came from Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper HoUoway.
The arrangement consisted principally of Orchids,

exquisitely disposed. Calanthe veratrifolia, Cattleya

Warneri, Mendeli, and Mossije were conspicuous
(silver medal). A bank of Orchids came from
Messrs. H. Low and Co., Clapton. Cypripedium
bellatulum, Cattleya Mossiic Wageneri, Phatenopsis
Sanderiana and P. grandiflora aurea, also varieties

of Cattleya Mossia; and Mendeli, and Cypripedium
de Witte, a hybrid with much of the Stonei cha-

racter in it, Avere noteworthy (silver medal). A good
group came from the Studley House collection, of

which Jlr. Cowley has charge (silver medal). Mr. G.

Elliott also had an excellent arrangement, receiving

a similar award.

One of the best groups was that from Messrs. J.

Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, tulierons Begonias

forming the chief features. Of the double varieties.

Princess Victoria, rich shining rose ; Mrs. F.

Nettlefold, bright scarlet ; and Miss French, creamy-
white, were the best. Two good single types are

Mrs. Joseph Chamberlain, rose and white, and ma-
jestica, rich crimson (silver medal). Tuberous Be-
gonias of considerable merit came from the Swanley
Nursery of Messrs. Cannell and Sons. The charac-

teristics of this strain were fully pointed out in The
Gabden of last week, and of the double varieties

exhibited, A. F. Barron, rose ; Lady Lewisham, rich

salmon-scarlet ; Edwin Banks, brilliant scarlet

;

Mrs. W. B. Miller, lovely coppery tint, just as we
find in Comtesse de Nadaillao Rose ; and Mrs.

Matthews, buff (silver medal). A fine assortment

of Peonies, Delphiniums, Pyrethrums and Gail-

lardias were sent from the Langport Nurseries of

Messrs. Kelway and Son. Of the double Pyrethrums,

Aphrodite, pure white : Leonard Kelway. rich rose

;

Pericles, yellow centre, rose-tinted guard florets,

were delightfully fresh and handsome. Delphi-

niums Castro and Duke of Teck are excellent addi-

tions to their class. It is a pity to put new flowers

under number. Surely there is no lack of names
(silver medal).

Messrs. F. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, had a col-

lection of fruit trees in pots, comprising well-fruited

trees of the Conkling Peach, a highly-coloured

kind ; The Czar, Rivers' Early Plum, Pearh Early

York, Cherries May Duke and Guigne Anonnay, a
very fruitful black variety (silver medal).

PLConies and alpine flowers were shown by Messrs.

Paul and Son, Chcshunt, a miscellaneous collection

of cut flowers by Mr. T. S. Ware, and Viola Snow-
flake, white, and herbaceous Phlox White Swan,

also white, by Mr. J. Chambers, Isleworth. To
Messrs. Paul a bronze me<lal was given. Mr. W.
Langlands, Chingford, had a collection of miscel-

laneous plants, and Messrs. Gordon, of Twicken-

ham, a fine group of Lilium auratum in variety,

also Acer Gordoni. Bronze medals in each in-

stance. Double Begonias came from Mr. J. Ford,

and Pelargonium Pearl, a white regal variety, from

Mr. R. Miller, Southdown Nursery, Shoreham. A
good type of crested Fern is Pteris cretica nobilis,

which was exhibited by Mr. May, Edmonton. It is

of dense growth and the fronds well crested. Mr.

G. Prince, Oxford, showed blooms of the white Tea

Rose Souvenir de S. A. Prince, and two new Pelargo-

niums came from Mr. Turner. Messrs. Collins

Bros., Waterloo Road, exhibited Phlox (herba-

ceous) Avalanche, a single white variety of con-

siderable merit. Some new Roses came from

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, including flowers

of what was called the blue Rose, a dirty ashen-

grey-coloured flower of little merit, and Margaret

Heywood, a beautiful Hose, full, and of a similar

tint to La France.

A full list of awards is given in our advertising

columns.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

—The fiftiethanniversary of any institution is always

a joyful event, and the jubilee festival of this charity

was not wanting in the festive spirit proper to the

occasion. The chair was taken by Leopold de Roth-

schild, and the subscription list for the banquet

amounted to no less than £1500, a most signal way
of celebrating an anniversary. Another gratifying

proof of the interest and warm-heartedness shown

in the institution is that £950 were contributed by

the gardeners of England to the Jubilee Fund. It

was felt that in no better way could this year be

marked out in the annals of the institution than by

raising a sum of money that would enable the com-

mittee to place upon the pension list the unsuccess-

ful candidates, to the number of seventeen, of the

last election. £3000 were required, and not only

was this sum obtained, but £4ri9 over. Mr. John
Lee, the " father " of the institution, spoke, and

Mr. H. J. Veitch, the treasurer of the institution,

gave some interesting particulars. The annual

subscriptions, he said, fifteen years ago were £720,

but now they were £13(J0. Donations at that time

£7(iO, but now £llii5. Pensions then were found

to the amount of £930, now £2100. The expenses

also had decreased. In LSTl the funded stock was
£10,40(1, but now .£21,100; and in 1865 the pensions

were increased from £16 and £12 to £20 and £16.

The pensioners had increased from 1 in 1S40 to 50

in 1S60, 60 in 1870, 80 in 1880, and they now
number 134. The oldest of them. 101 years of age,

had subscribed £18 ISs., and in twenty-nine years

has received £470. Mr. Veitch expressed a hope

that the pensioners might be still further increased

to 150. The health of the secretary was proposed

by the chairman, and in response Mr. Cutler

expressed his pleasure at the results they had
achieved for a deserving institution in its year of

Jubilee.

DEATH OF MR, ARTHUR BARKER.
With feelings of profound regret I have to an-

nounce to readers of The C.\ri)EN the sad intelli-

gence of the death of this excellent man at the age

of 38. Some thirteen years ago he came to Eastnor

as my general foreman, and so quietly, so efficiently,

and so intelligently were all his duties performed

that with the greatest pleasure and confidence, just

ten years back, I recommended him for the post of

head gardener to the late Lord Hindlip, Hindlip

Hall, Worcester. In this cajiacity, aided and trusted

by most noble employers, he suggested and carried

out a great number of improvements, which will

bear the impress of his hand for years to come. As
a cultivator and general manager he paid that un-

ceasing and intelligent attention to the smallest

details, not only in the extensive fruit and plant

houses, but also in the hardy fruit, kitchen, and

flower gardens, which stamped him as a thoroughly

practical all-round gardener, and, hardly need it

be said, enabled him to make a prominent mark as

an exhibitor at the leading horticultural shows. As

a regular contributor to the pages of this journal, Mr.

Barker's papers upon various subjects, but most par-

ticularly upon fruits, upon hardy herbaceous plants

and upon garden destroyers, not only raised sound,

healthy, and friendly discussion, but they proved

that he was thoroughly master of his subjects and

as such a valuable correspondent whose service we
can ill afford to lose. But, alas ! my young friend,

whose posthumous contribution appeared only on

Saturday last, was not permitted to remain with

friends and employers, who loved him so well, for

on the 14th inst. he breathed his last, and now rests

within a few feet of the late Lord Hindlip, a score

of paces from the beautiful church recently restored

as a last tribute by a sorrowing family. Never a very

strong man, Mr. Barker some four and a half years

ago ruptured a blood-vessel on the right lung, and

for a long time his life was despaired of ; but, thanks

to the large-hearted Lord and Lady Hindlip and

their family, whose kindness cannot be too widely

chronicled, he was attended by the first physicians

of the day. He received every attention
_
.md

delicacy, and he rallied for a time. Under ordinary

treatment, the Grass years ago would have been

green over his untimely grave. Those excellent

articles penned by him when he could not venture

out would have been lost to the rising generation of

gardeners, and his patient sorrowing wife with her

two children long since would have mourned the loss

of a kind, gentle, unassuming husband, who never

gave her a wrong word. Mr. Barker's remains were

followed by Lady Hindlip and other members of

the family, and under the shade of a beautiful

Beech tree he rests within forty yards of the cottage

in which he lived close upon ten years.

W. COLBMAN.

Death of David Jackson.—Kindly give a

corner of The Garden to a notice of the death of

David Jackson, an old hand-loom silk weaver at

Middleton, near Manchester, who died on the 6th

inst., at the age of 84 years. He was a thorough

florist, and for nearly half a century grew Auriculas,

Gold-laced Polyanthuses, and Tulips, with other

things. But the Gold-laced Polyanthus appeared

to be his favourite flower, and he grew it well, and
exhibited plants having blossoms of remarkable

quality. He raised one he named The Rev. F. D.

Horner, a flower by no means faultless, but I never

saw anyone else produce it in such form on the

exhibition table as the raiser himself. It came
from a pod of Lord Lincoln. Mr. Barlow informed

me that he had Maud's Beauty of England Poly-

anthus in its true form, and grows it later in point

of time than any other florist in the Manchester

district. There is now reason to believe it is quite

lost to cultivation. He was both a grower and ex-

hibitor of Tulips, and from a pod of seed of a

byblicmen named Ashmole's Emma he obtained

three, which were subsequently named, viz., Mrs.

Jackson, feathered bybloimen, which, singular to

state, never passed through the breeder stage, but

bloomed in the broken character the first time it

flowered ; and flamed bybkcmens David Jackson

and Niml)us. These were purchased by Mr. Samuel
Barlow, and now form a part of the Stakehill col-

lection.—R. D.

Roya
BOOKS RECEIVED.

"Bulletin of Miscellaneous Iiiformatiou.'

Gurdeus. Kew. No. 30. Juue, 1889.

•' All about Tobacco." Compiled aud published by
A. M. and J. Ferguson, Colombo, Ceylou. Agents,

John Iladdou and Co., Bouverie Street.

"Report as to the best System for the Maiutenanco

of Main Roads in the County of Hertford." By Urban
A. Smith, Co\uity Surveyor of Highways.

Peat Moss.—Does peat moss litter (as the moss

litter sellers assei't) hold the ammonia better thau

straw, and tlierefore make a better manure for a gar-

deu than ordinary stable manure?—E. M.

Ifames of plants.—J. Watmore.—Hemcrocallis

flava. Xorman.—Lactuca hastata. Uaclkan.—
Crataegus puuetata. J. ./. Harrington.— I, Zophyr-

anthes Audersouiauus; 2, Scirpus setaceus; ;i,Mesem-

brvanthenmm sp. , too small to name.

—

—A. H. ^V. D.
—JBimias orientalis. A. L.—l, Fajfus sylvatica as-

plenifolia ; 2, probably Forsythia viridissima.
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WOODS & FORESTS.

FORESTRY.

Owing to the cold wet .summer wliich we experi-

enced in 1888, and tlie very dry and warm season
of 1887, many people told us that these extremes
would have a prejudicial eifect on vegetation and
tree life generally for a series of years, yet I am
glad to say that these prognostications have not
as yet been verified to any great extent ; but,

on the contrary, vegetation of all kinds, includ-

ing the growth of trees and shrubs, is remark-
able for the luxuriance which it exhibits in

stem, branch, and foliage. Newly-planted trees

and shrubs, as a geneial rule, have made re-

markable progress, and this may be accounted
for in a great measuie by the condition of the
ground at the time of planting, as well as to the
beneficial influence of alternate bursts of heat
and genial showers of rain in early summer
just at the time the plants were beginning to

become active. Old-established trees, as well
as trees of medium size, are remarkable this

season for the great wealth and healthy ap-
pearance of their foliage, and this proves that
abundance of moisture, if not allowed to

lie in a stagnant state at the roots, promotes
the growth and healthy development of the
trees. The only drawback which I have
noticed is in cases where the trees are gi-ow-

ing on cold, bleak, exposed positions, and,
consequently, had not in all cases alike

matured their growth in autumn to such an
extent as to render the wood firm and proof
against the inclemency of the weather in the
following winter and spring. Among other
trees which have lately suflered damage in this

way is a specimen tree of the Monster Ash
(Praxinus monstroea), which had not altogether
perfected its growth last autumn, and now shows
some dead wood at the terminal points of the
twigs and liranohes. Trees recently transplanted
occasionally show dead wood in their tops
through various causes, and when such appears
to any extent the present is a good time to have
it removed. Particular attention should be paid
to such trees to prevent wind-waving, for I believe
that newly-planted trees often suffer serious
damage from this cause alone. In addition to
the removal of dead stuff from the top, all holes,

wounds, and ruptures in the stem and other
parts of the tree where they occur should be
scraped and cleaned out, in order to destroy the
eggs and progeny of insects. In most cases it

will prove beneficial to wash out the parts
affected with a mixture of lime-water and
soot, and in cases where tlie spores of

parasitic fungi have found a congenial home
the parts affected should be pared with a sharp
knife and painted over with coal-tar, which will
promote the healing process and prevent the
spores of fungi from growing. Insects are very
uncertain ; sometimes we are overwhelmed by
the numbers of some particular species, while
perhaps in the course of a twelvemonth after
the same species will have left the locality and
become scarce, so that the habits and move-
ments of insects cannot be easily understood
and accounted for. For example, my attention
was attracted to a specimen tree of the Goat
WUlow (Salix caprea) whicli showed marks of
decay during the month of April. The surface
of the ground around the base of the stem was
covered to a certain extent with fresh wood
raspings, which I found to be the work of the
caterpilliir of the goat moth ((Jossus ligniperda),
and as the tree has not sliown a green loaf on
its top this season, it must bo ((uito dead and
the trunk almost alive with the insect. The

best plan to get rid of these pests when they
appear in such numbers is to cut the tree

down and burn it. I do not remember ever
seeing this insect in anything like such numbers
in the same locality before. The hornet (Vespa
crabro) and several species of wasps who build

their nests in trees and underground are often a
source of annoyance to workmen employed dur-
ing summer in woods and forests, so that it be-

comes part of the forester's duty to have these

pests destroyed, or at least kept within bounds.
I have found the common tree wasp (Vespa Bri-

tannica) in different parts of Great Britain and
Ireland. It generally attaches its nest to the
branch of an evergreen tree, where it hangs
suspended, and is thus sheltered in a great

measure from the extremes of heat, rain and
cold. These nests are of an oval or egg-shaped
form, greyish in colour and rather less in size

than a man's hat. As the orifice where the
wasps enter their nests is always below, the best
plan to destroy them is to place a small quantity
of gunpowder on the top of a pole with a

lighted fusee attached, then by reaching it up
right below the nest the whole fabric will be in-

stantly blown to pieces and the inmates killed.

This should always be done in the evening after

the wasps have retired and settled for the night.

Another species of wasp which often gives con-

siderable annoyance and trouble in woods and
plantations is the V. vulgaris, which in place of

swinging its nest from the branch of a tree ex-

cavates a chamber of suitable size underground
at the root of a tree or hedge, and sometimes in

a dry mossy bank or other suitable place. The
best plan for destroying these nests is to mark
the spots where they are during the day, then
by visiting the places in the evening and pouring
some coal-tar into the orifice of the nest it will be
eflectually destroyed and give no further trouble.

The hornet, on the other hand, generally se-

lects a hollowed-out crevice in a tree in a state

of decay for its nest. This may be destroyed in

a similar way to that recommended above.
J. B. Webster.

The Black Walnut, in the States bordering
on the Ohio, often grows to a great size. Michaux
says he has frequently seen Walnut trees each from
6 feet to 7 feet in diameter. Planks have been sawed
from such trees 5 feet wide and 30 feet or 40 feet
long. When the Walnut st.ands alone it spreads
out into a spacious head and extends its branches
horizontally to a great dist.ance ; but, in the depths
of the forest, it is of more compact growth, is

often shorn of its limbs, and has a smooth bole to
tlie height of from 40 feet to GO feet. The largest
trees are probably from 400 to 600 years old.

American yellow deal.—The yellow Pine
(Pinus Strobus or Weymouth Pine), when sawn into
planks, deals, and battens, is known as American
or Canadian yellow deal, and is largely used for
joiners' work on account of its being exceedingly
straight in the grain and free from knots, besides
being easy to work, .ind obtainable in planks, each
frequently running as wide as ISO inches. When
wrought with the plane it is readily recognised,
from the surface being covered in the direction of
the grain with short, fine, somewhat dark marks,
like scratches made with the pen.— J.

Failures in planting.—Many of the failures

in planting are due to unsuitableness of soil and
site, late remov.als, and the large size of the plants
used. From the effects of wind-waving, which
disturbs the old roots and ruptures the rootlets,

arises the most fertile cause of the necessity for
replanting or filling up. Careful observation shows
tl at under ordinary circumstances of soil and
planting, small trees planted out under 3 feet high
will, even in moderately sheltered places, in a few
years outstrip tho.se put out at a height of from

5 feet to 8 feet, and where the exposure is great
the difference will be even more marked. Where
the system of notching-in is adopted only small
plants can be used, and to this may be attributed
the great success which generally attends this
method, which is much practised upon hilly dis-

tricts, and where the lightness of the soil renders
pitting unadvisable on account of the small amount
of moisture which the land afterwards retains.

Better results may generally be obtained by using
Firs under 2 feet G inches high, and decidaoos
trees under 5 feet, than by larger specimens.—J.

A WORD FOR THE JACK PINE.

Mr. H. B. Ayees, of Minnesota, who is familiar

with forest conditions and the necessity of forest

preservation, sends us, at our request, the following

note upon the proper use of the Jack Pine (Pinus
Banksiana) lands so common in the north-central

part of the State :

—

" In looking over the region the importance of

keeping out fires is very evident. This sandy soil

is not adapted to farming. People will be moving
out of the country as soon as the timber is gone.
It is therefore important to keep a growth of

timber on that land which is not fertile enough to

command sale to farmers.

" If fires can be kept from running over the land,

timber will continue to grow, and will furnish re-

peated cuttings of log-timber, piles, ties, cordwood,
and material for wooden ware, matches, paper,

dyes, acids, tanning, &c. Even the very sandy
lands that are cut clean and burned over, and are

now worthless, will, if kept from fire, be seeded
during the first year, and in a few years be covered

with a dense growth of young jack Pine, with
many Norway and some white Pine scattered

through them.

" I am aware that many Minnesotians would
laugh at the idea of encouraging a growth of Jack
Pine ; but during a number of years I have given

the subject careful attention, and am now con-

vinced that this little, persistent, mean-looking and
despised J.ack Pine has duties as important and
performs them as faithfully as the much sought
White Pine. If there were no Jack Pine, I believe

a large area in the State would be practically desert

to-day, and in proportion as fires are permitted to

destroy the young growths, the sandy and rocky

land will become desert-like.

" When a tract of Norway Pine timber has been
cut clean and fire kept out, a dense growth of Jack
Pine will spring up first ; then young Norway Pine

will be able to start in the shelter thus formed. As
the Norway grows more rapidly, the Jack Pine is

soon left as an undergrowth, which serves to

prevent the growth of limbs on the trunks of the

Norway. In about thirty years the Norway Pine

will be large enough to do without the nursing of

the Jack Pine, which may then be cut for cord-

wood, and the Norway, where too thick to leave for

log timber, may be thinned for piles and ties,

leaving the remainder a tract of clear timber to be

coveted by every lumberman, and a good return for

reasonable care to encourage tree growth on land-

otherwise worthless and unsaleable.

" I would earnestly recommend that the existing

laws concerning forest fires be rigidly enforced, and
such other measures taken as to keep the poor land in

timber, thus holding wh.at population there may
be now, and even furnishing employment for a
greater."— Oarihn and Forest.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."— ;5'/iai-t.y>eare.

NOTES FROM A NEW ZEALAND
GARDEN.

The gardens at Craig Head are what may be
termed a combination of ancient and modern
English styles in an exotic climate and surround-
ings. Nearly every branch of gardening is,

therefore, represented. The pretty sweeping
carriage drive, with a wide margin of turf, on
which are planted alternately Wellingtonias and
Douglas Firs, mixed for the present with a va-

riety of shrubs, remind.s one of England. This
delusion is, however, quickly dispelled when
the stately trees of Cordylines and Dracoena
australis are seen. Charming vistas of green-
sward, ujjon which are growing luxuriantly
English, Californian, and Australasian trees,

lend an additional charm. Roses, which are

here a speciality, from the oldest down to Mme.
de Watte\'ille, are grown to perfection in all

conceivable positions. Spring and summer bul-

bous plants are also much thought of and grown.
But the flower which seems most at home here
is the Pansy ; our cool nights seem to suit it

admirably. Seeds from some of the Scotch
growers are highly esteemed, English strains

having been tried In vain. The chief feature,

however, in my opinion, of this place is a large

bed or border somewhat oblong in shape specially

devoted to uncoumion shrubsand rare herbaceous
plants, and upon it may be found flowers all the
year round, its very incongruity (if there is any)
being charming. No expense has been spared
to make it both interesting and beautiful. A
bed 'filled with some of the best named Rhodo-
dendrons is noteworthy. The plants are in an
airy situation, and thus escape getting burned,
and grow and flower splendidly. The owner of

this pleasant retreat is H. J. Le Crew, one of

the original pioneers of this part of the colony.

Timant, N.Z. T. Smith.

A note from Bristol.— Iris Milesi should be
grown by everyone. When established it is very
free- flowering, and Canon EUacombe agrees with
me that it i.s one of the most lieautitul. Here,
though only moved in March, it is covered with
bloom in a long open border. I have here quanti-

ties of seedlings of Abutilon vitifolium album.
The shaded lilac-blue kind I admire more after

having seen it in big clusters at Bitton on Monday.
Brugmansias (yellow, white, and red) have been
in fine bloom. The yellow kind is not so strongly

scented as the white, and is much admired. Liliuni

Szovitzianum is blooming freely, but very dwarf
owing to removal in March. The blue Poppy is on
the point of blooming. Brodiasa coccinea is a
quaint curiosity. Delphinium canlinale from Max
Leichtlin is breaking into bloom ; it has a very
straggling growth. How fine the Helianthemums
are this season. I have a double yellow one. A
huge plant of double red at Bitton pleased me.
All the farmers complain that there will lie no
Apples for cider this year. On my young trees

there is a good show, and bush fruit is remarkable.

We have been picking Strawberries from the open
for a fortnight.— C. 0. Miles, \lcaraffe, Almonds-
bury, Bristol, .June 24.

The influence of strong light on vegeta-
tion.—This is an interesting subject, and one on
which much may be said. Here in lat. 42'-" S., dark
flowers, particularly the darker varieties of Roses,

are sometimes burned in a few hours ; whereas light

ones, on the contrary, come out with a double
purity. Roses iSunset and W. A. Ri'jhardson seem
to lose character. Their beautiful orange-apricot

colour, as described in England, is destroyed here,

and in place comes a lighter hue. Rose The Bride,

mentioned in your descriptive exhibitions as having
a greenish tinge, here comes and remains a superb
white, and a charming Rose in shape. One day,

when examining a pretty collection of Orchids at

Beverley, the seat of A. Terry, my attention was
drawn to the great difllerence in size between the

pseudo-bulbs of an imported plant of Cattleya
Lawrenceana and those which had grown since.

This increase in size could only be attributed to

our stronger light. Again, the rapidity with which
deciduous and evergreen trees from a cooler clime
grow after becoming acclimatised here is amazing.
—T. Smith, Timarn. Ken- Zealand.

Rose Garden.

ROSE MARECHAL NIEL IN THE OPEN
AIR.

I PROMISED the readers of The Garden a few
weeks ago that I would report later on as to the

behaviour of a bed of Marechal Niel Roses that

I then referred to. Twice since that note was
written have I seen the bed under notice, the

last time on the 20th of June. I should liave

been glad to have reported that it was a com-
plete success, but I am not able to do so. At
the same time it has not been altogether a fail-

ure, as quite 100 good blooms have been taken
from this bed. This, it must be understood, is

but a small number compared with the quan-
tity of buds which had formed, as on my second
visit I took up a liranch and counted nineteen

buds in a length of 2 feet, and there were many
more quite as well flowered. Had the plants de-

veloped only a fair proportion of the flowers

formed, there would have been at least 50(J

good blooms without including a considerable

number of small and weak flowers. I am still

of opinion that if this bed of Roses had been
formed in a more sheltered position that it

would have been a success. As it is, the owner
(Mr. Fowler) has accomplished more than he
takes credit for, and more than a good many
have done. He has planted a dozen Marechal
Niel Roses, and induced every one of them to

grow into a vigorous plant without any more
coaxing than a well-prepared soil. This is so

contrary to my experience and that of many
others, that it is worthy of being put on record.

J. C. C.

Persian Yellow Rose.—In a cottage gar-

den I lately saw a very fine specimen of this

Rose. Not that it is the largest, perhaps, but
the manner in which it is flowering at the present

time is remarkable. The tree, a kind of half

standard, measures about tj feet across, and is one
mass of bloom, presenting a sheet of the deepest

yellow, which is set off to advantage by its own
foliage. The plant has been subjected to but little

pruning, some of the longest branches having been
cut away to preserve a uniform shape. The tree

stands in a westerly aspect.—W.

The Chinese or Bengal Rose as a climber.
—The number of plants of this old-fashioned Ko.se

which are to be seen in Hampshire growing on the

walls of cottages in all sorts of positions and
aspects proves its adaptability for culture as an
early-flowering variety. At the present time those

plants which have the benefit of warm southern

walls are completely smothered with bloom, the

brilliant colour of which brightens many a cottage

home. It cannot be said that the plants receive any
other but ordinary treatment ; in some cases the

reverse to careful nursing is practised. The method
of pruning the trees is quite of .a rural character.

Towards the autumn, when the plants have quite

ceased blooming, the sickle is brouf,'ht into use in a

free manner, so much so that all growth which
hangs from the wall is cut closely off ; side branches.

leaders and all receive the same fate. The result

is that the foUovring season numerous stout

growths push from the most unlikely places in the

old stems, and it is from such growths as these

newly made that the flowering period is carried

so far into the autumn. Added to this exuberant
growth the favoured position of a warm south wall,

and you have one of the best opportunities not

only for growing this section of Roses, but for

others more valuable on account of the individual

merit of the blossoms.— E. M.

Rose Gloire de Dijon.—The other day at

Bowden Hill on a dwelling-house I was struck by
a plant of this Rose. It covered the side of the

house. I never saw such a profusion of flower.

We have had some magnificent flowers of this, as

also other Roses, including Marechal Niel. Devo-
niensis, Clothilde, Souvenir d'un Ami, William A.

Richardson, Cheshunt Hybrid, Baroness RothschiW,
and A. K. Williams upon walls have all done well.

Standard and dwarf Roses are good this season.

—

William A. Cook, Compton Basset.

Rose Wm. A. Richardson.—It has been often

stated that this Rose is not quite hardy, and pro-

baljly might not stand very severe frost. I would
be glad of information from those who have tested

its constitution in the open ground for more than
one season. I planted two specimens (not robust

or in extra health) last year, and they grew fairly

well and flowered more freely than one could have
expected from plants of the same size. The flowers

were much admired, and answered well for cutting

when not too open. The plants were allowed to

remain out unprotected, except by some soil drawn
round their collars. They are again growing, and
promise to be fine plants by the end of the season,

and are showing plenty of flower-buds. Were we
certain that it was hardy, a goodly number would
be planted, it is so distinct and beautiful. Our
county is Stirlingshire, and may not be the most
favourable for tender plants of any kind, but most
hardy Roses do well.—M. T.

Roses on trees.—There may be objections to

training Roses to trunks of trees, and one of the

most powerful is that the use of the necessary

tacks for fixing the stems is injurious and a dis-

figurement. This style of gardening is now carried

out at Syon House, Brentford, and if a few tacks

are used, and these as small as possible, no harm
can result, while the wreaths of white flowers

clustering round the rich brown bark give that

picturesque, wild and natural appearance to a
garden that is inexpressibly charming. A few of

the trunks of the trees in the magnificent grounds
at Syon House are thus enriched, and Noisette

Roses the kinds used. Aged specimens of trees

fast decaying, and becoming in a certain sense un-

sightly, are generally selected for the Roses to

ramble over, and this they do most effectually.

One Cedar almost dead was embellished with
Virginia Creeper, and a large tree of the Red
Cedar was draped with this climber, the shoots

hanging gracefully down and covering what would
have been an unsightly stump. In another part a

Virginia Creeper was fast hiding the bareness of a
Monkey Puzzle, or Araucaria, that had lost its

lower limbs. The time to see the Ampelopsis is

the autumn, say the month of October. Then its

rich green leafage changes gradually, but quickly to

brilliant crimson tints which light up the garden
with intense colour. A tree veiled with shoots and
tendrils, as the Red Cedar at Syon, looks in the

autumn as if encircled with fire. This kind of

gardening can be overdone. Only a little is wanted,

and in such a place as Syon House there are always
weather-beaten monarchs, whose very age com-
mands reverence, that may be made jiicturesque

and beautiful by planting against their hollow

trunks Roses or creepers of the nature of the

Ampelopsis. Breaks of white Roses here and
there in a large park certainly have a peculiar

beauty in the summer months.

Rose trees killed by lightning.— In a garden
which I visited a few days ;igo I was shown several

dwarf Rose trees that had been killed by lightning.

The foliage as well as the stems was quite withered,

and every part of the plant evidently dead. The
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most remarkable feature in the case is that four or
five plants near each other were killed ; while in
one direction no further harm was done to the plants
growing in the same Une. On the other side, however,
about half a dozen plants escaped harm, while the
next two or three following were injured. It seems
that the electric current had struck the bed of
Roses in two distinct places. I may mention that
the bed holds two rows of plants, and that it is of
considerable length. Three rows of galvanised wire
are stretched over the bed, about 18 inches from the
ground, reaching from end to end. Is it possible
that the wire had any influence in attracting the
electric current ?—J. C. C.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES AT TAUNTON.
Amongst a large collection of Tea Roses grown in
open beds in Mr. Fowler's garden near Taunton, I

noticed the other day the following as being ex-
ceedingly good :

—

Mme. de Wattevillb is undoubtedly a grand
addition ; the flowers are large, full, and freely pro-
duced.

Viscountess Folkestone.—This is a very strik-
ing Rose, the colour creamy pink, with a salmon-
pink centre. The blooms are as remarkable for
their large size as for their exquisite sweetness.
The plant is also evidently a good grower.

Lady Maet Fitzwilliam.—Out of nearly 400
plants the most telling variety was this. Under
almost any circumstances this Rose grows and
flowers better than the majority of Teas. The
plants, as grown by Mr. Fowler, are flowering
freely, and producing numbers of finely formed
globular blooms of the most delicate colouring.

LuciOLE is another splendid addition. The
colour may be described as a crimson-rose, with the
centre petals shaded with coppery yellow. The
form is also good.

Amongst others I noticed as being very fine was
Comtesse de Nadaillac, rosy flesh colour, distinct
and beautiful both in size and form. Innocente
Pirola, Marie Van Houtte, and Souvenir d'un Ami
were also very fine. Jules ITinger and Jean Fernet
deserve to be mentioned. J. C. C.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rose Catherine Mermet.—Among Teas this
has certainly been the best Rose of the week. We
have a group of twenty-five plants, and although the
hushes aresmaU, the shoots have borne some beautiful
buds and flowers.—H.

Hose NiphetOB.—I have before said that the
flowers of this Rose are more double and of greater
substance when produced in the open air, and this
season's blooms confirm me in that opinion. Upon
some plants in the open air the great white buds open
out into enormous flowers, which do not show their
centres, but hang gracefully for some days.—A.
Rose Homere.—Hitherto my experience with

this Hose has been upon heavy soils, and wliilst others
have praised it, especially Mr. D. T. Fish, to me it

has been disappointing. During the past week, how-
ever, I have seen buds upon bushes growing in a warm,
sandy loam_ develop into lovely flow ers with soft sliades
of pink, bright rose, and white commingled ina cliarni-
ing manner.—A. H.

Mme. Bravy Rose.—This is a capital variety
fur early flowering out of doors. We have it planted on
a low south wall, and were able last week to cut some
perfectly formed and well-developed blooms. In a
small state the blooms are very useful for hutton-hole
boucpiets. The petals seem to unfold in such a re-
curving manner, each one showing the hack of its
neighbour to perfection while unfolding. The colour
is French wliite with a pale rosy centre.—S.

Marechal Niel out of doors.—When the
present kitchen garden was made at Ciistle Ashhv,
some twenty-three years ago, several recesses round
the walls (inside) were planted with this Rose. I do
not know if they have weathered the sturm up to the
present time, but when I last saw tliein iu 187."), eight or
nine years after iilanting, they were duing remarkably
well, each recess being filled with healthy wood anil
foliage, the cnip uf fiovver.i being invariably large, and
the individual hlnnms of extraordinary size and sul)-
stance and very deeply coloured.—E. Bi'rrell.

Roses and Musk.—Have any of your readers
tried this combination ? A large bed filled with
standard and bush Roses had rather a naked appear-
ance, and to remedy this I covered it all over two
seasons ago with the common Musk. It is this year
a dense carpet of yellow, and has had to be cleared
aiyay round the bush Roses, but is allowed to climb at
will up the hare stems of the standards.—E. B.

Rose Anna OUivier.—Although rarely men-
tioned, much less praised, there are few more interest-
ing or more beautiful Tea Roses than this. In the
unique foi-m of its urn-shaped buds it stands alone,
whilst the gradual deepening of colour towards the
base of the petals both outside and inside is another
distinct quality. The buds are flesh or salmon tipped,
and when half expanded are singularly beautiful. In
addition it is one of the most beautiful Roses imagin-
able by lamplight, and on this account is very suitable
for table decoration.—A. H.
Rose Souvenir de Gabrielle Drevet.—This

is a sweet and beautiful Tea, brought out by (iuillotin
1884, and as yet somewhat uncommon. The flower is

full and double ; the outer shell-like petals are white
suffused with salmon, which towards the centre of the
flower deepens into rose and copper. The scent is

strong and very sweet, and the growth • hardy and
free. This Rose when better known will he found a
good companion to the lovely Mme. de Watteville,
which came from the same source in the pre\'ious year.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
Under the influence of fine summer weather crops
have come on rapidly lately, and although the spring
was late, there is little difference now from ordi-
nary seasons, and vegetables of all kinds are abun-
dant and cheap.

Potatoes, which are very largely grown in this

locality, are coming into market very plentifully,

and the promise of an exceptionally good crop could
not be better, the haulm looking strong and of a
deep green colour. There are still a good many
Potatoes of last year's crop on hand, but they
realise very low prices. There does not appear
anything like the quantity of foreign Potatoes in
our markets this season as compared with former
ones, and home growers are well able to compete
with their foreign rivals. In addition to the early
kidneys and the old Beauty of Hebron, one of the
most prolific and popular of early kinds we have is

the new white Beauty of Hebron, that promises to
be a very good early kind ; while Sharpe's Victor
is one of the very best kidney varieties that I have
yet tried, making short tops, and being equally
suitable for frame or early outdoor crops.

Cabbages are being sent to market in large
quantities, as Peas, Beans, and Cauliflowers are just
coming in, and as soon as these get plentiful the
demand for Cabbages slackens. The planting of
spring-sown plants, as also of all kinds of winter
greens, is now being pushed on.

Cucumbers both in frames and on ridges have
made great progress during the fine spell of warm
weather, and excellent crops are now being cut.
The demand is also brisker, and prices better than
they were a month ago. Main crops and even
late crops are frequently more remunerative than
very early ones, the demand increasing with the
heat of summer, when salads are in general request.

Tomatoes both under glass and in the open air
are making rapid progress, and should the season
continue favourable, the out-door crops will be
good, as on plants that were strong when put out
the fruit is setting freely. The light stony lan<l,

with full south aspect, suits this crop well. Once
get a crop set, stimulants in liquid form can be
safely applied.

Vegetable Mahrows are making rapid growth
and commencing to fruit freely. Mulching the soil

between the plants is now being done to keep the
moisture in the soil, and watering is likely to be an
important item of i-ulture with crops of this kind.

Runner and dwari.' Beans are making good
growth. The field crops of runners, as a rule, get
no stakes, but are frequently stopped, and produce
excellent crops. The old Scarlet and Carter's
Champion are the favourite varieties, and amongst
the dwarf Frencli Beans, Canadian Wonder and
Black Negro are largely grown.

Lettuce of both Cos and Cabbage kinds are
sown frequently on good rich soU, and thinned out,

so as to leave the plants about 1 foot apart, thereby
avoiding the check of transplanting, which, in hot
dry seasons in a light soil, is an important con-
sideration, as the more quickly the Lettuce can be
grown, the better in quality it is. By sowing the
seed thinly in drills there is not so much loss of

seed as might be expected, and economising labour
is a more important point than sparing the seed,

which can be saved readDy, or purchased cheaply
enough. The White Cos and All the Year Round
Cabbage appear in most favour in market gardens
in this district.

Fbuit crops as a rule are good in this locality.

It is some years since such a crop of Apples was
seen ; the oldest trees as well as those only planted
last winter are equally good, but I may remark that
last year with its heavy rainfall did the trees a deal
of good, and as we escaped the plague of cater-

pillars the trees carried a splendid crop of foliage,

and the fruit is this year looking unusually healthy
and swelling up rapidly. Pears are not so abun-
dant as they promised at one time, but if they
swell up well they will be all the more valuable.

Some varieties of Plums and Damsons, such as the
Victoria and Orleans Plums and the Cluster Dam-
son, are heavily laden with fruit, but choice
dessert Plums have dropped a good deal. Bush
fruits of all kinds are plentiful. Black Currants
being exceptionally heavy. Raspberries look well
now, but need rain to swell them up on the light

soils. Gooseberries are a fine crop, but being such
moisture-loving subjects, a cool, moist bottom is of

the utmost importance for them. Mulching the
roots is very needful in light soil, and plenty of

water when the fruit is swelling.

Strawberries are now being gathered in quan-
tity. The weather is very favourable for gathering,
Ijeing bright and dry, but if it continues so we shaU
not have a long Strawberry season, as the largest

Strawberry grounds are situated on very light soil

that only a few years ago was barren heath land
and not considered worth cultivating. The enor-

mous piles of boxes and punnets now lying at some
of our local stations prove that Strawberry culture
at least has made its mark in South Hants, and
probably other fruits will be equally largely grown
at no distant date. I may mention Noble Straw-
berry as being both early and fine.

(rosjyori. James Groom.

The new railway rates.—The Nursery and
Seed Trades Association has made it very clear

that the proposed railway charges, as put forth by
all the main railway companies and formulated for

public information, will prove exceedingly oppres-
sive in relation to all things connected with horti-

culture, unless they are very materially reduced by
the Board of Trade. It may be that in putting
forth a schedule of their proposed rates, the com-
panies ask for all that is possible in the hope of

getting something very considerable by that policy,

but unless the Board of Trade does interpose on
behalf of traders, it will be found in the majority
of cases that the rates of transit, with the proposed
station and service terminal charges, will add some
25 per cent, to the rates now in common use. If it

be for all engaged in horticulture, but especially

market growers, seedsmen, nurserymen, &c., hard
enough now to exist, it will be doubly difticult

when largely increased railway charges add to the
trouble already experienced in securing orders.

It may be that the railway charge for transit is

often paid by the purchaser, but often also the

vendor is debited with that charge, or, if still paid
by the purchaser, the additional cost of transit

must greatly tend to check trade. The new schedule
is both a costly and a perplexing one. as on some
lines of rail there are four diverse sciles of charges
for the same articles, according to distance carried.

In the case of manures of all kinds the proposed
rates seem to be very much higher than those now
in existence. The Seed and Nursery Trades Asso-

ciation merit all possible su]i]iort in their elTorts to

secure a large reduction of these proposed railway
charges.—A. D.
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STANMER PARK.
Between Brighton and Lewes is the little village

of Falmer, and here we find the Earl of Chi-

chester's picturesque residence and noble park,

some 1500 acres in extent. The house, as seen

in the engraving, is a plain, but substantial

erection. It was built in 1724 by Thomas
Pelham, ancestor of the present owner. The
walls, being of sandstone, have long assumed

that quiet soft grey tint which appears to

harmonise with all the surroundings. The park

is a part of the great Down formation. Unlike

many parts, where the hills suddenly fall away
into the rich plain constituting a portion of the

Weald, they here spread far and wide into great

are some few specimens of Yews which here

assume a dense, dwarf, stunted habit of growth.
On these chalky slopes above the house are

several tine Lebanon Cedars, which spread their

horizontal arms far and wide. Judging from
these Cedars and the little variation in size and
apparent age of specimens in many other gar-

dens, one would infer that the Lebanon Cedar
had a short period of popularity, when it was
planted by all who had a place of sufficient

extent to admit thereof. Subject, however, to

the whims and caprices of fashion, its popularity

declined as rapidly as it rose, so that now,
although we see many full-grown specimens, we
do not find that young ones are much planted.

The Box is perfectly at home on the chalk,

and Crotons of a lueful siza

tion.

for table decora-

A. H.

Fruit Garden.

STRAWBERKIES IN POTS.

We are now very near the time for layering the
Strawberry plants either for pot culture or planting
out. I cannot quite agree with all the remarks
made by " J. C. B." at p. 554. I have been able to
obtain good crops of well-flavoured Strawberries
from the 1st of March until they have come in from
plants out of doors, and as we are about to com-
mence the season's propagation, a few remarks may
be useful. " J. C. B." says he prefers to " go by his

Stanmer Park. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph by Messrs. W. & A. H. Fry, Brighton.

expanses of easy undulations. No tree thrives

like the Beech upon the chalk, and in Stanmer
Park it is seen in great masses upon the

higher ground, in groups upon knolls and in

groves fringing the simple drive which winds

through the park up to the house.

A portion of tlie park ground fenced ofi", sur-

rounded by a grove of Beech and Sycamore and
keptmown, forms, as is well shown in tlie picture,

the foreground to the mansion. Where possible,

nothing makes a better foreground to a house

than a nice expanse of turf. The other sides of

the house are pleasantly surrounded by lawns

and pleasure grounds on a gentle slope, which
leads up to higher ground covered with dense rich

masses of Beech. In the front of the Beech trees

and when seen doing well it must be admitted

to be one of our best Evergreens. It makes
telling masses upon the lawn at Stanmer. A
pretty nook upon the lawn is one devoted to

flowers. Some walls with a quiet little arbour

in the centre are entirely wreathed in beautiful

things, chiefly Roses, but Eccremocarpus

acaber covered a large area. The roots live in

the ground all the winter, and year after year

they send up their rambling shoots. Simple

beds cut in the Grass are devoted to iiowers.

There is a good walled-in kitchen garden, but

glass is not extensive, and only includes a few

houses to sujjply fruit, flowers, and plants. Of

plants, one house was filled with beautifully

coloured and well-grown examples of Drivcanas

own experience," because by so doing he has had
results in all ways satisfactory. Mr. Barker carries

out his details of culture slightly different from
those of " .J. C. B.," and has also very good results.

This plainly proves that a person must at least have

a full knowledge of the requirements and nature of

the plants he cultivates in order that he may be
successful with them. The Strawben-y is as easily

grown to a high degree of excellence as any plant

known to me; but, given a week or ten days of

unskilful man;igement, .and the plants may be

crippled for the season. In this respect pot plants

are very different from those planted out in the

open ground. Those planted out can take care of

themselves, and may be better left alone some-

times ; whereas a pot plant is entirely dependent
upon outside help in order that it may live and
thrive. The great point to aim at always is to get
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a good start and keep it. A good beginning with

Strawberries intended to be fruited in pots is to get

them layered as soon as the runners are ready.

This is a simple process not always managed so

well as it ought to be. The pots into which the

runners ought to be layered are what the trade

term 3-inch pots. As the plants will not need to

be in them for more than four weeks, no crocks

will be needed. A little fibrous turf or some de-

cayed frame manure may be put in the bottom of

the pots, or, better, a mixture of both. This drains

the soil enough for the time, and it is well to mix
some soot with it, as it keeps out worms, which

often do damage in the pots. I have seen some
young cultivators, when sent to do work of this

kind, place a pot down wherever they found a good
runner, and with the pots scattered at irregular

intervals all over the bed watering becomes difficult.

Let the pots be filled with a compost of two parts

loam to one of decayed manure, press it in firmly,

and place a double row of pots between two rows

of Strawberry plants. The runners can easily be

brought round to the plants, and owing to this

compact arranjrement watering is easily managed.

A short peg is the best thing to keep the runner in

its place. If the weather is dry the young giants

must be regularly watered, and in two weeks or

thereabout they will be ready to be removed from

the parent plants, and it is at this time that care is

necessary to obtain the most satisfactory results.

Very often the plants are placed on the sides of

paths far too close together. It should be observed

that almost as soon as fresh leaves are formed

runners are also produced, and unless the latter are

frequently removed they weaken the plants greatly.

In hot dry seasons red spider makes a dead set

upon the leaves, and fortunate indeed are those

who have no experience with this troublesome pest.

In the present garden under my care it has not

caused any trouble, but in the last place I was in

it covered the under sides of the leaves, even before

the plants were cut from the parent stock. My
plan was to dip the plants in a solution of soft

soapy water to which had been added some
tobacco liquor. This bath would kill all the live

stock, but the plants had to be dipped again in ten

days to kill the new arrivals which might be pro-

duced in the meantime. In two weeks or a little

more, perhaps, the plants are ready to be planted

in the pots in which they are to fruit, and for

those intended to be fruited early 5-inch pots are

best, but for later varieties G-inch pots have to be

used. Clean broken potsherds ought to be placed

in the bottom of the pots ; and over them some
fibrous turf mixed with decayed flaked stable

manure from old hot-beds ; the finer particles may
be sifted out of it. Some of this placed over the

drainage will maintain a free egress for the water

all through the season. The potting compound
should be fibrous loam, to which has been added a

third part of decayed stable manure, and it also

ought to be beaten pretty firmly around the plants

with a wooden rammer. After seeing that the

plants are clean and well potted, the next point is

to select an open place on which to stand them.

A hard solid bottom of ashes is best, and it should

be thick enough to prevent worms from coming
through it. An open place should be chosen for

the plants where they can have the benefit of the

sun all day long. 1 have taken the trouble for

many years in succession to place each plant

on a brick laid flat on the ground, with the

space of 1 foot for each plant. It seems to me
that the air can circulate more freely amongst
the leaves when the plants are placed in such

a position. The plants make a gre.at mass of roots

before the end of the season, and require when well

rooted copious supplies of water, but I certainly

have never used nor do 1 advise the use of manure
water when the plants are making their growth in

the autumn. Growth is completed by the end of

October, and by that time the plants ought to have

good sohd crowns. November and part of Decem-
ber are the resting periods for the early v.-irieties,

but the later sorts may have three month.s' rest less

or more, and by rest 1 do not mean drying up tlie

soil until it is quite parched up. This is an error

of culture of a very grave kind, as in this way the

soil parts from the sides of the pots, and the most
active roots being there they suffer, and the soil

takes a long time to become thoroughly moist
again. This manner of treating the plants, though
not so common as it used to be, is not yet unknown
in some parts of the country, but, on the other
hand, when they are numbered by hundreds in

small places and thousands in large ones, the diffi-

culty is to know what to do with them in the
winter. Even it glasshouses are plentiful, gar-

deners will fill them with one thing and another,
and Strawberry plants being quite hardy are
thought of last of all. They are most frequently
pushed into cold frames, unhealed pits, or out of

doors altogether. They do very well in unheated
houses, and should have merely enough water to

keep the soil moist throughout. I have kept them
out of doors by laying the pots on their sides, two
rows with the bottoms of the pots to each other.

Some ashes were laid over them to make a level

surface, then another layer of pots in the same
way, three, four, or five layers, one over each other.

They ought to be stacked in this way in November
when quite at rest, and enough water is absorbed
through the pots to keep the roots in a comfortable
condition as regards moisture. When forcing
Strawberry plants they ought to be placed quite
close to the roof glass, and the temperature to begin
with at the end of December should not be more
than 45° as a minimum, and as soon as the plants
begin to grow I give them manure water for the
first time; it is given very weak, and at each alter-

nate watering. Strawberries in pots require a
plentiful supply of water, but it is easy enough to
give them too much. I have seen some growers
place their plants in saucers of water, others have
placed them on turves, but I do not approve of
either. It may be more labour to attend to the
watering of the plants, but it is labour well ex-

pended, and the results justify the means. It may
be interesting to remark that if two sets of plants
are placed on a shelf together, and one set is

watered with manure water and the other with
ordinary water, there will be but little difference

between them when the fruits ripen. The only
way to olitain the value of manure water on Straw-
berries or other plants is to test them together,
with it and without. J. Douc;las.

The Newtown Pippin at home.—Doubtless
the great majority of American Apple growers have
Apples better than the Newtown Pippin is with
them, for there is no Apple grown which is so fas-

tidious as to its location. Even here, where it

reaches its highest perfection, it is utterly worth-
less a mile away from a mountain-side. And yet
the lands, which of all others produce this New-
town Pippin in the highest perfection, the moun-
tain coves and slopes of the Blue Ridge in Albe-
marle, Nelson and Green Counties, of Virginia, can
to-day be bought at very low figures. Here in Al-
bemarle few growers of Mountain Pippins ever
think of gathering and packing their own fruit.

The agents of the English shippers come all

through the hills, buy all the Apples at a set price,

and at the proper time bring their barrels, gather
and ship the fruit. Occasionally a large grower
packs and ships his fruit direct to Liverpool, and
gains largely by so doing. Last autumn Apples of
all kinds were very abundant and low in price, and
yet the Liverpool shippers paid here for the fruit on
the trees 10s. a barrel and furnished the barrels and
packed them. The year before the price was 18s.

It is well known that the Albemarle Pippin always
leads in price Pippins grown elsewhere, and some
are disposed to question its identity with the yellow
Newtown Pippin. The great majority of us, however,
are willing to admit their identity, but adhere to

the name of AU)emarle Pippin as expressive of the
choicest Pippins sold.—W. F. Massey, Crozci, 1 'a.

Raspberries.—There .should be a very heavy
crop of these fruits this year, and as Strawberries
must now almost of necessity be very abundant, it

may interest those who intend making jam to learn
that Strawberries and Ilaspberries in about equal
quantities make a very delicious mixture. Itasp-

berries promise to ripen early, for they arc already

large, although earlier where the soil is hard and
the canes rather small and hard ripened than
where so grossly grown, as is the case in most
private gardens. It is instructive to note how stiff

and hard canes of Raspberries are when grown out
in very open situations and in soil which is fairly

holding, but is not so very rich. Cut back to a
height of from 30 inches to ;i(j inches, the canes
stand up stiff and erect without being in any way
supported, whilst they produce wonderful crops of

fruit. Where many acres of canes are planted any
attempt to support them would be out of the
question. Still there is little necessity, because
the free exposure to sun and wind, ample thinning
in the summer, and hard, yet holding soil tend to

the production of such woody suckers, which ripen

fully as the winter approaches. Raspberries are,

on the whole, perhaps the most regular croppers
of all soft fruits. They suffer little or nothing
from frost and are not affected by excessive wet or

heat if growing on shallow soils. It is, however,
unwise to risk that danger, especially where the
plants may have to stand on the same ground for

many years. Away in exposed places birds do the
fruit less harm than when grown in close gardens.
—A. D.

FEEDING POT STRAWBERRIES.
As a grower of many years' experience, I have been
much interested in the discussion going on between
Mr. Barker and " J. C. B." I lean rather to Mr.
Barker, believing firmly that more Strawberries in

pots have been fed than starved into worthlessness.
Of course, there is no need to do either; but that is

not the point, as both have been, and are still being
done in a very wholesale way.

There are not a few cultivators who never lose

sight of the smallness of the root-runs of Straw-
berries. They are ever contrasting the few square
inches in pots with the feet or yards in the open,
entirely forgetting that very often the roots may
find more food in the smallest area. It is not what
might be, but what is that tells on produce. For
example, there may be nothing to prevent Straw-
berry plants in the open running a yard deep. But
will they ? and what will they get when they do \

These are the vital, the material points. Writing
broadly. Strawberries do nothing of the sort, and
seldom go far afield for their food supplies if the
latter lie within easy reach of them at home; hence
it is better to dismiss our misleading contrasts as
to root area at the outset. Possibly the nearer the
food can be placed to the root-stock the better.

The less time spent on root-wandering the more to
spare for root-feeding and crown-plumping. Once
tlie latter is perfected, the plant has no room for

more until blossom, first leafage, and roots are once
more on the move.

Pot-bound roots appeal for rest or more space,
not more food. Their great work of crown storage
is finished before much swelling takes place. And
so soon as this takes place let the roots fast or
rest until fresh demands are made on them. Hence
I agree with the growers to say, water not at
all, or with clean water only during the resting
period. There is nothing further for the roots

to do at present. The preliminary and furnish-

ing part of the roots completed, let stem and
top likewise rest until the finishing and com-
pletion of the crop. To stuff the roots with rich

food during their semi-dormancy is like trying to

put more into a vessel already full. This leads to
a sheer waste of food and force, and it may do
more and worse. Not more and stronger stimu-
lants, but longer and deeper rest is what the
plants most need at this stage. Hence I cannot
agree with "J. C. B.'s" general st.atement that
whether a Strawberry is finishing its growth or

swelling off its crop the necessity for the applica-
tion of some stimulant may be equally imperative.
No ; the season and the circumstances of the plant
m.'ike all the differences. Under the first con-
dition the work is done, under the second it 18

only beginning, and assuredly on the very face of
it work needs more food than rest.

Neither does the second spell of the work and
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life of Strawberry plants need so much root food as

the first. It is in the first part of the career of

Strawberry plants from runnerhood to maturity of

crowns that the solid, sure foundation of abundant
and perfect fruitage is well and truly laid. Be-
yond that stage it is a mere unfolding and finishing

of perfect produce. In these latter processes light,

air, heat are more potential than food. Hence not

a few of our successful Strawberry growers con-

demn anything in the form of gross feeding from
blossoming to finished fruit. Without pronouncing
a very emphatic opinion on this point I have no
hesitation in strongly condemning the double feed-

ing with rank manures above and below not sel-

dom adopted in Strawberry culture in pots. The
surface lieaped up with cow manure or other solid

ranli manure, the base stood on a similar layer, or

in pans brimful of liquid manure. Is it, then,

any wonder that the plants are often so surfeited

with food that the overplus of the latter overflows

into the fruit and flavours it with soot, guano,
pigeon's manure, or other abominations.

Such gorgings of food at top and bottom may
occasionally develop great size and even lay on
tempting colour. But who can doubt that such
excessive feeding and drinking are more responsible

than aught else for the lack of that tempting aroma
and delicious flavour so often conspicuous by their

absence in forced Strawberries.

Rational forcing has very little to do with this.

Overfeed in the open air in the same way and to

the same extent and we should reap similar results.

Try Strawberries in the open over a sewage tank
and under a manure heap, and note the results

before advocating the imitation of such forcing
conditions under glass. The inferior, under-average
flavour of so many of the latter is caused wholly
through their being overfed and by the use of gross,

rank, unsuitable food. Hoetus.

The commonly reputed avarice of the Irish land-

lord is strikingly absent at Gormanstown, where
30s. is the modest rent of the Irish acre of first-rate

garden ground. I spent three-quarters of an hour
minutely inspecting this morning. The acre was
loaded with produce ; about two-fifths was under
Raspberries, two-fifths under Gooseberries, the re-

maining one-fifth under Currants and sundries. A
passage 5 feet wide is left between each row of

bush fruit, and utilised at times for Potatoes and
Cabbages. The whole is dotted about with standard
Apples and Plums, casting in some cases too much
shadow, I think, over the fruit and vegetables. 1

should prefer to see bush Apples shaped like wine-
glasses hollowed in the centre, with a stem about
3 feet high and branches trained upwards, but never
allowed to grow out of the reach of a man's hand,
/ e., about 7 feet from the ground. Plums will not

bear this training, and must be grown witli more or

less bushy heads, as I am informed by my friend

Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth. As I sat in the

clean and comfortable home of the grower of all

this produce, after inspecting his little farm or big

garden, his tidy wife exclaimed, "The fruit is a
great paying business." The husband—quite a

youth—remarked to me outside, referring to Irish

small farmers in general, "They are not refined to

this business." Dublin and Liverpool are the markets
for the fruits produced. As a matter of fact, the

inhabitants of this fruit-growing district, locally

known as Fingal, are mostly descended from Danes,

as I am informed. But if fruit and vegetable farm-

ing can be successful in Fingal, on the east coast of

Ireland to the north of Dublin, what may not be
achieved in the south of Cork, where I am en-

couraging experiments over a limited area ? I am
convinced that fruit-growing has a great future

before it on both sides of St. George's Channel.

W. H. Bullock Hall.

FRUIT GROWING FOR PROFIT.

Having closely followed the fruit-growing con-

troversy which raged in the press last autumn, and
having since planted fruit trees in considerable

quantities both in England and Ireland, I should
be obliged by your allowing me space in your
journal for a few remarks on the subject of fruit

growing as an industry for small holders in Ire-

land. On the Irish side of St. George's Channel
you start with the immense advantage of finding

300,000 small holdings under £1.") valuation already
in existence marked out for combined fruit, vege-

table, dairy, and poultry farming. The two last-

mentioned branches of farming are undergoing
considerable improvement, while fruit and vege-
table growing are almost entirely neglected in a
soil and climate eminently suited for bush fruit

growing. Were these 300,(100 holdings in Belgium
or Switzerland, their small cultivators would inun-
date British markets with their produce. In Ire-

land this very considerable source of wealth is

almost ignored. I say almost, for only this very
morning I have had the immense satisfaction of

seeing my ideal of combined fruit and vegetable
growing in actual and most successful operation in

the village of Gormanstown, near Balbriggan. It

is a long way the most encouraging spectacle I

have witnessed during my repeated visits to Ire-

land in search of anything hopeful in any direction.

I am happy to be able to add that the fruit-growing
experiment is not confined to Gormanstown, but is

to be met with in equally successful operation in

the villages of Julianstown, Naul, Balscadden,
Stamullen and Dnleek. The holdings vary from
one to about four Irish acres, and the average net
profit from each acre one year with another is, by
comparing statements, about £2.5. I know of no
other use to which average land can be put which
would yield so good a result.

Fruit and vegetable growing is peculiarly suitable

to the economic conditions of Ireland, where small
farms and large families prevail, furnishing free

and always present labour tor thinning and picking
at the critical moment. Young hands would thus
be usefully trained to picking, not in combination
with stealing.

WORK IN FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines.

Eaely ikjuses containing ripe Grapes cannot be

kept too cool and airy, and unless the foliage is very

good, black varieties, which soon lose their colour,

may be the better for a little light shading. This,

however, should not be systematic unless fishing

nets are used, when one or two thicknesses, whilst

letting in light, will greatly soften the sun's rays

without affecting the foliage. White varieties, on

the other hand, when the berries are fully developed

and fairly coloured are greatly improved by expo-

sure to bright light, always provided the circula-

tion of air is equal to the expulsion of moisture.

When a house is cleared of Grapes, say in June,

the Vines will require very careful management
throughout the remainder of the summer, particu-

larly if it be hot and dry and there is the slightest

tendency to insects. Spider, of course, is very

troublesome, as it soon destroys the best leaves
;

hence the importance of laying on the syringe or

hose and watering liberally. Laterals, too, are a

great help, as they save the main buds, but they

should not be allowed to run to an extent calcu-

lated to shade the main leaves or block the venti-

lators. Another enemy is black thrips, not unfre-

quently met with where hard-wooded plants, like

Azaleas, are forced in vineries. It moves stealthily

along, and, left alone, soon spoils bunches as well

as foliage. If taken in time, sponging each affected

leaf with soap or weak tobacco water is the safest

and best remedy, but once thoroughly established

the only cure is fumigation, three times within a

fortnight. Bug can be driven off and scattered by the

hose, unfortunately to rise again, or establish itself

in pastures new where the presence of fruit in any
stage prohibits death-dealing insecticides. Winter,

when the Vines are dormant, is the proper time to

annihilate it, but it may be prevented from spreading

by syringing after sundown with a diluted emul-

sion of soft soap and paralKn, a wineglassful to a

gallon of water. (HI washes, carefully applied, may
not harm tlie foliage, but they are injurious to the

roots, hence the wisdom of packing the stems with

an absorbent that will prevent their descent into

the border.

Succession houses in which Grapes are approaching

maturity will require plenty of air, less fire-heat,

and a gradual reduction in the supply of atmo-

spheric moisture. The roots of the Vines, neverthe-

less, must not be allowed to become dry, or par-

tially so, as cutting off the supply a little too early

is one of the most common causes of cracking. I

always give to Madresfield Court Muscat, Black

Morocco, and Foster's Seedling one good watering

after the berries have commenced changing colour,

cover up the borders to prevent the escape of mois-

ture, and keep the houses extra dry when the

weather is disturbed and unsteady. If the laterals

have been allowed extra free licence, all the

strongest may be shortened by degrees, but the

weakest must be left intact to keep the sap^ in

motion. If spider puts in an appearance, syringing

amongst ripening Grapes being out of the question,

the best preventive is sulphur. Annihilation of this

pest is hardly possible, but when the pipes are

made almost too hot for the hand to be borne upon

them before painting is commenced and the wash
is applied quickly, it receives a check which will

save the foliage. "The house, I may say, should l>e

kept dry and cool until the pipes are hot, when it

must be shut up and kept quite close throughout

the night, care being taken that air is admitted

very early the following morning.

Late vineries containing Lady Downe's, Alicantes,

and other winter hanging Grapes this year are

later than usual, but the set is good, and the bor-

ders having received such copious supplies of rain

water their progress will be very rapid. This pro-

gress, of course, can be accelerated by timely and

liberal thinning, by early airing and closing at a

high temperature from solar influences, by an

abundant supply of atmospheric moisture and

regular damping with good diluted liquid. Inside

borders resting upon ample drainage at this stage

can hardly be over-watered, but the water must be

quite as warm as that used for syringing purposes,

soft if possible, and if the ^"ines be weak or over-

cropped, slightly tinged with some stimulant.

Guano water rushes foliage, soot water gives it

colour, and liquid from the frame ground tank con-

tains all that healthy fruit-bearing Vines require.

As late set Grapes run quickly on to the stoning

stage, it will be necessary to watch closely for

scalding, a disease to which Lady Downe's and

Muscats are very subject, especially during un-

settled weather. Various causes have been assigned,

but prevention just now claims our first attention.

The idea that exposure of the berries to the sun must

precede scalding is wrong, as thousands of berries

and bunches undergo that ordeal, and yet they do

not scald ; whilst odd berries in bunches which the

sun cannot reach suddenly become parboiled. If I

wished to produce a bad case of scalding, the roots

of the Vines should be cold, wet, and inactive ;
the

temiierature should range low and the atmosphere

stagnant through the night, and a thoroughly high

temperature from bright sun should precede venti-

lation the following morning. I would then produce

a sharp current by opening the top and bottom

ventilators, and my task would be accomplished. If

bad colour, thin bloom and shanking also were

wanted, I would follow up this mode of treatment

;

but, assuming that I wished to set aside these de-

fects, warm pipes should favour night ventilation

with a brisk temperature, in which the berries

could not get cold enough to condense moisture.

Liberal, very liberal, ventilation should prevent the

air from becoming hot through the day, and the

roots of the Vines should be kept fresh, bright, and

active in warm, well-drained borders. Scalding does

not extend over more than a fortnight, and yet how
often do we see most beautiful clusters spoiled by its

ravages, when the maintenance of a steady, warm
greenhouse temperature through the day, and that

of a warm vinery through the night would have re-

duced the losses to a very small percentage.

Thinning late Grapes.—ks these are expected to

keep well through the dark damp months of No-

vember and December, when decaying leaves are

falling and dense fogs prevail, the first .step should

be the retention of medium-sized bunches, through

which the air can pass freely. A few large clusters,

of course, may be kept for special purposes, but
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medium bunches give equally fine berries and lay

on perfect bloom and colour, where the others are
frequently deficient. The art of thinning ordinary
summer Grapes consists in allowing room for each
berry to swell to its full size without distorting its

neighbours, but when we come to Lady Downe's, Ali-

cantes, Gros Colmans and late Muscats, the scissors

should be used with a more liberal hand, otherwise
bunches which bind cannot be expected to keep for

three or four months after the leaves have fallen

from the Vines.

CUCUMBEBS.
Fire-heat having been reduced to a minimum, the

houses must be closed extra early with strong solar

influences and a low damp atmosphere through the

night, also on dull days, if possible, must be guarded
against, otherwise mildew may put in an appear-
ance. As this parasite spreads with alarming
rapidity and soon settles the account with the best

of plants, the roots at any cost should be kept in a
brisk temperature from fermenting material, whilst
the water, of which they require copious supplies,

should range from 80° to 90°. As supplementary
preventives, top-dressing and good liquid feeding
should be generous, manipulation frequent, cropping
light, and ventilation near the surface of the bed
pretty free when draughts can be avoided. If this

treatment does not ward off mildew, all the oldest
and most affected leaves may be cut away, espe-

cially those touching the glass, when dry sulphur
nmst be applied to the upper and lower sides of

those left ; also to the vines and surface of the
bed. If this is allowed to remain for twenty-four
hours, all it touches will be destroyed, but favouring
conditions reuiaining, it nmst be repeated at short
intervals until the pits are quite clear. Red spider
sometimes gains a strong hold before firing is re-

duced, and although old plants may not pay for

cleansing, it frequently spreads to others, which it

may be most inconvenient to lose. Copious syring-

ing and liberal feeding are the best preventives, but
once a suspicious-looking leaf becomes visible, light

sponging with soap water— apparently tedious— is

the cheapest and quickest mode of stopping it.

Green-fly rarely attacks plants under really good
culture, but when it does get a foothold, generally
from other occupants, very light fumigation must
be resorted to. Cucumbers and Melons do not,

however, like tobacco smoke in a mild form ; hence
the invaluable advantage of Bloxham's new fumi-
gator, which the operator can carry in his hands
and ply where absolutely necessary.

Frame plants now in full bearing will require
looking over at least three times a week, one of the
secrets of success consisting in pinching each lateral

growth at the first joint beyond the fruit and keep-
ing the bed evenly covered with foliage. If the
latter touches the glass, ordinary portable frames
may be elevated by the introduction of bricks at
each corner, and in the event of the season proving
very hot the fruits may be raised until the lights

are nearly on a dead level. The best time to mani-
pulate frame plants is included in the hour which
precedes final closing for the day—say three to four
o'clock—and no power should induce re-opening to
let out solar heat and moisture. Soft water at a
temperature of mP toW is best for general pur-
po ies, but this may be varied by the use of soot
witer once or twice a week, and when root-feeding
is necessary, the surface of the bed may be
flooded without wetting the foliage. This treat-
ment applies strictly to bright summer weather,
when the overhead bath can be followed by a tem-
perature of H5° to 95", and not to cold, dark days,
when a dash of warm water round the inside of the
frame will produce conditions most favourable to
setting and swelling. Last, but not least, linings
throughout the season must be well renovated, first

the front, then the back, and light covering, if only
a single dry mat, must husband warmth and
moisture through the hours of darkness.

Chebuiiss.

As the cream of the crop of early Cherries will

now be over, all trees which do not require a shift

may be turned out, well clean.sed, .and plunged in

the open air for the remainder of the summer. A
light, airy, but sheltered po.'ition will suit them

best, and if the pots are well filled with roots,
the plants shoulil be liberally mulched with
rotten manure, first, to feed the buds and leaves,
and second, to economise labour, in giving water.
Trees, on the other hand, which require a shift,

should be kept under glass for two or three weeks
at least to encourage the formation of fresh roots
after they are potted. The best compost for these
trees is rather strong calcareous loam, lime rubble,
and a dash of bone-dust, with or without a little

very old cow manure, according to the quality or
poverty of the main staple. A thoroughly moist
ball at the time of potting being imperative, soak-
ing for a short period in tepid water wiU do no
harm, but much good, as the water will facilitate
the removal of the crocks and inert soil, and imme-
diate watering will lie quite unnecessary. The
compost cannot easily be too dry, as it must be very
firmly rammed to prevent the escape of water when
the balls again require this element. If any of the
Bigarreauc are still carrying fruit, they may be re-

moved to a cool, airy place where they will be safe
from wet and birds, as newly-potted trees and these
will not succeed well together.

Late Cherries.—Where the latest varieties are
grown and quality, rarely obtained from trees
on open walls, is the object, they should have a
light airy section of the house to themselves, care
being taken that blackbirds do not effect an
entrance. Next to birds, the greatest enemy to
tliis class of Cherry is damp, especially when ripe
and outside conditions are unfavourable. The
best preventive is a hot-water pipe for driving out
stagnant moisture, but lacking this the pots may
be completely buried in some moderately dry
material to prevent drying out, and unless the
weather is very fine, syringing and damping down
must be discontinued. A house of this kind can-
not have too much air on fine days, and possibly
some light shading may be beneficial, but it must
not be permanent.

Plums.—These, like Cherries, should be kept, if

possible, in sections, and when the earliest now
ripe or approaching this stage are cleared of fruit

they may share the open quarter under the treat-

ment prescribed for the early batch of Cherries.
This removal accomplished, the mid-season and
late varieties may be re-arranged, top-dressed and
regularly fed with warm diluted liquid soot and
guano water alternately. The trees must be kept
closely pinched, not only to let in light and air

and to force the sap into the flower-buds, but also
to keep aphides in check, as it is upon the young and
tender points that these pests thrive and multiply.
Fumigating with tobacco paper when the foliage
is quite dry soon settles green fly, but black aphis
is more tenacious, and is best dealt with by dipping
or careful dredging up to the time syringing is

discontinued. Great care, however, should be
observed in the use of tobacco water or powder,
also of water that is not quite free from lime or
sediment, otherwise the bloom upon the fruit will

be damaged, and this, as everyone knows, must be
kept perfect. Plums do not submit to very hard
forcing, neither do they require it, as the latest

varieties can be ripened to perfection in an ordinary
well-ventilated orchard house.

WORK AMONGST HARDY FRTJITS.
The unsatisfactory reports I have been expecting,

not for days or weeks, but ever since the autumn
leaves fell or were torn from the unripe trees by
December winds, at last are coming in. From
Kent, from East Anglia, from the favoured county
of Hants, from the west and from the great fruit

district in which I am located, I gather that the
grand prospects of a month ago are dwindling
down into disappointment. Indeed, so terrible is

the grub and so dire its attacks upon half-ripe

trees, that 1 question if this second year of tlic

plague will not kill outright tens of thousands of

old trees in our orchards and millions of young
ones in the nurseries. Only la.st week I heard of

one large firm having l(;o,OliO leafless Apple trees

in their nursery, and others, no doubt, are in similar

plight. A great number of trees about this time
last year looked as if they had been scathc<l by fire.

and their owners gave them up for dead ; but, tho-
roughly ripened by the great heat of the preceding
season, early in July they broke into a weak, sickly
growth, which, as a matter of course, never ripened.
Blossom-buds, it is true, were plentiful, but, alas 1

the majority of them were imperfect, and the result
is just what experienced fruit growers anticipated.
Grub, no doubt, is finishing off the enervated trees,

but grub has had very little to do with the destruc-
tion of the crop of fruit. Neither, in my opinion,
has a tropical May, for Pears and Cherries on walls
had flowered and dropped before the warm weather
had set in. Our greatest losses last year were
amongst Apple and choice Pears ; this year they
embrace every kind of fruit, with, possibly. Straw-
berries and Currants as an exception. Possibly ; I
use the word advisably, for, so far as I am able to
judge, the crop will not be so fine and heavy as the
blossom led one to anticipate. Peaches have
thinned terribly, a number of trees which at one
time promised to be very good having cast nearly
all their fruit when about the size of Horse Beans.
A very large tree of Grosse Mignonne and two of
that excellent late Peach Prince of Wales, which
never failed until this year, are very thin indeed.
Alexander, Noblesse and Royal George are fairly

good, but the best crop upon our walls is borne by
Dymond. Nuts are a failure, and Figs are still drop-
ping. As to work amongst the trees, its name is legion,
for garden destroyers are plentiful enough to keep
all hands picking and washing. Then the trees, like
spirited horses that have thrown their riders, are
rushing away headlong and will require all one's
skill .ind attention throughout the remainder of the
season. A repetition of the heat and drought of
1887 is what we now require, for thin out, and pinch
and lay in the wood as we will, nothing short of an
abnormal autunm can ripen the strong shoots and
perfect the flower-buds properly. Just now we are
busy laying in the young wood of Peaches and
Nectarines, and, notwithstanding that all our trees
were root-pruned and some of tliem lifted bodily,
we find a great number of strong shoots which are
shortened back to good laterals, the latter being the
most likely to ripen. As yet the hose has not been
laid on, and the foliage being quite free from aphis
and spider, all washing wiU be deferred until
cleansing becomes absolutely necessary.

Pears.—If not already shortened back to three
or four eyes or bases, all shoots should now be re-

duced to let in light and air and to force up the
flower-buds. If very strong, the work should be
commenced at the top of each tree and gradually
extended downwards, thinning the fruit (save the
mark) being reserved for a future day. Where
rather long, spur-like shoots with a flower-bud at
the point were left intact at the winter pruning,
those which have not set may now be shortened
back to three eyes. The dormant buds may not
break, but they will plump up and most likely form
perfect tlower-buds by the end of another year.
Pyramids and bushes also must be opened out to
let in light and warmth, and gross leading shoots
may be pinched, especially those near the tops of
the trees, but space for extension being ample,
these radiating shoots should be allowed to grow
into fertility.

Plums and Sweet Ciiehries against walls
must have all breast wood and supertiuous shoots
removed, and being subject to green and black
aphis, those reserved must be dipped in tobacco
water before they are laid in. If the latter have
not been netted they will now require this protec-
tion, and Morellos will soon be forward enough, but
aphis being such a scourge, dipping .-md cleans-

ing are imperative preliminary operations. Some
growers peg or nail in their Morellos early in July,

but I prefer allowing the reserved shoots to grow
out from the wall, as they distend the nets and
shelter the fruit from wet when ripe in the autumn.

When the whole of the fruit trees have received
attention, and the reserved growths liavc been
neatly tied or nailed, an advantage should be
taken of fine dry evenings for washing out filth

and insects, not only with plain water, but also with
soapsuds. When fruit crops are full and good
we use this inscclicide carefully throughout the
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summer ; but having so little fruit to mar with the

soap and soda, this season oiifers unfortunate facili-

ties for plying it most freely amongst the spurs

and branches. Then as a fresh clean growth of

laterals will push quickly, pinching must be
followed up, otherwise tlie fruit spurs deprived of

warmth and light will suffer, and possibly again

give out when they have expanded their imjierfect

flowers. Bushes and pyramids must be treated in

the same way, and, unpleasant as it is to work
amongst crippled, fruitless trees, one and all must
receive unceasing attention to every trifling detail

throughout the remainder of the summer.

The oncn.iRD.—Large trees again defoliated by
grub just now present a most pitiable sight to their

helpless owners, and although a great number
which look scorched and dead will soon push a
July growth, I question it a severe winter will not

kill them outright, or render them quite useless.

In many instances this second visitation may prove

a godsend, as thousands of trees, under any cir-

cumstances, should be grubbed up to make room
for young ones ; but where are the latter to come
from, for is it not the fact that young stock in our
nurseries is rendered quite unsaleable ! Some
nurseries, of course, will escape, and not a few-

nurserymen will save small stocks by washing and
picking, but then we may expect to pay a much
higher price for an inferior article. Young trees

whose constitution is sound and good should
receive special attention, as it is to these that we
must look for crops in the future. Newly grafted
trees have made a good start, the growth with us
being exceptionally strong and the foliage fresh

and healthy. If not already attended to, the liga-

tures should now be cut or loosened, and sticks or

stakes applied as safeguards through storms of

rain and wind which may yet overtake them.
W. C.

Fruit prospects.— I am afraid there has been
a tendency this season in some quarters (I speak,
unfortunately, from experience) to forget the old
adage of "reckoning your chickens," &c., in the
matter of the fruit crops; certain it is that so far as
this neighbourhood is concerned the outlook is not
promising. The wet summer and late growth in

1888 are doubtless answerable for much of this, as
I find the crop is invariably thinnest on those trees

that made strong late growths, but I fancy in the
case of the Apple the failure may be partly at-

tributed to a long spell of dull, sunless weather
that we experienced when the trees were in bloom.
Peaches and Nectarines are a very fair crop, the
latter being rather the better. Plums are also very
fair, but partial. Of varieties on walls that I have
noticed, the best crops appear on Early Prolific,

Green Gage, Blue Impfcitrice, Imperial de Milan,
and Golden Drop. Cherries, both dessert and
Morello, are also very fair, and here the favourable
side of the report must end so far as the large and
higher class fruits are concerned. Outdoor Vines
are hardly throwing a bunch; Apricots are very
thin; also Pears, and I am sorry to add that Apples
must be included in the list. The crop is a total

failure in many places ; with us it is thin, and, as
in the case of Plums, decidedly partial. Old bush
trees that have been allowed to increase in size are
carrying the best crops, Keswick Codlin, Stirling

Castle, King of Pippins, and a large light-coloured
Pearmain being specially noticeable. Strawberries
are very good, the fruits of La Grosse Sucree being
exceptionally large and early. Gooseberries are
also a heavy crop, particularly dessert varieties on
trellises. Raspberries are not so good as usual,
and Currants are thin; indeed, Black Currants may
be placed with the Apple, as in a great majority of
cases they are almost a total failure. Greeri-fly

and black-fly have been very troublesome, necessi-
tating a lot of work to keep the trees in a healthy
condition.—E. Burbell, Clarcmont.

Salt for Asparagus beds.— I notice there has
bet'n a little discussion on this subject, anil writers
are divided in opinion :is to the desirability of employ-
ing the salt. Does it not depend on a very simple
matter, viz., the nature of tlie sod in which" the A.s-

paragus is growing ? This lias been my experience. In

a snutly loam, or in old gardens that have been worked
for many years, salt may he used with advantage every
season. But in comparatively new ground, or any-
thing approaching a stiff loam, it is uever advisable to

use it, as it has a tendency to bind and clog any ground
that is at all heavy.—E. Bcebell.

Trees and Shrubs.

ABIES SMITHIANA.
This very handsome Fir is known and grown in

this country under tlie synonyms of A. Morinda
and A. Khutrow, but honour to whom honour
is due justifies botanists in claiming for it the

shoots, wliich give it quite a weeping character,

and being almost as free as the common Spruce,

it soon forms a fine specimen. The foliage is

dense, of a light green colour, and the leaves

are quite 2 inches in length on healtliy, robust

trees, but shorter and less persistent on dry,

warm soils subject to drought in hot summers.
Under the latter conditions, the trees commence
bearing cones when very young, but here on
our heavy calcareous loam they attain a height

of from iO feet to 30 feet before they become
very fertile, and then, hanging in profusion,

they convert A. Smithiaua into the softest and
most graceful specimen in the pinetum. The

Coning branch of Abies Sniithiana (syns., A. Morinda and A. Khutrow).
grown at Eaatnor Castle.

From a specimen

specific name of Smithiana, in compliment to

Mr. Smith, gardener to the Earl of Hopetoun,

by whom the first plants— six in number—were

raised in this country. A native of the Hima-
layan Mountains, from Bhotan to Cashmere,

where it is found at elevations ranging from

0000 feet to 12,000 feet, it is quite hardy in this

country, but being an early grower, some care

should be devoted to the selection of a site

sheltered from the morning sun, otherwise the

soft, tender shoots may get cut off by the frosts

of spring. When ijlanted in a deep, moist,

loamy soil it forms a dense and most graceful

pyramid composed of thousands of pendulous

branchlet herewith figured, and greatly admired

by the editor of The GakI'EN a few months
since, was taken from a tree raised at Eastnor

and planted by mo some twenty years ago, but

it hardly does justice to the specimen, as each

of the cones was G inches in length, quite smooth,

an<l literally varnished with tears of transparent

resin. The timber, which is white and free from

the hard knots met with in th(! common Spruce,

Sir J. D. Hooker says is of little value and soon

perishes. This, however, matters but little, as

a tree which suficrs in its yoiiug growtli when
planted below the lino of fog and frost is hardly

likely to be made an article of commerce. As
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au ornamental specimen, nevertheless, all lovers

of unique Conifers having deep holding loams
upon which the Spruces and Silver Firs thrive

should certainly give this species a trial. Here
I have planted a goodly number in the grounds
as well as in ornamental game coverts, and
although I have not been particular in my choice

of site, I must say I never saw a single tree

injured in its spring growth, the only drawback
on rocky grouud being persistent drought later

in the season. W. C.

JAPANESE AND EVERGREEN TREES AND
SHRUBS.

It is only at a Large exhibition like that of Man-
chester that one has an opportunity of seeing these
subjects produced extensively and in their best
character. Prizes are offered for groups, but some
nurserymen take collections, but do not enter them
for competition. Messrs. Fisher, Son, and Sibray,

well-known nurserymen of Handsworth, Sheffield,

had a very fine collection of Japanese Maples, of

which they make a great specialty, and inter-

spersed with them were a few choice hardy
shrubs. This Sheffield firm grow these Maples
freely and colour them finely, and they assert

that most of them are hardy in their Hands-
worth Nurseries. Such being the case, if these
valuable ornamental shrubs do so well among the
surroundings of smoky, grimy Sheffield, then it

must be certain they will flourish in other parts
where the atmosphere is purer and more congenial
to the plants than in this busy manufacturing
centre. Palmatum appears to be one of the best
stocks for grafting these Maples upon. It is said
Maples are becoming much used, not only for the
decoration of conservatories, but also for halls, al-

coves, &c., in residences.

In this interesting group was Taxus grandis, a
free-growing shrubby Yew of great promise, a seed
ling intermediate between elegantissima and the
Golden Iris. It was conspicuously showing its

variegation, and it is very likely to make a useful
ornamental hardy evergreen shrub. There was also

a specimen of Taxus adpressa variegata, a bright-
looking golden form of the black adpressa, and to

both of these first-class certificates of merit were
awarded.

In Messrs. Waterer and Sons' group of Japanese
plants they had charmingly coloured Maples,
Aucubas in variety in berry, Acer Negundo varie-

gata, the Umbrella Pine (Sciadopitys verticillata),

Osmanthuses of sorts, all of them evergreen shrubs
deserving of a wider recognition ; twenty varieties

at least of Retinosporas, among them a specimen of
pisifera nana variegata, a low, rather spreading,
round-headed plant of extremely slow growtli, for

I was informed by Messrs. Waterer and Sons'
manager that he grafted this plant himself twenty-
five years ago ; consequently it must meanwhile
have grown very slowly indeed. He states that it

is a capital plant for planting on the verges of rook-
work. There were also specimens of the Japanese
Holly (Ilex furcata), which will withstand 20" of

frost with impunity. In an interesting talk with
Messrs. 'Waterer's manager he told me that he
thought all the Retinosporas are varieties of pisi-

fera, and will revert to that species. This statement
is made by a man who has sjient a lifetime in

working among and propagating Retinosporas, and
who, therefore, is likely to know something about
them.

I think R. pisifera aurea is, in many ways, a very
useful hardy yariegated plant. I have a good-sized
specimen in a pot, and it is an attractive ornament
in my forecourt garden in summer and in my cold
house during winter. It takes on a rich golden
hue ; it is of compact, though slow growth, and it

bears clipping remarkably well. Experiments have
been made in the way of employing this plant as a
garden edging and as a substitute for iiox, and it

is said that tlie Retinospora is quite aa hardy and
less particular in the choice of soils, tliat it is of
dwarfer growth and bears clipping better, as the
leaves are very minute and dense, while Box leaves,

from their size, become much mutilated when the
shears are applied ; then, while it is of a compact
growth and leafy, the foliage is of a lively golden
colour, and the cost does not exceed that of common
Box.

The collection of hardy evergreen shrubs shown
at Manchester by Messrs. Waterer and Sons was
represented by jilants of large size, and so illus-

trating their adaptability for decoration. They were
arranged in a long line upon the terrace, where
they were seen to the best advantage. They com-
prised Hollies in variety, green-leaved and yarie-

gated
; Retinosporas, Taxus, Abies, Thujas, Thu-

jopsis, &c.—quite a unique collection. R. D.

THE WEEPING BEECH.
(fagus sylvatica pendula.)

Not until I had seen the noble example of the
Weeping Beech in Mr. Waterer's Knap Hill
Nursery had I the remotest idea of how truly
grand and picturesque a tree the above is. Unlike
most weeping trees, the one in question is a picture
of ease and beauty, the massy pendent foliage and
irregular outline generally imparting to it a grace
and grandeur that would be difficult to describe.
The tree is closely branched to the ground, not
symmetrically rounded in contour, but here and
there great masses of foliage steal out from the
general outline and add to it a charm and easy
grace that should at once characterise this Beech
as one of the handsomest ornamental trees in cul-
tivation.

Planted on the gi'eensward, and at a respectable
distance from any other tree, an example of the
Weeping Beech, even if half as fine as the Knap
Hill specimen, would have a telling effect and
impart a finished appearance that it would be
almost impossible to impart without it. Un-
fortunately, I do not know the dimensions of this
fine Weeping Beech, but the spread of branches is

extraordinary and the health of the tree perfect,
judging at least from the fine healthy tone of
the foliage. Perhaps Mr. Waterer would favour us
with its dimensions, for I have more than once
heard it said to be the finest in the kingdom.
Generally, however, the Weeping Beech is of more
regular outline than is the tree just referred to, it

being, too, one of the most persistent of weepers,
the branches hanging verticiilly one over the other
in massy flakes, and giving to the trees a very
distinct and unusual appearance.

There is another Weeping Beech in commerce,
but it is inferior in almost every respect to
the one under notice. Of dwarf habit, some-
what compact growth, and sparsely branched, it

bears but little comparison with the Knap Hill
variety, which is of as free growth almost as the
typical species.

When we take into consideration of how free
growth the Beech is, how easily supplied with suit-
able soil, and how hardy and robust it is, it

only surprises us that more of the distinct forms—
and there are not a few, to wit the Fern-leaved,
crested, purple, and weeping—are not to be found
under cultivation. Beside a pond or lake, and
where its peculiarly pleasing contour is well shown
off, the Weeping Beech looks best ; but elevated at
a considerable height above the eye of the observer
and backed up by silver Birches and other light-
foliaged trees it likewise looks well. Undoubtedly
there are many forms of the so-called Weeping
Beech, but in my opinion the specimen at Knap
Hill is well worthy of extensive culture, for it is

without doubt the most beautiful of the many
forms at present under cultivation.

A. D. AVbbstisr.

SHORT NOTES.—THEUS AND SHRUBS.

Olearia macrodonta.—When I selected this
licMuliliil ll.)lly-lciivi'd-liK-i' tree two or three yours
iig|>, I was iiiiicli .stiiR-k with its distinct and intiTi'sl-

m)i t'oliaf,'!', and would liayo hcpii satisliod with i( Cor
lliatalune. Butattliu present time it hus developed
nuiuerous clusters of flowera resembling miniature

Marpruerites. It is, I think, the most pleasing of all

trees or shrubs that have blossomed here in June.

—

J. MuiB, Morgam.

Californian Bearberry (Arctostaphylos cali-

fornicus).—The common Bearberry (A. uva-ursi) is

a very useful plant for covering the ground in the
neighbourhood of the larger Ericacea: where it is

somewhat shaded, as well as fairly moist. For this

purpose A. californicus is just as suitable, and
affords a pleasing change from the other. It is

larger in all its parts and more \ igorous than the
common Bearberry, and consequently will cover

the ground at a quicker rate than our native kind.

The pretty little wax-like blossoms are borne in

great profusion, and being of a brighter colour than
those of the common form are therefore more
showy.—T.

Spiraea splendens.—This Spira?a is sometimes
classed as a variety of S. japonica or callosa, but it

differs widely from what is usually regarded as the
typical form of that species, which is a tall-grow-

ing plant, remarkable for the bright red tint of the

young leaves. S. splendens, on the other hand,
forms alow, very dense-growing bush, about 1 yard
high, whose foliage does not show any of the bright

colouring of S. japonica. From a flowering point

of view, however, it is a most beautiful shrub, as

the blossoms, which are borne in dense flattened

corymbs, are of a rich reddish pink colour, a good
deal like those of the finest form of S. japonica.

As a flowering shrub, too, its merits are greatly en-

hanced by the fact that it commences to bloom
about midsummer, by which time the bulk of

flowering shrubs are over.—H. P.

Syring-a amurensis.— This is the best known
and most commonly cultivated of the Lilacs with
white flowers, in which the tube of the corolla is

short, and which belong to the section Ligustrina,

so called from the resemblance of the flowers to

those of the Ijigustrum, or Privet. It is a spread-

ing shrub of graceful habit, growing here to a
height of li feet or S feet. The panicle of flowers

is sometimes erect, and sometimes pendulous by
the curving of the slender branches. It is short
and compact, or more often long, one-sided, and
spar.sely flowered. The small creamy white flowers,

which are destitute of perfume, appear here from
the 15th to the 20th of June. It is a native of

j\Ianchuria, where it was discovered in 1857 by the
Russian botanist, Radde. A few years later it

was introduced into cultivation through the agency
of the St. Petersburg garden, to which Maack sent

seeds from the valleys of the Amour and the

Ussuri. It is, as might have been expected, per-

fectly hardy here. As an ornamental plant it

possesses considerable value.— Garden and J'orest.

Beaufortia splendens.—This Australian shrub
belongs to what are usually called Bottle-brush
plants, this name being derived from the peculiar

character of the inflorescence, the principal feature

of which is a crowd of bright-coloured filaments

arranged round the shoot after the manner of a
Bottle-brush. The different genera that produce
blossoms in this manner are all members of the

Myrtle family, and include the Melaleucas and Cal-

listemons, as well as the Beaufortias. Of this last-

named genera one of the best is B. splendens, a
much branched bush with neat foliage and glowing
scarlet-coloured blossoms. A coloured plate was
given of it in The Garden, Jlay 5, 1883, in which
its peculiar, yet beautiful blossoms were well shown.
Another species. B. dccussata, has also bright showy
blossoms, but it is easily distinguished from the

first - named by the decussate arrangement of

the foliage. Of the Callistemons which are larger

and bolder growing bushes than (lie Beaufortias, the

finest is 0. rigidus, whose twiggy branches are

clothed with peculiarly greyish green loaves, while

the brush-like arrangement, whicliextends for about
II inches along the shoots, is composed of a mass of

hair-like filaments of a soirlet-erimson colour

tipped with gold. For large conservatories this is

one of the most beautiful plants it is possible to

have, and one that often flowers at different seasons

of the year. ('. salignus, which has straw-coloured

blossoms, is very distinct from the last, but not

nearly so showy. The genus Melaleuca is an ex-
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tensive one, but very few members of it are to be
met with unless in some of our principal botanic

gardens. A few distinct species are M. squamea,
with purplish blossoms ; M. striata, pink ; M. Wil-

soni, reddish ; and M. diosm.-efolia. All these different

Bottle-brush plants, in common with most subjects

belonging to the Myrtle order, are of easy culture,

the principal consideration being in potting to use

a compost that will remain sweet and open for a
considerable period, as in the case of large speci-

mens they will not require repotting for many years.

Good fibrous peat and loam in about equal parts,

with a liberal admixture of sand will suit most of

them perfectly.— H. P.

SUMMER PROPAGATION OF SHRUBS.

Many of our choice shrubs can be readily propa-

gated during the summer from green wood cuttings

at much less cost than at any other time of the

year ; the material is more plentiful and more
easily procured, and no fire lieat is reijuired. A
much longer season, too, is available, another im-

portant advantage where large quantities of plants

are reiiuired. The greenhouse can then be used in

winter for the plants of more difficult propagation.

Either a greenhouse or frames, or both, are required,

according to the number of plants to be propagated.

A house 40 feet long by 18 feet wide, with two side

benches 3 feet wide, and a centre bench 6 feet

wide, will, under good management, be able to turn

out, with the aid of frames in which to harden off

the plants, many thousands of the easily rooted

kinds between June and October, after which it

can be cleared out and made ready for winter work.

Many kinds of material have been used by pro-

pagators to strike cuttings in, but I have found
nothing better than clear, sharp sand, not too

coarse, but free from clay and iron rust. Sand
that has been exposed to sun and air for some
time is best, but it can be used fresli from the pit

it carefuUy selected. The sand should be spread

on the benches from 2 inches to M inches deep for

any ordinary soft wood cuttings, and at this time

of the year it is not necessMry to drain a bi-il of

tliis sliglit depth it it is carefully looked after.

The sand should be well watered and made as

firm as possible with a mallet or brick. Where
cuttings are put in firmly they do much the best.

They should be selected from young shoots of half-

grown wood, if possible, and of medium size, all

over-grown suckers being avoided. Cuttings with

two to three eyes, certainly not more than four,

will be long enough in the case of most plants,

although much larger cuttings can be used. Remove
tlie lower leaves and cut off smooth below an eve,

being careful to have a well-sharpened knife. If

the upper leaves of the cuttings are large, it is

well to shorten tliem somewhat, to lessen the

surface exposed to the air and to help prevent

wilting. Soft-wooded cuttings of trees or shrubs

should on no account be allowed to wilt.

Except in rainy weather, I invariably keep a

can of water with me, and the cuttings as fast as

they are collected are sprinkled and put into a

close-covered box until I get to the potting-shed.

When cuttings arc collected at a distance, I dip

each lot, as soon as cut, in water, and wrap tliem

immediately in damp paper, keeping them away
from the air as much as possible. On reaching

home they are at once spread on the damp floor,

sprinkled, c^ut in lengths, and, as soon as possible,

put in the bed, where they should barely touch

each other, especially in summer, for when they are

crowded tliey are more liable to attacks of fungus,

the growth of which is very rapid, often goicg
through large beds in a single night. All care

should, therefore, be taken to diminish the danger

from it.

As soon as the cuttings are put in tliey should be

well watered to settle the sand firmly around

them. The root of the house should be shaded
with a slight coat of whitewash. l"or the first

week or ten days extra shading should be given

inside over the cuttings with strips of light cotton

cloth or paper, hung like a curtain, so that it may
be easily drawn or rolled up when not in use.

The cuttings will usually need shading from nine in

the morning until three o'clock in the afternoon,

or even later, according to the weather and the

construction of the house. If very hot wea-
ther prevails, a light syringing should be given
twice or three times a day, and the floors or paths
of the greenhouse should be damped down morning,
noon, and night. The temperature of the house
should be kept as even as possible by closing early

or late, according to the weather. When cloudy,

all the shade should be removed, if possible, and
the syringing discontinued unless the cuttings

show signs of wilting, when they may have a
slight sprinkling. After the first week or ten

days the extra shading should be slowly dis-

pensed with. Most of the cuttings will be well

rooted at the end of a month, when they should
be at once transferred to boxes or pots of light,

rich, sandy earth, planted firmly, and for a few
days should be shaded and syringed just as they
were on the cutting bench. At the end of a week
they will be somewhat established, when they may
be treated as ordinary plants, in a greenhouse or

frame, during the first season until the new growth
is well ripened. The pots or boxes should be well

protected from extreme weather, either in frames
or deep pits, otherwise many of the plants will not

endure the first winter. It is also well to remember
that the soil in boxes or pots, stored away for

winter in pits, should never be sodden or wet. In

the spring the plants should be shaken out of the

pots or boxes and transplanted into well-prepared

nursery beds, kept well cultivated, and at the end
of the season most of them will be fine, healthy

plants. I prefer the boxes to pots, as the plants

make better roots, are more easily handled, and
pack away better in pit or frame. The boxes 1 use

are made by cutting an ordinary soap box into four,

using cheap half-inch Spruce for the extra bottoms.

The boxes usually last two seasons if housed as

soon as they are out of use.

The species of plants that I have found readily

propagated in this way are Berberis Thunbergi, B.

vulgaris and its varieties, many of the Clematises,

Deutzias, Akebias, Ampelopsis, Baccharis, Bigno-

nias, Callicarpa, Cornus sanguinea, C. stolonifera,

and other Cornels, Cotoneasters, Elajagnus longipes,

Euonymus, Forsythias, Helianthemums. Itea, Ker-

rias, Ligustrums, Loniceras, PhUadelphus, Prunus

japonica and some others, Kubus, Ginkgo, Sambu-
cus, Symphoricarpus, Hydrangeas, Syringa, Schizo-

phragma, Decumaria, Ribes Gordon!, Styrax, Dier-

villas, Rhodotypos, Vinca, Pterostyrax.

Some Viburnums, like V. cassinoides, V. Opulus,

V. plicatum, \. dentatum and V. Sieboldi, root

readily from soft-wood cuttings ; others are best

propagated 1 >y layering or grafting. Some species

of Roses, such as R. multiflora, R. repens and K.

setigera, root quite easily, while others, like R.

rubiginosa and R. rubritolia, refuse to root at all.

Exochordas, Clethras, Andromedas, Hollies,

Osmanthuscs, Stuartias, and other slow - root-

ing plants do much better under a bell-

glass or double-light frame. Where only small

quantities of plants are needed, fj-inch or (i-inch

pots, well drained, all the other conditions being

the same, can be used in a frame with an easterly

exposure instead of the propagating bench. What-
ever methods are used, the greatest watchfulness

and care must be exercised at all times, or the

result will be failure, however well the mechanical

part of the work is done.

One of the easiest methods of increasing woody

plants during the summer is by layering. This

for places where large quantities of plants are not

wanted is the surest way, and requires the least care,

after the operation is once completed, and many
plants diflicult to propagate by cuttings are sure

in time to root from layers. At one time, in fact,

tew nurseries of any size were without a place set

apart as a stool-ground, so-called, and many nur-

series at home, as well as abroad, use this method

for increasing many plants to-day. In forming a

stool-ground, select a good piece of good, light

loam, well enriched with rotted manure. 'J'rench

it well and set out the plants from 3 feet to G feet

apart, according to their habit of growth. This

gives plenty of room to work all around the plants

after they have been thoroughly established

After removing the soil to the depth of from 4

inches to G inches, gently draw down the branches
to be layered, fixing theiu in place by hooked pegs,

and, with a sharp knife, after removing the surplus

leaves, cut halt way through the stem, just below
an eye, then drawing the knife towards you, cut

the branch lengthwise from 1 inch to 2 inches,

according to its size. Cutting the stem of the
layer on the under side, as is the usual way, is often

followed by the breaking of the layer, if it is at all

brittle. This is prevented by making the cut on
the upper side and moving the tongue slightly to

one side. After being pegged down the layer

should be covered with from 4 inches to Ij inches

of loam. In many plants it is not necessary to

tongue the layer, a slight twist being sufficient.

With others it is only necessary to bury the stem,

while others again root if the branch is only held in

contact with the surface of moist earth. The only

attention demanded by layers is plenty of water
during the dry season and keeping the ground
clean. A special piece of ground set apart for this

work is not necessary. Any plant can bo layered

if a trench is dug around it and filled with good
loam, into which the tongued or twisted branch is

held. While many layered plants will root in a

few weeks, others will take a year, and some two
and even three. Some will need to be recut or

ringed to make them root. After layers are rooted

they should be severed from the branch, pruned
and transplanted to the nursery in the same way as

other plants. Almost every hard-wooded plant

known can be rooted from a layer if the proper

time is allowed.— Jackson Dawson, in Garden
and lAircst.

Stove and Greenhouse.

WORK IN PLANT HOUSES.
WiNTER-PLOWERiNO STOVE PLANTS. — The dif-

ferent kinds of quick-growing winter-flowering

plants which require more or less artificial heat

should now be moved into the pots they are in-

tended to bloom in. Though the kinds generally

used for winter blooming are free-growers, it will

take all the time between this and autumn to get

the plants sufliciently large and to admit of the

wood becoming properly matured. It may be taken

as a rule that the freer the growth which plants

make naturally, the more root-room they require,

but it is not well to give larger pots than necessary,

for much may be done to keep up the requisite

vigour by the use of manure water, which may be

given freely from the time the roots have got well

hold of the soil.

Thyrsacanthus rutilans.—This plantdoes not

require so much room as some of the strongest

growing species; 8-inch or 9-inch pots are large

enough for examples that were struck from cuttings

during the present spring. Old cut-back stock that

bloomed last winter will require Ill-inch or 12-inch

pots it the plants are strong and vigorous. Loam,

to which has been added about a sixth part of

rotten manure and some sand, will answer. With
all soft-wooded subjects of the nature of this Thyr-

sacanthus it is well to mix some leaf-mould if the

loam happens to be of a heavy adhesive character.

Drain the pots liberally, and see that the soil when
used is quite free from worms. There is nothing

gained by stopping this plant too often, as it will

not form a bush. But in the case of large old

plants, when not sufficiently furnished, the tops

may again be cut out.

SKiiicoonAriiis Giuesbkecihti.— A moderate

size is attaineil by this plant. Eight-ineh pots are

large enough for spring-struck stock, unless when
they are unusually strong. An inch larger size

may be given to cutback examples that after

breaking into growth were shaken out and put into

smaller pots than they had occupied last year. The
plants will have been already once stopped, and as

soon as they have made a little progress after pot-

ting the points of the shoots may be again removed.

In most cases this second stopping will be suffi-

cient. Keep the plants well up to the root of the
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house or pit in which they are grown daring the
summer. It is necessary in the case of this and
other things that produce flowers somewhat thin

in texture to see to this, as if the leaves and stems
are wanting in solidity, nothing that can after-

wards be done will make good the defect.

Plumbago rosea.—Eight-inch or !i-inch pots will

answer for this season's struck plants. Old cut-

back specimens will need two or three sizes larger.

If the plants are not sufficiently furnished they
should again b3 stopped. To do this effectually

the stopping should not be confined to simply
pinching out the points of the shoots; this, with ex-

ceptionally soft-wooded things like this Plumbago,
often has no other effect than to cause a single eye
to break. To induce the requisite increase of

shoots, at least two joints should be removed from
each of the branches that are stopped. This will

cause two or three eyes from the better solidified

wood to push and grow away evenly. This plant
also requires all the light that can be given it from
the time the cuttings are struck until the plants

come into bloom. Care should likewise be taken
that no more atmospheric moisture is used than is

necessary for the healthy development of this and
other things that are grown with it.

Erantiiemum pdlchelluai.—This plant has
flowers of a colour that at no season of the year is

over-plentiful, and through the winter still less so.

Where the plants after being struck in spring have
been pushed on and due attention has been paid to

stopping, they will now be stout and bushy, fUling

6-inch or 7-inoh pots with an abundance of roots.

They should be moved at once into others two or

three sizes larger. If a portion of the stock is

required to come into flower later so as to give a

succession of bloom, these may again have their

points pinched out. Old specimens that were cut
back after blooming are the most suitable for

flowering first; for these when strong, 11-inch or

12-inch pots will not be too large. Both the young
and the older stock may be grown on together
until autumn, after which those that are wanted to

bloom a little later should be kept cooler for a
time.

PoiNSETTiAS.—Cuttings that were put in to

strike last month should now be in a condition to pot
off. If well rooted, they may at once be put in the

pots in which they are to be grown on and flowered.

When grown with as much heat as they like, a
liberal shift in the way indicated may be given
without any danger of the roots being injured.

After potting, keep the tops of the plants as near
the glass as they can be got. This is the best way
of preventing the objectionable long-jointed growth
which Poinsettias are naturally inclined to make.
When they are potted, give a moderate amount of

air daily, regulating the quantity by the state of

the weather. When very hot, additional water
should be thrown about the floors, under the stages,

and on the walls, so as to prevent the air getting too

dry. Old plants that were headed down in spring

and afterwards partially shaken out and repotted,

will shortly require moving into the pots in which
they are to remain. The size given should be regu-

lated by the strength of the plants and the size

they are required to be grown. to. Stout stools will

be furnished with four or five shoots each ; some of

these generally show a disposition to outgrow and
starve the others. The strong ones should be tied

down so as to bring them to a horizontal posi-

tion. This will help to direct the strength
into the weaker ones, which must be left erect.

The points of the bent-down shoots will soon
assume their natural erect position, and the whole
growth will go on more evenly than if the liranches

were left to take their own course. All tlie plants

named require a thin shade in bright sunny
weather ; but this should in all cases be movable,
and neither put over them earlier in the mornings
nor kept on later in the afternoons than there is any
necessity for, as the more direct light winter-
flowering subjects such as those noticed re-

ceive the better it is for them. Syringe freely

every afternoon at the time the air is shut olf.

Several of the plants mentioned are not so much
troubled as some things are with insects

;
yet a

regular application of water overhead has a marked
effect in keeping insect pests down, provided it is

properly done, and it is alike of use in assisting the

growth. One syringing a day is enough. The soil

advised for the Thyrsacanthus will do for the other
kinds mentioned. Pot moderately firm, but it is

not necessary to ram the soil so solid as required by
finer rooted things that do not grow so fast.

Scutellaria Mocciniana.—This plant keeps
on blooming almost all the year round, as at no
season does the growth extend far without forming
bloom. But to enable it to do this it is necessary
to give warm stove treatment in winter. The red
and yellow flowers, produced as they are in large

cone-shaped heads, are equally effective when cut

as they are when on the plant. After its first in-

troduction this Scutellaria was to be met with in

most gardens where a good selection of stove kinds
was grown. Now for some inexplicable cause it is

seldom seen. Young plants struck in spring should
be moved into 6-inch or 7-inch pots. Loam, with
some rotten manure, sand, and a little leaf-mould,
answers for it. It is such a free bloomer that it

will flower when quite small ; consequently, whilst

in a young state it should not be allowed to want
for pot room, otherwise it is more disposed to pro-

duce flowers than to make growth. Pinch out the

points of the shoots to induce the formation of side

branches. The stopping should be repeated a second
time, after which there is not usually much neces-

sity for further attention in this matter, as two or

more eyes will generally start on each branch im-

mediately below the flower. Ordinary stove treat-

ment is all that the plant requires. T. B.

Pelargonium Duchess of Teck.—This is a

pure wliite form, and is in all probability a sport

from Mme. Thibaut, a well-known variety, whose
capacity for sporting appears to be almost un-

limited. Duchess of Teck has an excellent habit

of growth, is very free, and produces bold trusses of

well-formed pure white flowers. Messrs. Fisher,

Son, and Sibray, nurserymen, Sheffield, had a large

quantity of it at the great Whitsun show at Man-
chester. Should it make a good winter-flowering

variety it will be valuable for cutting purposes.

But what with Venus, Pearl, and one or two other

pure white varieties, it seems a little difficult to say
which is likely to prove the best.—R. 1).

Amasonia punicea.—This pretty and distinct

stove plant is of easy culture, and seems to flower

with but little regard to the season of the year, as

while it is in many cases in bloom at the present
time, it may also be induced to flower during the
dull days of winter. This was well exemplified in

the case of a number of specimens in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery at Chelsea last winter, which,

though in full bloom, were less affected by the

dense fogs which prevailed at that time than many
other subjects. Its several desirable qualities should
cause this Amasonia to become a popular plant, but
up to the present it is by no means common. It

was introduced from Brazil by Messrs. Veitch, and
distributed by them in 1881.—H. P.

Tabernsemontana coronaria planted out.—I lately saw a row of plants of this which had
been planted along the centre of a large span-

roofed house. The house was occupied solely with
Gardenias, with this solitary exception, the plants

in the centre bed being planted out on raised

hillocks in soil consisting mainly of peat, the Taber-

nicmontanas receiving the same treatment. Being
the taller plants, their snowy heads of flower looked
well above the green foliage of the Gardenias. Both
these plants in this establishment may be said to

be free from the pest which, in some places, is a
sore trouble—mealy bug. This insect may be kept

in check by nothing but clean water if applied

vigorously with the syringe at all times. Mealy
bug does not like to have its nests disturbed. The
treatment required by the Gardenias is quite suited

to tlie requirements of the Tabernainiontana.—M.

Azalea Deutsche Perle.—This will, as it be-

comes better known, be very largely cultivated, as

it is almo.st, if not quite, equal in appearance to a
Gardenia, the flowers being large, semi-double, of

the purest white, and of great substance of petal.

Besides all these points, the plant is a first-rate

grower, it being of a strong, fine habit, and as it is

naturally an early-blooming variety, it requires but
very little forcing to get it in bloom in midwinter,
and especially is this so with plants that have once
been in beat, so as to cause them to make growth
before they otherwise would. A fine companion to

Azalea Deutsche Perle is Pauline JIardner, which
has most of the good qualities of the first-named,

the habit of plant, earliness of blooming, shape
and substance of flowers being about the same,
Imt the flowers are of quite a different colour, as

they are cherry - red and very bright looking.

Those who have not these two Azaleas should
get them, as they are of great value for bouquets,

their thickness of petal rendering them very en-

during when mounted and used for such work.

—

S. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 707.

TWO WINTER-FLOWERING SHRUBS.
(with a (JOLOrilED PLATE OF DAPHNE MEZEKEl'M

AITt'.'MNALIS AND CYDONIA JAPONICA MOER-
LOO.SEI.*)

Throughout the months of November and De-
cember very few flowering shrubs are to be
found in our gardens, and conseijueutly any
that bloom at that season are especially valu-

able, more particularly if they are of a bright

and cheerful tint, which the two here Olustrated

certainly are, for late last autumn they formed
conspicuous features in Messrs. Veitch's nursery
at Coombe Wood.

That occupying the major portion of the plate

is a form of the old Japan Quince (Cydonia or
Pyrus japonica), and known as IMoerloosei. It

is remarkable from the fact that it flowers earlier

in the season and more continuously than the
other varieties, for while they were showing but
a scattered bloom or two, this was already bear-
ing quite a profusion of its bright-coloured
blossoms. This variety is of Continental origin,

and has been announced in different nursery-
men's catalogues for many years, but its early

flowering qualities do not appear to have pre-

viously attracted attention ; indeed, there seems
to be some confusion concerning it, for I ob-
tained one among a collection of other varieties

under the above name, and which when it

bloomed was no earlier and so inferior that it

was ultimately discarded. That herein figured
is, however, a most valuable shrub, and one
that should be included in any selection of the
very best varieties of the Japan Quince. A few
other highly meritorious forms are nivali.s, pure
white ; cardinalis, deep crimson

;
priuceps, rich

scarlet-crimson ; rosea, bright j^ink ; anil Gail-

lardi, a distinct salmon-roso. The cultural re-

(juirements of the above are so well known tliat

nothing need be said on the subject, except that
when employed as wall plants (for whicli thoy
are so well suited), the mistake is often made of

cutting them in too severely, and thereby in-

juring the display of bloom. When grown in

this way the wall should simply bo used as a
means of support and not as a groundwork on
which the branches are to bo secured. As
bushes in the (qx'ii, too, tlie better varieties of

the Japan (.luinco merit extended cultivation,
for tliough tliey do not commouce flowering so
Boon as those on a south wall, still their season
ofliloojiiing is .spread over a consideiable period,
especially if the variety here figured is included
amougst them.

* Dnuvn for The (Jakokn liy H. (i. Mmm, Doc 10,
1888, from specimens sent from Coombo Wood. Litho-
graphed and printed by Vincent Brooks, London.
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Several of the plants mentioned are not so much I
it is almost, if not quite, equal in appearance to a I isss from >i™<-;,„nn» <,„„t ,.,„, p-, i w . i -.^

troubled as some things are with insects; yet a
|

Gardenia, the flowers being large, iemi-double, of
| ^^f^h^rnd'^^IS^^^^^
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The ADTrMN-FLOWERED Daphne (D.Mezereum
autumnalis), the other suliject shown in the

plate, is a form of tlie oommon Mezereon that

flowers much earlier tlian the typical species.

This form has been long known in cultivation,

hut its orii^'in, I believe, is doubtful. It is

alluded to by Loudon in the following terms :

" Habit spreading ; also with larger leaves than
the species, and producing its flowers in autumn.
A most desirable shrub, being commonly covered
with its gay pinkish lilossoms from November to

March. " In this there is no mention of the in-

dividual blooms being larger than those of the

type, which is, however, the case. It is one of

those shrubs for which a good demand might be
anticipated, yet I am assured it is so little asked
for, that the autumn-flowered Daphne is simply
kept as a stock plant in a few nurseries ; whereas
one would expect it to be grown by the thousand.

There are some other well-marked varieties of

the Mezereon, one of which has pure white
blossoms. Besides the colour of the flowers,

this has foliage of a paler hue than the ordinary

form, and the berries are yellow instead of red.

There is also a very scarce variety with double
blossoms, which, with the white and the common
Mezereon and its varieties, is well shown in a

coloured plate issued with The Garden, .June 26,

1886. These Daphnes are not seen at their best

in a dry sandy soil, as they prefer a cool, moist,

but thoroughly drained spot. An unusually
deep-coloured variety of the common Mezereon
is occasionally met with under the names of

rubra, atro-rubra, or purpurea. This variety

should be sought after in preference to the

ypical form. T.

Flower Garden.

THE FRAXINELLA AND ITS IN-
FLAMMABLE GAS.

The Fraxinella (Dictamnus Fraxinella, Pers.
;

D. albus, L.) belongs to the flora of Central

Europe and of Siberia, and was introduced into

our gardens about the end of the sixteenth

century. It is classed in the natural family of

the Rutaceje, the plants of which are very

resinous and highly odorous, and are natives of

dry countries, occurring chiefly in southern lati-

tudes. The other known species of Dictamnus
are D. angustifolius (Scr.), a Siberian plant, and
iJ. obtusifolius (Koch), a native of the Tyrol.

Several forms and varieties of these species are

also to be found in cultivation, but the Fraxi-

nella, along with many other fiue old lutrdy

plants of our ancestors, has been banished from
many gardens by the modern bedding-out

system. Let us hope that ere long it will be
restored to them with all the honours which it

deserves.

The Fraxinella is a strongly scented perennial

plant with rigid, erect-growing stems from 20

inches to 24 inches in height. The leaves are

of a glistening dark green colour, and very much
resemble those of the Ash tree. The flowers

are pinkish red or white, according to the species

or variety, of large size, irregular in shape, and
form a loose spike from <> inches to 8 inches in

length. They commence to bloom in June, and
are succeeded by large, very glandular, and
fragrant capsules or seed vessels. The plants

should be grown in deep, friable soil and fully

exposed to the sun. Care should be taken not

to disturb them too often, otherwise they will

not flower freely. The seed sometimes does not

germinate for ten or twelve months after being

sown.

The very singular phenomenon in connection

with the Fraxinella, which has been lately ad-

verted to in The Garden, was long since ob-

served by me here at Geneva, both in the botanic

garden of the town and also in our alpine gar-

den. The glandular hairs which abound on this

plant secrete, especially at blooming time and on
the upper part of the stems, a balsamic inflam-

mable resin, which becomes volatilised in the air

around the plant and takes tire when a light is

applied to it. This phenomenon only occurs in

warm, dry districts and at the close of a sunny
day. We have just completed, in the "Labora-
toire de Physiologie Veg^tale" of our university,

a study of these glands and their inflammable

proi)erties, the results of which I feel myself

bound to communicate to the numerous readers

of The Garden in general, and to the Rev. Mr.
Dod ia particular.

It is well known that certain plants, and very
notably those of the Rutacetu (Aurantiace*)

and Labiat;e families, secrete various products,

such as essential oils, resins, gums, balsams,

&c. Secretory organs which are buried in the

substance of the parenchyma elaborate these

products, while hairs of various forms and tex-

tures conduct them to the surface and there

excrete them. The secretory organs are termed
internal glands, and the excretory hairs are

known as external glands. These latter glands
are surrounded at the base by a part of the

epidermis, which the hair has pushed up in

issuing forth to make its appearance on the

surface of the stem, and in the Fraxinella this

raised part of the epidermis covers a gland
which is very richly provided with resin and
essential oil. When we examined this gland
with a microscope on a hot day the gland was
empty, its contents having been drawn out by
the heat through the cells of the epidermis or
through the cells which form the hair that ter-

minates the gland. It must be understood that

the surrounding air has to be pretty strongly

impregnated with the gas of the volatilised resin

in order to take fire when a lighted match is

applied to it.

This experiment has alao been carried oiit in

France by placing a pot plant of Fraxinella in

bloom under a bell-glass and leaving it there

for some time, when the air in the bell-glass

was found to be so highly charged with the

resinous gas that it ignited the moment a lighted

match was applied to it, and, it may be added,
without doing the slightest injury to the plant.

Geneva. H. Coreevon.

Dielytra eximia.—This has been beautiful

since April, and still remains in bloom. We have a
large group in a border of sandy loam, but all the
ground is hidden by a mass of graceful foliage,

above which tlie flower-spikes continually rise. The
rosy-pink hue is not so bright as that of its taller

relative, D. spectabilis, but what it lacks in bright-

ness it amply makes up in its profuse and continuous
blooming. It increases rapidly by underground
shoots, which may be dug up and transplanted at

any time. In April, observing that these under-
ground shoots were coming very thick in places, I

dug some out that were then showing flower. These
were sent to another garden twenty miles away,
and have, I am informed, made a good group, as

they started growing apparently unchecked and
have been flowering ever since.—A. H.

Early and late Tulips.— Tulips of both early

and late sections have, unlike most other bulbous
plants, flowered exceptionally well this year in this

neighbourhood. Three of the best early kinds I

have seen are Coleur Cardinal (red), a fine erect

bold flower ; Rose Gris-de-lin (rose and white), and
Proserpine (dark rose), very large flower. The two
former are, in consequence of their erect habit,

line for massing. Alba regalis is also a large llower,

cup-shaped, and of a good habit, but the colour is

rather a dingy white, and the flowers came much

splashed with rose and brown this year; a good set-

ting of Tulip Rose Gris-de-lin, however, enlivened

them wonderfully. I was surprised to see a week
or two ago in a small cottage garden in this district

a grand show of the Parrot and other tall-growing

late Tulips ; the flowers were quite gorgeous, and
there were over JnO open when I saw them. Many
of them had dropped, and there were others in bud.

These Tulips are thoroughly established and have

not been moved for years, and the ground between is

planted with hardy plants, so that there is no bare-

ness after the Tulips are over. The individual

flowers are very fine, and the variety in colour,

form and marking could not be easily described.

Standing out conspicuously, however, was the

beautifully formed crimson Gesneriana with its

violet eye showing very distinctly on flowers fully

expanded, the stems of this variety being at

least 2 feet high. Seeing such a show of late

Tulips in a cottage garden was quite a unique

experience to me, though a few good bold clumps

may often be met with in small gardens, more fre-

quently, indeed, than they may be seen in large

ones. I think the light, sandy, free-working soil of

this part of SulTolk must be specially suitable to

the Tulip.— J. C. Tallack, LiiTriiwrc Park.

Carnations.—I refer to these plants again just

to correct a false impression which seems to exist

in the mind of one writer, who recently in referring

to seedlings said that to encourage the production

of side shoots it was needful to pinch out the main

stem or shoot. That remark could only have been

made in ignorance of the ordinary character of

seedling Carnations, or else was based on an un-

doubtedly needful practice in the case of weak
layers or of late-struck cuttings. All these latter

do, in the ordinary course, as the summer advances

throw up single stems, and sometimes no side

shoots or grass are formed ; hence, the plants will

practically die out. If, however, the flower- stem

be pinched out or sacrificed at once, then side shoots

will be formed and such plants will bloom profusely

the following year. In the case of seedlings, how-

ever, it is not the rule for the young plants to

throw up a main stem only, for the simple reason

that the plants do not bloom the same year as

sown. If the seed be sown in the spring, the

plants will be strong enough for planting out into

the open ground towards the end of May or early in

June, and they will form almost clusters of shoots,

all of which will throw up flower-stems the follow-

ing year. Even if seed be sown in frames dur-

ing the preceding autumn the plants will not throw

up flower-stems until the following autumn, and

then only irregularly, but still not until good

clumps of shoots have been formed. Autumn-sown

plants wintered under glass and planted out early

in the spring make very fine clumps the second

summer and carry large quantities of flowers.—

A. D.

White Lobelias.—It is very odd indeed that'

whilst blue Lobelias of both the speciosa and com-

pacta types come very true from seed, it should be

so difficult, if it be not impossible, to obtain white

kinds from seed in any degree true. That blue

varieties have become white doubtless arises from

the enlargement of the white eye so materially that

all blue lint is eliminated ; still it is evident that

this elimination is not permanent, for even among
propagated plants of the best white forms there is

an occasional tendency to revert to blue. However,

that is not a material defect, as it is but temporary,

whilst tlie white hue is the comparatively enduring

one. Habits of plants are not affected by_ the

sportiveness of the flowers, tor we have White

Queen, one of the very best well-defined forms,

very true to character. It is, however, in the

matter of reproduction from seed which prevents

apparently insurmountable difficulties. I doubt

whether we shall ever obtain a white-flowered

Lobelia which will be entirely free from the blue

taint. Let the white form be grown ever so remote

from the blue one, no improvement in the purity of

the progeny is eltected. From white speciosa seed

I get about" 25 percent, of white-flowered seedlings,

and of White Queen hardly 15 per cent., so that it

would never do to trust to seed as a means of per-
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petuating a true stock of these varieties. This per-

centage has been found the same for several years.

The seed is itself white, or of a sandy white colour,

whilst the seed of the blue Lobelia is'dark-coloured.

It may well be expected that white seed would pro-

duce white-flowered plants only, but I find plenty
of deep blue forms to come from it.—A. D.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Heuchera ribifolia.—In May and June this

is most attractive. The flowers are very small,

but numerous, and so disposed as to produce an
elegant effect. The slender stems are each nearly
2 feet high and spring from a dense carpet of

glistening dark green foliage of a form indicated
by the name. What a lo\ely companion to the
scarlet H. sanguinea ; both are in season together
and last a long time. Those who know the favourite

Gypsophila paniculata may better understand the
effect of the flowers of this seldom-seen Alum-root,
but as a border subject it is more neat and showy,
the foliage setting off the flowers so well. No slugs
ever eat this bitter plant.

Daphne Blagayana. — I believe that the
new growth of this pretty white Daphne is apt to be-

come more or less injured in spring. The various
shoots issuing from the point where the early
bloom was borne are often seen to droop and die.

If an examination be made there will be found a
grub in the midst of the numerous dead bracts and
portions of the flowers. It seems that the grub
eats its way at the base of the new and tender
growths, which then languish and die in a few
hours. The remedy is very simple. By rubbing
away the decayed parts of the spring bloom as
soon as the new growths push, the risk will be
obviated.

Dianthus Atkinsoni.—Since my last note
about this brilliant Pink in The G.\rdbn of June 1,

I have seen a fine specimen in the beautiful gar-
dens of Mr. Spenser Bickham, Alderley Edge, and
it was even a better one than my own. I was
told that the plant had there shown nothing of a
biennial character. The soil in those gardens
seems well adapted for all the Caryophyllaceaa, and
its light character exactly corresponds with the
condition of lightness to which I have always
found this plant partial.

Silene Pumilio.—The finest specimen I ever
saw of this most choice alpine was growing in the
above-named gardens on an elevated, but flatfish

piece of rockwork. It is a plant which no one can
but admire, and should certainly be in every alpine
collection of any pretensions. I believe, however,
it is grown in many gardens with difHculty, and I

know several experts who have hitherto failed to

succeed well with it, among whom I class myself.

I took note, however, for my own use of what I

thought constituted the chief conditions of success,

viz., a breezy situation, light, Ijut rich and deep soil

of a sandy character, the jilants set on the flat and
between large stones.

Hemiaria glabra aurea. — This can be
strongly recommended either as a rock plant or

for carpet bedding. The habit is in all respects

like that of the type. Tlie yellow foliage, however,
is so pronounced, that, for a good telling yellow
patch, there is nothing tliat I know to equal it.

Moreover, it is of rapid growth, so that a stock may
be quickly worked up. I low beautiful this would
look, either regularly or irregularly planted by the
side of broad patches of the white Thyme and the
one called coccineus, all of a corresponding habit.

Where stones were deeply imbedded tlie plants

would partially grow over them and so at once
afford pieces of distinct colour.

Saxifraga pyramidalis.—I wonder why the
purer form is not more looked after— jiurer as being
the type and purer in the wliiteness of flowers— for

the typical form, S. Cotyledon, does not have tlie

red spots on the flowers and otherwise the spikes

are better, though not so tall ; they are nearly 2

feet and more closely arranged. 1 know the whiter
variety is not quite so hardy, but when it is intended
to grow the plants in pots they might have cold

frame accommodation, and that would be quite

suflicient protection.

Primula japonica.—Speaking of this, what
other species of Primrose makes such a fine display
at the present season ? Common it may have be-

come, but none the less it is one of the showiest and
most useful of its genus ; the deep, rosy-magenta
colour is much admired. This Primula should be
grown in broad patches for the best results.

Corydalis solida.— Doubtless in some gardens
where this early Fumitory has become a pest the
older plants will have been the cause through seed-

ing freely, but I have more than once heard surprise

expressed as to how strong bulbs could have been
carried some distance from the old clumps when no
digging nor hoeing had been done. I have ex-

perienced the same thing, and I wonder if what I

was amused in watching the other day can be the
general cause. The round tubers thrust each other
out. The field mouse is very fond of them, and
what I saw was that when one tried to eat them
the marble-like tubers rolled away, followed by the
little animal, until at last the partly-eaten tubers
were carried several yards from their original place.

It is well known that the smallest bits of these
tubers will grow, and I imagine that such as are
only partially eaten, like those I saw, would be
almost equal to entire tubers, and if by any chance
they were trodden upon, or otherwise got the
slightest covering of soil, they would be likely to

grow. Where this plant has become over-numerous
(though nobody can deny that it is a pretty winter
flower), the best plan is to dig the plants up as soon
as the tops begin to fade, otherwise the smaller
and new crop of tubers will become detached.

Saxifraga (Aizoon) Churchilli.—Of its sec-

tion, this is one of the best varieties. It has several

good jjoints, which become conspicuous in their

season, though for the most part of the year it does
not differ much from other and inferior forms. The
good features are at present seen to be good-sized
pure white and well imbricated flowers on short

freely flowered spikes. Later the resetted leaves

become most charmingly tinted, much more so than
those of any other of the Aizoon class that I know.

Ferulas.— I grow in a row four of the orna-
mental I'erulas. They are F. communis, tingitana,

conspicua, and gigantea. They are distinct, but
scarcely so until of mature age. On the opposite

side of the walk there are growing and Dowering
groups of Papaver bracteatum, perhaps one of the
most intensely coloured crimson flowers cultivated,

and hard by are strong plants in flower of various

tall white Thalictrums. I have made a note for my
own use when planting in the autumn to set the

Poppy between the Ferulas, so that the big crimson
flowers may rise just above their frond-like leaves,

and behind the Ferulas I purpose setting a strong
line of the Thalictrums. It does not require much
imagination to become convinced that the line of

white of the last-named backing up a mass of finely

cut and deep green foliage like that of the Ferulas,

enriched by the striking crimson of the Poppy, will

indeed be effective. I have often wondered why
the Ferulas were not more used in lines with some
such fine colours for drives. There is one point

that should be mentioned. I never yet saw the

Ferulas do themselves justice until they had be-

come thoroughly established, which takes at least

two summers. The usefulness of these plants is of

an all-the-year-round duration, for hardly ha\e the

massive leaves with their splendid autumnal tints

died down ere the new ones begin to push, and in

favoured situations are pleasing objects in winter,

taking no harm from severe frosts.

Rubus deliciosus.—Who would be withoutthis

charming shrub for rockwork? for which its distinct

and somewhat tree-like habit renders it peculiarly

adapted. It is thornless and otherwise dissimilar

to most otherspecies of its genus. The flowers are

produced singly, numerous, pure white and each 2

inches or more across. In sunny positions the

plant may not grow tnller than IH inches or 2 feet.

The charm of this shrub is in the simplicity and
large number of its llowers, and the delicious per-

fume resembling that of the Clove or Carnation.

Genista radiata.—Well may this very dwarf
shrub have so many admirers. It is becoming
better known and more cultivated every year.

The growth is symmetrical, bushy and somewhat
arching. The flowers are of a lively canary colour,

and disposed in small clusters at the axils of the

finely divided leaves. The whole shrub is so be-

spangled as to have a more lively efl'ect than if the

blossoms were in more dense masses. It ought to

lie seen and certainly widely grown. It is in every

way a most excellent thing for a rockery, and espe-

cially for the drier and sunnier portions, for which
situations we have none too many suitable free-

flowering shrubs. J. Wood.
Woodville, Kirkstall.

LILIES IN BLOOM.
The Lily season may now be said to have fully

commenced. The flowers of L. pyrenaicum are over,

and the void is filled up by several other distinct

species and varieties, while a more or less conti-

nuous succession will be kept up outdoors until the
last blooms of the speciosum section have faded, to

be further lengthened under glass by the autumn and
winter-flowering L. neilgherrense. Closely follow-

ing on L. pyrenaicum, we have the different varieties

of L. davuricum or umbellatum, a sturdy-growing
Lily well suited for the open border, and also one
that succeeds remarkably well in pots. The mem-
bers of this group are characterised by large showy
blossoms, more or less of a red or orange-red colour.

They are cup-shaped, erect, and borne in good-sized

clusters. True, the plants do not retain their

beauty long, but they are so showy when in full

bloom and of so robust a constitution that the davu-
ricum group is one of the most satisfactory of all to

cultivate. There are several varieties, but the

orange-coloured grandiflorum, the deep tinted in-

comparabile, and the bright fulgidum are about the

best. L. elegans and its varieties are a fortnight

or so later in flowering, and consequently serve as a
succession to those of the davuricum class. Though
the varieties differ in colour, height, and slightly so

in time of flowering, they are all very pretty dwarf
Lilies. Prince of Orange, orange-yellow ; fulgens,

glowing crimson ; cruentum, deep blackish crim-

son ; and venustum, apricot, which is rather later

than the others, form a good and distinct selection.

With these erect, early-flowering Lilies must be
mentioned L. pulchellum, which has small flowers

of a bright sealing-wax tint. The Martagon or

Turk's-cap section include among their number
some very pretty Lilies now in bloom, among which
must be mentioned the common Martagon, with the
white and deep-coloured varieties of the same.
The pure white flowers of a good variety of L.

Martagon album afford a direct contrast to the
almost black blossoms of L. M. dalmaticum. The
Japanese representative of this class, L. Hansoni,
supplies a distinct colour from the others, the
blossoms being thick, wax-like, and of a bright yel-

low colour. It is somewhat later in flowering than
the others above mentioned. The rich red L. pom-
ponium verum has prettily reflexed blossoms like

those of the Turk's-cap class, and in a clump is

wonderfully showy. The individual blooms are a
good deal like those of 1.. chalcedonicum, which
does not flower till later on. One of the prettiest,

as well as the earliest, of the Turk's-cap Lilies is

the Siberian L. tenuifolium, which has very bright-

coloured blossoms. The North American L.parvum,
L. columbianum, and L. Washingtoni.-iniim are also

in bloom ; while the pretty and distinct L. Krameii
is just on the point of expanding. L. Browni and
odorum, two species that are frequently confounded,
are in about the same stage; while the last to be
mentioned now infidl bloom is the canary-coloured

L. Szovitzianum. This is a very distinct Lily, and
should be made a note of where early-llowering

kinds are desired, liut on no account must it be
tried in pots, or failure will result. This l.ily

should be carefully planted and then be allowed to

remain undisturbed, for it will never thrive if shifted

about. H. P.

Nicotiana dicurnus.—Under this appellation

I grew last year what is doubtless but Nicotiana
allinis. A couple of plants in a small pot stocd in
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a cool house all the winter and protected from
frost, but still without any artificial heat. Shifted
into an s-inch pot, these plants are now blooming
most profusely, filling the greenhouse in which
they stand with delicious perfume at night. I men-
tion this matter to show that this dwarf Tobacco is

very hardy, so far as preservation in a cool green-
house or frame during the winter is concerned, and
therefore it is a good amateur's plant. Whether in

a house or out in the open garden, a few plants of

this variety are exceedingly pleasing, especially in

the evening.—A. D.

THE WATER FORGET-ME-NOT (MYOSOTIS
PALl'STRIS) AS A GARDEN PLANT.

Of all the beautiful family of Forget-me-nots I

think this is one of the most useful, but its merits

are hardly recognised by many because of its com-
monness. Though naturally a water-loving plant,

it is amenable to and is improved by garden cul-

ture, and may be made to serve such a variety of

purjioses as to render it quite indispensable. Myo-
sotis dissitiflora, which is the charm of the garden
in spring, is soon affected by the warm days of

May. It is not so, however, with the kind from
our ditches, which growing freely in any garden soil

comes into bloom in Slay and continues for many
weeks. By having several colonies planted at diffe-

rent times it may be had in bloom the whole season
through, for it is accommodating enough to permit
of being pulled to pieces and transplanted in June,
this last plantation giving a good autumn bloom.
It is adapted to a variety of uses, but associates

particularly well with some of the Ught-coloured
Roses.

One of the most simple and pleasing arrange-
ments I ever saw was formed by a carpet of the
Water Forget-me-not under a large grouji of Sou-
venir de la Malmaison Rose, the bushes being
thinly placed. This arrangement is now standing
for the second season and promises to be still

more beautiful, as the vigour of the Forget-
me-not will be partly checked by the diminished
richness of the soil. Some would argue against
this dual cropping upon cultural considerations, but
they are those who have not given the system a
trial, and who by digging between their Roses
destroy many of the young fibres and content tliem-

selves with the sight of the bare ground. But
provided the ground has been well prepared, the
Rose roots run deep, and do not contend with those
of the Forget-me-not or any like plant that may
be converted to similar good use. Such an arrange-
ment can stand till one tires of it or the ground
needs refreshing, when it is a simple matter to

take away the carpet plant and top-dress the bed or

border.

In moist, half-shaded spots fringing shrubs, even
upon the heaviest loam, this Forget-me-not is all

that could be desired. It has another value, and
that is as a cut flower. Great bunches can be fre-

quently cut, tins causing the plants to send up
numerous shoots which are less rampant ; in fact,

hard cutting imjiroves the plants and materially
prolongs the season of blooming. Those who pre-

fer in a cut state single combinations of few flowers
will find this Forget-me-not most useful. From
the group previously alluded to of the Forget-me-
not and Rose, I once saw a large bowl filled witli

the two in association, and the arrangement, though
very simple, was beautiful beyond description.

Some of the nurserymen ha\e found out the value
of this plant, as they are now offering a variety of

it called semperflorens, which is said to be a still

more constant bloomer, if, indeed, that were pos-
sible. A. H.

The Dutch bulb waste.—We lately saw in a
London garden the fresh green leaves being wrung
off a number of Tulips which cost £50 last autumn,
and wondered how lonLr this foolish waste would
last. It is certainly good for the trade of the Dutch,
but evil for everything else. Tlio cost is fearful,

and it is an annuity. Then we have a few weeks'
" blaze " of bulbs, and all is past ; the roots in the
parks and many other London gardens are thrown
away, and people are so ignorant or impatient that

they will not allow the bulbs to ripen their leaves

to secure them for another year. One of the
reasons, we presume, for this never-ending waste of

Dutch bulbs is the idea that the Dutch grow them
better than ourselves. Tliis is not true. If people
fake equal care of their bulbs, they will grow them
just as well as the Dutch. We have seen Narcissi and
Tulips in market gardens in the west end of London
this year even better grown than Dutch bulbs are.

If people have not the patience to allow the Tulip
or the Hyacinth to mature their leaves, the best

plan would be not to grow them at all. It is simply
brutal for a gardener to go round Tulip beds and
pull the leaves off as soon as some passing storm
spoils the flowers for a time. No Tulip bulbs pur-

chased for a good garden need ever be lost, and by
care and culture they could be increased, and might
be given away if one did not want them at home.
The permanent good of a garden demands a quite
different system from this, which fits in well with
the wasteful liedding system. AU expenditure
should go for permanent things. There is no reason
why we should give up the culture of bullis because
we object to the present wasteful way. We have
often seen beds of Hyacinths and Tulips thoroughly
well kept, and, instead of destroying the leaves,

good annual or half-hardy flowers are put carefully

among them as soon as the bloom is over. The
leaves of the Tulips when maturing would do no
harm whatever to these, and if people had, as

they ought to have, patience for the leaves to ripen,

they might, as the half-hardy and annual plants

were growing up, pull away the ripened leaves of

the bulbs. It is quite simple.

—

Field.

Verbascum olympicum.—I cannot under'
stand on what principle the committee of the Roya
Horticultural .Society give their certificates. I see

that a flrst-class certificate was awarded last week
to a plant of Verbascum olympicum, surely not as

a new plant, for I had it long ago, and a photograph
of my plant may be seen in The Garden. If it

had received a certificate of "cultural commenda-
tion," I could understand, but not why one should
be given otherwise. I think the reason it is a plant

so little known and grown is owing to the length of

time between sowing and blooming—often three

years—but it is splendid when well done.

Heuchera sanguinea —I am getting a nice

stock of this, and it is a plant that I have been
unable to place wrongly. It seems to grow any-
where. The only time I lost it was when a plant

was divided late in the autumn. Early in the

spring I divide a plant carefully with a knife into

seven or eight ; these bloom in July later than
established plants, and generally each divided

piece is ready again the next spring to be divided

into six or eight more, so that anyone can soon
have a stock of this useful perennial if he divides

fearlessly in the spring. 1 am of opinion that this

plant is finer when frequently divided.—G. H. C,
Broolip'i'Id.

Pink Rose Perpetual.—Until the fine warm
summer of 1^87, 1 had not found this pretty mule
Pink to seed ; that summer, however, it produced a
little, and that, it is evident, was the product of

fertilisation by the pollen from some single forms
of Dianthus plumarius growing close by. The
seedling plants, the product of this cross, are now
in bloom, a very miscellaneous lot, in which the

pollen parent shows very effectively, as not a few
have single flowers,andonly oneortwo have lilooms

resembling those of the pretty rose-coloured seed-

parent. All, however, whether single, semi-double,

or double, are richly perfumed, and some of the

dwarfer and richer-hued single forms are both pro-

fuse bloomers and very pretty border plants. We
have ample room for the production of early red

sweet-scented Pinks that would furnish a liberal

supply of flowers for cutting,—A. D.

Dictamnus Fraxinella.—This is one of the

most striking plants in the herbaceous border

during the month of June, as not only is the

foliage fine and pleasing, but the massive spikes

of curiously formed, highly perfumed flowers make
a grand show and command admiration. There

are several varieties of this good old favourite,

one being purple, with deeper coloured pencilling or

veins, another lilac, a thu'd almost white. The
first-mentioned is the strongest of the three, but
all are free-growing if planted in suitable soil.

That which agrees with them best is a deep, light,

sandy loam, and they should have a sheltered, warm
situation, or they are apt to get injured by frosts in

the spring. These Dictamnuses may be propagated
either by seed, division of the crowns, or from
pieces of the large fleshy roots, the proper time
for the two last-named operations to be carried

out being in spring, just as the plants begin to grow,
and the seed should be sown as soon as ripe.

This may be done under a handUght, where it

should be kept close till it germinates.— S. D.

NOTES ON FLORISTS' FL0\\T:RS.

Tub Pink.—As May is the month for the Tulip to

bloom, so in the ordinary course we expect the
Pinks to be in the hey-day of their beauty in June.
To have the flowers in their highest state of develop-

ment, they require a little attention the previous

month or even in .June itself. In light soils the
Pinks will bloom at about their usual time this

year. In some districts rain has fallen abundantly
and the plants have grown freely; consequently
the promise for a good bloom is excellent. The
Pink blooms best in what may be termed a wet
season ; the flowers are larger, well laced, and of a
richer colour. In fact, I was able to grow the

Pink much better and with less trouble in Scotland
than I can in England. In any case the soil ought
to be deep and rich. I also used to propagate a
stock of plants much more easily. Roots were pro-

duced freely from pipings without any glass pro-

tection, the moist cool atmosphere being condu-
cive to their formation. My plan was to take the

first chance after rain to sUp off the pipings and
dibble them in in a shady part of the garden. I

tried the same plan in England, but I could not
obtain fifty plants in a hundred from the pipings

put in out of doors. They seem to do best with
glass over them, either a handlight or a glass frame.

We had an excellent result from a hotlied one year
from which the bottom-heat had nearly gone.

Pinks will root well in a compost of equal parts

sand, leaf-mould, and loam; the pipings will form
roots in about three weeks, and after that they may
be gradually inured to the open air. The pipings

should lie planted out in lines 3 inches apart in

about three weeks after they are rooted, and after-

wards permanently planted in the flowering beds
about the end of September. The pipings should
be put in as soon as they are ready, say the last

week in June or first week in July. Any flowers

that are likely to have burst pods should be tied

with a strip of matting. If seeds are wanted, the

flowers should be fertilised with a small camel's-

hair brush. There does not seem to have been any
improvement in the Pink during the last thirty

years. The flowers were of as good form and the
lacing quite as perfect then as now. Some of the

modern varieties are too full of petals, which
causes the pods to burst; whereas the old v.ai'ieties

with about twenty petals to each flower seldom did

this. A very large flower of a Pink, Carnation, or

Picotee is not necessarily the most beautiful.

The Ranunculus —This is also a June flower

and a most beautiful one, but it is altogether nmch
more uncertain than the Pink. I generally plant
the tubers late, and as a result of this, they start to

grow much more freely and evenly. The wet
weather seemed to suit them admirably at first;

every plant started to grow freely, with the result

up to a certain point of green, healthy foliage and
a plentiful development of flower-buds. Hot, dry
weather set in late in M.iy and the first week in

June, with the result thiit the foliage became yel-

lowish, and the flowers will not be of full size.

What the plants ought to h.ive had was a light

mulch of decayed manure and water between the
lines, but not wetting the leaves, a-s .soon .as the dry
we.ather set in. Wiien the Ranunculus was much
more a garden favourite than it is now, growers
had to contend against this tendency of the plants
to be checked in their growth in May and June.
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The late Dr. Homer, of Hull, was an enthusiastic
cultivator, and laid stress on this point. He said
the most serious error in the management of the
Kanunculus was to apply water to the roots in hot,

droughty weather. I fancy the evil effects experi-

enced by Dr. Horner were caused by watering
without applying any mulch to the ground. When
a thin dressing of decayed manure has been laid on
the surface of the soil between the rows, watering
in hot, droughty weather is certainly beneficial if

the plants really need it. It ought to be applied
through the fine rose of a water-pot, and evening is

the best time to do it. In seasons when much
artificial watering is needed, mulching with dry,
decayed stable manure should be constantly prac-
tised.

The T0LII'.—From the 20th to the end of May
is the usual period for the show Tulips to be seen
in their greatest beauty. They came into flower at
a very rapid rate this year, and just as rapidly
pas.sed away. On the ;iOth of May we had not a
single bloom left in our garden. The Rev. F. D.
Horner, writing to me from his home in the north
of Yorkshire, said that cn en he would not have a
bloom left by the 30th of May. He says, "Tulips
came out on the 1st of May, and we had nothing
else here but a marvellous lovely run of brilliant
roasting weather, broken by a half-day's thunder-
storm," and yet the National Tulip Society fixed
the date of their exhibition on June 7. Mr. Samuel
Barlow, of Stakehill House, in Lancashire, was
able to exhibit a collection of very fine rectified
blooms on the 30th in the Temple Gardens. Messrs.
Stuart & Mein sent a collection from Kelso, N.B.,
containing even larger blooms than those exhibited
by Mr. Barlow, but some of them were not well
marked. Another grower, Mr. Thurston, sent from
Cardiff, in Wales. He had numerous breeders, as
they are termed, but neither of the collections
came near to Mr. Barlow's, who had representatives
of all the classes and a large number of breeders
of the finest quality. Our plants were attacked by
some sort of blight this year when they were in
full flower. A good grower came to see them, and
fancied that the injury to the lea\es and flowers
was caused by acids of some kind in the atmo-
sphere. The appearance of the plants was as if

some acid had been sprinkled from a watering-pot
upon the leaves. It has caused them to decay much
more rapidly than they otherwise would ; indeed,
it will soon be necessary to dig them up. It is not
well to leave the bulbs in the ground when the sap
has gone out of the leaves and stems. A good
grower told me that he lifted his Tulips as soon as
he could twist the flower-stems round his finger
without tlieir breaking. We plant seedling Carna-
tions and Picotees on the ground from which the
bulbs ha\e been taken up.

Tub Polyanthus.—I say nothing about the
ordinary garden varieties of the Polyanthus, that
may be raised in hundreds from any seedsman's
packets of seeds. They are very beautiful garden
flowers and are very easily managed. I allude to
what is termed the laced Polyantlius, of which such
choice varieties as Buck's George IV., Cheshire
Favourite, Lancer, Exile, ice , are prominent ex-
amples. In districts where it rains almost daily
the laced Polyanthus does well, and a good stock
of plants has been kept up of the best sorts for at
least fifty years from those districts

; whereas tliey
would have been lost in the south of England in less
than a decade. The only chance to grow them is

to plant in a shady place in deep loam and see
that tliey do not suffer from lack of water at the
roots. They cannot be grown in pots all the year
round like Auriculas. Jas. Douglas.

The Flag, or German Iris.—Probably the
grandest display of these flowers tliat was to be
seen in the west of England, or for that matter
anywhere else, occurred this season in the nursery
of Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter. This is accounted
for from the fact tliat the plants are growing
in a deep and fairly heavy loamy soil in a position
in the full sun, and have not been disturbed for
several years past. It is to this last condition, I

think, we must attribute so grand a display of

flowers. Many of the plants cover individually

several feet of ground, so that instead of there
being a few flower-stems, as is often the case, there
were hundreds, and as the collection includes all

the best and well-known kinds it was a sight that
I shall not soon forget.—J. C. C.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Annual flowers.—The present season has been
the worst I have ever known for slugs; indeed, so
numerous and voracious have they been, that unless
in early morning we had perseveringly picked
them off those plants they had a partiality for
there would have been no plants left, as the usual
applications of soot, lime, sawdust, &c., seemed to

have no effect. Hand-picking proved to be the only
effective remedy. Tlie annuals they manifested
the greatest liking for were Zinnias and Asters,

and now that there is an end of the slugs for the
present season, blanks are being filled up with
plants that were pricked out from the seed-bed
with the intention of making a late planting for

autumn flowering after those first planted were
over. Those now planted will, of course, flower

late, but this is a small matter compared to that of
having a thin, gappy plot, as must have been the
case but for this reserve stock of plants. Annuals
as a rule get very little attention beyond the labour
of sowing, and perhaps slightly thinning out and
the planting out of such as have been raised under
glass. I, myself, am not altogether guiltless in

this matter, yet so far as labour permits, the kinds
most in favour do get some attention paid them in

respect of timely thinning out, watering, tying, and
pinching out the points of such as require it.

Phlox Drummondi belongs to the last named class,

the leading shoots of which it is necessary to pinch
out to induce a branching habit of growth. Dian-
thus Heddewigi, Zinnias, Sweet Scabious, annual
Chrysanthemums, and Cupheas we serve in the
same way. Stocks, Asters, Salpiglossis, and others
of a naturally pyramidal branching habit are not
stopped, besides, to do so the finest flowers would
be lost. Having a greater regard to furnishing the
beds (covering the ground) than the production of

fine flowers, I have occasionally pinched out the
points of both Stocks and Asters. I, however, do
not commend the practice, and only allude to it to

say why the leading shoots of these annuals may
be stopped.

Delphiniums.—We have numerous clumps of

these, and they are now in great beauty. I

measured one of the flower-stems, and from the
ground-line to tip of flower it is within an inch of

10 feet. There are many stems as tall as this, the
length of the flowering portion alone being in some
instances 4 feet. The ease with which such plants

can be raised either by seeds or offsets, their ra-

pidity of growth and adaptability to any descrip-

tion of soil that lias been well manured should
make them far more popular than they are. Their
great height, and consequent liability to injury by
wind, are perhaps against their ever being popular
flowers with those tliat have none other than bleak
open positions in which to plant them, though for

the benefit of those thus situated, it may be added
that the measurement quoted is abnormal, the

ground being rich and the position sheltered. In
bleak spots the plants would probably not attain

more than an average height of 5 feet, and, pro-

vided they were kept well secured to stout stakes,

there need be no fear as to their doing well, the
flowers being quite proof against injury by wind or

rain. The tying up of such immense clumps of tall

stems is a matter of some difficulty. 'J'he best way
is to place a stout stake as near to the middle of

the plant as the roots will allow, then run small

twine round the stake and draw towards it, but not

too closely, two or tliree stems. Repeat the openi-

tion on other stems till all are secured each plant

will then present a neat compact appearance and
be secure from injury from storms.

PoiM'iKS.—Nothing can be more beautiful than
are the dumps of Iceland Poppies (Papaver nudi-

caule) at the present time. We liavc three colours

of them, deep yellow, white, and orange. Our

plants were raised from seeds three years since,
and offsets in quantity have been taken from them
each year. The flowers are produced in great
abundance, and stand well above the finely-cut,
whitish-green foliage. Either for grouping in herba-
ceous borders, for planting in single file in the
same, or in the reserve border for the production of
cut flowers—in which form they last a long time

—

they are worthy of special attention. The giant
scarlet variety, Papaver orientate bracteatum, is as
grand as the foregoing by reason of its vigour of
growth and large flowers, the latter being deep
crimson with a jet-black blotch at the bottom of
each petal. They do not last long, but the plants
continue to throw up a constant succession of flower
for several weeks together. The foliage is massive
and deeply serrated, so that when not in flower the
plants have an imposing appearance when grouped
in the centres of herbaceous borders. Of annual
Poppies also good are the Shirley Poppies. This
strain is the selection of Rev. W. Wilks, of Shirley
Vicarage, Croydon. The flowers are as varied both
in colour and markings as it is possible to imagine,
and are produced continuously for a very long time.
The plants can be raised successfully by sowing
seed in the open ground early in May, but having
regard to the depredations of slugs, a more certain
way is to sow the seed thinly in handlights, and
plant out as soon as the seedlings can be handled.
We have them now in fine flower, and they were
raised from seed sown in handlights the last week
in April.

General wobic—To keep Dahlias, HoUyhocks,
tall herbaceous plants, and subtropicals well se-

cured to stakes. To free all kinds of bedding plants
of decayed and seeding flowers, and also to pick the
flowers off plants that may not be growing so freely
as is desired. Violas, Calceolarias, and Verbenas,
if not frequently gone over for the removal of seed
stems, soon get too exhausted to flower satisfac-
torily. W. W.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Veronica prostrata.—The dark blue of this
Veronica is a striking object just now in the rock
garden when seen in masses of about 3 feet by 2 feet,
as it is here growing. Its close growiug nature recom-
mends it for almost any position or soil in the rockery.

Heracleums.—What noble plants these are, and
how suitable for planting as isolated specimeus in
parks and_ on lawns. H. eminens, giganteum, laua-
tum, sibivicum, and others are all useful in this way.
They require no staking, and tlieir graceful, yet hold
habit makes them conspicuous anywhere.

Pentstemon glaber is flowering freely; the
flowers in close racemes are when opening of a pale
blue, changing to red-purple as tlicy fully expand. It
will he found very useful for the ruck garden, where
in sheltered spots it will flower all tlirough the sum-
mer. Native of the Hocky Mouutaius, and a near ally
of P. cyaiiauthus.

Notes from France.—Will you kindly allow
nio to ask you to correct a couple of mistakes, due, no
doubt, to iUcgihle writing, iu tlio notice on some
" Wild Flowers in S.-W. Frauco," ou p. ,")7G. In
my description of Lithospernuiiu prostratum, "livid
patches of gentian blue " should he " vivid patches,"
Ac. And, speaking of Meuziesia polifolia, I meant to
say that it only occurred on the granite, aiul disap-
poarcd where the limestone coniiiieiicod.—F. T.

Ramondia pyrenaica alba. —In Tmo Gak.
HEX, June lit (p. jlD, '"F. W. li.'s" remark im
the white form of Ramondia pyrenaica is, according to
my experience, not iiuite correct. Readers of The
Oahiikn have only to look at the woodcut in Vol
XXVI. (p. 12!p, taken from a jilaiit of Messrs.
I'ru'hel, of Zurich, to see that Ramondia pyrenaica
alba is quite as robust as the typical plant. Pruliably
" I''. W. R.'s" plants are still too vonng.— (). F

Dianthuses.—What is the experience of readers
of The (iAKDKN with regard to Dianthuses f I have
been for years trying to got up a collection, and al-
though 1 have sown seed of a great many varieties I
have only sueeceJeil in aililiuga niiserahle form of 1).

pliiniarius to my eoileclion. These lliantliuses surely
ari' correctly named somewhero, and I wuuhl Vie glad
to liear where I can see them orgettliein. The siiiall

alpino species can he had fairly true to name, but the
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others are very tantalising, and not unlike the Aqui-
legias.—D.

-Lilium tenuifolium (p. 51/).—A reason why
tliis is so seldom seen is tlie bat! habit it has of dis-

appearing in an unaccountable way, but chiefly by the

bulbs rotting after bloom. Is this the experience of

other correspondents ? I should like to hear their

experience also about Ixias. Mine is this, that they
will not open unless in bright sun, and there must be
more in Holland than we have if Van Tubergen shows
them so well.—A. Rawson, Windermere.

THE EVILS OF GRAFTING.
OuE readers who are interested in the subject

will probably remember what we have lately

said about grafting, and it is needless, perhaps,

to go over the ground again. Whatever people
may think about grafting in its relation to fruit

trees, we have no doul>t that the grafting of

ornamental trees is an evil without excuse, and
without a redeeming point. People generally

plant in " ones,'' and the system of planting the

shrubbery is such that deaths are not noticed,

or, if noticed, are frequently put down to other
causes—canker, cold, soil, climate, and so on.

Now we believe, from our own experience, that

a great number of the beautiful flowering trees

and shrubs introduced into England are lost

or diseaseil through this practice of grafting.

Nurserymen are accustomed to have a lot of

stocks for general fruit-grafting purposes, and
they adapt these to ornamental trees with little

regard to conserjuences, beyond getting rid of

their "stufl'. " As they mainly see them in

the nurjery, they may be acqiiitted of any
evil design in doing this. We made a consider-

able plantation of beautiful shrubs, and as we
plant in groups, each tiling by itself, quite

distinct, we liad a better opportunity of study-

ing the effects of grafting than is often aftbrded

in private places. The plantation was made
two and three years ago ; the plants were
bought in some of theliost nurseries in England,
and in almost every case what we see here was
the result. We found it difficult or impossible

to get things on their own roots. Shrubs that,

like the dwarf Almond, one would naturally

like to secure in its dwarf state, are grafted on
such strong-growing things that the union
proves a perfectly hopeless one, and the suckers

are more rampant than they are in the case ol

ordinary fruit trees. It is not only that wo
lose the shrubs by death, disease, or canker,

but, if they do grow on these strong-growing

stocks, we are prevented from seeing their

natural habit. We have tio doubt that the

nurserymen of England will be very glad to

remedy this rather scandalous state of things if

their attention is fixed on the point. It will

greatly help to this end if people insist on
having flowering trees and slirubs in all cases on
their own roots. Such things as Rhododen-
drons should not be bought at all if grafted. It

should be the business of all niirserymen who
grow this class of plants to get the best varie-

ties on their own roots from layers. For covert

and woodland work, seedlings are best. No
grafted plant should ever be used either in

garden or woodland.—Field.

*^* We have to thank the editor of the FuJd
for use of electro.—En.

I was glad to see that you were drawing
attention to all the serious evils which result

from the practice of grafting trees and shrubs.

Evils undoubtedly they are, and serious ones, as

I think I coidd point out in certain instances

with which I am only too well acquainted.

There are many reasons why a grafted plant is

inferior in value to one which is a seedling, or

is on its own roots; but among the chief are the

liability to throw up suckers from the stock, the

chance of accident to the plant from imperfect

union at the point of the graft, and the want of

vigour as shown in an unnatural or stunted
growth. I do not for one moment mean to say

that in every instance one or other of these

misfortunes is bound to result ; there are cases

in which advantage obtains from the practice of

grafting fruit trees not only once, but even a

second time, and there are cases in which pro-

pagation and distribution could not be effected

otherwise. Nevertheless, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, no good is gained from planting

grafted specimens, but rather the reverse.

Among the commonest and most prominent ex-

amples of the evil are such things as Rhodo-
dendrons, Azaleas, Magnolias, Thorns, Pavias,

&c. We have a large number of grafted Rho-
dodendrons, planted over thirty years ago, from
the base of which every year a thick growth of

suckers springs up ; these require to be cleared

ofl' Ln the early summer, and again in the

perhaps is just what was not intended. I am
constantly warning anyone whom I hear talk of

planting Magnolias to be careful to obtain seed-

ling or layered plants to start with, as thereby
a good deal of disappointment may be avoided
later on.

Among the varieties of Cratajgus sought after

for fine colour of flower or for foliage, the diffi-

culty of preventing the stock from breaking out
and smothering the graft is almost as great as
among Evergreens. In one case a number of

young Cockspur were got from a nursery and
grouped about in various places with a view to
the eff'ect produced by the foliage in tlie autumn.
After three or four years it was found on
examining them that in nearly every case all

that remained was a dead stick in the midst of
stubby bush of the common Thcrn. One

knows well enough that when a jjlant or shrub
is transplanted, especially if it remain out of

the ground for any length of time,
such as during a railway journey, it

is more likely to start from the stem
or from the base than from the top
or points of the branches ; and it

is the same in tender subjects when
they have suflered at all from tlie frost.

I have seen varieties of Tree P:uonies
—some of the recent more beautiful
ones, which had been imported direct

from Japan—produce, ( >n being started
into growth, a plentiful number of
shoots from the root ; the buds on
the stem made a feeble attempt to

grow, but succumbed for want of the
nourishment of which they were
robbed. The Rose-flowered Acacia,
itself a brittle subject, was a patent
example of what the wind will do to a
graft, but even worse than the wind is

the snow. It is possible to jirotect

more choice specimens from having to
bear the direct brunt of a gale, but a
steady fall of snow, from which few
counties In Great Britain are altogether
exempt, will soon find out the weak
points of each and all that may be
about, and then farewell to the glory
of a former monarch which has not the
strength or the sinews to pull himself
up agau).

When the snow has prostrated large
Rhododendrons, those that are on their
own roots will often raise themselves
in a thaw without help ; whereas those
that are grafted most likely have
broken ofl' short at the base. If the
union between the stock and the scion
is so imperfect as to give way under
these provocations, it follows that
the flow of sap and consequent de-

autumn, if the intended variety is to retain its velopmunt of the plant must be seriously
claim to existence; but the labour entailed is inteifered with. In some cases this may prove
considerable, and many are overlooked or passed beneficial in restraining a coarseness of growth
by for want of time. Occasionally one comes i and inducing fertility, but it is the reason why
across a great bu.sh of the common ponticum, we do not possess in our gardens finer ex-
with a small scraggy piece in the centre to show amples of graceful and well-developed natural
that once it was meant to be a hybrid variety of s]iecimens. In order to gain new antl improved
special beauty ; but the worst of the whole varieties, it is necessary to raise a large number
business seems to be that the older the plant of seedlings. If nurserymen were to give their

the larger is the base from which the suckers attention more generally to raising seedlings, it

spring, and consequently the larger is the num- might with reason be expected that they would

Dead plant of Prunus triloba, surrounded by suckers of common
Plum on which it was grafted.

ber of suckers. With Ghent Azaleas the trouble

is nearly as bad ; the common yellow form on
which they are grafted, being a strong grower,

soon makes short work in ejecting the less

vigorous intruder. It is very unfortunate when,
after a certjiin number of years, the labour and
money spent in an endeavour to obtain some
specially beautiful effect rcsidts in a common-
place arrangement of lilac and yellow, which

raise a larger number of new and improved
varieties. If planters, looking forward to the
future, as planters as a rule nuist do, would
insist on being supplied by the nurserymen
with seedlings onl}', then our successors would
have finer examples to thank us for, and we
should be increasing our store of what is beauti-

ful and of value among our treasures in garden
and wood. I believe that my syllogism is
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correct, but I have forgotten most of tile logic

which once I learnt, I suppose because it was
of the nature of an attempted graft, and not a

layer properly rooted in ray mind. The troubles

of which I speak I could point out to any of

your readers, not " in the flesh,'' but " in the

wood " here. I hope they may take my warn-
ing, and in the future, if they have not done so

already, avoid a "graft'' as they would a

"rogue."—C. R. Sorase-Dickin.s, Coolhurst,

Hofsham, in Field,

Boot-grafting r. budding.—A good many
horticultural prejudices, brought over from the old

country, have died out during the past thirty

years, and others are following. It was some time

before root-grafting the Apple was looked upon

as quite a proper proceeding ; while for Pears and
all the stone fruits budding was universal. It is

not a great while since those who root-grafted

their Apples would cut them back to a strong

bud near the ground the second season, merely

to give the trees the appearance of having been

budded. Though done for that purpose at first,

the practice recommends itself on other grounds,

as giving a stronger, straighter, and more vigorous

stem for branching the third season. There is a

ground of objection urged against Apple root-graft-

ing, that it is inferior to top-grafting on hardy stocks

for slightly tender varieties, like the Baldwin in

Middle New England. But this objection is as strong

against low budding as against root-grafting.

After root-grafting had become established as

a legitimate method for the Apple, it was still

regarded as utterly inapplicable to the Pear ; while

as to the Plum and Cherry, no one thought it

possible as a practical operation. But recent ex-

periences have shown me that as fine Pear trees

can be gi-own from root-grafts as in any other

way ; while with Plums and Cherries, when both

roots and scions are dormant, or even when not,

if both stock and scion are in a like condition,

union is rapid and complete, and growth luxuriant,

under proper conditions. At least, I am finding

this true with the Russian and North German
varieties ; and the same report comes from Pro-

fessor Budd of the Iowa Agricultural College.

Small (yearling) stocks are best suited to this

method of propagation.—T.H. HosKiNS.in Orchard
and Oarden.

Kitchen Garden.

WATERING VEGETABLES.

In all cases where the land is of a heavy

nature, a very judicious use of the watering-pot,

and more especially of the hose, is neoess.ary

during the early part of the season. Up to

the middle of June if any plants or seedlings

failed to grow satisfactorily, this was not due

to want of moisture, Ijut rather to the absence

of sunshine and warmth, and the more these,

therefore, were watered the worse was the evil

aggravated. Repeated heavy soakinga of rain,

varied by hail- storms, have left soils, especially

those of a clayey nature, in a cold and very moist

state, and unless we soon have more summer-
like weather, scarcely any crops on heavy land

will require to be lieavily watered. We have

put nut a great variety of plants, and, with but

few exceptions, no water was given at the plant-

ing tini2, yet all have recovered (juickly and are

growing fairly well.

When planting on light soils it may be advis-

able to give a watering at the same time, tins

serving to fix the soil about the roots and to

provide the plants witli the needed extra mois-

ture, but heavy moist soils can, and ought to

be, sufficiently well firmed about the roots with

the aid of either the dibber or handle of trowel,

and no water be given. Extra moisture also en-

courages the presence of slugs, and these pests

are best hindered by a free use of lime and soot

both over and about the plants at the outset

and as often as the rains wash it away.

There can be no general rule laid down as to

when water should be given to newly-planted
or advancing crops, so much depending upon
the natvire' of soils. One thing, however, is

quite certain : driblets are worse than useless
;

and, on the other hand, if land is frequently

saturated with icy cold water, or such as may
be drawn from deep wells or supplied from
town reservoirs, the ground quickly becomes
impoverished and long remains in a cold, uncon-
genial state to the roots of all plants growing
on it. Amateurs who may have an unlimited
and easily applied supply of water in the shape

of "town water'' and a length of hose, are

the most liable to abuse this privilege, but if

they fully realised they may easily do more
harm than good with it, they would not be so

much disposed to employ their leisure time in

flooding their gardens. The preference ought
always to Ije given to pond water, but this is

only available in a comparatively few instances,

and some other means of softening and rais-

ing the temperature of water for the gar-

den ought, where necessary, to be resorted

to. Open garden tanks, into which surface

water from the walks and from the roofs of

dwelling and glasshouses might run, might
be found in every garden, but this is not the

time of year to construct these, or, at any rate,

if built now they would be of no service this

season. Galvanised iron tanks to hold fifty

gallons and upwards of water are not very dear,

and one or more of these would be found useful

in most gardens. They could be set under an
open-air pump or in a convenient sunny position,

where they might be filled from water pipes

connected with town mains, and during hot

weather the water run into these would be suffi-

ciently warmed and softened in one or at the

most two days. Such tanks are also servicealde

for mixing some kind of special manure with

water before applying it to advancing crops,

this being done a few hours before it is used,

thereby securing a surer dissolution of the more
solvent constituents.

The question yet remains to be solved, when
should water be given, but this need not be

such a difficult matter as the inexperienced may
imagine after reading the foregoing remarks.

If all woTild often examine the state of the

ground below the surface or where the roots are

found fewer mistakes would be made. Wlien

this is found in a moist state and will bind badly

when squeezed in the hand, no water is needed,

but if it is moderately dry and crumbles some-

what, the time has arrived for applying water

in moderation. Should, however, it be found

dust-dry, then in all probability the plants root-

ing in it have already suffered for want of water,

and in any case, a much greater difficulty

will be experienced in re-moistening the soil.

Rows of Peas, Runner Beans, Globe Arti-

chokes, Cauliflowers and Celery are the crops

that usually sufl'er most from drought, but if

these are caught just when the soil is approacli-

iug dryness at the roots, it is surprising what
an amount of good can bo done with a small

tank of water. Or to be plain, one gallon ap-

plied before the soil is really dry will go further

than four times tliat amount a week later on.

As before advised, avoid giving mere driblets

or only just sufficient to danqi the surface, l)ut

the other extreme is both wasteful and often-

times injurious. Therefore examine frequently

and before watering, and again the next day

after it has been given, wlien it will easily be

seen if sulHcient water was used. Were I

the owner of or had charge of a small garden, it

would be my practice in dry, hot weather to

properly water one or more rows of Peas, Beans,
or otiier moisture-loving vegetables every even-
ing, and this would be done eftectively and with-
out much hard labour. AVhere so many pro-
fessional gardeners as well as amateurs err is in

attempting too much at one time and without
tlioroughly testing tlie state of the ground fn all

cases. Supposing, for instance, a few dozen
Cauliflower plants are being grown with the
idea of having extra fine heads for the August
shows, these wordd now be covering much
ground and require large quantities of water
and liquid manure. Such should have not one
gallon or less, but fully three gallons at one
time, and if the season is at all dry this should
be repeated at weekly intervals. Much the
same rule holds good with well-established rows
of Peas and Beans, and if all cannot be liberally

treated during July and August, bo content to

do half well and let the rest take their chance.

Nor must it be thought that a few moderately
heavy showers of rain that may fall during the

next two months are sufficient to meet the re-

quirements of vegetables generally. They may
be enough for various root crops, but very rarely

for the more gross vegetables previously named.
If the soil containing the roots of Peas, as an
example, is examined after a comparatively
heavy rainfall in July or August, in all proba-
bility it will be found that no water, at any
rate in an appreciable quantity, has gone far

below the surface. On dry, hot soils especially,

little heed should be paid to the rainfall, as it

must be an exceptionally wet season if the

vegetables require no assistance from the water-

ing-pot. The best time to apply liquid manure
is in showery or dull weather. If given in the

evenings of hot and dry days, the ground ought
first to be moistened with clear water, and it

will then be in a fit condition to absorb and be

benefited by a moderately strong dose, but
using strong liquid manure on dry ground is

decidedly wasteful, and may easily prove in-

jurious. It is usually necessary to lightly loosen

the surface of the ground with a fork prior to

watering ; in fact, unless this is done, a good
soaking cannot be given, and it is also advisable

to again stir the ground with a Dutch hoe during
the next day in order to prevent cracking and
rapid loss of moisture by evaporation.

W. lodl'LliEX.

Early Peas.—Harrison's Eclipse, a bluish, round,

hardy, first early Pea, has given great satisfaction

to growers in this district this year. It is about

the second year that it has been largely grown here,

and last season it did very well. As a blue, it has

not been sown first, the place of honour being still

reserved for Sangster's No. 1, but the pods in that

variety, even of the best selection, are very small.

Where, however, Sangster's and Eclipse have been
sown at the same time, one is about as early as the

other, whilst Eclipse gives the finest pods and
crops. That is considerable gain, as there has long

been great lack of size in Sangster's, and, in-

deed, in all the first earlies. Generally Peas, have
turned out very well, but the breadths in many
eases were thin, and were soon cleared olT. In these

instances the filling up with winter greens has gone
on rapidly. Tlie hard, round, blue Harrison's tdory

is, although so deficient in flavour, yet, because of

its dwarf habit, larger pods, .-uid deeper colour, still

one of the largest grown of all the second earlies.

It is in the caseof round Peas tliat ttiere is so much
room for improvement in market Peas, as wrinkled

Marrows are both too costly as a rule and too tender

to lie used for very early sowings on a large scale.

It is very odd tliat one firm should have given to

tlie m;u-ket trade in Eclipse anil Glory two of the

most popular and hardy of field Peas. Gladiator is
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a variety whicb, producing fine pods and being

hardy and productive, should in time make a good

field variety. Pea raisers have devoted so much
attention to the raising of garden Peas that sorts

specially adapted for field work seem to have been

somewhat overlooked.—A. D.

Cutting Lettuces.—Such is the term applied

to Lettuces in pans or boxes, or even in frames or

under handlights by the vegetable conference com-
mittae, which h.ave included in the schedule of

vegetables for the conference a class for Lettuces

as sown and raised in pans or boxes and to be so

exhibited. This is an attempt to popularise a
Continental method of producing what is a very

sweet and delicious salad element. It is confined

to no sort of Lettuce, but generally the very tender

crisp Cabbage forms seem to be the most favoured

for the purpose. As the conference is to be held

in September there will be then an abundance of

outdoor Lettuces, but none the less with the in-

coming of a cooler temperature the demand for

ordinary Cos or Cabbage Lettuces lessens, and very

often even the best of breadths become a drug.

Now cutting Lettuces are essentially valuable for

the production of winter salads. To be very crisp

and tender, and to have all that delicious freshness

which renders a good salad at any time so accept-

able. Lettuces should be very quickly and cleanly

grown. These conditions are easily secured under
glass and throughout the winter at all times where
there is plenty of heat available. I should like to

elicit from good vegetable cultivators like Messrs.

Iggulden and Ward some expressions of opinion as

to the value of cutting Lettuces so called for salads

generally, and especially for winter use. They
may be able to indicate also the best kinds for the

purpose, and it would also be very useful to state

the usual time needful to ensure growth fit for the

purpose both in cool frames and in heat. Ordi-

narily a month perhaps would be ample, assuming
that the seed was good.

—

A. D.

"Winter plants.—The recent heavy rains have
made market gardeners specially busy in putting

out all kinds of winter greens. Broccoli, Kales,

Sprouts and Calibages. The heat which preceded

the rain had helped to force the plants into early

growth, and they were in good condition for

planting out at the time when rain made the soil

so moist and available. As Peas are somewhat
thin, the plants will not be too crowded with
haulm ; indeed, the danger to the plants rarely

results from tlie Pea tops, but from the rough
usage given by the pickers. With regard to

Brussels Sprouts, the favourite method of planting

these is to have rows of Runner Beans at a good
width apart and to plant out the Sprouts between
these, so that after the Bean haulm is cleared off

in the winter the plants, then grown tall, have ample
space. Autumn Giant Cauliflowers either go out

amidst rows of early Peas, or the ground is

cleared, ploughed, and cropped with Cauliflowers

immediately. White and sprouting Broccoli and
Scotch Kale, the latter two kinds especially, com
monly go out between rows of early Potatoes,

usually in every other furrow. Cabbages and Cole-

worts also follow where early Peas or Potatoes have
been cleared off. If two crops cannot be grown on

the ground at the same time the second one follows

the other at once, so that none of the land remains
idle. There seems to be no doubt but that, as last

year, we shall see vast breadths of all the Brassica

family next winter, because of the favourable

planting season. If there were poor seed beds in

some places, there seems to be an ample supply of

plants in others.

—

A. D.

Late Peas.—" W. I.'s" note with respect to

the general success of late Peas between Celery

trenches seems to indicate that the good results

may be traced to the additional depth of soil, and
that, too, of the best, which is found in such cases.

When, as is too often the case. Peas are sown in

trenches to enable watering to be freely done, it is

overlooked that the density of well-cultivated sweet
soil in which the roots can run is appreciably re-

duced ; indeed, if G inches be the depth of the

trench, the soil thrown out from two adjoining

trenches will give a depth of nearly G inches be-

tween the trenches, and the Peas are not only en-

couraged by greater depth of loose soil, but are

almost compelled, as it were, to send roots down
deeply. Under such conditions it is no wonder they

do well. It may be important in the case of late

Peas that they should have facilities for watering

if needed, but it is of far greater importance that

they should have a considerable depth of sweet,

rich soil beneath them. Where g.arden soil is

deeply trenched and heavily manured every three

years perhaps, such soil must ever be rich and
free ; but, all the same, it is not so sweet 12

inches below the surface as is the foot of soil

above. Of course, in sowing late Peas between
Celery trenches, success can be looked for for

better crops only where there is ample width. It

may be worth consideration, however, in gardens

where the soil is naturally dry and large quantities

of late Peas are needfal, whether trenches should

not be thrown out between the rows, not for Celery,

but for irrigating the Pea crop, as, without doubt,

water supplied by irrigation is more effective than

ordinary waterings.

—

A. D.

KITCHEN GARDEN NOTES.
Tomatoes Diseased.

Among the legacies of the wet and most unfavour-

able season of 1S88 are numerous resting spores of

fungoid diseases, and in all probability there are

more of the latter to contend with this summer
than have been observable for many years. Scarcely

any vegetable can be said to be free of one or more
of these most infectious diseases, and, as far as my
experience goes, no effective remedy can be offered

for any one of them. At the present time there

are more diseased Tomato plants under glass than

ever before, and several bad failures have already

come under my notice. We have not escaped, nor

can I boast of having discovered a remedy, but

fairly good crops were taken from the old plants

kept through the winter, and are being taken from

January-raised pot plants. There is no doubt we
have the disease amongst our Tomatoes in this

district. It made its appearance within three miles

of us in the spring of 1888, and reached our plants

in the autumn. Strong solutions in variety, oiled

and sulplmred hot-water pipes, dryness at the roots,

and a change of houses for suocessional crops have

all been tried, but it is much easier to kill or

seriously cripple the plants than it is to destroy the

disease. In spite of this, 1 have yet good hopes

that we shall continue to obtain fairly heavy crops

of Tomatoes, and the time may come when the

disease will disappear as mysteriously as it came.

One of the best preventive measures is the main-

tenance of a drier atmosphere, both front and top

air being given more freely than heretofore, and

fire-heat turned on whenever the weather is dull

and cold. Unfortunately, private growers can rarely

devote a house specially to Tomatoes—they have

to be grown principally in connection with choicer

fruits or in mixed houses, in fact—and being

therefore of secondary importance, cannot be un-

duly favoured at the expense of the other crops in

the house. A free circulation of dry air will greatly

check the spread of the disease, but if the latter is

slower in effect the crops are also slower in matur-

ing, and, on the whole, the remedy is not so effec-

tive as hoped for. The best suggestion I can offer,

and which will, I believe, be found to answer well

wherever tried, is to cease the close system of stop-

ping or disbudding generally adopted. When
nothing but the old leaves or those on the main

stems are left on the plants these are soon overrun

and eaten up by the disease, and in consequence

there is nothing left to keep the roots active and

otherwise assist the fruit, a light crop being the

inevitable result. Our plan is to keep the plants in

full bearing, well fed at the roots, and to lay in

young shoots thinly all along the main stems, the

foliage of these gradually replacing the older dis-

eased leaves. If this is persevered in not only are

the first formed clusters of fruit assisted to swell

to nearly their full size, but the young growths also

fruit in succession, and profitable crops are obtained

in spite of the apparently irresistible disease. This

system of constantly laying in young shoots answers

best on trellis-trained plants, but it is also applicable

to those staked. It is very certain starving the

plants is no remedy, but grossness ought to be pre-

vented as much as possible at the outset.

OrEX-AiE Tomatoes.

These have started well, and as yet are free from
disease, but should the weather be dull and wet
during the early jjart of July it may soon put in an
appearance. Apparently the Cladisporium does

not spread much over plants in the open air,

the Peronospora infestans, better known as the

Potato disease, or some other member of this

troublesome family being most to be feared. If

the foliage can be kept dry and a circulation of

dry air maintained, the latter forms seem harmless,

and the aim therefore should be to protect the
plants as much as possible, especially during
weather favourable to the spread of Potato disease.

One of the best crops of Tomatoes I saw last year
was grown against a high close-paled fence facing

south. The plants were of good size when put
out, were kept to a single stem and stopped beyond
the fourth cluster of fruit. From the first they
were covered with lights from a Vine border, these

being arranged^closely together and reaching from
the ground to about 5 feet up the fence. Some-
what similar contrivances might well be adopted
in many gardens where there are any spare lights,

or glazed coverings could be bought at a cheap
rate specially for protecting Tomatoes, these

also being very serviceable for forwarding or
protecting early vegetables and saladings grown at

the foot of sunny walls and fences. Last season a
considerable number of Tomato plants grown
against extra dry as well as glass coping-covered
walls matured good average crops, but, as a rule,

little can be done towards protecting a few isolated

plants or any grown quite in the open. All that
can be done with these is to keep them properly
secured to the stakes or wall and closely denuded
of all side shoots. If the season is favourable,

their growth will be rapid, heavy clusters of fruit

will set, and these will ripen from the end of July
to November.

Onions, Mildew, and Maggot.
Mildew frequently proves most destructive to the

Onion crops, and I have already seen large patches
of autumn-raised plants affected by it. Our Tri-

polis seldom escape this disease, and if they are
grown alongside the spring-raised varieties it soon
spreads through the whole bed. For this reason
we keep the two crops well apart, and only in very
cold or moist summers are the more valuable spring
raised crops much diseased. A close watch should
be kept for the first symptoms of mildew, and the
affected plants ought to be burnt as soon as de-
tected. Newly slaked lime and soot mixed and
freely dusted over and among plants, the surface of

the ground also being frequently loosened with the
Dutch hoe, have a deterrent effect on the disease and
quicken the growth of the Onions, but we are very
much at the mercy of the elements, everything de-
pending principally on the weather experienced
during the next month or two. We are not much
troubled by the Onion maggot, and I believe this
immunity is to be attributable to the firm state of
the ground. In order to make my remarks in-

telligible to the inexperienced, I must point out
that when small Onions suddenly become sickly

and collapse in a few days this decay is usually
the result of the workings of a maggot, these
maggots being hatched from eggs deposited on the
leaves or at the base of the stems. After about a
fortnight the marauders shift their quarters from
the Onion bulbs to the ground, where they change
to the pupa state, from which a liy eventually
emerges. The fly soon proceeds to deposit eggs
on the Onions, and once more the work of destruc-

tion recommences. It follows that if those Onions
taken possession of by maggots in May or early in

June are at once destroyed, there will be fewer flies

to deposit eggs late in June or early in July. If

this precaution is neglected, the chances are the
later broods will be more numerous and much more
destructive than the earlier ones. There are other
preventive measures in addition to this, the primary
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one, however. A free use of soot prior to sowing
the seed and during the growth of the plant has

been found of good service in checking the pest,

and a firm soil is even more effective. It is also a

mistake to sow the seed very thickly, as the less

thinning out necessary, the less the surface soil

surrounding the base of the plants is disturbed.

The grubs may find their way down into the soil,

but if it is hard and close the flies cannot so readily

emerge, and seeing that clayey soils run together

most closely, I think I may safely give this as the

reason why so few Onions are injured by maggots
in the garden under my charge. Those who have
studied the habits of the Onion fly assert that those

flies which emerge from the ground in June or

July deposit their eggs either on the ground close

to the bulbs or else on tlie bulb, where they hatch
out more surely than when deposited on the ex-

posed leaves, and are also within an easy distance of

the base of the bulbs. Were we troubled by the

maggots I should adopt the plan of moulding over

the Onion bulbs at the present time, the soil being
drawn up to them on either side sniEciently to

quite cover the lower portion of the neck, and this

would exclude many of the flies. Onions certainly

bulb more quickly and surely when well exposed,

but I have seen very good samples drawn from
moulded-up rows, and in any case it is better to

have bull-necked Onions than none at all.

Hoeing and Mulching the Ground.
After a long spell of cold, wet weather, heavy

ground will crack badly directly we experience a dry,

hot time. Cracking is certainly preferable to having

the soil in a cold, saturated state, but, all the same,

it should be prevented as much as possible. A free

admixture of leaf-soil, fine peat, burnt refuse, and
finely-broken burnt clay to the surface, prior to

cropping, is one of the best preventives of cracking,

and is otherwise beneficial, but it is too late in

many instances to adopt this remedy now. The
next best thing is to well loosen the surface with

forks if very much run together, or otherwise with

Dutch hoes, this operation being repeated fre-

quently unless a mulching of some kind is given.

Keeping a loosened surface prevents the rapid loss

of moisture and consequent cracking, and, in addi-

tion to conserving much of the moisture that arises

from the subsoil, it also admits the air and warmth
to the roots. On naturally warm, quickdrjing soils

a mulching of either short manure, leaf-soil, spent

tan and Ilops, fine peat, short Grass from the

mowing machine, or even fresh dry soil, is most bene-

ficial to all crops alike, and any of these substances,

manure excepted, are also suitable for preventing

the cracking of heavy land. Any fine material

distributed among the rows of Carrots, Onions,

Beet, and other crops with thick, deep-running
roots, after the surface has been loosened, will pre-

vent the ground becoming hard and much cracked,

and admits of well-formed roots being drawn when-
ever they are wanted. For the taller or coarser

topped vegetables, such as Peas, Beans, Artichokes,

and Cauliflowers, much heavier mulching material

may be freely used, a good thickness of fresh

strawy manure answering well. A timely mulching
obviates the necessity for frequent heavy waterings,

and the plants mulched thrive better than they

would do if watered only. Should the summer
prove hot and dry, the rows of Peas, Beans, Cauli-

flowers, and Globe Artichokes will in most instances

require to be given a good soaking of water or

liquid manure occasionally in addition to the

mulching of manure. W. I.

times that wash them away and drown them be-

fore they can recover and get fresh hold of the
leaves. Be this as it may, trees that were foul

before are clean now, and not only will the wash-
ing be highly beneficial at once, but the soaking
the ground has had will last some weeks, and help
very materially in swelling the fruit and enabling
the trees to make fresh growth and buds towards
next year's crop.— S. D.

Insects and thunderstorms.— In the early

part of the season it seemed as if we were likely

to have everything, in the plant way, crippled by
insects, so numerous and prevalent were all sorts

of aphides that affect fruit trees and bushes, while

as to caterpillars on A|iples and I'ears, they were
legion. The storms, however, though they have
done harm in some cases, have done much good in

ridding shoots and foliage of these abominable de-

predators. There appears to be a very general im-
pression that lightning kills the insects mentioned,
but of this I have great doubt, and am of opinion

that it is only the drenching rains we get at such

Orchids.
W. H. GOWEB.

THE BEARDED BOLBOPHYLLUM.
(b. liARBICEHUM.)

The plant of this species shown by Sir Trevor
Lawrence at the recent exhibition in the
Temple Gardens was the great centre of attrac-

tion for the visitors, who, notwith.standing the
immense show of large and gaily coloured kinds,
clung round this little African beauty. This
species appears to have been introduced from
Western Africa upwards of fifty years ago, and
it is now nearly thirty years ago since the plant
first flowered with me for the first time. When-
ever I have visited the Burford Lodge Gardens,

Bolbophyllum lemniscatum.

thi.s singular-looking and curiously-constructed

flower is nearly always to be seen.

The plant is exceedingly beautiful, and the
interest it excited at the exhibition, noted
above, is sufficient proof of my former state-

ment, that not only are Orchid growers far

more deeply devoted to their plants than were
the growers of a decade or two ago, but also

that the general public are also more anxious to

know something about them. Bolbophylhnu
barbigerum is a plant dwarf in stature, with a

creeping stem which at short intervals produces
small, somewhat rounded pseudo bulbs. The
peduncle rises from the base of the pseudo-bulb,

and bears sometimes a dozen flowers, especially

the majus variety, which not only flowers more
freely, but the imlividual blooms are much
larger than those of the typical plant.

The flowers of this species do not possess any
colours which arc attractive ; the sepals are

Buiall, tapering to a point, reflexed, pale green

at the base, the remaining portion wholly dull

deep brown. The petals are so small that they

cannot be readily seen, but the lip is the curious

part of the flower. This organ is long and nar-

row, furnished with a dense yellow pubescence
over its surface. At the end it is furnished with
a deep purplish brush-like beard, and from the
point extend a quantity of long slender threads
of purple, which are for the most part furnished
with a knob at the extremity, like the anteunte
of a butterfly. These hair-like threads are kept
continually in motion by the current of air,

however gentle, whilst a stronger breeze sets

the whole lip in motion, as it is jointed to the
base of the column and moves freely.

B. BABBIGEBUM is not difficult to cultivate, but
it is more difficult to obtain, as the inordinate love
of large flowers caused the destruction of most of

these little gems, a few years ago upwards of 400
kinds that were under my care in 1804 having been
thrown away in one day, and since then I have seen
them destroyed, so that I hail with delight the deep
interest felt by Orchid growers of the present time
in the small-flowered species. B. barbigerum re-

quires the temperature of the East India house all

the year round. During the summer it should be
shaded from the strongest sunshine, but in winter
it may have all the sunshine and light possible to

give it. I prefer growing it in a small basket or

earthenware pan, so that it may be hung near the
roof-glass ; but in winter it should be removed, as

this position often becomes the coldest, especially

in severe weather, and a low temperature is de-

cidedly inimical to the well-being of this plant.

Whatever the receptacle, it must be well drained,
and the soil should be good peat fibre and Sphag-
num Moss, raised in a cone-like mound above the
rim, and rendered more porous by the introduction
of a few nodules of charcoal during the process of

potting. During the summer months it enjoys a
liberal supply of water to its roots and an atmo-
sphere well charged with moisture. In winter less

will suffice, but at no season should the plant be
allowed to get quite dry.

B. rANlJiENTATUM is another West African
species, which is pretty, but without the striking

characters of the above-named kind. This flowered
with me for the first, and I think the only time in

ls(i2. Two years later, it was doomed like many
other small-flowered species. It, with a dozen other
new species, several of which did not flower in this

country, was collected by Mann in Western Africa.

The pseudo-bulbs are small and some 3 inches long.

The flower-scape is from 3 inches to 4 inches in

length, and bears a drooping raceme of closely-set,

small deep purple flowers.

B. Eiiizoi'HOB.E.—This species should have been
kept in our collections, if for no other reason tlian

to commemorate its finder, the enthusiastic collec-

tor Barter, who was one of the victims of the ill-

fated Niger Expedition, commanded by Baikie. It

was found by Barter growing on the stems of Man-
grove trees on the banks of the Nun River. It is a
small-growing species, producing long racemes of

small, dull, purplish brown flowers, stained at the
base of the sepals with yellow.

B. LEMNISCATUM is a most curious little Burmese
beauty. It has singular shining pseudo-bulbs,

which produce an erect scape bearing a pendent
raceme of bloom on the apex. The flowers ave

numerous, small, deep purple, and hairy, the sepals

having a long appendage, which is variously col-

oured and gives the flower a most curious

appearanc?.

Other curious .small-flowered species which I

have had in cultivation are B. cupreuni, B.

neilglierrense, B. Careyanum ; and amongst tho

larger-flowered kinds, P. psittacoglossum, B.

Lobbi, and B. siamense. Tlicso latter kinds are

sonit'tiuies called Sarcnpodiunis, a genus esta-

blished by Lindley to include plants which he

considered intermediate lietween Dendrobium
and Bolb<iphyllinn. They are handsome flowered

plants, which ileserve far more attention than

has been accorded them of late years.

Renanthera bilinguis.— I recently noted this

very rare ]ilant, ffowering at Birilhurat, Croydon.
'I'fie plant was handsome, some 2 feet high, and
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bearing about fourteen pairs of its distichous

leaves. The pendent spikes were upwards of H feet

in length, having borne above two dozen flowers,

which, however, were lighter in colour than those

seen previously by me in Consul Schiller's collec-

tion at Altona. In the examples now before me
the sepals and petals are nearly equal, the latter

slightly the smaller, spreading, yellow, irregularly

blotched with cinnamon. Lip small, side lobes

small, erect, reddish brown, middle lobe yellow in

front, streaked at the base with reddish violet. At
the base the lip is furnished with a stout spur,

which hangs down under the lip, and gives the

flower the appearance of bearing two lips. It

enjoys strong heat, and is said to be a native of

Macao.—W. H. G.

Cypripedium barbatum (Syon House variety)

is a distinct and valuable Lady's Slipper, far finer

than the type, and with a flower almost as large as

that of C. Lawrenceanum. The plant is of strong
constitution, blooms with great freedom, and has
excellent foliage. A large batch of it was in full

flower the other day with Mr. Wythes, Syon House
Gardens, Isleworth. We were pleased to see here

a good coUeotion of Orchids, all in the best con-

dition.

Anguloa Ruckeri sanguinea.—This is a very

handsome variety, having been first introduced to

cultivation by the Messrs. RolUsson, of Tooting,

now many years ago. The flowers are as large as

those of the typical plant, but instead of being
spotted with crimson on a yellow ground, the whole
of the interior is of a deep red. It has been rare in

cultivation ; but I recently noted it flowering pro-

fusely in Mr. Williams' nursery at HoUoway, where,
like all the kinds of this genus, it is grown in a
cool house.—G.

Iiycaste aromatica.—This is one of the old

species which came into my hands in the first days
of my Orchid life, and although I never much ad-

mired it for its beauty, it was always a favourite

for the rich aromatic perfume of its flowers. It

was cast on one side for some years, but if late it is

retained in various places on account of its grateful

odour. One of the finest examples I ever saw was
recently blooming in the garden of the Baroness
Heath, Coombe Wood, Croydon, the specimen in

question bearing upwards of 100 expanded flowers,

which, independent of their perfume, are of a rich

yellow. It is easily grown in the cool house and
enjoys a thorough rest by being kept dry. The only
objectionable feature in it is the fact of its casting

its leaves during the winter just before the blooms
appear.—W.

Iiselia grandis.—This Brazilian species has
been one of the rarest of its kind. First introduced

to cultivation some forty years ago, it flowered

with me for the first time about twenty-five years

ago, and since that time I have occasionally seen it,

but varying little either in size or colour. I recently

noted a nice form flowering with Mr. Tautz at

Shepherd's Bush. Each of the flowers measured
about 5 inches across, the sepals and petals nan-
keen-yeUow ; lip white on the exterior, yellow
within, profusely streaked with rosy purple. Of
this plant I also saw a large importation recently

in Mr. Sander's nursery at St. Albans established

and doing well, so that from these we may expect
a certain amount of variation. Laelia grandis is a
native of the hot, moist districts in the neighbour-
hood of Bahia, and should be grown with the
warmest of Cattleyas.—W. H. G.

Orchids from Suffolk meadows.— I send you
a gathering of the fragrant Orchis (Gymnadenia
conopsea), which is plentiful in one of our meadows.
It is a sweet-scented and beautiful Orchid, and in

colour embraces many delicate shades of lilac and
pink, whilst the pure self colour of its flowers, which
are without spot, is not the least of its charms.
Although thirty or forty flowers may be borne upon
its tapering spike, they are so thinly set that the

one does not touch its neighbour, and the long fili-

form spur adds to its grace and beauty. The Frog
Orchis (Habenaria viridis) grows abundantly in the
same field, and looks more curious than interesting

because ot its yellow-green hue. Its musky scent.

however, is delightful, and a few spikes in a cut

state sutfice to scent the whole room. The Marsh
Orchis (0. latifolia) here is, as you will see, not

nearly so good as the fine spike sent you from
Glasnevin, but it is very fine, nevertheless, in our

marshy meadows, and its beauty is rarely seen, for

it flowers late when the Grass is tall. Orchis pyra-

midalis in fine rosy form is found all over the park
and pleasure-grounds. An ivory-white 0. maculata.
though now past its best, is very pretty. The one
sent was the only pure white one among thousands.

—A. H., Suffolk.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Jdne 25.

The meeting of the above society at the Drill Hall,

Victoria Street, on Tuesday last, was a sample of

what has often occurred before—two or three large

collections of hardy flowers, and these from the

trade. The spark of life visible earlier in the year,

when amateurs and gardeners exhibited interesting

plants, seems to have vanished. A June meeting
should be one of the largest of the year instead of

the smallest. No meeting will attract visitors when
there is a constant repetition of the same kind of

plants, and these from the same growers. In the

afternoon papers bearing upon the culture of the

Strawberry were read by Mr. A. F. Barron and Mr.

Bunyard, of Maidstone, and there was a fair show
of the fruit to illustrate their remarks.

First-class certificates went to the following :

—

LiLiUM Martagon album.—It is unnecessary

to describe the white form of the common Marta-

gon Lily, as it is a common hardy flower. Why
such things should be certificated is an enigma. A
coloured plate of it, associated with L. dalmaticum,
appeared in The Garden, Jan. VA, 1883. From
Messrs. Barr and Son, Covent Garden.

LiLiuM Wallichi superbdm.—This is a Lily

of great promise, and we are indebted to Messrs.

H. Low, of Clapton, for its introduction. It is a

native of India, from whence bulbs were received

early in the present year, the specimen shown
having reached a height of Sj feet, due doubtless to

the extra forcing required to have it in bloom as

quickly as possible. Grown under cooler treatment,

it will, we hope, make a dwarfer, stronger, and
more vigorous growth. The leaves are small,

abundant, and deep green, the tall, straight stem ter-

minated by two large, slightly nodding flowers, each

of the same size and of a pronounced ivory white,

which is relieved on the outer surface by a distinct

central longitudinal band of deep green down each

of the segments ; and within the flower there is a

rich suffusion of yellow that is confined to the lower

half of the firm segments. Each of these measures

fully 9 inches in length, and in the broadest part

about 2;\ inches, the whole expression of the flower

resembling that of the pearly white longittorum.

Masdevallia Ellisiana.—a hybrid between

M. ignea and Harryana, and exhibited by Messrs.

J. Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea. The flower shows

the characters of both parents fairly well ; it is

bright red in colour, with a distinct scarlet shade,

the veins being of a much deeper tint.

Awards of merit went to the following Del-

phiniums, all from Messrs. Kelway and Son, Lang-

port, Somerset : Banquo, a variety with a splendid

spike of deep blue flowers, shaded with the curious

mauve-purple tint so prevalent in the perennial

Larkspur ; Britannia, an excellent kind, the spike

strong, straight, and compact, and the flowers of

the deepest blue possible, a rich setting to the

white centre ; Sir Trevor Lawrence : this is quite

different from the two above-named ; the spike is

just as stronir and compact, but the flowers arc of

a peculiarly beautiful transparent blue colour, a

few of the petals, however, almost of a pink shade;

The Shah, a beautiful type of a florist's Delphi-

nium, the flowers large, intense blue, and shaded

with the same characteristic mauve-purple colour.

Cattleya Gaskelliana (Cooke's var.).—Few,

if any, Orchids give greater variety than C. Gas-

kelHana ; it varies even more than C. Mossiie, and
here we have quite a new departure, and that most
welcome. The plant shown had two expanded
flowers of a delightful self lilac-magenta shade, as

soft and beautiful as one could desire. Both the

narrow sepals and broader frilled petals are wholly
of this unusual tint, also the finely marL'ined lip,

except for a suffusion of rich yellow that runs into

the throat. From Mr. Malcolm Cooke, Kingston
Hill.

Hardy flowers made the show, and a large

bank, filling almost one side of the hall, was put
up by Messrs. Barr and Son, of Covent Garden.
There were the principal flowers of the season,

from the glorious English Iris,' now in its fullest

beauty, to such tender bulbous gems as the Calo-

chortus. The English Iriseswere exceptionally good
for the season, as this is not a good year for the
bulbous Flags, and particularly bad for the Spanish
section. Of the former class the following varie-

ties were worth mention: Wapen Van Rotterdam,
mauve and white ; Mont Blanc, a beautiful white
flower; Amusant, deep rich purple, upper part of

lip white, signal rich yellow; Lilacina, pale lilac

;

La Superbe, blue and white lip, reddish standards,

a handsome variety; Armida, rich lake colour,

splashed occasionally with a velvety tint; and
Grande Celeste, blue. There were beautiful blooms
shown of Iris Monnieri, a fragrant rich yellow-

coloured species from Crete, the colour as deep as

in the beautiful I. juncea, now one of the principal

flowers in the garden. Other good things in this

stand were Hemerocallis fulva, tlie scarlet Ixia

crateroides, ffinothera Youngi, Ornithogalum pyra-

midale, one of the finest bulbous plants of its sea-

son; Lilies in great variety, including fine spikes

of the richly-coloured Hansoni, Gladiolus The
Bride, Alstroemeria aurantiaca, Cypripedium spec-

tabile, and Campanula Burghalti, the flowers tubu-

lar, deep blue (silver medal). A rich bank of

flowers came from Messrs. Kelway and Son, Lang-
port, comprising double-flowered FK'onies, Del-

phiniums, Gaillardias, and the superb pure white
double-flowered Pyrethrum Aphrodite. Of the

Pseonies, the best were Mens. Marsaux, bright

carmine ; Medusa, crimson ; Leonie Calot,

white, with a salmon tinge ; Cleopatra, shin-

ing pink; Aoanum, deep crimson; Miss Brice,

rich pink ; Comte de Gower, rich crimson ; and
Lady Gwendoline Cecil, white. It is unnecessary

to praise the Delphiniums of the Messrs. Kelway,

and the two acres of them in their Langport Nur-
sery must be a sight of unusual splendour. The
race they have promoted is distinguished by a re-

markable strength and compactness of spike, the

flowers of various colours, and thickly and symme-
trically placed. Of the Gaillardias worth mention
were the Duke of Portland, yellow ; Phenomenal,
florets fluted, crimson, tipped with yellow ; Prince

of Naples, crimson, tipped with yellow ; Aivian

Grey, yellow : and Jessica, rich yellow, with dark

crimson centre (silver medal). A small, but choice

group of Lilies came from Mr. T. S. Ware, of

Tottenham. The series of species and varieties

comprised such as L.columbianum, pardalinum var.

pumilum, a variety earlier in bloom than parda-

linum, and with orange-red flowers spotted brown

;

elegans in variety ; tenuifolium, Parryi, Hansoni in

splendid condition ; Martagon album, pulchellum, a

little gem, the flowers small and spotted with

chocolate on a rich crimson ground ; 'Washingtoni-

anum, Bolanderi, a Southern Californian kind, quite

new, and with numerous small pendent flowers
;

and monodelphum var. Szovitzianum, the flowers

buff-yellow and strongly scented. Mr. Ware also

showed varieties of Delphinium and Iris hexagona,

the flower blue, signal rich yellow.

A group of Lilies and Japanese JFaples, charm-
ingly arranged, came from Mr. W. Gordon, of

Twickenham, who knows well how to i;row such

flowers as the varieties of auratum and tlie dwarf

ele^'ans ;
platyphyllum, pictum, and rubro-vittatum

were the principal forms of the great Japanese

Lily shown (silver medal). A rich series of

Sweet William flowers came from Mr. George Phip-

pen, Reading, the flowers representing a carefully

selected strain andasurprisingvariety of colourfrom
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the purest self white, the best of all, to the deepest
double crimson, a variety no one should be with-
out. The double crimson Sweet William is a beau-
tiful flower when well grown. Those white edged
with pink, or crimson with a white centre, are ex-
tremely pretty, but there is scarcely any limit to
the colours. A large gathering of Shirley Poppies
from the Rev. W. Wilks, Shirley Vicarage, Croydon,
gave us another glimpse of a remarkably beautiful
and pure strain of flowers. The same kind of Poppies,
and also seedling Carnations of great promise, came
from Mr. R. Dean, Bedfont, together with a bunch of
flowers of the yellow Venidium calendulaceum.
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons exhibited Andromeda
speciosa var. pulverulenta and A. s. cassinefolia,

both charming shrubs, smothered with small bell-

like flowers, in the case of the first mentioned of a
creamy tint, but in cassinefolia they are clear white,
as pure as snow. From the same firm came the
graceful Styrax japonica, a beautiful garden tree,

now a mass of its Snowdrop-like pure white flowers

;

Ceanothus Marie Simon,'the flowers pink ; and Lep-
tospermum baccatum, an Australian myrtaceous
shrub, clothed with small deep green leaves, from
amongst which peep out the white flowers ; it is a
beautiful shrub in its way.

RoSE.s comprised chiefly six boxes of new varie-

ties from Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son, Walthani
Cross. There were the lovely Sappho, a charming
Tea Rose of fawn colour mingled with delicate
pink, and with the outer petals flushed with the
latter hue; Grand Mogul, a noble, dark-coloured
Hybrid Perpetual; Medea, a Tea variety, in the
style of Caroline Kuster; and a boxful of Silver
Queen (H. P.), a variety that is deeper in colour
than Ija France, and with all its other good quali-
ties. Messrs. Paul had several quite new varieties,

but it is hard to judge of them on first acquaintance.
Magenta Queen, a Hybrid Perpetual of a brilliant

rose colour, seems likely to make a good exhibition
flower ; it has an even, full shape; Fair Rosamond,
a salmon-rose-coloured climbing variety ; Hero of
Waltham, a cherry -coloured Hybrid Perpetual,
lighter than Alfred Colomb, and of similar shape

;

Shakesjieare (H. P.), in the way of Paul Neyron,
the flowers deep rose ; and Spenser, a variety like

Baroness Rothschild, the colour almost identical,
but the shape of the bloom flatter are additions
that deserve to be well tested, as they have merits
of no mean kind. Messrs. Paul also had blooms of
Marchioness of Lome, an excellent garden Rose of
the Hybrid Perpetual class, the colour shining car-
mine ; miniature Moss Waltham Pet, a counterpart
of Little Gem, save for its colour, which is white;
Burns, a flower in the way of Victor Verdier, but
lighter ; Pink Rover, a climbing Bourbon, very sweet,
and of a beautiful rose tint, free, and a good autum-
nal ; and Salamander, a Hybrid Perpetual of a crim-
son colour. Mr. J. Churchman, gardener to Miss
Roberts, Ipswich, showed flowers of a Hybrid
Perpetual Rose named Miss Roberts. It had no
apparent merit whatever. Flowers of Sweet Brier
crosses came from Mr. G. B. Baskett, gardener to
Lord Penzance, Godalming ; the flowers were of
various colours, but none better, so far as we could
see, than those of the common Dog Rose of our
English lanes. Also from the same exhibitor came
a Rose described as a cross between the Moss va-
riety Luxembourg and Hybrid Perpetual Princess
Christian ; the flower was large and bright rose, but
no better than others in cultivation.

Other exhibits comprised double Carnation Be'
gonias of exquisite shape, and faintly splashed with
yellow as a Carnation ; Canterbury Bells, remark-
able for size and colour ; and double Balsams from
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley ; double
tuberous Begonia Mrs. Annie Smith, a very free
salmon-rose-ilowered type from Mr. Owen, Maiden-
head ; and Masdevallia Heathi from Messrs. Heath
and Son, Cheltenham; it is like a bad Chelsoni.
Mr. J. Jones, gardener to Mr. N. Sherwood, Dunedin,
Streatham, exhibited a plant in line flower of
Dendrobiuni Straliotes, recently noted in 'J'ni; (lAit-

dkn; and an excellent richly coloured form of
Cattleya Mendeli named Halli was .shown by Mr.
Hall, Upper Tulse Hill. A form of C. G.iskeiliana
named Sunray came from Dr. Duke, The Glen,

Lewisham. Mr. Ross brought from the Pendell
Court Gardens strong spikes of a good variety

of Orchis maculata and the curious Asclepiad,

Ceropegia elegans, a stove climber introduced from
India about 1828. Messrs. ^'eitch exhibited Zygo-
colax (Zygopetalum) leopardinum, a cross between
Colax jugosus and Z. maxillare, the flower more re-

sembling the Colax than the Zygopetalum ; and
Rhododendron The Czarina, a cross between the

Sumatran Teysinanni and K. Princess Royal. It is

a distinct and beautiful flower, just touched with a

delicate rose tint.

Fruit, with the exception of Melon Thames
Ditton Hero, from Mr. W. Palmer, gardener to Mr.

W. F. Hume Dick, Thames Ditton, comprised solely

Strawberries. Mr. S. Ford, Horsham, showed fruits

of the British Queen, Alpha, a variety of fine colour

and flattish shape, Alice Maude, and the Hautbois
and alpine kinds. Mr. Watkins, Pomona Farm,
Withington, Hereford, had an American variety

named Sharpless, a large irregularly-shaped fruit

of fair flavour ; and Mr. J. Smith, gardener to the

Earl of Rosebery, Mentmore, showed ,7ames Veitch,

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, La Grosse Sucr^e,

and Crown Prince, a large, smooth, fine scarlet-

coloured fruit, but of its flavour we know nothing.

Nine varieties came from Mr. Allan, Gunton Park
Gardens, and it goes without saying that the fruits

were perfect samples of their kind. Auguste
Boisselot, a large crimson fruit ; James A'eitch, Mr.

RadclifEe, Sir Joseph Paxton, La Grosse Sucree, and
Laxton's Noble were splendid for colour and size.

Seedling kinds came from Mr. H. E. Rundle, Stoke,

Devonport, but of the quality of the fruits we
cannot speak ; they were large, but this is no re-

commendation. A collection came from the Royal
Horticultural Gardens at Chiswick, and comprised
well-known kinds and Crescent Seedling, a fruit of

medium size, smooth, roundish, but of a decided

acid watery flavour ; Lucas and The Countess, a
large fruit of rich colour, were also exhibited. Mr.

R. Gilbert, Burghley, showed the variety A. F. Bar-

ron. The fruit is large, flat, fluke-shaped, and rich

crimson ; if its flavour is as good as its appearance,

it is a fine Strawberry. The same exhibitor sent

Sir Joseph Paxton and Laxton's Noble. Mr.Bresee.
Petworth, showed a few kinds, and Mr. Laxton
fruits of his " Noble " variety, the first gathering of

which was made the second week in June. Mr. G.

liunyard, The Nurseries, Maidstone, sent excellent

fruits of Green's President, Keen's Seedling, Helen
Gloede (a very large-fruited variety), Britisli Queen,

and other well-known types.

A sample of wood wool, the new material for

packing soft fruits, was shown by Mr. George, of

Putney. It is elastic and clean.

Vegetable Conference Committee.—In view
of the great Vegetable Conference to be held at

Chiswick on September 24, 25, and 2(1 a meeting of

the committee appointed to make the necessary

arrangements was held in the council room.

Present: Mr. H. J. Veitch in the chair, with the

Rev. W. Wilks, secretary, Mr. N. Sherwood, and
Messrs. A. Dean, J. Smith, W. Bates, H. Herbst,

and J. Wright, letters of inability to attend being

received from Mr. Shirley Hibberd and other mem-
bers. The draft schedule prepared at a previous

meeting was considered and will be printed and
circulated with as little delay as possible. The
subject of papers to be read at the conference was
also considered, and out of a considerable number
proposed the following were selected: "Asparagus
in Heavy Soils and its Production in October," by

Mr. Shirley Hibberd ; "The Food of Vegetables,"

by Mr. J. Wright; '-Improvement in Potatoes

During the Past Twenty-five Years," by Mr. A.

Dean ;
" Improvement in Peas During the La.st

Twenty-five Years," by Mr. T. Laxton; "Winter
Salads," by Mr. O. Norman ; "Vegetables All the

Year Round," indicating the period of use of the

different kinds, by Mr. J. Smith. The subjects of

the jiapers ratlier than their exact titles are here

mentioned, and some of the nominated readers

have yet to intimate their .acceptance of the pro-

posititms.

Crystal Palace Rose show.—We are re-

quested by the secretaries of the National Rose

Society to state that in consequence of His Majesty
the Shah of Persia (who will be accompanied by
their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales) having intimated his wish to visit the
metropolitan show of the society on Saturday,
July I), at the Crystal Palace, the exhibition will

be held in a tent adjoining the north end of the
Palace, from which it will be entered. As His
Majesty cannot arrive at the Palace before half-

[last six, it is hoped that exhibitors will consent to

allow their boxes to remain for the inspection of

the Royal party. Some inconvenience having been
experienced as to private view tickets, they will on
this occasion have a piece torn oft' them at the
turnstiles, and the remainder to be given up at the
entrance to the tent.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Tufted. Pansy Violetta.—Dr. Stuart seuds us
a buneli of flowers of this white, sweetly scented
tufted Pansy. It is a pretty variety.

Pimelea decussata in the open air.—This
comes to us iu cliarmiug coudition, full of buds and
delicate rosy flowers, from the gardens at Saumarez
Hall, Guernsey.

Seedling Aquilegias from Chirnside.—We
bavi' received a good seleetiou of these from Dr.
Stuart, Hillside, CbirusiJe, N.B. The flowers show
rich and beautiful colouring.

Tlirift edgings.—We were pleased to see an
edging of the common seaside Thrift in full flower in

the Syon House Gardens, Isleworth. Mr. Wythes has
done well to make a change from turf.

The white English Iris.—This charming flower
comes to us from Saumarez Hall, Guernsev. So
beautifiU in form and colour, this plant should often
be seen. It is, perhaps, the finest white flower of its

season.

Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius. — Beautifu J

sprays of this have been sent to us from Saumarez
Hall, Guernsey. Such a shrub as this should be in

every southern garden. Its twiggy shoots are thickly

covered with bloom.

A good white Iris is Mountain of Snow, a
variety of the English section, and flowering later

than Mont Blanc, another good white kind. It is

scarcely pure, liowever, aa there is a very faiut bluish

shade in the flowers.

Ixia erateroides is a brilliant scarlet flower and
very bright just now on a sunny south border in Messrs.
Barr and Sou's ground, Tooting. The border is well

raised and treuched deeply. A flower of such a fine

colour as this is useful for cutting.

An effective piece of gardening.— .\t Syon
House, Isleworth, is a row of dark blue Delphiniums
with fruit trees as a hackgi-ound. The deep green
colour of the leaves brings out the rich blue of the
Larkspur flowers most strikingly.

The old Champion of England Pea is still

one of the best. It is grown largely by Mr. Wjtlies, of

Syon House Gardens, and the several rows of it show
tremendous vigour and free cropping. The growth is

tall, the pods large, plentiful, and well filled with
juicy, finely flavoured Peas.

English Irises are on the wane, and the Spanish
varieties are ijuito over. Neither section has flowered

so well 'as usual, owing to the unripened coudition

of the bulbs, hut the present w-eather will well pre-

pare the bulbs for next season. One great point is

to lift the bulbs annually ; the growth is then stronger
and the flowers finer.

Own-root Roses.—These are now flowering well

in the garden at Hollywood, Boscombe, the residence

of Colonel G. .\. Curzon. The cuttings were inserted

liust October ou a south border and wintered well with-

out the least protection. As the soil was light and
well drained scarcely one damped off, ami they are

now making vigorous growth, especially tlu' Hybrid
Perpetuals. The Teas also are doing well, and will

make good plants for mo\ing in the autumn. One
bloom—thai of Violetto Bonjei— is very noticeable, it

measuring I" inches in eircnnd'erenci\— F. Il.Wli.

A noble hardy foliage plant at the present

season is Polygonum sachalinense. It is planted on a
nii'ky bank, where [''ems and shade-loving tlungs de-

liglit to grow, at S.v(ni House, and forms a magnificent
tori'ground t.) trees of various kimls. Tliis Polygo-

num is worth noticing by visitors to the Royal Gar-
dens, Kew. There is a huge clump of it hard by
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the Gunnera scatra at the foot of the mound near

the Cumberland Gate. Such noble and essentially

picturesque hardy plants are worth naturalising for

their splendid leafage.

Pink Her Majesty.—I have sent you this day a

couple of blooms of Pink Her Majesty for your opinion.

—F. Hooper, Bath.
*#* A large and beautiful ivory-white Pink with fine

fragrance.

—

Ed.

The wrhite Hosa rugosa is blooming freely

now in many places. It is a pure white flower,

very free, and, as regards loafa»e, similar to the

type. A large plant of it was in full beauty the

other day on the terrace at Gunnersbury House, Acton.

White-flowered WiUow Herb (Epilobium
augustlfolium) is less common than the wild, but beau-

tiful type, and not so effective in the garden, neither

so tall in growth. The flowers are pure white. Both
this and the typical form might be grown together as

we see them in the herbaceous ground at Kew.
IiSelia purpurata.—One of the best specimens

we ha\e seen this season of this Laslia was in flower

recently at Gunnersbury House. The spikes bore al-

together twenty-two flowers, and these of the richest

colour, the lip "deep purple, and the sepals and petals

tinged with pink.

Kiverside Wiadflower (.Anemone rivularis) is

a beautiful flower when seen by a brook or stream,

but it will do well in a moist position in the border.

It was very pretty a few days ago in Messrs. Barr and
Son's ground at Tooting. The flowers are of the

clearest white, about the size of a halfpenny, and a
contrast to the abundant leafage.

Iiilium giganteum.—It goes without saying that

this is one of the noblest and stateliest of Lilies. An
engraving of it appeared in The Garden, Sept. 22,

18SS, and we refer our readers to it if they wish to

obtain a good idea of the plant. A fine specimen
in a shady moist nook in Messrs. Barr and Son's

nursery at Tooting is just throwing up a spike carry-

ing eighteen flowers. The rich green leaves are as

ornamental in their way as the pendent flowers.

Canterbury Bells are amongst the gayest flowers

of the week. They are used with the best possible

effect as pot plants in the conservatory at Syon
House, Isleworth, and it would be well if amateurs
made more use of them for enriching their green-

houses. The seed was sown twelve months ago, and
from first to last the plants give very little trouble.

The single-flowered types alone should be grown. If

there is a monstrosity in the flower way, it is a double
Canterbury Bell. It is a sample of how a beautiful

flower may be utterly spoilt by doubling.

Tetratheea vertieillata is an exceedingly
pretty New Holland plant, now in full bloom at .Syon

House, Isleworth. A plant of this, with its feathery
growth brightened by an abundance of delightfully

soft blue flowers, is as pretty in its way as Boronia
heterophylla when covered with its small purplish
bells. Mr. Wythes also grows this plant, and B.
megastigma, B. elata and Bauera rubioides, the last

mentioned being last week in full flower. There is

much pleasure derived from a small collection of the
best kinds of hard-wooded plants when in vigorous
health, as at Syon House. More often than not their

condition is the reverse.

The Strawberry season is in full swing, and
large quantities are received every morning in

Covent Garden. Although no one can complain of

a dearth of fruit, there is no question that the
flavour generally is exceedingly poor and watery.

The weather has been warm, but dewy nights were
wanted to give the finishing touches to the fruit in

the way of flavour. Some samples we tasted the
other day were as insipid and flavourless as a half-

ripe Peach, and with scarcely a drop of the ru-h

juice we find in a first-class season. At the meeting
of the Koyal Horticultural Society on Tuesday
several small collections were shown, mostly of

large puffy fruits, which have not half the flavour

of the medium-sized and small kinds. One of the
great aims in fruit culture is to please the eye, but
the palate suffers. A big Strawberry is rarely good
eating.

The Strawberry crop in Wilts is one of the
best I have ever seen. Tlie sunny weather we have
lately experienced has ripened the fruit to perfec-

tion. We have a bed here of preserving Straw-
berries that has been planted thirty years. It was
about to be destroyed, but it has now been allowed
to lemain another season, as we have this year

gathered from it a heavy crop such as has rarely

been seen before, even when the plants were young.
—W. A. Cook, Cvnijiton Basset, Calne.

Mr. F. W. Burbidge.—The senate of the Uni-
versity of Dublin have conferred thedegreeof Master
of Arts on our friend, Mr. F. W. Burbidge, Curator
of the College Botanic Gardens at Dublin. This is

a rare distinction, and well deserved. We believed
at the time of his appointment that Mr. Burbidge
was the best man to follow John Bain, and are
pleased to know that after long trial the Trinity
College authorities think so too.

Iris Monnieri is one of the finest of the Flags
blooming in Messrs. Barr and Son's Tooting Nur-
sery, and it only requires a few plants of it to make
a show of colour. The flowers are as yellow as
those of I. juncea, bold in all their parts, and carried

on a spike that shoots up in the style of ochroleuca.

We should like to see such an Iris as Monnieri by
the side of a stream or pond, where amongst Reeds,
Rushes, and other waterside plants its flowers would
be remarkably brilliant. It is a Cretan species.

Burning Fraxinella.—The ditiiculty of suc-

ceeding with this experiment is chiefly due to not
trying it in the light way. Formerly I have held a
lighted match amongst the flowers, wrongly sup-
posing that inflammable gas was emitted by these.

To-night (June 21), with a still air and a cloudy
sky, I laid a lighted match against the stalks of a
large plant just where the flowers begin. One after

another as I applied the light, each of them flared

up, the flame running to the top of the flower-stalk

in about a second.—C. Wolley Dod, Edije Hall.

Tufted Pansies from Scotland. — 1 have
sent you some more hybrid tufted Pansies crossed
with cornuta, as you will see by their prominent
horn. One (Snowflake) is quite new. The others,

except Violetta, are what I have grown for years
;

some were certificated. I also send a new white
form of Poleinonium Richardsoni. I shall send a
better specimen later on,—C. Stuart.

*„* Pansies charming and delicate in colour,

particularly the ones not certificated. We hope
Dr. Stuart will go on with his work in this direc-

tion, and raise many beautiful things like little

Violetta, which we grow and like well.

—

Ed.

Strawberry Noble.—I have Ijad four years

experience of this Strawberry, and regard it as one
of the most desirable sorts in cultivat ion for growers
of all classes. In the spring we forced 20O plants of

it in 6-inch pots with satisfactory results, and at

the present time we have some hundreds of plants
of it fruiting in the open quarters. From these

we picked ripe fruits five days before Black
Prince matured, and they are so handsome as to

charm all who see them. It is perfectly distinct

from all other varieties, and I am quite satisfied

with it. I enclose you a fruiting plant drawn from
the ordinary rows. The plant sent is only nine
months old, having been planted as a runner the

middle of last September.— J. MuiB, Margam Park,
Port Talhot.

*^,* Finely grown specimens and handsome fruit,

but for us the question of questions in all these

matters is the flavour, and in that we think them
deficient, but to be fairly judged they ought to be
tasted on the plant. Mr. Laxton will, we hope,

turn his attention to raising Strawberries with fine

flavour.

—

Ed.

Gunnersbury House, Acton.—This, until

lately the residence of Mr. H. J. Atkinson, M,P.,

has been recently sold by him to the Messrs. Koth-
schild, and everything pertaining to the garden
disposed of by auction. Although a small place
compared with the noble park adjoining, Gunners-
bury House has a name for good gardening that is

not confined to the district surrounding it. Mr.
Hudson has, by his successful culture of plants,

especially of the fine-foliaged class, made it rank
with those five times the size. Last week it looked
as bright and as pretty as we ever remember it.

Masses of Noisette Roses were sending their shoots

of flowers unhindered over trellis and post, and a
charming bit of planting was a Honeysuckle in full

flower covering a Moss-clad pillar at the top of the

steps in the flower garden. It is this kind of thing

that charms everyone when it is associated with

gardening of the highest class, such as we have
always found at Gunnersbury House. In every de-

partment this small place has given rich returns,

the result of careful oversight and a knowledge of

the best things to grow, with an eye also for garden
effects, not of garish colours, but of judicious bits o£

planting and association we should like to see moreof

.

The Mexican Mock Orange (Philadelphus

mexicanus).—Two years ago I sent you a spray of

Philadelphus mexicanus, which you forwarded to

Kew for verification. At the same time you ex-

pressed a wish to have a specimen another season.

Last year it did not flower well, but this year it is

in great perfection, and will, I hope, answer your

purpose. 1 find it sufliciently hardy to bear the

winter cold against a wall in Devonshire, but I

should doubt its hardiness in colder counties.

—

T. H. AucHEB-HlSD, South Devon.

White tufted Pansies.—We have received a

bunch of a variety of tufted Pansy from Mr. J.

Simpson, Wortley Hall Gardens, Sheffield. It is a

bright and vigorous kind which we think will please.

It is worth a dozen of the striped sorts, even those

with the best points. The flower is clear white, ex-

cept a rich orange central eye of good size, and

excellent shape. It should make a good garden

flower for cutting, Mr. Simpson also sends flowers

of Mrs. Kinnear of a soft yellow shade, and
illustrated by a coloured plate in The Gaedex of

April 30, 1887; Countess of Hopetoun, r.nd Dr. John
Clarke, which are of a similar shade to Mrs.

Kinnear.

A pretty Everlasting Pea.—I send you some
flowers of an Everlasting Pea cut from a large

plant growing in a cottage garden at Combs, near

Stowmarket." I was informed that it had been there

nearly thirty years, but nothing was known of its

origin. It will probably have lost some of its dis-

tinct and novel shade of red by the time it reaches

you, as it was carried a long way in bright sun-

shine. 1 shall be glad to know the name of the

variety,—A. H.

*t* Your Pea is Lathyrus rotundifolius Drum-
mondi.

—

Ed.

Tea Rose Souvenir de S. A. Prince.—

A

gathering of flowers of this new Tea Rose comes
from Mr. G. Prince, of Oxford, who was fortunate

in fixing so beautiful a sport from such a Rose as

Souvenir d'un Ami. The flower has the delicacy

and beauty of that of Niphetos, to which it may
be compared, as it is just as white, but a likeness

to the parent may be traced in the shape and sub-

stance of the bloom as well as in the leaves of the

plant itself. Such an addition as this new Rose

will be welcomed by those who require flowers for

cutting early in the season. We have seen it (!x-

hibited in the finest condition more than once.

Mr. A. Barker.- Seeing in The Garden the an-

nouncement of the death of Mr. Arthur Barker, I can-

not help making a short comment, haxdng known him
some years ago. More especially have I been interested

in all that he has written in The Garden. The
soundness of his writings is indisputable ; they are a

model whicli some of us older men might well follow.

VieW may Mr. Coleman call him an excellent man and
gardener.—T, Smith, Popicorth Hall Oardem:, St. Ives.

Onions unhealthy (.1. ('.>.— Kindlysendsome of

the bulbs.

Names of plants.—J. H. Jin/.jc— Iris spuria

\ar. desertorum. .1. -Y.-Forms of Lathyrus lati-

tolius. T. Ryan.— 1, Cypripedium barbatum ; 2.

C. superbiens,^— /', Hand.—1, Fiois repons; 2, St.

John's Wort (Hypericum calyciuum).——K Douding.
—

1 , Cattleya Mossire ; 2, t)neidium crispum ; 3, form
of Kpidendriim Raiidi ; 4, E. cochleatum.—

—

Spencer H.
liickham.— 1 , Vicia Orobus ; 2, form of Aster alpinus

;

3, Galega orientalis ; l, Veronica austriaca iiinnutifida.

—,1.ir. Yeoman.—Forms of Orchis maculata.— W. il.

—Red flower, Escallonia macrantha ; white, Deutzia

crcnata. H. D.—A variety of Gongora maculata.

Siihgcriber.—Formsof Spanish Iris. .1. H. Cox.

—Cattleya Mendeli, poor form. Tii^acA-.—Veronica

Tcncrinm var. latifolia. ^[ace, Bardjield.—Fatsia

.japonica. M. .i. P., Ilanleinere.—Odontosi)Prmum
spiuosum. J. U'.— 1, Weigela rosea var. j 2, Mentha
gcutiUs variegata.
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Woods & forests.

SOIL FOR TREES.
This is a point of much importance, and a great
deal has yet to be learned in this respect, for it is

only by a proper selection of soU, site, and expo-
sure that we may expect tree planting to be suc-
cessful. I have no hesitation in saying that many
failures in planting throughout the country can
be traced to errors of judgment in the selection
of soils and exposures, and this applies in par-
ticular to such kinds as are not altogether
hardy and liable to be damaged by late spring
frosts. For example, it is but too conmion a
practice when planting some of the tender Conifers
to select a warm sheltered spot for the site, ima-
gining that such will be in keeping with the
requirements of the plant, but in the great
majority of cases I have found such practice to
be wrong. I have lepeatedly removed trees
tliat were making very little progress in such
places to a higher and more exposed situation
with the best results as regards the health and
growth of the tree. Picea Webbiana and P.
Pindrow, for instance, when planted on soft
rich soil at a low elevation very seldom ripen
their young wood properly in autumn, and as
they are apt to start into growth in such places
early in spring, they are liable to be cut down
and damaged to a serious extent by spring
frosts. The proper site for these and other
trees of the same type that are not altogether
hardy is a north aspect, as then they are less
liable to start into early growth, and, conse-
quently, are not injured by frost.

Another point of importance in the successful
culture of such trees is that of soil. Deep
loamy soU, as weU as soft bog, should be
avoided, as the wood of the trees produced on
such a soil is generally of a soft nature and de-
ficient in firmness. Some trees appear to be
capricious in their wants. P. Nordmanniana,
which is a very hardy tree, from the Crimean
Mountains, appears not to be altogether at
home in this country when planted at an eleva-
tion above sea-level of 926 feet. The soil is of
a loose, open, gravelly texture, resting upon
water-worn pebbles and shingle. On the same
soil and site the common Silver Fir (P. pecti-
nata) does not thrive, and never will attain a
large size. I attribute faUure here in a great
measure to the poverty of the soil. On the
same ground, P. nobilis attains a fair average
size, seems in perfect healtli, and is very orna-
mental. In the same plantation the woolly-
fruited Silver Fir (P. lasiocarpa) is making
rapid progress, appears in perfect health, and is

highly ornamental. From the above it appears
that P. nobilis and P. lasiocarpa will gtow in a
drier and poorer soil than P. Nordmanniana
and P. pectinata. With regard to P. Nordman-
niana, tlie largest and finest specimens which I
have ever seen are growing on thoroughly de-
composed Moss, mixed witli a small quantity of
soil or clay at the places wliere the trees were
planted. When planting this tree on poor thin
soil, I have found it very Vieneficial to mix a
small quantity of bog earth with the staple at
the spot wliere the trees were planted.

.1. 15. Wehstk.k.

Durability of the wood of the Lebanon
Cedar.—With the numerous fine specimens o£ the
Lebanon Cedar that are to be seen all over the
grounds at Holwood, it is not at all remarkable
that opportunities presented themselves of testing
the value of the timber as grown in this country.
Twenty-three years ago a larjje tree was blown over
on the lawn at Holwood House, and the timber,
when converted, used in making a large tank for

sheep-washing. In the improvements connected
with a certain part of the estate, the tank was re-

moved and placed in a new site for fish-breeding pur-
poses. Here, however, it is well to state that the
tank was not placed beneath the ground level, only
for sufficient depth to cover the bottom with puddle
so as to minimise leakage. I examined the wood
some days ago and found the sides of the tank per-
fectly sound, only the bottom, which was set in

clay, having partially decayed, the pleasing aroma,
which is so easily detected in freshly cut wood,
being distinctly noticeable in that of the tank when
a chip was cut off. Some of the boards were 2B
inches wide, thus showing that the tree from which
they were cut must have been one of rather big
dimensions. Few trees, I may state, of British
growth and of a resinous nature could better have
stood the rather trying test of wet and dry alter-

nately in a more commendable way than the
Lebanon Cedar of which I write. How long it will

still remain good I cannot say, but, judging from
present appearance, linked with the nearly a quarter
of a century's test of the past, leads one to suppose
that 100 years will make but little difference in the
texture.—A. D. Webster.

THE CAROLINA HEMLOCK.
The fact that a coniferous tree of respectable size

and of considerable multiplication could escape
notice for nearly a century in a region so carefully

explored as the hilly portions of North and South
Carolina is an example of the difficulty of learning

thoroughly the trees of a country, and of the

danger of being deceived about them— a danger
which even the most careful and experienced
observer of forests cannot always avoid. It was not

suspected until 1850, when Professor L. R. Gibbes
noticed the difference in the Carolina trees, that

there were two very distinct species of Hemlock
growing in Eastern America. William Bartram,
who, three-quarters of a century before, explored

the very region whore the second species abounds,

the two Michaux, father and son, as shnrp-eyed
tree-lookers, or, to use the more picturesque ex-

pression of the West, " tree-sharps," as our woods
have ever seen, who crossed and recrosscd the

region a dozen times ; and much later, Dr. M. A.
Curtis, whose knowledge of the southern mountain
flora has never been equalled— all failed to notice,

or, if they noticed, to record the distinct, compact
habit, the darker green foliage and the larger cones,

with broad spreading scales of the Carolina Hem-
lock.

Tlie Carolina Hemlock is a small tree, rarely at-

taining a height of more than 60 feet. It prefers

the rocky banks of streams, at elevations of from
2500 or SOOO feet, although it is sometimes found
on rocky slopes fully 1000 feet higher. It is never
grcEarious, however, and it is rare to find more than
half-a-dozen trees growing together. The two
Hemlocks may be seen sometimes growing side by
side with their branches intermingled, when their

distinctive characteristics are- made very apparent.

Xo intermediate or connecting form has yet been
noticed. The territory through which this tree is

distributed is not a large one, and consists of that
portion of the Blue Ridge which lies in Transyl-
vania, Jackson, and Macon Counties, North Caro-
lina, and in the adjacent parts of South Carolina,

at least as far as Caesar's Head, an outlying spur in

Greenville County, South Carolina.— Oanlen and
Forest.

Felling trees by electricity.— Hitherto
machines for felling trees have been driven by
steam power, but tliis is often inconvenient, espe-

cially in thick woods, because the heavy machinery,
including a boiler, must be placed near the tree to

be cut. These machines, therefore, can only be
used on the borders of forests or in open spaces
readily reached by good roads. The Linnlon Times,

however, reports that electric power has been
adopted in the Galician forests, I'sually in such
machines the trunk is sawn, but in this case it is

drilled, with a series of holes close together. When
the wood is of a soft nature the drill has a sweep-

ing motion, and cuts into the trunk by means of
cutting edges on its sides. The drill is actuated
by an electric motor mounted on a carriage, which
is comparatively light, and which can be brought
up close to the tree and fastened to it. The motor
is capable of turning around its vertical axis, and
the drill is geared to it in such a manner that it

can turn through an arc of a circle and make a
sweeping cut into the trunk. The first cut made,
the drill is advanced a few inches and another sec-

tion of the wood is removed in the same way until
the trunk is half severed. It is then clamped, to

keep the cut from closing, and the operation con-
tinued until it would be unsafe to go on. The re-

mainder is finished by a hand-saw or an axe. The
current is conveyed to the motor by insulated wires
brought through the forest from a generator placed
at some convenient site, which may be at a distance
from the scene of operations. The generator may
be driven by steam or water power, and does not
need to be transported from place to place.

History of the Corsican Pine.—The Corsi-
can Pine is a native of many parts of the south of

Europe, Spain, the Morea, Mount Etna, the coasts
of France, and also the Caucasus, and parts of Asia
Minor, but grows to the largest size in Corsica,

where it is often found from 120 feet to 140 feet

high, attaining its full size at the age of seventy or
eighty years, and being used as good timber at

the age of thirty. The first planted in England is

said to have been brought in 17511, and is probably
the very tree mentioned already as growing at Kew,
which is now therefore about 130 years old. Loudon
figures this tree as it was in 1838, when it was
about 85 feet high. It was then branched to within
a few feet of the ground. Selby, whose " Forest
Trees" was published four years later, speaks of

the same tree as being 90 feet high. It is now,
perhaps, 120 feet high, and the trunk is bare to

within a few feet of the top, and as straight as a
ship's mast. The next tree of which the progress
is recorded was planted in the Jardin des Plantes
at Paris in 1774. Loudon speaks of this tree as
being SO feet high in 1838. It would be interesting

to know whether it is still standing. About the
time that the latter tree was planted the quality of

the timber, which had long been used in the French
navy, became the subject of investigation. It was
left uncertain whether the timber of Scotch Fir
from the Baltic or Corsican Pine from Corsica was
the better, but it was recommended by the French
Government that the tree should be cultivated in

France. However, the cones were so difficult to

obtain that those of P. maritima (Pinaster), a
closely allied species, were fraudulently sold as

those of P. Laricio. In 1822, owing to the con-
tinued difficulty of obtaining genuine seeds, many
thousand Corsican Pines were grafted on Scotch
Fir in France, and planted in the Royal forests.

Abies Albertiana.—This species, which is

allied to ^the Hemlock Spruce (A. canadensis), is

one of the most graceful of the tribe, particularly if

growing 'on soils suitable to it, such as a peaty
loam. Some of the original plants sent home were
planted in Scotland, and now are admirable speci-

mens; a peaty soil seems to be the most suitable

for their growth. Notwithstanding, however, that

this Abies is allied to A. canadensis, the latter has
not the constitution of the A. Albertiana when
seen growing side by side in situations where
the A. Albertiana succeeds well. A. Albertiana,

when growing in different soils and degrees of

elevation, I find varies very much in habit of

growth.

"The Garden" Monthly Va.rtB.—Th<s jovrnal it

puhlhlicd in limth/ houvU Monthii/ J'arts. Jn tfiis form the

coloured plates are best jireserrtel, a7id it is most suitable Jbr
rejerence previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price
Is. i>d. ; ]wst/rcc, Is. 9d.

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts. — This
imn-ytol is )ntfjtislicd in nentlir bound .Mfmlhlv I'ort.-i, in trhirli

r'orni it is most su ilabtf jor re/crcnee prtvious to the issue oj' the
yeorlij roluvics. Price [id. ; post free, Sti.

"Hardy Flowers.'*— ffii'inf; descriptions cff upwards of
thii ttm hundred of the most ornamerttal spectts, uith directions

for t'icir arrane/enimt, culture, d'c. Fourtk and Pojiutar
'Hdition, Is. ; post free, Is. Sd.
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